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Profits

Freight Operations, for October, 169; November, 546; December, 808; January,
1076; February, 1282; March, 1580
Freight Operations for Years 1915, 1916 and
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to

October, 1917, 12t, 43'

Revenues and Expenses for October, 138;
November, 330; December, 533t, 548
Burleson, Postmaster General
Mail Pay Reduced, 1535
Mail Trains Late, 156, 1301
Regional Director, Appointment
Bush, B. F.
as, 1439*
Bush, Irving T., Chief of Embarkation, 332, 428
Bush Terminal Taken by War Department, 92
Business Papers Advise Shippers, 34It, 363
Business Press and the Railway Question, 1122
Business (See Foreign Trade)
:

c
(See Bridges and
Caldwell, B. D., 1377*
Caisson

Canada
Development Work

of

Buildings)

Canadian

Shaughnessy

on

Railway

Situation,

128, 148t

New Brunswick Lines Taken Over, 1394
Rails Ordered by Government, 10I0», 1048
Railway Engineers in France, Story of, 862
Railway Progress in 1917, 36*. 849^, 1438
Rate Increases, 92, 731
Victory Loan Subscription, 83

Canadian Northern:

Organization, 38, 849*
Wartime, 408
Society of Civil Engineers
Over Kettle Rapids, I406t, 1411*
Capital (See Finance; also Labor)
Traffic,

Canadian

:

Bridge

Car:
Connection, Barco Steam Heat, 722*
Development of the Steel Car, 461
Frictionless Side Bearinus Tested, 1234*
Fuel Conservation; N. P., 1058t, 1080*
Lumber Record, Carload of. 54^*
Orders, Government, 1104t, 1145, 1153t,
1162t, 1169. 1202. 1448, 1454t. 1540,
Orders in 1917, lOt, 13t, 65*. 139
Orders in 1918, 896
Orders, Unfilled, on April 1, 1228
Roofinc. Tuco StaiKLird. 1088*
Scale Test; N. C. & St. L., 371*
Tank, M. C. B. Report on, 1505*
Tank Car Tests; M. C. B., 230
Wheels. M. C. B. Report on, 1512*

1557

Car Building Plants and Railroad Repair Shops,
515

Car Conservation (See Car Service)
Car, Freight

Hopper; C. M. & St. P., 249*
Hopper; E. J. & E., 1563*
Hopper; N. & W., 313*
Maintenance. M. C. B.
Discussion

on.

1478t, 1487
for

Future, 293t, 485t

Orders, Government, 1104t, 1145, 1153t,
n62t, 1169, 1202, 1448, 1454t, 1540, 1557
Orders in 1917, 13t, 65*
Refrigerator— Box
Bunker
and
Basket
Bunker, 119*
Refrigerator; Michigan Central, 561*
Standard, 777t. 785, 869*, 987*
Stenciling, M. C. B. Ruling on, 1195
Wheels, Changing, 1549t
Car Record Office. Washington. D. C, 1228
Car Service
Bill Checking Discontinued. 1071, 15511
Box Cars Sent West, 141
Conservation in China, 303*
Conservation Records; Pennsylvania, 217,

Demurrage on Heatless Days, 520
Demurrage Rates Increased by
G_ener.i!

Freight

Mc.'Vdoo.

Operations,

115.

>n>,

Statistics

J57,
of,

Director
332
169.

546.

'

808, 905, 1076

Loading Campaign, Results of; Pennsylvania Lines West, 217
Loading Lumber in Open Top Cars,
147t,

Loading

Lumber— Record

tration

:

Car Record

Office, 1228
Distribution of Cars, 915
Diversion and Rcconsiunment Rules, 1557
Embargo Rules, 408, 915
Export Shipments, Regulation of, 1111
Loading Rules, 1422
Office at Chicago, 1538
Organization. 360
Refrigerator Car Handling, 1112
Rules for Handling Freight for the War
Department. 497
Sailing Day Plan Urged, 806
Car Shops at Port Huron; G. T., I309t, 1331*

Car Supply
Coal Production, 1008t, 1049, 1058t, 1095
Dunn, Samuel O. on, 1013
Future Prospects, 913
Carbocoal— A New Fuel, 324
Cash (See Finance)
Caterpillar TronWe; MrOond River R. R., 1347*
Cement (See Concrete)
Central Advisory Purchasing Committee:
Car and Locrimotive Orders. 1104 1, 1145,
llS3t.

1162!:.

1540. 1557
to

Committee
Personnel

of,

1169,

1202.

Buv Ties,
418, 545

1140,

1448.

1454t,

1286

Selling
to
Railroads Under Government
Control, 543. 853, 1454t
Specialties for Cars and Locomotives, 1145,
1170, 1448, 1454t, 1540, 1586

Central Railway Club:
Conservation of Material. 136
Handling Locomotives at Terminals, 713

Chambers, Edward

Government Control, 37
Stock Value, 1562
Canadian Pacific
Annual Report, 777t*, 817
Development of Western Canada, 97t. 105*
Lord Shaughnessy's Address to Shareholders at Annual Meeting, 1148
Canadian Railway Association for National
Defense
Appeal for Car Conservation, 731

Orders

.•

Repair of Freight Cars, 149t, 913
Shortage Reports, A. R. A., 728, 1112
Terminal Cmiditi.ms. January 1. 109. 117
Car Service Section of the Railroad Adminis-

Pacific, 97t,

IDS*

Lord

Co"(mi(r<f)

(

1497"

:

Revenues

Car Service

Loading Rules, M. C. B. Report on, 1478t,

of Mines, 283

Bureau of Foreign Commerce, 857
Excess
Bureau of Internal Revenue
Tax Law. 326
Bureau of Railway Economics

Carload, 542*

Advertising, Regulations Respecting, 1539
Furnishing Information to Shippers, 1225
of Name to Railway Age, 15t
Showing Organization of Railroad Admmistration: Inset. June 14. 191S.
Chemin de Fer du Midi
Locomotives. Consolidation Type, 504*
Chesapeake & Ohio: Annual Report, 1160t*,
1209

Change

Chart

:

Chicago
Car Service Office, 1538
Car Thieves Captured, 1447
Operating Committee for Eastern Regional
Lines, 1583
Passenger Service to St. Louis Rearranged,
489t. 521
Snow Trouble, 369*
Termiral Operation as
I'nit. 1131
Ticket Office, Central, 1278, 1302
Track Elevation Work, 809, 1250, 1536
1

W

Chicago & Eastern Illinois: .Tackson,
J., on
Patriotism, 428
Chicago & North Western
Annual Report, 1409t*
Car-Saving Instructions of E. E. Betts, 331
Contributions to Men Abroad. 996
Embargoes, Daily, 332
Grain Elevator at Chicago, 91
Red Cross Work Rooms, 329
Trespassing, Campaign Against, 131 2t*
Chicago Bridge & Iron
Company: Tanks,
Riser Pipe Type, 689*
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy:
Crossings, (Concrete, 215*
Metropolis Bridge in Service, 203*
Pinto Beans as Food. 1094
Tie Service Record, 1073*
Chicago Junction Railway: Trackless Train
System, 655*
Chicago, Milwaukee cS: St. Paul
Car, Hopper, 249*
Locomotive, Electric, 275*
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company:
Annual Report, 384
Changes in Organization, 1355*
Chicago Railway Equipment Company: Anniversary Celebrated, 385
Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company
"Split Spark" Lightning Arrester, 616*
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific: Track Labor
Service Record of, 1079
Olicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis
nual Report, 1457t

& Omaha:

An-

China:
Car Conservation, 303*
Labor Conditions, 650
Railways Compared with Japanese, 1567*
Railways Needed, 797*
Chosen, Railways of. 511*
Cincinnati Freight Control Committee, 1467
Cinderella or the Little Coal Slipper. 517
Cities Service Company: Annual Report, 953
Claim .'\ttornevs to Confer, 1535
Clamshell for Unloading Bulk Cement, 1582*
Clark, Victor S.
Employment Conditions in
Train and Yard Service Under EightHo
373
Clearing Bureau (See Accounting)
:

Clerk (See Employee)
Cleveland Advertising Club: Business Press and
the Railway Question. 1122
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis:
Annual Report, 1157t*, 1208
Perishable Freight Transportation, 297%
Coal (See Fuel)
Coastwise Steamship Advisory Committee, 1025
Collier's Weekly:
"Our Railways Are Good—
Why?" 1405+
Collision (See Accident)
Columbia, S. C, Collision, 473
Columns, Report of A. S. C. E. on, 192t

Committees
418,

Car and

of
446,

Locomotive

Builders,

509

Committee on Economics

of

Railwav Operation

of the A.

R. E. A., 670*, 1057t
Committee on Mail Transportation, 1112*
Committee on Operating Statistics, 1309t, 1336
Committee on Public Information
Railroad
Engineers in the War, 975
Committee to Control Freight Traffic, 1112,
1144. U".«
MRl. \-if-f.
Compensation (See Finance)
:

Concrete
Caissons Sunk by Excavation. 1473*

Cement Industry, B. F. Affleck on, 648
Cement Unloatied with
Clamshell, 1582*
Crossings. Highway. 215*
Fence Posts. 654*. 761*
Mixer with Counterweight Chute, 652*
Piles. 745
Pneumatic Method of Concreting, 1223*
Roadways: A. T. & S. Fe, 97t, 111*
Tests cf Coarse Aggregates, 165
Condition at Terminals on January 1, 109. 117
,•>

Committee on
What Doth It

Conference

National PreparedProfit a Man? 691t
Allied Manufacturers and Pub1542
Conference on Railroad Fuel Coal. 427. 526
Congestion (See Freight)
Connection (See Car)
Conservation of Locomotive Supplies. 1316
Conservation of Material. 136
Conservation of Natural Resources, A. R. E. A.
Report on, 619t, 628*
ness:

Conference

of

lishers.

Construction,

New

:

.Additions and Betterments (See Additions
and Betterments)
Alaskan Railroad, 1300, 1442, 1458*, 1534
Baltimore & Ohio Grade Separation at

Pittsburgh, 1028*
Elimination of Duplicate Lines, !217t
Foreign Countries, Statistics of, 39
Island Ship Yard. 1020*
Kansas Citv Terminal's Elevated Line and
Bridge. 493*
Line to Hadlev's Bend. Tenn., 1317*
Pennsylvania Between Ben Davis. Ind., and

Hog

Frankfort. 195*
Situation as .Affected by
Statistics for

Union
Yazoo

1917.

lOf.

War, 887
12t.

51*.

139

Double Track, 1552'
Valley Improvements,

Pacific

&

Mississippi

781*
Contract for

Railroad Compensation,
tions on, 1067, llOSf, 1421
Contractor, Problem of the. 1154t

Negotia-

Convention (.See names of associations'!
Conveyor, Portable, Motor Driven, 617*
Co-ordination of all Transportation Facilities.
943. 948t
Fred B.
Corey,
"Split
Spark" Lightning
:

Arrester. 616*

Corporate

and

Operating

Organizations

Sepa-

rated, 702, 910, 1036

Corporation Schools, Purposes and Necessity of
419
Cost of Locomotive Supplies, 1316
Cost of Stopping a Train, 708*
Council of National Defense: Committees of
Car and Locomotive Builders, 446, 509
Couplers. Report of M. C. B. on, 1499*
Court News (See Legal Decisions)
Courtesy (See Employee)
Crossings, Concrete, Highway, 215*
Cunningham, W. J.
Manager. Operating Sta:

tistics Section,

1309t, 1335*, 1461

Curses and Courtesy, 152t, 1266t

Dallas Union Terminal, Electric Trucks at. 726*
Daylight Saving Bill, 379. 729. 784
Delaware & Hudson: Loree. L. F., on Securities
Maturing in 1918, 318

Delaware,
Lackawanna
& Western: Farm
Bureaus, Results of, 322
Demurrage (See Car Service)
Denver & Rio Grande
Receivership Tangle,
:

Department (See Organization)
Depreciation (See Valuation; also Accounting)
Derailment (See .Accident)
Development (See Agriculture)
De Vilbiss Manufacturing Company: Paint
Spraying System. 727*
Director General of Railroads (See McAdoo,

1

l-June
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1918

30.

(Sec Employee)
Dirccion, Federal ami General

Discipline

Dittnct

Mana-

UI8*

iiers,

•ll'l,
10.0, I16J<, H-.. 15J5
Double Track (See Construction, New)
Dunn-McCarthy Company: Line Belwcvn Ben
l)avi> and Franklorl. l->5*

Du|.li..il<-

l.iiitx

of

Low
Duly

a.

hliiniiialion

Untreated

Mean

Above

I.'17t

'Sec Locomolivct

Kc

aii.l

Lxpcii

also

upaii

Eastern Coal Uoik ( .Mii|>an>
Thawing I'laiii at
South Amboy. N. J., 805'
Eastern Liberty Loan DeUils, 1.'7.'
Eck, W. J.: Report on Urniond Collision, U9
Unqualified Support for
Edgerlon, Edwin O.
W. G. McAdoo, 916
Edison. Thomas A.. Inc.: Multiple Plate Primary
Ballerj-, 617*
Education: Corporation Schools, Purposes of, 419
Efficiency (Sec also Upcratinx Efficiency)
Railways.
American
Collier's
Efficiency
of
:

:

ii»_,

-

:ncy

-

90,

of,

534t
Eight-Hour

Commission, Report of, 223, 240t,
259, 373
Electric Locomotive (Sec Locomotive)
Electric Railways Economize on Coal, 139
Electric Equipment (or Steam Railroads, 897*
Electric Switch Machines, 1041*, 1323'
Electric Trucks:
.\tchison. Topeka

& Santa

ChicaRo Junction

Fc.

97t.

I

Ambulance Trains
Moim. War, 225

for V. S., 319*,

(

Managers: also Oflicer)
Expense (See Finance: also Revenues and Ex-

1177*
Reasons for, 1431*
Elevated Terminal Connection at Kansas City,
493*
Elgin. Jnliet & Eastern:
Car, Hopper. 1563*
Elizabethtown Wreck, Pennsylvania, 729, 790*
Elmquist, (Tharlcs E.:
Government Control. 156
Embargo (See Freight)

Employee:
Clerical Labor Situation, 491t
Courtesy and Curses, lS2t, 1266t
Discipline in the Signal Department, 469
Duty as an Individual, Your, 1217t
Engineman Doing His Bit. -^n, 564
Enginemen's Grievances Settled; S. P., 1394
Firemen. Green, 242t
Firemen's Work Laborious, 373
I.
C. C. Employees Liable to Military Ser-

1446
Local Freight Agent Responsible for Unjust Criticism of Railroads, 780t
Mountain Home Association, 729, 1284*,
1535
Opportunity for Public Service, -An, 240t
Passes, Foreign. 737t
Politeness and Intelligence Combined, 394t
Railwaymen with the Colors, 22*, 181. 231,
330, 380, 465, 473
Responsibilities of Railroad Men, 1230
vice,

Strikes:

Foreign Trade (See alao Railway Supply IndiuIry):

C

Consolidation of.
1466.

1278. 1377',
1547+, 1557

1536,

1422,

1454t,

Rates Increased. 1565

Revenues and Expenses
Extensions, Francis

11.

1566

1917. 1394.

in

tary Service, 729

"1

^M

U...,,r.

I

J/ Suf-

-

1061*
"oratory: Durabilitjr ef Udiig
Above Mean Low Tida.
ntion,

Un

Forrest, Wilkes:
Interview
ti'irv in Franrc. rij

W. W. AtMr-

with

'

Frar

•>7$

Fra...

,nada,
<^u
Free Ports Discuised, 902*
"Free Route to Persia and Affbanistan. A."
565*
Freight:
Carloa.l. at Ports laiiuary I. JOO
Charges ..n Cadi fta.i.. 1337. 1424, I4SJt
Clearing llureau in San Franciaco. 90
Mh-'-.tinn at Terminals, January 1. 109.
l.lil

.

on on Pennsylvania, 255, 42t

Ml
Failure of a Railroad Draw Bridge. 547*
Fair Return. An Equation to Express, 506

Fann (See

Pel
RiiK

AdminittradoB.

Iroad

-Agriculture)

James A.: Foreign Trade .\spects. 1061*
Federal and General Managers for the Railroads,

Farrell.

1038.
1271.
I309t.
1335,
1361t.
I407t. 1417*, 1536, I548t. 1559'

Zone System,

lipped in Trainloads,

Exports

Marking, Uniform Rules
Park.iee

1470

1442,

Fence Posts. 653*, 654*, 761*

-

•

for,

1SJ8,

lS4»t,

I

Terminal

Freight
4HAt
•

271

g,
r

Jency

at

and

"•-frtgeratlon

240*.

458

Preparation and Handling

Freight,

IJ

1

.-

Finance:

Advances from Government, 1139
Bondholders' Committee Suggested,

Control

1561

:

507.

140, 231

Concentrate _
318
Committee,

Freight

•irt

1371',

Feedwater Heater (See Locomotive)
Felton. S. M.
Organization of New Regiments.

Citf,

V'cotilatioo

2971
of Bunker for Tranaport-

British Railways, Future of, 368
Canadian Northern Stock Value, 1562
Capital
Expenditures
Authorized,
1261t.

1262t,
1267,
1313,
1453t, 1560
Capital Expenditures,

1406t,

1363t,

Rules

for,

788,

1424,
986,

.1

.

Mj.
med

476
by

S*rrk«

C:ar

1560

Requirements, I. C. C. Asks Information on. 118
Cash
Basis.
Transportation
Charges on.
1337. 1424. 1453t
Cash Disbursements, Order Concerning, 808
Compensation Basis, Julius H. Parmclee

ery Proposed in

Capital

on.

127,

1501

Compensation.
1067.
trol

Bill.

New

Yorli,

ation, tI2
al Interline,

Adopted, 72S,

Years.

1916

Frei>

Contract

Negotiations

for,

1105t, 1421

Compcn.sation

Provisions
129,

98t,

in

166',

Railroad
171.

347,

Con-

"Fr.

FrcK

395,

451

Denver & Rio Grande Receivership, 296t
Dividend Changes in I9I7, 48

Frei.

Earnings

in

1917,

1243
789,

1,

919,

1025

No.

2,

1466,

1557

Bonus in England. 225
Eight-Hour Commission, Report
240t, 259, 373
Foremen Receive Less Than
533t
Railroad W,ige Commission

of, 223,

r

Under

1915.

Kailroada*

and

War

Frerght Rates

Advance on Eastrrn Roada. 693«, 711

;

Government

1

C^

Investment an!
Investment Di
Investments ii

Organized.

Investors. In,l

129
i:9t
1112,

'

Maintenance o:
Net Operatinc Int^n-.c
and 1917. 166*
New York Central
y;,. n:c'-

Workmen,

In-.

.-I.,T

i'

r

Near. 1"

Obtains

l-.inrr^l.

=

:>:^

$6,000,000

1229
:c

I'

Erie-

re-t of,

1144,

1234*

Fro^
Sales

in

FroFrui:

Hearings,

'

99t. 103, 156, 193t. 201*, 253*, 293t,
301, 366. 411, 466

—

Wage Commission Increases
1237,
1163,
1219t.
1266t, 1325. I455t, 1462, 1469
Shopmen's Demands. 224
Standard Oil IncM-eases, 949t
Telegr.nphers .Ask Increase. 254
Track L.nh'.r. 104S
Women in Railroad Service, 1091, 1446

Freig

Excess Profits Tax, 326
Expenses of Fin.-in. ,1 (ifli..r~ X.l Charge10.'6
able to Ope:
Fair Return.

Wages:

Railroad

•'.

<

Sisson on. 1012

Decline in— Letter from John Skelton Williams to the I. C. C. 487t, 499

Shopmen; Southern Ry., 1359t, 1373
Track Inspection Awards; P. M., 230
Union Pacific Roster of Employees in Mili-

Adjustment

"

penses)

Export Freicht in Trainloads, 318
Export Tr.-ide (See Foreign Trade: also Railway
Supply Industry)
Exports Control Committee. 1538. 1549t, 1561
Express Companies:

lOJt,

I

Credit.

A. C. L. Shopmen, 180
Argentina, 379
Longshoremen, S. P.. 283

Board of Adjustment No.

TliBe,

Kinl..

Connecting Railroad, 1367*
Pennsylvania's Chestnut Hill Branch, 809,

Monthly

War

i

motives, 1145, 1170, 1448, 1454t, 1540,
1586
Standardization (See Standar<liiation)
U. S. A. Railroad, 97t
Erie: Underwood, F. D. on Weather Conditions,
286
Europe. Trade with (See Foreign Trade)
Excess Profits Tax, Rulings on, 326
Executive Officers
See l-"ei!eral an<l General

279

k.

10J2*

Financial Future of Railway). 368
Railways After the War. I (.9
Wilson, P. W., on Railway ( onlrol, 135
Equation to Express Fair Kcloin. An. 506
Equipment and Supplies (See Car: also Locomotive)
Construction and Repair, Ouestionnairc on,
996
Cost of Locomotive SupplieH, 1316
Inventory, Forms for. 77St. 807*
Maintenance of E<|uipmenl. 341
RaiUyay Engineers, Equipment for, 329
Specialties for Government Cars and Loco-

Railway, 655'

New York

of

'

Ill"

Dallas. L'nion Terminal (;o„ 726*
Electrical Engineers. 37th Regiment, 523
Electrical Testing. Report of R. S. A. on. 592*
Electricity, Report of A. R. E. A. on, 672*
Electrification:

Average

IM. 2SJ, J29. i79.
UJ8. 1195. MSO,

117.

Knglan.l:

-

c

War,
Efficiency Under Government Control, Test

Board

-Mu.flUi.r.u,,

I

:

\'..iir.

ln.lui.lii..j,

Aiigincnl

Dynjiiiic

IJirt

ul,

Piling

Tide, 1285

:,ii

tU

Engine (See Locomotive)
Engineer Officers' Training Camp, 1S34
Engineering Instiluir of
anada, 286
EnginreriTiB Rrgimrni-.
See Railway Kegimeots)
Englnrh.Mi.e (See S,.i.U and Terminal.)
Engineniiin
See Ein|il.nrcl
<

Freight Traffic Committees, 1387
Dividend (See Finance)
Division ol Capiul Expenditures, SH', 570,
156U
Division of Operation, 1420
Doherty, Philip J.: Property Protection Section,
District

Durability

•

4B7t. 499
liational

Recommended.
1261t.

War linancc CorlK.;.,!
Finance Section of the R.
545

Firemen (See Employee)

ItAtlway

Fud

A*-

:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[lllustnitcd articles are indicated thus *; Editorials thus t; Letters to Editor thus $.]
Fuel (.Conlinucd)

Goverinnem Control iCoHtinucd)
Rate Procedure During, 1539
:

Electric Roads Econoinize, 139
I-oader, Duplex Shallow Pit, 690*
Mines. New, Approval of, 1352
Movement in April, 1254
Movement Speeded by W. G. McAdoo,

125*
Plant to

Transfer

Coal

Mechanically;

P. & L. E., 569"
Prices, 1059t, 1070
Production, 140, 812, 921, 1008t,
1058t, 1095, 1144, 1200, 1302,
1398. 1447, 1538

1049,
1352,

Restrictions on Westbound Coal, 1447
Shortage Investigated by Senate Committee, 83
Situation in New York and Boston, 287
Station at Manchester; L. V., 1273*
Tampers to Break Up Frozen Coal,

1043*
at Port Reading; P. & R.,
709*
Tliawing Plant at South Amboy, N. J.,
805*
Under
Government
Transportation
Control. 959t, 990

Zone System

for Distribution, 251, 723,

948t

War

Pleasure, A, 192t
Warfield, S. Davies, on, 317
as a Railroad

Northern

Pacific's

Center,

341t.

342t

Operation

Government

Government Con-

(See

trol)

Government Ownership:

1290, 1291, 1516
Million Dollars, 207

1289,

Conservation

Campaign,

1058t, 1080*
Oil Consumed in 1917, 1234
Oil Fuel, Regulations Concerning, 329
Oil Movement Supervised, 1027, 1534
Oil Saving in California, 379
Preference List for Distribution, 1049
Report of Master Mechanics' Assn., 1516*
Waste, Despatcher's Responsibility for, 305,
442t, 485t, 696t, 1108t
Waste, Preventable, in Boiler Furnaces,

Future of' the Railways. 147t
Future of the Valuation Work, 894

Canadian Northern. 37

Dunn,

S. O., on, 831, 1123

Effect on

Other Industries, 436t

View of, 1441
McAdoo, W. G., on, 212
"Our Railwavs Are Good— Why?" 1405t
Senators Watson and Johnson on, 400
English

Telephones

in

Tokyo, 917

Government Regulation:
Hill, James J., Prophecy

of, 194t
Perpetuating ]3one-Head Regulation, 1547t

for 1917 Show Effects of Unwise
Regulation, lOt
of Private Management, 1407t
B.
& O.,
Separation at Pittsburgh;

Statistics

A'indication

Grade

1028*
Grain Elevator

at

Chicago; C.

& N. W.,

91

Grand Trunk:
Gaines Wall and Firebox Efficiency, 518

Harry A.:
Coalless Days Ordered, 194t, 198
•restimonv on Coal Shortage Before Senate
Committee, 83
Railway Officers Criticized,
Garretson, A. B.
293t, 301, 343t
General Managers (See Federal and General

Car Shops at Port Huron, 1309t, 1331*
Personal Injury Catechism, 1393

Garfield,

:

Managers;
General Operating

Committee

of

the

Eastern

Railroads:

Employment

Director of War Department
Transportation and Storage, 118
Government Control (See also McAdoo, William
United States Railroad Adalso
G.;
:

Administration

Bill,
98t, 129, 171*, 211,
243, 325, 347, 392t, 395, 451, 519, 553,
703, 811
British Railways Under, 135, 169, 368
Centralization, Excessive, 694t
Coastwise Steamship Lines, 1025
Committees of Western Railroad Executives

Appointed, 91
Competition and Railway Officers, 294t
Test of, 534t
Elmquist, Charles E., on, 156
English Railway Control, 135, 169
Express Companies (See Express)
Fairness Calls for Lovalty, lOOt
Future of the Railways. 147t
Italian Railways Under, 117*, 1279*
Labor Agencies. 115.^t
Legal Aspects of, 937
Lord Sbaughnessy on. 148t
Maintenance Work, Policy on, 536t, 1360t
New Brunswick Lines Taken Over by Cana-

Efficiency,

dian Government, 1394
of, 239t
Organization, New, 1*
Passes, Foreign, for Employees, 737t
Personal Injury Suits, 1337, 1534
Policy of, 1461
President Wilson's Message to Congress,

One Month

Press

102

Comment

on,

16*

—

535t,

555

Foley, T. ,T., on Idle Labor, I103t, 1124
Loading Lumber, 164*
Robberv of Ticket Office Collector, 330
Sanitarian's Work, 5357, 550*
Yard, Markham, 1164*
Manufacturers' Association: Demurrage
Rate Increases Protested, 184
Illinois Passenger Fare Case. 186. 191t, 220. 232
Independent Pneumatic Tool (Company ReorIllinois

1147

ganized.

Indiana Harbor Belt: Posts, Steel Fence, 654*
Indianapolis & Frankfort:
Line Between Ben
Davis and Frankfort, 195*
Indianapolis Frog & Switch Company: Service
Life of Manganese Frogs and Crossings,
Indi:

Frontier Railways and Afghanistan, 565*
Standardization of Locomotives, 1425*
Industrial Truck Companv:
Storage Battery
Trucks, Tractors and Locomotives, 1472*
Industry Tracks. Director General's Order Concerning, 804
Inland Traffic Service War Department, 1227
Insley M'anufacturi"ng Company: Concrete Mixing Equipment. 652*
Inspection and Test Section of the Railroad
Administration, 1534
Insurance to Be Carried by Railroads, 1277
Interchange Inspection Under Government Control,
1462
Interchange Rules, M. C. B. Revision of, 1478t,
1482*
Interchange Service, Standard Locomotives for,
11031
Intermediate Rate Association Organized, 811
International Railwav Fuel Association: Annual
Convention, r083. 1103t, 1287. 1339*

Commerce Commission:

Interstate

Accident Bulletin No. 63, 1300; No. 64,
1349
Accident Report; L. & N. at Shepherdsville,
488t, 498

Annual Signal Bulletin, 1181
Employees in Military Service, 1446
Information Asked on Capital Requirements,
etc.,

118

Overman
P.,

Elected Presi-

1139,

998,

Bill.

1195,

1251, 1297

Private Car Line Report, 1255

Under

Rate-Making

Wheel Company: Annual Report, 431

239t, 295t.

311,

Government

Control,

351. 535t, 555

Report of Terminal Conditions on January
1,

H
Salvaging Railway Facilities at. 1231*
Testimony on Government ConC.
Before the Senate Committee. 79
R.: Co-ordination of All Transportation Facilities. 928*, 943. 948t
Hammond Derailment; H. & T. C, 181
Hand. G. C: Depreciation and Value, 150t.
69t
Harris, George B., 1437*
Harrison, Fairfax: Report to Senate Committee
Halifax:
Hall,

Henrv

Hall,

John

:

trol

on

Accomplishments

of

Railroads'

War

Board. 84
Headlight (See Locomotive)
Hearst.

W.

Highwav

Railway Officers Criticized. 191t
Crossings:
Gates Closed at Night,
R.:

1057t
Hill,
Hill,

James

J.:

Roland:
862

Prophecy of, 194t
Canadian Engineers in

France,

Hines, Walker D., Appointed Assistant Director
General. 359*, 1278
Hocking Valley: Annual Report, 1159t, 1212
Hodges, George:
Manager Troop Movement
Section of the Division of Transportation, 1338
Hog Island. Transportation System at, 1020*
Holden, Hale: Regional Director, Appoi'ntraent
as, 1439*
Hoover, Herbert: Food Supply and Transportation, 445
Hopper Car (See Car, Freight)
Hours-of-Service Law, Court Decision on, 959t,

117

Expenses)
Senate Committee Hearings, 79, 98t, 131,
171*, 211, 243
Smith, Milton H.. on Political Contributions of the L. S: \., 446
Statistics to Dec. 31. 1916, 1191
Wabash-Pittsburgh
Terminal,
Report on,
341t. 375
Williams. John Skelton. on the Decline in
Railroad Credit, 4871, 499
Interstate

Commerce Commission Rulings:

Collection of Undercharges,
Coal for Bunker Use, 1539

1302

Demurrage on Heatless Days, 520
Express Rates Increased, 1565
Fourth Section Applications, 93
Freight Markings, Rules for, 458
Headlight Order, 90, 1446
Rate Increases in New England. 1129
Rate Increases on Eastern Roads, 693t. 712
Rate Increases Ordered bv Director General,
1310t.

1319.

1374

Rate Procedure, 1539
Reconsignment of Carload Freight, 991,
1144
Safety Appliance Order Extended, 329, 427
Transcontinental Rates Increased, 312
Water and Rail Rates Advanced, 1095
Western Cement Rates. 382
Interstate Iron & Steel Company: Annual Report, 530
Inventory of Equipment. Forms for, 775t, 807*
Inventorv of Materials and Supplies Ordered,

IGOl

729

Houston & Texas Central: Accident at Hammond, 181
Howard. James E. Transverse Fissures, Discussion on. 421, 960t, 971*

Hudson Bay Railway:
Bridge Over Kettle Rapids, 1406t, 1411*
Construction, Progress, 1446
Hughitt. Marvin. 1044*
Humphrey. A. L. "They Shall Not Pass," 1024
Huntiligton. C. W.
Retirement as President of
Virginian Railway Ordered by Director
:

;

General.

109,

Revenues and Expenses (See Revenues and

:

Railroads' War Board's Resignation, 3
Railway Officers Criticized bv W. G. Lee
and Others, 19It. 293t, 301. 343t, 570,
780{
Railwav Supply Industry and Railway Industry .-Vn .Analogy, 961t
Rate Making Under, 239t, 295t. 311, -351,

Annual Report, 140St*
Blawforms in Bridge Construction, 653*

Kansas Citv Southern Valuation, 714

Increase, '1228

Great Britain (See England)
Great Northern: Kenney, W.
dent. 365*

1917, 89

Goethals, (jeneral:

ministration)

Increase for Shopmen, 423

Gray, C. R.:
Safety Committees Organized, 1422
Steel Supplv Limits Car and Locomotive

Griffin

of Labor in

Sub-Committee Appointed, 90
General Orders (See iVIcAdoo, William G.)
General Safety Committee Organized, 1461
Germany's Railway Situation, 459
Gibralter Straits Tunnel, 1460

98t.

Wage

Central:

652

Washington

976*, 1095

Economy Discussed.
New Haven Saves a

Illinois

Salaries of Railway Officers, 211, 379, 437t,
471, 1036. 1217-i-, 1241
Senate Committee Hearings on, 79, 131, 174,
211
Short Line Railroads, 214, lOOSt, 1026,
1081, 1185, 1366J, 1468, 1561
Significance and Effects of, 7t
Sproule, William, on, 140
Standardization of Equipment (See Standardization)
Stock Values, 159'
Three Months of, 823t, 825
Solicitation,
117,
184,
286, 485t,
Traffic
909, 921, 969
Transporting Railway Coal, 959t, 990
Trespassing Laws Needed, 1057t. 11071, 1188
Unified Railroad System Suggested, 943,

Terminal

Conferences on, 427, 526

I

Reorganization of the Railways, 1548t

1271

Investment (See Finance)
Investment Bankers' Associati'on: Bondholders'
Committee Recommended, 240t. 271
Investment Economist Section, 821 f, 925* 948t
Iowa, Washouts

in,

1442

Iron and Steel:
Prices Fixed. 90. 853. 1583
Report of A. R. E. A. on, 737t, 754*
Railways Lender Government Control,
1117*. 1279*
Ivanhoe Collision; M, C. 15471, 1570*
Italian

:
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Legal Decliioni (Cenlinuii)
Failnrp

Good

Jackson, \V. J.: Be

Fnrntsli

t.T

omHmiud)
:>r

T-.-.ls,

:

7M

379. 7J9,
>i on. 221, 140t. 2)9,

Bill.

•^^«lf.»-

Soldicra, 428

<

Japan:

J^*.

',

I.aV

(\..i,li.ioi...

.,

650

1.^7
iih

U

<^i.
.u
in

I

Japanr

'ii

Chincjc,

1567*

511"

IIU.

Tokyo.

917
Inipcction:

of

liunvirw with, 409
t.ity:
Terminal for I'arkagc

Kauma,

r

Jcr»«y

Kreighi,

45.';-. 486t
Johioon. .Mha U.:
Co-up«raiion with the Government, 1446
PrcMileni o( Railway liutineaa Auociation,

UJ4
Si.iiitlnrdiiaiion of I.ocomolivcs,
Johtiioii. L. K.: 87',
Jol.n. K.uriial Box. 1347*
Jovirn.l' llox. lolirt. 1J47'
l» riau Day. U59t
June

965

9S9t,

U38

U

Kansaa

Mexico & Orient:

City,

Railroad Administration,

Contract

with

1561

Kan->a» City Southern:
Rehabilitation Program Pays, ll62t
\*aluntion. Hearing on, 714
Kansas Citv Terminal Railway: Elevated
and bridge, 4Q3'

Kasama. Akio: Railway Supply
China after the War, 409

Line

Ilusincss

in

Kates Depreciation Studies, 1133*

W. C: Emhargo

Rules, 408
President of Gt. Northern, 365*
Bridge. 1406t, 1411*
511*
Korean Railways,
Kruttschmitt, Julius: Average Operating Income
as Bases of Compensation, 98t, 131, 171

Kendall,

Kennev, W.-

P..

Kettle' Rapids

Labor:
Blunders

4]1

Higher

iirfeat

u.

15J9

-.

for Coal. 383

I

I.

<

lual

Right

Use

to

Streets,

Grant of Right of Way, 142
IIr..iHi|,' Wailing Rooms, 527

heaur. N. V.. I27J*
Hoa«." 437*

M>ct at

Service Act, 142, 959t. 1001. 1354
F.1TC Ca»r, IKh, 19lt. 220. 232
Injuries fr..Tn Turul.it.ie, 477
Injuries lo I niil'^vrfs, 142. 287, 288. 334,
382. 574, 575, 7,tJ, 813, 814, i05l, 1145.

H..U1-

,.(

Illinois

357.

pany:

1201. 1399. 1585
Injuries to Passengers. 142, 335, 382. 574,
732, 814, 135.1, 1399 1586
Interstate Shipment— "Time of Bringing Suit.
185
Lenses by Railroads. 288
I.iahiliiv of Initial Carrier, 233. 1201. 1354
Limitation of Liability, 527, 1052. 1096
Limitation of Time for Actions Agiinit
Railroads, 1200
Liquor. Transportation of. 573. 1052. 1399
Live Stock, Injuries lo, 185, 334, 430, 813,
1353
Loss bv Act of God, 814
Loss of Valuables in Dining Car, 1001
Nashville Rates to Bowling
Louisville &
Hreen— L C. C. Sustained. 186
M.iil Claim of N. V.. N. H. & IL, 573

Mileage Book Coupons Refused by Foreign
Ro.id. 528
New lersev Statute to Carry State OfBcert
Free, 288
Notice of Arriv.tl of Shipment, 1399
Notice of Oaim for Damages, 477, 528,

316,

^>.

W.

Information for
Mr.>.pr>
1011
'"

•

^

"'

'

UcAdoo, III

G.
1011,

""

inn, 1017. 1019,
'",, loj;. I04S
»i2

!'.

'

CwapaltB,

^1

KkilioiJ

M.I.

SuhiK-tipiioni
82*. 137

uJiy,' The,
to First and
•

Subscriptions
ir'4, 1272

Third

to

iai7»

77«t.

Second Imum,

Imoc,

Term., 948t
Trade
Paper
Advertisers
Third Loan, 730

Underf landing

SOJ, S4«
IsduMrial

450,

Track,

IIM,

IOU.

Co OMrat*

in

94fi

of,

Lighiine-

mmittee on, ISIO*
Loir!

Local

i•.,^l,l

,\i.

It

(

:.n

I

Employee)

.Sre

1096. 1354

in Handling and Solution. 1109t
Capital and Labor in Conference, 418
China and lapan. Conditions in, 650
Oerical- Labor Situation, 491t
Employment Figures for 191". 89, 230

Government

Control

and

Labor

Agencies,

II55t
Idlers in

')4

'
;

.1

AImo.

War

McAdoo's,

Time, II03t, 1124

Director

General,

Orders,

449,

997. 998

Mobilization by Government, 230
Report of A. R. E. A., 620t, 657t. 662*
Turn-CH'er
Corporation
Problem
and
Schools. 419
l". S. Employment Service to Regulate, 1535
I'tilizing Own Forces, 1453t
Wage -Advance and Labor Shortage, 14551
War's Effect on. 277
Labor Saving Devices, 668
Lake Erie & Western: Ticket, Milk, 1344*
Lake Superior & Ishpeming; Arch Viaduct,
560*
Lancashire & Yorkshire: Ambulance Train for
V. S. Arm^, 1032*
Lane. Franklin K.
Wage Commission's Investigation. 253*
Larmond Collision. W. T. Eck on, 139
Lee. Elisha: Federal Manager, 1371*
Lee, W. G.:
Railway Officers Criticized, 191t,
293t. 301. 343t
Legal Aspects of Government Control, 937
:

Legal Decisions:
Abolition of Grade Crossings, 812, 1448
Act of God and Delay, 233
Agency for Consignee. 287
Assessment of Benefits. 287
.Vutomatic Car Coupler Law, 813
Basgage Classified in Texas, 383
Baggace. Loss of. 143
Bill of lading. Surrender of, 142. 574
Carload Rates and Demurrage Charges, 186
Classification of Freight. 813
Condemnation Proceedings. 574, 1052
Conductor's Duty to Passengers. 1200
Conductor's Power to Arrest, 1000
Consignee's Duty to Remove Fruit. 574
Consienor's Liability for Freight and Demurraee. 477. 1399
Contract Between Railroad and Telegraph

Companv. 1053
Contract for Special Service. 1096
Contract with Logging Company. 289, 1201
Conversion, Carrier Liable in, 1201
Crossing Accidents. 142. 334. 527
Delay on Connecting Carrier. 1399
Demand for Cars Recovery of Penalty, 392
Demurrage on Privately Owned Cars, 1145
Demurrage Tariff, Change in, 233
Dining Car Conductor Not a Brakcman, 477
Discretion of Directors as to Eminent Domain, 1448
Discrimination by Expediting. 1448
Excess Charge from Passengers Without
Tickets, 813
Excessive Damages, 1051
Exchange of "Off Line" Service Contracts,
142
Expense of Crossing Another Railroad'i
Tracks, 1051

—

Utilities Commi'ssion,

Ohio Public

Order

of,

I..ocomotivc:

.t82

Mainienuce. 1522*

from Right of Way. Extracting, 1096
Ordir lo Furnish Separate Freight and Pas-

Oil

:>

1448
P. & M. Company Patent Suit Versus Ajax
Rail Anchor Company. 578
Passenger Carried Ilevoml Destination. 94
Passenger Ejected. 733. 1096
Passenger Fares. Discrimination of. 94
Perishable Goods. Transportation of. 574.

of, 467*
Table of, 996

senger Trains.

French

Djnamic AuBn.cnt.
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719*

the.
•,

Electric— Four

Feedwaler Hr
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Through.
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Electric: C. >l
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Power-Brake Law. 812
Railroad's Agreement with Customs Broker.
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SAtlwayi,

r>'nsolidaiion vs. Mikado, 1 1 lOt
Coil as Related to Service. Il62t

1531*

of.

177*
„t

•

289

Reasonable Despatch. 1353
Recovery of I'ndercharges. 1353. 1399
Redemption of Unused Tickets, 814
Relation of Carrier and Passenger. 476
Relief Fund Sustained. 335
Removal of Rejected Ties, 94
Reorganization Plan of M., K. & T.. 335
Report of Railroad Agent Held a Pnvileged
Communication. 383
Res Ipsa Loquitur. 1399
Rest. Water and Feeding Act. 1096
Right-of-Wav Agreement. 430, 1096, 1353
Right of Way. Jilethods of Acquiring. 1052
Rights of Purchaser of Railroad. 1399
Rival naims to Goods, 528
Service of Process on Station Agent. 1051
Settle. W. H.. vs. B. & O.. 1539
Spokane Indian Reservation, Title to Sections in. 733
^
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, ^
Stale Commission's Approval of Switching
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State Commission's Authority at Crossing*.
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pg Contract. Construction of. 382
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Provisions. 334. 732
Tax Cases, 143. 233, 732
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Securities
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1918, 318
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ISI.
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Political
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Legislation:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus *; Editorials thus

M
William G. (See also Government
Control; also United States Railroad Ad-

McAdoo,

ministration)

:

Accounting, Rules 970, 1464
Testimony
Before
Administration
Bill,
Senate Committee on, 211, 243
Advances to Railroads, 1139
Additions and Betterments (See Additions
and Betterments)
Authority to Represent President, 916
Capital Expenditures, Reports of, 788, 986,
1560
Car Service Section Organized, 360
Cash Disbursements, 808
Changing Standard Time, 784
Coal Distribution by Zone System, 251
Coal Movement Speeded Up, 125*
Contracts for Exchange of Transportation
for Advertising, 811
Damage Suits Against Railroads, 997
Demurrage Rates Increased, 115, 202, 257,
332
Director General of Railroads, Appointment
1*,

as,

At,

7t
of Operating

Revenues, 255,
Expenditure
299
Farmers Appealed to, 232
Federal and General Managers Appointed
(See Federal Managers)
Finance and Purchases Division, 545
Financial and Corporate Offices Not to Be
Charged to Operating Expenses, 702, 910,

Aerial Service,
1533

427, 527,

1300,

Letters to Editor thus

t,"

Committee on Mail Transportation, 1112*
Delays Between New York and Washington, 776t, 809
Delays to Trains, 156, 1301
Merchants' Assn. of New York City Com-

plains of Inefficient Service, 1251, 1301
Parcel Post by Motor Trucks, 104
Pay, Reduction in, 1535
Revenues in 1917, 691t
Sorting Table, Southern Pacific, 138
Western Union Messages by Train, 1533
Maintenance Conditions in 1917, 12t. 45
Maintenance of Way Expenditures, 911*

Work

Maintenance

Government

Under

Control. 536t, 1360t

Making Our Resources Available

War,

for

935

Manganese Frogs and Crossings, Life

Officers,

1300

Maps
Bituminous Coal Zones. 976*
Regional Districts, 1373*, 1467*
Valuation Progress Records, 1075*
Marketing and Transportation, 134

Markham,

Regional Director. Appointment
of. 1346. 1388

as,

Food Supply and Transportation, 445

Week" Ordered,

"Freight Moving
153*. 202

etc.,

115,

201*

Orders

General Orders:
Nos. 1 to 12,

2, 4, 255, 299, 449, 788,
986, 1036, 1068, 1229
(Railway Wage Adjustment
No.
13
Board), 789, 919
Nos. 15 to 24, 804, 910, 970, 1025,
1037, 1071, 1072, 1228, 1277
No. 20, 1071, 155U
No. 27 (Wage Increases), 1325, 1455t,
1462, 1469
No. 28 (Rate Increases), I310t, 1319.
1374, 1423, 1464, 1537, 1547t, 1557
N». 29 (Railway Board of Adjustment
No. 2), 1466, 1557
Nos. 30 and 31 (Accounting Practices),
1464, 1465

794,

Industry Tracks, Maintenance and Operation of, 804
Inspectors to Report on Service, 346
Inventory of Supplies Ordered, 729
Labor, Relations with, 449, 997, 998
Liberty Loan Purchases. 811
Members of Railroad Administration Staff
Resign Railroad Offices, 560
New York State Barge Canal Operation,
1071
Organization of Staff, 1*, 256, 300, 358".
359. 475. 521'. 694t, 1036. 1182, 1361t,
1371*, 14I7', 1536. 154St. 1559*
Passenger Service Reduced. 116
Pavne, J. B.. General Counsel, 256*
Policy of the Railroad Administration, 1461
Questionnaire on New Equipment, Additions
and Betterments. 321
Railroad Revoh.tion. The. 1171
Rate Increases Ordered, 1310t. 1319. 1374.
1423. 1464, 1537. 1547t. 1557, 1585
Regional Directors Appointed, 201*, 427,
1335*
Regional Directors, Instructions to, 443
Safety Section (See Safety First)
Salaries of Officers and Directors, 211. 379.
4371, 471. 1036. 12!7t. 1241
with
Standardization
Question
Discussed
George A. Post. 438t, 457, 559
Statistical Reports, 730
Traffic Investigation Committee Appointed,
299, 1466
Wage Commission Hearings, 193t, 201*,
253*, 293t, 301
Wage Commission. Report of. 1163. 1219t.
1237. 12611. 1266t. 1325. 1455. 1462
Wage Demands of Brotherhoods. 99t, 103.
156
Waterways Committee Appointed, 345
Waybillinc. Universal Interline, 728, 794*,
1068, 1229

—

Eugene:
Individual
Effort
Toward Fuel Savings. 1343*
McChord. Commissioner:
Report of Terminal
Conditions on January 1. 109. 117

McAuliffe.

McCloud River Railroad:

Caterpillar

Trouble.

1347*

McKenzie. Edward F.: Doing His Bit. 564
''ac^line Tool Equipment Needed. 855. 900

Madden Company:

Posts.

Steel

Fence. 653*

Maher. N. D.:

r esidcnt of N. & W., 87*
Regional Director. Appointment as. 1335*
Regional Purchasing Committee. 1466

Line

Construction of
Tenn., 1317*

to

Hadley's

Bend.

Masonry. Report of A. R. E. A. on, 745
Massachusetts State Board of Agriculture; Relation of the Railroad to the Farmer. 323
Master Car Builders' Association:
Circulars No. 28 to 33, 1091
Proceedings,
Registration,

Report

on

1359t 1478.
1513

Brake

Shoe

1481"

and

Brake

Beam,

1492*

Report
Report
Report
1487
Report
Report

on Car Wheels, 1512*
on Couplers. 1499*
on Freight Car Maintenance,

on
on
change,
Report on

1478,

Loading Rules, 1478t, 1497*

Revision of the Rules of Inter1478t. 1482*
Specifications and Tests tor Materials. 1489*
Report on
Standards and Recommended
Practice. 1511*
Report on Tank Cars. 1505*
Report on Train Brake and Signal Equipment. 1508*
Report on Train Lighting and Equipment,
1510*
Report on Welding Truck Side Frames,
1478t. 1493*
Safety Appliance Rule Extended. 230. 427
Stenciling Freight Cars. 1195
Tank Car Tests. 230
Master Mechanic (See American Railway Master

Midland Railway of England: Ambulance Train
for U. S. Army, 319*
Mileage (See also Freight Operations'!:
Abandoned Lines in 1917. 49
Block Signals in 1917, 73*
Construction in 1917, lOt, 12t, SI". 139
Minneapolis. Si. P.iul & Saiilt Ste. Marie: Tree
Protection Against Snow, 706*
Minnesota Appeals for Cars. 523
Minnesota Track Scale Specifications, 1113*
Missabe
Railway
Club
of
Proctor:
Train
Despatching. 248
Missouri. K.?nsas & Texas: Safety First Notices. 140
Missouri Pacific:
Annual Report, 1264t*, 1305
Motive Power (See Locomotive)
Motor Trucks:
Chapin, Roy D. on. 1019
Detroit to Seaboard, 140
Freight Lines, 140, 141, 476. 522, 731. 921.
1095
Freiirht

Handling, 486t

Parcel Post Routes,

104

of

Voltage, 1323*
of Railroad

Owners

Securities:

Government Control. 317
Committee Appointed, 1195
of Railway and

Special

National Association

Utilities

Rate Increases Opposed,
1423
National Concrete Machinery Company Posts,
Concrete Fence, 654*
1061*,
National Foreign Trade Convention,
1567*
ConferNational Industrial Conference Board
Labor,
418
ence Between Capital and
National Industrial Traffic League:
Conference with W. G. McAdoo, 202
Government Control Bill Protested, 704
Meeting at Chicago, 792
National Lumber Manufacturers' Association:
Resolutions at Annual Meeting, 1393
Roosevelt, Ex- President,
National Press Club
on Russian Locomotives, 256
National Railway Appliances Association
Address of President Bell, 644
Annual Meeting, 644
Exhibition, 611, 657
Officers and Members, 608"
National Safety Council
Co-operation of Members, 139
Meeting of Executive Committee, 1091
Trespassing Evil, The, 1312t*
Needles, A. C.
Federal Manager, 1371*
Negotiations on Contract for Railroad Compensation, 1067, 1105t, 1421
Net Operating Income for Years 1915, 1916 and
1917. 166*
New Brunswick Railroads Taken Over by
Canadian Government. 1394
New England Railroad Executives* Committee,
985
New England Rate Increases, 1129
Commissioners

:

;

:

New

England Traffic Club: Anderson. George
W., on Loyalty of Railroad Officers.
389t, 414
Newhall. Walter S. Company: Thawing Plant at
South Anihoy. N. .7., 805*
New York and Connecticut Freight Line, 731

New York

Central

Accident at Amsterdam. N. Y., 968*
Accident at Schodack, 1585
Annual Report, llSSt", 1204
Budget for Capital Expenditures, 1268
Locomotive. Electric, 722*
Money Obtained Through Director Gen1229

eral,

Safety First Department, 1547t, 1575
Schenectady Ticket Office, 133
Welding Cast Iron with Electric

Are,

1247*

New York

Connecting Railroad

Electrification,

Mechanic)

Materials Needed by the Railroads. 853
Mears. Col. Frederick:
Thirty-first Engineers
Organized, 329. 570
Mechanical Devices for Disbursement Accounting. 1405t. 1433
Merchants* Association of New York City:
Mail Service Inefficient. 1251. 1301
Store-Door Delivery Proposed. 241t. 276
Mercury Manufacturing Company:
Tractors,
Electric, 655*. 1089*
Metal & Thermit Corporation Formed. 384
Metrorolis Bridee in Service, 203*
Mexican Railways in Ruinous Condition. 281
Michigan Central:
Accident at Ivanhoe. Ind.. 1547t, 1570*
Annual Report. llS7t*, 1206
Car, Refrigerator, 561*
Ford Automobile to Haul Men, 1132*

Package

Low

Switch Machines,
National Association

:

C. H.:

Mason & Hanger Contracting Company:

1036

N
Name Changed to Raihfav Age. 15t
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis:
Car, Scale Test, 371*
Metropolis Bridge in Service. 203*
Line to Hadley's Bend. 1317*

:

of,

652

Manganese Steel Rail Tests, 162
Manganese Track Society Elects

|.]

1442,

1393,

New

1367"

Locomotives, Electric, 717*
York, New Haven & Hartford:

Annual Report, 1364t*
Fuel Saving. 207

Locomotives, Electric, 717*
Switch Machines, Electric, 1041*
Temperatures and Locomotive

Capacity.

539*

Yard

Cedar Hill, 1164*
Railroad Club:
Electric Locomotives. 717*
at

New York

ReducinR Dynamic Augment for Heavy Locomotives, 415*
State P.arce Canal Under Govern-

New York

ment Control. 1071, 1538, 1585
& Western
Annual Report, 1059t*
Car. Hopper. 313*
Northern Pacific

Norfolk

Careful Club. 526

Fuel Conservation Campaign, 1058t, 1080*
North Vernon Collision; B. & O., 90
Ncyes, P B. Need for Fuel Consenration, The
:

1340*

Oflt-Line
Traffic
Offices,
Discontinuance of,
1153t, 1225
Officer:
Call for Military Service, 1470
Charges of Discrediting (Government Control, 191t, 293t, 301, 343t. 570,
780t

Competition and Government Control, 294t
Executive Officers and Government Control

1038,
1271.
1335.
1371*'
1309t.
1361t
14071. 1417*. 1S.«. 1548t. ISS'l*
for Public Service, An,
240t
in Government Service. 21
Railwayitien with the Colors, 22*, 181. 231.
330. 380, 465, 473

Opportunity

Railwaymen

...

:

:

:

:

'
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(Mc.

renn>>lvai

<Ci

Tobac

SaUrirs and (lovcrnmrnt Conlrol, 211, ]79,
lJI7t.

1036.

471.

••3?t

Oil (Sec Furl)

„

.

,

Awardt. 230
Ask

<i

C'oniniiiirr un Economict of Railway Operalion ..( ihf A. R. F.. A.. 670*. 1057t

with

Inctrated

Capacilv

534t.

Signal..

Illock

1103t.

1359t.

l.'6:t.

npany
rhiUJelphia

lJ09t.

Tran.l.ortation.

Oplimivn

Il.r

III

Supnlv

eiiiie>
1'>1'.

:

McAdo.1. William (-,.)
Koppel Company:
OreniteinArthur
Trucks at Dallas Terminal, 726'
Organiiatinn

Electric

Ayera on. 257

Service Department Recommended. 344t
United States Railroad Administration, 1182,
uirv is.io. i54t;t. iS59'
i.irr, i-io"!
Water Service Department, 635
Weighing Bureau. B. & O., 541
Yard and Mechanical. 1125
•Our RaiUavs Are Good— Why?" 1405t
Overman Bill and the I. C. C. 998. 1139, 1195.

irr

Patent Suit Against Ajax
p. & M. Company
Rail Anchor Company, 578
Paci6c Great Eastern: Agreement with PrOTince
of British Columbia. 11 08
Pacific Railwav Club:
:

Election of Officers. 1138
Mobilizing Intelligence on
wavs. 419

American

Rail-

Meeting. 472. 916
Paint Spraying System. Aeron. 727*
World's "'
Paish. Sir George:
Now and Alter the \Va
Parcel Post Routes by Motor Trucks. 104
Parcel Post Weight Limit Increased, 476
Basis of Compensation for
Parmelee. Tulius H.
the Railways. 127. ISOl
Passenger Car Distributor's Job. The. 1127*
Passenger Fares
Canadian Railway Increases. 92
Georgia. Increases in, 1051
Illinois Case. 186. 191t. 220. 232
Increases Ordered by Director General,
Patriotic

:

1319.

1374.

1420.

1423

Indiana Interurban Road Increases, 1537

New

England Increases, 1129

Oklahoma Two-Cent Law Enjoined, 572
Soldiers and Sailors. Reduced Fares for.
1336

West
C.

Virginia. Increases in
O.. 185
Service

;

B.

&

O. and

&

Passenger

Louis

Chicago-St.
489t,

Schedules

Rearranged,

521

Congressional Limited Restored. 730
Elimination of Duplicate Lines, I217t
Reductions and Foreign Passes. 737t
Reductions. General. 91. 93. 116. 141. 184.
286. 287
Reductions on Western Roads. 1176, 1227
Upper Berth Commended. 152t
Passes. Foreign, for Employees, 737t
Patentees' Rights and the Government, 1104t,
1135

Pay (See Mail:

also

— Wages

Employee

"iei

Piles.

.\

-.1

K

Reading: P.

i-

\

Kep.irl on.

.

lOOSt.

S.

:

1026,

114*
:

Tests of

Stag
ing

165

Pittsburgh & Lake Erie: Plant, Mechanical Coal
Handling. 569*
Plans (See Bridges and Buildings)
Plant. Mechanical Coal Handling, P. & L. E.,
569*
Plant, Thawing, at South Amboy, N. J., 805*
Planting Trees as Protection Against Snow;
M. St. I'. & S. S. M„ 706*
Pneumatic .Method of Concreting, 1223*
Pneumatic Tampers Break Up Frozei
Coal,
1043*
Politeness (See Employee)
Pooling of Traffic in West. 1261t, 1275
Pork Hunters, A New Field for, I363t
Port and Terminal Improvement Commission,
1200
Portable Machinery Company, Inc.: Conveyor,

•\

Set

Uegimnits,

r

!0«3

-;:',

•'0.

George

.-X.

McAdoo on
Post.

50J,

975
S70
570

'.

-'.

Letter to Director General
Standardization, 438t, 457, 559

129.

naliog,

.

Post,

:

Report
Report
Report
602
Report
Report

Geoigc A.:

Letter
to
Director General McAduu on
Sundardization. 4JSt. -457. 559
Resignation as President of Railway Business .Association. 960t. 963
Track Spike, 655*
Post Office (See Mail)
Posts, Concrete Fence, 654', 761"
Posts, Steel Fence, 653*
Power Situation (See Locomotive)
President See tmicer; also lederal and General

atioas.

'J4*

585*
Report.

I

Managers)
President Wilson:
.Authority
of

Representation

to

W.

Industry
Kailway
i-ay Supply
5
\n.t ihr War ll„Mt:.

G.

857

McAdoo, 916
l>el<

Pi

Ljf

'It

Railroad Message to Congress, 9St, 102, 127
Pressed Steel Car Company:
.Annual Report. 479

I'ndcr. 54),

Prices:

Coal for Railroads, 1059t, 1070
Iron and Steel, 90. 853, 1583
Track Materials. 90
Priorities. President Wilson on Determination

(.

4J6t

of. 571
Priority Certificate .'\pplications, 247
Priority Order-. .Iti.Ikc l.ovett on, 124
Priority Regulations. 321

Progress Records. 1075*
Propcrtv Protection Section of the Railroad Ad-

uf

ministration. 919, 1026. 1168, 1422, 1535
Public Service, A Great Opportunity for, 240t
Lights. Night, 224*
Pi'rchasing Section (See Central .Advisory Purchasing Committee)

Pullman Company

'.

LaiiiLOicnl,

Ucvrs-c

The,

4AJ*,

N.

457

.nee.

415»,

9«J,

:

1081,

Joint. Roach.

6,S'>'

Km;-;

>

.-1

I

I

.

Transporting Railway Coal

Under Government Control,

IKO. 465, 47J

74.<.

Piles Protected, by .Salt Boxes,
Pipe, Concrete Culvert, 749

Laboratory

Air-

R., 709*

239t.

Bessemer Rails to Uetum' 1106t. l-'2lt
Canadian Government Orders. lOlOt, 1048
ExiK:ditc the Kill Program. lOlOt

1561

Peabody, Francis

ft

1177*

from

Lines

.M

1

also

,

Problems.

Pott

CoBlral,
:

Officer)

Payne. John Ba
146.1.

.1.

I

Co

FnginehouK. 713*
Maintenance, A. R

UlOt,

German

•-

Piet,

Clerical Forces. 4911

1251.

rrcial Museum. 858
It
Hill Electrification,

Pu

Pittsburgh Testing

:

Rc(>ort,
at

117

Phil:'''

.Siji<->

also

In-

& Washington: KevKlevea .Months Ended Nov. 30.

for

Phi'

Railroad AdminiitraDirectora
alao
Kcgional

OTdr[^ iSrr riiiiol
tion

1335*. 1461
14t

Kiel.l.

Annual

:

Reading: Coal Terminal

v|»
1557

Uej.lMlg. 709*
Philadelphia. Baltimore

1383'

OperalinK Slatitlica Section of the Divialon ol

&

Wage

elegiaphcrs

:

I'lni. loving

Automatic

Tianiportalion, 1091
Rules. li49

Men

..

11.'5

'

>iulTt in

:

Inexperienced Men. 242t
SrrMif Ilepartment on Riilway», 344t
Nlicc.ling Up the fipnaiion o( Termlnala,

92S*.

:'11.

1091, 1446

.a sci

.,,
Fnjoined. 572
,

Oklahoma Twa-Cen» Fare Law
Oldhim. I.iliri E. Making Our Rctourcn At»IIal.lc (or War. 9J7*, <*48t 935
Optralmg Efticicncy:
._
, „

Tuck

Rrii. -General

'

1-Ml

I.'S2*
Tests,

959t. 990

Pennsylvania Lines (See Pennsylvania Railroad)
Pennsylvania Railroad
Accident at Elizabethtown, 729, 790'
Annual Report. 490t
Baltimore & Ohio Uses New York Terminal.

=

Receiveiikipa and
46

Recon^^n-n^^r
Report of A. R. E.
Tr,-in«ver«e

oa, 765*

.\.

Fi««iire«,

^-1

Rra.
162

62

of

i

Use.

vfcU^t*ule S^ies lO 1917, 14t.

CaH^id

Rules

Freiitlit,

ni»cii««i*

foe.

J29

\V.,

K'

t)

1071. llS4t. 1349

i.oaa

Campaifo.

Car Conservation Records, 217. 572
Congressional Limited Restored. 730
Electrification of Chestnut Hill Branch. 809,
1177*

Employees in Military Service, 1533
Engineman McKenzie Doing His Bit, 564
in 1917, 423
Congestion and Embargoes, 255,
381. 428
Line Between Ben Davis, Ind., and Frank-

Fire Losses

Freight

fort,

195'

Passenger Train Service Reduced, 91, 286
Sailing-Day Plan Extended, 476

Screw

44U

Spikes

Rejected.

294t,

307*,

Snowstorms, Fight with, 435t. 447*

435t,

,ic

(.uiun
n.
•.

!407t, J417*
1467*

.iniltee for

Easuni

Lbtt*. tSSJ

;

:
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[Illustrated articles arc iiidicalcd thus *; Editorials thus t; Letters to Editor thus J.]
Reinforced Kail Joint Company:
0K»"
Relav. L'. S. & S. Model l>, 618'

Shop

Rcpa'ir

Roach Joint,

Facilities Deficient, 855, 863,

1007t,

107.'.

1103t
Repair Shops, Statistics of, 515
Report o£ Comiiiission on Adamson Eight-Hour
Law, JJ3, 2-)0t, 259, 373
Report on Stresses in Track, 390t, 403*
Republic Iron & Steel Company:
Annual Report, 952
Resources Made Available for War, 935
Responsibilities of Railroad Men, 1230
Revenues and Expenses:
Bureau of Kailway Economic Statistics for
1917, 12t, 43'
Bureau of Railway Economic's Summary for
October, 138; November, 330; December,
533t, 548
Canadian Railways in 1917, 1438
Express Companies for 1917, 1394
February, 1918, 1009t, 1048
Four Months of 1918, 1453t
Mail Revenues, Reduction in, 691t

and

March,

Three

Months,

1198,

12201,

1261t, 1395
Bait.

Phil.,

&

Wash.

Revenues

for

Months Ended Nov. 30, 1917, 117
Weekly Reports, 1084
Year Ended Dec. 31, 1916, 1191
Year Ended December 31, 1917, 533t,

11

Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce:
.\dministi-atioii Bill
Reports of Senate and
House Committee, 347
Administration
Testimony of Julius
Bill
Kruttschnitt and Others, 98t, 131, 171*
211, 243
Government Control Testimony of Henry
C. Hall and Others, 79, 131, 174, 211
Harrison, Fairfax, on the Accomplishments
of the Railroads' War Board, 84
Senate
Committee
on
Manufactures:
Coal
Shortage Investigated, 83
Baker,
Senate Committee on Military Affairs:
Secretary, on Work of Railway Engineers, 282
Service Department on Railways, 344J
Shaughnessy, Lord:
Address to Canadian Pacific Shareholders,
1148
Canadian Railway Situation, 128, 148t

—

—

—

Sliepherdsville Collision;
488t, 498, 1533

Concrete

Business with, 692t, 697'
Chinese and Japanese Railways, 1567*
Foreign Trade Opportunities, 585*, 963
Labor Conditions in Japan and China, 650
Robbery (See also Thefts):
Illinois Central at Chicago, 330
Roberts & Schaefer Company:
Coal Handling Plant; P. & L. E., 569*
Coaling Station at Manchester; L. \'., 1273*
Loader, Duplex Shallow Pit, 690*
Contributions for Railway Regiments, 570
Cost of Locomotive Supplies, 1316
Smoke Kit for Every Soldier, 1301
Roofing, Tuco Standard Car, 1088*
Russian Locomotives,
Roosevelt, Ex-President:
256
Rope, Waterbury Armored, 652*
Rules:
Handling Freight for War Department, 497

1359t, 1373
Supervision
Must
533t
Short Line Railroads:

Control,
1026,
1081,
lOOSt,
1468, 1561

&

T. Bulletins, 140
Central, 1547t. 1575
Pere JLirquette Golden Rules, 1249
Saihng Day (See Freight)

New York

Salary
Salt

(See Officer)
to Preserve Piles, 114*
Railway Facilities

Boxes

Salvaging the
1231*

at

Halifax,

San Diego & South-Eastern Motor Car Lines
Taken Over, 183
San Francisco Railroad Cleaning Bureau, 90
Sanitation on the Illinois Central, 535t, 550*
Scale Specifications, Minnesota, 1113*
Scale Test Car; N. C. & St. L., 371*
Schenectady Ticket Oflice; N. \'. C, 133
William:
Address
Before
Schlafgc.
Master
Mechanics' Assn., 1479t, 1515
Schodack Derailment; N. Y. C, 1585
Schweyer's Automatic Train Stop, 1536
Screw Spike Tests; Pennsylvania, 294t, 307*,
435t. 44It
Annual Report, 1550t*,
Seaboard Air Line:

1588
Securities (See Finance)
Segcr, C. B., 707*
Locomotive
Seiders. I. A.:

Spark

Arrester,

372*
Selling in Europe, H. R. Coffin on, 361
Selling to Railroads Under Government Control, 543, 853, I454t
Semi-Elliptic Springs, M. M. Report on, 1528*

863,

Shopmen,

Adequately
Status
1185,

Paid,

Under,
1338,

214,

1366t,

Lines Confer with Regional Di1229
(See Also Railway Signal Associa-

rector,

tion):

Annual Government Bulletin, 1181
.Automatic Train Stop, Schwever's, 1536
Battery, Multiple Plate Primarv, 617*
Battery, Storage, R. S. A. Report on, 595*
Discipline in the Signal Department, 469
Frost Failures, 616
Progress in 1917, 73*
Progress Since Jan. 1, 1918, 846
Report of A. R. E. A. on, 630*
Switch Machines; N. C. & St. L.. 1323*
Switch Machines, N. Y., N. H. & H.,
1041*
Torpedoes on Belgian State Rys., 1087*
Track Capacitv and Automatic Block Signals,

Night

855,

Western
Signaling

534t, 1103t,

Train Handling
1295*

St.

York, 10571

Be

Government

Marking Freight, 458
Reconsignment of Carload Freight, 991
Train Order Annulled, A, 78ftt:
Locomotives for U. S., 256
Ryan, Pat, Not Dead, 1S5U

Louis Car Service Committee and Y. M. C.
A. Entertains Troops, 1579*
Transportation of
St.
Louis Railway Club:
Perishable Commodities, 119*
Rails, Kinked, 1282*
St. Louis-San Francisco:
Grand
Bridge
Spans
St.
&
Island
Joseph
Moved, 353*
Safety Appliances:
I.
C. C. Order Extended, 329, 427
M. C. B. Assn. Rule Extended, 230
Safety Committee. Organized, 1422, 1461
Safety First (See also National Safety Council):
Belnap, H. W., Section Under, 472, 476*,
996, 1188, 1338, 1461

Improvement,

1007t, 1103t

Machine Tools Needed, 855, 900
Strike
of
Southern
Railway

Russia:

K.

Huron; G. T., 13091, 1331*
Roadways; A. T. & S. Fe, 97t,

Need

1262t, 1359t, 1383*
the Caution Signal,

and

Work Under Way,

846

Signs:

Silk

Report of A. R. E. A, on. 759*
Report of R. S. A. on, 598*
Association of America:
Thefts of

1398
Sind-Pishin Railway of India, 565*
Smith, A. H.:
.\ssistant. Temporarv, to Director
1,

Silk,

General,

3*

Carloads

.\ccident
Strike of

Southern

mar

Columnia, S. C, 473

Shopmen, 1359t, 1373

Regional

Director's
Orders,
1346,
1388, 1416, 1470, 1556
Spain to Build Locomotives, 293t
Span, Draw, lipped Into River, 547*
Spark Arrester (See Locomotive)
Specialties for Government Cars and Locomotives, 1145, 1170, 1448, 1454t, 1540, 1586
Specifications and Tests for Materials, 1489*,
1519*
Specifications for U. S. Standard Cars, 777t,
785, 869*, 987*
Specifications for U. S. Standard Locomotives,
1039*
Spike, Screw; Pennsylvania, 294t, 307*, 435+,

44U
Spike, Track, 655*

Spark" Lightning Arrester, 616*
Sprague, O. M. W.:
War Finance Corporation,
The, 928*, 946, 948t
Springs, Semi-Elliptic, 1528*
Sproule, William:
Government Control, 140
Stand to the Colors, 1009t
Standard
Oil
Company:
Wages Increased,
949t
Standard Time, Change in, 784
Standarization of Buildings, 297t
Standardization of Equipment:
Associations, Work of the, SSlf
Efficiency or Standardization, 485t
Emergency or Permanent Program, 779t
McAdoo, W. G., Interviews George A.
Post, 438t, 457, 559
Over-Standardization, Danger of, 439t
Standardization of Freight Cars:
Committee to Investigate, 418, 509
Government Orders, 1104f, 1145, 1153t,
11621, 1169, 1202, 1448, 1454, 1540, 1557.
Purpose and Problem of, 346, 391t
Specifications for, 777t. 785*, 869*, 987*
Standardization of Locomotives:
.Aircraft Conditions to be Repeated? 822t
-Arguments on, 1007t. 1008t, 1045
Chamber of Commerce on, lOOSf, 1011
Committees, Conferences of, 446, 509
Consolidation
vs.
Mikado
Locomotives.
1110+
Government Orders, 1104+, 1145, 1153+,
11621, 1169,
1202,
1448,
1454+,
1540,
1557
Greenough, C. A, on, 1008+, 1045
Indian Railways, 1425*
Interchange Service for Standard Locomotives, 1103+
Johnson, Alba B., on, 959+. 965
Meaning to the Railways, 692+
Objections to, 533t. 7791, 822+, 843*, 11081
Repairs, 487+, 692+, 845
Specifications for, 1039*
War Measure, Consideration as a, 342+.
346, 390+, 436+
Standardization of Purchases (See Central Ad'^Split

HI*

Rock Island Lines:

JI.

181,

Car, at Port

.Australia,

at

137,

Shops:
548,

Facilities

New

N., 88,

Shippers Advised by Business Papers, 3411, 363
Shippers, Furnishing Information to, 1225
Shippers Required to Own Industry Tracks, 804
Shop Mechanics and the Wage Increase, 1261t

Rhea, Frank:

in

&

Sherman Law and Transportation, 1547t

691t

Dow, Marcus A., on, 1396
Grand Trunk Catechism, 1393
Highway Crossing Gates Closed

L.

Southern Railway:
Accident at Larmond, 139

of
Freight
at
Ports. January 1, 300

North

Atlantic

Export Freight in Trainloads, 318
Handling Personal injury Claims, 1535
Regional Director, 201*
Reports on Traffic Conditions, 117, 154, 300
Transportation Conditions in Eastern "Territory, 1466
Smith, C. H.:
Carbocoal, 324
Smith, Milton H.: Political Contributions of the
L. & N., 446
Smoke Prevention, Report of M. M. Assn. on,
1516*
Snow Conditions Around Chicago, 369*
Snow Shed Problem; S. P., 1116
Snow, Tree Protection Against; M. St. P. & S.
S. M., 706*
Snowstorms Paralyze Transportation, 154*, 182,
202, 255, 283, 327, 851
Snowstorms, Pennsylvania's Fight with, 435t.
447*
Society of Terminal Engineers:
Election of
Officers, 1301
Soldiers and Sailors, Reduced Fare for, 1336
Soldiers' and Sailors' Welfare Committee of St.
Louis, 1579*
Solidification as a Factor in V^aluation, 176

Southern Pacific:
Enginemen's Grievances Settled. 1394
Labor Turn-Over and Corporation Schools,
419
Mail Room. Sorting Table in, 138
Pullman Bureau in .San Francisco, 381
Snow Shed Problem, 1116
Soldiers Exempt from Land Payment, 729
Strike of Longshoremen, 283

visory Purchasing Committee)
Standardization of Tickets, 1174
Standards, M. F. Cox on, 1108t
State Commissioners:
California:
Investigation of Possible
nomies During War, 523
California:
Report on Telegraph-Wire
turbances, 225

EcoDis-

Kentucky:

Shepherdsville Collision, 137
Massachusetts:
Reorganization, 1586
Minnesota: Appeal for Cars, 523
New York: Accident at Schodack, 1585
New York: .Annual Report, 185
Rate Increases Opposed, 1423
State Commission Rulings:
California:
San Jose vs. Southern Pacific
and Western Pacific, 430
Georgia:
Passenger Fare Increase, 1051
Indiana:
Fare Increases on Intcrurban
Roads. 1537
Kansas:
Freight
Rate Increase Denied,
526
Louisiana:
Green Brothers Lumber Co. vs.
U. S. & P., 142
Maryland:
Fare
Increases
on
Electric
Lines Refused, 1586
Minnesota:
Track
Scale
Specifications.
1113*
New York: Highway Crossing Gates Closed,
1057
Oklahoma:
Storage Rates, 287
West Virginia: Passenger Fares Increased;
B. & O. and C. & O., 185
Station:

Coaling, at Manchester; L. V., 1273*
Coaling, at Youngstown. P.
L. E., 569*
Statistics
(See also Revenues and Expense)
also Freicht Oper.itions)

&

Abandoned Lines

1917, 49*
Railways in 1917, 36*, 849*,
in

Canadian
Car Building Plants

and

Railroad

1438
Repair

Shops, 515

Car Orders

in 1917, lOt, 13+, 65*, 139
Construction. New, in Foreign Countries. 39

:

.
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u

Stalislics

i>iiliii>i<ii>

Con.uuclion. New, in 1917.

lit.

lOt.

5'*.

1J9

Eirninni and Expcntct <ur 1917, 12t, *i
Furii«n Trade in Railway Supsilie., it
1.
C C. (or Year Ended Uec. 31. 1V16.

Time, Standard, Chan(ia(, 7H4
Tokyo: Telriibone Syilero. 917
Tuult. Machine. Needed, 8SS, 900
Turpedura it I' OK Siinala on Beltian Slate Kailv>ayi, 1U87*

i.n

*4J.

iltll on.

R.

TrscV

1191

Locomotive Ordert
Keporit
Monthly

1917, lOt, Ht. 59"
,
Uirector-Cenetal.
(or

in

10:5
Oi.rraiiiiK Siitiatici Section o( (he Divition
ol Triuiportation. I30»f. 1J35*, Mol

m

1917. I56i
the Coloi>, il', Idl. -J>.
465, ••73

Kill Pto.luclion

KaiUay Men with
JJO,

JliO,

Kcculalion and 1917 SlaliUica, lOt
Sale!
Kurccloaure
Ktx'UrKlniM and

in

[Jir. Mt.
Smnjl.iiii Pri.|[rc». in 1917. 73*
wlgc l\..nai.Mion-» Kei»rt. l.'19t. l-'37
Steel Indu.try, K. }. Uewellyn on, 648
and Locomolivei.
l-'ir«
l,iniii»
StrrI
Suiifly
'<'

U.'S
Sleveni. C. W.:
'
Steven*

W

Federal NUnager 1371*
Financial Future o( BntUh

Tra>

V.

$9«*

Tra.1
Tra.

I2$0,

I

4172'

...iiery,

lii-rcury, 655', 1089*
iM'
Accepiamr in the Supply Field.

Trade
'

Minnesou, 111]*

lions,

Trail
Tra.i
Tractii..

Trade,

l-orriv-,.

Traffic

iSrc

-^

Stora.

':

vision of the

Store-Door

Delivery

New York

in

276. 731
Striket (See Employee)
Suit* .^gainst Carriers

Rail-

Third

in

Army, 364

Tractort and

.lc»,

Storak:

Ixakri

MobiUn-

Trade: alio

rign

.

>

435t,

463', 963, 1235

loOperate

Stoc;.

.,

'

I.ocomo-

City.

Carl.ia.l>
C0.1I

241t.

.

;j5*

Mo

C.n.ltinns

Control,
Under Federal ^
,

•

,

1

;..

-,
:

Supervision Mn.t Re Adequately Paid. lJ3f
Supplies (See Railway Supply Industry: also
Equipment and Supplies)
Supreme Court Decisions (See also Legal De

1.1

1,

..llrrn,

(111

in

1466
1466

:>,

1.-.

:57
Treight in Trainloads, 318
Control Committee, 1538,

on

S.,

I'

710

:.oiated.

I'lublciiib.

1549t,

Freight Traffic Committees, 1112, 1144. 1278,
1387, 1466
,,„
(-,.vr-!":rnt Tr:'ffir nirrctnr Appointed, 180
.

cisions)

Damage.- of $25,000 to Boy. 1584
Illinois Fare Case, 186, 191t, 220, 232
Patentees' Rights, 1104t, 1135
Texa« Tr.iinScheJulc I-iw, 186, 220. 234
Switch and Lock Movement, U. S. & S. Style
"M." 618'
Switch Machines:
.
Nashville. Chattanooga & St Louis, 1323*
New York, New Haven & Hartford, 1041"
656*
.Vrmy,
for
V.
S.
Switch Stand
Switch, Walls Frogless, 219.*

1153t. 1225

345

.

i

1058t,

154*.

rtation,

1095, 1144.

1302,

1352,

-'.

.4--T

...-.

•_l.

IJM, 1447,

„
Drecmber,

15-'8
,

Crude Petroleum Movement

in

Control, 117,

1

I--I

7.'J,

.

United States Geological Surrey:
Coal Production, 140. 812, 921, lOOIt, 104«,

^tl«

Terminal (Jonditions. January 1, .109, 117
Train Lot Plan of Moving Freight, 1261t,
1275. 1534
Time, 19

War

_
Zone System of Handling Embargoes.
,

140,

231

Tampers to Ilrcak I'p Frozen
Tank (See Water Scrxicel
Tank Cars. M. C. B. Report

Coal, 1043*

Traffic

:

Steel Rails.

162

Slag Concrete. 165

Texas Train-Schedule Law Void, 186, 220. 234
Thawing Plant for Coal at South Amboy, N. J.,
805*
*

1026. 1168, 1422,

Organisation to Stop. 919,
1447, 1535
Railroad .\dministration'5 Warning, 1535
Silk, 1398
"They Shall Not Pass." 1024
Thompson. .\ W.: Federal Manager, 1371*
Ticket, Milk: L. E. & W.. 1344*
Ticket Office:
Atlanta, Ga., Lnion OBice, 731
Chicago Consoli I.11.I OffKr, IJ"8
'"'''
Consolidated F,-Schenectady: >•

Union

Offices

CTiicago:

of

of

Election

Officers.

920

on, 1505*
President of American ExTaylor, Georce C.
press Comp.iny. 1377*
Coal Operator Can
What
the
Harrv
N.:
Taylor,
Do '342'
Taxation by Increased Freight Rates. 489,
Telegraph:'
_
„ .,
,
Report of California State Railroad Commission. 225
rnnei-essarv TelegraphinK, 328
Western C'nion Messages Carried by Train,
1533
...
Wire Routes for Railroad Administration.
1345
Teleffraph Battalions. 379, 503*
Telephone System of Japan. 917
Temperatures and Locomotive Capacity; N. Y..
N. H. & IL. 539"
Terminal (See Yards and Terminals)
Tests:
Frictionless .Side Bearings, 1234*
Locomotive. 2I0-2 Type: U. P.. 1573*

Manganese

Club

Traffic

Club of New York: Scientific Marketing
and Transportation. 134

.

•j-j.

1169.

1537
Association:

crs,

L'o-oper

.

Annual Con-

44t

—

M45.

Train Order Annulled Superintendent's Ruling,
780t
Train-Order Blanks. 135
TrainOrder Form 19, 239t, 280
Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating, 1525
Train Stop, Schwevcr's Automatic, 1536
Train Stopping. Cost of, 708*
Railway of .\uttralia. 24 It.
Transcont'nental

lujn

Charges

Transpo'riation

Cash

on

14S3t

1-1:4,

Basis,

Ewtem

vea,

M"l

--..i"
port, 954
Universal Interline
Unit.:,

Tn-.Tr

of
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GENERAL INDEX— Continued
[Illustrated articles are indicated thus *; Editorials thus f; Letters to Editor thus t-]

w
Wabash-Pittsburirli Terminal
on, 341t, 375

Water Service (Continued) :
Treatment of Water Supplied
:

Report

tives, 467*,

of I. C. C.

Barge Service on the Mississippi, 1468
Committee Appointed by Director General,

:

927*, 937
Chicago Terminal Operation
Wallace, Tobn F.
as "a Unit, 1139
Walls Frogless Switch, 219*

345

Control,

:

War Department
Bush Terminal Taken Over, 92
Rules for Handling Freight, 497
Finance Corporation, The, 919, 946, 948t,
1138
War Industr
571
Baruch. B. ^t., Cha
Fuel Distribution, 1049
Preference
Price Fixing Appr- ved, 923

War

State Barge Canal, 1071, 1538,
1585
Waybill (See Freight)
Webb Bill Passed, 996
Weighing Bureau; Baltimore & Ohio, 541
Welding Cast Iron with Electric Arc; New
York Central, 1247*
Welding Truck Side Frames, M. C. B. Report
on. 1478t, 1493*
Western Electric Company: Annual Report, 734
Western Passenger Service, Reductions in, 1176,
1227

Western Railway Club
Election of Officers, 1300
Increase Life and Service
Boilers, 467*

War, The fSee also Railway Reciments
Ambulance Trains, U, S., 319*. 1032*
American Railway Efficiency Reviewed, 18
Baghdad Railway, 204*
Bonus to English Workers, 225
Construction Work, Affect on, 887
Duty as an Individual, Your, 12171
Engineman Doing His Bit, An, 564
Goethals, General, Appointed Director of
War Department Transportation and

Responsibilities of Railroad

118

Organization
lems, 257

Picture from Airplane,

1034*
231,

330, 380, 465, 473
Storage and Traffic Division, 364
Strikes in War Time. 13S9t, 137.'

Warfield,

S.

Davies

Washington, D.

:

Government Control, 317

C.

As

a Railroad Center, 341t, 342f
Postal and Telephone Service, 776t, 809
Ticket Office, Consolidated, 1173

Waterburv Company: Rope, Armored,
Water Service:

of

Maintenance;

Standardization

Locomotive
Prob-

Traffic

Men, 1230
Robert
A. Greenough on, 1008t,
Locomotives,

of

Quayle and C.
1045

Western Regional Director's Orders,
1174,

1230,

1286,

1345,

1026, 1140,
1430, 1475,

1386,

1556

Western Regional Traffic Committees, 1144
Western Short Lines Confer with Regional

Yards and Terminals:
Baltimore & Ohio Uses Pennsylvania
mmal, 1071, 1154t, 1349
Bush Terminal Takes War Department,
Chicago Terminal Operation as a Unit,
Conditions on January 1, 109, 117
Enginehouse Organization, 713*
Expenditures for Improvements, 1406t,

Elected,

92
1139

,

Concrete Caissons Sunk by Open Dredging
Method, 1473*
Officers

Ter-

1424
Illinois Central Markham Yard, 1164*
N. Y., N. H. & H. at Cedar Hill, 1164*
Package Freight Terminal at Jersey City,
455
486t
P. & R. Coal Pier at Port Reading. 709*
Report of A. R. E. A. on, 6S8t, 660*
Speeding Up the Operation of Terminals.

Director, 1229
Western Society of Engineers:

Government Control a War Measure, 192t
Labor Supply, 277
Making Our Resources Available for, 935
Railwaymen in Government Service, 21
Railwavmen with the Colors, 22*. 181,

:

:

New York

r of ApplicaPriority Certificates, Ne
tion "for, 247
Priority Regulations. 321
Willard, Daniel. Resignation of, IS
230
War Sayings Stamps, I91t

Storage,

Locomo-

Waterways

WaRes (See Employee)
Walker. Roberts Legal Aspects of Government

Resignation from War Industries Board, 180, 230
Williams, John Skelton:
Decline in Railroad Credit— Letter to the
I. C. C, 487t, 499
Division of Finances and Purchases, 545
Wilson, P. W. Englisli Railway System, 135
Winchell, B. L.
Industrial Development Work, 1422
Orders of, 1416, 1470, 1556
Regional Director, .^ppointment as, 1335*
Winter Temperatures and Locomotive Capacity,
539*
Women in Railroad Service, 1091
Wood (See Ties and Timber)
Woods. H. Charles: Baghdad Railway, 204*
World Market for American Railway Supplies,
838
nd Afte
Willard, Daniel

to

486t

225

Pneumatic Method of Concreting, 1223*
Railway Night, 648
Western Union Telegraph Company
Annual Report, 951
Messages Carried by Train, 1533
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Comli.iny:
Annual Report, 1355
What Doth It Profit a Man, 691t
White, John P.: What the Coal Miner Can Do

1125
Wallace.

J. F., on Terminals, 1016
& Mississippi Valley:
Improvements
South of Vicksburg, 781*
Y. M. C. A.:
Progress and War Work of, 889*
St. Louis Entertains Troops, 1579*
Young, J. H.: Federal Manager, 1371'

lazoo

to Help, 1343*
Wickhorst, M. H,
Tests of Manganese Steel
:

Rails,

6.S2*

Wheel (See

162
Car,

Freight)
Wilden, George W.
Fuel Saving on the
Haven, 207

Report of A. R. E. A. on, 619t, 633*
Tanks, Riser Pipe Type, 689*

:

New

Zone System

for Distribution of Coal, 251, 723
976*, 959t, 990, 1095

Zone System for Handling Embargoes,

140,

231

NEW BOOKS
Bibliography of Municipal Utility Regulation and
Municipal Ownership, A, 1311
Business Law for Engineers, 150

Principles of

Value of Fuels, The, 440
Comparative Tests of Six Sizes of Illinois Coal
on a Mikado Locomotive, 1161
Elements of Railroad Engineering, The, 1311
Calorific

Poor's

Manual

of Industrials for

1918,

Ocean Transportati'on, 393

Proceedings of the American Railway Bridge
and Building Association, 1265
Proceedings of the International Railway Fuel
Association,

194

Proceedings of the International Railway General Foremen's Association, 344
Proceedings of the National Association of Cor-

1410

poration Schools, 695

Railroad Structures and Estimates, 536
Railway Accounting, 100
Regulation of Railways, 1222
Reports of Committees of the American Association of Railroad Superintendents, 1457
Seasoning of Wood, 150
Selected Bibliography on Ports and Harbors, 242
War -Adjustments in Railroad Regulation, 1457

What

Is Fair,

1161

ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS
[* Indicates

Abbey,

F. G., 1258
Ackerman, W. F.. 580
Adams, E. E., 736
Adams, E, L., 606*

Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adams,
Adema,

Guy, 1112*

Henry

L.,

1214

H. M., 180, 475
W., 1452
HenrJ, 1215

Aeppli, O. D.. 189
Ahldrin. David. 1401
Aishton. R. H., 201*, 1439
Aishton. T. W., 645

Frank, 434
Albert, C. S.. 924
Aldrich. P. K., 478
Alexander, G. H., 1307
Alfred, F, H., 1418*
--Mtken,

Aliender, Samuel E., iSO?
Aiison, Robert, 1591
Allen, C. I., 1452
Allen, D., 238
Allen, George J., 190
Allen, J. P., 290, 384
Allen, r. S., 1259
Allen, T. W., 189
.Mien, I.. B., 292, 434t
Allen, N. C, 924
Allen, P. C, 1258
Allen, Walter H., 576, 1450

photograph and sketch.

Allen, W. E., 388
Allison, R. H., 579

Thomas, 96

-Mli'son,

Alsip,

1101
Alvord, E. M., 1101
Amis, A. W., 1004
Anderson, Bond, 1402
Anderson, Charles M., 1216*
Anderson, E. C, 924
Anderson, H. F., 1004
.Anderson, L. C, 433
jf,

P., 924
-Anderson, Ira L., 1544
.-\nderson, Ross, 1450
Andrews, J, B., 1004
Anewalt. H. P.. 358*, 360, 475, 1102
Angel, J. E., 924
Angell, Charles P., 1004
.Appleton, W. W,, 532
-Archbold, II. L., 1215
Armstrong, A. B.. 1005
-Atkinson, Lloyd H., 1400
Atterbury, W. W., 21
Archer, F. G., 236
-Atwood, H. N., 1214
Aubrey, H. M., 235

Ausman, William

E.,

1544

Austin, H., 292
.Axtell,

Barry, C.
Barry, R.

F,,

Anderson, H.

-Austin,

J Indicates sketch only.]

Ayars, E. J., 388
Aydelott, J. H., 924
Ayer, G. E., 579

Frank

532
Decatur, 387, 432*
D..

Bacon, F. R., 578
Bacon, W. M., 1258
Badger, N. S., 532
Bailey, Maurice, 29 It
Baker, G. F., 189
Baker, Horace, 1545
Baldwin, L. W., 427
Baldwin, W. A., 1545
Ball, E. P., 337
Ball, Russell, 580
Ballard, E. L., 385

Bamforth, F. O., 1257
Bankard, E. H., 546
Banks, .T. R., 1403
Banks, L. L., 387
Eardo, C. L., 484

Barham, Charles, 730, 924, 1006*
Barnes, A. H.,

Bames, W.

146

E., 532,

1005*

Barnes. W. L., 360, 1469, 1546
Barnett, W. L., 291
Earnitz. F. B.. 1307
Barr. Frank P., 433t
Earr, G. W., 1258
Barrett, C. P., 1101
Barrett, William M.. 1378

C, 736
J.,

237

Bartholomew, Frank, 235
Bartholomew, W. S., 922*
Battle, J. S., 96
Bartlett, E., 1258

Barwell, W. C, 387
Bass, Otis, 1591
Bassett, L. N., 1151
Bassinger, W. S.. 1216

Baumgardner, H.

S., 1004
Baxter, Ernest, 529
Beardsley, L. B., 579
Beaver, R. C, 96
Becklev, J. N^ 384
Beckman, B. F.. 1005
Behen, W. P., 1403
Bell. H. J.. 1259
Belnap, Hiram W., 472, 476*
Bender, George W., 1054, 1097*
Benedict, F. M.. 484

Benell, J,

.\., 484
E., 1545
Bennett, B. H., 1545
Bennett, J. M., 531
Bennett, W, ]^ 388

Benjamin, E.

Benning, Qyde P., 1054, 1098* ,
Bennison, W. T., 1102
Benson, G. L., 1591
Bentley, H. T., 300, 360, 728, 1546
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Benton,

J. K., -IJu
Bentin, J., IJ08
Bergnun, J. S., SJI

Bushncll, F. A.. 620

Berncl. I. I.. 1544. 1559*
Berry. G. M.. 1308
Betls. L. M.. 57»
Bcutcr. A. I.. 5^9
Bcvan. Paul A.. 1216
Bcveii. J. L., SJl. 1100
Bichlmirr. (.. W.. 576
BickrI. I.>hn. II5J
Bilyrii, Iharln S., 290
BinlorJ. W. I ... 1259
Bnmham. J W., .'92, JJ9
Birch. Sicnhcn. 291
Bird. F. H., 529
Birdull. K. L.. 291, 387
Biscoc, 11. M.. 1419'

Byer. K. J.. 1592
Bycr.. B. C, 1591

Bi-xlcr,

C, us;*

II.

Biorkhulni. J. K.. 190
Blair. E. H.. 339
Uliir. C. A., 484
Blair. J. B., 1214, I258J

BUkc,

C.

II..

1358

Blake, Hdward. Jr.. 576
Blanchard. M. C. 579. 580
Ulattcnb.irK. I. R. 1307
Blauvrlt. M. V.. 387, 1591

BUiinj. \V. A.. 95
Blr>Uoc. S. T., 924, 1100*
I'.
L., 1418*
Bl.tch. J. B. C. 1358
Blocker. K. V., 1308
Bloom. J. C... 1307. 1308
«oardman, T.. C. 189
Boatwright. V. T., 337
Bock. E. L.. 292
Bodamcr. KJward. 1151
Bodenberger. losepti. 190
Boles. T.. 1005
R.. 1J5
Bolles,
Bolopue. P. .\.. 190
Bonner. B. .1.. 1J08

Blrndingcr.

K

L

Butts,

Byram.

il.

JUII,

tl.,

433

L.,

Booth. J. K.. 96
Bope. Col. Ilcnry P., 922, 10021
Bordeaux, I. K., 73b
Bosworth. \\'. ^l., 1541
Bovard. C. » , 579
Bowkcr, C. ("... 1151
Bowman. Don C. 1452
Bowser. C. F., 387
Boydcn. X. X., 388
Boykin. Rolii-ri II.. 1102, 1546
Boyle, J. II.. 1214
Braam. I. P., 384
Brackctt'. J. A., 388
Braddock. W. D., 339
Bradcn, S. M.. 1452
Bradley, Morton C. 189
Bradshaw, C. O.. 189, 237*
Brant. A. W., 1056
Bremner, W. H., 1590
Brennan, James H.. 1307t
Brennan. T. F.. 1544
Breton. Albert, 926'
Brigham. G. F., 532, 736
Broderick, A. J., 95
Bronez, F. L.. 94
Bronncr. E. D., 1418*
Bronner. H.irrv. 1590t
Brooke. Gcorpc 11
1214
Brooks, Lclanil, 480J
Brown, E. \V., 1357, 1402, 1403t
Brown. F. W.. 1543
Brown, Franklin O., 545
Brown. F. A.. 339
Brown. George H.. 1358
Brown, H. H., 484
Brown, H. T.. 292
Brown, H. \V.. 434
Brown. T. VV.. 190
Brown. M. G., 924
Brown. R. L.. 145
Brown. W. B.. 1307
Brown, VV. E.. 388
Brummer. F. f.. 820
Bruning. W. T., 1258
Buchanan. Fletcher VV.. 1147
Buckingham. N. F.. 291
Buckland. Edwin G.. 1590
Budd, Ralph. 387, 432J, 924
Buford. C. H., 339. 580
Buick. J. M.. 577
Buker. Edward. 1256*
Bukey. B. M.. 1102
Bunch, VV. H., 388
Burgdorf. M. J.. 388
Burger. R. E., 1392
Burke, F. J., 580
Burkhaller, VV. E.. 292
Burlingame, Charles, 96*
Burnett. E. T.. 546, 1466
Burnett. .T. A.. 1545
Burnett. VV. S., 1591
Burnham. C. G.. 1591
Burnham. P. H.. 484
Burnham, V. S.. 483
1005
Burr. VV. D
Burrell. B. F.. 1056
Burt. A. M.. 1004, 1101*
Burt, Charles M.. 1308
Bush. B. F.. 1439*, 1590
Bush, E. E.. 1378*
Bush. Ir^•ing T., 332, 428
Bush, W. C, 736

Cheyney. H. C. 1545

F.

Cherr)-, J. H.. 339. 730

Choatc. VV. G.. 433
Christesen. A.. 1378*
Christian, Ben D., 336
Church. S. II., 290. 384
Church, S. I... 388
Churchill, Charles S.. 1545
Clagelt. M. Brice. 1440
Clancv. ,T. A., 483
Clark, A. B., 1357

Oark. C. C, 187
Oark. n. B.. 1002
Clark. F. M.. 1005
Clark, G. VV., 1357
Oark, R. X.. 820
Clark, VV. VV., 336
Clarke, T. H.. 579
Clarke, S. E., 579
Oawson. E. P., 1357
Cleave. E. J.. 1357

Coapman.

E. H.. 1419*
Coates, C. B., 1355
Cohb, C. M., 1214
Cobb, E. R.. 1006

Coburn. Horace B., 484
Cochran. 11. A., 190
Coffey. John L.. 433
Coffin. Joel S.. Tr.. 480t
Coffin. T. S., 480
Cosan. T. T., 145
Cocgins, N'. B.. 146
Cohen, Fred VV.. 385

Thomas

Coleman, L.

146

T.,

G., 1420.

Collier, D. C. 579
Collins, C. A.. 433
Comstock. VV. H.,

1463*

736

Condon. John M., 236. 338
Conerlv.

"T.

L..

146, 434t

Congdon.'C. O.. 820
Conger. Kcnvon B., 1544
Conklin, .T. 6.. 1257
Conley. I. A.. 1102
Conley. O. M., 1102
Conner. VV. F.. 146
Connett. H. A.. 531
Connolly. F.. 1308
Connolly. R. E.. 337. 338t
Connors. \{. S., 1420, 1463*
Cooke. D. VV.. 21
Cooke. R. B.. 238
Cooper, H. S.. 336
Cooper. R. B.. 531
Cooper. R. S.. 529. S77t. 1147
Cooper. W. S.. 1151. 1257*
Copley. W. C., 387
Coppage, T. B., 1307
Cornell. W. B.. 1307
Coraick. R. P.. 1215. )308J
Corse. G. H., Tr., 1056. 1541
Corwin, F. L.,' 1152
Cosrin. E. M., 1420. 1591
Comer. R. C. 532

Couch. T. A.. 236
Couch. L. F., 238
Couch. W. A.. 236
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Crawford,
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I.,
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I
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clh.

Da

Coita, B. H., 1215
Dailey, C. B., 1592
I>ailey, G. VV., 1452, 1545
Dallas, E. H., 1308
iJaller, VV. J.. 1451

-

O.

lion,

924
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M.. 732*
1258
J. C. 236
Darlow. A. M.. 1544
Harrow, VV. B.. 1214
narrow, VV. VV., 94
Davani. T. S.. 1403
Davenport, C. O., 924
David, L. A., 924
Davidson. A. J., 1591
Davidson. G. M., 1404
Davidson. VV. R.. 1151
Davics, D. A.. 388
Daries,

Davis. Albert T.. 146
Davis, C. Met).. 1258
Davis. F. H., 1452
\i., 433. 1101*
C. 484
Davison. Ralph C. 144
Davison, W. G.. 236
Dawltv. A. A.. 94
Dawlcy. VV. S.. 1450
Dawson, R.. 434
Dav. D. A., 1307
Dean. H. 1... 1355

Davis. I..
Davis. VV.

Clemens, Edward. 1403*
Clement, A. R., 1257
aifton. Randall, 1543
Close, T. L., 433
Ovde, William G.. 922
Coale. George M., 1450, 1542t

Cole.
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Dare. S. U.,

C. 1358
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Chambers, Edward, 1, 21. 359*. 560.
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Cain. D 1)., 736
Caldwell. B. I).. 1377*
CalUn. VV. II.. 1355
Calori. I. G.. 736
Campbell. A., 388
Campbell, Edward T.. 292
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Campbell. E. T.. 1056, 1545
Campbell, J. A., 145
Canlley, W. I.. 1005
Cantrell. J. G.. 1358
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Diermar. C. R.. 1152
Dike. C. T.. 1452
Dimiillne. A. I.. 1005
i;
Il.n,-,W
11
190

<.'.t

•«7
t

••

s

.

.187

336
577

",.

n,

1

.^

n
.15

:i«ll

H., 96
1004

VV'.

r'.li.

H.,

no,.s,-),rr.

-.

G. 580
G^ 974
I'""
Donnellr, E V
B

Dol.ir.

Dole.

T.

Ponncllv.

I

n„r„.1i.v;

I

I

.

:

'

"

i;

1147
!151t

Powi.ng. C. lU
Pnwnie. F. D.. 190
Dnvlr. VV.

I

.
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS— Continued
[* Indicates

Foreacre,

W.

N., 1545

Forman, Harry W., 135"t
Forsyth, Holmes, 1303"
D. I., 15S3
Fort, Gerrit, 300, 360
Foster, H. D., 1392
Foster, \V. H., 1357

Forsythe,

Hackenburg.

J. H., 187
Hackfield. A. H., 190

Hagner, F. J., 338
Hainen, J., 728, 1543
Haldeman, A. L., 338

Fousc, Frank, 384
Fowler, E. W., 483
Fowler, L. T., 238
Fox, C. A., 1216
Fox, G. J., 1151
Fox. H. K., 1102
Fox, W. L., 483
Frame, Robert E., 576
Frankland, F. H., 923
Franklin, W. O.. 96, lS9t
Franks, H. C, 1005
Freed, H. R., 1214
Fries, Archibald, 1056
Fritchcv. F. \V.. 1152
Frost, R. J., 820
Frost. S. C, 238
Frv, T. A., 1257
Fuller, C. E.. 728
Fuller, W. W., 1357
Funicane, Thomas W., 384

Frank W., 144
John R., 928*
Hallberg, David T.. 1450, 1541*
Hall,
Hall,

Hallsted, R. H., 820
Halter. E. T.. 145
Hamblen, F. G., 146

Hamblev,

Hammond,

Hardesty, Shortridge. 923
Hardin. A. T.. 423. 1543, 1559*
Hare. R. B., 1214
Harkins. .1. P.. 1006
Harkness, L. A.. 95
Harris, L. B., 736
Harris. M. C, 1304
Harris, R. C, 434
Harrison, T. B., 1378*

Hart, E. R., 1100
Hart, Frank A., 580
Hart, Leon O., 577+, 1304
Hart. W. H.. 190
Hartzler. F. E.. 1358

Harvey. E. W.. 190
Hasenbalg, A. J., 736
Hathaway, H. P., 820
Hautsch. W. B.. 1307
Hawes, Henry A.. 922

Hawk. O.

Hawki-ns, C. A., 338

Hawkins, E. H., 820
Hawkins. W. C, 820
Hawks, J. D., 1544
Hawley, B. R., 1355
Hawthorne, V. R.. 1250. 1308*
Hayden, G. W.. 1259

W , US

1308

3^-'; 560. .004,

Grimshaw. F. G., 13=7. 13=8
Groome, Peter, 1214, 1307
Grosche,

J.

-T..

433

1004
Guild, J. M.. 1152. 1214
Guild. W. A.. 580
Gulick, C. H.. 532

Grundy, F.

S.

L.,

O., 338

Hawkins, A. C, 739

Gordon. J. A.. 433. 483. 1419". 1420
1056
Gormaly. C. A
Gorman. Timothy F.. 146
Gormley, M. J., 42/. 1=44
Gorauch, C. B., 1258
Graham. C. E., 1452
Graham. R. H.. 532
Graham. W. T.. 385

1592
Gray, D. L., 924
Gray, Edgar A.. 10=6
Gray. Russell T.. 144
Graze, n. B.. 336
Green. C. E.. 338. 48.1"
Green, He^rv F.. 1100
Greene. W. B., 1098
Greer. B. B.. 1591
Greer, Lawrence, 1004
Gregory. T. H.. 190
Gribbin. C. 1259
Grice. E. W., 1546
_
drier. W. T., 190

96

Hanfin, F. R., 1259

.

R.;-

J.,

Hanlin, H. J., 1215
Hannaford, T. M.. 1544, 1559*
Hanson, T. C, 146
Harahan, W. J.. 1543. 1559*

Gibons. F. S.. 145
Gies. A. J., 1451
Gilchrist. John F., 336
Gildea, J. F., 434

J.-

A.

Hancock, J. A., 1543
Hand, G. C., 291, 387*
Haney, F. C., 1215
Hanger, G. W. W., 1452

Gensheimer. Philipp, 385
Geochegan, T. D., 339
Gerig. William. 238
Gerrard, A.. 238
Getlier, H. C. 434

8r?y".''

1259

Hamilton. J. S., 337
Hamilton, Taber, 387, 433
Hammill, H. L., 736

Gavin. T. F., 292
Gaytes. Herbert. 238
Gearhart, H. J.. 187
Geisert. \V. F., 1308

Grant. Alex.. 1543
Grant. Frederick T..
Grant. Gordon. 522

T.,

1420,

Haves, T. L., 1308
Hayes, R. P., 820
Haynes, G. B., 96
Healey, G. A., 96
Hearn, H. B., 736
Heath. H. I., 388
Heckathorne. S. W., 1259
Heed, Thomas D., 1257
Hendrick, H. D., 1401
Hennessey, P. E., 1403
Henning, C. S., 820
Henrv, E. J.. 475
Henrv, T. B., 290. 384
Henry. W. S.. 1146*
Herbert. G. O.. 1307
Herbert. J. M.. 924
Herington. G. B., 736
Herriott. Irving. 1357
Hess, E. M., 190
Hewes. C. A., 820
Hickman, D. A.. 146
Higgins. C. C, 736, 1004*
Hill. F. H., 1452
Hill. G. E., 532
Hilliker, C. E., 96
Hills. T. E., 339
Himmelright, R. J., 576*
Hinchcliff, T. P., 580
Hine, Col. Charles De L.ino, 4S4
Hines, H. E., 924
Hines. Walker D., 359*. 560. 924,
1278
Hinrichs, W. B.. 580
Hirschland. F. H.. 385
Hohbs. F. S., 1005
Hohbs. R. C. 146
Hockstedler. C. E.. 146
Hodges. George. 1338, 1404*
Hodges. G. P.. 190

Hodges. O., 1591

Hoehn. B.

F.,

t Indifalcs sketch only.]

580

T. C, 580
Hogan, George M., 187
Hogan. T. H., 1545
Hoke, H. G., 1541
Hoke. N. D.. 146. 190

Hoffcr,

Holbrook. F. M.. 1378* _
_,„^
Holden. Hale. 1. 3*. 1307. 1439*
Holden, T. F.. 232, 257, 340*, 475,
924
Hollenbeck, T. G.. 1214
Holmes. C. H.. 924. 1100

Kenncy. William

Holt, H. .L, 1357
Holverstott. B. Z., 1258
Hoops. E. W.. 1545
Hopkins, Charles H., 532

i55y

'

Hough. W. H., 387
E..

1591

How. Charles A.. 546
Howard, W. G„ 1403
Howe, W. C. 187
Hoyle. H. C. 923
Hubbard. D., 1152
Hubbard. Tames W.. 1450
Hubbell, Charles B., 93, 382
Huckett, G. O., 924
Hudson, Rex W.. 1202
Hudson, R. N., 1544
Hudson. T. T.. 1355
Hudson, Woodward. 1451
Hudson. W. R., 1151
Huffman. F. C. 1546*
Hughitt. Marvin. 1044*
Hughitt. Marvin. Tr., 1452
Humphrey. H. J.. 1214
Hungerford. E. P., 1101
Hunkins. H. H.. 237
Hunt. P. J., 736
Huntington. C. W.. 1307
Huntington. G. R.. 1544
Hurley, John D.. 1147
Hustis, Tames H., 1418*, 1451,
1452i
Hutchinson, D. H., 434
Hutchinson. J. B.. 388, 1357
Hyzer, E. M.. 1056
Imbrie,

William

Morris,

Jr.,

La Each, Paul M., 340
La Bau, Francis, 1545
924

Ingalls. G. H.. 1545
Ingersoll, H. L.. 1544

Ingraham. W. F.. 580
Irvin. Paul T.. 576
Irvin, T. B., 388
Irvine. C. U.. 292
Irwin, Charles B., 1056

Tackson, F. H., Jr.. 484
Tackson, H. A., 1054. 1098*, 1355
Tackson, Tohn A.. 1152
Tackson. 'VVilliam T.. 140. 1257
Jackson, W. S., 1308, 1358t
Jacobs, P. C, 645
Tames, Charles C, 1357
tames, T. W., 1259*
Tarna^in R. S.. 1214
tarvis, G. T.. 1419*
Tarvis. W. L.. 1307
teff. C. F.. 1257
Tellison. B. T.. 1466
"Tenks, C. D., 290*
tenks. W. L. 96. 237*. 1559*. 1591
Tennings. G. H.. 1102
Tessop. F. W.. 1098
Johnson. AIha B.. 1334
Johnson. A. E.. 1546
Tohnson. B. T.. 1215
Johnson. E. G.. 580
tohnson, E. P.. 532
Tohnson. T. H.. 236. 291
Tohnson. T. I.. 1006
Tohnson. J. M., 1151
Johnson, L. E.. 87*. 1338
Johnston, A. W.. 236t
Johnston. L A., 1307
Johnston, J. K.. 388
Tohnston, L. T.. 338
Tohnstone. J. W. N.. 532
Tonas. L C.\ 1202
Tones, A. R.. 1546
Tones. C. R.. 434
Tones. Fred H.. 922. 1146
Tones. T. W.. 1215
Tones. L. E.. 924
Tones. S. W,. 924
Toost. William. 190
Tordan. H. A., 388
Touett. E. S.. 1543
Toughirs. G. R.. 532
Tovce. M. M.. 1451
Joyce. P. H.. 1054

Kane. John F.. 1541
Keeble. C. C. 1308
Keeler, W. C. 1591
Keller. A. H.. 820
Kellv. C. W.. 645
Kellv. D. W.. 580, 1591
Kemp. G. R.. 1004
Kemper. F, T.. 484
Kempf. G. P.. 190
Kendall. W. C. 358*. 360
Kendrick, L W.. 736
Kennedv, G. C. 1102

Kennedy. M. G 531
Kennedy. W. M.. 1056
.

Kennellv. M. J.. 189
Kernett; Press C... 1202

P.. 365*. 387. 1543,

Kent, W. .M., 1403
Keohler, Henry, 478
Kerwin, E. M., 187
Kerwin, J. M., 388
Keywortb, T. £., 1101
Kieffer, N. C, 340
Kilgarriff, Patrick T., 1303
Kindler, Edwin .M., 1004
King, w. S., 431
Kinkead, J. A., 1401
Kinnear, Wilson S., 384
Kipp, .'\. K., 1358
Kirby, J., |r., 1401
Kirk, W. F., 483, 736±
Kirkbride, W. H., 96
Kirley, George A., 1005, 1056*
Kirtley, G. W.. 360
Kissell, J. E„ 1592
Kitching, E. C, 1308
Kittle, C. M., 337, 1419*, 1544
Klauss, William T., 529
Klein, E. L., 387
Kleinkauf, E. J., IOCS
Klumb. A. J., 190, 1357
Knight, H., 1102, 1546
Knight, L. L.. 337
Knost, J. H., 478
Knowd, W. M., 1307
Kracke, F. J. H., 93, 382
Kramer, Le Roy, 1591
Krauss, Charles H., 431
Kuhlke, W. F.. 388
Kurn, James M., 432. 531*
Kyle, V,., 1259

Hopkins, John P., 1147
Hopkins, T. M., 94
Horrell. Charles H., 532
Horton, F. L., 433
Horton, W. D.. 529*

House. F.

Hale, O. R., 1102
Hall, C. S., 1151

Gains, R. H.. 580
Galbreath, W. O., 238, 340l
Gallagher, C. V.. 1090
Galloway. C. W., 1419;
Gamble. E. L., 146. 820. 1006
Garden. R. G.. 1403
Gardiner, E. I.. 1005
Garland, N. M., 109S
Gardner, R. C. 1452
Garnett. James E., 146
Garretson, I. R., 94
Garrison, E. K., 96
Gatchell. W. H.. 1543
Gatlin. T. H.. 1543. 1590"
GaUert. August. 1147
Gault, P. M.. 610-

Gillick. H. M., 580
Gilman. I-. C, 1544
Gilmer, G. H., 96
Gilmore, J. T., 338
Gilmour, J. V.. 580
Gilpin, G. G., 924
Glasel, I. W.. 1400
Glcisen, D., 144
Glover. R. M., 483
Glow. F. C., 1307
Goddard, E. E.. 739, 820
Goethals, General George
Gohmert, R. L-- 292
Goldborough. C. S., 1=46
Golden, ^r. J., 1545
Golder. H. A.. 1307
Goodbody. Thomas. 924
Goodwin. H. T.. 1256
Goodwyn. D. M., 1545
Goodykoontz. J. T., 96

l^hotogniph and skctth.

Gunion, P. C, 187
Gustafson. Edward G., 1147
Gutelius, F. P., 1418*
Gutheim, A. G., 360

Fordham, G. H., 1004

Lafferty, K., 1452
Lahey, C. A., 820
Laizure, Lee R., 146
Lake, C. S., 1592
Lake, E. M., 339
Lalk, E. F., 1308
Lamar, L. L., 1004
Lamb, E. T., 1544
Lamb, O. S., 291
Lamb, W. F., 924
Lamb, W. P., 1402
Lament, R. P., 290
Lamphere. F. E., 1056
Landis, R. E., 433
Landry, H. D., 339
Langridge, W. H., 1004
Lane, H. A., 423
Lane, J. J., 292
Lank, W. L, 580
Lankester, H. H., 339
Lantz, Ferdinand G., 388, 1545
Lantz, P. H., I30S
Larimer, Sam, 1308
Larsen, L. A., 478
Larson. M. J.. IISI, 12S8t
Lashmet, L. C, 923
Lauderbach. F. E., 1202
Lauer, C. F., 532
Laughton, H. H.. 1543
Laur. J. P., 1005
Law, E. C, 1358, 1545
Law, F. H., 339, 433
Law, S. W.. 146
Lawrence, F. J., 1151
Lawton, Alexander R., 1543
Leach, Neil M., 238*
Leard, Douglas, 96
Leavitt, E. D., 1545
Le Boutillier, George, 387
Leckie. A., 580
Lee. Elisha, 1371*
Lee, J. R., 1358, 1545
Lee, W. H.. 238
Legg. W. M.. 924
Leidenger, J.. 1401
Leigh. E. B.. 336
Lemen, W. W.. 388
Lemmerich, G. E.. 1256t
Lennon, W. H., 388
Lewis, G. R.. 384
Leonard. Daniel B.. 1113
Leppla, J.. 1545
Leslie, John, 531
Leslie. Paul J.. 1392
Leverich, C. E.. 736. 924
Levy, E. D.. 387, 432
Lewis, Charfes M., 1102
Lewis, C. R.. 434
Libkeman, William A.. 1147
Lindsay. C. E.. 1546
Lipseft. Thomas L.. 1404
Litchfield. Norman, 577
Littell, C. H., 384
Little, E. A., 384
Llewellyn, J. S., 1450
Llewellyn, T. T.. 1450, 1541
Lloyd, A. E., 1357
Longstaff, Herbert. 922
Lovekin. W, H.. 290*
Lowell, T. W.. 1098
T.undie. "Tohn, 1256
Lunger, H. C. 577
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1005
Ma«»cll, C. A
924
Maxwell, H.
Maxwell, J. D.. 1215
Ma». H. r. 1544

W

,

.

.McAdoo. William G..

Mc.Vnhur. Charlci. 1450
Mc.Vuhile. Kugtne. 1I5J
M.llrjth. T. W., 580
MLllii.tc, John G.. 577
Mc Bride, M. B., 1587. 1590
McCa», B. B.. ii7
Uclllii.

Isnlr.

1

McLariy, O.
Mcn.ii.. J.

11

I

S.. 1102
A.. 1-'14

I.

T. 478
A.. 1400*

292

F..

McDoiial.l. A. D., 1392

434
1452
A.. 338. 434
L., 292

McDonald, F.
McDonald. H.
Mclloiial.l.

I.

McPon.ild.

J.

McDonovmh,

P..
E..

B.

McC.lothin. T. C. 1307
McC.onaKlc. William A.. 1591
McGraw, R. T.. 145
McKcc. I. 1... 1151
McKcrnan. Nf.. 483, 1403
Mcl-aughlin. C. E.. 579
Mcl-aiiKhlin. T. M.. 96. 29U
Mcl-carn. M. M.. 1307
McLoushlin. A. A.. UOO, 1214'
McM.ihon, J.. 1357
McMan.iniy. Frank, 359-, 1561
McMani-v, B. H., 339
McMasler. H. W.. 1463'. 1544
McMechcn. H. G.. 1102
McNulty. J. A., 431

736
McQuadc. R. T.. 388
McOu«n. W. D.. 532
McQuilkin. H. P., 1546
MacRain, D. R., 728
MacDonald. T. A.. 1357
R..

MacElveny, A. W..

1151
MacEwen. W. E.. 1102
MacFarland. H. B., 1404
MacGoxan. A. R.. 338, 433t, 532

Mack. A. F.. 579
Mack. H. K.. 1546
MacKcnzic. H. W.. 337
Madden. Daniel T.. 338
MaRcc, William A.. 1399
Matuire.

Maher,

J.

X.

483

F..

87'.

D..

1335*.

1403

Maher. Peter

Mahon.

J.

L..

D..

187.

1098

1006

R..
Mancfie'iter. T.

736
S..

190

Mapother, W, I.., 1420.
Mara, T. H.. 1403
Marker, C. T.. 1534

1,^44

C. H.. 201*. 337
Marklex-. F. A.. 146

Marr. P. A.. 388
Mar!.h, A. F., 94
Marsh. P. E.. 1258
Marshall. E. L.. 431
Marshall. R. S.. 1151
Marshall, W. H.. 290t_
Marston, Edcar I... 385
Martin. B. C, 340

388
V\'., 387
Mason. C. D.. 432
I.,

Mason. E. W.. 1544
Mason. Stephen C. UsS. 1401
Masten. George. 736. 1004t
1102
Mathews. T. D.. 1213
M.ithews. T. W.. 337
1215
W..
C.
Matthews.
Matthews. Nalh-in. 736

Matthews.

V

^

'"

Montuomerv. M.
M.'o.lv.

Mnon'.

William

W.

A..

llOr>,

1338.

A.. 189
Park, W. 1... 483. 1590
Pailer. C. L.. 1358
Parker. Fr.iuk W., 1101
Parker, G.H.. 579, 1404

Par.loe.

Parri»h..J. B.. 291
Parroii, S. L.. 1006

1307

W. J.. 387
Morris.'A. K., 1216
Morri^i. n. T.. 433
Morris, D. R.. 1202t
Morrison. G. R., 189
Morse. G F.. 1004
Morse, W. C. 483
Mori.irtv.

1101

Mortimer. William M.. 1258
Mosbv. W.. 189
Mosei-, Frank T.. 236
Moses. F. A., Tr., 432
Mothershead. Steve. 820
Motherwell. T. S.. 96. 146
Moule. William J.. 736
Moiiler. W. H., 1004
Mnllalv, T. D.. 532
>rulleri. P. T,.. 190
Muller. C. E., 1358. 1545t
Mullican. M. A.. 1257
Mullins. W. T.. 820
Mumma. F. T.. 238
Miindav. T.. 338
Munos.' S. C. 579

Phillips.

A.. 739. 820
S.. 1315. 1587».

B..

Pierson,
Pierson.

H

I

1'

,

T

in
,

).:,-,

:)!••

Ritchc>. I. L^ i;."
Kittenhou>e. f. A.. 110
I
557
R^.
w. ., I, I'll
Ik a

W

190

M

•

A..

J.

r

:

1 C.

«?«
236
1591

Pinkham. R. H.. 388
Pinner. Guv. 1259
Pinnick. \V. H.. 434
Piper. C. J.. 190
Pistole. A. E.. 1403
PitiiAan. F. E.. 532
1543
A
p,,„,
. I
;.:
r.
1592
W.. 1590
H.. 429
..T
I..
384

H

.

.

1557

1257

J., 1450
1420
F...
Needles. Arthur C, 95*, 96.
137 1'. 1403
Neher. Clarence R.. 1587
Nelson G. \V., 820, 1005'
Nelson. .T. P.. 483
Nelson. T. A.. 1215
Netherland. \V. M., 1543
Nettlelon. E. W.. 1307
Newcomet. H. E.. 387
Newell. A. B. 1417
Newell. \V. 11.. Jr., 1214
Newlean. T. W.. 1378*
C. 238
Newman.
Neilson. E. S.. 1006
Nichols, r. H.. 1592
Nicole.. F. E., 1450
Niland. T. N.. 1258
Nokely. J. W.. 1543
Norman. F. L., 1545
Vorris r. E.. 238. 1403
North. N. P. 1214
Nowell. H. T.. 190
Nuelle. J. H.. 1544
Nutt. H. C. 736

Nash. C.
Nash. F„

1.

Phinney. R.

lir,

Keld. \V. I-. 714*
Keidy. Barib. 140)
l(r,:i,,

Parrons, A. U., 820
Parsons, R. S.. 1546
Parvin. Victor, 531, UOlt
Patt, F. M., 1101
Patterson, H. S., 1256
Paul, W. H., 1258
Payne, A. S., 96
Payne, Frederick H., 576
Payne, lohn Barton, 256*
Pavne! J. B., 238, 337, 7J6
Peibody, C, A., 1402*
Pearce, W. G., 1303
Pearson, E. J.. I419*
Peasley. B. J.. 190. 532*
Peck. J. W.. 739. 820
Peck, E. C. 1202
Peck, G. L., 1419*
Peck, W. C. 820
Pcenles, S. L, 1152
Pembroke. W. C, 739. 820
739 820
Pendorf, E., G
Penfield, \V. H., 1152
Pennington. C. A., 292
Perrin. I. W.. 1258
Pescia. Lee. 339
Peters. Ralph. 1463*. 154J
Peters. Ralph. Jr.. 1102
Pettibone, Dan C. 1101
IVttijohn. Fred. 1592
Pf abler. F. P.. 1216
Phelan. T. B.. 387
Phelps. C. B.. 360
Phclns. M. L.. 387
Phillips H. C. 1315 „
Phillips, lames T.. 190

1358

W.

1151

P W., 144
.<ir George, 936*
Richard K., 336
Paradn. F. E., 340

Morwan. George D.. 384
Mornan. R. C. 236
Morcan, R. T., 233

T.

5Ji

1..

-M..

Pai.h,
Papin.

>rorKan. C. A.. 338

A..

J.

Page,

96

S..
T..

!.

u»rnt, William. 1258

Moore, r. Z.. 1256*
Moore. I... 1357
Moore. R. W., 1404*
Moore, W. B., 387
Mordecai, .Tohn B., 1215

Slyers, J.

Markham.

Masters. F. H..

ll*.n..

190

P.,

Murrell.
Murri,in

Mann. Albert C, 546
Mann. E. C. 1004Mann. Tames. 1403
Mann. L. R.. 610*
Mann. R. C. 432
ManninR. S. W.. 1308

Martin, G.
Martin, I..

1541*

Mnrdock. L. O.. 95
Murphy, C. 236
Murphy. W. P.. 388
Murray, G. C, 146
Murrar. W. A.. 1546

Main. J. P.. 1420
Malcolm. A. R.. 1003
Malone. %V. H., 1151

ManhT. H.

F.

Nforson. G.

Rodney, 1307

MacDonouRh.

386. 339, 475
1546. 1592*

T. M.. 338
W. M., 431
MnU-i. M. r., 1358
Mnl.inv. Charles. 337, 387
M.dl. A. n., 1307
Mon.ahan. F. T.. 1545
Monlaitue. C. H.. 340

McFrrran. J. A.. 1215
McGiU. \V, E.. 1214
McGinnis, W. R., 1545

McPhcrson. W.

387
A.,
J..

Mitchell.
Mitchell,

1151

F..

J.

Millrr. Otto. 1357
Miller. V. D., 484
Miller, R. C. 434
Miller, W. E., 145
Mills. Ellsworth I... 1587
Mills. W. R.. 484
Millard, r. S., 1591
Miiieh.in. Patrick. 338
Miner. F. M.. 1451
Mitchell. C. W.. 580

McCuUouiih. H. C. 388
McCullouBh. J. I., 189
McCulKuiKh, J. W.. 387
McDa>lc. \V.

C,

Mi.ldleton.

\lillrr.

McCoy. J. A.. NO
McCurn. Kdwiii B.. 337

Mel ulliiin.
Mclunr. I

101

1

.16

Miller, A. I., 1151. 1258'
Miller, F. A., 96, 580
Miller. F. B., 96. 236. 237t

1508

McConi.cIl. S.

McCort.

.

MO

.

Mi.li;lev. Stanley W.. 1450,
Mill.ir. Alexander. 9241

-'59

McCUnahin, S. L.,
Mcaung. J.. 1358

Nfichie. C.

MiMlcton. R.

145

.

B.,

.

J

M.>cr. .\ F., 4.14
Mrvrt, K r, 1403
Meyer, Herbert A.. 918

lJ58t
579
1147

B..

Mel ..i.llcM. K. A..
McCrlhy. J.mc.

i5»r
u.

Mrlirn. lohn. 1545
Melius. I'. N.. 1307
Meredith. F., 1308
Mrriill. G A.. 1101
Mcrr. f. I.. 190
Mrt.alf, I. W.. 338
Metcalfe, J. G.. 433

4t

1*.

.

Meador, C. W.. 146
Mr.ir'). Major Frederick. 338
MraarT. II. D, 1355
Mehler, H. P., 392

NOJ

Loyall. Gtor«e R.,
Lufl. I.. K., 1451

1102

Matiinoly. E. H..

(J. G., 1J14
Lloyd. E. F... 1004
Locke. S. U., Jr.. 3J7
Lon«»ii, E. K.. 189
LonKwcll. M. F l-IO
Lorcc. 1.. 1-., 935'
l.ouck., H. B.. Jr.. 1545
Lovcii. K. S^ .'1. iil', 570. 707
l.owcry. e. P., 2J8

Lynch,

IV'?
4SJ.

545

'».

K>ar.,

1355

rv,.,'..

II

.

Jr.,

tX
121$

Ryan. S F . 2*2
Rrder. Earl A.. If*

188

433

.

K

Powell. T.
P.;:;;:-

C.

>.

/99. 924

J.IV32. 100s

Price. A.. 1440

*••
'•""';v'-i'rrH
TV r"-*! ore n., ij4t
"• \VV..m T. 121$

Tt.',fr
},

p!,

,:,.

IE

4J4

&£^.

A. M.. !$«».

1$" "•'
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ELECTIONS AND APPOINTMENTS-Continued
[* Indicates
Schulze. M. F., 387
Scott. E. K., 483

Stailey, C,

Stamm,

Scott, Frederick W., 54S
Scott, R. T.. 336, 529, 1146
Scott, Theodore P., 95
Scott. W. B., 1259
Scale. R. M.. 579
Sears, F. T., 238
Secor, S. \V., 146
Sedwick, T. D., 484
Seger, C. B., 707*
Scifer, F. M., 96
Seigle, W. I.. 529

Seivmund. W. H., 187
Selden. W. H.. 577
Sells, C. \V., 1357
Sercombe, F. W.. 736
Sesser. John. 433

Shand, A. C, 423
Shanks, H. T., 546
Shaughnessy. C. P.. 236
Shannon, James, 1544
Shaw. E. H., 1543
Sh.iw, Ralph M., 337, 483*
Shea, T. A., 483
SheaRer, C. M., 360
Shep-ird, H. E., 1152
Shepherd, J. A., 189, 292t, 736
Shepherd, T. F., 95
Shepherd. L. B., 1214
Sheridan, R.

J..

1401

J. K.. 434
Shields, G. A., 580
Sholes, Lyman, 1056
Shriver, George M.,

Sherman,

145,

1543

Shugg, L. W., 645
Sillcox. L. K
292t
R.. 96
Sinclair. Daniel, 238

Simmons. G.

Sisson. M. M.. 236, 338*
Sizer. R. E., 339, 1357
Slade, George T.. 434, 1004
Slattery, T. T., 1307
Slauson, C. T., 1006. 1152
Slavin, J. T., 434
Sloan, F. M., 1546

Sloan, W. C.,
Small, V. P.,
Smart. A. G.,
Smart, G. E..
Smith, Albert

1544
1590*
924
532
Tate, 1146
Smith, A. G., 1545
Smith, A. H., 1, 3*, 201', 579, 1417
Smith. C. C, 290t, 384
Smith, C. E., 1308, 1450
Smith, Edward U., 576
Smith. E. W., 1358, 1403*
Smith, F. M., 433
Smith, F. W., Jr.. 388
Smith, G. M., 388
Smith. H. E., 1534
Smith, H. R.. 432
Smith, John L.. 1102
Smith. T. H.. 10O5. 1307
Smith, L. S„ 1543
Smith, Milton, 387
Smith, M. F., 190
Smith, M. R., 1005
Smith, N. W.. 291, 338*
Smith, P., 1308
Smith, R. C, 1308
Smith, Rolla A.. 338
Smith. Thomas F., 337
Smith. Tinsley. 1101
Smitton,
G. H.. 484
Smock. R. W.. 580
Snedeker, J. E., 1403
Snell, William. 292
Snider. G. N., 21, 180
Snowden. Dr. Albert A., 923
Somerville, T. A., 360
Somerville, D. L., 1056
Sorenson, J.. 291
Soule. U. G.. 532
Sours, H. M., 433
Spangler, D. E., 360, 1403
Spelman, J, S., 1544
Spence, L. T.. 1025
Spencer. Caleb S.. 1590'
Spencer. Henry B., 545
Spens, Conrad E., 428, 475
Spicer, Meade T., 189
Spink, F. A., 579
Spock. B. I.. 291
Sprague. O. M. W., 928'
Spratt, Thomas. 820
Sproule. William, 1259
.

E.,

C„

photograph and sketch,
433
736,

Talbot, A. N., 603, 621
Talbot,
Talbot,
Tansley, W.. 1214. 1307

Tatum,

T.

918

J.,

Tavlor, Frank W., 924, 1004, 12141:
Tavlor, F. W., 146*
Tavlor, George C, 1377*
Taylor, G, W,, 1543
Taylor, H. A., 736
Taylor, L. R.. 531
Taylor, R. V., 1419*, 1544
Tebbetts, George E., 1056
Ten Eyck, R. C, 145. 189, 579
Terpning, B. E., 1545
Terry, C. M., 384
Terry. G. W.. 339
Thayer, T. E., 189
Thelen, Max. 1533
Thomas. C. E., 1358
Thomas, H. E., 1258

Thomas, J, E., 1358
Thompson, Arthur W.,

145.

1371*.

1543

Thompson. T. D.. 577
Thompson, N. F., 340
Thompson. W. H.. 47S
Thornburgh. W. N., 384
Thornton, Col. Henrv W., 1348
Thurber. N. P.. 1151
Thurston, C. A.. 1545
Tierney. H. J.. 434, 529
Tillman. Raloh F., 290
Titus,

H.

Tobias, C.

J.,

f Indicates sketch only.]

H. H., 434
Trumbull, Frank, 1451
Tucker, J. C, 1546
Tucker, J. W., 483
Tumy, A. C, 1152
Turner, Frank C, 1303
Turner, L. A., 579
Turner, Walter V., 1541
Turney, John, 190
Tripp,

llSIt
Stammers, John, 1358
Stannard. W. L., 1545
Stapleton, J. W., 483
Staub. A. E., 1151
Stedman, E. A.. 1378*
Stengel, Carl H.. 384
Steeyes. W. B.. 388
Stevens, George W., 1371*, 1403,
1451
Stevens. H. C, 532
Stevens, H. E,, 1005
Stevens, J, W., 1546
Stevenson, B. C, 1420, 1463*
Stevenson, Walter J,, 736
Stewart, T. R., 1215
Stewart, W. E., 1101
Stillman, W. M., 1545
Stith, A. R., 1258
Stocks, George T., 1152
Stockton. C. W., 1378*
Stokes, W. B., 924
Stokley. R. B., 1592
Stoll, J. G,, 1215
Stone. Albert T., 522, 1418*
Stone, S. S., 1257
Strate, T. H„ 1546, 1592*
Straus, Oscar S.. 233, 732
Strickland, S. G., 1420, 1463*
Stringfellow, H., 292
Strode, H. G., 820
Stutsman. R. G., 1303
Sugars, Charles T., 96
Sullivan, A. T., 1151
Sullivan. D. E., 1358, 1545
Sullivan, John J., 1006
Sullivan, L. F., 1543
Sullivan. T. C. 1056
Summv, C. D., 1378*
Sumner, Elliot, 1358
Swan, E. T., 580
Swanson, J. A.. 736
Swartout, R, H.. 1590
Swearingen, B. L., 1006. 1102
Sweeney, J. C. 291, 337*
Sweet, Charles S., 1541
Sweetman, E. M., 388
J.

736, 820

H.. 1450

Todd. Percy R., 1418*. 14521:
Todd. W. A.. 387
Tomlinson, G. A., 1071
Tompkins, V. C, 1358
Toner, F. T., 1258
Towle, C. E.. 1214

Towne, W. J., 1420
F. B., 1 307
Towsley, A. W., 145, 189t
Tracy, Stanley M., 1304
Trees, M. J., 645
Trenholm, A. W., 1545. 1559*
Tripp, Guy E.. 235," 290

Tuttle, C. L., 146
Tyler, W. T., 360
I. T.,
338

Tyson,

Utech, Tohn
X'anderlip,

1400

J.,

W.

Vanderbilt,

K.

Jr.,

1402*

Frank A., 925*

W.

M., 606*
Doren. G. L., 820

Vandersluis,

Van
Van Houten, R. A., 187, 235*
Van Hovenberg, H. W., 1215
Van Natta, N. C. 238
Van Santvoord, Seymour, 334
Van Schaick, A. P., 645
Vass, John,

1403

Vaughan, R. H., 1545
Veatch, C. E., 339
Veitch, C. W., 1543
Velasco, M., 388
Vetter, E. M., 1257
Violett, R. C. 1215
Vogel, Fred .Jr., 578

Waddell. J. A. L., 923
Waddell. N. Everett, 923

Wade, S. B., 1307
Wade, Festus T.. 545
Wade, S. B.. 1403
Wagen, H. T., 1545
Wagner, F. A., 579
Wagner, V. B.. 388, 484*
Waaner, W. F., 576
Wagstaff. P. M., 290
Wait. Bertrand H.. 235*
Waite, M. R., 189
Waffle, Tonas, 388
Waldrop", L. G., 1214
Walker, J. D., 189
Walker, Roberts, 927*
Walker.. R. B., 337
Walker, R. Z., 1307
Walker, W. W.. 1259, 1545
Wall, G. B., 145. 531. 1451
Wall. H. S.. 1005. 1259*
Wallace, A. E. Jr., 237, 292*, 338,
1545
Wallace, J, A, S., 1005
Wallace, James N., 1533
Wallace, Ralph H., 238, 1307
Walsh, F. O., 388
Walter, A. D., 1098
Walters, F., 1420
Walters, Henry, 1, 360, 418
Wand, A. G., 580
Ward, A. E., 1054
Ward, Charles D., 189, 388, 1545
Ward, W. H., 292, 339*
Wardlaw, J. W., 1420
Warmington, A. E.. 1257
Warren. G. E., 1098
Warrington, Tohn B.. 1590
Watson. F. t., 579
Watson. J. D., 924
Wear. F.. 433
Webb, E, B., 1005
Weber. J.. 433
Webster. H. D., 146
Webster, .T. H., 1258
Webster, J. W.. 1102
Weeener. A. B.. 94
Weidenhamer, W. M., 1151, 1258*
Weinland, Joseph W., 1400*
Weinsheimer, A. S., 1541
Weir, D. S., 483. 579
Weir, George. 433
Welch, Jerrv, 1392
Weller, H. 'C, 96
Welles, L. A., 385
Wells, Frank O., 576
Wells, W., 1308
Wendf, Paul W., 1098
West, Clyde, 236
Westcott. G. A., 1258

Whitaker, V. E., 1452
F. E., 1005, 1054*
White, J. Lowell, 1214
White, L. M., 1591
White, P. T., 1591
Whiting, H. R., 146
Whitlaw, J. T., 190
Whitney, C. C. 579
Whitney, H. O.. 1215
Whittenberger, H. E., 1151. 1418*
Wickham, H. T., 1451, 1543
Wieland, H. O., 431
Wight, S. B., 546
Wilbur. R. H., 1544
Wilcoxen, F. S., 94'
Wildin, George W., 484, 923*
Willetts. Ward W., 1355
Williams. E. M., 1378"
Wilcox, D. E., 145, 146, 736
Wilgus,, Herbert S., 1102
Willard, Daniel, 21, 180, 522
Williams. George W., 1545
Williams, Herbert W., 1151
Williams, H. R.. 483
Williams, John Skelton, 1, 359*
Williams, "K. G., 339
Williams, L. B.. 1357
Williams. R. R., 190
Williamson, F. E., 1307
Wfllsie, A. M.. 95
Willson, W. G., 478
Wilson, A. A.. 96
Wilson, C. H., 384
Wilson, G. E., 478
Wilson, Hugh, 1258
Wilson, T. B., 579
Wilson, T. H., 579
Wilson. William. 338, 483
Winburn, W. A., 1419*, 1543
Winchell, B. L., 299, 1335*, 1403,
1420

Whitcomb,

Winger, S. D., 187
Winser, R. A., 924
Winter. P. S.. 96
W. H.. 1005, 1215*
Witt, \'. A., 531
Wirth, C. A.. 96
Wise, E. L., 820
Wise. M. T., 1544
Wishart. W'. C, 1546
Wisman, C. M:.. 388
Witticombe. R. H.. 1101
Wolff, Fred G., 577
Wood, T. M.. 432
Wood, W. B., 1559*, 1591
Wood, W. R., 1102
Woodford, C. H., 1591
Woodbridge, H. C, 1546
Woodhouse, W. E., 10O5
Woodruff, F. K., 190
Woodruff. J. M., 734
Woodruff. R. E., 1545
Woods, .T. C. 340
Woodward. A. B., 924
Woodworth, L G., 427, 1307, 1S44
Worcester, H. A.. 1418*. 1452*
Worthington, B. A., 1463*, 1544
Wrav. T. T., 1006
Wrenni'ch, T. J., 820
Wrisht, Charles P.. 1541
Wright, H. D., 1256
Wright, Tames B.. 1451
Wright, K, B., 1152

Winterrowd.

Wright, Robert C, 238, 360
Wright. T. T.. 1358
Wri'ght, W.." 1152

Wright,
Wriiht,

W.
W.

F., 580
H,. 387

Yarborough, W. C, 387
Yeomans. George G., 546, 1259

Yoakum. F. E.. 1545
Yocum. W. I... 577
Young, A. H.. 736
Young, C. A., 1004
Young, C. B., 918
Young, E. E., 924
Young, F. H., 387
Young. Claude R., 1151
Young. Joseph H.. 1307,
1403,

1420

Weston, T. H., 96
Wharton." W. H., 292
Wheeler, F. S., 385
Wheeler. W. G., IIOO

Zabriskie. C. B.. 236
Zeigler, W. C. 387

Whitaker. F. M., 475, 1451, 1545

Zortman. C.

Zeleny. F., 1404
E..

388

OBITUARY
[* Indicates
.Mejtander, George H., 434

Major C. G., 1216*
Baker. Richard Ward, 815
Barnes, William H., 1216J
Bean, S. I,., 1216t
Benton, Charles E.. 1404t
Bolton, Frank O.. 1002
Brown, Frank L,, 94

photograph and sketch,

Burleigh. Albert A.. 1056
Bushnell, J. W., 388

t Indicates sketch only.]

Donahue, Charles J., 1097*
Drake, Tohn N., 484
Dunlap," Robert, 1452

Baird,

Cotton, W. W., 924
Crowell, M. L., 190

Cummings, John

J.,

1202

Garahtv. T. H., 238
Goehst; John Henrv, 94, 336
Guerin, W. H., 388

Ellis,

William D., 1355
Emery, R. F., 1054*
Emmet, William T., 334

Hagar, Edward M., 235*
Hardwick, S. H., 1006*
Harris, George B., 1437*
Hills. H. S.. 1102. 1216

Flagg, Francis F., 820

Hillyer, Carlton, 292

1371*,
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Hohson,

Joirpli,

Uo

l.u»e.

a. M., 580

Holl.stcr.

JesK.

Luce, r.

1203»
JJb

.M..

lU6t

Hopewell, Frank,

McLcod,

Iluwcll. Ice. 190J. 12J$
Hurley, I'rant 1., 7J.I
Hutcliinioii. .\ E., 1006

C. A., 292
VfcNainara, I. D., IS'li

I'o.t.

J.

McWliirier, W. L.. 820
Mahl, William. I2<0*

MfKlcmry. JuMnh H., 1006
Miller, AUrrd R.. 1401
Miller, A. C, 187
Miller. Jacob W., SMJ

Lloy.l,
Loiiu,

W. C, 1006
W. A.. 292

Neiniver.

H'l

I'cter,

L'H..mmcJicu. R. H.. 7J6

Newell.

Henry Riitsell, IIO:
John T.. 146

II-,

Olyphant. R. M., 1216*

ill'.:

IS4«

RAILWAY CONSTRUCTION
Alabania Intrrurbaii. 480, Sl<
Alaskan KailruaJ, 14S0
Arcade & Allic*. 579
Atchiton, Topeka & Santa Fe, !36. 1304, 1356
Atlantic Coast LiTie, 1203

Emory River Lumber Company's Uoad. 480

Mobile

Erie. 531

Morgantowo k Wheeling. 116

Black Mountain Railroad. 291

Great Northern. 291, 1587
liuK, Coloi^do & Santa Fe, 291

Canadian

G

C.inadi.in

Xorlhcrn.

Essex Terminal Railway. 337

1450

Penn..

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, 1356. 1587
Chicaeo. Rock .Island & P.loific, 1587
Chicago.

Illinois Central,

Chicmon I'nion
I'ni.in S
St.Ttion Coinnanv.
Company, 386
Chicago
^'
Western. 1587
Chocia-

Kanawha & Michigan.

Delaware, Lackaw.mna & Western, 531
Denver & Rio Grande, 1356

Lehigh Valley, 1587

Kansas

City.

188, 236.

Quebec & Sicuenav. 1304

1257, 1356, 1450

1203,

1055.

.

Philadrlph

eytown Electric Railway.

Chicago & North Western. 1055, 1304
Chicaiio. BurlinKlon S Ouincy, 1055. 1147, 1304

Elgin, Joliet

\U

Florida East Coast, 579

nl Railways, 1147,
1055,

Ohio,

Ir

1S87

Mexico & Orient. 1055

Tamiami

Tampa

S Eastern, 1587

Rai!

Soutl,.

Toledo i

Magdalen River, 579
Manatee River Railway, 291

01

....,

Western Maryland, 5JI

FINANCIAL NEWS
Georgia & l-Iornl.i. S16, 1055
Grand Trunk, 735
& Northern, 816

Alab.ima, Tennessee \ Northern, 1402. 1543
Atchison. Topcka i Santa Fe, 145, 1003, 1147
Atlantic Coast Line. 1304

Gulf. Mobile

Oregon Short Line.
Oreifgn- Washington

Baltimore i Ohio. 1S8. 236, 291, 1543
Boston & Maine. 188. 236. 1543
Buffalo & Suscguehanna. 337
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, 480, 1099

Hastings & Northwestern. 337
Hawkinsville & Western, 1451

Oiarl

Canadian Northern, 188, 1099, 1402
Canadian Pacific, 579, 735
Chesapeake & Ohio. 816. 1099. 1203
Chesapeake & Ohio Northern, 236
Chicaeo & North Western. 1055. 1451

Kansas City Southern. 1304

Chicago. Burlington & Ouincy, 1203
Chicago. Milwaukee \- S.t. Paul. 337, 531, 1003,
1147, 1304, 1402
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, 95, 1451
Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha. 1543
Cincinnati. Findlar & Fort Wayne. 816
aeveland Milling Machine Co., 1003

Marshall

I'lnv,

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western. 95
Denver & Rin Grande. 95. 145, 236, 291,
531, 735. 1003. 1257, 1451, 1543
Denver. Boulder & Western. 95
Dea Moines & Fort Dodge, 1257
Erie,

Illinois Central, 95,

&

Subiaco

1099.

1451

^imia, 1S3. 120 J
k Chic««a, 291

<e

337,

& East Texas,

1147

Michigan Central. 1203
Michigan East & West, 188
Minneapolis & St. Louis, 1257
Missouri Pacific, 145, 1257, 1304
Munising, Marquette & Southeastern, 432
Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, 1055
National Railways of Mexico. 1147. 1402
New Mexico Central, 337
New York antral, 1055. 1099. 1147. 1203. 1257.
1304.

New
New

Texas State Railroad. 4*0

Union

Pacific.

337. 432, 1100

1451

York, Chicago & St. Louis, 1203
York, New ILiven & Hartford. 386. 579.
735,

Ft. Smith,

1003,

Lake Superior & Ishpeming, 432
Leavenworth & Topeka, 1304

1543

Fitigerald. Ocilla

531,

816

1003.

1099.

1402,

Wa!

j-I.,

loni

1451

Norfolk & Western. 1100
Northern Pacific. 1055

Broxton, 386
Eastern, 531

Sc

FOREIGN RAILWAY NOTES
Africa, 383, U6. I4I6. 1582
Argentina, 480. 1234
Australia. 274. 352. 1404. 1589
Austria, 224. 497. 70.1, 1137, 1281, 1449

Belgium, 883
Brazil, 1330
British Guiana, 726
Bolivia.

1203. 1296. 1303.
1475, 1542, 1574

1304.

1370.

1451.

1471.

124. 336, 432. 466, 517, 696. 711. 78«,
1038. 1137. 1296. 1316, 1440, 1441. 1471.

France.

1475

Germanv. 446

458. 906. 910, 970. 1043.
1163. 1278. 1284. 1303. 1540, 1592

146

144. 480, 564
China. 326, 431, 707. 383. 968. 1124. 1163

Chile.

Cuba. 1356

HoUand.

Denmark. 291. 1255
Dominican Republic.

India. 407. 716. lOM, 1540. 15S9
Ireland. 541. 542. 1561
Italy. 35. 206. 532, 735. 793

580. 1256

Egypt. 442. 1163. 1292
England. 267. 276. 280. 326. 402

552, 705,
1027, 1031.
1181. 1194.

1137,

Greece. 978
337.

502.

1582

12.

Japan,

132.

320.

1255.

13S6

5:i.

530.

780.

7f*.

816.

f'T.

Vratntti. ilS. t9«4

C„l'yri:^l:l

/,y

llcnis

&

lizcL.g

William G.
Secretary of the Treasury and

Now

McAdoo

Also Director General of Railroads

:

'

:

WASHiNCTON,
muds

D.

C, January

1,

1918.— The

rail

from the control
of their individual managements and into the possession and control of the goxernment for the period of the war,
at noon on Friday, December 28, under the direction of
W. G. McAdoo. who now combines the office of Secretary
of

tlic

I'nited

States passed

of the Treasury in President Wilson"* cabinet with that of
Director General of Railroads.
Although for accounting

purposes the new plan of government control did not become effective until midnight, December 31, by tliat time the
director general had issued several general orders to emphasize the fact that the railroads are to be operated as a
co-ordinated system, had accepted the resignation of the
Railroads" War Board (the Executive Committee of the Special Committee on National Defense of the .\mcrican Rail-

way

Association), and had created an entirely new organization for centralizing the direction of railroad operations.
He had also put in motion all the available machinery of
organization for the purpose of relieving congestion and e.\pediting the movement of freight.

The New Organization
The new

organization consists cf a temporary advisory
to the director general as

including the ( uniinissiun on
suii-committees.

Henry Walters, cliaimian of

.Vrxiie and

ar

Atlantic

tljc

variouf

llie

CoaM

Line, a*

operating advisor.

Edward Chambers,

vice-president in diargc of traffic of
Toin-ka & Santa Fe, and chief of the diviMon
tran.iiiKjrtation of the United States Food Adniini.stration,

the .Atchi.son,
i)f

as advi.sor on traflic matters.

Walker D. Hines, chairman of
of the -Atchison, TojK-ka
matters.

In addition.
Central, w

A.

&

the executive tummittcc
Santa Fe, as adviMir on legal

H. Smith, president of the V*** Vork
'

-it

general an

J

Classificai.

IL

._

..

;i,c

..

organization of the General Up
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to Congress in a message soon after Congress reconvenes regarding the compensation to be paid the railroads
in the form of a guarantee based on the average net operating income for the three years ending June .>0, 1917, and
President Wilson conferred on the subject on December 31

make

with Chairman Sims of the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce and Senator Tomerene of the Senate
Committee on Interstate Commerce, as these committees will

have charge of the proposed

legislation.

Mr. McAdoo's Preliminary Statement

On the day following his appointment Mr. McAdoo
issued the following preliminary statement.
"This new task is of great magnitude and difficulty. It
cannot be done in a moment, and it cannot be done at all
unless the people of the United States as well as the officers
and employees of the railroads give to the railroad director
I earnestly seek the
their intelligent and patriotic support.
and assistance of every good

co-operation

citizen

in

this

great work.
"The operation of the railroads as a thoroughly unified
system is of fundamental importance to the success of the

Without

war.

sources.

it

we cannot

The supreme

test

get the effective use of our re-

in this

war

will probably

come

Victory will depend upon our speed and
can get neither speed nor efficiency unless

in the year 1918.

We

efficiency.

the railroads are equal to the demands of the situation.
"I can only sa_\- at the moment that the problem will be
taken hold of vigorously and that plans and policies will be
announced from time to time as rapidly as it is possible to
Meanwhile the business will be conducted
mature them.
through existing railroad organizations, with all the support and power of the government asserted in behalf of more
efficient and satisfactory operation.
"The Director General of Railroads, upon invitation of
the Interstate Commerce Commission, has accepted office in

The commission has
Interstate Commerce building.
also placed at the disposal of the director the entire work
commission."
of
the
and facilities
The hour of the transition to government control found

the

War Board, Judge R. S.
and John Barton Payne, counsel
for the Shipping Board, who had been assisting Mr. McAdoo in a legal way, in conference with the new director

the

members

of

the Railroads'

Lovett, director of priority,

general.

The

railroad

executives

offered

their

hearty co-

any way desired,
operation and
and were told that Mr. McAdoo desired the committee to
continue to function at least until some better organization
could be devised if it were considered desirable to do so.
He asked to be more fully informed as to the organization
which the railroads had voluntarily developed and which
that of their organization in

had been directing the operations of the railroads of the
There was a general discussion
country- for eight months.
of possible ways for improving tlie railroad situation by the
power
delegated
to Mr. McAdoo, and he
exercise of the new
asked the railroad executives to submit to him any suggesHe particularly desired an early
tions they had to offer.
report on the possibility of larger and more efficient use of
The railroad men also urged
terminals by joint operation.
consideration of their recommendation of a list of non-essential commodities.

Later in the day, as his first official act, Mr. McAdoo
following telegram to the presidents and directors of
railroads coming within the terms of the President's
proclamation of December 26;
"Having assumed the duties imposed upon me by, and in
pursuance of, the proclamation of the President dated December 26, 1917, you will, until otherwise ordered, continue
the operation of your road in conformity witli said proclamasent

the
all

tion.

You

make every
move traffic Ijy

are requested to

crease efficiency

and

to

possible effort to inthe most convenient
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and expeditious
co-operation.

routes.
It

is

1

count on your hearty
united effort, unselfish

I confidently

only

through

and effective work that this war can be won and
.America's future be secured."
This request was expressed in general terms to be amplified and made more specific later on and was evidently inservice

tended as preliminary announcement of policy more than
anything else.
However, by this simple request for the
use of the most convenient and expeditious routes, it was
explained afterward, the laws against pooling, giving the
shipper the right to dictate the routing of his freight and
prohibiting railroads from making agreements which in ordinary times would be considered "in restraint of trade" but
wliich are now considered necessary to make trade possible,
were thrown into the junk-pile. \A'hile the laws are still on
the books, to be restored to force when the war is over unless Congress by that time sees fit to change or repeal them,
the)" no longer apply to action taken under the authority of
the director general.
On December 27 Mr.

McAdoo

issued a more specific order

as follows:

Mr. McAdoo's First Order
"All officers, agents and employees of transportation systems may continue in the performance of their present regular duties, reporting to the same officers as heretofore and
on the same terms of employment.
".\ny officer, agent or employee desiring to retire from
his employment shall give the usual and seasonable notice
to the proper officer, to the end that there may be no interruption or impairment of the transportation service required
for the successful conduct of the war and the needs of general

commerce.

"All transportation systems covered by proclamation and
order shall be operated as a national system of transportation, the common and national needs being in all instances
held paramount to any actual or supposed corporate advantage.
All terminals, ports, locomotives, rolling stock and
other transportation facilities are to be fully utilized to
carr\' out this purpose without regard to ownership.
"The designation of routes by shippers is to be disregarded when speed and efficienc}- of transportation service

may

thus he promoted.
"Traffic agreements between carriers rnust not be permit-

movements.
which have not heretofore been estab-

ted to interfere with expeditious

"Through

routes

lished because of short hauling or other causes, are to be

and used whenever expedition and efficiency of
thereby be promoted; and if difficulty is experienced in such through routing, notice thereof by carriers
or shippers or both be given at once to the director by

established
traffic will

wire.

"Existing schedules or rates and outstanding orders of
Interstate Commerce Commission are to be observed,
but any such schedules or rates or orders as may hereafter
be found to conflict with the purposes of said proclamation
or with this order shall be brought immediately by. wire to
the

the attention of the director."

Following the issuing of this order, a supplemental

state-

ment was issued as follows:
"Director General of Railroads McAdoo announced today that, pending the organization of a permanent staff, he
had requested Walker D. Hines, of New York, to act as
assistant pro tempore to the director general of railroads.
Mr. Hines has accepted the appointment.
"In like manner the director general has appointed Alfred
H. Smith, of New York, as assistant pro tempore to the director general of

the

tnmk

railroads,

in

line territory east of

charge of transportation in
Chicago and north of the

Ohio and the Potomac rivers.
"The director general has called upon all presidents of
railroads to take up vigorously and at once with all rail-

;
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roiid> ill iliiir respeitivo tfrriiori»-s llie maitir oi miMnion
use of UTminals and parallel lines, wiping out all lompctitive prohiliitions. if any sur\ive, anil waiving an\ loini^i-

to

tive control or volicitation of

of Us

"The

ilireitor

traft'ic.

ha> >petifically

^jeneral

re<iuesle(l

that

all

have n

,

.iiii ii'ii.ii

tilt

I

Ml

-

Ih.

terminal lacilitie> in the Chiiago district In- treated, in so
far as capacity and efficiency will be promoted, as a unit,
and that all railrcuds having terminals in New York take
up promptly the question of pooling duiks, car floats, lighters
and other f.i. ilities for distributing traffic in New York
Harlxir. iiuluding marketing facilities now controlled by
individual railroads.
"The director general also reiiuoted the Interstate Com-

ot

merce Commission

make an

your own

orL'.

conditions existing on all the
trunk line railnxids in eastern territory, an<l to submit a
repjort at the earliest possible moment.
instructed the presidents ol the
riie dirivtor general

iiirm.iiiiin

and

to

have

investigation

in\me«liate

railroad

its

ins|K-clors

of

&

Lackawann.i, New
Ier>e\' Central, and Lehigh N'alley railroads to make an immediate study of the terminal facilities on the New Jersey
iVnnsylvania. Erie,

walerfrimt

at

Ton

Haltimore

of

New York and

John Skriton WUIuuns
Comptroller ol the Currency

as

{xtssible

Ohio,

as

ijuickly

Hair Holdra. President
Burliniton A Qulncy

Chicago,

what rearrangements

train operations could be

to re|K)rt

made

of

that

passenger and freight
would increase the ef-

.1.
ll.

V

largest aid

McAdoo had

spent Saturday in conference with memliers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and others for
the purpose of obtaining exact information as to the situation and the field agents of the commission were ordered to
investigate and report immediately on the state of transportation in various parts of the country. Commissioner McChord has been placed in charge of this investigation. Two

»'

.\

1.

-,,

!

an\ of ou!
ic»<>i<l^

inspectors were assigned to the freight yards in the vicinity

lo
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e.xpress.

to
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tempore ui
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.\dvisory

Con

Railroads" War Board tenOn Monday, December 31,
ilcred their resignations to the director general in the following letter:
"When you assumed control of the railroads under the
tlie

December 26, our
came to an end.
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orders under the direction of the Committee on Car Service
of the American Railway Association."

Instructions to Eastern Lines
In pursuance of the order Mr. Smith

i.ssued instructions to

all eastern lines as follows:

order of the Director General of Railroads, Judge
Lovett concurring as to priority modifications, please direct
every attention to clearing )our line of any congestion that
exists, wiring me of any condition which is beyond individual
control, with suggestions as to most available method of

"By
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1

Director General's Advisory Committee to take over until
further order the various sub-conmiittees of the American
Railway Association's Special Committee on National Defense.
We thank you cordially for your support and assistance during the past eight months."

The

Effect of the

The

only outward

event

in

railroad

upward tendency

Announcement
and

history

of the

New

Plan

momentous
on December 28 was a strong
visible

sign

of

this

ministrator.

market quotations of railroad securidepressed by weeks of uncertainty as to the future and
neglected for Liberty Bonds, but now encouraged by the
prospect of a Government guaranty.
Among railroad officers the event produced varying reactions.
There was gloom among those who felt that they
had been told they had failed to make good, and a feeling
of relief on the part of many who realized that a great burden
of responsibility for railroad credit had been lifted from
their shoulders and that they would be left free to operate

"Embargo any consignee who does not release freight
promptly on arrival.
"So far as practicable, annul passenger trains which in-

Government instead of under
Mr. McAdoo received hundreds of telegrams
of congratulation from railroad executives, bankers and

terfere with giving necessary freight service.

security holders expressing enthusiastic approval of the plan

with your connections and afford help to
each other in any way possible to further general mo\'ement,

and promises of co-operation.

change routing, short haul- freight, and make any mutual arrangements that will facilitate movement and delivery of

a general willingness to co-operate with

relief.

"You

are authorized to disregard priority orders to the
necessary to clear up a serious congestion, keeping in
mind vital necessity for moving food and fuel.
"Wire me particularly where coal is congested without
prosjiect of immediate mo\'ement, so that matter of diversion
to open lines, or markets, can be arranged with the Fuel Ade.xtent

"Keep

in touch

in the

ties,

the roads with the help of the
its restrictions.

anxious speculation as to

how

There was also the usual
new boss would act, but

the

him

to the full.

The New Director-General

traffic.

"Call on

all

employees to lend their

efforts in this

matter

Government and the people.
"Endeavor to start trains promptly from terminals and
load to permit of prompt movement over divisions.
"Advise by wire daily to New York number of cars of
freight you have to move above capacity, location of con-

of service to the

gestion in the order of extent, widi prospects of gaining or
losing on the situation in the following 24 hours.

"If you have capacity to handle more business on any part
of your line, advise between what points and how much, and
what you can best handle and dispose of.
"If you are holding freight for connections, give number
of cars, loads, or empties, and divide loads into coal, food.

Government

freight,

and other."

General Order No. 2
Mr. IMcAdoo also issued the following General Order No.
2,

addressed to the chief executives of

all railroads:

"Pursuant to the authority vested in me by the President
of the United States in his proclamation of December 26,
1917, wherein it was stated that, for purposes of accounting,
possession and control of the railroads shall date from 12
o'clock midnight on December 31, 1917, you are notified that,
until otherwise directed, no changes in the present methods
of accounting, as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, will be required. The accounts of your respective companies shall be closed as of December 31, 1917, and
opened as of January 1, 1918, in the same manner as they
have heretofore l)een handled at the close of one fiscal period
and the beginning of another, and in the same manner that
you should have handled your accounts had the Government
not taken possession and control."
The final action of the Railroads" War Board before adjourning sine die was to send the following telegram to the
Presidents of all the railroads that have supported the committee
"The function of the Railroads' War Board under the
resolution of April 1 1 last came to an end with private railroad management. At the request of the Director General
of Railroads we have remained here to furnish him with
certain information, but that duty being now complete, we
have requested and received permission to terminate our
activities and return to our individual responsibilities.
Mr.
Holden has been designated pro tempore a member of the
:

William Gibbs IMcAdoo, who now combines the office of
Secretary of the Treasury with that of Director General of
Railroads, thus becomes, if he was not before, the most
powerful individual in the administration under President
\\ ilson.
As Secretary of the Treasury he was in charge of
the important function of financing the war and he now is
charged with the duty of co-ordinating with the government's financial requirements those of the railroads, which
had been necessarily neglected while the government was
monopolizing the investment market for its own purposes.
This doubtless represents one of the important reasons for
Mr. McAdoo's selection and while some surprise has been expressed that two such important offices should have been
given to one man, Mr. McAdoo has indicated that he intends to leave the operation of the railways largely in the
hands of railroad men.
While Mr. McAdoo has had little experience in steam
railroad matters, he w-as at one time a railroad lawyer in
Tennessee, and, without having had previous experience in
large business affairs, he made a reputation for himself by
his

successful

financing

and execution of the project

for

Hudson river tunnels from New Jersey into
New Y'ork City. As Secretary of the Treasur}' he has
demonstrated marked executive ability in the handling of
the Liberty Loan campaigns and has shown the faculty of
liuilding

the

and of utilizing the advice of the
most experienced leaders in the financial field. By many he
is regarded as the ablest man in the Cabinet, and the importance of his office has been greatly increased by the responsibility imposed upon it by the necessity of raising huge
loans for the prosecution of the war and for the assistance
of our Allies.
yir. McAdoo was born near Marietta, Ga., on October 51,
186,3.
He was educated at the University of Tennessee.
In May, 1882, he was appointed deputy clerk of the United
States Circuit Court for the southern division, eastern district of Tennessee.
In 1885 he was admitted to the bar,
and he practiced law at Chattanooga, Tenn., until 1892,
when he removed to New Y^ork. For a number of years,
until 1903, he was a partner with William ISIc.^doo in the
practice of law at New York.
He then engaged, as president and director of the Hudson & Manhattan Railroad, in
the work of financing and constructing the Hudson river
tunnel system, which completed on March 8, 1904, the
enlisting the co-operation

-
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McAdix) liecame prominently ideniilu.l with tlie l)eini«raiii
liolitiial campaign.
He was a dele^.ne to the DeniiM ratic
National Convention at Haltinwre in I'M 2, later viie-t liairman of the DeniiMratie National Comniiltee, and lie was
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resulteil in tiie elivtion of President Wilson.
On Manli 0,
191.\ he lieianie Secretary of the Treasury in l're>ident
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Mr. >Ic.-\doo is also ex-officio inemlier
of the Federal Reserve Hoard, diairman of the Federal
Farm Loan Hoard, and chuinnan of the United States sec-

Probable Changes Under

ofliccrs except

and

until the director general shall

occasion to order a change.
They will be given "a
square deal," he has promised, and every opportunity to
make good, with such help as the government can give them
and under the presumption that they will not be disturbed

good cause.
Of course, the director general's
paramount, but his authority is superimposed upon
and not substituted for it.
If a railroad president should die or resign, his successor
would be elected by the directors in the usual way, subject,
of course, to the approval of the director general.
On the
other hand, if a railroad officer proved recalcitrant he undoubtedly could be dismissed.
Mr. Mc.A.d(X) intends to conduct his railroad work from

power

for

is

that of the existing organizations

his office in the Interstate

Commerce

l)uilding.
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him and
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work out many plans for co-ordinating their facilities
which have been impracticable for the railroads under the
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dividual interests.
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Mr. Mc.\doo expects to make use of the co-operation
tlie Interstate Commerce Commission and its staff and will
not interfere with its course of procedure in ordinan' matters
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siti.
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to.

but

office,

director will

28.000

to
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way su

from the use of the existing instrumentalities of the railroads, and he believes that with
the individual interests of the railroiid companies absolutely
>ubmerged by the government guarantee it will be possible
greatest possible efficiency

and

I

idea that go\

ni

-upplies of all kinds

Be Carried

to

.1

turned over

not intend to proceed rashly or to try to revolutionize the
railroad? at a single stroke.
His purpose is to secure the

iraffic

I"

Government FreiBht Not

find

except

dclitit

uti)

New Regime

While the im|)ortaiit (|ue^tion of tlie compensation to be
guaranteed for the protection of railway security holders
remains to he .settled l»y act of Congress, after President
Wilson has maile his promised recommendations to it in a
message, certain important features of tile ])lan under which
the railroads are to be operated have i)een made clear in
advance by the terms of the President's |)roilamation and
by Director McAdoo in his order and in iiis talks to newspaper men.
There arc many important details, however,
which have not yet been settled and will not be until Mr.
has
Mc.-Xdcxj
had time to rc'ceive further informaticjn and
advice and to give them careful consideration.
The railroads will continue to Ix; opierated directly by

own

\\luilicr

taxation.

High Commission.

tion of the International

their

or

Cop

;.

jn-
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There has been
pressed their hearty approval of tlie plan.
some expression of opinion that the guarantee proposed by
the President is too liberal and there may be a prolonged
contest over the question, but the general feeling in Washington is that Congress will adopt the President's recommendations.

A few, particularly among the Republicans, have already
expressed doubts as to the wisdom or the necessity of taking
over the railroads, but the President's action has placed that
subject in the categon.- of academic (juestions

It

is

likely,

however, that the Republicans will make an issue of an idea
of extending the plan to government ownership.
operating income for three years will
'I'lie average net
undoubtedl)' work out more favorably for some companies
than for others, particularly for such roads as have had
onlv one good year out of the throe instead of two out of
The
the three, whicli has been the general experience.
proclamation provides, however, that nothing shall be done
under it to impair the rights of stockholders and other interests in the properties to receive "just and adequate compensation" and it has been suggested that this is intended
to provide for unusual cases.

The Wage Question
of the important problems soon to be faced by the
The
railroad director is that of the wages of employees.
executive officers and legislative agents of the four brother-

One

hoods of train service employees held a conference with the
President at the White House on December 27 and afterward expressed to the newspapers their hearty approval of
It was given out that they
the plan of government control.
had asked for the appointment with the President and it
was generally supposed that they had promised their support and also laid further foundations for the consideration
wages.
The Railroads' War
Board some time ago had placed the interests of the railroads in the matter unreservedly in the hands of the PresiOn Decemlier 29 it formally declined the demands
dent.
and thereby placed the responsibility for dealing with the
wage question in the hands of the government, but it is
understood that the l)rotherhoods will not press their de-

of

their

demand

al

for higher
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tlie

features of the

present

until

some

of

new arrangement have been

the

1

fundamental

settled.

It was announced that Mr. McAdoo would meet the representatives of the brotherhoods to discuss the situation on
Thursday.
For the purpose of improving the New England coal
situation Mr. McAdoo has taken up with the Shipping
Board the plan of putting some additional boats into service
to replace those that were taken away earlier in the year,
thereby increasing the burden of the railroads.

Before its dissolution the Railroads' War Board had addressed a telegram to its group chairmen suggesting that
immediate study be given to the construction of convenient
interchange tracks to link together heretofore competing terminals in all important cities; also to the rerouting of traffic
which had formerly been competitive to accomplish the most
expeditious switcliing deliveries.
Director McAdoo and his staff were busy all day Tuesday, New Year's day, in efforts to clear up the congestion
Mr. McAdoo
of freight, especially in the eastern states.
recommended, and Judge Lovett took the necessary action,
Particular
to have all existing priority orders suspended.
attention was paid to the desperate situation of New York
Cit}' in the scarcity of coal for dwellings and offices, as
well as for factories, and Mr. McAdoo ordered that coal,
and also other freight, be sent through the Pennsylvania
tunnels to the fullest extent practicable.
These tunnels,
hitherto used only for passenger traffic, afford a direct rail
route from New Jersey terminals to the borough of Queens,
and the movement of coal by this route is expected, under
the present difficulties incident to extreme cold water and
ice in the river and bay, to save several days' time in the

movement

of coal to

of ^Manhattan.

Queens and Brooklyn; and also

to parts

The Sunnyside

the Pennsylvania tunnels,

is

yard, at the eastern end of
adjacent to the Sixtieth street

bridge leading to Manhattan.
It is expected that President W'ilson will go iiefore Congress today (Friday) with his recommendations for such
legislation as may be necessary to carry out the purposes
stated in his proclamation taking possession of the railroads
of the countrv.
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-rni. KAU,WA\s

01 the Lulled St;iUs enter the year 1918
under conditions wholly different from those under
They are handling the
wliich they entcretl any earlier yetir.
'1 hey
are serving the governhe.ivie>t traftk ever known.
nii-nt .IS an in>irunientality in tarrying on the gre,itc-.i w.ir
ever waged, and they art lieing operated under direii i^i)\
At noon on Deceniljer JS William Gil)l->
ernnient amtrol
MiAdoo. Secretary of the Treasury, in accordance with a
proclamation issued 1))' I'resident Wilson two days iH'fore.
a»umed the .luthoriiy and entered upon the duties of Di-

*

rector-General of Railroads.

Our

Civil

War wa>

one of the most

terrilile contlicts

in

When it occurred this country had 36,000 miles
In the four years it was in progress the govof railway.
ernment t(»k control of only 2,100 miles, or less than o per
cent of the total mileage.
Our country has been engaged
in the present war only nine months.
E.\cept for the finanhistory.

cial

assistance niven to

and munitions, the

its

allies

and the supplies of food
have

eftects of its participation thus far

been almost negligible; yet already it has taken control oi
the operation of lOU per cent of the railways.
This action by the government raises three important ques-

what

immediate significance? Second,
what will be its financial effects? Third, what will be its
effects on the efficiency of operation of the railways during
tions:

First,

is

its

the war?

The

1.

The

Significance of the Step Taken.

step taken In

I'resideni \\ ilson

is

strictly

and

solely

It has been
interpreted by advocates of
war measure
government ownership as a long move in the direction of the

a

The

adoption of that jxdicy.

President does not regard or
intend it as such.
He is understood on principle to be
Furthermore, as we
opposed to government ownership.
pointed out in an editorial last week, the step is not due to
any avoidable .shortcomings of the managements of the railroads.
President Wilson made this as clear as possible in
the statement which he issued in announcing his plan.

"The committee

of railway executives

who have iKm

ci>-

government in this all important matter."
he said, "'have done the utmost that it was possible for them
to do, have done it with patriotic zeal and with great ability;
but there were difficulties that they could neither escape nor
He added, "Complete unity of administration
neutralize."
in the present circumstances involves u{X>n occasion and at
many pwints a serious dislocation of earnings, and the committee was, of course, without power or authority to rearrange
charges or effect proper compensations and adjustments of
Several roads which were willingly and with adearnings
ojjerating with the

mirable public

.~pirit

accepting the orders of the

(lie

UK.

inenti

railway man
iided thai il
of Kailroad>, ;Uiu, a t\u^
Could disregard the resiri
impose*!.

We do not imply, in pulling thi»
ili.ii :...
dent Wilson'> u.ird- nhi 1.
wrong,
fail at
to,

..i,:,

,..

|

for the Interstate

(

..,

Dinrni

•

missions persistently lo f
let the railways earn eniAigli nioiicy adei|ualrJ>
their facilities; that it ha* l>rm wmnf! ("f '*»«'
:

departments to make a

i1

able to <ieal with entire
If
the war.

merce ("omm
suspended the
law. and <;ivi-n
-

.Micrniaii aiiii-lru.M
tlii*

for

t<i

iiiiti-|>uultiiK

lUf rr«Jii

rrf

th.

The Ru
operation of

•

likely to

be clirccted un
2.

The

which

Financial Fart of the

'

grave--

niiKli

and

'

w

•

int.r.-^I-

tin-

the rail

^

th--

iuw aud

-iipjw>rt <if th"* ixn'i-rnnv^f

No iiKjre unri-crvol
regardless of their individual interests.
statement that they did what they undertook could l>e made
than is contained in the -cntence^ just quoted from President
.\nd vet the Pre-ident derided that in

nd
and

!

«ii

war

Wilson.

'

'

eros,*
•"•

'

'

acted on the

C(ininiitt>''-

v----

•

and thai the.->e
cipitated government lont:
have regulated the railway> had h.i
courage to do their plain dutv thr Rr\
the managements of the n.
orders;

to.>

'••'

in tip

the

tuted."
'

l'rr»i-

t,

I'

and the

have already suffered from these circumstances and should
not be lequired to suffer further. In mere fairness to them
the full authority of the government mu.st be substiImmediatel> on th.^ """
the railways vitlnthe government .ind tl-

41

1

wrong and

income jnd thr f»rrm»la«e of

PUn.

RAILWAY AGE
ment

in road

and ec|uipment,

in the three years

ended June

30, 1917:
Per cent operating income
on investment
in road and
equipment
Per mile

Operating income (net)
^

,

^

Total

?2,972
4,247

$728,212,079
1,043,839,822
1,050,000,000
940,683,967

4.09

have to be included.
estimate of the average return on investment in road
earned by the railwa}s in the three years
equipment
and
ended June 30, 1917, is'5.2 per cent. This is almost ex1901actly the same as the average earned in the ten years
It is true that it is more
1910, which was 5.19 per cent.
than was earned in the five years ending with 1915, which

finally

Our

was 4.54 per cent; but this was the worst five years the railways have had since the depression following the panic of
1893, and it can hardly be regarded as affording a fair basis
of compensation.
Speaking in actual figures instead of in percentages, the
basis suggested would give the railways as a whole an operat-

This would be
ing income of about $941,000,000 a year.
$102,000,000 less than their operating income in 1916 and
It
$109,000,000 less than their operating income in 1917.
is no evidence of fairness for anybody to contend that a basis
which would give the raihvays over $100,000,000 a year less
than tlieir average operating income of the last two years,
and would yield them less than 5>4 per cent on the investment in their road and equipment, is unduly favorable to the
The opposite contention could be made with mucli
railwavs.

more

force.

railway securities advanced when
this was because
investors in railway securities knew that the return earned
by the railways was declining; because they were in great
uncertainty as to how far this decline w^ould go; and because
they felt that the President's recommendation tended to remove this uncertainty. The owners of railway securities
would, of course, rather have the return earned in 1916 or
1917 than the one the President proposes to guarantee, but
they recently have been filled with dread lest their return
would soon be back where it w^as in 1914 and 1915.
While, as applied to the railways as a whole, the financial
plan of the President is as favorable to the railways as could
It is true the prices of

the President's plan

was announced, but

reasonably be expected, it would do great injustice to some
There are, for example, several roads
individual companies.
which became bankrupt in 1915, and which had only partially recovered in 1916, but which have got on fairly solid
Such cases, which are exceptional, will
/jround in 1917.
require special consideration and treatment, and the plan of
broad
enough to permit this. The adoption
the President is
of the President's plan proliably would stabilize railway

1

They must, before a solution is reached, be
problem.
There seems no good reason, howacted on by Congress.
ever, for doubting that after some discussion the President's
The objection that it
plan as a whole will be adopted.
cial

would give the railways too much is based on
standing which discussion will soon remove.
3.

The figures in this table for the years 1915 and 1916 are
from the annual report of the Interstate Commerce CommisThe figures for the year ended June 30, 1917,
sion for 1917.
are estimates made by the Bureau of Railway Economics.
The Interstate Commerce Commission in its annual report
estimates the percentage of return earned in the year ended
June 30, 1917, at 6i/> per cent. This is clearly too high.
The Interstate Commerce Commission originally estimated
the returns for the fiscal year 1916 at 6.35, while the
Bureau of Railway Economics estimated it at 5.9, and the
final figure of the Commission itself is only 5.8 per cent.
Tlie Commission's estimate for 1917 is too high for the same
reason that its original estimate for 1916 was, namely, that
factors which will
it does not make allowance for certain
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a

misunder-

Effects of the Plan on Railroad Efficiency.

In assuming control of the operation of the railways Mr.
McAdoo will have some disadvantages which the Railroads'
War Board has not had, but he will also have some great

advantages

it

has not had.

for director-general, it may he said
without hesitation that once the President had decided to
from
his
own official family he made the best
choose a man

As

selection

to his

With one possible exception, Mr. McAdoo
He first demonstrated his
the aljlest man in the Cabinet.
ability by financing and constructing the Hudson and Man-

choice available.
is

most men who were considered comespecially by one almost
unknown in the fields of finance and railroad construction,
seemed like the "baseless fabric of a vision." When he was
appointed Secretary of the Treasury he had had little experience with such affairs as it is concerned with, and there
was no reason to assume he would have any weightier problems to solve than have been solved by his various predecesAs things have turned out, he has
sors since the Civil War.
had the hardest work to do and the most prodigious problems to solve that have ever been presented to any incumbent
of his office, and no higher tribute to him could be paid than
and it can be said truly that he has at all times
to say
He has put the Federal Reproved equal to the situation.
serve System on a sound basis, and he has raised all the huge
sums required for making large loans to our allies and for
financing the requirements of our government in the war.
Either his achievement in putting the Federal Reserve System
on a successful working basis, or his achievement in raising
funds for the war, would be enough to stamp him as an
The railways and tlie nation
administrator of a high order.
may well congratulate themselves that when President Wilson
decided to take over the railways, he appointed as directorgeneral one of the very few first-class men in his adminishattan tunnel
judges

when

petent

the

to

undertaking,

—

—

tration.

One

of IMr.

McAdoo's disadvantages

as director-general

have many other duties to perform. He
retains the secretani'ship of the treasury and three or four
What effect his retenother important government offices.
tion of these other offices will have on his direction of the
railways will depend greatly on how he goes about the latter
task.
Few minds seem to be able to grasp the colossal mag,nitude of the railroad system of the United States and the
consequent colossal magnitude of the work of operating it
as a single system.
The railways of the United States have
a mileage of 260,000 miles, or about 40,000 miles more thanThey have an army of one,apd
all the railways of Europe.
three-quarter millions of employees.
They cover an area
almost equal to that of Europe.
They handle more freight
will be that he will

traffic

than

all the

railways of Europe.

No man who

ever

who

ever will live could direct the operation of this
railway system in the same sense that the President of a

lived or

large railways, with the backing of the government, to raise
Unfortunately
the capital required to enlarge their facilities.

railway system of 5,000 or 10,000 miles directs its operation.
Indeed, very few men can be said ever to have measured up
fully to the ta.sk of managing 10,000 miles of railroad, and
those who have done so have always owed it to the fact that
they have shown extraordinary capacity, first, for choosing
able lieutenants, and, second, for giving their lieutenants a
free hand in working out their problems.
Even then the
number of great problems which has come up to even the
ablest presidents of large systems have been so numerous that
in most cases they have been aVjle to stand the strain only a

the recommendations of the President do not solve the finan-

few \ears.

securities

during the war and make

it

practicable for most

.
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and by President Wilson.

'omniission

sini;le definite suis^estion

Not a
for the improvenii-iii of tr:\nsporta-

londiiiuns has yet come from an\
stnirce
which had not already been made liy
War
Hoard and which wotdd not have i)een ..iwi,., .rvii l.v the
War Board if resiriitive laws would have |iennitted.
but while Mr. McAdoo asked the advice of the War Board
on several matters, it veh" soon became evident that he did
not intend to u.«e it as a medium through which to exercise
his authority, ami, therefore. l)eforo any friction or feelinj;
had a ihance to develop.'the members of the board sent him
their resignations.
Mr. Mc.\doo indicated that he desired
to avail himself of the excellent organization, ramifying
throughout the country, which the War Board had built up,
and it is therefore being maintained, with President Holden
of the Burlington, a memljer of the War Board, in charge of
lion

•

f.

i

His

,

(

There has been a great deal of loose talk in the newspa|»ers
regarding wholesale reductions in salaries of the higher officers of the railways. There probably is no other feature of
railway management which gives rise to so much unadulterateil buncomlje as the salaries of the higher officers.
The total
earnings of the I'lass I railways (those earning over $1,000.000 e.ich) In the fiscal year 1916. were S.\.>82,000,000 and
their total operating expenses were $2,211,000,000.
These
railways had 17,057 general and division officers and the
total salaries paid to all of them amounted to $51,500,000,
an average of $3,001.64: that is, the total salaries paid officers
were 1.52 per cent of total earnings and 2..^2 per cent of total
operating expenses.
If, therefore, the salaries of all these
officers were reduced 50 per cent the saving in operating
expenses would be 1.16 per cent, and if all of them were
abolished the saving in operating expenses would be 2.32
per cent.
There are only about 50 railways having a mileage
e.xceeding 1,000 miles, and only in the.se are there paid any
salaries which, by any stretch of the imagination, couid l»e
called "fancy."
The total saving that could be made by reducing the .salaries of the higher officers of railways would Ik- so small relatively to total operating expenses that as a mea.sure of

economy
It would

would be silly. But it would be incffiTtive.
exasperate and depress, and thereby reduce the efficiency of a
small Ijody of men whose highest efficiency is at present vital
it

may

It

of

mamlv on

men

r..nK .h.m

defKnil~

direction .;;
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with the situation that it is giving to Mr. McAdoo the War
Board could have and would have increased even more than
it has the efficiency with which the railways are operated.
The one tiling most essential to Mr. McAdoo's success is to
enlist and keep something the Railroads' War Board has had,
the loyal support of the railway officers of the
In view of the wisdom, the al)ility, the energy and
the courage which he has shown in otlier fields, we believe
Mr. McAdoo will succeed in doing this, first, because we
believe railway officers are a unit in really wanting to support
him, and, second, because we believe he will demonstrate that

and

tliat

is

countr)-.

he deserves

which the government

in railroad control

making would be a gigantic and a most important one
It is vitally

any time.

important at present.

The

at

welfare

of the nation imperatively demands that it shall succeed; it
must be made to succeed and it is the duty of every man in
any way concerned with it to devote his utmost abilit>- and
energ\- to the task of making it succeed.
;

Effects of

by 1917 Statistics

the national and state governments began effectively to apply a system of railroad regulation which prevailed until noon on Friday, December 28.
On tliis date the order as to both railroad regulation and
railroad management which had lasted ten years passed
away. A Director General of Railroads took charge, under
whose yoke have been compelled to pass not only the railway managers, but also all the national and state regulating

JUST ABOUT TKN YEARS AGO

bodies.

Comparisons of the conditions which existed at the beginning and at the end of this ten years of regulation are not
only interesting but very significant.
In the year 1907 there were built in the United States
5,212 miles of railroad; in the year 1917, as statistics published elsewhere in this issue, show there were built only 979
While there were actually torn up 451 miles, operamiles.
tion was abandoned on 491 miles more, and the owners of
396 miles more asked permission from state authorities to

abandon

During the last three years, on the other hand, the railway
companies have not been providing the remedy for similar
The number of miles of line built and of lococonditions.
motives and freight cars ordered in the two three-year periods
1905-7 and 1915-17 are given in the accompanying table.
The number of miles of new line built in the three years ending with 1917 was 80.2 per cent less than in the three \ears
ending with 1907.' The number of freight cars ordered was
55.8 per cent
53.1 per cent

The number

of locomotives ordered

was

any wonder in view of such facts that recently the
have proved unequal to the demands upon tnem?
The latter half of 1915 and the years 1916 and 1917, like
the years 1905, 1906 and 1907, were periods of large gross
and net earnings as compared with previous years. Why,
Is

it

then, were there not large increases in railway facilities in
1917, as there were in
the three years ending with

ending with 1907?
three years
regulation had destroyed the

the

railway

;

"The

2,704.
It may be said that the condition of arrested development
exhibited by the railways in 1917. as shown by the statistics
gathered Ijy the Rdilicay Age and given elsewhere in this
Let us then compare the last three
issue, was due to the war.
years of the period ending with 1907 with the last three of
the perio<l ending with 1917.

In the ten years from 1897 to 1407 the freight handled by
the railways increased 150 per cent: and at the end of that
period the development of their facilities was proceeding rapidly.
Then began the period of regulation.
In October,
1907, came the "rich man's panic'"
so-called, perhaps, because the course of events during several months previous
had thrown rich men into a panic.
The period of active railroad development only briefly
overlapped the period of railroad regulation.
The increase

—

in traffic, as we have seen, was relatively greater in the ten
years from 1897 to 1907 than in the ten )'ears from 1907 to
1917.
There were congestions and delays to traffic in the

years at the end of the former period, but they were relatively
no more serious than those which have occurred recently, and
until tow-ard the end of 1907 the railway companies were enfor

these conditions

Chiefly because
confidence of in-

ernment priority orders but the time during which this country has been at war covers only nine out of the thirty-six
months which ended on December 31.
The final effect of the kind of regulation to which the railways have been subjected for over ten years has been to cause
President Wilson to decide that in order to enable them to
be operated with maximum efficiency during the war the
government must take direct control of their management.
This Ijeing the record of the railroad regulation which prevailed from 1906 to 1917, no effort should be spared to make
sure that we shall never return to it, with all its stupidities,
its vexations and its disastrous effects. Perhaps we can never
return to the management of railways by individual companies, such as formerly prevailed, without also returning to
the kind of regulation we have had.
If so, then let us
frankly recognize the fact and act accordingly.
If to get a
better system of government regulation or control it is necessary to change our system of railroad ownership and management, let us proceed with the changes in ownership and
management necessary to secure needed changes in regulation.

it.

In
In 1907 tlie railways ordered 151.711 freight cars.
1917 they ordered only 79,367.
In 1907 thev ordered 3,482 locomotives: in 1917 only

gaged in providing the remedy
form of increased facilities.

less.
less.

After the United States
vestors in the railroad business.
entered the war in April, 1917, of course, the amount of
equipment which the railroads could buy was limited by gov-

Unwise Regulation
Illustrated

1

facilities

their support.

The experiment
IS
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in the

old order changeth, yielding place to new,

.\nd

God

fulfills

himself in

many ways."

easy to hope and to e.xpect that this new experiment
of government control which we are lieginning will have better results than those of the ten years' experiment of government regulation. The Director General of Railroads is free
It

is

from all tliose trammels which government has imposed upon
managers of the railways. He can route traffic any wayhv pleases.
He does not have to take orders from state
legislatures as to how many men he shall employ in a train
crew.
He can reduce service as much as he thinks desirable.
He can reduce as much as he likes the time given shippers
to unload their freight and he can raise freight and passenger rates as high as he pleases.
He can control the use of
freight preference orders by government representatives.
If,
unlike most of the regulating authorities, he acts wisely and
the

fairly

he can get the loyal support of railway

officers.

With

war and a government officer in charge, the
public will demand less of the roads and be more patient
with their shortcomings.
the countr}- at

are obviously in a period of transition.
Perhaps the
of war control will be the means by which the
ground will be cleared of a vast accumulation of rubbish so
that a new constructive railroad policy can be built upon it.
One thing, however, we must never forget or let the public
forget, and that is that unwise and inefficient railroad regulation and not unwise and inefficient railroad management
^^"e

new system

[>roduced existing conditions.

In

view of these conditions

.

'
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Situation

CONUllloNS ol thc loLUinutivc
and deliveries, existing dur-

ing thc greater part of this year are consideri'd, there is
nothing une.\f)ected in a falling off in tlic number of orders
placed for loctmiotives for domestic use during 1917 as comThe significance of this reduction so far
pared with l*)lf).
as it applio tt> thc railroads, iiowcvcr. is more apparent than
The reduction has taken place largely in the nunilier
real.
of locomotives ordered for industrial use and the lighter typies

There

is

an actual increase

in

tlic

nuro-

of locomotives of several of the heavier types for which
The falling off of available tractive
orders have lieen placed.
l)er

effort

therefore,

is,

much

than the figure* for the

less real

numlicr of locomotives ordered would indicate
l<>ki orders were placed for 7f)! Itxroniotivo of the
2-8-2 type.
During the past year al>out 8J0 of these engines
were ordered.
There is also a slight increase in the nimiber
of 2-10-2 type and Pacific type ordered, while orders for
Mallet type locomotives decreased from 220 last year to conIt is evident, both from
sideraldy less than 200 during 1017.
total

During

the

number and

the distribution of the orders for the

Mikado

the leading type for road freight service,
while the 2-10-2 type is the most general choice where monhauling capacity is desired than can be obtained with the

type, that this

Mikado

is

conipari.-on of the

only.

But the
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type,

of Mallet locomotives being
ordered today with the numl>er which were placed in service
six or .seven years ago. might lead to the inference that the
Mallet locomotive is di.'credited as a road unit, and that its
usefulness is confined to certain special operating conditions
.\

u <ari-ful

u()oii

undoubted a<lvanlai.'
apacity whuli sutli

llie

marki-t. l>oth as to prices

for railroad ser\'ice.

v-

number

facts hardly justify such

an inference.

There

numt>er of railroads on which the requirements for
heavy freight ser\icc are consistently h>cing met by the use of
Mallet locomotives, in some cases to the exclusion of the consideration of the 2-10-2 type.
Much of the early experience with Mallet locomotives was
This type, when introduced into .\merica. was
unfortunate.
a decided innovation under our condition* of maintenance
are a
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The effect of such a plan upon deliveries is amply demonstrated by the results obtained by the United States government in securing locomotives for use in France. Its disadfrom the standpoint of the interests of the individual
would be no greater than those now being suffered
through the transfer of existing locomotives from one railroad
Whether or
to another on which traffic is more congested.
not such a plan proves to be wholly feasible, it can be adopted
to the extent of holding in abeyance all plans for the building
of locomotives of new designs, none of which have ever prevantasjes,

railroads,

Let the builders work to existing designs
and deliveries will be expedited.

been

viou.slv

built.

Construction Activities in 1917
of three consecuti\e years in which railwa}- extensions averaged only 1,000 miles of new line per year,
or less by nearly 40 per cent than in any other three consecutive years since the Civil War, would indicate a con-

ARECHKD

distress under any circumstances, but occurring
a period of most remarkable industrial and commercial expansion it is irreconcilable evidence of the sore
To contradict
straits in which the railways find themselves.
the suggestion that the network of railroads has become so

dition

of

durmg

comprehensive over the country as

to

make

further exten-

sions unnecessar}', attention is called to the fact that a single
railway, the Santa Fe, has undertaken 300 miles of extensions in a single year, some of which was started after our
entrance into the war to meet the demands for transportation

from communities now without them.
Granting that intensive development is more necessary at
the present time than expansive growth, attention need only
be called to the contrast between additions to second track
during the past three years as compared to the preceding
facilities

show that the same restrictive condition prevails.
During 1915, 1916 and 1917 only 1,282 miles of second
track was added, as compared with 2.901 miles added during
1912, 1913 and 1914.
In the case of terminals we find that work on very few
classification yards of first magnitude or extensive belt line
three to

'

been undertaken in the past three years.
terminal work have been directed largely to
numerous small improvements made in efforts to- relieve
conditions of congestion in the shortest possible time and
It must be said in jusv.ith relatively minor expenditures.
is not
tice that this policy on the part of the railroads
The labor shortage exentirelv a result of limited funds.

has

projects

Activities

in

tending over the past two years and the enormous increase
in the costs of both material and labor with a consequent
enormous increase in the obligations incurred in any im-

The change
at this time are partly responsible.
introduced by our own entrance into the War
with the enforced need of curtailing the use of men and
materials has had an even more marked effect.
In pursuance of this policy municipal and state authorities
have generally taken a broad stand in regard to grade separation, passenger station and other projects having no direct
bearing on the expeditious movement of traffic, recognizing
that the times demand the postponement of work unnecessar)'
A striking exception to this
to the prosecution of the War.

provements
in

policy

of the United States War Department
for the raising of river bridges at Pittsburgh, in connection
with which the Pennsvlvania Lines are making an expendii-ule

is

the

demand

ture of nearly $1,000,000.

The

public has taken a less favorable attitude in regard

to a number of railway improvements' sorely needed to relieve
congestion, and has in several instances evinced an almost
Aftiong these
childish oljstinacy in blocking the projects.
may be cited the New York Central's proposal to spend

$100,000,000 for improvements on Manhattan Island and
the plan for a new bridge across the Hudson below Albany
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be used in connection with a belt line to reduce congesIn Chicago, the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and tlie Illinois Central have been unable to
proceed with important improvements because of what appears to be a definite policy of insisting on wholesale electrification in all cases where the railways are compelled to

to

tion through that city.

negotiate with the city.
While it has been necessary to display careful judgment
in improvement budgets during the years past it will be.

necessary to exercise even greater discrimination in deciding
upon the construction work to be done during tlie coming
Unquestionably the government administration of the
year.
railroads w'ill exercise some bearing on this matter but a
more marked influence will be felt through die designation of
The shortage of labor
priority on the necessary materials.
will also act as even more of a deterrent than in the past
and unquestionably constitutes the most formidable obstacle
confronting the railways at the present time in the completion of the additions and betterments to their properties
so necessary to the expeditious handling of the war traffic.

A

Review^

THE

YEAR

of

Maintenance Conditions

WHICH HAS JUST CLOSED

lias

been without pre-

cedent in the maintenance of way department as in other
branches of railway service and in industrial activities in
Not the least unusual has been the fact that thei
general.
roads were unable to spend all of the money available for,

the upkeep of their properties, or which should have been
expended.
As a result a large amount of deferred maintenance has accumulated and the net earnings of the roads
have been swelled by these unexpended portions of maintenance, appropriations the equivalent of which will have to
l)e returned to the physical properties with liberal interest at
no late date if their efficiency is not to be impaired.
The past year has been one of unprecedented traffic, the
gross earnings being estimated to be over $450,000,000 greater
Foi-the first time in history the
than in the preceding year.
gross earnings of the railways of the United States passed the
This heav}- traffic has exacted its
$4,000,000,000 mark.
toll from the track and structures through the added wear
and tear which must be made good if the property is not to
The statistics of the Bureau of
lie allowed to deteriorate.
Railway Economics for the first ten months of 1917 show
an increase in total operating revenues of 11.8 per cent per
mile of line as compared with the same months of 1916.
For the same period expenditures for maintenance of way
and structures showed an increase of 6.1 per cent. On itSface this comparison is not unsatisfactory, for an increase
in the amount of business handled should not lead to a corresponding rise in the cost of maintaining the property since
a considerable part of the charges are independent of the
traffic and others are only partially affected Ijy it.
The difficulty arises from the changing conditions which
have affected the factors involved in these comparisons during the past year. The rates received for transportation have
been practically stationary during the two periods compared;
therefore, a comparison of the operating revenues is a fair
i

•

measure of the amounts of work done and of the wear and
In studying the expenditures to overhowever, conditions are different, for
a dollar of expenditure did not produce the same relative
The effect of the rising
1917
improvement in
as in 1916.
prices of materials had begun to ma;ke itself felt in 1916 and
Howin some instances great advances had already occurred.
ever, this tendency toward increased costs continued steadily
throughout the first nine months of 1917 so that a dollar
bought less material in that period than in 1916. The same
tear on the property.

come

this deterioration,

'

is true of labor.
Wage fates have risen steadily and they
were accompanied by decreased efficiency on the part of the
men so that the labor returned per dollar of expenditure fell

1

:
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Car Development

deiii.indini: of iheni.

To the men
'..indinK

nuiinlenance of way department the outfeature of the past year's work has been the ion
in the

-i.intly increasinj» scarcity of lahor.

'I'he

cessation

i-f

in

IV

D

I'ltr.i

[nan immifjration, the shutting off of the Mexi.
tiirou);!) the enactment of the alien labor law,
of over l.tKJO.udU men from imlustrial to milu.... ->
and the wide.-()read activity in industrial work have
;

,

•erved

shortage

the

increase

to

men

of

thrDui^liout

>

,.

all

llu

luntry.

to I

One development

of the past year in this res]MTt
in the living condit

\v,{-<

Imn-h
I

marked improvement

a

In ai
many men in their enii)loy as possible n\..:..
have given more attention to the provision of better housing
and feeding facilities and have provided more conveniences
While many men individually have favoreil
in their camps.
these measurc-s for a number of years, the present acute shortage of labor has forced the managements to adopt them as a
transient lal)orers

means

The

liv

the railroads.

of self-protection.

competition for

industries

the railways

and also between individual roads has

and other
led to con-

probably lower than ever before and the return in
productive work per dollar of expenditure has probably l)een
lower than in any previous season.
Conditions in the material market have been also e(|ually
Prices of material* have been climbing higher at
chaotic.
an alarming rate, while even more serious is the fact that it
has tx-en almost impossible to secure many materials except
with long delays.
This has made it practically impossible
to proceed with extensive programs of work with any cerThe
tainty that they would be ciiniplitnl at definite dates.
formation of the Priorities committee late in the year is
already assisting the roads, as the committee is in general
giving preference to materials for which the roads <-nn show
•n immediate need, thereby giving them an ad\
serv'ice is

ther

work

time.

The

there are
.sonii-

11

haerei

are
for

men between

siderably higher wages, the rates paid for track laborers on
some roads now being twice those of two or three years ago.
This competition for men and the bidding of one road against
another has ser\ed further to demoralize the labor market
and, as is inevitably the case, has resulted in a serious deNot only is there an absolute shortage
crease in efficiency.
of men, but the character of the men employed in railway

.

!

lllnlltll-

necessary for the pul>lic welfare ;i'
fixing of prices has al?o resulted n,
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reductions in some instances and, equally important, has
tended to stattilize the market and put a stop to the pyramid-

ng which has been going on for .some months.
Because of the rapidity with which ronditions nre chaneine
it is difficult to predict what tl
Little hope can l>c held out ff'V

The industries of th^
forced to operate at high speed for the r
war and as long as these conditions exist
intinue to suffer from a shortage of labor

situation.
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sliell within a shell, the inner lining being selfsustaining and separated from the outside lining by four
continuous layers of insulation extending from side sill to
side sill over the top of the inner steel wall in one continuous piece. The cars are provided with basket bunkers, an
insulated solid bulkhead and the space between the bulk-

tually a

heads

divided into three compartments.

is

The Baltimore

&

Ohio and the Michigan Central have built refrigerator
cars which are particularly well insulated, the insulation
being applied solid instead of with the usual intervening air
These cars have the basket ice bunker with the
solid bulkhead.
The Virginian 120-ton capacity coal car marks a most
important step in the construction of this type of equipment.
It is provided with die Lewis articulated six-wheel truck
spaces.

having a wheel base of 9 ft. The car weighs 73,900' lb. and
has a ratio of revenue load to total load, with 10 per cent
overload of 76.4 per cent. It represents a design which has
been given tlie most careful study, and contains many inThe Pennsylvania 85 -ton capacity hopteresting features.
per car with five hoppers, has a light weight of 60,000
lb. and a gross cubical capacity of 3,228 cu. ft. as against
4,422 cu. ft., the ma.ximum cubical capacity of the Virginian
car

is
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fully than ever the I'rrrportance of railway transportation in

In other words, supply men confidently
railway equipment requirements will receive
much prompter attention than they have been receiving for
And, as if good always had to come in
the last six months.
bimches, it also happens that the material situation has eased
considerably recently both as to prices and deliveries.
The labor situation still looks bad, but the railway supply
people are no worse off than any other of the country's

winning the war.
expect

that

industries.

The Russian

situation,

bad as

it

is

the

in

broader aspects, even lends some small grounds for optimism.
The collapse of Russia has been a very serious event for
America, but there is a silver lining to every cloud. In the
case of Russia's plight, the silver lining seems to relate to
Russia has placed orders
the American locomotive situation.
on our books this year for something like 700 locomotives.
It was about to close for 1,500 more, and shop arrangements
had even been made for them to the detriment of deliveries
on orders for our own roads at home. The orders for the
1,500 Russian locomotives will now undoubtedly be sidetracked and work will be begun immediately, in fact, has
already begun, on American orders which have been held up
for months, and the American railroads need the locomotive?
badly.

also noteworthy.

the passenger cars those built for the Delaware &
and for die Erie represent real progress in the de-

Among
Hudson
sign

of

Hudson

all-steel

The Delaware &
passenger equipment.
ft.
8J4 in. long over body end sills,

cars are 72

they weigh 138,700 lb. and have a seating capacity for 90
The Erie cars are interesting on accoimt of the
passengers.
The distribuingenious construction of the superstructure.
tion of metal is such that a stiff construction has been obweight.
These
cars
are
70 ft. long
in
tained with a saving
over the body end sills; they weigh 110,900 lb. and have a
seating capacity for 76 people, including 12 seats in a smoking compartment.
The prospects for improvements in design during the
coming year are promising, particularly in freight cars.
With the heavy demand for freight equipment new cars will
be built and every means will be taken to get them promptly.

With private and corporate

interests being held subordinate
"standard car" will receive more
A committee of the American Railserious consideration.
way Association has been working on this problem for some
time.
Sample cars have been built and much study has been
given the question.
The committee has been unable as yet
It is extremely desirable that
to come to an agreement.
matter
be
settled
as promptly as possible so that the
the
designs can be used for the large amount of new equipment
which must be constructed in record time during the current

to the nation's needs, the

year.

Optimism

in the

effected

in

—

—

—

inability of railroads to do any financing in recent years
through the issue of stock. As a matter of fact, however,
the reorganization has not as yet by any means demonstrated
itself a success, and the purchasers of the new preferred stock
are faced with the possibility of a heavy loss.
When the
road went into the hands of receivers there were various individuals and financial institutions with conflicting interests
in it.
There were the Reid-Moore people, including D. G.
Reid and Judge W. H. Moore, who were in control prior to
the receivership. There were also various Chicago capitalists
and estates representing conservative, legitimate investment

Superimposed on this, or rather inserted in this
complication, were the followers of N. L. Amster, a Boston
hanker, who himself had comparatively a small investment

the East.

is the word
that mast
aptly characterizes
the feelings of railway supply men as to the outlook
for the car and locomotive markets in the coming months.
The car and locomotive builders and the specialty manufacturers have not by any means had a bad year in 1917
but
they have, nevertheless, had to do considerable worrying.

—

of circumstances during the past fortnight,
however, has put an entirely new and brighter aspect on
The President's taking over the railways has
been received with favor in the supply field.
For one thing,
it is confidently expected that the guaranty of the average
earnings for 1915, 1916 and 1917 will now permit the railways to get back once more into the market for new equipment ,and that in the vers' near future. For another thing
the fact that the President has appointed one of the biggest
men in his Cabinet to be Director-General of Railways is
understood to indicate that the administration realizes more
the situation.

REORGANIZATIONS of railroad properties

1917 are important. The receiverships that took place
are quite unimportant. Three large railroad systems were
reorganized during the calendar year, two the Missouri
Pacific and the Pere Marquette— by means of foreclosure
sales, and one
the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
by
means of a voluntary exchange of debentures for preferred
stock and a subscription on the part of a syndicate of bankers
to approximately $30,000,000 preferred stock, and on the
part of former directors, to $5,000,000 preferred stock.
If the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific reorganization had
been an immediate and unquestioned success it would have
proved a striking example of the exception to the general

interests, and, of course, in addition, a great number of individual bondholders, including large financial institutions in

Supply Field

OPTIMISM

The combination

Receiverships and Reorganizations

THE

interest in the property.

Most

of the eastern capitalists

and financial

institutions,

with the exception of the followers of Mr. Amster, favored
a foreclosure sale and thorough reorganization.
Amster"s
followers held out for a reorganization without foreclosure,
and they were rather surprisingly aided by the unprecedented
prosperity which the Rock Island enjoyed in 1916. Whereas
in the previous three years total net income had averaged less
than $15,500,000, the total net income in 1916 was ^2i,429,000. It was this fact, probably, which had a good deal
to do with persuading the conservative Chicago investment
interests to side with the Amster faction.
The fact that there
was $23,429,000 available for interest in 1916, and that interest charges without foreclosure sale and scaling down of
outstanding securities was only $15,350,000, was an argu-

January

•».
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vestment.

The Missouri

Pacific

reorganisation,

while

'

I

'

'

;

i

road finance and

ri«|ii;

it

$41,000,000 of cash, was put throui;h l)ecauM- it u
by the threat liankini; Imii-c of Kuhn I.ik-I. \- C.i
this lianking house h
li.'

and the M
subsequent elYcct on control ot the Denver & kio Urunde
continuation
of a financial policy so broad and backeil
was a
by such great restiurces as to overcome the obstacles of raising
$41,000,000 new railroad capital, which obstacles would have
properties,

.

.,

been insurmountable otherwise.
The Pere Marquette reorganization was the end of a long
and exhausting conflict between different financial interests.
It has been commented on many times before in these columns.
Looking back on the three important reorganizations of
1917, therefore, we t'lnd one the product of an exceptional
year in earnings for the RiK'k Island: the second, a consummation of a long sought after victor)- for an immensely
wealthy banking hou.se; and the third, an acceptance on the
part of investors of drastic losses.

The new

and of the roads
which in previous years went into the hands of receivers and
which still have to be reorganized, the Missouri. Kansas &
receiverships are negligible,
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Comment on Government

Control of Railways

Newspaper Cartoonists and Editorial Writers Discuss Various
Phases of the

New

systems, these systems have shown weaknesses
unsuspected. They have failed to meet the test.
It is vital to the national safety that the railroads shall
render the highest service they are capable of. It is in part
a matter of management, or co-operation, and in part of

[Philadelphia Public Ledger]

portation

-WITH THE ADVANTAGES of unification wliich governmental control now opens up, American skill and
managing ability can speed freight shipments to
double or treble the record made under the wastes of divi-

SURELY,

finance.

Mr. j^JcAdoo retains his secThereby, the President says,
Mr. McAdoo's douljle authority will enable him to co-ordision

and private competition.

retaryship

of

The various systems must i^e operated as a single, efticient
There is no excuse for play of selfish interests; there
can be no question of advantage between one line and another.
From now on each road is to contribute its individual share toward the efficiency of the whole.

treasury.

the

unit.

nate .systematically the financial interests of the railroads.
The advantages of system, unity and co-ordination which
the mere fact of direction under the commander-in-chief of
the army and navy permits will have an instant effect in
heightening the productive capacity and value of the great

[Florida

namely, the best-built system of transportation in the world.

[Wall Street Journal]
problem could have been
chosen than that which has been adopted by the President.
better solution of the railroad

It takes from the railroad managers the problem of finance,
leaving them to the expert business of operating their roads.
It transfers to the shoulders of the United States Treasury
the financial burdens which have harassed railroad manageIt gives to the holders of securities a guarantee
ment.

which amply

justifies

the striking

recovery in Thursday's

prices.

Among the members of Mr. Wilson's Cabinet, not one has
matured and broadened more notably than Mr. McAdoo.
It may be said that the Secretaryship of the Treasury alone
is a man's size job, and that the control of 250,000 miles of
railroad calls for all the time and ability of a first-class
man. But Mr. McAdoo will have the best assistance, and
it may be taken that his Government and Treasur}' experience will be directed to general policy and financing, while
the

railroad operating officers will

soldiers.

All this would be logical Jjut we shall have to' wait to
whether the government will act on it. It may be that
the government, in acknowledged control of the railroads,
will make concessions to every demand of labor as it forced
concessions when in virtual control; or it may prove true
that it will expect as much patriotism and require as great
a display of patriotism from high priced men safe -from
danger as from the thirty dollars a month soldiers at the
front who are in range of German cannon.
If the government pursues a policy of giving labor unions everything
they demand and charging it up to the people, the railroads
will find later gi-eater difficulties than they ever experienced
at holding up to a level their business cannot pay when it
is back in their hands and they are not permitted to charge
up any deficit to the people.
see

work out the technical

problem of the movement of freight and passengers.

[New York Sun]
Ten men's brain power,

ten men's nerve energy and physiwould not be more than adequate to the load
Sccretan.that rests upon the
of the Treasury in this time of
W'ar in his own official sphere.
How manfully Mr. McAdoo
is carrying the burden everybody knows.
At what physical
cost and personal risk nobody but himself can know.
Perhaps he himself doesn't know.
If that makes a ten-man-power job, surely a twenty or a
fifty-man-power job is that which the Dictator of Transcal endurance,

[Indianapolis

Though new

.At

a

time

experts of the Interstate

course, he will

of congress will

be necessary.
experiment that the country is now trying. If
the result is to make the nation more efficient in the war,
even those who doubt the wisdom of the policy, and fear

[Cleveland Plain Dealer]
The railroads have failed signally to meet the requirements of war. It may be profitless now to discuss the reasons; the fact stands confessed.
Palliative methods have
insufficient.

legislation will be necessan,-,

Commerce Commission.
Of
work through the staffs that are now operating the roads.
Questions of finance and reconstruction
will be dealt with later.
In regard to them the co-operation

the

volved in the unification, operation and financing of two
hundred and fifty thousand miles of railroad for the period
of the war.

proved

News]

and will doubtless be forthcoming, the director-general, even under present
conditions, will have vast powers.
Also he faces a heavy
responsibility.
He announces that he will utilize the services of the Railroads' War Board, and rely for advice on

portation is now bravely undertaking at the President's
instance; an untried experiment; an unmeasured work of
organizatidn, of co-ordination, of application of special
knowledge to countless prolilems of policy and detail in-

national life put unprecedented

Times Union]

may

be that this step will help solve the transportation
The roads will continue to be operated by their
problem.
regular force though under a head appointed by the government. They will be able to act as one while witliout such
action as the government has taken or the repeal of laws
forljidding pooling they would have been compelled to continue a competition that whether healthful or not in normal
times would have been a hindrance under present circumThe result ought to bring improvement from the
stances.
reasons stated without considering any other reasons.
But when we consider the labor problem we see where a
decided improvement may be made.
The railroads will be
as much a part of the government as the armies will be.
Interference with the operation of the railroads will be as
truly an act of mutiny as interference with the operations of
the army would be. A strike that would impair the efficiency
of the transportation system would naturally stand on the
level with a refusal to fight on the part of a combination of
It

Their combined strength and the strength of their
carriers.
He will be responsible.
staffs will be added to Mr. McAdoo.
But every facility is offered him for grasping his responsiIt is his portion to help win the war
bility splendidly.
with the most powerful of all instruments for waging war,

No

Situation

It is a great

its

when the coijditions of
demands upon our trans-

extension, will rejoice.

All

know

that the railroad situa-

was very bad. It is hoped and believed that there will
be a speedy bettering of conditions.
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War

During the

Efficiency

Rail^A^ay

Nine

in

Since United States Entered Conflict

of proposals for new ways of
the transportation system of the countr\President ^\ilson's action in taking control of

tained close relations with the executives of the great railway
In February, 1917, a special comsystems of the countr}-.
mittee of the American Railway Association was appointed
and
to deal with questions of national defense, and the corailway operations during the war has obscured to some
operation between this committee and the department has
extent the remarkable record of accomplishment the railways
with
been most cordial and effective, and but for some such
direction
and
their
own
under
have already achieved
arrangement the great transportation problem would have
little assistance from tlie government.
been insoluble. I am happy, therefore, to join the QuarterIt is now practically nine months since the United States
master General in pointing out the extraordinary service
became an active participant in the great world war, and
rendered by the transportation agencies of the country, and
only a few days less since the organization was formed under
I concur also in his statement
which the railroads of the
that 'of those who are now
coimtr}' have been working to
serving
the Nation at this time
share
{perform their important
of stress, there are none who
In
in the great enterprise.
are doing so more
wholeview of the change in the polRailway War Service
heartedly and efficiently than
icy imder which their service
Railroads have furnished more service than ever
the railroad officials who artrendered, therefore,
is to be
before in their history.
engaged
in
this
patriotic
this is an opportune time to

RECENT DISCUSSION
THEdealing
with

"

review the results of their
operations during that period,

although their activities have
been rather fully described
currently in the Railway Age
Gazette during tlie past year.
The change in the railway
policy of the country is sometimes 1 ef erred to as an attempt

"breakdown" of
Far
from having "broken down,"

to

repair

traffic

commercial

abatement

without

handled

of

however, the railways of the
United States during the past
nine months and even for a
considerable period before that
time have made a record for

which

in

comparison

other

industries

work.'

The Quartermaster General

traffic.

of the

Fourteen per cent more freight carried than
1916, including

per cent

18

more

in

Army

in his

aimual

re-

port said

"The Special Committee on

coal.

National Defense

Passenger service breaks

Over

all

and

2,000,000 soldiers

records.

their

is a volunorganization of the railways, serving purely through

tar\-

equipment trans-

a spirit of patriotism.

ported safely and without delay.

a

the transportation system.

efficiency

Military

Its ac-

have been extended far
be}'ond what was originally

tivities

Over 134,000 carloads of freight moved
tonments and training camps which

to

can-

still

re-

quire 2,500 carloads of supplies daily.

Nine regiments

of

railroad

men

service

in

in

France.

Box and
nored

contemplated,

cars pooled and competition igrouting of troops and military supof eastern railroads pooled

cocd

even

service.

militar\-

for

The

the
rail-

roads of the country are operated practically as one continental system with the result
which
that
the
congestion,

would have been intolerable
witliout such an organization,
previous records of
under direction of Operating Committee.
has been in every case amelitheir own, is nothing short of
orated and in many cases comremarkable, especially under
pletely removed.
The Railthe conditions with which they
road War Board has been in
have been confronted.
practically continuous session
The co-operation of the railways with the government
at Washington since April 2.-).
No more patriotic or self-sacand the efficient service the}- have been rendering have been
rificing body of men is at this time serving the government.
frequently recognized and commented upon by prominent
"It has extended to the distribution of power between the
officers in the government in various public statements.
railroads, the adjustment of passenger train service in accordwith

and

many

plies.

in

Facilities

all

ance with national

Railway Co-operation Appreciated by Government

has furnished personnel
railways in France,
has aided in every way possible the great national endeavor
which has become the duty of every citizen of the countr).
A sjiecial committee of the National Association of Railwax- Commissioners, in its report to the recent convention

and material

President Wilson in his statement announcing the taking
ever of the railroads said:
"The committee of railway executives who have been cooperating with the government in this all-important matter
have done the utmost that it was po.ssible for them to do;
have done it with patriotic zeal and with great ability:
* * * and if zeal and ability and patriotic motive could

have accomplished the necessary unification of administration it would certainly have been accomplished."
Secretar)^ of War Baker, in his annual report for 1917,
said regarding the way in which the railroads have cooperated with the War Department:
"In this general connection it seems appropriate to refer
to the effective co-operation between the department and the
transportation agencies of the country.
For a number of
years the Quartermaster General's Department has main18

requirements,

for rehabilitation of the

of the association,

said:
"The fine sense of duty on the part of the leaders of the
country's transportation systems that prompted this resolution deserves our respect and praise.
believe, moreover,
that this resolution must also be considered as a most important document in American railroad histor>'.
The pledge
of these men that they will operate their properties as a

We

'continental railway system,' that they are

merging during
and competitive activities
produce a maximum of national transportation efficiency," opens a wide outlook.
It must be remembered that it is the executive heads of the railroads who
the

war

'all

their merely individual

in the effort to

.
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thus realize that the highe>t n.iii.n
can be given only throuc;li the t
tinental railway system."
Interstate

riu-

ronimercc Commission,

referring

|M>rt

after

\\;ir

Hoanl, said in

to

in

organi/atiun of

the

K.i

in.

i)art:

"Without attemjiting

the activities on

to detail

i

of the railways through this organi<ation it will su
to say that they have nsponded to antl su|>|>i)rt>-<l
•

Ciimniittei-,

utive

which

an eani/>t

in

vva\

and trouMcxjine .p
meet the unprecedented demands iiprn tin- nil

to deal with the vexatious

li
-i
•111 01 that
In this conncvtidii tin I'.u >linuM
tli»t has
the railways of this couniry liavr .lui'c oih d
not even licen attempted by the railways in the other lountrics
t

i

:

.

i

•

at war.

ume

of

They have tric<l to handle not
war traffic and tnxip movement

onl\'

for

th*-

lirpi- vol-

to

ruif

fart,

a

i!

which has atiuired expediti<)il> ser%ic.
to handle a rapidly increasing con.:
In England when the railways were calicil
at the same time.
upon to iransfMjrt large numbers of tnxips, all other traffic,
passenger,
was for a time sus|)cndcd on
freight
and
Ixjth
the lines use<l by the soldiers, and in France <luring the
first mobilization of the army all other traffic was sus|iendetl

all of

also

trieil

toward
1-

It

:.!

still on i:
MonHjver.

are

for t\vo weeks.

Breakdown

of Competitive Policy

to

ily

\-

'ii«->ii-il

i!i,.!

necessary to cx<xutc the plan

reasons advanced for the new policy make it apparent
that if there has Ixx^n a iireakdown, it is rather a breakdown of the governmental jxilicy of regulation pursued for
The primary purpose of the suggestion
the past .^0 years.
for government control is to effect a degree of "unification"

The

which

impracticable for the railroads to
accomplish themselves, because of the influence of the spirit
of competition which the government has heretofore made
Another purpose is to imevery effort to force upon them.
prove their cre<lit and to free them from the numerous restrictions of the laws passed to prohibit such efforts toward
is

regarded

as

unification as have been made in the past and to force
competition among railways and between railways and other
forms of transportation.
The result desired is an increase in the efficiency of railThe method adopted to accomplish it is
way operation
primarily to change the policy of regulation rather than
Railroad men them•changing the operating organization.
selves have frequently pointed out, in the years during which

the entrance of the United States into the war was l)eing
anticipated, in theon, if not in practice, certain changes in
the policy of railway regulation which they belie\'ed would
They have
result in increasing their efficiency in service.
advocated a greater centralization of regulating authority

.\pril

1

•lujuld

1

The
of 6J1

<!.•••

first

liren p«r

Unification Already
•

'

•

fir

:

April 26, and

t.oiiM.-u%i «i

a

,

the counlr>' under the ilimiu.
Service.
The plan of iv
railway facilitii-s at the '.
regard to individual inif
routing of the troop roOTcmcnt.* anii
tonments and other (raininc mmp*

taken

yet

was

tlir

General Operating
the extent

n^

assistance

fr.

If

any of

year
in

not

'

autlioritv

full

it

ihi->c

»<nit<i

'X'

rail'
Ix

:

\\n\
i

'

wr\rr

•

and a curtailment of -*ome of the restrictions upon them:
1918 is to witness an experiment with l)oth of these principles,
although not in the way that railroad men had in mind.

Railway

War

Policy

great accomplishment of the railways in the
war, it may be mentioned that it was given to them to
formulate a railway war policy for the United States, something that the government itself had failed to do.
The opportunity was presented to them in a resolution of

As

the

first

the Council of National Defense, calline

"to so organize their bu.-'e.xpetlition in the movemci
after war was declared tht
resolution
tions

in

pledging tliemselves to

a continental
individual and

railv-nv

upon the railroads

'

<

-•

"'

'

•

o-ordinatc llicir ojjcm'm, merffine .ill their

'"r
merely
to produce a maximum of
and by creating an orcran. ..i"/,,
This organiz.ation wa- . v. n "general authon'
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was a general movement toward curtailment of unnecessary passenger service
in order to release cars, engines, men, fuel and track room
Since May 1 the
for the more necessary freight ser/ice.

and without delay, the freight service performed
the most important index of their usefulness to the nation.
Freight operating statistics since the end of September are
not yet available, but the freight earnings as reported by
the Interstate Commerce Commission for the 10 months
includini,' October show nearly as much business handled in

to a charge of conspiracy in other times,

10 months of this year as in the whole of 1916, while the
was greater than for any previous
As there was a slight falling off
in traffic in September, but a very large increase in October,
will show an even greater
it is probable that later figures

the

diers .safely
is

freight business in October
month in railroad history.

increase in traffic than

is

shown

in the six

months' report.

railways have succeeded in securing much more service
from every track, every car and every locomotive than ever
before in their history. In fact, practically the only material
they have had to deal with whose efficiency has not been
Even during the
increased has been the almighty dollar.
month of November they succeeded in reducing the number

The

from 140,000 on
November 1 to 117,000 on December 1. This represents an
increase of only 10,000 in the shortage, as compared with
December 1, 1916, when the United States was still at peace.

of

unfilled

requisitions

for

freight

Increasing Efficiency

co-operation of shippers, the Interstate Commerce CommisThe
sion, and many of the state commissions was obtained.
result so far as the figures are available is seen in the report
declared
after
war
was
months
six
showing that for the first

an average of 2.2 tons has been added to the average carwhich has been increased from 24.8 to 27 tons, or 8.9
per cent. As the freight car miles amounted to over 8,250,000,000, the addition of over 2 tons to each carload meant
diat 18,150,000,000 ton miles more freight was carried witli
the same number of cars.
In addition to the heavy carloading, stricter supervision on

load,

the part of railroad officers also enabled them to increase
the average number of tons per train from 626 in 1916 to

675 in 1917, while the average mileage per car per day
was increased from 27.3 to 27.9 and the mileage per locoIn the
motive per day was increased from 65.8 to 68.7.
six months alone the railroads handled over 25 billion ton
miles of revenue freight more than in the corresponding
Also the percentage of freight locomotives
period of 1916.
in shop or awaiting shop was reduced by 9.1 per cent and
the percentage of freight cars in shop or awaiting shop was

reduced by 7.8 per cent.
Tlie first plan announced by the Railroads'
after

its

organization,

in

the

railroads have been able to reduce their passenger service
by approximately 28,656,983 train miles, thereby facilitating

movement of military traffic and coal, food products and
supplies needed by the government, by saving 1,800,000 tons
of coal per year and releasing 570 locomotives and 2,800
For a time most of these
trainmen for freight service.
reductions were on branch lines of little traffic and resulted
in

direction

of

War Board

increasing

the

by greater co-ordination of
the available facilities was the pooling of box cars, by suspending the car service rules and placing their distribution
under the direction of the Commission on Car Service. This
commission has since ordered the movement of box cars
without regard to individual ownership but in accordance
efficiency of the railway plant

Under its direction
with the requirements of the traffic.
222,000 cars have been ordered moved empty since May 1,
often in trainload lots, from roads on which the prevailing
direction of traffic had caused them to become accumulated
At first coal and
to roads which needed them for loading.
refrigerator cars and other special equipment were not pooled,
but were left subject to the rule that tiiey should be returned,
when made empty, to the owning road. Recently, however, a
pool of open-top cars has been established under the direction of the General Operating Committee of the Eastern
Roads and an effort is being made to include in it not only
railroad-owned cars but the cars owned by coal companies.
Another measure adopted at the suggestion of the War
Board, which undoubtedly would have laid the roads open

filled trains the

handling on one or two well

same number

formerly served by two or three half filled
trains.
Of late, however, it has been necessary to take more
drastic steps, such as the discontinuance of the Broadway
Limited and other through trains and several roads have
used newspaper advertising to urge people to refrain from
of passengers

unnecessary travel at Christmas time.

cars

Probably the most important single step toward increasing
the efficiency of the available facilities has been the campaign
for heavier loading of freight cars, in which the hearty

1

Troop Movement
of the military tasks with which the
were confronted was the transportation of the
enormous tonnage of freight needed for the hurried construcHere
tion of the army cantonments and training camps.
competition was in most cases ignored and supplies were
routed over the lines that were in a position to give the best
Agents of the War Board organization were staservice.
tioned at all camps and concentration points and at military
headquarters to co-operate with the war department officials
A total of 134,000 carloads of freight
in everj' way possible.
have had to be hauled to the National Army and National
Guard camps and approximately .2,500 carloads of food and

One

of the

first

railroads

other necessities are being delivered daily.
Soldiers have been moving in large numbers, both to the
seaboard for embarkation and to the various training camps,
since about August 1 and the total movement up to date has
amounted to over 2,000,000 men. This figure, of course,
includes the duplications involved in handling the same
men more than once, as to the training camps and later
from the camps to concentration points or seaports. Of the
total approximately 687,000 men were included in the mobilization of the national army, who were without equipment,
but the other soldiers have usually been accompanied by
their impedimenta, which has required the use of many express,

baggage and freight

cars.

Of

course, all of this traffic

has complicated matters and increased the difficulty of moving the freight traffic.
While the addition of an equal
number of ordinary passengers to the railroad traffic would
have been handled without difficulty, the troop movement
has required special schedules and 3,600 special trains. Here
again the old methods of competition were discarded and
the traffic was virtually pooled according to routings worked
out by committees of passenger and operating officials in
such a way that the most direct routes were used and no
line was allowed to become congested.

The

Railroads'

War Board

has also performed important

services in co-operation with the representatives of the Allies
in co-ordinating the movement of export food, munitions and

other supplies and the various railroads individually have
taken an active part in the campai5;n for food conservation
and for the sale of Liberty bonds.

18

While the

Per Cent Increase

in

Coal Traffic

fact that the shortage of coal

may

be attributed

equipment has probably been
the cause of more complaint against the railroads than anything else it is still true that probably the best example of
their increased service is afforded by their record in moving
During the eight months, April to November, there
coal.
were moved by rail 1,101,677 more carloads of anthracite
and bituminous coal than in the same montlis of 1916, an
in part to scarcity of railroad
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15 jxt cent in .inthrai. iii: anU
bituminous over the best record previously

increase of

18 \xt cent in

Iho

niailc.

AGi:
Railroad Officer* in the Government OrKamxation

in

creascil coal prtxluction this year has been less thuh
cent, but llie railro.uls have had to haul a great
•

lomierly moved by water.

During the summer montlis when ihe railroads had empty
coal cars available coal production was being reducetl by
lal>or troubles

unable
as

is

to

and other causes, and

if

the ro;uis are

handle promptly as much coal nnd

desired, their siluaticm In

from that ol most otli<
pnxluce all tlic .-id
any more than the Imi
or even the mail scr\
to

oiln-r

mnV

irci'-ln

t!

iniu-i

r

I

i

factory service as

The

is

dc-iicJ.

reason for this situation

the railways as in the case of

is

the

-

otti

same

in the cast oi
'

'

'

not set anvwliere near all the
lost many of their most efficient
enlistment in the service of the government aH'
and it has l>een impossible for them to get n<
i

•

and

sup()lies in sufficient nuantitics.
The railwa)= liavc .il-u
been affected by a factor that has not IxHjn present in the
case of most industries
they have been unable to adjust
their prices to provide the nee<led revenue for addilidual
facilities.
In the year or two lieforc the war when they
could have secured cars ami locomotives at favorable prices,
most of them were not in a financial condition to do so
and during the past year they have had to allow their orders
for cars and locomotives to Ik? postponed so that the builders
could -end their output to France and Rn^'iia

—

Railroad

Men

at the

Front

While the most important part played by the railroads in
the work of the war naturally has been in the direction of
increasing their normal activities in this country, they have
also contributed their share toward the actual fighting. Under
the direction of S. M. Felton, director general of railways,
nine regiments of railroad men have Ix-en recruited in tliicountr)' and sent to France to aid in building and repairin
railroads, shops and terminals, both on and back of the firiiij
line, and some of them have already given a good account
of themselves as the first of the forces from the United States
to become engaged in actual hostilities.
\ considerable
number of .\merican railroad officers are now engaged in
General
Atlerbury and
transportation work in France und'.'r
another large unit of railroad employees and officers was
recently despatched to Russia to organize the openition of the
Russian railway svstem.
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Over Seventy Thousand Railw^ay

Men

Join Colors
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nitcd States Troops E'.er

Reviewed by the Kitts of Unglami.

RKCENT

REPUKTS from American railroads indicate that
approximately 70,000 men have left railwa)^ service
Inquiries addressed to all lines,
to join the colors.
100 miles in length or over, brought replies from 122 railroads with a combined operated mileage of 202,634, or almost
These roads re78 per cent of the mileage of the country.
ported that about 54,000 oflicers and employees had joined the
armed forces of the United States since the declaration of
It is reasonable
war, of whom 1,408 received commissions.
to assume that the remaining railroads of tlie countr}' have
supplied the army and nav)' with a proportionate number
of men.
At the rate at which employees of the 122 lines
volunteered or were drafted, tlie number for the remaining
carriers should approximate 16,250, making the total number
of railway men in army or nav\' serv^ce nearly 71,000, or
over four per cent of all the railroad employees in the United
States.

Some

individual roads were exceptionally heav)' contribuand naval forces. The Pennsylvania system alone has 9,019 in the army and navy, or about
one man to ever}- mile of line operated.
The New York
Central system has the next best record with 7,143 men under
arms.
Other roads which gave large numbers of employees
to the colors are the Santa Fe lines, approximately 3,000
men; the Southern Pacific system, 2,185 men; the Union
Pacific system, 2,008; the Illinois Central system, 1,916; the
Baltimore & Ohio, 1,760; the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
1,645; the Northern Pacific, 1,638, and the Chicago & North
tors to the nation's military

Western, 1,573.
The patriotic sacrifices of American lines
compare favorably with those of neighboring roads in Canada
which have been sending large numbers of men to the trenches
The Canadian Pacific alone has supplied
ever since 1914.
about 13,000 men to the Canadian over.seas forces.
The highest commission held by any railroad man is that
of W. W. Atterbury, vice-president of the Pennsylvania Rail-

now director-general of .American-operated railways in
France, with the title of brigadier-general.
A large number
of railroad officers have been commissioned colonels and
majors.
The Pennsylvania system has five colonels, one lieutenant-colonel and seven majors in army service.
The Southem Pacific lines have one colonel and four majors in the
army; the Baltimore & Ohio, five majors: the Chicago, Mil«
road,

waukee &

St.
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&

V-nderwood.

Paul, three majors; the Chicago, Burlington

&

and a major; the Northern
Pacific, a lieutenant-colonel and two majors; the Louisville
& Nashville and the North Western, one colonel each; the
Erie, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the Chicago, St.
Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, the Delaware & Hudson, and
the Southern, two majors each.
Owing to the fact that the carriers are burdened with an
unusually heavy traffic and are short of men, some roads were
Quincy,

a

lieutenant-colonel

able to supply partial information only, concerning their contributions in men to the army and navy.
The New York
Central, which undoubtedly furnished the nation's armed

number of officers, did not find it possible
compile a list of employees who have received commissions.
The Great Northern, on the other hand, was unable to furnish data showing the total number of employees who volunteered or were drafted.
On the whole, the information received from the various railroads is complete and accurate.
Tlie inquiries sent out by the Rail-L\iy A^e asked, first,
for a list of the railroad officers of ranks equal to or aliove
trainmaster, division engineer, master mechanic or general
agent who had entered military or naval service, with the
military rank, department and assignment of each.
The returns for 122 lines showed that 160 railroad officers of this
class had gone to the colors.
The names of all other employees who had received commissions in the army or navywere also requested. The data at hand shows that 1,248
employees of this class are now army or nav\- officers.
Inasmuch as roads with 202,634 miles of line supplied a total
of 1 ,408 officers for our armed forces, it is probable that statistics from all American roads would show that 1,800, or
more, railroad men now hold commissions.
forces with a large

to

Railway men are serving their countr}- in jiractically every
department of the army and in various capacities in the
na-v}-.
In addition, they are doing special service of great
importance to the success of our armies in the nine railway
regiments, organized last spring, which have taken over the

m

operation of railroads serving the battle front
France.
Two additional regiments of this kind, a car construction
regiment and a light railways regiment, recently completed
their organization at Camp Grant, Rockford. 111.
Late this
fall. 200 railway officers from roads in the Northwe-st left

K
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Russia wlirre, if pulitical <.ui>iluiuii>
the Trans-Siberian railway.
as the Russian Railway Scrvinurj.
of conimissionctl ofticers, ranging from mloiul
Colom-l Gcorjji- H Knur
onil lifUtenant.
i-rai niaiiagiT of the tlreat Northern, will
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Iran^-Siherian.

of the

ojK-ration

li:i

general superintenclent> with the title of lieutenant-colonel
1 2
division superintendents, with the title of captain
The ornuni^ation of the Russian Railway
and their staffs.
Service (."orps and the railroad rejiiments for service in France
has heen carrii-d out under the direction of S M. Telton
anil

president of the Chicago Great Western and director-fjeneral
of railways with headi|uarter> at \Vu>hinKton, 1). C.
Although the transjKjrtation systen> of the country is place<l
next to the army and navy in its importance in the prosecu-

have not asked hlanket exempIn s|)ite of a very heavy iraftk
tions for their eini)loyifS.
and the imjx)rtance of the expeditious movement of govern
ment supp)lies, the carriers asked no favors. A consideration
of the numlier of special railway units organi2ed. in addition to the loss of men who voluntivred in other hranches ol
service or were drafteil, leads one to the conclusion that the
railnnids have not only contrihuted their .share of men to
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tion of the war, the railroads
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assigned

Apalachicola Northern
Wl

Ofk

R

J.

I^ockwood

Heicimd

Kailroad
Position

Name

Vict-Prcs.

l.'>«»

Military

Rank

Branch of S<r

& Gen.

Mgr

.'

nd

National Ar

I-ieut

Oflktr* who received commiMit'n*
Total number of empli.vcc* in gmrriimrnl

Arizona
Total

& New Mexico

number of cmpl..yce»

iiom rumrni

in

t>

Arizona Eastern
Orriciaj

Houlf

Wiif Rtrtivrr Commimiojh
Railroat
Poaition

Name
Chief

Militari

."burgeon.

Rank

<"apf«in

„
.
^
Rranch
of

.

.s»rY.<

M«dk»! r^tr*

ii

•

'^r Jim'*.

Officers of the 21st Engineers (Light Railways) Until Recently Stationed at

ber of men in aniiy or navy service, and ilie names ol officers
and employees who have received commissions, their military
rank and the l.ranche> of senicc u< which they have Ixren
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Military
Railroad
Rank
Position
Isl Lieut
Kalandcrs.. Computer
.«......--..--„
U. of W.Agt.lst Lieut
.\sst.
.....^.j
A. *I'iniiey
K. n
JIN
1st Lieut
Wire Chief
Ei'iocii iNL Br'owii
1st Lieut
.\sst. Engr
James Vawter
1st Lieut
Clerk
i J£ Bell
1st Lieut
R. E. McCullough. . .Transitman
1st Lieut
H. C. Delirummond. Operator
1st Lieut
\sst. Attv
C T Duff
1st Lieut
E Schliewvii
1st Lieut
Whiting
H
1st Lieut
Gordon H. Fernald
1st Lieut
Draftsman
John J. Moore
.\Iach. Helper .... 1st Lieut
H R. Miller
1st Lieut
H Brownell
1st Lieut
Noble
X
J
Walter Bohosiengel. ..\sst. Engr. Tests.lst Lieut
2nd
Lieut
Rodman
A M. Watkins
2nd Lieut
Clerk
S. S. McConnell
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Krancis A. Nolan
2nd Lieut
Clerk
James Joyce
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Paul Nowers
2nd Lieut
D Baskin
J
\V.

Service

M

W

H

E.

D G Hume
B

Thomas

\V. W. Haggard
E. G. Edwards
J.

L. A.

Hasty

.\ttorney

R

Van Ness
Mahood

Draftsman
Draftsman

A.

H. S.
Walter I. Potts
H. W. Laird

M

2nd Lieut
..2nd Lieut

2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut

Brakeman

.2nd Lieut

Clerk

2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
J.
Computer
2nd Lieut
L Tucker
W.j\gt.2nd
Lieut
Ast.
R.
of
C. C. Fletcher
.•\sst.
Engr
.2nd Lieut
S Emlev
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Charles Schlom
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Stanley
T. H.
Computer
2nd Lieut
C E Rust
2nd Lieut
Clerk
L. F. Tavlor
2nd Lieut
Ernest D. Clabaugh
2nd Lieut
Holt
H E
2nd Lieut
R. A. Williamson
2nd Lieut
C. Blanchard
T.
2nd Lieut
Boiling
N
2nd Lieut
E. B. Phillips
2nd Lieut
E. LaRue
T
2nd Lieut
F.
M. Shaughnessy
2nd Lieut
G. C. Benedict
2nd
Lieut
AVilliam Oliver
Ensign
.Xssl.
Engr
R E. Butcher
Ensign
E. Carter
T
Ensign
D. S. Hamm
Ensign
H. S. Teague
Ensign
\V. E. Henderson

D

Transitman

Gaither

Rodman

Hughes

B.

.

.

.Artillery

.E. O. R. C.
E. O. R. C.

Infantry
-.Infantry
.National Guard
Field Artillery
314th Engrs.

Infantry
315th Engrs.
E. O. R. C.
.'"lational

Army

Cavalry O. R. C.
Cavalry
E. O. R. C.
E. O. R. C.
Q. M. Corps
Infantrv
Q. M. Corps
E. O. R. C.
il 5th Engrs.
Infantry
O. R. C.
Field Artillery
U. S. Navy

U.

U.
U.
U.

Navy
Navy
Navy
Navy

S.
S.
S.
S.

received comnii

Atlantic Coast Line

Who

V. R. King.

L.

B.

Military

Rank

Major

Supt

Employees
Ingram

Received Commissions

Branch of

Railroad
Position

Who

Service

>Ord. Dept.

Received Commissions
Infantry
Infantry

Captain
Lieut
1 st
Asst. C. C
Tel. Maintainer. .1st Lieut

Clerk

Chas. D. O'Neal
Brantz Mayer
Surgeon
Alvin C. McCall
Roland S. Clinton. .. Surgeon
Civil Engr
Wm. L. Aley
Clerk
Paul L. Cantwell
Draftsman
A. Peschau
M. B. Cavenaugh.... Clerk
Clerk
L Galloway
T
Clerk
McC. B. Wilson
Asst. Engr
Geo. E. Knox

Wm

1

st

Lieut.

.Am.

M. Marye

M M
EH
Wm

Res.

Engr

1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

H H

W
H'b

W

who received commissions
Fmnlovees who received commissions
Number of employees voliinlccring or drafted
Total number of employees in government service
Officers

Eng._ Forces

.M. O. R. C.

1st Lieut.
1st Lieut.
1st Lieut.
1st Lieut

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Clerk
L Harris
I
Lieut
Clerk
S B Coleman
Lieut
.Gen. Yd. Master.
Green
2nd
Lieut
Clerk
Whitaker
2nd
Lieut
R. Chisholm... Clerk
Tel. Maintainer. .2nd Lieut
T Rolinson
2nd Lieut
Clerk
S B. Ives
2nd Lieut
Levelman
C B Moore
2nd Lieut
Wm. A. Marshall.... Clerk
Stenographer ... .2nd Lieut
B H.Taylor
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Baschon
V. T.
2nd Lieut
Clerk
C.F.Andrews
2nd Lieut
Clerk
T F Clowe
2nd Lieut
Walter C. Sanders... Draftsman
2nd Lieut
Mapother, Jr. .Inspector
2nd Lieut
Asst. Engr
Ta's. E. TefTords
2nd Lieut
Ch. Clerk
C Darrow
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Darrow
2nd Lieut
Relief
Agt
Graham
S'
2nd Lieut
Desp.itcher
D A Foster
2nd Lieut
Despatcher
C' G Grigg
Operator .... .2nd Lieut
A. C. Hack
Sec. to Gen. Supt.Ensign
Roy Gates Hill
Robt.

S.

McGuire
Bowie

Gen.
.

.

.

.

C.
F.

')•.

M. O.

R. C.

U. S. Reserves

T.

F.

Who

Agt
Partv

of

Farlow

C.i

i.i

W. M.-O.

i

:,

,

'

.

Asst.
.Asst.

Div.
Supt.

1

'

i

i

(.

R. C.

M. .Cprps
M. Corps

iCiigr.

.

,

s..

Clerk
Clerk
Clerk
..Field

Q.
O.

O. R. C.
.iOSth Engrs.
.Infantry
.Off. T. C.
.Off, T. C.
,. Engr. Corps
E. O. R. C.

r

:

.

.

;

Eng. M-i "A
w
Eng. M

Asst.
^sst.

Pattison

.Artillery

.Maiur
(,,|tai:

Transitman
Ch.

Artillery

Major
Major

Eng

Asst.
Pass.

.Roadman

McDonough
Morrow

.Artillery

Engr. Corps
Signal Corps
Naval R. C.
Engr. Corps

Received Commissions

...Clerk

M. Davison
S.

Captain

.Atty

Transitman

Edgar
E. Lamphers

T.

Service

Ord. Dept.
Engr. Corps

M

Walton
J.
W. W." Gruber
A.
G.

Rank

Captain
Div. Engr
Supt. Pass. Serv..lst, Lieut
Spec. Rep. of GiM.lst. Lieut
1st. Lieut
M.
.Asst. Gen. .Atty.. 2nd Lieut

W.

V. Shipley
Herbert Corkran

Branch of

Military

Major
Major

Eng

Val.

Employees

E. O. R. C.

94
Employees who
2,903
of employees volunteering or drafted. .._
riital number of employees in government service...... 3.000

Name

J.

A.

C. S. Roberts
W. C. Robinson

W

Officers

T.

Thos.

'.

who

Jenkins
A. H. Boyd, Jr
Richard Brooke
W, L. Campbell
C. R.' Elkins
B.

J.

U. S. Army
Infantry

.

Officers

Grammes

H.Craig
Infantry
315th Engrs.

W

.

A.

R.

Received Commissions

Railroad
Position
Asst.
Supt

Name

S.

2nd Lieut.

Connell

J.

•

Clerk
Contr. Fit. .\gt..2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
Asst.' Erigr.2nd Lieut

H. Davis

Paul

..National Guard
Sig. Dept.Tel. Bat.
315th Engrs.
315th Engrs.
E. O. R. C.
Infantry O R. C.
Infantry O R. C.
E. O. R. C.
Engr. Corps
314th Engrs
Engr. Corps
National Guard
Infantry
315th Engrs.
Ord. Dept. O.R.C.
Infantry, O. R. C.
13th Engrs.

Field

Who

Officeks

.7th Engrs.

2nd Lieut.
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut

Draftsman
Draftsman

Morgan
Watson

j".

I.

.

1

The Baltimore and Ohio

Branch of

Xamc

Edw.

Vol. 64, No.

;.-

jptain
Lieut

Artillery

Ist

Lieut
Eng
Lieut.;
W. W. Gwathmey.
Ist Lieut
Field Eng
T. E. Btirke
.Stenographer ....1st Lieut
F.' G. Ash..-.
Draftsman
1st Lieut
J. C. Brady
Transitman
1st Lieut
Thos. Hampton
Ch. of Party
Ist Lieut
E. K. Hebden
Transitman
1st Lieut
W. H. Briscoe
Pilot Eng
1st Lieut
R. E. Kennedy
Dr. Jno. F. Byrne. .. Asst. Med. Exam. 1st Lieut
Dr. .A.' E.' Callaghan..Asst. Med. Exam. Ist Lieut
.Asst. Trf. Agt. .. 1st Lieut
C. S. Woolford
Ch. Facilities Bu.lst Lieut
.A,
C. Spurr
Sec. to Ind. Agt. .1st Lieut
McDevitt, Tr
Sec. Pass. Dept. 1st Lieut
E. B. Ritchie
Roadman
1st Lieut
A. C. VanZandt
Pc. Wk. Insp
1st Lieut
H. B. Gaither
Roadman
1st Lieut
W. W. Baldwin
Supt. Police
1st Lieut
W. S. Hoover
Asst. Eng. MofW. 1st Lieut
D. Stem
T.
Lieut
\sst.
Yd.
1st
Elphinstone
Mast.
D. C.
1st Lieut
Wm. C. Robinson... Clerk
Clerk
1st Lieut
R. Chambers
T.
Tr's'man, MofW.. 1st Lieut
F. M. Bovd
Lieut
Inspector
F. C. Mellon
Field Eng
Lieut
Tesse Cover
Ensign
Draftsman
E. B. Erickson
Ensign
Supt.
Police
T. D. Sullivan
R. M. VanSant, Editor, Emp'ys' Mag.2nd Lieut
Levelman
2nd Lieut
L. .A. Smith
Draftsman
2nd Lieut
P. A. Helmbold
Transitman
2nd Lieut
F. M. Crist
Field Eng
2nd Lieut
A. E. Rutter
E. M. Ilinchman. .. .Typographer' ... .2nd Lieut
Geo. N. Holman
Accountant
2nd Lieut
Ch. of Party
2nd T ieut
Donald Wilson
Draftsman
2nd Lieut
H. T. Pfaff
Draftsman
2nd Lieut
S. T. W. Green
Abstractor
2nd Lieut
.Asa Needham
Draftsman
H. F. Bucher
2nd Lieut
Typographer ....2nd Lieut
T. C. Gerber
Pilot
-V.
Engr
2nd Lieut
T.
Janushek
W. E. Robinson
Draftsman
2nd Lieut
W. C. Linthicum
Clerk
2nd Lieut
C. T. Kearnev
Ch. Ter. Op. Bu.2nd Lieut
Asst. Div. Engr. .2nd Lieut
L Edwards..'.
"R. T. Offutt
Machinist
2nd Lieut
F. R. Cross
Asst. Atty
2nd Lieut
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service
Ist
1st

.

.

Aviation
Infantry
309th Engrs.
308th Engrs.
Infantry
30th Engrs.
23rd Engrs.
308th Engrs.
21st Engrs.

Machine Gun Bat.
Med. Off. R. C.
Med. Off. R. C.
Signal Corps
21st Ry.
.Aviation

Engrs.

Infantry
Ord. Dept.
Engr. R. C.
Infantry
Infantry
Off. T. C.
Signal Corps.
Infantry
Cavalry
Off. T. C.
Infantry
E. O. R. C.
U. S. Navy
U. S. Navy
Infantry
Reg. Army
Reg. Army
Reg. Army
Infantry
Nat'l

Army

Infantry
Infantry
306th Engrs.
Engr. Corps
24th Engrs.
'nd Engrs.
Infantry
Engr. Corps
Infantry
O. M. Corps
\rtillery
Off. T. C.

Engr. Corps
.Artillery

8
61
1.691
1.760

Bangor & Aroostook

Engrs.
Infantry
C. A. C.

employees

f

in

government

serv

Bessemer & Lake Erie
flovees Who Received Commissions

Enf;rs.
^''l''^';^'

O. R. C.
Field Artillery

Engrs.
Q. M. Dept.
Artillery

Infantry

O.

.Artillery

F. L. Ruffing

Engrs.
O. R. C.

M. Thompson .... Clerk

.Army

Captaii

Cashier

1st

Li<

Employees who
Number of emplo

O.R.C.
Infantrv
C. A. C.
305th Engrs.
Engrs.
Infantry
Infantry

Boston
Officers

Who'

1

36

723
760

Dwight

S.

Rank

Position

Brigham. .Trainmaster

Employees
E. P. Morrison
Robert G. Henderson
E. H. Smith
E. D. CoUamcr
George M. Trumbull

Branch of

Military
Militarv

Railroad

Name

.Artillery

Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
21st Engrs.
U. S. Navy

& Albany

Received CoM^ ISSION

Who

Ry.

Engrs.

Received "Commissions
Capt.

:

Service

Major

&-Adj

Captain
1st LieutrT
Isti Lieut
2nd Lieut

Ry. Engrs.
Rv. Engrs.
Ry. Engrs.
Rv. Engrs.
Ry. Engrs.
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Boston and Maine
••

Mo k»C«H»U C.MM,

\\

Military

1

'

anic

R,nk

I'lippy

.

''

Siruc. ..Major

i

EurLoriu Who Ktciuto CoMMuaioHi
E.

Cirri

Slirrburn

T.

M.,;,

r

.

•

ll-a.M.V

Rali.li

F.

I

iv:iii,,i

i:

W

Ilk

y.
0.
T.

K.-,l>kr

'
..
1

h r
II
H
1

1

H.

R
Encri.

1

S.

1

K.

\'

C
A.

1

W

1

E.
J.

Buffalo

& Susquehanna

tmihrr of cmploytc-i in

r.jv c-tnni. iit

Buffalo. Rochester
Eup

B.

Barker

F.

Amn

Cto. F.

M.

Gty

Casey

J.

Who

t'Ecs

Pass.

&

service...

Pittsburgh

Received Couiumioki

Railroad
rosition
Clerk
Clerk

Name

1

<

Branch o(
SerTice
.I'la.n

O,
0,

JnJ Lieut

r,

'^T'-^in
<

Agt

M. Corpa
M. Cori..

Kmpliiyecs who received commiMo:
Number of
,f employ
cmpIo\ct^ volunleerinK
Total
nln-r of employees
government ser-

H.

k

.V

p.
L.

\'.

I.^

».....,.,

ir

Uanspeake

m

Hugh "

Cape Girardeau Northern
Who

Eur

t.

Railroad
>ad
Position

Name

1.

n.

I'
\'.

OMUrsSIONS

Military

Branch o{

Rank

Service

Herbert F. Wickham. Conductor
Captain
Infantry
Employees who received commissions
Total number of employees in government service

I
1

Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio
Eur
Ets Who Recfived Cosimi^sioxs
Railroad
Position

Name
Frank

P.

Rot.ert

M

Military

Tr.iv.

Frt.

.\gt...::M T.;.m.

Central of Georgia
ber of emplo>ee.

iii

Central of

Who

Emplovees

govcnimem v

New

:

.

Chica

Jersey

Received Commissi

Name

Railroad

Name

Position

I.

L.

Borjes

J.

.V

Hillman

Tr.insum

G.
F.

E.
E.

i

Env

Gill

H. Noble
Mclnlyre

.

.

Ki
.nraflsiii.n
.Ch. I lirk

Employees who reccuNumlR-r of employee-,
Total number of cmpio

i

Central

N.ITT-.

C.
C.
L.

S.

Sumner

J.

Hancock

H. L.imitman
Jack n. Wood

L

-

I

John T. Sullivan

'

I

.

.

.

.

..iil-.ic;

.,rem:i:

M

;

I

H. Cook

who
emplovc.
number of empio

Em|ilo>ee.
Number of
Total

>,.ei.

,1

Km.

-'nd I-ieut.

.

Reak

I

Rank

McEwen. .Com. Agt.

Vermont

II.
.<=.

.'Ii-mi;
••

Wettcrn
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Branch

Military

Name
W. Zoss.

Rank

Lieut
..Is
Is
Lieut
-Cashier
E.
Is
Lieut
Clerk
Tie Plant For... Ensign
R. T. Whitney
2nd Lieut.-Adj
Clerk
K. H. Eyman
2nd Lieut
Ch. Tr. Desp
W. S. Johnston
2nd Lieut
Oaim Ajrt
C. F. Hackett
2nd Lieut
Tr. Desp
T. J. DuRan
Tr. BaK)tai!eman..2nd Lieut
\V. E. Otis
2nd Lieut
Inspector
Stewart
E. L.
2nd Lieut
Tr. Desp
R. M. Morse
2nd Lieut
TeleR. Oper
D. C. Smart
2nd Lieut
Engr
E. M. Cooley
2nd Lieut
R. H. For
\V. H. James
Boilermaker For.. 2nd Lieut
lohn W. Holt
2nd Lieut
Solicit. Airt
L C. Hendee
Trav. Val. AKt..2nd Lieut
L. P. Terrard
Instrumentman ..2nd Lieut
C. tones
T.
TravelinR EnKr..lst Lieut
F. C. Myler
2nd Lieut
R. W. Richardson
2nd Lieut
R. M. Stapleton
2nd Lieut
J. N. Dungan
received
commissions
Officers who
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted..
Total number of employees in government service
\V.

.

Xainc

N.

M.
J.

F.
J.

L.
F.
C.

Howard

W.
H.

Clark

.

French Ry. Corps
Nafl Army
Russ. Ry. Corps

Nafl Guard
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps

U.

2
45
1,530
1,573

Branch of

Rank

Service
.13th Ry. Engrs.
.Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
.309th Engrs. N.A.
,7th Engrs.
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
24th Engrs. N.A.
Q. M. Corps N. A.

Lieut. -Col

Major

M

Asst.
Off.
Off.

Supt
Supt
Supt

.

.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
2nd Lieut
1st
1st
1st

Engr
Engr

Who

..

Captain
Captain

Enur

Employees

.Test Car For.
Ch. Clerk
Loco. Engr

..

Wi
Railroad
Position

Name
S.

V.

Rowland

Stoup
Reynolds
T. W. Fathersoo
E.
E.

E.
R.

R.

W. LeBaron

F.

R.

Supt
Trainmaster
.\sst.

Ord.
13th

Russ.

Supt

Who

Russ.
Russ.
Russ.

J.

C.
F.
C.

U.

Smith

.\sst.

W.

Sawtelle
Poole

Rod.

Engr.
Master

.-\sst.

Engr

.Asst,

Engr.

Ry.
Ry.
Ry.

Corps
Corps
Corps

Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.

Ry.
Ry.
Kv.
Rv.
Rv.
Kv.
Ry.
Ky.
Ry.
Ry.

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
9

23
1,454
1.486

Officers

Branch of
Service

Captain

Infantry

Hds. 13th Ry. Egs.
13th

Russ.

Ry

Engrs.
Ry. Corps

Received Commissions

Yard Clerk. .Captain
Foreman
2nd Lieut

Chicago, Indianapolis

&

E. M. Graham
A. H, Yarrell
Geo. K. Batt

Who

Infantry
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
13th Ry. Engrs.
Field Artillery
Engrs. Reserve
6
6
294
306

Chicago, Peoria

Military

Position
Sig. Insp.
Asst. Engr

Louisville

Rank

4

&

Louis

Received Commissions

Railroad
Position

Name

St.

20

Military

Rank

Froyd

Chief Engr.
...Captain
.Infantry
Officers who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted.
number
of
employees
in
government
service.
Tot.ll
.

Who

Ballantine

D.

Railroad
Military
Position
Rank
to V. P...M,ijor

Plummer

Ch.

Surgeon

H.

C.
S.

C.
C.

H. Caswell
C. Cunningham. .Div.

A.
V.

C.

S.

Ray

&

.

.

Pacific

Received Commissions

Asst.

Name
N.

Branch of
Service
Sig. Dept.,

Major

Bradley

Div.

P.

G.

Engr
Engr

Captain

Captain
H. Hagelbarger. .Tr. Master
Supt. Insurance. 1st Lieut
P. Hevener

Employees
B.
L.
F.

C.
J.

Allin

Hughes

Who

'

Special Compiler.Captain
Asst. Engr
1st. Lieut

1st Engrs.
Illinois Engrs.

Desp
Foreman

3rd Res. Engrs.
3rd Res. Engrs.
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
National Army
National Army
National Army
Russ. Ry. Corps
3rd Res. Engrs
Engrs, O. R. C.
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps

Ch.

Chicago,

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Tompkins

T.

E.

Bartosic

Who

Supt
Trainmaster

Train
Clerk

M. Hurlburt
K. Wheaton

Who

D.

Sterling

R.

McGintv

Rank
Major

Warehouseman
\sst.
Engr

Lieut

2nd Lieut
.1st Lieut

Captain
...Lieut
Lieut.-Col

Captain

J.

Lyksett

Painter

2nd Lieut

.A.

E.
E.
T.

Anderson

Buyer

Captain

Fuhrman
Spear

O. Thompson
A. Enockson.
Chas. N. Larson
C. J. Mattison

H.

Ch. Train Desp. Lieut
\gent
Major
Ticket Clerk
.2nd L[eut
.R. H. Foreman. .Captain
Trav. Engr
Lieut
Loco. Engr
Lieut
.

.

.

Branch of
Service
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps

Received Commissions

.'\.

F.
C.
L.

& Omaha

Military

....Captain

Desp

Train Desp.
..Shop For
Tinner

8
LS
1,431
1,457

Received Commissions

.\s5t.

Employees

.

119
123

Paul, Minneapolis

Railroad
Position

Name
W. Tower
R.

T.
G.

4

St.

Officers

G.
C.

A

Ueceived Commissions

Lieut
Lieut
Despatcher
Lieut
Rd. For. Equip..
Lieut
Boiler
For
Lieut
Eck
P.
Loco. Engr
Lieut
H. Schlemmer
Clerk
Lieut
R. O. Martin
Fuel Inspector. .2nd Lieut
G. Roberts
T.
Gen. For
2nd Lieut
"H.
Tatum
Rd. Master
2nd Lieut
W. E. Haberlaw
Insurance Insp. .2nd Lieut
W. P. McGuire
Despatcher
2nd Lieut
C. D. Hibbs
Despatcher
2nd Lieut
J. L. Wilson
Despatcher
2nd Lieut
R. A. Moore
2nd Lieut
G. D. Sewell
Line For
Engr
2nd Lieut
J. R, Jones
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commssions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

A. Parker
Mueller
W. L. Croxton
T. F. Phelan
S.

U.S

Med. Res. Corps
Q. M., O. R. C!
Q. M.. O. R C
O. R. C.
U. S. Engrs.
3rd Res. Engrs
National .\rmy

Agt. Captain
Gen. Agt.Frt.Dep.Captain

Asst.

W. Y. Burton
Andv Lvstad

.Captain
.1st Lieut.
Clerk
Lieut
Arnold Shircliffe
Supt. Din. Cars.. 2nd Li<
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

Who

Officers

"E.

Received Commissions

Railroad

Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps
Ry. Corps

Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteeruig or drafted
Total number of employees in government

.\.

Employees

who

Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.

Corps
Corps

Lieut.
Lieut.

Engr
Lieut
received coininissions

Merz

S.

Ry.
Ry.

.Capta

Engr
Lieut
Jesse T. Osborn .... Asst
Asst
Engr
Lieut
P. R. El f Strom
Lieut
Tr. Desp
C. E. Schaft
Tr. Desp
Lieut
M. H. Keogh
Tr. Desp
Lieut
J. J. Brown
Lieut
Tr. Desp
F. E. Brunner
Tr. Desp ....;... Lieut
G. M. Hayden
T:
Desp
Lieut
L. V. Curren
I-ineman
Lieut
W. G. Long
Engr
Lieut
Geo. Lusk.....
.\.

R
B

.

13th Ry. Engrs.
13th Ry Engrs.

Machinist
2nd Lieut
E. E. Deyo
Gen. Yardmaster.2nd Lieut
Peyton Winlock
Car Clerk
2nd Lieut
F. E. Mariman
Tie Inspector. .. .2nd Lieut
<^>fficcrs who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number ',)f employees in government service

NaBie

H.

W. H. Knapp

Officers

Field Artillery
Russ. Ry. Corps

Lieut

Ch.

Captain-Adj
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain

Engr

Trav.

C. Fensterniaker..\sst. Engr
Conductor
F. Kittinger

Chicago, Rock Island

Rank

Major

Received Commissions

Desp

Tr.

....

Captain ...

Who
Engr

.-\sst.

Anderson
Buchanan

108th

Military
1st

Rhynsburger.

C.
C.

Rank

Engr
M. M

Dist.

Employees

Dept.
Engrs.
Ry. Corps

COMMIS

Bagg. .Xgt. .Captain
Engr. M. of W..Capt.-Adj
E.xaminer Jt.Fac.lst Lieut

Employees
A. M. Eaton
A. E. Jones
E. F. Rrunner

Re

(.en.

Div.

Blunt.

M. Rice
Young

.

Chicago Great Western
Offi.

Whiting

Paul

Militai

Major
Major
Major

Supt
Supt

Div.
Div.
Div.

.\Ie.x.

Received Commissions

.Captain
Captain
Captain
1st Lieut
Warner Harwood. .. .Computer
1st Lieut
Designer
A. S. Karkow
1st Lieut
Asst. Engr
M. I. Lippitt
1st Lieut
J. N. Schufrieder. ..Asst. Engr
Asst. Engr
1st Lieut
M. P. Taylor
Safely Insp
1st Lieut
Ceo. taw
Conductor
1st Lieut
R. C. Wells
Ch. Desp
1st Lieut
F. B. Leonard
Asst. Engr
2nd Lieut
G. L. Lawrence
.\s5t. For
2nd Lieut
W. D. Meredith
Trick Desp
2nd Lieut
E. E. Olson
Trick Desp
2nd Lieut
E. J. Supple
Trick Desp
2nd Lieut
H. G. Anderson
Trick Desp
2nd Lieut
Roy Abbott
Trick
Desp
2nd Lieut
J. S. McManus
Trick Desp
2nd Lieut
0. A. French
Ch. Clerk
.?nd Lieut
G. M. Sage
Jnd Lieut
W. SwartzcopcR. H. For
F.
Asst. R. H. For.. 2nd Lieut
A. A. Waldhaus
Draftsman
2nd Lieut
"W. Meredith
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in aovernment service

ody.

_. J. McGrail
B. Roach

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps

Ry.
Ry.
Ry.
Ry.

Military

Off.
Asst.
Asst.

J.

S. .'\rmy

Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.

Position

.Supt

C.
G.

Guard

Field Artillery
Field .\rtillery

Peterson

C.
L.

.\.

St.

1

Received Commi

Railroad
Position

Name

R.R. Off. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps

Railroad

M.

Climo

N. Wildish
D. Farrington
O. Wilkinson

Haines
Breed

.

Army

Nat'l

Who

CiFFicEBS

Navy

S.

Kn

Sunt

MacLaran.

E.

\\l

U.

.Nat'l

& Quincy

Chicago, Burlington
FFICER

.

&

Chicago. Milwaukee

Service
U. 3. Army
France
Infantry

.Instrumentman

Jr

Bradstreet

D.
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ot

.

Russ. Ry. Corps
Infantry
Infantry
5th Engrs.
Russ. Ry. Corps
Infantrv
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
U S. A.
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Ri
Corps

.

January
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4.

UjilrMd
PMllioa

Nama
'm

Kutiield

G.

H

Soirnton

vert

.

\,.

\ inllrrMr.
S.
rlrr f,.|.rlm,l ,.
\

A

•cJ

r

.lri>„.l.r.
-.

Air

!

.

i

CumbcfUnd V«Uey
.

. ,

,

I

ll.>in...n
|-il.-k-rl4l,l

F.

.

^<-i ,.iu.l

'

.

I

J.1

Kifll

S

\i

II

,

R«ak
I.irut
,l'r.ii

.

Pricr.

s

Miliurjr

....{
II
l-.irrnuin
. ^l-*'hini*(

.

..nt.

1

W

I;.,..

ikT.

i;

'

M

flwiB

f

-M.i,!,,

••

.'"11^..

liicw*

NV

who 'r.rivc.l
who rccri^r
cmploymi

ilh.-m

'

inployrra
Niimlicr of

I

Voul numb«r

\

'.'iMmcctin^

rmiiloycrt

t>f

ui

Chicago. Terre Haute

ft

„
''rriitx ,„
\Vii'> Rrilivtii
K.llf.i.l
N.iii.-

I'

V

Link

A

I^lh
I

.111

I

...

'.

'^

'

lU^iui,

•

-»•,

•

•

Srm.

Captain
l.irm

I«i

'IMI l..vr.-.

K">TTinif.i.

,1.

Who

'•

..-rii.-,-

& Western

Cincinnati. Indianapolis
I'rriitas

UeUware &....
Hudson

Southeastern
i>umi<>i<jn>

Rank

-iupt

\>-'

.1

'

Military

11

>upi
.l.iml--.

.Itatr^
ici

lovernmrnt

in

RErcivao f nMHTsii-)-!.
I

Railroad

MiliUry

Position

Rank

Stmtc

imM

Branch

—tirv
Moore
>
.^nil Lieut
Officer* who rr»-.-i\.-.l rommisaiont
Number of cmploio- toluntccring or draltcU
Total number of ri,i|.|..v... in k">vci iimrui -rrM
C.

^^

..(

^^

Servlcr
0- M. Corp*

.

I

51
•

5

Cincinnati Northern
.,
„
Railroad

Position

„
^
Itraneh

,,.,.

.

Mame
tthur

Military

Rank

.

The

.

.

.

Delaware. Lackawanna

,

Who

'">rP(CKBS

^

'

Kwriji>

.

\
,

Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago

ft

We»tern

.it

>rrvi,-.-

^oundhou«c Man..Is1 Lieut. ..
Kmployecs who received commission*
Niirnher of employee. vohnitcerinK or .!rafl.-.l
Tot,l number .f rmpl,.>oe5 in gov crnmrnl
Bcrtbold.

U
p

"

>

,

.

,

/wt»*t->»»

'

.
.

KuIk-mI

&

St.

Louis

"*'"^^„
Numoer

Keceivcd Commission*

.

Total nuin

r

.

Railroad
Position

N.imc
R Markle
F Hinehnian

.

T.
C.

Kinusley

\'.

l'l<ffcrt

W„o

^yman

Frt.

.T.

Iflur.s

i

laptani

-tor

Lieut
Lieut

?t.rt

Tir-it

EI Paso
iipn.tki

>

&

Colorado
rs< Wii..

lU:.

Southern

EivKO toMMiisi
Military

Railroad

Na
Willia.
Office r-

Nnm(»-r
Total n

Colorado.
Twal

I.,iral>-

.I

Wyoming

..nI.|..^..•.

!>

b..\

ft

Eastern

.mnic)'!

.-

Colorado Midland
Name

Wood
Numblrr'ot

''-im.i..v.

To<al number of employe-

>

n

ui>-. ^

rnmc-.-

"-rv.--

Copper River & Northwestern
TiXai niimb.-r

if

rraploiec.

Cripple Cre^'k
Total

niimbe

'<:\

n

\orninrnC •er*!

* Colorado

\\

ii

4 aouinwcMern
Ui.

im

at.

I

"MMi.*!****

.......

.

«'.

:.

rmitlot*

..

2n(l

I<i

...

rtnpt..,.

R.
-if

Ut Ljeul.
-trps

Fmpl.n..-

..f

DctTOit
>

,,.Mi„
I'lpiatn

.

Pe-ipaichcr
X^ent

Derrick

,i-

Q. M. R. C.
r. S. Army

Rece.veo Coum,sm.,s,

Aki

.

,

Scnrjce

.

ir.iv.

E. Trotter.
farlcY Maftuire
ay C- Norton

Branch of

Rank

Com. Art
Captain
EnifT. M. of W.. 1st Lieui
F.Me,.,vEr.

t

Military

'

Serines

..
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T.

Branch of

Military

K.iilroad

Name
Thomas

Rank

Position

fi'"!
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted.
Total number of employees in government service

Tnt.il

U. S.

I65tli

H

C.H.K." Riley
Walter W. Linzel
W. A. Frazer

II.
Q. ^r
r.

Escanaba

& Lake

Corps

Dodge, Des Moines
Wl

Offi. iRS

Branch

Rank

of

Nami
Bent.

Military

Branch of

Position

Rank

Service

Rank

Se

Insp.

Vandersluis. .Sig.

.U.
.U.
.U.
.U.

Reserves
Reserves
Reserves
Reserves

S.
S.
S.
S.

"A.

W. Moore
W. Whaler

S.

M. Sherman

Chief

M.

Farrin

G. Bryan

"C.

F.

C.

Florida

Jump
Fauntz

in

government service...

Georgia, Florida

Who

Officeks

Officers

who

Branch o

Military

Railroad
Position

Name
W. W. Wright

& Alabama

Received Commissions

Rani

Service
Infantry

Lieut

Asst. Div. Coun..lst
received commissions

E.

R.

of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

Georgia Southern & Florida
r^MPLovEES Who Received Commiss
Railroad
Position

Name
W. White

Com.

R. Dickinson
J. M. Cutler, Jr

Sol.

1.

t.

.

.Civil
.\sst.

.Asst.

E.

W.

Branch of

Military

Service
.

1

.

.

Who
Engr

Clerk
Tariff
Tariff

Major

Insp
Insp

Captain
1st Lieut
1st Lieut

t.

Man
Engr

Rodman

Wm.

Ist
1st
1st
1st

Inspect
nd
B. Upton
2nd
Rav. C. Kellerm3n..Draftsn
Clerk
2nd
Bernard P. Hoey
Draftsman
Bovnton
Robert
2nd
W. T. Middlebrook..Trav. Frt. Agt.. 2nd
Clerk
2nd
Lyic D. Tucker.,
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commisions

Great Bay

Li.

t

J8th

Li

t

I".

U.

Lieut

Lieu
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

number

of emplo

Insp

P.Idg.

Computer

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
.

International

Who

Officers

R. Engrs.
Corps

C.

Infantry
Infantry
O. M. Corps

D".

Dinkins
Pinkerton.

.

.

Gen.
.Com.

& Western

.

.,

.

,

&

^

,

55
1,857
1,916

Great Northern

Received Commissions

.^gt.
-.Agt.

•

O.

.

-

S. R. Ensrs;

V. S.
O. >I.

...

.:

Tntnl HMinher of employees in government^'service

Ry.
S.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
Lieut

Officers

M. Corps

..-.:.

-...

'

'6'
17

Employees

W. King

T.

Geo. B. Fuller
Chas. R. Stewart
Harry V. Fletcher
I

II.

Who

M. Corps

.G.

M.' Dej>t.

Brakeman

.-.".. 0.
M. Corps
Captain
Captain ...:.,... .O. M'. Corps
Infantry
Captain

Draftsman

1st

Div. Frt. Agt
Ch. Tr. And
...

.O.

Received. Commissions

Lieut^

R. Dallam
Sol. Frt. Airt
1st Lieut
B. Brown
Secv. to G. M....2nd Lieut
F. Hoffmaster, Jr.Clerk
2nd Lieut

ouis

n.

Total

Bullard

Engrs.
Engrs.
R. Engrs.

Li

1st Lieut.,
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
... .1st t.ieut
Ist Lieut

0. H. Wainscott
Clerk
Dr. John S. Mc.\tee. Dist. Surgeon
Dr. E. G. Thompson. Dist. Surgeon ... .Lieut
Dr. M. Etherton
Dist. Surgeon .... Lieut
2nd Lieut
J. A. Hitton. ...... .Engine For
2nd Lieut
C. F. Kratz.
..-Timekeeper
2nd Lieut
H. S. Goldman. .....Draftsman
F. L. Phipps
Draftsman •...r..2nd Lieut^.2nd Lieut
E. M. Bandii
Draftsmanr. Van Gundy
2nd Lieut
Draftsman
T. W. Kern, Jr
Gen. Foreman .... 2nd Lieut
S. B. Christopher. ..Resident Engr...2iid Lieut
L. S. Dillon. ........ .Masonry Insp.... 2nd Lieut
W, J. Apperson
Masonry Insp. ...2nd Lieut
E. B. Styles. ....... Masonry Insp. ...2nd Lieut
L. W. Warf el ....... Computer
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
T. E. Donker. ....-... Car Repairer
2nd Lieut
And
T. R. Blanchflower. ..Travel.
1.
D. McGee... ...'.. Claim Agent
2nd Lieut
W. B. Livingston.". ..Claim .\gent
2nd Lieut
Geo. S. Michiirard..-. Clerk
..2nd Lieut. ......

Field Artille

Lieut

Lieut.

Roll

B. Meisenhelder..

Infant
.Infantry

1st Lieut.
,.lst

;.

M. Corps
Russian Ry. Corp.
U. S. Engrs.
Infantry

Q.

Supt. Tel. .Major

Walter L. Lewis
Franklin O. Rose.
W. C. Sadler
Walter K. Tannei
Vincent Syliaasen

.

Received Commissions

Engr

Stone

Rank

R.

._

.Capta"

.Asst.

Cox

.\.

W.

.

.

Foreman
Brakeman
1st
Engr
1st
\sst.
Encr
1st
Draftsman
1st
Draftsman
Draftsman ....:. 1st
1st
Draftsman
Draftsman
1st

Gen.
.

Stephenson

Clabby

Rus. Ry. Corps
G. H. Emersoi
Colonel
Rus. Ry. Corps
G. S. Stewart.
.Snpt. of M.
Colonel ..Rus. Rv. Corps
R. D. Hawkii
Supt.
str. .Majo
....Q. M. b. R. C.
E. B. Morden
Gen.
Agt
2nd
Li,
Ry. Engrs.
J. H. Carroll, Jr....
Capta'
Mast. Mech
....Rus. Ry. Corps
J. C. Benson

Employees

J.

T.

Great Northern
Who

Millard A. Butler..
J. A. McGlogan
Walter J. Bennett..
F. A. Dupuis
Fortier
Solon
La

K.

A. C.

iCERS

Name

King

F.
E.

Agt

Railroad
Position
Jen. Mgr.
._ien. Supt.

.\.

Military

Captain
1st Lieut
City Ticket Agt. .2nd Lieut....
lujiployees who received commissions
.Vumber of employees volunteering or drafted.
Total number of employees in government serv
.Agt
Frt.

Captain
Captain
Captain

Captain
..Captain
..Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Draftsman .Captain
Captain
Surgeon
Captain
Surgeon
.Capta
Surgeon.
.Captain
Surgeon.
.Captain
Surgeon.

W. Romberger. ..Timekeeper
Clerk-Supr.
W. Sanders

F. P. Nash
R. F. Dusenberry
G. M. Anderton.

Number

Major
.

Received Commission

)i5t.
Dr. H. Luten
Dr. J. W. Barksdale.Dist.
Dr. I. L. Parsons. .. Dist.
Dr. F. T. Fort
Dist.
Dr. L. A. Ensminger.Dist.
Dr. J. P. Lord
Dist. Surgeon.
Yd. Master
Geo. T. Sheehan
O. B. Quin
Timekeeper
I

Total number of employees

Who

Brakeman
\s5t. Engr
\sst. Engr
.\sst. Engr
.\5St. Engr
.\sst. Engr
\sst. Engr

Varnado

P.
C.

F.
S.
T.

.U. S. Reserves

W

Supt

Eng

Dr. Battle Malone. ..Div. Surgeon ... .Major
Dist. Surgeon
Major
Ur. J. I. Robert
Captain
t;. Wildes
.\aent
Gen. Y'dmaster. .Captain
W. H. Wilson
Captain
R. L. Montgomery. ..\gent

f.

&

Military

Employees

Railroad

Commissions

i\'ED

Position
f

W. M.

Georgia Railroad
Employees Who Received Comm

Re

5

System

Railroad

Term.

M. Walsh

I.

Georgia

Who

Officers

Service

Trav. Tariff Insp. Captain ...
A. D. Nicholson
Lieutenant
.Clerk
G. C. McKinley
Lieutenant
Agent
F. S. Kagle...
Secy, to G. F. A.. Lieutenant
A. J. Eindewald
Lieutenant
...Clerk
R. K. Jeter
W. M. Robinson, Jr..Asst. Val. Engr. .Lieutenant
Employees who received commissions

67

& Western

Illinois Central

Engr. Corps
Captain-Adj
1
Officers who received commissions
17
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
IS
Total number of employees in government service

Name

Northern

Total luimlier of employees in government service

Southern

Supt

Carson

Texas

Gulf,

Military

Railroad
Position

Name

ser

&

&

Total number of employees in government service

Commission

Rece

Easterii

Received Ccmmissioxs
•

Superior

government

.

40

Branch of
.Military
Railroad
Service
Rank
Position
Name
::::E. O. R. C.
Land Appraiser. .2nd Lieut
R. Woods
National
Gua
-Lieut.
\dj.
...;.:.
E. Lindgren. ..Clerk
2
Employees who received commissions.
317
Number of emplovees volunteering or drafted
319
Total number of 'employees in government service

4
-1.349
1,375

Indianapolis

in

&

Elgin, Joliet

Who

.,

government service

in

Gulf, Mobile

&

number of employees

Ft.

employees

Emi'Luvees

of employees

number

Evansville
Total

iiumi.er of

r-

Chas. M. Colver
Vincent B. Moore

Total

& Alabama

Gulf, Florida

Service

2nd Lieut

Jackson

Vol. 64, No.

:... Infantry

O. M. Corps
Q. M. Corps

1

.

January

4.
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RAILWAY AGE

1918

Kanawha &

Michi|^an

Kansas City Northwestern

Kansas City Southern

Lake Erie & Western
I

>ll>..W>^

\S IIU

UcttlVllu

ioUMIMIuKI
of
Service

Iltancli

F.

l:,

II.

II

SpfniT,

A.

W

I.Miiilrv

R.

II

Kdwardj

l.u.n

<

.

SliaJIiiii;

.

I'.

Hy.

i-«.

I

I

.,,„„hrr

Airc'ft

II

,n

^

Long

Who

EuFLOYEis
Frank

Foster.

II.

..

W. Mark

Jolin

Harr>

KJwa
loliii

S.

\m. Red Crou
Am!
Received CoHMiuiONi
Special

Maine Central
Fr.

.Gen.

I'oremaii of
SubKtationtt . . .Lieutenant
Subst. Sys. Ope ..Captain ...

I

tion Dcpt
Jr. Flee. In-pr.t.'i

J. Kiely,
.M.
1

>1

1

Branch of
Service
Engr. Corpi
O. R. C.

Rank
Colonel

jcn. Auditor

A. B. Bicrck

,U

1

Military

Mgr

Gen.

a.

Island

Position

McCrca

-

1.

Ucceivcu CouuiisioNS

Railroad

Nunc
A.

L
Hr.

& New England

Who

UrFiccas

Art.

4

rllipl.-vrr,

,.(

Lehigh

J.

orpi

K

ll|M

Irl

Employee* viho receive
N\iml»*T of employee* \
I..,..

/-I

Curpi

'ition

'

"

iirii.^iii

I

.

-I

Captain
.

..I.kui.h,,

iliiv.

Nunit
Total

Los Angeles
iJfurtRs

Who

Railroad
Position

Name
Guy Cochran.

..

.Ch.

W

I.

M

•;n:.m.l

I.
11.

I

^\'.

t.
S.

I.

W.

;

-.11

'hi;.
lew.:;
Iluiiitr

Howell

G.

I.

i;

Rawn

Salt

Lake

Who

Military

Branch of

Rank

Service

Manistee

Michigan Central

Received Commissiom

Clerk

Ut

Engr.
Asst. Engr.
Instman
Clerk

1st
1st

.'\s9t.

Ut
2nd
2nd

Oeik
In«man

2n.|

Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut

S.
S.
S.
S.

I

S.

I

.^.

!

S

Array

Army
Army
Army
Army
Array
.Army

Bnwkvf

N'am

Raymond K

...

Georte

tf*.

ii

1

Louisiana & Arkansas
Who KEitntD C\.mjiission5

<>rrtCEii.<

Name
R.

P.

.Mbaugh

Position
Railroad
Supt

EsirtOYEES
H. Whitr

\,,

N'ame
11.
\

Service
I

Who

Woo

& North West

Mi(U)Cd(>v.

Re<-£HEO CoMMItSIOXt
Miliury

Position

Rank

I

S. Ford
Clerk
Capt..
In 1
O. Ford
Oerk
Employees who received commi**ion».
Number of employees volunteeriiij; r.r .iiitieJ.
Total number of employees in government service.

nber of employee*

Enrrt.

N

Railroad

Louisiana Railway

Ry.

.

Louisiana
EiirLovEEs

Branch of

Military
Rnntc

V„,.r

&

Navigation

& North-EaMcm

Navy

Lieutenant

Surgeon

EuPLoYEBS

&

Keceim:d Cumuissions

Corp*
1

Company

W.
C.

B.
E.

Wm

Ito

M"i

Piar.-:

F. M.
C. A-

Robrio
Bawr..

"t*#j;

N

RAILWAY AGE

30
Railroad
Position

Xarae

F
W.

S.
C.

Patton

T

J

Bowan
Stimm

E. J.
Bert Williams

Service

Line Repairer

..

Who

Railroad
Position

Name
W.

Branch of
Service
Infantry

C.
B.

Meek

Lieut

Woolsev

.

Service
20th Engr.

Captain

W.

Major

Frt.
Asst.

E.

M

New

Infantry
R. C.

Rank

Service

D.
D.

Name
W. Smith

Asst.
Asst.
Asst.

T

C.
C.

Beerboiyer

Co A

Engr
Engr
Engr

Captain
Captain
1st Lieut

1st Lieut
Captain
Asst. Engr
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Employees who received commissions
-Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

A. Clark

New

York, Chicago
Who Rec:ei\ed

Officers

Name
H. N. Williams

C

E.

Denney

Asst.

to

D.

R W.
T.

L.

Burdick
Parkhurst

.Xsst.

Asst.

&

St.

Service
E. O. R. C.
Q. M. R. C.
E. O. R. C.
E. O. R. C.
E. O. R. C.
E. O. R. C.
6

4,972
4,978

Louis

Commissions
Branch of

Military

Railroad
Position

Supt

Employees
R.

Branch of

Clerk

H. Roper
K. Koppes

Rank

Service

Captain

16th U. S. Engrs.
Q.M. Corps, Washington, D. C.

Pres

Who

Jingr
Engr

Received Commissions
1st
1st

Lieut
Lieut

Coast Artillery
O. T. S. Ft. Leav-

enworth
O.
Rodman
2nd Lieut
who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted.
Total number of employees in government service

Bate

Officers

R.

Spl.

C.

Massei
J.

W.

Joyner
E. Lewis

& Western

Lieut.

Lieut

Branch of
Service
C. A C. Res. Co' PS
C. A. C. Res. Co'ps
2

126
128

C.
2
3

171

176

Military

Rank

Rep

St.

Minton

Conductor
Engr. Tests

Furnace

White

T. Davant
L. G. Figgatt
T. B. Powers
1.

L.
R.

Elec.

B.
P.

Rpm

Reprm

Clerk

Brakeman

D. Brent
H. Cooke, Jr
H. Philhower

B.
F.

Major
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut

Pilot

J.

t'oniputer
A. G. Atty

Condr
Med. Exmnr
Med. Exmnr
Levelman
Yd.

McClure
Sutherland

Wiener

Baldwin
Walter Budwell

Spl.

S. T. Moore
Tos. E. Moore

Claim

G.

Lie

Received Commissions

Draftsman
Timekeeper

Carter

C.

E.

(Incomplete)

Rank

Position

A.
H.

W. M.

Central Railroad

Military

Name
Cardwell

Edw.

^

R H. Erwin

Engrs.
A.
A.
1

Rank

Wi

0. L.

Branch of

Re

S,
S.

25
1,420
1.446

Military
1st
1st

Railroad
D.

.

Who

U.
U.

Norfolk & Western
Who Received Commissions

E.

Military

Army
Lieutenant
Fireman
Lieutenant
U. S. Reserves
.Asst. Engr
2
Employees who received commissions
28
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service..

Railroad
Position

14th

i_>fFicERS

Branch of

W. Vaughn

i.ovEES

Med. Corps

Commissions

Employees who received commissions
of employees volunteering or drafted
Tolal number of "employees in government service

Military

New York

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

Number

Orleans Great Northern
Employees Who Received Commissions

Tos

York, Ontario
Who Received

Computer

Brown

R.

B.

New

Herbert H. Lester.

2nd
2nd

.Draftsman

C. Carpenter.

Harrv

Crawford.... Supr

Name

Engr

Railroad
Position

Name

.O.

Received Commissions

Railroad
Position

.2nd

Employees

'"

Clemmer

L.

.

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of emplovees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

V,''Infantry

Service
Rank
Engr. Reserve
Captain
Engr. Reserve
Captain
Transitraan
2
Employees who received commissions
24
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
26
Total number of employees in government service

Name

H.

.2nd

Conductor.

Draftsman

Monongahela
Who

Mt'y

-Asst.

A. Reynolds
A. Walsten

C.

20th Engrs.
Engrs. Reserve
Ord. Dept.
I"'?"U^'
20th Engrs.

.

Railroad
Position

1st

Officers

Captain
Val. Engr
Captain
Clerk
Vester T. Thompson. Secy, to V. P.. .Capt.Adj
1st Lieut
Val.
Dept
Jihnston
J. V.
1st Lieut
Clerk
"T.
T. Morre
1st Lieut
A. P. Reasonover....Clerk
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Ernest H. Buck
....2nd Lieut....
Qerk
R. E. Williams
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted..
Total number of employees in government ^er

i-oYEES

..1st

Chainman

W. W. Meyer
Alvah W. Race

Received Commissions

L M Pill
F.E.Dubois

En

1st

Engr..

.Resident

E. O. R. C.
E. R. O. T. C.
Q. M. C.
14tb Engrs.
14th Engrs.
Sig. Corps
Signal Corps
f. O. R. C.
V. S. A.
V. S. A.
U. S. A.
V. S. A.
Sig. Corps
V. S. N. Res.
Engrs.
1 4th
T. S. A.
14th Engrs.
14th Engrs.
14th Engrs.
U. S. A.
OrdS. A.
I'.

Depi.

Sank

Engr

.

Computer

.

Position

Val.

Finnell

Yd. Mast.
Dftsman.. Captain

Gen.

Struct.

.

'6

80

Branch of

Engr

Major
Captain
.Captain
Captain
.Captain

.

Engr

.Res.

.Ordnance

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Ist Lieut
Inspector
,.Gen. For. Mason. 1st Lieut
J. Haggertv
1st Lieut
Res. Engr
H. J. Lathrara
1st Lieut
Earl L. Montgonierv. Stenographer
Lieutenant
Engr
Asst.
F. Clement
Asst. Engr
2nd Lieut
C A. Asher
Engf.
Lieut
Asst.
2nd
J. B Bell
Road Foreman. .2nd Lieut
C M. Burr
.^s5t.
Engr
2nd Lieut
E. O. Carlson
A Cunningham. .Ch. Ck. Pas. Asst.2nd Lieut
T
.Asst. For. Shops. 2nd Lieut
Fleming
J.
Stenographer ....2nd Lieut
Raymond FIvnn

_4

Military

Who

.

Watson

A. Connel, Tr
George. B. Taylor.
W. Belcher
A. B. Cole

Railroad

Bridge

L.

.

Received Commissions

E. Hanson
R. HebblethwaitcSolic. Pass. ,\gt

Louis deB. Lovett.
Frank E Paten

Mobile & Ohio
Who Received Commissions

Employees

H. Austin

Who

Engr
Engr

Asst.
Asst.

Tiranch of
Service
Dept.

Rank
Captain

M

2nd Lieut
Pittman
2nd Lieut
Hennessey
Employees who received commissions.
or drafted.
volunteering
Number of employees
Total number of employees in government service

Name

Lavvton

J

Rank
I-ieut

Officehs

J.

H.

Military

McGinnis

F.

T.

F.

460
4/4

Received Co.mmissioss

V.

M.

R.

Hartford

Military

Engr

Elec.

1

C

ved

Position

Kearny

J.

Kmiloyees
2
12

& Texas

Missouri, Kansas

Re

Railroad

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of emplovecs volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

E.
R.

New Haven &

York,

Name
P.

Officers

E-Mi-LovEES

New

Who

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
.2nd Lieut

Desp
Desp

Tr.
Tr.

Branch of

Rank
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

Machinist
Engineer

Praiss

Military

Jnd Lieut

R. H. For
Tr, Uesp

A. G. Grecnsclh
G. P. Hinton

Vol. 6«, No.

Lieut.'
Lieut
1st Lieut
1st Lieut

1st

1st

.\gent

Foreman
.'\djstr

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Sta. Master
Lieut
Philbrick
Clerk
Lieut
R- B. Smith, Jr
Blueprinter
V. N. Speece
Lieut
Clerk
2nd Lieut
S. R. Johnston
Rodman
2nd Lieut
A. R. Harvey
N. Gregory
Pilot
2nd Lieut
J.
W. L. Humphrey. .Draftsman
2nd Lieut
C.A.Graves
Despatcher.
.2nd
Lieut
Ch.
W. D. Leach
Tel. Operator
2nd Lieut
Robt. M. Wade
Clerk
2nd Lieut
R. P. Royer
Ch. Clerk to Pres. 2nd Lieut
Sidney F. Small
Sec. to Gen. Mgr.. 2nd Lieut
R. R. Hutton
2nd Lieut
Clerk
C. Leesnitzer
T.
2nd Lieut
Clerk
B. B. McAlister
Clerk
2nd Lieut
C. F. Bryan
2nd Lieut
Brakeman
Transitman
2nd Lieut
J. P. Maloney
H.L.Lindsay
Chainman
2nd Lieut
T. M. Yancey
Levelman
2nd Lieut
C. M. Cabaniss
Clerk
2nd Lieut
Stanley
T. A.
Claim Adj
2nd Lieut
H. E. Wicks
Secv. to AGCA..2nd Lieut
H. F. Wilkerson
Sig. Inspector
2nd Lieut
L. C. Scott
Ticket Clerk
2nd Lieut
H. S. Hudleston
Brakeman
2nd Lieut
Mac Joines
Engineer
2nd Lieut
T. G. Ammen
Clerk
Ensign
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

"A.

W.
W.

Clerk
Yd. Master
Ch. Clerk

H. Tabor
F.
F.

Bond

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

.

.

Coast Artillery
Coast Artillery
Field Artillery
Infantry
Coast Artillery
Infantn'
Infantry
Infantry
Coast Artillery
305th Engrs.
Coast Artillery
Infantry
Medical Corps

Medical Corps
Field Artillerv
Infantry
35th Engrs.
Aviation Corps
Q. M. Dept.
Infantry
Infantry
35th Engrs.
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Infantry
Foreign Engrs.
Engrs.
Russ. Ry. Corps.
Infantry
Signal Corps
Ord. Dept.
Signal Corps
Nat'l

Guard

Infantry
Field Artillery
Field -Artillery
Signal Corps

Infantry
Artillery

Q. M. Dept.
Infantrv
Infantry
Coast Artillery
Cavalry
Infantry
Cavalry

Naval Reserve
1

48
816
865

January

4.

RAILWAY AGK

1918

Norfolk Southern
W

Oil

M.

1

Riilroail
Poiilioii

Stmt

Military
Rjiak

Atloinr,

Bo. lie

Who

EMrLovua

I.irui

.i,,!

Ririivto

<

Clerk
I npu
who rtcci"eil >.-uinini>aioii>.
EnipUiyco who rccciveil commiuion*.

Wil...„

ir

tUlKri-

.

Nuint>rr of rmployveti voltintrrriiii or draiirtl.
Total iMimbrr of cmploycct in goveriimrnt »ri

OrcKonWaahington

Railro.<

atKMi

Northern Pacific
Nar
Nanir
Lantry
Johnion.
t«btri
Colby

T. H.
B. O.
G. F.
D. S.

C

Kailroail

Military

I'uiition

Rank

.

v.r

Ill

ti.

t.
.

Rtciivu Comuiuioki
.M.i

1^"^

C.

A.

'

M

R.

I..

B.

W

l>cM.ii>hcr

Im

.>;iii>crvisur

lai

DcMi.itchcr

I»t

MaKiiar<l

Dcsiatchcr
Ueapatcher

1st
Isl
Ist

Marley
Ilarron

I.

M. .McCabe
Quinn

F.

R.

Ist
l.ieut
Lieut
..Ist
Lieut
..1st
..1st l.,cui
.1st Lieut

.

I.

R

J

Drstiatcher

IlarriRan.
lliEgins. ..
lloag

L.

F.

{.f.
King

I.

f..
S.

1..

C

C.

1.

J.

I.

LeKK
Phelps
.Xndcrs

V

R.

Brown
DuFresne

r.

J.

Challoncr

W.

A. Caldwell
.1.

C.
A.

David

Despatcher
JVspatcher

Putnam

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

M. Niskern

Paxlon
Stonebent
C. L. Terry
Frank Vickers
H. C. Webster
.Andrew .Alexander
W. H Glover
Thos. Hatton
W. H. Happ
T.
Hesser
.\.

A.

W

F..

F.

Geo.
R.
:s

T

Lunn
E.

officers

who received

r<>ri»
.1

,,rpt

Rum. Ry

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

Ry. Corps
Rii«t. Rv. Corps
.'5th Infantry
<Ki Reserve
\r>nv

Corps

Rust.

l.icut

Lieut

Vrmy

l.ieut
l.ieut

\rniy
.

Corps
Corps

..\viation

O.

\f.

Army
Anr.v

Armv
6

-

^?
l,5*r

\

1.6.'fl

Northwestern Pacific
Who RtcEivtr ovMissiom
(

F.MrLnvttii
C. E. F.

D.

C.

Branch of

Military

Rank

Service

Hth Ry. Enirs

M.i)or

Who

Rec«ivui Cohmiuioki

Bridge Foreman. .1st Lieut

Merest

Creighton

l>r.i(tM>,.in

..

:

I

leui

who rrrEmployees who

Officers

:

Oregon Short Line
EuFUjyars

Who

R.idr.ia.!

\ame
Albert H. Ingold
Hal B Thompson

R M Derham

Pos.iion

Oerk
Qerk
Stenographer

Ri

Company
IvMMiwioat
\lilitarr

!::.r-

H

Lino

The Pennsylvania Railroad (Line* Eaai)
RaUroad

Lieut

Number of emplo>c»:^
number of empl'.v,

Railroad

Ktfli.ii.

Corpt
(

Lieut

Lieut

Lieut

Total

Position
Name
Joseph W. Williuna.Ch. Zngr

Rallraad

Army

Lieut.

OrnrtBs

Railroad
»,,

Artillery

c'<m'"i«"'-r-

Employees who receivcl

E

W

Fngrs.
Array

2nd l.ieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut

Blanchctte

H. Milne
Nortner
Robbers

E.
r.

.Vamr
Ralpll

Ru»a. Ry. Corpt
Russ. Ry. Corpa
Russ. Ry. Corps
Rum. Rv. Corpt
Russ. Ry. Corps
Ruas. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Rv. Corpt

Pr.v. :nd Lieut

Panama

Army

Lieut
Lieut
2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut

Despatcher

Vostlc

\

ortiriat

Ross. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps

2nil

H. Haiz.ird
F. S. Hirsch
F.
I-

FicH

2nH

G.

I.

(II

A

Kngrs.
.\rmy

Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant
Lieutenant

Cannon

.^.

W

Wm. B
Arthur

Army

Ut

Kenrick

A.

Ueut

Lieut
Lieut
Ist
Lieut
Ist
Lieut
Ist Lieut
Lieuten.lnt

J.

H.

Lieut

.1st
1st
1st
Ist

S. MontKomcfT
Sweeney
M. Gaull

M.

Alan

Cm..

Cori»
Cori«
Corto
Corp*
Ru».. Ry. Corpa
Ru». Ry. Coriw
Rum. Rv. Cirna
Sinial Corp>
SiRnil Corpt
Rn»
Ry. Corpa
RunK.
Corpa
Ru»
Corpa

Ry.

Rut..
Rust.
Russ.
Run Rv.
Rust. Ry.
Russ. Rv.

,

C.

B.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

Isl
Ist

Durkin.

Michael

Ruu

Ku». Ky
Rui» Rv
Kux. Ry
Ruw. Ry.

l.icut
l.icut
l.ieut
l-icut
l.ieut

Ist

Reterve

..Army
..Army
..2nilEnfr>.

Ut Ueut

lirM..i.lier
.l>rM..l.lirr

Leo

U

E.

C.i|ii.,ii,

llooil

H. Grant
E.

I.

P.

Siiinal Car|i>

.

OH.
,

C.

.

'

Ill

1..

H. R. 1m
Geo. F. Ki „;
--Miiith
Franci»
A. J. larr
Farn.»..ilh
If. A

H.

s

.M.u,..

Wuo

EurLoviu

T.

W.

M M.

l-ir«t fol.

Supt

Mclioiul.l

II

1

H

D.

Cart

W. Fee
W. Showaller.

E.

O.

Tho.
Ilraiuh uf
Service

18th

Fngr

Rjr.

nir

Eoyra
Rr.

w

PoMttoa
\\

<•

M

H

(

H

W
<•

1'

II
^.

Ar III

B
(v
1..

k

K

\

r

!,,,

Co

.

....
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Rank
Kank

Position

.

.

.

.

.
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..

.

..112th U. S. Inf.
U't Br., 28th Div.
..Ifngrs. O. R. C.
19th Ry. Engrs.
Ord. Dpt., U.S.A.
.

.

.

.

C, U.S.A.

.Med.
'?''',

^r?'

o

?^^i

113th U. S. Inf.
Med. O. R. C.
413th Teleg. Bat.
33th Ry. Engrs.
}-"S"- O- ^- 5V. S. Engrs. C.
21st Ry. Engrs.
313th U. S. InL
Q. M. Corps
Engrs. O. R.C.
115th U.S. Inf.
Aviation Corps
114th U. S. Inf.
413th Teleg. Bat.
21st Ry. Engrs.
lOIst U. S. Cav.
413th Teleg. Bat.
L. S. Avia. Corps
103rd Am. Tram
19th Ry. Engrs.
21st Ry. Engrs.
1st U.S. Aero Sq.
109th U. S. Inf.
413th Teleg. Bat.

Ord. Dpt., U.S.A.
% Dir. G. Rys. Fr.
15th Ry. Engrs.
2 1st Ry. Engrs.
S. Med. R. C.
UOth U. S. Inf.

.

.

.

Rank

Position
.Clerk

2iid

.Mach. Helper

2nd Lieut.

.Brakeman
Icierk

.

Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.

2iid

.

2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd
2nd

....'.'.'.'

W.

Off.

.Stenographer
Lincoln Paul
Chas. W. Peckwo th. Clerk
Clerk
A. W. Penrose
U. S. Navy
Lieut
.Asst. Med.
Potter
T. E.
Lieut
.311th U. S. Inf
Apprentice
L S. Richards
.Off. Res. Corps
Blight S. Robinson.. Sig. Apprentice. .2nd Lieut
."
.".. .Clerk
110th U. S. InL
2nd Lieut
"
Ross"""".".
"
J
104th U. S. Engrs.
2nd Lieut
Rodman
H. Schlott
61st U. S. Inf.
2nd Lieut
S H. .Attdt
F. S. Schmitt
314th U. S. InL
Car Repairman.. .2nd Lieut
H. R. D. Schwenk
Off. Res. Corps
2nd Lieut
Clerk
E. S. Shaw
19th Ry. Engrs.
Spec. Apprentice.. 2nd Lieut
T. G. Sheaffer
Off. Res. Corps
2nd Lieut
Cleik
H. W. Shoemaker.
109th LT. S. Inf.
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Herman Sloan ...
Off. Res. Corps
2nd Lieut
Clerk
F. G. S
V. S. Mar. Corps
2nd Lieut
Rodman
Somerville
Off. Res. Corps
Draughtsman ....2nd Lieut
Geo O Tilghman
V. S. Avia. Corps
Clerk
2nd Lieut
H. E Walberg
28th Div. M. Pol.
2nd Lieut
Capt. Police
J T Ward
304th
2nd
Lieut
U. S. Engrs.
Rodman
Weiss
Charles
Off.
Res. Corps
.Tracer
2nd
Lieut
K. S Whittemore. ..
U. S. Mar. Corps
Clerk
2nd Lieut
Chas. S. Wilcox
2nd Lieut
Q. M. Corps
Marshall S. Wilson .Conductor
303rd U. S. Engrs.
Rodman
2nd Lieut
Geo L. Winslow
110th U. S. InL
Special Agent ...2nd Lieut
P. J. Sweeney
Commander. Mine Sweep. Div.
Jr.
Louis L. Derickson. .Tug Captain
Ensign
U. S. Navy
R. E. Ben
Jr
Pay Corps, lU.S.N.
Ensign
Conover..'
A-ilbu r H.
"
"
Ex. Agent
Ensign
Corps, U.S.N.
1.
Donatelli
H
Ex. Gateraan
.Ensign
S. Navv
M. P, Grady
M. P. Inspector. .Ensign
S. Navy
hK Sellman
Ensign
S. Navy
Heni M. Snvder. Tr..lRodman
Inspector
Ensign
Navy
M. S penser, Tr
Clerk
Ensign
enn C. Stroh
^..V. S. Navy
commissions.
Officers who received
rec
.

.

.
.

'

;

.

.

.

.

1

Employees who

L'.

19th Ry. Engrs.
U. S. Sig. Corps
109th
S. Inf.
19th Ry. Engrs.
Ord. Dpt., U.S.A.
U. S. Inf.

The Pennsylvania Railroad Company Lines West

lOth LT.S. .A'ro Sq.
Ct. Df. Res.
112th U. S. Inf.
I9th Ry. Engrs.
19th Ry. Engrs.

Xav.

lllth U. S. Inf.
115th U. S. Inf.
114th U. S. Inf.
21st Ry. Engrs.

U.
Off.

S.

Armv

Res.

Corps

315th U. S. Inf.
413th Teleg. Bat.
Off. Res. Corps.
115th U. S. Inf.
F.ngrs. O. R. C.
19th Ry. Engrs.
7th U. S. Inf.
28th Div. M. Pol.
35th Ry. Fngrs.
O. M. Corps.
O. M. Corps
10th U. S. Engrs.
(Frsty.)
112th U. S. Inf.
lllth U. S. Inf.
Off. Res. Corps
Off. Res. Corps
3I6fh U. S. Inf.
301st U.S. Engrs.
15th Rv. Engrs.
O. M. Corps
r9th Ry. Engrs.
Off. Res. Corps
O. M. Corps
I'Olst U. S. Cav.
Engrs. O. R. C.
101st U. S. Cav.

of

Pittsburgh

U

Car Repairman. .2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
Wm. R. Cummings. .Flagman
M. P. Inspector. .2nd Lieut
K. N; Davis
Clerk
2nd Lieut
Warner Doran
2nd Lieut
Chairman
D. J. Dougherty
Transitman
2nd Lieut
J. E. Eckstein
Emmons
Chairman
5nd
Lieut
S. E.
2nd Lieut
Edward W. F.rne ... .Examiner
McClure Fahneslock..M. P. Inspector. .2nd Lieut
Draughtsman ....2nd Lieut
Jos. Feasters. Tr
Clerk
2nd Lieut
II. B. Frazier
Clerk
2nd r,ieut
R. A. Frcas
Transitman
2nd Lieut
L. B. Gallagher
Goheen
Clerk
2nd Lieut
B.
John
Special App
2nd Lieut
Chas. M. Greeley
2Ist Rv. Eners.
Chairman
2nd Lieut
304th U.S. Engrs.
R. C. Greenland
Transitman
2nd Lieut
lllth U. S. Inf.
Tas. A, Groff
Clerk
2nd Lieut
Geo. F. Gunning
304th Div. Train
Storekeeper
2nd Lieut
E. D. Hagerty
19th Ry. Engrs.
2nd Lieut. ......311th LT. S. F. A.
Frank T. Hamilton. .Rodman
Apprentice
2nd Lieut
A. C. Hawkins
U. S. Coast Art.
Thos. P. Hawthorne.. Draughtsman
2nd Lieut
O. M. Corps
William S. ITay ward. Stenographer
2nd Lieut
Off. Res. Corps
William G. Homey. .Clerk
2nd Lieut
304th Div. Train
Rodman
2nd Lieut
S. R. Hursh
14th Ry. Engrs.
Clerk
Off. Res. Corps
R. J. Hutchman
2nd Lieut
Rodman
Dean C. Jenkins
2nd Lieut
Engrs. O. R. C.
Usher
Perry A. Jones
2nd Lieut
107th U. S. F. A.
Clerk
2nd Lieut
F. R. tubman
Off. Res. Corps
Oerk
W. T. Kerwin
2nd Lieut
312th U. S. F. A.
Usher
H. E. Leonard
2nd Lieut
lllth U. S Tnf
Rodman
Tnhn L. Lewis
2nd Lifut
Off. Res. Corp^
Clerk
2nd Lieut
A. M. Lightfoot
304th Dv. Trg Cp
Tele. Operator. ...2nd Lieut. ..
E. K. McOoskey
413th Teleg. Bat.
Draughtsman
C. B. McCollough
2nd Lieut
U. S. Avia. Corps
Clerk
IL B. McCormick
2nd Lieut
301st Graves R. S
Draughtsman
Earl W. McKee
2nd Lieut
Engrs. O. R C
Clerk
Tas. S. McKeon
2nd Lieut. ..
315th U. S. Inf
Tohn A. McManus.. .Clerk
2nd Lieut
42nd Div.. T^ S .A
Computer
2nd Lieut
Jas. S. Mathers
304th Div. Tr. St.
Corbin

A. Morris
John V. Murray.
Herman E. Noll..
Chas. D. Northup.
R. H. Nottingham
E.

1

Branch of
Service
lllth U. S. Inf.
Res. Corps
U. S. Field Art.
114th U. S. Inf.
114th U. S. InL
110th U. S. F. A.
Off. Res. Corps
314th U. S. Inf.

Militarj

Railroad

Service
..11 6th U. S. Inf.
..19th Ry. Engrs.
.21st Ry. Engrs.
G. Bat.
1 lUth M.
..U. S. Trans. Ser.
35th Ry. Engrs.
..108th U. S. F. A.

.

.

Vol. 64, No.

Branch of

.Military

Name

Robt. H. Reynolds... Power Plant Engi.CaDiain
...^sst. Mast. Mecb.LaDiain
F. S. Robins
...Asst. R. F. of E.. Lap. lain
Clarence Roberts
Captain
.Shon Hand
David M. Salter.
Caitain
..Clerk
Schuize
John
.Asst. R. F. of E. .Captain
R. M. Smith....
ap.tain
.C
.StenoKrapher
C. S. Stewart...
..Maint. Foreman. .Captain
Archie M. Stiva
Captain
.Clerk
J. W. Thompson.
Captain
..Chief Clerk
Chas. A. Walter
„f E. .Captain
.
E. B. Whitman.
Inspector.. 1st Lieut
Barr
1st Lieut
Asst.
Exam.
Med.
Bloom
Rudolph
1st Lieut
C. G. Boffenmyer.... Inspector
1st Lieut
Clerk
Basil S. Bowles
.Asst. Sled. Exam.lst Lieut
P E-. Deckard
Train Despatcher ..st Lieut
T
G. Dennis
"O. S. Dickson. Jr...SafiLty Inspector. .1st Lieut
Chief Drau'tsman.lst Lieut
Tohn C. Diehl
-Asst. to Div. Eng.lst Lieut
F. H. Dryden
Asst. Foreman. .1st Lieut
H. D. Dravo
Asst. Ind. AKt...lst Lieut
G. E. Fetterman
1st Lieut
William P. Gleason. .Draughtsman
1st Lieut
Rodman
William S. Grace
1st Lieut
F. A. Heywood, Jr.. Clerk
1st Lieut
Clerk
F. W. Horton
1st Lieut
Clerk
A. S. Howard
1st Lieut
Lineman
R J Hunter
1st Lieut
Inspector
J H. Kiesel
Pass. Conductor. .1st Lieut
Chas. A. Kline
Train Despatcher .1st Lieut
E. S. McCorniick
Chas. E. McCiillouRh.Dist. Pass. Solic.lst Lieut
1st Lieut
Clerk
F. Mackev
J.
1st Lieut
Foreman
T. L. Mallani
Asst. Mast. Mech. 1st Lieut
Tames M. Morris
1st Lieut
Xoycs.
.Clerk
Stephen H.
1st Lieut
F. W. Pennvpacker.. Clerk
Train Despatcher. 1st Lieut
T. H. Pinter
\Vm. M. Po:nerov...Frt. Solicitor ...1st Lieut
1st Lieut
Clerk
J. V. Reaph
Asst. Mast. Mech. 1st Lieut
G. J. Richers
Asst. Trainmaster.! St Lieut
J. C. Rill
Asst. Med. Exam.lst Lieut
Wm. R. Rothe
1st Lieut
Inspector
Chas. R. Rowan
Asst. R. F of E..lst Lieut
W. B. Rudd
1st Lieut
Chief Clerk
T. B. Shober
1st Lieut
Clerk
Herman Sloan
1st Lieut
Spec. Anp
C. K. Steins
Foreign Frt. Sol.. 1st Lieut
Paul Tanner
1st Lieut
Frt.
Solicitor
H. M. Taylor
1st Lieut
Rodman
G. L. Tilbrook
Asst. Sta. Master.lst Lieut
A. C. Tollinger
1st Lieut
W. R. Wadsworth. Tr Clerk
1st Lieut
Foreman
William Welch
Motive Pow. Insp.lst Lieut
F. A. Wightraan
Supervisor. .1st Lieut
..\sst.
Robert Woodcock
1st Lieut
Account Clerk
H. C. Wright
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Edgar Anderson
2nd Lieut
Yard Clerk
A. Appleton
T.
2nd Lieut
Collector
E. Barrett
fe.
2nd Lieut
Usher
M. W. Bartlett
2nd Lieut
Clerk
Tos. R. Bingman
Donald S. Bixler
Asst. Inspector ..2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
Clerk
R. A. Bixler
2nd Lieut
Clerk
F. C. Bowersox
.Asst.
Supervisor. 2nd Lieut
P. C. Brewer
C. G. Brown
Spec. Apprentice. .2nd Lieut
2nd Lieut
Edward H. Brown. .Clerk
Pass. Brakeman. .2nd Lieut
F. R. Burgard
2nd Lieut
Foreman
Robert T. Bvron
2nd Lieut
Clerk
T. C. Cavanaugh
2nd Lieut
Stenographer
F. T. Clayton
.Asst. Forester ...2nd Lieut
H. R. Condon

W. M.

.

.

OiFFICERS

Received

Railroad
Position

Name
Harry

Who

Oliver...
Nettelton Neff
C.

.

Ra nk

Service

Capt ain
Capt ain

.Supt

ElapLOYEES

Branch of

Mill tary

.Spec. Agt

.

Commissi ONS

Who

I6th Engrs. Res.

Received Commissions
. Infantry
....Engrs. 0. R. C.
Infantry

.

J.

R.

L. Taylor, Jr...

Haubrick

Chas. C. Caldwell.
N A. Powell

.

.

.Ast. Div.

Engr...Capt ain

.

.Machinst

.

.Janitor

Capt ain
Capt am

Cyrus G. Young... ..Clerk
Captain
.Frt. Solicitor ... .1st Lieut.
Tohn J. Cost
..Pilot Engr
H. A. Hobson
1st Lieut.
...Asst. Engr. Corps. 1st Lieut.
Robert Lloyd
F. C. McFarland... .Draughtsman ... .1st Lieut.
Leonard F. Wood. ..Frt. Engineman. 1st Lieut.
C. A. Sharp
..Tallyman
1st Lieut.
W. J. Pattison.... ...Asst. Engr. Corps. 1st Lieut.
..Mach. Helper ....1st Lieut.
J. B. Mercer
E. H. Meyer
.Asst. Engr. Corps. 1st Lieut.
.

.

.

,

.

.

.

.

.

.

H

H. Munro
0. H. Brandt

.

.Asst.

Engr. Corps.

..Clerk

..Foreman
F. Butler... ..Asst. Engr. Corps.
Matthews.......Despatcher

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Lieut.

.

.

.

Engrs. T. C.

...

,

:

Thirlestane Scott

9th Battalion

Field Artillery

:

.

.

.

...
...
...
.

.

.

.

Field Artillery
.

.

.

.

Infantry
Engr. O. R. C.
10th Ohio

.

.

.

.

308th Engrs.
15th Engr. O.R.C.
Signal Corps
Infantry
21st Engrs.
Signal Off. T. C.

Lieut.
.
Lieut. . .
Lieut.
-A.
C. Bosshardt.. ..Stenographer
Ist Lieut. ...
H. J. Gildey
.Instrumentman
1st Lieut. ...
A. G. Crow
..Asst. Med. Exam.lst Lieut. ...
B. Harris.... ..Clerk
1st Lieut.
L. J. Bowman
..Clerk
2nd Lieut. .. ....Infantry
Chas. R. French... ..Clerk
2nd Lieut. ..
Dean Hodgdon ... .Frt. Solicitor
2nd Lieut. ..
Machine Gun Bat.
Thos. Water*
..Agent
2nd Lieut.
n. M. Corps
Roy G. Thompion. ..Trav. Pass. Agt.. 2nd Lieut. ..
L B. Pearce
.Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut. ..
U. S. Reserves
R. T. Templeton... ..Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
1'. S. Reserves
H. G. Oakes
...Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
r. S. Reserves
Walter Bartol
...Clerk
2nd Lieut. .. ....r. S. Reserves
Carl S. Hoffman... ..Clerk
2nd Lieut. ..
Wm. W. Teichraan. ..Clerk
2nd Lieut.
M. L. Prindle
..Clerk
2nd Lieut.
Infantry
Don C. Minick
..Gang Foreman. .2nd Lieut.
19th Engrs.
Tohn IT. Babbit.... ..Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
Coast .Artillery
Harold T. Miller.. .Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd LieuL ..
15fh Engr.s.
Luther 0. Maier.. ..Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
309th Engrs.
Paul F. Bridges... ..Repairman
2nd Lieut.
Machine Gun Co.
Tos. S. Gillum....; .Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
Leo A. Hock
..Yd. Brakeman... 2nd Lieut. ..
T. H. Merryman.
...Asst. Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
330tb Regt.
.Tr. Despatcher. .2nd T.ieut. ..
Signal Corps Res.
O. W. Mountfort.. ..Br. Pilot Engr. .2nd Lieut. ..
F. H. Derby
.AssL Engr. Corps. 2nd Lieut.
Field Artillery

Chas.
C.

S.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Wm.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Grand Rapids
E. B.

.

&

.

Indiana

Strom
..Clerk
1st Lieut.
Infantry
Employees of Subsidiaries Volunteering OR Dr-afted
Grand Rapid;5 & Indiana Ry. Co
Cincinnati, L ebanon & Northern Ry. Co
Pennsylvania Terminal
Wayneshurg & Washington R. R....
.

Louisville

.

.

.

.

.

3

B:

Wheeling Te
O. R. & W. Rv. Co

2

&

January

1918

4,

RAILWAY AGE

M
St

'"mpltie 101*1 of Thr Penn»ylv«nii

•

tt;>il

Pere Marquette
Wi

I'>^

I't

Railroad

Military

Poiiion

Rank
EaMcrn Am. Major ..
PLovtes Wiio RcctiviD Cuti
.Gen.

F.

M. Rourkc.
.Clerk
R. Whirllry.Clr
Kirt:

W

.

.

Wr.lholl

Wrldon

(

Ir

I

1,-

>

1.

I'amain

&

Philadelphia
w.

Military

Con.Lieut.Col
"ion»

»li"

(lfticrI^

.

Pittsburgh
y.vi

\\

Ru»i. Ry. Corpi
'

1

ring or drafted
govrrnmcnl tervice

& Lake

WadlinKcr.

.'

.'.

i,2g2
1.283

Erie

Savannah

Uk

I

Kailroad
Military
P-«ition
Rank
..Chief Clerk
..
TarilT llureau . .Caitain
In*ii>ection
EnRr..lst l.ieut
r>raiiKhtsman .,*,2nd l.ieut,

Name
J.

llranch of
Service

Rank

I'oiition

Kiic Pi'ck'

.

Number of in
Total nnin'ri

Q. M. O. R. C.
fngrs. O. R. C.
.Fngrt. O. R. C.

.

R.__

Ciamsu
Etnplojces

&

Atlanta

Name
Cram

.

„,
„ Watson

lohn

Reading

Ut.lU

Kailroad

Name
Frederick Jaiperaen.

.

E.

«l.o

Nutnber of rinpio

number

Total

Southern Railway System

of

& Shawmut

Pittsburgh

Who

tiMii-CBs

Name
1'.

Rank

Senrice

Murgan. .Ir.Mcch. Enur
Schmidt
Secretary
Lucore
Suin. Tel. & Sigs

Who

KttrLovEE:!
Z.

Officers

who

number

T. Canircll
B. Parker
G. Jonah
E. Gabriel
T. Brooke

City

!\.T

.Asst.

nra-.

Russ.
...l;o..

. . .

Who

n. .n

R

1'.

[,

H>

nt

•

....

..Illfarl

.

.

In;

1

>

n.r.

,

.:

1

:

r

.

...5th

1

r. C. Brown
1.
L. Dellinger
-•
H. F. McFarland... \ F. D. Nash
lil i K>,.;r|lr.,.ii:hnm.in
K. A. PottH
..( Ir-.
T.
S. Schweillcr.
1

service
Ry. Ser.

MUIS« ON5

'

,

.

Ii--'
\»-i.
- ,n
K.

H. Brookine

nk

.

Supt
Supt

Asst.

M. Botlger

r.ranm ot

Mili ary

M

i.

r

Kntr

Ch.

E«l-L..wt-

1.

19

23

Louis-San Francisco

SuinriTu, :,
Trainm. -u

Fred Wickham
Perry ToppinK
.\.

I

Railr..,.!
P.. -if. :

Name

t.

3

taftcd
service

lciU

of employt-ts

St.

11.

l.ieut

Louis & Hannibal
m i...vci r.Tnfiii *cr\ic

St.

^.
F.
F.

....2nd

i

Omaha & Kansas

Quincy,

Total

Kad'onal .\rfny

rccei%-ed coinnii--i.ii:..

Employees who rcceiw
Number of employees
Total number of emil

:

i

'

•

1

.

."^am.

B. Shorpe

11

I.

n. Wright
E. Burke.
1.

In-r

Draught*:!-

.

CMlahav
R. W. Crane
I.1V C
Kennedy.
U K R.,V..n?^Tl
I.

.

«ilcr

Compiler
Concrete
.

.

(Ink

M. F. Waters

Emery Wells
t.

,

\..t

•

»-f

i
I

^

T ,'-..
I-

-

K,i-

.'ire

--

•

.

-

.

Total

number

S

A.

.\v. Sig. O. R. C.
A». Sig. O. R. C.

Recciveo Coiivissioiis

Draughtsman

Snyder

pA«lltoa
.iDdiM- a Imc.

Branch of

Military

»iilht C.
.\.

iUUread

Received Couuissidks

Railroad
Position

of

cmpioyeo

in

fov^rnmcni

ler

lai^auy

>rr.

C
(

k

I

lluinha

All M
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Name

Railroad

Military

Position

Rank
.

Who

Employees

Cammack
M.C.Cooper

lirakeman

J. J.

Received Commissions

Engr

Asst.

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Switchman
Switchman
Yard Clerk

L. C. Kelley

L.M.Ross
E. T. BirIow
R. D. Hotcher
G C. Guinn
S. B.

Barlow

Employees

A. A. Riley

Earl

S.

Cashier

Towerman

Moore

Fireman

Janes

M. E. Kopkc

Clerk

Fireman
Agent

W. Martin
H. T. Rogers
R. A. Baker
B.

Clerk
Clerk

J. L. Dunn
A. J. Savage

Brakeman

Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army
Army

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service.

J.

B.
E.
S.

Tr. Master

Colonel

Ma jo

Elec. Ene
A. H. Babcock
Div. Engr
J. A. Given
T. H. Kruttschnitt. ..Asst. Supt
Tr. Master
C. M. Murphy

G.I.Wright
J.P.Hart

Elec.
Elec.

R. G. Sullivan
R. S. Twogood
Morton Russell

E P Rideout
H. M. Smitten
E.

F
R.

Hinchman
J

Rosenberg
Wells

W.

Leroy Foster
E V. Orr
c! T. Spooner
E.

D. Woodruff

John Lansdale

H.W.Edwards
O. L McKee
F. C. Smith

F M.

Clarke

A

A. Cirby
C. Waddell
W. Hunicke
M. K. Temple

H

G W. Wade
P W. Stafford
H. B. Seger

Major
Captain
Captain
Lieutenant

Eng
Eng

Ensign

Who

number of employees

Officers

Who

& Western

Received Commissions

Railroad

Name
S.

....

.

Service
Infantry

.

who

received commissions
of employees volunteering or drafted.

Number
number

Total

Infantry
U. S. Reserves
117th Engrs.
French Ry. Corps
Q. M. Corps

Branch of

Military

Rank
M. of W.Capiain

Position
Asst. En.

Stevens
Officers

Navy Yard

C.

government service.

in

Toledo, Peoria

M.

Xaval .\cademy

Ser.

Tionesta Valley

of employees in

Toledo,

St.

Officers

Who

government

M. Mill

Employees

sei

& Western

Louis

Received Commissions

Railroad
Position
Gen. Afit

Name

Military

Rank

Who

Received Commis;

Leroy Coons

J

st

Lieut.

.

.

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted..
Total number of employees in go\-ernment ser-

Received Com.missio.ns

Hd. Clk. Mil. Eur.Major
Captain
Mech. Dept
Captain
Res. Engr
Captain
Asst. Engr
Captain
Asst. Engr
Captain
Draughtsman
Captain
Draughtsman
Draughtsman ....Captain
Captain
Storekeeper
Ch. Despatcher ..Captain
Ch. Despatcher ..Captain
Captain
Clerk
Captain
Clerk
Land Appraiser. .Captain
Captain
Asst. Engr
Captain
Motorman
Captain
Conductor
1st Lieut.
Asst. Supt
Ch. Despatcher ..1st Lieut
1st Lieut.
Loco. Engr
1st Lieut
Loco. Engr
Draughtsman ....1st Lieut
Asst.
Asst.
.\sst.

Engr
Engr
Engr

1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Telegrapher
Telegrapher
Oil Dept

Lieut.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Brakeman
J. F. May
Lieut
Elec.
Engr
Rutherford
D. J.
1st
Lieut
Clerk
.\. W. Helvern
1st Lieut
Clerk
T B Wilson
1st Lieut
Wallace G. Benson... Clerk
1st Lieut
Clerk
Ellis K. Nelson
Gen. Bdge. For.. 2nd Lieut
T. H. Darrow
-nd Lieut
Clerk
B. F. Dorris
-'nd Lieut
Draughtsman
C. X. Johnson
Draughtsman ....Jnd Lieut
A. O. Mangold
2ncl Lieut
Timekeeper
A. G. Wagner
Jnd Lieut
-Asst. Engr
F. M. Thoburn
2nd Lieut
Accountant
A. H. Curamings
Jnd Lieut
Telegrapher
W. Kelley
Jnd Lieut
Clerk
J. Prior
Dining Car Dent. Jnd Lieut
J.W.White
Jnd Lieut
Desp
Rice
R.
C.
Desp
Jnd Lieut
B. N. Twaddle
Jnd Lieut
Desp
J. H. Whitehead
Desp
Jnd Lieut
W. C. Lievsay
Jnd Lieut
Desp
W. A. Kelley
Desp
Jnd Lieut
P. E. Turner
Desp
Jnd Lieut
C. T. Alexander
R. H. Fon
Jnd Lieut
A. E. Jones
Clerk
Jnd Lieut
C. J. Jessup
Clerk
Jnd Lieut
M. F. Shakely
Chainm. M. of W. Jnd Lieut
Carl F. Biehler
Cement Tester ..Lieutenant
B. L. Moulthrop
Draughtsman ....Lieutenant
W. A. Cobb
Ch. Eng. Pow. Plt.Lieut. Engr
T. W. Houghton
Clerk
Delaney
Ensign
J.
J.

E.N.Joyce

R.Derby

Russ. Ry. Ser. C.
Russ. Ry. Ser. C.
Russ. Ry. Ser. C.
Ser. C.

Officers

Employees

W. d. Williams
J.K.James

.

& Adj

.Capt.

.

Received Commissions

Boiler For

Fischer

Total

Southern Pacific (Pacific System)

Name
L May

Who

Service
18th Engrs.
Field Artillery
Russ. Ry. Ser. C.

Lieut

Russ. Ry.
Despatcher
M. Herring
Russ. Ry.
Despatcher
A. Gagnon
Officers who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service.

Officers

T

Rank

Eogineman

West
F.

Branch of

Military
1st

Trav. Engr

H. A. Barnick
S.
S.
S,
S.
S.
S,
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.
S.

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

Seattle

Received Commissions

Bridge Engr
Superintendent
Trainmaster

Chester K. Smith
F. A. Jeter
F.

Who

Railroad
Position

Name

Service

.Major
Superintendent
Asst. Gen. Mgr.. Major
Captain
Asst. Supt

F. B. Irvine
E. B. CushinK
W. F. Hutson

Officers

Branch of
Russ. Ry. Ser.
17th U. S. t.
17th U. S. E.

&

Spokane, Portland

Southern Pacific Lines (Texas and Louisiana)
Or cERs Who Received CoMi

1

who received commissior
Employees who received commi.';:
Number of employees volunteerii ig or drafted
Total number of employees in
overnment service

S. Reserves
Russ. Ry. Corps
L'.

Engr. Corps
U. S. Reserves
18th Engrs.
U. S. Reserves
Engr. Corps
Infantry
Q. M. Corps
Q. M. Corps
Q. M. Corps
Signal Corps
U. S. Reserves
Engr. Corps
Engr. Corps
Infantry
Infantry
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Russ. Ry. Corps
Signal Corps
U. S. Reserves
117th Engrs.
U. S. Reserves
404th Tel. Bat.
Signal Corps
Reg. Army
Infantry
Signal Corps
Signal Corps
Field Artillery

National Army
18th Engrs.
U. S. Reserves
U. S. Reserves
Engrs. Reserve
Aviation Corps
0. S. Reserves
O. M. Corps

of employees in

Total

number

of employees in

Employees

0.

Asst. Eng.
Stenographer

J.

R.

Statistician

Ward

.Clerk

John E. Wilson
Luther L. Taylor.
G. R
Lawrence

Porter
.Accountant

E.

..

A. A. Flannigan
C. G. Smith
Joseph R. Werts

.

.Captain
Captain
.Captain

.

.Q.

.

.

.

Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Lieut.
Jnd Lieut.
..2nd Lieut.
Jnd Lieut.
1st Lieut.
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st
1st

Qerk
Foreman

.
.

Engineers
Engineers

Supply Co.
.National Army

.

.Army
.

Army

.Russ.

Employees who received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total number of employees in government service

Vicksburg, Shreveport
Total

number

Total

number of employe

of employees in

&

Corps

.National Guard
.National Guard
.National Guard
.Signal Corps
Engr. Corps
.Off. Res. Corps
. Engr.
Corps
.National Army
. Cavalry
. National Guard

.Yardmaster
Tel. Operator ...Lieutenant
Bridge Foreman .Lieutenant
Statistic Clerk ...Lieutenant

Motorman

M. Corps

.Off. Res.
.,

Adjutant
Lieutenant

Clerk
Clerk

Ben. H. Decker
A. R. McCabe

Service
Engr. Corps
.Engineer Corps
• Engineer
Corps

.

.Captaii
.'\djutant

Eugene R. McCluer. .Instrumentman

Ry. S

-.

C.

22
1,218
1,240

Pacific

government service

Virginian

Wabash
Officers

Name

Navy
T. R.
R. A.

Hundley

Brown

Who

Received Commissions

Railroad
Position
Cont. Frt. Agt.
Com'l Agt

Employees
,808
1,874

.

Conductor
Despatcher
Despatcher

Gowdy

Naval Fly Corps
Naval Military

1

.

.

Conductor

A. S. Kenworthy. ..
J. N. Higenbothani.
F. A. Coulter
R. C. Williams
J. C. Mickle
Murray B. Reid

Rv.
Ry.
Ry,
Ry.
Ry.
Ry.
Ry.
Ry.

Naval Reserves

Rank
Major

Draughtsman

Carey

Branch of

Military

E. Long
Robt. F. Kimble

J.

Artillery
Artillery

S.

Tidewater

government service.

Union Pacific
Who Received Commissions

H. E. McClintock

Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Corps
Marine Corps

V.

&

Position
Asst. Eng

Diffenderfi

Goldfield

government service.

Railroad

Name
C.

Corps
Engr. Corps
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.
Russ.

number

Tonopah

.Signal

Officers

(

Tonopah &
Total

Who

Branch of

Military

Rank
.

.Captain
Jnd Lieut

Service

Machine Gun Co.
Infantry

Received Commissions

January

4,
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Military

Railroid

Kame

Rank

I'otiiion

3.

M. Smllb

Drauihlunan

1),

G. Phillip*

Aail. Claiio

Aki .Hi lic.n

Timeketpcr

Jn.l
-'ml
.'nd

I

AKt...'iul

I

F. B. Baird

Geo.
I.

i.

R.
K.

En«r
MachioUt
Depot Pan.

Roicra

Off.

J. Sullivan
A. McCarthy

F.

lit

Draunhmnan

Raiilaiid

2nd

Service

Lieut.
t

I

1

JS

Branch of
.

I.'ih

llnira.

<r

,c

:

jcui
irMi

Draunhtaman
.'nd lie
Gaeblcr
Uttcrri who iccrivrd coimniaiioni
Kinployce* who rrinved coramiawoni
.Number u( cm|>li'>rr> volunlceiini or drafted
lolal

number

oi

cin|iloycr» in

uovcrnmtnt trrviir.

Western Maryland
Total number of employees in

muTinmnit >rni.r.

Western
Total

number of employeea

in

Pacific

lovernmenl lervicc.

Wheeling & Lake Erie
fotal

number

of cnipK'Sces in K.ivrrnnient jcrvicc.

—

Italian Railway Fares Increased. Commencing with
10, the Italian Government has decided to raise the
price of railway fares 50 per cent, for first and second-class
and 30 per cent for third-class tickets.

December

French Railroad Cunt Look Formidabit

Cofyrirlil.

Und

':,,'., 1

&

V„.'.eru\'A

British Engineers Building a Railway Trestle Across the

The Light Railway

la

Here Being Used

to

Swamps

ol

Carry Woui)tf«4

Flandcra

Amnmiulio,, Tuuii DrntM.

(>.v

Ca„adu

cd Locomotk'C.

Railway Progress

in

{Photo from Lainidinn H or Kr

Canada During the Year

The Roads Have Worked Under Heavy Pressure With

1917

a Short-

age of Labor; This Will Continue

By

J.

L. Payne,

Comptroller of Statistics, Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa, Canada.

NOTWITHSTANDING ABNORMAL

CONDITIONS,

the

ways of Canada did well in 1917. That is
the'v
had larger gross earnings than ever

rail-

to say,

before.

year 1916 they created a new record,
with a total of 5263.527,157; but this year they will go
The official figures,
considerably beyond that aggregate.
which will tell the full tale, are not yet available. The pub-

For the

statistical

lished weekly returns of the three largest lines, however—
the Canadian Pacific, the Grand Trunk and the Canadian
Northern which in normal years represent nearly 80 per
cent of the total for all roads, show something like

—

$230,000,000 for the year ended June 30 last. If the ratio
of other years is maintained, it would mean that gross earnings for all lines in Canada for the year 1917 will exceed
November was the best month which the
3285,000,000.
Pacific has ever had, and it may be assumed with
safety that all other roads have in some degree shared in
Of course, there is another side to
the prevailing activity.

Canadian

the whole matter.

Railway Mileage Has Grown Too Fast

The

full significance of

$285,000,000, merely as a total

of gross earnings, is not realized without a retrospective
Ten years ago the receipts were $146,738,214, and
survey.
The
a decade back of that they were but $52,353,276.
comparison suggests remarkable progress, and, from the
viewpoint of volume, that deduction is as sound as it is

But there is at least one vital qualification.
The greater gain was made between 1907 and 1917; yet,
when measured by the standard of mileage in operation, the
Gross
betterment loses some of its seeming significance.
earnings per mile of line in 1897 amounted to $3,163; in
1907 to $6,536; and in 1917 to say $7,300. In other words,
the increase per m.ile for the former ten-year period was
.equal to 106.6 per cent, and for the latter decennial 11.7
gratifying.

36

The explanation of this striking difference between mere totals and percentages is found in the fact that
in 1897 there were 16,550 miles of railway in operation in
the Dominion; in 1907 there were 22,452; and in 1917
probably 38,800.
The really salient feature of Canadian railway history is
Exthe growth of mileage during the past twenty years.
tensions of old lines and the construction of new have outThis is due to the fact that
run earnings per mile.
optimism found expression in the rapid spreading of transportation facilities.
Up to three years ago there was a
universal conviction in the Dominion that the building of
This was parrailways could not proceed fast enough.
ticularly true of the western provinces, into which settlers
were flowing in a swelling tide. The war stopped that rush
from Europe and the United States for free or cheap land,
and it also brought a sharp halt to construction; but, apart
from the overwhelming cataclysm which has fallen on the
world, the year 1914 would have given definite warning
that there had been undue haste.
Railway earnings had
begun to decline five months before Germany invaded
Belgium. So that, if we have a railway problem in Canada
today it will not be understood in its essence unless regard
is had to these facts.
To the main features of that problem
reference will be made a little farther along.
per cent.

A

Busy Year For Canada

Of

the character of the traffic which led to a gain of
probably $22,000,000 in earnings for the year 1917 nothing
specific can be written.
The facts will be disclosed in the
official statistics of the Department of Railways and Canals.

But, as railway executives well understand, traffic is created
by commerce. One is the mere reflection of the other; and
Canada has been very busy during the past year. It is no

compensation

in

the

final

reckoning to

know

that

while

—
January
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Canada have done under the extraordinary conditions which
were thrust u|)on them with the outbreak of war.
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Canadian Railway Troops Laying Tracks Within

Few Hundred Yards

a

•

In I'M 7 they will iirobablv make a further advance of from
$22,000,000' to $2.s.000,u60. These downs and ups called
for high administrative skill in order to avoid serious trouble.
No one need be told that inflated prices for everjthing added
materially to operating cost. Railways have no more {wwcr
to work miracles, such as making two and two add up three
or five, than have individuals. It is therefore most creditable
that under these abnormal circumstances, with rales fixed
and expenses running wild, the railways have managed to
fairly well maintain net earnings.
Just how they have done

out a

only a careful analysis of accounts would reveal
inspiring fact remains that they have done it.

realiicd a .^ujiicwh.
of duty done in a i-

it

;

yet the

Intensive Railroading
seems to me that the maintenance of net eaminc* has
I 'lie
been achieved almost wholly !> intensive railv
railways have not exactly made two blades
d
where one grew before, but they have roadr
le
each train move more tons of freight whit:
ts
thing in effect. There is only one way of in^
in any business: By decreasing the ratio of on

••
;:

-it
sounds simple: but there are many ways of
result.
The railways of Canada have probably ine.i unm
all.
Thev have made the same equipment take care of a
;

'
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In the United States the rates are based on 21 cents
per car mile for full cars to roads which have not received
In Canada the rate is 16 cents for full cars, 9
state aid.
cents for half cars and 4 cents for the use of baggage cars.
There is, however, a
All roads are on the same footing.

Government did not
for any further allusion to the matter.
give effect to the majority recommendations, to the course
advice
of action proposed by Mr.'Smith, nor to the voluntary
tendered in a public way by Sir Thomas Tait and W. F.
took
and
urgent,
was
most
Tye. It did the one thing which
over the entire Canadian Northern system, including express,

year.

telegraph, steamship, elevator and other subsidiary interests.
This was done in August last so far as Parliamentary action
Without going into details which would take
is concerned.
up considerable space, let it be said that Government has
simply taken the place of Messrs. MacKenzie and Mann, the

boundary.

sole owners, assuming all liabilities and paying merely whatever value may be assigned to the common stock by Chief
Justice Sir William Meredith and his associate arbitrators
Actual possession will follow the
after full investigation.

arbitration proceedings.

Government already owns and operates the National
Transcontinental, which was built as the Moncton-Winnipeg
section of the Grand Trunk Pacific; so that Canada now
takes a prominent place among nations in the matter of
The extent of that ownership may be
state ownership.
gathered from the following summary of mileage:
Intercolonial

Prince Edward Island
National Transcontinental

Canadian Northern

^'oSc

275

2,002
9,600

13,430

Total

During the consideration of the Drayton-Acworth report
there was considerable discussion throughout the country
on the general question of nationalization. There were a
few open advocates of a sweeping policy, a larger nurnber
in favor of taking over some, or all of the principal
systems, and still many others who stood up for corporate
The matter scarcely reached the
control of all railways.
At this date of writing a
position of a clear-cut issue.
general election is in progress throughout the Dominion and
Conthe entire railway question is subordinate to the war.

who were

scription

and other

vital matters

growing out of Canada's

participation in the great conflict command public interest
to the exclusion of nearly all else.
The compensations which have come to a people agonized
are
by losses on the battlefield are many and varied.

We

learning the useful lesson, even in railway service, of what
women can do when tlieir brothers, husbands and sweethearts are called away to fight; but scarcely secondary is the
discover}' of the latent strength of the nation in monetary
There is today an outstanding liability of ?1,resources.

085,000,000 in railway bonds, and it is safe to say that 98
per cent of it is owned abroad. Whenever prior to 1914, it
became necessary for any purpose whatever to borrow more
than two or three million dollars Canadians appealed to
London or New York almost invariably the former. Nearly

—

every dollar represented in the national debt came across
When Government found it imperative to
the Atlantic.
finance part of Great Britain's war purchases in Canada it
tried the seemingly hazardous experiment of borrowing at
home. Up to date it has succeeded in raising nearly $800,000,000 and has not struck bottom. The November Victory
Loan was placed at $150,000,000. The people subscribed

nearly three times that sum. They are apparently good for
the balance of a billion without serious inconvenience.
There has been little or no labor trouble during the year.
Adju.stments were made wth certain classes of employees
by several of the larger roads; but there was not at any time
The concessions
a serious menace to peaceful relations.
were all on the side of higher operating cost however.

Railway Mail Pay
At this juncture the railways are appealing to the Board
of Railway Commissioners for a larger allowance for the
They are resting their case very largely
carriage of mails.
on the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission last

1

substantial

difference

in

the service

demanded

across

the

In Canada the post office department supplies
all the labor, both on and off the cars, except in the case
of baggage cars but, on the other hand, the railways do not
The case is to be argued
receive any terminal allowances.
;

about the middle of December.
Despite the larger volume of freight traffic which the railways have been called upon to handle during the past two
\ears immaterial additions have been made to equipment.
The prudence of heavy purchase in 1912, which brought
thousands of new cars into service in 1913, has been vindicated by events. The principal trouble during the past year
in the car

department, was in securing expeditious repairs.

At times the situation in that regard was very trying.

Canadian Railway

War

Board

To

meet extraordinary conditions growing out of the war,
there was organized during the past year the Canadian Railfor National Defence, with headquarters in
Association
way
Montreal. The primary object of this organization, in which
is represented the best railway judgment of all operating
companies, is to develop the highest possible efficiency and
Car shortage
co-ordination during the term of the war.
stood in

tlie

way

of effective service,

and the new Associa-

toward securing a bettefr
interchange as between Canada and the United States. Thle
adverse
Thajt
was
greatly
to Canada.
the
outset
Ijalance at
The ncjjt
disability has in large measure been overcome.
tion at once addressed

its

activities

was to increase the average carload, so as to make existExcellent
ing equipment give the highest possible service.
Collateral to carload was the
results have been achieved.
task

important matter of reducing the time for loading and unand here again co-operation has done wonders. Ih
a word, the problem of moving traffic, in all its aspects, has
received special and concentrated attention, and it can now
be said that this voluntary co-operation of railways, without a penny of expense to the state, has yielded betterments
which would have been beyond the power to accomplish of
any extraneous body.

loading,

Looking Forward
Canada will enter upon the new year
departments working at extreme tension. Earnings
have been showing fair gains right up to the present moment, which is another way of saying that the rising freight
movement persists. If these conditions are not modified ere
long the car service officers will probably be compelled to
Taken altogether, the outlook
call for more rolling stock.
is encouraging.
The entrance of the United States into the
war has created new business in Canada, and there are no
grounds for suspecting a reduction in the volume of orders
from Europe. The outflow of foodstuffs should increase.
The shipment of munitions may even be raised to a larger
scale.
In spite of higher operating expenses the railways
appear able to hold their own in the matter of net earnings.
The scarcity of labor is troublesome, but is not so acute at
this time as it was a year ago.
Conscription, which went
into effect in November, has not been hitting the railways
with special severity, since they had practically let out every
man who wanted to go overseas, and there is a disposition
on the part of the military authorities to recognize the vital importance of preventing impairment of transportation service.
All said and done, however, there is nothing in either
present conditions or prospects which suggests lighter burdens
for those upon whose shoulders rests the grave responsibility
of keeping the great railway machine up to the highest
standards of efficiency at this period of infinite crisis.

The railways

with

all

of

—

New

Railway Construction
Opportunities for Railway Supply

in

Foreign Countries

Men Good

in

South America.

Projects in Asia and Africa

By F. Harvey Middlclon
Executive Assistant, Railway Btuinc^
HAIl.WAVS IS- SlkANGE LANDS Is a [)cculiarlv
Ami-rican occupation. Since William WhcelwriKlu. of
Newlmryport, Mass., tmilt the first railway on the
South American continent in 1851— a short line in Chile
our railway engineers have constructed lasting memorials to
.\nierican j;'^"'"* '" every corner of the globe.
A bequest
made by Whi-elwri^ht to his native city is to this <lay u.^ed
to send the ambitious youth of Newburyport to the Massa-

BriLUtNt;

chusetts Institute of

Argentiiu
ll..li

TechnoKij^y.

Hailed as foolish dreamthought their cataracts and jungles,
swamps and mountains, offered in.-urmounta!ile oi)Sla(les to
railroad construction, the American railroad builders calmly
proceeded to convert their dreams into realities.
From Alaska to Zanzibar American-built railroads arc in
by

ers

who

natives

Meigs's and Tliorndike, American engineers,
the famous Oroya Railroad in Peru, which
reaches an elevation of 15,000 feet, and where the roadbed
for miles was carried through galleries cut in the face of the
solid rock by workmen suspended in cages from clifftops.
Ktiually at home in the fever-haunted jungles of Brazil and
the treeless plains of Argentina, in tlie interior of China or
die Sahara desert, the American railway engineer has laid a
operation.

constructed

firm foundation for the development of a world-wide trade
in American railway supplies.

On August

Bureau of Foreign and Domesour exports of railwa)' supjjlies
and equipment had more than doubled since 1914, the total
value for the fiscal year being $75,000,000.
Canada and
Cuiia are the foremost markets for our freight cars; Cuba,
Canada and Brazil the largest markets for locomotives; Canada. Australia. Japan, Brazil, Argentina and Cuba the leading markets for steel rails.
Large consignments of freight
cars and other supplies have gone to Russia, and important
consignments have also been sent recently to France, Spain
and to Central .\merica. Frank Rhea, an expert from the
Division of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, representing the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Comjnerce. has just completed an investigation of tlie field for
.\merican railway supplies in the Far Elast, Australia and
South Africa, his studies covering railway construction, equipment, traffic and probable extension or reconstruction of
railways and street car lines. Mr. Rhea is on his way back
to the United States, and his re|)ort will be available
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Stock at any time after one year.
has been quoted as high as 120.

This stock

in the past

Bolivia
Bolivia with its 708,195 square miles could include
within its limits the comiiined areas of California, Nevada,
With va.st
Utah, Idaho, Arizona, Oregon and Washington.
tablelands pushed up into the heart of the continent to a
height of more than 14,000 feet, hemmed in by huge mountains, it is the highest inhabited countn,- on the face of the
A country presenting obvious difficulties in railway
earth.
construction, and one which has therefore attracted the
American capitalist and railway engineer. American capital
to the extent of $17,000,000 has been invested in Bolivian
railways, chiefly through the banking house of Speyer, the
National City Bank, and W. R. Grace & Co. Negotiations
have been entered into at various times to extend further

Railway to Puerto Suarez, on the Paraguay
concession at last accounts was controlled by an
The
Italian syndicate, the Fomento de Oriente Boliviano.
length of line, which has been partially surveyed, will l>e
between 425 and 450 miles, and its cost will probably exThe Bolivian government has agreed to
ceed $10,000,000.
guarantee a certain jjercentage on a portion of the constructhe Potosi-Sucre
river.

The

tion cost.

Another Bolivian project is for the construction of a line
from Yacumba on the Argentine frontier between which
point and the town of Embarcacion the Argentine government is constructing a railway northward to Santa Cruz,

—

—

tapping the oil country as well as other important although
This line would
developed sections of the country.
approximate 250 miles in length and would encounter some
Concessions have been granted by the govdifficult grades.
little

ernment for the line's construction, and much of the route
has been surveyed. A line has also been surveyed from La
Quiaca on the Argentine frontier (terminal of its government line) to Tarija, Bolivia, which is a town of some importance and the center of an agricultural area of great ferThe length of this line would probably not exceed
tility.
125 miles.
The most important railways under construction are the
extension of the Yungas Railway from La Paz to Coripata,
and from that point on to Rurrenabaque on the Beni river.
Then there is the route from Cochabamba to Santa Cruz,
from Santa Cruz to Trinidad and from Potosi to Sucri,
When the short disthis last rapidly nearing completion.
now under construction
tance from Tupiza to La Quiaca
has been completed it will connect the Pacific on the West
vi-ith the Atlantic at Buenos Aires, Argentina, on the East.
This is a part of the proposed Pan-American Railway route.
The La Quiaca-Tupiza and La Paz- Yungas lines are
being constructed with funds obtained in France and the
United States, and the Potosi-Sucre Line with money appropriated by the Bolivian government.
There is also to be
constructed a line from Tupiza to Atocha, the Bolivian government having been authorized by the national Congress
to enter into a financial transaction for $5,000,000 guaranteed by the shares which the government owns in the
National Bank. The total cost of the railroads constructed
by the Bolivian government amounts to $30,316,965. The

—

—

materials for the

Yungas Railway and

Railway have

been ordered in the United States.

The

all

for the Potosi-Sucre

government in recent years in
the construction of railways, the establishment of automobile
routes, and the building of new trails into the vast agricultural regions of Eastern Bolivia, has been favorably comactivity of the Bolivian

mented on throughout South America. There are at present
in operation in Bolivia about 840 miles of railroad, besides
some 1,100 miles in course of construction, and about 3,000
miles more or less definitely projected.
The Antofagasta and Bolivia Railwav has taken over
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under lease the Bolivia Railway, which was incorporated in
the United States in 1907, and holds a perpetual concession
from the Republic of Bolivia for the construction of lines in
Practically all the equipment of the Bolivia
the republic.
Railway is of American manufacture. The Arica-La Paz
Railway, which traverses a mountainous region and operates
28 miles of rack rail, recently purchased a rack locomotive
in the United States.
Brazil
In Brazil, that greatest of all South American countries,
with its 3,300,000 square miles of territory, 4,000 miles of
coast, and vast tracts of totally unexplored land, an American
has made the greatest success in the railroad field. Percival
Farquhar of New York, president of the Brazil Railway
Company (a $250,000,000 corporation), has responded with
such energ}' to the call of the Brazilians for help in the development of their countn,- that a movement was actually
launched recently by certain members of the Brazilian Congress against what they called "the Farquharizing of Brazil."
Mr. Farquhar's company not only owns and operates
thousands of miles of railways in Brazil, but also owns hundreds of thousands of head of cattle, millions of acres of
grazing and timberlands, and has numerous other colossal
Another New Yorker, F. S. Pearson, is the
enterprises.
president of A. Luz, the great syndicate which owns and
controls the light, power, street railway and telephone systems
of Rio de Janeiro.
The Diario Oficial of Rio de Janeiro published a decree
in February', 1917, approving the revision of contracts entered into between the Brazilian Government and the Brazil
Northern Railway Company relative to the construction of
the Tocantins Railway. The company undertook to complete
and open to traffic the second section of the line (from Alcobaca to a point 65 miles therefrom) Ijy December 31, 1917.
The construction of the first and third sections (from Cameta
to Alcobaca, and from the termination of the second section
to Chambioaz) were to be commenced simultaneously within
a period of six months from a date to be named by the government.
The switch section of the line, from Chambioaz
to Santa Maria, and the Tocantins branch line, were to be
commenced within six months after the completion of the
third section.
Compared with the difficulties encountered
in the construction of that great achievement of tropical engineering, the Madeira and Mamore Railway, the Tocantins
line is a much simpler proposition, as it is nearer the coast
and the country is more healthy.
The certainty of continuance of railroad activity in Brazil
opens up a field for railway equipment of all kinds. On government owned roads the government calls for bids on equipment purchases, but only accepts bids from those licensed to
do business in Brazil. The license fees are not heavy. As
there are no local factories manufacturing railway equipment,
the foreigner has almost an open field.
Calls for tenders are
usually published in the Diario Oficial, but this method is
not strictly adhered to, and many cars have been purchased
recently by the Central de Brazil by private contract without
competition.
.Another method employed is to call for bids in the Diario
and quality of equipment made
by one or more manufacturers, in which case local agents
endeavor to have their type of equipment or rolling stock
specified.
Sales cannot be effected by correspondence from
the United States without an agent in Brazil, as there is
rarely time for specifications to reach the United States and
return in the allotted period.
All negotiations for purchases
take place in Rio de Janeiro.
Compliance with the law is
neither expensive nor exacting, and one American firm has
recently estalilished its own branch office in Rio to bid direct on the large government contracts and thus save commissions.
Probably the best method, however, under normal
Oficial, specifying the types
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have u lo^al coninussion bouse in Luh Kio
de Janfira and Sao I'aulo, the two railway i.rntcr», act as
agent, Mipportcd l») u technical representative of the Anu-i
can nianuiucturcr, who can travel extensively uud w.ilth <:

comJitiuns

to

Is

portunitiis as they arise.

The I're.^ident of Brazil \>y decree of August JO, 1916,
granted a conce>>ion to Alljerto Alvarcs de Aicvedo de Ca«tro
of Rio de Janeiro for the construction and of>eratiun of a
railway from Cuyaba, the capital of the slate i.f \i;\\u>
Grosso, through the town of Sant' Anna, on ih
River, to conitnunicaic with liie Arar.i.|u.ir.i k
gada, or at San Jose do Kio I'retK.
1 lii> total
he ahout 620 miles in lengtii and will furnish <l
municution between the city of Cu\al.a :ui(l th
and Santos. During the period of the
>c.n:.j
I

i'^cuador

<

the government will not authoriiie the
of an)
other railway within a zone of 12 mili> .m n. n -uic of the
the
roatlUil,
but
will
of
permit
center
the laying of branch
lines for private use.

02 miles,

I'lans for the first section,

must be submitted to the government before June 30, 1919,
and construction work must be begun within one year from
the date of ajiproval of these plans by the government, t onstruction must be carried on at the rate of S\ miles a year.
The concession calls for a single line of meter (j.28 ft.)

les.iion

who

town or towns

.lui.jn

:

1917,

I

in Gu-.f
•

two

)f

enterpr

Since Wheelwright of Newburyport, Mass., built his lirst
line in 1.^51 from C'aldera to Copiapo, .\mericans have had a
very definite interest in the railways of Chile. Wheelwright
also constructed a line that was to connect Valparaiso with
Santiago, but through lack of funds he was only able to complete it as far as Lai Lai; but another .\merican, Henry
Meiggs, of Catskill, X. V., came along a few years later and
finished it.
In Chile the railways are largely op>erated by the
Passenger coaches are
government, which owns 1,979 miles.
uf the

u! ilic

Guadeloupe

A

gage-

Chile

a

li.r

will KJii-;;

American pattern, and many of them are

built in the

I'nited States.
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Peru

A

study of the sourie
railways supplies n
showcf) that the I'n

Practically all the rolling stock for the government lines
purchased by the Ministro de Industria y Obras Publicas,
Santiago, Chile, after asking for bids through the Diario Oticial.
Not more than 60 days are given by tliese notices, and
then tlie rolling stock must be built according to plans and
specifications on file in the government offices at Santiago,
si> it is necessary to have an agent or repre.'^entative ilure.
On October 17, 1917, the .•Vmerican ambassador at Santiago
cabled that tenders had been requested by the Chilean government for 15 locomotive boilers. With their bids American
manufacturers were required to present the requisite export
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present

the

time

Justiniano

Sotomayor,

gen-

vice

manager and vice minister of public works of Chile is
at the McAlpin Hotel, New York, having been sent to this
countn.' by his government to try to obtain a certain number
of locomotives and cars. The length of the Chilean State
eral

Railways is vv570 miles, or 75 per cent of the total. The
present administration of these government lines has sent a
numlier of Chilean engineers to this countrj- to learn .\merican railroading.
.\ few of them have been admitted to the
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motive power and maintenance of way departments of the
Pennsylvania Railroad in .Mtoona, Pa., and Trenton, N. J.
Jorje Beaumont, master mechanic of the Concepcion shops,
is

now

in

the

I'nitcd

S't^
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Costa Rica
Philip W. Chamberlain, of San Jose, Costa Rica, a member of the American Society of Civil Engineers, has a project
for the construction of a railway from Alajuela to Greria, a
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per cent basis of guaranty it may be stated that usually
;i 5
earnings up to 6 per cent are retained by the railway company, while the excess over 6 per cent belongs wholly or
Improvements to the value of
partlv to tlie government.
$30,000,000 have been made in the port of Montevideo,
which in point of depth, capacity and ease of access ranks
The
among the first of the ports of the Soutli Atlantic.
port railway system is a connecting link between sea and
land traffic, and passengers as well as freight may be transThe deferred from steamers at the docks to railway cars.
partment in charge of all matters connected with the railways is the Ministerio de Obras Publicas, Montevideo.

Venezuela

An American company

obtained a concession in Venezuela
from deep water to its mining
The contract calls for
properties in the Goajira peninsula.
From the port a
the construction of a port at Castilletes.
railway 93 miles long and with branches three miles in length
The line is to be American standard
is to be constructed.
gage and to have a one-way capacity of 10,000 tons daily.
in August, 1917, for a railway

Asia
Turning from Latin America

to Asia,

it is

now

certain that

America's part in the railroad development of China will in
the future by no means be confined to furnishing part of the
construction material and equipment needed by the many new
lines of communication with which the teeming millions of
the Celestial Empire are to be provided. American surveyors
American capital is in the field. The
are already at work.
Siems-Carey Railway and Canal Company of St. Paul,
construct
as soon as possible, with money furMinn., will
nished by the American International Corporation of New
York, 1,500 miles of railroad through the richest section of
China, with an optional contract to build another 1,500 miles
Negotiations for the project were started in May,
later.
1916, during the visit to China of W. F. Carey, and it is said
that the probable cost will be in the neighborhood of $100,000,000. The concession covers principally the provinces of
Szechuen, Hunan and Chihli. These provinces are rich and
thickly populated. They contain large deposits of coal, and
the tea trade is likely to furnish considerable traffic, while the
106,652,501 in the three provinces obdense populations
viously oft'ers a field for development of a general business

—

—

which these new railroads will do much to stimulate. The
American surveyors are proceeding as rapidly as possible,
and in a short time actual construction should commence.
The following statement has just been issued by the American International Corporation:
"The expedition in China has
spite of the unsettled conditions

made good progress in
which have prevailed in the

Reconnoissance
country since the signing of our contract.
of 1,090 miles and preliminary survey of 540 miles have
been carried out on the Chouchiakou-Hsiangyang line from
Chouchiakou in Hunan province to Hanchungfu in Shensi.
A reconnoissance is now being made to determine whether
this line cannot be extended to Chengtu in order to tap the
province of Szechuen, said to be the richest in China, which
has a population estimated at about 70,000,000. The survey of the Chuchow-Chinchow line, which is to open up a

and antimony mining district, from Chuchow in
to Chinchow in Kwantung, has been completed with
994 reconnoissance and 503 preliminary miles, making a
total for both lines of 2,084 reconnoissance and 1,043 preliminary miles. These lines, if constructed, will be the first
lines to be built west of the Peking-Hankow and HankowCanton Railways, and will open up six new provinces to
rich coal

Hunan

foreign trade."'

In March, 1917, Japan was granted the right to lay five
Manchuria and Mongolia. A scheme is being prepared by the authorities concerned for the extension

railroad lines in
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Taonanfu, while laying a line between Kaiyuan
and Hailung Cheng. This Kaiyuan-Hailung Cheng line will
of the line to

be 120 miles long, touching

many

prosperous towns of East-

em Manchuria.
When Commodore

Perry made his first trip to Japan in
1854 he presented a miniature locomotive to the Shogun,
and from that period dates the remarkable advance made by
Twenty
the Japanese in the developmnt of their railways.
years later the pioneer line was opened between Yokohama
and Tokyo, and today the islands of Japan, from Hokkaido
on the north to Kyushu on the south, are well equipped with
railroads built upon the most approved standards, and handling heavy tonnage and passenger movement.
Japan has
about 5,000 miles of railroad. Through trains carrying sleeping and dining cars operate on several of the main lines. The
cities have electric suburban lines.
A special mission representing the Imperial Japanese Railways recently arrived in the United States to study American
The Imperial Japatransportation and industrial methods.
nese Railways are represented on the mission by Jiro Nakaraura, assistant traffic manager; Akio Kasama, secretary
and purchasing agent; Dr. Yasujiro Shima, director of
machinery and rolling stock, and S. Kobayashi, resident
engineer of New York.
The Imperial Japanese Diet in October, 1917, passed a
bill authorizing the expenditure of 10,000,000 yen ($4,980,000) for the extension of the Boryo and Giran Railway in
Taiwan. The purchases for the government railways are all
made by the Imperial Railway Board at Tokyo,, usually by
public tenders. Bids are accepted only from such bidders as
have qualified and been placed on the list of bidders of the
railway board.
These bidders must conform to certain requirements of the board regarding their financial responsibility, and foreign firms or manufacturers must have a branch
or agency regularly maintained in Japan to have their bids
received.
An official is, however, sometimes sent abroad to

makes of appliances, and in
some instances he makes purchases. There is a Japanese
Government representative in New York who is empowered
to make purchases of railway materials, Mr. lyama, of 17
Madison avenue.
investigate the merits of various

Africa
In Africa we find that there is a project to extend the railway from Quelimane, in Portuguese East Africa, for another
50 kilometres (31 miles) as soon as possible.
Quelimane,
one of the ports for the Zambesi delta, is without question the
outlet for the richest and most productive section of Portuguese East Africa. The Zambesi Company, which holds a
large land grant from the Portuguese government, owns the
present railway.
The gage is 3 ft. 6 in. The government
railways in Portuguese East Africa have introduced American locomotives of the Mallet type. American manufacturers
should address A Direccao do Porto e dos Caminhos de
Ferro, Laurenco Marquez, Portuguese East Africa.

Spain

The Spanish

Ministerio de Fomento granted a concession
on January 12, 1917, to Don Miguel Otamendi for the construction and operation for 90 years of an underground electric railway system in Madrid.
There will be four doubletrack lines and a total length of 8.7 miles.
A period of
eight years will be allowed for the work.

Spain to Brii.n Its
Attache C.

Own

W.

Locomotives.

— Commercial

A. Veditz reports from Paris, France, that theSpanish railway companies the Northern of

—

four great
Spain, the Madrid-Sarragosa, the Andalusian Railway and
the Madrid-Cateres Company
have joined in the formation'
of an important company to manufacture locomotives.

—
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was distinctly upward;
gap between the rates of increase in
revenues and expenses was growing steadily wider as the
months went on.
This increase in operating expenses, which, with an even

of the total decrease in operating income for 1917 occurred
in the East, the remaining fourth being divided rather
unequally between the West and the South, the West having
Eastern roads suffered a loss in operating
the larger share.
income during every month of 1917; in fact, their operating

on, the rate of increase in expenses

income has been on the decline since September, 1916. For
roads, the sharp downward turn occurred in
August, while the Southern roads showed slight decreases in
August. September and October, and nearly held their own

greater increase in taxes, has created the remarkable result
already noted, that operating income has actually fallen off
in 1917, notwithstanding an extraordinary increase in gross

the Western

and

third,

that

the

In the South operating income has followed a more even

Operating revoperating revenues, is set out in the chart.
enues are there seen to have followed in the last four years
The
their regular cycle, with a generally ascending trend.
appearance of a markedly greater rate of ascent in 1917 is
due to the fact that revenues recovered from an abnormally
The line representing expenses,
low slump in February.
the last
after falling with the great decline in business
part of 1914, rises almost steadily until 1917, when it turns
The effect of this more rapid rise of exrapidly upward.
penses, as also of taxes, is reflected in the lower general
level of the line representing operating income in 1917.
To appreciate the significance of this outstanding fact in
the railway operations of 1917, we may turn to an analysis

course.

of the expenditures during the first ten

As compared with the years 1915 and 1914, operating
income in 1917 was usually greater. But it will be noted
that the general tendency from month to month in 1917 has

Operating
October for which statistics are now at hand.
expenses per mile increased 19.2 per cent during these nine
months; it was almost certainly over twenty per cent, or
one-fifth, for the twelve months closing with December 31.
Transportation expenses, which represent one-half of total
operating expenses, during the ten months increased 28.0
per cent. This marked increase was largely due to the rise

for the \ear as a whole.

I.

income

in operating

This phenomenal turn
dicated in Table

In

that

is

clearly in-

income

the operating

table,

per mile for each month of 1917 for which statistics are
available is compared with the operating income for the
corresponding month in each of the preceding three years,
that for 1917 being taken as 100, and the earlier years
being shown as a percentage of that for 1917. The extreme
falling off in some of the months of 1917 as compared
with 1916 is evident for the United States as a whole, for
the Western district,

and especially for the Eastern

district.

been to exceed these earlier years by a smaller and smaller
In
margin, except as compared with 1914 in the South.
this, again, the exceptional situation of the Eastern roads
stands out conspicuously.
Standing out in bold relief against the year's gross reEvery
ceipts is the steady, resistless rise in operating costs.
month of 1917, and each of the three districts in every

R.\TIO

TO OPER.\TIN'G

PER MILE
UNITED STATES

l.N'COME

1917

—

in unit cost of the

pense,

namely,

fuel

in train operation.

months

—January

to

two largest items of transportation exand labor, especially labor involved

The upward

trend in fuel prices

is

well

TABLE I
OF OPERATING INCOME IN 1916, 1915 AND 1914, BY MONTHS
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
EASTERN DISTRICT
WESTERN DISTRICT
1916

1914

1917

1914

1917

1914

1917

100.0

90.4

55.3

56.6

100.0

119.8

52.J

44.9

100.0

81.5

50.1

60.0

100.0

70.4

59.9

64.4

100.0

152.1

90.9

62.7

100.0

277.8

129.0

50.0

100.0

105.9

58.0

62.1

100.0

115.6

89.8

69.5

69.8

100.0

100.0

67.4

75.9

100.0

1917

jilo,„l,

January
February

IN

m

1916

1913

1916

191.S

1915

1916

1915

1914

March

lOO.O

113.2

76.5

75.2

100.0

125.7

80.9

108.4

76.5

79.3

April

100.0

102.7

72.3

62.0

100.0

117.0

S7.3

67.0

100.0

101.0

72.8

63.8

100.0

89.8

58.1

56.2

May

lOO.O

99.0

64.9

48.9

100.0

114.6

76.9

,50.5

100.0

101.0

65.0

55.9

100.0

83.9

53.9

44.9

June

100.0

92.7

73.7

60.7

100.0

101.3

83.6

61.2

100.0

98.3

64.1

59.3

100.0

82.7

65.2

59.9

July
.August

100.0

100.7

80.6

71.3

100.0

106.6

SS.2

69.8

100.0

87.5

74.0

67.4

100.0

98.1

74.8

100.0

107.9

85.0

76.3

100.0

107.9

92.4

78.7

100.0

101.0

73.9

62.9

100.0

110.1

80.6

77.4

September
October

100.0

121.6

110.4

91.4

100.0

115.5

114.9

88,4

100.0

101.3

88.4

60.1

100.0

134.0

112.9

104.8

100.0

114.1

104.8

76.7

100.0

115.6

121.0

79.0

100.0

101.4

79.8

32.2

100.0

114.7

98.4

81.1

It is true
month, showed increased expenses over 1916.
that revenues were also increased during every month, but
the increase in expenses far outstripped the growth of revPutting the growth of these two factors on a relative
enues.

or percentage basis, we find that the
1917 "ive the following results:

PER CENT. OF INCREASE,

first

1917

OVER

ten months of

Month

Expen

.

per mile

per mile

,'-nuary

16.5

14.7

cbruary

March

0.6

12.3

9.0

17.4

.\pril

1.3.1

19.2

May

14.7

20.7

Jure

16.3

19.8

July

14.6

21.3

August
September

11.4

20.8

9.7

19.5

October

12.5

23.2

Ten months

The

table

to

October

indicates,

first,

11.8

that

the

rate

19.3

of

known, and its causes are too well understood to call for
extended discussion. Railway train operation in 1917 called
for the consumption of approximately 150,000,000 tons of
coal.
If this coal cost the roads a dollar more per ton than
in 1916
some of the Eastern roads testified in the Fifteen
Per Cent Case that the increase was greater than a dollar
this one price-change would add $150,000,000 to the
railway expense account.
In the matter of trainmen's compensation, the year 1917 is the first full year under the
Adamson Eight-hour law, which became effective January
first.
In addition, nearly all other classes of railway labor
have received wage increases and adjustments during 1917
that have contributed their force toward the upward trend
of transportation costs.
On top of these comes the increased cost of general supplies, which has had a telling
effect on all branches of railway operation.
Passing over traffic, general and miscellaneous expenses,
which in the aggregate represent only one-fifteenth of the
total expenses, and in 1917 showed an increase of 11.7 per
cent over 1916, we come to the significant maintenance
accounts.
Here, in some respects, will be found the key
to the year's operations, for while transportaiton must be
conducted in accordance with the demands of the travelling
and shipping public, maintenance work on the one hand

—

—

1916

Re

increase

in

expenses was greater than that of revenues, during every
one of the ten months for which statistics are available at
the time of wTiting; second, that while the rate of increase
in revenues was roughly on the downward trend from June

73.3

:

January

4.
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barometers the stutc of the labor market und

tlie

iiuonuul

Our

ll.WKllr.j

Ul

vigor of ihc roails, wliilc oii ila- otiicr Imiiil it lorcsh.iili>w»
the physical condition ol' the railway plant in the future
I'he maintenance accounts
the upkeep of way und fctruclures and of er|uipnunt
call for two l"inh> of tin- tui.il
As against tlie imrciMoutlay of tiie railways.
total

—

m

1

.

.

.

—

—
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OPER.MINi; RKVENUE, EXPENSES AND INCOME: TEN MO.STIIS
.I.V.MAKN TO n(-T(inKK. I'lr. lOMlWKK!) WrXH 1916

i

.e

w

urn

iU)v

strongest ru.id» arc drivn
inrre,T«e in ihe rmt of r.

Inc. 1917
!,

l*cr

iM.

llcni

Aver, miles of line oper..
Toiil operating revenues.
Total operating expenses.
Net operating revenue
railwa.v

•.

ivl?

Milc^^ over
',

1916 |9|fr

2X,S3i
$2,991,462457

II4.S02

$12,976

118

2,341,081,625

1,959,970,384

10.132

H.SO;

19..'

1.009.640,026

lASI,49l/i73

4,370

4,474

173.705.609

130,963,005

752

568

revenue

Operating income

lb

As

ill,(M7
$J,330,721,6S1

Taxes
fncollcc.

1

557,114

735746

2

3

835,377.30]

899,792,92!

3,616

3.903

the

cheering
liefcre.

<I2

\>

\\
•

this sur

32.4

be carr
.

unduly

d7.4

in unii

the nvv

imd yards of ballast laid, and sptecitic repairs made to buildings and equipment, the units of work done have probably
l)een less in 1917 than in 1916.
This would have created
a sufficiently serious prospect as to the physical condition
of the railway plant in the future, even had the traEFic

Cmnadian.

:(/;r

manv

.

the correspondinjs ]tenot\ ol

I9|0.

Rrror.it Pkolo

Canadian Railway Troops Building Track for

a

but
ibc

—

•
expenses (ten niontiis to (->ctober) of 1"
tenance expenses increased only about !
tenance of equipment which cannot l>e l(<i
fic is to continue moving in any i|uautity, iiit.ii.i.'vc.l
per cent, wiiile maintenance of way. which can Ih- allow,
to suffer more in time of stress, ii^ Maintenance expense- ,irc coni|"
lays for labor, and of such suppl
The prices of these factors per unit labor and supetc.
probably increased faster during 1Q17 than their
plies
total cost to the railways as reveale<l in the iiiainieii;iii.
Unskilled and mechanical labor, such as is <:
accounts.
ployed in large measure on the tracks and in the shoj>s .m.i
repair yards, secured unusually large increases.
Because of the facts just noted, the ten per cent increase
in maintenance e.xpenses does not indicate the accomplishment of ten per cent more actual maintenance work.
On
the contrary, measured in such physical units as rails, ties

ivio

Light Narrow Ottg* Railway Naar th«

Fmng

Lii»«

Receiverships and Foreclosure Sales in 1917
Two

Important Systems Sold Under Foreclosure With

Down

Drastic Scaling

THERE

were no important railroads placed in the hands
of receivers in 1917, while on the other hand three
important systems, which at the beginning of the year
were in receivership, were reorganized, two of them through
foreclosure and one through voluntary reorganization, and
were returned by the courts to their securityholders.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, with 964 miles of

of

Bonds and

Interest

The court, to avoid
new receivership, ordered $24,000,000 bonds of the original
company to be deposited with it as security for the balance
had been paid by the new company.
a

tlie purchase price.
In April, 1917, however, it was found
necessary for the court to appoint W. T. Kemper as receiver.
The Wichita Falls & Northwestern is a part of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas system, but for some time after the

of

RAILROADS IN THE HANDS OF RECEIVERS
Total
of toad
...
„Na -----Alabama, Tennessee & Northern

Artesian

Mileage
195

Belt

Birmingham, Columbus & St. Andrews.
Boston & Maine
Connecticut River
V'ermont Valley
Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena
Cape Girardeau Northern
Chicago & Eastern Illinois

46
.'.

2298
'.'.'...'.'.'.'.'.',','.

!..!!.'!!!!!!!.'!!.*.'

.!...!!!!..!!.!!!'.

Chicago, Peoria & St. l.ouis
Cincinnati, Findlay & Fort Wayne
Creston, Winterset & Des Moines
Dansville & Mt. Morris

Denver &

Salt

38

'.'.'.'.W'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

1136

May

'255

' "
.Tuly

93
22

Tune

12,
25,

88
25
90
104

.'

.

April

Lake

16,
13,

27, 1913

Jan.
Feb.
Oct.

15

.'.

26

250
320
98
18

Greenville & Western
Greenville Northwestern
Gulf, Florida & Alabama
Haynesville & Montgomery
Houston & Brazos Valley
International & Great Northern
Kansas City & Memphis
Xansas City, Mexico & Orient
Kansas City Northwestern*

."

.

9

Mar.
Nov.
Aug.

964
200
15

56
50
121
97
92
365
1,744
1,792
334

Liberty-White
Louisiana & North West

of

Texas

Nevada Short Line
New Mexico Central
Orangeburg

July
April

Aug.

1,160
56

Tulv
April
Feb.,
Dec.

Mar.
Nov.
Aug.
Feb.
Jan.
April

25,

Sept.
Sept.

27,
27,

Dec.

12,

10
84

4,

Aug.
Oct.

Nov.
8

42
81
25

316
21

30
19

37
294
61
1,944
93

247
451

315
65
3

29
329
56

Wichita Falls & Northwestern
Williamsport &• North Branch
Totals

1,

19,

16

Waupaca-Green Bay
Watauga & Yadkin River

1,

10,
17,

23

Toledo, Peoria & Western
Toledo. St. Louis & Western
Trinity & Braros Valley
Wabash, Chester & Western

23,

Oct.
Feb.

Rome & Nortnern

Southwestern Railway
Stockton Terminal & Eastern
Tennessee & North Carolina
Tennessee Central
Tennessee Railway
Texas & Pacific
Tidewater X: Western

23,
31,
12,

Ta

1

& Northern

IS,
17,

Ja

Richmond & Rappahannock
Ridgefleld & New Yorkt

Salina Northern
San Antonio. Fredericksburg
San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf
Sharpsville

1,

27,
11,

12

15

& Western

14,
'

29,
9,

90

Southern

9,

116

Wauconda

Pine Bluff & Northern
Pittsburg. Shawraut & Northern

27,

Dec,

17

Pacific & Idaho Northern
Palatine. Lake Zurich &

5,

27,

23
12
I57

28

Kansas City, Ozark & Southern
Leavenworth & Topeka

1917
1915

Dec.

May

16

'.'.

Macon & Birmingham
Marshall & East Texas
Missouri & North Arkansas
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf

1917
1914

146

255

& Allegheny
Evansville & Indianapolis
Fellsmere Railroad
Florida, Alabama & Gulf
Fort Smith & Western
Georgia & Florida
Georgia Coast & Piedmont
Gould Southwestern

9,
1,

25,
2,

1917
1914
1915
1915
1916
1914
1917
1915
1917
1917
1915
1914
1914
1917
1917
1914
1916
1914
1913
1908
1917
1912
1915
1915
1912
1916
1910
1916
1915
1914
1916
1905
1917
1917

Feb.
April
Oct.

28, 1911
13, 1915

July

27, 1917
28, 1914

Oct,

Aug.,
Jan.

9,

476,300
2,000,000

500,000
5,833,000
8,452,000
1,873,200
8,929
460,000

150,000
5,000.000
8,750.000
1.572,000
51,000
50,000

650,000
10,833,000
17,202,000
3,445,200
59,929
510.000

4,446,000
41,000
420,000
26,347,000
862,000
31,000.000

4,410.000
50.000
24.000
4.822,000
852,000
20.000,000

8,856,000
91,000
444,000
31,169,000
1,714,000
51,000,000

250,000
7,550
2,250,000
500,000
1,180,000
8,340,000
101,728,750
35,638,054
9,363,521

50,000
300,000
2,300,000
500,000
200,000
8,340,000
76,283.257
10,152,500
8,474,000

300,000
307,550
4,550,000
1,000,000
1,380,000
16,680,000
178.012.007
45,790,554
17,837,521

2,500,000

2,500.000
100,000
2,929,800
230,000
160,000
15,000,000
500,000

230,000
203,000
29.491,600
958,000

1.000,000

1,000,000

970.800
1,164.000
30.000
280,000
350,000
35,000
263,900
306,100
7.941,450
1.000.000
38,763,810
4,076,900
19,947.600
304.000
1.250.000
1.400
3.138.600
2.000.000
1.324,662

1.787.800
2,100.000
183,352
4,693,000
418,779
389.000
348,300
771,728
20,174,350
2,129,000
94,646.810
600,000
8,971.900
47.549,600
9,064,000
1.940.000
76,400
3.138.600
2.000,000
1,869,662

335.968,022

868,936,806

501,200
IIO.UOO
18,302,752
4,000,000
1,250,000
90,000
50,000
12,182,500

43,000
14.491,600
458,000

1915

817,000
936,000
153,352
4,413,000
68,779
354,000
84.400
465,628
12,232,900
1,129,000
55,883,000
300.000
4,895.000
27,602.000
8,760,000
690,000
75,000

20,
12,
11,

ir

.300,000

Nov.
June,
Tan.

17,773

•Formerly operated by B. F. Bush, of the Missouri Pacific, but put in si
tChartered but never built, and after charter expired company was put

road, was declared bankrupt in 1917 and a receiver appointed, but as a matter of fact the road had been on the
verge of bankruptcy ever since its sale under foreclosure July
The purchase price at that time was fixed at
6, 1914.
$6,001,000, but up to October, 1916, only $3,000,000 of this

[

46

old company
securities

$10,511,000
70.noo
4,750,000
99.299,251
7,977,300
4,800,000
651,200
1,010,000
80,981,902
8,000,000
2,400,000
290,000
200,000
24,696,500
958,300
4,500,000

2,646,911

1914
1897
1917
1917
Sept. 14, 1916
Dec.
31, 1912
1913
1,
Nov.,
1916
May 14. 1917
July
1917
Oct.
2?, 1914
16, 1914
15, 1914
Aug.,

Nov.
June

Stock of
old company
$7,350,000
7n.nno
4,500,000
42,655,191
3.233,300
1,000,000

250,000
56,644.060
4,744,000
3,800,000
150,000
1,500,000
6J,679,150
4,000.000
1.150,000
200,000
150,000
12,514,000
482,000
2,500,000

15

Elkin

St. Louis **c Missouri
St. Louis, El Rene

Aug.
Aug.
Nov.

31, 1916
31, 1916
19, 1913
14, 1914
27, 1913
31, 1914

*

Bonds of
old company
$3,161,000

Date of
receivership
22, 1915
April 25, 1917
Dec. 24, 1908
Aug. 29, 1916

Nov.

5,000,000
100,000
5,576,711

hands February, 1917.
hands to wind up its affairs.

iver*s

bankruptcy of the rest of the system it was operated as an independent solvent property. During 1917, however, it was
found desirable to have a receiver appointed.

The Denver

S:

Salt

Denver, Northwestern

Lake was

&

Pacific.

the successor

company

to the

The Denver, Northwestern

.

January

&

.
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4,

I'acitic liuil

a line about

d frutn Denver to
nh of the Union

1'

miles north oi
thcr than

'

t

"

.

^

I

;

Cr.i

Union Taciiu n
Denver & Rio Gruuiic,

it lailed anil w
under a plan, one of the provisions i.i
city of Denver should Ijuild a tunnel thruu^jh ilic ulllllli.lll.;l
divide and lease it to the Denver & Suit i.ake ami otiicr

It

M

J.WI

'

SO.O'.l.K.r,

'

«J,000
M2.000
153.J$2
6i0.000
147,644,120
300.000

','"
I

160

;.249

U

'

25
lOJ
3.555

II

^i
^'

"I

..

soutiicni

(«

•

& Wotrrn

Va!

42

W'
WucoTiM.,

M

.\

,

It.

.'

4<

44,i".
10.

II

ciMgin

Touli
*

.,,

134

3,518.245

I,4««.."^

10.963

357,988,54)

199.857, BOS

"
l'>>ure

b«.

uln

but wai

mold

in 1917

.al.
I

1

I

irU

gifc and did bolh a frciihi
ny.
Iinra

hxchi.iinK 6,436.200 copilal v

leases were sol J.
^ Road sold on

December

meeting December

27.

4.

al

1

whose

of court

roads, but on July 8, 1914, the supreme court of the state
of Colorado held this undertaking of the cit)- illegal.
.\s a
local road the project was unnhle to pay expenses and fixed

charges.

The Toledo, Peoria & Western

is a company controlled
by the Pennsylvania and the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. The Burlington and the Pennsylvania each own

a diminutioo in the extent of

jointly

SlUMARV OF

Rl

RECEIVERSHIPS EST.VBLISHED IX WI7
Name

of

Funded Debt
Stock
Mileage Ouutanding Outatandin
$70,000
2
1,250.000
93
$1,150,666
256
12,514,000
12,182,500

Company

Artesian

Belt
Cincinnati, Findlay &
Denver & Salt Lake.

Fort Wayiie

.

FelUmere Railroad ..
\Wc-eri-

16

r.rernville
r.iilf.

ri.Tidi

Knii-

466,666
4,446.000
41.000

23
157
9
964

Al.i'

.*>

llavi.csv
-

'50,666
4,410,000
50^000

S.'j^O.JWJ

M

2m'.666
500.000
1.1? '3.000

<Tllt'

Termin.il

'^•oclvt .n

Tidrwr..! cr
Tr.l,

.1-..

&

&

...

F.i<lern

Wr.tern

Pe^rii

Wan-ic Tl>-cn

.\

l:

354.000
84.400

30
19

i.i*y
J'
26.'

•

0.;

W.
V

With.ta Fa:i, \ XjrWilliam port i Nor-.;. '-•^
2,486

Tot

•Tbe
when

a

reorRantj?'^
receiver •'

'-

,-.....

,..v

.,,.

.

>t

.nl.l

ill

33,
Tt

however
tThis is not a r.r.,
t See large table

i...

about $2,011,200 of the outstanding $4,076,900 stock. The
road was placed in the hands of its president as reccWer
het.*u«ir

of default on the 4 per cent,

S95.000

first mortcai::c l..duis.

interest

oo

its

$4,-

By far the most imi r .mt foreclosure sale
tion was that of the Mi--ouri Pacific system.
the 3,931 miles of the old Missouri Pacific and j.555 njiles.
Prior to
of the old St. Louis. Iron Mountain S: Southern.
•

the receivership of the Missouri Pacific this company and it.«
subsidia^^— the St. Louis. Iron Mountain k Southern— had

l!;c

I

>cnvcr

'•

iindi*turlicd
all of the Si

•.oui-.

repl $29,423,000

fint

'•'.^,,,....

ud

«

...,,,.„,,

rrfundiaK 6'*

tad

i.«i,i>

n

equlpfitrst

—
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obligations maturing June 30, 1918. The $24,845,000 Missouri Pacific 6 per cent notes, due June 1, 1916, were paid,

as were also $3,861,000 equipment trust certificates maturA
ing June 30, 1915, up to and including June 30, 1918.
total of $123,169,000 bonds and notes were exchanged for
the
of
The cash requirements
securities in the new company.
plan, which totaled $41,419,792, were raised by an assessMissouri Pacific
the
$82,839,581
share
on
per
ment of $50
stock outstanding in the hands of the public. The new company i.ssued $91,322,442 bonds, $76,751,635 new convertible

and $82,839,585 in exchange for
and cash assessment of the old company and the

5 per cent preferred stock

the stock

aforementioned $123,109,000 old securities in exchange for
new. This plan was dated July 1, 1915, and became effective
June 1, 1917, with some modifications.
The Pere Marquette, which had been in the hands of receivers since April, 1912, was sold under foreclosure of the
consolidated mortgage, refunding mortgage, improvement and
refunding general mortgage, Flint & Pere Marquette consolidated mortgage and first mortgage, Port Huron first mortgage, Grand Rapids, Belding & Saginaw first mortgage,
Chicago & West Michigan first mortgage, Chicago & Nordi
Michigan first mortgage, Pere Marquette of Indiana first
mortgage, and Detroit, Grand Rapids & Western first conThe reorganization plan provided for
solidated mortgage.
wiping out all of the old mortgages on the property except

$5,870,000 undisturbed collateral trust bonds on the Canadian lines. The total amount of bonds, equipment trust
certificates, notes and receiver's certificates which were wiped
out by exchange into securities of the new company was
$81,142,919, calling for interest charges annually of $3,The total interest charges, including the interest
877,540.
on the Canadian undisturbed bonds, was $4,127,340. The
total bonds issued under the plan of reorganization, including
the undisturbed Canadian bonds, was $36,325,000, with

There is approximately
fixed interest charges of $1,687,760.
$6,000,000 cash provided for in the reorganization plan for
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working capital, betterments, etc., for the new company.
The most important reorganization which took place during
the year from the point of view of mileage and amount of

shown in the table of foreclosures because
Rock Island & Pacific, which at the beginning
year was in the hands of receivers, was reorganized

securities is not

the Chicago,
of the

without a foreclosure sale. The reorganization was eftected
by the sale of $29,743,889 7 per cent preferred stock (the
company had outstanding approximately $75,000,000 common
stock) and the sale of $5,000,000 6 per cent preferred stock to
former directors to provide for floating debt, reorganization
expenses, etc., and by the exchange of $20,000,000 debenThe Chicago,
tures for $20,000,000 new preferred stock.

Rock Island & Pacific operates 8,131
As shown by the first table, there

miles.
is

a large mileage

still

most important roads being the
Boston & Maine system, the International & Great Northern,
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas system, and the Texas &
in the

hands of

receivers, the

Pacific.

^

^

Dividend Changes
DIVIDEND CHANGES IN 1917 as Compared with 1916
were comparatively few and unimportant, with the exception of the 10 per cent extra dividend on the Chicago,
Burlington & (,)uincy stock. The stock, however, is held half
by the Great Northern and half by the Northern Pacific, so
that this extra dividend was not directly a disbursement to
the public. The continuance of extra dividends on the Union
Pacific, which gives stockholders 10 per cent a year, although
the regular annual rate is 8 per cent, is a manifestation of
the Union Pacific's ability to earn a comfortable margin over
10 per cent, even after disposal of its Southern Pacific stock.
The initial dividends noted for the Pere Marquette and

THE

Pittsburgh

& West

Virginia, in the table, represent the return

which investors are getting on the new money which was put

up

for these properties in the course of very drastic reorgan-

which bond interest was scaled down
what it had been before;

izations under

fraction of

to only

a

DIVIDEND CHANGES
Declared Declared
in 1917
in 1916

Present
annual
rate

Alabama Great Southern, common
Bangor & Aroostook

7

8

5

4

3

4

Bellefont

2

1

1

Central

Boston & Maine
N'ermont X'alley
Buffalo & Susquehanna, common
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
Chicago, Milwaukee S: St. Paul
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific—
per cent pref
per cent pref
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis

None

rate
in 1916
5

3
1

None

10

7

5

5

MS

5

8

8

S

5

4

5

A'/,

7

3^4

6

3

None
None

7

6

& Omaha,

common
& Southern, 2nd pref
Detroit & Mackinac, common
Grand Trunk (of Canada)—
Colorado

Guaranted stock
Preference stock
Hocking Valley
Illinois Central
Morris & Essex
Norfolk & Western
Pennsylvania Company
Pere Marquette, prior preference
Pittsburgh & West Virginia pref
Pittsburgh,
Cincinnati,
Chicago
Louis
Rutland
Southern Railway

Union Pacific, common
Wabash, pref. A

None

Annual

7

6

2

None

7
2

None

5

5

5

2^-^

None
None

4

S'/i

4
6
7

7

75^
=8
6

$2.81?^
3

&

None
None

4

7.)4

4
4

"

"

6

6

7^

7

7

6

8

5

•

7

8

5

..

None

""6

None

St.
2'/2

2
2'/,

'10
4

"'

None
None

5

None

'10

S

8

1

4

4

"An extra dividend

of 10 per cent was declared in August, 1918.
^Hocking Valley practice is to declare dividends according to rate of
earnings and there is, therefore, apparently no regular annual rate.
^In 1917 an extra dividend of 1 per cent' was declared and in 1916 the rate
was changed and an extra dividend of 1 per cent was declared.
''An initial dividend of 1^2 per cent was declared in August from the
linings of the quarter ended June 30.
•The dividend of 2'/, per cent declared in August was the first dividend
n the new consolidated stock of the P. C. C. & St. L., which was the
successor company to the P. C. C. & St, L. Railway, the Vandalia; PittsCilia. /io>.

Ilcir

Kccoi'h Pholc

Yvonne, the Railway Crossing Gate Keeper, and an Obliging
Canadian

burgh, Wheeling & Kentucky; Anderson Belt, and
Eastern.
Prior to the consolidation the annual rate
ferred stock of the P. C. C. & St. L. was 6 per cent
on the common was 5 per cent and on the Vandalia
'In December, 1916, a 2 per cent extra dividend
1917 extra dividends were declared quarterly of half

Chicago, Indiana &
1916 on the prelast dividend
stock 4 per cent.
was declared and
of one per cent.
in

and the

m

^00

Mills

,)|

\|| |;,,\|,

|{

\,.

\\|Hi\|

Unprofitable lines, some m operation for a
quarter of a century, at last sold for junk.

iiKsi \i_\k
THISUnitedlilt
States was built,

.since

IS

tlic

railroad in the

first

has been
any considerable mileage of road voluntarily abandoned by its owners or taken up and sold as junk. The Railway Age has kept a record for 35 years of new railraid construction, and in one year this amounted to over 6,000 miles
and in a number of years has been over 5,000 miles, but
it has never before been worth while to keep a record of the
In
few miles of logi;ing road or spur tracks taken up.
1917, however, there was 451 miles of railroad actually taken
up or in the process of being taken up and sold for junk.
In addition there was 491 miles of road on which operation
was abandoned, and 39o miles of road which the owners
had asked permission from State commissions or legislatures
to abandon; and. as a matter of fact, this latter tigure docs
not represent all of the road, which would be taken up and
sold as junk if the owners could get permission so to do.
State commissions have in the past almost invariably refused to permit tlie abandonment and actual taking up of
railroad mileage.

It

in ISJl, that tlicrc

has been neces.^ary

to

go

to courts, but

courts have apparently definitely established the rule
discontinue the
lliat owners of an unprofitable railroad may
as junk.
operation of it and dispose of the railly would
The owners of many of the roadby Stute
ascribe their difficulties to pernicicuthe

.

commissions. There is quite a world of romance and patlios
>urrounding many of these railro.ul v,ntiir<- whirti hnv.- -it
Hopes, s
proved failures.
-t
cllion against the laws of e.
^

most of these failures is
business judgment, a.- wc.

.:ch
1

:

,
the failure, but it is higl.
should be given up nau.' when the eticcl ou railwiiya in
most
manifest.
general are
The abandonment, on a coi.mileage is worthy of thoughtful
that more railroad mileage wa- ,.,...,
abandoned than was built in 1917. The
derlav the building of these roiids was the
pcjpul.i
so often been justified in the rapidit)- of growili vi
There has
tion and expansicn of business of this countn-.
been no lessening in the need for transportation, and yet
after years of hanging on. in many ca.ses, the owners of over
.

..>ised

.

.

.

acts

i

i

1,300 miles of railroad have decided to quit.
The present high price of old rail.=. scrap iron,
contributing factor, but only in a superficial sense.

etc..

l^

It is

a

no
49
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at last advices had not rendered its decision in the application to discontinue

and dismantle the road.
accounts the company was only awaiting the removal of some
l!ro]icrty of shippers to tear up the rails.
'This electric interurban road was built as part of a project to build an
This was the only part
air line electric road from New York to Chicago.
of that projected road which was ever actually built.
•Permission has been granted by the Colorado Public Utilities Commission to discontinue operation only until April 1, 191S.
'This is an interurban road and the application to abandon is still pending
before the Public Service Commission of Indiana.
''Operation has been discontinued for 20 months.
'Operation was to have been discontipiied on December 31 and presumably
"".Vt

last
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build it was one of the most remarkable feats of promotion in
American railroad history. It was an example of how deeply
fixed was the investor's faith in the future of American railroads.

The

significance of the present

abandonment of some hun-

dreds of miles of railroad is that it shows the faith which
made possible the building of tlie Kansas City, Mexico &
Orient not shaken but actually destroyed. The abandonment
of railroads in the past year marks a very important stage
in the

economic development of the country.

.was discontinued.

eSmall logging road.

Mileage

is

not ascertainable.

''Application was made to the Arkansas commission to entirely discontinue the operation of 6 miles between Pine Bluff and Sheridan, and to
The first
discontinue the entire 25 miles of line as a common carrier.
application was denied by the commission and the second is now under
advisement.
'.\n application is now before the courts to have the receiver dispose of
such parcels of the road as would yield the most advantageous price. If a
decree is entered following the recommendation of the receiver, that part
of the line between Marshall, Tex., and Eser, 73 miles, will presumably be
dismantled and sold as junk.
>A petition supplemental to a petition asking for the appointment of a
new receiver asks that the road be dismantled and sold. The case is now before the supreme court of the state of New Mexico.
'Permission was asked the Railroad Commission of Florida to discontinue
Presumably the intention was to dismantle the road and sell
operation.
Permission, however, was refused by the commission.
it for junk.

Chesterfield counties, Virginia, during more than 25 years
make the Tidewater & Western a paying railroad.
Some of the roads listed were built with the money and

failed to

The Chicago, Anamosa & Northern and
labor of farmers.
the Creston, Winterset & Des Moines, both in Iowa, were
Both of these roads were the result of
built in this way.
the farmers wanted
a desire for transportation facilities
railroad facilities and assessed themselves to pay for build-

—

In the case of the Denver, Laramie & Northwas raised not in
Central Colorado but from Kansas
the territory served
farmers' savings.
The list is pretty surely incomplete, even for all roads
that have actually been abandoned; neither does it show
some very important roads which the owners wish they
probable that many holders of
is
It
could abandon.
Kansas City, Mexico & Orient securities would be glad to see
Raising the money to
that road torn up and sold for junk.
ing the roads.

ern, however, the mone}- to build the road

—

—

Canadian War

Canadians, Who Took Part in the Capture of Hill
Leaving a Casualty Clearing Station for "Blighty"

Wounded
70,

R.-cor^is Photo.

Canadians Use Slate and Bad Coal for Ballasting Light Railroads Near Lens

,
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Construction Activities Durini^ the Yea r
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New

Total Mileage ul

Lines

Completed

in

Compares Favorably With That of the
1917

Two

r

Preceding Years
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KIM.
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total of

962 miles of
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liiu-

United States and 207 n
The diagram and table provide an
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n-uiia in

new railways

in

the

United States during the last three years, which has very
nearly equaled tlie round figure of 1,000 miles per annum
is far below any corresponding three years since the Civil
War, even during the panic period of the middle nineties,
the mileage constructed during 1894, ISPS and 1896 exceeded that of the last three years by 62 per cent.
In second-track construction the showing of the past year
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Other than
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each
York, New Jersey, Delaware and >'
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£,000

3,000
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Curves
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of

United States and Canadian ConnnKtion IIUea«c
the year
eraroent

completed as
is somewhat better, 613.41 miles having Utn
compared with 312.31 for 1916, 356.28 for 1915, and 565.58
with 1,263
for 1914.
It is small, however, as compared
mila
miles of second track completed in 1913 and 1,072
and
completed,
were
Of third track 35.78 miles
in 1912.
of fourth or

more main tracks
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and engine terminals are the principal
although work is under way on large passenger terminals at Chicago, St. Paul, Minn., and one of smaller magAnother $4,000,000 is also
nitude at Jacksonville, Fla.
being spent on the Kansas City Terminal to provide ade-

tional tracks, yards
itertis,

quate approaches to the station for certain of the railroads.
On the whole, however, most of the improvements in
progress during the year have been directed toward facilitatAs a rule the improvements
ing the handling of freight.
have not been of a large scale, the tendency being rather
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occupied with work of this kind at Indianapolis, the former
having completed a similar project at Columbus, Ohio, during the year.
In Canada the longest piece of new line constructed is
on the Edmonton, Dimvegan & British Columbia in Alberta,
.MILES

OF NEW LINE COMPLETED IN THE UNITED STATES
SINCE

vania Railroad and the Baltimore & Ohio have been completed at Baltimore, those of the latter being marked by a
The Norfolk &
decided departure from usual practice.
Western has built two warehouses at Lamberts Point, at a

1,420
1,692
2,109
3,265
4,569
4,894
5,368
6,026
5,652
3,832
4.388

Xew Track

1905

1893.
1906.
1907.
1908.
1909.
1910.
1911
1911.
1912.
1913.
1914.
1915.
1916.
1917.

3,024
1,760

toward smaller increases in the facilities at as many points
Exceptions to this rule include the Cedar Hill
as possible.
vard of the New Haven and the terminal improvements at
Indianapolis, Ind.
.\uxiliary terminal facilities have had a prominent part
New coal docks for the Pennsylin this year'.s activities.

1

5,623
5,212
3,214
3,748
4,122
3,066
2,997
3,071
1,532

73.0 miles, while the Canadian Northern completed the
amount of new mileage in aggregate, 92.3 miles.
Other improvements of importance include the terminal work
of the Great Northern and the Canadian Northern at Vanlargest

New Track

Built

Built in

1916.

Fourth
No. Cos.

United States—

building

Alabama
Maska

..

..

Second

Tliird

track

track

track

36.64

3

6.30
108.00
10.05

7

10S.89

1

.62

1

Colorado
Connecticut

First

'3'.77

"!45

'slso

5.00

Georgia
Idaho

3

18 43

2

23.36

4

9.01

23.71

24!89
47.85

Ktntticky

3
5

21.50
29.80
39.80

27.12
13.20

Maryland

1

1.68

'eiyo

'7!83

'2! 13

1

11.75
28.42

22.14
12.50

2

3.55
94.40
10.00
2.70
.16
3.74
16.85
27.19
23.80
17.00
61.89
21.50
.19
27.81
63.50
67.20
19.73
13.68
35.54
29.99
7.81

.79

....

Massachusetts

.

.

1

'.'-'.'.'.
-

1

-

.

3

North Carolina

..
1

3

Oregon

.

;

.
.

.

South Carolina
South Dakota

.

.

15

.

1

.

1

Texas
Utah

3

Washington

3

West Virginia

.

'

'i'.io

1.09

i'99

i.'ii

2

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

i'.so

i

.

Nevada

6

.

.

.

.

.

2

Total
42.94
108.00
10.05

.21

1

track

36.00
'

'

3.96
5.11
8.45
4.50
18.18
18.20

4.83

i2'.56

'

2i'.62

2.70

'3'.3i
il''.46

'

i'.77

82.90

108.89
4.39
4.16

".76

'

6'.72

'i.'io

'i!24

35.78

28.37

95!ii

6

cost of $1,800,000; the

978.88
206.95

Chicago

613.41

& North Western

7

California

5

of

special

mention.

Projects

for the Central of

New

of

recent

& Ohio

inception

still

1

5

3
2
3

23.36
49.80
47.85
48.62
44.09
39.80
8.38
3.20
9.96
33.89
40.92
4.34
130.40
10.00
14.80
5.27
37.15
21.35
45.37
42.00
17.00
87.98
104.40
28.51
104.85
83.02
53.08
13.68
42.26
32.43
102.92

1656.44
206.95

awarded
and the

Illinois

include

Jersey at Jersey City.

First
track
33.50
50.00
8.50
13.21
78.77
1.80

44.05
52.50
19.59
10.11

Indiana

Kansas
Kentucky

3

96.31

1

24.00

Louisiana

2

2
4

29.81
3.50
1.00
37.00
10.20
36.90

3
3

99.36
2.56

Maryland

1

Massachusetts

1

Michigan
Minnesota

J

Mississippi

Missouri

Montana

New Jersey
New Mexico
New York

Oklahoma
Oregon
Pennsylvania
South Carolina
South Dakovi
Tennessee

5.63
23.00
36.94
7.10
22.80
65.80
43.16
91.76

10
2

19.47
10.86

4

Texas
Utah

3

Virginia

3

Washington

5

West Virginia

4

Wisconsin

3

Wyoming

1

Canada

14.58
55.65
28.27
11.26
8.00

108
11

1098.41
290.04

1

40.00

Panama

Second

Third

track
2.50

track

'

i'.36

:55

'8.72

26.06
36.15
14.38

.25

2.26
5.62
19.31

14.90
19.00
3.00
.89

1.46

I

3
3
2
2
3
4

North Carolina
North Dakota
Ohio

.68

6.17

6.50

25.75
6.19
1.75
6.20
12.20
10.30
4.02

2.06

"!i4

2.90
82.69

'7:i5

312.31
7.90

17.34

couver and the Toronto Union Station on which work is
55 per cent complete.
The line through the tunnel of the
Canadian Northern, Mount Royal, at Montreal, was placed
in operation in April.
The comparative amounts of various classes of new tracks
built and other important improvement work under way
during 1917 are shown below by states.

on Staten Island and

occupying the attention of engineering forces.
At Chicago the Baltimore & Ohio; the Chicago & Western
Indiana; the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and the Pennsylvania Lines are engaged on work started previous to the
beginning of this year. The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis and the Indianapolis Union Railway are
is

1

Georgia
Idaho

Grade separation work, while aggregating a smaller expenditure than in former years and involving few new projects

1

Florida

Pennsylvania has placed an elevator in service at Erie, Pa.
The $4,000,000 local freight terminal now being completed
by the Pennsylvania Lines at Chicago, is a structure worthy
coal piers for the Baltimore

building
4

5.00

has com-

pleted a large grain elevator at Chicago, and has
contracts for another one at Council Bluffs, Iowa,

No. Cos.

Colorado
Connecticut

Totals
108

Totals

Canada

—

Alaska
Arizona
Arkansas

42.14

.19

41.35
15. S2
33.35

United States
Alabama

UNITED STATES
.^LARAMA
First Track
Miles
Birmingham, Selma & Mobile Nichols to Stewart
4.00
Dauphin Island Railway & Dock Co. Between Alabama Port
and Cedar Point
2.30

— —

Second Track
Alabama Great Southern Not specified
Birmingham, Selma & Mobile Nichols to Stewart

—

—

32.64
4.O0

Miles

6.30

36.64

Other Unportatit Work Under Construction
St.
Louis-San Francisco Bic Warrior lift bridge at CordoTa, cost
$125,000, 30 per cent completed.
Strengthening bridges between Thayer,
Mo., and Birmingham, Ala., cost $300,000. 95 per cent completed.

—
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Puritan branch to Miinr.)e
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Second Track
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0.6J

0.6?

3.'"
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New
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'V):

0.45

0.45

Fourth Track
Nfidway
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York,

New Haven * Hartford— .\t New Haven
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New Haven i Harlforl-At New Haven

to

Sixth Track
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2 35

0^1
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0^

0.S4
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Maryland

Indiana
Second Track

Miles

Miles

naltimore & Ohio & Chicago (B. & O.)— Lapaz Junction to
Milfor<1 Junction
J-A'-'i'^' TnSS
ChicaRo & Eric (Eriel— Between Hoone Grove and Griffith. 19.00
2;85
New York, Chicago & St. Louis— Through Ft. Wayne

Miles

First Track

Railroad

lia

•

— Odentown

branch

Miles.

Can

to

total

liles:

47.S5

Second Track
Other Important Work Under Construction

&

Chicago

Eastern

bridge

track

Illinois— Single

cost

Hazleton,

at

cost
*'ancinna"t'i,'"lndbnapolis & Western— Track elevation at Indianapolis
General office building and freight kouse
$100,000, 5 per cent completed.
completed and
and teaii tr.icks at Indianapolis, cost $200,000. 15 per cent
completed.
cent
per
60
cost
$103,000,
-nine,
track
to
miles
branch 3.50
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis— Grade separation through
SeP"^^""
center of Indianapolis, cost $1,025,000, 25 per cent completed.
cost $161,000.
of grade at Tennessee street. Indianapolis (Peoria & Eastern),

50 per cent completed.
curvature
Evansville & Indianapolis— Realinement work and reducing
between Worthington and Petersburg, 4.50 miles completed.
Ben
Indianapolis & Frankfort (P.i. R. R.)— Euildmg from Frankfort to
Chicasp.
Company.
Dunn-McCarthy
contractors,
Davis 41 miles;
tracks division
Indianapolis Union Railway- Grade separation on Union
cent
per
and elevation of train shed. Indianapolis, cost $5,000,000, 20
,

.

.

,

"Pennsylvania Lines. Northwest & Central Systems— Engine yard and facent completed.
cilities at Fort Wavne, cost $125,000. 90 per
W.)-Budding from
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago S: St. Louis (Pa. L.
and exPhilidplnhii to IrvinKton 9.08 miles second track; rearrangement
c.";
Richmond, cost $530,000. 60
facilities
at
Repair
ten fon of yar°ds and'

Joint freight terminal yard east of Belt Railway at
per cent completed.
(jrade separation
Indianapolis, cost $1,726,000. 50 per cent completed.
New inRay to Downey streets, Indianapolis, cost $123,000 completed.
cost
bound freight house and tracks on Pennsylvania street, Indianapolis,
Additional tracks and grade reduction Peoria Junc$1.331000. completed.
freight
New
completed.
cent
per
30
cost
$572,000,
(Tenter,
tion to Roval
eted.
cent
comp
per
house at Kokomo, cost $132,000, 5
Louis & Western— Rebuilding bridge over Wabash river at

,,,,,.

Toledo, St.
Silverwood, cost $150,000, 60 per cent completed.

York, Philadelphia & Norfolk— F. G. block station to
N. side Pocomoke river, 0.27 mile; S. side Pocoraoke
river to A. J. block station, 0.21 mile; total .... ...
Pennsylvania Railroad Odentown branch to Camp Meade,

New

—

miles;

0.57

.

.

.

.

0.48

.

"

total

—

Western Maryland From a point about one mile west of
Big Pool to Clearspring

Work Under

Other Important

5.65

6.70-

Construction

to Patapsco Creek, 5.00 miles;
Pier No. 6, at Locust Point, cost $1,500.at Locust Point, cost $196,200. 90 per
cent completed; new transfer, bridge at President street, cost $112,200, 54
per cent completed; at Curtis Bay, new export coal pier and yard, cost
$2,800,000, completed; at Cumberland, change of line at site of Kelly Springfield Tire Plant, cost $225,000, 19 per cent completed; at Annapolis Junction.
additional track facilities, cost $100,000, 90 per cent completed.
Pennsylvania Railroad Rebuilding the B. & P. tunnel of the Baltimore
division of the P. B. & W., work completed on 1.68 miles of first track
and 0.57 mile second track.

Baltimore

& Ohio— Building from Baltimore

improvements

New

at Baltimore,

000. completed:

two transfer bridges

—

Massachusetts
Third Track
Boston & Albany— Athol

Oak

to

Jet.

street

New

York,

& Hartford

Ne

1.21

1.21

1.99

1.99

Track

Fourth

— Mansfield

to

East

Foxbo

Iowa
OtUer Important Work Under Construction
6.50
Chicago & North Western— Reinforced concrete grain elevator and
cent completed.
miles yard tracks at Council Bluffs, cost $1,375,000. 60 per
cost
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy— New shops at West Burlington,
$485,500, completed.

Kansas

& Northern— Larned

north

to

of

line

"•'"

'^^'"

Second Track

& Santa Fe— Not.

Union Pacific— Manhattan

to

•

,
triver at.
Kansas City Southern— Reconstruction of bridge over Kansas
Kansas Citv, cost $250,000. completed.
Kansas City Terminal Railwav-See Missouri.
$238,280. 51
Union Pacific— At Kansas City 35-stall roundhouse cost
eted and turntable. 73
per cent completed; cower house. 12 per cent comp
.

.

.

,

roundhouse,
per cent completed, "cost of both $122,037;
Maryspower house and cinder pit, cost $369,700, 70 per cent completed; at
turntable, trackage, water tank.
ville, ro-ndhouse, power house, cinder pit,
at

Ellis,

to

.'^llois.

Michigan
First Track

—

Copper Range Between Calumet Jet. and Mohawk
Station 416-f74 to Station 529
Detroit Terminal Railroad

+25
East Jordan & Southern
Rapid Railroad— Detroit

_^

total

Second Track
13.20
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific— Not specified
Third Track
connecNorthern
Limeville
&
O.
to C.
Chesapeake & Ohio—
^

^^

Terminal Railroad

Detroit
to

Station

^^'^

Minnesota
Duluth

& Northern

Louisiana

post

87 ^^

mile

to

ll-''5

11-75

0.97
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul— Ortonville west
5.50
Duluth, Missabe & Northern— Wolf to Virginia Yard
Northern Pacific— Rice's to Gregory, 14.67 miles; Duluth to
15.67
Superior, Wis.. 1 mile; total

22.14

99'A

Second Track

Paul, cost
—Freight terminal
—Terminal improvements Minneapolis, cost
$105,000. completed.
yard, engine house
Minneapolis Belt Line (Gr. Nor.) — Hump
Northtown, cost $250,000 completed.
with terminal
and
Paul Union Depot Company — Work started on union

Minneapolis

iOM

&

St.

at St.

at

Louis

classification

facilities at

39.80

station

St.

terminal yard to cost $11,000,000.

from Stark

to Leesville,

40 miles.

Maine
Other Important Work Under Construction
$105,000, completed;
Maine Central— Lewiston station and yard, costtower
to Clinton, cost
Waterville
grade revision and secord track from

$700,000. 80 per cent completed.

— Mile

Great Northern Terminal (Gr. Nor.)
$400,000, 20 per cent completed.
18.00
8.80
2.00
1-00

Other Important Work Under Construction
shop and other
Missouri Pacific— New yard tracks, engine house, back
cent completed.
buildings and facilities at Monroe, cost $215,000, 98 per
18.UU
Oakdale & Gulf— Surveys made for extension Godwin to Mamon,

— Building

Minnesota

Other Important Work Under Construction

First Track

Standard

2.13

First Track

^^^

miles- BLickey to Caudill branch,
surveys under way from Hombre to Staceys
De Coursey. cost $429,000, 95 per cent completed.

Northern— Garyville to Livingston
Iberia, St. Mary & Eastern— Shadyside to Patterson
Mill Creek to Front
I eesville East & West—

2.13

from Station 416-f74

—

facilities at

Orange Northeastern

— Building

total

13.20

total 23.09 miles, and
branch, 6.2 miles; terminal

to

529+25;

—

3.28 miles;

Garyville

7.83

Train terminal yard, 600 car capacity, cost
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
$250,000, 75 per cent completed; West Detroit "South yards" completed.
Grand Trunk— New car shops at Port Huron, cost $250,000, 90 per cent
completed; new classification yard at Gillen, cost $375,000, completed.
New York Central Engine facilities and extension of yard at River
Rouge, 75 per cent completed; new freight terminal at Detroit completed
and grade separation at Detroit 75 per cent completed.

post

Orange-Northeastern— At Vinton
Ouachita & Northwestern— Clarks

Mt. Clemens

1.47

2.13
3.00
1.23

Other Imt'ortant Work Under Construction

Other Important Work Under Construction
Louisville total cost
Kentucky & Indiana Termin.il— Engine terminal at
April 1918
$274,600, completed except cinder pits to be finished
and WhiteLouisville & Nashville- Building from Allair to Burlingham
to Turtle Creek.
Knob
Grays
miles;
9.58
sett 8.01 miles; Kildav to Seagrave,
2 22

to

of branches

Second Track

Kentucky

0.85 miles;

—
— Extensions

14-stall

First Track
Chesapeake & Ohio Northern (C. & O.)— Point near Limeville to Kentucky-Ohio .state line.......
fj^
Alph-.retta
to Weeksbury .......... .. 26.00
O.)—
Long Fork (B. &
North
I.oufsville & Nashville-Benham to Lynch, 0.83 miles;

Hazard

—

2/.i^

20.50

Other Important Work Under Construction
to
Barton County & Santa Fe (A. T. & S. F.)— Building from Holyrood

cost $270,550, completed.

per cent completed.
York, New Haven & Hartford Engine facilities at Southampton
Boston, cost $638,000, completed; engine facilities at Dover street,
Boston, cost $130,000. completed; South Boston, cut for four-track approach
to Boston freight terminal, cost $972,000, 25 per cent completed; rebuilding
about 75 bridges on the system, cost $835,000, 25 per cent completed.
$274,000, 30

street,

6.62

.specified

Junction City

Galatia, 32 miles.

pleted;

New

Pawnee

county

Atchison, Topeka

—

Boston & Maine Additional yard facilities at Ayer, including 11 miles
new track and increasing capacity about 800 cars, cost $244,500. comadditional yard facilities at East Deerfield. capacity of yards has
been doubled and new engine house shop being built, cost $1,196,000, 95
per cent completed; new bridge over Connecticut river near East Deerfield,

of

cost

Track

First

Anthony

Other Important Work Under Construction

Mississippi
First Track

LOO
Jackson & Eastern— At Union
16.00
Kosciusko & Southeastern— Kosciusko to Zama
4.80
Pearl River Valley Between Nicholson and Emery
track,
0.12
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley Yerger to end of
6.62
miles; Stout to Galloway, 6.5" miles; total

—

—

work takes the place of 6.73 miles of old

lii

28.42

r

January

4.
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1918

MiUKfirri— (ConliNua'J)
Steo»d Trait
Yjioo & Miuiuippi Valley

—Cruger

OlhtT tmfo'lJnl IK.

AUUm»
•pan« over

S

toil

Vick.biirit-

I

a||rM,,t..

loMKu.li

mJ,,

(

It.M

^*

Ma>«

n

I

!,,
li

^

ji

,„;

a I'hio— l'ndcrp»M eooetcM mbwiy

<

•I

V|,|c

12.54)

rivn

Iflack

llig

chr.nsiii;

Milct

<

Cwio

lo

M

ry,

IJ.l

mllct.

»nlr«l of Stm Jrttri
\^t*^ SluiM IN V

<

Mi.hiufi r.cific— Old c.nr
cutincctiun Neclyvillr,
Sli(o & Euiern— Slifo Fui
Iniitan

to

Sreamil Traek

Chicago, Durliniitan & Quincy

— Kanua

Otiitr Imporlaxi

City Tciiiitk,!
:-.., Ciiy,
Mo
rcl viaJucl a. ..

C.79

i'nJrr Contlniclien

— Ilridge

Chicago, DurlinBton & Qui
»1.T.'4,00U, 85 per cent

co«

Kanui

City bridge

H'ork

over Mtuouri river

at

Ksnaaj

City,

ii|'leie<r

:ir

p,

I;

ii.i...

.

,

work and
Arkansaj
t

,

liy

ui idJition

I

there will

I-

t"

$100,000. and two (reiBlit completed and one -X> per
Missouri Pacihc Kciniv:

v

—

I

oiiii,

tol.il

cost liorne

by Mi

I'orl

Railways, and city of Si. I.i.iiis. $
000, work complcltd; new >arj
brick freight house and storcrom'.
ckance of alinement on lielmont .iiiJ ^at>.acn L.a:
ft. truss on concrete piers over division channel
000, JO per cent, completed.
Rrr.,.,.tr.„-i,..n
St. Joseph & Grand Islam!
Joseph, including niw silsirvu! ••
one of increased length, c^i ;1,-

—

.

,

.

•

». .;
Willi

No

St. LouisSan Franos.o—
and new water facilities at .^c.^l.i.:^.

of
.

kci'lint,

50.

-St.

.•Mamoeordo & Stcramc
tending taiU "! *.

yard*

Atchison, Topcl

St.

Paul

Pacific
llesper to
Poison, 33.1 miles; total

—Grass

-

Other Jmporli

Range

Kl la.o X
to

Winnett...

N

.'.r.,U,n

23. IS

Rapelje, 38.2 miles: Dixoo to
71.30

94.40

Second Track

Arcade

—

P.ncilic Jet. lo Havre. 4.00 miles; Shelby to
Great Northern
Cutbaak, 24.00 miles; Columbia Falls to WhitefKb,

8.00 miles;

:>

,. -..

.

Firtt Track

&

—

Northern

36.00

total

.^

!,x>n( Ii!
.N"ew York

i'

New York

Cenir.l -Po

36.00

Other Important Work Under Conjtructitn
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul— Duildiog from Blackfort Junction to
Ccarwater Junction, 23.00 miles.
Wolf
Great Northern Completed follownn; uorl.-: Frcuhi tfti

—

.

Point, cost $400,000; freisht tern ;:
of Havre yard and enlarRcmcnt
classification vard at Great Falls,
points on Billings line, cost $15'.'
$400,000.
Montana Eastern (Gr. Nor.) Building beiwi
Range, 35 miles; contractors. A. Guthrie « Co., ^
Montana Southern Building from Divide to
actors, Willis I.. Adams Co., Nianara Falls. N V
Building Boieman to Logan, 33.00 milei,
rthern Pacific

Wnodlawn
miles;

—

—

nd CrsH

ir
total

New York Ccr
Pood

Jet.

Pood

Jcl.

40 mile*.

'

—

NttSASKA
Other Important Work Under Conjtniciion
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy— Building fromChalco to.Yalan. 15.26
i:
secon.!
i; d.ni:
jiiv
Kdward Peler^.n (
miles, contractor
track from Ashland to Greenwot''.
at Omaha, cost $134,000. SO per C(
$140,000, 10 per cent complcicl.
$200,000, 80 per cent completed; Ir
$105,000, 40 per cent completed,
«.„ ,^>n
Chicago Great We.-lern— Addition to elevator at Omaha, cost $250,000.
.

ti

'

!

.

.

turntable, cinder pit.
trackage, water tank, etc., cost $230,439. completed.
eliminatiof grade
Missouri Pacific-Track elevation at Dodge street and
iO
crossings at Dodge. Douglas and Forman streets, Omaha, cost $200,000,
I»er cent completed.

""SLVings & North Western rU. P.I— Roundhouse,

.

.

—

Union Pacific Building r''''^cr
cent completed; machine shoi r
cent completed; improvements t

'

tion to roundhouse, cost $! •
per cent completed ard v..
completed, cost of both Jl'.
crnpleted and passcncer *•
^ -:k riatte. passenger $'.«;.„:.. -^
'

.

—

Nevada
Firji Tror*

Nrvada Northern-Beiween East Ely and Ililine Jj'^;"Keoo..
Western Pacific— Between Reno Junction, Cal and
,

^1'

»ork

r.n

pan

'

new

Montana
Chicago, Milwaukee

c<>>l

-i;

i

of N. C. O. Ry.

JJg.
/.W

,000
»«-»

Mt

<1

Imt

>i

III

—
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N'jRTn Carolina

Miles

First Track

Rnihvay- -Cherokee to Oceana Lnfty
Jackson to Rehoboth
CaroIin.T & Noiiheastern
Holdsboro Union Station Co. At Goldsboro
Madison County-I.aurel River Logging Company line
Southern Railway A\ Catawba river near Belmont

Appalachian

Miles

3.50
4.00
1.35
5.00
3.00*

— —

Miami Mineral Belt— Quapaw to Kansas state
Oklahoma, New Mexico & Pacific— Ringling Jet.
Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern— Not specified
16.85

Sand

Seaboard Air Line— Through city of Raleigh
Southern Railway .\t Catawba river near Belmont

1.50
3.00

—

Olhcr Imfortant

Work Under

First Track

& O.)— Through DefianceSt. Louis— Between Harper

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific Bridge over Arkansas river at Jefferson,
$125,000, 95 per cent completed.
Miami Mineral Belt -Building from Kansas state line to Baxter Springs,
3
miles, contractors Allhands-Hedges Construction Company
(grading),
Tarrett Construction Company (bridge and building), both of Springfield,

—

Mo.
Oklahoma,
north,

U

New

Mexico

&

Pacific

— Building

extension

from

Healdton

miles.

Osage County & Santa Fe (A. T. &

F.)— Building from Owen

to Fair,
fax, 62 miles.
New mechanical facilities and yards at Oklahoma
St. Louis-San Francisco
City, cost $228,000, completed; new mechanical facilities and yard at West
Tulsa, cost $410,000, c<impleted: strengthening bridges between Moneth, Mo.,
and Sapulpa, Okla., cost $260,000, 50 per cent completed.
Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern— Building from Broken Bow. Okla., to De
Queen, Ark., 25 miles; grade completed for 5 miles of seconti track, and
12 miles under construction.
S.

—

7.00
10.00

Columbia & Nehalcm River— Building from end of present
18.18

17.00

line into tim-

—

Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Co. Second track work is to
lie carried out between Hantoil and Kamela, 2.50 miles; separation of grade
Portland, cost $469,000, 47 completed;

fill

4,200

ft.

trestle at Albina, cost

100,000, completed.

—
—

—

—

—

—

pleted.
to Gerard, 1.20 miles, including yard
$1,125,000, 25 per cent completed.
Central Classification yard and repair yard at Coalburg, 65
per cent completed; Himrod avenue viaduct and separation of grades at
Youngstown. JO per cent completed; additional tracks in yard at Collinwood, 75 per cent completed; subway at Cleveland 60 per cent completed:
new yard facilities at Rockport, 75 per cent completed; subways, new station and track elevation through Elyria, 20 per cent completed, and Camp
street subway at Sandusky, 60 per cent completed.
New York, Chicago & St. Louis— Two high level freight stations at East
Ninth street and Hill street, Cleveland, cost $128,000, completed.
New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio (Erie)— Enlarging yard at Kenmore and
switch track to South Akron, 94 per cent completed; freight station and
increased freight handling facilities at .'Vkron, 70 per cent completed; improved yard facilities at Kent, 96 per cent completed.
Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest and Central Systems— Yard at Stark,
cost $793,000, 25 per cent completed; coaling station at Yankee Crossing,
cost $236,500, 10 per cent completed; yard at Austenburg, cost $108,000, 57
per cent completed; dock No. 6 new coaling apparatus at Ashtabula, cost
$205,000, completed: Union avenue viaduct at Cleveland, cost $107,000, 80
per cent completed: Kinsman street yards at Cleveland, cost $300,000, 10
per cent c.mipleted: coal handling facilities at Sandusky, cost $629,000,
completed; Bav Junction yards at Sandusky, cost $266,000, 95 per cent completed; vard tracks at Columbus, cost $116,500, completed; engine house
and coaling station at South Akron, coat $350,000, 75 per cent completed;
Ijuilding Summitville to Kinsington, 7.7 miles second track; Warren to
Bristolville, 11.8 miles second track; Leetonia to Alliance Junction, 13 miles
third track: .Mliance Junction to Alliance, 3 miles fourth track; Alliance
tc Stark, 12 miles third and fourth track; Canton to M. N. Tower, 6 miles
third and fourth track.
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie Remodeling Haselton terminal yard, cost $1,250,Struthers yard extension, cost $775,000, 75
COO, 35 per cent completed.
per cent completed.
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis (Pa. L. W.)— New freight
house and team track facilities at Newark, cost $117,000, 10 per cent com.
pleted; improvements at power plant at shops, Columbus, cost $133,000, completed; additions to shops, Columbus, cost $956,000, 10 per cent completed;
separation of grades at Cincinnati, cost $519,000, completed; additional yard
facilities at Bradford, cost $351,500. SO per cent completed; grade separation at Cincinnati, total cost $140,000. of which railway pays $91,000 and
city $49,000, 5 per cent completed.
Toledo
Ohio Central Erecting shop at Bucyrus costing $165,000. com-

Lake Erie & Eastern— Extension

—

—

—

pleted.

& O.)— Building from East Dayton

berland, 6 miles.

at

—

(B.

18,20

Construction

Other Important Work Under Construction

Other Important Work Under Constr

.^-

Work Under

Columbia & Nehalem River— Not specified
Klamath Falls Municipal— Klamath Falls to Olene

Baltimore & Ohio & Chicago (B. & O.)— Second track through Defiance.
elimination of grade crossings and improved freight and passenger facilities,
cost $675,000, 95 per cent completed.
Additional yard tracks al
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern (B. & O.)
Brighton, cost $103,000, completed.
Bessemer & Lake Erie Enl-rgement of yard and facilities, etc., Conneaut Harbor, 95 per cent completed.
Improved engine terminal facilities at Marion,
Chicago & Krie (Erie)
97 per cent com.pleted.
Separation of grades at YoungsCleveland & Mahoning Valley (Erie)
town, 40 per cent completed.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Building second track between
masonry work for elevation of
miles;
grading
and
Gretna,
4.5
Harper and
tracks in Columbus, cost $642,700. completed; new freight house, etc.. at
Middletown. cost $103,500. 50 per cent completed; rebuilding bridge No. 6
over Cuyahoga river at Cleveland, cost $160,000, 30 per cent completed.
Dayton I'nion Railway Reconstruction of Miami river bridge at Dayton,
cost $300,500, conppleted.
Hocking Valley Grading under way for second track on about 27 miles
out of 87 miles between Delaware and Le Mogue; subway to carry 7 tracks
over Parsons avenue, at South Columbus, cost $240,000, 20 per cent com-

Toledo .t Cincinnati
Dayton. 2.00 miles.

Itiit^ortant

1.30

—

cost

17.20
1.00

Or:;gon

4. 50
and Gretna
1.18
York, Chicago Si St. Louis— Through Cleveland
Pennsylvania Lines, Northwest and Central Systems At
Delaware, 8.10 miles: at Sandusky, 3.10 miles; total... 11.20

New

New York

Other

O.)— Kentucky-Ohi(

Second Track

facilities,

specified

cost

—

Baltimore * Ohio & Chicago (B.
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &

23.80

—

Construction

—

S:

Springs— Not

4.50

Appalachian Railway — Surveys under way for extension Oceana Liifty to
Swavnev, 7.00 miles.
Carolina S: Northeastern— Building extensions, Rehoboth to I.asker, 4.00
miles, and I.asker to Ahoskie, 33 miles.
Seaboard AW Line Grade revision between Hamlet, N. C, and Charleston. S. C, cost $350,000, completed: grade revision on portion of line
between Sanford, N. C, and Hamlet, cost $225,000, completed: additional
shop and vard facilities at Hamlet, cost $125,000, completed: double track,
yard extension and shop extension work at Raleigh, cost $225,000, completed.
Southern Railway Rebuilding bridaes on Salisbury-Morristown line.
Statesville Air Line— Building from Statesville to Yadkinville, 29 miles.

(C.

12.00
5.80
6.00

Francisco— Between Tulsa stock yards and

Louis-San
Sapuloa

line.

Second Track

Healdton

to

Second Track
St.

•Relocation work lakes the place of old

line

to

North

Klamath

Municipal— Building from Olene

Falls

to

Dairy, 10 miles.

Pennsylvania
First Track
Cambria & Indiana— Regan Junction to Revloc
14.00
Chartiers Southern
Station 96 -f 69 to Station 130
0.62
Tohnstown, & Stonv Creek— Not specified
1.00
Leetonia Railway Branch line
3.00
Lehigh & New Englnnd- Gemmel to Lizard Creek Junction. 0.85
Lehigh \'alley Bear Creek branch, main line to Bear
Creek, 9.17* miles; at end of Jeddo No. 4 Colly branch,

—
—

—

0.12

miles;

9.29
0.50
2.42

total

—
—
Blacksville
Pennsylvania Railroad — Fairchance

Connecting At Riverton
Montour Railroad— Mifflin Junction to Mclvor
Moreantown & Wheeling Pennsylvania- West A'irginia
.McKeesport

line

state

1.00

to

to terminus. 1.03 miles:
Bolivar to terminus, 0.97 mile; Parnassas to terminus,
1.50 miles- West Morrisville yard, N. Y. div., 1.33 miles;
Chestnut Hill branch, Chelten avenue 0.30 mile. Highland to Seminole avenues 0.54 mile; South Philadelphia
improvements, Delaware avenue, 0.28 mile; Coatesville
branch, Pomeroy yard. 1.27 miles; Chester & Philadelphia
branch, Ft. Mifflin to Darby Creek, Essington, 6.24 miles;
Darby Creek to Chester, 0.92 mile; connection with main
line (P. B. & W.), Eddystone, 0.34 mile; South Chester
branch, Stoney Creek to Townsend street, 1.03 miles;

15.75

total

Philadelphia & Reading— At Minersville, Wolf Creek branch
Pittsburgh & Shawmut— At Freeport
Pittsbureh. Alleghenv & McKee's Rocks— Not specified
Sharon Railroad (Eriel— At Ferrona
Tionesta Valley— On Farnsworth branch. 3.28 miles: on
Watson branch, 3.34 miles; on Big Run branch, 4.65
miles: total

0.10
0.10
1.04

0.95t

11.27

61.89

•Relocation work takes the place of 5.33 miles of old line.
tRelocation work takes the place of main tracks through old yard.

Second Track
Hessemer & Lake Erie— K. O. 1 unction to Henlein
P.uffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh— Marion Center to Home..
Cumberland Valley— Harrisburg to Le Movne
Lehigh & New England— Seek to Tamaqua'.
Lehigh Valley— Ebervale to Jeddo No. 4
New York, Chicago & St. Louis Springfield to Thornton

—

Junction
Pennsylvania Railroad

1.91

—

Chestnut Hill branch, Chelten ave
nue, 0.11 mile, and Highlands to Seminole avenues, 0.54
mile; South Philadelphia improvements, Delaware, 0.28
mile: Chester & Philadelphia branch. Ft, Mifflin to Darby
Creek, Essington, 4.58 miles; South Chester branch.
Stoney Creek to Townsend street, 0.82 mile; Stoney
Creek to Marcus Hook, 0.47 mile; total
Sharon Railroad (Erie)— At Ferrona

Philadelphia

Palmyra

—

& Readinir
to

Third Track
Harrisburg to Paxtang.

Swatafa, 0.8 mile;

—

5.00
3.55
1.06
2.10
0.25

1.9

21.62

2.70

2.70

1-77

1.7"

miles;

total

Fifth

6.80
0.95

Track

Pennsylvania Railroad Eddingtcn to Cornwells, 1.34 miles;
connecting railway Philadelphia, Montgomery avenue to

Diamond

'street,

0.43 mile; total

:
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new

;

inf"
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HftriiibiTi;.

lie* jt

\'r:

PcnntylMni* Lines (N
Rochcflcr t.i Kenwood,
burgh; rmisuit; bridge at
uew vard dntl ad(1ilion:\l
lilclrd:

1

*.

rcfi.nslruitinB bri.l^^

^

,

.

.

20 per cm! comnletcd.
IVnn«vlvania lints riaced Brain elevator in lervicc at Erie, P».
rhlla<lel|ihia & Rcadinp— Concretr nrrh hHd(!>- over SrhMvlVin ri»rr and

—

-

park .IriTrs ai Ilrlmont,
llinemrnl, I'liia.lelrhir

,,

plele.l;

Rra.iing

(or

•-.-'-'-"

$;f.4.0C0.
street, cost

cost

Lulcrnc

--

-

..

-.-.i

.

i.

-se

-'0

i<

o(

om-

.

Jcl.
r'en

and inlerlockine at Norning Tulip and Emery «trcii-,
yard,

'

'

ndc!,'

i

i,

r

SlSO.i'OO.

etc., bridge at Tulip street, sim <-:
new engine hruse. tuintatilc. t'.
completed: grading and Tii.i-'iir\
rr
Bethleliem. cost $172,000. :5
i

>.v^"i.

,

.ind

.m

Pitlsbur.^h S Lake Eric-Kel.i
000. 9(1 per cent completed; rti
$109,300. 10 per cent complete!
300. completed: Woodl.nvn >nr:

Tt.

it

i'

trni

yards near S.
r',

j22:..
coat
*:08,-

>,

.-

,

.

om

Inlmuie

Railroad

.

I

W

.

—

•

i

.';

,.

Western Maryland— Connecting track 1.45 miles long, completed and grading completed for hold yard consisting of seven track* for 340 cars, and
three engine rracks, cost of both improvements $190,000.

RnoDC lsi>>D
Otiirr Important Work Under
New York. New Haven & Hartford— Engine

Conjiruclion
Providence, coat

facilitiei at

:"ih.0OC, completed.

South Ca»ohi«a
them Railway -South of

Miles

Milea
Firji Tract
Greenville. 4.50 miles; between
line, 17 milea-

Central and South Carolina-neorgia state
total

'Relocation work takes the place of old

"-^

2''"

line.

Second Track

Line— Florence

Atlantic Coast

*-M

••

to .Java...

Railway—T^eorgia-Souih
Duncan

Southern

sute

Cirolina

line

'0

^***'

Other ImfoTlant Work Under CoHslrucliom
Railway— Building second track from Ml. Zion.

Southern

68 miles: work started in .^p^l. 1917.
SOL'TB Da«ota
First Track
Watertown & Sioujt Falli (Gr. Nor.)— From I. C. Ky. connection to G. N. Ry. Jet. at Sioux Falls

S.

'

C.

to

C,

.rioite, S.

0^

••'»

TiNKESSII
Firti Track

SerierTille

Knoxville.

Eastern— Seviemlle

&

ville

Nashville.

Chattanooga 4

St.

Louis— netween

'

^^^

\v"iern'— BetwMnChriitian and East Jamtiiuwn.
Tennessee Railway Not specified
Oneida'

*<

Second Track
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific -Not

ri,.
Chicago.

4,00

—

;

Rock

^'riu^l^vllle*'"

N

-1

:

^N«h''v,ll"'7i;"tunooga 4
Creek. 3.73

St.

tractors Chris

RaUway— Building
4 Wilsnn,

Radnor, c-.

lo

M»

»99.^.

Coalmen. ..d
Louis- Building between

miles.

Tennessee

070

specified....

<«ili.ie. a.

^^^^

_

Work Under Confmrtitn
-Subway on |-.nn.yl«o» .l««,

from

KnoiTille.

j- _
,
Indian

c*,ic
Fork

loutb
kuxb.

3.4

mi!e».

W..i>

lTIWMpr.sk*

Notlolk 4

«0

Mill

ton-

'

I

(

pleteil: Cnrhon yard extensi.>n.
vneh.
lir'
PituburRh. .McKeesport & YoiiclMok-hciiv if, \ I.
per cent completed; yard at Uickerson Kun. cost JfiUO.OO".
95 per cent completed.
Tionrsta Vallev— Rnilding on Big Run branch, 1.07 milcf, contractor Fred
C. Chido, Sheffield. I'a.
.
,
„ ., „
Union Railroad— The Mononsahela Southern i« building from Bull Run to
miles, contractors lames A. Hart Company, New York, and
Oairton.
T. A. Cillespie Company. Pittsburgh. Pa.
.
j
j

cost S500.000.

— Eiictcr

Mineral Bell-Sulpbur Mine
Norfolk 4 Weitrro— I.*wu

1^

W-

ft

Maw
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West Virginia
Chesapeake & Ohio
2.7 miles,

and

Mon

from mouth Huffs Creek up Huffs Creek,
mouth of Gilbert Creek, 13.6 miles, contractors Bal

Herring & Severs, Yancy Mills. Va.; Seth to Whitesville, 3.6 milt
Whitcsville up Bis Klk Creek, 3.5 miles, contractors Boxley Brothers Co
pany, Orange. \'a.: mouth of Little Marsh Fork to mouth Hazy Creek, 6.5
miles, contractors Bowman Lumber Company, St. Albans, W. Va. ; from
present end of line up Beech Creek, 2.0 miles, contractors Board & Duffield.
Charleston, W. \^a.: buildinc second track from West Hamlin to Salt
Rock. 3.0 miles, and from Peck's Mill to Peach Creek, 4.7 miles.
Gauley & Eastern (K. & M.)— Building from Gauley Bridge to Belva, 5.50
lard.

miles, with

company

forces.

Louis (Pa. L. W.)

— Building

from

Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Chester, W. Va., to M mile west of Raccoon Creek, Pa., 12.16 miles, contractors Ferguson & Edmondson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., and MacArthur
Brothers Company, New York; building from Wheeling Junction to East
Steubcnville, 1.95 miles second track, and from Wheeling to Glenns Run,
5.19 miles, second track.

—

Building from Fireco to Leckie Coal Company, mine
Virginian Railway
track, 1.34 miles; Fireco to Piney Fire Creek Company, tipple, 2.4 miles;

Robson

to

Creek Colliery Company, mine

l.oup

to Pocahontas Fuel Company,
5 miles of second track.

tipple,

2.4

miles;

track, 2.5 miles; Elmore
building from Parks Gap

First Track

Miles

& Northern— niair

—

Miles

10.00

to Ettrick

Wisconsin & Northern South of Shawano to Black Creek,
19.30 miles; from Hollister northeast, 0.49 mile; total.. 19.99

Pacific

— See

miles; in British Columbia, Victoria,

44.51

—

Sask.,

to

24.86

John & Quebec
Queenstown
Vancouver, Victoria

(Can.

St.

B.

92.29
7.00

—

Prince Albert

Gov't)- Gagetown, N.

Eastern (Gr. Nor.)

St

B.,

to

8.50

—At

\'ancouver,

C

l.OO

206.95

Other Important Work Under Construction

O—

Alberta & Great Waterways (E. D. & B.
Building extension of Egg
Lake branch from mile 11 to mile 41, 30 miles, contractors J. D. McArthur
Company, Winnipeg, Man.
Canadian Northern Terminal station freight sheds and yards at Van-

—

coui-er,

B. C.

—

Canadian Pacific Extension to Pier D, Vancouver, B. C, cost $623,700,
completed.
Central Canada (E. D. & E. C.)— Building from mile 49. Peace River to
mile 63, 14 miles, contractor J. D. McArthur Company, Ltd., Winnipeg, Man.
Hudson Bay Railway Building from mile 332 to Port Nelson, Man.. 92
miles, contractors J. D. McArthur, Winnipeg, Man.
Building between Queenstown, N. B.,
St. John & Quebec (Can. Gov't)
and Westfield, 37.8 miles; contractors. Nova Scotia Construction Company,
Ltd., Halifa-x;, N. S.
Ontario—
Revision
of main line from mile 63 to
Temiskaming & Northern
mile 66.5, 3.5 miles, contractors Port Arthur Construction Co., Toronto, Ont.
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo Sorting yard at Bridgeburg, Ont., c»st
$500,000, 40 per cent completed.
Out through tracks,
Toronto Terminal Railway Station at Toronto.
headhouse, postoffice and office building at side, cost $4,500,000, 55 per cent
completed.
Nor.)
Passenger
station and faciliEastern
(Gr.
Victoria
&
Vancouver.
ties at Vancouver. E. C, cost $500,1100 completed.

—

—

29.99

Second Track
Northern

way Centre,

towards Alberni, 9 miles: total
Canadian Pacific Vantage, Sask., to Congress
Grand Trunk Pacific Branch Lines St. Louis,

—

Wisconsin

Ettrick

1

Miles

— Building

to

Vol. 64, No.

— (.Continued)

—

—

Minnesota.

Third Track
Ckicago, Milwaukee

&

St.

Chicago, Milwaukee &

Paul

-In Milwaukee

Fourth Track
lul— In Milwaukee

St.

1.20

1.29

1.24

1.24

Other Important Work

—

Under Construction
Building from Vaughn Creek

to Spring
Ashland. Odanah & Marengo
Creek, 6 miles, contractors Peppard & Fulton, Minneapolis, Minn.
Chicago & North Western Construction of 35-staIl engine house and other
buildings and improvements, including 15,000 ft. of trackage, at Milwaukee,
cost $350,000, 9 per cent completed.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy Bridge work and second track at Lyticbluff siding, cost $370,000, 75 per cent completed.
Great Northern Machine shop at Superior, cost $425,000, completed. Replacement of ore dock at Allouez. cost $650,000, 10 per cent completed.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie Revision of line at Chippewa
and grade of about five liles and construction of bridge, cost $365. OnO. 65
per cent completed.

—

—

—

—

Wyoming

First

Union

Pacific

— From

Track

Reliance branch to Coal mines

7.81

7.81

95.11

95.11

Second Track

Union Pacific— Pine Bluffs to Archer, 33.35 miles; Buford to
Hermosa, 9.86 miles; Wamsutter to Point of Rocks,
SI. 90

miles:

total

Work Under

Other Important

—

Coiistruction

Pacific
Building second track from Hermosa tunnel to Hermosa,
1.25 miles; at Rock, River snow shed construction, cost $815,680, 85 per cent
completed; at Evanston machine shop, cost $182,123 completed.

Union

Canada
First Track

&

Great Waterways (E.

D. & B. C.)— In Albert!
from mile 202.1 to mile 275.4
73.30
Canadian Northern In Ontario, Duncan to Leaside, 1.50
miles.
In Quebec, Montreal tunnel line, 3 miles; extension from Roberval, 18 miles: in Saskatchewan, El-

Alberta

—

rose to Glidden, 16.28 miles; in Alberta, Oliver to

A German

Munition Train After

It

Rad

Had Been Bombed by

Canadian Railway

British Airmen.

Men Bending

a

Rail in

France

Photograph Found on a German Prisoner

.
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Locomotive Orders

Orders Totaled 7.642 As Compared With 5.893

m

19 J6

Bright Prospects for Coming Year
LOCOMOTi\'ES Ordered in 1917 was the
years, no less tlian 7,642 locomotives, of all sorts and kinds, large and small, for
domestic or foreign use. having been placed on the books be-

THE NUMBER OF

largest for the last 17

lor

our own trovrmiwrnl

the

ni..

Th.

and December 31. The output of locomofrom orders placed, during the same
period, namely, 5,446, was not similarly a i-ecord breaker,

tween Januarj-

1

as distinguished

tives,

represented a production that has been exceeded but
three times since 1S99— in 1905, in 1906 and in 1907.
It will 1)6 observed from Table I, giving the orders for \ocomotives in 1917 in detail, that they were divided as folDomestic, 2,704; for the United States go\-emraent
lows:
for service in France, 2,057, and for foreign countries, 2,881.
The domestic figures are not at all extraordinary, for, as

but

an<l for oti?

it

Taiil»

I

—Tnr

Locomotivi

Ouku

—

Domestic Incluriinc; riilroads and indu»trial§
the United States and Canada:

iliis tola!, a^ .....

iIk

of orders un t!
ton loconiotivrs, a

6J-

list

ib 1917
in

From builders
From company shops

2.M*
*^*

•''*

Total domestic

United Sutes Governmcir
For service oversea*..
England
France

-•?e
;

ji»c7
^^

'^;^

Russia

Other foreign
Total

foreign

Total of

'Including the

will be seen

all

Russon

l<-h:n.]

...

orders

ardcr<

from Table

i

II,

they are

consiii'

average for the past 16 years. There was. i'
bcrcd, a tremendous buying movement in the
of 1917, continuing over from the latter ro>'
preceding. For a time it seemed as if this l...
biggest ?«".•»
if continued, would make 1917 one of the
the dilto domestic orders, but our going into the world war,
.

ficul^• of getting material

and

the priority

..,

giwn

lo

ortler"

tboc
dcrs

'

^^

p«ny an

59

ri

1

-•

-
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«
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were definitely signed, but the locomotives were scheduled on
the shop programs ahead of many large orders for American
The
railroad.'^, some placed as far back as May or March.
orders even now have not been canceled; they have, however,
been held in abevance. Thev still remain on the shop schedules, although they will undoubtedly be set back from time
In other 'words, they have still to be reckoned with
to time.
as orders, and for that reason they are here put with the 1917
fi^m-ej

\hese Russian

have proved

orders, as a whole,

once a

at

blessing and a curse for the American railway supply field
and through it for the railways. The first Russian order for
locomotives placed in Tune, 1915, when orders were scarcer

than they had been a"t anv time for the preceding six or
seven vears, was received w^'ith something closely akin to joyfulness,

The

and so were the others immediately following.

^"'''

s'thdil.!'—
Eight-wheel
Six-wheel
Four-wheel

1916
"'^

1915
^^'

1914

1913

1912

1911

^^^

"^

''^"^

^'^

730

221

201

638

821

443

110"!

2S2

J

'

47)
^60

^6|

194

166

823

S5|

577

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'..'.'.'.'.".'.

342

278

102

174

566

594

486

Ten'wheer. .'.'..:: ::;.;:.::
Mogul

^3S

255

Ym

Hk

1-

*'

'",

Co_nsoii<!aticn

Pacific

MounMin

^40

39

"

-

55

,00
182

'n
9

t1
12

1

.".'.".'.'..'..'.'. !'.'.'.'.'.'.

'43

32

,v;-Mohawk
.-

or

2

Atlantic
EiectVic*"

Other
Total

188

238

69
168

2,704

2,891

1,573

34

V;
24
46

59
73

94
103

252

406

1,265

3,467

4,515

2,850

.

5

2
9

75

133

.

.

a result these

out of the

U.

way

1

A. Consolidation locomotives are keeping
and locomotives for

S.

in the builders' plants

.American roads now have a clear path to completion and
shipment.
Enough has been said to indicate that the situation as to
domestic orders during the past year has been bad. Builders
and specialty manufacturers alike have been postponing orders periodically and railway men have had to be pacified
with the information that deliveries have been held up for
This situation
tliem on account of more urgent war orders.
is now being remedied, so that the outlook both for deliveries
and production in 1918 looks exceedingly favorable,
Whether additional orders will be placed in the next few
The fact that the government has
months is a question.
taken over the railroads is looked upon favorably, and with
prices
and the improved deliveries, the supthe easing up in
ply field is confidently expecting a large buying movement.
this belief is the fact that many railroads have
reserved space for the coming year.
The Norfolk & West-,

Upholding

Table III— Classification of Domestic Locomotives Okdered 1911-1917
1917

Vol. 64, No.

week

ern's order for the Mallet locomotives reported this

in

part takes advantage of such a reservation and the New York
.
i^
j
u.r
c
Tcn i
Centrali has ihad
a reservation of space for 250 locomotives
^^jj^jj
^j^g American Locomotive Company since last
September.
.

The tables on the following pages are detailed lists of the
locomotives, freight cars and passenger cars ordered by the
,
?
i
tt
r.
railways and industrial companies
the United States and
.

•

,

m

•

,

-

.

also of the orders for equipment for export. A
great effort has been made to make these lists as Complete as
possible.
It will be found, however, that the orders do not

Canada and

add up

two orders, that for 500 placed last July and that for
1,500 mentioned in the preceding paragraph, have simply
had to be looked upon as an unwelcome duty, as something
that America as one of the opponents of Kaiserism has been
properly called upon to do for one of its brother opponents,
But it is still true that these Russian orders were given priority over engines urgently needed for transportation requirements at home and with all the English, French, Russian
and American government engines which were placed, the
American orders were pretty well down on the builders' lists.
Editorial comment on another page treats of this situation,
and notice is taken that the locomotive situation is now seeing the light. The Russian order for 500 locomotives placed
in July, 1917, is now almost completed, some of the locomotives having been shipped and others which were prepared
for shipment are being stored until the time comes when use
can be made of them by better folks than the Kaiser or the
Bolshevik!. It is even announced that 200 of the locomotives
will be remodeled and put in temporary service in our own
last

With the other 1,500 locomotives being held in
abeyance the whole situation is that the American railroads
can now look forward to receiving in the near future the
power they put on order six months or a year ago, and specialty manufacturers have already received notification to
ship the specialties for these orders.
The situation as to the orders placed by the United States
government for service with the American troops in France
has had much more to commend it than the Russian orders.
Deliveries on the War Department orders have been better
spaced, with regard, of course, to the shipping situation.
But what has counted most has been the standardization and
the fact that standardization began at the first stage of the
game. Railway and supply men alike, reading the accounts
of the delays over the standardization of the Liberty motor,
the Liberty truck, the Enfield rifle, the Browning gun, the
ships, have expressed their relief that in one industry at
least the War Department was represented by a man who
could take an instrument of warfare, in this case, a locomotive, and have it turned out, ready for .shipment and a standard for a year's future production in 20 working days. As

countn,-.

to as great amounts as the totals given in the tables.
In addition to the orders concerning which data is given, orders were also placed (as reported by the equipment builders) for 120 locomotives, concerning which it was impossible
to obtain detailed information.
Although, even with this,
there may be some omissions of both domestic and foreign
orders, it is likely that these omissions are very few an<:l.

Locomotives Built

E

1917

Domestic
Foreign

Year

Locomotives

1899
1900

2,475
3,153
3,384
4,070
5,152
3,441
5,491
6,952
7,362

1901
1902
1903

1904
1905'
1906*
1907*

Year
1909*
1910*
1911*
1912t
1913t
1914t
1915t
1916t

,887
4,

755

3,,530

.915
2,

332
235

2 ;C8S
4,,075

'Includes Canadian output.
"•Includes

Canadian

outinit

.nnrl

equipi

under any condition, the results are sufficiently accurate to
meet the general purpose for which these statistics are prepared, namely, to show the character and extent of the purchases of motive power this year as compared with preceding
years.

The
sources.

information given herewith

The Railway Age

in

is

answer

compiled from
to

its

official

inquiries has re-

ceived communications from practically all of the railroads
and private car lines in the United States and Canada. In
the case of foreign orders and where no replies were received

from purchasers

in this country, the details

were taken from

the weekly records or

As

from the reports of builders.
far as the domestic orders are concerned it will be noted

from Table III that there have been, even with the smaller
total of orders placed, increases in the number of Mikado,
Pacific and Santa Fe locomotives.
The Decapod, a new development in domestic locomotive design, has increased in
favor as indicated by its adoption by the Canadian Pacific

January
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and

Pennsylvania for heavy ircight

the-

bcr of Mallet locomotives

There

crease.

is

Mountain and

also a

i.

u

-li

The num-

service.

lli.-

-ther

Ul

,|..

otrjiii

t'^ railr.Mil

I,

:

Mohawk

merely the result of the New \otk
dered any additional enijines of this c
i

.

tracts for these lotonioiives last year.
1...
decrease in any one kind of locomotives \s
loiomolives: indeeil the larger part of tin
total i> to

be found in the light Itxomotives
for railroad, and

industrial companies.

Locomotive Oiuci.^
From Companiea
"">>-"

^

Nu.

.AUbun* k Vicksburg
AitooiiA
Alui:

Norii.r

An

.^

An,.

«

** «
2>'-'V«

••'.

Lumber Co

,

tfio*,,,

"ii-lSX

)i'^'

'?5:^

:".",'. ^.'';!'.^".''.''.'"'

;

'""

'

'

Ka^terti

.\ri.tonj

.^j,

C,Ui.J«r.
«i . ^<

i

7

;•;;

,,,

United Staiet and Canada

o{ America

I,
,

in the

•

i—

Odinah & Marenno.
& Sania Fc.

.Asbltnd.

Aichison. Topcka

n

28 X
28 X 28
26 X 26

&

Atlania
Atlantic

We«

Coast

I'oinI

27 X J9
2J X 28

Line

Kcfining

.Atlantic

Vn
250
noo

Company.

Locomotive Works.

22 X 26
22 X 26
18 X 24

Bee Tree Lumber Company.
Bellgrade

346.500
J^t.SOO

Lumber Co

Railway of Chicago....
Crcrk Logging Co
BIis*. Dallct & Co
Boston & .Albany
Boston \ Maine
Brooks-^canlon Lumber Co
Rnrfjio. Rochester & Pittsburgh
Belt

30 X 32
3 11

12

II X 16
2}yj ' 30

k
2

3-12

I

16

23» &
.'8

X IS

000
000
000
80.000
S2.000
406.000
100.000
5J.000
217.000
260.000
140.000

^e«
Yea
Ye*

<.
11

No

i

06«
064

Yw
Ve*
Vm
Yn
N*
No

40

Ob

II

0»<
Eleetrie

37 X j:
X :~:

& 4*

Yf.
Yr.
Ye>
Yr.

Vn
Cambria & Indiana
Cambria Steel Company
70
30
10
10
10

Canadian Northern
Canadian Pacific
Carnegie Steel Co

35
1

& Ohio

Carolina. Qinchfield

Central of

New

7

9

Jersey

6
10

Central Pacific

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

k Alton
& Eastern Illinois
* Illinois Midland

Chicago.

i North Western
Burlington

;

& Quincy

Chicago. Indianapolis & Louisville
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul

S

S
10

Chicago. North Shore
Chicago. Rock Island

k Milwaukee
& Pacific

Chicago. Terre Haute & Southeaster!
Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Loui»

k

Cobbs
I

''^lorado
-

:'lo.

.a

T

i.i.

'^iper

Craig

.

k Wyoming

Wyoming k

Eastern

Range

River 8t Northwestern
Mountain Lumber Co
Creamery Packing Manufacturing Co
'

.

Mitchell

i Nehalem River
Newberrv k Laurens

X 28

231. 550

.1 X 26
-1 X 26
27 X 30

IJ5 000

-'2

Canadian Government Railways

1
I

1
.'

1

I

t

27 X 30
26 X 32

X 28
24 X 32
24 X 32

'}^l

1

1 ;

rtAn

^

W

t

tf

.l«^»>.r,t

M<lBK>r>t

>rf«iir

in
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No.

Purcliaser.

& Spencer Lumber

Crowell

Co.,

Ltd

2

Darnell, R. J
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line
Detroit Edison Company

2

1

1

Diamond & Caldor
Donora Southern
Dubacb Lumber Co

1

1
1

East Broad Top
East Tennessee & Western North Carolina.
& Eastern

Elgin, Joliet

& Southwestern

3-U X

12
22 X 26
3-10 X 12

1
.

.

,

1

8
5

Elwood Logging Co

I

Fort Smith & Western
Frost Johnson Lumber Co

2

Co

Ry

12
4
1
1

Goodvear Lumber Co
Goodvear Redwood Lumber Co
Grafton & Upton

Grand Trunk

1
1

2
'0

Great Northern

50

Green Bay & Western

15
2

Hammond Lumber Co

1

Co

1

Haskell

Carpenter

Illinois

Central

Heisler
0-8-0
0-6-0

Yes
Yes

Walschaert

Shay
0-60
Shay

Yes

'.'.'.'.'.'.

161,000
100,000
218,000
313,900
321,000
72,000

2-8-2

No

348,000
154,000
39,000
280.000
150,000
100,000
60,000
276,000
276,000
229,000
220,000
220,000

2-10-2
0-6-0
0-4-O

Illinois
Illinois
Illinois

Terminal

I

Traction System
Zinc Company

6
1

Imperial Oil Co., Ltd
Independent Coal & Coke Co
Indiana Harbor Belt
Inraan Poulson Logging Co

Kanawha. Glen Jean & Eastern
Kansas City Southern

& Transport Co

2-8-2
2-8-2

1
1

3-8

5

23 V^

1

3-11

X 10
X 30
X 12

278,000
169,000
282,700
282,700
169,000
367,000
121.000
120,000
120,000
40,000
56,000
217,000
100,000
218.500
494,000
48,000

1^

"

3

2-8-2

404

2

Michigan Alkali Co
Michigan Central

1

1

23^ X

30

1

& St. Louis
Newburgh & South Shore
Nashville, Chattanooga

Newport Chemical Works. Inc
New York Central

York,

19 X 24
23J^ X 26

1

Milwaukee Coke & Gas Co
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Mitchell, W. G., Lbr. Co
Slockezuma Copper Co
Monongahela Railway
Monongahela Valley Traction
Morgan & Wright
Morgantown & Kingwood
Mountain Copper Co

New

2
2
10
10

Louis

New Haven &

Hartford

1
1
1

6
1

3-12

X 12

1

22 X 28

1

3-10 X 10

10
3
1

35
45
4
10
50

22 X 28
24 X 30
18
24
23^ X 26
28 X 28
23^^ X 30
21 X 28
30
23Ji
30 X 32

5
1

Timber Co
Noifolk & Western
Niir.pkish

1

11

20
20

North American Sugar Co

44,000
160,000
116,285
39,000
115,000
276,000
217,000
120,000
186,500
128,000

1

1

312 X

&

12

39 X 32
23 Si 35 X 32
24J^ & 39 X 32
241/1

39,000
64,000
114,000
178,340
80,000
120,000
181,000
72,000

272,000
178.000
221,700
100,000
271,000
343,000
217.000
173,000
217,000
365,000
360,000
290,000
120.000
535,000
420,000
535,000

O'Connell,

N.

J-.--.

Ogden, Logan & Idaho

&

Light Co

1

60
1

i

Yes
reight

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Young

No
No
No

Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert

No

Y''es

Yes

Yes

Gen.

Hakcr

Electric

Canadian
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American

100,000
328,000
465,000
84,000
103,000

American
American
Baldwin
Lima
American
American
Baldwin
Decatur shop*
Baldwin

4-6-2
4-6-2
2-10-2
2-10-2

Heisler

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Walschaert
Baker
Walschaert
Baker

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert
Walschaert

Street
Street
Street
Street

Y^es

Baldwin

Company
Company
Company
Company

Geared
Shay

044O
0-6-0
0-4-0
0-6-0
4-6-2
0-8-0

0-6-0
2-8-0
0-6-0
0-6-0
0-4-0

Lima

No
Electric

No

No

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

No
No

Baldwin
Heisler
Gen. Electric

switch

Canadian
Lima
Baldwin
American

'.'.'.'.'.'.

Walschaert
Baker

Lima
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

Southern

No

No

Yes

No

Y'es

Yes

Baker

Yes

Yes

Walschaert

Yes
Yes
Yes

Y'es

Walschaert

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

....

Lima
Heisler

Baldwin
American
Westinghouse
Lima
Baldwin
Lima

Shay
2-8-0

Shay
2-8-2
0-6-0
0-8-0
0-6-0
4-6-2
4-8-2

0-8-O
0-6-0
0-8-0
2-10-2

No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American

Walschaert
Walschaert
Baker
Walschaert
Walschaert
Baker

Lima
Lima
Lima
Lima
American
Westinghouse

Electric
4-4-4-4

Electric passenger

Gen. Electric

Shay
2-8-8-2
2-6-6-2
2-8-8-2

404
2-8-2
2-8-8-2

Shay
Electric

shops
shops
shops
shops

Heisler

Geared
2-8-0
2-8-0
Electric

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

Lima
Lima

Shay
Shay
2-10-2
0-8-0
2-8-2
2-8-2
4-6-2

Yes
Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes

Baiter"

Baker
Baker

2-80
26-0

1
1

Noithern Ohio Traction
Northern Pacific

Yes
Electri

Baldwin
American
Lima

Manufacturers' Ry
Manville Asbestos Co
Mayer Bros. Construction Co

X 12

1

Middletown Car Co
Midland Valley

American
Baldwin
Lima
Lima
Lima
Lima

No
No

Shay

0-60
Geared

Lukens Steel Co
Lunkenheimer Co

No

Lima
Lima
Lima
Lima

165,000

6

3-11

3-12 X 12
29J^ X 30
23J4 X 30

18
18
6

St.

Southern

No

Shay

0-8-6

2

1

1

6

Nashville

York, Chicago &

Yes

Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
American
Lima

Shay
Shav

McKeesport Connecting
McLean Arkansas Lbr

10

Long Pine Lumber Co
Longville Lumber Co
Los Angeles & Salt Lake

Yes
Yes

2-10-2
2-6-0

Electric
0-6-0

1

1

11
10

30

New

Walschaert
Baker
Baker

Shay
Shay

Geared

&

Yes
Yes

Shay

106,000
301,500
301,500
370.600
370,600
100,000
130,000
357,600
219,000
302,000
337,000
232,000
72,000
84,000

Larkins Green Logging Co
Lehigh Valley

Louisville

No

4-60
0-8O

American
Baldwin

Shay
Shay

20
20
35
50
25
4

Kelly Island Lime

64,000
203,000
140,000
120,000
163,000
84,000

Baldwin
Penn. Alt. shopi

Walschacrt

1

Galveston, Harrisburg & San .Antonio
Garfield Smelting
Georgia R. R

Yes

1

Valve Gear

No

1

Cumberland Valley

El Paso

Vol. 64, No.
Brick
arch

Yes
Yes

Lima
Roanoke shops
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Gen. Electric

Electric freight

Yes
Yes

Duplex
Duplex
Duplex

Walschaert
Walschaert

American
American
Lima
Westinghouse

.
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furrhlirr.

Oregon

Sborl

Lii

Urritun Waahinnion R.

Wood

Oval

Pacific
I'aiJce

M
Itntk

Cylii.

Diah

i Naviiaiion Co.

K.

1«4.000
126.000

Company

Commercial Co
Curlin I.umbtr Co

ft

I'eavy Wilion lumber
I'ciiinlvdiiu Kailroad

Co
27 X 1»
J2 a 24
JO I .'4
17 X 10

i'cnniylvania

l.inca

Wcm

37 X it

26

PbiUJelphia & RcadinK.

jJclphia, Baliimore

I'hiladclphia

& Waihinslon.

Suburban Gas &

EIcc. Co.

Coal Co
Pine Run Coal Co
Piqua Handle & Mfe. Co
Pittsburgh & Lake trie

1] \ 18
II X 18
II X 16
9 X 14

Pierce

3

& Yougbiogheny.

Pot Ridge Coal Co
Prichard Wheeler Lbr. Co
Public Service Electric Co

X 28

s J2
s 2a

X 22
X 2a
X 2a
X J2
26 & 40 X 22
26 ft 40 I JJ
27 X .'8
.'-' X
24
30 X 24

Phoenix Iron Co

Pittsburgh, McKrc«port

*

JO
22
26
25
3J
25

Matquclle

Cere

M 40 »

v..
4««.UWU
4II.00O
204j000
221,000
27J.6UO
I69.800
::7.<'X)

; lo

1%

«0i
060

Y.i

Vrs

>o
Kc

r '

v..

:

.'7

X JO
X

12

1

No

IJI.75U
61.000

61,000

So
No

UK X 15
310 X 10
2m X 26
J-ll

v..

u

JIV.O'
1

00

II

AM

52.000
18 X 24

wo.oco

20

167.0UO
170,000
129,000
92,100

8uebcc Central
ueen City Crushed Stone & Sand Co.
Rariian

River

Red River & Gulf
Reid Newfoundland Co
Republic Iron & Steel Co
Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac.

Rov'Millner Coal Co
St.
St.
St.

Clair

18
17

24
26

X 26
s 22

No
Ves

No

32 X 26
26 X 28
24 X 28
21 X 28
20 X 26
26 X 10

Ye.

Refining Company.

Joseph Union Terminal..
Paul Union Depot
Seaboard Air Line

140,OUO

26S &

42 X J3
29 X J2
14 X 22
19 X 26
3I4K X 15

Semct-Solvay Co
Sewell Valley
Shevlin-Hixon Co

Timber Co
Smith Powers Logging Co.
Snohomish Logging Co
Southern Pacific

Dopt'a

49;',(i66

Silver Falls

Southern Pacific Co.

Southern

— Pacific

150.000
84,000

27W

X J2

26 ^
27ii

X 32

34S.0<.O

X 32

Ve»
Yea
Ye*
Yea
Yes
Ye.
Yes

19 X 26

System.

Railu

Stoddard Lbr. Co
Suburban Gas & Electric Co...
Surry Lumber Co
Surry, Sussex & Southampton.

Swayne Lumber Co
Swift & Co
Tacajo Sugar Corporation
Terminal R, R. Assn. of St. Louis.
Texas & New Orleans

Texas &

Pacific

Texas, Oklahoma & Eastern..
Toledo Terminal
Toronto, Hamilton & Buffalo.
Tremont & Gulf

X 28
X 28
X 30
X 28
X J2
28 X J2
23
22
22
21
28

Geared
0-4-0

8 X 12
14 X 20
3-11 X 12

27,000
70,900
120,000

0^2
4-44>

Shay

06 6
3-10 X 12

22H X

JO

19 X 26

26 X 28
28 X 32
16 X 24
22 X 28
:»

84.000
202.000
154.000
266,700
324,600
105,800
199,000
166,000

V. S. Meula Refining Co
United States War Department.
Vilas County

Von

Ye.

Plaien

Lumber Co
Lumber Co

Vredenburgh Saw Mill Co

12

S4.0W

JII X 12

lOO.OOO
»4.000

J-IO

X

3 10 X 12

Shay
Skay
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Super
0.

Purchaser.

Western Steel Car & Foundry Co.
West Side Belt
Wheeler Lumber Co
White, J. G.. Enerf!. Co
Wilderness I.nniher Co
Wood. Alan, Iron & Steel Co..

1

3
1
1

1
1
1

Wood Russ Lumber Co
Worth

1

Lumber Co

Woodstock

1

2

Co

Bros.

1

Cylinders

Type

Weight

Wyandotte Terminal Railroad

0-6-O

VounRstovvn & Ohio River...

Klectric
0-6-0

Vouiissi""!!

Sbiet

4

& Tube Co

22 X 26

100.000
151,000

For the American Railways
United States

War Department

166,400
161,000
46,000
60,000
34,500
14,000
8,000
38,000
48.000

(for France).

Orders from Railways

in

Ltd.

Arica-La Paz Ry.
ISritish

Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central
Central

War

(Chile)

118,900
50,400
69,200

(Cuba)
(Cuba)

Aigodones
Constancia

El Lugareno (Cuba)
Narcisa (Cuba)

'73,606
97,000
52,000
52,800
46,000
76,600
74,000
161,000
155,000

R. R. of Brazil

(Cuba)
San Ramon (Cuba)
(Cuba)
SoleJad
Vitoria (Cuba)
Chaparra Sugar Co. (Cuba)
Chemin de Fer du Midi (France)
Chosen Railway Bureau (Korea)
Cie Francaise de Metaux (France)
Cuba Cane Sugar Corp. (Cuba)
Cuban American Sugar Co. (Cuba)
Egyptian State Railways
Estate Monymusk (Jamaica)
C. de Caldas (Colombia)
I'.
F. C. de Lima a Lurin (Peru)
Colombia)
F. C. del Pacifico
Ferrocarril Central Dominicaiio
Portugalete

No

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

No

Baldwin

Lima
Lima
I'.aldwin

Baldwin

No

France
No

2-8-0
2-8-0
0-4-0
0-4-0
2-6-2

Yes
Yes

0-40
0-4-0

(Gasoline)
(Gasoline)

0-40

No

0-6-O
0-4-0

(Gasoline)

Yes

Stephenson
Walschaert

(Gasoline)

No
No

No
No

Walscbaert

Yes

Hunan Mining Bureau (China)
Inter. Engineering & Trading Co.

Lihue Plantation Co. (Hawaii)
Linde Brothers (Jamaica)
Lindcteves Stokvis (Dutch East Indies)
Manati Sugar Co. (Cuba)
Morrcll. John,

3-10 X 12
3-i(: X IX
15 X 20
15 X

& Co

20

X IX
8 t 12

1.1

(Russia).

Jayme Arthur Marques (Africa)
Knox, Wm. H., & Co., Inc. (Peru)
Kure Naval Yard (Japan)

6
13

I'l'

W,

; 10
'^

18

X

'I'e

'x

14

l.S

X 20

20

'^

24

Railway of France
Railway of Spain

Ry. (Japan)
Oving, H. E., Jr. (Java)
Paris Orleans Railway (France)
Peruvian Corp., Ltd
Ponce & Guayama R- R. (Porto Rico)
Porvenir Sugar Co. (Santo Domingo)
Rhodesian Railway
Robla Railway
Russian Government

South Manchurian Railway
Sun Ning Railway (China)
Trinidad Shipping & Trading Co. (Trinidad).
Union Miniere du Haut Katanga
Usina Sao Bento (Brazil)

Baldwir
Vulcan
Baldwir
Baldwir
Baldwir

\ukan
Porter

Other Countries
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

0-6-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-6-0
0-4-0
2-6-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-8-0
2-6-0
2-6-0
2-8-0
2-6-0

11,900
56,450
97,000
42,000
45,000

'33,666
78,650
129,600

No
No

No
Yes

17J^ X 20
16"^ & 26 X

197,066
197,000
197,000
45,000
197,000
197,000
160,000
134.000
118,000
194.000
200,000
175,000
112,000
84.500
34,000
48,000
55.900

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

Shay
Shay
2-6-2
4-6-0
2-6-2
0-4-O
0-6-0
0-4-0
2-8-0
0-4-0
0-4-0
0-6-2
0-4-2
0-8-0
2-8-0
0-6-0
2-8-2

Ye's

No
No
No
No
No

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

American
Xii

Y'es

No
Yes
Yes

No

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin

American
Baldwin
Baldwin
.•\merican

No
2-6-0,

No
No

4-8-2

Yes

0-80
N.g. Mallet

Shantung Railway

South African Railways

16,500
66,200
69,350
92,350
84,000
84,000
90,500
75,400
70,400
18,200

196,066
90,500
12,500
200,000
93,500
80.000
45,300
172,000
118,000

Omc

(China)
Railroad (Brazil)

Baldwi

Yes

1

Ferrocarril La Paz-Yungas
Fuji Minobu Ry. (Japan)
Graham, Hinkley & Co. (Yucatan)
Guantanamo Sugar Co. (Cuba)

.Sorocobana

Lima

Office:

Cunagua (Cuba)

Northern
Northern

McKeen

No

85,000
54,000
110,900
150,000

(Chile)
(Chile)

Antofagasta Nitrate Co.
Co.,

in

Heisler

0-6-0
4-6-0
0-6-0
2-8-0

.Mapactl Mining Co. (Russia)
.American K. R. of Porto Rico

Aranco

heater

0-6-0
129,000
2-8-0
234.000
(.eared
84.000
300 hp. Gasoline Mech. drive
Shav
72,000
3-10 X 10
0-4-0
24.000
9 X 24
0-4-0
45,000
12 X 16
0-4-0
62,000
14 X 18
Shay
3-10 X 10
72,000
Shay
3-11 X 12
100,000
0-4-0
63,600
14 X 16
0-6-0
156,700
22 X 26

20 X 26
25 X 32-

2-10-0
2-10-0
2-10-0
0-6-0
2-10-0

2-100
2-8-0
2-8-2
4-6-2

Ye's

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Mallet
4-8-2
4-8-2

404
2-6-0
0-4-0
0-6-0

freight

Yes

Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
Baldwin
Baldwin
American
American
Baldwin
American
American

1

.

Freight Car Orders in 1917 Reach
Total of 158.965 Compares With 205.368 in 1916.
Orders Lowest Since the Year 1908
1917
FREIGHT CARS
THE ORDERS FOR
domestic uses,
74,274
in

Thf shop

totaled 158,965,

18,844 for the
United States Government and 65,676 for France, Kusfor

iiiclucling

and other foreign countries. The total of all orders compares with 205,368 in 1916; the difference, however, is much
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per cent of capacity and as one manufacturer has put it,
"when there were orders there was a shortage of labor and
material, or when there was material, a shortage of labor."
The United States Government orders for the forces in
France have helped the situation considerably and it is to

A— CLASSIFICATION OF

1

Russian requirements, as was the case for locomotives, as
.mentioned elsewhere in this issue.
While 1917 may not have been exceedingly bright from
the standpoint of freight car orders, the situation as to the
immediate future is exactly the opposite. The opportunities
for the railways to obtain cars were never better than at
present. With the material situation much better than it was
last year at this time and with a smaller number of orders
on their books, the car builders are in a position to give

exactly favorable either with the railways or the builders.
The prices have been r-o hi.<;h that the railways have not
As a result the builders
dared to come into the markets.
have been operating in some cases at as low as 50 or even 25
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FREIGHT CARS ORDERED DURING

1917

Steel
.\ll-steel

frame and
St. U. F.

3,253

Rox
Refrigerator
Hopper, including ore

center

sill

9,300

7,902

400

100
50

1,100
3.925

Gondola

Steel

Steel

Total
25,259
7,740
11,273
15,205

518

2,702

2,864
1.095
1,650

Coal (not otherwise specified).
Stock

Wood

1,096
4,462
2,146
8.078

i.ioo

Flat

Tank

820

Caboose

100

1,096

1,758

4,433

Miscellaneous or not specified.
28.679

Total

the credit of the authorities of Washington that the deliveries
on these cars have been called for with full regard to both
the shipping situation and to the situation in car builders'

establishments.

The Russian
Tapi-e

orders for cars have not had anything like

TV— The

Freight and Passenger Cars Built in

Domestic
Foreign

1917.

Freight cars
119,363
32,038

Passenger cars

151,401
61,115

2,000
1.874

1,969
31

from three to four months' delivery, which is the condition
normal times. W'ith a plant capacity of about 25,000 cars
per month and with current orders to absorb this capacity
for the next three months, one-fourth of which is for foreign
delivery, the car companies could, if sufficient orders were

in

placed, organize their forces for maximum full production
and provide over 100,000 cars within the next six months.
This would assist materially in relieving the car shortage.

They have been handicapped throughout
scarcity of labor

Total
All-steel

Steel frame
Stee! underlrame
Steel center sills

29.310
40,386

Wood

93

8.317
12,273

33

151,401

2.0OO

Comparison with Previous Years
Freight cars
119,886

Year
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904
1905'

115,631
136,950
162,599
153,195
60,806
165,155
240.503
284,188
76,555
93,570
180,945
72,161
152,429

1906*
1907*
1908*
1909*
1910*
191 1«

19I2t
1913t
i914t
1915t
19I6t

207,684

Passenger cars
1.305
1,636
2,055
1.948
2,007
2,144
2,551
3,167
5,457
1,716
2,849
4,412
4,246
3,060
3.296
3,691

104,541
74.112
135.001

1,949
1.839

"Includes Canadian output.
tincludes Canadian output and eciuipment built in railroad shops.

the effect on the car market that the Russian locomotives
There have not been large car orders
orders have had.

placed and there were not sufficient domestic orders to establish a conflict between deliveries on domestic and on

now

if

and the delayed

the

year by the

receipt of material.

Even

number of cars was ordered for immediate
might be necessary for the Government to assist

a large

delivery,

it

in the matter of materials.
A shortage of material not only
delays the delivery of the cars but disrupts the shop organization and greatly increases the cost of the cars.
In other
words, the conditions must be stabilized if the car produc-

be sufficient to meet the needs of the country for

tion

is

new

freight cars.

And

to

this still omits

from consideration the new develop-

ments

at Washington, which, as noted editorially, have been
received on the whole with favor in the supply field.

There were 151,401 freight cars built during the year, of
which 119,363 were for domestic use and 32,038 for foreign

Of the 119,,;63 for domestic use, 12,273, or over
10 per cent, were of wood and over 11 per cent, or 13,488,
were built by the railroads themselves.
The total number
built is a material increase over 1916 and 1915.
In the following tables are given lists of the orders for
freight and passenger cars during the twelve months of 1917.
The article on the locomotive situation on another page tells
how the items were olitained. Suffice it to say here that the
lists are received from official sources.
Replies were received
from practically every railway and car line in the country,
and the reports were then further checked up by reference
to lists furnished bv the builders.

delivery.

Passenger Car Orders in 1917
If electric lighting

Axle generPurchaser
Alabama & Vicksburg

No.
1

American Traction Co
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic
Atlantic & Carolina
Atlantic Const Line R.

1

2
1

1

R

2
3

ore

i Ohio

Class

Bagg.

asterisk in this

Weight

wheels

All steel
mail
Stor. battery
St. underframe
All steel
Private
Stor. battery
St. underframe
80 hp. Gasolc;ne, passenger ar
All steel
Driving
All steel
Coaches
Pass. & bagg.
All steel
All steel
Mail & bagg.
S:

Express
Express

R. R.
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Electric
Electric
Electric
Electric

Safety

Willard
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Oil
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and the following tables are not included

in the totals.
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Freight Car Orders in 1917
From Companies
Purchaser.

Abilene

Capacity

No.

& Southern

Alaska Engineering Commission.
Allegheny Steel Co
Aliquippa & Southern
American Brass Co
American Linseed Co

20

American Steel & Wire Co

25

Archer- Daniels Linseed Co
Armour Car Lines

•»

Gondola
Gondola
Gondola

»
50
2
'0

Tank
Tank
Tank

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

O.OOO
H 0.000
1'

H 0,000

1

Scale test

Tank

3.000 St. und'frame
Steel
6,000g.
Steel underfran :s for beef cars
Refrigerator
a.OOO St. und'frame
St. frame
I' 0,000
Gondola
St. frame
Concentrate
1' 0,000

Refrigerator

50O

(

Tank

•500
800

Fe.

Draft gear

37,000
56,080
32,200

Company shops
Company shops
Am. Car & Fdy.
Seattle

Farlow-West'ghouse
Farlow-West'ghouse
Spring

.\rch bar
.Arch bar

Arch bar

33,000
50,000
40,000

CardwellG-11
CardwellG-11

Arch bar
Cast steel
Arch bar

5 5,'sod

Miner A-19-B
Miner A-19-B
Miner A-12-B

Cast steel
Cast steel
Cast steel

!

1,500

Trucks.

Bettendorf

80,000 St. und' frame
Wood
60,000
Flat
Steel underfr; lies and steel end frames

,1

& Santa

United States and Canada

Coal

1

Alabama & Vicksburg

Atchison, Topeka

in the

Construction Weight

45,000
44,900

CardwellG-U

Murphy

Wood

Baltimore

Hopper
Hopper

& Ohio

Cambria

All steel

So.

Composite

Box
Box

SO.OOO
60,000
80.000
60.000
50,000
60,000
50,000

Gondola

110.000

bodies

Box

Bangor & .\roostook.

Flat
Flat
Flat

Southwestern
Bethlehem Steel Co
Birmingham Southern

40
50
10

Batesville

Boston & Maine
Boynton Refining Co
Brier Hill Steel

25

Tank

5

Pittsburgh.

15

Gondola
Caboose

Co

25
75

Tank

California Dispatch Line

25

10

&

Butler County R. R.

Butterworth-Judson

Flat

Tank
Tank
Rock

50
Calumet & Hecla Mining Co
8
Canadian Car & Foundry Co...
Canadian Government Railways.. 3,000

Flat

1,000
1,000
1,000

Can. Gov. Rys.

Linei)..

(East.

50
50O
500

Box
Box
Box
Snow plow
Box

1,000

Canadian Government Railways..

Canadian

sills

sills

Wood
Steel

Wood

36,900
37,000
33,000
24,000
22,000
34,000
28,000

CardwellG-11
Cardwell G-U
Tandem spring
Tandem spring
Tandem spring
Tandem spring

500

Steel
Steel
8.250g.
Steel
150,000
Steel
100.000
60.000 St. und'frame
Wood
60,000

40,000

Friction
Friction

38,000
39,975
40,000
25,000

Farlow
Farlow spring
Farlow spring

Tandem

000
80.000
80,000
80,000
80,000
60,000

Flangers
Air Dump
Stock
Coal
Ingot

Canadian Steel Foundr

Flat
Flat
Flat
Ore bin
Coke bin

Cambria Steel Co

Gondola
Coke
Hopper (H21a)
Gondola
Quencher

80,000
80,000
,000
100,000

frame
frame
frame
frame

Wood
Wood
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel frame
Steel

32,000
40.000
40,000
40.000
39.600

liner twin spring
diner twin spring
iiner twin spring
Tandem spring

Dump
Tank
Flat

Jersey

2

Central Vermont
Certainteed Products Corp

Chesapeake
Ckicago
Chicago
Chicago

& Ohio

& Alton
& Calumet River
& North Western

1
1

50
60
200
25
2,000

SO
•375
Chicago, Indianapolis

&

L'ville..

'5

Stock
Stock

Box
Flat

Caboose
Gondola
Caboose

Tank

Arch bar
Bettendorf
Arch bar
Arch bar

80,000
lOO.OOO
100,000
200.000
100,000
100,000
100,000
140.000
140,000

100,000
140,000
140,000
100,000

St.

38,400
39,600
52,900
71,400
54,100
71,400
57,300
51,400
128,300
58,300
128,300
57,300
35,200

Steel

48,400

"SteeV
Steel

si ,260

und'frame

Canvas
Steel

Penn. Tank Car
General Am.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Nat. Steel Car
Can. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Eastern Car
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car & Fdy.
Angus shops
Winnipeg shops
Angus shops
Winnipeg shops
Angus shops
Winnipeg shops
Winnipeg shops
Winnipeg shops

W. W.
Simplex

S. C.

Winnipeg shops
Angus shops
Can. Car & Fdy.
Can. Car

Steel
Steel

Caboose
Stock
Gondola
Gondola
Gondola
Caboose
Steel underframes
Steel underframes

Winslow
Winslow
Winslow

Metal

Simplex

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Wood
80,000
Wood
60,000
60.000 St ctr. sills
80,000 St. ctr. sills
Wood
50,000
80,000 St. ctr. sills
Wood
60.000
Steel
8.050g
80,000 Eco.dft.arms
80.000 Eco.dft.arms
80,000 St. ctr. sills
Steel
100,000
100,000 Steel frame

Chic. Winslow
Chic. Winslow
Chic. Winslow
Dbl. board
Chic.
Chic.
Chic.

Cardwell friction

Miner twin spring
Miner twin spring
Miner tandem

26 ft.
60.000
94,000 St. jnd'frame

Dump
100
100
2
2
4

Cambria

Simplex Mystic

Dump

Gondola

Cast steel
Arch bar

Miner twin spring
40,000
40,000
47,500
62,500
36,300
47.000

Steel

Gondola bodies
Trucks
Carnegie Steel Co.

Penn Tank Car
Mt. Vernon
Pressed Steel
Mt. Vernon
Company shops

.Arch bar

Wood
Wood

Quencher
Hopper (H21a)

Mine
Hopper

Pressed Steel

Arch bar

Wood
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Vans

New

Laconia

Steel
Steel

8,00Og.
S.OOOg.

L'aconia

Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops

Steel

Snow plow
Snow plow
Snow plow

Central of

Murphy

Cardwell

Steel
Steel

Refrigerator
Auto. Furn.
Auto. Furn.
Stores supply

Pacific

Central of Georgia

Cast steel
Cast steel
Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar

Wood

Flat

Buffalo. Rochester

sills
sills

ck self propelling
80,000
Tank

1

Co

ctr.
ctr.
ctr.
ctr.

St.
St.
St.
St.

Baltimore

Company shops
Ryan Car

Caboose
Bo.x

Pullman

Company shops

Caboose
IIO.OOO
110,000

Ralston
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
General Am.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Chicago St'l Car
Bettendorf
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am, Car & Fdy.

38,300
30,000
29,800
33,200

Slick
Slick
Slick
Slick

Arch
Arch
Arch

Westinghouse
Slick
Slick

Farlow-West'ghouse
Farlow. West'ghouse
Farlow-West'ghouse
Cardwell
Farlow-West'ghouse
Farlow-West'ghouse
Bradford
Bradford
"Transom

W. &P.
Transom

&

Fdy.

Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Cambria
Ralston
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Clark Car

Standard Steel

Schoen
Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar

.\rch bar
Spring
Friction
Arch bar
32,500 Farlow twin spring
Arch bar
35.240 Tandem spring gear
Pressed steel
35,300
Miner Class G
.\rch bar
40,300
Cast steel
Mil
41,800

Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Penn Tank Car
Company shops
Company shops
Haskell & Bark.
Pressed Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car ft Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

,
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4.

Purchucr.
Chicago,

& Quiocy..

ltiirliii(ton

.

No.

Oaaa.

I.SOO

Gondola

US

Way
Slotk
Slock

300
•ISO
Chicago luiiciH.n

Mine

4
2

Paul.

.

t>

St.

1

Si.

car

Flat
Flat
I'Ul

J

MiUaukcc &

69

Tank

SO
100

cagu.

"

'

J30

CioJr

1,000
1,500

(J,.,

1.000
ISO

Chicago. Si

Minn. & Omaha.

I>..

Cincinnati Abbatoir Co
Cincinnali, Indianapolii

& West.

JOG
•JOO
'45

Su

21

r.

Auu

I

Clarenilon Refining Co

4 Si.
& Soalbcrn

Cle».. Cin., Chi.

Colorado

Louis.

. .

Comnioiiwcalih Ediion Co
Con^oh.lalion Coal Co
Consuntinc Refining Co
Cook. .N. U. Oil Co

50

Deiroit Chemical Works
Detroit Edison Co
Deiroii. Toledo & Ironton
Disi. of Columbia. Comm. of...
Dold. Jacob. Packing Co
Dominion Iron & Steel Co
TV>nner Sleel Co
ii..tv Oil Co

& Iron Range

I.,

de Nemours Co..

Hopper
Caboose
Ditcher Flat

1

Roiary anuw plow

23
2

100
IS

'50
100
86
2
10

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

lOO.i
...
I>.UUU||.

«,000g.

80.000
100,'

Hd
60'

W

•

•

•

Cabin
underframct

Steel

Tank
Coke racks
Tank

67
I

'

*

General aervi

Gondola

6
50

Refrigerator

25

g.ow...

lOO,

Refrigerator
Refrigerator

SO

2

.Ai.Uuu
100.000

Tank
Tank

1

200
200

Ctidahy Milwaukee Refrig. Line.
Cudahy Refriueraior Line
Cumberland Valley
Iielaware & Hudson
IVlawire River & Union
rvlray Conneciing

Flat

Hopper

i

;o
20

Co

PuPonf. E.

Slock

10
3

Crew Levick Co

ilulh

Box

100
I

Cornplanter Refining Co
ft

Slock

200

MO

Copper Range

Coiden

Tank

iO
250

Dump
Trucks
Gondola

Tank

'.Q,*" <•

ISO.OOO
140.000

»»'

25
25
25
SO

Flat

70
60

Gondola

IOC.

10
27

Refrigerator
Flat

Box

'

.

-

7C,'.-

.

Wood
Wood
Wood
Wood

Box
SoW. Recorery
Flat
Flat

East Broad Top
Eastern Refining Co
East Tenn. & Western N.
Eldorado Refining Co

C

39

Hopper

20

Tank

24
10

Flat

20

& Eastern
El Paso & Southwestern
Essex Terminal

500
58

Elgin. Joliet

Erans Thwing Refining Co
& Supply Co

Federal Oil
Pels & Co

Flora American Plywood Co....
Florida East Coast

Lumber Co

Gondola

30

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

3
4

-0
1/5
7

1.500
H. C. Frick Coke Co
SOO
rniit Growers' Express
100
•ilvesion, Harrisburg & San Ant.

.rgia Railroad
llespie. L. C,

125
4
20
10

Corp

neral Petroleum
.

n Xin.i

& Sons

Tank Line
& Rubber Co

Tire

-ink
Joseph
::f

Ilagerstown &

E

250
100

4

Frederick

Dwight E
ILimman. T. E
Hcald. John H.. ft

S
5

Ilamlin.

Co..

Co

Highland
Illinois

Glass
Central

Illinois

Northern

I

I:

Inc

3

«

500
SOO
SOO
SOO
250
250
50

i:
1

50
100
1.000
^

rthrrn
Refining Company

Co

ningCo
ingCo

Dump

Tank

.'0

160

Foster

Tank
Tank
Side

40
8
10

"

Flat
Fruit

Hat

Steel
Steel

70,000
t.OSOc
50.--K'
(^

140.
S.dW'kv
-

S.OOOg.

Steel

8,0S0g.

Steel
Steel
Steel

80,000
100,000

60.000 St.
80.000

Logging

Hopper
Fruit
Oil

Tank

Gondola

140.000
bOf*^! Si

IC

Tiik
Tank
Tank

100

Hopper
Box
Box
Gondola

Tank

GondoU
Tank
Box
Tank
Tank

4S.J00
37,000 Fsrlow-Wc^'i

12/
100

Tank

FrirttoB

i'\
>.

140.'""'

aO.Ouu
100.000
8.0OOg.

S<

\

.

RAILWAY AGE

70
No.

I'urchasiT,

Class.

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

60

Indian Rcfinins Co.. Inc

15
9

25
12

Inland Steel Co
Refining Co

International

IntersLite R. R
Interstate Tank Car Corp
Island Petroleum Co

Steel

Hopper

500

Hopper
Tank

Tank
Tank

40

Tank
Tank

15

Keith Railway Equipment Co...
Kentucky Solvay Coke Co
Kinsan Refrigerator Line
Koppers. H.. Co
La Hellc Iron Works

Lackawanna

General Service

35
50
50

28
3

Hopper
Hopper

1

Acid tank

9

Tank
Tank
Hopper
Hopper
Tank

3

Co

8

300

Lake Milling, Smelt. & Ref. Co..
Lake Park Refining Co
Lake Terminal
Lehigh Valley
Liberty Oil Co
Lorain Steel Co
I..OS Angeles & Salt Lake
Louisiana & Arkansas

3

10
12
183
10
25
6
10

Hopper bodies
Automobile

Tank
Gondola
Caboose

Construction Weight

Capacity

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

8.050g.
6,050g.
e.OOOg.
8.050g.

100,000
100,000
80.000
100.000
100,000
8,000g.

80,000
100,000
50.000
100,000
lOO.OOO

Gas & Electric Co
Ry & Light Co
Magnolia Petroleum Co
Maine Central

lOO.OOO

CardwellG-11
Bradford

Side
Side frame

38,530
40,000
35.000

S.rle

National
Farlow twin spring

fa 5

CardwcU

Ar hbar
Ar hbar

friction

lO.OOOg.

100,000
100,000
8,050g.

44,000
37,000
34,470

:

steel

Arr h bar

Chic. Steel Car

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Ami'Car'&'Fd'y.

Gen. American
Am. Car & Fdy.

Cardwell

Miner A-18

Western Steel
Penn. Tank Car

Spring

Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Penn. Tank Car

Cast steel

Steel
Steel

lOO.OOO

Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Gen. American
Std. Car Cons.
Pressed Steel

endorf
Cast steel

Beti

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

100,000
80,000 St. und'frame
10,05Og.

Std. Car Cons.
Sid. Car Cons.
Chic. Steel Car
Std. Car Cons.

Ar hbar
frame
Mett endorf

CardwellC.-ll
Spring
Spring

Bettendorf

Arch bar

Ralston
Mt. Vernon
Ccmpany shops
Company shops

Wood
Wood
Wood

Tank'

Company
Am. Car
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company
Company

300
200
30

'steeV

.SO.OOO St.

Box

SO.OOO St.
80.000 St.
80,000 St.

und'frame 40,800
und'frame 38,300
und'frame 41,000
und'frame 50,200
und'frame 40,800
und'frame 35.000

Stock
Refrigerator

100.000 St.
Gondola
Caboose
100,000 St.
Steel underframes for box cars

Steel underfran^es for ventilator cars
Steel underfratnes for stock cars
Steel underframes for refrigerator ca
Steel underframes for gondola cars
Hopper
100,000
Steel

Tank
Tank
Box
Stock
Refrigerator
Refrigerator

Hopper
Hopper
Flat

Gondola
Refrigerator

Marsh Refrigerator Service Co.
Meridian & Memphis
Mexican Petroleum Corp
Michigan Alkali Co
Mid-Co. Gasoline Co
Mississippi Riv. & Bonne Terre.

45,200

iiisOOg.

Vent. Box

Mark Manufacturing Co

80,000
80,000
70,000
70,000
100,000
100.000
100,000
140,000
60.000

Tank
Hopper
Tank
Caboose

Farlow
Farlow
Farlow
Farlow
Farlow
Farlow

Western Steel
Pullman
Penn. Tank Car
Gen. American

Friction

St.
St.
St.
St.

und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame

St.

und'frame

42,545
39,000
49,500
49,500

Steel
Steel

Miner A-IS
Miner .\-18
Miner A-18
Miner A-18
Miner .'^-IS
Farlow spring

Arch bar
Andrews
Andrews
Arch bar

Friction

Steel
St.

und'frame

Farlov

Wood
lO.OOOg.

40,000
38,530
40,000

Steel
Steel
Steel

100,000
10,050g.

Arch bar

Arch bar

60,000 St. und'frame

Box

Moncton & Buctouche
Monongahela Connecting R,

Gondola
Gondola

Monongahela Valley Traction...
Montana. Wyoming & Southern..
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas....

50
10
4
25
100

Hopper
Coke
Flat

Tank
Gondola
Tank-

Gondola
400
20
65

Morris & Co.. Ref rig. Line
Munising. Marquette

&

S.

Wood

Snow plow
R.

E

Muskogee Refining Co
Mutual Refining Co

Refrigerator

Tank

5

5

Co

20
40
.

.

Westinghouse
Miner A-18
Westinghouse
Westinghouse
Westinghouse

Steel
Steel
Steel

8,250g.

ction

80,000 St. und'frame

Mi.

A-18

Farlow spring
Cardwell G-11
Cardwell G-1'1

Ste

100,000
60.000
80,000

:r

Steel

12,500k.
5

eel fran

Steel

Flat

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

25

Nevada County Narrow Gauge
New Orleans, Texas & Mexico..

200,000
240,000
200,000
100,000
200,000

Steel
Steel
Steel

8.050g.
8,050g.

80,000
80,000
100,000

Steel
Steel

Wood

4

300
200

Murphy-XL.

und'frame 39,700
und'frame 36,100

Bo.x

Steel

Wood

New York Central
New York, New Haven & Hart.,
New York, Ontario & Western..

Steel

underframes for refrigerator c

Refrigerator
Flat

Refrigerator
1

9

Norfolk Southern

Northern

Pacific

250
250
1.000

500
500

Northwestern Iron Co
Ohio Valley Refining Co
Oklahoma Petroleum & Gas. Co
Oneta Refining Co
Oreana Grain Co
Pacific Fruit Express

Gondola
Refrigerator

Coke

6

15

900

St. ctr. sills

5,000
),50O
',000
i,000
i,000

Steel

80,000
100,000
70,000
100,000

St. ctr. sills

Steel
St,

md'frame

!,600
!.000
i,400

Steel
Steel
Steel

Miner A-18
Miner
Miner
Miner
Farlow twin spring
Farlow spring
Farlow spring
Spring
Spring & friction

Bettendorf
.\rch bar
Bettendorf

Metal

Wood'

Spring
Cardwell

Steel

8,00Og.
lo.osog.
8,050g.

Refrigerator
Refrigerator

940

Tank
Box (X-25)
Hopper (H21a)

191

Cabin (N-5)

60
I.OOO

76
25
9

.

3

Work

Flat (F-21)
Flat (F-2S)

60.000 St. und'frame
60.000 St. and'frame

Tank
Automobile
Automobile

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

lOO.OOO
140.000

100.000 St. und'frame
140.000
Steel
St. .ind'frame

Work Equip. (F24) 80,000
Work Flat (F2 lb) lOO.OOO

Penn. American Ref. Co.
Pennsylvania Tank Line.

Pere Marquette

Steel frame

80,000

5.000

Friction
Friction

Bo
.800

Peerless Transit Line.
Pennsylvania Railroad

Gondola
Caboose

Box bodies
Box bodies
Box

80,000 St. und'franje
60,000
Wood
60,000
Wood
60,000
Wood

St.

8.000g.
8,05ng.
in,05Og,
8,O50g-

51,000
51,000

49,100
49.500
38,000
41,300

Miner Class G
Miner Class G
Farlow-West'ghouse P.R.R. side
Farlow-West'gbouse P.R.R. side
Farlow-West-ghouse
.-\rch bar
Farlow-West'ghouse
.Xrch bar
-West'ghouse P.R.R.

P.R.R. Steel
P.R.R.' Steel

Keith
Keith
Keith
Keith
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel
Bettendorf
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Gen. American
Pressed Steel
Penn. Tank Car
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Can. Car & Fdy.
Jones & Laugh.
Jones & Laugh.
Jones & Laugh.
Jones & Laugh.
Jones Sr Laugh.
Penn. Tank Car
Mt. Vernon
Am. Car & Fdy.
Ralston
Haskell St Bark.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Bettendorf
Keith
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Company shops
Mt. Vernon
Am. Car & Fdy.
Company shops
West. Steel

Pullman
Pressed Steel
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Cen. L & Car.
Company shops
Am. Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops
Altoona shops

bar
A rch bar

.\ltoona shops
.Altoona shops

Monarch

Murray

Company shops
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tnnk Car
Haskell & Bark.

Cardwell

Haskell & Bark.

'-West'ghouse

und'frame
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

shops

& Fdy.

shops
shops
shops
shops
shops
shops
Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Bettendorf

Friction

Steel
Steel

8.050g.
80,000

Flat

Missouri Pacific

Refining

CardwellG-U

36,6(10
30,9110

41,200
41,000
49,500

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Box

2
10

E.

National

31,300

1

Builder

5

lOO
500
20O
200
100
300
50
*20O
•500
*200
•lOO
•300
2S

Louisville

M.

Trucks.

Steel
Steel
Steel
Steel

Flat

I^uisiana & Northwest
Louisiana Western
Louisville & Nashville

Vol. 64, No.
Draft gear

Friction
Friction

::h

.

J.miiary

1918

4,

RAILWAY AGE

I'urihjscr.

Nu.

l-onio

J

Phil«ilrl|jhM

&

Kcailmic

Sou
500
SCO
sou

]

|:

JO

4 y\

.1

PhiU'lrll'liia,

Itjlt.

\ Wj.h...

40

1

Philippiiir \'rKriablc Oil Co.
Pkilli|» Sheet & III! rUir (

GuuduU

Pierre

t)il

Cori.

Tank
Tank
Tank

Piio.. AlleK. & McKccs KucLi.
Power (iatoline Co
Proctor & C'lamble Tran». Co. ,

Hopper

Tank
Tank
lla<

60
100

lubliiler

War J

lo

Diiti:.

I

Ouebec Central
Raymond I.oR Loader Co
Kcid Newfoundland Co
Republic Iron & Steel

100
1

SO
SO

Co

J

& Potomac

Rich., Frrd'kib'K

200
IN

& llaulacher
Roma Wine Co
Roesiler

Saint Clair Terminal
St Louis. lUownsvillc.
St. Louis, City of
Si.
St.

4

4

30

& Mcx..

Scullin -Steel

8
I2i
34
10

Co

Seaboard Air Line

StmetSolvay Co
Seneca Oil Works

Tank
Box
Box

Dump
Tank
Gondola

Sondheimer, E.. Co
Southern Iron & Equip. Co

100.

1

200
ithrrn

Dump

14
5

Southern Pacific

Pacific— Pac. System.. 1.000
JOO
200
85
85

330
200
450
500

cir

8.0)0«.
a n»«r

Sleel

c,„|

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Flat

Gondola

lOO.OOO

St.

8,0S0(.
80,0<>0 St.

60.01 HI
8,0^

.

60.<i"

80.0110

Flat

HO.OHO
I2.so0ir

Gondola
Stock
^Auto.

SirrI
til

\\
60.000
80.000
W
60.000
-Slirl
100.000
100,000
StrrI
100.000 St. und'frame
80.000
Steel
lOO.OUO
Steel
60,000
Steel
80.000
Sleel

Tank
Tank
Box
Box
Box
Flat
Flat
Flat

WrHMl
und'frame

1

.'.SOOii

80,1100
lOO.Olin
80.1)00
w).niin
HO.OIHI

W
W
W
W
W
w
w

HU,000
80.000

W.
W.

80.1100
KO.IVIll

Caboose
LoRKinc
N. nite flat
ili.rn

Pacific

(Tex.

ft

La.)..

750
250
200
250
IS

Ihern Railway

1,000

495
5

lard

Oil Co. of Ind
pter Valley

50
30

Ilox

Stock
Flat

.\utomobile
Cal>ooscs
Ilox

Refrigerator
Refrigerator

Gondola
Truck

Wood

16

Co

100

rior Oil

Works

Refriftrrator Transp.

5

Co

iskaminR & North. Ontario..
«

Companv

50
595
9
100
300
1

Tank
Tank
Tank

1

n

R.

Hamilton & Buffalo...

R

Carbide Co
n Coal & Coke Co
11

n Pacific

Petroleum Co.

Sleel
Sleel
Steel

lO.OOOn
80.000
100.000

.Slerl

St.

un'
\S

Box
Tank
Coal
Coal

Tank
nio.

sills

Wood

60.000
40.000
40,000

Tank
Tank

Slock

I

Sleel
Steel

Dump

Gondola

500
50

Steel

Sinl

Iloi
Flat

75

25
100
6
2

-

Hox
Trucks
Tank
Tank

20

50

Co

racks

Flat

200

5

Shell Co
Shippers* Car Line
Sinclair Oil & ReAninK
Snyder. C. U.. & Co

Wood

8.0SOf.
lOO.lKM
80.000
S.OSOf.
60,000 St.

IS
I

Louis County Gas Co
Louis Southwestern

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

TjmI.

80.000

Sterl

^

71

.

RAILWAY AGE

72
No.
200

Purchaser.

Union Tank Line Co

Class.

Tank
Tank
Tank

1,000
1,000
4
S
100
32

United .Mloy Steel Corp
U. S. Industrial .Mcohol Co
United Verde MininK Co

Flat

Gondola

Tank
Ore
Flat

Hopper
Verde Tunnel & Smelt R. R.
VicksburR, Shreveport
Virginia-Carolina
Virginian

.

7

20
3

Western Maryland
Western Pacific
Virginia Pulp & Paper Co.
White Eagle Petroleum Co
W'ilderness Lumber Co

Williams.

J.

1

.

.

Flat

Hopper
Box
Hopper (H21a)

Work

(F-24)
Cabin (N-S)

Mm

Box

1

Wilson Car Lines

.

United States Navy

42,000
55,000
55,000
......

Draft gear
Cardwell
Cardwell
Cardwell
Cardwell
Cardwell

Arch bar
Arch bar
Arch bar

Am. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel

Friction

26,500
21,400
39,600
38,500

Cardwell

Cast steel
Cast steel
Arch bar

Pressed Steel
Company shops
Cen. Loco & C.
Pressed Steel

Friction

Cardwell

49,500 Farlow-West'ghouse P.R.R. side
Arch bar
38,600 Farlow-West'ghouse
Arch bar
38.000 Farlow-West'ghouse

fr.

.R.R. Steel

Murphy

und'frame

40,000 Iron wk. only

Flat

Logging

Wood
Wood

60,000
60.000
80,000

Tank
Billet

Gondola

80
20

Hopper

2
3

49.000
42.000
54.100

ilick side fr.

Steel
Steel

39,975
39,975

Arch bar
Arch bar

80,000 St. und'frame
40,000
Wood
Steel
100,000
Steel
150,000
Steel
150,000
lOO.OOO St. und'frame
Steel
100,000
100,000
Steel
80.000
Steel

Box
Hopper

1

Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat
Flat

\-ulcan

Steel
Steel

Wood

Arch bar

Bettendorf
Betteudorf

in

Dctten.loi-f

riction
sprini

Murphy

Box

66.000
66,000
66.000
66.000
66.000
66,000
66,000

3.000
1.200
1,850

Box

Tank
Tank
Flat
Flat
Refrigerator

H.
L.

S.
S.

gondola
gondola
ndola

Ballast

Box
Tank

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

und'frame
und'frame
und'frame
und'frame

S.
S.
S.
S.

gondola
gondola
gondola
gondola

Dump
Dump

ind'frame
ind'frame

St. ind'frame
St. ind'frame
St. ind'frame
St. ind'frame
St. und'frame
St. und'frame
yd. St. un'f'me
12
. yd.
St. un'f'me
22.000 St. und'frame

66.000
66.000
66.000
66.000
66.000
66.000

Steel

22.000 St. und'frame
22,000 St. und'frame
22,000 St. und'frame
d'fran
,000 St
22,000 St und'fr;
27 cu. ft.
Steel
Steel
Steel

Trucks

33.500
33,500
33.500
33,500
.53.500

Steel
Steel

6,500g.
6,500g.

2.000ff

Flat
.

33,500
33,850
33,850
26.500
26,500
47,250
32,550
29,100
29,100
32,250
13,000
29,500
11.250
12.250
8.700
9.200
9._'00

9,200
1.094
1.980
4.000

in

French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French

.\merican

American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
.\merican

French

American
American
American
American
American
American
French

Frenc],

French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French
French

French
French
French
French
French
French

-\merican

American
American
American
American

in

Gondola

120
100
50

Gondola

25
2,000
10,000
1,000

850
1.000
6,000

Java State Railways

400

Katanga Ry

200
100
100
850

Mar. Steel Forg'gs Co. (France).
Paris-Orleans Ry. (Rrance)
Russian Government

6,500
3,500
2,000
10,000
10,000
7,500
3,000

Standard Steel

Pullman
Mt. Vernon
St. Louis
Am. Car & Fdy.
Gen. American
Haskell & Bark.
Southern
Haskell & Bark.
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel

Cambria
Am. Car & Fdy.
West. Whld. Sc.
West. Whld. Sc.
Standard Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel
Standard Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
R.ilston

Magor

.•^teel

Cent, Loco.

&

Am. Car

Fdy.

S:

C.

Pullman

Am, Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Stock
10
10

Am. Car & Fdy_

Other Countries

Composite

50.000

French State Railways

Fdy.

Magor
Am. Car & Fdy.

Orders from Railways

Cuba Northern

S:

Kilborne & Jac.
West. Whld. Sc.
Pressed Steel

Box

Co

& Fdv.

American
American
American

Gun

Distilling

& Fdv.

.\merican

Gun

Cuba

& Fdy.& Fdy.

France

-Armored
Spreader

Co. Rov. Asturienne des Mines..

Car
Car
Car
Car
Car

Pressed Steel

.

700
400
400
333

Vernon
Vernon
Vernon
Vernon
Vernon
Vernon

& C.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

100,000
80,000
100,000

For the American Railways

500
700
2,100
2,300
500
SCO

Mt.
Mt.
Mt.
Mt.
Mt.
Mt.

Cent. Loco.

Gondola
General ser.

1,400

Mt. Vernon
Pressed Steel
Am. Car & Fdv.
Penn. Tank Car
Am. Car & Fdv.
Am. Car & Fdv.
Am. Car & Fdv.
Haskell & Bark.
Gen. American

Am.
Am.
Am.
Am,
Am.

lOO.OOO
Steel
60,000
100,000 St. inid'fran

Flat

450
400
400
575
125

shops
shops
shops

Alt.
Alt.

Bettendorf
Bettendorf
Bettendorf

Box
Flat

Wayne

.\lt.

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel

Wood

iropean

Ft.

Cambria

,an

41,900
28,400
37,800
35,000
31,300
30,400
34,900
32.000
30,900

PRR
PRR
PRR
PRR

Company shops

Steel frame
Steel
Steel
8,050g.

Flat
Refrigerator

1

Builder
Std. Car Cons.

Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdv.
Penn. Tank Car
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon
Mt. Vernon

100,000
100,000

ser.

Tank
Tank

3
.

SO. OOO St.

General

50
25

200
50

Steel

Weight

Caboose

10
.500

2
10

H

Worth Brothers Co
Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co.

Coal

1

S
l.OOO

Waynesburg & Washington
West Jersey & Sea Shore

W.

Flat

3

.

& Pac...

Capacity Construction
Steel
8,000g
Steel
!O,0O0g
lO.OOOg
Steel
Steel
100,000
Steel
100,000
S.OSOg
Steel
Steel
60,000
60,000 St, und' frame
Steel
120,000
Steel
100. OOO
60.000
Wood
Wood
80,000
110,000
Steel
Wood
60.000
Steel
140.000
100,000 St. und'frame
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Roofs.

Car & Fdy.
Pressed Steel

Flat

.Am.

20M

Steel

tons

22.060

Tank

European
Farlow

Company shops
Company shops
-Am. Car & Fdy.

Spring
60,000
40.000

Flat

Box
Four-wheel
N. g. flat
N. g. gondola
N. g. flat

Steel
Steel frame

23. .300

European

Canvas

St.

Keith

Standard Steel
Am. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Steel

und'frame

Western

Steel

Standard Steel
Standard Steel

Hopper
Gondola
General

ser.

Gondola

Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box
Box

'ste'eV
77;666
77.000
Steel
Steel
100,000
30.000 Steel frame
1,200 pood St. frame
1,200 pood St. frame
1,200 pood St. frame

1,200 pood

St.

frame

35,620
32.800
41,412
18,2C4

Spring

European
European
European
European
European
European
European
European

Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal
Metal

Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Pressed Steel
Can. Car & Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.

Standard Steel
& Fdy.
Am. Car & Fdy.
Standard Steel
Pressed Steel

Can. Car

Seattle

Pfritlo^ililht Siina:,

n,-.!--

H.hl.ionfifld. .V/tr

Progress in Railroad Signaling Durint^ the Year
Length

Automatic-Block-Signalcd

of

35,000 Miles;

AkKviEW

ot the Statistics of block and intcrlockins:
signal construction during the past year, and of the
plants now in course of construction, shows, in the

United States and Canada, a
block signaled since January

total of
1.

2,809 miles of road
700 mile>

l")!", or alxjut

Tout

greater tlian tlio total increase recorded, one year ago, for the
Exact comparisons of total mileage of
calendar year 19 lo.
ad worked under the space-inter%al system cannot te made.
icause tliere is a large amount of automatic signaling which
ikes the place of the manual block system and for which
Nearly all of this new
implete statistics are not available.
.-ignaling is automatic, and in the work now under construction (1,633 miles in the United States) and proposed for the
vear IQIS (1.240 miles) the non automatic is entirely negligible.

In interlocking as well as in block signaling the roads
in 1917 than they
The total number of plants completi-d. 187,
did in 1916.

have made considerably more progress

in the previous year; and m"!
lo4 plants, as compared with 119.
work lor I'MS, totaling 108 plants, is 31 1.
er proposed a year ago; but this is the least u-c;
ur summaries, because numerous important m.
ady to tell of their plans. The work <!

compares with 98

!lru

I

tion.

!

ty elevated

and subway

lines

makes up

a\
(1-

;i4ure in
.irt-

HmI

:i

column, and those lines still r
lated" some plants that won- imludol n:
tal in this

lijo.

The

lines, is

Interborough, operatin?

spending several

-'h

'

•''

mill:

•work (including some blcx k
tioned in the present review) an';
present employed on signal constru'

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Comp;ny,

'

:

U«

hattan as well as in Brookh-n, are only
those of the Interborough.

The figures, so far as available.
'•ming work now under construi tioi>
for 1918. are shown in the following

tM

:

:•

Lines

Marked Progress

'

73

Now More Than

in Interlocking

.

.

..

.

.

.

.
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1

PAST YEAR
SIGNALS INSTALLED DURING THE
TABLE A_AUTOMATIC BLOCK
Miles
of koa.l"

•

Casa

La Junta
.Mbuquerque
.

•

S
Hobart
Larson
lie

Pomona

Redoubt J
Stockholm

West Point,
& Ohio

.Mlaiita &
iialtiniorc

East Point
Patterson Ck.

..

Branch
Warwick, O.

K^""!?^"
C
N.. Branch..
Evitts Creek

..

Sterling

N.

La Paz

Milford G
N. Dayton

&

R.

Buffalo,

J

.

.

Times Square.

„

Terra

::::::
Cotta

Georgi;

of

Central

Macon

J

Chesapeake & Ohio'...
Chicago & N. Western.
Chicago &
B.

Chicago,

Crawford,

J.
V\

Galesburg,

111

Western.

Gt.

Chicaeo.

M. &

St.

1

/.

3-1

S.

A

C.

Track

owned by

Erie.

Circuit.

A. C. Track Circuit.i
A. C. Track Circuit.
A. C. Track Circuit.

U

2-A"

Q.
Q.
Q.

3 pos.
..2-A" 3 pos. U.
••2-A" 3 pos. U.

•2-A"

•

•

;

.G. R.
R- S-

B."'.'.'.'.'.---G-

P.

•

o-pos.

p
B
*^-

0-pos.

.

vo-pos.
'4-.\" 2-pos. U.
3-pos. U.
3-color

•4-A"
Light,
Light,
Light,
Light,

....

Lodge..
Deer
t"^
Regis

Ha gan
ts^

R.

is?}"Union "S^_.
Union "S".
Union "S".

leff

St.

— Road

G.

u^%
49
151

Ringling

manual

lii

Light,
Light,
Light,

9

57

.

Marengo

.

lit

.

Mt. Pleasant,
Napier
Dorchester
Gibson
Hayfield

l.ennek
Butte
Superior
Regis
St.

P..

Top-of-mast .Polarized
Top-of-mast. Polarized

Lytle

Joseph
Lincoln, Neb,
Omaha, Neb.
Mclntire ...
Oelwein

trackckt
trackckt

C.

C

C. track-ckt
C. track-ckt
C. Track-ckt

-.

3-pos. °.

Semaphore,

:rly

Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal
Signal

Co.
Co.

Co.
Co.
Co.

Federal.
Federal.

QQ.

3-color
3-color
3-color

"

Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal
Federal

Union.
Union.
Union.
Union.
^"''"rfait
trifled

w

above)

(n

lines

ii

East

Louis & Sub.

St.

2

.

& E
Trunk

Elgin,

1

J.

Grand
Illinois

Central

,

j'
»^

&

Louisville

& N.

Shdburne.'Ni'H.: Bethel, Me
Louisville, Ky.... Tip Top..

-k"
"K"

Caliente

go^

Orleans J
Mannie, 111.
Earlington
.\mqui

.

.

.

Fairfield

53

66
46

.

'^?'"? f.u
N. Little

St.
St.

L.

So.

stops.

U. Q.
U. Q.

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

U. Q.
U. Q.
U. Q.

eded

S.

T.

manual.

'changed from

S.

T. to D. T.

•••

"S" U. Q.

Q

U.

•

Y.

N.

-S"

Tower.

Chatham

„.

Schenectady

.iilbany

N

T.

59

Norfolk & Western

216

Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania

West

Niagara
Schuyler J...

..

6

Vew Haven

Bridgeport

84

Stamford ..
Radford
Ripplemead
.Mnwick
Mandan, Mont.

Lewisburg

Southern

N

•

Southern Pacific
(Tex. and La.)

.\tkin:

Pearisburg

.

3-pos.

U. Q.

Reconstruction.

3-pos.
3.pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.
Q.

.

C.
.
1,
/.Polarized track ckt, T>.
.Changed from single track.
.Polarized track ckt
.

.

Glendive
Haddonfield
.

.

.

Position-light

Sandy Gut
Ped Hill

3

4
26

a:

C

trick circuit.

Union;

;

in

place of electro-pneu-

matic semaphores.

85
6

Supersedes manual
Supersedes manual
Supersedes manual

b.
b.
b.

s.

Supersedes manual
Supersedes manual

b.

s.

b.

».

s.
s.

,^"".'^5?.

berry J.

....

Sandy Gut..
.

!

Alexandria
N. Glasgow.

.

Switzerland
Whittle
Duluth, Ga
Demine, N.
Wall Creek, Oi

M

Hempstead

,

.

]°<^
.

Supersedes controlled manual.
Supersedes controlled manual.
A. C. 60-cycle.

.

Poswell

•

^^i

Mamaroneck

Knighfstown
Morristee Ave...

lientley

Richmond F. & PWashington South..
•

Superseded controlled manual.
Reconstruction.
.Third track.

2

Springfield

Richmond
Roby
Dinsmore

Philadelphia & Reading
Pittsburgh & L. E

track line.

Cold Sprin

Camden

of

Superseded manual b.s.
Superseded controlled m. an^
automatic on parts ot tour

-.

Hall "L" 3-pos. U. Q.
Hall "L" 3-pos. U. Q.

Y

18'
13

Union

Hall "L" 3-pos. U. Q.
Hall ••L" 3-pos. U. Q.

j
»

I,:
?.'?"'^''''^"iFalls

Buffalo

Athol

.

C. & St. L.
Municipal (see
Brooklyn R. T Co.)
H.
& H
N.
Y..
N.

C, C.

....

•••••

Utica

Herkimer
Boston & -Albany.

pi,-'
RK.

W. \a

Brownsv

.

1...

Schuyler J

So. Pac.

3-pos.
3-pos.

,

Cole J-

Military J
Military J

Hoffmans

Pennsylvania,
Pittsburgh

Automatic

.

M. P. 382
Washin. Mo

N. Y. Central (Eastern)

N

jjtckt

G. R. S.
Hall.
Hall.
Hall.

.

......••

&
&

U.Q,

U.
U.

Fairfield

Monongahcia

C. 10-volt...
direction

Traffic

Q
Q

3-pos.
3-ros.
'

Waterville ....

Pacific

3-pis.'u. 6.
3-pos. U. Q,

goals.

track-ckt.

C.

.

Henderson, Ky
Cedar Hill, T.

K. & T.

A
^
D.

••K" 3-pos.
Light

La.

I?''""-^.
Riverside

Frelsen
Howell, Ind.

Co.

N

Maine Central

Nashville, C.
Nashville, C.

Vaughn _

Hazleton
Oakdale
Los Angeles

Long Island .•••;
Los Angeles & S. L
Louisiana R.

Gauntlet

Union light
Union "B"

Coldwater, Miss..
Noean. Miss. ..
143d St
Buffalo

141

(N. Y.)

Interb'gh R. T.
Lehigh Valley

to

T.

S.

Supersedes manual.
Supersedes manual.
Supersedes manual.

Calumet
Wyeville

St.

Chicago

'

c,

.

Shorelin

Hammond

W. Ind.^..
& Q

Electric Co.

rk\

supersedes
T.;
D.
block system.

^

Weems

Rosemere
Rosemere
Clyman

.

Union; changed from

2

J

Irving.
Hopeville

Experimen

.

^^

B.

.

Ft.

.

.

Q

"T"

41

J

^^y^
Valley

a^^l I-

c.

.

^^

J

(Tunnel)
Canal St,

1

.•

a.

d.

a.

C.

,

c.
c.
c.
c.
c.

'-

Stevens

'Andover
Fitchburg

\

Boston Elevated ......
Brooklyn Rapid Tr. Co.

&

1.

Boyier

& Maine.

Boston

|,j^_..^_^

B.

Q.
Q.
g.

U.
U.
U.
U.
U.

Non-polarized
.Non-polarized
Non-polarized
.Non-polarized
Non-polarized,
Non-polarized,
Non-polarized,
.A. P. B

c..

d.
d.
d.
d.

«

Cy.. Piqua J
..

&

J.

U. Q.
U. Q.
U. Q.

.

-*

J

Miami City

X

\

g
8
o

Johnson

Tippecanoe

Pittsb'gh

.

Ponetta

Cleb)
1,.

..

Abajo

.\lbuquerque

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

.

Hahn

Control System
.Modified train dir.

Signals

of

Union "S" 3-pos.

Alabama & Vicksburg.
Ala. G. S. (See So. Ry.)
Atehison, T. & a. ''

Type

i

S.T. D.T.

...

Gainesville
riry

Q.
U QU. Q.
3-pos U. Q.

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos,

.

Fork...

Suwanee
Steinman
Cypress
Navasota

.

12
41
^

U,

Supersedes manual.
Supersedes manual.

7.

.

January

RAILWAY AGE

1918

4,

TABLE A— AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS INSTALl

i:i>

75

Ui.KiNi,

Mllea

Road
So.

&

Te».

Pac.,

«< Kua>l*
S.T. 11.T.

La.

10

&

P.

.~.,..,kiiK.

Union

From
Mexia
Carr.U
Chaney

I

3

I

HK PA*T YEAR—C tut tttwrt
,j »,,<,|,

h..

•...>.,'

i,ii.>

1

''

J

Straiit

I'atadrl'

S.«

Pacific

Oregon Short

Line

14

Pine Bluff

11

Bu(ord

.

S3

Wamftulter

.

llu<n.

63
4J

Wilwn. K.
Weston

13

Spencer

Ilermu

It.

.

K

.

.

At»..„,I

Ore. W. R.
I'nion Traction

X."

Jt

.

(Ind.).

16

r

i;

\obln«ille
lanesboro

11

Wabaih
Wa.h. So. (SeeR. F.
WrUern Maryland

.

1

Mm,,!.:,,,

1

P.)

Ilaieratown

Total

667

1

.

3

.

"S"

1

sT?

C4m*J,—
Caaadian Pac. (Eastern)
Canadian Pac. (Weitern)

i

6
3

Grand Tnink
Counties

3

Total

••]

.^

J

"3
"3

A
A

"2

A

Kcmnay

"i

Montreal & So.

JJ"
Hran.lon

1

I'uiinaUKht

«'•

\andrruil

4
2

Bridge

\'tctoiia

3

l.iai'i

11

'The

asterisk indicates a lenKlh uf Ic
Co.— Kour track. J m
All Mo
approaching stations and on -.tcci' ^ra.u>
1 Central
of tieorgia— Manual block m' Chrsa|>eake
& Ohio— This road is installuiB Ok
of the .\mcrican Train Control Company hetwcen
One-third of this—
Charlollcsville, Va., 21 miles.

klvn R. T.

73 Jiun

stop

and

'

rd as

already cuuil'|»ed.
Repla
•C. & N.

W.—

&

1.— l-"our-track;

\V.

Chicago, M. S St. P.
Y., N. H. & H.
left-hand quadranl.
*

'N.

rt

— Sisi

ock system,
n Rocky Mounia

place

— Fi>n,

TABLE B-AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS UNDER CONSTRUCTION. DECEMBER
Miles
of

No, of

Road

ST. D.T,
8

From
Oiampion
ipion

To

Shopion

Smith's
Sew Boston

Sibley

Kton

Hill,,

Walton
llraddock
Hohn
Cameron
Wnuht
DodRc City
Richmond, (al,. Sl..ckton
Larson,
1

& West

.\tlanta

(

al

Cal.

lolls,

Newman

Point,

.

.

.

..

llaKdad

Type of Siuaia
Sifnala
16
"S,"' Jpos._ I'ni.n
» Jpo*. I).
Jpos. I>. C
8
J
J
1.'

211
81

.

.

"S," A. C. UnloB

.\tlanta

••S'"

....

l-llorence

Miami City

Canttol SysiesB

I'nIoB

J.

Pxiua J
Rotkins

Cumberland
Cumb'd.
ch
B.

4 O,

C.

T

75th

l„nnels»
Viaduct J

175
-'

\ttica

St.

l'oUft««4, liif

Buffalo. Roch. & P..
Boston Elevated
Central of Georgia,

Chesapeake & Ohio

Otiumwa

Chicago, B. & Q
Chicago, Mil. & St. Paul

F.I

Paso &

S.

W.
lun. I"

!i

• ms X
SI- rP

1

'I'r

u '

'

„

Yaioo & M.

V

Lake Erie and Eastern
(See Pitts. & L. E.l
Los Angeles k S. L.
I ouisville 4 Washington
. ,

-.>« York Central (E.)
Michigan Central
.

X.

Y,

X. Y..

X. H.
Phila.

4

H

4 Norfolk

8»

20
30

Mimaroac
Itraintree

rvlmar

.

""

31,

1917

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.
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TABLE B— AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS UNDER CONSTRUCTION, DECEMBER
Miles
of Road
S.T. D.T.

Road
Norfolk & Western
Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania (add'l)
Penn. (West of Pitts.).
Pere Marquette

49

6
..

So.

26

Northumberland..
Chestnut Hill ...
Alliance J
Fowlerville

.

14
25
22

Junction

S

White Pt.,
Stockham

and Tex.)

9

Stella

Union Pacific
Oregon Short Line.

18

Wyo

Pocatello

.

Union; replacing
Union; replace manual

.ignals.

U. Q...
L^nion.

15

"B"
"S"
"S"
"S"

Union,
Union.
Union;

Q..

2-pos. L.

A"

"2

1

17
14
7

...

Remark
60-cycle.
..

U.
U. Q...

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

47
22
66
34

Hall

Ft.

Delphi
Lafayette
Clear Spring

Delphi
Big Pool

Control System
.A. P. B.; A. C
.A. C
.A. C. track circuit.

"T 2" Union.

228

Eureka
Archer

Decatur
Clymers

1

..
..

Q

L.

U. Q.
U. Q.
U. Q.

3-pos.

3-P05.
3-pos.

S. T.

converted to double track.

666

972

Total

J

Burns,

..

Wabash

Riverside
Mosier J
N. Switzerland
Or... Siskiyou
Polvo, Ariz

Gross

..

Pacific

So. Pac. (La.

Bristol

Lyon

Struthers
Charlotte

8

L. E...

183

Southern
Southern

Signals
Type of Signals
3-pos. U. Q
99
29
Position Light
Position-light
27
23
3-pos. U. Q
34

To

From
Atkins
Selinsgrove
N. Philadelphia...
Leetonia

7

..

&

Pittsburgh

1917— Continued.

31,

No. of

..

17'=

1

Vaudreuil

Canadian Pacific (E.)..
Canadian Pacific (W.)

Pasqua

.

.

Java

"See Note
•

under Table A.
Ohio— Eleven

16

Chesapeake &

'

two-position L. Q. on 12 miles a

Dnnage signals" on ascending grade;
being ciranged to 3-position U. Q.

also,

,

&

N. H.

H.— Four-track.

(W. P.)— Third

track.

TABLE C—AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS— CONTEMPLATED CONSTRUCTION FOR

1918

Miles

Road

of

No. of

Road

Signals

S.T. D.T.

Atchison, T.

&

S.

-

Fe..

Ardn

ille

43

Gulf J
Doughertv
Lindsay Br. J... Gulf J
Corcoran
Calwa, Cal
Perea
Defiance
Bagdad
Daggetts

Laguna
.

Rito

31
72
12

San Bernardino..

12

Boston & Maine
Boston Elevated
Brooklyn R. T. Co
Chesapeake & Ohio....

N. Cambridg<
Everett
Sullivan Sq
See note in text..

Richmond

Westham

Chicago, Ind. & Louis.
Chic, Mil. & St. Paul.

Salem.

Borden

Ind

Savanna
:

W

Los Angeles &
Louisville

New York
Cleve.

S.

&

Y. Municipal Rys.
(See B'klyn R. T. Co.)
N. Y., N. H. & Hartford

U. Q... Polarized,

.

U.
U.

C.

O
O

ed.
ed,
ed,

48

3.color
3-color
3-color

Light,
Light,
Lieht.

A.

27

3-pos.

U. Q.

3-pos.
3-pos.

U. Q.
U. O.

On

elevated structur

G. R. S.

;

to replace 2-pos. L. Q.

C.

C

Carrizozo
.

Hi

track
track
track

.

Union.
Union.
Union.

U. O.
U. Q.

Salt Lake
Oakdale

.

.

Circuits

A. P,
D. C.
A. C.
A. C.

.

Crestline

.

.

.

.

A. C, U. Q...PoIa
A. C, U. Q...Pola
A. C, U. O... Polar
A. C, U. Q...

"2-A," 3-pos
.

Lee

Gallon

St. L.

.

"B"
Oakville

Ky

Jackson,

Nashville..
Central

C. C.

3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.
3-pos.

Q

.

.

"B"

.....

Tacoma

Lynndyl

L....

&

U.

C.,

3-pos.,

3-pos.
3-pos.

Maple Valley

Newville
Forrest
Three Rivers

.

D.

Control Syste
Non-polarized
Non-polarized
Non-polarized
Non-polarized
Non-polarized

Light, 3-color
Light, 3-color

G. Island
Cle Elum

Othello
Cle Elum
Black River J.
Chi., T. H. & S. E...
Cumberland Valley
El Paso & S.

7
80

Type of Signals
D. C. U. Q.
D. C, U. Q.
D. C, U. Q.
D. C, U. Q.

3-pos.,
3-pos.,
3-pos.,
3-pos.,
3-pos.,

.

N.

Philadelphia

Middleboro
Boston Sw
Walker's

.Atlantic

Readville
Bradley's

N. Y. State Rys
Norfolk & Western
Northern Pacific

.

.

Minn

.

.

Falls

22

Garrison

162

De

St.

L.

De Smet

11

Regis
Paradise
St. Regis
Easton, Wash.... Lester
Skillmans
Del. River

117
37
38
70

Smet

Snowdon, Cal.... Hornbrook

Southern Pacific

Cal
Siskiyou
Grant's Pass

Hugo

Roseburg

Yoncalla

Walker
Red Rock
Oswego, Or

Goshen
Tucson
Cook
Hempstead

Hilt,

and Tex.)

So. Pac. (La.

Union

Courtney
El Paso
Withers
Manhattan,

Pacific

Le Roy,

Wall Creek

Alfalfa

8

Total

..

Canadian Go\

.

'.

(Eastern )

864

376

2

2

4
3

»«See Note 16 under Table A.

U.

3-po

O

24
22

H

A. C.

B
B
.Part
Supei

part
4-track.
losed disk sig.

Union.
Union.
Union.
Union.
Union.
Union.
Union.

4
2

24
96
IS
76
13

p

Ligl

Union supersedes manual.
Union; supersedes manual.

"B"

;

';§;

Union;

B"

2-pos. L.

Q

supersedes
S.

T.

manual.
to double

changed

track.

Evanston

.

.

112

"B"

2-pos. L.

Q.

Union;

T. changed to double

track.

...

.

Clymers
>h.rray

32

"2

A"

"S"
"S"

L.

changed

Q

3-pos.
3-pos.

U. Q.
U. Q.

.

Derby

to

double track.
Union.
Union.

single track the staff will

Quebec Bridge.
Newcastle
Various

\

34

Kan.. Junction City..

Wyo

Peru
Birmingham

...13

.Replacing controlled manual.
.Replacing controlled manual.

h'd..A. C.
h'd..A. C.

1

San Antonio

Doran

Wabash

left
left

8

Toston, Mont
Missoula

Rice,

& Reading.

.

B

be

January
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Tabic D, manual block signaling coroplcced durtug ihe year,
IS even shorter than in other r'^tnt
pared with the record of aui

illustrates tlic increasing appi.
cers everywhere, of the value <.i
its

v.

,r,

,t-

'Mrr** tm

,.

i

t:.,

varied elements of >u|iirnirit\

i.\

Tables E and F are still >lii.ru-r.
I
n.i.
UliKk Signaling Under tonstruction, tlur
New York, New Haven & il
one item:
Conn to Middletown, V miles, single-track, dearie tnin
.

staff.

F, New Manual Blmk Signaling Proposed for 1QI«,
omitted entirely, there t>eing nothing to report.

Table
i>

Position-Light Signals
will be noted that

on the Pennsylvania and on the New
York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, position-light signals are
being installed quite extensively.
The use of thf«/- «j(rn-«N
is perhaps the most notable novelitv in tliIt

and ]>ictures of some
West Jersey 8: Seashore)
article.
Reading from left to

of the year,

of the

(on the

are shou;.

this

right the hrsi of the thn.

:

..;

.,

;

views illustrates a signal at an interlocking, showing
T.\BLE

D— Manual

Block Signals CoMPLcno
Miln

Alchu.in. Topeki

& Sintm Fe«..

.

Cbcupcakc & Ohio*
Lonii

Island'

44
29
7

Northern Pacific

1917

in

From
Hicks,
I

ich

Tu
K>

I'

Uhlib

SummJt

i jl.

Lincvillr

tin

Wavrrly, O
<>•<'< Ave.

i

15

l.on(

I

Vallt.
(land

,]\w

14

Pennsylvania (\V. P.) t

Texas &

1

Pacific*

118

Total

uadian

.Ua;»,

Uo>i«

1_.

Maine Cratrvl

301

Canada
*4 Ottawa

Pacific*

*4
*2

ToUl
Grand

Chaudierc

Ilurdman
Ollawa

Chauilierr

Hurdm.v

10
311

Total

*Comrounication by telephone.
"Long bland, double track; alt other itcmk
"Controlled Manual.

in ihi>

ubic are sioile track.

Mi<^hl|ar

New

York.

Ne

"Staff system.

WrMern

proceed indication for low speed.
1 he second picture shows
an automatic signal indicating proceed. The marker light,
some distance below the vertical row of four lights, is not
iiergized; this light shows only when the lights at the top
ndicate stop (four lights in a horizontal row).
The third
picture shows a distant signal to an interlocking plant; it
indicates that the next signal will lie found to show •pr<x:ee<i
at medium speed."
If, for any reason, the top row of lights
in this signal should go out, the bottom row would also be
extinguished, so that there is no danger that the lower row-

^,.

W

I-.

'

may be mistaken for a proceed signal.
The items shown against the two roads named
about 25 position-light signal? installed in 1917, ar

under construction; and

altogether there are

of these signals in service,

aKRregatc
"
'

'

I/*

now

.\diiing to this

rmmttf

nu-

and including also some <i:
switch signals, which have not appeared in any stat;
review, approximately 870 of these signals have been
stalled or are now under construction.

now under

construction,

m

Block Signaling Proposed

The 523
lyn Rapid

signals embraced in the statement of the
Transit Company in Table C are f

Bmnk-

subways now being built for operation by this
both Manhattan and Brookl>-n boroughs, New \„... -..
The Fifty-ninth street line, Manhatun, is two-track; Irwn
Fifty-ninth street southward to Forty-second street the line
is four-track; from Rector street to Prospect Park, four miles,
two-track.
Fifteen miles of this mileage represents work
being done to equip existing tracks, already signaled, with

t

T«'»»«

•

lrlccb»t

•P U

»

W?

—

.
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apparatus for the operation of the automatic block system

in

same track. Where the signaling is
the movement of trains in either direction on

either direction on the

arranged for

same track, the signals which,
movements against the current of

the

for the time being, are for

are locked so that
train stops are used

Vol. 64, No.

construction during the past two years and which are now
A large amount of electro-pneumatic

in partial operation.

work on the Interborough is to be finished in 1918, as will
and I.
be seen by the statements in Tables

H

traffic,

they cannot be moved.
Automatic
throughout, and, in connection with these, time or speed con-

New
The

Interlocking Completed

H — IXTERLOCKINC.

Road
Topeka

&

Baltimore
Buffalo,

R.

Chicago

&

Chicago,

haractertt

Santa Fe.

t

Line

Coaiit

.Atlantic

Pl.VNTS UnDER CONSTRUCTION DECEMBER 31, 1917

Ohio

Mechanical Electric

C.

119

J.

X.

12
15

C.

36

D.

11

;.

24
47

X.
X.
E. D. T.
J.
J.

& P

42
•

•

portant enlargements to provide for new tracks or rearrangeSome duplications are included, also, the
of tracks.
These objoint plant being reported by two roads.

ment
same

H and I.
the Brookh'n Rapid Transit ComTable G is on the subways now partly
both the Brooklyn and Manhattan boroughs,

12

20

The new work done by
pany and shown
completed in

New York

in

In ^Manhattan there are interlockings
j4th street; Union square, Canal street. City
Hall.
In Brooklyn one at Greenwood avenue, ten levers,
There are mechanical interlockings at Coney
electric.

Alton
Burlington & Quincy.

Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Del., Lack, & Western^
Fort Dodge, D. M. & S
Illinois Central

amount

servations apply also to Tables

37
8

11

J.
J.

G

are to be taken as an exhibit,
in the increase in interlocking
apparatus in use in the country, but rather as showing the
work that has been done during the past twelve months;
for a considerable proportion of the items represent, not an
entirely new plant, but reconstruction of an old one, or im-

Table

in

figures

not of the precise

T.\BI,E

(electric)

Paul

City.

at

V

Yazoo & M.

T.\BLE

New

I

Interlocking

Proposed for 1918

Traction
Interborough R. T. Co.^

Illinois

&

I^uisville

ctertt

& Texas
L.'

St.

New York

Central

(East)

New York

Central

(West)....

X.

T

1

Boston & Mainei

3

Bait.

C

C &

York, "n.

'

St.

L

H & H
.

.'

.'

.'

.'

.'

'

T.

C.

D.J.
M.

& Ohio

Chesapeake

5

J.
J.

X.

X.
1

J

T.
16

X.
X.

J.

4
24

D.

2

Brooklyn Rapid Transit Co.=

T.
J. X.

N

C.

X.
X.

D.
T.

New York, P. S:
Northern Pacific
Pennsylvania

C.

O.,

Boston Elevated'

T.
D.

.'
.'

&

J.

X.

C

New

Mechanical Electric

Topeka & Santa Fe.

J.

&

;

No. of Lever;
D.

E.

Xash.. C.

4

3

W

Missouri Kansas
Missouri Pacific

1

Chicago, Ind. & L
Chicago, Milwaukee

D.
C.
C.

Delaware

&

St.

Paul.

3

& Hudson

Erie
Interboro'
Kansas City

J.

C.
C.

i

I

J.

2

22
2

Terminal

J.

T.
X,
C.
I.

Louisville

&

Nashville

2

T

E. "D.

Maine

Central
Missouri, K. &

T

I

T.

3

C.
C.

L

4

J.

& O. C.)
& Reading

10

Nashv., C. &

St.

T.

N. Y. C. (T.
Philadelphia

C.

1

J.

M.
Richmond

Southern PacificSouthern Pacific (Te
.

.

Southern

.

F. &
Pacific

P

1

120
53
124

J.

3

T.

4

C.

J.

Total

Southern Pacific (Tex. and La.)

D.

Union

Pacific

8

C.

C. T.
D,

E.

nd Total

164

.T.

1,893

•Electro-pneumatic; D. I.. & W.; Interboro; N. C. &
(Philadelphia); Southern Pacific (San Francisco).
•Electro-mechanical; sec note under Table G.
•• See note under Table G.
tt See note under Table G.

St. L.:

Wabash
Pennsylv

Western

1

Pacific

3

Total

107

Canada
Canadian

Government

1

Grand Total
trol

apparatus

is

used approaching stations and on steep

C.

J.

108

*

Electro-mechanical; see note under Table G.
under Table G.
tt See notes under Table G.
'Electro-pneumatic; B. & M.
B. Elevated;
** See note

grades.

Electro-Pneumatic Interlocking

The

C.
....

reports received

indicate that electro-pneumatic interlocking has been installed during the past year on only

two roads; on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, at the
Buffalo Terminal, 2.5 levers, and on the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, 268 levers.
The statement of the Interborough covers a large numlier of plants on the new suljway
and elevated lines in New York city boroughs of ]Manhattan, Bronx, Queens and Brooklyn
which have been under

—
—

;

Terminal; N. C. &
-

B.

R. T.

;

St.

L.

includes one plant electro-pneumatic.

Island, Rockaway Parkway and 105th street.
Light signals
are used at all of these plants and automatic train stops are
to be used generally.
The machines have illuminated track
diagrams and lever lights. All plants have approach locking and electric switch locking.

The

interlocking on the

New York

Central at Berea, Ohio,

January

4,

1918
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(Tabic G) has 56 working levers, of which 23
this year.
The signals ami switclu-s of «hp ('
I., are controlled !>>• an electric iiiterl.«
on the existiiit; imrhanicul luachinc

79
Interlocking Hroi>ofted for 1918

i

Th,-

'

ri,,

I

proviiletl

G.

lor all routes.

The

elettru

-

:

..„.,,

k s

Interlocking Under Construction
Thecc)lumn headed "Klectric" in I'ahle H inilu.l.« .li.tn.
pneumatic; it contains data from five ruids on whiih eKMro
pneumatic interUxkins plants are under construction, namely:
the Del.iware, Lackawanna & Western (Orange), the Intcrl)oroush Rapid Transit Company, the Pennsylvania Railro;id (Philadelphia, Broad .street), and the Scmthern Tacilic
(San Francisco). The work on the InterlH.rouKh is in i<»nnection with the new suhway and elevateil railroads now
under construction in the boroughs of .Manhattan. Hr..n\ and
Quivns, New York City. There are 1<» plants in .Manhattan
aggrej'atinj' 226 levers; 14 plants in the Hronx, anureuating
218 levers, and .^ i.lants. aRgregating 27 levers, in (Jueens,

All

cr».

by the lu
lev.

:

tlu-i.

lis

lever*.

und
nml

r

Al
whirh \s

I

lo Itc dune on ihc Inlcriwrnuith in
»KRn-({»«inR 22B Icvct*.

I

ilutl.

-

.
I

I

Railroad Hearings Before The Senate Committee
Chairman Hall and Other Members of the Interstate
Commerce Commission Are Questioned

HI

AKIXGS
terstate

bEFORE THE SENATK
Commerce, undertaken

coNLMiiTEE

on

In-

resjjonse to a reso-

in

Cummins on DitemU'r

lution introduced by Senator

18 ordering an investigation and rejHirt on the recommendations made by the Interstate Commerce Commission for
the unification of the railroads, were i>egun on Decemi)er 29.
The investigation had been postponed at the ri-(|ueat of the
President and further delayed by the death of Senator Xewhmds so that when the committee met on Decemlnr 29 noth-

into

and

tati-s,

The

difficulties

but result

to im|M>M-.

fit

\\

its

revenui-s

There

arr

m:iri".

such a way th.i!
most tti, 1, nl u

of the President.

OthiT

had recommended another
under government control

;iltiriiative.

the railniads

the

.-.

depleted

unli--

for the President to take over the roiids in order
<>ut that the comniission

u.i\

,

you
trafti

routes iuiige>tiun oi

I

"If the railroad'

^

would naturally

'

.

RailroadK

Hampered by Law*
'.idraadi failed, if ihty

fail.

Ch.i:
-ull-

tmt he declared that

would have greater

opportunity to succeed than they have had under restrictive
(i

laws.

Senator

Cummin^

and deficiencies

in

-'

'

'

•

-'

'

•'

which had influenced
is

all

artificial,

'••

••'

•

mission to make it- -,
would be difficult to single out any on-

roads are

••
-

its

the niiiny

the rail-

conclusion.

i-iwcen them
in a sense similar to the division of the nation
right," he said.

"The

lii

-

n

but

si.ii

a Very high spir.i

committee was undecided whether to proceed, but for the
purpose of securing information having a liearing on the
legislation to l>e asked by the President it was concluded to
hear from the members of the Interstate Commerce Commission who had been called.
The Republican meml>ers of
the committee indicated strongly tlieir opposition to tlie action

nece.ssar)-

line* of o«-orr»hip,

fmm

fnmi certain

anoil

to secure their unification, pointini;

rq>mcntcd by

!

ing had been done except to obtain some statistical information in response to a series of ijuestions addressed to the
commission and to the Railroads' War Board.
In view of
the President's proclamation taking over the railroads, the

Henry C. Hall, chairman of the commission, told the
committee that the action of the President cannot 1)C a-scrilx-d
to any failure on the part of the railroads; that they have
been "exceedingly diligent and have made a zealous and
very effective effort in dealing with a weighty prolilem and
have accomplished very great re?ults, but they have Inxin
hampered by the laws" and that much of the congestion is
attributable to the abuse of preference orders by the government depanments.
He also (kvlined to say that it was

i.i

the physical facilii

a»ide the U«r»,*

Mid Chi

have
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"And they have done this cheerfully
the per diem expense.
at the mere request of the Commission on Car Service.
Probably the requirements have been tempered so as to equalize the expense of sending the empty cars but now the director, if lie .<ees fit, could pick out one route to move empties
out of the congested district."
In reply to a question by Senator Poindexter ai to why
tliis abnormal movement of empt}- cars was necessary, Mr.

Hall described how currents of traffic have been changed
and how tlie amount of freight exported through North Atlantic ports has been out of all proportion to that moved
by the South Atlantic and Gulf ports.
"Was there anything to prevent the government from
ordering traffic moved via the Southern ports without taking over the railroads?" asked Senator Poindexter.
Mr. Hall replied that the government control of the roads
would not affect this situation, which has been caused to a
considerable extent by the fact that the boat lines preferred
the ports which gave them a shorter race with the submarines.
He also explained that the railroads have handled a
greater volume of traffic then ever before and that congestion
has been increased by abuse of preference orders.
Senator Cummins asked to what extent the railroads have
indicated

a willingness to

sacrifice

selfishness

and

indivi-

dual interests to the common good.
"I should not call it selfishness but rather a sense of duty
toward their employers," said Mr. Hall, "but there have
been many instances in which they have done so as far as
The first thing the Pittsburgh comthey reasonably could.
mittee did was to order oft" the Pennsylvania Broadway
Limited, although the New York Central was allowed to
He also mentioned the dicontinue its competitive train."
version of traffic and the transfer of locomotives from the
western lines to the east at a time when a locomotive is
not only worth twice as much as formerly but has an earning
capacity even greater.
"If the railroads could have divested themselves of their
selfish interests, could they have got along without government operation," he was asked.
"Yes, that was indicated by the commission's report, but
not \vithout a repeal of the laws," replied Chairman Hall.
Senators Poindexter and Kellogg, who made it clear that
they did not consider it necessary for the government to
take over the roads, asked many questions as to why the
President could not have remedied the abuse of preference
orders under the powers he already possessed.

Preference Matter
.'-'Is

Must be

Simplified

there any reason to believe that the preference matter

will be simplified?"

asked Senator Kellogg.

be immensely simplified," replied Chairman
Hall.
"The government has learned by experience and I
understand that a change is already contemplated.
There
were many bureaus each undertaking to direct that their
own shipments should have preference and when you try to
single out cars for preference it tends to produce congestion
and delay the entire movement.
These orders probably
didn't seem unnecessary to those that issued them but seem
unnecessary to those who didn't issue them.
I think now
that the government appreciates the necessity for a change."
"Then the congestion is due to the fact that the President
allowed various departments to issue these orders rather than
to any lack of jiower to remedy the situation before?" said
Senator Kellogg.
"I don't wish to criticise anyone.
You can draw your
"It should

own

inferences," said

"Do you

Chairman Hall.

believe the government can operate railroads

any
more efficiently and economically than private enterprise?"
"In normal times, no; I believe under present conditions it
can do so more efficiently, because the organization and men
will be retained and they will have an opportunity to disre-
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gard the restrictions heretofore imposed upon them. As to
econoni}-, that will depend on the men who operate them."
"Why couldn't the government direct the roads to operate
as a unit?"
"That was one of our recommendations," was the reply.
Mr. Hall expressed the opinion that possibly the existing
facilities and equipment will suffice for the immediate present,
but that later replacements will be necessary. He thought that
the necessity for capital expenditures would be "very much
less than the estimates one frequently hears" and that perhaps
none will be needed right away.
Chairman Hall continued his testimony on Monday and the
iiearing at once became involved in a maze of statistical technicalities when Chairman Hall tried to explain to Senator
Cummins the exact meaning of the terms "railway operating
revenue," "railway operating income" and "net income" as
U.sed in the statement of statistical information compiled by the
commission in response to recjuests by the committee. The
committee apparently desired comparable statements showing
tlie amounts which the railroads had available for the payment of interest and dividends over a series of years and the
amount of their stocks and bond;;, but the questions had not
been asked in such a way as to bring out just what the committee wanted. The commission's statistician, M. O. Lorenz,
who was finally called in. arranged to supply the material as
quickly as possible. It was explained that one of the questions
asked by the. committee would require the services of ISO men
for three or four months to compile, but the commission had
given a rough estimate instead. Senator Watson asked Chairman Hall if he would agree with the statement of the railroads
that they had co-ordinated their lines in a single continental
system.
"Well, I should not express it in just that way," replied

Chairman Hall. "If there were but one system all purchases
would have been m.ade in common, for instance, and as long as
each railroad was obliged to earn its own living it is not, to
my mind, conceivable that they could have been operated as a
.single system under one management without the repeal of the
;!r,ti-pooling law."
"Then the principal result of the new plan of government
control is that it gets away from the effect of the laws," said
Senator Watson. "Could the railroads not have been run as
successfully under tlieir own management if the laws had been
repealed?"
"I think the commission's report speaks clearly on that
point," replied Chairman Hall, "but as a war measure, control of the railroads by the President presents certain advantages."

"If it is good as a war measure, why would it not be a good
thing as a general policy?" asked Senator Townsend.
"We have yet to see what the rciult will be," replied Chairman Hall. "I have not let my thoughts dwell on the idea of
government ownership. There are a number of elements which
exist in ordinary "times which do not enter into the problem
in war time.
That would be a very different question and
would require study from a different angle of approach.

Many

problems would be involved that are not now, such as
and I do not understand that the Preswould have any such powers in time of peace as he has

the political problem,
ident

now."

Movement

of Coal

Senator Pomerene tried to bring out reasons why the Interstate Commerce Commission or some organization had not
done more to promote the movement of coal. He cited a case
where a plant at .Alliance, O., had been closed down almost
in sight of many cars of coal which had stood on the tracks
for weeks because the terminals to which they were destined

Chairman Hall replied
Commerce Commission nor the

were blocked.

that neither the In-

terstate

carriers

ity to

deliver the coal to

had author-

any one but the consignee

to

whom

January

had

4,

1918
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ordered and that the
to be to move hik<: lar^o coal to
bo moved by water.
it

bei-n

"Many
or

tlie\

II

ilered

it

users of

lOiil,

"

liave ordered

turnetl over to

\n:\
thi

he said, 'liave nenlcxted to order
tlic Fuel Admiiiistrf

it,

i

someone

el>e.

It

is

far

matter of merely lar supply ami movement."
\
he suj-j^ested the plan pr.)|.oM-.l by the railroads ii,
Ur by whith the countr\ would !« divided into
districts

anil

coal

.sent

fnmi

tlie

mines

routes to points in the districts, lo avoid
Senator I'oindexter also referred to
freight cars in the vicinity of lar^e cities

it
-

.\.,m-,„
/..i,cs

or

'

I

dirwt

'

I

\

(1
ti

.

of

I'r.

Uvause

c<.iLMKiif.-s

ihr

.,un

ri<,id«

would not unlo;ul them promptly and asked what the com
mission had done
the commission

is

Chainnan Hall said
dealing with that problem everv dav

in that resjKVt.

(ommissioner McChord said that lu
mission were at work in the Wasli

•

-

,,'f
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Railway Employees Subscribed For
Subscriptions to the Second Liberty

Almost Double Those
OF THE HIGH SPOTS in railway history for
1917 must not fail to include the subscriptions by companies and employees alike to the first and second
The railways themselves subissues of the Liberty Loan.
scribed about $50,000,000 to the first loan and nearly $80,000,000 to the second. Reports just made public by the
Liberty Loan Committee on Railroads, of which A. H. Smith,
president of the New York Central, is chairman, show in
addition that subscriptions to the second loan by railway
employees totaled $36,077,450, that amount being subscribed
by 396,958 employees. As 241,280 employees subscribed
$20,027,966 to the first loan, this means that the railway
companies and employees together subscribed over $70,000,000 to the first and $116,000,000 to the second, a total of
$186,000,000 for the two issues.
In a letter sent out by the Liberty Loan Committee on
December 22 to the railway presidents w'ho co-operated, the
railway men are thanked for their efforts and the hope is
expressed that the committee may anticipate "your continued
co-operation in behalf of similar issues by the government."
The detailed figures sent out by the committee are as follows:
1st

Liberty Loan

Individ.

& Southern
Akron, Canton & Youngstown
Alabama & Vicksburg
Arizona & New Mexico

Abilene

23

Amount

Aurora, Elgin & Chicago
Baltimore & Ohio
B. & O. Chi. Terminal
Bangor Aroostook
Boston &• Maine

& Susquehanna
Creek

Railroad

&

Pittsburgh

200
1,819
6.827
5

20,400
25,000
729,350
714,050

No
No
1,431

9,840

450

No

397,300
8,050
40,550
322,250
49,150
7,850
275,650

6,496

236
4,940

89
455
6,222

99
122
3,390

695
1.050
725

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & East Illinois
Chicago & North Western
Chicago, Terre Haute & S. E
Chicago & West Indiana

191

16,950
3.SO.0OO

475

11.650
50,000
128.250

1,776

427

Cincinnati, Ind. & Western...
Colorado Midland and Colo. & So...
Copper Range
Cripple Creek & Colo. Springs
Cumberland
Cumberland & Penn'a
Delaware & Hudson

.

Delaware, Lack. & Western
Duluth, So. Shore & Atlantic
Denver & Rio Grande R. R. Co.
Rio Grande .Southern R. R. Co.
East Tenn. & W. N. Carolina
Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
El

Paso

&

So.

Amount

38,150
21,500
152.960
75.000
217,000
44.450
25,000

116,500
138,050

report
26,500
13,250
293,000
250,000
165,100
139,150
15,050
93,050
35,250
966,500
124,150
358,000
76,700

13,131
1,779
5,271
1,205

report
22,850
4,100
10,250

800
2,650
6.350
1,141,750
1,071,500
325.000

7,367
16,886

1
(

107.100

16.950
200,850
100,000
1.097.000
63,450
12,400

Western

Erie
Florida East Coast
Fort Smith & Western
Georgia & Florida
Georgia Railroad

Loan

report

57,400
63.150
87,900
45,000

3.500

Chicago, Ind. & Louisville
Chicago, Burl. ,& Quincv
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago, St. Paul, Min. & O
Chicago, Ind. & Western

& Indiana
Great Northern
Gulf, Mobile & Northern
Hocking Valley
Illinois Central

report

36,000

&

Augusta Southern

Buffalo. Roch.

.

35

Atlantic
Atlanta & West Point
Atlantic Coast Line
Atch., Topeka & Santa Fe

Buffalo
BuiTalo

)

$65,500

Arkansas Central
Atlanta, Rirm.

lerty

Loan by Railroad Men
Loan

to First

Carol. Clinch & Ohio
Central of Georgia
Central R. R. of N. T
Central Vermont
Charles Citv Western
Charleston & W. Carolina

MENTION

$36,000,000

1,005.870
49,850
19,200
4,000
56,900

Grand Rapids

$3,750
48,750
4,000
2,500

report
report

Internatl.
Interstate

503,600
979,050

report
19,000
501.800
37,800
15,600
320.000
38,550
6.800
128,250

82

&

Gt.

R.

153,650
30,000
30,000
61,900

Northern

R

Kansas City Terminal
Kansas City Northwestern
Kansas City Southern
Lakeside & Marblchead
Lehigh & Hudson River
Lehigh & New England
Lehigh Vallev
Linville River
(Combined wi

1,180

254
348
3

Long Island
Ixiuisiana
Louisville

& Arkansas

&

250
138,300
368,400
32,400
7,500
62,300
4,500
94,750

Nashville

9.915

27 .300
24.000
625.650

& Western

N. C.)

2.293

220.050

No
!)

6.433

report
521.0S*
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I
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.«k

N'a>hMllr, (hall & Si
S'aUhri & Suulhrru
NJ. Iml. & llliMoi.
\rw Mexico rlllral

l.oui

ii«,aao
5/100

I

,,

Nevada Clliforhla Ormon
New York I'riilral K K
Ballon

&

Michig.in

*

r, r. r.
('inciiinali

Ukr

Erir
Tolr.lo &

Kanawha

Alhan.
k>

i

.

Vorllnn

441^
j.^a

«<k3a)
335.9JO
l«2.ja>

17

U.NII

1

& Wrnlrin
Dhio
X'

Crlilral

MichiKaii.

.

PilIihurBh * Lakf Kr.r.
Indiana Harbor Ilrll

l

SfiX
I,5J5

>Kden. I.ORan

&

l.lah.j

K>

tmtk u

N.i\

least
Pennsylvania Railroad
Pennsylvania Lines
Pere Marquette
Phila.ldi.hia & Reading
Pitul.urgh &• Shawmut
PiltsliurKh, Shawmut & Norlhern
Poril.in.l Rv. Light & Power
Acme & Pacific

& Potomac

J.jn.350
597.2DO

Brownwood. North * South
Louis Southwestern
Paul Gt. Northern (Off. BIdg.)
San Antonio & Arkansas Ry. Co
San Francisco Oakland Term. Ry»
San Joaquin & Eastern Rv
South Buffalo
Southern N. Y. Power & Ry. Corp
Southern Pacific
Southern Railway

39

53
222
561
718

5,300
14.500
43,300
131,150

No
387
660

744

2tJ00
100.000

2450.000
495
278

46.000
18.450
7.400
29.8S0
6.500
1.191,200

169

12,900

37
342
72

IJ.I68
4.34J

UI9.000

11,976

293,850

No

60,100
52.950

781
2,006

9.700
67.400
141,900

17

150

report

1,2%

2,250
99,100

50
787

115.550
3.000
62.600

14

68400

146

12.100

205
192

15.69J

1MS.6.S0

3X171

16.800
12.850
479,850

6J8

58*.^

500

5

128

8,300

670

ajoo

l^

'J66

Wadley .Southern
Washington Western

No
205

No

100

8

Weath. Mineral Wells & Nor
We«tern Maryland ,
Western P.icific
Wheeling & Lake Erie

1.1*

W^flO

J46

120,600
20.000

report
report
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IjOOO

eporl
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Juil.

DiTemljer 2i

3.150
26.450

Totals

Second liberty Loan Rerorl m,

'

con.

xjaoo

18.400

46

Wabash

&

367

191

Pacific Sv slim
Irsina & North Fork
•Vicksburg, Shrev. & Pacilic
Virginian
Virginia & Carolina So

Wrightsville

cod:

report

Sfii.'!

licv.

un.l

30,000
305,400
10.900

9,102

63,900

118

Pacific
Goldfield

Railwav

115,900

u

MMB
54,650
74.200
561.250

123

Terminal

Tnion
Tnion

9.343400

158
110

Tonopah &

& Delaware

124,789

GarflrW. liiiUti .Maim huci A.
cumniilUf he dill nix l«-!ir%r ihr

8J93

\
J

766

Toledo. Peoria & Western
Toledo. St. Louis & Western

&

!)>

254,750
4,900

1.735

J98.450
5,600

InlernatI

Spokane. Portland & Seattle
Terminal R. R. of St. Louis
Tole.io. Angola & Western

lister

6J00
2434!0

2,817
58

1

St.
St.

Toledo
Texas

52,510
6,Z30

15

2JMJ

151

Worth & Rio Grande

.Spokane

1(10.406

974

ijuanah.

Ft.

<,iSi

5,588

Richmond. Fredericksburg
Rutland Railroad
St.
LouisSan Francisco
St Louis. San Fran. & Tex

Situation

TilK MSA.,

l^H

I..

\-

Electric

Pacific
Pacific

1.074
1

Oregon. Waihinglon Rv.

The Coal

127
3)7

.

Northern Pacific
NorlhweJtern Pacific

MCHI.IKMI

I'....

.1.7

Total Xtw York Tcnlral Linei....
New York. IhicaRo * St. Louit
New York. New llavcn & Hartford
New York. Ontario & Wcilcrn
Norfolk & Wr^lrrn

•
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the United States Fuel Administration and authorized by the
priority director in any special instance.
Dr. Garfield also said in part:
"We are now putting into effect plans which will place the

These plans will be
entire coal industry on a war basis.
wholly effective beginning with April 1, 1918, when the
present coal year will come to an end.
"In this connection, the Fuel Administration is establishing
Under this zone system the
a zone system of distribution.
output of a given coal field will be assigned generally to a
It will be arranged that the progiven consuming territor}'.
ducing field and its consuming territory shall be connected
by the shortest possible transportation distance. This will
eliminate, so far as possible and practicable, all cross-hauling.
"In order that in 1918 the whole coal output, including the
coal which the mines had contracted to deliver, shall be under
the direct and effective control of the Fuel Administration,
an order has been issued regulating the terms of all contracts
The order makes it plain
for the future delivery of coal.

Accomplishments
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that all contracts for the sale of coal or coke are subject to
cancellation by the President or by the Fuel .Administration
acting by his authority.
"The order limits contracts by providing that no contract
shall call for the delivery of coal or coke over a period of
longer than one year, and the order directs that the year

period thus allowed shall terminate not later than 18 months
from the date the contract is made. Contracts must be placed
at the prices fi.xed by the President and the Fuel Administration, and must provide that the coal or coke affected by the
order is subject at all times to requisition or diversion by the
Fuel Administration.
"Contracts made under this order will not be recognized
if they involve 'Railroad cross-hauling of coal, except in the
case of gas coal or coal to be used for by-product purposes.'
This provision will eliminate one of the transportation difficulties now confronting the Fuel Administration, and will
insure the movement of coal from mine to consumer along
the shortest possible transportation lines."

of the Railroads'

Report to Senate Committee Tells Also of

Hoped

to

Do and

WHAT THE

R.A.ILROADS' w.\R BOARD has already accomplished in stimulating American railroads to greater
efficiency and to cut out unnecessary competitive
practices, some things it had hoped to accomplish, and the
difficulties that have hampered the railroads in their efforts
to secure greater transportation output were outlined in a

Committee on Interstate Commerce, by
Fairfa.x Harrison, chairman of the Railroads' War Board,
in reply to questions asked by the committee.

report to the Senate

The committee asked regarding the increase in traffic
being handled and as to "what changes of administration
have been adopted within the past year to relieve congestion
of freight and increase the efficiency of the railroads, and
what further changes in methods of administration would

you suggest?"

The railroads had already co-ordinated tlieir activities
before their taking over by the government and for eight
months have been operated as a unified continental system,
said Mr. Harrison, and the increase alone in traffic handled
by the railroads in 1917 as compared with that of two years
ago has been over 135,000,000,000 ton miles, or substantially
equal to the combined total traffic for a year of the railroads
of Canada, Germany, Great Britain, Russia, France and
In the first six months after we entered the war,
Austria.
he added, the railroads handled as much freight traffic as
they did in the entire year 1906.
Some of the things the War Board had done were described in part as follows:
Some of the statistics are
omitted because they have been published in these columns
heretofore.

Some Things

the

War

Board Has Done

Formulated probably the most satisfactory car service
rules which the railroads have ever had.
Arranged at once
to pool box cars so that tliey circulate as freely over the
United States as bank notes, and thereafter arranged to pool
coal-carrying cars to promote their equally free circulation
and to transfer locomotives from one line to another to meet
unusual traffic requirements.
Established the most cordial and co-operative rela2.
tions with commercial bodies, individual shippers, state railroad commissions, manufacturers' associations, etc., through
1.

1

What

War
It

Board

Had

of Its Obstacles
the organization of six departments coextensive with those
of the army and 33 subcommittees of the commission on car
service covering the entire United States.
3.

In conducting an active campaign for the conserva-

tion of facilities through intensive loading of cars, locomotives, etc.

Efficiency of the plant has been increased in every direcThe number of freight locomotives in service has
been increased by greater speed in repairing in order to reduce the time in shops.
The same result has been accomplished as to freight equipment.
Tons handled per car and
per train have increased, as have the average miles run per
locomotive and per car per day.
The resultant effect of all
of these economies is shown in the 1,094,800 ton-miles
handled per month per locomotive, an increase of 16 per
cent, for tlie six months ending September 30, 1917, and
the 14,670 ton-miles handled per freight car, in the same
period
an increase of 14.2 per cent in each case over
the preceding year.
In effect, this added 4,897 locomotives
and 339,427 freight cars to the equipment of the carriers.
Two thousand eight hundred and forty locomotives and
141,475 freight cars on the average were ordered annually
between 1907 and 1916; this additional equipment, therefore, was equivalent to the immediate delivery, without cost,
of one year and nine months' locomotive orders and two
years and four months' car orders.
Through the acquiescence of the public and the consent
of state commissions, 28,656,983 unnecessary passenger
train-miles have been discontinued, resulting in saving
1,800,000 tons of coal per annum, and the release of 570
locomotives and 2,800 train and engine men for freight
tion.

—

—

service.
4.

their

Developed a policy of relocating cars by ordering

movement empty.

Since

May

1

orders

for

moving

222,027 cars have been issued, of which 188,286 have been
delivered off the initial lines.
This change from previous
policy

is

the most

radical

and far-reaching

act

that

the

committee has ever authorized. The movement has been
very expensive to the roads that moved the empties, but all
orders have been cheerfully and promptly obeyed.
5.
Created the co-ordinating committee on exportations,
whose function is to assemble information in relation to the

1

January

*.

boih

lioltoin*,
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-1,,,.

merits, in order to divert traffic win
congestion and to expedite shipments
sist.-- Ill' chairman of the ("onimission im
representative of the executive committee,
rescntativcs of the army, the navy, ili.- ^'
Food Administration, the IJritisli Mn
the traffic representative of the Allir.i <.
conunittee has regulated the muvement ui uruin tor exjmrt,
reducing the number of cars re(|uired without blockuig [wrt
:

i

i

.i

i

facilities.
ti.

In collal)oration with the Committi-c on Coal I'rtxUu
>i.i
.i
.),.
Defen- ' ir

tion of the Council of National

<

poolins of lake and tidewater co;ils,
from 677 to 97 of thr
to i:5 of the latter, which resulted in

:

classifications

tious

movement of

cars

and

tin

luuch uu.rc cxpcdi

and thereby conserved

vessels,

ufU..

of

transportation.

Great

anxiety

autumn

prevailed

throughout

the

summer and

for fear that the neces.«ar\- tonnage of lake coal to

the northwest and of ore from lower lake doiks could not
be moved before the close of navigation.
These ref|uire-

ments have been satisfactorily met. These fears were inspired by alarming report> of shortage of cixil published
in many parts of the country.
This shortage is due chiefly
to the enormous increase in the demand for coal and to
faulty distribution, and can not fairly Ite attributed altoThe railroads have not
gether to lack of transportation.
been able at all times to earn,- all the coal offered, but has
any other industry responded more efticiently to the demands
created liy the war than these stati>tics show the railroads
to have done?
.\nd the railroids have accomplished what
they have under the greatest difficulties, which we shall menThe coal problem is not, as has
tion in detail hereafter.
It is
been represented, altogether one of transportation.
primarily a problem of distribution, for which the public
must share the responsibility. The present system of distribution involves a great amount of cross-haul of coal, and

The remedy,
large waste of transportation.
which doubtless requires surrender of convenience and old
habits, is clear; it is to cause coal to l>e supplied to ever)a

resulting

from the mines nearest that section. Xo one unacquainted with the facts can conceive the unnecessary' long
hauls of coal which have grown up under the right of the
Whatever may have
shipper to route his coal as he pleases.
been the justification for it in normal times, this practice
section

effectually reduces the efficienc)' of the transportation facilities in the time of the heaviest traffic ever experienced.
7.
has recommended to the Food Administrator to
It

movement of foodstuffs and other export masouthern and Gulf ports to as large a degree as

transfer the
terial

to

1

1

compatible with public interest in order to relieve the congested eastern territor}- of an equivalent amount of train
service.
The recommendation was put in r
the
8.
In conferences with the Priorities
;l ma.,
General Munitions Board it has taken step-

^up!
for

.:

Things the
Some

and

arranged for the cr
iccounts relating to government tran
9.

It

has

expedites the movement
central accounting l.uren
of all transportation acL

:

;

_

to be handled.
in.

It

has submitted to the

basis for militari-

war

tariffs

n*7>artTTVT»» a "implifiMl

War
and

!

assessing freight charges on Armv ir
11.
It has prepared designs for
equipment for hospital and troop tr
:>

raneed to build sample cars for then'
durt-12.
It has prepared complete routiii,^

itiT

the

u-

„.

,..._..

War Board Had Hoped

im[B.met);

the
.i>

r

|..

nidi:
vis4.'d

l.iiKluiid lur

111

under the direction of

!

tj

out «

u-r r-

rrietl

mill

Mote the fn^

culai-iL

-.

2.

lo

.

:

co-ordinn!'
notii-

mil.'

a

s;

criii

entit.

of the

c<isti-i

n

II

finds that SS pi
ereri'

san

W

the

-.

director

ix-

govemmr:
to "

and
well

frci.

abt.
.

•

to

Do

thing* the board had hoptd to accampliUi

To

1.

the

cars.

ilie

Fuel Mrr.

•

terial that is required in the construction of locomotives

of

as follows:
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of the public that
adequacy of the remedy, The co-operation

there secured should be obtainable elsewhere.
To curtail passenger travel greatly by imposition,
4.
restrictive
through the appropriate agencies, of sufticiently

was

rates.

To

5.

common use of termmals ot one earner
The common use of terminals and running

increase the

by another.

uncommon,

tracks under trackage contracts is by no means
principle is
and under the stress" of threatened congestion the
being urged and increasingly used.
6." To interest federal authorities in the paramount neceslabor, which we
sity of providing and conserving railroad
refer to hereafter in greater detail.

That Have Hampered the Railroads

Difficulties

The

We

report added:

have shown what the

not out of
of securing greater transportation output.
of
difficulties presented in handling a movement

hopes to do;

it

stacles in the

The

1.

Board has done and what it
place to mention some of the ob-

\\'ar

is

way

anything ever experienced were
troops,
greatly increased by the call to move over 2,000,000
and thereafter to meet the demands created by their absence
from home for facilities to visit their families and to permit
This stimulus and that of untheir families to visit them.
pasparelleled industrial activity have steadily increased
senger traffic, which showed an increase of 23 per cent in
October this year over last. The latest data available show
mail
increases of 6 per cent and 14 per cent, respectively, in
and parcel-post traffic (years ended June 30, 1916 and 1917),
calendar
and 20 per cent in express traffic (nine months of
exceeding by

freight

far

years 1916 and 1917).
The serious congestion on eastern lines caused by the
2.
abuse of waybill preference envelopes by government agents

has already been mentioned.
ApThe' railroads have not motive power enough.
3.
proximately 3,400 locomotives and 33,000 cars are still under
order, the delivery of which has been deferred for military
The national government, recognizing its duty to
reasons.
its allies, determined that it was more necessary, first, that the
needs of railways in France, which were to be used by our
troops, for 2,331 locomotives, should be taken care of; second, that certain requirements of the British, for 296 locomotives, should be protected; and, third, and most of all, that
We
Russia's requirements, for about 1,600, must be filled.
were told that we must take care of the transportation needs of
Russia, and every energy was bent on that, and we were deMany of the 3,400 locoprived of our locomotives and cars.
motives still undelivered were ordered by the eastern trunk

now

lines

suffering so severely from congestion,

for

whose

125 locomotives were drafted by the war
because there
board, not from lines that could spare them
but arbitrarily from
are no lines in this condition today
Our railroads, however,
lines outside the congested area.
are determined to deal with their problems as best they can

immediate

relief

—

—

and

get the largest use out of existing plant.

We

our executive committee has said publicly, that

American

railroads are getting as

much

we

repeat what
believe the

service out of the

management.
more things we can yet do to increase
These things we hope to do,
efficiency and public service.
with the assistance of our associates; we have not had a
The
failure of co-operation by any railroad in the country.
support w-hich we have had has been all that could be given
under the most strict government control. We have had the
support of .shippers and receivers of freight, of commercial
bodies, manufacturers' associations, and state commissions.

existing plant as

There

4.

is

possible by any form of

are, of course,

(a)

By

the impressment of steamships engaged in At-

lantic coast traffic, of the Southern Pacific Co.,

Ocean Steam-

ship Co., and Mallory and Clyde Lines, the railroads have
been called upon to transport 962,000 tons of freight, in the

1

heretofore has been
last half of the calendar year, which
transported bv water.
Boston &
{b) The New York, New Haven & Hartford,

& Maine,, serving New England, have
and biactually transported 2,817,000 tons more anthracite
tuminous coal into New England this year than last, in
response to the needs of that part of our country that heretoplying between
fore have been supplied by ocean carriers

Albany, and Boston

New York, Philadelphia,
New England points.

Baltimore, and

Hampton Roads and

year's operations of the Panama canal
August, 1915, inclusive), 2,060,000
Pacific
tons of freight were handled between Atlantic and
The vessels handling this traffic
ports of the'United States.
were attracted by bids for ocean bottoms in the trans-Atlantic

During the

(c)

first

1914,

(September,

to

and
trade at substan'tiallv any rate the owner might demand,
with the exception of about 70,000 tons of coal carried by
United States Government in

was

of the canal

negligible,

its

own

vessels, the

and continues

1916

traffic

so; therefore the

transcontinental railroads were obliged to furnish
to handle substantially all of the 2,060,000 tons above referred to without taking into account the large but unknown
increase of traffic following the entry- of the United States into
To move the above tonnage is equivalent to the
the war.
constant monthly use during 1917 of 46,200 freight cars and
facilities

619 locomotives, or

to the entire present

about 5,000 miles of

line.

The

5.

railroads are finding

it

freight traffic

on

increasingly difficult to

keep their equipment, and particularly their locomotives, in
proper repair and efficient condition, on account of the shortThe selective draft and the attractions
age of skilled labor.
offered by such rates of pay in munition and government
plants as most of the roads are financially unable to meet has
resulted in a depletion of the shop forces of the carriers, some
reporting a shortage in numbers of as much as 12^ per cent,
and all reporting a much greater fall in efficiency due to the
The War Board
necessity of recruiting with unskilled men.
has publicly called attention to these matters and has also
suggested to government agencies possible measures of relief,
It should not be forwhich so far have not been granted.
gotten that the increased movement of passengers, troops, mail,
parcel post, and freight has been acomplished with forces
greatly depleted as to number and weakened as to efficiency.

Use

of Priority

Order

Regarding the extent of the use of priority orders of shipments, and its effect on traffic, the statement said
The use of requests for priority in car supply and movement has been ver\- general for the past six months or more
on the part of the Army, the Nav}-, and the United States
Shipping Board.
The original plan contemplated that the
Commission on Car Service should be furnished with copies
of all such requests, but the method of handling, especially
by representatives of the Army, has been lax, and it is believed that there were a great many such requests made on
the railroads, direct copies of which never reached us. Furthermore, much of the movement represented by these requests
extends into the future, so that it is not possible to make any
figures that would fairly represent the volume of traffic that
has been handled by the railroads in compliance with requests
for preference.

It is

proper to state that the careless manner

which preference requests have been handled heretofore

in

has

now been

corrected.

above, however, the blanks for the purpose were
used freely and the volume of traffic handled in this manner
was undouljtedly large; but it is impossible to state in figures
.\s stated

what

has had on the movement of other traffic.
foregoing relates to preference shipments for the United

effect this

The

Government. Added to this have been shipments for
amounting to many thousands of cars, which have
been given a degree of preference by special order.
States

the allies,

,

January
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L. E. Johnson and N. D.
pkKsu.iM
K.
joHNSdN. after 20
*
Norfolk &: Western, has rt'tiral, ami N
1

presiiK'iit

When

lor the last

10 years, has

iatii

Mahcr
vcars

Mr, Johnson went to the Norfolk &

\\i

with

\!

I)

<l(,

llu

'

i

i

company had come ihrounh a rcand Henry Fink was president. In the first nine
months of operation the new company earned a margin of

eral su|>cTiniendent the
ceivcrsliij)

less

tiian

vear

l'>10

$50(1, (KM) over

the

iixed charges.

fixed

its

charKes,

in

is

del,

the calendar

company earned $21
This

oui

,S(U),tMlO surplus aUive
one of the really great ;.cliievements

loU
»f

presuliui «|,iii
I >'!'-'.
..nd the
the Norfolk &

liative

He

whiih

fc.r.-.iu

,

W
il'

ll„

Aim
in(r>

with

III.

dinvtion
cess in

i

1 1.

'I

.liTO'""!

.n>

mounlaliK
Luciu.-i

Hi

I

railway work in lM,u
&• <»)uinc>'

and

a-,

H,

.

ut<

rrtnaini-<l in

ii

in the profitahle development of a railroad property in the
histori- of the L'nited States.
On the one hand there has
heen most remarkaljly consen-ative and successful financing
of the company's needs, and on the other hand, a degree of
foresight in the physical development of the property that
has few parallels. Ranking almost in imixjrlancc with iJiese
has been the development of an ojK-rating organization that
has many of the good points of the Pennsylvania's, and

greater flexihility.

The

credit for these results belongs to

Henry Fink,

L. E.

Johnson and X. D. Maher, and in a broad way also to
lieneficcnt and wise control by the Pennsylvania.
Henry
Fink, like his older brother, .\ll)ert, was a
ident
of economics and especially of railroad pp.
far
ahead cf most of his contemporaries and oi
n at
Washington he was is rather strikingly illustrated by a paragraph in one of his annual re[>ort«- '•F\i>ericnrc hn< drmnn'

'

•

i

N D

•

stratcd that such regulations

as the Act to Regulate

rfwH

iif'tti

Mal-.cr

'

r.i'

Comm

ment or division of com[K-titi\
money of any balance that ni.i
transjiortation

lint^.

It

is

next session will amend the
to permit the division "f

hn.
.\'

•

.

termed 'pooling.' " This
Johnson came to the Nor
under the l)est kind of k..
broader training.
He had begun railroad work
\'

,

^

at the

very

tfuin

July li. 1*^

Matvlt

i,

lV4>i,
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5, 1902, to September 30, 1903, he was viceand general manager, and from September 30,
1903, to February 1, 1904, president and general manager
On February 1, 1904, he was elected president.
N. D. Maher is the man who has built up the Norfolk &
This organization is the
Western's operating organization.
For the
admiration of every railroad man who has studied it.
combination of simplicity, effectiveness and esprit de corps it
Even if Mr. Maher had never been elected
is almost unique.
president of the Norfolk & Western he would have built a
monument to American railroad genius that will stand out in
history. Mr. Maher knows the 2,000 miles of the Norfolk &
Western, its officers and employees in minutest detail; as intimatelv as a creator knows his masterpiece. Although he has

From March

president

been vice-president for the last ten years only, he has been
with the road even longer than Mr. Johnson, having been
made chief clerk to the general manager in 1883. Years of
service is not really an adequate measure in Mr. Maher's case,
because we ordinarily think of a year as about 300 working
During the last ten years Mr. Maher has lived day
days.
and night, day after day and week after week, out on the
The standard of supervision he set himself was 100
road.
per cent and he more nearly attained it than would have been
possible for anyone with a less rugged physique.
He began
Nicholas D. Maher was born at Blairsville, Pa.
railwav work in 1871 as a surveyor on the Pittsburgh, Virclerk
in the
1874
he
was
ginia & Charleston. From 1873 to
office of the superintendent of transportation on the Pennsylvania at .\ltoona. Pa., and from 1874 to June 1, 1883, he was

From June 1,
clerk in the general superintendent's office.
1883, to August 1, 1889, he served as chief clerk to the genmanager of the Norfolk &; Western; from August 1, 1889,
August 3, 1890, as trainmaster of the Flat Top division:
from August 3, 1890, to June 21, 1901, as superintendent of
On June 21, 1901, he was made
the Pocahontas division.
general superintendent of the Seaboard Air Line at Portsmouth, Va.; but on January 3, 1903,. returned to the Norfolk
& Western as general superintendent. On February 1, 1904,
he was made general manager, and from July 1. 1907, to
November, 1912, was also second vice-president. In November, 1912. he was appointed vice-president in charge of operaeral
to

tion.

The Shepherdsville

Collision

coi.Lisiox of passcnger trains on the Louisville &
Nashville, December 20, killirtg 47 persons, was briefly
full copy of the
reported in our. last issue, page 1185.statement issued by the railroad company and published
in the Louisville papers^ has since been received and from
this are taken the following details which were brought out
(The
at Superintendent W. F. Sheridan's investigation.
local train was No. 41, not No. 9, as given in our account.)

THE

rLE.\R

A

Train No. 41 left Louisville on time at 4:35 p. m. Train
No. 7, the through passenger train for Nashville, due to
leave at 3 p. m., did not depart from Louisville until 4:53
No. 41 made its usual local stops and arrived at
p. m.
Shepherdsville six minutes late.
It consumed about two
minutes in discliarging its passengers.
It then moved forward, that is, southward, until the rear coach was about 360
feet south of the station building.
It here came to a stop
for the purpose of backing in upon the siding to permit
No. 7 to pass, and almost at that instant No. 7 swept by
the station and into the rear of train No. 41. No. 7 plowed
through the rear coach and half way through the second
coach of No. 41 and shoved the wreckage fonvard a distance of about 800 feet. The flagman and conductor of No.
41 were in one of the coaches and both were killed.
The
engineer and fireman on No. 7 were unhurt. * * *
When No. 41 arrived at Brooks, a station five miles north

Vol. 64, No.
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Shepherdsville, the conductor received information from
the despatcher that No. 7 had passed F. X_ tower at 5:08
on
p. m. and that if he could not get to Bardstown Junction
As
time he had better let No. 7 pass at Shepherdsville.
he was leaving Brooks, Conductor Campbell said to his
of

porter, Earnest Chase, "we arc to let No. 7 by at
At Gap in the Knob, a station between
Shepherdsville."
Brooks and Shepherdsville, the train porter asked Conductor
Campbell if the engineer understood that he was to head in
*
*
*
At Shepherdsville Conductor
at Shepherdsville.
Campbell went into the telegraph office and himself tele-

train

phoned to the despatcher at Louisville and was informed
that No. 7 was close and that he had better get into the
Campbell came out of the office and told the train
siding.
porter to inform the engineer to back into the siding for
No. 7.
The porter ran forward and delivered this message to the
engineer while the train was slowly moving off, and jumping
upon the engine he rode it until he reached the south
He threw the switch. The effect
switch, where he alighted.
of this was to' display an addition.al red light to the north
The rear of
as soon as the train had passed the switch.
No. 41 was not protected in any way by its crew as rewas
out
or torpedoes
rules,
in
that
no
put
the
fusee
quired by
placed between Gap in the Knob and Shepherdsville, though
the train was failing to maintain schedule time; and in
that no flagman with a red lantern v,'as sent back at Shepherdsville.

After leaying Louisville train No, 7 was stopped one
at Oak street and one minute at the Southern railway crossing and after that proceeded without any further
The line from Louisville to a
stops until the collision.
point beyond Shepherdsville is double tracked, and trains
move under standard American Railway Association rules.
In approaching Shepherdsville the track is straight for a
mile and a half, except for one slight curve about half a
mile north of the station, which, however, does not affect the
view of the signals at the "station.
Under the rules, it was the duty of the engineer of train
No. 7 to approach the station with his train under control
and not to pass it unless he received a "proceed" signal.
This signal in the night is the changing of a red light to a
green, and the approaching engineer must stop unless he
actually sees this movement; that is, the change from red

minute

to green.

Upon

this

occasion

the

engineer,

Wolfenberger,

states

that he saw the green signal in its then position when he
was about 2,200 feet from the station, and that when he
was about 1,800 feet from the station he sounded four short
blasts, which was a request to the operator to indicate
whether he must stop or proceed. The engineer states that
lie saw no change in the signal and admits that he knew
that, not being moved in his presence, it was his duty to
stop; but he thought that the signal to proceed would be
given later, so he went ahead without taking any steps toward

slackening the speed of his train, except that he applied the
air brakes lightly.
When he was within about 400 yards of
the station, still observing that the signal had not been
changed, he called again by sounding the four short blasts.
He says that at that time he saw the signal drop to red,
and that he then applied his emergency brakes and thought
that he closed or almost closed the throttle.
Upon the arrival of No. 41 at Shepherdsville, Operator
Jesse Weatherford, as is customary, assisted the agent in
handling the baggage, mail and express. He was working
at this at about a distance of fifty-five feet from his office,
and upon completing it started to return to his office when
he met Conductor Campbell coming from his office and was

by him of his conversation with the train despatcher,
and informed him that he, Campbell, was going to move
up and' back in on the side track to let No. 7 pass. Then
told

gi

I

,

j

'

'
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\\i;itherford proceeded to his office and when he had goCten
within ten or twelve feet of it he heard Uie iioi.se pf No. 7
approaching, looked up and saw the train at a |Joint about
800 feit north of the office. He at once rushed into thr
office and turned the signal to red, grabbed his red lantern
and ran out. but too late.
The sujurintindent's committee tej^ioris its mi. 1mm..i„
that Conductor Campl)cll and Flagman Greenw.
the llagi-inj]; rule; that W'olfenkTuer violated thr
api)roaciiini; Shephcnl.-ville prepared to slop Uiuu j,a..smg
the seniapiiore signal unless he got a signal to proteed. "In
approaching a station it is the thity of an engineer to absolutely stop his train before reaching the semaphore unless
he receives an affirmative and positive signal that he may
roceed.
This signal to proceed is made in only one way
that is, tliere must Ije displayed u red light, which i«
>lianged into a green light, and thi- change niu

and taken prompilv

dl.i

wet.

but

of

:

'

view of the engineer.

III

Uinm

this (ti.i.-ion

tli.

(which was the proper signal to be displayed
41 standing at the station as it was) constituted
»
-top signal for Engineer Wolfenhcrger.
•
»
RuJ^.
,

\o.

;i

JJl-F required that a

fixed train older signal must never
kept stationary, regardless of its jiasition or tlie
.olor it displays, without the cause I eing first investigated."
Rule 221-D says:
"Conductors anil enginemen, when approaching train-order offices, must liave their tr.iins under

passed

(introl

rem

and must not assume

'stop'

indication

that the signal will be

when within

changed

the distance prescribed,

any portion of a train runs beyond the signal Ijefore
so changed, an infraction of these rules will have been

if

-.
t

if

is

committed."

On

the part of Operator Weatherford.

the contrary he

is

commended for making every possible effort to avert
the accident after he discovered that No. 7 was coming into
to be

tlie

station at high speed."

was perfectly

"Tt

to assist with the bag-

Shcpherdsville is an intermediate and relaetc.
unimportant train order office, the orders Uiken by
this operator averaging only about me a day.
It was, therelore, unnecessary that he should remain at the instrument
ill of the time.
When this train No. 41 came into Shepcrdsville it was proper under the rules for the operator to
place the signal at green, and it would have been equally
improper for him to change that signal back to red until
train No. 41 had |)assed out from the station 200 ft. or more.
"Engineer Wolfcnberger, Conductor Campbell and Flagman Greenwell were old men in the sen-ice nnd full erpcTienced, and in 1914 passed satisfactory ri
the operating rules.
>fr. Wolfcnberger ha'•> • >•
r'or seventeen years and stood high in the i->
;ivcly

'

tficers

of the company."
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There was ample time and space, according to Wolfenberger's own statement, for him to have stopped his train,
not only from the time he first saw the signal, but also from
the time when he called for a change and did not get it.
"There was no evidence of any violation of duty upon

men.

y4tt.(.iH>

job

qun.'

to the
'

100 locooMivea built for thr
1

.

.

1

.

.

.
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War
....

:

GenereJNews
Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund

The shops of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pitcairn, Pa., 15
miles east of Pittsl)urgli, were damaged by fire on the night of
December 26; estimated loss $35,000.

Last week was one of the best the Railway Regiments' Tobacco
Fund has yet experienced, the feature of the week being the announcement that the Railway Business Association will donate
$1,000 to the Fund from the proceeds of its annual dinner.
contribution was also received during the week from the Corning
Glass Works. Corning, N. Y., for $120.

In a fire at Long Island City. X. Y., on the night of December
and office building of the Long Island Railroad was
destroyed, together with two freight cars
estimated total loss

A

30, a storage

;

$125,000.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa

Fe. which recently announced

had granted a 10 per cent bonus for the six months' period
just ended to unorganized employees, will pay the bonus in regular monthly installments in the coming year with the regular
salaries of the men.
that

Headlight Order Modified

it

upon the railroads for cars and engines
move war materials the Interstate Commerce Commission has
postponed the effective date of its order requiring locomotives to
be equipped w'ith high power headlights from January 1 to July
1
as to all new locomotives placed in service.
For locomotives
in service prior to that date the changes required are to be made
the first time locomotives are shopped for general or heavy repairs after Jsilv 1, 1918, and all locomotives must be so equipped
In view of the pressure

to

By the decision of arbitrators, recently appointed, the telegraphers of the Baltimore & Ohio are to have an increase in pay
of 10 per cent half the amount asked for and they are granted
the 26-da\ month that is. they receive extra pay, at regular week
day rates, when they work on Sundays.

—

—

;

before July

Because of the importance of tlie local situation at Baltimore
and Washington, where there has recently been a great deal of
congestion, a sub-committee of the General Operating Committee
of Eastern Railroads has been appointed at Baltimore with M. H.
Baltimore

Orders

relative to providing an adequate supply of

Freight Bill Clearing Bureau in San Francisco
three transcontinental railroads serving San Francisco have
formed what is known as the San Francisco Railroad Clearing
Bureau which, it is believed, will prove a source of economy in
settling freight bills.

All freight bills except those paid at the
station on the delivery of freight will be sent daily to this clearing
bureau by the local agents and be scheduled for one transmittal

bituminous

coal to the Pere Marciuette, the Seaboard Air Line, the Atlantic
Coast Line and the Norfolk Southern have been issued by the
The order recites that the
L^nited States Fuel Administrator.

daily to each receiver of freight,

in

Prices Fixed for Track Materials

The committee

of the American Iron and Steel Institute,
charge of price establishment, has recommended maximum
prices on angle bars, standard railroad track bolts, track
spikes and scrap rail. The recommended base price per 100
in

States Civil Service Co nmission announces an
open competitive examination for junior civil engineer, grade 1, for
men only, on January 23. Vacancies in the Interstate Commerce
Commission under the act providing for the valuation of the
property of common carriers at salaries ranging from $1,320 to
$1,680 a year will be tilled from this examination. In addition to
salaries, necessary expenses will be allowed during absences from
headquarters in discharge of official duties. Competitors will be
examined in the following subjects which will have the relative
weights indicated: (1) Theory and practice of railway surveying
and note book keeping and the mathematics used in this branch
of engineering, including algebra, geometry, and trigonometry,
but not mcluding calculus, w-eight 50; (2) Education, training
and experience, weight 50. Applicants should at once apply for
2039, stating the title of the examination

maker's mill for angle bars is $3.25 for track bolts
$4.90; and for track spikes 9/16 in. by 4!/2 in.,
price for old steel rails 56 lb. per
yard or heavier and 5 ft. and over in length, suitable for rerolling purposes is $3i per gross ton.
The recommendation
carries with it a set of extras for special requirements and
sizes other than those specified for the base prices.
Fixed
prices are also recommended for bars rerolled from old steel
rails at a base price of $3 per 100 lb.
lb.

March

o.

b.

hy

;

31/2 in.,

The recommended

Collision at

desired, to the

Steel Prices in Effect Until

f.

•U in$3.90.

North Vernon, Ind.

In a l)Uttiiig collision of passenger trains on the Baltimore &
Ohio, one mile east of North Vernon, Ind., on December 29, one
Iiassengcr and seven trainmen were killed and 12 persons were
injured.
General Manager C. W. Galloway issued a statement,

Commission, Washington, D. C.

Government

make but one payment

A

operation.

Civil Service

will

kind has been tried with success at Kansas City where 14 railroads are operating successfully under the plan and it is soon to
be put in effect at Chicago.

The United

Form

who

of freight charges to the bureau.
G. H. Courtney has been appointed manager of the new bureau.
clearing bureau of this

present method of procuring coal under contract for these roads
is causing delay in the shipment and supply of such coal, interference with commercial coal distribution and that an adequate
and regular supply of coal for these roads is necessary. The
order directs coal operators under contract with these roads to
furnish a regular supply of coal each week, provided the mines

are

1920.

The

&

Ohio, as chairman.
C. W. Gallow-ay, genera! manager of the Baltimore &
Ohio, has been appointed chairman of the Cincinnati sub-committee, succeeding W. J. Jenks.
Cahill, general superintendent of the

1.

31

saying

The

President has approved the recommendation of the
War Industries Board that the maximum prices heretofore
fixed by the President upon ore, coke, pig iron, steel, and
steel products, subject to revision on January 1, 1918. be continued in effect until March 31. 1918. New contracts calling
for delivery on or after April 1, 1918, must be subject to revision by any authorized United States Government agency,
so that deliveries after that date shall not exceed the maximum price then in force, although ordered or contracted for
in the meantime

"The engine crews of both trains were killed and the conductor of train No. 2 (east bound) was injured to such an exInvestigation
tent that we have not been able to interview him.
clearly indicates that No. 2 held an order to wait at North Verreason
For
some
not yet defor
non
second 23 (west-bound).
termined this order was disregarded. The automatic signal just
ahead of where the engine of No. 2 was standing, while doing
station work at North Vernon, and in full view, was in the
caution position, indicating that the next signal east, and lo-

90
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|iiill-iii swilcli of the wcit-ljuuiul •viiliiiy,
»a^ in ilir
stop position.
This sijjiial at the lidiiiK ^vwI>l a, ,i, ih,
.1,
position because srcoiul Ji was in th<
anil N'orlh X'crnon. Imt this sixiial »
passed !)> train No. 2 while in the stop
a.ii..iiiavi.

catcil at llu-

I» Ihr ilfl

.,

|

Munal system has been tested and found to be workinu correctly

Large
On

Januarx

t.iin i-li-\ator

have an

J,

New

Grain Elevator at Chicago

ihc Chi.ano

on the Cahnnel

X

U

.N.irth

ri\cr, ni

isirrn t,pcned a

South Chiiajj",

111.,

larijr

which

hii
The entire plant
fireproof construction and includes a freiKhi )ard
i\ing u capacity of 1,250 cars and an cnRinc terminal. The plant
iisists of a workinK house, a river house, storaKr tank* and ..ilirr
ill

iillimate capacity of UUUI.dtHI

modern

of

.luxiliary facilities.

\^2

The working house

It.,

ft.

I

lie

I

hel.l

occupii-

.\bove a lirst story cii
there are 95 reinforced concrete bins 15 ft. in '^
liiiih. having a capacity of 931.(X)l) bu. and the bin.', aic .•.uiiiiouiiinl
li\
a cupola several stories in luiglit.
.\djacent to the storage
bouse is a receiving shed 100 ft. by 300 ft. in which cars standing
unUiadcil
are
into
24
on 5 tracks
track hop|H-rs.
The working
house will handle 1.250,000 bu. of grain in 24 hours. The storage
house consists of 104 reinforced concrete bins 22 ft. 6 in in
diameter by 104 ft. high, affording a capacity of 4,3K3,000 bu. The
river house consists of a lirst story 18 ft. 9 in. high, sup|iorting
24 grain bins like those in the storage house and having a tolal
capacity of 778,000 bu. It is equipped with six shipping legs for
loading grain into boats and a large marine tower 145 ft. high for
unloading ships. .Ml of the tanks are of reinforced concrete supported on a substructure of the same material, while the cupolas
surmounting the tanks are of steel frame construction covered with
wire mesh and plaster. t)lher facilities include a power house,
machine shop, ilust house and employees' welfare building.
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Pennsylvania Will Ehminate 104
Tl»
gent

at

Chicago

.\t a meeting of the executives of a number of Western railroads at Chicago on December 31 thorough consideration was
.i\en to all phases of the President's proclamation assuming control of the railroads and order No. 1 of the Director (General of
Kailroads.
Each railroad will put into effect immediately so far
For the purpose of mak;^^ possible the direct routing of freight.
iin; a further study of this subject and to establish new through
utes foi freight wherever it was considered .idvisablc the fol\\ing committee was appointed: J. G. W'oodworth, vicc-presinit of the Northern Pacilic. chairman; .A. C. Johnson, general
Park,
1..
iraffic manager of the Chicago & North Western:

W

The
draw.il

and

Railv\^ay Business Association
ninth annual meeting nf tluwill be held at the Waldorf-.XsKr

The

uary

25,

beginning at

11

m

a.

Iv'.hIa

:

held at the same place at 7 in tlu- > .i"
a "Hoover" dinner and any profit rcali.
.•\merican Red Cross and to the Kail
"
"
Fund. The dinner price u'H
will be no wine, and the
''
'"onsonant with the pre-'
'

!

'

'

Dinner
\-.

tr.rtaT!

uia!

aith

prill'

<

'

'

I

land
prcs»

helwi

Tlu
o|>erated

on

-

tor 32 vrnrl-:a-'

ricd

reductions in passenger service consisting of H. L. ^^i]''
W. B. St
lircctor of traffic of the Union Pacific, chairman;
vice-president of the Santa Fc Lines, and C. G. Humham.
president of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

Weekday Train*

.

l.imii'

M'.irts of freight shipments both by wire and mail will be disniinucd and tracing of freight will be done only after reasoudestinale time has elapsed for the car or shipment to arrive at
lioi-..
The common use of terminals as recommended by the

Director General will be effected at larger centers through c<imfullest
littees of operating officials with the view to securing the
-siblc use of all terminal facilities regardless of ownership.
traffic and
of
movement
the
expedite
made
to
iry effort will be
conserve locomotives and fuel.
The new committee convened for the first time on January 2
consider grii- r.il
.1.1 an additional committee was appointed to

.

V

the

and
and
5:50

:

•

I'iti-;

ice-president of the Oiicago Great Western; J. F. Portertield, suurintendtnt of transportation of the Illinois Central, and H. E.
I'icrpont. freight traffic manager of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St Paul. To save clerical labor the custom of making passing

\
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I

drawn,
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3:30 p. m. 5:08 p. m., and 9:30 p. m. In addition on Sunday
night an extra sleeping car section will leave at 11 :34 p. m.
The northbound trains on the Pennsylvania for New York will
leave Washington as follows: 12:10 a. m. (sleepers and coaches)
8 a. m.; 9 a. m. ; 10 a. m.
12:40 a. m. (sleepers and coaches)
2:40 p. m. and 4 p. m. This schedule will eliminate
11 a. m.
from the northbound service the trains leaving Washington for

Vol. 64, No.

;

TrevffiG:^2

1

News

;

;

;

New York at 12 :30 p. m. and 4 :27 p. m.
The train leaving Washington at 4 o'clock will replace the
"Congressional Limited," and will consist of day coaches, one
parlor car and one restaurant car. The "Congressional Limited,"
southbound, will not be replaced.
The train now leaving Philadelphia at 12:30 p. m. for Washington, will be eliminated, as will also the trains leaving Washington at 4:03 p. m., and 7 p. m. for Philadelphia. The "Federal

leaving Washington at 7 :30 p. m., will be changed
to leave at 7 p. m., and w-ill accept passengers for points south of
New York. The "Federal Express," southbound, will arrive at
Washington at 8:30 a. m. one hour later than at the present

Express,"

now

—

The "Federal Express"
northbound and southbound.
time.

will carry a restaurant car, both

In arranging for the reduction of local and commutation service
management has followed the policy of avoiding interference
with trains carrying workmen to and from important industrial
plants, and also has sought as far as possible, to obviate serious
disarrangement of other schedules.
The reduction in the service between Philadelphia and Atlantic
Citv will include the elimination of the bridge train leaving Broad
the

m. on week days. But this train will
The steam trains from Market
Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 9:20 a. m. and 4 o'clock p. m.,
weekdays, will be withdrawn, as will also be the weekday and
Sunday electric trains leaving at 11 a. m., 3 p. m. and 8 p. m.
Northbound, the bridge train leaving Atlantic City at 7:45 a. m.
will be cancelled, as will also be the steam trains from Market
Street Wharf leaving at 9:30 a. m. and 5:15 p. m. The northbound electric trains leaving Atlantic City at 11 a. m., 3 p. m. and
9 p. m. will be taken off. Electric train leaving at 11 p. m. will
.be changed to leave at 10 p. m.
Train service between New Yorkj Long Branch, Asbury Park,
Ocean Grove and Point Pleasant will be alternated between the
Pennsylvania Railroad and the Central Railroad of New Jersey,
the Pennsylvania Railroad eliminating two round trips under the
revised schedules adopted by the two companies.
The train leaving Philadelphia at 8 p. m. for New York will be
discontinued. Trains leaving Philadelphia at 8 :30 a. m. and NewYork at 4:20 p. m. will be discontinued between Philadelphia and
Trenton. Otherwise the service betw'een those two cities will be
practically unchanged, except as it is affected by the discontinuance of through trains.
Train No. 33— (the "Pan Handle Express"), from New York
for the West, which now runs into Broad Street station, Philadelphia, leaving there at 4 :32 p. m., will be changed to run via
North Philadelphia only.
Train No. 3^1 (the "Seaboard Express"), from the West to
New York, which now arrives at Broad Street station, Philadelphia, at 12:24 p. m., will run via North Philadelphia only, arriving at 12:48 p. m.
Changes to become effective on the Schuylkill division have already been announced, and a revised and reduced schedule between Philadelphia and Cape May is already jointly in effect by
the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading Railway.
Effective January 6, not more than one parlor car w-ill in any
case be operated on Pennsylvania trains carrying coaches. Parlor
cars will be discontinued entirely on Schuylkill division trains.
In addition a number of reductions will be made in club and
Street station at

1

:34 p.

continue to operate on Sundays.

—

restaurant cars, including the discontinuance of the restaurant
cars on the 1 p. m. and 7 p. m. trains between New York and
(the
Philadelphia, in each direction, and also from train No. 8

—

"Eastern Express").

On

the Sunbury division, between Pottsville and Shenandoah,
and Pottsville and Sunbury, via Hazleton, 12 or more trains will
be withdrawn and the schedules of others revised. The purpose
of this is to clear that division for the transportation of anthracite
coal to Philadelphia, as the division traverses some of the most

important anthracite coal-producing regions on the Pennsylvania.
A number of midday trains will be eliminated on branch lines
all portions of the Pennsylvania east of Pittsburgh,
to facilitate the movement of coal and other freight.

on practically

The Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis inaugurated
the sailing day plan of handling 1. c. 1. freight in Cincinnati, Ohio,
on January

2.

The Chicago & Alton has lengthened
between Chicago and Kansas
and 33 hours to 40 hours.

its

fast freight schedules

City, Mo., via St. Louis,

from 30

The final statistics on the movement of the California
crop show that 24,628 carloads of deciduous fruit were
shipped out of the state in 1917. This is an increase over
The total ship1916 of 6,737 carloads, or 37.6 per cent.
ments of all the leading varieties of fruit exceeded the 1916
totals, grapes leading the way with an increase of 5,000
fruit

carloads.

The postoffice department proposes to establish a mail route
by motor car between Philadelphia, Pa., and Easton, 80 miles;
and already has started one between Philadelphia and Oxford,
Contracts are being prepared also for a similar
Pa., 50 miles.
run from Pittsburgh, Pa., to Wheeling, W. \'a., 60 miles and
another from Pittsburgh to Cumberland, Md., 140 miles. Similar
action is contemplated in other States.
;

Increase in Rates on Canadian Railways

The Board

of

Railway Commissioners of Canada, on Decem-

ber 26, issued a decision providing for a general increase of 15
per cent in passenger rates throughout the Dominion, except in
British Columbia, where the rate at present is three cents a mile.
With a considerable number of exceptions the order allows also
an increase in freight rates of 10 per cent in western Canada
and 15 per cent in the east.

War Department

Takes Bush Terminal

The War Department, through Acting Quartermaster General
Geo. W. Goethals, has requisitioned the Bush Terminal piers and
warehouses in New York City (South Brooklyn).
These
facilities w^ill pass immediately under the control of the
Eight piers and 130 warehouses will be taken
leaving to the Bush Terminal Company the railroad
terminal and the industrial buildings. It is estimated that the net
income of this property at present is more than $1,000,000 a year.
The Bush Terminals and Bush Terminal Railroad represent an
investment of about $20,0(K),(XX). The industry covers nineteen city
blocks, and contains twenty-one miles of railroad tracks.
Its
waterfront space is more than 3,(K)0 feet, and factories and other
buildings cover nine blocks. The piers that the Government will
acquire are each a quarter of a mile in length.
The railroad
yards can accommodate 2,000 cars, and more than 12,000 persons
are employed in warehouses, railroads and manufactories.

terminal

War

Department.

over,

Developments

in the

Coal Situation

Judge Robert S. Lovett, government priority director, has issued
a supplement to Priority Order No. 5 granting priority in car
supply and in movement of certain preferred commodities, to include in the third subdivision of preferences provided by that
order, structural material when consigned to constructing quartermasters for account of contractors engaged in emergency construction work under the cantonment division of the quartermaster general's office. The first and second preferences under
the order are given to steam railroad fuel and to livestock, perishable freight, food and feed.
The voluntary curtailment of all-rail shipments of coal to the
northw-estern states during the next 90 days is proposed by John
F. McGee, state fuel administrator for Minnesota, after conferences held by the northw-estern administrators with W. H. Grover-

January

4.
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man, the federal
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New York Handicapped

As a result 01 the rciurd breaking cold spell in the neiKliNow York this last wccl<, suburban sexvire on the
railroads operating out of Jersey Lily and lloboken wan
severely handicapped and throuRh trains were in many casei
.-%
considerably delayed.
shortajjc of water at the New
Jersey waterfront terminals was the main cause.
Householders in the waterfront communities to keep pipes in their
houses from freezing let their faucets run all nieht and
thereby seriously depleted the reserves available.
Because of the low pressure the tanks of all railroads in
Jersey City were very low, the Erie Railroad heinjr chiefly
afTected, and the Central of New Jersey also suffering badly.
The Pennsylvania and Lackawanna were able to operate on
borhood of

water brought

in in

niciii

that

<

lb'

rule«

Newark and other neighbor-

tanks from

ing cities but trains were seriously delayed.
On the Eric the situation was so bad Wednesday that the
SO of its 3iO trains operating out of Jersey City.
Those that ran were sumctimes very
late in leaving and were overcrowded almost as badly as ihc
rapid transit trains in ^[anhattan and Brooklyn.

company temporarily discontinued

Coal Situation at

New York

'n

Fourth Section Applications

Wednesday

night 4.216 carloads were received at Jersey
City and other New Jersey ports opposite New York City,
carrying about 210,800 tons of coal.
.\t a conference of the presidents and other officers of all
the coal carrying roads serving Greater New York, it was
determined to lighter whole trainloads of coal to Manhattan
Island, put them on team tracks and unload the cars directly
into trucks for distribution in the various sections of Manhattan and the Bronx.
.\. H. Smith, president of the New York Central, and now
assistant director general of railroads, estimated that at least
300 carloads of coal could be brought into the greater city
daily by these means, in addition to the increasing supply
brought over through the customary channels of terminal
transportation, by lighterage to Bay Ridge and other points
of Long Island and by barges to coal pockets all along the
citv's waterfront.
'
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Western Roads Make Reductions in Passenger Service
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the Chicago & North
Western and the Chicago, Milwaukee

8.-

St.

Paul made a num-

ber of changes in passenger scrvic.
The Burlington discontinue
and Lincoln, Neb., and discontiiu:
trains between Denver and Chicago, louiigt c.
between Chicago and Minneapolis, Minn., and
'
•••
servation cars on the Oriental Limit^
St Paul. One train opcratinc;
Villisca has also been discoiitinii'
em has discontinued carry 1:
between Chicago and Mi:
•

year.

'••""

'

'

'"''"

!

Chicago and St. Paul, Mini..,
lounging cars on four trains between Chic^Ku «'
and two between Chicago and Omaha, and has
car seri'ice on four trains between Chic"'
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has
lion and buffet smoking cars between
and St. Paul, Chicago and Omaha, and Chic.igr,
.
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Court

News

Improper Packing of Freight
In an action against a carrier for damages caused by tlie freezing of a shipment of a bottled beverage, the Oregon Supreme
Court holds that a carrier to whom barrels containing a bottled
beverage were delivered and which transported them without
negligence was not liable for any injury due to improper packing
of the bottles in the barrels.
It was not authorized to open the
barrels, but was bound to ship the goods in the form in which
they were delivered to it, unless they were manifestly in bad
order.
Miehellod v. Oregon- Washington R. & Xav. Co. (Ore.),
168 Pac, 620. Decided November 13. 1917.

—
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S upply Trade News

Frank L. Brown, president of the Ransome Concrete MaCompany, New York, died Tuesday night in his apartin that city, from heart disease.
Mr. Brown was 57

cliinery

ment

years old.

Removal

of Rejected Ties

Cross-ties were placed on a right of way for the railroad's acThe company duly inspected the ties, e-xpressly
rejected them as unsuited to its needs and so notified the person

ceptance and use.

In an action against the railroad the Georgia
Court of Appeals held that the bare fact that the ties were subsequently removed by some one, it not appearing when, how, or
by whom, did not create any presumption that the ties had been
accepted and used by the company, and there was no obligation
on its part to pay therefor. .Atlantic Coast Line v. Drake (Ga. ),
94 S. E., 65. Decided October 31, 1917.
offering them.

—

The P. & M. Company, Chicago, has established a southwestern sales office in the Railway Exchange building, St.
Louis, Mo., in charge of W. H. Reaves, who has been associated with this company for the past year.
The Lhiion Supply Company, Chicago, 111., has opened a
branch office in the Call building, San Francisco, Cal., in
charge of A. A. Dawley, western representative. Mr. Dawley
was formerly purchasing agent of the Denver & Salt Lake
at Denver, Colo.
E. K. Carter, representative of the Standard Asphalt & ReCompany, Chicago, 111., has received a commission as
captain in the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps and has been
ordered to report for active duty at Camp Lee, Petersburg,
fining

Cost of Short-Distance Passenger-Carriage
The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission dismissed a petition against a railroad company for discrimination in passenger
On appeal it appeared that the company charged the same
rates.
rates of fare to a station 2.7 miles from its terminal as to a
station 4.1 miles, and the commission found, from sufficient and

competent evidence, that the business between the terminal and
the first station was carried on at a considerable loss, and that

V'a..

on January

5.

New

has resigned and has accepted a position with the Perolin
Railway Service Company as special representative.

was a greater relative cost of transportation to the first
The order of the commission was
station than to the second.
affirmed.
Bradlev v. Pennsylvania, 66 Pa. Superior Ct. 428.
there

ical

with

the

Company

Ohio. He
has served as locomotive fireman and engineer on the C. C. and
S. Ry. (now a part of
at Wellsville,

Fencing

— Public

Roads

In an action agamst a railroad for killing a horse and a mule
the Springfield Court of .Appeals holds that the Missouri statute
requiring railroads to fence their right of way does not require
the fencing of roads which are in fact, though not legally, high-

the Wheeling &
Erie),
also as

the

with two little children was carried past her station
some four miles because the conductor, when she paid him her
When the
fare, failed to tell her the train did not stop there.
discovery was made that she had been carried by, she became so
She was
frightened and excited that she became seriously ill.
subjected to no insults, inclement weather or to any of the usual
causes of sickness or mental anguish, but was politely assisted
from the train at the ne.xt station, taken by the company's agent
to a hotel which was conducted by a woman whom she knew, and
on the following morning was returned free of charge to her
She
station, where another friend assisted her to her home.
obtained a verdict from a jury of $1,250 on which judgment was
On appeal this was reversed by the Texas Court of
entered.
Civil Appeals, which held that her injuries were not the proximate result of the conductor's failure to stop the train at her
station, as the probability of such serious consequences could
not have been anticipated and for breach of a contract in carrying a passenger beyond his destination the damages recoverable
are limited to those which are proximate and not remote or contingent.— Gulf, C. & S. F. V. Nichols (Tex.), 198 S. W., 338.
Decided October 26, 1917. Rehearing denied November 14, 1917.
;

Alabama

Great

with the Toledo, St.
Louis & Western Railway as locomotive engineer, road foreman of
engines, general fore-

Wile

—

A woman

loco-

Southern Railway at
Birmingham, .\la.. and

1917.

Carrying Passenger Past Station Damages
Recoverable Must Not Be Remote

Lake

motive
engineer
and
roundhouse foreman on

ways, and a railroad company is justified in omitting to fence,
and constructing a crossing for a well-traveled road, the company
not being bound to determine the legality of the road. The animals were killed at such a crossing which the public had used
A judgment for the defendant was
as a highway for 10 years.
sustained,— Walker v. Southwest Mis.souri (Mo.), 198 S. W., 441.
13,

career

Pennsylvania

30^ 1917.

Decided Xovemlier

Mr. Wilcoxen
his mechan-

commenced

—

Decided April

been meYork,

F. S. Wilcoxen, wlio for the past nine years has
clianical representative for the Pilliod Company,

man and
as

special

division master mechanic.
He
representative of the Perolin

Company on January

assumes his duties
Railway Service

15.

R. Garretson, lumber agent of the Chicago & Eastern
Illinois, was ajipointed traffic manager of the Marsh & Truman Lumber Company, Chicago, 111., effective January 1, to
succeed A. F. Marsh and F. L. Bronez, who have entered the
I.

V. S.

-Army

service.

of the F'ederal Sign System
and the Federal Electric Company of Chicago, died
at his home in Chicago on January 1, at the age of 53. At the
time of his death Mr. Goehst was also treasurer of the
Minerallac Electric Manufacturing Company and construction superintendent of the Commonwealth Edison Company

John Henry Goehst, president

(electric)

of Chicago.
J. M. Hopkins, president of the Camel Company of Chicago,
became chairman of the board of directors on January 1, and
was succeeded as president by P. M. Elliott, formerly vicepresident. W. W. Darrow, formerly general manager, is now
vice-president, and A. B. Wegener, general manager of sales,
was made secretary.

January

4.
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Revilwf^FinfvncialNews kt\il\v<\v
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Kim k Island & Pacific— The directort on Dcccmlxr
u scmi-annuul dividend of Jjj per crnl on the
7 per cent preferred stuck and a ienii-unmial
dividend of 3 per cent on the $J3,0(X),0UU of 6 per cent preferred
stock outstanding.

Exn

Chic.m'.o,

ilfclaroil

J.S

clared a quarterly ilividend of 5 per cent, payahle January 22
Heretofore it has l>een the
to stock of record January 5.
policy of the directors to declare JO i)cr cent dividend disliurscments per annum in the form of four quarterly payments of
2'.. per cent each ami a special dividend of 10 |>er cent
llcnccforlli the hoard will declare (|uartcrly dividends only and omit
the special dividend which has tieeii declarcil otice a year of

Thus the quarterly rate is now estahlished at S
10 i)cr cent.
per cent, maintaining the same per annum rate as heretofore
of 20 per cent.

—

Denviu< & Kui Grande. The
York, which, as trustee of
Pacific, received last June
the Denver & Rio Grande,

Company

Iiquitahle Trust

of

iillvr

ol

I)

gall'
'II

and

U

N

'I

L. A.
Central,

HarkncM,
wiili

has obtained attachments

iilrnlt

in

New

.ii,.!

W. A
:

Arthur C. Nec<lle*, uenrr.^
Western with office at Koavice-president in charice

Equitable Trust
Neither the EquitaMr Tni"^! ( oinli
pany nor the Western Pacific bondholders
the
embarrass the operations of the Denver
r 27
action in bringing suit and levying attachmen'
27.

'

the priority of the rights of the
until settlement of

pepding

criiment
«°^

pointed as-

P™J^^»

Wc-'^

suit in the

BolLTlER & WESTERN.— The L
discontinue ,*rvKc
Commission has forbidden this company to

ilKN-VKR.

and

sell its

properties.

—

Illinois Central. The directorquarterly dividend of IJ4 per c
record February 1. The sl"il
cent ilividend basis, but thrie
u,
1 per cent for the fiscal year
tion makes this extra part "t i'
i

Pennsylvania Railroad— T!'r

''

ington having been lea-<
years from January I. 1'
a grand division of lb.
desiiinated the Southern Division.
'

I

auditor oi
ccllaneout receipt n.

Denver company

was solely, under the proclamation whereby ll
assumed possession of the railroads of the country.

^i

Shepherd.

would be to the interest of all concerne.l that there
it
meet
should be no lapse in the ability of the Denver company to

Company on December

.

lli:ii

that

fixed obligations.
for attaching the assets of the
were set forth in s statement issued by the

•ktitiani lo ihr conirolirr ol ibc lllm.

Lr-nLiiutin

sislant coll'

a judgment of $32,270,343 against

"The reasons

,.<

H. A. Si^ndrrn

New

in

its

Mj:

ll

Oilllllirlllr.l

Western

the old mortgage of the

Chicago against certain property of the latter road.
Alvin \V. Krcch, president of the Equitable Trust Company,
announced on December 31. lliat in order that the Denver &
Rio Grande might not be embarrassed in meeting the interest
maturing today on the underlying Ixjnds of the company, the
trust company, acting at the instance of the Western Pacific,
had offered to loan the Denver & Rio Grande $1,500,000. Thi»
offer, however, was declined at a meeting of the directors of
In telling of the Equitable Trust Comthe Denver company.
pany's offer. President Krech said:
"the occasion for the offer arose from the fact that on
December 27 the Equitable Trust Company, as trustee for the
bondholders of the Western Pacific, which had been guaranteed
by the Denver company, brought suit and attached various
non-operating assets of the Denver Company li>caled in New
York and Chicago in order that a lien might be impressed
upon those assets to secure the judgment rendered by the
I'nited States Court in favor of the Equitable Trust Company
as trustee. It was the view of the Western Pacific bondholders

York and

Vl^

Thr

$JV,"-'3,SSy of

Delaware, Lackawanna & Westkiis.— This company hat de-

Oflic cm'S

<>f

o;

1
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of transportation, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., effective
December 26. Mr. Willsie was succeeded as chairman of
the fuel committee by G. A. Healey, road foreman of locomotives at Galesburg, 111.

M

T.
McLaughlin, assistant division superintendent of the
Maine Central with office at Waterville, Me., has been appointed su|)erinU'ndent of the Eastern division, with office at
Bangor, vice M. F. Dunn, resigned.

Vol. 64, No.
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W. Robinson, assistant trainmaster, with office at East Radford, has been appointed trainmaster of the Radford division,
with office at Roanoke, vice J. T. Goodykoontz, transferred,
as trainmaster of the Pocahontas division, with office at Bluefield, and G. H. Gilmer has been appointed assistant trainmaster of the Radford division, with office at East Radford,
J.

Mr. Robinson.

vice

Traffic
F. B. Miller was appointed general superintendent of the
Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern, with headquarters at
Laramie, Wyo., succeeding G. R. Simmons, assigned to
other duties, effective December 20.

Joseph W. Foote, superintendent of the Delaware and Jefferson divisions, of the Erie, with office at Susquehanna, Pa.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Wyoming division
and Edward J. Edmunds, superintendent of the Wyoming division, with office at Dunmore. has been appointed superintendent of the Delaware and Jefferson divisions.
Arthur DeGarmo, inspector in the freight train departof the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, was appointed
of the Racine & Southwestern division with
jurisdiction also over that part of the Illinois division from
."Xshdale to Nahant and from Savanna to Ebner, with headquarters at Savanna The territory of D. E. Rossiter, trainmaster at Savanna, will be confined to the Illinois division
except as above, effective January 1.

ment

trainmaster

Charles Burlingame, whose appointment as superintendent
of the Terminal Association of St. Louis and the St. Louis
Merchants' Bridge Company of St. Louis, with the same head-

men-

was

quarters,

tioned in these columns

December
at

21,

was born

Wilmington,

May
gan

31,

nis

1871.

Ind.,

on

He

be-

G. B. Haynes, general passenger agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with office at Chicago, has assumed the
duties of F. A. Miller, passenger traffic manager, resigned,
effective December 31. Retaining the same title, T. W. Proctor, assistant general freight agent, with office at Minneapolis,
Minn., has been transferred to Chicago in the same capacity.
A. A. Wilson, division freight and passenger agent, with office
at Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed general agent of the
freight department, with office at Minneapolis.
E. K. Garrison, division freiglit and passenger agent, with office at Portland, Ore., has been appointed general agent, with office at
Milwaukee, Wis., in charge of both freight and passenger
traffic. W. H. Dodsworth, general agent, with office at Milwaukee, has been appointed assistant general agent, with
headquarters at the same place.
C. E. Hilliker, Canadian
freight and passenger agent, with office at Toronto, Ont.,
has been appointed division freight and passenger agent, with
office at

Des Moines.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
R. C. Beaver has been appointed assistant mechanical engineer of the Bessemer & Lake Erie, with office at Greenville,
Pa.
S. Winter has been appointed general car foreman of
Bessemer & Lake Erie, with supervision over the car department shops at Greenville, Pa.

P.

the

railway career

Douglas Leard has been appointed right of way engineer
of the Seaboard Air Line with office at Portsmouth, Va.,
vice I. H. Farmer, who has entered military service.

in July, 1886, and from
that date to September.

was messenger
1890,
and clerk in the offices

Charles T. Sugars has been appointed master mechanic of
the Louisiana & North West with office at Homer, La., succeeding J. S. Motherwell, resigned to go to another com-

of the agent and superintendent of the St.

Louis Bridge

Company.

&

Tunnel

pany.

From

September, 1890, to May,
1899, he was chief clerk
to the superintendent of
terminals of the Missouri Pacific; from May,
1899, to February, 1900,
he was chief yard clerk
with the St. Louis, Iron

J. D. Esposito, assistant chief engineer of the Chicago Union
Station Company at Chicago, has gone to Washington with
the Emergency Fleet Corporation, and his former duties have
been assumed by A. J. Hammond, principal assistant en-

gineer.

K. Booth, general foreman of the Bessemer & Lake Erie
office at Greenville, Pa., has been appointed master mewith supervision over the locomotive department
shops at Greenville, and E. F. Richardson has been appointed
assistant to the engineer of motive power.
J.

C.

Burlingame

Mountain & Southern;
from February, 1900, to August, 1902, he was assistant yardmaster with the same road; from August, 1902, to January,
1903, he was assistant chief clerk in the superintendent's
office of the Terminal Association of St. Louis; from January
to December, 1903, he was chief clerk to the superintendent
of the Terminal .Association of St. Louis; from December,
1903, to April, 1907, he was night trainmaster with the same
company, and in April, 1907, he was appointed superintendent
of the Wiggins Ferry Company, the St. Louis Connecting
Railway, the St. Louis Transfer Railway and the Interstate
Car Transfer Company, which position he held until his appointment as noted above.

W. J. Jenks, general superintendent of the western general
division of the Norfolk & Western, with office at Bluefield,
Va., has been appointed general manager, with office at
Roanoke, vice A. C. Needles, promoted; J. T. Carey, superintendent of the Scioto division, with office at Portsmouth,
Ohio, has been appointed general superintendent of the
Western general division, with office at Bluefield, vice Mr.
Jenks; H. C. Weller, superintendent of the Pocahontas division, with office at Bluefield, W. Va., succeeds Mr. Carey; W.
O. Franklin, trainmaster, witfi office at Bluefield, succeeds Mr.
Weller; A. S. Payne has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Radford division, with office at Roanoke, Va.;

with

chanic,

F. M. Seifer has been appointed division engineer on the
Sacramento division of the Southern Pacific with office at
Sacramento, Cal., to succeed W. H. Kirkbride, whose appointment as assistant superintendent of the same division
was announced in these columns on December 14.

Thomas Allison has been appointed road foreman of engines on the Pasco division, of the Northern Pacific, with
headquarters at Pasco, Wash., vice C. A. Wirth, promoted,
and J. H. Weston has been appointed road foreman of engines on the Minnesota division, with headquarters at Staples,
Minn., vice M. S. Montgomery, resigned.

W.

Obituary
J.

S.

Bartle,

Atchison,

December

W.

assistant

Topeka

&

freight

traffic

Santa Fe, died at

manager of the
on
111.,

Chicago,

26.

Eccles, president of the Copper River & Northwestern
and Nevada Northern, and vice-president of the Bingham &
Garfield Railways, died on December 30, 1917, at St. AugusS.

tine, Fla.
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President Wilson's Railroad Message

THE

MESSAGE regarding government

control of the rail-

which President
Congress on January 4, has caused much
It
gratification to railway owners, officers and employees.
included a gracious and generous recognition of the fact that
control
government
caused
no dereliction on their part had
to be adopted, and an explicit statement that no more radical
changes would be made in present organizations and methods
than are found necessary in accomplishing the war purposes
during

roads

Wilson delivered

of

"tliat

rest

of

the

war,

to

government.

tlie

"It

the

was

in the true spirit of

we should

America," said the President,

first try to effect

the necessary unification

under the voluntary action of those who were

in direct

understood that the free time allowed for loading and unloading cars may be reduced. The Director General can do
The railroad manthis without the consent of anybody.
agers could not do it without the consent of the numerous
regulating bodies.
"Wliatever may be the disadvantages of government control
of management in time of war, it certainly has some ad-

But since, as the President pointed out, it can
use methods which private management was not allowed to
use, and since some of them are methods which even government management might not be allowed to use in time of
peace the results will hardly afford any very instructive
lessons as to the relative merits of government and private
vantages.

management

in time of peace.

charge

*
*
*
The directors
of the great railway properties.
of the railways responded to the need promptly and generThe group of railway executives wlio were charged
ously.
with the task of actual co-ordination and general direction
difficult duties with patriotic zeal and marked
and did, I believe, everj'thing that it was possible
for them to do in the circumstances." But "it had become
unmistakably plain that only under government administration can the entire equipment of the several systems of transportation be fully and unreservedly thrown into a common

performed their
ability,

without injurious discrimination against particular
The President added: "Nothing will be altered
We are
or disturbed which it is not necessary to disturb.
serving the public interest and safeguarding the public safet)-,

service

properties."

are also regardful of the interest of those by whom
these great properties are owned and are glad to avail ourselves of the experience and trained ability of those who

but
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we

have been managing them."
These words of the President are as good an answer as
can be made to those who charge now, and to those who may
allege in future, that private control of railroad management
was superseded during the war because it was "inefficient."
The managers of the railways, the President declares, did

as well as they could "in the circumstances." This is a frank
statement that there were circumstances in the absence of
which they could have done better. WTiat were those cir-

cumstances?
The answer as to some of them is to be found in the things
which the Director General of Railroads has done since he
He has ordered the managements of all the
took office.
railways to route traffic over the most direct open routes
The Railroads' War
regardless of the effects on earnings.
Board did not assume the responsibility of is.suing such a
sweeping order, because to have handled freight regardless
of the effects on the earnings of individual lines to any
greater extent than was necessary to move the business would
have been to do unnecessary harm to some individual lines.
Such harm could have been avoided if the railways had
been legally authorized to pool their earnings. Such harm
cannot be done by the Director General's order, because the
income of individual lines is to be guaranteed.
One of the "circumstances" which greatly embarrassed the
private managers of the railways was the abuse of freight
preference orders by representatives of the various government departments. One of the first acts of the Director
General was to suspend all priority and preference orders.
He has the legal power to do this. The Railroads' War

Board did not have it.
Another of the "circumstances" which embarrassed the
managers was their inability to accelerate the movement of
They
cars by securing prompter loading and unloading.
could not increase demurrage rates without the consent of
does
General
Director
The
state and interstate commissions.
not have to heed laws or orders of commissions regarding
Therefore, he has ordered a general increase
demurrage.
in demurrage rates of 50 to 100 per cent, and it is underIt is also
stood that still greater increases may be made.

Proposed Legislation

War

for

Control of Railroads

after President Wilson delivered his message regarding railroad control to Congress on January 4,
a bill embodying the Administration's views as to the financial and other arrangements which should be made during
tlie period of control was introduced in both branches of
The most interesting provisions of this bill are
Congress.
those relating to financial terms, and to the duration of gov-

IMMEDI.4TELY

ernment control.

The

salient provision of the financial sections of the bill

is "authorized to agree with and guarantee to any such carrier that during the period of federal
control it shall receive as its just compensation an income at
an annual rate equivalent as nearly as may be to its average
net railway operating income for the three years ending June
is

that the President

The use of the term "net railway operating income" has caused much confusion and discussion. It has
never had any place in the published statistical reports of
Probably a provision
the Interstate Commerce Commission.
will have to be added to the bill clearly stating what it means.
We believe, however, that the intent of the measure is
clear.
This is to secure to each railway annually a rate of
return equal to the average annual rate of the return which
it earned in the three years mentioned for the payment of
interest and dividends, and for other uses of benefit to its
30, 1917."

If this
security-owners, such as investment in the property.
be the intent of the bill its provisions fail to give it full effect.

For example, between June 30, 1917, and December 31, 1917,
there was an increase of the investment in road and equipment. A net return based on the results of the three years
ending June 30, 1917, would apparently provide no return
This defect of the bill can
on this increased investment.
be remedied by providing for the same rate of return on this
additional investment as is to be allowed on investment made
before June 30, 1917; or for the same rate of return as may
be agreed upon for investment made during the period of
federal control.

The real issue, so far as financial return is concerned, is
as to whether the return earned in the three years ending
June 30, 1917, or the return earned in some other period,
shall be guaranteed by the government.
Some members of
Congress contend that the two years ended on June 30, 1916
and 1917, were unusually good for the railroads and that,
therefore, the guarantees provided by the bill would be too
large.
On the other hand, spokesmen for the railroads contend that the )'ears 1916 and 1917 taken together were not
extraordinarily favorable to the railways, while the fiscal
year 1915 was the most unfavorable to them for 15 years, and
that, therefore, the fiscal year 1915 should be excluded and
the two years ended June 30, 1917, taken as the basis.
This divergence of view is not surprising.
There are
some prominent members of Congress who have been largely
responsible for the system of government regulation which

.

.
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private nuiiiamnuiii of railways dur-

The Wage Problem

I

the

Conmierce Committee at 5.J(> per cent.
The Railu'nv
Age's estimate is a little less than this; hut the exait figure
would be around 5'4 per cent. This is less than was earned
in 1000, 1''07, 1<H)<), IQIO, 1<)16 or 1'>1".
state

When

government fixed the jtrites of wheat, of iron
iiid steel and of coal it fixed them all on bases much higher
ilian those which prevailed before the war began in Kuro|)C,
and which inabk- the producers to earn larger jx-rcentages
of return than they were able to earn in the pre-war period.
he go\irnment having taken control of the management of
ilie railroad> away from their owners, it ought to guarantee
lliem a reasonable return, and a return less than returns
tarned in years of normal gross and net earnings would not
be reasonable.
It would hardly be contended that the years
IQOl to U>lii were abnormally favorable to the railways, and
the

I

yet in that period, according to

Commerce

(

amounted

to

tin-

reports of the Interstate

ommission, the uperating iiuome of the railways
about 5 '4 per cent.
No basis less favorable
than tliat recomiuended by the President should be adopted
by Congress: nor could it be accepted by many railroads.
Iherefore the adoption of any less favorable basis probably
would result in protracted and harmful litigation.
Dne of the most interesting sections of the bill is Section
13, which provides that "the federal control of transportation
systems herein and heretofore jirovided for shall continue for
and during the period of the war and iitUil Congress shall
hereafter order otherii-ise."
(The italics are ours.) There
are two fundamental objections to this provision.
First, it

A

retain control of their

management as long

as

it

pleases after

the war seems highly improbable.
Second, the government
ought not. as a matter of public policy, or in justice to the
owners of the railroads to keep possession of the roads any
longer than the war emergency and the subsequent necessary
readjustment of the relations of the government and the

companies make imperative.
Probably it will l)e liotli desirable and constitutional for
the government to retain control for a brief period after the
war.
Some important readjustments doubtless will have to
be made at that time. For example, the government may so
control management that the operating income of many roads
will become insiiflicient to |iay their expenses, fixed charges
and ordinary dividends. In that case, there ought to be some
readjustment of passenger and freight rates before the govBut the length of time
ernment guarantee is withdrawn.
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probably is unconstitutional.
The government, as a war
measure, can assume control of (lie operation of the railways
while still privately owned, but that it can constitutionally
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war the railways are to l)e retained by the government should be fixed now. Perhaps a year will be required
for readjustments, but it seems likely that six months will be
after the

enough.

th..

It is unfortunate that a provision of this kind should have
been put into a bill the sole purpose of which was supposed
lo be to carry out the President's program for
The wording of th'
control as a war measure.
makes it read like a "joker" having a purjxjse qii
from that of the rest of the measure. It sounds too much as
if it was intended to subject the owners of the railways to
the necessity of making a fight to get their properties back
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Just as he had congratulated himself on having performed the operation successfully his wife called to" him:
"John, it's twins," and hardly had the twins been properly
fee.

when she called to him again. In
despair John telephoned to the doctor: "Come quick, I have

received into the family

started something I can"t stop."

Government's Fairness
Calls for Loyal

-THE GOVERNMENT

Response

playing fair with the railways, and
They should play
fair, and more than fair, with it in return,
and give it the
most efficient service of which they are capable.
When it was announced that President Wilson intended
to take control of railroad management on behalf of the Government, profound fears were felt and e.xpressed by railway
security-owTiers, officers and employees as to the way in
which this would be done and the effects which it would
produce.
with their

1

is

officers

and employees.

It was feared that security-owners might be unjustly
dealt
with, and that the result would be financial disaster.
The
plan of compensating security-owners which President Wilson has proposed, while not generous, is not entirely unfair,
and if adopted by Congress, will tend to stabilize the finan-

cial situation.
It was feared that there would be put in
control of railroad management some man without railroad experience
and
proved administrative capacity, who would surround himself with and act upon the advice of a cabinet of transporta-
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complete private management would have been then it is
the duty of railway officers to make the present system the
most complete success possible. The demands of traffic are
constantly growing; the difficulties of handling it are constantly increasing; and only by increasing the energy and
efficiency with which they work can railway officers hope
successfully to cope with the situation.
And in doing their work one point which it is of the greatest importance they should never for a moment forget is
that, under the present system of management, ever\' vestige
of the competitive rivalries of other days must be rigorously
suppressed. The one great purpose to which the Government
wishes all energies directed is that of moving the business;
and the production of evidence that railway men were using
any part of their energies to hold business for the individual
lines on whose payrolls they happen to be, or to get it from
other lines, would do the cause of the railways great and
permanent harm. So long as the present scheme of control
exists all railway men must regard themselves as working for
a single railroad system and do all things with tlie one purpose of making the operation of that single system as efficient as energy and brains and ability, and the finest cooperation and patriotism, can make it.
This is the course which the fair policy the Government is
taking invites.
It is the course which the selfish interests
of railway men and of the railways themselves enjoin.
It
is the course which patriotism demands.
And it is the course
which, we predict, railway officers will follow from now to
the end of the war with a loyalty and enthusiasm which will
confound their critics, vindicate their defenders and be of
inestimable value to the nation.

tion theorists and amateur social and economic reformers.
On the contrary, the President appointed as director general
of railroads a man with railroad experience who had demon-

strated great administrative ability in several fields; and the
director general has been getting his advice on matters of
public policy chiefly from members of the Interstate Com-

New
Raiki'ay Accounting.
president,

merce Commission and on matters of railroad administration
chiefly from prominent and experienced railroad managers.
It was feared that politics would influence railroad control;

but politics has not yet been in evidence.

Of

no one knows whether Congress will adopt the
President's financial plan, or whether the administrative
policies thus far followed by Director General IMcAdoo will
be permanently carried out.
But while railway ofiicers opposed and dreaded the adoption of government control itself,
there has not yet been anything done or officially proposed
to be done under government control which has tended to
course,

justify their

for

them

former apprehensions or to render it difficult
and support to Mr. Mc-

to give unstinted loyalty

.Adoo.

The

effects of the

adoption of the fair course of the Gov-

ernment already are manifest. The period of greatest uncertainty and apprehension being past, railway officers, from
top to bottom, are working as hard under the new form of
control as they did under the old.
There has been evident,
recently,
an impairment of official morale, the effects
of which will be felt for some time; but the morale itself is
being restored, and a continuance of the course which Director General McAdoo is taking will be admirably adapted
to maintain it.
But something more must be done than merely maintain
it.
It must be improved.
It must be improved because the
material interests of the nation and the successful prosecution
of

its

part in the

war demand

a mistake in not leaving the

it.
If the Government made
management of the railways

hands of their own officers, then it is the duty
of their officers to spare no effort to reduce the harmful efentirely in the

mistake to a minimum.
If it did not make a
mistake if the present system actually is better adapted,
as a war measure, to securing good results than a system of
fects of that

—

tion.

This

the

is

far as

May,

Irville

Augustus May,

C. P.

A. vice-

American Electric Railway Accountants' Associa-

Published

leather.

By

Books

by

454 pages.
first

the

Roland Press,

Xe<i'

York.

Half

Price, $5.

authoritative

we know, covering

and comprehensive work, so
Mr.
railway accounting.

street

in addition to being second vice-president of the

Amer-

Railway Accountants' Association, is comptroller of the Connecticut Company and auditor of the Berkshire Street Railway.
The sub-title of the book is really
more accurately descriptive of its nature than is the title.
It is more than a book on street railway accounting and is
quite truly "a manual of operating practice for electric
railways." Mr. May takes the system of accounts prescribed
by the Interstate Commerce Commission for street railways
ican Electric

as the basis of the various systems of street railway accounts

which he touches on and then describes very clearly and
in a quite remarkably interesting way the procedure required
in applying tlie Interstate Commerce Commission's classification to actual conditions.
The book is divided into three

main

subjects of discussion:

(1)

the organization of the

accounting department; (2) accounting work mainly outside the comptroller's office, and (3) accounting work mainly
inside the comptroller's office.
There is a fourth part of
the book which describes various forms which are in the
nature of operating statistics.
In the second part of the
tliere is contained a full description of methods of
railway operation. Although the main purpose of the
author is to describe how the records of tlie company are

book

street

kept, the corollarj' of making the operations themselves clear
before the reader's mind is of almost equal importance. The

book should

l)e read by all bankers, bond buyers and salesdeal in public utility securities.
It should be of
interest also to steam railroad accounting officers and execu-

men who

who are interested in street railway properties because
of ownership or as a closely allied industrv.
tives
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lii^hir inatlicniutitx:
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exprejiiiion
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_
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from U to 1'
and suppose it filletl

III,
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iIl<

covering the entire range (i
In the year IWO a 20 year li«
in 1 920' by a IV-year lie, in 1'^

Life of Tics for

The

jIc
<if

ife.

<d
•

-

n>

.u,

•

,

remaining unexpired" is, in lV(ii
1901, 19 years, etc., falling each year until 1'

nil

Ki'iiok:

riic stiitiimiit

is

fri(iufntly

made by

writers on valuation,

well -maintained railroad, where individual
ties have l>een replaced at the end of each one's useful life,
so that the present ties are a fair mixture of old, middling,
that on an old,

and new, the average "life remaitiiiit; unexpired" of all the
ties in the track, at any time is equal to half the average life
This statement has apparently Lieen very generally
of lies.
accepted as self-eviilent and axiomatic, and upon it is hasc-d
the figure for depreciation of ties, 5U per cent, which the
Division of N'aluation of the I. C. C. seems to favor.
As a matter of fact, this statement is true only if every
Actually, of course-, the
tie has tlie s;ime length of life.
life of individual ties varies ahove and below the average
If it varies uniformly all the way from zero to twice
life.
the average, as assumed by Mr. Kruttsclinitt in his letter
publishtxl in your issue of December 21, the average "life
remaining unexpired" is two thirds of the average life instead of one-half, and the depreciation is 33 1/3 per cent,
The actual condition is somewhere between
not 50 per cent.
these two extremes; not all the tics will have exactly equal
life, neither will their lives vary so widely as from zero to
If we assume a range of individual lives
twice the average.
from 25 jx-r cent to 175 per cent of the average life, then
the average "life remaining unexpired" is 0.594 of the averIf the average life, and the depreciation is 40.6 per cent.
age life of all the ties be rejiresented by L. and the maximum
and minimum lives of individual ties by I, -f- BL and
L
BL. then the general expression is:

—

Average "Life RemaininK Unexpired"'

=r

/

I

V

—

"'

'

2

-f-

6

\1
'

L

Values worked out from this expression for various values
of B are given below:
.\vcrage "Life

remaining
unexpired"

B

Depreciation
per cent

O.O

0.5

50.0

O.I

0.5017
0.5067

49.83
49.33

0.2
0.3

0.515

48.5

0.4

0.5267
«.54I7
0.5938
0.6667

47.33
45.83
40.62
33.33

0.5

0.75
1

Bniuh

OrHciil Phototrafh.

CePyrithI

A

fry

llfr

ties varies

lies

Valuation Purposes
l\i

fol-

A.tsuiiii-

"life

tc.

in
lu-n

10 19 years, and so on.
These valuer, if plutlctl ua urdinutcs
on a base rejtresenling years elapsed, form a <uTi«'< of similar rigiit triangles h;iving altitudes de«i'
rly from
20 to 0.
The average ordinate of su'
1/3 the
'

!

maximum altitude, or 6 2/3 years.
I
average
value throughout the term, of the average "life remaining
unexpired," and is 2/3 of the average life, whiih checks the
value given in the .second paragraph and appearing in the

B=l. The same result may liC obtainc-<l by adding
up the value of average "life remaining unexpired" for each
year of the term and dividing by the numl)cr of years in the
table for

term.

.\nother simple line of reasoning, also, shows tliat the
statement referred to in the opening paragraph is incorrect.
Imagine a track equipped with two kinds of ties in equal
quantity, having lives of 5 and IS years, respectively, averaging 10 }cars.
Equal quantities of the two kinds are purchased for replacements.
For simplicity, tics having lives
between these values arc ignoretl.
It is obvious that after a
few years, more of the short-life ties will have Ix^n retired
than of the long-life tics, and as replacements will l*e made
with equal quantities of long-life and short-life tics, there
will come to be a preiwmderance of long-life ties in the
As the long-life ties have an average "life remaintrack.
ing unexpired" of 7'1. years, and the short-life ties 2J4
years, and there are more of the former than of the latter,
the grand average "life remaining unexpired" will be not
5, but more than S years.
The writer has no data on the actual range of the life of
ties above and below the average life, but if even so limited
a range as from 50 per cent to ISO per cent l>e agrcc-d upon,
(B=.S), so that tlie depreciation is changc-d from SO per
cent to 45.83 per cent, the aggregate valuation of the ties on
the railroads in this countrv will be increased bv alxMit $46,-

TR.ANS-S1BEKIAX

R.^iLWAY

Severed.

— Press

despatches

report that the Trans-Siljcrian Raiway has been severed near
Irkutsk, in Eastern Siberia, where the Bolshcviki have de-

stroyed the locomotive sheds

and workshops.

Uiid'

Big German Shell Has Hit the Middle of This French Supply Train

:

President Wilson's Railroad Message to Congress
Asks

It

Ungrudgingly

to Protect the Security Values

and

Maintain Solidity of Credit Structure

URGLN'G THE
tioned

IMPORT.'VNCE of maintaining the unques-

solidity

of

the

structure

of

railroad

credit,

President Wilson in his address before a joint session of the Senate and House on January 4 asked Congress
to pass "ungrudgingly" and as "promptly as circumstances
permit" the legislation he had promised to recommend in
his statement accompanying his proclamation taking over the

The holders of stocks and bonds, he said, should
from the government an unqualified guarantee that
their properties should be maintained throughout the period
of federal control in as good repair and as complete equipment as at present, and that the several roads will receive
under federal management such compensation as is equitable and just alike to their owners and to the general public.
As a basis he suggested the average net railway operating income of the three years ending June 30, 1917. It will probably be necessar}' also, he said, to resort to the national
treasury for fund's to add to the railway equipment and extend their operative facilities, and the Secretary of the Treasrailroads.

receive

ury will advise with the proper congressional committees
if it becomes necessar}' to ask for grants of money for that
purpose, but for the present he asked only the guarantees
and such appropriations as are necessary at the outset of
The administration bill providing for an approthe task.
priation of $500,000,000 and fixing other terms for the exercise of government control was introduced later in the
day.

While he emphasized the necessity for a single and unified
and the common use of all facilities which he thought could be obtained only under government administration, no criticism of the railroads is either
direction of the railroads

On the contrary, the
expressed or implied in the message.
President said that it was right first to try to effect the necessary unification by voluntary action and that the railway
executives who constituted the Railroads' War Board "did
everything that was possible for them to do in the circumThe task was taken out of their hands "not bestances."
cause of any dereliction or failure on their part" but "only
because there were some things which the government can
do and private management cannot."
Under the new regime, the President asserted "nothing
will be altered or disturbed which it is not necessary to disturb" and "the interest and convenience of the private shipper will be as carefully served and safeguarded as it is possible to serve and safeguard it in the present extraordinary
circumstances."
The text of the message follows

The

President's Address

I have asked the privilege
Gentlemen of the Congress:
of addressing you in order to report to you that on the 28th
of December last, during the recess of the Congress, acting
through the Secretary of War and under the authority conferred upon me by the act of Congress approved August 29,
1916, I took possession and assumed control of the railway
lines of the country and the systems of water transportation
This step seemed to be imperatively
under their control.

necessary in the interest of the public welfare, in the presence of the great tasks of war with which we are now dealAs our own experience develops difficulties and makes
ing.
it clear what they are, I have deemed it my duty to remove
those difficulties wherever I have the legal power to do so.
To assume control of the vast railway systems of the coun-

is, I realize, a ver\- great responsibility, but to fail to do
so in the existing circumstances would have been a much
greater.
I assumed the less responsibility rather than the

try

weightier.
I am sure that I am speaking the mind of all thoughtful
.Americans when I say that it is our duty as the representatives of the nation to do everything that it is necessary to do
to secure the complete mobilization of the whole resources
of America by as rapid and effective means as can be found.
Transportation supplies all the arteries of mobilization.
Unless it be under a single and unified direction, the whole
process of the nation's action is embarrassed.

Railway Executives Praised
was in the true spirit of America, and it was right,
that we should first try to effect the necessary unification
under the voluntary action of those who were in charge of
the great railway properties; and we did try it.
The directors of the railways responded to the need promptly and
It

The group of railway executives who were
charged with the task of actual co-ordination and general
direction performed their difficult duties with patriotic zeal
and marked ability, as was to have been expected, and did,

generously.

I

believe, everything that

it

was possible

for

them

to

do in

have taken the task out of their
hands, it has not been because of any dereliction or failure
on their part, laut only because there were some things which
the government can do and private management cannot.
We shall continue to value most highly the advice and assistance of these gentlemen and I am sure we shall not find
them withholding it.
It had become unmistakably plain that only under government administration can the entire equipment of the several systems of transportation be fully and unreservedly
thrown into a common service without injurious discrimination against particular properties.
Only under government
administration can an absolutely unrestricted and unemthe circumstances.

If

I

barrassed common use be made of all tracks, terminals,
terminal facilities and equipment of every kind.
Only under that authority can new terminals be constructed and developed without regard to the requirements or limitations
of particular roads.
But under government administration
all these things will be possible
not instantly, but as fast
as practical difficulties, which cannot be merely conjured
away, give way before the new management.
The common administration will be carried out with as
little disturbance of the present operating organizations and
personnel of the railways as possible. Nothing will be altered
or disturbed which it is not necessary to disturb.
We are
serving the public interest and safe-guarding the public
safety, but we are also regardful of the interest of those by
whom these great proper ties are oNvned and glad to avail
ourselves of the e.xpericnce and trained ability of those who
have been managing them.
It is necessary that the transportation of troops and of war materials, of food and of fuel,
and of everything that is necessary for the full mobilization of the energies and resources of the country should be
first considered, but it is clearly in the public interest also
that the ordinary activities and the normal industrial and
commercial life of the country' should be interfered with and
dislocated as little as possible, and the public may' rest assured that the interest and convenience of the private shipper will l)e as carefully served and safeguarded as it is pos-
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Secretary of the Trcaiiury will
with regard (n rlu- v. \ r,r..fi.
the present

Should Receive Unqualilied Giiaiaiitcc
Wlulc

|>uri)oses

all
\

-it>,

i:,

111.

r--,ir\

it

;ulmiiii.-lr;itiiin,

i)f

nm>t

iiitere>t>

(t.

.iiitliority

i>re.seiit

tile

is,

tiiat

I

for the present

give

way

to the

fur
jiri-

pulilic

and
am sure you
owners and creditors of tlie railways, the
stmks and honds, sluKild rtveive from tinwill agree with nu-, right

government an unqualified guarantee that their proiK-rtie^
will lie maintained throughout the peritxl of federal control
in a> giKHJ repair and as lomplete ('<|uipment as at jiresent,
and that the several roads will receive under federal nianageinent such comiKMisation as is e<|uitalile and just alike
I
would suggest
to their owners and to the general puMic.
the average net railway operating income of the three years
1*)17.
earnestly
.>0,
I
recommend
that these
ending June
guarantees l>e given hy appropriate legislation, and given as
promptly as circumstances permit.
I ni-ed not point out the essential justice of such guarantees and their great influence and significance as elements
in the present fiivancial and industrial situation of the lountry.
Indetnl, one of the strong arguments for assuming control of the railroads at this time is the financial argument.
It is necessary that the values of railway securities should
he justly and fairly protectetl and that the large, financial
operations every year necessary in connection with the maintenance, operation and development of the roads should,
during tlie perioil of the war, he wisely related to the finanOur first duty is, of
cial operations of the government.
course, to conserve the common interest and the common
safety and to make certain that nothing stands in the way
successful

prosecution of the great war for liberty

and justice; hut it is also an obligation of public conscience
and of public honor that the private interests we disturb
should be kept safe from unjust injury, and it is of the
utmost consequence to the government itself that all great
financial operations should be stabilized and co-ordinated
with the financial operation* of the government.

Should Preserve Values

Xo

borrowing should run athwart the borrowings of the
federal treasury, and no fundamental industrial values
should anywhere be unnecessarily impaired.
In the hands
of many thousands of small investors in the country, as well
as in national banks, in insurance companies, in savings
banks, in trust companies, in financial agencies of every
kind, railway securities, the sum total of which runs up to
some ten or eleven thousand millions, constitute a vital part
of the structure of credit, and the unquestioned solidity of
that structure must be maintained.
The Secretary of War and I easily agreed that, in view
of the many complex interests Avhich must be safeguarded
and harmonized, as well as because of his exceptional expierience and ability in this new field of governmental action,
the Hon. William G. Mc.\doo was the right man to assume
direct administrative control of this new executive task.
At
our r«|uest. he consented to assume the authority and duties
of organizer

ministration.
is

in
It

active
is

and director general of the new railway adHe has assumed tliose duties and his work
progress.

probably too

much

to expect

that even

unified railway administration which will

now

under the
l)e

possible

economics can be effected in the operation of the
railways to make it possible to add to their equipment and
extend their oj>erative facilities as much as the present extraordinary demands upon their u.«e will render desirable
without resorting to the national treasury for the funds.
sufficient
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To

DIKM

Investigate

T(iR »;K.\fcRAI.

Wage Demands

Mc,\Dikj on

Jf

1
I

for

of settlement of the
the
of train employe'
of
conferences with their e.\ccutive officers and kginluiise repa

jjlan

.

brotherhcKxls

resentatives.

He will appoint a committee of four In
question and submit to him a re|>orl as a
cision.
The brotherhoods were asked to su^.
names of possible members of the committee.

the

'

de-

'

......

.

the

Mr. McAdoo

announced the plan in the following statement:
"I have had a gratifying conference with William G. I,cc,
president, and W. N. Doak. vice-president, lirutherhuod of
Railroad Trainmen; .\. ]i. Garret.son, i)resident, and W.
M. Clark, vice-president. Order of Railway Condutlors; W.
S. Carter, president, and P. J. McXamara. vice-president,
Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Kngincmen, and
H. E. Wills, assistant grand chief, Urotherhooid of Lotcimotive

Kngineers, as to the relations of the employee> to the

railroads while under

Government control and the demands
which have heretofore been presented by some of the brotherhoods to tlie railroad companies.
I have been impressed
with the spirit of co-operation and fairness shown by the
brotherhood chiefs in their di.scussions with me. and feel
confident that an adjustment fair to the men as well as to
the country will be reached.
".\s a result of the discussion,

I have determined to appoint a committee of four representative men, whose reputations will be a guarantee of fair dealing to all, to make a
full investigation of the whole matter and report their findings and conclusions to me at the earliest jxissible moment
The names of the members of this committee will U- an-

nounced in a few days.
'".As soon as the committee makes a report, the director
general will render a decision which will be effective as
to wages from January 1, 1918.
Every employed' affected
by this inquiry may, therefore, devote himself unre^T\-edly
and patriotically to his work with tlie assurance that his
rights and interests will be justly dealt with.
"This is a time of great stress, and the attitude of every
employee should l>e determined by the supreme need of the
hour—duty to his country first of all. I cannot state too
strongly the necessity for devoted and loyal service by every
man in this emergency. Every railroad employee is now in
effect a government employee and as much in duty bound
to give his liest service to his country as if he wore the uniform of the United States army and occupied the trenches
Every unnecessary delay in a train movement
at the front.
vitally affects our soldiers and .sailors and .seriously impairs
our ability to defend our rights and our lilierties.
Every-

man

whosie neglect or indifference cau.ses such delays may lie
responsible for the lass of the .son of .some noble American
mother or father. It is as serious to the country for an employee to be a slacker in his work as for a man to be a

slacker in the army.
"The present .serious conee.stion and actual sufferinif for
'
I'lS will I>e '
\<1
the w.inf of I'i
'
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'

anil
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utnid-t
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abroad and for the
hope that every man, wherever placed,
Let us who stay at home be ashamed

therefore, for the protection of our sons

safety of the nation, I
will do his level best.

not to be willing to make sacrifices equally as great as tliose
our gallant sons are already making for us on the bloody
fields of France."
While this plan applies only to the demands which have
been presented by the conductors, trainmen and firemen, it

would undoubtedly be applied also to any similar demands
from other employees.
Mr. McAdoo has been informed by railroad executives
that one of their greatest difficulties has been the shortage
of labor due to the draft and enlistments and to the loss
of men, especially machinists, to other industries that could
afford to pay higher wages.
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N. Y., a distance each way of 84 miles; and from Philadelphia, Pa., to Easton, Pa., via Hallowell and Doylestown,
Pa., a distance each way of 56 miles; Easton to Reading, Pa.,
via Bethlehem and Allentown, Pa., a distance each way of
52 miles; Pittsville, Pa., to Easton, Pa., via Orwigsburg and
Danielsville, Pa.; Harrisburg, Pa., to Reading, Pa., via
Lebanon and Robesonia, Pennsylvania, a distance each wa\'
of 51 miles, and Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, to Hagerstown.

Maryland.
Routes extend from Cincinnati to Springfield, Ohio, via
Dayton and Miamisburg, a distance each way of 76 miles;
Portland, Me., to Nashua, N. H., via Portsmouth and Exeter, N. H., a distance each way of 105 miles; Nashua, N. H.,
to Hartford,
Conn., via Stafford Springs, Conn., and
Worcester and East Pepperell, Mass., a distance each wav
of 127 miles; Hagerstown, Md., to Staunton, Va.; Staunton,
Va., to Roanoke, Va.
Winston-Salem to Charlotte, N. C.
Concord to Statesville, N. C. Charlotte to Camden, N. C.
Camden, N. C, to Columbia, S. C. Florence to Columbia,
S. C, via Darlington and Lydia; Columbia, S. C, to Chapin
and Lexington, a distance of 70 miles and return; Charleston, S. C, to Columbia, S. C, via Somerville and Orangeburg, S. C, a distance each way of 126 miles; Orangeburg,
S. C, to Augusta, Ga., via Langley and Williston, S. C, a
distance each way of 77 miles; Savannah to Statesboro, Ga.,
via Pooler, Bloomingdale, Marlow, and Brooklet, a distance
each way of 55 miles; Augusta to Macon, Ga. Macon to
Columbus, Ga.
Columbus to Montgomery, Ala. Greenville, S. C, to Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga., to Montgomery,
.\labama, and Birmingham to Montgomery, Alabama, via
^'erbena and Marbury, Alaljania, a distance each way of 106
;

Parcel Post Routes by

;

;

Motor Trucks

to

Be Extended

POST OFFICE DEP.\RTiiEXT announces
THEperhaps,
next
months motor

that within,

the

three
truck parcel-post
be in operation in various parts of the
countPi- aggregating between 3,000 and 4,000 miles.
One
chain of motor routes will extend from Portland, Me., to
New Orleans. Another will cover much of a large stretch
of territory in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and West Virginia.
On the Pacific coast routes will be established between San
Francisco and Sacramento, Cal., via Stockton and Fruitdale,
a distance of 125 miles, and betueen Redlands and Los Angeles, Cal., via Ontario and Pomona, Cal., a distance of 76
routes

will

miles.

the belief of the Post Office Department that the operation of these routes and others to be established will maIt is

terially aid

in the distribution

and

in lowering the cost of

food products.

The existing law does not provide for the employment of
government-owned motor trucks on rural-delivery routes, nor
does it require the rural carriers to use motor vehicles.
In the star-route service, however, where the mail is carried under contract, a recent law permits the Post Office Department to designate the sort of vehicles to be employed,
and in awarding new contracts the department will specify
that motor trucks shall be employed on all routes where the
roads are such as to admit of th^ir use. These contracts are
advertised for bidders, and where pa\-ment asked for the
sen-ice is deemed to be excessive the department is authorized
to provide government-owned motor trucks and to employ
drivers for

A

tlie

the employment

of

government-

adoption for the parcel-post
owned
service of the rural routes will be made whenever Congress
enacts a law now pending for that purpose.
Operating under the law as it now stands as applied to
the star-route service, motor-truck routes, some under con-

motor vehicles by

tract

and

some

its

operated

with

government-owned

motor

trucks, are in process of establishment from New York City
to Port Jervis, N. Y., via Belleville, Montclair, and Dover,
York City to
N.
a distance each way of 86 miles;

New

J.,

Mount Olive, Bordentown, TrenJ., via
Princeton, and Elizabeth, N. J., a distance each way
of 114 miles; New York City to Easton, Pa., via Montclair,
Morri.stown, and Somerville, N. J., a distance each way of
94 miles; New York City to New Milford, Conn., via
Hammonton, N.

ton,

Pawling,

N. Y.,

Yorktown

Heights.

a distance each

way

Briar

Cliff,

of 91 miles;

and

Yonkers,

New York

City to

Hartford, Conn., via White Plains, N. Y., Danbury, and

Waterbury, Conn., a distance each way of 105 miles; New
York City to Port Jervis, N. Y.. via Goshen and Suffern,

;

;

miles.

With the exception of a branch between Washington,
D. C, and Richmond, Va., the course of which has not yet
been decided on, a chain of routes has been adopted linking
Portland, Me., with Nashua, N. H.; Nashua with Worcester,
Mass.; Worcester with Hartford, Conn.; Hartford with New
York City; New York City with Easton, Pa.; Easton with
Philadelphia; Philadelphia with Oxford, Pa.; Oxford with
Baltimore, Md. Baltimore with Washington, D. C. Lynchburg, Va., with Winston-Salem, N. C. Winston-Salem \\ith
Charlotte, N. C.
Charlotte with Greenville, S. C. Greenville with Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta, Ga., with Birmingham or
Montgomer}', Ala. Birmingham or Montgomery with JackRoutes will be established Jackson to New Orson, Miss.
leans, La., and Jackson to Mobile.
These routes are now surveyed and are being advertised
for bids.
Where satisfactory bids are not received Govern;

;

;

;

;

;

;

ment-owned trucks

The

operation of these routes.

further extension of

;

;

will be used.

Government-owned
to Leonardtown, Md.,
from Annapolis, Md., to
Solomons, Md., a distance each way of 65 miles; from
Washington, D. C, to Baltimore, Md., via Ridgeville; from
Baltimore to Philadelphia, Pa., via Belair, Md., Oxford,
and West Chester, Pa., a distance each way of 110 miles;
and from Baltimore to Gettysburg, Pa., via Westminster, a
routes already in operation with

trucks are from Washington, D.
a distance each

distance each

way

way

C,

of 54 miles;

of 53 miles.

Routes in the Middle States will form a chain from Indianapolis, Ind., to Columbus, Ohio; Columbus to ZanesWheeling to
ville, Ohio; Zanesville, to Wheelmg, W. Va.
Pittsburgh, Pa.; Pittsburgh to Uniontown, Pa.; Uniontown
Cumberland to Hagerstown, Md.;
to Cumberland, Md.;
Hagerstown to Staunton, Virginia; Staunton to Lynchburg,
;

Virginia.

Further extensions contemplated but not yet surve}-ed are
from Charleston, W. Va., to Columbus, Ohio; Columbus to
Cincinnati, Ohio; Cincinnati, Ohio, to Louisville, Ky.
Louisville to Chattanooga, Tenn.; and Chattanooga to .\tlanta, Ga.

A

Railway's Part

in

Developing Western Canada

Its

,-|./a..

AiuMi'A.w WHUii

t./il.-/l

.nadian Pacific ...
of increasing Agricultural Productiyitjr

Methods

IrniJi.l 40O.0n0

.(.-r.-,

HAS DEVELOPED 419 "readv-made"

farmj, each complete with house, barn, fencing, well,
and a portion of the land under cultivation which
iia< estalilished 100 farms with similar improvements
for
veterans returning from the war; which, as a part of its loan
;

and barns
many as 60 town-

policy for assisting settlers, has also built houses

on 298 farms; which has opened up as
sites

the

in a single year, co-operating in the establishment of
necessary retail businesses and industries; which has

encouraged live stock production by distributing among
farmers 150 horses. 7,000 cattle, 6,900 sheep and 1,300 swine,
and which in the last nine montiis has colonized nearly 500
bona-fide immigrant settlers upon its lands, deserves to be
classed as a nation builder rather than as a transportation
system alone.
The Canadian Pacific not only carries on the activities
mentioned, but is the settlers' banker and teacher in agricultural science in addition.
Demonstration trains, fairs,
farmers' institutes and experimental farms conducted by expens all tend to keep the farmer abreast with the latest developments in agricultural methods.
A loan of $2,000 to
new settlers on certain lands makes it possible for desirable
farmers with limited capital to get a start on the railroad's
lands.
The e.\tension of the payment for all farms over a
period of 20 years also proves an attractive feature to prospective settlers of small means.
In Alberta the Canadian
Pacific has developed the largest irrigation project on the
American continent and has also acquired what is known
15 the Lethbridge
Irrigation District, originally developed
tn- the Alberta Railway and Irrigation Company.
Together
these two tracts supply water to appro-\imately 720,000 acres
of land.

History

The

history of the development of the western provinces
of Canada is to a large extent a chronicle of the achieve-

ments of the Canadian

Pacific.
In 1871, British Columbia,
then a separate British colony, joined the Dominion ot
Tanada on the condition that a railway be built within 10
' ears
to unite it with the eastern Canadian provinces.
In
1880 the road had not been built and was not even in prospect.
Finally, for a consideration of $25,000,000 in cash
and 25,000,000 acres of land in western Canada, the Canadian Pacific undertook the construction of the road whicii
was completed in the early part of the decade. Under the
terms of the agreement the railway company had the privilege

105

of selecting

hmd from tin.- ixld numbered .-eiiion» wiiliin
wide on each side of the right of way. Subacquired other charters and subsidies with ad-

its

strips 10 miles

sequently

it

ditional land.
to

Tile early policy of

any purchaser

in

tiie

road was to

sell

any amount for prices as low as

land

an
paid within ten years in the case of actual setsix years in the ca.sc of others.
A, a result considerable land pus.scd into tiie liands of sfK-cidators.
acre, to
tlers,

$.>

i)e

and within

Organization of Development Departments
Canadian Pacific organized a Department of
Natural Resources for the purpose of developing the agricultural and industrial possibilities of the western provinces
more intensiljely and scientifically. In 1916 a further organization, known as the Department of Colonization and Development, was created, and now has charge particularly of th«
In 1''12 the

'

colonization enterprises of the company. The Department of
Natural Resources includes an engineering branch, which
operates and maintains the irrigation tracts of the road; a
tcwnsite branch, which locates, plans and prepares town-

market; a coal mines branch, which operates the
Canadian Pacific coal mines in Alberta and Saskatchewan;
an agricultural and animal industry brandi, which carries
on a campaign of agricultural education among the fanners,
conducts demonstration farms and trains and distributes high
grade live-stock and seed among settlers, in some cas<-- on
easy terms of credit; and a forestry branch, which stituulates
the growth of trees on the prairies, patrols the valuable timt<cr
holdings of the company, supen'ises tiic company's liimi>cring
operations, and plants trees along the right of way for windbreaks.
The Department of Colonization and Development
includes an industrial branch, which attracts manufacturers,
wholesalers and retailers to the towns and cities of western
Canada; a publicity branch, devoted to the dissemination of
information about western Canada, particularly as to the
opportunities which the cheap lands of the Canadian Pacific
afford to new settlers; and an organization which aims
to come into personal contact, through agents and representatives, with the prospective .settler, a.ssisiing him with information and advice, and actually accompanying him to the land
sites for the

of his rhoire.

Work
A

r.iurii.Ki >

freight,

ume

111'

and likewise
ir.itTu

of the

main function
it
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Departments
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is
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handler.
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Canada, railways have literally created the traffic they deby extensive development of unsettled country. This
has involved conducting propaganda to induce settlement
along railways, financial and practical assistance to settlers
in their pioneering days
and the creation of industries to
employ surplus labor and provide a market for the farmers'
The Department of Natural Resources and the
products.
Department of Colonization and Development on the Canadian Pacific constitute a most comprehensive organization
for the achievement of these ends. For colonization purposes
the road formerly had some 4,000 agents in Canada, the
United States, Great Britain, Holland, Belgium and the
Scandinavian countries to promote immigration to the westAt the time the war commenced
ern Canadian provinces.
the influx of settlers to Canada dropped off to a marked
degree and a reduction was made in the staff of agents.
Despite the obstacles created by the world conflict, the work
of the Department of Colonization and Development has
sired

;

been prosecuted vigorously, with special attention to diswhere the best results can be obtained. The emigra-

tricts
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price is required of all purthe balance, with interest at 6
The payper cent., is extended over 19 additional years.
ments are so arranged that the settler pays no more principal
until the fourth year, and if he carries out certain settlenien;

cash of 10 per cent, of the

and settlement

chasers,

duties, he
first

is

list

for

allowed a rebate of part of the interest for the

and second

years.

Those desiring

to

do so are permitted

repay their indebtedness or settle for the entire amount at
any time before the expiration of the 20 years following the
Applicants must, directly or through authorized
purchase.
agents, make a personal inspection of the land they propose
All minerals contained in the property, including
to buy.
gas and petroleum, are reserved by the company.

to

Purchase of Land Without a Loan
Purchasers of land without a loan are required to enter
into occupation within six months from the date of purchase
and must undertake the construction of a house costing at
least $350, and a barn costing not less than $200 and capable
Settlers must
of accommodating four horses and four cows.

Canadian Pacinc JJemonstration and Supply Farm, Strathmore, Alta.

from the United States to Canada this year has been
larger in the percentage of practical farmers than ever betion

fore experienced

by the Canadian

How Land
The

first

Pacific.

Is Sold to Settlers

step in a colonization

campaign

is

to acquaint

prospective farmer with the various conditions under
which he can acquire land from the railway or the provincial
governments. For this purpose the Canadian Pacific issues
the

The
detailed pamphlets and bulletins from time to time..
road sells most of its land in accordance with the provisions
of four plans: (1) The sale of land for settlement without
a loan; (2) the sale of land for settlement with a loan for
improvements; (3) the sale of "ready-made" farms; and,
According to
(4) the sale of land to veterans of the war.
the general conditions covering the disposition of land. under
all of these plans, no land may be bought except by bona

Under the first plan as much as two sections,
1,280 acres, may be sold to one purchaser; when a loan is
provided not more than 320 acres. An initial payment in
fide settlers.

insure their buildings against loss from fire and must sink
a suitable well, fence the land, and break and crop a portion
of each quarter-section.
During the entire period of occupancy each purchaser must undertake to keep at least three
milch cows.
Instead of cultivating the land, the purchaser
may agree to maintain on the property a certain number of
horses, cattle, sheep or hogs, which must be his unencumbered
property.

Sale of

The

Farm With

$2,000

Loan

land with a $2,000 loan for improvements has
recently been limited to irrigated lands in parcels not exceeding 320 acres per application.
Applicants for lands under
this plan must be married men having agricultural experience and must have sufficient capital to enable them to pay
the first installment of 10 per cent, of the purchase price, in
addition to an amount sufficient to maintain their families
for one year after occupying the land. They are also required
to own or purchase, free from encumbrances, sufficient horses^
cattle and other live-stock, to enable them to develop their
sale of

2
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lollowing the aticptaiuc

ro|»crl>

,

uiult-rtakcs

iimpuii)

frncinK of
liiclini;

.1

a

un a|jpluation, the
lious*?,

a

harn, the

Not more
farm, ami the (li)0<inK of a well.
l>c tx|KMulnl for thest- improvinu'nts, in(h.irjjc for sui>crvision of 5 \m:t n-nt. of the amount

may

of the lo;u» is aildeil to tlu- |iurihase

amoiini
land !•> to l.e repaid in installment-- extended
The charaiter of the house and harn to be
'eiteil on the farm may I** scleited liy the applicant from
A puririou» >tandard plans provided by the com|)any.
:iaser i> required to occupy the land with his family within
\ monih> after the completion of improvements and must
-ide there n)ntinuou>l> for live years, durini; which he
He
;ust cultiv.ile certain portions of each quarter section.
::ust also maintain during that time at least three milch
buildings
>\vs for each quarter section and must insure the
I'nder the farm loan scheme, 298 farms have
.:ainst tire.
en wjuipped with buildings up to October, 1917.

•viK-mlid.

rue

ver

.

(if

ll«e

than $J,00(i
.

the crectiiin of

1

lie

tlie

1)1

Jti

ve.ir^

Ihcre will be only a limited numl>er of improved farms
but land t(» an almost uiiImihIkI extent can be
provided under the assisted colon
-ir
Under this
l)lan farms must l>e s«'lecte<l h\lolnni-f and
then improved by him witli
in
available,

1

.•

irni-

lOiW, the Canadian
iidIiix

Uuriti','

I'acilic

\':,a\

\r.ir

luiiiilicr

House, Barn and Well on

The Canadian

Returned Soldiers

Pacific also has prepared plans designed

encourage returned soldiers to take up farms. The lands
aside for this purpose are of two kinds, improved farms
nd "assisted colonization" farms. The former are included
•1
selected colonies with distinctive military names, which
.ive Ix'en improved by the erection of a house, a barn and
1

•n

nces. the cultivation of a certain area of land, and the
rovision of a water supply.
Each colony will contain a

farm in charge of a su[ierintcndent, who will
work of all colonists. Central control farms
•ill be used for purposes of demonstration and as supply
dcfxjts for male live-stock, and for implements to he used
by the colonists in common, as follows: One drill, one
mowt r m 'inilir :intl otn- rike for three farms.
'

ntral control

.ip)crvise

I

the

bu

veisy

'

M-

rcct

financial aid at

first

year of occupation.

'he

i

married men, physically
can iircxkue pr(X)f ol
(
'anadian army or th'

must

ApiWi..iiii:^ f.i

ami

lit

of ixxnl

icr,

.

irvxc
j

l>e

who

in the

who have had

experience cither as i
:....
In certain districts the com(>any still has land which is
sold without requiring the purchaser to M-ille thereon.
When
land is sold without settlement conditions, payment is extended over a period of 10 years only.
;

In
I

mil-

.

a

addition to constructing 200 buildings on farm loan
ill
I'M
the first vear after the adoption of the loan
i

"Ready-Made" 1-aim

farm policy

—the development branch did the following work

in the interests of settlers:
274 milei of fencing erected.
128 wells iliii*. at a maximuni ch.irite of IJOO to teiilert, altliougb
manv ciscs the cOBt- to the company waa more.
2.20O acres cleared.
8,400 acres of virgin soil broken.
6.000 acres plouchcH or backaet.
j6.S0O acres disced.
13.000 acres barrowed.
5.800 acres seeded.
2,000 acres harvested.
117 houses built.
117 bams, 1 piRgery
id 16 granaries built; 21 buildings moved.

On company
piggeries,

for

(jf

Improvements Made by Development Branch
an improved
ni f.irni- wen-

equipped with a house and bam, a well and a fence enclosing the property.
In addition, 50 acres on each were broken
and siTded to crops. In the following year a contingent of
British farmers were personally conducted by the company's
agents from Great Britain and located on these ready-made
farni'^.
Under this arrangement a settler may proceed to
earn an income on his farm as soon as he occupies it. The
farms are sold on a 20-ycar-payment basis under the terms
of which the price of the improvements is added to the price
•f the land.
At first this type of farm was established only
•1 Alberta, but the poliq- has bc>cn extended to include Manil>a, Saskatchewan and British ("oUiniMa.

Farms

of adv.inces

implements anil
terms of payment for
stock,

inauj;urateil
.i

way

the

Ready-Madc Farms
In
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five wells

1

1

demonstration farms

poultry houses and

1

1 1

houses,

were

2 dairies

1

2

bams,

built,

io

1

while

were drilled and two windmills erected.

In 1916 the develpoment branch of the department erected
under its loan policy, 16 houses, eight barns, five granaries
and five chicken houses, put up 12 miles of fencing, sunk 12
wells, constructed one concrete cistern and cultivated 530
-< underIn addition, the foil
for retaken in connection with
_ ......
....;it sheds,
turned soldiers: 100 house.-.
1 he major part of this
190 miles of fencing and 25 wells.
work was completed in 1916 and the balance in 1917. .Arrangements are now being made to install cistems on 75 of
these farms, which will Ix supplied with irrication watrr.
-

acres.

i

;

.

Twent>'-fivc of these
To encourage the

Natural Re^oiirre«.

'

"

'

'

-

'

'

tnent of

r

ii-

-
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of land in the irrigated districts by advancing stock of a
value not exceeding $1,000, on a cash payment of 20 per cent.
This loan is made at the discretion of the company's superintendent of agriculture and animal industry and only to
So
settlers who have occupied their land at least one year.
far over 15,000 head of cattle, horses, hogs and sheep have

been distributed in

This

tliis

manner.

policy, together with a continuous

campaign of edu-

cation since 1904 emphasizing the importance of mixed farming, has greatly increased live-stock production in the westIn 1916, the number of cattle in Manitoba
ern provinces.
and Saskatchewan was twice what it was ten years previously.
Contributing to this result was the company's practice of
bringing in heifers and selling them at cost as well as granting reduced rates on the transportation of heifers and thor-
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The

statistics for Alberta are as follows; Acreage of wheat,
63,391 in 1903; 1,563,700 in 1915; yield of wheat, 1,200.598 bu. in 1903; 51,355,000 bu. in 1915; acreage of oats,
51,929 in 1899; 1,912,000 in 1915; yield of oats, 2,189,441
bu. in 1899; 107,741,000 in 1915.
Live-stock production has likewise shown marked inIn Manitoba the total
creases in the western provinces.
number of horses, cattle, sheep and swine increased from
422,000 in 1899 to 886,956 in 1917. The record for Saskatchewan is even more enviable. The number of horses in-'
creased from 83,500 in 1901, to 678,965 in 1917; milch
cows increased from 56,400 in 1901 to 229,142 in 1917;
other cattle from 160,600 to 573,411; sheep from 73,100 to
149,418, and swine from 27,800 to 284,316. Similar results

oughbred animals of all kinds. Other factors include the
furnishing of pure bred bulls free to the farmers, prize competitions in steer feeding and educational guidance through
lectures on animal husbandry in demonstration trains, fairs

and farmers' institutes.
For many years the Canadian Taciiic has been encouraging the use and cultivation of better grades of seed. It early
secured the co-operation of the Dominion and provincial
governments, offering to furnish demonstration trains and
free seed for the farmers if the governmental agricultural
departments would supply lecturers. The Dominion government also established seed fairs throughout the Northwest.
Alfalfa and timothy seed, carefully selected by the company's own experts, are sold by the Canadian Pacific on
two years' credit without security other than ordinary promSeed grain is still frequently supplied to beissory notes.
The road coginners with a crop mortgage as security.
operates as far as possible with government and local organi-

zations to eradicate

weed

pests.

In line with its policy to extend agricultural education
through the medium of exhibits at fairs and conventions and
on demonstration trains the Canadian Pacific this year in-

View

of

"Ready-Made

"

Farm Buildings

have been achieved in Alberta, and there are now 590,245
horses, 193,851 milch cows, 721,067 other cattle, 262,675
sheep and 185,074 swine in that province. Since 1914, however, the number of swine in the three prairie provinces has
steadily decreased from 1,038,102 to 580,162, in consequence
of the heavy export demand.
Because of its physical characteristics, agriculture in British Columbia has been confined largely to fruit culture, to dairying and to poultry
raising.

The great increase in agricultural production which has
taken place in the Canadian provinces naturally has been
reflected in increased traffic for the Canadian Pacific.
In
fact, the motive for conducting so intensive a campaign to
induce settlement and stimulate agricultural activity is to
secure new business for the road.
Irrigation Tracts

The Canadian

Pacific has two large irrigation tracts in

it is disposing of to settlers.
The
Lethbridge tract is the pioneer irrigation undertaking on a
large scale in western Canada.
It was started in 1900 and
was acquired by the Canadian Pacific from the Alberta
Railway & Irrigation Company in 1912. It draws an unfailing supply of water from the St. Mary river, which is
fed by the snows and glaciers of the Rocky mountains.
Canals totaling 115 miles in length serve an area of about
100,000 acres. The tract is well situated with reference to
transportation.
One railway line connects Lethbridge, Alta.,
with the international boundary and other lines traverse the
center of the district and extend through the westerly

Alberta, the land of which

Creamery

at

Demonstration and Supply Farm, Strathmore,
Alta.

Brandon, Man.; Regina,
Sherbrooke, Que., and Quebec, Que.

Stalled exhibits at Calgary, Alta.;

Sask.; Toronto, Ont.

;

Results of Efforts to Develop Agriculture

The

statistics of

indicate

what

grain production for the western provinces
results have been achieved through

fruitful

Canadian Pacific and governmental agencies.
In Manitoba, the acreage of wheat increased from 260,842
in 1883, to 3,094,573 in 1915 and the yield from 5,686,355
The acreage of oats increased from
bu. to 62,683,000 bu.
215,431 to 1,314,846 and the yield from 9,478,964 bu. to
50,695,000 bu. In Saskatchewan the wheat acreage in 1899
was 328,459 and in 1915, 6,838,500, whereas the yield in
1899 was 6,083,508 bu., as compared with 195,168,000 bu.
in 1915.
In the same province the acreage of oats increased
from 83,465 in 1899 to 2,937,000 in 1915, and the yield
from 2,518,248 bu. in 1890 to 157,628,600 bu. in 1915.

the efforts of the

portion.

The company's other irrigation tract is the largest individits kind on the American continent.
It contains
about 3,000,000 acres served by two separate water systems,
tlie oldest of which is in the western part of the block. Water
ual project of

from the Bow river at a point just
inside the eastern limits of the city of Calgary.
Main and
for this section is diverted

secondary canals and distributing ditches, totaling 1,600 miles
in length, supply water to approximately 220,000 acres.
Construction of this system was commenced in 1903 and
completed in 1910, and the first water was used in 1907.
The eastern part of the block is served by a great dam at
Bassano, .\lta., which was begun in 1910 and completed in

January

11.
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he (lull) diverts w.iier from the How river into the
main canal, which is live miles in length and ieeds 475
niilo III' Aeeondarv canals and over 2,0(10 miles ol' di>triljutinK
ditches.
1 lie system supjdieN water to ahoui 400,1100 acre>
Uoth the eastern and western sections of the block contain
1V14,

less eciual pro|)ortions of irri);atile

and

non-irri^alile

IIW

Condition at Various
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more or
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The

not arid.

non-irri.nated

land has a low rainfall, hut

is

The average animal precipitation at (".ilj-ary, just
is 1(>.4 in., and at Medicine Hat, .iO miles

west of the lihkk,

1

cast of the eastern lioundary of the McKk, 10

in.

I'hc land,

.

thoroughly soaked in the fall, holds the water well, proThe
ducing; a crop the following year even in a dry .season.
iion-irrisateil land furnishes excellent ran>;e for live-stock
and as it otten lies in the same f|uarter section with irrifjated
areas, makes mi.xrd farmini; prol'ilaMe.
.\ll water legislation is enacted l>y the Doniinion jiarliament rather than by
the provincial legislatures.
The water rate for all irrigated
land ranges from SO cents to $1.25 per acre, annually. The
actual application of tlie w-ater to the land is done by the
farmer at a cost which rarely exceeds 50 cents additional.
If

Development
The development

of

new

of

Townsites

agricultural tonimunitics carries

with it the creation of cities and towns, where mercantile
businesses and industries spring up to serve tlie wants of the
l";Lrmers. The Canadian Pacific has endeavored to assist in
the location of tradesmen, jcjbbers and manufacturers in the
Canadian West without stimulating the development of city
and town life beyond the needs ot the rural communities.
Before the war the townsite branch of the Department of
Natural Re.-;ources laid out and opened up as many as 60
to "0 new townsites in a year.
Since its inception in 1910,
the industrial branch, the firovince of which is to attract
urban settlers to Canada, has located some thousands of
new retail businesses, and a large number of wholesale
businesses, and manufacturing plants in the western prov-

The branch

issues bulletins pericxlically

indicating
various cities and towns
on the Canadian Pacit'ic. These bulletins have been instrumental in bringing to the branch an annual average of be;wcen J, 000 and 4,000 inquiries, by letter, from prospective
-ettlers.
There was a sharp falling off in sales of townsite
prof)erty in 1915, hut there has been a marked revival since
then.
Sales in 1916 were double those of 1915, and sales in
1917 promise to be twice as large as those of 1916.
inces.

s(>ecitically the opportunities in the

Coal and Timber Development

The

branch of the Department of Natural Resources stimulates the growth of trees on the prairies
conducting prize competitions to that end patrols the timber
forestry

—

—

properties of the railroad, takes measures to prevent forest
fires, plants trees along the railway lines for windbreaks to

wooden snow fences and has charge of ornamental
the railway stations.
At Wolseley, Sask., it
operates nurseries and at Bull River, B. C, runs the com[>any's lumber mill, from which are obtained ties, poles, piling
"epiace old

gardening

at

ind other timber suitable for railway construction work.
The coal mines branch operates the company's mines,
tlirce of which are in All>erta and one in Saskatchewan. The

Canadian
anthracite

Pacific mine at Bankhead, Alta., is the only
mine being worked in tlie Dominion of Canada.
of 4,000 tons of screened and

The mines have a capacity

I'lUinyh'iinia

I.iii<

,.

on Conem.iugh division;
could handle Un\\\\ twice the m.
roads could take them; normal iiKAiimiit, l.ouu

,

,.,,<.f,(.

lion

2,')|,S

up

to 12.01

m,, Dcteniber

he
iing
^.l{.^,

moved

on hand 12.01 p. m.,
2,>>45 cars, a reduction of 210 in 24 hour>.
At
a. ni., Decemlier 31, Pennsylvania was holding for
Lines West 2.605 cars, an increase since Satunlay of 50<l art*.
The empty car situation is as fcjllows: ( ommercial co.iI
cars for Pittsburgh district, none; Conemaugh division, 20
per cent; Monongahela division, 10 fier cent.
I'runsyliania Lims Wcsl at Pittsburgh reports Conway
yard liadly congested; working capacity of yard is 6.000
cars; total cars on hand 6,.w9, of which 1,744 are bad
order cars.
There were dcspatih^-d in 24 -hour jH-riod ending midnight, .U)th, eastbound, 753 cars; wcstUjund. 9i3
cars.
The westbound movement was 1,100 cars l>elow normal.
There were received during the same i>eriod 1.466
cars.
On hand for other Penn.sylvania divisions. 1.963
cars; westbound cars on hand, 2,476 which is 25 per cent
above normal; 825 of westbound cars were coal.
There were 32 locomotives at the terminal, none of which
were O. K. for service.
The coaling machine was out of
service nine hours on the 30th.
Other Pennsylvania divisions were holding 1.870 cars for other yards.
The congestion at this point is charged by officers to lack of motive
lower and inefficient help.
Pittsburgh
Lake Erie advi.scs general condition improved.
Five thousand one hundred and nine cars were
moved in 24 hours, which is 64 per cent of normal.
Btiltinwrc
Ohio: Has 593 cars of slag on hand. Interchange better than day before.
Eastbound freight is accumulating in yards and is lieing sc-nt over the H. & O.
Baltimore
Ohio, Cumbrrland Division: Brunswick,
Cumberland and Keyser. which are the three principal yards
on this division are badly congested. At 4 p. m., Deieml)er 31. Brunswick had appro.ximately 3,000 eastbound loads
on hand; Cumberland, with an eastliound working capacity
of 700 cars, has on hand 1.041 loads; Key.ser, with an ca.stbound working capacity of 700 cars, has on hand 930 loads;
set off between Key.«er. Cumberland and Brunswick for
points via Brunswick. 1.520 loads; for Lehigh Valley
and Central of New Jersey railroads via Western Maryland
and Cumberland Valley. 26,S loads, not including 106 Cumberland Valley loads held at CumlR-rland and Id 5 at Keyser; there is also set off on Western Maryland lictween
Hagerstown and Rutherford, 170 lo.ids and on the Cumberland ^'alley line between tlie interchange point with the
Baltimore 8: Ohio at Cumbo and Shippensburg. 204 loads.
The Philadelphia & Reading took from the CumUrland
Valley one train and from the Western Maryland two trains,
Dc-cember .U

a.

.(1;

,

i

]

&

&

&

These are the advance tlgures issued by the United
states Geological Survey, Department of the Interior, and are
iased on estimates made by G. C. Martin.
The value of
ihe mineral output of Alaska in 1917, although about $6,870,i>00 less than that in 1916, was greater than that in any other

a total of 120 loads on the 31st.
There is set off on line of the Baltimore & Ohio lietwcrn
Connellsville and Cumberland and held at the mines on the
Connellsville division 1.442 loads.
Forty-seven of the hwds
via Cumberland Valley set off ea.st of CumU-rland are for
government work. IS of them being copjier for Fersev City.
.\bout 800 of the loads .set off iK-tween Key.H-r and Brunswick are coal. The congestion on this part of the B. & O. of
loads via Rutherford gateway was caused by Central of New
Jersey embargoing against Philadelphia & Reading on all

vear.

commodities

washed coal

dailv.

Mineral Proditction of Alaska in 1917 0\tr $41,000'^OO.

— In 1917 Alaska produced minerals valued

'OO.

at

$41,760.-

e.vcept fuel-coal, perishable freight

and Bethlehem
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on December 28.
Baltimore & Ohio at East Side from midp. m. moved west 126 loads, or five trains.
The normal movement west is 18 trains each 24 hours.
During the same period Philadelphia & Reading moved east
The total cars at East
tliree trains, a total of 58 loads.
Side at 5 p. ni. were 990.
Eastbound loads, 141; west
bound loads, 364, 65 of which were hard coal for Wilm'ngton, Baltimore and Washington and west.
Seven Baltimore & Ohio and one U. S. locomotives out
Fifteen additional Baltimore & Ohio
of service, frozen up.
locomotives out of service for repairs; the master mechanic
states he will be unable to touch them for at least 15 hours
on account of shortage of skilled labor.
Scranton:
Erie Railroad.
375 cars moved in 24-hour
416 cars coal awaiting moveperiod ending 5 a. m. 31st.
ment, due to lack of power, caused by poor housing of en-

and 300 empties, including 97 empty coal cars which had
There was a shortage
been on hand more than 24 hours.
On neither the
of power, in both road and switching service.
Pennsylvania nor the Baltimore & Ohio were any cars for
\\'ashington proper being held out on line of road.
New York, New Haven Hartford: On December 28 the
New Haven received at interchange points 1997 cars and
delivered 1934 cars.
Total cars on line for transit movement all directions same date 18,688 cars, of which 9,119
moved. This movement represents what has been done for
several days past, namely about 50 per cent.
December 31 at 5 p. m. there was on hand awaiting movement all directions 11,915 cars, of which 6,439 are east and
Principal points where cars are being
5,476 westbound.
held are Harlem River, Bridgeport, New Haven, Hartford,
Waterbur}% Ma)brook, Providence, Midway.
Worst congested points are Waterbury, Harlem River, Maybrook,
Hartford and New Haven.
Car movement very slow. Of
1,081 engines assigned various divisions, 303 in shop for
repairs.
Power badly needed; also shortage of material for

gines and zero weather.

repairs, as records indicate engines leaving tenninals with-

Company's coal on December 17, and the Lehigh Valissuing a similar embargo on December 24, and both
roads embargoing against everything except live stock and
Steel
ley

jierishalile

freight

Philadelphia:
night until 7:25

&

Western.
Moved 67 trains
east and 59 trains west, handling 3,251 loads, 1,072 empties.
Nothing held either for power or crews. Movement slow
on account of zero weather. Seven crews tied up because of
long hours.
Washington, D. C: At 8.00 a. m., December 31, 1917.
the Pennsylvania Railroad had in all yards for unloading
666 cars; was holding out 174 cars account no room; on
hand, having been placed for more than 48 hours, 378 cars,
of which 165 were for the Government, 143 having been
placed in the Navy Yard.
It had on hand for movement,
in Potomac and Bennings Yards, 785 loads and 684 empties.
DeUi'tvare,

Lackawanna

of which 150 were empty coal cars. With respect to the coal
situation, there were in the Pennsylvania Avenue Yard l.i
cars of bituminous coal and 1 car of anthracite coal, con-

signed to local retail dealers, received as follows:
12 cars bituminous coal,
1 car
bituminous coal.
1 car
anthracite coal.

December
December
December

25,
26,
26,

1917
1917
1917

The Baltimore & Ohio, at 8.00 a. m., December 31, had
207 loads placed for unloading, of which 85 were coal; 85
other loads in train yards not placed, account no power;
27 cars held up 48 hours or longer, of which 9 cars were
for the government.
It had on hand for movement 258 loads

Canadian

&

out proper repairs, causing delays en route.
At 7 a. m. 31st, there were no engines ready for service
at New Haven, Westfield, Hartford, Springfield, Waterbury,

Danbury,

Willimantic or Worcester.
Will be ready in
twelve hours
New Haven 5, Westfield none, Hartford none,
Springfield none, Waterbury 2, Danbury 2, Worcester ncne.
Of 60 engines assigned road freight service Hartford division 22 are in shops. Hartford and Springfield short switching and road power, also crews.
Hartford short ten road
and three switching crews.
Summarizing, the worst conditions reported so far are on
the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Pennsylvania
Lines West at Pittsburgh, on the Connellsville and Cumberland Divisions of the Baltimore & Ohio and on the Western Maryland and Cumberland Valley railroads.
On the
New Haven railroad the principal difficulty appears to be
the shortage of power, due to a large number of engines in
the shop and shortage of both men and material to make
repairs.
The congestion at Conway yard at Pittsburgh is
due to shortage of power and inefficient help. The congestion on the

—

Western Maryland

a measure on
of the B.

'tained a

& Cumberland

the Connellsville

&

Valley and in
and Cumberland divisions

O. is due to embargoes, hut we have not yet
check of the condition of power.

War Records Photo

Canadian Railway Troops Bolting Rails to Metal Ties

in

France

A

Roadway

Concrete

System in a Shop
Yard
Description of

New

Fe

in

and Shops

at

Topeka

By Charles

E.

Assistant Kditor, Tlu- Santa

m

tlie handling of material and supshop yards of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe at ro|)eka, Kan., tiiis company has constructed approxiniatelv two and one-half miles of concrete roadways
conntvtinn all the principal shop buildings, warehouses,
storehouses, lumlxT yards, car sheds and unloading and
storai;e platforms within tlie shop enclosure.
The Topeka
shops of the Santa Fe cover 1 20 acres of ground and are the
largest on the system, containing all tlie principal repair
shops of the company for the repairing and manufacturing
of all classes of equipment and also tlie main storehouses
and storage platforms, luml)er yards, etc.

iiKUKK

INjilifs

FAiii.nAih;

in the

Prior to the construction of these concrete roads the truckand liauling of all storehou.^e supplies to and from the

ing

and shops ,md the transporting of material between the different shops was done by teams under contract
electric trucks over dirt and cinder pathways.
Much
hauling also was done by push-cars and switch engines.
Howi'vi-r. all of these methods were costly expedients.
The cinder roads had been built to permit the operation
of power-prof)elled vehicles in order to displace the slow and
expensive handling by ordinary hand trucks.
However,
they did not prove entirely successful as only a small perstoreliouses

and by

centage of the traction power of the electric trucks in service
Kiuld be utilized, even when the roads were in good condition.
At times they were impassable for the trucks, resulting in great inconvenience and delay.
The hauling by
~witch engines of material in box cars was necessarily costly,
particularly when it was necessary to handle a car three or
more times, resulting in heavy switching charges, delay to
lars and other expense connected witli the intermittent moving and unloading.
Before the construction of concrete roadways was finally
authorized an exhaustive study of hauling and trucking
londitions was made.
This study included a series of tests
with an electric truck, the object being to determine the difference in power necessary to start and pull a loaded truck
with and without trailers over earth, oiled cinders, wood,
metal and concrete roadways.

The

used in these tests had a capacity of
and weighed 2,220 lb. It was equipped with rubier tired wheels, IS'j in. in diameter and a 3-in. tread.
The battery of the truck consisted of 24 cells. Edison Type
.\-6, showing 31 volts at a normal discharge of 45 amperes,
electric truck

lb.

or aliout 1.2 volts per

The

cell.

trailers referred to in the table as

weighed 385

lb.; trailer

No. 2 weighed 401

Store

House

Parks

\\-

Maga/.inc, Chicago

from the others in that it had ball Uariiigs in th. p.ii.-ial
wheel pivots and roller bearings in the rear wheel-.
The
diameter of the front whi-els of all the trailers was H'/^ in.
with a 2'/j-in. tread, while the rear wheels were 18 in. in
diameter witli a 3^-in. tread.
Tlie power used by liie truck was indicated by volt and
ammeter readings obtained by volt and ammeters placed on
the truck.

The pull

re<|uired

to

move

liie trailer-

was de-

termined by placing traction dynamometers between the truck
and tiie diflerent trailers.
Before testing, the truck and
trailers were each loaded with ten kegs of bolts and
nuta,
making a 2,000-lb. load on each.
Test No. 1 was made with the unloaded truck and the
trailer loaded with 2,000 lb. of bolts and nuts on a cinder
road.
To start the truck retiuircd 600 lb. of tractive force,
and to keep it moving at a speed of three miles an hour required 250 lb. of tractive force.
It was necessary to, give

some assistance to the truck in starting, the wheels slf|)ped
badly and it did not handle the load satisfactorily.
Test No. 2 was made with tiie unloaded truck and trailer
No. 2 loaded witli 2,000 lb. of bolts and nuts. :This was t}ie
roller bearing trailer and it required 500 lb. of tractive
force to start the truck from rest and 225 lb. to keep it mo\'ing at a speed of three miles an hour.
As the truck was
empty it did not handle the load satisfactorily.
Test No. 3 was made with the truck loaded with 2,000
lb. of bolts and nuts, and trailer No. 1, with a similar load,
on a cinder road.
This road was level and the cinders
oiled, the same conditions prevailing in conducting tests
Nos. 1 and 2. The tractive force necessary to start the load
from rest was 600 lb. and to keep it moving at a speed of
three miles an hour, 250 lb.
The truck handled the trailer
without slipping but

it
tendetl to stall several timc-s
starting, indicating that 4,000 lb. net weight was tlie

after

maxi-

mum

load which it could handle on the cinder road.
Test No. 4 was similar to No. 3. with the exception that
No. 2 was substituted for trailer No. 1
It required
a tractive force of 500 lb. to start the load and 225 lb. to
keep it moving, tlie difference being due to the roller heartrailer

ings in the trailer.

The Test Conditions
4,000

Concrete Walks

Built by the Santa

Nos.
lb.

1, 3 and 4
and differed

111

In test No. 5
empty truck liut

Nos.
could not

trailers
it

1

and 2 were attached

move

to the
the load on the cinder

road.

Test No. 6 was similar to No. 5 with the e.xccption that
was loaded with 2.000 lb. of bolts and nuts. How-

the truck

moved, proving that the former
conclusions that 4,000 lb. was the maximum load which
the truck could handle on a cinder road was correct.
Test No. 7 was conducted on a level concrete road with
ever, the load could not be
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the loaded

truck, to

The

trailers.

which

moving

from

in

speed of three
lb. net weight
was moved satisfactorily with about one-half the power used
The ammeter
to move 4,000 lb. over the cinder roadwa}'.
reading in this test was 103 to start and 72 to pull, volts,
In test No. 3 the ammeter
22 to start and 26 to pull.
readings were 220 to start and 160 to pull; volts 22 to start
rest

was 800

lb.

and to keep

miles an hour required 250

and 26

it

at a

Voi.T Ammeter Readings
Volts
Attacheil

The 10,000

lb.

3

4
7

Dynamometer Test with an

Truck on

Electric

a

Cinder level
Cinder level
Concrete level

No. 1
No. 2
No. 1,
No. 1

22
22
22

Concrete, -4.0%

Concrete

WSb

grade
grade

2, 3,

4

26
26
26
12»
18

..

tlie

truck

.Amperes
Pull

..

None

•Readings taken jnst as motor

Start

Pull

220
220

160
160
7^

103
..

:0«-

..

140

stalled.

Results
advantage of concrete over
cinder roads. On the latter the small front pivoted pedestal
into
the
road, requiring heavy
trailers
dug
wheels of the
This was especially true when the load was
starting effort.
turning. Even on tangents the load presses these small wheels
a considerable distance into the road so that they tend to
slide rather than roll, requiring more power to pull the

These

tests indicated the great
"

12.

2,000 lb. load. The ampere reading was 140; volts 18.
The remaining tests were made with single trailers to deThis was
termine the pull necessary for handling them.
determiiii'd i)\- juilling them hy hand, using a spring bal-

Start

5

Test No. 8 was conducted on a ten per cent concrete grade
Trailer No. 1 was attached to the loaded truck
ft. long.
and started up the grade but it stalled when half way up.
The ammeter reading was 200 Just as the motor stalled, and

its

trailer

9

40

In test No. 9 the loaded truck was started up the ten per
It moved up satisfactorily with
cent concrete grade alone.

Road

No.

to pull.

the volts

following table shows the power used by
conducting the various tests.

The

attached the four loaded

\\-as

tractive force necessary to start this load
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'

This difference is
on cinders than on concrete.
seen by comparing tests No. 3 and 4 with No. 7, where it
took less power at the motor and also less pull at the draw-

trailers

Cinder Road. Dynamometer on Drawbar and Volt and

Ammeter on Truck

Trailer No. 1, having common
No. 2, having roller bearings, were
used in the tests which were conducted on concrete, wood
and metal roadways. A comparison of the tractive force
necessary to start and pull these trailers is shown on the

bar to move the loaded truck and four loaded trailers on
concrete than it did to move the loaded truck and one trailer
on the cinder road. This was shown more strikingly when
it was observed that it took a steady pull of 225 to 250 lb.
to handle one trailer on the cinder road and only 30 to 35

table.

lb.

ance to register the pull.
bearings,

and

trailer

summary

The

following table gives a
tained in the tests conducted:

of the results ob-

_
„
to Start axd Pull
Trailers in the Tests Described in the Text

,.
^
„
I'orce Necessary
Summary of Tractivf

Load on

Test
No. Road
Cinder
,
Cinder
2
Cinder
3
4 Cinder
6
7

8
9
10
11
12

truck in

lb.

2.000
2.000

2.^6
cinder ;::::
Concrete ....
2.000
2,000
Concrete
2.000
Concrete....
Hand
power
Concrete
Concrete ....Hand power

1,1

Wood
Wood

j5

Metal

!!!!.'!

—

trailers

No. 1
No. 2
No. 1
No. 2
No:
No.
No.

!

1

Hand power
Hand power

No. 1
No. 2
No. 1
No. 2

Hand power

No^ 2

cIm Z\

11

1, 2,

None

^
Truck
and

Tractive force in pounds
*
-n
g
Pull
Start
250
600
500
225
600
250
225
500

Attached
loaded

3

&

4

800
Stalled

11111 load

250

when halfway up

Pulled up satisfactorily
90
35
30
60
163
85
120
60
85

35

Comparing trailer
to handle it on the concrete floor.
1, which has common bearings and trailer No. 2, which
has roller bearings, the data show that it takes approximatch' 20 per cent more power to start and pull the former
'•^1,11,.
,
than it does the latter.
The final result of these tcsts showed that an electric truck
could handle onlv a small percentage of its full tonnage
^
°
.,,
j
when used on dirt or cinder roads, even when these
roads
vvere in good Condition, and clearlv indicated the great adr
j
11
^
j
j
,
i
vantage 01 Concrete
roads over wood, metal and especiallv
oiled cinders, the truck handling four to five times as large
a load at a smaller power output on the concrete roads than
No.

.

,

,

,

,

'

on

^\

tlie

t

•

,.

^^

latter.
^
tt- u
Concrete
Highways
a->

,
^
^ ,
,
,
,
In view of thesc conclusions the Santa Fe decided that
greater economy would be effected by building a system of
.

.

January

omrcte

^oiill^

..irdingly,

on

12,'>7')

tlic
ft.

liuililings,

and ston-housc

>lui|»

of these roul.s were constructe<l, pracand loniirttinn all tlie priu-

storage

areas

and unloadini; platforms.

These highways vary in width from
Mj. yd. Ininn ol lift, width and .i,4'<l)
•iiid

10

UMtl.

At-

]>ri-iiii>c-».

the yard

surroundiiif;

tuall)
(ipal
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II.

5

IJ

to

.>.(|.

ft,

10,708

yd. of 5,

(>,

S,

widths, a total of 14.1')S sq. yd. of concrete Ijeing
In .iddition 89 railroad cra<isings
71 12-(t. wide and
ft.

—

113

so the ilangi-ways arc on the averajjc 1)4 in. wide.
On the
main line crossings they are made b) using iincli- irons o(
nng
fh-in. by 2,'j-in. by 2'. -in. settion, the b-.r
U|>on the loncrete blot king and the outer
web of the rail. The angle bar is drifte«l to

the
\i,.

,*ilt»

,

driven through holes drilli-d in the lower leg. On side track
crossings, the construction is wholly of lontrete.
After the
angle irons for the llungeways have Ijttrii anchored the concrete is run to a surfa<e even with the top of ilu- rad* Angle
irons also are imijedded in the conirele ui)
ind
terminii of the roads at plates where the >
.blc
to be injured by constant trucking to and (1
jild=

^

,

.

ings.

Kxpansion joints are placed every .^0 ft. Uetwecn these
|)lace<l two strips of tarred pai>er, held in plate by gtcci
plates which were removed when the (oncrete had lieen placed
10 ft. in advance of the joint.
The 12- ft. roads are reinIon ed with -V^-in- ro's placed along each side and running
the entire length of the roads and yj\-'\n. liars jilaced rosswise every .50 ft., or at the ends of each expansion joint.
The roads 10 ft. or less in width are not reinforced. Standard Portland cement meeting the sjjecifications of the American Society of 'I'esting Materials was usi-d in the work, the
fine aggregate i)eing dear -li.r.. .....i 1,1,,, f^jm the Kaw
are

1

A

Ford Truck

Converted

Hauling

Trailers

Loaded with

Heavy Materials
is le^> than IJ
.>()() It. of

work

ft.

— were

new

In connection with the
bridged.
track was laid and l,o27 feet taken up.

In constructing the roadways, the line and grade were l^r^^
and the side fomis, consisting of 2-in. by 6-in.
wooden strips placed in jwsition. As many of these roads
took the same course as the cinder roads which had been
in use previously, there already existed a firm subgrade
However, this was dressed
which required no tamping.
carefully and 2,400 cu. yd. of excavation outside of the
track crossings was removed, the surplus dirt being thrown
estalilished

The balout and where possible used against the shoulder.
ance was carted away.
The roads are of one-course concrete construction tliroughout, 6 in. in thickness at the edges, with a slight crown
(about

y'i

in.)

in the center

which varies with the

widtli.

Electric

Truck Hauling Six Trailers Loaded with

17,500 lb.

of Brass

Topeka, and the course aggregate consisting of
clean crusher-run Garnett stone of 1 J i-in. maximum size
from which all the fine screenings had been removed. In
mixing the concrete the time was IJ/2 min., and the concrete
was delivered direct from the mixing machine to the roadriver near

way and

leveled.

a common painter's brush was used
road a smooth surface, or where rough
spots existed, a wooden float was used to smootli it out The
finished roadway w'as then covered with dirt and water for
The
curing and left covered in this manner for 21 days.
work was done entirely by company forces under the super-

Before the concrete

set

to give the top of the

W. C. Hunt, traveling storekeeper.
These roads have been in service for several months and

vision of

They

are giving satisfactor\' service.
electric trucks

and

trailers,

hand

are

made

use of by

trucks, horse-drawn vehi-

automobile trucks and trailers and by pedestrians, and
are the principal factor in the economical distribution of
materials to the various shops and storage yards.
cles,

Automobile Truck Carrying 6,000

lb.

of

Electric

Cement

The

The

track crossings are constructed with 12

in. of concrete
upon which is placed a sand cushion. The
then paved with brick to the end of the ties. On
account of the small wheels of the trucks and trailers used
in hauling material at the shops it was desirable to have a
small flangeway between the rails and the roadway in order

under the
concrete

ties

is

to lessen as

much

as possible the jar incident to crossing,

Trucks

use are Class A-1, manufactured
by the Buda Company, Chicago, while the gasoline trucks
dowTi
to 40 in. in width and geared as
chassis
cut
are Ford
low as possible. For hea\->' work three-ton White trucks are
electric trucks

in

used.
Electric trucks are much more flexible for the handling
of platform storehouse material and car work than the ga.'oline truck as developed thus far.

The former

will turn in a
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shorter space, can be driven backward or forward more
promptly, and can handle trailers into cars and on platforms
with much greater ease, but they are not so well adapted for
The gasoline trucks
straight hauls of considerable length.
can haul bolsters and frames, car bolts, driving boxes and
similar material from the storage platform to the point of
use. from one-half to two miles distant, with greater facility
The White trucks are very ecotlian the electric trucks.
nomical in handling hea\y material in carload lots and have
released for service at these shops alone about three cars a
day, which otherwise would have been tied up from three
to six days in switching.
In operation the Ford trucks are the most economical,
particularly with reference to first cost and upkeep, althou,gh
the upkeep of the electric truck after two years' operation
However, the ultimate expense
has been almost negligible.
of liattery renewals, which can be avoided for a long time
with careful handling, is rather heavy.
In its particular field each of the three types of trucks
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usually enough space between the bridge ties to make this
Every rain storm will dissolve some of
this salt, and the more or less concentrated salt solution will
run down on the outside of the piles and will be absorbed
to a considerable degree by the outer layers of tlie wood.
It has been known for a great many years that common
Although it is a
salt is an antiseptic and prevents decay.
comparatively weak antiseptic, and, because of its solubility
in water, it cannot usually be employed for timljer preservation.
The scheme above outlined does away with the
objection of solubility, because every time that any of the
salt is leached out by the water a new supply is added immediately and automatically b}- the solution flowing from
the box.
In 1913 a number of these salt boxes were installed, at
the writer's suggestion, bv W. S. Hanley, then chief engineer
is

a simple matter.

is making a wonderful showing in economic handling on
No better means has thus far been
the concrete roadways.
devised for meeting tlie needs of the work for which each
In addition to this service the concrete
t}'pe is adapted.
highways serve as and are instrumental in securing better
fire protection as they permit of the more rapid handling of

apparatus.
In permitting of the maximum use of mechanical means of transportation facilities in the store and
shop grounds they are of special interest owing to the present
difficulty of securing labor.
In connection w-ith these roads the Santa Fe also has
paved a large area between the machine shops, blacksmith
shop, power house and oil house over which much trucking
is done.
Over 6,410 sq. yd. of concrete pavement was installed here and 1,275 sq. yd. under railroad crossings.
The construction here is similar to the roads. It gives ideal
storage facilities, permitting proper drainage and is indefire

pendent of weather conditions.

Salt

Boxes

to

Preserve Piles

By Hermann Von Schrenk
Consulting Timber Engineer,

St.

Louis

iLiw NOT BE without interest at this time to describe a
ITsimple scheme for increasing considerably the life of untreated wooden piles already in position in bridges. Without question the best method for getting the most service out
of piles is to creosote them thoroughly.
However, there are
a great many bridges with untreated oak and pine piling
which, for one reason or another, were driven in an un-

Such piles will decay first of all near the
line, and if they have any appreciable amount of
sap in them, this decay will usually take place with contreated condition.

ground

Piles Protected

siderable rapidity.

Some years ago

the writer's attention

was called by C. H.

Cartlidgc, late bridge engineer of the Chicago, Burlington
Quincy, to a simple scheme for increasing the length of
life of piles in bridges.
This scheme is briefly as follows:

&

A shallow box ,3 in. to 4 in. deep is built around the head
of the jjile, immediately under the cap. The space between
the pile and the edge of the box may vary to suit condishould be 4 in. or 5 in. at least. The bottom
of the box should be so constructed that a small space is left
between the l)oards and the pile itself; in other words, a
snug fit should be avoided. The box can be built of any
rough luml)er and need not be particularly solid.
After
the boxes have been completed they are filled with ordinary
rock salt.
This can l)e done most easily by shoveling the
rock salt from a push car on top of the bridge, because there
tions,

but

it

by Salt Boxes

and now superintendent of the New Orleans Great Northern.
The bridges in which these boxes were placed were built of
yellow pine piling in 1912, and the salt boxes were fitted
in 1913.
These boxes have therefore been in position four
years.
It is well
known that pine piles having a high percentage of sap will decay in a ver}- few years, but a recent
inspection of the piles treated with these salt boxes showed
that they are in absolutely perfect condition.
It should, of course, be understood that this procedure
is applicable only to bridges already built of untreated piling.
The writer does not believe one would l)e warranted
in the use of untreated piles in a new bridge with the idea
of protecting them by means of these salt boxes, unless it
would be impossible to creosote the piles.

—
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Director General of Railroads
"Freight Muvm^i

Week" Oidered.

D. C, Janiaky

S,

1918.

—Nfxt

week

i.s

Movinj{ Week," by order of the director
of railroads, W. U. McAdoo, who on Miai-

'l-rfinht

the Job

Uciiuiiiajic Rates Incicaseii.

Wage

Passenger Service Curtailed.

Wi^iilNGTON,

McAdoo on
Question

dangers that confront

her.

U|K>n the railroads

rc»ti>

a grave

issued a ueiuTal u|>|>eul lo public ofticials, shippers, rail-

The railroads cannot be efficiently operated without the whole-hearted and
loyal support of every one in the serviie from the higheiit

road enipliiycf< and

all otlu-rs comerned to make a special
up existing; accumulations of freight
new start. The appeal is as follows
'I'he movement of fuel, fixxl and other vital necessaries

to the lowest.

supreme

"I earnestly appeal to you to apply yoursselves with new
devotion and energy to your work, to kivp trains moving on
schedule time and to meet the demands ufxin the transpor-

Keiu-riil
ii.i\

etlnrt to clear

in order to

a

hamjH^red

seriously

l>einK

is

{{et

cars at important cities

freii;lit

The

country.

congestion

is

by the conKCSlion of Uwdeil
and terminals throu(;hout the

particularly serious in the rail-

I'nless freight is
road terminals at the I'ort of New York.
promptly removed by consignees from cars at terminals and
from railroad stations, it will be impossible to relieve the
present situation.
Railroad cars cannot be used for warehouse purposes without grave injury to the American people.
Railroad cars must be kept movinn and they must be utilized

ma.ximum capacity if the demands
the necessaries of life and of the Army and XavT for essential
It is an imperative
munitions and supplies are to be met.
duty of the hour for ever)' citizen to do his utmost to move
freight from cars and from railroad stations immediately
of the people for

to their

ufKin

its

arrival.

"Under

new demurrage order

heavy charges
for detention of freight cars will go into effect on and after
The whole nation should unite in a supreme
January 21.
the

just issued,

up the congestion at terminals before the demurrage order goes into effect and to keep it cleared up
effort to clear

thereafter.

"I wish to appeal to the people of the United States to
observe the week beginning January 14 and ending Januarv- 21 as "Freight Moving \VtH>k" and I earnestly request
the governors of the various states, the public utilities commissioners, the mayors of cities and towns, tlie state councils of national defense, the federal and state food and fuel
administrators, the chambers of commerce, and other business organizations, business men and shippers generally,
trucking companies and all railroad employees concerned, to

make a supreme effort during this
unload freight cars, to remove freight from railroad
to clear the decks for a more efficient operation

organize locally and to

week

to

stations

and

'he railroads of the countr\-.

An earnest and unitixl pull all along tlie line will achieve
Hunders in this direction.
We can help ourselves and relieve an immen.*e amount of suffering if we attack the problem vigorously and in the true spirit of co-operation."

He issued the following notice to all railroad officers and
employers, with a request that it be posted by all railroads.
The government

of the United States having assumed
and control of the railroads for the period of
war with Germany, it l)ecomes more than ever
obligator}- upon every officer and employee of the railroads
to .ipply himself with unreserved energy and unquestioned
-ossion

rcsiKinsibility for the succl-^^ of the war.

so that our .soldiers and sailors may want for
which will enable them ti> fight the enemy tn
ntandstill and win a glorious victor)' for united .\nnri(:i
"Ever)- railroad officer and employee 1^ now, jm iifect, in
the service of the United States, and every officer and employee is just as important a factor in winning the war
the men in uniform who are fighting in the trenc h<'
tation

lines,

iiotliing

.1

u

"I am giving careful consideration to the
f
railroad employees, and ever)- effort will Ikwith these problems justly and fairly and at th.
sible moment.
There should t)c a new incentive to every
one in railroad service while under government direction to
acquit himself with honor and credit to himself and to the
i

1

,

,

country'."

Mr. McAdoo also announced that he had asked all government departments to set a good example to other shippers
by loading and unloading freight promptly.
Reports received by the director general on Monday indicated that some progress had been made in improving
freight conditions, but that the worst winter conditions in
years had been e.\f)erienced since the new regime had been
inaugurated.
The moderation of the weather on Monday
lirought encouraging reports from railways throughout the cast.

Demurrage Rates Increased
The

director general of railroads illustrated one of the ad-

vantages of a central governmental control of the railroads
as distinguished from regulation by the federal government
and 48 states when he announced on Sunday a drastic increase in demurrage charges, as an inducement to shippers
and consignees to load and unload fa^ight promptly. The
railroads have been campaigning for higher demurrage rates
for years and after long negotiations had succeeded in securing the permission of the Interstate Commerce Commission and of some, but not all, of the state commissions for
an increase from SI to a scale ranging fri;m $2 to S5. at the
time of the congestion last winter, but Mr. McAdoo was
able to order an increase to a .scale ranging from $3 to SIO
per day and to cancel the "average" agreement, without askThis order was issued foling permission from anyone.
lowing another order which took off about 400 passenger
trains on eastern roads, also without consulting a state com-

jiresent

...V

loyalty to his work.

"The supreme

have compelled the
young men and sending
of France to fight for the lives and

interests of the nation

drafting of a great

army of our

them

fields

to the

bloody

Ijest

liberties of those who stay at home.
The sacrifices we are
exacting of these noble American boys call to us who stay
at home with an irresistible appeal to support them with

our most unselfish labor and effort in the work we must do
at home, if our armies are to save .\merica from the serious

lis

Statement by Mr.

McAdoo

Director General Mc.\doo made public a statement on the
demurrage rules, regulations and charges, in which he announced the purpase of his action. The rules are effective
Januar)- 21, and follow:
Forty-eight hours (two days) free time for load"A.
1.
ing or unloading on all commodities.
"2.
Twenty- four hours (one day) free time on cars held
for

any

"B.

otlier

purpose permitted by

tariff.

Demurrage charges per car per day or

fraction of

:
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a day until car is released, as follows: $3 for the first day,
$4 for the second day, and for each succeeding additional
day the charges to be increased $1 in excess of that for the
preceding day until a maximum charge of $10 per car per
day shall be reached on the eighth day of detention beyond
free time, the charge thereafter to be $10 per car per day or
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with unusually severe weather as a handicap, Mr. McAdoo
held conferences on Thursday and Friday with the brotherhood leaders and arranged for a plan for dealing with their

demands.
Mr. McAdoo also
traffic

officers

lield

conferences

with the passenger

who had been summoned

to

Washington

to

in exist-

discuss the curtailment of passenger traffic and on Saturday
approved a plan for a reduction of approximately 20 per

ing tariffs applicable to domestic freight, and specifically
tlie cancellation of all average agreement provisions of existing tariffs.

cent of the through trains on the eastern railroads and a
lengthening of the schedules of others. The traffic men who
took part in the conference were: A. B. Smith, passenger

fraction thereof.

"These charges

will supersede all those

named

contemplate

"No change

authorized hereby to be made in demurrage
and charges applying on foreign export
freight awaiting ships at export points."
Upon request of the director general the Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order authorizing the filing
of tariffs to accord with this order to become effective January 21 on one day's notice.
The railroads must immediately file their tariffs with the appropriate state commisrules,

is

regulations

sions or other

state

authorities.

In explaining the necessity for such a demurrage charge,

Mr. Mc.Adoo said

"An

imperative necessity exists for releasing freight cars
and for relieving terminals, which are
now badh' congested.
"These- unfavorable conditions are injuriously affecting
the government's conduct of the war, its aid to the allies
and the supplying of fuel, food and necessaries for our
for further service

own people.
"On these

accounts I have felt compelled to issue an order
providing for heavy increase in demurrage charges unless
cars are loaded and unloaded with promptness.
"In making this order I have fully considered the embarrassments of shippers and consignees on account of the
scarcity of labor, the inevitable weather, the irregularity of
transportation, and the consequent frequent bunching of
cars.

"Nevertheless,

I

am

convinced that the total inconvenience

and hardship on these accounts will be far smaller than the
inconvenience and hardship which our people as a whole are
suft'ering on account of the undue tying up of railroad equipment, and will be very small indeed compared with the
menace which the widespread tying up of equipment causes
to the health and comfort of the people and the successful
conduct of our war operations."

Some

question has been raised as to the effectiveness of

an increased demurrage rate to reach one of the conspicuous
causes of congestion.
For several months all government
freight has been rushed forward under preference waybills
regardless of whether it could be used promptly at its destination.
Chairman Hall of the Interstate Commerce Commission testified before the Senate committee that some government contractors had shown an indifference to demurrage
charges because they were being paid on the basis of cost
plus a percentage.

A
W. G. McAdoo and

Busy Director
his staff of advisers

and

assistants

have been exceedingly busy during the past week on their
big task.
They have stayed on the job long after the hour
when it becomes necessary to explain one's business to the

watchman at the door of the Interstate Commerce Commission building, where the director general and his staff are
quartered.
Mr. McAdoo usually sees newspaper men between five and six or seven in the evening, usually leaving
some conference to do so, and then returns to hear the conclusions reached by his advisers at the conference or plunges
into others.

Passenger Service Reduced
While most of the efforts of the railway administration so
far have been devoted to speeding up the movement of coal.

manager of the New York, New Haven & Hartford;
R. E. 'Wright, general traffic manager, and J. P. Anderson,
passenger traffic manager of the Pennsylvania; L. F. Vosburgh, passenger traffic manager of the New York Central;
and W. C. Hope, general passenger agent of the Central of
New Jersey. In announcing the reduction in service Mr.
McAdoo made an appeal to the public to refrain from unnecessary travel.
He said:
"An important change in the passenger train service on
the Eastern roads goes into effect Sunday, January 6.
I
have consented to this change because it is imperatively
necessary that passenger travel shall be reduced as much as
possible during the present serious emergency which confronts the people in the Eastern section of the country.
By>
elimination of unnecessary passenger train service, much
motive power, skilled labor, track and terminal facilities are
released for the handling of coal and food and other supplies essential to the life of the people as well as to the
successful prosecution of the war.
Every patriotic citizen
can directly help the Government in clearing up the present
unsatisfactory situation on the railroads by refraining from
all unnecessary travel at this time.
"The breakdown in passenger service of the various railroads in the East has not made a pleasant impression on the
public, but it must be borne in mind that the railroad companies in the East are still seriously congested with an unusual amount of freight traffic, the movement of which is
more vital to the country than the movement of passengers,
and that the weather conditions for the past two weeks have
traffic

seriously

impeded railroad operations.

"A

wholly erroneous impression seems to have been created in some parts of the United States, especially in California, as to the policy of the director general concerning
passenger train service to the Pacific Coast.
Comparatively
few reductions have been made or are in contemplation in
passenger train service in California or in the West.
No
changes have been made or will be. made unless they are
necessary to enable the Government to deal more effectively
with war needs and war problems which are, of course, of
paramount importance. Such inconveniences as may result
from changes imperatively needed for the prosecution of
the war to a swift and victorious conclusion must be, and
will be, I am sure, cheerfully endured by the patriotic people
of America.
Local interests and individual interests must
not be permitted to stand in the way of the supreme need
of the nation, and the supreme need of the nation is to use
all the facilities and resources of the country to win the
war."
The plan not only covers the changes in service announced
by several individual roads on their own initiative, with
some modifications, but also extends to roads which had not
taken action.
It will gradually be extended to other parts
of the country.

By Sunday night over 400 passenger trains on the eastern
roads had been discontinued, including 155 on the Pennsylvania, 85 on the New Haven, 60 on the Baltimore & Ohio,
60 on the New York Central and from 5 to 25 on other
lines.
The number of sleeping and parlor cars was also
reduced.

:

January
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Development

of

Inland

Waterways

crul situation

he iliriiu.r i^ciurul u!>o .miuiuimd lii> iimntioii of taking up the development of inland waterways.
He issued a
Statement saying
"1 am very mudi jdeased that |)rovision is made in tlie
pending railroad hill for the use of the inland waterways
1

the I'nitid Slates in (onnection with the railroad systems
« under Ljovenmicnt control. The proj^er use of these

.lerways will larj^ely iiurea.su the transiKirtation facilities
the lountrv. ami if the pendini* hill is |)assed .giving
authority to the President to e.xpend money for the develop-

ment of transportation
every eflort will lie
their capaiity."

facilities

made

on the inland waterways

to utilize

them

to the full

extent

•

Mr.

McAdoo

received representatives of the International

.Association of Machinists on Saturday and discussed with
them certain increases in wages and threatened strikes on
some of the roads. He asked them to withhold their demands until he had further time to develop a wage jx)licy.

Traffic Solicitors

While the doing away of competition between railroads
has aroused speculation as to what is to become of the
railroad traffic solicitors Mr. Mc.\doo has told newspaper
men that there is no occasion for alarm that any policy of
wholesale dismissals will be adopted. While some readjustbe necessary, he said, the men
affeited will lie given other work to perform.
One of the
first things done in- the Southern Railway under the new
regime was to call in its traffic solicitors and assign them
to other work; and at a meeting of southwestern lines it
was decided to abolish all uptown passenger and freight
offices and eliminate passenger and freight solicitors.
Mr.
Mc.-Vdoo has preferred to devote his first efforts to moving
isjht rather than toward effecting economies.

ments

will

undoubtedly

'

Extent of the Congestion

1
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lUht revenue
'*en^r revenue

rcTcnuc

ireM revenue
.jlher

Total

revenue
revenue

of the
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•

'
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.
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^

,

January

1

Short,„

^

uiidition» as of

arc given in anotiicr column.

Director General McAdoo on January o made public the
following Iclegraphit rejjort on gmer'al traflic conditions
from his assistant, A. H. Smith, in New York:
".Accumulation is increasing at
,^i,
and Huffalo, but this is due to
r.

•!•••'

i

.

and enginenun have ri
.iiibers, which has necessitated curtailment of tram service.
"The passenger service is Ix-ing reduced wherever {xMsible,
Trainiiien

j

but as a great many [x'ople are returning home after the
holidays considerable service is required.
"A shortage of labor at engine house terminab is preventing engines from being turned promptly and getting back
into service.

"The tonnage ratings of trains has U-cn reduced on account of cold to expedite transportation of coal and foodstuffs.
Embargoes and diversions arc t)cing employed wherever necessary and possible.
"A heavy fog through the Pittsburgh district, accompanied
by a low temi)crature, is greatly interfering with switching
operations and train movements, which, with the shortage of

labor, causes loss of

the Pittsburgh district

"There

ground
is

there.

The labor situation

in

acute.

plenty of coal at Hamf)ton Roads, but ships are
slow in unloading due to the severe weather and the fro/en
condition of the coal.
Shortage of water at Jersey City is
is

affecting the operation of railroads in that district.
Temperature in the coal region is five below zero resulting in
water mains freezing and hampering operations. In Indiana

and Michigan there is no serious difficulty. There is a
heavy accumulation of freight at tidewater ports. Ships are
available but laix)r for unloading them is very scarce as
is

labor for coaling."

District

Committees Hold Meetings

Mcmi)ers of the six district committees of the former Railroads' War Board, who are to continue in service at least
until further orders, held meetings at their various head(juarters on Januar)' 3 to discuss in detail methods of .securing more complete co-ordination of the lines in their districts,
such as by common use of terminals, direct routing of freight
and curtailment of passenger service, as directed by General
Order No. 1. The meeting of the Southeastern roads was
held in Washington.

Increased Traffic to Washington

An

index of the increased traffic on the railroads and an
explanation of some of the delays in train service to Wash-

AND

30.

1917

1917
$14,840,951
12.465.286
401.790
1,222.855
1,108.773

1916
$12,047,427
9,060.401
403,116
932,818
855.323

1915
$9,917,476
7,521.654
407.412
782.420
702,947

$30,039,655

$23,289,085

$19,331,909

24 trains were ready to move with no locomotives available.
There were also 58 cars of government automobiles in a
yard, SO of them in open top cars, and 120 more cars of
automobiles at Glen Rock, all of which had been held for
more than 60 days. The Pennsylvania had 1,156 cars for
the American Ship Building Company at Hog Island, 667
of them being in the Philadelphia terminals, while there
•were 472 cars at Hog Island not being unloaded.
The gen-

^„e

•

BALTIMORE & WASHINGTON RAILROAD— ELEVEN MONTHS ENDED NOVEMBER
1915, 1916

il

Some

cases.

also

These reports
ing the conditions of the different lines.
-bowed movement below normal in many places, a consider!.'
shortage of power on many roads, shortage of labor
material to repair cars and locomotives, yards filled
with cars beyond their working capacity, large numbers of
bad order cars, delays in forwarding and receiving cars
because of the congestion, shortage of cars at mines, and
cars that had been on hand for a long time without being
For example, on the Maryland
unloaded by the consignee.
ision of the Pennsylvania on January 3 it was found that

on the Pennsylvania Line* indicated serious

congestion at Pittsburj.-!
ages of train and »v,

McAdoo

has also kept the Interstate Commerce Commission unusually busy and Commissioner McChord, who
was assigned to collect information as to the extent of the
congestion, has submitted daily reports received from inspectors at the principal terminals in eastern territon,' show-

Mr.

117

Companion
witti 1916
$2,993,524
3,404.885
1,326
300,037
253,450

CompariMin
Per cent
23.2
37.6

Kiih 1915
$4,923,475
4.943.632
5.622
440.435
405.826

Per cent
49.6
65.7

ington, as well as the difficulty in obtaining hotel accomois afforded by a statement just compiled by the
Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington Railroad, showing
its revenues for the 11 months ended November 30, 1917.
with comparisons for the corresponding period of 1915 and
This is the Pennsylvania's line into Washington
1916.
Comparing 1917 with
which has recently been leased.
1915, passenger revenues increased 66 per cent, freight rev-

dations,
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enues 50 per cent, express revenues 56 per cent and miscellaneous revenues 57 per cent, while the mail revenues
The total revenue shows an indecreased 1.4 per cent.
crease of 55 per cent as compared with 1915 and of 29 per
The decrease in mail
cent in 1917 as compared with 1916.
revenue stands out in marked contrast with the other increases at a time when the passenger station platforms are
so crowded with mail and parcel post that they look al-

most
vastly

like

freight

stations.

The government

more service of the railroads
payment which went into
;

basis of

requiring
yet under the new space
effect

is

on November

1,

The
1916, the railroads are receiving less money for it.
service is so heavy that in many cases it results in causing
delays to passenger trains and the mail service itself is
This is particularly noticeable between
greatly delayed.
New York and Washington. The .statement of this road's
revenues

is

as follows:

Further Drafts to be

Made from

Class

road owned and operated on June 30 and the average mileage
The regular annual reports of
operated during the year.
the roads for 1917 are lo be filed for the calendar year and
this information is required to enable the commission to compute the "standard" return as provided by the administration
bill as the basis of compensation to be paid by the government.

The Bureau of Car Service of the Interstate Commerce
Commission on January 5 addressed to the railroads and
private car lines a form calling for information as to the
freight loading equipment actually available for service
throughout the countr}- and also that not available, to be submitted by January 25 for the calendar year 1917. Informais asked as to the number of cars of various classes
owned, leased, in service, and in operation, and the number
of bad order cars classified as to cars not to be repaired,
heavy repair cars which will and will not be repaired in 30'
days and light repair cars.

tion

I

the operating forces of the railways will probably
not be further depleted by the draft to any great extent is
indicated in a report to the Secretary of War by Provost

General Goethals in Charge of War Department
Transportation

That

IMarshal General Crowder announcing that future increments
to the National Army can in all probability be met entirely

from the first of the' five classes into which the registrants
are divided. Available figures indicate, the report says, that
1,000,000 qualified men will be found in Class I of the presClass I is composed mainly of single men
ent registration.
without dependent relatives and unskilled laborers and those
in necessary employments are enrolled in the later classes.
General Crowder also urges amendment of the draft law to
provide that all men who reach their twent}--first birthday
shall be required to register for classification.
Mr. McAdoo has indicated that the various local exemption boards will naturally take into consideration hereafter
the requirements of the railroads for men and aldiough railroad employees are not exactly government employees he will
not hesitate if necessary to ask the exemption boards to

exempt men necessary for railroad service.
The Provost Marshal General has announced that until
further orders railroad employees will be classified under the
provisions of the regulations governing claims for deferred
classification on industrial grounds, and not under the provisions of the regulations governing claims as government
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An important step in the direction of co-ordinating the!
transportation requirements of the government in its capacity]
as a shipper, which had been strongly urged by the railroadsl
for several weeks before the taking over of the roads by thel
government, was taken on Alonday with the announcement
War Baker that Major General George W.
Goethals, acting quartermaster general, has been appointed
also director of War Department transportation and storage.
This appointment centralizes functions heretofore exercised
by Secretary of

by

five

departmental bureaus independently.

General Goe-

thals will supervise transportation of all ordnance, engineering, signal corps, aviation service and coast artiller}- material,

The bureaus
as well as quartermaster supplies and troops.
which have heretofore placed their orders for railroad transportation independently have been directed to co-ordinate
their demands upon the railroads and upon storage facilities
through the director of transportation, who in turn will deal
with the director general of railroads, the shipping board or
any other centralized agency for transportation or storage.
The Railroads' War Board in its recommendations on the
subject had in mind the appointment of a government traffic

War and
and possibly those

director to co-ordinate the transportation of the

Navy departments and
of the food

and

the shipping board

fuel administrations.

J

employees.
I.

C. C.

Asks Information on Capital Requirements, Etc.

For the purpose of gaining information to guide the government in its plans for railroad financing. Commissioner
Daniels of the Interstate Commerce Commission has sent a
questionnaire to the presidents of the railroads, at the direction of Mr. McAdoo, asking them to telegraph immediately
the amount of new capital required for this year and for the
first six months of the year, and the purposes for which it
is needed. They were also asked to furnish details as to the
requirements for maturing obligations and for improvements
and construction work already contracted for and partly
finished, with a statement as to what portion of improvements
An
already started can be stopped now without detriment.
approximate estimate is asked of capital necessary for new

construction work and improvements and betterments, including terminals and new equipment, with a statement as to
what part of the estimated requirements are not absolutely
necessary for the protection of property or maintenance of
earnings.

The commission also issued an order to all railroads to
submit to the commission under oath by January 25 detailed
statements of operating revenues and expenses, income account, profit and loss account and general balance sheet for
the year ending June 30, 1917, together with the miles of
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Bunker, Insulation and Floor Racks AHecl Efficiency
Result of Adding Salt to Ice

of Car;

By
Chief Fixxl Risfiinli

I.al)nrulory.

Dr.

M.

E. Pennington

States Ut-parinuiit of Aurii ulturr, iiureuu of Chemistry.

I'liitiil

iNVKSTli;.\Tli'N of the trai»|)ortalion of perisliat)lcs
Stales Deis now under way in the Unitcil

THEwhich
crator

partment of Aj;riculture has shown tliat the refri^e<|uipment on the various lines differs widely in

and
upon the

to proteit against heat

»l>iht>

pends to a certain

e.xtent

cold.
size

This variation deand character of the

upon the construction of the car. It is my
-e to discuss some of the results of these investijjacomparing the performance of cars of varying types
loaded with varyini; (Quantities of the commodity to be

I'/i
in. runner> and 1 in. by .» in
car
These racks are fastened to tli'
with hinged bolts, and are divided in the huu'ik -<i that
they can be turned up against the walls when the car i«

of 2
in.

,x,i,ii

by 4

in.

apart.

cleaned,

'i'hey

are absolutely neiessary for the safe carry-

Most of the cars now on the lines
.Some have permanent strips on the
in.
in
height.
These strips arc
1!.-

ing of perishable loads.

without

are

as well as

lo:;i!

Commodities

Perishable

of

floors

1

racks.

in.

practically

or

valueless.

The

insulation

varies

from

a

few

In
of some recognized insulator.
some cars the layers of insulation are broken by spaces
The cars in the experiin others the insulation is massed.
ments were from approximately 29 ft. Ix-tween bulkheads
layers of paper to

to

appro.ximately

,i

in.

j.>

ft.

.Ml

temperatures were taken by

means of electrical thermometers inserted when the cars were
loaded and the mecliani-m was such that neither the doors
nor the hatches were opened to take rc-cords nor was the
car modified in any way.
The car factors which determine the size of the load
which can be safely carried are insulation, ijunkers and

^^ maULATIOH

tloor racks.

F-ach exercises a specific influence as indicated

l-mifLTlTL-eEpE
|iT±riTiTfTa:ii

Fig.

1

— Box

Bunker with Open Bulkhead and Insulation
Broken by Air Spaces

First, however, let me very briefly outline the
major differences in the construction of the cars used in

transported.

these experiments.

We

find

ker,

"

In the general ijurjiose refrigerator car
one known as the ''box bun-

two types of bunker

illustrated

•gainst the end

in Fig.

and

1,

—
in

which the ice rests directly
and the other, known

sides of the car

—

as the "liasket bunker." in which the ice

container 2

in.

is

held in a wire

away from walls and bulkhead

(

F"ig.

Fig. 2

2).

bunker usually has an open bulkhead of wood
or metal.
Sometimes we find a solid woiKlen jiartition open
The basket bunker commonly has a
at the top and bottom.
solid wooden l^ulkhead. open 12 in. at the bottom and 14
in. at the top. and in the new cars this bulkhead is insulated with one inch of a recognized insulator.
The newcars, also, have a rack on the floor. 4 in. in the clear, made

The

— Basket

Bunker with Insulated Bulkhead and Massed
Insulation

Ijo.x

paner prewnlcd before the

St.

l.oui»

This shows the results of an- Ptpcriment conin Chart 1.
-er%ducted with three cars which had been in
rs .-1
.\s shown on
ice for alwut ten months.
..
-,.
..>„.-;
car
bunkers
an..
basket
and C were provided with
B had a box bunker and strips on the floor. Cars .1 and B
(

'

hatl

Railway Club.
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.i

in.

of insulation in the roof, 2 in. in side

walk and

^
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C

had 1>< in. in
Each was loaded
with 600 cases of eggs consolidated from pickup cars, and
each received the same amount of ice accurately weighed into
About twelve thermometers were put into each
the bunkers.
For our purposes the temperatures in the cases of eggs
car.
on the bottom and top of the load are especially significant,
and indicate very plainly the amount of work which the car
can do. For example, the temperature of the eggs on the
floor of car B, between the doors, was 66. S deg. F. on arrival;
car C, in the same location, was 45. S deg. F and car A 44.5
ends and 2
the walls

in.

and

Car

of cork in the floor.

2 in. in the roof

and

floor.

The packages between the doors on the top of the
deg. F.
showed for car B, 64
load in this case five layers high
deg., for car C, 56.5 deg., and for car A, 55.5 deg. F.
between
on
the
floor of car
packages
The behavior of the

Vol. 64, No. 2

Manifestly, car B is not a satisfactory carrier for a heavy
Car A, on the other hand, has done its work
load of eggs'.
well, and at first sight car C, having less insulation, appears
to be efficient for a load of 600 cases of eggs during hot sum-

1*.

S

7«

r

1
$

t-..

-^^

.^

—

-,

—

-

—

—

.V.

-.^..

^-^.
^

"^ -^ ^^

t
^!^

B

Upper Curve

(33)-

-Car C; Lower Curve

^

(9)-

Chart II

mer weather. Further study, however, shows that the packages around the walls of car C came into destination over 6
deg. higher than the corresponding packages in car A (Chart
II), though when loaded, they were but 3 deg. apart.

Chart

I

They were continuously
is especially noteworthy.
higher in temperature than the packages on the top of the
load, a condition quite contrary to the idea generally held
That
that the coolest place in a refrigerator car is its floor.
is only true when the construction is such that the cold air
from the bunkers can travel along the car floor. This experiment, and many others that we have made, show conclusively that a rack 4 in. above the floor is necessary if the
goods on the bottom of the load in the two middle quarters
of the car are to be refrigerated. It is of interest to note, also,
that the insulation in cars A and B is unusually heavy, in
fact, more than twice as much as is in most of the refrigerator cars now in service, yet because of the construction of the
bunkers in car B and the absence of a rack on the floor, there
was practically no refrigeration except near the bulkheads.
the doors

Chart III
used about 1,000 lb. more ice than car A and, on
the whole, did less satisfactory work, especially around the
walls, where actual deterioration due to heat undoubtedly

Car

C

occurred.

January
inav

it

thr

I

lie
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11,

that in

Siiiil

i-xiH-rinunt lited car B, luivinR

ilic

bunker and open bulkhcuci, was unfairly tnatfd in
ihf tt-minrature of tlic iiitirinn U)ad was dislimtly

*.x

that

The facts illustrated in ( iiart 111 lend to nullify
higher.
In this experiment,
the sinniticancc of such an arnununt.
the tars had 2 in. of insulation tiirounhout, hut car .-I was
of the box bunker type, while car B had a basket bunker
Here the egj-s entering car A were cooled
an-l its adjuncts.
twcen 50 dog. and 60 deg., while those in car B ranged
However, car .-I could not
i-n 55 ilet;. and 65 deg.
.\t destin.itinn tiie
I..,, in.tiiit.iin thr initi.il ti-nipcrature.
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curs having one inch of inAulation
insulation,

iT
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li:tvini>
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tion.

This

is

Chart VI. showini: tup and IxMtom

illustrated in

layer temperatures in two cars

ing 700 cases to the load.
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Chart IV
^.,^^e5

i Jcg.

in

tlie

middle of the car on the

warmer than when they entered

floor

were nearly

and those in
Car B, on the

the car

the top layer were over 2 deg. F. higher.
contrary, brought in tlie load from 6 deg. to 14 deg. lower

than car .1. Tiiese two cars were loaded with 600 cases of
and, so long as the atmospheric temperatures were above
The
Irg. F., refrigeration was of doubtful efficiency.

(•_•::-

and fourth days of the trip were unseasonably cool and
which compensated for the lack of insulation in
the r(x)f and pennitted the load in car B to drop below S5
''•
before tlie end of the fourth day.
r performance of a poorly built car, said to contain
in. of insulation throughout, as compared with a well
built car known to have 1J4 in. of insulation, is well illustrated in Charts IV and V, showing the temperature in cars
in which cantaloupes were hauled for eleven days across a
hot territory.
The top layer in car .1, loaded six wide and
four high at the bunkers, was in such bad condition on arrival that claims were filed for damage in transit.
Car B,
on the other hand, was in good condition, although the load
was seven cases wide and four cases high. In car A the
combination of a lack of cold air circulation and of insulation proved disastrous, even though the load was light and
open in character, and much easier to refrigerate than a
,

al-..

rainy,

load of eggs.
In fact, we know that eggs can not be safely
loaded more than three layers high in summer weather in

Chart

and

ven,^

V

frequently no more ice was needed, even though the

haul continued for five to eight days. The air issuing from
the bunkers is far below i2 deg., but the circulation is so
The inrapid that there is no pocketing at the bulkhead.
sulated bulkhead also protects tlie load so that frosting docs
Salting ice in a box bunker, open bulkhead,
not occur.
merely freezes llie load next to tlie bulkhead. The packages
in the middle of tlie car arc not benefited because of a lack
of air circulation.

We

have used salt to assist in refrigerating heavy loads
of eggs and with some success, but we have not succeeded in
refrigerating 700 cases in a car 33 ft between bulkheads.
The records of car .1, in Chart VI, bring out this fact

)
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of salt was added after the load had been
placed in this car and salt was again put into the bunkers
While the car was not able to handle
at three icing stations.
so heavy a load during the very hot weather prevailing, it
remarkable work and furnished
rather
did
nevertheless
yaluable information on which to develop a more economical
and efficient icing system. Car A, which brought the sixth
layer of eggs from 85 deg. down to 66.5 deg., used 12,660
lb! of ice and 540 lb. of salt; car B, which did not refrigerate either the top or bottom of the middle part of the load,

Three per cent

used 19,755

lb.

of

cars

Vol. 64, No. 2

A and C

until the last

day of the

trip.

An

analysis of

temperatures in different locations shows, further, that the
Car C did
floor of car B paralleled the top layer of car C.
much the best work of the three. Car A, having the rack
and the insulated bulkhead, but not the basket bunker, did
not succeed in maintaining a sufficiently rapid air circulaThe packages
tion to cool the top layer more than 5 deg.
on the floor, on the contrary, were exaggeratedly chilled beair.
The
conclusion folcause of the pocketing of the cold

ice.

e.xperiments have been made with fruits
which confirm the foregoing; namely, that a
and
suitable use of salt saves ice on a long haul and greatly increases the efficiency of the work done on both short and

A

great

many

eggs, all of

I

long hauls.
The experiment recorded in Chart VII adds still further
to our knowledge of car construction and car performance
when salt is used with the ice. In this case we had short
-cars, so that by comparison, the 2 in. of insulation became
nearly 2.5 in. and the air circulation was more rapid beCar B was of the usual box
cause of lessened distance.
tvpe; car .4 had a box bunker with an insulated bulkhead

*

Chart VII
lows that even with an openly stowed load, the car must be
provided with a basket bunker, an insulated bulkhead, a
iloor rack and ample insulation, if our present loads are to
be materially increased with safety to the commodity.
Car C of the foregoing experiment was again used with
a load of about 600 cases, stowed eight across (Chart VIII,

The

ice

was

second day.

salted at the start and 40 lb. was added on the
Thermometers in the first, fourth, fifth and

Chart VI

sixth layer packages give an instructive picture of the rise

was of the standard basket type.
Cars A and C received salt on the initial icing. They were
Car
neither iced nor salted in transit on an 88-hour haul.
B was iced once. All contained from 400 to 500 cases of

Without salt
temperature with the height of the load.
fourth layer would be the stopping point.
The fifth
layer cases around the walls of the car would suffer if the
weather were hot, if salt were not used. W'ith the salt, as
this experiment shows, we can load five high with impunity,
l)Ut not six, because of damage to wall cases. A study of the
in

and

a floor rack; car

€ggs.

The

C

three lower layers were seven cases wide, spaced

for air circulation,

and the upper layers were eight cases

The average

of all the thermometers in the packages in various parts of car B showed that it was far above

across.

the

chart shows that the 40 lb. of salt added at the

was enough

first

icing

drop in temperature in all
except the sixth layer wall packages.
Had another charge
station

to cause

a

—
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4(1 11). bttn added tlu- next day, iht rise shown in the
lower layers would have been avoided and the fourth and
fifth layers would have continued to cool instead of remain-

of
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lator

may

lie

witii

what

is

is

in

further eni|)li,iM/rd

termed "a

considered to
no wise is it

\)C

a

l.\

'

gr(

ing practically stationar>'.
Ihe investigation has convimeil us that in the future ice
and salt will be used for mure commodities than fresh meats,

on

Indeed, it is the only way that we now
see by which very perishable small fruits can be transported

performance with that of the pap'
and 1 think you will agree with ni<

poultry and

fish.

witli

ill-

llie

.i

l.uiikir-.

n-fru'.
(

comparing a car built
ned" car. Such a car
11
(ban a Wtx rar but
'

r

li.irl

:

'

\

ceiling of Hull a lar full

its

<

similarity betwc-en the two.

Summary
Summing up

the results of such experiments as these
are led to the following conclusions:

we

A

combination of basket bunker, insulated bulkhead
rack produces a circulation of air which is not
obtained in a car having a bo.\ bunker, ojien bulkhead and
bare floor or permanent strips,
2.
Such a basket bunker car, approximately 3A ft. between bulkheads, can refrigerate the top and l>ottom of the
load in the two middle fjuarters of the car. provided it is
1.

and

flcKir

and not overloaded.
Cars which depend for insulation on pajK-r and

sufficiently well insulated
3.

air

Chart VIII

Of course, a
condition throughout the entire car.
routine for its application must be worked out.
ending
have yielded
experiments of the summer just
much information.
hope that by the end of another
-unnner we can give specific instructions for refrigerating a
kJ

ite

I

111-

We

or of commodities.

must, however, be based on the type
Far too many cars now on our lines would be
For exuseless no matter what treatment they received.
ample, we still have cars with y^ in. of some insulator posing as refrigerators, and we still have cars, the walls of
which contain only paper and air spaces. The use of such

h

..

('1

'

cars

.ir

to

should

instructions

used.

transport

perishables

is

a

wasteful

practice,

and

discontinued.
The effect of po<ir insulation is clearly shown in Chart
IX.
One of the cars represented is of the paper variety
the other well insulated.
There is a variation of more than
15 deg. between the two cars.
The floor of the one is often
si.T or more degrees warmer than the ceiling of the other.
Ix;

The paper

car follows the atmospheric temperature

and the

Yet again
is almost powerless.
and again this summer eggs, fruit, vegetables and dressed
poultn.- have been shipped in these cars and sometimes they
have been loaded almost to their cubical capacity!
The relative value of the air space and paper as an insurefrigerant in the bunkers

Chart IX
spaces should not be used for the transportation of such
perishables as fruit, delicate vegetables, poultry, eggs and
fish.

Cars having one inch of insulation will not carr)'
4.
eggs successfully during hot weather when loaded more than
three layers high.
Cars having I'i in. of insulation in the side walls and
2 in. in the roof and floor will not carry eggs successfully

—

r
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during

weather when

liot

Priority

more than four layers

loaded

high-

u
in the

.

JUDGE Robert

Cars having 3 in. of insulation in the roof, 2 in.
and ends and 2 in. of cork in the floor will carry
eges five cases high, but not six.
'
The box bunker car, regardless of quantity of insulation,
does not refrigerate the two middle quarters of the load when
Even with an open load the performit is tightly stowed.

tation,

side walls

ance

The

the confusion caused

—
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Ic

that such ill-advised priority orders were issued by me. Nothing could be further from the truth.
"No one knows better than I have known all along that

HjtH

,.*^..

\

1

Kti'c AMD Air S/'ACeS

m~r73

by the loose use of the word "priority"

the present congestion in railroad transportation is due in
large measure to numerous and unwise 'priority orders,' and
it is well known and is generally published that I am in
The obvious inference, therefore, icharge of priorities.

1

1

1 fii'meif

in transpor-

the preference orders were meant.
Mr. Lovett's statement was as follows:
"It is being reiterated before committees and in variou>
reports, and repeated from day to day in newspapers, that

TA

—J

'Berm 'HUNth J «>"j CTwetriVjHiNas

«

Nfcena

57

Lovett, director of priority

has issued a statement asserting that the "priority"

when

use of salt with the ice in a well insulated basket

1

S.

and Preference Orders

orders issued by him are in no way responsible for the
railroad congestion which has been attributed to the indiscriminate use of "preference" orders issued by various government departments. The statement is intended to clear up

unsatisfactor}'.

is

S.
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\

and indiscriminate issue of priority orders would
add enormously to the transportation difficulties, and that
reckless

1/
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be

observed

in

issuing

sucli

f--.

1

result is that since

August

last, I

issued Dec.

5,

\

K

;

III

\\

1

/

iV

Hi \

\

should

my appointment by the President,
have issued but five orders awarding priority
Order No. 1, issued Aug. 20, diin transportation, to wit:
recting the movement of coal to the Northwestern States
No.
Order
2, issued Oct. 27, restricting the
via the lakes;
use of open-top cars; Order No. 3, issued Nov. 2, giving
preference to certain coal shipments from Utah and Wyoming mines; Order No. 4, issued Nov. 29, according priority
in the shipment of certain cattle foodstuffs to the droughtstricken sections of Texas and New Mexico; and Order No.
"The

in

J

A

\

caution

orders.

1

'?

greatest

the

n^

•Z"

foodstuffs,

7,

according priority to perishable freight,

and certain military supplies, and

to coal, coke,

and certain war materials.

"No
facts

has

man

knowledge of the
has claimed or will claim that any of these orders
caused congestion or seriously hampered transporrailroad

or other person with

tation.

"The
more or

fact

^u-

C,.H "'

Chart

bunker car
40 per

will permit

__^

1

1

X

an increase in the load of from 25

to

cent.

6.
While each commodity must be studied separately in
order to determine the maximum load, the principles of the
relation between car efficiency and tonnage of eggs as indicated in this discussion can be applied to perishables in

"eneral.

—

Improvements to Port or Dieppe in 1916. Various
improvements to the port of Dieppe, France, were made during 1916.
Four steam cranes of American manufacture, of
a carrj'ing capacity of 5,000 kilos (11,000 lb.) each, were
acquired. Thirteen electric capstans were installed and new
railways built around some of the docks. A large shunting
station was created at Rouxmesnil, 5 kilometers (3 miles)
from Dieppe, and connected with the docks by a railway
All the docks are now lighted by electricity. The unline.
loading capacity of this port has been increased to 125,000
tons per month.
In 1916 1,697 vessels of 929,004 tons entered the port of Dioiipc, against 1,428 of 758,279 tons in
1915.

Commerce Report.

is

the railroads themselves

J!
Til-

that the so-called priority orders, which are
and of which

made, are the result of an agreement made by
and the supply departments of the
Army, Navy, and Shipping Board, with which I had nothing
whatever to do. This arrangement was embodied in Bulletin
No. 22, issued by the so-called 'Railroad War Board' in
July last, and is commonly referred to as the 'tag' system.
It prescribed a form of placard or tag which, when tacked
on a car entitled that car without further orders or instrucLarge quantities
tions to preferred movement to destination.
of these placards were printed and distributed throughout
quartermasters'
agents, conthe United States in the hands of
tractors, and others getting material for the government,
and naturally one was tacked to every shipment made
whether urgent or not.
"Consequently, everything bought was rushed to destination, with the inevitable result that terminals were crowded
with materials before they were needed or could be unloaded.
No complaint of this system was made or reported to me until
late in November, and priority Order No. 5, issued by me December 7, made provision for restricting and regulating the

complaint

i

is

less responsible for traffic congestion

<
]

evil.

"However
sentation, yet

indifferent one

may

be personally to misrepre-

where the performance of public duty

is

in-

volved, the facts as they are ought to be stated.
Of course,
I know the misrepresentation w-as not intentional, and the

unusual circumstances were such as to make it almost unavoidable, but because of the public interest concerned, I
think it should be corrected."
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McAdoo Speeds Up Coal Movement

The Extremely Cold Weather

of the Past

Week Has

Seriously Complicated the Fuel Problem

MOVEMENT

OF COAL occupifd iiiost of the attenDirector General McAdoo and his advisers
during last week.
On January 2 coal was moved
Mr.
throuuli the New York tunnels of the Pennsylvania.
Mc.\doo told newspaper men that he had already found railroading to be a 24-hour job and that after spending long

S[)ecific coal producing districts in West Virginia and Western Pennsylvania will be set aside to supply the distributing

he had gone home to dream of pulling a

conference> with the Director General.
Speedy movement of coal diverted for the immediate relief
of New England was reportc-d to the United States Fuel AdAt noon on Monday the Fuel
ministration on January 2.
.Administration ordered 1,250 cars of coal, tied up behind
congestion at Pennsylvania points, to New Jersey tidewater

THE

tion

of

hours at his

office

around his waist. He inAfter
sisted, however, that the coal was delivered on time.
all ()riority orders had been suspended coal was given the
5<l-car train of coal with a rope

way for the time being, even over passenger traffic,
with the result that passenger trains in the eastern territory
were later than ever, and this resulted in some cases in a
delay of milk trains.
.\ complete statement of the coal needs of the North Atlantic States, particularly New England, was laid before the
director general of railroads by the United States Fuel Administration and Fuel .\dministrator Garfield has impressed
upon the railway and shipping authorities the grave neces8'tv for an immediate improvement in transportation conright of

centers in

tlie

750 cars of this coal were for New England distribuand 500 for the use of the United States Shipping
Board. By noon on Tuesday the first trainload of this coal
iiad reached Jersey terminals and by six o'clcxrk Januar)' 2
6 trains, carrjing 315 cars of coal, had reached Jersey
tion

points.

The Fuel .Administration arranged to have the Pennsylvania Railroad carry cars of coal on car floats from Jersey
terminal points through New York bay and to coal yards
on the Harlem River in New York City. This plan will
eliminate some

portation lines.

New

ing territory is being supplied and the transportation lines
along which the coal mu.st move from the mines to the distributing centers. This information is expected to enable the
railroad lines to take the amount of coal needed as directly
as possible from the mines to central distributing points and
thence on order? from state fuel administrators to the points

of consumption.

Under
the

this schedule the fuel administration seeks to aid

railroads

in

eliminating

the

cross-hauling

of

coal.
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.Atlantic states.

ports;

'••-ns in order to relieve the needs of New England. The
.\dministration furnished full data to the representaof the director general as to the sources from which
New England coal is moving in order that this coal might
be hurried to New England along the shortest possible trans.\ distriiiution schedule covering the North .\tlantic states
and eastern Ohio has also been worked out. This schedule
shows the mining districts from which coal for this consum-

North

Fuel .Administrator Garfield discussed the transportation
condition as affecting the coal supply of New York, Philadelphia, Haltimore and the New England states at various

(»f

the difficulties of

llie

barge from Jersey terminals to
Plans were also made to handle coal by

coal by

transportation

New York
all-rail

of

City.

routes to

England up the west bank of the Hudson

river and
across the Hudson at the Poughktrpsie bridge.
102
4
ordered
Garfield
on
Januan,.Administrator
Fuel
mines in the eastern bituminous fields to furnish 500 additional carloads of coal, effective Januan.- 8. to be shipped
under consignment to J. J. Storrow. fuel administrator for
New England, each day until further notice. These 500

carloads will be in addition to the usual output of these
mines, and the Fuel .Administration expects that the order
will result in an increased production of 500 cars or 25.000
tons of bituminous coal each day while the order is in force.
The order was issued iK-cau.se of the necessity for keeping
an ade(|uate sup[>ly of bituminous coal flowing to New Eng-
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land for the use of industries essential to the conduct of the
war.
In co-operation with the fuel administrator, the director
general of railroads has undertaken to supply the necessary
transportation facilities for making the order effective by
The Fuel Adissuing an order for the placing of the cars.
ministration finds that the present volume of shipment to
New England by all-rail routes is not adequate, and that
the further supply is absolutely necessar)' for purposes con-

war emergency.
Four mines on the Cambria

nected witli the

&

Indiana

Railroad

are

designated in the schedule attached to the order to furnish
On the New York Central are 23
26 cars of coal a day.
On the
mines which will have to furnish 74 cars daily.
Western Maryland there are three mines whose contribution
must be 20 cars a day; on the Baltimore & Ohio are 11
mines that will furnish 50 cars a day. On the Pittsburgh,
Shawmut & Northern are only three mines that will furnish
10 cars; the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh serves 25 mines
tliat will furnish 130 cars a day; on the Pennsylvania are
28 mines that will be required to furnish 150 cars a day,
and two mines on the Buffalo & Susquehanna will furnish

Copyright by Underwood

Viidcr-wood,

.V.
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The
according to a statement by the Fuel Administration.
was delayed because of the ice in the
Yonkers was completel)- frozen
rivers.
in and the floating ice in the lower river was so thick it was
necessary to use two tugs to move one float, whereas under
normal conditions one tug can tow three or four floats.
Coal was being moved through the Pennsylvania Railroad
tunnels to the suburbs of New York on Long Island, but only
small quantities can be moved to those places, and there
can not be an}- material improvement in transportation until
the weather has moderated, the statement says.
Co-operation of government departments relieved a serious coal famine in Boston on January 6, when Secretary of the Navy Daniels promptly met a request from
Director General of Railroads McAdoo, to place naval coal
at the disposal of the Fuel .Administration for the aid of the

delivery of this coal

Hudson and East

suffering

people.

The
the
of

director general of railroads informed the Secretar}' of

Navy, who responded by causing the immediate delivery
ten thousand tons of naval coal from colliers in Boston

V.

Barges Battle Through Harbor Ice to Bring Coal to
28 cars a day. Thus, from a total of 102 mines will come,
by the order, 500 cars a day. The routing of the cars is to
be left to the determination of the director general or to

upon whose

lines the mines are located.
31 tlie Fuel Administration ordered 400
cars of coal from the Western West Virginia coal fields diverted for local distribution in Ohio by w-ay of the Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton.
This diversion is e.xpected
to relieve pressing conditions at Ohio points where weather
of unprecedented severity is causing distress.
Three liundred cars of coal in-transit for tidewater at
Hampton Roads were ordered diverted for local distribution
in North Carolina.
Reports to the Fuel .Achnini.'^tration
showed that weather conditions were impeding the loading
of coal for water shipment at Hampton Roads, and the coal
bound for that point was ordered to North Carolina.
The Fuel .Administration has ordered 700 cars of bituminous coal diverted from tlie Kanawha district of West Virginia to points in Ohio, Michigan, and Kentucky, to meet
the urgent need? of those localities, and to relieve the congestion of eastbound traffic.
Appro.ximately 250,000 tons of anthracite coal consigned
to New York City were in the cars at the New Jersey terminals of the railroads leading into that city on January 3,

the carrier

On December

Telegrams from Boston authorities and

representations by the Fuel .Administration showed clearly
that the coal shortage in Boston was an acute emergency.

harbor.

This coal

New York
is

now

in the

hands of the Fuel .Adminis-

tration for distribution.

The United
surances from

States Fuel .Administration has received asthe Emergency Fleet Corporation of the United

States Shipping Board that 11 vessels had been assigned for
service in carrying coal from tidewater to points in

New

England.

These ships

will be utilized at once to relieve the

present coal shortage in the New England states and to
build up a winter's coal supply in New England.
The vessels assigned have an aggregate tonnage of 65,730.
Some
of the ships were turned over to the fuel administration at
.Atlantic ports on January 4.
Others will be available within
the next few days.
Some of these ships will be available
for only a single voyage, but the shipping board will undertake to replace them if they are withdrawn.

—

Automobile Output 5,853,000 in Te.v Ye.^rs. In the
past ten years, the American automobile industry has manufactured about 5,853,000 motor vehicles, of which 4,809,000
were made in the past five years.
There were registered
throughout the country July'l last 4,200,000 motor cars.
indicating the average life of an automobile at just under five
It is estimated that cars in use
of which 400,000 are trucks.

•years.

now number

4.500.000.

The Basis

of

Compensation

All Analysis ut

the Provisions Wliicli

by President Wilson
By

Julius

the Prfsidi'nt'> address to Conon the railroad situation, last Friday, identical bills
M-re intnxluci-d in House (H. K. 8172) and Senate (S.
providiiit; anionj; other things a liasis of conii)ensa.1 r.iii,\ ,1 owners while their properties arc under gov'I'he compensation
provisions are con- 1, 2, 3 and 4, while sections 5, 6 and 7 bear
:. Ltl>
uu the financial terms according to which the
1are to im; operated.
Brietly summari/ed, the basic
't-nsation provisions are as follows:

L;rc>s

I

The "just compensation" guaranteed to each carrier
he Use of its property shall be ei|uivalent to the average
- "net railway operating income"
for the three years end1917.

This

is

denominated the "standard

return."

This net operating income may

l)c dertned as railrevenues less o|XTating expenses, taxes, unif any, plus or minus the net balance
•'"m miscellaneous operations, hire of equipment, and joint

2.

way

of)erating

collectible revenues

;tie«.

Taxes deductible from operating revenues under the
provision just cited shall consist of all state and local
taxes actually paid or charged, together with such proportion of federal taxes paid or charged as represents an
amount not greater than the federal taxes assessed during
This proviso as to federal
the year endetl June .iO, 1917.
is designed to hold each road responsible, out of its
corporate income and entirely apart from the income
guaranteed by the government, for such war taxes as were
levied under the financial legislation of last October, or as
may be levied from time to time until government control

taxes

own

has terminated.
i

1

The proposed law guarantees adequate depreciation
If expenditure of the funds demaintenance charges.
from these charges is for any reason deferred, the
dent may authorize the roads to set up reserv'e funds on
1

they

The

may draw

I-

i

iCcomimio

priate $SOU,iJii(i.

I

:)0

for carrying out the

compensation and

other jirovisrou- uf the act.

This outline of the ba-is of «oni|Kn.sation n
if any understanding of the
ompen.sation provi.Moii.s is to i>e reached
such an analysis we must consider not only lli<
com])ensati(m provisions on the railways as a wh
ed as a single network, but also on the railways individually

jetted to analysis

of the

r

1

and on their relative position with respect to all other rt>ad*.
For e.\ami)le, under the provision-, of a standard return all
roiids receive the same net operating income as Ix-fore the
"•
period of government control, although some ni
considerably more traftic than formerly while
may be handling considerably less. It might be
this that the scheme of control works to the disadvaiiiage of
some roads as compared with others, i. e., that they were
doing more work for less return.
However, such elements
are inherent in any general scheme that must be planned
'

:i

'

i

without reference to the particular conditions surrounding
the operations of any one company.

How

compensation provisions, if enacted into
operations of the railways, and are thev
reasonably equitable as between individual railways? Reply
to this query may be found in the following analysis of the
various provisions, in which especial reference is had to their
bearing on all the roads and on each road .separately,
law,

will

affect

ihe.se

the

So far as revenues from and exjienses of railway and miscellaneous transportation operations are concerned, the act
bears on all roads alike.
The item of uncollectible revenues
is so small that it may be dismissed as negligible.
The proviso as to taxes would affect only lightly roads whose fctleral
tax payments are but slightly increa.sed under the income tax

law of October, 1917, while it will put a considerable weight
on roads whose taxes will greatly increase. Hire of e<|uipment and joint facility rentals differ from the other items
mentioned above as factors in the ascertainment of net operat-

at a later period.

ing income, in that they consist almost wholly of inter-railway

use of new capital invested in a carrier's propluring the period of government control shall be comited at an annual rate, determination of which is left
President.
This provision applies to capital whether
-ted out of carrier's surplus, obtained from the sale of
'Ities. or borrowed direct from the government.
iiL'se comprise the direct compensation provisions of the
'>sed act.
Decision as to the amount of the standard
!i
rests with the Interstate Commerce t'ommission.
No
is required to accept the decision of the commission in
this matter, but has the option of two courses of action:
either to submit its claim to the Court of Claims, or to submit to arbitration by a board of three auditors, whose decision
is subject to review by the Court of Claims.
Sections 5 to 7 bear indirectly on the basis of compensation, in that they limit the rate of dividend payable from
such compensation to the regular dividend rate of the threeyear p>eriod to June .^0, 1917: give the President power to
order additions and improvements, to advance the carriers
money at a fair rate of interest, to authorize the issue of
securities, which may be purchased by the government on
account or for sale in the open market: and finally, appro'

Were Suggested

Parinclcc

II.

1MMKi«r\in.\ Kni.i.uwiNG

Railroads

His Message

in

Statistician, liun-uu of Kailvvuv

lune 30,

for the

payments or settlements, whereas the other factors repri-sent
dealings with the government or with the general public.
.Assuming that depreciation rates on equipment arc maintained at an adecjuate level (probably higher than normal,
owing to the wear and tear of war traffic), and that repairs
are made and are charged, as under normal conditions, to
the operating expense accounts, there is little reason to suppose that the inclusion of the hire of equipment provision in
the .scheme of compensation will be a disadvantage to anv

The only possibility of harm lies in a situation involving the lease of equipment from other than railway companies,
or from such railways (i. e.. non-operating companies) as
road.

may

not come under the general provisions of the proposed
Such a situation might work to the advantage or disadvantage of a carrier, according as it drew respcctivelv a
smaller or larger proportion of its equipment in .se^^ire from
the classes of companies named,
.\nother element for harm
is represented by charges in per diem rates.
act.

So far as interchange of equipment between roads covered
by the .scheme of conifx-nsation is concerned, guarantee by
the government of the carriers' net operating income will
make it of little moment whether the proportional use of

127
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each other's equipment is greater or less than during the
normal three-year period utilized as a yardstick. Furthermore, it is of great importance whether hire-of-equipment
accounts are actually maintained between the carriers during
the period of government control or not, even though for
purposes of record it might be considered advisable to do
so.

Equipment seems destined to be pooled on a large scale
under government control, motive power as well as freight and
passenger cars, and inter-company financial relations with
regard to equipment contributed to the pool should therefore
However, it is absolutely essential
be of the simplest sort.
that any road using the equipment of another road should
maintain it in good order, charging the cost to its own operating expenses, while the owning road should in turn charge
to its operating expense account depreciation on that equipment at a rate warranted by the wear and tear on it, regardless of whether the wear and tear occurred while in service at
home or on a foreign road.
Joint facility rentals are also inter-railway payments, such
These payments, together with
as for joint use of tracks.
the cost of operating and maintaining joint tracks, terminal
facilities, etc., have been adjusted to a reasonably equitable
basis in normal times, and it may be assumed that this will
represent a fair basis for continuance, regardless of changed
conditions of traffic routing or handling.
There are two other rental accounts not included in the
scheme of compensation, namely, rents paid and received for
lease of road, and miscellaneous rents paid and received.
These rental payments and receipts, under the proposed act,
are not to be taken into the accounts before arriving at the
net operating income which the government guarantees, but
shall be financed from income remaining after adjustment
under the guarantee. Leased rentals are paid largely to
non-operating railway companies, which seem to lie outside
the scheme of government compensation. Miscellaneous rents
in part represent dealings with non-railway corporations or

Hence

two groups of rentals stand in a somewhat different class than the two groups already discussed
^hire of equipment and joint facility).
Leaving leased and miscellaneous rentals out of consideration in arriving at net operating income will affect the final
result only with such roads as are forced to accept changes
in rental rates after June 30, 1917, and during the period of
government control. Unfortunately a number of roads are
in the position of expecting increased rentals forced on them
in the near future, and their guaranteed income will, therefore, be reduced by the amount of the increases.
In other
persons.

these

words, so long as these rentals are actually a fixed charge
(using the word "fixed" in a dual' sense, the technical accounting sense and the ordinary sense of "stable"), it makes
little dift"erence whether they are accounted for before or after
arriving at net operating income; but if they take on more
the character of an operating expense in that they shift
quickly according to the trend of general prices, they might
better be treated as an operating expense and be deducted
before reaching the standard return.
There is little question about the other compensation provisions of the act.
So much depends on the standards and
methods adopted by the President and the Director General
of Railroads, that it would be unwise to prophesy how the
compensation scheme will work out. For example, much
depends on what the President, or rather the person or persons to whom he delegates the task, shall regard as adequate
depreciation and maintenance charges, what his attitude will
be regarding issues of securities, and the like.
However, the

own emphatic phraseology, set out both in his
proclamation and his address to Congress on the railway
situation, assures the roads a square deal, and they certainly can neither w-i.eh nor expect anything more or less
than that.
President's
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Lord Shaughnessy Comments
on the Canadian Railway Situation
SHAUGHNESSY, president and chairman of the CanLORD
the author of a most interesting article
adian Pacific,
is

on the railway situation in Canada which appeared in
Extracts
tlie annual financial survey of the Toronto Globe.
from this article follow:
war,
the
railway
this
great
world
After forty months of
situation in Canada presents a very different face from that
Canada's trade balance has been converted
of peace times.
from a heavy "minus" to a substantial "plus," the exports
for eleven months of 1917 exceeding those of a similar peThe increase in
riod in 1913 by over a billion dollars.
traffic-moving effort has meant not increased profit but in-

The labor shortage is increased anxiety for the carriers.
dicated by our own Honor Roll, which shows that up to
Canadian Pacific had
of
the
employers
December 6, 7,021
for active service.
satisfactory features are the efficiency with which the
Canadian railways have done their part under such trjdng

enlisted

The

circumstances, and the remarkable absence of congestion.
\\'ith fewer ports and a much less elaborate network of
railways than in the United States, Canada has solved its
From
war-export problems w-ith infinitely less confusion.
the beginning of August, 1914, to November 30, 1917, the
Canadian railways have handled for the Imperial Government over tyi million tons of supplies, exclusive of horses
and mules, most of which may be considered as supplementary to normal traffic; but so admirably has the movement been timed with the arrival and departure of steamers
that not a cent has been earned by the ships as demurrage. * * *

The

and absence of congestion with which our
has been handled might well be taken
our American friends who, if I may venture the

efficiency

enormous war
to heart b\'

traffic

suggestion, are looking too hopefully to the centralized

eft'ort

an overworked government when they should depend
more on the trained enterprise of the individual industrial
units that have been so efficiently developed during times
of peace.
Any form of control that will have the effect of
lessening the sense of keenness and responsibility on the
of

part of these units, is sure to be disastrous in its results.
If they are not too proud to profit by our experience in
Canada, they should solve their traffic problem by placing
under government control not the railroads but the shippers, leaving the railroads with their trained operating staffs,
political considerations, to find out how
maximum traffic to given ports at a given time,
over a given route, and helping these railroads to secure on
fair terms the funds for necessary maintenance and equipment.
A government controller of shipments, corresponding
to our director of overseas transport, is needed, not a government controller of railroads. It is folly to send out an
S. O. S. call for government control or ownership of the

untrammelled by
to carry the

railroads themselves, a control which experience has
to Ije fatally

opposed to economy and

shown

efficiency.

The Canadian Railway

Association of National Defence,
with the unqualified support of the Board of Railway Commissioners, is doing efficiently, economically, and without

what might have been done inefficiently
and expensively under government control. Our only real
handicap is the difficulty of financing the operation of our
railways at the old rates, when cost of labor and cost of
material keep mounting up.
With a reasonable increase of
political interference

rates corresponding to this increased cost of production, the

Canadian raihvays are well able to face even severer traffic
problems than those which they have already so admirably
solved.

The Administration
Five

AN

.M'l-Koi'kiAiloN

IIiiiulitHi

from

tlic

Bill for

in

excess of the

No Dividend

Million Appropriation.

Increases

Withuiit Approval.

Income Guaranteed

treasury of $.SOO,()()U,UUO
surplus farniiiRs of any

ly on the Republican side, who are cxjjctteil to make a fight
against anything that seems to contcm|>lute a permanent p(»ssc.ssion of the roads by the government.
It has lieen p<jinttd

to l)C used, together witli tin-

roail

Control of Railroads

nuaranticd

net

o|ii-rating

in-

come, to constitute a "revolving; fund" for tlie payment of
guarantee to other roads and to provide terminals, imtillpnivements, lixiunotives or e<|uipment. is provided for in the
administration l>ill intnxluied in Congress on January 4 to
pn-irik- the terms of the government's control of the railro.ids in accordance with the President's recommendations.
The l>ill was introtluced in the Senate by Senator Smith,

out, however, that this section need not

acting chairman of the Committi>e on Interstate Commerce,
as S. .<.^S5. and in the House by Rejire-sentative Sims, chair-

tems while under federal control, for the just compensation
of their owners, and for other purposes.
Be it etitictfd hy the Senate and Iloufe of Representatives
of the United States of America in Congress assembled.
That the President, having in a time of war taken over the
possession, use, and control (called herein federal control)

man

of the rommiltee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce
til 72. and it was referred to those committees.

as H. R.

Ihe

bill

authorizes the President to

make agreements with

and to guarantee compensation based as near as
ni.iv be on the average net operating income for the three
years ending June 30, 1<)17, which is defined as the standard
return, and also provides adjustment by a board appointed
bv the Interstate Commerce Commission in case of a failure
the roads

I'nder its terms dividends may not be paid in excess of the regular rates paid during the three-year period
without the approval of the President.
riiis guards against the possibility of the government
guarantee being treated by any company as a "melon" by
distributing the entire amount to the security-holders without the usual appropriations for improvements or surplus
to .igree.

and the President
ni.ike,

is

additions or

authorized to make, or order a road to
Provision is made for
improvements.

capital invested during the period of gova return
ernment control at a rate to be fixed by the President.
Another important section of the bill authorizes the

on new

Pre-ident to purchase for the United States securities issued
by the roads and to sell them whenever in his judgment it
This is evidently intended to prevent competiis desirable.
tion of railroad securities with Lil)erty Bonds and to make
it ptjssible to issue securities for refunding or other necessary purposes without regard to the state of the market.
The President's approval is required for all such issues.
The net ofx-rating income is defined in the bill and the
Interstate Commerce Commission is to certify the amount.
Federal taxes in excess of taxes assessed during the year
ending June 30, 1917, are not to be charged against the
revenue in computing the standard return, so that any war
excess profits tax or increased income tax will be paid from
the net return instead of being charged to operating expenses like other taxes.
.\ny net operating income in excess of the standard is to be the property of the United States
to constitute a part of the revolving fund.
Section 9 authorizes the President to extend the federal
workmen's compensation law. which now applies to government employees, to apply to railroad employees. Section 12
provides penalties for violations of the law, or any order
or regulation issued under its provisions, or for interference
with railroad operation.
The lines are drawn for a possible lively contest in Congress lictwecn the advocates and opponents of government
ownership by a provision in the bill that the plan of govemnunt control shall continue in effect not merely for the
<! of the war but until Congress shall thereafter order
rwise.
It is expected that this will be strongly opposed
liose who regard the action of the President as unnecesand unwise, and this includes a large number, especial-

Ije

considered to have
for a

any more significance than the necessary provision
peritxl of adjustment after the war.
The text of the bill is as follows:

Text

A

bill to

of the Administration Bill

provide for the ofjcration of trans|j<jrtation sys-

of certain .systems of transportation (called herein carriers),
is hereby authorized to agree with and to guarantee to any
such carrier that during the period of such federal control
it shall receive as its just compensation an income at an annual rate equivalent as nearly as may be to its average net
railway operating income for the three years ending June
30. 1917, (called herein standard return); said net railway
operating income for the purposes of this act shall, as to

carriers

making

returns to the Interstate

Commerce Commis-

be computed

from such returns, excluding, however,
debits and credits arising from the accounts called in the
monthly returns leased road rents and miscellaneous rents:
Provided, houTcer, That no federal ta.xes in excess of taxes
assessed during the year ending June 30, 1917, shall be
charged against revenue in computing such standard return.
Any net railway operating income in excess of such standard
return shall be the property of the United States.
The
amount of such standard return as accruing during said
period of three years shall be determined by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, and the certificate of said commission as to the amount of said net railway ojjerating income
shall, for the purpose of such agreement and guaranty, be
taken as final and conclusive.
During the period of such federal control adequate depreciation and maintenance of the properties of the carriers
sion,

be included as a part of the operating expenses or
provided through a reserve fund, in accordance with such
principles and rules as shall be determined by the President.
shall

Provision for Failure to Agree on Compensation
2.
That if no such agreement is made, the President may nevertheless pay or cause to be paid to any carrier
while under federal control an amount not exceeding 90 per
cent of such standard return, remitting such carrier to its
legal rights in the court of claims for any balance claimed;
and any amount thereafter found due above the amount paid
shall bear interest at the rate of six per centum per annum;
and any excess amount paid hereunder shall be recoverable by the United States, with interest at the rate of six
per centum per annum.
That any claim for just comp)cnsation not adSec. 3.
justed as provided in section one shall be submitted to a
board of three auditors appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, members of which and of the official
force thereof being eligible for ser\'ice as such auditors, but
without additional cc»nf>ensation therefor.
Said auditors
shall give a full hearing to such carrier and to the United

129

Sec.
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States,

and

shall report

to

the President the

amount due

such carrier as just compensation; a sum not exceeding the
amount so reported may be agreed upon by the President
Failing such an agreement, either the
and such carrier.
United States or such carrier may file a petition in the
court of claims for the purpose of final ascertainment of the
amount of such just compensation, and in the proceedings
in said court the report of said auditors shall be prima facie
evidence of the facts therein stated. The just compensation
of any carrier under federal control not making returns to
the Interstate Commerce Commission shall be determined in
accordance with the provisions of this section.
That the return of any carrier shall be increased
Sec. 4.
by an amount reckoned at a rate per centum to be fixed by
the President upon the cost of any additions and improvements made while under federal control, with the approval
of the President, to the property of any carrier and paid
for by such carrier from its own capital or surplus, and b}'
an amount equal to the rate accruing to the United States
upon an}- advances made to such carrier for the cost of such
additions and improvements as provided in section six hereof.

That no carrier while under federal control shall,
Sec. S.
without the prior approval of the President, declare or pay
any dividend in excess of its regular rate of dividends during the three years ending June 30, 1917: Provided, however, That such carriers as have paid no regular dividends
or no dividends during said period may, with the prior approval of the President, pay dividends at such rate as the
President

may

determine.

The Revolving Fund
of $500,000,000 is hereby appropriated, out of the public treasury from any funds not otherwise appropriated, which, together with any funds avail-

That the sum

Sec. 6.

able from anv excess earnings of said carriers, may be used
by the President as a revolving fund for the purpose of paying the expenses of the federal control, and any deficit of
any carrier below such standard or ascertained return, and

provide terminals, improvements, engines, rollirig stock,
and other necessary equipment, such terminals, improvements, and equipment to be used and accounted for as the
President may direct and to be disposed of as Congress may

to

hereafter by

law provide.

ma\- also on or in connection with the propmake or order any carrier to make any
additions and improvements necessary or desirable for war
He may from said repurposes or in the public interest.
volving fund advance to such carrier all or any part of the
expense of such additions and improvements so ordered and
constructed by such carrier or by the President, such advances to be charged against such carrier and to bear interest at such rate and be payable on such terms as may be
determined by the President, to the end that the United
States may be fully reimbursed for any sums so advanced.
Any loss claimed to accrue to any carrier by reason of any
such additions or improvements so ordered and constructed
may be determined by agreement between the President and
such carrier; failing such agreement the amount of such loss
shall be ascertained as provided in section three hereof.
From said revolving fund the President may expend such
an amount as he may deem necessary or desirable for the
purchase, construction, or utilization and operation of boats,
barges, tugs, and other transportation facilities on the inland
and coastwise waterways, and may in the acquisition, operation, and use of such facilities create or employ such agencies

The President

erty of

any

carrier,

and enter into such contracts and agreements
deem in the public interest.
President

May

as he

shall

Purchase Securities

for the purpose of providing funds requiproper
site for maturing obligations or for other legal and
Sec. 7.

That
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expenditures, or for reorganizing railroads in receivership,
carriers may, during the period of federal control, issue
such bonds, notes, equipment trust certificates, stock and
other,

forms of

securities, secured or

unsecured by mortgage,

may approve as consistent with the
The President may purchase for the United

as the President
interest.

public
States

any part of such securities at prices not exceeding
par, and may sell such securities whenever in his judgment
'i
it is desirable at prices not less than the cost thereof; any
sums available from the revolving fund provided in section
or

all

may

be used for such purchases.
That the President may execute any of the
powers herein and heretofore granted him with relation to
federal control through such agencies as he may determine,
and may fix the reasonable compensation for the perform-

six

Sec.

I

8.

I

ance of services in connection therewith, and may utilize the
personnel and facilities of the Interstate Commerce Commission and call upon members of such commission, or any
of its employees, or employees of any department of the gov
ernmcnt for such services as he may deem expedient. No
such federal official or employee shall receive any additional
compensation for such services.
That the President is hereby authorized while
Sec. 9.

I

carriers are under federal control to direct that the federal
workmen's compensation act of September, 1916, shall be
extended so as to apph" to carrier employees, on such terms
and conditions as will give due consideration to remedies
available under state compensation laws or otherwise.
That nothing herein contained shall be conSec. 10.
strued as modifying or restricting the powers heretofore conferred upon the President to take possession and assume
control of any or all systems of transportation; and the
President in addition to the powers conferred by this act,
shall have and is hereby given such other and further powers
necessary or appropriate to give effect to the powers herein
and heretofore conferred.
That carriers while under federal control shall,
Sec. 11.
in so far as is not inconsistent therewith, or with the pro-

any other act applicable to such federal
any order of the President, be subject to all
laws and liabilities as common carriers; and suits may be
brought by and against such carriers and judgments rendered as now provided by law: Provided, however. That except with the written assent of the President no attachment
shall be levied by mesne process or on execution on or
against any of the property used by any such carrier in the
performance of its duties as a common carrier.
Sec. 12.
That ever)' person or corporation, whether car-

visions of this act, or
control, or with

any receiver, trustee, lessee, agent, or person acting for or employed by a carrier or shipper, or other
person, who shall knowingly violate or fail to observe any
rier or shipper, or

of the provisions of this Act, or shall knowingly interfere
with or impede the possession, use, operation, or control of

railroad property, railroad, or transportation system
hitherto or hereafter taken over by the President, or shall

any

any of the provisions of any order or regulation made
pursuance of this Act, or of any other Act concerning such

violate
in

possession, use, operation, or control, shall be guilty of 3'«i|
misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction, be punished by afll
fine of not more than $5,000, or, if a person, by imprison-«I

Each indepenfor not more than two years, or both.
dent transaction constituting a violation of, or a failure to
observe, any of the provisions of this act, or any order entered in pursuance hereof, shall constitute a separate offense.
For the taking or conversion to his own use or the embezzlement of money or property derived from or used in connection with the possession, use, or operation of said railroads
or tran.sportation systems, the criminal statutes of the United
States, as well as the criminal statutes of the various states
where applicable, shall apply to all officers, agents, and employees engaged in said railroad and transportation service.
ment
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uiulcr federal itmtrol, to

i>

tlie

same cxU-nt

"That

lunuiuitr >li.ill U- in tlie district courts of
Inited States, under the direction of the attorney gen(oUo tion and
eral, in accordance witli the iirotedure for tlie

pass on the agreement."
No general rule for

said lourts.
iiifK)sinij of tines and iK-nalties now existing in
the federal control of tran-porlation sys1 hat
l.v
Si-i
uins lurein ami luretofi>re provided for >hall continue for

iie which
with specially, as in the case of a new i'
at.
The
in the last six months has grrally ini
:Me of an
r.iilroads wish to avoid in evcr\ \\.i\ it
attitude of obstruction, realizing that every intereht must Ix;
ready to make sacrifices necessary to the •'wir-^' »>f thf war,
irial
but they are confronted with the most u
lal
transaction in history, and there is hai
...•
^lent
institution in the land that is not foui

urder interid

nthe

I

lje binding on the stockholder!).
and larsc question," Mr. 'riiom
"and the only safe way is to have the stockholders

would

directors of a road

United
to iHT-iiris ciiiiiluvctl in till- riKular service of the
I'rdMiUtiiiii- for vii>l.ition> of tliis ait or of any
^iilt-.
,.

,1
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and .lurinu the period of the war and until Congress shall
nnlcr othcrwi-c.

there.iflcr

and

Senate

House Committees
Begin Hearings on

Bill

Both the Senate and the House committees haviuR jurisdiction over railroad legislation began their consideration of
Ihe House Committee on
the l.ill on Monday. January 7.
Interstate Coninurce held a short meeting and decided to
hold he;irings on I'uesday, inviting Director General McAdoo to apitear and ex|)iain in detail the purpose of the
provisions in the administration hill.
Before the Senate committee, Alfred P. Thom. counsel

wiriiHis

Railway I'xecutives' .\ilvisory Committee, announced
was the position of the railrmds that while the provision.s
the hill were generally satisfactory, the proposed compcnition based on the average net operating income of the
lirec years ending June ,?0, 1017, would l)e inade<iuate, and

lor the
t

I"

;liat it should be baseii on the earning capacity at the time
He
the roads were taken over or reasonably near that time.
was followed by Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the South•rn Pacific, who advocated the use of the average for 1916

ind 1917.

Amendments to the bill to eliminate the provision for
ontinuing the government possession of the roads until
'ongress orders otherwise have been intrcKluced by Senators
Watson and Gallinger. The former proposes that the plan
~hall continue for only six months after the proclamation of
I>eace, while the latter proposes that it shall end when the

•

«ar

doe.s.

The Senate Committee on
uary

2

had completed the

Interstate

first

stage of

Commerce on Janits post mortem on

the action of the President in taking over the railroads, after
h.iving heard Commissioners Hall, McChord and .\itchison
;t

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission.

On Monday,

it

hearing for the purpose of hearing from railway executives, with the President's recommendations be-

resumed
fore

its

it.

The Republican

senators

confined

their

questioning

powers to deal with the situation without
taking over the roads.
.•Ml of the commissioners assented
to the idea that "too much priority," as Mr. McChord e\pres.sed it. was largely responsible for the congestion.
.After the commissioners had been heard from, .\lfred P.
Thorn, counsel for the Railway Executives' .Advisor)- Committee, urged the importance of a quick settlement of the
question of compensation on a basis on which there can
be an agreement without the necessity of resorting to the
courts, because, he said, if there is any uncertainty there
will l)e great financial distress.
Senator Underwood asked
what was the object of Congress trying to fix the terms of
onipensation because the Supreme Court has held that it
possessixl sufficient

'

.mnot

'

fix

the comp)ensation for the taking of private prop-

Thom replied that while that is true. Congress
authorize the President to enter into agreements on a
basis and establish a tribunal to adjust claims on
which there is a failure to agree.
The senator also asked
if :(n icro^m'-nt with the President made bv the officers and

may

'•ertain

Mr.

a

a|>plicable,

very

serious

Mr. Thc»m

i

would U- universally
and many lases must !*• dealt

rini|H'ns.ition

said,

i

,

,

on railroad

In the

securities.

judgment of the

railro:ids,

he

said, the basis of comjiensation should represent the equiv-

alent of the property taken at the time
to that time as

is

it

is

taken or as near

and should represent what the
the hands of its owners.

reasonable,

property was worth in
Senator Pomerene remarki<l
ject to regulation as to rates
pensation should not be ba.sed
reasonable earnings.
•'The Interstate Commerce

that the roads arc

still

sub-

and asked whether tl>e comon what might be considerc-d

Commission has said in its
annual report," replied Mr. Thom, "that the IxKly of rates
after all these years of regulation, are reasonable and should
be so established by Congress for the future.
To take advantage of the power of regulation to l>eat down the value
of these jjroperties that have been taken over would Ije to
vicjlate every principle of morality.
It would \>c to say that
the rates which have been declared to be rea.sonablc arc no
longer reasonable in an attempt to reduce the value.
Congress attempted something like that once and the Supreme
Court in the Monongahela case said it could not Ije done."
Senator Cummins said that every lawyer would agree that
the government must pay just compensation for projjerty
taken and he had supposed the railroads had t)ccn taken
over, but that there

was much

in the bill as well as in the

President's message to lead to some douijt as to whether the
govermiient had actually taken the property and was o|)erat-

ing it or whether it had not merely exercised a greater degree of control.
"All power to control earning capacity has lieen taken
away.'' replied Mr. Thom. "If the government manages well
enough and the traffic is large enough any earnings in excess
of the guarantee go to the government.
of ownership has been taken awav."

of

members of the commission principally to bringing out factto show that the government itself was chietly responsible
for creating the railroad situation which called forth the
President's exercise of his war power, and that he had

erty.

replied,

is

The

ver\- .substance

Mr. Kruttschnitt Testifies
Mr.

Kruttsihnitt

that the year 1915

|irescnted

was

stali.^tiial

evideme to show
and should

excejjtionally unfavorable

not be included in the average on which to ba.se the guar-

There were more commercial failures in that year, he
than in any year since 1860 and the percentage of
return earned by the roads on their property investment,
If the guar4.00. was less than for any year since 1900.
intee should be based on the threc-year-avcragc, all the additional money put into the properties since that time will
The jiropcrty now represents
not be allowed anv return.
between '2,000 and 3.000 more miles and $2,000,000,000
more money than in 191 S. The method proposed by the
President, if based on the last two years instead of three.
would be satisfactory to most roads and the few special
cases could be dealt with separately.
Senator Cummins asked if 1916 and 1917 were not al>nomially good years, just as 1915 was abnormally bad. Mr.
Krutt.sclinitt said that as compared with a period of years
The operating income for the three vears
thev were not.
averaged 5.26 per cent, which was less than the return for
1917. 1016. 1910, 1909. 1907 or 1905 and only slightly
!ni,.n- atir.n, hc Said, •^hi.nl.l !•
Tlw
over tll:!t f'lr lOO;
antee.
said,

,

.
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Dased as nearly as possible on the condition at the time the
roads were taken.
Senator Lewis asked whether the same basis of compensation would be fair if the government were to keep the
roads permanently.
"Certainly not," replied Mr. Kruttschnitt, "the directors
and shareholders would submit to some loss to help win the
war, but I am not prepared to say the\- would acce]it the
same basis permanently."
For the Southern Pacilic, he said, the three year average
would produce a return of sliglitly over S per cent on the

mines
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avoid the cross-hauling of coal, but,
had no authority to put it into eff'ect.
congestion had been increased by the indiscriminate use of preference orders by the government departments for all government freight regardless of its imhe

in the district to

.--aid,

the railroads

He showed how

portance.

the

freight

"On

one road it was found that 85 per cent of
was covered by preference orders and it was

book value.
Mr. Kruttschnitt continued his testimony on Tuesday,
describing the remarkable increase in railroad efficiency accomplished by the railroads under the direction of the Railroads' War Board and sliowing how congestion had been
caused by the abuse of government preference orders and
liy the shortage of locomotive^, caused partly by the fact that
the government had ordered domestic orders for engines postponed to send engines to France and Russia.
He also told the committee that when the plan of pooling
the facilities of the eastern roads was announced, although
the i>lan had not extended to the pooling of freight or of
earnings, the attorney general had become aroused by the
newspaper reports and had written a letter to the board
warning them not to violate the laws. Members of the com-

obviously impossible to give everything preference," he said.
"Now diat Mr. McAdob is in charge he has followed our
suggestion that someone be appointed to co-ordinate the
government traffic requirements and has put Edward Chambers of the Food Administration in charge."
"But the government had all the power necessary to correct the difficulty without taking over the railroads.
said
Senator Kellogg.
"I think so," replied the witness.
The shortage of locomotives, Mr. Kruttschnitt said, was
caused in part by the fact that the government had ordered
the builders to hold back American orders in order to send
Now the Russian ortheir output to France and Russia.
ders are being held back and 90 to 100 of the Russian engines have been taken for use here as well as about 100
locomotives built for General Pershing's army which could
be spared for a time. Also 165 locomotives have been promised for the eastern roads which had been ordered for the
western I'nes because the western roads" need for them is

mittee expressed a desire to see the correspondence.

less urgent.

m

the archives of the

War

"It is

Board, wherever they are now,"

said !Mr. Kruttschnitt.

Before Mr. Kruttschnitt took the stand A. P. Thom, counfor the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee, made

sel

a statement to the committee to correct an impression given

by newspaper statements that "the railroads will fight to retain their profits during the period of government control."
"We were not appearing," he said, "in any controversial or
obstructive attitude.
We are not fighting at all, we have
determined merely to lay the facts before the committee."
Mr. Kruttschnitt, in reply to a question by Senator Watson, said that all railroads had implicity obeyed all directions of the ^^'a^ Board. There had been some differences of
opinion and some slight argument, but when the War Board
insisted its directions were always complied with.

Mr. Kruttschnitt's testimony was based on the statistics
included in the report filed b)- the War Board last week with
the Senate Committee, showing an increase in traffic handled
of 20 per cent in six months of 1917 as compared with 1916
and of 50 per cent as compared with the corresponding period of 1915.

"Why didn't the railroads adopt these measures of efficiency long ago?" asked Senator Cummins.
"We have been working on them for 15 years," replied
Mr. Kruttsclmitt, "but some roads had made more progress
than others and the efforts of the War Board were largely
devoted to trying to bring up the roads at the bottom of the
list to the highest standards while spurring the other roads
to even greater efforts."
Mr. Kruttschnitt outlined the work of the Commission on
Car Service in distriituting cars to the points where they
were most needed, regardless of ownership, including the
sending of over 222,000 empty box cars from the congested
roads to the roads which needed them.
"Then didn't you have as complete control of the cars as
asked Senator
if there liad been a common ownership?"

La

FoUette.

"As
schnitt.

far as

box cars were concerned, "^ replied Mr. Krutt-

"The pooling

of coal cars

was not attempted

War

Board had also submitted to the
Fuel Administration a carefully worked out plan for dividing the countn' into districts to be served with coal from
Railroads'

j

Senator Watson asked Mr. Kruttschnitt whether he believed the roads would ever go i«ck to their old form of
management. Mr. Kruttschnitt leplied that their experience
during the past eight months had led railroad officers to

hope that after the war some of the handicaps under which
they had worked because of the laws intended to force competition would be removed.
They would have been able to
accomplish a great deal more, he said, if they had been allowed to do some of the things prohibited by law. In reply
to a question by Senator Watson as to the present status of
the railroads Mr. Kruttschnitt read a copy of a telegram he
had sent to the three Southern Pacific presidents telling them
to follow the usual practices except as otherwise ordered and
that there

was nothing

yet to require the discontinuance of

and agencies. He said
was the conclusion reached from the President's proclamation and the orders thus far issued by the director
solicitation or the closing of offices

this

general.

Cummins asked what motive

the roads now have
have even," motive," was the
reply.
"If we ever lose our grip on expenses it would take
years to get it back.
That is the hardest kind of work an
executive ever undertook." Mr. Kruttschnitt then explained
that it was most important that the existing organization
should not be demoralized and said that as a matter of pride
railroad officers would not want to have the results of their
stewardship under government control compare unfavorably

Senator

for controlling expenses.

with the results

"We

Ijefore.

should the Southern Pacific have any guarantee
from the government? Why should not it be satisfied with
a claim for loss by reason of any order of the director
general?"
"\\'hy

"Our experience

in collecting claims from the government
has been unfortunate," replied Mr. Kruttschnitt,
and he added that the loss of efficiency which might result
from a possible demoralization of the organization or from
neglect of the propert\- would be greater than any sum of
money could ])ay for.
for

loss

until

later."

The

'

Commissioner Aitchison

Testifies

Clyde B. Aitchison, one of the new members of the InterHe
state Commerce Commission, testified on Januar)' 2.
said all the members of the commission had come to the

January
I'uiuluMoii
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II,

(li.it

r.iilw.i)

ii)ii(liti(iii>

coiuurrrti in rcdiiniiuiKliiiL;

ilir

wiTt' iiitiiliT.iMt'

two

IukI

111'

ln-iausc

.iltcrn.ilivi"-,

tlic

IM

iIk- i.r..viM.,ii'.

,,l

th.

.idmiiii-tralion bill,

an active part in drafting

I

tliat

tir>l.
I

'

till-

rii.iiN

muinin^ uiuIit
he. at least, filt

In-

.i>>i>tf(l

liy

ilu-

(irivute luntrol, naturally
it

was no longer tenaMe

>U){Ki°''<((°<l

anti that

He

to eliminate iiulividual interests.

ir\

unviriiiiu-iit, wliilc rc-

it

its«-lf,

but

was netes-

said the uminiission

to express no preference in stating first the
allowing the ro;i(l> to effett their own iinifidid not wish to iritiiise the work done liy the
.ilro.i(N' War Ho.ird, hut it did not .«.eein to him that their
resolutions were being translated into action and he did not
Many of the resolutions, he thought,
sec how they could lie.
were i.iken by the roads as reionimendations rather than as

'

•

.

inteiiiletl

I

rnative

ot"

He

uin

positive orders.

Mr. .\itchison put into the record >tatistics of railway
Cttming> and e.\|)en>es, etc., for \9\(t. and for nine months
of I'll 7. showing a reduction of ojierating income of IJ.^O,000,(MM1 for the roads as a whole, although the loss was en-

on the eastern roads.

tirely

would
sults

Senator

Cummins

a.sked

if

it

safe to take that as a basis for estimating the re-

Ik.'

for the year.

"Vou

are asking me, in effect, to decide the 15 per cent

He al.'^o pointed out
Senator that while the figures showed increases in
maintenance expenditures, the carriers claimed that less
work was being obtained for the money and that there was
a gri-at deal of deferred maintenance.
Senator Cummins asked the commissioner to file a statement showing the principal figures arrived at by the Bureau
',"'

replied ("ommissioncr Aitchison.

the

of \'aluation in

its first

reports.

the.se

are not repre.sentative roads, they

?" asked Senator Kellogg.

would require
-lation to make the findings of the commission prima
10 evidence in condemnation proceedings."
"But the railroads have been taken over now and there is
some oliligation on the part of the government to pay for
N'o,"

answered Mr.

.\itchi.son,

"and

it

their use," said Senator Kellogg.

"That

is

my

The Schenectady Ticket
By

F. J.

Office

Lyon

of .Schene* tady is K.s.OlMI, from which
Till:
we derive ajtproxiniately $475,000 worth of liuKJncM
annually. To hanille this amount of business I have
I'ofii.Aiiii.N

working with me three assistants, two working davs ;ind one
Kach man has his own tit kit (later, die .ii
er containing a $100 bank, and a sejiarale i.
provided in the safe to hxk up the same wlun
The ticket sales are taken care of during tlie day at one
window, and the Pullman reservations sales, general information and telephones at the seiond window, the two
day clerks alternating at these windows.
The local ticket case is built in beneath the window counnight.

'

'

'

ter, extending to the right and left, and over eai h ticket
is shown its destination and [irice.
The two interline ca.scs
are directly In'hind the ticket window, one case k-ing used
for tickets with printed destinations which are alphal>etica1-

arranged, the price appearing over each ticket, the other
for blank destination tickets, which is alphaix-tically
arranged as to terminal roads.
ly

ca.>-e

would not give
iny idea of what the other roads would show, would

"As
^

whiib

Hi- «aid that the

increased taxes ^hul! not be char.''
computing the guaranlii iiiniiK- u
by about S'JO.OOO.OOO, the amount
of the railroads this year.

recollection of the constitution," replied the

witness.

Tour sheets are provided with space for three tours which
covers the business handled for 24 hours.
.Ml lo<al ti< kets
have agents' stubs attached, thus making a com[dete stub
and each tour

-system,

when

clerk has

made up from

is

retiring

from the

the stubs the ticket

window.

The three
tours arc balanced against the daily report books which arc
12 o'clock noon e.ich day, all local ticket numbers l)eing called from the case.
The interline is ma<le up
ticket

clo.scd out at

from the agents' stubs.
All tariffs are filed in binders label "Local
and "Interand kept handy to the ticket window, and all circulars, etc.. received from the general offices are placed on the
"

Senator Kellogg asked the witness whether he believed
that the government could operate the roads more efficiently
than private enterpri.se and whether he believed in government ownership.
"I think government ownership is now
inevitable," Mr. Aitchison replied, "and that is the consensus
of opinion of the state commissioners with whom I have
talked.
Whether I regard it as desirable or not is a different

one month until everyone becomes familiar with
and at the end of that time are filed in files
labeled to show the cla.ss of information they contain. When
circulars or supplements to tariffs are received suspcmling

question."

the sale of rail-water fares,

Mr. Aitchison declared that in his opinion a repeal of
the restrictive laws would not have been sufficient to make
the railroads operate as a unit and he cited the fact that
while the .Southern Railway was advertising in Washington
papers asking people not to travel, the Southern Pacific
was advertising in the same papers asking them to go to
California by the way of New Orleans,
.\skcd whether
the railroads had diverted freight to less congested lines,
Mr. .\itchi4on mentioned the use of the Western Maryland as
an auxiliary line of the Baltimore & Ohio, "but," he said,
"how long it would continue to carry empties for the B. &
O., I couldn't say."
Senator E. D. Smith of South Carolina, the ranking mem-

Committee on Interstate Commerce, has been
by the Senate steering committee for election as
•hairman of the committee to succeed the late Senator Newlands, and Senator Ollie fames of Kentucky to succeed him
as a mcml)er of the committee.
ber of

the

selected

George P. .\nderson. of the Interstate Commerce Commission, testified before the House committee on Tuesday, in
place of ^fr. McAdoo, who will probably testify after the
railway executives have appeared.

He

line"

desk

for

their contents;

we

face the top ticket in the c.isc

and endorse acro.ss the back "Off sale."
For the convenience of making mileage exchanges, wc
have prepared a list showing all the stations on the main
line and a list showing the fares to the (irincipal cities.
in

Some of our "Business Getters" are: to lie courteous to
everyone; call our patrons by name as they appear at the
window, if jwssible; make suggestions to the uninformed
traveler; keep dodgers advertising excursions jirominently
displayed: watch local pajiers for information as to |H-ople
visiting and leaving the city.
While we do not have much
time to call on them personally, we are usually able to get
in touch with them by telephone or letter and quote them
fares and make suggestions as to good train scr\'ice.
When
application is made for a foreign road time-table, we ask
if they are (ilanning a trip and invite them into the office.
Then we get out maps showing the country through which
it would be possible for them to travel, descrilic- such of the
interesting points as we are familiar with, give them descriptive
ticket

literature

and Pullman

which would l>e of interest, quote the
fares and try not let them escape any

easier than the in.surance agent does his prospective patrons.
'

explained

in

detail

•

Fr.^m

ll.r

Vc» York

Triilrjl

n,.l|rMn
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Marketing
and Transportation*
By

T. C. Powell,

Vice-President, Southern Railway System, Cincinnati, Ohio.
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Decline of River Transportation

When

built into the Northwest, the railroads l^roke
It used to be
the monopoly of the river steamboats.
said of some of the boats on the upper Mississippi, before
the advent of the railroads, that they were compelled to tow
an extra barge to hold the money taken in by the purser!

down

.\nd

this

if

sufferIS NO DOUBT in my mind that this country
THERE
ing today more because of high prices than from any

that

single cause. The high cost of living is no longer a jest!
But these conditions have not been brought about by an actual
shortage of food, but by a poor marketing system, and the
failure of the marketing system has permitted manipula-

captain!

is

tion

of prices.

contained a despatch from
Chicago packers were said to
own millions of eggs in cold storage, for which there was
no demand, and that wholesalers were said to be facing a

On October 19,
New York stating

the papers

that the

of millions of dollars unless the Government fixed a
Is it probprice arbitrarily which would insure a profit.
able that those consumers who had been paying 60 and 70
cents a dozen, and had been told that the price might go
loss

any sympathy?
and steam at our command;
with ever)' device for handling commodities on land and
water, we see peaches rotting on the trees in Maryland and
apples on the trees in New York. We hear of a potato crop
more generous than ever before in the history of the counSI a dozen, or higher,

to

With

electricity,

felt

gasoline

not being harvested; yet potaWith a shortage in some
1915.
localities, we hear of food being thrown overboard and lost,
and of milk being poured into the gutters, both for the
purpose of keeping up the prices!
What are the real causes of the present inefficient systry;

so generous that

toes

arehigher than

it

is

in

profits of
so,

Lack of uniformity

in packing

there

Dishonest packing.
Failure to plan highways so as to open up the producing and conSummer roads are not
suming territory for winter and had weather.
enough and too much money is spent on roads which are not farm highways.
Failure to lay out the routes of the electric traction line so as to
(d)
open up the country which cannot be reached by steam railroads.
(e)
Lack of co-ordination among the different forms of transportation.
Failure to appreciate that it is more important, and leads to more
(f)
comfort, to market v.hat is produ.-ed, rather than to excite a desire for
scarce.

is

Co-ordination of Transportation Agencies
of good highways than ever
addition to the motor trucks available for
use on those highways, we have the electric traction line,
Why is it not
the steam railroad, and the river steamers.
possible to combine these facilities into a co-ordinating piece
.\nd yet

before,

we have more miles

and

in

of transportation machinery?

So far as river improvement is concerned, the army engineers have reported on those plans which are feasible
and those which are not. Let us drop the ones that cannot
be undertaken with a fair chance of profit, and concentrate on those which will justify the expenditure.
One such is the Ohio, from Pittsburgh to Cairo. Had
tlie system of locks and dams recommended by the United
States engineers been prosecuted vigorously and simultaneously by Congress, and slack water provided throughout the year, so that coal fleets might be operated at all seasons, the communities in Ohio would not have felt forced

during the last month. Such confiscation
a dangerous doctrine. It is opposed to all precedents of
law and order, and the situation becomes one of "First come,
It would cerfirst served, and the devil take the hindmost."
tainly be far better permanently to improve the marketing
to confiscate coal
is

facilities!
•Abstract of an address before the Traffic Club of
tober 30.

one

trip,

and

was thought

it

could truly be said,

a boat paid her first cost out of the
if it took more than three trips to do
to

be something the matter with the

this lead, river transportation has decountry because the organization has not kept
Each boat has been
pace w'th the demands of commerce.
handled as a separate transaction and as if the public dethe
boat,
the name of the
manded to know the name of
captain and other details of no interest whatever.
The steamboat companies should erect warehouses for
the reception and delivery of freight, in locations convenient
to the public, just as the railroads have done; and having
taken charge of the freight, the river boat companies should
despatch it to destination on a regular schedule, giving insured bill of lading and taking full responsibility for the

Notwithstanding

clined

''n

this

safe delivery.

In other words, they should provide facilities for marketWhen this is done,
ing the transportation they have to sell.
the river steamboats and the steam railroads will supplement each other.

As vou doubtless know, the Government is now trying to
demonstrate the practicality of river service by turning over
to

private parties

and corporations the

War Department

of the

floating

to haul barges of coal, ore

cominodities cm some of the western

equipment
and other

rivers.

Reasons Interurban Electric Lines Fail

and grading.

(c)

what

was an exaggeration,

many and many

tem of marketing food products?
(a)
(b)

first

New

York, on Oc-

The

interurban electric lines in this country have been
many cases because the projectors in frequent instances have tried to compete with the steam railroads, arid
the promoters have found that their support sometimes came
from those who were merely antagonistic to the railroads,
Few interand whose judgment was, therefore, biased.
urbans have been intelligently located so as to open up new
territory, and as a consequence, have simply shared in the
traffic already existing, with only its normal increase.
Years ago a writer in England said that it would be far
Ijetter to cover the country with a network of railroads capable of handling traffic and persons at moderate speed,
rather than to spend all the money on a few high speed and
expensive lines, which could serve only a few communities
while the rest of the country remained inaccessible.
Why not plan the electric traction lines as adjuncts to
the steam roads, and build them into the country instead of
on the Ijorders, and then again supplement these with highways, so that every farm and village will have access to
the commercial centers in winter as well as summer?
failures in

Motor Truck Lines

in Transportation

Plan

proposed, in a bill which has been submitted to
Congress, to give the Post Office Department power to establish a special motor truck collection system which will deThis
velop a direct delivery of foodstuffs to the consumer.
is what is termed "community marketing," which has been
in vogue along the lines of the Southern Railway system
It

is

The agents of the Southern Railway system development service collect the data, publish a "For
parcel
Sale" bulletin, and encourage the use of any facility
post, express, or freight train, and even advocate driving
across country, if this seems the best plan in certain cases,
I do not mean to do away with the broker or middleman
\\'ithin certain limits and under proper regulations, I recogfor several years.

—

j
I

January
nitc the

v-ilui-

of

tlic

midilkin.in

in

t-.t;ilili>liiiiK

iniirkcts

ami providing part of the machinery of distribution, but the
proMtin of viiiiitil'ic marketing goes beyond the scope of the
to

iniprix you

witli

money devoted to the improvement of our rivers
our highways, should be spent only in accordance with
urll conceived and dasely co-ordinated plans.
public

!

regarded as |H-rmanent.
.\nd it
Further wage concessions, involving

now

111

onl)

in

must

effect

cither

l>e

public after the war

English Journalist's Views
of the English Railway System'

war liroke out
WiiKN
port of troops and
it

sixin liecame clear thai liie trans-

would

munitions

the

invulve

trc-asury in a huge liability to the companies, and
was therefore arrani^ed that all the systems should be
This control was
orated by one committee of managers.
:ienvards extended to the tubes and the underground rail.ids of London, and a scheme for unifying control of sure cars on the streets of all the cities, some of them owned
companies and others by municipalities, is now under

bcfiiiining.

millions,

are

more expensive
r

i".

travel
•

)

for the
apital.

.

damMoreover, when the
inuht be
aged civilization imnu
renewed.
.Ml manner of repairs have been postponed.
Hundreds on hundreds of miles of track have been Hhippod
.Ml this will have to Ijc put
off to France and elsewhere.
i

i

.

:

right.

Hut some

.

at least of the

aims of the

•'(xialist-

Wages
actually sacrit'iced by state control.
but hours are ver)' long. The substitution of

An

u

several

certain.

The

the magnitude of tliis problem, wliiih iiu lude> a srhtinc of transportation so complete that from the factory, thi- farm and the fisherman's
net, th.rc >liill l« an unbroken channel to the uhimate
lonsunur, and U) do that 1 woulil rcijuirc that every dollar

w.mt

135

lie

handler.

internu-dialf
1

AGE

KAll.WAY

1918

11,

have

jjcen

may Ik- higher
women for men

and as ticket collectors and train conducwhat the lalntr unions would li;tv<- H«k<*d
iit.
for.
But we shall never go bat k to jirival'
in,
For so small a country as ours there was ob\ h
,...
Yet no suih u
ild
excejjt for one railroad system.
come al)0Ut, except under state limitation of prolits.
booking

at

offices,

tors is not precisely

—

Some Train-Order
By W.

E.

Technicalities

Watts

.

Railroads in the United
ii.itelv

THE

TRAIN OKDEK ui.ANKS in u.sc on most railroads
This was mentioned by a recent writer
in the Railway Age.
Some roads have given careful
thought to this matter and have provided a blank which is all
are too small.

iisideration.

Kingdom

at six billion dollars,

and

if

are capitalized approxso large an amount of

vernnient paper were added during the war to other goviiment liwns there might lie a tendency to sell which would
The sharenUarrass our sinking fund provision.

that need be asked for. Others still continue to use the old
There
size prescribed by the standard code many years ago.

have had no reason to complain; the only griev'ce arises in the case of certain companies that, like the
.real Central, have long routes, recently opened uj), the
lue of which will only develop as years go on.
mpeting express trains were eliminated. Even long disfor hours in corridors.
:ice travelers have had to stand
Hundreds of engines were exgh spc>eds were relaxed.
rtixl to France and even Egypt (to connect up with Palesle).
Passenger travel had to be cut down. Our standard

whole width of the blank; five lines would be preferable. The
prefix "C. & E." should be printed at the beginning of each

.

.

.

.

.

1

two cents a mile, third class, and this was raised
But all over the countrv' we had cheaper
week-end tickets and thousands of excursion trains at holiday seasons to race meetings, to football and cricket
matches and to pleasure resorts. All these concessions have
on cancelled.
Only 100 pounds of baggage may now be
.irried by travelers, unless they are about to embark on the
ocean, and even then they have to pay excess on weight
above 100 pounds.
Before the war the net revenue of British railroads available for dividends of all kinds was. in round figures. £50.000.000. The companies paid verv- low wages. .About 100.000 out of the 600.000 employees received under £1 a week,
and while many of these were porters, who made good on
tips, the record was not wholly creditable to our industrial
reputation.
The practice of the companies was to recruit
'licir workers in the villages, where agricultural labor earned
Illy. say. 16 to 18 shillings a week, and this reser\-oir of
lieap man-power depressed wage rates throughout the entire transport system.
When war broke out labor rose to a
premium and wage increases have been granted which, up
'n a few weeks ago. must have involved the companies
that
the state, which guarantees the companies
in an annual
large of £25,000,000. or half the available fund for divinds.
These increases are partly in the shape of war
nuscs. but it is easier to concede a war bonus than to bring
to an end.
And the boon to labor, however costly, may
re

'

is

three cen's.

—

-

—

'

'

•From an

article

noon Dally Kewi.

in

the

New York

Tribune by P.

should be at least three lines for the address, extending the

.

•Iders

W.

Wilson, of the

line,

instead of leaving

tlie

operators to WTite

it

in.

The

space for the body of the order should be the same
A short line should be
size on both Form 19 and Form 31.
printed in the bottom of this space for the initials of the
signature of the person by whom the order is signed. Allow

The word "Complete"
five lines for signatures on Form 31.
might be printed in the place provided for that purpose, leaving a blank space for the time. The word is, of course, of no
effect until the

time

is

added.

A

place should

Ik:

provided

name

of the person receiving the order.
Quite often
one operator takes an order, and a different one delivers it.
There could be no question as to the handling if this inforfor the

The

space for the bodv of the order
inches up and down; the width is
fairly satisfactory already, but it would be better if a little
wider.
Printed schedule blanks should be approved and encouraged.
Names of stations should be printed, with space op-

mation were shown.

should be at least six

posite each station for the "time" in figures only.

Words,

duplicated in figures, are confusing.
A separate blank for
each direction should be provided, as ca.stward and westward;
northward and southward; the initial terminal in each direction being at the top of the blank, with following stations
Such printed schedules may Ix? quite conveniently
in order.
used for putting late trains on "waits." or for running extras,
under old example 3, Form G, with right over certain other
If the train falls behind those figures a new string of
trains.
waits can be put out for an entire district in a very few minutes; or. better still, such train may he given an order to "run
" specifying, for example, from .\
.late on order No
to G, if desired. They are an especially desirable form of order for putting several delayed trains on one schedule when
In such a case each train may be run
they are bunched.
late separately on that order if occasion requires.
Where both forms lO and ^\ are used, two colors are, of
course, desired. Preferably, yellow should be used for 31 and
.

.

.
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green or wliite for 1').
If only one of these forms is used
yellow should be the color. Carbon impressions show up on
yellow much better than on white or green. Yellow orders are
easier read by enginenien at niglit than either of the other two
colors, and do not smut up so easily.
The use of typewriters should be authorized for copying
train orders, but the machines ought to have larger type than
the ordinary pica. A record ribbon is much better than copying ribbon; for the hard copy made by a copying ribbon has
a tendency to "run" if it should get wet.
Typewriters have
been authorized and used on some railways for several years,
and are liked on account of the orders being so much more
legible than ordinary handwriting.
The quality of paper provided should allow of making
•eleven to thirteen copies with a stylus writing over a fly sheet.
The paper used for train order blanks seems to have deteriorated somewhat during the past year or two, perhaps owing
to the war. The best quality of double-sided train order carbons .should be supplied. 'A brand formerly on the market,
known as "Carter's" was as good as any the writer has come
across.
Price-cutting purchasing agents seem to give very
little attention to such details.
A good carbon is absolutely
necessary' for making more than three copies of an order.
Thick carbons are practically useless for more than 5 copies.
Operators frequently need to make from 10 to 13, or even 15,
copies at one writing.
Good agate-pointed styluses should also be provided. Agate
is much better than steel.
Indelible pencils should not be
used. Hard copy "runs" the same as with the copying-ribbon
of the typewriter.
Old specifications required paper capable
of making seven copies with a No. 4 Faber pencil.
This
grade of pencil is too hard for practical train order use, as it
tears the paper quite easily unless used with blunt point. The
"Smith" steel stylus is next best to a good agate stylus.
Clearance Cards.
More space should be provided in the
blanks for showing the numbers of the train orders delivered.
The space generally allowed is insufficient. Trains are frequently cleared with as many as IS or 20 train orders, including slow orders, annulments, etc., and operators have to write
all over the blank, wherever they can find room.
Clearance
cards might well be printed on manifold paper, a little thicker
than train order manifold, but thinner than the stock most
generally used now. If used with douljle-sided carbons and a
stylus the writing would show up much better than now.

—

Conservation of Materiar
By
General Storekeeper,

J.

P.

Murphy,

New York

Central,

Cleveland,

O.

As

CITIZENS and railroad men we have faced during the
past few months what seemed to be, for the moment, insurmountable obstacles; yet means have been found
whereby the difficulties, to a great extent, have been worked
out. The conditions with w-hich we are daily contending have,
to a greater or less extent, affected our individual lives and
we are beginning to feel that we not only must conserve our
energy, apply it with the greate.st efficiency in our daily oc-

we must conserve in other directions. We are
urged by our government that it behooves us to save, that
our country and our freedom depend upon our effort in
this direction and the support of our men in the field.
We are reclaiming eatables by converting the portions that
are not u.sed at one meal into some form appealing to the
appetite at another meal.
We are not preparing as large a
portion for each individual as we formerly did, thus insur-

cupation, but

ing to a greater extent against waste.
The food commission has wisely taken steps to discourage
•Abstract of a paper presented before the Central Railway

C"Iub.
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hoarding of supplies, prohibiting the storage of large
of sugar, canned goods, etc.
The housewife
favors this plan because she knows if she opens a hundred
pound bag of sugar btfore the hired girl that it will be used
much more freely than if there is a small quantity available.
She knows if those preparing the dinner have access to a
large quantity of potatoes, the tendency will be to use the
fresh ones instead of reworking those left over after the
last meal.
The housewife is giving more personal attention
to these things than she ever did before.
Many of our railroads saw fit, recently, to contract fod
large quantities of material; taking advantage of markefl
tile

quantities

and to a great degree, regulating delivery.
In
some instances our railroads have large quantities of ma-1
terial on hand.
Some materials are exceptionally difficult
Prices have jumped from 60 cents each to $3.00j
to obtain.
and from 4 cents per pound to 10 and 12 cents. Items
stationery, which frequently do not receive due credit, such
as pencils, inks, etc., have jumped 200, 300 and 400 per cent!
The tendency is, as we all know, where large quantitief
conditions,

new article in prefer!
ence to anything else.
Conservation in the use of sucB
available material is not a general matter.
It is an indi-"
vidual proposition.
must realize that this material piled
up on our railroads has an equivalent in dollars and cents;
that it deteriorates while going through the reclamation
period; that while it is sent on its way to the scrap dock
other dollars and cents are put in its place.
The value of unapplied material on most railroads lias
doubled and trebled during the last two or three years and
a large percentage of this amount or increase is due to increased prices. The same man-power that two or three years
ago was using a pound of nuts that cost two cents is using,
in the same manner today, a pound of the same article costing from four to six cents.
This same principle applies to
other items representing dollars instead of cents.
As the housewife has taken to the education of the members of her family and her assistants, so must the man in
charge of the shop apply these same principles to the work
he has in hand. Why should we conserve the use of sugar
in our households and then go out to our work and permit
the open keg of nuts, the monkey wrenches and thousandand-one other items we have control over, to be wasted?
A striking object lesson which recently came to the writer's notice, is worth relating.
In a railroad office employing 25 clerks, five or six of whom are stenographers or
typists, the chief clerk was told at about four o'clock one
afternoon to stop work, clear off the desks and ask each
clerk to empty his waste basket on his desk and straighten
out the contents so that the chief clerk might look them
over.
One of the crumpled bunches of papers taken from
one of the baskets contained six new sheets of carbon paper,
and six sheets of onion skin with about two lines written!
by the typewriter across the sheet. Apparently, it was found
li\
the stenographer that one of the carbons had been inverted when placing the sheets in the typewriter and instead of removing the carbon and correcting it, the entire
bunch was taken from the machine and thrown into the
waste basket.
While six sheets of carbon paper and six
sheets of onion skin may seem a trivial matter, it is typical
of the detail waste that is continually going on, particularly
in railroad service, where the material is bought and paid
for l)y the other fellow.
While we are occupied with our personal contributions to.B
the government, physically, mentally and financially, we mayaH
have been distracted from consideration of our vocation. We
may have seen fit to forego the customary woolens for the
coming winter in order to contribute more liberally to the
Liberty Loan. Are we applying like principles to the properties entrusted to us, or are we permitting the company's maof material are available, to use the

We

"

terial, rejiresenting dollars

and

cents, to

go

to

waste?

'

GenereJNews

V
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Einpliivrcs ui

tile

Alaskan Kiigiiieering Cummisiiion, which

maintaining a

anil

is

common

construcliiiK a railroad in Alaska, jubscribed for $l2U,(i(X) of ihc

the

sccoikI Lilicrty Loan.

vulunt.iry manslaughter.
and willful negligence."

The Xorthern

Paeilic

and the N'orthcrn Express Company have

coultl not agree,

granted an increase uf 10 per cent in the pay ot all niiorganized
employees, etTecti\e Jaiuiary 1. This advance makes the present
pay the same in the aggrcKate as was paid during 1917, hut the
money will now be paid monthly instead of partly by bonus at
the end of each six months.

The Clayton Law, which (Section

10)

nuitance."

engineman of the express,

He

'

i

i«

r

Ayr'

—

William Wolfenherger,
'

As to il,.
and made no rccomnii

jn-

,f

njon
,ury

i

ii.|,iii..ii

Fifty Coaches Destroyed

By

a fire in the yards of the

Mass., on

re<|uires competitive

Sunday

last, .^O

Boston & Maine at Boilon,
-- six
passenger cars, thr'
'

freight cars and four small shops were de
with the North-Station power-plant
the

bids on certain classes of purchases made by railroads, and
ulii Ii was to have gone into effect on Tuesday of this week.
.en suspended, in this feature by a joint resolution of
houses of t'ongress which <leclares the provision in.ipcr.itive fur one year longer.

;

ijier
•

is

^

?200,n00.

I

•

'

High-Power Locomotive Headlight Law
The

Ax Toronto, Ont., Oecember

28,

Justice

Kiddell,

acting

Commerce Commissicin ha> postponed the effective date for the application of high-powered hxomotive headlights (rules 29 and 31) from January 1, 1918, to
July I, 1918.
.\s these rules now stand existing locomotiv<-s nrr to be rr;uipped

on

of the general superintendent ol the road, exempted from the draft 116 lirenun and trainmen of the
CaiKiilian Pacilic. Local draft boards had refused exemption
>n behalf of the railroad it was stated that the Ontario

the request

with headlights to meet the requirementmcrce Commission the first time they p;i
general or heavy repairs after July 1, ]''
constructed after that date shall be so ctjuipptd.
must be equipped before July 1, 1920.

t

was short 250 trainmen.

division

The Chicago & Eastern Illinois has granted a 26-day working
month and an advance of $10 a month to its 424 telegraphers,
The Chicago & North Western has granted
effective January 1.
a 1.1 iHT cent advance in pay to approximately 2,100 station agent.'^.
operators and lowermen. effective December 1.
Revised rules
applying to these men were made effective January 1.

Buy

The Comptroller

of the Currency in his call for a report of the
of banks at the close of business on December 31. in
addiii.m to the usual information, asks for an itemized statement
of ibf deposits carried by all railroads, street or electric railways
and steamboat companies. This will furnish information to the
go\ernment railroad administration in its plan for railroad
rinancing.

The Canadian Railway War Board has stationed an agent at
the Ni.Tgara frontier to supervise the movement of coal and other
traffic: with authority to send cars by the best route regardless
The aim is to make sure of using all
>f
the original billing.
railroads to their full capacity.
The traffic by ferry between
Windsor and Detroit is to be pooled, with a view to saving fuel.
•

The Board

will call for the

in its efforts to

on

being

now about

The Shepherdsville

Bullitt

Collision

county grand jury has indicted three

railroad

company on charges connected with

IT

collision,

These

These

as

developed

in

officers of the

their responsibility

a hearing lasting five days.

M. Starks, general manager; W. F. Sheridan,
superintendent, and F. J. Fishback, master of trains.
and the railroad company are indicted for "creating

officers are B.

division

three,

New York

Interest

City

Subways
City,

is

now

in

from Vesey street northward to Forty-second
about three miles. This line, operated by the New York
Municipal Railway Corporation, controlled by the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit Company, will when finished extend from the Battery
northerly through Church street, N'esey street, Broadway and
Seventh avenue to Fifty-ninth street, thence eastward under
Fifty-ninth street and the East river to a connection with new
rapid transit lines in Queens borough. On the south, the line is
to be extended eastwardly under the East river to Brooklyn.
partial operation
street,

North

22,000 cars.

State Railroad Commission of Kentucky has announced
liat an investigation of the rear collision of passenger trains at
Shepherdsville, Ky.. on the Louisville & Nashville, December 20,
killing 47 persons, will be begtin at Louisville this week.

this

.Ml locomotives

backing of the Canadian government

The

The

for
iives

Stamps with Liberty Bond

The Broadway subway, Manhattan, .New York

get cars back from the United States, the excess

this side of the line

Thrift

'"jm-

.\pply the interest from your Liberty Bonds to the purchase of Government Thrift stamps."
This suggestion has
been advanced by President William Sproule to all officers
and employees of the Southern Pacific's Pacific System. The suggestion came in tlic form of a circular which is to be widely distributed.
.Xnnouncement is made that the Company will
offer the security of its own vaults to all employees who desire to protect their Liberty Bonds and will collect in their
behalf the interest as it accrues and either remit same or
invest it in Government savings stamps as the owner desires.

coiiilition

Ten thousand soldiers are being sent into the woods of the
Northwest as the Spruce Production Division of the Signal
Corps. Their duties are to get out spruce and fir for airplane
•itock.
These men are volunteering from Western National
.irniy camps and from civil life and from other services to
."unteract the trouble caused by L W. \V. agitation in Western
lumber camps.

Interstate

Western Employees Asked to Increase
Efficiency Under Government Control

R. H. Aishton, president of the Chicago & North Western,
has sent circulars to every officer and employee of the Chi& North Western containing a copy of the proclamation of the President assuming control of the transportation
system of the country and copies of telegrams exchanged between Messrs. .-\ishinn and Mc.Xdoo. In commenting on the
appointment of Mr. Mc.\<liio as the new head of the American
railroad system, Mr. ,\ishton has this to say:
"Intelligent and redoubled efforts of every employee and
officer of this company is reo.uested to increase the efficiency
in the movement of traffic along the lines indicated in the
message from the director-general of railroads and also in

cago
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'

'
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that have
with the suggestions for increased efficiency

line

officers of this com"to the employees and
declaration
pany from time to time, and particularly since the
solicited to
earnestly
are
officers
and
employees
All
of war
increased
make recommendations to their superior officers for
traffic, and where necesefficiency and economy in handling
for the gentransmitted
be
will
recommendations
sary 'iuch

been pointed out

eral

manager's consideration.

oo

•*

o

•

All concerned are especially

continue this
requested to see that there is no failure to
their dealings
company's policy of courtesy and efficiency in
with patrons and the public in general."

Massacre

of

Passengers

in

Sonora

E

"

c>

o

--.

o

^.

«^.

regular southPress despatches of January 2 report that the
stopped
bound passenger train of the Southern Pacific was

Empalme,

of

by Yaqui Indians at a point 32 miles south
some of the
Sonora and from 20 to 30 passengers killed,
conductor and
passengers being from Tucson, Ariz. The
There was on the
the express messenger were also killed.
soldiers, but these were
train a military escort of about 75
The Indians had stopped the train
o-reatly outnumbered.
baggage and exby tearing up the track. After looting the
press cars, the Indians rode away.

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
followDuring the week ending Tuesday noon, January 8, the
Tobacco Fund have
ing contributions to the Railway Regiments'

n

been received:
c
.,
for 12 months.
Robert H. Blackall, Pittsburgh, Pa., $10 a month
\
$10 a
Bridgeford Machine Tool Company, Rochester, N.
month for 12 months.
Chicago. ^3 a
Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company,
month for 12 months.
,^^r
r
to cover 6
\ork,
$25
New
Corporation,
Standard Safety Nut
...
months.
,
second shipPreparations are now being made to forward the
,

.,

.

,

,

of tobacco about

ment

January

Machinery

,

IS.

in the

Mail

Room

revolving sorting
Cal.
mail room at 65 Market street, San Francisco,
board circulars and
Priority orders, war tax regulations, war
of the railroads
other matters incident to the increased activity
that the inhave swelled the volume of mail to such an extent
The table
necessary.
considered
was
table
stallation of the sorting
of mail matter are
revolves three times a minute and when sheets
etc.,
sheets,
tarifif
of
to be assembled into sets, as in the case
sheets as they pass. An
clerks gather around it and assemble the
in this way
average of 30,000 pieces of mail matter are assembled

The Southern

table in

Pacific has

installed

an

8-ft.

its

m "5 w
rn

^

Q

i

[sgs"

-

daily.

Railway Revenues and Expenses

for

October
-.<^

t^CVl

United States
net operating income of the railways of the
per mile,
for October, 1917, was less than October, 1916, by $64
the Bureau
of
bulletin
monthly
or 12.8 per cent, according to the

The

of Railway Economics.

those for
Total operating revenues, $380,951,970, exceeded
$239,017,248,
October, 1916, by $42,285,740. Operating expenses,
were greater by $48,721,407. Net operating revenue, $121,934,722,
decreased $6,435,657. Taxes $21,910,588 increased by $8,011,910
of
Net operating income was $99,926,889, which is a decrease
$14,504,608.

revenues
If spread over the mileage represented, operating
12.3
averaged $1,648 per mile, an increase over October. 1916, of
by 23.0
greater
were
mile,
$1,121,
per
per cent; operating expenses
decrease
per cent net operating revenue per mile, $527, shows a
mile, $432, deof 5.2 per cent; while net operating income per
This
cent.
per
57.4
rose
mile
creased 12.8 per cent. Taxes per
summary covers 231,183 miles of operated line, or about 90 per
cent of the steam railway mileage of the United States.
For the Eastern railways, operating revenues per mile were
operating
greater than those for October, 1916, by 13.9 per cent;
10.0
expenses rose 25.5 per cent; net operating revenue decreased
per mile
income
operating
per cent; taxes increased 35.1 per cent;
;

decreased 15.8 per cent.
For the railways of the Southern District, operating revenues
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per cent
per mile exceeded those <or October, IMlo. li> 19
..i.rr.iiiiiK ex|>eii!ic!> rusc 2b.7 per cent; net o|icr:itins revenue inOperating in0.1 |jcr cent; taxes increased 68.8 per cent.
r mile decreased 1.6 per cent.
ilic
Western railways, operating revenues per mile extliose for OctobiT. IVld, hy M.7 per cent; operating i-xio>c 18.6 per cent net operating revenue decreased 4 5 per
t-ixrs
increased 731 per cent. Operating income per mile
,cnt;
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Road» Economize

Electric

iiig

:

I

.nd

Ui
thru loiikuuiptiuii ul lual.
comniisiiun to aid in tlic nui

;

Jecre.i>cd 13 S per cent.

cumpared with the
.irresponding period of the preceding year, show changes per

The

.

10 nionlhs of the calendar year 1917,

Miile (>f

line as

follows:

Operating revenues increased

11.8 per

expenses increased 19.2 per cent, net operating
decreased 2.3 per cent, taxes increased 2i.3 \>VT cent,
income decreased 7.4 per cent.
Operating income per mile decreased l.\7 per cent in the East.
increased 11.1 per cent in the South, and decreased 1.4 per cent
pt-rating

.

I

.'peraliiiK

m

tion of

was 12.8 per cent less
1917 than in 1916, 5.1 per cent less than in 1915, 29.9 per cent
itreater than in 1914, and 5,8 per cent greater than in 1913.

m

American Short Line Railroad Association
The Short Line Railroad .Xssociation of the Soutli has recently
changed its name to the .Vmcrican Short Line Railroad .\ssocia'.ion and amended its articles of organization so as to admit mcm''crs from any part of the United States.
There was such a demand for membership in the association that it was decided to
xtcnd its scope. The association will have the same officers as
ciorc; President. Bird M. Robinson; vice-president, B. S.
liarker; secretary. T. F. Whittelscy (Washington, D. C.)
ind the following; officers have been added to the staff of its
Washington office. 709 I'nion Trust Building. S. S. .'\shbaugh,
general counsel, and M. M. Ashbaugh, assistant secretary.
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he said "Velil
rj(t
tons to our presei:!
>Ji we
can provide that is not by production but by economy.
Ihe iirect
railways of this country are nnw nnniiallv rftn«uming about
'
16.000.000 tons of coal
,„iliiiaxiiiiiiiii."

i>0,000,0()0
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He

liuii.
ill

the West.
October net operating income per mile

iiih

cited five

rii'

niei

the city of Washii..

These measures

coal.

much

(every
omitting every other stop), cli'
,i
mileage,
reduction of heating in the cars, a grail,.:
,.,^
ditmittal
hours of employees in large shops and stores, and the operation
of two traction systems by means of one power plant.
Resolutions were adopted requesting the Public Service Commission
to lake action looking lo the carrying out of these changes,
especially the "staggering" of hours of labor in industrial
plants, the employees of which are patrons of electric railroads.
I'nder the present arrangement of working hours of
these men it is in most cases impossible for the companies to
furnish a reasonably adequate service during "rush hours."
iikIiuIl llit

'
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.

.

oilier car
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Switch Indicators as Safeguards
Commerce Commission's report on

Interstate

1171),

the collision

Va., October 21
f!aitu-ay .Isf Casftle, December 28,
shows the most prominent element in tlie cause of
(

failure of the men in charge of
Train No. 16 to wait on the side track after setting the switch
lo go out to the main line, for the space of two minutes, as required by the rule. If they had waited they would have seen or
heard the train approaching on the main track and the collision
would have been avoided.
In the investigation, W. J. Eck. signal engineer of the road, was
questioned about the use of indicators at switches, and the report
summarizes his views as follows
Me considered that the rule requiring a train on a siding to
wait two minutes after the switch was opened brfnrc C"ing out
upon the main line provided ample protection
'rat-

the collision to have been the

Corrections for Statistical

Number

Despite all the efforts of the editors of the Kailuay .!i:c
make the annual statistical number absolutely accurate,
two errors were made which were not found until it was too
lo

Lite

for correction.

page 65 in the article entitled "Freight Car Orders in
Reach Low Level" the ligures given in the first three
lines were incorrect and did not agree with the figures given
ilsewhere in the issue and particularly in tables L HI and A
f
the article in question.
The totals in these tables were
(

)n

1917

•

the correct ones.
.\ total of 979 miles of new railroad was completed in the
nitcd States during 1917.
This mileage was incorrectly
reported in the opening paragraph of the article on Construction
1

.\ctivities

During the Year on page

51.

The

figures in the table

are correct.

National Safety Council

The Steam Railroad Section of the Xational Safety Council
now has 83 members, representing 117,056 miles of railroads.
Chairman Harry J. Bell has issued a circular calling on all
iiienil)crs to

co-operate

in

the safety work.

to Frank .\. Wightman. chairman. Springfield, Mo.,
one photograph and description from which a bulletin
may be worked up. Or, better still, get up a bulletin all ready
lo print and send it to him.
Criticisms about the bulletin
service of the Section should be sent to Mr. Wightman. Send
to George L. Wright (C. St. P.. M. & O.) St. Paul, Minn.,
sugcestions as to subjects which it is desired to have dis;-- ! at the next annual meeting. Members are reminded
ir duty to answer questionnaires.
To secure the full
'til. \t of this service there must be a general response, so

"Send

at least

I

•

1

majority opinion will be given in the analysis
which is prepared by the secretary from answers received.
Members are asked to send to R. S. Jarnagin (K. Y. C.)
New York City, all information concerning safety at gn'ade
crossings and in connection with dangers to trespassers.
W hencver a bill is introduced in a legislature or a law passed;
or any decision is issued by a state railroad commission. Mr.
Jarnagin should have the benefit of the information promptly "
that at least a

i;

ing conditions, as at all facing-point switches >
within 500 ft. of the point of the switch, and, :'
being approximately 5,000 ft. long, this results in

ited
-.icks

,

tiic exit switch
of the passing track being not over 5,500 ft. from the signal in
any case. He considered such a rule safer than the use of switch
indicators, for the reasons that the switch indicator is a small,
delicate instrument, liable to get out nf rrrirr and subject to

neglect by the maintaincr; it is ibrakeman. who is usually the most
observes it and there is no practiL_

only the front
in the crew,
checking up his
observation of an indicator; whereas everybody on the train can
check compliance with the two-minute rule furthermore, to save
e.xpense, indicators are ordinarily installed to show red as long
as the block is occupied, although a train may have passed the
switch protected and that introduces an element of uncertainty
Mr.
in the minds of trainmen as to the meaning of the indicator.
c

man

:

;

;

said that there was no rule in effect on the Southern Railway
requiring a train after stopping in a Mock to proceed under control the remainder of the distance through the block, although
verbal instructions have been i'^iiH tA that eflTect.
Mr. Eck's claim
The inspector, evidently, i'
iiice of the block
that with switches not more
•;. f-r Ir says
signal a time-interval of tv,

Eck

•

•

"under many operatinK condiii.iiis the
prescribed by the rule is entirely inadequate to
protection for a movement from siding to mail. ;..
that

riod

;

ary
.

,

...

...

>ilarly

in the absence of a rule remiiring a train after stopping or slowinc H-',vr tn prnrrrd iinHrr rortr"! thro!,eh 'hr remainder nf the
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Sproule on Government Control
In a recent public statement William Sproule, president of
the Southern Pacific Company, made the following comments
on government control of railways:
''The President's proclamation, taking control of the railroads, states the method and purpose as clearly as it can be
done, in my estimation. There can be no question that the
highest motives actuate the President.
Let us tiot forget
that the center of the target at which the nation is aiming
is war.
If we will keep our minds fixed upon that as the
center we will luivc a better measure of what is taking
This is well stated in Section 80 of the 'Selective
place.
Service Regulations' issued by the Secretary of War. to
govern the selection and organization of the armj-. This
section says in part:
" 'Two things are to be accompanied to raise armies, to
maintain industries and agriculture ...
It is self-evident
that the problem is not aboslutely to prevent interference
with industry, for that is impossible; it is to reduce interference to a minimum. A balance must be struck and maintained between the military and industrial needs of the naThe success of the nation's military operations
tion
is the dominant object, to which the conservation of certain
industries is related as one means to that end.
The
militarj- necessity, being paramount, the task is to foster all
necessary industries equally, to the maximum, consistent
with the military necessities.'
"This quotation omifs portions of the section not material
to the moment, but the observation quoted will remain true
throughout the period of the war. Hence the public can
rely upon it that in the operation of the railroads interference with the normal business of the country will be kept
to the lowest point consistent with the purposes of the government in the winning of the war. The fact is that in
emergency the government can do, without any question.
things in the public interest that it would be unlawful for
private ownership to attempt.
As to the financial aspects,
the financing suggested for the roads needing it leads inevitably to the Secretary of the Treasury, such financing
must be done under his auspices and approval, which can be
accomf)lished directly when it is the Secretary of the Treasury himself who has his hand upon the operation and conduct of the railroad systems of the country.
"The Railroads' War Board has given an impulse to unity
of aim and purpose on the part of the railroads which is
hard to overestimate.
Reliance can be placed upon the
continuing desire of the railroads to do their part toward
the winning of the war, whatever may be the duration of
this deplorable struggle for human rights so ardently championed by the President, behind whom we all stand."
.

.

News

The Pere Marquette, the Baltimore & Ohio and the Southern
now run a daily train between Detroit, Mich., and Jacksonville,
j

Fla.

The
ly to

Intercolonial is now running passenger trains regularand from Quebec over the new bridge across the St.

Lawrence

river.

X. Hurley, chairman of the Federal Shipping Board, has
been appointed chairman of the War Port Board at New York
City, succeeding Secretary McAdoo.
E.

Dr. H. A. Garfield, fuel administrator, announced on Monweek that henceforth no coal may be exported
from the United States, except to Canada, until a license has
been obtained. It is the intention to allow none exported except for purposes connected with the winning of the war.
da3' of this

.

.

"Safety First" on the M. K.

The

Traffic

Kansas

^lissouri.

& Texas

&

.

.

William J. Jackson, receiver of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
has been named by the Illinois railway presidents to advise the
United States Fuel Administration in matters of fuel transportation and diversion in Illitiois.
This nomination was made
at the request of the Fuel Administration, which, since it has
been given power of diverting coal for doinestic purposes, feels
the need of the advice of an expert railroad operating officer.

At Huntingdon, Pa., January 7, the county fuel adminisseized for local needs 12 cars of bituminous coal,
destined to New England and standing on the tracks of the
This road is
Huntingdon & Broad Top Mountain Railroad.
now holding more than 1,000 cars of coal consigned to Pliiludelphia, to New England cities and other eastern destinations, whicli the Pennsyhania Railroad is una1)le to take.
trator

Army Motors
As

trucks,

Coal Production
by
These

in.

in. to foremen and others, to be handled to trespassers.
made as small and as attractive as possible, so that
foreman can carry them in their pockets and hand them out as
occasion demands. Tlie warninK reads:

6

motor

with freight, the quartermaster's department has decided to start
similar trains from Detroit for the Atlantic seaboard every day
for six weeks, beginning January 10.
The 46 motor trucks which were started from Butlalo,
N. Y.. by the War Department, on January 1, for New York
City. 440 miles, inade the journey in a little less than eight
days.
Severe weather prevailed throughout nearly the whole
of the journey, the temperature being below zero a good
deal of the time.
This convoy was in charge of Captain J.
K. De Loacli and 101 men.

T.

distributes a leaflet 4

Detroit to Seaboard

the result of the recent successful trial run of

notices are

.\ccording to the weekly report of the Geological Survey, a
preliminary estimate places the estimated production of bituminous coal at 42,050,000 tons, the lowest recorded for montlis
since .April, 1917. On this basis the entire 1917 production should
be approximately 544,142,000 tons,, representing an increase over
1916 of S.3 per cent.
Anthracite shipments were reported as

Reports from almost every district indicate some
improvement over the extraordinary depression of the week of
December 15. F'or the country as a whole, losses during the week
ended December 22 due to all causes amounted to 31.9 per cent
of the full time capacity.
Improvement was reported in car
supply, losses due to that factor declining from 30.8 to 24.8 per
cent.
Losses attributed to labor shortage and to mine disability
29,228 cars.

1).\XGER!
TrespassiriK Prohibited

Vo

I

are

risking your
this

railroad

life

by walking on

right-of-way

GET OFF
M. K. & T. Railway.

returned to normal.

Chas. E. Schaff,
RcccivcT.
,

Zone System

of

Handling Embargoes

zone system of handling embargoes will be introduced on
January 21 for the purpose of simplifying for all concerned the
problem of routing freight to conform with existing traffic restrictions.
Heretofore each railroad has issued any necessary emliargoes and has notified connecting lines and these in turn have
notified their connections, and so on until all lines have been
advised.
Under the new plan about 20 embargo zones will be
established in the country in each of which one of the present sub.V

The M. K. & T. is distriliuting to new- etnployees in the locomotive and car department a booklet, hound in paper covers,
"Ten Seconds for Safety." It contains fifteen National
Safety Council bulletins cut down to 8 in. by 9 in. These bulletins contain illustrations of injuries and their results, and
speak better than words.
entitled

;

— —

:

January
coiimullii-.
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will act a> .in
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Ncm' tinliarK>>i-s must br i»»ucd uiily uiicr
barisu I'liininitttr
every J4 liuuri aiul cucli nuiililicatu'ii of an ciiiliarKu mu«t iiiirludc
a full stulcnieiit of the urit;i>iul order. Kacli road will notify ii>
immediate connections, as heretofore, and the rmliatKo committee
will advi^e other rouds in the same zone, seiidiuK notice aUo to
the ( Dininission on Car Service at U a^llltlKl<>n and to other
cinliarKo committees.
In this manner practically all carriers in
the Country will receive simultaneous infurnialion concerninK

from day

tralhc re<triclions

to day.
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Water Transportation

Stimulation of

The
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.

rmi,. 111%
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|i,,.
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,|,-,i.p.i,
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m

Lot

Uoard rcdeeins the governmenl'i »emi-<illuial
promise* thai bargeit will be furni^h^d Tliii i« the .-..n.-lusiori
of KiiKineeriiiK .News-Krcord,
watch
ol what has been iloiic in .i!
"The
.sliippinB

!

great purpose of relieving the

i

Icel*

•!

motor truck>

.ire

carrying irciKhi

lietwccn

Boston,

\ork, rhiladelphia, Washiniiton and Ualtimore. Two tanks,
each JU feet lon^, weiyhinK approximately 12 tons, were hauled
on motor trucks from Chester to KeadiiiK, fa. l-'ive tons of
$upplies for the Kcd Cross were hauled from I'hiladclphia to
Boston for export— 3J0 miles— in less than two tiays.
I.arRe
quantities of yarn and textile material have been hauled from
Philadelphia to New York and reshipped to New England |)oints.
A lleet of J2 motor trucks has been running on tiaily schedules
between I'liilulelphia and New York since July 1. making trips
also to W ii^liington, Baltimore, Wilmington, Hartford, New
Haven, Springfield, Providence, Marrisburg, Reading, Bethlehem,
Trenton and oilier cities. Single motor-truck loails of freight
frei|uently have been insured for $50,000. Kecently, 14,000 pounds
of finished leather were carried from Philadelphia to New York
for export, and 18 trucks carried 90 tons of musical instrument
records to New York in a single day. Motion picture films are
carried regularly between New York and Philadelphia.
U. S.
Fi'od .lilniiuislriilii'ii fiiillctin.

lew months a strange procession has been
moving througli the Great Lakes to the Sea.
The twenty-five locks of the Welland Canal can admit
boats of 3,500 tims with 250 feel length and -14 feet beam.
Thirty ships not exceeding these dimensions have already
passed out to sea, while sixteen more have been cut in
sections and so transported through the canal, to be assembled at Montreal. The larger passenger steamers must
remain with the fresh water fleet, since their great width
precludes the passage of the locks, even in sections. This
process of cutting boats in two costs about as much as new
construction, but effects a great saving in time and in materials.
The process may be completed in about 1(X) days, onethird the time required to build a new boat.
During the
winter months, when lake navigation is closed, the use of
tonnage
the
Atlantic
much
clear
gain.
this
on
is so
Before spring,
new construction on the Great Lakes will have replaced the loss.
/imerican Express Company's Tra-rl ftullclin.
last

Sending Box Cars West
H. Smith, assistant director of railroads, on Monday of
this week ordered all roads to make special efforts to deliver
box cars to lines west of Chicago and St. Louis, the cars
being needed there to move grain from country stations to
primary elevators. The grain waiting at New York now
for shipment to Europe amounts to between five and six
millions of bushels, and Mr. Smith calls for the embargo of
shipments in box cars eastward except three classes of
freight: (a) foodstuffs for human consumption; (b) export
shipments approved by the New York committee; (c) government freight covered by section 3 of priority No. 5. The
grain actually on hand at New York terminals at the date
of the rep<">rt was located, as follows
Bushels
Cars
Cars
in Elevators
.-V.

Pennsylvania
Erie

I^ickawanna
T..t:il-

or

in

Boats.

on Hand,

in Transit.

1,898.186

27

704.000
35.973
423.059
1.500.000

61

42
455

65
180

29
448

4.561.218

333

983

9

,

There seems to he little or i..,.
k ".
the Mississippi river and a few o( it« tril.
iron has been carried from Alabama l'^
coal from southern Illinois to St
Paul to St. Louis, and some pae)
City to St. Louis, and Si. I.oiiis t..
these enterprises, except the last, appear to have
experiments, the permanent results of which are
Some activity is rep<jrted by cily governin'
by voluntary associations, toward the em.i'

terminal

r«."
-

-

•

'-

!

•

•

and loading and unloading
St.

Louis,

Alton,

facilities at

Davenport,

a

Muscatine,

i

Si

lUul,

.^!

La Salle.
Dubuque hat already
$5,000 and committees are at work on projects at .Molii.i
Rock Island. Quincy, Clinton, Hannibal and Keokuk, 'lb'
I'nited States Shipping Board has undertaken the constru<
lion of 36 steel barges for use on the Mio.sitsippi river, thesr
to be 300 ft. long and of 900 tons capacity.
apolis.

Peoria and

Reductions
The Boston & Maine

Lake Vessels on the Ocean

Railroads.
N. Y. Central
Lehigh Vallley

,,i

provided, and

Kew

During the

...

Packet and barge route* mu^f
tralVic must be f.

Freight by Motor-Truck

•

:

in
will

Passenger Service
discontinue a large

number

oi

passenger trains on Sunday, January 20.
The poster announcing these changes is a sheet 20 in. by 35 in. and it contains 150 or more items.
Some of these denote changes bin
not suspensions, and many refer to trains running only •u
Sunday; but the discontinuances, affecting trains running at
least six days in the week number 75 or more.
The Long Island Railroad has taken off 13 passenger trains
and has taken off all parlor cars.
The New York Central has taken bff through passenger
trains No. 29 and No. 30 between New York and Buffalo.
In Montreal it is announced that all of the lines have agreed
to discontinue Sunday passenger trains to New York, to
Boston and to Portland, Me.
The Grand Trunk has discontinued its passenger train
leaving Chicago for Buffalo at 12:10 p. m. and the train
leaving Buffalo for Chicago at il:30 p. m.
Among the 85 trains taken off the New York, New Haven
& Hartford at the beginning of this week, were the Bay
State Limited between New Y'ork and Boston; the new train
to and from Pittsburgh over the Hell Gate bridge, and the
State of Maine Express.
The Railroad Commission of Louisiana, in orders recently issued, has authorized the Texas & Pacific to discontinue three
trains between Addis and Torras, 62 miles; two trains between
Alexandria and Shrevcport, 132 miles; two trains between Melville and Crowley, 57 miles
two trains between Eunice and Melville, S4 miles, ami two trains I>etween .Addis and New Orleans,
89 miles. In an order issued on December 19, 1917. the commission imposed a penalty of $900 on the Texas & Pacific for discontinuing certain trains on Noveml)er 22 without its consent
The Lehigh X'alley has taken off trains which will reduce
the passenger train mileage of the road about 75,000 miles a
month, and expects to save 7.500 tons of coal a month. The
nost important trains taken off are Nos. 3 and 15 westward,
To other through
.•ind 2 and 12 eastward, both night trains.
trains, one in each direction, will henceforth be run only
over that portion of the line east of Wilkes-Barre. There
»vill be left in service two through trains each way. the Black
Diamond in the daytime and the Lehigh Limited at night.
The rearrangement of local trains has been carried out in
connection with a careful study of the timetables of parallel
railroads, the Central of New Jersey in Pennsylvania and the
New York Central in central New York, so as to give the
accommodations with the fewest trains.
best
the
public
;

—
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land granted, it is his duty to reserve it expressly in the grant;
and that the roadway substituted by the railroad was as safe
and practicable as the circumstances would permit. McGurn v.
Louisville & Nashville (Kv.), 198 S. W., 222. Decided Novem-

—

ber 23, 1917.

State

Surrender of

Commissions

A

In the case of Green Brothers Lumber Company versus the
V'icksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, recently decided by the Railroad
Commission of Louisiana, it was held that when circumstances
entirely beyond the control of a shipper prevent him from shipping
his finished product within the time required to benefit by rates
stipulated in transit arrangements, he shall not be required to pay
In the petition it was stated that from June 2,
full tariff rates.
1915, to August 10, 1915, 70 cars of logs were shipped into the

Green Brothers mill over the V., S. & P. on which full tariff rates
were paid. These logs were to be made into lumber and the
lumber reshipped over the same road within 12 months, after
which the petitioner was entitled to a refund of $378. On account of the acute car shortage, embargoes and an exceedingly
depressed condition of the lumber market caused by the European
war it was not possible to ship out the lumber within the allotted
12 months' time. The commission declare the petitioner entitled
to a refund equivalent to what was paid above the rate specified
in

the stop-over arrangement, in so far as intrastate shipments

were involved in other words, tlie time-limit is held unreasonDecided
able.— Green Brothers Lumber Co. v. V., S. & P.

Bill of

Lading

manufacturer shipped an automobile to

a bill of lading to be surrendered.

The

its

sales agent

under

sales agent secured the

car without surrendering the bill of lading and sold it to an innocent purchaser. In an action by the railroad to recover possession of the automobile the Iowa Supreme Court held that the sales
agent could not by such sale transfer good title as against the
manufacturer or against the carrier who had paid the value of the
car to the manufacturer. The carrier may waive a provision of a
bill of lading requiring its surrender before delivery of the property, but the presumption that it did so cannot be indulged.

Chicago, R. I. & P. V. McElhany (Iowa), 165 N. W.. 67.
cided November 17, 197.

Exchange

of "Off

De-

Line" Service Contracts

In an action by a railroad company against a telegraph company to compel the latter to comply with a contract, dated prior
to 1906, for 99 years, for the exchange of services, the question
L^ider the laws as they exist today, can a carrier or telewas
graph company render "off-line" service to tlie other at a rate
:

:

December

18.

1917.

Court

News

Unloading Oil Tank Cars

other than that published in the regular schedules and different
from the rate charged the general public? The Federal District
Court for the Northern District of Illinois holds that such a
contract, though valid when made, is prohibited by the act of
1906 amending the Commerce Act, and is not authorized by the
amendment of 1910.— C. G. W. v. Postal Telegraph-Cable Co.,
245 Fed., 592.

Decided August

A

tank car was unloaded by removing a tap on a pipe in the
bottom and connecting a pipe, and then opening a valve from the
top of the tank. When the tap was removed the flow of oil from
the tank could be controlled by means of the valve. When the
tap was removed at destination the valve w-as open when it should
have been closed and oil was wasted before the pipe could be
connected or the valve closed. The Texas Court of Appeals holds
that the tank having been filled by the plaintiff shipper before
starting, the railroad was not liable for the loss of oil, and judgment for the plaintiff was reversed. Houston & T. C. v. Oriental

—

Oil Co. (Tex.), 198 S. W., 601.

Hours

Decided November

of Service

1,

1917.

Act

A train crew was released from duty at a division terminal for
an hour and a half while refrigerator cars were being iced, but
the release was not absolute, and the men were required to hold
The
themselves in readiness to respond to a call, if needed.
Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that the release
It also holds that
did not break the continuity of the service.
the fact that rainfalls a few days previous had softened the track
so that trains were subjected to delay did not excuse excessive
hours of service; this was not an unavoidable accident, nor could
United States
it be excused, under the law, as an "act of God."
Decided October 22, 1917.
V. Southern Pacific, 245 Fed., 722.

—

Grant of Right of

Crossing Accident

14,

1917.

—Contributory

Negligence

In an action for injuries by a train to the driver of a taxicab
at a crossing, where, from the physical facts established, the
plaintiff, had he looked and listened, must have observed the
train, the California Court of Appeal held that
the fact that he testified that he looked for the train and did
not see it until he was on the track did not absolve him of conThe mere fact that telegraph poles obtributory negligence,
.scured his vision at one point did not absolve the plaintiff of

approach of a

contributory negligence when for 30 feet immediately before he
drove on the track his vision was unobscured, since a traveler
must look for a train where such looking would be effective.
Decided SepJones v. Southern Pacific (Cal.), 168 Pac, 586.

tember

14, 1917.

Insufficient

A

Evidence of Negligence

was killed by the explosion of torpedoes
put on the track by some unknown person. The evidence showed
that the torpedoes were the same kind as those kept by the railroad company in its locked storeroom not far away. The window
of the storeroom was not always securely fastened. The key to
the storeroom was accessible to the company's employees. In an
freight conductor

actiim for the death, the plaintiff rested her case on the establishof these facts, it being her theory that it was sufficient for
her to show that the torpedoes were thus negligently kept where
some thief might have stolen them and set them on the track,

ment

Way

An owner made an absolute and unqualified sale of a tract of
land to a railroad without reserving a roadway reserved in a
former deed of an adjoining tract. In an action by the owner
against the railroad for the obstruction of the road way it appeared that the second tract of land was bought for the purpose
Owing to landslides, it was
double-tracking the railroad.
necessary to make a difference in the grade of the two tracks.
This difference in grade made the crossing practically impassable.
Thereafter the company constructed another roadway for the
plaintiff, several hundred feet longer, which the plaintiff claimed

where by explosion they killed the employee. The Kansas Supreme Court held that a demurrer to the evidence was properly
sustained.
Norman v. Atchison, T. & S. F. (Kan."), 168 Pac,

—

830.

Decided November

10, 1917.

of

was not

safe

and

practicable.

The Kentucky Court

of Appeals

holds that there could be no implied reservation of the existing
roadway in the second deed, but only of a way that was absolutely necessary to give the plaintiff an outlet to the public road,
in view of the rule that a grant is taken more strongly against
the grantor, and that, if he intends to reserve any right over the

Railroad and Pullman

Company Exonerated

passenger sued for injuries caused by slipping on the sill
or threshold of a Pullman car while entering, alleging negligence
on the part of the railroad and the Pullman company in allowing the threshold to be uncovered and to become coated with ice.
.A

The
in

car was of the latest and most improved type of construction,
perfect repair, and the film of ice, if any, which caused the

fall w-as

getting

so imperceptible that

down on

it

the floor and

could not be discovered without
scraping the sill with a knife.

I

:

January

RAILWAY

1918
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;

AC.K

The I t.ili Supreme Court held that in such circuiii>tances tindoctrine ul res iPia l^iiuilur did not apply.
It also held that
the radruad and the Pullman company were required to exercise
only roasiinatitr cure for the >afety of a passenger in arquirinK
kiiMwIt'dKc of the presence of ice on the ^ill of a car, and it
ilie ici' could not be seen by an ordinarily reasonable inspection
the> «crc not liable to a passenger who slipped and fell. Judgment lor the <lciendunts was affirmed
Coimrll v. O. S. L.
li .li ). !0X I'.ic, 3i7. Decided .Vovember 9. I<M7

Equipment and Supplies

.1

—

Locomotives

(

Passengers' Baggage

— Property

of

'Ill holds that as the railroad

had no knowledge of the

rcla-

and his employers, the plaintiffs,
it was not liable to the plaintilTs in
negligence or willful misconduct.
The
ourt stated the well settled general rule to be as follows
The
carriage of baggage is a mere incident of the carriage of the
nvncr as a passenger; and where a passenger procures the
properly of another to be carried as baggage, the carrier, if
v\ ithout
knowledge of the true ownership, is a gratuitous bailee
thereof, and liable to the owner only for loss or damage caused
by gross negligence or willful misconduct.
Judgment for the
plaintiff was reversed.— Lusk v. Bloch (Okla.), 168 Pac, 430.
II

I

the
the

'

i-tween

the

iKisscnger

owners of the property,
absence

of

gross

.

:

Decided

May

22, 191/".

Rehearing denied, N'ovembcr

fi,

.Missouw.

Kanha* & Texas

IQ17.

The Cai.umet & ,\i»izuna Mining
one Consolidation locomotive.

Arthur .Alex. Camideil, Port of
who styles himself a manufacturers'

Intrastate Rate-Fixing Proceeding
Appeal was taken from an order of the Pennsylvania Public
Service Commission, holding that the rates for carrying milk and
cream into Pittsburgh and its suburban towns were excessive
and imreasonable, and fixing new rates.
The Pennsylvania
Superior Court holds that where a railroad company has tiled a
new tariff of freight rates and no complaint is made within
thirty days against such tariff, the proposed rates become effective rates; and if any shipper thereafter complains to the
commission that such rates are unreasonable, the burden of
proof is upon him to establish that fact.
In such a case the
railroad is not required to produce any evidence until the complainant has. I'rimn facie at least, olTered proof which if unanswered would warrant an order in his favor.
The commission found "that the rates complained of are an
increase of practically one hundred per cent."
It was held on
appeal that this finding was not sustained by an inspection and
comparison of the old tariff with the new taritT, and the record
did not show that the commission had found facts which would
enable the court to determme whether or not the conclusion of
the commission was reasonable and lawful.
The order of the
commission was reversed, and the record remitted to the commissi, m with directions to reconsider the order, and make such
further report as would be warranted by the law and the evidence. B. & O. v. Commission, 66 Pa. Superior Ct. 403.
De16.

1917.

Comfanv

it

inquiring lor

Spain, Trinidad. B. W. I.,
agent ami tropical timber

specialist dealing in the \\ est Indies, Brilith,

Guiana and

French and Dutch

Venezuela, writes under date of December 15 at

in

follows

am

now for two locomotives as per enclosed
and have been informed that there may be a posthem if not to exact specification, at least very
near, among those built for Russian orders and not shipjxd to
I

in

the market

specification

to get

sibility

owing

to present conditions in Russia.

.SPKClFir.VTIOX

—

the market for

The Cree.s- Bav & WtsTtsN has ordered 2 Mogul type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.

In an action against a local board of commissioners to enjoin
the sale for delinquent ta.xcs of a piece of land on which tracks
had been laid, the Kansas Supreme Court holds that when property, however acquired or previously held, is incorporated into
the right of way or yards of a railroad, or is otherv\ise devoted
to the use and operation of a railroad, it becomes taxable by the

tax commission, and cannot be assessed or taxed by local authorities.
When tracks were laid over the land in question, and
it was used as part of the yards of the railroad, it became the
duty oi the company's officers to include it in its returns made
to the tax commission in the following March.
A single failure
to make such return would have made the company liable to a
penalty of not less than $1,000 under the Kansas statute.
The
fact that the land iiad been assessed by the local authorities the
year before, upon a valuation which under the law was to be
effective for a two-year period, did not prevent the property
from passing within the jurisdiction of the tax commission.
The railroad was held entitled to injunction. .Atchison, T. &
S. F. V. Board (Kan.), 168 Pac, 687.
Decided November 10.
1917

it in

Mikado locomotives.

destination

cided April

Mikado

for 25

iiiquiriiiK

The Delaware, Lackawanna & WKhTESN
15

Taxation of Land Used for Railroad Purposes

—

it

locomotive*.

Another

'1 he
Oklahoma Supreme Court in an action for damages for
the loss of a traveling salesman's sample trunk which had been
cIk 'ki.I by him in the ba«gagc room and was destroyed by lire

ih.

Tut

OF TWO LOCOMOTIVES REQUIRKIi

Tvr*

—

••4.0.

C;ac«— 4 ft. 8^4
DiiviKo
DoiLu P>ESsu>i

in.

Wnnu—SI

— 160

in.

to

200

lb.

Weicht— 30-32
CvLiNDUs —
FiBEnoxcs

—

lont of 2.240 lb.
14 in. -16 in. by 20 in. 24
Copper preferably.

—

Tubes Brau.
TvPE or BurrE* Link & Pin.
Sll-PLIBD W!TM Oil Bl'UMIrtf Fnn
ttiey

.Anyway,

I

can be

in.

—

Fliiri.

Oltrice

stii

want two loconicitnis miifi- ..r k>-,
and will be very pleased

specified for early delivery

<it

if

(.

the

o.

b

type

you could

me in the way to get them.
With satisfaction to the authorities I have supplanted other
foreign manufactures with goods of American manufacture on
the same railroad for which I require these locomotives and
consequently have good business relations with them.
By careful handling I have built up a pretty decent trade between them and U. S. Manufacturers and have their assurance of
permanent custom after the zcar for at least one of the items
put

supply exclusively to them.
that if these locomotives be obtained and give
satisfaction, there is an assurance of at least one repeat order.
Arthlti a. Campbell.

which
I

I

may mention

Freight Cars
The

Illinois

Central

is

inquiring for 25 caboose car under-

frames.

The Union

P.vcific has recalled a recently issued inquiry for

200 tank cars.

Dillon & Hildebr.\ndt, Tulsa, Okla., arc inquiring for SO
8,000-gaI. tank cars.

The

Pittsburgh,

Allegheny & McKees Rocks

is

asking

on 100 steel hopper cars.
The Atlantic Coast Line is in the market for 1,000 40-ton
steel underframe ventilator box cars.
prices

The Baltimore & Ohio

has issued inquiries for 1.000 SO-ton

underframe flat cars, 1.000 SO-ton
and 1.000 50-ton hopper cars.
steel

flat

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

bottom gondola cars
1420 Chestnut street.

Philadelphia, is in the market for SO second-hand sulphuric acid
tank cars for lease or for purchase outright.
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—

Italian Government Railways. The order for 9,000 freight
cars for the Italian Government, vi-hich has been in contemplation
since November, is about to be placed. Reports have it that the
American Car & Foundry Company and the Standard Steel Car
Company will get the major part of the order.

Passenger Cars
November

Iron Range, noted in the Raihvay Age Gazette
16 as inqin'ring for 5 passenger cars, has ordered 5

coaches from the Pullman Company.

Miscellaneous
States Government has ordered a large number
of gasolene motor cars for the use of the army on track work in
France.

The Union Stocky.ards Company, Omaha, Neb., has placed
an order with the Roberts & Schaefer Company for a 150-ton
automatic electric coaling plant for South Omaha, Neb.
The New South Wales Government Railways,

Sydney,

Australia, have ordered from the Roberts & Schaefer Company
the entire machinery for an automatic electric locomotive plant.

Louisville & Nashville has placed an order with the
Roberts & Schaefer Company for coal-handling machinery for a

The

coaling plant at Nashville, Tenn., and a 400-ton concrete coaling
plant at Guthrie, Ky.

has ordered from the Roberts & Schaefer Company a complete installation of Robertson cinder equipment for a 300-ton concrete coaling plant which Roberts &
Schaefer is now building at Nelsonville, Ohio.

The Hocking Valley

The Bessemer & Lake Erie has placed an order
& Schaefer Company for the equipment of

with the
a coaling
coal
measuring
RandS
four
plant of 400-tons' capacity using
loaders, electrically operated, at North Bessemer, Pa.

Roberts

Nashville, Chattanooga &

St.

measuring coal loaders.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has given a
& Schaefer Company, Chicago, for the

Roberts

contract to the
design and con-

a 300-ton reinforced concrete, automatic, electric,
locomotive coaling plant and a gravity sand plant for installation
at West Brownsville Junction, Pa.; a 200-ton concrete, automatic, electric coaling plant and a gravity sand plant at Blairsville, Pa.; and a 100-ton automatic electric coaling plant which
is

of

now being

built at Rochester,

W.

Page, formerly representative for the

in

the Trans-

B. F.

Goodrich

Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio, in western Massachusetts and
southern Vermont and more recentlj' an ensign in the United
States Navy, was drowned recently off the coast of England
when his seaplane became unmanageable and plunged into
the sea.

Peter Leidenger, western sales manager of The Dayton
Manufacturing Company, Dayton, Ohio, died suddenly of
pneumonia at the Buckingham Hotel, St, Louis, Mo., on
December 28. Mr. Leidenger was born at Ironton, Ohio, in
1862, and had been with the Dayton Manufacturing Company
for the past 30 years.

Russell T. Gray, formerly advertising manager of the
Haynes Automobile Company and more recently secretary of
Shuman Advertising Company. Chicago, has opened an
office in the First National Bank building, Chicago, as an
the

advertising engineer.
Among his clients are the Chicago
Malleable Castings Company and the Interstate Iron & Steel
Company, both of Chicago.

D. Gleisen has been appointed manager of the industrial
bearings division of the Hyatt Roller Bearing Company,
Newark, N. J. Mr. Gleisen is a mechanical engineer, a graduate of Stevens Institute, and has been connected with the
Hyatt Roller Bearing Company for the past six years. He
was formerly assistant manager of the Hyatt Company in
charge of the bushings sales.

Louis has ordered from

the Roberts & Schaefer Company two 300-ton capacity frameconstructed coaling plants, for installation at Nashville, Tenn.,
and at Chattanooga, each to be e<iuippfd with two RandS

struction

general practice of civil engineering, with office
portation building, Chicago.

P.

The United

The

News

Shelby S. Roberts announces the dissolution of the firm of
Berry & Roberts and his continuance of the business in the

The Duluth &
of

Supply Trade

N. Y.

Ralph C. Davison, for the past six years associated with
American Mason Safety Tread Company, New York, in
and engineering capacity, has resigned his position
and directorship with the above company to engage- in a
broader and more active field with the American .-\brasive
Metals Company, makers of Feralun Safety Treads and .Antithe

a selling

Slip surfaces.
Mr. Davison, through his connection with the
Concrete Association of America, has a large acquaintance
architects and contractors.
He was also at one time
an associate editor of the Railroad Gazette.

among

Frank W. Hall has been appointed commercial manager
the Sprague Electric Works of the General Electric
With the exception of a short period, Mr. Hall
has been connected with the Sprague Works continuously
for 22 years in various engineering and sales capacities, and
for the three years prior to his present appointment ocof

Company.

Signaling
The W

ashington, Baltimore & Annapolis is installing two
blocks of automatic signals, one at Shipleys and the other at
Ardmore, Maryland, with three-color light signals having a
range of from 1,SOO to 2,000 ft., under bright sunlight condiThe material is furnished by the Union Switch & Signal
tions.

Company.

The Richmond (Va.) Terminal Company will install an
electro-pneumatic interlocking plant at the Richmond Terminal.
The 51-lever frame will include 22 switch levers and 15 signal
levers.
The .32 track circuits within the locking limits will be
equipped with two-position, Model 15 .\. C. vane type relays. The
Union Switch & Signal Company has the contract for this work.

—

New Rolling Stock for ('ii!li-. ^n Railway. By proclamation
dated September 26, 1917, the President of Chile has set aside
for the use of the .Arica-La Paz Railway the sum of 1,200.000
pesos ($440,000). This fund is to be employed in the purchase
of 100 steel freight cars of 2S-tons capacity, and 3 Mallet locoPersons interested in this matter may secure further
motives.
detailed information from the Ministry of Railways, Santia.go,
ChWt.— Commerce Report.

cupied the position of sales manager.
D. C. Durland, former executive head of the Sprague Electric Works, has renf
presidency
tlie
Mitchell Alntors
signed to accept tlie

Company,

Inc.

Charles V. Eades, who recently resigned as sales manager
and engineer of the asphalt product department of the Standard Asphalt & Rubber Company, Chicago, announces the
establishment of the Mineral Rubber Products Company, with
offices at 280 Madison avenue. New York City. The company
will handle materials and will contract for floors, waterproofing, insulation, expansion specialties, protective coatings, etc.,
One
as well as represent other well-known manufacturers.
of the special products which this company has put on the
market is a moisture-proof concrete block, designed by Mr.
Eades.

Less Heat

in

Swiss Trains.— As

a fuel-saving

measure pas-

senger coaches on the Swiss Federal Railways will not be heated
to the usual standard this winter, reports Consul Lewis W.
Haskell, of Geneva. The use of traveling rugs, to offset this lack
of heat,

is

suggested.

:

January
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Financial and Construction

Railway

—

MlsoN, Toi'tKA & Santa I'k
AniciKjniciit!^ lo the charters oi
iir subsidiurks ol
ihe Atchiiun, Tupcku & Saiila I'e have
.III liliU in the secretary of state's otVicc at Austin, 1 ex.
The
.iiie
Dell has increased its capital stock from $IUU.UUU to
mO.OIIO.
The Siiuth I'lains it Santa I'c ha> increascil ii»
.:.it;il >tock ironi ?150.(JUt) to $750,tXIO.
The Panhandle & Santa
h.ts incrcuMil as capital stuck from $t)(M.50U to $3,500,000
A the I'eos & North Texas has increased its capital stock
•m $710,000 to $J,500,000.

Executive. Finaticial, Legal and Accounting
E. T. Halter han been uppuinted akkiklant auditor ol the
t
iiniberland Valley with oflice at ( hamberiiburg. Pa, vice R.
T. Criswell, resigned.

Cogan. Kcneral inanagcr of the Colorado Midland and
Cripple C reek & Colorado SprinKi with oftice at Culuradu
Springs, Colo., has been elected vice-pre*ident.
J. J.

ilie

I

F. R. Bollea, general manager of the
beadi|iiarters at Houghton, Mich., has

—

UK &

Kio (iKvsiiK
The I'liited Slates l irciiit Court of
peals has artirnicd the decision of the Lower Lourt against

;

Denver & Kio Cirande

<

of the

iidlioldcrs

interest

ith

president

the suit drought on behalf of the
former Western I'acilic by the Li|uitable

accrued

brings

the

total

traffic

Copper Range with
been elected viceover the

juritdictioii

departments.

G. B. Wall, assistant to president of the CheMpeake &
Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond, Va., has been appointed
vice-president, and will continue in charge of Ihe real
estate, industrial and tax departments and perform iuch
other duties as may be assigned to him.

$3J.2"2,274, which
judgment up above

is

a

5S.00O.O00.

Horace I'aync. counsel for the Director-General of Railroads,
conference at UashiiiMton on January S with representatives of the Ueiuer & Kio Grande. Western I'acilic and Missouri Pacific railways with regard to the financial situation on
those roads. At its conclusion Mr. Payne said
"The Equitable Trust Company has obtained a judgment in
New York and another in Denver based on that in New York,

manager of the Ann .Arbor, with ofTice at Toledo, CJhio. and
more recently special representative in the vice-presiilent's
office of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago. Ill,
was appointed assistant to the vice-president of opcralion and

for about $3f<.000,000 against ilu- roads,
.\tlachnients liad been
levied on approximately $2,000,000 of cash in New York and

construction and will give special attention to transportation
matters, cflfcctivc January 1.

liad a

.'.\anced for improvements, or. indeed, any substantial

money

—

P.vciFic.
The Missouri Pacific Railroad Company, a
>souri corporation, has filed a petition with the Illinois Public
lilies Commission asking for authority to purchase the line

"iRi
'

the Missouri Pacific Railroad

Company, a Delaware corpora-

and has asked for a certificate of convenience and neccsroad in Illinois and for permission to exfirst refunding mortgage bonds of the Missouri
icific
Railroad Company, a Missouri corporation over the
II.

i

to operate the

d a lien of

•

laware corporation.

ERN Pacific.

— See

Denver & Rio Grande.

Railway Construction
Tampa
Tampa,

—

Contracts have been given to E. W. Parker,
and to Baxter Morrison. Inverness, to build from

Souther.v.

Fla.,

Tampa, south to Palmetto. The line is projected further
•oulh via Manatee to Sarasota, a total of about 57 miles. D.
Gillett,

president,

Tampa

Wilmington, N. C. (May

;

E. VVilloughby, chief engineer,

J.

4. p.

976.)

and

general

Operating
O. H. McCarty has been appointed superintendent of the
Western division of the Western Maryland with office at

Cumberland, Md.

if

!

vice-president

The authority of George M. Shriver, vice-president of the
Baltimore & Ohio in charge of accounting, treasuring, claim
relief departments, with headquarters at Italtimore, Md..
lias been extended over the purchasing department, and the
authority of Arthur W. Thompson. vicc-prcsi<lent in charge
of traffic and commercial development, with headquarters at
Baltimore, has been extended over the operating and engineering departments, effective January I.

W. E. Miller, has been appointed general manager of the
Colorado Midland and the Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs,
with office at Colorado Springs, Colo., succeeding J. J. Cogan,
promoted.

receivers' certificates or other

•

formerly

and

sums

not secured by the free assets should be secured
arrangements ahead of the
luls except the underlying issue.
it was plain that this could he done only by a receivership.
•tcr much discussion, the parties indicated a willingness to
mc together on some arrangement, the efTcct of which would
bably be to make an immediate application for a receiver
necessary, but failing in this, a receivership would be arned for and application made to the Director-General lor
consent to the appointment of a receiver with his approval
his approval of the person to be named as receiver."

W. Towsley,

A.

Chicago. It was feared that an inurruption in the operation
of the roads world result because of a failure to meet payrolls
and other pressing obligations. Counsel representing these interests had been here and I invited them all to come here together today for this conference.
Counsel representing the
Equitable Trust Company indicated they were willing to release enough of the fniuls levied upon them to give the roads
a sut}icient working capital, but wanted a lien upon about $3,000.000 of free assets in the treasury of the company in Denver,
consisting of Liberty bonds and other assets, and also expressed the desire that the interest maturing January 1. partly
paid, be fully paid, and that the interest on bonds and interest
maturing February 1 should be paid. They insisted that moneys

C

and general manager with

operating and

in

The amount involved

Company.

iiu>t

Ofiicers

D. E. Wilcox, trainmaster of the Denver & Rio Grande.
Colorado lines, at Pueblo, Colo., has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Green river division, with headquarters
at Helper. L'tah. eflfective January 1.
buildings of the
J. A. Campbell, supervisor of bridges and
Northern Pacific, with office at Tacoma, Wash., has been
appointed trainmaster on the Tacoma division with head<|uarters at Tacoma. vice C. W. Fee. who has entered govern-

ment

service.

F. S. Gibons, who has been employed in the j^i
on the staff of the vice-president of opcralion an.
manager of the Illinois Central at Chicago. 111. w
assistant to the general manager with same hcailn-jritrs.
Mr. Gibbons entered the service of the
effective January 1.
Illinois Central 20 years ago and has been continuously employed since that time at various operating headquarters <.f
the road. He has been in the joint office of the vice-president
Chicago since 1908.
..f operation and the general manager at
.

R. C. Ten Eyck, superintendent "f the Denver & Rio
iirande L'tah lines, with headquarters at Helper. L'tah. has
been transferred in the same capacity to the F.-urth division,
C.b.rado lines, with hearlqurirtc r-; at Mn:—-':! «~o1r. «iir,,.-.lin^1

.11

.,-

iiv

cetding

K. T.

W.

McGraw.

First di\
K. Miller,

to the

,
i

r.

of the Colorado lines, with litadquarli.i.> .tt \\ .iUciiL.;;:^.
Colo., has been transferred in the same capacity to the First

—
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and Second

master mechanic of the Allegheny and Bradford division, with
headquarters at Hornell.

assistant

The organization of the maintenance of equipment department of the Bessemer & Lake Erie was sub-divided on
January 1 as follows locomotive department, under the supervision of the engineer of motive power; car department, under the supervision of the master car builder; office, accounting and stores departments, under the supervision of the
assistant to the superintendent of motive power; engineering
department, under the supervision of the mechanical engineer, and the following appointments have been made: H. D.
Webster, engineer of motive power; F. W. Dickinson, as
master car builder; C. C. Richardson, assistant to superintendent of motive power; C. L. Tuttle, mechanical engineer;
.-ill
with headquarters at Greenville, Pa.

district, First division, with headquarters at
Pueblo, succeeding D. E. Wilcox, promoted. James Flynn,
superintendent of the Second division, Colorado
lines, with headquarters at Salida, Colo., has been appointed
trainmaster at Walsenbnrg, succeeding Mr. Brown.

:

Traffic

W. Meador

has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the .\rizona Eastern, with headquarters at Tucson,
C.

Ariz.

W.

F. Conner, southwestern passenger agent of the Wabash
own request, after

at Dallas, Tex., has been relieved at his
42 years of active service.

commercial freight agent of the Baltimore

F. A. Markley,

Ohio

at

N.

Buffalo,

Pa., for special duties.

Y.,

has

The

&

been transferred to Pittsburgh.
Buffalo has been abolished.

Purchasing

office at

resigned.

N. B. Coggins lias been appointed division storekeeper of
the Alabama Great Southern with office at Birmingham, Ala.,
vice D. A. Hickman, resigned to enter service of the United
States army.

E. L. Gamble, general agent of the traffic and transportadepartments of the Western Pacific with headquarters
Stockton, Cal.. has also been appointed to the same
position on the Tidewater Southern.

James E. Garnett, division storekeeper of the Southern
Railway at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed division
storekeeper, with office at Sheffield, Ala., vice H. H. Delony,
resigned to accept service elsewhere.

W. Hoke,

commercial agent of the New York Central at
Baltimore. Md., has been appointed general agent of the
Michigan Central at Detroit, Mich., succeeding S. W. Secor,
N.

tion

at

J. A. McCoy, traveling freight agent of the Louisiana &
Arkansas, with headquarters at Shreveport, La., has been appointed general agent at Alexandria, La., succeeding H. R.
Whiting, who has enlisted in the army.

Laurence Dwen, commercial agent of the Missouri & North
Arkansas at Kansas City, Mo., was appointed general agent
with the same lieadquarters, effective December 15.
G. C.
Murray, commercial agent at Atlanta, Ga., has been transferred to Kansas City in tlie same capacity to succeed Mr.

Dwen.
G. Hamblen, traffic manager of the Kansas City &
Memphis, with office at Rogers. Ark., having resigned to
accept service with the American Red Cross the position
of traffic manager has been abolished. All matters pertaining to traffic will in future be handled by R. C. Hobbs,
general manager, at Rogers.
F.

H. A. Fidler, general freight agent of the Detroit. Toledo
& Ironton at Detroit, Mich., was appointed traffic manager
with the same headquarters, effective December IS.
His
former position as general freight agent has been abolished.
C. E. Hockstedler was appointed chief of the traffic bureau
with office at Detroit, Mich., effective on the same date.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
J. B. Conerly lias been appointed master car builder of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas with headquarters at Denison,
Tex., effective January 1.

W. Law,

engineer of the Northern
Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has been promoted to assistant signal engineer with the same headquarters,
S.

effective

electrical

January

signal

4.

Motherwell, master mechanic of the Louisiana &
North West, with office at Horner, La., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Oklahoma, New Mexico & Pacific,
with office at Ardmore, Okla.
J.

S.

T. C. Hanson has been appointed supervisor of signals, of
the Northern Pacific with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.,
vice E. A. Cuthbertson, who has been transferred as supervisor of signals, to Tacoma, Wash., vice A. H. Barnes resigned.

Thomas

J. Cole, master mechanic of the Erie at Meadville,
been appointed shop superintendent, with headquarters
at Meadville; Timothy F. Gorman, general foreman at Brier
Hill, Youngstown, Ohio, has been appointed master mechanic
of the Meadville division with office at Meadville; Lee R.
Laizure, master mechanic with office at Hornell, N. Y., has
been appointed shop superintendent at Hornell and Albert J.
Davis, general foreman at Hornell, N. Y. has been appointed

Pa., has

F. W. Taylor, whose appointment as purchasing agent of the
Southern Pacific, with headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., was
announced in these columns, December 14. was born at Campo
He entered the
Bello, New Brunswick, on August S, 1867.
service of the Union Pacific in December, 1885, as clerk in the
?tore department at Laramie, Wyo., where he remained until
July, 1889, when he was transferred in the same capacity to
Pocatello. Idaho, with the division store keeper of the Union
Pacific, the Oregon Short Line and the Southern Pacific lines
east of Sparks, Nev.. remaining until January, 1911, when he was

appointed general purchasing agent of the Pacific Electric, the
Peninsula. Stockholm Electric, the Fresno Traction and the Visalia Electric at Los Angeles, Cal., which position he held until
the time of his appointment, as noted above, effective December 1.

Obituary
John T. Long, president of the Ozark Valley Railway, died
on January 6, at St. Louis, Mo.
Daniel W. Sanborn, who was general superintendent of the
Boston & Maine from February, 1892, to September, 1906,
died on January 7, in Somerville, Mass., at the age of 87.

Joseph Hobson, consulting engineer of the Grand Trunk
with office at Montreal, Que., died at Hamilton, Ont., on
December 19 at the age of 84 years. He was born at Guelph,
Ont., in March, 1834, and entered the service of the Grand mg
Trunk as assistant engineer on construction work west of
Toronto in March, 1858, and virtually had a continuous record
of service with the system from that date until his death.
He served as assistant engineer on various lines in Nova
Scotia. Ontario and Michigan for several years; from June,
1869, to April, 1870, he was engineer of construction of the
Wellington, Grey & Bruce; from that time to November,
1873, he was resident engineer on the International Bridge
near Buffalo, N. Y. He then became chief assistant engineer
of the Great Western, which position he held until June, 1875,
when he was promoted to chief engineer of the same road,
now the Great Western division of the Grand Trunk System.
On February, 1896, he was made chief engineer of the Grand
Trunk System, which position he held until July 4, 1907, when
he was appointed consulting engineer.
He was also chief
engineer and builder of the St. Clair tunnel and the Victoria
bridge over the St. Lawrence river.
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River Service Between

Bolivi.'\

and Uruguay.

— The

Belgian-

South American Company has established a line of river steamers between the Bolivian river port of Puerto Suarez and the!
city of Montevideo.
The Inca, the first steamer placed on this]
run by the company,

flies

the flag of Bolivia.

Commerce

Report.

1^1^^^

f

M

An

on the luailiiii- of lunilH-r in opi-n top cars will Ixon anotlur pa^c of this issue which merits the atten-

article-

fourxi

tion of all

Kulcs tor

increasint;

Loading

jHirtation

,

Oils

,

Lumber

railroad

men

interested

in

the efficiency of the trans-

system.

The

present

meth-

of loadini; lumiier result in serious

c .i
c
.if.
losses on account of the frequent siiiftThe expense involved, though very
ing of lading in transit.
larye, is wiilel\ liistriliuted and for that reason few people
.

,

realize the magnituile of the waste.

Some

of the roads which

Congress .ihull Iherenller order otherwise."
Iho.'.e
who
drafted the bill seem to have jirovided for an indefinite continuance of control with the idea that some radical chunges
in railroad ownership as well as manat'cmi-nl might l>c
desirable after the war and that i!
.uld hold

men

.>

,,ld

n.iH

>

ments and by mergers.

this practice involves.

.>

;

lo eliminate wasteful

which

n.

here clearly is a growing bih
,
public men that it is undesirable tb.
sy.steni of regulation or the old .system of in
be restored.
For many years the railways had
1

and

handle a great anuiui\t of lumber in open top cars have

extra e.xpense

wen

the ])ro])erties while lhe>e

Hy bulkheading
taken measures to corrtvt these conditions.
tar- with lumber the shifting and consequent delays in tranThat a large saving can be
sit have been greatly reduced.
etlated b> thi> methoil is lieyond i|uestion and the universal
adoption of the practice is highly desiralile. The majority
of luml)er shipjiers will not iiulkhead their cars unless they
ire required to do so, for while i)ulkheading might prove
.idv.mtageous to the shipper by insuring earlier deliver)', it
i«
more e.xfx'nsive than the standard method of loading,
i'he shippers do not seem to oljjcvt to the plan on account
of the greater amount of lumix-r which must be used in the
bulkhead, but their principal contention has been that the
present dunnage allowance is too small to cover the weight
111"
Since
lumber requiretl for the Imlkhead and stakes.
there is no question that the railroads would be benefited
'ly the universal adoption of the practice of bulkheading
open top cars loaded with lumber, and slight concessions
would l>c sufficient to overcome the objection of the shippers, it would seem that the logical thing to do to secure
the advantages of this method is to modify the M. C. B.
loading rules to make the bulkheadihg of open top cars
loaded with lumber mandatory, and to increase the dunnage
allowance on cars so loaded to compensate the shippers for
:iie

A

feated

every

every

competition by pools, by
For over thiny year

of this
there were

effort

territory

kind.

The

"weak" and

Uen
traffic

lr>ing
agree-

'

de-

re-

i

"Mi

in

.ayg

_

operating side by side. The comixtition in service imween
the railways in each region was .severe and caused many
discriminations and wastes.
Furthermore, it was impmcticable for the regulating authorities to adopt anv s<a!e
of
rates which would be fair and satisfactory to both the "weak"
and "strong" roads, or which would not be either regarded
by part of the public as too low because it made the j)oor
railways poorer or be a-garded by another part of the public
as too high because it made the rich railways richer.
Probably in the natural course of events combinations Ix-tween
jiarallel railways would have wiped out the distinction be-

tween weak and strong lines; but natural tendencies were
constantly defeated by laws to enforce competition.
\\'hile most railway men, regulating officers, business men
and statesmen would agree that the old system was unsatisfactory, they would disagree widely as to what system should
be adopted in its f)lace after the war.
Probably a majority
of them would say that government ownership and manage-

ment should be avoided

if

possible,

but

many would

also

say it is at least as likely that government ownership will
be adopted as that wc shall return to the old system of regu-

and management.
Never in its history was this country confronted by an
economic and political problem more important than the
railway problem as it now presents itself. Few wish to r«turn after the war to the old system, and not many really
want to see the adoption of government ownership, in order
that we may escape both there must be worked out some
plan which will appeal to the public as con
of
lation

The Future

of the

Railways

'T'Hh future of our railways, has been made more uncertain
* than ever by the adoption of government control.
The
.Iterances of President Wilson regarding their taking over
nd most of the provisions of the .Administration's bill for
'heir control and financing seem to contemplate their return
1 their present owners at the end of the war. Furthermore,
vhile government control suspends the operation of the Sherman anti-trust law and the anti-pooling law, there has been
no proposal made that they be repealed. If they remain on
the statute books competition must be resumed as soon as
'he railways are returned to their owners.

There

are,

Sherman anti-trust law and the anti-prwling law is not
present being discussed, a revolution apparently has ocirred in the attitude of public men and the public generally.
)ward railroad competition. The sentiment for competition

•lie
t

ems suddenly to have given way to a sentiment for "coKration" and "co-ordination." .\gain. Section 13 of the
Vdministration's

bill

provides

that

federal

r

of

the old

system of
management and of government own. r-lm,
while being free from the dis.^
both.
Is there not enough constri,
countr>' to

plan

i)0th

work out and

to secure

ilic

,nd
.

nt^

of
tliis

adoption of some such

?

The

Agr believes that some of the fund.-unenlal
which any plan that will solve the problem
must be based, already are evident. First, it would seem,
such a plan must provide in some way for the diminaticm
of unneces.sar}' mmpetition. and this nin he h^t t^rromplishcd by the
n of the r.i"
.ml
lini-s.
Second
must inrl;.
^jp
wiili ". i\. nun,
_
of minimu;., .,
iv, .,..,Milv
Railu-ay

principles, on

however, several important reasons for doubtng whether either the old system of regulation or the old
vstem of management will be revived. While the repeal of

•

'

the advantages

control

"shall

mtinue for and during the period of the war and until

147

'

'

,

i

o«-nership can the political evils and the
in.
element of government ownership be avoided;
iiut till. re iiiu.^t 1)0 guarantees of net return because experience has indicated that in the absence of such guarantees
it will be impossible to get regulating liodies to allow adethr

i
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Third, if tliere are to be government
quate net returns.
guarantees the government must have a direct voice in the
management. This could be given it by empowering it to
appoint part of the directors of the regional railroad comFourth, there must be pooling of facilities in so far
The pooling of
as such pooling will promote efficiency.
tracks, terminals, etc., as far as was advantageous, would
regional lines;
along
railways
be secured by reorganizing the
and the pooling of equipment as far as was desirable could
panies.

be secured by the organization of an equipment company,
the stock of which should be owned by the regional companies and which should distribute equipment over the lines
of all tlie railways in proportion to their needs.
Any plan for the reorganization of the railroads which
mav be offered now will, of course, be subject to important
modifications as discussion may disclose its weaknesses from
It is, however, the
the railroad or the public point of view.
duty of railway men, public men and the public to recognize
the' fact

that

unknown

are now drifting toward some
Unless with wisdom and patriotism they

the railways

goal.

hand and steered in the direction it is desirable for them to go, they may arrive at some port where
few want them to arrive and where it will be destructive of
the interests of their owners, their employees and the pubare taken in

for them to arrive.
There has been manifested a deplorable want of constructive statesmanship in the handling of the railway problem
in the past. This want has been manifested both by railway
If it continues to be manifested
officers and by public men.
the economic and political consequences will be most serious.
lic

Lord Shaughnessy's Warning
president of the Cangovernment control of railExtracts from a statement reroads in the United States.
cently made public by him were published in the Railway
Age for Januar}' 11, page 128. He says that the people of
the United States are "looking too hopefully to the centralized eft'ort of an overworked government when they should
depend more on the trained enterprise of the individual
industrial units that have been so efficiently developed durAny form of control that will lessen
ing times of peace.
the sense of keenness and responsibility on the part of these

Shaughnessy, chairman and

L ORD
adian

Pacific,

is

Government

on the North American continent.
In view of his long experience in managing such an immense system, he might he expected to speak of the advanIt is
tages of operating a large mileage as a single system.
significant that it is to the dangers rather than the advantages of such operation that he directs attention.
The railways of the United States have twenty times as
much mileage as the Canadian Pacific. Therefore, the conlargest area, of

any

and methods are carried out. But the day on which the
controlling authority begins to try to do more than this, on
that day the managements of all the large units inevitably
and necessarily will begin to look to it for detailed instrucand to delay issuing important instructions to their
subordinates until they get their instructions from above.
When that comes, centralized control will slow down everything instead of speeding up everything; and the increases
of efficiency gained by eliminating competition will become
small compared with the losses of efficiency caused by impairing the initiative and "lessening the sense of keenness
and responsibility on the part of the units."
It should hardly be necessary to say that the foregoing
is not intended as a description of what alread}' has occurred
on the railways of the United States. It is intended only as
a description of what inevitably will occur under any system
of centralized control which does not leave large autonomy
and great freedom of action to the managements of the various groups of railways and of individual railways.
With reference to the problem that would be presented
by consolidation of all the railways of this country under
government ownership, it recently was said elsewhere, before
the present government control was adopted:
"The problem of developing and working an organization
which would centralize authority enough to co-ordinate all
parts of this vast system, and which would at the same time
decentralize authority sufficiently to enable each part to cope
with local conditions and needs, would be the biggest and
hardest industrial problem ever presented to the genius and
energy of man.
Therefore, even though the best judgment
and ability of the country were enlisted and allowed to carry
on the business without any political or other vitiating form
of interference, it is questionable if the advantages which
would be gained by consolidation would not be outweighed
by disadvantages arising from the unwieldy magnitude of
the undertaking." (^)
tions

The problem

deprecates

sure to be disastrous in its results."
control in the United States is now an esBut it is not too late to take to heart Lord
tablished fact.
Shaughnessy's warning about the danger of excessive cenThe warning comes from the head of a railway
tralization.
system having the largest mileage, and operating over the
units
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General

stated in this quotation is the one Director
his advisers are now actually wrest-

McAdoo and

ling with.

They

more favorable

are grappling with

it

under conditions far

than would exist under government ownership because they actually are doing so thus
far at least
without any political or other "vitiating form
of interference," and because some of "the best judgment
and ability of the country" are enlisted.
It will be most interesting and instructive to observe what
success they will have in securing needed co-ordination of
the operation of the railways while avoiding excessive centralization of direction, with its paralyzing effects.
to its solution

—

—

The Trespassing

Evil

sj'stem

sequences of excessive centralization of control of managelike twenty times
as serious as the consequence of excessive centralization of
The cencontrol of management on the Canadian Pacific.
tral authorit}' can and .«hould indicate the general principles
on which the railways are to be managed; it can and should
indicate the general methods by which these principles are
to be carried out; and it can check up the managements of
the various large units into which the system is divided and
make such changes in their organizations as may be necessar)' to see that its instructions regarding general principles

ment on our railways would be something

'T'HOSE R.\iLROAD and public service commissioners who,
at the Washington convention (see Railway Age Gazette, October 19, page 695, and November
2, page 804),
voted down the proposal of the Walker committee to have
a federal law to punish trespassers on railroad tracks,
acted, no doubt, under a sense of public
duty:
but
that discussion and vote marked no progress, and
the
problem still presses; and the honorable commissioners have a pressing duty, at home, to put forth some vigorous efforts for the enactment of adequate state laws on this
subject. One can readily understand the feeling of local pride,
or jealousy, or laudable support of States' Rights, which
may impel a commissioner to object to federal encroachment
on his prerogatives; but such negative action as that at
Washington does more harm than good. The crying need
is

for positive action.
(')

State commissioners have a peculiar

Vale Review. Tanuary. 1918, article on -Railways

page 371.

in

Peace and

War"

h

V

January

and

18.

duty

.-.iilcinn
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Most of

matter.

this

in

ilie

to bestir

:

ic-

more rea.son why a truly depuMic servant should take up the task; other and

a year; iiut that

,iul
teil

The Freight Car Situation

Ifgi.slators

themselves and draft suiialile statutes
to cure the evil are too much engaged in other nuitters to
do anything effective; while the commissioners are, or
Iiould he, .s|)ocially nualified to advise, enlighten, and even
The coninii^sioners are where they
a4\. the legislatures.
11
sur\ey tlie Mtu.itiun thruughoui the whiile rountry all
the time, and they must he aware of the seriousness of
Ihere is no glory in this work, for the whole
prohlem.
ililii
seems to 1)0 satisfied to let careless pedestrians go
II
killing themselves on the tracks at the rate of five thou-

who ought

149

is

all

the

speitaiular refurms will lind promoters, easily, among
not informed concerning this one.
The commissioners' committee characterizes the condiiiis
as disgraceful; and everybody acquainted with the

T^iiK I'UiJULKM OK Kti-AIUINC

freight lirxTi ik OHC of thc
*
most serious, now confronting thc railroads.
During
ivio and the early month^ of 1V17, thc ro;idi> Micceedcd in making a material reduction in ihf nimil-r of Imd
order cars.
There ha.s been liiil.
•ui
since April, 1917, however.
The
<\>
or awaiting sho[) has remained pr.i. :..
m
.>.,S to 6.0 per lent of tlu- total, although tinvc
been making great efforts to keep cars in
w,

"

(lition.

This failure

to retluie thc percentage of

;ire

.-.iple

knows

that this is true.
Only one-fourth of the states
laws designed to suppress trespassing, and those few
do not enforce them; at least, they have nothing encouragSurveying the couning to repyort concerning enforcement.
'V as a whole, the committee says that there is a lack of
premises
property,
and that this is
and
-pect for railroad
deep-seated feeling of many years' standing; and along
with this there are people everywhere who seem to believe
that anti-trespassing laws have t>een framed to favor the
railroad, rather than to protect careless pedestrians; a belief rooted, no doubt, in the old suspicion that "capital" is
Iways abusing the poor. The final conclusion of the com:ttces rehearsal of facts is that the outlook is discourag:'.;
which no one can deny.
The cheerful aspect of the situation is that a considerable
mount of good work has been done in spite of the discourts

.

•iivc

,1

—

L:fments.
is

Many

keep up a vigormunicipal indifference. With any sort

of the larger railroads

fight, in spite of

co-operation on the part of sheriffs and police these railIf the
activities would soon show tangible results.
i.iilroads continue to aid and instruct, and enrich, the
farmers as they have been doing for the past few years, it
may be that after a while people will begin to credit rail:

id

iv officers

now and

then with a

modicum

of public spirit.

New York

Central, by its vigorous prosecutions of
two ago. reduced the annual average numOther roads in
r of accidents to trespassers 19 per cent.
:..c more thickly settled parts of the country have also done
It is real work, however; costly and difficult.
good work.
he

.nips a year or

Central's officers sfient a prodigious amount of time,
energy and patience in arousing the local magistrates. The
lethargy or ignorance of these officers is one of the greatest
obstarh's everywhere.
New York State, at last, has simpli-

The

fied

law so that the punishment of trespassers will be
and the Central may be e.xpected to do
Depending, as we have to, on railroad
greater things.
its

greatly facilitated;
still

Central

now has

other states

before

it

traversed by

may

be said that the
the task of extending to the six

enterjirise instead of state enterprise,

its

it

lines the profitable gosjjel

of

has been spreading in New York!
Th. Walker committee made one recommendation that was
cndnrMfi by the convention; that the campaign of publicity,
desiL'iiod to convince thoughtless persons of the dangers of
tro-p.i--ing. Ije continued.
That is good as far as it goes;
but tlie publicity that will be most likely to count is that
which can be engineered by well-informed public service
commi->ioiiers. addressing themselves to the men who are
primarily responsible
The committee said
the legislators.
that commissioners should "lose no opportunit)' to point out"
the merits of anti-trespassing laws; and it is among legislators that the most useful opportunities can be found. This
is a progressive movement which, unlike many others just
now, need not be seriously retarded because of the pressure of war-time problems.
safrtv

which

it

—

The mileage

to several causes.

had order«

due

i«

.n-

(i.

nage handled per loaded car h
:ly
during the past two years.
Tin
nc
.sixured from e(|ui|)ment necessarily makes cars wear out
faster than usual and more than the ordinary amount of
repairs arc needed to keep this e(|uipmcnt in good condition.

The

repairing of cars

present conditions.

made unusually

is

Few new

'

••'

'

Icr

freight cars ha\

'd

during the past two years, and all the old
h
the roads owned has Ix'en put into sen'ice, even thougli it is
of ob.solete construction and under modern operating conditions requires frequent overhauling.
Furthermore, the |xrcentage of foreign cars which the roads have l)een handling
has increased, thus making it necessary for the car repairers
to do a larger share of their work on cars with who<e construction they are not familiar.
.\s might Ijc e.xpected under
these conditions, the number of foreign bad order cars in
recent months has been much greater than for the corresponding month of the previous year, thc increase in some
cases is as great as 20 per cent.
The only way to meet the demand for cars is to keep the
available equipment in serviceable condition.
This is no
easy task.
There is a very strong temptation to pass by
tlie minor defects when cars are on the repair track in order
Interrhanee into increase the number of cars turned out.
spectors, who are i)est qualified to judge the -'
^e
ei|i,

,

that the general condition of cars at this tin

The

the average.

condition of cars which

home road for some time

the

is,

in

manv

v
;

uiT

.

cases, extremely

bad.

With labor and material both hard
that the foremen in charge

of

tlie

to get

home road

pay

TV

attention to the repairing of foreign cars.

natural

is

it

shops should

-

less
•'

"'le

are given preference, and too of'

n

car receives just enough repairs to get it s
After it has made a
line of some connecting road.
hundred miles it is again ready for the repnir trark
In routing cars under government opi r
regard than ever before will lie paid v
will result in a greater pn
Unless thee cars .r
roads.

'

'le

lew

!)ly

less

This

—

•

11
\'

need repairs, the numlier of
Consideration of profit or loss should no longer

i-nicr

into

The imr>ortant mritt«the question of making repairs.
Whenever
keeping the car in service.
can be made with material on hand, it

is
's
1.

...le
even though it is not standard to the car
in nearly every case to repair cars without calling on the
is
shown
by
material
the
record
of one
owner to furnish
shop which repaired 12,049 foreign cars and ordered material
from the o\vners for onlv 1 1.

Roadto

that

foreicn

an

way

'
.

'

,

,

repwirs

.

^e will

cars

inevitably result
»urest

"

to

.

.

,

;:.

..,

,..,.....:.

keep the cost of maintenance down

light repairs as soon as they arc needed.

If this

is

is

to

The
make

not done.
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the car

certain to require

is

work when

it is
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an abnormally large amount of

shopped.

Letters to the Editor

A

reduction in the percentage of bad order cars cannot be
secured by any system that attempts to shift the burden

Two things
to some other road.
First, a disregard
car situation.
that delay repairs to foreign cars,
repairing applied as soon as the

arc needed to improve the
of the petty considerations
and second, good, thorough

The
car develops defects.
object of the repair track foreman should not be merely to
condition
to
them
in
get the cars back in_to service, but to put
and

iiandle traffic

stay off the repair track.

New

Seasoning of Wood. By Joseph B. U\tii)icr. 274 pages, illustrated, 6 in. by 9 in. Bound in cloth. Published by D. Van
Nostrand Co., 25 Park Place, Nczv York. Price, $3.
in

air

and in

kilns.

to a general treatment

of the subject of timber, including two brief chapters on
general characteristics and some 70 pages in cataloguing

Wood destro)-ing insects, which work
the various species.
on wood in the air, either in the tree or in the structure, are
also given some space. In the treatment of seasoning, proper
attention
moisture,

is

devoted to the relation of the properties of wood,
the influence of evaporation or manner
to a discussion of the advantages of season-

content,

of drying and
ing.

The construction, arrangement and operation of kilns
of various kinds and various devices and forms of apparatus used in kiln drying are given detailed treatment.
Business

Law

for Engineers.

By

C.

W'.\SH1NGT0N, D. C.

To THE

The other error appears at the top of page 128, in the
first sentence reading "Furthermore, it is of great importance whether hire-of-equipment accounts are actually maintained between the carriers during the period of government control or not, even though for purposes of record it
might be considered advisable to do so." The word "not"
The sentence
is left out of the sentence after the word "is."
should have read, "Furthermore, it is not'oi great importance," etc.
My thought there W'as that the keeping of hire
of equipment accounts between the carriers would, under
government control, be largely a matter of policy and expediency rather than of necessity.
Julius H. P.^rmelee.

Frank Allen, formerly pro-

Published by McGraw-Hill Book Company,
Thirty-ninth St., New York. Price, $3.

Inc.,

Law

is

for

of any engineer.

The Problem

of Depreciation

230 West

divided into two parts, one entitled "Elements
Engineers" and the second called "Contract
Letting."
The first part may l)e compared favorably with
the familiar texts on commercial law, designed for the use
of the layman, except that the material is arranged in this
case for the special benefit of the engineer rather than the
business man. Otherwise the arrangement is much the same
with chapters covering the familiar subjects of torts, equity,
As illustrating the supplemenreal property, agency, etc.
tary material for engineers the chapter on real property covers the acquirement of land for engineering projects, eminent
domain, the law of land surveying, etc. There are also two
chapters of special significance to engineers and railway
men, namely, "Railroads" and "Engineer's Relations with
Others."
The first of these touches en the legal phases of
railway location, maintenance and operation and
deals
The
briefly with the legal status of the common carrier.
up-to-date character of the book is indicated by the fact that
mention is made of the Adamson law.
The second part
of this book covers the same general ground as previous
The subtexts on engineering and construction contracts.
ject is treated largely through the presentation of specimen
forms for all phases of contracts, such forms including the
uniform general contract of the American Railway Engineering Association, and the Standard Form of the American Institute of Architects.
As the author states in his
preface, the book is not intended to make every man his
own lawyer, but it will be a valualile addition to the library
of

Editor:

The word "charges" should
charges in per diem rates."
I was referring to the fact that
have been "changes."
changes in per diem rates during the three-)'ear test period
or at any future time during the period of government control would tend to throw out the relation of road with road
in the scheme of government compensation.

fessor of railroad engineering, Massachusetts Institute of
Technology. 6 in. by 9 in., 457 pages. Bound in cloth.

The book

Correction

:Ma_v I call )-our attention to two typographical errors in
the article appearing in your current number from my pen
entitled, "The Basis of Compensation for the Railways"?
The last sentence in the last paragraph on page 127, as
printed, read "Another element for harm is represented by

Books

The book considers seasoning both
The first two-fifths of it is devoted

A

University of Chicago.

To THE Editor:
Hand's

article on depreciation in your issue of
ingenious, but I fear it makes more for confusion than for clearness on the fundamental issues involved.

G.

C.

December

7

is

His argument is deductive and his conclusion is contained
in his assumptions as to the meaning of value.
When Mr.
Hand takes up the a priori logic which is the favorite
weapon of the closet theorist, he must remember that the
structure is no stronger than its foundation assumptions and
his foundation is itself unsupported.
He also give.the theorist a chance to turn the tables on the practical man
by remarking that his logic does not touch the practical needs
that

This chance is too good to be missed; so let
say, as a specialist in a priori closet theory, that the final
logic of this case is pragmatic, not a priori, and that the
system that will w-ork and be equitable cannot be deduced
of the case.

me

from definitions of terms.
Mr. Hand assumes that "depreciation
of value,"

that:

worth of the

.

"The value
.

.

of

a

net revenue

is

railroad
.

the subsidence
is

the present

funded at the
and that: "Value is
.

.

prevailing rate of commercial profit,''
These three propositions contain his entire case
against physical valuation and against the calculation of
depreciation accrued but not matured.
The answer is
value is unique, and means what Mr. Hand proposes, then

unique."

"valuations" for accounting and regulation are not
cannot be, strictly speaking, value, but something

"I

and
else.

Hence we get nowhere by first assuming that they ought to
be value and then criticising them because they are not.
If
valuations for accounting, regulation, condemnation, etc., are
all "values," then value is not unique.

jj

January
Is

true that, since value

it

valu.ilions

ilii-refore

tins

principle.''

that

on that

any

set

set uf rates

fixed

is
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miitimnalical

t.M.I

tll.lj

c.itjl

,.,11

,

,ni>':

it

a

the

create

inttj

uur

what

liy

adi'i't

tl'

hm.,

I

ojieratum?
The earniii.
value which proves that, on the
earnings are neither unreasonuhl) high
gets

iim-t

rcKulutinti

re|xMt the faiuiliur

any existing

Includin);

ju^titicd:

I

AOL:

earning-|>ow«rr capitali/rd,

is

for |>ur|Kjs«^s nl

Need

|jasi>

WAY

KAll

1918

18,

value, the

unreusimably

low.

iie siiiipiesl

I

llleiil

pnipirb

wa\

iiimI-

ing

The solution is simple, if one takes as his |M)int of
departure, not a doubtful verbal definition, but a proposition
of

lei:al

and economic

to regulate is

ri,i:hl

Miniething

when

forie.
This pro|M>sition is that the
genuine and that the legal doctrine means

public service rates shall
In- reasonable.
No court will knowingly hold that doctrine
meaningless, though if they adopted Mr. Hand's u.sc of
terms they would get this result indirectly.
If the re<|uirenient of reasonable rales means anything it means that rates
iniglii

lie

it

riMjuires

unrea.sonable

the

in

ab.s<.-nce

of

and

regulation,

that such
may be changed to make them reasonable.
'I'his involves neces.-arily the power to chan^t- the lommenial
-.'iliif that results from the rates, to make it fair, since fair

which
decisions niay seem
t.'iat

results

from

fair rates.

Some few

court

to contradict this, but if they really

so they cannot stand when once

it

is

clearly

shown

do

thai they

power to regulate which the courts have
The court's function here is to limit, not
The law implies that there may be an unreasonto nullify.
able pre.sent value resulting from present earnings and a
reasonable or fair value different from the present value.
It is this fair value, not the actual value, which regulating
authorities must leave to the companies.
What is the value which the companies actually are
granted under regulation? Those who argue for commercial
value as a basis for rate-making assume that the "valuation"
on which rates are based is the "value" which the company
would nullify

that

reiiularlv upheld.

is

In so doinu. they

allowed.

fall into

the very inconsistency

Those who base their case on the claim
value means earning power capitalized, and nothing

they are
that

criticisin;.:.

else, should stick to their definition.
Their proper quarrel
IS with the value that
results from the earnings actually
allowed, funded at the prevailing commercial rate; no matter
whether the earnings were allowed in the shape of a strict

return on a
strict

liberal

capital sum.

sum

capital

And

if

>

(o

of

that

r.ites

v.ilue is

,id-

or

a

liberal

return on

a

they object to the value allowed,

as so measured, they must object to it as being unfair, not
Again we see that a
as being something else than value.
question of equity cannot be settled or conjured away by
deductions from the meaning of words.
A commission may if it chooses try to gage the rate of
return so that the commercial value resulting from the rates
alliiwcd will come as near as jxissible to the valuation used
In this ca.-ie. the valuation
IS a basis for the calculation.
must cover the entire "fair value," and include all allowthm- f' r ir/ r^ibles. This method is not well-suited to
..-, though it may work well with municipal
the ,.-

moic, and

III

l>e\oiid the

amounts allowed

valuation

9U doing will rcieivc

will

in

value in
even "fair value," but a rctord
not

l>e

after all, the imjjortai'i tL

To

secure needed

.

"\

tli«*

thif

nor

'

i*.

i,

.cy.

c.i,

offered elsewhere,

lli'

uirn

,

cm

which the capital ailually ijuoltd is aUowt»i lo
policy ba.sed intelligently on this standard would wdrk
would probably require that the issuance

managed

harmony with

in

the policy of

A
li
Ijc

,nd

i

would probably call for a relaxing of the ni'
.aw§
against "stock watering," cou])led with recognition tiiat |)ar
value and valuation for rate control arc not the same thing.
This brings us to the subjtxt of de|)retiation. Deprrciation of physical pro|)erty is an accounting fact, and it is uood
;

accounting practice to re««rd the state
that it can Ik; clearly .seen, and not i-

'

'

•'

-:t
,

.

to
>t-

any record that may l»e
:. ial
value of the going concern.
If two properties each represent
an original investment of a million dollars, but fmc must
retire and replace one hundred thousand d "
".of
projjcrty in the next two years and the
tty
thousand dollars' worth, the investment in li
.i«>rf

ment record

to

1.

.

.

nearly used uji than the investment in the .sctond.
'I'be
second may have the more profitable business, and I* worth
more as a going concern, even at the same rates, but that
is a separate matter.
The more depreciated conditions of
the plant of the first road
the

"

Commercial value due
.<eems desirable that

to

the

chief

fum

'

It

.i>t-

i

mcnt-difference lietween tlicin:
of treating depreciation which
fills its

•'

:

.li

i

any method

tliis

..

result ful

tion.

Mr. Hand's system would not do
suited only to roads that so

manage

this,

i!" "•

and would be

'•"

•'

• the

need for replacements to maintain a
stment falls with alnv-t rrrfi<t unit
to
-k.
Uiiiv in .su<.li A cASe
year a wellnigh
Hics that, prndine rcpUcecould one argue
•

—

:i

.

no competition at all. Rates on different
arc interdependent, so that some roads will
be allowed if the
get rich on the rates that must needs
It
f>oorest are to earn a commercial return on investment.
is not wise to incorporate this difference in the valuation tha
for it is an uncertain
is u-ed as a basis of rate-makintj,
utilities
rai'.-.'.

tliini:

:iy

ih.ii

iu.'.t

lines

and may vanish with

a

change

in

management,

rej)L'ueinents.
If

M'

H'lnd'"

plnr

'llowrd

rrtn'i^tmtly.

•«n

"g
>..i^i-

the

.1...,

cd accounting

Icavini;

the investor in a formerly prosperous road with a claim in

make his stock worth more
worth at rates that would be fair to the public
better wa> is to make no attempt to include this earn-

W.Hii Mr.

equity for earnings enough to

than

A

it

can

t>e

ings-value in full in the valuation of every road, but to let
it come to the owner through the capitalized value of the
earnings that arc allowed. The market will not fail to give
the tx^st managed road a greater value in proportion to its

CMiislilLinit

.

1.

:

to
tr-

reachini:
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values,
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Each

in turn

is

in a sense responsible for the

whole value

follows that the sum of the parts
thus calculated would be many times greater than the whole.
This goes to show that regulation cannot be based on the
actual values of the parts of the property of a company any
more than on the actual value (as Mr. Hand uses the term)
of the going concern.

It

For this service Mr. Hand
of the whole taken together.
deserves the thanks of those interested in clear thinking on

To sum up: the basis of regulation and
counting are not "value" in the commercial sense, as he
assumes, and his main thesis falls with this assumption on
which it is based. If such questions as these could have
been thrashed out earlier and a reasonably simple outcome
arrived at, the present valuation of railways might have

the basis of ac-

The whole
been made less expensive.
value," however, can never be simple.

problem

of "fair

-Associate

J.
Professor of Economics.

Curses and Courtesy
Chicag*.

Editor:

Ever since the inception of the "courtesy movement" on
the periodicals of the country have been replete

railroads,

with articles on that subject, each one, perforce, meritorious
because it constitutes an agitation toward a worthy end, if

no other reason. One and all of those that have come
under my perusal have discoursed on the soft spoken word
for

for the public, leaving the inference that the
may be donned or doffed at will.

mask

of cour-

tesy

With all due respect to the compelling power of the conscious mind and its facilit}' for facing trying environment,
we must award the palm to the subconscious mind for power

—

which actuates by far the most of our activAuto-suggestion, by means of conscious courteous effort,
has a certain power, but the effort must be perfunctory as
a general thing, if it springs from the will rather than from
impulse.
A discussion of impulse carries us into the subject of
impulse

courtesy to the public is not the beginning of
it is more truly the end; for as surely
law, so sure is it true that tlie beginnings of our

as law is
Can a justifiable recourtesy must be among ourselves.
buke, degenerated into a tirade of curses administered by a
superintendent, for instance, to an engineer, be so dissolved
tliat the superintendent can turn in the same hour and give

an address before a commercial club with a courtesy and
which is convincing in its sincerity? Not often.

The man who fell into the slough of
man who speaks in the club room.

We

curses

is

the selfsame

railroad men, in practically every department of the
must plead guilty to all too much of this brand of

business,

The conductor curses the engineer and fireman,,
conduct.
is
cursed in return, then turns to his ticket collecting
and puts on a courteous attitude as "prescribed by the
rules."

M. Clerk,

of

A

such an environment,

gentility

these matters.

To THE

gentility.
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ities.

heredity and its strongest ally or, mayhap, its strongest
may run the entire gamut of hucnem\-, environment.
man character and find all the tones of temperament due ta
our entrance upon life's stage
with
heredity tones that come

We

agent curses at the way-freight crew for knocking an
"off spot" and in the same breath turns to sell
a lengthy coupon ticket to a prospective purchaser, who
from the window has heard his altercation witn the train
crew. How incongruous it must sound then to hear the agent
dilate upon his road's being "the only way" or as providYet another scene: The train
ing the best of everything.
despatcher's office, a snow blockade, trains hours late; nustray
into the office to inquire about
merous ones of the public
relatives or friends on snowbound trains which have no
diner attached and no way to warm the cars; the despatcher's
ability and patience are strained to the breaking point; enter
a trainmaster, or an assistant superintendent and, seeing
what he deems to be poor judgment being exercised in some
detail of despatching, breaks forth into a stream of sarcasm,
it is little difabuse and curses, within hearing or beyond
Do the words of such a
ference
of the inquiring public.
inspire
the
inquirers
with
confidence
in
him, respect
man
for his business or satisfaction for the safety of the snowbound passengers? Plainly now, can a man be a Doctor
Jekyl and Mr. Hyde and make a success of both ? Man's inability to serve two masters was asserted by a wise teacher
1917 years ago. Have we not yet learned its import? He
also said, "Woe unto you, vipers, hypocrites, for you cleanse
the outside of the cup, but the inside is filled with all uncleanness."
Let's all think of that when we turn from our
notorious, mutual cursing and endeavor to put on our courtesy mask for public inspection.
Nemesis.

The

empty car

—

—

;

Reflection
for whose presence we are not responsible.
reveals to us that these proclivities assert themselves most
une.xpectedly and our task is to aline and sometimes repress

and

not necessary to descend far down the classification of organisms until we come to those which are absolutely helpless before their inborn tendencies; their reflex actions are always and inexorably the same under a

them.

It

Not a Consolation Prize

is

given set of circumstances and this is true no matter how
We are told by scientists, and
painful is each experience.
we know a fortiori of its truth, that the continued existence

and progress of any organism depend upon

its

power of

Further, we see that
adaptability toward its environment.
man embodies the highest type of adaptability found in any
organism. His power to act upon and set the scenery of his
environment places him upon a pedestal far above the beasts
of the field and the fowls of the air over which he was given

Then, as the apostle Paul says, "Let us acquit
ourselves like men."
W'e are bom into the narrow room of heredity, but adaptability is the key that unlocks the door and permits an exit
dominion.

in

This Case
New York

City.

To THE Editor:
May I say a word

in commendation of the lowered price
upper berth?
Years before the price was lowered I learned to use the
upper berth because, for a girl traveling alone, it seemed a
distinct advantage to be up and out of the way, and safe
for the

fretting the

—

And now well, I take peculiar pleasure in
thing I prefer at the preferable price!

for the night.

S.

D.

W.

—

Tunnel to Be Built Under J.ap.anese Str.ait. The
Japan Chronicle reports that influential citizens of Fukuoka, Kiushu, have undertaken a plan for the establishment
of a company with $7,228,250 capital for the purpose of
making a railway tunnel under the Mogi Straits. The tun-

Shimonoseki and end at Dairi, Fukuoka
and it will be connected with the railwav trunk
Kiushu. The total length is put at 17,700 feet, of
which 4,000 feet will be beneath the sea. Five years will be
required to complete the whole project.

into a world of character progress.
But what has all this to do with the acquirement of a

nel will start at

Our powers of
Just this.
courteous manner, you may ask.
adaptability must be bent upon setting the stage for a continuous performance, a consistent environment, an aura of

line of

Prefecture,
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New

Running the Railroads Under the
Freight Moving Week.

Status of the

Wage

State Commissions.

I.

Question.

C. C.

Regime

and the

Mail Service
Washlsctok. U. C.

THK

I'RiNtiPAl,

WORK

ol

till-

rail\va\

the past week in the direction

ini;

adniinistration duroi"

inijirovint; trans-

from New York
Mr. Mc.\doos assistant in charge of transnation on the eastern lines, who also came to Washington
on Thursday and spent several hours in conference, reporting
<m conditions at the congested New York terminals and on
the efforts to increase the movement of coal.
Kreigiit Movement Week, officially designated by DirectorGineral Mc.\doo, started on Monday throughout the country

iiL',

Under

[Kirtation conditions \va.- that directed

.1

many

different agencies co-operating in an effort to

success, but

bad climatic conditions threatening

make

to seri-

ously interfere with the work.

from the middle west on Monday night were to
which has paralyzed that section for
sevir.il (lays had begun to break, but there was no indication
that tvin the normal movements of cars could begin for several days.
Both snow and cold were interfering with the
movement of traffic as far east as Pittsburgh. The snow did
Dot reach beyond that point, but cold weather was being experienced cast as far as the .\tlantic Seaboard.
Rep)orts from
Vt>w York, however, said that the temperature was moderatKe[)i)rts

the effn

Tr

,n.

t

that the storm

Irft

I..

r!.:ht,

,rau-::

A.

II.

>m\xh. iTrMJiiu

V,

a

V..V Tcntral
len.
lent,

-,
-V

y

\ ~.i-.!i 1,: \V.-.acr P
Hit
Santa Fe: John Barton Payne, legal »dv
Tt.rrt.i

to the direrlor general.

<li..irni.,n.

Atchiion,

and Oscar E.

Price,

.t

wa~

iliiju,!.;iii

that trains could

s|x*eded

l>e

up appre-

ciably early in the week.

A. H. Smith,

til

:ikI

Ijeing

the direction of the director-general, ever}- effort

made

to increase the

movement

of

traffic.

was

Snow plows

throughout the middle western section, where
were interfering with train movements, and once
the roads were cleared railway employees were makinc the

were being

snow

u.«ed

drifts

greatest possible speed to get their trains

;•'

'

'

'

-

The

general order that went out from tin•;
that every possible means should lie u-i
conditions to their normal state as quickly as possible.
Despite the snow and cold, it was believed that a great deal
of good would be accomplished during freight clearance week.
X'irtually every business organization and mayor in the
L'nited States indicated his di^ire to co-operate with the
.

t!i

rector-general in clearing

up the
new

ticularly to endeavor to keep

situation, promising j)ar-

freight off the rails until

now on hand reach their destination. Yarious
governmental agencies outside of the director-general's office
The Food and Fuel
also are lending a helping hand.
ministrations have sent out urgent pleas through all their
So
agencies to keep new shipments off the road this week.
rcadv have been the responses to the director-general's widespread appeal for co-oiH'ration, that it was felt much of the
congestion could be relieved if the weather moderated to any
extent durine the course of the week.
Thousands of telegrams have been received at the office
of the director general from mayors of cities, business organ-
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izations, state governors and other leaders, promising full
support for freight moving week. On the tirst day of next

week the new increased demurrage rates will go into effect,
and the clearance movement preceding is expected to save

many thousands

of dollars to shippers as well as assist the

railroads in handling their big load.

To A. H. Smith, his assistant in charge of eastern lines,
and R. H. Aishton, president of the Chicago & North Western, Director General McAdoo telegraphed on Sunday:
"I am very much distressed at the inconvenience and
suffering the blizzard has brought to the people in the West
The paralysis of railroad service is
and central \^'est.
inevitable, but I should like you to use every possible means
to overcome the situation and restore railroad service at the
earliest possible moment."
Mr. Aishton's report read
"Every means within our power is being used to restore
normal railroad service, and particularly in the movement of
coal.
The greatest difficulty was experienced in Chicago
and in a radius of about 250 miles, with Chicago as its
center, where the severity of the storm of Friday last, fol-.
lowing the very heavy snow and strong wind the previous
Sunday, created a condition that has not been equalled in
the histor}- of this territorj' for over twenty years.

"All employees stuck to their tasks of keeping transportamoving as long as it was humanly possible to do so.
Ever)- available man was employed in the moving of snow,
and very good progress was made yesterday and last night.
tion

"Through passenger service and coal movement was resumed to a limited extent last night. Suburban service in the
Chicago district was resumed with nearly normal operations
in Chicago this morning.
The greatest efforts are being diVery good sucrected to resume normal movement of coal.
cess was obtained last night in placing coal in Chicago territory.
Every man that can be spared from any other class of
work is being used to remove snow from tracks in yards so
that all transportation may be resumed at the earliest possible hour.
Vou may feel assured nothing is being left undone
by officers and employees to restore full normal transportation."

A.

H. Smith telegraphed Director-General

Monday

McAdoo on

as follows:

"Between Pittsburgh,
Practically the

Buffalo,

Chicago

and

St.

Louis

movement for 24 hours.
only passenger movements have been those

there has been practically

no

freight

incident to getting stalled passenger trains into terminals.

"Snow has

drifted very heavily, packing in cars on side
and it will take considerable time and

tracks

and

in yards,

much

effort

to get

them

loose.

Temperature

this

morning

at Pittsburgli and Buffalo still zero with extremely high
winds.
West of there weather has moderated. It has likewise moderated in New York and at other points east.
"The very low temperature with snow and high winds has
produced a combination which is said to be worse than anything in the history of the railroads in the central west.
"Little freight, if any freight eastbound from Chicago
and St. Louis today on account of conditions in yards. Efforts are being made to place coal to relieve fuel situation in
central western cities.
Everything being done with the help
and power available to restore service at the earliest possible

moment.
"In answer

to your telegram you may be assured of the
utmost efforts in this direction on the part of all concerned.
"Believe we should devote our attention to keeping people
warm, moving food and coaling ships in the harbor, even if
manufacturing industries close down for a few days until the
effect of this storm can be cleared away and working room
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McAdoo

gave out the following statement;
is in receipt of advice from A. H.
Smith, assistant to the director-general at New York, that
the weather conditions, which are more severe than experienced in 50 years, have crippled railroad transportation to
such an extent that it is imperative to give preference at New
York and vicinity to certain vitally essential commodities.
Later, Mr.

"The

Pie

director-general

recommends that

"First

— Coal

—
—

this order of preference be:

for domestic use

and

vital public utilities.

"Second Food.
"Third Coal for bunkering the ships now in New York
harbor which are loaded for our armies abroad and for the
Allies.

"The director-general has approved the recommendation
with the expectation that the plan will be temporary only;
that improving weather conditions will soon obviate its necessity, and that it will not materially affect industrial activity.
"This appears to be the shortest cut to a restoration of
normal conditions. It is hoped, therefore, that everybody
will co-operate by submitting as cheerfully as possible to the
teniporarj' inconveniences the plan may occasion, in order
that it may be made in the highest degree effective and that
prompt relief may be brought about."
Mr. McAdoo has announced that he expects to appoint
other assistants in charge of various districts, just as Mr.
Smith is in charge of transportation on the eastern roads.
B. F. Bush, president of the Missouri Pacific, has been advisMr. McAdoo has aning him on conditions at St. Louis.
nounced, however, that he will nol appoint state directors of
transportation.

Acting on a report from Hale Holden, assigned to make
a special study of freight conditions in the District of Columbia, Mr. McAdoo sent a letter to A. W. Thompson, vice-president of the Washington Terminal Company, requesting him
to arrange for the common use of the rail facilities in the
district, in which he said:
"I inclose copy of letter which I have toda}- written

Louis Brownlow relating to the local freight congestion
It is of importance that these facilities be
kept in efficient operation, and while the present situation
appears to exist chiefly because consignees are unable or
do not take away their freight as rapidly as should be, there
are doubtless measures which can be taken to increase
to

in the district.

capacity by the railroads.
"I therefore request that you undertake at once to arrange
for the common use of the rail facilities in the district, as
far as may be wise, to increase efficiency in the use of them
and see to it that sufficient switching power is maintained
here at all times. The forces at the freight houses and in the

administration of the facilities generally should be kept at
times adequate to serve the public and generally measures
should be taken from time to time as necessary to keep the
service abreast with the requirements of the public here.
I
shall be glad if you will report to me on the subject from
time to time."
In another letter to one of the district commissioners Mr.

all

McAdoo approved of a plan for a pooling of the use of
drayage and trucking facilities in the district recommended
by Mr. Holden, and pointed out that the main cause of the
local congestion has been the delay on the part of consignees
in removing freight from freight houses and team tracks.
On Tuesday Mr. McAdoo announced that he had relieved
.\. W. Tliompson, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio,
from his duties as vice-president of the Washington Terminal
Company, in order that he might devote his attention to his
own road, and appointed in his place G. R. Loyall, assistant
vice-president of the Southern, whose office

is

in

Washington

afforded.

and who is therefore in a better position to give attention to
the local situation.

"There are 118 ships in the harbor this morning awaiting
coaling and 21 bunkered last 24 liours."

The Navy Department on request of Director General
McAdoo sent a battleship to Baltimore to break the ice in

January

18.

Advice was received in
harljor uiid to o|)rn the chaniu-1.
thai the luirhor had Ucn oiH-nt<l and the hatllehi|) tta> |>riK<i<linu ilnwn the li.ix witli 15 liiadid ships and

In-

!u- alU'riu>i)ii

Ihire was three
whuli it riUM>td at Haltimoro.
feet tluckne» of ice in the Haltiinorc liarUir.
Thus far Mr. McAdoii has not reached a conclusion as to
whetlier the express companies sluiulii he taken over liy the
Government. He has aske<l ilie Interstate Commerce Com
mi>sion and his advisors for an opinion on tlie suhject, liut
ha> lelt that an immediate deiision was not neces>ar\
;,.irf;i-.

Ucau^e
irs

of

jurisdution over the trains in wliich express
A delegation of officers of the jirincipal

\\\-

are carried.

Mr. McAcKhi on January U),
undersKxKl. practically' asked him to take over

\press companies called on
is

,iiid.

it

their

l)usine>^.

wliich

i-i

to a

very

larjje

extent

intertwined

with that of the railroad^

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission

l>een much discussion
Commerce Commission of

While there has
the

Interstate

of the effect

the

Reasons Enough

on

President's

Why

and placing them under
Mr. Mc\doo, and it has become entirely
evident that the Commission has lost much of its supreme
the direction of

tliat of the director general of railroads
has been made paramount, the Commission has by no means

authority l)ecause

Ijcen side-tracked.
Its office building in Washington has now become the
headquarters of the U. S. A. R. R.. and to all outward
While
il)pearances it is a busier place than ever liefore.
he rate problems with which the commissioners and their
formerly wrestkxi have been diminished both
:id in importance, a large numlx-r of new tasks
')S<d upon the commission by the director general
in accordance with his announced intention of making u.-^e
Commissioner McChord is
f its organization to the full.
-iTurinc information regarding transportation conditions in
'

•

.

various parts of the country; Commissioner Daniels
in

,.i.,.i,'.

i.,„i.,.i

1..

secur-

is

railroad

..1

I.'

inij

of

.1

Ser\
the

=

15

Ircighl tur c<|uipmiiil.

(

Car

ility

of

I

ter

•

.ill

>•<

having been the principal author
providing the i.
'

roj.

'

lias l>een

nd

lius\

I!
Hou.se commilii
New York helping to relieve the congestion there.
Loard
Mr. McAd(H) and the memU-rs of his :idvi
rcc
occujiy a large |)art of one llixir of the Inter
icc
Commission liuildini{, and the Conlmi•>^ion
iluor
of the American Railway Association «hu|im- im
ahove, as the fumtions of the sulisidiary organization of the
^

'

.

.

former railroads' War iioard, which had a liuilding of its
own, have been taken over under the direttion of Hale
Holden, president of the Chicago, liurlington & Quincy.
The Interstate Commerce Commission on Saturday
cleared the

way

for railroads to haul freight over the shortest

This Train Arrived Late

action in taking over the railroads

'

AGE
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1918

at

Chicago

and establish new receiving or delivery points by
issuing an order allowing the necessary tariff changes to be
made on one day's notice, and allowing relief from the provisions of the long and short haul clause in tlie case of new
routes

open new

rates

made

The

State Commissions Just After the Cyclone Passed

.\t

tills

to

routes.

important period

in

the hi>trirv of traii-(iortation

the railroads find themselves to
sympathy with, if not from, tli'

which are concerned as

to the

'

i!:.

on

:...

.

of
ns

their status.

The President's prnrlnmntinn
except so far as said
wi.se by general or
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commissions be recognized and shippers be given the

and

state

in

right to sue railroads in local courts.

orders of regulating commissions of the various states
which said systems or any part thereof shall be situated.
But any orders, general or special, hereafter made by said
director shall have paramount authority and shall be obeyed

that part of the proclamation

Charles E. Elniquist, secretary of the Special War Committee of the National Association of Railway and Utilities
Commissioners, has addressed to the state commissions a
bulletin on the subject of Government operation of railroads.

railroad property,

It is to be expected that the railroads

ii'ill

ask the director

pending actions before, or orders made by,
the commissions.
It will be of service to the states if the
special War Committee is furnished with copies of orders
that are issued by the states, which affect revenues, labor
or material, and also a statement of pending formal cases,
and what is involved in them. The state cmnmissions should
retain jurisdiction over all matters conferred by statute until
otherwise ordered by the director or court, at which time
to interfere with

appropriate action may be taken.
The exercise of these
functions, however, should have due regard to the conditions
imposed by the war. The underlying purpose should be to
help the government operate the railroads in such a way as
to make them a vigorous auxiliary of our war machinery.
This can be done by helping to curtail unnecessary and
luxurious passenger service, save fuel and motive power,
eliminate circuitous routing, police the yards and terminals
for the purpose of expediting delivery by the carriers and
prompt release of equipment, encourage heavy loading and
prevent the bunching of cars, use conservatism in treating
demands for improved station facilities and reduction of

grade crossings and other improvements which cost money
and absorb labor and material, constantly remind the public
that we are in a state of war and that normal service can
not be expected, and be careful to find out if the carriers,
their employees and agents are freely and unreservedly responding to the unusual demands for service which are
brought on by the war.
"Your committee takes pleasure in announcing that the
President in his proclamation honored our request that the

The

legal effect of

cjuestion.

am

tion

of contact between the states, federal government and the
director general.
Your committee will give much thought
to these matters and invites suggestions from the commissions.

moot

a

sending to your office one copy of the administraExamine this carefully
introduced in Congress.
and decide if amendments are necessary to preserve the
Commerce
Commission to
useful powers of the Interstate
regulate interstate commerce and complete the valuation of
"I

as such."

After quoting the above and other extracts from the President's proclamation and message, he says (italics his):
'"Examination of the foregoing makes it appear that the railroads were taken over as a war measure, should be operated
as a '..car measure, and that none of the functions exercised
by the Interstate Commerce Commission or state commissions or common law or statutory rights of shippers and
passengers, should be curtailed unless it is necessary to do
Exigencies of war should not require
so us a war measure.
the director general to set aside statutes or orders of state
or federal commissions, or to abolish the wise practice of
submitting all rate questions to regulating tribunals, with
the right of the public to be heard.
The right of the director
general to supercede by an order the constitutional rights
heretofore exercised -by the states is a debatable question.
Instead- of considering the distinction betu-een state and
federal authority at this moment of extreme peril to the
Nation, we regard it as important to establish a fair, just
and workable basis of co-operation between the state and
federal governments, so that all regulating officials and employees may work together in the common cause of helping
Team work should be the watchthe country win the war.
li'ord.
For the purpose of establishing a correct understanding between the states and the government the Hon. Clyde
B. Aitchison has been designated as the person to confer
with Mr. Charles E. Elmquist, secretary of your Special
War Committee, and it is expected that a working basis may
soon be reached. It is to be expected that questions for discussion will frequently arise and the Interstate Commerce
Commission felt that this plan establishes a helpful point

is

late

bill

and secure the right
and service, and

intrastate rates

of the states to reguof the shipper to be

heard upon questions affecting charges for transporting persons or property, and to sue railroad companies for damages
to person or property, in local courts. Send your recommendations to your Congressional delegation and furnish me
It will also be well to have special attention
with a copy.
given to the existing status of state commissions and the right
of the director general to set aside state statutes or orders

made by commissioners."
This bulletin expresses a commendable desire to co-operate,
and if it displays a keen interest in the preservation of the
constitutional rights of state commissions it may be well to
recall that the President
has not yet recommended any
guarantee to state commissions.

Wages
Mr. McAdoo has already begun

to hear from the classes
of employees other than the members of the brotherhoods
who want their wages increased. On January 9 S. E.
Heberling, president of the Switchmen's Union of North
America, which is a rival of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen and the Order of Railway Conductors in its

yard employees, called on Mr. McAdoo
to the roads which
have contracts with the switchmen's organization.
The
organization of the maintenance of way employees has asked
the United States Board of Mediation and Conciliation to
efforts to represent

to

discuss

demands already presented

call the attention of the director general to their interests.

A movement

has also been started among train despatchers
wages before Mr. McAdoo.
movement represents has not laeen
made clear, but copies of a petition have been circulated
among the despatchers of different roads with a request to
them to sign it and forward it to the director general. The
petition contains a review of the working conditions of
despatchers and asks for one day off per week, or in lieu
thereof double time for Sundays and holidays; a monthly
salary of $235 for chief despatchers, $225 for assistant chief
despatchers, and $215 for trick despatchers, to be made
effective as of January 1, 1918; also foreign line and Pullman transportation. The Order of Railway Telegraphers
has been following its usual plan of presenting demands
to bring their claims for increased

How

great strength this

separately to individual railroads, but

Perham, has been

in

Washington

its

president,

H. B.

recently.

Burleson Finds Mail Trains Late

Comes now A.

S. Burleson, Postmaster General, to take
a last crack at the "inefficiency" of the railway mail service
while the cracking is still good, because hereafter cabinet
courtesy, if not the well known admiration of the Post-

master General for government management, will probably
preclude such statements as the one he has just issued
in answer to many criticisms of delay in the mail service.

'During the month of November," says the Postmaster
General, "mail trains failed to make scheduled connections
86,712 times.
One of the important trains, carrying mail
from Washington, Baltimore, Philadelphia and points west,
failed 70 per cent of the time during-the last four months;
and the principal train between New York and Chicago
failed 71 times in its Southwest connection during three
months, and 57 times in its Northwest connection.
"Delay in the transmission of mail," says the Por^tmaster
General, "is due to congestion of the railroad svstem.
Re-
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THK FOLLOWING

IS A LIST of thc Hjost notable train accidents that occurred on thc railways of thc United
States in the month of Dcceml>er, 1917:
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will follow their usual cuurse, lu provided in the folluwing

The l'<i-ini:i-iir Cu-iieral, however, unlike most people
have to expLim delays or shortages these days, does not
ke any complaint on tlie score of increased expenses. He

liu

\
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18,

show

that the only

Ualc
1.

where congestion occurred in a post office was in Wash:ton, and this congestion was due to failure by the railids to furnish sufficient cars, the mail through this office
iving increased at least 10 times the normal amount by
i-on of the city being the gateway to array cantonments
mobilization camps."
The Pastmaster General takes his critics to task on com.ints that he has saved from $5,000,000 to $9,000,000 for
government, lH.-lieving that this curtailment has injured
serv-ice.
Mr. Burleson contends that the service has
II
bettered, not hindered, and challenges any one to show
:cre "by the restoration of a system of prodigality of
'cnditure"' the delivery of mail could have been made
'0 prompt.
Some of the things
I'hesc are some of the things he says.
loes not say are that most of the $5,000,000 to $9,000,000
has Saved has been saved at the e.xpense of the railroads,
"Poor pay,
reducing their pay for carrying the mails.
Either of the sums named would have
-r preacher."'
few mail cars.
5 to 40 per cent increase in mail service finds no
in the bulletins on railway revenues published by
For the 10 months
the interstate Commerce Commission.
ending OctoI)er 21, published in the commission's latest
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railway operating revenues p)er mile inper cent as compared with the corresponding
period of 1916, and freight revenues increased 10.7 per
cent, pas.-K'nger revenue 15.1 per cent, and e.xpress revenues
19.3 per cent, the revenues received for transportinsz the mails
report, while total

creased

1 1

.8

thow a decrease of

The

on the first were
and northbound freight No.

trains in collision at Boligee, .\Ia.,

nortlibound passenger No. 2
6580, the passenger running into the rear of the freight.
The fireman of the pas.senger train was killed and the en-

gineman injured.

The

collision

was due

block signal by train No. 2; and the

6580 are charged with

men

to
in

disreganl of
charge of No.

neglect of flag protection.

The

trains in collision at Susquehanna, Pa., at 12:45
m., on the 6th were eastbound passenger No. 48 nnr! a
switching engine, moving westward, pulling a "
Both trains were on the westlxjund track,

a.

"

1.7 per rent.

i

\

.Purchasing Departments Undisturbed
There is no apparent intention on the part of the govemnent railway administration, for the present at least, to interfere with the functions of the railro:id purchasing dcpartluents.
Mr. Mc.\doo and his staff are concentrating most
of thi-ir attention upon the immediate jiressing problem of
moving' tlie freight and clearing up congestion and until he
sees tit to act the railroads will continue to purchase their own
supi'li. - in the usual way. just as they continue to operate
their iin.-.
The administration bill provides for an appropriation of 5.>n(p iiiio.OOO to l>e used with any excess earnings
abo\"e the cii.ir.intces, in the purchase of engines, rolling
stork nnd other necessary equipment and for terminal improvcnunt';.
Probably orders placed with this money would
he expended under the direct supervision of the government,
hut so far as routine matters are concerned the railroad officers

track having been
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had been brought to a stoj) and the passenger was running
There was a blinding snow storm at the time.
at low speed.
One engineman and one fireman were injured.
The trains in collision near Weleetka, Okla., on the night
Both locomotives were
of the eighth were through freight.
wrecked and three emplo3X'es w-ere killed.
The trains in collision at Uickson, Tenn., on the tenth
were a through freight of the main line and a local freight

Two

employees were fatally injured.
N. Y., on the 16th
were eastbound freight No. 864, running into the rear of
No. 791. Two engines and 11 loaded cars w^ere wrecked.
The engineman on No. 864 was killed. Train 864 ran into
tlie passing siding already occupied by the preceding train
at excessive speed, and No. 791 was not properly protected.
The trains in collision at Shepherdsville, Ky., on the
evening of the 20th were southbound passenger No. 41, a
local train, and southbound passenger No. 7, a through exThe express ran into the rear of the local, wrecking
press.
the two rear cars and killing 45 passengers and two trainmen. About 40 passengers were injured. There appear to
have been neither space-interval nor time-interval regulations, but the- engineman of the express disregarded a trainorder signal, the observance of which would have given him
of Centreville branch.

The

trains in collision at Cobleskill,

which to stop his train before striking
No. 41. This collision was reported in our issues of December 28 (p. 1185), January 4 (p. 88) and January 11

sufficient space within

(p.

137).

trains in collision near New Haven, Conn., on the
22d were a northbound passenger and a switching engine,

The
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The train derailed at Butts, \d., on the night of the 6th
was southbound freight No. 63. The engine was derailed
misplaced switch, and, with four cars, was overturned
The fireman was killed and two other trainmen were injured. The switch had been tampered with.
The train derailed near Camp Shelby, Miss., on the 6th
The fireman and three paswas a westbound passenger.
sengers were injured, the fireman fatally. The cause of the
derailment was not determined; supposed to be defective
at a

and wrecked.

truck.

The train derailed on the Chesapeake & Ohio at Sharon,
Ky., on the night of the 8th was eastbound passenger No.
Both of the two engines drawing the train were over
24.
turned and fell against the caboose of a freight train standing on a side track. One trainman in the caboose, and three
other employees were killed, and three employees and one
The leading engine had been
mail clerk were injured.
thrown off the track by ice at a street crossing about three
miles back, and had run on the ties the whole distance to
a switch, near the standing freight train, where the engines
headed across the side track.
The train derailed near Tower, Minn., on the 17th was
a local passenger. Three coaches fell down a bank and were
Fifty-four passengers and 2 trainmen were inoverturned.
jured.

The

train derailed near Dale's Station, Utah,

on the

21st,

was a westbound freight. The train became
uncontrollable on a steep descending grade and was thrown
One trainman was killed and three
off the track at a curve.
others were injured, one of them fatally.
about

5

a.

m.,

The east.\hout 20 persons were injured.
the eastbound.
train had run past distant and home automatic block
This collision was reported in the
signals set against it.

The train derailed near Valdosta, Ga., on the 24th w'as
The locomotive and
southbound passenger train No. 95.
tender remained on the rails, the four coaches being derailed
but not turning over. Three passengers and one porter were
slightly bruised.
The derailment was caused by a piped rail
breaking under the train.
The train derailed near Roxbury, Conn., on the 25th was
a southbound passenger.
Twelve passengers were injured.
The cause of the derailment was a broken rail.
The train derailed at Ludlow, Ky., on the 26th was a
northbound freight.
The train became uncontrollable on
a steep descending grade near Erlanger, seven miles from
Ludlow and ran at high speed to a switch in Ludlow yard,
where the engine and 25 cars w-ere ditched.
The train derailed near Security, Md., on the 30th was a
westbound freight, No. 914. The train became uncontrollable on a steep descending grade near Edgemont and ran
at a high speed to Security, about 10 miles.
Several cars
were thrown off the track at a curve near Cavetown.
The train involved in the accident near Derry, Pa., on the
3rd w-as eastbound passenger No. 32. While passing, at full
s]ieed, a freight train, standing on the adjacent main track,
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The fireman of
the collision occurring within yard limits.
the passenger train was killed and three other employees
overturned.
was
baggage
car
The
w^ere injured.
The trains in collision at Ludlow, N. J., on the 2,ird w^ere
westbound through freights. One trainman was killed and
two others were injured. The engineman of the second train
fell asleep and awoke too late to stop before running into
He had been on duty 6')4 hours.
the other train.
The trains in collision at Keough, Me., on the 24th were
an eastljound freight and a following locomotive without a
The empty engine ran over a misplaced switch and
train.
The coninto the rear of the freight, wrecking the caboose.
ductor and a trackman, in the caboose, were killed.
The trains in collision on the Baltimore & Ohio at North
Vernon, Ind., on the 29th of December, were eastbound passenger No. 2 and westbound passenger No. 23, second secEight persons were killed; one passenger, the enginetion.
man, fireman and baggageman of the westbound train, and
the engineman, fireman, baggageman and one brakeman of

bound

4.

train derailed at Edwardsville, 111., on the 2d was
serious injuries to persons
westbound passenger No. 3.

The

No

'

freight car projected so as to foul the side of the passenger train, and many coach windows were broken. Twenty-six passengers

and one employee were injured.

— Six

The derailment was due to the failure of
were reported.
an arch bar of one truck of the tender. A broken part fell
to the ground and tore out a frog.
The train derailed near Granger, 111., on the 2nd was a
w'estbound special passenger carrying soldiers returning from
Two of the 13 cars of the
a two-day holiday at Chicago.
train were overturned, and 25 passengers and one employee
were injured. The derailment was cau.sed by the failure of
a brake rod connection on one of the trucks of the tender
which fell to the track and caught in a switch.
The train derailed near Corr}', Pa., on the morning of the
The
3rd, at about 2 o'clock, was a southbound passenger.
engine was overturned and the engineman and fireman were
The derailment was caused by a defective
fatally scalded.
brake rigging which fell to the ground and caught in a plank

death of 20 passengers and the injury of about fou:
as many.
This accident was reported in our issue o:
December 28^ page 1189. At Houston, Tex., on the 15th
a locomotive ran into a street car, killing three persons am
injuring five.
Other accidents causing one death and
number of injuries each occurred at Weehawken, N. J
on the 14th; Baltimore, Md., on the 19th; Fair Hope, Ohio,
on the 26th, and Vandalia, N. Y., on the 26th.
(
'iinada.
In a collision on the Canadian Pacific, near
Tilsonburg, Ont., on the 17th, one employee was killed, and
in another on the Grand Trunk at Stoney Creek, Ont., on

crossing.

the KSth. two were killed

Electric

Car

Accidents.

serious

accidents

to

II

cars were reported in the newspapers as occurring
in the United States in the month of December; the worst
one, a runaway at Pittsburgh, Pa., on the 24th, causin"
electric

the

t'liies

—

—

—

and three were injured.

.

How

Will the Railroad Securities Be Affected?
Progress of the Country Can

Favorable Factor
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railways and t^uarantee of net income, there was a
quite sharp rise on tlie New York Sluk Kxchange in the
By
price of ma^t of the so-called standard railroad stocks.
the following Saturday a reaction had set in in many railroad sttx-k prices.
Of all the many things that are rellccted in price changes
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It is, of course, impossible accurately to figure out just
what "other income," "fixed charges" and "rentals" will be
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of Missouri Pacific, Pitts-
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Western Mary-

f

Francisco

/
it is possible to distinguish two prinone group has to do with nerves, the other
with brains or judgment.
The sudden upward trend of
prices on Thursday ;uid its continuation in some cases on
Friday may be |>rincipally attributed to those causes in the
group that has to do with ner^-es. It reflected the sudden
cessation of ner\-ous dread which had been cumulative in the
past few days and weeks.
The charts show the closing price
of each of 20 railroad stocks on each stock exchange day
:rom \\ednesday. December 26, the day before the Presiient's proclamation, to Friday, January 11.
The course of
iirices, after the first sudden rise of Friday, may in general
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said to reflect the judgment of the market, modified, of
ourse, by specific supply and demand conditions.
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cipal groups:

After the relief due to the removal of uncertainties had
worn off a little, one of the first things that struck an in\estor in railroad stocks when he studied the administration"? bill was that whereas nearly all investment in stocks
nd the great bulk of investment in bonds has been predicated
jpon the assumption that gross business will steadily increase
it an average annual rate of about 8 per cent, and that a con-iderable part of the increase in gross will go one way or the
other to enhance the return on the investment or the equity
behind it, now suddenly that whole attitude of mind has to
be changed.
Not only is there no hope for an increased return on the investment and no longer can progress and growth
of the country be a factor to count upon, but even the best
that we have done before is not taken as a standard for the
future
it is averaged down by the inclusion of 1915.
There are onlv a few American railroad stocks that arc
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Closing Prices Dec. 26 to Jan. 11 of New York, New Haven
& Hartford, Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific, Erie
and Denver & Rio Grande
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years, but

for the last year (cither fiscal or
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charges, rentals, etc., would be between nine
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directors
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The sum
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here
"standard return" plan will be $14,345,131.
a little margin, but the reorganization plan was predicated
-•''''
on the assumption that the new
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would in the near future begin to receive
some dividends; without the President's specific permission
a heavy assessment

thev cannot now receive dividends.
the Pittsburgh & West Virginia will receive only $298,704
under the government guarantee, but its stockholders were
former bondholders and the par value of the stock is less
tlian the actual

them anything like an adequate margin.
Turning now to the railroads that have had
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earnings in the past three years, but about which there had
In this class are
been considerable doubt and uncertainty.
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, New York Central, New
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Closing Prices Dec. 26 to Jan. 11 of the Union Pacific, Norfolk & Western, Illinois Central and Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe
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and

its

cumulative

dividend requirements $1,260,000.
The Pere Marquette will receive $.>, 750, 963, while its fixed
charges are over one and a half million and its cumulative
dividend requirements nearly $1,200,000.
The St. Louis-San Francisco will receive $13,453,378,
while its fixed charges are over fourteen million dollars.
All of these roads will have some "other income" to add
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of

Reading and Canadian

Pacific

At first thought it would seem that the government's
plan would be of great market value to these companies'
stocks.
The stocks had been selling down and down because
of the fear that the future would not be as good to them as
Pacific.
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Closing Prices Dec. 26 to Jan. 11 of Delaware

Ijv

rumors without any foun-

tact.

what may U- jjro|x'rly lonsidered high
class investment stcKks.
\Vc have the Union I'acilk, which
will receive $.)S,567,.)OJ with net charges of $1,500,000 and
dividend rcfjuirements of 8 jx-'r cent on the common and 4
on the preferred, or a little over $21,7'X),000, leaving a surto

plus of nearly lifteen million.

The .\t(liis(jn. ro|)eka & .Santa Fe will receive $42,398,400 and have left over $.> 1,000,000, with dividend requirements of only a little over $19,000,000.
The stocks of these roads had a large rise and fairly well
maintained their new levels but apparently there is un<crtainty as to just how the surplus above the "standard return" not required for dividends will Ix
gress

up

9t

cent

The Norfolk & Western will receive $20,918,8.>0 and have
left over $19,000,000, with dividend requirements of about
$8,000,000.
The Illinois Central will rctcive $16,549,399 and have left
Ijctween eleven and twelve million dollars, with dividend requircmcnt.s of alxjut $6,500,000.
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commission's theories of tli'
:,
Ixjtwecn
capital expenditures and expenses this surplus can \x invested as new capital and the standard return will be increased by an amount equal to interest thereon.
If this interpretation is placed on the law tliere will U-, therefore, a
chance for rcKids like the Santa Fe, Norfolk & Western and
Illinois Central to appreciate in value and for a steadily
increasing equity back of the stocks.
The same is true of
the Pennsylvania, although, because of the consolidation of
Company
with
the
lines
the Pennsylvania
east, an accurate
forecast cannot be made of how great the surjdus would be
above the standard return.
Canadian Pacific, which was not afifected by the President's proclamation, except through its ownership of Soo
stock, had as great a rise as many stocks that were directly
affected.
The explanation of this is probably a technical
one. J. P. Morgan & Co. have presumably been liquidating
a heaNT line of securities which included a very large block
of Canadian Pacific in anticij)atp<in of paying oil a British
There h.id, thereloan which matures at about this time.
fore, lieen heavy selling pressure on Canadian Pacific and
when this pressure ceased a? it did Ix-forc Dcccml>cr 26, an
iMe rise.
excuse only was needed for
nt passes and inlcrIt would appear that if
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- .^^
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to the
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\Ki.(tuicn founicn and fifteen million dollars,
U-twccn twelve and thirteen million dollars for dividend' and surplus, while 7 per cent on the preferred and 4
on the common will call for nearly Sl.<, 000,000.
The New York Central is in a quite different situation. It
will receive $55,972,807, with net fixed charges, etc., amount11 nil
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Abrasion

Tests of Manganese Steel Rails

Total area— sq. in
Per year of service
Per ten million tons of

which lias been secured from manganese
on seven railroads is given in a report prepared by M. H. Wickhorst, engineer of tests of the
rail committee of the American Railway Engineering Association, Chicago, and published in bulletin No. 199 of that
These seven roads submitted reports to the
association.

THE

sERMci-.

On

steel rails

some of the sharpest curves showed signs of
This flowing was not by the formation of a lip,
as is usually the case with Bessemer or open-hearth rail,
but the head of the low rail dished slightly and the entire
head seemed to move both ways from the center. With a
view of getting the full life out of this rail, we decided to
remove the low rail from the curves in question and lay it
on the high side of other curves, laying frictionless rail on
the low side.
For convenient study, the results of the several tests showing the abrasion of the high rail per million tons of traffic
flowing.

are given below:

111.

.•

Beth.

Bess

Mancancse

O.K.

-0035

0035
0222
0034
0718
0583
0115
0275

Prem

O.H

P.nssaic

7°

0283
0274
02OO

Manganese

Lack.
Lack.

T
7°

:

about

and

being 17

'-l

months, or four times that of the open,

figures below give the average abrasion of each

of rail:
Square

measurement

inches
08
0.47
C.63

October, 1912
February, 1913
Tune. 1913
October, 1913

0.81

J
kind
1

•

Percent of
1.9

11.2
15.0
19.2

inches
0.52
1.25

12.4
29.8

2.11
3.11

50.1

74.0

There were three failures of the Manard
through
of 84 rails laid, two consisting of transverse fractures
split
the head and about two-thirds of the web and one by

On

,

in

comparison with ordinary open-hearth rail.
9, 1915, the abrasion being as

was removed November
lows

,,

,

January 26, 1914, about 0.27 track miles of Manard
laid in the eastward freight track on the Horseshoe

was

curve
:

6°
6°
6°

of Shoenberger

of curve

Per cent
of head
abraded

6°
6°

8.44
10.39

Service
to date

Manard

the 0.94 track miles of

Life of
ordinary rail
14 mo.
18 mo.

33 mo.
33 mo.

rail

in

track there

Failures per 100 track miles

Head
Manard

639
Ordinary O.H... 31

Web

Base

639

..

27

2

,

Position in ingot

Broken

K

B

L/3

2977
28

2127

1488

74

23

16

12

'Total
4255

'Failures in lower i)ositions divided by 3 to show approximate numbei
each position.

is

I

,

The following are probably the conclusions that may bel
drawn from the various tests:
1.
Manganese steel rails abrade much slower than Bessteel rails on sharp curves.
On curves
of 8 or 9 deg. the abrasion of the high rail per million tons]
of traffic, may be taken very roughly as follows:
Manganese, 0.004 sq. in.; open-hearth, 0.012 sq. in.; Bessemer,!

semer or open-hearth

1

0.20 sq. in In other words, the abrasion of open-hearth rails
is about three times that of the manganese rails, and the
abrasion of the Bessemer rails is about five times. The resuits, however, vary considerably and are probably dependent upon the nature of the rolling equipment as well as the
tonnage.
We also have no information as to relation between the abrasion and degree of curvature.
2.
Manganese steel rails become distorted by spreading]
and drooping of the head more easily than open-hearth rails,
and apparently, also, than Bessemer rails, explained presumably by the low elastic limit of manganese steel.
3.
The failures or breakages of manganese rail werel
extremely high and seemed to consist mostly of transverse'
cracks in the head, starting from the surface, resulting finally
in pieces of the head breaking out.
The manufacturers exI

I

j

Per cent of
head abrade<

Square

rail out of a total

rail

W.

I

Open-Hearth

Manard
Date of

head.

of Barree
E. of Tyrone Forge

i

hearth.

The

&

Frt.
Frt.

Conclusions

41

The Manard
simultaneously, adjoining it, for comparison.
In September, 1912, the open-hearth
rail cost $94 per ton.
rail remainlatter
this
was replaced with new open-hearth,
The open-hearth rail
ing in track until January 7, 1913.
was again renewed on June 20, 1913, and both open-hearth
Manard were removed October IS, 1913, the life of the

Manard

W.

&

wears out in 8 months.

tons (0.27 track miles) of
freight
100-lb. P. S. Manard rails were laid in the eastward
track on the Horseshoe curve, and open-hearth rail was laid

1912,

Curve

Location

Track

Kwd. Pass.
Evvd. Pass.
Ewd. Pass.

Tests on Pennsylvania
In April,

track miles of

have been 40 failures, of which 28 were transverse fractures through tlie head and a portion of the web, 6 were split
head and 6 split web. In no case was the rail broken through.
Forty failures in 0.94 track miles in average life of 3J4 years
amounts to 1,216 failures per year per 100 miles of track,
as compared with an average of 27 failures for all rail on
the Pennsylvania on the same basis.
A comparison of failures per 100 track miles of Manard
rail with those of ordinary open-hearth, 1913 100-lb. P. S.
rails shows the following:

one year,

0230

Prem
Prem

Manganese
Manganese
Spec.

0.05

1

1914, 0.40

in

cost per ton of open-heartli rail at $30, lasting
$28, and Manard at $94, lasting four years, is
It would therefore be economical to use Manard rail
$27.
on sharp curves under heavy traffic where ordinary openhearth rail lasts one year or less, but not elsewhere.
In this
comparison failures are not taken into account. If they are
considered, the cost of the Manard rail per ton per year would
be increased about $3, and with such a failure rate it would
be economical only at locations where ordinary open-hearth

Sq. in. abrasion
per million tons

O.H.

May

division,

The annual

HicM Rails
Kind

111.

0.16
0.19

Of

the low rail on

Lack.

Miles

4.13
2.35
0.41

laid, as follows:

Tyrone Forge

fall of 1912, 500 tons of 101 -lb. rolled manganese
secured, for use on some of the sharp curves of the
eastbound track of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
on a 13/2 per cent grade down the Pocono mountain. After
the manganese rail had been in service for about two years,

111.

Date
Tan. 14
Tan. 26

Open-Hearth

0.74
0.42
0.07

traffic

Deg.

was

Beth. O.H
Lack. Bess. F. T
Lack. O.H. Spec.
Beth. O.-H. Spec.

was

Location
Barree

In the

6°
6°
6°
6'
6°
6*
6°
6°
7°

rail

Manard

This rail is still in track and the stretches west of Barree
and east of Tyrone Forge now show wear as follows:

Tests on Lackawanna

Curve

the Middle

Manard

committee giving in considerable detail the curvature and
grades and the approximate density of traffic to which the
Two of the seven reports subtest rails were subjected.
mitted to tlie committee are abstracted below with the conclusions based on the seven reports.

rail
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It

fol-

]}lain

these failures

as

due

to

faulty manipulation

in

the

manufacture of manganese rails, which has since been
remedied.
Immediately after rolling, while still very hot, it
is necessary to quench the rails in water, which operation
was not at first handled in an entirely satisfactory manner.
early
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Gondola cars will, therefore, be urgently needed
carrying coal.
On the back haul to the coal mininij;
rigions gondolas are used for many commodities, one of the
It is the purpose of this armost important being lumber.
ticle to show how greater service can be secured from open

the supply.
for

Damaged Equipment

Contributes to the High Cost
porting Lumber

oi

I

rans-

of shocks in starting, stopping and switching.
The result
has been that the transportation of lumber loaded in open
cars has in recent years been a source of considerable trouble
and exfjense to the carriers.
The shocks encountorcd in
ordinary service often cause lumber to shift. If any portioo
of the laid slides bevond the end of the car or comes within

The Transfer Track
cars by better

Is a

Busy Place

methods of loading lumlx-r, when transported

^^^k H

in that class of e<iuipment.

loading rules of the M. C. B. .\ssociatirm, in brief,
that lumlx-r loaded in open top cars must not extend
end sill of the car unless protected by an idler,
n'.r uithin 6 in. of the brake wheel.
If the load extends
a!. \v the side of the car, stakes must be provided to hold
tin luling at the side.
The nunil)cr and size of the stakes
dii'iirl on the height of the car side, the height of the load,
the numljer of piles makini; up the load and the method of
laiding.
The tops of oppu-itc stakes must \>c fastened together with boards or with wire.
T.umlxir of equal thickI
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ing lumber in open top cars can be gained by examining the
All the photoillustrations wliich accompany this article.
graphs of shifted loads which are shown were taken at one
yard in a single week.
The Illinois Central a short time ago conducted a special
investigation in order to determine the loss of service from
cars due to the resha])ing of loads which had shifted in
During a period of three months this road handled
transit.
7,926 cars loaded with dressed lumber. The total car days'
delay on these shipments amounted to 17,778, an average
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which causes trouble by shifting. Open cars are
used to handle probably 25 per cent of the dressed lumber
Assuming an average load of
shipped, or 26,000,000 tons.
50 tons per car this amounts to 520,000 carloads. As each
shipment would require under normal conditions about 18
days from origin to destination, the average number of open
cars used in the lumber traffic is 25,600.
If an average
saving of two days per trip could be secured by bulkheading the cars the number required to handle the traffic could
be reduced to 22,800, thus effecting a saving of 2,800
dressed,

cars.

In addition to the saving in ecjuipment there would he fur-

,5-

Bulkheads on Lumber Cars Keep the Load Where

It

"^

t

Belongs

1

-

i-l-;--

Had it been possible for the Illinois
of 2.24 days per car.
Central to avoid the delays to cars loaded with dressed lumber during the three months referred to above, the road would
have had 194 more cars available for service. It is estimated
it would have secured increased revenues amounting to
about $85,000. In addition to this there would have been a
considerable saving due to the elimination of the expense
of switching cars and adjusting loads, and claims for damage
The cost of switching was probably about 50
to lading.
cents a car and the cost of reshaping the load considerably
In the month of May alone the cost of transferring
greater.

".V_TlV_1

at

Memphis amounted

to

1

of

i

for

damage

to lading.

While the Illinois Central was investigating the delays
due to the shifting of loads, a special messenger accompanied
one shipment of 50 cars of lumber from a single company.
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»^'^
V \
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Probably one half of
open cars.

this

to the

expense was chargeable

While accurate data concerning the amount of dressed
lumber shipped in open cars on the railroads of this coimtr)are not available, an estimate of the saving of cars that would
be effected if the practice of bulkheading was generally
adopted will show the importance of the suljject. The total
lumber traffic of the country in the year 1917 was probably
about 160,000,000 tons. Of this amount about 65 per cent
or 104,000,000 tons consisted of lumber wholly or partly
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$39,308.
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due to the reduction of charges for switching
and reshaping of loads and also to the elimination of claims
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Of these 50 cars 22 were delayed three or four days on account of the necessity of reshaping the load.
The railroad
had experimented with bulkheads placed in the ends of the
cars to keep the lumber in place and had found the results
of this practice very satisfactory.
It was so evident in this
case that the delay was due to improper loading that the
company from which the shipment in question was received
was persuaded to bulkhead their cars. They have continued
to follow this practice and delivery of shipments from this
company

are

now made without

the delay formerly experi-
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'rrain> of 50 cars have been brought to their destination williout liavini; a single lar renioved or siilctrackeU
'. ir
reshaping.
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value and if additional dunnage
provided in the tariffs should l>e
It seems evident that Injth tin
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Tests of Slag Concrete

Lice.

That
!L

shipjiers are willinj; to co-o|K'rate with the railroads

ASKKIKS

OK iisis for the purjM»Mr of ccHnparin^; slag,
and stone as the coarse aggregate*, for cxmcrete is being carried on by the I'iltsburgh Tenting

matter of bulkheading cars is shown by the fact that
larne prtnlucer of lunila-r has adopted the practice while
Southern I'ine .\ss(xiation has urj^ed its members to con-

this

lie

a-

fer the advisability of bulkheadini; their shipments.

gravel

The

Laboratory, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

it

Ix-ing the intention to

extend

Typical Examples of Shifted Loads

main obstacle

to the ado|)tion of the [iractice is the fact that

the shippers object to using so
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make a corresponding
The present rules of the
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test.s were undertaken to secure information relative
a comi)ari.<on of the crushing strengths of air-cooled

furnace slag, crushed stone and gravel when used as
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of

Lumber

1,000 or 1.500 lb.
The carrier.claim that the lumlx-r used in bulkheading has some commer< ial value and that the shippers should be able to sell
it to the consignee.
The shippers on the other hand contend that the lumU-r used for .securing loads has no market

Top

o^

Coiiis

on flat or gondola cars u|)on which carload rates
are applied.
It has been urged by the shippers that the
prai til e of bulkheading be made mandator)- and the dunnage
to
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All the tests made up
months have now Ijcen made puband while these are by no means conclusive, they indi-

the tests over a periixl of five years.

to secure the

made

the coarse aggregate in concrete; the tests to be

end of
5

14, .50,

years.

60 and IhO days,
'

of the

1

at ll>e

year, i years. 4 years

and

(2) Determination of the irninulntnHrir analvsis
material

characteristics.
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dencN of sulphur in -. _
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other elements on the durattihiy of concrete up to the age
of live )ears.
(5) The relative strength and durability of
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concrete

made

of high magnesia low lime slag
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and low mag-

nesia high lime slag.

Alpha portland, from
from a list of several
aggregate is sand from the Ohio

The cement used
Manheim, West

in the tests is
Va., selected by lot

1

this

g S
<1

3

BY

1840

2109

16-IN.

CYLINDERS.

1921

2608

2040

2294

3427

2378

2925

3404

3798

1758

2442

1950

2174

3846

3014

3343

5011

3814

4426

2026

2063

2454

2330

2386

3416

3256

3360

4906

4738

4819

Granite .... 2208 1980 2122 2334 2230 2292 3258 2760 3043
Slag No. 1. 2594 2380 2484 3127 2999 3075 3460 3268 3365
Slag No. 2. 1998 1897 1941 2770 2343 2525 30O8 2815 2930
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property investment of railroads operating
86 per cent of the railroad mileage of the country, for
the years 1915, 1916 and 1917, were introduced in evidence
before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce last
week by Frank Trumbull, chairman of the Railway Executives' Advisor}' Committee, and are here reproduced for
the purpose of showing the amount and percentage of the
guarantee proposed to be paid to the roads by the government while the properties are under its control during the war.
The average net operating income for the three years is
proposed as the "standard return" to be used as the basis
for agreements to be made by the roads with the President.
For special cases where an agreement cannot be reached on
this basis the bill now pending in Congress provides a method
of adjudication by a board of auditors to be appointed by
the Interstate Commerce Commission or by the Court of
The net operating income as stated in the tables
Claims.
is computed as that term is used in the Interstate Commerce
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Note. The tests for each age covered the same number of specimens.
For each age there were six gravel cylinders, six of lime stone, three of
trap rock, three of granite, three of slag No. I and three of slag No. 2.
Nine varieties of slag were used, of which slag No. 1 gave the greatest
strength and slag No. 2 the lowest.
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RESULTS OF COMPRESSION TESTS ON
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all

short
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specimens were removed and stored in air.
of reinforcing steel were embedded in
each of two cylinders from every batch for the determination
The results of the compression
of corrosive tendencies.
tests on the cylinders at the ages of 14 days, 30 days, 60
time,

J5

'tiiil

was obtained, so that the same consistency was
secured in each case, regardless of the amount of water used.
For this reason, it was not possible to use a mechanical
mixer. The specimens were kept in the molds for 48 hrs. and
were then stored in damp sand for 35 days. At the end of

Four

s

»|j"

sistency"

this

1

:

1

mixture for all the materials.
This led to the use of proportions of one part cement, two
parts sand and four parts of the coarse aggregate.
The specimens were made in steel molds to produce cylinA quantity of maders 8 in. in diameter by 16 in. high.
terial sufficient to make 10 cylinders was mixed at one
Water was added as needed until a "quaking contime.

and then using

1

a

:

standard brands. The fine
river, while the coarse aggregates cover nine varieties of
slag gathered from plants in various parts of the country,
two kinds of gravel, two kinds of limestone, a trap rock
and a crushed granite.
The proportions were determined by establishing the leanest mixture which would produce a dense concrete when
using the coarse aggregate having the highest percentage of
voids,
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was introduced, hut the variation for any ro;id is negligible
hecause the total effect of this itein for all the roads is less
than $.i,(H)().0(H).

The Railways

The comhined IJgures for the seven n\><
to
Octoher, show an increa.'^e of
|)cr cent
:..n
miles, or from 214,.;81,OO0,0O(i to 241,.;56.ic"' ui.u
| he
tons per train ini rea.sed from (>2(> to 674, or 7.7 jier cent,
the tons per loaded car from 24.8 to 27.1, or 9.,> per tent,
and the average mileage per hKomotivc |)er day from 66.5
to 68.8.
The average mileage per car per day increased
from 27.5 to 27.7 and the jxTcentage of empty car n«ile«
from .;0 to .)0..5. The revenue ton miles jrt freight locomotive increased from 6,907,519 to 7,674,521, or ll.l per
cent and jxr freight car from 9.;,622 to 102,854, or 9.9 per
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Great Britain After the

of

The Problem

to S.6.

of

Wages; The Need

Employees"

War

for

Reconstruction; Possibility of Nationalization

AMiiNt. THE

I'KouLKMS that

will pre.>ent themselves for

>ettlement at the end of the war, not the least is the
future of those industries of which the Government has

ken contnji
:
-

— railways,

shipjiing, canals, mines, etc.

IJach

these subjects will present a series of difficulties, but it
safe to say that none more than that associated with rail-

The propagandists
much in evidence with

of nationalization will, no doubt,
tiie state to retain conit
is hardly likely that any
change from jire-war conditions will lie seriously considered,
except in connection with railways and canals. We associate
the two because they .are so closelv related that whatever
rtays.

be

apjx-als to

of all these utilities, but

trol

is tletided in the ca.sc of one will, almost certainly, appl\
equally to the other.

Railways, however, present a series of exceptional probwhich may be enumerated as follows: (a) How to
tlic higher wages now being paid to the staff;
(b)
reconstruction, i. e.. the restoration of the property to prewar conditions; (c) the increa.H'd cost of laUir and material
for the upkeep and operation of the railways; (d) the success
which has attended the operation of the railways since they
passed under the control of the state at the outbreak of war;
lems,

meet

(c)

that

become

many

directors,

.shareholders

tired of the constant

and

officers

have

Fr.^ni

Tilt

Ix- made when
war is over.
Some of these points are so obvious that we need ntX
comment upon them; others call for enlargement. One can,

however, be disposed of in a few words.

Engineer, London, Novcmlicr

JO,

1917.

It

which
war broke

that

is

relates to the ojKjration of the railways since the

The very success which has attended li:
,if
railways since .Vugust 4. 1914
in tin
.f
naval and military men, material antl stores
ufacture and supply of military material; in the provision
of locomotives, rolling .stock and track for use overseas, and
in keeping the railway ser>ice at, all things ctmsiden-d, a
remarkably high stanclard may (|uite likely lead to their
undoing, as many jx-ople lalx>r under the Ixdief that the
railwaw- are at present Ijeing run by the state.
This, aa
out.

—

tlie

—

reader* know, is not the ca.x.'.
.•Vll
the railways are
under the control of the Railway Kxercutivc C'omraittcc
on
behalf
of
acting
the state, and, in accordance with the
iiur

ini|"

".

lor

•

of I.S71. they are Ix-inij
M and use of them.

ordinate the

ni.u:

iie

tr.itt

•iri-i

appeals of traders and railwa)'

serNants for concessions, and would, tlierefore, l)e glad
ennuiih to see the railways taken over by the state; and (f)
the need of reform in British railw.iy methixls, in order to
•

cope with the commercial efforts that will

the

-

1 here

cAtcpt

i>,

j.->

by the Government w
andra

exir;

neces-.ir

is
1

1
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cessful operation of the railways during the war is to give
But in any case the present
praise where it is not due.

The Act of 1871
sanctions it only when "emergency has arisen," and the
Secretary of State's warrant for possession has to be renewed
Nor, fortunately, can the railways pass into
every week.
the possession of the state without the sanction of Parliament.
Many hold the mistaken view that the Gladstone Act of
control cannot be continued indefinitely.

1844' gives the Government power to take over the railways.
All that that act sanctioned was the purchase of any railway thereafter authorized. Railways made or authorized
prior to that session were excluded, and whilst the terms
of purchase were laid down in the act they were only definite

companies whose "clear annual profits
upon the subscribed and paid-up capital stock of
the said railway, upon the average of the three then last
preceding years, shall equal or exceed the rate of ten pounds
for every hundred pounds of such paid-up capital stock."
Tliose companies which have paid less than 10 per cent
which means all of them may take their claim to arbitrain the case of those

divisible

—

Finally, it is distinctly laid down in section 4 of the act
Parliament must again consider this question, as the
On the abstract
necessary funds must first be provided.
principle of government ownership, there has been no change
high
authorities who
the
the
contrary,
on
opinion;
in public

tion.
tliat

inquired quite recently into the future of the Canadian railways, said "Our personal belief is strong that, in normal
circumstances, railway enterprise is a matter best left in
private hands, subject to proper regulation by the Government. Were we asked to advise in the case of the railways
of the United Kingdom or the United States, which have been
constructed by private companies, with money found by
It
private investors, we should give effect to this belief."
must not be forgotten also that practically every witness in

any way associated with commerce who appeared before the
Royal Commission of 1913-14, presided over by Lord Loreburn, which inquired into the relations between the railways
and the state, was emphatically opposed to the state ownership of railways.
Where the idea has gained ground is in the labor party
and, without doubting the sincerity of that party's opinions,
it is fair to assume that the success which has attained its
applications for increased pay has suggested that, with the
state instead of private companies to deal with, the condition
The Railway Review the organ
of labor would be better.
said in its issue of
of the National Union of Railwayman

—

—

16: "If it is not intended to work the British
railway system in the future as a single entity in the possesthe
state, it will be the business of the National
sion of
Union of Railwaymen to declare that railway workers object
to the railways and railway owners returning to the pre-war
status.
A return to pre-war conditions of railway control
and management will not be to the advantage of railway
workers and will be detrimental to the national welfare."
Unfortunately, it is no longer a question as to whether
or not the country would be the better by state ownership.
The war has lirought otlier conditions to bear on the suljject,
and it is now the question whether the companies could
A few brief remarks will
revert to their former conditions.
soon put our readers in a position to judge as to this posThe main point to remember is that in the year
sibility.
1913 the railway companies had a net income, including the
balance brought forward and a small appropriation
£28,000—from reserve, of £53,268,000. After paying the
interest on loans and debenture stock, miscellaneous other
first charges and appropriations to reserve, there were paid
£17,239,000 in interest on guaranteed and preference stocks
and £17,705,000 on ordinary stock, leaving £1,159,000 to
be carried forward. As roughly two millions of this sum
belonged to the Irish railways which, in this matter, are
outside the question, it may be taken that the divisible

November

—
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under pre-war conditions, were
pounds.
If, and when, the railways revert to private ownership,
one question to consider if not already disposed of is the
pajment of the increase in wages. In August last it was

profits of British railways,
thirty-five million

—

—

stated that this increase cost twenty-five millions a year.
The five shillings a week since granted to the enginemen

by the Committee on Production, and the same amount given
by the government to the other men, will bring it up to
thirty-three millions, a sum which, alone, would swallow up
But that is not all. There is the higher
all the profits.
How much it will be we cannot even esticost of material.
mate, but allowing for an increase of 5s. per ton in coal
alone, three-and-a-half million pounds a year would be
Again, to cope with the inrequired to meet the increase.
creased trade that may reasonably be hoped for, considerable
If the credit of the
capital expenditure will be necessary.
railways be impaired, where is the high rate of interest

—

supposing the money could be borrowed to come from?
It is very easy to talk about raising the rates and fares
To raise fares would,
to meet the increased expenditure.
considering the services rendered, be quite justifiable, and
be
called
for.
But
to raise rates is to
would appear to
cripple trade, which has other burdens sufficiently heavy
British railway rates are, on the whole, higher than
to bear.
The necessarily short haul and the numerthose elsewhere.
ous companies each of whom is entitled, in the case of
traffic passing over its line, to charge as though the traffic
are partly responsible for this fact,
initiated on its line
but the main reason is the senseless competition of former,
but yet comparatively recent, days. No increase in the existmg rates could be obtained without a struggle.
Some
rates could be raised to the maximum, but even they would
certainly be challenged before the Railway and Canal Commission.
The government might promise legislation, as at
the railway strike of 1911, for an all-round advance, but
the experience gained on that occasion would prevent such
When it is remembered that the bill
a step being taken.
sanctioning what is now known as the 4 per cent increase,
was determinedly opposed by the government's own supporters, and that it was only secured by Mr. Asquith saying
that the government could not go back on its word, it is
safe to say that the chances of the railways passing into
the hands of the state is more likely than an increase in rates.
The whole problem is amongst the most difficult conceivable, and it is further complicated by the possible addition
to the thirty-three million pounds for wages by another
large sum as a consequence of the demand for an eighthour day. It must not be assumed that because this demand
was much in evidence in August, that it relates to enginemen alone; the National Union wants eight hours for its
Then there are the questions of
350,000 or so members.
arrears of maintenance and renewal of track, locomotives,

—

—

rolling

stock,

etc.;

the

normal condition

rehabilitation

railway

of the

work;

workshops

to

return or
replacement of locomotives, wagons and track sent overseas; the re-employment of railway servants who have been
crippled; the reopening of stations and branch lines now
temporarily closed, which, although not earning a profit,
could not be kept shut without laying the railway company
open to a charge of withdrawing facilities; the future of
privately owned wagons, etc.
The government has, therefore, done wisely in calling in the aid of authorities in the
These
different spheres to advise them on these problems.
gentlemen, as we understand Sir Alljcrt Stanley's answer in
the House on the 14th inst., do not constitute a formal committee.
The different aspects of the whole question are each
to 1)6 considered by the two or three experts on that particular subject.
The result of their labors is, Sir Albert
added, to come before the House before any final arrangements are made.

their

for

the

.

Senate and House Committee Railroad Hearings
Roads Ask Standard Rate
of Property

When

of

THK Hoi'SE AND
Billonimcrce
dcvotcil

SENATt tommitUcs OH Intcr&Utc
all of last witk anil part of this

>

wffk

tu hi-arin^s

on the administration bill prescribing
governments control of the rail-

the cimditioiis ijuvirnmg the

during the war.
majority of the members of Uuh committees who indi.it«l their attitude by their questions cvini'cd a desire to
treat the nxids fairly.
Many of them, however, showed a
reluctance to accept the reasoning of the railroad witnesses
that the compensation should l>e based on the year 1917, or
the average of 1917 and I'Mo, as re|)resfnting the earning
capacity of the roiids at the time they were taken, rather than
the average of the three years lOlS, 1910 and 1917, which
is rctlucetl by the inclusion of such an unfavoraiile year as
1915.
Many of the committee memi)ers seemed inclined to
riKids
.\

1916 and 1917 were abnonnally good years, at least
one lean year, and that the three-year
average represented both the ups and downs of the fortunes
feel that

sufficiently so to offset

of war.

Senator Cummins, in his usual suave manner, appeared
the most hostile to the plan proposed by the President

Return Computed on Basis

Want Time

Taken.

and

asked most of his questions for the purpose of trying to tear
down the arguments made by the witnesses. He was clearly
oppvosed to guaranteeing the average net operating income
and indicated a preference for what he might consider a
"reasonable" return on a "fair" valuation of the property, or
on the market value of the securities. While the railroad
men stated the net operating income in comparison with the
property investment, he insisted on having it compared with
the capitalisation and even made some efforts to drag in an
inference from the tentative valuations made by the Bureau
Valuation of the properties of six small roads.
Many of l)oth senators and representatives appeared to
agree with the contention of the railroads that Section 13 of
the bill should be amended to provide a definite time limit

Limit

WoHiKcrov.
Advisory Committee, tmusfcrred their attentions to the

C.

HouK

committee.

Mr. Anderson said that li
of the three years ending
as representing a fair and

me
'.d

I

for the majority of the

.-n

>

roads,

.ii-

i

sideration, and that a method ha<l
lieating special cases.
He said the uvciagc of « iivc-ycar
period had been considered and tliscanlnl br<-nu«^ it wtuk
regarded as being tfxj low to give a fair !
Mic
value of the securities.
He had coiisi.;.
ising conifH-nsation on the market value >.
out
i

found that it led into a blind alley and dro|)|>ed it."
Aski-d by a representative if the plan proposed would not
lead to a rise in the market quotations of Ixinds, Mr. Anderson said he certainly hoped so.
When he qualified as a
memtx-r of the Interstate ("ommerce Commission recently he
had been obliged to disjjose of his holdings of railroad securities, and had taken a loss of ai)OUt 50 jxr c»nt, and he
thought something ought to Ik- done to put the market prices
.somewhere near the real worth of the securities.
K>>timating
from the actual figures of Cla.ss I roads, Mr. Anderson placed
the three-year average of net railway operating inrnme at
$935,000,000 for all carriers, including swit.
Niinal companies, and e.vcluding the Pullman i^
ss
companies and private car lines. This is 5.3
„ on
1.

:

1

,

,

that what might be considered a fair rental basis in
war time would not be a satisfactory measure of the purchase

average investment of $16,873,832,797. The percentage for
the three years he gave as 4.14 for 1915, 5.84 for 1916 and
5.91 for 1917.
The property investment for 1917 was estimated at $17,250,000,000. From the $935,000,000 estimated
guarantee, he said, would Ix; deducted the war taxi-s, estimated by the railroads as between $S0,000,00<J and $90,000,000, because it was felt that the railroad security owners
should bear their share of the war taxes instead of charging
them to expenses. He opposed placing any definite time
limit on the period of government control,
period of readjustment would be necessary, th.
could not bind future Congresses, and that aliii.Hi.;ii u. ».i.-,
not an advocate of government ownership certainly the
former status ought never to Ijc re-established.
Asked by members of the committees whether he considered the book value a fair measure of the ro<t of railroad
property, he said that it m;:
!.ut
could be u.scd safely for pu;ne
roads it probably represeu'.i
..,,.,
jor
others an overstatement of the tru.
He referre<l to the proposed gu
rental which
must l>e paid on the basis of the atiual earnings in spile of
the lack of uniformity as between different raad.o. hut said
he proposed to submit an
premium to a road that li
\,y

price.

"skinnini:

:'

for the continuation of

stead of leaving

it

government control after the war inCongress shall order other-

in effect until

wise.

The railroad witnesses had pointed out that the property
investment at the time of the taking over of the roads was
about $240,000,000 greater than on June jO, 1917, and much
gn-ater than that of the plant which had produced the threeyear average of net operating income.
They also expressed
the opinion that most roads would \re able to reach a speedy
agreement on whatever basis is selected, and that only a comparatively few roads in special circumstances would have to
take their claims to court.
Whenever the proposed guarantee was suggested as a possible basis of compensation in the
event of government ownership, however, they promptly insiste<l

.

.

;

i

'

Commissioner Anderson Before Senate Committee
The Senate committee heard railroad witnesses first.
he
'I

preciatioii

has

It

mr\i\'-

int.'

opening testimony of Julius Kruttschnitt, chairman of the
Southern Pacific, was reported last week.
The House committee began by hearing George W. .\nderson, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, who was the principal author
of the bill, and who explained in detail the purpose of its

when

various provisions.
On Friday, Mr. Anderson repeated his
trttimony V«fore the Senate committee and Mr. Kruttschnitt
nd .\lfred P. Thom, counsel for the Railway Executives'

Mr. Anderson could not agree with him.
"If we think now that we want govemrocnt ownership we
ought to determine it right now and put it in the hill." said

171

irrently.
..

"Mill

.Mr.

Anderson on

thr
•
I

It

iiiaKc.'-

the

<.tjiitra>.t,'

the term of the contract
Senator Kellogg insisted, but

detinite
''If we don't, we should set a
Senator UnderNvood.
Some of these railroads will have their compensaperiod
takmg
the
construes
court
tion fixed in the courts and if a
may fix the compensation on
as for an indefinite period it

that basis."

,

,

^

let

,

tix

it

is

-

said Mr.

derson.

.

An-

.,,

service.-'
"Will Section 13 enable us to get any better
that
way
"I can't sa}- that it will have any effect either
" replied :Mr. Anderson.
"The only thing I claim
respect

m

that

is

it

railroad officers of the United States have made up
to be good soldiers whatever happens and to support the President's policies as to the management of the
t
'
,,
,
_j Julius
.
declared
,
,
^ Kruttrailroads to the best of their ability,"
schnitt, chaimian of the Southern Pacific Company, before
their

minds

'

offers less opportunity for difficulty

had
he wanted government
vet to hear an\- railroad lawyer say
the war and that
control to be terminated immediately after
would be
anv definite time after the end of the war

He added

that he

to set

Senator Smith had asked the witness

under private ownership. Therefore, we have
no criticism to make and we accept what has been done because it was the opinion of the Commander-in-Chief that it
was necessary and we will work as loyally under government
We feel that the President must have
control as in the past.
had good reasons for what he did and we intend to support
his policies to the best of our ability.

"Personally, I think what has been done was done for the
and we propose to do our level best to make the existing
I have exhorted our officers to work
conditions successful.
as hard under the new conditions as they did for the shareliest

&

stock.

.

tune limit
Senator Cummins thought there ought to be a
not be albut for another reason, that the President should
over the
lowed to retain after the war such great powers
commerce of the countr)' as he will have during the war,
shall
and that when peace is restored the question of what
over to some
be done with the railroads should be turned

proper tribunal.
"Congress might not be able to agree on a plan for ten
vears," he said.
In reply to a question

by Senator Pomerene Mr. Anderdecide
son said he thought Congress would be better able to
today.
\vhat ought to l)e done two years from now than it is
Senator Cummins said that the bill provides for paying
divitheir
of
to the railroad owners not only the amount
dends and interest but also any surplus they had earned
during the last three years, and provides for the payment of
in the
a return on any of that surplus that may be invested
"Tlie Interstate Commerce Commission has been
property.
on both sides of that question and is now on neither side,"
he said, "but why have you attempted to settle it in the bill
collect rates to

pay a return on

in-

vested surplus?"
"I was not of the opinion that the bill would prejudice
"If
that question in any way," replied the commissioner.

thought it would I would never stand for it."
Senator Cummins suggested that the guaranteed return
might be reduced by any excess over "adequate" dividends
and interest and the surplus devoted to improvements with
a provision that rates should not be based on that investment.
He promised to draft a proposed amendment along that line.
Mr. Anderson's testimony was concluded on Monday but
I

may

be recalled

to redraft the bill in

later.

The

assuming that the

the government, but we realize as a practical matter that there
certain assistance that probably couldn't have been given

changed status as to competition,
the effect on the
the results of pooling traffic during the war,
the disposition of govtraffic department organization, and
fi'nanciaf readjustment, the

he said he wished

if,

was

holders,

may

,

present organizations of the roads may be maintained, government control will not result better in meeting the exigencies of the situation than private control.
"We have felt that the railroads could have done a great
deal more under their own organization," replied Mr. Kruttschnitt, "if they had had greater support and assistance from

men

that the railroads

.

the Senate committee.

railroad
"hold a stop watch on Congress." He said that
the war
agree that legislation will be necessary after
which will have been created
to deaf with the new conditions
such as the
by the government's possession of the roads,

to

ernment rolling

,

to the roads

not?" asked Senator Watson.

•'That and to stabilize market conditions,

for Section 13

I)Ut

Mr. Kruttschnitt Before Senate Committee

to get better railroad service,

and danger than any other plan."

he known that he desires early action on the bill
predicted that a long contest is to be expected.

"The

implied

control entirely indefinite.
•'The puqio'se of this plan

it

is

it

would
Mr. .\nderson asked if he thought a court
case than in the other,
hi'dier rate of compensation in one
replied Senator Underwood,
••.Cs Section 1.^ is drawn now,"
taking of property and a rail
•it is an absolutely indefinite
its property, and the
road could enter suit for the value of
on that basis, but
court would probably fix the compensation
specified the court would probably
if a definite period were
compensation."
hold that the rental value would be just
Townsend conBoth Senator Underwood and Senator
shall thereafter
tended that the provision "until Congress
nothing more than is
order otherwise" in Section 13 means
of government
in every bill and leaves the period

is
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President

some particulars and
is

understood to have

and

I

haven't the slightest doubt that they will do

it."

Small Roads Handling Increased Business
Alton C. Dustin, of Cleveland, president of the Portsmouth
W'estern Railroad, who described himself as "not a practical railroad man, but a lawyer who in an unguarded mo-

ment financed a railroad,"

testified to call the attention of

the committee to the effect of the compensation provisions of
the bill as applied to small roads that are now handling an

His road in the year ending June 30,
1915, had earned net $53,000; in 1916, $62,000, and in
1917, $147,000, an average of $87,000, but in the calendar
year 1917 it had earned $244,000. The road is in receiver's
hands and cannot tx)rrow' money, but it is now meeting an
important demand for freight service, and is using the increased earnings to put the road in shape to handle the busiUnder the three-year average guarantee it would reness.
ceive only $87,000, while it would have to wait for years to
get through the Court of Claims money that it needs now to
keep in operation. Mr. Dustin suggested an amendment to
authorize the President in special cases to authorize additional compensation not exceeding the current net operating
increased business.

income,

Three-Year Average Unfair to Eastern Roads
George M. Shriver, vice-president of the Baltimore & Ohio,
testified on behalf of the eastern railroads to show how the
average net operating income for the three years ending June
In
30, 1917, was reduced by the inclusion of the year 1915.
1915, he said, the net operating income produced a return on
the property investment, for the 38 eastern roads, of 4.34 per
cent.
In 1916 the return was 6.53 per cent and in 1917,
5.71

per cent,

making the three-year average 5.54 per

cent.

However, the investment in property had meanwhile been
increased so that, based on the investment on June 30, 1917,
the three-year average of net operating income produced a
return of only 5.41 per cent, and based on the investment as of
December 31, 1917, a return of only 5.33 per cent, which was
less than the net operating income of the eastern railroads in
1913, which was 5.36 per cent, to which the Interstate Commerce Commission said in the 5 per cent case was "smaller

January
than
ilif

is

18.

RAILWAY

1918

deinaiuleil

m

tlic

iiucrot

Ixitli

ol

the puldii

and

ol"

railri)ad>."

The avfr.ii{i- propeily investment for the three years for tlie
caMern r.iilro,i(l> was ;5f),'>50,41 J.4'J2. On June .50 it \va>
DeieniU-r
was estimated at
it
;j7.l lr>,4_'4.4Jfi and on
$7. .'2(1.00(1. (ion, .i|i|iro\imately $1 1(),()(K),()00 haviiiK hirn

AGt:

other place and the railroads arc only akkln^ coiu|>cn»atiun
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'
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Mr. Trumbull on Three-Year Avcrat;e
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"Niiiieen sixteen was the I'lrst really
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Frank Irumbull, ihairnian of the Railway Kxctulivci>'
Advisorx' Committee, te-tllied Itefore the Si r, Mi
..hhiljiik nn
.

jjo*"*^

y^'-""

''"'

f^st-

ern railroiuls had -inie I'MO," said Mr. Shriver, "whereas
'15 was, with one e.xteption, l'M4. tiie worst year the eastern

Januan
for

>howing how the average iithe thnv years ending June M\. 1''1
ID,

inclusion of the unfavorable year

>••

r

1

earning capacity at the lime their
In Kngland, he said, when the
.r
roads, it had guar.mteed the net
the war, which was the best year ll.'
He also showed that ih'* three-year average wixji
able to roads that are just emerging from rt^l
.1
whose earning capacity was less during the carl) j'.irt ol
the period than at the time they were taken by the government.
i

i

To illustrate this |)oint Mr. Trumbull pn-sinted tables
showing the income and projierty investment by roads for
companies o|R-rating SO |H.-r cent of the mileage of the countrv'.
In 1915 the net ojierating income of these roads was $<j6S,-

n

th,-

Baitimort

S»n
Eliza Crossing the Ice

had had in the last Is years. The net operating
income in that vear was less for the eastern ro;ids than it was
for 1900, 1907, 1909, 1910, 1911, 1912 or 1913, notwithstanding an increase in the investment of over $1,790,000,000."
When Senator Cummins questioned the accuracy of the
book value of the railroads, Mr. Shriver explained that the
book value was u.»ed only as a basis for purposes of comparison to show the relative rate of return on that basis in the
different years, and to show how the average was reduced by
the inclusion of the year 1915.
He said the railroads were
not asking a definite rate of return, but only a comfiensation
based on their earning capacity at the time the properties were
railroads

taken over.

"In other words." said Senator Underwood, "you ask to
have as a basis for the compensation to \x adjusted by agreement with the President the same basis you would expect to
receive if you were obliged to go into the courts and sue for
compensation."
"Why should not the government pay the same rate of
return on all pro|)erties?" asked Senator Cummins.
"It would l»e a good thing for the railroads if that were
done," replied Mr. Shriver, "but a dollar invested in one
place is often more profitable than a dollar invested in an-

Parents Have a

Way

of

Worrying About Such Thing*

In
276,734, or 4.09 per cent on the property investment.
5.75 per cent.
In 1917 it was
191^
whereas the average for the
r 5 22 f>er cent,
thro
verage was "
In oilier wur.
,

less

than the

nt

for 1917

VI. e net
for 191.- »..- ..
000 less than for
000.000 less than the average.
Mr. Trumbull prefaced his statement by saying: "We
are not here in an obstructive attitude, but we think we
would Ik? derelict in our duty to the owners of these roads
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June 30

on

and $934,000,000 more than on June 30,

to us."

1915.

"What is the attitude of
Senator Poindcxter asked:
your committee toward permanent government operation or
ownership?"
"We have not taken any attitude on that," was the reply.

"We feel that this bill should make provision, no matter
what years are selected, for allowing a return on the addiThe
tional plant which was turned over to the govermnent.

"What

is

the general opinion in railroad circles?"

"I think as a whole the railroad officers think it would be
an undesirable step for the country to take," said Mr.
Trumbull.
"What about the interest of the owners of the roads?"
asked Senator Poindexter.
"That would depend on the price they would get," replied
"Many of them would be glad to sell to anythe witness.
body if they could get their price."
Explaining the statistics, Mr. Trumbull pointed out the
inequality in the effect of the three-year average on different
roads.
"For example," he said, "the three-year average
for the Chicago & Eastern Illinois, which is in receivers'
hands, would be $3,000^000 less than the net for 1917,
for the Atlantic Coast Line it would be $2,500,000 less,
for the Chesapeake & Ohio $2,300,000 less, for the Illinois
Central $5,300,000 less, for the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe $6,600,000 less, for the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
which is in receivers' hands, $800,000 less. A most glaring
example is presented by the International & Great Northem, which is also in receivers' hands; the three-year averMany roads, such
age would cut the 1917 earnings in two.
as those which have recently been reorganized and those

which are in receivership and are yet to be reorganized,
would be underpaid by the three-year average."
"The action of the government in taking over the railroads was made inevitable in 1910, when Congress passed
the law giving the Interstate Commerce Commission power
"At
to suspend any increase in rates," said Mr. Trumbull.
that time the railroad managers lost their control of their
increase
their
rates
earnings and were rendered unable to
to meet increased expenses, as any other kind of business
No one could run a business successfully under such
does.
When that law was passed it became inevitable
conditions.
that some time the government would have to guarantee
them." He explained that he was giving his personal
views.

Government Regulation Has Broken

Down

"Are you in favor of government ownership?" asked
Senator Townsend.
"No, we should preserve the benefits of private initiative
with possibly some form of government guarantee and some
plan by which the government would share in the

for the

deficit

three years,

their guarantee will be.

and that are wondering what

It is

important that Congress shall

establish a standard to serve as a basis for agreements with
as many roads as possible, but there will be certain roads

that will have to resort to a separate adjudication.

Alfred P.

Thom

Testifies

Alfred P. Thom, counsel for the Railway Executives'
Advisory Committee, made a preliminary statement before
the House committee, saying that the railways realize fully
that the President has been actuated by a purpose to do
justice in what he has recommended, and that nothing they
shall do or say should be interpreted as an indication of an

"We believe," he said,
obstructive attitude or critical spirit.
"that the principle which the President has recommended
is the correct principle, and
recognizes that the rental which the government
represent
tlie
equivalent of the value of
pay
should
should
tlie use which the owners of the railroad property were
able to make of it at the time of the taking by the government in other words, its earning capacity."

as the basis for compensation

that

it

—

In order to represent the earning capacity of the plant
whose use has been taken, Mr. Thom said the compensation
should be related as closely as possible to the earnings on
the date when the roads were taken.
"In England," he said, "they took the year before the
war, undeterred by the fact that that was the best year in
the history of the English roads.
Our view is that to take
the last year would be to go back far enough from the time
of the actual taking, and that two years would certainly be
enough, but that if you go back three years, to 1915, the
result is inadequate, both because that year was an abnormal
one and because the plant as it existed on December 31
represented a much greater investment than that of June
30, 1915."
Congress should fix a time limit for the expiration of the
period of government control of the railroads after the war,
in order to provide for any necessary readjustment, and
should authorize the President to terminate the plan sooner,

Mr.

Thom

contended.

Section 13 of the law should be determined before the com-

profits."

Section 13 of the bill, he said, seems to leave the railroad
problem in the air indefinitely, and the period of government control should be limited to some definite time after
the expiration of the war.
"I believe that before the period of government control

we will be able to work out some better scheme than
we have had in the past. Later on we will want to consider

expires

some permanent

average net operating income for the three years represents
only 5.04 per cent on the investment as of December 31."
The bill should also provide for an adequate tribunal to
deal with the questions presented by the roads in special
circumstances, he said, such as certain roads that had a

relation

between the government and the

railroads."

"Then you think that government regulation of private
ownership had broken down," said Senator LaFollette.
"I think the system of regulation had broken down," replied Mr. Trumbull.
Additional Investments Should Be Considered
In discussing the terms of the bill, Mr. Trumbull said
that the railroad plant taken over by the government on
December 31 was not the same plant that had earned the
average net operating income of the three years 1915-1917.
It represented $240,000,000 more on December 31 than

pensation is determined, he said, because just compensation
for a temporary taking would be very different from the

compensation for a permanent taking. "I regard Section 13
as meaning government ownership," he said, "and that question should be decided on its merits.
If the government i.=
to buy the railroads it should pay the full value of their
property, not the mere value of their use."
"Under Section 13 as it stands," he said, "all you've got
to do, if you think you've got a good bargain and want to
keep these properties after the war, is to do nothing."
"Can't you trust the patriotism of future Congresses?"
asked Chairman Sims.
"You would rather rely on the patriotism of the present
Congress, would you not?" asked another member of the
committee.

"Yes."
"In other words, you prefer to

fix the

terms of the bargain

now."

"We appeal to Congress to
"No one rents a house and

fix the tenure," said

Mr. Thom.

leaves the term of the lease to

i

:

January
the will

18,

ut'
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ap|icured

before

Senate Committee on lucMlay.
Jolin liartou Payne, Uimim C.n.r.i \|. \.i,.,. i.,. .i ,.l-

vi.ser,

lines

testified Jjcfore the ll.

essential.

year of 1915, and that the average of 1910
He denied that the earnings
and I'' 17 would be fairer.
I'o
in those years could Ik: considered abnormally high.
show tliat 1915 was abnormal he showed that in the full
of that year over 40,000 miles of railroad, or one-sixth of
the total railway mileage of the country, were in the hands

of

war

asked Representative I'arker.

times then the return in peace times should be considered,
but you should pay the owners the return they were getting
at the

importance of keep-

ing the railroad organizations intact, with the idea that the
properties will be restored to their owners, saying that
efficiency will be greatly impaircxl if anythng is done to im-

pair the spirit of emulation between different roads, which
he said had been largely responsible for the degree of
While no one should be reefficiency they have obtained.
tained in a {xeition where he cannot perform useful service,
he said, he thought that the popular idea as to the fxjssibilitics of economics as a result of unification is considerably exaggerated, and he understood that present practices
are to \>e continual except as the director general shall
order othenvise.
In reply to questions by Representative Esch, Mr. Kruttschnitt said that if wages are increased during the war it will
be extremely difficult to reduce them afterward, and he assumed that the government "will use its influence with the
to raise rates so as to make
use the railroads pay the government guarantee, instead of making all the people pay it by taxation."
"It would leave the roads bankrupt," said Mr. Thorn, "if
wages should be increased without reference to the earnings."

Interstate

the

Commerce Commission

f>eople

Kubiu^u

Mr.

•'

•
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V.tTimittr-r for-
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,

of the administration bill u, |ir.iM(K- il
trol shall terminate one year alter the w..-v ..
earlier in the discretion of the President.
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Question of Authority

Representative Lcnroot, of Wisconsin, in a
»f*»yh in the
House on Monday, attacked the
i,,
assert in his proclamation or to i]i
eral of railroads power to set asi.L
..,„
..j.j
i

tlie

y

,

guard the interests of ii
».
lollowing a meeting of railway exeiutives
on Sunilay the Railway Kxetutives' AdviMirv <
warded Co W .i>liiiii;tijn riMilutn.iis urf

of years

"That de[)ends on the time when you take the properties,"
"If you had taken them in peace
replied Mr. Krutt.<chnitt.

time you took them."
Mr. Kruttschnitt also emphasizcxl

u
i

Ihis,

already rtreivr<l notii.
missioner Aiidcr.v.n pr

of receivers.

years!"'"

ovi

'virtual assa.ssination" of roads left out.

l>ad

"Would it not be more fair to take a period
when more normal conditions prevaiK-d instead

the

would not U- taken

were m.t

An Abnormally Bad Year

Juliu> Krutt.Mlinitt, diairinan, of the Southern I'acific, testified on January 11 before the House (.'onimiltee that llie
three-year average was reduced by the llulusion of the

abnormally

.

'

'

interstate commissions and state regulating statutes.
He
said he was merely opposing tlie method taken and
that if
the President desired to exert such power he should
obUin
specific authority from Congress.
•
"This is a declaration uj- •

•'--.'

Mr. Lcnroot

.

said, "that dur.

^.

United States shall be in his
^
ernment all statutes of the United btates, all orders of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, and all «t:itutc< of the
various states and orders of state conm
ling to
railroads may be susin-nded by him, au
the di..

,

rector general

whom

he has appointed,

i

..

j

,

that no such power has Ijeen delegated to him
exist unless" expressly delegated by Congress.
does exist the Interstate Commerce Commission

rt

n
,rr

1

may

l« de-

prived of all its functions by tlie director general except the
drawing of their salaries.
"There is no language in this act from which any implication can be drawn that the President is given power to set
aside or suspend any existing statutes relating to railroads.
I think I am safe in asserting that when this act was passed

no member of Congress ever dreamed that under it a jxwer
to set aside the laws enacted by Concress would lie asserted.
While there are certain statu'
at will
'

'

not affect them while in po-

:

,i,

it

is

not because of any power of
.... ,:.J them,
but only because under the now existing condiuons they are
no longer applicable.
•

Railway Employees

in

Government Service

R. M. Little, chairman of the United States Employees'
Comfx^nsation Commission, told the House committee that
his board had already taken over the railway employees into
the government service, by passing a resolution that they are
federal employees, but Glen E. I'lumb, counsel for the railway brotherhoods, informed the committee that if Congress
desired to extend the provisions of the federal workmen's
compensation
act to the railway employees it would be safer
,
to do so by legislation than to take Mr. Little's word for it.
The bill provides for extending the act to cover railway employees, but the War Department has ruled that they are
not federal employees.
L. E. Wcttling. statistician for the western railroads, testified before the House Ccmimittce on Monday, basing his
statement principally on the stati.^tics prepared by the Bureau
of Railway Economics which had been used by Mr. Trumbull before the Senate Committee
He was followed by Bird M. Robinson, President of the
American Short Line Railroad A.ssociation, and other representatives of the short lines, who explained how the bill
would affect the smaller railroads, many of whom had
deficits in place of a net operating income for the three
vrars ending June .^0. 1917.
The short line representatives

"It may be claimed that the power to employ the resources
of the government to carry on the war carries with it the
power to suspend the statutes of the United States if he shall
deem it necessary to carry on the war. No such power can

be implied from the language used."
It has also been argued that the words "existing statutes
and orders" in the proclamation leave in effect only such
orders as had already been issued and would act to estop any
further orders except with the approval of the director general.

Walter E. Edge, governor of New Jersey and president
of the Council of States on Taxation, hns =rnt a !<-! L:r.im to
the Vice-President, saying: "I resi
tion to the importance that anv ci

This,

time.

state revenue,

many

harra.ss

which

at this

tunate."

in

many states, constitutes a large portion of
to amend in any form would greatly em-

and

new methods of taxation,
time would be most burdensome and unfor-

states, nece.<«$itating

Solidification
A

as

Method

Is

a

Factor in Railway Valuation

Suggested for Determining the Appreciation
the

Roadbed Due

in

to Seasoning

By H. M. Taylor
Cliii'f

Engineer, Ferrocarriles del Norte de

Cuba (Cuba Xorthern Railways

Gazette of October 5 (page 599),
Prou'ty of the Valuation Board states that apI
preciation by solidification cannot be determined.
regard the article of the Director as highly fair as a whole,
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INDirector

Anything worth
disagree with him in this statement.
knowing can be determined if it is approached with an open
mind and patience enough to get at the facts. There are
railway systems which have been engaged in railway conbiit

struction for half a century that know very closely how much
more it costs to maintain new track than it does to maintain

seasoned track.

Unfortunately, our railways and our public
at the position where the Director could

have not yet arrived

accept the statements of these railways, however certain he
might be of their correctness, because the public would not
regard such information as impartial.
This matter was brought home to me a numl)er of years

ago by reading an estimate of the cost of a line, published
bv one of our most important Western systems in which the
officer making the estimate used the phrase "hardening
down" and gave a sum that surprised me as the cost. I had
had no such experience as the man mentioned, but had been
on construction a consideraljle part of my life and most
of the balance of the time I had been engaged on mainte-

The term

nance.

struck

me

as good, expressing a condition

had observed and which had caused me some unAs I was shortly
easy nights as well as anxious days.
afterward placed in charge of the construction of an imwhere
another and
Mexico,
National
of
portant line for the
far more experienced engineer had made the estimate, I
looked for his allowance for "Hardening down" and did not
which

find

I

it.

This work was the standard gaging of the National line
from Corpus Christi, Texas, via Laredo and the construction of a new line from a place we afterward named GonThe whole distance was 1,000 miles
zalez to Mexico City.
and the new line was 196 miles long. My work was the
building of this new line.
We had been operating the narrow gage line since 1888.
Our track,
with the company since 1890.
I had been
though narrow gage, was good; our men remained in the
service and there had been few changes among our officers
Our vice-president and general manin a number of years.
ager was E. N. Brown, afterward president, an experienced
engineer and a careful, close figuring operating officer, who
made us think and plan carefully.
Our standard of maintenance was high, and details of
the cost to maintain a given numlier of kilometers in a given
district had been well determined.
Sections from Saltillo
to San Miguel Allende were IS kilometers (9. ,315 miles)
long.
Six men and a foreman .comprised the gang required
to maintain and better the line for that distance and they
did it.
The line from San Miguel to Mexico City, with
lighter rail and inferior road bed material, had sections of
12 kilometers (7.45 miles), with the same number of men.
This latter line was nearly 20 per cent curved, had 1, 2, 3.85
and 4 per cent grades and crossed a summit a little over
10,000 ft. in elevation and this was the cause of the new
line.
Our survey gave us a 1 per cent grade south bound
and 1.5 per cent north hound, shortened the line about 40

Co.), Moron, Cuba.

miles and crossed a summit 1,000 ft. lower than the old
All of us had staked our reputations on what we
line.
could do with the standard gage line, the amounts we could

save in the fuel bill, in wages and in maintenance as comreport was we would save
pared with the old line.
nothing on maintenance and it was not popularly received.
The line was placed in operation in October, 1903. The
track was in good line and surface, and well raised with
good slopes from the ends of the ties to insure drainage. We
started with twenty-one 15-kilometer sections, with two supervisors, and one road master and one foreman with 8
men to each section. The foremen were all picked men,
known to me. The labor was unusually good, even for
Mexico, where the most faithful track labor I have yel
worked is to be had. The supervisors and the road master
were capable. Within one month after we turned the road
over to operation with 70-lb. rail, 8 ft. ties spaced 22 in. on
centers, E. 40 locomotives and 80,000-lb. capacity cars, the
Several derailments octrack condition became alarming.
curred, and the sand and "tepetate," or volcanic burned
clay ballast, which we had put down to cover about 100 kilo-

My

'

meters of gumbo, had become insufficient. The one man to
1.164 miles of line could not maintain it, neither could 8
men instead of 6 men to the section. In December we increased the forces to 12 men to the section and put on one
extra gang to get out more "tepetate" ballast and put it in.
A second extra gang of 40 men with a foreman and an assistant were put on with a regular work train in January,
1904, and continued throughout the year.
January 1, 1905, one of the extra gangs was taken off
and in April of the same year the other gang came off for
financial reasons.
After we had gotten by the fiscal year
on July 1, one of the gangs was put back on under the better foreman.
This gang was increased to 60 men and they
stayed on until April, 1906, when the gang was taken off,
and the section gangs reduced to 8 men, for financial reasons.
This held until the end of 1906.
In January, 1907, two extra gangs of 20 men and foremen were put on to clear cuts and widen certain of the large
fills and lift them back to grade where the settlement had
been sufficient to affect the tonnage rating of the engines.
Ballasting with broken stone was well under way.
This
work was charged to betterments and had nothing to do with
"Hardening down," the cost of which was still charged to
operating expenses.
These men continued on the hardening throughout that year, and again in 1908 throughout the
year, cleaning slopes, increasing them in many cases, widening fills, and bringing them up to grade ahead of ballasting.
This was charged to operating.
Finally in May, 1909, with the track fully ballasted and
after Syi years of operation, the gangs got dovm to the old
standard of the narrow gage line, 1 foreman and 6 men to the
section, witti

no extra gangs.

None

of these

men were

en-

gaged
etc.,

at any time in work on stations, on water tanks, wells,
for the line started with all stone culverts, stone and

steel tanks, and stone stations.
Repairs to
which were almost nothing, were confined largely to
additional bridges and painting, and were properly distributed in the accounting.
E. 46 locomotives and 100,000

steel

these,

176

l^ridges,

1

.
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had l.ctn ihanncd to 85
Iktu iiunaM-d to 2,000 iM?r
Due to conkiliiiiutir, or 20 to a .i.< ft., or Id iiutiT rail.
solulalion with the Mexirau Central ami the iliversion of
niuih toniia^-e to the lighter ar-Mie line, the tonnage hail
lb

Utii

rar-. h.iil

II.

.

ami

tlu-

douhletl

177

Ilic rail

aililtHl.

i\iinil«T of lies liail

pas-si-n^er

I'he

train>

remained the same as

4U rllr*
42 M-tliui

in

lQt)4.

estimation all the men employed beyond these 6
the foreman JHtween 100.^ and I'HW were a proi>er
It
charije to the msl of property, or "Hardenini; down."
takes more men to maintain stone iiallasted traik than .seawas not with
I
sone«l, well drained, hardened earth traik.

In m>

men and

the line from

Manh,

1<J(I4,

to June,

1«J07. I.ut

Toul

(u

was with the

40 c«ira

svsteni, and kept noti-s and wat<h on this ))ieie of line.
For easv laKulation supjHise the lalM)r reeeived for this
The cost which should Ik- added would
'i.xi $1 iKT day.

same
-

<U>t

19

78 dayi

9

.<.'6

men

-'6

.la>.

.1

foreman
forcmnn

-6 <la\>

<>

J6 d«r<

4

1

2
1.50

$3,120
S2
39

3,211.00

$«,487.00
5.S per cent
J.O per cent

Supervision

LIk

tools.

of

7.5

Total (or

per cent

HO.:

486.53
$6,973.53

men
men

section

extra gang

men

326 days

9

$67,156.00

$1
5.5 per cent
2.0 per cent

Supervision
Use of tools

7.5

work

incl. supplies.

train

.326 days

'»

per cent

$42.50

Total for 1904

men

leciion
>"rn
•

f.-m.in

r

.man

@

days
days
davs (»
days ffl
163 days
163 days (9
163 days vT

326
84
84
84

^;-a gani! men
i,.iv.nan
asaistant foremen
.

5,036.70
13,855.00

$86,047.70

*

$1
1

2
1.50
1

2
1.50

$41,076
3.360
168
126
9,780
326
489
$55,325.00

t>'se

»t>TV

of

tools

257 days

train

Total

for

»

7.5

per cent

J42 50

1903

4-'

inrn

tfaiii:

Kclioii

men.

This money was (harged against earnings hut is, I l>ccharge to capital plus interest on the money
so used until the "Hardening down" is finished.
The work in que-stion was unusually heavy and at the
end of 1909 there were still some signs of .settling but the
average seemed solid and permanent. 'I'he $1 per day wai
not the rate paid our men nor are the I'lgurcs for foremen
correct as given in this article though they are not far
wrong.
If the commission would appoint one exjiert engineer to
investigate the large companies which have lines long in
ser\-ice and lines newly built. I Ix-lieve it would Ik? a simple
lievc, a pro|x'r

matter to arrive at a factor for determining closely the appreciation

due

to solidification.

Locomotive Feedwater Heating

5.5 per cent
2.0 per cent

Supervision

<o

1909—

4.149.38
10,922.50

$70,396.88

SYSTEM DEVELOPED by
THEHeater
Companj', New York,

the I.<xomotive F'eed

it

is

I\mp7hwltle

General Arrangement of

An Exhaust Steam System
trations.

78 days
78 days
7g days

«
9
e

2
1.50
1
1

Water

for preheatingth^ water
admitted to the lioilcr of a locomotive, uses
the exhaust steam taken directly from the steam chest or the
e.\haust passage in the cylinder saddle, as shown in the illus-

before

of

Vi)l.'

'

I-

I

Feedw«ter Heating

The amount

of exhaust steam taken

is

not .sufficient

interfere materially with the drafting of the locomotive, hut
a sufficient amount is taken to raise the feedwater tem|)era-

156
234

to

9,828
10.416

$25,314.M

ture from 150 to ISO deg.

The

heater

is

located

somewhere
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water heating equipment applied to a locomotive well illusThe pump draws the water from tlie tank

near the cylinders in order to reduce the length of passages
In the particular
between the cylinders and the heater.
case illustrated',

it is
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trates the system.

through a 3>4-in. suction pipe and delivers

located directly in front of the cylinders,

it

to the heater

Exhaust Steam Supply Pipe

Return

]

Header}:
Casing)

Upturn Header--

:'C ---expansion Jomt Rings

.

'

M
tP"

Expansion Joint

;

Return Tube Sheet'

Front Foot

""^^^
Inlet Tut>e Sheet

•.

InletHeaderCasing

'Vrain Pocl<et

Footand Header Support (Front and Bacl<)

Section

Through the Locomotive

Pipes extend from each steam chest to the inlet connections
With this system the injector is replaced by
of the heater.
an entirely new water pump, which was developed for this

Feedvi^ater Heater

From the heater the water passes
through a 2-in. pipe.
through a 2-in. pipe with a check valve to the boiler check.
A '}^-in. connection is made in the pump discharge pipe for

Application of Feedwater Heater and Steam
particular

work by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company.

It may be located on either side of the locomotive, being
applied similar to the application of an air compressor.

The diagrammatic view

of the arrangement of the feed-

Pump

to a

Locomotive

the squirt hose, thus providing cold water for that purpose.

The pump
of the
e.xhaust

takes steam from the cab turret and the speed
The
is regulated by a valve at that point.
steam from the pump passes into the heater to-

pump

January

18.
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The exhaust steam
give up its waste licat to the feed water.
comlensotl in the heater passes throuf"!! an ojx'ning in the
pijie
that
carries
it to a point
iKrttoin of the luater to a ilrain
near the ash pan wliere it is drained to llie track.
The pump wa-i nuKleUHl after a Westinghouse compressor.

ihamlter.

used on a standard 9yj-m. comin. in diameter and is
The water cylinder is f>_'
pressor.
\\ lien running at SO strokes a minute tiic
double actini;
pump will deliver 0,500 gals, an hour. 'I'here are ten valves,

ec|uivalent lencih of
the water \\ "

The steam end

is

that

_•

five suction

and

five discharge,

lixated in the chamhers on

l-lach set of live valves is included
each side of the pump,
Tests made
in a valve deck which may he easily removed.
shown
that 50 lb. of water and over arc
with this pump have
pum|H'il (R'r pound of steam used for ojwrating the pump.
A M-ctional view of the heater is shown among the illusiritions.
As indicated by the notations, the exhaust steam
111
the steam chests is admitted at the top, allowed to
t>ulate around the tubes which contain tiie feed water, and
The water from
pa.sses out througii the drain at the bottom.
the pump passes through the heater four times before it is
This is accomplished by means of
delivered to the boiler.
walls in the beaiiers at the ends of the heater. The header
lias
chambers
formed iiy a wall extending
tliret»
.It the right
rizonially across the header at the center and a vertical
from this wall. The header at the left
11 extending up
- one vertical wall dividing it into two parts.
The water
the right in the upper right hand
at
;irs the header

A More

header
header

It

passes through Uic tulies in quadrant
Fr- -

at the left.

marked

li,

-

•'

'

Efficient

Use

A

to tl>e

'

'

then back

s

c

at the left, then.

One

,it.

'

ortant features of thU heater it the
'i
i-.i^r
each of the In'--

of

agitators

n;..

These are shown

They

illustrated.

•

.n

in

top

the

consist of a

row of
thin

bi

•

>

I

and their function
passes throuch the tul)es thai

spiraled strip of metal
the water as
it

will

the heat

.....,,...

.

<•

,|

i

free

I

from

.scale.

Ihe

.ui

.

,

higher the velocity of the cold

more violent the agitaand the greater the amount of heat ai)<>orl>ed by the

water passing through the
tion

'i-

i

|

the tubes.

and

it

tuljcs the

water.

Two

types of heater bodies arc being used

and the other

steel

jilatc.

When

-

'

a cast iron

n
I

and iron
forming one end of

the difference in cxjiansion of Ijrass

j

•

_

n

copper expansion joint
the ijody
When steel plate is used the difference is taken up by a
flexible form of joint formed at either end of the body where
a

it

connects to the tulje sheet.

Elaborate French Munitions Depot for Storing the Larger Shells

The Germans Make

'

thus pas.sing the water tliruugh the licatcr tour titiies an
i.ijH; of 16 ft. is obtained from which

liy

of

-

of the Light

Railway

in

Transporting

Wounde4

I

nrr

GeneradNews
A walkout of 1,500 shopmen I'roni the shops of the Atlantic
Coast Line at Waycross, Ga., was reported on January 8, the
grievance being that a non-union pipefitter had been employed; but the matter was settled the next day.
The long bridge over Albemarle Sound, on the Norfolk &
Southern, was badly damaged by ice in the storm of January
11 for a length of about 1.000 ft., and the operation of trains
had to be suspended to allow the bridge to be repaired.
The governor of Pennsylvania has received an of?er from
a committee of business men and public officers of Susquehanna, Lackawanna and Luzerne counties, to give to the state for
a state highway, the right of way which has been abandoned
by the
Clark's

Delavv'are.

Summit

Lackawanna & Western Railroad from

It

is

said

that

in

tlie

main the railroad company

is

sustained.

building of the Union Pacific
at Fifteenth and Nicholas Streets. Omaha, Neb., was destroyed by fire on December 28. together with 9 loaded cars.

The

freight house

and

A

office

Ten other cars with contents were damaged. The fire is
believed to have originated from a small stove used by water
service men for thawing out frozen pipes. The total damage
to the building and cars is estimated at $50,000.

A fine of $1,000 was imposed, in the county court at Jersey
City, N. J., on Monday of this week, on the Lehigh Valley
Railroad Company because of its responsibility for the death
of a policeman at the fire which resulted from the great explosion at "Black Tom." New York harbor, July 30, 1916, in
the yards of the Lehigh \'a!ley. The indictment against the
railroad company was for the crime of manslaughter.
DifJerences between the Chicago & Alton and its telegraphers were settled through the mediation of G. W. W. Hangar,
of the United States Board of Mediation and Conciliation on
January 11. Under the terms of the agreement the telegraphers will receive overtime pay for Sunday work, a reduction of the working day by one hour, giving them an eight
hour day, and an increase of about $9.75 a month. About 400
men are aflfected by the settlement which is the first made
since Secretary Mc.\doo was appointed director general of
railroads.

The coal carried off by mobs of men, women and children
who raided the railroad yards in Philadelphia during the
first week of January, when thousands of people were suffering from the cold weather, is said to have amounted to several
hundred tons; and the retail dealers, whose coal was taken
from the cars, are preparing to sue the city for the amount
of their losses. It is said that the tracks of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, along Washington Avenue, were visited by crowds
of a thousand persons at one time, and whole carloads were
carried off. The police made few arrests and most of those
who were taken to the courts were leniently dealt with.

Disturbance of state revenue from railroad taxes, as a possible undesirable result of Federal control of railroads, is the
subject of a telegram which Governor Walter E. Edge, of New
Jersey, has written to the leaders of Congress and to the
governors of a number of states. Governor Edge is president
of the Congress of States on Taxation, which recently held a
conference at Atlanta, Ga., and his efforts to arouse interest
in this subject are addressed to governors and other state

Government

Traffic Director

H. M. Adams, vice-president and

traffic

manager

of the Mis-

souri Pacific, has been appointed Director of Inland Transportation of the War Department to supervise all Government traffic,
under Major-General George W. Goethals, acting Quartermaster

General.

to Milford, 33 miles.

A grievance of enginemen on the New York, New Haven
& Hartford is reported as having been settled by arbitrators
under the Federal law; and the decision was filed in the United
States District Court at New York City on January 15. The
controversy was submitted to the arbitravors on October 30
last.

who took part in the conference. The state of NewJersey collects from the ra'ilroads in taxes about $8,000,000
annually, the largest single source of revenue in the state.
The governor deems it wise to present the matter to Congress
without delay, and before any action is taken, with special
regard to the interests of those states where the railroad taxes
are based on the receipts from traffic.
officers

Mr. .-\dams

will

have his

office in

Washington.

Western Railway Club Meeting
of the Western Railway Club, will
be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on January 22. A.
R. Ayres, superintendent of motive power of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, will present a paper on Organization

The January meeting

Maintenance and P. S. Eustis, passenger traffic manager of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, will speak informally on
The Passenger Traffic Problem Today.

Mr. Willard Resigns from Industries Board
Daniel \\'illard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, has resigned as chairman of the War Industries Board
and it is
understood that the resignation will be accepted as soon as a
is
found.
Mr.
Willard
his
successor
gave as
reason that the
railroad required his entire attention.
He has had the step
under consideration some time. He was confronted with the
alternative of resigning the presidency of the Baltimore & Ohio
if he remained as chairman of the War Industries Board.
;

Fuel Administration Officers
Appointed to Co-operate with Railroads
In compliance with a request from Director General of
Railroads Mc.Adoo, L^nited States Fuel Administrator H. A.
Garfield has designated Fuel Administration officers to cooperate with the railroads in clearing up emergency traffic
congestion.
G. N. Snider, of the Fuel Administration, is to
act v\'ith the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading.
The Commissioner of the Tidewater Coal Exchange at Norfolk, Va., is to co-operate with the railroads at Hampton
Roads in clearing up congestion at that point. Another representative has been located at New York City. These designated officers of the Fuel Administration will have authority
to divert shipments of coal from the original consignee
whenever an emergency renders such action necessary to relieve traffic conditions.

Progress

in

Valuation

Work

In a statement prepared by H. C. Phillips, general secretary of
the Presidents' Conference Committee for the Federal Valuation
of the Railroads, dated December 31, 1917, information is presented to the effect that the government has spent about $9,000,000 and the carriers $16,600,000 on the valuation work from
the passage of the valuation act on March 1, 1913. to June 30,
1917.
The government roadway and track parties have covered
over 1,SO,000 miles of main lines up to January 1, 1918. Tentative
valuations up to the present time have been served on six carriers
with a total mileage of 2,120 miles. The field and track inspection is now complete on 153 roads with a total mileage of 61,333
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milci It is frum 73 prr cent to 100 per cciu cumpletc on nine
additional roads iiicludini: 44,U17 miles, it i> iiiin 541 per cent to
'^ per cent complete and nine road* ci i<
"n niilc* and
started hut le>> than 50 per cent com;
:'>ads with a
luilea^e of li^>,8J4 miles.
Attention is
iact that if
the Kovernnicnt would concentrate it> work on those roads nio»t
nearly completed it could hrinK out a large nuniher ui tentative
valuations in a ihort time.
;

Disastrous

Wreck

AGE

IKl

aKciits in handliiiu

h«K8aK« to and from

pratiK.

..I,

i.'<iii[.,l

I-.

O.ul.l

train

.1

This

|>a>beiiKcr Irau
II,

II

'hat

I

...'I

less than
bv rule.

Knight Commanders

on
!ic Houston & Te.\as iVntral, at llammoiiil, Tex., on the morn;..; of January
..'clock, 17 persons were killed and ,?l»
14, .il..'iii
lured. Two sic.! cuclu- were crushed, and the fatalities were
p.l^^l•ll^;t•r

i,,,,l

passiiiK

Hammond, Tex.

at

In the derailment of northljoiiiul

ill.,)

hi...

No.

17,

Connop

Guthrie, llun-i

..tl.,!!.

n

|.

r.

i

.

Ml..ti\

Hriliib

ill.

goveriimeiii, at '.
dirccird the raili
freight monthly,

.i

i

-lit

:

in these cars.

islly

The car most hadly damaged was a steel chair-car, which
lUck a freight engine standing on a side track, and was
icckccl above the \vinil..\v rail on one si.le.
Steam pipes on
I
eiiKine were broken and many passengers were scalded.
I'lic ilcrailinent \v.i> ^.lll^ed by a loose switch, the points of
hicli had been opciu.I aUout thrce-(|uarlers of an inch by a
'.ike bt-ani, which ha.
fallen from a car in a i^outh-bound
.iglit.
The night was dark and foggy anil the switch had
en set. after being used once, without the fault being discovered.

Commander

of tl
the battle of tli.
guards.

The same title has been conferred by King George on Arthur
H. Harris for his services in Canada a» Director of Overseat
Transport. Sir Arthur came to America in the wventie*, entering the service of the Grand Trunk. He rose there to the |>o>ition
of general freight agent, and in \'X)2 he went to the Canadian

I

Running the Railroads Under

the

Pacific.
On the outbreak of the war he organi/cd an fJver»ea»
Transport Department, the successful administration of which
is now recognized by His Majesty.

New Regime
More Railway Honor Men

items wore received too late to be incorporate!
the article on this subject on page 153 of this issue:
li.llowiiig

riic

Mr. .Vishton came to Washington on Tuesday and held a long
with Mr. McAdoo on western conditions.
\ccording to reports received at Mr. McAdoo's office the
tight Moving Week opened inauspiciously. as there was no
;irovemcnt in terminal conditions on Monday.
Reports conuc to come in of shortage of nun in the mechanical departiits.
resulting in delays in turning engines and inability to
;ke repairs to maintain power to the proper standard.
Numerous small roads have sent letters or officers to Wash^ton to find out whether they have been taken over by the
\ernment, and there has been some doubt as to whether or
some of them arc included in the President's proclamation,
tnmissioner VV'oolley, nf the Interstate Commerce Commission,
.~
been assigned to make a report on the question.
Mr. McAdoo held a conference on Wednesday with rep-i-ntativcs of the National Association of Railway and Utilities
Tiimissioners, who have many questions regarding their status
'iiference

.

•

'

.-Xdditional data coiicerninv.'

with the colors has

tin-

Dnmlwr

.>f

plan of federal control.
committee representing the

\ational

Industrial

Traffic

r;idr»»i»d
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ing on page 22 of the

-'hr

7''
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names should be added

to

the

list
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Cliic^KUf Ruck.

IsUiid

&

engineering department emplo)ec5 who have received
army commissions: M. M. Silverman, draftsman. .-..•
tion corps: L. A. Humason, compiler, first li.
;i
Grant. 111.: H. T. Livingston, assistant engineer.
t
United States army; R. O. Bradley, rodman, first lituicnaiit jrtillery
S. M. Bunch, rodman, second lieutenant artillery. J. C
Dolan, instrumentman, second lieutenant artillery
W. I-.. Heimcrdinger, assistant engineer, second lieutenant artillery
S.
Hurless, rodman, second, lieutenant United States army. Thc«e
additions make the grand total of Rock Island men now in the
Pacific

;

;

;

army

C

1465.

concerning Minneapolis & St. I^uis
received in time to be included
the Raihvay .-/^c of lannary 4. I'p tn Nnvemlvr
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"
of that road had
commissions G. ^
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later in the day.
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The Shepherdsville

tenant Kiigineer

Collision

I

Commission at Louisville last
of the express, testified that
train No. 41 until he was past

a very few hundred feet
idea that he was gaining on
11 41. as he had found clear signals at each train-order station,
was required by the despatcher's order to run not less than
\.-Min!!v he wa.; considh-iir and 30 minutes betiir.; tit^nr
iraiii-urder signal

;

the standing train.

er than that.

tiidl

is.

w

ithin

He had no

•
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'

tr.i:r.

i.
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'i'

bad never kn..wn

operator at a station t.. ch.!i.^.^i .. train .r.l.r signal until the
engineman blew the whistle callitii; for it.
r.. M. Starks, general manager of the road, was questioned at
Irngth concerning the custom of operators aiding the station
....

Cam:
I-l

I'.

1

.-x

Tex.,

Pa-...

impossible to
trains were stopped to see the actual change
said that

lvdilw,ty

lieutenant

I.

The Kl Paso & Soutb
now with the ro|.">r«

'

ards."

first

in

L

1

i

iCu^.-^iaii

ilic

Ser^ic.

the

Ri;

^

Corps: H. K. Comfort, engineering department, sevi.M ... .>.< ...mt
Koehn, C, B. Morgan
Kngineer Officers Reserve Corps. C.
and B, H. .Nixon, despatcher.s. all have commissions with the
Russian Railway Ccjrps.
The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient reports that up to the
..I
.•....•r,,) ..m.^
.,r „.v.
^.r.,,-.cl.ise of 1917, 34 emplov.-.-^

parti'
:

'

despatcher.

N'ygren,

team

He

to
no'pherc at ShepI
-."I to
lis; but he thougl
n. Me said that operators often chaiigc ilic signal from stop
-.rooerd before the engineman calls for it: and, on account
'the operators, "wc arc accustomed to run by sta-

'i

lieutenant with

first

The rear collision of passenger trains on the Louisville & Xashlo at Shepherdsville, Ky., December JO, in which 47 persons
re killed (reported in our issues of December 28, January 4,
jf SS, and Jnniriry 11, r:\ce 137> was the subject of hearings

<

r
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.

r

first
;,c.

I
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Most recent reports make the number
Artliur, Te.x.
of officers of the El Paso & Southwestern who have received
of employees who have received
number
the
commissions, two;
commissions, 10; the number who have enlisted or who have
been drafted in the army, 185: and those in the navy, 26; making a total now with the colors of 223.
The Baltimore & Ohio reports the following additions to its
list of employees who have received commissions
J. G. Stevenson, bridge inspector, captain quartermaster's department, Camp
regular
captain,
machinist,
Blanchford,
\V. B.
Merritt, N. T.
F, Port

:
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tlie chance to see some of the soldiers who are receiving
your tobacco. I will write you what they say; but I know

now what

it

will, be."

Contributions to the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
week ending Tuesday noon, January 15, are:
Detroit Graphite Company, Detroit, Mich., $3 a month

for the

for 12

months.
Mt. Vernon Bridge Company, Mt. Vernon, Ohio, $10 a month
for 12 months.
.

;

army; H. R. Holljes, inspector, first lieutenant Marine corps,
France; E. J. Clopton, chairman, lieutenant field artillery; A.
N. Peters, chief despatcher, lieutenant, railway regiment A.
M. Dinsmore, brakeman, second lieutenant, machine gun corps.
C. R. Preston, inspector, second lieutenant
Fort Riley, Kan.
second
in infantry. Camp Lee, Va.
J. J. Chisolm, inspector,
lieutenant assistant paymaster in the navy; J. M. Beverly,
in
the
navy.
lieutenant
second
brakeman,
The statistics of enlistments in the army for the Tennessee
Central were inadvertently omitted from the article in the
The number of employees of this
Railtvay Age of January 4.
road, however, who entered government service was included
in the grand total of railway men under arms therein mentioned.
Two Tennessee Central employees received commissions, i.e.,
C. H. Fitzgerald, yardmaster, a majorship, and F. J. Ready, Jr.,
secretary and chief clerk in the legal department, a first
Seventylieutenant in the aviation section of the signal corps.
one other employees either volunteered or were drafted.

Record Snow Storms Paralyze
Transportation in Central

;

;

;

Gratitude for Tobacco Funds
Brigadier-General W. W. Atterbury, Director General of
Transportation, American Expeditionary Forces in France,
has congratulated the employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad
upon the liberality with which they have contributed to the

fund for supplying tobacco to their former comrades, now in
In a letter to J. C. Johnson, Superintendent of
the field.
Telegraph of the Pennsylvania Railroad, he says:
"I was very much gratified to learn that the Pennsylvania
Railroad employees had contributed a fund of $35,000 for the
purchase of tobacco for Pennsylvania Railroad boys serving
with the American Expeditionary Forces. As to the best
method of sending the tobacco. I shall want from the general manager's office a list of the employees, upon receipt of
which we will make the necessary arrangements and advise
how to forward the tobacco.
"I want to congratulate the employees of the Pennsylvania
Railroad who are doing their bit at home to help us here in
France, for the splendid way they have responded in this
very laudable undertaking. American tobacco is very scarce
over here and is in great demand, and I know that all of our
employees with the American Expeditionary Forces will be very
glad to receive such a substantial reminder from their friends
and fellow-workers at home.
"Needless to say, we are very busy, for the job they have
given us is going to tax all our energy and ingenuity. However, that is what we are here for."
Contributors to the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund will
be interested in a letter from Fred A. Preston, secretary and
treasurer of the P. & M. Company, Chicago, now a captain in
the regular army in France. He was in a hospital for a month
with the measles, and after he came out he wrote a letter to
Fred A. Poor, president of the P. & M. Company, in which he
said:

"I had occasion while at the hospital to see what sending
tobacco to the soldiers means. There were sixty privates
with the measles quarantined in a separate building and they
were the most cheerless lot of men I ever saw, with no clothes
of their own and nothing to smoke. They were actually sick,
not from measles but from pure lonesomeness. After they
had been there six days the Y. M. C. A. brought around about
SOD bags of Bull Durham and the whole character of the place
changed in a flash. I have never seen anything which gave
so much pleasure and those boys were well in an hour, and
left the hospital the next day!
"There is nothing so welcome as Bull Durham with plenty
of papers and matches. The latter are especially scarce. Send
the tobacco in the large size bags. Before long I shall have

Two

West

snow storms in history have swept over
the Central West within a week paralyzing transportation for
from 24 to 48 hours each time. The first storm was accompanied by a snow fall of nearly IS i..-hes, which constitutes a
record for Chicago and tributary territory, and was confined
of the severest

largely to a zone within about 100 miles of that city. It started
west of the Mississippi river late in the evening of Saturday.
January 5, and at Chicago the velocity of the wind was about

The railroads were forced to annul most
55 miles an hour.
of the passenger trains scheduled to leave Chicago on Sunday,
and all incoming trains were late.
Hardly were the rails and yards cleared of snow when a
second storm passed over the same section of the country. ItThe snow fall was not so
began Friday evening, the 11th.
heavy, a maximum of about eight inches and in many localities
not exceeding three inches, but the gale was as bad or worse,
and of longer duration. Passenger trains throughout the storm
area were stalled, and passengers were forced to billet in wareThe less forhouses, country stations and small rural hotels.
tunate had to remain in their trains, in some cases after the
Many important trains could
car-heatin,g facilities gave out.
not be moved for from 24 to 48 hours. Some which left Chicago Friday evening were recalled when it became apparent
not proceed, but the return trip in some inall day Saturday and Sunday.
Thousands of men were hired and others were drafted from
all railroad departments, which could spare men. to clear the
tracks.
The Chicago, Burlington & Quincy employed all its freight
handlers, freight clerks, and draftsmen to shovel on January 14.
Other roads took similar measures. Because of the difficulty of
obtaining men for this work some Chicago roads paid as high
Rotary snow plows were put
as $1 an hour for common labor.
that they could

stances took

work, but, as long as the storm lasted, these progressed with
On Sunday morning, January 13, a plow and a
locomotive were derailed near Corliss, Wis., on the ChicagoMilwaukee line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
Practically no trains were run on the 12th and 13th, but passenger service was resumed on something approaching normal
Chicago suburban trains, which atschedules on January 14.
tempted to fight the storm Friday night, were stalled in snow
drifts, forcing commuters to spend the night in the cars except
when rescued by farmers who broke through the drifts with
Chicago offices, stores and factories were
sleighs and bobsleds.
operated with depleted forces on January 12 because of the
failure of all suburban trains, electric interurbans and street

at

difficulty.

railways.

break in Chicago's isolation from the east came when
Century Limited on the New York Central arThe New
a. m., Sunday, a little over 24 hours late.
York-Chicago Limited of the Baltimore & Ohio, due at 9 a. ra.
arrive
until
1
on Sunday the 13th, did not
:30 p. m. on Monday.
The Manhattan Limited and the Mercantile Express of
the Pennsylvania, due in Chicago on Saturday afternoon arrived Monday.
These trains were held at Mansfield, Ohio.
No freight service, except the movement of coal and perishThe Illinois
ables, was attempted until Monday, January 14.
Central delivered coal at team tracks in Chicago on Sunday,
although hardly a wheel of a passenger train moved. A small
amount of milk in cans reached the city over the Chicago &
North Western Monday morning, the first to come in over that
road since Friday. Milk deliveries in the city on the 14th were
confined to families with babies, and even some of those had to
do without.
Coal movements were greatly impeded (verywhere.
The Illinois State Fuel Administration has com-

The

first

the Twentieth

rived at 10

i|

—
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mjiMlrrrrd, for tloinolic |iiir|H>iiCii, all coal in L'liicaco railroad
yarilt.
l\rii ><>mc of llic railrua<l> urc >ciioiisly alTctled by
Tlic CliicaK<> tircat WrNlrrii and tllc St.
the Ciial .li.irl.inr.
Paul ucre III It able to rcMinir nuniial oixraliMii inilil they received additional coal.
The former road was oprratiiii: only
about 50 per cent of its passenger trains on Tuesday of this
week, and the latter line has cancelled an unprecedented number of trains to conserve its fuel.
Many larKc industrial plants
in the Chicatjo district were forced to close on January
because ot the shortaKe of lurl .md the ditVuully of delivering
that alrrady in the ter^lulal^. amniK tlieni the steel milU of the
Calumet rcKion and three ChicaK" packing plants.
The second storm affected a larger area than the first one.
extending as far south as Memphis, Tenn., west nearly to
Omaha. N'eb., and east bcymid CliM-laiid, Ohio. In southern
Illinois tlicre was considcrahlc >Icit which uid nuicli damage to
railr..a.l wires.
The CliicaKo & I'.avi.ri Illinois had its tele-

I8J

Track and TracklcHH Lines Combined
The San Diego ft South Eaitern hat been authorized by
the California Slate railroad commission t>. lake over independent nn.t
from ihc (.,
ra-t\\.ir.l

'

t.

H

':ic

communication largely cut

off.

In the

main path of the

however, the wind carried a fine dry snow which was
hard to handle, because it was blo\ ii back over tlie
as fast as it was removed.
:lliam
G. McAdoo. director-general of railroads, tclecd on Monday, the 14th to R. H. Aishton, chairman of the
.d Department of the American Railway Association, exiig his distress at the inconvenience and suffering which
lizzard brought to the people in the West and Centr I
ntvl c.Tllitv.j for the use of every possible means to ovcr1.

lally

and restore railroad service at the earliest
In reply Mr. Aishton assured Mr. McAdoo
iLlc means was being used to restore normal
.,...
c and particularly the movement of coal.
"All employees
to their tasks of keeping transportation moving as long as
.inly possible to do so.
F2vcry available man was emhe moving of snow.
Through passenger service in
district resumed nearly normal operations this
:ug.
\'ery good success obtained last night in placing coal
iiicago territory.
Every man that can be spared from any
otncr class of work is being used to remove snow from tracks
in yards so that all transportation may be resumed at the earliest
n

,

..;>)

possible.
You may feci assured tliat absolutely nothing is
being left undone by officers and employees to restore full normal
tran portation."
boi.

Radical Economies in Canada
he Railways' War Board of Canada is considering seriously
a proposal, to be laid before the government, to take up many
hundreds of miles of main track, on lines which are parallel to
Other lines, for the purpose of providing rails for renewals of
more important tracks renewals which have long been delayed
but which are now imperative.
Toronto papers report the discontinuance of numbers of
passenger trains on all of the three principal railroads entering
that city, the Grand Trunk, the Canadian Pacific and the Canadian
Korthcrn and it is said that the saving of coal amounts to
several hundred tons a day.
To save coal the government railway administration will run
but one train a day between Halifax and Montreal.
concerning the
Discus.sing
various
published conjectures
1

;

;

Canadian government and its attitude toward tlic Grand Trunk
and the Canadian Pacific. \V. M. Seal. Gfncrnl Secretary of the
-d of the
Railways' War Board, declares that
iic roads
Dominion Government taking over
ling with
The Canadian
in the near future.
war conditions since August, 1914, and Canada's ciiici railways,
onlike the .American roads, are nation-wide in organization and
operation. In dealing with nation-wide conditions each Canadian
•

two Kissel 1:
one Uenby !

transcontinental line has unity of control over its coast-to-coast
traffic.
There are only three large systems Hnri Ic^ thnn 5ixty
roads, r.'inti;!:; small and large as well).
of the \\ :ir r.v-ird quite simple, and a vcr

from that \\l'.t.rc the number of roads is r.i
Canada today shortages on one road arc taken care of

at

and

National Foreign Trade Convention
Jainrs
Council,

.\

1

lia~

I'orcign Tr,.
Cincinnati, Ohiu, iliursday, hriday
to 20. The time of the meeting waFebruary 7 to 9 but has
mittee "owing to the ra'
the Council to co-operait
of the situation due to the \\ar."
1
tion will be "The Part of Foreign Tr..
t

uvcuWar."

:

The

preliminary program

is

anno.;:

First Day. Thursday, Convention ca
by James A. Farrcll, Chairrrrin.
Council; Addresses of W
and City of Cincinnati;

at 10
I,ii

A. M.
Tratc

'

of president of .conventiLi..
.Achievements Up to Date a seriepresenting the share of the different eiti
ade
Shipping, Railroads, Finance, Steel. ic.Miiis. (.nciiiicals and
-

,

—

Lumber,

in war preparation and work.
.Afternoon Session: 2:30 P. M. Topic of Session, Afi< r
War Conditions of Foreign Trade Two or thrccussing measures necessary for American fore:,
meet the new situation when peace is restored, ....«
..^.v,
the gains it has made in recent years—organization in production and co-operation in marketing.
Group Sessions at 4 P. M.:
Group I. Exports Control and Imports Control. Attended
by representatives of the War Trade Board.
Group II. Foreign Credits. In co-operation with the National .Association of Credit Men.
Group III. Education for Foreign Trade.
Group IV. The Smaller Manufacturer and Merchant
In
co-operation with the .American Manufacturers' Export
Association.
Group V. Getting Into the Game. Experience Sestion for
Beginners.
Second Day, Friday, Morning Session
10 A. M. Seuion
Addresses dealing with the
Topic, The Merchant Marine.

—
—

;

..

—

:

American merchant fleet, and meant to
assure its permanent retention; the American foreign trade
policy of the future and the prohlem of the Pacific.
rehabilitation of the

~
Fridav .Afternoon, 2:30 P. M
Friday Evening, 7 P. M., Ba'
Third Day, Sjlurday, Mornii:..
of Group Sessions and General Coii.
ccllaneous Business: Adjournment,
.

leave C-

-

_

x

\-

-i.

1

'

'

C.

-

-Reports

!

i

O

:

:

lively,

Irade
ir"V.

'l:::.

niati'

>nvention (cverat

T'
:

1

'.ir"pr

i.atin

in the L^nited

America and

Statet on leave

once

out of the surpluses of sister roads. Shortages in such things as
potato car.s. apple car?, coal cars, or encincs. trackage, or terminal
The roundfacilities arc conMantly and almost instantly met.
about routing of ireicht. which was one of the problems of the
American railway situation, docs not exist in Canada.

lar.'c .-;•

cw\ ail.!
The work
1

hy O.

K

Council,

'•

I'
1

Han

.1

being conducted
Foreign Trade
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"We

are in entire accord and sympathy with you in your
prompt movement, but ... we can demonstrate that the enforcement of your order will not accomplish the
therefore respectfully request opporresults desired.
tunity to be heard prior to the taking efifect of the order JanIt said

:

to

eflforts

Traffic

Vol. 64, No. 3

News

facilitate

.

.

.

We

uary 21."

The Navy Department has taken two steamers of the Central
Vermont Railway, which have been lying at New London unused,
for the past three years— the Narragansett and the Manhattan.

The Traffic Club of Jacksonville, Fla., held its annual
meeting on January 5. John C. Burrowes, superintendent

To managers of Chicago railroads a message was sent deploring
the abolishing of commercial railroad freight offices long established out of necessit}'.
Such a radical change, it is declared,
deprives the shipping and traveling public of the only prompt
means of obtaining necessary information which is absolutely
essential.

of the Pullman Company, was elected president for the ensuing year.
In Philadelphia, this week, eight large freight stations of the
Pennsylvania Railroad have been kept open until 10 o'clock in
the evening, with the hope that consignees would be able to

more

rapidly clear

away

the accumulation of freight.

president of the United States Steel Corporation, who was recently appointed assistant to A. H. Smith,
assistant director-general of the railroads, has appointed a committee of eight traffic managers of steel companies to gather
information and submit reports to Mr. Smith.

James A.

Farrell,

The United States Food .'\dministration's recent instructions that shippers must load to safe carrying capacity have
produced results on the Southern Pacific.
shipper at Hubbard, Ore., on November IS, loaded 104,500 lb. of potatoes
into a Southern Pacific 40-ft., box car. At 60 pounds to the
bushel this means 1742 bushels. The car was loaded nine
sacks high, and was delivered at Colma, Cal., on November
22. without complaint as to the condition of its contents.

A

The special committee of the National Industrial Traffic
League, recently appointed, with with Guy M. Freer, president
of the league, as chairman, has gone to Washington to give
Director General Mc.-Xdoo the view-point of shippers at large
concerning the important measures he has taken since assuming

control

demurrage

company

of

the

railroads,

including

rates, the routing of freight

lines, etc.

The committee

particularly

the

Increased Demurrage Charges
Manufacturers' Association
has passed a resolution declaring that any change, through government control, or agitation by the carriers in connection with
trap and ferry cars, increase in carload minimum weights, storage.
track storage, or other matters, without consultation and agreement with shippers, is ill advised and inconsistent with the spirit
"These subjects have been handled through
of co-operation.
negotiation between the carriers and shippers with very satisfactory results, and we respectfully suggest that such relations
A telegram was sent to W. G. Mc.'\doo, directorcontinue."
general of railroads, criticising his order making radical changes
in demurrage charges and eliminating the average agreement.

committee of the

Illinois

South American Traffic
to South America and to Trans-pacific
ports report more passenger traffic than last year.
The
rapid development of new trade enterprises under the stimulus of war conditions has created a volume of commercial
travel heretofore unknown.
New trade relations now established mean new frei,ght, and permanent benefit to the carriers
of both freight and passengers. The new United States and
Pacific Line, plying between New York and the west coast
of South America, through the Panama Canal, announces
the departure of the first of its four new steamers the last
of January. American Express Co.'s Travel Bulletin.

Steamship

lines

new

Manufacturers Protest

traffic

The

Louis has disconnight trains between Chicago and Louisville.
Louisville & Nashville has taken off a number of Sunday
its

trains.

Discontinuance of Solicitation of Traffic

without reference to

Railroads in the territory of the Western Passenger .\ssociation have discontinued the delivery of railroad, sleepingcar and parlor-car tickets either by railroad employees or
by paid messengers. Similar action was taken some time ago
by railroads in the territory of the Central Passenger AsMember lines of the Western Passenger Association.
sociation have also agreed to discontinue free telegraph and
telephone service in connection with sleeping-car reservations,
subject to the concurrence of the Southwestern and TransAccording to this arcontinental Passenger Associations.
rangement, if it becomes effective, no sleeping-car or parlorcar reservations for passengers on foreign lines or at other
points on the same line will be made by telegraph or telephone except at the expense of the passenger. This rule
will not apply to reservations on sleeping-cars or parlor-cars
which pass through the station where passengers call for
space, but merely applies when passengers desire to reserve
berths or parlor-car chairs on a train with which they intend
to connect.

The

issued orders cancelling 54 passenger trains.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.

tinued

will also ask for a league

representative on Mr. Mc.^doo's advisory board.

Illinois

Curtailment of Passenger Train Service
The New York Central made further extensive reductions in
passenger train service on Monday of this week, particularly in
suburban trains to and from New York City.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, to conserve coal, has

Reductions of the forces of city passenger and freight agents
have been under consideration during the past three weeks by
many railroads at many cities and action has already been
taken in a number of cases, including the complete closing of
some offices but there seems to be no very well-defined policy,
and each road apparentlj' finds itself compelled to consider
numerous local obstacles. The Baltimore & Ohio has closed
its office at 196 Washington street, Boston, and the New EngAmong
land passenger agent has been sent to Philadelphia.
the 30 railroad offices on the principal business streets of Boston, a considerable number reduced their staffs on or abci't
January 1; but it is said that some of the roads have reconsidered the matter and may not withdraw so many men as at
first was intended.
From Toronto, Ont.. it is reported that the i
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, the Minneapolis, St. Paul &
Sault Ste. Marie, and the Pennsylvania have closed their offices.
The passenger and freight agent of the Missouri Pacific at
Nashville, Tenn,, has called in his traveling agents. The Chesapeake & Ohio, the Erie and the Southern have signified their
The Georgia 1
intention ot close their offices in Philadelphia.
Railroad has closed its office in Macon.
A number of offices
ha\'e been closed in -Atlanta. Ga.
At Chicago mercantile inter;

;

'

ts protested against the closing of city freight offices.
Railroads in the territory west of Chicago have practically
discontinued the solicitation of freight traffic, but their soliciting
forces have been utilized in other ways.
The Missouri Pacific ,
recalled approximately 200 freight solicitors and put them at I
work in the operating department. On most of the larger roads |
the solicitors are employed to expedite the movement of freight
and to keep shippers advised as to how and by what routes
freight is being moved. The Texas & Pacific, the Southern, the
St. Louis Southwestern, the International & Great Northern and
the Missouri. Oklahoma & Gulf have closed their offices at
Chicago.
The Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha has

closed
closed

its
its

agency

at

Kansas

office at Buffalo,

City,

N. Y.

and the Baltimore

&

Ohio

1
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track branohM, onp of whicli r»intiinir« tn a -nnnrrtfmi wild

I

&.i

Commission and Court News
Interstate

Commerce Commission

Manhall.r

"1

he near fiii<
tracks insteml m|
I

.

rcc

I

Western

will

>.! lo hy a

^iiiiiunn
itnittctr,

to

UK

i'liiiin

.ur

t

ii(j

<

nid

l..i

aliotit

News

Court

Ciiiturm
.>t
ilic
Krcater uniformity

rccomniiiiUdiiiXi'.

thus brinKinu

Statute Requiring Trains to Slop

Held Void

at State Line,

State

Commissions

The Kansas .Supreme

ouri
the duly of

Pulilic Scrviio Commission of We^t Viri?inin has authe Baltimore & Ohio and ihi
& Ohio
ivancc their passenger fares in lh;ii
J rents a
to i'.- cents a mile, the new rale in
FcbniThe commission says that this i> .; v..n measure and
•ved only because of a temporary emergency.

If

i/eil

'

i

I

V

ummissiun of Louisiana, actmi:

and

i.

<

i:

uic

calling

fi)r

co-oper;itii>n in this

movement

for

..ilcntion of shippers is called also to the extensive
waters of Louisiana, and it is intimated that shippers
not properly appreciated these channels of transportation.
1 lie circular names a half dozen steamboat lines which arc available
and the commission proposes to look up owners of boats
«li" will alTord water service to places now lacking it.
r railroad commissions of a number of other states have
cd or approxed the demurrage rates prescribed by Director
ral Mc.Adoo, among which are those of Georgia, Maryland,
>yl\ania and Tennessee.
Public Service Commission of New York Slate, second
..ii)le

:

<•

announces the receipt of notices from most of the principal railroads of the state that embargoes have been placed on
al;
shipments of freight, in carloads, which the shippers desire
ivc stopped or held for reconsignment or diversion.
These
rgoes have been placed by direction of the assistant to the
di-trict.

•'

>
'

was not
tniderlakcs In regiil,
regulated by proper federal authority,
den on interstate railroad comnicrer .1
lies of their proji •
i

fares,

and

is

-.n (Knck Isl.ind)
Lcr

1(1.

•

1917.

Construction of Live Stock Contract

I

M-

'

lo stiip all pas ••

state line,

cr

nonce
nl from the director general of railroail.s. has adopted for
t.itr tr:irtu
the advanced rates for iniKlu-car demurrage
at W ashington. and has issued to ship|)ers of
Ivailroad

h.

of 1915, making it
ll
require interstate railf'cid c.ini

Demurrage Rates Advancec!
':e

i

contract for the transportation of cattle from l'lv»sr»
lo Philadelphia contained a "36-hour limitation"
memorandum "Put ofT at Lancaster, Pa., for fce.l
The railroad took the car over its own line and a ci •
the Philadelphia & Reading, to Philadelphia without i
Lancaster, and without apparent delay or any injur \
The shipper ordered the cattle sent to 1-ancaster, wIm
sold.
The shipper subsequently sued the railroad
contract, claiming feed charges in Philadrljihia. fr.
from Philadelphia to Lancaster, a loss
market price of cattle at Lancaster.
.•\

'

l';i

'

i

!

\

and iVed charges pending the sale.
Court held that a compulsory nonsuit wai> prujicriy
carrier was not responsible for a loss caused by tin
the stock from the point of destination to another ni».r<.i
1

i

.

loss occurred.
Cf. 208.

— Stauffer

v.

Decided March

New York

16.

Central, 66 Pa. Superior

I9I7

!or general of railroads.

Interstate Shipments

New York Annual

Report

Public Service Commission of New York, first district
York city), has sent to the legislature its 11th annual
't.
The most important subject dealt with is the construction
.;ii<l transit lines in New York city.
Ten of these lines, or
Ms of lines, have been put in operation during 1917, and
The report charas many more will be tinished in 1918.
n«s the new dual system of rapid transit in New York as
ic

A

•

world"s largest engineering undertaking, costing in the neighborhood of <400.tKX).(XX). or more than iht construction of the
Panama Canal. Its hundreds of miles of track on city and company-owned lines will effect approximately an increase of more
than 100 rer rent in the city's transit facilities as they existed
"
"'
in
Is of acres of territory imw sparsely settled in
th<
ts will .soon be budt iiji a- :i r< -nil of the opening
'ines, which together will constitute the greatest
tJit:

.'.

months

six

questiill

,i

win

'

by the Carniac'i,

.Xiiiii.diiKui.

Ilanley v. Kansas t ily
Ct., 214, held that where a bill o'
outside of the state, though the
are Voth within (hi- 'ta»r. (he
citii'g

Th,

"Farly in 1«J1S, possibly by the end of March, the commission
have the new Lexington avenue subway and the Seventh

."^

that

1,

1

wilt

avenue subway in operation. The Lexington avenue subway is
to be connected with the first subway in thr v-r-irity of Fortytix. fork•fcf.nd street, extending thence norlhwarii
rxtending "1 tile \icinity ..f 135th street inti« Iw
sterly to
ing easterly to Pelham Bay Park and the
Woodlawn road.
"The Seventh avenue subway joins the first subway at Times
S<)uare .md extends south, forking at Park place into two two-

Bringing Suit

.

1

nunicip.il transit system in the world.

— Time of

carload of mules was shipped from Ne«
both points in Mississippi. The car was lo go
and there be delivered to another carrier. Tl.: ....
sequently the shippers sued the connecting carrier lor injuries
The radto the mules rrsnliine fmm delay while in it* hanH«
road set up
.\

•

in

the coiiliHCl

^ere prin

The
choice wa« offered.
and signed the bill of U.l...

.

.

.
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held insufficient to contradict the written admissions in the contract.
Judgment for the plaintiffs was reversed and judgment
entered for the railroad. Illinois Central v. Rogers (Miss.), 76
Decided Novemhcr 19, 1917.
So. 686.

—

Computation of C. L. Charges

— Storage and Demurrage

Action was brought against a shipper to recover for freight,
demurrage and storage on a stone-working lathe and equipment
shipped from Columbia, Me., to St. Cloud, Minn., which the
consignee refused to receive, but not on account of any fault of
the carriers. The freight charges were lawful, and on 24,000 lb.
the minimum c. 1. rate. The actual weight of the goods was 17,000
lb., and the question was raised whether the goods shipped reasonably amounted to a carload. The Maine Supreme Court justified
the carload rate and also held that the terminal carrier did not act
imprudently in taking the lathe and equipment to a warehouse at
an additional freight charge, although it might have unloaded it
;

on its right of way; but its action, after it knew that the shipper
was unlikely to give any orders for the disposition of the shipment, in keeping the goods on the car at a demurrage charge of
$1 a day for 86 days was held unreasonable and unnecessary, and
after a
it should have unloaded the freight and released the car
demurrage charge of not over 26 days.— Northern Pacific v.
Pleasant River Granite Co. (Me.), 102 Atl., 298. Decided November 24, 1917.

Free Passes to Employees
After Termination of Service
railroad sent its agent to Union Springs, Ala., and there
employed several persons to work for it on its lines in North
Their contracts included free transCarolina and Tennessee.
portation to their place of work and free transportation to their
weeks. The latter was never furtwo
every
homes in Alabama

A

continued at work until their job was finished in North Carolina and they were transported to Johnston
point they declined to work any further
At
this
work.
City to
and were discharged. They then demanded their free transportation to their homes, which was refused and they brought
The railroad's defense was that it was not permitted, under
suit.
the law, to contract to furnish free transportation; that it could
nished, but the

servants of the railroad at the time the free transportation was
refused at Johnston City, the railroad could not furnish it without being liable in the penalty provided in the federal law.
There is no exception for such a case in the act itself and the
The court followed the rulings of the
court can make none.
Supreme Court of the United States, which has construed the
Congress to root
act very strictly in furtherance of the policy of
out the' practice of furnishing free passes by interstate carriers,
Such a contract was
except in the cases reserved by the act.
therefore held not binding.— Northern v. Linear (Tenn.), 198

W.,

887.

order in the federal district court for the Western District
of Kentucky. The district court refused to grant a temporary
This is now
injunction and dismissed the company's bill.
affirmed by the Supreme Court. The railroad company had
The Supreme Court says
filed a long assignment of errors.
that "many of the assignments of error are not now insisted
upon, none deserves detailed discussion, all are unsound."
L.

&

N., v.

Decided November

20, 1917.

The United States Supreme Court, on Monday of this week, in
against the
the case of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, of Texas,
collect penalties
state of Texas, dismissed a suit by the state to
commission
railroad
for alleged violation of an order of the state
The Court held
in failure to adhere to passenger train schedules.
was an interference with

Interstate

interstate

commerce.

Commerce Commission Sustained

The Supreme Court
order of the Interstate

of the United States has upheld the
Commerce Commission which (after

several revisions) merely denied to the Louisville & Nashville
authority to continue on certain traffic through Bowling
Green to Louisville and to Nashville lower rates than were

(Bowling
contemporaneously in effect to Bowling Green.
Green Business Men's Association v. Louisville & Nashville,
24

I.

C. C. 228).

The

railroad assailed the validity of the

Decided, January

7,

1918.

Railroads Lose Illinois Passenger Fare Case

The

Illinois

railroads have

lost

their

fight

to

set

aside the

The United

States Supreme Court on
by Justice Van Devanter, sustained the decision of Judge Landis of the district court for the
northern district of Illinois, which held that the Interstate Commerce Commission had exceeded its authority in its order in the
Business Men's League case. The commission ordered the railroads to remove the discrimination against interstate traffic resulting from the higher rate for interstate traffic than the rate
charged for intrastate passengers, and it specifically approved the
2.4-cent interstate rate as being reasonable. The railroads asked
an injunction to restrain the enforcement of the two-cent rate in
Illinois, but Judge Landis dismissed the proceedings.
Both the
railroads and the state authorities appealed from the decision,
which is now upheld. Another federal court at St. Louis enjoined the railroads from violating the commission's decision and
during the litigation the higher rates have been charged, rebate
coupons being given to the passengers. The court sustained the
contention of the state authorities that the order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission was not sufficiently definite and precise to
be enforced as against a state law.

two-cent fare law.

Illinois

Monday

of this

week

in a decision

Assumption of Risk Under
Federal Employers' Liability Act

A

was being made up in a yard, and an
perienced conductor, while between cars contrary to
freight train

and assisting

extlie

an effort to adjust a faulty coupler,
was killed. The coupler was at the south end of a string of
cars standing on a grade; another string moving down from
the north hit the standing cars and drove them against the
deceased and across a space of twenty feet. Suing under the
federal
Employers' Liability Act the administratrix maintained that the brakeman in control negligently permitted
the moving cars to strike with too great violence; also that
the company negligently failed to promulgate and enforce
adequate rules to safeguard the deceased while at work; and
some evidence tended to support both claims.
The Circuit
Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, affirmed a judgment for
the defendant after the trial court had denied motion for
new trial based solely on its refusal to give the charge specially requested by the plaintiff (218 Fed. 367).
The requested
charge was that "the risk the employee now assumes since
the passage of the federal Employers' Liability Act, is the
ordinary dangers incident to the employment, which does not
now include the assumption of risk incident to the negligence
rules,

in

defendant's officers, agents or employees."
Denying the
request the court said: "Under the Employers' Liability Act
the employee simply assumes the risk of his employment.
Section 4 reads, 'Such employee shall not be held to have assumed the risk of his employment in any case where a violation by such common carrier of any statute enacted for the
safety of employees contributed to the injury or death of
such employee.'
decline to charge as requested, because
I
this is not an action of the kind specified in Section 4."
The Supreme Court of the United States, in affirming judgment for the defendant, said that the request quoted did not
accurately state any applicable rule of law and was properly
refused.
Already the jury had been told that the deceased
assumed the ordinary risks of his employment, a statement
more favorable than the plaintiff could properly demand. If
the negligence of all officers, agents or employees of the
company should be excluded in actions under the Employers'
Liability Act "it is difficult to see what practical application
could be given to the established doctrine concerning assumption of risk." Boldt v. Pennsylvania. Decided January

of

United States Supreme Court
Texas Train-Schedule Law Void

that the order

United States.

men

only furnish transportation to such persons as were in its employ, and that, at all events, after the plaintiffs were discharged,
furnish such transportation.
it was unlawful for the railroad to
The Tennessee Supreme Court held that the plaintiffs not being

S.
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7,

1918.

January

18.
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Equipment and Supplies
Peter L

Locomotives
riic

The

is

iiu|uiring for 5

Milwaukkk &

Chicago,

iirchasc of SO

,

rACiric

Paul

St.

Mikado locomotive*.
is

coiiicmplating

Dki..\wahi:,

I.AtKAWAN.SA

rdered these luconiotives

\Vkst».«.n

Sr

on

reported

in

The Concrete Mulnc

Placing

ft

Company

hat

moved

iit

lo the Firtt

last

D. Winger, foriurrly a'-inrintrd with the Prr»(

S.

Locomotive

.American

tlie

i

.mcts from 123 We»t Maditun Sireel. Chicago,
.National Bank building in the tame city.

Mikado locomotivei, has

15

I'roin

rtinned hit potiiioa

and hat

liic

steam locomotives.

week':) issue as asking prices

M

Nr

Ltd..

Tut Westun

News

Supply Trade

^1 I.i,e

mipuny.

The RaonEsiAN Railways have onlcrcd 9 mouiilain type locomotives from tile ,-\meric;iii Locomotive Comi>any. 'Ilicsc locomotives will h.ive 22 by 24 in. cylinders, a total weight in working order of 172,000 lb. and will le equipped with superheaters.

The Chiixan State Railways recently ordered 20 Mikado
These
locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company.
locomotives will have 22 by 28 in. cylinders, a total weight in
working order of 195,000 lb. and will be superheated. The purchase of the locomotives has been supervised by Justiniano Sotomayor, vice-general manager and vice-minister of public works
"i Chile, who is now staying at the Hotel Mc.Mpin, New York.

St.

Francisco

L<iiis-Sax

inquiring

is

for

170 steel

underlrames.

The Baltimore

S:

Ohio has withdrawn

its

recent inquiry for

3,000 freight cars.

\V. D.

Jenkins,

ilir

advert
U\ut'

'>,«

i

,„.
.,,.
j,,,

.i..,

i,,

,,

..k'

The American Sheet A Tin
January

mr

'u

Plate

i

l^^I.uI^;|] ..lu, r

Company, Piti.burph on

1, had a total of 1,417 men in the van
the military service of the United Stale*
T..
lo this fact the company pattes on ilt letter
made up like a service (lag containing the name uf the
pany, a star and the figures, 1417.
i

•

which was

cif

,„

ker

tym,.^

lin

^^

Traction system, of
recently

of

v.

^..^

_,„j

invcniur and promoter oi a cab train
control device, died on January 4, at Aurora, III., aged
66 years. Although of the same name he was not attocialed
with the Miller Train Control Corporation, Danville, III
the

Recent promotions

in the Pressed Sleel Car Company's orin the Pittsburgh District make
J. H. Hackenburg
purchasing agent, succeeding the late H. J. Gearhart.
.Mr,
Hackenburg was formerly the astisiant piii
nt
H. B. Fisher and C. C. Clark have been a|.|
,it
purchasing agents of the company. W. C. H
]y
in charge of the Allegheny plant, become*
he
vice-president.
J. C. Ritchey has been -pp.
a|

ganization

Sa.\h.el Baer, Nashville, Tenn.,
capacity tank cars.

v.il.

of the Hyatt Con
recent appointment he

more

tank cars.
Tilt.

>,!

mcnt

part

inquiring for 20 sulphuric acid

is

made

A. C. Miller, promci

Freight Cars
Earl Petty, Eldorado, Kan.,

p. C. Gunion hat been
industrial bcaringi divi>i.ii
pany, Newark, N. J.
N'

New

is

inquiring for 10 8,000-gal.

Orleans, La.,

is

inquiring for 10 8,000-

capacity tank cars.

.

The Canadian Government R-mlways
r

have issued inquiries

;

engineer.

250 drop bottom gondola cars.

The Western Contracting Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
enquiring for 25 8,000-gal. tank cars.
Lowell

New

Orleans, La.,
^000- to 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.
R. Gaidri.

is

is

•-

inquiring for 10 50-ton,

The Equality Refining Company, Oklahoma

City, Okla.,

is

inquiring for 30 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The Southern Oil

Corporation, Tulsa. Okla.,

is

is

in-

The United States Navy
box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.
dola cars from the American Car

States

War

for quantities of spare parts

& Foundry Company.

Department
and

is

oftier

Brier Hill Iron

•

'

•

,».

,r.

In

...r.

tiie

ordnance

.ii^

^rt

.

ng
'

t^J

I

•'

I

^
•d

In

his nc'. ^v-itiLn, .Mr.

Kuitrt

will

lu\c charge ui ialc» ouJ manu-

facturing activities.

about to place orders

F.-

specialties for freight cars.

& Coal Company, Youngstown,

rj.

,,.

tl

Mr

•

The

treasurer of

manufacturers oi
has been with the N'uti

m;u

Coix)MBIan Northern has ordered 6 15-ton wooden gon-

The United

Milton Rupert wa.s

various positions.

has ordered 60-ton steel underframc

ciii.

•

sistant

Ohio,

Manu-

.|,.

•

Pa.,

The Jamcki Chemical Company, Cincinnati,
quiring for 6 50-ton, 7.000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The

H. Seigmund.
!":'
treasurer. E. M. Kerw;
er.
Lilted a leave oi absence
vice, haviiii< been commissioned a captain in
department and stationed at Washinnion. D. C.

inquiring

10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

'

W.

and

^i>'

The Republic Iron & Steel Company has ordered 200 coke
ars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

lor 25 8,000- to

R. A. Van Houten. works manager of the Seller*
lacturine Cmnpany, Chicago, has been t
ilciit
and general manager with the
George M. Hogan, sales agent has als

"

•

"

-^

•

-

•

:,.o

I

-'le

Ohio,

inquiring for 10 70-ton gondola, 40 70-ton coal and 25 50-ton
cneral service cars.

~
.

Passenger Cars
been

The Colombian Northern has ordered 2 third-class passenger
coaches from the American Car & Foundry Company.

li.i:

quarters
at

New

I

.

<

he Corp. ir.iti.. n't headit has ofKcet

York, and

m
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Trade Publications

—

Financial and Construction

Smooth-on Si>eci.\i.ties. A new edition of the instruction
book published by the Smooth-On Manufacturing Company,
Jersey City. N. J., has recently been issued for free distribution. In addition to information regarding the use of SmoothOn iron cement, the booklet contains a list of the standard
sizes of Smooth-On coated corrugated gaskets for flanged
pipes of sizes from 2 in. to 26 in.

—

The American
of Lo.muxg R.-\di.\tors .\nd Boilers.
has issued an excellent booklet, describing
and illustrating the standard methods of loading and bracing
shipments of radiators and boilers, which have been adopted
by this company to reduce the liability of damage to a
The instructions contained in the booklet will
minimum.
Methods

Radiator

be of
ments.

Company

value

to

agents

who

frequently

handle

such

ship-

—

HyDR.\TED Lime. The Hydrated Lime Bureau of the National
Lime Manufacturers' .Association, Pittsburgh, Pa., has issued a
24-page pamphlet entitled "Watertight Concrete" which is devoted to the discussion of the properties of hydrated lime in making concrete impermeable to water.
The pamphlet contains a
large amount of information regarding this material and its uses
and is illustrated with photographs of structures in which hydrated lime has been used.

—

Pressed Steel Trucks. The Pressed Steel Truck Company
of Pittsburgh, Pa., has recently issued folders describing the
.Atlas two-wheel and four-wheel trucks.
These folders are
well illustrated and show in some detail the interesting
features of construction and describe the various uses to
which these trucks may be put. They are constructed with
a one-piece frame, without bolts or rivets. They weigh less
than wooden trucks and have greater strength. The axles
are' supported on flexible hardened steel bearings.

An

Export Order and Allied Topics.

—The

Foreign Trade

of the National Association of Manufacturers
has recently issued a very interesting 48-page booklet in
which it follows with illustrations of letters, invoices, bills
of lading, etc., the progress of an export order for paint to

Department

a company in New York from a purchaser in Montevideo
from the inquiry for information to the shipment and invoicThe accompanying slory explains each
ing of the goods.
step in the order, and emphasizes such essentials as courtesy

the correspondence, the securing of proper credit data, the
translation of letters into the language of the prospect, and
the proper methods of securing shipping permits and orders,
insurance, drafts, etc. In addition to that information is given
concerning the trade mark laws and the consular requirements
Several pages, finally, are devoted to
of foreign countries.
the facilities of the Foreign Trade Department of the Association. The Department, says the booklet, furnishes special
reports on trade prospects to individual manufacturers, lists
It
of foreign business houses, translations, credit reports.
also prepares reports on foreign inquiries for American goods
and in trade conditions. The offices of the department are
Views are shown of these
at 30 Church Street, New York.
offices and a map in the form of an insert shows the location
of the department's foreign correspondents in all countries
in

Railway Financial News
the preferred stock and

Boston & Maine.

meeting

last

of 2 per cent on

common

stock.

— The

trol.

Canadian Northern.

— The

$1,250,000 6 per cent one-year gold

William A. Read & Co., were paid at
maturity, January 10, by the Central Trust Company, New
York. During the last year the Canadian Northern has reduced its outstanding obligations by $6,000,000. The Canadian
government now owns practically all of its $100,000,000 capital
notes, originally issued by

stock.

Michigan East & West.
istee,

— This

road, operating between Manin the hands of

and Marion, has been placed

Mich.,

Eugene Ford,

receiver.

—

The railroad lines heretofore operated
by the Pennsylvania company, embracing the northwest and
central systems of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh,
having been taken over by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company, will be operated under the title of the Pennsylvania
Railroad Company, Western Lines.

Pennsylvania

Railro.'vd.

—

& West Virginia. The Pittsburgh Terminal RailCoal Company, a subsidiary of the Pittsburgh & West
two dividends of 3 per cent each on
.\11 of the stock is owned by the railits $14,000,000 of stock.
way company. The first dividend, an initial distribution, was
paid December 31, 1917. The second dividend is payable next
June. The total cash involved in these two dividends amounts
to $840,000, equivalent to the full 6 per cent on the $9,000,000
Pittsburgh & West Virginia preferred stock and an additional
1
per cent on the $30,000,000 common. Since the railway company earns sufficient to pay the full 6 per cent on the preferred
this distribution of $840,000 may be said to apply entirely to the

Pittsburgh
road

&

\'irginia recently declared

common

stock.

On

this basis

it is

equivalent to $2.80 per share

on the common.
St.

Joseph Valley.

receiver

— H.

of this line,

E. Bucklin, president, has been appointed

which extends from Elkhorn,

Ind.,

to

Columbia, 70 miles.

Railway Construction

More Destroyers Than There Are Now in the World.

—

E. G. Grace, president of the Bethlehem Steel Corporation, told
the 500 guests of the .Mlentown, Pa., Chamber of Commerce at
its banquet on December 20, that the submarine destroyers which
the Bethlehem Shipbuilding Corporation will build for the Government are more than all of the destroyers now in the world.
Mr. Grace said he regarded the rapid construction of destroyers
as the solution of the submarine menace. Mr. Grace said that of
the entire ship construction of the United States, war vessels and
merchantmen included, the companies of the Bethlehem Steel
Corporation are bearing more than half of the burden. The
Bethlehem plants now employ 30,000 men as compared with 9,000
Charles M. Schwab, who also spoke, said that the
five years ago.

Age.

2J'2

at a

per cent on the

Minority Stockholders' Protective Association has sent a protest to President Wilson against the
enactment of any legislation under which the disbursement
to railroad security holders of compensation for the use of
railroad property by the federal government would be left
The resolution in which the
optional with the directorates.
protest is embodied also urges the enactment of legislation to
provide specifically for a guarantee of direct compensation
payment to security holders during the period of federal con-

of the world.

payroll of the Bethlehem plants

—

The board of directors
Wednesday declared semi-annual dividends

Baltimore & Ohio.

is

now

$100,000,000 a year.—Iron

—

Illinois Central. This company is considering the construction of an inbound freight house at East St. Louis, 111.

—

Mobile & Ohio. This company proposes to repair and remodel the grain elevator at Mobile, Ala., and the wharf adjacent

The
involving a total expenditure of about $125,000.
grain elevator, with a capacity of 250,000 bushels, is to be connected to the wharf by a conveyor having a capacity of 15.000
bushels per hour.
This building is 56 ft. wide by 106 ft. long
and 130 ft. high to the eaves. The machinery to be installed will
be entirely electrically driven and of the latest type. A contract
has been given to the R. C. Stone Engineering Company at
St. Louis, Mo., for the installation of the machinery, and the remodeling of the building will be done by the railroad company.
It is expected
to have the elevator in operation within six
thereto,

months.

I

January

18,
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W. Towtley,

A.

.(

Iproiilriii

and •ttittant

u( attUtaiit ireafurcr

tiiVice

been abolithcd.
wh<.»c a|)|>oiniinciii at a»ii>(aii( to

••(rniiii'ii

,»ni1

^.iM»(riirli»n

"(

tlir

vice-

llic

Work

Oiira^""

1

Executive. Financial, Legal and Accounting
11. till.;

l.s;,'-;

,,,

E. Richardson.
,,.1- K.iilu.iv, «ith

li;i>

been

iitViic at

•

.ipix-inlcd auditor of the TenMiciJi, Teiin., succeedinij G. G.

Boardman.

W.

B. Cronk. has been appointed vice-president and gennianaKer, of the Caraiiuet & Gulf Shore, with office at

transportation assistant of the St. Louis-South-tern with olVice at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed asii
to the president with office as before at St. Louis.
.'cade T. Spicer, executive assistant of the Chesapeake &
has been appointed executive assistant also of the
^inn Valley with ofticc at Richmond, Va., etTective Janu,

il,,.

Chicago, Mil,ec & St. I'aul. has been appointed gcneial adjuster with
assigned
Aeppli,
luarters at Chicago, succeeding O. D.
tlicr duties, effective January 15.
F. Baker, assistant general adjuster of the

A. Scandrett, wh.. has been appi>inii-.l ;i>sisiani director
Lnuin I'aciiic s\stiin with
ilVic an.l connnerce counsel of the
columns on
at Chicano. 111. as was announced in these
January A, was born at
on
Minn.,
l-'aribault,
He
1876.
April
8,
graduated from Shattuck

^
^B

f

^^_

^^J
Jw
—

^^^L

^^^^^^^

^^^

^^^^^^^^^f^^^B
^^^^^^^H ^^r
^^^^^^^H^v
^^^^^^^^
H.

A. Scutdrett

in
.Academy
Military
1894 and graduated from
the L'nivtrsity of MinIn Jannesota in 18*'8.
uary, 1901. he entered
the office of the general
claim agent of the Union
Pacific at Omaha, Neb.,
being transferred to
Kansas City, Mo.,

In Octobcr.

1901,

he

made

Kansas
and
Missouri
and in N'ovcmber, 1901,
he was appointed as-

general attorney
of the L'nion Pacific and
•ilso a member of the firm of Loomis. Blair & Scandrett at
From April. 1908, to January 1. 1911, he was first
ka, Kan.
tant attorney in the above-named states and on the latter
was appointed .issistant interstate commerce attorney of the
sistant

Pacific system; from May 1, 1912, to
he was interstate commerce attorney for the
Since January 1, 1913,
,15 been interstate commerce attorney for the L'nion Pacific
J
.-icm. and on January 1 of this year assumed his new duties as
assistant director of traffic and commerce counsel, as aforementioned.

n

lary

Pacit'ic-Southern
1,

1913.

n Pacific-Southern Pacific companies.

.

Morton

C. Bradley has been appointed assistant controller
of the lUiston & Maine, with office at Boston, Mass., in
charge of statistics, valuation and other special accounting an>l
Earl A. Ryder has been appointed real estate agent.

M. R. Waite, who was ceneral solicitor fur the Cincinnati.
Hamilton & D.iyton until that road was merncil with the Baltimore & Ohio, has liccn appointed general attorney for the Baltimore & Ohio for the states of Ohio and Indiana with office at
Cincinnati, Ohio.

W.

.

.

has been with the
traimn.ntrr the V

'

:

sU|K'IUI(eildcllt ul

H. Sayer, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of
the Lehigh & Hudson River, has been elected secretary and
— nsurer, with office at Warwick, X. Y., vice John Sayer

ll.>lls|>ulta(l<>l>

perintendcnt, assistant to the vr
and assistant to the president; i:
superiiitenilent

ami presieleiit
manager. (

:

and
nnl

s|icti;il

th'

\v>'\

ripi'
\r'

ii

jiresident oi

i

sentalive, wl:;

1

•

and

patctier

N. U.

urst.

W. Mosby.

i

'

ciiii"

ser\iiiK

,

,,

.

as noted above.
Mr.
transportation matters.

J

owslcy

give

will

ipecinl

;,

ailrntion

to

Operating
E. K.

Longan has been appointed superintendent,

Southwestern Railway with

office at

ot

the

Henrietta, Texai

J. E. Thayer, has been appointed chief despatcher and
trainmaster, of the Georgia Northern, with office at Moultrie,
Ga.

H. E. Rodenfels has been appointed general agent of the
operating and traftic departments of the Chesapeake & Ohio
with office at Columbus, Ohio.
J. D. Walker has been appointed acting superintendent of
transportation of the Colorado & Southern with office at
Denver, Colo., succeeding A. Pardee.

J.

W.

Allen

the Puget

lias

Sound

been appointed actinu
Northern

division, of the

quarters at Seattle, Wash., vice J.J. McCuUoUj,!;.
other duties.

:_

„

Charles D. Ward, general agent of the operating departof the Eric, with office at Chicago, has been appointed
general agent of New York Terminal division, with office at
Jersey City, N. J.

ment

H. D. Earle has been appointed superintendent of the
Northern division of the St. Louis-Southwestern with office
Pine Bluff, .\rk., succeeding M. J. Kennelly. resigned, ef-

at

fective

December

13.

A. Shepherd has been appointed supenntcndent of the
Green River division of the Denver & Rio Grande, with head([uarters at Helper. L'tah, succeeding R. C. Ten Eyck. transferred; effective January 1.
J.

C. O. Bradshaw, formerly a trainmaster on the Great Northern, was appointed superintendent of the Illinois and the
Racine & Southwestern divisions of the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul with headquarters at Savanna, III., .luccceding G. R.

Morrison, assigned to other duties, effective January
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Traffic

H. Gregory has been appointed commercial agent of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy with office at St. Joseph, Mo.
J.

George

J.

the Georgia

Allen has been appointed commercial agent of
Florida and the Augusta Southern, with office at

&

Nashville, Tenn.

E.

M. Hess, has been appointed commercial agent of the

Xcw York

Central, with office at Baltimore, Md., vice N. D.

Hoke promoted.
C. J. Piper, has been appointed commercial agent of the
Canadian Northern, with office at Minneapolis, Minn., vice
J.

T.

Whitlaw resigned.

traveling freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio witli headquarters at Dayton, Ohio, has been appointed
general agent at Camp Sherman, Ohio.
J.

W. Brown,

R. R. Williams has been appointed Canadian agent, passenger and freight, of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,
witli headquarters at Toronto, Ont., vice P. A. Bolopue.

W. T. Grier, general traffic manager of the Lehigh Valley,
with headquarters at New York, having resigned to enter
other business, the position of general traffic manager has
been abolished.
H. A. Cochran, general coal freight agent of the Baltimore &
Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been granted a temporary leave of absence in order that he may assist the United
States Fuel .'\dministration at Washington.
F. K. Woodruff, manager of mail traffic of the Kansas City
Southern, with office at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed
director of development, with the same headquarters, in charge
of the industrial, immigration and agricultural departments. The
position of manager of mail traffic has been abolished and the
duties of that position have been assumed by F. D. Downie,
general baggage agent, Kansas City, Mo., effective January 1.
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appointed division master mechanic of the same divisions;
P. L. Mullen, roundhouse foreman at Sioux City, Iowa, was
appointed division master mechanic of the Southern Minnesota division, with office at Austin, Minn.; G. P. Hodges, general car and locomotive foreman, with headquarters at Mason
City, Iowa, was appointed division master mechanic of the
Iowa and Dakota division, with the same headquarters;
Joseph Bodenberger, traveling engineer, with headquarters at
.Aberdeen. S. D., was appointed division master meclianic of
tlie Hastings and Dakota division, with the same headquarters;
G. P. Kempf, district master mechanic on the Dubuque division, with office at Dubuque, Iowa, was appointed division
master mechanic of the same division; E. W. Harvey was appointed division master mechanic of the Illinois and Racine
& Southwestern division and the Rochelle & Southern line,
with office at Savanna, 111.; F. P. Miller, general car and locomotive foreman at Marion, Iowa, was appointed division
master mechanic of the Iowa division, with the same headquarters; S. J. O'Gar, general car and locomotive foreman,
with headquarters at Ottumwa Junction, Iowa, was appointed
division master mechanic of the Kansas City division, with the
same headquarters; G. J. Messer, general car and locomotive
foreman, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., was appointed division master mechanic of the Sioux City and Dakota division, with headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa; T. S.
Manchester, general foreman, with headquarters at Aberdeen,
S. D., was appointed traveling engineer, with the same headquarters, and Joseph Opia, general foreman, with headquarters
at Austin, Minn., was appointed general inspector, with the
same headquarters.
.

Railway Officers

James T.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
B. J. Peasley has been appointed mechanical superintendent
of the St. Louis-Southwestern of Texas with office at Tyler,

Tex.
A. H. Hackfield has been appointed master mechanic and
roadmaster, of the Southwestern Railway with office at
Archer City, Texas.
assistant superintendent of the Billerica
Maine, has resigned to en(Mass.) shops of the Boston
gage in other business.

H. T. Nowell,

in Military Service

F. G. Robbins, general superintendent of the Erie at Chicago and recently commissioned major in the Engineer Officers Reserve Corps, has been called into active service and
has been assigned to Washington, D. C.

Railway

Phillips, auditor of disbursements of the Oahu
with headquarters at Honolulu,

& Land Company,

T. H., has been called to active military service with the rank
of captain in the quartermaster department, and assigned to
duty as assistant to the department quartermaster in HonoMr. Phillips went to Honolulu in March, 1916, to take
lulu.
charge of the disbursements and store department of the
Oahu Railway; he previously had served for about IS years

the operating and accounting departments of the Rock
& Quincy, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and the Southern Pacific.
in

Island, the Chicago, Burlington

i

'•

(

&

Ernest S. Draper, has been appointed engineer of structures
Boston & Albany, with office at Boston, Mass., vice
A. D. Case, who has resigned to become structural engineer,
in charge of the structural division of the American Inter-

Obituary
M. L. Crowell, formerly treasurer

of the

national Shipbuilding Corporation.

M. F. Smith, division master mechanic on the La Crosse and
Wisconsin Valley division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, with office at Milwaukee shops, was promoted to district
master mechanic, with the same headquarters; William Joost,
roundhouse foreman at Milwaukee shops, was promoted to
master mechanic of the Milwaukee terminal and the Chicago
and Milwaukee division, with office at Milwaukee shops. Wis.,
effective January 10; A. J. Klumb, assistant district master mechanic, with office at Milwaukee shops, has been appointed
division master mechanic on the Prairie du Chien and Mineral
Point division, with office at Madison, Wis.; W. H. Hart,
assistant district master mechanic on the Superior division,
with office at Green Bay, Wis., was promoted to division master
mechanic with the same headquarters; J. E. Bjorkholm, traveling engineer, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., was appointed division master mechanic of the Chicago terminal,
with office at Chicago, 111.; J. H. Phillips, traveling engineer,
was appointed division master mechanic on the Northern
division, with office at Horicon, Wis.; John Turney, assistant
district master mechanic of the Twin City terminals, with
office at Minneapolis, Minn., was appointed division master
mechanic of the same division; H. G. Dimmitt, district master
mechanic of the River and Iowa & Minnesota divisions, was

&

Western, with
age of 73.

office at

of the Toledo, St. Louis
Toledo, Ohio, died on January 7,

at the

Archibald J. Wykes, treasurer of the Illinois Central, with
headquarters at New York, died on January 14, at his home in
Glen Ridge, N. J., at the age of 46. Mr. Wykes entered the
service of the Illinois Central in March, 1897, as a clerk in
the executive office, at New York.
In February, 1913, he
was appointed assistant treasurer and the following May was
promoted to treasurer.

Lee Howell, general freight agent of the St. Louis and
Henderson divisions of the Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters at Evansville, Ind., died recently. He was born on
May 18, 1844, and began railway work in 1872, as a contracting agent on the Louisville & Nashville. He subsequently
served as general agent at Evansville, Ind., then as division
freight agent

1882

of

was general
December,

the Henderson division and since
freight agent of the same road.

November

From

July
1
to
1883, in addition to the duties of general
freight agent he served as superintendent of the St. Louis
division.

The Total Exports to U. S. from Engl.\nd in 1917 had an
aggregate value of $262,891,937, against $305,414,269 in 1916, according to a cable from the American Consul General at London under date of January 2.
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War
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thinj;

Savings Stamps liavc now Invn on sale for somcTlu' ailmiraMo cuni|>aiKn of publicity
that has \nvn put In-hind thi-ni and tlu*
War
spK-ndid C(j-oiH-ration from agents of
all kinds for their sale have spread
Savings

over two montlis.

'''^'"^

Stamos

"'^^

""^'''

extensively.

However,

the stamps and certificates are not yet
general use as they should be in view of the merits of
Anyone who has studied tiic nu-tluxl of inducing
:.in to save money by means of the.-e War Savings Stamps
\vho has l>uuglit some of the stamps himself, has been surged at the remarkably easy plan they present to save
.1?

plan.

iiey

and

to

Ik'

nsively that

thrifty.
it

may

is

The

plan has been advertised so

not necessar)- to repeat

its

essentials

terest

when
Germany.

Later, after
actually cau.sed a siril.
the terminals there.
(

of

,
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a

they "performed their difficult duUta wiili pdtfiiHit ical and
aijility," and "did, I Ijclicve, ever>thing that it was
possible for them to do in the circumstances." The Director

officers,

War

Savings Stamps have been exchanged for a $5
\\ ir Savings Certificate.
The readers of this papwr no doubt
liTStand the value of these Thrift Stamps, but we wonder
hey are doing all that they can to bring their value to the
ntion of the men under them.
Railwaymcn have taken
i()on themselves to leave no stone unturned to ser\'e their
intry in this war.
This time the opportunity in question
rcLites to Thrift Stamps.
Railwaymen can do considerable
in encouraging their sale and they will certainly agree that
•'— ift among their own men is very desirable.
Railwaymcn
employers generally can encourage the sale of Thrift
nips (1) by buying stamps and certificates them.selves,
by recommending their sale at railway ticket offices and
the pay car, (3) by recommending their sale and availlity at stores. (4) by telling their friends and emplovees
easy it is to obtain stamps and .«ave money bv them,
1(5) by backing the organization of War Savings societies
ng their forces. It should not be hard to encourage a
n to \>e patriotic and save money at 4 per cent compound
rest.
It is merely a matter of readily available supplies
-tamps and publicity to explain the plan and its advans.prtli

j

road operation before goverim

quarter starts an account, mere quarters carry it on, and
iiipound interest at 4 [xt cent logins, not at the end of a
ir. or after a certain interest date, but as soon as $4.12

it

....

•'

!

marked

But

re

-

his interest in niilroad eUiiienty and hi
ways .should l>e very jileasant. As for I!
cuss anybody .so well-known and p.
.American peoi)le as Hearst?
lii.
States said recently in a nn the way the railway officers

be worth while to bear in mind that a

•c.

General of Railroads has not hesitated to rely
high and low, for advice and assistance
probaljly will have no great difficulty in de<

on railway
1

1

i

'ir
r

i

W. G. Lee and W.

R. Hearst, or President Wil

.

McAdoo,

tary

are more likely to judge the cflkitjin aiid
loyalty of railwav officers intelligentlv, disinterestedly and
fairlv.

Once more
a

the railroads have failed in their efforts to defeat
passenger fare law on the ground of dis-

state two-cent

crimination
against
interstate
commerce.
They have had little Hiffinilty

Illinois

.

.

railway efficiency and the welfare of the United
by calling a strike on all the railway!! last spring
the country was right on llic verve of war with

in

States

Passenger

in

showing

tli

:'.,

'

I

'^au.se

Fare Case

•

such a

Illmois passe;. _.
lieved that a sufficiently definite issue
.

'

to secure a clear-cut decision,

,

;

applicable to other states.
The Supreme Court, however,
in a decision rendered last week, of which an abstract is
published in this issue, holds that the order '
r

1

.

'

'

Commerce Commission on which

state

thrv

not sufficiently definite in its description of the r
it applies to be used to set aside a state law.
mission had held that 2 4 rents n mile w-ie a
"'

rate for passenger servi.

Avay officers are unusually fortunate these days in both
r enemies and their friends.
W. G. Lee, president of
the Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen,
Some Friends
announces that railway employees had
and Enemies of noticed for months before government
control was adopted, that railway offiRailway Officers
cers were permitting unnecessani- delays
congestions of traffic. They were doing this to discredit
rnment regulation, he says, and they unintentionally let
the situation get beyond their control.
W. R. Hearst also
has been shadowing the railway officers, and has got something on them
His artistic and veracious newspapers assert
that railway officers are "lying down" in order to discredit
government control.
He advises that the chief malefactors
be discharged and that the rest have their "fancy" salaries
cut
seemingly forgetting that he once found it profitable
to pay one of his editors S75.000 a year.
Lee is one of
the four laF>or brotherhood heads who showed their in-
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.so

in the .Kt tu

ing that "where

:

fii.
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^IsAj rtjycai--.

10 not only

findii

ii->

lind-

that a dis-
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parity in the two classes of rates is resulting in unjust discrimination against interstate commerce but also determines
what are reasonable rates for the interstate traffic and then
directs the removal of the discrimination, the carrier not

Association

column formula, 16,000

—

70

—

its

maximum

ing pi a rational formula at this time.
This wide variation in strength values deserves serious
thought, particularly because the workmanship of the test
columns and the care with which they were prepared for testing involved much more refinement than is obtained in usual

it

structural steel practice, while the specifications for the mawere more rigid than the usual structural specifications

A

similar case instituted by the express companies
to set aside an order of the South Dakota commission came
The court's various decisions in
to a similar conclusion.
cases of this kind leave no room for doubt as to the power
of the Interstate Commerce Commission to prevent discrimrates.

gineering

r

readjustment of

which

materially lower than the American Railway En-

with

all the intrastate rates, the description
It therefore
applies is left indefinite."
concludes that the uncertainty in the order is such as to
render it inoperative and of no effect as to the intrastate

ize a

.\s this is

value of 14,000 lb. per sq. in., the question
as to a substitute formula is answered by the committee with
the statement that the wide limits covered by the strength
values obtained in the tests (28 per cent) precluded the writ-

only is entitled to put in force the interstate rates found
reasonable but is free to remove the forbidden discrimination
by bringing the intrastate rates up to the same level." There
is no doubt that the Commission intended that its order
should fit the above specifications, but the court says, "while
the order shows that it is not intended to require or authorof those to
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terial

concerned an effort to secure material of

in so far as they

uniform strength. Although definite as to the limitations of
column strength, particularly with columns composed of the

inations resulting from low state rates but "straight is the
gate and narrow is the way" of the course to be followed in

thicker material, the report is not conclusive as to the cause
of the weakness of this thick material and as to the reason
why this fault has not been disclosed by the mill tests. More

doing

complete information on these vital matters

so.

is

extremely de-

sirable.

The Report on Columns

THE FINAL

Make

committee of the American Society of Civil Engineers on steel columns and
recently,
harks back to the first
struts, which was published
Quebec bridge failure, because tlie discussion of the grave
disclosures made in the investigation of this disaster culminated in the organization of this body of American bridge

GOVERNMENT

engineers.

The committee carried on its work for nearly eight years
and, with the aid of the United States Bureau of Standards,
conducted a comprehensive series of tests on columns of
various sections.
"To report upon the design, ultimate strength and safe
working values" were the instructions given the committee
and the report covers admirably all phases of its problem
except the first, design. The tests disclosed little upon which
to base discrimination between the several forms of sections
As regards stresses, on the other hand, the results are
tested.
positive and, might be considered to be, disappointing or even
alarming if they had not been anticipated by the progress reports of the committee
tests carried

It

Solely a

War

Measure

1.LEP0RT of the Special

and the reports of contemporaneous

on under other auspices.

The unwelcome fact is that the ultimate unit strength of
a column is materially less than the drop-of-the-beam yield
point as determined by the mill specimen tests of the material
used. Of even more concern is it that this condition is more
pronounced in colunins composed of heavy material such as
would be more commonly used in actual construction than
in the light columns of the test. In other words, the ultimate
unit strength of the columns composed of thicker material
was materially lower, although this fact was not indicated in
a comparison of the ultimate strengths and yield points as
determined in the mill tests of the material.
The steel used in the tests was of the ordinary structural
grade with a specified ultimate tensile strength of 60,000 lb.
per sq. in. and a yield point of 38,000 lb. per sq. in. Studies
of the ultimate unit strengths of the columns and of their
"Useful Limit Points" (a practical elastic limit) disclosed
that the former varied from 38,000 lb. per sq. in. to 32,600
lb. and the latter from 35,000 to 19,000 lb. per sq. in., for
columns having a ratio of slenderness of 50 to 85. Based
upon these facts the committee "regards it as unwise to assume a higher working stress than 12,000 lb. per sq. in. for
columns in which the ordinary grade of structural steel is
specified and in which the ratio of slenderness is 80 or less.

—

—
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CONTROL

of

management

railroad

was

adopted as a war measure. If it is to be efficient as a
war measure it must be carried out as a war measure.
The sole purpose of war measures should be to win the
war as quickly and completely as possible. Many of our
people have not awakened to the fact that the United States
is engaged in a life-and-death struggle with the greatest military- power that ever existed and that there is a strong chance
These people persist in
that the United States may lose.
thinking a great deal more about the effects war measures will
have on our affairs at home than about the effects they will
have on the battlefields of Europe. Many of them are constantly engaged in trying to frame and use such measures
not mainly to defeat Germany, but mainly to work an economic and social revolution in the United States.
This tendency has been strongly manifested by certain
politicians and labor leaders in dealing with the question
of railroad control.
In the hearings before the Senate committee Senator Cummins has hardly asked anything as to
how railroad control may be so shaped as to make it most
effective in helping win the war.
All his questions about the
proposed financial guarantees to the railways have been
directed toward whittling the guarantees of the stronger lines
down as much as possible. Does he think this would help
win the war? If so, he has not said so, nor told why he
thinks so.
He has asked the director general of railroads to
furnish him a list of the salaries paid to most of the higher
officers of the railways.
He evidently wants to see these
salaries reduced.
Does he think that wholesale reductions
in their salaries would cause railway officers to give more
loyal, patriotic and energetic support to the goverimient and
thereby contribute toward winning the war?
He might answer that the money saved the public by reducing the guarantees of the companies and the salaries of
their officers could be usefully employed elsewhere, and that
the companies and their officers should be willing to make
the sacrifice.
But why not use a little common sense about
such matters? Railway owners and officers assume exactly
the same attitude toward questions of this kind that other
people do. They are perfectly willing to make their proportionate share of the sacrifices necessary to

But

if

the government, as a pretended

trarily reduces their return

from their

winning the war.

war measure,
properties and

arbi-

their

January
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salaries, while not interfcriin; in similar

luanuer with the
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quires an

advnmc

in rate-*

he

:in

i

n-K'nlale

turns of other classes of business concerns and with the
salaries of the oflicers of other larye cur|Kirations, railway
owners anil nltkir> naturally will firl that they have I.ecn
discnmin.itnl .ii;.iiii-t without ju>t cause, or any caii.-e cxceiJt
Wouldn't any other
dirtv iJuliiK-, and they will resent it.
jKTople

class oi

fe«l

sanie

tiie

And

way?

if

they do feel

way, could the effects upon the efficiency of the railroads be anything but unfavorable?
It is the first duty of every citi/en, whatever his position
in life, to give unstinted support to the government in this
It is also the first duty of every public man to do
crisis.
evervthing he can to infuse into all classes of the people a
tlial

loyal, enthusiastic, lighting spirit.

high and low,
to ••sacrilicc."

who

talk

much about

This war

isn't

There are many people,
the need of willingness

going to be won by

sacrifice.

ever was, none ever will be, however necessary sacrimay be. It is going to be won, if it is won, by hard,

No war
fice

determined, enthusiastic fighting on the battlefield and in
The fighting spirit needs
tvtry line of industry at home.
to be raised to a much higher pitch in all classes of our
people than it has been.* It needs to be raised and maintained to the very highest pitch among railway officers if
the railways are to be operated with the greatest efficiency;
and is it not plain that it would be lowered, not raised, by
arbitrary action on the part of the government which would
be regarded by railway officers as demagogic, discriminatory

and unjust?
President Wilson in his railroad control message to Con"Nothing will be altered or disturbed which it is
That is the only sound policy to
not necessary to disturb."

gress said.

follow in carrying out railroad control as a war measure.
Director General of Railroads McAdoo showed in his testimony before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce
that

We

can do all the
the policy he desires to carry out.
and social revolutionizing necessary after we have

it is

econcHnic

Any man who

turn government coneconomic or
socialistic theories instead of an agency for helping win the
war is a better friend of Germanv than he is of America.

won
trol

the war.

an agency

into

tries to

for giving effect to his pet

The Railway

Wage Commission

of their opinions as to the advisability,
or probable success of the plan of government control under which the railroads are now being
operated, all railway officers who have had to deal with the
wage question, and that includes most of them, have occasion
to feel greatly relieved that it has been taken out of their

RLGARDLEss
necessity

hands, for the time being at least. Moreover, they now have
reason to lielieve that before it is ever restored to them to deal
with,

an imjiortant step will have been taken toward sim-

for them in the future.
Mr. Mc.\doo's first acts as Director General of
was to apfxjint a railway wage commission which
i» diari;td with the duty of investigating and assembling for
his dei i>ion the facts bearing on the entire question of railway waires. their relation to wages in other industries and to
the
'•ving and the relation between the wages of

plifying

One

it

of

Railroad-;

•

var

•

railway labor.
n accomplished at one step what the railroads
have long advocated, that wages should be determined by
the same authority that fi.xes the rates out of which they must
be paid. The railro,-ids have heretofore urged that wage ques,,f

I

tions he referred to the Interstate

Commerce Commission,

paramount and

if

licl

(hat Its Mile

ceme<l hut

as usual;
first

It

but

i«

lu give justice to a.
in'vt of thf

itc

('^ from

;•.

tin

to present tin

more rcascm

one tide of the
an important

Ins is

to

i

be

awed by

iJiaa by tlie oliier ciuwhereas the railroad managers have had
The
brotherhoods are organized an
tlitiii

ployces,

'

jiloyees are not;

but even

'

if

luunt for anything the unor;;
votes.

.

.,

.

In theory at least, the brotherhoods

still have the
unthinkable that they should be
allowed to do so, but at any rate the other employees are
now on more even terms with them because if they arc not
sufl'iciently under the discipline of a union to Ijc able to
strike successfully under present conditions, they at least
can quit if they are not satisfied and easily find other jobs,
which many of them are proving every day.
The railroads, although they may have preferred to increase the wages of many of llieir lesser paid men, have
been unable to do so to the extent which would have been
desirable and which has now Ijecome almost a necessity,
because the strongly organized employees have always got
to the trough first and there were limits to the ability of the
railroads to pay.
In consequence the disparity betwixn the
wages of the organized and the less strongly organized or
unorganized employees has steadily widened while the railroads were practically powerless to remedy the situation.
It has often been glibly asserted that the American people
were willing to pay whatever rates were necessary to enable
the railroads to pay fair wages.
Perhaps this is true; but
while the .American railroads have paid the highest wages
of any railway system in the world, the fact remains that
the .\merican people have not thus far paid rates that would
warrant the wages that those who receive the wages consider fair, nor have the railroads ever had any assurance
that if they raised the wages' they would be allowed sufficient
rates.
On the other hand, tliey have frequently had the
ontrary experience of increasing wages only to be dinii-d
corresponding increases in rates on the ground that their
earnings would probably increase enough in the next few
months to make hichcr rates unnecessary.
Certainly Mr. McAdoo and his wage commission have no
lack of power to deal adequately and fairly with the entire
wage situation. If they have not unlimited funds at their
''
t
ilisposal they certainly have command of all tli'
the .\merican people as a whole can afford to
If the wages are placed too high
road wages.
who pay for most of them in the first place will n:r
complain; but they cannot fairlv ohiert fo nnv rrnelement in the ne<

power

to call a strike.

It is

<

:

•

difficulty

lies

the facts

and

in
...

,^

The wage commission is faced with a delicate problem
adju.stment. as between the claims of the wage earner*
one hand and the rate-pavers on the other, and as (.••

.if

staiii.t

...w,,

...

.

u.

..

,.

.....

;...>;

...>

.

..

convincing.
•

lie-

cause the commission has heretofore Ijecn the most pwtent
rate-regulating body.
Now, while it retains its jurisdiction
in onlinary rate matters, the authority of the Director General is

<

he advances wages to a point which

However, it
nature will naturally be found on all sides.
will not be confronted with the practical obstacles that have
heretofore prevented an ideal solution of the problem, and it
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be able to reach a solution of the intricate problem
which will commend itself to all concerned. It has
neitlier the prejudices of the employer nor those of tlie emIt ought to be just as much concerned with the inployee.
terests of the rate-paying public as with those of the wage
earning public, and with the condition of one class of railway employees as with that of another.
If it finds that railway wages ought to be so increased
that the present rates will not produce sufficient revenue to
pay them and the other necessary expenses of transportation,
Otherwise the
then the rates ought to be increased also.
wages will not be paid by those who use the railroads in
proportion to their use but by the entire public in the form
of taxation, and the railways will be left in an impossible
condition after tlio piovernment ijuarantee has expired.

ought

to

before

it

would become unable to handle all the
commerce as that the law of gravitation would continue to operate or the sun to rise in the morning and set
in the evening.
The fulfillment of Mr. Hill's prophecy has
been precipitated by the war, but it was bound to come whenever from any cause there came a great increase of industrial
the railways in time

country's

activity.

Wlio have been chiefly responsible for the policy of regulawhich led to such results? Those responsible are Senator La Follette, Senator Cummins and other politicians of
the radical class, who have succeeded in getting the states and
the nation to adopt and persist in a punitive, repressive policy
in dealing with the railways regardless of its effects on the
railways, and on commerce and industry.
tion,

When
dicted,

replied

"Lest

We

Forget."

ALMOST

EX.A.CTLY twelve years ago one of the wisest
and farthest-seeing Americans that ever lived made
The
The prophet was James J. Hill.
a prediction.
prophecy was that continuance of the policy of railroad regulation then being adopted by tlie state and national governments would bring national disaster.
The policy was continued. The prophecy has been fulThe disaster has come. It has come in the midst of
filled.

The
the nation's participation in the greatest of all wars.
government last week ordered the industries of the busiest
for
States
shut
down
the
United
and most populous part of
five days.

It

has made each

Monday

in the

same

territory

an enforced holiday for ten weeks.
Those responsible for the order say

it was necessary because the raihva3's could not haul all the coal that the mines
could produce and other industries could consume tliat this
was the only wa}- to relieve the transportation congestion

—

and increase the movement of

fuel.

This is but a partial explanation. Last summer the government created a fuel administration and put at its head a
college professor, who knows little about fuel and less about
administration.
The great need of the country as regards
No possible amount
fuel was a vast increase in production.
To get
of conservation would make tlie supply sufficient.
the needed increase of production the prompt adoption of
Prices must be
large constructive measures was essential.
so fixed as to encourage the operation of mines which, under
ordinary conditions, would be unprofitable. Production must
be raised and kept to the very maximum possible during the
summer and fall months when transportation conditions were
It was desirable to divide the country into zones
favorable.
as was long ago done in England, so that coal would be
consumed near where it was produced, and cross-hauling and
waste of transportation be eliminated.
The large constructive measures needed were not adopted.
Instead of co-operating with the railways as was necessary,
the fuel administration spent its energies in "passing the
With a fuel administration which knew
buck" to them.
anything about the fuel business there would have been a
larger amount of coal produced and transported.
The rest of the explanation of the existing situation is that
James J. Hill's prediction has been fulfilled. For twelve
years the state and national governments have followed a
policy of regulation intended to compel unrestricted competition between railroads and to reduce their net return to the
lowest basis which the courts would not hold confiscatory.
In con.sequence, while the productive capacity of our industries has been rapidly increasing, the expansion of the faciliThe final
ties of our railways has been rapidly decreasing.
outcome was clear to every intelligent and sane railroad man

or business man.

It

was as certain that under

this policy
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the present transportation condition has been preFollette, Cummins and others of their class have
that the railways were over-capitalized, and were

La

earning too much, and that predictions of disaster were mere
And what do they say now, when
"calamity-howling."
They say that the
these predictions are being fulfilled?
railways have "broken down"; blame the managers for the
"break-down," and talk about government ownership as the
remedy! The government under a new system of war control, and with the patriotic support of railway officers, is
trying to retrieve the mistakes of the past; and certain of the
radicals in and out of Congress are trying to reduce the compensation the administration proposes to pay the railways,
to slash railway officers' salaries and to otherwise emasculate
the administration's plan in ways that would undermine its
effectiveness as a war measure.
The country is at the parting of the ways in respect to
It must choose whether it will follow
its railroad policy.
in future those responsible for the policy which has paralyzed
transportation and industry and who are now advocating government ownership, or those who have opposed the past policy
of regulation, who have foreseen and predicted its results
and tried to get it reformed and who are now opposing government ownership because they believe it would make conditions still worse, if possible.
Which class of leaders will the public follow in future?
The answer to this question may exert as much influence on
the economic and political future of the United States as the
outcome of the great war.

New

Books

Proceedings of the Iiiteniational Railway Fuel Association.
416 pages, illustrated, 6 in. by 9 in. Published by the association, J. G. Crawford, secretary, 702 East Fifty-first street,
Chicago, III. Price, leather bound, $1.50, paper bound, $1.00.

This

the official proceedings of the ninth annual convenof the Railway Fuel Association which was held in
Chicago, May 14 to 17, 1917. It contains papers with comPowdered Coal;
plete discussions on the following subjects:
is

tion,

Storage Coal; Locomotive Feedwater Heating; Front Ends,
Grates and Ash Pans; Car Shortage and Coal Shortage;
Con,servation Appeal; Council of National Defense; Fuel
I'xonomy in Relation to Reducing the Cost of Kindling Fires
in Locomotives; Fuel for Small Furnaces; Graphical Daily
Records of Performances of Engineraen and Locomotives;
Soot, Tests of Six Grades of Coal from a Franklin County
(Illinois) Mine; and Theory, Practice and Results of Fuel
Economy. Of particular interest are the papers and discussion on locomotive feedwater heating and the tests made
by the University of Illinois for the association, on Illinois
coal.
This book is a material addition to the information
put forth by this progressive association, and contains suggestions which will to a very large extent assist in the conservation of fuel on railways.

New

The

Pennsylvania Entrance Into Indianapolis
A

Uavis

and

Own

Bclwccn

Line

iiiAN $4,500,000 or over IjllOO.OOO
IVnnsylviiniu Lines are now completing
new r;iilri)iul in Indiana wliicli will give the system
.»
Ihe
li\ilianapolis ami Chicago.
s iiimplete line between
cori)oration. the Indiis being built by a .separate

Ai

A losi

>iK

M.iKi

tlic

[jcr mill-,

TK-w line

&

lis

41

is

friim a connection with
Ind., about

Hen Davis,

I

and

Frankfi.rt KailriKiil,

iul> nortli

hen

Gives a Line to Chicago Over Its

41 -Mile

si.\

llie

miles in length.
St.

Louis

divi-

miU-s west of Indianap-

These diviFrankfort on the Miciiigan division.
Unh parts of the St. Louis system of the I'ennsylRailVandalia
VAiiia Lines which, until recently, was the
comroad, and which is now a part of the new consolidated
the rittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis Rail-

I'rankiori

Rails

and by the relocation of certain parts
slow speed movements through {uwv
The latter plan w
tion of a new line.
of the situati"!

i.f

ilir

'

line to avoid

.i,,.,,

,„ ,,,g

ji.m-

gained justified
dled by the
a
the investmeni ..
In deciding on a new line opportunity was also taken to
improve oi>erating conditions at Indianapolis. The use of
the Lake Krie & Western tracks north from Indianapolis
I

.

;

.ire

line is being built

Ihe new

which

l.ouis

under the direct jurisdicAt Lebanon, 27

system.

this line crosses the Central Incontrolled jointly by the Pennsylvania and

Ben Uavis,

north of
the

of the St.

ofticers

i

is

Big Four.
the completion of this road the traffic of the Panhandle
,n Chicago and Indianapolis and the south, which is

On
I

iindled over the Logansport and

Richmond

divisions,

Chicago, through Logansport to Kokomo, Ind., and
then over the Lake Erie & Western to Indianapolis, will
he divertctl to the new route at Logansport, and will go over
Michigan division to Frankfort, and then over the new
Ben Davis and Indianapolis. While no distance is
by the new route for passenger trafl"ic, it will be about
The grades
six miles shorter for most freight movements.
are much lower and the traffic facilities will be much im'

.

;

proved.

Under the present arrangements the
'

•'

east

and west traffic
is handled

Pennsylvania lines through Indianapolis
tlie
Indianapolis and St. Louis divisions.
'

\'incennes

and the freight
ins of the belt

Divisions

from tlie
handled between the different lines
line of the Indianapolis Union Railway,

and Louisville also enter the

city

divisions furnish the facilities for the east, west
traffic.

'I'he

Relation of the

is

and

existing Pennsylvania lines leading to the

ry north of Indianapolis intersect the east and west
it Terre Haute. 72 miles west of the city, and at Richi.
68 miles east, meeting at Logansport.
I'he Pennsylvania has seven lines radiating from Logansport.
The traffic originating at Indianapolis and on the
divisions to the south, a large amount of which is coal from
tilt southern
Indiana fields on the Vincennes division, des-

New

Line to Other Pennsylvania Lines

required the turning of all passenger trains on a wye at
Ihe old arrangement also made it necessary for
all of the coal trains to use the tracks of the Indianapolis
Belt for about 1 1 miles and the congestion on this line led
Both of these conditions will be elimto e.xcessive delays.
that point.

inated on the

new

line.

Surveys for the new line were first made in IQIL The
grades of the new line were established at O.J per
cent northbound and 0.5 per cent southlxnind as compared

maximum

lin*ahJ

^

A %fu>n>X

Map

of the

"gas Ijelt" and in nortiiern Indiana
handled north out of Indianapolis over
--..
!:ne of the Lake Krie & Western for a distance of 55
miles under a trackage agreement.
This arrangement is
unsatisfactory in several ways.
Relief could be had either
by increasing the facilities of the Lake Erie & Western, by
the reduction of grades and the construction of second track
to fK)ints

'•

Chicago

in the
is

New
with

Line
1

per cent grade-

1

m

huth din.-

on the new lin
deg. except for one curve at the 1....

There arc few

While

r'lute.

cur\'es

;

i-

are

iition.

for the present only a single track will U- built, right-

of-way has been provided and the masonry has been built
for a double track line.
The new line is also a part of the proposed future jm-
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provenicnts including a connecting line from Ben Davis to
By means of this proMooresville on the Vincennes line.
posed connection tlie traffic from the Vincennes division for
points north of Indianapolis will be diverted from the present route through the city to this new connection, saving
about 1 1 miles in distance and to an extent relieving the
yards at Indianapolis and the St. Louis and Vincennes divisions near Indianapolis, where both divisions have ruling
grades against the coal movement. The construction of the

Indianapolis to Frankfort line provides a 0.3 per cent grade
St. Louis division connection to Chicago, and a

from the
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Property has been acquired near the business center of the
house and team tracks. This
property will be reached over the Central Indiana tracks and
the two railroads.
Interbetween
track
the interchange
change tracks will be provided here.
In order to lessen the grading on the new line at the crossing over the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western it was
necessary to depress the main track and a passing siding
The maximum depression was about 6 ft.
on that line.
which necessitated a cut with a total length of 4,000 ft. The
lowering of these tracks was done by the Indianapolis &
Frankfort contractors.
Water stations will be provided at White Lick (mile 13),
Lebanon and Frankfort. At the latter point the water facilities will consist of one 50,000 gal. and one 100,000 gal.
tank, connected with a water softening plant.
city as a site for a local freight

Embankments Made from Four Borrow
As previously mentioned, the new
bankments for much of
of borrow.
of filling

its

The grading

Pits

line is carried

length, requiring a large

on emamount

consists of about 2,700,000 cu. yd.

and 230,000 cu. yd. of excavation exclusive of
borrow pits. While the lighter fills have been made from

side borrow, the general plan has been to secure the material from four large borrow pits located at intervals along
1 being at mile 3, pit No. 2 at mile 9, pit
No. 3 at mile 28 and pit No. 4 at mile 33. Between pits
2 and 3 the grading was light and most of the excess filling
material was secured by the side borrow.
The heaviest grading on the line was on the first five miles

the line, pit No.

A

Standard Construction Trestle

0.3 per cent line can be had from the coal fields and from
Louisville without prohibitive cost.

Grade Crossings Eliminated on
new

New

Line

the

line

north of

is

41

sary.

Passing tracks 4,500 ft. long are provided at intervals
These sidings are so located that conof about six miles.
The grades
trolling grades are not encountered in leaving.
are separated at all highway crossings on these sidings.
The width of roadway at sub-grade is 24 ft. for single
The tracks will be laid
to 1.
track and all slopes are

1^

Through

Ben Davis.

this district the line is en-

on embankments that exceed 26

ft. in height in places.
necessary in this section aggregates more than 1,700,000 cu. yd. which was all secured from pit No. 1. In the
4^4 miles north of this section where light cuts aggregating
approximately 2 miles in length were made, several large
fills were necessary which were made from material secured

tirely

miles in
As mentioned
Sufficient property was acquired for a double track
length.
line, the right-of-way being 100 ft. wide for the entire distance and wider where necessary. The country traversed is
mainly flat and for much of the distance the tracks are carried on embankments, making frequent borrow pits necespreviously,

The

fill

from pit No. 2.
Pit No. 1 is the one from which the most dirt was taken.
It covers an area of about 75 acres.
It is located IJ/2 miles
east of the

new

line necessary.

line,

making

the construction of a connecting

This line was double tracked for the entire

To permit the flexible operation of the material
trains both north and south of the pit the tracks of the line
leading to the pit were spread into a wye at the connection
distance.

with gravel ballast, 8S-lb. rail and untreated oak ties. Cast
iron pipe is used for small drains up to 48 in. in diameter
and reinforced concrete culverts for the larger openings,

farm crossings and cattle passes.
There will be no crossings at grade with steam or
railways, the

new

electric

line in all cases being carried overhead.

Twenty-four highways are carried under the track through
subways and two cross overhead. These 26 crossings mclude most of the main roads so that the highways that cross

Where posthe line at grade are generally unimportant.
sible, at points where the line crosses highways near their
intersection, marginal roads parallel to the right-of-way enable two crossings to be consolidated into one or allow part
of the traffic to avoid crossing entirely.
Lebanon is the only town of any importance reached by
Here the line passes through the outthe new railroad.
skirts of the city and is elevated, all streets being carried
under the tracks through subways. A modern station will
be provided at the street level and passengers will reach the
platform at the track level by subways and stairs. An electric elevator will also be provided for handling milk and
At the track level the layout will be built for
baggage.
double track. The passenger platform will be located between tracks and will extend across two streets and an electric line.
The platforms over the bridges have already been
built as a pari of the bridges.

A

Highways

Typical Flat Slab Bridge

with the new

A

double track crossover was provided
on the connection line,
this arrangement permitting tlie trains on either of the conline.

just east of the point of convergence

nection tracks to reach the

new

line over either of the

wye

tracks.

The

material in the pit is chiefly clay and existing springs
together with the great amount of rain which fell during
the season made it necessary to provide an outlet for the
water by means of 18-in. tile drains leading to existing drainage ditches cast of the pit. The high ground near the center
of the pit was utilized for the location of water supplv facili-

January

2S,
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ties for the sliovcls

ami engines, the water

the tank from a creek in the vicinity.
Two sliovels were cut in on oppiisite

heiiig

pumped

to

of

the

pit,

12-yd. cars.
fills

were made from

trestles,

197

many

in:itaMie'>

on spur trjck^ l.ml
sides

As a
each working toward the high ground in the center.
-tiovel progressed with a cut a track was laid close In-hind it
After
.ver which it moved l>ack before starting the next cut.
iii'iv iii;
hack, this track was uiili/.ed as a loading track.
hours
two
shovels
W kiiin ten
maintaincnl an
a day, the
\ir iL.'i- output of ,\S()0 cu. yd. of material per day.
'I'hc
::lling material was moved to the embankments in standard gage etiuipment, the trains consisting of from 12 to 15

The

in

consisting of four-pile

the

malrriuU were delivered

.l..ii.'

ili.-

r.,.lii

..i

vi

,v

to U>e site

fr...,,

..

(.„n«

li*c

uf
con-

with the raiirn
teams and w.n

ixm
;

mixers wiih luucfa and UjuUa for j^luciag

1-yd.

crete in the forms.

A

;'

iKirtalile

bridges were
consisted of a

used

at

a

short

where

Ix-lianon

sever

J

distance.

Ihin plant
a tower and elevator at the furward end and a U')^- iK'^er. A storage bin witli n capacity
for 24 cu. ft. of material was placed U-liind thr niiYT
The
floor of the bin was slo|H'd toward il
the
materials might pass liv gravity from
r^ing hopper.
hoisting engine an..
1 he
.,.
,.„
ihe
.

,

,

mixer were located at the rear end of the car. A locomotive crane handled the materiab from tlie stock pile to the
storage bin.

The largest bridge of arch design was built at Sugar
Creek.
It consists of three 6S-ft. elliptical archcft.
No
foundation piles were ncnressary at this point.
Cofferdams
of timber sheet i)iling were usi-d in making the foundation
excavation. The water was controlled during the excavaticm
by centrifugal pumps and in order to obviate the |x>ssibility
of trouble from high water, the work up to the springing
Building

the

Double-Arch

Bridge

line

was

The

Prairie Creek

built as a unit.
concrete materials

over the

capped with logs and braced with three lines of girts.
lie stringers were 10 in. by 16 in. by 28 ft. long which were
.ilvaged after the completion of the fills.
Jordan spreaders were used in spreading the material after unloading from
.nts

I

the cars.

The other pits were located adjacent to the new line.
Standard gage equipment was used at pits 3 and 4 and
narrow gage equipment at pit 2.
At pit 1, 3 and 4 the
-•rading outfits were brought in by rail, the connecting tracks
Iso being used as construction tracks.
At pit 2 it was imi5sil)le to secure such a connection and the equipment was
rought in over a highway from Clermont, a station on the
'•ig Four, IJ^ miles distant.
This was done by laying a
:andard gage track on a road in sections about 800 ft. long
ver which the shovel was moved. After the passage of the
shovel the rails were moved in for the narrow gage engines
and cars. The additional equipment for use in the pit was
brought in by wagon.

new

line

the deck of the

were brought

and unloaded

dumping

in

into bins

from Frankfort
jjlaced

beneath

The materials dropj>ed by
chutes from these bins into small push cars which ran on
dinky tracks.
The cars were pushed to the mixing plant
by hand.
The plant was located near the center of the
bridge and consisted of a mixer, a tuwer and chutes.
The
arches were poured in three sections parallel to the track,
each section Ix'ing completed in a continuous run.
Expansion joints filled with felt and asphalt were provided betrestle.

tween sections.

The centering for the arches, which was sawed on the
ground, was supported on falsework made up of two-story
iients with the necessary iiracing and wedges.
As mentioned, the arches were built in sections.
Two rows of piles
were driven about 6 ft. apart for each section, the rows
being parallel to the bridge. These piles were capped with

The Bridges
Approximately 68,000 cu. yd. of concrete was used

in

At highway
crossings two designs were followed.
Where the headroom
permitted, reinforced arches with spans ranging from .SO to
SO ft. were built, and where the headroom was limited flat
the construction of the bridges

and

culverts.

slabs of reinforced concrete or I-l)eams protected with con-

and with center columns were

sub.stituted.
In cities
were built in three spans with the supporting
columns at the curb lines. At drainage ditches the bridges
consist of .SO-ft. deck girder spans and concrete abutments,
this design l)cing followed to permit the spans being removed for the passage of dredges as required by law.
Both stone and gravel were used in the concrete and in all
reinforced concrete ten per cent by weight of hydratcd lime
was added to the cement. .Abutments and wing walls were
painted on the back with one coat of tar paint and the arches
and flat tops were covered with Barrett, Minwax or Lewis
waterproofing.
The formation encountered at the bridges
was mainly clay which in .some cases was soft. The foundation piles were timber, 20 ft. piles being used in most
cases, driven from 14 to 18 ft.
With the exception of the labor .shortage which has handicapped the contractor throughout the entire work, the concrete

the

flat

slal)S

struction of the bridces nro=cnii'(l

no

>rii^inl Hiffirultv.

While

Carrying

New

Line Over the St. Louis Division of the
Big Four

12-in. Jjy 12-in. timbers placed at right anglc-s to the b dgc.
these timlx-rs as sills three Ixnts were built cons ting
^
" '>y 12-in. tin' '
of posts for uprights '
These three bents wi
braced to
means of poles. Tli.
ry of the t
sisted of two bents su|>|"<rtiHl ..n 12-in. by 12-in. sills laid
|T «ing
transverselv on the raps of the first <tnrv bent*

With

'

'

"

.ce

.d
...dc
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and the forms were released after the concrete had set.
This line was incorporated early in 1916 and a contract
for its construction was awarded about April 1 of that year.
The masonrj' and grading work is now practically complete and the track laying and the ballasting will soon be
finished.

It

operation for freight traffic during the present winter.
Tlie studies leading to the construction of the new line
and the plans for the work w'ere developed under the direc-

to

T. Hatch, chief engineer of the Indianapolis &
The contractor for the work was the
Frankfort Railroad.
Dunn-McCarthy Company of Chicago.

tion of F.

expected that the line will be turned over

is
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Five Coal-less Days and Ten Meatless Holidays
Fuel Administration Orders Curtailment of Coal Burning

and a Suspension of Industries
Washington, D.

THE
WITH
deemed
the

EXCEPTION

of

plants

engaged

on

work

particularly essential to the prosecution of
of food, the manufac-

war or the production

turing industry of the eastern part of the United States came
to a standstill on January 18 for five days as the result of
an order issued on January 17 by United States Fuel Administrator Garfield, adding to the series of "meatless" and
"wheatless" days with which the country has already become
familiar a period of "coalless" days to be followed by nine
"heatless" Mondays on which the use of fuel except by
consumers classed as absolutely necessary is prohibited.

'

C.

manufacture of the materials specified and not to other prodThere were
ucts that might be made in the same plants.
no general exemptions of industry.
The order aroused a storm of protest on the day following its aimouncement and on the first day of its effect, but
after the exemptions had been announced, and the President had endorsed it, there was less opposition.

The Order and

the Railroads

The shutdown became

Whether the order was primarily intended for the conservation of coal or whether its chief object was to serve as
a partial embargo on new freight offerings to the overbur-

for five days.

Washington and particularly in Congress, which devoted
most of its sessions to the discussion of tlie subject on January 17 and 18. Mr. McAdoo was asked the direct question
during the testimony before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce on Monday, as to whether it was a coal
order or a transportation order and replied that it was both.
He said he had nothing to do with formulating it but had
agreed to it and thought it w^ould be beneficial and that an
immense improvement had already resulted.
Interest in the administration railroad control bill was

less complete after the first day because the order was followed by a long list of exemptions,
many of which did not become known until after the plants
to which they applied had complied with the original order.
Advance notice of the order to cease operations was given
out on the evening of January 16 and the order itself was
signed on January 17, with the full approval of the President and such members of his cabinet as were consulted but
without the advice and consent of the Senate, which only
a few minutes after tlie signing of the order had adopted by
a vote of SO to 19 a resolution requesting its postponement

The order provided that on January 18, 19, 20, 21 and
22 preference and priority in the use of coal should be given
only to a designated list of consumers, in which railroads
were

first

named, whose consumption of coal

is

absolutely

necessary; that during those five days no manufacturing industry, with a few exceptions, should be allowed to operate
even if it had its coal supply" on hand, and that the use of
fuel except by consumers classed as absolutely necessary
should be prohibited on Monday of each week from Janu-

March 25.
The exemptions made

ary 21 to

public on January 18 included a

of about 1 ,000 plants compiled on information furnished
by the Secretary of War and the Secretary of the Navy and
heads of other government departments, so that concerns
supplying materials under contract to the government which
are immediately needed and could be delivered without addlist

ing to the transportation congestion might not be forced to
Various special exemptions were also
The list included the manufacturers of locomotives

cease their production.

made.

for the United

and

States

government and American railroads

also manufacturers of gas masks, explosives, rifles, pis-

macliine guns and small arms ammunition, important
war essentials needed immediately, Liberty Bond
paper, chrome green, linseed oil, destroyers, forgings and
boilers for destroyers, seamless tubes less than IJ^ in. in
diameter, condenser tubes for destroyers, aircraft and signal
corps products, emergency navy contracts, products for the
shipping lioard, emergency fleet orders and emergency govThe further special exemptions included
ernment work.
manufacturers of uniforms, optical glass and tents and
The exemptions applied, however, only to the
equippage.
tols,

forgings,

dened railroads, has been a point of lively controversy in

temporarily suspended for a time while Congress joined
with the rest of the country in criticising the Fuel Administration's embargo on manufacturing.
It soon became apparent, however, that while Fuel Administrator Garfield
took full responsibility for the order, the authority of the
entire administration was back of him.
While the railroad
administration at first took the position that its interest in
the question w-as rather incidental, its attitude toward the
effect of a virtual embargo on most kinds of new freight
for five days, which would enable it to catch up on its coal
movement and clear up congested terminals, was plainly one
of more than equanimity,
Freiglit Moving Week having
turned out inauspiciously, as the result of the unprecedentedly
severe weather, which the still unco-ordinated government
weather administration had been unable to deal with successfully, a series of days during which coal could not be
used for the manufacture of additional demands upon cars
and locomotives while the director general was completing
his organization, was obviously a source of considerable relief.
Mr. McAdoo said he did not care whether it was called
an aid to the director general or not, provided its result was
beneficial.

Garfield was somewhat more outspoken in liis anefforts to co-operate with the railroad
"The movement of coal in transportation,"
he said, "must be so directed as to aid the director general
of railroads in dealing with the railroad emergency created
^
by the recent blizzard conditions."
While Dr. Garfield also emphasized the desire to keep
domestic consumers of coal warm he laid the greatest stress,
both in his testimony before the Senate Committee on Man-

Dr.

nouncements of his
administration.

—

.

January

25,
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uf.ntiiri>, wliiih

lalKJ on him to expluin tin- order, ami in
on the cflVct it would

hi> iirijiari'd >talfnu-nts to tlie public,
h.ivi-

on

llial we held b:i
laden with out

In a statomcnt aicompanying tht- order, descrihing the
ondilions wliith he itinsidentl niade it necessary, Dr. Gar-

Statement by Dr. Gailicld
and

tliey

to the

done is to send lo the AmerAUies the food and war sup-

vitally need.

War

munitions, food, man-

articles of every description, lie at our Atlantic
ports in tens of thousaiitls of tons, while literally hundreds

ufaitureti

of ships, waiting loaded with war goods for our men and
the Allies can not take the seas because their bunkers are
inpty of ciKil.
The coal to send them on their way is waitiii;
l>ehind the congested freight that has jammed all tcr-

Wi!
had been conissued and full.
"It
"It

...

ab.solulely n^

.d.

absolutely nee

the

is

is

lie
.'.as

and upon the

IKjris

railv-ayi,,

"The wheels were choked and stopped;

zero weather and

trains; terminals congested; harbors with ship-

—

ping frozen in: rivers and canals impassable
it was useless
to continue manufacture and pile confusion on top of confusion.

"A

clear line from the manufacturing establishments to
the seaboard and In'yond: that was the imperative need.
It

was like soldiers marching to the front. The men in the
foremost ranks must have room to move.
"More than a shock was needed to make a way through
hat congestion at the terminals and on the docks so that
he aid SO vitally needed by the Allies could get through.
"The incidental effect of this transportation situation on
ro.ll ipRxluction has been disastrous.
There is and alwavs
ha< l.rt-n i^lenty of fuel, but it cannot be moved to those
plar. - where it is so badly needed while railroad lines and
terminals are choked. Throughout the coal fields .scores, even
hundreds, of mines are lying idle because of railroad inabilit) to supply the cars to carry away their product.
Coal
mine- cannot operate without cars. Cars cannot be supplied
while the railroads are crippled by the present freight con-

which keeps

gestion,

idle cars lying useless in the freight

—

mous

We have piled them so high on our docks and in
our storehouses that the ships available cannot carry them
away as fast as they
"The food supply

in the

is

war!

Whate^'er the cost we must pay it so that
enemy there can never be the reproach

face of the

pile up.

is threatened to an even
than the fuel supply.
This condition is in
to the congestion that at many points holds li

'

rce

iuc

.jsa

in its grip.

"To

single out industries not engaged to some extent in
is to select industries which in the aggre-

war manufacture
gate will

bring relief only

if suspcndc-d indefinitely.
To
industries e.xcept a comparatively small part to
cease for a few days quickly accomplishes the desired result
and permanently injures none.
"The order as it stands puts all industry on an equal
footing, favoring none and avoiding unfair competition, but
this reason alone is not sufficient.
This reason, plus the fact
that the order will put coal in the empty bins of the jntiple,

rcijuire all

will save coal, will aid in breaking

and

in furnishing

who

need

it

and

up congestion of

traffic

an adequate supply of coal to the people
which cannot sail withcxit it

to the ships

are sufficient rea.^ons and justify the order.
industries producini; ncTcssar\' war material
that can be promptly delivered nrr
juf.
ing the suspension period. To ]•
,al
the.se

"Only those

•

'

supply on hand to operate wouli
jst
essential to continue while some of ihc roost essential would
be compelled to stop.
'
"Moniiver, to alio,
j
'

ru.il

to continue

pile

conge.-tion,

:iic

hhI

and

tcr

period, the net''

To
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because the fuel order

ler
-al
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til

The

luring

,,
''

prior

report

would

•lot

ha\<

added

Ikivo

of iivlu^trv to say
to ini r>M-e its ci-

A

"This

stores of things not essential to life but very essential

to war.

yards.

In the past week the production of coal has been disistrously reduced.
Reports in some cases have shown 90
per cent of the mines in certain fields closed completely for
lack of cars.

to

limped along from day to day with a slowly improving conregard to the shipment of fo<jd and
but without such immediate relief as had l^ecome ab.solutely necessary k-cause of the conge.stions of traffic which
have been piling up for the last few months."
In a later statement ap[)arently intended as an answer to
those who had advocated cutting off the coal suj)ply of nonessential industries rather than a general temporary curUilment, Dr. Garfield said in part:
"Industry is in an unbalanced condition. We lack many
essentials
food, clothing, fuel.
We have piled up enordition of affairs with

snow-bound

ul
i

coal,

n years.

u,

great (|uantitics of food, and it
..ry
that our people should be wanned in iii. ir ii..iiirv ii nowliere else, and half-way measures winild not have accomjilished the desired ends.
"If action such as this had not licen taken, we should have

worse than useless to Ijend our energies to more manufacturing when what we have already manufactured lies
facilities, jamming the
at tidewater congesting terminal
railroiid yards and sidetracks for long distances back into
No power on earth can move this freight into
the countr)'.
the war zone where it is needed until we supply the ships
with fuel.
"l^nce the docks are cleared of the valuable freight for
which our men and associates in the war now wait in vain,
then again our energies and power may be turned to manufacturing, more efficient than ever, so that a steady and uninterrupted stream of vital supplies may be this nation's
answer to the .-Mlics' cry for help!
"It has been excess of production, in our war-time speeding up. that has done so much to cause congestion on our
railroads; that has filled the freight yards to overflowing;
that has cluttered the docks of our Atlantic ports with goods
waiting to go abroad. At tidewater the flood of freight has
-topped.
The shijis were unable to complete the journey
:n)m our factories to the war-depots behind the firing-line.
"Added to this has been the difficulty of transporting coal
for our own domestic needs.
On top of these difficulties has
come one of the most terribly severe winters we have known
is

n

move

nunals.
"It

I lic.MMllp^
food for guna

,

Order Endorsed by President Wilson

njost urj;ent iliini; to be

ican fones abroad

pUes whii'h
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men and
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:.ld said:
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If
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spell,

and, while he considered Dr. Garfield's order in the

light of a necessary surgical operation, he thought its reHe hoped that with
sults would be beneficial in the end.

an improvement in weather conditions such as was reported
east of the Allegheny mountains on Friday, the more effective use of freight cars resulting from the increased demurrage charges, which Mr. McAdoo believes will increase
freight car efficiency 25 per cent, and with the assistance
afforded by the delivery of 700 additional locomotives to
the eastern roads, the roads will be enabled to handle all
the freight offered without embargoes, while essential freight
Mr. McAdoo has made it plain
will be given preference.
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points for the bunkering of ships destined to the American
forces in Europe and to the nations associated with the
sufficient to bunker
and supplies sufficient to insure the
prompt bunkering of vessels for some time to come were en
route.
Upwards of 300,000 tons of coal was in cars for
bunkering and is on the way to South Atlantic ports. Ap-

United States in the war were more than
the ships

now

in port

proximately 150,000 tons
Atlantic ports.
should rapidly

is

in cars en route for northern

With the improved
fill

rail conditions this coal

the requirements of the vessels

now

await-

necessity for

ing bunkers.
At the request of the United States Fuel Administrator,
the director general of railroads placed an embargo on the
use of open-top coal cars for the shipment of products other

far.

than

that

he does not intend to cut off non-essentials unless the
it should become more apparent than it has so

sent the following telegram on January 18
to the presidents of all railways in eastern and southern
ISIr.

McAdoo

territories

"In view of the order of the Fuel Administrator

for a

five-day cessation of industrial activity in this territory for
the purpose of accumulating and distributing an ample fuel
supply, I urge and direct that every possible effort be made
by the railroads to move coal and to co-operate to the limit
with the Fuel Administration for the accomplishment of the

desired end.
"I hope that the officers and employees of the railroads
will do their part so effectively that there may be no further
occasion for interruption of the industrial and normal activities of the nation."
On Saturday the fuel administrator, at the request of
A. H. Smith, assistant director general of railroads, made

arrangements looking to the pooling of facilities for bunkering ships at the port of New York. The assistant director
general, in a telegram to the fuel administrator, set forth
that some piers which were supplied with coal had no barges
to transport the coal to vessels in the stream,

and that other

.\fter
coal were well supplied with barges,
a consultation with Chairman Hurley, of the United States
the
assistadvised
administrator
fuel
the
Board,
Shipping

piers having

ant

no

director general

that

a

personal representative of the

Shipping Board would be sent at once to New York to take
charge of the proposed pooling arrangement. J. W. Searles,
personal representative of Fuel Administrator Garfield at
New York, was directed to extend his full co-operation in
perfecting the plan.
General compliance and almost complete co-operation in
the enforcement of the fuel administration regulation curtailing industrial use of fuel were reported to the United
Railroad officials
States Fuel Administration on Saturday.
reported generally improved transportation conditions in the
The reports indicated that the
eastern part of the country.

way was rapidly being cleared for the movement of coal for
the bunkering of the ships now held up at Atlantic ports
and for keeping the country warm. Improvement was also
noted in the central west, despite the continued zero weather,
which has been impeding railroad operations.
Reports from the Baltimore & Ohio showed a car supply
of 180.S cars available for coal mines in West Virginia.
This was an increase of 400 over the number available the
day before. On the first day the restrictive regulation was
effective the Baltimore & Ohio moved 1100 loaded coal cars
consigned in accordance with the order out of the West
Virginia coal fields.
This was the best movement of coal
that this railroad

company has shown

in that district in

60

days.

From Philadelphia it was reported that rail conditions
generally on the lines operating between .\ltoona and Philadelphia, which have been badly congested, were much improved.

Reports

direct

to

the

fuel

administration

showed that

coal in transit consigned to or alreadv arrived at tidewater

fuel.

The

fuel administration was notified that 3,000 cars of
moving on one railroad to the east; 1,000 was con-

coal were

signed to tide-water for bunkering ships and 2,000 was
on the way to domestic consumers.
On Sunday reports from the mine fields indicated that
snow and zero weather were interfering with railroad movement of coal, but that empty coal cars were moving promptly
back to the mines. Weather conditions in the middle west,
particularly, were reported as interfering with general railDeep snow and as low as 20 degrees beroad operation.
low zero in some parts of the country combined to make
train movements difficult.
The improvement in the weather did not continue, bowever, and on Monday Dr. Garfield announced that while
more fuel had been made available for domestic consumers
and bunker coal was moving to tidewater in sufficient volume to supply transatlantic shipping, the third aim to be

accomplished, the clearing of railroad congestion, had not
been attained because of adverse weather condi-

}'et

tions.

The Pennsylvania Railroad

declined to accept any general
and other roads placed local embargoes
declined to order a general embargo.
Disappointed with the results of the five days' suspension
of industr}'. Fuel Administrator Garfield has recommended
to Director General McAdoo that an embargo be placed for
a few days on general freight except fuel and food.
Mr.
Mc.'\doo was not inclined to favor it and a committee has
been appointed consisting of Howard Elliott and A. G.
Gutheim, representing the railway administration, to work
with two representatives of the fuel administration in developing a plan for eliminating the cross hauling of coal by
restricting the shipments to the zones of production.
The geological survey reports that the 1917 production of
bituminous coal was 544,000,000 tons, or an increase of
8.3 per cent over 1916.
On Tuesday the total number of ships coaled at the New
York harbor vyas 24, and all of the most important ships
had been supplied and were sent on their way. The number of ships waiting on Wednesday morning to be coaled
was 80; not all of these, however, were scheduled to sail at
freight for shipment

but Mr.

McAdoo

once.

W. B. Pollock, marine superintendent for the railroads'
committee at New York, said on Tuesday that the loading of
353 empty lighters had been seriously hampered at the loading points by the desertion of large numbers of laborers,
practically all of whom are Italians and Poles.
On Tuesday, when a light snow was falling nearly all day, 1,060
men refused to work on the ship hunkering barges. In addition hundreds of men quit work for the day, at least, at
the docks in New Jersey.
The men engaged in bunkering steamers could earn $200
a month by working full time.
But they are paid on the
hourly basis, and they lie off whenever the weather is bad.
The pay is 55 cents an hour for day work, 80 cents an hour
for night work, and $1.05 an hour on Sundavs.

McAdoo Appoints Three
Railway

Wage Commission
Weather

Till
nil

DiKKiTiiK i;knkkai. of railroads, \V. G. McAdoo,
January IS, issued Gfiicral Order No. 4 announcing
for purposes of operation the railroads of the
lie

tlassilied

as

the commission Franklin K. Lane, Secretary of the Interior,
Charles C. McChord, member of the Interstate Commerce

Commission, J. Harry Covington, chief jujitice of the supreme court of the district of Columbia, and William R.
Willco.x of New York.
The members of this commission
are all men who have had experience in dealing with prob-

Eastern, Southern and

Western Kailrtxids, defined as follows:
Ea.itcrn Railroads.
'

States north

nited

—The

of the

railroads in that portion of the

Ohio and Potomac

rivers

and

lems like that referred to it
The commission held its first meeting at Washington oo
January 21 and organized by electing Secretary Lane as
chairman. W. A. Ryan was appointed secretary of the commission.
It was decided to appoint a board of four examiners and a statistical board of three members.
I'ubln hear-

of Lake Michigan and the Indiana-Illinois state line;
also those railroads in Illinois e.xtending into that state from
points east of the Indiana-Illinois state line; also the Chesa~t

iM'^ke

&

Ohio, the Norfolk

Iways.

S:

Western and

tlie

N'irginian

—

Southern Railroads.
All railroads in that portion of
the United States soutli of the Ohio and Potomac rivers and
east of the Mississippi river, except the Chesapeake & Ohio,
Norfolk & Western and the Virginian railways; and also
those railroads in Illinois and Indiana extending into those
states from points south of the Ohio river.
Western Railroads.
All railroads not included in the
above definitions and, broadly speaking, all railroads in the

ings will be held at

Secretary
terstate

of the board, consisting of liimself, the Secretar>- of Lalwr,
Daniel Willard and Samuel Gonipers. which ijriHjght about
the wage agreement between the railroads and the four railroad brotherhoods last year pending the adjudication of the
.\damson law.

—

west of Lake Michigan and of the Indiana-Illinois
Ohio river and west of the Mississippi river
from the Ohio river to the gulf of Mexico, excepting those
railroads in Illinois included in Eastern Territory, and
those railroads in Illinois and Indiana included in Southern
Territory, as above stated.
.\. H. Smith, president of the New York Central, is appointed regional director, with office at New York, in charge
of the opt-ration of Eastern railroads.
C. H. Markham. j)resident of the Illinois Central, is appointed regional director, with office at Atlanta, in charge
of the operation of Southern railroads.
R. H. .\ishton. president of the Chicago & North W'estem.
is appointed
regional director, with office at Chicago, in
charge of the operation of Western railroads.
Orders issued by the gentlemen named in their capacity as
regional directors will be issued by authority of the director

Commissioner McChord was formerly chairman of the
'
Kentucky Railroad Commission. During.,f
service as a mcmljer of the Interstate Cci
n

state line to the

Railroad

Ik-

Appointed

The

director general

named

as

members of

he has been largely concerned with th.
.s^
which directly affect railroad employees, and during 1V16
had charge of the investigation of r.ir shori:iee |)r<*hlcms.
Judge Covington, prior to his
..s
.i
federal
judge in 1''14. was a memlxr of
rvmi: on the
-i
Committee on Interstate and For.
-nmittee which considers all raihva>
,
.

:

'

of Representatives.
sentative

last

states in connection

Mr. Wil!
Committee
ment.

He was

the

I':

,

summer on a mission

to

I'atiln

tin.

-

Cuiut

with labor trouble existinc there
'
»•
'
'
'

>1

.-Vfi
-

'

cliairman of the
the First Di.«lrirl.

New
and

scr\'cd ufM.!

Dircitor General of Railroads Mc.\doo has announced the
appointment of a Railroad Wage Commission to make a
general investigation of the subject of railroad wages in the
I'nited States.

'

was apfMiii
York Publ

respected acrorciinyly.

Wage Commission

Washington and it was stati-d that some
about 60 days.
Lane was for eight jears a member of tlie InCommerce Commission, and was also the chairman

results could be expected in

territor)-

general and will

Labor Questions.

to Investigate

Interferes with Transportation

ihat

Initid States will

Regional Directors

The

ronr
termining U.

led
.

the railroads, including not
that have presented >f»ofific

201

<

with a view to de-

:
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many
roads.
tlie

of which had presented demands to individual railIt will begin its work at once, and will report to

director general, giving its recommendations in general
Upon this report
tcf changes that .should be made.

terms as

the director general will make a decision.
In dealing with such a complex problem as railroad wages,
the powers of the commission must be very broad if it is to
It is therefore authorized to
report a satisfactory result.
make a general investigation of the whole field of railroad
labor the compensation of persons in the service of the rail-

—

roads, the relation of railroad wages to wages in other industries, the conditions in different parts of the country, the
special emergency respecting wages which exists at this time
owing to war conditions and the high cost of living, and
the relation between different classes of railroad labor.

The

creation of this commission

is

the culmination of a

of complaints and demands of employees which
have been pending before the railroad managers for some

large

number

time past.

These complaints and demands were brought to
the assump-

the attention of the director general shortly after
tion of the operation of the railroads by the
They came in all forms, from various classes
labor organizations and from various groups of

government.
of railroad

unorganized

employees of the railroads.
President Wilson sent the following letter to each member
of the commission:
"Ma)' I not assure )'0U of my appreciation of your acceptance of the invitation extended to you by the director
general of railroads to serve as a member of the important
commission he has appointed to inquire into the question of
wages of railroad employees in the United States?
"This is one of the most important problems of the moment
and is worthy of the unselfish and disinterested service you
have so patriotically undertaken to render."
In the case of the brotherhoods an agreement was reached
at a recent conference between their representatives and Mr.
McAdoo that whatever decision was made would become
effective a? of January 1, 1918.

Shippers Confer with Director General

A

special

committee of the National Industrial Traffic

League called on Mr. McAdoo on January 17 to offer their
co-operation and to discuss the relations between shippers
and the railroad administration. They made a suggestion
that a representative of the shipping public be appointed to
the director general's Advisory Board, but Mr. McAdoo told
them that the board represented the entire' public. They
also suggested a change in the new scale of demurrage rates
which went into effect on January 21, proposing instead of

the progressive scale ranging from $3 to $10 a rate of $S for
the first few days and $10 thereafter, to obviate the difficulties caused when cars on which demurrage has accrued are
switched without reference to the number of days they have
The shipper or consignee would naturally
been detained.
prefer to ha\e the most expensive car moved first but it is
The National Indifficult to handle the cars in that order.
dustrial Traffic League proposed a similar change last year
after the scale of $i, $2, $3, $4 and $5 had been in effect
for a time and the railroads agreed to substitute the flat rate

of $2 for the first three days, increasing to $5 thereafter.
The shippers also objected to the abolition of the average
The suggestions were
agreement and the bunching rule.
referred

to

Edward Chambers, Mr. McAdoo's

traffic

ad-

State Commissions Reassured

The

authority of state railroad commissioners is not impaired by the federal control of the railroads, Mr. McAdoo
told a delegation of representatives of state commissions at
The delegaa conference in Washington on January 16.
tion

dent of the National Association of Railway and Utilities
Commissioners, and they expressed to Mr. McAdoo their
fears that it might be the intention to nullify their authority, as the President's proclamation declared that the railroads shall remain subject to all existing statutes and

They also said that in some instances railroads had
already refused to obey their orders; but they were assured
that unless and until the director general chose to exercise
his paramount authority their status remained unchanged.
Mr. McAdoo advised them, however, riot to impose requirements involving capital e.xpenditure except in cases of absolute necessity and the commissioners promised their cooperation in every way.
orders.

Cars Wanted for Corn Loading
Representative Medill
before Mr. McAdoo a

was headed by E. C. Niles, of

New

Hampshire, presi-

McCormick

of Illinois has placed
from Food Administrator
Hoover on the need for sending box cars west for loading
letter

with corn. It was stated that the country elevators are filled
and that corn is rotting in the fields because so many cars
Mr. McCormick suggested
of western roads are in the east.
the appointment of an experienced railroad executive to deMr. Hoover's letvote his attention to the com movement.
ter

said in part:
"It does not appear to

me

that the

movement

of this most

and essential foodstuff necessarily conflicts with the
movement of coal. Grain moves in box cars and coal in
open top cars. I am informed that a large number of box
critical

cars are daily loaded with pianos, furniture, graphophones,

which are not so essential at the moment
It is estimated that the eastern roads have anywhere from 20,000 to 40,000 box cars belonging to the grain
roads and unless these can be returned and put into their
proper emplo}Tnent there is little solution of the problem."
beer, whisky, etc.,

as grains.

New

Locomotives Ordered Diverted to Eastern Lines

For the purpose of increasing the supply of locomotives
on the eastern roads, many of which are conspicuously short
of power, Mr. McAdoo has ordered the locomotive builders
to deliver all locomotives turned out in January, February
and March, on orders from the railroads, about 700 in all,
to be turned over to specified eastern lines, regardless of the
road that ordered them. About 150 are to be delivered in
January, about 250 in February and 250 in March.
Mr. McAdoo has been in conference with officers of the
locomotive companies in the effort to secure early delivery
of engines which have been ordered and in making arrangements for obtaining the use of locomotives ordered by the
Russian government. As one of the great sources of difficulty has been the shortage of labor for repairing locomotives, efforts have been made to transfer men from the western and southern lines to the eastern lines.

Blizzards Interfere with Freight

Moving Week

Weather conditions throughout the eastern

district

have

continued to 'interfere with the efforts of the railway managers and the director general to clear up congestion.
The
efforts to make last week a general freight moving week
were rendered almost fruitless by the continuance of blizzards in the middle west and below zero weather in the east,
and while the five-day shut-down of manufacturing plants

some improvement and certainly prevented conit otherwise might have done, its
less than had been expected.
On Monday
night Mr. McAdoo received the following report from A. H.
Smith
"Very severe weather over entire Eastern District. 9 below in New England. 31 below in Pennsylvania. 20 below
in Northern New York State, and snowing and blowing.
15 below Ohio.
5 below West Virginia.
"There was severe shortage of labor at engine terminals
resulted in

gestion from increasing as
results

visor.
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•HarlK)r conditions improving.
"Steamers l)unkcri-d 14, with total of 10,.520 tons."
l)n account of the extremely severe weather, which has
particularly afltrteil operations of railroads crossing the
Allegheny mountains, Director General Mc.\diK) on Wednesday, ujKin rtvommendation of Regional Director Smith,
authori/ed him to place an embargo on all freight, except
food, fuel antl such war munitions and war sup[)lies as are
approve<l by the War Department, upon the
Pennsylvania Lines East of ritt.-imrgh, Baltimore & Ohio

specifically

of

east

Ohio

river,

and

rhilatlel|>liia

& Reading

for

the

purpose of enabling these lines, which arc the heaviest
l)itummous coal carriers, to continue specializing upon coal
for the double puriKise of relieving the acute conditions in

and the Harbor of New York and elsewhere,
and to provide empty cars for the mines and coke ovens.
This embargo is a temporary one. It should last but a few

New Kngland
davs

if

the

weather moderates.

Metropolis Bridge

Till

I'Hiiioi.KAi'iis

>iii>\\

Now
TWO

in Service

\iK\vs

of

tlic

recently

completed Ohio river bridge which connects the Chicago, Burlington & (Juincy and the Nashville, ChatLinoouM &: ?^t I-iiui> at Metropolis, III. This .structure was
•

The

Poll,,,

„.

...^

.--.

:.

_,.-:.

problems rt(|uiring the use of more unusual equipment and
methods, such as a 150-ton locomotive crane having a maximum boom length of 1.55 ft. and tlie .H)0-ton hydraulic jacks
used in lowering the span free from the falsework.
The substructure also involved noteworthy features that
were brought about primarily through the necessity for a
large spread of the ftwtings JH-cause of the low bearing pressure permi.ssiblc on the available foundation material.
Structural steel and reinforced concrete entered largely into
the design of the cais.sons and large timl>er pontoons were
used to float the caissons into place.
The work on this structure wa.- started in the early part of

for traflic

The sul).structure was built by the Union Bridge &
1915.
Construction Company of Kansas City, and the superstructure was fabricate*! and erecti-d l>y the American Bridge Company. The bridge was designed and its construction started
under the direction of C. H. Cartlidge, late chief engineer
-inerr of
of the Paducah &: Illinois Railroad an^'
i,
ChiU
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
ml took
cago, III. was consulting engineer on r
over the execution of the work following the death of Mr.

is

Cartlidge.

View

of the

Br.dge from the Kentucky Side, the Long Span
in the

Foreground

'

'

-

>

.-ti.entl\

ojH-ned to service

and affords

a

new

all-rail

route

from the northwest to the southeast. The bridge
notable primarily as containing the longest simple truss

The Baghdad Railway and

Its

Part in the

The Mesopotamia Campaign Has Hindered
of This

the Completion

Threat Against Egypt and India

Palestine and Mesopotamia,

BRITISH CAMPAIGNS
THEwhich
prominent
occupy
ill

War

place in the news of the
day, may be observed in a new light when it is considered that one of the urgent reasons for them is the forestalling of the completion of the Baghdad Railway and its
being put into effective military use as a route towards the
a

This fact was clearly
Suez Canal and towards India.
brought out by H. Charles Wood in an illustrated lecture
on tile Baghdad Railway in the war, delivered before the
American Geographical Society in New York on January 8.
Mr. \\'oods is a fellow of the Royal Geographical Society

follow a line which would necessitate the shortest sea passThe other, and from political and military points of
view, far more important reason for the change of plan was
that German influence in Turkey was entirely directed
age.

toward the construction of a Baghdad Railway which would
not be easily attacked by a group of powers possessed of the

command

of the sea.
Indeed, the Germans have always realized the importance
of the fact that Constantinople, the Bosphorus and the Dardanelles were and are interdependent and that in the defense
of the straits and the construction of railways tliere existed

\

—

^"j>

\

i

>5o)pCT/-/-a"v^--

\

1
\^AQHOAD.
Fe/ud^i~\^

5ca/e of Miles.
so
100
200

The Baghdad Railway*
and an author of several books on the

Near

East.

An

ab-

paper follows:
In opening his lecture Mr. Woods l;riefly referred to the
earlier schemes for the construction of a railway from the
Mediterranean to the Persian Gulf schemes which were
more or less dropped in 1876 when the British purchased
shares to the value of $20,000,000 in the Suez, canal. From
that time onward two reasons gradually led to the connecting not of the Mediterranean, but the Bosphorus with the
Persian Gulf. The first of these was that from the moment
of the opening of a through railway to Constantinople in
1888, the overland route to the Persian Gulf was naturally
destined to start from the Turkish capital and therefore to
stract of his

—

'Map ad.Trlcd f roir a similar map in the National Geographic Magazine.
Opportunity was lacking to compare it with the map shown by Mr. Woods
'

at the iectiire.

a sort of

.set-off

to British sea power.

Thus while

a line

from the Mediterranean would have been valueless
to Turkey or Germany as a means of through communication between East and ^^'est or vice versa, a railway only
Ijroken at Constantinople gives to the enemy an iron road,
the value of which is one of his principle assets in the w;ir.
In short, so long as the forts of the straits remain intact the
Sultan and his allies enjoy the advantage of naval supremacy
in a limited area
the Bosphorus, the Sea of Marmora and
in the Dardanelles
without the possession of a fleet.
starting

—
—

Counteracting British^Sea Power
That

this question of counteracting British sea

power has
never been forgotten by the Germans is also clearly demonstrated by the fact that they objected to a modification in
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oriijiiial route lo l>c fuUovvcd l>> the Uanhdud Kailway,
niodituation dotincd to have taken the main line ihrou^h
Vlexandrclla and Aleppo instead of l»y the more northerly
Ihis modilKatit>n, which was strongly
route thriHii-h IJagihe.
advmated in many quarters after tlie Voung lurti.sli Kevoiti .11 of I'iD.S, would have had the dual ailvantage of plac.
Mexandretta and Ale]>po on the main line, and al.'-o of
ikiM.; the railway, not througli the heart of the Amanus

ihi

.1
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operations.

The History

of the Project

;

;

mountains, hut by a more southerly route whiih would have
but had it i)een acniinimi/ed the course of construction,
.r|.t,d. such a change would have meant that instead of the
miles
of
the coast, it would
iiUvay going within ahout ten
lia\c run for a good many miles actually along the sea
shore.
In case of war, therefore, there would have been a

menace to the Turkish and Oennan communication from the sea; for while the section of the railway in the neighliorluxxl of the Gulf of Alc.vandrctta is
-till the most ea.sy of attack, that attack would now cjn-titute a far larger undertaking than were the line to have

much

nm

greater

ilo-e to the w.ilcr's itlue.

mio

a detailed account of the history,,
geography and construction of the Baghdad Railway, Mr.
Wcxxls went on to give a general account of the pre^^cnt
facilities provided l>y that line.
Starting from Scutari opposite Constantinople, since the recent opening of the Taurus
and Amanus tunnels through communication has been establishcxl as far as a junction located about ten miles to the north
of Aleppo. From here the northern prong, or Baghdad Railway pro[)er, continues in an easterly direction, certainly as
far as Helif. and probably at least to Nisibin
thus making about 1100 miles of line in working order. At the other,
ur Baghdad end, the railway has been completed in a northerly direction for 75 miles, and as far as Samarra.
This
means that out of the total distance of approximately 1,500
miles from Constantinople to Baghdad, nearly 1,200 miles
can be accomplishcxl by train.
iSloreovcr of the remaining
.>00 miles not more than about 150 have to be covered by
road, for the rest can be accomplished in boats, and rafts
floated or sailed down the River Tigris from Mosul.
In
idilitinn. as the railway now crosses tlie Euphrates at Jcrarhi-. there is an alternative means of communication with
Mt-oix)tamia by way of that river as far as Feludjah, now
connected by a light railway with Baghdad.
The military
advantages which have and are to accrue to Turkey in her
Mesopotamian campaign are therefore obvious. But, in adentering;

—

dition, the

and northeastern Asia-Minor, for the distances to be
red by road from its present terminus, near Nisibin, are
than those which otherwise have had to be traversed

pie

tii;.
>

Baghdad Railway now also provides the easiest
means of communication between Qonstan-

quickest

:ind

nv<

lc>s

—

from .Angora
formerly the nearest point in railway connection with Constantinople.
From .Mep|"i the great southern prong which is not part
of the Baghdad system proper runs through Damascus to
Deraia.
From there two roads proceed southwards. The
first is the Hcxljas line which nominally goes as far as Medin.i
The second bends in an eastern direction towards
i.i.
\\
but l)efore reaching that point turns south near
V ircth. ultimately extending as far as El Auja a few miles
u. -h,
southwest of Becrsheba.
.Although there is at least
'n. iireak of gage at Rayak, not at .Mcppo, as is sometimes
-tated, the strategic importance of these lines, some of which
have only been built since the Vginning of the war, is
rn.irmous.
They rend< '
the formerly threatened
i!t
k upon Egypt, an
led the Turco-German:

•

I

'

1888 the only four

were completely, or
British

rail'

in

at lea.st pr^

AKiu-Minor
l,,ii.i-

the

,,f

how

Due,

capitali.>>t.s.

'n

lup-

ment of Germanic inllucnce in
of these lines had passed out
ginning of the war. and the (.

ime

!

inunications in the Asiain
In IS')J they obtained
Ilski-Shehr to Konia tin

.t

'

!

llie

the

lic-

lomintm
with
con-

!

the railway from Smjrn.i to .\iiuii Karal,.
nection was of considerable value in the I
paign, for it was liy way of this line and

iin-

'

Pandemia on the Sea of Marmora that tli.
convey many of their reinforcements t.
:l
neighlxtrhood of the southern shores of the Straus.
Ihu
resulted in the substitution of a very «hnrt ^ra trip for a
longer voyage from Constantinople to
ili tif Gallipoli
a longer voyage which was il
iig to tJic
pR'sence t)f allied submarines in the N'
From the time of the ojiening of tl
Konia in
1.S06 the German plans In-came mor.
id precijsc.
A verbal promise having been given in lA'/ft, the final concession for the Baghdad line was secured in lOfn
It pave
"'
not only the right of the construction of a
to Basra, but it al.so authorized the bu
branches and the construction of ports at
and at some point on the Persian Gulf.
the
i

to

The Route
Ik-fore

In

i

—

I

"

!

I

financial arrangement to exist l>etween the

company,

the

which

included

:ind

kilometric

uur^utc-c

of

$,\100 per kilometer.
r
<
The completion of the first sc-' - f '
to Poulgurlu was followed by
due partly to the fact that the the most costly of construction of the whole line and partly
to the international complications which aro<:<» in rroviding
the necessary guarantees and to tli'
iicrnational co-operation in the scheme.
-nature of the necessary dixuments in Ju...
..
,,,,,.
.ias a
further delay owing to the conditions created by the Young
Turkish Revolution of the following month.
After carefully describing the difficulties and l)cautic< of
the Taurus section and showinc that the railway follows
•'
'
'
not tlie ancient route by
:t
a
more easterly line by wa'
Su.
'

-

:i

'

;

.

'

•

Mr. Woods took up the
cession granted to the company in l**!! for the c
of a branch to the port of Alcrnndrftii
Thnt
finally d'

route

-

aal

—

line of

by the
Moreov.

tin

of

!

us.
.ISC

:

of the pori of \k\
to be compared to

')St

j

at

in

T

'

'
'

this area.

In addition fo fh^ir

rifjht* in

rrenH

to Al'-Tirdrrftn.

t*ir

'

>.

lining up the reinfor ;:
...:'.i
which they so strongly
opposed the British advance at southern Palestine.
That
this advance has now l>ecn successfully accomplished, is a

companof the M

matter of enormous political and military importance.

it

'"

In

not that

Uu

i.iii

lurdly

tail tu uljlitcfule auid

du awav
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many of the more important results which preceded
and followed the signing of this agreement, those events
might be possessed of political consequence, the significance
It came alof which it would be impossible to exaggerate.
most directly after the meeting of the Czar with the Emperor
which the
during
at Potsdam in November, 1910, a meeting
relations existing between Russia and Germany were tem-

with

Though the exact nature of that agreeporarily adjusted.
ment was not known until afterwards, it was certain that
Russia agreed no longer to oppose the construction of the
Baghdad Railway, and either herself to build or to allow
the terminus
the" Germans to build a line from Khanikin
of a branch already agreed upon between Turkey and the

—

—

Baghdad Company to Teheran. As compensation for this
the Russian position in northern Persia was recognized by
It remained then for Berlin to negotiate with
Germany.
England and France for agreements concerning future developments in their respective spheres.
The Tripoli War of 1911 and the Balkan War of 1912
were not, however, favorable periods for negotiation, and it
was thus only in 1913 that Turkey in agreement with Germany dispatched to London the ex-Grand Vizier Hakki
Pasha to try to bring about agreements to be drawn up be-

—

—

tween the foreign office, tlie German Embassy and the Ottoagreements to settle the outstanding differ-

man Embassy

relation between Turkey,

Germany and Great

was

practically already
concluded when in August, 1914, Great Britain found herself compelled to declare war on Germany, Turkey subsequently throwing in her lot with the enemies of this counit

is

believed that

it

Mesopotamian campaign before the improvement and comBaghdad Railway. Moreover, the fact that
the enemy was compelled to utilize the finished parts of the
line for military purposes prevented these sections from bepletion of the

ing available for tlie transportation of railway material to
be utilized for the extension of the line. Equally in regard
to the Syrian campaign, had the British delayed taking the
proper precaution on the Egyptian frontier until the opening of the Taurus and Amanus tunnels and until the completion of the new railway on the west of the Jordan, the
magnitude of their task and the dangers of the situation

would have been enormously increased.

The Future Prospects
It is difficult, if

make a detailed foreBaghdad Railway and of the

not undesirable, to

cast as to the future of the

Tlie only alternative was,
other lines in Asiatic Turkey.
firstly,
therefore, to say that two tilings seemed certain
sooner or later the Baghdad or some other line from the
Bosphorus to the Persian Gulf would be completed and

—

—

secondly,

its

ovmership and control would depend not so

much upon any agreement

try.

The Service Called For
Turning to the actual facilities which the railway provides or which it might provide for travel, Mr. Woods said
tliat the agreement with the company stipulated for the provision of a fortnightly express train between Constantinople
and the Persian Gulf, and vice versa. This train was to
at an average speed of about 28 miles an hour, including stops, for the first five years from the opening to traffic
of the whole of the main line, that speed subsequently to
This
be increased to 37 miles an hour including stops.
meant that were the express train to run at its lower speed
the journey from Constantinople to Baghdad would be accomplished in about 54 hours, and from the Turkish capital

run

Taking the pre-war time necesto Basra in about 66 hours.
sary for the journey from London to Constantinople by the
"Orient Express," and allowing for a very short delay at
the latter place, theoretically it would be possible to travel
from London to Basra in about six days. From Basra to
Bombay the distance is just over 1900 miles a distance
which at say 20 knots could be accomplished in about 84
Thus taking all the conditions at their most favorhours.
able value and allowing only a margin of five hours in
Basra, travelers and mail could be conveyed from London

—

Bombay by that route in just under ten days instead of
But against
as before the war in between 13 and 14 days.
these advantages must be set the facts that the journey by
way of Brindisi and the Suez Canal could be speeded up
and that on the great cross-country journey from Constantinople to the Gulf there would be bound to be considerable
to

delays

plan of operations. In November, 1914, when the Ottoman
Government threw in its lot with the Central Powers there
was a gap of 30 miles in the Taurus, the Amanus tunnels
were not complete, the Jerabelus bridge across the Euphrates
was not in position, and the terminus of the railway was
at Tel-el-Abiad, only about 60 miles to the east of the river.
This meant not only that the Turkish reinforcements and
material destined for Mesopotamia had to be detrained at
least twice, but that the enemy was unable to derive the
full benefits provided by the Euphrates route for water
Under these circumstances it was obvious that
transport.
it was necessary to forestall the Turks and to inaugurate a

—

ences as regards the Baghdad-Persian Gulf section and other
This
cognate matters of river transport in these regions.
agreement peaceably presupposed a continuance of friendly

and peaceful
Britain, and
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and

irregularities

in

the

running of the railroad

trains.

Influence on Allied Military Plans

Mr. Woods went on to point out that knowledge of the
coming improvements upon the Baghdad and Syrian Railways must have had a prominent influence upon the Allied

already made as upon the results
of the war and particularly upon the fate of Turkey.
For
years the Germans have turned their attention towards the
development of an influence which, so to speak, pivoted upon
the Baghdad Railway.
It is for this reason that whatever
concession might be offered to them nearer at home the Allies
must leave no stone unturned to prevent the conclusion of
a peace which will leave the enemy still possessed of the
predominating control in an undertaking, which, once it
were robbed of its political significance could easily be
established upon an international basis and controlled as a
result of some scheme of internationalization.

Transporting Troops to the Italmn Front.

—A

Brit-

Major Redway, has contributed to the London
Globe some interesting calculations relative to the movement
of troops by rail, with special reference to the Italian front.
A British division up to war strength requires, he says, a total
of 85 trains, made up as follows:
Two specials for headquarters, 27 trains for three brigades, one for a cavalry
squadron, 45 for artillery, two for engineers, two for the
supply units, and six for field ambulances.
Italian conditions may differ somewhat, but under normal conditions the
average speed would be something under 20 miles an hour,
and it would take at least 24 hours to unload a dozen battalions from one platform.
As regards the Italian campaign,
two Franco-Italian routes are available, the Marseilles-NiceGenoa coast line, and that from Calais to Rome, via Modane.
The enemy can bring troops from Bavaria only via the Adige
Valley and Trieste to Verona, and from Vienna to Venice
there is but one through line, via Udine, and the coastal line
from Trieste to Venice, via Monfalcone. "With all the talk
about the mechanism of war," no belligerent has found the
strategical concentration of a modem army by rail, utilizing
the ordinary resources of a passenger and freight line,
anything but a sore tribulation, from the first marshalling
ish authority,

of the rolling-stock to the detrainment of the last S. A. A.
cart.

I

'

New Haven

The

Saves a Million Dollars

Marked Economies Are Effected liy Supervision
Locomotives on tlie Road and at the Terminals
Tiifc Nkw York, \kw Havkn &
)'i-arly

fuel saving;

amounting

IIakihiku L-stimiitcs a
more tlian a million

to

and a third dollars, hast-d on (.'iim|)arison of at'tuul
E-rfonnanie of its loi(imolivf> in I)i-n-nil>i-r, I'M 7, as against
txcmUr, 1'<1(..

Care of Fires

at En^jine

Terminals

:

York

N'cw

lord
I'r.M.lcncc
1

1,

I

Old Colonv

New London
C.

N.

E.

Ry

Total

Attention has been called to what
of toal |KT mile amounts to;

June JO, IVl /, us
done and what could have Ixv-n <\i>nf if
coal |)er mile was saved.
Tin
shows them what they cm dn

1,083,355

=

541.5 tons

endeavored to have the terminal forces bank the fires
of locomotives which are not to be used within a short time.
\\ hen locomotives are to be held three to four hours the
grate area covered is reduced by 60 per cent.
In the case of
locomotives to be held 24 hours or more, the fires to be
dumped.
The men at terminals have also been drilled as to the
necessity of careful and economical handling of coal in the
work of cleaning and banking the fires.
Ashpit men are
taught, so far as changing forces ]HTmit, to minimize the
Amount of coal placed in the firebo.x after the fire is cleaned
and also to l>e particularly careful in cleaning the fires that
good coal is not wa.^ted. This has, undoubtedly, resulted in

of
1

,..-,.....,

^

,,

..-

is

matter to drift along lines of least resistance.
Fuel sufx-rvisors render gcHKl ser\-ice in this resjiett by (on
ing of hxomotives. and co-o|)eration with engini.\ concrete example of the benefits was the tri
ing [lower with larger nozzles than formerly, the result indicating roughly that there was a reduction of co:il used
amounting to 128 lb. j)cr hour.
That would mean over
50,000 tons per year on the New Haven.
Constant effort to strengthen the interest and co-operation
of engine and terminal men to assist, and to ft*l themselves
partners in the work, is made, largely thnjugh the use of
such figures as mentioned aiiove.
'

•

•

'

ent affect the railroad to the same extent as they are affected
in their personal living expenses.
.Mmost without exception

New

the use of figures for individual

I

.

boilers, machiner)-, draft rigging, gr

York.
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-.

,

1

flues, etc.,

master mechanics.
.Also, if
crews are
instructed in projier handling meth<i<i-.
r terminal may
be checked with regard to coal used during lay-overs.

to the

>

.

Superheating Smaller Power
Modernizing older locomotives by applying new valve
^'
"
gear and superheaters results in a saving rr •'
of over 20 per cent in the coal u.scd per 1
,i

SuiR'rheating is absolutely necessary in >•
lowest unit coal consumption and the ga-atest power output
from the locomotive.

Miscellaneous Coal Losses

The

super\'ision of fuel naturally checking losses by o\*crloading tenders; by waste around coaling stations: by failure
to

remove

all

coal from ronl ran:: by theft; by loss through

holes in the dtvks of

Fuel

sui)er\i.sors

1<«

re|

dropped along the right

1

for

picking

up

coal

can be utilized at
section houses and for station needs, and for switch shan-

tie.-.

..

;Jiat

it

etc.

Train Operation

The

agree to co-operate in fuel saving.

a report by Croriie W. WilHen, (rneral manager of the
llavrn A Hartford, to the Bureau of Minev

is

road locomotives, showing consumption of cojil in pounds
per 1,000 gross ton miles, l)oth in passenger and freight
service.
This data is prepared by an .n-rnuntine force and
the records of the various locomot'
memoranda made covering cases ol
sumption is running out of line \mi.. _
..
of power and service Ix-ing considered.
Fuel supervisors
then ride the locomotives and make rrpnrt= of defective

Education of Firemen

'From

'<(x.iifiil

Regulation of Nozzle Sizes

Frequent changes in the personnel of firemen in service
make i-ducation much less complete than is desirable or
possible in more stable times, but continued effort is made
to instill into the engineers and firemen the seriousness of
the coal shortage and the tremendous burden which the present high prices place on the road, and the entire nation.
\^'h^n the men arc told of the current prices of coal to the
company they usually express surprise, as, generally, they
have not realized that the extraordinary- prices of the pres-

new

<m»>

desirable to standardize, as far as practicable, the
sizes of exhaust nozzles, using, of course, the large-st sizes
consistent with free steaming.
Variations in the quality of
coal available make this no sim|>le matter, but constant supervision is prtKluctive of better results than permitting the
It

considerable saving.

men

to ju»t

in current re])ort>.

Of prime importance

It is

the

Gixxl n-u,;

comwhat was

bct;n

.

i

piled for the year ending

shown

shovel-

.iiic

i

Individual Performance Data

36,352
170,137
225,300
40,460
83.026
246.588
132,839
149.653

Haven
H.kMuvI
Ncv>

of

ful

in the use of fuel.

riie mtcssarv u»c of loionioiivcs on short runs to an unusual extent because of the characteristics of trafl'ic un tlie
New Haven causes a relatively larj;e detention under steam
at terminals, so that the jiroportion of coal consumed while
i'his feature of the
the locomotives are standing is large.
problem l)cing of prime importance, much attention has been
given to it during the past six months with gratifying results.
Fuel supervisors follow up the subject with tho.se in
charge of locomotives, and have established fairly stable
values for coal burned per hour for the .several classes of
power when the tires are banked, when covering the full
grate au'a, and when dumped and then rebuilt as needed.
Master mechanics are encouraged to prepare estimates of
savings basetl on such unit consumption rates applied to
locomotives held at terminals, versus what the consumption
would have been had the Kxromotives been permitted to stand
with the full grate area covered, as formerly.
Recent rejiorts of master mechanics to the general fuel
supenisor containing estimates of savings for one week follow
Division
Pounds of coal saved

Fuel

in

general fuel sufK-rvisor brings to the notice of the
higher operating officers cases of misuse of power, resulting
in fuel waste; as, for example, unneces.sary double-heading.
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light mileage, e.xcessively large locomotives

on small

trains,

etc.

Superintendents endeavor to lessen the delay in transit
of all trains, and particularly heavy freight trains.
Attention is given to tlie fact that the stopping of freight trains
entails a serious loss of fuel from which no returns are had,
and care is exercised by despatchers to avoid, if possible,
the stopping of trains at the foot of steep grades, from which
points it is difficult and expensive to start.

Vol. 64, No. 4

There were 383,413 freight switch locomotive miles in
September, 1917. Therefore, tlie coal saved on a locomotive
mile basis was 3,540.5 tons for the month. At the rate of
$5.09 per ton, the saving was $18,021 during the month,
or at arte of $216,252 per year.
Road Passenger Steam

Pounds
September, 1916
September, 1917

Proper Engine Loading

of coal

per 1,000 G. T.
426.68
364.65

M.

'

62.03— 14.5 per cent
(Decrease)

Proper loading of trains with respect to locomotive capacity
is of the greatest importance in obtaining a low unit consumption.
An overloaded locomotive is wasteful of fuel.
An underloaded locomotive is equally so, measured in "gross

A locomotive with twoton miles per unit of coal used."
its rating will burn nearly as much coal per train
mile as it will with full rating, and the ton-mile cost is
correspondingly high.
It is particularly important to have locomotives properly
thirds

loaded to get the greatest benefit from superheaters. A corps
of fuel supervisors cannot gain headway on a gross-ton-mileconsumption basis against any considerable decrease in the
loading of engines.

clean the

fires

on the ashpit.

Their attention

is

con-

stantly directed to the savings produced by careful thought

and action and

to the losses resulting

from inattention and

neglect.

38

— 14.5 per cent
(Increase)

yearly rate.
It is gratifying to note that with an increase of 38 gross
ton-miles per locomotive mile, or 14.5 per cent, there was a
decrease of 2 lb. of coal per locomotive mile, or 1.8 per cent.
Passenger Yard Locomotives

Pounds of coal
per locomotive mile
112.09
95.17

Decrease

16.92

— 15.1 per cent

There were 65,568 passenger switch miles in September,
1917. Therefore, the coal saved on a locomotive mile basis
was 554.5 tons. At the rate of $5.09 per ton, the saving was
$2,822 during the month, or at an annual rate of $33,864.
Summary

The

foregoing gives information as to the principal
methods followed on the New Haven to conserve locomotive
fuel.
In order to determine the net results on a broader
scale than by such estimates as have gone before, figures
from actual operation of all locomotives in freight and passenger service, both -yard and road, are appended to showthat the varied efforts have produced a considerable reduc-

of Estimated Fuel Savings Based on Comparison of Actual
Performance September, 1917, versus September. 1916

Passenger service:

Road
Yard
Total
Freight service;

Road
Yard
Total

and consequent large money saving.
Comparison is made between the performance in September of 1917 and 1916; the results of which are typical of

Per month

Per year

$49,523
2,822

$594,276
33,864

$52,345

$628,140

$44,573

$534,876
216,252

18,021

tion in coal consumption,

$62,594

$751,128

Per month

Per year

Recapitutatioti

Savings in passenger service
Savings in freight service

those for broader periods. The statistics of coal used are
those covering all issues to locomotives as charged under
the primary accounts, Interstate Commerce Commission

Grand

classification.

total

savings

$52,345
62,594

$628,140
751,128

$114,939

$1,379,268

Observing Military Traffic From the Air.

Road Freight Steam Locomotive Service
Pounds of coal
Pounds of coal
G. T. M. per
per 1,000 G. T. M.
per engine mile.
engine mile
September, 1916
September, 1917

—

1.8 per cent
(Decrease)

2.09

September, 1916
September, 1917

In a word, the saving of fuel has the constant attention
of practically all employees in the operating department, beginning with the superintendents and ending with the men

G. T. M. per
engine mile
261
299

There were 313,713,362 gross ton-miles handled in September, 1917, which, if the 1916 consumption rate had prevailed this year per 1,000 gross ton-miles, would have required 9,729.5 more tons of coal than were actually burned.
Since the cost of coal on tenders averaged $5.09 per ton,
the saving was $49,523 for the month, or $594,276 at the

Saving from Fuel Supervision

who

Locomotive Service

Pounds of coal
per engine mile
111.16
109.07

227.44
199.74

166.76
163.24

796
945

There were 632,287,097 gross ton miles handled in September, 1917, which, if the 1916 consumption rate had prevailed per 1,000 G. T. M., would have required 8,757 more
tons of coal than were actually burned.
Since the cost of
coal on tenders averaged .'!)S.09 per ton, the saving was $44,573 for the month, or at rate of $534,876 per year.
It is gratifying to note that with an increase of 149 gross
ton-miles per locomotive mile, or 18.7 per cent, there was a
decrease of 3.5 lb. of coal per locomotive mile, or 1.8 per cent.
Greater locomotive loading naturally has benefited the gross
ton-mile consumption, but the coal used per locomotive mile

would have also increased

if

the supervision

had not been

effective.

Freicht Yard Locomotives
Pounds of
Pounds of coal
September, 1916
September, 1917

per car received
111.19
99.31

11.88—9.9 percent
(Decrease)

coal

per engine mile
116.25
97.78

18.47—15.5 percent
(Decrease)

a train mo\'es within five miles back of the
or a squadron of

men come up

—Hardly

German

trenches,

for relief, or digging begins

on a new series of emplacements but a pair of keen eyes,
steadily watching from great observation balloons just behind the Allied front takes notice of it, says a letter from
a captain in the U. S. Aviation Corps to the St. Louis Republic.
Every movement, every activity, is registered until
a schedule of the usual enemy routine is built up and the
average amount of motion known. Any departure from this
schedule is suspicious.
A train running late or with more
cars than usual, men in the trenches being relieved too frequently, new roads or emplacements being built too earnestly, give the first hint that "Fritz," across the line, is up
to something.
A keen balloonist notes any of these changes
and at once telephones down to the ground, "An extra train
of six cars passed
at 10:40."
Half a mile farther
down the line another pair of eyes reports, "Large convoy
moving up to front, range so-and-so." Still a little farther

down another su.spicious circumstance is noted, until the
general staff down below, assembling all these straws, forebeginning of a big offensive across the line. Counmeasures are taken, batteries directed, convoys and
trenches are smashed up, and the enemy's plans thrown
askew.
sees the

ter

M

Mikado Type Locomotive

for the

Santa Fe System

Developed from Earlier Class of Same Ty[)e; Greater

Horsepower Capacity. No Change
FE SYSTEM
THEwinSANTA
Locomotive Works
is

no\v receiving from the Bald-

consignment of heavy
Mikado type of locomotives, which are intended for
reight service on the Eastern Lines.
These engines are coal
uraers and were develojxd from lighter Mikado type locobuilt

lotives

in

1916.

a

The new

design was worked out

by the railway company and the builders, and
sting Santa Fe standards were used generally throughout
;io construction.
A comparison of the leading dimaisions
the new locomotives with those of tlie previous engines is
iiijointly

.

I

1

is

Adhesion

placed on the right hand side of the center

line.

The boiler accessories include a power-operated lire-door
and grate shaker. The minimum air opening sjK-cified forthe ash-pan is IS per cent of the grate area.
The tlirottk
valve is fitted with an auxiliary drifting valve
The cylinders are designed with dir.
of ample area, free from abrupt ix-nds.
and steam chest
and packing rings, and cr^
the cylinder

.="
_jj

St

c

a

.

m

n

—

s"^

>

.
.

25 by 32
27 by 32

Wheel

57
bj

200
190

1%

>5

1 I

228,000
228.900

292.400
314.900

59.600
59.800

^2
58.5
66.8

4,111

880

4.6M

1.086

load limitations prohibited a material increase in

weight on drivers, as compared witli the design of 1916;
while the new engines are heavier, tlie additional weight
.rri^.,] on the front and rear trucks.
The principal adderived from this greater weight is the increased
With this addicapacity of the enlarged boiler.
:.r
aual steam supply the larger cylinder horse-power incident
the use of driving-wheels of greater diameter can lie deFor an increase in total weight of not quite eight
velof)ed.
per cent there has been an increase in water heating surface
nf over 1 1 per cent. The starting tractive efforts, with steam
ressures giving approximately the same ratio of adhesion,
re practically the same for both locomotives, but the larger
blinders, wheels and boilers of the new engines give them
:ie

!id
.

)

SjAii-iiil

main and

olcxL. are used for
side rtxis and main

crank pins. The Baker v;il\
trolled by tlie type "B" Ki

'

"

mI

con-

is

-

Fifty

per cent of the weight of tht
_
;^.ilanccd.
The frames are of substantial design, the mam sections
having a width of S^-j in., while the depth nvrr the front
driving pedestals is 8! j in., and over the rt-f
!.-v
'^.•The top and bottom rails are i
tals 7yi in.
•tween adjacent pairs of po.i'
„f
,

.

11

m
17....

,j(|

on

the piston rods, valve stems,

16

lor

.,|s

cast steel of the Laird design.
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3

i-ej
i

lin-l.in..-

are of rolled steel, ajid tin

follows:

>

seam, which

in

,

,

.

-

"

These

I-section.

pins,

which arc

'

>

can

ribs

fitted into

.m
Di-

,

verse braces are applied at each pair oi dnving pedestals.
Three of these braces two at Ihc <(^ond puir of pHwtals

—

—

n.i
the fourth pair
through their entire depth, but
The*
rails.
long braces for the top
.-ui-,./, ..
guide yoke, the valve motion bearer, and

and one

at

.Is

Til
,

I-- ...> .,,

boiler

liie

waist

sheet.

The
l)0\("=

driving
I-ong

shoes and wedges arc of
nf" of the «nrrM* m.itiTi.il ^

li^inged,

This additional power will
maintaining higher speed with the same or

and

reatcr horse-fjower capacity.

utilized
"jssitily

The

in

III

truck

a little greater tonnage.

Ixjiler is

of the extended

wagon-top

tN^pc,

designed for

•h

truck

IS

r<-sistance

Each

of the

The

two piir= nf

•he

pressure of 225 lb. per sq. in., but in ser\icc carr\-ing 190
''
It contains a 4j-elcment superheater, and the firebox is
An
d with a brick arch supported on four tubes.
n- dome, mounted over an opening in tlie shell of
iii.w.nt size for inspection purposes, is placed back of the

.

same course with it. A single liner
placed under both domes; it also covers the longitudinal

i.iin
-

dome and on

the

a

ilimi>
.1

space.

.''

the cab fr
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.illd

n

ample deck
paid to the location of

:11

lever*, valves, etc., Mrith-

u(11 Kirk, thus providing
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25,

und

in ea»y reaili of the crew,

to jucutr the steam, air

211

and

water gases wliere they can easily t>e read.
The tender is carrieil on two six-wheeled trucks, which
are e(|ui|)|>i'd with clasp hrakes and Standard rolled steel
the lender frame is of cast steel, in one piece.
wheels.

The

In-lween

liutl'er

A

tj-pe.

co;il

pu<her

These locomotives,
art-

tlie

is

enisine

and tender

is

of

tile

radial

applied.

accordance with Santa Fe practice,

in

with steam heat equipment so that they can, in
Their
emergency, Ije used on passenger trains.
dimensions are given in tlie tahle:
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I
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'

Uhrri
Whrrl
WhrrI

..a-r.
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working order

Sf-.'.^
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-
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1
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Weiiihl on drivers -r- Irartive effort
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T"t»l »<-i»hl

3.8
5.3
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Frame

Weight

93.5

1

•

'

per cent

4.3

...21.2CU.
c*

1

-T-

Wheels, diameter
Imimals, diameter and lenuil

Water capacity

36.7
50.4

•

.......„
\

»oI. cylinders

Aalrrboiiom
r^.i
,irr1
.-".''''

I""''

surface*. 603.

'".iiiiiir

Coal capacity

291.7

•Equivalent bra'.init surface
limcH thf »uf>crheating lurfacc.

Senate and House Committee
Necessity for Stabilizing Credit.

Short Lines.

Mc.Xddo. director general of railroads, testified
on Saturday before the Senate committee on InterJtate Commerce which is considering the administra-

n

Ijill

for federal control of railroads.

He

did not discuss

which had been dealt with
haustively liy l"ommissioner Anderson, but confined his
-liniony principally to answering questions by members of
e committee.
Before he had concluded he was asked by
length the details of the

;

Cummins

nator

~

bill,

to furnish a list of all directors, presidents,

and
under government control, with their
do so as soon as it could be com-

.e-presidents, general managers, secretaries, treasurers
•un>el of the railroads
ilarie-.

He promised

to

:kd.
•

Mr. Mc.\doo urged the early passage of the bill, saying
wtxild Ije a great advantage to have the question settled
romptly because lx)th the railroads and the government
ive to face the (|uestion of what improvements and additions
ei^uipment are to be made this year and no expenditures
I

made

I"'

until the appropriation is available.

"about the
iiallest amount that the government could get along with,"
It may lie necessary to meet any deficiency in carn;iay tlie gu.ir.inlces, and while he lio[H'd it will not
--ary to m.ike g(i<xl any deficiency he could offer only
iiojie and an ex(>ectation based on general knowledge and
hat some railroad officers have told him that .some economies will be possible. On the other hand, he said, any economies resulting from unification may lie off.«et by increases
in wages and in other items of expense that cannot be
also necessary for equipment

and additions and

Salary List

now in receivers' hands.
In reply to a question, Mr. McAdoo said he thought the
basis of compensation proposed in the bill is on the whole
a fair one and he thought it wise to arrive at a fair basis
which would be gencr:-"
d as such in order that a
.settlement could Ije j>r
The necessity of st.i
rkct conditions, which had
l)een undermined to an cMuu that seriously threatened the
financial structure of the country by the shrinkage of railraid securities, was one of the impelling reasons for the
assumption of government control of the railroads, Mr. Mc.\doo said.
•

The Serious Condition of Railroad
"Why was federal control necessary?" asked

Credit
Senator Poin-

de.xter.

"T '
n

'

•'

•

was covered in the Pr
"It was obviou^
It
was impossible to

|Ht

:

i''

which was necessary
it

'

-•'

•

-

it."

\doo.

]

wa' al'o

:ifi(.

-n•

.>n

conduit of the war, but
n Mrirnie timation whirh was

to the efficient

ner««enr\' to

=<>tfl<»

"le
Id

not
is

Hearings

financial assistance to roads

'

A fund

Railroad

S

1

improvements and some roads may need assiM
ncing.
He thought that the companies themseU
leir
is settled, can take care of refunding tlicir nuiuring
obligations, which, according to a statement he had had prepared, would amount to $222,000,000 in 1918, $228,000,000
in 1919, and $215,000,000 in 1920.
The.sc figures include
equipment obligations.
It may l>c necessary to give some

is

avoided.

+

toUt CTaporatWe bcaUnn nirfftcc

status

Purpose of the Appropriation
approjiriation of $500,000,000 proposed

riiL-

=

Controversy Over

Cummins Asks

WG.
*

|^„g

jf,

ft.

tioii
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ture of

tlie

The

countr}-.

values of these securities had

shrunk very much under tlie uncertainties of the situation
and the railroads were experiencing great difficulty in selling new securities to finance the new equipment and facilities
needed to meet the unusual demands upon them. Something
had to be done to stabilize the railroad financial condition.
The shrinkage in the value of the assets of savings banks
and other institutions and in the credit power of firms and
individuals, was threatening a very serious situation."
Senator Smitli asked whether the difficulty in the transportation situation was due to lack of facilities or to the
failure to secure their full use.

"It

was due

to both," replied

"Every

Mr. McAdoo.

rail-

road man naturally felt an obligation to the owners of the
property to get all the business he could for his road. That
was his duty, but when some took more than they could carr>'
congestion resulted. When I took charge I found a terrible
congestion on the eastern lines caused not only by insufficient
facilities of all kinds but particularly by the shortage of motive power and the fact that a large percentage of the freight
The equipment might
cars were being used for warehouses.
have been sufficient if it had been possible to get the full
use of it. We hope to be able to remedy that by the higher

demurrage rates." He also said that it was hoped that the
situation would be improved by the order to the locomotive
builders to deliver all locomotives turned out during January, February and March, to the eastern roads. That could
not have been done under private management, he said.
In reply to Senator Poindexter as to what other things he
had been able to accomplish, Mr. McAdoo said a great deal
had been done in diverting cars from the overloaded lines
bv distributing the traffic via the lines that can handle it the
best regardless of the shippers' orders.

Little

"Has

there been

in excuses the railroad

men

tell

me

that the

Blizzards have come so
was impossible to dig out of one before another

weather has been unprecedented.
fast that

it

came."
In discussing the causes for the congestion Mr. McAdoo
said that no one condition could be singled out but that one
of the most serious causes was that consignees have held
cars for an unreasonable length of time because it was easier
Other causes were
to pay demurrage than to unload them.
the shortage of power and the scarcity of labor to repair locomotives.
He thought that in a short time, with the aid of
the government, it would be possible to get more efficient
operation.

"Government

was not

gestion

control

didn't

have

the

enormous increase

in

traffic

and the

inability of the railroads to secure additional cars and locomotives because of the prior demands of the government for

materials and for cars and engines for France and Russia.
He also asked if the War Board had not been able to draft
100 locomotives from western roads without the assistance
of the government and if the railroads had not been hampered by letters from the attorney general warning them not
to violate the laws.

Mr. McAdoo said he had only a general knowledge of
these things.

"But how has government control benefited the situation?"
asked Senator Kellogg.
"I haven't said it has benefited it yet," replied the director
general.

He said that the statistics show that during the last two
or three years the railroads had expended for new equipment much less than in former years and while he was not
prepared to say just why this was so it might have been because the railroads had found themselves confronted with

and hesitated to buy as much as
"However," he said, "the fact that they did
they should.
not makes it very obvious that when the enormous increase
in traffic came, they found themselves in a very awkward
the great increase in cost

situation."

Cummins asked whether the present organizations,
and employees of the railroads will be retained.
"As long as they prove satisfactory and efficient, and I
hope they will," said Mr. McAdoo.
Senator

officers

Officers' Salaries

"Through the East I don't think there has been much
"The railroad men
improvement," Mr. McAdoo replied.
were left on the job and in addition were given the benefit
government,
but there was a
federal
of the power of the
serious congestion when the government took hold, and while
do not believe

he thought that while it had done good work it had tried
accomplish by agreement some things the government
could order.
Senator Kellogg asked if the principal reason for the conto

Improvement Yet

any clearing up in the situation?" he was

asked.

I
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any

effect

on

the

weather," remarked Senator Poindexter.

provision ought to be made with regard to the compensation of officers and high-priced employees? What are
you going to do with these big salaries that are charged to
operating e.xpenses?"
"I haven't had time to give any study to that question,"
replied Mr. McAdoo.
"We are not going to cari^ any one
in the government account that is not necessary but it is
necessary that the integrity of the railroad organizations be

"What

preserved until the railroads are restored to their owners
Congress determines what shall be their
status, and we must pay whatever it costs to get the right kind
of talent. The railroads ought to keep up their organizations
or at least until

He
are serviceable and efficient."
added that the government would not be assuming directly

to the extent that they

the expense of railroad salaries because they are already
charged to operating expenses. The corporations are operating the railroads for government account, and he had not
assumed that their employees were government employees.
Senator Cummins then asked for the list of officers and
their salaries which Mr. McAdoo promised to furnish as
soon as possible.
Mr. McAdoo also conferred with the committee in executive

Causes of Congestion
Mr. McAdoo also referred to the undue congestion of export traffic at New York which should have been distributed
to other ports.

blame

for this

He

said the railroads were not wholly to
liecause they did not control the

situation

shipping but he thought lines terminating at New York had
preferred to take freight to that port and that under government control it would be possible to distribute it more
equitably.

"Had

not the Railroads'

War Board

taken steps to do

so?" asked Senator Watson.

Mr. McAdoo said it may have done so;
familiar only in a general way with what it

that he was
had done but

Not

in

Favor of Government Ovvnership

Mr. McAdoo continued his testimony before the Senate
committee on Monday, laying special emphasis on the importance of an early passage of the bill and upon the necessity of allowing for a period of readjustment after the war
without fixing any time limit for the return of the roads to
their owners.
In reply to a question by Senator Watson
Mr. McAdoo said that personally he was not in favor of
government ownership of railroads, but he thought it w-ould
be impossible to return to the same status that existed befor the war, because fundamental conditions will have been
so altered, if the period of government control is a long one.

m
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chut

new
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La FoUelte

Senator

«.tutu!i

I

huvc a fret? Iiiind in dciiling with
he entire method of routing traffic
have changed, he said, and a sudden taking away of
government control would K-avc Uith trafl'ic conditions

and

C'ongrt-s.s siiuuld

new

conditions.

'1

the
will

the

during a rece-s of t'ongress or a filibuster might prevent
action within the time limit.
l!
the plan of government control proves beneficial, Mr.
Adoo said, the people will not be .satisfied to go back to
tiK- ciimpetitive system, and a larger measure of government
control than has prevailctl would be the result.
He suggested the po.ssibility of a plan somewhat along tiie lines of
the present plan, by which the government would not actually take title to the roads but which would free them from
the complications resulting from the conflicting jurisdictions
of 4S states and the feileral government.
'We are dealing with .ilis<ilutely uncertain conditions," he

"and

if

the control .-liould last for three years condi-

^ will be more changed than
longer

it

if it

lasted only six months.

lasts the greater will lie the

these properties;

government's in-

last three years
investment might be $1,500,000,000, and time wouid be
required to effect the liquidation.
It is in the interest of the
security owners to have tlie status preserved until intelligent
action is taken to settle what it shall be.
My view is that
it is wiser for Congress to keep this under control, so that
it may be free to deal with conditions as they exist at the
end of the war."
-^rnator Kellogg asked if he thought it wise to give the
-ident absolute power over rate-making.
1 tliink it would be extremely unwise to hamf>er him in
any way," replied Director McAdoo, who explained that
there was no purpose to interfere with the exercise of the
power of the interstate or the state commissions in ordinar)'
matters, but that it was considered essential that the President should have paramount power to act when the public
interest requires it without consulting all the various commissions.
He cited as examples his action in ordering coal
shippjed through the Pennsylvania tunnels to save the p>eople
of Long Island from freezing, although it was contrary to
a franchise provision, and al.so his action in prescribing new
demurrage rates and rules.
It would have been impossible
to take prompt action, he said, if he had had to apply for
permission to every state commission and some legislatures
that had prescribed demurrage rates by statute.
The President has a great many pKJwers he does not exercise, Mr.
McAdoo said, and while ordinary procedure will continue
to 1)6 obscr\'ed in ordinary cases it is necessan,- for him to
have power over rates to prev'ent the possible action of a
state to reduce the revenues on which the government dep)ends
to meet its guarantees.
"That means that until Congress sees fit to order otherwise one man is going to fix all the rates and their relations,"
said Senator Kellogg.
"It docs not mean that," replied Mr. McAdoo. "It merely
means that he has the power to act when it is necessary for
the purposes of the war."
If Congress shall fail to legislate to terminate the period
of government control, Mr .McAdoo said, the courts could
be appealed to to terminate it.
If there is any fear of government ownership in the desire to fix a definite time limit.
he said. Congress cannot prevent the consideration of that
question hereafter by anything it may do now. "Why should
we allow the specter of government ownership to influence
action that it is wise to take now?" he asked.
"The reason
we haven't ships now is the fact that Congress in 1914 refused to pa.ss the shipping bill for fear of government ownership, and now we are again confronted with the .same specter
if we tr^ to do somethine fli.it i- nfpdfd to be done."

inent

till'

in

if

it

.should

"It
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pra(e»tcd against the
a reality," he said, "and

some time anyway."
has no terrors for me,"
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we

will

word
have to
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it

"It

and

the {Htsition of the security owners in a chaotic condition.
Moreover, he .>aid, the expiration of the |)eriod might come
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"bpectcr."
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agreement with the government while th.
ings in the three-year period had been luw
more, Mr. McAdoo replied: "Well, what is tl
r
tliat?
We cannot be less tlian fair r
inent cannot staml for doing a deli
We can only establish a fair princi]
ment."
He added that the amount ul the guurantrc to ix
paid by the government might Ix- more than the cHtimatcs

would receive a

lilteral

,

r

.

I

I

for this reason.

Senator Cummins was more worried alxHit the danger that
President should continue to exercise al"-'"'
"'-r
over the transportation system after the war
about the effect of a sudden removal of the gu
,n
security owners, and asked if Congress should ii4>i (iiovidc
tlie

against the po.ssibility of leaving the entire trans[M)rlation

system of the countr)' in the hands of one man.
"I am inclined to feel that the people have more (unfidence
in the President than in anyone else," replie<l Mr. McAdoo,
"and as an American citizen I would Ik- more confident with
the railroads in the hands of the President, no matter who
he might be, than in the hands of any board or commission.
I think he would handle them better and with greater responsibility to the people."

The step taken by the President was necessary, Mr. McAdoo said, not only to secure the neces.sary co-ordination of
transportation facilities but to give the necessary stability to
financial conditions, and that this purpose would not be
accomplished unless tlie basis of compensation is made such
as to give assurance of fair treatment to the railroad security

owners.

Permanent Acquisition Not Intended
"This step was was not intended

to

t>e

a |K"mi.incnt ac-

"The govemnunt acted
quisition of the railroads." he said.
to meet an emergency and the compensation .should i>e on an
It cannot be put on the same basis as if
emergency basis.

The prothe assumption of control were to be permanent.
posed guarantee is about $100,000,000 less than the it
of 1917, and it will be reduced .still further by the doi
war

of
I

don't

If that is not a fair trade for the

taxes.

know what would be

govermm

fair,"

Discussing the order of the Fuel Administration curtailing
the use of coal, Mr. McAdoo said that, "a.ssuming a ret "n
al)le quality of weather," he hoped that conditions \\<«M
soon improve to such an extent that the order would not
have to go as far as is now contemplated, and that "an im-

mense improvement" has

resulted already.

Attitude of Congress
.Mthough President Wilson has
urge Concrcss to exjiedite its consv
'•federal
'

vet
a.s

:

'

'

:ii

U>

been holding
weeks.
(-,,,..

r

bin.
bill." .n-

ahnooi

'

duccd it. h
and there i-

hcArings

contiiiu«>us

'
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'
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for

two
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"
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and depreciation should be made
Mr. Bristow said it would be difficult to

the committees as to various provisions of the bill that a
considerable length of time will be taken in agreeing upon

of adequate maintenance

After the bill gets on to the floor of Congress a
protracted debate is likely to ensue.
The most sharply defined issue is presented by Section 13
of the bill, which is being bitterly contested by those who,
rightly or not, see in it a "joker" for the purpose of keeping
the roads in the possession of the government, including a
large number of Republicans and also some Democrats who
do riot believe in government ownership. Another point of
controversy has been aroused by the announcement that Mr.
McAdoo does not propose to conduct an eleemosynary institution for orphan railroads and will relinquish control of
any of the short lines that he does not consider essential. A
great many congressmen who are very little concerned about
the things that worry the officers and owners of the big railroads are showing not only sympathy for the little roads but
are interesting themselves in their local institutions.
Very little opposition is heard to the general plan of the
bill for compensating the railroad owners for the use of their
property, although some of the radicals and those who are
constitutionally anti-railroad will object to it as being too
liberal.
On the other hand, the ranks of those who may be
considered friendly to the railroads
and these are more
numerous than they were two or tliree years ago are likely
to be considerably augmented by those who regard the action
of the government in taking over the roads as absolutely
unnecessary and unwarranted. The situation was not made
more harmonious by the drastic order of the Fuel Administration, which many Republicans chose to interpret as an
indirect method adopted for easing the strain on the Democratic railroad administration.
One representative called
the order "nothing more than a camouflage for the real rail-

define the exact condition of the roads at the time they were
taken over and at the time they were restored -"if tliey ever
are restored"
and he feared that there might be many claims

the reports.

—

—

road situation."
The hearings before the Senate committee were continued
throughout all of last week. After tlie representatives of the
short line roads had been heard Luther M. Walter, a traffic
attorney repre.'^enting numerous shippers, but who appeared
at the request of the committee, suggested some changes in
the

bill.

He was

particularly

desirous of protecting the

powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and of
station commissions in rate-making and he urged that
three-year average net operating income be based on
period ending December 31, instead of that ending June
1917. He asked that the act to regulate commerce be not

the
the
the

30,
in-

terfered with except as to the right of the shipper to route his
freight and he thought the shipper should be allowed to desig-

nate the delivering carrier.

He

also urged that a representa-

tive of the shippers should be included in the staff of the di-

The period of government control should
terminate 30 or 60 days after the war.
In the case of new
roads or roads whose traffic has recently been greatly increased, he said, provision should be made for a guarantee
representing a reasonable earning capacity.
Joseph L. Bristow, chairman of the Kansas Public Utilities
Commission and of the legislative committee of the National
Association of Railway Commissioners, began his testimony
by asking whether the standard rate of return was meant
to be a percentage rate and if so whether it was to be computed on the book value or the capitalization.
He was
promptly assured 1j.\- Mr. Anderson that the return was to be
a sum of money without reference to an)' value. Mr. Anderson, to avoid any possibility of confusion, offered to strike
out the words "annual rate," but Alfred P. Thom, counsel
for the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee, said that
that would give the roads only one year's net income for the
entire period of federal control.
He also said that at the
proper time the railroads would ask that provision be made
for payment of the guarantee at certain periods, perhaps
quarterly, in order that they might meet their obligations.
Mr. Bristow and Mr. Walter both asked that the guarantee

rector-general.

more

specific.

—

—

for inadequate maintenance.
Mr. Bristow said that, stating the proposed guarantee in
terms of the percentage, of the book value made it look
smaller than it really was, and he proposed that a definite
rate of return based on Uie market value of the securities, or
He based his
that the actual dividends be guaranteed.
attack on the book value on some of the results obtained in
the tentative valuations made by the Bureau of Valuation,
but when one of the senators suggested calling Director
Prouty to testify, Commissioner Anderson said he had asked
him, and that the director said he had as yet no information
that would be worth an}1:hing as a basis for the compensation
Chairman Smith said Mr. Prouty had told
of the roads.
tlie same thing.
Mr. Bristow objected to the proposed guarantee on the
ground that it would give some roads 25 j>er cent on their
common stock and bankrupt others. He read a list of 25
roads with the percentages which the three-year average net
operating income would represent in the common stock, but
Commissioner Anderson said he had omitted to deduct for
war taxes, and that if the committee thought the figures
material he would like to have them checked by the com-

him

mission's statistical department.

Senator Kellogg pointed out that under the

bill the

own-

ers of the stock could not collect their large percentages any-

way, because dividends are limited, and Senator Underwood
pointed out that the government is confronted by a condition,
not a theory, in that it has taken the roads and must pay a
fair compensation no matter how painful it may be to do so
because the railroads will hardly accept less than they can
get

from

tlie

courts.

The Short Line Railroads
One

of the most complicated phases of the problem created
by the taking over of the railroads is that affecting the status

many of which had earned an
inadequate return or a deficit in place of a net operating
income during the three years ending June 30, 1917, but
many of which are now handling a considerable traffic and
most of which had very high hopes for the immediate future.
But Bird M. Robinson, president of the American Short Line
Railroad Association, had not completed his argument for a
of the short line railroads,

provision in the bill to give special consideration to their
peculiar conditions when John Barton Payne, Mr. McAdoo's
legal advisor, announced that there was no intention on the
part of the government of taking over a large number of the
short roads which had been unprofitable and which were
not considered essential and that, therefore, they need not
worry about their guarantee.

This announcement

fell like a

bomb-shell among the rep-

lines, who showed copies of the
from the director general that they had been

resentatives of the short

notices received

taken over, and of the various requests for information sent
out by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It also produced some surprise among members of the Senate and House
committees. The representatives of the short lines said that
while they w^ould be forced into bankruptcy if they were
taken over without an adequate guarantee they would be
"assassinated" if left out of the government system.
Mr.
Payne could not say what roads would be left out but. he
said that Mr. McAdoo does not think that the prcxrlamation
by the President or the notices sent to all railroads in the
country con.stitute taking over all the lines and that he does
not think the railroads not necessary for war purposes should
be taken.

"The smaller roads cannot

live

if

this

interpretation

is

-

January
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25,

'lliev will j-et no freight or
in addition will In: forced to
pay the hi^hir wage scale which the government will allow."
"Vuu mil-lit as well try to run a rural free delivery route
in o|)|KJoitiun to the government as to try to run one of these
roads in o|i|Hisition to tlic government system," said H. B.
Dean, ol the (lainesville & Northwestern, testifying before
"If the government is going to take
the Senate conuiiittee.
saiil

final."

cari from

Kol>iiison.

the railroad brotherhtxxls. rcjx

larjjcr lines anil

in tile valuation hearing> iliai

Mr.

tlie

any it shouUI take all."
Most of the testimony on

liehalf of the short lines was in
regard to the necessity of providing for a guaranti-e, in the
discretion of the President or of some txxiril, of a return
conuiiensurate with the jiresent earning capacity of the road.
The tliree-year average, it was said, would not pay the bond
interest on many roads which are now able to pay their interest, particularly in the case of roads which have recently
built now lines, or which have nxently lurn reorganized.
"You wouldn't fix the rental of a lot which IkuI in-en vacant
on the basis of what it had earned from a peanut stand on
He tiiouglit tlie ".Anderson bill" would
it," said Mr. Dean.
be a gocxl bill with a few amentiments. Commissioner Anderson said he would not object to a provision giving the President discretion to agree on a basis which would cover interest
r'.:es.
on valid outstanding obligations and proposed a
aft of section 3 which appeared satisfactory to the rcpii— utatives of the short lines. This provides that all claims
shall be submitted to boards of referees apadjusted
not

Mr. Andcr-aid that section 7 of the bill provides for any necessary
icing of a road taken over by advances from the govem-

iM'inted l)y the Interstate

:
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Commerce

C"onimission.

nuiit.

telegram was received by the Senate committee from the
-tern Association of Short L\ne Railroads protesting
The committee
iLst any arbitrary basis of compensation.
led that the asscKiation might file a brief,
are
understood to
WooUey
Mr.
Payne
mmissioner
and
mpiling a list of the railroads and infonnation on which

|)roptrty, but are limited
rigiit

that

way over
the Im
of

!!<•

it

by

iinent

lie

a decision as to

Mon

will be based

umtiI

i

pr<'

the ainoiiiii

pruvi.siuii for

Nathan

I-.

a rctuiul "

Amster of

testified.
Both commitinngn this week.
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Concrete Highway Crossings
rub
Willi TIIK ISK t>V fc
ui in
for timU'r in crossing plaii>
progress on several railroads in the middle wot for
various periods up to two year* nnd hriv <l<'mon-'r:!ii-<l the

EMKRIXIK.STS
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merits of this material.
A r.
tions by the engineers of tli'
Company has lal to the prcj .,..,...,. ...
is to be used at the various crossings of

r

highways in the plant of this company a'
The drawings and photographs illustrate
which the crossings have lieen worked out
This concrete construction has taken tw"

On

cnt fomis.

the Chicago, Burlington

installations at Hannibal. Mo., at

Dowers Grove,

the design

is

8

in.

wide and 8

ft.

>

L

:

ilic

laui.i.ir

in

in .several (asts.
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V

lent of the usual wixxlen planking.
in. thick,

I

almost

.\

W

he has

long, except dial tvtr^ altcrjialt

r'3o,

which lines shall be taken over. The
on the usefulness of the roads to the

i!

-nment.

McAdoo was

questioned at length by the Senate
regarding his attitude toward the short line rail.-. which he said would not be taken over unless upon
-ligation they are found to be useful and necessary to the
"They are hollering before they are hit,"
ii.uiunal purpKDse.
he said in reference to their claim that they would be injured
if lift out of the government system, "and if they are damin any way which imposes a liability on the government
have a remedy in the courts." He said that traffic would
nil Ijc diverted from them except as a war necessity and that
\lr.

Alttrnttt MtthtQ tf ftrm>n^

^langnti^

inittce

!

th-jre

would

l>c

no disposition

to treat tliem unfairly.

non-essential railroad that has tieen taken over

Any

may

be relinquished, he said, and a road found useful could be taken
at any time, just as canals and other inland watenvays could
be taken over if desired.
Before the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce on Saturday, A. De Bernardi. general manager
of the Kansas City, Mexico & Orient, said his road had not
earned expenses for three years and thought it ought to be
guaranteed operating expenses and enough to pay interest

Typical Designs of Concrete Crossing*
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Thome,

representing several organizations of
shippers, urged the incorporation of a specific provision to
pre\-ent the Interstate Commerce Commission "being forced
into oblivion" by the usurf)ation of its jurisdiction over rates.
Clifford

Mr.

Thome

also testified before the Senate committee on
Tues<lay, objecting to the proposed basis of compensation as

too high and urging an

amendment

to provide for the reduc-
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maintain their propt-rties adequately.
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so that they rest directly on the ties without the use of filler
blocks or strips. It has been the idea in all of the concrete
crossings to make the top surface level with the rail, except
that in the case of the new design for the Universal Portland
Cement Company, the slabs are crowned J/2 in. on the center
line of the track and depressed 3^2 in. on the center line be-

tween tracks.
The formation of the flangeway on the gage side of the
rails is an important detail and was provided for in nearly
all of the cases mentioned by some form of all-metal flangeway such, as that obtained by a rail laid on its side with
the head bearing against the web of the running rail, or with
the use of an angle iron, supported on a wooden strip to give
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brake beams or other parts of cars will be carried safely
over the top of the crossing, instead of catching on or underneath the ends. At South Chicago, a ramp of this kind has
been built up of wooden planks, while on the Burlington a
steel plale is used for this purpose.

Construction
generally found of advantage to build units for use in
installations of this kind at concrete plants where other unit
construction work is carried on. The work in the field is then
restricted to the preparation of the foundation and the lifting
On the Burlington the slabs placed
of the units into place.
in the space between tracks were founded on a sand cushion
tamped by means of a 25-lb. tamper and carefully leveled off.
It is

The slabs were placed ^2 in. below the top of rail, but after
two or three days' service some of them worked up flush with
the top of rail. The joints between the slabs were also filled
with sand. At the Illinois Steel Company crossing at South
Chicago, granulated slag was used for the foundation bed
and

filling material.

Service

Cedar Rapids have been in use for
The
nearly two years and the crossing on the Burlington at Hannibal, Mo., has passed through one winter, while those at the
other two locations on that road have been in service since
The conclusions based on an examinaearly in the spring.
two crossings at

tion of these crossings after this service indicate that the
concrete crossing planks afford a serviceable permanent con-

The

and with a
and workmanship suited to the purpose, the
up well under the vehicle traffic. The
principal advantage of this form of construction is that it
affords a roadway surface that compares favorably with that
of any pavement that may be in service on either side of the
-tiuction.

;..;rade

units are readily kept in place,

of material

concrete will stand

A

Concrete Slab Crossing Installed by the Burlington at
Downers Grove, III., in May, 1917

the desired elevation.
With a flangeway formed in some
such manlier, no special detailing of the concrete slabs is
necessary, although it is desirable to protect the edge of the
slab adjacent to the flangeway by means of a metal guard.
In the Universal Portland Cement Company's design a Kahn
curb bar 'is used. One of the drawings shows a Burlington
design in which the slab is notched out to fit under the rail
and provide an adequate flangeway without the use of an
extra rail or an angle bar.
Some question has been raised as to the need of fastening
the units of the concrete crossing in place, and the use of

tracks while retaining the ready removal feature so necessary
for the proper

maintenance of track.

The
M.ATERI.-\LS NECESS.'iRY FOR A SINGLE AlRPLANE.
following figures, according to the Official Bulletin, have been
received from the Signal Corps, Aviation Section, of the materials necessary for a single airplane of the more simple type,
and exclusive of all the materials necessary for the engine
4,326
3,377
921

Nails

Screws
Steel stampings
Forgings
Turnbuckles
Veneer

798
276
square feet

Wire

feet

gallons
gallons

Varnish

Dope

pounds

.MiOTinum
Rubber
Linen
Spruce
Pine

feet

square yards
ieet
feet

.^sh

feet.

Hickory

feet

57
3,262
11

59
65
34
201

;
^^hH
^BH
^HH

244
58
31
154

»
HU

—

A

Crossing Installed at Cedar Rapids,

la.

lag screws driven through holes cast in the slabs has been
suggested, but in none of the installations recorded has it
been considered necessary to take this precaution.
In the
concrete plank design used by the Burlington there has been
some tendency for the row of planks next to the rail to creep
but this has been overcome by driving a stake at one or both
ends of the row.
A detail that is of far greater importance is the provision
of a ramp at the ends of the crossing to insure that dragging

Most military lines constructed withG.\GES IN Wart.are.
in the past three years have been either on the standard gage
or on the 3-ft. and meter gages, but 2-ft. lines have also been
Speaking generally the standard gage
of considerable use.
carries men, material and food to within some miles of the
trenches, railhead going forward in each fresh advance, while
the meter gage lines, the so-called "trench railways," run
These narrow
thence to points well within the zone of fire.
gage lines also serve as connecting links in the main system
feed and
light
railways
in much the same way as the Belgian
tap the

main

normal times, and we believe that in
mixed gage lines have been laid as well. Re-

lines in

certain districts

prove our frequent contentions as to the traffic handling
capacities of narrow gage railways, subject to the proviso that
the very heaviest artillery requires standard gage tracks for
suits

its

transportation.

Railway Gazette, London.
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Pennsylvania Lines Specialize

Car Conservation

in

Excellent Results Are Achieved by Promoting the Intensive
Utilization of Car Space
IN CAR SPACE eijuivalent to 24,01)0 iar> is llic
achieved by tl)e Tennsylvania Lines
\Ve>t of PittshurRh in N'ovcmlier, I'M 7, in its c;imThis record
IcxiJini; of 1. c. 1. freight.
f«Jr liiavicr

A>si\i;

nivialilc result

paijn*

reprtjints the decrease in the nunilnrr of cars re<|uired to

business of the lines in Novcml)er, 1917,
the last montli for which statistics are available, as compared
with the number used in July, 1912, the I'lrst month in which
special attention was directed to intensive loading. The sav-

handle the

1.

c. 1.

ing in cars was made passible bv an increase in the average
lading per car from 10,.S49 lb. in July, 1912, to 19,076 lb.
By conserving cars used
in November, 1917, or 7o [ht cent.
for 1. c. 1. freight, more equipment has been made available
However, the road is
for the movement of c. 1. business.

station shipping live cars or more per munth, a» well as for
each division as a unit.

Minimum Carload*

Establishment of Rule Prescribing

In August, 1912, an order was is>ued rc<|Uii.ii;'
hold cars until they contained 10,000 lb. or n
if destined to a station on another division

..•

ni- to
jt
.r

.

more

if

mum

lading.

consigned to
lun
practice of holding rai
.sailing
day plan, with the e\.^
;c, i. c,
no particular days of tiie wt-ek arc designated a.s shipping
days but cars are merely held until tliey contain at least mini'

.i

The records kept by the freight agents enable the superintendent of freight station service to repmvor division superintendent if cars are forwardeil
The
following form letter is one which has
inquire
•

not concentrating its attention on 1. c. 1. traflic exclusively,
but is also directing its efforts to increase the average lading
of

c.

1.

I

i

.

i

freight.

Beginning with March, 1917, the road extended its intencampaign, prior to that month applicable to 1. c. 1.

sive loading

The results achieved
freight only, to include c. 1. business.
A large number of
subsequently have been encouraging.
been
kept since that time
commodities for which records have
September,
carload
weights
for
1917, averincreases
in
show
aging about eight p)er cent above March. The details of the
work of stimulating the greater utilization of cars both in
handling 1. c. 1. and c. 1. traffic are carried on under the direction of J. W. Roberts, superintendent of freight transportation
of the Pennsylvania Lines West, and under the immediate
supervision of W. T. Wolff, superintendent of freight station

why

lightly loaded cars

have been forwarded iTiUimry

to the

rule:

PENNSYI.VANIA LINES WEST OF PllTSBUKGH.
Office of the Superintendent of Freight

Div.

On

191

ihiiion

forxardcd
d-ith

Carded

only

as to this

.•

^
^

Pittsburgh. P,s

iMr

Supt

S(r\ n

St:iiii,n

lb.

loading.

lii;hl

service.

See

RuU

General Sotife 65.

W.

Heavier Loading of Lcss-Than-Carload Freight

md

PUase advise

oj freight.
2,

iii.ui-ii

to

.

WOLFF,

T.

Supt. of Fr't Station Service.

The

minimum

Previous to July. 1912, I.e. 1. freight on the Pennsylvania
Lines was handled without reference to the conservation of
car space.
When the intensive loading campaign was inaugurated there was considerable opposition to the plan on
the ground that the delay incident to holding cars for capacity loading would result in a loss of traffic and that
heavier loading would lead to an increase of damage claims.
Neither objection has proved tenable. The holding of cars
'
-r
heavier loading has actually expedited the delivery of
\ 1. freight, inasmuch as it has facilitnted the movement
vjI traffic to destination or the nearest transfer point, thereby
opening the way for extensive consolidation of loading classifications, with a resultant saving in cars.
Damage claims arc no more attributable to heavy loading
than to light loading. Damage results from improper loading, not intensive loading.
In fact, a well-stowed car loaded
to capacity is less liable to damage than a car onlv partiallv

carload weights for 1 r ] fri*itrht,
was merely a starting point in the intensive
'opaign. Subsequently, instructions were is.sueti
it
all cars used for the movement of 1. c. 1. Ijumim -- nrj-i i«
loaded to cubical capacity.

filled.

nevertheless an

To

reduce

loss

and

damage claims

to

the

minimum

the Pennsylvania Lines has issued a booklet of detailed instructions for the stowing and bracing of 1. c. 1. freight, and
has taken special pains to employ experienced stowmen or
stevedores to stow and brace freight in cars.
In the first few
years following the inauiruration of intensive loading of
freight, Mr. Wolff, as the special representative of the
superintendent of freight transjwrtation. spent considerable
time on the road keeping in personal touch with the freight
agents at the large stations of the system.
Each agent was
required to prepare a daily report of cars loaded at his station, from which monthly statements were drawn showing the
average pounds per car of 1. c. 1. freight forwarded from each

1. c. 1.

2i;

fixing of

:

Monthly Bulletins Show Improvement or Decline
Loading

in

On about the seventh day of each month the superintendent of freight station .service issues a bulletin showing the
average pounds per car of 1. c. 1. freight har "
h
division and at each station forwarding 1 5 or
r
'

The monthly standing of a station or
a
source of pride and interest to each division sup>crmtcndent
and freight agent. It i'^ thr»r<Miehlv iinder«t'vvl, of roun*.
month.

that differences
one agent or sl

"

"'.rult

for

but
-ution or
'.i-r,

,;..,;.

,

...

i..

,.,.,

...

.,;,.

division proves a source of satisfaction to the officers responsible.
One of the sources of strength, of the inlcn5i\*e

loading campaign, has been the fact that personal letters of
commendation are often sent to freicht aeenis and division

•'-'--

-ur»I':.

.

-

,
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tlie

American Railway Association, applying

to all

member

railroads in the country.

Comparative

Loading

Statistics of L. C. L.

In November, IVIT, the average lading per car of 1. c. 1.
freight was 17,860 lb. for the Central system and 19,521 lb.
for the Southwest system of the Pennsylvania Lines West,
or the highest averages ever attained for these two systems.
The increases in loading over July, 1912, for the Lines West
as a whole and its three constituent systems are as follows:

year.

Pennsvlvania Lines
Southwest .svstein
Central

West

1912
10.849
10,655
9,029
11,463

19.076
19..S21
1 7,860
18,819

svst'em

Northwest system

Each system

July,

19J7

also

showed increases

Per cent

Increase

pounds

in

increase
75.83
83.20
97.80
64.17

8,227
8,866
8,831
7,356

in the average lading per

November, 1917, over
for the entire road was 1,459
Northwest system, 408
for
tlie
per
cent;
lb. per car, or 8.28
lb., or 2.21 per cent; for the Central system, 3,056 lb., or
20.48 per cent; and for the Southwest system, 1,988 11)., or
car of

1.

c. 1.

freight

forwarded

in

November, 1916. The increase

Although the total 1. c. 1 traffic handled in
11.33 per cent.
November, 1917, was considerably below that of the same
month of 1916 and somewhat smaller than that of July, 1912,
this decrease was not due to the loading methods of the road,
but to chronic embargoes and to the fact that, as previously
stated, effective October, 1917, the monthly statistics include
only stations forwarding 15 or more cars per month instead
The records for ISIarch,
of five or more cars per month.
1917, show conclusively that heavier loading has not led to
The volume of 1. c. 1. traffic forwarded
a loss of business.
in that month surpassed all previous records and was moved
with 29,000 fewer cars tlian the total 1. c. 1. business of July,
1912.
Of the 118 stations on the Pennsylvania Lines West for
which statistics were prepared in November, 1917, 22
achieved the highest loading records ever made at those staThe station at Economy, Pa., which stood forty-first
tions.
in rank of loading in November, 1916, was third in rank
in the same month of 1917; Allegheny, Pa., rose from thirtyeighth in rank to fourth in the same period, and Chicago
Other sta(Dairy Station) from twenty-seventh to sixth.
The comparative loading
tions showed like improvement.

These factors have affected some

Average
pounds

Total weight

checked
373

Iron
Sheet

Ill

42
734
640
412
43
505

steel

Cement
Stone
Flux

Soda ash (dense)
Brick
Flour

16

Wheat

22
172
173

Corn
Oats

loaded

into cars

per car
loaded

31,380,212
7,808,596
3,505,816
57,647,059
69,786,400
43,707,800
3,520,795
39.897.850
873.970
1.716,100
12.279,240
9,843,318

84,129
70,350
83,471
78.538
109.041
106,087
81,878
79,005
54,623
78,004
71,391
56.900

ity

Commodity
Tin plate

averages, percentage increases, and standings of the three
stations mentioned are given

below

Station average lading in pounds
/

*

Nov., 1917
Economv, Fa
31,216
Allcghenv. Pa
30,317
Chicago (Dairy Station).. 28,438

Nov., 1916

percent

Nov.,
1917

Nov.,
1916

19,206
19,391

62.53
36.30
34.21

3

4
6

41
38
27

^

21,188

in

In general, the continuous loss of experienced labor to
other industries offering higher wages, has intensified the difficulties which the ever-changing multiplicity of embargoes
has placed in the way of heavier loading during the past

more

seri-

by eliminating costly delay.

How

Heavier Loading of C. L. Freight Has Been
Accomplished

Intensive loading of c. 1. freight is more difficult to eff'ect
than intensive loading of 1. c. 1. freight because its success
rests almost entirely with the shippers; the railroads are able
only to assist by suggestion and by furnishing the shippers
with statistics indicating whether or not their efforts have
produced good results. The Pennsj'lvania Lines West keeps
monthly records of all cars loaded with the heavier commodities, giving the average lading for each commodity and
In the case of some commodities
for each individual shipper.
of low specific gravity arbitrary maximum carload weights
were established which were found, through experience, to
These bases
be within the bounds of physical possibility.
were established, instead of following die policy of asking
that all cars be loaded to 110 per cent of the stenciled capacity, a plan which in many cases would serve only to
antagonize the shipper. Under this scheme the standard lading for earthenware was placed at 28,000 lb. per car regardless of stenciled capacity, that of oats at 65,000 lb., that of
flour, corn, wheat and barley at 96,000 lb. if loaded on cars
stenciled 100,000 lb. capacity, and if loaded on cars stenciled
under 100,000 lb., at marked capacity plus 10 per cent. The
standard lading for tinplate, steel shapes, nails, cement, stone,
salt, brick, lime, tinplate bars, steel and soda ash (dense),
ballast,- gravel, sand, limestone, pig iron, structural steel,
sheet steel, bar steel and flux was placed at 10 per cent above
the stenciled capacity, as all of these commodities are of high
specific gravity.

Each

report prepared by the railroad

shows the percentage

month and

the preceding
month, indicating to the shipper whether or not he is making any improvement. The accompanying table is a sample
of a monthly report showing carload averages for a number

of capacity utilized for the current

of typical commodities.

On

the basis of a

.STATEMENT .SHOWING LOADING OF CARLOAD FREIGHT IN JULY,
No. of

stations

ously than others, and in some instances account for the less
favorable showing of stations which made good records a
year ago. In spite of these difficulties, it is quite well established, on the Pennsylvania Lines at least, that the holding
of cars for two or three days to secure full lading does not
work a hardship on shippers, because it permits a longer haul
without interruption at transfer or intermediate points, there-

Average lading L. C. L.
freight in pounds

November,

Vol. 64, No. 4

Average

Percentage Percentage

capa'city
(lbs.)

of capacity of capacity
utilized
utilized

checked

per car

33,869,000
9,405.000
4,026,000
59,301.000

90.801
84,739
95.857
80.791
117,015
112,536
84,034
84,896
80.500
89.727
85,703
65,000

46,365,000
3,613,.iOO

42,872,500
1,288.000
1,974.000
14,741,000
11,245,000

stand-

1917

Total capacity (lbs.)
of cars

74,.S93.O00

maximum

1917 June, 1917
83
78
77
97
89
96
89
92
81
6S
99
87
87
83
75
87

Per cent

.July,

-

92
S3
86
97
93
94
97
93

•

9
5

9
4

8
1

12

ard carload for each commodity the loading record for 28
of the most important commodities was 92 per cent in July,
1917, as compared with 85 per cent for the preceding month:

Considerable improvement has been effected in the loading
of coal.
In general, coal is now loaded to 100 per cent of
cubical capacity, or about 5 per cent above the average lading
for

May, 1913^

On

October

1,

1917, the Commission on Car Service of

American Railway Association issued an order directing
that all carloading records be based on 110 per cent of the
stenciled capacity of the car.
While commodities of low

the

specific gravity

make

a poor showing under this plan as com-

e

January

:5,
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pared will* those of liigher specific uruvity, this order has the
advantage. of establishinf* a universal basis from wliich intelligent comparisons can l>e made lietween different railroads.
If, under this stlume, freight of low S|)eciric gravity registers
but .<J,OC)0 lb. when loaded to the cubical limits of a tar of
100,000 lb. caiiacity, it will l« understood l)y ti)e shipi)er aiul
the railroad alike, that a load of M) per cent of the stencile<l
capacity of the car, jiKis 10 per cent, constitutes the best that
can be done with that commodity. Dn tlie other hand, in
comparing the records of one road with another, the lines
handling conunotlitics of low specific gravity will, under this
in, show up at a disadvantage with lines handling heavy
munodities.
1
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jicr car when I. c. I. frright was handled williout reference to car (cmxervuiinii
ln^ >iviii.>
.r ^i.iic
is relKcto! in a deirea-e <.l
,ii

average lading

tlie ci|iiii.iiKiil

the

re>|uiieii In

li

,,{

.

liiic^

Ib.ivuT loading of
onl) reiciii'-

control

c.

1.

frcisbl haa
••

'

Monthly Records
Loading

of

of

Commodity

-

come

into prominence

'

'

ttie

'

111

:,,

1

ini|Miitaiiic uf

cxpeditiuus trun
I'niicd St!(f«« in the \'

the entrance of the
ship|>ers

li

,

has Ufii
and tlie prune

.'

,d

and (:

.y

releasing cars n

—

ir

space more full;.
,,.,., 1....,^
ti
able to stimulate heavier loading of c. 1. fr^
,>t
spring becau.se shipjx'rs have been in the frai.
to
give consideration to the suggestions of the ruid.
The loading of many commodities has bci-n incT^au^ appreciably througii the co-oiH
nd
1

Comparison

m

I

,

,

:

The I'ennsylvania Lines' records for (.Xlober and succeeding months have Ix-en prepared in aa-ordance with the order
As a result, the average
of the Commission on Car Ser\'ice.
iKiding jx'rcentages for commodities of low specific gravity
For instance, tlie loading of
have fallen considerably.
earthenware which averaged 103 per cent of what the rail-

maximum

lading in September, fell to jj
Likewise, enamelware fell from 91 per
Mt to 25 per cent, stoneware from 05 [x;r cent to 36 per cent
In spite of these
lul tlour from 73 |)cr cent to 69 per cent.

road considered a

cent in Octol>er.

r

'

creases on account of the new method of calculation, the
ling of 33 commoditii-s for October averaged 91.5 per cent

110 per cent of stenciled car capacity, as compared with
!\
average of 92 per cent for Septemljcr on the old basis of
The holdn)itrary maximums for different commodities.
l:
up of the average is accounted for by the fact that sub-

•

mtial increases in average carload weights were effected for
The following
specific
gravity.
inmodities of high
lenient indicates the percentage of capacity utilized in
'.iding various comnuxlities of c. 1. freight both on the new

•

"

'

;

shipix-Ts.

Cement, which
March, 1917, siiu
\

ir

capacity in
;...
...
uiijber; the loading of nails increased from (>U per cent to 75
per cent in the same period stone from 86 |x;r cent t<j 96 per
cent.
Tiic more imi>ortant commodities (exclusive of coal)
.

,

;

were loaded

7.5 per cent heavier in OctolxT than in March,
1917, des])ite the fact that tlie comput.i"
rcentages on the Itasis of stenciled car la
'

'

'

.

m

Octoljcr,

resulted

in

marked drops

in

nic

;

Car conservation, whether applied to i. c. 1. or
c. 1. traffic, is particularly im|)«rtant in
war fimf« nnd is
likely to receive even more attention if the fr^
of
the country continues to increase in volume.
mt
conseciucnce in war times, it is a practice worll.. .. ..1111110-

commodities.

'

ance after the return of peace.

I

,i~is,

for the

month of October, and on the old

A

basis, for

receding months:

UMODP

or CArAciTY L'tilized in Loading Various
Monthly Cucck
IIS or Cailoao Fhkiiit. as Ascutaikzd »y
9

J

IV

Mnril;

.\pril

May

June

Aug.

July
97

98

FRiXis

Sept.

93
98

90
98

96
99

103
91

3.1

and track and on lines of heavy
maintenance and frog renewals become very
For this reason any device of practical appli-

traffic frog

Oct.

103
99

IN TURNOUTS are a constant source of wear and

tear to rolling stock

7

1

Substitute for the Frog

burdensome.

cation that will replace the frog

and eliminate the

flange-

25

(>ne of the greatest obstacles in the way of the more intenc. 1. freight is the trade unit basis of doing

sive loading of

business in various industries. Trade units date liack to the
time when cars were smaller, and are ba.'^ed on what were
on considered well-tilled carloads.
The Pennsylvania
ines West, in common with other railroads, is doing all it
possibly can to induce shippers' and manufacturers' associations to discontinue this method of doing business, and to
i

base

all

orders on a

modem

c. 1.

basis,

i.

cars to full cubical or stenciled capacity.
assisted materially

in-

e.,

the loading of

They have

the National Industrial Traffic

l)cen

League

and

its various car service committees throughout the counwhich have brought home to the individual shipfjcrs the
great importance of this change in methods.
Some shipj)ers
have gone so far as to refuse orders which do not permit
heavy carlaiding.

tri-,

Intensive Loading Important Both in

War

and Peace

Times
In the intensive loading of 1. c. 1. freight the Pennsylvania
Lines West was a pioneer among American railroads. Tincampaign which it has carried on in this direction
has re«ulti'd in
infre:i-;e of ovit 7.^ ner unt iihovr tli'

persistent

m

A Walls FroK
wa\'s

which

destro\' the continuity- of the rmil tread is of in-

•

.

.

Operated from a Switch Stand

,

.:

.

„

.^.

>

._

,

..

_

,

,j_
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was locked by means of rods driven end-wise between the
In the improved design, the working mechanism
is contained in a cast iron drum located directly under the
pivot and the operating rods entering this drum are below
the top of the ties. The operating mechanism consists of two
concentric shafts, one to swing the rail and the other to lock
and unlock it.
The photograph shows one of these frogless switches in
service in the eastbound freight track of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, at Argentine (Kansas City), Kan. This installation is operated from a switch stand and has been in service

The moveinto line with the running rails of either track.
ment is accomplished by a system of rods and levers actuated
suitable
lockA
from a switch stand' or interlocking plant.

stock rails.

is provided to secure the rail in line for either
arrangement being such that the switch stand lever
cannot be locked unless the locking bolts of the swing rail
have been fully driven home. When connected with an interlocking plant it confonns to the usual locking requirements.
All parts of this device exposed to tlie traffic are mounted
on a steel plate which is spiked to the ties. The four rail
ends are fastened to this plate by means of bolts and suitable

in" device

track, the

The anchoring

of the ends of the runpossible to reduce the clearance
between the abutting ends of the rails to a very small amount.
In consequence wheels pass over this joint with but little
The device requires much less metal than the usual frog
jar.
for over four years.

cast steel blocks bolted to both the plate and the rail so that
is no opportunity for the rails to run under the effect of
The swing rail is supported for its
traffic and temperature.

ning-rails to a plate

there

by two cast steel bars, having the general shape
two supporting rail-joint bars except that each one of
them is provided with bolts which lock the rails into position by passing into holes in the cast steel blocks supporting
the ends of the running rails.
In the earlier designs, illustrated in the photograph, the
swing rail was moved by rods attached near its end, and
entire length

of

Commerce and

makes

it

and obviates the need for guard rails. All parts of the device
subjected to wear from traffic can be renewed readily and in
a short time.
The device is manufactured by the Walls Frogless Switch

& Manufacturing Company, Kansas

Supreme Court Decisions
Interstate

Vol. 64, No. 4

City,

Mo.

Affecting Railroads

the Relations Between State

and Federal Regulating Authorities
SUPREME COURT on January 14 renimportant decisions in cases involving the
relations between state and federal authority in matIn one case the order of
ters affecting interstate commerce.
the Texas railroad commission imposing penalties for failure
to run passenger trains widiin 30 minutes of the advertised
schedules was held to be an unlawful interference with interIn the other the court sustained the disstate commerce.
missal of suits brought by the Illinois railroads in the effort
Illinois two-cent fare law on the ground
aside
the
have
set
to
of the Interstate Commerce Commission's order requiring the
removal of the discrimination against interstate commerce.
UNITED
THEdered
two

ST.4TES

While the court repeated the principles of its decision in the
Shreveport case, that the federal power is ample to remove
discriminations arising from the relation of state and interit held that the uncertainty of the commission's
order was such that it could not be used to nullify the effect
The Illinois case came before the court
of the state law.
on cross appeals by the Illinois railroads and the state
authorities from a decision by Judge Landis of the district
An abstract of
court for the northern district of Illinois.
the decision is as follows:

state rates,

The

Illinois

Case

These cross appeals present a controversy over the validity,
scope and effect of an order of the Interstate Commerce Commission dealing with discrimination found to result from a
For
disparity in interstate and intrastate passenger rates.
some years prior to December 1, 1914, interstate passenger
rates between St. Louis and Keokuk on the one hand and
points in Illinois on the other were on a substantial parity
with intrastate rates between East St. Louis and Hamilton,
All were on a basis of
respectively, and points in Illinois.
2 cents per mile, save that the rates to and from St. Louis
and Keokuk included a bridge toll over the river. All other
rates between points in Illinois were also on the same basis,
any intrastate rate in excess of 2 cents per mile being proOn December 1, 1914,
hibited by a statute of that State.
the rates between St. Louis and Keokuk, respectively, and

points in Illinois were increased by the carriers to 23^2 cents
per mile, plus bridge tolls, the parity theretofore existing

Following this increase the Business
Men's League of St. Louis filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission a petition charging that tlie rates between
St. Louis and points in Illinois were unreasonable in thembeing thereby broken.

selves,

and, in connection with the lower intrastate rates,

worked an unreasonable discrimination against

St.

Louis and

East St. Louis and
Chicago, and a like discrimination against interstate passenger traffic to and from St. Louis and in favor of intrastate
passenger traffic to and from East St. Louis and Chicago.
An association representing interests in Keokuk, Iowa, intervened and urged that any relief granted with respect to St.
Louis be extended to Keokuk.
The state of Illinois, the
Public Utilities Commission of that state, an association representing interests in Chicago and another association representing interests in East St. Louis, also intervened and opposed any action contemplating or requiring an increase in
intrastate rates.
After a hearing the Interstate Commerce
Commission filed a report finding that the existing bridge
tolls at St. Louis and Keokuk were unobjectionable, that rates
between either of those cities and points in Illinois were reasonable when not in excess of 2.4 cents per mile, plus bridge
tolls, and that the service, equipment and accommodations
provided for intrastate passengers to and from East St.
Louis, Hamilton, and Chicago, were the same as those provided for interstate passengers to and from St. Louis .and
Keokuk. In that report the commission also found that the
contemporaneous maintenance between East St. Louis and
Hamilton, respectively, and other points in Illinois, of rates
on a lower basis than those maintained via the same routes
between St. Louis and Keokuk, respectively, and the same
in favor of Illinois cities, particularly

points in Illinois, bridge tolls excepted, gave an undue preference to East St. Louis and Hamilton and to intrastate passen-

ger traffic to and from the latter points, and subjected

St.

and Keokuk and interstate passenger traffic to and
from those cities to an unreasonable disadvantage; that the
e.xi.sting disparity in interstate and intrastate rates worked an
T-ouis

1^

m

«
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Louis and in fuvor of Chiunjust (lis^riinin.tiiui)
cago in su far as the rates Lxnwt-cn St. Louis and points in
uguin>t

St.

from those cities cxceeiled,
b) iiiiTf lii.in tile l.ridne toll, tlie rates U-tween L'iiicago and
the same j)oints; that tlie disparity worked a like discrimination agaiii>t Keokuk aiui in I.ivor of I'hicago; and llut the
iiie on the ri'.i-(iii.ilil> diritt lines of tlie carriers in the
ify Ih'Iwcih
liKago on the one hand .md St. Louis and
ak on the otiur ui intrastate rate.> on a lower basis per
i.
rates
between that territory and St. Louis and
iniie than the
Illiiioi>

.ippruxunatt'ly r>|uiiii>tant

<

excepted, operated to subject interstate
to an unreasonable disadvantage.
conunission then made an order intended to result in

K'-"kuk, bridge
'

uii

tolls

lll.^tallation ot rates
St.

Louis ami

rates between St. Louis and Keokuk on the one hand
Illinois points on the other could be defeated by the use
...Li tiikets, one purchased at the interstate rate for a part
of the journey and the other at the lower intrastate rate for
the remainder, and therefore that the order should be so
framed as to cover the rates between the intermediate points.
,

,

was said that the discrimination against
from the lower intrastate rates
;ld not be removed merely by an increase in the intralares to and from the east bank pwints," and that "any

In this connection
"

'-tate

traffic

it

resulting

inporaneous adjustments of fares between St. Louis or
.Ilk and points in Illinois, and generally within Illinois,
which would permit the defeat of the St. Louis, Keokuk, East
St. Louis, or any other east side city fares by methods such
as described above, and which would thereby permit the continuance of the undue prejudice which we have found is
suffered by St. Louis and Keokuk, and continue to burden
interstate commerce." would not comply with the order.
of whom there
In obedience to that order the carriers
were 29 took the requisite steps to establish and put in force
interstate rates on a basis of 2.4 cents per mile l>etween St.
Louis and Keokuk, respectively, and jxiints in Illinois, and
Then, believing the order rethose rates became effective.
quired all intrastate rates in Illinois to be on a level with
those interstate rates, bridge tolls excepted, the carriers proceeded to establish and put in force new rates between all
points in that .'tate on a basis of 2.4 cents per mile.
This
met with opfx)sition on the part of the state authorities and
the carriers severally brought suits against them, in the district court for the northern district of Illinois, to enjoin
them from interfering, by civil or criminal proceedings, or
otherwise, with the establishment and maintenance of such
intrastate rates under the commission's order.
The suits
were consolidated and the present appeals are from decrees
di.«missing the bills for want of equity and dismissing cross

—

bills

—

of the state authorities for want of jurisdiction.
foregoing

Mr. Justice Van Devanter. after makini:; the
statement, delivered the opinion of the court.

discussing questions of jurisdiction the opinion holds
had righfKg^'? posed of the jurisdictional questions by entertaining the principal suits and declining to entertain the cross bills.
The opinion continues:
Whether the suits by the carriers were rightly dismissed
on the merits is the principal question, and its solution turns
on the power of the commission to deal wnth discrimination
arising out of a disparity in interstate and intrastate rates,
ind on the scope and effect of the order made.
In their answers the state authorities took the position
th.it in so far as the order purports to authorize or require a
removal of the discrimination found to exist by a change in
intrastate rates it is in excess of any power that has been or
can he conferred on the commission, and therefore neither
relipvcs fhe carriers from full compliance with the state rate
.\fter

that the district court

.

not nierel)

\.

n

..[

by ll'
full
consideration ii lu.i. v..t ji. lu
1.
.iiiiiinrrn
I'mler thil.m-e of the ( onhtitutioo
( (ingress
has ample jHiwi-r to prevent the i.Mnin.,ii iiistrusettled

t

of

nu-ntalities

interstate

and

intrastate

the railroads, from being used in
111

tlieir

h

i.

inn

a.s

.iion»

such manner as to affect injuriously traflu \sUnAi

is inter-

state.

not e.xceeding 2.4 cents per mile be-

Ktxikuk. re>[(cctively, and points in
Illinois and to remove the discrimination shown in the report: but shortly thereafter the commission recalled that order
and filed a supplemental report indicating that lawful inter-

tween
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law nor prevents ihut law from being folly cuforied agaiiut
I>>^i.,ii
I,. ni.t !>•..&
them.
If the premise were tuMiuA ih.would follow, for where the
which it has nn )"vwfr tn iiitl.

2.

Where

unjust discrimination

merce arises out of the relation

power may be exerted

rates this

and

- '-

•

'

oi

to ren.

this whetlier the intrastate rates arc iiiainuincd

under a

by the voluntary act of the carrier.
.5.
In correcting such discrimination ('<
stricted to an adjustment or reduction of tl
ijut may pre.scril^e a reasonable standard to
local statute or

:

conform and require the carrier to adjust the intrastate rates
in such way as to remove the discrimination; for where the
interstate and intrastate transactions of carriers arc so related that the effective regulation of one involves control of
the otlier, it is Congress, and not the state, that is entitled
to prescribe the dominant rule.
4.

It is

tion of this

admissible for Congress to provide for the execupower through a subordinate body such as tlic

Commerce Commission, and

Interstate

tliis

has done by

it

the act to regulate commerce.
5.

Where

in the exercise of its delegated

commission not only finds that a disparity

•"

i

-—

resulting in unjust discrimination a.
commerce but also determines what an-

of rates
state

authority the

in the

is

rates for the interstate traffic, and then directs the runuval
of the discrimination, the carrier not only is entitled to put
in force the interstate rates found reasonable but is free to

remove the forbidden discrimination by bringing
state rates to the

Upon

same

further consideration that decision

and followed

in

tlie

intra-

level.

American Express Co.

v.

was approved
Cald-jxll,

244

U. S. 617.

The parties differ widely about the
The carriers assert that it covers every
rate in Illinois,

is

addres.'^cd to the

scope of the order.
intr-cnger
•

•

removal

.:ition

r infound to be state-wide, and gives ample
creasing all rates between points in Illinois fruin 2 cents to
2.4 cents per mile.
On the other hand, the state authnritie«
assert that it is not state-wide and that the exici

intended to affect the state-made rates is S"
to make it inoperative and
as to them.
Of course, the commission could adjust the
remedy to the evil and make the order a« broad as the
wrongful discrimination; and not improbably it would inBut the extent of the
tend to go that far and no farther.
.
.
discrimination found and of •'
gathered from the reports and
they constitute the only author;
The repKjrts show that the only discnmmation found relates
to the passenger traffic between Illinois and tw" ritie* r^nit

is

and vaguely stated as

:

i

i

—

Tl
St. IxKjis and Keokuk.
that this traffic extends in appreciable voli:
side that state

.As to
of
large and as to (:
the rci>orts leave tli'

Illinois.

"-

only a small part oi ihe
ing ovpr fhi» railmad* in

is

.

•
.

iir
111

—

'

<-

jiua--

nu

is

—
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And had it intended to require or authorize a
findings.
state-wide readjustment of the intrastate rates it doubtless
given direct expression to that purpose, which
have
would
But neither in
easily could have been done in a few lines.
any part nor as a whole does the order plainly manifest such
In harmony with the reports it deals with the
a purpose.
intrastate rates in so far only as they result in discrimination
St. Louis and Keokuk.
most comprehensive paragraph the next to the last
from the undue
"abstain
carriers
must
declares that the
preferences and the undue and unreasonable prejudices and
disadvantages found in said report to result from the contemporaneous maintenance between Illinois points of passenger fares, which fares, in combination with other fares required or permitted by this order, would produce the discrimination against interstate commerce and the undue pref-

against interstate traffic to and from

—

Its

erence in favor of intrastate commerce condemned in the reBut even here the general terms
port of the commission."
are so far restrained by the reference to the reports as to
show that nothing more is intended than to command the re-

moval of the discrimination to which the traffic to and from
Besides, this paragraph
St. Louis and Keokuk is subjected.
evidentl)- proceeds upon the theory that some of the intrastate rates are not affected by the other paragraphs, and
ought not to be disturbed save where their use in connection
with rates sanctioned by the order will be productive of the
discrimination which it is intended to correct.
But while the order shows that it is not intended to require or authorize a readjustment of all the intrastate rates,
the description of those to which it applies is at best indefi-
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not exceeding 30 minutes at origin or points of junction with
make connection with trains on such other
lines, and not exceeding 10 minutes more if at the end
of the 30 minutes the connecting trains were in sight.
other lines to

There were some other qualifications not necessary

to

be

stated.

The defendant's passenger trains concerned were numbers
9 and 209, and were parts of a train, also numbered 9, of the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas Railway, a different corporation,
taken charge of by the defendant at Denison, Texas, about
five miles south of the Texas and Oklahoma state line,
under a contract with the Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
In
pursuance of this contract they were forwarded via Dallas
and Fort \A'orth to Hillsboro, thence as one train to Granger
and there again divided, the two parts going respectively to
There were similar arrangeGalveston and San Antonio.
ments for trains to the north. The cars received by the
defendant came from St. Louis and Kansas City, Missouri,
uniting at Parsons, Kansas, and thence proceeding south
The court of civil appeals at first held that
to Denison.
the movement must be regarded as a continuous one from
Kansas City and St. Louis, and that the order did not apply
to the train; but on a rehearing decided that as the defendant took control at Denison with new crews and engines,
and as the defendant could not go beyond the state line,
the movement so far as the defendant was concerned was
wholly within the state.
Breaches of the order having been
proved, it affirmed a judgment imposing a fine.
A writ of
error

was refused by the supreme court of the
Holmes in the decision said:

state.

Justice

The supreme

nite.

There may be less uncertainty in some parts of the
order than in others, but when each is read in the light of

court gave up the manifestly untenable
ground taken by the court of civil appeals and recognized
that the defendant's trains were instruments of commerce

the rest

among

that

them none the

and all in the light of the reports it is apparent
none has a certain or definite field of operation. The

uncertaint}' arises out of a failure to designate with appropriate precision the territory or points to and from which

the intrastate rates must or may be readjusted, and this
omission accords with the absence from the reports of any
finding showing definitely the territory or points where those
rates operate prejudicially against the interstate traffic

the order

is

which

intended to protect.

To

be effective in respect of intrastate rates established
state authonit)' an order of the commission of the kind now under consideration must have a
definite field of operation and not leave the territory or

and maintained under

points to which it applies uncertain.
In construing federal statutes enacted under the power
conferred by the commerce clause of the Constitution the
rule is that it should never be held that Congress intends
to supersede or suspend the exercise of the reserved powers
of a state, even where that may be done, unless, and except

This
so far as, its purpose to do so is clearly manifested.
being true of an act of Congress, it is obvious that an order
of a subordinate agency, such as the commission, should not
be given precedence over a state rate statute otherwise valid,
unless, and except so far as, it conforms to a high standard
of certainty.

We

conclude that the uncertainty in this order

is

such as

and of no effect as to the intrastate rates, established and maintained under a law of the
state, and therefore that the suits by the carriers were rightly
dismissed on the merits.
to render

it

inoperative

The Texas Case
In the Texas case the court reversed the judgment of the
lower court in a suit brought by the state of Texas to recover
penalties for violation of an order of the State Railroad
Commission. This order required passenger trains in Texas
to start from their point of origin and from stations on the
line in accordance with advertised schedule, allowing them

the states, but

it

construed the order as applying to

and held it valid as so applied. The
only question with which we have to deal is whether the
state commission could intermeddle in this way, especially
when there was sufficient accommodation for local traffic inless

dependent of the through trains. The defendant in error
attempts to open this last matter, because the opinion of
the court of civil appeals in which the fact was stated was
reversed by it for a different reason, and that of the court
of first instance was the other way.
But we regard the
decision of the intermediate and the supreme court as proceeding upon the assumption that we have stated and that

we

Again, the question is not
see no reason to disturb.
what the state commission might require of a road deriving
its powers from the state, with regard to local business, Missouri Pacific Ry. Co. v. Kansas, 216 U. S. 262, 283, but
whether the order if applied to this case would not unlawfully interfere with commerce among the states.
On its face the order as applied was an interference with
such commerce.
It undertook to fix the time allowed for
stops in the course of interstate transit.
It was a serious infor it made the defendant liable for an interstate train not starting on schedule time, when the train did
not come into the defendant's hands, from another company
in another .state, untu /p late.
This, as we understand the
facts, was the train to^. 'ch the advertised schedule applied, and if so, the mere statement of the result is enough
to show that the burden imposed not only was serious but
was unwarranted as well as unjust. The suggestion that
compliance with the order could have been secured by having
an extra train ready to run if the regular one was not on
time hardly is practical, and is not an adequate answer, even
in form.
For the defendant advertised, or at least had the
right to advertise, the interstate train, and, if it did so, would
not free itself from liability for a delay on the part of that
train by offering another.
We think it plain that this order
was applied in a way that was beyond the power of the
commission and courts of the state.
terference,

January

Report
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25.

ot

Commission on
Adamson Eight-Hour Law

Congrcsi.

iippointcd in I'Mo
of the Adamson Eighthas been transmitted to the rrcsidcnt and to
l>)
(.leneral Cieorge W. Gtn-tlials,
is signed
It

chairman,

K.

i'hc ri-port of ilu- i(iiniui>siuii

to olfserve the operation

Hour law

contains,

K.

among

with regard

to

ami

of

tlircc

i-flivts

Chirk and deorge
other tliing>,
of

the clTetts

Kiihlee.

l"inding>
tlie

of

tlu-

institution

of

The report
lommission
the

eiglit-

It shows
hour standard work-day u|M>n wages and liours.
%a imrcase in cost to the railroads, increase in wages in
each occupation and class of service, increases in wages as
affeiting individual employees, amount of overtime paynoents anil additional allowances, typical wages l)y iKCU])ations in relation to services performed, and average hours

of service.

The eight-hour day, says the report, as a measure of a
work for the |)urposc of reckoning compensation of
become as accomplished fact, and it is not understood that tiie roads have
any intention of furtiier contesting the estahlisiiment of the
The employees
eight-hour day for the employees concerned.
recognized by roads as entitled to the eight-hour basis under
law are: Engineers, firemen, conductors, assistant conductors, baggagemen, brakemen and flagmen in road and yard
sen-ice, and generally also hostlers.
The average number of
employees in these classes in the calendar year 1916 was
the
17
per
cent
of
total
number
about
of railroad employees.
The law does not limit the actual duration of work to eight
hours per day.
.As actually applied in practice, the eight-hour standard
which is being obscr\-cd in road service is the so-called speed
basis of 12'/j miles per hour.
On a run of 100 miles or
less, however, overtime begins after eight hours.
Notwithstanding the permission of overtime the law has had some
effect in reducing the actual hours of work.
This is true
day's

certain classes of railroad employees, has

Ccfyrithl. U»<irr:,.,o.t

.5-

l/rl

JrrnocJ.

.V.

221

liielly in yard servm
lieiwit.n Manh and Uctotjcr, I'M/,
over 11,000 yard crews were placed on eight-hour shifts
In road .service the reiluction in hours has Uxn sliglii
Wlure houn- have not been reduicil the law h.i« Ii.kI iIu
effect of inireasing wages.
Detailed rcjxiris for the nimitli
of January, 1917, indicate thai llic law caused the addition of over $61,000,000 anuall) to railroad ojx-rating ex-

To what

economies may be intrcxluced to
expense raniiol Ix- stated
l-Accpt
in short turn-around and suburban .service ])assenger x-rvice
is but little affected by the law.
In rojid freight ^ervne the
increa.se in wages averages about 15 jx-r cent and aU>ut 25
per cent in yard service.
Where there has l>cen an actual
reduction in hours the total pay of the individual is not
necessarily increased by the eight-hour law, and his pay
may actually ix- less than it was in the year 1<M6 Ixfore the
law became effective.
A detailed study of the payrolls indicatc-s that 12.6 per
lent of the employees in the classes named nteived no increase in pay in January, 1917.
Under tlie eight luxir law.
.50.2 per cent received less than $10 per month increascn,
22.6 per cent received from $10 to $20 a monih in. na-i.
(H'n.ses.

offset

and
The

this

.54.5

extent

increase

in

per cent received $20 or more

jx-r

month

figures are subject to modification to the extent

railroad train service
five hundred pages.

The

Only

rejiort
;i

itself is a

press summar\'

for general jiublication

)

Light Railway with

Gasoline

im<

r. ;isi

ih.ii

the

hours of work have subseiiucntly been reduced
Concerning hours of labor, the report says that in the
Eastern district in slow freight service the actual time rluring which engineers are on duly is from 12 to 1.5 hour- jx-r
run.
In the Southern and Western districts the corresponding figures are considerably smaller.
In local freight service men work from 11 to 12 hours per run in all districts.
Among the subjects which receive special treatment are:
s[)eed and delays of freight trains, railway wage schi-<lule*
and agreements, employment conditions in road and yard
service, and practicability of an actual eight-hour dav in

Engine Being Used

for

Transportation

of

Wounded

Soldiers

book of aJKXjt
was given out
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New

Night Lights

for

Pullman Cars

Company has been experimenting for
time with various lighting arrangements designed
to provide suitable illumination for the aisles of sleepA satisfactory
ing cars after the passengers have retired.
installation has recently Ijccn developed and is now being
applied to all new cars built and also to cars which pass

THEsome

ri.:i.i..\[.-VN
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main switchi)oard, separate switches being used for the lights
on the right and left sides of the car.
The fixture, which is attached to the aisle seat end and the

The base carries a
seat rail, is pressed out of sheet steel.
small switch of the push button type which makes it possible
The lamp is placed in
to control each light individually.
the fixture in a horizontal position, being held in place by a
The
plain Edison type socket secured by a spring clip.
casing around the light, like the base, is of pressed steel.

through the shops for repairs.

few details of the numerous
which were tried before a method of lighting
was evolved that would fulfill all the requirements. In one
of the experiments a light was placed at the bulkheads at the
ends of the aisles and shaded with an amber glass, with a
view to providing a non-glaring light to illuminate the aisle
This was found to be unsatisfactory as it lighted
at night.
An attempt to secure the
the end sections to some extent.
It

may

lie

of interest to give a

installations

Location of Aisle Light Under Seat End
In one side

it

carries a green glass

which throws a subdued

connections are dust tight and with
the exception of the green glass, which can readily be reached
from the aisle, the parts will require cleaning at infrequent
As will be seen from the illustrations all parts
intervals.
of the fixtures are easily accessible when the seats are relight over the floor.

The

it becomes necessary to replace a lamp or
can be done with little difficulty.
The Pullman Company is now planning to install fixtures

moved and

in case

any other part

it

Sleeping Car Aisle Illuminated by Lights Under Seats

same

resull.s

failure.

An

by

dimming

the ceiling lights also proved a
under the seat ends was

installation with lights

but the light was found to be annoying to the occupants
This objection
of the lower berths opposite the fixtures.
has now been overcome by shading the light with a green

tried,

Lighting Fixture with Case

Removed

glass.

The lighting arrangement whicli has been adopted for
illuminating the aisles consists of 15 watt, 32 volt, type S
tungsten lamps in receptacles placed under the ends of alternate seats. As the ends of the aisle are illuminated by the
lights at the bulkheads it is not necessary to provide lights
Every second
under the single seats in the end sections.
seat end on each side of the car carries one of the lighting
fixtures, which are placed alternately on opposite sides of the
Thus a 12 compartment car has 5 aisle lights and a 16
car.
compartment car has 7. The lights are controlled at the

similar to those used on the berths at the steps, to provide
Clear glass, instead of green
illumination for the treads.
glass, will be

made by

the

used in these fixtures.

Pullman Company

Applications have been
for patents

to

cover the

principal features of this system of lighting.

—

Austrian Fares Increased SO Per Cent. Austrian
railway fares have been increased by SO per cent since December

1.

UIIIIIUIIIIIIIUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIUIIUIUIIlllUIIIIIIIIMUIIIIllllMUIl^

News Department

General

George Hodges, chairman »( t\\e Cuinniiltee on Relations ReAssociutioii, and itN
I\ailri>.iil> ol the American K.iilwav
has hecn rc-cleoted lor a term of two years.

twrrii

relatcil conimittces,

Edwin F. Wendt, luemhcr of the engiiieeriiiK hoard ot ilie
Interstate I'mnnieroe Commission, and past-president ol the
American Railway EiiKineering Association^ has been electeil
president of the

Washington Society

of KiiKiiieers.

Repeal of the Valuation Act, under which the Interstate

Commerce
proi>crty.

I'omiiiission

is

is

the ohject ol a

making
bill

Congress by Senator King of

in

a

valuation

of

must be unloaded within seven days, ii (Oiigress
bill, iiitniduced by Senator Nelson of Minnesota
The Senator believes that this would be
on January 18.
more effective than demurrage charges, to prevent cars from
All freight

should pass a

being used as storehouses
of 29 roads west of Chicago have laid before

the director-general of railroads a request for better pay and for
also fur overtime rates for work done on
an eight-hour day

to

10s

4s

9d.

Sundays and holidays. They want a maximum rate of $6 a day
and a minimum of S3. SO for all shopmen, except carmen. The
carmen want a maximum of $5 a day.

The steel manufacturers of Canada, following conferences
with the War Committee of the cabinet, have announced that
the production of steel in the Dominion, this year, will be
made 20 per cent more than last year, provided there is no
Since the beginning of the war
failure of raw materials.
the railroads have suffered seriously from lack of rails because of the preferences given to makers of munitions.

officers

on troop

trains

are

in

England

6d. a week, while women
extra a week, respectively

and

girls

receive 8s. 6d. and

Report on Telegraph-Wirc Disturbances
The California Stale Railroad Commission, summarizing
the results of an investigation extending over five years, has
compiled a large mass of material on questions connected
with inductive interference with the operation of telegraph
telephone wires by parallel power circuits; and persons
interested in the subject and desiring information may apply
lo Richard Sachse, chief engineer of the commission, 833
The full report is not yet
.Market Street, San Francisco.

.iiiil

available.

This investigation has been made,

;

Commanding

War Bonus

railway

which has been introduced
It is Senate bill No

I'tah,

3530.

The shopmen

Another

The English Govcriimenl has granted another war bonui to
railway workers, the fifth since the beKinning of the war. The
new bonus amounts to six shillings a week, bringing the total
The average
increase since I'cbruary, 191 S, to 21 shillings a week
The bonus to boys is increased
pre-war wage was 30 shillings

forbidden

to

This is an order
from the War Department issued as a result of repeated proThe railroads complained that officers
tests from railroads.
on trains, ignoring carefully arranged schedules, have in
some instances followed their own opinions as to where
and when the trains should stop for resting or exercising
the men. or for feeding and watering animals.
interfere with the schedules of the trains.

000,

at an expense of $100,by the commission jointly with power companies and

utilities interested in the subject.

Week

Freight Moving

in

New York

The "Clean-up Week" ordered by

the director -general oi railroads was badly neutralized by the severe cold and snow hut
the freight stations in .New York City reported consiilerable
success, in spite of the obstacles. Substantially all of them rc|)ort
;

hearty co-operation on the part of the consignees and the steamships.
The Lehigh Valley reported 1,418 loaded cars on hand
on the 21st, as compared with 1,747 on the 14th, a decrease of
329. The New York Central reported a similar decrease of from
9,176 to 8,758.

coal situation in New York City has been increasingly
not so much because of railroad congestion as from
in getting boats across the river from New Jersey.
More than half of the available tugs in the harbor were temporarily disabled by broken propellers or other damage caused
by ice and floating ice greatly reduced the speed of all water
movements. Many barges were sunk while being towed through
ice fields.
Receipts of coal in the city have been from 20.000 lo
25,000 tons daily when the normal needs aggregate 40,000 tons.

The

critical,

difficulty

;

Surprise tests on the Pacific system of the Southern Pacitic
Company in the month of December numbered about 3,000.
Among the most common tests are the removal of markers,
extinguishment of lights, and the display of wrong numbers
on caboose and engine indicators. In every test of this kinil
the trainmen detected the false condition and reported the
error.
The per cent of efficiency was 99.77. The few failures
noted were mostly of a technical character, not involving the
immediate element of risk

Western Society

of Engineers Elect Officers

The Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, has elected Charles
Burdick,

consulting hydraulic engineer, Chicago, president;
N. Hatch, consulting mechanical engineer, first vice-presiB. Miller, consulting electrical engineer, second
resident; A. S. Baldwin, chief engineer, Illinois Central,
-<"iu vice-president and C. R. Dart, bridge engineer. Sanitary
District of Chicago, treasurer.
B.
.i

lines

Kempsler

Western Lines Move Large Quantities of Coal
Following the severe storm of January 11, 12 and 13, a protracted period of severely cold weather greatly handicapped railway operation in the Central West. .Xs a result the Chicago
terminal district and other transportation centers in the Middle
West are congested at the time of writing, and interchanges of
cars between roads are slower than under normal conditions.
The danger of a coal famine, which caused the United States
Coal .Administration to stop the wheels of commerce for five
days, January 18-22, led western lines to devote most of their
attention

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
lub. Xcw York, has voted to set
t

aside onc-

of the net profits of the cigar department

for a tobacco
abroad and is dividing this third equally between
-Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund and the Xew York Sun
Tobacco Fund. A check for S295.94 has been received from F.
A. Stdlman, acting chairman of the House Committee of the
Machinery Club, as the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund pro'or troops

.

portion of this distribution for the

month

of

December

225

the

movement of
It

to

coal

was not

when

train-operation

was

however, that
the coal traffic

until the I9th.

move anywhere near

In the 4S hours ending with midinto the Chicago Terminal
district by all roads with the exception of the Elgin. Joliet 4
Eastern, reached the high figure of 2.501 cars, of which 327 conDuring
tained anthracite, 2,060 bituminous coal and 114 coke.
the same period 16 cars were delivered to industries, 693 cars
cars
while
yards,
2,226
93
coal
at
tracks
and
were filaced at team

they arc capable of hamlling.

night,

The Machinery

to

resumed after the storm.
the railroads were able
January

20,

fuel

movements

Of the cars delivered 558 rein the district remained tmplaced.
maineil unloaded at the termination of the two-day period.
Whether this rate of movement will be maintained depends upon
whether the milder weather which made its appearance in the
early part of the week continues.
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Tank Car Tests and Safety Appliances
of the Master Car Builders' Association has issued a circular regarding the hydrostatic tests of
tanks of tank cars, stating:
"That part of section 23 of the
standard specifications for tank cars, classes I. II, III and IV,

which requires that the tanks he retested hydraulically at stated
intervals, is hereby suspended as to tanks for vifhich such tests
shall become due prior to January 1, 1920, except when the cars
are shopped for rei)airs. The requirements of section 23 of each
of the specifications named, that new tanks shall be tested before
being put into service, and that tanks damaged to the extent of
requiring patching or renewal of one or more sheets, or extensive riveting or recalking of seams, shall be retested before
being returned to service, are not suspended."
.A circular was also issued regarding safety appliances, stating:
"The date effective of rule 3. paragraph m. of the rules of
interchange, regarding the interchange of cars not equipped with
United States safety appliances or United States safety appliances, standard, is hereby extended from January 1, 1918, to
I.

No

4

inconvenience to myself that might arise through compliance
with some government order, I shall be delighted. This is no
time for thinking of ourselves and slight interferences with our
little

The executive committee

March

Vol. 64,

1918.

daily lives."

American Railway Engineering Association Convention
The American Railway Engineering Association is proceeding with its plans for its annual convention which will be
Reports will
held at Chicago on March 19 to 21 inclusive.
be presented from the standing and special committees. In
addition a large part of the session on Wednesday will be
devoted to the consideration of the problems with which the
maintenance of way department is now confronted in the
handling of labor. It is expected that the report of the Committee on Economics of Railway Labor, discussing methods
of securing men and of feeding and housing them, will be
Letters have been sent out to a
presented on that day.
selected list of about 100 members of the Association asking
them to prepare and submit descriptions of devices and
methods for the conservation of labor which have come to
their attention.

The Dilution

of

Labor

As an illustration of the difficulties experienced by the
railroads since and prior to the entrance of this country in
the European War, the following comparative figures for one
of the large railroads are of interest, as showing the number
of men employed during the year 1917, such as firemen, brakemen and telegraphers, as compared with the normal force:
Men employed

Normal

Operator.^

force
3,000
5,500
1,300

Total

9,800

Firemen
Brakemen

Employed per man required
1.83
1.6
.45

5,491
8,531

585
14,607

1.5

of improved pay or conditions.

&

O.

resignation of Daniel Willard as chairman of the War
Industries Board of the Council of National Defense was reported in last week's issue. The White House has given out the
text of his letter to President Wilson tendering his resignation,
"The taking over of the railroads by the
which says, in part

The

:

government has naturally raised many unforeseen and intricate
questions, and it seems clear to me that I ought now to give my
whole time to the affairs of the Baltimore & Ohio. In common
with all other American railroads its operating organization has
been considerably weakened during the last year because of the
large number of officers and skilled employees who have gone to
France and Russia."
In an interview at Baltimore Mr. Willard is quoted as saying
that President Wilson left him free to take whatever steps would
enable him to render the most useful service. "If I thought that
I could be of greater service to my country by running a locomotive attached to freight trains over the Baltimore & Ohio than
by doing what I am doing today, I would assume the new task
I
was an engineer long before I became
without hesitancy.
President of the Baltimore & Ohio. It is my desire to follow
will produce the best results for my
that
of
activity
the line
country in the midst of the supreme struggle in which it is now
Over 2,000 of our men have joined the colors, and
engaged.
Of course, this left us short
it was right that they should do so.
of men. Our officers have been working night and day. They
are overworked some of them have been ill. Facing such conditions, I could not help feeling that it was my duty to come back
and devote my whole time to the railroad property. Our men in
the trenches in France are depending on us for munitions and
I do not know
supplies.
I have a boy at the front in France.
what is going to happen to that boy before this war is over. But
I do want to say that if all I am called upon to experience while
.

.

.

;

my

son and the sons of other parents are at the battlefront

railway situation at that time.

Pere Marquette Inspection Awards
Announcement has been made of

the results of the 1917 track

inspection on the Pere Marquette, based on a trip made in Octoconducted by Frank H. Alfred, president of the road.
prize of $100 was given to William Meier, roadmaster of the
Detroit division, Benton Harbor. Mich., for the district receiv-

A

ber,

ing the highest grade and a prize of equal amount was given
H. Morris, roadmaster on the Canadian division at Walkerville, Ont., for the district showing the greatest improvement
Prizes of $25 were awarded to 12 foremen
during the year.
receiving the highest grade on each roadmaster's district and to
11 foremen making the greatest improvement as compared with
to

On one division located in the iron and steel district it was
necessary to employ four firemen, ZYz brakemen and 1^
telegraphers to maintain the normal force. The figures reflect not only the enlisting and drafting of men into the government service, but also the widespread shifting of employees,
during the present abnormal conditions, because of offers

Mr. Willard Returns to B.

The annual dinner will be held as usual on Wednesday
It is
evening and will be in the nature of a war dinner.
expected that two prominent railway men will speak on the

is

a

1916.

In addition to the examination of the track the inspection trip
covered a consideration of signals and an inspection of station
grounds and shops, shop grounds, repair tracks and engine houses,
three additional inspection committees being appointed to grade
Based on these gradings a prize of $50
these special features.
was awarded to E. Smith, the signal supervisor receiving the
highest grade for the condition of interlocking and automatic
signals.

A

prize of $100

was given

to

Charles

Montgomery,

division master mechanic at St. Thomas, Ont., whose shop
grounds and buildings received the highest awards, and $25 to
the station agent on each superintendent's division for the highest grade on station grounds.
The various prizes were awarded on the basis of grading made
by committees assigned to consider the various phases of track
maintenance, as well as signals, shop grounds, stations, etc.

Government

to Mobilize

The United

Labor

States Department of Labor has recently reorganized its employment service for the purpose of conducting a campaign for the mobilization of labor. This is to
meet the greatly increased demand of war industries and one
of the announced objects is to furnish 250.000 men for transportation service.
The employment office formerly under
the jurisdiction of the commissioner-general of immigration
has been turned over to the United States employment service under the direction of John B. Densmore; and the Secretary of Labor has appointed a special advisory council, including representatives both of employers and of employees,
with John Lind, former governor of Minnesota, as chairman.
This advisory council is to direct the campaign for co-ordinating the supply and the demand.
Secretary Wilson intends
later to increase the advisory council by the appointment of
representatives from the War and Navy departments and
the Department of Agriculture and the shipping board.
"The labor administrator and his advisory council," says
Mr. Wilson, "will at once take in hand the questions of
standardization of labor policies will consider labor dilution and
;

i

:

;

.

January

25,
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priority ilrniaiuN

laiiniiR,

;

ilir

ut <li>|iiites Jiul the

ailjii'iliiiriil

3jfcKuarding of rmploynieiit.
The udvisory cuuiicil will study
(ihases of the problem, make recommendation and planii
for additional machinery and supervise thrir execution."
ArrauKements are heinn made for the r.irly transportation
SOCXV) i-Dinnion lahorers to the I'liited Stales from Portu
lO
As sniin as vessoU are available OO.IKH) others will be
.•ui{ht ironi I'orto Kico and the Virgin Islands, sulficient.
hoped, to take care ot the shortai;c in the domestic
is
uiply of railroad and aRricultural workers
Dircctor-Genil
McAdoo has asked the employment service to assist in
pplyint; the railroails with lahnr for mainlenance of way

>i\

ceived commiii(.ion« for the Seal>oard Air Line and the
Morida
East Coast, rctpeclivcly

all

SKAIIOARn AIK LIN^
KuriovKs

!

shop work

liir

Nun

The /one sy>tem

of handling embarsoes. briefly outlined in the
Roilnxiy Agf of January II, page 140, became elTcctive on Jannary 21. The railroads of the United States and Canada have

W. W.
I.

C.

follow

Ga

Atlanta.

I

BirminRham, Ala
Boslon. Mass.

D. iii„h.o*e,

.

.,.„

,

Clerk

Clerk

Uiv.

Oregaon

IJcuteninl

|

Sirnographer

.

....

„

I.i.

Timekeeper
Clerk

L.

.

imi ,iior
Accounian. .:;.'..;:;;"''

W. Cooper

J.

.i»l l.lCUtcU41tt.

S,r,„„apheV

Robert Ould
ILN. Morris
J.

2nd
2nJ
2nd
2„d
2nd

Clerk

Draftsman

i

,,..„i

L.eu.enan,:
A„n
Li.utenani.
A,n,
Lieulenanl. .Fich Artillery.
Lieutenant. ..Ma< inc Corpa
.

.

.

li

.

Emiiloyees who received commissions
.Number of eninloyees volunlccring or drafted!!!!!!!!!
Total numlier of employees in government
service!!!!!!

K.

J.
.1.

Orleans.

'.

Who

Officfas

.

Coe.

Military

Position

Rank

liranch of

Service

...Eng. M. of W... Major
171I, Eng. (Ry.)
KuFi.uvees Who Kccaivui CoMuiuioiit

.

E. H. Sbeeran
E. H. Taliaferro
R. W. Wood
l.ayle McFaddin
K. M. ^cG^rmo

(jcorge S.

Raciiveo Covhissions

Railroad

Name

Ward

Ocn. Foreman

Captain
Concr. Foreman. .Captain .!!
Resident Eng
1st Lieutenani.
Ami. Eng
1st Lieutenant
Resident Eng
2nd Lieutenant.

Eng

.\sst.

f.-

1

.

.i;ij.

who received commissions
Employees who received commissions
!!!!!!!!!
Number of empioyees volunteering or drafted!!!!!!!!!!
Total number of employees
rnraent service.

i^H.

lJi>.)

Officers

American Society

lU
120

of Civil Engineers Elects Officers

The American Society

ol Cnil Engineers has elected
the fololticcrs for the ensuing year:
President, Arthur .\ Talprofessor of engineering, University of Illinois,
Urbana III

.

Waih

I.

Mo

W.

Wilmington. N. C
Winnipen. .Man.

B. & Q.
O'Donncl. Penna. R. R.
Crawford, Penn. Lines West.
I). Duke. R. Fred. & Pot.
M. Nicoles. West. Pac.
H. O'Neill. Great Northern.
F.

San Francisco.
Louis.

Pelley.

I..

Va

ftichmond.

I

'

E.

Coleman, J. E. Coleman Engineering
Orleans, La.; Nelson P. Lewis, chief .-nuM-eer,
Board of Estimate and Apportionment, New Yor',.
•he
directors elected arc George W Goethals, Samii
ner, chief engineer, Philadelphia & Keading,
PI;:
Milo Smith Ketchum, Dean, College of Engineering Ci.iicrsity
of Colorado, Boulder, Colo. C. A. Morse, chief
engineer, Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago, and C. E. Johnston, general
manager, Kansas City Southern were among those elected members of the .Vominating Committee.
Professor Talbot is the author of several eiik:
ms
including "The Railway Transition Spiral" cxtm
,y
railway engineers. He is also chairman of the
-.
e
J.
on Stresses in Track 01 the .\merican Railway Eiiguiccring Association and the .American Society of Civil Engineers
which it
now engaged in exhaustive experimental studies of the stress
which railway track sustains under traffic. He has also been
active in other engineering associations including the American
Society for Testing Materials, of which he was president four
!•.

;

E. Pearson. C.

1'.

•

John

Compam. New

.

K. Williamson.
.

Pa

PittsburKh.

Thoma«on.

T. Slade. Northern Pacific.
M. Neal (secretary).
M. Wrenne, N. C. 4 St. L.
I.

I

York. N.

Philadelphia.

D. T.

.

n

Nashville. Ten.

years ago.

McGarry.

T. King. Atlantic Co»»t Line.
irant Hall.

Canadian

Air Brake Association

Pacific.

The executive committee

of the .Air Brake .Asmi
recent meeting decided to hold the 1918 annual

Additions to Railway Honor Roll

i.ition

.,1

a

S

.

-lata received Ironi the Seaboard .\ir Line
and the l-'Iorida
tast Coast nidicatc that 443 employees of those lines
are now
with the colors. Information received from these
roads, together
with additional statistics published in the Railway:
Age of

uary

108
J23

FLORIDA EAST COAST

vice-presidents,

Washinmon.

I.

F.

Minneapolis. Minn
Montreal. Que

Omaha. Neb.

,

W.

Kansas City. Mo
Louisville. Ky...
Memphis. Tenn.

St.

I

W. r. Il'iBK.
Kaymond ll..,jili

bot,

Forsyth (vice-chairman).
Geer. Pennsylvania Lines.
I. Rrown, Denver & Rio Gnn<le.
M. Nowell. Wabash.
H. Kecfe. G Colo. & Santa Fe.
W. Coneys.
C. Hill. Kansas City Terminal
R. Hensley.
H. ERan, Y. & M. V.

I'.
I.

Galveston. Tex
Indianapolis. Tnd

Hntchtns, Southern Ry

E.

A. G.

Cliicairo

of Knil>arKo Ch.Tirman

AfcColluro.

I..

II

Columbus. Ohm
Denver. Colo
Detroit, Mich.

Staltle.

•Srrr'r,

lowing

Name

Zone Headquarter

New
Nc»

linnek of

Kid.luk...

n. Farmer
M. Itaucom

been divided into 26 zones for this purpose. Hereafter all railroads will transmit their embargo notices, moditications, extensions and cancellations to all zone chairmen concerned and at the
same time to all their agents at non-subscriber connections. No
road may transmit its embargoes to any of its direct subscriber
connections except as may be specifically arranged and agreed
upon with the zone chairman. Embargoes received by zone chairmen are transmitted immediately upon receipt to roads listed

under their jurisdiction according to their discretion, both as to
whether a road may be affected in any particular by the embargo, or whether the method of transmission should be by wire,
mail or messenger. When embargoes are placed because of congestion, accumulation, or threatened conditions at a particular
gateway, or against shippers at stations where more than one
railroad may be involved, the zone chairman will be responsible
for any embargo action necessary to prevent accumulations or
congestions on other lines entering the gateway or serving the
Embargoes must be transmitted by wire to
shippers in question
the zone chairman and become effective 24 hours after 11 :S9 p. m.
of the date issued. The 36 ?one headquarters and zone chairmen

.

Walrrf.rl.j

.S.

I.

U. R. Wynn
Charlea Pickett
G. E. Vaughan

in Effect

It..

lIuKh llindr

I.

Embargo Zone System Now

Who

Railroad
Position

I

A

.

announcement stating that "Existing war condition
:,
believed by your executive committee to be a comi.inii).; lorce
to

hold a convention."

on

May

7 to

The meeting

will be held in

Cleveland

10.

Jan-

18,

officers

Janiiary
received

page
in
4,

181, increase the number of railroad employees and
the nations service reported in the fiailuay Age of
22. to 55,302 men.
Lp to date returns have been

page

from 126 roads representing 209,463 operated miles.
The number of railway officers and employees oi
these lines now
holdmg commissions in the army or navy number
1,482.
The
following statistics show the number of
men in
•ervice and the names of officers and
employees

army or navy

who have

re-

Railway Business Association Dinner Postponed
The annr

.nd dinner of the Railway

January

Business

25. has been postponed.
says President Geo. A Post, in
the telegram to the members, "confronts all industries with
such a serious situation re(|uiring the closest attention of all
concerned that this postponement was deemed imperative."

.Vssociatioi:

"The

fuel

r

a-

:.'
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Freight Solicitors on Their Jobs

Traffic
The Public

News

Service Commission of Oregon has abolished the
provision in the demurrage rules of that

average agreement
state.

J. F. Holden, vice-president in charge of traffic of the Kansas
City Southern, has been appointed supervisor of transportation
and traffic of the United States Shipping Board, with office at
Washington, D. C.

The Hartford & New York Transportation Company,
which usually suspends business during the winter, will continue to run one steamer three trips a week between New
York and Saybrook, Conn., at the mouth of the Connecticut

One

tirst interpretations of the President's proclamation
taking over the railroads was that competition was abolished,
Accordthereby eliminatmg the need for freight solicitation.
ingly, many of the roads of the country called in their freight
But solicitors are
solicitors and employed them at other work.
valuable in non-competitive work and most of the lines west of
Chicago have put these men back at their posts. They handle
claims, trace freight, quote rates, aid in routing cars to avoid
congestion, and work to encourage heavy loading and the prompt
Operating officers and freight
release of cars by consignees.
agents in many cases are so busy with operating matters that the
solicitors in reality afford the only point of contact between the
They are more necessary now, to
shippers and the railroads.
expedite the movement of the immense traffic of the country

than ever before.
Illinois

River, 44 miles south of Hartford.

The Railway Commission

of Canada, granting the requests of
western grain shippers, has postponed until June 1, next, the
date on which rates for the transportation of wheat shall be
increased.
The increases which have been approved went into
effect on all other commodities on February 1.

The new demurrage rules recently announced by William
G. McAdoo, director-general of railroads, have been adopted
for application to intrastate traffic by the state commissions
of Alabama, Hlinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Mississippi, Ohio,
Tennessee, and practically all of the states west of the
Mississippi river.
The New York, Chicago & St. Louis has discontinued
through trains Numbers 3 and 4. No. 3 left Buffalo at 6:40
Train No. 2,
a. m. and No. 4 left Chicago at 2:30 p. m.
Chicago to New York heretofore leaving at 10:35 a. m. now
leaves at 8:30 a. m. The Pittsburgh & Lake Erie has discontinued the daily train leaving Pittsburgh for Cleveland
at 11 p. m.
The recent order of the Fuel Administration closing certain
industries for a period of five days, beginning on January 18,
and stopping practically all business except transportation
and government work on the ten Mondays beginning with
January 21, led to considerable uncertainity on the part of
both shippers and railroads as to whether these coalless holidays should be omitted in the computation of demurrage
charges. A telegraphic inquiry sent to Washington authoriaccrue on these days just as on any ordinary week-day and
that the order of the Fuel Administration prohibiting the
operation of most industries did not prevent the loading or
ties from Chicago brought the reply that demurrage would
unloading of cars at those industries.

The

On the tracks of the Bush Terminal Railroad, New York
City, the inspectors of the Port Committee found, on January 10, nearly 100 loaded cars which had been there 26 days
or more (out of a total of 443 cars that were waiting to be
unloaded) and the committee proposes to take measures to
punish any railroad officer or consignee who is responsible
for these unreasonable delays.
This committee consists of
James S. Harlan, member of the Interstate Commerce Commission; Ralph W. E. Donges, of the New Jersey Public
Utilities Commission and Travis H. Whitney of the New
York State Public Service Commission. Their report says
that 29 of the cars referred to as unreasonably delayed had
been there since November, and no less than 273 had been
on hand more than 10 days. The committee says also that
the records of the Bush Terminal Railroad are not well kept,
and that the inspectors had found difficulty in getting at the
actual facts.
The committee also makes public the case of
a car containing 90 drums of caustic soda which had been
standing in one of the yards of the New York Central for
three weeks (with over $70 demurrage accumulated) which
had been reconsigned three times and still was waiting to be
unloaded.
;

legal

Roads Prepare
committee of the

H. Strawn, general

to

Refund Excess Fare

Illinois

railroads,

composed of

& Alton, R. B.
Burlington & Quincy, and

solicitor of the

Chicago

S.

Scott,

general solicitor of the Chicago,
A. P.
Humburg, commerce attorney of the Illinois Central, conferred
with Edward J. Brundage, attorney-general of the state of
Illinois, on January 21 to work out the details of refunding to
the public the excess fares collected in the state since January,
This
1917, above the two cents a mile provided by state statute.
action was necessitated by the recent decision of the United
States Supreme Court declaring that the order of the Interstate
Commerce Commission in the case of the Business Men's League
of St. Louis versus the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe et al. was
not sufficiently specific to justify the application of the 2.4 cents
intrastate passenger business
throughout
interstate
rate to
According to the agreement reached at the conference,
Illinois.
the railroad.? will receive for redemption the coupons evidencing
the payiTient of excess fare, commencing at midnight January 26.
These coupons may be presented at any ticket office of the issuing
railroad and will be transmitted by the agent to headquarters
where checks will be made out promptly and sent to those asking
refunds. It is the intention of the railroads to ask the Interstate
Commerce Commission to revise its order in that case so that
the points in Illinois between which the 2.4 cents fare will apply
will be specifically defined.

Government Appeals

to

Southern Farmers

W.

G. McAdoo, secretary of the treasury and director-general of railroads, has issued a statement urging the farmers
of the southern states to raise enough food for their own
section.
Reminding them that one of the great tasks of the
to make the railroads more efficient, he tells them
that the people of the South, especially the farmers, are in
the habit of using the transportation system of the country
to a degree that is highly uneconomic and unnecessary; that

day

is

purpose of transporting food and feed from other
of the United States, because they do not produce
enough for themselves.
"Do everything possible during the next year to relieve the
strain on the railroad agencies of the Nation by producing
your own food and feed crops. The best farmers of the South
recognize the fact that it pays as a matter of good farming
to produce on each farm the hay and grain for the live stock,
all the garden products, fruit, and poultry products which are
needed by the farm, and if possible a surplus for sale in the imis,

Cars Unloaded Even After 26 Days

of the

for the

parts

mediate

vicinity.

"The growing of cotton is not to be discouraged. Every
Southern farmer should raise all the cotton that he can well
cultivate, but he should grow the hay and grain to feed his
draft animals. He should produce his own milk, butter, eggs,
poultry, fruit, and vegetables, and every city and town of
the South ought to be supplied with these commodities by
the farmers of the South. If the South can feed itself it will
release from unnecessary service in the South a vast number
of freight cars and engines and will help win the war."

The American War Truck

—There

are,

approximately, 7,500

parts in the American war truck, which weighs complete just
over four tons, and is propelled by a 58 horse-power engine,
running at 1,350 revolutions per minute.

ll

January

25,
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Local and State Taxation of Railroad Property

Commission and Court
f^

Pan

News

of a lot of cross-liei which were being treated at a
railroad's creosoting plant were intended for use outside the
New Jersey and part within the state The local
assessors attempted to impose a lax on the whole lot
The
New' Jersey Court o( Frroris and Appeals held that thii wat
in viidation of the state's riKht to tax the properly for stale
uses under the Railroad Tax Act, §1, providing that the
properly of railroad corporations used for railroad purposes
within the stale is not taxable by the local taxing district,
but by the state board of inxf. and assessments for stale
uses.
What the local
iuuld have done was lo
have ascertaineil what
these ties was intruded
stale of

<iltlMttlMIMtllHI(MMMtlll((limilllHIUmWH0

Interstate

Commerce Commission

has ai'iiroMil withi.ut licariiiK llic liling of
tariffs by K. Morris and K. H Countiss providing for increased
demtirraKc and storage charges and new rcKidations on export
1

he

coniiiiission

triffic to

North

Pacific coast ports.

.,

;

;

Personnel of Commissions
Kcar S. Straus, chairnian nt the New \ ork Stale I'liblic
Service Commission, first district, lias been reappointed, his
present term expiring on l-'ebruary 1.
Mr. Straus lias told
the ginernor that he expects to be allowed to resign as soon
as the extensive new subway construction work has been
brought near enough to completion to allow a new man to
take up the chairmanship without detriment tn the public
•

interest.

Court

News

Liability of Initial Carrier
The Iowa Supreme Court holds that wlicrc

a shipper conLouis, and the wood was later
consigned to the shipper at Philadelphia, the shipper's claim
for conversion by the final carrier at Philadelphia waived any
right based on conversion at St. Louis by the reconsignment,
and ratified the reconsignment.
Adams Seed Co. v. Chicago
Great Western (Iowa') 165 N. W. 367.
Decided December
10 1917

signed

wood

to itself at St.

Failure to Stop at Flag Station
a passenger train, the North Carolina Supreme
Court holds that recovery cannot be had tor failure to stop
flap
at a
station on signal of one desiring to take passage;
and if it was a passenger train nothing more than actual
damages can be recovered, unless the engineer actually saw
the signal or with reasonable care ought to have seen it. .\fter
the failure of a train to stop at a flag station on the signal of
a woman, she, instead of waiting for another train or proceeding by a highway, needlessly attempted to walk to her
destination on the track and fell into a cattle guard.
It was
held that the failure to stop at the station was not the proximate cause of her injuries and she could not recover therefor.
Brown v. Linville liiver (N. Car. I 94 S E. 431. Decided
.

nless

it

December

was

5.

to be used outside of N>
..1
what proportion within
the stale and to levy the L.e.il tax accordingly. The fact that
that ininht have been diflicult to do was no justification for
P. & K. v. Woodbridge (N. J) 102 All 392.
their action.

Decided November

21.

1917.

Act of God and Delay

in

Transportation

The Indiana Appellate Court holds

that where a piano was
shipped to a point 163 miles distant, and 15 days later, when
standing in a yard, it was damaged by the Dayton flood, the
proximate cause was the act of God, and not the carrier's delay,
and the carrier was not liable. The court thus stated its views
on the much debated question as to whether an act of God exonerates a carrier for delay.
Two conflicting rules have been

established in different jurisdictions:
(1) In several stales it
is held that the act of God completely exonerates the carrier,

even thouKh there has been negligent delay in Iransportalion.
and these cases rest on the proposition that the delay is not the
proximate cause of the loss. (2) In some other stales it is held
that the act of God docs not exonerate the carrier where there
has been negligent delay in transportation, and these cases rest
on the proposition that the delay is a contributing cause, or a
concurring cause, or a proximate cause, or a concurring proximate cause. The first rule has been consistently followed by the
federal courts. The Indiana court holds that that rule is sound.
The law holds men responsible for the effects of their acts and
omissions within the sphere of human control only. An act of
God is the manifestation of a superhuman power which breaks
the chain of causation in the realm of human activity. It upsets
Bethe best-laid plans of men and spoils all their calculations.
cause its coming is beyond the scope of man's provision and its
power beyond his strength to resist, he is relieved from the consequence thereof. In the case at bar the flood was held the sole
cause of the loss of the piano. As between the delay and the
damage the relation of cause and effect did not exist. So far as
the court was aware, the question had not been previously decided in Indiana.— Chicago & Erie v. Schaff (Ind.), 117 N F
Decided December 4, 1917.
869.

1917

Change

in

Demurrage

Recent Decisions Under the
Tariff

Federal Employers' Liability Act

The

Circuit Court of Appeals. Fourth Circuit, holds that a
of demurrage charges applies after it has gone
into effect, by notice for the required time, to all cars, including those accepted for transportation before the tariff
was issued: and the optional allowance at destination is
wholly disconnected with the service of transportation.
railroad, therefore, may lawfully apply a new tariff to cars
transported before the old tariff was canceled.
The court
laid that the opposing view, to say nothing else, overlooks
the essential difference between the service of transportation,
local

tariff

A

which must be furnished and paid for, and the accommodaBroadly
tion of storage, which may or may not be provided.
speaking, the former is a right which the carrier cannot deny
or abridge, the latter a privilege which it is at liberty to accord
or refuse
One is obligatory, the other optional. The court
also holds that in the absence of anything in a demurrage
tariff, or the statute, requiring the carrier to give notice of
arrival of cars, absence of such notice does not affect the
time when the demurrage charges commence, notwithstanding notices are usually given on the day of arrival as matter
of courtesy or custom. Chesapeake etc.. Coke Co. v. Toledo
& Ohio Central. 245 Fed 917 Decided July 5. 1917.

The federal district court for the Western District of New
York holds that a railroad employee pumping water into a lank
for the use of locomotives engaged in interstate commerce is
engaged in such commerce where such use is not dependent on
remote

possibilities.

— Collins

v.

Erie, 245 Fed. 811.

The New York Court

of Appeals holds that work contributing
and integrity of an interstate railroad is a part of
such railroad's interstate commerce and no recovery could be
had under the State Workmen's Compensation .'Vet for the death
of an employee killed while moviiiig weeds along the right of
way to prevent spread of fire and slippery rails. Plass v. Central
New England (N. V.). 117 N. E., 952.
The New York Appellate Division holds that a plumber engaged in the maintenance of vvay department of an interstate
carrier, who was engaged in rr;.-,irinr ru '"^ 'fi ^ 'tatinn. r.rd was
to the safety

;

—

killed by a train while rt.
ployment, was entitled tc

Compensation

— Vollmers

,

/Xct, since 1-

New York

.\

\. Supp., 420.

The New Jersey Supreme Court holds
employed by a railroad company engaged

that a crossing

v.

.

Central, lo7

in interstate

flagman
and intra-
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commerce who was struck and killed by the engine of a
was engaged in interstate commerce.
California Supreme Court holds that the interstate transportation of mail by a railroad under a contract with the
Proceedings under
federal government is "interstate commerce,"
the California Workmen's Compensation Act sought an award for
the death of an employee of the .Vtchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
who. while delivering pouches of mail from the station at Riverhead to a train, was run down by another train. It is held no
recovery could be had under the state law.— Zenz. v. Commission
(Cal.), 168 Pac, 364,
The West Virginia Supreme Court of .\ppeals holds employees
in the machine shops of a railroad company are not engaged in
interstate commerce when pushing a carload of lumber about the
shops to the place where it is to be unloaded, the car having been
loaded at a point in the state and hauled to the shops (its point
of destination, likewise in the state), although the lumber Was
intended for use in building and repairing cars thereafter to be

Vol. 64, No. 4

state
train

Equipment and Supplies

The

used, in part, in carrying interstate

Coke Ry. Co. (W. Va.), 94

traffic.

— Barnett

v.

Coal

&

S. E., 150.

United States Supreme Court
Texas Train-Regulation Void
decision of the Supreme Court annulling, as applied
to interstate traffic, the Texas law requiring trains to be run
regardless of late connections, was noticed briefly last week,
page 186, This suit was brought by the State of Texas
against the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas to recover
penalties for the violation of an order of the State Railroad
Commission. This order required passenser trains in Texas
to start and to run on time, or not over thirty minutes late,
and not exceeding ten minutes more (at a junction) if at the

The

end of the thirty minutes a connecting train were in sight.
The trains concerned were numbers 9 and 209, received by
the defendant at Denison, about five miles south of the
Oklahoma state line. The Texas Court of Civil Appeals at
first held that the movement must be regarded as a continuous one from Kansas City and St. Louis, and that the order
did not apply to the train; but on a rehearing decided that
as the defendant took control at Denison with new crews
and engines, and could not go beyond the state line, the
movement so far as the defendant was concerned was wholly
Breaches of the order having been proved, it
intrastate.
A writ of error was
affirmed a judgment imposing a fine.
refused by the State Supreme Court. That court recognized
that the trains were interstate, but it construed the order as
applying to them none the less. The case then came before
the Supreme Court of the United States.
The Supreme Court held that the only question with which
it had to deal was whether the State Commission could intermeddle in this way, especially when there was sufficient
accommodation for local passengers independent of the through
trains.
The question was not what the State Commission might
require of a road deriving its powers from the State, with regard
to local business, but whether the order, if applied to this case,
would not unlawfully interfere with interstate commerce. On its
face the order was an interference with such commerce. It underthe time allowed for stops in the course of interstate
transit.
It was a serious interference, for it made the defendant
interstate train not starting on schedule time,
for
an
liable
when the train did not come into the defendant's hands
from another company in another state, until too late. This,
as the court understood the facts, was the train to which the

took to

fix

advertised schedule applied; and if so, the mere statement
of the result was enough to show that the burden imposed
not only was serious but was unwarranted as well as unThe suggestion that compliance with the order could
just.
have been secured by having an extra train ready to run if
the regular one was not on time was "hardly practical," and
was not an adequate answer, even in form. For the defendant
advertised, or at least had the right to advertise, the interstate train, and if it did so, would not free itself from liability
for a delay on the part of that train by oflfering another. The
court thought it plain that the order was applied in a way
that was beyond the power of the Commission and courts of
the State, and the judgment was reversed. M. K. & T. of

—

Texas

v.

State.

Decided January

14, 1918.

Locomotives
The
own

&

Phii,,\uelphi.\

Ke.\ding will build 15 locomotives in

its

shops.

The Chesapeake & Ohio

is

inquiring for a

number of

ten-

wheel switching locomotives.

The

Illinois Central, which was reported in the Railway
of November 30 as having ordered 25 switching

Age Gaacttc

locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, has
also ordered 4 Santa Fe locomotives from the same company.
The switching locomotives are superheated six-wheel locomotives and weigh 169,(X)0 lb. The Santa Fe locomotives
are also superheated and will weigh 367,0(X) lb.

MoRFOLK & Western.

—This

type locomotives reported this

company's order for 20 Mallet
as having been given to the

week

.American Locomotive Company was placed in December. Full
details concerning it and an order for 20 Mallet locomotives
given to the Baldwin Locomotive Works at the same time were
given in the list of locomotives ordered during 1917 which appeared in the Annual Statistical Number of the Railway Age.

Freight Cars
The United

States Obdn.\nce Department
on 150 ammunition cars.

is

asking prices

The American Sheet & Tin Plate Company,
is

Pittsburgh, Pa.,
inquiring for 10 50-ton, 7,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The United
400,

15-ton,

States

150,

War Department

30-ton

and 75 20-ton

has issued inquiries for
flat

cars for

service in

France.

The Vulcan

Steel Products

Co.,

for 40 box, 19 cattle, 27 flat and 13
capacity and for export to Brazil.

New York, is
gondola cars,

in the
all

market

of 28-tons

The United
cars.
this

States Navy has issued inquiries for 10 to 40 flat
The Navy has ordered 6 underframes for 30-ton box cars,
item having been incorrectly reported in last week's issue.

Passenger Cars
Steel Products Co., New York, is in the market
for 5 first-class passenger cars, 6 second-class passenger cars
and 4 combination mail and express cars for Brazil.

The Vulcan

The United Railways

of

Yucatan have ordered from

Railway Storage Battery Car Company,

the

New

York, three 55-ft.
all-steel storage-battery passenger cars, and two 27-ft. baggage
and express trailers for service between Progresso and Merida.

Miscellaneous
17 issue of Commerce Reports published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce
contains the following notice: A cablegram from Commercial
Attache William F. Montavon, at Lima, Peru, states that he
has immediate use for catalogues of railway equipment and
construction material, and requests that they be forwarded
to his office at once.

Peru.

The January

Signaling
The Central

Georgia has contracted with the General
Railway Signal Company for an electric interlocking plant at
Macon Junction to replace one recently destroyed by fire.
The machine will have 97 working levers and IS spare spaces.
All switch levers will be provided with lever lights, and an
All
illuminated diagram with 23 lights will also be provided.
track circuits will be changed from direct to alternating-current, and there Will be approach, route and section locking
on all through passenger routes.
of

January
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R.
Steel
berii

Morgan, formerly superviior of sale* for the American
Kxport Company. Woolwortli buildinK, New York, hat
appointed assistant general manafjer of sales.

J.

H. M. Aubrey,

tive

who

has served

in

various capacities with

Rubber Company and the

II. W. Johns-ManCompany, has been appointed special packing representaof the Union Supply Company with headquarters at

the tjuaker L'liy
ville

Auguiit of that year wu» made divition cnKinecr.
In 1913 he
resigned to accept the appointment as Division Engineer.
New York State Highway Department, in charse of Divition
No. 1. which consisted of ten counties adjoining New York
city.
During the past year Mr. Wait has also served as
Consulting Engineer for the U. S, Government on raniunment road construction.

News

Supply Trade

Chicago.

Frank Bartholomew, who has been erecting engineer for
Shaw Electric Crane Company for the past 20 years and
who resigned his position with that company in December.
1917. has become associated with N. B. Payne in the Havemeycr building. 25 Church Street, New York, specialist in
the

electric

cranes

R. A. Van Houten, whose appointment as vice-president
and general manager of the Sellers Manufacturing Company
with office at Chicago. III., was announced in these columns
on January 18, entered
railway service in
March, 1887, with the
Erie, serving consecu-

Frank J. Foley, formerly manager of the mining department ol the Wcstinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, on January 1. became connected with the Edison
Storage Battery Company, Urange, N. J., as manager of the
mining and traction department, with headquarters at the
main oflice in Orange. During the two years Mr Foley
was coiiiicclcd with the New York City service department
of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, he
helped install the original multiple unit control on the Brooklyn Rapid Transit system, helped install the switchboards
and turbines in the Kent Avenue power station of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit, and the turbo-gencraifir unit at the Waterside Station of the Consolidated Gas Company. New Yorlc
He then became connected with the East Pittsburgh plant of
the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, and
after attending that company's engineering sales school for
a year, was associated with the industrial sales department,
going into the mining section in 1910. in which position he
had occasion to handle electrical equipment for mines, including storage battery and trolley locomotives. In 191S Mr
Foley was promoted to manager of tlic mining section

chairman and

as

tively
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rodman on the Xew
York division tor two
years; rodman for the
chief engineer for two
years
assistant
engineer on the New York
division for seven and
;

Guy
Guy

Made Ordnance Executive
New York, heretofore chairman of
& Manufacturing Company, has been

E. Tripp

E. Tripp, of

department.
entrusted
» ith the task of supcr-

one-half years and division engineer' on the
IJelaware division for
light
one-half
and
years. In June, 1908, he

became

division

engi-

New

Jersey

neer of the

&
R.

A.

Van Houten

the
^^,,,1^.,,

Lehigh

October 15, 1912.
sales agent for the Sellers
Manufacturing Company with office at New York. After seven
months in New York, he was transferred to the sales department at Chicago, as sales agent and on April 1. 1917,
he was appointed works manager of the plant at Mayfair.
(Chicago), which position he held until January 1. 1918. on
which date his appointment, as noted above, became effective.
until

when he was appointed eastern

Edward M. Hagar, president of the American International
Steel Corporation, a subsidiary of the American International
Corporation, and former head of the Martin-Wright .Aeroplane

Company and the Universal Portland Cement Company, died
January 18. from pneumonia at his home in New York. Mr.
Hagar was born in .Salem. Mass., 45 years ago. He was educated at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology and at
Cornell. Going to Chicago, he became president of the Portland Cement Company, serving 15 years in that capacity, and
resigned to become president of the Wright-Martin Company,
He became president of the American International Steel Cor-

poration last June.

Bertrand H. Wait has entered the employ of the Portland
.Association, and on February 1 will take up his duties
with the association as district engineer in charge of the Portland Cement Association, New York office. 101 Park avenue
Mr. Wait graduated from Cornell University in 1902 with the
degree of civil engineer. In 1903 he was appointed assistant
engineer with the Rapid Transit Subway Commission. New
York, and remained on this work until 1907. when he was
transferred to the Board of Water Supply, city of New York
In 1911 he was transferred to the City .Aqueduct Department
as assistant <livision cnt'inrer of the Bronx Division, and in

Cement

vising
and stimulating
the
production of all

ordnance supplies.
The appointment of
Mr. Tripp is one of the
inijiortant steps in the re-

Lehigh

division of
Valley.
posjtjon he held

the

WcstinRhouse Electric
appointed liy the War Department, with the rank of colonel, as
chief of the production
division of the ordnance

organization of the ord-

nance bureau, announced
recently
by its chief.
General Crozier.
Mr. Tripp was selected because of his experience in the manufacture
oi munitions of all kinds,
the Westinghouse company
having
obtained
large contracts from the
Guy
Tripp
British and Russian government; immediately on
the outbreak of the European war. Mr. Tripp is credited with
bringing to the department the highest obtainable type of experience and ability to insure speedy and careful production of
munitions. The board of directors of the Westinghouse companv has given him a leave of absence for the duration of the war.

Trade Publications
Reinforcinx Bars.— The Cambria Steel Company, Philadelphia,
has issued a 24-page illustrated booklet describing the Cambria
Slick concrete reinforcing bar. This booklet contains detailed information concerning the properties of this bar and data of value
m designing structures in which it is to ht used.

—

LoNixis Cab Totx Dispute It was announced in London on
21, that the railway companies have decided not
to enforce, for the present, the toll of one penny for each
Mtions for hire. This settles a
cab entering th.
>ng. causing considerable incondispute of six n

December

'

venience to

arri-.

-rrs.
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Railway

Financial and Construction
Railway Financial News
Baltimore

&

—This

company has applied to
Commission for permission to issue

Ohio.

Public Utilities
of refunding and general

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
the

Ohio

$10,284,384

mortgage bonds.

—

& M.mne. -Attorney General Henry C. Attwill in his
annual report to the Massachusetts Legislature recommends the
state purchase of the Boston & Maine as a means of protecting
its investment in the Fitcnburg Railroad bonds.
"The Commonwealth holds $5,000,000 of bonds of the railroad acquired
in 1900 at the time of the lease of the Fitchburg Railroad to
the Boston & Maine in exchange for 50,000 shares of the common stock of the Fitchburg Railroad. Upon these bonds there
now due accrued interest amounting to about $225,000.
is
These bonds are unsecured. In order to insure that these bonds
and interest will be paid upon any sale of the road, a price
necessarily must be realized sufficient to pay at least all outstanding bonds with accrued interest, together with the floating

Boston

indebtedness.
"There are at present outstanding bonds of the Boston &
Maine amounting to $43,338,000. The locating indebtedness
amounts to $13,306,060. That a sale of the road might not
realize an amount sufficient to pay these obligations in full,
under the present financial conditions of the country, is by no
means improbable. There is no assurance of the payment of
the Commonwealth's claim in full unless some method is provided by which the Commonwealth can appear as a competitor
for the purchase of the property of the railroad in the event
of a proposed sale by the receiver."

Chesapeake & Ohio Northern. — Articles

of incorporation increasing this company's capital stock from $3,500,000 to $4,200,Maysville,
Ky.
000 were filed recently at

—

& Rio Grande. Stay of execution of judgments for
$36,515,000 granted against the Denver & Rio Grande by the
Federal courts of the Southern District of New York and of
Colorado and appointment of a receiver for that road were
asked in a petition filed January 18 in the Federal District
Court at Denver. The petitioner is the Elliot Frog & Switch
Company, of East St. Louis, 111., which asserts about $18,000
The hearing on the application for a receiver has
is due it.

Denver

been set for January

Officers

24.

Clyde West has been appointed paymaster of the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas of Texas with office at Dallas, Tex., succeeding E. E. Deisher.
C. B. Zabriskie, secretary and treasurer of the Tonopah &
Tidewater, has been elected also first vice-president with headquarters at New York City.

John T. Reid, cashier of the Atlantic Coast Line, at Norfolk, Va., has been elected treasurer with headquarters at
Wilmington, N. C.„ succeeding James F. Post, deceased.

W. G. Davison, treasurer of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle
with office at Portland, Ore., in addition to his duties as
J. C. Daries, right of way and
tax agent, will be relieved of his duties as tax agent but will perform, in addition to his duties as right of way agent, those of
sales manager of the Ruth Realty Company with office at
Portland, Ore., as before.
treasurer, will act as tax agent.

A. W. Johnston, assistant to the president of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis at Cleveland, Ohio, retired from
active service on January 1.
Mr. Johnston had been in the
service of the Nickel Plate continuously since April, 1, 1884.
born
Boston,
Mass.,
on March 4, 1853, and is a
He was
at
graduate of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology. He
entered railway service in July, 1875, as a clerk in the office
of the general superintendent of the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati
& St. Louis. He was later assistant engineer on that road,
following which he was superintendent of an industrial corporation in Arizona, chief engineer of the Toledo, Delphos &
Burlington and superintendent of the Leavenworth, Topeka
& Southwestern. On the Nickel Plate he was successively
division engineer, division superintendent, general superintendent, general manager and assistant to the president. He

was president of the American Railway Engineering Association for the year 1907-8.

Operating
C. P.

Shaughnessy has been appointed trainmaster on the

Kent division of the

Erie, with headquarters at Mansfield, O.

A. Pierson has been appointed trainmaster of the Denver
Salt Lake with office at Denver, Colo., succeeding F. B.

J.

&

Railway Construction

Miller.

—

.\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company is preparing
plans for terminal improvements at Tulsa, Okla., to cost approxi-

W. A. Couch has been appointed superintendent of the
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf with office at Arkadelphia, .Ark.,

mately $800,000.

succeeding

—

Illinois Central. This company has purchased 83 acres of
land east of its right of way and south of One Hundred and
Seventy-first street, Chicago, which will be used for new classification yards.

Philadelphia & Reading.— A contract has been given to the
William Steele & Sons Company, Philadelphia, Pa., for building
a s-teel and concrete engine house at Philadelphia, part circular
and to contain 10 stalls 90 ft. long and 6 stalls 110 ft. long, also
The latter will be
to built a machine shop of irregular shape.
130 ft. wide at one end and 156 ft. 6 in. at the other by 216 ft.
7 in. long

The cost of the work will be about $326,183.

South Mountain & Hanceville.— This company

is

building a

between Hanceville, Ala., and Stouts Mountain, six miles.
P. A. Kearny, president, and C. F. Wheelock, secretary, and chief
engineer, American Trust building, Birmingham.
line

Southern Pacific— This company plans to remodel its timber
preserving plant at West Oakland, Cal, at an estimated exThe improvement includes the reconpenditure of $350,000.
struction of the track layout, the filling of a portion of the bay
and the new installation of modexpansion
for
room
provide
to
em timber treating equipment.

J.

A. Couch.

Sisson, trainmaster of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton
at Springfield, Ohio, has been promoted to superintendent of
car service with the same headquarters.

M. M.

John M. Condon, assistant superintendent of the Mahoning
division of the Erie, with office at Youngstown, Ohio, has
been appointed superintendent of terminals, with headquarters
at Jersey City, N. J., vice Frank J. Moser assigned to other
duties.
J.

H. Johnson, trainmaster of the Northern

office at

Pacific, with
Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed assistant to

the general superintendent of the Eastern district, with headquarters at St. Paid, vice O. F. Ohlson, granted leave of

absence.
R. C. Morgan, superintendent of the Winnipeg terminal
division of the Canadian Pacific, has been appointed acting
.general superintendent of the Manitoba district with office
at Winnipeg, Man., succeeding C. Murphy who has been

assigned to special duties.
F. G. Archer, general yardmaster of the Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe at Clovis, N. M., has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Third district, Middle division, of the

&

January
St.

.'S.
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Loui* Southwestern oi Texat

arkana, Tex., effective January

witli

licaji|uarier

at

5

lex-

12.

A. E. Wallace, 'iuperinteixleiit of tlie CliicaKO, Kock Island
with otlicc at Manly, Iowa, has been appointed
I'acil'iir,
(general superintendent oi the Chicago and Marion divisions
of the Erie, with head>)uarters at CliicaKo, succeeding Franklin G. Robbina, who has entered military service.

&

I

William J. Jenks. whose appointment as general manager
Western with headquarters at Roanoke,
the Norfolk
has already lireii announced in these columns was born
on
March 21. 1870,
near Kalcigh. N. C, and
was educated in public
and private schools. lie
began railway work in
November, 1886, and
,S;

\ a

served as telegraph opat
erator and agent
various places consecutively on the Raleigh &
Xugusta .-Xir Line, now
a part of the .Seaboard
Air I.ine, the Richmond
X: Danville, now a part
)l the Southern and the
N'orfolk
& Western.

•

From January,
September,

1889, to

1901,

was successively

he
train

dcspatchcr,

chief despatcher, and car distri'''"'"
•
butor on the iVorfoIk &
Western and then to December, 1901, was chici despatclier, on the Seaboard Air Line,
In December, 1901, he was promoted to
at Savannah, Ga.
trainmaster, and from January, 1904, to March, 1908, served
as superintendent on various divisions of the same road.
From March, 1908, to May, 1912, he was chairman of. the Car
MIoiment Commission, of the Norfolk & Western, and then
December, 1912, was superintendent of the Pocahontas divi^lon of the same road.
In December, 1912, he was promoted to
ijcneral superintendent, of the western general division with
headquarters at Bluctield, W. Va., which position he held until
his recent appointment as general manager of the same road as

^

•
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tian^poriation in
alil<jriiia,
Louisiana and Texaa
On
.\ugusl I. 1917, he was pruiiioird to asiiislant superintendent
with headquarters at Fl I'atu, lex., which position he held
until his appointment as noted above, effective December 1.

tji

1

R.

Barry, divi»ion superintendent of the Southern Pacific,
with headquarlcrii at Auttin, Tex., hat been trani>
ferred to the Galveston division of the Galveston, llarritburg & San .Vntonio and the Tcxai & New Orleans, with
olTice at Houston, Tex, succeeding W. L. Cox.
L, H. Cecil,
general superintendent of the Louisiana & PaciTic and super
intcndrnt of the Lake Charles & Northern with headquarlert
at De Kitter, I. a, has brrn appointed superintendent of the
second division of the Houston & Texas Central with office
at Atisiin, Tex., succeeding Mr. Barry.
J,

Texas

lines,

F. B. Miller, whose appointment as general tuperinlendeni
of the Colorado, Wyoming & Eastern with headquarters at
Laramie, Wyo., was announced in these columtis on January

was born at Galesburg, III, on September 28, 1866. He
began his railway career as a rodman and brakcman on the
4,

&

Peoria
service

yardmaster and superintendent on the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy; from 1907 to 1912, he was superintendent on the
Colorado Midland; and from that date to 1913 he was superintendent on the Denver & .Salt I^ke, resigning in the latter
From 1915 to 1916 he was aayear to engage in farming.
sistant superintendent of the Moflat I'oal Company and in
1917 returned to the Denver & Salt Lake as trainmaster,
serving

in

"%

columns

on

_

^1
^fc^
^^BbB^ h^
^^^B^C ^* V
I

j^L.

^Hj^E.^
i^^^^^

^^L^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
.^^^^^B^^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^B^^^^^^^^v

from
at Ottawa, Ont..
1898 to 1900 and business college at Ottawa
during 1900.
He entered
the service of the Great
Northern on July 10,
1901,
its

and

employ

tember

1,

remained in
until Sep-

1905, serving

clerk, stenographer
and telegraph operator

as

the ofRce

the

dcspatcher

was born

River, Iowa,

November

in

II.

1884.

at

on
His

Burlington &
a water boy
with the bridge and
department.
building

Chicago,

Quincy as

^

While
he

c. o.

in

that

position

telegraphy

learned

and on July 1, 1901, he
was promoted to agent
anil operator, which po-

4

attended

the Collegiate Institute

^1^^^^^
^m^

^^B

He

1884.

Grand

18,

railway career bef^an on
June 1, 1900, when he

^

December 28, was born at
Navan, Ont., on August
6,

^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^

uary

was employed by the

E. A. O'Donnell, whose appointment as superintendent 01
terminals of the Southern Pacific at Houston. Tex., was
these

was announced

HI.,

these columns on Jan-

above noted

in

that capacity until his appointment as noted above.

C. O. Bradshaw, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Illinois and the Racine & Southwestern divisions of the
I'hicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul with headquarters at Savanna.

1

mentioned

F'armington, in June, 1884. In 1885, he entered the
the St. Louis Southwestern, serving as train

of

baggageman and freight conductor. From 1886 to 1907, he
was employed as brakeman, conductor, trainmaster, general

until
siti.iii
he
held
July 14, 1902, when he
resigned to enter the
service of the Great

Br«d>h.«

Northern. He remained
with that road until
August 1, 1917, serving consecutively as operator, dcspatcher,
assistant chief despatches chief dcspatcher and trainmaster.
He was appointed transportation inspector by the Special
Committee on National Defense at Washington. 1) C. on
August 1, 1917, in which capacity he remained until November
inspector of transportation of
5, 1917, vvhen he was appointed
headquarters at
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul with
'"18.
'Chicago, III, which position he held until Jn
'•cabo\
noted
as
appointment
on which date his
.cd
He succeeded G. R. Morrison, who ha~
tive.
;1
I'.i
to duties with the legal department of the St
-

^^^^^^ ^^^^r

^^kJB^
^^^^^
E.

A.

O'Donnall

Havre.

From

to
1905.
October
September 15, 1906, he
traffic
was clerk in the
the
of
department
Southern Pacific at Los

Angeles, Cal
In the subsequent lour months he was a clerk
with the Cananea Consolidated Copper Company at Cananea
and Senora, Mexico.
From January 2, 1907, to August 1,
1917, he was with the Southern Pacific consecutively as secretary to the superintendent and to the general superintendent,
yard clerk, switchman, yardmaster. trainmaster and inspector

•

Traffic

W.

J.

freight

Doyle was appointed general agent in the general
department of the St. Louia Southwestern of Texas

at Dallas.

Tex

,

effective

December

I.

Chicago.
H. H. Hunkina, district passenger agent of the
transMilwaukee & St. Paul at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been
ferred to Chicago.

III.,

as city passenger agent.
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E. C. Newman, city passenger agent of ihe Illinois Central
Memphis, Tenn., was appointed district passenger agent
with the same headquarters, effective December 1.
at

S. C. Frost,

&

Lake

Salt

passenger and freight agent of the Los Angeles
Ocean Park, Cal., has been appointed comCal., succeeding W. H. Lee.

Vol. 64,

at Norfolk, and Randolph B. Cooke, freight
New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, has been
appointed division freight and passenger agent of the New
York, Pbiladelphia & Norfolk, with headquarters at Norfolk.

solicitor of the

at

Payne, assistant freight traffic manager of the Texas
& Pacific, with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., has been appointed traffic assistant to the receivers, effective February 1.

Ralph H. Wallace, general passenger agent of the Erie, with
headquarters at New York, in addition to his present duties
will in future have direction of the suburban passenger traffic.

&

Alton at
C. E. Norris, traveling agent of the Chicago
freight and
Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed division
passenger agent at Mexico, Mo., succeeding J. E. Fish, who
was appointed local agent at Peoria, 111., effective January 16.
general traffic manager of the Evansville &
Indianapolis with headquarters at Terre Haute, Ind., resigned
and the office was abolished, effective December 1. E. P.
Lowery has been appointed general freight and passenger
agent with office at Terre Haute, Ind.
J.

S. Talbot,

F. Osborne, commercial agent of the Missouri, Kansas
of Texas at Denison, Tex., has been transferred to
D. Allen, travelling
Dallas, Tex., succeeding L. T. Fowler.
J.

& Texas

with headquarters at Chicago,
commercial agent at Denison to

freight agent

appointed
Osborne.

Neal M. Leach, general
cific,

with headquarters at

that

position

J.

W.

H.

traffic

New

on February

Steele

1,

to

has been
succeed Mr.

111.,

manager of the Texas & PaOrleans. La., will retire from
become vice-president of the

Com-

pany, engaged in freight
steamship
forwarding,
chartering, etc., with ofat

fices

also

Engineering and Rolling Stock

at

Couch has been appointed master mechanic of the
Memphis, Dallas & Gulf with office at Nashville, Ark., sucL. F.

ceeding F.

J.

Sears.

W.

O. Galbreath has been appointed chief engineer of the
Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf with office at Muskogee, Okla.,
succeeding N. C. Van Natta.
Daniel Sinclair, road foreman of engines of the Northern
Pacific, with office at Glendive, Mont., has been appointed fuel
supervisor, with headquarters at Glendive.
J. M. Roeschlaub, resident engineer on the Denver & Salt
Lake with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been appointed
chief engineer with the same headquarters.

F. T. Mumma, electrical engineer in charge of the electric
sub-stations of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul main line,
has been appointed superintendent of the telegraph and telephone department on the Anchorage division, of the Alaska
Railways, succeeding Herbert Gaytes, resigned.
for the past three years member of
Engineering Commission, operating the government railroad in Alaska, has been recalled from Alaska by
the War Department to engage in railroad work in France,
William Gerig consulting engineer for the past two years of
the Alaskan Engineering Commission has been appointed
engineer in charge of the Anchorage division of the Alaska
Railways.

Major Frederick Mears

the

Alaskan

Purchasing
A. Gerrard has been appointed material agent and assistant
purchasing agent of the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf with
office at Muskogee. Okla.

New Orleans;
New York and

Mr.
places.
Leach was born on Sepwas
and
tember 14, 1869,
at

4

headquarters

mercial agent at Santa Ana,
J. B.

No

other

educated
tucky
ington,

railway

with

at

University,

He

Ky.

work
an

in

Obituary

KenLexbegan

Joseph Hunter Garahty died at his home in Chicago on
January IS. Mr, Garahty was the purchasing agent of the
old Columbus, Hocking Valley & Toledo and latei of the
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis. A number of years
ago for some time after leaving railroad service he was associated with the Griffin Wheel Company, Chicago, following which he engaged in the development of large bituminous
coal mines in the Middle West. About 10 years ago he sold
his coal interests and retired from active business.

1886,

engineering

corps of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, and from 1887
to 1894 he was consecutively clerk in the pur-

chasing and commissary
the
of
departments
Queen & Crescent Route.
From 1895 to 1897 he
served as chief of the

n.

m.

Leach

commissary department and paymaster of the Q. & C. R., and
then to 1901 as commercial agent of the New Orleans & Northeastern, Ihe Alabama & Vicksburg, and the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, at New Orleans, La. From 1901 to March, 1905,
he was general agent of the Mobile & Ohio, at the same place,
and in March, ISOS, was promoted to assistant general freight
On February 1, 1908, he was appointed general freight
agent.
agent of the International & Great Northern at Palestine, Tex.,
and from May to August, 1911, he was traffic manager of the
International & Great Northern, and Texas & Pacific, with office
From August, 1911, to September, 1913,
at San Antonio, Tex.
,

he served as assistant to the president of the International &
Great Northern and as traffic manager of the Texas & Pacific,
with office at New Orleans, and since September, 1913, as general traffic

manager of the Texas

&

Pacific.

of Robert C. Wright, traffic manager of the
Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at Philadelphia,
Pa., has been extended over the New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk; R. B. Cooke, traffic manager of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk with office at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed assistant to the traffic manager of the Pennsylvania
Railroad and of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, with

The authority

James F. Post, treasurer of the Atlantic Coast Line, with
headquarters at Wilmington, N. C, died on January 5, at
his home in that city.
He was born in February 1851, at
Wilmington and began railway work in August 1871, as a
In 1886 he was
freight clerk on the Wilmington & Weldon.
appointed assistant treasurer of the same road, the Wilmington, Columbia & Augusta, and the Central Railroads and
from 1887 to 1900, served as secretary of the same roads,
From
all of which now form part of the Atlantic Coast Line.
.\pril, 1900, to November, 1902, he was secretary and treasurer
of all the roads in the Atlantic Coast Line System, and since
the latter date was treasurer of the same system.

F. M. Luce, treasurer of the Association of Transportation
and Car Accounting officers from 1904 to December, 1916,
and formerly auditor of car accounts on the Chicago & North
Western and since connected in an advisory capacity with the
transportation department of that road, died at Chicago on January 22, at the age of 72. From 1872 to 1899 he was general
car accountant of the Chicago & North Western and later be-

came auditor of car accounts. He was the originator of the
"Luce System of Car Accounts" now in use on many railroads.
At the time of his death he was superintendent of car service
of the Menasha Wooden Ware Company and the Two Rivers
Wooden Ware Company; and was treasurer of the Central &
Western .^ssociation of Car Service Officers
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li.i«

It

rociit

lirt-ii

a»unuil

loiitnil,

iin.

Who

ihai uiiiK-r

tlireitor-jti-iuTiil

llic

ou
11
Shall

''"^

ilii-

ol

luw

|Kilii\

r.iilmads

novi-rn-

oi

wuuld have

sanu- aulhiiriiv over railway rccula•

,

.

lion as over railway inanaKcnu'iit.

Fix Railway

ubonu-

>tate

rominen e

Coiiiinission sliould

allowed to continue to

fix

For the [Hiwer to rej;ulale rates is the [lower to control
inj;s
earnings; and the jxiwer to control earnings would he, while

government guaranteed the companies' return, the power
a railway deficit which the government would have
pay
from the puhlic treasury.
It would seem that the
to
janie goveniment official who is charged with responsibility

the

to create

and operating management

of the railraids

should also be given authority over the fixing of their rates.
An iiidef>endent official or commission possessing the ratemaking autliority would be able to embarrass and hamper the
dirivtor-general in many ways.
On the irtlur hand, if the

given piowcr to

is

fix

rates

it

douiitless will

him to exercise it on the advice of the InterCommerce Commission. The commission is the counmost important railway regulating liody; and while the
dirci tor-general should control the general level of rates, the
""^mission's views as to the way in which they should —
ii-d in relation to each other sliould carry very great
be desirable for

ftate

try's

1

If

ever a

man on

General McAdcx),

a new job had worse luck than Directorwe have never heard about him. The railroads have now been operated under

f\
V,
Une %ji
Month
of Government

^,^

McAdoos

direction a

little

over a

There is always likely to be
'' '^^** '' temporary decline in morale
Control
and efficiency in any business followLhange oi management. If, therefore, there had been
loss of efficiency immediately after Mr. McAdoo took
it would not have l>een surprising.
But the directorhas had something worse than some loss of morale
iggle against.
Never in the history of this country, we
oupposc, has there been a January throughout which weather
conditions were more unfavorable to satisfactory railroad opn than they were during the month which ended yesEven if there had been merely a nonnal traffic to
-Ic, the railways would have had difficulty in handling
"t; and the traffic was abnormal in ix)th size and comjilexity.
Thr^ who during this trying period have visited Mr. Mc> office regularly know that he and his assistants have
as hard as men can work: and they have received as
ind energetic support as railway officers and employees
^ive them, in the circumstances: but no loyalty, energy
-kill can do more than minimize the effects of a succesiioa of terrible northern blizzards.
Mr. McAdoo hasn't had
» square deal from the weather man.
The weather man also
i

We

Rovemmcnt official.
suggest that the t>est solution
problem of railroad operation during February might
be for rre.-ident \\ ilson to direct the weather man to get his
orders during that month from the dire« tor-general of railroads.
The secretary of the lrea-;urv w,i- a|>no'nled dire, tora

•

III

and

the railroads.

legibly

If

written,

a

and mistakes

read;

train-order
in

reading

'<""'c<ti<.ii

Train-Order

faint

or

likely

is

have
with

dimmed

to

usually

occurreti

in

penmanship or

jxwr
or

be corrcitly

blurred lopies

—

Form

though how men who are competent to
run a train can ever take the risk of
19
accej)ting anything but
the clearest
wording must always remain a puzzle.
When not li-gibly
written an order brings trouble, if not danger; and tlu>sc
first three words
"if legibly written," constitute an important if in the recommendation, printed on another page,

—

for the universal delivery of train orders without retjuiring
the conductor to sign a receipt.
The argumenU for the
use of Form 19 which have been published during the past

few years have a convincing sound, yet many roads continue
them; can it be that this extreme cautiousness is
due to a feeling that a good many operators ought to l)e
reijuired to reform their chirography jjefore they can safely
be trusted to impress an order on a conductor's mind without reading it to him aloud?
To throw some light on this
to ignore

Railuny Agr would like to print fac-similes of
some well-written train orders, and this is an invitation to
any reader to send to the Editor, at New York, any original
orders, dated prior to February 1, which would illustrate
good and satisfactory practice. Orders copied by a slovenly
hand have often been exhibited; it will be encouraging i(
subject the

.<ome of the opposite kind can be shown.
.^Iso, let us have
some typewritten orders.
To what extent are tyi>ewriters
used at stations for writing train orders?

month.

1

n

the

has

Ix-

railway rates

This raises tlie intere.-tinj! and im|«jrtant
as 111 the |)a>t
question whether any jjovemment official or hody except the
diricior-general should lie allowed to control railway eam-

director-general

n.i

arc contcndiiit;, liowi-vcr, that the Inter-

Rates'

lor the financial

general partly to co-ordinate the treasury d(
railroads.
I he
most important neetl thus
U'en more co-ordination Ix-tween the weatln

•

of the
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The
in

drastic" action of the

[irohibiting the
y

,

.

.

industrial

Fuel

Conservation

Inited States fuel admini.<trator
industrial use of coal for five days, except
in
those
industries
absolutely
e.s.^ential to the continuance of our national life, has brought
ou^n«^*'

of the

citizen.

The

fuel

home

the seri-

situation to every

present

situation

is

m

lesson in the need for conservation which should not go unheeded, and any plan which offers the [Kissibility of a material saving in the use of fuel should be given the most
thoughtful consideration.
In a pajxT pre.*ented by David
Moffat Myers before the last annual mci-ting of the .American Society of Mechanical Engineers, an abstract of which
will be found on another page of this issue, the amount
of fuel wasted in the production of steam which may practicably be prevented by a campaign of education, is estimated
to be 1,000.000 car loads a year.
The relief that such a reduction in the coal requirements of the country would offer
to" the railroads in the present congestion and shortage of
railroad facilities is clearly indicated by the author in his
statement that it is nearly equal to the annual coal carrying capacity of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Of course, such
a plan would be of very little value as a mean- of remedyshortage
of
fuel
existing
at the prc'^ent time.
ing the acute
.-VniithiT winter is romini:. howivcr. .nnd thi ri
no rr.ison
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to believe, with

many

of the activities essential to the con-

duct of our share of the world war just getting well started,
that a reduction of 1,000,000 cars in the coal consumption
of the country would leave any of our transportation faciliThe number of cars and locomotives which can
ties idle.
be added to the resources of the railroads during the coming
year will not be sufficient to provide a reserve large enough
to insure that under adverse weather conditions, congestion
and shortage may not again he encountered.

Vol. 64, No.

men who had a much
will never know what

greater need for the increase, probably
the

Eight-Hour Commission has found

out about those disputed questions after an exhaustive inBut those who will have an opvestigation of the subject.
portunity to see the report, an abstract of which is published
elsewhere in this issue, will be interested to note that most
of the claims made by the railroads during the long controversy ha\-e been sustained, while most of those made by the
The report says that the
other side have been refuted.
eight-hour day, as a measure of a day's work jor the purpose

reckoning compensation for certain classes of railroad
employees, has become an established fact, and that while
the law has had some effect in reducing the actual hours
of work, chieily in yard service, in road service the reduction
in hours has been slight and the principal effect has been
The commission also estimates that the into raise wages.
crease in expenses caused by the law amounts to over $61,000,000 annually, which is about the same as the estimate
made by the railroads in advance. To what extent economies
may be introduced to offset this increase in expense, the
of

the Railroad Committee of the Investment
Bankers' .Association, a part of which is printed elsewhere
in this issue, was made before the apFor the
pointnient of Mr. McAdoo as director

The

report

of

.general of railroads, but
o^ study and discussion.

Protection of

Bondholders

it

worthy

is

The

idea on
that the

whicli the report is based is
should favor the formation of a bondholders'
protective committee at the time tiaat an issue and sale of
bonds is made, this committee to employ an expert to
continuous!}- keep tab on the management of the railroad
The association referred the report back
selling the bonds.
Government control
to the committee for further study.
in any case would have made a restudy of these suggesIt is interesting, however, to note that
tions necessary.
some of the tendencies of thought in regard to railroad
financing which are indicated in this report have been

association

quite clearlv expressed in the discussions at Washington
which have taken place following the President's proclamation

made
huge

announcing

government

control.

Mr.

McAdoo

has

perfectlv clear that he recognizes and respects the
stake which the creditors of the railroads have in
it

It is hardly
their proper management and maintenance.
conceivable that when the railroads are turned back to their
owners (the stockholders), many of the old theories of the
rights of the controlling interests among the stockholders

finance the road primarily or solely in their
own interests, will have survived. Happily, even before government control the call of patriotism had gone far toward

to

manage and

making

this type of

seem highly probable

would
the readjustments which take

management unfashionable.
that in

It

place after the war, bondholders' (the railroads' creditors')
The Investment
interests will receive very full recognition.
Bankers' Association's committee report, therefore, may very
profitablv be studied both by railroad men and bankers and
the comrnittee should, and presumably will, welcome suggestions, especially

from practical railroad men.

all the commotion caused during most of the year
1916 and the early part of 1917, in the public press, in
Congress, and elsewhere, by the deReport of the
mands of the four brotherhoods of railroad train service employees for an
Eight-Hour
eight-hour day and their threats to
Commission
strike if they didn't get it, it seems
rather strange that practically no attention has been paid to
the report of the Goethals commission appointed by the President under the Adamson law to observe its operation and
The report was submitted to Congress and the Preseffects.
ident last week but the newspapers carried but a few lines
on it and many failed entirely to notice it. Most of those
•who believed the impassioned statements of brotherhood
leaders that they were seeking a reduction in hours rather
than higher wages, or of those who believed the statements
of the railroads that the eight-hour day in train service
would be impracticable and that the Adam.son law would
merely increase the wages of the highest-paid railroad employees, while decreasing by that much the ability of the
roads to pay a more adequate compensation to some of their

After

While the report is by no
report says, cannot be stated.
means conclusive, and the commission itself states that it
was not possible to make authoritative findings as to the
ultimate effects of the eight-hour standard work day because
during the period of its study were in many
it contains a wealth of valuable information on many disputed questions as to wages and conditions
If it be claimed that the results predicted
of employment.
for the law were not fulfilled only because of the stubbornness of the railroads it may be remarked that the brotherhoods in their latest demands, presented to the railroads and
now under consideration by the Railroad Wage Commission,
have not asked for a real eight-hour day but a still further
increase in wages.
conditions

respects abnormal,

A

Great Opportunity

for

Public Service

THE

OFFICERS AND EMPLOi-EES of the railways of the
United States have at this time the most splendid oppor-

tunity to render a great public service that they ever had.
Furthermore, the conditions are such that they should be

more disposed than they usually would be
together in rendering

to

work

cordially

it.

There has been in the past much friction between the managements and certain classes of employees. This has been
mainly due to controversies over wages and conditions of
employment. All wage questions having now been referred to
a government commission, the main cause of friction has been
removed for the period of the war.
When in the past the operating officers have tried to increase efficiency, many employees have been luke-warm because, whether with good ground or not, they have felt that
increased efficiency would mean fewer jobs for employees
and more profits for the company. No employee can now
have any such reason for refusing to co-operate in all efforts
to increase efficiency.

men

as

it

needs.

No

No company now

can get as many

increase in efficiency will

now add

to

the profits of any company, for under the guarantee plan, no
matter what a railway's net earnings are, its owners will get
the same amount of money. Every increase in efficiency will
It will benefit the public
benefit the public, and it alone.

by causing more freight and passengers to be hauled for
It will also benefit the
commercial and military purposes.
public either by reducing the deficit or increasing the surplus
the government will have after paying the companies the
amounts guaranteed them.
There never was in the past and let us hope there never
will be again
a time when the government and the people
of the United States needed the very most efficient service
which railway officers and employees could render as much

—

—

-

.
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as they do nuw. This wur is an economic as well as a mili1...1.11.
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tary contest. rerhaf>> " -v.i. n^.r
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aely

1.

v
of tilings (he industii.
de|H-ndt'nt on the aiiiuuiit ui truii>^uiiaUuu ihc railro.tii> can
provide,
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'I; therefore .Vnieriiaii industry has been
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(|uile

s[)etialiies

freight cafK, u con«>idcrable (|uantity of parts and
for which have U-cn obtained in the United

States.

The
tere-'t,

project

v\ill

however,
.•Vustralia

ti.inr.

n

U-

;.Mril(

will.

.1

ni.,i,

il,.,n

..niin.its

Jn-

In-cau-'

imw

•

down.
A continuaiue 01 conditions
w:
-sm' drastically to restrict production
l\- cause economic, and may
cause military disaster.
can say just how much the efficiency of railway
opcr.itu 11 can "still In* increased.
But in spite of all that
ha^ Ix-tn done in the past, it must he possihle to make substantial further increases
Doubtless some will be secured
•s a result of plans beinc; worked out under the supervision
of the dinttor-Rcncral of railroads.
Hut it will take time
to perfect and carr>- out these plans.
Meantime, the fate of
the railrfvids. and the fate of the countr)''s commerce and its
ii';, are largely in the hands of railway officers
wafor'

It

i

an^:

^^.;

..

self-respect, patriotism,

demand

that in this

every railway oliicer and employee shall, if possible,
do more than ever to increase railway efficiency. The couneconomic welfare, its militar>' effectiveness abroad,
tr)''s
crisis

I.r.li

riu
thrciu.
,

ccmnecl'"

v.
j

L'ai'e

btlt

1

Commiinwi
has

tiius

f,ii

gage for
been meant
in.

Uit- 1 ran.^ontinental wiU ix, and
to be, a strong factor in favor rf

ment as the standard.

The

effect of

world's standard l)y the comniercially
portant Transcontinental will
those in .America wiio have v
'

•

tl
;i]
'

•

vantage of our nation-wide s.
as perfected on the basis of our M. L. B. standardv
1.

depend upon them to an extent which hardly could be exagLet them forget all meaner thoughts, and, to ser\'e

gerated.

their countrv in this great crisis, strive together as thev never
h.l

i,.f,.re

Store-Door Delivery

in

New

York City

THK DIRECTORS of the Merchants' Association of New
have started

The Australian Transcontinental
.ARTICLE on the Tran.scontinental Railway of Australia
which will be found on another page of this issue should

TiiK

American railway and supon the Baghdad Railway which ap-

\e of even greater interest to

men than

the article

week's issue.
It will be read with interest
by raihvaymen because the conditions met in the railway's
|.<..ired

in

last

and the oix;rating problems which will iiave to
be solved are somewhat similar to our own.
For railway
supply men it will prove of interest because in the railway's construction there were used various kinds of American equipment such as the "notion'' in the form of the
track-layer s|x)kcn of, and because on the cars and kx-omotives there will lye used many American parts and specialconstruction

ties.

The time has now come,

railway supply

in

fact,

when

the .\merican

man must

look towards Australia with a
any time in the past. The
Au.«frali;in railway managements have from time to time
iiime
bouL'ht
supplies from concerns in this countr)-.
They
have li;i(l to buy more since it became impossit^lc to receive

a general

a

movement

store-door

delivery

•

j-

serN

;

freight arriving in Manhattan, an.
considerable prospect of success. Suchanachu\
be a notable event, for the problems to be met

i

j-

..

and

difficult.

"Store-door deliver)" means a good deal
appears on the surface.
In such a cor
lower Manhattan it means the saving oi

more

than

•

a large proportion of the freight,

means a decided economy

and

1:

in the cost of truckiii.

lost motion can be done away with.
The .1
and under ordinary- circumstance
mountable.
Who shall do the business? At
How can the necessarj- monopoly be maintained

ordinary- times

i.ii;,«i,i-

of a somewhat radical character would l>e necessary.
Claims that rates were too high would probably be brought
licfore the state or federal commissions ever)- day in the year.
tion

deliveries

Even the well-settk-d legal principle that a railroad
grant a hack-monopoly at a passenger station
in tlic courts, in one place or another, ever)
Outside rival truckmen would have to be all.
deal of freedom.
But in the present stress,

that there will

merchant

greater degree of interest than at

from England, and there is good reason to believe
be an increasing business in railway supplies
after the war.
On the one hand. England will be hard
pu-shed to supply her many other markets the world over,

and on the other there is evident in Australia a keen interest
in our own ^[. C. B. standards and a realization of how
Biuch Australian operating conditions are like our own.
The Transcontinental Railway is the first to span the
.Australian continent.
It has Iteen built by the Commonwealth

contradistinction to Australia's other railways which are separate systems owned and of)erated by the
it.self

in

states.
The line has cost S.>4.000,000, and is intended for
high speed commodious service. Australians, like Americans,
being inveterate travelers and extremely desirous of comfort
and convenience. The line has a tremendous strategic importance from the militar>- point of view, but it also trav-

erses

a territory whose commercial possibilities arc much
greater than has generally Ifcen realized.
For the line there
have been ordered 73 locomotivc5. 4.? passcnccr rnr- :inil not

York

'

to so

may

'

;

is

suffering very-

and
and of

will disappear;

the railrfKuis
the

director

doubt, to a]
of the railfc

if

ro>;tlv

dchiv?,

!

rri::

i'

the

-'

—

it would the road?
is a main objctt to \x sought and an
appeal to him is, therefore, in ever}' way legitimate. He can
intrndurc chances which in a less strenuous time would, no
doult. lo ^iiljict to varied criticism and to interminable
dcla\> in till- rniir'Tin- nport of
A-d on
another pa'j'
I
ru' king?" is an-

of course,

i

;

.
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present owner.s of the teams and other facilities can agree to
con.'^olidate their energies and their capital, under conservaIt is
tive management, no better thing could be desired.
understood that a sufticient number of the truckmen of the
city are already favoring the plan to assure a successful

There are more than a hundred of them, not counting
the multitude of smaller establishments, and the task of
arousing tlie co-operative spirit is by no means a simple one
but the Merchants' Association and those working with it
have done much already. The term "pooF' is used only in
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Letters to the Editor

start.

its

theoretical

division of

sense;

traffic.

the

more exact

definition

would

The proposal contemplates zones

be,

of rail-

road stations and zones of stores and factories, each zone to
be assigned to a single trucking concern. Actual payments
of surplus earnings by one concern to another would not,
probably, be necessary; satisfactory benefits should accrue to
all interests without carrying the scheme that far.
As to rates to be charged for trucking, there will have to
be a comprehensive and stable tariff, of course, and the
The state and
director-general will have to prescribe it.
federal commissions, stopping to listen to a swarm of obmake
half
just
a year
to
up their minds
jectors, would take
assuming that they felt legally authorized to act and
Moreover,
relief is needed without any unnecessary delay.
the tariffs, at first, would have to rest on a rather arbitrary
basis, for the calculation of the costs of the different kinds
of wagon-service might require a good deal of experimental

—

—

Green Firemen

— One Out of Three
New York

To THE

City.

Editor:

For many of the positions in the operating department of
it is necessary, under the presemploy a new man every ten weeks, or five
a condition which would be startling if we
This high per.stopped to realize it in its full meaning.
centage of resignations is, no doubt, familiar to readers of
the Railway Age; it was published in the issue of January 4,
page 89. And this dilution of the quality of tlie personnel
the railroads of the countr)'

ent stress, to
times a year;

(as a matter that rightfully may be
is not to be put aside
neglected) on the ground that the figures represent only an
average; or because the totals include trackmen and freighthouse men whose work, for the most part, can be performed
The
with some degree of efficiency even by a green man.
conditions are deplorable in important branches of work
directly affecting the prosecution of the war.
On one of the trunk lines, no less than thirty-two per cent
of the locomotive tiremen now in the service went to work,

work.

absolutely without experience, within the last four months.

For the protection of the monopoly (as well as for the
maintenance of rates) dependence would have to be placed
on the iron hand of the director-general. Trucks not subject
to rigid discipline would have to be kept out of the freightConsignees would have to accept freight somestation piers.

Of about fifteen hundred employees in one large locomotive
and car repair shop, forty-three per cent have been employed

times at the cost of a little inconvenience, in order not to
Everj'body would have to
clog the delivering machinery.
do his best to promote the scheme for the general good, even
if

at his own loss.
Now, when we have

a transportation dictator, and when
disposed to do his best to hold up the hands of
a dictator, would seem to be the right time to try this experiThe single objective, to save one day's time on
ment.
thousands of shipments, is alone well worth all the expendiBecause of the magniture necessary to effect this reform.
tude of the problem and the varied and conflicting interests
involved, such a bold venture, in ordinary times, would
require not only a genius but a prodigious expenditure of
time and labor, and would involve no one knows how much
delay; but when people are anxious about their daily bread,
and are in danger of freezing, bulls are being taken by
The federal and
the horns every day; and are vanquished.
state authorities (represented by Messrs. Harlan, Whitney
and Donges) have already been interested; and Mr. McAdoo
knows how to listen to a thing of this kind intelligently.

everybody

•

5

And,

is

finally,

the immediate arrangements are in the

hands

manager

of the

of a veteran railroad officer, J. C. Lincoln,
Merchant?" Association's traffic bureau.

New

Books

Selected Bibliography on Ports and Harbors.

Comfilcd by

IV. J

144 pages, 6 in. x 9 i)i. Bound in paper. Published
by the American Association of Port Authorities. 110 JVest
Fortieth street, Nczv York City. Price SI.

Barney.

fairly complete list of articles and
books, published during the past ten years, concerning port?
and harbors; and it deals with prints in the English. French,
German, Italian, Spanish and Portuguese languages. The
researches of the compiler have covered administration, laws,

This book contains a

finance,

equipment and engineering.

within the last three months.
As has been said in connection with our five-day suspension of business to see if a little coal can be accumulated,
the American people can adjust themselves to anything. Some
local freight agents in and near large cities have learned
how to get cars loaded, with a tolerable degree of efficiency,
by gangs of men containing many individuals who have had
only one day's experience and others whom it is safe to bid
good-by, on the certain assumption that at the end of the
day they will ask to be paid off. All things are possible.
But the lesson is there, just the same. Mr. Basford and
others have told of the virtues of systematic education and
the value of a general apprentice system; but here we go
on in apparent utter obliviousness to his teaching. The editorial columns of your paper have rung with warnings against
the danger of running trains without two first-class men in the
cab of the locomotive; yet here we see evidence that hundreds
of locomotives have only one man competent to deal with
the varied emergencies that are liable at any time to arise
in train operation.
As I have said, we can adjust ourselves
to anything.
It is true, without doubt, that our best conductors and enginemen can get a train over the road, when
they set themselves resolutely to accomplish the task, with
crews whose ignorance is mountainous.
All credit to such
skilful operating men.
Emergencies arise where, but for
their ingenuity and fidelity, our transportation machine
would break down. \\'ithin the last month there have been
great numbers of such emergencies.
But what I am driving
at is that we have no right to tolerate this condition a single
day beyond the time necessary to cure it.
To have competent men it is essential not only to pay
adequate wages but also to train beginners as long as may
be necessary.
To have first-class firemen today men had to
iiegin their course of education two years ago.
We cannot
set the calendar back two years, or even two days; but there
remains the duty to begin.
War-time pressure does not
e.xcuse neglect of this duty.
To begin two years behind time
i? humiliating, but it is the only way out.
It is better to
begin two years too late than two years and one day
tod late.
I.

D.

W.

Senate and House Committee Railroad Hearing
Atideisoii

Coiniiiissioiit'i

Has Ficpaicd

New

a

Administration Railroad Control

Dialt cl

Bill
WMMItblUH,

AUMiMsiKAiiiiN

Tut

jiroviding

liii.i.

wliiili the I'ltvcrninoiil

is

the

terms

under

the new

and the House

rocrte

Althougl)

Cumineree.

now

being tonsidered in cxecuon Interstate CoinInterstate and Foreign

it

i<

uiieertain

rejKjrted, I'hairniaii Sini> of the

when

tile

liill

will

House (onimittee has

he

stated

In the Senate Comthat only a short time will be required.
mittee it is possible that more time will be required to reach

on

voce

a

amendments

the

Cummins, who

I

eels that

to

be

proposed

by

the proposed basis ol

Senator

compensa-

too liberal and who has not yet been
is altogether
brought around to the idea that the restrictive ideas that
he and others have adviKated in the past are largely responsible for the emergency with which the government is
tion

now

trying to deal.

some time will be required also to conamendments proposed to provide that the govern-

I'ndoubtedly
sider the

ment control shall terminate alter a definite period after
the end of the war, but the general prediction is made in
Washington that the bill will pass in substantially its present
form.

\ new

draft of the bill prepared by G. \V. .\nderson of

Interstate Commerce Commission as a result of the
points brought out in three weeks' discussion of the bill in

the

two committees was laid before the
after hearing arguments the
its hearings on Saturday and
I'omniitte on Tuesday.
Mr. .\nderson spent

the hearings liefore the

roemlRTs last Thursday and
Senate Committee concluded
the

House

in e.\plaining the provisions of the redrafted bill
Senate Committee.
The redrafted Ijill has been introduced in the Senate by
Senator Smith as S. 3632 and in the House by Representative
Sims as H. R. 8172. The Senate Committee on Tuesday
voted 7 to
to amend the bill to provide that the government
shall relinquish control over the railroads within one year
Those supporting the amendment
after the end of the war.
were Chairman Smith, and .Senators Pomerone. Underwood.
W.itson. Townsend. McLean and Kellogg.

Friday
to the

Redraft of the Railroad Control

Bill

in

that

it

would

lie

bill

in

oj>eratioii

for the j^eriod of federal control beginning Janu.'irv
1918, or any part of such period, shall be paid by the
carrier out of its own funds, or shall \>c charged against or
deducted from the standard return; that other taxes assessetl
under federal or any other governmental authority for the
period of federal control or any part thereof, either «i the
property used under such federal control or on the right to
operate as a carrier, or on tlie revenues or any part thereof
derived from operation (not including, however, assessments
for public improvements or taxes assessed nn property under

a

government control,

I,

construction and chargeable under
Interstate

funds therefor, and for
that

243

•

,;„„ ^f
;i

^^^^.

road and

property
go<xi

•'

the termination

at

sli.i"

-

•

-

repair

at

government during the period of readjustment, and that
time limit for action by Congress would he dangerous.

t'

the standard return.
The President is further authorized in such agreement to
make all reasonable provisions for the maintenance, repair,
and renewals of the property, rind for the creation of Tr'^r\-r

shall be

to set a

to

authority for the period prior to January 1, 1918, whenever levied or payable, shall \>c paid by the carrier out of
its own funds or shall !« charged against or deducted from

tect

its continuance will be necessari- to prothe interests of the security owners as well as those of

Commerce Commission

icrived from
equipment), shall be paid out of
railway operations while under federal control; that all
taxes assessed under federal or any other govermnental

on the ground that
the

and

sessed

insisted

extremely unwise to include in the

definite time for the termination of the

having

control,

in the monthly reports to the Interstate Commerie
Commission, equipment rents and joint facility rents, shall
be included. 'I he standard return and the cost of such additions and improvements are to be ascertained by tlie commission from the reports, books, and other pertinent daUi
Its
of such carrier and certificxl by it to the President.
certificate shall, for the purpose of such agreement, be taken
as conclusive of the amount of such average annual railwax
operating income and of such cost.
Every such agreement shall provide that any federal taxes
under the act of October 3, 1917, or acts in addition thereto
or in amendment thereof, commonly called war taxes, a-

bill,

McAdoo and Commissioner Anderson have

u.se,

called

ownership, control, or regulation of carriers or the method
or basis of the capitalization thereof."

Mr.

I.

oinmerce Commission that during the |x-riod of suili fedit shall rcxeive as just compensation un annual
sum (herein called standard return), payable in reaMmablc
iiisiallmenls, for each year and pro rata for any fractional
year of sudi federal control, at a rate equivalent as nearly as
may be to its average annual railway o|jerating income (including therein such income of lines acquired by, lea.sed to,
or consolidated with such carrier l>etween July 1, 1914,
and December 31, 1917), for the three years ended June 30,
1917, and in addition thereto an annual sum payable likewise in reasonable installments reckoned at a rate per centum
to be fixed by the President upon the cost of any additions
or improvements, less retirements, made during the six
In the computation of
months ended December 31, 1917.
such income, debits and credits arising from the aciounts

1. 2, 3, 4,

the

u.

a> folloWM

(

The
has been changed to section 14.
section now provides that the federal control shall continue
during the period of the war and until Congress shall thereafter order otherwise and the following has been added:
"But this act i« e.xpressly declared to be emergency legislation enacted to meet conditions growing out of war; and
nodiing herein is to be construed as e.\pressing or prejudicing
the future policy of the federal government concerning the
center

is

eral control

9 and 11 of the hill have been entirely
rewritten, a new section 13 has been inserted and the former
Mction 13, which has thus far l>een the principal storm
Sections

of the bill

I'hat the President,

possession,

(."oinniitlee

Coniinittee on

I

lime ol war taken over the
(lalled herein InJeral
control) of certain .systems of trans|>ortation (called herein
carriers), is hereby authorized to agrc-e with and to guarantee to any such carrier making returns to the Interstate

to cxcriiM- its toiilrol ol tlic

war .iiid providing tlic ba>is lor
owners us to tlic tumpeiisution to he

railrt>.id> iluriiig ilic

ugrivnicnts with thi-ir
guaranteed lor their use, is
Uve sessions ol tlie Senate

.section

the

iH'ciii:

made

ihtreior.

The President is further authorized in such agreement to
make nil other reasonable provisions, not inconsistent with
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the provisions of this act or of the act of August 29, 1916,
that he may deem necessary or proper for such federal
control or for the determination of the mutual rights and
•

obligations of the parties to the agreement, arising from or
out of such federal control.
If the President shall find that the condition of any carrier was during all or a substantial portion of the period of
three years ended June 30, 1917, because of non-operation,
receivership, or other undeveloped or abnormal conditions,
so exceptional as to make the basis of earnings, hereinabove
provided for, plainly inequitable as a fair measure of just
compensation, then the President may make with the carrier
such agreement for such amount as just compensation as
under the circumstances of the particular case he shall

find just.

The principal change is in tlie addition of a provision for
a return on the capital invested during the last half of 1917;
estimated at $240,000,000, and in the deiinition of the
"standard return" to avoid the use of the term "net operating
income" which is not well understood because it has not
been used in most of the reports of the Interstate Commerce
Commission, although it was recently inserted in the monthly
A change was also made in the provision in
report forms.
the second paragraph, for the purpose of clarifying the provision that war taxes shall be paid out of the guarantee
and not charged to operating expenses, and in the provision
authorizing the President to make agreements in the case
of roads in exceptional conditions.
The new sections 2, 3 and 4 are as follows:

no .such agreement is made, the President
may nevertheless pay to any carrier while under federal
control, an annual amount, payable in reasonable installments, not exceeding ninety per centum of the estimated
annual amount of just compensation, remitting such carrier
to its legal rights for any balance claimed to the remedies
Any amount thereafter
provided in section three thereof.
found due such carrier above the amount paid shall bear
interest at the rate of six per centum per annum; and any
excess amount paid hereunder shall be recoverable by the
United States with interest at the same rate.
Sec. 2.

That

if

compensation not adjusted
as provided in section one shall, on the application of the
President or of any carrier, be submitted to boards, each
consisting of three referees to be appointed by the Interstate
Commerce Commission, members of which and the official
force thereof being eligible for service on such boards without additional compensation.
Such boards of referees are
hereby authorized to summon witnesses, require the production of papers, view properties, administer oaths, and
may hold hearings in Washington and elsewhere, as their
duties and the convenience of the parties may require. Such
cases may be heard separately or together or by classes, as
the Interstate Commerce Commission or any board of referees
to which any such cases shall be referred may determine.
Said boards shall give full hearings to such carriers and
to the United States; shall consider all the facts and circumstances; and .shall report as soon as practicable in each case
to the President the just compensation, calculated on an
annual basis and otherwise in such form as to be convenient
and available for such agreement as is authorized in section
Sec.

3.

All

The

claims

for

just

President is authorized to enter into an agreement with such carrier for just compensation upon a basis
not in excess of that reported by such board, and may
include therein provisions similar to those authorized under
section one.
Failing such agreement, either the United
States or such carrier may file a petition in the Court of
Claims for the purpose of final ascertainment of the amount
of such just compensation, and in the proceedings in said
court the report of said referees shall be prima facie evidence of the amount of just compensation and of the facts
one.

therein stated.
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Sec. 4. The just compensation that may be determined as
hereinbefore provided by agreement or that may be adjudicated by the Court of Claims shall be increased by an
amount reckoned at a reasonable rate per centum to be fixed
by the President upon the cost of any additions and improvements, less retirements, to the property of such carrier
made by such carrier with the approval of or by the President while such property is under federal control.
Section 3 provides more specifically for the handling of
claims for just compensation which are not adjusted by
agreement. No change is made in section 5 and only slight
This now provides that the approchanges in section 6.
priation of $500,000,000, together with any funds available
from any operating income of the carriers, may be used as
a revolving fund for the purpose of paying the expenses of
the federal control and, so far as' necessary, the amount of
just compensation, as well as to provide for terminals, improvements, etc., as provided in the original bill. It is also

provided that the President may expend such an amount as
he may deem necessary or desirable for the purchase, construction or utilization and operation of canals, as well as
other water transportation facilities mentioned in the original
bill.

authorizing the President to direct
act shall be extended to apply to carrier employees, a new section is inserted

In place of section

that the federal

9,

workmen's compensation

as follows:
Sec. 9.

The

President

may

prescribe a reasonable system

and schedule of compensation for the disability or death
resulting from an injur}' occurring, or that may have occurred
at any time after the beginning of such federal control, and
sustained in the course of his employment by a person
employed, either directly by the United States, or indirectly
through such carrier, in connection with such federal control

and operation; and may likewise prescribe the means and
method for the administration of such system and the determination and adjustment of any claim for such compensation and the payment thereof, as well as the expenses
of the administration thereof, out of the operating revenues

derived from the federal operation of the carrier, or out of
any reserve fund or funds created therefrom. The President
may, from time to time, revise and modify such system,
schedule, means, and method.
He may. in his discretion,
transfer the administration thereof to the United States Employees Compensation Commission. The rights and remedies
so provided shall exclude all other rights and remedies of
the person injured, his personal representatives, dependents,
or next of kin, either at common law or by statute, whether
federal
States
ity

or state, against either the carrier or the United
on account of such injury or on account of the disabil-

or death resulting therefrom.

The President may further prescribe that a reserve fund
or funds shall be created, to be charged to operating expenses,
for the commuted value of any or all claims for compensation
allowed or accrued during such federal control.
To section 10 is added the following: "The provision of
this act shall also apply to any carriers to which federal
control may be hereafter extended."
The new section 11 is
as

follows:

Sec. 11. That carriers while under federal control shall,
in so far as is not inconsistent therewith, or with the pro-

visions

of this act, or
federal control, or with

ject to all

laws and

any other act applicable to such
any order of the President, be sub-

common carriers, whether
common law; and suits may

liabilities as

arising under statutes

or at

1)6
brought by and against such carriers and judgments
rendered as now provided by law.
But no process, mesne
or final, shall be levied against any property under such
federal control.
The President shall prescribe the means
and methods for the pa3-ment, out of the operating revenues
derived from such federal control, of any judgments and the

!_
|

'
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1.

enluricinria ol any ilttrws or orders tlutt may In- ri-mli-rcil
u)!uii»t the carrier arising out uf any acts or omissions in the

course ol sucli federal operation and control.
No ihanpe is made in section 12. I he new section IJ

ihi-ir

ci'<i'

vcr-

^

iirdin!ir\

ui

it

iwcr
is

are

f..llow.>:

;iv

^

>

->45

inlerslate .ind

tlie

All pending cases in the courts of the United
railroiids or other transportation systems

l.i.

.

Ih

iiffeitiiij!

I

the act to regulate commerce, approved Feb18S7, us amendi'd and supplemented, including the
!,
or under the act to protect

ht under
riiv

4.

ilawful restraints

and

nu>nii|)0-

'nd amendments thereto, shall
ji'
l>r....d to linal judgment as soon as may be, as if the
Iniiid Stales had not assumed control of transportation
}--,

i,

systems;

l.ut

.

any such case the court having jurisdiction

in

mav upon

the application of the I'niled States stay execution of final judgment until the further action of Congress
in n ~pect of control of transportation systems by the United

take over ilic iuud!< and lliat llic Inii
mission "has no jxiwer to reynbiie ilw
In using a.s an illi:
rage rates, whith oth
of Ah states anil

let

iic

i-

muruntion,

...

Mr. McAdoo showed an
ties resulting from conflict
praitice on the part of
warei)ouscs as "one of tl
business" and said he had no

ul-

-.r,

the

as

<

.oad
.

usefulness of freight e(|ui|jnuni

asked if he would u
he wished to increase rates. Mr.

tative I'-sch

States.

if

Mr. McAdoo's Testimony

a

y\

there were time to deliberate he woui

Director Geiural of Railroads, testified liefiin the Hou.se Committee on January 2.\ repeating
in general tiie statement he had previously made before the
Senate Committee and urging the importance of early action
on the bill in order to allow the railroad administration to
prixitd with its [dans and as necessary to the success of
\\ ilii.mi

i'l

.\l<.\doo,

the government
before,

Some statements he had made
made clearer or more emphatic in

financing.

were

however,

his Liter tcstinu)ny

and some additional ideas as

were given which

made

it

to his plans

clear that he does not desire to

disorganize the roads.
He said he hoped that the proposed
appropriation of 5500,000,000 would be sufficient to meet
the expenditures for the first year for new equipment, locomotives and improvements, and to make advances to roads
that needed it and that while he hoped to be able to make
the roads earn a surplus he thought it would be unwise to
rely too

Asked

much on
aliout

that.

and

rail-

so.
He also thought it would be most unwise to try to
handle railroad revenues through the government accounting
system.
The government has not taken permanent possession of the roads and may never do so; it has taken them
for war purposes and the anticipation is that the properties

will be restored to their owners.

The

corporations are acting

government and he thought it most important that
their organizations shall continue unimpaired.
Representative Winslow said a report is abroad that the
employees are already assuming that they are government
cmjiloyees and are growing lax in the performance of their
duties.
'"I do not believe there is any laxity," said Mr.
Mc.\doo.
"I have had occasion to look into that and my
reporLs don't confirm it.
At first there was some feeling of
uncertainty but I think that has been overcome.
There has
l)ccn a most gratifying good spirit on the part of both officers
and employees and I don't think we need feel any apprehension on that score."
for the

President

for recommendations.

said he U
gestions that pas.senger fares ought !•

dis-

if

it

n

i.<,

,,.

..--.ay

to

l>ecame necessary he would

In reply to the argument advanced by Clifford Thornc
tJie President ought not to disturb the power of the

tiiat

Interstate

Mr.

traffic

Commerce Conin

McAdoo

said

idr commercial
would be kept very

rates

-

n

tl

busy deciding just such

.,l..

''

'

;

'

•'

"t

create a deficiency in the revenue

are to be met would be a very

to

itecs
:ijiro-

ri,.

should be considered lacc-sarv !«> advance rates
to offset incrca.ses in wages he thought the Interstate Commerce Commission ought to hold hearings and make a recIf

tected.

it

ommendation

to the President.
Director General was most positive in his contention
that no time limit should be prescribed in the bill, saying he
thought the fixing of a definite period within which the
roads must be restored would be more likely to result in
government ownership than if Congress were allowed jll the
time necessary to work out a plan of ri
on of the
C. A. Prouty, Director of the Bun
'

Commerce Commission,

test
!K>th comwould take two years more to complete the
field work of the valuation and another year to complete the
office work.
He opposed the idea of allowing the President
to have arbitrary authority over rates.
Clifford Thorne, representing the independent oil interests,

Interstate

mittees that

it

in his testimony proposed that the railways be guaninteed
only the dividends actually paid, in the case of raids that
had earned "reasonable" dividends, and that any surplus be
He bitterly
divided between the roads and the eovernnnnl
•
oppo.sed the idea of allow i:
r to
veto a decision of the Ini^
ir a
sa\lni'
.state commission,
increase was to be de<
'cu'

Mr. McAdoo was emphatic in his contention that the
President, as commander-in-chief, must have paramount
authority over all phases of the transportation system, includmg rates, but that the power ought not and will not be
exerci.sed except as it may be necessary for the puldic interof the committee were inclinc<l to draw
a distinction between the necessity for paramount authority
over all matters of operation and the necessity for presidcntal authority over rates, but Mr. Mc.^doo said that while

•

.

•

tive ntittinrity the r
'

'

too
'lor-

bad

Must Have Paramount Authority

Some members

-ug-

courage travel but, while he did noi
consider it for the present,
not hesitate to act.

if

ions

He

The

the status of railroad employees

road revenues he said that in his opinion the legal status
of the employees has not l)een changed and that while they
arc in effect government emiiloyecs they arc not technically

est.

otn-

i

coincidence it.id decline
asked for the inrre.T«<>
railroads with
'

a great

have

many

cvfiive<l

laftxi,

intend

but wl,
to

ch.'

'•nbi

the

nor
•lid

re-

did
.ths'
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increase in wages to the trainmen, which were made effective
"but in a
1, into the February expenses,

as of January

and aboveboard way" and that they had not
commission that the February returns were not

perfectly open
stated to the

He said that
representative or "indicative of tendencies."
if an advance in wages is granted that should not be made
an e-xcuse for higher rates but should be paid for by the
government as a war expense and while he had no objection
to tlie President's raising rates on war materials, where the
government is the shipper, he did object to any advance in
commercial rates.
Frank J. Warne, a statistician who has often represented
the brotherhoods, testified before the Senate Committee on
January 24, giving statistics to show the extent of inter-

He said that over
corporate holdings of railway securities.
JO per cent of the outstanding stock is held by railways for
purposes of control while only 16 per cent of the bonds is
He described the practice of acquiring
held by railways.
the stock of subsidiary companies and issuing bonds against
the property, saying that the result has been to practically
convert stock into bonds and to make fluid capital subject

and that this practice has exposed the railways to financial crises in times of depression
''Our
and has prejudiced the interests of the employees.
railway structure,"' he said, "rests on a financial structure of
sand, a house of cards threatened by the slightest wind." He
did not oppose the plan of guarantee proposed, saying that it
is better to give the railroads too much than too little and
that it would be impossible to measure the value of the
service performed by the transportation system, but his apparent purpose was to show the committee that most of the
money would go to a comparatively few large holders of
to rigid interest requirements,

securities.

Arguments on the
Alfred

P.

Thom, counsel

for

the

Executives'

Advisor}- Committee, presented a legal argument before the
Senate committee on January 26 on the attitude of the car-

toward the administration bill.
Thom emphasized the fact that the basis of compensating the railroads proposed in the bill is not intended
to fix the compensation directly but outlines a basis for an
agreement between each company and the government and he
declared that it is in the public interest that there shall be
agreements in as many cases as possible.
It is not in the public interest, he declared, for a railroad
to accept for its security holders less than an adequate return,
riers

Mr.

for these securities lie at the base of the credit of the financial
institutions of this country and constitute the foundation and
It would not
support of those that have financial strength.
be an act of patriotism or in the public interest to agree to a
sacrifice
No mere
of these holdreduction of these values.

ings

which

would weaken the financial structure of the

country would l)e in the public interest.
"There should be paid to the owners of these properties
what the Constitution requires," Mr. Thom said, "and that
is the fair equivalent of the value of the use of that which
You have but one precedent of a similar case to
is taken.
guide you. England is the only great nation that has done
what this country has done and in that case the railroads
were paid the demonstrated value of their use in the hands of
their owners.
You have also the recommendation of the
President and of the secretary of the treasury to justify that
basis."

Senator

Cummins asked

if

he would contend for the basis

of the actual earnings if the Interstate Commerce Commission had reduced the rates IS per cent on December 29.
"Can you ju.stify the crippling of a horse in order to buy

him?" asked Mr. Thom. "The value cannot be affected
any more by the possibility of the exercise of the legislative
power

to reduce rates

There

is

5

greater prospect of an increase in rates

than of a decrease, but the carriers would not be entitled to
The compensation should be determined
the benefit of it.
on the basis of the value as of the time of the taking and we
must look at the conditions and circumstances as they existed
at that time."

"If a railroad had been operating at a loss could we take
without paying anything?" asked Senator Cummins.
Mr. Thom replied that the fairly demonstrated earning
power was the minimum which could not be reduced without
confiscation and that where there was no fairly demonstrated
earning capacity some other principle must be taken as a
basis.
He cited the case of two warehouses, one which had
earned a profit and the other one similar but new and without demonstrated earning capacity, saying that the new
warehouse could not be taken without compensation.
He also pointed out that the earning capacity of the roads
it

were taken was based on rates which had
long been subject to regulation and which during the past
10 years had been practically fixed by the Interstate Commerce Commission and, therefore, must be presumed to be
reasonable. "If one railroad earned more than another from
reasonable rates," he said, "it was because it performed a
Congress, through its
larger measure of public service.
deputy, the Interstate Commerce Commission, cannot fix
rates as reasonable and then reduce them on the ground that
the earnings are too high."
Mr. Thom also urged that provision be made in the bill
for returning the roads to their owners within a year after
the expiration of the war or at the discretion of the President.
He repeated his argument before the House committee on
at the time they

Monday.
Brief arguments were also made before the Senate comIjy S. H. Cowan, representing Texas shippers; Glenn
E. Plumb, representing the brotherhoods; Clifford Thorne
and Commissioner .\nderson.
Mr. Cowan argued that the roads were not entitled to be
guaranteed any surplus and suggested that the advantages of
competition be retained by allowing the roads part of the
surplus if they could earn it, the rest to go to the government.
"You ought to give the roads all they are entitled to
and a little bit more," he said. "Whether they have bought
the propert)-, whether it was given to them, or whether they
stole it, they are entitled to a reasonable return on it if their
consciences will let them take it, but after you have guaranteed interest and dividends, that is all that is required.
Let the government use part of the surplus to help the
weaker roads and furnish a stimulus to the managers by
giving them a chance to earn a little more than the guarantee.
Mr. Thom talks about crippling a horse in order to
buy him, but the plan proposed here is to take a crippled
horse and doctor hifn up and then pay as much for him as
for a good horse."
Mr. Plumb argued that railroad property is irrevocably
devoted to public use and under the charter limitations is
not private property.
He said that if the carriers insist on
their right to the "pound of flesh," an examination of the
"l)ond" will show that they are not entitled to a drop of
lilood and they can be prevented from taking it because
under their state charters they have no right to do a dollar's
worth of interstate business.
mittee

Bill

Railway

in rates.
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than by the possibility of an increase

Mr. Thorne argued particularly against letting the PresiMr. McAdoo for him, fix rates. He said the railroads want the rates placed as high as possible, both for the
effect on the value they may claim if the government buys
the roads, and also so that they will be on a high basis if
the roads are restored to their owners, and that the government will have a temptation "to milk the shippers of the
country for money to carry on the war by an indirect tax
in place of a bond is-sue."
Senator Cummins asked if the men surrounding Mr.
dent, or

—
Febriuiry

1.

McAilix) art
.iilvtAUlixl

not

iIux-h-

InnliiT r4lc>

and that whereas

AGE

KAII.WAV

1<)18

lu the \)jf\ luvc cuiisi-itcnily
Mr. Thornc replied tbiit tlicy were

wlio

torinerly

the

Interstate

C'onunercc

Com-

missiun buililint; was all cluttered up witti railroad men
who irowdtxl the elevators and liali-- anil ollkes "swainjiing
the coninusMon" with their efforts to put forth their views
as to higher rates, "now they are permanently lodged there
hy the novernmenl" and fretjuently a shipper cannot get to

Mr. McAdiMi excejit through a railroad man.
This aroused the indignation of Commissioner Anderscjn
who asked if it was not just as much the duty of a Commissioner to hear a railroad man as to hear Thome or other
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ol the toinmissiona
He Imd »uggestcd that a statute be drafted which would rrtaiii lu the
Interstate Commerce Commiiuiun all of its jxjwcr not inconsistent with the necessary war [kjwit of the President but

employ the machiiier\

had found no one who can di
although he thought that the I'
his proclaiii.ition that he would

.\-<

the rate question

III

raise the rates."

the Interstate Commerce Commission should retain its
present authority over rates and saying that "to substitute
the

snap judgment of one roan would be a calamity

to

work,

will
it

clear in

He said that if Mr. Plumb ha<l had to draft a bill
would meet all his iriticisiiis, instead of merely prc.seiitiiig an oration altout them, he would nut have had time
to read "The Merchant of Venice" recently.

Mr. I'horne replied that that was, of course, the case, hut
is entitled to a hearing and that the National
League had Ijeen denied a lu-aring in the
1 raftic
demurrage rati-s. while the "'other fellows could discuss the
matter in an e.\ parte way in Mr. McAdoo's private office."
"If you turn this power over to a one-man trihunal." he
s;ud, "it will work disaster to many industries."
"If Congress wants to .ixoiil litigation," he >aiil. "it will
have to accept the proposition made by the carriers," meanHe
ing presumably the proposition made by the President.
urged, howe\'er, that the guarantee be confined to fi.xed
charges, reasonable dividends and a share of the surplus.
He read resolutions adopted at a convention of the Iowa
Grain Dealers" Association on January 24, advocating that

made

except in special

that

not

Industrial

.

.>^

cases.

representatives of the shippers.
that the ship(>er

that

>

i

.-.elf

supi)orting

will

it

he said:
"If the railroads are
l>e the duty of the President to

To meet an objection that under the wording of the re\'iscd
a railroad once taken over by the govemmcnt would
have to remain under government control until Congress
orders otherwise, Mr. .\nderson suggested an amendment
to Section 14 providing that the President may at any time
relincjuish control of all or any f)art of any system of transportation which it was not needful or desirable to retain.
.\s to the proposal to set a time limit Mr. Anderson said
that most thinking people who have studied the que.<ition arc
coming to the conclusion that there should l>e no time limit.
Mr. Thom had referred to tlie possibility of a |Militical
campaign on the question of government ownership.
ITiis
would be even more dangerous, Mr. Anderson said, if Congress were required to decide the question by a certain date.
"That is a question you have got to face," he said. "We
can t do anvtliing now that will head it oflf."
lull

.\merican industry."

Commissioner Anderson said that he had been working
night and day on the bill and on methods for dealing with
This is about the time
the situation since November 18.
the Railroads" War Board sent for the vice-presidents of the
eastern roads to take what were considered at that time
drastic measures for the relief of the congestion.
The President"s proclamation, which was given out on December 26,

New Form

of Application

Priority Certificates

for

War

i>kiokiTn:s DIVISION of the

Till

issued a

lias

new form

which

Board

Industrie:*

of application for priority cer-

he said was completed on December 24. The essence of the
plan he originally worked out has stood the fire of criticism
better than he had hoped it would and while he had no
idea that the bill is perfect, he said that practically no proposition has been presented that is not now repre.<ented in the
redraft of the bill which has not bcx-n excluded "'as an im-

be put in effect immediately for
all future applications for priority in war orders.
Since September 21 the division has been issuing two kinds of certificates
principal and subsidiary priority certificates.
From
now on, only one kind of certificate will lie issui-d, to be

possible proposition."

whatever

The plans proposed by Messrs. Cowan and Thome for
guaranteeing interest, dividends, and part of the surplus,
he said, "would be destructive of the very purjxise of federal
control, which is to co-ordinate the railroads into one system
and to make railroad men feel that they are working for
the nation instead of for individual companies.""
"If you
reject that," he added, "there is practically nothing before
you attacking the proposed basis as the foundation for an
agreement.
These plans all have the same inherent vice
they won't work."
To show the views as to the right of a carrier to earn
a return on invested surplus, x\-hich he holds "when not
dealing with war emergency conditions," Mr. Anderson read
from an article he had written, advocating that the return
to be allowed should Ije based on the "amount of cash capital
actually invcstixl honestly and with prudence," but, he said,
"we are now dealing with a war emergency and a condition,
not a theory, confronts us.
This is no time for Senator
Cummins, with whom I thoroughly agree, and myself, or
Mr. Plumb or Mr. Thome, to indulge our pet theories, although we are right. Mr. Thome is somewhat radical and

tificate,

will

—

known

There will l>c no change
and subsidiary certificates now outstanding, but the new form will Ixr used alike
all
who
have
in the future for
l>een accustomed in the past
to apply for principal certificates as well as those who have
as a "priority certificate."

in the status of the principal

been applying for subsidiary

The new form
forms chiefly

in that

it

is

from the previous

much more complete and

calls for

of the facts which the division must have in order to
and, in the second place,
consider the request intelligentl>
all

:

each application must be verified by an a£fida>'it of the applicant, except the applications which are made by representatives of the .\mcrican or allied governments.

The

division will continue in the future, as in the past,

issue certificates only

to

on

sjiecified

orders for materials,

commodities, or work.
No industrial plant, material, or
lommivlity will be given blanket certificates. A new priority
lir. ul.ir. to lie known as Priority Circular No. i, witJi addi...^ about the priority system will be
'

•

'

t-ate

I

tion"

wiiiili

must \k

The

qn<'<(ione arr-

1.

I:

application contains 10 ques-

out in detail by the applicant.
fr>How<-

filled

,i«

•

Mr. Thom is all wrong."
Mr. .Anderson said he had very reluctantly come to the
view that it was neces.san- to leave the absolute jxjwer of
rate-making in the hands of the President, although he
ought not to use it e.Tcept in emergencies but oueht to

certificates.

of application differs

•

••

sUppl>
paragr.i,
is

,.

,

desired.
2.

Insert here

name and address

of applicant.
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State here number and date of order placed with
3.
person named in paragraph 1, above, for which priority is
desired and date delivery is promised and desired, respectively.

If order

4.

in

paragraph

2,

was placed by other than the applicant named
above, insert here name and address of person

who

did place the order.
Insert here particulars of order on which priority is
Quantity and description of material; or
desired, viz.:
amount and description of work.
List here the numbers, ratings, and subject matters
6.
of priority certificates, if any, under which the applicant is
working, and for which the material, etc., described in para5.

needed.
material or work described in paragraph S is
ultimately destined to fill one or more government or original

graph

5, is

If

7.

orders, in-sert

contractor

name of government department or of original

and number and date of

orders.

why priority is desired and what effort, if
any, has been made to .secure delivery without priority assistThe above must include a statement that no part of
ance.
State fully

8.

the material,
shipped.

etc.,

for

which priority

is

asked,

has been

applicant the plant and equipment necessary
and now available to execute all orders upon which he is now
per cent of applicant's plant output is
What
engaged? (b)
9.

Has

(a)

now

devoted to government orders?
If applicant has not the plant and equipment ade10.
quate to execute all orders upon which he is now engaged,
what plant extensions or additional equipment are necessary?

Train Despatching*

THE

•From
Northern.

n

P

and a great measure of

\

Proctor.

Photograph from Under-wood

A Machine Gunner

&

Underwood,

.V.

his success is

him by train and engine men, yardmasters,
and operators. Despatchers should be given the opportunity
to go out over the road at frequent intervals, without loss
This is profitable to the company, for
of sleep or pay.
there is no question but many an unwise move is made on
the despatcher's checker board, which would not be made
to help accorded

Tell the
were he thorouglily familiar with the situation.
despatcher as far ahead as possible when a train expects to
move, where to, and nature of work. Tell him of any exIf you are on a special train and you are
pected delay.
authorized to run at a certain speed, whether fast or slow,
How much
tell the despatcher, so he may plan accordingly.
ahead would you be if you ran 45 miles an hour when he
was figuring on 30 or 35, and he stuck you 15 or 20 minutes?
It is a mistaken idea that because a despatcher is not
Let no one
.sending orders continually, he is not working.
attempt to estimate the amount of his work by the number

Unlike other officers, who do the thinking and
some one else to do the work, he does both. Care should
be taken that the trick despatcher shall not be burdened with
To make
detail work and that his office be kept private.

of orders.
tell

the despatcher responsible for all transportation matters in
addition to the handling of trains has proved that a man cannot do a half dozen things at one time; something must be
slighted;

The

and

this

operator

prompt,

is

efficient

is

false

the eyes

economy.

and ears of the despatcher. Good,

operators are worth their weight in gold

to the despatcher, while the slack, inattentive ones are not

worth their

salt.

I

sometimes imagine that

this

department

does not receive equal attention with others, considering its
importance.
In your daily work and complaints, "have a heart."
are all striving toward the same end, to move the company's
It
has been said that the life of a train
business.
despatcher's nervous S3'Stem is about 15 years, under present
conditions: and I sincerely believe that the time is not far
off wlien the despatcher is going to be allowed his one day
off a week, the same as other workers.
We are gradually, year by year, striving more, co-operating more, and more intelligently realizing the importance of
each other's work. This is the day of trained experts. Put
the best you have into your job, and your future is assured.

We

PROMPT MOVEMENT of trains affects the earnings
of tlie road quite as much as the successful operation
The train despatcher's office
of any other department.
is the clearing house; all departments come in contact with,
and do business through, this office. The despatcher's work
depends more upon the co-operation of all than that of any
other employee,
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and Big Boulders Will Help Block the Progress

of the Austrians

Along This

Italian

Railway Line

Hopper Bottom Gondola Cars

for

Composite Construction With Heavy Steel Center

Equipment Built

Till

Milwaukee & St. I'aul is now Ijuililing at its
Milwaukcf and Tatoma l.SOO SO-ton gon-

(-liii.mu.

^\ni\»

at

A

has i)cfn adopted for this
on account of tin- dilTuulty of sccurprompt dflivcrios of >.tci'l at this time. Although heavy
lapi.

iliila

lonipositL- tlesii^n

Sill

St.

P.

for

Company's Shops
(.-nd

the

The

ft., the maximum width, 10 ft. I'/t in., and
height from the top of the rail, 8 ft. b'/i in.
body of the tar is 39 ft. llj^ in. long, 8 ft. 7 in. wide,

sills is

42

maximum

[irincipally

luipnit-nt.
111^

in

&

M.

C.

-

y

-i

T^.

i

Hopper Car

for the C.

M.

&

St. P.

a~j
are used, the ratio of light weight to capacity has been

Jills

kept reasonably low, the average light weight being 42,100
lb.
The ratio ot the revenue load to the maximum total
weight is therefore 72.3 per cent.
In the design of the car the principal aim was to use wood
as extensively as possible and yet provide a car that would
give good service and insure economy from the standpoint of

-fJL^J5l

SO-

Cross Section of Car

/^i
4*

„|

«|iJ.l-J

Hopper

and 4 ft. 3^i in. deep. The cubical capacity, with the load
heaped 2 ft. above the sides, is 2,000 cu. ft.
In the construction of the car body the metal parts have
been confined almost wholly to the center sill members. Two
channels, of 15-in., 37-lb. section, extend from end to end

ToCtrofBolsttr
^

-r-

-/)\'FGo-r

{OQ^^^(=±Az

j

at

-a

-H

^-

^

silk

Details of Center Sills and Draft Attachments
niaintenanie.

\\ iih till- lliouglu in

view, a heavy steel center

has been provided to take care of the buffing and pulling
-tressc?. while the weight of the body and lading is carried on
wooden -ill< and truss rods. The length of the car over the
-ill
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and are reinforced for the entire lenRth by l'4-in.
by 20-in. cover plate. Under the center sills two truss rods,
XVi in. in diameter with 1-^4 in. upset ends are provided to
The body bolsters are built
carry the weight of the lading.

of the car
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of rolled M-itions uiul tillor castinjjs. The tension mcmlxT,
iKi.ssts through the neutral axis of the tenter sills, is }i

which
in.

in.

12

1))

in.,

while

the i.on)|)re>sic)n nu-nilier

1
'

h

in.

\>\

12

are supijorteil liv two wooden
siiie.-i of the lar IhkIn
the inner 4',. in. b) 1(1
the outer 5 in. liy 1.^'.- in
These sills are also reinforced with two 1 j-in. truss rods.

The

sills
in.

i;-

.

'

The

four hoppers, 23\'4

in.

wide and

fc

ft.

lonj;

are placed

and side sills, the centers heing 12
from the end> of the car. Short internudiale sills
extend from the end- of the lar to the h(i|i|)er» and between
the hop(KTS, U-inf; >up|>orted l>y the end sills, body bolsters
The side stakes are Sli in. by Sy'j in.
and needle beams.
Every third pair of stakes is lirtl toj-ether with a .V^ in. rod
The sides of the car l>ody
extending under the center sill.
are 2'j in. thick and the lloor is I'j in. thick.
lietween the center sills
tt

.i

in.
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1 he hop|iers are reinforced on
the side* and thr fnds by
metal strips lioltrd on the inner »iile to the ceiiv
:,f]

and on the outer

NDitD

in

last

McAdoo and

circuitous hauls, cross-routings

and congestion.

The committee consists of Howard F.lliott. of the NewYork. New Haven & Hartford, and A. G. Gutheim. of the
Bureau of Car Service of the Interstate Commerce Commission, apfxjinted by Mr. Mc.^doo; G. N. Snider, traffic manager

the

Fuel .\dniinistration and

formerly coal traffic
manager of the New York Central, and S. A. Taylor, a
Pittsburgh mining engineer, named by Dr. Gartield, and
C. E. Lesher, chief statistician of the Bureau of Mines.
Some [jreliminary details of the zone plan were announced
by the Fuel .Administration on January 2S.
The adoption of such a |)lan was repeatedly urged upton
the Fuel Administration by the Railroads' War Board last
fall but the railroads had no power to put it into effect.
The Fuel Administration did not display marked enthusiasm toward it when its adoption might have made
unnirosary the expedient of declaring an embargo on manufacturing and a series of Monday holidays.
The War
Board, however, continued to recommend the zone system
and on December 19 submitted to the Fuel Administration
a completely worked out plan in which the producing and
consuming districts for the entire United States were defined
in detail.
This plan was later described in testimony before the Senate committer conducting an investigation into
the causes of the shortage of coal, by F. S. Peabody, a practical coal man, who worked out the detail* with the railroad
committee.
Dr. Garfield also outlined a plan before the
Senate committee on December 26.
Mr. Peabody. who was
chairman of the Committee on Coal Production of the Council of National Defense before the policy of coal production
was supplanted by the policy of coal conservation, testified
that the plan would result in a saving of 20 f)er cent in the
use of roal cars and a corresponding reduction in the cost of
iif

two side
'

are

-^

sills
...i

'

:ig
.

,f

A

in.

shown

in

;

one of the

illustraticjns.

m

On aoouni
brake

the

of the diffuulty of securing tie..
wheel and the end of the tar, s|

..f

het lirakes have been applied.

Anioi
ties used on these cars are Hettendorf tn,
tcndorf and Iluckeyc cast steel truik Im,1
ral(

Ajax brake beams, Major couplers
yokes and Miner friction draft gear.

rollers.
steel

McAdoo and
Work

Jointly by Mr.

week's issue. Director Genthe Fuel .\dministrator have appointed a joint committee to work out a
plan for eliminating the cross-hauling of ccKil by dividing
the country into districts or zones of production and distribution to the end that coal produced in each district will
be con-umcxi in that district or in defined districts of destination.
Fhe plan is to limit the shi|)ment of coal to certain
restricted consuming districts, which will prevent long and
iiku-iFi.v

'

angle inni
it
from the lading.
1 he <leiails ol (.uantfuiliuti ni ihc hupiirrfi

.^-in. I>y

Fuel Administration Begins

eral of Railroads

'

.

.\

,|

t

wisli

Ituiltit

iMt

for the Distribution of Coal

The Committee Appointed

As

to the

siile

me«.hunism consists of
alnive the detk. with

the

War Board, said: "We again urge u|jon you the
paramount necessity of adopting the |)rinciple of limitation
of cross-hauling of coal upon which this plan is based.
The
power to do this comprehensively lies with the Fuel .Administration and, as we understand it, with no one else.
The Railroads' War Board's plan has lieen printed in
pamphlet form, with a series of maj^s >liowing the various
producing districts in red and the consuming territory to
be served from each in yellow.
Fhe producing districts
are all carefully defined and a destination index shows the
producing districts from which each territory is to l<e .served.
It is understood that it was used to a considerable extent as
Railroads'

'

the

basis of the

The Fuel
plan

is

new

plan.

Administration's statement outlining the

new

as follows:

"The plan contemplates

a system of coal distriliution that

movement of coal from the
mine to the consumer, and the immediate return from consuming centers to the mines of empty coal cars. It will eliwill insure the speediest possible

minate so far as

bv providof coal from the mine to the consumer
along the shortest possible transportation lines.
ing for the

possii)le cross-hauling of coal

movement

"Under the plan each state will lie allotted its quota of
the estimated output of bituminous cojjI.
This allotment
will be suppliijfl from the output of certain definite ]>roducing districts.
Coal for each state must move from the
producing districts in which the state's allotment is located

and from no

others.

"The producing
into

some 20

named

in

fields of the

districts

and a

each of these.

country have

district

luich

l>cen

divided

representative will

district

\>c

representative will

allot all orders and requests for fuel from the
Fuel .Administration among the various shi|)p«-rs and mines
within his district. They will lie ri-sjHjnsible for the finnnpt

ec|uitably

filling of coal orders and the prompt movement of co.il out
They will see to it that each state
of the producing fields.
receives only its authorized quota from the producing dis'
.All requests and orders for em'tricts.
either
by the fc-deral fuel administration or Iidministrators, will go through these di.strict r.
"The whole system of coal distribution and apportionment will be under the general direction of J I) .A. Morcoal at destination.
row, manager of apportionment and distribution, working
In a letter of December 19. submitting the plan to the
directly under U. S. Fuel .Administrator Harry A Garfield.
Fuel Administration, Fairfax Harrison, chairman of the
The new distribution plan, which was conceived by the

RAILWAY AGE
Fuel Administration soon after its organization, called for
an enormous amount of detail work in the establishment of
This
temporary quotas in the coal budget for each state.
work has l)een progressing for two months under tremendous
pressure.
Hundreds of statistical e.\perts, under the direction of experienced coal

men and

transportation executives,

problem, in co-operation with the
It is expected that within a short time
Geological Survey.
a definite announcement of the temporary quotas of the consuming states and. of the producing sources from which each
shall secure its supply may be made.
"Representatives of the Fuel Administration and representatives of the railroads named by Director General Mc.Adoo are now at work developing the phases of the plan
which concern transportation, in order that the best results,
both for the movement of coal and for transportation gen-

have been

at

work on

this

may be secured.''
The operation of the plan, so far as it has now been inaugurated, was explained to federal fuel administrators in
The letter
the various states in a letter from Dr. Garfield.
erally,

said in part:
'"As soon as district representatives are appointed, all state
administrators who may call upon them will be notified. Individual shippers and mines within those districts for which
district representatives have been appointed will be notified
to refer an)- orders or requests for shipment of coal made
upon them b}- any member of the U. S. Fuel Administration
No emergency requests
to the proper district representative.
should be made directly to Washington by state administrators unless the proper district representative has been unable
to

supply the necessary coal.
"In order that the bituminous coal supply of the country

be apportioned equitably among the different states,
the various consumers in each state according to
the relative importance of their needs, it is necessary that
the work of the Fuel Administration in regard to the apportionment and distribution of bituminous coal be not limited
Accordingly, the
to the relieving of emergency shortages.
available coal production of the country is to be apportioned
among the various states, based upon previous consumption
and the changes resulting from the entrance of the United
In order that cross hauling may be reStates into the war.
duced to a minimum and that each state may receive coals
adapted to its needs, the particular fields from which each
state shall draw its supply will be designated, (by-product
and gas coal excepted). 'NMien this budget is complete, the

may

and among

Central Kc-j.s
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consumers of each state will he notified through the press
that tlieir coal must be obtained from certain specified fields.
Producers will then be allowed to ship only to consumers in
the states designated, and jobbers will be required to observe
the same rules.
In other respects the normal distribution of
coal will go on without interference.
"State administrators, as soon as the tentative apportionment is complete, will be informed as to the particular fields
upon which they may call for coal, and the quantities they
may secure from each. When a state is currently receiving
its full allotment of coal, all further needs must be met by
reducing the quantity supplied to other consumers in that
District representatives will be instructed to comply
state.
with any requests for coal made by designated state administrators

up

to the

amount

of

its

Should any

in

to their

respective

state

allotment,. this excess will

industry generally receives its supply.
After this preferred
has been cared for, the Fuel Administration in each
locality throughout the country will endeavor to supply those
concerns whose operations have been listed by the departments of the government as most necessary to the conduct
of the war. Section 1 of the order of January 17 provided:
"Until further order of the United States Fuel Administrator, all persons selling fuel in whatever capacity shall,
in filling their contracts or orders now on hand, give preference to necessary current requirements of: railroads, domestic consumers, hospitals, charitable institutions; Army and
Navy cantonments, public utilities, by-product coke plants
supplying gas for household use, telephone and telegraph
plants, shipping for bunker purposes, the United States for
strictly governmental purposes (not including factories or
plants working on contracts for the United States) manufacturers of perishable food or of food for necessary immediate consumption, and municipal, county, or state governAny tonnage remaining
ments for necessary public uses.
after the foregoing preferred shipments have been made may
lie ai)plied in filling any other contracts or orders."
list

,

n-.ot,

Armored French Train

allotted

have a demand for coal in excess
have to be taken care of by
a curtailment of consumption, or a temporary or permanent
readjustment of the allotment be made by Washington.
"The foregoing is a part of the new plan, details of which
are being worked out as rapidly as possible and will be announced as soon as they can be perfected."
Under the regulations of the United States Fuel Administrator Garfield of January 17, fuel will still be shipped to
the list of preferred consumers contained in the order before
states.

Action
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Wa^e

Makes Statement

Commission Begins Hearing:s
as to Its

Duty and Hears the President

of the Railroad Telegraphers
KAIl.ROAD WAiiE COMM JVsSIoN, ;i|)|)ointt.(l \i\ DirLCRailroads McAdoo to make a general
investigation of railroad wages as the basis for a
'ivomniendation to him. began a series of public hearings
it
Washington on Monday, January 29, and was confronted
t
the outset by a request from H. B. Perham, president of
:ie Order of Railroad Telegraphers, for a 40 per cent inriMSe in wages for the members of the organization and
This request, he
(hers of the same class of employees.
-.lid, had not been made to the railroads, although requests
for a revision of schedules had been presented on 24 railroads before the government took them over, but his members had "become excited" when they heard that the government was going to raise wages and he had received thousands of letters urging him to present the request.
The wage commission has established it.self in offices in
the Dtpartment of the Interior building.
F. W. Lehmann
ha- '..en ap|)ointed general coun.«el and a Ijoard of statistii
III- has been
appointed consisting of Charles P. Neill,
ni.in i^cr of the Hureau of Information of the Southeastern
kiilr.i.ids and
formerly United States Tommissioner of
I.,il(ur; F. .\. Burgess, assistant grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; and A. O. Wharton, president of tlic Railroad Department of the .\mcrican F«*deration of Lat)or.
A tentative program of hearings has been outlined, at
which the following labor leaders will be heard: T. H. Garvcy, representing maintenance of way employees; E. H.
Norton, representing the Order of Railway Station .\gents;
W. G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood of Railraid Trainmen; A. B. Garretson. president of the Order of Railway
Conductors: S. E. Helierling, president of the Switchmen's

Till

inr GtniTiil of

i

liiion: W. S. Carter, reprej^i-nting the Hruiherini«l of I^xomotive Firemen and Enginemen; and A. (-). Wharton, representing the medianical employees, helpers and apprmtices
and railwav clerks. It is understood that railroad officers
will

al-n

1,0

heard.

Statement of Commission
iraiiklin K. Lane. Secretary if

an

I

of the commission, read an o|>c!i
he
.scope of the investigation.
'I"he
v,..Jcr
the authority of General Order No. 5, issued by the Director
General, which provides that:
I

"The

conimis>iiin shall

of

'

'-

make

|«r>ons in the

conipi-iisatidii of

.i

the

•

•ion
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:di-

'
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owing
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as a body
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said:
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not to «it

between
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the railroads
taken over the mninii
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vvar

end

we

ideal,

and to meet war need.s. It is a matter of necessity that
They
secure from the roads their fullest usefulness.
must he made to play their part to the limit in the making
To this end it is
of war, the carriage of goods and men.
fundamental that the employees shall feel that a spirit of
should seek to give
justice animates the government.
not what may be forced by contest, struggle, intimidation

We

This
is fair, all things considered.
our attitude. We look at the problem before us as not,
'what does organized labor or unorganized labor demand,'
but what with war upon us and living costs as they are,
should be the compensation given for the services rendered.
We seek for no counsel of perfection. The status of labor
We shall
for all time is not to be determined by our studies.
not expect to give all that under pressure the workman might
compel any more than we shall ask him to accept the wage
But
that our soldiers receive for their unequalled sacrifice.
a working basis must be arrived at between the government
which
good
and those who are employed on the roads by
feeling shall be maintained and the fullest service obtained,
for this is the prime need of the hour that each man's hand
and brains shall serve the nation now as never before. We
wish, in short, to stimulate production by doing what is just.
"This being a government inquiry we shall hear those
who wish to contribute anything that is helpful, but it is
mandatory that we shall reach a quick conclusion. Therefore the greater part of the data upon which we must act
There are 1,800,000 emwill be gathered for ourselves.
Some are organized and have
ployees on our railroads.
The great majority, more than
great power for self-help.
We shall consider
two-thirds, are, however, not organized.

and coercion, but what
is

lioth classes,

and upon an equal

footing, so far as that

may
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not to justif\- a

is

tiieor}

but rather as practical

or to reach or

men

approximate an

to deal with a situation

present in a spirit of fair-mindedness.','

Telegraph Operators Ask Increase
Mr. Perham said he was appearing on behalf of

tele-

grapii operators, despatchers, station agents, telephone operators, levermen and similar classes of employees, of which
Of these about 50,000 are members of his
there are 84,23.^^.

organization.
organization

Lane brought out the fact that the
making a broader request of the government
was presented to the roads. Mr. Perham said
Secretary

is

than when it
that he had always followed the plan of dealing with railroads individually and that while the 40 per cent request
was never presented to the roads committees are now negotiating with 20 roads, 3 mediation proceedings are under
wav and 1 arbitration proceeding. Seven roads had dened
the petitions since the

wage commission was

created.

The emplo}ees he represents have never l)een adequately
coni]iensated, Mr. Perham said, but have always accepted
compromises rather than go on a strike, although their wages
He read from the
are below those of other classes of labor.
statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission showing
the average dailv compensation of station agents, increasing
from $1.73 in 'l896 to $2.31 in 1913, and of telegraph
operators and despatchers ranging from $1.93 in 1896 to
In later 3ears, he said the method of com$2.52 in 1913.
piling the statistics has been changed and he read from the
report of the Eight-Hour Commission showing the average
compensation per hour in 1916 of train despatchers and
directors, 55.6 cents; telegraph, telephone and block signal
operators, 28.2 cents; telegraphers and station agents, 23.03

be practicable.
"This very statement of the number employed makes eviIf
dent the unparalleled size of the task that is before us.
with this fact is considered the extent of the territory covered
and the significance of the different conditions olataining in
the varying sections of the country it will at once be realized
tiiat no such hearing as this has been held before, nor one
that carries such possibilities in affecting for good or ill
the mass of our workers in all industries and the part they

cents; telegrapher clerks, 25.04 cents; non-telegrapher lever-

will play in carr>-ing on the pressing duty of making war
with characteristic American energy, enthusiasm and masterWe wish first of all to know what present condifulness.
What data have already been gathered as to the
tions are.

the jjresent relation of

of employees, their classification in groups according to their duties, their compensation in money and that
compensation converted into terms of support for themselves
and their families. This leads into a study of the present
cost of living as contrasted with the cost at other periods.

i)ecause

The

various governmental agencies, the railroads themthe larger organizations of labor and individual
studies will doubtless prove to have already gathered the
Wherever there is a shortage
greater part of these facts.

resulted in a fair adjustment in general.

selves,

must be supplemented, and to this end we shall feel
free to call upon railroads and employees, the government
departments and other agencies for such facts as they can

Mr. Perham said he assumed to represent all the employees in the classes represented by his order whether the\'
are organized or not, and that the lowest wages are paid on
the organized roads, although he said the Pennsylvania advances wages to keep men out of the organization.
He said that hundreds of agents and operators are work-

furnish.

ing for as

number

this

from foreign governments and from
the industries of the country for the presentation of methods
by which conditions such as we must meet have been met.
In a word, we shall make this inquiry upon the broadest
possible lines consistent with an early closing of our research, and the great body of the material we shall gather
will, we trust, come to us in compact written or printed form
Each one who appears in
rather than by oral statement.
person or otherwise shall be regarded as being animated by
No
the same purpose that animates the government itself.
We
selfish or narrow ends are to he served by this hearing.
through
are looking to the greater welfare of the nation, and
Our
service to the nation we seek the welfare of mankind.

"We

shall also seek

men, 22

cents.

He

said it had never been feasible to adopt a standard
wage for telegraph operators and agents because of varying
local conditions and varj'ing degrees of responsibility, that
station agents receive from $40 to $105 per month and that
in some cases men receive higher pay than others for the

same work.
by members of the committee whether he considered
wages as between the various classes
a proper one ]SIr. Perham said that if they could have their
way they would like to have an increase amounting to 40
.A.sked

seem to call for
have more of an increase than
usual for a road to agree to pay an in-

per cent and distribute

it

some men ought

as circumstances

to

He said it is
amounting to a certain sum to be divided among the
various divisions and among the individual men according
to the circumstances of each case, and he believed this has

others.

crease

file

a

many

as $38 a month, but when he was asked to
of such cases he thought he could not show so
because he was unable to get the exact figures for the
little

list

Chairman Lane asked him to file a
unorganized roads.
statement showing the number of men in the various classes
of employees receiving less than $50 a month, from $50 to
Mr. Perham suggested that
$60, and so on by $10 stages.
these statistics be obtained from the I. C. C.
Representatives of the train despatchers appeared before
the commission on Tuesday and of the maintenance of way
employees on Wednesday.
The Board of Examiners will include Lathrop Brown,
special assistant to the Secretary of the Interior; E. ]. Barcalo of Buffalo,

and Riley Redpath of Kansas

City.

The

Activities of the Railroad Administration
Economy

Kxpendituie

of

Kevcnues Ordered.

ot Opeiatiii^;

Federal Anti-Pass

Law

Applied to States.
t'AtniiiiiluK,

DiKK('ii>K

';i'NKRAi.

Mc.\d<h>
iDokiiii" toward

KAii.KoAiis

(IK

oil

junuury

by

CiMiimissioner

McChord, continue

kIiow

to

C

D.

cundititMik

oiiomy in
during
This wa.'S General Order No. 6,
the |K.Tio»l i)f 'lie war.
issuitl to oftiiers md directors of railroad companies, as fol-

approuihing a paralysis of lrans|>ortation .tl in
due (o weather (iiiditioii>, oiiigesliun 111 varth,
irew>. and engines and cars in bad order with

lows
"Hurini;

H. Smith, regional director in charge uf the exKleni
re|«>rted on January 26 that it had lie«m nece»sary
to suspend ojx-rations in Northern New York on account of
a lietivy snow storm and that on aitount of a very severe
>iiow storm at Chicago all iH'lt ro,uK liad diMiHiliiiucd m(fptiiig cars.
Assurances that an a<ie<|uate supply of ^ar^

28

is.surtl

till-

(•x|MMnlituiv of railroiul o|iiT.itinK rcvcnui-,

liis

first

or<l«T

r.

th.-

|KTio<l of possession, operation,

nu-nt lontrol of railriwds,

is

it

and novern-

nece.ssary that ofticers, direc-

very rareful in the
with transportation
Without .itteniptiii!i at lliis time to )ii\c neiieral
matter-.
<lirettions, there are a few matters involving the expenditure
of moneys for purpases haviiit; no direct relation to trans{Hirtation, which should receive immediate attention; as well
as the issuance of free transportation.
"It is therefore orderetl tliat tlie carriers' operatin^ rev-

.md agents nf railroad uMiipanies

lianilliiii;

of ialxir to repair

_

tlieiii.

.\.

:

tors,

i

of inone>-

.inil

llie

ii>

t>e

de.iliiii;

lines.

will

|je

furnished

.\dixj

at

British,

some

of

the transjxjrtation

for

!>upplie»

fiMMl

was given by Director (Jrneral

for export to the allies

•

.Nl<

with commissioners representing

a conference

ihe

French and Italian goveriimeiils on Saturday and
was given to the <|uestiun of diverting more

discu.ssion

freight to gulf port.s.
Dirittor General Mc.\doo has instructed, in the matter
embargo on the Pennsylvania Lines east of Pittslmrgh,
Baltimore & Ohio east of the Ohio River, and Philadeljihia
& Reading, that the following exceptions Ix- made:
FimhI for animals.
(a)
(b)
Material used in the o|K-ration and upkeep of coal

e.\|>ort

enues shall not he e.\|H'nded:

For the payment of ajjents or other persons wIki are
employed in any way to affect legislation.
"2.
For the employment of attorneys who are not actually en,cai;e<l in the performance of necessary legal work for
the company.
".V
For the payment of the expienses of persons or
"I.

of

a.gencies constituting associations of carriers unless such as-

mines.

sociation is approved in advance by the Director General.
"4.
For any political purpose or to directly or indirectly

To jirovide for the rail movement of food and supplier
consigned to the French. British and Italian govemnat-nis.
for ports on the North .\tlantic seatxiard, already acceptr<l
or under permit, arrangements have Ix-en made to consolidate these shipments anci move them in solid trains, or
groups of cars, east from Chicago, St. I^uis and intermediate terminals.

influence the election of any person or an election affecting

any

jiublic

measure.

"No

passes or fni- transportation shall be issued by any
carrier under federal control or any official of such carrier
unless the issuance of such free transfxirtation is expressly
authorized by the .\ct of Congress entitled '.\n .\ct to Regulate Commerce, approved February 4, 1887, and .Amendments thereto'; and any such passes or free transportation
heretofore issued not in conformity with said act must be
recalled.

"This order applies to all carriers under federal control,
whether inter-state or intra-state."
The order a.s it applies to passes simply extends the provisions of the federal
state

trans[)ort.ition.

and the laws
law,

many

giv'e

friH;

in

many

law

to cover intra-state as well as inter-

Some
states

have no anti-pass laws
are more liberal than the federal
states

of them allowing or even requiring railroads to

frans[X)rtation to public officials.

General Order \o. 5. which preceded this order, was the
formal ap|iointment of the Railroad Wage Commission.

Blizzards Handicap Railroads

Congestion on Pennsylvania
In addition to the daily reports from various terminals.
Commissioner McChord, on January 29, issued the following statement, summarizing reports of the Interstate C«nmerce Commission's insjxvtors, relative to the congestion of
freight traffic

on the Pennsylvania Railroad and calling atany marked relief from the congestion

tention to the lack of

on that

line.

condition of serious congestion exists on the Pennsylvania Railroad in the Philadelphia district and in the Pittsburgh district and the line between is pnictically blocked
with cars destined for those two points and Ix-yond.
"In the Philadelphia yards the normal daily moveThe reports covering the period
ment of cars is 2.925.
from January 14 to January 25. inclusive, except for
January 19 for which no report was furnished, show
ir»
maximum dailv movrm^nt wa' 7.''\(^
tiie
that

'A

<

'

Railroads and his staff have continued to cjevot.- most of their attention to problems created
by the weather and the succession of blizzards and low temperatures has m.ide it iinpossible to raise the embargo against
general freight ordered on January 2,> on the Pennsylvani.i.
Baltimore & Ohio and Philadelphia & Reading, which it
was expected would lie in force but a few days. While one of
i

In-

l)ir<-.

tor (Jeneral of

and the average was
dates there were from

It.^

\

-

cars

f

'h\'=

u,rc

I

1.40U to

ton:

mnviimnt

'

left

rnfir.

2.

westward.

the nio-t

st'ricxj.'^ conditions, the inability of ships to embark
Uiau-i- of the delay in obtaining bunker coal, has ix-cn
renicilieii. many of the eastern roads liave been unable to
handle much new freight except food, fuel and nece.-..sary
g<wemment freight for several days and most of the reports

received

at

Mr McAdotj?

ofticc

have

lx'<

r.

while the daily reports of the Interstate (
nusiinn'- inspeirtors from various terminal j".i.n-.

n-.

tl

ng.

dioi

in-

(lid

i-ived

both direction*
nV.r 1.1. !l (1.1
^

While at {•
and the Pi^

r

••In
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which no locomotives were available

for

Conway yards was more than 100

Pitcaim and
and there
those two yards

in

trains daily,

were ajaproximately 10,000 cars left over in
each day.
"For four days on which the information was furnished,
coal mines in the Pitcaim district were supplied with a very
small percentage of empties required, in one instance 324
cars being required and only 24 furnished on account of no
other empties being available.
"The principal cau.se assigned for the serious congestion
on this railroad is shortage of motive power, but it is clearly
apparent that the real cause is the impaired condition of
motive power available, as well as the lack of adequate
facilities for properly maintaining it, and excessive terminal
delays.
For example, the inspector reports that the facilities
for maintaining the 149 IcKomotives assigned to Pitcairn
are entirely inadequate, and only such repairs as are absolutely required are made, the demand for power being so
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are such that the locomotives can be delivered to the

Judge Payne Appointed General Counsel
Director General McAdoo announced on January 26 that
Judge John Barton Payne, who has been acting as his legal
advisor, has permanently retired from the firm of Winston,
Payne, Strawn & Shaw, of Chicago, and has accepted ap-

pointment as general counsel to the director general of railHe has also severed all connection with railroad or
roads.
other transportation corporations.

John Barton Payne was born

with the county clerk
at Kingwood, Preston
County, W. Va., being
admitted to the bar
In
there
in
1876.
1877, he was chairman

more locomotives were assigned there, it is doubtcould be properly maintained or promptly han.\nd at Altoona, on January 23, the report for that
dled.
date being tj'pical, all of the 50 stalls of the engine-house
were occupied by locomotives undergoing repairs, 190 of the
230 locomotives despatched were repaired on inspection pit

that even if
ful if they

of the

ty,

the political situation.

'You

all

know

the fuel shortage," he said.

"You know

it has been due largely to an insufficiency in the number of
locomotives, and you know that ships needed to carry food
to our troops in France have been at the docks for some
weeks, because they could not load on account of the failure

There are here 200 locomotives built for
Russian Government, and the Russian minister here,
as I am informed, (and if necessary, if the question is
queried, I will give my infonnants' names,) assented to
our taking them. The Russian minister assented two months
ago, and for eight weeks w^e have been leisurely discussing
as to whether we could, under the circumstances, take these
200 locomotives and use them. I understand that the discussion is inching along to a favorable conclusion, and that
in a few days, or a week or two, we will have the locomotives.
But it will be two months after we ought to have
had them. What I think, of course, in my views of the
proper goverim:ental policy, should have been done, was to
take the 200 locomotives and then discuss."
It was announced some time ago that arrangements had
been made for the use of the Russian l(x:omotives by eastern
railroads, but there has been some delay.
Mr. McAdoo has
in

locomotive.*.

the

stated,

however, that they will be

made

available.

It

was

planned that they should be used on the basis of a rental
of $50 a day, which is the same basis on which locomotives
will be used by the eastern railroads which will be delivered
under orders from Mr. McAdoo for temporary use on those
regardless of who ordered them.
The title to the
locomotives will remain with the road that ordered them
and it will receive the rental for the time until conditions
lines,

in

Coun1880 was

a

special

the

circuit

Tucker County, W. Va.
In 1882
he was elected mayor
of
Kingwood.
The
following year he removed
Chicago,
to
where he practiced law
until 1893, in which
court of

John Barton Payne

Russian Locomotives

ment, which have not been delivered to Russia because of

and

appointed
judge of

locomotives in use today, it is not reasonable to expect that
necessary work can be promptly and efficiently performed.
Vigorous action must be taken to improve the condition of
motive power before relief can l)e expected."

the administration for delay in obtaining the use of 200
locomotives built in this country for the Russian govern-

Democratic com-

mittee of Preston

and storage tracks where there was no shelter or protection
Under such conditions, and in
from snow and weather.
the crowded and unheated enginehouses existing at many
points, some of which are too small to accommodate tlie large

Former President Roosevelt, in an address before the NaClub at Washington on January 25, criticised

Pruntytown, Fauquier

at

He was educated in the
county, Va., January 26, 1855.
private schools of Orleans, Va. At the age of 15 he became
a clerk in a countjry
store and studied law

great that minor repairs and other work which would greatly
increase efficiency of locomotives are left undone; further,

tional Press

owning

road.

}ear he was elected judge of the superior court of Cook
County, 111.
He resigned from the bench in 1898, and
shortly afterward became a member of the firm of Winston,
Payne, Strawn & Shaw, which has represented the Chicago
& Alton, Chicago Great Western and other roads. Judge
Payne was for some years president of the Board of South
Park Commissioners of Chicago and has devoted much of his
time and means to the artistic betterment of that city.

Judge Payne is the only member of Mr. McAdoo's
permanent staff, aside from the three regional directors,
It is underwhose appointment has yet been announced.
stood, however, that announcement will be made shortly of
the permanent organization and that it will include Edward
Chambers, Vice-president of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa
Fe, in charge of traffic; John Skelton Williams, Controller of
the Currency, in charge of financial matters; C. A. Prouty,

Director of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in charge of public service and accounts;
W. S. Carter, President of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen and Enginemen, in charge of labor matters, and

Mr. Payne,

in charge of legal matters.

Carl R. Gray, President of the Western Maryland, has
been acting in charge of transportation matters for almost
two weeks in the absence of Mr. Holden, and it is rumored
that lie will be permanently appointed. Another appointment
is to be made in the maintenance and construction department.
W. T. Tyler, assistant to the vice-president of the
Northern Pacific, is acting as assistant to Mr. Gray. G. W.
Kirtley, who has been assistant to Judge R. S. Lovett in his
office as Director of Priority in Transportation, is acting as
an assistant to Mr. Chambers, as the office of Priority Direc-

now practically obsolete.
The offices of the Railway Administration in the Interstate Commerce Building have displaced the Bureau of Valua-

tor is

which has been transferred to the building formerly
occupied by Railroads ^^'ar Board.
tion,

February
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mayor of

Xew
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Mr.
General Mc.\doo a
his traftic adviser, and
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Passenger Traffic and Labor Supervision Discussed
Western Railway Club Has Paper on Organization Maintenance and Address on Traffic Problems
MEETING of the Westem Railway Club
Hotel Sherman on January 21. A. R.

THtwasMi'NTHLV
held

at the

Ayres, superintendent of motive power of the New
York, Chicago & St. Louis, read a paper on Organization
Maintenance, and P. S. Eustis, passenger traffic manager of
the Chicago, Burlington 8: Quincy, gave an informal talk
on the Pa---enger Traffic Problem of Today.

Mr. Eustis' Address
in part as follows: "If we would find
the causes of the present trouble on the railroads we must
look back.
When the European war broke out, the roads

Mr. Eustis spoke

make would

U- a failure to back Mr. McAdoo in his railroad directorship.
If Mr. McAdoo doesn't manage to work
out some plan that will make govL-rnmcnt dirtxtorship a
success, then look out that ofticials don't charge you with
having obstructed his work.
"One of the difficulties that will be met in unifying the
''
roads is due to the fact that the carriers, Ix-cau-.
tion, have furnished lx;tter .M'r\-ice for less n
country than anywhere else in the world.
If
>
away with part of this service there will t)c .>:•
tion.
Nevertheless, we should save coal by
v
the passenger trains that are needed."
r

were unprepared.
They had no surplus facilities because
they had had no surplus earnings to put into the properties
and could not get capital from other sources to take care of
the needed expansion. The main trouble was too much regulation and lack of confidence.
Manufacturers too were not
prepared for the enormous orders that came, and the ships
and docks and mines were unable to take care of the demands made upon them. The industries of this countryhave always lived from hand

to

They keep stocks
short time. The mino

mouth.

of fuel and supplies to last but a very
did not work at full capacity during the summer, and the
country had come to think that strikes of miners during that
fieriod were of no consequence.
This has been largely responsible for the shortage of fuel we are now experiencing.

"The amount

of

work done since the war

started

is

Organization Maintenance

By

A. R. Ayert,

&

Superintendent Motive Power, N. Y. C.
Cleveland, Ohio.

One
result

St

L

Ry..

of the greatest problems before the railroads, as a
of the [)resent intense industrial activity - •' • '>f

organizations to a point uhicli
Chief among the
difficult is the constantly <.:
sonnel of the oreanizations. brouirht about b\
"
kccjiini^ u|) tlicir

jilisii

make

the netc>?ary results.
this

i

i

problem

.1

'

'

f

,

won-

considering how poorly prepared this nation was.
operating under the direction of the War
Board were still hampered by the restrictions of State and
Federal bodies. Yet in 1<517 they moved 27 per cent mure
freight per car than ever before.
.\t the same time there
'
was a great increase in passenger traffic, vnr —

derful,

The

railroads

•

vidual roads from 10 to TO per cent. The
of the entire country is probably 25 per cm
at any previous time.
A great deal of this increased traiiiv
has fjcen in one section, and it is not to be wondered at that
there is congestion in the east.
"One of the greatest mistakes the railroad men could
i

.•.B.-Mtiiitxi

the Murk; die

Hurkiuan

viha

MippoKxl to know

bi-

business.

Conditions have changed in recent months, and all ovv:
we are doing the work with men who, in man^

the railroad
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have had no previous railroad experience; this applies
This condition
road work as well as shop w-ork.
makes a heavy burden on supervision and it is necessary
for supervision to change its methods materially; the work
can no longer be put up to the man without instruction.
When a man lacks previous experience, or perhaps lacks
cases,

to the

it is necessary to instruct him in detail concernwork which he is to do, and in many cases even
supervising officers and foremen, who may be new in their
present positions, do not understand very definitely just
what is expected of them.

initiative,

ing

tlie

Difficulty in getting results is sometimes

difference on the part of
in

many

cases,

it

is

tiie

men, and while

also true that

much

ascribed to inthis may be so

of the difficulty

is

men, and lack of proper
supervision and instructions.
There are many conditions
existing in shops and engine houses which were not very
strongly objected to by the old timers, w^ho were used to
them, but which contribute quite largely to indifference and
inefficiency on the part of the new and inexperienced emdue

to lack of experience of the

Some

conditions are, poor light, lack
of sufficient heat, poor floors, lack of proper small tools and
worn out machinery. Men who are used to working with
labor saving devices do not take kindly to places where they
have to do the same work by main strength and awkwardployees.

of
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mechanism; we may develop and improve and evolvt- methods
and practices until nothing more can be desired; we may
readi perfection in all these, in mechanism, structure and
method, and yet our bequest be a failure and itself a burden
unless we provide that which is paramount, which is over
and above the sum total of all this, and for which, even today, events throughout the world are crying aloud
the man.
A man prepared, e.xperienced, earnest; hopeful and happy;
consecrated to his work and ready to the hand of the future."
There are many such men in our organizations; some of
them we know, others we have not yet discovered, and it is
up to us to know that our working conditions in shops and
on the road are the best that can be afforded, that our supervision is ample and capable, so that men will understand
their duties and will be happy, contented and enthusiastic
in the performance of them, in order that nothing may be
left undone to give our last ounce of energ)- in supporting
this Government and those who are fighting for us to win

—

this war.

Discussion

these

ness.

There is no question that a much heavier burden has been
placed on our supervision, on account of the necessity of giving detailed instructions to new men, which were not required with the older men, and where this has been recognized, and where the supervising force has been organized
to meet the conditions, excellent results may be obtained
which will more than repay the additional expense.
The continual changing of the working force, requiring
the constant educating of new men, requires more than usual
courage, resourcefulness, cheerfulness and enthusiasm on
the part of the foremen, as well as ability in their particular
kind of work. Nothing is more important at this time than
to inspire these qualities

in

the

men who

are close to the

firing line.

In the present emergenc}-, I am prom[)ted to quote from
Deems, when he was president of the
.American Railway Master Mechanics .Association in 1907:
"\\V may work in lirass and steel and leave the most perfect
the address of J. F.

Copyright by Vndcruood fr Vndcr:i.-ood.

Showing

How

.V.

The consensus
increased number

of opinion

was

is need for an
Less supervision
is required where the piece work system is in efi'ect than
where the men are on day work.
Some stated that it was
impossible to get men to stay on the work long enough to
Kipp
train them.
A. R.
(Soo Line) brought out the fact
that the workers at this time have not the same spirit as
formerly and it will take a different kind of supervision to

that there

of foremen at this time.

secure results.
As there is a spirit of carelessness and indifference in the workers, the foremen must put in a personal touch to give them inspiration and incentive.
T. H.
Goodnow (C. & N. \\.) expressed the opinion that the
seniority rule makes it very difficult to secure foremen and
often makes it impossible to get the best men who could be
chosen in supervisory positions. The organization and rules
of the unions have removed the ambition which workers

formerly had.
Another difficulty is due to the fact that the
majority of men now doing the work in some departments
are foreigners.
With the shortage of labor and the attitude
of the labor organizations it is difficult for the foremen to
secure results.
The men in the higher positions should uphold the foremen in order that they may secure the support of

tlie

men

in the ranks.

V".

the Railway and

Motor Truck Are Co-ordinated Behind the

British Lines

,

Report

of the

Wa^^c

Ei^ht-Hour Day Commission

InciCcisc Resulting;

Analtt MMMAK\
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liul'li>lllll

the rcjHjrt >ul)mitttil to tin

olf

111

trom Atlaniscm Law

Some

$61,000,000.

KediiLUoiis

«llk> l»UC

l.l-l

I'rcsuUni ami

(

for them would be futile.
Consideration was given to tlie advisability of including
in this report a study of the trend of wages of train and engine crews in relation to changes in Ion-miles, car-miirs, and
train-miles.
.X beginning on such a study was made, but it
appeared that an adequate treatment would re«juire sut h a
lompreliensive investigation of railroad o|K-rations and of
the financial conditions of carriers over a scries of years that
the project was al'andoned on the ground that no thorough
and conclusive showing could \>c made, and al.so on itie
ground that this matter had to do with the reasonabliii" -of increases in wages. After it is conclusively shown wlidlur
wages per locomotive-mile or per ton-mile have imrca-ed
or decreased, it still remains to be decided what is the sigHow much increase in the wage^
nificance of the showing.
per IcKomotive-mile arc required to compcn.sjite for the inor
hazard
of operating the larger hxomocreased fatigue
tives?
If the tonnage of a train is doubled, in what i)ro
.\n
portion should the wages of the crew \>e incrca.scd ?
answer to such questions we think is outside of the province
of this commission.

could have little, if any, value, or whether we should wait
until we could obtain a sufl'icicnt l)ody of the statistics to
give weight to our findings and enable our report, in .some

which Congress had
it seemed to

Tresidcnt appointed the members of this commission
.\t a conference held on November
on October 11, 1''16.
2,>, 1916. the railroad executives present agreed to give all
information,
and
at a conference held on Novemnecessary
ber 2S, 1916, the chief executives of the brotherhoods also
expressed a willingness to co-operate. At the request of the
latter, the headquarters of the commission were transferred

The

justified in taking such additional time as

would be necessary

to complete a reasonably informative
Early in October, however, it seemed probable that
the relations Ijctween the brotherhoods and the railroads
would again come prominently into public notice before the
Under these circumstances we concluded
close of the year.
that it would be best to transmit our report in December,
even though it would be in many respects incomplete.
\ brief statement of the events leading to the enactment
of the law creating the commission is here inserted to make
clear the nature and e.xtent of its duties.
report.

as the men
City to Washington. D. C
they expected to-appoint as their representatives tiassist in checking the returns of the companies could not
The railways have t)een represented l»cleave Washington.
fore the commission by a sub-committee of the National
Conference Committee of the Railways, A. S. Gnig, C. V

from

is

directed to report the operation

effects of the institution of the

Neill, J.

and

and conditions affecting the relations between
cpmmon carriers and employees. This language is broad
enough to authorize an encyclopedia on railroad labor, but
it seemed to the commission that it could reasonably fie ex.ind the facts

to deal only with topics connected with the proposal

an eight-hour basic day in the wage schedules as
measure of a day"? work, and with topics connected
with the proposal of the roads.
This indicated that there
should be shown the increase in wages resulting from the
law. as well as the actual hours and wages paid, by classes
of service and occupations: the relation of "straight" time
and overtime pa\Tnents and arbitrary allowances: a descripnscrt

UK- time

ditions of train operation
possibility of eliminating

which

wage schedules:

the con-

result in overtime,

those conditions:

and.

and the

a
descrijition of the conditions under which train and engine
crews work. This view eliminates the question of the reasonableness of the present wages, as well as the question of
the financial condition of carriers as tearing upon their
finally,

,

G. Walber, and

a[)pointed

eight-hour standard workday

tion of the leading features of the

New York

whom

Scope of the Duties of the Commission

The commission

•i-d

Work

Plan and Progress of Commission's

.After careful consideration

in contemplation.

we were

wlu-ther
of a de-

mand

when the period of obser^•ation shall begin.
was intended to begin with the legally effective
date of the eight-hour standard day. January 1. 1*'17, the
reiHirt would have been due not later than Oi tuber S\. 1017.
By reason of ixcurrentes beyond the control of this commission, it was not possible to make a satisfactory report by
October 31, 1917. We had to decide whether, in pursuance
of a strict construction of the statutor)- direction, we should,
on that date, make a report which, for lack of information,

us that

advamr

further increases would be reasonable in

not state

at least, to fulfill the pur|)oses

by negotiation, and to attempt to deterniiiu

.-ettleil

It this jjeriod

measure

Kstinialcil at

Hours

.ibibiN to p.i_\ .III iiurease.
excluded i|ur»tion» it did
I he>e
'l<i drtrrmine
not .-"eem p<is.sible to deal with adc<{uutcly.
whether the im rea.ses made as a result of the cight-hinir law
were justified would be to decide again a <{uesli<>ii .ilreudy

ungress

by the Kight Hour (oiimiisMon, General George W.
Gi^thals, lulgar K. Clark ami George KuMee. ap|ioiliteil liy
Hie
the I'reMdem iimler the terin- of the .\(i.im>oii law.
following i> an alislrait of the te\l of the re|iorl, whiili i^
aicompaiuetl !>> nearly 500 page;, of ai>peiuiice>, inihuling
statistical exhibits, ami the repeirt.s of the commission's
special agents on topics connectt»d with the investigation.
This commission is directed liy law to observe the operalion and efleits of the institution of the eight-hour standard
work day established for lertain railroild employees during
a period of not less than si.\ months nor more than nine
months, in its disireiion, and to report its findings to the
President and Congress within .^0 days thereafter. The law
ilix'S

m

lives,

W.

J.

J.

Lauck and

The

Higgins.

Wame

brotherluod-

as thei' ' ''• - "'

•

work of tb'
month and ajiprove it. These ri

with authority to go

from month to
met from time

W.

F. J.
over the

to time during Deceml>er. January, ,ii.
ruary in conference with the secretary of the comn
and a scries of forms to be filled out by the railways were
agreed upon.
It was impossible for carriers to fill out these form* until
after the provisions of the eight-hour law. which is gincral
in its terms, had been made definite by judicial interpret.it ion

or by agreement of the parties.
The railroads in Novemlicr and DecemIxT, 1916, insti
By
luted many suits to enjoin the enforcement of the law.
a stipulation between the attorney general of the United
States and counsel for the railroads, a con.scnt order was
entered continuing all of these cases, except one. which was
made a test case. The final determin-tlion of this cnsc wa«
to be expcil

•

'

Kinstitutioii....;-

250

r

reed to
if

keep their
•

•-

the
'"1

!
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from January 1. 1917, in accordance with the terms of the
This meant, in practice, merely that the roads kept
law.
the time slips showing the service performed by each man.
The calculations of tlie pay on both the old and new bases
could not be made currently, because the very general terms
of the law could not, without interpretation, be applied to
individual schedules.
The case was argued before the Supreme Court of the
United States on January 8, 1917. Before the case was decided, the brotherhoods again threatened to strike if a settlement was not effected at once without waiting for the de-

Supreme Court. The strike was to begin on
The President of the United States
17 at 7 p. m.
appointed a committee, representing the Council of National
Defense, and consisting of Hon. Franklin K. Lane, secretary
of the interior; Hon. William B. Wilson, secretary of labor;
cision of the

March

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad;
and Samuel Gompers, president of the American Federation
of Labor, to effect a settlement of the controversy through

At the request of that committee, the date of the
was postponed until March 19. Early on the I9th a
settlement was effected in harmony with the eight-hour law,
but defining somewhat more specifically the application of
On
the eight-hour basis to existing schedules and practices.
the same day, ^larch 19, the decision of the Supreme Court
mediation.
strike

of the United States upholding the constitutionality of the

law was handed down. The award above mentioned provided for a 'Commission of Eight," four members representing the brotherhoods and four the railroads, to decide
This body found it
disputed questions arising thereunder.
necessary practically to rewrite the schedules for the entire
Negotiations were continued during the summer,
country.
the decisions of the Commission of Eight not being completed until September 23, 1917. The eight-hour day as the
measure of a day's work for the purpose of reckoning compensation of certain classes of railroad employees has thus
become an accomplished fact. We do not understand that
the roads have any intention of further contesting the establishment of the eight-hour day for the employees concerned
in the negotiations.

During the months of deliberation by the Commission of
work of filling out the blanks agreed upon was

Eight, the
retarded.

Some

of the returns included in this report were

received as late as

November

10.

In addition to the information tci be entered on the blank
forms agreed upon, the commission proceeded to collect information through three special agents on the following
topics:
(1) Railway wage schedules and agreements; (2)
employment conditions in road and yard service; and (3)
the practicability of an actual eight-hour day in railroad
train service.
These topics were assigned respectively to
William Z. Ripley, Victor S. Clark, and Charles P. Howard.
Their reports are described in subsequent sections, and are
printed in full in appendixes.
Although the commission
exercised care in selecting

men

of impartiality

and of

scien-

standing for these special reports, and made suggestions
as to their plan and scope, the reports themselves should be
taken as representing the individual views of their authors.
tific

Railroads and Classes of Employees Affected
not possible for this commission to make authoritafindings as to the ultimate effects of the eight-hour

It is

tive

standard workday. In the first nine months of 1917 traffic
conditions were in many respects abnormal.
Furthermore,
it takes some time for railroads to adjust themselves to these

new

require further study by others in
the future to make anything like a final showing.
Nevertheless, we believe that certain truths regarding the operation of the eight-hour law are now apparent, and the presentation of such facts as have been collected will be of some
conditions.

It will

service.

(1)

The roads included:

The law

applies to all

common
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by railroad subject to the act to regulate commerce
with the exception of railroads independently owned and
operated not exceeding 100 miles in length, electric street
railroads and electric interurban railroads, such exceptions,
however, not applying to certain terminal and transfer roads.
"One hundred miles in length" presumably means first track
mileage operated under any form of ownership or contract,
so long as the ownership and operation are independent.
"Independently" here probably means independently of
some parent or controlling company. The roads excluded
from the above exception and thus subject to the law are
those whose principal business is leasing or furnishing tercarriers

minal or transfer facilities to other railroads; or which are
themselves engaged in transfer of freight between railroads
This, taken
or between railroads and industrial plants.
strictly, would leave very few if any steam roads excluded,
since probably nearly all roads make interchanges of freight
between other roads. The exact determination of this matIn order not to increase the
ter must be left to the courts.
extent of the commission's correspondence uselessly, it was
decided to address only the roads which reported to the Interstate Commerce Commission and which were 100 miles
or more in length, or were classed as switching and terminal
companies, as well as roads less than 100 miles in length if

known

to be parts of larger systems.

(2) The employees included: Neither the eight-hour law
nor the decision of the Supreme Court makes an enumeration

The terms of the law
applies to persons actually engaged in any
capacity in the operation of trains used for the transportation of persons or property.
The restrictions to trains transof the classes of employees affected.

are general.

It

porting persons or property

is

of

no practical importance,

customary to pay engineers, for example, at the
same rate whether their engines run light or loaded.
In a broad sense, nearly all employees of railroads are
engaged in the operation of trains, that being the business of
a railroad; in a more restricted sense, the language of the
law might apply to all persons connected with the movement
of trains, directly or indirectly, including not merely the enginemen and trainmen, but also the telegraphers who send
messages controlling the movement of trains. In a still narrower sense, the law might be understood to apply only to
those physically on moving trains and having something to
do with their operation. The narrowest view might exclude
yard employees as engaged in making and breaking up trains
Ijut not in operating them, and it might also exclude hostlers.
The railroads have taken the view that the act does not
apply to employees other than those who were represented
by the brotherhoods in the negotiations which led to the
passage of the law, and in fact only the latter classes are
recognized by the roads as entitled to its benefits.
It is a fact, however, that tlie demands of the brotherhoods
since

it

is

related to freight service only, while in

its

actual applica-

law has affected the passenger service
also.* It clearly applies to that service.
We must look to the
language of the law as well as to the negotiations between
brotherhoods and railroads to find out what the law means
tion,

the eight-hour

in detail, the classes of employees threatening to strike at a
particular time affording the general basis for classification,

and, as the Supreme Court has ruled, an adequate basis. In
other words. Congress, although moved to legislate because
of a crisis affecting certain employees,

may

be assumed to

framing the act. The
proper interpretation of the words, "actually engaged- in any

have made

a logical classification in

capacity in the operation of trains," must he left to the courts.
This commission has received inquiries whether such emriloyees as switch tenders
the eight-hour basis, but

and car inspectors are entitled to
no definite answer could be given

advance of interpretation by the courts.
We find that the roads in actual practice have applied the
eight-hour day as a basis for reckoning the compensation of
the following classes of employees: Engineers, firemen, conin

1

February

1.
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buggugemcn, hrakemen, and
luctors,
lawmen in road and yard service, and Kentrally also hostlers.
rhe ;vvfraj;e number of the employees in these classes, in'•
a small numl>er classified as "Other road train emin the calendar year l''l(>, was 308,.i7.?, wliicli was
assistant

'

lonductors,

•

'

number

AGli
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But the e.stimate
subject to certain qualificalioiu.
It
drx!s not imlude the increases which may be granted to nuiscellaneous emjiloyecs who come in contact with yard employees and wlio arc asking why they should not receive the
same treatment.
i.<i

Ihis rifers to the larRc roads,

having annual operating revnues of more than $1,000,000. The corresponding pcrcent-

Again, the significance of the estimate will be <|Uestioncd
by tho.se who k-lieve that conditions in January of this year
were abnormal in the amount of overtime, and by those who

Eastern, 17.6')
gfs in the three geographical districts are:
cent; southern, 17.45 [>ct cent; and western, 16.86 per

believe that the carriers will find ways of adjusting their
operations so as to avoid paying overtime.

cent of the total

i'<T

of railway employees.

ler

The

numl)er of employees in the eastern
listrict i^ in i\. i-^ of tho>e in the South and West combined.
The aggregate cumjiensation paid during the year 1916 to
he employees above mentioned was $410,743,044, which was
8.11 per cent of the compensation paid to all railroad emThc corresponding percentages in the three geoil
districts are:
Eastern, 29.19 |-)er cent; southern.
ent.

j'cr

cent;

and western.

Effect of Eight-Hour
(1)

The Increase

per cent.

26.'),?

Law Upon Wages and Hours

in Cost to the Railroads.

— At

he eiyht-hour law was being considered, there
' tion as to the extent of the probable effect

rating costs.

the time

was much
upon rail-

Oiiviously, the increase in cost in

ligures will vary

from year

ali-

volume
what the

to year with the

We

cannot do more than to state
ncrease would be if the percentages derived from observaions during a limited perio<l are applied to a year's business.
The following table shows the increase in pay due to the
iraftic.

I

The wide

agi;rci;ate

ight-hour law as reported for the month of januar)', 1917,
nd the percentage relation to the compensation under the
916 schedules of wages. The table covers 104,355 miles of
oad, of which 20,093 were in the eastern district, 24.502 in
lie southern, and 59,760 in the western.

C0SIPES9ATI0N

VSPER EIOHT-noVR

WHEDfLES. BY
JANVARV,

DISTRICTS, SO FAR AS

AND UNDER

L.KW

1818

difference between the |«t

•

in

•

compared with the souil.'
tricts indicates that an increa^e (jf fatiii
ments may reduce the amount of overtime.
the eastern as

i:*ist-

Actual experience has demonstrated that the showing for
first month of 1917 is subject to modification.
First, in
yard service there has been a wide-spread change to eighthour shifts.
Reports in answer to our circular of inquirydated October 5, 1917, covering 175,744 miles of road, .show
that between January 1, 1917, and the date of the rejKirts,
11,390 yard crews were placed on eight-hour shifts, and at
the time of the reports 3,486 crews were still working longer
than eight hours. To what e.xtent this change will Ijc jjcrmanent, we do not know, but a redu< lion in lumrs me.in> to
the

men tliat they do not get the wage increase indicated
above, and in some ca.ses it means a considerable decrease,
as where men formerly working 12 hours now work 8 hours
the

for the former 10 hours' pay.
To the carriers, however, the
reduction in hours does not necessarily mean an e.scape from
all of the increased cost shown in January.
With a 25 per

pay per hour the total labor cost must be
increased unless the total number of man-hours re()uircd for
a given amount of switching is reduced through increased
efficiency.
There may be additional economies in the u.«c of
the equijjmcnt or facilities. The general change to the eightcent increase in

hour

shift has been so recent that it was not practicable for
commission to undertake a special study of the effect of
reduced hours on efficiency.
We can make no finding as

REPORTED: tlONTB OF

i»i;.

this
(This tabic corcn IM,3;u miles of road.

how much the percentage of increase in labor cost shown
yard service can be reduced.
In road service, actual e.xperience has shown a much less
marked change in operation, but, considering the repeated
statement of representatives of the railroads that train operation would not be affected by the eight-hour law, the replies
of the carriers were somewhat surprising in revealing hunto

Colli peiiM

DWrirt

Md sCTTiw.

Incmse

UoD under

n, 131, 570

for

Per cent

of
Increase.

due to
84iaurUw.

1»I6
schedules.

4.246

«M,1M

S48,0«8
10,027

Western.

1,300,141

S,34»

LH08
L774

ToUl

2.»O,«08

80,434

2.7W

Eaitcra

3,«U,414

5«7.04«

Western.

1,674. 5»4
3,»:4.305

dreds of instances of an actual shortening of the hours of
road employees. The replies of the carriers in answer to the
questions in regard to changes in operation are reprinted in
full in Appendi.x IV.
That of the Baltimore & Ohio is here
given as being of especial interest:

Freteht.

ToUL

7,«04,313

E«««ni

a,13»,3H

1

191

HIT

IS1,S»

10.

MI

3»4,1«8

U.2S2

1,142,773

15.00

ni.»io

24 066

'The time of freight trains has been changed as a result of

Yirt:

ToUl

IU.>7

a\sa

putting

3O0.S7«

24 675

shortening of the mileage, and

4.aas,»7S

«H5,m

24.
i

mo

percentages shown in the preceding table are applied
B the total compensation paid to these same classes of emfor the calendar year 1910, the following e.<timate
increase in wage cost results:
Pas.senger service,
'

J'97; freight service, $.31,668,998; yard service. $27,'Jo.4j7; total for the United States, $61,534,532. This does

include increases paid to hostlers, which would amount
it $1,875,000 additional, if all roads paid hostlers on
t-hour basis, the increase for this occupation l)eing
'V nearly 25 per cent for January. 1917.
The forc-timates relate to "riass I" roads, or those having
rii; revenues of more than SI. 000.000 per annum.
The

>pprt»\iraate correctness of the percentages

shown above

trains,

train service takes care of a

If the

»

on additional

UI.MO
1.2lf>,U6

is

ndicated by a study of the amount of the back-pay checks
lue employee.* during the months of January and February,
917. in relation to the pay rolls of those months.

lieve the regular crews to
twcen terminals. Work:--

resulting
in

some cases

in

nthrr

rs^i:-

in

tin
'

-

•

which increased the
Turn-around
reduced.
-

t.i

straight-away service, whicii has
The (imr n( apprnxim;.1!

u
n

•

itinc uii duty
- per day hat

per trip
lic(

the

afHifinnn!

thr

i

i» a
mdicatet

^*inil

'

i-o:i

Hour* per
Frcilht

train.

Ilrv

Helper service
have been rim

trains

duty per

trip.

Better

at

Min

some points and
on

ir» lo *hortcn the lime
'f

freight

i«

l>cing

made

in

Yard engines
yards lo reduce the swuiiniik' -m line of road.
have been put on at outlying points to reduce the amount of

5

:
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switching performed by crews of freight trains. The following
is an illustration of the performance on one of the divisions
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The Increase

in

Wages

in

5

Each Occupation and Class

of Service

where helpers were discontinued and double-headers operated

yard.
Road.
Hours. Hrs. Min.

Ti ins
1916
1917

foregoing discussion is based upon aggregates of the
increases in passenger, freight, and yard services.
It
important to show also the increases in the various occu-

The

Time consumed per
Initial

train.

wage

Final
yard.

is

Hours

pations in each sub-class of service.
shown in the following table:

niv,
uly,

Illustrative results are

PER CENT OF INCREASE IN COMPENSATION UNDER EIGHT-HOUR LAW IN EFFECT JAN. 1, 1917, AS COMPARED
WITH COMPENSATION PAID UNDER 1916 SCHEDULES, FOR SELECTED ROADS: MONTH OF JANUARY, 1917.
Eastern

1

5
Class of service and occupation.

\6

6

6

K

PS

a

6

U

K

a
<

Western

district.

i

«|

1>

K

a

i!

1

«

Southern

district.

P5

U
K
K
o

>

So

V
"J

•a

5

1

1

11 1

district.

B

r

1

a

•8

f

1

P.ct. p.ct. p.ct. P.ct. p. a. P.ct. P.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct. p.ct.
0.1
2.0
0.9
0.3
0.2
0.6
0.6
1.5
0.2
0.4
0.1
.9
.1
1.9
1.6
.4
.9
.5
.2
.3
1.9
0.1
.4
1.4
6.2
1.8
1.2
(')
.9
!6
2.0 . -5
•8

Passenger, through:

72

^**^"^™"'^'^*-tors (.titset coiiecton*^

Ra
Total
I*a55L'nger,

.7
.8

1.1
.7

1.9
2.7

.3
.5

t^\

4.1
9.7

1.9
1.5

.6

.5

2.0

3

C)

4.5

.9

1.0

6.9
8.4
7.5

4.9
5.0
8.8

5.3
7.9
14.8

12.8
9.7
14.4

13.2
14.6
7.5

74

72

6.8

7.2
10.3

14.3
14.2

9.8

n.o

13.7
8.5

14.3
13.4

20.8
18.2

6.3
7.5

8.3

7.4

10.3

13.7

10.3

3.1
3.6
3.6

.9

2.8
3.7
6.4

1.2
1.0
i:8

8.6
9.5
6.1

short tura-around:

R^trp^

m

lULKei CUUeLLO
n

Total

}

6.4
1.6
7.4

"V.Y

8.9

n
m
(6)

.4

1.0

s

<°'i

1.6

(«)

C)

20.8
21.2
27.2

5.0
5.7
3.5

72

'i4.'9'

S

17.0
20.2

8.8

12 7

(»)

22.4

4.7

.8
.9
2.4

4.5
4.7
4.1

\b)

3.3
3.2
3.3

.4
.4
.5

.9

78

11.1
11.7

7.0

6.3

4.0

lii

.1
C-)

.1
.1

.3

.4

.6

.2

.6

.1

4.5
4.7

15.8
9.0

.1

178

2.2
2.3
31.8

10.1
9.1
19.1

(<)

14.0

18.6

29.2
16.9
22.6

2.8

14.7

10.6

16.3

1.1
1.1

2.2

C)

All passenger service:
1.0
2.5

.1

27

.9

2.9
2.6
5.4
29.2
3.5
6.6

22

1.2

4.9

1.1
3.1

.6
2.7

1.6
Rtiffpaeprnpn

Total passenger service
freight,

5.0
4.6

3.4

6.1

1.4

6.7

1.6

4.1
5.5

5.6
9.2

2.6
2.3

"h'.'i

P>

26

.7
.6

C)

2.0

3.8

1.7

4.9

1.4

7.0

5.5

1.6

4.7

(.")

3.0

.5

(»)

9.2
10.6
8.5

5.2
4.0
2.8
2.4

12.1
11.2
10.6
10.8

14.6
14.5
15.1
15.1

14.2
14.0
14.6
14.8

2.0
2.3

84

6.0
6.7
6.4
5.7

.9
.9

1.2
3.0
3.3

1.1
1.6
2.3
1.5

<-.4

1.8
2.1
1.4
1.3

3.8
3.6

1

9.0

3.5

5.9

11.2

14.9

14.5

1.5

2.2

1.5

1.7

4.0

(-)

6.4

18 5

17 7

23.1
23.0
23.4
23.1

23.4
23.5
23.3
23.6

70

2.7
2.9
5.6

3.3

11.8
16.3
16.0

18.5
16.1
16.3
18.7

74

19.0
19.4
18.4

23.3
20.0
19.5
18.8

2.8

.2
.4
C.3

6.1

5.8

C.3

11.7
11.9
10.9
10.9

16.1
15.4
17 2
17.3

13.3
11.6
11.1

6.9

3.1
3.4
22
1.7

18.7

15.6

20.3

17 6

23.1

23.5

7.2

4.5

3.8

2.6

11.4

16.0

12.0

S.o

9.6

19.0
21.1
21.0
19.8

24.5
23.6
23.5
23.6

23.3

24.1
23.9
23.1
23.2

22.7
22.6
22 6
22.1

21.2
20.8
21.1
21.7

17.0
15.7
16.3
17. S

21.2
24.7
23.3
22.1

22.5
24.9
23.3
22.3

17.7
IS. 5

18.0

18.0
19.1
18.0
16.8

21.4

17 8

21.8
21.7
21.7
20.7

17

22.0
22.1

22.1
22.2
21.6
20 6

25.6

21.4
19.3
20.3
19.6

20.1

23.8

22.6

21.4

23.5

22.4

21.3
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22.4

22.9

18.0

21.4

17.6

17.9

23.7

20.2

18.3
18.9
19.2
18.3

20.6
16.8
19.3
19.0

20.4
19.6
18 3
18.4

18.7
17.0
16.9
18.4

22.3

14.1
14.1
14.4
15.0

72

22.0
21.9

22.3
20.6
22.0
21.9

9.2
10.8

9.8
10.9
11.9

6.4
6.3
6.9
7.8

12 5
12 4
12

16.3
15.8
17.4

12.2

176

13.9
12.8
12 3
12 5

13.6
13.2
16.0

13.1

9.4
10.6
11.0
11.9

13.3
12.9
13.4
13.6

19.0

19.1

17.9

22.1

21.8

14.5

8.8

11.3

10.7

6.9

12.3

16.8

12.9

24.9
24.9
24.8
25.1

24.7
24.9
25.0
25.0

24.5
24.4
24.6
24.7

24.9

25.0
25.0
24.6
24.4

24.6
24.4
24.7
24.6

22.7
24.6
24.5
25.0

24.3
24.0
20.5
21.1

21.5
21.6
25.4
18.2

24.5
24.3
24.7
24.5

22.1

25.0
24.8

23.2
25.4
25.0

24.4
24.1
25.0
25.1

24.3
24.2
25.0
25.0

22

24.4
24.4
24.6
24.7

24.6
24.7
24.9
25.5

25.0

24.9

24.6

24.9

24.7

24.6

24.3

22.1

21.3

24.5

24.0

24.7

24.7

23.7

24.6

25.0

16.8
17.5
17.4
19.5

18.2

16.2
1.V6

19.7

11.9

12

20.2
21.1

13.7
15.5

10.3
10.3
11.2
13.8

9.0
9.3
11.3
11.3

10.1
10.5
11.2
13.4

8.4
8.5
10.1
12.0

11.5
11.6
12 8
16.1

13.6
13.3
14 6
16.8

12.3
12.1
12.7
14.1

11.4
11.2
14.2
18.4

W.O
H.6

1H.7

20.0
18.9
20.0

20.1
19.2

19.2
20.3

18.5
18.4
18.2
19.3

16.4

18.1

19.0

18.8

17.0

19.7

20.3

10.2

11.4

9.8

13.1

14.7

12.8

14.0

14.6

.1

C)
.6

fast:

1.5

.4
f.2
.3
(«)

4.4
4.3

7!

5.0
4.2
3.6

5

5.6
5.2

3.4

4.2

Freight, slow:

7.8

3.6

W

U

6

8.2
8.1
8.7
S.8

9.6
10.0

9.5
9.1

Freight, local:

18.6

j

•23.5

Z'i.O

22.1

7.3

IS. 4

3

16.9

17

7

22.6
26.7
26.0

20.

.S

25.

170

1Q A

All services:

17

4

16. 7

Syracuse, Rochester, and Buffalo divisions only.
o No increase or dt'crease.
b Less than one-tenth of I per cent increase.
c Decrease.
c* Less than one-tenth of 1 per cent decrease
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.shurt
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through
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ur

suburban

turn-uruund passenger
either direitiun dues nut excei'd

to include thu>c

the distance in

miles, although one ru;id reports tiiat

81)

llKll•.l^L• .iiiin-.irs

,ii;aiii tlic lii-.ivii^t

the

it

drew the

line at

in slow Ireight and local freight servicea tlie
decidedly heavier than in fast freight service. Fast
freight service was del'inc-d to include trains actually operated
will) a-duied tunnage to make possible a rate of speed higher
than that of ordinary slow freight for the purpose of making
ntiuired deliveries or connections with other trains, regard-

5U miles,
increase

less
rcil

At.l.

12,5.

begins after ^
are connidertd
tiun.

whether ilesignated as

of

fast

symbol trains,
The intrease shown

freights,

yard service is subject to the '.jualitications noted.
In order to determine whellier the percentages for January
were representative, carriers were asked to give data for
for

engineers only for the months of March and May.
Such
returns as have been received indicate that the j)crcentages
of increa.s*.' are similar from month to month for the same

road in the same sub-class of service, except where they
the change to the eight-hour shifts in yards, beginning
on some roads in May.
In this connection it should be
reilect

compensation shown in these
til K> is merely a computation of the difference between llie
.iiiiuunts due under two sets of wage schedules for the
>crvice performed in a given period in 1917.
No account is
taken of the actual service and compensation for the corres|ionding period in 1916.
Consequently, where there has
l>een a reduction in the hours of labor per man per day,
these percentages may indicate neither the change in the
total labor cost to the carrier nor the change in the total
wanes received by the individual employee.
\|il. lined that the increase in

Increases in

Wages

The average
by no means

as Affecting Individual

Employees
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the measure of a day s work,
liut
discussions preceding the enactment
.«itleretl, the 12.5 miles per hour
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liie
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.

of tin

on,blc

;

its meaning,
lulled States has referred to th'
being for a "permanent agreeiuc
period should be shortened in v.:
previously existing should be perluriucd

interpretation of

thir

I

a»
'he

;

'.usk
*
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The

court also said that the statute "i>erniancntly applied an
eight-hour stantlard for work and wages whitji existed and
had bivii ill praitiie on about 15 |K-r cent of the railroad.s."
.v.
The effect of the law as applied is i...riii.iiv •..
the
compensation for straight mileage or stt
cd.
i.

The same payment

is

now made

for

i

hours as was formerly made for a minimuui
The mileage rate remains unchanged, wli
hour is increasi-d.
Tin- iii' of the law brings to the en
jiaMiK-nt for more hours

8

ir».

jjcr

.

'

l>er

'ice
i

of

mIc

hour.

The following two

cases will serve to illustrate th<»«e dis-

and will also show what
are possible under the law as interpreted.
tinctions

further,

ills

'

ise

1

n passenger conductor on the Southern Kail.s... i,.,^,,,,^^ an
increase of $124.70 jxjr month, or 8S.7 per cent of his former

pay.

1 he

increase in compensation in each occupation

details of his se^^'ice

and pay are as follows:

applicable to each individual in that occupation.
Many employees received no increase whatever, while
others received remarkably large increases.
Out of a total of 69,202 employees in 13 occupations on
64 roads included in a special study on this point, it was
found that 12.6 per cent received no increase in January
as a result of the law, and 30.2 per cent received an increase
of less than $10 per month, as appears from the following

He ran 126 miles in short turn-around passenger-service
each day for 31 days, or a total of 3,906 miles. His elapsed
time, counted continuously from the l>eginning to the end of
the days work, averaged 16 hours and 35 minutes a day, but
his actual time averaged 6 hours and 8 minutes daily. Under
.schedules in effect in 1916, his mileage paid fnr a' ftmipht
jimileage was 155 per day, which was the m
in that service constituting a day according

table:

Railway schedules,

is

of persons
receiving

.\mounl of Increase per Month.

No

increase
In), r $10

«M

under
under
$.'n .inl under
$40 and under
$50 and over
$J

,n

'

.,!,

I

Tol.ll

$20
$30
$40
$50

sprcifiea
increases,

Per cent

«.729
20.931
15,688
16.163
6.578

12.6
30.2
22.7
23.4
9.5

975
138

0.2

69.202

lOO.O

of total.

a round

when

1.4

Overtime Payments and Additional Allowances
In the

st.itistics

requested of the carriers, a distinction

is

between overtime compensation and the amount paid
i»r "straight" mileage or "straight" time.
In road .service,
the straight mileage is all mileage paid for at the mileage
rate, and in yard service, or in other purely time service,
-traight time means the minimum hours which constitute .i
l.iy.
Overtime is the time paid for in addition to the straight
timi' or mileage payments, but not including the allowances
uniler special rules, which are paid in addition to the comI'tn-ation for the mileage or time of the entire service.
The eight-hour standard which is Ixring observed in road
•'•r\icc is the so-called speed basis of 12.5 miles per hour.
This simply means that overtime is considered as l>cginninc
liter the expiration of the numt)cr of hours indicated by the
irawTi

m

,ii.v...ng
at a rate of 2.9 cents |.«i m.j.
or §139.50 for 31 days.
On one day he
received 2 hours' initial terminal allowance at 58 cents pwr
hour, or $1.16, or a total pay of $140,66.
Under the eight-hour day settlement, overtiirv in short ftim-

$4.50 per

Number

d.\v,

"

and suburban passenger -'
is more than S hours

there

n
any 10 hours, hut overtime is ai
excess of 10 hours, taking the entire spread of the day's work
over
hours
is
ca.sc
excess
10
6
hours
In
this
the
as a whole.
and 35 minutes, which is counted as 7 hours. Accordingly,
this conductor received the former dav's pav of S4,50 per dav
^' ' '"
for 31 <i:
-

-"

-

'

•

-

—

'

each dav
paj-ment
per cent.

On

il,,|,-.

24

fhf ':iTnc rnilrrt'iH n

.,

;;;:>

niiiuites,

u.i-

,1

nours

respectively.

rnf wa« fo^md wh^i*

.-hi.!

On

..

.^

ir,fiiiiiiv

,17111

th^ piy of a

.1

hrxir- ,Tnd

the old basis, overtime betran

RAILWAY AGE

264

.S6 minutes (152^20), making the overtime over one-half liour (8 hours 25 minutes
7 hours 36
minutes), which was counted as 1 hour. On the new basis
the overtime began at 8 hours, and was thus less than onehalf hour, which was not counted.
Two such instances in
the month at 58 cents per hour, made the total pay $1.16

after 7 hours iind

—

under the new basis.
For 29,608 employees on the Pennsylvania Railroad in
January the ''straight" payments, for miles, hours, or trips,
aggregated $2,624,078 under the 1916 schedules, and $2,622,267 under the eight-hour law, or substantially the same.
The increase in compensation appears in the overtime payment, being for this road $321,420 under 1916 schedules
and $857,661 under the eight-hour law, an increase of
$536,241, or 166.8 per cent. The allowances under special
rules amounted to $40,119 under the 1916 schedules and
$45,117 under the present standard, being in both cases less
than 2 per cent of the total compensation.
While the allowances under special rules are relatively
unimportant in the aggregate, they do affect a large propor-
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Similar information for additional occupations
Attention is first directed to the
given in an appendix.
number of persons receiving specified amounts of wages per
month.
occupations.
is

less

JPER CENT

WHICH OVERTIME IS OF TOTAL COMPENSATION UNDER
MONTH OF JANUARY, 1917.

EIGHT-HOI'R BASIS:

Cleveland,

Norfolk

Mobile

nati,

&

&

Chicago

Western.

Ohio.

.\tchison, Chicaeo,
Topeka St. Paul,
ti.

&

Fe

Santa
(east-

ern lines).

Minneapolis

&

Omaha.

St. Louis.

Per

Passenger:

ThrouRh
Short turn-around

cent.

Per

cent.

Per

cent.

1.8
25.6

5.4
32.2

0.5

14.2

8.0

2.9

28.0
30.9
40.2
29.3
30.8
41.1
39.3

17.4

4.6
11.4

Per

cent.

Per

cent.

0.9

3.7

.i.5

1L4

4.4
16.1

12.7
23.9

3J.3
37.4
17.8
25.1
21.9
33.4

32.6

Frcicht:

Local

Wreck
Work and construction

27.8
33.4
29.1

23.6
46.6
29.7

2.8.8

33.9
33.4

(Covers 26 eastern, 17 southern, and 21 western roads, in whole or in part.]

Road freight
Eastern.

Road

engineers.

Southern. Western.

Eastern.

freight

brakemen.

Southern.

Western.

Wages.

i

1
A

:i

Under

22

SIO

tl0to»19
$20to»29
$30toJ39

13
Z

n.w

3:-

1.44

i>

.7t

Zh 1.14
25 1,()i
,96

WO to $49
$50 to

p<

W

$.59

23
26

1.67

2:'

1.67

21
•M

1..52

$190 lo $199
$200 to $209
$210 to $219
$220 to $229
$230 to $239
$240 to $249......
$250 to $259
$200 to $269
$270 to $279
$280 to $289
$290 to $299 .

27.3
21.4
14.0
19.7

Total

,58

•?,

.54

2 36
42 1.84
.53
12
8
.35
1
.04
3
.13

.54

2,286

2. 8V

2.42

164

.5.6,5

12(1

4, 14

102

3.

lit!

4. IC

51

14(

20/

:i.

.58

162
221

270|

4.

67

20K

7.

375

6. 4<l

281

9.68

3t

2,84
1.67
41 2,97
4!.
3, ,W
46 3, :«

41,

5.5b

9.62

WI6

10. ,54

a

44

l.8t

.5.S

80(^13.84
90f 1,5.71
801 13.86

7.i

3,

i:i

.567

11.8(1

INI

88

3.71-

294

5.

Xd

6.45

1116

4,

UK

2.04

9(1

«, ,52

IZt

.5.28

32
3

..5.5

1,75

$lS0to$I?9

2. 7(1

1,76
1.72

4(

146 6,30
1.54
6.74
203 8.8H
206 9,01
?4H III 76
229 10.02
198 8.66
135 5.90

1.5f

166

1.3V

$80 to $89
$90 to $99
$100 to $109
$110 to $119
$120 to $129
$130 to $139
$140 to $149
$150 to $159
$160 to $169
$170 to $179

li

216 3.74
16C 2.92

1.21

j:!

31

4.21

2.92
2.15

3. .52

S
3

m

1.71
.94

.5.

M

HI 6.59
107 7.75
103 7 46
111 S 04
88 6.38
68 4.93
67 4,86
46 3
32 2.32
20 1 45
14 1.01
9
.65
9 .65
.36
5
2
.15

2.

36
75

.5.'!

142 6.09
163 7.00
1,5.5
6 65
168 7 21
158 6.78
150 6.44
112 4,81

M

100 1,380

2.

08

1

.05
.02

1

(12

1

02

.58

.5.

V.62
IV

27
.m 13. 44
2,57 8.86
138 4.76
3H 1.34
8
.28
.03
1
38.5 13.

1

S

Z

P<

1.67

11

4V

1

H.
3V

%

0.

1

1

1

s

Z

41

3f

1

!.

82

»
»

!,»

1

Pm

28
32

1

M
H

55

.7:1

31

65 2,84
86 3,76
10S 4,77

1

1

I,,5(1

in

J60tot69
870toS79

W

!
L

.ftl

405 6.30
5.52
3.77
22V 3.53
221 3.44
2.86 4.45
.>iA 5.51
4.56 7.09
614 9.55
788 12.29
Ki5 12.99
662 10.30
412 6.41
284 4.42
146 2.27
72 1.12
31
.48
15
.23
12
.19
8
.12
3.55
•242

1

.03
.02

100 6,428

100

2

92 3 (M
56 2.40
34

30
14
12

6

100 2,330

46
1.29
.60
.51
.30
.26

1

100i5,78I

100 2,902

17.1

29.5
24.1

27.0
11.5

25.5
20.8

28.1
17.7

30.0
23.4

The advantage
average

is

of such a statement over that of a simple
The typical earning of an eastern

apparent.

was around $180 a month,
brakemen $100 a month, but
more and many who received
not enough, however, to show how many persons

freight engineer,

for example,

tion of the men.
The count of 69,202 individual cases to
which reference has been made above, shows that 29,321, or
42.4 per cent, had received allowances under special rules.
Overtime was made by 59,849, or 86.5 per cent of the indi-

and

viduals.

the amount of service rendered in each of these classes. The
tables in Appendix III will show by occupations an analysis
of the days, miles and hours for each of the wage classes
shown in the preceding table. It may be noted here that the
"very low earnings indicate that work was performed for only
a fraction of the month and the high earnings imply large

There is a wide variation in the relative importance of
overtime to total pay in the various subclasses of service, as
is shown in the above illustrative table.

Typical

Wages by Occupations

in

Relation to Service Performed
In addition to the report of the aggregate compensation
under the old and new basis of pay, carriers were asked to
give the names of the individuals to whom this compensation
was paid, so far as they were employed in any one class of
service during the month, and to show what was the service
Tendered by each individual as expressed in days, runs,
This report concerning individuals was
miles and hours.
intended to serve partly as a check upon the accuracy of the
^general report, and partly as a basis for a study of the range
of pay and hours in each occupation.
This study has been made for only 69,202 employees, as
the tabulation had to be confined to those reports which were
For each of these individuals a card
received promptly.
was punched in the office of the commission showing his
compensation for the month of January, 1917, under the
eight-hour law settlement and the number of days, miles and
hours of service for the month, as well as other data. The
cards were then classified and the items counted with the cooperation of the Bureau of the Census.
In the following tables certain results are shown for two

that of the eastern freight

there were
less.

It is

many who

received

received the specified earnings.

It is

desirable to

know

also

mileage or long hours.

Average Hours of Service
The

following table shows the average hours per run, in
the case of road service, and the average hours per day, in
the case of yard service, for engineers on representative roads,
as reported for the months of January, March, and May,
1917.
These averages are on the basis of actual time for
each of the subclasses of service except short turn-around and
suburban passenger service, for which both elapsed time and
actual time are shown.
It will be observed that the hours are shortest in through
passenger service.
This fact -should be considered in connection with the number of miles run in this service.
Data
concerning the miles run by employees in various occupations

and

services will be

found

in

Appendix

II

and Appendix

III to this report.
The foregoing table shows further that
on the eastern roads in slow-freight service the actual time
during which engineers are on duty is from 12 to 13 hours
per run.
In the southern and western districts, the correspondiiiu figures are considerably smaller.
In local freight

«

.

February

1.

men wurk from

run in all districts.
lumrs shuwn in the table arc
month. In yard ser\'ice the
effect uf the intriHluilion uf eJKht-hour shifts on certain
roads in the muntli of May is apparent.
licrvici-,
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received in time to 1><

The

in part.
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law

general
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tlii.s

matie by
trains hu^
\KT run.
Ihc railfoaiis
average train movement
i

h.i

tlian tlie j-i/c of tlie
Woslcni

district.
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IVIT.
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:^

heavy tram can «itliiii e.
,,,,
one if sufliciently incr^
but taking the situation as we lind it,

a

fast as a lighter

of

i,
i,t

made by the roadi., it is tiuc liiat
the statistics indicate a somewhat Hlowpr running timr for
the heavier trains.
There
.,s
hn^oniotives actually

'

i

Utween

to the relation

the

,f

delay per train, but probai
;^j
since an accident to one train may cause delay to a numlxrr
of others of a different class. There is this further difficulty,
that heavy freight trains ami density of traffic usually go
together, so that it is difficult to distinguish the one cau.*e
from the other, and the picture is al.^o blurred by variations
in grades, weather conditions, and character of traffic, and
the inadequacy of power and other facilities.
.\ very general sur\'ey of the results is shown
in the
following table:
.
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13.
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11.4
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service.
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«.6 laoj

ia9'
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10.71
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laster
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miles
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Per OTO
lu^inK

3uot
more
laa<tKl

can.

II

hours per day, runs bcine Incompletely reported.
reported.

The Statistics conceining the average hours on duty per
run have been supplemented by a study of the total hours of
ser\icc of indiviUual employees for the niontii of January.
Ihe reports for 2,260 Ireight engineers in both slow and
fast freight services, in the eastern district,

show

that 1,040,

or 45.5 [)er cent, were

on duty for periods aggregating less
thiin 2oo hours, the equivalent of 10 hours per day for 2o
days, and l,24o, or 54.5 per cent, were on duty 260 hours
or lunger during the month.
Those working 340 hours or
longer, the equivalent of 11 hours a day for 31 days, were
236 in number, or 10.2 per cent of the total number conIn tlie southern and western districts, the percentages corresponding to the one last given are respectively 4.7
per cent and 0.7 per cent.
sidered.

The Speed and Delays

42.6
Kl

-m.

AH.

«7.»
S9kl

Atchi i.n, Ti. .ka A
Santa l-ervre^tcm lines)
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B.7
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Illinois Central

Atchison, T o p r k a A
Santa Feleasteni line*).

Union

7.7

Paciflc
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Rock Island A
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i,«oa
2,100
2,131

Boutbem
Norfolk & Western
Oreat Northern

MilvmikFe
Chlrairn,
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.<!l

21.
It.

CI.

U.I

7&.1
78.4

s.8r

SII.1

7X1
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4ai
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ia4
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».2
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York,
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17.
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14.7

tLI
36.5
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of Freight Trains
ID'U.lJM['Oll%

ChlCllii'n,

The blank forms drawn up in conference with represenof the brotherhoods and of the railways included
one dealing with train operation from the standpoint of
speed, tonnage and delays.
This form provided for a statement of all Ireight trains in the two weeks' period ending
Mardi 17, 1917, classilied as fast freight or slow freight,
on certain selected roads agreed upion as representative. Such
data as the following were requested to be shown separately
for each train:
Miles run by the train, the loaded anil
empty car mileage, the gross ton mileage, the delay at initial
and linal terminals, the delays en route, the time actually
running, tlie miles assisted by helper and pusher engines, a>
well as the wages paid the crew on both the old and new
basis.
This last requirement delayed the filling out of this
form Uxause of the uncertaintv of what would be the
-iivcs

delays,

|

vported.l
.S

«.sl

a l»e<*l.
UirliKllnc

dlTisians than

la

10.8

I

on

Boon per day:
Yard

Per cent
haxinc

1

ol slow
freleht

12. Si 13.1
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11.
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'

Old Colrioy

•
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.

dii-lslaii

only.
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It Will ijc obscr>ed tliat the percentages of the trains
having a s{)ced, including delays, of 12|j miles per hour
ranges from 47 down to 0. Generally speaking, the roads
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having heavy train loads and many trains per mile of main
track are near the bottom of the list, and those of less density
and lighter loads near the top. Whether the variations from
the rule support one side or the other of the controversy
above mentioned is a question that can. not he decided except
upon a study far more comprehensive than it has been possible
Incidentally, it may be noted that the perfor us to make.
centages for the Baltimore & Ohio and Pennsylvania RailThis
road shown in columns (b) and (c) are the same.
is a curious coincidence and not an error.
For a smaller number of trains a study was made of those
having fewer than 50 cars as compared with those having
It was necessary to take the
SO cars or more per train.
number of cars as a basis for classification rather than the
gross weight, as not all roads could give data as to gross
ton-miles.

The

changes resulting from the eight-hour law, is properly a part
A detailed examination of this subject was
of this report.
made for the Commission by Prof. William Z. Ripley, of

Harvard University.

Atchison, Topcka

(H

&

Santa Fe

divisions)

&

Chicago, Roctc Island

Pacific

(12 divisions)

Great Northern (12 divisions)...

Union

Pacific (2 divisions)
Atlantic C^ast (3 divisions)
Southern Railway (3 di\isions).
Maine (2 di\isious).
Boston

general result was as follows:

&

COMPARISON OF THE SPEED AND DELAYS OF LONG AND SHORT
TRAINS IN SLOW FREIGHT SERVICE ON REPRESENTATIVE
DIVISIONS FOR THE TWO WEEKS ENDED MAR. 17, 1917.

Item.

Vol. 64, No. S

Trains

Trains

having

having

fewer

60 or

than 50

more

cars

cars

19.42
17.41
15.64
16.20

.

New York Central (3 di\isioiis)
Pittsburgh, Cincinnati, Chicago
& St. Louis (3 divisions)
pluladclphia & Reading (4diviPennsylvania Co. (2 divisions).,
Daltirriore & Ohio(4di\isions)
Bessemer & Lake Erie

Kanawha & Michigan
Toledo

& Ohio

16.60

14.09

11.96
12.26
15.62
14.19
13.24

9.93
12.49
14.56
13.57
12.22

13.29

13.59

(2 divi-

sions)

per train. per train.

Central (2 divi-

sions)

Average number of cars per

11,050

4,467

24.29
8.30

35.54
28.03

32.59
106.75
5 32

63.67
103.78
5 41
13.99
7.92

15.79
15.28
18.40
20.88
17.89
12.49
12.64

10.88

Total

11,050

train:

Loaded

Average speed including delays

do

15.91
8.71

b Fifty cars or more.
<•
The fact that this figure is

cnliimn

is

the same as the corresponding one in the preceding
a coincidence and not an error.

In describing the schedules concerning the work of train
operatives, this report by Prof. Ripley necessarily deals with

same subject matter which underlies the report of Dr.
Clark on employment conditions, but the point of view is
distinct.
The one is a study of the development of the
employment contract, while the other is a record of field

the

The

was
determined b\' the order in which reports were received from
carriers and the degree of completeness of the work of comselection of the operating divisions in these tables

many as possible being included.
should be noted that trains having more than SO cars
are not always heavier than those having fewer than SO
cars, since the former may include relatively more empties.
As a general rule, however, the long trains are the heavier.
On roads reporting gross ton-miles it appeared that for 6,520
trains having fewer than 50 cars and 2,SS2 trains having
more than SO cars the average gross weight per train was
9o6 tons for the short trains and 1,289 tons for the long
pilation, as
It

As
make

a result of his investigations. Prof. Ripley

The difference in speed between 8.71 and 7.92 miles per
hour for a lOO-mile run means a difference of 1 hour and 9
minutes per run in favor of the shorter train. But this cannot be set down as a universal rule.
In the following table
the results are given for each of the roads represented in
the total figures above mentioned.
In a number of cases,

no apprecialDle difference

is

shown.

Certain theoretical aspects of train speed are presented in

by C. P. Howard.

Railway Wage Schedules and Agreements
The eight-hour day act has effected a considerable change
in the wage agreements under which men in train and engine
service work.
In simple language, it provides that eight
hours shall, in contracts for labor and service, be deemed a
day's work and the measure or standard of a day's work for
the purpose of reckoning the compensation for services of
employees engaged in the operation of trains; Ijut the task of
revising the very numerous and complex schedules or agreements with the different classes of employees so as to comply
with the law has involved a difficulty like that which would
be met with in changing the size of one wheel in a clock and
then making the clock keep time.
A presentation of the
development and nature of these agreements or schedules
governing wages and hours, together with a record of the

is

led to

certain recommendations regarding the organization of

a permanent wage board.
These should not be taken as
recommendations of this commission, as they lie beyond the

scope of

its

work.

Employment Conditions
The commission
the facts

trains.

the special report

observations.

is

directed

and conditions

in

Road and Yard Service

among

other things to observe

affecting the relations between car-

and their employees. As previously indicated, we have
not considered it our duty to study the adequacy or inadequacy of the wages in relation to the cost of living. Consideration was given to undertaking a study of occupational
fatigue, it being frequently asserted that a reduction of hours
would reduce fatigue and prevent accidents. But no practical plan of procedure that could be carried out within a
few months at small cost was suggested. It is possible that
an amplification of the monthly accident reports required
by the Interstate Commerce Commission, so as to show the
riers

number

of hours on duty and hours of rest preceding accidents for which individual employees are responsible, might
in the course of years yield definite results.
The whole
matter of accidents to train employees was set aside in order
not to duplicate the work of other departments of the government. The statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission

amply demonstrate the hazardous character of the work of
train operation.

Tlie task of investigating and writing a description of the
working conditions in train and yard service was assigned
to Dr. Victor S. Clark.
Dr. Clark traveled extensively in
the

summer

men who work in
and the officials of the road who come
contact with the men.
His special report will be found

train
in

and

of

1917, interviewing the

\'ard service

in Api)endix VII.

He

describes the entrance requirements,

—
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1

the ]in)inotioii and ilisii|iliiK*, seniority rights, ami llic rcjjularity of miplovnunt in tlic onupatiuio atlcctid liy the eightSaiiilit laits with ri>|tctt to the liours of labor
hour huv.

employed to make
re|Mirt, which will

write u
.dix

i

i>]>ecial

VIII

Ihc

4,.

.1

of the living (.onditions of train o|x-ratives at home and
mad are preseniid. Dr. (lark's report may be
llie

and
on

char.u

as a careful

ri/i-d

ii

and (iiiii
gutmn^

i.il-'

wlmm

summary

he iniirviiwed

course of his investi-

Train

elsewhere noted in this

re|x)rt,

Service
Alihoui;!) the distinction

is

well to emphasize the fact that while the

Is

lili

jiosal

nA

Eight-Hour Day

eight hours to

law

re<|uire!>

the measure or standard of u day's

lie

for the |)uriH)se of reckonin),' the

M

It

>

ll

Ml

V.

>

il,i.-.t.

]

o])eration.
2.

2.\.

Cut the tonnage and increase the s[ici-d.
Cut the tonnage and increase both the speed and

hour or U'tter. For runs of \00 miles, the actual eight-hour
day as ordinarily understooti is the same as the speed basis
Very generally in the freight serof li'j miles [KT hour.
The engine and
vice this average spcvd is not attained.
.r,,„
rews as shown in other sections of this report average
iiT.ilih
more than eight hours per day, or less than
miles per hour.
In the discussion preceding the enactiueiit of the law it was contended for the railroads that they
coulit not. to any large extent, eliminate this overtime by iniig the average s])ced of trains to the 12' j mile per hour

ing the load.

Mid:

We

formed a committee sulwrdinatc to the national concommittee, or what we called the "Studies commit-

'
<•

I
1

think there are about 12 or 15 men in the Hast and
from the West and j or 4 from the South the three

terrilorie.s

—

—

to study the proposition

the operation

iiipased

could

upon

witness
to after

was

',id

changed to meet

this

us.

further stated that the conclusion they all

making

witiiout ini n.i-iiiL;
4.

5.

these studies of different portions of

most economical thing to do was to
same way as they are operating to-day and

ihi-

means

heavier engines

of

-jiced.

Increase ihc speed by luMvier engim-s without increas-

Increase

speed

the

by

expenditures

for

additional

facilities.

Shorten the time on duty by relaying freight crews, the
engines going through.
7.
I'laii Xo. 7 applies to yard, luistlers, and local freight
service and contem|)lates rearrangement of shifts or runs.
\1I of these [I'ans were not studied on every division.
Generally speaking, in spite of many errors and imnnsistencies found in the studies, plan N'o. 1 i>
the
cheai)est in road freight .service.
Mr. How;r
ih.ii
!' j
J.K- roads cannot speed up all of their freij;.'
i-iiles per hour, including delays, by any i;
hkJ.
Put l.y close attention to the problem of redi:
and
v;'th sufficient incentive, condaions as to Lours oi uoik in
to.id train service can be improved in varying dcgr e and
by varying methods according to local conditions.
0.

'

-

'

'

The commission
iicl[i it

what manner
burden if it

see in

that the

in the

le

lie

and

has

expresses

from

receive<l

its

E.\(,i.isii R.\ii.\v.\VMF.N

its

appreciation of tne efficient

secretary, Dr.

Visit

M. O. I^renz

the Frost.

Union of Railwaymen has accepted

—The Xational

the government's invi-

a delegation of railwaymen to the Western
front.
The delegation will comprise ,>50 meml)crs, including
the executive, elected delegates to tlie annual ceneral meeting, general officers, and four representative- '
the
60 union grou()S. Each representative will
i*rtation

to .send

•'

'

for the overtime.

pa\

S.

Doc. 549, 64th Cong.,

1st

sess.,

p. 89.

On

it was contended for the brotherhoods
you touch the pocketbooks of these operators, the.se

the other hand,

that "if
<•>

'ling
:11

officers,

not

.V-

they will so regulate their business that the

make

lent of \V.

the lon'j hours that

G. Lee,

id.,

p.

we

are

making now."

68.

a result of the law, even with pro rata overtime, there

have been numerous instances of changes in operation of
•
;
in road serv'ice shortening the time of runs, as shown
previous scxrtion; but generally speaking, no market]

operation in road service is observable.
As elsewhere explained this is not true of yard scrxice, in which
an actual eight-hour day has been generally introduced.
To what extent it would be practicable ultimately to limit
the hours of road train employees to eight per day it is
impossible to say.
4^'

The

in

was urged by representatives of both the
and of the railroads to make some study oi
thi« matter.
was found that an exhaustix-e field study of
1
representative opeiatmg divisions would lie an u.ndertaking
yond our time and appropriation.
It was thought,
r, that some light could l>e thrown on the question at
conimi.ssion

?mitlierhoods

'

•

by a critical examination of available material.
Charles P. Howard, an experienced engineer in the Bureau
of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, was

d..-

•

.MlH,.l

lii-

.-.In-,

track facilities.
.V
Increase the trainload by

without exorbitant cost.
...
res|>onse to the question whether the railroads would
run their trains any faster if they had to pay time and a
half for overtime Klishu Lee, speaking for the roads.

In

1'

of train employees, it does not
As explained aUive, overtime does not
time to eight hours.
bci;in al the expiration of eight hours if the run is more
than KHI miles and is made at the rate of 12,'.. miles [x-r

,

Mr. How.id

,!...s,-

plans of
iciilruiited with the n qmn r,i in nl titia- .ma .i li...
lur
'i\ertime as follows:
1.
I'ay the time and a half with prciicQt methodfi of
!>

work

compensation for services
limit the actual working

of

r.|d-

of the views of employees

in llie

in

Practicability of an Actual

it
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•

The executive committee of the
'comotive Engineers and Firemen has declined the government's
invitation that 35 of the mcml)ers go to the front.
This is
the first refusal from the various labor Iwdies, delegations
.\ resolution
of which have recently visited the battlefields.
adopted by the committee says that owing to the long hours
of duty in force and the absence of sf) many men from work
it would Ik; unfair to the others to accept the invitation.
.sonal risk.

Zo.vE

"-

I

System for Siwnisii Freight.

—The

great increase

between .Spanish ports has resulted
in throwing upon the railroads an accumulation of freight
In order to r<Oipvp the
that they are unal)le to cope with.
liree
congestion, the coast of .'>pain has U-en dlin the cost of sea freight

'

zones,

and a

special tariff prcscrilK^l for m..

t

to

-i'
'^
each zone.
half
railroads
metric ton in weight will not
.wis. fresh
from port to port, with the cxcc|
Regulations arc prc,-Kril<cd as to the
fruit, and vegetables.
kinds nf freitrht to 1m; transported bv the coastwise trade in

different

ports

in

!

-••

'

th,

•

-.-.-..

'

•.

1.1
7,

rn

of
are

c.i

:

:

from the ports
lie

terminates.

at

which the

Commrrce

ihcse
rail-

Report.

—

The Trans-Continental Railway
Water Supply

the First and Last

Thought

of Australia*

of the Builders

This 1,053-Mile Standard Gage Line

of

There

200 miles.

"The conof its engineer-in-chief
of the Port Augusta-Kalgoorlie Railway was a
work of great magnitude and beset with unusual difficulties." The world has many transcontinental railroads. Some

toral country with fresh water in wells for

INstruction

Gold has been, and is being,
are copper outcrops in plenty.
successfully mined on the range at Tarcoola, 262 miles west
From Tarcoola westward, the country beof Port Augusta.

them are longer than this first project of communications
undertaken by the federal government of Australia. Many of
them have involved greater engineering problems. The piercing of the Rockies; the traversing of the Andes; the penetration of the primeval forests of Central Africa alike have
called for the daring and ingenuity of the surveyor and the
engineer.
But in none of them were there to be faced the
same difficulties as those which had to be surmounted in
throwing a single track from east to west across the heart of
The line was part of the federal
the Australian continent.

comes gently undulating, somewhat sandy, developing at
about 380 miles west into a region of parallel sand ridges,
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The Railways of Australia and the

New

Transcontinental

compact under which Western Australia entered the AusIt was to connect the Eastern railtralian Commonwealth.
way system, ending at Port Augusta, in South Australia, with
the Western system, whose "furthest east" was Kalgoorlie,
flanking the famed Golden Mile of Boulder City. It was to
be a line of high standard; the federal government set its
face against any perpetuation of the tragic system of "broken"
gages by which the various state railways are divided into
It decided to have neither the
traffic-tight compartments.
3-ft. 6-in. narrow gage of Western Australia nor the S-ft.
3 -in. widest gage of Victoria, but to adhere to the 4 ft. 8J/2-in.
world's standard, and to use its influence, and that of the
Transcontinental, to convert the 3-ft. 6-in. trunks of Queensland and Western Australia, and the S-ft. 3-in. of Victoria
and South Australia, to the desired standard.

The Terrain
be covered was 1,053 miles,
a continent larger than the
StartThe terrain varied considerably.
United States.
ing from Port Augusta the line crosses the head of Spencer's
Gulf at Yorkeys Crossing. It then contours the rising ground
to the westward, running through sand rises and gypsum
banks, until a sparsely-timbered plateau gives occupied pas-

The whole

not

a

great

distance

to

distance

in

plain as big as
France, averaging 600 ft. above the sea-level. It is of limestone formation, covered with a good red soil, growing luxuriantly the salt-bush and blue-bush, most valuable food for
stock. For 330 miles on the "Nullarbor" the line runs withThere is
the longest tangent in the world.
out a curve
no surface water, but extensive boring is producing fresh
water in large quantities. The Western Australian border is
reached at about 592 miles west in latitude 30 deg. 45 min.
At 850 miles from Augusta the plain ceases as sudsouth.
denly as it began, and lightly timbered country accompanies
the line right into Kalgoorlie. The greatest elevation reached
on the route is 1,354 ft. This is at a point 107 miles from
Kalgoorlie, which itself stands at a height of 1,240 ft. above

therefore simple.

^i/dum

hrahh
^
'^W?rar
AMai^Xj-:it?SS)^ ^V~^''W^"''^
^_^'

^many

famous "Nullarbor,"

—a

On the whole route there are no steep ranges to be tunneled.
There are few defiles necessitating deviation. The grades are

«5: fWywn

JjTorTDimngea

Horseniog>&--

the route debouches suddenly on to the
an absolutely level and treeless plain

sea-level.

^u^jBrisbane
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w
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'toriflnlle
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BourJre
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1
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and "mallee scrub," which, although there

—

i \
1 ^

2) vnne vL

many

as five to a mile, covered with "black oak," "niulga"
is no surface water,
gives to the eye sweeping views of tossing greenness, and nulliAt 428 miles from Augusta
fies the careless term of "desert."
as

* From Engineering, London.
This will supplement the article in the
Railway Age Gasette of December 28, telling of the recent completion

In the Eastern Division

(i.

e., tliat

portion

of the line within South Australia) the ruling curve is 1 ft. in
88 ft., compensated for curvature, with a ma.ximum curvature

The ruling grade in the Western Division
Western Australia) is 1 ft. in 80 ft., compensated for curvature.
This grade occurs only in the first 105 miles, after
which there is no steeper gradient than 1 ft. in 100 ft. The
of 4 deg. 20 min.
(in

maximum

curve of 4 deg. 20 min. occurs only twice, and that
within the town area of Kalgoorlie. At 400 miles west from
Port Augusta the dreaded Sandhill Country, with its persistent swelling ridges, slightly transverse to the line of route,
necessitated heavy earth works and considerable banking,
when access from one valley to another had to be negotiated.

Organization for Construction
Let

was
the

it

not

be

an

surveyor.

admitted,
excessive

But

therefore,

one
let

it

also

the proposition
point of view of

that

from the
be

remembered

that

"inside" of the Australian continent "life" is
For life needs water,
spelt with more letters than in Europe.
and of natural surface water there was none in the whole
Given water on the route, and this
stretch of 1,050 miles.
description would have been written decades since: Water
and the soil, rich alike in minerals and fertility, would today be supporting a close population. But when construction
commenced, at least 800 miles of the route was entirely uninhabited. Over the whole route there was no local population
from which labor might be utilized, or food produced for
man or beast. Organization was therefore necessary of a
kind quite unusual in ordinary railroad enterprise. It was
less like an engineering job than the organization of a campaign.
The Commonwealth government built it as a direct
government enterprise. What few contracts there were were
practically all white
had to be brought
subsidiary. Labor
luindrods, sometimes thousands of miles, and maintained perin

the

—
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on the line, t'onstruition liatl to cnjbiTJce not only
a highly ilcvilopfd system of transportation of matt-rial,
water, iinil oilier supplies; the novernment had to |)rovide
niaiu-ntly

luTMiiial

.unl

stores

faniilu-

fliiin

I.

hou>iuJ

'

.

necessities

for

iIk-

houses, huts and

;r;liiM<~,

|iii-l.il,

workmen and

fotxl

ti'lii^iaph aiul

ranches
liankini;

their

for the
facili-
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ilow varied

from 7,000

ffn]

to

70 oo»)

Thf

(;»!

tlius providiii

rflginerrt

•

con-

,t

:

struction, but

im-

II

men.se amouiii

>-

iiicvita-

During one
mounted to
795,105 miles; an.l
Next to water supply latta die pioblem ui ttxjd. For with
over 2,000 employees scatlered <>vrr s«ti(in« 'f)0 mi)e» in
ble.

^

length, the (|ue>tion of u<
whicii the
live well.

men were of
They ;il.-..i'-

opened provision
stores had to be >
were organized by

.

.

:

tlic

on

di p-irUiieiii

siiiiilar

1 lie

hiic.'..

authorities did their utmost to prevent the sale of alcohol.
••the Western Division partiiu'
'

restaurants) were si-t up, run
always with the gangs, and

-

'

In

>

<l

lu

food at cost prices.

New
1912,

Wirrappa Reservoir, South Australia

Construction Methods

work
was commenced
in
July,
Henry Deane, Commonwealth government con-

construction

Tlie

by

sulting

engineer.

In

April,

Water and Food Supply
was the I'lrst and last thought of the engiOver the greater part of the route there are
.\atercourses of any size;
an indication that the

Water

ins

carrying off the rainfall are so

opportunities of holding

little

up volumes

of

concentrated
water by the

The
-iruction of dams was reduced to a minimum.
aiwmal rainfall over the whole area does not average more
than probably 7 in. There are occasionally intervals of years
during which rainfalls are tcx) scanty for collection. At Port
Augusta an indifferent town supply e.xisted at the outset.
Another scheme had therefore to be added to the engineering

Norris

Bell

He dro%'e the last
The line was

dog-

Colonel

1914,

was appointed enginecr-in-chief.
medical and field ho.-i)ital units; liljraries and other
necessities which, in other countries and under ordinary circumstances, are the care of private enterprise or other intermedia r}.
ties;

spike in October of last year.
built
It
is
of the standard 4 ft. 8>/4-in
from both ends.
"
They are f
gage; SO-lb. rails were utilized.
as is the custom in .Australia, dog-s]iiked dir
ties.
The preliminary supplies were imjM
.America and Fngland; the latter half from th'
mills of New South Wales. The ties were, of cour
Two and a half million tons were utiliz.ed.
in Australia.
Even engineers would have Ix'cn immediately struck with their
extreme length. For Australia "has timl)cr to i)um," and it
was argueil tiiat the larger ties en-ured a good road-bed, even
before l^allasting could be completed.
Again one had to note that the method of construction
'

To

the uninitiated, a more hopeless place in
a water catchment never existed than the dry
- of Spencer Gulf.
The sur\'eyors and the well-l)orers of
iiverland line deserve well of their country.
With
in. ir camel
teams and petrol engines they have punched
holes in the most arid proposition to be found in .Australia.

ramme.
li

to

si^

The camel is bred in thousands in South .Australia, and was
used on the line for everything
haulage, riding, water carrying; he was, in short, "General Utility."
For the Elastem
Division, at 26 miles from Port Augusta, they laid toll to the
one possible supply.
278,000
intake
weir
gal. capa.\n
of

—

was constructed

Depwt Creek.

Five catchment reser30.000,000 gal. were constructed
at intcr\Mls for 250 miles west from Port .-Vugusta.
Wirrappa
with its massive concrete revetments, its asphalt-lined tanks
of 5.000.000 pal. capacity, was one of the pioneers.
In the
Western Division the line possessed thi* .idv.intaue of the
Mundarinc pipe line supply at Kali;(K)rlic.
lie water had
already made a journey of over 300 miles before it reached
the Golden City.
It had now to be carried by rail further
ea.M for the maintenance of the construction camps.
The
Western Division is off the artc-sian belt.
In the quest fur
water, the twring parties went forward for hundreds of miles
into the XuUarlwr Plain.
With the mirage and the Willy
(i.e., a fast-triveling spiral dust-whirl) for company, baked
by the evcr-pnsent sun. chilled with the sweep of night winds
across the waste, they wrestled with the living rock; dragged
from its depths water which often reached the surface warm.
The bores reached a maximum depth of L.'^OO ft. The dailv

city

at

iimA

voirs of a total capacity of

The American Track Layer
was not ordinarv.

The
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track layer was to become the "tank" of the overland route.
Its swingIt was rather a labor-aider than a labor-saver.
ing derricks operated b)^ steam power from the locomotive,

antennae of a giant lobster over the prepared
alternate flat-topped bogie wagons, ties and
rails were delivered into trough conveyors hung to each side
of the construction train, mechanically operated rollers passing them forward, to be gripped by the derricks, swung out
in front to where a rushing gang of navvies slammed them
down, to be hastily linked and dog-spiked into position on
It was arranged that the derricks on one
the earth cushion.
The ties were
side sliould be longer than the other.
conveyed on the longer side, having to be delivered ahead of
the rails. Every few minutes the train moved forward on the
new-laid track; every few minutes the converging railheads in

waved

like the

From

road-bed.
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line of j-ft.

had

6-in.

gage, so that sidings of combined gages

to be constructed to carry the alternative

wagons; while

Port Augusta the material was received from ships' slings,
after a long sea haulage up the narrowing waters of Spencer
Gulf.
I'hc government took every possible step to safeguard the
The utmost care was
liealdi ci the men engaged on the line.
taken to ensure good food. Hospital cars with proper dispensary and operating accommodation were provided in

at

both sections. Medical attention and hospital accommodation
were provided by the government for all employees, who
rcniriimted a general sum of 6d. (12 cents) eacii per week.
The toial numljer of accidents on the whole work vvas well
under 1 ,000, causing a total loss of life of about 20.

Rolling Stock and Equipment
It

was the aim of the Commonwealth government

a line capable of carrying

traffic at

high speeds.

to build

The

line

is

of tiie best workmanship, and, so far as passenger accommodation is concerned, the engineers of the Commonwealth have
been scouring the W'orld for the latest ideas in traveling

luxury.
coaches, of a size undreamed of
England, saddled with its legacies of tunnels and bridges
of a past railway age, will leave no device unexplored that
Thi Austrawill minister to the enjoyment of passengers.
lians are inveterate travelers. They do not mind being in the
Ice
in the hot
deman.l
comfort.
train for a week, but they
weather, heating in the winter, and baths whenever possible.
It is safe to say that they will make their great "through" expresses trains de luxe. Most of the construction rolling-stock,

Huge day-and-night

in

and coaches for the new
have been built by Australians in Australia.

practically all of the locomotives

A Wayside

line, will

Station and Inspection Train

Results Achieved
and west moved closer together. Behind the track layers
the line was pulled in, packed, and otherwise completed, by
the fettling gangs and the olla podrida of a railroad camp.
A temporary station was formed at each railhead, including
a loop, and two "dead-ends."
east

Base Organizations

A

of progress of a mile a day was the
object of the engineers, though it can hardly be said
Yet every day the railheads
to hcve been attained.
moved forward inexorably in obedience to the capabilities
Every 20 days there was
of communication in the rear.
fair

rate

something like an exodus. For the hutments and workshops
of a thousand employees, the camp trains of the engineering
and surveying staffs, the hospital cars of the medical section,
recreation rooms, churches, cooks, camels, the miscellaneous
paraphernalia of the railhead, moved also onw'ards to the
new front. And in the Nullarbor, they said, a man might go
to sleep on the morning of such a trek, wake on the site of
the new encampment, and never know, from his surroundings,
that the location of his camp had been moved.
With railhead and construction camps totally dependent
upon the line for daily existence, both Eastern and Western
Divisions had necessarily to be progressively complete and
What bridging work had to be done for
self-contained.
the most part the negotiating of dry, though sometimes wide,
never
be allowed to hold up through comdongas could
munication.
At such places, by means of slight deviations,
the rails were led down into the bed of these depressions. The
concrete piers and bridge girders were con.structed later, and
Nov
the line subsequently pulled into permanent position.
could conventional methods be followed even at the great
base depots at Port Augusta and Kalgoorlie, whence were
distributed the hundreds of thousands of tons of rails and

Such, briefly, is the history of a great undertaking. It has
been accomplished at a cost of millions of national money,
provided out of a consolidated revenue by the Australian laxpa}-er.
It renders possible one of the longest railway runs
in the world.
From tropical Townsville, sheltered behind the
Bairier Reef, the traveler may soon run by way of Pirisuane,
Sydney, Melbourne and Adelaide, to Perth, on the surfa run of 4,000 miles.
beaten shores of the Indian Ocean
He may do this in the running time of ISO hours. Every
The line joins the
foot of the track is owned by the State.
Eastern system of 15,000 miles to its isolated daughter sy«tem

—

of 3,000 miles in the west.
tion.

It is

the pioneer of

It is

many

a visible pledge of federa-

great similar projects which

are aimed at the internal development of a continent. It provides for the military defence of the country on iniciior lines.
The voyage from we.st to east of the continent lias been
And the tenacity of Australian
halved in point of time.

engineers has tamed the wilderness. Out in the forme; "unknown" settlements have already sprung up along tlie b'ne.
The optimism of their population is expressed in names like
that of "Golden Ridge," but it is an optimism that has subdued deserts, and is making the Australian Nation.

—

—

fishplates,
tion.

For

and the millions of
to

ties required for construcKalgoorlie the material was dragged over a

Thrijt, the Indispen"s.\ble Prerequisite of Victory.
It is the duty of every man, woman and child in the United
States to produce more and consume less, and then to pass
over to Uncle Sam through the purchase of Liberty bonds
the savings which he has effected in this two-fold manner.
The next sale of Liberty bonds caniDe of no value to the
government unless those savings of goods and labor are now
being made for which the money which the government borrows can be exchanged. In a war which is taxing the capacity
of every nation engaged thrift becomes the indispensable

—

prerequisite of victory.

Form

to

New

Be Taken By
Recommended That

Company

KKiMkT iiK coxiMiiitt on railroad situritu"' oi Uic
TiiKInvestment
Hankers' Assik iation was iliviilid into tlircc
tlu-

l'ir>t

]>arl

divlinr in ruilriKul iredit

of the A'ui/utj.v
is given lielow.

Age

dealing willi the causes of the

was

(.iazfltf.

|iul)li>he(l

liie

in

a

recent

issue

second part of the report

As many of the morti^anes formerly available for railroad
financing are virtually exhausted in usefulness, or actually
must he had to the issuance of new general
mortgages covering all of the properly of the
railru;id. and so drawn as to provide means for financing
n.H|uirements through the sale of bonds issued under these
mortgages as long as the credit of the road warrants. One
of the chief financial problems of the railroad companies
and their bankers ttxlay is that of raising money through
It is unthe sale of Iwnds issued under such mortgages.
doubtedly true that such bonds have not recently been jjopu-

clust-d.

Committee Be

a Bondholders'

Established While

parts;

Railroad Financing

n-xirt

refunding

If any suggestion which we make
with the investor.
should lead to the adoption of means ijy which these issues
can lie made more attractive, we feel that the llnancial position of the railroads will be immeasurably bettered.
We recommend that general refunding mortgages should
provide that bonds issued thereunder be in series, in such
form as may be determined by the board of directors, each
series to have such special features in reference to date of
maturity, rate of interest, place of payment, redemption,
.iTtibility, sinking fund, registration and exchange as
lie determined as necessary at the time of issue; that
....
.-crii-> should be equally secured by the mortgage, and
the rate of interest should be li.xed at the time of issue of
nny series without any ma.ximum limitation. There should
> fi.xed limit as to the amount of bonds which can be
'1
under a general refunding mortgage. The provision
11 ilie New York state savings bank law to the effect that
the maturity of refunding bonds must extend U-yond that
of any bonds to Ix? refunded appears to us unwise, and we
believe steps should be taken to modify this provision to
the end that failure to comply witli it will not have tlie effect
of eliminating the railroad bonds so issued as legal investments.
There is another provision of the New York state .savings
hank law that we think should also be repealed, namely:
that which pertains to the limitation tliat the authorized
amount of bonds to be issued under a refunding mortgage
shall never exceed three times the outstanding stock.
This
provision in our opinion is unwise and if, as seems likely,
stocks should in the future be issued without par value, it
would lead to great confusion.
We recommend that the
only provision in the mortgage should lie one similar to
that in many public utility and industrial mortgages, providing that additional bonds may only be issued
other
than for the refunding of underlying bonds, or the acquisition of securities
certain
for a
percentage of the cost of
new construction, betterment, etc., and for a certain percentage of the cost of new ec|uipment, but only provided
that the net income for the preceding twelve months (after
deducting taxes) exceeds one and a half (or two) times the
total fixed charges, including rentals, hire of equipment and
other prior charges and interest on the bonds to be issued.
The issuance of bonds for the acquisition of stocks or
bonds to be deposited under the mortgage should be limited to a comparatively small proportion of the total bonds
outstanding at anv one time.

Une
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Solvent

ti..

by

to light

I

redress until

i... i.

i-

.1

.,.

.m.i

i.iiin

property goes into the hand^ of a r.
lieve it is practicable to attempt to r.
giving the trustee more authority,
loo often, owing to llie
exigencies of the situation, the trusl<-«- h:(t to bid rfimp*iitively for the business without an
the indenture thoroughly U-fore si
small payment it re»eives for its scr.... ...,-.,
.;
in taking much responsibility.
.

,

To remedy

this situation we submit two suggestions which
believe are worthy of careful consideration.
do not
here [iri-sent them in detail, as we desire to have an expression of opinion only on the principles contemplated

We

we

by these suggestions.

A

lar

—

Is

The

Bondholders' Protective Committee
suggestion

first

is

provision

that

h<-

mmtr

thp

f-r

by the bondholders of a pemvr
committee, comjiosed of men who are not
road: this committee to have power to c.i.
bondholders for the consideration of tht
election

fit; to employ an expert who
touch with the property, and whcne\er necessary
call the attention of the committee to any evils which he
considers should be remedied. A provision should be placed
in the mortgage providing for annual meetings of the l)ond•
holders, at which meetings they would have t'
- '
make ch.inges in the permanent committee throi
tion; to consent to something not provided for ;
gage, or to waive default and to delegate power? to ilie
committee as their representative, sufficient in scope to enable such committee to take any action that might in its
judgment be calculated to preser^•e the interests of the U>nd-

ever

it

keep

sees

.•

in

•

holders.
is to split up the functions which
company is now supposed to perform, but in the
course of which it generally avoids any action requiring
the exercise of discretion and conscc|uentlv fails to perform.
^
into two sets of powers.
The first = • '
the real functions of the trustee, v.
defaults and enforcing the riulitwith release of property and
suttstituiton of
securities, and calling the boii'.
;her in a meeting
whenever consent by vote of ,1 Mij ulated amount of the
bonds is rendered necessary or desirable by reason of some-' ••
''
thing out of the ordinary. Th
relate to the custody of secure
fication of Ixinds.
The first S'
involves the exercise of discretion and a ctrtain anxiuiil of
interested supervision, and should \<e vested in individu^U

T he second suggestion

the trust

'

'

'

;

i

—

'

'

'
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penses, and those of the expert would be determined as part
of the original bargain of the railroad.

Trustees Are Not a Protective Committee
present unsatisfactory situation is due to the fact
that the trust companies are now supposed to exercise supervisory and discretionar)' power, although they are not compensated sufficiently to warrant them in taking any risk.
Individuals who really represent the bondholders would exercise the kind of supervision and discretion that the bondholder considers that he has a right to expect from those
whose special function would be that of guarding the in-

The

tegrity of his security.
In the event of either of these suggestions being adopted,

would seem desirable that mortgages should provide the
machinery for calling meetings of bondholders and for the
authorization or ratification of acts which the trustees
it

recommend, by a vote of a stipulated proportion of the
bonds, which vote shall be binding upon the minority. Most
of the existing mortgages create difficulties by reason of the
existence of provisions in them which stipulate that the
unanimous consent of the bondholders is required for any departure from their strict terms, yet all of us know of things
which it would have been very desirable to do, both in the
interests of the railroad company and of the bondholders,
and also know of foreclosures and expenses of reorganiza-

which might have been avoided if there had been any
machinery by which a given proportion of the bonds could
bind the minority in consenting to something not provided
for in the mortgage, or in waiving some default.
tions

No Equipment

Trust Certificates

railroad securities, in its report to the
fifth annual convention recommended that all equipment
purchased or already owned should be placed under the
general refunding mortgage, and that the present method

The committee on

of issuing serial bonds, payable in one to ten years, secured
by equipment alone, be discontinued as rapidly as practicWe heartily agree in this recommendation. In the
able.
event of a receivership it is always well for the bondholder
to own the equipment as well as the track or line of road,
otherwise he is in the position of a workman without tools.
Where general refunding bonds are issued for the pur-

chase

of

new equipment, we recommend

that

carefull}'

restrictions or safeguards be placed in the mortgage.
In connection with rolling stock and floating equipment
pledged under the mortgage and owned by the railroad company at the date of the creation of the mortgage, the mortgage itself should specifically enumerate the total number

drawn

and capacity of the locomotives, passenger-lrain cars, freighttrain cars, floating and other equipment, and the net book
value of the same (after deducting accrued depreciation
and outstanding equipment trust obligations, if any) and
the aggregate capacity of every class of equipment should
always be maintained. Bonds reserved under the mortgage
for the construction or acquisition by the railroad company
of new rolling stock or floating equipment for use upon or
in connection with any of its lines of railroads at any time
subject to indenture, should not be issued for more than 90
per cent of the cash cost of such equipment, and no bonds
should be issued in respect of equipment acquired subject
The face
to or through any equipment trust or other lien.
amount of all bonds issued for new equipment, or cash paid
equipment,
should
acquisition
of
new
be
added to
for the
the net book value of the equipment specified, as mentioned
above, in the granting clause of the mortgage for the purpose of fixing the value of the equipment to be maintained
The
by the railroad company or replaced when destroyed
railroad company should be required, either annually or
semi-annually, to furnish a report to the trustee showing the
total number and capacity of each class of equipment, to-
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gether with the net book value of all the equipment after
deducting accrued depreciation, etc.
The previous committee on railroad securities recomthe issue under the general refunding mortgage of
a special series of bonds to cover new equipment purchased,
which series should be paid off serially in from one to
have found strong objections to this
twenty years.

mended

We

issue on the part of the railroad managers, as they feel that
such series would command a better price and would tend

the sale of other series under the same mortgage
Certain recent
because of their longer maturity.
mortgages contain new provisions in regard to bonds reserved for the purchase of new equipment; we recommend
that these provisions be embodied in all new general refunding mortgages, especially in view of the fact that the
previous committee on railroad securities has gone on record
that the railroads should make ample provision for adequate charges on account of the depreciation on equip-

to

make

difficult

ment.
of these provisions is that the company will maingood order, and when destroyed replace by other
equipment of equal value, all equipment under the mort-

One

tain

in

gage, and that in each case where bonds are issued against
or additions and betterments to old equipment, the railroad shall pay to the trustee at or before the end
of each year for a period of 25 years from and after the
authorization or delivery of the bonds, a sum in cash equal
to the difference, if any, between five per cent of the principal amount of bonds so issued and the actual amount
which the company shall in such year have charged to
operating expenses, to cover the depreciation of the equipment, for the purchase of which or for additions and betterments thereto the bonds have been issued; that is, if the
railroad company should charge into operating expenses,
say, three per cent of the cost of equipment or of betterments thereto in any one year against which bonds have
been issued, the company must pay in cash to the trustee

new equipment

the difference between three per cent and five per cent, or
All
two per cent, in that year, and so on for 25 years.

moneys received by the trustee under this covenant must be
held by the trustee for improvements and betterments,
acquisition of new equipment or the purchase of new securities,

etc.

Railroads generally prefer to purchase equipment through
equipment trusts, on account of the lower interest rates reAnother trouble is that underlying closed mortgages
quired.
generally attach, by virtue of their "after-acquired-property" clauses, equipment purchased by bonds under refundA further trouble is that underlying morting mortgages.
gages which are not closed generally do not permit the issue
of bonds for the purchase of equipment, although their
"after-acquired-property" clauses automatically cover all
Only in
equipment bought with bonds of junior issues.
comparatively recent general refunding mortgages are adequate provisions made for the issuance of bonds to buy
equipment. Thus the situation is that on the one hand the
railroad cannot buy equipment with the underlying bonds
which command the best price, but must use a junior bond
commanding an inferior price, and on the other hand the
junior mortgage, which buys the equipment, cannot get an
Therefore, if it is
exclusive purchase money lien upon it.
impossible to persuade the railroad companies to purchase
equipment through the issue of general refunding mortgages containing such adequate provisions as have been
recited above, and they insist upon issuing equipment trust
obligations, there should be a provision in the general refunding mortgage that no bonds shall be issued on account
of equipment acquired subject to any equipment trust.
In
this way, as the equipment trust obligations mature, the
equipment comes under the general refunding mortgage or
some prior mortgage.

February

1
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i> 111" .|iu-ti<.ii <«i wliiih thtre is a Rreatir diflcrciicc
1 lun
of opinion than the doiralnlity of sinking luml- In railroail l.iii.l rih.ri r^i-s. anil while the coniiiliDns under whiih
' issued vary greatly, there is no doubt
ouih
'

that

li

nnciple of amortization of debts is a sound
i- nu)re jnipular than ever among investors.

one,

.iiid

The

Intcr-tate (."oniniene

iix-las

Commission requires the railroads

an annual charge for
of e(|uipment, but docs not sjiccify what in its

ludo in their operating expense^
.itutn

proper, nor does it require the railroads to dcOnly a few of the
a any other class of property.
>t roads depreiiate any class of property other than
eijuinK-nt, and many of them charge of! ridiculously low
i>
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rmtes of depreciation,

even on equipment.
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are some classes of railroad property, such as pasterminal stations, subject to continuous depreciation
cannot be taken care of even by the full physical
nance of the property. This depreciation is due
to the normal growth of traffic, which, sooner or
r.-sults in almost any terminal, however well designed,
Kven though the buildinadequate and obsolete.
iii;
mains in as good physical condition as when condisappears,
and by the time this
usefulness
its
1,
the debt issued to provide the cost of the property
be retired, e.xcept in so far as the value of the unimThis same criticism apreal estate is concerned.
>> a certain e.xtent to bridges, and also to branches or
-erving mines or other industries, the traffic from
Bonds issued against property of
is not permanent.
iture should be protected by an adequate sinking fund
on sufficient to retire the bonds during the estimated
ul the pro|KTty or industry.

're

f'p-

A turted sinking fund, while not in^tirinL' the maintenance of the propcontinually the debt thereon and acts as a d>
the ])aymcnt of dividendi
at the ex!" •'- ' <>

crty has Ixxn applied to dividend paymenUi.
erty at full value, at

^

1

t

i

One
the

.

fund by

:

eamingi
funds while dt the same
|)ri>l>uMv undrr the Mine

raili.

i

through the ujicraiKiii ut aiiikiiig
time they arc issuing other iKiniis
mortgage at a lower pri<.e for
.,;ijj(
In this tonncition it li;i> been
.f a
sinking fund might be varied
.
^
;;j
..,
the
making of improvements in>tead of the retirement of t>ond».
This method would probably be more advantageous from
the standpoint of the railroad, and, if projK-rly carried out,
would maintain the equity jjehind the bond.'<.
It
would,
however, result in losing one of tiie jwints in favor of sinking funds which is not sufficiently considered Ijv the railroads; namely, the favorable effect on the market price of
bonds on account of purchases for the sinking fund.
It
not only inures to the benefit of the bondholder, but enables
the railroad to obtain better prices for subsequent issues.

...

i

I

Sinking Funds

ide-

,

i

Preventable

;

lilf

A

large numlK.T of long-term railroad bonds are secured

on railroad equipment. The usual
and repair arc not adequate to
'\e the security, as it is not reasonable to suppose
ihai etjuipment purchased today will be adequate to perform the ser^'icc which will be required twenty years later,
though such equipment has been maintained at 100
;it of its original condition.
Railroad property of this
.--... :.ccomes obsolete, and when this occurs its use by the
road becomes wasteful.
issued
for the purchase of
Bonds
such property should hn; completely retired during the prob•-

-"^c
•

e.xtent

ms

by

lien

for replacement

able usefulness of such property.

Good management, proper maintenance and adequate depreciation charged to operating expenses unfortunately cannot always be relied upon.

Mme

It is

therefore necessary to adopt

—

method of safe-guarding bond issues by which is
meant providing annually out of income for their payment,
in whole or in large part, at maturity.
This is probably
best accomplished by creating a small annual sinking fund.

An annual pa\Tncnt

of one-half of 1 per cent of the amount
of bonds outstanding, compounded annually at 4 per cent,
wfll provide for the entire issue in about 57 years and, if

conipoundcd at
uuiual payment

.>

is

per cent, in about 50 years.
Such
so small as to be almost negligible.

an

is made to sinking funds on bonds seby a mortgage on main track, exclusive of equipment
ninals.
This objection, which is based on the necesthe maintenance of such pro[5erty and its freedom
to a large extent from obsolescence, is valid and could not
** nrnwered were it not for certain other factors which are
ways considered.
In the first place, property of this
ter is not always maintained as it should be; there'••rr
sinking funds on bonds issued seem to be the only
sure w.iy of providing against a gradual deterioration of
the property.
We admit that this applies only to a limited
percentage of railroad properties, but the fact remains that

of Coal"

By David Moffat Myers

As

A

MEANS

of far-reaching economy the Government
of the United States should at tliis time aj.plv intelligent and direct-acting efforts to •'
aion
of fuel at the industrial plants which are r.
r its
greatest consumption.
Coal is wasted in v..
;.c.> in
the boiler furnaces of our plants, to fc-ed which it is mined
;

,

and distributed at a high and ever-increasing cost of labor
and material.
The mining and distribution of the coal have been placed
under the super\ision of the War Coal Board in order more
nearly to meet the crying needs in these directions, to use
the railroad facilities more efficiently so that the present
car shortage may be minimized to the greatest passible ex-

and to apportion the coal in quantity and to uses dectned
most expedient. While this organized effort to bring about
efficiency in the production and distribution of coal is Ijeing
made, no parallel measures have been adopted to bring about
a normal and practicable efficiency in its use.
The hundreds of large plants which are consuming fuel wastcfully,
in many cases more wastefully and carelessly than ever before, are directly and needlessly causing a laree frarfion of
tent

the existing car shortage.
They are ovcrlo.i'
strained capacity of the railroads; they are
and more difficult the transportation of foi>
•

commodities, and in short they are simply
measures of efficiency in production and d
have elsewhere been established.

.Strong objection

i'

Waste

"''.idy

wcr
;tal

the

'nch

Preventable Waste of Fuel

The

preventable waste of fuel in the boiler furnace of
one steel mill which I investigated amounted to 40,000 tons
per year, which at SS a ton would cost $200,000. This was
The efficiency of Iwilers
a comparatively moH^rn plant
and furnaces
per cent.
The load
factor was uir
efficiency and could
.. «vcr.
readily be ni.-^..
This is only one
example and there are many more extreme cases. In out

"

.

of

,

a p*prr rrol (wforc the *ana*l m««1inc of the
Mechanic*! Enfinccri.

'Abtlnct n(
Society

.
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hand-fired plant the evaporation was raised from 6 to 9 lb.
in a few days of instruction and continuously kept close to
this higher mark with the help of coal and water measureThe saving was due exments which were inaugurated.
clusively to instruction and consequent better operation.
The saving or wasting of one-fourth of the coal consumption

of

any

industrial

plant,

depends entirely

upon

the

Let me emphasize
operating management.
that this fraction of the consumption relates exclusively to
the boiler plants, i.e., the production of steam; and does not
include the large economies possible in connection with its
efficiency of

its

and use.
Under present conditions

distribution

a plant which carelessly operan efficiency of 40 to 50 per cent, receives from the
government the same consideration in the delivery of coal
This obas the one whose efficiency is 70 to 75 per cent.
viousl}- is unfair and wasteful. The government hands over,
say, 200,000 tons of coal a year to a plant owner, but asks
for no accounting as regards its consumption, nor any questions as to the amount of steam it is made to produce. There
is nevertheless an equivalent amount of steam this fuel is
capable of generating and it can and should be made to
produce that quantity.
There is no doubt that very important economies in the
luse of food have already been effected by the educational
campaign with which we are familiar. These economies
ates at

are largely the result of educating the ultimate consumer.
requisite propaganda spreads practical information
concerning the efficient use of foods and their respective

The

values and methods of preparation in such simple and convincing manner as to be under.stood and practiced by the
women all over the United States. It places this information where it will be applied.

Conservation Methods
In general, there are, I think, two plans of operation
worthv at least of consideration. The one might be termed
the autocratic method. This would involve the use of authority to compel coal consumers to execute such measures of
economy as the proper authorities might prescribe for any
Such
given case, limits to be set as to expense to the user.
limits might be in terms of a percentage of his present yearly
Alterations should be directed chiefly, as previcoal bill.

purely operating improvements. Many objections would probably be made by consumers against this
plan, but once in effect the majority would no doubt realize
But its tendency
its pecuniary advantage to themselves.

ously implied,

to

may be too strongly opposed
The other plan would be

to democratic principles.

an educational one, in
would furnish the motive
The teaching must be accomplished with
forces required.
the utmost simplicity and directness. Above all, it must be
in such form as to be readily comprehended and applied.
The United States Bureau of Mines has for a number of
years engaged in obtaining and disseminating scientific information regarding the mining and consumption of coal,
and the results of the work have been of great value to techIt is evinical engineers who are able to use and apply it.
dent that we now require an extension of the idea of educawho run
the
men
affect
directly
to
such
form
as
tion, but in
the boiler plants of our country, for in their hands is the
saving or wasting of one-fourth of the fuel which they conwhich patriotism and

largely

efficiency

sume.

Save One Million Tons of Coal
Six hundred million tons of coal were mined in the United
It is predicted that 700,000,000 tons will
States in- 1916.
"be mined in 1917, and the production in 1918 will likely
be still greater. Of this quantity approximately 67 per cent,
or 469,000,000 tons, will be burned for steam-making purposes on land, assuming the same percentage consumption
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steam production as existed in the year 1915.
saving or wasting of one-quarter of this coal, that is,
117,000,000 tons, depends upon the efficiency with
which we operate our boiler furnaces. If we actually saved
by proper methods only 50,000,000 tons per year, this economy would result in freeing for other important service the
use of 1,000,000 fifty-ton freight cars during the year. The
significance of such an economy may be realized when it
is stated that the number of cars thus released for other
service would be equivalent to 15 per cent more than the
combined yearly coal-carrying capacity* of the Baltimore &
Ohio and Southern Railway systems; approximately equal
to that of the Pennsylvania Railroad system on lines east of
Pittsburgh, or 1 2/3 times the number of coal cars hauled
by the Norfolk & Western. The direct saving to our industries would be $250,000,000 worth of coal per year, if
figured at $5 per ton.
This saving would be 10.65 per cent of the coal now
burned for steam production. It is impossible to state the
present average efficiency of boilers and furnaces, but I have
personally spent sixteen years of concentrated study in the
for

the

The

over

and improvement of steam and fuel conditions
power plants, and I have never visited a plant of
this class where a saving in coal of at least 10 to 12 per cent
could not easily be made. The poorer the conditions found
the easier it is to make an attractive saving in fuel.
If we do not limit our field of action to coal used merely
investigation
in factor}-

for steam generation, but extend

it

to include a considera-

economy with which the steam itself is utilized
and applied, there is no doubt in my mind that the abovepredicted saving could be doubled, so that we might save
2,000,000 fifty-ton carloads of coal per year. There is, for
tion of the

widespread ignorance to a surprising degree in
regard to the value of exhaust steam in heating and process
work. No account has thus far been taken of other primary
uses of coal such as coke production, which consumes about
14 per cent of the output of our mines, and coal-gas manufacture, domestic purposes and miscellaneous.
Additional
economies could undoubtedly be effected in these applicainstance,

tions.

Our steam

plants are under the immediate management of
operating engineers.
The examination requirements

chief

no knowledge of steam and fuel economics. These examinations deal
chiefly with matters of safety, repair and maintenance of
equipment and neglect almost entirely the subject of coal
economy. This is a very serious defect in our present system and is directly responsible for a large preventable waste
for licenses in this profession call for practically

of fuel.

The mining and

distribution of our coal supply, the regu-

and the adjustment of financial and labor
problems have already been placed under official administrative attention.
But no parallel measures have been
lation of prices

adopted looking toward reduction of waste in connection
with the utilization of this coal.
The work involved in a
general program such as I have very briefly suggested will
undoubtedly be undertaken. Its success or failure will depend chiefly upon the kind of men who may be selected for
its planning and execution.

—

Increased Operating Costs in New South Wales.
During the year ended June 30 last, the awards of wage
boards on the New South Wales Railways led to an additional outlay of £297,536

($1,446,125), while the higher
sum of £57,534 ($279,615),
($434,426). The
transportation of troops and of military stores at reduced
price of fuel cost an additional

and

of materials other than coal £89,388

rates,

and the transfer of starving

($508,584).
'Eased on

statistics for the

year 1916.

cattle

cost

£104,647

'

\
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Most Powerful Electric Passenger Locomotives
New Power

of 112.000

lb.

for tiie Chicago,
lXi.ntim ATlD.v of
Cliicago,
TiltI'uul's
elcctrilication program Ui
tlie

Milwaukee &

Tractive Effort and 3.200 H.P.

Milwaukee &
St.

Cascade Range includes the elcctrilication of a new section from Othello,
Washington, east of the mountains to .Seattle and 'I'acoma.
With this completed there will be oil miles of trans-continental electrified railroad in operation.
The original 440
miles of electrincation will eventually have all the passenger
trains handled liy Baldwin-W'estinghou.se electric locomotives.
These locomotive> embody many novel features.
tliu

The complete

locomotive with a total length over couplings of 9U ft. weigh, ready for service, 266 tons, and has
an adhesive weight of .i.>(),UOO lb. These new locomotives
will be single-cab units, although the horsepower capacity is
much greater than for any double-cab electric locomotive now
There are two main running gears, each having
in service.
a four-wheel guiding truck, three driving axles with a 16-ft.
rigid wheel base, and a two-wheel trailing truck.
It
thus corresjionds to two Pacific type running gears coupled

9-in.

with a link and having two-wheel trucks on the adjacent ends.

The cab is supported on center pins located midway between the first and second driving axles of each ruiming gear.
On one running gear the center pin is designed to restrain
the cab both longitudinally and laterally, while on tlie other
running gear the center pin restrains the cab only laterally,
permitting free longitudinal movement.
This arrangement
of riding and floating pins relieves the cab of all pulling
and buffing strains due to train load, as these strains are
taken directly through the running gear side frames and
bumpers.
The driving wheels are 68 in. in diameter, and
carr>- 55.000 lb. per axle.
Guiding trucks have 36 in. wheels.
The two-wheel trucks each have a load of 38,500 lb. at the
rail, with .ippToximately 62,000 lb. distributed on each of
the four-wheel trucks.
On any single driving wheel, the non-spring supported
weight is that of wheels, axles and driving boxes only.
With the flexible type of quill drive used the motors are
located well above the roadbed and the axle with its wheels
is free to follow the rail independently.
This drive .secures
all the advantages of a tlexii)le gear in cushioning the torque
and avoids the shock to the rail that is obtained with the
cwnmon flexible gear construction and mounting.
Each main running gear has three-point equalization with
a single point toward the end of the locomotive, in accordante with accepted steam locomotive practice.
The fourwheel guifline truck center pin and cros.^-equalized leading
pair of driving wheels are equalized together on the longitudinal center

line

of the locomotive.

This arrangement

combines

Paul

St.

all the

advantages of the

.^t^indard con.structiun of

and Consolidation types of steam locomotives.
The two remaining pairs of driving wheels and the two trailing wheels of the main running gear are e(|ualized in accordthe .\nierican

ance with accepted steam locomotive

The

]jractice.

main running gear, including
above the rail, and the height of the

center of gravity of the

motors, is 41 ^j in.
center of gravity of the complete locomotive
the rail.

is

63

in.

above

.\mong the novel features which will Ijc found in these
locomotives are:
Large capacity in single-cab unit; flexibility of running speeds with small rheostatic hjs.ses; twin
motor design with quill drive; low-voltage auxiliaries simplifying inspection, maintenance and operation; simple and
effective regeneration; improved equalization to minimize
weight transfer in trucks, and auxiliary train-heating plant
Capacity.
These will be the most pKjwerful locomotives
running in passenger .service. A single unit is able to haul
a 950-ton train (12 coaches) over the entire mountain section
at the same speeds as called for by the present schedules.
The one-hour rating for one of these locomotives is 4.0(10
lip. and its continuous rating is 3,200 hp. witli a starting
tractive effort of 112,000 lb.
The normal spee<l on level
track is 60 m.p.h. on a 2 per cent grade aljout 25 m.p.h.

—

;

Fhwibilily.

— One

noteworthy characteristics of
desirable in passenger service, but
which has not heretofore \xcn attained with this tyi>e of electric locomotive, except at the expense of heavy rheostatic

these units, which

of

the

is ver)'

running speeds. There are nine
running positions without rheostatic loss.
This is accomplished by the use of six 1,500-volt twin motors on the
locomotive, arranged for three speed romliinations as follows:
Position No. 1.
1
set 6 motors in series.
Position No. 2.
2 .sets 3 motors in .series.
Position No. 3.
3 sets 2 motors in series.
During the change from one speed combination to another,

losses, is the flexibility of

is maintained.
Two additional running sjieeds arc
speed comiiination iiy means of inductive

tractive effort

motor

fields,

which

n'

•

-

•

'

'-

-!

down

assist in rutting

and enabling the power demand
be kept more noarlv ronetant
The

well as save rheostatic losses,

over the var)ing profile to
speed range is from 8 to 56 m.p.h.. lU
M'liit Motors.
The U-se of the
quill drive not only permi'- '1"- '"-'
l)etween the driving whci
tures each wound for 75''
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the

same quill. This also makes possible the advantage of
commutating characteristics inherent in the lower volt-

better

age motors.
Auxiliaries.

—Low

voltage auxiliaries considerably reduce
hazard of high voltage on these loco-

complication and
The only high voltage apparatus among the auxiliaries is the motor of the small motor-generator which is
used for train lighting and charging the storage battery.
The resultant simplification secured by the use of low voltage appliances decreases the complication oi installation,
maintenance and operation.
Ordinary inspection can be
carried on, including the functioning of switches and auxiliaries, with the complete absence of 3,000-volt power on
tlie

motives.

the locomotive.

—

Regeneration.
The type of regenerative control for holding trains on descending grades used in these locomotives is
Special arrangements have been perof particular interest.
fected to secure positive operation of this feature over widely

varying speeds.
The same main motor combinations for
"motoring" are used for "regenerating" except that the fields
of the main motors are separately excited over a wide range
These are so connected with
by axle-driven generators.
balancing resistance that inherent stability in the motor
characteristics during regeneration is assured, irrespective
of whether the changes in line voltage are sudden or gradual.
While the regenerative braking of trains lessens the duty
on the air-brake equipment, further safety in braking with
electric locomotives is introduced with the axle-driven gen-

These machines are mounted on the pony trucks
and in addition to exciting the motors
during regeneration, furnish the power for operating the air
compressors and blower motors when the locomotive is hauling.
This method insures a current supply to the air comerators.

of the locomotive,

pressor motors irrespective of the overhead trolley supply,
and provides that compressed air will always be available for

use of the air brakes.
Weight Transfer. In electric locomotives without connected wheels, weight transfer due to tractive effort, is an
important point of interest. This is caused by the drawbar
pull being exerted at the coupler height, which with the reaction at the rail, tends to lift the leading end and depress
the trailing end.
This changes the weight distribution and
increases the tendency of the wheels to slip.
The method
of equalization described above reduces the weight variation
on the driving wheels to only 6 per cent from normal when
pulling at .30 per cent adhesion.
Train Heating.
The question of passenger train heating
is of vital importance due to extreme weather conditions encountered in that .section of the country.
Heat must be
assured under all conditions of failure of equipment, and
delays of trains.
The heating plant, therefore, must be
entirely independent of the electrification.
Each locomotive
is equipped with an oil fired steam boiler, designed to bum
ordinary fuel oil used by the railway company.
Provision
is made for a storage of 7,500 gal. of water and 750 gal. of
oil in each engine.
The careful attention given to improve the details of design and operation insures that these new locomotives will
mark an epoch in the development of the electric locomotive
for steam railroad passenger service.

—

—

Selected Routes for British Freight.

—The Railway

Executive Committee of England has given notice that on
and after December 1, 1917, traffic for conveyance by freight
train between England and Scotland, and Wales and Scotland, will only be accepted and conveyed Ijy selected railway
routes.
Information as to the route by which traffic for places
served by more than one railway should be forwarded, can
be had an application to the railway coompanies' agents.
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Store-Door Delivery
Proposed in

New York

Association of New
plan, prepared by

THEYorkDIRECTORS have

of the Merchants'
published a

City
Lincoln,

manager of the association's traffic
C.
J.
bureau, providing for store-door delivery of freight in New
City, combined with pick-up service; and the plan has
been referred to the committee of commissioners who are
investigating traffic conditions in New York City
Messrs.
Harlan, of the Interstate Commerce Commission;
S.
J.
T. H. Whitney, of the New York State Public Service Commission, and W. E. Donges, of the Public Utilities Commission of New Jersey. This committee has it now under consideration and is expected soon to recommend it to Mr.
McAdoo. The plan involves some radical changes which,
in ordinary times, could not be carried out without new legislation; and therefore the Merchants' Association seeks the
approval not only of this committee, but also of the directorgeneral of railroads. In the absence of legislation the plenary
powers of the director-general would be needed to set the

York

—

scheme in operation.
The report opens with a brief description of the extreme
and unusual conditions in New York, especially on Manhattan Island; very inadequate team tracks and consequently
large quantities of carload freight to be moved through the
freight stations on the piers, and the enormous volume of
business of all kinds, resulting in blockades of trucks loaded
with outgoing freight very frequently even in normal times.
Consignees, as a rule, call for freight only after they have
received

notice

of arrival,

and

merchandise received in the
least 24 hours.
Store-door delivery

—

for the

city,

this

great bulk of the

means a delay

the trucking of

freight

of at

away from

stations as soon as practicable after its arrival, instead of

awaiting the decisions of hundreds or thousands of conis, of course, the ideal arrangement.
The present
report considers the quest'on of getting each railroad to form
a trucking company, and also another proposal that all
of the roads should combine to form a company; but recommends, finally, the pooling of present equipment, which is
owned by several hundred concerns.
With facilities consolidated the trucking company could
have lined up on the pier batteries of trucks serving particular zones in the early hours of the morning and the delivery of
freight would begin with the opening of business hours.
The same method could be continued during the day. The
pier station would thereby be kept free of incoming freight
and more adequate facilities would be provided for outbound business. By this method deliveries would be made
before the consignee, under present methods, receives notice
signees

—

of arrival.

Continuing, the report says:
trucks should also be employed in picking up
freight for outbound shipments.
By proper co-operation
on the part of shippers, a more even delivery of freight to
the pier stations throughout the day could be accomplished
and the frightful line-up and delays to trucks which take
place in the late afternoon would be avoided.
Trucks
would be substantially assured of full loading in one direction and probably in both.
"At first the agreement, as a regulation, to be confined to
the handling of less than carload merchandise.
"Carload receivers usually maintain their own trucks or
have an arrangement with a trucking company to do their
hauling: carload consignments could be kept intact and
assigned a space on the pier floor where it would be accessible

"The same

to the consignee.

trucks

With

now handling

the removal of the large
less

than carload

freight

number

of

from the

)

.

February
pier,

the

1.
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receiver

carlixid

remove his

lould

espediliou>l\
"The tuliowinj; regulations

would have

to

frciglit

more

be prescribed
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"Arrangements should also be made for tlie assessment of
reasonable and non-discriminalury storage and handling
I barges on merchandi.se placed in public storage

and made enforcible:

Method

"No trucks for the handling ol less tlian carload merchandise other than the trucks of the company formed for
the purpose of effecting store-door delivery to be allowed on

"In order to

n-lirvt-

i

of Procedure

<m'ji-»li"ii

ii(

^i;iii"n>i

and

drjay to

lh«*

the pier.

"Tender of the property
or U!*ual place for

tender

of

tiie

to the

consignee at his store door

receipt of his property to be a legal

and ujum such tender the conand cartage charges before delivery.

sucii

freiuiit,

signee to pay freigiit
(Unless by prior arrangement he shall have arranged

for

"If the property is refused by the consignee or payment
refused, then such freight may be placed in public ware-

house.

"When delivery of merchandise is desired by consignee at
other than his usual place of iiusincss, instructions shall be
placed with the cartage company prior to the arrival of

tlie

autliunty of the director-general in the prcin-

woulil be unquestioned.

i>es

"The (rucking

|

service to be accii

ment authority and
iiig

credit.

is

recogni/cd,

direction, truckiii

to be permitted to pool their etju

company

as one

railroad

for

zones as to
trucking tHjuipment
particular zones.
rights

tiie

handling

and stations.
The .:
piers and places of business

piers

on the

to

The

-

j

.

.

—

to be .ser\'ed
and
regulated as to serve thentrucking company to have priority

be

so

pier.

"Where consignee

the goods.

"Schedules of reasonable cartage charges to be prescribed,
which charges shall be strictly adhered to.

desires to perform trucking, such truck*
be permitted on the pier in such restricted hours as will
•
not interfere witli the operation of the general jilan " •

to

Wood Preserver's Association Studies War Conditions
The Shortages

of Material

and Labor Important Topics

at

the Fourteenth Annual Convention
CONVENTION
THEAssociation
was

of

the

American

Wood

Preservers'

held at the Hotel Sherman, Chi.-Mthough some
cago, on January 21 to 24, inclusive.
doubt was expressed regarding the attendance previous to
the meeting, the number present compared favorably witli
Appro.ximately 75 members were
that of previous years.
in the hall at the
officers

of this association

for

the

Lumber and Creosoting Company, Kan-

president National

B. Card, second vice-president, president
Central Creosoting Co., Chicago, and F. J. Angier, secretarytreasurer, superintendent timber preservation, Baltimore &

sas City,

Mo.;

J.

Ohio, Baltimore, Md.
The convention was called to order by President Foley at
10 o'clock on Tuesday morning, and was opened with prayer
The report of the
by J. H. Waterman, a past president.
secretary-treasurer showed a balance of $149.77 in the treasThe membership on Decemljer 31, 1917, was 291,
ury.
Fifteen members
including ".> members from 36 railways.
were rcjiorted in the military or naval service of the United
States government.

In his opening address President Feley referred to the unusual problems of the past year arising from shortages in
oil, fuel, laljor and lumber which are requiring extensive

He referred
preserving industry.
to the recognition of this condition in the program for the
meeting and urged the members to participate in the discussion of these prolilcms in order that the wood preserving
readjustment in the

\v<xxl

full part in helping our government
described the great inroads which are
now being made on European forests, particularly those of
the belligerent nations and referred to the large contribution which this country has made to the lumber demands
of its allies. Owing to the depletion of the forests of Euroi>e,
the United States, Canada and Russia will be called upon to

industry might
win the war.

to

The War's

opening session on Thursday morning.

past year were:
John Foley, president, forester Pennsylvania Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa.; M. K. Trumbull, first vice-president, vice-

The

supply the timber needs of the world. President Foley also
referred to the fact that 5,000 American foresters and lumbermen are already in France and emphasized the eflea
which this will have on the conservation of American timlx-r
resources after the war when llie.-^e men return from V.nnjpc.

do

its

He

Effect on

Labor Supply

Howson, engineering editor of the Railway Age,
spoke on the effect of the war on the labor supply. Altliough
the labor problem is universal at tlie present time, no
definite statistics are available showing the extent of the
shortage of men. Such data as are available, however, indiE. T.

The causes of the
cate that the shortage is indeed serious.
!:.•
situation are the increase in the demand for 1..'
'

decrease in the available supply. The arm)- cir
;;
;u
the number of men who had already been witiindustries through voluntary enlistments and the rapid
growth of war industries also proved a heavy drain on the
labor supply. On the other hand, the flow of alien laNi\\
the country through immigration has almost cea.*ed.
as in the 10 years previous to the war an average of l.Ul^..."ji.

available as unskilled Iat>orers migratc-d from other
lands to the United States every year, now hardly 250,000
enter the country annually and this numlier is nearly equaled
by the exo<ius of alien reservistt to ficht in th<* armies of

men

Europe.

The two

laborers

and

-killed

large-'

class,

agricultii-

90.000 entered thecoun::. ..
Considerable attention has

..:
tieen

.

only
upKJn

I.

.

.;

Mexican

directed to the

labor supply, particularly in the Southwest
gate, however, this source of supph
vear have more than 20.()()0 M<
"'
counlrv ail''

Mav

:.

In the aggre'

as in

'.nt

tetl
-

to
'

no

this

i

I'M

(itlur

-—

^

thousands of Oriental workers have pas-scd through
their wav to France to take over the unskilled

Canada on
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labor of that country, the United States Department of Labor
has consistently opposed letting down the bars to permit the
influx of that class of labor into this country, and not a
single bill has so far been introduced into Congress to that
end.
The Department of Labor has, however, arranged to
import 110,000 Porto Ricans for employment in this country.
The big problem in this connection is to secure boats to
transport these laborers.
Up to date, bottoms have been
supplied for about 50,000, who will be placed in the South,
where climatic conditions are similar to those in their native
land.

The Department of Labor has recently been given wide
powers, among which is the authority to give certain industries, considered most essential to the prosecution of the war,
priority in bidding for labor.
Under present conditions
some companies making large profits have not only outbid
others for labor, but have followed the policy of keeping
a surplus of labor on hand to provide for maximum needs,
with the result that, from the standpoint of the country at
large, there has been a considerable waste of man power.
The Department also operates 100 labor agencies throughout
the country which co-operate closely with 134 state agencies
and give particular attention to the prevention of unnecessary movements of labor from place to place, and particularly, the transportation of men for long distances.
The employment of women is not a solution of the labor
prol)lem from the standpoint of the wood preserver, except
in so far as they can be used in office work.
Much more
can be done, however, in utilizing the service of boys for
light labor.

A

remaining remedy for the labor situation is the further
use of labor-saving equipment.
Considerable success has
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any one who could handle a tie was in demand and that the
South should not have a monopoly on the negro supply of

On the subject of labor-saving devices, he said that
while locomotive cranes were invaluable in a tie yard and
he found them capable of loading from eight to nine stock
cars a day through the side door, the price of cranes had
risen from about $8,000 to $20,000 since the beginning of
In other words, both the cost of labor and machinthe war.
labor.

ery

is

high.

Fisher (Michigan Wood Preserving Co.)
described the operation of a monorail crane used by his company which is capable of handling a trainload of ties every
two or three minutes. George E. Rex (A. T. & S. F.) said
that he was using five cranes at the present time and wished
he had five more. Cranes, he said, cut the cost of handling
ties in two; in fact, without them he would not be operating
today. A. L. Kuehn (American Creosoting Company) stated
that his company had found that the cost of handling black
ties could not be reduced materially by the use of locomotive
Ties are received by his firm in closed top equipcranes.
ment, necessitatmg the use of practically the same number of
men to move the ties from the interior of the car to the door
and to arrange them in piles in the yards, as when cranes
are not used.
The only advantage of the crane rests in
doing the heavy lifting work, thereby enabling the company
to make use of a somewhat lower class of labor than when
all the heavy work must be done by the men.
.\. R. Joyce (Joyce-Watkins Company) related experiences

William A.

of his company on tie operations where organizers from
outside unionized the laborers with the result that the companies were compelled to recognize the union and raise
wages.
While he felt that the rai.se in pay was entirely

unions had produced unfavorable results in
There was evidence of indolence and carelessness on the part of the men resulting in an increase in the

been experienced in the use of locomotive cranes for the
handling of ties. The further development of other laborsaving devices in this field is highly desirable at the present

justifiable the

time.

number of accidents. President Foley called attention to
the urgent need of the nationalization of any foreign workmen employed. He outlined the efforts made to teach new

Not only
time, but

it

is
is

it

difficult to secure

hard

to

keep them.

laborers at the present

Commercial timber men

have been able to bid higher than railroads for labor with
the result that there has been a demoralization of the market.
The degree in which the keen competition for labor has
raised the standard wage of unskilled workers is indicated
by the fact that in the recent storm in Chicago one or two
railroads were forced to pay as much as $1 an hour to snow
shovelers.

There

one wa)' of keeping labor without further increasis further attention to the comforts of
Comfortable quarters, sanitation and good food
labor camps are strong inducements for the men to stick
their jobs.
In considering the labor problem it should be
is

ing wages and that
the men.
at
to

remembered that the present labor shortage may continue
indefinitely after the war and that improvements introduced
now may justify themselves as permanent qualities.

Discussion
C.

(P. & R.) discussed the possibilities of the
stacker, stating that lack of capital had hindered

M. Taylor

Hilke

tie

the development of this stacker.

& Western, he

The Delaware, Lackawanna

had one of these machines in its yards
which had not been perfected sufficiently to do satisfactory
work.
With reference to the labor situation, Mr. Taylor
stated that the speaker had omitted mention of one .source
of supply, namely, the Portuguese, Spanish and Finnish
said,

who spend

considerable time at our ports waiting tor
He said his labor was largely made up
of these transient aliens. With reference to the negro supply
of labor, he stated that the importation of blacks to the
North should be discouraged as opposed to the economic and
social welfare of that section of the country.
J. H. Waterman (C. B. & Q.) disagreed with Mr. Taylor's
views on negro labor, asserting that under present conditions
sailors

their ships to sail.

other ways.

men

and ideals of our government, which led
by M. K. Trumbull (National Lumber and

the principles

to the suggestion

Creosoting Company) that material assistance could be
obtained by those concerned with this problem through cooperation with the American Committee on Nationalization,

New

York.

Bonus systems as a means of holding men were also discussed, especially the tendency for the men to leave as soon
as the bonus was paid.
Mr. Howson suggested that this
could be overcome by paying the men a small increase in
rates after a certain period rather than a lump sum bonus.

Conditions in the Tie Market

A
M.

He

general review of the tie situation was presented by
T. Shanescy, general tie inspector. New York Central.
was followed by P. R. Walsh (Walsh-Griffith Tie and

Timber Company), who gave an account of the conditions
imposed upon the tie producer under the current shortage of
labor and the high prices of all materials used. The shortage of ties is increased through a demand for lumber of
small sizes for which tie timber is entirely suitable.
As a
consequence the portable saw mills are now being used
largely in the production of this lumber.
W. H. Clifton (B. & O.) said that there were not enough
ties in the cast to meet the requirements and that he was now
compelled to cover a much wider area in order to secure
the necessary ties.
F. S. Pooler (C. M. & St. P.) said that
the railroads could help the tie situation materially by

reducing their requirements and cited his own road which
tie renewals for 1917 by 450,000 from the
estimates originally made.
A. R. Joyce (Joyce-Watkins
Company) said that the tie production in upper Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota, was less than 50 per cent of

had reduced the

I
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Fire Insurance at Creosoting Plants

27V

with the difference that with
surplus of 12,000,000 to
ihcr<-

I

i'^

no
aVC

:

iir

A-i.i.-

I

He.

r.

tl..

(I

I

ihililiell.

niaMUKer, National

Ins|)ectioii

Company,

on the measures winch can lie taken
I*.
Orderliness and cleanliness were especially
Varii> must lie kept Irc-e irum .ill rulthish,
lie lumlier mu>t he kept well piled and, where
;i.ilile I'rom the standpoint of seasoning, should
irnial talk

V'.'
t

.:,

I

II":

U- piK>! -. iul.
Aniiiih II was directeil to the fact that creosote was highly
:'
when heated and that the same was true of
:

d under a like condition.
For this reason it is
prevent accumulations of the oil on the floor
.irouiid machinery, etc., and also to provide thorough venulation to prevent accumulation of volatile gases. The boiler
'

I..

for

man)

ulhtr

purpii.-.i>.

1

large supply of creosote

and

.

md

-

tran.sportation will be

in.

supply of shipping enters into

By

'I

treatment.
Sufficient head room must
Itoilers and special care is
where refuse is liurned.
The stacks should he
scrtx-ned and enough space lie kept clear in front of the fire
doors to do away with any danger of fires from that source.
Machinery and shaft bearings must be kept clean. Many
arcs have been caused by the ignition of refuse in contact

room

M(ue the

lilii
li

Cause and Prevention of Failures in Creosoted
Wood Block Factory Floors
T. Ericson,

L.

;

l»e

u

ContraciiiiK

The

linyiiiccr,

Jcnniion- Wright

Company,

Chicago

ri-»|uires s|x-cial

provided over the tops of the

required

with

heated

steam heat

bearings.

is

Where

far superior to

This pajxr touched on the success with which thcic flours
have bec-n used in all manner of industries but slated that
occasional failures are encountered and that the proldem confronting this industry at the pre.sent time is to study these
occasional failures with a view to a discontinuation of any
practices which are found to cause them.
Ihe princi|>al

problem arises from the nec-d of |.r
and contraction, the former cai:
the latter to make it rough and
expansion joints are required around the e<;.
and also between the individual blocks thr.
fillers.
Special attention was called to il
•

artificial

heat

is

necessary

any other from the standpoint

'

'

l.^n

'

^nd

but even with steam heat precautions are
Refuse must be kept away from the steam pipes
ind the racks on which the pipes are placed should be made
of iron and not wood.
The last part of the talk was devoted to apparatus for
fighting fires, including the water works system, pipes,

differentiation in the treatment of blfxks, in
on the job and in laying the dnoT, to pn

hydrants, hose. etc.
In the case of a creosoting plant a pile
of sand should be kept convenient to the operating buildings

the U-havior oi

in

dry surroundings and those subjectc-d to wet

on-

for fighting oil fires.

ditions.

In the discussion of this paper J. H. Waterman (C. B.
Q. described the measures taken at the Burlington plant
at Galesburg. 111., to decrease the fire hazard and where,
with the existing conditions the insurance company fixcxi a
rate of SI. IS, after the improvements and rearrangements
had been made, a rate of 59 cents was obtained. Dr. Hermann \on Schrenk (consulting timber engineer) called attention to the important bearing of the moral hazard, stating
as hi< opinion that carelessness, indifference and ignorance
had f.ir more to do with fires at creosoting plants tlian the

Air seasoned lumber, stable foundations and a bitumen
were named as the prima
jn
any case. For the foundation,
ihc
practice of providing a level or „
.^.jinmended as doing away with the necessity for the sand
cushion which .ser\'es no other purpose than to provide a lc\'el
surface for the placing of the blocks.
A cushion is not
required to take up vibration. The most difficult job of all
is the placing of the filler.
Good workmanship and adequate

of the

fire

risk,

necessary.

&

)

for the great difference in

filler

itc

.

or
of
lor
,.

m

riy

-.

r

supervision are necessary

correct results arc to

if

secured.

lie

Discussion

The Creosote

Situation

Walter Buehler (Barrett Compnnv)
further the necessity for a
block floors subjcctixl to d
....
.,.,.
the block' to 1- "-i '•

emphaei^rd

R.

Elsau

(Barrett

Company) gave a

short talk on the

Insofar as the domestic supply
available supply of creosote.
is concerncxl the chief difticulty at the present lime is that

mtirrl)

the coal shortage has resulted in the extensive use of coke-

or

fuel, it being estimated that 1,250,000 bbl.
are being corusumed at the present time in conwith steel manuf.icture, so that refiners are unable
Three or four years ago it
to (lit.iin an adequate supply.
was the opinion of those connected with the coal tar products
industry that the creat volume of the supply of this material
would 1^ a serious problem to the pnxlucer and manufacturer
bccauM? of the difficulty of securing an adequate market.
The present conditions present an ab.solute reverse of this
situation.
The shortage is acute, as a forecast it was believcil
that the production of creosote for 1918 would be less than
1917.

iiii;h

liii'fin

;

liunHdr

which will

t»c

«till

..|

'

.;

,.,v,

,

,n

,,,,,,..i<:J

subject to wetting

laid.

oven tar as a
per

annum

Other Reports

netti'in

E.
firmerl
«-as a

Fulks (.\merican Tar Products Cotupany) conMr. Esau's statement in that the liest to be expected
production in 1918 practically equalling that of 1917,

B.

Dr. Von Schrenk talke<l briefly on the effect of the war on
Htiwi-.n July and
the supply of tiniK, r ni' v.Tfious sizes.
."^optrinlM r

cirri,

fl

"H

till.It

.

of wood
^mlr.
T1-

!try
•;

was

nf thr

laiitonmrnt- ii.'
uf hiniliiT at r

-''

int.

lui

as

'

demand

llic use ol all av.tilable mill? and men.
Because of the nc-ed for a large amount of material of
certain sizes embargoes have been placed on the shipment

:
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and

of )'cllow pine

lir

in the larger sizes for other

purposes

However, in any case where the use of
material for special purposes can be shown as a definite need,
it has been found possible to secure the release of the necessary material by application to tlie special branch of the
Council of National Defense, or through the lumber assothan ship building.
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Increased Efficiency by Use of
Train-Order Form Nineteen
By

ciations.

The annual report of the committee on service tests was
presented by P. R. Hicks (Forest Products Laboratory).
This consisted of a statement of the progress being made in
the selection, compilation and tabulation of data on the life
of untreated ties and those treated according to various
processes.

The condition of creosoted wood block pavements in
Mobile, Ala., Shreveport, La., and a number of Te.xas cities
was the subject of a paper presented by C. H. Teesdale
(Forest Products Laboratory) who had been commissioned
pavements in these cities.
His conclusion is that poor workmanship, particularly as to
laying and application of fillers, was primarily responsible.
\'olume Temperature Correction for Creosote Oil Measurements, a paper by S. R. Church (Barrett Company) and
The report of the
J. M. Weiss was presented by the former.
Committee on Terminology was presented by the secretary
and consisted of a glossary of the technical terms used in the
to investigate certain failures of

wood preserving

indust^\^

It

was suggested

that criticisms

or additions to this glossary be submitted to the

chairman of

the committee.

Other Business
At the closing session on Thursday, the following officers
were elected for the ensuing year: President, M. K. Trumvice-president. National Lumber & Creosoting Company, Kansas City, Mo.; first vice-president, J. B. Card,
president. Central Creosoting Company, Chicago; second
vice-president, A. R.* Joyce, Joyce-Watkins Company, Chicago; secretary-treasurer, F. J. Angier, superintendent of
timber preservation, Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, Md. members of the executive committee, E. B. Fulks, vice-president,
-American Tar Products Company, Chicago, and E. T. HowIt was voted
son, engineering editor, Railway Age, Chicago.
The annual
to hold the next annual convention at St. Louis.
dinner was held on Wednesday evening.
bull,

;

—

Wage Dispute

Settled.- The delegate meeting
of Railwaymen of England on Novemaccept
revised
offer of the Railway E.xecuber 29 agreed to
a
tive for a flat rate advance of 6s. ($1.44) per week to men

British

of the National

and

Union

3s. ($.72) a

week

to

women and

youths under 18.

Internation.\l Tr-4de of 1917 will show a larger total
than in any earlier year, says a bulletin of the National
City Bank of New York.
In the case of the United States
the total trade of the year is estimated at approximately nine
billion dollars, against less than four billions in 1913.

Tanks Travel by Train.

—Some

interesting details re-

garding the "railification" of the British front in France
were recently given by a special correspondent of the London
World.
Some of the existing lines, he writes, have been
double-tracked and others quadrupled, and "in places the
sidings remind one of the big railway junctions in England,
as they would look were all the permanent buildings reThe British Army has
moved and only the lines left."
added to and improved the rolling stock, and British locomotives from all lines, all painted black, are to be seen everyThe trains are described as "interminably long,"
where.
traveling at a very slow pace, due to the innumerable stops,
and the number of mixed consignments handled. The vsTiter
adds, "How many people are aware that tanks travel to the
front bv train?"

T. H.

Meeks

General Agent of the The American Railway Association,

Camp

Notwithstanding

Logan, Texas

the wonderful progress that has been

made towards more

efficient and economical operation
of the railroads since the beginning of the world war,
the volume of traffic has increased so rapidly and to such
extent that innumerable difficulties are stiU being met in
it with the degree of promptness and regularity
necessary to the successful conduct of the war; and every
road must therefore be organized and systematized so as to
develop the maximum of efficiency; this in order that it may
be utilized to the limit of its possible usefulness.
The increase in efficiency that has been accomplished thus far is
principally the result of better utilization of motive power,
reduction of delays to cars, and better car-loading.
The
railroads and the people have responded willingly and
promptly to this emergency. But a much greater concentration of eft'ort in this direction is necessary to help make the
available supply of cars and engines carry the present increased traffic; no road can secure new rolling stock in sufficient quantities to meet the demand.
The greatest item of unnecessary expense, and hindrance
to traffic on a busy railroad ( I say busy railroad because the
loss is more noticeable on trunk lines where the traffic is
dense) that apparently has not been dealt with in any farreaching way is the stopping of trains for despatchers' orders.
This e.xpense and delay could be greatly reduced by curtailing or eliminating the use of train order form 31 (which
requires the stopping of trains for the signature of the conductor).
The only time it is necessary, from a point of

handling

safety, to stop a train for an order is when execution is required at or in the vicinity of the station at which it is issued.
The majority of railroads, particularly single track lines,
continue the use of form 31 for restricting the superiority of
trains.
The reason usually advanced is that it is safer than
form 19 (which does not require the stopping of trains for
the signature of the conductor), although the unrestricted
use of form 19 is authorized in the standard code of train
rules of The American Railway Association.
Its use has
proved successful on several railroads which are using it
almost exclusively; furthermore, the railroads that are using
form 19 for restricting purposes consider it superior to form
31 for the reason that it obviates the following undesirable
features in the movement of trains by train order

(1)

Need

of protecting the

rear end

when

trains

are

stopped (see rule 99);
Delay in stopping and starting;
(2)
Cost of fuel and water in starting;
(3)
(4)
ing:

Wear and

tear to

The inferior
(5)
livery of form 31.
Not only

is

equipment by stopping and

start-

requirements with respect to the de-

form 31 undesirable

in the five particulars

enumerated, but it also causes serious delay to inferior
trains at meeting points with superior trains on account of

ju.st

despatchers (on many railroads) not being permitted to stop
through passenger or freight trains, when only a few minutes
late, to deliver a 31 order, whereas, a 19 order could be
delivered to a superior train without stopping it, and the
delay to the inferior train thereby reduced. Reducing delay

at

meeting points would, in a great

many

cases,

prevent

trains from freezing in cold weather, and it would prevent
numerous sixteen-hour-law tie-ups which are extremely expensive. Despatchers have frequently been known to violate

9

:
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the rules under which tlicy were working, antl use form 19
for restrictinjj tlie supcriorit)' of trains; or they would instruit operators to sijjn the conductor's

name

to orders

(which

same ihinn), to avoid excessive delays. Diviwink at these practices. All of this is conclusive eviden»e that the procedure under form 19 is preferable
anicMints to the

sion

oft'iiers

281

modified to re(|uire only the signature of the conductor, so
as to eliminate i)art of the delay) the clearance card was not
used; nor was it neces.sary, as the signature on the order wa»
sufficient evidence of delivery
When form !0 ws* prf>mul•'
gated it \s.
.\

hence the

,,.

for general use.

rec[uired to

It is douhttul if a correct calculation of the unnecessary
expense and delay incurred throuj^h the use of form .H could
\)e made, hut it is obviously enormous; and the needed steps
should Ih- directi>d to its elimination.

the

Issuance of Train Orders
i^suamo of a train order
and repetition hy the o|)crator, and cor-

he principal features

'i

in

the

are the correct receipt
check by the despatcher while

rect

In these resjjects there

is

being repeated to him.
no difference between form 19 and
it

is

form 31.

Delivery of Train Orders

,,.,,

,

numbers shown on the clearance card
had been received.

,,;,;,(

to asccrUin if all

Relation of Clearance Card to the 19 Order
Sijme railroads are
recjuircs the dcspatcht

when

the o|>eralor

•
•

'it

'

r

ask^;

quired to repeat to the despatcher
r«
on the clearance card, and the -i
{,,
check the numbers given by tlic opcr.itcjr aj^-iui.-.l the wtdcr*
outstanding at that office, to insure that none have been
*
omitted; after which he gives the
K; and •'
.r
then clears the train in the usual manner. It
an additional clement of safety if clearance car.:
bered by despatchers, the same as train-orders, Uicrcby making it impossible for an operator to properly clear a train
without the despatcher's permission.
This melhod of handling clearance cards places the responsibility for delivery of orders on l>oth &' <••• '—r
and the operator instead of on the operator
ser\'cs careful consideration.
If frequent surjr
rimade to keep despatchers and operators on Uic aleit, the
chances for failure to make delivery would be even more
i

O

.

Ine principal features
(1)
(2)

in the delivery of train orders arc:

The proper

display of the train order signal.
Recognition of the signal by trainmen and engine-

men.
Receipt of the order by trainmen and cnginemen.
pomt 1 there is no difference between form 19 and
form M. As to the second there is this difference; the operator, in the case of form 31, remains in his office, leaving the
recognition of the signal entirely to the men on the train; he
is not retjuired to do anything but wait until the conductor
reports; while in the case of form 19, he is out on the platform to make personal deliver)- of the order. He is required
to have with him hand signals for the purpose of signaling
the approaching train in case the train-order signal should
fail or not be properly observed.
As to point 3, the operator
is an active agent in the delivery of the 19 order and, therefore, there is a greater assurance of delivery.
If the order
i.legibly written and if delivery is made, it is as certain
xecution under one form as under the other.
In making delivery of a restricting order to a train at a
i-train-order station, or train-order station at which the
rator is not on duty, in care of another train, either of
following methods could be adopted for taking receipt
orders thus delivered
Form 3 1 could be used for this purpose.
1 )
A receipt could be taken on the face of form 1
2)
thout this form being modified.
A universal form of order could be adopted to take
(3)
the place of forms 19 and 31 for all purposes, the procedure
n making delivery to be the same as with present form 19
i.-pt to provide a space for the signature of the conductor
i-ngineman of trains receiving restricting orders at places
other than of)en train-order stations.
Under the second or third method only one form would
be required where two are now required. This would make
a saving in stationer)- and would simplify the handling of
(.<)

.\s to

•

'

•

by train order. Under any of the three methods, the
would be turned in at the next train-order office for
.nsmission to the despatcher, so that the order could be

'r.iins

ipt

delivered to the inferior train or trains affected.
Where it is not desirable to revise the rules and revolutionize the train order .system, form 31 could l)e used in
cases where execution is required at or in the vicinity of the
station at

which the order

is

issued; also for orders sent to a
(or train-order station at

remote.

Mexican Railroad Properties
in a Ruinous Condition
THE
THAT
ruin
the

Mexico arc going to rack and
opinion of an observer sent by the \cwVork Sun into Mexico from \"era Cruz.
cial despatch sent by this obser\-er from H.r
and copyrighted by the Sun in its issue of Iw-.i. .,.-!,
paints a picture of Mexico that is thus summarized in the
leading paragraph:
"Mexico is starving and blec-ding to
exhaustion. There seems no present help for it, so obs4SScd
is she with the idea, encouraged by tireless German propagandists, that the United States is her natural enemy, but
negligible because Germany is sure to win the war and will
thereafter be Mexico's great m'i.i -.- .i 'ricnd."
The Sun's obser\'er discusm in Mexico from
Concerning the ru
all angles.
uularly lir -.iv?;
R,\iLRu.\DS in

is

I

1

"The railroads are in bad shajjt; iiune of tlii
has been painted since the revolutions started,
looks of the cars no rci
Cruz & Pacific is not
of Tehuantepcc must
Puerto Mexico.

"The

-

'

'

i,

Interoceanic has been closed

down nlmmf fmm

been

:ili:iMcioncii.

train

ipvi r

Centr.il

;t,

.i-

i!

ceased to exist

which the operator is not on duty) in care of another train,
which restricts its superiority or otherwise imposes an obliga-

of war:

tie*

"

•'

'

'

••

I

train at a non-train-order station

i-

].-.

—

md

noiiiiiig ^clllJlillll^'

and
-

.

..J-;

Tlicy

.

...,.

.

Vera Cm/.
1
bands.

'

i

the right

...

niil« h.ivr entirel'

tion.

Where form 19 is used, the clearance card is indispensable.
At the beginning of the use of a form that required the signature of the conductor and cngincman (which was later

ih-

and no one knows in what n
The Mexican Central line from San I.i
beginnini;

:..

to the atta

edcd bv a

•

;

—

:
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The train
three box cars and an engine, with 150 soldiers.
itself carries three more cars of soldiers and there are small
In
garrison posts along the line some fifteen miles apart.
is raided about every ten

spite of these precautions the train

days.

"The passenger train from Mexico to Laredo carries three
box cars of military escort. At Queretaro, in which Gen.
Coss and Gen. Luis Gutierrez, with his brother. Gen. Eulalio
Gutierrez, one time President of Mexico, recently set up their
own revolutionary standard, they add a pilot train with soldiers.
At San Luis Potosi they increase the escort and attach
an armored train to the rear of the passenger. Thus the train
proceeds in to Monterey. That is it does with any kind of
luck and if no one has taken up the rails. At present writing some three kilometers of rails have been removed by the
revolutionists beyond Saltillo.
"The line from ^Monterey to Tampico is kept open most
of the time. Over this line the fuel oil for the Central Railways is hauled. It is subject to raids by Gen. Juan Andrew
Alrnizen between Linares and Victoria. Trains run heavily
guardcxl, but the right of way is strewn with wrecked and
burned car bodies.
"The railroad shops in Monterey have a small force of

men

working, but the yards are filled with rusting locomowhile on sidings in the freight yards stand the gaunt
frames of over 800 cars all burned at one time by one of the
."
revolutionary generals.
"There are one or two commission houses and a mining
company that have been carrying on business by owning
their own trains, locomotives and cars and employing their
own crews. In this manner they have succeeded in bringing
in supplies over roads on which the national government could
not operate trains.
"Early in December one of these privately owned trains
was held up near Queretaro by an independent band of
While going through their regular perfonnance of
bandits.
looting the train the ijandits came to one car which si'as
One of them with an automatic pistol fired
securely locked.
into the lock. The car had contained forty tons of dynamite.
When the smoke and dust cleared away and things ceased
falling the train and some 120 bandits had gone away from
there, only a large hole indicating where they had been.
"In spite of such casual losses as this the firms operating
their own trains are said to be making money and the bandits
continue to flourish."'
tives,

.

.

facilities

—
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of France

excellent condition;

had during

this

far better than

war been kept in an
any supposed possible

under war conditions; and yet that those railroads were used
to the maximum to take care of the needs of the French and
the British themselves, and that when our army became a
great army it would be necessary for us to build back of our
own line an independent line of communication.
"For instance, the French had naturally reserved the best
The Channel ports
ports in France for their own supply.
When we came in it
have been reserved for the British.
was necessary for us to have independent ports of entry in
order that there might not be confusion and admixture of our
supplies, going through these ports of disembarkation with
We were given several ports. As
those of other nations.
you perhaps recall, the ports of France are tidal ports, ports
with deep water and tidal basins at high tides, with insufficient water for landing at the docks when the tide is out.
"As a consequence, the construction of docks and wharves
in ports of that kind is very much more difficult than where
3'ou have a deep sea harbor, and all you need to do is to erect
a pile wharf.
W'e have had to build docks, we have ha'fl tc^
fabricate in this country and send over dock handling machinery; we have had to send from this country even the
piles to build the docks.
We have had to have gantry
cranes, manufactured in this country, sent over to be erected
on those docks; we have had to erect over there warehouse?
at the ports of disembarkation in order that these vast
accumulations of stores and supplies which go over, can be
properly housed and cared for, until they can be distributed
into the interior.

"We have had to take over and are in process of rebuilding and amplifying a railroad 600 miles long in order to
carry our products from our ports of disembarkation to our
general bases of operation. And all of that has to be done,
not only studied out, as a necessary' thing to do, but when
so studied out and reported here, the manufactories for those
things have to be carried on in this country and the things
shipped over there nails, crossties, spikes, fishplates, engines, cars, buildings.
"That great staff under General Pershing's direction, containing so many men from the American army enriched by
captains of industry and masters of technical performance
in this country, all of these large industrial operations under
general direction, such as the railroad and dock buildings,
under a former vice-president and now a vice-president per-

—

Pennsylvania Railroad. Atterbury and men of
and experience, summoned in to aid him
men who are carr\'ing forward these operations,
which are quite as expensive as those which are carried on

liaps of the

Work

that

of the

Railway Engineers

HIS TESTIMONY before the Senate Committee on Military
on Monday, January 28, Secretary of War Baker

INAffairs

described in a general way the work of the railway engineer regiments now in France. Secretary Baker said in part
"In a very short time we had organized engineering regi-

men and sent them over there and were
rebuilding railroads which were being carried forward with
broken engines and cars,
building new railroads, both back of the French and British
lines, and those regiments were of such quality that at the
("ambrai assault, carried on by General Byng, when the
Germans made their counter attack, our engineer regiments
threw down their picks and spades and carried their rifles
into the battle and distinguished themselves by gallant action

quality

those are the

over here, and of far greater difficulty, laecause it means getting material by cable as to sizes and specifications, having
it
fabricated here and sent across through those infested
3,000 miles of ocean and then set up on that side."

ments of railroad

their advance; reconstructing their

in tlie

"It

war itself.
was suggested

We

there in large force,

Special studies

had

what thev showed:

U.

S.

Co.4l

Went in

1917.

—Of

to be

made

and this is
the railroads and the

of that problem,

Thev showed

that

the

.52

million tons

bunkers of vessels engaged in foreign trade.
millions exported to Canada is the largest in the
histor}- of our trade with that countr}', and is valued at §58,000,000, about one-fourth of the quantity being anthracite.
pas.sed into the

This

nyi

Italy ranks second in the list of countries to

which we ex-

1916 being nearly 3 million tons.
the exports to that island being about
iyi million tons in 1917; Panama about one-half million
tons, most of which, however, is for the coaling station at
that point
Argentina and Brazil about three-fourths of a
million tons each, and Uruguay 100 thousand tons.
Bulletin
port, the total to Italy in

that further groups of mechanics might

began to see that we were going to be over
and the question that then had to be
answered was. How will we maintain an army in France?
be needed.

Where

of coal passing out of the United States in the fiscal year 1917,
over 17 millions went to Canada, while another 8 millions

Cuba ranks

third,

;

of the National City

Bank

of

New

York.

'

News Department

General
he freight house of the Missouri Pacific

1

'ola> >lrrfl>. Onialia, ttu> lUstm.M-il liy lire

the

i;.jt

house uf the

trcii;ht

L'liioii

I'acific,

at l-if(renlh and
un December 28;

as previously

re-

ported.

Serious Results of Storms

"The

Car and

International

Railway Mc.

Ilallil•^.••

also lallfil

Kailway

ItrollicrluMul ot

lli.-

Pennsylvania,

Workers and

Locomotive

ur liiiaKiiiary, wliicli the
L\X\ has investigated and
not l>een able to locate.
Mrmbcrs of the association are
i.incd to be certain of the facts before contributing to
itors representing these "mechanics."

The long-continued low
caused serious a<b!
cm di>trict. Tbi
on ^ue^day tli'
cars, as eon
ures the ch

he Bureau of Explosives and

There was

M<'. Iiaiiics,

\>

ail

ur(;aiiizaiiuii, real

'chants' Association of

I

looking over a copy ut Cotnininiioner McChord't daily congestion statement.

ilii

ii:

t

iii.irccnieiit oi ihe
!iirc

and use of

.issistant chief

;rch street,

utive assistant to

•\w

F.

Bureau of Mines.
^

its

iiisi

been
Mines to

liavc

<

as amiits oi the L'nited Stat.

-iiated
'.

New York

''.

law of i>
regulate.xplosive.> in liniL oi war; and
inspector of the Bureau of E\-

New York

City, has been appointed

Pcabody, assistant to the director
Mr. Peabody desires that all matters

S.

to the law rei;ulaliiig c.\iilosi\es, so far as they apply

nation comiiaiiuj. shall be dealt with
-l>oiideiice sluiiiM

be sent to him at

!>;

.Mr.

New York

Topping;
City.

he "blizzard" in the Central West on J.inuary 26 disapcd on the following da\. The storm was sufKciently severe,
ever, to delay the arrival of trains in Chicago on Saturday
ling by irom one to si.\ hours and to cause the aniiullmcnt
large number oi passenger trains. Outside of the obstacles
ted by the weather conditions on the 26th, the How of coal
the Chicago terminal district has been uniformly heavy durthe past week.
In the -ly hours ended at midnight, January
155 cars of anthracite, 1,523 cars of bituminous coal, and 95
of coke were received in Chicago.
During the week which
J on the same day, there were total receipts of 1h225 cars
.iiithracitc, 8,708 cars of bituminous coal, and 823 cars of coke.

1

I

'

New

York.

'(.

Virginia and Elsewhere
ami

tiini rr..liir<-

.iiov».

rt-|l^al>•||

^

...

.v

;

!

ward.

•

Wen

VirIk- railroads to thovel
regions every atailabte
ihat

?i:
\

ni

I

I

;

man was hired to
On Thursday and

have

')

.o

eastward aiul in both oladcd
Regional Director A H
ginia 1,100 miners
snow and in all
,

Jiul.iy ui lait «eek
improvement in the movement of freight
district, and hopes of relieving the p<
•

tli'

tin

—

i

'

vivcd
but by Monday the 28th, lu
peraturcs had neutralized all of the The experiences of the ireLtdiiii; «t<». irciuht
complishcd.
trartic suspended and passenger trains many hours late— were
repeated on all of the principal roads.
The Pennsylvania Railroad on Monday the 28th found itself
mnn- difficult than
in the most difficult position in many years
f
in any winter since the time, years
traffic was only a fraction of what it
Were stalled all along the line bctw<
burgh; and near Gallitzin, one was held i:
;

;

'

'

,;

•

Even at the Broad
engine.
movements were seriously h..
of securing enough men to keep i'

railmcnt of

its

delphia, train

.

The Longshoremen of the Southern Pacific Company, at
York t ity. (o the number of about 1.200. quit work on
rday. January 26. demanding the same rates of pay as
.lil
on the docks of the Transatlantic vessels and comning also that the company has broken an agreement.
ers of the longshoremen's union declare that they tried
lissuade the men from striking.
The Southern Pacific
r. atbes
New York only by steamer: and as this steamship
line may be classed as an adjunct of the company's railroad,
uhich is now under the control of the federal government, it
onjccturcd that these strikers may find themselves interna with the activities of the government.

in

West

possibility

On Monday afternoon all throi,.
ing order.
from rhiladelpbia were annulled. On Tuesday cMtiH:g ;!:. road
issued a statement which said
"\ force of 25,000 men was kept bu.sy all day toda clearing
the running tracks, sidings, and yards of the snow which fell
on Monday. About 2.500 of the entire force of snow jhi.\clers
-'I
were extra men hired for the day. The ri
r
track laborers, carpenters, shopmen, signal r
:

—

'

iemployees pres.scd into emergency work.
pervisors, assistant supervisors, draftsmen ami .i:... tii' ;, ^cre
snow
shoveling
charge
of
the
to
take
extra
foremen
as
sent out
."-•

gangs.
'

".-\s the result of these efforts the entire main li:
up by sundown tonight <Tursdayt. with the excri

half a mile of No
and a similar strei'
The sides of the

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
the past week one contribution to the Railway RegiTobacco Fund of $10 a month for 12 months was reed from the Ohio ShcI Foundry Company, of Lima, Ohio

"•'iring
ts'

tunnel show a dep.
".Ml of the prim

•'••

'--.-cd

:rn,

ill

'd today and their frozen

,

'

.x,-.i.i...n

..t

th.-

(

,.nr-

Derry.

Malicious Misrepresentation

men were much surprised at a statement which
was widely printed in the Saturday afternoon and Sunday morning newsf.apers, and which was attributed to Commissioner C. C.
McChord. that
"Gross negligence of railroads under private
— — agcment in giving proper care to locomotives is a principal
Commissioner Mc-c of th*" present freight congestion."
rd was quoted as announcing that "hundreds of locomotives
which are sorely nei dcd in the present emergency are idle in

Many

railroad

:

shops and roundhouses, frozen through neglect or larking repairs which migh; have been made if proper forethought had
been given by local railway officials."
Mr. McChord did not make such a statement. A Washington
newspaper correspondent apparently drew the inference after
2S.^

nou>
utarv to the

111

River ro'e
lhat

many

'

to one estiniai

1
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Is
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Half Through

Underwood, president of the Erie Railroad Company,
week issued an appeal to officers and employees, in which

F. D.
last

Traffic

News

he said

"Weather and other conditions on the Erie Railroad have
resuhed in conditions that inflict hardships on officers and emBy comparison, however, the hardest
ployees of every grade.
lot of any man on the railroad is light compared with that of
your fellows in the army abroad. We are less than manly when
W8 grumble at conditions here. Let us anew apply ourselves
to the work before us, regardless of any personal discomfort.

The winter is half through. Do not lie down for a minute.
Conditions must be better in a short time.
"Especially guard against the error that has found voice that,
now that the Government has taken over the railroads, a lesser
eflfort

on the part of employees

will go.

The

direction of rail-

roads remains in the hands of its officers, and they have the
Your
right to demand from every loyal employee full support.
responsibilities to them and to the Erie Railroad are in no way
lessened.
"If we allow the work to lag we are not only unworthy American citizens, but are doing a direct injury to our brothers
abroad. * * *"

Inductive Interference by Parallel

Power

Circuits

This is a subject on which very little exact data is available,
but which is of considerable importance to men who have to lay
out power circuits which parallel communication circuits, and
conversely to men who have to lay out communication circuits
which parallel power circuits.
Since December, 1912, the California Railroad Commission,
through the joint committee on Inductive Interference, has carried on an exhaustive investigation of the problem of inductive
interference to communication circuits by parallel power circuits
and after five years' work the joint committee has completed
having been
its task at a cost of over $100,000. this expenditure

torne jointly by the commission and the interested power and
communication utilities. The subject is of particular interest to
the signal, telephone and telegraph departments of railways.
There have been many requests for copies of the report, and the
commission is considering the publication in book forrn of the
most important data. It will go ahead with the work if a sufadvance to
ficient number of subscriptions can be obtained in
warrant the necessary outlay. Information can be obtained from
Richard Sachse, chief engineer, California Railroad Commission,
833 Market

street,

San Francisco,

Cal.

Railway Business Association
Railway Business Association, which was
postponement of
to have been held on January 25, and the
which has already been announced, has been definitely cancelled by the General Executive Committee and subscriptions
have been refunded. It was decided to hold a business conven-

The dinner

of the

tion, without public dinner, on a date yet to be fixed.

Engineering Institute of Canada
This is now the name of the former Canadian Society of
Civil Engineers, the change having been made at the annual
meeting in Montreal, January 24. The president for the
ensuing year is H. H. Vaughan, vice president and managing
director of the Dominion Bridge Company.

Meetings and Conventions
The foltounng list gives names of secretaries, dates of next or regular
meetings and places of meetings of those associations which -mil meet during
the next three months.

—

American Railway Engixeerino Association. E. H. Fritch, 900 S. MichNext annual meeting, March 20-22, 191S,
iRan Ave, Chicago.
Chicago.

Railway Appliances Association.— C. W. Kelly, 149 Peoples
Gas Bldg., Chic.Tgo. Annual exhibition, March 18-21, 1918, Coliseum
and Annex, Chicago.
Railway Signal Association. C. C. Rosenberg, Myers Bldg., Bethlehem,
Pa.
Xext meeting. March 18, Chicago.
Natio.nal

—

J. A. Middleton, formerly freight traffic manager of the
Missouri Pacific, has been appointed in charge of the oil traffic of the United States Food Administration.

The enlarged

Erie Canal

expected to be open for traffic
on May IS, next. Frank M.
Williams, state engineer of New York, in his annual report,
urgently
that
it
necessary
that the government take
says
is
action looking to the construction of barges for use on the
canal.
A large amount of work still remains to be done on
the canal in the vicinity of Rochester.

from Lake Erie

to the

is

Hudson

river

To induce farm settlement in the Dakotas and Montana and
thereby increase agricultural production next season, the St.
Paul will make low homeseekers' rates to those states, beginning
in March and continuing until November.
These fares will be
In past years the homeseekers' rates
in effect every Tuesday.
have been in effect only on the first and third Tuesdays of each
month, and last year did not become eft'ective before May.
The

Interstate Commerce Commission
its decision in the Transcontinental

nounced

Wednesday anCommodity Rate

cases, allowing increases in rates to Pacific Coast terminals.
Because of the temporary absence of water competition the
order issued is substitute for the order of June 30 last year,

which was suspended pending investigation of tariffs filed by
railroads, which are now approved in some particulars, but
ordered modified

in others.

The volume

of parcel post business in the month of December was greater than in the same month of 1916 by 1,173,000 sacks. The Post Office Department reports that in order
to relieve the railroads, parcels are being sent from New York
The time is 19j<2 hours, but,
to Norfolk, Va., by steamer.
it is said, this time, under present conditions, is faster than
by railroad. Throughout the United States the parcel post
traffic has been greatly increased because of delays to freight
by embargoes and by adverse weather conditions.

The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that the reductions in
passenger train service put into effect on its lines on January
6,
104 trains week days and 51 on Sundays amount to an
aggregate of 2,708,212 train miles annually. The number of
enginemen thus released equals 55 men each day, and of
firemen the same; and a corresponding number of conductors
and brakemen. Of the 29 locomotives released, only a part

—

—

are available for use in the freight service as

some

of the

company's passenger engines were urgently in need of
pairs.
Thirty-five lines of parlor and sleeping cars were

re-

dis-

continued.
In an article in this column on January 18 regarding the discontinuance of freight solicitation, it was stated that the Texas &
Pacific, the International & Great Northern and the St. Louis
Southwestern closed their traffic offices in Chicago. As a matter
of fact, these roads did not close their offices but merely discontinued solicitation for a short time. Their agents are again
"doing business as usual." The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
announces that its freight agencies at Cincinnati, Ohio, and
The Missouri & North
Detroit, Mich., have been closed.
.'\rkansas has closed its traffic offices at Joplin, Mo., Helena,
Ark., and Wichita. Kan., New Orleans, La., and Chicago.

An Appeal

to

Work on Mondays

In order to encourage the loading and unloading of freight
cars in the Chicago terminal district on the coalless holidays the
following advertisement was published in Chicago newspapers on
January 27
"Shippers and receivers of freight in the Chicago district and
adjacent towns can assist railroad transportation by using every
man who can be employed to unload and free freight cars on
next Monday and on following Monday holidays. This in accordance with the wishes of the Fuel Administration. If these

February

KAU.WAY

1918

1

AGi;

2«7

car« are emptied and moved out of C'hirayu dinlrict, traiitportatkin generally will be facilitated."

Commission and Court News

Eleven Per Cent of Cars Saved
r
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Trickcti,
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llie
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Trallic Asitocia-

\2 tnoiitlis riuliiiK with Dcccmticr, 558,481
forwarded truni Miiinrapnljii, as coni-
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'

,;r>

ilic

!.<

they

cent lcs% cars

Commerce Commission

Interstate

tliaii

but 92,891 cars in

;

in 1910.

(liicuKo terminal district have sent
Administration at Washington askiii)-'
be |K-rniitli-d to use suOicient coal on tlu
Mondays to operate mechanical loading and
'Uch as derricks and cranes.
According to
il>retation of the new dcmurruRc rules, drill accrue on these coalless hi.li
lys, and the Fuel .\dmini>irati<
lo load or unload cars.
The
iicl

i

will

'--

an iiicreaje of more

1916, or

in
1

;

.

i

.

unless they arc pcrnuiicd to u.'>c
on the coal-.
...
n.i.i>c of cars at their plants will be delayed,
TV tinancial loss will be suffered because of the deniurriiinn •during tint time.
>

is

that

lor loading or unloading cars

State

Commissions

The Corporation Commission of
general adoption of a new tariff,
of freight

iH.-th.ivn Hns dir.-rffd

il,c

the hands of tli
after arrival at destination.
.\i\.
be 5 cents a ton; and this rate will be inucaiicd
5 ccnti e»cli
day until it reaches SO cents a ton.
left in

I

Personnel
Joseph

Coal Situation

at

:novcmcnt of coal to

New York
New York

and Boston
City

continues about

less daily, when the normal needs of the city at
of the year are estimated at -10,000 tons a day.
The
Fuel .Xdministrator says that hundreds of apartment

n$ or

complaining that they are utterly without coal and
schoolhouscs arc closed for lack of heat. On fircless
this week, it was estimated that the consumption of

ire
•

I

•c
>

of

Commissions

W.

Folk, former governor of Missouri, has resigned
his place as counsel to the Interstate Commerce
Commisftion.
and has been appointed counsel for the St. Louis Chanilier
of

Commerce.

Court

News

;

the city was 15.000 tons less than usual, hut the
likely to be obliterated by the difficulties developed by
in

storm in Pennsylvania on Sunday and Monday, which
shipments seriously for the remainder of this week.
ibcr of ships waiting at N'ew York to be coaled has been
lo 29. and it appears that in this respect the coal-traffic
has been relicvcil. The Baltimore & Ohio has just put
•ion a new coal dumper, at its Staten Island terminal,
'iston Fuel Committee on Tuesday. January 29. ordered
rs to deliver no coal to office buildings in that city for
and the same rule will apply to factories and stores
-.c extent.
Coal going to Boston and other New Eng'its
by water has been seriously delayed by ice and
:e
lv

:

Agency

for

Consignee

The Kentucky Court

of Appeals liobh ibat the rule that
the carrier of goods, upon receiving tl:
i,ccomes the agent of the consignee, ha^
re
the consignee or its agent assumes or
,1,^
goods at the point of destination, and there exercises such
control in delivering the goods to purchasers.— Celli v. I oinmonwealth. (Ky.) 199 S. W. 1. Decided December 18. I9|7
,

Delivery by Connecting Lines
The Texas Court of Civil .Appeals holds that under
state statute requiring connecting carrier;
within a reasonable time and authori/i:
mission to fix such time, a railroad trai
the time fixed by the commission is n

t..

f..ru:ir.l

the
i;oods
t,,.

im
it

;

—

Big Four Takes Off

Many

might reasonably have done so sooner. (juanah. Acme &
Pacific v. Bone (Tex.) 199 S. W. 33i. Decided November 2S.

Trains

1917.

leveland,

Cincinnati.

Chicago

&

St.

Louis on January

itinued passenger train .service to the extent of 110,212

Failure to Furnish Tools

month, or

17.25 per cent of the mileage in operation
The principal changes are as follows The
Limited has been discontinued in both directions
Cincinnati, and the road has gone out of
One train has been
r business entirely.
:cction between Cincinnati. Ohio, and Detroit,
d the express trains operating in each direction between
iin»- Ohio, and Toledo, have been consolidated, thereby
'•etween those points by four trains. Trains
ecn Cleveland and Cincinnati have been
•rain in each direction on the Indianapolis
In addition, parlor car and sleep.a.> been Ui>continucd.
service has been abandoned between Louisville, Ky..
ago. These reductions in passenger service have made
tic type b->comotives and five smaller passenger engines
f-^r moving freight and troop trains.
r

that date.

:

.iir.

I

•

v

Francisco has discontinued nine Sunday
of St. Lou!.':. The trains taken off include three
Mo., and St. Louis; two between Cuba, Mo.,

lis-San
•

.

two between St. Marys and St. Louis, and two
Valley Park and St. Louis. The Wheeling & Lake Erie
I
all passenger traffic on Sunday, January 27, in order
' l<Komotives for the movement of coal; and similar
II be
taken on succeeding Sundays, if conditions wari-v^ui.s;

The Iowa Supreme Court

holds that a railroad company is
not guilty of negligence in failing i.. funii-li sLiti..n nuii
grappling hooks to move ties 12
square which weighed about 150
the four men moving n"'
.,
such tools. Nor was
,i

—'•

•

t

its

section men
A servant

he

.is

m

ties.

lifting

heavy

\vi

e

best judge of li
R. I. & N. W. (Iowa. lo5 N.

W

tt.

4ly.

UtcidcW

1917.
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ments must necessarily be considered in making the assessment, other benefits resulting to the company or its property
because of the improved conditions of land adjacent to the
district or because of any other resulting advantages which
it enjoys in common with the general public are too remote
and intangible to be made a basis of levying assessments.
C. & N. W. V. Board of Supervisors (Iowa) 165 N. W. 390.
Decided December 18, 1917.

Switchman's Assumption

of

Risk at Curves

A

foreman switchman sued for injuries received while moving
a car on a spur track. The track ran alongside a coal bin and
was some four feet away from it, though at one point there was
a 30-degree curve, where the middle part of the car swung much
The plaintiff was standing at such a spot that, in
closer to it.
spite of the efforts of the trainmen when they saw his danger,
between the car and the bin. The Missouri Sucaught
he was
preme Court held that as there was nothing in the evidence to
indicate that the railroad did not do its best consistently with
successful operation in the location and construction of the spur
track in question, it would be presumed that it did. A railroad
is not required so to construct a track in relation to the physical
features of the industry served that switching would be absoswitchman of 19 years'
lutely safe even to careless employees.
experience would be held to know that, in a case like this, the
body of a car moves towards the inside of a curve. The plaintiff

A

in assuming the position of danger and unnecessarily remaining after his reason for taking it had ceased
he owed the railroad the duty to suggest a change in the track
if one was necessary, and if he did not he assumed the risk.

was held negligent

Morris v. Pryor (Mo.\ 198 S. \V.,
Rehearing denied December
1917.

817.
1,

Decided November

17,

1917.

Contracts as to Fencing and Cattle Guards
of a right of way to a railroad provided that the
grantor should erect and maintain all necessary fencing and the
Under
railroad should make proper crossings and cow gaps.

The deed

landowner would have had to construct
and maintain the fence on one-half of the division line, and
cattle guards were required to be maintained by the railroad
the

—

:

Kentucky

statute the

company

"at all terminal points of fences constructed along the
lines," except that where there was a private passage across the

landowner should bear one-half of the expense.
of Appeals holds that the fencing required
to be constructed under the contract was such as both parties
would have been required to construct and maintain by statute,
except for the contract, and the cattle guards which the railroad
obligated itself to maintain were such as the statute put on it
The company was under no duty to conthe duty to provide.
struct or maintain cattle guards until the landowner had conThe constructed a fence on each side of the right of way.
struction and maintenance of fences and cattle guards went together.— Louisville & Nashville v. Durbin (Ky.), 198 S. ^^'., 908.
Decided December 11, 1917.
right of way, the

The Kentucky Court

Validity of Leases

by Railroads

A

lease from a railroad company of a portion of land to
be used for storing ties provided as part of the consideration
that the lessee released all claim for damages on account of
fire caused by the operation of the railroad on or near the
premises, whether the damage occurred on the premises
spark from a
leased or on premises adjacent thereto.
locomotive on a spur track closely adjacent to the track extending into the leased land set fire to and destroyed certain
The Illinois Supreme Court holds that the lease was
ties.
not invalid as against public policy; the use of the land
-A
leased for storage purposes not being a public utility.
"public utility" must be such a use as is common and has the
same terms, however few the number who avail themselves
of it, though it may be limited to the inhabitants of a small
And the act of a railroad company in leasing land
locality.
used as part of its right of way cannot be attacked as ultra
vires on the ground that the land cannot be held by it for
such purpose by any party except the state, whether the real
estate has been acquired for the authorized uses or not.
Judgment for defendant was affirmed. Bartee Tie Co. v.

A

—

Jackson (C.

Vol. 64, No. 5

&

E.

I.)

117 N. E. 1007.

Decided December

19,

1917.

Carrying State Officers Free
In an action involving consideration of the constitutionality
of a New Jersey statute of 191S, requiring railroad companies to carry certain state officers and employees free, the
New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds that even
though the state, in the railroad's charter reserved the right
to amend, alter, or repeal the charter, it cannot by virtue
of such right impose on the railroad company the burden of
carrying free of charge state officers; for that works a deprivation of the railroad's propertv without due process of law.
Napier v. D. L. & W. (N. J.) 102 Atl. 444. Decided November
19,

1917.

Warning

of

Low

Bridge

In an action for the death of a freight brakeman, there was
evidence to show that he uas found dead on the coal heap of
the engine, and it was alleged his head had been crushed by an

overhead bridge,

five of which the train had passed under.
The
four bridges were eliminated on account of their height,
and it was a question for the jury whether the last bridge struck
the deceased. It appeared th.al the middle span of the last bridge
was considerably lower than the two side spans, and because of
its blackened condition, that fact could not be seen until an
observer was very close. It was held that an instruction that
if the brakeman was struck and killed by the bridge, then the
question for determination was whether he was warned by
the company of his danger, and that the warning did not
have to be in writing, or any formal warning by this or that
officer, it being sufficient if he was given all the knowledge
that the company could give him, properly submitted the
question of warning to the jury. It was also held that though
the company had provided telltales, it could not as a matter
of law be declared that such safeguards were in tliemselves
sufficient notice and warning.
Marland v. P. & R. 246 Fed., 91.
first

—

Decided November

7,

1917.

Reparation for Unreasonable Freight Rates
In consolidated actions by a shipper of live stock against several railroads to recover from each of them the amount awarded
the plaintitf by an order of reparation made by the Interstate

Commerce Commission awarding damages

for exaction of unreasonable freight rates, the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth
Circuit, in reversing a judgment for the plaintiff in the Federal
District Court for the Western District of Missouri, made the
following rulings

While the commission in making investigations should not be
too narrowly constrained by the technical rules as to the admissibility of proof, nor hampered by those narrow rules which
prevail in trials at common law, yet, by reason of the hberality
of practice in admitting testimony, it is more imperative to preserve the essential rules of evidence by which rights are asserted or defended, and the commissions cannot act on their
own information, but the parties must be fully apprised of the
evidence submitted and be given an opportunity to cross-examine
witnesses, inspect documents, and offer evidence in explanation.
Administrative orders, quasi judicial in character, are void if
hearing was denied, if that granted was inadequate or manifestly unfair; if the finding was contrary to the indisputable
character of the evidence or if the facts do not support the order.
An order of the commission based on a finding unsupported by
evidence is contrary to law and must be set aside by a court of
competent jurisdiction. An order of reparation, awarding damages for unreasonable rates, requires a finding disclosing the relation of the parties as shipper and carrier, the character and
amount of traffic out of which the claims arose, the rates paid,
whether they were unreasonable, and whether the shipper was
injured, and if so the amount of his damage.
Testimony that
the witness had obtained from commission houses to which cattle had been consigned and from individuals not shown to be
the owners of cattle is the worst kind of hearsay.
Under section IS, it is lield improper for the commission, having ordered reduced rates for a period of two years, to order
reparation solely on account of the previous exaction of higher
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rates iluriiiK a |ireviuu» pcricHl of two years, for the grant of
"ion. heiiig based entirely on the difference in rates, wa»

Equipment and Supplies

unl to the e^tatl!ishnlent of a rate for over four years,
|{'v'"k: ""'ii''" :i' '" when if th'niM ko into effect.

^lioiit

uu-

ilsNion as

X rale suliM

,Me was. »l

could nut

i-r

court ol I.i
i'aration order was theieiurc JeilatcU by

of such rate

.1

Locomotives

court to be

tlic

cr.

unreasonable rates were exacted for the transportation
:<•
111
market^, t'lc ililTerence between the unreasonable
k'.I and rraMinaMe rales subsi-i|ncntly established cantlic only basis for a reparation order for damaues

:c

'
,...,

16 of the act.

:f actually

,

—A. T

S.

<(

1-.

'I'hcrc

damaced from

V. Spiller.

246 Fed..

I

was no showint;

Tut DlL.\W.\HK \- li
motives from the American

the exaction of such rates.
26. 1917.

The Maine Ce.vthal hat
switching locomotives from the

that a contract with a loKginjj company, by
railroad used the track of the logging company on
•n that it should haul no pine logs for any rival was
to the condition, the Alabama Supreme Court holds
o contract afforded no basis lor requiring the carrier
pine logs for another person, since, if the contract
'id. the carrier had no rights whatever, and could not
lid use the rails, and if it were valid it could not be
red with. A carrier, owning or leasing a line of road,
compelled by the Public Service Commission to give

•'••-eding
.1

i

.\iiicii<.ait

l-w.

persons of the same class, and cannot
some customers exempt itself from treating
.\nd if a common carrier, having a mere license

.ny.

of a logging company, has by its contract
not to give equal service to competitors of the logging
y. it cannot be compelled to do so, though the contract

The Miami Conservancy

''

-

'

'

5

L*.iiiipany

ns ordered three

'

48-ton and 10 38-ton four-"
tives from the American Lm

a

itching locomo-

The Hocking Valley has ordered JtJ i-<>-o-2 Mallet type locomotives from the .American Locomotive Company. The locomotive? will weigh 437,000 lb. and will be equipped with superheaters.

The

Ches.m'eake

& Ohio

has ordered \S

2^

»>•'•

•

10 ten-wheel switching locomotives from the :\Company. The Mallet type locomotives «
!b., the switching locomotives 295.000 lb., and all «
with superheaters.

and
mo-

tivc

the Public Service Commission not being empowered
a new contract for the parties. The commission had
er to compel the railroad to lay a side track to serve
;ctitor of the logging company, since such an order

the railroad a trespasser; nor could the comthe trespass and so exempt the railroad from
.'Mabama Central v. Commission (Ala.) 76 So. 862.

ij

i

is reported as ordering four 101 -ton eightlocomotives from the American Locomotive

switching

iflO
ill

Lt

•

juipped

Freight Cars

,

make

Lt"t'i.s

The Lokc Island
wheel

•ract with
rails

St.

Company.

Mcilitics to all

the

.mI \ -ix wheel

<

hat ordered
Pacific type locomotives from the .\merican l-ocoi:iuii.t

Discrimination in Laying Side Tracks

c

solidalion loco-

.

The MiNNEAivLis &

'

luco-

freiKlii

.\iiii

the

that

Decided October

M

Kan

TuF. Missouri,
motives iruin the

&

Peterson

G. C.

Co..

Giicago, are inquiring for 10 to 2S

10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

1 legalize

November

1

15.

The Kansas
Mo.,

1917.

is

City Structitral Steel Company. Kansas Gty.

building 100 lO.OOO-gal. tank cars.

The Miixoxtinent Tank Car Company.
E.

was brought to recover allem.il cxccssne charges on hardlumber. The Interstate Commerce Commission had found
rate to be excessive, and had made an order for reduction
85 to 75 cents, which was obeyed, and also one for repara13 I.
to the extent of the excess, which was not obeyed.
'"
'/i8.
\ demurrer to the declaration was sustained by the
Court on the ground that it was not alleged that the
:s had paid the excessive rates or that they were damaged
';: '
—190 Fed.. 659. The declaration «
it

—

'"

•

'

1

•

the judge directed a verdict for the
the ground that it did not appear th..'
The judgment was reversed by the Lirtuii
d.

•

;it
.

.

Xemours & Co. have ordered 35 flat, 14 box
from the .Xmcrican Car & Foundry Comiony.

de

shell cars

The Pennsylvania
street,

Philadelphia,

10 to 30-yd.

dump

is

EriuiPMEST Company, 1420 Chestnut
the market for 4 to 6 standard gage

in

cars.

TiiE Brier Hill Iron & Steel Company. Voungstown. Ohio,
noted in the Kailvcay Age of January 18 as being in the market
jq •jfy.y^^
lor freight cars, has ordered «''
:iy and 25
steel gondola cars from the

"

mineral service cars from

i

,

.

tin

Signaling

'•

^^
'

Court

ol

Fed., 890.

was affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals.—229

.^m.

On

'

Du Pont

:•

143 C. C. A., 663.
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States the only
<|ne«tinri h.(i.r«> thr rnuri was whether the fact that the plaintiffs
that they su.stained in the first
from the purchasers, prevented
.

Kan.,

"

At a new trial the
137 C. C. A., 460.
re instructed that if they found the rate charged unreaand that prescribed by the commission reasonable, they
find
for the plaintiffs in accordance with the corn's award
The jury found for the plaintiffs and that

—221

I.

and 44

Reparation for Excessive Rates
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Company, of Pittsburgh, Pa. He was secretary and general
manager during the first year of the existence of the Union Steel
Casting Company, and in 1900 was elected president, which position he has held until January 26, 1918, when he was elected

News

Supply Trade

Vol. 64, No. 5

chairman of the board of directors.
~

.itiiiitiiiittfiiiiniilitiiMnliinmiitiliniiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiniiinirliiimiirMMriiiimiMiiiiiMiiin

P.

urn

railroad representative
Steel Company, Inc., Syracuse, N. Y.

M. Wagstaff has been appointed

for the

Onondaga

Charles S. Bilyeu,
the

iiiini

who

recently

Gulick-Henderson Company,

became associated with

New

York, has been ap-

pointed assistant to the president.
F. A. Driver, for many years a director of the DriverHarris Wire Company and identiiied with the company since its
inception, died January 21 at the age of 82 years.

R. P. Lament, president of the American Steel Foundries,
with office at Chicago, 111., has been commissioned a lieutenant-colonel by the War Department and appointed assistant chief of the procurement division of the ordnance department and has reported to Washington for duty.

Ralph F. Tillman has been elected vice-president of the
Wine Railway Appliance Company, Toledo, Ohio, in charge of
Chicago, effective February
has been appointed assistant to the president
sales with headquarters in
of the company in charge of eastern
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., also effective February 1.
we.stern sales with headquarters in
1.

W.

F.

Cremean

Union Steel
At the meeting of the board of directors of the
formerly presiCasting Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., C. C. Smith,
board of
the
of
chairman
elected
dent of the company, was
formerly vice-president, was elected
directors
J. P. Allen,
The remaining officers of the company were represident
vice-president; G. W. Eisenelected as follows: S. H. Church,
secretary, and J. B. Henry,
beis, treasurer; W. C. Eichenlaub,
general superintendent.
the active business execuCo., Chicago, has severed his con31, havmg been
nection with that concern, effective January
elected president and a

Charles D. Jenks,

tive of

Edwin

S.

who has been

Woods &

director of the Damascus Brake Beam Com-

as-

,

„„,,
Jenks

C.

D.

department.

chairman of the board of the Union
Company, Pittsburgh, was on January IS appointed
Major Ordnance Reserve Corps, and has been assigned to the
Production Department, Carriage Division of the Ordnance
Department of the U. S. Army, with headquarters in Washington.
Mr. Smith was born in Clinton Township, Butler County, Pa.,
His first position was as stenographer in the
.\pril 2, 1861.
office of Wilson Walker & Co., iron and steel manufacturers of
Pittsburgh, Pa. He was with them ten years, during which time
into
it was merged into the Carnegie, Phipps & Co., and then
the Carnegie Steel Company. He left the employ of the Carnegie
Steel Company in 1893, and accepted a position with the Reliance
Steel Casting Co., of Pittsburgh, being with them six years,
when in 1899 he withdrew to organize the Union Steel Casting

Cameron

C. Smith,

Steel Casting

place,

ratory

Haverford PrepaSchool and

University.
Princeton
He started his business
career in the banking
Logan
of
the
house
Trust Company, of Philadelphia.

Later

he ac-

cepted a position on the
staff of the Bureau of
Municipal Research of
On leavPhiladelphia.
ing the Bureau of Municipal Research he entered the sales department of R. J. Crozier &
Philadelphia,
Co.,
of
where because of special

"

*^'

°^^

'"

was
he
shortly assigned to the railroad
qualifications

field.
This position as sales
representative in the railroad field brought him into intimate
contact with railroad men.
On June 1, 1916, he entered the
service of the Locomotive Feed Water Heater Company as special representative.
In this capacity he was intimately connected
with the development of feed water heaters for locomotives and
ships.
In April of this year he was made assistant to vice president from which position he is now promoted.

to Assist Colonel
in

Ordnance Department

nized ability to solve various production problems will be, it is
of great advantage to that division. His appointment marks
another step forward in the recently adopted policy of appointing civilians to important posts in the War Department."
Mr. Marshall was on the staff of Edward R. Stettinius (now
Surveyor General of Supplies in the War Department) in the
munitions department of J. P. Morgan & Co. Born in 1864,
Mr. Marshall began his business life as a railroad man. He
Ijecame assistant superintendent of motive power for the Chicago
& North Western in 1897; was appointed superintendent of motive
felt,

Damascus Brake Beam
will

in

nounceing the appointment Tuesday, said:
"Mr. Marshall's wide experience in manufacturing and recog-

pany, leaving the latter
concern in 1912 to go
with Edwin S. Woods
& Co. In his new position as president of the
he

born

Tripp

Standard Coupler Com-

Company

He was

and
Pa.,
Philadelphia,
received his education in
the public schools of that

Marshall, formerly president of the American
Locomotive Company, and now associated with J. P. Morgan &
Co., has been appointed assistant chief of the Division of Production of the Ordnance Department.
Colonel Guy E. Tripp, chief of that department, in an-

for the

sume
the active
.,
the
management^ of
sales
operation
and

1916.

Waldo H.

erating and sales department of the Pressed
Steel Car Company at
and
Pa.,
Pittsburgh,
Chicago, and western

manager

has been appointed assistant to the president

Waldo H. Marshall

pany, with headquarters
in Cleveland, Ohio. He
was formerly in the op-

sales

W. H. Lovekin

of the Locomotive Feed \\ater Heater Company, effective January 1, 1918. Mr. Lovekin has been with the company since June,

Lake Shore & Michigan Southern

was
in 1899
of that road in 1902, and general
manager in 1903, his jurisdiction extending also over the Lake
In 1906,
Erie & Western and the Indiana, Illinois and Iowa.

power

for the

;

made general superintendent

lie

was elected president of the American Locomotive Company.

—

U. S. Foreign Trade Record of 1917. In foreign commerce the
year 1917, says a bulletin of the National City Bank of New
York, far exceeds in value of merchandise imported or exported
that of any earlier year. Total imports for the full calendar year
1917, according to the bank's statement, are 60 per cent greater
in value than in 1913 and exports of domestic products 150 per
cent, greater in value than those of 1913. The total foreign trade
of the country is estimated in very round terms at 9 billion
dollars in 1917 against 4]4 billion dollars in 1913, the total of
imports and exports combined being thus more than double in
1917 that of 1913.

—

February
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Railway

Financial and Construction
Railway Financial News
BAiTiMi>Kt: iV ')nii)
I0..M of $.v.CXIl).0(X).

riii>

i"iiii'.Mi\

&

Kuhii, 1..K1.

(ilaccd

li.is

a

Executive. Financial, Legal and Accounting

mx

moiitlis'

&

and Spcycr

Co. arc
tlu'
hankrrs in tlic traiisactit)iis.
I lie
loan has l>crn placed
|iri\ately amonB lianks and trust companies and there will be
no public offering of securities.

DrwKK &

I".,

WalliT H. Sanborn, in the
L'nitcd District Court, at Denver, Colo., on January J<), named
.\lrxandcr K. Baldwin, vice-president of the Western Pacific,
and Edward L. Brown, president of the Denver & Rio Grande,
I\io

CiR.KMiK..— Jud^i-

receivers for the latter road.
I'lrrsBi'RCii,

Fort W'.^ynf.

&

Chicaco.

— This

company has

in-

its capital stock from $72,ISO,OlX) to Sll)0.axi,()00.
This
stock will be issued, it is understood, to reimburse the Pennsylvania Company for addition and betterment expenditures.

creased

Loi'is

&

Missoi'Kt SoLTiiEKS.

offer this road for sale

— M.

on February

.1.

6,

Officers

Conran, receiver, will
at New Madrid. Mo.

G. C. Hand, scirnary oi the
headquarters at .\cw York, liat

succeeding

J.

K...

-

>

>

:,h

I

,,,

Sorenson, reiiijned

Richardson, assistant superiiiicii.lcni ol the Ueiroii &
Mackinac with office at Alpena. .Muli
hai been ap|K>inlr<l
auditor, assistant treasurer and purchaiing
agent, vice, Georfe
M. Crocker, deceased.
P.

.

Stephen Birch, vice prcsiilent of tl..western and the .Maska .'^tcaiiishii
ters at New York, has been tlin.
panics, succeeding S. W, Eccles. dc.<

(

i,,.,.

r

v,

•

,.

,.,.|

B. I. Spock, Rencral solicitor of the .New York,
Hartford, with headi|U-'>rlers at New HavercsiRncd, effective February I J. C. Sweeney,
ncy, with oftic
nt Nr
Hr

&

New Haven
'

'

,4
r-

:

solicitor

.,),.

.1

t.

counsel, w
attorney u
W. L. Bamett, Cuiiiittiii.ui
;

Railway Construction
—

MouNTAix Kaii-koai), A Contract has been given to
H. Bailey, to build an eight-mile line from Hulaii, Ky., on
Cumberland branch of the Louisville & Nashville up
kketts creek.
Work is now under way and will be pushed
completion.
The maximum grade will be 2 per cent and
maximum curvature 10 per cent; there will be 6 bridges
the line will traverse coal lands.
The plans also
ude double tracking the line at an early date. The company
I- incorporated in Kentucky with offices at Fredonia, \. Y.,
Pinevillc, Ky.
W. H. Frost, president; J. S. Lambert, vice-idcnt, Fredonia
M. E. S. Posey, chief engineer, Pinevillc.
liLAiK

..uuii:.i-..,

^

has been appointed Rhode Island
Prov idcncc.
N. F. Buckingham,
ofHce at New Haven, has been api
with office at New Haven, to suct<
Russell, valuation counsel with office >I .\c,
Lii, wi'A continue in his present duties and will also act as federal counsel.

Operating

1

I

E. H. Campbell, general frciRht and passent;.
Kansas City Northwestern at Kansas City, K.-.i.
pointed superintendent succeeding O. S. Lamb,
effective January 24, with the same headquarters

.ic
.

apresigned,
u,is

;

'

'

— This

company is building an extension to
dock at Seattle, Wash., at a cost of about $50,000. Grant Smith
o., St. Paul, Minn., have the contract for the work.
iREAT

'

Northern.

—

& Santa Fe. This company will sink a well
make other improvements to its water facilities at Kirbyville,

lOLF, Coi-ORADO
!

X.,

at

an estimated cost of about $6,000.

—

i

Ianatee River Railway. This company is building a line
rth from near N'erna, Fla., on the East & West Coast near
idcntown; about 8 miles has been completed. It is expected
A the line will eventually be extended to Wimauma on the
..board Air Line in Hillsborough county about 25 miles from
irna.
A number of branch lines may also be built. W. D.

\\ ilson, president, Citizens'

Bank

building,

Tampa,

Fla.

—

F. L. Birdsall superintendent of the Minnesota, Dakota &
Western, with headquarters at International Falls, Minn., hat
been appointed trainmaster of the Northern Pacific with
headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeding J. H. Johnson,
promoted.
J. B. Parrish superintendent of freight transportation of
the Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, has
been appointed general superintendent of the Western gen-

division, with headquarters Huntington, W. Va., and
F. L. Poindexter, assistant trainmaster with office at Boston,
Ind., has been appointed superintendent of freight transport
tation, with headquarters Cincinnati.
eral

Thomas M. McLaughlin, whose appointment

'

Danish Transportation Difficulties. Denmark, like pracosally every other country in the world, whether belligerent or
is suffering from a rolling-stock shortage due to the war.
.As far back as the autumn of 1915 merchandise awaiting transportation had accumulated to such an extent that it was impossible even to find sufficient warehouse accommodation, and this
The
vear the difficulty has become still further accentuated.
-•'bicm is serious, as may be seen from the fact that 12 months
the State Railways .Administration was unable to supply the
(lort r,i Copenhagen with more than 25 per cent of the cars
re'i>iir-d, with the result that merchandise which could not be
despatched accumulated daily. Hope- wrrc rntcrtained that there
wouM be an improvement alter :'
j of the last best
crop, hut these expectations hav(
'cd, owing to the

neutral,

'

years he has
quartcrs at Watu
intcndcnt of the
entire railwnv sn
five

'

Mr'

:

combined effects of intense and
weather and the
,
coal shortage.
Passenger traffic was restricted at the beginning
of the year, since when further and more drastic restrictions have
had to be enforced. No noticeable improvement is expected until
is
it
possible to add to the rolling stock. Railway Gaselle,

engintvi.
Great W
•
ser\

London.

II.

i

:

.

as superin-

tendent ol the Eastern division of the Maine Central with
rd
headquarters at Bangor, Maine, has already brr
.^'.
in these columns, was born in .April I.S69, at
MattanawrssJc
\r
n.
educated
at
was
B., and
"t
Maine. He began railway work in
-.d
brakeman on the Maine Central.
,st
about a year laiir In- iiuiri.i st.,

'

!

for

dr-

uKr.im'i
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catine, Burlington

&

Southern with

office at

Muscatine, Iowa,

later made president and general manager, which
position he resigned to take the position noted above.

and was

E. L. Bock, superintendent of the Huntington division of
Chesapeake & Ohio, with office at Huntington, W. Va..
has been appointed assistant general superintendent of the
Western general division and the C. & O. Northern, with
headquarters at Huntington; F. L. Fletcher, superintendent
of terminals at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed superintendent of the Huntington division, with office at Huntington, W. Va., vice Mr. Bock; H. T. Brown, trainmaster at
Huntington, has been appointed assistant superintendent of
the Cincinnati division and the C. & O. Northern, with headquarters at Russell, Ky. C. A. Pennington, assistant superintendent, with office at Huntington, W. Va., has been appointed superintendent of the Louisville & Jeffersonville
Bridge & Railroad Company, with office at Louisville, Ky.,
vice F. L. Fletcher, and the office of assistant superintendent
of the Huntington division has been discontinued.
the

A. Shepherd, whose appointment as superintendent of
the Green river division of the Denver & Rio Grande with
headquarters at Helper, Utah, was announced in these
J.

18, was born at Homer, 111., on April 21.
entered railway service in August, 1893, with the
operator,
despatcher and chief despatcher
Wabash, serving as
From January, 1902, until March, 1904,
until December, 1901.
he was superintendent on the Western Maryland at Hagerstown, Md.; and from March, 1904, to January, 1905, assistant
superintendent of the Terminal Railroad Association at St.
On the latter date he was appointed superinLouis, Mo.
tendent on the Western Maryland at Baltimore, Md., and in
April, 1911, he was promoted to general manager, in which
capacity he remained until January, 1913, when he became
superintendent of terminals on the Missouri Pacific at Kansas
City, Mo. In November, 1916, he went to New Orleans, La.,
to become general manager of the Trans-Mississippi Terminal.
In November, 1917, he entered the service of the Denver &
Rio Grande as assistant superintendent at Helper, Utah, which
position he held until January 1, when his appointment as noted

columns on January

He

1874.

above became

effective.

Austin Edward Wallace,

who

has been appointed general superintendent of the Chicago and Marion divisions of
the Erie, with headquarters at Chicago, as has already been
announced in these columns, was born March 3, 1879, at
Nashua, N. H., and was educated at Harvard University. He
began railway work in November, 1902, and served consecutively
as clerk and timekeeper on the Great Northern at Larimore,
N. D., until January, 1904, when he became yard clerk on the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, and subsequently served first
as timekeeper and then as chief clerk to superintendent at
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on the same road. In January, 1907, he
went to the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy as special inspector
at Alliance, Neb., and from September, 1909, to February, 1911,
he served successively as assistant extra gang foreman, foreman, assistant roadmaster, assistant trainmaster and trainmaster.
From February to September, 1911, he was special inspector,
He then served on the staff
with headquarters at Chicago.
of the second vice-president at Chicago, and later as assistant
superintendent, with office at St. Paul, Minn., on the same road.
In July, 1912, he returned to the service of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific as superintendent, with office at Cedar Rapids.
Iowa, and in February, 1913, he was transferred in the
same capacity to Manly, Iowa, which position he held until his
recent appointment as general superintendent of the Chicago
and Marion divisions of the Erie as above noted.
Jr.,
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J. F. Gavin was appointed general freight and passenger
agent of the Kansas City Northwestern with headquarters at
Kansas City, Kan., succeeding E. H. Campbell, promoted, ef-

January

fective

W.

24.

H. Ward,

chief of Tariff Bureau of the Indiana Harbor
Chicago has been promoted to general freight agent,
Bingham, resigned to become traffic manager
W.
J.
of the Corn Products Refining Company, Chicago, with head-

Belt

at

succeeding

quarters at Chicago.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
C. U. Irvine has been appointed division engineer of the
Southern Railway in Mississippi, with headquarters at Columbus, Miss., vice, W. F. McDade, resigned.

L. B. Allen, general superintendent of the Chesapeake &
Ohio, at Huntington, W. Va., has been appointed superintendent maintenance of way, with office at Huntington.

H. Stringfellow, assistant engineer of the Southern Railway, with office at Eutaw, Ala., has been promoted to district
engineer, with headquarters at Lexington, Ky., succeeding
H. P. Mehler, assigned to other duties.

William Snell, district general car foreman of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn.,
has been transferred to the newly created position of the same
rank

at the

Chicago terminal, effective February

1.

W.

E. Burkhalter has been appointed acting division engineer of the St. Louis division of the Mobile & Ohio, with
headquarters at Murphysboro, 111., Vice, J. L. Cummings who
has been appointed acting bridge engineer with office at Mobile, Ala., vice H. Austill furloughed to enter military service
and S. F. Ryan has been appointed acting assistant engineer
with office at Mobile, vice L. P.O. Exley assigned to other
duties.

L. K. Sillcox, mechanical engineer of the Illinois Central in

charge of car work, has been appointed master car builder of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., effective February 1. He was born at Germantown, Pa., on April 30, 1886, and was educated at Trinity School,
New York, and the Mechanical & Electrical Institute of Brussels.
He entered railway service in 1903 as an apprentice in the High
Bridge shops of the New York Central, leaving there in 1906
to go with the McSherry Manufacturing Company at Middletown, Ohio. He resigned from that company as assistant shop
superintendent in 1509 to become shop engineer of the Canadian Car & Foundry Company at Montreal. He left his position
with the latter company in 1912 to become mechanical engineer
of the Canadian Northern. In 1916 he was appointed to a similar position with the Illinois Central in charge of car work,
from which he resigned to accept the appointment as noted above.

Railway Officers

in Military Service

W. H. Wharton,

commercial agent of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis at Chicago, has been commissioned first lieutenant in the ordnance department of the United States army
for transportation work.

Obituary
W.

A. Newell, commercial agent of the St. Louis South111., died in that city on January 23.

western at Chicago,

Carlton Hillyer, formerly from 1870 to 1914, auditor of the
Georgia Railroad, died at Augusta, Ga., on January 17, at
age of 74.

tlie

Traffic

Lane, local freight agent of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western at Newark, N. J., has been appointed division
freight agent, with headquarters at Newark.
J. J.

R. L. Gohmert has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the San Antonio, Uvalde & Gulf with office at San
Antonio, Texas, vice J. L. McDonald, resigned.

Edward

T. Campbell, general traffic manager of the Erie,
Chicago, has been assigned to special duty, reporting to the president, with headquarters at New York.

with

office at

C. A.

McLeod, vice-dean

of the faculty of applied science of

McGill University at Montreal, Que., died in that city on De26.
He was professor of geodesy and surveying and
had charge of McGill Observatory. He was. born at Strathlorn, Cape Breton, N. B., in 1851, and his first engineering
work was done while in charge of section construction on the
Intercolonial, following which he was resident engineer on
construction of the Prince Edward Island. He was charter
member of the Canadian Society of Civil Engineers and served
as secretary for twenty-five years, holding that position at the

cember

time of his death.

^^
of expressing ilicir disappointmi-nt that the Railroad \Vage Comn>is>ion apjiarcntly docs not intend to con-

By way

Mud-Slinging

sider their "reiiuest" or "demand" or
proposition" for increased wages en-

proceeding, W. G.
Lee. president of the UrotherhiX)d of
Railroads
Railroad Trainnu'ii, and A. H. Garretson. presiiKnt of the Order of Railway Conductor-, at the
hearing Tuesday charged railroad oflicers with "laying
at the

tirely as

an ex

jiarte

deliberate inefticiency in an effort to make a
government control of railroads and to increase
the overtime payments to discredit the Adamson eight-hour

down" and
failure of

law.
It is easy to make such general charges unsulistantiated
by any facts and they would not be taken seriously for a
moment if it were not for the effect they may have on those

who

are as uninformed about the railway situation as they
are about the character of tlie men who make such charges.
If tliey were intended as a barrage I'lre to protect the charge

being made by the brotherhoods on tlie Government's treasury they had an effect. They kept most of the newspapers
from reporting the fact that Mr. Lee and Mr. Garretson are
showing their patriotic desire to co-operate with the government by increasing the demands they had previously presented to the railroads by a new demand for time and onehalf for overtime, just as it was predicted they would do
when they withdrew a similar demand at the recjuest of the
WithPresident at the time of the eight-hour controversy.
out attributing to railroad officers any more than their fair
share of patriotism it is perfectly evident that any effort on

government control by any failure to
would be the most short-sighted kind of policy,
on railroads themselves, and the .\damson lawMr. Garretson said that employees are
is not now an issue.
"not engaged in giving a demonstration of what a failure
government operation is," but some of tlieir leaders are

were about 40,000 cars on order for domestic u-r
at maximum capacity, tliis numl>er should Ijc t<.i

their best

sure to react

giving demonstrations that loyal employees ought to resent
and they doubtless will do so until the charges are either
proved or retracted.

'-

'

>

opportunities of the railroads for getting good delivin the January
4 issue of the Railway Age. During the
Order Cars
past month no cars have been ordered
by the railroads and of inquiries for
for the
aljout 2,500 cars only 1,125 have come
Future

on new freight cars was called attention to

Now

While at present every
taken up with the severe congestion due to a lack of sufficient motive power, thought must
be given to the car situation eight or ten months hence.
There are about 2,600,000 frieght cars in service on the
railroads today. Assuming IS years to be the average life of
a car, there will be required about 173,000 cars for replacements alone, to say nothing of increased business requirements. During the past 17 years, over which period records
have l)een kept, the number of cars ordered amounted to
2,784,662 or 163,803 cars per year.
During tlie past five
year^ the average number ordered amounted to 117,242 or
46,561 less than the average. This shows that our railways
have for five years been short of new cars. Something must
be done, and be done quickly, to make up this deficit The
car builders were never in a better condition to supply equipment than at the present.
At the first of the year there
from railroads.

railroad man's attention

is
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r

shortage is today. Order the cars now and do not let it Ix:
said nine months hence that a lack of foresight precipitated
a great car shortage.

note in tlie Railway Age of January 4 announced that
four Si>anish railways, tlie Northern, The Madrid, Saragossa &: Alicante; the Andalusian, and
Spain Has
the Madrid-Catcres had joined in a

.A

a

make locomotives. There is
more behind tliis announcement than
was at first apparent. These four com-

Locomotive

venture to

Shortage

their part to discredit

do

\\ ..li.iiii;

Under finiiii
next two or three weeks.
it takes about three months before
At present it n
the order is placed.
cars ordered now probaidy cannot i" M.i,%.r..i i.. j,,m tinIf tiiey are not ordered now ajid all roads
early summer.
delay taking action until summer, the demands will l>e greater
It is far Ijctter from a
than the car builders can meet.
and the economic situation is
purely economic standpoint
to pla
vital to the country at the present time
now, so that the builders will be jx-rmitted to
;.i
out|)Ut and systematize their forces so that an i.....
The matter cannot safely lje overIjrcKluction can Ijc made.
looked. The power situation bids fair to improve materially
within the next three months because of new locomotives
being received. If the railroads are not careful, a car shortage will be as serious next fall and winter as the locomotive
in the

panies will help raise about $5,000,000 for the extension of
a large machine shop in Barcelona, "La Maquinista Tcrrestrc
y Maritima" to enable it to build locomotives now very badly
The Spanish railway situation is exneeded in Spain.
The locomotives and cars of many of the
ceedingly bad.
roads, and particularly those of the Nortliem Railway, were

considerably damaged in the two recent severe strikes and
Materials
ill-usage has further added to tlieir deterioration.
for repairs are next to impossible to obtain; it has become
exceedingly difficult to get good coal, and to cap the climax
The
there is a much greater traffic to handle than usual.
last is tlie result of the withdrawal of coastwise shipping for
other purposes and an increased traffic in Sp.inish mined
^
The difficulty of obtaining coal from I"
coal.
.;
made it necessary to rely on tlie inferior Spa:
.re
even that has not been sufficient, and there is :
'

'

coal shortage.

None

of the railways has a month's supply

on hand, and shipping rates are so high that coal is to be
obtained from England only at a price in Spain of no less
than $85 a ton. The Madrid. Saracossa & Alicante, which

owns its own mines,
and its average price

'

i>

'

'
'

"

"

Iv

f'

i

-Naturally, passenger sir
1 he new plant mensible, but that has not been suiiicicnt.
tioned alx)ve is expected to be able to supply the entire demands of the Spanish railways. Some years ago the same
interests cml'.irkixl on a similar project but had complete*!
the only locomotives ever producer!
onlv 15 hxomotives
when German comjxrtition put an end to further
in Spain
In fact, the Northern and the Madrid. Sarago^sa
progress.
& .Alicante alone imjiorted 015 German engines from 1910
German locomotives had control over the marand
to l'>13
The progress of this new locomotive building venture
ket
,

—

—
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We, too, have
will be watched with interest in .\merica.
essayed to sell locomotives in Sjjain and have received orders
for 87 since the beginning of the war, the principal orders
including 25 twelve-wheel locomotives for tlie Jkladrid, Saragossa & Alicante in 1915; 15 Mikados for the Northern
Railwav in 1916 and 40 IMikados also for the latter road
Spain has about 2,500 locomotives and 50,000
American railway supply houses can undoubtedly look forward to doing a business in this market in
the future, but they will not lie able to make the most of their
opportunities tlu-rc until the shipping situation improves.
in

1917.

freight cars.

The Screw Spike

Situation

puBLiCATioxs of the .\merican Railway Engineering
Association contain two very interesting and instructive
In
articles on the use of screw spikes in track construction.
lailletin No. 175, dated March, 1915, G. J. Ray, chief engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & AVestern. described
the experience of that road with screw spikes after observ-

THE

ing the results with over 12,000,000 screw spikes in service
for periods up to five years, and stated that "as a whole,
the screw spike installation has proved very satisfactory, and
no conditions have developed such as to cause any doubt
about the ultimate success of the undertaking." In bulletin

No. 200, dated October, 1917, and issued within the last
month, W. C. Cushing, chief engineer maintenance of way
of the Southwest System, Pennsylvania Lines, outlined the
results of experiments which have been conducted by the
Pennsylvania under the direction of a committee of the chief
In this
engineers of the constituent lines of the system.
bulletin the committee reports that "screw spikes have no
advantage over nail spikes."
This marked conflict in ideas regarding as important an
item of track construction as screw spikes deserves careful
consideration. In the first report the conclusions were drawn
after extensive service with large numbers of spikes in tracks
carr\-ing a hea\'y traffic.

The more

recent report of the

Penn-

based on studies of limited installations, but it
of the long established reputacarries
tion of this road for the thoroughness of its tests.
Before undertaking to discuss the conflict in these conclusions, it is well to note the results which are being secured
on the roads which are using screw spikes in the largest
numbers.
The Lackawanna is the largest user of screw
spikes, having employed them exclusively on new construction as well as on maintenance work for several years and
now has apjjroximately 17,000,000 of them in service in connection with about 7,000,000 flat bottom tieplates.
With
sylvania

is

much weight because
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While
in reducing the destruction of the ties.
function as track fastenings is of primary importance,
their
protheir economy comes about primarily because of
tection of the ties from the destructive action of the ordinary
The Pennsylvania appears not to have
cut or nail spikes.
considered this advantage of the screw spike as it confined
its report almost entirely to the service secured as a track
fastening in spite of the fact that it is the other object which
has led to the introduction of the screw spike in most inThe Santa Fe has been a pioneer in the use of
stances.
screw spikes and in the treatment of ties in this country, and
has a larger number of treated ties in the track than anv
It has likewise given more careful study to the
other road.
In common with
causes leading to the destruction of ties.
other roads it soon found that ties can be treated against
their effect
tlieir

life far beyond their ordinary mechaniwhich is limited by the deterioration about the rail
The
seat caused by nail spikes and the cutting of the rail.
screw spike and the flat bottom tie plate of ample dimensions
deterioration
give
to
arrest
this
and
to
been
developed
have

decay to give them a

cal life,

mechanical life equal to its resistance to decay.
ignoring this condition, which led to the original introduction of the screw spike, it is not surprising that the Pennsylvania arrived at the conclusion presented in the recent reIn fact, it is doubtful if the screw spike would ever
port.
have received serious attention on any road if its efficiency
as a track fastening was the only consideration involved.
We hold no brief for the screw spike, but we do not believe that it should be discarded on the strength of the tests
made on the Pennsylvania which, while conducted with
care, were limited in scope as compared with the extensive
service which the screw spike has rendered on other roads.
The continually increasing cost of ties makes necessary the
adoption of all practical means for increasing their life, because of the reduction which can be effected in the outlay
for ties, the duty of the railways to assist in conserving the
supply of timber, and the saving in labor which results
from less frequent tie renewals. The screw spike requires a
more expensive form of track construction than the cut spike.
For this reason, its use is probably limited at present to
those lines of heavy traffic where the destruction of the track
is the greatest and the cost of maintenance correspondingly
heavy.
It is entirely possible that the further development
of track construction may lead to important modifications
of the screw spike, or to its entire replacement with some
more suitable device. At the present time, however, it possesses certain advantages which warrant serious consideration by railroads of the class just mentioned.
to the tie a

By

three years additional service since the original report was
WTitten, no defects have come to light which would lead the

Making a Revolution While You Wait

road to change in any way the conclusions
published in 1915.
The New York, New Haven & Hartford started with an experimental mile of screw spike track
in 1907, and has since extended the use of this fastening on
the four and six-track main line between New York and
New Haven until over 300 track miles are now laid with this
form of construction, with tieplates and creosoted ties. A
report from this road states that "so far the screw spikes
have been entirely satisfactory." The Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe is another road which has had an extensive mileage of screw spike track in service for periods up to ten
years, and while the officers of this road do not feel that their
use has progressed far enough to warrant a final conclusion,
it is stated that up to the present time none of this track has
developed the results shown by the Pennsylvania.
The experience of these three roads, which have used screw spikes
in the largest numbers, does not therefore bear out the conclusions reached by the Pennsylvania in its tests.
Railway engineers have had two objects in mind in considering screw spikes
their service as track fastenings, and

ANY iXAN ever completely change, his mental attitude
and the habits of a life-time on a day's notice? Books
dealing with religious experience tell us of such cases. But

officers of that

—

DID

they are ver)' rare.
Converts often revert to their original
condition of weakness and sin, simply because habit in most
adult folks is so strong that it is almost impossible to over-

come

it.

All the officers of all the railways of these United States
are now being asked to do this thing which most people find
impossilile.
They have been taught and forced throughout
their business lives to compete.
They have been taught to
compete by those who have trained them and directed their
work, and forced to do it by the laws and the courts of the
land.
They have had to struggle hour after hour, day after
day, year after }'ear, to hold business for their own compa-

and to get it away from their companies' competitors.
Getting business has been the sure road to promotion; losing
it, the sure road to separation from the pay-roll.
Wearying of the struggle, they have sometimes tried to
mitigate the fury of competition by agreements and combinanies

February

8,
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ami tln-n they luive l.nn >iirriil to n-ncwcU tncrny in
the competitive stru^nle l>y the tlireat of fines, jail sentences
and other pleasant things. (oniiKtition, in consetiuence, has
beconie with railway men a p«>int of view, a mental attitude,

tions;

They have comjieted in making showingrainc-d haltit.
ings of efficiency in the operation of the various lines; comcom|)eted in rendering service;
soliciting
business;
peted in
coinpeteti at all liours of tile day, and often into tlie hours

an

of the night; competctl i>y taking thought until finally most
of them got so they competed automatically.
They are told l»y su.\nd now sudilenly all is changed.
perior authority that they must utterly desist from c<im|ietThey are no longer working for individual companies,
ing.

hut tor a Mngle lonsolidated railway sy>teni. 1 heir dut> now
is not to hold or get business, but to direct it over the lines
They
and through the gateways most able to handle it.
mu>t forget entirely that they arc on the payroll of some individual road, and by the utniast "co-operation" and "coordination" move tlie largest possiiile volume of traffic over
all

the railways of the United States.
It is

asked and rcHjuired to make this sudden
The derevolution in their mental attitude and habits.
mands upon railway service, especially in Kustern territory,
have become so vast that, even with the most efficient management and operation of the railways the supply of transportation cannot be made sufficient.
In order to make it
.1- near sufficient as possible it is necessary to operate the
>i>ads as a single system.
Only in this way can all lines
The oldfacilities Ix- utilized to. their utmost capacity.
tmio competition is ab.solutely inconsistent with the operation
of all railways as a single system.
Tan the railway officers of the country accomjjlish the feat
hanging their mental attitude and breaking the habits
life time on such short notice?
Can they cease trying
to make good showings for their individual lines, and suddenly devote themselves exclusively to making the best possible showing for the railways of the United States, regardless of the effect on their individual lines?
This they must
do if the present plan of operating all the railways as a
single system is to be a success.
If it is not an entire success
railway officers, whether justly or not, will get most of the
blame.
Their own welfare, the future welfare of the railways, the future welfare of the nation, demand that they
^h.ill break with all their business predilections, prejudices
habits and do all they can to make it a success, and a
lie

.

d success.

good many yc^rs ago a very young

.\

man: "What

wise

is

man

asked a very

the chief qualification of a

man

for

wise man replied, "AdaptThere are a lot of other qualities that are import.int; but there is none which it is more important for railofficers to show in the present crisis in railway and
nal affairs.
They are confronted by new conditions of
-i-cedented complexity and difficulty.
Aha. they have a
lioss.
He is the Director-General of Railroads, and he
^nts the government of the United States. He is a
with a tremendous power, but he has not shown any
"sition to abuse it.
He has shown a disposition to treat
txxly decently, to give e^'erybody a fair chance, and to
himself of all the energy, experience and brains in the
'lad liusincss.
But he has some very decided opinions

practical success in life?"

The

ability."

1

•

how

iias

H

pracliies of a lifetime.

lliere

hnK Iktii

much

Iiki

tion in the railriKid busine«fi, the public, with

it*

ioni|N-ti-

Shennun

law and anti-pooling law, has Ijeen mainly to blame. No
other class of men is more sincerrlv anxiou* lo imtvp the
governnu-nt in this crisis than rail
'

I

;ire

lieing

aske<l

to

rcvolutioni/.«-

'

methods under conditions of the gru;

They

tumioil.

will

accomplish

.

ll.

tlu-

.

i
,

revolui

as any other class of men cfjuhl.
Hut if
])lish it in a few days, or even a few weeks, {jcojik i>huuKiit
find fault.
•••
Some (liarge that railway offiiers are '
'

down,"

make
who say

that they are not trying to

inent control a success.

'

t

-

i

Tliose
haven't tried to ascertain the facts, or iii.
Railway officers are as patriotic as :iny
citizens; and every patriotic citizen recog;
who, under present conditions, could evci
.,.
ment control would be a failure, ought to
worth.
But it isn't easy for a whole class of
to change business habits and methods which
almost as natural to them as breathing and eating.
!..

.

ii

not only desirable, but absolutely necessary, that rail-

way men should
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the railroads should be run while he is in charge.
not got his experience in the hard school of railroad

i

Making

of

Rates Under

Government Control
TllKKK HAS

liF.E.N'

a good deal of discussion before the ion

gressional committees at Washington as to whether un
der government control rates should ije regulated by tlu
Interstate Commerce Commission or by the President througii
his deputy, the Director General of Railroads.
Who shall fix the rates is not so important as how the\
shall be fixed.
Some witnessess who have appeared bifor.
the committees have contended that rates should not
creased to cover advances made in the wages of em

m

to off.set increases in the cost of living

due to the war.
i
raises a very important question of public policy.
It is p<>s
sible that the present freight and passenger rates will prove
high enough to enable the railways during the war to earn
enough to pay their operating expenses and taxes and the
government guarantees to the railway owners.
But thi~
does not seem probable.
The advances in wages asked by the various classes of
employees would run into hundreds of millions of dollars.
Furthermore, tJie current high prices of railway e(|uipment
and supplies will have a greater and greater effect on operating expenses as equipment and supplies boueht at the old
prices are replaced to a larger and larL"'
l)ought at the present high prices.
It i>
government control will be able to effect to offset the increases in expenses which will result irni!
causes.
Therefore, unless passenger or freight rates .,
are advanced while the government is in control, the earnings may not be sufficient to pay operating expen.scs, taxes
and the guarantees to the coiv
If present rates do prove
taxes and guarantees, should
be allowed to be incurred a deSie,!
borne by the taxpayinc puiilic?
I!
has be
'

•

'

i

-

vent

'

-

'

'

.1

really

,

,,.;..

and he thinks of the railroads as a single system and expects others to thus think of them and act accordingly.
.\s applied to the present crisis the fundamental idea
of the new Ikjss is sound: and he should receive unstinted
support in carrying it out.

public should not Ix; required to pay expenses incurred in
cam-intr <^n the wnr

Nfcantime, the new boss and the pul)lic should l>e patient.
They are asking a great deal of railway officers when they
ask them to change the mental attitude, the habits, the

the farms.
On the theory u
the prices of farm products I..
the high cost of farming, the price* of fanii pruducU shcnild

t.om|ietition,

If

tl

ness.

nesses.

,.

.,-

,..,,.

•

.
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The Executive Versus

be held down and the farmers should be reimbursed for
their increased expenses through taxes levied upon the pubSimilarly, there have been large increases in the cost of
lic.

mining coal and of producing iron and steel. On the theory
under consideration instead of the coal operators and the
iron and steel manufacturers being allowed to charge higher
prices than before the war to offset their increased expenses,
they should be required to reduce their prices to the prewar basis and tlien tlie public should be taxed to reimburse
them for their increased expenses.
Ever}-one would say at once that it was absurd to suggest
that instead of prices in the various industries of the country
being raised to offset increased expenses the public should be
taxed to reimburse concerns of all kinds for these increased
expenses. But if it would be absurd to propose that the public should be taxed rather than that prices should be raised
to offset increases in the cost of production in other lines of
business, why is it not absurd to contend that the public
should be taxed rather than that rates should be raised to

producing transportation?
Eitlier those who would have to pay increases in rates to
offset increases in railway expenses are the same persons
who would have to pay taxes levied for the same purpose,

offset the increased cost of

same persons. If they are the same persons, then it would make no difference whether rates or taxes
If, on the other hand, the ratepayers and
were increased.
the taxpayers would be different persons, the argument in
If
favor of raising rates rather than taxes is conclusive.
or they are not the

the rates were raised tliose who use the service of the railways would pay the increased expenses in proportion to the
amount and value of the services which they receive. On
the other hand, if taxes were increased there would be no
equitable relationship between the amount and value of the
railway service rendered to individuals and concerns and the
increased taxes they would have to pay because of the increased cost of rendering the service.
As a practical matter, it is equally desirable from the
standpoint of the railways and of the government that during the period of government control rates shall be made
high enough to cover all operating expenses, taxes and fixed
charges. The difficulty of solving the railroad problem after
the war will be far greater if there is a wide difference at
that time between earnings, on the one hand, and e.xpenses,
taxes and fixed charges, on the other, than if there is no such
If the railways are to be returned to the managedifference.
ment of their owners, the problem of readjustment after the

income and outgo are practicala wide difference between them.
If government ownership should be adopted, government
management would be undertaken under much more favor-

war

will be

ly the

much

same than

simpler

if

there

if

is

if it began with earnings which were adequate
began with a deficit to face. Even though there
surplus earnings when government ownership and
actual government management commenced, there would be
grave danger that tlie surplus would speedily be converted
into a deficit; and if government ownership and manage-

able auspices

than
were

if it

ment should begin with a deficit, the chances are that there
would always continue to be a deficit for taxpayers to pay.
The only sound policy to adopt either now or later,
whether under government control or government ownership,
will be that of making the rates and earnings sufficient to
Under existing law,
cover all expenses and fixed charges.
however, the Interstate Commerce Commission is not required to regulate rates on this principle. All it is required
This requireto do is to fix "maximum reasonable rates."
ment is susceptible of different interpretations. If the power
of rate regulation is to be reserved to the commission it
should be allowed to fix the relations between different rates
as it deems fair, but at the same time it should be required
to make rates as a whole high enough to cover all expenses,
taxes paid from earnings and guarantees to the companies.
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the Judiciary

IS A NICE QUESTION as to what portions of the assets of the
Denver & Rio Grande are actually in the hands of receivers.
Judge Sanborn on January 26 appointed A. R. Baldwin, vicepresident of the Western Pacific, and E. L. Brown, president
of the Denver & Rio Grande, receivers, but he in substance
left it up to the director-general of railroads' office to say what

IT

they were receivers

of.

The

President's

proclamation of

December 26 contains the following:
"Except with the prior written assent of said director, no
attachment by mesne process or on execution shall be levied
on or against any of the property used by any of said transportation systems in the conduct of their business as common carriers, but suits may be brought by and against said carriers and
judgments rendered as hitherto until and except so far as said
director may, by general or special orders, otherwise determine."

The Equitable Trust Company as trustee for the first
mortgage of the Western Pacific, which is guaranteed principal and interest by the Denver & Rio Grande and on which
interest is in default, having brought suit against the Denver
& Rio Grande as provided in the mortgage, asked for the
appointment of a receiver.
When the case came before
Judge Sanborn in Denver last week the director-general of
railroads' office sent a telegram which was read in court,
which said in substance that in view of the President's
proclamation, the director-general's office thought it was not
necessary to be represented before Judge Sanborn, assuming
that the only attachment granted would be on such assets as
were not used in the business of transportation and that the
attachment would not cover revenue or income received since
January 1. Obviously this left an opening for the court to
define what assets were covered and what were not covered
by the President's proclamation, but whether or not the
director-general's office hoped that this burden would be
assumed by the court it is impossible to say. Whatever the
hopes may have been, however, the court promptly passed the
question back to the director-general's office in accordance
with the well established traditions of American courts. Judge
Sanborn made a comprehensive order differing in some respects from the usual order made when a railroad is placed
in the hands of receivers, but in die main much like the
usual order which if it had not contained a final proviso
would have apparently placed an attachment on the whole
property.
This final clause in substance said that the above
order applied to such property as the director-general's
authority did not prevent an attachment from applying to.
And there you are, as the saying is.
Time and again in this country the legislative branch of
the government has tried to pass some law or other in such
form as to shift to the shoulders of the Supreme Court the
responsibility for making effective the intentions of one or
other of two contending factors, neither of which was willing
to take the responsibility of drawing a bill which would make
their intention unmistakably clear.
The commodities clause
of the act to regulate commerce was such a law.
The
Supreme Court in cases like these has nearly always refused
to assume the responsibility which belongs to the legislature.
Judge Sanborn's receivership order similarly refuses to assume
responsibility which apparently he believed attaches to an
executive order.
There is a touch of humor to the whole
thing, serious and delicate as are the questions involved.
The Denver & Rio Grande-Western Pacific tangle is just
about as complicated a legal and financial situation as could
be found, or in fact as has occurred in the history of American railroads.
It seems just a bit tough on the directorgeneral's
at

it;

new organization
we have learned

still

in justice, not mercy.

to

throw that kind of a situation

to accept the fact that courts deal

February

8.
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Standardi;jation of Buildings
To

UHia

LLtvuLaiiB^

KldKiK

llIK

:

D.M- the M.u.

iiiun for

railroad

ami

l;Ullillllg>,

Reducing Loss

Trans-

in the

have

portation of Perishable Freight
CiNCIMNATI,
t

'I

Ohio.

iiiK I'Iuiiik:

—

—

held.

Failure of the carriers to furnish protection in acj.
cordance with specific instructions, or to furnish sufficient
when shippers do not request definite ser\'ice.

protection

To

offset those various causes which result in wastage, it
necessary to have transportation specialists who are thoroughly familiar with the fundamental principles of protective service.
To attain the maximum results each employee
is

concerned must be trained and recognized as an e.xpert in
and able to perform such accessorial protective ser\'ice as directed through the main office.
Ever)his particular line,

agent, yard clerk and trainman must be a
student of the principles of protective ser\-ice. as all share
trainmaster,

movement of food products.
On the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, such
employees receive instruction at periodical terminal meetings
and classes, written bulletins being issued from time to time,
in the responsibility for the safe

Our efforts in tlie prevenwastage have been confined largely

defining their respective duties.
tion of perishable freight

application of an analysis of the following
governing damage to food products in transit:
to the

(a>- Inherent

factors

dcprcci.ilion

— RrfriKcration.
— \'rntt1ation.
(d)-H«ting.
— Movement.
— I.oadinR,
(

b>

^c>

le)

(f)

An

stuv^ini!

and bracins.

taken at all terminals and junction
points of every car of perishable freight passing over Big
Four rails, showing full information as to refrigeration and
absolute record

ventilation, etc.,

record? are

is

and what accessorial

scrs'ice is given.

Such

checked through at the central headquarters to

and errors.
have been ver>- gratifying. Proof of the
elimination of wastage is indicated by the fact that freight
claims for damaged perishable freight on account of improper refrigeration and ventilation alone were 5.3 per cent
less in 1017 than they were in 1916.
We arc enabled through
these methods to handle long distance shipments and place
them on markets in first class salable condition.
Constant changes in operating forces of railroads, especially under the present stress of circumstances, paves the
way for increasing failures, but what we have accomplished
through united efforts, for economic reasons, we shall make
take the necessar>' action to eliminate negligence

Our

results so far

every effort to continue for the all-important reason of patriotism.

-....,.

Ties,

^

.

standardize)].

Ijeiii

lie

I

construction as it apjjlic.s i'
question of arrangement to

.

C.

W. Hicks,

Superintendent. Rcfrineraiion Serrice.
Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago, & St. L^uii.

il.c

lor cath

dctiilol

building.
I'or instance, such a plan peniiiLs |)rc-fabrication of thf steel
roof trusses, purlins, loluiiins and lintels.
nd
Ix.

I

There is much said relative to the agricultural end of
farming methods, the centralization of
perishable freight
pricking houses, loading, marketing, etc.
but little recognition IS given to the important factor of refrigeration and
ventilation of |icrishables when shipped.
The wastage in
food pnxlucts in transportation is attributable to three causes:
1.
The failure of originating ship])ors to give definite
in>truitiims tonceming icing, non-icing, ventilation, etc.,
which properly would protect the shipments.
Delay caused by reionsignment and the failure of the
2.
shipper to advise what protective service is to be given beyond the reconsigning points and during the time the car
is

I..

may

..aslie.s

|je

bought on

and roofing may be held

.in

interior

>"

in .stock.

enclosing a building in the

any

annual contract,

minim

!

•

:

--r

i

i

,(s
>t

.

arrangement and tiniH

nt

the local conditions.

The

larger railroads have highly organized buildinf; deto design tluir .'ii
:lunately these departments ojierate on
a

panments competent

,

i

consulting engineer or an arcliittxt, ami
.
.^u
and construct a building to suit tlic depanroent ilial is to
use it.
After all, building design for shoj> or warehouse
purposes is largely a question of lloor space and daylight
lighting.
How the result is obtained is non-essential as
long as the cost is within practical limits and the type of
construction and workmanship give long life at low maintenance.
A standardized design ba.sed on the best practice
will, of course, produce that result just as well as a spc-cial
design.
Several standard building units will undoubtedly be netcssar>' for railroad purix>ses but when tliey are adopted the
principal part of the designing is done and the essential
materials may be ordered immediately.
On the other hand,
if a special building is used tlie designing department must
finish its part before the plans can be approved and the
material ordered. This requires time and costs money, Iwth
of which are saved with a standard building unit.
Sjx-cial
designs also entail construction delays, higher priced materials, and waste, all of which add to the building cost. The
railroad building problem would be greatly simplifieil if
the engineering department could submit several standard
building units from which one might be selected.
The finished structure could be visualized quickly and frequently
in concrete form, where structures of the kind in question
had been built.
An investigation of a large number of railroad buildings
designed for different services shows that, with a few notable
For
exceptions, their width and type could be standarHii-cd
'<
instance, outbound freight houses are almost k
Combined inlxxind and ou:
ft.
wide inside.
Thi- are for the most part SO ft. wide.
j

i

generally used for storehouses and a nut;
ings.
In connection with any of these
not seem to be any objection to a 20-ft. t-oluiiui .-j..!. uig.
With these factors fixed, the roof tnis-sps and framine fan
'1
be standardized. The question of
at the time a building is decide<l
I

'

'

1

i-

columns

is

a relatively simple pro)"

ac

quickly.

The roof construction is important but a standard can
readily bo adopted which will give the best sen-ice for the
moncv invcstc<i. To a certain extent, the Ivpc of root us<.-d
•'
^ '
•'
'
will .'
-

-

'

-

- '-

'

H

door-

r

Steel

i

under an annual contrail. Fluor and platlun:
need not be fired but the bnildine operation i-

will

give

T"

'

a stand.iril
clearanns

"

'

,n.l

-

Ilicy
I...,

......,;

..

.::.....

..:

;

lity

in
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In
overall width in meeting track and driveway clearances.
other words, a foot or two in the platform width will affect
the building cost but little, and may mean much in track
Floor and platform heights above rail and driveways vary with localities but this should not affect the standThe design of the foundations must necessarily vary
ard.

clearances.

with

power conditions.

soil l)earing

So much

for a standard freight house unit

and

its

essential

appears, can be standardized and used in
a standard design the usual benefits
most
follow, such as a standard bill of material, much of which can
be stocked where the annual building program is sufficiently
large to w'arrant such a policy. Standard design also permits

details.

These,

locations.

With

tlie man in charge may be confined largely to inspection.
In other words all building operations may be standardized.
With the design and specifications prepared in advance this
time and cost is saved. Contractors familiar with the standards are prepared to furnish bids on short notice, and if competition is keen, a low price will be obtained, because the

of

prices can be based

structural shop has

Similarly, if
on actual experience.
shop details prepared in advance

its

a
it

This, in turn, means
is in a position to make
scheduling the job in the shop when it has been placed, rather
than awaiting such time as may be necessary to prepare a
design as is frequently required, and later working out the
a close figure.

shop details.
In scheduling a building operation alone, the standard
building unit is a great asset. With the material and lalior
quantities pre-determined and the contingencies provided for,
the building can be definitely scheduled and finished on or
ahead of time. This means much to a railroad and everything to a reputable contractor. In expediting the movement
of materials to the building site, ever)' one who has anything
to do with it is on a railroad basis, where time is the essence
Literally thousands of details take care
of the operation.
automatically, or

may

be

to the

left

subor-

dinates.

A 50-ft. building unit undoul^tedly could be substituted for
a number of smaller shop buildings. In the latter, however,
a change in the column height would be necessary, and in
many instances, provision would have to be made for travelIn general, other shop buildings, such as wood
ing cranes.
mill, wheel, machine, forge and boiler shop buildings vary
In some cases clear spans are
in width from 60 ft. to 80 ft.
adopted and in others a row of columns is not found oJjjecFrequently the objections are theoretical rather
than practical and the increased cost of a clear span over a
An erecting shop, or a
line of columns is not warranted.
locomotive repair shop presents a different problem which
must he treated in a special way. Even in these, much time
and money can be saved by using standard material sizes in
the design. Waste is reduced to a minimum and much' labor
saved in assembling and erecting.
In the final analysis, the present railroad Ijuilding problem
Railway organizations
is one of speeding up production.
have been depleted so that the time is fast arriving when
their entire attention must be directed toward keeping the
railroad in operation. Traffic, transportation and mechanical
facilities must be expanded to cope with the emergency situaConstruction must be speeded up, and standardized
tion.
buildinsj designs and operations will afford one means of
Another is to contract both the
accomplishing that result.
design and construction to specialists who are able to shift
their forces from one railroad to another, thus using the
labor available for building operations, most economicallv'
tionable.

and

The Valuation

of Ties
New York

To THE
The

efficientlv.

E.
Sales

Ensincer.

Tlic

M. Haas,

Austin

Company.

City.

Editor:

caught young and skilfully broken,
has been often noted, but in the letter on "Average Life of
Ties" puijlished in your issue of January 11, we must admire
more the ingenious illustrations that such figures are brought
Take the last example: two kinds of ties, having
to support.
docility of figures,

it

improvements in the workmanship without sacrificing speed
When mechanics are familiar
in the various operations.
with building details, supervision is simplified and the work

of themselves
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lives of 5 years

and 15

years, respectively.

Assume

that 15

At the end of 5 years
having furnished 75 tie-years, must be replaced,
and in 15 years the second set, with 225 tie-years to their
Thus the 30 ties yielded 300 tie-years, or
credit, go likewise.
an average of 10 years per tie the average total service age
being, as might be expected, the same as the average of the
lives at first assumed.
ties

of each kind are placed in track.

the

first set,

—

As a railroad man the w'riter believes that in railroad valuation we should press our valid claims and avoid hypotheses
that cannot be justified or demonstrated.
should strive

We

and adequate allowance for overhead costs. We
sliould also by all means uphold the truth that if a property
is maintained in good operating condition capable of affordfor a fair

ing proper service to

its

patrons

its

value as a basis for rate

making cannot be diminished on the plea

that there

is

some

accrued loss of service life in its elements. Its value for this
purpose must in justice always remain the full value of the
investment the concededly fair measure of which is tlie reproduction cost new. This cannot be decreased or impaired on
account of the natural physical changes in such a property.
It is a strange mental aberration of many courts and commissions, and I regret to say also of some engineers, that
because the wearing life of ties in a piece of track will, after
a time, average 50 per cent of the original life, and will continue so indefinitely with proper maintenance, therefore a
fund or its equivalent equal to the 50 per cent of expired life,
which fund could never be used on the ties, should have been
provided, or that 50 per cent of the investment in the ties
should be struck off, in arriving at a value for rate making.
The only justification for the creation of a reserve fund or its
equivalent for renewals, in the case of an indefinitely continuing property, is where it is necessary to equalize the
annual expenditures for maintenance and renewals. If earnings in the past were sufficient to have provided a fund equal
to this 50 per cent, value, but such earnings were paid out
in dividends, which was a perfectly sound economic and
legal thing to do, it is not just or fair to penalize present
security holders for the benefit of present rate payers because
other rate payers in the past possibly paid too much.
It is encouraginj? to note that at least one state commission
(Massachusetts Public Service) has seen the light and come
out squarely for the right, and also that some of the courts
are waking up and refusing to follow the vicious precedent
of the Knoxville Water Case.
We may confidently expect
that ultimately the U. S. Supreme Court will reverse itself
on this subject as it has reversed itself on some other matters.
I.

SiAjiESE State R.a,ilway Returns.

W. Burke.

—According

to a re-

cently issued report of the operations of the southern line
of the Siamese Government Railways for the fiscal twelve-

month ended March

31, 1917, there was an addition of 178
miles to the length of the main line and of 3.^ miles in sidings, completing a total length of 642 miles of railway open
to traffic at the end of this period, with through connection

from Bangkok to Trang, Nakawn, Sritamarat and Singora.
During the period under review the gross earnings amounted
to $770,908, or $206,129 more than in 1915-16, yielding a
dividend of 1.51 per cent, against 1.27 for the previous 3'ear.
The total number of passengers carried was 1,661,111, an
increase of 310,872.
Commerce Report.

Activities of the Railroad Administration
A

0\

Investij^ation Committee Appointed; the
Congestion Continues. Otlier Developments

Traffic

w
ut.ii.NKMi.AV,
.1

Willi
K.iii.ltilpl),

Dintior

inwsti^ut.on

traft'u

traflii'

lu-11,

tlirrilor ol

cuniniis>ioiiiT

:.rriiory,

anil T.

Kailuay.

This

C.

dI'

a|i|Kjinte(i

tiui^istin^

oi

li.

I..

the I'niun I'anlic; G. F.

tin- lini'S

I'uwi-ll,

.McAdo»i

Gi-iu-ral

ctiniiiiiiti-c

make

a study ol' tlic great
country with a view to seeing what sle|):>
an |irnlit.il.|y Ik- taken in onlec to sliift the traftic from tlie
luo-t MrniLi>ly congested gateways to less congested gateways
and from more congested (Hirts to less congestetl ports.
The dirivtor general has ex|)laincd to the committee that
|jy reason of government [wssession and control the situation
should Ih.' viewed from the standpoint of a national railway
I

,.,....,,

consisting of all

instead of as heretofore
-rjiarate standpoints of separate railroad companies.

mmittee

railrcxids,

with the larger cjuestions affectbetween the three regions and
imII not interfere with similar studies which will lie conducted un<ler each of three regional directors with reference to tratllc moving within his part of the country.
The

um

to deal

is

niovemeiits

of

traffic

committee have
vard Chanilxrs, Mr. McAdoos

nK-nik-rs of the

lieen in

conference with Kd-

traffic adviser.

Severe Weather Conditions

Hamper

Railroads

The railroad administration and the railroatls

still

con-

which have made it difficult to bring about much improvement in the eastern district, although the western and
southern lines have generally reported conditions JK'tter than
tions

For the purpose of assisting to clear up congestion on the
Pennsylvania east of Pittsburgh, the eastern roads have been
rdered to contribute pro rata .54 locomotives to the I'ennIvania for a time.

The conditions
.tve

in the eastern district

during the

to the shortage

lighter>

and tugs and the physical condition in New York harlwr,
and for the puqiose of spc>eding up the loading of ships.
Director General McAdoo has ordered certain roads to asDetails are given
sign their piers for the loading of ships.
in an article on "Export Freight in Trainloads" in this issue.
western lines, reregional
director
for
the
R. H. Aishton.
''Extremely cold
,'irted on February- 4
from Chicago:
weather last night which continues to-day, has vcr)' seriously interfered with movement of both passenger and freight
traffic
While there was no new snow, a very strong wind
drifticl all

cuts full of

snow and

stalled a nunil)er of freight

train- during night.
Conditions in a part of territory
has t)een so severe that it was necessary to annul passenger
ser>-ice where it could l>c done without great inconveniendto public and this will continue for a period of three or four
days wlun it will be restored to the regular schedules. This i>
absolutely met «-ary to take care of fuel and food movement.
\\<<tl.<iund business is lieing taken in very fair shajx by
ur,t.n, )ine« and extra efforts lieing made to move all empty

Ijeing receive<l

here to

com

loading

territory'.

is predicted for Tuesdav
over a greater part of this forecast district
placed for loading coal on principal coal r:ir
It
of Chicago today; .v.^-t" cars coal load'

-

^,T.

ar)'
,,us

i

1

,id

Grain and Corn Situation

the western grain crojj to the sealjoard.
They told him that
is no danger of a shortage in grain but that there arc
millions of busliels of wheat, corn and oats ready for shipment to the Atlantic seal)o;ird if transjxjrtation can I* provided and that if the wheat and oats now stored in elevators

and warehouses along the western railroads could U- mm'cd
out the soft corn,

now

danger, could be put into the
them that if the wav was
cleared for acceptance at the sealx)ard the
uld
move at least a million and a quarter busheU
ly.
He suggested the issuance of a priority order iL:
!,ul
that was not what the grain dealers wantetl.

Mr. McAdoo

in

told

"

-

Down"

Railroad Executives Not "Lajring
Mr.

paying much attention
such as those made by \\'. G. Lev. of the
Railroad Trainmen, that railroad officers an
in an effort to di.scredit government control o:
.\I( .\(|i)u

i>

not

rhargcs

to
'

"

'

I

of

n"
als.

;

He not only apjireciates the unpreccxlented conditions which
the roads are confronted with but he has his own ways of
ascertaining what is going on and he knows that it would
the most .shortsiehted

l)e

railroad man to
of discrediting
rectly

on the

'

kind of

'

•'

'

(lolicv
'

on the part of a
'

'

'

lea
li-

to

r.

the present situation x"* government control of railroad operation, not government op«Tntion of the r;ii1ro:id« nnd he

ha-

)'n-

cer-

'It.

H.

ly

pi.

hg

to

l-o

ll

know -

why
of

v.

.lit

I

their

.Is

'

traffit

Order No.

6

Not Clear

;

1

The

dirci tor

railroads
agent-,

Saluril.iv."

forwarded a report as to conditions on
from William Sproulc. president of the

.\i.shton also

the Pacific Co;ist

idi-

'

.

a

|,n.

delegation of grain dcakr- and elevator owners talK-d
on Director General Mc.Vdoo to di.scuss methods of moving

and warmer weather

iv

i-md

.\

latent cold

and crippled condition of

I

by the railroads to insure l)etter movein.
d."
Unless conditions improve, it was stated, ii may U- niai-s.Hary
to have an extension of these embargoes.
,\ccor<ling to the
"•tatement the lost production for the month was estimated
at not le>s than
16,0()(),()00 tons.

are described in an article on another page.

Owing

Mr.

to an extent unequalled in many year>
condition emphasizes the ni-ed of the

elevators.

nonnal.

.\

Coal Production Curtailed
he National Coal .\»(xiation on |.inii.,f\
Matement <ie( hiring that "car shona^"
marily, and aggravatiii by extremely
tions during virtually the entire month >>\
J
tailed production of bituminous coal ihnmVl
I

there

tinue to struggle with unprectxlented winter weather condi-

•

|jc

.,

c.,i,-,«|ion

in ofAcial cla>silii'ation

viti-prcsitlcnl of the Soutlu-rn

loinmitti-t; is to

iiirn-nts of tlie

;r.itTii

S<julhern Pacific, >huwing the condition of n
normal and without congestion. There wax s
on the Southern Pacific for eastJHiund loads.
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assumed that the traffic associations at least would have to
be continued and these and various others have filed formal
requests for permission with the director general which have
been under consideration by his assistants.

The Director

Traffic to the Seaboard in January
THE FIRST MONTH OF OPERATION

went to the Railroads' Commission on Car Service or the
Bureau of Car Service of the Interstate Commerce Commission
are now sent to Mr. McAdoo, although the commission and
the bureau have been merged and are working together much

when they were

separate bodies co-operating with

each other.

New members

of Mr. McAdoo's staff have arrived almost
and have gone to work, while the announcement of
their appointment has been withheld until the organization
was completed. Edward Chambers, Mr. McAdoo's traffic
adviser, has been working out a plan for having an assistant
for co-operation with each government department so that
the traffic needs of the government may be co-ordinated.
H. M. Adams, director of inland traffic for the quartermaster's department, was appointed by General Goethals, but
charge
J. F. Holden, is an assistant to Air. Chambers in
C. B. Buxton, who
of relations with the Shipping Board.
traffic
department
of the
assistant
in
the
was Mr. Chambers'
Food Administration, is working with him in his new office.
Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager of the Union Pacific
System, is in charge of passenger traffic matters and R. C.
traffic manager of the Pennsylvania, is also assisting Mr. Chambers.
H. T. Bentley, general superintendent of motive power

Wright,

named in the table below:
reduction in the accumulation of supplies for the
.\llies at the North Atlantic ports is due to two factors
first, the improvement in the coaling of ships and their consequent faster despatch; and second, the smaller arrivals by
report covers the six ports

The

because of adverse weather conditions and embargoes.
Railroad yard and pier congestion have been relieved and
the ships have released more than 4,000 cars for active use.
Tlie following table shows the number of carloads waiting
on Januar}' 1 and February 1

rail,

Poits

New York
Philadelphia
Baltimoie

Newnort News
Norfolk
All ports

The

of all subsidiary companies, and also as to cash
Railroads have been asked also to file information

as to the salaries of their officers, which Mr. McAdoo promised to furnish the Senate committee at the request of Senator

Cummins.

Dec.

P. C.

192
5,248

369
189

16.14
24.02
6.34
17.95
22.32
7.29

7,508

18.27

41,101

33,593

224
1.286

consignees of this e.xport freight are classified as follows
Jan.

Commercial

More than

Feb. 1
3,329
3,270
11,750
4,864
3.090
7,290

I

3,369
4,682
13,615
4,823
4,093
10.519

Government
French Government
Russian Government
Italian Government

half the freight held at the ports was lying on

the ground, as

shown below (February 1):
In
On
On

Cars
United States Government... 1,387

Piers

Ground

Total

495

1,247

Government
French Government
Russian Government
Italian Government
Commercial

1,504

1,168

598

857
56
619
2.292

916
263
557
3,477

9,977
4,545
1,914
1,521

3,329
3,270
11,750
4.864
3,090
7,290

6,915

6,876

19.802

33,593

Consignee.

British

Deposit Balances and Salaries

on hand.

I

998

Feb.

19,723
3.307
5.878
1,284
2,403

British

& North Western, is assistant to C. R. Gray
mechanical matters and an engineering assistalso to be appointed.

company and

1

1.190
24,971
3,531
7,164
1,653
2,592

United States Government

in charge of

At the request of the director general the Interstate Commerce Commission has requested the roads to furnish promptly
information as to the deposit balances to the credit of each

Jan.

Boston

of the Chicago
is

by the gov-

from 41,101 on January 1, to 33,593 on February 1. This
and other interesting facts are found in a report prepared for
A. H. Smith, regional director of railroads for the Eastern
States, by the Freight Traffic Committee for North Atlantic
The
ports, George D. Ogden, chairman, New York City.

daily

ant

of railroads

INernment the number of carloads of freight waiting at North
Atlantic ports for export has been reduced by 7,508; or

General's Organization

More or less uncertainty has also been caused by the delay
in the announcement of Mr. McAdoo's permanent organizaSince the government took over the roads an increastion.
ing number of complaints and requests for cars or relief
from embargoes, etc., liave been sent to congressmen, who
have had difficulty in finding out whom to see about them.
Many requests and complaints of this kind that formerly

as they did
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Total

The

9,977 carloads of freight on hand February 1 for the
French Government listed as on the ground included munitions of war, which became out of date by the progress of
modem warfare before they could be carried across the
ocean. Permits have been issued for about 30,000 carloads of
freight for the Allies to be brought forward to the seaboard
as soon as room can be found for it.

^^
Copyright by

C
One

of the Oldest Relics of the

This engine was about to start for France late in August, 1914. with a luim
could be taken through a side track, but the engine had to be abandoned.
It ha
at the entrance of what used to be Nieuport Gare.
Note the camouflage curta

War

ars, when a German shell broke one of the wheels.
The cars
ed so for ihree years and a half standing near No Man's Land

Hearings Before Railroad

Wa^e

Commission

Nearly All Classes of Employees Ask Hij^hcr Pay.
Forty Per Ceiu a Popular Figure
Waauimuium.

of pnictically

all

classes

of

i:

..

an increase have appeared before the commission to present
their case.

In

many

cases the

increase asked varies according
to the ntjuests made by indi-

vidual groups of employees and
there is no general request, while
in some no dctmite request is
made e.\cept for higher pay and
\\ here a percenshorter hours.
tage increase is asked for 40 per
cent seems to be a popular ligure.

A. B. Garretson, president of
the Order of Railway Conductors, and W. G. Lee, president
of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, testified before the

commission on February 5 on
the joint demand of the two organisations for increased wages
which was presented to the railroads on December 1, and which
has now been referred to the
The hearing was
commission.
set for Monday but Mr. Lee was
delayed by a late train and Mr.

li.

C.

the Director General that the brotherhoods were to deal only
'«- no "oilier side."
with the government and that tli- -

railway
have either prescntetl requests for higher
'..\ix's
~ U) the Kailro;iil Wage Coniniission or have asked
In some cases they have
h .iiiiij; for that purpose.
fur
referred to the commission the demands previously made on
the railriKids but in some they have asked from the government more tlian tlicy had asked of the roads, while representatives of emiiloyees that had not asked the roads for

Rii-KtsKNiAiivts

"We do

not intend to take

(lis<.ussing

tli'

this

former emplo\'
He was infonned by Chairman L.uie of tJ>c conimiitsion
lh.it he had not understood that an ex parte proceeding wab
loiitemplated and that the railroad iiu-n had Utrn invited to
be present and to give such information as they could.
Mr.
Garrets*!!! obje< te<l to information Ix-ing pre>tnlcd by tlie railroads without an opjxirtunity to
question it and Mr. \jx said
Atrocious Charge
that after the administration
Eighteen months ago four social banhad asked for their co-operation
dits, at the head of four railway men's
and had rc-cognizcd in principle
<|Uestion with our

1

An

organizations, threatened to paralyze the

whole industrial

life

of

the country by

men.
It was a hold-up of a nation, by promising
what President Wilson characterized as
"an unspeakable calamity."

calling a general strike of railway

Yesterday one of these four men, Warren G. Lee, president of the Brotherhood
of Trainmen, made the charge before the

Railway Wage Commission that in this
hour of a nation's deep need four bankers
of New York had ordered engines to be
left to freeze

while millions suffered for

lack of coal.

The

hiss of loyal labor, millions strong,

should follow the exit from Washington

and from public notice

of this vile tra-

the intrea.sed cost of living as a
for higher wages
they had abandoned their efforts

justification

to

compile data as for an arbi-

tration

ijroceeding

and had

thought that government

statis-

showing the increased cost
of living would l>e sufficient
Judge Covington said that the
railrojid officers had not lieen
invited to appear as a committee or to antagonize anyone but
to supplement tlie information
presented and that if the
brotherhoods find anything in
ti(S

the record to correct they will
have an opportunity to do so.

Mr. Lee

a.sked

to excuse

him

the commission
for iioing

suspi-

cious but that he had Ixvn dealing with railroad officers for

Garretson said that as it was a
ducer. this poisoner of more ignorant
half a centur)- and he charged
movement he did not feel
that many of them arc "laying
York Tribune.
minds.
justified in proceeding alone.
dowTi" and delil)crately trying
The hearing soon brought out
to make a failure of government
the fact that the trainmen, like
control.
He mentionwl particuare already
the teleiiraphcrs,
I'. iiii-\lvania
iitral Kailniad ami lli.
larly the New \'. .rk
considering the possibility that the government would be a
Railroad.
more l)cnevolent paymaster than the railroads, when it was
announced that the request to the government includes a
Trainmen Arc Piece Workers
proposition for time and a half for overtime which was not
Mr. Lee
Mr. Lee read a prepared statement regarding the wages
included in the demands presented to the roads.
and conditions of cmploj-ment in train service, saying the
said that because of the previous attitude of the railroad
men have never been paid what they were worth !)ut only
managers it had been considered useless to do so.
The joint request provides for increases ranging from 20 the least they could be got to work for. He read comj^ara

joint

— New

(

to 40 per cent.
The desired rates are stated in what is
knon-n as proposition No. 65 as minimum rates per mile,
per day or per month for the various classes of service.
The proposed rates were published in the Railway Age
Gazette of December 7.

Objects to Presence of Railroad

wages in other industries, principally the
and apoloeized for the conservatism of hi.s

tive statistics of
steel

industn-,

discussing a projvjsition lieforc acting.

Men

H'

cxtrn living ("xp<'n?p< whtrh trairmfn pav

The controversial atmosphere which has usually surrounded wage negotiations in the past became evident at the
outset, when Mr. Garretson remarked on the presence of
numerous r.iilroad officers who have taken an active part in
wage negotiations in the past, including J. \V. Higgins,
chairman of the Association of Western Railways, and J. G.
Walber. of the Bureau of Information of the Eastern Railroads.
He «aid he had understood from the President and
301

i

the

are

ming

,,

v.

'im-

rease

»,

I.
except in a few in\
>nn law as a factor ia
l>ecn
ciicct
had
to increase overonly
its
saying
wages by
time pa)Tncnts during a year of unu.sually heavy traffic. A
wage of $2.67 a day for a brakeman in 1017. he said, was
j:
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•
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only equivalent in real purchasing power to $1.39 in 1913.
In urging the time and one-half for overtime Mr. Lee
said it was necessary to prevent unreasonable hours of work
and he paid his respects to the practice of running long

VoL

64,

No. 6

A. J. Tatlow, of the Independent Order of Railway Employees, appeared on behalf of station agents, telegraphers,

and other employees.

clerks

Maintenance

of

Way

Employees

trains.

Chairman Lane and Judge Covington

of the commission

interrupted a discussion of the complicated wage schedules
to ask how the men would consider abandonment of the mileage system of payment and the substitution of payment by
the day.
stir up such a hornet's
Mr. Lee. "You can't afford even to consider
co-operation
it if you want to promote harmony and the
That would upset the whole plate of beans."'
of the men.
Chairman
said
"I understand that to be your attitude,"
Lane, "but, why should that be so, if you are assured ade-

•'You could do nothing that would

nest," replied

wages?"

cjuate

be
"If the men got a substantial increase would they
captious about the method?" asked Judge Covington.
Mr. Lee replied that they would, that the mileage basis
was the foundation of the schedules, and that as the railmen were
roads are paid by the mile for their service the
entitled to

a

tlie

same

principle.

The

roads might try to run

or 300 miles in a day, he said, or might even tr)a man work a full eight hour day in case he com-

man 200

to

make

pleted his run

earlier.
^

I
merelv suggesting it," said Judge Covington.
that it would be wise at this time to try to mterbut why isn't
fere with your highly complicated schedules,
as many miles as possible
it in the public interest to make
basis?"
provided you get adecjuate pay on the time

"I

don't

am

know

"We
find the

are piece-workers," said Mr. Lee, "and you
men in the munitions plants if you ever tried

would
it."

Station Agents and Station Employees

Railway Station
E. H. Norton, representing the Order of
Agents, asked for a basic eight-hour day with time and a
half for overtime and increases in wages. He described the
conditions of work of a station agent, saying that 50,000 of
them are practically strangers to their families because they
have to work such long hours. He said a station agent has
accountant
to be a business man, a diplomat and an expert
and that he should be considered on a par with the postmaster in his town, who, he said, usually has a much larger
force than the station agent, works only eight hours a day
and receives higher pay. The station agent devotes one-

more time to the business of earning a living than the
average business man or government employee, he said.
P. J. Coyle, grand president of the Brotherhood of Railway Station Employees, representing baggagemen, station
cleaners, freight handlers, checkers, etc., asked for a general
40 per cent increase and a higher percentage for the lower

third

T.

J.

Garvey, president, and E.

S.

Begg, general secre-

the Maintenance of Way Employees' Association,
Mr. Begg told the commission that
testified on January 30.
the trackmen perform the hardest and most disagreeable
work on a railroad and that they have very little chance for
tary of

He said a track laborer can get higher wages as
laborer than he could get as a section foreman
Section foremen, he
after five to seven years of experience.
said, receive $50 to $95 a month and are subject to call 24
The average track laborer, he said, is paid
hours a day.

promotion.
a

common

"Why doesn't he go and get a better job?"
$1.15 a day.
Mr. Begg replied that there is a
asked Chairman Lane.
fascination about track work and railroad work of all kinds
that seems to hold them until they are worn out, and he
introduced a man who had been engaged in track work for
52 years. Few stay long enough to become foremen, he said.
Out of a membership of 23,000 in the organization, over
3,000 have enlisted in the army or navy.

How

the Investigation Is Being Conducted

In most cases the organizations presenting requests seek
to represent all employees in their classes of employment
and it is understood that the commission is prepared to accept this plan in general, but among many classes of employees that are not w'ell organized there are overlaps, as
where the employees in one section of the country belong
to an organization of their own but those of the same class
in another section belong to an organization that represents
various classes.
Many of the station agents, for example,
are members of the Order of Railway Telegraphers, while
some are members of the Order of Railway Station Agents,

and others are not members of any union.

The

is being conducted along entirely differfrom an arbitration proceeding and the commission
is by no means depending upon the facts laid before it by
witnesses at the hearings.
Its boards of statisticians and
examiners are studying all the available statistics that have
already been compiled by government and other agencies,
both with a view to reaching a conclusion as speedily as
practicable, and for the purpose of studying the relations
between wages in various classes. This will offset to some
extent the disadvantage of the unorganized employees who
have not the means for presenting their case in a forceful
wa\' that have been employed by the brotherhoods, with their
lawyers and statisticians.

investigation

ent lines

Other Hearings

paid men. He said that at one station employing 90 to 110
men the "turnover" was so great, caused by the men leaving
for other work, that in two months 1,400 men had been on

Thomas McNeill, representing car repairers, was to testify
on February 8; W. S. Stone, grand chief of the Brotherhood
of Locomotive Engineers, W. S. Carter, president of the

the payrolls.
D. W. Holt, grand chief of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Signalmen, spoke on behalf of the men who instal, main-

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, and
A. O. Wharton, representing mechanical department employees, on February 11; J. B. Parsons, representing con.struction, maintenance of way employees, and E. T. Thompson, representing colored employees, on February 12.

and repair signal apparatus, reading letters from men
various parts of the country outlining their conditions.
He presented the requests that had been filed with various

tai'n

in

roads.

Train Despatchers

On Januarj' 29, G. S. Sandlin, of the Southern Railway, appeared on behalf of train despatchers and asked
for the increases named in a petition to Director General
McAdoo which has recently been circulated among the
various roads. The petition asked a monthly salary of
$235 for chief despatchers, $225 for assistant chief despatchers, and $215 for trick despatchers.

The Principal Coal Exports of the World in 1913,
including that used for bunker purposes, were Great Britain,
93 million tons; Germany, 40 millions; United States, 29
millions; Austria-Hungary, 9 millions; Belgium and Canada, al)out Syi millions each; Netherlands, slightly less
than 5 millions; Japan, nearly 4 millions; British South
.\frica, 2 J/ millions, and Australia, 2 millions.
A compilation by the National City Bank of New York shows that
the United States now holds second rank as a coal exporter.
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The Car Conservation Problem Solved

in

China

"Free-time" of Only 12 Hours, High Storage Rates and Charges

Based on Capacity

of

By John
Adviser tn

tlic

Earl Baker,

Cliinesc Ministrv of Comimiiiications.

Amfkila l)rinjjs .<ome ston- of a dcsFrom a shortage of cars there's
From a shortage of coal there's a
a shortage of coal.
From a shortage of steel there is a shortshortage of steel.
And from a sliortage of these the
age of ship and shells.
war may be lost, "all for the want of a horseshoe nail."
Under such conditions it may not l)e considered impertinent

E\KKV

MAIL

KKii.M

[HTatc car shorUijje.

the attention of the foremost railway nation of

to call

—

been inventoried, and tonnage statistics of goods handled are
compiled according to uniform rules prescribed by the
Ministry of Communications. Thus there may be computed
In
the numl)er of tons carried per ton of carri ing capacity.
1915, each ton of carr)ing capacity transported on the avercars
this,
American
69
with
age
Compared
tons of goods.
24

latest figures availal)le here) transportixl some
What
of freight per ton of carr)ing capacity.
not 1)C worth to treble the carr>ing record of Ameri-

1913 (the
tons

would

it

teiminal in the course of

more than one day

can freight cars?
Hut the comparison must not be allowed to stand just as it
is.
While the Chinese car carried three tons to the .American
The average haul
car's one. it did not carry tliem so far.
per ton in the United States was al)out 145 miles; in China,
It was only SO miles,
There
arc two ways of
56 miles less.

—

Chinese Cars Keep

ex-

Ijc

purely

factors,

Motion

in

st.iti>tical.

comparison

which impair

ihcy
be disregarded for the sake of more r
ics.
Freight cars are classed among "rolling stock
car
distributor in America knows that liis car stands stiii a great
Freight cars are fircicrncd to carry
deal longer than it rolls.
goods, but when they do roll, they are
-tnil
one-third of the time, and on the aver
pty
- much of the loaded tirar
mileage, or of tons
i.ut
the

validity

full

of

tlie

ju.-t

l:

may

;

.

i

I

'

.

;

the fact

is

that Chiii'

How

loaded.

On

IM

the

-ive-

and when

ly short time

!«

thi«

•

lliey

are in

arrnmplisheH

iiiuiiuii llicy
'

arc iicavily

...

freight carrier

certain

ing to
the

!•'

''"

of

1

Ir.i.l

:,.ly

ini'

much. Tlie other way is to remember that after a
loaded and on its way it docs not take long to run an
additional 56 miles.
Even if the .American car encounters a

clcs. the root

30.3

something to

feat.

There are other

tli.in

lilt

o.

as

ITie
,.re-

ni-

that
is

is

gets a fresh, full load alxxit every

ence of ten days.

r>\<

''V

additional 5o miles a delay of

car re<|uires alxiut IS days to acSomething more than 56 miles of liaul
and a terminal delay must Ix- usiil to account for this diflcr-

complish this

looking at this compari.«on. One way is to consider that the
American haul is 6.^ jkt cent longer than the Chinese haul,
•ml consider the discrepancy in tons carried accounted for
car

tiiat

to a loaded car

The Chinese car
The American

plained.
five days.

tlie

China one of the
world to the car performance in China,
newi-st countries in point of railway history, a land consideri-d backward in everything that pertains to efficiency.
So far China has no car mileage statistics. Hut on the
Government Railways, the e(|uipnient and its capacity have

in

Car Secure Results

call for ofK-n

•

—
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as a protection against the weather, and are articles of commerce at destination. The load limit is fixed by a loading
gage, placed on the lead to the loading tracks, and under
which tlie car must pass. In the case of heavy commodities,
frequent weighings of suspected cars detect loads in excess
of 110 per cent, of marked capacity, while a penalty of
triple rates for excess loads supplies the deterrent.

Vol. 64, No. 6

of the scandals, little and big, local and international, grow
But, nevertheless, this shortage helps
out of this condition.
It carries the
produce a great record of car performance.
But how
freight offered at a minimum of investment cost.
much does it repress commerce? That's anotlier question.

To

the

American shipper under peace conditions these
would seem intolerable. But
known no different, and he con-

rules of the Chinese railways

the Chinese merchant has

Heavy Demurrage Rules

trives to get along very well.

It is true, of course, that the

No

matter how important heavy loading may be, it is
equally important to get the car under its next load promptly.
Car records, reports, and supervision are all important factors in promoting that result, but there are handicaps suffered by the American car which must be removed before it
can aspire to the Chinese record. The Chinese car is aided
immensely by the demurrage rules. The prevailing "freeContrast this with
time" allowed is 12 hours of daylight.
the American "48 hours after the first 7.00 a. m., etc.", and
it is apparent how the Chinese car saves from four to five
days right tliere. On one line, the Shanghai-Nanking, free
time allowed is only six hours. But if unloading has not
been commenced within four hours after placement, the car
is "shunted" (switched) to the "go-down" (warehouse) and
unloaded by station forces, costs being added to freight
Right is reserved to add, still, a storage charge of
charges.
5 cents per ton per day on these goods in the "go-down."
This may seem like heroic treatment, but it frees the cars.
The demurrage charge perhaps is secondary in importance
However, when it
to the brevity of "free-time allowance."
is contrasted with the cost of labor, it appears much higher

than when mere rates are named. The rate varies among
the several lines, and is based as a rule on the capacity of
The rate per ton per day ranges from IS cents
the car.
(Mex.) per ton capacit}' to 50 cents. Thus at the lowest
enough to
rate, a 40-ton car would take a penalty of $6,

—

riiotografh. J-niierwood

&

Unde'wood. N. Y.

A

—

likely to be used for warehouses.

No

It should not be overlooked also, that the car supply of
Chinese railroads has not been designed to meet "peak load"
conditions.
Hence the average performance is not dragged
down by an extravagant surplus of idle cars during long
slack seasons. In fact there is a car shortage in China.
It
it is

A

Troop Train

wants of Chinese villagers are
localities

come very

at

Tien-Tsin

still

—not more

most
This fact

so elementary that

close to being self-sustaining.

tlian two per cent of the
than carload. So also does it leave
a large proportion of the total tonnage to such goods as
coal, salt, bricks and grain^—heav>' commodities.
Of the
total tonnage handled in 1915, 45 per cent was mineral

favors carload business
total

tonnage being

less

the normal condition.

products.

United

However, this is a lower percentage than in the
But the Chinese shipper has developed great

States.

capacity for co-operation so as to make up a full car-load.
A common method is for the innkeeper at a shipping point
to consolidate several small shipments and consign them to
the innkeeper at destination, who in turn acts as distributor

according to instructions sent him.
On some of the lines
regular forwarding and receiving companies have developed

Surplus Equipment

attracts little attention for

llhiifating Service. Inc.

Chinese Railway Shop

and on the Peking-Mukden it is
$20 per day. It is customary to make some allowance for
particularly bad weather, but, in spite of devoted missionary
effort these many years, commercial China knows little about
It is evident therefore that Chinese cars are not
Sunday.
hire ten coolies all day,

Prcs^:

Many

perform this service.
Then, too, there has been a concession to the small shipper in the form of a four-wheel truck of 10, 12, or 15 tons
capacity.
It has draft gear equal in strength to that of
larger cars. Its dead weight is about five and a half tons,
not much more in proportion to capacity than in the case of
to

—
February

8.
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Cars of 3Uwhoeic lapaciiy is 20 tons.
howfvcr, wcij;h liut little more th;in

cars

cupaiity,

Who

and 40-ton
tlic

20-ton

trutks
of one
and so the use of four
40 Ion cajiacity car would involve tlu- hauling of iimsidbut certainly no more than in the
crabk- extra dead weight
lase of the large American cars hauled on the average with
The ten ton lar helps the average
only about half a load.

w

result.

Qumliii

in>tc.id

ii-n-tun

iar>,

—

America Can
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Undoubtedly cireunistames aid t'limese railroads to obtain high car performance records, but the principal afd is
It should be evident to American
the Chinese shipper.
shipfH-rs that the numl>cr of cars on .\merican railroads
The alternative
cannot be inca-ased much during the war.

the Fuel?

By MaBtcr Mechanic

wholly

from Chinese Experience

Wastes

waste of fuclf Judging
tfchnital juumalii, tlic reports of
cjm tlic remarks of u Urge

ssiJii-K for tlic
'•-

in

:

I

•lie

engine crews are almost

I

When the engineman and fireman have bern entreated to
save coal and cautioned and criticised and sometimes even
threatened with discipline if lliey do not, it is sometimes
felt that a disagreeable duty has l>ccn performed, and the
result should be shown by a great improvement in the fuel
record.

do

wish

not

tlic
engine crew from their
deny that the proper interest in,
and the study of fuel economy on their part will result in
enormous savings when put into practice. But the failure
to note the shortcomings of others and continually placing
all of the responsibility on the.se men is not only wrong but it
I

responsibility;

to

no one

relieve

will

decidedly detrimental to the service.
Enginemen, firemen and mechanics, in the majority of
cases today, are as well read, intelligent and keen, as the
officers under whom they serve, and to criticise tliem )>ccause
of the amount of fuel burned when they have an engine that
should be in the shop, or they have been delayed on the
road live or six hours on account of poor meeting points, is
not likely to be productive of very good rc-sults.
is

There

is

hardly anyone in the employ of the railroad,
to the water boy. who is not responsible

from the president

and for good measure we might also add
How about tlic higher officers r
prolably no single thing more resjx>nsible for the
unnecessary consumption of fuel than lack of ade<iuate locomotive terminal facilities.
At the prescat time it may be
impossible to procure the necessary money to provide them,
but how much thought has been given to this matter in the
past, when money was used for less essential purposes?
What investment would pay better dividends in nonliem
climates?
One only needs to note the numljcr of engines
kept fired up outside in zero weather on account of lack of
stall room to be convinced of the magnitude of the loss thus
sustained, not only in waste of fuel but also in the conditioo
of the power.
If officers gave more thought to this matter
possibly repairs and improvements would be made in seasonable weather and the applying of new roofs on roundhouses, installation of new turntables, etc., would be done at
some other time than between Noveml)er and .^pril, when in
the northern parts of the countr)- the temperature is anywhere from zero to 35 deg. below.
Good water is a great factor in f
for waste of fuel,

a few patrons of the road.

There

A
is

Scene

to get

at

Hankow on

ma.ximum

experience shows

Peldn-Hankow Railroad

from the supply

at

hand.

Chinese

greater ser\'ice can be obtained.
The
inapplicable to .\raerican conditions if

tliat

methods are not
shippers will

>er%-icu

the

make up

their

minds

to

it.

To

cliange will

involve some hardship, but all will share alike.
It would
appear that .\merican shippers are now suffering hardships.
They have merely a choice of them. Leisurely free-time,
low demurrage rates, and minimum loads have brought a
crippling car shortage.
Free-time limited to one working
day. prohibitive demurrage rates and charges based on ma.xi-

mum

loads, will increase the present car effectiveness 50
per cent, and perhaps more.
It's up to the shippers. Which
will they take?

And
for

if

the

new

rules should

loading and unloading

—

make more

well.

labor necessary

China can furnish

that.

—

is

availability?

Paraguayan Railway Concession. In January, 1916,
a concession was granted -to the Azucarera Paraguaya Co.,
with sugar factories at Tobicuary, 120 kilometers (75 miles)

of

from Asuncion, for the construction of a branch railway 22
kilometers (14 miles) in length, with a gage of one meter.
first section of 13 kilometers (9 miles) must be completed within two years and the remainder within six years.

slow that yuu arc afraid of getting

The

For a period of 25 years no taxes are to be levied on this conand all materials, including machinery, tools and
spare parts required for the construction and maintenance of
the line are to be free from customs duties.
In event of sale
the government has the option of taking over the railway
by paying 20 per cent more than the cost of construction.
cession

Commrrrr

Report.

md

"

every additional one-sixteenth inch c:
-ing
surfaces makes its effect felt vcrj- .^..
,.oal
pile.
How often is the quality of the water supply given
adequate consideration along with the question of easy

Does the superintendent always see thai the runninj; time
i.'^.-^
---••train-^
^j much a ---;''
'

-

that thr

turn a

t

A

\

not justified?
varinti.n in -;
is

ert a-,,

On

1

..
tliL-

"we
B and

that
to

i1.it ^()ota on the wheels"
."wmetimes there is a good excuse for this
always.
High speed means in>f

,1

n;..

r,.:,,u

ti,,.

.,,,..,r,:..,.„

..(

-."^jnc

crews and the
^jjc
road foreman
-.ten
there should be three or four, vet little thoUfilit ia usually
given to the necessity of leaving him to attend to this work,
when he is wanted to ride an offidal train or for some other
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job outside of his regular duty. Fuel economy will not be a
great success when left to itself.
Superintendents do not consider enough the proper distribution of power to obtain the maximum fuel economy
consistent with good service. Where coal is under the supervision of the superintendent he does not always take suflicient
interest in seeing that it is picked up around coal chutes and
yards; or that the coal burned in way cars, llag houses, etc.,
While this may not save
is charged to proper accounts.
fuel it at least gives the locomotive some credit.
While not as large a factor as 'some others, the division
engineer can help out in fuel economy by giving proper
thought to it when locating side tracks, etc. The reduction

Vol. 64, No. 6

the night foremen, sliould be given every possible help and

encouragement and no unnecessary

The list could be continued
who does an improper job, the

to

criticism.

show that the mechanic

agent who causes aii unnecessary switch, the switching crew that works on a switch
and must make a reverse movement every time a switch is
made, the track force who leaves out an unnecessary slow flag
and the car repairer that allows a car to go out with dragging brakes or an improperly packed journal box is guilty
of fuel waste as well as the fireman who shovels coal into
tlie

firebox unnecessarily.
be done to better these conditions?

What can

The

follow-

of curves and grades is an important factor, and the removal
of slow tlags as soon as consistent also means the saving
Sawing by on account of short side tracks wastes
of coal.
fuel and every time an engine or train is stopped or slowed

ing suggestions will help, if complied with.
Every effort should be made to get the best water available.
This will not only save fuel but the boilers as well.
Money spent in this manner is like "bread cast upon the
waters" but instead of waiting many days the returns will

down

begin to accrue at once.

the coal pile

is

decreased.

Fuel economy propaganda cannot be presented to enginemen very successfully when the master mechanic fails to
keep his engines in such condition that they will perform
their

work

successfully

and economically.

Lame

engines,

blowing valves and pistons, leaking steam pipes, etc., not
only in themselves do not tend to fuel economy but they
destrov W'hat little interest in the subject the crew may have
felt.

No
more

one person wastes as much coal as the train despatcher,
especially in a single track district.

How many

des-

patchers make a study of the profile of the road and are
tlioroughly acquainted with the grades and curvature at
important points on the line? IMany a ton of coal has been
burned and many a drawbar has been pulled out in doubling
out of stations at the bottom of sags, after stopping for
orders or to answer messages that could just as well have
been delivered or answered at stations where grade conditions
were favorable. Frequently messages are sent to trains at
unimportant stations, requiring immediate explanation of the
cause of a few minutes' delay to a passenger train, when
more time is lost in answering than in the original delay.
To make up the time thus lost costs fuel. Such messages
should either 1)6 held for delivery at the terminal or sent to
a station where the work to be done will allow sufficient time
to answer the message without additional delay to the train.
How much attention does the despatcher give to fuel economy when he knows that a train has a large enough engine
The train is laid
to make up any time that may be lost?
out on any pretext, and then messages sent requiring an
explanation of the delay. This refers particularly to single
track districts.

Trainmasters can save coal by insisting upon co-operation
between engine and train crews, in reporting improper train
despatching and in seeing that proper switching is done at
terminals so that cars are placed in trains in station order as
Every time an unnecessary engine movefar as consistent.
ment or switch is made fuel is being wasted.
Next to the engineer and fireman the road foreman of
engines is usually considered the person most responsible
for the economical use of fuel, where tliere is no organized
fuel department, and if allowed the necessary time properly
to supervise the work of the crews, he should be able to
To do this he must be able personally to
obtain results.
demonstrate the truth of his teachings and be possessed of
such a personality that he may secure the good will and
co-operation of the men.
The roundhouse foreman's part in fuel conservation is
almo.st second to none and the care and supervision given by
him to see that repairs to engines are properly made, that
superheater and other flues are cleaned every trip, boilers
washed, flues expanded, grates cleaned, and engines fired up
at the proper time, will not only save many tons of coal
Roundhouse foremen, especially
but avoid engine failures.

If a large amount of coal is to be stored, proper measures
should he taken to prevent its deterioration either by subCoal records will suffer when
mergence or other means.
coal is used that has been allowed to lie out of doors and
deteriorate for two years or more.
Adequate locomotive terminal facilities should be provided and construction of buildings or their repair should
not be undertaken in extremely cold weather.
More attention should be given to train movements, the
time equalized as much as possible, and unnecessary stops
eliminated.
The cross-hauling of cars should be checked.
Power should be given repairs when needed and sufficient
roundhouse forces provided to keep it in the best serviceable

condition.

Enough supervision should be provided properly to check
and to instruct them in the

the use of coal by engine crews
principles of combustion.

The

fuel should be closely checked and
ways than by the locomotive should
be charged to the service in which it is used.
Coal should be checked both for quality and weight.
While possibly there may be no such thing as poor coal, yet
no one will deny that some coal is better than other coal.

distribution of

coal burned in other

All concerned in the waste of fuel should be held as responsible as the men actually using and handling it.
The
work of train despatchers, roundhouse forces, yard and station
men and even of car repairers should l)e checked as closely
as that of enginemen.
Tying up power at outside points where there are no housing facilities should be discontinued, especially during cold
weather.
This practice wastes coal and usually ends in an
engine failure the next trip, due to the dirty fire.
Regular engines should be maintained where it can be

done consistently.
Cars and engine tanks should not be overloaded. A pound
of coal burned in the firebox will do more work than 10
pounds spilled on the right of way.
Passing tracks should be of sufficient length to accommodate the greatest length of train which is run in the district
and grades reduced where possible to do so.
The actual weight of the coal placed on engine tanks
should be given. It is hard to convince an engineman that
he has burned an unreasonable amount of coal when there
is only a guess made as to the amount of coal delivered.
Trains should be given thorough inspection for air leaks
and dragging brakes, and the packing in journal boxes given
attention.

A

periodical check made liy some disinterested officer or
outsider with no bias either for or against any department
or class of labor should be beneficial.

Parties held responsible for the economical use of fuel
should be given the necessary authority, as authority and
responsibility cannot be separated.

Pennsylvania System Rejects Screw Spikes
Action Taken After Exhaustive Experiments
for a Period of Ei^^lit
I'enxsvlvania SvsTtM has Leon conductinn an
Tuthaustive
screw

ex-

spikes anil tie plates
under heavy traftk for the past eight years. Tlie details
of these e.xjierinu-nts and the conclusions which have Iteen
rtMihi-d li.ivi' liien made public in a re|>ort prepared l>y \V. C.
(ushini;, (liief engineer niaintenaiue of way, Soutliwest SysI'liiii-vlv.inia Lines, pulilisiied in bulletin No. 200 of
tiiii,
series of tests of

American Railway Engineering Association from which
These experiments
were made under the direction of a committee of engineers

the following data have l)een abstracted.

than the penetration of the
diameter of the holes was the
screw spikes while in pine li.

its tirst meeting, June 16, 1908, decided
view of the fact that the screw spike ex|)eriments
must be made on cur\'es where tie plates are used and also
OD softwocKl ties recjuiring tie plates, it would be desirable to
experiment with the various forms of tie plates in conducting

iximmittee, at

le>s Ilian thai

the

.seat

of

tile <<.ri-.

if

•

A

2

in.

1

for

for the tie plates Ijefo:

Peiiormance

test.

Type

of

vania Railroad, and in Xo.

and eight months, when the

westward passenger and freight

l:

Each Type

7/16

1a

in. tie-plates

Xo

tli:it

at

Birmingham

— Standard track with .standard

locations selected for the experimental track were in
No. 1 eastward passenger and freight track east and west of
Birmingiiam, Pa., on the Middk division of the Pennsyl-

•i

-

into the tics but it was reiiuircd
of the proper wrenches,

The

1

In oak ties the
ihr core of the

:••

,

in

the screw spike

the ties for the screw spikes, u.sing >ti-cl tenijilets lu m.irk their
|)u.sitions accurately.
'i"he hole- \m r.- l.ufitl one inch de«per

with the outside screw spikes turiuil
spikes or clips were then attached !:
was most desirable. \o holes wert
cut spikes.
.Screw s[)ikes wen- nni

from the various lines of the Pennsylvania .System.

The

Points

plates, which were held to the ii
of those engaging the rail, wii.

the

that,

Two

at

Years

and standard
ties

7 in.

by 9

V

ut^.

-•i-

nail

deterioration of any kind

in.

by

one year
idling under

\\.'

r

l.ej;..:

—

4
Tie Plate, Screw Spikes and Clips for 100-lb. P.
track east of Wooster, Ohio, on the Eastern division, of the

Northwest System, Pennsylvania Lines West.
After a \er\ thorough fnvestigation of the experience of
foreign railroads with screw spikes, plans were prepared for
seven types of rail fastenings, four of which were to be used
on oak .ind pine ties, and two (without tie ])lates) to \>c used
on oak ties only. One t>'pe was eliminated. All ties were to
be cret>ioted and one-half of each section was to be laid with
Detailed instructions for the installation and
tlie experimental track, and blanks for reports
were al.«o prepared.
During Xovember and December, 1909. and January,
1910, the track at the adopted location east and west of
Birmingham. Pa., was prepared by putting in fresh ballast,
preparing for thorough drainage, etc., and 10 sections of experiment il track, each 1.000 ft. long, were installed. During
the la>t eight months of 1910 the same was done east of
Wooster, Ohio.
In less than a month after installation the
cow-hair pads began to be squeezed out from under the tie
plates in the Birmingham track and in six months they were
nearly all out.
Previous to installing the test sections holes were bored in

Rail

S.

the outer edge of the tie plates on the inner ^idr nf surves.
necesThis cutting continued, and one year later n
On
sary in some places to adze the ties under
•

S2 of the ties the [
or more, and after
this extent
.service,

the tip=

-

'

-

''

'

or nioi.

87 of the ties were cut
on the rurv«- h-id Ixfn

"i-

's

:>.t\r<y\.

or more, nearly all of

and 10

ti«^

were

rr-

cow-hair pads.
inspection of

to 125

Tvii
7/16 in.

by
tic

pi.il«..-<

aud blAndard

After six months' service,
.

ceptibly

inl'

'

platis Wire

much mure

ii.ii)

tie

per-

pi
.i
,

•

j

;

have outer ends
it was e^ident that the
dard plan of tie
longer tlian the inner. .\
plates on the Lines East wa- diangcd in January, 1911, in
A similar change
in. at the outer end.
creasing the length
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and

after 18
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No. 6

months the cutting of the

had previously been made on the Lines West, the increase
in. It was apparent that a 7 in. by 9 in. tie plate was
being
utterly inadequate for pine ties or even for oak ties under tlie
heavy traffic at this point and that pine ties would not be

to be slightly loose,

suitable for such locations, even with very large tie plates.
After a service of 2 years and 11 months 232 of the ties
(about 40 per cent) were cut ^s in. or more, and in 3 years

bolts must be loosened and retightened after the track is
thrown to line. It was noted that the feet of the rail anchors
bore against these tie plates and it was thought that special
rail anchors should be designed for types 6a and 6b that
After a service of 2 years and 3
will bear against the tie.
months 20 ties were cut about 34 in- on the outer edge of
tie plates under the low rail, and 32 of the screw spikes were
in. or
In 3 years and 5 months 166 ties were cut
loose.
more and 416 spikes and 24 clips were loose. In February,
1914 (4 years and 1 month service), the cutting of the ties
at the outer edge of the plates and the resultant canting of
the rail was found to have widened the gage to 4 ft. 934 i^iIt was evident that
at some points with full section rail.
this particular design was not properly balanced to resist the
overturning forces which caused the canting of the rail -and
cutting of the outer edge of the tie plates into the ties and
it, was thought that nothing could be gained by further experiment with it on sharp curves and that a new tie plate

^

and

7

months, 267

ties

were cut this amount.

After four

and three months' service nearly all the ties on the
curve had been adzed under tlie low rail, 175 had been rein. or
moved on account of wear and 196 others were cut
After 5 years and 5 months 359 ties were cut that
more.
amount. In May, 1915, 92 ties were renewed on account of
being cut by plates, making a total of 267 renewed for this
cause; 48 other ties were renewed in June, 1912, on account
of damage from derailed equipment, at which time 257 other
Otherwise the track continued in good condities were cut.
years'

^

tion until the conclusion of the e.xperiment, July 31, 1915.
Type 2^Standard track, standard nail spikes, no tie
plates;

oak

ties.

After five months the cutting of the ties by the rail was
noticeable, but the penetration was only about 3/16 in. after
1 year and 7 months' service, and J4 i^- to Ys in.* after 2
After 2 years and 10 months, 72 ties
years and 4 montlis.
I/2 in.
were cut yi in. or more, and 161 ties were cut ji in. to
after a service of 3 years and 4 months, when (April, 1913)
this section was eliminated from the experiment owing to the

was being compared. The
canting of the rail was slight, the gage widening only 3/16 in.
Type 3 Screw spikes with rolled clips; no tie plates; oak

Type

failure of

3 with

which

it

—

The rail cut into the ties in the same manner, but not
quite as fast as in the case of Type 2. After one year about
In two years and four
a dozen of the clips were loose.

%

in. to 5/16 in., 293 clips and 41
ties were cut
spikes were loose, and after 3 years 4 months 451 clips and
114 spikes were loose. At this time (April, 1913) the rail
had penetrated the ties a distance equal to the thickness of
the base of the rail at its edge, which permitted the rail to
This type was
slip under the clips, thus widening the gage.

months 29

therefore eliminated from the experiment.
Type 4a Screw spikes, rolled clips, standard 7

—

in.

^

of similar style or type, with more bearing area outside of
It was accordingly
the rail than inside, should be designed.
decided that where the rail was canted sufficiently to make
the gage 4 ft. 934 in- with full section rail these tie plates
tie plates, which was done
965 of the spikes and 64 of the clips were loose
The whole section was
time (February, 1914).

should be replaced with standard

on 200
at

ties;

this

eliminated in

Type 6b

ties.

9

plates into the ties became perceptible at the outer edge of
the plates under the inner rail on curves. This type of track
shows a higher cost for lining than the others because the

by 7/16

in.

oak ties.
three months of service 132 of the

by

in. tie plates;

During the first
became loose, and in

clips

of frequent tightening of the
spikes, the loosening of the clips increased, and their rattling
was quite perceptible in riding over this section of track.
After one year the cutting of the tie plates into the ties at
spite

the outer edge was noted. After one year and seven months
500 clips and 30 of the screw spikes were loose and could
not be tightened. In October, 1911, this type was eliminated,
there being 993 loose clips and 60 loose spikes at that time.
The tie plates cut into the ties at the outer edge on the inner
side of the curve to a slight extent, there being no noticeable
difference in this respect between this type and Type la.
T\TE 4b- Screw spikes, rolled clips, standard 7 in. by 9

—

by 7/16 in. tie plates; pine ties.
behavior of this type was precisely similar to that of
Type 4a except that the plates cut more rapidly into the ties
and the screw spikes loosened more quickly. This type was
eliminated at the same time as Type 4a (October, 1911),
there being 986 loose clips and 181 loose spikes at that time
in. or more.
and 185 of the ties being cut by plates
In July, 1911, photos were taken of ties taken from Birmingham experimental track types 4a and 4b, and split at
These photos showed that while the holes
the spike holes.
had been bored one inch below the bottom of the spike, the
screw threads in the wood were entirely destroyed, there being
no appreciable difference between the oak and pine ties.
Type 6a Screw spikes with malleable iron tie plate
chairs 7 in. by 13 in. by 2 in.; bolts and clips; oak ties.
After 3 months' service 35 of the screw spikes were found
in.

The

%

—

chairs

May, 1914.

—Screw

spikes,

by 13

by

7 in.

in.

with malleable iron tie plate
and clips; pine ties.

2 in.; bolts

The same

conditions of cutting of ties and canting of rail
as noted under Type 6a prevailed on this section except that
the cutting was more rapid into the pine ties of this type of
track.
After a service of 2 years and 3 months 135 of the
ties were cut
in. or more, and a few as much as J4 in.,
and 11 spikes were slightly loose. In 3 years and 5 months
301 ties were cut ^;4i in. or more and 89 spikes and 28 clips
were loose, and in 4 years and 1 month 374 ties were cut
}i in. or more and 423 spikes and 96 clips were loose. The

%

same comment applies as under Type 6a regarding the
higher cost of lining and rail anchors bearing against tieplates.
This section was eliminated from the experiment at
the same time as the other (May, 1914).
Another effect of
the widening of the gage was that the rail wore out about
twice as fast on the 6 deg. curves with Types 6a and 6b, as
on tlie 6 deg. curves on Types la and lb (standard tieplates).
When this excessive rapidity of wear was observed,
samples of the rail were analyzed and found to be of normal
composition, hence the excessive wear was evidently due to
wide gage. A total of 423 spikes and 96 clips were loose on
Type 6b in February, 1914.
Type 7a Screw spikes with rolled steel tie plates 7 in.
by 13 3^2 in. by
in.; oak ties.
After eight months' service a few of the screw spikes (both
plate spikes and rail spikes) were found to be loose, and
after 2 years and 4 months the tie plates were observed to
be cutting into the ties, eight ties being cut about
in.
Nineteen of the spikes were loose at that time. Six months
later (October, 1912) 36 of the spikes were slightly loose
and 19 ties were cut 34 in. to 3^ in. but, as on Tyf>e 7b
(pine ties) some of the spikes were so loose that they could
be extracted with the fingers, the committee decided to try
the Lakhovsky split lining. The application of these linings
cost 9 cents each in oak ties and 7 cents each in pine ties.
A total of 459 of these devices were applied on Section 7a
and 207 on Section 7b during 1913; but they did not prove
effective, and the spikes equipped with them soon became
loose again.
After a service of 4 years and 2 months 139
of these ties were cut
in. or more and 430 spikes were
loo.se (including 12 of the 459 that had been equipped with

—

^

%

%

J

'

February

Lakhovsky

AGE
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linings.)

was noted that the cutting of the

It
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movement uf

lateral

outtT edges of the pbtcs into the ties was canting the rail
and widening the g.ige in the same manner, though nut to

During ?'
urcs on til

owing to the lesser thickness
of the tie-plate (>8 in. as ag.iinst 1 IS/lO in.), but as this
form of track can be repaired without difficulty it was de-

circular slots loi
for slips.
.As !i

the Sana- extent, as

on

1

vpo

()a,

cided to continue it, ad/ing tiie tics when necessary. .Ml the
ties on the cun'c were ad^ed uiulcr the low rail in Septeml)er,
IVH. It was not found neec.--.-.ary to do any adzing under
At this time 22 of the 459 spikes which had
the high rail.
been etjuipped with Lakhovsky linings were again found

-

the

linrc

plaif*

tie

'

•

'

inttalUtion.

;

,,i.
,:ie

insulated,

angular

ij
:

si.

uc

.

of the bai
revised to |<.

.i,,.;

In view of

,,,.

4

J.

,.-s

t-

lu Uic Irocture

and 6 was

-

'

tlie fact

.,1c irun

later, after 5

(Type (t) h
lii-s un
Section 6a and 45 on bU uboul l^j lU. higher than the other
ties, and as these ties were scattered thrwii'hfwil the jHirlionji

lies

of

Seven months
and there were
years and 4 months' service (April, 1915) 281
were cut 's in. or more and 4.S2 spikes were loose, including a nunilK.T with Lakliov.^ky linings, and in June,
1915, 28J ties were cut and 492 spikes were loose.
In June, 1915, the wooden plug method of re-setting
Locust
spikes which is extensively used abroad was tried.
plugs 1 in. by l-3/lo in. at the top, ^8 in. l>y 1 in. at the
bottoro, and S in. long were used for the rail spike holes and
smaller plugs ',| in. by '^ in. at the top, ?s in. liy 11/16 in.
at the Urttiiin ;ind S'i in. long, for the plate spike holes,
these dimensions bearing the same relation to those of the
spikes as the measurements of the wooden plugs used in
France bear to the spikes in connection with which they are
These plugs were driven into tlie spike holes in ten
used.
ties where the spikes had come loose, the holes were re-bored
and the spikes re-set. The spikes soon became loose again
and a laboratory test was made which showed that the
resist.mce to extraction offered by the screw-spike in the
plugged hole was not greater than that of an ordinary nail
spike.
This type of track was accordingly eliminated in
August, 1915, at which time there were 358 loose spikes and
264 ties cut by plates.
The tics on the curve were adzed
under the low rail in September. 1914, to restore the canted
rail to its normal fjerpendicular position.
Seven ties were
renewed on this section, four of them on account of original
defect and three on acount of wear.
Tyi'K 7b- Screw spikes witli rolled steel tie plates 7 in.
by KV-j in. by Js in.; pine ties.
The scr\-ice afforded by this type was similar to that of
Tj-pe 7 a except that the softer ties naturally offered less resistance to cutting by plates and loosening of spikes.
After
a sen-ice of 2 years and 4 months 17 of the ties were cut 14
in. or more and 16 of the spikes were loose.
After 2 years
and 10 months 63 ties were cut from '.; in. to ?» in. and 49
spikes were loose, several of the latter, particularly at the
joints, being so loose that they could be extracted with the

275 other loose spikes.

loose

—

fingers.

time the committee considered sevenil methods of
resetting the loose spikes, as follows: (1) Tlie square plug
was discarded at this time for the reason that it could afford
only temporar>- relief, as the same forces which loosened the

At

this

spike in the

tie

oilier helical

would loosen it in the dIuc. (2) The Thiwas not adopted because it cannot be

lining

applied to track in

ser\'ice.

(3)

The

H

'

of wear.

1,1.

]h.

4a. 4b.

ud from

rv

tl.

the

.f
,-

,,.

.

IvH, on account of tlie widening of
remainder of the two sections (Types 6a and '
inated from the experiment in May, 1914.

ic

m-

Wooater Service Teat*

Type

1a

— Standard track with standard

7 in. by 9 in. by
Goldie tie plates and standard nail spikes; oak ties.
After a service of 2 years and 1 1 months, the cutting of the
tie-plates at the outer edge was quite markc-d, 10 of Uie ties
being cut }s in. One year and 3 months later 46 ties were
••8

in.

cut ^^ in. or more and in November, 1914, when this t)7)e
was eliminated on account of the elimination of the curresponding type at Uirmingham 52 ties had been cut-in.

or more.

is

—

Tvi'E In Standard track with standard 7 in. by 9 in. by
in. Goldie tie plates and standard nail spikes; pine tics.
-• of
After a service of 2 years and 3 mcjnths. •'

tie-plates, at outer edge, into tlie ties

of the ties being cut from

in. to

J/,

was qu

^^

.5

Sr

in.

••r

210 of the ties were cut }i in. or more, and alter 4 years'
service 355 of the ties were cut J^ in. or more and two
spikes were found broken.
In August, 1915, when the
experiment was conclude^!. 440 of the ties were cut fi in.
or more and 4 spikes were loose.
Type 2 Standard track; standard nail spikes; no tie

—

plates; o;ik ties.

After

year and 9 months' service the cutting of the rail
became perceptible, but none of them were cut

1

into the ties

as

much

due

in.
At two points it was noticed, at this time,
had pushed the spikes back a little, apparently

as '^

that the rail

The

to irregularity of surface.

cutting of the rails into

was not

the ties continued, but the gage
maximum being 4 ft. 8-11/16

.seriously affected, the

a service of 2 years

in. after

In .\pril, 1913, when this t^-pe was elinainated after a sen'ice of 2 years and 9 months on account
''
-'
•-• '"rof the failure of Type 3 in
rs
mingham, the track was in
md
being cut as much as 3^ in.
standing al>ove the base of rail.

and

3 months.

'

'

.

T^TE

3

—

.Screw spikes,

no

rolled clips;

plates;

tie

oak

ties.

After one year's service four of the clips were found loose,
and 9 mon'i^'- i.<-- 'I""-- ^^-r,. -";o riinc -.nrt ;: ],..^. ... i«
After a si
clips anri
later), wl

ure of

th(

looSi

'

as

M
•

<-!*

-Sone

oi

tin;

i,.-

m-n-

i-ut

r.

by 9

1
plat.

;

the

in.

Goldie

tie

ties.

...thsn

th» eoTTr«r>"nd.

.

^j

t

nt

.

...

dcsij;.

was

by ?<

in.

pine

v«r»r 1st*'r

T:

6a and 6b was renewed, when the

eage returned precisely to that first reported after the track
was installed, thus pro\nng that there had been absolutely

that all

ruar),

ing

the rail on the 6 dec. curves

track, giv

ill

iIkm

on

Tn the Spriic; of 1911
T\-pe<i

til

rag:

Collet trenail possessed

same objection as the square plug, though it might hold
the spike somewhat longer, but it has the additional objection
that it has a vctx large diameter and would therefore inflict
ton much injury on the tie.
(4) The LakhoN-sky split lining
was adopted and 207 spikes were equipped, but in Februan,',
I "5 14,
IS of them were again found loose.
At that time 198
ties were cut
in. or more.
In April. 1915. there were 450
cut ties and 582 loose spikes, and in June 541 ait ties and
675 loose spikes. In Aumist. 1915. this t)pe was eliminated
At that time there were 685 loose spikes and 451 tics cut by
plates.
Five ties were renewed on this section on account
the

plates

tie

used,

.\fter 7

.

;

;.,.

;.iil

months' service 50 clips were found loose.
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eluded, 208 of the ties were cut

months later there were 365 loose clips and 28 loose
no cut ties. At this time this type was eliminated
on acocunt of the failure of Type 4a at Birmingham.

and

3

Type

4b-7— Standard 7 in. by 9 in. by j^
screw spikes and clips; pine ties.

in.

Goldie

tie

—Screw

in.

by 2

spikes; malleable iron

in. bolts

and

tie

with the others,

plate chairs 7

1.

Screw

2.

No

spikes

la
lb
2
3
4^'

;

tCost per million tons

Avge.
$324
352

Brghm.

6.00

592
388
390

309
396
596
671
682
675
424
412

Wstr.
$333
350
274
350
452
466
607

Birmingham

$5.48

$15.64
16.38

812

2,361
1.556
1,473

1,156
1.627
1,676
2,457
2,450
1,477
1,462

1,087
1,456
1,428
2,420
2,405
1,516
1,467

$13,832

$15,536

$14,684

$5,685

$4,202

$4,943

$106.33

$206.41

$1,383

$1,554

$1,468

$569

$420

$494

$10.63

$20.64

;

1.181

2,384

:

7a:'".:
7b

Average

$1,023
1.065

$1,151
1,218

,

traffic

$10.56

8.05
17.96
16.90
14.74
14.80
8.25
7.84

12.56
16.60
21.67
22.26
31.74
30.98
19.23
19.35

11.39
9.28
12.32
19.81
19.58
23.24
22.89
13.74
13.59

$156.37

6.31

•Interest at 6 per cent and taxes at 1 per cent (both on first cost in track), plus cost of mai ntenance, plus
pound interest will amount a> end of life to first cost in track less salvage,

experi-

Avge.

Wstr.

860

4b'

Total

device is known for resetting screw
thread in the wood has been destroyed.

*.Annual Co:St

Brghm.

Avge.

'Wstr.

765
1,018
1,286

.'

"'

the

of the screw spikes in the

$316
355
344
443
940
876
757
759
460
435

'

6a::
6b

spikes

satisfactory

after

When some

First Cost

lil^im.
$896
912

it

Conclusions

clips;

Type

of

have no advantage over nail spikes.
When used with clips without tie plates, the cutting of the
rail into the tie permits the rail to slip under the clip, thus
widening the gage.

oak ties.
After a service of 1 year 11 months the tie-plates were
observed to be cutting slightly into the ties and 4 screw
Six months later there were 16
spikes were found loose.
by 13

more and 124

or

In comparing the costs of Types 2 and
must be remembered that these two
types are on straight track and oak ties and would not be
suitable for curves or softwood ties.

corresponding type at Birmingham.

Type 6a

in.

for the screw spike.

,1

After 7 months' service 175 clips and 7 spikes were found
loose.
The improved clip was used on this type as well as
on Type 4a. After 10 months' service there were 405 loose
This type was
clips and 35 loose spikes but no cut ties.
then (October, 1911) eliminated on account of elimination of

in.

%

the spikes were loose.
The table below shows that both the annual cost and the
cost per million tons traffic are less for the nail spike than

spikes;

plates,

Vol. 64, No. 6

annuity, which

,

at 6

$15.64
per cent com-

tincluding installation and maintenance.

ment became so loose that they could be extracted with the

and 8 loose clips. After a service of 3 years
in. or more and 195
month 14 of the ties were cut
In May, 1914, when this
spikes and 40 clips were loose.
type, after 4 years' service was eliminated on acocunt of the
failure of corresponding type at Birmingham there were 161
loose spikes and 31 cut ties.
loose spikes

and

Type 6b
in.

^

1

by 13

— Screw

in.

by

fingers, the committee, after considering the several devices

Lakhovsky split lining
and 666 of these devices were applied to loose screw spikes,
at a cost of 6.82c. each for material and 9c. for labor in oak
This device did not prove effective,
ties or 7c. in pine ties.
It
as the spikes soon became loose again by turning back.
for securing screw spikes, selected the

spikes, malleable iron tie plate chairs 7

2 in.; bolts

After a service of

1

clips; pine ties.

and

year and

5

months the cutting of the

plates into the tie.-; was noted, l)ut although considerably
more than on Type 6a (which had been in service 7 months
longer) it was not over Ys in. Six months later 7 spikes and
one clip were loose. After a service of 2 years and 7 months
89 ties were cut 3^i in. or more and 168 spikes and 20 clips
were loose. In May, 1914, when, after 4 years' service, this
type was eliminated, on account of the failure of the corresponding type at Birmingham, there were 32 loose spikes
and 240 cut ties.
Type 7a Screw spikes; rolled steel tie plates 7 in. by
tie

—

13 yi in. by ^s in.; oak ties.
After a service of 1 year and 10 months the cutting of the
tie-plates, at outer edge, into the tics was noted and 5 spikes
were loose. Si.x months later 19 spikes were found loose.
After a service of 3 years only one tie was cut as much as ^yi
service
in. At this time 182' spikes were loose. After 4 years'

In August,

cluded, 21 of the ties

were

loose.

Type 7b

13^

in.

— Screw

by

%

in.;

H

^o^e and 75 spikes were
experimenr was conwere cut y» in. or more and 203 spikes

there were 16 ties cut
loose.

1915,

'"•

o""

when

the

spikes; rolled steel

oak

tic

])lates

7

in.

by

ties.

After a service of 1 year 5 months the cutting of the tie
plates, at the outer edge, into the ties was noted and 8 spikes
were found loose. Six months later 7 of the ties were cut
After a service of
in. and 8 spikes were found loose.
over
34

were cut ^^ in. or more
year and 1 month later
more and 37 spikes were
1915, when the experiment was con-

and 7 months 52 of the
and 50 spikes were loose, and
2 years

ties
1

149 of the ties were cut Ys in. or
loose.

In August.

.

seems evident that there is not sufficient friction between the
metal surfaces of the screw and the lining to prevent the
The hardwood plug method, which is
spike from turning.
extensively used abroad, was next tried, using locust plugs
of the same shape and size with relation to spike as the
wooden plugs used in France. This method was also unsucA laboratory
cessful, the spikes soon becoming loose again.
test of 32 screw spikes in plugged holes, and 12 standard
nail spikes driven in oak ties in the ordinary way, showed
that the average resistance to extraction was the same for the
screw spikes as for the nail spikes, viz., 5,000 lb. At least
The
a part of the plug was always extracted with the spike.
Collet trenail, which consists of a large hardwood plug
threaded on the outside and screwed into the tie, was not
considered advisable on account of the injury to the tie by
The
boring holes of such large diameter as is necessary.
Tenax lining was discarded as it is similar to the Lakhovsky
and has the same objections. The Thiollier helical lining
was considered but not adopted for the reason that it cannot
It was also thought to have
l)e applied to track in service.
the same olijection as the Lakhovsky, viz., that the metal
surfaces would not possess sufficient friction to prevent the
screw from turning back.
first
cost and the maintenance cost of track
3. The
equipped with .screw-spikes are both considerably in excess
ot tho.se of track equipped with nail-spikes, as shown in
detail in statement of annual cost of maintenance of Birmingham and Wooster experiments. The average first cost,
at Birmingham and Wooster, of ties and rail fastenings for
1,000 ft. of track with tie plates and nail spikes was $1,044,
while that of similar track with screw-spikes was $1,782, or
an increase of 71 per cent. The universally admitted higher

—
February

8.

l»c justified by a corSuch a
decrease in the co>t <i!' maintenance.
tliis
e\|)erinRiit;
not
effected
on tile contrary,
wa>
in
tlecrea>e
iMTatje annual maintenance lost of the nail spike track
tli<
>S, and tiiat of liie screw-spike track $SVJ, or an
Wlierc tic plates were not used
of 75 per cent.
in heavy service tracks is of course i)ractical)le only
I w hull
on straiijlii track on account of tlic rapid cutting of the rail
into the tii-s on curves) the sanie relation obtained, tiiough

first

We

cost of *irc\v->pike track tan only

rv.s|H)nclin);

I

cost of the nail-spike track beinn
$812 and that of the screw-spike track $1,087, an increase of
maintenance
of the former $.>0'> and that of
the
cent;
iS per
While derailed
the latter ?•>''(•, an increase of 30 per cent.
e^iuipment ha.s not at any time during the experiment damajjeti the tra> k sufficiently to throw it out of service, tlierel)y
necessitatinj' i|uick repairs, our record of installation of tiie
»cr\'W spike track indicates that in such a ca.se the time requireil to repair screw spike track would he more than 60
or cent greater than wouhl be reijuired for nail spike track,
Mill the same number of spikes and tie plates of similar
pattern, even if ties already bored for the screw-spikes were
In the event of an accident detroying any considat hand.
erable stretch of track, the avoidance of the delay to traffic
which would be occasioned by the excess time required to
make repairs with screw spikes would justify the use of
nail spikes for temporar\- repairs, and the subsequent application of screw fastenings, with the waste of material involved, would greatly increase the cost of repairing track
liter wrecks.
4. Cow-hair pads as applied in this test ha%'c no value as
a protection for the tic, as they were quickly squeezed out
from under the tie plates where the trafl'ic was heavy.
5. The 7 in. by •) in. by 7/16 in. plate is inadequate for
pine ties, or even for oak lies, under the heaviest traffic on
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and loblolly or sap pine ties are
not suitable for such traffic even with very large tie-plates.
The maximum load sustained by a tie plate under 100-lb.
rail is al>out 45 per cent of the load impo.sed liy the wheel
and. under our heaviest e(|uipment
includipg dynamic
augment and impact), is about 26,000 lb. on tangents and
the outer rail of curs-es, and 36,000 lb. on the inner rail of
sharp curves.
6. While the 7 in. by 9 in. by 7/16 in. tie plates were
fixind too small under heavy traffic, it is not determined
whether the 7 in. by 13^2 in. by 5^ in. tie plates or the
specially designed wrought- and cast-iron tie plates of
in
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lesser ratio,

tlie

first

I

(

and thickness, for the more uniform distribution
and save enough in the
less cutting of the tie to pay for the additional cost.
The
cost of maintenance with screw spike fastenings and 7 in.
by 13'.. in. by ?s in. tie-plates is greater than with nail
fastenings and 7 in. by 9 in. by 7/16 in. tie-plates.
7. Tic pLites when flat and symmetrical cut more rapidly
greater area
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are advised that the dailv trafiic over the

"

';-'

vrvw

spike

'

•

.Hit

,rd

,'"

*»

'

averaged
53,001) Ions jRT day.
twice tiiat on liie I....

I4i)'

niriiiiii^^li.iiii

probalile

,p,,.

t\-.

,,u,
,

1

jj

|,g

i

carried by tin l.,.,,.,,,^;,,.,,,,
v,,, un,. in.n ira. k liicir
not Ik- any more favorable than ours to the

ilie total

results

wiieii

lli.it

.\<

,

will

.screw spike.

The screw

s|)ikc track at

New Haven &
when

as

Hartford,

insjx'cted b\

New York,
alwmi the «tinv condition

Greenwidi, Conn.,

now

is

in

"
'

,,(.

cept that the cullini.'
creased slightly; the

,„.

,„c

|

show

of the ties

good for

eviil^

.-m

at least thre.

,|,e

,

screw spikes are starulmx up fruiii
to
in. .liar of the
rail and a few arc up an inch or more (which does not
indiany superiority of the screw over the nail spike). No
lases were found where the screw thread in the tie has been
,.

.»

cate

destroyed.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western is now ex|R-rimentnew fastening in which the tie plate is seturcd

ing with a

bolls extending through the tie

ijy

neath

have not proved
In conclusion,

and a metal plate under-

would seem

Tiiis

tiie tie.

to indicate ihat screw spikes
altogether satisfactory.

may

it

said that throughout this experi-

1)C

ment as elsewhere, it has been evident that there is no danger
to traffic from failure of ordinary rail spikes either by shearing or extraction, and the question of .securing greater holding power by the use of .screw spikes is solely a matter of
economy, so that

in order to justify its u.se the

must accomplish a reduction

in

screw spike

cost of track

maintenance
sufficient to offset its iiigher first cost.
This result has not
been accomplished
in fact, the .screw spike has not only
been more costly to maintain, but also less reliable than the
nail spike, and while it holds better at first, owine to its

—

greater initial resistance to extraction, it I..
loose under continued raising by the undul

the

The

rail.

nail spike

retains a very considerable portion of

A

dy
of

under similar cir

"Solemn Rite

its

till

holding power.

Circumlocution"

of

of the load, will prove economical

into the tie at the outer edge, thus canting the rail.

therefore

should

be so designed as to bring

the

They
line of

Willi aA CAPAriTY
to

state

When

necessary to slot joint bars to permit the use
of clips the slots should \>e semi-circular in sha[>e, as
largie
rectangular slots weaken the joint bars, causing

•

^;

ih;it

wmiH Ho

,

Tedit
-

...f.

I

.,n

u-
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,

Commission nnl
protend

One
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by
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t.

,.,_!..

ling reasons for the President's seizure

01
-

tl

,.jj,

m-

•

on

posi

has been diiatoi

reakage.

When the committee inspected the screw-spike track on the
Khuare. Lackawanna & Western and the New York, New
H iv. n &: Hartford, the maintenance of way officers of these
'

T'

KOR >rrnnMM;

Railroad Hill U:
making, leaving that

thrust as near the center of the plate as practicable.
8.

[M

'hat screw-spikes were giving entire satisfaction

ditions
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n-

'

it

..f

conn:

-•••

-(Vii

;)t

migli:

;

Rate

'

rite

of

liiii:

or

adopted as standard.
It should be borne in
"1
r. that new
.screw spike track was compared
with ordmary nail-spike track, and it is profitable that, if a
section of the latter had been laid new at the time of the
installation of the screw spike track, its performance would

end,
anil

11-

have

as satisfactory as. and its maintenance cost less
than, that of the screw spike track, as was the ca.se at Bir-

rrat

:«•-

mingham and Wooster.

tion.

•:

iK^en

I'lMiiv'

circunilixiition

it is

"

nearly al
not sdipiHl
it

priv.:..

A cut
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iiorUi.
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Transcontinental Rates to

Be Increased

COMMERCE COMMISSION on January
THE30 INTERSTATEopinion
Transcontinenand order
issued

tal

in the

its

Commodity Rate Cases, approving

in part

and deny-

64,

No. 6

port which are lower than the rates proposed by the all-rail
lines, unless corresponding rates are published by that company on all commodities which are adapted to water transportation.

The authority sought by the all-rail lines to cancel
of the less-than-carload commodity rates from eastern
defined territories to the Pacific coast and intermediate points
4.

ing in part the applications filed by the carriers for permission to increase rates to the Pacific Coast terminals on account of the commission's decision of June 30, 1917, that
water competition does not now justify lower rates to the coast
terminals than to intermediate points.
In Transcontinental Rates, 46 I. C. C, 236, the commission found that existing water competition between the east
and west coasts of the United States did not justify the
maintenance by the rail carriers or water-and-rail carriers
of lower rates on commodities from eastern defined terri-

all

than were contemporaneously
maintained on like traffic to intermediate points.
It also found that tlie maintenance of lower rates via railand-water routes tlirough Galveston on barley, beans, canned
goods, asphaltum, dried fruits, and wine from CaliforniaPacific coast ports to the Atlantic seaboard than on like

port rates as described in application No. 1084 from Pacific
coast ports to eastern defined territories.
The water-and-rail lines through Galveston should be
7.
authorized to establish commodity rates on barley, beans,

tories to Pacific coast points

from or to intermediate points was not justified.
Orders were entered requiring the carriers on or before October IS, 1917, to realign the commodity rates from eastern

traffic

defined territories to Pacific coast and intermediate points,
and the rates via rail-and-water routes through Galveston
on the commodities above named from California ports to
the Atlantic seaboard to accord with the long-and-short-haul
rule of the fourth section of the act.
By amendment to section 15 of the act approved August

1917, it is provided that until January 1, 1920, it shall
be unlawful to file increased interstate rates without having
first secured from the commission approval thereof.
Under tliis requirement, the carriers filed on September
21, 1917, Fifteenth Section Application No. 324, and on
October 22, 1917, Fifteenth Section Application No. 1399,
requesting authority to file certain increased commodity rates
from eastern defined territories to the Pacific coast, and, in
some instances, to intermediate points. On November 16,
1917, Fifteenth Section Application No. 1822 was filed asking authority to file increased rates on barley, beans, carmed
goods, asphaltum, dried fruits, and wine from California
ports to the Atlantic seaboard via rail-and-water routes
through Galveston. By Fifteenth Section Applications Nos.
1077 and 1083, filed October 8, 1917, authority is sought
to file increased export rates from various points in the
United States to Pacific coast ports on traffic destined to
points in Australia, New Zealand, Japan, China, the Philippine and Fiji Islands and in specific instances to Central and
South American and Mexican points. By fifteenth Section
Application No. 1084, filed October 8, 1917, authority is
sought to file increased rates from Pacific coast ports to
points in the United States and Canada applicable on traffic
originating in Asia, Australia, and, in specific instances, in
Central and South America, Mexico, and the Hawaiian
9,

Islands.

Hearings respecting the propriety of the proposed inNew York, N. Y., Chicago, 111.,
Portland, Oreg., and Washington, D. C.
The commission does not discuss its reasons, but after
creases have been held at

considering the evidence offered, both of a general and of a
specific character, its conclusion is given as follows:
1.
The carriers should be authorized to file the increased
rates proposed by the all-rail lines on all the carload commodities embraced in applications Nos. 324 and 1399.
2.
The water-and-rail lines via Galveston should be
authorized to file the increased carload rates proposed on

which through

articles as to

from group
3.

A

authority to

all-rail rates are not

to the Pacific coast

The Southern
file

rates

Pacific

and intermediate

published
points.

Company should be denied

on the 24 items mentioned in the

re-

should be denied, but they should be authorized to file increased rates on less-than-carload commodities to Pacific
coast points not higher than the present rates on such commodities to the highest rated intermediate points.
The carriers should be authorized to file the increased
5.
export rates proposed in their applications Nos. 1077 and
1083 from eastern defined territories to the Pacific coast.
The carriers should be authorized to file increased im6.

canned goods, asphaltum, dried

fruits,

and wine from

all

California ports to the Atlantic seaboard not higher than
the present all-rail rates.
The all-rail lines and the water-and-rail lines through
8.
Norfolk seeking authority to depart from the provisions of
the fourth section in order to meet the competition of the
Southern Pacific Company via its water-and-rail route
through Galveston have not shown that they are at such disadvantage in respect to this traffic as to justify fourth section relief and these applications should be denied.
Commissioner Aitchison, dissenting in part, said

The order of tlie commission entered June 30, 1917, which
denied authority to maintain rates on commodities from eastem defined territory to Pacific coast ports lower than the
rates contemporaneously in effect on like traffic, to intermediate points, could manifestly have been met by the filing
of tariffs reducing the rates to intermediate points to the
Pacific coast port level as well as by increasing the coast
terminal rates. The carriers have followed the latter course.
I am unable to agree with the majority of the commission
in the interpretation it placed upon the amended fourth section of the act in Transcontinental Rates. 46 I. C. C, 236,
252, which followed its decision Reopening Fourth Section
Applications, 40 I. C. C, 35. The adjustment proposed in
tlie tariffs now before the commission can be justified only
by ignoring the last paragraph of the amended fourth section, and this in my judgment can not lawfully be done.
I can not find that as to the comnaodity rates proposed in
schedules B and C, where advances are made either to the
intermountain country or to the Pacific coast ports, the carriers have justified the advanced rates as reasonable.
In
cases before the commission in which certain rates were prescribed as reasonable in and of themselves to various intermountain points, the whole traffic of this section was not
before the commission as is now tlie case, and it by no means
follows that rates which might then have been prescribed as
reasonable would have been made if the whole Pacific slope
traffic instead of a limited portion thereof had been under
consideration.

The American Merchant Marine on January 1, 1917,
comprised 37,894 vessels of five tons net register or over
and had a total gross tonnage of 12,250,000 tons, according
to a report of the Census Bureau. The geographical distribution of this gross tonnage was as follows:
Atlantic Coast
and Gulf of Mexico, 6,509,000; Mississippi River and its
tributaries,
1,621,000; Pacific Coast, including Alaska,
1,186,000; Great Lakes and St. Lawrence River, 2,738,000;
canals and other inland waters, 196,000.
The distribution
according to method of propulsion was as follows:
Steam
and other power, 6,098,000; sail, 1,089,000; unrigged,,
5,063,000.

•

'

Norfolk

& Western Hopper Car of

100

Tons Capacity

The Maximum Revenue Load Is 77 Per Cent of Gross Weight;
Single Member H-Section Center Sills
By
Western
Norfolk
THtshops
and put
&:

recently

built

at

its

B.

W.

Roanoke

into ser\ice a lOO-ton self-cleaning hopper car. of all-steel construction, using six-wheel trucks.

This car, known as the Class HR, has been built as a sample
from which the advisability of providing larger quantities of
this type of car may l>e determined.
The design of the car follows previous designs of Norfolk

Kadel
of the car is composed of a Bethlehem
H-section and extends slightly beyond the
bolsters at each end of the car, where it is milled off to exact
Pressed-steel draft sills are
length and a true surface.
-^N
.spliced to the center sill by means of a steel ba

The center

12-in.,

sill

84J^i-lb.

'

•

The dr^i'
ing and top and liottom cover plates.
against this casting in bufifing and the back si;

-

f^

?1

^r'V

.^1
*?*•

!

:,H1

^J—^jLJ^ ±

SKtxx>(H}. Stcfxnjf-r.

StctionA^ SttfionB-B.

—

A
^

^u^

^>

1

^"^
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fr^"-^

•
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Details of the Draft Gear and Draft

& W-^stem

hopper-bottom cars in that tlie drop doors are
^Tranced in pairs extending across the car from side to side.
Six pairs of doors are used, giving a door of>cning approximately 19 ft. 6 in. long. Each pair of doors may be dropped
indti'<

ndcnth of

ihi'

others.

arrangtci

Sill

Construction
.ctal 01

t.

that all tin

depending

The

draft

and are

313

nii

^

without

in. steel plates,

flanged,

>

sill-

tapcrt.i

Uic H-.sfctKin, so

to the center sill

i

n at the rear to 15 in. in
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depth at the front end and are spaced 15)4 in. between the
webs.
The Farlow one-key draft attachments are used. The
cheek plates are riveted to the inside faces of the draft sills

and form the stops
yoke
is

is

The
for the front follower in pulling.
and is continuous. The buffing load

laid horizontally

transmitted through the rear end of the yoke directly to

Details of the

Vol. 64, No. 6

For a carrier iron a.
type "D," with a shank 21^-in. long.
This is sup5-in. by 3>4-in. by 7/16-in. angle is used.
ported upon flanges cast from the cheek plates and is held in;
place by two bolts through the vertical flange of the angle.
The weight of the coupler is carried directly on the cheek

upon which rests the horizontal flange of the
and the bolts merely keep it in place. The coupler

plate shelves,
carrier,

Door Construction

A IJ^-in. by 5-in. key is used for
connecting the coupler to the yoke, and it will be seen from
the draft gear layout that an exceptionally large bearing surface has been provided between the key and the yoke and
between the key and the coupler. The ke)- has been relieved

the back stop casting.

formed by turning up the horizontal leg of the
By this arrangement removing the
and the yoke can
then be drawn out of the end of the coupler pocket.
The car is built up of plates and structural shapes, the
minimum plate thickness being ^4 in- Three diaphragms or
limit stops are

angle iron at the ends.

carrier iron also removes the limit stops

transverse plate girders are placed across the car to support

and transfer the weight of the lading to
At these diaphragms are placed inside
side stakes and wing plates are also carried up from the
diaphragms to a point near the top coping angle to stiffen
the sides of the car.
Midway between the diaphragms are
center

the

sill

the sides of the car.

placed outside side stakes of Caniegie

M-24

cross-tie sec-

3g"xZi'xl'r9'll^"/!ngh_

—A

'-1>-

1-

CiSL-S

fi

ft.

nr4_ci_4:J

^.,

Q

s

jsi_Iq.Z

3

Diam, Rivets

^rrpF

Drop Door Used on
tion.

The

the Norfolk

& Western Hopper

splices in the side sheets are

made

Car

at these stakes.

I-beam section are placed across the coalspace near the top of the car in the same transverse planes
Cross-ties of 5-in.

as the side stakes.
The side stakes support the car against
the cradle of the car dumper, over which the car must be

handled

The
.^^'^-in.

the car.

View

of the

Car Showing the Transverse Diaphragm

Members
of all bending stre~.«es by allowing the outward extensions of
the back key bearing on the coupler to overlap the inside

yoke bearing.
equipped with Sessions type

e.xtensions of the front

The
gear,

car

is

and the coupler used

is

the

M.

"K"

friction draft

C. B. 6-in. by 8-in.,

is a Carnegie bulb angle of 4-in. by
by ^-in. section, which extends the full length of
For a bottom flange member a 5-in. by jv^-in. flat

used; this member is in tension only. Where the load
it, near the center of the car, this bar is reinforced
with a 5-in. by S/16-in. flat bar.
The slope of the hopper is 3,i deg. and between each pair of
doors is a small hood to make the car entirely self-cleaning.
These hoods are likewise constructed at angles of 3,3 deg.
The ends of the car are formed into plate girders and are
carried up to form end coal boards, thus encouraging filling
out the ends of the car at the tipples and insuring a good
heap. The outer ends of the draft sills are supported from
l)ar is

requires

Interior

at times.

top coping angle

hcbruary

8.

19l»
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Truck centers

these end plate girders by two 4-in. by 3-in. by }i-in. vertical
Care has been taken to properly attach the end
angles.
plates to the corners of the car so that the

may

from the coupler

downward

forces

Height

the car.

The end

at the

ing upon the rivets. Special provision has been made at the
top of the 4-in. by 4-in. by 5/16-in. comer angles to take
care of the loads at this point when the car is stooled under
the comer jacking pad.
The bolsters consist of plate girders which are located above
the center sill and beneath the hopper chute. These are constructed of yi-in. web plates with top and bottom flange angles
on both sides of the plate, and cover plates. The angles on

2*Li_

''^'

.^4'.-L_C

the inside of the web plate and the cover plates are stopped
For a side stake at
off where the reduction in stress permits.
each end of the bolster a 3 1/16-in. by 2j4-in. by 7/16-in.
Z-bar is used. The web plate of the bolster is carried out

and riveted directly to the web of this Z-bar, thus avoiding a
duplication of rivets and framing angles at this point. Jacking pads are provided at the ends of each bolster so that the
car may be jacked at one point and stooled at the other.
The doors are supported by a simple door hook arrangement manufactured by the Wine Railway Appliance Company. No winding shafts are used, the doors being raised by
This arrangement is shown in detail in one of the
hand.
drawings.

The center sill where it passes through the coal space of
the car is faced between the flanges with l>^-in. oak boards
so as to present smooth sides for the coal when dumping
from the bottom or in the dumping machine.
The car is equipped with Lewis articulated six-wheel
trucks as manufactured by the American Steel Foundries.
It is fitted with Westinghouse 10-in. by 12-in. air brake
The hand brake is of the customary pattem,
equipment.
except that the brake staff is made in two pieces with reduction gears placed between them in order to give the necessary
braking power without having an excessive amount of chain
to wrap.

several months that this car has now been in
performance has been entirely satisfactory. The
general dimensions are as follows:

During the

service

its

Inside length

Coupled length
Length over striking faces

46

6 in.

45

ft.

49

ft.

ft.

7

2

in.

H

in.

ft.

in.
ft.

552 cu. ft
3, 380

now

If

From

lb.

From Overseas
to

publish regularly letters from

you receive a good

in France,

Railway Age pass

the

cu. ft.

100 tons

The Railway Age expects

let

in.

2,828 cu.

ft.

60.000

raikvaymen overseas.
is

6 in.

lOji

12

Letters

wayman who

2 in.

VA
11

Capacity
Light weight

it

a Lieutenant in

send

around for

One

letter

from a

in for publication

it

all to

of the

rail-

and

enjoy.

Shop Regiments

have just been reading the August number of the Railway Mechanical Engineer and have showed it to the French
railroad officers. They were particularly interested, but their
point of view is so different from ours that it is almost impossible to make any comparisons of work or methods in the
shop. While they do waste a lot of energy in polishing up
the ashpan and putting "inlaid patching" on the bumper
beam, they finally end up by turning out a locomotive that is
right and will stay right for a long time.
The French workmen start work at 6 :00 a. m. or rather
about 6:15 and do about three hours' work between 6 and 12.
At 12 they start to go home, or rather they start to go home
Work starts at
at 11 :45, and do not return until 2 :00 p. m.
2:10 p. m. and continues until about 7 p. m. Altogether
about five hours of work in a really good shop is all they do
The ashpan is just
in the entire day, but they do it right.
I

up

as the valves.

could not understand how they set the valves,
but finally discovered that the valve motion was so carefully
fitted up in the machine shop that it was not necessary to
make adjustments after it was applied to the locomotive.
The adjustable type of wedge which we use in America
made quite a hit with the French officers, but many of the
^the box is pretty
large engines here do not have wedges
tight fit in the jaw and they claim there is only one milliIt sounds a bit fishy to
metre wear in the jaw each year.
me, but I am no longer surprised at anything.

At

if'^i'd''-

ft.

to top of sides

as carefully fitted

The Door Latch and Locking Device

ft.

9

10 H.

Extreme height
Volume, level tidl
Volume, 30 deg. heap
Volume, total

be properly transmitted to the sides of

sill is an 8-in., 11 34 -lb. channel, which is framed
comers to 7-in. by 33<>-in. by ^-in. angles forming
short side sills under the slope of the hopper.
Diagonal braces of 7-in., 12-lb. channels are used, extending from the corners of the car to the back end of the draft
sill corner plates, to which they are riveted.
At each corner is a push-pole pocket which also includes
a jacking pad beneath the corner construction. The design
of the corner has been so worked out that, either in poling or
jacking, the end metal of the structural sections come into
bearing, and the load is transmitted to them without depend-

34

Inside width

Extreme width

No. 6

64,

first

I

—

—

These locomotives are in splendid condition they run
an eight-cylinder automobile not a pound any-

—

as smooth as

where.

The

title "engineer" over here covers a multitude of sins
engineer wanders about and looks wise, if possible
so far as I can discover, he never by any chance does any
work except to discuss technical subjects from the purely
scientific standpoint without arriving at any conclusion. Perhaps I shall revise all my opinions next week, so I'll go no
farther with them now.

—an

I

can

now speak

very

much

better

French than when

I

months.
The French people are very much pleased because our boys
The British make
all started in at once to learn French.
very little effort in that direction, and the French have
first

arrived

noticed

From

and hope

to be proficient in a couple of

it.

all indications the railroad

shops are to

all effects

I am amazed that the
and purposes strongly unionized.
French army, which is a very efficient machine, has not
The French workmen go
taken over the railroads also.
at exactly the same pace as in peace time and they spend
just as much time in polishing the ashpan and putting inIn this
laid patches on the bumper beam as they ever did.
little shop there is enough copper and brass to supply a
whole railroad.

—
February
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Owners

Attitude of Security

WARTiELD, president of the National

SUANTES

Asso-

of Owners of Railroad Securities, recently
members of the association
to
a circular
sent
regardin>; tlieir attitude toward the action of the j;overnnient
ciation

•

in taking control of the railroads, in which he said in part:
The action of tlie government in taking over tiie oi)eration

of the railroads of tl>e United States
recorded in our industrial history.

This association

and

this action

attention of

followed

lias

its

tlie

many

in reply to

most far reaching

is tlie

developments leading to

inquiries

now

calls to the

members the conditions under which

their

The questions involved are
have been taken.
concern to every bondholder and every stockholder
tlie railroads, and their adjustment should not he

properties
of vital

of

all

Indeed the results of
not be confined to the holders of
so large a part of the basis of all credit
railroad securities
but may be fraught with serious influence upon all enterprise for a generation to come.
The great question of permanent operation or ownership
left

their

to

executives.

ojx'rating

any mistake here

may

—

—

Its
by the government, we will not discuss at this time.
involves questions of great moment, not alone
to the fifty million people of the countr\- who own, directly

discussion

or indirectly, the securities of the railroads, but to all the

an economic question which
should be settkxl in time of pieace; it has no place in these
times of war and when there is to be discussed and determined tlie immediate necessities of the moment.
Nor
will we now discuss the details 'of the methods to be adopted
as

people

whole.

a

It

is

by the government for the temporary use of the properties
and for their return to their lawful owners after the war.
The exigencies of war and the conditions under which
the railroads of tlie country were lx?ing operated made it
imperative that their operation during the period of war
should have the backing of the government.
We are, therefore, to assume that the bill is distinctly a
measure of war, to give the necessary power to the President, and to protect the owners of tlie securities of the railroads during their operation by the government "at this time"
for the war period
and that such operation is for that

—

—

period only.

May

not

properly

owners of the railroads, therefore, very
the request that the bill be framed to cany
intention of taking the railroads for war

the

make

out the declared

purposes only and not for indefinite and continuous operation after the war, or for experimental purposes in connection with their operation or control.
It should not be
a requirement of the bill that the owners of the railroads,

whose properties have been taken as a measure of war,
must appeal to Congress to restore them at the expiration

We

may well ask
automatically take place at a
war.
It is not sufficient to say that we do not know under
what conditions the railroads shall be returned to their
owTiers
under what form of governmental control or regulation
or what may be the requirements for their future
operation under plans of greater centralization of railroad
capital and for greater co-operation in operating methods,
which may take place.
Such reasons do not alter the fact
that the government's tenancy is for the purposes explicitly stated by the President, and, therefore, can only be
temporary.
of the period for
that

their

which they were taken.

restoration

shall

fixed period at the close of the

—

—

•^ur purpose in addressing

you at this time is that you
the effect Of the most important
sections of the bill now before Congress and which greatly
concern the owners of the securities of the properties.
Provisions of less importance and certain ambiguities in the

may

bill

he informed

we need

as

to

not diJcuss

herein.

As

largely

representing
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such owners we should give co-operation to the government;
we have assured them of such and we should gladly accept
such rental for our prof)erties as may be just.
In fact,
there are no security owners, we assume, who are not willing
to make sacrifices as their patriotic duty and in their desire
to help win the war.
But, on the other hand, we should
expect that the government will state when the rental shall
cease and will operate and conduct our properties during
their tenancy, forced upon them and uf)on us through the
exigencies of war, with as little disturbance to llie organizations of the several properties, wliich have cost millions in
their development, as the

demands

of

war conditions

justify,

"nothing will be altered or disturbed whicli it is not necessary
to disturb," the President has stated.
VVc assume it is in this
spirit that the railroads have been taken over and will be
operated; in any other spirit, war conditions would be
utilized as an exjicdiency for depriving the owners of tlie.se
properties of their lawful as well as moral rights.
A great

moral question is involved here and we are confident we
can leave its settlement in the hands of our President who
was specific in liis reasons and purposes in taking over
the temporary ojieration of the railroads.
This association has now the greatest responsibility of
its
existence, because during the period of governmental
operation,

and when the war

.closes,

the

position

of

the

owners of the railroads should be clearly defined, and questions vital to such owners will arise.
W'hetlicr the great areas of unoccupied millions of acres
of land of our country can be successfully and intensively
developed by means better than through individual initiative and railroad operation, with the advantages incident
to the full play of individual human endeavor; whether the
full development of the industrial life of the nation can be
accomplished better than through the competition involved
in the building of railroads by private capital and the
competitive system for securing and for the establishment
of industries thereon, and through the proper and efficient
operation of privately owned railroads under government
control and regulation, wisely conducted; whether shippers
in competition with other shippers, and whether the public,
can secure better ser\'ice than through the service they have
been accustomed in times of peace to have offered them
under the stimulus of individually operated enterprise; and
whether cmplojees can be given through other means the
latitude for the enjoj-ment of personal liberty free from
political restraint
all these are questions which are not at
issue at this time, and should not be made an issue by an indefinite provision of an act of Congress permitting that to be
done in a serious situation outside of and beyond what the
President very pointedly stated was his purpose in the
premises.
As previously pointed out these are economic
questions too vital to the country to bring up at a period
other than during the time of the peaceful pursuits of the
people and the conduct of our government in times of peace.

—

Nevertheless,

if

there

is

the intention to permit a situation

which will make it impossible
you to get back your properties with the value attached
to them at the time they are taken as going concerns, and
w'hich will fasten permanent government railroad operation
on the nation, without adjusting the terms of p^iN-ment for
to be created the result of

for

the principal of the properties,
tion of your securities
tion

should be

and only

it

is

essential to tlic protec-

fair to

you that such inten-

made knowTi now.

The QiANTtTY
States in 1917

of Coat. Exported from the United
was larger in both quantity and value than in

any earlier year in the trade, the total quantity being about
32 million tons, including bunker coal, and the total value
$11.^.000.000.— BM»rtm of the National Citv Bank of
York.

New
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Export Freight
EXPEDITE THE

the traffic promptly, and for this purpose deliveries should
be made as far as possible as follows:

in Trainloads

MOVEMENT

of food and Other supFrench and Italian governments
about 30,000 carloads of which are waiting to be
shipped from western points A. H. Smith, regional director
of the eastern railroads, has issued a circular prescribing
regulations under which this freight is to be concentrated at
Chicago, East St. Louis, Buffalo and Pittsburgh so as to
be sent forward, so far as practicable, in train loads; and
considerably better
it is hoped to get the freight through in
This order was issued on January
time than heretofore.
low temperature, snow
29, but the continued severe weather
and wind combined have since that day delayed freight
seriously than hemore
throughout the Eastern states even
fore; "so that the benefits of the new plan have not yet been

To

plies for the British,

—

—

—

—

delivered a train load of flour
(from Buffalo) at Constable Hook, New York harbor, on
Monday, February 4; but the ship which was to receive it
could not be brought to the dock. Floating ice baffled for a
whole day the three tugs which were assigned to the task of
realized.
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The Lehigh Valley

Consolidate at East
Consolidate at Chicago on
St. Louis on
Mich. Central
..C. C. C. & St. L.
(irand Trunk ..
..C. C. C. & St. L.
Ualt. & Ohio...
..Bait. & Ohio S. W.
N. Y. Central.
..C. C. C. & St. L.
N. V. C. & St. I
..Toledo, St. L. & \V.
..Toledo. St. L. & \V.
Wabash.
Mi. h. Central
N. Y. Central
C. C. C. & St. L.
Or: nd Trunk
Wabash.
nsylvania
Vandalia.
X. Y. Central
C. C. C. & St. L.

For port delivery by
Boston & .Mbany
Boston & Maine
Bait. & Ohio
Central of X. J
Delaware. L. & VV

.

Lehisb Valley
X. Y. Central
X. v. O. &

W

sylv
Pbila.
S:

Reading
Maryland ..'
Chesapeake & Ohio
Xorfolk & Western

W

Bait. & Ohio
C. & O. Ry. of Ind
Pennsylvania

W.
W.

of the Allies are to be sent for loads to the piers at the railroad terminals, and for this purpose each of the roads has,
so far as practicable, assigned such piers as it can spare,

This arrangement
without demoralizing its other traffic.
will do away with the necessity for a large amount of lightering and should save a great deal of time. The assignments

as follows:

ing nine or ten steamers.

South of Ohio

S.
S.

to shortage and crippled condition of lighters and
and adverse conditions in New York harbor, the .ships

of piers are as follows:

river or Central Freight territory tributary to

& Ohio
& Ohio

Owing
tugs,

placing the ship.
The regulations are under five heads and are in substance

Concentrate at Chicago all shipments originating at
1.
Chicago or tributary to the Chicago gateway; at East St.
Louis, all tributary' to that gateway; at Buffalo shipments
from Canada, Michigan and other points tributary to Niagara
Frontier; on roads leading into Pittsburgh, shipments from

Bait.
Bait.

Vandalia.

New York
Erie

Central

—

^\\'eehawken, four piers

—Weehawken, four

piers, three of

accommodat-

which are allocated

Belgian relief steamers; the fourth pier will accommodate
one steamer.
Delaware, Lackawanna &: Western Hoboken, two piers
with accommodations for three steamers.
Lehigh Valley Constable Hook, one pier which will ac-

to

—

—

Pittsburgh.

commodate four steamers.

Make solid trains or groups at concentration points
2.
for each road to each port, holding cars accordingly, and
advise this office daily by wire how many cars for each port

One pier which will accommodate
Central of New Jersey
two steamers; but some dredging must be done.
Baltimore & Ohio Will berth some steamers at .'American docks, St. George, Staten Island.
Pennsylvania Has no piers available where there is sufficient depth of water for ocean-going vessels.
This arrangement is in addition to the regular arrangements for berthing of ships at railroad elevators for bulk

at each concentration- point and
long the oldest car has been held. Initial road east of
Chicago, East St. Louis, etc., will wire this office date and
time each train or group of cars starts, stating number of
loads, routing and deliver}' road at port.
These trains will be known as G. O. C. New York C
,3.
No. 1, G. O. C. Boston S No. 1, etc. Chicago will use, as
shown, the prefix "C"; East St. Louis prefix "S"; Buffalo

and route are being held

how

—

—

—

grain.

"B"; and Pittsburgh "P."
4.
G. O. C. prefix of permit numbers must be carried
on waybills and running slips.
Routing can be changed to obtain full trains or full
5.
groups of cars, provided always that the delivery road and
the port must be protected and cars must be delivered to the
road that will insure this delivery. These trains and groups
of cars will be routed to the ports by roads best able to move

Maturing Securities

in 1918

LoREE, president of the Delaware & Hudson, has
prepared the following statement showing the securities of railroads, public utilities, industrials and
municipals maturing from January 1, 1918, to December

L

.SI,

F.

'

1918:

United States only
State. co--.ntv

Public
Railroads
Jl/.J.'i:

|;,nuary

9,421.167

Tcbruaiy

March
April

May
lune

.,

f„ly

August
September
Octoher

877

.

utilities

Industrials

and municipals

Total

Cuba and Mexico

87.663,688
59.301.065

$15,792,723
25,229.775

$28,149,987

$69,059,275
97,153.198

$6,831,500
643.000

22.554,325

6,480.620

42,884.935
93,053.846
86,285.178

719,500
434.000
696.000

4.602.240

9,247.750

57.205.820
30.102.248

11.875,400

17.436.692

6,535,934
13.189.688

21,879.150

21.114,092

9.102,781

11,406,250

10,037,942

11,752,481

42.299,454

24 750.su
6.990.709

79,061.000

285,442

19.822,057

131.919.312

7,561.530

7,143.400

10.072.942

7.371,291

31,578,342

12.503,000

20.498.711

4,450,950
7.386.000

6.162,167

5.658.731
3.645.961

7.124,656

3,290,729

36.770,559
25.505,747
37.037.083

10.590.500

8.385.442

30,441,562

11,575,-101

48,084.924

3,497,500

$182,637,760

5120.673,97!

$741,631,853

$58,215,530

6.088.344

November

24.211.948

2.409.750

neceniber

3,763,781

2,304.280

Total

$214,191,439

Note:
I'igur

3.201.191

.S.

.

90,000

10,629,000
4.020,000

railroads, public utilities md industrials were obtaintd from Moody's Manual of Securities.
section, these being the latest compilations available,
iiunicipals were obtained fi om the Financial and Commercial Chronicle, state and city
which will presumably be taken care of through
sad securities. $55,522,634 ire equipment trust bonds, all or a substantial portion of
eated under the cquipmenl trusts.

Ambulance Train

British

The Midland Railway

of

England Has Built a Sixteen-Car

Train for Our Forces
I

llEKK WKRF,

It ^oldiiTS

ANY DOVUTS

would

American Wounded

for

a> to wllCtluT Wouiulid AmcriLiill

properly tukcii care of on their journeys by rail to the hospitals behind the lines in France,
ihcy have all been disi)ellod by the announcement made by
Surjieon General Bradley with the American Army in France
on January (> that 15 complete hospital trains have been
orderetl in England and two in France for this purpose.
lie

in

France

Each car

built

i.-,

of well-M-a-oned

and

timljcr

jiainted

khaki color, with two large red crosses on a white ground
on either side. For identification purposes, the number of
each car and the distinguishing letter are conspicuous on
each side, and the train number with the distinguishing letters U. S. A. T. is painted on tlie extreme ends of the train.

The

train

and

lights

is

and lilted tliroughout with cli-ctric
roofs are semi-elliptical, witli high

vestibuled,

The

fans.

and airy ceilings. Every care has been taken to admit of
the interior of the cars being kept clean with tlie least effort.
The floors are covered with linoleum or lead, and have
rounded corners.
'

tnouu'li

Sick

Officers'

The announcement followed

till

The gangways between the cot«
stretclur.
An abund.i

are wide

1

"

.,f

Day Saloon

the placing of the orders

some

on December 29 the American ambassador, a number of United States Army and Navy officers and prominent
Americans and Englishmen were able to inspect at the St.
Pancras station in London, the first of the completed trains
one built in the car shops of tlie Midland Railway of Eng-

time, for

—

land.

In the Patriotic

War Number

of the RailiLay Ai^c

Gazrilr there appeared a description of one of the ambulance trains built for the Briti.sh Government by the Great

Eastern Railway, and emphasis was placed on the extreme
make the railway journeys for their wounded as pleasant and restful as jxyssible
under the circumstances. The American train, illustrations
of which are given herewith, likewise shows evidence of this

American

Officers Inspecting the

Accommodations

care that the British have taken to

British skill

and

care.

The complete

train consists of 16 cars with accommoda4o0 persons, there being .>9,> cots for wounded
and facilities for the staff and personnel. Each car is 54 ft.
long, mounted on four-wheeled bogie trucks, and equipped
with Wcstinghouse brakes.
The couplings, draw hooks,
steam connections and side chains are to the international
standard. The total length of the train. Without engine and

tion for about

trn.I.r

i-

'M

;

ft

;,,vi

it-

weight (unloaded)

4.?5

tons.
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water (2,835 gal.), apart from the drinking water, is carried
in tanks built in the roof.
In addition to the equipment for heating the train by
steam from the engine, the Staff car R and the Personnel
r( ulating
car C have each a separate, self-i
hot
water a])paratus for use when the
attached.
of
cars
on
The order
the train iA-IO Brake and "Iving" infectious ward car.
'

'

•

i

—
B—
D-I— Kitchen
F— Pharmacy
Staff car.

tar (with officers' compartment).

.1-/, .1-.', A-j;. .1-./— Ward cars
car.

(four).
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—

A-5, A-6, A-/, A-8, A-p ^Ward cars (five).
D-2 Kitchen car (with N. C. O's and men's compartment).
C Personnel car.

—
—
E— Brake and

The brake and lying infectious ward car (A-io) contains
four wards, each fitted with six beds, an attendant's com-

also provided in this car, containing a 4 ft., 6 in.
is fitted with hot and cold water and shower

room

is

bath,

which

bath.

The nine ward

cars are open throughout, with a lavaEach car contains 36 foldone end.
ing cots, in three tiers, the cots in the middle tier being so
folded
down to form backs for
can
be
arranged that they
tor}'

stores car.
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compartment

at

on the lower tier. An ample supply of drinking water and conveniences such as paper racks, ash trays,
The sides and roofs of
etc., is provided for each patient.
these cars are painted in glossy white enamel.
Pharmacy car F comprises a dispensary, and treatment
sitting cases

medical

linen room, and a pantry for mediand an emergency compartment. The corriis wide enough to pass a stretcher into the

officer's office,

cal comforts,

dor on this car
treatment room.

and racks

The

dispensary

is

fitted

cupboards
Part of this

witli

for bottles, surgical dressings, etc.

car is partitioned off and provided with eight berths, in
which bad cases can be treated.
Kitchen and men's mess car D-2 contains a large kit
store, wash basin, and kitchen similar to that on car D-i, a
mess room, with folding table for the men, and a smaller
mess for the non-commissioned officers, the latter having two

The Kitchen Car
partment with

lavatory

and

toilet

accommodation, and a

guard's compartment with bed, folding table and seat, lavatory, etc., in addition to the usual brake equipment.
Staff car B contains dining room and sleeping compartments for the medical officers and nurses and lavatory and
This car is
toilet accommodation, including side sprays.
also furnished with wardrobes, cabinets and book racks,
and is finished and panelled throughout in polished ma-

hogany.
Kitchen car D-i contains an

officers'

pantry and cook's

Copyright by Undcr-iood

War

&

U'iderwood, N. Y.

Car Arranged for Sitting Cases

beds, so that the senior

N. C. O's may

sleep there

if

de-

sired.

Personnel car C is arranged similarly to the ward cars,
except that the mattresses of the beds are covered with
American cloth, so that the beds can be used as seats by the
staff during the day.
Kit racks are provided, and also small
lockers under the beds.

Brake and store car E contains a large linen store and a
compartment provided with slielves for carrying the general provisions required on the train, a kit store and compartment for perishables and a meat safe.
A brake compartment similar to that on car ^4-70 completes the car.

—

Central

News Photo

One

of the

Nine

War

Cars

room, with three sleeping berths, dining table, seats, etc.
The kitchen, which is a spacious compartment is fitted with
an army "Dixie" range with hot water supply, and a "Soyer"
stove.
A comfortably furnished sitting sick officers' compartment forms part of the kitchen car, having wood linings
and tables of polished mahogany, and the seat coverings of
moquette, w-ith a lavatory compartment adjoining.
A bath

J.^PANESE Imports of Railw.w Equipment.
Among the
principal imports into Japan during 191S and 1916 were
railway cars and parts valued at $308,312 in 1915 and at
$149,039 in 1916; locomotives and tenders valued at $113,-

710 in 1915 and at $60,091 in 1916.

Steam Locomotives Exported from the port of New
York during December, 1917, were valued at $873,377.
month were valued at $680,127.
The total exports for the month of December, says a recently
issued bulletin of the National City Bank of New York,
Steel rails exported in that

amounted

to

$86,304,580.

February
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New

Priority Regulations

and feed, which arc handled by the Fuel and
Food Administrations. The committee will, however, con-

coke, or foixls

of the War Industries Board on
IViority Circular No. 3 defin-

rKiukiiits DIVISION
THEFebruary
4 made public

ing the rciiulations which the I'riorities Division now
has in effect for iktirmininn precedence in orders and work
and describing the incthuds of administering them. The regulations are subscrilicd to by the Secretary of \\ ar, Secretar)- of

chairman of the Shipping Board and the
Emergency Fleet Corporation, and the
chairman of the Council of National Defense. The circular
Navy,

the

tiie

of

pre^ident

di.'^doses a

the

much wider

operations tiian

field of

in tiie first circular issued

in

September of

tliat

defined

The

last year.

apply to all individuals, firms, associations and corporations engaged in the production of copsteel
and in the manufacture of their
iron and
per,
products; of chemicals, cotton duck and woolen cloth, and
all such other raw materials and manufactured products as
the committee may deem necessary from time to time.
regulations

priority

I'nder

new

the

regulations,

all

orders

and
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work are

divided into four general classes instead of tliree as heretofore: Class AA, Class A, Class B, and Class C, with such

AA-1, Class AA-2, etc., Class A-1, Class B-1,
Class A.\ comprises only emergency war work of a
Class A comprises all other war
special or urgent nature.
work; that is to say, orders and work necessary to carrj- on
ammunition,
destroyers, submarines,
the war such as arms,
airplanes, locomotives, etc., and the materials or commodiClass B
ties required in their production or manufacture.
comprises orders and work which, while not primarily designed for the prosecution of tlie war, yet are of public
interest and essential to the national welfare or otherwise of
^cial importance. Class C comprises all orders and work
not embraced in the other three classifications and no certifiAll orders, work or materials
cate will be issued therefor.
not covered by priority certificates will fall within Class C.

sider ap|)lications

for priority assistance to procure tools,
equipment, or supplies for the production of these commodities.
Tlie committee's work does not cover tran.sportation
and it does not attempt to expedite transportation.

No
fied

industry, plant, material, or commodity will
as such.
Only specific orders for materials,

l>c

classi-

commod-

or work arc classified according to their importance
war preparation or in work necessary to the public
interest and essential to the national welfare, or otherwise
ities,

in

of exceptional importance.

"The paramount purpose of priorities," the circular says,
"is the selective mobilization of the products of the soil, the
mines, and the factories for direct and indirect war needs
in such a way as will most effectually contribute toward
winning the war. In requesting priority the petitioner should
join with the committee in applying the test: To What

Will

Ivxtcnt, if at All,

tribute,

and

tlie

Granting of

Directly or Indirectly,

if at

All,

How

Urgent

Is

this Application

Toward Winning
the Need?"

the

Con-

War;

subdivisions as
etc.

The new regulations

in

no way change or modify any priority
The rule of procedure from now

orders previously issued.

AA

shall take precedence
on
that orders and work in Class
of those in all other classes; orders and work in Class
is

A

preceding those in Class

work

in

B and

those, in turn, orders

and

Class C, irrespective of the dates the orders were

placed.

'"The

classification

"simply means that

it

of

an

order,"

the

circular

states,

shall be given such precedence over

may be necessary (and
be necessary) to insure deliven- on the
It does not mean that work
date specified in the order.
should cease on orders of a lower classification or that the
order should be completed and delivery made in advance of
orders taking a lower classification if tliis is not necessary to
effect deliver)' within the date specified.
The one to whom
a priority certificate is directed should make his own production plans so as to get the maximum of efficiency out of
his operations, making all deliveries at the times contracted
for, if possible,
and where this is not possible, giving
precedence to those orders which take the highest classiorders of a lower classification as

only such as

may

fication."

As a general

rule, where an application for priority cernecessary, it should be made by the one placing
on which the application is based, in the name of
the department or official for whose account the order has
been placed, whether of the United States government or one
of the allied governments.
In the latter case, the application must be made through and with the written approval of
the war mission, which is representing that particular government in this countr\-.
Government contractors or subcontractors, however, may make application for priority
direct to the committee if their need is urgent.
The committee does not administer priorit}' on coal and
tificate

is

the order

Questionnaire on New Equipment,
Additions and Betterments
DiKiccroK General

of R.ailku.ads McAuoo has addressed
a circular letter to the railroads under date of February
2,

calling

blank forms as

for complete information
to

on accompanying

new equipment,

additions, betterments, extensions, etc., already contracted for or which are considered
necessarj- for 1918.
The roads are asked to send one copy of
the answers with all possible despatch to the Regional Direc-

whose jurisdiction they are subject and the other to the
Commerce Commission.
In determining what additions and betterments, including
equipment, and what road extensions should be treated as
necessary, and what work already entered upon should be
suspended, the roads are asked to be guided by the following
tors to

Interstate

general jirinciples:
"From the financial standpoint it is highly important to
avoid the necessity for raising any new capital which is not
absolutely necessary for the protection and development of the
required transportation facilities to meet the present and prospective needs of the country's business under war conditions.
From the standpoint of the available supply of labor and
material, it is likewise highly important that this supply shall

not be absorbed except for the necessary purposes mentioned
in the preceding sentence.

"Please also bear in mind that it may frequently happen
that projects which might be regarded as highly meritorious
and necessary' when viewed from the separate standpoint of a
particular company, may not be equally meritorious or necessary under existing conditions when the government has
possession and control of railroads generally and therefore

when

facilities heretofore subject to the exclusive control of
the separate companies are now available for common use

whenever such common use will promote the movement of
traffic.

"While the questions and blanks group together additions
and betterments designed to improve capacity, efficiency and
economy, this is done because of the difficulty of drawing
sharp lines bet^veen these objects. It is important to emphasize, however, that under existing conditions the primary
thing to accomplish is increased capacity' to handle the traffic
of the country.

"Please send as soon as possible the information called for
and II of the questions and send the information
called for in part III as soon as the accounts for December,
in parts I
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1917, siiull l)C cuni])kt(.'d to the point wht-re it is possible to
The c|uestions are as follows:
semi the informution."
1.

Submit statement of equipment authorized or contracted
for, or the contracting for which during the calendar year
1918 is believed by the management to be necessary for the
proper conduct of the business.

Show

tlio

number

of units, li.sting separately locomotives,

and other equipment in accordance with the descriptions relating to type and design carried on the blank form;
where and by whom constructed; probable time of delivery;
estimated probable cost of each unit; and estimated probable
cars,

cost of aggregate.
in corresponding detail units of equipment which
anticipated will be retired from service during the calendar year 1918, with the ledger value thereof, and approximately the way in which such ledger value will be disposed

Show

it

II.

Show additions and betterments (exclusive of equipment)
and road extensions authorized or contracted for since Decemljer 27, 1917, or which in the judgment of the management it is necessary should be authorized or contracted for
during the calendar year 1918, as follows:
(1) Total cost of additions and betterments

(excluding

road extensions) to existing roadway and structures which are
primarily and principally calculated to increase the carrier's
capacity, efficiency, or economy in respect of traffic which
it expects will be offered and which could not be expeditiously
and efficiently handled w-ithout such additions and betterments.
In dealing with this class of expenditures, bear in
mind that under existing conditions railroad facilities can
and ought to be used in common so far as such common use
Hence, even if
will increase capacity, efficiency or economy.
an expenditure would be calculated to promote these objects
as to a particular railroad if viewed as a separate proposition,
it would not be included under this heading where under
existing conditions approximately the same objects could be
accomplished by the greater common use of existing facilities
of other railroads, or where the desired result could be better
obtamed by some joint expenditure for common use.
Give brief description of character and location of each
project grouped under this heading where the cost charged to

•

Show
mileage), construction of new branches or new lines.
Say
mileage and estimated cost. Describe each extension.
serve
territor}a
or
designed
to
is
whether the construction
locality which is already served by some other transportation
system, naming such system, or is designed exclusively to.
develop territory not now served in a practicable way by some
Give fully the reasons why such contransportation line.
struction should be entered upon at this time when it is of
the highest importance to conserve capital, material and
labor for the undertakings which are absolutely necessary
and which cannot be postponed. Where practicable give an
estimate in figures of annual net revenue from railway operafrom such new construction.
Indicate the probable time required for completion and
putting into operation.
tions to be derived

is

of in the accounts.

investment account aggregates $50,000 or more, and show in
addition cost chargeable to operating expenses.
As to each
project of $50,000 or more thus separately listed, show
probable time the addition or betterment will be completed
and put into operation. As to each such project of $50,000
or more give explanation of benefit anticipated through
enlargement of capacity or increase of efficiency or economy,
giving as far as possible estimate in figures of annual amoimt
of anticipated increase in net revenue from railway operations likely to result therefrom.
(2) Additions and bettemients (excluding road extensions)
to existing roadway and structures, which the management
thinks should be made during the present calendar year,
even though not primarily and principally for the objects
Stated in No. 1.
Describe separately each such project involving an investment cost of $25,000 or more; show also
amount chargeable to operating expenses, and give reasons
why such projects should be entered upon at this time, bearing
in mind the consideration stated in the next succeeding paragraph in opposition to entering at this time upon any expenditures which are not absolutely necessary.
As to each such
item of $25,000 or more, state benefit anticipated therefrom
and give where possible estimate in figures of anticipated
annual increase in net revenue from railway operations likely
to result therefrom.
(3) Extensions of existing lines (i. e., additional road
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III.

As to additions and betterments (exclusive of equipment)
and road extensions which were inaugurated prior to December 28, 1917, and which have not been completed:
(1) Show amount authorized and amount already expended, showing separately (a) amounts chargeable to operating expenses, and

(b) amounts chargeable to investment
(See 5 below.)
(2) Show what part of this work in the judgment of the
management, without detriment to the carrier's capacity, efficiency and economy, can and will be suspended in order to
carry out the general policy herein outlined of postponing
expenditures which could be avoided by joint use of facilities
of other carriers and which ought to be postponed so as to
conserve capital, material and labor.
(3) As to projects which the management believes should
not be suspended, (a) as to each project whose investment
cost is $50,000 or more, falling in the class described in
paragraph 1 of II and (b) as to each project whose investment cost is $25,000 or more and falling in class described
in paragraph 2 of II, give description and show separately
investment cost and amount chargeable to operating expenses,
and percentage of completion.
As to projects falling in
class described in paragrph 2 of II, i. e., those which are not
primarily and principally to increase efficiency, economy or
capacity, give the reasons why the management believes the
work should be completed.
(4) As to all extensions of existing lines, and construction
of new branches or new lines, show same information as is
account.

called for in paragraph 3 of II above

and show also percent-

age completed. Show which of these projects can and ought
to be suspended in order to avoid unnecessary expenditure of
capital, material and labor at present.
(5) .\s to all itei'ns under III show the information as of
December 31, 1917.

Scottish Railway Stockholders' Protection.

—At

a

meeting of shareholders of Scottish railways held on DecemIjer 19 in Glasgow, the following resolution was passed:
"That an association to be called 'The Scottish Railway
Stockholders' Protection Association' be and is hereby constituted, its objects being to take all necessary steps to safeguard and protect the interests of Scottish railway stockholders at the conclusion of the war, and that an executive committee consisting of 20 stockholders, with power to add to
their numbers, he appointed, five to be a quorum, with full
]5owers to carry into effect the formation of the association,
to fix its constitution, and to take all such necessary- steps
and measures and incur such expense _as may be deemed
necessary by the executive committee to carry out the objects
of the association and manage its business."
Thereafter the
meeting elected 20 representative stockholders to act as an
executive committee, with powers to add to their number. A
circular is shortly to be sent out to all stockholders of the
Scottish railways inviting them to join the association.

The Relation

of the Railroad to the

Inauguration and Development of

Farm Bureaus

in

Farmer
New

York State Has Had Far Reacliing Results
By George
Passenger

Amkkica
IN from the

Ai.DNi:. Ijroadly speakinj;,

rr;ilYir

was

the |)olity adopted

of pushing the railroads out ahead of
not only into the far and middle West,
In all these
but also into unsettled sections of the East.
cases the railroad projectors built upon hope and with a
vision and a financial courage unequaled probably in all
start

the po|)ulation,

mankind.

the history of

Coupled with the marvelous achievements in securing the
capital, solving the engineering problems and marshalling
and directing the

forces

of

men and

was

material, there

another phase of this pioneer work that
in middle life can well remember as boys.

some of us not
I refer,

yet

of course,

to the gigantic colonization agencies of the Union Pacific,
the Uurlington, the Santa Fe, the Rock Island, the Mis-

Northern Pacific and other great systems

souri Pacific, the

of the West,

which, not content with posting quarter sheet

cards on every telegraph pole, fence

and

bam

in staid

New

emissaries by the thousands across the
sea and there preached the gospel of prosperity and happiDi-ss in the land of freedom to the daring or the disappointed

England, sent

its

We know how whole states such as Kansas,
Minnesota, and tlie Dakotas were peopled thus.
forget, howe\er, that the go\'ernment did not
do this and that the people of the United States as a whole
did not do it, but that we owe this, which has probably
been one of the most important factors in our present national greatness almost, if not quite wholly, to our railroads.
Europe.

of

.Vcl'raska,

We

often

The

activities

of the different railroads in contributing
development of the territory served by

agricultural

to the

vary not only with the different sections and
and with the character of the products raised, but
marked
degree, with the individual judgments,
a
opinions or preferences of the different railroad managements concerned. This is but natural when you realize that
the work is done by railroad men who do not claim to be
farmers, but who are obliged to select from the many plans
put forth by agricultural experts those best suited to their
conditions and to the degree of effort, personal and financial,
the)- feel they can profitably expend upon it.
.\l)0ut the year 1910, W. H. Truesdale, the president of
their

lines

localities

also

in

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

Western, himself a western
manager of one
became impressed
with the way in which our national food production was
being overtaken by domestic consumption, so that i.ot only
was the margin for export rapidly reaching the vanishing
point, but the unprecedented condition apparently approaching when America would not produce enough foodstuffs for
her growing population.
It was manifest that the printed bulletins of the agricultural department fell far short of accomplishing their
theoretical purpose, by reason of the inability of the average
man in any line of business to interest himself in the printed
page without accompanying demonstration and personal
the

man and

before coming east the general

of the largest of the western granger roads,

contact.

The

advice of the United States Department of .Agriculand Professor W. J. Spillman, chief of the
anagement of the U. S. department, and

was sought,
division of farm

ture

'Kxtracf

m

from an

.^»rlcuMure. Worcester.

address heforc the
Mass., Januarj- 9.

CuUen

A.

.NLuuiner, Dcluwure,

Massachusetts

Stale

Board

of
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Wi-sti-rn

the creator of the idea of the county agency, proved most
in laying before us the principles which had
already crystallized in his mind, and ujjon wliicji the County
Farm Bureau of today is founded. Professor Spilhiian's
experience with county agents in tiie Soutli, where they had
originally been sent to exterminate the boll-wcn^vil and had
gradually developed into general agricultural advisers and
had led to tiie introduction in that section of diversified
farming, inspired him with the thought that the ideal unit
of scientific, agricultural instruction was the county.
He
saw that the opportunities which an agricultural exf>ert had

enthusiastic

in working in a restricted area, gave him an advantage over
any other possible method, by reason of the fact that it en-

abled him to get into personal relationships with each farmer
and to add to the mere cold, hard, scientific instruction, the
persuasive power of personal contact, and by persistent application upon the individual farmer induce him to try the
methods which science had proved were good and practicable.
Professor Spillman welcomed the opportunity to experiment in a section such as that of the southern tier of New
York, where he believed the conditions ideal to demonstrate
the practicability of his plan, and when he found the Lackawanna ready to contribute the funds necessary for at least
one half of the support of tlie bureau the first year, and the
Binghamton Chamber of Commerce one fourth, he found
funds available in the U. S. department for the remainder,
and in !March, 1911, the Broome County Farm Bureau was
organized.
The first year of the Broome County Farm Bureau was
a very trying one, owing to a variety of causes, such as the
unfamiliarity of the farmers in tliat particular region with
scientific methods, skepticism as to the practicability of
anything particularly new or progressive, and we must admit, a certain hesitancy to accept anything so freely offered
by a railroad corporation and a chamiier of commerce. The
work did not become really successful until an asscxiation
of farmers was with some little difficulty formed and financial support obtained therefrom.
I
never saw a better
illustration of the fact that where your treasure is. there
will your heart be also, than in this work, and I am now
a firmer believer than ever in the fact that if you want to

man's interest, you had better first get his capital.
This was soon followed I)}' a contribution from the county

get a

itself through its ijoard of supervisors, so that today these
two agencies, the Farm Bureau .Association and the board

of supervisors, contribute over two-thirds of the total expense. Of course, witli the development of the farm liureau
throughout the nation, and under the provisions of the SmithLever act, the United States government and the state gov-

ernments contribute to such fann bureaus. I think, $600
each per annum for their support, in addition to furnishing through the state colleges all of the assistance and direction necessary to make the county agent successful.
Following the Broome County Bureau, and. in 1912, the
formation of the Farm Bureau of Cortland County- was
brought about by the Lackawanna on lines similar to those
already described.
Shortly following that came
county and then others in rapid succession.

Chemung

Raymond A.
Pearson, assistant secretar}' of agriculture at Washington,
I

1118.

Lackawanna &

have just received

a

letter

from Hon.
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"'Ihis work must have been well done,
in which he says:
it
because it has stood the test of six or seven years, and
has been followed by the location of county agents in a
Of the 2850 rural counvery large number of counties.

1900 now have county agents and about
1200 of these have women demonstration agents, an outI always
growth, by the way, of the farm bureau plan.

ties in this country,

thought that the interest of your road in this matter came
from a genuine appreciation of the fact that the railroad
business and the farmer's business, to a large extent, depend upon each other. In the present emergency, the im-

portance of these great industries in their intimate relations
are being emphasized as never before."
The county farm bureau under competent management
the best medium not only
is, in our opinion, unquestionably
bringing
for disseminating scientific information, but for
many
about among the farmers co-operative action along

where until recently they have been suffering seriously
This feature
from too great a degree of individualism.
manifests itself in a variety of ways. On the one hand, we
their
find farmers through the farm bureaus purchasing
supplies, agricultural implements, fertilizers and what not,
otherwise be
at very much more favorable terras than would
possible and with a much better prospect of prompt delivery
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In all cases, the city employers have paid their
as plowing.
employees the difference between the ruling price of farm
labor and the wages which they were receiving in the city.

men have worked on the farms under this
arrangement, and all reports are that it has been of real
value to the farmers in the emergency existing, and has
contributed materially to the increase of acreage under culAll of this would have been entirely impossible,
tivation.
but for the agency of the farm bureau.
The possibilities of these farm bureaus, aided by the ever
willing service of the railroad company, in the matter of
improved metliods for securing labor, the introduction of
farm machinery, and particularly, in the yet undeveloped
field of better marketing conditions, are, in our opinion,
most attractive, and, in fact, hold the promise of greater
usefulness than anything yet accomplished.
Several hundred

lines

by reason of the quantity of the shipments. On the other
hand, they are in many cases making possible the sale and
shipment of farm products under much more favorable terms
than heretofore, the farm bureau agent being located genin
erally in one of the principal cities of the county and
contact with the general consuming public, either directly
or through the agency of some railroad, and thus finding
markets of superior attractiveness and securing improved
treatment at the hands of the distributors in those markets.
The possibilities along the latter line are very great, and we
look to see counties acting as units of distribution with very
promising results, both to the farmer and to the consumer.
In several other respects, the farm bureaus have, particularly

during the past year, proved of a high degree of use-

fulness.

An

interesting illustration of this

is

had

in

the

meeting called by the Lackawanna at Binghamton, N. Y.,
on April 7, 1917, at which the farm bureau managers of
13 counties were present, accompanied each by four of his
Farm Bureau Association directors. These 65 repre.sentative authorities on farm needs and opportunities were gathered together with some 40 of the leading business men and
bankers of Binghamton, Cortland, Norwich and Elmira and
one or two other cities, and an entire day was spent in the
discussion of ways and means to increase the production of
the counties represented to meet the demand for foodstuffs
growing out of the entrance of this country into war.
The effects of that meeting have been continuous throughout the subsequent period, and have resulted in a number
of important, and, in some cases, original movements.
Through the impetus flowing from this meeting and by the
instrumentality of the railroad company, over 30 car loads
of seed potatoes, which apparently could not otherwise have
been obtained, were brought into the section involved. The
use of tractors for plowing has been successfully experimented with, and will undoubtedly be largely increased in
Perhaps the most notable of all has
the coming season.
been the response to the request of the farmers for labor. In
this matter the farm bureau agents have acted as a medium
for the temporary transfer of employees of manufacturers
in Binghamton, Cortland, Norwich and Elmira to the farms

Broome, Cortland, Chenango and Chemung counties.
This has been made possible by the unprecedented action of
of

the large employers of labor in those cities, in releasing a
considerable number of their men for periods of from one
to four weeks in the planting and harvesting seasons for

general farm labor, to which also the railroad company has
contributed a number of its section men for such rough work

Carbocoal

—A

ANEW COMMERCIAL

New

Fuel

PROCESS for converting bituminous

coal into a fuel which is smokeless and has die characteristics of anthracite coal, has been invented and

perfected by C. H. Smith, who has been working on this
process for some time in conjunction with Blair & Company, of New York. The bituminous coal is taken in its raw
state and subjected to a distillation process at relatively low

new

temperatures which distills off vapors and permanent gases,
leaving what is called Carbocoal to be made into briquettes.
An important feature is that valuable by-products are obtained from the gases, the revenue from the sale of which
largely compensates for tlie cost of the process.
The residue from the distillation is pressed into hard and
durable briquettes.
These briquettes are practically pure
carbon, having only one to four per cent volatile matter.
They provide an intense fire and are adaptable for use on
The
locomotives where high steaming rates are required.
adaptability of this fuel for locomotive use has been determined by actual locomotive tests, at which high rates of
combustion were obtained with practically no smoke. It has
been found particularly suitable for use where limited grate
area is obtained and restricted boiler capacity requires an
efficien fuel.
It is easily handled; the briquettes do not
readily disintegrate.

The accompany
the

table shows the products obtained from
raw bituminous coal by the distillation process. The

Raw Bituminous

Coal

—2,000

lb.

Carbocoal Briquettes— 1,440
Cases and Vapors— 560 lb.

Vapors

— 360

lb

lb.

— Benzol,

Toluol, Naphthas, Motor Spirit,
Creosote, Oils, Tar Acids, Lubricating
Oils, Anthracene, Pitch and
tar oil products.
Ammonical Liquor Ammonia (Concentrated), Sulphate of Ammonia, Cyanogen,
Pyridene bases and other
nitrogen compounds.

Tar Oils

and Fuel
other

—

—

,

Permanent Gases 200 lb.
These are used to provide heat for the
process, or

may

distillation

be used for commercial purposes.

coal tar products are recovered in their primary stage, there
being available some 20 gallons of tar oils for the market
as compared with four or five gallons from the same grades of
Many of the bycoal in the ordinary carbonization process.
products which are obtained by this process are in great

demand

manufacture of e.xplosives.
on railroads, for domestic
use, in stationary and marine plants where smokeless operation is desired, and for kilns and gas producers. This process
is being handled by the International Coal Products Corporation, of which Mr. Smith, the inventor of the process, is
president.
An experimental plant has been in operation at
Irvington, N. J., and plans are now under way for the
for use in the

Such a

fuel will find a field

construction of

new

plants.

The Railroad

Control Bill Is Reported

Committee Ameiulments Provide tor Termination
Government Control After Fixed Period

of

WAtlllNdOM,

Willi
of

AMKNUMtMS

providiiij^

for

the

termination

government's control of the railroads at
period after the close of the war, and
rcstrKting the President's authority to fix rates by a
provision for a review by the Interstate Commerce Commission on appeal, the administration railroad control
was reported by the Senate committee on Monday
bill
and is expected to be reported by the House committee
In the Senate bill the period of governlater in the week.
ment control is limited to 18 months after the close of the
war with discretion in tlie President- to terminate it sooner.
No change
In the House bill a two-year period is provided.
was made in the provision for the compensation of the roads
,-ed on their net operating income for the three years endJune 30, 1917, but the Senate committee inserted an
undment to prevent any increase in compensation based on
rnings or surplus accruing and invested in the property
uuring the period of federal control.
Because of the nature of the changes the bill was introduced in the Senate as a new bill S. 3713, and on Tuesday
S. 3752 on account of an omission.
it was reintroduced as
It was referred back to the committee for a report later in
Chairman Smith said he would ask for its
!io
week.
rly consideration.
Senators La Follette and Cummins
.11 file minority reports.
The expressed wish of the administration that the period
i^overnment control should be left indefinite, in order that
ngress might not be circumscribed as to time in reaching
determination as to the future status of the roads after
ilio war, was disregarded by a considerable majority in both
committees.
Although most of tlie Democrats voted to leave
''k- period indefinite and most of the Republicans voted for
time limit, the votes were not entirely controlled by party
iisiderations and the well-known advocates of government
nership, such as Senators Cummins and La Follette and
presentative Sims, were against any limitation.
The House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce on Saturday adopted an amendment providing for a
;w()-year period after the war by a vote of 15 to 6.
All of
Republicans voted for it and also Representatives Ray.rn, Montague, Coady, Dewalt, Snook and Sanders from
long the Democrats.
The amendment was proposed by
i)resentative Montague, who had originally held out for a
-year limit.
Amendments proposing a 3-year limitation
red by Representative Barkley, an 18-months limitation
red by Representative Parker, and a one-year limit
:ired by Representative Esch were defeated.
The amendiits voted by the House committee include one to provide
tli.it the proposed guarantee shall be "not in excess" of the
three-)ear average.
Another provides that a report shall be
made on January 1 of each year of the expenditures from
the $500,000,000' appropriation.
The House committee on Tuesday agreed by a vote of ten
•ight to give the President unrestricted control over rates.
Senate provision regarding rates provides that wlieniver in his opinion public interest requires, the President
may initiate rates by filing same with the Commission. The
rates shall be fair, reasonable and just and shall take effect
at such time and upon such notice as he may direct, but
the Commission shall upon complaint enter upon hearing and
consider all facts and circumstances.
After full hearing it
may make such findings and orders as are authorized by
.1

tlie

fixed

l:

'

L-

the

commerce law.

The Senate committee

held executive sessions on the

bill

D. C.

throughout last week.
The first result of its deliberations
was a test vote of 7 to 6 for an amendment limiting the
period of government control to one year after the close of
the war.
On the following day liie committee also voted
7 to 6, but by a different alinement, against allowing the
President unlimited authority to fix rates. Tho.'^e who voted
for I'residential rate making were Senators Smith, Myers,
Robinson, Thompson, James and Poindexter, while those
who favored retaining full power in the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission were Pomerene, Gore, Underwood, Cummins, Townsend, McLean and Kellogg.

An
The

effort to reconsider the votes

was also defeated

7 to 6.

were taken without the sixxific language of
the amendments having been drafted.
After a conference by
members of the committee with President Wilson a compromise on a limitation of 18 months after the war and
test votes

giving the President power to control rates subject to the
right of the commission to review his action was adopted by
a vote of 1 1 to 4, those opposing being Senators Gore, Cummins, Poindexter and La Follette.
Senator Cummins pro-

posed an amendment providing that during the period of
readjustment after the war until Congress determines on tlie
future status of the roads they should be controlled by a
board of five consisting of an engineer, a financier, a representative of shippers, a railroad man and a lawyer.
He also offered an amendment providing for a reduction
of the proposed guarantee.
In specifying the period for the
termination of government control after the war the Senate
committee authorized the President to relinquish control
over all roads before that time. It also inserted a provision
for the benefit of the short lines giving the President disup to July 1, 1918, what roads are to

cretion to determine,

be included in the plan, but providing that control of a
may not be relinquished after that time and before
the relinquishment of control of all roads except by its
railroad

consent.

Instead of passing on petitions of railroads for general
increases in rates, as in the past, the Interstate Commerce

Commission may have imposed upon it in the near future the
interesting function of passing upon the application of the
President of the United States for permission to advance
rates to offset fising costs of operation and higher wages, if
the bill becomes a law in the form it was reported by the

Senate committee.

This,

does not mean that
personally before the commission in the way that the railroad executives have appcare<i
with indifferent success on numerous occasions, to e.xplain
of

course,

Woodrow Wilson would appear

why the last partial increase had proved insufficient or to
be told to cheer up and wait to see if the increased traffic
of the next few months would not suffice to keep him out of
the bankruptcy court.
Nor does it mean that he would be
subjected to cross-examination by Clifford Thorne and
others

as

to the details of maintenance charges or the
surplus which has re-echoed through
Washington since the word billion became commonplace.
What would happen in most cases in which the President
desired an increased rate may probably be described by the
formula used by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
announcing the latest change in demurrage rates: "The
Director General of Railroads having requested the commission's approval for filing of tariffs by the following-

"thousand million"

named

carriers, viz.

:

It

is

ordered, that the rules, regulations and charges above specified be, and they are hereby, approved for filing by said
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carriers,
affect

relative

thereto.

It

is

further ordered that said tariffs may be filed, effective on
upon not less than one ( 1 ) day's
*
* *" In the case of ordinary changes in rates
notice.
,

in which the President and the Director General are not
particularly interested doubtless the carriers would file fifteenth section applications in the usual manner, which

would be approved or denied as in the past.
But, assuming that the wages of railway employees are
increased by several hundred million dollars, and that other
expenses continue to increase as they have during the past
year or even remain stationary, it is conceivable that the
President or Mr. McAdoo, or both, having in mind their
responsibility for a "thousand million" dollar guarantee, to
use rotund figures again, might propose that the expenses
of the railroads be borne directly by those who use the railroads, rather than that a part of them should be defrayed
by those who pay taxes. In other words, the President or
Mr. McAdoo, or both, might find themselves in the position
of a railroad president faced with increasing expenses on the
one hand and fixed interest charges and a dividend rate
that cannot be reduced without serious consequences on the
other,

way

Rulings on Excess Profits Tax

without formal hearing, which approval shall not

any subsequent proceeding

and might attempt

to

remedy the situation

in the

same

that the railroad presidents have tried.

Quite likely other remedies would occur to other people,
just as they have on similar occasions in the past, but it is
at least within the domain of not too violent assumption that
the President or Director General of the Unified Scrambled
Railroad under such circumstances might follow the precedent so often set by the president of the X. Y. Z. Railroad
and ask for a general increase in freight rates. Under the
terras of the bill it is not strictly accurate to say that he
would "ask" for the increase, or that he would even

"demand"

it.

He would

initiate

it

and the

Interstate

Com-

merce Commission would guide it to its ultimate destination.
Mr. Mc.\doo, in his testimony before the House committee,
indicated that such a possibility had occurred to him and
that in an event of such importance he would naturally suppose that the commission would hold hearings in the usual
way and make a recommendation. He made that assertion
under his assumption that the Interstate Commerce Commission could not regulate the President of the United States.
If Congress changes that assumption by declaring that it
can delegate legislative power to a commission by giving it
explicit instructions that all rates shall be "just and reasonable," but that such power cannot, or at least will not, be
delegated to the Presdent, Mr. McAdoo's proposed method
would be reversed and he or the President .or both would
recommend and the Interstate Commerce Commission would
have the ultimate decision.
A general advance in freight rates might be no more popular with shippers if initiated by the President, or by the
Director General, than if initiated by railroad officers, but
it might be less popular and quite probably it would be less
If increased wages should threaten to
effective to say so.
create a deficit after pa3'ment of the guarantee to the railroad

companies an administration which already has found some
difficulty in picking out new sources of taxation might
naturally prefer to make the railroads pay as they go, rather
than to make up a deficit by taxation after\vard.

—

British R.4n.\\'.\YMEN's War Record. One hundred
thousand members of the National Union of Railwa)Tnen of
England are serving with the forces. Over 3,500 have been
killed.

—
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Imports of M-^vchinery Into Hankow. The value of
railway machinery imported into Hankow, China, in 1914,
amounted to $46,551; in 1915, $34,091, and in 1916,
$34,166.

REGULATIONS

for the interpretation of the excess profits

by a board of experts in the treasury department with the aid of an advisory committee of business men, economists and accountants, have
been approved by the Secretary of the Treasury and are
now in the press. A statement giving a digest of the regulations has been issued by the Bureau of Internal Revenue.
The provisions which are of most general interest are
those which deal with the definition of invested capital of
corporations and partnerships and with the treatment under
Section 210 of cases in which the capital cannot be satisfactorily determined and under Section 209 of cases of
drafted

law,

nominal

The

capital.

of Section 210, which permit the deduction to be computed by reference to the deductions as
determined in the ordinary way in the case of representative
concerns engaged in the same trade or business, are held
to apply to a number of classes of exceptional cases, among

provisions

which are the following:
Where on account of defective accounting it is im( 1 )
possible to accurately compute the invested capital.
In the case of a foreign taxpayer, where the Secre(2)
tary finds upon application that the expense of securing
the necessary data is unreasonable in view of the amount of
tax involved or that it is impracticable to determine either
the entire invested capital or the entire net income.
Long-established business concerns which by reason
(3)
of conservative accounting or the form and manner of their
organization would, through the operation of Section 207,
be placed at a disadvantage in competition with representative concerns doing a similar business.

Where the invested capital
(4)
tionate to the taxable income, as for

is

seriously dispropor-

example because of the
one year of the earnings of capital unproduc-

realization in

through a period of years, or of the fruits of
antedating the taxable year, or because of inrecognize or properly allow for amortization,
obsolescence, or exceptional depreciation due to the present
war.
lively invested
activities

ability

The

to

provision which

interest is that

is

probably of the greatest general
for the computa-

which lays down the rule

invested capital of corporations and partnerprovides that the invested capital shall
consist of the actual capital paid in and of the paid in or
earned surplus and undivided profits, exclusive of the untion

of the

ships.

The law

divided profits of the taxable year. The law also prescribes
certain limitations upon the valuation of assets and other
items.
The regulations provide that the total of the capital,
surplus and undivided profits as shown on the books, adjusted
as required by the limitations just referred to and as permitted by certain other provisions of the regulations, shall
constitute the invested capital.
In the few cases, however,
where this total exceeds the adjusted value of the admissible
assets (the law expressly excludes assets the income from
which is tax free), the invested capital must be reduced
so as not to exceed the total value of the admissible assets.
If there has been any change in the invested capital during
the taxable year, the monthly average shall be taken.
In addition to the express provisions of the law relating
to invested capital, several of the provisions of the regula-

tions supplementing those of the

law are of the

greatest im-

portance.
If, because of failure to provide for depletion,
depreciation, obsolescence, or other expenses of losses, the
books of the corporation or partnership do not show its true
surplus or undivided profits, the necessary corrections must

be made.

expended

But on the other hand, amounts which have been
in

ble property

the past for plant, equipment, or other tangiowned and in active use by the corpora-

still

February
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8,

and which have been charged as current
may, unless such expense has been claimed as a
deduction under the income tax acts of 1913 or 1916, be

tion or partnership,

expense,

surplus account, proper allowance bein>; made
Amounts so expended for
lilelitHi or obsolescence.
MJl, trade-marks, trade-brands, franchises, and other

jdded

to tlie

!.

may be adileil only if bona tide payment
therefor specilically as such in cash or tangible
IV.
No readjustment can be allowed, however, for
iitures made for the general development of intangible
tangible a^set^

i.ide

but such cases may, to some extent, be provided for
Section 210, to which reference has already been made.
Another im|)ortant provision relating to the invested capital

uiuu

of a

i

lOqioration or partnershiii
tisfactory evidence that

is

that,

when

tangible

it

can be shown
has been

property

gift or at a value clearly and substanof the cash or par value of the stock extherefor, then the amount of the excess shall be

<d to

it

by

e.xccss

lu

a1

as paid-in sur|)lus.

..,v.>,.ii.J

One other important provision relating to corporations is
that every corporation must describe in its return all its rektion with other affiliated corporations, and that in certain
the Commissioner of Internal Revenue may require
affiliated

corporations to

make

a consolidated

return

Further provision is also
for the assessment of the tax on the basis of sucli
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number

minor derailments due

of

idated returns in certain cases.

Unparalleled Delays by Storms
"EASTERN TERRITORY," which term
Chicago and St. Louis
and north of the Potomac and Ohio rivers, were just getfreight traflic to moving with some approach to normal
;;ons on Sunday last, when the fifth spell of zero and

RAILRO.^DS
THE
now covers

IN'

all the States east of

tini:

zero temperatures,

accompanied by high winds, put a

—

movement of heavy trains and at many places
more serious than at any previous time,
all trains
weather has now hampered railroad operation in ceniij northern New York for sixty days, and the same is
a less degree of northern Ohio, Indiana and Illinois.
By Sunday, February 3, the number of freight cars above
normal
number waiting to be moved, both eastbound and
'uund, loaded and empty had increased in eastern terliy several thousand over the numbers one week previut on that day trains were moving on nearly all lines.
He New York Central sent east from Syracuse about
the

'

—

:i

—

—

The Pennsylvania, which

cars.

suffered severely in

of Januar}- 26-28, had got its main lines and most
IJut on Sunday night the
liranches in fair condition.
'ature fell rapidly, and with high winds, filling cuts

rms

than plows could clear them, stopped freight traffic
completely on the main line of the New York Central
»cji of Albany, and the difticulties on the other trunk lines
'

-t

»nd in the anthracite region were scarcely less severe.
"'

"ly
•

;.

to

'd

Elkhart" (101 miles east of Chicago). From data
his office on Tuesday it was estimated that

in

.-:hout

the entire eastern district the reduction of freight

because
50 per cent.

tuiiuage,

20 to
In

On

morning Regional Director A. H. Smith reported
on account of weather "all the way from

difficulties

of

severe

weather conditions, was

from

New York harbor navigation was impeded seriously,
making delivery of coal increasingly difficult. Several tugs
with loaded tows of coal were caught in ice in Long Island
Sound. Shortage of labor at tidewater piers, due to extreme
cold, seriously

retarded the unloading, of coal, and the coal

was badly frozen.
All lines reported

freight trains stalled

in drifts,

and

a

ice

in

flanges

and

At Cincinnati on Tuesday conditions were improving, low
temperature having caused the river to drop quite rapidly,
but interchange tracks were still under water. About SO per
cent of the lines were still blocked by flood conditions.
Placing of empties in the Somerset coal region was discontinued on Monday at 3 p. m., due to severe blizzards, with
drifting snow and derailments of through trains and empties.
The Lake Shore Limited due to arrive in New York Monday was lield in a drift 24 hours. A train of stock had been
stalled in the snow in northern New York since early Monday evening. Many men were having their faces, feet and

hands frozen so that the releasing of stalled trains was carried
on under great difficulty.
Trains were being delayed at all important terminals
waiting for engines from round-houses, due to inability to
get men to work. Four eastbound freight trains were staled in
snow west of Syracuse Monday and not shoveled out until
Tuesday, though 20 engines and a large gang of men were
kept at work Monday and Monday night as long as they
would work. It was so cold that the men refused to remain,
Freight operaclaiming they could not live out of doors.
tions in that territory were practically suspended.

income and invested capital.
le

to

switches.

The
So much
Mr. Smith's

Situation on

for the situation on

Wednesday
Tuesday. On Wednesday

office summarized traffic and weather conditions
extremely severe, but in the Central West the temperature was rising rapidly. Freight movement Tuesday was
Sucli roads as did move any
"practically at a standstill."
freight reported movement from 5 to 25 per cent of normal.
Freight trains were stalled in snow and engines were frozen.
There was a shortage of water for engines; the water plugs
froze as fast as they were thawed out.
Derailments were
caused by broken truck frames.
Throughout New England high wind made it impossible

as

still

to

keep tracks open and practically

packed

in so solid that a large

of plows, engines

all

freight trains that

Tlie

snow was so hard and

number

of serious derailments

started out were stalled in snow\

and cars further blocked operations.

On Wednesday morning there was 6 to 8 inches
in northwestern New York.
No freights were

of

new snow

being oper-

Passenger trains were running from 2
South of Coming on the New York Central
a northbound freight train was derailed by a broken truck,
throwing cars on southbound track directly in front of a
southbound freight, which struck the wreckage, derailing the
engine and four cars. In northern Indiana Tuesday's blizzard blocked several roads, the cuts filling with snow.
In
western Pennsylvania it was necessary to limit passenger
trains to six cars and then they were barely able to proceed
with two engines.
In the coal regions the cuts are blocked
with from 16 to 20 feet of snow and the placing of empties
is still greatly hampered; there is a good supply of cars if
they can be placed. Two rotary plows have been sent from
the Erie Railroad to assist in clearing branch lines in the
Pennsylvania coal regions.
At Cincinnati the river fell, but ice from the flood was still
seriously blocking railroad operation.
The Ohio roads on
Tuesday moved 560 cars of coal north from the coal fields.
Placement of coke empties and movement were seriously
ated in that section.
to 4

hours

late.

affected.

Coal moved into Chicago Tuesday, amounted to 1,158 cars,
about 70 per cent of normal. The Chicago, Terre Haute &
South Eastern was again temporarily shut down by snow
drifts.
A new spreader was put in service to keep cuts open,
but the conditions were so bad that very little was accomplished.
Thirty-five cars of anthracite coal were moved
through the Pennsylvania tubes to Long Island on Tuesday.
Five steamers were bunkered in New York on Wednesday.
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J.

ductor to his

are authorized to use the telegraph will
the meswrite a telegram and send it to the telegraph office
senger boy will carry it there and bring the reply back to
in preference to making a mailgram, because
their desks
they thus save themselves the trouble of enclosing the telegram

men

THE

who

—

—

in

an envelope.

the assigning of the agents and the
order a man to a certain place to relieve
another employee and then make no arrangements whatever
for transportation for either of them, knowing all the time
Then
that they cannot travel on the trains without a pass.
these men commence to send telegrams for transportation;
despatchthe
come
in
on
and after waiting awhile they will
And the
er's circuit-to be fixed up with wire transportation.
despatcher may be busy and may lay out some train while he

Chief clerks

operators

who have

will

preparing the wire passes.
Files of papers are sent out to agents and others and
prompt return is required. But no attention is given to this
requirement until the general office begins to trace for them
and then the division clerks commence to burn up the wires
is

for the return of those papers.
Another flagrant abuse of

the wires arises from negagainst
emdiscipline
necessary
ployees who do not follow the instructions contained
For instance a local freight
in bulletins and circulars.
conductor neglects or refuses to move a short load
The trainmaster may
or an empt>' from some station.

lect

to

apply

the

despatcher or the trick despatcher for not
seeing that the car was moved (and I have seen just such
action) and then tlie chief despatcher, if he is not able to
put over his argument that it is a matter that is strictly up

criticise the chief

Copyright Committee

Public Information.

No.

6

which is wholly uncalled for. His course onl\^ serves to make
more telegraphing and simply calls the attention of the con-

L. Coss

SEVERAL ARTICLES which have been published recently concerning this subject might well go farther
into the detail of the numerous abuses in this line. A
large portion are due to pure laziness on the part of certain
For instance all sorts of clerks, including some
employees.
chief clerks,

64,

to the conductor falls into the habit of putting out messages
to the local conductors (to do certain work) in a reckless way

Unnecessary Telegraphing
By

Vol.

From Underwood

&

known

dut>-.

After a while the

men

in charge

become careless, and assume that if anything is
wanted, beyond going from one terminal to the other, they
It would be just as logical for
will be advised by telegraph.

of trains will

the roadmaster, in the evening, to telegraph to all his foreto be sure and come out on the track the ne.xt morning at

seven o'clock.
I once worked on a division where there was a heavy interchange of traffic at many junction points and much irregular work all the time; but I do not think there were half
a dozen messages about filling out trains, etc., during my stay
The division officers had
there, which was about a year.
their men well instructed, and they went along and handled
Such an arthe trains to the satisfaction of all concerned.
rangement can be carried out on any railroad; and the men
would rather work that way than to be receiving a telegram

at every station

what

to

do

at the next.

much

telegraphing done concerning the
furnishing of cars at stations for local loading. If the afternoon form of telegraphic car report were filled out in the
proper manner by the agent who orders cars this report
would answer every purpose; but this is not done and very
Some roads require
little is said to the man who neglects it.
a separate message sent to the chief despatcher when stock
cars are required; but why should not the car report suffice?
The daily car report made up by the agents and mailed in to

There

is

far too

the division office is sufficient for answering many tracers, if
the clerk receiving the report would look at it instead of
putting it directly into a pigeon hole. The consist of a train

should give all the information necessary for the next terminal to handle it; why send a separate message because

The icing instructions
is stock and meat in the train?
as well as the loading time of the stock, etc., can be put on

there

the consist.

AW of these troubles are due to the fact that the persons
not doing their part are not held responsible.

Underwood, K. V.

United States Marines on the Second Lap to Berlin

—

General

News Department
imuiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

The
The
'

Central station and hotel at Ccntralia,

Illinois

destroyed by

lire

on I'lliruary

111.,

were

5.

office building of the Maine Central at Portland, Me.,
imaged by lire on I'l'bruary 2 to the amount of $50,000.
lin dospatchcrs had to establish a temporary office in

^ton

& Maine

& North Western

D. C, for an
r-gcneral of railroads.

:;:;ton,

at

Chicago, have been called to
period to assist the

Government Regulation

i

\

.

Suspension of manufacturing, to conserve coal, has been
ordered in Canada for three days, Saturday, Sunday and
Monday, February 9, 10, 11. The order, which was recommended by the fuel controller of the Dominion, includes
munitions plants, but does not apply to the Maritime provinces
or to

contribution to the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
was received during the past week from the Empire Steel &
Iron Company, of Catasauqua, Pa., for $20.

One

indefinite

The "terminal" passenger station at Chattanooga. Tenn.,
aocorJiiiL; to a press despatch of January 22, is to be used
the roads entering that city; and the union station,
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and its aflines, will be devoted wholly to offices.
•

Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund

building.

H. T. Bentley, superintendent of motive power and machinery, and E. E. Belts, superintendent of transportation, of
icago

forced to accept the handicap of an ill considered
transcontinental road engineered for party and not for patriotic
ends."
This historical sketch has been reprinted in pamphlet form.

"has been

Western Canada.

W. T. Wolff, superintendent of freight station service of the
Pennsylvania Western Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa., addressed the
Iowa Commission on Car Service and a large gathering of
J officers and shippers at the Chamber of Commerce,
ines, Iowa, on January 31.
He spoke on the intensive
- of freight and the "sailing day" plan.
The Alton & Jacksonville, a 21-mile, standard gage line be•wffn Alton, III., and Jerseyville, has suspended business and
perty will be sold as junk. The State Public Utilities
>sion of Illinois, in an order issued last December,
r:^ed the railway line to cease operations, but the company was delayed in doing so by suits brought by the bondholders.

The flood of January 28 in Southwestern Virginia, washed
15 bridges on that section of the Southern Railway between Bristol and St. Charles, 92 miles. At the natural tunnel 600 ft. of track was undermined. Between Big Stone Gap
and Appalachia, 5 bridges were destroyed, and between Ap'^ia and
There were numerous
St. Charles, 6 others.
us all along the line, and two trestles were
de»»ay

'

of Fuel Oil

President Wilson, on February 4, issued a proclamation
putting under license the manufacture and distribution of
fuel oils; and a scries of regulations has been issued by the
Fuel Administration establishing a preferential list of consumers which is headed by railroads and steamships. Difficulties in transportation are mentioned both in the proclamation and in the Fuel Administration's statement as having
made the order necessary.

Equipment Necessary

for Engineering

Regiments

The scope of the work of equipping the regiments
way engineers now in F'rance is indicated by the cost

of rail-

of

ma-

ordered up to date, which approximates $70,000,000.
The equipment so far ordered includes several hundred locomotives, more than 100,000 tons of rails, more than 3,000 comterials

plete turnouts, 500,000 ties, 12,000 freight cars, 600 ballast cars
and 600 miles of telephone wire and apparatus, as well as
large quantities of construction and repair equipment.

Snow

in the Alleghenies

Climbing from the hatch-holes in the roofs of their cabs,
two engine crews released themselves from a snow trap on
the loop track at Gallitzin, Wednesday morning, (January
They had to
30), following the cave-in of a wall of snow.
wait until a shovel gang could release them. The same condition prevailed on Monday morning at Gallitzin. Near New
Florence a laborer w'as walking along in the snow when he
stumbled over an object concealed in the white mass. He
investigated and found he had tripped upon a brake wheel
sticking up from a buried box car on a sidetrack. Allootuj
Tribune.

i.

Red Cross work rooms, completely equipped, have been
nnencd at the Chicago passenger terminal of the Chicago &
Western. The active membership and organization of
w workshop will include the wives, mothers, sisters
•Jghtcrs of North Western employees residing in Child suburbs. Mrs. R. H. Aishton, wife of the president
road, is general chairman of the workshop and work
carried on under her direction.
The rooms will be
open from 9.30 a. m. to 4.30 p. m. every day of the week, except Sunday, and the work will include knitting, the preparation of surgical dressings, the making of hospital and refugee
.

...c

garments, etc.

The Grand Trunk Railway, of Canada,

New

Engineering Regiments Authorized

Major Frederick Mears, member of the Alaskan Engineering Commission, has been authorized to recruit a railroad

No one will
construction regiment for active duty in France.
be recruited from the present employes of the Alaskan Engineering Commission without the approval of the chairman.
Recruiting offices for the regiment are to be opened at different points in the United States, which will be announced
later.

to be organized.
of the Forestry Service of the Department
of Agriculture has been extended in the selection of the per-

Three additional forestry regiments arc also

The co-operation

is

celebrating

its

and the Montreal "Daily Star" has pubfour-page historical sketch, giving many facts of interest
the public and to railroad men.
The Grand Trunk, like
'^ads in America and England, is now doing a greater
-5 than ever before, and the "Star" finds ample evidence
"•at the task "is being carried out in a more expeditious and
elBaent manner than on similar American railroads running to
the seaboard."
Speaking of some of the misfortunes of the
railroad, the article says that it is an honorable, patriotic corporation which has been the victim of railway legislation, and
«ixty-sixth anniversary,

sonnel and equipment.

'•«h'M a
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Safety Appliance Orders Further Extended
Interstate Commerce Commission has granted the
application of the railroads for a further extension of time

The

from March 1, 1918, to September 1, 1919, in which to make
freight cars in service on July 1, 1911, conform to the
standards prescribed by the commission in paragraphs b, c,
e and f of the order of March 13, 1911.
their

;
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Daring Railroad Robbery

in

Chicago

daring robbery was committeed at the Randolph street
suburban station of the Illinois Central, Chicago, at 10.20
killed Dennis Tierney,
p. m., February 1, when bandits shot and
collector for the road, and carried away with them a bag con-

A

money estimated at about $2,000, collections Tierney
had just made from suburban ticket offices of the Illinois

taining

Central.

The attack upon Mr. Tierney and M. J. Qumney, a
special agent who accompanied him, was made by four men
had
in the crowded station shortly after the day's receipts
been received from tlie ticket agent. The robbers made their
escape down a stairway leading to a paved court which skirts
drove
the west side of the station, entered a taxicab and
.\lthough a number of
north to Lake street and then west,
suspects have since been arrested, no real evidence has yet
been secured concerning the identity of the robbers.

5,5

Additional Railway Honor Men
According to information received from the Fort Smith &
Western two employees of that road have received commissions and 44 others have either volunteered or joined the
L. P. LeBron, assistant engineer on the
National army.
road, is now a captain, and W. J. Rider, assistant engineer,
Returns from the Denver & Salt Lake
is second lieutenant.
state that 14 employees joined the colors in various branches
up to December 21 and one employee has received a commission, namely, R. H. Mays, train despatcher, who is a
second lieutenant in the infantry. Returns have so far been
representing 209,968 operated
received from 128 railroads

*-'

3^
|2 s

miles.

The 128 roads have furnished a total of 55,363 soliders and
1,485 are
sailors for the defense of the country, of

III

whom

commissioned

officers.

Railway Revenues and Expenses, November, 1917
net operating income of the railways of the United
States for November, 1917, was less than November, 1916, by
$128 per mile, or 28.8 per cent, according to the monthly bulletin of the Bureau of Railway Economics.
Total operating revenues, $354,960,249, exceeded those for
November, 1916, by $32,250,289. Operating expenses. $260,Net operating revenue,
150.825, were greater by $53,372,385.
inTaxes,
$22,087,690,
$21,122,096.
decreased
$94,809,424,

The

creased by $8,242,762. Net operating income was $72,687,719,
which is a decrease of $39,354,885.
If spread over the mileage represented, operating revenues
averaged $1,535 per mile, an increase over November, 1916, of
9.9 per cent; operating expenses per mile, $1,125, were greater
by 25.7 per cent; net operating revenue per mile, $410, shows
a decrease of 18.3 per cent; while net operating income per
mile, $314, decreased 28.8 per cent. Taxes per mile rose 59.4

Ov

O^ O

o

tC TT f^

r

m

per cent.
This summary covers 231,241 miles of operated line, or about
90 per cent of the total steam railway mileage of the United
States.

For the eastern railways, operating revenues per mile were
greater than those for November, 1916, by 11 per cent; operating expenses rose 27.4 per cent; net operating revenue decreased 26.1 per cent; taxes incrased 30.4 per cent; operating
income per mile decreased 34.5 per cent.
For the railways of the southern district, operating revenues
per mile exceeded those for November, 1916, by 15 per cent;
operating expenses rose 27.4 per cent; net operating revenue
decreased 5.3 per cent; taxes increased 65.9 per cent. Operating income per mile decreased 14.3 per cent.
For the western railsvays, operating revenues per mile exceeded those for November, 1916, by 7.3 per cent; operating
expenses rose 23.5 per cent; net operating revenue decreased
Operating 'income
taxes' increased 32.9 per cent.
16.4 per cent
per mile decreased 29.2 per cent.
The eleven months of the current calendar year, compared
with the corresponding period of the preceding year, show
changes per mile of line as follows: Operating revenues increased 11.6 per cent; operating expenses increased 19.8 per
cent; net operating revenue decreased 3.9 per cent; taxes in-

"

I

;

_t;£sw<_sSi

1

February
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8,

creastil J4.9 per

cent; mile opcratinR income- ilecrcascd 9.6

per cent.

income per mile decreased

the
the south and decreased 4.8 per

0|>iratiiiK

17.3 per cent in

decreased 7 per cent in
llie west.
cent
November net operatins income per mile was 28.8 per cent
less in 1917 than 1916, 29.9 per cent less than in 1915 and 29.2
per cent greater than in 1914.
east,

ill

United Engineering Society Elects Officers
At the annual meeting

ol the trustees of the United Engineering Society, held in New York on January 25, the followofficers
were
elected
ing
for the ensuing year:
President,
Charles F. Rand, member American Institute of Mining Engineers; first vice-president, Calvert Townley, member American Institute of Electrical Engineers; second vice-president,
Robert M. Dixon, member American Society of Mechanical
Engineers; treasurer. Dr. Joseph Strulhers; secretary, Alfred
D. Flinn, member .Vmcrican Society of Civil Engineers; chairman finance committee, J. Vipond Davies, member American
Society of Civil Engineers.

Binghamton Engineering Society
The annual meeting and banquet of the Binghamton Engineering Society was lield on Monday evening, January 21.
The following officers were elected for the ensuing year:
president and chairman of executive committee, Robt.
president, C. A. Dayton, assistant division engiB. Hoadley
neer of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
first
vicepast

;

;

E. Anderson
second vice-president, Charles
Van .\mburgh; third vice-president, Burt E. Nelson; secretary, D. M. Edgerton; treasurer, F. A. Tillman; librarian, Ray
Fitzpatrick.
president,

C.

;

A
(From

"Mournful Jest"
the Wall Street Journal]

is one which the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce has played upon
the Interstate Commerce Commission
Early last year the
commission covertly, and later in the year openly, abdicated

If

its

a jest

legal

can be mournful surely that

function of

making the railroad

rates of the country.

December it threw up its hands
in the attitude made familiar by the war correspondents and
cried "Comrade!" in the direction of the White House. The
war was too much for the commissioners. With a world in
In

June

it

temporized.

turmoil, they

In

were unable to shake

off the

ancient habit of

which had reached its
logical conclusion by depriving shippers of adequate transportation. So the commission quit.
No wonder, then, that President Wilson and DirectorGeneral McAdoo consider it necessary to take the supreme
rate-making authority out of the hands of the commission
cherishing

and put

the

shippers'

"interest,"

those of the federal railroad administration.
V^ery likely it was because they were afraid that if the commission retained its strangle-hold on rates given it by existing law it would remain a mere obstacle instead of an administrative body.
But it is quite as likely that the members of the Senate
committee eliminated tlijs transfer of rate authority from the
If such
railroad control bill for exactly the same reason.
an amendment is adopted by Congress, that body will have
sent the commission back to its appointed task as relentlessly
as any judge ever dismissed a writ of habeas corpus and remanded the prisoner to his cell or the rock pile.
So far as outward appearances indicate, the commission has
confined its activities since its despairing outcry of last December to ordering an assuredly temporary disruption of the
Pacific coast rate adjustment, and to issuing two or three
times a week an ill-digested and misleading report upon
freight traffic movement and the condition of eastern terminals and yards. The character of these reports challenges
the attention of Mr. Mc.'Xdoo, if not of the President himself.
They come, at least as a formality, from the pen of Commissioner McChord. By insinuation and intimation they convey the idea that the railroads have either wilfully or through
sheer incompetence neglected the condition of their motive
it

in

331

power, and that the lamentable condition of the carriers in
the eastern section today is the direct result of gross mis-

management.

The fact is, as even Mr. McChord has once or twice inadvertently admitted in his issued statements, that the railroads simply cannot obtain the mechanics to keep their
locomotives in good order, under the strain of an unprecedented traftic and the worst winter weather the East has c\
perienced in a generation. Nearly a year ago railroad oflicei ^
warned the commission of the alarming rate at which they
were losing shopmen under the attractive wage offers of in
Revenues sufficient to permit liberal in
dnstrial plants.
creases in wages or the purchase of additional power would
But the commission knew better, as it alwayliave helped.
had befoxe.

Now

the Senate committee proposes that the commission
Though these be war times, the
in its own fat.
spectators may be permitted a grim smile.
shall

fry

Detailed Instructions for Car-Saving
E. E. Betts, superintendent of transportation of the Chicago &
North Western, has issued a circular to agents, conductors and
Along with nuothers which "gets right down to business."
merous well known admonitions Mr. Betts promulgates the fol-

lowing:
7o

Agetits,

Trainmen and Others:

We

arc short in excess of
•'There is a shortage o£ cars everywhere.
10,000 box cars, and the same proportion exists as to other classes of equipForty-ton and 6fty-ton cars may be loaded to their actual axlement.
carrying capacity; and do not forget that in the loading of company freight,
we should set a good example. Require shippers to give the weight of the
load they intend to ship and endeavor to provide a car to fit.
"Have cars spotted on arrival; notify consignee by telephone; urge him
Much can be done by
to unload at once; call him again if he fails you.
If you cannot grt
If no bill, wire the billing station.
a personal call.
results, wire me.
Urge consignees not to use 48 hours to unload a car; thr
saving of half a car day will be appreciated.
"Switch the car out the same day that it is made empty. Nothing dit
courages a merchant or chills bis enthusiasm so much as to have a car hr
around on his side track a day or two, after he has exerted himself to get

unloaded.
"Nevei permit an empty car to be delayed one hour for want of informal
what to do with it. .-Mways have this information in advance
of the time the car is unloaded. If you don't know what to do with it, find
out from your train despatchcr when it arrives under load; not after it i^
made empty.
If car is to be reloaded at your station, have it spotted
quickly.
We will not hold cars for prospective business. Give brief but
adequate reasons for detention of cars more than •IS hours. When company
material arrives, notify consignee immediately by telephone or telegraph and
confirm in writing.
If car is not released within 24 hours, telegraph the
superintendent.
it

tiun as to

To Train Conductors:

"Do all the switching. Report cars at blind sidings. If no disposition
received, keep after it.
Do not set out cars containing small consignments
of freight at stations where cars are not required, but unload freight and
Watch for cross hauling of cars
take car to some station requiring cars.
and tell the train despatcher. An empty car should always be the object
."
of suspicion.
.

.

The Hyman-Michaels Company,

of Chicago, has sent to its
customers a circular calling attention to the increases in demurrage rates and showing, by a table, the additional cost per Ion of
lading for each day that a car is held; for example, a load of 30
tons held six days beyond the free time pays $1.10 per ton.
Shippers are enjoined to load material which is strictly according
to specifications and avoid rejections. "Do not ship cars to your
own name or to shipper's order. Ship cars to consignees located
Cars so
at the final destinations and avoid reconsignments.
shipped will not be held by railroads on account of unknown consignees.
It is important to specify the railroad reaching
destination.

"Mail the invoice the day car is loaded. If unable to do so
furnish advance notice promptly, by telephone or messenger, of
car number and initials, material, weight, consignee and destinaIf the weight is not known before car leaves the loading
tion.
point furnish all other information in advance and then advise
weight promptly.
If no
"Mills should ascertain daily the new cars on hand.
advice of shipment has been received, the mills should advise
shippers promptly the car number and initials, also the kind of
material. Advise by telephone or messenger when possible. Mills
should inspect and weigh cars immediately on arrival and notify
shippers promptly of any discrepancies. .Advice by telephone or
telegraph

is

preferred."
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Plan to Relieve

Port Congestion

a conference of representatives of the Shipping Board, the
railroad administration, the Army and Navy, shipping interests,

News

Traffic

New York

At

and of the British government, held at Washington on January
30, a shipping control committee was formed to allocate ship
tonnage which will take steps to relieve congestion at the port
"he

Rochester & Pittsburgh has discontinued two
on the Rochester Division, two on the Buffalo
and (south of Butler) two on the Pittsburgh Division.

Buffalo,
trains

il

'ision

Marshal General Crowder has announced that the
vement of the last increments of men selected in the first
ft for the National Army, about 75,000 men, will begin in
jruary 23, and continue for five days.
revest

agricultural departments of the Chicago, Burlington &
incy and the Colorado & Southern are conducting a special
npaign to induce growers in dry land sections to put in a
je acreage of pinto beans during the coming season.
"he

campaign to encourage the establishment of manufacturindustries in the Southwest, is proposed by C. E. Schaflf,
eiver of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas; this in response to
word from Washington that factories for the making of
nitions and war materials ought to be established in the
Mr. Schaff has issued a circular
Idle west and southwest.
ing of the advantages to be found, close at hand, in the
thwestern territory, and urging all citizens to co-operate.

New York by diversion of transatlantic traffic to other ports.
Not only Philadelphia, Baltimore and Newport News, but espeof

southern ports, are to be developed. Edward Chambers,
adviser lo Director General of Railroads McAdoo, attended the conference and will arrange for the routing of export
freight via southern gateways.
Dr. F. H. Dixon, professor of economics at Dartmouth College
and chief statistician of the Bureau of Railway Economics, has
been appointed a member of a research division appointed by the
United States Shipping Board to investigate transportation problems in connection with the work of the Shipping Board.
cially the
traffic

To Map Out Army Truck Routes

L

rving T. Bush, chief of embarkation for the War DepartNew York City, under General Goethals, quartermas-

nt at

general,

is

now

by a

assisted

supervising the shipment of

staff of civilians in the

all

work

supplies through the port

for the American forces in Europe. W. J. Edds is in charge of the steamship division; H. G. Simonds
the warehouse division; Charles H. Ketcham,
charge
of
n
merly superintendent on the Southern Pacific, and before

New York

Lackawanna & Western, is in charge
t on the Delaware,
the railroad division, and W. F. Hersey is general superjndent of piers, with P. B. Blanchard as assistant. It is
lerstood that T. V. O'Connor, president of the Internatonal
iociation of Longshoremen, will be put in charge of the
Other assistants in Mr.
ployment and labor division.
sh's office are J. O. Hammit and Lieut. Philip L. Gerhardt.

Emergency Methods Used

to

R. H. Aishton, regional director of railthe railroads.
directed Illinois roads to sidetrack all freight, including
and flour, in order to expedite coal shipments. The state
administrator ordered mine operators to ship the entire

ds,
at
1

put of Illinois mines on February 5 to domestic consumers,
The Cook
utilities and other preferred consumers.
jnty fuel administrator issued an order dividing Chicago
deliveries
of coal
hastening
the
purpose
of
) 12 zones for
domestic users. Coal operators and dealers were notified
t the Garfield order legally releases them from all con:tual obligations with industries not named in the preferred
;ses of the order.
)lic

Embargoes on

the North

Western

Johnson, general traffic manager of the Chicago &
rth Western, announces that henceforth embargoes will be
led daily, but only to agents at stations from which freight
I.

C.

fluently moves to eastern territory.
Dargo notices are not permitted to

.Agents not receiving
accept freight of any

destined to points east of the
liana-Illinois state line, without special authority from the
Agents receiving emce of the general traffic manager.
go notices are instructed to perfect a system for filing
m, whereby they can be referred to conveniently and the
:essary information given to the public without delay or
ifusion. Agents are warned particularly against permitting
s to be loaded, or signing bills of lading covering cars arbirily loaded by shippers, contrary to current embargoes,
y cars so loaded must be held under demurrage until emgoes are modified to permit their acceptance.
d, either in

carloads or

less,

pathfinder car of the Highways Transport Committee
of the Council of National Defense starts this week on a new
task of mapping out army truck routes for the government.
The committee has already laid out an official route from Detroit to the seaboard and another from Buffalo to the seaboard. It is now proposed to tap every truck manufacturing
point in the central West and pick out feeder lines to two
great main highways running eastward.
The pathfinder will go as far West as the Mississippi river
and will map routes from cities in Wisconsin, Illinois, Michigan, Indiana, and Ohio. The car will be in charge of Raymond Beck, Field Engineer of the Highways Transport Committee. As each state line is reached a representative of the
state highway department will join the car and proceed over
the roads of his own state.
When this trip is completed the government will have four
main highways forming connecting links between the great
manufacturing centers of the country and the Atlantic seaboard. Motor transports on their way to France will follow
these routes and will carry cargoes to relieve railroad freight
Tlie drivers will secure their training under
congestion.
service conditions and be better fitted for their tasks of driving when they reach the war zone.

Move Coal

emergency measures for the protection of domestic conlers in Chicago against suffering from the lack of coal
e recently taken by the Illinois State Fuel Administration
I

The

Revised Demurrage Rules
As

in Effect

February 10

noted in last week's issue, page 257, the Director
General of Railroads has modified the new demurrage rules
which were put into effect on January 21, and which were objected to in some particulars by a committee representing
the National Industrial Traffic League. The changes are described in General Order No. 7, which becomes effective on
February 10, and which contains the new rules in detail in an
appendix. The "bunching rule," as it appears in revised form,
briefly

reads as follows:
"Cars for L^nloading or Reconsigning. When, as the result
of the act or neglect of any carrier, cars originating at the
same point or at intermediate points moving via the same
route and destined for one consignee, at one point, are
bunched at originating point, in transit, or at destination, and
delivered by the carrier in accumulated numbers in excess of
dail}' shipments, the consignee shall be allowed such free time
as he would have been entitled to had the cars been delivered
in accordance with the daily rate of shipment.
Claim to be
presented to carriers' agent within fifteen (15) days."
The demurrage rules do not apply to:
1. Cars loaded with live stock;
2. Empty cars placed for loading coal at mines or mine sidings or coke at coke ovens and cars under load at mines or
mine sidings or coke at coke ovens;
3. Foreign export freight awaiting ships at ports;
4. Coal for trans-shipment at tidewater or lake ports;
5. Empty private cars stored on railroad or private tracks,
provided such cars have not been placed or tendered for loading on the orders of a shipper.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has approved for
filing, at the request of the Director General, tariffs of the
eastern railroads containing new demurrage rules and regu-

—

—
February

8.

:
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lalions Koverniiiii; cars of antliracii« and bitiiniiiious coal or
These rules apply also on
coke for trans-shipmciit by vessel.
cars held for or by consignors or consignees for unloading,
forwarding directions, or for any other purpose, except cars
reconsigned or rcshipped for rail delivery or to another rail
destination, when they will be subject to the national car

routed, he said, via either of these southern ports in an amount
sufficient to make full cargoes for New York or New England
ports and any desirable rail route to the southern ports might
be used, regardless of tariff obligation, at the rate in effect
over any route from the same point of origin. Special authority would be issued if it were necessary to use an unauthor-

demurrage rules.
.\n average of three days per car free time will be allowed.
.•\ notice of arrival must
be sent or given to the consignee in
writing or as otherwise agreed to by carrier and consignee
upon arrival of cars and billing, and time will be computed
from the first 7 a. m. thereafter. Holidays, but not half-holidays, will be excluded. .A car is to be considered as released
at the time the vessel registers for the coal or coke, or earlier
when cars are unloaded before the vessel registers. The day
on which shipments are transferred by written order and acceptance to another party is to be considered the date of
release of the car for the account of the original consignee,
and the detention shall follow the car and be charged in the
account of the new consignee.
Average agreement. Settlement shall be made on basis of
The
the detention to all cars released during each month.
date of arrival notice shall be subtracted from the date of

This action was taken in answer to many request! from the
and southwest for relief of the situation caused by
cotton being held up in transit. Most of the mills in New
England and New York are working principally on government orders. Arrangements were also made to send additional ships to Galveston to carry the accumulation from
Texas and Oklahoma when destined for domestic consumption
in New England.
Representatives of the National Association of Cotton Manufacturers and of the New England association were in conference with Mr. Chambers the day the
order was issued and they were much gratified, as many of the
mills were running on part time and some were facing a complete shutdown, due to the inability to get the cotton from
the south. With the full co-operation of the Shipping Board
it is expected that the plan outlined will relieve the situation.

—

From the total days' detention to all cars thus obrelease.
tained deduct three days free time allowance for each car; the
remainder, if any, will be the number of days to be charged at
Excess credit days of any
the rate of S3 per car per day.
month can not be deducted from excess debit days of another
month. .At lake ports, however, cars released during April
and May are to be considered as May detention and treated
as one month. Loaded cars on hand at the close of navigation
will be recorded released on that date in computing the average detention; and subsequent detention will be subject to the

ized route.

south

Pipe Line Traffic in December

The United

States Geological Survey has issued a state-

ment showing the movement of crude petroleum
1917, as reported

by 180 pipe

line

Crude Petroleum Moved from Field Sources

National car demurrage rules.

Co-operation Between the Railroad

and Food Administrators
Plans have been worked out for co-operation between the
Railroad Administration and the Food .Administrator in the
matter of car supply for shipments of foodstuffs.
Edward
Chambers, who is Mr. Mc.Adoo's traffic adviser, was formerly
transportation manager of the Food Administration, where
he gathered much information concerning conditions in various localities which will be valuable in directing the movement

November,

December,

1917

1917
2,014,190
281,229

1,617,734

1,235.761
13,289.455

1,413.075
9,940 783

of cars.

Under the plan now prescribed, shippers will apply for
cars as usual and if their requisitions are not filled, they are
to apply to the Food Administration at Washington, or its
local agents. Dealers in grain and grain products, not promptly served by the railroad agent, may, after a reasonable
time, apply to the representative, for that zone, of the Food
Administration. Grain Division, giving name of consignee,
name of commodity and all details. Shippers of sugar, beans,
rice, perishable fruits and livestock, if not properly served,
may apply directly to the Food Administration in Washington, giving all details.
Diversion in transit will not be permitted except for perishable freight. It is hoped that the new
will enable the Food .Administration to give to
the director-general of railroads definite information so that
cars can be distributed to supply the most acute needs.

arrangement

Relief for the Cotton Situation
accordance with plans which have been worked out for
greater co-optraiion between the railroad administration and
the Shipping Board. Edward Chambers, traffic adviser to Mr.
McAdoo, on February 1 sent a telegram to C. H. Markham,
regional director for the southeastern railroads, authorizing
him to accept and forward at current rates via Brunswick,
Savannah or Charleston 50.000 to 100.000 bales of cotton for
domestic consumption in New York or vicinity or in New
England, stating that the Shipping Board will provide ships
which will be operated in the regular lines. Mr. Chambers
said that there might be some delay at ports awaiting ships,
but nothing serious, and that it might be well to arrange to
unload cars at ports on arrival, assuming that sufficient storage capacity was available to accept the cotton should it all
accumulate before the ships arrived. The cotton should be

-Appalachian
I.ima-Indiana

1,810,578

229,316

Illinois

Oklahoma-Kansas
Central and North Texas
North Louisiana
Gulf Coast

1.094.127
12.543,980
993,805

509,510

986.244
294,389

1,773,225

1,613,538

Rocky MounUin
852,602
The stocks of crude petroleum on
cember were, in barrels:
Source of
-Appalachian
r.ima-Indiana
Illinois

Oklahoma-Kansas

(bbli.)

December,
Field

In

in December,
and refining companies that

handle or receive oil direct from the productive fields east of
the Rocky Mountains. This compilation includes statements
filed by 44 companies operating in the Appalachian field, 83
in the Oklahoma-Kansas field and 53 in smaller fields.

oil

4,042,829
1,906,848
3,585,312
94,780,528

777,906

1916
274,628

849 827
782i983
1,815,066
674,846

hand at the end of De-

Source of oil
Central and North Texas. 2,737 472
North Louisiana
2,623 446
Gulf Coast
9,047,337
Rocky Mountain
509.039

Statistics of petroleum movement in California are not included because of delays incident to procuring first-hand data.
In the Rocky Mountain field unusually moderate weather prevailed during the greater part of December. Demand of consumers for crude petroleum in December, though in excess of
current production in all fields except the Appalachian and
Rocky Mountain fields, was generally less than in November
with respect to light gravity oils, but was greater with respect
to petroleum valuable for use as fuel.
Except in the Oklahoma-Kansas field, the surface reserve of crude oil at the end
of 1917 was appreciably less than at the end of 1916.

—

Wood Used as Fuel in Portugal. The most serious problem
of the year 1916 in Portugal was the scarcity of fuel. Thousands
of tons of wood were used by the railways, factories and lightAll the fast-train services were canceled,
ing establishments.
with the exception of the express to Madrid tliree times a week
and one between Oporto and Lisbon.

The Budget

of the Swiss Feder.\l Railways for the coming
among others, for the following expenditures
tracks, $3,757,907; for a locomotive
station of Zurich, $96,500; for extension of the station of Schlieren, $86,850; for the reconstruction
of the railway on the left bank of Zurich Lake, $541,400; for a
double track from Thalwil to Richterswil, $96,500; for the extension of the station of Waedenswil, $19,300; for the extension
of the station at Alstetten, $35,226. In case there should be an
improvement in general conditions an additional $19,300 is to be
expended for the extension of the station at Waedenswil $38,600
for the transfer of the station at Horgen ; and $19,300 for the
extension of the station at Winterthur. Commerce Report.
year provides,

For the electrification of
roundhouse near the main

;
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Crossing Accidents

Commission and Court News

Interstate

|

Commerce Commission

Interstate
The

Where

Commerce Commission has announced

fur-

on the tentative valuation of the Kansas City
Southern, one at Kansas Citj' on March 5 on all subjects
except the "other values and elements of value," and one at
Washington on March 14 on that subject.
ther hearings

a motorist slackened speed on approaching a track and
looked for approaching trains, the Michigan Supreme Court holds
that he cannot be held guilty of contributory negligence as a
matter of law, though he did not stop and was struck by a train
slowly backing along the track, the night being so dark that "he
could not see the approaching train, on which there were no lights
as there should have been, and hence the question of the motorist's

contributory negligence
(Mich.), 165 N. \V., 740.

brakeman was

Forms calling for
further opportunity to be heard.
data are returnable by March 1. The questions asked
call for information regarding the organization of the individual
company, firm or corporation owning cars, capitalization and
stockholders, number and kind of cars, and statistics showing
cost of construction, operation, maintenance, etc., mileage made,
character of traffic handled, earnings, rental or other charges
collected from or through railroads for use of cars, payments
terested

statistical

to railroads for hauling, etc.

Personnel

of

Commissions

of the Nevif York State
Public Service Commission, second district, whose term of
expired on February 1, sent to the governor his resignation on the day before, suggesting, in a sarcastic letter, that
the governor ought to have made known his intention either
Commissioner
of reappointing or of naming a successor.
James 6. Carr, whose term has two years to run, has also
William T. Emmet, another memsent in his resignation.
ber of the saine commission, died at his home in New York
Of the five members of
city on February 4 at the age of 49.
this commission, two only remain in office, Messrs. Irvine,
therefore
can issue no
commission
the
and Barhite; and
orders. For two vacancies on the commission for the First
District, the Governor nominated two men several weeks ago;
but the nominations have been held up in the Senate ComIt is expected, however, that these two men. C. B.
mittee.
Hubbell of New York, and F. J. Kracke of Brooklyn, will be

Seymour VanSantvoord, chairman

office

confirmed

this

News

Admission of Liability

— Compromise

Court, in an action for damages for
killing a cow, holds that evidence that the defendant's claim agent
offered to pay in settlement a sum less than one-half of the
amount claimed is inadmissible as an admission of liability, for
the offer must be deemed to have been one' of compromise. C, B.

The Colorado Supreme

—

Q.

v.

— Mills

v.

Waters

27, 1917.

when two

cars of an

He had charge of the
New York Workmen's Com-

were being coupled.

pensation Act it was contended by. the railroad that the death
was caused by non-compliance with the Federal Safety Appliance
Act and therefore the Workmen's Compensation Act did not
apply. The Appellate Division holds that under the evidence the
State Industrial Commission was justified in finding that there
was no violation of the Federal Act and no negligence of the
employer and the fact that the commission was unable to say
what was the cause of the death was immaterial, so long as the
The commission's
cars and appliances were within the law.
award under the New York laws was therefore affirmed. Zimmerman v. New York Central, 167 N. Y. Supp., 501. Decided
;

—

November

14,

1917.

Tariff Provisions
In a tariff rate case it appeared that the defendant railroad,
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has a line from Linton,
Its
N. D., through Strasburg, N. D., to Minneapolis, Minn.
freight tariff names 17 cents per 100 lb. for wheat from Strasburg to Minneapolis, and 16 cents from Linton, the next more
"Bedistant station, to Minneapolis. The tariff also provided
tween stations on the C, M. & St. P. rates to and from intermediate stations will be the same as shown to or from the next
more distant station to or from which rates are named." The
Minnesota Supreme Court holds that this provision applies only
to shipping points to or from which a specific rate is not named
and which are intermediate between stations to or from which a
specific rate is named, and does not apply to Strasburg; and
that the legal rate for shipments from Strasburg is the specific
Reliance Elevator Co. v. C. M. & St. P.
rate named therefor.
:

—

(Minn.), 165 N. W., 867.

Decided December

21,

1917.

Irregularity in Foreclosure Sale
In a suit to foreclose a mortgage on railroad property, the
court, having decreed a sale, confirmed the order of sale without
nisi.
On application by a creditor, bondholder and
stockholder of the company to set aside the sale and the order
confirming it, it appeared that the applicant admitted liability to
inform the court of any person or corporation which, in his judgment, would reasonably be expected to become holders for the
property, should the sale be set aside, and it did not appear that
better terms could reasonably be expected in case of resale. The
Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit, holds that though the
sale was confirmed without an order the irregularity did not
prejudice the applicant, and was no ground for setting aside the
order confirming the sale, for the applicant had the opportunity,
and did in fact present his objections to the confirmation, and it
did not appear that the result would be advantageous. Painter
Decided December 4, 1917.
V. Union Trust Co., 246 Fed., 240.

an order

week.

Court

&

jury.

killed at about the time

In proceedings under the

coupling.

The Interstate Commerce Commission, which recently issued
an order reopening the inquiry concerning private cars, begun
in 1913 but never completed, has issued a questionnaire for the
purpose of bringing down to date the data called for on February
The commission intends to hold further hearings at
27, 1913.
convenient points throughout the United States to give all in-

the

for

Decided December

Workmen's Compensation

A

interstate milk train

Private Car Inquiry

was

Peppard (Colo.), 169 Pac,

282.

December

2,

1917.

Claims for Damages to Live Stock
holds that though a uniform
contract filed with the Interstate Commerce Commisshould be allowed undamages
for
no
claim
that
declared
sion
less made in writing, verified by affidavit and delivered to the
traffic manager of the carrier within five days from the time the
stock is removed from the car, a written communication by the

—

The Michigan Supreme Court

live stock

railroad company's local agent at the place of destination made
within the time limit prescribed, which stated that the anirnals
had been injured and that claim would be made, is a sufficient
compliance with the requirements for notice.— Snyder v. King
(Mich.), 165 N. W^, 840. Decided December 27, 1917.

Injuries to Car Repairer

A

to and from the yard of an
the oil company exercised no control over the crew,
oil company
except to instruct the conductor when the train entered the yard
where to place incoming cars. In an action for the death of a car
repairer in the employ of the oil company working on outgoing
cars the Connecticut Supreme Court of Error holds that the crew
did not become the servants of the oil company, but remained the
servants of the railroad company. When the conductor of such

train

crew moved railroad cars
;

train

crew was given the

list

of locations of incoming cars and

—
February

8,
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the list of outgoina cars, he had a right to assume that he could
move such cars in the usual course, and though charged with

a

were made on cars on any of the oil company's tracks, the crew were entitled to believe that no repairs
were then in progress on the cars on the tracks specified in the
list, and, in the absence of notice that an employee was working
on any of the cars, were under no duty to look under the cars,
and were not negligent in moving them in the usual way.
Campbell v. N. Y.. \. H. & II., lOJ All., 597. Decided Dec. IS.

Decided June

knowledge

that repairs

extent be void, docs not intend that there should be both
payment of benefits from a railroad association fund and
a recovery of damages for the injury, at least in so far as
payments for both are to be made by the same defendant,
in view of the provisions of the act that in an action for
damages against a common carrier it may set off any sum
paid by it to any relief benefit that may have been paid to the
injured employee —Gitkin v. Pennsylvania (Pa.) 102 Atl. S06.

—

Workmen's Compensation Roundhouse Accident
A fireman ran from J. to G. and return, reaching G. at 9:40
m. and leaving on the return at 4:10 p. m. On arrival at G.
engines were taken in charge by the roundhouse crew, but the
firemen while at G. were subject to call and as they left the
premises were expected to leave information as to where they
could be reached. They were also expected to be ready to take
the engine one hour before leaving time, and a rule required
them to see that the engine was properly equipped with the
necessary tools. There was evidence that there was no set time
for performing this duty and some slight evidence of a custom
of the firemen to make small repairs. About one o'clock on the
day of his death, the fireman in question, after returning from
his dinner, put on his working clothes and went to the engine
About half-past two his dead body was found
in the roundhouse.
on the floor of the roundhouse beside the engine and his hands
and face were greasy. The Michigan Supreme Court held that
the evidence warranted an award by the Industrial .Accident
Board on the theory that he was on duty when he sustained the
fatal injury.— Meyers v. Michigan Central (Mich.), 165 N. W.,
Decided December 3. l^l".
703.
a.

Attempting

to

Board Train on Off Side

where hundreds of workmen
took an afternoon train, one of these, intending to board a sixcar train, took his stand with others on the side of the track
opposite the station platform, and between the main track and
three freight cars,
.•^s the train
drew in. others between the
tracks attempted to board it, and one, swinging out, knocked
down others, and finally the one first mentioned, who was fatally
injured.
The Xew Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals, in an
action for his death, holds that there should have been a nonsuit, or a direction of verdict, for the defendant.
There was
nothing to show that the railroad ought to have anticipated, not
only that intending passengers would place themselves in the
narrow and dangerous space between the main track and the
freight cars
a thing that had not happened before but that one
of them would miss his hold and be the immediate cause of
injury to others.
.And if this were a contingency to be anticipated, it was at least as obvious to the deceased as to the company, and in that case the deceased assumed the risk of injurj'.
If it were conceded for the sake of argrument that the men were
justified by custom in standing on the ofT side of the main track,
there was ample room at either end of the three freight cars to
receive the overflow from the platform.
The only reasonable
inference was that they wished to be first aboard, and endangered their lives and limbs to accomplish that end. Kelleberg v.
Raritan River (X. J.), 102 Atl., 350. Decided November 19, 1917.

At a

station near a large factory

—

—

—

Relief

Fund Sustained

The Pennsylvania Supreme Court holds

that a regulation
of a railroad relief association that should a member or his
legal representative bring suit against the railroad for
damages for injury or death, payment of benefits from the

fund on account thereof should not be made until such suit
should be dismissed, and that any judgment in the suit
should preclude any claim on the fund, and should operate as
a release in satisfaction of all claims against the company.
was valid and was a good defense to a widow's action of
assumpsit on the certificate after she had recovered a judgment in a suit against the railroad for the death of her
husband, which had been fully paid
Section 5 of the Act of Congress of 1908, relating to injuries
in interstate commerce, and providing that any contract or
regulation intended to enable any common carrier to exempt
itself from any liability created by the act should to that

1917.

30,

Railroad Reorganization

The

federal

court for the Eastern District of
Missouri, in proceedings for the appointment of an additional
receiver for the M. K. & T. makes the following rulings:
The fact that a receiver of a railroad has expressed his views
to those undertaking to formulate a plan of reorganization
was not sufficient ground for appointing an additional receiver, where he had not exceeded the limitations or proprieties of his position, or intended to impress his views on those
engaged on the plan of reorganization, and had done little
more than give his opinion when it was sought, especially
where those at work on the plan of reorganization stated
that its terms were not based on anything the receiver had
said, and the opinions expressed by him related to future
conditions about which skilled and competent men might

widely

district

differ.

The

court will not approve a plan of reorganization of a
railroad having no adequate provision for future capital requirements or in which the financing is so close to probabilities that earnings are likely to be absorbed in a lean year or
a succession of them by fixed charges, though to avoid such
a plan it is necessary to make the interest on junior securities
contingent rather than fixed, especially as the public has an
interest in every railroad reorganization accomplished by
foreclosure; and in practice, when the margin between net
income and fixed charges becomes small or disappears under
adverse conditions, the insistent demands of contract obligations are always met at the expense of those of a more general, less definite, character.
Central Trust Co. v. M. K. &

—

T.,

246 Fed. 154.

Decided October

13.

1917.

Keeping Vestibule Doors Fastened
In an action for damages for the death of a passenger, it appeared that he was missed from the train soon after it left
Kirksvillc, Mo., north bound, by his daughter-in-law.
Next
morning his body was found on the track half a mile south of
Kirksville.
The train, when it passed that spot, was traveling
at about 40 miles an hour.
It consisted of two sleeping and one
chair cars, all vestibule cars. The deceased had been sitting in
the chair car, which was in front. In an action for his death
the plaintiff's theory was that the deceased fell from the rear
sleeper; that knowing the train was a vestibule train he walked
to the rear, for some purpose not known, and on stepping on the
rear platform found the gate open, fell through, and met his
death. The railroad's theory of the case was that the deceased
left the train at Kirksville and walked back half a mile down the
track and was waylaid and killed.
There was no evidence of
robbery. The specific negligence charged was failure to keep the
openings to the train securely closed and fastened. The railroad
introduced evidence tending to show that the rear gate was up
and securely fastened at the time. This was sworn to by the
conductor and brakeman. The Kansas City Court of .Appeals
held that the questions whether the railroad negligently left the
rear gate open and whether the passenger fell through the open
gate were for the jury. The jury found for the plaintiff, but a
judgment in her favor was reversed because of an erroneous
instruction declaring that it was the railroad's duty to keep both
the door and the gate fastened.
It was held that, while a passenger on a vestibule train is privileged to go backward and
forward through the train, vestibule doors being maintained for
his protection, if the railroad keeps the gate on the platform of
the rear coach securely fastened it is not bound to keep the door
of that coach fastened. By the instruction given, the jury might
have found for the plaintiff by reason of the fact that the rear
door of the rear car was not locked, even though it found the
rear gate was fastened.— Daly v. Pryor (Mo.), 198 S. \V., 91.

Decided November

5,

1917.

—

:
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Supply Trade Ne^vs

Equipment and Supplies

A. E. Crone has been elected vice-president and general
of the Buffalo Brake Beam Company, New York,

Locomotives
Specifications have recently been
ceived by the American Locomotive
for the following locomotives

Long Island.
203,000

Delaw.\re

&

lb.

HuDSON.^

—20

Consolidation locomotives weighing

lb.

—5

Mikado locomotives weighing

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western.
weighing 321,000

February

— IS

276,000

lb.

Mikado locomotives

lb.

third and fifth items have been previously reported
in the Railway Age.
Every one of the locomotives in the above
list will be equipped with a superheater.

1.

The Barco Manufacturing Company,
pointed the
clusive

Terminal Railroad. — 2 six-wheel switching locomo-

Central Vermont.

The

effective

Barco Brass

eight-wheel switching locomotives weighing

weighing 166,000

295,000

determined on orders re-

Company some months ago

lb.

PoRTL.\Ni>
tives

—4

manager

&

successors

to

the

Company, Chicago, has recently apHolden Company, Ltd., of Montreal, as its exJoint

Canadian agents.

Ben D. Christian and D.

B. Graze have been appointed
representatives at the Cleveland ofiice of the Crocker-Wheeler
Company of .\mpere, N. J., succeeding Howard Dingle and
W. W. Clark. Effective February 1

John F. Gilchrist, treasurer of the Federal Sign Company,
has been elected president, succeeding J. H. Goehst, deceased.
James Gilchrist, at present secretary, has been elected secretary and treasurer and other officers have been re-elected.

first,

Freight Cars
The Atlantic Coast Line

reported as having ordered
1,000 40-ton steel underframe ventilator cars from the Standard
Steel Car Company.
is

—

Russian Government. The American Car & Foundry Company has been informed by the Russian Commission to postpone
indefinitely the construction of its order for 6,500 1,200 pood
four-wheel box cars.

Signaling
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific (Southern
Railway System") has ordered from the General Railway Signal
Company material for an automatic block signal installation between Moreland, Ky., and South Fork, 10 miles, and between
Helenwood, Tenn., and Lancing, 26 miles.

The

The

Northern is about to make automatic block signal
between Stryker, Mont., and Rexford, 31 miles,
and between Long Lake, Minn., and Delano, 11 miles. These inGre.\t
installations

stallations will require 75 single arm, upper quadrant, 3-position,
top-of-mast, Model 2A signals. The material will be furnished
by the General Railway Signal Company and installation will be
made by the railroad company's forces.

The Coal Burned

by Steam Vessels on the oceans aggregates
normal times about $250,000,000 a year in value out of a
of nearly $700,000,000 worth passing out of the coal
producing countries of the world, according to a bulletin of
in

Arrangements have recently been completed whereby the
business of both the Goldschmidt Detinning Company and
the Goldschmidt Thermit Company will hereafter be conducted by the Metal & Thermit Corporation, with general
Broadway, New York City.
The Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company,

offices at 120

St. Louis, has
Minneapolis, Minn., 627
Plymouth Bldg., to serve the north central and Canadian
Richard K. Papin, formerly St. Louis and Southwesttrade.
ern representative of the Davenport Locomotive Works and
for ten years manager of the Zelnicker Company's equipment department, is in charge.

established

permanent

offices

at

The twenty-fifth anniversary of the organization of the Chicago
Railway Equipment Company was celebrated by a dinner given
The
at the Union League Club in Chicago on Tuesday night.
guests included a large number of leading railway manufacturers
and other persons interested in the railway supply industry.
E. B. Leigh, who has been president of the company throughout its successful career, presided and short addresses were made
by officers of the company and a number of the guests.
H. S. Cooper, vice-president of the Independent Pneumatic
Tool Company, manufacturers of pneumatic tools and electric
drills, who for many years was the manager of the company's
eastern branch in New York city, effective February 1, as-

sumed the duties of general sales manager as well as those
of vice-president and will have his headquarters at the genR. T.
eral offices of the company, Thor building, Chicago.
Scott, the former Pittsburgh branch office manager, has been
promoted to the office of eastern manager with headquarters
H. F. Finney, who formerly
at 170 Broadway, New York.
traveled the Chicago and St. Louis territories, has been placed
in charge of the company's branch office at Pittsburgh, Pa.

total

the National City

Bank

of

New

York.

—

Railroad In\'ESIments of France. In 1923 France will turn
over to the Spanish nation all the leading railroads in Spain,
which the Republic built and administered uncier a 99-year lease.
It is interesting to note that the roads have cost France more
than was expected, and some of the most expensive tunneling
in the world was done in northern Spain, where in some sections
as many as 20 tunnels within a few miles had to be excavated
through the mountains. Many of the lines are antiquated, single
track affairs. French investments in Russian railroads have been
tragic.
For instance, it is estimated that France advanced $800,000.000 to Russia to construct strategical railroads, particularly in
connection with troop moving. Not a dollar of this money, apparently, was spent in raili-oad building, and it was this lack of
transportation which in part led to the military downfall of Russia.
Legislative tangles and lack of imperial ukases prevented the
French cash from being utilized for what it was intended. JVall
Street Journal.

Trade Publications

—

Standardized Buildings. The Trussed Concrete Steel Company, Youngstown, Ohio, has issued a 24 page booklet describing its standardized structures which it carries in stock
for quick construction. The book gives in detail the nature
of the construction of these buildings and contains a number
of illustrations of

"My

them

—

in service.

De.^r Jim." This is the title of a small booklet issued
by the Carnegie Steel Company in the form of a letter from
a retired steel man to a friend in Medicine Hat. The letter
tells in entertaining language of the growth of the Carnegie
Steel Company during the last 20 or more years, both as to
the extent of its plants and the variety of its products. Following the general outline of the latest Carnegie Shape book,
detailed information is given concerning the various sections
rolled for structural and industrial purposes, giving the trade
reasons for introducing the newer sections.

—
February
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Railway Financial News

—

Milwaukee &

—

Paul. Tlic directors, at the regular
meeting on January 31, decided to defer action on the semiannual dividends on both the preferred and the common
H. E. Byram, president, said that the action of the
stocks.

niCAGO,

I

St.

board did not mean that the dividend has been passed,
but he would not say whether or not the dividend question would be taken up at a later meeting of the directors,
when a more definite knowledge of the terms under which
the Government will take over the roads will be possible.
He •intimated, however, that if the present program for
Government control goes through the St. Paul will receive
enough to meet its dividends requirements.

& Rio Gr.\ni)e.
of the interest due

Denver

mortgage

5

— Default

has been made in the payment
February 1 on the •first and refunding
per cent gold bonds issued .August 1, 1908. The

semi-annual payment amounts to $825,975.
See also editorial comments elsewhere in this issue.

Hastings

& N'okthwestern. — See Union

Pacific.

—

-Vew Mexico Central. This company has increased
stock from $500,000 to $2,500,000.

its

J.

iiii

iiiiii

& Memphis,

and treasurer of the
with headquarters at Meridian, Miss.

Ralph M. Shaw, assistant general counsel of the Chcago
Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has been appointed general counsel, succeeding J. B. Payne, eflfective
January

28.

H. M. Ristley, head of the transfer department of the Illinois Central, at New York, has been appointed assistant
treasurer with headquarters at New York, succeeding R. E.
Connolly, promoted.

Osgood H. Dowell, assistant counsel of the Eastern Railroad .Association, Washington, D. C, has resigned to become
a member of the patent law firm of Emery, Booth, Janney &
Varney, of New York, Boston and Chicago. Mr. Dowell will
be located at the Chicago office.
C. M. Kittle, senior vice-president of the Illinois Central,
in executive charge of that line in the absence
of C. H. Markham, president who has been appointed assistant to the director-general of railroads in charge of southeastern territory with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.

has been placed

J. C.

Sweeney, who has been appointed general

at

columns, was born on

November

versity in the class of
He was in private

\f^

^*T

py

—

The Hastings & Northwestern which operates
Union Pacific line from Hastings, Neb.,
Kearney. 41 miles, has been taken over by the Union
Pacific, becoming a part of the system.

Pacific Railroad, owning all
of the latter's $75,000,000 stock.
On this stock a dividend
of approximately $2,000,000 was paid last December and
from this return into the corporation's treasury the preferred stock dividend will be paid.

Essex

Railway Construction
building
Terminal Railway. — This company
is

bridge with concrete foundations, 75
at

ft.

long, over

a steel

Turkey creek

Ojibway, Ont.

creased in
350,517).

much less proportion, being 48.135,614 florins ($19,The expenses rose in much greater proportion, from

42,161,235 florins ($16,948,817) during the first six months of 1916
to 48.340,585 florins ($19,432,915) in the corresponding period of
1917.

Thus

Report.

the business

shows an actual

loss in 1917.

Commerce

1904,

J.

until

state of

in

when

Rhode

Island,

that position until
also serving as
attorney for the

1914,
trial

Rhode Island Company,
which

operated
the
railways
conby the New
Haven. In 1914 he was
appointed general attorney of the New Haven with headquarters at New Haven, Conn., and on February 1, was appointed general solicitor of the same road as above noted.
J. C.

Sweeney

street

trolled

Thomas Fletcher Smith, land and tax agent of the Central
of Georgia, with ofTice at Savannah, Ga., has been appointed
assistant to vice-president and general manager, vice Charles
Molony, resigned to accept service with another company, and
Edwin Burke McCuen has been appointed land and tax agent
vice

—

Finances ok Dutch Railways. The gross receipts of the
State, Holland, and Netherlands Central Railwav companies during the first six months of 1916 were 45,029.014'florins ($18,101,664). Fares were increased 20 per cent beginning January 1, 1917,
but the gross receipts in the first six months of 1917 were in-

Providence,

K.

with headquarters at
Providence, remaining

—

Western

I)ractice at

he entered the service
of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford as
trial attorney for the

to

for the

at

1896.

that portion of the

company

1874,

Haven, and graduated from Yale Uni-

—

Western PACinc. The Western Pacific Railroad Corporation
on February 5 declared an initial dividend of 6 per cent
on the $27,500,000 preferred stock, due in quarterly installments beginning February 20. The second payment ol V/z
per cent will be made April 1 and the others of equal
amount on July 1 and October 1. The corporation is hold-

30,

New

Louis & San Francisco. The Federal District Court at
Louis on January 29, formally dissolved the receivership
The court reserved the right to pass on
of this company.
any claims that hereafter may be made against the company
when
constituted
it went into receivership.
as

ing

solicitor of

New York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters
New Haven, Conn., as has already been announced in these

St.

Union Pacific.

i

the

—

>r.

Officers
iin

C. Potter has been appointed auditor

Meridian

capital

& Western. W. Barklie Henry, Edward F.
Beale and Charles H. Bean have been elected directors to
fill vacancies caused by the death of Edward B. Smith and
the resignation of George R. Sheldon and G. Trowbridge
Hollister, of New York.

Thiladelphia

iini

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

& SisijitiiANNA. A. A. Jacksoii, vice-president of the
Girard Trust Company of I'hiladelpliia, has been elected a
director to succeed Edward H. Smith, deceased.

Bi'f'KALo
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Mr. Smith.

R. B. Walker, auditor of disbursements, of the Seaboard Air
Line, with headquarters at Portsmouth. \'a.. having resigned
to accept service with another company, H. W. MacKeiuie,
controller, announces the following appointments and changes
in title of the officers of the accounting department, eflfective
February 1: T. W. Mathews, assistant controller; L. R.
Powell, Jr., assistant to tin- c.uur.dler; B. B. McCaa, auditor
freight accounts: V. T. Boatwright, assistant auditor freight
accounts: S. D. Locke, Jr., auditor passenger accounts: E. P.
Ball, auditor station accounts; J. S. Hamilton, auditor disbursements, and L. L. Knight, assistant auditor disbursements.
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R. E. Connolly, assistant treasurer of the Illinois Central,
as been appointed treasurer, with headquarters at New York,
ucceeding A. J. Wykes, deceased. Mr. Connolly was born on
.ugust 11, 1884, in New York City and was educated at
lew York University. He began railway work in August,
302, as a clerk in the executive office of the Illinois Central
nd in 1906 was appointed transfer agent. On October 31,
316, he was appointed assistant treasurer, with headquarters
t New York, which position he held at the time of his recent
ppointnient as treasurer of the same road as above noted.

N. W. Smith whose appointment as general attorney of the
[ew York, New Haven & Hartford with office at New
[aven. Conn., has already been announced in these columns,
ras born on November
8, 1873, at Providence,
L I. He was educated
1

is

the public schools of
native town also at
Falls, Vt, and
graduated from
College and two

iellows
1896,

1

fale

ears later from the
lew York Law School.
le was admitted to the
in

lar

New York

in

Rhode
and
in
898
the
following
stand
ear.
In 1899 he beame a junior partner
1 the firm of Edwards
Angell, Providence,
:
nd in 1904, was apointed assistant attorey for Rhode Island
"^^ '^^ ^'"''^
f the New York, New
laven & Hartford. In
707, he was appointed attorney for Rhode Island and in
514, became Rhode Island counsel, which position he held at
le time of his recent appointment as general attorney of
le same road as above noted.
He also served as general
Dunsel of the Rhode Island Company operating the street
iilways from about the time the New Haven Company acuired control of that company until it was separated in
J14 from the New Haven Company by the decree in the

ferred.

Rock Island
J. Munday, general superintendent of the
Southern, witli headquarters at Rock Island, 111., was appointed superintendent of the middle division of the St. Louis
Southwestern, with headquarters at Mt. Pleasant, Tex., succeeding E. Richards, who has been appointed train rules examiner and safety inspector, with office also at Mt. Pleasant,
effective
J.

Operating
lanager

of

the
avannah, Ga.

Central

of

general

Patrick Minehan, trainmaster on the Mahoning division of
the Erie at Younfistown, Ohio, has been appointed assistant
superintendent, with office at Youngstown, vice John M. Condon, promoted. Daniel J. Madden has been appointed trainmaster, with office at Youngstown, vice Mr. Minehan,
Thomas Fitzgerald has been appointed terminal trainmaster,
with office at Cleveland. Ezra Chadwick, chief despatcher,
has been appointed trainmaster with office at Cleveland, and
Rolla A. Smith has been appointed chief despatcher, vice Mr.

Chadwick.
Victor B. Fisher, trainmaster of the Philadelphia & Reading,
with office at Tamaqua, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the Shamokin division with headquarters at Tamaqua,
vice F. J. Hagner, assigned to other duties.

Mr. Fisher was born on
1867 at Allenand received
a high school education.
8,

Tecti\e February

1.

A. R. MacGowan. district superintendent of the Canadian
overnment Railways, at Edmundston, N. B., has been apointcd superintendent of the Pennsylvania division of the
'elaware & Hudson, with office at Carbondale, Pa., vice

A. Morgan.

.

A. MacDonald, superintendent of the LaCrosse division
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul with office at Milwauee. Wis., has been appointed superintendent of the PrairieChien and Mineral-Point divisions, succeeding L. T. JohnsJ.

f

Li

m

who succeeded Mr. MacDonald.

W.

F. Eckert, superintendent of the Reading division of
Philadelphia & Reading, with office at Reading, Pa., has
cen appointed superintendent of the Wilm.ington and Coimbia division, with office at Reading, succeeding I. T. Tyson
ho has been appointed superintendent of the Reading
ivision, with office at Reading.
le

T. Gilmore, roadmaster of the Chicago, Burlington &
luincy, with headquarters at Greybull, Wyo., has been apointed trainmaster and roadmaster of the McCook division
charge of the line from Orleans, Neb., to St. Francis, Kan.,
I

J.

Pa.,

railway work

in the spring of 1882, as

a

messenger

Philadelphia

J. M. Mitchell has been appointed superintendent of the
ezpcrce & Idaho, with office at Nezperce, Idaho, in charge
traffic and operation, succeeding C. A. Hawkins, resigned,
f

superintendent of the Tucson division

A. L. Haldeman, division superintendent of the Chicago,
Rock Island Si Pacific with headquarters at Estherville, Iowa,
has been transferred to the Minnesota division with headquarters at Manly, Iowa, succeeding A. E. Wallace, resigned
C. E. Green, trainmaster at
to go with another company.
Bureau, III., has been promoted to superintendent of the
Dakota division with headquarters at Estherville, succeeding
Mr. Haldeman. O. O. Hawk, trainmaster at Eldon, Iowa, has
been transferred to 'Bureau, succeeding Mr. Green.

He began
assistant

Georgia with headquarters at

1.

Fitzgerald,

Southern Pacific with office at Tucson, Ariz.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Shasta division,
with headquarters at Dunsmuir, Cal., vice J. W. Metcalf, resigned, and W. Wilson, superintendent, with office at Portland,
Ore., has been appointed superintendent of the Tucson
division, witli headquarters at Tucson, vice Mr. Fitzgerald.

wood,

Henry D. Pollard has been appointed

February

W.
the

of

July

issolution suit.

Vol. 64, No. 6

and from Republican, Neb., to Oberlin, Kan., with headquarters at Orleans, Neb., succeeding W. G. Dungan, trans-

and

the

in

&

on the
Reading

fall

of

same year became

the
tele-

graph operator. In the
fall of 188S, he was appointed train despatcher

and

in

May,

1890,

went

New York Cenyardmaster. The
following December he
returned to the service
of the Philadelphia &
to the

tral as

Reading

as

spatcher and

train
in

de-

'^-

^

^'^^^^

Septem-

1897, was appointed assistant trainmaster with office
Tamaqua. In February, 1913, he was promoted to trainmaster which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the Shamokin division of the
same road as above noted.

ber,
at

M. M. Sisson, whose appointment as superintendent of
car service of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton with office at
Springfield, Ohio, was mentioned in these columns January
entered railway service in December, 1901, as a telegraph
operator on the Missouri division of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe. He remained with the Santa Fe until December,
1902, following which he was employed in similar work on the
Chicago & North Western. From March, 1904, to January,

25,

February

8,
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he was storekeeper for tlie Victor Fuel Company of
Denver, Colo.; on the latter date he returned to the Santa Ke
on which line he was an operator and trick dcspatclicr at La
I'Vom December 15,
Junta, Colo., until Xovcmber 30, 1908.
1908, to February 18, 1909, he was a trick despatcher with the
Union Pacific at Evanston, Wyo.; followin(» which he was
trick despatcher, niijht chief despatcher and chief despatcher
with the Santa I"e at .Vmarillo, Tex., La Junta, Colo., Winslow,
tin October 10, 1914, he was apAriz and Pueblo. Colo,
pointed chief despatcher and trainmaster for the Detroit,
Toledo & fronton, wliicli position he held until the time of
his appointment as noted above.
1906,

339

ing H. E. Erickson,

who

&

has resigned to become advertising
Co., with headquarters at Chicago, ef-

W. H. Ward, whose

appointment as general freight agent of

manager
fective

of Morris
February 1.

the Indiana

announced

Harbor

Belt, with

local

ter the fast freight line

tered the
Indiana,

.\rdcnsville,

January

12,

Pa.,

on

1874.

He

entered railway service

on January

^^^

2,

1889,

and

since that date has been
consecutively to April
1,
1893, rate and bill
clerk of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati. Chicago &
St. Louis at Danville.
111.; from April 1, 1893,
to .August 1, 1895, yard
clerk at the same point;
from
August 15 to

^^^^

^^k
^^^^^L

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m
^l^^^^^^^^^^^r
^^WmUBPI^^^
"• ^- ''"""

office
field,

Ohio; from No-

vember 24 to December
1895.
receiving
26,
clerk in the local freight
office
of
the
Ohio
Southern

Springat
1899. rate clerk in

field; from December 26, 1895, to April 1.
the same office: from April 1 to November 17, 1899, claim
clerk in the general freight department; and from November
17. 1899, to August 1, 1900, chief clerk in the same department. He was then assistant general freight and passenger
agent until October 1, 1900, and later general freight and
passenger agent for the same road to June, 1901.
He
subsequently served as division freight agent of the Detroit,
Toledo & Ironton at Ironton, Ohio, and from August 17,
1913, to August
1914. he was traffic manager of the
1.

Big

Sandy

&

Kentucky

River

Ashland,

at

Kentucky.

the latter date to May 1, 1915, he was assistant general
freight agent of the Detroit, Toledo
Ironton at Ironton,
Ohio. From May 1, 1915. to March 1, 1916, he was assistant
general freight agent at Springfield, Ohio and from March 1,
1916, to January 1, 1918, he was general freight agent at De-

From

&

Mich., which position he held at the time of his appointas noted above.
He succeeds F. H. Osborn, vice-president in charge of traffic and secretary, who has enlisted in
government service.
troit,

ment

The

authority of T. D. Geoghegan, traffic manager of the
Gulf, Mobile & Northern, with headquarters at Mobile, Ala.,
has been extended over the Meridian & Memphis.

W.

D. Braddock, advertising agent of the Chicago, Rock
& Pacific, with headquarters at Little Rock, Ark., was
appointed general advertising manager at Chicago, succeedIsland

of the

Illinois

&

was chief clerk in the
department and

traffic

H. A. Fidler, yencial freight agent ot the Detroit, Toledo
fronton at Detroit. Mich., has been appointed tralTic manwith same lieadquarters.
Mr. Fidler was born in

1

employ

Iowa, later taken over
by the New York Central, with which road he

ager

^

of

department of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy. In 1896 he en-

Traffic

^

office

Three years later he
went to Chicago to en-

H. Buford, trainmaster of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, witli hcadiiunrters at Sioux City, Iowa, has been transferred to the I. a Crosse division, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding B. H. McManey, who has been transferred to the Northern division, with lieadquarters at Milwaukee. R. E. Sizer has been appointed trainmaster of the Prairie
du Chien and Mineral Point divisions, with headquarters at
Milwaukee, Wis. J. E. Hills has been appointed trainmaster
of the Twin City terminals, with headquarters at Minneapolis,
Minn. Tiie alii'\e changes were effective l'"eliruarv 1.

<f^

freight

Union Pacific at
Omaha, Neb., in 1890.
the

C.

&

headquarters at Chicago, was
1, first entered
railway service in the

the Railwax A'^c of h'cbruary

in

W.

H.

Ward

assistant general freight
agent.
Approxiinafely
12 years ago he was
transferred to the In-

diana Harbor Belt, by

which company he has
been employed ever since. He was chief of the tariflf bureau
at Chicago during most of that period and at the time of his
promotion to general freight agent, succeeding J. W. Bing-

ham, resigned.

H. D. Landry, assistant gerteral freight agent of the St.
Louis Southwestern, with headquarters at St. Louis. Mo., will
have charge of the industrial department in addition to his
other duties, eflfcctive February 1.
C. E. Veatch, acting general freight and passenger agent of
the Missouri & North Arkansas with headquarters at Harrison, Ark., has been appointed general freight and passenger
agent with the same headquarters.
J. A. Middleton, formerly freight traffic manager of the St.
Louis & San Francisco, is in charge of oil traffic for the
Fuel .A.dministration, instead of the Food Administration, as
inadvertently stated in last week's issue, page 286.

F. A. Brown, traveling agent of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo.,
was appointed general agent of the passenger department,

with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., succeeding
kester, resigned, effective February 1.

H. H. Lan-

Oscar Plunket, traveling freight agent of the Wabash, with
office at Birmingham, Ala., has been promoted to general
agent at Birmingham, succeeding E. H. Blair, resigned to
engage in other business. Lee Pescia, commercial agent, with
office at Memphis, Tenn., having resigned to engage in other
business, that agency will be temporarily in charge of G. W.
Terry, traveling freight agent.
J. H. Cherry, assistant general freight agent of the Illinois
Ceentral at Chicago, has been appointed regional director for
the Illinois State Food Administration. Mr. Cherry will have
charge of a bureau which will facilitate the movement of food
products on the roads of the state with a view to conserving
F. H. Law, assistant general freight
their full edible value.
agent at St. Louis, has been transferred to Chicago to succeed Mr. Cherry.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
E. M. Lake has been appointed master mechanic of the
Meridian & Memphis, with office at Meridian, Miss.

K. G. Williams, assistant engineer of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, with office at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed resident engineer of the Union Railway at Memphis,
he will also continue to serve with the Rock Island, the Ar-

—
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kansas & Memphis Railway Bridge & Terminal Company and
the American Bauxite Company.
M. F. Longwell, resident engineer of the Union Railway
at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed engineer maintenance
of way of the Wabash, with headquarters at Montpelier, Ohio.
A. A. Matthews was appointed chief engineer of the St.
Louis Southwestern of Texas, with office at Tyler, Tex., succeeding W. T. Eaton, assigned to other duties, effective
January 28.
R. D. Quickel, fuel agent of the Southern Railway, lines
west, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio, having entered military
service, N. C. Kieffer has been appointed fuel agent, with
ofiice at Cincinnati.

C. H. Montague, master mechanic of the Quincy, Omaha &
Kansas City and the Iowa & St. Louis, with office at Milan,

Mo., having resigned, J. C. Woods has been appointed acting
master mechanic, with office at Milan.
N. F. Thompson, district engineer of the Middle district
has
of the New York Central, with office at .Albany, N. Y.
been appointed district engineer of the Western district, with
C.
B.
resigned.
Paradis,
E.
F.
succeeding
office at Buffalo,
Martin, district engineer of the Hudson River Connecting
also
appointed
Railroad, with office at Castleton, has been
Mr.
district engineer of the Middle district, to succeed

Thompson.

W. O. Galbreath, whose appointment as chief engineer of
the Missouri, Oklahoma & Gulf, with office at Muskogee,
Okla., was announced in these columns on January 25, was
He graduated from Kansas
born in Porter County, Ind.
University in 1898 and entered railway service on the Mexican Central in 1899 in Mexico. He was later employed on
Mexico
the Mexican National and the National Railways of
on location, construction and maintenance work. In 1912 he
maintenance
left the latter company to become engineer of
position
of the Missouri & North Arkansas. He resigned this
with
remaining
Western,
Great
Chicago
the
in 1916 to go with
noted
that company until he received the appointment, as
above.

Special Officers

James F. Holden, vice-president in charge of traffic of the
Kansas City Southern, has been appointed by Director-Gentraffic
eral McAdoo, an assistant to Edward Chambers,

will

Mr.

Holden

page

of
257.

was born

"Wfe

09t-

V

February 1,
Mr. Holden
in

1861,

at

Prince Albert, Ont. He
began railway work in
1877 and served consecutively to
clerk to the

as
superintraveling
1880,

manager.

May 1898 and then to July, 1901, as
He was vice-president of the same road from

until

1901 to April, 1902, and in February, 1903, was appointed freight traffic manager of its successor, the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific. In January 1906, he was elected vicepresident and general manager of the Midland Valley and
since February, 1910, has served as vice-president of the Kansas City Southern, with office at Kansas City, Mo.

July,

Railway Officers

in Military Service

Paul M. La Bach, assistant engineer of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, has been commissioned a major in the
Engineer Reserve Corps and has been assigned to staff duty
Mr. La Bach was recently commissioned as an
in France.
ensign in the Fleet Naval Reserve but resigned to accept the
army commission. He served as an ensign in the SpanishAmerican war.

Obituary
Charles C. Rosenberg, for the past 11 years secretary and
treasurer of the Railway Signal Association, died at his home
He had
in Bethlehem, Pa., on February 2, at the age of 63.
been in poor health

about five years
but he was of such
cheerful and courageous disposition that his

for

friends

in

the associa-

tion, though they met
him regularly at meetings, saw little or noth-

ing in his conversation
to

indicate

his

He had been
cal

illness.

in a criti-

condition since he

was stricken with
ney

disease,

kid-

while

away from home on
January 12.
Mr. Rosenberg was
born at West Portal,
N. J., on February 5,
1855, and left school at
C. C.

Rosenberg

ter.

the supportation
plies and materials for
of

Age

manager

traffic

He entered railway service in 1875 on tlie Lehigh Valley
as a carpenter.
Two years later he was made foreman, and
in 1880 he was appointed supervisor of bridges and buildings.

have general superover the trans-

vision

the Shipping Board and
relations between the
railroads and the Shipping Board, as was announced in the Raihvay

traffic

the age of 14 to become
apprentice to a carpen-

advisor of the director
general.
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^r

tendent and
auditor of the Whitby,
Holde
Port Perry & Lindsay,
now a part of the Grand
Trunk; and from 1880 to 1883 as chief clerk in the traffic
manager's office of the Midland Railway of Canada. The
next year he was appointed local freight agent of the same
road at Toronto. From 1885 to 1886, he was traveling freight
agent of the Canadian Pacific, at Toronto; then for three
years was in charge of agents' accounts, in the accounting
department of the St. Louis-San Francisco, at St. Louis, Mo.,
and from 1889, to 1891, he was chief rate clerk in the general
freight office of the same road. In November, 1891, he went
to the Choctaw, Oklahoma & Gulf and served as auditor and

Railroad signaling was then in its infancy and the Lehigh
Valley was one of the pioneers. Mr. Rosenberg kept his eyes
and ears open and as the first signals, primitive in design,
were put under his supervision he grew with the art; and in
1896 he was made signal engineer. Prior to this, however
1890 he had been superintendent of the cresoting plant of
the company at Perth Amboy, where he stayed for two years.
From 1892 to 1896 he was again supervisor of bridges and
buildings, in the territory between Jersey City, N. J., and
Mauch Chunk, Pa.; which included important docks at New
York harbor. He was one of the earliest members of the
Railway Signaling Club, now the Railway Signal Association,
and his name is prominent in the proceedings throughout
the life of the association. He was its vice-president in 1900
and its president in 1901 and 1902. He retired from railroad
service in 1906, having been in the service of the Lehigh
Valley continuously for 31 years; and in the same year he
was chosen secretary of the Railway Signal .Association. His
popularity and efficiency as a secretary are everywhere at-

—

tested.

Mr. Rosenberg is survived by a widow and three daughters,
son having died a few years age. He was as popular
locally as he was among his railroad acquaintances and was
active in civic, religious and political affairs, but not as a
politician.
He was a member of the Rotary Club of Lehigh
University, and although his education was gained, largely, in
the hard school of railroad experience, he seemed to be
entirely at home among the professors of the university.
his only

In i-viTV

lii'ariiin

on an application fur an increase in treiglit
have consistently and emphatically
projihesicd disaster in time of emergency
if relief wore not granteil.
Shippers,

rales, railroad t-M'c'utivfS

The Shoe

Now

on the
Other Foot

alive only to tiieir

own

iiniiudiate

the shi|)])ers' convenience or special privileges to

which they had become accustomed. The predictions of the
railway executives have proved true and the shijipers are
Their infast awakening to the seriousness of their error.
dustries are suffering and their productive capacity is restricted because of their having crippled not only a faithful
From a spirit of criticism
ser\-ant, but an indispen.sable one.
and fault finding they are rapidly shifting to one of sympathy and support, as is indicated by the article, "Business
While the roads
Papers Advise Shippers," on page 363.
have been taken out of the hands of the regulators who have
so willingly and dutifully listened to the shippers in the
past,

it

hoped that these same regulators will not
change which is now taking place.

to be

is

to note the

fail

no new light thrown on the histor\- of the W'abashTerminal by the report of the Interstate Commerce Commission, an e.xcerpt from
A Poor
which is published elsewhere in this isBusiness
The report is signed "by the comsue.
mission" meaning presumably tliat it
Venture
was prepared by a more or less "e.\pert"
hired by the commission and approved of "by the commisThere

is

I'ittfburgh

sion."

The

report characterizes the Ijuilding of the W'abash-

Terminal as
The Goulds have made
business ventures in the
Pittsburgh was about
I'ittsburgh

And

ture

lost

proof that

yet

very
it

m

worker on jobs that can be done by unskilled labor,
men of a smaller degree of skill or e.xperience.
As we have pointed out, time and time again, the railroad
shop and engine house forces have struggled along with
entirely too little super\'ision.
In the present emergency, and
particularly with the large labor turn-over, it is more than
ever necessary that adequate su[)crvision be j)rovided. Steps
should also be taken by readjustment of wages and conditions
to prevent more skilled men from leaving the railroads to go
into other industries.
Industry und the conduct of the w^ar
cannot go forward successfully w'ith a crippled transportation
machine.
While a certain amount of new equipment may
be secured from the builders during the coming months it
will be comparatively insignificant in contrast with the equipment now in service which will be called upon to carry the
larger part of the burden.
Immediate results, and that is
what we are after, can best be secured by repairing the cars
;md locomotives now in service and maintaining them in good
a skilled

or even by

serviceable condition.

When

last

Kshed

at the

April the Railroads' War Board was estabnational capital Washington became the greatest
railroad center in the world.
Its im-

Tne
Biggest
Railroad Center

The commission

finds

in

this

a

issues.
Maybe if the commission had had the power of veto
over security issues the independent entrance into Pittsburgh
would never have been built. But that is the most that can
be said. Is it conceivable that the commission as constituted

in 1904 would have done anything constructive?
The commissioners could not have done anything constructive. That
is not their conception of what they are there for, nor has it
been the conception of Congress. The real lesson to be learned
by the W'abash-Pittsburgh failure is that an investor must
look out for him.self. What he can do is to insist on publicity

before the investment is made, not ten years after the enterprise has proved a failure.

possible condition. The emergency can
be met in one way only and that is by

following the British precedent of scientific dilution of labor.
The skilled men who still remain
the service must be carefully studied and used as leaders and demonstrators.
It is
almost a crime under [)resent conditions, for instance, to use

railroad tield but their entrance into
as unfortunate as the worst of

ought to have jurisdiction over railroad security

it

Equipment

I

the

heavily.

the

a poor business venture and it was
rather more than their share of poor

built
in
\\abash-rittsburgh was
order to give Pittsburgh more adequate railroad facilities.
Today even the Pennsylvania Railroad directors would
acknowledge that Pittsburgh needs more railroad facilities.
The Pittsburgh district shippers gained only a fraction of
A'hat they would have, had the project been carried out successfully but still they gained something and stand to gain
more as time goes on. The investors in this bad business ven-

them.

workers than they can afford, and yet
is of vital importance that the locomotives and cars be kept in the best

The Problem
of Maintaining

in-

tercsts, have just as consistently fouglit
any increase in rates on their particular
products, or tlie enactment of regulations which although
aimed to increase railrcwd efficiency or capacity would inter-

fere with

It takes years to train a skilled mechanic for railroad shop
or engine house work.
The road^ have lost far more skilled

jjortance as a railroad center

when

creased

on

December

was

in-

28

the

government took control of railroad
management.
The Railroads' War
Board was a committee created voluntarily by the railways
and possessing only such authority as they gave it. The director general of railroads is a government official possessing the
l^ower of a dictator over both regulation and management.
Unified operation of the railways during tlie war is necessary.
Perha|)S it was desiraljle to establish government cont ol of their management, although the Rail-d:ay Age has not
changed its opinion that if the laws had been so modified as
to give the private managements a fair chance they would
have got better results than will be obtained under government control. But of one thing we are sure, and this is that
the concentration of control of the railways in Washington
Washington is a l)eautiful city
is a serious misfortune.
which is very sloppy in winter and very hot in summer,
which is inhabited chiefly by government clerks, which has
politics
and which is therefore the
only one industnwor.st place in the United States from which to direct the

—

management

who
t''c
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of the railways.

called on Lincoln

to tell

—

him what

Presdent.

The story

is

told of a

man

when he was President, and began

"Wait a minute," said
the public thought.
"When did you get here?" "Last night,"
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"All right, then," said the President, "you
the man replied.
ma\' proceed; but had you been here a week I wouldn't have
listened to you, because nobody who has been in Washington
The
a week knows what the public thinks about anything."
man who stays in \\'a.shington without leaving it frequently
in contact and talking with people elsewhere not
only soon does not know what the puluic thinks, but he soon
loses all touch with what is actuall\- going on in the country.

and coming

Washington

as a Railroad Center

VV7.4SHixGTtix has no manufactories, no large wholesale
** houses, no great financial institutions, only one railroad general office, few literary people except those who
camp out there a few months at a time to get "copy." Its
only industry, as noted in the preceding paragraph, is politics, the staple of its conversation is political gossip, and
almost ever)- man who has been there continuously fancies
he has become not merely a great statesman, but also a great
administrator capable of telling how any big enterprise, from
building a powder mill to running the railroads should be
handled.
The other great capitals of the world, London, Paris,
Berlin, are capitals of industry, finance, commerce, literature,
In consequence, the public men of
as well as of politics.

England,

France

capitals, con.stantly

and Germany, when they are in the
meet in clubs, offices, hotels, homes, at

public meetings, the business, professional and literary leaders of the country.
Furthermore, they meet them under
normal conditions. In ^^'ashington public men seldom meet
leaders in the professions, commerce, industry and finance
except when they go there as suppliants, protestants, or lobbyists.
It makes a great deal of difference in the amount
the}- learn from each other whether public men and business
and professional men usually meet on friendly and unconventional terms or as our busines.5 and professional men and
public men usually meet in \\'ashington.
The atmosphere
of Washington is made up about equally of grapevine telegrams, complaints, statistics, politics and sworn testimony.
Our public men would be much more competent to pass
intelligently on the industrial affairs of a great nation with
the smoke of Pittsburgh or Chicago in their lungs.
Director General of Railroads McAdoo is an able man.
He has surrounded himself with men of experience in railway affairs. But both he and they are going to find it extremely hard to keep in actual touch with conditions on the
railroads.
Their predecessor, the Railroads' War Board,
did.
Every operating man knows he cannot keep in toucl'
with what is going on on his railroad and do his work
efficiently without spending about one-half his time on the
road.
Many people think railway officers' inspection trips
are junkets.
On the contrary, they are indispensable to
operation.
Mr. McAdoo and his staff will not be
able to make frequent inspection trips over the railways of
the United States. There are 260,000 miles of them.
Their
opportunities for keeping in touch with transportation condiskillful

tions will be of the worst.

They

will be kept fully infnnned

about the pathology of the railroad business but will liear
about its psychology and physiology.
They arc now
being deluged by complaints; but few persons are taking
any pains to tell them of the tremendous and heroic exertions
that railway officers and employees have made during this
terrible winter to keep the lines open.
If Mr. McAdoo and
his staff were located in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, St.
Paul-Minneapolis, thev would hear both the good things
and the bad things about railway operation, but in Washington, where there arc the headquarters of only one railway, they will hear little but the bad things.
The Rail'd'av Age has not made the foregoing remarks
merely to indulge in persiflage at the expense of Washington.
It has made them to call attention to a very real danger.
little
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There is nothing more pathetic than the ideas regarding railroad control and management, their proper metliods and
probable results, that are constantly expressed in some offiThere are more people in that
cial cjuarters in Washington.
city who never made an inspection trip over a railroad, never
were in a shop, and never saw a wreck cleared up, but who
have learned all about how to run the railroads from statistics. Interstate Commerce Commission reports and newsthe world.
Furthermore,
papers, than in any other place
some of them have influence so much influence that they
have contributed very greatly toward making railroad reguPeople of this kind will also make govlation a failure.
ernment control of railroads a failure if given a chance.
There is only one way to run railroads. That is by the
process familiarly known among railway men as "railroad-

—

The

ing."

m

location of the office of the director general in

Washington will be a great handicap to government control.
The handicap can be prevented from producing its natural results only by recognizing its existence and acting
accordingly.

The

Government

Standard
Locomotives as a War Measure

KELIE\E the shortage of power on the eastern roads

'"Te)

this

more locomotives or better facilities and
more experienced help for making locomotive repairs. The
proljlem is not so much the number of locomotives as it is
the condition of the power now in operation.
Coupled with
the great demands of transportation during the past year
and the extremely severe winter we are now experiencing,
the dilution and the depletion of the ranks of the "railroad
countr\- needs

mechanic," in addition to inadequate facilities for handling
and repairing locomotives, have made the proper maintenance
of locomotives a practicable impossibility.

The time has come when something must be done and done
promptly to relieve the situation at the earliest possible moment. Better facilities for handling locomotives, both at the
shops and at the terminals, are sadly needed and must not
be overlooked.
New locomotives also will help bring relief.
The

director general

tion, is to

of railroads,

appreciating this situa-

buy locomotives for the government.

probable that freight locomotives of standard design
will be constructed to relieve a shortage of power wherever
it may occur.
By thus concentrating on a standard, or if
more than one t3'pe of locomotive is to be built, on a few
standards, it is hoped to so speed up production that the
builders will be able to make more prompt deliveries and
produce the locomotives at a lower unit cost than if but few
each of a number of designs were built. This will be true,
It

is

of course, to a certain extent.

The design

of the locomotive or locomotives

thus built

must be a compromise as they must meet widely varying con-

To

he used indiscriminately over the eastern roads
must come within the clearance limitations
and the permissible axle loading of any of the roads on
which it is contemplated using them.
This will in many
cases provide locomotives to some roads well under the rating usually given the particular type of power in question
and thus reduce the standard train loading, which will increase the cost of operation and make a greater number of

ditions.

these locomotives

train

movements necessary.

Where

a particular road is in need of a large number of
locomotives of a certain class
of which designs have been
made and Iwomotives built which meets its individual
needs much better than any standard locomotive the government will build, there appears no good reason for the gov-

—
—

ernment not approving their construction.
The first cost
may perhaps be greater, as undoubtedly the locomotives will

February

15.
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be heavier than those ordered by tlie j;ovcrnnicnl, liut llie
opi-rating economies to be secured from a locomotive dcsijjned more partiiuhirh' to suit local conditions will make

belonging to one railroad, and standard on
lines only, are thus transferred.

As tar as the ])ri)in|itness
the extra cast well worth wliile.
in deliveries is concerned there is a j^rave i|Uestion, |)riivided

-tandardization nitd not and should not be carried beyond
the boiler. frame>. cylinders, running gear, cab and
tender,
lo standardize the great class of fittings and devices commonly classed as specialties, would be to reduce the available

these special locomotives are ordered in sufliciently large
numbers, as to whether or not any serious delay to the output of the builders will be occasioned.
.\s a war emergency measure, however, the government
standard l(Komotive will provide a certain degree of relief
in a lari;e

number

of cases.
*

*

standard freight locomotive, to be successful, must as
nearly approach the capacity requirements of all the roads
on which it is likely to be used as is possible in an\' compromise arrangement, such as it must be. Judging from the
extent to which Mikado type lixomotives have been ordered
during the past two years and the number of roads on which
they are in service, it would seem that this type best meets
The Mikado type, together witli
the average requirements.
a switching lixomotive of the 0-8-0 type, may be expected
to fulfill practically all of the requirements for standard
liKomotivcs needed to meet the wai emergency.
Ihese locomotives should be so designed and equipped
that they may be worked to capacity every minute of the
time they are in service; there are few locomotives of the
Mikado type that can meet this icciuirement unless equipped
with a mechanical stoker.
The importance of efficiency of
combustion, evaporation and steam utilization hardly need
The economic value of coal has been too
be mentioned.
thoroughly driven bome during the past few weeks to require any elat)oration here.
In both of the above types the
firebox should be fitted with a brick arch; the boiler should
contain a combustion chamber and be fitted with a super.\

heater.

There are good reasons other than those directly affecting
performance of the locomotive why every one of these

tlie

included in any locomotive of the size
under consideration. One of the serious difficulties the railro;ids are contending with in the present crisis is the excessive
turnover of emplo\ees in the locomotive service, especially
among the firemen. For a number of years there has been
a growing difticulty in securing higli grade men for locomotive firemen, owing to the unattractiveness of the conditions
under which they must work. Tlie effect of the features of
locomotive et|uipment specifically mentioned above, together
with many others designed purely as labor savers, in improving these adverse conditions is very clearly brought out
by the Eight-hour Commission in one of the appendices (see
page J 73) in its recent report to the President and Congress.
*
*
*
features should be

The problem

of standardization

wisdom

one which requires the

is

its

settlement.

Within

certain limits standardization possesses

undoubted

benefits,

e.xercise

of the greatest

in

which, however, may very readilv be more than offset by the
disadvantages arising from carrying it too far.
The locomotive of today is the product of a long and continual
proc-ess of development.
Had a ligid standard been adhered
to during any considerable period of this process, we should

depending upon locomotives which we now consider
But as a war measure, and for the purposes already mentioned, this objection does not hold against a reasonable standardization program.
Indeed, such a program
may possesses certain advantages from the standpoint of
\<e

obsolete.

production and

first cost,

and

it

of an effective liquid reser\'e of

is

essential for the creation

power available for transfer

from one system or section of the country to another.
transfer of a common t)'pe. some of
many roads, from one road to another
difficulties of

maintenance

wlii.

The

which are in use on
would not lead to the
h mu-t mi i--,iril\ jri^e wtun-

I.H.omotives

To make available

all

its

of these advantages, however, tlie

material now in stock and the priKluctive capacity for
the
turning out of these essential devices, and thereby place
a
restriction on the s()eed of IcKomotive production.
Furthermore, to place a discouraging restriction on the continued

development and improvement ot specialties, including possible developments which may have a direct
influence on the
efficiency

and

and capacity of the Icxomotive, or the convenience

facility of o|)cration or

of the war.

woidd

Ije

a

maintenance, even for the period
step which we can ill afford

backward

take now, or ever.

to

Relations of Railway
Officers and

Employees

Daii.way officers have been accused during the last
dozen years of many crimes and misdemeanors.
Probably no charge ever made against them has
attracted more
attention or caused

more discussion than the accusation of
\\
G. Lee and A. B. Garrctson, heads of two labor
brotherhoods, that railway officers have been -lying
down," first to
discredit the Adamson law and later to
discredit government
.

Xor has any accusation ever made against them
aroused such bitter resentment among railway officers.
The best answer to the charge that railway officers were
lying down before government control was adopted is afforded
by the facts. In the year 1917, in the face of unprecedented
difficulties, and with no increase in facilities, the
railways
handled more commercial traffic than ever i>efore. and, in
control.

addition, a'large military traffic.
The labor leaders are sore
because the report of the Goethals Commission on the operation of the Adamson law disproved the claims they made
as
to the effects it would produce and sustained the claims
the

railway officers made.
It showed that the law had not reduced hours of work, but had given the members of the
brotlierhoods a $61,000,000 increase in wages, which may
militate against them getting all the increases they are now
seeking.

As to the charge that railway officers have been "lying
down" to discredit government control, it is false, unjust and
malicious.
Consider the irony of the situation!
The verymen who ordered a nation-wide railroad strike in .August,
1916. and who again ordered it in March, 1917, when it
was certain that within a few da_\s the country would be at
war with Germany, now charge railway officers with lying
down
The\- were prepared to stop every engine, car and
train; and now they appear before tlie bar of public opinion
and indignantly accuse railway officers of disloyalty and
I

sabotage.
lie

The

record of those

who make

these charges should

and purposes.
railway ser\'ice has

a sufficient indication of their motives
It

is

well

known

to ever)'bod}-

that

been poorer since government control was adopted than it
was before. But tliere can be no doubt as to the main reasons for this. The railways, and especially the eastern lines,
were badl\- congested when the government took control.
Even if weather conditions had been normal and there had
been no change in control, service would have grown worse;
for January almost always is, for various reasons, the hardest month of the year for railroad operation.
But the weather was the worst the present generation of railway officers
and employees ever had to struggle against. The congestion
uhi. li ilninh
\i-ted and the severe weather are, of cour-,-.
,
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the principal reasons of the demoralization which has preRailway executive and operating officers and most
vailed.

railway employees never worked so hard

in

any month

Letters to the Editor

in

their lives as in January.

Besides all the other unfavorable conditions, December
and Januar)' were a period of transition. The intention to
adopt government control was announced early in December and it went into effect toward the end of that month.
There was bound to be much uncertainty, anxiety and conIf the Kaiser had chosen the time
fusion at such a time.
to make the transfer from private to government control and
the devil had made the weather, the operating conditions
could not have been more difficult.
There appears to have been another factor of importance
which is hard to estimate. There are indications that discipline has been declining among some classes of employees.
As alread}' said, most employees recently have worked harder
than ever before; but there is a manifest feeling that under
government control the officers have not tlie authority and
power of discipline they had before. The attitude assumed
in some quarters was illustrated by the outburst of Messrs.
Lee and Garretson when they appeared before the Railroad
Wage Commission and found some railway officers there.
Mr. Garretson said, "We do not intend to take the position
It
of discussing this question with our former employers."
is also illustrated by the way some employees are treating
But if railway employees are now employees of
the public.
the government, are not railway officers now officers of the
government? And, if so, has not a division superintendent

the same authority over a conductor or brakeman that he
had under private control? If not, how long will there be
discipline and efficiency?
If the privates in an army should begin to flout their
sergeants, lieutenants and captains, and even their colonels
and generals, because they were "working for the government," how long would the army be an efficient fighting
body? The privates might be loyal to the government; but
if they were not loyal and obedient to their officers, the
effects would be much the same as if they were not loyal to
These statements apply with equal force
the government.
to railroad operation.

The government

— indeed,

should, of course,

—

make

clear to the

em-

has made clear that it intends to treat
all classes fairly as regards wages, conditions of employment
and all other matters. But it should also disabuse the mind
of the public, of railway officers and of railway employees
of the impression which now seems to prevail, that government control means a change in the relations of employees
ployees

it

to their officers.

New
Proceedings

of

Association.
paper.
1061

the

Books

International

Railway

104 pages, illustrated, 6

in.

General
by 9

in.,

Foremen's
bound in

Published by the association, William Hall, secretary,
Wabash avenue, Winona, Minn.

IVest

Although the General Foremen's Association held no convention in 1917, a successful effort

much

was made

to give the

mem-

from the organization
The predetermined papers and reports were
as possible.
The
written and advance copies were sent to the members.
bers of the association as
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Service Department on Railways
New

To THE Editor

Mr. Fritch's letter on "Creation of Service Department
on Railways," appearing in your issue of December 7, is
certainly most timely and the recommendations based on his
long and valuable experience will undoubtedly carry weight
His conclusions coincide with
with our railroad e.xecutives.
m\- own as based on a wide steam and electric railway experience.
It would seem rational that so long as the government contemplates guaranteeing returns on properties taken over it
should insist on the maximum economy as well as efficiency
If the railroad executives, still in conof their operation.
trol of these properties, do not themselves accomplish this
the government assuredly will, through more direct operaThis would be a long step toward actual government
tion.
ownership, of whose wisdom not all are convinced.
Can
our railroad executives, in the light of their remarkable
recent accomplishments, afford to neglect any opportunity
to develop the maximum possible economy and efficiency
of their respective properties?
In two details my conclusions differ from those reached
by Mr. Fritch:
On a large property the director of "service" or
( 1 )
efficiency work should be, of course, a competent man, experienced in this line of work, with the title of The (or an)
Assistant to the President, as a member of his personal staff
exercising only such authority as may be specifically delegated by the chief executive but with the full force and
effect of all his authority.
In some organizations I am convinced such work would be handicapped at the outset if
directed by a vice-president, as such.
On a smaller property such service work may better be
organized and inaugurated, if not directed, by an outside
specialist.
The organization as outlined is definite and
fixed, probably designed as the ultimate organization for
some one property or group of properties.
It would seem
to me the better procedure in any case to inaugurate the
work with a minimum "service" organization, building up
that force as the results accomplished warrant its establishment.
On most properties it will be found that certain departments or phases of the work need more attention than
do others; hence, in order that the service department itself
shall be efficient this procedure is practically necessary.
Further, as such service work must demonstrate its worth
it is desiral)le that not too much be attempted at the outset,
that whatever is done be excellently well done and that definite or positive results therefrom be oljtained
which will
prove a convincing argument for the value of "the service
department."

—

W.

benefit

proceedings contains these papers, together with many
written discussions on them submitted liy members of the
association.
The important subjects discussed include Engine Failures, Causes and Responsiljilities, Methods of Meeting the Requirements of Federal Inspection Laws, Alinement of Locomotive Parts to Give Maximum Service with
Minimum Wear, and What Interest Has the Locomotive
Foreman with Car Department Matters. The association
is to be congratulated upon the fact that even though no
convention was held, a year book has been issued.

York.

:

B.

Yereance.

Consulting Engineer and Operator £or Public

official

Exportation of Scrap
Trade Board calls attention

Iron

or

Steel.

Utilities.

—The

War

to the fact that the exportation

of scrap iron or steel requires an export license,

and that

any shipper who exports under any different classification
(such as second-hand rails, car wheels, etc.) any articles
manufactured of iron or steel which are exported for the
purpose of being scrapped at destination is guilty of false
declaration and is subject to such penalties therefor as the
law provides.

Activities of the Railroad Administration
Transportation Conditions Improve; a Waterways

Committee Appointed; Standardization

AMlcIl

MURK

ilii'ort'ul

si't

i)f

reports

i)t

tr;ins|)i)rt;ition

lountry has licrii rcacliing
the oftUc of the Director General of Railroads during
the i)ast week as a result of tlie moderation of the weatlier,
although floods caused by the sudden thaw continue to cause
The better movement of coal and of empty cars
concern.
to the mines has led to a general expectation that the Kuel
Administration order for heatless Mondays would soon be
rescindeti, as it was rescinded as to a large number of southMr. McAdoo and some of hi.; assistern states last week.
ants have been in conference with tlie Fuel Administration
on the subject and it was understood for a time that Mr.
McAdoo was insisting that the order be rescinded last week,
but he was convinced that it was necessary to continue it
until the weather allowed coal to be transported more freely
and at least until after the holiday on February 12.
The daily statements given out by the Interstate Commerce Commission of reports to Commissioner McChord of
congested conditions at various yards and terminals, however, continue to portray a most discouraging state of affairs,
and as they represent conditions several days back of the
time they are given out the latest reports still show the effect
In addition to the
of the most severe weather conditions.
bad weather, the reports show a serious condition of shortage and bad condition of power, large numbers of bad order
cars, shortage of labor for repairs, delays on the road and
at terminals, delays by consignees in unloading cars, and a
general cramped condition in the yards which makes prompt
handling of cars difficult or impossible. The reports of the
inspectors are given out in mimeograph form without comment, but by the time they get into the newspapers they have
frequently been accompanied by inferences which the reporters have not always reached without assistance, and*
statements that the conditions are due to deliberate neglect
on the part of railroad officers before the period of government control, and in one widely published story it was
asserted that the conditions date from the time when government control was decided upon.
.^11 of which naturally
causes indignation among railroad officers who have long
been predicting pul>licly that their facilities would be found
inadequate to the traffic.
For example, the report for Februarv' 1 1 stated that in the Penn,sylvania Philadelphia yards
on Februari- 8 only 79 trains of 2,291 care were moved,
while 58 trains were held because of no power being available, and that there were 2.400 empty coal cars in the yard,
only 247 having been moved west during the past 24 hours.
There were 44 locomotives out of service for repairs, 12 being
held waiting for material.
On January 30 there were on
coiulitions throuyliout

hand

tlio

delivery 2,847 cars, available for unloading,
while only 1.127 were unloaded
On February 6 of 2,839
for

cit\'

care available only

986 were unloaded.
At Harrisburg yard on February 7 it was reported that
of 457 locomotives assigned, 83 were out of service for
repairs.
The average time for turning engines at Enola
enginehouse was given as 6 hours and 3 minutes, at another
6 hr. and 47 min., and at another 7 hr. and 36 min.
On the Middle division on February 7 it was reported
that during the previous 24 hours the number of cars delivered was 2.501, and received 3.070, while 10,709 cars were
left over for movement to connecting divisions.
On February 3 it was reported that of 46 crews started eastward and
48 started westward, 13 eastward crews and 32 westward
crews were relieved on the line under the 16 -hour law and
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to exceed the 16-hour limit.
It was also
"for each one of the crews involved, initial terminal delay was excessive."

one \\a>
stated

rei|uireil

lliat

The East Altoona enginehouse, it was slated, furnished 92
Uxomotives for J7 westbound trains, being short 86 locomotives for 35 trains, and 48 castbound locomotives were
orilcred for which only ,<2 were furnished.
There were 39
locomotives turned out of the enginehouse in 24 hours and
42 in the house on which work would not be completed
during tlie next 24 hours.
At Pitcairn yard it was stated that the yards were so full
that classified trains were stored in channels foreign to their
[)roper movement, wherever room could be found for them.
It was also stated that tlie shortage of power was
aggravated
by the use of freight locomotives for passenger service.
On the New York, New Haven & Hartford on February
5 it was stated that the entire movement was 10,238 care
and there remained on hand awaiting movement 13,595 care.
Similar reports were given for other roads but the report
on the Pennsylvania was given more in detail than for other

roads.

Washington has been suffering from a fuel famine and
the local fuel administrators have ascribed the cause principally to transportation conditions, but Mr. McAdoo's office

had a check made and showed that during the period when
the coal shortage was at its worst there were usually over 100
more cars available for unloading each day than were unloaded.

Waterways Committee Appointed
Director General Mc.^doo has appointed a committee of
three members to investigate the inland and coastwise waterways of the country and advise him as to the best means of
putting them to advantageous use in solving the transportation problem:

The personnel of the committee is as follows
W. M. Black, Chief of Engineers, U. S.

eral

:

Major Gen-

chairman;
Walter S. Dickey, of Kansas City, Mo.; G. A. Tomlinson,
of Duluth, Minn., and Colonel 'Charles Keller, Corps of
Engineers, U. S. A., secretary.
Work was begun by the committee immediately following
its appointment.
The initial step was the as.«ignment of
Major S. W. Fox and Major John Stewart, of the United
.States Engineer Corps, to investigate and report at once the
condition of the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal with recommendations as to its utilization and capacity for traffic.
A.,

Consideration will also be given to the availability of
other waterways throughout the countn.-, such as the Hennepin, Delaware & Hudson, Morris, New York State Barge,

Chesajjcake

The

& Delaware and Delaware &

coastwi.se. Mississippi

and lake

Raritan canals.

traffic will

also

come

in

for serious attention.

General Black, who in addition to his strictly military
duties, is charged as Chief of Engineers with supervising the
improvements of rivers and harbors, is well acquainted with
all of the waterways of the countr)-.
He has been ven- active
in
promoting their employnient by commercial interests.
.Appointment of the Committee on Inland Water Transportation of the Council of National Defense was due in great
part to his efforts, and since that appointment was made he
has insisted upon the use of the w-aterways for transportation
whenever it was more economical or feasible than the use
of other means of transportation.
He strongly favors the
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policy of giving the best tran.-iportation to the nation at a
cost, regardless of whether it be by water or rail.

the standards set by the government will be made permanent.
It is understood that for this purpose railroad purchasing

Mr. Dickey, who is a manufacturer of burnt clay products
with plants in eight cities, long has been active in promotmg
waterways transportation improvements, and he was largely
instrumental in the organization of the Kansas City-Missouri River Navigation Company.
This corporation was
financed through public subscription and now efficiently
operates a boat line between the two cities.
Mr. Tomlinson is one of the shipping leaders of the Great
Lakes region.
He is identified with the American Shipbuilding Company and has devoted his energies to the upHis
building of the shipbuilding industry of the country.
interest in the shallow draft waterways of the Atlantic coast
Great
.logical
extensions
of
the
deeper
w'aterw^ays
of
the
as
Lakes was largely instrumental in his being named as a
member of the committee.
Colonel Keller has for several years been on duty as
assistant to the Chief of Engineers with particular charge
of the e.xecutive duties pertaining to the Inland Waterways
Commission.
He not only is intimately acquainted with
virtually all of the inland waterways of the countr>', but
also with a great number of persons who reside near them.
The committee has been instructed by Mr. McAdoo to de-

agents and experts in various lines will be drafted to form a
general purchasing or standardizing board on Mr. McAdoo's

minimum

vote

its first

attention to projects which can produce results
It will devote particular attention to cor-

within the year.

relating rail and water transportation and will report as to
various projects which have been suggested as to whether
tetter results can be obtained by the expenditure of money

on the water facilities or on rail facilities. Mr. ]McAdoo's
authority under the pending railroad control bill in Congress
does not extend to the construction of waterways but he is
authorized to make expenditures for their equipment.

Standardization
Standardization of railroad cars and locomotives and their
is one of the plans on which the railroad administration is working and one by which Director General McAdoo
The administraexpx^cts to accomplish important results.
tion expects to let contracts for a considerable amount of
equipment and power, to be paid for out of government
funds, after Congress has passed the bill providing an
appropriation for the purpose, and it is expected that contracts will also be placed by individual roads under the
supervision of the government through its division of purchases, which is under the direction of John Skelton Willparts

To what extent it is proposed to have this division
iams.
take over purchases, or w-hether it will confine itself principally to the purchases out of government funds has not
been made clear, but it is apparently the intention that even
if it does not actually make purchases it shall establish
.standards to be followed by the railroads in making their
purchases while under government control and it is hoped
to be able to carry the programme to such an extent that

"lif v'ii;/^(.

Unicru'ood

&

Underwood,

.V.

Y.

A

staff.

Mr. McAdoo has referred to the possibility of standardization as one of the greatest reforms that can be accomplished in the railroad business r,nd while he has not indicated whether or not he would go so far as to destroy the
value of patents or of plants making particular specialties
by prescribmg certain types as standard to the exclusion of
all others he has shown that he has great enthusiasm for the
general idea. A study is being made for him of the patent
He also expects to be able to reduce prices by
situation.
the fact that hereafter there will be but one buyer for equip-

ment and

supplies.

considered likely that the designs of the American
Railway Association Committee on Standard Box Cars may
be used as the basis for the proposed box car standards.
It

is

Inspectors to Report on Service

While Messrs. Lee and Garretson have been charging railroad officers widi "laying down" and deliberate inefficiency
in managing their roads in an eft'ort to discredit the government, some other people have been talking about some examples of inefficienc}- and discourtesy on the part of some
railroad employees since they became in eft'ect government
employees and some complaints l^ave reached Director GenFor the purpose of checking up on such
eral McAdoo.
reports, it has been announced, Mr. McAdoo has sent out a
large number of inspectors who are to ride trains and observe
the character of the service at ticket offices, in dining cars
Among the
at other places, and submit reports to him.

and

reports on which he has acted were several relating to
incivility at ticket windows and one of a case in which a
dining car conductor found a table for a prominent railroad
director and his wife ahead of a long line of people who had
been waiting.
Railroad traffic associations and committees, as well as
various departmental associations maintained by the railroads, whose status was made uncertain b}' General Order
No. 6, recently issued by Director General IMcAdoo, have
been authorized to continue operations until April 30, before
which time a conclusion is expected to be reached as to their
permanent status. C. A. Prouty, director of public service
and accounting, has been writing to those that have inquired
as to their status approving payment of such assessments as
may be necessary to meet current expenses from funds already
in hand. Organizations to which letters have been sent include
classification committees, territorial traffic associations, American Railwav Association, Accounting Officers" .Associations,

Committee on Railway Mail Pay and Bureau of Railway
Economics. Luther M. Walter, traffic attorney at Chicago,
has been appointed assistant to Director Proutv.

Railway Junction

in Palestine

Progress of the Railroad Control

Bill in

Congress

Reported by Senate and House Committees and Discussion

Begun
DiM'issio.N

of

llic

railroail

— Differences

cuiurul hill in

tlic

Senate and House Drafts

in

form

ments of such railroads as may not he taken under federal
control by the President unless such arrangements and instructions i)rejudice the transportation of war materials or

in

was amended bj- the Senate ("ommittee on Interstate Commerce was begun in the Senate on Monday
.ml the House was expected to take up its consideration
which

it

government supplies, in which case the President may
change the routing of such materials and supplies as the war
and national interests demand.
Both bills contain a provision not in the Anderson bill that any net railway operating income in excess of the standard return shall be paid into
the treasury and placed in the revolving fund created. Both
bills also omit the provision which was in the original bill
providing for a workmen's compensation fund for injuries
of

week.
A rather loni; contest is jiredicted
licfore its passage, hut [)crhaps not so loni; as if the hill had
not been so carefully considered in the committees of both
the house and senate, which each devoted about a month to
public hearings and two weeks to perfecting the bill in exin

later

.

the

'

lutive sessions.

Both committers have made important changes since the
was redrafted by Interstate Commerce Commissioner Anderson, and the house bill, which was reported on Saturday
.i> H. k>'(>.s5, differs considerai)ly from the Senate bill, although most of the language is the same. The senate amendments were descrilxxl in last week's issue. The formal report
of the senate committee was filed on Friday. February 7.
There are difterences between the senate and tlie house

The senate committee's report, giving reasons for interpretations of various sections, follows in part:
or disabilities.

()ill

liill?

in the

Senate Committee Report
\'our committee were of opinion that

Section

Commerce Commission in such form and
and upon such notice as he shall direct.
All
state

charges, classifications, regulations,

and

at

such time

rates,

practices, or

fares,

changes

and just; and the
Interstate Commerce Commission shall upon complaint make
investigation and grant full hearings concerning the fairness,
justice, and reasonableness of any rates, fares, ciiarges, clastherein so ordered, shall be fair, reasonable,

or changes therein so ordered by the President; and shall make report of its findings
ind recommendations concerning the same (which findings
sifications, regulations, or practices,

iiid

recommendations shall prima facie be taken as correct)
President for such action as the President may deem

to the

required in the public interest."

The senate

has a provision that there shall be no increa.se of compensation for additions, improvements or betterments paid for out of earnings for investment or surplus
earned during the period of federal control, which is not in
hill

House bill. It would seem that this would, to a considerable extent, prevent the investment of such surplus, and, as
the committee suggests in its report, result in throwing an
the

unnecessary burden of
I he
house hill has
that nothing in the act
ing laws or powers of

financing upon the government.
a provision not in the senate draft
shall be construed to affect the existthe states in relation to taxation or

police regulations of carriers and another, for the benefit of
the short lines, that "nothing in this act shall be construed
to affect the routing instructions over
and the traffic arrange-

authorizes the President to agree with the car-

—

—

1917, plus a return at a rate to be fixed by the President

upon the cost of additional facilities made during the last
months of 1917, the amount of such net earnings and the

six

cost of such additional facilities to he determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission and certified to the President.

and practices of carriers under federal control shall

tions

1

whose property has been taken over that during the
period of federal control each carrier may receive as just compensation
in lieu of all rights arising under due process of
law an annual sum not exceeding its average annual railway operating income for the three years ended June 30,

regula-

during the period of federal control continue to lie and to
be determined as hitherto.
But when in the judgment of the
President it is necessary in the public interest he may initiate rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations, or practices, or changes therein by filing the same with the Inter-

the time for

riers

'

the rates, fares, charges, classification,

is

transportation policy.

provisions for a limitation of federal control after

war and those relating to rate-making. The Senate bill
-its the limit at 18 months after the proclamation of peace
and the house bill at two years after the President's peace
[iroclamation.
The provisions regarding rate-making are
diametrically opposed in principle, although it is likely they
would work out the same in practice. The senate bill authorizes the President to initiate rates by filing them with the
conimi.ssion, but the commission, after a hearing, is given
tinal authority.
The house bill provides that: "Until and
xccpt so far as tlie President shall from time to time othertiie

wise order,

tiii>

war emergency legislation and not the time to .settle the many
and vexed questions concerning our future

controversial

This is in sub.stance the President's suggestion. The certification of the commission is to be taken as conclusive for the
purpose of such agreement. Any operating income in excess
of such standard return
the United States

is

to be paid into the Treasur)' of
in the revolving fund.

and placed

About 75 great operating railroads do over 90 per cent of
the railroad business.
It is believed by your committee that
most of these great railroad carriers will accept these terms
as a just and fair measure of their constitutional rights.
Section 1 further provides that ordinary taxes, national and

now, be paid out of operating revenue; but
act of October o, 1917, are to
be paid by the companies out of their own funds, or charged
state,

shall, as

war taxes accruing under the

against the standard return.
In other words, the holders of
railroad securities are by section 1 (like holders of other securities)

Section

hear their own just portion of the war burden.
also requires that each agreement shall contain

to
1

adequate and appropriate provisions for the maintenance and
depreciation of the property and the creation of anv reserves
or reser\'e funds found necessary in connection therewith; so
that the properties may at the end of federal control be returned to the owners in a condition substantiallv equivalent
to their condition when taken over by the government: and
that proper adjustments both in the standard return and in
the terms of final settlement may be made.
Thus evenhanded justice will be worked out as between each company
and the federal government.
If the rights of all the railroads

making

returns to the In-

terstate Commerce Commission are fixed under the provisions
of this section, the government will guarantee approximately
$945,000,000 a year.

Since the preparation of this summary, however, the comamended section 1 by inserting a provision author-

mittee has
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izing a return, at such reasonable rate as the President may
determine, upon the cost of additional transportation faciliThis addities made during the last six months of 1917.
tion, of perhaps 10 to IS millions, is made in the interest of
equality, it appearing that 200 to 250 millions of additional
capital has during the last half of 1917 been put into trans-

portation facilities by a comparatively few of the carriers
taken under federal control.
There has, of course, been much discussion as to the fairness and justice of the proposed amount of the standard reIt should not be overlooked that the gist of the questurn.
tion is. What would these companies be likely to receive from
The amount of just comthe courts as just compensation?
it is a judicial quespensation is not a legislative question
(Monongahela Navigation Co. v. U. S., 148 U. S.,
tion.
It follows, in the opinion of your committee, that
312.)

—

much

of the evidence

surplus

and discussion concerning the so-called

irrelevant.

is

It is plainly in the

—

public interest

that the President be authorized to
offer to settle with the owners of these properties on a basis
appro.ximately equivalent to that which sound-thinking men

and indeed a war need

would advise the owners they would be likely to receive by
The rights of such owners must be tested by
court decision.
not by some theory of capitalization
present conditions
never made operative under federal or state law or generally

—

followed by the courts.

Neither Poverty Nor Riches
It is
Questions of value are always difficult questions.
highly probable, if not certain, if the whole question were remitted to the courts, they would take as the basis for determining just compensation, the actual net earnings for a reasonable period. During the last three years new investment
in the properties now under federal colitrol has been at the
The year ended
rate of approximately 375 millions a year.
June 30, 1915, was one of the poorest in recent railroad hisThe other two years have been prosperous years. The
tor)-.
average of the three years therefore reflects neither poverty
nor riches. The purchasing power of the dollar accruing to
the stockholder, as well as to the wage earner, has decreased.

Dividends

The

in

industrial companies have largely

rate of return

upon government

Ijonds, l)oth

increased.

abroad and

United States, has largely increased.
The percentage of return upon the value of the railroad
property taken under federal control can not be accurately
in the

stated:

the federal valuation, now in process, is
The
one knows the value of that property.

for until

completed, no
book value may be taken for certain comparative purposes,
as of some signiiicance; it must not be regarded as accurate.
The proposed standard return, figured upon the book value
of all the companies will give a return not far from 5.32 per
Comparing this return to that which accrues to the
cent.
purchaser of government bonds, it seems large; but government bonds run for a period of 25 or 30 years. The pro-

posed guarantee to the owners of railroad securities may run
The government is practically a
for only a few months.
tenant at will.
.\fter the most careful consideration your committee are of
the opinion that the owners of these properties would not be
unlikely to receive an award from a court at least equal to
the proposed offer; that it is therefore the duty of Congress

to authorize the President to

patriotic

make such

and fair-minded American

to litigations,

in time of

offers as will prevent

citizens

from resorting

war, in order to determine their

rights against their government.

The standard return thus provided for will, if accepted
by the various operating companies, be disposed of substanas hitherto; that is, for the payment of their fixed
charges (and war taxes which remain a burden upon the
standard return), for dividends, and if any balance remains,

tially
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for so-called surplus.

The

fixed charges ordinarily fall into

on bonds and other debt obligations, and leased line
rentals, generally in the form of interest and dividends on
These
outstanding bonds and stock of leased companies.
rentals are not, as is sometimes thought, properly a part of
They are really disbursements for the
operating expenses.
use of capital; for it makes no practical difference whether
the operating company is consolidated with the leased companies and pays interest and dividends upon its own bonds
and stock issued in payment for the subsidiary companies'
property, or whether it pays interest and dividends upon the
In either event
stock and bonds of the leased companies.
the disbursement is a disbursement on capital account and
not on operating account.

interest

The

foregoing

makes

it

clear that the railroads accepting

the suggested terms will be fully able to
disbursements to their security holders.

make
In

all their

effect, this

usual
regu-

income is guaranteed by the government to the security
holders during the period of federal control.
The stabilizing, confidence-producing effect of such guaranty will, as your committee believe, be of great assistance in
lar

future

war

financing.

The

terms above indicated will probably be found just and
fairly applicable to the security holders of most of the railroads of the country. But there are certain undeveloped and
reorganizing roads whose operating income for three years
Some
will not fairly test their right to just compensation.
special provision to meet the just demands of these companies
seems requisite. Section 1, accordingly, provides in the last
paragraph thereof that, when the President finds that the
condition of non-dividend paying carriers is because of nonreceivership, or other undeveloped or abnormal
condition such as to make the basis of earnings provided for
the other carriers "plainly inequitable," as a fair measure of

cperation,

just compensation, then the President

carrier such agreement as

may make

with such

under the circumstances of the par-

ticular case he shall find just.

provides that in case the agreement provided
1
is not made, the President is authorized to
pay not exceeding 90 per cent, of the estimated amount of
just compensation.
Section

2

for in section

This, in the opinion of your committee, would tend to
conditions for the security holders of the newer
struggling companies, whose rights may not be easy of speedy
stabilize

ascertainment.

make any paysuch owners, thereby avoiding the danger of
offering a premium to unreasonable and greedy litigants.
Section 3 provides easily available facilities safeguarding
Section 2 does not require the President to

ment

at all to

the constitutional rights of owners to have their just compenIt also furnishes
sation determined by due process of law.
another opportunity for settlement of cases which may not be
satisfactorily disposed of

by agreements in accordance with
power of section 1.

the standard return, or under the special

Section 3 provides that the Interstate Commerce Commission shall, on the application of the President, or of any carand its
rier, appoint boards of referees, the commission
These refforces being made not ineligible as such referees.
erees are armed with the usual powers of judicial tribunals—
to

summon

witnesses, recjuire the production of books, etc.,
in Washington and elsewhere, as con-

and may hold hearings
venience

may

serve.

They may

consolidate

and

classify

These boards are to give full hearings, consider all
pertinent facts, and report their findings to the President in
a form convenient and available for the making of such
The President
agreements as are authorized by section 1.
and such company may then make an agreement for compenFailing
sation not in excess of that reported by the referees.
such agreement, either the United States or the company
may file a petition in the Court of Claims; and in the pro-

cases.

—
February
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15.

is prima facie evidence of
compensation and of any facts reported.
It is the confuient opinion of your committee tliat section
J not only effectually guards the constitutional rights of all
owners hut that the proceedings hefore the referees will he
found so comi)lete and satisfactory that few. if any, cases will
ever reach the Court of Claims.
Section 4 jirovides that the agreed or ascertained just compensation nia_\ he increased during federal control hy an
amount reckoned at a reasonal)le rate per centum to he lixed

ceedings in
the

court such report

tliis

amount of

just

hy the President upon the cost of additions

made while

the

Manifestly an increase in the
corresponding increase in the comNo increase is allowed for additions
pensation for the use.
paid for out of suri)lus during the period of federal control.
return upon surplus earnings indenial
of
any
a
Whether
vested in additional facilities will result in throwing an
unnecessary l)urden of financing upon the federal government and in the accumulation of a dead surplus will require
careful consideration hy the senate.
The main purpose of section 5 is to give stahility to our
From the standard return the railroad
financial conditions.
companies may without permission pay their regular diviConceivably it may he desirable that some of the
dends.
prosperous carriers should be permitted somewhat to increase
regular
dividends; if so, the President's prior approval
their
Non-dividend payers or irregular divimust be obtained.
dend payers, whose standard or ascertained return warrants
dividends, may with the President's permission be put in the
dividend-paying class at such rate as the President may

government is
projjcrty used

in possession.

rei|uires a

determine.

This section goes upon the theory that during the war the
ought to receive certain, regular and
moderate dividends; but that extra, unexpected dividends
a common source of speculation and manipulation
should
railroad security holders

—

not be permitted.
a very important section.

provides for a
revolving fund to be made up from an initial appropriation
of ?500,000,000, together with any excess earnings of any of
the carriers. This fund is to be available to the President for
the purpose of paying the expenses of the federal control,
supplying any deficit in the just compensation accruing to
any carrier, and to provide for rolling stock and terminals,
to be used and accounted for as the President may direct,
and to be disposed of as Congress may hereafter by law provide.
This contemplates that engines, cars, and perhaps terminals, will be purchased or constructed by and will belong
to the United States.
This rolling stock will be used wherever war and national needs demand
precisely as the PullSection 6

is

It

—

man and

other private car lines are now used on the lines of
the various carriers as the needs of industry or the demands
of the seasons require.
The ultimate disposition of this rolling stock must await post-war legislation.
This section contemplates

such rolling stock, although owTied by the
will be used on the lines of the various
and the use charged for upon tlie books of the companies, so that at the expiration of federal control the bookkeeping of each railroad company will reflect, as hitherto, the
traffic which has moved over each road and the cost of
United

that

States,

railroads

operation.

The

section further provides that the President

may, on or

in connection with the property of any carrier, make or order
any company to make additions desirable either for war purposes or in the public interest. Doubtless it will be necessary
in connection with army camps and shipyards
to make sub-

stantial

extensions of railroad and other carrier propertv.
Your committee believes that such additions and extensions
should become and remain the property of the separate carriers; that there should be no confusion of
title as to real
estate, tracks, and other fixed propertv l^etw^een
anv railroad
company and the United States. As it is possible that some
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suth additional facilities thus made to the projK'rty of various
carriers will in times of peace be found worth less than the
cost thereof, this section provides that claims for loss or damage accruing from such c(jmpelled investnunt shall be .settled
either by agreement between the carrier and the President, or,
failing such agreement, shall be ascertained by due proce.ss
of law, as provided in section .v
As some of the companies may not have the requisite funds
to pay for such extensions and additions, the I'rcsident is

authorized from the revolving fund to advance all or any
jnirt of such cost, these advances to bear interest at rates and
to be payable on such terms as the President may determine,
so that the United States

may

ultimately be fully reimbursed

for such advances.

Section 6 al.so |)rovides that the President may, from the
revolving fund, expend such sums as he deems necessary or
desirable for the utilization or operation of canals and for
the purchase, con.struction, utilization, and operation of boats
and other water carriages on the island and coastwi.sc water-

ways. It is Ijelieved by your committee that much relief may
be afforded the rail carriers by a further development of the
water carriers and of facilities on the.se natural water
highways.
Section 7 provides for financing the maturities of carriers
during the period of federal control. It authorizes the President to purchase for the United States, at prices not exceeding par, any securities issued by the railroads, approved by

him

as consistent with the public interest.
Such .-.ecurities
be sold without loss to the treasury whenever the President deems it desirable, the proceeds of such sale to go back
into the revolving fund.
The estimates of the maturities for
the next four years are as follows:

may

I9I8
1919
1920

%\»2fiOi.S28
188,213.052
I86,S26,25J

I92I

4«.90S,S28

Section 8 provides in general terms that the President may
execute his powers with relation to the federal control

through such agencies as he may determine and fix the reasonable compensation for services rendered in connection
therewith, using also the personnel and facilities of the Interstate Commerce Commission and all other governmental
bodies.

simply to the effect that nothing contained in
be deemed to restrict the powers heretofore
given to the President to take possession and assume control
of any and all systems of transportation.
It also provides
that this act shall apply to any carriers to which federal control may be hereafter extended.
Section 10 provides that so far as not inconsistent with
federal control, each of the carriers shall remain subject to
all laws and liabilities whether arising under statutes or at
common law. It also provides that the President may, whenever in his opinion the public interest so requires, initiate
Section 9

this

act

is

shall

rates by filing the same with the Interstate Commerce Commission, .such rates to be fair, reasonable, and just, and that

the rates thus initiated by him may be reviewed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
In such
review the Interstate Commerce Commission may consider all

upon complaint

and circumstances existing at the time of the making of the rate. After full hearing the commission may make
such findings and orders as are authorized by the act to
regulate commerce as amended.
Your committee were of opinion that the commercial organizations of the countp.- should be disturbed as little as the
emergency would allow, and that ever)- safeguard should be
thrown around the great productive activities of the country
and that everything possible be done to inspire confidence
the facts

in their being protected

from unnecessary embarrassment.

Section 1 1 provides penalties for violation of this act or
orders of the President made tliereunder.
Section 12 has been inserted at the request of the Depart-
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ment of Justice and is intended to provide for continuing the
life and status quo of cases pending under the anti-trust and
interstate commerce acts.
Section 13 provides that the federal control shall continue
It is
not to exceed 18 months after the declaration of peace.
possible that certain conditions may arise from federal control which will need adjustment before the properties are returned to their owners, and a reasonable period should intervene in which these conditions may be met and adjusted. It

be that the nation will be unwilling to return to the conditions obtaining before the assumption of federal control.
Legislation may be demanded radically changing the relation
of the government to the railroads from that now e.xisting in

may

commerce act as amended.
These problems will require time for careful and deliberate
Therefore your committee has suggested a
consideration.
period of 18 months, and they believe it will be found adethe interstate

quate for that purpose.
In section 13 there is also a provision to the effect that the
President may, prior to July 1 next, relinquish control of
such transportation systems as he may deem not needful or
desirable, and may, thereafter, on agreement, relinquish all
or any part of any system of transportation.
Your committee also recommends that at any time after
July 1, 1918, the President may agree with the owners of
all or any part of any system of transportation, when in the
opinion of the President further federal control of the same
is unnecessary, to relinquish such control to the owners of
the roads.
also contains a general provision that the
relinquish all railroads at any time when he
shall deem such action needful or desirable.
Your committee have adhered to the set purpose to limit

The

section

President

may

this legislation to

war emergency purposes, and

contentions and controversial questions.
It
bill will accomplish these results.
It has in
President's recommendations.
and purpose received general approval

We

tiiat
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long before this the confusion incident to the transition

would have been overcome."
"It is unfortunate," the report said, "that when, in the
last days of December, 1917, the President did act, he left
the situation so indefinite and uncertain that nobody knows

what railroads have been taken over. Nobody knows whether
the men, from the presidents of the companies to the section
hands, are working for the government or for their respective
corporations, and the morale of the service is seriously impaired.
Nobody knows whether the earnings of the railways belong to the United States or to private companies."
Other objections to the bill were its "failure to provide
definitely that additions, betterments and extensions made
out of surplus earnings shall belong beneficially to the public and shall not be treated hereafter as capital entitled to
a return" and failure to define the position of short-line
railroads.

Cummins

Senator

the

main provisions
and comparatively

its

amendments carry-

Senator Smith of South Carolina, chairman of the committee on Interstate Commerce, introduced the discussion of
the bill with a long speech urging its prompt enactment as
a war measure because of its intimate relation to the financial problems of the nation and the Ijill was made the unfinished business of the Senate.
Senator Kellogg gave notice that he proposed to address
the Senate on the bill on Wednesday.
Consideraion of the bill in the House was delayed by
the unexpected address of the President but Chairman Sims
of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce expected to obtain an agreement for taking it up later in the
week.
.\n abstract of the House committee report follows:

to avoid all

closely

also presented five

ing out his ideas.

House Committee Report

believe that the

follows

7

This measure is war emergency legislation, intended to
meet the essential needs growing out of federal control of

Senator Poindexter filed a minority report objecting to
the inclusion of a time limit and also to the provision authorizing the President to initiate rates subject to review by the
commission. This, he said, would be an illogical and unworkable arrangement and it would be a great mistake to
restore the railroads to their private owners without in any
way changing "the dangerous and unscientific conditions
He advocated a more adequate
which formerly existed."
and extensive government control or operation in the in-

our greater carrier systems.
It is not to be regarded as a
bill for government ownership or control of railroads or
against government ownership or control of railroads.
The
bill makes neither for nor against any particular kind of
railroad regulation.
It undertakes to provide for war needs
and only for those.
The act of August 29, 1916, authorized the President in
time of war to assume the possession, control, and use of
transportation systems.
It provided no method for determining the just compensation of the owners of properties
The right to just compensation
thus applied to public use.
is a constitutional right, and the determination of the amount
of just compensation is a judicial and not a legislative

terest of the people.

question.

little criticism.

Minority Reports

Senator

also filed a minority' report condemn"dangerously imperfect" and the proposal

Cummins

ing the bill as
to leave the roads in the control of the President
months after the war as "utterly abhorrent to the

for

IS

funda-

mental principles which underlie free government." When
peace comes, he said, "the management and operation of
the roads should instantly pass to a responsible hoard, appointed b>' the President and confirmed by the Senate, governed by law and removed as completely as is humanly possible from the temptation to use authority for personal or
partisan advantages."

He

also objected to the provision authorizing the Presi-

dent to initiate rates and particularly to the proposed standThe estimated $950,000,000, he asard of compensation.
serted, is $175,000,000 more than what he considers would
be fair and just compensation, and amounts to 8.5 per cent
upon the par value of all the stock outstanding.
No ol)jection is made to government possession and operation, the only criticism being that "the change was not
accomplished immediately after the declaration of war, so

But Congress

may and

should provide speedy and easily

available judicial machinery' for detemiining this just com(Monongahela Navigation Co. v. U. S., 148 U.
pensation.
It is also desirable that the owners of the propS., 312.)
erties should, instead of being required to resort to the courts
for their rights, be made such offers for just compensation
as will probably result in an agreement between them and

the United States, determinative of all rights.
These two
desiderata, together with certain obviously needed supplementary power as to financing during federal control, are the

main purposes of

this bill.

a fundamentally important section; for it sets
the outside limits of the expected agreements.
Its sole func-

Section

tion

as

is

may

1

is

provide a basis of such just and proper agreements
eliminate litigation.
_

to

This standard provision will doubtless be found applicable
to most railroad companies.
But there are some new, undeveloped, reorganizing companies for which some special
provision ought to be made. The bill accordingly authorizes
the President to make such agreement as he may deem just

February

15.
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wiili ioin|»anii> wliosc just

compensution he finds will plainly

tho tlirec-yeai oarninns' basis.
Naturallv tluTc has lnvn nuuh discussion as t(i the justice
Your committee has
of the |ir()pi»ed liasis of settlement.
It consi-<|uently redealt with thi.- as a practical (juestion.
not

nu-asured

Ik-

liy

of the evidence ailduced before the committee
This is not the time
concernini; "surplus" as irrelevant.
to undertake to settle public policy as to so-called "surplus
The facts are that these companies have during
earnings."
this three-vear periinl had certain earninj's; that they arc

gards

much

entitli-<l

a.-^

a constitutional

sation adjudicated

iiy

right to

have

the courts: that

— that

it

their just
is i>rol)able

the average

—
earnings of

is

a fair basis for a settle-

ment of the rights of most of these owners against their
government and ought to be approved. Nineteen hundred and
tifti-en was one of the worst years in recent railroad history;
The average of
the other two years were prosperous years.
the three years is therefore a fair te.st of earning power.
Moreover, the investment in the properties of railroads nowtaken over has Iwen increasing at the rate of about $375,()00,(MM) a year.
The ]iroperties the government now has
use of are larger by about a billion than the properties that
made the earnings of 1915. taken as one of the three years
in order to reach the >tandard return.
It is not pretended that the three-year basis is an accurate
mathematical test of just compensation, but >our committee
does believe it to be a basis essentially just, and one that
will lie plainly understood, easily workable, and generally
approved both by the |jul)lic and by the .security holders.
.•H-ction .1 provides "due process of law" for non-agreeing
carriers and also authorizes an agreement between the President and any company after report by the referees to be appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It is the
belief of your committee that few, if any, cases will ever
reach the Court of Claims.
This section requires no explanation.

Section
pro[)erties

4

provides

useid

may

for increasing compensation as the
increase during the period of federal

control.

Section 5 limits dividend disljursements to regular dividends e.xcept as the President may otherwise permit. Nondividend payers may, however, pay dividends as permitted.
Manifestly any excess revenues accruing from standard return ought not to be made the basis of speculation or manipulation.
Steady, regular income is what is desirable during
the period of the war.
Section 6 provides for a revolving fund, to be made up
of an appropriation of 5500,000,000 from the treasurj- and
any excess revenue derived from the operation of the companies.
This revolving fund mav l>e used by the President
to provide equipment, additions, and road extensions and
to make advances to the companies so far as necessary for
these puqwses.
This section contemplates direct ownership
by the United States of new railroad equipment and perhaps of some terminals. It does not contemplate ownership
of such road extensions, tracks, etc.. as may be necessary in
connection with .\rmy camps, shipyards, etc.
In the opinion
of your committee the title to such additions and extensions
should be in the various companies and not in the United
States.
But as some such extensions will be made for war
purj)<)ses and cost more than their value during peace times,
the right of the

during

federal

company to have a just portion of this compulsory investment paid b\- the government is protected. This
section also provides for the construction and utilization of
transportation facilities on our waterwavs.
The burden on

control.

Securities

purchased

may,

if

the

President finds it desirable, Ite sold at not less than cost.
Sections S and 10 re(|uire no comment.
Section ^) guards the rights of certain railroads which may
not be taken over not to have their traffic and routing arrangetnents unnecessarily injured.

compen-

—

three years

rail carriers may be much lightened if we make proper
use of these great natural highwa\s.
Section 7 provides for government financing of maturities
and other necessary ca])ital requirements of the comjtanies

our

— almost

any court would take their average earnings
for some reasonable period as persuasive, perhaps conclusive,
Viewing their constijust compensation.
such
evidence of
tutional right in connection with the great pulilic needs of
of restoring and not imstabili.£ing the security market
your committee are of the oi)inion that
pairing confidence
certain
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Rate-Making
.Section

1 1

embodies the theory of the President's procla-

mation, that there shall be no unnecessary disturbance of
established methods of procedure by and against the carrier
companies.
While it is un<loul)tedly true that during the
period of federal control the revenues of the railroads are
government money, section 1 1 (certainly when read in connection with section 8, which authorizes the President to
execute his powers through such agencies as he may determine) permits the utilization of the various carrier companies, as a species of government agencies, so that for all
practical purposes passengers, shippers, and employees will
proceed as hitherto in the exercise and enforcement of all

accustomed rights.
But when federal control for war purposes requires
changed methods the President must have power to make
such changes. This raises an interesting problem as to rate
making. The rate fabric of the country is now based upon
the competitive theory.
In many instances rail rates have
their

been made for the purposes of meeting, if not destroying,
water competition.
Section 6, as already pointed out, contemplates that the federal government shall from its own
resources create new facilities upon the waterways.
Manifestly during federal control rail rates ought not to be made
for the purpose of destroying or "meeting water competition."
The nation should not compete with itself. It should furnish transportation service, both rail and water, at just and
reasonable rates.
On tlie other hand, it is manifestly impracticable and undesirable for the President or any agencies he may create to readjust our present rate fabric.
Comparatively little of it ought to he readjusted, and such necessary adjustment should come tentatively and only to meet
obvious needs.
Your committee is of the opinion that the
section 11 now drafted meets the situation in the least objectionable and in the most practicable way.
It provides
that, except as the President may from time to time otherwise order, rates shall continue to be and to be determined
as hitherto.

This leaves the Interstate Commerce Commission and the
commissions to proceed, precisely as hitherto^ in the
determination of all rate questions unle.ss and until the
President, in the exercise of the war power, shall order
otherwise.
But when the public interest so refjuires the
President may initiate rates, filing them with the Interstate
Commerce Commission, to take effect upon such notice as
he shall direct. Such rates are to be "fair, rea.sonalile. and
just."
But to guard against even remote possibilities of
error the section provides that upon complaint the Interstate
Commerce Commission shall make investigation, grant full
hearings "concerning the fairness, justice, and reasonableness" of rates so ordered by the President, and "make report
of its findings and recommendations" to the President for
state

such action as he shall deem re<iuired in the public interest.
It was suggested that after such hearing the Interstate
Commerce Commission should be given power to make
orders, thus in effect overriding the President's war f)ower
to make rates on transportation systems in his possession
It would, in the
and control because of war conditions.
opinion of your committee, be most unseemly to authorize
the Interstate

Commerce Commission

to overrule the Presi-

—
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—

indeed, of any other
dent in tlie exercise of his war powers
It should not be overlooked that the President is
powers.
these great
operating
of
results
responsible for the financial
carrier systems with gross revenues approximating $4,000,000,000.' It will not be contended that during federal control the carrier systems should not be .-substantially self-supporting. The general tax payer ought not to be left to make

up a large deficit accruing from carrier operations. Wages
and prices of materials are exceedingly high and may rise
The volume of traffic, great during the past
still further.
two \ears, may fall off. Weather conditions have for two
months been unprecedentedly bad, making operation extraor-

The President, responsible for the
dinarily expensive.
general financial result, from factors so numerous, so uncertain and so varying, must be given power commensurate
with his responsibility.
Moreover, if the interstate Commerce Commission were
given final power to make rates, what would be its standard
Plainly the old, competof "reasonableness and justice"?
itive standard unless the present statute is repealed or greatly
To authorize the Interstate Commerce Commismodified.
sion to overrule the President and to make such orders as
to rates as are

act

now permitted under

would be granting an authority

the Interstate
to

make

rates,

Commerce
based on

the competitive theon-, applicable to a co-ordinated, unified
In other words, the Interstate
noncompetitive war control.

Commerce Commission could not, until Congress supplied
new code, make orders logically applicable to the "justice
and reasonableness of rates"' made for a unified, co-ordi-

a

nated system during war time.

We
rates,

are satisfied that the

and

rate

method proposed of (a) leaving

making, undisturbed except as the President

(6)" authorizing the President to initiate
providing for a review on full hearing by the

otherAvise orders;
rates;

(c)

Commerce" Commission and (d) the findings and
recommendations of the Interstate Commerce Commission to
be reported to the President, so that he may, if necessan-,
Interstate

revise his

;

own primary determination

—

is

the best solution

In practice this method will, we
of this difficult problem.
think, give to shippers and consignees all the protection they
now have under the established practices of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, while enabling the President to make
It
such necessar)- changes as unified war control demands.
gives also the Interstate Commerce Commission an opportunitv to review and to discuss fully the "justice, reason-

ableness,

and fairness" of any

rate in the light of the

war

conditions, without now putting upon Congress the impossible burden of providing a new, noncompetitive rate-making
code.

Section 12 provides for penalties to t)e enforced by the
usual processes in the courts, and calls for no conament.
Section 13 provides for continuing the life and status quo
It is inserted at the request of the Deof cases pending.

partment of Justice.
Section 14 deals with

the duration of federal control.
authorizes the President at any time prior to July 1, 1918,
of
to relinquish control of all or any part of any system
transportation which he thinks not necessary or desirable
for national or war purposes, and at any time thereafter to
It

make such relinquishment on agreement with

the owners;

further claim for compensaBut this power will in use be of little importance.
tion.
The main question is when and how to end general federal

thus in either case ending

all

control.

While these transportation systems were taken over under
war power, it is easily manifest that they ought not to
be turned back to their owners immediately upon the return
They might have been taken, they may be kept,
of peace.
Section 6
under the commerce clause of the Constitution.
contemplates the investment of a large amount of government
money in rolling stock and perhaps in terminals "to be disthe
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posed of as Congress may hereafter by law provide." Section 7 contemplates financing the carriers' maturities; these
in the years 1918 and 1919 will amount to approximately
$400,000,000.
Unified control will involve substantial changes in the
traffic departments of the various carriers, new routing of
much traffic, and many other changes from the methods obIt would be just
taining under the competitive system.
neither to the public nor to the owners of the properties to
return the properties to private control without legislation
adequately providing fair and reasonable terms for the liquidation of the government's holdings of railroad securities,
for the sale or other use of the government's rolling stock,
and for other changes incidental to the war control. It may
be that the countr}' will never be willing to have the carriers go back to the old system of unco-ordinated, competitive
For many years many forms of new and enoperation.
larged regulation have been pending before Congress. That
some program of constructive, far-reaching policy ought to
be worked out before the railroad companies are returned to
private control seems too clear for argument.
The majority of your committee, while accepting these
views, are of the opinion that a definite period of two years
should be set as the time limit within which such legislation
should be matured and enacted. Obviously, the period may
hereafter be extended if such extension be found necessary
in the public interest.
The majority are of the opinion that
the insertion of a definite time limit for federal control puts
the burden of presenting proper measures of constructive
upon the owners of the proplegislation where it belongs
erties
and that it is inconsistent with the public interest to
allow a war control, admittedly assumed for emergency purposes only, to extend indefinitely in time of peace. A minority of your committee hold a different view.
They believe
that the public interest is much better safeguarded if the
federal control herein and heretofore provided for shall
Ije continued until Congress shall after the war otherwise

—

—

provide.

Thome has wired shippers urging them to write
congressmen and senators protesting against giving the

Clifford
to

President power to initiate rates.

—

A Cheef Commissioner for Australian Railways.
As a sequel to the completion of the East-West Transcontinental Railway, there has recently been passed by the Federal Parliament of .Australia an act authorizing the creation
of a Railway Department, to be presided over by a Chief
Commissioner. In addition to the East- West Railway there
are two others opened, the aggregate of the three lines being
1,730 miles.
Moreover, there are others under construction
and proposed. The new commissioner has now been appointed in the person of Norris G. Bell, who has been the
chief engineer and acting commissioner.
Considerable satisfaction is expressed locally at this appointment, as it does
away with all political control. All railways, rolling stock,
lands, wharves, stations, machinery, etc., are to be vested in
the commissioner, who is to hold office for a period of five
years and be paid a salary of £2,000 ($9,720) a year.
The
new commissioner is not allowed to buy an>- locomotives,
rolling stock, or motive or tractive power, nor any material
of a greater value than £1,000 ($4,860) from outside the
Commonwealth, without the sanction of the Minister, nor
without the permission of the latter may any contract be
placed where the amount involved exceeds the sum of £5,000
No increase in the salar}' of an employee get($24,300).

more than £500 ($2,430) a )'ear may be given without
the sanction of the Governor-General, while the rights of
employees are conserved by a provision which enables an
ting

appeal to be

made

reduction of pay
Gazette, London.

against dismissal by the commissioner or
incapacity or misconduct.
Railway

for

'

Fit-
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Sfans Suttorled on

Triiclis

Prefaralory to Mozing

Shifting a 4,000-Ton
Three Spans

of St.

Bridge on Freight Car Trucks
Joseph

& Grand Island Structure Over
Were Moved 136 Ft.

the Missouri River

ON

NOVEMBER 15 three through pin-connected truss
spans 297 y2 ft. long weighing a total of 4,000 tons
were moved !ongitudinall\- a distance of 136 ft. on
These spans form part of a
freight car trucks in 1.5 min.
bridge of the St. Joseph & Grand Island over the Missouri
This
change
was made to provide
river at St. Joseph, >Io.

were found after careful investigation

require

to

its

entire

renewal.

The piers suffered both from undermining caused by scour
of the river bottom and disintegration of the stone masonr)'
below the water line, .\fter an unsuccessful attempt to un-

room for a longer draw span required by the United States
war department. Other operations incident to the shifting of

derpin the pivot pier, it was proposed to build new piers
down stream and in line with the old ones so that the existing spans could be shifted transversely to the new piers, but

the spans, such as falsework changes, jacking, restoring tracks,

the government refused to sanction

tiiis

])lan

and indicated

3S7-8"Dratv spar.

Old Sfrucfure

I5l3-6li

8Z-Si\
301-10

30I-.

-4^ Spans.

'^60-6'

-Z34-9i
46S'-0'Dmiv \5pan

—^^

To

•^To Grand Island

StJostph—^

I

^Oldpiers cut off

Bed rock '
Fig.

2.

Nei^ Structure

Elevations of the Old and

New

Bridges

it would not approve any changes which did not embody
an increase in the length of the draw span sufficient to provide clear waterways of 200 ft.
This condition being imposed, it was decided to adhere to

etc.,

occu{)ied the better part of a working day.
All steps
were carried out according to a prearranged plan from which
it was found unnecessary to deviate in any way.
This structure carries the trains of the St. Joseph & Grand

that

Island. l>etween St. Joseph, Mo., and Grand Island, Neb.,
and those of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific from St.
Joseph to Hellville, Kan., and Topeka. The original bridge
was built in 1872, the superstructure being renewed on the
old piers and abutments in 1904.
The new spans consisted
from east to west, of a plate girder approach span, a 357-ft.
8-in. draw span and three 297-ft. 6-in. fixed spans.
While
the new spans are entirely adequate to handle modern railway equipment, faults developed in the substructure which

the present location of the bridge and make room for the
longer draw span by shifting the three fixed spans longitudinally west by an amount equal to the difference in the

lengths of the two draw spans ])lus the distance necessary to
permit the construction of a new east rest pier just west of
the old rest pier. This amounted to a total of 136 ft. 2^^ in.

and gave ample room
piers.

portint;

The new
the

for the construction of
west abutment and the five

main spans were founded on

all

of the

new

new

piers sup-

rock,

using the
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pneumatic process. One pier and the east abutment are carried on pile foundations.
These new piers were built during the past year. The
pivot pier is cylindrical, 31 ft. in diameter with an octagonal
footing SO ft. 6 in. wide. The other piers are of rectangular
section except a rest pier for the swing span up stream from
the pivot pier which is shaped like a flatiron.
The caissons
were of tinilier construction using reinforced concrete con-

bridge just outside of the trusses on each
greatly simplify the pile driving.

3.

1

of

it.

out

After a

the pontoon with water

and removing one side
caisson was removed the pontoon was pumped

and made ready

and htjdrffultcjacks.-^

Part Elevation of the Three Spans Showing the Falsework

struction over the roofs to support the piers until the working chambers were sealed.
Three of the caissons were built
in a pontoon of octagonal shape from which they were floated
iiy filling

and thus

>

Fig.

later

side

They were capped with

2-in. by 14-in. pieces, on which were placed nine 8-in. by
17-in. timber crossbeams, 30 ft. long, packed solid and spanning between bents on opposite sides of the bridge. These
groups of crossbeams served as the supports for four lines of
24-in. I-beams, which carried the two temporary tracks. The
piles were driven to rock or to absolute refusal and the bents

Freight car trucks

Base of rail.-.
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for building the next caisson.

were sash-braced and cross-braced in both directions with
by 14-in. timbers.

6-in.

Under the east fixed span, the river lied falls off toward
main river channel under the draw span, a condition
which demanded a variation in the falsework plan.
Between old pier 4 and new pier 3, the bents were placed perthe

pendicular

The Plan Adopted

to the track to

reduce the obstruction to the stream

The plan for moving the three fixed spans was briefly to
provide falsework for two standard-gage tracks, one directly
under each of the trusses, these tracks to be used by freight
car trucks on which to haul the spans simultaneously to their

new

positions.

The

tractive

power was furnished by

lines

1

ig

rearing Out the Falsework for the Main Track
Between the Old and New Abutments. One of the
Hauling Tracks Is Shown in the Foreground
.1

flow.
In the .space between new pier 3 and old pier 3, which
forms a part of the new west channel, the water is materially
deeper and there is a strong current.
Consequently a wider

^

ly

1/

w

^Bid rock.

waterway was desirable, so an

Hair Side tleMfion and Secfion cf Lcngifudmal Bents.

HalfSection ofBents Suppsrtirg
dO'Cirder Span.

Fig.

4.

Falsework Details

from hoisting engines placed back of the new we.st abutment.
Freedom from settlement and vibration was the prime consideration in the design of the falsework.
Under the two
westerly spans and between the new and old west abutments
the river is shallow and not subject to much current.
Consequently

it

was permissible

to place the bents parallel to the

80-ft. deck girder span was
introduced, .supported at the east end by two frame bents
standing on offsets on the side of old pier 3 and on the west
end on two bents consisting of six square piles, each made
of two 8-in. by 17-in. timbers bolted together.
To olatain

the desired length it was necessary to splice out these
timusing angle irons for the splice bars. Trestle construction consisting of bents of the same kind occupied
the rebers,

maining space between the old and new piers 3. The space
between the old and new west abutments (piers 6) formed
jKirt of the old west approach embankment,
so the removal
of tlie fill to permit work on the falsework required the
con-

-

February
strut iiDii

bttttwii

111

15,

iiuUiiiiuli'nt

;in

t\Mi

llu-
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.ilputnunis,

pili-

trotli'

llii>

is

U> carry

sliowii

in

tinoiii-

ir.itYic
t(f

the

phiiiiJ>;raiili>.

Oiu' lonilition imposed 1(.\ the plan was that the tracks for
This rethe iiKiviny Iruiks pass over llie l(i]>s of the piers.
(|Uire(l that the spans l.e jaikeil up to remove the liearing
peilestals

tlie track pined continuous over tlie piers and
Alter thi- work liid lie<n ccimpleteil, the -pans

and

I'alM'W.irk
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was an alcohol mixture. What api)eurs to be a wire
attached to the side of the jack in the photograph of the
jack is the cojijier tuljing through which the pressure is transmitted.
The jacks under one of tlie spans were of SOO-ton
lapacity and these under the other two spans of .U)()-tons
As the average load to which the jacks were .subcapacity.
jected in this case was only 70 tons, the pressure on the jacks,
fluid

pumps and piping was
compared

only

2,0(l(»

to

2,.S(l()

lb.

]»er

s<j.

in.

10,000 lb. jR-r sq. in.
jacks were placed on the trucks only at panel points 1, 2
and 4 of each span, the trucks under liie center panels servas

to the capacity pressure of

ing solely as idlers to afford a measure of safety in case of

blowout of one of the jacks. Hhxking was maintained on
[)aiu'l trucks to within one incli of the steel work.
.\iiother safeguard in the jacking was to block up around
each of the jack plungers with plates placed on the rim of
the jack cylinder.
These plates were cut to fit half way
around the jack plunger, and were arranged to Ijreak the
joints, as ma)' be seen in the photographs.
a

these center

Special Draft Rigging Required
In conse(|uence of the inter])osition of
the trucks

tlie

jacks between

and the load, an adequate draft rigging was

re-

plane of the trucks.

This consisted of two
lines of structural steel angles made continuous from end to
(11(1 of the three spans by plate splices at each truck and
.irc^und the >ho(S ;it the end- nf the >pan-.
.\t (-uli trihk this
i|uired

in

tlie

6. One of the Hauling Trucks, Showing the Jack and
Draft Rigging in Place. Plate Blocking May Also Be
Seen in Place Around the Plunger of the Jack

Fig.

were again liroughl to bearing on the ])iers, using wooden
blocking instead of the f)edestals under the shoes.
Another re<|uirement of the plan was that the spans re-

»

main
all

in bearing on tiie piers for the passage of traffic until
preparations for moving were complete, when it was rc-

(|uired that the

to the niovim;

weight of the structure he transferred quickh
trucks for niakini; the shift.
This was a(

Fig.

8.

The

Pulling

Beam

to

Which

the Tackles

Were

Attached
connection consisted of a small plate which performed the
additional function of a bearing plate for the jack, on top
At the end bearings of the trusses it
of the truck bolster.
consisted of a yoke to transmit the traction around the shoes.
One of the photograjihs shows the pulling beam through
which the tension on the pulling tackles was transmitted to
It consisted of two l-t>eams held together
the draft rigging.

Fig.

7.

One

of the

High Power Pumps Supplying Pressure

by batten plates and placed crosswise just ahead of the first
two trucks, to which the tackle blocks were bolted or la.«hed.
The pulling rig consisted of four sets of 2-in. rope tackles,
each e(|ui]iped with four-sheave blocks and snatch blocks to

to the Jacks

give a multiplication of 10 in passing the lines to the spools
The latter consisted of a steamof the hoi.sting equipment.

lomplished hy the use of hijjh power hydraulic jacks mounte<l on the trucks and operated in gangs from high power
pumps installed on the bridge. The pressure was transmitted to the jacks by a main line pipe consisting of extra-heavy
wrought steel pipe with branch lines to the individual jacks
of small diameter flexible copper tubing.
The photographs
show these jacks and the high power hydraulic pump from

operated double-drum hoist mounted on a flat car placed at
the end of the embankment and a large capacity electric hoist
(built for use at the Hell Gate bridge), placed in a house
south of the track just back of the abutment.
On the morning of November 15, after the passage of the
last trains at 8:15 a. m., the first o|M?ration was the removal
of the tracks and the tearing out of the tem[X)rary trestle beThis was accomtween the old and new west abutments.

which the pressure was supplied.

The

pressure-transmitting
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plished largely by the use of locomotive cranes, one standing
on the end of the west span and the other on the end of the
approach embankment. The ne.xt step was to jack up the
spans and remove the blocking under the shoes.
All was
ready for making the shift shortly before noon, and with the
giving of a signal the hauling started.
The movement was
continued without interruption until completed and the total
time elapsed was only 13 min. As the movement was prac-

uniform throughout
an average speed of lOJl

tically

its
ft.

Vol. 64, No. 7

deck for the railway track but also that for the north highway, so that the flooring for the highway was placed at the
.same time that the ties and rails for the railway tracks were

This work involved a large amount of

installed.

detail that

duration this is equivalent to
per min.
The hauling wa^

Ml

ill3»4

^- ^tlar

Fig.

Fig.

9.

The Motive Power, Steam and
West Abutment

Electric Hoists at the

stopped at the exact position on a signal from an observer
standing on the west end of the superstructure, but buffer
timbers were placed against the back wall of the abutment
to insure against overtravel.

Following the successful transfer of the span

Fig. 10.

The Gap Between

the

to the

new

Placing the Pony Bents to Close the Gap

could not be hurried, but it was greatly expedited by a most
complete prearrangement for all operations. For this reason
't was unnecessary to saw any lumber during the time that
the change was being made.
Another measure which expedited the work was the drilling of all holes with an electric
drill,

and when the gap

in the track rails

was closed the

last

were cut to length and the bolt holes drilled with an
o-xy-acetylene torch.
The bridge was ready for the passage
of trains at 5 :oO p. m.
The absolute prec'sion with which
rails

Draw Span and Fixed Span No.

work was started on the closing of the gap between
the west end of the draw span and the east end of the east
fixed span.
This space was now occupied only Ijy the falsework on which the span had been moved, with the two hauling tracks about 10 ft. below the rail level of the bridge.
To make up this difference in elevation pony bents previously framed were brought from the east approach by a locomotive crane and set into place. Stringers and ties for the
deck, already framed for use, were lifted from a barge floating in the river alongside. This work included not onlv the
piers,

11.

3

After the Shift

Had Been Completed

each detail of the day's work was completed, testified to the
care and accuracy with which each step had been studied and
airanged for in advance by the erection forces.

Other

Work

to

Be Done

Following the shifting of the spans, work has been in
jirogrcss on the erection of the new draw span.
It is the intention to erect the new span in the open position, dismantling one half of the old draw span and providing a temporary draw, following the general plan by which this method

February

has bcti) uscil
on this hriclge
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15,

ill

I lie work
previous draw span renewals.
handled i.y R. L. Huntley, chief en-

is l.einj;

gineer of the I'nion racific. under the immediate direction
("ity, and H.
of A. (-'. r.verham, terminal engineer, Kansas
M. Stone, assistant engineer, resident engineer at St. Jo.seph,
the entire project l)einK under the general supervision of E.

.\dams, consulting engineer of the Union Pacific System,
The new sulistructure was huilt by the
City.

K.

New Vork

Missouri \alley Bridge & Iron Company, of Leavenworth,
Kan., and the fabrication and erection of the steel work was
liandUd by the .\merican Bridge Conipan\', which conducted
liie movement of the three sjians described aJjove.

Letters from Overseas*
J J

•^VR

WORK UN

THi- i.K.iii K.Mi.w .\vs," writes a lieu-

tenant in the Fourteenth Engineers, "is becoming
more fascinating as we get deeper into it. The
volume of traffic is constantly increasing, and at the present
time we are able to handle little but ammunition and sup-

I
^"^^

C

Car shortage seems

plies.

"The power

situation

to be inir chief difficulty.

is

On

fairly gcxxl.

account of the

high cost of gasoline (petrol they call it here) we use our
Our
steam locomotives wherever our location will permit.
engines are .small, of the 2-4-0 type, and on ordinary grades

handle 10 to 12
but on account
rolling.
The water is
the boilers about once

They

are equipped with brass

will

cars.

flues,

of shallow firebo.xes require constant

very bad, which necessitates washing
in si.v days.
Some of our boys had

getting accustomed to the old straight steam
which our engines are equipped, after having
the Westinghouse in the States, but fortunately we have

quite a

u.<ed

tiine

with

brake,

escaped without serious accident.
"In places our track runs up to within 500 yards of the
German front line trenches, and it is quite a ticklish job to
fake a train up there at night without lights, get it unloaded

and

get

away again without being

detected.

As soon

as the

enemy discover a train they begin to drop shells, or pepper
them with machine-gun tire. One night recently one of our
men had the track blown out in tront of him; he started to
back up and another one landed just back of him and there
he was marooned. He jumped into a shell hole and waited
until things had ([uietcd down, then crawled out, wen to the
nearest control

station,

and got away

track

got out the trackmen, fixed

safely,

up the

.\nother night one of our

men

and stepped clown into a dugout to get
some water; while he was gone s shell landed, and when
he came out his tractor was scraji.
However, such occurrences are the e.xception and not the rule.
"Our men are standing u[) bravely under such conditions;
not a whimper or complaint.
.\t first they were a bit timid
when entering the danger zone, but when they once got into

5top[ied his tractor

the

work that quickly disappeared.

closely with the British troops

We

are connected very

and Light Railways and are

constantly rubbing elbows with the Canadians.
fine

They

are a

bunch of fellows and good railroad men. I am surpri-sed
many C. P. R. men over here; they seem to have

to find so

responded very generously to the call.
"We have considerable trouble with the 'tanks' crossing our
tracks at the most unexpected places, and you can imagine
what it docs to our track.
One night recently one of our
troop trains struck a tank which was crossing the track
without lights.
The train came to a dead stop, the impact
throwing the engineer and fireman out on the ground, slightly
'tunning them. The 'tank,' however, did not stop, but continued on

its

way, and as soon as

it

cleared the track,

up

•The Railway Ait expects ti> pnhlish regularly Icltrrs Ircra railwaymen
ovcrwav If you rccrivc a good lelcr from a railwayman who is now in
jrance. j-nd it in foi publication ard
let the Railway Age pass it around
tor

all

to enjoy.
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Starts the engine, breaking away with one car, and before
any one realized what had iia|ipeiied was running wild down
the hill. After running wild for a couple of miles she turned
Fortunately no one was seriously injured.
over in the ditch.
Tile 'tanks' certainly are wonderful machinc-s. There is not
niucii left of the barbed wire entanglements when they get
through with them. So far the Germans have not made use

of them.

"No

doubt you have read more or

magazines of
truly marand what they

less in the

the develoiiment of the art of camoullage.

It

is

velous what they have done along that line,
are able to conceal with a little paint and fixings. The other
day I was walking along the track, little dreaming that there
was a gun within sight, when a big 12-incher let go within
100 yards of me. Well, for a minute I thought that I had
been shot, so great was my surprise. There was not a bush
or tree in sight, yet so successfully was it concealed that one
would never see it unless one knew it was there. Many of
our cars are also painted all sorts of colors and designs; so
as far as car decoration goes, Barnum & Bailey have nothing
on us.
"When we first arrived in France we were given steel
helmets and gas masks. The helmets we lind useful as protection against shrapnel, but the gas masks we seldom have to
use, although we must carry them, ready at a moment's
notice.
The gas warfare has proved a great disappointment
While it is true that during the early part
to the Germans.
of the war the Allies' casualties were quite serious, they have
invented a mask which is absolute protection against every
known gas for an indefinite period, while the mask used by
the

Germans

is

protection only against certain kinds of gas,

and good for only about two hours. Then, again, the Allies
have greatly improved the methods of using gas. which the
Germans find it hard to combat. This, together with the fact
that the prevailing wind is toward the German lines, has
made them deeply regret that they ever started the gas game.
Curiously enough, one of the most effective gases is in reality
quite harmless.
is

known as 'weeping gas.' Its only effect
and make the tears run so freely as to
impossible to see. The smallest quantity

It is

to get into the eyes

make

it

ab.solutely

highly effective, but as soon as the gas
soon [)asses off.
is

is

removed

its effect

"We

have an opportunity to see a good many of the prisoners within an hour or two after being taken, and it is not
uncommon for them to be quite overcome at the sight of
.\merican troops.
the United States

we had troops

Many

of them tell us they had no idea that
had entered the war, and still less that

here.

"Before leaving the States, if I recall correctly, we used to
hear rumors of the Allied armies starving, etc. I don't know
whether food is getting scarce in the States or not, but I do
know that we are getting plenty of good wholesome food here,
and so far as I have been able to obser\'e I have seen nothing
which approaches a shortage of food supply. It is true that
the governments have put certain restrictions on food, but
that is but a wise policy of conservation. .\t any rate, at the
present rate of supply we shall be a long, long time starving
This is true, not only of
or, in fact, losing very much flesh.

American .Army, but of all the .'Mlies.
Back of the
'Boche' lines, however, we have reason to believe that the
the

situation

is

different.''

Canadian Pacific Railroad Stck-k is now held by over
50,000 persons, chiefly in Great Britain, Canada and the
United States, approximately 12 per cent of it being held in
other countries. The holdings in Canada have increased considerably since the beginning of the war, and now represent
over IS per cent of tlie outstanding capital stock, distributed
among 7,000 holders. In the last four years, the number
of shareholders has more than doubled
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Some

of the

Members

of Director General

Vol. 64, No.

McAdoo's

Staff

Walker D. Hii

r^'^'t

w

^^

^^»

f :^.

Edward Chambe

John Skelton

Willii

H. P. Anewalt

W.

C. Kendall

Frank McManan

7

Organization of the Railroad Administration
Divisions of Transportation, Traffic, Finance and Purchases,
Labor and Public Service and Accounting
(.INIKAI. OK KAILKOADS WU.I.IAM «.. MC ADOO
the oryaiii/iiti.jn of his railroad staff on
Up to thai time he had tici'n assisted
1-Vl)ruur> 6.

DIKKlTOK

;innouiui-cl

have been
a temporary staff of advisers, most of whom
The names of the
retained in the ixrmanent organization.
are to
which
they
staff members with the de|iarlnients over
have jurisdiction and some of their assistants were published
news
the Kailwny .l^-c of Fel)ruary 1, pape 25(>, but the
1,\

in

transmission
the formal annoumeinent was delayed in
from Washinntoii u> New York and was not included in last

of

week's issue.
riie ornani/ation
General,
mittee

as follows: Assistant to the Director
the executive com-

is

Walker D. Hines, chairman of

and general counsel of the Atchison, 'lopeka

&

Santa

Fe.

General counsel. John Barton Payne.
Director, division of transportation,

("arl

R. Gray, presi-

Western Maryland.
Director, Division of Traffic, Edward Chambers, vicepresident, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
Director, Division of Finance and Purchases, John Skel-

dent.

lon Williams.

Division

Din-ctor,

Labor,

of

W.

S.

Carter,

president.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enninemen.
Director, Division of Pulilic Service and .\ccounting,
Charles A. Prouty, director Bureau of Valuation, Interstate
.Additional divisions will

may

justify.

for the St. Louis & San Franci.sco. after which he was consecutively agent, clerk in the traffic department, tommercial
agent, division freight agent, division superintendent, superintendent of transportation, general manager, .second vicepresident and general manager, second vice-jjresident and

senior vice-president. On
of the Spokane, Portland

1911, he became president

He entered railway service in 1878 as freight
handler for the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Pueblo.
Colo., with which road he has been connected ever since
as
check clerk, transfer foreman and cashier, agent, commercial
agent, assistant general
lines

lie

The

created from time to time as
Director General has in con-

ments.

Frank Mc.Manamy. chief inspector of locomotive l)oilers
Commerce Commission, has been appointed
manager of the locomotive section and is attached to the

of the Interstate
of

1,

schools.

templation a division on capital expenditures and improve-

division

May

& .Seattle, and on May IS, 1912.
president of the Great Northern.
In March, 1914, he wa>
elected president of the Western Maryland.
:Mr. Chambers was also ajjpointed a member of .Mr.
Mc.Adoo's temporary staff. He has i)een in Washington since
last summer, when he was appointed director of transjjortation of the Food .Administration.
He was born February 16.
1859, at Waukegan. Ill,, and was educated in the publi<

freight agent, general freight agent
west of .Albuquerque, assistant freight traffic manager

of the coast lines, and vice-president.

Commerce Commission.
conditions

& (Juincy, who was temporarily appointed at the time of the resignation of the Railroads' War
Board. Mr. Gray has been president of the Western Maryland for the last four years.
He was born .September
28, 1S67, was etlucatcd at the .Arkansas Industrial University and entered railway service in 1882 as telegraph o])erator

the Chicago, Burlington

transportation.

He

will

also continue

in

his

|)resent office.

Mr. Hines has been acting as assistant to the Director
General since the temporary staff was apjiointed on DecemUt .U. Mr. Hines was born February 2, 1870, at Russellville, Ky.
He graduated from Ogden College in 1888 and
from the University of ^'irginia in 1893 with the degree of
LL.B. He entered railway service in 1893 as assistant attorney of the Louisville S: Nashville.
From 1897 to 1901
he was a.ssistant chief attorney of the same road, and from
1900 to 1904 first vice-president.
From 1904 to 1906 he
was a member of the law t'lrm of Hum|ihrc\', Hines & Humphrey at Louisville, and in 1907 he became a member of the
law firm of Cravath, Henderson & De Gersdorff.
In 1906
he was appointed general counsel of the .\tchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe and in 1908 chairman of the executive committee of the same road.
He represented his road before the
Interstate Commerce Commission in the 5 per cent rate case,
and the anthracite carriers in the commission's investigation
into anthracite coal rates;

and

in the

New Haven

investiga-

appeared before the conimissit.n on behalf of the stockholders of the New York, New Haven & Hartford. He has
also represented the expre.ss companies and he summed up

tion

the case for the railroads in the

argument before the Supreme
Court pn the .^damson eight-hour law.
.\
phiWograph and sketch of John Barton Payne were
published in the issue of Februan,- 1.
( arl R. Gray has been acting in charge of transportation
matters for some time, succeeding Hale Holden, president of
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John Skelton Williams, comptroller of the currency and
member of the Federal Reserve Board, has had
considerable experience both in railroad operation and in
finance, as a member of the banking house of John L.
Williams & Co., of Richmond, Va. He was born July 6.
1865, in Powhatan County, Va., and was educated at the
University of Virginia.
In 1895 he became president of
the Georgia & .Alabama Railway and later with his associates
ex-officio a

purchased a controlling interest in the roads comprising the
old Seaboard .Air Line System, of which he was president
from 1899 to 1903. He was later president of the Florida
Central & Peninsular System and later chairman of the board
of directors and the executive committee of the Seaboard Air

Line System.
da Railway.

W.

He was

also president of the Georgia

&

Flori-

S. Carter,

president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive
Firemen & Enginemen, has been granted a leave of absence
by his organization to enalde him to take charge of the division of labor and will rei)resent all railroad labor, both
organized and unorganized.
C. .A. Prouty in his new position will continue as director
of the Bureau of Valuation and will have charge of questions raised by any portion of the public as to the adequacy
of the service rendered shippers and consignees and as to the
safety of railroad operation.
tories

of the railroad

He

will super\'ise the inven-

properties of which

the

government

has possession and control, together with receipts and expenditures, in connection with their operation. He will, therefore, represent the interests of farmers, manufacturers, producers and consumers generally.
Mr. McManamy has had experience as a locomotive fireman and engineman and was for a time manager of the
western district for the air brake department of the International Correspondence Schools.
He entered the service of
the Interstate Commerce Commission about 10 years ago as
inspector of safety appliances.
In March, 1911, he was ap-
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and in the fall of 191.5 he
was appointed chief inspector of locomotive boilers.
The manager of the locomotive section will supervise the
condition of. and repairs to. locomotives at all railway shops
and roundhouses and at outside shops, in addition to his
jiresent duties for the Interstate Commerce Commission as its
])ointed assistant chief inspector

Chief Inspector of Locomotives.

Henry Walters, chairman of the Atlantic Coast Line and
of the Louisville & Nashville, who was appointed as a niemjjer of Mr. McAdoo's temporary staff, will continue to act
in an advisor}' capacity.
\V. T. Tyler, assistant to the vice-president of the Northern Pacific, and H. T. Bentley, superintendent of motive
power and machinery of the Chicago North Western, are acting temporarily as assistants to Mr. Gray in the transportation division.
The Commission on Car Service and the
Bureau of Car Service of the Interstate Commerce Commission have been merged and are attached to the transportation
division.

Mr.

whom

Chambers also has a
were

mentioned

in

of

staff

last

assistants,

week's

most of

issue.

C.

B.

Buxton, recently assistant director of transportation of the
Food Administration, formerly general agent of the
-\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Philadelphia and later
vice-president of H. L. Edwards & Co., cotton merchants,
of Dallas, Tex., is Mr. Chambers' personal assistant.
R. C.
Wright, general traffic manager of the Pennsylvania, is assistant in charge of freight matters.
Gerrit Fort, passenger
traffic manager of the Union Pacific Sy.stem, is in charge
of passenger matters.
G. W. Kirtley, formerly general
superintendent of transportation of the Erie and recently assistant to Priority Director R. S. Lovett, is in charge of matters

pertaining to preferential service.

Car Service Section Organized
For the handling of car service and other matters formerly
m charge of the Commission on Car Service of the American
Railway Association, the Car Service Section of the Division
of Transportation has been created.
W. C. Kendall was appointed manager of the Car Service Section and W. L. Barnes,
E. H. DeGrott, Jr., A. G. Gutheim, C. B. Phelps, G. F.
Richardson and J. A. Somerville were appointed assistant
managers.

The Car

Service Section, according to the circular:

od

&

Underwood,

A".

(a)
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Will have charge of

all

matters pertaining to car

service, including the re-location of freight cars.

(b) Will provide through the regional director, on applicagovernmental authorities, for preference in car

tion of proper

and movement, where more than 10 cars are involved.
Will receive from railroads such reports, periodical or
special, as it may require in order to keep fully informed with
sup].ily

(c)

respect

to

the car

the

service,

embargo

or

transportation

conditions.

(d)

Must be promptly informed

of all emljargoes placed,

modified or removed, and will, from time to time, recommend
such embargo policies and exemptions as the needs of the
government, seasonal requirements, or other circumstances

may demand.
(e) Will deal directly with railroads with respect to matwithin its jurisdiction, and will keep the regional directors
properly advised.
W. C. Kendall, superintendent of transportation of the
Boston & iNIaine, has been a member of the Commission on
Car Service since its organization. He was bom on May 22,
1877, at Pompanoosuc, Vt., and graduated from St. Johns-

ters

bury (Vt.) Academy in 1S9S, and from Dartmouth college
in 1899.
His first regular railway position was on the Boston
& Maine as telegrapher at Boston, Mass., in August, 1899.
He subsequently served as clerk to various officers and since
March 1, 1912, has been superintendent of transportation of
the same road.
C. M. Sheaffer, general superintendent of
transportation of the Pennsylvania Railroad, who was chairman of the Commission on Car Service, has been recalled by

The new

merger of the Commission on
of Car Service of the Interstate Commerce Commission, consisting of Mr. De Groot and
Mr. Gutheim. Mr. Barnes, Mr. Richardson and Mr. Somerville were members of the Commission on Car Service.
D. E.
Spangler, superintendent of transportation of the Norfolk &
Western, has resigned on account of ill-health. Mr. Phelps
his road.

section

is

a

Car Service and of the Bureau

is
superintendent of transjMrtation of the Louisville &
Nashville.
In addition to appointments previously mentioned in the
government departments, the Army, Shipping Board and
Food and Fuel Administrations, H. P. Anewalt, general
freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, Coast
Lines, has been appointed director of inland transportation
of the Navy Department.

Y.

British Engineers Reconstructing a Bridge in Flanders

My

Forty Years' Selling Experience in Europe
No

Properly Equipped American Firm Ever Lost Money
Peace Will Open Big Markets There
in Europe

—

By Hugh Reid
written from
ARTUI.K
THIS
Ameriian traveling salesman
is

tlie

tlu-

F.urt>|iean field for tlie past

point of view of an

wlio has Ijcen studying

40 years, who has sold

nianv classes of iron and steel priKlucts, who tan say he
has l)een fairly successful in dealing with men of every nation in Europe, and who now, while still in Europe, has retired from active business, though he still loves business for
I hope that I may be able to give a
the fun there is in it.
few jiointers not only to firms expecting to do business in
Euro])e l)Ut also to the rei)resentatives they send abroad.
To the firm I would say: Prepare now for the business
coming with peace. You may have to do a credit business,
Andrew Caroften, but you will make money in the end.
negie got his first big start by being prepared to do busiforesaw
being
ready.
He
the
need
of
steel railroad
ness, by
He didn't go around and tr)' to convince railroads
bridges.
that they were going to need these bridges.
He first had a
lot of bridge parts made up, then he went to the railroads
needing those particular bridges and said: '"You've got to
It will cost you so
have a bridge at such and such a point.
I know you liad to
much. The bridge is ready to deliver.
have it. so here it is."
Some people would call that luck.
I call it being prepared.
To the timi I would also say: Get your young men in the
field now.
Let them be studying it, learning the language
and the ways of the countn,- you want them to do business
in.
be sure they are Americans who know your product;
who can show all of its good points, for by so knowing a
salesman is able to convince a prospective customer and sell
in big lots instead of in small parcels, as your foreign agent
would probably do.
To the representative I would say: Business is the greatest sport in the world, because every day there's something

something new, some new twist in the game to be
worked out. A lot of people think you don't have to have
much sense to sell goods. It's a colossal mistake. Business
is no place for a fool, and foreign business least of all.
doing,

Study Your Customer Closely

Griffin

much cheaper than quoted
anybody

to a contract, take the

train out of town.

No
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foreigner rarely in-

"Why is this fellow giving me tliis dinner?" the
foreigner ask.s.
"It must be to get something out of me."
.\nd before he gets done thinking about it, he concludes that
there must be something wrong with the goods.

We

must accept good naturedly the peculiarities of [K-oplc
who.<e ways are not our ways, and try to use our wits to
accomplish our end just the same.
Many, man> years ago
I was selling harvesting machinery in Germany.
I heard of
a prospect in a Polish city.
1 went there, met a lot of the
well-to-do business men of the place, and suggested they
should form a subsidiary company for .-idling machines locally.
In this case, they, not I, invited me to a dinner.
The
thing lasted all night.
We told stories, for seven or eight
hours straight, as I happen to know German, as well :is
French the two languages, which together with English,
will carry you around the world.
About daybreak I said to the party: "Look here, gentlemen, I am getting sleepy. If we are going to do any business, let's do it."
Well, within a few minutes each of the
men subscribed the amount of money necessary to form the

—

sum to buy up a hundred machines or so.
went on back to Berlin, finally to Paris, and there I got
a wire from the head man of the agreement to come to see
him, that there was trouble. When I reached him, he said:
"The machines are here all right, but there's a strike among
the farm laborers.
They won't let us use the machinery,
and the farmer buyers arc being scared off."
"Oh, is that all?" I said. "Let's go out to that strike.

total
I

When we
and

got there

him
Then

I

made

a bee line for the village priest

handed a comfortable sum of roubles for charbrought up the subject of the machines and the
strike.
He was an intelligent man, saw the need of the machines, and before the day was over he had gone out, arranged
a ceremony, and blessed the machines in the presence of the
ity.

to

strikers.

matter
whether it is going north, east, south or west, board it. Else
your man may change his mind.
The American habit of buying many drinks, of giving big
dinners, is often looked on suspiciously over here, and little
things like that may ruin a good deal.
1 remember once in
Dusscldorf, Germany, many years ago, in talking with the
head of a big firm of steel product buyers, the man told me
afjout an American salesman who came to town and at once
gave a banquet to him and his friends, something gorgeous
in the way of a banquet.
"The next day the salesman came
around to sell, and I cut his prices way dowTi," related the
man, "because I figured that a firm able to throw money
away on banquets must be making big profits and could sell
first

The

to

tl'nner.

In doing ijusiness in Europe,

you have got to study your
customer closely.
He may take plenty of time to do business, to get started in buying from you, but once you get his
confidence you hold him.
It is commonly said that you can't
drive an English customer away, after he gets u.*ed to you.
I think one of the big points of doing business anywhere
IS to waste all the time you can spare in landing your man,
but once you have landed him, and have gotten his signature

prices."

dinner except as a matter of |)er.>;onal liking,
of friendship, and then he doesn't splurge.
It's just a quiet
affair.
So he ver_\' naturall\ looks with suspicion on a costly
vites

I

I

So the

strike

was

off.

Changes Brought by the

My

memories of such things run

—

War

a long

ways back; 40

the life of the average man.
years is four decades
I I>egan
business just after another big war, when Europe was
settling dow-n and rapidly developing after the death struggle of 1870-71 between France and Germany, and Germany
with a fat indemnity of five milliards of francs spot cash
The year 1 87.5 was
practically, or short time credit at mo.«t.
the year of the great ^'ienna exposition, and while the United
States did not make a large exhibit there, it showed champagne from California, harvesting machincn- from the Exstem states, and various other products of American ingenuity.
Think, just think, no one has ever heard over here of
On the other hand,
a large order of California champagne.
European crops have been harvested ever since that exposition with increasing numbers of American mowers, reapers
and binders.
Consider the champagne and the han-esters.
There's a

—

They go to show tliat you can drink yourdrunk and talk your head off without result, if you offer
what is not wanted, while the necxled or practical article meets
lesson in them.

self
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It was so after 1873 and will be mj
with a large demand.
after the unknown date when this terrible war ends.
To judge what is needed requires familiarity with conditions
and a willingness to meet these conditions. No one branch
of American manufacture has been pushed as has the harvesting machinery, and in this branch mowers and simple
reapers were followed by sheaf binders and, notwithstanding
the attempts to copy the models or original devices on the
ground, America has so far had the trade and will continue
This success in a special line should stimulate
to have it.

men

in other lines.

is one point we as a nation must consider before
Since 1865 the United
any foreign trade at all.
States has never had a commercial marine of any importance
England and then Germany have done
on die high seas.
France has had a share but the United States
the carni'ing.
has sat tight and let the other nations carry our products.
This condition cannot and will not continue. The world is
open to us as never before; it is our great chance to develop
further our transportation business which at present, the best
It is
in the world on land, stops short at the water's edge.
not often so considered, but foreign transportation is an industry and a paying one just as much as selling shoes in a
foreign land. Hand in hand with the pushing of our manufactures in foreign lands should we push the transportation.

There

that of

The

Possible Markets

the easiest market to tackle for us because
the language is our own; but the future is not confined to

England

is

English trade.

Germany had a population of seventy millions, possibly
Yet these
ten millions of which has been killed or disabled.
sixty millions left after the war will be just so many millions
In
obstinate,
systematic
organizers.
of resourceful, needy,
Germany, hated and despised now, will, like the
Hebrews, blossom and flower into something better than
Too much has been made,
war, murder and depravity.
I have
however, of the bad side of the German character.
done business with Germans all my life, and I have found
them, while exacting in their contracts, always honest to a
])enny, and therefore excellent people to do business with.
They succeeded in business because of remarkable virtues,
because they asked, "What do you want?"' and then gave it
These people must and will live, and perhaps we
to you.
as a nation will be the ones to help them most in the future,
and Germany may become one of our best markets.
France is rich and will not be poor when the war is over.
Possibly because of their Republican institutions and the
time,

consequent manner of thinking, they are the more nearly like
the Americans in character of all the peoples of Europe.
Anybody can agree and get along with a Frenchman, and
They are a people of many qualities
best of all ourselves.
which it took this war and their sacrifices in it to underFor one thing, a Frenchman of business standing
stand.
will never, never, make a contract which he does not expect
to keep, nor which he does not clearly see his way to keep.
Russia is a second United States, as far as self-supportShe is weak on many manufactures
ing problems affect her.
but has material and will develop.
Austria-Hungary, Roumania, Turkey, even the Balkans,
will be big buyers after the war.
Financial conditions should be studied by our best men,
ju.st as France, Belgium and England have men busy with
all these problems rtow, getting ready to meet conditions
Naturally, unlimited credit cannot be given.
after peace.
Guarantees will be required, l»ut much that we can supply
will provide the means of paying for such supplies.
Already
an international trade clearing house is being devised, something after the manner in which Morgan, Harjes & Co. acted
as agents for England and France in the United States.
In
this way the manufacturer, the seller, is relieved of the long
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individual credit bother.
His bank at home provides the
him to carry the foreign customer. Also, we need
an all-American bank in every big city in Europe.
.^mong the big articles that will sell and everything will
sell
is steel of all kinds, cement, wood furnishings, windows, doors, floorings, fittings of all kinds, bridges, rails

credit for

—

—

and structural
he

steel.

without

sold

too

These and hundreds
great

risk

in

of other items can

Europe.

The

sooner

market begins the better. There is no human
probability of a general resumption of industrial output in
Europe sufficient for the needs until long after the war.
Therefore iron, steel, coal, wood, cotton, food supplies, and
a thousand other products we can deliver will find a market.
the study of the

Cultivating the Market

and prepare for what common horseone must result in the way of demand, the marI cannot repeat this too often. Forty
kets should be studied.
to forty-five years ago it was far less easy to introduce our
manufactures, and prejudices were a hundred times harder
Communications of all kinds were slower and
to overcome.

To

sense

cultivate this field
tells

"

not available.

Once

the head of a firm or some one in

whom

he has

confi-

mapped

out market prospects, the next step is to
The mere placing of agencies in local
get a man in the field.
Customers must be seen personally
districts is not enough.

dence has

by the .'\merican representative.

The

is natural or acquired, though most genborn in a man. Let me repeat, the salesman must
have an absolute knowledge of his wares, of their good points,
and after this he should study closely all the possibilities of
his given field.
For one thing, he should always be willing
to help any firm he comes in contact with whether he can do
any immediate business with it, or for it, or not. I have all
my life made it a rule to help business people, give them any
special information I possessed, whether the firm was American or foreign.
Frecjuently I have seen a business possibility and dropjied a line to some firm I knew suggesting
that it follow it up, though there was no immediate interest
in the affair for myself.
This sort of thing pays. Firms remember such favors and when they have something they can
throw your way they do it gladly.
The second great requisite for the foreign representative of

erally

art of selling

it is

an American firm, after that of knowing his wares, is that
of knowing well his own language and country and then
the language and countn.- where he must do business.
These qualifications involve a general store of information
which often leads to good business. It makes the salesman
able to interest the man he meets in a business way.
Selling introduces the personal equation.
If a man likes you,
is interested in you, he becomes interested in what you have
got to sell.
Big sales sometimes turn on little points.
A

buyer has his peculiarities and in passing large contracts
he may haggle over minor points that the seller cannot well
modify, and in such cases you've got to use your personality,
tell the man a funny story, get his attention off his hobby,
and close your deal while he is in a good humor.
It is very important never to let your buyer quarrel with
>ou over national prejudices.
He may begin by abusing
the United States, telling you that its business men never
make prompt deliveries, relate how unsatisfactory such and
such an arrangement proved as in the case of a friend of his.
\^"hen he begins to abuse your countr}-, don't get mad about
it.
T-et the steam blow off.
Praise his own country, tell him
how many of his countrymen have succeeded in the United
States, try to think up specific cases, and then lead your man
up to the question: "Has he ever visited the United States?"
"No." he will probably say. Then tell him he should do
so. how we welcome visitors, explain to him some of its good
jioints: don't brag about it too much, because that offends
him, makes his own country seem small and insignificant;

February

15,
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mam of tiam
It'll iiiin thai wliiU- it ha> its .yixxl points,
Win- luirrowid from llu- old world, prol)al)l> from his own
alioiit
stnsitiviIVopk- in Kiirojn- an- cxtnmilv
country.
riic English have an air of iiulifi|Ui'stions of nationality,
fiTcnif, of coldness, of superiority about them which offends
others, though they really do nut mean to he so, lieing honest
The French and the Italians
anil s(|uare people in husinos.

Business Papers Advise Shippers

l.iit

have never liked each other too much, it is said, despite many
interests, because the French, being wealthier and
more powerful, have often used, in politics, high-handed

common

methods with the Italians, or at least, so the Italians think.
If you find that you are unable to interest foreigners in
our country, then clear out and go home and don't come back
until \ou have really learned to talk intelligentl\ aliout it.
He ready to learn new ])oints al)out the country you are
in and if some local interest is brought up, follow it and
show your interest in it. We are never too old to learn and
ever%- inun who has talent, position, or at>ility, whom \ou
he sizes you up favorably, is willing to hel[) you.
remember once, in England, that I had a shipment of
machinery due in London and this machinery was not labelled
or marked according to some new customs rule that had lieen
made after I had ordered it from home. I went down to see
the head of the Board of Trade, a gentleman whom I had
never met and whom I didn't have time to get an introduction to, or write for an appointment; anyway, letters often
involve matters and give the other fellow a chance of getting
So I went into his outer office and told
rid of you politely.
the uniformed porter I wanted to see this man.
"Have you an appointment with him? Do you know

inivt. if
I

liim?" asked

the

porter.

"Certainly,"

I

knowing I
be some stranger
said,

would never see my man if I appeared to
whose business was not understood. The porter took in my
He did not recall
tard, and the man's secretary came out.
"Tell Mr. So-and-So it
the appointment, said the secretary.
IS absolutely necessary I see him at once on important busiThe secretary disappeared and
ness,"
I told the secretary.
came back with the word that I would be seen at once. After
that, when 1 got to my man, I explained the case. "I'm sorry
I've never met you." I told hiin, "but Fve heard a great deal
aijout your courtesy to .\merican business men, and such-andsuch is the case." Well, the man softened up and said w'hilo
the ca.se was unusual, he wculd give me a letter that would
arrange the matter, he thought, with the customs.
On the question of time, the salesman must possess his
'oul in patience, whether it is a matter of hours or of years.
Be punctual yourself in keeping appointments though your
customer may keep you waiting often.
Patience, whether
Jobistic or Wilsonian, is sometimes a virtue and more frequently a necessity.
Once you get into a man's office, you
need not be so short and quick, afraid of taking up his time,
as is the rule with business calls at home.
First take a lot

man is new to you, making a good impression;
mention your connections in the country if they are good and
not unfriendly to the man you are calling on.
Of course.
don't forget the object of your visit.
Business is business,
and there is a moment when the hammer should fall on the
nail and drive it home.
Don't be ashamed of being in business, as they used to
be over here. The business of selling is the most interesting
occupation in the world.
If educated, it broadens and enof time, if the

larges one's views,

it

greatest university the

rounds up and polishes and it is the
world possesses.
It makes demands

on every professional and artistic instinct a man possesses;
after the busy struggle for dollars is over, and a man sums
up his work, it leads him to charity and liberality in dispensing his money to help suffering or oppressed humanity.

resultant
tries

offers the greatest attracbold adventure, it takes men to the extremes
of the earth, it maps out and records facts and furnishes
data which no government bureau ever jots down.
it

is

full of

has caused the Ass(K-iated Business

to call for co-operation of the entire business

of the countrv

I'a[)ers,

Inc.,

and trade press

urging special efforts on the part of the
committee of the Ass<xiated Busiis sending out to the technical and trade
pa|)ers the following report:
Vour committee, apjiointed to consider the (|uestion of constiuctive, practical suggestions which can be made to the
shippers in various lines of industry so that the traffic situation can be temporarily improved and later permanently benelited. has considered tile matter and makes the following

The

shi])pers.

in

e.vecutive

ness Papers. Inc.,

report;

To win this war w^e mu.st do things. Do them quickly,
with less labor and less waste.
We must increase valuable
activity and decrease wasteful activity.
are at pre.sent
suffering from a decrea.se of activity all along the line. This
decrea.se comes from the inadequacy of the distriliution system.
It is time for the jiroducer of raw material, the manu-

We

facturer, the warehouseman, the jobber and the dealer to understand that distribution, the movement of materials from
the point of [jroduction to the point of fabrication and the
movement of goods from the point of fabrication to the point
of consumption is the foundation of all industrial endeavor.
Neither the efficient control of government bodies, nor the

wisdom

of the railroad men can .solve the whole problem.
large part of the difficulty i- the local and short haul
difficulty, resulting in congestion which e.xtends back into the

A

main

man

arteries of transportation.
in all line? of

It is time for the business
endeavor to realize that he is not merelv

a buyer of transportation, at a price per mile or per ton, but
that ade(|uate transjiortation service is absolutely necessary to
the profits of his business.
At the pre.sent time the interest

charges on goods in transit frequently amount to very much
more than double the cost of the transportation, while the
cost of waste, due to inability to secure materials and ship
goods, runs into much larger figures.
F'or these reasons all men who secure their livelihood from
the production of materials or goods and tlie sale of those
products, should be interested in pushing for these items,

which

will enable us to build

up an adequate transportation

system.

The government has now assumed control of the railroads,
and Director General Mc.\doo has surrounded himself with
an able staff of practical and successful railroad operators.
.\ National Highway Committee has been appointed with
Roy D. Chapin, president of the Hud.son Motor Car Company, as its head, and the Board of National Waterways
.\.ssociation is working with the official committee on this
problem.
Under these circumstances, and having in mind
that we have not in our industries displayed any well organized efforts to aid in the solution of the traffic problem, it is
our recommendation that the matter will be best served by
our full co-operation with these governmental bodies.
It is
time to (|uit kicking about rules which are established in the
endeavor to clean up the situation, and to co-operate in such
a whole-hearted and intelligent way that the tangle of trans-

portation difficulty may be more rapidly untied
ation cleared in record time.
It

is

recommended

and the

situ-

for this reason that, generally S(x*ak-

should be urged to foster movements in the
following directions:

ing. the shipper

For the Improvement

World-wide business enterprise

tion,

si.kiotsM-.ss of the transpurtaiioii situation and tlie
threatened decrease of pnj<luclion to indu.s-

Till

The

of Railroad Service

provision of adequate rules to secure the full efficiency of transportation service.
This includes estaijlishing proper charges for freight
2.
1.
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and demurrage and the enforcement of equitable rules of
loading and unloading, shipping and packing.

For the Highways
1.

2.

extension of paved highways.
Provision for keeping these highways open at all sea-

The

sons.
0.

Proper provision the maintenance of these highways.

For the Waterways
of barges and small tow boats to
provide for the adequate use of e.\isting highways.
Provision for putting into shape existing waterways
2.
that have been allowed to become obsolete.
Provision for the wise extension of these waterways to
3.
1.

The

haulage and entering your

As a measure of relief from the present congestion, it is
recommended that the shipper be advised that he can materially aid himself in the improvement of his own transportation conditions and the elimination of the excessive costs of
not being able to do business, by carrying out the following
suggestions:

city to

7

quickly collect loads to be

transported to their home cities.
10.
Bring all pressure to bear upon your mayor and the
governor and thence to your highw'ay commissioners to keep
main highways leading out of your city open during
the
all
the remaining winter months.
11. Bring all pressure to bear on the proper authorities
toward the resumption of the construction of main line highways at the earliest possible moment this spring and for a
proper maintenance of the roads all year around.

construction

correlate with the railroad system.
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In Connection with

Waterways

Secure information upon transportation available on
existing waterways covering short hauls.
2.
Get behind the movement for immediate production of
barges for the large canals, such as the Erie barge canal,
which would relieve the freight situation between the lakes,
coal regions and the important centers on the Atlantic sea1.

board.

Take up with

3.

the traffic

manager

of your business

and

the traffic expert of the local chamber of commerce the possibility of the use of watenva}-s for any part of }-our freight

movement and arrange shipping plans accordingly.
In Connection with the Railroads
1.

2.

Co-operate and put it over.
Load and unload promptly.

Do
Do

not kick at changes.

not wait for a con-

venient season.
3.

Load

4.

Do

The

New Army

not reconsign en route.

fore the goods leave.
Pack securely and
5.

Storage

and

to capacity.

SECRETARY
mark

Traffic Division

Decide the destination be-

plainly.

In Connection with the

Highways

L Make a survey of all the incoming and outgoing freight
handled within zones of 10, 25, 50 or 75 miles from your

or \\ \R B.\KER on

February 10 announced

a reorganization of the general staff of the army dividing its functions into five divisions, one of which is
Concerning this the anthe storage and traffic division.
nouncement says
"This division shall have cognizance and control of the

army and of all muniand other supplies for the army, both by land and sea,
storage facilities in connection therewith, under an
officer designated as the Director of Storage and Traffic, who
shall be an assistant to the Chief of Staff.
The duties of

city.

transportation of all branches of the

Ship all goods to be delivered within the above zones
over the road by motor trucks.
Demand that all goods to be shipped to merchants in
3.
your city and originating within the zones mentioned be
delivered by motor trucks.
4.
Make a census of all motor trucks in your town avail-

tions

2.

able for this work.
Take up with your local offices of the national express
5.
companies and your local haulage and express concerns as
to how far they can extend their present delivery routes.
6.
Select a committee of the best traffic managers of the
concerns in your city to lay out a detailed plan to suit your
own local conditions and determine upon the fair rates to be
charged.
7.

Arrange for a

sufficient

number

of receiving platforms

or warehouses where you can use horse wagons and motor
trucks up to 3-ton capacity to deliver and set down goods,
leaving for the larger trucks the running between the main
Do not try to make the trucks running
points in the zones.
overland between the main points do pick-ups and deliveries.
It cuts down their efficiency and makes the maintenance of

schedules impossible.
8.
Put some trucks in the overland haul work on definite
leaving schedules so that goods can be delivered to the receiving platforms or warehouses in time to make up full loads to
any given points.
9.
Arrange a Return Loads Bureau. Arrange with the
local telephone companies to give your regular telephone
number to any inquirer calling up and asking for Return

Post notices in the offices of all of your merchants that you have established a Return Loads Bureau.
Post similar notices in conspicuous places in the smaller
towns and cities through which trucks running to or from
your city will have to pass. This will enable your trucks
and those of private truck contractors doing this kind of

Loads Bureau.

and

all

this division shall include the following matters:

"(1) All movements of troops, as well as of munitions
and of supplies of every kind, including raw materials, and
finished products both during manufacture and after assembly, to points of embarkation, interior points, and oversea
points, and in and out of all storage.
"(2) All inland traffic, embarkation service, and overseas service relating to the army program, including the emplo3Tnent of all army transports engaged in the transatlantic
service, and such commercial shipping as may be used to
supplement that

arrangements with the
convoy service.
'(3) All storage for munitions and all other supplies of
the army on the seaboard and at interior points.
"Direct correspondence between the Director of Storage
and Traffic and the commanding officers of ports of embarkation is authorized.
Copies of all requisitions, requests, and
information of every character received from the Commanding General of our forces in Europe, or his subordinates,
which bear upon reinforcements or renewals of supplies, will
service, including all

Navy Department

for

transmitted to the Director of Storage and Traffic, and,
is charged with the duty of arranging
that all supplies for our forces in Europe shall be forwarded
in the most expeditious and convenient manner, and to that
end he is authorized to exercise control of army shipment,
Ijoth within the territory of the United States and as the same
relates to the overseas haul.
"The embarkation service created under Section 3, G. O.
102, W. D., 1917, is hereby transferred to the Storage and
Traffic Division."
lie

m

general, this officer

The appointment

of the director has not been announced.

The Great Northern
in

Taking Pains

to

is

l)otli

approved of in the territory served. No
an opportunitv to become more adept in
mind and in satisfyini? the wants and
patrons than the experienced traffic man.

was elevated
E.

the

of

dent

Island
road's

understood and

railroad officer has
readint; the public

whims

of

Accommodate Them

its

possibilities for further development.

Mr. Kenney 's election as president of the Great Northern
as well as Ralph Uudd's election as vice-president, illustrates

railroad

This type of

to the position of chief executive

Gorman was

ofticer

the policy of

when James

tlie

Hill lines to give positions of responsil)ility

comparatively young men.
former has not yet
the
half -century
reached

to

elected presi-

The

Rock

Chicago,

& Pacific, and that
example was followed

mark and

to high position,
been spectacular.

president of the Great Northern.

extensive

an

has

in

of

the

states

who advances from

trav-

It

Mr.

trons
forts

him and

relations

with

pa-

W.

consummate

Kenney

P.

ability to tell hu-

Union

Mr. Kenney was born at Watertown, Wis., January 10,
1870. and entered railway service November, 1888, as a telegraph operator on the Chicago Great Western. From 1889
to September 1, 1890, he was consecutively yard clerk and
clerk in the local freight office at Minneapolis, following
which he was clerk and stenographer to the general agent in
For seven vears he was conthe same citv until May, 1892.
tracting agent of the Great Western, and in 1S99 was conHe then entered the
tracting agent for the Empire f-ine.
general freight office of the St. Paul & Duluth, later assimi-

Northern.
nature, he is adept in handling
which may develop through misLike others of Celtic
understanding or super-sensitiveness.
stock Mr. Kenney is a bom fighter and keen to match his
In securing comstrength with others in the same vocation.
petitive business for his line he has been particularly successful.
In inculcating a keen business sense in his subordinates
he has shown liie ([ualities of a natural leader.
Perhaps the highest compliment which can be paid to Mr.
Kenney is that he was a protege of James J. Hill. Under the
direction of the great "empire builder" and later of Louis
\V. Hill, he continued the development work for which the
Great Northern long has been noted. He has helped induce
immigration to Montana and other western states and has
superN-ised his company's extensive program of practical and

human

the most delicate situations

He

as a clerk in the local freight
and has been in the

line in Minneapolis,

chief clerk in the general freight office.

sonal following as well as countless friends for the Great

educational assistance to the farmer.

same

His connection with the Great
traffic department ever since.
Northern dates from September 15, 1902, when he became

Swedish l)rogue. Although referred to
Mr. Kenney's wit and genial good humor
have played no small part in winning for him a large perstories in the

close student of

say when
school to

1888, to September, 1889.
He then entered traffic work

office of the

in a spirit of jest,

.\

left

Telegraph Company before
he discontinued his schooling.
His first railroad position
was that of a telegraph operator on the Chicago Great
November,
from
W'estern

wholesale
in
rather
than
His
methods of publicity.
election to the presidency has

morous

difficult to

Kenney

sages for the Western

and in painstaking efto accommodate them,

been jokinglv ascribed to his

is

As a
business life.
matter of fact, he sold newspapers in the streets of Minneapolis and delivered mes-

the

personal

to

and

enter

his comincreasing confidence and good will of ship^Ir.
pers and passengers.
Kenney is a believer in close
for

po.st

remains relatively unnoticed
until he surprises his associates by reaching the top.

"The
by his road.
public be served"' has been
his motto as the head of the
the
of
department
traffic
Great Northern, and adherhas
ence to this principle
won

His has

post through sheer merit

ersed

pany

has not

it

ress of the persevering, industrious and efficient officer

the East,
acquaint-

ance in the Northwest and
has a thorough knowledge of
the resources and traffic possibilities

barely

is

rather Ijeen the steady prog-

Mr. Kenney, although not

known

the latter

40 years of age. Although Mr. Kenncy's career
is marked by his rapid rise

over

on February 12, when William P. Kenney was elected to
succeed I.ouis \V. Hill as

so well

President

in bringing the alliactions of Glacier National I'ark and
other points of interest to tiie attention of pros|)ective travIn fact, iiis familiarity wiiii tiiis kind of work probelers.
ablv constitutes one of the reasons why he has been selected
to direct the policies of a road serving a country still rich in

ol
INCRFASK.I) importaiuv .itt.u liid lo tin- inaiiitcnaiuv
tle>iral)le
satisfactorv relations with tlie public makes it
is
who
of a railway
to have an executive at tlie head

THE

capable of pur>uin,u a policy which

New

Believes in Personal Relations with Patrons

A Man Who
and

Elects a

the^Northem Pacific, as chief clerk, remaining there
September 15, 1902, when he took a similar position
with the Great Northern. On April 1 1903, he was appointed
1905, became
a.ssi.stant general freight agent and in January.
Fated

l)v

until

,

has likewise aided

to
assistant to the fourth vice-president. From May, 1908,
September, 1911, he was a-si.stant traffic manager and during
OctoSince
manager.
the following year was general traffic
charge of traffic.
ber. 1912, he has been vice-president in
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Wage

Hearings Before the Railroad

Commission

Firemen and Hostlers Ask Ten Per Cent Increase with
Minimum of $3.50 Per Day. Other Witnesses
W-ASIIINGTON.

Till'.

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Engine-

men, representing engineers, firemen and hostlers, on
ISIonday and Tuesday of this week presented to the
Railroad Wage Commission the requests for increased wages
which it had not got around to presenting to the railroads
when the government took over the roads.
The request of the firemen's brotherhood may be generally
described as for a 10 per cent increase in wages with a minimum of $3.50 a day of eight hours or less. 100 miles or less,
with time and one-half for overtime, calculated on the basis
In
of eight hours or a speed basis of 12>4 miles an hour.
passenger service the minimum is placed at $3 per 100 miles

and $3.50 a day on short turn-around runs
A minimum of $3.75 a day is
not paid on a mileage basis.
asked for hostlers running on the main track, as between the
engine house and a station, and a minimum differential of
for road service

asked for local freight service over through
is also proposed that helpers in electric
service shall receive the same rates as firemen in steam

30 cents a day
freight rates.

is

It

service.

Timothy Shea, acting president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, presented the case for his
organization, representing 103,645 engineers, firemen and
hostlers, in place of President W. S. Carter, who has been
given a leave of absence because of his appointment as director of the Division of Labor on Mr. Mc.Adoo's staff. He
e.xplained that Mr. Carter had charge of the case until his
appointment, and he filed an elaborate brief prepared by
Mr. Carter, and two exhibits dealing exhaustively with the
wages and working conditions and the cost of living, including one entitled "Wages and the Law," by Hugh S. Hanna
and W^ Jett Lauck.
The proposals, he said, were drawn by a committe of 18,
representing the three territorial associations of the brotherhood, in response to numerous complaints received from the
members during 1917, and demands for a new wage movement because their standard of living was being depressed
by the increased co.st of living, and they were "made ex-

tremely modest" in the hope that if the railroads were disposed to give any relief they would grant them quickly.
They were submitted to a referendum vote on December 22

and approved practically unanimously on January 21, after
which they were presented to the director general and referred to the Wage Commission.
The wages of firemen and hostlers are abnormally low,
Mr. Shea said, as compared with wages in other industries
except where earnings are increased by excessive overtime or
excessive mileage, and the work is "almost beyond human endurance." Because of the "conservatism of the organization"
they have repeatedly accepted compromises and "lean
awards" from boards of arbitration until "their conservatism
has been capitalized by the railroads" and many of them
In the west, Mr.
are now paid less than unskilled laborers.
Shea said, they received a 10 per cent increase in wages in
except in a
since,
increase
received
any
1910, but have not
few instances in the 1915 award, which, he said, would have
reduced the pa)' of many employees if they had not been
In the east they had reprotected by the "saving clause."
The eight-hour movement,
ceived no increase since 1913.
according to Mr. Shea, had brought little relief, and he declared that the Goethals commission report was made up
largely of forecasts of what the railroads believed would be
the cost of the law rather than actual results.

i>.

C

hope that the government will now extend the relief
"These employees
so long denied by the railroads," he said.
are performing a very important duty and the firemen and
hostlers are the one class of railroad employees that are un
"\\'e

derpaid."

When Mr.

Shea presented comparisons of wages paid

to

firemen, ranging from $2.45 to $4 for an eight-hour day,
with wages in other industries. Chairman Lane of the com-

mission asked why so many examples of wages paid in the
San Francisco ship yards were included, such as sheet metal
workers at $6.60 a day, whereas in the case of bricklayers
and structural iron workers the average of 30 and 32 cities,
respectively, were taken.
Mr. Shea said he had not compiled
the table. Bricklayers' wages, according to the table, had in191^1
creased from $5.17 in
to $5.83 in 1917, while those of
structural iron workers had increased from $4.58 to $5.62.
The rate usually paid firemen, !Mr. Shea said, was $3.10 or
$3.20 because there is a preponderance of the classes of engines on which those rates are paid.
Chairman Lane asked which class of emplo}'ment in the
table of other industries was most nearly comparable with
the work of the fireman, and whether the fact that a man has
to serve an apprenticeship in the other employments constiThe duties of a fireman are comparable
tutes a difference.
with those of any skilled craft, Mr. Shea replied. Chairman
also asked what percentage of the members of the organization are married men and heads of families.
Mr.
Shea said the records of the brotherhood do not show that

Lane

fact.

Mr. Shea asked particularly that any settlement be made
enough to avoid any dispute as to its application to
hostlers and he recounted at length his long controversies
with the railroads that had refused to apply the awards of

specific

arbitration boards or other settlements to the hostlers. Some
to avoid paying the awarded scale, he said, have
changed the classification of hostlers to roundhouse foremen
or engine repairers and have kept the men on a 12-hour day.
He also dwelt at length on the recjuest for time and onehalf for overtime, saying that a punitive rate would be necesThe best way to
sary to enforce an actual eight-hour day.
prevent train delays, Mr. Shea asserted, would be to penalize
overtime and give each locomotive only its "proper tonnage

roads,

had sought to make the applicalaw as expensive as possible.
suggested
Chairman Lane
a plan of pa}'ment for firemen
which would reward economical use of fuel. Any such plan,
!Mr. Shea said, would be opposed.
It had been tried on some
roads and had caused a great deal of disconetnt because it
was impossible to measure accurately the amount of coal
used by a fireman, and it led to dishonesty on the part of
some employees. Railroads are not burning coal now, he
said, but are using "real estate."
"That is an experience common to all of us in these days,"
said Chairman Lane, "but why cannot the brotherhood make
itself very useful by devising some plan or system of education among its men to save a percentage of coal?"
The brotherhood publishes educational matter in its magazine, !Mr. Shea said, but the bonus system would not work.
The fireman does not want to shovel any more coal than he
has to, but there should be more competent instructors to
show him how to be economical.
Mr. Shea continued his testimony on Tuesday, making
numerous objections to statements included in the report of
rating."

He

said the roads

tion of the eight-hour
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(.oinini.-.-ion.

tinlit-luiur

the
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1918

15,

He

pariiculurly olijcctcil

lo

a

iniludcd in the report showiiii; that firemen spend only
a small part (if tlieir time in tlie jihysieal lal)or of shoveling
coal and he referred to an cxhiliit filed l>y the railroads in
talilc

the western arl)iiration case, shuwinj,' that in 1,556 trips an
avcrajje of only one hour and 42 minutes, or 19 per cent, was
Mr. Shea said that as fireactually spent in shoveling coal.

shovel from 15 to 20 tons t;oin,n over a division, if they
lould handle that amount of coal in such a short time it
wiuild not he necesary to send steam shovels to France.

men

He

al-o filed

hocxi-

ill

1 1

e.\hil)it> wliicii iiad lieen

used

liy tile

iirother-

the western arbitration case in spite of the fact tiiat

was not

sufficiently impressed with
the presentation made by the brotherhoods to give an award
These exhibits gave
demanded.
the
men
what
;uivil!ine like
-111 -lies as to increased cost of meals and rooms and the

the hoard

in

that ca-se

iiKua>ed cost of living, increased work and prixluctive effiof the employees, the hazard of the occupation, etc.,
and he declared that tiic relief which the men had asked had
not resulted from tlie eight-hour law so that the old .statistics
He also attacked many of the conclusions
were still useful.
readied liy the Kiglit-Hour Commission as erroneous on the
ground that they were based on the period iiefore the law was
Reverting to what he declared to
actualh made effective.
be the practice of the railroads in avoiding increased payment-; to hostlers. Mr. Shea presented what he called "very
sen.-ational testimony" in the form of a report from an em-

cieni\

and damage to
and helpers, boilermakers and their helpers, or inex|)erienced or low-paid emThese instances, he said,
ployees in the jilace of hostlers.
were samjiles of conditions on other roads and he cited examples of delays in putting engines through the roundhouse
as the result of employing inexperienced men at low wages.
ployee

relating

instances

of

accidents

toiomntives caused by usinsj machinists

There has also been startling increases in the number of
hours of service law, he declared, and he
cited rejjorts from a road which for five years liad shown a
steady decrease in the number of instances of service over 16
hours, from 824 in 1913 to 89 in 1917, whereas he had received reports of 123 instances on the same road from Januar\- 2 to January 24.
"That is not an extraordinary situation at all," said
Chairman Lane. "If I were running that railroad I would
probably have had that amount of overtime. January was
a ver\- abnormal month and I would not put any confidence
in figures of that kind."
Mr. Shea declared that the men are saying that railroad
officers now feel at liberty to violate the law because they are
in the hands of the government.
Commissioner McChord
said that was a very mistaken idea and probably arose from
the fact that some railroads had asked for relief from the
provisions of the law, but that he was approving prosecuviolations of the

tions for violations of the

law every day.

Mr. Shea also introduced an exhibit on the increased cost
of living prepared by W. Jett Lauck and also a statement
by a clothing dealer .showing the large increase in the cost
of overalls, gloves

and other clothing. In order to be able to
maintain their jire-war .standard of living, !Mr. Shea said,
the men should receive an increa.se of at least 45 per cent.
Mr. Shea was to be followed by \\'. S. Stone, grand chief
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Enginemen.

Other Witnesses
S. E.

Hclierling, president of the

Switchmen's Union,

tes-

before the Railroad Wage Commission on February 8
regarding the demands presented last October by the union

tified

to the railroads

with which it has contracts for a 50 per cent
wages »nd time and a half for overtime after
The practicability of establishing an eight-hour
day during the war by punitive overtime was questioned by
increa.se

in

eight hours.

Chairman Lane.

367

T sympathize with you as to the doirability of a standard eight-hour day," he said, "but when industries are -hort
of men would it be more desirable to come to that ideal or to
give an increase in pay without disturi>ing the hours?"
Mr. Heberling said the >witchmen did not a-k an arbitrary eight-hour day if overtime work was necessary, but
wanted lo kee|) tlie work day as near to eight hours as possible by imposing a jienalty for overtime work.
"liut would _\our men not be lietter satisfied with an increase in pay than with an enforced reduction of iiours?"
asked Chairman Lane.
•'We want enougii to make lioth ends meet," replied Mr.
Heberling, "but do not want the jjrinciple of the eight hour
day destroyed because of war conditions." Mr. Heberling
said that the only limit to the hours of work now is the 16liour law and that overwork is res|wjnsil)le for the extreme
liazard of the switchman's occupation.
He also asked consideration for unorganized employees.
C. L. Darling, of Sixikane, Wash., A. S. Uimro.se, of Portland, Ore., and J. C. Wessels, Ashland, Wis., appeared on
behalf of train despatchers on February 8 and asked for in-

creases in pay for train despatchers to $2.i5a month, for chief
despatchers and $215 for trick despatchers, an eight-hour

day, one day a week off or double time, two weeks" vacation
witii pay, and free transportation.
They said that opportunities for promotion for despatchers were being reduced because brotherhood men are given positions as trainmasters
and assistant superintendents.
Thomas McNeill, representing car inspectors on the Pennsylvania contended that the inspectors .shouki come under the
provision of the eight-hour law because of their part in the
operation of trains, but he said the railroad managements
have refused to concede this.
He also asked increases in
wages.
Robert L. Mays, a dining car waiter, spoke for unorganized negro waiters and colored employees generally, asking
that they be given the same pay as white employees in the
same classes of work. He said the waiters received about
$25 a month for 16 to IS hours work a day. He asked for
an increase in wages, but said that they could not get along
without tips unless the pay was increased to about $100 a

month.

The commission has received a large number of telegrams
letters from train despatchers in all parts of the country
challenging statements made by W. G. Lee and A. B. Garretson at the hearing last week in which the despatchers were
referred to as train "delayers" and the railroads were charged
with "laying down" and deliberately trying to increase overtime both for the purpose of discrediting the eight-hour law
and

and

in

an

make a failure of government control of
The despatchers declared that they were in a
know that railroad ofiicers are striving with all

effort to

the railroads.
position to

their energy to expedite traffic, and they demanded either
proof or a retraction of the charges. A telegram signed by
despatchers on the Union Pacific said, "We desire to rebuke
and brand such statements as malicious falsehood." A letter
received from George \\'. Greenert, a train despatcher on the
Chesapeake 5: Ohio, said:
"As a train despatcher I wish to protest against the remarks made by Lee and Garretson licfore the wage commission as reported by the press today.
"I wonder if the gentlemen are woefully ignorant or deliberately distorting the truth when they intimate that railroads, from the president down to the train despatchers (or
train delayers as they flippantly ci-ll them) are laying down.
"They would have aou believe that it is within the powei
like Joshua of old
of the managements
to command the
sun to stand still until all the ice and snow of this winter of
blizzards is melted and the sun-kissed flowers arc waving to
and fro by the balmy breezes as the trains pass by. But here
they let you see the inside of the plot. The railroads refuse

—

—
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do what Joshua did they are laying down, because thuy
want the government to have the railroads.

to
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don't

"Seriously speaking, liowever,
cers 'get

on the

jolr

at S

when we

o'clock in the

morning and work

steadily, earnestly, faithfully until 10, 11, or 12 o'clock at
night and subject themselves to calls at any time during the
night; when we see officers working like Trojans to move

business through ice and sleet and snow blown head high by
blizzards, 36 hours and even longer at a stretch without rest,
it makes a man's blood boil with indignation to hear the remarks made to your honorable committee about them laying

down.

—

"As to the train despatchers their hours of work and
days of work have not been lessened for 30 years. They are
on duty continuously during their 8-hour trick and in touch
with all trains and all conditions on their divisions of from
100 to 400 miles every minute they are on duty, ever ready
instantly

to act

when necessary

tions for the safety of trains.

I

to issue orders or instruc-

have seen them remain on

to three hours in order to look after some important matter and to see that the relieving despatcher was

duty from one

—

properly posted
this after the\- were off dut)-.
"A despatcher takes pride and interest in his work {which
is like a game of chess) to a degree that is beyond the calculation of dollars and cents.
Every despatcher has 'sweated
blood' on his trick many times and would have gladly traded
places with some negro section hand
color, flat feet, and all

—

—

at these times.

"The}' do delay trains

—and many a man and woman and

Many a train
child are alive today because of the delay.
and engineman is alive and with his family today because

A broken rail reported, a
the despatcher delayed them.
wash-out, a land slide will cause the despatcher to act inTwo trains cannot meet on the
stantly and delay trains.
same track without a collision he may delay one of them

—

—

he does it on purthey are not big enough to see
will damn the despatchers,
call them train delayers and make other light-headed rernarks to the farmers along the line.
"I believe that as a whole the railroad train and engine
employees, trackmen, despatchers, and in fact all employees
are doing their utmost to make the director general's operation a success and to speed up war transportation to the limit.
at a siding with orders to meet another

pose.

The men

delayed,

anything but their

own

if

train,

little warm weather and watch
Wonderful things will be done in the transportacoming eight months. Let us all have a fair and

"Just wait until we get a

them

roll.

tion line the

square deal."

Warren

S. Stone,

motive Engineers,

grand chief of the Brotherhood of Locobefore the wage commission on

testified

He

said his organization had decided not to
wage movement; it did not desire to embarrass the government and he presented no fonnal demands,

Wednesday.

enter the general

but said that the engineers should have an increase, to meet
part of the increased cost of living, to a minimum of six
dollars a da)\ He did not criticise the roads as much as the
other brotherhood officers.
Mr. Stone also referred to Mr. Shea's testimony regarding
increased violations of the sixteen-hour law, saying that the
roads had been ordered by Regional Director A. H. Smith,
with approval of Mr. McAdoo, to disregard the law as necessar}' to move traffic during the emergency; but after it had
been taken up with Mr. McAdoo he had ordered the roads to
observe the law.

The Grand Trunk

Liter.^ry and Scientitic celebrated
60th anniversary recently. It was organized by F. H.
Trevithick. in 1857, when he was Locomotive Superintendent
of the Grand Trunk, and led to the estalilLshment of G. T. R.
libraries at London, Stratford, Belleville and Lindsay, Ont.,
and Battle Creek, Mich.
its

of British

see railroad offi-

FOLLOWING EXTRACT

Railways

from the January issue of the
Railway Magazine of London, Eng. There recently
appeared in the P'inancial Times an able article on
the future prospects of British railways, by W. J. Stevens.
After recapitulating the war terms arranged in 1914 between
the railways and the government, familiar to most readers
of the Railway Magazine, Mr. Stevens went on to show that
the economies in railway working under government control
result in financial benefit for the government and not the
Then he disposes of the misapprehension prerailways.
vailing in some quarters that the government is making no
provision for delayed repairs and renewals, which is the reIn fact, one important change wrought
verse to the truth.
by the war in British railway finance is that the companies,

THE

is

instead of being large borrowers, are for the time being very
and will remain in that position until they are

large lenders,

able to resume normal outlays on maintenance
permanent way and rolling stock.

and renewals

of their

When all is said and done, hovv'ever, says Mr. Stevens, the
government has driven a very hard bargain with the railways, and the experience of the latter is in marked contrast

A summary

published
branches of industrial
1916
and 1917, and are earning much larger percentages than the
modest 4 per cent earned on British railway capital. Many
of these undertakings have also made and are making large
bonus distributions on capital account. The dividends distributed on the ordinary stocks of our railways have not
varied much since 1913, but are slightly below the pre-war
level.
What is more serious is that the income tax has been
raised to 5 shillings in the pound, so that what the government seems to give with one hand it more than takes away
with the other.
to that of other industrial enterprises.

in the

Economist shows that nearly

all

enterprise increased their profits substantially during

Many

thousands of small investors interested in railway
much in need of war bonuses
as the railway employees themselves, but they have not received them.
On the contrary, their income is reduced, and
over and above that reduction they are confronted with the
increased income tax.
That the railway shareholders as a
l)ody have not complained is the most wonderful testimony to
their patriotism that I know of, but whether it is altogether
wise for the government to treat the largest section of the
investing public in so niggardly a fashion is another question, and, personally, I have no doubt that it reacts unfavorably on contributions to war loans, etc.
Why are our railways, who have rendered unrivaled services to the community during the war, treated on a different
basis from all other industrial enterprises?
What essential
difference is there between the railway companies and shipping, for instance, that the shipping industry should have
lieen allowed to earn enormous profits and the railways
treated in such a cheeseparing fashion?
It might be tolerable for the railway industry to submit to the existing arrangement, for which, after all, they have to thank their own
directors, but it is high time that needless uncertainty as to
the proprietors' future should be removed.
They only ask
for an assurance that after the government
arrangement
comes to an end they will be allowed to adjust their charges
to the pul)lic in such a way to meet, in a reasonable manner,
their increased burdens in the form of wages, bills, etc. To
a large extent this new burden is already being met by fresh
forms of economy, and which will, no doubt, be of a lasting
stocks are probably quite as

character.

The

V.-vlue

of Coal and Coke sent out of the United
1900 exceeds $1,000,000,000.

Slates since the beginning of

Out

Pulling the Chicago Terminals
What

the Railroads

Were Compelled

for

snow trouble

in

the

Chicago and its environs, not only Ijecause of
depth of snow fall, the severity and frequency of the storms
and the continuous cold weather, but also because of the
complete tieup of traffic which followed the burial of the
complex network of badly congested terminals in a deep bed

The efforts made to overcome the blockade which
was paralyzing industry and threatening a serious coal
famine cost the railroads several millions of dollars and
called forth herculean efforts on the parts of their officers
and employees.
.\n account of the two severe storms occurring on January
5 and 11, respectively, and the details of the traffic interference which followed in their wake was given in the news
columns of the Railway Age of January 18, page 182. The
character of the conditions produced by the storms is illustrated in the photographs.
While not suffering any worse in
the aggregate than the other roads, the Illinois Central was
subjected to some of the more spectacular conditions throughout the portion of its line e.xposed to the sweep of the winds
ofi Lake Michigan.
The eight main tracks of this railroad
are boimded on the side away from the lake for a considerable distance by a high retaining wall and the snow- which
piled up against this wall, completely buried the two adjacent tracks and any ecjuipment standing on them.
On the
other roads not subjected to such an open sweep of the
of snow.

storm the snow was more evenl\- distributed over

all

of the

tracks.

A

large part of Chicago's railway mileage

is on elevated
places where these embankments are
occupied by only a relatively small number of tracks the
wind accompanying the storms swept away most of the snow.
but in many cases main tracks on the elevation are flanked
on one or both sides by yards of considerable width so that
the conditions approximated those experienced where
tracks
are on the natural surface.
In general the chief difficulty
was with the many miles of yard tracks largely occupied
by
standing cars, the movement of which at the earliest
possible

embankments and

in

Restoring

in

date was imperative to the welfare of not only the city but

will he recorded in rail-

a

Do

Snow

January Blizzards

Traffic After the
or January, 1*M6.
THEroadMONTH
record breaker
annals as

to

of the

also the nation.

The railroads employed large forces of men in the removal
and considering that their demands were combined with those of the city for men for street cleaning, it is
of the snow-

not surprising that the wage rates in some cases attained almost unbelievable heights. There was, however, a plentiful
supply of labor. The wholesale shutting down of industrial
plants as the result of the blockade threw many men out of
employment who w-ere glad to shovel snow-. Some industrial
plants turned over large forces of men to the railroads temporarily, while the latter w-ere enabled to recruit large forces

from freight handlers, office clerks, draftsmen, etc., many of
could not l)e emplojed at regular work on account of
the stopping of the traffic.
It is also found that lodging
houses were accommodating an unusually large number of

whom

idle

men

w-ho had

come

into the city for the winter.

Various plans were adopted for recruiting the forces. Some
railways depended on the regular employment agencies.
Others resorted to the free labor agencies or to ])icking up
the men direct from the streets or the lodging houses. Employment was also encouraged by making special arrangements to pay the men promptly. Some of the roads paid the
temporar\- men daily, a measure which introduced no small
It was also necestask in the time keeping and accounting.
The men
sar)' to feed the men one or more meals each day.
were taken to nearby restaurants or boarding houses, or special trains were run out at intervals with sandwiches and
coffee.
During the colder weather arrangements were made
frequent intervals
to supply the men with hot coffee at
throughout the day.
The administration of the work at the large terminal
areas in a

manner

that

would insure mose

effective results

and

thorough co-ordination of the efforts being made by the
various branches of the rapidly created organizations was
no simple task. In this connection the Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal developed a most interesting system. Men
of known ability and who had previous experience in fighting snow were placed in charge of various subdivisions of
a
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the terminals

and made

for the progress within
In order that the officers of the
road could be kept advised of the conditions at all parts of
the terminals and the progress being made in restoring the
tracks to operation, as well as give the necessar\- advice and
rc.-;ponsiljle

certain prescribed limits.

Snow

Vol. 64, No. 7

despatch men, materials and supplies where most needed,

an intelligence bureau was established
district engineer.
office

in

the office of the

All of the telephones in the engineering

were assembled on a single large table where a staff of
kept busy receiving and answering telephone calls.

men was

Conditions Around Chicago

February

15,
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whiK- a nvonl ui tin- iiiform.ilion yivt-n ami ncciwd was
kept on a ijuickly dcvisoil cliart.
Willi a kiio\vio(ii;e of the situation t;aini-d through this
system tiie needs ol the men in chartjo of the various jiaris
of tlie terminal were fulfilled by different men detailed to
liKik after

lertain rei|uirements.

Thus some men were eom-

missioned to gather laborers, others to ret|uisition or purchase
tools, to ]>rovide lunches for the men, etc.
liv far the largest jiortion of the snow was handled by
shovels.

equipment

()b>tructions tended to |iriiluile the use of power
in many jilaces; conseiiuently the snow was lari^e-

—

flat cars, gondolas,
all classes
box cars and stock cars and hauled to a convenient jHiint of disposal where they were unloaded liy hand.
In .*onie cases coal cars were handled direct to mines in the
stmthern or central part of the state wliere the snow was unOne roail used locomotive
loaded on mine spoil lianks.
cranes with clam-shell buckets for unloading snow from cars,
.ind while a large yardage was handled in this manner it represented only a relatively small proportion of the total
The Chicago, Burlington &
amount of snow unloaded.
(Juincy also made some use of a crane and clam shell bucket.
assigned to coaling and cinder pit service, for excavating
snow during inters-als of the day when it could be spared
from its regular work. On another road, boxes with a ca|)acity of seven or eight cubic feet of snow with handles on the
sides so that the\' could be carried b}- two men, were provided for use in this service where the snow could not be
In some cases
handled conveniently in larger quantities.
wagons and motor trucks were used to haul snow from team
yards and freight house grounds, dumping the snow inU) tiie

ly

loaded by liand on cars of

lioppors,

—
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A New

Scale Ttst Car

By

Scale

A. Christopher,
Nashville, Cliuttanooga

liispcctur,

NASHVILLE, chattaxoikia &
Tin:constructed
a scale test car at

&

Jjl.

Louis

loiis has recently
its shops in Nashville,
Tenn., the general design of which is shown in the
photograph.
'I'he
car is of iron and steel construction
throughout.
It has two four-wheel trucks of the standard
SO, 0(10 lbs. capacity type, with sjtecial heavy arch bars extending 271'.. in. from the center of the extreme outside journal to the end of the car.
The general dimensions are:
Length, 22

runway, 6

ft.

ft.

9y.

41",

in.;

in.;

imdiate wheel base, 6

st.

8 ft. 4 in.: top of rail to toii of
wlu-el base, 17 ft., and interWciulit, 'JI),(K)0 II).

wiilth,

e.\tri-nie
ft.

The main body of the car
and l-l)eams with two cross

is

built of

heavy channel irons
up with heavy

inemliers, built.

angles divided
are of >4-in.

between the transom plates.
These plates
steel,
24-in. wide and S ft. 4 in long.
The plates are riveted to the longitudinal channels and
I-beams. Tile center plates are of cast iron and weigh 40.H

river or the lake.

Snow plows were used where
main tracks.

practicable, but the use w;i-

On the whole the supply of
plows for such use as they could be put to was generally ade-

limited largely to
quate.

One

road, however, found it expedient to import a
snow plow from western heavy snow country to be
used in clearing drifts in cuts, but its use was restricted
principally to tracks at some distance from the city.
Of all the equipment available the ballast spreaders were
the most effective.
They were used in some cases with short
wings to clear and llange a single track, but the most efficient
results were obtained with the long wings with which an adjacent track was cleared, while the one occupied Ijy the
spreader was being flanged.
By following this procedure
progressively on track after track, it was possible to clear an
entire yard of snow, although it was found advisable in some
cases to block one track with snow plowed from a series of
tracks on either side and later to clear this track by shoveling
the snow onto cars,
\\hether the tracks were cleaned by
hand or with spreaders the most difficult task was to remove
cars that had occupied these tracks during the storm with
the snow in many cases well up under the car bodies.
The.se
cars had to l)e pulled out in small cuts, using one or more enrotarv

gines for three or four cars, a process that frequentlv proved
disastrous to the draft rigging.

Snow melters at the Chicago &: North Western passenger
terminal, installed at the time that this station was built,
sen-ed in g<x)d stead during the recent storms. There are 10
of these installed near the end of the train shed and along
the approach tracks.
They consist of pits or bo.xes
about

ft. by 6 ft. equipped with
steam pipes and connected by
drains with the city .=ewers. Shoveling snow into these
boxes
solved the problem of disposal with a minimum
of interference with traffic.

3

As the work progressed and the tracks were restored
it was possible gradually to
reduce the maintenance forces on the various railroads
to more nearlv the
to o[)eration

normal

:

.i^w

The New Car Standing on

Scale

a

lb. each.
Four 24-in., 100-lb. I-beams. 1(> ft. long, form
two separate compartments which will accommodate 1,100
secondary test weights of 50 lb. each. .\11 joints in connection with the compartment are cemented and welded to prevent leaking.
The car is designed with a view to reducing
the area as much as possible so as to limit wind pressure.

The car is floored with yi-in. steel plates. The roof is
compo.sed of three pieces of }s-ii\. steel formed so as to be
freed quickly from the water which falls upon it and to
provide a runway at the top. Two hand rails are attached
for the convenience and safety of the trainmen passing over
The end plates are of 1-in. steel, cut to conform
shape of the roof, and are heavily anchored to the
ends of the 24-in. I-beams which form the secondary test
weight compartment.
Twenty small jacks are provided in each end plate to hold
the secondary test weights so that they will be held securely
in place to prevent loss of weight owing to wearing awav bv
shifting.
There are two hoisting jacks on each end of the
car with swinging straps to connect the jacks to the extending
arch bars. By this means the four end wheels are raised to
clear the rails.
This places 90,000 lb. on the 6-ft. intermediate wheel base.
It requires only 11 min. to connect the
straps and raise the end wheels.
The test weights referred
to above are rectangular in form.
They were sealed on an
even balance master sealing scale with a capacity of 100 lb.
in each pan and are sensible to within 1
.
grains of their
the car.

to the

'
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true value.

One-inch gas pipe

wa.s

used for handholds and

for sealing purposes.

The weight

and painted was
master track scale was available to obtain
the correct weight of the car so it was necessary to make 900
A modern 150-ton track scale was tested
50-lb. test weights.
with the 900 50-lb. test weights on each section by 5,000-lb.
The scale was checked in opposite
drafts up to 45,000 lb.
directions and all small errors corrected.
The correct weight of the car was then taken and the 50-lb.
test weights placed in the compartments through the manholes until the beam registered 90,000 lb. When the car was
complete the end wheels were raised to clear the rails, placing
the 90,000 lb. on the 6-ft. wheel base.
Each section of the
scale was tested and checked without an error.
If it is desired at any time to increase the weight of the
test car to 100,000 lb. there is ample room in the compartments for 10,000 lb. additional weight. The 6-ft. wheelbase
will be used for sectional tests on standard track scales of
85-ton capacity and over, built with a heavy steel bridge and
on concrete foundations and walls.
The 17-ft. wheelbase
will be used to check scales that will not stand the 90,000-lb.
test on the 6-ft. wheelbase on account of the deflection in the
light scale levers and timber girders, side walls, bearings.
45,000

etc.

lb.

To

of the car wlien completed

No

the latter class lielongs the larger

number
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have wide firebo.xes and burn anthracite coal, and the remainder have narrow fireboxes and burn bituminous coal.
It is claimed that this spark arrester will not appreciably reduce the steaming qualities of the locomotive, and a statement has been made that by its use the fire claims have been
reduced 40 per cent.
The sectional photograph shows the device applied to a

of the

privately-owned scales on the system.
The new car has
been in service for three months, during which time it has
been tried on many different scales and is proving entirely
satisfactory.

Locomotive Front End Spark Arrester

ANEW TYPEand LOCOMOTIVE
OF

Spark arrester has been de-

Application of Spark Arrester to a Superheater Locomotive

both anthracite and bituminous coal burning locomotives by I. A. Seiders,
superintendent of motive power and rolling stock of the
Philadelphia & Reading. During the past two and one-half
years it has been applied to 474 locomotives, 390 of which

locomotive with a superheater, and the drawing illustrates the
application to a saturated steam locomotive.
The principal
features of this spark arrester consist of a "breaker plate"
made up of a slotted plate fitted with deflecting veins, which

veloped

patented

for

Arrangement

of the

Spark Arrester for Non-Superheater Locomotives

February

15,
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applied in line ot the llue gases ahead of the front Hue
This breaker plate tends to break up the largest
The horizontal diasparks before they strike the netting.
phragm table plate is perforated with l/i2-in. holes and
the side Mictions are inclined, being attached to the sides of
Tiiis type of diaphragm reduces the amount
the smokebox.
of resistance to the draft and adtls to the self-cleaning charThe horizontal table is made
acteristics of the front end.
up of s-in. material, being 26 in. square. It is perforated
entrainment
of the gases without decreasiietter
to permit of
ing the size of the exhaust nozzle and rests on a flange at the
The idower pipe is fitted into the
top of the nozzle tip.

373
ample support

is

parts witli

sheet.

the illustration.

'

exhaust nozzle below the table

The

side table plates are inclined, as

shown

in the illus-

The

tration, to prevent the collection of cinders.

fine parti-

bottom of these plates on top of the perforated
horizontal table and are carried out of the stack by the
The plate around the steam pipes is so secured
exhaust.
that it will not vil)rate, opening up holes for sparks to pass

cles fall to the

through.

The joints in the netting are so made that no openings
can occur to permit the passing of unduly large sparks. All
nettings and plates are bolted at the side to a 2-in. angle iron,
which is riveted to tlie smokebox.
The front netting and plates are arranged in separate

at their intersections, as

center plates

may

shown

in

be easily removed

when it is necessary to work on the flues, making it unnecessary to remove tlie entire front end netting or the table.
The spark i)rcaker plate, located directly in front of the
tube sheet and back of the front end netting, is secured to
tiie flue siieet over the top row of flues under tlie T-pip»e.
It has 16 pressed steel openings 1 in. wide and pressed out
'
J in. away from the plate for the full length of the plate.
Its purpose is to break up the sparks, permitting only the
finer particles to pass through the netting in front of it.
The
larger

and

line.

The

particles

in their

will

travel

to

the

front

of

the

smokebox

passage be reduced sufficiently to pass through

the netting.

The netting used with this device has an oblong opening
3/16 in. by }4 in. In the front end, shown in the drawing,
the open area of the Ijreaker plate is 462 sq. in. and the entire netting area has an opening of 1,607 sq. in.

Due to the large opening it will not be necessary to reduce
the size of the nozzle to provide the proper draft.
In this
way it will provide greater economy in fuel.
This front end arrangement has reduced shop maintenance
due to its self-cleaning qualities. It is simple in construction, strong and duraljle, and reduces the number of
leaky joints in the netting commonly found on locomotives.
costs

Duties and Responsibilities of Engineers and Firemen
Firemen's

Work

Particularly Laborious; Mechanical Improve-

ments Lighten the
REPORT OF
THEGeneral
George

Kight-Hour

of which
was chairman, and
which was reviewed in the Railway Age, February 1,
I^'IS, has an appendix. Xo. 7, devoted to "Employment Conditions in Train and Yard Service Under the Eight-Hour
Law." This was prepared by Victor S. Clark. That part
relating to the duties of enginemen follows:
A road engineer's responsibilities and duties are less
varied than those of a conductor, but they are more
intensive and continuous.
His preparatorj' work is merely
to inspect his engine and
to see that it is supplied
with fuel, water, oil, and other necessaries for the run;
and his clerical work is limited to making out a time slip
for himself and his fireman, and to reporting engine defects
and failures. But from the time lie takes the throttle at least
six things constantly weigh upon his mind
his train orders,
the automatic block and manual signals along Uie line, the

the

W.

(,"omniis.~ion,

Goetlials

—

track immediately

in

front,

the

water

gauge,

the

steam

gauge and the sound of his engine. Even a moment's inattentiveness to any of these things may mean delay or disaster.
In time the con.^tant obsen-ance of these essentials becomes
almost automatic and subconscious; but the general testimony of engineers is that the sense of responsibility and of
latent danger always remains.
In bad weather, when soft
tracks and possiljle washouts or Mides are to be watched for,
or when blizzards sweep the. prairies, burying landmarks and
blinding the outlook until only Hie jarring of the drivers on
the frog tell? the engineer that a station has been reached, the
strain of this responsibility rises to a maximum even with
the most experienced.
Moreover, a careful engineer does
more than run his locomotive according to orders and keep
It in condition upon the road.
When rounding curves he
looks back for lipt boxes, he senses in the movement of the
slack the development of equipment defects in the cars behind, and in general he co-operates with the caboose crew
to maintain the smooth, merhari'cal operation of the entire

Work

train
its

and

of
is

Both

held equally responsible with

tlie

conductor for

safety.

Firemen Are Hard Worked

An

is much less arduous than that of a locomotive fireman. The latter is in this
respect the hardest worked man in train service.
His direct
responsibility is comparatively light, though he must watch
signals from the left side of the cab and must read and understand train orders.
A very few large locomotives of
recent construction have mechanical stokers, but they form an
inappreciable fraction of the motive power in use on American railways.
A considerably larger part of the engines
runnilig in the Southwest and on the Pacific coast burn oil
fuel, and in such cases the physical labor of the fireman is
comparatively light.
In suburban and mountain service,
especially where there are long tunnels, electric power
which
is cleanest and easiest of all for the engine crew
is being
introduced; but this change is still in its infanc)-. Therefore
The amount of coal
the t\-pical fireman is a coal shoveler.
he must put into the firebox in a given time varies with the

engineer's physical labor, however,

—
—

and construction of the locomotive, the class of service
which it is engaged, the weight and speed of the train, the
quality of fuel, the grade of the road, weather conditions, and
other factors, among which musi be reckoned the skill of the
size
in

fireman himself.
Taking the average of all loccmotives upon a representative .American railway in 1916, cverj' switch engine burned
135 lb. of coal for each mile it ran, each passenger engine
105 lb., and each freight engine 229 lb. In covering a division of 100 miles the fireman of a freight locomotive would
have to shovel more than 1 1 tons of coal through a low firebox door, stooping and swinging well back to spread the fuel
or to place it on thin places in the fire, and opening and
He performs this labor
closing the door for every scoopful.
standing on the unsteadv deck of a locomotive, where an in-
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experienced man might have diftlculty in balancing himself
without support. Among other duties <;f a physical character
he must wet down the coal, break up the large lumps, pull
the coal forward from the back of the tank or tender boxwhich sometimes amounts to double handling nearly half the
shake the grates, and if the coal clinkers badly
fuel burned
the course of the run. He
he must sometimes clean his fires
takes on coal and water, attends to other engine supplies,
road
signals on his side of
the
gage
and
watches the steam
the cab, and assists the engineer in minor phases of engine

—

—

m

operation.

Besides being laborious these duties are sometimes attended
The heat thrown out by the
by severe physical hardships.
fireboxes of the extremel\- large locomotives now coming into
use is intense, especially when a long freight is barely moving
up a heavy grade, devouring fuel as fast as it can be piled
upon the fire, and making practically no breeze tlirough the
cab b)' its own motion. Firemen on runs of this kind sometimes have to protect themselves with leather aprons to keep
heat from igniting their clothing. When we add to these
conditions an outside temperature of 100 deg. or more, such
as not infrequently occurs in the southern and prairie states
during tlie summer, a situation is reached that taxes the
limits of physical endurance. At such times heat prostrations
become frequent as railway men say, the firemen "burn out"
tlie

—

monkeys get them." They suffer undue strain when
a badly clinkered fire has to be cleaned in the middle of a
heavy run, for this is rated exceptionally exhausting labor.
Firemen are also exposed to more or less suffering from
smoke and from gases thrown back from the firebox in passor "the

ing through long tunnels or snowsheds, especially where more
than one locomotive is attached to a train. They sometimes
lose consciousness and even die under these conditions.

Mechanical Improvements Lighten the

Work

It is a matter of controversy between railway employers and
firemen whether the labors and hardships of the latter are
On the one hand, much larger
increasing or diminishing.
engines are now employed than formerly, and the tonnage of
two conditions that add to a
trains is constantly growing
fireman's burdens. On the other hand, important mechanical
improvements have lightened the work of stoking, and the

—

Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen has
secured new working rules in its schedules with many companies that relieve its members of some of their former labor.
Such rules are those providing that men shall be stationed at
intermediate points on a division to clean fires, or to pull
coal to the front of the tender, and that helper or relay
firemen be furnished on exceptionally long or difficult runs.
However, new mechanical devices have contributed more
than these rules to alleviating the fireman's condition. Oilburning locomotives have made possible firing heavy trains
through the south-western deserts, where the mercury reaches
120 deg. or more in the shade and the temperature of the

down

breezes through the cab

window almost

rivals the blast

from

Brick arches and superheaters, by causing
the firebox door.
the gases in the fireliox to be consumed more completely, and
bv utilizing a larger fraction of the heat generated for steam
production, have lessened the amount of fuel employed to
pull a given weight of train. Fire grates are now shaken by
power, and air doors enable the fireman, by a mere pressure
of his foot, to throw open the firebox to admit coal, where
formerly he had to stoop over and pull the door open by a
Coal pullers automatically shift the coal forw-ard in
chain.

Methe tender tank to a point within reach of the fireman.
chanical stokers feed the coal from the tender into the fire by
a conveyor and blast contrivance, so that the fireman's .stoking duties are reduced largely to attendance upon machinery.
An analysis of work performed by locomotive firemen in
slow-freight service during four runs with hand-stoked and
mechanical-stoked engines, respectively, affords the following
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The four hand-stoked locomotives ran an
illustrative data
average of 79 miles, pulling trains having an average weight
of 0,149 tons, and the firemen were on duty an average of
14 hr. 9 min. Of this time they spent 7 hr., o min. in actual
manual labor, of which 4 hr., 59 min., or more than onethird of the time tliey were on duty, was devoted to shoveling
Most of tlae remaining tmie used in
coal into the firebox.
manual labor was employed in hooking and scraping fires,
shaking grates, breaking up large lumps of coal, shoveling
down coal from the rear of the tender, and cleaning fires.
Each fireman liandled with the scoop directly into the firebox about 11 J5 tons of coal. The time not employed in
manual work included rest intervals while running and sta:

—

—

tion

work and watching

signals.

Similar figures for the four locomotives having mechanical
Average distance traveled, 115 miles; average
weight of train hauled, 2,135 tons; time on duty, 13 hr., 10
min.; time devoted to actual manual labor, 4 hr., 5 min., or
19 per cent less of the time on duty than in case of handstoked engines; time employed shoveling coal by hand into
the firebox, 1 hr., 24 min., or nearly 25 per cent less of the
time on duty than in case of hand-stoked engines amount of
coal burned, 22y2 tons, about 2 3/- tons being fired by hand.
stokers are:

;

made

Some
to mechanical stokers, though
they are rapidly being improved. Those of an older type are
noisy and dirty, keeping the cab full of flying coal dust.
They are a recent invention, the numijer in use having risen
from six of all designs in 1910 to 1,418 in 1916. Even the
latter number would not supply the road service of one of our
larger railway systems.
Firemen occasionally receive assistance from the engineer
and the head brakeman. The latter may shovel down coal
from the rear of the tender though this is forbidden by
union rules on some roads or even lire the engine for a short
[leriod, e.specially in exceptionally hot weather when the fireman shows signs of playing out. He also lights signal lamps
and performs other minor services around the engine as a
matter of accommodation.
Engineers sometimes assist in
cleaning fires; indeed, one case was observed where both members of the engine crew and two members of the train crew,
including the conductor, were engaged in this operation.
Likewi.se in very hot weatlier an engineer will put an exhausted fireman at the throttle for a few minutes and fire the
objection

is still

—

—

locomotive himself. But all these interchanges of service are
voluntary, and are more or less the exception.
They are
looked upon with disfavor by union officials, as tending to
create precedents that may be used oppressively by operating
officers.

A fair summary of the present situation of locomotive firemen would seem to be that their duties are passing through
a transitional phase, where exceptional labor and hardships
are imposed in .'^ome instances, l)ut where the promise exists
not only of remedying these but of making tlie general condition of this branch of service better than before. The brother-

hoods have thrown their influence
toward
mechanical
improvements, in some instances making the adoption of laborsaving devices within a stated time an article of their agreement with employers. Some of these improvements, such as
the brick arch and superheaters, are intended primarily to
save fuel, which is a most important matter with railway
managers.
Exceptional hardship is just now imposed on
firemen where train tonnage has been increased and large
engines have been introduced without these improvements,
where double-heading has become the rule not only on grades
but over an entire division, and where the recent coal shortage
has forced the adoption of inferior fuel, that increases the
labor of shoveling and clinkers the grates so that fires demand frequent cleaning. The deterioration of motive power
during the late railroad depression, and the subsequent
period of excessive traffic and shortage of skilled mechanics,
has also added to the labor of both firemen and engineers.

The Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
The

Interstate

Investigation

Commerce Commission Finds This Expensive
Road a Poor Business Venture

Little

Tiih

Koi-LtiwiNi; cxcerpls arc taken

Interstate

trom

tlie

Pittsburg!).
Ramsey was chosen as the active directing manager of the syndicate, and as such applied for charters and
franchises, executed contracts for the building of the road,
and supervised the expenditures.
In the Wheeling foreclosure [iriKcedings Gould testified that
at the time the syndicate was formed the object was to get
line
a
into Pittsburgh and that a connection beyond Pittsburgh
was not then contem])lated. Ramsey, in the same proceeding,
testified that he became president of the Western Maryland
in 190.1 because he had been made president of the Western
Maryland syndicate. Gould was not, apparently, among the
originators of the Western Maryland syndicate, but ujxjn becoming interested later, requested Ramsey to ser\'e on this
sxndicate, jjresumably to look after the Gould interests.
Neither Gould nor Ramsey testified that the Terminal was
to be connected with the Western Maryland to complete the

report of the

Commerce Commission signed "by

the

com-

mission" on the Wahasli-Pittsliurgh Terminal:
The l)uikiing of the Temiinal into I'ittsliurgh, the resultant
break between the GouKl ami the Pennsylvania Railroad inten-sts, and tiie sulisei|Uent bankruptcy of the 'I'erminal, followed by the collapse of the scheme for a transcontinental railroad under Gould control, are important events in recent railroiid history. The |)ossibilitie< held out, when the bonds of tlie
Terminal were tirst beiny sold, of that company's securing a
large share of the traffic of the Pittsburgh district, were alluring, and the failure of the company to secure more tlian barely
sufficient traffic tt) meet its o])erating exjKMises was complete.

The plan of reorganization, now practically concluded, was
unusually drastic.
The Terminal owns a 60-mile single-track road running
over S8 bridges and through 18 tunnels from Pittsi)urgh
Junction, Ohio, where it has a connection with the Wheeling,
to the corner of Ferry street and liberty avenue in the city of
Pittsburgh.
The entrance into Pittsburgh was secured by

l>roposed so-called coast to coast line of the

ceiver's

u.*cd in ac<|uiring control of the

a line

from

a

Wheeling and

its

who succeeded Ramsey as president of the
eastern subsidiaries, testified in the same pro-

ceeding as follows
"I understand it was Mr. Ramsey's idea to cross the Allegheny river with a line that crosses into Pittsburgh. He was
tr\-ing to get a charter for a bridge, and there connect with
the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh, and thus get an outlet
to the east.
He also expected, by means of the West Side
Belt, and completion of the Western Maryland, to get a good
connection or outlet to Baltimore. Both of these things would
have made a tremendous change in the whole situation."
Immediately after its organization the syndicate managers
entered into a contract with the Union Railroad and the
Carnegie Steel Company at Pittsburgh, whereby the syndicate managers, in consideration of receiving certain traffic,
agreed to construct, purchase, or lease such lines of railway
as would be required to make a continuous route to Chi<ago.
The syndicate incoqwrated the Pittsliurgh & Carnegie
Railroad, and under its charter jilanned to effect an entrance
This charter, however, conflicted
into the city of Pittsburgh.
with a charter previously granted to the Pittsburgh & MansThe
field and so the property of the latter was purchased.

Pittsburgh-Toledo Syndicate

lie

hands."

F. A. Delano,

Wabash and

—

The Pittsburgh-Toledo sMidicate. formed b\- a written
agreement dated Februan- 1, 1901, and supplement of April
8. 1901, was the outgrowth, as the record shows, of the desire
of Andrew Carnegie, of the Carnegie Steel Company, and of
the Gould interests, to have another railroad serve Pittsburgh.
The idea originated, apparently, with Joseph Ramsey, Jr. He
was vice-president and general manager of the Wabash from
1895 to 1901, and president from 1901 to 1905.
George J. Gould, a director of the Waiwsh, Joseph Ramsey,
Jr., its vice-president and general manager, together with
I.ouis Fitzgerald, president of the Mercantile Trust Company
of New York, were designated as syndicate managers. Later,
M>Ton T. Hcrrick. chairman of the jjoard of directors of the
Wheeling, and James Hazen Hyde, president of the Equitable
Trust Company, became members of the inanaging board.
The iTiembers of the syndicate suljscribed 520,000.000 to

interests,

"If we could have multiplied the tonnage of the WabashPittsburgh Terminal and carried out the plan Mr. Gould had
in mind, of connecting up with the Western Maryland, and
had the Wabash traffic going that way instead of going up
around Detroit, we probably would have kept out of a re-

rock-bound ridge on the west bank of the
Monongahela river, crossing that river over a bridge 1,504
feet long, and by building a line to its Ferry street station
and yards under an old street railway franchise. The record
indicates that the Pennsylvania considered the Terminal's
entrance into Pittsburgh an invasion of its territory.
In addition to its main line, the Terminal ow'ned a majority
of the stock of the Wheeling, and all of the stock and bonds
01 the coal company.
The coal company, in turn, owned the
stock and bonds of the West Side Belt
a single-track railroad 21 miles in length
running from a point in the west end
of Pittsburgh to Clairtcn, Penn.
Following the failure of the Terminal to meet its note and
interest obligations, receivers were appointed and shortly
thereafter its traffic and trackage contract with the Wheeling
and the Wabash, considered one of the Terminal's valuable
assets, was canceled.
Foreclosure proceedings were then
lirought.
The properties of the Terminal were sold, on
.August 16, 1916, to a reorganization committee and are now
owned by a new company, the Pittsburgh & West Virginia.
\\'hile the property under consideration is now owned and
operated by the Pittsburgh & West Virginia, it should be
borne in mind that this investigation was confined to the
Term'nal and its predecessor companies.
tunneling the

—

Gould

but B. A. Worthington, formerly vice-president of the Wheeling and the Terminal, testified in the foreclosure proceedings
of the Wheeling as follows:

syndicate then incorporated the Washington County Railroad to provide an extension of the Pittslmrgh &: Mansfield
to the Pennsylvania-West Virginia state line, and later consolidated the two com])anies into the Pittsburgh, Carnegie
& Western. It also secured the incorporation of the Cross
Creek Railroad and the Pittsburgh, Toledo & Western. Under the (barter of the former there was to !«.» constructed the
line in West Virginia, and under the latter, the line in Ohio.

The syndicate purchased control of the Wheeling and
caused to be executed a traffic and trackage contract l>etween
the Wabash, the Wheeling, and the Pittsburgh, Carnegie &

in tiuilding

convenient point on the Wheeling to the city of

375

Western.

As the construction work under the charters of the three
separate railroad companies was nearing completion, the syndicate caused to be organized, by consolidation and merger,
the Wabash-PittsburL'h Terminal, to which

it

made

a

jjro-
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posal to transfer the Wheeling stock, a majority of which,
issued and outstanding, was owned by the syndicate; the
Carnegie traffic agreement, and the traffic and trackage agreement between the Wheeling, the Wabash, and the Pittsburgh,
Carnegie & Western were also assigned to the Terminal; the
syndicate further agreed to call and pay over to the Terminal
the unpaid portion of the syndicate subscription; to assign
to it an agreement of the Wabash to purchase $6,600,000 of
Terminal first mortgage bonds for $6,000,000; and, to discharge and release the Terminal from all indebtedness and
claims owing to the s}Tidicate.
As the consideration of this
undertaking the Terminal agreed to deliver to the STOdicate
$20,000,000 of first mortgage bonds,* $20,000,000 of second

mortgage bonds, and $10,000,000 of capital stock.
The acceptance of this proposal by the Teniiinal resulted
in the final call upon the syndicate subscribers and the winding

up

of the syndicate affairs.

The Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal
The

Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal is the successor,
through consolidation and merger on May 9, 1904, of the
Pittsburgh, Carnegie & W'estern Railroad Company, the
Cross Creek Railroad Company, and the Pittsburgh, Toledo
Railroad Company, as previously explained.
and merger provided that the
capital stock of the new company should be $4,000,000, consisting of 80,000 shares of a par value of $50 each, and that
it was to be exchanged, at par, for the capital stock of the
merged companies. On- May 11, 1904, the capital stock
was increased to $10,000,000 and this amount was subsequently issued.
On the same date authorit}' was given for
the creation of a bonded indelitedness of $70,000,000, consisting of $50,000,000 iirst mortgage 4 per cent 50-year gold
bonds, and $20,000,000 second mortgage 4 per cent SO-year
gold bonds.
The bonds were to be dated May 10, 1904, with
interest paj-able from June 1, 1904; the interest on the second
mortgage bonds, however, was "to be payable for the period
of six years from the date of such bonds only out of the net
earnings and revenues of the company, as defined in said
mortgage, and thereafter to be payable absolutely" on the
&:

\\"estern

The

articles of consolidation
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lines one-fourth of all the tonnage it controlled, when such
tonnage was destined to or came from points within and
west and south of "central traffic association" territory, but
there was to be "deducted from the total tonnage, before
computing said one-fourth, freight transported by water,

freight routed Ijy consignees,

and

ores, coal, coke,

and lime-

works of said Carnegie Company over railways
owned, controlled, or leased by said Carnegie Company."
The contract was to remain in force for 20 years from February 4, 1901.
On October 10, 1902, the Waba.sh, the \\'heeling, and the
Pittsburgh, Carnegie & ^^'estern, one of the constituents of
the Terminal, entered into a traffic and trackage contract.
This contract provided, in substance, for the interchange of
traffic, through train service, through rates and divisions,
and the routing of traffic to the mutual benefit of the parIt also provided, in the event any dispute
ties at interest.
should arise with respect to the interchange of traffic, that
each of the parties could operate its trains over the rails of
stone, to the

the other party or parties.

The contract provided that, in fixing rate divisions, the
Pittsburgh, Carnegie & Western, later the Terminal, would
be allowed an arbitrary mileage of not less than 100 miles,
instead of its actual mileage of about 60 miles.
The contract was to continue in force for 20 years from the date of
commencement of

operations.

After the contract was made, the syndicate proceeded to
build the Terminal property at great expense.
The syndicate's subscribers w-ould not accept the Terminal bonds and
accordingly, in order to finance the Terminal, a supplemental
traffic and trackage contract was executed.
With respect to
this supplemental contract, dated May 10, 1904, Ramsey
further testified

The record clearly indicates that George J. Gould was the
dominating factor in the management of the Wabash, the
Terminal, and the Wheeling.
The first meeting of the board of directors of the Terminal
on May 11, 1904, received and acted upon the before-men-

The syndicate subscribers, as represented by Mr. HerMr. Connor, and Mr. Sanders, declined to accept simply
the plain Ijonds of the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Railway
Company just as they stood, without some sort of guaranty.
They first wanted the Wabash guaranty.
A.
Yes, Mr. Herrick, Connor, and others.
And that
could not be done, or was not agreed to; and then this supplemental contract was drawn up and afterwards acted upon
by the various companies; in the nature of a compromise
guaranty, you might call it.
It was to give the guaranty of
the Wabash and the Wheeling & Lake Erie of 25 per cent
of the gross earnings from traffic over these roads, in either
direction, to or from the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal, in

tioned proposal of the S3'ndicate.
The proposition of the syndicate was approved and accepted
by the board of directors at the same meeting, subject

the event of that being necessary to meet fixed charges or
make up a deficit of the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal. That
was the object of this supplemental contract, based on the

however, to approval of the stockholders, which was given at
a meeting held on the same day.
The carrier, in the opening entries on its books, charged to
"Cost of road," $44,000,000, and to "Wheeling & Lake Erie
Railroad— Stock on Hand," $6,000,000, thus offsetting the
par value of the following securities issued and outstanding:

underlying agreement.

interest dates.

Capital stock
First mortgage bonds

Second mortgage bonds

Traffic

$10,000,000
20,000,000
20,000,000

and Trackage Contracts

contract between the Carnegie Steel Company, the
Union Railroad and the syndicate, referred to in the syndicate's proposal to the Terminal, provided, in substance, that

The

the syndicate should construct or purchase a line of railroad;
that the jiroposed railroad should connect with the Wabash
at Toledo; that there should be secured a traffic or trackage

arrangement, or both, with the Wabash from Toledo to
Chicago; that the Union Railroad should transport cars of
the syndicate lines to the works, plants, and tracks of the
Carnegie Steel Company, and the charge therefor should be
agreed upon with a minimum of 10 cents per ton; and, that
the Carnegie Steel Company should give to the syndicate

A.

rick,

A.

The Wabash

road, for instance,

if it

received $2,000.-

from traffic to and from the
Pittsburgh terminal, was to pay to the Wabash-Pittsburgh
being
necessary to make good
Terminal, in the event of its
a deficit on fixed charges (of the Terminal) 25 per cent of
the earnings, leaving 75 per cent to the Wabash, which was
estimated would meet all its (Wabash) expenses in handling
the traffic, and leave a little over. If it (Terminal) did not
need the money, it (Wabash) did not pay the 25 per cent,
or 25 cents even, therefore it (Wabash) assumed no obligation; this money came to it (Wabash) from the traffic
produced by the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal.

000 per year

in gross revenues

The supplemental contract also provided for the extension
of the original traffic and trackage contract so as to make its
duration 50 years instead of 20 years.
Physical Characteristics

The main

60 miles
Liberty avenue and Ferry
street, in the city of Pittsburgh, in a westerly direction
through the foothills of the Appalachian Range, to Pittsline of the Terminal, approximately

in length, extends

from a point

at

February

its

Except

entire

wlii-ri'

it

amiurts

willi

Wliceling.

tlu-

it

ruggeil.

a

cros--;es

tountry.

hilly

J.

J.

the city
for the first 4 miles, i)ractically all within
is .> degrees and the
compensated for cur-

Tan Handle, which is i)ractically parallel, has
degrees.
frix|uent 1 per cent gradients and curvature up to 8
had been used on
If corresponding gradients and curvature
would probably
the Terminal tlie cost outside of Pittsburgh
The jjlans, howhave been reduced by at least one-half.

,

W. rmtcrton
May, 1904

cuntributioni (o

I'olilical

tS.SOO

tB4.S0O
$79,000

Net difference

liie

vature,

provided for the lightest practicable gradient and cur-

vature.

Eighteen doul)le-track tunnels, having an aggregate length
of 20,545 feet, were driven.

One

250
inated and changed

length,

tunnel,"

about

involved

tunnels

the

ly
Knniiicy, Jr.
I

length

of Pittshurgh, the niaxinuim curvature
m.i.Minum grade seven-tenths per cent

ever,

m
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lumtiim, Oliiu,

tjurj{l>

Over

15,

feet

to

in

an open

"Bigham

of these, called
cut.

was afterwards elimThe construction of

following ([uantities:
6-l-',000
'

'

"O^???

cubic yar.ls

^

'«'. ^-

H-« "«» cubic yards.
-90,000

•

^

amount of cash expended
and equipment, all vouchers and other evidences of
expenditures, charged by the carrier or its predecessor companies to road and etiuipment accounts, were examined, reclassified, and summarized.
.From the foregoing the following condensed statement of
account as of May 10, 1904, can be made:
In order to determine the actual

for road

.\dv»nctd by PillstiurgliTokdo syndicate
$15,761,530.86
Investment in road and equipment
1,274,102.65
Current assets and unadjusted debit accounts.
Current liabilities and unadjusted credit accounts

$15.?73,000.00

S17. 035.633. 51

$17,035,633.51

,,,,,,,-,

I,l6-,6 33.al

The opening entries on the books of the Terminal were
upon the above figures. If they had been, the
item of SI 5,873.000 would have been offset by the aggregate of the securities issued. $50,000,000, and the difference
between these items. $34,127,000, would have been carried
The amount of this disas discount on securities issued.

not based

b)'

the follow-

ing:
$3,521,195.73

Ca<h received frum syndicate
1904
1914
lulv. 1904
October. 1904

$704,000.00
2.065.506.05
5.283.33
746.406.35

Uke Erie R. R. stock
mortgage bonds
Second mortgage bonds beld by treasurer (par value)

Wheeling i

Sale of second

Total

„

6,000.000.00
"^''^a'a
7,000.00

$9,555,381.98

a net inflation in the original capitalization of
§24,571,018.02.
This assumes, of course, that the book
value of $6,000,000 placed on the stock of the Wheeling &

leaving

Lake Erie railroad represents actual cost.
If the debit balance in the Terminal's road and equipment
account on May 10. 1904. had reflected only the actual
amount of cash expended for construction to that date it
would have been $15,761,530.86.
This amount includes
SI. 157, 133. 51. representing retained percentages due contractors, which was not entered on the books of the Terminal.
Obviously the latter amount must be added to the difference
between $39,255,015.37. and §15.761,530.86 in order to ob-

,

ju.uix/.uiK)

uo
»l.fl48.6I.V54

.ucounts
$1,011,575.24
2,770.81

34,267.49

Texas & California Construction Co
Cash from Pittsburgh-Toledo Syndicate:
Pittsburgh,
Transferred from
Carneiiie & Western Railroad $112,989.11
704.000 00
Mav, 1904
Tunc,

35,000.00

2,065.506.05
5,283.33
746,406.35

1904

August, 1904
October, 1904
Sale of second

Inflation in Cost of Construction

count would have been subsequently reduced

1,..

lvalues to contractors
.Mi-ccllaneous
Green County Railroad

should be kept in mind that the entire roadbed conbridges,
struction, including cuts, embankments, tunnels, and
was built for two standard-gage tracks, although up to June
been laid.
.HI. 1Q16. only 4.1 miles of second track had

.

nin

First mortgage bonds...
Scci.iid mortgage bonds
.\.

It

Mav.

Credit.
"

Capital slock

1

the

Tunnel excavation
Timlwr lining
Masonry lining

lune

The jKtlitical contributions were made between October,
1902, and February, 1904, to politicians in Pittsburgh, two
.\n additional
receiving $30,000 t-acli and another $17,500.
$10,000 was contributed in February, 1905, to one who had
previously received $30,000.
The Ijooks of the Terminal show tlie following entries in
the cost of road account:

m<irt«.'ii;L'

3,634.184.84
27.186.25

IkhkU
$44,000,000.00
S39.2S5.01 5.37

Balance

Reference has previously been made to an
forward from the old accounts under
"Texas & California Construction Comjiany."
appears that this amount rejircsents advances

unpaid
the

carried

early histon- of the Terminal

$4,744,984.63

itenn

of

title

$35,000.

made

to the construe tion

in

It

the

company.

Character and Extent of Service
direct connection with any large
industries other than the mining operations, of which there
are a dozen or more, located on its line in the vicinity of
However, the branch connecting the West Side
Pittsburgh.

The Terminal has no

Belt and the Union Railroad furnishes connections with a
number of industries located on the latter line.
The Terminal's traffic consists almost entirely of through
carload shipments. The amount of local traffic is negligible.
The bulk of the traffic consists of coal and ore. In 1916
coal and ore comprised almost 82 per cent, while in 1915
The amount of
it exceeded 85 per cent of the total tonnage.

general freight has. however, recently increased materially.
Owing to the Terminal's entrance into Pittsburgh at an
elevation, the handling of traffic is difficult and expensive
and the company is further handicappcxl by inaticYjuaie
It is estimated that about 25 per cent
trackage facilities.
of the traffic, exclusive of coal and ore, is handled through
its elevated terminal in Pittsburgh, which can accommodate
approximately 40 cars, spotted. The Terminal would undoubtedly secure a larger share of the traffic of the Pitts-

burgh

district if

it

were not for these operating

Sale of

disabilities.

Bonds

In addition to the $20,000,000 of first mortgage and $20,000,000 second mortgage bonds given to the sjTidicate as
part consideration for the Terminal properties, there were
issued, subsequent to May 10, 1904, $10,236,000 of first
mortsage bonds. For this latter amount of bonds tliere w-as

tain the inflation in the carrier's property account as of
May 10, 1904. according to its own records. The difference thus obtained is $24,650,618.02.
This amount differs
with the final net inflation referred to above as $24,571,618.02. by 579,000, and is accounted for by the three fol-

received in cash $8,309,382.87; the difference of $1,926.617.13 between the par value and the proceeds represents
To this should 1a» added
brokerage charges and discount.
$72,572.02 for other expenses incident to the issuance of
first and second mortgage
$40,000,000
of
the
these bonds and
bonds previously issued to the syndicate, making a total of
$1,999,189.15 expenses, commission, and discount suffered

lowing items:

subre(iuent

toMay

10, 1904.
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\'crmilyc & Company and Blair & Company purchased $5,000,000 of the bonds during the months of October, November and December, 1904, at prices ranging from 82 to 84;
Blair &: Company purchased $2,000,000 of the bonds in May,
1905, at >So net; William A. Read & Company, through G. P.
Butler & Brother, purchased $2,000,000 of bonds in February
and March. 1906, at 87 J^; Frank J. Gould purchased $500,000 of bonds in July, 1906, at 80 net; $73,000 of the bonds
were sold during January and May, 1908, at prices ranging
from 49 4/8 to 58^, and $663,000 of bonds given as collateral for a note were sold at auction by the trustee in June,
1909, at an average rate of 39.93 per'cent.
It is impossible at this time to ascertain the total amount
of first mortgage bonds which were eventually sold through
The
brokers to savings banks and insurance companies.
records of bonds deposited soon after the receivership in
1908 show, however, that savings banks deposited $410,000
and insurance companies $3,989,000 first mortgage bonds.
Changes in ownership no doubt occurred between the date of

the original deposits and the date of the final cash payment
under the reorganization plan. Presumably some of the banks
and insurance companies did not pay the cash required for
the reorganization committee's records indicate that in March,
1917, savings banks which had made the final cash pa}Tnent

held $189,000 and insurance companies $3,086,000 of
mortgage bonds.

first

Results of Operations

The carrier's operations between December 1, 1904, the
date determined upon as the date revenue operations began,
and May 28, 1908, the date receivers were appointed, resulted in a deficit in net income for each year, amounting in
During this period the
the aggregate to nearly $3,000,000.
excess of operating revenues over operating expenses and
taxes was about $1,000,000, from which fixed charges of
about $4,000,000 were deducted, creating the deficit of $3,-
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canceled, the car pooling arrangement
in the

words of the Terminal's

on

own

its

7

was discontinued, and

receiver, each

company "stood

legs."

A

receivership, or an adjustment of the capitalization of
Terminal was, from the beginning, almost inevitable.
The company was greath' overcapitalized and according to
the testimony of the receiver, which is borne out by the statements of the carrier's earnings, the interest on the first
mortgage bonds was not earned even when the pa)-ments by
the Wabash and Wheeling, of 25 per cent of the gross earnings
of these companies on certain business interchanged with the
Temiinal under the teniis of the traffic and trackage agree-

the

ment, were included.

At the commencement of the receivership the physical property of the Terminal was in poor condition, due to unfinished
permanent construction and insufficient maintenance.
In
order to safely operate the property considerable expenditures

have to be made and the money necessary for this purpwse
was provided largely through receiver's certificates.

Reorganization

The

reorganization plan provided that the Terminal should
retain control of the coal company and the West Side Belt.
Immediately prior to the reorganization the total capitalization of the Terminal amounted to $60,229,000, consisting of
$10,000,000 capital stock, all held by the Wabash; $30,236,-

000 of first mortgage bonds; and $19,993,000 of second
mortgage bonds.
The reorganization plan provided that holders of Terminal
first-mortgage bonds should make a cash payment of $300
for each $1,000 of bonds deposited with the reorganization
committee, receiving in exchange $300 in preferred stock and
$1,000 in common stock of the new company, the Pittsburgh
& West Virginia, together with \Mieeling stock on the following basis
$28 (par) of first preferred stock;
$210 (.par) of second preferred stock;
$390 (par) of common stock.

and

000,000. If the revenue derived from the so-called traffic and
trackage guaranty is excluded, it will be found that the carrier's operating expenses and taxes exceeded its revenues.
The operations for the period from May 29, 1908, to
March 31. 1916, resulted in a deficit of about $350,000.
During this period of slightly less than eight years, the excess
of operating revenue over operating .expenses and taxes was
about $680,000. The deficit of approximately $350,000 was

first mortgage bonds of the coal company; $383,000 first
mortgage bonds of the West Side Belt; and $795,868 mortgages on Terminal real estate. On this basis, the annual interest charges for the Terminal and its subsidiaries will be

caused by interest on receivers' certificates and other fixed

reduced to $261,103.

The plan

provides that there will be only $5,100,868 bonds
left outstanding in the hands of the public
undisturbed by the reorganization. Of these $3,922,000 are

and mortgages

charges.

Lack of freight cars and motive power was apparently one
of the Terminal's greatest handicaps and no doubt figured
largely in the conditions which brought about the receivership.

Conclusion

The

result of the operation of the

Fifty millions in bonds were issued against a railroad 60 miles in length and which cost about $25,000,000.
The par value of its first mortgage bonds alone exceeded by
approximately $5,000,000 the actual amount of cash e.xpended
for property devoted to transportation at the commencement
of the receivership.
Notwithstanding the assurance of traffic
contained in its traffic and trackage agreements, and the 25
per cent guaranty of the Wheeling and Wabash, the Terminal
failed to secure sufficient tonnage to enable it to pay interest
on its first mortgage bonds.
As has been already shown in detail, the Terminal was not
only greatly overcapitalized but the percentage of its funded
debt, 83.04 per cent, to total capital obligations was unusually
high. Against an actual cash investment in road and equipment and securities of affiliated companies of approximately
$38,000,000, there was outstanding, when receivers were appointed, over $61,000,000 in securities.
This case illustrates again the great need for control of
security issues and emphasizes the wisdom of the Commission's requirement, which has been in effect since 1907, that
the charges to the accounts reflecting the carriers' investment
in road and equipment shall be based upon the cash cost of
venture.

Receivership
Keceivership proceedings were brought against the Terminal by the Wabash, and on May 29, 1908, F. H. Skelding
and H. W. McMaster were appointed receivers. The receivership continued for over eight years, or imtil August 16,
1916, on which date the property was sold, on the order of the
court, to the reorganization committee, the only bidder,

for

The sale was confirmed on August 30, 1916.
S3,000,000.
In confirming the sale the court set aside the objections of
the Fearon committee, which claimed that the price was inadequate.
The protracted period of the Terminal receivership was
due, apparently, to the difficulty of the situation and by reason
of the numerous efforts made by the various interests to work
out a plan which would be acceptable to all. The earnings of
the carrier, which usually form the basis of any reorganization plan, were uncertain and indefinite until the years 1914

Prior to the receivership the Terminal and
and 1915.
Wheeling properties worked in close harmony with each other,
the Terminal, the Wheeling, and the \^est Side Belt being

operated practically as one propert}'. I'pon the appointment
of receivers, however, the traffic and trackage contracts were

Terminal to date shows
was a poor business

clearly that the building of this property

the property.

General
A

News Department

mar

at the Lehigh Valley freight transfer, at Uak Island,
.\c« \. .rlv L!t>, lui lobriiary 10, destroyed 18 cars, 13 of

Jlicin

lo.idoil.

fire

ami

a

Iar«c scclion of the IniKht platl'orm.

Western Railway Club Meeting
The monthly meeting i.f llic Western Railway Club

will be
held at the Ilolel Sherman, Chicago, on I-'ebruary 18. George
Austin, general inspector of boilers of the Atchison, Topcka
&• Santa l-"e, will present a paper on "Locomotive lir.l..,v
.Maintenance and Repairs."

Esli-

iiialid ln>.. J4n,(KI(l

The Fuej Administration has rescinded the Monday fuelless
order, leaving tli>eretion to the state administrators to keep it
in force locally, with the approval of Director General McAdoo.

Two

carloads of coal were "appropriated" by mobs at
Stalen Island, New \ urk City, on 1-ebruary 6,
.ilt
in bays, buckets and baskets.
In the mob were

Salaries of Officers and Directors

Tonipkin*\ille.

and carried

many women and

The

children.

longshoremen

at .\e\\ York city, now said to
number about 2,000. have voted to return to work, pending the
consideration oi their grievances by the Board of Adjustment
of the United States Shipping Board.

striking

The Fuel Administration

last

week rescinded

its

Director General Mc.\doo has recently addressed a letter to the
railroads asking for information regarding the salaries of their
otficers, which was re(|uested by Senator Cummins at a recent
hearing before the Senate committee. The roads arc asked to
state the salaries of directors and of all officers paid more than
$10,000 a year.

Senator Henderson, of Nevada, on February 7 introduced a
S. 3777. to make absolute the long and short haul clause of
commerce act and take from

*

Surplus Funds Already Transferred

order re-

on Mondays so far as it applies to the
states of Xortli Carolina, South Caroliira, Georgia, Florida,
.Mabama. Mississippi and Louisiana.
stricting the use ot coal

The

surplus funds on some railroads are already being transferred to others that have immediate need for cash. Later a
clearing plan for such transactions will be established under the
direction of John Skelton W illiams, director of the Finance division.

bill,

Railway Strike

the fuurili section of the interstate
the Interstate

forcing

The shops
Conemaugh
house

boiler

Commerce Commission

discretionary

power

in en-

it.

loss. $15,000.

of the Pennsylvania at Blairsville, Pa., on the
a machine shop, a blacksmith shop and a
destroyed by tire on February 5. Estimated
The tire occurred at 3 a. m. when the temperature

division

— were

—

was 10 deg. below zero.

The Daylight Saving bill was reported favorably in the
lower House of Congress' on February 9 by the Committee on
The bill provides for setting all- clocks
Interstate Commerce.
ahead one hour during the spring and summer months, beginning
on M.ircli 30. The bill had already passed the Senate.

A pledge to save Fuel Oil is called for by .Albert E.
Swabacher, L'nited States fuel administrator for California, who
has sent a letter to all locomotive enginemen in that state. The
Southern Pacific is the greatest consumer of fuel oil in that state
and the co-operation of its employees is expected to mean in the
aggregate a great saving for other industries. Mr. Swabacher's
letter says that the storage supply of fuel oil in California is decreasing at the alarming rate of 1,100,000 barrels a month. The
abnormal demands of the last three years have decreased the
available storage supply by one half.
The pledge cards, which
were sent also to the liremen of all California roads, are being
signed and returned to the fuel administrator. .\ duplicate
pledge card is to be displayed in a prominent position in the
cab of the engine at all times.
A

shortage of passenger cars

is

reported by the Pennsyl-

vania Kai'road. This unusual condition has arisen in connection
with the rapid growth of war industries in the section between
i'hiladelphia and Baltimore.
Special trains are run daily to

and from such industries in six localities which require the use
of 215 cars.
These runs are: Between Philadelphia and Hog
Island. 60 cars; between Baltimore and Sparrows Point, 70 cars;
between Baltimore and .\bcrdeen, 45 cars between Philadelphia
and Eddystone, 22 cars; between West Chester and Eddystone,
8 cars betw een Bristol and Eddystone. 10 cars. In addition, 10
cars daily will be required soon for special industrial service
between Philadelphia and Bristol, Pa., and five between Trenton
and Bristol for the employees of the shipbuilding plant at Bristol.
;

;

In order thus to provide for these essential war industries, it has
been necessary to limit the length of some suburban trains in the
neighborhood of Philadelphia and Baltimore. Special passenger
train service for war industries is also being operated at Erie, Pa.,
and Huntingdon. Pa.

in

Argentina

Press despatches from Buenos .Xyres dated February 9 report
that a general railroad strike was called on that day throughout
Argentina.
Immediately upon quiting work the strikers tiegan
a wild anarchistic demonstration throughout the country. Trains
were wrecked, tracks destroyed, cars laden with wheat were
burned and wires were cut.
Troops were being rushed to points of greatest disorder in central Argentina. The large yards in the outskirts of Buenos Ayres,
which cover 22 city blocks, were set on fire by the strikers, who
fought off the firemen all Saturday morning. Exploding tank
cars added to the conflagrations.
The strike is a fresh outbreak of the labor troubles which have
been dormant since last October.
In the riots on the first day of the strike the destruction of

property in the city of Buenos .\yres alone amounted to 1,000,000
F'uUy one-half of this loss was in wheat, corn and linpesos.
seed which was burned.

Telegraph and Telephone Battalion
Has Complete Staff of Officers
The 416th Railroad Telegraph Battalion, the organization of
in the Kailu'ay Age Gazette of December 7, now
has a complete staff of officers. The commanding officer is Major
which was noted

Noten D. Ballantine, until recently assistant to the second vicepresident of the Rock Island Lines at Chicago, and, previous to
that, superintendent of car service of the same company, superintendent of transportation of the Kansas City Southern, and
superintendent of telegraph of that road's predecessor, the Kansas City, Pittsburg & Gulf. The captains of the battalion include
Clarence J. Bailey, who has been train despatchcr and chief despatcher on a number of roads; Harold B. Sherwood, an experienced telegraph operator, and Julian A. Hielscher, surgeon; the
first lieutenants are John B. Delany, battalion adjutant, chief
telegraph operator for E. W. Wagner & Co.. Chicago; Frank O.
Johnson, traveling instructor, efficiency department, Pcre Marquette; Clarke L. Sheets, operator and train despatchcr on
the Grand Rapids & Indiana; and Rodolph Sheldon Udell, who
has had experience as a telegraph operator, despatchcr and chief
despatchcr on the Illinois Central, the Atchison, Topeka & S.inta
Fe, the .Vorthcrn Pacific, the Mobile & Ohio and the Vandalia.
The second lieutenants are Samuel W. Hallstrom. a commercial
traveler with the Roberts

Cone Company, and Edmund

J.

Miller,

operator and despatchcr on the Coast lines of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. At present the battalion is stationed at the
Eighth Regiment Armory, Chicago.
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Railroad in an Unusual Role
In a suit in the Superior Court of Essex county, Mass., at
Salem, January 24, the Boston & Maine figured in the unusual
role of plaintiff in a crossing accident, and of securing $500

damages against the Peabody-Woburn Machine Company. At
highway crossing in West Pcabody in June, 1916, a local passenger train was thrown off the track by an automobile freight
The owners of the
truck, the locomotive being overturned.
truck had also entered suit against the railroad and both suits
were tried at once. The owner's suit was dismissed and the
The
jury awarded damages to the railroad as above stated.
No suit was brought by his
driver of the truck was killed.

Traffic

News

a

estate.

The

Pacific now runs its passenger trains directly
and out of Vancouver, B. C, and interchange of passenger
traffic with the Canadian Pacific at Sumas, Wash, on the
Canadian boundary, has been discontinued.

The Northern

into

One

the cry to "Swat the
has posted placards in its trains and devotes a page
in its time tables emphasizing to its passengers the necessity
of keeping their eyes and ears open and of reporting any treasonable action or word. The placards are headed in big red
letters, "Your Obligation to Your Country," and close with
the exhortation, "It is time Y^OU woke up— this war is real."
In the timetables the appeal to the passenger says in part:
"Everything that happens to cripple transportation should
be looked upon with suspicion. Every stranger or any person,
whose actions are in any way unusual, must be made to prove
It

honesty of purpose.

his

"Every loyal railroad man and every loyal .American citizen
must make it his business to combat the insidious evil of treasonable treachery.

"Resolve to keep your eyes and ears open and to report to
hear.
the proper authorities every suspicious thing you see or
"Better a thousand times to do innocence a seeming injusterrible
prevent
a
tice than to overlook the chance to
catastrophe.

"This war

is

real; treat

as such."

it

cent

mile for

a

members

of

the

Grand Army

of

the

and of the United Confederate Veterans and their
from their annual reunions next summer, has

families to and

The Boston & Maine has taken up

,

Ohio
no

river)

longer accept or issue prepaid ticket orders.

Republic

Swat the Spy
Spy."

railroads in southeastern territory (south of the

and Potomac rivers and east of the Mississippi

been authorized by Director General McAdoo.

The Grand Army

of the Republic will meet at Portland, Ore., and the Confederate
veterans at Tulsa, Okla. The reduction in fare will be confined
to the veterans and members of their families who accompany
certificates of identification which will be furnished by
department or division commanders.

them on
their

The .Agricultural Department of the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh is already moving to give to each employee the same plot of
garden land that he had last year, if he desires it. As a result
of last year's efforts over 28,000 bushels of potatoes were raised
in "war gardens" by employees from seed furnished, gratis, by the
company. Large quantities of other vegetables were grown. The
three farm tractors which were rented to the farmers for plowing
and harrowing last year were very successful and the company has
bought three more; and it has sent out to all farmers adjacent
to its line an inquiry intending to bring forth information which
will enable the company to co-operate with the farmers to the
best advantage.

Especial attention

is

being given to ascertaining

the horsepower in various communities, amount of help available
and what success farmers are having in securing fertilizers.

Preference for Grain Traffic

Railway Honor

Additional

Men

The Philadelphia & Reading reports that 25 of its officers and
employees have received commissions in the army or navy in
addition to those mentioned in the Raiha'ay Age of January 4,
the

page 33. These additions to the names already published in
holding
Railway .-Ue make the total number of railway men now
commis'sions 1507. The Reading men now holding commissions
whose names have not yet been published are as follows

Who

OiFiCERS

>r
M.

Receivefi Commissions
Military

Railroad
Position
Tr. Mast., Harris-

Name
A Laucks
l-aucKS. ...
A.

burg Div

..c
Philemon S
=. Lewis.
rn.lemon

..

^^^^
Employees

"-^>^--

Who

P.

&

..

Supplee.

.

Draftsman

4Uth

Tflea. Bat.

^^^^.^^^^^^

_,^^^

Ry

Russ.

Captain

:

Thompson... Supcrv. ........ .Captain
Examiner.
W. S. TunncU, M.D.. Medical
Relief Assn
First I-ieut
Brakeman
First lieut
Ross M. Swartz
First I.ieut
Clerk
John W. Snyder
H. Starbuck...Electrician..... .First T.ient
Val.
Dt.
First Lieut
Computer
Morton
P
E
Wilm.
Superv.
&
Meredith...
Edw." R.
John

The

,,,,-.
Cavalry
1 1th

C'litain

Assn
George W.
S.

M.a

S|rvice

Lnsr. Kegt.

Wm

Computer Val. Dt.First Lieut
First Lieut
Flagman

Ralph C. Keefer

Wm

Carll
Barrett
Johii I
Herbert- G. F"^'"'

B.

Wharf

builder. ...
.

Henry

Wm.
Robt.
Chas.

John
Chas.

Thos.

R.

Heebncr. Spec,
Dept
.

Lieut

Quarterm. Detach.

^.^^^

^^ ^

X''.' Second

Clm.

Second
Clerk Acct. Dept. Second
May
C. MontRomery.Clerk Purch. Dent. Second
Clerk Compt. Of.. Second
Xodder
Second
Clerk
W. Stapleton
Master P. & R.
Olsen
Tub "ConestoRa-Junior
bee
N. Saul
Cant, P. & R.
.

.

.

.

"KimbertoTi"

.

,

r-

.

Russian Ry. Com.

N.Y.^^^^^^^

Officer

t>

t-

Second Lieut

"L-d^^.P-'^^

Chas. S. "eebner.... Fireman.

Good Summer Travel Expected

Engineer Corps

Received Commissioxs

M»"^fi=ld....As|.^,Jr^.^Ma_s...^^^^^.__

Hoctor

t,

,

TeleE. Bat.

.

j.^^^^

Relief

R.

.„

,

p._.^^

^^.^

'^''phiJW^ft^'Captain
Medical Examiner

Francis S. Ferris

Service

4Uth

Mast.,

Tr.

Pass.

Branch of

Rank
Major

Director General McAdoo announced on February 9 that in
order to meet imperative demands for war purposes he had
ordered that preference be given for the time being to the furnishing of box cars for grain and grain products and for the
movement thereof in the States of Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota, North and South Dakota, Montana. Nebraska,
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma, with the exception of less than
This preference will be discontinued as
carload merchandise.
soon as the emergency is over. Meanwhile, every effort should be
made by farmers, grain dealers and others to facilitate the accumulation, prompt loading and shipment of all kinds of grain.

F.nsien

Lieut
Lieut
Lieut
Lieut

,,^^

^^^^^

„.
rMarine Corps

Sixth Penna. Inf.
35th tncineers
311th M. G. Bat.

Lieut. .....
,.

Lieut

,t c c
U.S.S.

... „,
rConestoga

heroic measures adopted by the government to relieve
freight congestion have affected passenger travel in the east by
Unnecesdrastic curtailment of passenger service east of Chicago.
sary to travel has been openly discouraged by Director General
solicitation
by
eastern
McVdoo, and active
railways has been discontinued.
Train schedules west of Chicago are generally retained,
and the soliciting forces of western roa,ds are continuing their
usual activities both east and west. These roads have, nevertheless, discontinued most of their winter tourist advertising in the
public press. The general shortage of coal, widely threatening the
comfort of private homes, has variously aft'ected normal social
activities and has created a considerable hegira to the south.
The net result of these varying influences upon travel has been a

normal volume of winter traffic to the south and a considerable
curtailment in volume to the far west.
If prediction is at all justified in our day, one may venture the
guess that with the passing of a winter of unprecedented weather
to hamper traffic, and with the salutary effects of the government's measures to meet the freight congestion, the current embarrassing conditions will be removed and summer vacation travel
may be expected in the usual volume. It is reported that during
the third year of the war, in both Australia and Canada (two
countries bearing close geographical analogies to our own), the
volume of domestic travel has not decreased.
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The Pcpartincnt

State has aiiiioiiiicetl that passports will
This afTects
not be issued to persons traveling for recreation.
to
visit
any foreign country except Canada, and
desirint!
those
inasmuch as Canada looks to "the States" for 70 per cent of her
tourist income, this regulation will not be unwelcome to her.
Commercial travel, under stimulation of war business, continues
unabated * * *. ./HicriVijii /-.r/TCjj ("(')»i/>HMy'.t Travrt BuUclin.

—

Government Freight on
Motor truck transportation across

the
ilic

Highways

State of New
and the State

is

between Buffalo. Rochester and Cortland and seaboard points.
At the request of the Federal government the Slate Defense
Council has taken steps to assure the convoy prompt passage
through the State and to see that the 160 men accompanying the
There will be si.xty trucks in the tirst
train are well cared for.
A bulletin has been issued calling attention to the fact
train.
that under the laws of the State the duty of keeping snows from
the roads devolves upon town authorities, and town highway
superintendents are urged to begin immediate action to clear the
routes, in order that the motor truck convoy be not delayed.
The schedule from Buffalo calls for stops at Leroy, Geneva,
Syracuse, I'tica, .\mstcrdam, Hudson, Peekskill and New York.

Southern Pacific Pullman Bureau

in

San Francisco

The Southern Pacilic lias opened a central reservation bureau
in San Francisco for the making of sleeping car reservations for
all of its "trains out" of San Francisco for agencies around the
bay and on the main line as far as Roseville, Stockton and San

The

plan enables six clerks to take care of 6,000 reservaThe
tions a day and patrons are saved 50 per cent of their time.
possibility of duplicate sales is eliminated.
The bureau is connected by 13 special telephone lines with points in the district at
which reservations originate. The bureau clerks sit at a large
table with the diagrams in revolving racks within easy reach.
They
have three small telephone switchboards wired in multiple, and as
a lamp lights on the board the first clerk who is free "plugs in"
and takes the message. There is no moving about the room and
no confusion. The apparatus was arranged and installed by E.
L. King, superintendent of telegraph.
;

Embargoes on

the Pennsylvania

The Pennsylvania Railroad has adopted a new plan of handling
freight under embargoes.
During the existence of an embargo,
freight will be handled through a system of special permits covering each individual shipment.
The consignee, not the shipper,

must apply for the permit, and before authority
to

move

freight afltected by

embargo

will be

the consignee

granted

must show

goods are necessary to meet his existing requirements,
and that he will be able to unload the car or cars without delay.
Two other important changes will be made. All superintendents will be authorized to grant permits for the movement of
freight from point to point on their own divisions, and all genthat the

eral superintendents

will be authorized to issue similar permits
from point to point within their own grand divisions. For the
issuance of permits to ship freight from a point on one grand
division to a point on another grand division, or to or from points
on another railroad, a new embargo bureau has been established
at Broad Street Station, Philadelphia, under the direction of \V.

C. Glynn, assistant general freight agent.

The new plan

will enable the railroad to exercise greater con-

over the movement of freight than has been possible heretoconsignees and shippers can arrange more promptly
for transportation, as in many cases it will not be necessary to
go beyond the di\ision superintendent. It is the belief of the
management of the railroad that the new plan will not only
permit the movement of a larger volume of freight, but should
enable a more uniform operation of industries.
It is also expected to reduce materially the amount of correspondence and
telegrams and the number of telephone and personal calls.
The new arrangement will not apply in connection with export
traffic through
New York. Philadelphia or Baltimore, or to
domestic carload shipments to New York. This traffic, under war
arrangements, is in charge of the Freight Traffic Committee,
trol

fore, while

North Atlantic Ports.

141

Broadway,

New

York.

With the milder temperatures whiil;
cbruary
the railroads in New York,
a l-jigland have made rapid recovery from
i,
under
which they had labored throughout the iwo lAteks previous to
that day; and thus far the floods following the thaw have caused
no very serious disturbance. On the Ohio river the high water
has delayed some railroad traflic; and in northern New ^ ork
'

,•

1

I

'.

was a new fall of snow and continued low temperatures.
With these exceptions the restoration of normal train movements
has been general. On the main line of the New York Central
the movement of freight has been uninterrupted.
there

York

Defense
to be no longer an c.Nperiment,
Council announces that motor truck trains will be run this week
said

Jose.

.?8I

Freight Congestion Relieved

of

The records of delayed freight, as issued by the eastern regional director, show that the principal roads are getting the
better of the congestion at the rate of 5,000 to 8.000 cars a day,
in the aggregate, counting both eastbound and westbound movements.
In New York harbor, freed from floating ice, coal is
moving

in nearly or quite normal volume.
The daily statement
i^ssued on February 13 showed \,2i9 cars dumped; 6% anthracite;
563 bituminous. Cars of coal at tidewater yards, 1.247 anthracite
and 643 bituminous. Cars in transit within 24 hours of tidewater,
930 anthracite, 804 bituminous.
Vessels and barges loaded to
be moved, 442 anthracite, 237 bituminous.
N'essels and barges
waiting for coal, 249.
The daily report of the general freight movement in "eastern"
territory showed cars above normal, as follows:
"Eastbound,
loaded, today 44,969, yesterday 46,040. decrease 1.071.
Eastbound, empties, today 5,823, yesterday 6,098. decrease 275. Westbound, loaded, 35,710 today, 34,081 yesterday, increase of 1,629.
Westbound, empties, 30,488 today, 31,027 vesterdav, decrease of

539."

New England the weather on Wednesday showed 10 to 20
above zero in northern sections, and 28 to 40 above, with
rain, in central and southern parts.
Snow-plow had to
operate in northern New England Tuesday on account of old
In

.deg.

some

.Northern New York reported cloudy, and central
New York cloudy and rain. Mild temperatures
other parts. At New York in the 48-hour period ending
on Wednesday 16 steamers bunkered with 11.115 tons of coal,
and 61 cars of anthracite were moved through the Pennsylvania
tubes to Long Island.
Receipts of coal at Chicago, in Wednesday's report, total 2,626
cars, which is 25 per cent above normal.
Ohio lines move<l 924
cars of coal from the coal fields. Loading at all mines on Tuesday was very light because of the holiday and miners not working on account of high water yesterday, causing suspension of
operation. High water caused some interference with operation
in central New York.
The Baltimore & Ohio bridge over the
Miami river at Dayton was carried away, blocking the road A&
hours or more.
steel bridge and a trestle over the Miami
river at Lawrenceburg, Ind., on the B. & O., 20 miles west of
Cincinnati, was carried out by ice, breaking the line between
Cincinnati and the west.
In the west the higher temperatures which became general
about February 6, enabled the railways to recover rapidly from
the effects of the succession of storms which had greatly impeded
operation for several weeks. The western regional director of
railroads reports that the movement of traffic is now almost
normal. Barring a recurrence of the severe weather just passed,
there need be no further fear of fuel or food famines. Tli'
which removed much of the snow in Chicago, northern
and Indiana last week, took the form of sleet west of !!:
sissippi river and did much damage to wires in Iowa and Mis-

snow

drifting,

and western
in

all

A

'

souri.

The Indiana and

Illinois coal mines are now working to caarc producing considerably more than a year ago.
The output of Missouri mines is a'-nttt rr:T:n! tn thnt i-.f the same
period in 1917, and the prodii.
exceptions, is rapidly approach!Particular attention is now It
,:
.grain, and especially soft corn, in western icrritury.
This is in
accordance with the priority order of the director general of

pacity and

•

:

:

;

railroads.

On February 9 and 10. a total of 1.721 westbound box cars
were delivered to corrcrtinn; in Chicago, and on February 11,
more than

ars are

1.000.

grain daily in we-ver everything exi

now

Preference
.

fuel oil

being loaded with
is given to grain
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Yard Accident

I

Commission and Court News

The New Jersey Court
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Commerce Commission

Interstate

Increases ranging from 1 to S cents per 100 pounds in
ocean and rail class and commodity rates from New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore rate points to Chicago, Mississippi river crossings and other western points are proposed
in a lifteenth section application filed by W. J. Sedgman, agent.

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission has dismissed a com-

some time ago by C. E. Schaff, receiver of the MisKansas & Texas, against other southwestern roads, asking

plaint filed
souri.

of Errors and Appeals holds that no
the case of a yardmaster killed while
tracks, by being struck by a car
switched onto another, the customary warning by a halloo
being given by several, and, so far as appeared, as soon as
any one had reason to think there was danger, in view of the
fact that the men had a right to rely on his exercising due
care and changing his position if too near the track, a change
requiring a shift of onlv a few inches. Healv v. Erie (N. J.),
102 Atl. 629. Decided November 19, 1917.

shown in
standing between two

negligence

|

the commission to make an investigation of the practice of using
2-cent intrastate fares to defeat the through interstate rates. The
complaint was dismissed "upon consideration of the record," and

is

—

Order

of Public Utilities

The Ohio Supreme Court

Commission

will not substitute its

judgment

for that of an administrative board created pursuant to an
act of Legislature, such as the Public Utilities Commission,
as to matters within its province; and before the court will
interfere with an order of the Railway Commission or its
successors as to issuance of stock by a railroad, it must appear from a consideration of the record that the commission's
action was unlawful or unreasonable.
Pollitz v. Public L'tiliDecided July 3, 1917.
ties Commission (Ohio).

—

at the request of the complainant.

Western Cement Rates
In the matter of rates on cement betu-een points in western
trunk tine territory and between points in western trunk line
Opinion by Commissioner
territory and adjacent territories.
Daniels:
Reasonable maximum joint through rates to key points and
distance scales are prescribed for the movement of cement in
carloads between points in western trunk line territory and between points in adjacent territories and western trunk line territory.

Distances are to be calculated via short-line workable routes.
Fourth section relief is granted at points intermediate to key
points, provided that the scale rates herein prescribed are not
exceeded at such intermediate points, and that such rates are
not in excess of the lowest combination.
uniform minimum weight of 50,000 lb. is prescribed for the
a rate 13 per cent higher than the basic rate
entire territory
may be published for a minimum of 38,000 lb.
The practice of making through rates on cement on the basis
of combinations is approved as to St. Paul, but disapproved as

Construction of Switching Contract

A

way was conveyed to a railroad company and
the company covenanted to switch loaded cars between any
industries located on its line in the city for one dollar a car.
The Missouri Supreme Court holds that a lessee of the
grantee company cannot be required to switch cars for the
$1 charge, where to perform the service it was necessary to
pass over the tracks of an entirely independent corporation,
the points between which it was ordered to switch cars not
being on the line of the railroad company; the latter words
referring to the physical line of such company, and not to the
independent switching track of another company. National
Enameling etc. Co., v. Granite City & Madison Belt (Mo.),
199 S. \V. 238.
Decided December 3. 1917.
right of

A

Demand

;

to Missouri river crossings.

Rates prescribed from Gilmore City,

la.,

to all interstate des-

tinations within the territory.
Carriers are directed to withdraw tariffs under suspension and
to check in rates in accordance with the findings herein; formal

complaints dismissed; fourth section applications denied, except
where relief is consistent with the findings herein. (48 I. C. C,
201. >

Personnel of Commissions
Bureau of \aluation, has been
appointed chief counsel to the Interstate Commerce Commission, succeeding J. W. Folk, resigned.
p. J. Farrell, solicitor of the

New York

has nominated for chairman of
Commission, Second district, to succeed
the Public
Hon.
Thomas F. Fennell, of Elraira,
Santvoord,
Seymour \'an
N. Y., now judge of the Court of Claims. The Senate has confirmed the nomination of F. J. H. Kracke and Charles B. Hubbell
as members of the Public Service Commission for the first dis-

The governor

of
Service

trict.

Court
Application of

News

Workmen's Compensation Act

The Indiana Appellate Court holds that a railroad car inspector injured while taking a short cut to report to a railroad with which his employer exchanged services of employees
under certain conditions, was hurt by an accident arising
out of his employment within the Indiana Workmen's Compensation Act. In re Maroney (Ind.), 118 N. E. 134. Decided

—

December

21.

1917.

for Cars

—Recovery

of Penalty

The Georgia Court

of Appeals holds that a demand for
cars, addressed to the agent of the railroad company at a
named point, will, where nothing to the contrary appears, be
held to mean that the cars were required at the point at which
the demand was made. It is also held that the remedy given
by section 2635 of the Civil Code of 1910 and the rules of the

Railroad Commission made in pursuance thereof is one in
favor of shippers; and one who may have entered a demand
for cars, without at that time disclosing his agency for another, cannot recover the penalty thus imposed, where it appears that at the time of the shipment it was disclosed that
the cars were intended solely for the use of another, and the
bill of lading was issued in the name of the true owner and
Central of Georgia v. Rabun (Ga.), 94
shipper of the goods.
S.

E. 598.

Decided December

13, 1917.

Injury to Pullman Passenger by Fright
In an action for damages against the Pullman Company by a
woman passenger it was alleged that she was temporarily left
alone in a sleeping car which had been placed on a siding in a
city to await the next train; that she attempted to open the
doors of the car and found them locked or too heavy to open,
and that she became greatly frightened and fell into hysteria
which lasted several days, and her health was greatly affected
thereby.
It appeared that the plaintiff only made a single effort
to open a door and that it could have been opened by turning a
knob and applying a twelve-pound pull. The Texas Court of
Civil Appeals held that any negligence of the car porter in temporarily going away, leaving the plaintiff alone, was not the
proximate cause of any injury to her from fright at being unable
to open the door. If the evidence showed that the plaintiff used
every effort to open the doors of the car, that did not disprove
the uncontradicted fact that no Pullman car is ever locked so
that it cannot be opened by applying the proper degree of force
from the inside. Therefore the defendant could not have anticipated that a grown woman could not open the doors. And if she

I

February
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could not liave done so the defendant could not have anticipated
that she would have heen thereby thrown into hysterics and that
the consequence-i alleged by her would have resulted frimi her
fright.
Judgment for the plaintifl" was reversed and the cause
remanded —Pullman Co. v. Gutierez (Tex.), 198 S. \V., 1063.
Decided N'oveniber 21, 1917.
Rehearing denied December 12,
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Classification of

Locomotives

Baggage

L'nder the act creating the Texas Railroad Commission
delegating to it power to classify and subdivide all freight
and property that may be transported over railroads, and
despite the statute providing that each railroad passenger
shall have an allowance of baggage not to exceed 100 lb.,
the Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that it was within
the power of the commission to classify and subdivide baggage, and to lix the articles included, determining that bag-

gage shall consist of wearing apparel, etc., and articles carried
as samples by traveling salesmen, since if baggage docs not
come within the term "freight," it comes within the term
property. Levy v. Texas & New Orleans (Tex.). 199 S. \V.

—

Slo.

Decided November

17, 1917.

Rehearinur Denied

December

15. 1917.

United States Govkhnment.— Sec editorial comments on
Government Standard Locomotives as a War Measure, page

The

Pennsylv.vni.v

Equipme.st

Company,

1420

the
342.

Chestnut

street, Philadelphia, Pa., desires to purchase a second-hand. 50ton, four-wheel saddle tank locomotive with 16 by 24-in. cylinders.

The Central of Georgia has ordered 3 Mountain and 10
Mallet type locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
type locomotives will weigh 318,000 lb., and the
Mallet locomotives 440,000 lb.

The Mountain

The

Missouri, Kansa.s & Texas, reported in the Railuay Age
I
as ordering 20 freight locomotives from the American Locomotive Company, ordered not 20, but 25 locomotives.
The locomotives will be of the Mikado type and will be superheated aand weigh 314,000 lb.
of February

Report of Railroad Agent

Held a Privileged Communication

Freight Cars

The Georgia Court

of .Appeals holds that a report by the
operating agents of a railroad to the superintendent of transportation, made for the purpose of being submitted to the
company's counsel, in order that counsel might advise it as
to whether or not there was liability on its part for anything
connected with the transaction reported, and to enable such
counsel to prepare for the defense of the defendant if litigation should arise out of the occurrence, which report was
duly transmitted into the hands of such counsel as its proper
custodian, constitutes a privileged communication, and its
production cannot be enforced by the adverse party in a suit
for damages growing out of the occurrence as reported; and
this is true although such a report might \\a,\e been made at
a time so nearly contemporaneous with the transaction itself
as might ordinarilj- permit its being received as a part of the
Atlantic Coast Line v. Williams (Ga.),
res gestae thereof.
94 S. E. 584. Decided December 24, 1917.

—

Furnishing Cars for Coal
In view of a

great shortage of cars suitable for coal

ship-

ments, occasioned by extraordinary conditions bringing into
temporary activity a great many mines that are not equipped
with tipples for loading cars, but demand pro rata allotments
to them of open-top cars for their shipments, which cannot
be furnished without serious detriment to permanent and
properly equipped mines, the carrier and the general public,
the West Virginia Supreme Court of .Appeals holds that a
railroad company of which such allotments and distributions
are demanded may by promulgation of a regulation applicable
to all such mines, assign its open-top cars to the permanent
and properly equipped mines, and box cars to those loading
without tipples and from wagons and trucks.
Such a regulation, under such circumstances, is neither unreasonable nor
unjustly discriminatory.
Baltimore & Ohio v. Public Service Commission (W. Va.), 94 S. E. 545.
Decided December
4.

1917.

The Butterworth-Judson Co.mpany

has ordered 75 tank cars

from the Cambria Steel Company.

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

1420 Chester street,

Philadelphia, Pa., wishes to lease six 8,000-gal. tank cars for four

or

five

months.

Traiie Publications
Bakelite Micarta-D Ge.\rs and Pinions.— The VVestinghouse
Electric & Manufacturing Company, East Pittsburgh, Pa.,
has
recently issued a booklet describing the material and the
methods
of using Bakelite Micarta-D gears and pinions. This is
a noninetallic material made up of a special heavy duck
of uniform
weave, thickness and tensile strength, bonded together with
Bakelite by heating under enormous pressure. The material is
developed for use where silent operation is desirable and it is
especially valuable because of the fact that it is not aflfected by
water or oil, or by most acid or alkali solutions. The booklet
gives a complete description of the properties of the material, the
methods of working it. a complete outline of the methods of de-

signing the gears and considerable data for the use of the deThe booklet is thoroughly illustrated with drawings
and photographs. Copies may be obtained upon request to the
company's nearest office.
signer.

Trade Opportunities in the Orient.— .American consuls in
the great commercial cities of Shanghai, Tientsin and Hankowreport that the .American population has increased 25 per cent,
and that there never has been such an opportunity as at present
to obtain a large share of the valuable oriental trade.
.\ prominent official of one of our western railroads, writing of orient
"This Far Eastern business, in my judgment, is
says
going to continue to grow by leaps and bounds, and I trust that
trade,

:

American business man will realize the possibility of this
trade and become more aggressively acquainted with conditions
the

—

Tr.\de with the Gold Colony.
Imports of railway equipment
and materials to the Gold Coast Colony, British West Africa,
showed an increase of 56 per cent in 1916. The United Kingdom
contributed about two-thirds and the United States about onethird of this increase.
Commercial Report.

Copper GutPfT Valued at $510,000,000.— The production of
copper from domestic ores in 1917 amounted to 1,890.000,000
pounds, or 3S.OOi).000 less than in 1916. according to the United
States Geological Survey.

The domestic and

foreign output is
estimated at 2.362.000.000 pounds, an increase of 103.000.000
over 1916. The domestic production is valued ot $510,000,000,
an increase of 535.000,000 over 1916.

connection with the same. As I see it. the weakest point of
American business man is the fact that he docs not travel
abroad. It is only necessary for one to visit these Far Eastern
countries to satisfy himself of the great opportunities that lie at
our door across the Pacific, and I strongly urge every business
institution that has any connection or desire of entering into this
wonderful field to visit these countries
or send their representatives
and become acquainted with the real facts and more
closely ally themselves with the people of the orient, where they
will find an open door, a hearty welcome and many desirable
and attractive business opportunities." Trazrl Bulletin (Am
in

the

(

I

Exp. Co.).
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New York. Since February 1, 1913, he has been employed as an
engineer by R. W. Cameron & Co., an export house with a number of branches in Australia. The new company terminates the
former arrangement with R. W. Cameron & Co. Mr. Plogsted's
headquarters will be at Sydney, New South Wales. C. M. Terry,
the new assistant secretary and assistant treasurer, was also
formerly connected with R. W. Cameron & Co. His headquarters

tiiiiiiiiiiiimtiiuni

Supply Trade
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The Schroeder Headlight Company, Inc., Evansville, Ind.,
its name to the Schroeder Headlight & Generator Company.
has changed

C. H. Wilson, southwestern railroad representative for
Fairbanks, Morse & Co., has been appointed first lieutenant
in the Engineers' Reserve Corps and has been assigned to active

are also in Sydney.
Tlie directors of the company are
J. N. Beckley, Rochester,
N. v.; Thomas W. Funicane, Rochester, N. Y.; W. W. Salmon,
Rochester, N. Y. C. H.
D.
Morgan,
Rochester, N. Y. George
Littell, Bufifalo, N. Y. W. J. Plogsted. Sydney, New South Wales,
and C. M. Terry, Sydney, New South Wales.
:

;

;

;

duty.

G. F. Evans, formerly connected with the W. C. Moore
Company, Columbus, Ohio, has been appointed supervising
engineer for the National X-Ray Reflector Company, in the
territory comprising
West Virginia, and

except Toledo and Cincinna'i,
western Pennsylvania, with office at

C'hio,

Columbus, Ohio.
G. R. Lewis, division freight agent of the Cleveland, CinChicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind., and for more than 20 years with the New Yorl;
Central Lijies, has been appointed manager of supplies and
Company of Indiana
traffic, with the Standard Forgings
cinnati,

Harbor,

Ind.,

and

will

have

Railway Exchange

offices in the

building, Chicago.

W.

N. Thomburgh, vice-president and general manager of

the Harrison Railway Specialties Company, Sandusky, O., will
devote his entire time to his duties as president and treasurer
of the William N. Thornburgh Company, manufacturers of

the "National" steel and

and

sellers of

headquarters

wood

dust guard, and purchasers

used rails, cars and locomotives.
Chicago, as heretofore.

He

will

have

in

J. B. Henry, general superintendent of the Union Steel Casting Company, Pittsburgh, has been elected vice-president, to
succeed J. P. Allen, recently elected president of the company.
Mr. Henry will continue to discharge the duties of general
superintendent, as heretofore. W. C. Eichenlaub, secretary,
has also been appointed manager of sales. The other officers
of the company are as follows: C. C. Smith, chairman of the
board; S. H. Church, vice-president; G. W. Eisenbeis,

treasurer.

Frank Fouse, who has been appointed works manager of
Marsh Refrigerator Service Company with office at Mil-

the

waukee. Wis., entered the service of the Pennsylvania in
From 1896 to 1901 he was with the Pressed Steel Car
1888.
Company at Pittsburgh. Pa.; from 1901 to 1908 he was with
the Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory and in the latter year he
entered the service of the United Fruit Company as general
foreman of the car department on the Costa Rica division of
the Northern Railway of Costa Rica.
Kinnear, E. A. Little and Carl H. Stengel announce
the opening of the office of W. S. Kinnear S: Co.. engineersinvestigators, at 111 Broadway, New York. The company will
make general engineering and investment reports, investi.gations, valuations and reports on steam and electric railways.
It may also be consulted on terminal, harbor and dock improvements and developments, land and subaqueous tunnels
and heavy construction estimates and supervision, and will
specialize on railway and public utility reports and valuations.

Wilson

S.

The Australian General Signal Company, Ltd.
is the name of a new company incorporated under the laws
of the State of New York, with its charter to be filed in Australia,
which will handle the products of the General Railway Signal
Company, Rochester, N. Y., and other kindred lines in Australia.

This

The new company's Australian
115 Pitt street, Sydney, N. S.

The

company

office is located at

Dalton House,

W.

are as follows Walter J. Plogsted,
managing director; W. W. Salmon, president; George D. Mongan,
vice-president and treasurer; J. P. Braam, secretary, and C. M.
Terry, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer.
oflices of the

:

Walter J. Plogsted, the new managing director, was at one time
resident engineer for the General Railway Signal Company at

The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
The Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company is doing four times as
much business as in the pre-war period, according to its annual
report for the year ended December 31, 1917, recently made public.
In addition, the net profits have exceeded those of any previous year, even after providing for an additional tax of 4 per
cent, on the company's net income and for the e.xcess profits war
ta.x.
The increased demands made upon the company by the
much larger volume of business have necessitated the borrowing
of more money to cover increases in the cost and amount of material and labor used, but the sums which have been borrowed
are more than offset by the increase in the value of current assets.
The company's plants have been taxed to capacity to fill the orders
received, making improvements and additions necessary. At the
same time the physical condition of the plants has been maintained
The British and Canadian subsidiary companies, both
as usual.
more or less under the control of their respective governments,
retained their earnings for the year for additional working capital.
To facilitate the marketing of the Little Giant truck, a subsidiary
company, known as The Little Giant Truck Company, was incorporated in 1917, with a nominal capital stock which is owned and
held entirely by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
The gross profits for the year 1917 amounted to $2,006,372.
Deductions of funds for developing and perfecting new tools and
for the depreciation of physical property amounting to $437,582;
deductions for interest on bonds, and an installment for a sinking fund amounting to $171,725; and a reservation for income, war
income and excess profits taxes amounting to $227,674, leave a net
profit of $1,169,390. From this amount $257,952 were set aside for
dividends aggregating 4 per cent per annum, and the remainder,
exclusive of $100,223 retained by the subsidiary companies for
working capital, was added to the surplus as of December 31, 1916,
making the surplus carried forward $3,648,064.

Large Metal and Chemical Interests

Combine Business Under
Announcement was
Railzvay

Age

made

New Name

week's issue of the
that the business of both the Goldschmidt Detinning
briefly

in

last

Company and the Goldschmidt Thermit Company will hereafter
be conducted bv the "Metal & Thermit Corporation" with general
These two concerns have
offices at 120 Broadway, New York.
been practically combined for the last two years and have ocaddress.
The combination, which
cupied joint offices at the above
is controlled exclusively by Americans, has now been put in more
permanent form as it is felt that this will tend towards greater
efficiency

and co-ordination of

effort.

of the Metal & Thermit Corporation
on one of the largest industries of its kind in the world,
i. e., the
recovering of tin from tin scrap. -Appro.ximately 100,000
tons of tin scrap is treated yearly by this department and the
recovery approximates the equivalent of 2,000 gross tons of
metallic tin. The output of this branch of the corporation con-

The detinning department

will carry

sists

tin
tin

of pig tin of a quality equalling Straits

tin,

tetrachloride of

and detinned billets, the latter being the iron scrap after the
is removed, compressed into billets and used by iron and steel

plants for remelting.

_

In regard to the Thermit department, this will continue the
production and sale of Thermit welding materials and apparatus
as well as the various carbonfree metals and alloys which are
produced by the aluminothermic process. The process was first
introduced in the United States in 1902 and since then the business has grown very fast, particularly in recent years when there
has been a very large demand for the metals as well as for the

February

15.
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In additiun lo its line of carboiifrfc metals
company produces pure tungsten powder of high
\ery considerable (|uantity. It is also selling agent
for the output of a larKc plant in the Middle \\ est producing SO
per cent electric furnace Fcrro-Silicon.
The Thermit Welding process is used by practically all the railroads in the L'nited States and Canada for welding broken locomotivd frames and other heavy sections. It is also used very
exten>ively by the different steel mills for welding broken equipIn fact over
ment, such as rolls, pinions, crank shafts, etc.
l,OtX).(XX) lb. of I'hermit is used annually by these two industries
for
the welding of
The process is extensively employed
alone.
rails for trolley lines, the welding of broken stcrnposts and rudder frames of steamships and for other welding operations too
numerous to mention. The process is quite different from either
oxy-acctylenc or electric welding and is adapted to a much heavier
class of work.
The Metal & Thermit Corporation operates four different plants,
located respectively in Jersey City, Chrome, N. J., Wyandotte,
The Chrome and East Chicago
Mich., and East Chicago, Ind.
plants are devoted to the dctinning industry; the Wyandotte
plant to the production of liquid chlorine and the Jersey City
plant to the Thermit products, including welding materials, carThe
bonfrcc metals and alloys and pure Tungsten powder.
corporation operates branch offices and welding shops in PittsFrancisco
Toronto.
burgh, Chicago, San
and
W. T. Graham,
The following are the officers and directors
Edgar L. Marston, Daniel G. Rcid, F. S. Wheeler, Hubert E.
Rogers, F. H. Hirschland, E. L. Ballard, L. A. Welles, Charles
F. Dane, Philipp Gensheimer and Fred W. Cohen.
wcliliiiK

and

materials.

allo.Ns,

quality

and

tlic

in
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fectively this worked out, he adileil, was "evidenced by the fact
known not a single National Hollow brake beam
has ever been manufactured or sold by any other than your own
company." He also took occasion to comment on the recent rapid
developments in the railway situation.
He was unable to
prophesy what lay ahead, or in his own words— "Standing upon
the threshold of 1918, we are confronted with a tremendous interrogation mark— What?"
He also commented on the new

that so far as

problem
at
Washington— standardization— but
addeil
that
"whether standardization or the present system which recognizes
the advantages of initiative, progress and the constant striving
for higher efficiency shall prevail" the company is sufficiently well
equipped to meet whatever condition may prevail and is confident
of receiving its fair share of future business.
The matter of standardization was also brought up later in the
evening by h'rank W. Noxon, secretary of the Itailway Business
Association and one of the guests at the big table. In his re-

marks Mr. Noxon said
"We have before us, when peace shall come, the project of reconstituting our whole railway system, in some way yet to be
thought out, and to be debated out.
have a very animated,
a very active, thorough-going propaganda, which has for its
purpose to place all of the transportation agencies in the hands of
the government.
Of course, one of the first things that would
result from that would be that the provision of appliances, the
provision of rolling stock, and of tracks, o*f signals, and all those
things would be centralized in the hands of some governmental
agency.

We

"I have been wondering how, under such a system, it would be
possible for a series of events to occur, such as we heard recorded
tonight in these reports
how the event, which 1 noticed particularly, when at one stage a patent was about to run out, and
when the inventive geniuses of the institution were set to work
;

Chicago Railway Equipment Company
Celebrates Its Twenty-fifth Anniversary
Railway Equipment Company celebrated its
"Silver" anniversary on the evening of February 5 at the Union
League Club. Chicago. It was the twenty-fifth consecutive annual dinner held around the same table and in the same room.
The participants included members of the organization, directors,
shareholders and guests.
The table was set for 64 places, and was in the form of a dumbbell.
Two large round tables. 15 ft. in diameter, were placed at
the ends
the curved "handle" connecting them being some 21
ft long.
In the center of each round table was the company's

The

Chicago

;

trade

mark "Creco," 4

and encircled by

Around

ft.

in

diameter,

12-in. silver letters

the table

made

of red carnations,

"Twenty-Fifth Anniversary."

were 25 miniature transmission

poles, replicas

of a product of the Franklin plant, used as table lights and bearing the anniversary numbers from one to twenty-five.
Alternating were 25 miniature poles, each having a curved bracket holding

a suspended silver bell, the clapper of each marking the years
from 1893 to 1917. There were other appropriate decorations in

and carnation red. Practically all the decorations except
were a product of or made by the company.
President E. B. Leigh informed the guests that the dinner was
an adjourned shareholders meeting and that all had in due and
regular form been clothed with proxies.
In his annual report he recalled that the company had never
passed or reduced a dividend and that in the 25 years the disUibution to stockholders had aggregated $3,355,000. all based
upon an original cash investment of $30,000 which had never been
increased by sale of securities.
He announced that an extra
dividend of 25 per cent had been declared at the directors' meeting held in the afternoon, and in commemoration of the 2Sth
anniversar)-, 5 per cent in cash and 20 per cent in stock, the
capital stock having been increased to $3,000,000.
In the quarter century the floor space devoted to the business
of the company had increased from 30.000 sq. ft. to over 800,000
sq. ft., the total land owned to about 60 acres and the number of
plants from one to five, located at Chicago, Detroit, Grand Rapids,
Mich., Monon, Ind., and Franklin, Pa. Founded originally upon
Its brake beam business, the company had so far diversified its
product that now about 70 per cent is sold to customers other
than railroads.
silver

the flowers

Mr

Leigh also told how the company had started with the
"Hein" (National Hollow) brake beam, and how at the
expiration of the foundation patents fifteen years later it had in
turn brought on the market the "Creco" brake beam.
How ef-

original

—

to provide an improvement over the old device
how such an
event could come about.
"Naturally, if the government were to have in its hands the
matter of developing the equipment, the men who now and in
years past have devoted themselves to improvements in competition one with another, first asking the consideration of one railroad, and then finding that railroad indifferent, going to another,
and so on until some hospitable mind was found instead of that
the purveyor or developer or inventor goes to some central board
not composed of men who have direct personal interest at stake
in proving their hospitality towards the new, but men perhaps
overburdened with detail, tempted to standardize and ovcrstandardize and a deaf ear is turned, perhaps. Suppose it is there is
no recourse, there is no appeal. The improvement projected in
the mind of the inventive genius is stopped, then and there.
"I question if men of the calibre of the men who have made
this company what it is would be attracted to go in or stay in a
business where the opportunity was in the hands, as it would be,
of a government board.
"I just want to ask you to think of the great advantages, if we
can have it, of maintaining some degree of decentralization, in
the future, in the development of railway equipment.
"I think we all feel quite open-minded toward substantial
changes from what has been in the past. We expect that what
we have learned in the war will teach us things that we must
apply and embody in a new system; and the question is whether
or not we may have, when it is all over, sufficient decentralization
so that the plans and schemes for the improvement of railroads
may proceed from below, from the railroad managers themselves,
and .not from some bureau, static and stagnant, so that business
men and inventors, men of imagination, will be attracted into that
business, and the American people and the whole world have the
benefit of rapid rather than slow progress."
The toastmaster for the evening was H. S. Burkhardt, for 13
years president of the company, and who for 15 years has
officiated as toastmaster at its annual dinners. Mr. Burkhardt in-

—

—

—

troduced a number of the "old guards" in the company.
In the course of the evening lantern slides were shown of the
various plants at various stages both of prosperity and of calamity
with a few merry cartoons of company celebrities.
The secretary of the company, E. F. Walker, supplemented the
president's report with historical material of a more detailed
after which the assistant to the president, Arthur
Wyraan. introduced a number of friends and guests of the comAmong those who spoke were: Judge J. A. Baldwin,
pany
Harry C. BuLoup. Willard A. Smith, Frank Wyman, Wm. E.

character,
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Clow, Paul Bakewell, Frank W. .Voxoii. Samuel O. Dunn, Frank
D. Reid, Geo. P. Fisher, J. H. Ilolbrook, W. E. Scatrice, J. M.
Hopkins, L. B. Sherman, Geo. R. Xichols, J. H. Bennett.
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Financial and Construction

American Locomotive Semi-Annual Report

iiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiii

directors of the American Locomotive Company last week
issued to the stockholders of the company a semi-aimual report
(or the si.\ months ended December 31. 1917, in whicli it was

The

.shown that the

profits available

months of 1917 were $3;969,251,
the same period of 1916.

An
The

for dividends in the latter six
as

compared with $3,630,834

I'"iTZGER.\LD,

gerald, Ocilla

abstract of the report follows
net profit for the six months ending

December

The amount of money in inventories of materials and w'ork in
process on December 31, 1917, was $27,830,295.
In the largest
year of business prior to the war the amount of such inventories
was about $11,000,000. This very large increase of about $16,800,000 is due to the higher cost of materials and labor, and also to
the rearrangement of our locomotive production schedules, to
meet the war requirements of the government, which resulted in
postponing the construction of locomotives, the material for which
had been delivered to our plants.
The company received from the L^nited States government on
July 24, 1917, a contract for 150 locomotives to be used in France
for the transportation of our troops and supplies. These locomotives were completed during the months of September and
October.

Due

unsettled conditions in Russia the management
wise to obtain an adjustment of the contract made in
with the Russian government for 250 locomotives,
and with the aid of the United States government an adjustment has recently been effected, which, in view of all conditions,
to

thought

the

it

1917,

satisfactory to the

is

inquiries

from

its

stockholders

as to dividends paid during the calendar year 1917 in relation to
income tax returns. The preferred and common dividends paid

company

January, 1917. were declared in November.
from the business of the
for
the
period
ending December 31. 1916. .All other
company
dividends paid during the year 1917 were declared out of the
profits of the year 1917.
this

in

1916, out of the surplus profits arising

The company had on

its

book.s on

December

31, 1917. unfilled

orders amounting to $75,624,849.
OjNDFNfEn Income Account or the Amef:ic.\x Locomotive Company

'.\n-d

It5 St'BSIDIARIES.

Sixmontb«to Sixmonthsto

Increase
or decrease

Dec. .11. 1917 Dec. 3). 1916
Gross earnings
$35,959,126 $37,863,594 —$1,904,468
Manufacturing, maintenance, administraiive expenses and depreciation.
29.851,294
32,326,743
2.475,449

—

Interest, etc., on bonds of constituent
companies, notes, etc
Profit

$6,107,832

$5,536,851

97,823

83,517

14,306

$6,010,009

$5,453,334

$556,675

$570,981

Reserve for Unitied States Income
and Excess Profits taxes and Canadian Busines-i Profits tax
Profit available for dividend
Dividends on preferred stock for six

months
Dividends on

common

months
Surplus

profit

stock

for

receiver's

sale

2,040.758

1,822,500

218,258

$3,969,251

$3,630,834

$338,417

875,000

875,000

six

625,000

625,000

$2,469,251

$2,130,834

$338,417

on February
sale,

5.

the

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. This company is further
reducing its note indebtedness by calling for redemption on
April 12. of $241,000 5 per cent collateral trust notes of certain
designated numbers, at 101 and accrued interest. This is in
accordance with indenture providing that if any collateral is
The company has
sold notes must be retired with proceeds.
already bought in $1,000,000 face value of these notes, and
with those now called for redemption, the amount maturing
on April 15 is reduced to $43,759,000 from the original $45,000,000 issued last April.

Wabash-Pittsburch

Terminal.

— See

comments

elsewhere

in-

this issue.

Railway Construction
Chicago Union St.ation Company.
a 14-story

warehouse, 328

ft.

Washington and Randolph

by 151

streets,

be erected for Butler Bros, and

W.

—

This company will build
ft., on Canal street between
Chicago. The building will
R. Linn to take the place of

warehouse which was acquired by the Union Station Company
order to meet the requirements of its terminal plans.
The
new building will be constructed by John Griffiths & Sons, contractors, and will cost about $2,500,000.
a

in

Block System Xot Necessary.
Montreal

it

—

Froiu a report printed in
appears that on the Hudson Bay Railway or that

—

—

portion of the line on which track is laid a train is now run
every two weeks. It is for the accommodation of fishermen who
have taken fish from the lakes of Northern Manitoba and who
otherwise could not find a market. The railway is still in the
hands of the contractor but the government has undertaken to
guarantee that the running of the trains shall not be done at a
;

loss.

—

company.

The company has had numerous

by

at a

Xew

entirely

munitions work of $3,663,520.
The locomotive output of the company for the six months ending December 31, 1917, was practically all obtained from the
Schenectady, Brooks. Pittsburgh and Cooke plants, which collectively represent about 70 per cent of the company's locomotive
capacity.
The Richmond and Montreal plants of the company.
which had been engaged exclusively on munitions work since
1915. finished their munitions contracts in July and August, 1917,
and the work of restoring those plants for locomotive manufacture was completed during October, 1917. The cost of this restoration work has been charged to a reserve created for this purpose out of previous years' profits and no part of such cost is
charged against the income for the six months under review.

& Broxton

president

for the Fitz-

This is the third time the road has been offered for
court declining to confirm previous sales.

31, 1917, of

from the regular locomotive business of the comThe net profit for the six months ending December 31,
pany.
1916, of $5,453,334. before tax deductions, included a profit on

July,

J.

was the highest bidder

of the Ocilla Southern,

in

$6,010,009, before deduction of taxes, includes $439,376 of profit
on the munitions business, the remaining profit of $5,570,633 was

made

Railway Financial News
A. J. Henderson,
OciLi..\ & Beoxton. —

Locomotive Development in South .Africa. In his report for
1916 the general manager of the South .\frican Railways and
Harbors makes the following comments upon locomotive development
The further improvement of the locomotive boiler is a
subject that has engaged the attention of mechanical engineers for
some time. The superheater has added greatly to the steaming
efficiency, and has neutralized the difficulties associated with the
firing of large engines to maintain the pressure of steam necessary
for the work required of a modern locomotive.
But increased
steam pressures are still desirable, and experiments are being
conducted in dift'erent parts of the world with new boiler designs
and other improvements calculated to develop the steaming efficiency and the steam pressure of the locomotive.
That very
high pressures can be raised and maintained by means of tube or
pipe generators has already been established, but it has yet to be
proved whether a generator of this type can be successfully
adapted to locomotive practice. A generator on these lines has
been designed by the superintendent fmechanical), Johannesburg,
and inquiries are being made as to the practicability or otherwise
of his proposals.
The design involves a radical departure from
present practice, and will require most careful investigation and
consideration before further action is taken. In the experimental
'^tage oil fuel may have to be used, but the object in view is to
adapt the engine to burn coal dust, and, that being so. the result
of the advance that is being made in the L'nited States with engines designed to use pulverized fuel is being watched with Srpecial
interest, especially in view of the fact that the use of such fuel
eliminates fire hazard. Eitgitteering, London.
:
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Pa., has been a))p<>inted general auditor, and
has been appointed auditor of receipts and dis-

at

Willianispnri,

C.

F.

Bower

Officers

The

election of William P.

iJreat Northern, willi

UIHIIIHIUinUIIUUUlill

dent of that mail

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
jjcmral sulicitor of the
Milton Smith li.i>
l>rnvcr & Salt Lake, suocccdiniL; Tyson S. Dines, resigned.
iKt-ii

E. D. Levy,

first

aiiftoiiuij

vice-president and general

Louis-San I'ranoisco. with

St.

resigned, effective

W.
iirticc

May

office

at

St.

manager

oi the

Louis, Mo., has

1.

Budd, assistant

Gaston Craig Hand, who has been elected vice-president of
Kansas City Southern, with headquarters at Xew York, as
has already been announced in these columns, was born on
July 2. 1870, at Belmont.
N. C, and was educated
at St. Mary's (now BelCollege,
mont .\bbey
the

adelphia Law
and New York

Phil
Schc«ol

work

1891,

in

and

successively as station
agent and telegraph operator on the .Atlantic
Coast Line until September. 1893.
He was
then despatcher's ap-

Charles Molony, assistant to vice-president and general
of the Central of Georgia, with office at Savannah,
has been elected president of the Wrightsvillt & Teiinillc.
with headquarters at Tennille. vice Henry D. Pollard, resigned to accept service with another company.
Cia..

Operating
C. Zeigler has been appointed car accountant of the Susquehanna & New York, with office at Williamsport, Pa.

W.

Commerce Commission. Washington, and

J. W. McCuUough, auditor of the lines east of Houston.
Tex., of the Gulf Coast Lines, has been promoted to general
auditor, with headquarters at Houston, Tex., effective January

W. H. Wright, superintendent of the Wisconsin & Michigan,
with office at Peshtigo, Wis., has been appointed auditor,
with headquarters at Menominee, Mich., succeeding M. F.
Schulze, resigned. W. J. Moriarty, cashier, has resigned.
Decatur Aztell, vice-president of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
II.. eking N'allty. and
the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana,
office at Richmond, \'a., resigned from those companies
on February 8.
the

with

P. Blauvelt, controller of the

Lehigh

New York

has been
and Philadelphia,

\"alley.

and a sketch of

career were published in the Railway

Age

his railway
Ga-etle of June 29,

page 1508.

Susquehanna &

auditor of receipts and disbursements of the
the Tionesta Valley, with office

New York and

Barnwell,

C.

Southern

&

I'lorida.

first trick despatchcr of the
Georgia,
has been appointed chief despatcher, with

Macon, Ga.

office at

T. J. Regan, trainmaster on the Northern Pacific, at Livingston, Mont., has been transferred to Forsythe, Mont., succeeding L. W. Martin, transferred.

M. Eady, chief despatcher of the Georgia Southern &
Florida, has been appointed superintendent of the Hawkinsville

&

Florida Southern, with headquarters at .\shburn, Ga.

1.

of the Denver & Salt Lake,
with office at Denver, Colo., has been appointed general
superintendent, with headquarters at Denver, in charge of
transportation, mechanical, roadway and engineering departments.

M. L. Phelps, superintendent

December, 1909, he was appointed secretary of the Kansas
City Southern, with office at New York, which position he
held until his recent appointment as vice-president of the same
road, as above noted.

W. H. Hough,

St

iie;..

manager

January

in

1917,

with

resi-

Kalph

E. B. Fisher was appointed superintendent of the MinneDakota & Western, with headquarters at International
l-'alls.
Minn., succeeding F. L. Birdsall, resigned, eflfective

and train despatcher on the same
road to June, 1896, and
later served as assistant
in the superintendent's
office.
In July. 1901. he
^ ^ "'"^
went to the Pennsylvania
Railroad as a
clerk in the transportation department.
From August, 1902,
to September. 1904. he was engaged in transportation and
other work with bankers in Philadelphia and Xew York: then
was statistician with Ladenburg. Thalmann & Co.. bankers,
New York. In February. 1908. he was appointed examiner

A

:,i.

"

'

sota.

prentice

elected vice-president with offices at
Pa.
photograph of Mr. Blauvelt

r

in

A. Todd, general roadmaster of the Charleston & Western
Carolina, with office at .Augusta, Ga., has been assigned the duties
also of trainmaster, with the title of trainmaster and general
roadmaster.

Februserved

for the Interstate

Paul.

W.

He began

I'niversity.

railway

St.

-ewhcrc

Paul, has been elected cxccutiit vice-president.

i

M.

to

at

-

W.

Wilmington.

C. C. Michie, chief clerk in office of vice-president of the
Chesapeake & Ohio at Richmond, \'a., has been appointed an
assistant .secretary, with headquarters at Richmond.

ary,

Kenney, vice-president of the

'

i>

C. Yarborough, cashier of the .\tlantic Coast Line, with
at Wilmington, \. C, has been appointed assistant

treasurer, with headquarters at

Mr. Hough,

liur-iements, succeeding

R. J. Carmichael, division passenger agent of the Illinois
Central, at Chicago, 111., has been appointed to the newly
created position of instructor of passenger train and station
employees on the entire system, with headquarters as before
at Chicago, effective February 16.

A.

E.

Fillmore,

superintendent

Kanawha & Michigan, with

office

of
at

car

service

of

the

Columbus. Ohio, has

been appointed superintendent of freight transportation, with
F. H. Young has been appointed
the same headquarters.
superintendent of car service, with office at Columbus, succeeding Mr. Fillmore.

H. E. Newcomet, superintendent of the Pennsylvania lines
west of Pittsburgh, Southwest system, with office at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed superintendent of the Logansport division, with office at Logansport. Md.. vice George Le
Boutillier, transferred, and Taber Hamilton, superintendent,
with office at Decatur. 111., has been appointed superintendent
of the Louisville division, vice Mr. Newcomet.

W. C. Copley, freight trainmaster of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at .\ltoona. Pa., has been appointed special
agent: W. B. Moore, passenger trainmaster, with office at .\Itoona, has been appointed trainmaster: J. B. Phelan has been
appointed freight trainmaster, and L. L. Banks has been appointed passenger trainmaster; H. DeHuS has been appointed
assistant freight trainmaster, with office at Huntington.
J.

H. Owen, superintendent of transportation of the Florida
ottice at St .Augustine, Fla., has Wen appointed

East Coast, with

general superintendent of transportation. A. L. Pooser. superof
t
intendent at New Smyrna, has been appointed
.ind
transportation. Northern division, with office at
E. L. Klein, superintendent at Miami, has beer. .., ,
_ rerintendent of transportation. Southern division, with oince at

Miami.
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of
J. K. Johnston, superintendent of the Philadelphia division
the Pennsylvania Railroad lines east of Pittsburgh, with office
at Harrisburg, Pa., has been appointed superintendent of the
Smith,
Tyrone division, with headquarters at Tyrone; F.
Jr., acting superintendent of the Conemaugh division, at Pitts-

W.

burgh, has been appointed superintendent of the Philadelphia
division, with office at Harrisburg; J. B. Hutchinson, superintendent of the Tyrone division, at Tyrone, has been appointed acting superintendent of the Conemaugh division, with
office at Pittsburgh; R. H. Pinkham, division engineer of the
Pittsburgh division, at Pittsburgh, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the same division, with headquarters at
Cresson; Thomas A. Roberts, agent at Erie, has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Philadelphia division,
with office at Glen Loch; G. M. Smith, freight trainmaster
of the Maryland division at W!lmin.gton, Del., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the same division, with
headquarters at Lamokin, and W. M. Post, assistant signal
engineer in the office of the signal engineer, at Philadelphia,
has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Middle
division, with headquarters at Mifflin.

Traffic

Ga.

M.

J.

&

Curry has been appointed commercial agent of the El
Southwestern, at Detroit, Mich., succeeding D. A.

Davies.
C.

traffic manager of the EdBritish Columbia, with office at Edmon-

Dowling has been appointed

monton, Dunvegan

&

ton, Alta., succeeding A.
I.

P. A. Marr, district passenger agent of the Illinois Central,
at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed division passenger
agent, at Chicago, 111., succeeding R. J. Carmichael, promoted,
effective

February

16.

Ferdinand G. Lantz, assistant general freight agent of the
Erie, with office at Chicago, 111., has been appointed general
agent of the Chicago and Hammond terminals, vice Charles
D. Ward, transferred to New York.
Jonas Waffle, general freight and passenger agent of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & Gary, at Chicago, 111., has resigned
R. E. Owen has been aphis office has been abolished.
pointed assistant general freight and passenger agent, with
office at Chicago. 111., effective February 1..

and

H. T. Duffy, general agent of the Minneapolis,

Chicago, 111., has been appointed master mechanic to succeed
Mr. Kerwin, with headquarters at Estherville, la.

H. Roach, valuation engineer of the New York Central
has been appointed valuation engineer of the lines
east and west, with headquarters at New York and Cleveland,
J.

lines west,

Ohio.

W. B. Steeves, locomotive foreman of the Canadian
Northern, with headquarters at Saskatoon, Sask.. has been
to assistant master mechanic of the western district,
with headquarters at Edmonton, Alta.
promoted

E. M. Sweetman, master mechanic of the Southern Railway
with office at Spencer, N. C, has been transferred to the
Coster shop, Knoxyille, Tenn., as master mechanic, succeeding N. N. Boyden, resigned to go into other business.
F. O. Walsh, superintendent of motive power of the Georgia
Railroad, has been appointed superintendent of motive power
and equipment also of the Atlanta & West Point and the Western
Railway of Alabama, with office at Montgomery, Ala.

W.

F. Kuhlke, assistant trainmaster of the Charleston

St.

Paul

&

Sault Ste Marie, at Toronto, Ont., has been appointed district
passenger agent at Duluth, Minn., succeeding W. H. Lennon,
who has been appointed city passenger agent of the Duluth,
South Shore & Atlantic and the Soo Line, with the same
headquarters. The Toronto office has been closed.

R. Faries, division engineer of the Williamsport division of
the Pennsylvania Railroad lines east of Pittsburgh, with office
been appointed division engineer of

at Williamsport, Pa., has
the Pittsburgh division,

with headquarters at Pittsburgh;
J. Ayars, division engineer of the Allegheny division, at Oil
City, has been appointed division engineer on the Williamsport division, with ofiice at Williamsport; C. M. Wisman,
division engineer of the Elmira division, at Elmira, N. Y., has
E.

Engineering and Rolling Stock

with office at Oil City; W. E. Brown, assistant division engineer of the Pittsburgh division at Pittsburgh, has been appointed division engineer of the Elmira division, with office
at Elmira; C. W. Richey, master carpenter of the Pittsburgh
division, at East Liberty, has been appointed assistant division
engineer of the Pittsburgh division, with office at Pittsburgh;
C. E. Zortman, division engineer of the Conemaugh division
at Pittsburgh, has been appointed division engineer of the
Delaware division, with office at Wilmington, Del., and S. L.
Church, division engineer of the Delaware division, at Wilmington, has been appointed division engineer of the Conemaugh division, with office at Pittsburgh.

Purchasing

W.

E. Allen has been appointed purchasing agent of the Gulf,
Florida & Alabama, with office at .Pensacola, Fla.

M. Velasco has been appointed

V. N. Potts has been appointed general foreman of the
locomotive department of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Liberal, Kans.

H. C. McCulIough and W. P. Murphy have been appointed
road foremen of equipment of the Chicago, Rock Island &
with headquarters at El Reno, Okla.

local purchasing agent of

the Constitutionalist Railways of Mexico, with office at
York, vice F. E. Carrero, resigned.

New

J. L. Diessl, division storekeeper of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe. at Riverbank, Cal., has been transferred to Calwa,
Cal., succeeding J. A. Brackett, who was transferred to Bakersfield. succeeding W. H. Bunch, who has entered the National Army. J. W. Riddings has been appointed storekeeper
at Richmond, Cal., succeeding H. I. Heath, w-ho has also
entered the National Army.

V. B. Wagner has been appointed chief engineer of the
Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs, with office at Colorado
Springs, Colo., succeeding M. J. Burgdorf.

Pacific,

&

been appointed division engineer of the Allegheny division,

Campbell.

Martin, traveling freight and passenger agent of the
Denver & Rio Grande, at Salt Lake City, LItah, has been
promoted to general agent, at Reno, Nev.
G.

7

Western Carolina, has been appointed superintendent of motive power; the position of master mechanic at Augusta, Ga.,
made vacant by the death of T. B. Irvin, has been abolished.

H. A. Jordan has been appointed general freight and passenger agent of the Wadley Southern, with ofiice at Savannah,

Paso
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Obituary
Guerin, formerly general agent of the Chicago &
North Western, at Detroit, Mich., died at Monterey, Cal.,

W. H.

January

,30,

aged 59 years.

Nathan A. Sims, general

freight and passenger agent of the
Ulster & Delaware since 1887, with office at Kingston, N. Y.,
died on February 7, at the age of 62.

W. W. Lemen has been appointed superintendent of the
motive power and car departments of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with office at Denver, Colo., succeeding W. J. Bennett.

F. T. Lasier, formerly general agent of the passenger department, of the Chicago Great Western, at Chicago, 111.,

of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific, with headquarters at Estherville, la., has been
transferred to newly opened headquarters at Silvis, 111. R. J.
McQuade, general foreman of the locomotive department, at

Bushnell, formerly chief engineer of the Florida Railway & Navigation Company, now a part of the Seaboard Air
Line, died on February 4, in his home at Tallahassee, Fla., at the

J.

M. Kerwin, master mechanic

died at his
J.

a.ge

W.

of 66.

home

in that city

on February

4.

riic express Companies are huing lianl hit as is indicated
bv the returns for the ten months ended with October. The
Adams had an operating deficit of
Express
$1,880,000 as against operating income for the corresponding ten months
Companies

of

Hard Hit

191()

American and

of $9o,?,000.

\\'ells-l-'argo suffered

almost as much;

former had an operating income of $940,000 in
1917 as against $2,125,000 in 1916, and the WcUs-Fargo
an operating income of $699,000 in 1917 as against
$2,634,000 in 1916. The e.xpress companies' gross business
was very much larger in 1917 than in 1916 and the
amount they had to pay out for e.xpress privileges
(amount-; [jaid to the railroad companies) increased only
in proportion, so that the amounts available to pay ojjerating expenses were much larger in 1917 than in 1916.
tlic

The

exjx'nses

up out of all
business handled.

mounted

ever, to the increase in

pro])ortion,
It

is

well

how-

known

that a great many shipments which would under ordinary
circumstances have gone by freight have been, during the
The express companies' organipast year, sent by express.
zation has not been capable of handling this business economically; loss and damage claims have amounted to unprecedented figures; correspondence has in some cases more
than douliled.
Everywhere the bad effects of congestion
have been reflected in increased expenses; hay and grain
have increased greatly in price; and the efficiency of ex-

press labor has fallen off until the average with

probably not much aliove half what
years ago.
The reason for this labor situation
panies

Even

is

if

the express companies

had not had

to

some comwas two

is

two-fold.

handle the

ranks through the operation of the draft, and the more attractive offerings made by other industries, would have
necessitated the hiring of so many new men, that the
standard would have been very much lowered.
There is

however,

great increase in business. This
eld carefully trained forces with
new inexperienced men.
Hecause of these conditions, it
is not surprising that there is so little opposition on the part
of shippers to the requests of the express companies for
higher rates.
still

to this,

further diluted

Commissioner George
merce Commission

tlie

the

\\".

Anderson of the Interstate Com-

one of tlie closest advisers of Director
General of Railroads McAdoo. He is
The Alleged
at the same time a public official who,
Disloyalty of
while he means to be fair, is not disposed
to give
railway owners and
Railway Men
officers
any more than their due.
Therefore some remarks he made before the Traffic Club
of New England on February 12
are significant as indicating not only his own attitude
'but that of government officials.
He referred to the fact that "there are all kinds of nastv
mii.-irks afloat as to bad faith
on the part of railroad official's
and railroad employees of an alleged desire
that federal
control be a failure
stories that thcv are holding up trains,
allownng congestions to take place and doing
other things
to impede traffic."
"I want to make mv position on that
cnbrely clear," said Commissioner
Anderson.
"I do not
is

—

—
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.\lr. .Xnderson's remarks on this subare published elsewhere in tliis issue.
He rccognizi-d

the fact that "the men operating the railroads will make
mistakes.
They must reorganize their mental processes and
their mental habits and readjust tliem to the new status
during the war period. Some of them will not do it easily."
He had no doubt, however, that practically all railway

and employees are loyal.
It would certainly be a
remarkable thing if railway officers and employees were not
loyal.
Many of the officers of the railways have sons in the
army.
All of them have many friends and accjuaintances
"over there." The same thing is true of railway employees.
The railway regiments, composed of railway officers and
employees who voluntarily enlisted were, we believe, the first
American soldiers actually under fire in France. The officers
and employees who have stayed on the railways are as loyal
and patriotic as those who have gone into the army. They
showed their patriotism before government control was
adoi)tcd by e.xerting them.selves to move the maximum possible
amount of business. They have shown it since by giving
the best support* they could to the Director General of Railroads.
No baser or falser charge ever was made than that
either from disloyalty or desire to discredit government
control railway officers and employees have been "lying
officers

down."

\\ ith

it

great increase in business, the depletion of their employees'

added

l)tlieve tluise .-lories."

ject

the approach of Engineering

March

in

is

Week, as the third week

known among railway men, with

its annual
meeting of the American Railway Engineering Association, its stated meet-

.

Conventions

War

ing of the Railway Signal Association
and tlie annual exhibit of the National
Railway Appliances Association, more
than the usual amount of interest is being displayed in these
meetings this year.
Never have these organizations met
under as unusual and as strenuous times as the present.
Approximately 100 members of the American Railway Enin

Time

gineering Association, or almost ten per cent of the membership, have entered the military or naval service of the
country since the last meeting and similar records have
been made by the otiier associations.
This exodus has occurred at a time when the demands for trained men on the
railways are the greatest ever experienced. As a result there

number

of changes in personnel and more
new positions than in any previThis condition not only presents an opportunity

hax-e lieen a larger

men have been
ous year.

installed in

for these associations to be of real educational service to
these men and to the roads which employ them liut it places
a hea\-y responsibility upon these organizations to perform
this ser\'ice.
to the novices

The need
in

for relief is not, however, confined
the field, for the older and more experi-

enced men are also confronted with experiences which are
equally new to them.
Problems have arisen during the past
12 months which are without precedent in character or in
severity.

There

is

no more loyal group of

officers

in

rail-

way

service than those in charge of the maintenance of way
department. Since the government has taken over the operation of the roads as a military measure to help win the

war. the spirit of loyalty to country is now added to that
To serve both most loyally now requires the

to employer.
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ma.ximum

and

can only be secured by the
exchange of ideas regarding the best methods and
The American Railway Engineering Association and the Railway Signal Association are preparing programs designed to be of tlie maximum service to their members in meeting tlie new conditions and sufficient opportunity
will be offered for a discussion of present day problems,
which should be of great value. The exhibitors at the Coliseum have an equal opportunity to further the interest of
the railways in this time of stress by making their exhibits
as educational as possible and by placing special emphasis
on those of their products which will aid the roads in maintaining their properties under existing conditions.
With
of efficiency

this

freest

appliances.

these meetings definitely assured, we believe that the railway engineers of the United States and Canada can be of

no greater
X)f

service to their roads than by availing themselves
the opportunities of attending these meetings.

The

Vol. 64, No. 8

efforts of this

committee have now borne fruit in a

report published

in the Proceedings of the American Soof Civil Engineers for January, 1918, which is abstracted on another page of this issue.
While not complete,
it is sufficiently conclusive to demonstrate that the commitciety

had been working in the right direction.
Introducing
a mathematical analysis of track action that is unusually
simple, considering the complex subject, the conunittee has
directed its efforts, through a comprehensive series of tests,
to an evaluation of the several variables encountered in this
tee

analysis.

The results are illuminating, for definite numerical values
are submitted to express variations in the rigidity or stiffness of track with different weights of rails, sizes of ties,
kinds and depths of ballast,
ing discovery
ties is much
The data are

etc.

One

particularly interest-

that the distribution of wheel-loads to the
more uniform than was generally supposed.
is

not sufficiently complete as yet to cover all

classes of conditions, but sufficient information is

of standardization of locomotives and
cars is being discussed, railway officers and railway supply
men who are concerned about the outStandardization
come should keep in mind one very important
Existing
fact.
This is, that, regardless
and

While

the

subject

of ^^^^ standards adopted
for new
equipment, there are already in service
66,000 locomotives and about 2,500,000 freight, passenger

t

able to indicate what
of this

The maintenance

of these existing cars and
locomotives, and the installation of devices, especially in the
case of locomotives, to make them more serviceable, will
necessitate a very large part of the total expenditures made
cars.

by the railways for materials and supplies for years to come.
The materials and devices bought for the maintenance or
improvement of existing equipment will be much the same
as they would have been if government control had not been
adopted; and in the main the same railway officers will
There
specify and buy them who heretofore have done so.
will be supervision of all purchases from Washington, as
there will be supervision of all parts of management and
operation; but that there will be revolutionary changes in
the relations between the railroads and the railroad supply
In fact, without disbusiness in general is improbable.
tributing business widely among tlie plants of the railway
supply manufacturing concerns, the railways even under

government control could hardly get all the materials and
supplies that will be required by them.

The Report on

Stresses in Track

complex. Even the
pair of wheels
through the rails, ties and ballast to the roadbed is accompanied by complications. For this reason track design has
generally followed empirical lines while the various analytical treatments advanced from time to time, have not received general acceptance since they have usually suffered
from a lack of rigid mathematical proof or the support of
The need for a thorough establishreliable experiments.
ment of the mechanics of track has been sorely felt by
students of rails, ties and other component parts of the
track structure, and expressions of opinion along this line
by interested committees of the American Railway Engineering Association and the opinions of others vitally concerned, cr)'Stallized about five years ago in the establishment

THE

ACTION of tracks under

distribution

of

the

load

traffic is

of

a

single

of a Special Committee on Stresses in Track composed of
members of the American Society of Civil Engineers and the
American Railway Engineering Association under the
le;'dership of Professor A. N. Talbot, of the University of
Illinois.

now

avail-

be expected with a continuation

worL

The Government Locomotives

Equipment

and work

may

ECONOMY

IN TRAIN oPER.\TioN demands that careful
study be given the design of the hauling unit, tlie locomotive, that it may be made to best suit the conditions under

which

it

is

to operate.

Among the conditions which affect
may be mentioned grades, curva-

the design of a locomotive
ture,

weight of

rail,

strength of bridges, clearances, speeds,

service (freight, passenger or switch), fuel

and

facilities for

It is obviously
handling the locomotives at the terminals.
impossible to evolve one design of locomotive which will
economically meet the variations in all of these conditions.
Nor can even a few designs be made to cover them without

The
a serious loss in operating efficiency in some cases.
in its desire to provide locomotives must give
To build locomotives
these facts serious consideration.
suitable for operating over a wide range of conditions, a
sacrifice must be made in operating efficiency on some roads
government

over which they will operate, and this will reduce the net
income of those roads.

Granted that now, and perhaps next year, there will be a
need for locomotives that can be sent indiscriminately
throughout the country to relieve conjestion wherever it may
occur, the fact remains that where specific roads need new
locomotives in any large numbers, far better results will be
obtained by providing those roads with locomotives of a
design that is best adapted to their particular needs. These
locomotives,

if

built of existing designs,

would serve

their

purpose better than any locomotive of a compromise design
that it would be practical to build for a certain set of operating conditions.
The number of any general service locomotives ordered by the government, therefore, should be held
to a minimum
to a number which will be considered necesThe
sary to relieve congestion caused by a lack of power.
danger is in ordering more than is absolutely necessary and
thus holding up orders for locomotives of special design for
those roads that need them most.
As conditions again become normal, and the railroads have an opportunity to adjust themselves to the new conditions, there will be no great
need for these general service locomotives, and if there are
too many of them it will be difficult to find places in which
to use them economically.
In the development of the designs for government locomotives it must be remembered that the railroads will operate
them.
A locomotive builder's design is not necessarily a
locomotive user's design.
There are questions of operation
and maintenance with which the builder only comes in in-

—

February

(iiriit

in

riicsc cjucstions

luiit.ict.

locomotive design

sign.
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22,

—a

ex()erience

I'ast

arc particularly

great deal

has shown

more so than
that

many

important
in car delocomotives

built strictly to the builder's designs have not proved entirewhen placed in operation. Any new de.sign

ly satisfactory

always sure to recjuire some cliangcs which
by its performance in service. The cjuesTlic e.vperiences of
tion of maintenance is very important.
No one is better
this winter have clearly demonstrated this.
able to suggest improvements in design from a maintenance
Mandpoint than tlie railroad man -the man who maintains
It is plainly evident that the railroad man's opinion
hem.
should be given serious consideration in tlie design of the
machine he is to operate antl maintain, if he is to be exHe is more familiar with the
pected to do it eftlciently.
He knows
conditions under wiiidi locomotives operate.
what is needed to alleviate the shortage of power. He is the
man that is living with it and suffering for the lack, of it.
His counsels are necessary to the satisfactory solution of the
of IcKomotive is

will be indicated

—

problem.

The Standard Car
ACCORDING

TO RKroKTS from Washington

tlic

railroads

For more
are to have a standard freight car at last.
than three yeari! the American Railway Association lias had
working on designs for a standard i)ox car.
These standards have been developed by the best car designers in the country, coming from both the liuilders and
Every question of design from the constructhe railroads.
tion and maintenance standpoint has been thoroughly discus.sed and on only but a few features of these designs have all
The lack of
the members of the sub-committee agreed.
.igreement on these few features is the reason that the designs have not been submitted to the American Railway
a sub-committee

.\ssociation

for

its

acceptance, for

it

was

felt

that

it

was

submit designs without tlie unanimous a|)provul of
the entire sub-committee.
This, of course, was right, but
the sub-committee is to be criticised for not adjusting the
differences of opinion among the memljcrs so tliat an agreement could be reached.
Now the matter is to be brought
to a conclusion by the Director-General of Railroads, who
has appointed a committee of car builders, with S. M. Vauclain as chairman, to produce the standard car.
This comuseless to

mittee .should give full consideration to the deliberations of
the A. R. A. sub-committee, for there it will find important
points that affect materially the maintenance of the car and
the requirements of service.

The purpose of freight car standardization is to provide
a car that can be maintained at a reasonable cost, that will
be strong enough to fully meet the present operating condiand that can be built economically by the builders.
therefore be in the nature of a
compromise between the builders and the railroads. By the
nature of his business the builder knows which designs can
be constructed most economically.
Likewise the railroads
know which designs better meet their needs and which can
be maintained most economically.
The arguments of both
must be given consideration. The final design, must be such
that the interests of both will be properly taken care of.
In every problem of standardization the vital question is
how far it should be carried. It is very important that it
should not be carried to such an extent that it will discourage any designer or inventor, whether inside or outside
the railroad, from seeking to improve existing
designs. This
would throttle development, which is absolutely foreign to
American ideals. Opportunities must be left for improvements that will make the car cheaper in first cost and
cheaper to maintain.
Insistence must be had, however, on
interchangeability and
adequate strength.
Our railway
tions

The proper standards must
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equipment would Hut be as

higlily developed as it is today
were not for those wlio have worked hard and spent
to produce improvements over old or existing designs.
Much has been done in tiiis respect and much still remains
to be done.
The gates should be left open for improvements
and it is very necessary tliat provision be made to encourage anybody to make tliem.
It is only right that tho.se who
do tliis receive remuneration for their labors, expenditures
and ingenuity. To put a stop to invention, or to even discourage invention by forming rigid standards for the entire
ar would l)e a decitled step backward.
if

it

money

1

How
THE
in

to

Improve the Power Situation

PRESENT LOCOMOTIVE SHORTAGE may be improved
two ways by building new locomotives and by

—

]jutting tlie existing locomotives into better operating condition.
By far tlie best results for immediate relief will be

obtained by improving the condition of the existing locomotives.
As was pointed out in these columns last week, the
shortage of power is not so mucli the lack in the number of
locomotives as it is the condition of the locomotives. To be
sure, new locomotives are needed, the supply from the builders for domestic use last year being practically cut in half
by tlie demands of our Allies.
The government fully realizes this and is seeking to supply them speedily, but for
immediate relief every possible step must be taken to improve the condition of existing power.
The railroads went into the winter witli practically no re.serve of power.
The extreme traffic demands which had to
be met during the past year made it impossible for them to
|)ut tlie locomotives in as good condition for the winter as
usual.
Furthermore, the labor conditions the country over
were in such a state that the shop forces were constantly
changing, the efficiency of the men decreased and the output of tlie shops was reduced. Coupled with this the severe
winter w^itii low temperatures and heavy snows made operation very difficult, increasing the wear and tear on the locomotives and greatly hampering the men in making repairs.
This has led to an accumulation of locomotives at the shops
for repairs to the extent that the shops of those roads which
have been congested most badly are overtaxed and locomotives which should go into the siiops for repairs are being

operated at a sacrifice in efficiency.
The problem is what may be done to speed up the work
necessary to get the locomotives back into shape.
On a
satisfactory answer to tiiis question depends the speeding
up of our industrial machinery and the speeding up of the
war.
With the backbone of winter broken and the labor
situation perhaps becoming a little more stable, an increase
in efficiency in the shops may be looked for.
In some cases
the government will find it necessary to issue prioiity orders
for repair material.
So great is the importance of the
transportation system at the present time that no road should

—

hesitate to demand prompt deliveries, if by so doing locomotive repairs may be speeded up.
In some cases it may
be possil)le to work the locomotive shops in day and night
shifts, if the necessary help can be obtained.
In all cases,
they should be worked to the limit.
It should be possible
to send locomotives from the eastern territory to western
shops on roads that have not been as badly congested. Some
of the locomotive builders could perhaps render assistance
by taking locomotives in from adjacent roads for repairs,
although if such a practice will interfere to any great extent with the production of new locomotives which will be
Ijadly needed next fall and winter, this practice is open to
question.
An opportunity for a great improvement is in
the supervision and inspection at the shops, which, even
under normal conditions, has not been adequate. With a
new class of labor in the shops, which is more or less un-
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familiar with railroad repair shop practice, it will be necessary to provide competent instructors or supervisors in
greater numbers than has ever been the practice.
Needless
to say, the quality of this supervision should be of the highest.
Without competent and aggressive leaders the work
cannot be done efficiently. The remuneration must be sufficient to attract the best

men

available.

The

repairing of existing equipment is the question of
designs for new equipment is a question of the
future.
Concentrate on improving the condition of the existing locomotives.

the hour;

Railroad Control Legislation

THE

COMMITTEES

ported,

with

of both houses of

Congress have re-

some changes, the railroad

drafted for the administration.

control bill
discussion of the proin Congress.
Action by
The original bill, which

The

posed legislation is under way
the Senate is expected this week.
was drafted chiefly by Commissioner George W. Anderson,
of the Interstate Commerce Commission, has stood criticism
well.
Both the Senate and the House bills are founded on
it, and neither of them differs greatly
from it. This is a
compliment to the author, as the hearings before both committees have been thorough, and the members, while manifesting a desire to support the administration, have also
shown an inclination to deal both fairly and independently
with the problem.
Both committees have accepted the sound principle that,
in the circumstances, the President's representative, the
Director General of Railroads, should be given a very free
hand so that he may control management and operation as
the exigencies of commerce and of war may demand. Without a free hand the Director General would be hampered,
as the Railroads' War Board was, and could not get the
best results or fairly be held responsible if he did not get
The three points which received the most attention
them.
from the committees, and to which the most discussion is
being given in Congress, are the basis on which the railway
companies shall be compensated for the use of their properties; what authority shall exercise the rate-making power
during the period of control, and the duration of control
after the war.
The original bill provided for an annual guarantee to
each company equivalent to its average annual net operating
income during the three years ended June 30. 1<)17. Attention was called to the fact that in the six months from June
30, 1917, to January 1, 1918, there had been added a substantial investment in the railways on which the proposed
basis provided for no return.
The house and senate bills
have remedied this defect by providing for a return upon
this additional inve.stment, the rate of which shall be fixed
by the President. Both bills provide, as did the original

for a different basis of compensation to be fixed by
agreement between the President and the carriers in cases
where the President may find that the "standard return"

one,

would not be equitable.

The original bill provided that a reasonable return, to be
fixed by the President, should be paid upon any additional
investment in additions and betterments or extensions which
might be made by the companies out of their own funds
during the period of control. The senate committee has
added a provision which reads, "that there shall be no increase of compensation for any additions, improvements or
betterments constructed out of or purchased by the earnings
for investment or surplus earned during the period of fed-

What does this mean? Many roads after
eral control."
paying out of their guaranteed standard returns their usual
interest

and dividends, as permitted by the

bill,

will

have
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Under private control when a company has net
operating income in excess of that paid out in interest and
dividends it usually invests practically all of this surplus in
its property.
Does this provision mean that if the companies invest the surplus parts of their guaranteed returns in
the properties they will not be paid any return upon this investment during the period of govermnent control?
If so,
they will have no incentive to invest the surpluses, and the
government probably will have to furnish all the new capital
put into the railways.
But the provision says "surplus
earned during the period of federal control."
Probably
some roads during the period of control will earn their
guarantees and something besides.
Perhaps the word "surplus" as here used refers to this "something besides." This
can hardly be, however, for in another place the bill provides that any net operating income in excess of the standard
return shall be paid into the government treasury, which
presumably means that it will belong to the government.
The provision regulating return upon invested surplus
should be made clear, or, better still, stricken from the bill.
While its effect is doubtful, the reason why it was inserted
is known.
It is a favorite theory of two or three members
of the senate committee that railways should not be allowed
to pay a return on surplus earnings invested in their properties.
This may or may not be correct. But to try to give
effect to the principle by adopting a provision which during
the period of federal control would prevent any surplus
from being invested and thereby force the government to
raise all the capital needed for additions and betterments
would be a mistake. It would needlessly increase the investment of the government in the railways and render it
more difficult to disentangle their relations after the war. It
would save the government almost nothing, because if the
government has to borrow and invest capital which the railway companies might furnish from their surpluses, it will
have to pay almost as much interest on this capital as it
surpluses.

would have

to

pay the companies on the same amount of

invested surplus.

The

senate and house bills differ in their provisions re-

garding rate-making. The house bill gives the President
in other words, the Director General
authority to fix rates
during control.
The senate bill confers the authority on
the President, but gives a right of appeal to the Interstate
Commerce Commission. The house bill is the more logical
in this respect.
Under the senate bill the Director General
would be held responsible for the operation and the expenses of the railways, but would not have authority to make
the earnings equal the expenses.
However, it is probable
that the final results will be the same, no matter which pro-

—

vision is

adopted,

not likely that the Interstate
a policy in rate-making
antagonistic to that favored by the President.
Perhaps the most significant provisions of the house and
senate bills are those relating to the continuance of control
after the war.
The original bill provided that control
should continue until Congress ordered otherwise. This
provision was advocated and opposed upon various grounds,
but the controversy over it developed into one chiefly between the advocates and the opponents of government ownership.
Tho.se opposed to government ownership criticized
the provision on the grounds that if adopted it would tend
to make it difficult to get the railways out of the hands of
the government and that this should not be done because so
great a question as government ownership should be fought
out in time of peace with the result uninfluenced by legislation enacted to meet a war emergency.
This argument prevailed in both committees. The senate
l)ill provides for control for not more than 18 months and
the house bill for not more than two years after the war,
and each specifically declares, "Nothing herein is to be confor

it

is

Commerce Commission would follow

February

22,
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prcjudkiiiy tlie future policy of llic
conceniing the ownersliip, control or
regulation of carriers or the metluxl or hasis of the capitali-

strued as cxprcssini;

i)r

government

federal

'I'liese ])rovision.s are mainly the expreszation tliereof."
sion of a i)reponderant sentiment against government ownership which was manifested in l>oth commitlei's, and the

passage of either provision would he the expression of a
That a majority of the
sentiment by Congress.
meml)ers of the jiresent t'ongress are opposed, and strongly
opposed, to government ownership has l)ecome clearer every
dav that the railroail control i)ill lias been under considerasimilar

is a very interesting development.
consideration of the railroad control i)ill has presented a marked contrast to that given to most bills relating
to railways that have come i)efore Congress during the last
Perhaps the change is largely due to the fact
ten vears.
that Congress has considered this bill in the atmosphere of

This

tion.

The

We

war.

hope and

lielieve

ening on the part of

it

is

due

still

many mcml)crs

[tresent plight of the transportation

to

more
the

to
fact

an awakthat

the

system of the country

is

mainly due to an unwise policy of regulation for which
Congress itself has been mainly responsible, and to a realization that the time has come when the welfare of the countn- demands that the railway problem shall be dealt with
very differently from the way in which it has been dealt with
in

the past.

New

Books

reached that point, it is fast attaining a position economicalfavorable for a standing in ocean shipping in keeping
with its export interests and industrial prowess. The United
States, to take .some of the examples so well brought out in
"Principles of Ocean Transportation" can now pnxluce ship
plates as cheap as England.
We are giving more attention
to our navy; construction of naval vessels is of great advantage in the way of economies in ship Ijuilding co.sts.
We
have already on the st(Kks the beginnings of a new merchant
marine.
If things go as well as they are going now, and
everyone hopes that they will soon be going even better, we
shall soon \>e able to realize the advantages of large scale
standardized production of efficient merchant ships.
Our
tonnage rating laws no longer discriminate against American ships.
We have cheaper coal. We have the Panama
canal which gives us a direct route to the Western coast of
.South .America and which brings Australia nearer to New
York than to Liverpool. And what is most important, the
American business man is showing a very lively interest in
the possibilities of export trade and American capital is
ready and available for investment in ships and shipping.
Everything is not ideal, of course, for we still have the "fullcrew law" of ocean shipping in the regulation that 75 per
cent of a vessel's crew must understand the language of its
officers
just that law that Japan must have been unbelievably pleased to have our Congress pass. The cost of operating a vessel under the American flag is higher than under
most other flags, but with an industrial America interested
in shipping that obstacle should not prove altogether inly

—

superalile.

The book
Ocean Transportation, by Emory R. Johnson, professor of transportation and connnerce and Grovcr G. Huebner. assistant professor of transportation and commerce at the

Principles of

University of Pennsylvania. 513 pa.i^es. illustrated. Si:e 6 in.
Co..
by 9 ill. Bound in cloth. Published by D. Appleton

&

.\'ew York.

\n
subject
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Price. $2.50.

up-to-the minute and e.xceedingly timely book on a
which is tiecoming of greater and greater interest

from day to day.
The United States by being compelled to build ships to
combat the submarine peril is rapidly obtaining a new merchant marine and with leaps and bounds is striving for a
position in ocean shipping such as it occupied before the
Civil War. What are our possibilities of ultimately attaining that position and of keeping it after the peculiar
economic conditions of war have given way to those of peace?
The reader will find many elements of optimism in this book.
He will find that a nation's ocean shipping is primarily

conclusion.

is

not a thesis, but it points irresistibly to one
is, that the time has now come when we

That

must take advantage of the conditions that lie before us.
The book tells how by means of favoraljle law's, Ijv private
ownership and Ity a careful and w'cll worked out scheme of

—

General subsidies paid indiscriminately to
shipping will not do. Subventions in the form of payments
for carrying the mails, let us say, to particular lines on condition that their ships meet certain high standards of size,
speed, convenience and frequent sailings, have produced the
desired results in England and Germany, and should do so
The authors suggest that $10,000,000 yearly for subhere.
ventions and payments to encourage a naval reserve would be
required and would be sufficient for the United States.
Concerning the question of government ownership of shipping, the following quotation may be taken:
subventions.

"Should the bulk of the shipping industry in the future devolve upon the government, then the public welfare would be
greatly concerned with the relative efficiency of government
steamship services with the danger of political considerations
in the employment of officials and employees, in the fixing of
charges and in the selection of ports. There is, moreover, no
assurance that the government steamship services would in normal times be any less costly to the government than an effective
subvention program. There is much in the past e.'cperience of
the United States government and of the governments of foreign countries that points to the danger of an annual deficit
without the assurance of an efficient service."
;

economic. Subsidies or subventions, however much they may
help or hurt, will not give a country a merchant marine, unless economic conditions are favorable to that end.
In our
own ca.se, economic conditions encouraged a merchant marine

War. The destruction of American shipping in that struggle and the great transfer of ships
to other flags started a decline that was assisted, or rather
furthered, by our laws and by the fact that we were still
using wooden ships and sails after England had gone to iron
ships and steam.
For 40 or 50 years after the war, America
practically turned from the sea, invested her capital in the
West, in the railroads, in iron and steel and other industries.
In the legislative halls, ocean shipping was neglected.
Neglected, nay more, it was discriminated against with navigation laws that hung like a millstone around a ship owner's
neck.
The law prohibiting the return to American register
of ships transferred to foreign flags during the Civil
War,
was only one example of what was done.
But now conditions have changed.
America has become
a world power; she is becoming more and more interested
in export trade, and if
the United States has not already
until just prior to the Civil

"Principles of Ocean Transportation" fills the same posifor ocean transportation that "Principles of Railroad
Transportation," by Professors Johnson and Van Metre, fills
The subject matter includes a brief history
for railroads.
of ships and shipping, brief references to the various kinds
of ships, and descriptions of the methods of conducting
Part III details the organifreight and passenger service.
zation of the ocean carriers and the relations of the carriers
the
public;
and Part IV relates to the
with one another and
tion

government aid and regulation of ocean commerce and transThe book is interestingly written and after each
portation.
chapter there is given a brief bibliogra[)hy for the u.se of
those wbn m.-iv wish to go further into the matters in question.
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Politeness and Intelligence

Letters to the Editor
iiinuninTnttnitirimiinuiiiiiiii

Breaking

in

Engines
Haileyville, Okla.

To THE

Editor:

some railroads when an engine is
turned out of the shop to break it in by running it out on the
road fifty miles or more. This necessitates furnishing a conIt is the

practice of

ductor for a pilot. It seems that the engine crew alone could
run the locomotive through the yard between the yard limit
boards and the same purpose would be served, although some
Some roads use an engine just
claim this is not sufficient.
out of the shops in regular drag freight service with about
half tonnage over the division and as a general thing when
the other terminal

is

reached the engine

is

good for service

at its regular rating.

If nothing else will do than to run the engine light over
the division, or a part of it, why not put on a full crew and
let them unload any material there may be along the line,

handle any bad order cars, or do other work of a light
nature? There is nearly always some work of this sort to
be done and there should be very few times when the engine
would not reach the next terminal and be in condition to
handle a full train on the return trip. If for any reason the
engine is not able to make the next terminal and has to be
returned to the shop there is very little lost, whereas by running it out fifty or sixty miles and then returning to the shop
the fuel and wages of the engine crew and pilot are wholly
lost.
At this particular time when it is desired that every
cent possible be saved it occurs to the writer that there might
be a chance for economy in this direction.
J.

L. Coss.

To THE

Is

—

their ears!

As an example

Editor:

in particular cases are substituted for the principles which
have controlled the determination of value in the courts
first

arose.

C. D.
Chairman Valuatif

littee.

St.

of what

is

needed in some situations

I

want

quote a note which I read recently in the New York TriReferring to a place not far from New York City
bune.

to

the

Tribune said:

"Most of those who got off the S o'clock train yesterday at M^
enierged from a car whose door was opened by a passenger. There was no
trainman at hand, and when the trainman's attention was whispered to the
fact that there was nobody to open the door, he said, 'Go ahead and report
"
.'
it.
can't be everywhere at once.

We

.

.

That brakeman gave a reply which was all right in substance but all wrong in style.
According to the letter and
spirit of the instructions which I suppose are given to passenger trainmen on the best roads, this man should have
said sometliing like the following:
''1

you have been inconvenienced; but I have
improve the situation, and if you are seriously
aggrieved I shall have to refer you to the passenger traffic
manager. He, no doubt, will adjust the matter to your satisfaction; at least, he has done so on all previous occasions of
this kind, so far as I can recall.
The trouble, you see, is
that we are short handed.
To this train of eight cars only
two trainmen are assigned, and as one of these men must
remain at the rear end to flag, or to be prepared to flag, I
regret that

no authority

am

to

attend to the vestibule doors of four or five
I get around so as to open them all before
station platform, but today I was delayed

left to

Uusually

we reach the
because one of the doors stuck and caused me a lot of trouble.
I assure you that we are doing about as well as you have

In the report of the hearings on the valuation of some
railroads in Washington on December 10 to 13, 1917,
Pierce Butler made the following statement, which, I think,
"Professor Adams, in a case in which we
is interesting:
were both interested, said that it was impossible to define
value, but, he said, in a rate case involving the question of
confiscation, that it was an 'equitable conclusion' to be
reached in a practical way so as to promote the public welfare, and he held that that 'conclusion' was the original
cost of the property; for rate purposes, value would be
original cost. That is to say, the concrete question put to
him was this: If about the time the Indians left the vicinity
of Chicago, a railroad company bought a terminal area for
$5,000 that today is worth $5,000,000 for sale for business
purposes, what would be his conclusion? And he said that
his equitable conclusion was that for rate-making $5,000
was the base; tliat for taxation $5,000,000 was the base,
and that if the carrier were to sell it and get $5,000,000
and take $4,500,000 and buy a substitute, that the $4,500,000 would be the value of the substitute."
I mention tliese things to illustrate not what may happen,
but what has happened when the personal conceptions as to
fairness, as to right and wrong, of arbitrators or experts

ever since that question

J.

Editor:

Every passenger who appreciates the attentions of enlightened and truly Golden-Rule brakemen when he takes a
journey in a day coach, must endorse warmly your little
Really intelligent and efficient
editorial lectures on civility.
courtesy cannot be had without a vast amount of lecturing
by you or by somebody and also a vast amount of teaching
on the spot, and "follow-up" work. How absurd to exhort
your employees, time after time, by placards displayed on the
screen, by trainmaster's talks and in other ways, and yet do
so little by way of inspection to see how well these supposed
students assimilate the lessons so industriously poured into

cars.

Value?

Combined
Secaucus. N.

To THE

alone

What
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PURDON,

Louis Southwestern.

a right to expect."

Now, in all seriousness, is not that about the course of
reasoning which tlie brakeman is expected to employ?
You suggested, sometime ago, that Harvard University
ought to establish an "extension" course to educate freight
conductors how to enlighten farmers on matters of public
policy as related to railroads.
That is very well; but wliy
not begin on something easier?
What are our smartest trainmasters doing to make their
passenger brakemen
the individual brakeman
wake up
sufficiently to be really pleasing and satisfactory to every
passenger he deals with, throughout one whole day?

—

—

i^.

—

G.

s.

"The Fifth Arm." We notice, says the London Globe,
one notable omission in the scheme of the Imperial War
Museum, and that is railway transport. Marshal Joffre
called the present conflict "a railway war" as long ago as
1914, and when its history comes to be written, it will be
found that the railway weapon has been of the most essential importance.
For instance, the whole of the original
German plan of campaign was based on the facilities of
tlie Boche railway system, which again has made possible
tiic constant "see-sawing" of large bodies of troops between
the Western and Eastern fronts.
"The Fifth Arm," as it
has been called, certainly deserves a section to itself in any
representative

war museum.

The Railroad Control

Bill in the

Senate

Vote Expected This Week. Compensation, Rate-Making
and Period of Control Debated at Length
Wasiiinuion.

UNANIMOUS CONSENl AGKKKMKNT

A

rcuclied Oil

debate on the railroad control
B^ Senateunlimited
will continue until Thursday, February

I'UCS-

bill in the

il.iy

21, after

which debate will be limited to five-minute speeches and it
is expected that a vote may be reached possibly by Friday
night. Administration leaders have been making every effort
to exf)edite consideration of the bill in order to remove the
uncertainty which will exist until it is passed.
Director General McAdiX) has urged Congress to act as

promptly as possible both for the purpose of enabling him
to proceed with his plans for the railroads and also so tliat
the fmancial situation may be cleared up sufticiently to pave
the way for the next issue of Liberty Bonds, which has been
postponed.
Senator Smith

endeavored on

Monday

to

un-

secure a

.inimous consent agreement for a vote on the bill not later

Thursday, but after some discussion
this plan was defeated by an objection from Senator Poindexter.
Senator Smith read a communication from Director
than

five

o'clock on

McAdoo, saying:
"May I take the libertj' of expressing the hope that the
Senate may soon be able to take action upon the pending

General

railroad bill?

"I can not overemphasize the urgent necessity for

prompt

This is the time of the year when
should be placing orders for essential equipment and making preparation for those improvements in
ihoir facilities which will enable them to meet the great and
action

in this matter.

the railroads

demands for transportation for which they now not
have insufficient motive power and equipment but in
many cases inadequate facilities. It is a great task to do the
re<]uired work in time to get the benefits this year.
It is my
earnest conviction that ever)' day's delay in setting this work
fonvard is imperilling the success of the war, limiting the
urgent
inly

industrial efficiency and jeopardizing the general prosperity
and welfare of the country. We can not go forward with

many matters

of vital

moment

until

the pending railroad

becomes a law."

liill

was read in the House by Chairman Sims
of the House Committee on Interstate and Foreign Commerce and debate was begun in the House on Tuesday by
.\

similar letter

Mr. Sims.
In announcing his intention to make an effort to secure
an agreement for a time for final vote. Senator Smith objected because there had been such difficulty during the past
week in keeping a quorum on the floor of the Senate, because so many senators have been attending the hearings
in

War Department. He declared
most important measure that has been

the investigation of the

that this bill is the

before the Senate in a generation or longer and that
not receiving the attention that its importance entitled

it

is

it

to

rtveive because senators have got into the habit of paying
more attention to something that is sensational than to funiamental principle.
Senator Cummins announced that he
would oppose unanimous consent to fi.xing the time to vote
•m the bill until there had been a fair opportunity to debate
t

Discussion of the railroad control bill was begun in the
Senate on Monday, Februan.- 1 1 and during the week sevwere made on the subject by members of the
f"ommittee on Interstate Commerce, but with very little de,

eral speeches
bate.

The opening speech was

tion of the bill

in the nature of an explanabv Senator E. D. Smith of South Carolina,

chairman of the committee.

I).

C.

He was

followed on Feljruary
l.i
by Senator Kellogg of Minnesota, who declared that in
his opinion it was unnecessary to take over the railroads
for government operation, but that as the railroads have
been taken over the country is confronted with the necessity
of making payment for the use of the property thus taken
and rendering as effective as possible the operation under
government control.
Senator McLean of Connecticut opposed the present plan of government possession under
private management as a ""half-slave, half-free policy tiiat
can be justified only at a time when the life of the nation
itself is at stake," and declared that it has all the defects of
government ownership and none of the benefits of private
management under private ownership. He said he would
vote for tlie bill, but that continuation of the condition
would be neither justifiable or necessary at the close of tlie
war.
Senator Cummins of Iowa opposed the basis of compensation proposed in the bill as being entirely too liberal
and urged that at the close of the war the roads be turned
over to a board of control to be appointed by the President
so that the "one-man authority" would not continue anv
longer than necessary.
On Saturday Senator Robinson of
Arkansas spoke, urging early passage of the bill. Senator
Watson of Indiana delivered an address emphasizing the
importance of guarding against the plan of government control being made a step toward government ownership, which
he vigorously opposed and urged that a definite time limit
be fixed for the termination of government control.
Senator Pomerene also spoke, urging liberal treatment of the
roads during the period of control.

Prompt Disposition

of the Bill

Urged by Senator Smith

Senator Smith urged that so far as possible all other business and subjects of debate be laid aside until a disposition is made of the bill, because of the vital necessity of
stabilizing the financial situation, which is seriously affected
until the status of railroad securities under the new condition is determined.
The action precipitating the necessity
of legislation, he said, has already been taken.
The roads
are in the control of the government, while the property is
still in the hands of private owners and the situation creates
uncertainty and doubt, which is reflecting itself in em-

He outlined the events
to the decision to take over the railroads, saythe result of the efforts of the Railroads' War
Board was not satisfactory, or at least did not give the relief which the circumstances imperatively demanded.
'"This failure, in part at least," Senator Smith declared,
barrassment in the financial world.

which led up
ing that

grew

out of the restrictive laws in the interstate commerce
and of freight. It may
also be noted that the interstate commerce act gave to the
shipper the right to route his freight over whatever lines he
chooses.
This also was an obstacle in the way of distributing freely and fairly the traffic of the country."
The proposed guarantee, he said, seemed to the committee to be a fair basis of compensation when it is considered
that while all other enterprises, not being subject to federal
regulation in regard to rates and charges, were the beneficiaries of the extraordinarily high prices pertaining during the war period, the railroads could not during this
|)eriod increase their revenues except as they were increased
by increased traffic. While there was an increase in certain
rates in the eastern district, in the main the roads were
act forl)idding tlie pooling of cars
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and the increase
was not put into operation in sufficient time to be reflected
to anv appreciable extent in the returns of the roads up to
June '30, 1917.
The question of the real value of the property was not
considered by the committee as a proper subject for the

practically operating under ante-war rates

emergency legislation because the value of the properties is
now definitely ascertainable. The committee has, therefore, taken the aggregate net earnings of the properties resulting under the regulating power of Congress as a just
basis on which to compute their compensation in time of the

not

emergency.
Senator Cummins asked whether the government had
taken over as a part of the railroad property the cash or
non-railroad property not used in the operation of their
This, he said, amounted to more than $800,000,systems.
000 for 17 roads. Senator Smith replied that neither the
language of the bill, the proclamation of the President, nor
the discussion during the hearings contemplated taking over
such property. Senator Thomas, author of the act of August
29, 1916, under which the railroads were taken over, interjected here that he certainly had no intention of making it
so operate as to invest the President with anything more
than the power to control the possession of the physical
property of the railroads for war purposes.
Senator Smith quoted figures showing the net operating
income of the Class 1 roads, showing that for the year ending June 30, 1917, this was approximately $36,000,000
more than in the year 1916, and $337,000,000 more than
in 1915, so that the average for the three years is $124,000,000 less than earned during the fiscal year ending June 30,
Of course, he said, it was a matter of speculation
1917.
as to whether this increase would have been maintained, but
it is reasonable to suppose that the roads would at least
have maintained the income of 1917.
Discussing the amendment added by the Senate committee providing that there shall be no increase of compensation for any additions, improvements or betterments constructed out of or purchased by the earnings during the
period of federal control, Senator Smith said this question
represented one of the greatest difficulties presented to the
committee. "I confess that at this stage of my investigation
of this question I cannot see the difference between the
money thus earned under rules and regulations that we
have established and which, when earned, is being invested
in furtlier increasing the facilities of the property and
money not earned but borrowed from the bank and invested
in the property."
The rate-making question, Senator Smith said, gave the
committee the greatest difficulty because of the two conflicting principles, one to maintain as far as possible the stability of rates, the other to grant the power to change rates to
meet the changing conditions, but upon complaint the commission is still vested with the power to review the rates as
heretofore and make its finding of orders as heretofore.
The progressive stages of rate regulation, he said, had in
the interest of rate stability gradually taken away from the
carriers in practical effect the power to initiate rates except
upon the prior approval of the commission. That power is
now restored to the Director General, subject, however, to
the review of the commission.

Senator Cummins' Address
Senator Cummins declared that the compensation proposed in the bill is from $175,000,000 to $200,000,000
annually more than it ought to be and that this vast sum
is to be taken from the people who are already over-burdened
to be given to the railway corporations "without a shadow
of right, reason or justice." Also, he said, in his judgment
the compensation would be nearly $200,000,000 a year more
than the roads would earn during the next few years if the
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He said he
property were to remain in their possession.
had no objection to the act of the President in taking over
although
the
railway
managers
because,
under
railroads
the
the Railroads War Board "accomplished almost a miracle in
the better use and in the higher co-ordination of the transportation facilities of this country," it was not within the
powder of the railway companies to do the things which this
country required to be done under the conditions which conHe regretted, however, that the
fronted and surrounded us.
President was not more specific and definite as to which
He thought the President
railroads have been taken over.
should have taken over all of the railroads as a unit and if
it was not necessary for him to do that, in his judgment, the
President acted without authority.
In discussing the proposed compensation Senator Cummins read a letter sent out by a broker advising the purchase of railway securities and giving figures showing the
percentage of earnings on the stock of various roads under
the proposed guaranty, which Senator Cummins considered
excessive, and he expressed the opinion that if the roads
were offered "only fair and just compensation so that they
must endure some of the consequences of the war," the railroads would accept it as loyal citizens convinced that a lesser
compensation than the bill proposes is, under the circumstances, fair and just, and he also insisted that whether the
railroads are given $1,000,000,000 or from $750,000,000 to
$800,000,000 annually, as he proposes, cannot in the slightest degree affect the strength of the United States in the war.
The proposed basis. Senator Cummins declared, introduces
into governmental railway operation "the same abominable
profiteering which disfigures other fields of government
activity."
The amount required annually to pay interest
charges, he said, was about $400,000,000 a year and deducting this amount from the proposed guaranty would leave
approximately $550,000,000 of the guaranty available for
the stockholders.
He did not say that the railroads would
distribute $550,000,000 in dividends, because they have not
done so in the past and he had no reason to believe thev
would do so in the future, but the entire sum inures to the
benefit of the stockholders.
This, he said, amounts to 8J^
per cent on all the stock of all the railroads in America without taking into consideration the other sources of income
which many of the companies have. Senator Kellogg disputed this .statement, saying that according to figures he had

from the Interstate Commerce Commission the
amount w'ould be 8.26 per cent on the outstanding capital

received

stock of $6,314,000,000.

Senator Cummins then separated the railways into two
one group operating 110,000 miles of line, which he
thought the bill would not guarantee more then they should
receive, and another consisting of 86 systems of railway
operating 140,000 miles and which carry from 75 to 80 per
cent of the traffic.
As to these 86 roads, he presented a
table showing the percentage on the capital stock which
would be guaranteed under the proposed plan. The Pennsylvania Railroad, he said, would be guaranteed 8.92 per
cent, the Philadelphia & Reading 25.7 per cent, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western 32.9 per cent, the Illinois
Central 11.33 per cent, the Louisville & Nashville 16.75
per cent, the Norfolk & Western 12.51 per cent, the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe 9.7 per cent, Chicago & North Western
10.18 per cent, Chicago, Burlington & Quincy 22.05 per
cent.
For the roads in his table in the eastern district the
average w^ould be 11.48 per cent, in the southern district
12.37 per cent and in the western district 9.96 per cent.
The roads in this table were those which had in the three
years earned more than 5 per cent upon the capital stock.
Senator Cummins proposed that any excess over the amount
required to pay the usual dividend and interest on the indebtedness, should be taken by the government for use in
the development and betterment of the property with the
classes,
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condition that the companv would never be permuted to
charge the public for a return upon the value so created. He
said he would offer an amendment which w<»ukl not interfere with the payment of interest u|)on all the railway
securities, including whatever dividends have been paid,

whether it be 5 per cent or 8 per cent, but that if the excess
were deducted the guarantee would be reduced substantially
$175,000,000 a year.

Senator Kellogg's Address
Senator Kellogg declared that this bill involves "the most
far-reaching and momentous economic transition that has
"What effect if will
ever taken place in so short a time."
have upon our industrial and political structure," he said,
"no one, of course, can accurately tell, but, judging from
other things and from the political experiences in our own
country, it cannot be anticipated that it will meet with success."

Senator

Kellogg denied

down and presented
owing

crease in traffic

that

statistics

the railroads had broken
showing the enormous in-

to the increase of exports

on account

War

which followed a long period of deIt is not denied, however, he said, that there has
pression.
been tremendous congestion in certain sections of the country, principally in the district east of Chicago and north
of the Ohio river, but principally east of Pittsburgh and
ver>' largely on the lines of the Baltimore & Ohio, PennsylOne of
vania and otlfer lines in their immediate territory.
the principal causes for the congestion, he said, was government priority orders, "a most glaring example of abuse
of governmental power through separate branches of the
service in no way co-ordinated."
'The result was," ,he said, "that thousands of freight
cars were rushed to a point and tied up because materials
were shipped in advance of necessity.
For instance, 700
cars of material for construction of government buildings
at Washington stayed upon the tracks for weeks because
they could not be unloaded,
.\nchors were shipped under
priority orders for ships not yet built and a thousand cars
were tied up carrying shipyard materials.
1 believe it was
for Hog Island, which could not be unloaded and used faster
than about 15 cars a day.
It shows that a transportation
system run by executive orders through non-co-ordinated departments is an absolute impossibility. As a matter of fact,
in spite of the Sherman law and non-pooling law and the
laws authorizing a shipper to designate the route, and in
of the

European

orders unwisely issued, the railroads did
accomplish a great deal during the first six months of the

spite of priority

war.

"This

railway committee undoubtedly co-ordinated the
of various roads and enormously increased the
amount of transportation.
own opinion is that it was
unnecessary to take over the railroads for government operation, and that transportation, in order to be most effective,
must proceed in its usual and natural channels, without too
facilities

My

much

arbitrary

for Congress to

interference.

do was

That

all

was necessary

that

to authorize the President to

appoint

a director or agent of the government, who should have
authority to see that the railroads were operated as a unit,
in order to facilitate, so far as possible, the transportation
of those articles absolutely necessary to the life of the people and the prosecution of the war,

and that

if

the transpor-

any class of products or articles, such as luxuries,
pianos, automobiles, and so forth, became inadvisable, this
transportation could be stopped and preference given to
tation of

ne<.essaries for the .A.nny and the public.
This could have
been done without material injury to any of the railroads,
but if they were injured by any such action a tribunal might
have been created to assess the damage to be paid by the
government.
.\s a general proposition, private management
is

far

more

successful

and

efficient

than

management
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government agent ies.
I la
railroads were undoubhampered by certain laws and restrictions which should
have been abolished.
I'hey should have been supported by
government authority to operate as a unit, to route freight
over lines least congested, and to transptjrt the largest
amount of materials necessary for the maintenance of the
public and of the Army.
Bearing in mind that this congestion was simply in the eastern and northeastern territory,
I am constrained to believe that as great service could have
been obtained through tlie government's co-ojjeration as by
taking over tlie entire railroad system of the United States
and operating it as a government institution. By allowing
the railroads to operate their own property we would have
maintained the personal interest and preserved the entertlirougli

tedly

prise that goes with great organizations of this kind.
One
of the most valuable features of a railroad, as in all other
private enterprises, is the organization and the personal interest that each employee feels, where there is an opportunity for promotion, and the highest position is within his
grasp.
By doing this I believe the government would have
obviated a guarantee to the railroads of an income liv way
of compensation for the use of the properties thus taken
over.
But the President and his advisers thought otherwise,

and I bow to that
duty, everything I
ernment operation
the railroads and

and I am going to do, as is my
can to strengthen and facilitate the govand to insure justice to the people and

decision,

the vast army of security holders vitally
interested in this great measure."

Discussing the question of compensation. Senator Kellogg said it is not only a legal necessity for Congress to
provide the means for determining and paying a just comjiensation, but it is of the highest importance to the country that this should be speedily determined.
A further decline in railroad securities, which ought to be the best investment in the country, would threaten a pulilic disaster.
Senator Kellogg declared that, considering the fact that
1915 was an extremely low year in net earnings and further,
that there had been an investment in the property of large
sums between 1914 and 1916. he was inclined to think that
it was a fair offset to the very prosperous years of 1016 and
1917.
W'hile undoubtedly some roads are excessivclv overcapitalized, there are many that are under-capitalized and
it was his judgment that it will be found, if the railroads
of the country are valued, that their value is a figure not
far from the present capitalization, and that 5 or 6 per cent
on the actual money invested could not be called excessive.
"But if we are to concede that the earning capacity is not
a reasonable basis for the value of the use of the properties, I know of no way to arrive at an accurate rental value
without years of investigation and litigation. It is said that
the standard return, after paying interest on the bonds of
all the railroads in the country and after deducting an
estimated 370,000.000 excess-profits tax, would pay about
7.15 per cent on the net capital stock; I mean net c.ipital
stock outstanding in the hands of the public.
Before deduction of this excess-profits tax it would amount to about
8.26 per cent. But this, of course, would allow nothing for
betterments and improvements, which represents one of tne
most important questions in railroad management.
i-"very
year the railroads in this country must spend millions of
dollars in betterments and improvements in order to properly serve the puldic.
Many of these betterments and improvements are such that they will not pay a return on the investment, such as new stations, elevation of tracks, safety
appliances, elevated or depressed crossings, and very many
other improvements.
Senator Kellogg also took occasion to reply to .stptements
made by Senator Cummins in his minority report, in which
he had included a table of about 10 railroads which he
said would be guaranteed from 21 to 647 per cent on their
stock after paying interest on the bonds.
Senator Kellogg
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said he had submitted this table to M. O. Lorenz, statistician for the Interstate Commerce Commission, and had
received from him a reply which he put into the record,

showing that the Bessemer & Lake Erie, for which Senator
Cummins had calculated a return of 647 per cent, owns
but 8.81 miles of road, but operates 205 miles, and that
while its capital stock is nominally $500,000, the property
account of the roads operated is over $45,000,000 and the
proposed standard return earned is only a little more than
10 per cent of this amount. Senator Cummins had included
in his table the Chicago & Erie with a return of 70 per cent.
Mr. Lorenz' letter showed that this is a subsidiary of the
Erie Railroad and witli only $100,000 capital stock reports
a property investment for the 250 miles of road which it
owns of nearly $30,000,000, on which the proposed standard
Similar statements w-ere
return is less than 1 per cent.

made

roads included in Senator Cummins'
Senator Cummins took no part in the debate on this

for the

table.

other

opinion is that if the roads had been left in the
hands of their owners," said Senator Kellogg, "with authority vested in the President to appoint a director who should
regulate their operation during the war, with power to divert
traffic to lines least congested and to co-ordinate all their
facilities and equipment, the injury any road would suffer
would be small and would occur in only a few instances.
We would thereby have avoided consideration of this very

"My

As I have said, howcomplicated question of guaranty.
ever, the President and his advisers thought otherwise, and
It is our duty to determine as best
I bow to that decision.
we can a fair and reasonable basis of guaranty." Senator
Kellogg also opposed the proposal to give the President
power to initiate rates. "It is appalling," he said, "to say
and

that because we are
the absolute power to change a rate affecting the billions of
dollars of railroad property and hundreds of millions of dollars of commerce shall be placed in the hands of one man,
without right of appeal, be he ever so great and though
he possess the wisdom of Solomon. It is not the business of
at war,

this

entire rate structure

executive."

Senator Kellogg also declared that the bill ought to provide a definite time after the termination of the war when
government operation shall cease and that it ought not to
be left to the uncertain result of future congressional action.
To keep the roads an indefinite time and pay rent therefor
is obtaining property under false pretenses, so far as the
American people are concerned. "I am quite aware," he
said, "that it will receive the approval of those who believe
in government ownership and operation because they see,
without squarely meeting tlie issue, an opportunity to get
permanent possession of the railways and carry out their
ideas or to experiment with the railroads with this end in
Though I do not believe it was wise or necessary' to
view.
take over the railroads, I am prepared to go to the full limit
to make government operation as successful as possible and
to grant all the powers necessary to that end, but I am not
yet prepared to take a step that will vest such powers in
government ownership advocates and force government
operation of railroads upon the people of this country. That
question should be met by the American people squarely
and fairly, unhampered by any other issue." Considering
the result of experience in government ownership and operation in other countries. Senator Kellogg said in part:
"I believe there is no question that the result of experience has shown that government operation of railways is

more expensive,

less efficient,

and

less beneficial to the peo-

We

have a splendid
ple generally than private operation.
system of railroads, with cost of construction and capitalization the lowest, in comparison, tlie leading countries of
the world, with the best equipment, the cheapest service,
and,

"It is true that in one respect our service is not as good
as that of Great Britain, Prussia, and France, and that is in
But
the number of accidents to employees and passengers.
In
this is principally due to the training of the employees.

those countries, under the law, there are severe penalties
accruing in the event of errors and mistakes by employees,
which are enforced. There is no reason to believe that there

be fewer accidents under government operation than
It is impossible for me, in the time at my
to go through all the statistics and comparisons
between government and private ownership operating side
by side. But experience has undoubtedly shown in Canada, France, England, Austria-Hungary, Italy, Australia,
and New Zealand that government operation is less effective,
less efficient, and more expensive and subject to all kinds

will

under private.

command,

political

of

interference.

This

countries where the railroad
parliaments and congresses.

"Over and over again has

point.

an
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in

most respects, the

be.st

service.

are

nationalized

operating

is

especially

management

is

true

in

the

responsible to

it been shovra where railroads
expenses immediately advance,

number of employees is increased, and the efficiency is
Political influence is exercised over construcdecreased.
tion, betterments, and extensions to meet the demands of the
people, and, with the exception of Prussia and Japan, there
is not a government system in the world that pays its operating expenses and a fair rate of interest on the cost, and in
the

many cases there are very large
the German states, outside of

It is true that even
Prussia, do not make their
railways pay, and the result in Austria has been exceedingly
disappointing and disastrous.
"One of the most serious objections to government owner-

ship and operation

is

deficits.

the political influence and pressure

brought to bear.
One of the difficulties with railroads of
this country has been that in many instances they have
been too valuable as a political asset. But this is nothing
to what it will be if the government takes over all the railroad properties, valued at more than $17,000,000,000, and
makes government employees of over 1,700,000 men.
"One of the scandals of our government occurs in connection with its appropriations for internal improvements,
such as rivers and harbors, post-office buildings, drainage
projects,

deem

it

and so forth, where Congressmen and Senators
perfectly legitimate to obtain any kind of an ap-

propriation for the benefit of the people of their districts
in utter disregard of whether it is necessary for the national
welfare or not.
If all railroads of the countrj' were placed
in the same category, improvements, extensions and betterments to meet the demands of the people of the various communities would be obtained through political influence; the
running of trains, freight and passenger, furnishing facilities, would be constantly subject to political pressure through
Congressmen, Senators and public men generally.
It has
already commenced and the people of this country are de-

manding

that they have a right to have their Congressmen
and Senators intercede with the Director General of Rail-

roads in behalf of their particular section of the country-.
Their Senators and Representatives can not do otherwise
than present these matters, and will not do otherwise.
"I do not say that this is objectionable other than as to
the system involved.
The building of railroads to meet the
great commercial conditions of a growing country ought not
to be constantly the subject of political pressure.
"But there is another serious objection.
In turning the
railroads over to government operation the employees and
officers will be divested of the incentive and enterprise
essential to any great undertaking.
Today the highest positions with the railroads of the country are within the reach
of the humblest boy in the service.
I know most of the railroad presidents today controlling the destinies of this vast
property and they advanced from very humble positions,
and the value of the organization of the railroad company
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iiiit-rprise

sflf-iiitcrol

;iiul

offers to every

iiuli-

man

in

railroad employ.

preferment and opportunity are the guiding
stars which have made this country foremost in the indusNationalizing the
trial and commercial fields of the world.

"Hope

of

all of the nun mere government emjjloyecs.
no hope that they can reach the jiosition of president of the railway and enjoy the power antl influence which

railways

There

makes

is

They are mere clerks. They lose
Men with cajiacity, aljility, and
their
own men could run the departemploy
authority
ments in Washington for very much less money and very
much more efficiently. It is, of course, one of the things
I do not wish to see it changed,
that go with a democracy.

goes with that position.
interest and ambition.
to

except to see

bettered.

it

I

am

not in favor of turning over

the vast railways of this country merely to reduce
the dependent inlluences of government operation."

men

to

McLean

declared that the only possible justificaReguit is a war measure.
lar and sufficient transportation is the great and prime
necessity which cannot be met without unity of action and
perfect co-operation and this cannot he had unless the power
to secure it is placed beyond interference by private interAs a war measure, therefore, he was willing to conests.
fer upon the President all the power and latitude of action
necessary to enable him to make fair and reasonable agreements with the carriers for the use of their properties during the war emergency and for a period thereafter long
enough to permit the carriers to readjust themselves to peace
conditions.
To extend the operation of tlie act until Congress shall otherwise order, he declared, would be to give to
the law all the permanency and length of life that it is
possible for Congress to give to any law and, considering
the ease with which attempts to repeal it could be delayed
and ultimately defeated, he could not escape the conclusion
that those who vote against fixing a time within which it
tion for the bill is the fact that

shall cease to operate, vote for

permanent government owner-

Certainly those who favor government ownership
would have every advantage, and beginning from the date
of the enactment of the law they would endeavor to convince
the people of the country tliat government regulation had
failed and that the only possible solution must be found in

ship.

government ownership.
"It is my guess," he said, "that a large percentage of the
carriers of the country, smarting under the injustices inflicted by the system in vogue prior to December 28, 1917,
will join forces with the government ownership advocates
of ever)' name and nature, including socialists and Bolsheviki, and those of us who disagree with tliem and want
cheap, regular and safe transportation w'ould best begin to
drill for the coming onslaught."
"Putting aside for a moment the wicked things that managers of the railroads have done in the past, or would have
done but for the interposition of the government, what has
the capital that has been put into the railroads done for the
country, and what do the railroads themselves stand for
today as a national asset?
The 400.000 miles of track in
the United States have been put down for less than half
the average cost per mile in other countries.

TransportaUnited States costs less than half the average
other countries.
The wages paid are more than dou-

tion in the
cost in
I'le

the average

wage

in other countries.

The average

upon the railroads the sins of the nineteenth cenand do to them as we would be done by?
"Railway supplies and equipment new cars, engines,
and nearly ever)thing that is re(|uired to sustain the roads
and meet the increased demands upon their carrying capacity^cost nearly three times today what they did three years
ago.
Congress and the Interstate Commerce Commission
tury

—

have stubbornly refused to authorize or permit the railroads
to charge self-sustaining rates, or to unify and consolidate
control in the interests of economy.
No business on earth
could survive such treatment.
The farmer who, for want
of hay, put green goggles on his horse and fed him shavijigs

was a magician in the solution of transportation problems
compared with the American Congress.

"And after all, has it been the fault of Congress or the
fault of a distorted public opinion which has sustained Congress in its efforts to teach the railroads to live without eating?
If the American people will demand an intelligent
regulation of railway rates when peace is restored, the carriers will meet every need at constantly decreasing compara-

Senator McLean's Address
Senator

3'J9

visiting

ton-

nage per car and the total tonnage per mile is greatly in excess of that in other countries.
The regularity, safety and
comfort of the service provided by the American roads is
far better than that of the roads in other countries.
For
every dollar that the railroads have taken from the public
more than a dollar has been returned. Is it not time to quit

tive cost.

"Why should the government assume this colossal burden, a burden that will constantly increase in weight and
finally result in constantly increasing cost of transportation?

"Why should we e.xpect results very different from those
which have inevitably inflicted government ownership in
other countries?
In the Utopia of government-owned railroads policies will be dictated by politicians.
Employment
will depend upon the favor of the Director General and his
subordinates.
Qualifications for service will depend on
ability to get votes rather than ability to avoid accidents
or secure regular and sufficient transportation.
New lines
of road will be paid for out of the annual congressional
pork barrel.

Rolling stock will soon compare favorably
with the sorry rigs which the rural free-delivery carriers use

An utter lack of incentive and initiative
every department.
Incompetency and 'red
tape' and a rapidly increasing number of employees will
inevitably result.
The people will not only be taxed to
pay the interest on the original cost of $20,000,000,000.
but the annual deficits will constantly increase.
In Italy,
where the chief railways were nationalized in 1905, the
number of employees increased within three years from 97,to deliver mails.

will

e.xist

in

000

to 137,000, and the systems do not earn enough to pa\
one-quarter of the interest on the investment in them.
"It is quite probable that the managers of the great transportation lines, circumscribed and crippled as their organizations will be at the close of the war, will beg the government to buy their roads and end their sufferings. I put this
question to the president of one of the leading roads of the
country, and his reply was: 'As an American citizen I am
very certain that a time limit should be fi.xed, but as a rail-

way manager

I would welcome permanent government possession and operation with a fair guaranty on the investment.'
I am already receiving postal cards from railway
stockholders, all printed and exactly alike in terms, urging

me

to oppose a time limit on the operation of the carriers
by the government.
"It is claimed that, because the system in vogue prior to
the 28th of December last was a failure, government ownership is the only alternative.
If it is true that the system
which failed was clearly unintelligent and unjust, it would
seem to be clear that an intelligent regulation of the railroads of the country, under private control, should be given
a trial before we adopt a system which both experience and

reason
service,

tell

to

us will result in unsafe, irregular, insufificient
say nothing of the opportunities for political

chicane and graft.
"I have tried to set forth some of the reasons which compel me to oppose government possession and control of the
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railways "until Congress shall otherwise
Senate will insist upon fixing a time
American people will give this subject
serves before it becomes a national issue

order.'
limit.

I hoj>e the
I

hope the

the attention

it

de-

Senator Pomerene's Address

make

for the shortcomings of the railroads in the past, but that,
in his judgment, tlie Congress of the United States ought

not to approach this subject now as if it were going to penalize tlie railroads for the wrongs which they committed many,
many years ago. The railroads of the country, he said, are
owned by the people of the country and he quoted figures
showing the number of stockholders and estimates of the
of people interested directly or indirectly in railHe also quoted figures showing the enorroad securities.
mous shrinkage in the market quotations of railway securi31 per cent from 1912 to 1917 and a list
to
ties amounting
of stocks whose total par value is approximately 75 per
He said that a few days ago a prominent
cent of the total.
business man had told him that he had seen the balance
sheet of one of the great colleges of the country which had

number

bought certain railroad stocks at 113, which had recently
"If we will remember this decline
fallen to less than 60.
in market values as affecting the financial conditions of the
business institutions of the country, the insurance companies, the savings banks and savings societies," he said,
"we can understand what this tremendous shrinkage in
values means" and he thought the time had come to give
.\ccording to the
liberal treatment to the railroads,
plan proposed by Senator Cummins, he said, the total of
all money earned over and above dividends and interest
would be passed to the goverrmient, but, in his judgment,
Congress has no authority whatsoever to adopt such a course
He also conof action in fixing compensation to be paid.
tended that there should be a definite time limit for the

more

If it is the judgment of the
period of government control.
majority of the Senators and of Congress that government
control should be continued or that we should have government ownership, he said, the principles of common fairness
and honesty suggest that Congress shall tell the roads now

what

it

will do, so that they

may

repeal laws and, most important of all, it could not remove
natural obstacles to unified operation created by the
desire and obligation of every railroad manager to secure
the

he could obtain.
Furthermore, he said, the railroad representatives were
They claimed to
fearful of a decline in railroad credit.
need the financial support of the government to strengthen
and stabilize railroad securities, in the absence of which the
Whatever may be our
railroads were threatened with ruin.
views concerning the wisdom and necessity of federal control, he said, it is an accomplished fact and the taking possession of the roads creates a legal liability on the part of
the go\emment to the owners to pay for the use of the propHe then entered upon a lengthy discussion of
erty taken.
the proposed basis of compensation to show that the provision in the bill is fair and just and approximates the basis
upon which the courts would determine it. No other plan
has been suggested, he said, which, in his opinion, so nearly
meets the requirement of fairness and justice to both the
public and the carriers as the proposed standard return and
if the roads had continued under private control it is quite
probable that the amount which the public would have been
required to pay for transportation would have exceeded the
amount that will be paid to the railroads under federal control.
He discussed at length the British plan of control of
the railroads.
Senator Robinson concluded as follows:
"The railroads of the country are a material and necessary factor in the successful prosecution of this war on the
part of the United States.
We must operate them during
the war under unified control; we must speedily hasten to
France the troops and supplies which are necessary to enable us successfully to maintain this combat.
This measure
is a part of the administration war programme.
It has been
found necessary in the public interest, and the administration and the public await with anxiety the final disposition
for his line all the business

at the polls."

Senator Pomerene declared he had no apology to
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get their house in order.

Senator Robinson's Address
Senator Robinson of Arkansas also urged the Senate to
give serious consideration to the bill, saying that the important questions at issue should be determined just as
With
quicklv as their importance and nature will permit.
the bill out of the way, he said, the financial plans and
readily
more
much
be
can
administration
policies of the
formulated and consummated and the enormous funds neces-

of this bill."

Senator Watson's Address
Senator Watson particularly opposed the idea of an indefinite period of control.
"From the financial standpoint," he said, "this is the
most colossal proposition ever presented to any legislative
body in the history of the world.
It involves taking this
vast property from the hands of those who made it and
those who ow'n it, and committing it to the operation and
control of the government.
It involves transferring the
authority to make rates from the legislative to the executive
l.)ranch of the government.
And, if tlie time limit set forth
in the last section be stricken out, it may prove to be the first
facilities

sary to be secured through Liberty loans and otherwise for
the prosecution of the war can be much more readily obtained when the questions as to the policy of the government
respecting control and operation the transportation lines have

land.

been definitely fixed by law.
Senator Robinson declared that, in his opinion, federal
control and operation were almost inevitable, but that the
President had acted wisely in not exercising his powers until
the necessity for such action had been recognized by public
In explaining the reasons for his belief that govopinion.
ernment control was necessary, he pointed out that in recent
years railroad extensions and construction have not kept

years.

pace with the requirements of commerce. He said it would
not be profitable to enter upon a discussion of the reasons,
but the railroads were unable to increase their facilities to
correspond with the increased traffic and the military operations of the government were being greatly embarrassed.
The railroads were restricted by the laws and while the
service which the War Board rendered was in many respects
admirable and highlv commendable, it could not make or

government ownership of all the transportation
and all the methods of communication of the entire

step in the

"I do not believe that the railroads of this country will
ever be permitted to return to the old competitive system
w^hich we have compelled them to pursue for the last 30
I

believe that they will be nationalized; that they

will be operated as one transportation system; that they will

be permitted to pool their traffic and their earnings; that
useless lines will be abandoned; that all the property and
all the equipment which every railroad has heretofore provided for its own operation and its own use will be used in
common by all the other railroads in the nationalized system.
I believe that the government will control and finance
this unit, and that private ownership will be continued in
the future as in the past.
In short, complete governmental control with private ownership of the property controlled.

"Suffice it in this place to say that the tremendous success
achieved by the Railroads' War Board in the nine months of
its control is a most forceful illustration of what can be
done under a unified railroad system, properly managed. It

February
luav

22.

saffl)

Ik-
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prcdictoil

tli.U

tlic

American railroads

will

system of competition. I Uelieve that
it is gone forever: that the Sherman anti-trust law so far as
atTects railroad combinations will be repealed; that antiit
pooling laws directed at railroad operations will, in so far
iR-viT n-turn to the old

as they affect the transportation .system of the country, be
.ibrojiated. and a plan will lie adopted which will give the

government practical control of .American railroads, without the weakness and the inefticieiicy incident to government ownership."
In discussing section 1 of tlie bill, which provides for
compensation to the railroads for their use while under
government control, Senator Watson said in part:
"It is better for us under existing circumstances to deal
generously witii the roads than to have eighteen billions of
properties plunged into litigation with all that such litigation would mean to the country at the present time."
In discussing the rate-making power, Senator Watson said
in part:

"This
situation

is a war measure.
It deals with an unusual
and therefore confers unusual power. The Presi-

bill

dent by the provisions of this act is authorized to guarantee
the roads a I'lxed dividend to insure the maintenance of
every railway system at

its

present efficiency and to finance

improvements and additions.

may

be necessary, tlierefore, successfully to carry out
the President to raise the rates and he
should be given power to assume the initiative in this unIt
follows that their control and operation
dertaking.
should be placed in tlie hands of the executive department
While in time of peace the authority to
of the government.
make rates may remain lodged in the legislative branch of
the government, yet, in order properly to finance the operations of all the railroads, it seems to me there is no escape
from the conclusion that it must be done by the executive
branch of the government alone.
"It

this vast project, for

Government Ownership
"But, Senators, government control is not government
ownership, although the two are frequently confounded in
the public mind; and, although they are used interchangeably by many bodies in drafting resolutions, in reality they
are as wide apart as the poles.
"Government control means the adoption of a plan that
would enable the government to have charge of the operations and the financing of all the roads without being compelled to buy them.
Government ownership would necessitate the purchase of all the property valued at approximately eighteen and one-half billions of dollars.
It would at
once deprive the states of something more tlian a hundred
and fifty millions by way of taxation. In Indiana the railroads paid in 1917, $5,888,000 in taxes, state and local, on
a valuation for taxation of $240,000,000, or approximately
11.6 per cent of the total assessed valuation on the property
in the state for taxation.
The elimination of this great
sum would seriously cripple other forms of industries that
would be compelled to bear this increased burden of taxation
under government ownership.
Proper governmental control
would not involve this relinquishment.
"If the government owned the railroads they would be
directly administered by tlie President and his Cabinet.
But I believe it to be far preferable that some plan should
be devised that would mean advisory control, exercised very
much as England is handling its railroads today.
"Governmental control will undoubtedly enable the railroads of the country to handle all the traffic in any time
of peace and practically all of it in this time of war.
It is
not necessary that a policy of government ownership should
be adopted in order to secure this desired end.
"My objection to returning wholly to private management
is that in the time of peace the railroads might
not be oper-
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ated a> they were under the Railroads' War Board; that the
old com]jetitive methods might be readopted, and tiiat all
the old .systems with all of their evils might again be foisted

upon the public.

Therefore,

favor such public control as
evil of private management, and at the same time avoid the dangers and pitfalls of government ownershi[).
will preserve the

I

good and prevent the

"Government ownership of railroads would undoubtedly
immediately followed by the government ownership of
and telephone systems and express companies.
We have already gone to great lengths in experiments with
government ownership. We have a government owned railroad in Alaska; we have a government owned nitrate plant;
we have a government owned armor-plate plant; we are
erecting two government owned ammunition plant-. :md. in
my judgment, without any authority of law; we have a government owned merchant marine, and we are so far committed
to that policy that it is time for us to pause long enough to
see whither we are drifting as a nation.
"1 believe that the government ownership of all the
methods of transportation and all the means of communication, adding four millions of people to tlie pay roll and
converting them into federal employees, will ultimately result in the destruction of our form of government.
Undoubtedly it means a letting down in efficiency, it means a
lowering of all the standards of effectual workmanship, and
be

the felegrajjli

it

means a vastly increased outlay of money

for a

vastly

Everyone who is familiar with the operations of the government knows these things to be true.
"I am opposed to indefinite extension of government control because it opens up the way for, if indeed, it is not intended as the first step toward government ownership. Certainly it is in complete harmony with the purpose of all
socialists, national and international— the force that is asserting itself so tremendously in all nations at the pre.eent
inferior service.

time.

"This means other millions working for the government.
It means the extension of civil service over this vast numljer
of citizens; it means that the civil service system, regardless of its merits in the past and of the high purpose of those

who

conceived and those who have since enforced it, is quite
break down, because of the power it will be rec|uired to exercise.
It means the inescapable temptation to
use this force as a political machine to raise the wages of
all employees before election, and to use all the other means
of control and methods of subordination known to the
.\merican people and sometimes used by politicians in the
stress of a campaign.
"I do not believe we can stand that strain.
I do not Ijclieve we should place such dangerous power in the hands
likely to

of any man.
I do not believe that we should confer such
c-xtreme authority over such a vast number of American
c;tizens upon any individual.
It is contrary to the very

purpose of our theory of government.
"If we take the first step along this socialist highway,
wlio so wise as to prophesy what the last may be? Who so
bold as to deny what the next will be? Unquestionably, we
are face to face with the settlement of this stupendous problem, and we should not commit ourselves even to the first
of its doctrines without preparing to accept them all or to
fight them all.
For, if we inaugurate this programme, in the
end it will all be forced upon the country, and, in my judgment, forced upon it to the destruction of our form of government.
If we have in this country the government ownership of
railroads, telegraphs, telephones, and express companies,
immediately the demand will come to take over the mines.
In fact, we are told that the administration is even now preparing to take charge of the mines and of the oil fields.
This may now be, or may hereafter become necessary, as a
war measure. But if the control of all these public utilities
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shall continue in the time of peace, as it is now proposed
that the authority invested by this bill shall, there is the
gravest danger that any President, backed by the power

position naturally gives him over the press and over the
that any President, backed by all the tremendous
agencies he can use for the formation of public opinion and
the vast influences he can bring to bear for the creation of

iiis

people;

public sentiment; might make himself the Chief Executive
of this country so long as he chooses to do so, and that
would ultimately mean the overthrow of the form of government created by the fathers and preserved to us by the
countless sacrifices of succeeding generations.
"I am decidedly in favor of the time limit imposed in this
There is no occasion for further extending it. The
bill.
Congress in existence at the close of this war will meet the
The American people will deexigencies of the occasion.
that this question be dealt with wisely and patriotically and bravely, and tlie American Congress will heed that

mand

demand.
"I early offered an amendment providing for a six
months' limitation on governmental control after the procThe committee has seen fit to extend
lamation of peace.
the limit and while I very much prefer the shorter period
vet I am content to see the latter imposed.
"All the other authority conferred upon the President is
This, too, is a war measure.
for the period of the war.
There is no possible justification for it on any other theory.
The President's proclamation recites that this step is taken
because of the compulsion of war; he sets forth specifically
that he took this action under the statute of August 29,
1916, which is nothing but a war enactment and wholly for
this very bill recites that this legislation is
rendered necessary as a war proposition.
"Why, then, should not the powers it bestows, cease at a
On what theory can it be
specified time after the war?
Who is willing to contend that it is
definitely extended?
necessary, in order to win this war, to permit Mr. McAdoo,
or any other man, to control the railroads long after the war

war purposes;

shall

have ceased?"

Senator Johnson's Address
Permanent government ownership of railroads, rather
than government control for the period of the war, was
advocated by Senator Johnson of California.
"I would now take the inevitable next step in government control of our railroads," Senator Johnson declared,
"and do whatever might be essential to make that government control permanent government ownership, or at least
leave the way open so that immediately upon the determination of the war, we might follow to its logical conclusion
what already we have partly done."
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of the committee, but he said not particularly with the idea
of securing its adoption.
A minority report was filed on February IS by eight Republican members of the House committee, declaring their
intention of supporting the bill, but that it should be
amended to provide that the rate-making power of the Interstate Commerce Commission shall remain unimpaired
and that a definite date for the determination of federal
control should not be more than one year after the proclamation of peace. The report is signed by Representatives Esch,
Hamilton, Parker, Winslow, Dillon, Sweet, Stiness and

Cooper.
Various amendments to the bill have been submitted by
Senators McLean, Saulsbury and Thompson, the latter providing for a continuation of government control until Congress orders otherwise.

Members of Congress are receiving numerous telegrams
from chambers of commerce and other similar organizations
in the interest of various short line railroads which they do
not want to have left out of the list of roads taken over by

Many other telegrams and resolutions are
being sent in by shippers' organizations protesting against
any disturbance of the rate-making powers of the Interstate

the government.

Commerce Commission.
The Nebraska State Railway Commission has

sent

the

following:

"We protest proposed basis of compensation to railroads
under government operation as excessive. Railway operating income plus income from other sources gives percentage
returns on capitalization of three principal roads in this
North Western, 12.04; Union Pacific,
state as follows:
14.14; Burlington, 25.63.
Suggest limitation to regular
dividends of last three years.
By all means, strike words
'reasonable compensation' from first section of bill.
They
surrender all that has been gained in rate regulation.
We
also protest giving the Pre !dent power to initiate or make
rates; should be left where it now is."
Representatives of the railroad brotherhoods and other
labor organizat'ons have addressed a petition to both houses
of Congress asking them not to fix a time limit for the return
of the railroads to their owners, leaving the question for
further determination.

—

Films to Boom British Trade. Latest advices from
London say.' that a scheme has been formulated by BritIndustries, Limited, for furthering
foreign markets by means of the films.

ish

British

trade

The company

in
is

arranging a tour which will begin next June, or as soon

people at last will come into their own."
Senator Robinson of Arkansas has submitted some amend-

and will embrace
North and South
America. Canada, India, South Africa, Egypt, Australia and
New Zealand. In 85 of the principal cities of the world
films are to be exhibited illustrating leading British industries and manufactures, and to these exhibitions representatives of the principal firms in the cities visited will be invited.
A British manufacturer may have films of his industry prepared by the company, and these will be exhibited
in such places included in the tour as he may select.
A commercial reference book entitled "British Industrial
Expansion," is also to be prepared for distribution during
the tour, and in this each exhibitor will be entitled to two
pages of descriptive matter in one or more of four languages.
In addition to the film of any particular industry, there will
be supplementary and descriptive slides giving the names,
address and business of the different firms. The tour is estimated to last 18 months.

ments to the bill for the purpose of clarifying certain
language in it and to omit the provision for paying compensation for the new investment from June 30 to December
Senator Townsend has submitted in the form
31, 1917,
of an amendment a substitute for the bill, prepared outside

considering proposals for the establishment of an airplane
postal service between Noortelje and Abo, beginning during
the latter part of February or the early part of March.

The California Senator protested vigorously against the
proposed rate of compensation to be paid the railroads under the provision of the bill, and also opposed the Senate's
plan to turn the roads back to private management 18 months
after the conclusion of peace.
In support of his declaration

for

government ownership

Senator Johnson said that the railroads had broken down
under the stress of the last few months; that, if the country
is to have efficient national transportation, the roads must
be nationalized and operated by one directing head; that
the American people have "paid the price of private ownership" and that "despite barriers or obstacles, the nation is

marching straight

to the goal of public

ownership and the

thereafter as^ international affairs permit,
the principal cities in western Europe,

Mail by

Am

in Sweden.

—The

Swedish Government

is

A

Study

Scientific

of

Railway Track Under Load

Progress Report on Investigations and Extensive Tests
Extending Over Five Years

AriiK

n\

inittfi-

anil

VKAKs of

K

of

tile

invi-stigation a sixxial joint

Amt'rican

tlio

Society

American Raihva\

of

Civil

com-

Engineers

Engineering Association,

organiiied to investigate the stresses in railroad tracks, has

presented a report which has been published in
ings of the

American

Society- of Civil

The

report covers nearly

fact

that

tl.L- proceedEngineers for January,

200 pages, and the large
amount of work done by the committee is indicated hy the
statement that the tests involved 250,000 observations in
Although tiie committee calls attention
rail strains alone.
1918.

to

the

the

investigations

much progress has been made
and

of track under wheel loads
of

are

be

to

information

abstract

of

this

hacl

report

been

I'he method has been found
more general and to have fewer limitations than the
nietiiods jjased on concentrated tie loads.
The term, modulus of elasticity of rail-support, is introduced as a measure of the vertical stiffness of the rail-sup-

port.
It may be defined as the pressure per unit of Icngtli
of each rail required to depress the track one unit.
It rep
resents the stiffness and yieldability of tie, ballast, ami
roadway, but does not involve the stiffness of the rail. A«

a[)piied to ordinary track,

tiie

load on one rail required to

continued,
the action

ascertaining
the report affords a fund

in

knowledge on a subject concerning which

tangible

used on .\nnrican railroads.

to be

available

very

little

previously.

An

follows:

Fundamental Considerations
proper conception of the fundamentals underlying the
action of track under load may be had only by considering
tlie track
as an elastic structure under load: The wheel
loads are applied on the top of the rails; the rails act as
flexible beams which rest on flexible supports (ties); and
.\

the ballast

and roadway on which the

selves yielding or flexible.

and the yielding of

its

be distributed over a

Due

ties

rest

are them-

Fig.

Distribution of Depression and Bending
a Single Load

1.

to the stiffness of the rail

supports, the load from a wheel will
It is evident that the
of ties.

number

depress one

tie

one unit, divided

amount of yielding of the supports affects the values of the
moments and stresses developed in the rail. The properties
of elasticity and stiffness in tlie rail, the tie, the ballast, and
the roadway enter in a complex manner into the development of the stresses in the track structure, the relative stiffness of the various parts affecting the results in any one
part.
The spacing of the wheels of locomotives and cars

the

longitudinally along the track also influences the division
of the load, as pressures on the various ties, and hence in-

tional to each other.

fluences the value of the stresses developed in rails, ties

and

ballast.

A number of writers have obtained expressions for the
bending moment and stresses in a rail by considering the
latter as a simple beam supported on the two adjacent ties,
with the wheel load at a point half way between.
Other
writers assume the beam to be fully restrained over the adjacent ties.
In these and many other ideas it is virtually
assumed that the load is taken only by the two ties adjacent

for

a

load.".

Assume

that the rail is supported continuously on an elastic
support and that the support has a constant modulus of
stiffness; that is, that the depression of tlie track and the
resulting

The
P

upward pressures on
Assume,

the rail are directly proporfurther, that the track con-

such that negative pressures may be developed.
following nomenclature will be used (see Fig. 1):

struction

is

=

wheel lond on a rail at the point which will be used at the orifiB
of abscissas:
:= modultts of cHsticity of steel;
moment of inertia of section of the rail;
/
depression of rail .it any point, x, it being assumed that there it no
y
play or backlash in the track; downward displacement of
rail ii

£

=
=

negative;

however,

downward

depres.'Jions of track will

applications to track, the ordinary
be spoken of as positive;
per unit of length of rail at any fiTen

the

in

f zz upward pressure against

rail

point;

=

an

elastic coD*;tant which denotes the pressure per unit of length
rail necessary to depress the track (rail, lie, ballast, and
roadway) one unit; for the system of units ordinarily used, it
will be expressed in pounds per inch of length of rail required to

of each

we consider a

with an indefinitely large niunber
of evenly spaced wheel loads, the tie spacing being, say, not
more than one-third of the wheel spacing, it can be shown
mathematically that, for a given wheel spacing, there is relatively little difference in the tie reactions until the wheel
spacing becomes quite large.
The foregoing refers only to
an indefinitely large number of wheel loads.
For a small
number the results will be greatly modified.
If

for

the tie spacing, will give

modulus of elasticity of rail-support.
The method of analysis will be developed, first
single wheel load and then for a combination of wheel

M

to the load.

liy

Moment

rail

Analysis of Track Action

depress the track

M =

The fundamental

403

in.;

u represents the stiffness of the track,
it

i«

termed

condition on which the analysis is
track depression at any point and the upward pressure on the rail per unit of length at the same
In other
point are directly proportional to each other.
words, p
uy.
It will be recalled tliat, in the mechanics of beams, the
derivatives of the elastic curve (first, second, third, and
fourtli), in their order, represent or are profKJrtional to (1)
the slope of the elastic cur\'e, (2) the bending moment in
the beam, (3) the shear, and (4) the intensity of the load
In the case in hand, the fourth derivative (the intensity of
the load) has the unique relation of being directly propor-

based

is

tliat tlie

=

concluded that the method of analysis which is based
on the assumption of a continuous elastic support under
the rail is by far the most convenient, most easily applied,
and most comprehensive in its application to the questions
involved in the work. The assumption of a continuous support in place of tie supports is not an element of serious inaccuracy for the close tie spacing and large rail sections
It is

1

and involves conditions of tie, ballast and roadway;
the modulus of elasticity of rail-support;
bending moment in rail at any point.
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tional to the original function, given by the equation of the

laid in 1402; those

elastic cun'e or curve of depression of track.

and were

From

the

fundamental condition, the differential equa-

differential

equation

is

satisfied

by the

following

equation

•

-.V

on the north-bound track are 30

ft.

long,

1900.

provide uniform known conditions of track for the
For these test
four stretches were specially prepared.
Four
sections special oak ties replaced the original ties.
such sections were prepared within a short distance of each
other.
On one section the ballast had a depth of 6 in. below the ties; on another, 24 in.; and on two others, 12 in.
On one of the last-named sections the ties were 7 in. by 9
in. by 8 ft.; on all others they were 6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft.
In locating the test sections, depths of ballast closely approximatu.g those desired were found, and the track was
The special ties had been
raised to make the proper depth.
prepared accurately to size, and were of uniform quality.
When first prepared, these special test sections were laid

To

tests,

tion of equilibrium is

This

laid in

*V 7Ti\

'V4T7

4ElJ'

may

be obtained for the bending
and the intensity of the pressure (p) against the rail, and with the aid of these the charmoment and rail decurves
for
bending
acteristics of the
pression shown in Fig. 1 may be determined for any set of
values assigned.
To find the effect of a combination of
wheel loads on the track depressions and the pressures and
the bending moment in the rail, as may occur with a given

From
moment

this,

formulae

in the rail, the shear

type of locomotive, the equations and diagrams for a single
wheel load may be applied by the use of the principle of
superposition; i. e., by considering that, at a given point
along the rail, the combined effect of two or more wheel
loads is the algebraic sum of the effects of the individual

wheel loads.

Special Apparatus

Used

instruments used in the tests were designed
In the tests with static loading,
especially for the work.
longitudinal strains in the rails under bending load were
measured with a Berry strain gage. A level-bar was used
to measure the deflection of the rail and the depression and
bending of the ties.
For measuring the pressure transmitted to various parts of the ballast a pressure-capsule
in
which
the
elastic
deflection of a thin steel diawas used
phragm is transmitted to an indicating dial micrometer.
A flat car loaded with from 25 to 50 tons of rails was
used in connection with special load-indicating screw-jacks
to apply loads equivalent to a one-axle or a two-axle load.
The rails on the car were supported on H-beams placed
crosswise of the car, and the bottoms of these H-beams
The
rested on the upper ends of indicating screw-jacks.
lower ends of the screw-jacks bore against the rails through
curved bearing blocks having a radius approximating that
The construction
of an ordinary car wheel, but not coned.
of the load-indicating screw-jacks is shown in detail in Fig.
2.
To measure the strains in rails under moving locomotive
loads an instrument involving the general principle utilized
in the stremmatograph developed by Dr. P. H. Dudley was
In moving-load tests, the deflection of various
devised.
points of the rail was measured by using double-exposure
photograph of small pieces of black paper with small white
crosses on them that were glued to the rail at intervals along

Nearly

all

the outside.

The Test Track
The

track of the Illinois Central used in the test work is
on the double-track main line, about two miles north of
Champaign, 111. The stretch of. track used is on an embankment, from 4 to 8 ft. high, composed of loam and
A single-track road was built in 1854, and the second
clay.
track was added in 1900.
Age has given compactness to
the embankment, and it was in dry condition throughout
the tests.
The ballast at this place consists of crushed
limestone; it usually has an average depth under the ties
of about 12 in.
The rails are A. S. C. E. 85-lb. section.
The rails on the south-bound track are ,33 ft. long, and were

Fig.

2.

Details of Load-Indicating Jack

with the 85-lb. rail which had been in the track orginally.
when it was desired to use heavier rails in the tests,
The
these were removed and replaced by the heavier ones.
sections used were chosen because they were readily available, and give considerable range in weight.
In placing the ties used for the special test sections, the
old ties were removed and the new ones put in without disturbing the ballast below the bottoms of the ties. This was
done by the regular section men of the Illinois Central.
For each test section, the depth of ballast was determined
by excavating to sub-grade, near the ends of the ties on each
side of the track at two points in each rail length.
The
track was raised sufficiently to give the required depth of
ballast under the ties, and in no case was it necessary to
raise the track more than two inches.
Whenever the track
had been in use long enough to need it, it was tamped and
After such resurfacing, tests were
put in good surface.
not run until sufficient time had elapsed for traffic to compact thi' liallast which had been disturbed; generally 10
days or 2 weeks were allowed.
Later,

Static-Load Tests
The typical procedure of the static-load tests, when the
loading apparatus for one-axle and two-axle load was used,
was as follows: The car, loaded with rails, was taken to
the test section and carefully spotted over the points where
the load was to be applied. The brakes of the car were then
set and the engine was uncoupled and run away from the
test section far enough not to affect the results.
After the
load-indicating jacks had been put in place, ready to apply
the load, zero-load readings were taken with the straingage and the level-bars. Load was then applied with the
jacks, and a set of load readings were taken.
The next load
increment was applied and the load readings taken.
After
the desired number of increments of load had been applied
(usually four), the load was removed and the zero-load

Febniary
reailin,H>

wm-
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taken.

To

take a complete set of read-
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of the lixc.niotivc prciluiicl .m .ipprr.

i.,l,lr

two sets of zero readings and four load
readings, retjuired from l^S to 2 hours.

stresses

Tlie typical procedure in static-load tests with a locomowas praiticall) the same as when the loading apparatus
was used. The locomotive was then run on the test section

effect of speed, leaving the effect of traffic

ing?,

including

tive

and spotted at the desired point. Load readings were taken,
and then the locomotive was spotted at a new position and
.After taking load readings with the
load readings taken.
locomoti\e at the nuniln-r of points desired, the liKomotive
was run otf the test section and zero-load readings were
again taken.

^i_l.'.

Onc-axic Load

.M Tji'V "Ls

u

;c-i'

p

a_i'.;:u.

3

;

i

on the

rail

for investigation
In order to have the counterweight of the locomotive drivers in the same position in all tests, the drivers were
slipped to cause the counterweight to come to a definite
position for a given position of tlie Itxomotive on the test
later.

section.

Tests were also made on the tracks of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western at a point near Dover, N. J.,
during the fall of 1916. The section of track chosen was
line, about one mile cast of the
tracks here are laid with 101 -lb. D.,
\V. rails on 7-in. by 9-in. by 8 ft. 6-in. creosoted pine

station at Dover.

Tests in which tiie load on the test track was produced
by a locomotive running over the section are designated as
moving-load tests.
On the tests on the Illinois Central
three types of locomotives were used in moving-load tests,
a Mikado, an .\tlantic, and a Pacific. The same types were
used on static-load as on moving-load tests, except that the

'

he,

on the east-bound main

Moving-Load Tests

i

to

i

which was somewhat variable, and it was decided
eliminate this variable at lirst and to study only the

u,,..>^.:;^:ij.~L^^;\j

L.

&

ties,

tie-plates

The

The

and screw-spikes being used on every

tie.

ballast consists of trap rock having a depth of about

18 in. under the ties.
Directly beneath the ballast there
are 2 ft. of cinders, which were originally used as a ballast.
Beneath the cinders is a light embankment of clay mixed witli
boulders.
For purposes of the tests, the original rail at
this point was replaced by new 105-lb., D., L. & W. rail
section for about ji mile.
This change was made and the
track was put in good line and surface about Septeml)er
1, a month before the tests were started.
Tests were made
with a Ten-wheel, a Mikado, and two Pacific locomotives.

The method

of

lowed on the

making the

Illinois

tests

was the same

as

tliat

fol-

Central.

Depression of Track
In Fig. .5 are given track depression profiles for one-axle
and two-axle loads (the axles being 66 in. apart), for tests
made on the test sections of track on the Illinois Central.
At the place where the tests with loading apparatus were
made, the ties were 22 in. from center to center. The load
was applied near the middle of the length of a rail, in order
to avoid the effect of rail joints.
Little difference is to be found in the depression for the
load over a tie and for the load midway between ties. The
depression is generally somewhat greater for the load over
a tie.
This is true of both one-axle and two-axle loads.

There

is a marked difference in the magnitude of the track
depression according to the condition of the track, freshlv
tamped track having a .smaller depression under load than
track which has been subjected to the action of traffic for a
considerable time after being surfaced.
In this report the
term "after tamping'' is applied to track on which trains
had been run for, say, from one to two weeks after the track
had been tamped. The term "before tamping" is applied
to track which had been subjected to traffic of passenger
trains for, say, from two to six months. It should be stated,
however, that in all these tests the track was in excellent

condition.

For freshly tamped track the magnitude of the depression
is directly proportional to the load applied.
This property of direct proportionality in track depressions
corresponds to a constant modulus of elasticity of rail-support.
It will be found that the relation between the magnitude of the applied load and the magnitude of the track depression (corresponding to the quality of stiffness in properties of materials), is an important property of track, and
has an influential bearing on the stresses developed in the
rail under applied load.
In tests of track before tamping a light load produced a
relatively greater depression than was given by later increments of load. It thus appears that the stiffness of the railsupport is smaller for the lighter loads. This may be thought
It is
to be in the nature of play or looseness in the track.
probably nearer correct to say that for the smaller loads the
depression produced is not proportional to the load applied.
If there is play in the test sections of track, it would seem

of the track

Sote:

B

PmUad
Or<E-*ND TWO-AXLE LOAD

ik.

lUII

z 4'0 Tire

Fig. 3.

Is'Slo&e BallMi

Track Depression

Profiles

switching locomotive was used only on static-load tests and
the Pacific locomotive only on moving-load tests.
The Mikado locomotives were used at speeds up to 35 m. p. h., that
being the maximum speed permitted by the regulations of
the Illinois Central.
The Atlantic and Pacific locomotives
were used at speeds up to 60 m. p. h.. a few tests being made
at higher speeds.
In all moving-load tests (except at very low speeds),
steam was shut off as the locomotive approached the test

section of the track.

It

was found that the

tractive effort
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most likely to De between the tie and the ballast immediateunder the rail and adjacent thereto, so that the tie must
bend before it comes to a full and even bearing along its

ly

and part of the resistance for the lighter loads
be that of the flexural resistance of the tie.

length,

Stresses in Rail

;

may

One-axle Load and Two-axle Load

Fig. 4 gives load-stress diagrams for gage lines at the
point of application of load in the case of one-axle load and
at tlie points of load in the case of two-axle loads, the average of the stresses at the two points being taken in the latter
Little difference is to be found in the rail stress under
case.
the load for a load over a tie and for a load midway between
The stress is generally somewhat greater for the load
ties.
between ties, though the difference is smaller than the variations

found

in different tests.
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diagrams being approximately parallel for the two cases.
For a rail of 85-lb. section the stress in rail in an untamped
track was found to be as much as 6,000 lb. per sq. in. more
than in freshly tamped track, and this was true whetlier
the load was 10,000 or 50,000 lb. per axle, or whether the

tamped track was 5,000 or 20,000 lb.
Tests have not yet been made to determine what
the effect would be on track in poor condition.

stress for the freshly

per sq.

in.

Stresses in Rail

;

Static-Load Tests with Mikado

Locomotive
In Fig. S are given stress-distribution profiles for staticload tests with the Mikado locomotive on rail of 85-lb. and
100-lb. sections on the test sections of track on the Illinois
For the 85-lb. section, tests were made on three
Central.
depths of ballast and two sizes of ties; for the 100-lb. sec-

seen that the rail stresses differ markedly according
to the condition of the track, freshly tamped track giving
smaller stresses than track which has been subjected to the
action of traffic for a considerable time after receiving a
This is found to be true in tests for
general surfacing.
In general, for
both the one-axle and the two-axle loads.
freshly tamped track the stress developed in the rail is diIt is
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rectly proportional to the load applied.

appear

to

For the track "beincrease proportion-

found on
must be added a constant stress in order
stress which is developed at the given load.

Negative moments occur at points between the wheels. The
stress under the inner two drivers is generally less than tliat
under the outer drivers, and that under the front driver is
generally somewhat greater than that under the rear driver.
The tests on rail of 100-lb. section gave lower stresses, as
might be expected, but the general distribution of stresses
The effect of the inalong the rail was much the same.
creased section of rail on the bending moment developed
will be discussed later.

Modulus

of Elasticity of Rail

20 000

10 000
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In all these
were made on one depth of ballast.
the track was in a freshly tamped condition.
The maximum stresses in tlie rail are directly under the
wheels, positive moment being developed at these points.

tion, tests
tests

/

,

^

i

3

t>e

assump-

ately to the load; but, to the stress

this

tion

to obtain the
It

would ap-

pear, also, that the rate of increase of stress with increase
of load is approximately the same in track "before tamping" as in freshly tamped track, the lines in the load-stress

Tlie

taljle

gives the values of the

Support

modulus

of elasticity of

support as calculated from the track depressions expressed in pounds per inch of rail length to depress the
track one inch. The conditions of track are not stated very
definitely, but even in track marked "before tamping," the
the track was in good surface, and only in a few instances
was it in need of tamping. The values derived from the
tests for the different methods of loading on the same track
agree very well.
There seems to be some tendency toward
a higher value of the modulus in the track having the
heaviest rail.
It is apparent that the character and con-

the

dition of the track greatly influence the magnitude of the
The value for the
elasticity of rail-support.

modulus of

February
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irum the smaller value of this
which it

on the track of the Illinois Central with 24-iii.
For
Ik? taken as about 1,600 Ih. per in. per in.
the traik on 6-in. and 12-in. ballast, the values arc approxiby
ties,
9-in.
mately 1.000, except for the track on 7-in.
Although
where the valuta are higher, say, about 1,200.
the embankment for the two tracks was ituilt at different
niixiulus
hall.ist

times,

may

it

is

known

not

tliat

the

tions of conditions to

is

inches
24

than the

Siie of

Condition of

Loco-

inches

tamping

motive

Before

by 8

6

much higher

l>ending

moment

lighter.

OF Rail Support

S5-lb. Rail

lies, in

and the greater varia-

subjected.

for any known rational analysis. For the drivers and trailer
of the throe types of locomotive used on the Illinois Central.
til.
of the bending moment coefficient derived by the
\ iliu-

\^ Li'ES OP Xloneius or Elasticity
ballast,

is

It will be most convenient to
use in the discussion the bending moment coefficient, K, by
which the wheel load, P, may be multiplied to get the bending moment at the load or at a point between loads.
If tindifference in the track conditions is taken into account, tlie
125-lb. rail being on track with 24-in. ballast, which gave
a higher modulus of elasticity of rail-support than that of
the track on which the tests of 85-11). rail here used were
made, the contract becomes greater. That the bending moment coefficients should be greater for the heavier sections
is evident from analytical considerations, especially in the
case of the trailer, which is at some distance from other
wheels, and in the case of outer drivers.
The increa.se due
to increase of section, however, is greater than may be expected from tlie analysis of track action herein given, or

two parts of the embank-

Depth o(

heavier rail gives a

coefficient

in condition.
In all these
a tie spacing of 22 in. where the tests
For track used for freight scirice, which was
were made.
ballasted with 6 in. of cinders in not very compact condition, the value of the modulus of elasticity of rail-support
For the track of the Champaign and Havana
is about 750.
branch of the Illinois Central with about 6 in. of fine cinder
ballast above a light embankment of loam, tie spacing varying from 22 to 26 in. (56-lb. rail), the modulus of elasticity
At the time, the
of rail-support found was about 530.
track was not in gcKxl condition at the point where the test
was made. Some of the ties were partly decayed.
For the track of the Delaware, I-ackawanna & Western
information on the depression of track and the condition of
the track is not complete, and only an estimated value of
This
the modulus of elasticity of rail-support can be given.

there

stress

Influence of Rail Section

The

ment have any special differences
test stretches,
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100-lb.

OneAxle

Two-

Loco-

Axle

motive

1,170

1.180

Rail

OneAxle

1,190

1,080

1,640

1,030

125-lb.

Two-

I-oco-

Axle

motive

Rail

OneAxle

1,090

1,«40'

1,100

1.820*
1.600

880

Average
24

by 8

6

1,330
.After

1,180

1,65('

1,000

1,510

1,660

I.O90

1,690

I.7I0

1,540

1.430

1.420

1.570

1.920

1,840

1,800

1.560

1.830

2,010

—

1.380

_
Avcr;.R.-.

..

1.630

1.510

track was evidently stiffer than that of the Illinois Central.

The

value, 2,200 lb. per in. per in.,

is

probably represen-

The

track had IS in. of trap rock ballast below the tie, and the material of the roadway below
was such that it was very solid. The spacing of the 7-in.
by 9-in. by 8 ft. 6-in. ties averaged about 22 in.

tative of this track.

Effect of Increased Speed

From

show the effect
centage of the stress in the rail at 5 miles
mile per hour increase of speed greater
hour, it is found that the values for the
tive

tables arranged to

moment range from about

0..>

of speed as a per-

per hour for each
than 5 miles per
increase for posi-

to 1.2 per cent increase

for each mile per hour increase in speed.
Values higher
than 0.9 per cent are found in a number of cases.
The increases found in the tests on the Delaware. Lackawanna &
Western were of the same character, but the values were
somewhat smaller than those found in the tests on the Illi-

nois Central.

The heavier rail section app)eared to give a somewhat
higher proportional increase of stress with increase of speed
than the lighter.
The indications in the tests on track of
the Illinois Central were that the Mikado locomotive gave
a rate of increa-^e somewhat greater than the Atlantic and

The tender trucks gave a still higher rate of
of course, the amount of the stress was
than that under the drivers.
The proportional increase in the stress for negative moment wa« large and rather irregular, as would be expected
the Pacific.

increase, though,

less

1.570

1.59«

1,830

analysis are less than 10 per cent higher for track with the
125-lb. than for track with the 8S-lb. section.
For the tests
at 5 miles per hour, the values of the bending moment coefficients average nearly 30 per cent higher with the 12S-lb.
than with the 85-lb. section, considering the drivers and the
For the tests at
trailer of the three types of locomotive.
the higher speeds, the increase

is

still

greater.

Calcutta Imported Railway E<juipment to the value
of $1,409,211 in the year ended March 31, 1917, as compared with $3,968,611, in the corresponding period of 1916.
according to the report of Consul General James A. Smith
from Calcutta, British India.
Cax.adlax Vessel Statistics for 1916.

—The

total

num-

ber of vessels on the Dominion register at Decenil)er 31. 1916.
was 8.660, measuring 942,598 net tons, a decreai^e of 97 vessels, and an increa.«e of 13.286 tons, compared with 1915.
During 1916, 432 vessels were removed from the register,
of which 260 were broken up, reported out of existence, condemned, dismantled or abandoned; 26 were wrecked: 22

were sold to U. S. Government: 1 to French Government: 1
to Russian Government: 20 stranded: 7 lost: 7 abandoned
at sea: 2 lost by collision: 14 foundered: 18 burnt: 25 tran-ferred to Newfoundland: 17 to Barbadoes; 5 to Great Britain: 1 to .\ustralia: 2 registry no longer required: 3 sunk by
mines and 1 by torpedo. It was estimated that 42.566 persons were employed on vessels registered in the Dominion
Canadian Railuay and Marine World.
during 1916.
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Canadian Railways and the War*
CRISIS in the American coal situation made it necessary to assure the United States tliat coal supplied to
Canada was being used for necessary purposes only
and ... the formation of the Canadian Railway AssociaTo
tion for National Defence resulted (October, 1917).
that date the domestic traffic of the Dominion had been kept

THE

moving expeditiously, despite war conditions, with the exception of one brief period in the winter of 1916-17.
The Canadian railways had already carried 400,000
troops from recruiting points to concentration centres and
from concentration centres to training grounds, and training grounds to ports of embarkation, and these men had
been fed and "slept" better than were the troops of any
other belligerent nation mobilizing over such

an extended

area.

Over 70,000 laborers [from Asia] for Europe had been
These also had been fed and
carried across the continent.
"slept" under railway management.
There had been a colossal new burden due to the taking
of coal vessels from the St. Lawrence and the lakes for
ocean service;

to the

reduction of staffs to furnish

army

and reversals in the
including the flow of Canadian raw
tides of traffic
materials, some of them never before exported from Canada,
The passenger train service had
into the United States.
recruits

and many sudden
.

.

shiftings

.

been reduced to the extent of 10,000,000 passenger
miles a year, saving 500,000 tons of coal.
The Association has made marked progress. The
of all trains has been so regulated as to give the
mum of tractive effort from a given amount of coal.
senger train service has been reduced still further so
effect a saving of another 2,000,000 passenger-train

train

speed

maxiPasas to

miles

yearly.

The American railways, to equal the Canadian record,
would have to cut off 110,000,000 passenger-train miles
The Canadian reduction means a
instead of 20,000,000.
Further reductions
saving of 600,000 tons of coal yearly.
are under way.
The Railway War Board took charge, in a supervising
way, of all traffic difficulties. Potato cars were loaned from
one road to meet the shortage on another. Calls for refrigall kinds of
erator cars, apple cars, engines, box-cars
equipment were met through the direction of the Board.
A special officer was sent to supervise the coal handling at
A campaign
the Niagara Frontier, with excellent results.
for economy in the ordering of cars and in using their space
has been promoted. The surplus of Canadian freight cars
in the United States is being steadily reduced through presOf these cars 1,300 have come in loaded
sure applied.
with anthracite to relieve the coal shortage.

—

—

The Outlook
The

car shortage, which has been ameliorated, will, it is
hoped, be entirely relieved by persuading shippers to load
cars to their maximum capacity instead of to less than half
Steps
their capacity as has been the practice in the past.
will be taken also to impress upon shippers and consignees

The
the seriousness of holding cars longer than necessary.
sympathetic co-operation of the Canadian people shippers,
consignees and the travelling puhlic^ is a prime necessity.
Although it is true that the Canadian railways are

—

.

.

—

.

organized as nation-wide enterprises, and so have escaped
the difficulties experienced by the American lines, and that,
jjeing large and few in number, they are able to work to- Abstract of War P.oard Bulletin No. 1. issiieH bv the Canadi an Railway
.Association for National Defence. The executive committee of this association consists of 1 ..rd Shatiphnessv. Howard Kelly. Sir William Mackenzie
Smith
The administrative committee consist s of U. E.
and .Mfrert
Ilanra C
\. TIavcs. Sir Gcorce Hurv. F. F. P.a(:kus. E. D.
Gillen. D.
Bronner and ^. H. Walsh. The general secretary is \V. M. Ni:al. 26.1 St.

lames

St..
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gether successfully, nevertheless, congestion on lines outside
of Canada, labor shortage and extreme weather conditions,
coupled with abnormal traffic demands, make it necessary
cars

load

to

to

and quickly, and
moment.

capacity:

full

to

release

them promptly

load

to

them

at

the

earliest

possible

Embargo Rules

of the
Railroad Administration

Kei^d.all, manager of the car service section
the Railroad Administration has issued circular No. C. S. 1 giving instructions to be observed in the handling of embargoes, in addition to those
conveyed in General Order No. C. S. 17 issued by the Commission on Car Service. The instructions, which are issued
by autliority of the Director General of Railroads and are
effective immediately, are as follows:
1.
Embargo promptly consignees who do not unload
freight promptly on arrival, subject, however, to the approval

W(\

of

*

of the regional director.

When

a complete embargo is not an essential, the
of exceptions must be observed so far as practicable and in the order named.
Live stock, perishable.
(a)
Coal, coke and charcoal.
Acids, alcohol, ammonia,
(b)
light oil (benzol and toluol), petroleum and its products in
2.

following

list

tank cars. Empty tank cars.
(c)
Food, domestic (not export), for human consumpincluding wheat, com, oats, rye, barley, rice, cereal
products, salt, canned goods, sugar, syrup, molasses, peanuts, vegetable oils.
Feed, domestic (not export), for animals and poultry, not including hay or straw.
(d)
Materials consigned to the United States Government or its authorized agents, including the Public Printer,
the Bureau of Engraving and Printing, the Post Office Department, the Navy Department, Navy Yards, and Navy
Stations, the Marine Corps, to the American Red Cross,
the
Imperial Munitions Board, Canada, and shipments
of steel, lumber, ties and piling consigned to the United
States Shipping Board Emergency Fleet Corporation.
(Shipments to the War Department will be more fully dealt with
in instructions subsequently to be issued.)'
(e)
Railroad material and supplies (other than coal or
coke), when consigned to an officer destined to a point on
tion,

his

own

line.

Printing paper and printing ink.
Scrap and waste
paper when consigned direct to paper mills or manufacturers.
Agricultural implements and farm machinery re(g)
<|uired for preparing the soil.
Binder twine: canning machinery; carbide; carbon black; chrome, graphite, manganese,
and pyrites ore; fertilizer, fertilizer materials, including
agricultural lime and pulverized lime stone field and garden
.<eed, seed grain; food containers (glass, wood, tin or paper);
fullers earth; laundry soap and soap powder; medicines,
drugs and surgical instruments; mine props, mine wagons,
powder, and other materials and supplies necessary for the
operation of coal mines; oil well supplies: spraying ma(f)

:

mcluding

terials,

arsenic

(basis

implements: sulphur;
manufacture of tin cans.

s[)raying
for

.3.

for

tanners'

insecticides),
e.xtract;

tin

and
plate

should be understood that an embargo placed
freight includes less clirload shipments
which are ordinarily forwarded in carload lots.
Cars must not be loaded in violation of embargoes.
It

against

carload

of things
4.

When

done, agents are not permitted to issue bills
if cars are not unloaded they will be held at
point of origin, subject to current demurrage charges until
this

is

and

H
K

of lading

Montreal.

unloaded or until embargo

is

lifted.
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Kasama of the Railway Commission
Which Has Been Visiting This Country

Interview with Akio

SlAlls AMI JAI'AN

rail\v;i\'

su])])!)'

Will SCCUfC tllO liulk
business in Ciiinu after the

Akio Kasama, secretary of the Imperial Government Railways of Japan to a representative
of the Railway Age, who called on him at his New York
office. Japan and the United States will develop this business,
working side l)y side, at times independently and at times
in close co-operation, but always peaeefull\ and without resorting to the mailed fist method of commercial expansion,
was the idea hinted at rather than bluntly stated by the
war,"

said

diplomatic Japanese representative.
Mr. Kasama has been in this country several months as
member of the Japanese Commission of Inspection which
ostensibly has been investigating our transportation system,
our mining and our iron and steel manufacturing facilities,
but in fact has also been interested in the estaljlishment of
a friendly basis of co-operation between the United States
and Japan in the Far East. Consequently his viewpoint of
American and Japanese co-operation in the Far East in the
future may indicate that this understanding was reached
on one of the frequent trips this commission made to
Washington.
Continuing on the subject of future railway
business in China, Mr. Kasama pointed out that:
The first need of China is for railroads. Capital must
be provided before these railroads can be built, as China is
The United States will
unable to finance them herself.
have the greatest surplus of capital of any nation.
Japan
will also have capital to invest.
Germany will be shut out
of the railway supply business in the Far East by unfriendly feeling
to China Germany is virtually an enemy countr\'
and because German capital will be employed in
building up her own territorj- and that of her allies.
The
English railroad supply industry will be fully employed at
home and in her colonies. India alone will be in imperative need of so much equipment that it would take the entire output of the whole English railway supply industry
for one year to furnish it.
Belgium is no longer a factor
in export of railway supplies.
France will have her hands
more than full at home.
In short, according to Mr. Kasama's ideas, and they are
those of the commission of which he is the secretary, the
bulk of the railway supply business in China must be taken
care of by Japan and the United States, as there will be no
other country in a position after the war to handle this kind
of business.
With the field in Cliina practically abandoned
by all save American and Japanese railway supply interests
arises an interesting question as to which one will get the
lion's share of the business.
a

—

The

—

Possibilities of

East

to the

American Export Trade

Japan, said Mr. Kasama. has a large .^teel plant at Wakamatsu on the island of Kyushu.
This plant imports a
large jxirtion of its ore or pig iron from China.
It is in a
position to make all kinds of steel, but its capacity, despite
its steady increase, is still insufficient even to care for the
domestic demands of the empire.
Some two-thirds of
Japan's raw steel has to be imported and no less than fourfifths of its steel plates have to come from steel mills in
other countries.
^Ir. Kasama expressed his belief tliat the
United States was the countn' which should most logically
be expected to supply such raw material.

Concerning Japan's railway supply industrv-, Mr. Kasasaid that Japan's car and locomotive plants w-ere well
and should see a steady development.
Unlike

ma

organized
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ibe

-In

\\alv,imai«u tlii-.-e |)lani.« are in private
jirodute one-third in excess of Japan's
own demands, this one-third being available for export to
China or other countries. Mr. Ka.^ama did imi bclit-v,- that
\,i<j.

hands.

I

pl.iiii

I'luy

,ii

now

there would be a great market
and locomotives or in railway

in

Japan

for

American cars

supi)lies generally e.xccpt

such things as lubricators, injectors, gages and spring
which Japan does not supply in sufficient quantities.

in

steel

On

the basis of this situation Mr. Kasama thought that
United States would furnish much of the capital for
development of the railways of China and would get its
reward largely through the sale of steel and iron, steel
the

plates, shapes, rails, and other semi-manufactured or bulky
lommodities.
Japan's car and loiomotive plants with their
surjilus capacity w^ould fabricate the raw material into
cars
and locomotives and Japanese labor or Japanese "genius."
as he expressed it, would build the railroads and presumably help the Chinese to operate them.
Japan, he further
added, has adopted the firm policy of encouraging industry in China, particularly iron and steel mills.
Presumal;ly

it

would also encourage the railways there

to

build

own cars and locomotives. The South Manchurian
railway in which the Japanese already have an interest,
has made many of its own locomotives for some time.
tiieir

The Railway Age

representative expressed his doubts as
to invest capital
on the basis outlined.
Mr. Kasama did not doubt that
China is so vast and its needs for new railroad lines so great

whether American bankers would desire

to

that

undoubtedly American

find plenty of

room

to

and Japanese

interests

would

work independently.

The Siems-Carey Railway & Canal Companv,

the protege
American International Corporation and the NaCity Bank, furnishes an example of an independent
.\merican project, that company now having all plans made.
including those for financing, for construction of 2,600 miles

of

the

tional

railroad built to

American standards practicallv throughand equipped naturally by American railway sujiplv
companies.
This railroad will serve a territory with hundreds of millions of inhabitants and of untold w'ealth in undeveloped resources.
Other and similar entirely American
(if

out

projects

are in contemplation.

The Commission's Personnel
The commission

representing the Imperial Government
Railways of Japan came to this country last October.
It
was headed by Dr. Shima and consisted of two other members and an accompanying staff.
.All three of the members
stand high in the affairs of the Japanese railways.
Dr.
Shima is the director of the machinery and rolling stock department of the Imperial Government Railways and professor of mechanical engineering of the College of Engineering of Tokyo University.
.\kio Kasama. the secretar\ of
the commission, occupies a position no less important than
that of secretary of the Imperial Government Railways and

on the commission represents the financial department.
J.
Xakamura, the third memljer, is a civil engineer, holding
the position of assistant traffic manager in charge of the
[lassenger .section, a position similar to our general passenger agent or passenger traffic manager. Dr. Shima has since
returned to Japan, Mr. Nakamura expects to return shortly, while Mr. Kasama will remain in this countr>- to observe
particularly the working out of the government control of
railroads under Mr. Mc.^doo.
\\'hen speaking to the Railway Age repre.sentative, Mr.
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Kusama outlined the commission's three extensive trips over
the railroads of almost the entire country, the commission's
mission in the United States, the possibilities of the American railway supply industry in the Far East, and he also
expressed some opinions on American railroad operation.

The Commission's Three Trips
The commission's first trip was from San Francisco to
On the Pacific coast some
Washington and New York.
time was spent inspecting the terminals and water front
facilities at San Francisco and Los Angeles and in examining the methods of train despatching, signaling and yard
The commission then came east to Colorado and
operation.
a stop was made at Pueblo to visit the plant of the Colorado
Fuel & Iron Company, witli which company the commission
has since placed an order for 20,000 tons of standard
American 7 5 -lb. rails. From thence the party traveled east
through Denver, Ogden, Omaha, Chicago, reaching New
York early in November. At New York some time was
spent in looking over the extensive terminals, particularly
those of the New York Central and Pennsylvania, in inspecting the waterfront, including the Bush Terminal and
other facilities, and considerable interest was shown in the
construction and operation of New York's subway lines.
The party then went on to Washington and considerable

time was spent in visiting the Department of Commerce, the
Railroads' War Board, the Interstate Commerce Commission, the Bureau of Railway Economics, the Bureau of
Standards and other organizations and bureaus. Mr. Kasama expressed the commission's appreciation of the courtesy

shown

its

members

in

co-operation extended

Company and the American Locomotive'
Company, whence it went to Buffalo where considerable
examining the terminal facilities. From
in
time was spent
General Electric

the commission went to Chicago, from there to DuHibbing, Minneapolis, Sault Ste. Marie, Detroit,

Cleveland, Ashtabula, Youngstown, Pittsburgh, Johnstown
Railways, railway terminal facilities,
and Philadelphia.
iron mining, ore and coal handling and steel manufacture
At Sault Ste. Marie the
received their due consideration.
commission showed particular interest in the canal and at

The

in

providing for its carrying out would be introduced in the
Diet this year, but recent advices to the commission announce its postponement until the next Diet which convenes
On account of this proposed standardizanext December.
tion of gages the commission was particularly interested
in the methods employed in parts of this country which
were visited for transferring freight from narrow to standard
gage railroads.
The commission was particularly on the lookout for ideas
in American railroad operation that might prove worthy of
adoption in Japan. As one result of the investigations, the
Japanese railway administration is going to equip a complete train with American standards practically throughout
with a view to observing the adaptability under Japanese
conditions of automatic couplers, M. C. B. journal boxes,
etc.

One of the results of the mission's visit has been the placing of the order for 20,000 tons of rails mentioned above.
As a matter of fact, the commission has had in mind the
securing of some of the tonnage previously decided on for
But further than that
the rails for the Russian railways.
the commission has been trying to secure licenses for car

and other materials for cars, locomotives and other
railway equipment. This is not the same thing as the ship
plates, Mr. Kasama emphasized, as the ship plates matter
is in the hands of another commission.

plates

Amazed

the automobile manufacture.

was that taken by the party on Dr. Shima's
First, the commission went to Washreturn trip to Japan.
From there its members went to Norfolk, where
ington.
the coal handling facilities were inspected, thence to Bluethird trip

field where the Norfolk & Western's electrical installation
Thence the commission went west
in for attention.
over the Chicago, Milwaukee Sz St. Paul's electrification
and over the Great Northern to Seattle where the handling
of lumber was looked into. The party arrived in San Francisco late in December and Dr. Shima sailed on December
28, the day that Mr. McAdoo received his appointment as
Director-General of railroads.

came

The Mission
One

Passengers' Patience

to express an opinion on American railroad operation. The commission, he said, was impressed by the size of the American cars and locomotives
and the extensive terminals. "But," he added, "Dr. Shima
and the rest of us were simply amazed at the patience of
the American traveler.
When a train is two hours or three
hours late, the American just folds his hands and says, 'I
wonder what's wrong. Well, I suppose something has happened and it can't be helped,' whereas if a train is late in
Japan, the papers print long articles about it and the government is held responsible." Mr. Kasama did agree, however, that the tremendous strain on the railroads and the
extremely bad weather conditions may have been largely
responsible for some of the delay.
Mr. Kasam'a also commented on the great number of competing and only partly
filled passenger trains, but added that the taking off of so
many trains lately had undoubtedly largely eliminated the
waste in passenger service.
He also complained about the
lack of care in indicating the destination of trains.
In
Japan, he said, tlie trains always left and always arrived
on the same track and signs were displayed on the trains
themselves.
Here, he noted, the trains are often changed
from one track to another, sometimes at the last minute,
and he commented on the fact that, according to his observation, passengers always asked the conductor whither
the train was bound.
Of course, he agreed that the present
war-time conditions may have had considerable to do with
the lack of smoothness in passenger train operation.

—

All Americans Can Serve. Every man, woman, and
who wants to serve the country, can

of the commission's purposes in coming to this country was to look into American railroad practice, the other
to secure plates and other railway materials for export to

child in this country,

time is contemplating the conThe mileage of the
version of its lines to standard gage.
empire totals about 10,000 of which 5,600 is directly operThe gage of nearly all of
ated by the Imperial Railways.
Japan's mileage is .3 ft. 6 in., but there are small sections

to the

Japan.

at

Mr. Kasama was asked

then returned to New York, spending
some time in Baltimore to inspect the Baltimore & Ohio's
terminal facilities and particularly its coal handling plants.
The
The extensive western trip followed soon after.
commission first went to Schenectady to visit the plants of the

Detroit

The project of standardization is now in contemplation.
The commission, said Mr. Kasama, expected that a bill

Washington and commented on the
all with whom the members came

The commission

luth,

of 4 ft. Syi in. gage and the railways operated by theJapanese government in Chosen are all of standard gage.

b}-

in contact.

tliere
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Japan

at the present

and serve

it in a very simple and effective way.
McAdoo says. That service is to lend your money
government.
Every 25 cents loaned to the government is a help at this time and practically every man,

.serve it

Secretary

woman, and

child by making some triiling sacrifice, some
denial of a pleasure, or giving up some indulgence, can render the government that support.

Hearings Before Railroad

Wage

Commission

Representatives of Employees Complete Testimony. Railroad
Officers

Concede Need

for

Higher Wages
WAtlllMUIOM. U. C

Tilt

K.'\iLKoAi>

WAGE COMMISSION

Oil

February 14

About 95 per cent of the men

fin-

ishttl taking the testimony of representatives of labor
organizations and of unorganized emiiloyees who had
asked to be heard regarding their retjuests for increased
wages and adjourned subject to the call of the chairman.
Meanwhile the i)oards of statisticians and examiners appointed by the commission will continue their work of investigating tiie entire wage situation from the available statistics supplementeil by the testimon\ and exhibits tliat have
Testimony of railroad
been presented by tlie witnesses.
officers was begun on Feliruary 18.

.\mong the witnesses heard on February 13 was \\'. G.
representing train despatchers on the Seaboard Air
Line, who asked for tlic same scale that had been refjuested
despatchers.
other
He denied charges made by brotherby
hood officers tliat the railroad officers were trying to prevent transportation efliciency and he cited examples of en^eers on the Seaboard who were receiving high wages.
James A. Hennessey, representing dining car stew-ards on
the Pennsylvania, asked for an increase of 20 per cent in
wages, with a minimum of $150 a month, and shorter hours,
with at least four days a month off.
Jenkins, representing the International Union of
Molders, asked for increases of approximately 33 1/3 per
B.

cent.

E. T. Thompson, appearing on behalf of colored helpers
and laborers of the southeastern roads, asked for a 20 per
cent increase.

The testimony of Warren S. Stone, grand chief of the
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers, on February 13, was
only briefly referred to in last week's issue.
He told the
conunission that at the time the railways were taken over
by the government the engineers had no concerted wage
movement in progress, that he had advised against it because
he did not want to do anything that would jeopardize the
country in keeping the lines of communication open.
He
said that the brotherhood had furnished men for the engineering regiments for service in France and he expected his
men to make sacrifices on account of the war and that the
lower paid emplo)ees should receive first consideration, but
that the engineers as a class were not highly paid and that
they should have an increase to partly meet the increased
cost of living, to a minimum of 56 a day.
He read sworn statements from engineers in various classes
showing their wages for the month of January for
work a day for 30 days and their family expense accounts.
The examples he cited were all of men
with families of five or six, and the earnings ranged from
$103 to $184, while in many cases the expenses for the

of service

eight hours'

month amounted to more than the earnings. AW were making payments on Liberty Bonds.
The man who earned
$184 ran 4,500 miles in passenger service.
The engineer
who runs the Congressional Limited train, he said, a picked
man, who has to read correctly nearly 400 signals in 100
miles, is paid ?4.25 for 100 miles while unskilled negro
laborers on government buildings in Washington receive $5
day.

He

quoted the various rates paid to engineers for
eight hours or 100 miles, saying that if a man earned more
than the daily rate it was by working overtime or making
excess miles and he cited a table in the report of the Eight••»

Hour Commission showing the number of men receiving
various amounts.
This indicated, Mr. Stone said, that 50
per cent of the engineers earn less than $150 a month.

yard service had bc««

put on an eight-hour basis, he said, but when the wagt
started by the conductors and trainmen thr
roads began to increase their hours in order to show higher
average earnings.

movement was

When Chairman Lane

asked if the longer hours were not
to winter conditions Mr. Stone replied that he did not
think so, and that there would be no shortage of men if
the railroads would pay more.
Engineers were remaining
in service when they could get better pay elsewhere, ratlier
than lose their seniority rights.
Referring to charges made by Mr. Shea that railroads
were increasing their violations of the 16-hour law, Mr.
Stone said one of his local chairmen had seen an order
signed by Regional Director A. H. Smith directing the
roads to disregard tlie law and to run engines to their terminals.
This resulted, he said, in men working 20 to 30

due

Edey,

.\.

in

hours.
He had wired Director General Mc.Adoo about the
order and had received a reply:
"No authority has been
given for violation of hours of service law.
I have so instructed the Regional Director."

Commissioner McChord remarked that an investigation
being made of reports of disregard of the law and a report is to be made to Mr. McXdoo.
Referring to questions put to Mr. Shea regarding the possibility of the firemen saving coal, Mr. Stone said that hundreds of thousands of tons of coal are w^asted on the railroads but that the waste is "all down the line" and it is
necessary to begin "back of the firemen."
"It is no use
is

about saving coal," he said, "when
such poor condition that it is wasting coal
every minute.
The roads have got to get their power in
.shape and their terminals and roundhouses.
Some roads last
year made no provision for winter at all."
He said that
the railroads had never before entered the winter season
with power in such bad condition but he denied that it was
due to shortage of men so much as failure to pay enough
to attract good men.
He also criticised tlie practice of employing women for heav)- work, saying that England had
not done so until after it had been in the war for a long
time but that in this country the plan had lieen adopted
"before we even got started in the war."
Chairman Lane, who has tried to bring out from most
of the witnesses some idea of the proper relation between
wages in various classes of employment, asked Mr. Stone
about the relation between the wages of engineers and other
employees.
Mr. Stone said there was no definite relation
but that the firemen's pay had been increased in greater
proportion than that of the engineers because the larger
engines had increased his work.
Chairman Lane remarked
about the responsibility' of the despatcher.
Mr. Stone said
he did not want to disparage the despatchers but he did
to talk to the firemen

his engine

is

in

not think their responsibility as great as that of the engineer.
He told the commission that of 100 firemen only 17 become
engineers and of the 17 engineers only 6 become passenger
engineers.

B. F. Richardson of the .American Federation of Railroad
Workers, appeared on behalf of men in the mech.onical and
bridge and building departments.
J. A. Franklin appeared on behalf of the railroad department of the American Federation of Labor, representing men in the mechanical trades, helfjcrs and apprentices
and railway clerks. He asked for $6 a day for skilled em-
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ployces and $4.50 for helpers and described how these men
left the railroad service for higher wages elsewhere.
A. E. Barker, for the International Brotherhood of Main-

had

tenance of

Way

for section

men and $110

Employees, asked for $3.25 to $3.50 a day
to

$140 a month

for section fore-

men.
J. B. Parsons and F. R.
civil engineers in construction

Weller testitied on behalf of
and maintenance of way work.

They did not ask for specific increases but that their case
should be taken into consideration. Mr. Parsons contrasted
the pay received by draftsmen, transitmen and other technically educated men with the wages of trainmen and mechanics.

Chairman Lane made a rough calculation when Mr.
Franklin was speaking that the increases he asked would
amount to $82,000,000 a year. He pointed out that the
increased wages would probably have to be paid by shippers but said he did not think the possibility of an increase
in rates should be a bar to reasonable wages.
Railroad Officers Testify

The

increased wages for a large proporemployees was conceded by the representatives of the railroads who appeared before the
commission on February 18. They appeared at the invitation of the commission and said their purpose was not to
oppose requests made by the employees, but merely to aid
the commission by giving information.
No one is more
keenly aware than the railroad managements that many employees are not properly compensated, said J. G. Walber,
secretary of the Bureau of Information of the Eastern Railroads, but he denied that the railroads had intentionally discriminated against organized and unorganized employees and
said they had attempted to do what they could with their
available resources to improve the condition of labor. Railroad officials need no evidence that the cost of living has
increased and that the lower paid men need assistance during
the war, said J. \V. Higgins, chairman of the Association of
Western Railways. Mr. Higgins expressed the opinion that
all men receiving less than $150 a month needed an increase
and that perhaps the iigure should be placed at $2,000 a
year, this being the amount e.\empted from the income tax
by the government. Of course, he said, men drawing less
than $100 a month are entitled to greater consideration than
those paid as much as $150 a month.
tion

necessity

of the

for

railwaj'

Mr. Walber outlined the historj' of concerted wage movements in eastern territory and explained the necessity for an
organization on the part of the railroads to deal with such
movements and he described in a general way some of the
wage schedules and their development for the purpose of
showing that their effect upon wages is measured not merely
by the rates, but also by the rules which affect the earning
power of the employees. After railroad traffic began to pick
up in 1915, he said, there was a general movement on the
part of the railroads to increase wages among their unorganized employees without concerted demands. This began
even before the railroads felt to any considerable extent the
competition of munitions plants and other industries and
went on all through 1916 and 1917. He had been unable
to

compile comprehensive

increases because there

was

statistics

covering these individual

was such a shortage

difficult to secure statistical

of clerks that

information from the

roads, but he thought that skilled labor

and

clerks

it

rail-

had

re-

ceived increases averaging about 15 per cent and that unskilled labor had received increases from 25 to 100 per cent.
Meanwhile, the train employees continued under their former

except as modified by the Adamson law settlement.
these things to show that the railroads had
endeavored to take care of their employees in the best way
that they could, but said they were unable to take care of
all the employees.
The telegraph operators, he said, have
.=c.iles

He mentioned
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received more adjustments since 1910 than any other organization and he submitted a tabulation showing the wages
of 24,000 men on the eastern railroads averaging $79 a

month.

Mr. Walber said it was true that when rates of wages are
increased the railroads often try to readjust their operating
conditions in order to reduce the cost and to avoid the penalties, but to show the effect of wage adjustments he presented
figures showing that if the 1909 basis had been in effect in
1915 the pay of the engineers on the eastern railroads would
have been approximately $6,000,000, or 18.3 per cent less
than it was, and 3.57 per cent of the increase was due to
changes in rules rather than the changes in the rates. Firemen had received an increase of $5,205,000, or 25.61 per
cent, of which 21.68 per cent was due to changed rates of
pay and 3.98 per cent due to changes in the schedule rules.
The conductors had received an increase of $5,439,000, or
23.32 per cent, of which 3.54 per cent was due to the rules.
Other trainmen had received an increase of $12,300,000, or
29.91 per cent, of which SjA per cent was due to the rules.
As to the effect of the Adamson law settlement, he said, the
report of the Eight-Hour Commission speaks for itself, but
in reply to some criticisms of it made by representatives of
the brotherhoods he wished to state that with the exception
of one statement dealing with delays between terminals, the
statements
the report were made up by compilation of the
The railroads
time slips prepared by the men themselves.
had merely compiled the information and the brotherhoods
had had representatives at every conference and had the
opportunity to check all the figures. Because the commission
was allowed only $25,000 for its expenses, the railroads had
had to assume the expense of printing forms and compiling
information.
One form had cost $20,000 to print. He said
it was unfair to criticise the information because it was furnished by the railroads, because no one else could fur-

m

nish

it.

H. B. Perham, president of the Order of Railway Telegraphers, had told the commission about some station agents
on the Central Vermont paid from $30 to $45 a month. Mr.
Walber had made an investigation and found that the man
paid $30 a month was merely a caretaker of a very small

and his main business was that of a farmer. The
receiving $45 a month were either mere caretakers or

station

men

received additional income from commissions on express business.
Mr. Walber also replied to statements made by Timothy Shea, assistant president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, that railroads have tried to
avoid paying increased wages awarded by various boards to
the hostlers and that on one eastern road the road foreman
of the engineers had written to a hostler changing his classification to that of engine repairer and giving him an increase
from $65 to $70 a month instead of giving him the pay
awarded to hostlers. Mr. Walber said he thought the eastem railroads had settled all controversies regarding the hostler question and on looking the matter up had found that
the arrangement with this hostler had been the result of a
mutual agreement between the railroad and the brotherhood,
of which Mr. Shea had been advised, and that the man concerned was at an outlying point where he merely had to clean
the fire and take care of one engine during the night.
Mr. Walber also submitted to the commission a large
amount of statistical information regarding wages on the
eastern railroads and information regarding their wage contracts.
All the roads, he said, have contracts with the four
brotherhoods.
Most of them have contracts with the Order
of Railway Telegraphers, only a few have contracts with the
shopmen, but many have agreements with the employees on
their roads if not with an organization.
He thought that
probably about 25 per cent of the employees were organized.

Mr. Higgins apparently caused some surprise when he
advocated increases for employees earning less than $2,000

February

22.
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Lane remarked that that would include a
Mr. Higgins said
it would leave out many of the engineers and conductors.
To show the trend of wages of the train empU)yces, Mr. Higgins presented a compilation taken from the Interstate Commerce Commission reports showing that the average wage of
the train employees for all roads had increased from $810
a year in 1900,'to $884 in 1905; $993 in 1910, and $1,249
Since 1914, he said, the statistics have not been
in I9I4.
on a comparable basis. Combining ton miles and passenger
miles and n-ferring to them as traffic units Mr. Higgins
showed that in 1900 the number of traffic units per train
employee was 824,000; in 1905, 793,000; in 1910, 902,000;
and 1914, 1,037,000. The wages per train mile were 17.46
cents in 1900, 22.58 cents in 1905, 25.89 cents in 1910, and
31.36 cents in 1914. For each dollar paid in wages to train
employees the railroads had received 1,018 traffic units in
1900, '890 in 1905, 90S in 1910 and 830 in 1914.
In other
words, while wages per employee had increased 54 per cent
and wages per train mile had increased 79 per cent, the number of traffic units per employee had increased only 26 per
cent and the number of traffic units per dollar had deLiuirin.in

a year.
ver>'

large proportion of the employees.

Mr. Higgins outlined the concerted wage movements in
western territory and then, to show the amount of recent increases in wages, mainly to the unorganized employees, he
gave figures for nine western railroads, representing about
75,000 miles of line, which he had received by telegraph since
he came to Washington.
He had asked for these because
the representatives of the employees had apparently given the
commission the impression that the railroads had done
nothing for their unorganized men. In 1916 these nine roads
employed 319,185 men and their increase in wages during
the year 1916 amounted to $11,073,094, or an average of
$34.69. This figure does not represent the increase in wages
per man for a full year, but is simply the average of the
increases actually paid that year, some of which extended
through only a small part of the year.
In 1917 the same
roads had 340,436 employees, an increase of about 6.7 per
cent, while the payroll for the year increased $39,013,612,
an average of $114.89 per man. While this included the
effect of tlie Adamson law, !Mr. Higgins said, that was a
small matter, compared with the other increases paid.
The
total increase in wages for 1916 and 1917 on these roads
amounted to $50,186,706, an average of $149.58, and if the
same proportion of increase had been paid by all roads in
the country-

1917

of

it

of

and

would amount
the

increases

have

only

approximately $250,000,000.
were made in the latter part
been reflected in the

to

recently

•figures.

The

an increase in wages was that
and trainmen. He had made a compilation
for 63,000 miles of road, for which he had received returns,
showing that the men included in this request in the month
of October. 1917, had received in wages $4,425,000 and that
in their proposed schedule, without the re(iuest for time and
a half overtime which they have since submitted to the government, the increa.=e would have amounted to $1,362,415 for
largest recent request for

of the conductors

month, or 30.8 per cent.
Mr. Higgins said that in replying to his telegrams some of
the nine roada had included their entire payroll, including
oflBcers, while others had omitted the officers, but he gave
the figures by individual roads to show that the average increases per man on some of the roads that had omitted the
officers were higher than the averages on the roads which
had included the officers. Commissioner McChord remarked
the

about the inclusion of officers' salaries, but Mr. Higgins said
he thouqht that would make but little difference as he did
not think officers' salaries had been increased recently, although many of the lower paid officers ought to have an
increase.

"Do you

think any of these officers ought to have tluir

salaries reduced

"I
"but
the

'("

asked Commissioner McChord.

am
I

not in a position to answer that," Mr. Higgins said,
think that after a man has spent his lifetime acquiring

knowledge and the capacity

to

handle a railroad, he

i>

entitled to fair compensation."

r.

W. Brown,

assistant to the vice-president of the Soutli

ern Railway, testified regarding wage schedules in the southeastern district.

Chairman Lane asked that information be
and western districts, showing

eastern, southern

filed
all

for the

increases

in wages since January 1, 1916.
The Wage Commission
has also addressed a circular letter to all of the roads, asking
for information regarding the number, wages and hours of
their employees by classes, showing the number of men receiving wages classed by $10 a month grades, and also showing the number of men and the amount of wages that would
be required to put all employees on a basis of eight houra day and 26 days a month.
E. T. Whiter, assistant general manager of the I'ennsyl
vania Western Lines, described the work and conditions of

employment of

work
and two weeks' vacation, and

a month,
a week,

and operators and the o|x-rasaid train despatchers receive about $150
eight hours a day, usually have one day off

train despatchers

He

tion of trains.

creased.

The bulk

41.5

that there

is

little

in reply to statements
opportunity for promotion, he mentioned

that four vice-presidents of the Pennsylvania were formerly
train despatchers and a large number of other officers.
Regarding the demand of despatchers for an extra rate of pay
for overtime and on Sundays, he said it would be feasible to
provide that they should have one day off a week, but that

men Sundays

off would require an additional set
and as the railroad runs every day the pay
same for Sundays as for any day. He said
the Pennsylvania System had never dealt collectively with
organizations
except with the train employees and
employees'
had not made a contract with them until 1910, but to show
how it had treated its employees, he said that since 1900 the
Pennsylvania Lines W'est have made horizontal increases to
all employees of: 10 per cent in November, 1900; 10 per cent
in December, 1906; 6 per cent in April, 1910; tlie latter increase including train employees. Train despatchers had received an increase in 1913 of 6 per cent, in 1916 of 4 jjer
Telegraph operators in addition to
cent, 1917 of 8 per cent.
the horizontal increases had received 5 per cent in July,
per
cent
in
1911; 4^
July, 1914; $5 a month on February
1, 1916; $5 a month on February- 1, 1917, and another 55 a
month on November 1, 1917. Other employees received an
increase of 6 per cent in 1913 and of 8 per cent in 1917.
Station agents and their forces receiving less than $250 a
montli were given two increases in 1917 amounting to about
14 per cent and now receive from $50 to $200 a month, the
majority from $75 to $125. Telegraph operators receive $70
Vardmasters receive from $140
to $111, averaging $85.70.
Yard clerks receive from
to $185, averaging about $160.
Various adjustments
averaging
about
$75.
S60 to $125,
were also made yvith the shop employees in tlie year 1917,
and in many cases the piece-workers receive more than their

to give the

of despatchers
should be the

foremen.
In 1918 the payroll of the Pennsylvania Lines West wa?
$12,000,000 greater than in 1916, about $3,500,000 representing the increases on account of the Adamson law for
15.1100 employees and $8,500,000 representing increases to
To illustrate the difficulty in se55,000 other employees.
for railroad service, Mr. Whiter said that on the
on September 1, 1917, there were in service 67,790
men in maintenance and transportation departments as compared with 65,162 on September 1, 1916. AljOUt 40,000 had

curing

men

lines west

been in the service of the company for over a year, but to
secure the 27,000 new men in nine months 83,000 men had
In other words, three men were employed
been employed.
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vacancy because the men stayed such a short time,
being attracted by the higher pay offered by industrial con-

after the '48 revolution because they could not stand in Ger-

cerns.

in

for every

Other railroad officers testified regarding the wages and
working conditions in various departments, including F. G.
Nicholson, assistant to the receiver, Chicago & Eastern Illinois; P. T. Latimer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy;
C. H. Niemeyer, assistant engineer, maintenance of way,
Pennsylvania Lines West; E. L. King, superintendent of
telegraph of the Southern Pacific; E. C. Wills of the Missouri Pacific; C. P. Conklin of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford; W. J. Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent of tlie Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; D. R.
MacBain, sup)erintendent of motive power of the New York
Central; E. F. Potter, assistant to general

manager

of the

Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie; and J. R. W.
Davis, engineer maintenance of way of the Great Northern.

Railroad Officers Not Disloyal
FOLLOWING
an
from
THECommissioner
George W. Anderson's
is

Commerce

Interstate

extract

speech to the

New

England Traffic Club at Boston on February 12, 1918:
There is one thing more I want to say to you. Of course
there are all kinds of nasty rumors afloat as to bad faith on
of
the part of railroad officials and of railroad employees
an alleged desire that federal control be a failure stories
that they are holding up trains, allowing congestions to take
I want to
place, and doing other things to impede traffic.
I do not
make my position on that entirely clear. It is this
believe those stories. We in Washington are going to assume
good faith and loyalty until the contrary is ascertained to
be the fact. We are not going to assume that railroad officials
and railroad employees are playing double with the American
people in time of war until it is proved that they are playing
And let me add that in my opinion, if disloyalty
double.
and double-dealing are ever proved, they will be proved
But there will be no
against a very small number of men.
dealing with alleged disloyalty and bad faith by any brash
guesswork. We propose to know what we are doing before

—

—

:

the sort of thing that has now involved the whole world
the sort of American citizens typified by Carl Schurz
are just as good citizens as any of us, and they are not to
blame because their names are German names. I am bitterly

many

—

war

—

indignant at a denunciation of American citizens grounded
simply upon the fact that their names are not what their
denunciators would best like. I regard that attitude of mind
as a threat against success
as a menace to our public safety
in the cause into which we are putting the best of our AmeriI regard the propaganda of hate and denuncican youth.
ation emanating from some of our newspapers and magazines
as a distinct public danger. This is no time for ill-grounded,
Wholesome criticism
vituperative, prejudiced denunciation.
helps.
Wild, lurid denunciation never helps.
What I am saying as to the broader question applies to the
There will be plenty of mistakes made.
railroad situation.
We who are in office will make our share of mistakes. We
e.xpect to be criticised for our mistakes, but we don't expect
We need enlightenment. Nobody
to be denounced for them.
realizes it better than we who have to make decisions on
The men
questions that it is almost impossible to decide.

—

operating the railroads will

make

mistakes.

have

difficulty

—

—

—

is

disloyalty,

God

help the

men

against

whom

it

is

proved.

And

when you

see newspaper reports indicating that the
as "honey-combed with treason and disloyalty" as this region is "honey-combed with German spies"
according to the Boston Herald and the Boston Transcript,
you need not assume that it is true or that we in Washington
are to work on the assumption that it is true. On the other
hand, if you find evidence real evidence which indicates
to a reasonable fact-respecting mind that there is disloyalty,

so

railroad service

is

—

—

us have that evidence.
my part, I have a profound belief in the loyalty and
patriotism of the American citizen. And I care little whether
he or his father or his grandfather was born in this country
or was not bom here. If there is anything that we in America
need to keep in mind at the present time, it is that we are all
immigrants.
The only difference is as to the date of our
immigration. It is high time that we had an end of charging
disloyalty and treason simply because some of our best citizens have names which are not as nasal and as Yankee as
some of our names. I will go further and say that I believe
that a large share of the men with German names and Austrian names are just as good American citizens as those that
have Scotch names like my own. Because my ancestors came
over licre a couple of hundred years ago it does not follow
that I am any better an American citizen than those who have
come here more recentlv. The Germans that came over here

great

in

we charge men^whether they be highly paid officials or modwith disloyalty. But if we find
erately paid wage earners
there

A

many

comprehending the new national status and in forgetting that they are not working for
the same old corporation, bound to get traffic for it and the
They must reorganize their
most lucrative return for it.
mental processes, their mental habits and readjust them to
Some of them will
the new status during the war period.
not do it easily. But if they act in good faith, are loyal to
the cause, are genuine American citizens, deal with the problem and with us frankly and honestly, they will get a square
deal.
We who have official responsibility are going to give
a square deal if we know how, and we expect a square deal.
In a word, the administration assumes good faith the American people demand of us and of everybody else in the public
we believe we shall have good faith.
service good faith
officials will

let

For

Nev)

York

World.

In Need of Repairs

Reduce Dynamic Augment
The Need

for

Reducing the Weight of Reciprocating Parts;

How

May Be

the Reduction

By

E.

W.

no (Ictadc
there

in

tlie

history

Urn more and

tlie

ol'

j;reater

sign than in the hist 10 years.

What

is

augment

called

riglitly

modern American locomotive

from that of

tions:

these means, and the introduction of

new

types

tremendous progress has been made
in the construction of more and more powerful units to meet
the never-ceasing demand for greater hauling capacity.
But in one respect there has been, generally speaking, no
progress; to the contrary, approved practice is not on a par
This is in regard to the weights
with that of 10 years ago.
of the reciprocating and revolving parts per unit of load.
H. A. F. Campbell in his series of articles on '"Reciprocating
and Revolving Parts," which began in the Railway Age
Gazette, Mechanical Edition, March, 1915, presents data
And this condition
which discloses this fact very forcefully.
exists in face of the fact that never before has there been
greater opportunity for betterment by taking full advantage
of tlie developments in locomotive materials.
The present heavy moving parts result in a large unbalanced weight in the wheel counterbalances.
This, revolving
at high speed, has a great centrifugal force (commonly referred to as the dynamic augment), alternately increasing
and decreasing the rail pressure on a wheel point. The
principle is the same whether the dynamic augment is due
to the overbalance of the weight added to partly balance the
reciprocating parts, or that due to the lack of balance to fully
balance the revolving parts, which condition sometimes exists
in the case of the main wheel with relatively small drivers
and long stroke.
While it is perfectly true that with the enormous increase
in wheel loads the ratio between the dynamic augment at
diameter speedf and the static weight per wheel is no greater
today in high speed engines than it was 25 years ago, it is
equally true that present tremendous static wheel loads more
nearly approach the capacity of the track.
There is less
margin of track capacity and less opportunity for increasing
it
Furthermore, it is no longer the high speed engine
which requires the most serious consideration, but the freight
engine.
And in the latter class it is not the dvnamic augment due to the weight required to balance the reciprocating
parts, but that due to lack of weight in the main counterweight to balance the revolving weight on the main crank

of wheel arrangements,

pin.

This is particularly true of the 2-10-2 type locomotive.
In most existing engines of this t)'pe the lack of balance for
revolving weight in the main wheel causes a much greater

dynamic augment than the excess balance
for the reciprocating parts.

main wheel

's,

of course,

in the other

wheels

The dynamic augment

in

the

directly opposite to that in the

other wheels.

"From
Railroad

tSpeed

a

paper read before the February, 1918. meeting of the

Oub.
in

siiles per

hour equal

to the

diameter of the driveri

New York
in

noilcr pressure
Cylinders
11
Drivers, diameter
Total weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight of reciprocating parts per side
Ratio of weight of reciprocating parts to total weight vf
engine
Piston thrust per pound of reciprocating weight
'.

tenance.

Through

riltsljurph, Pa.

Fig. 1 gives a graphical representation of the dynamic
in the main and other wheels of a representative
2-10-2 type locomotive at diameter speed.
The curves represent the action of the unl)alanced weight throughout a
complete revolution of the respective driving wlicels.
In
the example selected, the engine had the following propor-

American locomotive
improvements in de-

is a very different macliine
I'hrough the development of
10 years ago.
correct boiler and cylinder proportions; by the apjilication
of fuel-saving and capacity-increasing devices, and by refinements in detail design, the modem locomotive has been
brought to a high degree of efficiency in operation and main-

the

Effected

Strong

American Vanadiuin ('om])any,

IN liavo

Heavy Locomotives'

for

inches.

in.

200

1b.

by }2

in.
in.

63
401,000
335,000

lb.
lb.

2,604

lb.

1/152

Revolving weight on m.iin wheel

57.9

lb.

I,'>12

lb

In this case, only 35 per cent of the reciprocating weight
was balanced. The main counterweight lacks 691 lb. of
balancing the revolving weights on the main pin. The averFig. 2
age excess balance in the other wheels was 408 lb.
represents graphically the maximum dynamic augment in
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1.

Action of Unbalanced Weights in Wheels
Representative 2-10-2 Type Locomotive

of

a

the main and other wheels of the same engine at variou.«
At
speeds from 15 miles per hour up to diameter speed.
40 miles per hour, which is probably the maximum speed
which this engine would ever attain, the dynamic augment
in the main and other wheels is resptxtively 14,200 lb. and
8,400 lb., or 42^ per cent and 25 per cent, respectively, of
Further, when
the static weight of the wheel on the rail.

the pressure of the main wheel on the rail is at its maximum
The charts
the pressure of the other wheels is at a minimum.
and the above figures refer to the dynamic augments in
single wheels only

and not

to the

combined augments of

tlie

counterbalances in the corresponding pairs.
The above example is not extreme. The engine selected
is a very appropriate example, because it was built largely
It is the mechanical departments
to the railroad's designs.
of the roads that must l>e impressed witli the necessity of improvement in existing counterbalance conditions.
Fig. 3 is a chart similar to Fig. 2, representing the dynamic augment in a representative 4-6-2 type locomotive
with 60 per cent of the weight of the reciprocating parts
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In this case, of course, there was no difficulty

balanced.
in

main

fully balancing the revolving weights on the

pin.

This engine has the following proportions:
Boiler pressure
Cylinders
Drivers, diameter

27

200
by 28
73
305,500
197,300

in.

weight in working order
Weight on drivers

Tot.il

Weight

of reciprocating parts, per side
Ratio of weight of reciprocating parts to total weight of
engine
Piston thrust per pound of reciprocating weight

The

lb.
in.
in.

lb.
lb.

1,880 lb.

1/162
64 lb.

which made possible the developnu-nt of the
Pennsylvania Class E6 engines was the use of especially
light reciprocating parts.
With 66,500 lb. on a single pair
factor

of drivers, these engines established a record.

ing the weight of the

reciprocating parts

as

By

so reduc-

to

keep the

dynamic augment within 30 per cent of the static weight on
a wheel point, it was possible safely to use this enormous
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treated to give a minimum elastic limit of 50,000 lb., and
Rolled steel pistons are em80,000 lb. tensile strength.
ployed; while the crossheads are made of .40 carbon electric
furnace cast steel, having a tensile strength of 70,000 to
By using sections which take full
80,000 lb. per sq. in.
advantage of the greater strength of the materials employed,
combined w-ith the greatest care and attention to detail design, exceptionally light reciprocating parts have been attained.

The Pacific and 2-10-2 type locomotives on the C. B. &
Q. previously referred to, are other well known examples of
the application of especially light reciprocating parts.
On
these engines, heat-treated Nichrome steel was used for the
piston rods, connecting rods, stub straps, pins and eccentric

Pistons and crossheads were made of .40 carbon
In the 2-10-2 type engines, the weight of the

cranks.

cast steel.

In fact, these engines produce less strain on
track and bridges than many having 10,000 lb. to 12,000
axle load.

weight on drivers.
The locomotive impact tests made by the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy point very clearly to the possibilities of using
heavier and more powerful units on track that is at present
loaded to capacity, tlirough simply lightening the reciprocating and revolving parts, with consequent reduction in the
dynamic augment. Four locomotives were tested, two of the
2-10-2 type and two of the Pacitic type.
In each pair, one
engine had especially light reciprocating parts made of heattreated alloy steel and the other parts made of ordinary steel.
The two 2-10-2 type engines had approximately the same
weight on drivers, while the reciprocating parts in one
weighed 16 per cent less than in the other. With the Pacific
type locomotives, the one with light reciprocating parts was
16,600 lb. heavier on drivers and had 6,600 lb. greater tractive effort, while the weight of the reciprocating parts was 5
per cent less than in the other.
The results showed that, in the case of the 2-10-2 type
engines, the maximima impact on the rail of the one with
light reciprocating parts was 35 per cent less than that of the
other.
In both cases the speed was about 40 miles per hour.
In the case of the Pacifies, the one with the light reciprocating
parts, though 10 per cent heavier on drivers than the other,

-

lb. less

—
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Dynamic Augment
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Wheels
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of a 2-10-2

dO

6S

Type Loco-

motive at Various Speeds
reciprocating parts was reduced 16 per cent.
In addition,
the weight of the revolving parts on the main pin were so

on track and bridges.
By taking advantage of the greater strength of alloy and
special steel forgings and castings to use increased unit
stresses, by using hollow bored crank pins and piston rods,
rolled steel or alloy and special cast steel pistons, and by

reduced as to make it possible to omit counterweight bobs
on the main axle. In previous sister engines with ordinaary
carfjon steel parts, it had been necessary to follow such
practice.
A total saving in weight of 1,023 lb. per side was

special care in the design of all details, a large percentage of

stresses

saving can be effected in the weights of reciprocating parts.

builders' standard practice for plain carbon steel averaged
21 per cent.

produced

Table

less stress

I.

Weight

of Reciprocating Parts of

One

Three Classes of

Pennsylvania Locomotives
4-4-2

240,000 1b.
Total weight
133,100 1b.
Weight on drivers
23 >^ by 26 in.
Cylinders
80 in.
Diameter of drivers
89,000 lb.
Piston thrrst
Weight of reciprocating parts
1,014 1b.
per side
Piston thrust per pound re87 1b.
ciprocating weight

305,0001b.
200.0001b.
by 28 in.
80 in.
114,000 1b.

in.

l,376Ib.

83

1b.

2-8-2

27

315.000 lb.
238,000 1b.
by 30 in.
62 in.
114, 0001b.

in.

1,470

1b.

77

1b.

first to use especially light reciprocating parts;
furnishes the most conspicuous example of such

road was the
still

increase in the various calculated

main and

side rods as

maximimi

compared with the

most recent instances of utilizing higher tensile
furnished by the powerfor the El Paso & Southwestern.
For
this purpose, heat-treated chrome-vanadium steel was specified for the main and side rods, piston rods, crank pins,
eccentric cranks and crossheads.
The engines had the following general proportions:
ful

By far the great majority of roads using alloy steel forgings have been content to utilize them to provide an increased
factor of safety. The few cases in which advantage has been
taken of high tensile steels to reduce weights of reciprocating
The Pennsylvania Railparts serve to show the possibilities.
and

The
in the

of the

steels to lighten reciprocating parts is
4-6-2

27

effected.

practice.

The weights of the reciprocating parts and the general
proportions of three of their standard clas.ses of road engines
are given in Table I. For main and side rods, piston rods,
pins and valve motion parts they use carbon steel, heat-

Pacifies

built

noiler pressure

Total weight
Weight on dr
Cylinders

vorking orde
.

.

.

_

_

_

_

Diameter of drivers
Piston thrust
Weight of reciprocating parts
Piston thrust per pound reciprocating weight.

27

200
311,500
190,000
by 28
73
114,500

in.

lb.
lb.
lb.
in.
in.
lb.
1,628 lb.
71 lb.

By an increase in unit stresses of only 10 per cent as compared with the builders' standard practice for ordinary carbon
steel, and by the use of hollow bored crank pins and piston
rods, and a double bushing solid back end on the main rod,
a total saving of 369 lb. per side, or 13 per cent of the
weight of the parts affected, was obtained. Of this, 128 lb.
was in the reciprocating parts. This meant 1,880 lb. reduction in the dynamic augment per wheel at 73 miles per
hour.

February

22,
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In each of the above instances of weiglit rciluctions, heatmeans selected for tluit end.
This
but most roads lack equipment for heat-treatment.

treated forgings have been the

has

(.leen

the chief obstacle to the general adoption of heat-

forgings.

treated

particularly

operates

It

where for any reason the forging has

in

repair

to be locally

work,
heated,

thereby destroying the effect of the heat-treatment. The more
simple a steel and the more simple its treatment, the i)etter
adapted it is to American railroad conditions.

To
tive

meet

all

the special conditions entering

and

construction

design,

maintenance,

into locomo-

the

.Vmerican

Vanadium Company, about five years ago, developed a
type of vanadium steel that without heat-treatment other
than the usual simple annealing gives all the physical requirements for heat-treated (quenched and tempered) plain
This steel, known as carbon-vanadium, is
carbon steel.
one of the simplest types of alloy steels, being a plain carbon steel with vanadium alone added.
Tests of solid driving axles 1 1 in. in diameter of this
type of steel, annealed, gave the following physical properEUtiic limit,

lb.

Tensile strength,

per sq. in
lb. per sq.

in

Elongation in 2 in., per cent
Reduction of are.l, per cent

59,260
88,270

60,430
92,520

25.5
48.9

24.5
50.0

Comjiared with ordinary annealed carbon forgings, carper cent higher elastic
steel has over 25
limit, or useful strength.
When higher physical properties

bon-vanadium

18.000

Xy

16.000
14,000

/

O.OOO

0^

C

8.000
6.000

^^

i''

12.000

5

of the other wlieels.

maximum

in the

one of these wheel points, assuming that all the weight
saved in the reciprocating parts would be taken out of the
counterweiglits.

vanadium

liy the use of

cast steel for crossheads

and

pis-

and by special care in design,
considerable additional weight reduction could be effected,
projjably 250 lb. at a very conservative estimate.
The total estimated saving in weight in the reciprocating
and revolving parts through the modified designs is 921
lb. per side.
tons, or rolled steel pistons,

Apart from

to the dynamic augment, this
running gear could be added to the
with what could be
saved by using hollow bored axles of carbon-vanadium steel,
its

relation

weigiit taken out of the

The above amount combined

boiler.

would make

possible

it

to

add

1^

in.

2

to

diameter of the boiler, without increasing the

in.

total

to

the

weight

of the engine.

In the case of the Pacific type locomotive, the results show
260 lb. in the weights of the piston rod and
front end of main rod.
This means 86 lii. reduction in the
excess balance in the wheel countenveights, which would
result in 3,900 lb. decrease in maximum rail pressure on a
wheel point at diameter speed.
Piston thrust was taken as full boiler pressure times the
area of the piston.
The stresses were calculated by the
formulae in use by the builders.
Extended piston rods were applied to both the 2-10-2 and
Pacific type.
In the modified designs the extensions are
eliminated.
The use of the ordinary piston rod with a
piston having an extended wearing shoe is considered good
practice and is rapidly supplanting the use of the extended
rod.
Hollow bored extended rods of the Pennsylvania type
could be used with almost as much saving in weight.

^

-^

^'^

^

.>'

°p\

Discussion

A number
APOO
2,000

advantages

AS

S5

.so

Speed
Fig.

This inean.« a reduction of J,20U lb.
pressure at 40 miles per hour on any

rail

a saving of

ties:

•§
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3.

(>S
60
Miles Per Hour.

Maximum Dynamic Augment
Pacific

in

70

Wheels

7.S

of

a

Type Locomotive

of

of

members took part in the discussion. Marked
the alloy and special steels in making it

possible to reduce the weight of the parts, and thus the
dynamic augment, were not questioned. James Partington,
estimating engineer, American Locomotive Company, stated,
however, that the use of these steels was not progressing as

rapidly as the advantages seemed to warrant, because of the
commercial and manufacturing conditions which confront the

can be obtained by simple annealing, recan be obtained by heat-treatment that approximate
from the more complex alloy steels.
A study was recently made of the amount of weight that
could be saved in the reciprocating and revolving parts
through an increase in unit stresses over approved practice for
plain carbon steel, equal in proportion to the increase in
the minimum elastic limit of annealed carbon-vanadium steel
as compared with plain carbon steel. Several representative
heavy locomotives were selected for investigation. The builders' adopted practice for ma.ximum allowable unit stresses for
plain carbon steel was taken as the base; and new sections
worked out, keeping within the limit of 25 per cent increase

railways and the locomotive manufacturers.
A number of
is now required for the delivery of the special heat
treated parts and, even under normal conditions, a much
longer time is required than for carbon steel forgings. This
is a bad handicap when it is necessary to replace forgings,
because of defects, in the erecting shop or in making regular
running repairs. Mr. Strong, in replying to this criticism,
suggested that the automobile manufacturers were using the

over these stresses.

dynamic augment

are desired than
sults

those

Two

were the ones for which the
dynamic augment curves shown in Figs. 2 and 3 were plotted.
In the case of the 2-10-2 type, the results show a reduction of ,?26 lb. in the weight of the revolving parts on
the main pin.
This would mean a reduction of 6,700 lb. in
the present dynamic augment in the main wheel at a speed
of 40 miles per hour, due to the existing lack of 691 lb.
in the main counterweight.
The above saving in weight,
and the reduction of 296 lb. in the reciprocating parts gives
a total reduction of 622 lb., or 155 lb. per wheel, in the
excess balance that had to be added to the counterweights
of these locomotives

months

alloy steels to the greatest possible advantage

and that the

question could be overcome
would carry extra parts in stock.

the

difficulty

W.

E.

in

Symons

railroads

called special attention to the advantages

of the four-cylinder
neer. Central of

if

compound locomotives in reducing the
minimum. J. J. Yates, bridge engiJersey, commented on the disastrous
dynamic augment upon the bridges and

to a

New

an excessive
said that heavier wheel loads would be permissible in the
proportion to which the dynamic augment could be reduced.
The discussion also developed the fact that the high speed
locomotives could be fairly well balanced but that the slow
effect of

speed heavy freight engines were unbalanced to a very considerable degree because of the small diameter wheel and
the fact that an adequate amount of contrabalance could not
be provided. The use of the lighter parts would, of course,

prove a very distinct advantage in such cases.
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Joint Conference of Capital

IN

THE COURSE

and Labor

of the reorganization of the

Department of

Labor, a joint conference committee, representing capital
and employers on the one side and labor unions and
employees on the other side, has been appointed to work in
The National
conjunction with Secretary of Labor Wilson.
Industrial Conference Board has chosen the following to
represent the emplo\ers:
Loval A. Osborne, New York, vice-president of the
Electric

VVestinghouse

&

Manufacturing

Company

and

chairman of the executive committee of the National IndusConference Board.
Charles F. Brooker, Ansonia, Conn., president of the
American Brass Company.
W. J. Vandervoort, East Moline, 111., president of the
Root & Vandervoort Engineering Company.
L. F. Loree, New York, president of the Delaware &
Hudson, chairman of the board and executive committee of
the Kansas City Southern, president of the Hudson Coal
trial

Company, Northern Iron
Coal & Iron Company.

&

Coal Company and Schuylkill

C. Edwin Michael, Roanoke, Va., president of the Virginia Bridge & Iron Company.
The American Federation of Labor has appointed the
following as representatives of labor:
Frank J. Hayes, president of the United Mine Workers of

America, Indianapolis, Ind.
William L. Hutcheson, president of the United Brotherhood of Carpenters and Joiners of America, Indianapolis,
Ind.

Brotherhood of BoilerJ. A. Franklin, president of the
& Iron Shipbuilders of America, Kansas City, Kan.
Victor Olander, representative of the International Seamen's Union of America, Chicago.
T. A. Rickert, president of the United Garment Workers
of America, Chicago.
These ten men are to choose two additional members as

makers
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price fixing,

means

of eliminating

improper

restrictions

on

the output of war materials, methods of promptly adjusting
disputes at their source through boards containing equal
representation of employers and employees, etc.

The

first

office of

meeting of

tlie

conference will be held at the

Secretary Wilson, February 25.

Standardization of Purchases

HENRY

Walters, chairman of the Atlantic Coast Line
and the Louisville & Nashville, who is acting as

special adviser to Director General McAdoo, is in
charge of the studies being made for the purpose of establishing standard designs of cars and locomotives to be
Mr. Walters has
adopted by the railway administration.
held numerous conferences with car and locomotive builders
and
expects
to
have
several
more before anyon the subject
thing has been decided.
The committee on cars appointed last summer by the
Council of National Defense, at the time when it was proposed to have the government buy freight cars for the railroads, has been delegated to investigate the question of
freight car standards and a new committee on locomotive
standards is to be appointed by Mr. McAdoo. The car committee consists of S. M. Vauclain, vice-president of the

Baldwin Locomotive Works; W. H. Woodin, president of
American Car & Foundry Company; J. M. Hansen,
president of the Standard Steel Car Company; N. S. Reeder,
vice-president of the Pressed Steel Car Company and Clive
Runnels, vice-president of the Pullman Company.
John Skelton Williams, director of the divisions of finance
and of purchases, is to organize a staff of assistants which
the

will be in the nature of a central

railway administration.

purchasing board for the

Samuel Porcher, purchasing agent

of the Pennsylvania Railroad, has been temporarily assigned
as assistant to Mr. Williams to conduct a general investiga-

determination, strikes and lockouts, piece work prices and

handling railroad purchases
with a view to working out a plan, and other railroad officers
will be called in to assist from time to time as occasion may
require.
It is understood that the administration intends to
take charge of the purchase of cars, locomotives, rails, oil
and other important items of railway supplies which are to
be standardized, but it is not the present intention to take
over all railway purchases and undoubtedly most kinds of
supplies will continue to be purchased by individual railways as at present. The extent to which the administration
will take charge of railway purchases will depend largely
on the result of the investigation.

Copyright by Press

Copyright by Kadcl

representatives of the public.

Secretary Wilson, in announcing the appointments of
of this committee, wrote them in part as follows:
"Agreements of members and policies, which would govern the relations between employers and workers during

members

the war, will greatly facilitate the formulation of a national
program and will contribute largely to a successful administration of that

Among

program."

the questions to be considered by the conference

committee will be those dealing with the basis for wage

One

of the

Illustratittg

Serviic

Heavy Mounted Guns on

the Western Front

tion of the general subject of

&

Herbert. N. Y.

Using a Light Railway to Bring

Up

a Big Gun.

Mobilizing Intelligence on American Railways'
Labor Turn-Over Problem. Functions
School.

Vital Necessity of

By Norman

of the Corporation

Such Schools

Collycr

SdutluTii I'luific ('om|»;iny

K.\II,\VAVS OF THii UNITKD STATES engaged in
TiiK
state commerce employ about 1,800,000 persons.

induilf

interurlian

and

increased to over two million.

1.-

street

Now

raihvay.s

conceive,

the
if

inter-

we
number

you

If

will,

map

of the United States on which eadi of these emrepresented by a tiny electric light. Some are moving along tlie familiar tangled lines indicating railway systems, but the greater nunil)er are stationary and grouped about
the large terminal^. Everywhere lights are being extinguished,
a great
ployees

is

sometimes by the death, more often by the resignation or
di^charge of an employee; and everywhere new lights are
appearing as new employees are hired. Five times a minute,

300 times an hour, 7,200 times a day, employees are being
These figures are assumptions only, but
loet and replaced.
thty are conservative and probaljly far below the facts.

No

one knows what the labor turn-over in the railroad

and as employment statistics are now
kept
or rather, not kept -there is no way of getting at it.
I base my data on tlic numijcr of time vouchers issued by the
Southern Pacific Company during a normal year, for alindustry

—

amounts

to,

—

though time vouchers are occasionally issued to persons not
leaving the service, these rare instances are more than offset
by those leaving the service who do not receive time vouchers.
The avoidable cost of this labor turn-over likewise is unknown, but is certainly staggering in its magnitude. Probably S'40,000,000 a year would be too low an estimate. Magnus W. Alexander, of the General Electric Company,
analyzed a group of 12 factories employing some 40,000
hands, and by certain reasonable and perfectly defensible
assumptions proved that 22,031 employees were hired during
the year 1912 in excess of their, apparently necessary requirements at a cost of $831,000, or an average of $37.72 for
breaking in each man hired. The Ford Motor Company by
giving the subject attention reduced its labor turn-over from
400 per cent to 23 per cent; the Cleveland Foundry Company from 240 per cent to 125 per cent. These are special
instances, cited merely to show that labor turn-over can be
reduced and tliat in each case the diagnosis precedes the
cure.

Let us consider what takes place when a new light appears
upon our map -that is to say, when a new employee is hired.
He wants the job, else he would not have taken it. but before
he can make a beginning he must understand what is desired
of him.
He needs instruction. If he has some ingenuity and
initiative, and especially if he can interpret his job in terms
of previous experience, he is likely to attempt self-instruction
to experiment, "cut and try," spoil his work, break his
tools, and hurt himself or his fellow-workmen,
.\fter his
ta.<ik has been explained to him he will be awkward and for.getful, hence instruction needs to be repeated as training.
Even when he clearly understands the requirements of his
position he is apt to become lazy and carele.ss unless checked
up hy constant supervision. But supervision alone is weak
and ineffectual, and requires the backing of an adequate
system of discipline.
Whenever men are gathered together
for any large undertaking, these four elements follow each
other as surely as the phases of the moon
first Instruction.

—

—

—

then Trainiii!^. then Supervision, then Discipline.
*.M»tracl of an adrireu before the Pacific Railway Club. January 10, 1918.
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Under the corporation school plan the beginner does not
learn by self-instruction; nor by watching others and taking
hold

when he

allowed

to; nor by tiie casual instruction of
are too indifferent, too imsy, and too unskilled as teachers to make such instruction effective; nor by
the competent but hurried and infrequent instruction of a

his associates,

is

who

foreman or supervisor wiiose time

is more profitably occupied
directing the work of skilled employees.
He learns by
none of these methods, but is made ready for his work by

in

acquainting him with its requirements and drilling iiim in its
performance in an orderly, carefully preconceived manner, to
the end that waste of time and effort may l>e eliminated.

The Corporation School
The

jiurposes of corporation schools are tliree-fold
(
1 ) to
teach a particular task involving a short .series of closely
related duties, such as comptometer work, or the operation
:

of a telephone switchboard; (2) to teach a trade, as in the
case of mechanical apprenticeship systems, or schools for
dining car chefs; (3) to teach subjects related to a task, a
trade, or a business, thus presenting an opportunity through

voluntary study to increase present efficiency or prepare for

advancement.
The methods used vary with the purposes of the schools:
We have the recitation method used by the Southern Pacific
board of examiners on train rules, which is without doubt
the oldest method used in any kind of school, dating back
to the days of Greece and Rome; the lecture method, likewise a survival from the medieval period when books were
scarce and their contents had to be dictated to the students;
the supervised study method, popular in shop apprentice
and telegraph schools; the laboratory method, which is the
method of learning a thing by doing it not necessarily in
a laboratory, but wherever it is normally done; and the correspondence method, whicli is of special interest to railroad
companies, whose employees work on such irregular hours
and are scattered over such a vast territory that they can
frequently be reached in no oilier way.
It is quite possible
that entirely new methods of instruction may be discovered,
just as the correspondence method was invented about 25

—

years ago.

These different methods are applied in a great variet\- of
There are schools in which the employee spends all
of his time in learning and is not expected to do any productive work whatever during the period of his training, as
in the case of the educational trips given by the Southern
Pacific to selected groups of ticket clerks, or a more recent
and striking illustration the Reserv'e Officers' Training
Camps of the National .\rmy; school? in which study and
ways:

—

blended, as in the Southern Pacific agency
school; schools in which the employee's time is made as productive as possil)le, no related instruction being given on
company time; and continuation schools, which as the name
implies, are designed to afford the employee an opportunitv to
continue his general education under the company's guidance
These la.«t may be maintained
while earning a livelihood.
either by the company or by public or private institutions
in co-operation with one or more corpwrations.
The manufacturing industries of Fitchburg, Mass.. Akron. Ohio, and
practice

arc
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Providence, R. I., have attained a degree of co-operation with
public instruction that eclipses that of any railroad com-

pany
If

I know of.
we are to meet

if

w-e are to

maintain our roadway and equipment in a manner satisfactory to the Government; if we are to weather the present
shortage of labor and survive the further loss of thousands
of skilled

workmen

to shijj-yards, factories

and mills

to the

shops of the ordnance department, to the Governmental offices
at Washington; above all, if we are to contribute our necesit
sary and patriotic quota to the battle-fields of Europe
must be through a better use of our man-power, a more inten-

—

sive training of our employees.

The

corporation school offers

a means through which this can be accomplished. It is past
the experimental stage. Whatever your problem, be assured
that some other corporation executive, somewhere, has met
the

same problem and tackled

ence

it

is

per annum, suddenly collapsed, and the Berg plan never got
beyond the stage of discussion.

As
the needs of the future;

your duty to obtain.

it.

I

The fruits
am not so

of his experi-

fatuous as to

up employees
where none are to be had, or that it is a panacea for all the
labor troubles to which the harassed railway manager is
heir; but it is a proven assistance in getting new men quickly
into their stride and holding them in the service.

believe that the corporation school can whistle

w'ith pride,

"we already have

a cor-

—

Look at our mechanical apprentices look
poration school.
look at our office work
at our airbrake instruction rooms

—

early as 1898 the

American Railway Master Mechanics'

Association adopted a Recommended Code of Apprenticeship
Rules, and in 1905, following the publication of Geo. M.
Basford's historic paper before that association on "The
Technical Education of Railroad Employees" re-awakened
interest resulted in the establishment on a number of roads
of mechanical apprenticeship systems designed along modern
lines.
Nor is this movement confined to the motive power
department; the 1915 edition of the Manual of the American
Railway Engineering Association, page 131, refers to
methods of educating section foremen, and in fact in almost
every department of the railroad industry there are examples
Alas, the failures far outnumber
of similar undertakings.

Some were born of the enterprise of a single
individual and perished when for one reason or another his
support was withdrawn; some were founded upon incorrect
principles and hence were predestined to failure; some were
without provision for an adequate supply .of new recruits,
while others turned out graduates faster than positions could
be found for them, causing a back-wash into the school with

the successes!

consequent discouragement and demoralization; many were
started with good intention, but lacked definite educational
program, competent instructors, well-defined policies in
short, their failure was a failure in management.
All honor
to the mechanical department of the Santa Fe, which instituted an apprenticeship system in 1907 and stuck to it! With
622 of its graduates in service, many in official positions,
that road is reaping the benefits of its steadfast ana pro-

—

What Are You Doing?
"But," you exclaim
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schools.'"

Are you really doing these things, or are you merely going
Are you supervising your students,
through the motions?

and are you supervising the supervisors to see that the
students are not pulled off their studies and diverted to other
work to meet the local convenience of a department? Are
they getting the instruction and training which it was the
intention they should get, or does the caption "student" or
"apprentice" on the payroll satisfy you? Are you correlating
your educational work with employment, safety and welfare
Are you developing and extending your educaactivities?
tional work so that when once the employee has formed the
habit of learning, it will follow him through his railroad
career? Have you established relations with the educational
Have you started such records
institutions in your territory ?
as will enable your management to know at any time the
results of your educational system, including particularly

the failures and those who leave the service, so that their
number may he reduced? Have you formed alumni associations where enough employes have completed formal train.\bove all, have you adjusted your
ing to justify them?
organization so that the graduates of your corporation
have opportunity to do the work
will
competent,
schools, if
for which they were trained, at the full wage, with the support of their superiors, the respect of their fellows, and the
If not, you have not made
loyalty of their subordinates?

even a beginning.
I claim no novelty in the ideas here advanced, for they
have long been dwelt upon by gifted writers and eloquent
Thirty years ago Dr. W. T. Barnard, assistant
speakers.
to the president of the Baltimore and Ohio, published an
extensive report entitled "Technical Education in Industrial
Pur-suits, with Especial Reference to Railroad Service,"
which was widely circulated and the plan for a railroad college proposed in 1887 by Walter G. Berg, chief engineer of
;

the Lehigh Valley, caused considerable interest and comment
Looking back from this distance, it appears
in that year.
that neither of these gentlemen realized the prime importance
of making the training of railroad employees a function of
the railroad itself, by, for, and within the railroad, rather

than a detached activity perhaps to be supported by the railAt any rate, the Barnard plan, for which the direcroad.
tors of the Baltimore and Ohio had appropriated $20,000

gressive policy.

Vital Necessity of Corporation Schools

This problem, however, Ijecause of its importance transcends the boundaries of any one department; it affects all
departments, and hence should command the attention of the
highest executive officers.
If you will allow me to revert to
the subject of relations with public instruction, in which we
are some twenty years behind the cash register, the rubber
and the electric manufacturing industries, I shall give you
an illustration. Would you, Mr. Purchasing Agent, enter
into a contract to buy material from a concern the excellence
of whose product you had grave reason to doubt?
Would
you place orders to the tune of three and one-half million dollars a year, waive inspection of material, accept whatever
was offered you, and make no effort to get your money's
worth? You would not not if you expected to hold your
job.
And yet that is what you are all doing with respect to
the public education system of California.
In 1916 the rail-

—

roads of this State paid in operative taxes $7,151,583.
Of
sum 51 per cent, or $3,647,300, was used for purposes
of public education.
The boys and girls sent you from the
public schools you take into your service, sometimes after a
perfunctory mental examination, generally with none; you
waive inspection, and then complain of the character of the
material after it has reached you and been paid for.
How did the Southern Pacific engineers reduce rail failures per 100 miles of track from 31.10 in the first six months
of 1911, to 5.16 in the same period of 1914? Not by standing idly by and deploring the product of the mills.
They
collected their data with respect to steel rail performance,
decided which mills were the most reliable and which
methods of manufacture gave the best results, then followed
it up by sending their metallurgists and
inspectors to the
mills themselves to see that such methods were observed insofar as their own rails were concerned.
Wliere is the railroad that has tried to improve the product
of the schools? The school-masters would resent your counFrom my own experience, I
sel as an intrusion, say you?
know they would welcome it. What are they working for,
if not the usefulness, the success, and the material welfare
this

February
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22.

of their graduates? Are they not interested in what 1k:»jjiuii->
of the twelfth part of their protluct that is normally destined
for the railroad industry?

l'".very

tablish helpful relations will then

your

for

you

and

lines,

will.

I

lix>k

scIukjI with which you eshecome a recruiting station
the cream of its output, if

\<iu can nc\
forward to the time when representatives

Gnat
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Railway, the London

I'.astern

k

Northeastern Railway,

and Great Western Railway of Kngland have had educational .systems nearly as long, and are not now so engnjssed
in the bitterness of war as to neglect them.
Certainly

it

costs

money

equipment, furniture,

to train

t(X)ls,

men

and plenty of

properly

—

it

takes

instructors to de-

make them productive as quickly as
more money not to train them it costs

of the railroads will sit in the councils of the National F.ducation Association, not as railroad men solicitinj; passenj^er

velop them fast and

business, hut as educators chart'ed with the trainin); of an
ini[>ortant fraction of the poi)ulation of the United States.

millions in accidents, injuries, broken tools, spoiled work,
loss of their own time and of the time of foremen and others,
careless habits allowed to go uncorrected, and the needless

will require a bread vision of the needs
of all departments, because public instruction is of necessity the common denominator of all forms of human in-

Such representation

dustry

—

it

is

not intended to serve one industry alone,

much

department of a single industry.
It may perhaps be susjjested that corporation schools are
concerns under private management and
very
well
for
all

less this or that

control, but that the railroads, since they are for the time-

arm

Government, could not with propriety
undertake "to usurp the functions of another arm of the Government. The argument is fallacious, because education being
a governmental function, should be assumed by whatever
For 70 years the British
agency can best accomplish it.
Admiralty has maintained a splendid system of apprenticeship, from which selections are made through competitive
examination for Keyham College, whence a still smaller
number reach the Roval Naval College at Greenwich. The
being an

of the

possible.

It

costs

—

These vast sums may be buried in the
accounts, but they arc there, just the same.
Hasten the day of that American railroad whose vigorous

heavy labor turn-over.

and far-sighted management

will give these questions the
consideration they compel!
They require time, patience,
professional skill and managerial capacity of the highest
order for their solution.
have in the railway men of

We

army twice as large as the army which Xerxes
marched down from the plains of Cappadocia, and which
was, until the present war, the largest army in history.
If
this great army of railway men is to be counted among the
resources of America, we must cnli.st their co-operation, train
.\merica an

their muscles, energize their faculties, mobilize their intelli-

gence,

and unite

their

powers into one great organization

that will be a determining factor in the patriotic enterprise

of winning the war.

More Data Required on Transverse
A

Some of the Conditions Surrounding the
Development of This Form of Failure

Discussion of

By

C.

W.

Gannett.

Manager. Rail Inspection Department,

SINCE THE LEHIGH

VALLEY ACCiD?:xT transverse fissures
have become a source of constant anxiety to railroad
officials because such defects, only infrequently detected by the trackmen, may first appear under trains entirely without warning.
The number of actual accidents resulting from rails containing fissures is no douljt a small
part of the whole, but the large losses that have been directly attributable to fissures, coupled with the continual possibility of repetition creates an alarming situation that demands a full investigation of the cause of fissures apart
from other tjpes of rail failures.
Mr. Howard's position
gives him a field for action and opportunity for laboratory
examination and research that is unsurpassed, and the results of his investigations must be received with the utmost
attention and respect.
His admirable paper, summarizing
his previously published studies and analyses of the transverse fissure problem, constitutes a convincing treatment of
the subject chiefly from the standpoint of stress and strain
to which rails are subjected.
The intricacies of the problem
are so great that seemingly any tlieory advanced for the
cause of fissures may be attacked from some angle; and although Mr. Howard's deductions are logical in the direction followed, there is the apparent necessity for considerable work along other lines before his theories can be fully
accepted.
It

is

doubtless

Fissures'

a generally conceded

fact

that

fissures.

•A

disciiMioi of a paper on Transverse Fi<
by Jimes E. Howard,
cngineerphysicifl of the IntersUlc Commttce Commijjion. wbich
pre•entcd before the .\mcrican Institute of Mininit Engineers at N'cw York
tNs »eek. Mr. Howard's piper wa< 'iihlifhed in the Railmjv Age Ca:tHt
of \oTeinh«T 30. 1917, page 997.

w«

Jr.

Rolicrt

W. Hunt &

Co., Chicago.

whether fundamentally due to fatigue or something else, are
of a progressive character, their ultimate size being the result of growth from an originating nucleus or point of rupture.
Abundant proof of this lies in the variable sizes of
the fissures found, and there can be no doubt but that their
development or growth is the result of the strains to which
rails are subjected in the track.
Obviously, therefore, the
most important factor in investigating the cause for fissures
lies in determining the conditions that exist at the point of
original rupture, that is where the separation of the metal
The composition of the steel chemat the nucleus occurs.
ically and structurally in this small area thus becomes of
vital interest, and it is not sufficient to place too much
credence in the manifestation of the good conditions that
may be found elsewhere in the sample under investigation.
The inferior conditions that may be jiresent not only at the
original point of rupture, but at other places, are manifold
and minute, and examination of them requires careful and
skilful work by trained metallurgists and microscopic ob.\bsence of results of critical examinations of variser\ers.
ous specimens in many of Mr. Howard's government reports, including his present paper, is surprising and disappointing and does not carry conviction to the statement
that "Critical examinations have showTi transverse fissures
to have tlieir origin in metal microscopically sound and normal in structure." In fact, the results of some chemical
analyses of steel containing tran.sversc fi.ssurcs that have
been reported are such as to direct suspicion quickly to the
cjuality and consequent structure of the steel and that
"Neither chemical analysis nor microscopic examinations
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have shown a definite cause for the development of transis due perhaps to insufficient chemical and
microscopic work having been done to permit establishing
The question is whether Mr. Howard's
such connection.
studies have been directed along certain metallurgical lines
far enough to justify be\^ond argument those statements of
his which plainly eliminate the chemical and physical condition of the steel from any responsibility regarding the
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But hard .spots of a non-ductile character, originating perfrom chemical causes or possibly minute globules of a
distinctly foreign nature or the physical effects produced by
the methods by which rails are cooled, are not regarded as
menacing the integrity of the metal, merely because the
presence of such conditions has not been even perfunctorily
identified in the rails examined notwithstanding the indications, and the definite proof of their existence in certain

verse fissures"

ha]is

origin of fissures.

other cases.

Several reports have been issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission giving the results of Mr. Howard's work
in connection with accidents caused by transverse fissures.
The following table gives the average results of the various
chemical analyses made on rails containing fissures men-

seems inconsistent now to attribute the cause of
which wheel
loads are mostly responsible and the suggestion is advanced
that as further microscopic work proceeds the effects of
somins, non-ductile spots and chemically unsuited steel for
the purpose used may be more fully established, while in
the meantime the situation emphatically warrants a suspension of judgment until these painstaking studies can be
made.
It seems regrettable that with a subject as important as
that of transverse fissures no particular effort has jaeen made
to accumulate systematically the important historical data
Obviously this is a work
pertaining to the various cases.
for the American Railway Engineering Association whose
engineer of tests should have a complete index of the different cases with such information on each as would render
unnecessary the need for dealing with generalities now so
Such cataloging of the fissures that have
often the case.
occurred should show as accurately as possible among other

tioned in those reports.

C

Mn

P

S

E

843
86
69
83
84

1.20
.67
.79
.79
.79

.032
.033
.025
.041
.040

F

801

G

71

.91
.77

.042
.050
.095
.062
.059
.015
.121

.O.^n

R:.i;

A
ri

C

D

.041

Si

.016
.005
.165
.152
.125
.003

Ni

.066*
.28

Cr

.05
.02

•ProUably iiRorrccl.

None of the above rails, possibly excepting "F,"' are
acceptable under the requirements governing the chemical
composition laid down by recognized specifications for rail
The "slender deficiency" by which most of these
steel.
steels fail to fulfill common rail specifications is not apparent and although "it is not always clear that the most
suitable steel for the purpose is asked for in specifications"
(probably meaning rail specifications) still the burden of
thought is largely against the advisability of using steel of

and brittleness indicated by the above. That
such steels have been accepted and put into track, of course
unknowingly and in spite of the specifications, is a criticism
of the methods of procedure and by no means a defense for

Thus

things
1.

2.
.^.

the hardness

that steel

when

4.
5.

the

Aside from being chemically defective in a general sense
use in rails, the above steels offer other significant
High carbon coupled with high
features for consideration.
phosphorus makes a hard non-ductile steel to start with, but

Name

of manufacturer auri railroad.
Dates of rolling and occurrence.
Meat number and chemical analyses (complete).
Location of rail in the ingot (and if possible the ingot in the heat).
Location of the fissure in the rail with respect to the branded side of
rail.

6.

the

later fracture occurs.

for

it

fissures to a type of purely fatigue fracture for

I.

ocation of the fissure in the

rail

with respect to the track gage side of

rail.

7.

Was

rail

on high or low side of curved or straight track.

With the results of such tabulation covering a large number of cases the study of certain matters concerning fissures

much better approached than now when comparafew rather isolated cases must often be considered.

could be
tively

the effect that large amounts of these elements, singly or
together, may have in small local areas deserves study.

Further, the low amount of silicon in some of the steel above
mentioned indicates the liberal use of aluminum at the time
Large amounts of aluminum
the steel was cast into ingots.
added to steel, especially in the molds, has often been re-

garded as of doubtful practice, while the resulting presence
of alumina in soft steel has been identified and the good
qualities of the .steel questioned. Recently alumina has been
microscopically found in rail steel, and incidentally in rails
containing transverse fissures.
Basic open hearth steel such as used for rails is easily
subject to the many vicissitudes of heat treatment; in fact,
rails are virtually heat treated by the action they undergo
when cooling on the hot beds. The influence there of cold
winds and contact with the cold skid rails may be marked.
Some effects of unusual heat treatment may be and doubtless are confined to short longitudinal lengths of rail, and
it is almost inconceivable that austenite or cementite does
The presence therefore of
not exist locally in many cases.
distinctly non-ductile localities or regions is plainly pred-

containing these hard spots caused by
eitlier chemical or physical conditions must be sulsjected,
of course, to the damaging blows of the straightening presses
long l)efore they ever reach the track and apparently opportunity is thus offered for interior injury to occur.
Slag inclusions are held responsible by Mr. Howard for
the chief type of rail failures, i.e., those known as split
heads, the theory being that the inclusions are elongated in
the process of rolling and become streaks in the metal which
icated.

All

rails

are imablc to resist the shearing action of the traffic later.

Loan Authorized for Railway Construction in
Peru. Commercial Attache William F. Montavon at Lima,
under date of January 15, reports that a bill passed by the
Peruvian Senate authorizes the government of Peru to contract with the Banco Italiano, of Lima, for a loan amounting to 3,000,000 soles ($1,500,000) to be employed in the
construction of a narrow-gage railway connecting the present
line of the Central Railway of Peru with the coal fields of
Jatunhuasi.
The loan is to bear an interest of 7 per cent
and an amortization of 1 per cent. The term of maturity

—

is

not fixed in the

bill.

Trade Opportunities in Serbia.

—

At a luncheon given
by the Council of the British Engineers' Association to the
menil)ers of the Serbian Industrial Mission in London on
January 21, .some interesting speeches were delivered, in
the course of which mention was made of the many excellent
opportunities for trade which would present themselves in
Serbia at the conclusion of the war, particularly in connection with the reorganization of railway and river communications.
Mr. Doushan Tomich, secretary of the Serbian
Industrial Chambers, said that Serbia is very rich in raw
which had hitherto been developed by the CenPowers, and that in order to develop these, Serbia required machinery, tools, locomotives, electrical apparatus
and other supplies. The suggestion was made by Sir Wilfred Stokes, of Ransomes & Rapiers, Ltd., that after the
war Serbia would want railways and that England must be
materials,
tral

prepared to equip and finance them.

General

News Department

mi
Two

passengers were killed and four seriously injured in
a ilerailnioiil of a Chicago. HurliiiKtMii & (Juincy passenger
train luar Curtis, Neb., on February 19.

made

secretary
J. Rothschild, has been
.•\ssociatiiiii of Railroad Superintendents,

of the .\nierican

succeeding E. H.
Harman, who resigned in December when he was api>ointc'l
superintendent of the Wiggins Ferry Company.
Mr. Rothschild's olVice

is

room

at

"Safe Practices"

in the

305,

Union

management

Station, St. Louis,

Mo.

of shafting, couplings,

pulleys and gearing

is the title of the National Safety CounPamphlet \o. 8. which has just been issued.
It consists of eight pages and the price is 10 cents.
No. 9
deals with engine guarding ami engine stops, automatic governors, etc., 16 pages; No. 10 is on oiling devices and oilers,
eight pages. .Ml of these are to be had from W. H. Cameron,

cil's

illustrated

general nianai;er, Xatinnal Safety Council. Chicago.

The Nevada-Califomia-Oregon, south
is now operated by the Western Pacific,
gone into

effect

on January

30.

of HackstafI, Cal.,
the contract having
This portion of the road in-

the main line from IlackstafF, southward, to Reno,
Nev., 65 miles, and the line from Plumas Junction. Cal.. to
Davies Mill, 40 miles.
.\
large part of this mileage lies

cludes

main line of the Western Pacific. This arrangement leaves in the hands of the officers of the N.-C.-O.,
171 miles, Hackstaff northward to Lakeview.

parallel to the

On the Great Western Railway of England there are
torpedo-placing machines at over 1,500 signal cabins; and
about one-third of these have been installed during the past
This statement is found in the annual report of the
year.
signal department of the road.
This report says that 13 additional signal cabins were put in use during the year and
the total number of working levers now is 46.857, an inThese new installations have
crease of 603 during the year.
been made necessary by the establishment of government

manufacturers,

etc.

Jacob M. Dickinson, former receiver of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific and Secretary of War in President Taft's
cabinet, is the head of a new law firm recently organized in
Chicago. The new firm of Dickinson, Wetten & Keehn will
include Jacob M. Dickinson and his son, J. M. Dickinson,
D. Keehn, William J. Matthews.
Jr.. Emil C. Wetten. Roy
Arthur J. Eddy, and C. H. Pegler. Mr. Pegler having previously been general counsel of the Aurora, Elgin & Chicago,
is now the acting manager during the absence of the general
manager in Washington on special war duty.

The shopman of the Grand Trunk are to have a general
in pay. aggregating it is said, more than $500,000
The advance is in accordance
all of the company's lines.
with the decision of a board of conciliation which has recently
made a unanimous report. The men aflfected are the maincrease

on

chinists,

the boilermakers

and the blacksmiths, said to be

about 1.300 men in all. The report also provides that grievance committees shall be established in the shops; the working day is to be 9 hours and the rate of pay is to be advanced
50 per cent for overtime and for work done on holidays. The
agreement runs one year from the first of ^farch.

The state of New Jersey has taken action looking to the
construction of a bridge across the Delaware river between
Camden and Philadelphia, and a tunnel across the Hudson between Jersey City and New York; this in the shape of three
laws, approved by the Governor on February 14, looking to
the appointment of a commission, the preparation of preliminary estimates, and providing for a tax to cover that part of
the cost of the two projects, which, in the opinion of the

to

make

states of

arrangements witli the
and Pennsylvania.

the necessary

New York

ofTicers of the

The urgent deficiency appropriation bill, to supply deficiencies in the appropriations for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1918, as reported to tlie lower House of Congress on l-'ebruary 14, carries an item i>{ $125,000,000 for transportation of
the army and its supplies. It also contains an appropriation
of $100,000,000, asked by Major General Gocthals, acting
quartermaster general, for a chain of (juariermaster storehouses at the seaboard and at interior points to be used for
army supplies. It is proposed to spend $23,000,000 on storehouses at Norfolk, Va.; $16,500,000 at Charleston, S. C:
$12,970,000 at Philadelphia, $10,700,000 at Boston, and other
sums in the vicinity of New York. The gulf ports have
not been included because of the long ad<litional voyage to

Europe.

Promptness

in

extinguishing

fires

by employees of the

Pennsylvania Railroad is the salient point in an annual review by
the insurance department of the company which has just been
issued.
By extinguishing llres before the arrival of the public
last year $10,445,1% worth of company
Altogether 334 fires were thus put out. The total loss
was only $12,575 The total fire loss of the Pennsylvania Railroad System (east and west) including those cases in
which the public fire companies responded, was $306,465, showing
fire

companies they saved

property.
sustained

8;-Sc. for each $100 of value at risk.
regularly organized fire brigades extinguished 66 fires, at
which the loss was less than $59 per fire. Chemical extinguishers
checked 30 fires, resulting in a total loss of $630 on property
worth $197,156
Fire pails were used 53 times to extinguish
Locomotive
fires on property worth $664,622. at a loss of $1,292.
fire apparatus was used in 19 fires in which the combined loss
was $1,176. the property threatened being valued at $332,420. Fire
hose was used 18 times, and chemical engines proved their value
Sand pails, extinguishers and tug boats were utilin four fires.
By following the general inized in putting out other fires.
structions given, the employees of the company, without the
aid of apparatus, extinguished 107 fires at a total loss of $2,064
on property worth $355,590. Fifty-one fires were due to causes
wholly beyond the control of the company or the employees.

the very low loss ratio of

The

Examination

of Railroad

Improvement Plans

director General Mc.\doo ha? appointed a committee consisting of Francis Lee Stuart, chairman of the port terminals committee of the Council of National Defense; A. T. Hardin, vicepresident and chief engineer of the New York Central; .\. C.
Shand. chief engineer of the Pennsylvania: and H. A. Lane, chief
engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, to go over the budgets of desired expenditures for improvements for the eastern railroads

which are being

ommendations

filed, at

Mr. Mc.\doo's

re<iiJest.

and to make rec-

to him.

Charge of Sabotage Denied
At its regular quarterly meeting on February 12, the Cincinnati Railway Club passed a resolution refuting the imputation that the railroads of this countrj- arc not doing their
emergency.
full duty in supporting the government in the war
The resolution was passed after spirited addresses by Hon.
Judson

should be borne by New Jersey. The commission
by these laws will consist of eight members, to
serve without compensation: and this body will be expected

legislature,

called for

423

Harmon and

Col.

Brent Arnold.

Judge

Harmon

paid an eloquent tribute to the loyal support given by the
roads to the President in the stupendous work of prosecuting
the war, and Col. Arnold declared that charges to the cflfecl
that the roads were attempting to hamper the administration
were unjust and untrue and calculated to do injury to an industry which has been particularly conscientious in its efforts
to promote the war program of the nation.
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Car Safety Appliances
The cMiutivc

cuiuniiitce oi the

Master Car liuiUlers' Asannouncing that the In-

sociation has issued Circular No. 26

Coninierce Commission has extended the date
effective lor the apphcation of safety appliances to cars to
terstate

September
Rule

J

i>i

1,

1919.

the

To conform

Kiiles

of

paragraph (m) of
should read: "After

tliereto,

InterchaiiKe

no car will be accepted in interchange
unless properly equipped with United States safety appliances
September
.,r

liiiti.!

1,

1919,

Regional Directors Appoint Assistants

Stales safety appliances, standard."

"Heroes at

427

oOO or more of the old style canal boats still in existence
ought to be requisitioned and put into service on the canal
this year. To show that under present conditions canal boats
can make even better time than is made by the railroad>.
Gen. Wotherspoon has compiled records nf a number m
freight shipments fronj UufTalo to New York, and of six cars
which were traced the average time was 11 days (440 miles),
and the quickest movement was in 8 days.

R. H. Aishton, regimial director in charge of the operation oi
western railroads, with headquarters at Chicago, has appointcl

Home"

J. Gormlcy, assistant in the president's office of the Chican"
North Western, operating assistant, and J. G. Woodworth.
second vice-president in charge of the traffic of the Northern
.\I.

which has been issued by
Loomis, president of the Lehigh Valley, addressed to
all employees of the road, and accompanied by a picture reThe picture and
printed from the New York .Vnierican.
circular are copied below:
"Never have I seen more splendid devotion to duty than
that matiifested by Lehigh Valley Railroad men in the trying
days we have experienced this winter.
"With the temperature for weeks below zero, blizzards and
This

the

is

title

of a circular

E. E.

&•

Pacific, traffic assistant.

C. H. Markham, regional director in charge of the operation
of railroads in the South, with headquarters at .\tlanta, Ga., has
appointed L. W. Baldwin, vice-president and general manager of
the Central of Georgia, his operating assistant, and Charles R.
Capps, first vice-president in charge of traffic of the Seaboard

Ah

Line, his traffic assistant.

Mail to Be Sent by Airplane
The Postmaster General proposes

to establish aerial transportation for letters, on one route, as soon as practicable, and
ha.s asked for bids for the construction of five airplanes for an
aerial route for the delivery of lirst-class mail between Washington. Philadelphia, and New York, making one round trip per
The contract will be awarded to the bidder whose airday.
planes have stood satisfactory service test in the war and navy
departments.
It is the purpose of the Post Office Department
to make this a permanent service. -An appropriation of $1(X),000
is available.
The call for bids requires airplanes capable of
carrying 300 pounds of mail a distance of not less than 200 miles

without stop, at a maximum speed, full load, of !(X) miles an
hour, a minimum speed, full load, of 45 miles, climbing speed of
The planes must have the Hispano6,000 feet in 10 minutes.
Suiza motor. ISO h. p.
The intention is, as soon as the authority of Congress is received, to csta1)lish a through aerial route to Philadelphia and
New York, carrying 300 pounds of first-class mail, for the transmission of which a special postage rate will be charged, not

exceeding 25 cents an ounce.
'.'I

Conference on Conservation of Railway Fuel
coiu'ercnce recently was held in Chicayo between Maj. E. C.
Schmidt, representing the Fuel Administration, and a number of
.\

representatives of the railways regarding methods which should
adopted to promote greater conservation of fuel by the railMajor Schmidt, who was formerly professor of railway
w;iys.
engineering in the University of Illinois, has been assigned by the
War Department to the Fuel .Vdministration. and the conference
lie

icy blasts seemed only to spur you on to greater efforts.
There have been few slackers.
"I want to express to you my sincerest thanks.
That you
fought a winning battle is proved by the quick recovery the
Lehigh Valley has made from each fearful assault of the
weather by the fact that we are now in shape to give the
government the co-operation it rightfully expects.
"This would not have been possible but for the loyalty and
untiring work of officers and men."

—

Boats for

New York

Barge Canal

One hundred boats of modern type, with necessary motive
power, ought to be built at once for use on the New York
State barge canal, which probably will be open throughout
its length by May 15.
This is one of the main recommendations in the report of Gen. W. W. Wotherspoon, superintendent of public works of the State of New Y'ork, which has
just been sent to the legislature.
Gen. Wotherspoon has had
no visible success thus far in getting the authorities at Washington to take action looking to the construction of boats by
government money or under federal authority. He says that

called by him. .Almost a year ago the Internatii'nal Railway
Fuel Association appointed a committee which tendered its services to the Government for tlie purpose of bringing about cooperation regarding the use of fuel by railways. The members
of this committee participated in the conference with Major
Schmidt. They include Eugene McAulifTe. chairman, formerly
general coal agent of the Frisco System, who is now in the coal
business W. L. Robinson. Baltimore & Ohio E. W. Pratt, Chicago & North Western: L. R. Pyle, Soo Line; and D. C. Buell.
Railway Educational Bureau. Others who participated in the
conference were M. K. Barnum. Baltimore & Ohio: John Crawford and A. W. Wilson, Burlington, anH Chnrle< Hall, Indiana
at the conCoal Operators' Association, One sul^
if fuel conference was as to the possibility of a ir
;ion whether
servation on all the railways. It is an i:
railwajs
will
be handled
the matter of fuel conservation on the
by the Fuel .Administration or under the Director General of

was

:

;

Fxailroads.

Following the Chicago conference, the Executive Committee of
Railway Fuel Association telegraphed the Fuel
Administrator, tendering the services of the association, its members and its executive committee, to the conservation division of
the International
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the Fuel Administration, "to make use of in any manner that can
be advantageous to them in their tremendous and most important
undertaking." The message was signed by E. W. Pratt, J. G.
Crawford and W. H. Averell.

Traffic

News

Congestion on the Pennsylvania
daily statement issued by Commissioner McChord on February 18 of reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission inspectors on congestion of freight traffic, contains the following

The

as to conditions on the Pennsylvania
"The report of cars stored between terminals shows that on
February 13 there were 4,285 loads and 9,799 empties, or a total
of 14,084 cars, stored between terminals, while on February 4
there were 6,233 loads and 20,259 empties, a total of 26,492 cars
During the period from February 4
stored between terminals.
to 14 there was a decrease in the number stored between terminals of 1,948 loads and 10,460 empties, a total decrease of
12,408 cars.

"Comparing the reports of cars on hand for movement

in all

Pennsylvania Railroad,
there were on February 5 a total of 36,279 cars on hand, while on
February 14 there were 40,484 cars on hand, an increase of
directions, at the principal yards of the

The National Industrial Traffic League will hold its spring
meeting at the Hotel LaSalle, Chicago, on March 21 and 22.
Irving T. Bush, president of the Bush Terminal, New York
City, has resigned his position as chief executive officer of
York.
tlie War Board for the port of

New

In Canada freight cars loaded with export freight must be filled
This is the substance of an order recently
to their full capacity.
issued by the Canadian Railway War Board.

The Boston & Maine has discontinued the use of dining cars
on three through trains leaving Boston for Montreal in the
morning and on corresponding trains southward.

The Canadian Pacific announces further extensive reductions
passenger train service on its western lines. On some branches
of light traffic the single train each way will run every other day
instead of every day.

in

4,205 cars."

Be Good

Soldiers!

W. J. Jackson, receiver of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
recently issued an extended statement on patriotism which
was sent to every employee of the road. The circular points
out that the duty of the railroad employee in this country is
no less sacred than that of the man in khaki "over there."
Mr. Jackson's statement reads in part as follows:
"We

all

know

that

if

our boys

now

in

France are

to accomplish anything;

the sacrifice of the lives in tiie sinking of the transport Tuscania the other
(lay is to he avenged: if the outrages on humanity committed by the enemy
are to be stopped it will be by -Americans by us folks at home by our
work, and as our efforts either give our soldiers and their allies all they
it

—

—

do so.
"If you were 'Over There' in a uniform, you wouldn't be an American
No duty would be too
unless you were 'on your toes' in doing things.
difficult', disagreeable or dangerous for you to undertake cheerfully.. This is
the report that comes from every one of our boys now there, and it is just
The reports of the bravery and energy of the
as true of those yet to go.

need

to fight with or fail to

railroad recruits are particularly gratifying.
"Every railroad and every railroad man must 'do his bit' by doing his
To do our best is our plain duty; to do any
best to meet this emergency.
less is absolute treason to those over in Europe risking their lives and
sacrificing their life plans and m.any of them their health, for our account.
"Everv e.xtra effort in the repair of enaines or cars; every additional car
of freight moved; every little delay 'saved in keeping things going; every
little misunderstanding avoided and every little cause for grumbling or disfor it is in doing the small
satisfaction removed, 'vill help iust that much
things as thev should be done that friction is avoided— and we must all try
to avoid friction of every nature if we are to build up a proper spirit of
co-operation to carry on our work."

—

New York
The
March

ne.xt

meeting of the

Railroad Club

New York

Railroad

Club on

as .-Annual Electrical Night. Edwin
B. Katte, chairman of the committee, announces the following program for the occasion, the subject being "Recent
Electric Locomotives:"
The New York, New Haven & Hartford new 180-ton passenger locomo15, will

be

known

which will be presented by E. R. Hill.
The Chicago, Milw.-tukee & St. Paul new gearless, bi-polar passenger locomotive under constiuction by the General Electric Company, which will
be described by A. H. Armstrong, illustrated by lantern slides from photographs of the general drawings.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul new quill gear locomotive under construction by 'he Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, which
will be described by F. H. Shepard, of the Westinghouse Company, and
illustrated by lantern slides.
The New York Central latcs" electric passenger locomotive, which will
be briefly described by Mr. Katte, and illustrated with lantern slides.
tive,

Society for Testing Materials

The

twenty-first annual meeting of the

American Society

for

Testing Materials will be held at the Hotel Traymore, Atlantic
Atlantic City was selected
City, N. J., on June 25 to 28, 1918.
as the place for this meeting on the basis of the information received a year ago in reply to a detailed inquiry addressed to
the membership which showed a decided preference for this city
over others suggested. The annual meetings of this society have
been held at Atlantic City for the past 16 years, with the single
exception of that
Gap.

in

1903,

which was held

at

Delaware Water

The state commissions of Indiana, Illinois, Michigan, Wisconsin and all but four states west of the Mississippi river
have so far issued orders changing the demurrage rules applicable to intrastate traffic to conform with the latest revision of the interstate rules l>y the director-general of railroads.

Conrad E. Spens, vice-president in charge of traffic of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed director
of transportation for the United States Food Administration
succeeding Edward Chambers, who had been serving since
the first of the year as directtr of traffic in the railroad
administration.

The Kansas City-Missouri River Navigation Company announces that beginning March 1 its transportation equipment,
consisting of two tow boats and nine steel merchandise and lighter
The
barges, will be ready for service on the Missouri River.
company expects to carry 2,000 tons of merchandise a week between East St. Louis, 111., and Kansas City, Mo.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of western railroads, has
asked the roads in his territory to prepare statements showing the location of traffic soliciting offices, both on the line
and at outside points, indicating whether an agency is a passenger or a freight office or a joint office, and setting forth
the cost of the maintenance of each agency, itemized according to the expenditures for rent, salaries and other expenses.

A large delegation of representatives of New England
on various government officials at Washington on February 18, to urge the necessity of increased coal
shipments. They were assured by Director General of Railroads McAdoo and Chairman Hurley of the Shipping Board
that transportation of 600.000 tons of coal by water and
400.000 tons by rail a month to New England was assured.
This was more than the New Englanders had asked for.
textile mills called

served on Southern Pacific dining
the twelve months ending with
stated in the report of Allan Pollok,
superintendent of the commissary department of the company.
The Southern Pacific operates more dining cars than any
other road in the country, and Mr. Pollok says that it has
been complying fully with the suggestions of the Food Administration as to meatless Tuesdays and wheatless Wednesdays.

Six million meals were
cars and restaurants in

November,

1917.

This

is

The buffet observation cars heretofore run on the Union
Pacific-North Western train No. 10 from Ogden, Utah, to
Omaha, Neb., and from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to Chicago, have
The Chicago & North
been temporarily discontinued.
Western also announces the following additional reductions
in sleeping car service: Through sleepers froin Kansas City.
northbound,
leaving Kansas
Mo., to
Minneapolis,
Minn.,
City via the Missouri Pacific at 1:55 p. m. and the Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy at 11:35 a. m., and southbound, leaving
Minneapolis at 6:15 p. m., and entering Kansas City via the

February
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& Q. and the Missouri I'acilic. respectively, have been JisThe thruiigli Kansas City-Sioux City sleepers,
Kansas City via the Missouri Pacific at 11 p. m. and

1!.

L".

22,

contiiiued.

leaving

Sioux City, Iowa,

leaviiiK

at

8

p.

in.,

have also been

dis-

continued.

The Transportation Club of Louisville, Ky., held its annual nicetin{f at the Old Inn Motel on February 12; and the
following directors and oft'icers were elected: president, Ralph
Morris, general freight agent. Southern Railway; vice11.
president, C. B. Stafford, manager tratlic department, Louisville Board of Trade; secretary-treasurer, W. T. Vandenburg,
coniinercial agent. Seaboard Air Line; directors, H. H.
superintendent, John P. Morton & Co.; Brent
division freight agent. Cleveland, Cincinnati,
Chicago & St. Louis; Walter R. llensley, vice-chairman commission on car service and embargo zone chairman; Arthur
S. Key, traffic manager. Federal Chemical Company.
The
speakers at the ban>iuet included Capt. l'"ernand Renaudeau
of the French army, Capt. George F. Jeanes of the Britisli
army. Brig. General D. B. Devore of the American army and
T. C. Mapother, a Louisville attorney.

Hughes,

Jr.,

Arnold,

Jr.,

An

officer of the

Canadian

Pacific says tliat his

road on one

42<'

lurnishing the League's committee with the names of consignees
who fail to remove their freight within 72 hours after notice, and
the committee in turn is taking such cases up with the consignees

and asking them

to co-operate in the general
congestion at the stations.

Drastic

Ohio,

announce<l

Quebec and are sent over the National TransconThis relieves the Canadian Pacific main
tinental to Halifax.
line to St. John for classes of export freight more urgently reFrom Toronto 120 cars of freight eastbound for
quired there.
Montreal are turned over from the Canadian Pacific to the
Canadian Northern every day. The Grand Trunk during the
winter season has been diverting from 150 to 20O cars of coal
per day to the Canadian Pacific and the Toronto, Hamilton &
Buffalo, in order to lessen the congestion on the Grand Trunk
The Grand Trunk has also diverted
at the Niagara frontier.
fifty cars a day to the Canadian Northern at Toronto.

Regulation of Railroad Steamers
The Marine Section of

the Transportation Division is a new
General Mc.^doo's organization to superof coastwise steamship lines owned by
which were taken over by the Ciovernment. W. II.
Pleasants, president of the Ocean Steamship Company of Savannah, Ga., has been appointed manager of the Marine Section and

bureau

of

the
railroads

vise

will

give

tween

all

Director
operation

special attention to co-ordinating the relations beshipping, including that on the Great Lakes, and the

tailroads.

Holiday Traffic Restricted
Director General McAdoo declined to give his approval to a
plan for transporting a large body of Pennsylvania National
Army troops from Camp Meade to Philadelphia for a parade on
Washington's Birthday, holding it an unwarrantable use of engines, cars and tracks in the congested district.
He has, however, approved a plan for the movement of two regiments from
Camp Upton, over the Long Island road, to New York, the Long
Island being in a position to handle the movement.

Campaign

to

Reduce Accumulation of
Freight at Chicago Freight Houses

The Chicago regional committee of the National Industrial
Traffic

of the

League, which is co-operating with the Chicago committee
Car Service Section of the Railroad .\dministration with

a view to conserving transportation facilities in general, has been

requested by the carriers to conduct a special campaign among
receivers of freight, emphasizing the necessity for calling for shipments promptly upon receipt of notice of arrival.
Under the
storage rules the receiver of freight is entitled to 48 hours, free
time, but

some

receivers

make

a practice of permitting their

1.

c.

I.

shipments to accumulate at the inbound stations for several days
and weeks before arranging for disposition. The railroads are

week

that,

beginning

February

18.

freight would be accepted at any point within ten miles
of the Philadelphia city hall for movement to other points
within that territory an area etjual to 314 square miles.
There are 96 freight stations within this territory. Move-

—

ment of

freight

from one station

to anutlur within the city of
Philadelphia was discontinued, by these roads, two months
ago.

Freight Moving Freely

The congestion of
materially relieved.

was

it

freight in "l-".asteni" territory has been very
a report issued by A. H. Smith, regional

By

appears that between I'ebruary

44 per cent.

at

last

no

Sault Ste. Marie, and thence to Ontario. They consisted chiefly
for domestic consumption in Canada.
One hundred
cars of freight per day are being diverted from the Canadian
Pacific

314 Square Miles

three principal railroads in Philadelphia, the Pennsylvania, the Philadelphia & Reading and the Baltimore &

director,

of grain

to prevent

The

way of the Soo Line 1,000 cars of freight
so as to relieve the main line along the nortli shore of Lake
Superior. These cars went from Winnipeg, via Minneapolis, to

occasion diverted by

Embargo Covering

movement

6,

when

the congestion

and February 19, the reduction in the
normal" on all of the lines was
Temperatures are now favorable throughout this

at its highest point,

number of

freight cars "above

territorj-.

The

detailed figures

on the two dates named and for February

20 are shown below
Cars above normal
Eastbourd loads
Easthound empties

—
—
Westbound— loads
Westbound — empties
Total loads
Total empties

Grand

total

February 6 February 19 February 20
59,784
13,345
39,841
47,934

39.257
3,140
28,287
19,090

38.910
4,048
26,940
17,400

99,625
61,279

67,544
22,230

6S.8S0
21,448

160,904

89,774

87,298

The movement of food supplies from the West direct to ships in
New York harbor by the special system of solid through trains
termed "G. O. C. Specials," is now under full headway in large
volume. Pig iron production has been increasing rapidly in the
past few days as a result of the advent of mild weather, and at
many blast furnaces the receipts of coke have been in excess of requirements. The production of steel has not undergone an increase corresponding with the increase in pig iron production, for
the reason that steel production has been limited by the ability to
ship the finished product. Nearly all mill warehouses and yards
in the Pittsburgh region are still filled with steel awaiting shipment.
The Peimsylvania Railroad reports a marked improvement in
shipments of soft coal and general freight. In the first 18 days of
February 22,620 cars of bituminous coal passed Lewistown Junction.
This compares with 18,141 cars in the corresponding period
of January, and and 18,661 cars in December.
"This eastbound
bituminous movement for the first time since last summer shows
an increase compared with the corresponding period a year ago.
Operating conditions in the West continue to improve since
mild weather set in. Special attention is still being given to the

movement

of grain in the Western States.
Statistics of grain
week indicate that the order of the director general
of railroads giving priority to the movement of grain in Western
States has materially increased the number of cars loaded. Grain
receipts last

receipts at Chicago last week were 7,280,000 bushels, an increase
of 4,583,000 bu., or 169 per cent over the previous week, and
3,341,000 bu., or 83 per cent, over the same wceJt a year ago. The
increase in the receipts of corn over the previous week was
Receipts of grain at all
2.216,000 bu., and of oats 1,418,000 bu.
the primar)' markets for the week ended Februarj- 16 totaled 22,104,000 bu., or 54 per cent over the receipts of the previous week,
and 51.5 per cent over those of the same week a year ago.

Production of Gold and Silver in the United States during
the calendar year 1917 was less than in 1916 as shown by the
statistics of the Bureau of the Mint and the United States
Geological Survey. Gold produced in 1917 was valued at $84,456.600 as against $92,590,300 in 1916. and silver was valued at
$61,140,300 in I<:i7 as against $61,280,629 in 1916.
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in

various parts of the city would be just as convenient

to shippers as a joint station.

Commission and Court News
Personnel of Commissions
E. Benton, of Keene, N. H.. has been appointed solicitor
of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, succeeding P. J. Farrell, who has been appointed
Mr. Benton was formerly
chief counsel of the commission.
connected with the Bureau of Valuation as valuation analyst
and examiner.
J.

P. J. Farrell, who has been appointed chief counsel to the
Interstate Commerce Commission, as was announced in these

columns

last

week, was born on

May

.

10.

1861,

and admitted

practice in all the
courts of Vermont in
1887 as attorney at law
to

and
cery.

solicitor in chanIn April, 1906, he

to pracSupreme
the
Court of the United
Farrell
Mr.
States.
was in the railroad service several years; beginning with the Connecticut & Passumpsic
road,
now a
Rivers
part of the Boston &

was admitted
tice

in

Maine,

in 1880.

vs.

at

Commissions

Wasteful Duplication

of Facilities

In an order issued on February 4 the Railroad Commission of
the State of California dismissed the complaint of the city of San
Jose vs. the Southern Pacific and the Western Pacific asking for
the erection of union passenger and freight terminals as well as
the use of certain tracks jointly. The Commission, however, emphasized the importance of avoiding the wasteful duplication of
railroad construction and operation. In anticipation of the termination of its franchise through San Jose, the Soutliern Pacific
some time ago secured the permission of both the city and the

railroad commission to build a new line throu.gh the outskirts of
Permission was also granted to the Western Pacific
the city.
The comlo build a line from Niles to and through San Jose.
plaint of the city was that the projected lines would surround
the principal portions of San Jose, thereby rendering communication between the city and the surrounding territory difficult and
dangerous, and would greatly depreciate the value of property in
a residence section which the Western Pacific planned to pass
through. In order to overcome these objections and also to elim-

unnecessary duplication of grade crossings, the city
asked that the two roads use the same tracks in the city and
The commission
erect union passenger and freight stations.
found that a union passenger station was not particularly needed
in San Jose and that the construction of several small freight
inate the

Decided February

4,

News

New

was

State

Pacific.

The
Jersey Court of Chancery holds that railroad station platforms being private property the railroad, for a consideration, may contract to give an express company the ex-

Commerce Commission. Mr. Farrell practiced
Portland, Ore., and Newport. Vt., until 1901, when he
entered the employ of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
where he has acted as attorney in cases before the commission
and in the courts, and as solicitor of the bureau of valuation.
Interstate

law

Southern Pacific and Western

Court

subsequently a railway
''•
•* ^"'^"
postal
clerk,
and in
1888 he was promoted
lo be chief clerk of railway mail service, with headquarters
at Boston.
In 1889 he resigned this place and became lawpartner of Charles A. Prouty, former Interstate Commerce
Commissioner and now director of the bureau of valuation of
the

.

Exclusive Use of Platforms for Express Business

He was

He

.

1918.

station agent, conductgeneral
clerk
in
or,
freight office and train

despatcher.

was the opinion, however, that

It

economy and safety the Western Pacific should
use the Southern Pacific line not only in San Jose, but also from
Niles to San Jose, with the privilege of building such spurs
therefrom as might be thought necessary to develop business for
the road.
The testimony offered with reference to the proposed construction of the line by the Western Pacific from Niles to San Jose,
about 20 miles, showed that the president of that road had attempted without success to effect an agreement with the Southern Pacific for the use of the latter's line from Niles to Milpitas,
11 miles. On this subject the Commission says: "The attitude of
the Southern Pacific in refusing to negotiate on this subject with
the Western Pacific does not commend itself to us.
This attitude is contrary to the growing realization that our nation must
put an end to further wasteful duplication of railroad construcWe assume that the question whether the Western
tion.
Pacific shall get into San Jose will be passed upon by the Director
General of Railroads. If he decides that the proposed construction is not justified, particularly at present, there will be no need
for considering further the matter now under consideration. On
the other hand, if he decides that the Western Pacific may enter
San Jose, we hope he will take steps to have this done in such
a manner as to prevent the wasteful duplication now contemplated in connection with the Niles-San Jose situation." San Jose
in the interest of

clusive right to do an express baggage and passenger business on and from the platform, and such a contract does not
Express,
v.
create
monopoly. Thompson's
Etc.,
Co.
a
Whitemere (N. J.), 102 Atl., 692. Decided December 31, 1917.

—

Injuries to Live Stock

—Waiver of

Notice of Claim

Tlie Mississippi Supreme Court holds that the provision of
a contract of live stock shipment that the shipper shall file
notice of loss within ten days of delivery is waived where
shortly after arrival the railroad's proper agent was orally
notified of the injuries and damage, and accepted the notice
and inspected the animals and wrote on the way bill a memorandum of the injuries and claim. Bernstein v. Y. & M. V.

—

(Miss.), 77 So., 146.

Decided January

2,

1918.

Landowner's Duty Under Right-of-Way Agreement
The Circuit Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit, holds that
under an agreeinent that a railroad company might build its
road across certain land at such a height as to permit the
landowner to build a dam on condition that the company
would protect its own roadway by riprapping or building a
wall, it was the landowner's implied duty in building the dam
use every reasonable precaution by the construction of a
spillway or other suitable device to carry oflf flood waters.
Eastern Oregon Land Co. v. Deschutes R. Co., 246 Fed.. 400.

to

Decided October

1,

1917.

Commission's Order as

to Station Facilities

order of the South Dakota Railroad Commissioners
required the Chicago & North Western to provide a suitable
station house in place of two box cars, and maintain an agent
in a town of 40 inhabitants, with two stores, lumber yard,'
coal yard, blacksmith shop and insurance office, in a farming
community, and at which, during the year previous, the company transacted $10,000 of business, $7,000 of which was
The South Dakota Supreme Court
freight in carload lots.
holds that the order was reasonable as to the maintenance
of an agent, but that the evidence was insufficient to show
.\n

that station facilities were inadequate.— Barnard v. Chicago
& N. W., 166 N. W., 148. Decided January 18, 1918.
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Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies
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Locomotives
The Hudson Coal Company
loconiolive

tank

wlicil

I'roin

lias

ordered one 21-ton (our-

the

Locomotive

American

Company.

TuE Delaware River Steel Company has ordered one 47;^four-wheel tanl< loconiotive from the American Locomotive Company.
ton

The South ALxnchlrian Kailwav
Mikado locomotives weighing
American Locomotive Company.

heater

ordered 25 super230,000 Ih. from the

lias

News

iiiiiiMiMiiHmiMiiiiiiiiimrininiinMniiiiiiiiiitiniiiiiiitiiii

The Asbestos Protected Metal Company, Pittsburgh, announces the removal of its Bosion ollice to the Stale Mutual
building lo be in charge of Wm. 11 Cummings.
J. A. McNulty, roundhouse foreman of the Chicago &
North Western, at Chicago, has entered the railway sales
department of the .Anchor Packing Company, with head-

quarters at Chicago.

The Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Company, the Ohio
Preserving Company, the Michigan Wood Preserving
the .'\cme Tie Company have moved their

Wood

Company and

general oflices to the Century building, Pittsburgh, Pa

The South African Railways have ordered
heater Mountain type locomotives weighing
the .'Vmerican Locomotive Company.

431

super-

20

195,000

lb.

from

E. L. Marshall, of the railway sales department of the NaCarbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio, resigned his
I'ebruary 1.
A. E. Pratt, for several years signal
supervisor of the Erie at Marion, Ohio, will succeed Mr.
Marshall and take over his work as special railway salesman.

tional

position

Specifications for the following locomotives have recently
been determined on orders received some months ago by the

.American Locomotive Company; Western Pacilic.
locomotives weighing 330,000 lb.

5

Mikado

Freight Cars
The United States Govkhnment has ordered for use on
ilitary railroads in France 950 box cars from the American
Lar & Foundry Company, 500 low side gondola cars from
the Cambria Steel Company, 250 box cars from the Mt.
Vernon Car & Manufacturing Company, 500 box cars from
the Pullman Company, 200 box cars an.d 750 high side
from the Standard Steel Car Companj', 250
from the Haskell & Barker Car Company,
box cars from the St. Louis Car Company and orders
will be placed shortly for 500 additional box cars and 500
iditional low side gondola cars.

gondola cars

refrigerator cars
100

1

Signaling

W. S. King, formerly general superintendent of the Illinois
Central, has entered the supply field with ofKces in the McCormick building, 332 South Michigan avenue, Chicago. He
will represent the Damascus Brake Beam Company and the
Frost Railway Supply Company, tOKethcr with general railway supplies.
The

Louisville

Frog & Switch Company,

Louisville,

Ky.,

has been incorporated with a capital stock of $200,000 to
take over the business of the W. M. Mitchell Company, Inc.,
and to manufacture switches, frogs, crossings and other
The officers include
special track apparatus and fastenings.
W. M. Mitchell, president, and H. O. VVieland, secretary and
Charles H. Krauss, superintendent of the Weir
treasurer.
Frog Company, Cincinnati. Ohio, has resigned to become
general superintendent of the Louisville Frog & Switch Company. Previous to his connection with the Weir Frog Company, Mr. Krauss was connected with the Lorain Steel
Company, Johnstown, Pa., and with the Kilby Frog & Switch
Company, Birmin.gham, A\a., for a number of years in the
capacity of superintendent.

Dei-\\vare. Lackawanna & Western has purchased two
G. A. single-arm railway grade crossing signals from the
& Signal Company, Elizabeth. X. J.

The
\

Griffin

G. A. Railway Light

\

Wheel Company

The

Cement Production in the United St.\tes is almost excludomestic use, says a recent bulletin of the National
City Bank of New York, the exports having amounted in
value to but $5,822,000 in 1913, the high record year, and $4,sively for

1917.

1"12,OCO in

—

A. W. Ferriii, acting commercial attache at Pekin, China, writes under date of December

Railroad Into Mongolia.

.New

as follows: It is reported that negotiations are on foot
for a loan for the extension of the new Supingkai-Cliengchiatun

24, 1917,

from Chengchiatun, Manchuria, to Kailu, in Eastern
The Supingkai-Chcngchiatun line, which was conby means of a loan from the Y'okohania Specie Bank,
15 now considered completed, as construction trains carrying passenger cars are running on a regular published schedule be'^<<n Supingkai and Chengchiatum. though over a temporary
Un bridge across the Liao. The proposed extension into
•rn Mongolia is 130 miles in length, and it is said that
;''" (100 yen (roughly, $750,000 U. S.) will build it.
AccordIV

lia.

-;,.^;lJ

'

1

iin

!

the

'

agreement under which the Supingkai-Chengchiatun

Kailway was built, the Y'okohama Specie Bank must be given
chance to advance any funds needed for extension of line.
fhf new loan will probably be 2,000.000 yen ($1,000,000). The
i'ln of
this railway into Eastern Mongolia was contem-

first

Japan is anxious to get into railway comwith that comparatively undeveloped country. The
Oriental Development Company has recently been
order to make it freer to advance money for indus-

I'rom the first, as
"1

ation

tliaricr of the

.imtnded
trial

in

developments

in

Eastern Mongolia as well as

in

Manchuria.

necessity of working out excess iin^lit tax requirements
has delayed the publication of the annual report of the Griffin
Wheel Company, Chicago, for the year ended December 31, 1917.

The company

has, however, given out a preliminary .statement
covering its operations during the past year. After reserving
about $250,000 for extraordinary ta.xes, a net profit of approxiNet quick assets on December
matelv $1,100,000 was earned.
31, 1917, amounted to over $(i,000,000 of which $1,007,000 was in
cash and $1,500,000 in L'nited States government and state securities.
The company owes no money, and since 1907 has not
found it necessary to enter the money market even for temporary loans.
While continuing its policy of paying annual dividends out of
the previous year's earnings, the Griffin Wheel Company will, on
March 1. anticipate its semi-annual dividend of 3'/i per cent on
the 92,820 shares of common stock outstanding, due September
1, and pay a full year's dividend calling for $649,740 out of the
This action will be taken to
last twelve months' operations.
clear up the surplus account in preparation for taxes.
The company advanced the price of its wheels in January,
1917, after an uninterrupted period of uniform prices since 1884,
with the one exception of the year 1907 when an advanced price
was maintained for a short time. .Mthough the company could
have profited to the extent of about $400,000 by increasing the
price of its product to conform with the marked advances in the
cost of materials during the past three years, advance purchases
made possible the deference of an advance in prices until the
time aforementioned. In fact, the company did not increase its
prices until the cost of raw materials had advanced more than

100 per cent.
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Railway

Financial and Construction

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Railway Financial News
Lake Superior & Ishpeminc.

—

At a meeting of the stockholders
C. Mann, C. D. Mason and W. P. Beldon
board of directors, succeeding J. B. LaughT. F. Jones, Jr., and J. H. Hoyt.

company R.

were elected
lin,

to the

MuNisiNC, Maruuette &

Southeastern. — At

a meeting of the

stockholders of this company W. P. Beldon was elected to succeed J. H. Hoyt as a member of the board of directors.

—The

which were brought in the
courts by the British Columbia government against Foley,
Welch & Stewart and the railway company have been settled,
and the goveniment will take over the property and the contractors will drop out of it. It is expected that legislation will
l)e introduced to provide for the completion of the road from
the present end of the line 23 miles north of Clinton, to Prince
George, and for the administration of the railroad by the MinThe lands and property of the Pacific
inster of Railways.
(jreat Eastern Land Company and all subsidiary companies
There are now on hand 8,000 tons of
will also be handed over.
rails available for the completion of the road, and also some
other material; and there is standing an order for 21,000 tons
.if rails recently financed by the government, let to the United
States Steel Corporation, which, on instructions, must com-

PAaric Great Eastern.

mence

suits

F. A. Moses, Jr., has been appointed freight claim agent of
the Tennessee Central, with office at Nashville, Tenn., vice
H. R. Smith, resigned.
J. M. Wood, assistant to the treasurer of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, and assistant treasurer of the Long Island Railroad,
with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed
assistant treasurer of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

James M. Kurn, president

in charge of operations and construction of the St. Louis-San
Francisco, on February 13, succeeding E. D. Levy, resigned.

C. D. Mason has been elected secretary and R. C. Mann,
assistant secretary, has been elected treasurer, of the Lake
& Ishpeming and the Munising, Marquette & Southeastern, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, succeeding

Superior

W.

D. Pollock.

Decatur Axtell, who has resigned as vice-president of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, the Hocking Valley and the Chesapeake
& Ohio of Indiana, with office at Richmond, Va., as was announced in these columns last week, was
born at Elyria, Ohio,
and was educated at
J.

delivery.

Illinois

March

quarterly dividend of ZYz per cent has been
declared on the common stock, together with the regular semiannual dividend of 2 per cent on the preferred stock, both payable April 1 to stock of record March 9. This puts the common
stock on a 10 per cent basis, as the last previous common dividend paid was 2 per cent regular, with Vz of 1 per cent extra.

Southern

Railway Construction
Railway. — Improvements will be made

at Sheffield, Ala., for

handling the increase

in

to the

fa-

traffic

in-

local

shop

facilities

He was then appointed
general manager of the
?,

, ,,
Richmond & Allegheny
.

and

Situation in France.— Before the war France conabout 65,000,000 tons of coal yearly, of which,
figures,
41,000,000 tons were of domestic production
round
in
and 24,000,000 tons were imported from abroad; that is to say,
from Great Britain, Germany and Belgium. The monthly consumption in peace times thus amounted to 5,400,000 tons, says ^
report of Commercial Attache C. W. A. Veditz from Paris,
In 1916 the domestic mines produced only
dated January 5.
20,000,000 tons, and the imported coal amounted to only 19,000.000 tons, making the total quantity available for consumption
39,000,000 tons. In November, 1916, a typical month, the French
mines produced 1,800,000 tons of coal and the imports amounted
to 1,500,000 tons, the available monthly supply being therefore

The Coal

which represents a deficit, compared
monthly consumption in 1913, of approximately 40 per
3,300.000 tons,

witli

cent.

the
It

should, of course, be noted that the invaded portions of France
contain the principal French coal mines, and that therefore the
war has cut off the chief source of supply and has made necessary the more intensive exploitation of the mines in the unin-

vaded regions.

a

Pacific, until July, 1880.

Decatur Axtell

sumed

1864, he be-

rodnian with an engineering corps on the
Pacific of Missouri and
later served in various
engineering
capacities
on the St. Louis & Iron
Mountain, the Cairo &
Fulton
and the St.
Louis, Iron Mountain
& Southern, now forming part of the Missouri

are also contemplated.

Great Eastern Railway's Sea Water Supply.— The Great
Eastern Railway has announced that it will no longer carry
sea water. What is surprising about this notice is, not that
the traffic has been stopped, but that, in these times, it should
have been continued so long. The Engineer, London.

On

College.
16,

gan railway work as

cident to the location of the government nitrate plant at this
The present passenger and freight stations will be enplace.
larged, additional yard tracks will be installed, and additions to
the

&

of the Detroit, Toledo
Ironwas elected vice-president

ton, with office at Detroit, Mich.,
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cilities

Officers
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,

.

in

c.

April

,

1882,

he

was appointed vice-president and general manager of the same
road. In June, 1883, when the R. & A. went into the hands of
a receiver, he was appointed receiver and manager and in
May, 1889, when the R. & A. was acquired by the Chesapeake
& Ohio, Mr. Axtell was made second vice-president of the
In addition to serving the Chesapeake & Ohio
latter road.
as vice-president, Mr. Axtell, in December, 1889, was elected

& Ohio Central and vice-president of
Kanawha & Michigan. Three years later he was elected
chairman of the board of directors of the Toledo & Ohio
president of the Toledo
the

Central,

serving in that capacity until April, 1909;

from 1903

he was also chairman of the board of directors of the
Kanawha & Michigan. In April, 1910. he was elected vicepresident of the Hocking Valley and in August, 1910, viceto 1910,

president of the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana, serving in
these capacities until the date of his resignation. Mr. Axtell
has been in charge of the accounting and treasury departments and has also been chairman of the Valuation Committee of the Chesapeake & Ohio Lines.

Ralph Budd, who has been elected executive vice-president of
was announced in our issue of February 15,
was born at Waterloo, Iowa, on August 20, 1877, and was graduated from Highland Park College of Engineering at Des Moines,
Iowa, in 1899, following which he began railway work with the
Chicago Great Western. LIntil 1902 he was consecutively drafts-

the Great Northern, as

man, rodman, Icvelman. instrumentman and assistant engineer, and

February
Ironi

tlic

22.

Ullcr

<l;ito

supcriiitciuli'iit

rral
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to

of

IWS was

-.iKCfssivoly

construction

on the

ami division ciiKinecr of that division,

ru.nliiia-.Ki.

m'l-

Louis division

St.

lie

was then

trans-

to t'liicatjo as division onKiiuer. The followinK year he
became chief en.sineer of the Panama Kailroad at Colon,
Panama, where he remained milil 190**. wlien he went to the
From 1910 to May 1,
Oregon Trunk as chief cnfiincer.
Portland &
l'>14. he also was chief CMKineer of the .Spokane,
Seattle, and from 1911 to Ian. 1. 1913. also chief engineer of the
Spokane & Inland I'-mpire and Spokane Traction Company at
Mr. Pnild was appointed assistant to the presiPortland, Ore.
dent of the Creat N'orthein on January 1, 1913, and on I'ebruary
On May 1, 1914, he again
15 was appointed chief engineer.
liicaine assistant to the president, which position he retained
firri-d

until his recent election as vice-president.

Operating
G. Choate has been appointed general manager of the
Houston Hclt & Terminal Railway, with office at Houston,
Tex.

W.

J.

J.

Grosche has been appointed master of

Louisville & Nashville. Kentucky division,
Paris, Ky., vice J. G. Metcalfe, resigned.

trains of the

with

oflicc

at

C. C. Fisher has been appointed trainmaster of the SacraPacific, with headquarters
succeeding C. A. Collins.

mento division of the Southern
Sacramento.

Cal.,

at

J. A. Gordon, general manager of the Chicago Great Western at Chicago for the past four years and an officer of that
road for seven years, has resigned, effective March 1.

D.

J.

Morris, assistant superintendent of transportation of

Wheeling & Lake Eric, with lieadquarters at Brewster,
Ohio, was appointed superintendent of car service with the
same headquarters, effective February 1.
the

F. L. Horton, chief despatcher of the Central of Georgia,
with office at Macon, Ga., has been appointed trainmaster,
with lieadquarters at Albany, vice H. M. Sours, resigned; and
W. L. Chandler has been appointed chief despatcher with
headquarters at Macon, vice Mr. Horton.

M. Smith, superintendent of passenger transportation of
N'ew York Central lines west of Buffalo, has been appointed assistant to the general superintendent of the Fourth
district, with headquarters at Chicago, and L. C. Anderson
has been appointed superintendent of passenger transportation, vice Mr. Smith.
F.

the

W.

L. Ekin, division engineer of the Pennsylvania lines,
Louis System, with headquarters at Terre Haute, Ind.,
has been promoted to superintendent of the Peoria division,
succeeding Taber Hamilton, with headquarters at Decatur.
February 11. Mr. Ekin entered the service cf
111., effective
the Pennsylvania Lines, on July 6, 1900, and was appointed
assistant engineer on the Michigan division on September 1.
1905.
He was promoted to division engineer of the same
division on May 1. 1907. and was later transferred to the
St. Louis division, at Terre Haute, which position he held at
the time of his appointment.
St.

Frank P. Barr, superintendent of transportation of the
Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at Brewster, Ohio,
was appointed assistant to the general manager of that road,
with headquarters at Cleveland, f 'hio, effective February 1.
He was born in Canton. Ohio, in 1878, and received his early
education in the public schools of that city. He entered the
service of the Cleveland. Canton & Southern, on July 1,
1895, as a car record clerk in the office of the car accountant.
He continued in that position until August. 1899, in which
year the Wheeling & Lake Erie absorbed the Cleveland,
Canton & Southern. He was clerk in the office of the superintendent of car service from that date until February,
1906. at which time he was promoted to chief clerk.
He was
appointed car accountant in May, 1907, and on June 10, of
the following year, was promoted to superintendent of car
ser\icc
He remained in that position until July 1, 1912.
when he was promoted to superintendent of transportation,
which office he held until February 1, 1918. when his appoint-

ment as noted above became

effective.

Mr. Barr has been

in
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railway service fur practically 22 years, and as superintendent of transportation of the Wheelint; & Lake Erie, was
responsible for the successful operation of the lake coal
pooling plan, which was made effective at the Huron, Ohio,
lake port of that read during 1910, and resulted in the members of that pooling arrangeiiKnt urging the adoption of
the general pooling plan to include all bituminous coal shipments for the upper lake docks during 1917. The position of
superintendent of transportation has been abolished.

Frank L. Fletcher, who has been appointed superintendent
of the Huntington division of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with headquarters at Huntington, W Va., as has already been announced
in these columns, was horn on September 21, 1885, at Mount
Sterling, Ky., and was educated in the public schools of his native
town. He began railway work on September 18, 1901, as a telegraph operator on the Chesapeake & Ohio. He remained in that
.

position until September, 1','06, when he was appointed train
despatcher. From March, 1912, to October, 1914, he was assistant
trainmaster and then was promoted to trainmaster. Since July,
1916, he served as superintendent of terminals of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis and the
Louisville & JefTcrsonville Bridge & Railroad Company, with
office at Louisville, Ky., until his recent appointment as superintendent of the Huntington division of the Chesapeake & Ohio, as
above noted.

Andrew R. Macgowan, whose appointment as superintendent of the J^ennsyhania division of the Delaware & Hudson,
with headquarters at Carbondale. Pa., has already been announced in these columns, was born on January 16. 1883. at
Moncton, N. B., and was educated in the high schools.
He
began railway work on January 19, 1899, with the Canadian
Government Railways, and served consecutively as clerk,
rodnian and transitman until .Vpril, 1904, when he became
contractor's engineer on the Northern Maine Searsport branch
of the Bangor & .Vroostook.
From January to November,
1906, he was resident engineer of the Somerset Railway, now
a part of the
Maine Central, and then returned to the
service of the Canadian Government Railways as assistant
engineer, remaining in that position until April, 1915.
He
was then to December. 1915, division engineer and from
to
was
principal
January
June, 1916,
assistant engineer.
In
July. 1916, he' was appointed superintendent, which position
he held until he left to go to the Delaware & Hudson as
above noted.

F. Wear, division superintendent of the Great Northern
Great I'alls. Mont., was promoted to assistant general
superintendent, with the same headquarters, cfTective February 20, succeeding John Sesser, granted an indefinite leave
at

the American Expeditionary Forces in
France. J. Weber, superintendent of terminals, at Seattle,
Wash., was appointed superintendent of the Butte division,
with headquarters at Great F'alls, Mont., succeeding Mr.
Wear. T. B. Degnan, superintendent of the Northern division, with headquarters at Crookston, Minn., was appointed
superintendent of terminals, at Seattle, Wash., succeeding
Mr. Weber. L. M. Davis was appointed superintendent of
the Northern division, with headquarters at Crookston,
Minn., succeeding Mr. Degnan. R. E. Landis, superintendent
of the Marcus division, with headquarters at Marcus, Wash.,
was transferred to the Spokane division, with headquarters
at Spokane, Wash., succeeding J. L. Close, transferred to
Whitefish. Mont., succeeding M. J. Flanigan, assigned to
other duties. George Wear, trainmaster at Everett, Wash.,
was promoted to superintendent of the Marcus division, with
headquarters at Marcus, Wash., succeeding Mr. Landis.
of absence to join

Traffic
L. Coffey has been appointed general agent of the
Chicago. .Milwaukee & St. Paul, at Cedar Rapids, la.

John

H. G. Powell, division freight agent of the Illinois Central.
Omaha, Nebr., has been promoted to assistant general
freight agent, at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding F. H. Law, proC. E. SUiley, traveling freight agent, with headmoted.
quarters at Oklahoma City, Okla., has been promoted to
division freight agent, at Omaha, Nebr., succeeding Mr.
at

Powell, transferred.
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E. A. Fair, city passenger agent of the Gulf Coast Lines, at
Houston, Tex., has been promoted to general agent of the
passenger department, with the same headquarters, succeeding

W. H.

Pinnick, resigned.

H.

C. Gettier, division freight agent, of the .-\tlantic Coast
I. inc. with otTice at Alontgomerj-. .-\la., having resigned, to accept
service elsewhere, the duties of the Montgomery office will.
for the present, be performed by C. R. Jones, soliciting freight

agent.
J. A. McDonald, district passenger agent of the Canadian
Pacific at Brandon, Man., has been transferred to Regina,
Sask., succeeding J. E. Proctor, who has been transferred to

Calgary, Alta., succeeding R. Dawson, transferred to Brandon,
in place of Mr. McDonald, effective February 1.

A. F. Meyer, general agent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chi& St. Louis, at Pittsburgh, Pa., w-as promoted to division
freight agent, at Indianapolis, Ind.. succeeding C. R. Lewis,
resigned, effective February IS.
D. H. Hutchinson, commercial agent, at Boston, Mass., was appointed general agent
at Pittsburgh, to succeed Mr. Mej'er.

cago

Engineering and Rolling Stock
H. H. Tripp, resident engineer of the Canadian Pacific,
at Kenora, Ont., has been transferred to the Edmonton division, with headquarters at Edmonton, Alta., succeeding R.
C. Harris, who has been transferred to the Calgary division.
J.

F.

Gildea,

with

division

J. J.

office

Reid, resigned.

master mechanic of the Chicago Great Western, to succeed Mr.
Erskine at Des Moines.

H. H. Carrick, assistant master mechanic of the Southern
at San I-'rancisco, Cal., has been appointed master

Pacific

mechanic

of the Stockton division, with headquarters a;
Stockton, vice F. P. McDonald, transferred, and J. T. Slavin
has been appointed assistant master mechanic of the Coast
division, with headquarters at San Francisco, vice Mr. Carrick.

John L. Conerly, whose appointment as master car builder
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Denison, Tex., was announced in these columns on January 18.
was born in Pike county, Miss., on November 22, 1869.
He
entered the service of the Illinois Central in December, 1890,
as car repairer at McComb, Miss., and was later promoted
to inspector. On December 31, 1900, he was promoted to car
foreman and transferred to Jackson, Miss., where he remained
until June, 1903, when he was transferred to New Orleans,

He remained

at

Ohio. He later served as general superintendent of the western
general division until his recent appointment as superintendent
of maintenance of way of the entire Chesapeake & Ohio system,
with headquarters at Huntington, W. Va., as above noted.

R. C. Miller, division engineer of the Pennsylvania lines
west of Pittsburgh with office at Toledo has been transferred
to Terre Haute, succeeding W. L. Ekin, promoted; J. K.
Sherman, division engineer with office at Zanesville, Ohio,
succeeds Mr. Miller, with office at Toledo, and H. W. Brown,
assistant division engineer with office at Chicago, succeeds
Mr. Sherman at Zanesville.

Railway Officers

in Military Service

George T. Slade, vice-president of the Northern Pacific, has
been commissioned as Lieutenant Colonel and has been assigned
to railroad service in France on the staff of General W. W. Atterbury, director of transportation of the United States Expeditionarv Forces.

Obituary

at

W. H. Erskine, master mechanic of the Chicago Great
Western, at Des Moines, la., has been appointed master
mechanic of the Virginian. Frank Aitken, master mechanic
of the Pere Marquette, at Wyoming, Mich., has been appointed

La.

from January, 1905, to May 1910, was division engineer of the
Kentucky division at Ashland, Ky. From May 1, 1910 to 1914
he served as engineer maintenance of way of the Kentucky general division of the same road and the Chesapeake & Ohio of
Indiana, with office at Covington, Ky., and as assistant chief engineer.
In February, 1914. he was appointed superintendent of
the Huntington and Big Sandy divisions of the Chesapeake &

master mechanic of the Canadian

Montreal, Que., has been appointed
master mechanic of the Pennsylvania division of the Delaware & Hudson, with headquarters at Carbondale. Pa., vice
Pacific,
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New

Orleans until June, 1910, when he

promoted to general car foreman and transferred to
Memphis, Tenn. He left the Illinois Central in February,
1914, to take a similar position with the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, at Denison, Tex., and in September, 1914, he was
promoted to general car inspector. He was with the Ft.
Worth & Denver City and the Midland Valley from September. 1915, to February 15, 1917.
He returned to the Missouri,
Kansas & Texas as general car inspector on February 15,
1917, and from this position was promoted to master car
builder, effective January 1, 1918, succeeding H. J. Tiemey,
w-as

resigned.
L. B. Allen, whose appointment as superintendent of maintenance of way of the Chesapeake & Ohio system, with headquarters at Huntington, W. Va., has already been announced in
these columns, was born April 19, 1879, at Lexington, Ky., and
graduated from the Kentucky State College in 1899, with the
degree of civil engineer.
He began railway work in the same
year as a rodman on the Southern Railway, and from August,
1899, to January, 1904, was engaged on location and construction work on the Chesapeake & Ohio. He was then for one year
assistant in the office of the engineer of maintenance of way, and

George H. Alexander, superintendent of freight transportation of the New York Central, with headquarters at New
York, died on February 15, at his home in Yonkers, at the
age of 49.
C. C. Wright, general solicitor of the Chicago & North
W'estern, with office at Chicago, died at his home in Evanston, 111., on February 14.
He was born at Whitehall, N. Y.,
on April 19, 1859, and was educated at Tabor college. Tabor,
la., Colorado college, Colorado Springs, Colo., and in the law department of the Iowa State university.
He entered the
legal department of the Chicago & North Western in 1887,
working in the state of Wyoming, and resigned in 1903 to
take up the general practice of law at Omaha, Neb. Later
in the same year he was elected city attorney of Omaha, and
served in that capacity until March 1, 1905, when he was appointed assistant attorney of the Chicago & North Western,
with the same headquarters.
He was promoted to general
solicitor, with headquarters at Chicago, on November 21.
1910, and remained in that position until his death.
J. A. D. Vickers, vice-president and general manager of
the .American Express Company, with headquarters at ChicaHe was born at
go, 111., died in that city on Februarj- 16.
Toronto, Ont, on May 22. 1858 and was educated at upper
Canada College in that city. He entered the employ of the
Vickers Express Company, in Canada, a company of which
his father was the founder, as an office boy, in the Toronto
During the seven succeeding years he filled
office in 1875.
practically every position in the local office, and in February,
1882, was appointed superintendent, acting also in the capacity
of treasurer and auditor. On February 1. 1889, this company
was absorbed by the American Express Company and he became superintendent of the Canadian division, which position
he held until May 1, 1891, when the service of the National
Express Company was extended over the New York, Chicago & St. Louis and the Grand Trunk to Chicago, and over
He was
the Toledo, St. Louis & Western to St. Louis.
placed in charge of these lines as superintendent of the Na-

On
at Chicago.
general superintendent and on
November 27, 1906, was promoted to general manager.
Western department, which position he held until June 11.
1914, when he was appointed vice-president and general
manager of the western lines of the American Express Company. His supervision extended from Buffalo and Pittsburgh
tional

July

Express Company, with headquarters

1,

1905,

he was

made

to the cities of the Pacific Coast and from Winnipeg to the
Gulf, with an aggregate of nearly 7,000 offices, 18,000 employees and 55.000 miles of railroad lines.
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Railroad's prolonged
printed in another col-

record

of

a

campaign of

unprecedented magnitude, and one involving many unii|ue problems.
The
story is of absorbing interest, just as
it stands; but it possesses added sigfact that it gives, for non-railroad read-

vivid picture of conditions, scarcely less tr)ing, which

have prevailed during the past two months on many other
The Pennsylvania
railroads in the frost-bound regions.
has done those other railroads a service in preparing this
comprehensive yet succinct sketch of actual life, under extreme winter conditions, on a railroad where a heavy traffic
is pressing for movement throughout every hour of the day
This winter has been
and night, week in and week out.
unprecedented not only In length and severity, but also in
Deep
the complicated nature of railroad work at this time.
snows, low temperatures and baffling winds are not new
things; but they can make, at tlie present time, much more
On a four-track or a six-track
trouble than ever before.
railroad the snowplow does not carry off all the honors,
as it did in tlie old days of single-track; more likely it may
A winter emergency that occurs but
find itself impotent.
once in a dozen years cannot be met by the use of the methThe Pennsylvania
ods which would be applied in Alaska.
could have wished for a few miles of Southern Pacific snowsheds; but this is a situation in which wishes do not go
far.
In the light of the facts here set forth, the superficial
talk about tlie incapacity of the officers of railroads which
have ''broken down," and especially the suggestions about
how such officers might easily have kept their locomotives
in better condition, which have been made so prominent in
the newspapers, become puerile indeed.

and advanwhich appears on another page of this issue, may
be new and something of a novelty to
The
American business men of tlie present
day, but it is in wide and extensive use
Trade
'"^ England, France and Germany, and
Acceptance
in Canada.
It was at one time an
important factor in our own country, and apparently is b\'
way of becoming such again. The American business man

Tlie trade acceptance, a description of the uses

tages of

owes

himself to look into the trade acceptance carefully
relates directly to his own business transactions
and is meant primarily to be of essential service to him. It
not only relieves him of all the worry about the payment of
bills tliat is a corollary of the open book account method of
doing business, but it means everything to him from the
standpoint of his credit and his financial standing. But there
is another important factor that should greatly impress the
la)Tnan, and that is the fact that behind the campaign to
extend the use of the trade acceptance in this country are
it

because

to

it

some of the country's greatest bankers and a no less powerful
authority than the Federal Reser\'e Board itself.
In fact the
Federal Reser\e Board is so much in favor of the use of the
trade acceptance and regards it of such high standing that
the Federal Reserve

Banks discount trade acceptances

at a
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lower rate than promissory note.'^. liut it is not necessary
lo
enlarge u|)on these points here, as they are brought
out in
detail in the article.
One point, however, de.'erves atten-

m

tion

this place.

It is that

standing that what

the trade acceptance

is

of such

needed

to extend its use now is not
much argument in its favor as plain, simple publicity to explain it.
The present time has been wi-elv taken
as the moment to do this work. The American business
man
now is more willing than ever to see the disadvantages of

nearly

is

so

old-time inertia;

and he should be particularly willing to
an instrument of credit tliat will
and in economy in handling his

realize the advantages of

result in business stability

business transactions.

In a letter to the editor published in another column in this
W. C. Gushing, chief engineer maintenance of way

issue

~,

of the Pennsylvania Lines, Southwest
System, takes exception to an editorial

„

ine bcrew
Spike

published in the issue of February 8
commenting on the report on screw
spikes prepared by a committee of the
Pennsylvania System and published in a recent bulletin of
the .American Railway Engineering .Association.
Mr. Gushing criticises particularly two points made in this editorial,
namely, that the report refers almost solely to the sen-ice of
screw spikes as track fastenings and igiiores largely their
effect in decreasing the destruction of the wood and that
the
screw spike is more directly applicable to heavy traffic lines
at present.
In support of this first criticism Mr. Gushing
cites the statement in the report that "no satisfactory
device is known for resetting screw spikes after the thread
in the wood has been destroyed."
He also refers to previous writings of his in the Proceedings of the American
Railway Engineering Association which were to the same
effect although these writings were not mentioned in the

Situation

report

referred to in tlie editorial.
These refer to the
efficiency of the screw spike as a track fastening and do not
cover the pliase of the question developed by
\\'. KendJ.

rich

and others

relative to the lessened destruction

of the

timber as compared with the cut spike.
As stated in the
editorial it has been primarily for the purpose of arresting
the spike killing of tlie ties and of increasing their sen-ice
life that screw spikes have been adopted on those roads
where they are in use today. With reference to tlie second
objection that screw spikes are not suitable for hea\7 traffic
lines the difference arises largely from the definition of
If only tracks such as those of the Pennsylvania at Birmingham, Pa., with the enormous movement
of 140,000 tons per day or over 50,000,000 tons per year
are considered, it is entirely possible that Mr. Cushing's
statement may go unchallenged. However, it is believed that

heavy- traffic lines.

the lines of the New York, N'ew Haven & Hartford, the
Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, and the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in which screw spikes have been inserted,
are commonly considered as well within the limits of heavy
traffic lines when compared to the traffic over the entire
country, and the fact riiat these roads use screw spikes in
such large numbers deserves serious consideration in deter-

mining

their merits.
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Railway Ownership and Other Industries

inipoit-'.iuc wli'ch ctlier classes of

.\uoi'xiON or

GO\'ERN.\iENT

CONTROL

of

railways

is

discussion of government ownership. The
discussion of this subject usually moves in too narrow a
circle.
It commonly takes account of the direct consequences

causing

much

which government ownership would have but ignores its probable indirect consequences. We have heard much in the recent
debates in Congress about the effect which government ownership would have on railway rates and earnings, on railway
emplo}ees' wages and conditions of work, and on transportation service, but we have heard little about the indirect
effects it would have on other business concerns and their
employees.
Besides being the largest concentrated class of employers
of labor, the railways are also the largest concentrated class
When the man in the street
of purchasers of commodities.
hears the "railway supply business" mentioned he doubtless
thinks of it as made up of a comparatively small class of inHow many
dustries which caters to railways exclusively.
know that the railways are the largest consumers of coal, of
How many realize that they
iron and steel, and of lumber?
are among the largest purchasers of electrical apparatus, and

even of

office

appliances and stationery?

How many who

these things have ever considered the effect which government ownership would have on all the great industries

know

from which the railways purchase annually close to a billion
dollars worth of coal, lumber, iron and steel, etc. ?
The railway equipment and supply manufacturers of the
countr}- recently have been getting a foretaste of government
ownership. Reports have gone out from Washington that the
Director General of Railroads has extensive plans for standThe railway
ardizing railway equipment and supplies.
equipment and supply companies suddenly have awakened
to the fact that government control has given the government
almost the power of life or death over each of their concerns.
Consequently, there has been an unprecedented rush of railway supply men to Washington.
The Railway Age has been following developments at
Washington closely and feels sure that the railway equipment and supply people have been unduly concerned. DirecHe has surrounded
tor General IMcAdoo is a sensible man.
himself with able men, and has shown no disposition to play
When he has finally adopted the
politics or run amuck.
policies which he intends to follow it probably will be found
that everybody who has good devices to sell to railroads can
still sell them, and that in the main they will deal with the
same railway officers they have dealt with in the past.
But the developments, nevertheless, have been illuminatSuppose we had government ownership instead of goving.
ernment control, and were at peace instead of at war. The
government would have absolute control over railroad purIn other words, it would be permachases, as it has now.
nently in the position of the largest customer of several of
But it would not be
the leading industries of the country.
subject to the moral restraints in the use of the power this
would give it to which it is subject when the country is at
war. Under government control in war politics will probably
have little or no influence on railway purchases. Under private ownership these purchases heretofore have been made by
numerous railway companies and have little or no effect on
Under government ownership in time of peace polipolitics.

probably would have a very great influence.
Imagine the effects which would be produced by throwing
into the political scales railway purchases aggregating about
a billion dollars a year, which are made from concerns located
in every part of the country and employing millions of men.
Under government ownership of railways the affairs not only
of the railways but of all the concerns they make purchases
tics

from would become largely the football of politics.
There are other phases of government ownership of

vital

business concerns

mav

well

government should acquire the railways,
how long would it be before it would begin to enlarge its

consider:
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If the

make locomotives, cars and suplong would it be before the acquisition of the railways would be followed by the acquisition
If the government should
of telegraph and telephone lines?
make armor plate for its navy, why should it not own the
mines and produce the coal for its own railroads?
Government control is going to have the good effect of
bringing home sharply and in concrete form to many thousands of business men the effects which government ownerIt is arousing those who manufacture for
ship would have.
and sell to railways to the dangers of the situation as nothing
else could and it is causing many persons seriously to consider the enormous acceleration of the tendency toward state
socialism which government accjuisition of the railways would
cause. There are some who think that government control inOn the conevitably will lead to government ownership.
trary, it will help prevent government ownership, for it will
cause the people thoroughly and intelligently to consider the
Free silver might have been tried if it had not
question.
become the paramount issue of a national campaign, which
resulted in the public actually considering it on its merits.
Predictions are being made that government owaiership of
railways will be the paramount issue of the campaign of
1<120.
The Railway Age hopes it will be. If government
ownership is ever thoroughly and intelligently discussed it
will be beaten, just as free silver was; and then we shall be
a' le to get a sane solution of our railroad problem, just as
the defeat of free silver made it possible to get a sane solution
of the currency problem.
shops, so as to enable

plies of all

kinds?

it

to

How

Should Standard Locomotives be
Considered as a War Measure ?
CONSIDERING Standard locomotives the most important
question to be answered is
will such locomotives provide
The
the necessary power in the shortest possible time?
railroads need all the power they can get at the earliest
possible moment.
Immediate relief will be best obtained
by repairing and increasing the power of existing locomotives.
Future requirements demand new locomotives. Can
more power, and we mean power not locomotives, be obtained by introducing standard locomotives than by build-

J.v

—

ing locomotives of existing designs, which are particularly
adapted for the service in which they are to be used for the

roads that need them most?
In order to realize the full benefits of a standardization
program, the number of standard types of locomotives must
be a minimum. The topography of this country and the conditions under which railroads must operate are such that
locomotives must be built of at least the iMikado, iMallet,
Two or more dePacific, Santa Fe and switching tj'pes.
signs of each of these types will have to be built to meet
the varying conditions.
For example, consider the Mikado
Ivpe locomotives built last year.
Of 835 of this type, 127
liaJ a total weight varying from 160,000 to 280,000 lb.;
241 weighed between 281,000 and 300,000 lb.; 130 weighed

between 301,000 and 320,000 lb., and 337 weighed beThe bulk of the orders
tween 321,000 and 340,000 lb.
If we neglect the
varied between 281,000 and 340,000 lb.
127 locomotives weighing below 281,000 lb. and attempt to
standardize the remainder in, say, two classes, it would be
possible to design a locomotive to weigh 281,000 lb. to meet
the requirements of the present locomotives weighing up to
310.000 lb.
The second design might weigh 311,000 lb.
and answer the purpose for those locomotives which have
ijeen built weighing up to 340,000 lb.
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I'he 2»1, 000-11). locomotive would be unikr the desired
In some cases it would be under
tapacity on man\ roads.
weifiht liy .U),006 lb., and this would rejtresent a deficiency
of over 10 per cent in tractive effort, or an averane of over
The
jKT cent for that particular design of locomotive.
.>

same line of reasoning will apply to the second design.
This means, therefore, that from a purely tractive effort
standpoint, 5 per cent more locomotives will have to be
built to miH't the demands, than if existing designs were
This al.so means that the cost of operation of
duplicated.
increased.
Tiie peroperating economies could be reduced by
making three standanl designs of this particular type rather
than two, but here we begin to multiply the standards. The
same reasoning will apply to the other types of locomo-
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suih locomotives, for when conditions become more stable it
will be found easier to route traffic so that congestion may
be avoided.
(Jur railways need power and they will need it badly
If the roads are provided with power which
next winter.
best meets their conditions, with which they are familiar,
and for which they have repair parts, then better results
will be obtained than if locomotives of a strange design,
not particularly adapted 'to the local ofx»rating conditions,
are given them.

trains with these locomotives will be

centage loss

in

Facts versus Fiction

About Railway

Salaries

tives.

In the development of the designs for all these locomotives, whether there be 10, 12 or 15 designs, new drawings

have to be made and new dies, templates and patterns
have to be constructed. This will take time and materi;d and prolong the time in which such standard locomotives may be received from the builders and during which
time locomotives of existing standards which have been
lound to meet successfully the peculiar operating condiIn
tions for which they are built, miglit be constructed.
like manner <;// the railroads will have to provide themmaterials,
including
drawings,
with
the
necessar)'
selves
templates, patterns and castings with which to maintain the
This will take considerstandard locomotives properly.
able time and recjuire the services of men in the repair
shops who might better be concentrating their efforts on the
i-'urthermore, it will
maintenance of existing locomotives
\>e necessary
for the locomotive repair mc;i to become accustomed to these new designs. The matter of repairs will
therefore become further complicated by the increase in the
number of locomotive classes to he maintained by every
will
will

This is a vital point, for the railroads now have
enough labor with which to maint.'.in the present

railroad.

not

power.
is no argument whatever in the question of first
As pointed out in the case
standard locomotives.
of the Mikado type locomotives, the standard locomotives
must be of compromise designs in order to cover a wide
range of operating conditions.
The losses in operating efficienc)' due to locomotives of improper characteristics for the
service in which they are to be used, will in a short time
overbalance any saving that may be made in first cost. This
is well illustrated by the purchase several months ago of
Mallet locomotives for a western road at a cost of $105,000
each.
These locomotives made it possible to operate solid
trains through one division where previously it was the
practice to make two trains into three in order to negotiate
a certain grade.
A careful study of tlie economies to be
derived by operating the two solid trains showed that the
railroad could well afford to pay the exorbitant price for
these engines.
Therefore, in the long run, the saving in
first cost by the standard locomotive is offset by the increased cost of operation.
Not only are of)erating costs
increased, but where the standard locomotive is deficient in
tractive effort, the number of trains will have to be increased, thus increasing the train density of the line and

There

cost for

increasing the congestion.

The standardization of all types of locomotives used in
cannot be considered expedient as a war measure.
The costs are too great. There is, however, an opportunity of designing emergency locomotives of adequate
tractive jjower to use indiscriminately throughout the counthis country

tr} to relieve congestion where it may occur, and these locomotives must of necessity be of such weight and dimensions that they can be used under any clearance and weight
limitations.
There will not be need for a large number of

TjiKkE continues to be a great deal of loose talk about
"fancy" railway salaries. The necessary requisitions for
information which the Director General is making aro helping to keep the talk going.
He first asked each railway to furnish him a list of all its officers receiving more than $10,000
This was done at the request of Senator Cummins.
a year.
He has now asked for a list of the salaries paid to all officers in the New York offices of the companies.
He has
also directed that "with reference to general officers and
division officers receiving $3,000 or more and less than $10,000 per year, each carrier shall make to the regional director
a monthly report showing increases in salaries, appointments to fill vacancies and the creation of new positions
(showing salaries therefor), beginning with the month of
January, 1918." With reference to general officers and division officers receiving $10,000 or more per year the monthly
reports are to lie made in duplicate, one to be for the regional
and the other for the director general.
public would be warranted in drawing the conclusion from what is being said in some quarters that a railway
general officer who is not receiving at least $10,000 a year
is poor indeed, and that no president is receiving less than
$75,000 or $100,000 per year. But facts often are stranger
than fiction, and some facts which stand out in striking
contrast to all this fiction are that the average salary paid
to all railway general officers in the year ended June 30,
1916, was less than $6,000, and that the average paid to all
general and division officers was less than $3,000. The detailed facts, as showTi by statistics compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission, are as follows:
In 1916 there were 4,247 general officers who received
$3,000 or more. The total amount they were paid was $27,442,958, an average of $6,461.73. The number of division
officers who received $3,000 or more was 1,115 and their
total compensation was $4,140,693. an average of $3,713.63.
The number of both general and division officers who
received $3,000 or more was 5,362, and their total compensation was $31,583,651, an average of $5,890.
The number of general and division officers who received
less than $3,000 was 14,401, and their total compensation
was $23,970,143. an average of $1,664.46.
The total number of both general and division officers was
19,763, and their total compensation was $55,553,794, an
average of $2,811.
In view of the talk about alleged excessive salaries, the
most significant of the statistics given above arc those regarding salaries of general officers receiving $.^,000 or more.
This classification includes all officers receiving so-called
"fancy" salaries and probably includes ever)- man receiving
The total earnings of the railways
as much as $10,000.
director

The

of the United States in 1916 were $3,47.1,000,000, and their
total oijcrating

expenses were $2,277,000,000.

sation paid to all of the 4,247 general officers

The
who

comp>enreceived

S3,00n or more was $27,442,958. This was less than 8/10
of one [icr cent of the total earnings of the roads and was
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1^4 per cent of the total operating expenses. In other words,
the total compensation paid to all general officers receiving
over S3 ,000 a year took less than 8 cents out of each $10
bill the railways earned, and took I23/2 cents out of each
$10 charged to their operating expenses.

There have been cases where railway officers were scandalously overpaid. It is true, as has been alleged, that there
men who are receiving
are some parasites on the payrolls
But such cases
large salaries for doing little or nothing.
As a rule, the salaries paid to
are extremely exceptional.
railway officers are smaller than the salaries and incomes
of men occupying comparable positions in other lines of busiUsually when large salaries
ness and professional activity.
are paid they go to men who have worked their way up from
greatest
eminence in the busipositions
of
the
the ranks to
They are for those who receive them the rewards of
ness.
many years of arduous and efficient service; and they are
for the younger and more ambitious officers, prizes to work
Remove
for and incentives to put forth their utmost efforts.
the large salaries from the railway business, and you will
rapidly reduce the number of able and ambitious men who
will enter it, and as rapidly increase the number of able
and ambitious men who will leave it. For whatever theorists
may say is done or ought to be done, the fact is that at least
nine-tenths of the able and ambitious men in the professions and in industry are governed in what they do and in
the way they do it by the amount of money they expect to

—

jreceive for

it.

The lower ranks

of railway officers are paid too

little.

to be a pretty general increase in the salaries
•of division superintendents and their staffs, including assist-

There ought

ant superintendents, master mechanics, division engineers,
trainmasters, road foremen of engines, train despatchers, and
But a general reduction in the salaries of the higher
so on.
officers would be unjust to the officers themselves and exIt
tremelv inexpedient from the standpoint of the public.
would cost, through reduced efficiency in railroad operation,

many times as much as it would save.
The Railway Age's understanding is

that the director gensweeping changes in rail-

does not contemplate any
He has repeatedly made remarks indicating
It is to be hoped, however, that he will
that he does not.
soon settle the question definitely one way or the other.
There is much uneasiness and uncertainty among railway
Now, railway officers
officers about what he intends to do.
are human, and we have known very few human beings who
could work with high efficiency while living in constant fear
eral

way

salaries.

of having their incomes reduced or losing their jobs.
There is much solicitude being shown by the government

regarding the attitude of railway employees. The Railroad
doubtless will give them a general increase in their pay, and meantime they are being adjured
from high official quarters to be loyal and work hard. Mean-

Wage Commission

time, railway officers are being accused by certain newspapers
of ''lying down"; they have been given to understand that

they must not use publicity to defend themselves or their
work; they are reading in almost every newspaper gossip
about what is or is not going to be done to their salaries, and
there still prevails among them much uncertainty as to just
what the government wants and does not want to do.
Railway officers are working as hard as they ever did,
but it is inconceivable that with all these handicaps they
There are
can work with the greatest possible efficiency.
almost 20,000 railway officers. At least nine-tenths of them

have risen from the ranks to their present positions. They
As important as is the
are the brains of the business.
efficient use of hands to the success of railroad operation,
there is something much more important, and that is the
Now, while under conditions of unefficient use of brains.
certainty and discouragement a man may use his hands
efficientlv, no man under those conditions ever did or ever
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and when the
brains of a business are not used efficiently it is a matter
of but a short time until the hands in it will not be used
will use his brain with the greatest efficiency;

efficiently.

Railway Supply Companies
and Standardization

THE OPEN LETTER TO William G. McAdoo, director-general
of railroads, from George A. Post, president of the
Railway Business Association, which is published elsewhere
in this issue, points out clearly the position of the railway

supply companies in the matter of standardization.
These
companies hold a unique position in the development of cars
and locomotives in the United States. Due to the extreme
competition in the railway supply field, they are forced to
use the most scientific methods and avail themselves of the
best inventive genius to maintain their business.
This has
all worked to the advantage of the railway companies, and it
is due largely to this competition that our locomotives and
The railways under pricars have been so well developed.
vate management have found it necessary to improve their
facilities, thereby obtaining more economical operation to
meet the competition with other roads. As compared to the
state-owned roads of Germany, Emery R. Johnson in his
book on American Railway Transportation says: "The technical development of the freight service in the United States
is far in advance of that of Germany."
The railway supply companies have played a very important part in this
development. As Mr. Post says, "In the field of transpor-

and developers of special appliances embody
and function of progress." Further, "What they
(manufacturers of railway goods) have achieved for the public in safety, comfort, speed and economy of railway operation has been accomplished in an atmosphere of keenest

tation, inventors

the spirit

competition."
If standardization of either cars or locomotives is carried to the extreme, the incentive for the railway
supply companies to still further improve their products and
seek new methods for further increasing economies in operation will be removed.
Some persons believe that it is not necessary to use patented
articles in the construction of cars and locomotives if sufficient thought and study is given to designs which will
perform practically the same functions without the violation
In almost every case, however, those
of any patent rights.
who seek to evade these patent rights, use the patents as a
base from which to design similar parts, and through some
technicality seek to evade the patent rights.
Any wholesale
attempt to follow such a practice will defeat the very purpose
of all patent law, which is designed to stimulate the exercise
of genius.
Until we are ready to admit that an absolute
stnte of perfection has been reached we can ill afford to
throttle future development.
As a purely economic problem, particularly during time
of war, those companies which are well organized to manufacture the special devices applied to cars and locomotives
should be held intact. The country needs cars and locomotives.
If any attempt is made to have the entire car or the
entire locomotive made at any of the so-called erecting plants,
either the capacity of those plants will have to be reduced
to provide facilities for making these specialties, or time,
money and labor will have to be expended to increase the
In the first case
facilities of the plants for this purpose.
it would mean a decrease in the output of cars and locomotives, and
the second case it would mean a delay for
many months in securing the full output of cars and locomotives.
At the same time, the plants and investments of
those whose business it is to manufacture these parts would
be destroyed. Furthermore, the benefits from well organized

m
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pruduLtion of these phints would l)c lost, lor
work is to be done by the car and locomotive builders
would lie distributed among the builders' plants, whereas
it
now it is done at the liinhly specialized central plant of the

ami
if

(.(.nlralucd

the

specialty manufacturer.

Some

of those builders

tliat

have

at-

tempted to manufacture special devices under shop rijjhts,
have on mature and careful investigation, with a fair charge
to overlicad expense, found that they were doing so at a net
loss.
'I'he plants of the supply companies are essential for the
The ideas, inrapid prcnluction of cars and locomotives.
ventive talent and the engineers of the railway supply companies are needed for the further development of our equip-

ment.
done.

Justice demands that they be paid for what tiiey have
The progress of our railways in the further develop-

ment of cars and locomotives demands that they be encourat;ed to produce and to develop new ideas which will make
cars and locomotives sal"er to run, cheaper to maintain and
more economical in construction.
Mr. ro.>t"s letter merits the profound consideration of the
governmental authorities interested in the purchase of cars
and locomotives.

The Danger

of

Over-Standardization

SI.NCE THE c.DVEKNMEM .ASSiMED CDNTKoL of the railways
there has been a great deal of comment regarding the possibility that it would standardize many kinds of equipment
and appliances, and require the use of the things standardized
Arguments have been adthroughout the United States.
vanced to demonstrate the economies which would follow the
reduction in the number of standards now in use.
Undoubtedly .some important advantages and economies could be
gained by increasing the amount of standardization on our
railways.
But it is easily possible to over-standardize as well
as to under-standardize.
The former has been an evil in
the past.
There is danger that the latter will be the tendency
under concentrated government control of the railways' and
of the two evils over-standardization would be much the
worst, because it would interfere with progress.
The history of our railroads has been one of rapid, continuwis development.
Locomotives, cars, bridges and many
other elements of the property have been retired because of
obsolescence or inadequacy more frequently than because they
were worn out. This development has never been more rapid
than in the last few years. The introduction of the Mikado
and Santa Fe types of locomotives with the stoker, the superheater and other appliances, the substitution of open-hearth
for Bessemer steel rails, the development of the concrete
trestle and the use of the section motor car are all so recent
as to be familiar to everyone.
If a locomotive or a form of
road work construction had been adopted as standard for all
of the railways of the United States, it is not too much to fear
that the red tape which surrounds a government standard
once it has been adopted would have held back most, if not
all of these developments.
With the tremendous demands
which are now being made upon the carriers for service and
with the handicaps of labor shortage, etc., under which they
are laboring, tlie roads now need the benefit of new developments of all kinds more than at any previous period in their
history.

Many of the important developments in the railway field
have been the result of the co-operation of railway men and
railway supply manufacturers.
Practically all of the improvements of any importance have required sjinpathetic
study and observation in service to develop and adapt them
to the work they are to perform.
In many instances, imfvortant devices have been rejected by several roads as impractical, only to be developed successfully on some other road.
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Herein

lie> one of the greatest dangers of standardization for
instead of the merits of such devices i<eing passed upon by a
large number of men working inde|x.'ndently on different
roads, they will very naturally be reviewed by a small group

working more or

less closely

in unison,

who

whetiier the devices shall be used or not.

will

determine
only

One need

Commodore Vanderbilt when George
presented the air-brake to iiim, to show
the reality of tiiis danger.
If Commodore Vanderbilt had
been on a standardization committee for all of the American
railroads it is entirely possiiile tiiat the air-brake would have
met an untimely end.
least the chances are that its derecall the skepticism of

Westinghouse

first

M

velopment would have been .seriously delayed. A more recent
instance of the differing of opinion which is certain to develop
regarding any device is illustrated by the rejection of screw
spikes by the Pennsylvania while the Lackawanna, operating
the

in

same general

traffic conditions,

tcrritor)' and with somewhat similar
has made them standard for use over the

entire system.

The greatest development in the railway industry comes
when men throughout the country and on all kinds of roads
arc endeavoring to improve conditions.

This

state of affairs

has existed very generally on the American railroads, and
new improvements have been developed in the east and in
the west, on main lines and on branch lines.
The section
motor car, probably the most important improvement of recent
years in the maintenance of way department, was developed
on two or three western roads, where its use was at first confined largely to branch lines of light traffic.
On the other
hand, the pneumatic tie tamper, which bids fair to become
one of the most important labor saving devices in this field,
was developed on the multiple-track main line of an important eastern road.
That the railways of the United States are far from the
limit of their development will be granted by all.
That there
is a great demand for further development in all branches of
the service if they are to meet successfully the demands of
the public far increased and more efficient service, is also eviThis requires the maximum freedom for the introducdent.
tion and working out of new ideas which in turn require
opportunity for progress along a wide diversity of lines. The
surest way in w-hich this development can be killed is by
over-standardization and railway men and government authorities alike, .should realize this to its fullest extent.

Buffalo,

Rochester

EXTR.AORDiNARY INTEREST
the

first

be

made

hope that

it

Pittsburgh

attaches to the publication of

annual reports for the 1917 calendar year.

report of the Buffalo, Rochester
to

&

public and
is

if

tjpical of

there

&

Pittsburgh

was any

what others

real

will be,

The

is the first one
foundation for
it

would

l>e

a

matter of congratulation both to the public and the railroad
security holders.

The

e.xtraordinarj- difficulties,

under which

Eastern roads especially operated in 1917, are well
known. Unnecessarily delayed maintenance, congestion, inadequate facilities and abnormally high costs have lieen the
Notwithstanding this, the Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsrule.
Kxcept
burgh made a remarkably good showing in 1917.
for deferred maintenance of way, the ills enumerated alx)ve
were effectively offset. The road handled the largest amount
ot freight in its history; the total ton mileage being 2,697,000,000; an increase over 1916 of 12.74 per cent. Passenger
mileage totalled 57,000,000; an increase of 4.26 per cent.
Operating expenses, of course, mounted up, the eight-hour
law was in effect, there were necessary increases in nites of
pav for employees in other branches of service besides the
train service, fuel and material cost much more; notwithstanding, there was no alarming jump in expenses; the total
the
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being $11,879,000; an increase of $2,489,000; whereas revenues amounted to $14,975,000 in 1917; an increase of
$2,213,000. The decrease in net, therefore, was only $276,Taxes increased nearly 100 per cent; the total being
000.
$506,000 in 1917, comparing with $262,000 in 1916. After
paying interest and rental charges, the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh had $1,068,000 available for dividends, or equivIn
alent to 6.47 per cent on the total outstanding stock.
1916 the surplus was $1,239,000 or the equivalent of 7.51 per
The company is paying 6 per cent on both its precent.
ferred

&

and

its

common.
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hardly fair to use the word fortunate when the
Prior to 1917, the
foresight and liberality.
company had ordered 22 locomotives but only 8 all Mallets
have been received and those 8 were received subsequent to
December 31. In addition to the 14 to come on this order,
25 additional (of which 5 were for passenger service and 20
for freight and switching) have been ordered and deliveries
are expected within the next month.
During 1917, the company spent $1,724,000 for additions

though

it

is

explanation

is

—

—

and betterments. The largest items are $508,000 for terminal facilities at East Salamanca, N. Y. $315,000 for terminal facilities at Elk Run Junction, Penn., and $283,000
for yard and siding extensions.
The Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh bituminous coal moves
About the only traffic which could be
in large part north.
used as an offset to give coal cars a southbound loading is
iron ore received at the lakes for shipment to the furnaces at
Punxsutavvney and elsewhere on the south end of the line. In
1917 the tonnage of bituminous coal carried was 10,216,000;
an increase of 909,000 tons over 1916. The tonnage of iron
ore was 610,000 tons; a decrease of 125,000. Notwithstanding this fact, which, of course, necessitated a larger empty car
movement, the average revenue train load in 1917 was 836
This
tons as compared with 777 tons, the average in 1916.
is a real achievement in better operation and due largely to
supervision which effectively kept after the obtaining of full
;

In a broad way, the reason why the Buffalo, Rochester
Pittsburgh did so well under such tr\-ing conditions, was

rating trains for locomotives.

The
tion in

following table shows the principal figures for opera1917 as compared with 1916
:

.\veraee mileage operated
Freight revenue

1917
585
$13,119,838
1,313.594
14.975.000

Passenger revenue
operating revenue
Maintenance of w-jy and structures 1,454,770
Maintenance of equipment
4,043.988
191.523
Traffic expenses
5,813,030
Transportation expenses
354,834
fieneral expenses
11,878.566
Total operating expenses
Total

Taxes

506,000
2.590,075
3,906,077
1,739,820
671,715

Operatino income
Gross irrome
Net income
.'Spnropriations

990,000

Dividerd'

New
The

1916

586
$11,036,335
1,214,352
12,761,755
1,580,862
3,056,545
152,883
4,303,677
278,631
9,389,793
262,000
3,108.518
4,233,792
2,129,539
890,492
885,000

Books

Value of Fuels. By Herman Poole, F.C.S. Third
by Robert Thurston Kent, M.E. 267 pages,
Published by
illustrated, 6 in. by 9% in., bound in cloth.
John IViley & Sons, Inc., 432 Fourth avenue. New York.
Calorific

edition, rewritten

Price, $3 net.

This book, while based on the second edition of the late
Mr. Poole's work which was published in 1900, has been

The

Buffalo, Rochester

&

practically rewritten to incorporate the latest researches not
only on coal, but on fuels which to a great extent have re-

Pittsburgh

that for some years past the management
an unusual extent, foresight in anticipating

has exercised, to

needs and
beforehand to meet
traffic

in providing facilities
Deferred maintenance of way will have a.s
little immediately detrimental effect on this road as possibly
on any road in the East. When President Noonan says in
his report, "Notwithstanding the abnormal conditions prevailing in all directions, the physical condition of your property is excellent and prepared to handle a maximum business," it is not a mere glittering generality. Detailed physical

great liberality
these needs.

inspection would

show

it

to be strictly a statement of fact.

One

of the imperative needs of the railroads in the past
In this respect the Buffalo,
year has been more locomotives.
alRochester & Pittsburgh has been partirularly fortunate

—

placed or supplemented coal.

Revision has been

made

of

some of the work of investigators which was published in
the first edition and which now is generally discredited.
It has been prepared particularly to cover every industry
which uses fuel.
It contains five chapters on the various
Three
methods of measuring the calorific value of fuel.

chapters are given over to the discussion of all kinds of
One chapter
solid fuels, liquid fuels and gaseous fuels.
contains a discussion on the combustion of coal, one on the
calorific power of coal burned under a steam boiler, and
another on the analysis and measurement of the products
of combustion.
An appendix is added, in which are included the A. S. M. E. boiler test code and tables of interest
in th£ study of fuels.
The book is well illustrated.

March

1,
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tiiuiiir,

biiiiusc

if

one will refer to the above

(|uoti-d

iiulle-

of the American Railway Engineering As.sociation. No.
165, for March, 1914, lie will find that the writer in-

lin

Letters to the Editor

augurated an experiment on the Pennsylvania Lines West
of Pittsiiurgh in 1905, in order to decide upon the value of
that very function of enabling a treated cross tie to be used
through its entire life, for he realized that it was a question

Screw Spikes Unsatisfactory
for

Heavy

of suitable fastenings.

Traffic Lines
I'rrTsBi null.

I'a.

To THE Editor:
editorial on tlie screw spike situ.itmn. which appeared
The Railway Age of February 8, page 294, makes it desirable and even necessary to make some additional state-

The

in

ments relative to this

suliject.

The

writer of the editorial

failed to catch the full significance of item

No.

2

on page

of the report of the screw spike and tie plate test, in
Bulletin No. 200 of the American Railway Engineering

3

.\ssociation for October, 1917, prepared for the committee
by \V. G. Coughlin, chairman of the Pennsylvania committee, wherein the very first sentence states that "No satisfactor)' device is known for resetting screw spikes after the
This vital defect
thread in the wood has been destroyed."
has also been referred to by the writer twice previously in
publications of the American Railway Engineering Association; the first time as a prediction, by reason of his studies
of European practice, and the second time as a confirmaIn
tion of the prediction, from the results of trials made.
Bulletin No. 109, dated March, 1909, under the title of
"The Question of Screw Fastenings to Secure Rails to
Ties," page 33, he made this statement:
"The proof that the screw spike is not a thoroughly
eflScient rail fastening lies in the devices which have been
invented to assist it in its work: the screw plug, the Collet

the Thiollier
screw and case."

helical

trenail,

lining,

and the Lakhovsky

In Bulletin No. 165, dated March. 1914, under the
of "Experiment with Treated Cross Ties,

Wood

title

Screws and

Thiollier Helical Linings," the writer made this statement
on page 265, after the results of prolonged ser\-ice tests in
the tracks of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh:

Some of the same difficulties are arising in
which clearly show that a screw spike is not
a successful device for securing rails to wooden ties, unless
a successful method of repairs from time to time can be devised which will enable one to "cure" the screw spike when
it becomes loose,
which it does inevitably in the course of
time in many instances under heaNy traffic and severe con".

the

.

.

new

.

tests,

ditions."

In other words,

impossible for a screw spike to be
for fastening the rail to the tie
or a successful appliance for prolonging the life of the tie
by preser\-ing it from mechanical destruction until a successful method has been devised for enabling the spike to
have a firm hold in the tie once more after having become
loose.
This covers both of the points in the editorial: the
one with reference to the spike as a fastening, and the other
with reference to its function for tlie protection of ties from
the destructive action of the ordinary cut or nail spikes.
The following statement is taken from the editorial:
either a successful

it

is

method

"While their function as track fastenings is of primary
importance, their economy comes about primarily because
of their protection of the ties from the destructive action of
the ordinary cut or nail spikes.
The Pennsylvania appears
not to have considered this advantage of the screw spike as
it confined
its report almost entirely to the service secured
as a track fastening in spite of the fact that it is the other
which has led
most instances."

object
in

The

editorial

to the introduction of the

does not

tell

screw spike

the entire story in

this

par-

The

following

is

from

a quotation

page 265:

"The ex|)crimenfs descriljed in the following pages by
those who liad direct charge of tlie work, Messrs. Wiggins
and McKeon, were undertaken by the writer to determine
it would be possible to find suitable rail fastenings which
would enable us to obtain the full life of a preserved cross
tie until it should perish by decay.
He was fully impressed

if

with the short

life

of steel products used

in

track

work,

on railroads carrying a large amount of refrigeratraffic, and also with the idea that it might not !« pos-

especially
tor

sible to obtain the full life of preserved cross ties, because
it seemed quite doui)tful whether the fastenings heretofore
proposed would last sufficiently long for the purpose."
Unless a suitable fastening could be secured it would not
be possible to obtain the full length of life of the treated
cross tie, because in all probaijility it would be destroyed by
the mechanical action of replacement of fastenings during

the period of life of the tie.
The test referred to was designed specifically for that purpose and the screw fastenings
used were a failure, because they did not meet the conditions.
A successful method for rehabilitating the screw hold
in the wood after the screw became loose had not been found.
Other experiments of a like nature were made over other
portions of the Pennsylvania System, which also pointed to
the same trouble with the screw fastening; then the elaborate experiments at Birmingham and Wooster. under the
supervision of a special committee, headed by Jos. T.
Richards, and afterwards by W. G. Coughlin, his successor
as engineer maintenance of way of the Pennsylvania Railroad, were undertaken, not only for the purpose of determining the economy of the screw spike as an economical and
efficient rail fastening, but also to discover by trial a plan
for the continuity of the screw spike as a fastening throughout the life of the tie.
No benefit to the tie itself can be
given by the fastening, unless its defects in service can be
repaired as the\- arise; otherwise, the tie is destroyed bv
the imperfection of the fastening devised for the protection
and prolongation of its life. It was the judgment of the
joint committee that, up to the present time, this difficulty
with the screw- spike has not been met.
You will readilv
see. therefore, that the following statement is incorrect:
"By ignoring this condition, which led to the original
introduction of the screw spike, it is not surprising that the
Penn.sylvania arrived at the conclusion presented in the
recent report."

The

writer

takes exception

to

another statement

in

the

editorial, as follows:

"The screw spike requires a more expensive form of track
construction than tlie cut spike.
For this reason, its use is
probably limited at present to those lines of he;ivy traffic
where the destruction of the track is the greatest and the
cost of maintenance correspondingly heavy."
This is precisely the condition under which the screw
spike is not suitable for use, and the rea.sons have really
been stated in the previous part of this communication.
It
is the reason for the screw spike being successful on the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, the Atdiison, Topeka
Santa Fe, and the New York, New Haven & Hartford.
Just as soon as tlie traffic is sufficiently heavy, over the
tracks where screw spikes are used on those railroads, the
screw will become loose and the necessity for repairs arise.
The track where the tests at Birmingham were made prob-

&

ably carries the heaviest

traffic

in

the countn,-, as the re-
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port in Bulletin No. 200 shows in detail, and it is because
the traffic is so heavy that the screw fastenings became loose.
The
Mr. Coughlin calls attention to this in the report.
traffic at Wooster, not being nearly so heavy as at Birmingthe
same
fastenings
nearly
to
does
not
affect
the
screw
ham,

same time. As long, therefore, as the fastenings are used where the traffic is not of the severest kind, a
certain amount of success can be obtained with this type of
extent in the

fa§tening, but for the purposes of the Pennsylvania System
its lines where it is very important to

on those portions of

prevent the mechanical destruction of ties, on account of the
ser\-ice conditions, the screw spike will not be successful until the cure for its shortcomings has been discovered.

heavy

W.

C.

Gushing,

Chief Engineer Maintenance of Way,
Southwest System, Pennsylvania Lines.

The Despatcher's Responsibility for the Waste

of

Fuel

Salt Lake City. Utah.

To THE Editor

In your issue of Februarv- 8 there appeared an article
"Who Wastes the Fuel," written by a master meThe author states that the train despatcher wastes
chanic.
more fuel than anyone else, basing his statement on the
assumption that the despatcher is responsible for all un-

A careful investinecessary- stops and delays on the line.
gation would show that the great majority of these
dela\s are due to causes over which the despatcher has no
control.

despatcher

is

not responsible for the retention of the

"31" form of train order, now ten years behind the times.
Neither is he responsible for the stops and broken drawbars
resulting from the rule that requires conductors to sign the
"31" order.
Not infrequently the conductor reports the
train ready and receives his orders from the despatcher IS
In nine
or 30 minutes before he actually leaves the yard.
cases out of ten the despatcher has no knowledge of this
Other trains
until the train shows up late at the next office.
are then probably out of reach; this results in bad delays
and more unnecessary stops for orders. Other reasons for
delays are hotboxes, rebrassing cars, engine failures, and
Quite a bit of what is called poor
various similar causes.
despatching, as well as useless consumption of fuel, could
be eliminated provided the conductors were required to give
information concerning such delays to the despatcher so that
he could arrange the best possible meeting points and keep
T. G. Anderson.
other trains moving.

Haileyville. Okla.

To THE Editor

:

the Railway Age

of
"Master Mechanic,"
February 8, says that "No one person wastes as much coal
as the train despatcher, more especially in a single-track
Train despatchThis is a rank exaggeration.
district."

writing

in

confined to single track.
It
despatch trains on a
single track railroad as it does to turn engines out of a
The
shop or roundhouse, and I dare say a little more.
telephone is now in use generally for handling trains, and
time
complications.
at
the
when
the
it introduces new
Just
despatcher's mind is on his trains, trying to tigure a good
move, someone comes on the wire and wants to get quick
ing in the abstract

requires as

much

It is on record where an operator was told
stop to get it?
b\- the superintendent, while the despatcher was calling the
operator for an order and a passenger train was due in

minutes, the operator having a few tickets to sell for that
pay any attention to the despatcher; he could
put his orders out somewhere else; "take care of your passengers." As a matter of fact this was the only station open
at that time for a distance of 25 miles, and the only place
•lO

train, not to

he could get the train he was after.
What recourse has the despatcher when an engine fails
on an important train and it is necessary to get another
engine from the roundhouse in quick time and the roundhouse is unable to give even an approximate figure on when
the engine will be ready? Nine chances out of ten the only
information the despatcher can obtain is that the engine is
This is
being made ready, "will give you a figure soon."
There are opposing trains to move
repeated several times.
against this engine (or train), and, no doubt, with the despatcher in such a fix some of them will have to stop for
I
further help, and maybe lie in the side track for hours.

would

like to see

Mr. Master Mechanic handle a situation
and then say who is

of this kind to a successful conclusion,

:

entitled

The
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is

strictly

skill to successfully

action on a car somewhere; or to load a car of stock, get a
wire pass, talk to the chief clerk, find out where his pay

check is, what conductor will be on No. 56 next Sunday,
How could anything but poor
or something of the like.
despatching be expected under such circumstances? When
it takes from 10 to 15 minutes to raise an operator for a
"19" order, should anvone be surprised if the train had to

wasting the coal.
When the shop has a break-in engine to put out on the
main track in the midst of a lot of trains (when it could
1)6 broken in just as easily in the yard), and it is two or
three hours coming out of the house, the despatcher all the
time fighting other trains to move the break-in engine, who
is wasting the coal then?
Your correspondent's assertion that unimportant messages
are sent to trains at small stations, causing them to stop
especially for the message, is not true on the Rock Island.
He asks how many despatchers make a study of the profile of the road and are thoroughly acquainted with the
grades and curvature at important points? There are many
of them. The best way for the despatcher to gain this knowledge is by frequent trips over the road, but how many railroads allow the despatcher this opportunity unless he does it
on his own time? If Mr. Alaster Mechanic wants to attend
an annual meeting of a railroad gathering at such places
as Atlantic City or Chicago, his pay goes on, he is furnished a bed to sleep in both ways, and a liberal expense
account.
The despatcher is not so fortunate; yet such opportunities to gain knowledge would be as beneficial to the
despatcher as to the master mechanic.
The railroad would
not lose a cent by it.
Short side tracks, grades,

etc.,

constitute a condition over

which the despatcher has no control; he must make the best
it.
If he has to hold back trains to avoid sawing at
certain places and trains double hills because there was no
sand in the box when the engine left the hou.se, the fuel is
being wasted by someone else.
When an engine failure occurs, which is the fault of the
mechanical department, the master mechanic becomes very
active to see if he cannot prevail on the transportation department to keep the case off the engine failure list.
If he
is successful in talking them out of it, then where does the
of

full effect of the failure fall?

*

*

*

J.

L. Coss.

—

Egypt and Jerusalem Joined by Rail. A copyright
New York Sun from London, dated

cable despatch in the

February 21,

Gen. Allenby has completed the
railroad connection between Egypt and Jerusalem in the
early part of the month, thereby enabling him to simplify
liis transportation arrangements and to make an attempt to
clear the situation on his right ilank.
The position southeast of Jerusalem remains obscure, but the Turks are in
possession of the northern shores of the Dead Sea and hold
positions covering Jericho, from which they have communications by the Hedjaz railway.
states

that

McAdoo's Instructions

to

Regional Directors

Outline of Their Functions and of Policy of Director General
for Operation

THE ORiiAXl/ATKiN
UNDtR
tion the point of contact

of

llic

Under Government Control

Kiiilroad Ailiuiiiisira-

between railroad officers and
the adn)ini^tration in most instances is throu};li the
Regional Directors appointed by Director General McAdoo
on January IS, A. H. Smith, in charge of operation of the
Eastern roads; C. H. Markham, in charge of the operation
of the Southern roads, and R. H. Aishton, in charge of
Orders issued by the
the ojjeration of the Western roads.
Rc<gional Directors are issued by authority of the Director
On February 4, Mr. McAdoo addressed to each
General.
of the Regional Directors a letter outlining what he expected
which
is of great interest as expressing the policy
of them,
which Mr. McAdoo desires to have carried out under government control. The letter is as follows:
'ITie following is an outline of the functions of the ReI shall be glad if you will bring to my
gional Directors.
attention from time to time any points which are not clear
to you or which you think call for modification or extension.
Broadly speaking, I wish to give you power to direct
railroad operations in your territory so as to handle traffic
with the least congestion, the highest efficiency

and the

great-

As far as is consistent with these objects you
course, keep down operating expenses.
have put responsibility upon you for the entire operating
situation.
I mention the following simply as a few illustrations of the m.uters which are thus entrusted to you.
You should see that terminals are used to the best advantage and that such changes in established practices are
made as will bring this about.
Where minor capital expenditures are needed to establish
new connections for the better use of terminals, you will
endeavor to get some or all of the interested companies, by
their voluntary action, to arrange therefor, and will refer
to me cases of expenditures which cannot be so arranged.
You will order such changes in routing of traffic, using
any lines or parts of lines in combination, as will avoid
uneconomical routes and congestion of particular terminals
or railroads, giving due consideration to shippers' interest.
The Commission on Car Service has been replaced by
the Car Service Section of the Division of Transportation
(the i)ersonnel remaining largely the same).
The Car
expedition.

est

will, of
I

Service Section

(a)
service,

Will have charge of all matters pertaining to car
including tlie re-location of freight cars as between

individual railroads

and

regions.

Will issue instructions through the Regional Director providing, on application of proper governmental authorities, for preference in car supply and movement.
(c)
Will receive from railroads such reports, periodical
or s[KTial, as it may require in order to keep fully informed
(b)

with respect to car service,

embargo or transportation con-

ditions.

Must l)e promptly informed of all embargoes placed,
modified or removed, and will, from time to time, recommend
such embargo policies and exemptions as the needs of the
(d)

government, seasonal requirements, or other circumstances,

may demand.
Will deal directly with railroads with respect to matits jurisdiction, and will keep the Regional Direcadvised of all instructions or orders in which they are

(e)
ters

tors

within

concerned.

You

will keep fully advised as to the situation concern-

ing the use of locomotives, repairs to locomotives,

amount

of
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>hup caijacity and amount of shop labor available for locomotive repairs.
You will have power to promote the general good of the
transportation situation in your region by making transfers
of loconiotives from one railroad to another or of locomotives needing repairs from one shop to another and transfer
of shop labor from one shop to another.
Such transfers
should, of course, have reference to any agreements between
labor and the company affected and be made with just regard to the welfare and rights of employees.
will, of
course, have like duty and power respecting car repairs.

Wm

Policy as to Labor

As

you have been advised of the appointment
of the Railroad Wage Commission.
The general policy as
to all labor is that there shall be no interruption of work
because of any controversies between employers and employees.
All matters relating to wages and living conditions
will have the consideration of the Railroad Wage Commisto labor,

sion.

Pending action by me upon the report of that commission
there ought not to be any radical change in existing practices
without submitting the matter to me for approval.
But it
should be understood that the usual methods of settling
by agreement ordinary grievances and complaints shall continue as heretofore and that the companies are free to negotiate as heretofore with their employees and are expected to

observe faithfully existing agreements with their employees.
In cases of doubt about new negotiations with employees,
the advice of the Director General should be sought.
You should bear in mind that labor has the ver)' natural
feeling that railroad managers, although now working for
the government and on government account, necessarily continue the same conception of and attitude towards labor
problems that they had when acting under private management.
I am told that labor will have a natural suspicion
that any unfavorable action taken by railroad managers
indicates a purpose on their part to make governmental control a failure and to use it for promotion or vindication
of their own theories.
For these reasons, great care should
be taken to avoid anything having even the appearance of
arbitrary action, and it will be expedient, at least at the
outset and until the matter shall take more definite shape,
not to dispose, unless by mutual agreement, of any labor
claims involving large questions of policy without first submitting the matter to me.
In the central organization in Washington I propiose to
have a labor man as a member of my staff who will give his
special attention to labor problems, not only to the problems of wages and conditions but also to the problem of aiding the railroads in obtaining sufficient labor and of bringing about a better understanding between officers and emThe morale and esprit de corps of officers and men
ployees.
should be brought to the highest standards.

Special Studies

There are several matters involving broad questions of
public policy concerning which I wish you to make careful
studies and report to me with your recommendations.
1.
To what extent, if at all, should additional passenger
service be discontinued in order to save coal, labor, locomoIn arriving at
tives and shop capacity for freight service.

any recommendations on

this

matter

it

is

very

im[>ortant
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due consideration to public convenience. It is quite
probable that I shall wish to take the matter up informally
with state railroad commissions as to any reductions in
In dealing with
service which you think sliould be made.
such matters the local point of view must be considered and
the state commissions afford a useful instrumentality for obto give

taining this point of view,

and

also, to the extent that

we

can act in harmony with the commission's views, for satisfySo far the
ing local public sentiment as to what is done.
state commissions have evinced a commendable spirit of cooperation.
I wish you also to make careful study of the extent
which (a) freight solicitation should be discontinued or
diminished and freight and passenger agencies, freight
2.

to

offices, ticket offices, etc.,

discontinued or consolidated;

(b)

the extent to which traffic officials, soliciting or otherwise,
should be transferred to other service and to what other
service they should be assigned, and (c) extent to which,
if at all, any portion of these' forces should be released from
service.
I wish you also to make a study of (a) the extent
which duplications of service can be avoided, both passenger and freight; (b) extent to which fast freight service
can be discontinued or slowed down; (c) extent to which

3.

to

less-than-carload service can be consolidated or diminished;
at all times having reasonable consideration for the public

convenience.
4.
I would like to have your views as to the extent to
which the making of purchases can be unified either for the

entire countr}-, or for the separate regions, or for parts thereof, accompanying it with a statement of the advantages which
3-ou think

would

result

from such unification.

extent to which standardization may be effected
in your region on the railroads in your territory (a) with
tlie various t\-pes which will be relocomotives
respect to
5.

The

—

quired to effect the best standardization; (b) freight cars,
open and box cars, and the various types which will be best
adapted for use in your territory.
Your recommendations should be made in reference to the
adoption of the same standards throughout the United States
except in so far as local conditions can make specific types
or designs desirable to meet the peculiarities of such local

why

must be disregarded as

be glad to have you make a study
of the extent to which various classes of operating expenses
can be curtailed or eliminated on account of present condiOf course, you
tions of government possession and control.
understand that by virtue of General Order No. 6 it will be
In general

I shall

necessar}' for local associations to

make

applications for the

Director General's approval if it is desired that they conIf any
tinue to be supported out of operating revenues.
such applications are made to you, I shall be glad to have

your recommendations in regard thereto, being guided by
the principle that no functions should be carried on by associations whose expenses are chargeable against operating
revenues except such functions as are reasonably necessar>'
under the existing condition of Government possession and
control, and that only the expense appropriate to such functions should be paid out of operating revenues.
On all these matters I .shall appreciate your specific rec-

it

is

not a sufficient reason
if in other respects

the readjustment should not be made,

in the public interest.
Certain general matters are having consideration here and
somewhat later will probably be taken up with you. Examples of these matters are additions and betterments, what
I
equipment not already ordered needs to be provided.
shall be greatly interested in any suggestions which you can
the
present
time
and
on
these
matters
at
from
me
make to
it

is

time to time.
You will of course have the right to continue or discontinue or create such local committees or representatives asyou think proper to insure the best results at particular terminals or in particular subdivisions of your territory. Doubtless at many important terminals you will find it advantageous to select some exceptionally able, aggressive and tactful railroad representative to take charge of the terminal
and to co-ordinate, with the railroad activities, the activities of merchants, coal dealers, truckmen, etc., so as to secure the best possible results in the loading and unloading
of cars.
I take it that your communications to the railroads in
your region should be to the respective presidents, receivers
or other chief operating officers with such modifications of
that practice as you may think advisable, arranging, however, in case of such modifications, that the president, receiver, or other chief operating officer fully understands the

which you pursue.
Pending the further shaping of the work, there are various general subjects which you should refer to this office,
and in all such cases I shall appreciate )^our suggestions or
practice

recommendations. Among such subjects are financial problems and legal problems.
You should not proceed upon the assumption that it is
proper, by reason of the federal authority under which you
act, to take, without regard to state railroad commissions,
action which under existing laws requires the permission or
approval of these commissions.
The President's proclamation contemplates that unless and until I shall otherwise
order, procedure under existing state statutes shall be observed.
I

wish

to

emphasize

that, at least at the outset, I

do not

expedient for the regional directors to undertake
without my approval, policies of a public character, i. e., policies which substantially affect the character
of service rendered the public or the rights of the public.
Substantial reduction of passenger sen-ice is an example
of this character.
It is impracticable to define these matters
clearly, but practical definition will evolve gradually as
cases arise.
Meanwhile doubtful questions should be submitted to me.
consider

conditions.
6.

traffic
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it

to establish

The
now in

controlling principle

is

that

the

government being

possession and control, it is important for the Director General, as the direct representative of the Govern-

In dealing with this whole subject, it is, of course, important for you to view the matter, and to get the various
railroad executives of railroads in your jurisdiction to view
the matter, from the entirely new standpoint that all the
railroads now constitute a single system, to be operated so
as to secure the maximum of transportation with the minimum of waste; and that the fact that a readjustment will

ment, to have a voice in deciding matters which primarily
affect the public, because we cannot expect that the public
will be entirely satisfied to have these matters settled by the
railroad managers, who in the public estimation, will still
be regarded as imbued with the attitude of private management, no matter how disinterestedly those managers may be
endeavoring to represent the public interest and nothing else.
Generally speaking, you will develop your organization
as you think necessary, but it seems to me that in any event
you will need a competent traffic representative, who should
be selected with the concurrence of Mr. Edward Chambers,
who will he in charge of the Division of Traffic with headquarters at Washington.
I think you had better treat your
organization as tentative until you have submitted the organization plan to me, as I may, upon consideration of
tentative plans, wi.sh to make some suggestions upon the

mean

subject.

ommendations

at tlie earliest practicable date.

General Instructions

that

a

particular railrond

will

lose

certain

sorts

of

March

1.

KAIl.WAY

1918

Transportation

and Food Supply

1

AGE
Will

guarantee

to interruption

AniAiKMKM'

issued

liy

Hcrlicrt

Hoover, United States

food administrator, on l-'ehruarv 21, that the United
States is facing a critical period as to its food
supplv and atirilnitinn tlie cause to railroad congestion
has developed a slight controversy with the Railroad AdWhile Mr. Hoover's statement apparently
ministration.
refers to the accumulated results of the delays to transportation experienced in Deceml)er and January, Director General McAdoo has issued a statement saying that "so far as
transportation is concerned there is no danger of suffering
from a serious !"ikkI shortage in the eastern part of the counMr. Hoover said that since December 1 tiiis country
try."
has fallen far behind the agreed food program with the
Allies, and by the end of February we will be short 45,000,OOU busiiels of Cereal products a? well as in meat products
"This deficiency," the statement
that were to be delivered.
The railway
said, "is due solely to the railway congestion.
directorate since coming into control on January 1 has made
effort to find remedy, but during the montii of January the
weather was insuperalde. and although |)rogress has been
made since February 5 the situation is the accumulation of
three months' delays.
"We have been unable to transport to seaboard the necesThis has not been due so
sary foodstuffs for the Allies.
much to tile actual inability of the railways giving priority
to foodstuffs for Allied shipping as it has teen to delay in
bringing the products from the farms to the terminal markets, where it can be aggregated, prepared and purchased

Uh
liie

nete.->sar)

lransportal.cn, subject alone

from bli2zurds and tloods."

The Railroad Administration

also

issued

a

statement

saying

"There has now been about two weeks of moderately good
weather during which time an extraordinary effort has been
put forth by the railroads.
For the week ended, February
16, 22,104,000 bushels of grain were received at Western
primary markets, which were the largest receipts for one

week in two years, an increase of 54 per cent over the previous week, and 51 per cent over the same week last year.
"The average number of cars of grain being loaded is
5,000, which is approximately 6,000,000 bushels daily.
This has been done notwithstanding that weather conditions
are still severe in a large part of the country, and it will
certainly increase in proportion as the weather moderates.''
This statement was based on figures gathered \>y the traffic division of the Railroad Administration.
In the eight

days between February 11 and February 19, 38,750 cars
were loaded with grain, of which 26,549 were in the Western district (or west of the Mississippi), 9,319 were in the
Eastern district, and 2,S82 in the South.
Forty-two special food trains, containing 1,368 cars, were
.sent eastward from Chicago and East St. Louis to New
York, Philadelphia and Boston for trans-shij)ments to the
Allies between February 12 and 19.
This through move-

ment of food trains

is

still

continuing, and six trains of

by the Allies.

meats are going daily to Eastern ports for export.
Between February 10 and February 21, 9,363 cars of live
stock, dressed l/eef and perishable products have been shipped
eastward from Chicago.

"The economic ramifications of this whole delay in the
movement of the national harvest are almost countless, and
the)' present the most critical of situations, of which no

of special food trains under fast schedin any section of the country threatened
suddenly with a food shortage, according to railroad admin-

solution exists but a continued e.xpansion of the efforts of

istration officials, and this plan will be resorted to if the
shortage which Mr. Hoover forecast actually develops.

movement of foodstuffs
exclusion of much other commerce

the railway administration in the
e%'er}-

direction to the

in

of

the country.

"Comparisons of the movement from day to day during
few days with movements of similar periods last
year reflect the efforts being made by the railway directorate.
We have, however, a long accumulation to be got over
within the next 60 days.
The situation calls for every cooperation of the public
through the quick loading of cars,
loading them to capacity and discharging them quickly
and in every way reducing the tax on the railways.
Cooperation can be given by reduction in consumption of home
and local stores to the exclusion so far as may be of transthe last

—

ported articles.

"If even- interest co-operates we shall supply the .\llies
and remedy the distritiution of our abundant domestic supplies, for our farms are full of foodstuffs.
No effort i;
being spared to move Allied food as fast as it can be accumulated in the interior, and today the railway directorate
is arranging special trains to carry meat and packing house
products from Chicago to load the waiting ships."
At the office of the Railroad Administration it was stated
that the proldem is rather one of supply and development
of supply rather than of transportation, and that the railroads for some time have not only exceeded tiie movement
for the corresponding period of the preceding year but have
handled promptly all grain offered for transportation.
Director General McAdoo has even gone so far as to instruct
agents to solicit farmers to send in their grain for shipment.
On February 21 there were 30,714 loaded cars at North
Atlantic ports awaiting ships, exclusive of bulk grain and
coal.
In a letter to Mr. Hoover. Mr. McAdoo .«aid:
'If you will notify me from time to time of the location
of the specific supplies and the port or ports in the United
States to which you wish to have such supplies transported.

Tlie

movement
made

ules can be

Reports to Mr. McAdoo on February 23, from Regional
Director A. H. Smith, showed that there were no steamers
waiting for food supplies on that date and that accumulations

had been greatly reduced, from
about 170,000 on January 1, to 43,970 eastbound loads,
4,115 eastbound empties, 31,012 westbound loads and 17,718
empties.
In response to requests from Mr. Mc.\doo as to
information as to the location of specific supplies and the
port or ports to which he wished such supplies transported,
Mr. Hoover has announced a plan for securing daily reports
which may be furnished to the Railroad Administrator. An
organization of regional transportation agents will be created
for the purpose.
Reports received by the Railroad Administration show that in many cases where cars are ordered the
shipper has failed to load them promptly.
"The F"o<)d -Administration," Mr. Hoover said, "has now
directed the allied agencies to furnish it daily with their requirements, in order that they may be transmitted to the Railroad Administration in Washington.
"The most serious problem is the car needs, due to delayed
movement of last year's crops, and of livestock from the primarj' country points to the interior terminals, the mills, and
the manufacturing centres, where they can \>c purchased for
export and domestic supply. The presentation of these needs
to the Railroad Administration is being met by the appointment of regional transportation agents for the Food .Administration, already established in Chicago and proposed at New
York and Atlanta. Their agencies will secure and furnish
information as to car necessities for the primary movement
of foodstuffs to the regional railway administration.
"Shippers of foodstuffs should apply in the first instance
to the local railway officials for cars, and upon failure to
of cars at eastern terminals

secure neces.sary transportation, they should, for grain an-?
grain products, apply to the Food .\dministratioi\ zone man-
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agcrs; while shippers of livestock

and perishables

in the

same

should apply for the present directly to the Food
Administration in Washington. The.se applications for cars
will be put before the various Regional Directorates, and
will be daily reported to the Railroad Administration in

Milton H. Smith Testifies

difticulties

Washington."
At a conference on Monday between Mr. McAdoo and
!Mr. Hoover and members of their staffs arrangements were
made for closer co-operation between the railroad and the
food administrations, and Mr. McAdoo designated the following members of his staff to work with representatives of
C. R. Gray, director of the divithe food administration:
sion of transportation; Edward Chambers, director of the
division of traffic; W. C. Kendall, manager of the Car Service Section, and C. E. Spens, who has been appointed by

Mr. McAdoo

to serve as transportation director of the food

administration.

Locomotive Standards

Under Consideration
ON LOCOMOTIVES appointed
summer
THEbyCOMMITTEE
Council
National Defense,
which
M.
last

the

of

of

S.

Vauclain, vice-president of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, is chairman, has made a report recommending several
standard types of locomotives to Henry Walters, who is in
charge of the standardization investigation for Director GenThe recommended standards were then reeral McAdoo.
ferred to a committee of railroad motive power officers, consisting of three appointed by each regional director, for
The railroad committee has
their consideration and report.
been holding conferences on the subject since February 22
and will report back to Mr. Walters.
H. T. Bentley, superintendent of motive power and machinery of the Chicago & North Western, now acting as assistant to C. R. Gray, director of the division of transportation
in the Railroad Administration, has been appointed chairman
of the committee and the other members are as follows: Eastern district, H. Bartlett, chief mechanical engineer, Boston
& Maine; William Schlafge, general mechanical superintendent, Erie; and H. L. Ingersoll, assistant to the president,
New York Central; Southern district, R.W. Bell, general
superintendent of motive power, Illinois Central; W. H.
Lewis, superintendent of motive power, Norfolk & Western,
and J. Hainen, assistant to vice-president, Southern Railway; Western district, Robert Quayle, superintendent of motive power and car department, Chicago & North Western;
W. H. Wilson, assistant to first vice-president, Northern
Pacific; and John Purcell, assistant to vice-president, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
J. T. Wallis, general superintendent of motive power, Pennsylvania, Western lines, has also
taken part in the conferences.
The locomotive builders' committee, besides Mr. Vauclain.
includes Andrew Fletcher, president of the American Locomotive Company, and H. P. Ayres, vice-president of the
H. K. Porter Company.

A

'"FuiST .\ro

Corps" eor Uxlo.ading Freight

is

one

of the typical features of Gennan railway operation.
Attached to each important freight station is a regularly organized "first aid corps" of 100 able-bodied laborers who may

be sent at a moment's notice to any point where freight is
being discharged, upon advice from the consignee that he
has not sufficient help to accomplish the work promptly. Unloading must be carried on day and night.
Women and
youths of the national auxiliary service may also be called
upon to aid in unloading light freight. The service is organized on a military plan, with officers, sub-officers and corporals.
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Political Contributions

Commerce Commission

has given out
of a deposition of Milton H. Smith, president
of the Louisville & Nashville, taken at Louisville, Ky.,
a

February 4, upon written interrogatories propounded by
Joseph W. Folk, chief counsel for the commission, in connection with the commission's investigation into the financial relations, rates and practices of the company.
The questions are some of those which Mr. Smith declined to answer
at the time of his testimony before the commission and
which he was ordered to answer in a decision by the Supreme
Court of the District of Columbia recently upheld by the
Supreme Court of the United States.
^Ir. Smith said in reply to the interrogatories that he knew
of no funds of the Louisville & Nashville e.xpended in
Tennessee for political campaign purposes during the year
1915 and charged to operating expenses. He also said that
there were no such expenditures in Alabama in 1912 or 1913,
but that $30,000 was so expended there in the year 1914
and was charged to operating expenses. Such expenditures
were not charged to construction account and no part was
charged on the books of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis.

Among the vouchers
mission in the files of
peared one in favor of
in February, 1910, for

found by the examiners of the com& Nashville there apthe Columbia Trust Company dated
$20,715, for special fees paid under
the direction of the president.
The examiners were refused
information regarding this voucher.
Mr. Smith stated that
it was for payments of political agents and was charged to
legal e.xpenses, one of the sub-divisions of operating expenses.
In reply to a query as to why the entry in reference to this
voucher was made in such a way as to give no information
as to the purpose of tlie expenditure, he said:
"To be entirely frank,

this

the Louisville

was because

it

was not deemed advisable
company's own subordiwas making political e.x-

to disclose to anyone, not even to the

nate officers and employees, that
penditures."

it

voucher for $15,000, dated May S, 1907,
National Bank of Commerce, Mr. Smith said
this voucher was for money expended in aiding a newspaper "which was advocating certain views upon public
questions in which the Louisville & Nashville concurred."
He also admitted that the company by his direction had
expended approximately $34,800 in Alabama through an advertising agency in a campaign against rate reductions advocated by former Governor Comer of that state.
He was a.?ked "Is it the policy of the Louisville & Nash-

As

to another

in favor of the

:

campaign contributions, if you know?"
Mr. Smith, "but in the past the company occasionally made campaign contributions to defeat
a candidate who was running on a platform of antagonism
and injury to this company. In such cases the interests of
the company seemed, in the judgment of its officers at that
time, to require this as a matter of protection.
These practices, however, while customary and conventional with cor-

ville to

"It

make

is

political

not," replied

porations generally in the past, are contrary to the public
opinion of today, and have been discontinued by our company.
So far as this present proceeding is concerned, I
think it proper to add that we appreciate the public nature
of the service intended to be rendered by the commission and
recognize the duty to co-operate in every wa}' hereafter to the
end that there shall be no more cause for complaint of such
contributions."

Grrm.\n Travel Restrictions.
hibit

— Germany

is

to

pro-

traveling to the seaside or to the "cure" resorts
during the ensuing summer.
Railway Gazette, London.
all

The Pennsylvania's

Plight

Snow Banks

Jack Frost and the

12..-*^.

Till-

MONTHS

i)F

December,

January

and

February

have been truly characterized as the "worst winter"
in the history of railroading in the Eastern United
fifteen-foot
States; seven weeks of arctic weather with
below-zero temperatures, and blinding
drifts on tracks,
gales that made regular running of trains impossible and
The experiences of
at times stopped movement altogether.
the Pennsylvania Railroad in this seven weeks' struggle
with the forces of nature have been brought together in a
report by Elisha Lee, acting vice president in charge of
operation, an abstract of which is here presented.
Sur\-e}ing all divisions of the lines east of Pittsburgh
the features of the weather during the period covered by
the report, were not only the record-breaking cold, the heavy
snowfall.- and high winds, but the unprecedented length of
the frigid spells, which gave no breathing time to recover
and prepare for tlie next emergency.
In the mountain regions traversed by the Pennsylvania these conditions were
practically unbroken throughout the entire time from midDecember until the beginning of February.
Even as far south as Cape Charles, Virginia, there were
fifteen days on which it was impossible to operate car floats
across the mouth of the Chesapeake to Norfolk on account
of the ice barriers, and the passenger service was suspended
on three different occasions.
At Cresfon, Pa., on the main line on top of the Allegheny mountains, temperatures of 18 degrees below zero
were recorded, with high gales and 40 inches of snow on
the ground.
From December 20 to Januarv- 28 the thermometer never registered higher than 3.5 degrees, and that
only for an hour or so on four different days.
For eiglit
days from December 28 to January 4, the thermometer continuously registered zero or below, with high winds prevailing, and this was followed by a ten-day stretch, from
January 12 to 21 inclusive, on eight of which the thermometer stayed below zero, and on the Renovo division, in northwestern Pennsylvania, it w-as below zero on fourteen days.
On the Pittsburgh division, Altoona to Pittshurgli. 110
miles, the month of Januar)-, 1918, showed a total deficiency of 485 degrees of temperature as compared with the
same month last year.
There was a snowfall of 21^2
inches as against 9'j inches in 1917.
The snow drifts at
the entrance to the Gallitzin tunnels, at the summit of the
mountains, were IS ft. high.
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The

Northern

with

(Buffalo)

-

reported doul^le the
storms during which
there was practically no train movement for 24 to 72 hours
at a stretch.
Ihe snowfall on the Philadelphia division, from HarrisIjurg to Philadelphia, in Januarj' was 31 in., or two and
one-half times as great as in the same month of 1917. The
W'illiamsport division spent five and one-half times as much
money as last year in removing snow and ice.
The shopmen stood the acid test of fidelity by shoveling
snow, breaking ice and clearing switches, often under
weather conditions involving severe hardship.
The withdrawal of these men from the shops had a serious effect
on repairs and construction; but there was no alternative,
as without their aid it would have been impossible to open

snowfall

of

the lines

and

last

year,

w^ith

division
several

restore traffic.

The Altoona shops

reported that between December 20
and January 21, their men spent 9,225 ten-hour days in
snow-shoveling and switch-clearing.
This resulted in the
loss to the shops of class repairs to 19 engines, the building
of 39 steel freight cars, the strengthening of 33 cars, heavy
repairs to 25 others, light repairs to 45 passenger cars and
In addition, the operathe manufacture of 350 car wheels.
tion of the shops in general was unavoidably slowed up by
the temporary disruption of the forces.
On the Bellwood division, with a shop force of only 259
men, the shopmen spent 11,000 hours in shoveling snow
during the same period. This is given in the report as the
principal reason for an accumulation of 540 cars awaiting repairs on January 30, the normal capacity of tlie Bellwood division shops being 150 cars. The Pittsburgh division, for the same reason, reported an accumulation of 2,357
cars awaiting repairs, or 100 per cent above normal.
Showing the disastrous results of a minor accident during
severe weather, tiic Sunbury division reported that during
zero weather a truck broke on a fteicht car east of Boyd,
"'
n
By the
Pa., on the single-track portion of
iiiht trains
time this wreck was cleared, seven
rest under
had frozen up, tlie crews had to be
the sixteen-hour law, and the cars were stored and the
engines towed to the terminal.
.\mong miscellaneous results reported from the severe
cold on all divisions, were air-hose freezing, trains stalling,
trains parting due to broken couplings, hot boxes due to
'
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the mechanism of the ash-pan so that much time is lost in
clearing the working parts, while it is necessary to break
up the solid frozen masses with steam jets and iron bars.

journal boxes being stripped off by snow and ice, broken
rails, frozen signals and signal wires, and failure of interMuch trouble was experienced with waterlocking plants.
scoops on engines freezing up so that they could not be
used.
It was frequently necessary to maintain large forces
of men at each track tank to remove the accumulation of ice
caused by the flying water freezing on the rails and road-

railroad use during this winter
much of it being pulverized.

way.

from rain or melting snow, followed by low temperature,

Coal freezing
trouble

m

and delay

cars

at

and on coal wharves caused great

many

points.

The

coal obtainable for

was below the usual

When

quality,

saturated with water
it

The

report deals in detail with the effect of extreme cold
in lowering the efficiency of unskilled and semi-skilled labor, and in making it impossible in many cases to hold men

On the Cresson division, where conditions
were unsually severe, in order to maintain an engine-house
force of 149 men, it was necessary to hire 171 new men
in four months, making a turnover for that period of nearly
lis per cent or at the rate of 344 per cent for the year.
The turnover for the entire force of 495 men directly connected with train operations was at the rate of 218 per
cent per year.
In the Pittsburgh district the turnover of engine-house
forces was at the rate of 192 per cent per year; for firemen
and trainmen 120 per cent and for track forces 351 per cent.
Furthermore, 55 per cent of the entire force of freight
brakemen and 44 per cent of the entire force of firemen
in the service.

A

Powerful Tandem

mass almost like concrete. Where there
houses, it was necessary to place pans of
beneath the cars, or place steam jets in the coal,
before the coal could be run through the hoppers or could
hie shoveled out.
Thousands of delays in the very cold weather were due
to the lubrication in the journal boxes of cars freezing,
especially where the cars were standing in classification
In such cases hot oil had to be used before it
\ards.
was possible to move the cars over the hump. It was often
found necessary to push cars down the hump grades besolidified

were no
Imrning

Cut Approaching the

Westbound Tunnel near

Drifts 15

ft.

into a

thawmg

oil

Gallitzin

Deep.

on the Pittsburgh division have been in the service les.s
than six months.
On the Monongahela division, which had a turnover of

540 per

cent for the year among track laborers, it was neceskeep switches open in the yards, for super-

sary, in order to

and foremen to work with pick
and a few of the older laborers were
the only ones who stuck to their work in times of trouble.

visors, assistant supervisors

and

shovel, as they

The effect of the weather in reducing the average tonnage
carried i>er freight train was, on the Maryland division, 36
per cent; Philadelphia division, 25 per cent; Middle division, 17 per cent; Pittsburgh division, 38 per cent.
Frozen ash-pans in engines caused thousands of delays
Reports on the Cresson
over all portions of the system.
and Williamsport divisions show that during zero weather
from three to four hours were required to clean one ashpan, which normally would take from 25 to 40 minutes.
The Conemaugh division reported delays due to frozen

ash-pans totalling 8,392 hours, which was equivalent to the
35 engines for a month of 30 eighthour days.
Frozen ash-pans are caused by flying snow, and water
dripping from Ijoiler appliances, forming a solid frozen
mass with the ashes. Condensed moisture and .'steam coat>
loss of the services of

On

a Car-float

cau.se the oil

— After

from Norfolk

in the axle boxes

would not run by

The

a Trip

was so

to

Cape Charles

stiffened that they

gravity.

frozen roadbed, wliich for weeks at a time
was as hard and unyielding as a cement pavement, greatly
increased the wear and tear on engines and the amount of
repairs required.
At the Meadows shop, near Jersey City,
from December 30 to January 31, 20 engines arrived at
the eiiginehouse with broken frames, which is a greater
number of this class of failures than ordinarily occur in
solidly

March
a

wholi- M.ir.

al-ii
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General Order No.

The I'ittsburf'h division rejiortcd 576 engine
January, 1918, as compared with o'KS in Januar\ uf last year, an increase of 45 per cent. The Conemaugh
division reported engines out of service for a total of 4,400
hours in making running repairs, which is equivalent to a
loss of IS engines for a month of .>0 eight-hour days.
Much trouble with boilers, especially of engines runnin'j
in the mountain divisions, was reported from the unavoidable use of water of poor quality, due to the low supply
streams, some of which were frozen almost solidly for weeks.
This resulted in the failure of thousands of flues and manv

Governing Labor Conditions

to llic rails.

failures in

leaky boilers.

Frozen switches were an almost constant cause of trouble
The Philadelphia terminal division reported
and delay.
Januan,- 28, there were 70 switch
that on a single da\
failures in six hours, due to the snow blowing into frogs
and switchpoints. This occurred in spite of the fact that
a large force of track laborers was on duty in all yards.
,

Many

specific incidents are given in the report telling of

actual e.\periences with trains stalled
difficulties

encountered

in

starting

in

blizzards

traffic

moving

and the
after

a

A single incident of this kind is
once occurred.
On the night of January 27, when a half dozen
typical.
through express trains were stalled on the top of the Allegheny mountains near Gallitzin, with the temperature at
zero, the wind blowing a gale and the snow drifts in the
cuts 12 to 15 feet deep, Train No. 9, the Western Express,
with three engines, reached a point half a mile west of
Gallitzin, when it was stopped by the snow.
The seven
rear cars were uncoupled and another engine sent to pull
them back, but l)y the time the tunnel was reached the west
portal had drifted shut and it was impossible to go any
further.
The passengers were taken out of the train and
sent to a hotel.
It was impossible to move these cars until
five o'clock the next afternoon, and then five heavy freight
engines were required to pull the seven empty coaches.
Meanwhile the other three cars, together with the three
engines which were pulling the train when it stalled, remained a mile and a quarter further on in the drift. Five
hundred men worked all the night of Januarj' 27 and all
the next day until afternoon, before these three cars and
three engines were dug out and the track cleared for them
to move.
Despite the conditions which prevailed during the period
covered by the report, of which those cited are merely examples, 2,77J freight trains, with a total of 110,457 cars,
were moved over the .\llegheny mountains, past Gallitzin
station, in January.
At the same time all regularly scheduled passenger trains were represented, with very few exceptions, occurring in the worst storms, when some through
trains were annulled.
Many extra trains were also run
to accommodate the unusually heavy travel.
At Lewistown
Junction, 2,.w6 freight trains of 117,704 cars were passed
during the month.
tie-up

These results, in the face of unprecedented difficulties,
were only accomplished by the self-sacrifice, loyalty and
devotion to duty of many thousands of officers and employees who cheerfully performed unaccustomed and arduous work and repeatedly faced hardship, danger and real
suffering, in the struggle to keep the lines open so that the
public and the government might be served.

—

The government wishes to enlist
man, woman and child of the nation in war-savings
When an individual buys war-savings stamps he

W.\R- Savings Service.
ever)'

service.

enlists in the

8,

froz-fn

production division of the nation, thereby supporting and backing up the fighting division which is in
France and on the seas.

cuuRECT numerous misundertandings

tiiat have arisen
between railroads and their employees since the guvernnunt took over the railroads
.111(1 as an appeal both to officers and employees to ouscrvj
the spirit of the new conditions, Director General McAdoo
has issued in General Order No. 8 a statement outlining his

Ti) as

to

the

relations

desires as to labor conditions.

The

order directs that:
All acts of Congress to promote ihe safety of em(1)
ployees and travelers upon the railroads, including arts re(|uiring investigation of accidents on railroads, and orders
of the Interstate

Commerce Commission made

in accordance
complied with.
These acts and
orders refer to hours of service, safety appliances and in-

therewith,

must be

fully

spection.

Now

and control
would be futile to

that the railroads are in the possession

of the government, the statement says,

it

impose fines for violations of said laws and orders upon
the government; therefore it will become the duty of the
Director General in the enforcement of said laws and orders
to impose punishments for wilful and inexcusable violations
thereof upon the person or ])ersons responsiljle therefor, such
punishment to lie determined by the facts in each case.
(2)

when a

When

the exigencies of the- service require

it,
or
of employees in any department are
to render the public prompt transportation
employees will be required to work a rea.^onable

sufficient

number

not available
service,

amount

of overtime.

So far as

and economic operaemployment will not be

efficient

tion will permit, excessive hours of

required of employees.
(.i)
The Ijroad question of
passed upon and reported to

wages and hours will be
the Director General as

promptly as possible by the present Railroad

Pending a

Wage Com-

matters by the
Director General, all requests of employees involving revisions of schedules or general changes in conditions affecting wages and hours, will be held in abej-ance by both the
managers and employees. Wages, when determined upon,
will be made retroactive to January 1, 1918, and adjusted
accordingly.
Matters of controversy arising under interpretations of existing wage agreements and other matters not
relating to wages and hours will take their usual course,
and in the event of inai)ility to reach a settlement will be
referred to the Director General.
In order No. 1, issued December 29, 1917, the
(4)
following appeared:
officers,
"AH
agents and employees of such transportation systems niny continue in the performance of their present regular duties, reporting to the same officers as heretofore and on the same terms of employment."
The impression seems to exist on some railroads, the
order says, that the said order was intended to prevent any
change in the terms of employment during governmental
The purpose of the order was to confirm all
operation.
terms of employment existing upon that date, but subject to
subse<|uent modifications deemed advisable for the reciuirements of the service. Any contrary impression or construction is erroneous.
Officers and employees will be governed
oy the construction here given.
No discrimination will be made in the cmiiioyment.
(5)
retention, or conditions of emploxment of the employees
because of membership or non-meml>ership in laljor organimi.'ision.

clisjiosition

of

these

zations.

The order concludes with the
"The government now being
the officers

and employees

serve a jirivatc interest.

following:

in control of the railroads,
of the various companies no longer
All now scn-e the government and
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I want the officers and employees
to get the spirit of this new era. Supreme devotion to country, an invincible determination to perform the imperative
duties of tlie hour while the life of the nation is imperilled
by war, must obliterate old enmities and make friends and.

the public interest only.

There must be co-operation, not antagonism; confidence, not suspicion; mutual helpfulness, not
grudging performance; just consideration, not arbitrary
disregard of each other's rights and feelings; a fine discipline based on mutual respect and sympathy; and an earnest
desire to serve the great public faithfully and efficiently.
This is the new spirit and purpose that must pervade every
part and branch of the National Railroad Service.

•comrades of us

Railway Shop Employees
Director General McAdoo also announced that the railroad shop employees, realizing the necessity of assisting the
government in the operating of the railroads on a more
efficient basis and to meet the present emergency in the repairing of locomotives, acting through A. O. Wharton,
president, railway employees' department, American Federation of Labor, and the international officers representing the
machinists, boilermakers, blacksmiths, carmen, sheet-metal
workers, electrical workers, and apprentices and helpers,
have agreed to the following changes in reference to working
conditions
The hours of labor in shops and roundhouses to
(1)
be governed by the necessities as indicated by the general
condition of equipment.
At shops and roundhouses now

working one shift which totals less than 70 hours per week,
an increase, preferably on a seven-day basis, may be made
Where desired, working hours may be so arranged that men
will be released at 4 p. m. on one day each week.
Existing
working agreements to govern the rate, subject to the action
of the Railroad Wage Commission.
All apprentices who have served three yea.TS may be
(2)
promoted to mechanics and paid the going rate of wages
for that position.
Such promoted apprentices to be given
the right of practical e-xperience on work of their respective
trades to which they had not been advanced during the
three-year period.

Helpers in their respective trades who have had five
(3)
or more years' experience may be promoted to classification
of mechanics; they to receive mechanics' rate and be given
an opportunity to learn all branches of the trade. The dulv
authorized committeeman of each trade in each shop covered by agreement shall be consulted, and mutual understanding arrived at in promoting helpers; and the ratio of
helpers to be promoted, to the number of mechanics, in any
one trade in any one shop, shall not exceed 20 per cent.
The international officers and general chairmen of each
trade on each road covered by agreements shall be furnished
a complete record of the men promoted
Mechanics applying for employment will not be
(4)
denied such employment for any cause other than inability
to perform the work; this preference rule to be in effect as
long as three-\^ear apprentices or promoted helpers are employed at mechanics' rates.

Where a reduction is made in the force of mechanpromoted helpers in accordance with their seniority shall
be set back first: then advanced apprentices; no mechanics
(5)

such promoted helpers and apprenhave been set back.
The promotions above referred to are to meet an
(6)
emergency caused by the war, and shall cease at the close

to be laid off until all
tices

of the war.

all.

"America's safety, America's ideals, America's rights are
at stake.
Democracy and liberty throughout the world depend upon America's valor, America's strength, America'*
fighting power.
We can win and save the world from despotism and bondage only if we pull together. We cannot
pull apart without ditching the train.
Let us go forward
with unshakable purpose to do our part superlatively. Then
we shall save America, restore peace to a distracted world
and gain for ourselves the coveted distinction and just reward of patriotic service nobly done."

ics,
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Letters from Overseas*
J J

7"

"V

OURS OF November

1

was delivered

to

me some

days since, mail service being somewhat irregular

I

out here.
"I wish I were able to follow your suggestion in regard to
an occasional letter to the RaHway Age. We are certainly
having interesting experiences, but there are various necessarv^ restrictions in the censorship that force us to keep most

them to ourselves.
"However, the many railroad men who are coming over
here may be interested to know^ that we have found our
chief wants to be tobacco, woolen socks, and soap and tooth
paste.
The Railway Tobacco Fund ought to solve the first
problem, thanks to you people at home, and if the boys fill
up any surplus space in their kits with the other articles,
of

they won't regret it. We also find a knit cap is just the thing
for taking the chill out of a shrapnel helmet, which is about
as pleasant as a cake of ice in this weather.
"The soap is the least important of the list, for usually
there isn't time to wash often.
'.\11 the above may be 'old stuft',' but we h-ad to find
it

all

about

out ourselves, and

it

may

help some one else to hear

it."

Shunters, Coops and Railheads
Letters recently received by the Santa

former Santa Fe

Fe Magazine from

men

contain interesting information conceming railroad equipment and railroad terms in use on the
lines behind the front in France.
Sergeant N. J. Pierce, of
the Twelfth Engineers, says in part:
"The engines and cars here and in England seem like toys
compared with our 40-ft. cars.
It would make the boys

laugh to see a guard (a brakeman) cut a car and push it on
to a siding by hand.
A passing track over here is a 'coop,'
a terminal is a 'railhead,' a switchman is a 'shunter.' Whenever a despatcher gets a message he acknowledges it by
'righto' instead of 'O.K.'

"

Corporal W. T. Roberts, of Company F of the Thirteenth
Engineers (Railways), writes in a similar vein:
''We took over this part of the French railroad about September 12, cannot mention on what part, but a very busy line,
and our work is mostly at night; that is, in the train movement. We are having very good success, although the conditions are far from being perfect, or at least what we used to

work under.
"The French engines are all small, half cab, no air and no
sand.
The cars, or wagons as they are called here, are of
small size with bumpers and link couplers. The grades are
quite heavy and full of curves, but very good roadbed, all
gravel.
We are allowed one brakeman to every seven cars
loaded, but don't always have them, consequently we have a
hard time holding them going down grades.

"The fireman is kept very busy. He not only keeps the
engine hot but must also handle the brakes on the tank.
Some engines, though, have air pumps on them. I have been
lucky enough to fall heir to one and proceeded at once to

my air pump in order. Had quite a time in securing the
parts for the repairs, but finally succeeded and am now in
fair .shape."

get

'The Railway Age expects to pviblish resularlv letters from railwavmen
overseas.
If vou receive a snod letter from a ra{1vayman who is now in
i* ranee,
send i; in frr rnhlicit'on and let the Raiiwav Age pass it around
tor all to enjoy.

The Railroad

Passed by the Senate

Bill

Few Changes from Form
House Expected

Wliich

in

to

Pass

Bill

Bill

Was Rcpuited;
Week

This

VVahiiinoton, D. C.

Tilt

AKMINISTKAIION

rresiilciit

to

make

kAII.Kl)AI)

at;rceim'nts

ilUtllori/.illj;

llll.l.,

witli

war. but in general the wishes of the administration as to
the ])rovisions of the bill prevailed without difficulty over
all opposition, and practically all efforts to restrict the authority of the President or the Director General were defeated
by large majorities.
Senator Cummins made a vigorous fight to redute the compensation to be |iaid the roads to an amount sufficient to pay
dividends and interest charges. His first amendment on tiiis
point, applying to roads that have paid over S per cent dividends, was defeated by a vote of 52 to 23.
Senator Kellogg pointed out that to limit railroads to the
dividends they have formerly paid would be to take away
from the Burlington, for example, a surplus which results
largely from the fact that it is capitalized for a low figure,
to be expended on some other property by the government,
and he said that no railroad could live any numi)er of years
without an income above its dividend requirements.
He
also emphasized the fact that the railroads cannot pay increased divitlends out of their guarantee without the approval
of the President.
Senator Smith, chairman of the Committee on Interstate
Commerce, pointed out that it was not proposed to take money
out of the treasury to give to the railroads unless government
operation should result in a deficit, but merely to guarantee
them the amounts they had earned under rate regulation. No
one knows whether the earnings of the roads have been too
great or too little, he said, because we flo not know the valuation of the roads.

till

the railroads for

compensation during the period of government
control, on the liasis of their net operating income for the
three years ending June ,>0, 1917, and giving the President
and the Director Oeneral of Railroads almost unlimited
power in administration of tlie roads, subject to a review by
the Interstate fonimerce Commission as to rates, was passed
by the Senate on Friday, February 22.
The bill was passed without a roll-call and with but two
iniiKirtant amendments from the fomi in wliich it was reported by the Committee on Interstate Commerce on February 7.
An amendment pro])osed by Senator Cummins to
their

include within the scoiw of federal control every railroad
by another carrier company, and
which has heretofore competed with railroads taken over, was
adopted by a vote of 58 to 14, to prevent the Director General
from earning out his announced intention of leaving out
some of the short lines, some of which at their own request
had already been notified that they were excluded.
An
amendment offered by Senator Robinson to reduce the proposed comj^ensation to the railroads by eliminating the provision for a return on new investment during the last six
months of 1917 was adopted by a vote of 44 to 34.
In other respects the basis of compensation on which the
President is authorized to make agreements with the carriers,
which the Senate committee estimated would make the maximum guarantee approximately $945,000,000 a year, was
approved.
Determined efforts were made by an aggressive
minority to amend the bill but without much success.
not controlled nor operated

Effort to Reduce Compensation

who voted for Senator Cummins' amendment
were: Ashurst, Cummins, Gore, Gronna, Hard wick, HenderJohnson, S. Dak.;
son, Hitchcock, Hollis, Johnson, Cal.
Jones, Wash.; Kendrick, Kenyon, King, Kirby, McXary,
Townsend,
Trammell,
Norris, Reed, Sutherland, Thomas,
The

Period of Federal Control

The most decisive vote on any of the amendments was that
on the proposal of Senator Johnson to reinsert in the bill
the provision that government control shall continue until
specifically terminated by Congress, instead of for 18 months
after the proclamation of peace as provided in the bill.
This
was lost by a vote of 61 to 10, those who voted for it being
Senators .\shurst. Gronna, Johnson of California, Johnson

Dakota. Jones of Washington, Kenyon, Kirby,
Phelan and Poindexter. It was proposed by Senator
Johnson frankly for the purpose of paving the way for
government ownership.
Senator Poindexter advocated it to
prevent the railroads being returned to private ownership
without some provision for their permanent unification.
Senator Cummins, though an advocate of government owTiership, opposed it because he was unwilling that the railways
shall be dominated by one man "for a single minute after
the war ends."
He proposed an amendment to the amendment jiroviding for a board of directors to control the roads
after the war. which was rejected.
Senator Smith of Georgia
said it was all he could do to vote for the liill anyway, but
that with a provision for indefinite control he could never
do so. Senator Jones said he was for the amendment because he favored government ownership and he did not want
the present plan continued for so long as IS months.
Senator Lodge offered an amendment to shorten the period
of government control after the war to six months.
This
was lest. 47 to 28. Senator King of Utah then offered an
amendment to reduce the time to one year, which was also
unsuccessful, the vote being 45 to 29.
Director General McAdoo had originally advocated an
indefinite period on the ground that no time limit should be
imposed by Congress to work out the readjustment after the
of

South

N'orris,

senators

;

and Vardaman.

On the following day Senator Cummins tried again \-.ith
an amendment which he said might be more readily understood, providing that in no case shall the net income exceed
5 per cent on the capital stock outstanding on December 31,
1917. When this was defeated, 46 to 19. Senator Cummins
offered it again, substituting 6 per cent for 5 per cent. This
secured 24 votes and after 7 per cent had been substituted 27
Senators voted for

it.

President

May

Initiate

Rates

Senator Cummins' effort to restrict the rate-making power
of the President to that now possessed by the carriers was
defeated 45 to 24. His amendment provided that the Interstate Commerce Commission should continue to have its
present jurisdiction over all rates except for the transportaSenator Cummins
tion of troops and government property.
said that under the compromise provision adopted by the
committee, allowing the President to initiate rates and to
put them into effect subject to review by the commission on
complaint, "there is no hope of any practical exerci.se of
power upon the part of the commission."
Senator Sterling of South Dakota also offered an amendment intended to preserve the authority of the state and interstate commissions over rates, which was lost after considerable debate but without a roll call.
Sever.il efforts were made to provide that the President
shall be controlled in the administration of the roads by all
Senator Robinson and
existing laws applicable to carriers.
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would nullif}- the purpose for which
had been taken over, and amendments by Senators Hitchcock and Smith of Georgia to provide that the
President must have authority of law for his orders was de-

others decliired that this
the roads

feated 46 to 25.
"Surely the Senator from Arkansas does not wash the
President to issue orders not expressly authorized by law
and in violation of law," said Senator Smith of Georgia.
"I certainly do think it may be necessary to issue orders

not expressly' authorized by law, because }-ou cannot define
what orders the President may find it necessary to issue,"
As finally passed the bill makes
replied Senator Robinson.
the railroads subject to the laws only in so far as the laws
conflict with the orders of the President.
In proposing the elimination of a return on the investment after June 30, 1917, Senator Robinson said the addi-

do not

tional

sum

is

not necessary to enable the President to reach

an agreement with the roads and that it would complicate
the situation to require the commission to make the extensive investigation necessary to determine the additional inHe estimated the amount by which the compenvestment.
sation

would be reduced

at

The amendment

$6,500,000.

was adopted without debate.
Senator Frelinghuysen of New Jersey proposed an amendment, which was adopted, "that nothing in this act shall be
construed to amend, repeal, impair or affect the existing
laws or powers of the states in relation to taxation."
Senator Kirby of .\rkansas tried to withhold from the
President authority to purchase railroad securities but only
Senator Smith of
11 Senators supported the amendment.
Michigan proposed to strike out the provisions that the
President may not sell securities at less than the cost, but
Senator Cummins remarked
the am.endme'nt was rejected.
if his amendment had been adopted the surplus turned
into the treasury would have been ample to take care of

that

maturing

obligations.

To

this

Senator

Smith

of

South

Carolina replied:
"I am of the opinion that had the amendment of the
Senator from Iowa prevailed the government would have
had to buy all of these bonds. I think that the persons
who held them w^ould have thought them practically
wortidess."

Senator Cummins tried to amend the provision which had
been inserted by the senate committee, to prevent any increase of compensation during the period of federal control
as a return on surplus invested, by projecting it into the
future and striking out the words "during the period of
This was lost by a vote of 49 to 21.
federal control."
offered as an amendment a substitute
which he said was designed to clarify the bill
and provide what the advocates of the bill thought they

Senator

Townsend

for the bill

w-ere saying

when they wrote

the

bill,

but he secured only 11

votes.

A great many in both houses of Congress apparently acMany of them excepted the bill without any enthusiasm.
pressed the opinion that the taking over of the roads by the
government was a mistake but that as the step had been
taken it was necessary to pass the bill and it went through
rather more quickly than had been expected in many quarMany thought the basis of compensation proposed too
ters.
liberal to the railroads and 27 senators voted to reduce it.
Many more thought it rather liberal, but that as
the railroads had been taken over without any provision
compensation it was necessary to establish
their
for
a basis of settlement on which an agreement might be
reached.

On

the

other

hand,

there

w^as

a

much more

has usually
been displayed in congressional discussion, and an inclination on the part of many members to stand with the roads
The
as against the advocates of government ownership.
friendly

attitude

toward

the

railroads

than

overwhelming vote against leaving the period of federal con-
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trol indefinite was considered as some indxat'un of the
sentiment on the subject because so man\- of the government
ownership advocates opposed a time limit.

Senate Speeches on the

Bill

Following those reported in last week's issue, extended
speeches on the bill were made by several senators before
the debate on the provisions of the bill began.
Senator Johnson of California, whose address was briefly
reported last week, argued that government ownership is inHe asserted that the railroads had broken down,
evitable.
which to his mind demonstrated the failure of private ownership, and he bitterly opposed the proposed basis of guarantee as excessive, contrasting the treatment accorded the
railroads, by guaranteeing them approximately 8 per cent
on their stock, with the 4 per cent rate paid on Liberty
bonds, and with the guarantee to the English railroads,
which he said paid only about 4 per cent on their stock.
Senator Norris objei.ted to the compensation as "placing
an obligation upon an already overburdened people that cannot be justified."

He

objected to the provision authorizing
it is asking a great

the President to initiate rates, saying

deal of the Interstate Commerce Commission to expect them
to overrule the President of the United States.
Senator Thompson made a brief speech advocating government ownership after the war, in support of an amend-

providing
Congress
signed
by reprepetition
submitted
a
He
orders otherwise.
sentatives of the four brotherhoods and of other labor organizations urging Congress not to fix a time for the return of the roads to private management.
Senator Townsend submitted a substitute for the bill, intended, he said, to make clear its intent, because he thought
He apparthe administration bill was imperfectly drawn.
ently resented the fact that the committee had so little to
"it
came
the
bill,
saying
to us
do with the authorship of
ready-made, and then we amended it and talked it over to
some extent; and then the scrivener, the man outside who had
made the bill, took our suggestions home with him anfl
lirought back the amendments prepared, and the bill as
finally patched up was never before our committee in its
present form."
The committee, according to Senator Townsend, was deadlocked on the period of federal control and on the question
of rate-making and he thought the resulting compromise
was satisfactory to no one. He thought the compensation
proposed was too great but did not know whether it is greater
He obthan a court would allow under the conditions.
"I do not want to
jected to rate-making by the President.
be understood as saying that the railroads are not entitled to
just and reasonable rates," he said, "they may be entitled to
an increase in rates; but I want some tribunal of the people
to detennine what are just and reasonable rates."
The section restricting dividends to the amount paid in
the past except as approved by the President, he thought
was of doubtful validity but even if the section is valid it
is ineffective, he said, for the penalty of $5,000 is not severe
The authority to order the
enough to compel obedience.
carrier to make additions, he said, is also of doubtful validity and his substitute contained a provision that the agreement shall contain a clause binding the carrier to conform

ment
that

to restore the original Section 13 of the bill
government control shall continue until

the

to all the provisions of the act or orders thereunder,

under

penalty of suspension or forfeiture of payments under the
agreement.
Senator Underwood criticised the "crudeness of draft" of
the Jjill and w\irned Congress of the dangers of too much
surrender to the executive, but he said he would vote for
the bill unless it carried an indefinite period of government
control.

'\Ve might adopt the present

bill

with

its

lack of limita-

March

I,
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and its cruilcncss of draft as a war measure. Ijut when
wf step one foot beyond tlie jx-riod of tliis war, when we

their

have carried the trans|x)rtation system out of its usual cliannels and turn it over to one man |)ower, we are estalilisliinj;
I'lien you are building up an
the maeliinery of oppression.

the railroads liccause, in the opinirjn of the I'resident and
railro.id jieojjle and a great many well-infonned people,

lions

organization for
therefore, unless

the
it

is

destruction
limited

to

of

business,

and

the period of the

I

say,

war

I

cannot support it."
Senator I'nderwood declared he had heard none of the
representatives of the railways raise a point of ot)jection
to the taking over and "it is apjiarent that they could not
have been taken over if they had not agreed to it" liecause
the law of August 20, 1910, was unconstitutional in that it
made no provision for com|X'nsation.
If the proposed legislation were to be jjermanent he would
not vote for it. but as a temporary war measure he thought
the people could affoni to commit the question of comjjensation to the President for its temporary ascertainment, rather
than drive the railroads into the courts.
Senator Sherman of Illinois declared that the bill is a
temporar>- measure and that if he were writing it he would
probably provide for a shorter period after the war Ijut that
He ])resented statistics showing
he would sujiport the l)ill.
the large number of security holders and others who are interested in railroad investments.
"It is not merely a question," he said, "of the railways
and of their managers, but it is a question affecting the
The impairment of
whole fabric of credit of the country.
this vast qu.intity of .securities by a small per cent becomes
at once an impairment of the credit resources of the entire
This bill reassures the general public and the
countr}'.

no liquidation."
"The government has broken down as much as the rail"It
roads have broken down," Senator Sherman declared.
was a great undertaking on the part of both," he said, and

holders of shares that there shall be

in

judging cf

indefinite period

of control,

"some degree of liberality can be exercised
each of them."

He opposed

the idea of an

was proposed

purpose of bringing
about government ownership, which he opposed.
"If the
government cannot run the railroads any better than the
government has run the state and municipal affairs it has
taken," he said, "then I am right in my opposition, for it
has universally failed to produce as good results as private

saying that

it

for the

control."

Senator Poindexter objected particularly to the provision
allowing the President to fix rates and to the time limitation.
He said he was not arguing for government ownership, although he would not shrink from it if it should prove necessary, but he thought that there are "other intermediate meas-

which should first be tried before we resort to that last
He did not believe the government should continue to operate the roads as they are now being operated,
but that they should be turned back to private ownership,
but not until legi.slation has been enacted to remedy the e.xisting evils resulting
He
from the competitive system.
ridiculed the idea of the commission exercising superv-isory
power over the President.
Senator Lewis declared that the bill is not only the forerunner of government ownership of railroads, btft also of
telegraph and telephone and coal and oil and he predicted
that the question would be the great issue in the next presidential campaign.
Senator Johnson of South Dakota argued for an indefinite
period of fe<leral control, saying that the time proposed would
not be fair to the public nor to the stockholders, "because
it would not give a reasonable time to the country to practically demonstrate government ownership, which should be

ures

extreme."

done."

Hardwick of Georgia, declared that it was unand inadvi-able to take over the railroads in the
place and that thcv have not been taken over against

Senator
necessar>first

will

or witiiout their consent.

this transaction,"

he

"The

-said, "is financial.

We

real

rea.son

for

are taking over

do it." l<jr that reason,
argued, if the large roads are to be taken the short lines
also should be included.
their financial interests require us to
lie

"Docs ilic Senator really think," asked Senator Vardaman, "that tlie ])urpose of the taking over of the roads is in
the interest of the roads?
I would not charge the administration with that."

T have
wick.

"I

not any doubt about

am

it," replied Senator
not charging the administration with

Hard-

but
let the owners
operate the roads themselves."
Senator \ardaman of Mississippi approved the President's action in taking over the roads but supported the
I

it,

would rather lend them the money and

Cummins amendment to reduce
Senator Thomas of Colorado

the compensation.
said he

had long ago reached

the conclusion that goveniment control or j)ossibly government ownership may be the only solution of our various
transportation prol^lems, but he did not think an emergency

war measure should be made tlie vehicle for such legislation
and tiiut the bill should contain nothing regarding the time
to which governmental possession should extend after the
end of the war.
He also said that the effort to give the
President rate-making power was foreign to the purpose of
the

bill.

Debate

in the

House

The

debate was begun in the House on Februarv- 18 by
Chairman Sims of the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, who explained at length the provisions of the biJl.
Rejiresentative Parker of New Jersey followed with a prepared speech in favor of the Ijill. Representative Stephens
of Nebraska urged that the period of federal control be
left indefinite, saying that to insert a time limit would undoubtedly force government ownership, which he feared,
except as a last resort, on the ground that the government
"might cease to be a government by the people and for the
people and become instead a government by the employees
for the employees."
He criticised private ownership, but
thought that some plan of permanent government control
might succeed. Representative Dillon of South Dakota said
the bill should be considered as a war measure and not for
the purpose of establishing a government ownership exjieriment station. Representative Coady of Marj-land declared
the President's action was made necessary "by a condition
produced by a maximum of regulation and a minimum of
"We have not been fair to the roads,"
increases in rates."
he said.
Representative Snook of Ohio said he did not liclieve he
could bring his mind to sanction a law that in times of
peace would take over all the roads and guarantee them
such a return as is provided in the bill, but that he willingly
He denied that the raildoes so under the circumstances.
roads had broken down.
Representative Dewalt of Pennsylvania said the condition-

brought about government control were partly the
and partly the fault of the government
and he advocated the basis of compensation proposed in the
bill as necessary to prevent financial disaster.
Representative Esch of Wisconsin urgctl that there should
be no interference with the rate-making authority of the
Interstate Commerce Commission and opposed the proposed
The roads should Imbasis of compensation as exce.*sive.
satisfied, he said, with enough to pay interest and dividends,
and anv surplus ought tn co either to the government or b**
He urged
divided between the roads and the government.
that the period of federal control be limited to one year after
the war.
Representative Barkley of Kentucky said it was imposivhich

fault of the railroads
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sible to

imagine the disastrous results

to the financial condi-

tion of tlie country if the compensation should be

made

fication of physical control is wholly incomplete,"

he said,

so
low that the railroads should feel it necessary to go into
the courts. He advocated giving the President power to make
rates because he said it would probably be necessary for him
"Unito advance them to pay the large increases in wages.

"unless the unification of financial control goes hand in
hand with it."
Representative Ccxiper of Ohio supported the bill and
"I believe that to take
objected to an indefinite period.
over the railroads indefinitely means government ownership,"
he said. "There are some who would have the question of
government ownership sneak into this bill. Let us try and
be fair with the railroads and give them a square deal and
help them when they need helping instead of clubbing them

when

they are down."
Representative Fordney of Michigan declared that the
taking over of the railroads was a mistake but that he would
vote for the bill because it is necessary now that the roads
have been taken over. But he was unalterably opposed to
government ownership and cited examples from other countries

which he said showed that

it

had been a

failure where-

ever it has been tried.
Representative ^^inslow of Massachusetts opposed giving
the President rate-making power, saying he thought Conwas going too far in the direction of granting powers

gress

to one or

two men.

Representative Decker of Missouri said that no one could
tell what the railroads are worth or say whether the pro-

posed basis of compensation is too much or too little. Some
members of Congress, he said, are worrj-ing about how they
shall explain their action when they get back home, but he
thought he had a satisfactorv' answer. "I am going to say,"
he declared, "that for 30 years there has been in this country
a great body called the Interstate Commerce Commission,
whose duty it has been, so far as possible, to determine what
That body has the
is fair compensation for the railroads.
confidence and respect of the people of the United States.
In some places there is more confidence in it than in others,
simply took what they
but it is the only body we have.
had allowed these railroads to receive during the last
Can you beat that
three years, and divided it by three.

We

system?"
Representative Lenroot of Wisconsin took occasion to
he did not believe that the Interstate Commerce
Commission can be held responsible for tlie condition of the
railroads nor that it was due entirely to the lack of proper
management on the part of the railroads, but that Congress
should have repealed the restrictive legislation as soon as
assert that

A

war was
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He

thought the compensation proposed
was not certain that it is any
greater than the roads would be entitled to under the law.
bill
drawn was full of inaccuracies
declared
that
the
as
He
and suggested a number of amendments to clarify it.
Representative Rayburn of Texas declared that whether
the bill should pass is not a debatable question, but that it
is purely a war measure and should terminate as soon after
"It is not candid," he dethe close of the war as possible.
clared, "for men to say that since we have taken over the
war
power
we
should
hold them after the
roads under the
war to try one nostrum after another." He believed the
compensation proposed in the bill is as nearly just as it
could be made.
Representative London of New York, who is a socialist,
replied to the speech by Representative Fordney with an
argument for government ownership and for an indefinite
period of federal control.
Representative Hersey said he thought it was unnecessary
to discuss government ownership because "when the war is
over the question will have been settled forever, for I am
sure that the operation of the railroads by the government
will result in such a failure that we shall be only too glad
to return these roads to their rightful owners."
Voting on amendments to the bill was begun in the House
on February 23.
An amendment similar to that proposed by Senator Cummins in the Senate to include short lines was adopted in the
House on motion of Representative Esch, after a long debate, by a vote of 73 to 27, after having been modified to
apply only to lines which connect with roads under federal
An amendment offered by Representative Moncontrol.
tague of Virginia to include in the classes of roads with
which the President is authorized to deal specially those on
which recent expenditures by additions or improvements
were not fully reflected in the three years' income, was
adopted.
Much of the session on Monday was devoted to amendments offered by Representative Lenroot intended to clarify
the bill.
Several minor changes resulted.
Several efforts to reduce the proposed basis of compenRepresentative Dowell ofsation were made in the House.
fered an amendment to provide that the standard return
shall not exceed 7 per cent on the stock, after payment of
This was defeated by a vote
expenses and fixed charges.
declared.

in the bill

was

liberal but

of 40 to 15.

Representative Dillon proposed to change the provision
an appropriation of $500,000,000 by providing that
$300,000,000 of the amount may be expended only as authorized specifically by Congress.
for

Light Railway "Drag"

A

Union Package Freight Terminal
A

Plan for the Handling of L. C. L. Freight at New York
to Reduce Congestion and Expedite Movement
The basin will be widthe north side of the Canal basin.
ened to a width of from oUO to 450 ft., and will liavc sufficient depth to accommodate any lug or lighter.

of President Wilson in instructing;
SfiTftary of War and the chairman of the Shippini; Hoard to investigate a comprehensive plan for the
New
handlini; of 1. c. 1. freight between Jersey City and
York, whicii was prepared by the American International

THE

RECENT ACTION

tlif

General Description of the Terminal
Along the bulkhead, IS

City, has directed much
This plan contemplates the proof terminal facilities along the Morris Canal Basin, a

Terminals

Company

of

New York

Central
short distance north of the passenger terminal of the
Jersey in Jersey City at an estimated exRailroad of

$75,000,000.

This terminal, which will be

accessible to all of the railroads along the west shore of the
Hudson river, is designed for the handling of package freight
to

and from Jersey City or New York City, for export or
between railroads. These facilities are designed

for transfer

J

E

f^

S\ E

The Terminal
to enable

Y

Site

to be collected

material reduction in cost
they will

and

relieve congestion.

problems

in various parts of the

coun-

being the promoter of the plan for the joint ownership
of the Belt Railway and the development of the Clearing
Yard project at Chicago. While the plans were completed
somewhat over a year ago, the project was postponed temIt has now
porarily because of the outbreak of the war.
been brought prominently before the public by the action of
President Wilson referred to above and also by the considera-

try,

1

.

T

::

Y

and Approaches

head, so that, by way of the bulkhead building, freight may
be trucked from any building to cars at any other building,
steamship at
to any lighter along tlie bulkliead, or to any
It is contemplated
either of the four piers along the river.
by
performed
that substantially all of this trucking will be
electric tractors

which the Joint Port Commission of the states of NewJersey and New York has given to the plans.
The plan provides for four steamship piers along the Hudson river, and a bulkhead about 4,550 ft. in length along

tion

C

an inbound station and tlie other as an outbound station,
with two tracks to ser\'e each inbound house and six tracks
to serve each outbound house.
On the first floor there will lie no partition walls between
these buildings and the connecting building along the bulk-

The plans were prepared under the direction of W. H.
Lyford, president of the American International Terminals
Company and an attorney of Chicago, who has given much
attention to terminal

front, a

It is contemplated that the nr?t iloors
streets over tracks.
stations
of these 16 buildings will be used as terminal freight
will
for handling package freight, and that each railroad
occupy the first floor of two of these buildings, using one as

and delivered at a
from that now encountered, while
also provide a much needed increase in facilities

package freight

back from the water

head building, 16 ten-story buildings are projected, of an
Each of
average length of 1,400 ft. and 75 ft. in width.
these buildings will have a 75 ft. driveway on one side and
drivethe
of
Each
eight railroad tracks on the other side.
ways will have a separate outlet by an overhead crossing to
Grand street, avoiding any grade crossings of driveways or

New

penditure of

ft.

ten-story building will be constructed, 85 ft. in width on the
first floor, and with the other floors set back IS ft. further,
making them 70 ft. in width. Connected with the bulk-

attention to this project.

vision

at Jersey City

hauling four-wheel

trailers,

which

will

have

the effect of minimizing the trucking distances.
Rail access to the terminal from the north, for the West
Shore, the Lackawanna and the Erie, is proposed by way of

the

455

e.xiftini:

belt railroad,

formed by the

New

Jersey Junc-
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and the National Dock Lines, owned by the West Shore
and the Lehigh Valley, respectively. From the south it is
proposed to give the Lehigh Valley, the Central Railroad
of New Jersey, the Pennsylvania, and possibly the Baltimore and Ohio, three separate ways of access: first, by a
four-track line to be laid in the bed of the Morris Canal
from its crossing with the Central Railroad of New Jersey
opposite Black Tom; second, by the National Docks Line;
and third, by existing surface lines from the nearljy yards
of the Lehigh Valley and the Central Railroad of New

tioii

Jersey.

Each railroad company

have an unobstructed lead to
its station tracks in the terminal area, from the belt line or
other approach which it may use, and can move its trains
and cars to and from the terminal with its own locomotives
without interference from the locomotives of other companies.
will

General Scheme of Operation
proposed that inbound trains of merchandise destined
to Manhattan Island be run into these inbound station buildings, instead of being floated to New York, and that the
freight be immediately unloaded and (1) trucked to New
York by a fleet of motor trucks, using existing or special
ferries, and delivered at union freight stations to be located
away from the water front, in each shipping district of New
It is

York; or (2) transferred by tractors and trailer trucks to outbound cars of other roads in the terminal area; or (3) placed
upon lighters along the bulkhead and floated to ship-side or
other destination; or (4) trucked to piers for delivery to
ships; or (5) elevated to the upper floors for storage.
Outbound freight, instead of being delivered at the pier
stations of Manhattan Island, will be delivered at the various
union inland stations in New York, and trucked to the pro-

posed Jersey City terminal, where, together with lighterage
freight and storage freight from the upper floors, it will be
loaded into outbound cars for destination.
As all the freight stations in the proposed tenninal will
be connected with the bulkhead, and all buildings will be of
sufficient width to furnish adequate truck-ways, all of th..'
railroads using the terminal will be able to interchange 1. c. 1.
freight by trailer truck, in a few minutes, from any inbound
car into any outbound car in the terminal area, with one
handling and at minimum cost. While the volume of this
interchange freight is comparatively small, it is growing constantly, and present methods of its interchange between the
Jersey roads are slow and expensive.
It is contemplated that each railroad may wish to employ
its own freight handlers and have full control of the operations on the first and possibly also the second floors of the
buildings which it occupies, but that probably a common
trucking force should move the freight along the bulkhead
and to and from lighters and steamships. It is suggested
that, along the bulkhead, it would be possible to consolidate
the lighterage business of all of the roads and to lighter full
loads to each destination, instead of moving partially loaded
lighters around the harbor for each railroad. As an example
of the possibility of consolidating lighterage services, each of
the railroads is now sending to the pier station at LSOth street
a separate lighter for its own business, whereas, at the pro-

posed union terminal in Jersey City it is planned that freight
can be received on one lighter for all of the roads and distributed into the cars of each company, and one lighter will
handle all of the outbound business delivered at the 130th
street pier station in

lighters

that end,

tugs.

Export Terminal and Warehouse

it

to this terminal

is

proposed that such freight be consigned

and immediately unloaded, thereby releasing

Such freight consigned to ships then in the harbor
could be lightered or trucked to them by the Terminal Compan}-, and freight which must be held for incoming ships
would be elevated to the upper floors and stored until deThe freight from
livery could be made to the ship's side.
all roads for each ship would then be consolidated by the
the cars.

Terminal Company and delivered to the ship.
It is proposed to construct the Jersey City terminal on
such a large scale that about 20,000,000 sq. ft. of floor space
will be available for storage, and it is suggested that the
railroads may use all of these storage facilities to advantage
for the storage of export freight, even during the free time.
rather than hold the freight in cars, which are needed for
If the railroads do not apthe movement of other freight.
prove the suggestion that they use all of this warehouse space
for export freight, it might be leased to private parties, under
long-term leases, to be used for warehouse or industrial purAs the occupant of each floor would have shipping
poses.
facilities over all of the railroads using the terminal, without
any cartage expense, it is believed that all of the warehouse
space could be readily leased to responsible tenants.
.\n elaborate investigation has been made of the trucking
features of these plans, first as to trucking on the floors of
the Jersey City terminal, and second as to the use of motor
trucks for moving freight to and from the terminal.
As to
platform trucking, the results of the use of tractors and trailers in two freight stations in Chicago, where this system of
trucking has been used for more than three years, and where
accurate accounts of costs have been kept, are stated to have
demonstrated that one man with a motor truck hauling trailers can do the work of from 11 to 14 men with two-wheel
trucks, showing a greater efficiency than by any other method
of trucking.
With reference to the substitution of motor
trucks for car floats for moving freight across the river, it is

stated that, if facilities were furnished at the Jersey City
Terminal, and at inland union stations on Manhattan Island,
for handling, loading and unloading removable truck bodies,
motor trucks would move freight between Jersey City and
New York with a material saving of time and expense, as
compared with present methods of moving freight in cars
on lioats. As a result of the use of removable truck bodies
in Baltimore and elsewhere, it is stated, that one motor truck
is able to move three or more removable bodies as fast as
they can be loaded and unloaded.
It is assumed in the development of this plan that inland
freight stations can be located in the first floors of new warehouse and industrial buildings to be erected on vacant or
poorly- improved real estate, away from the water front, to
such advantage to the owners of such buildings and surrounding real estate that the cost of securing the use of such
stations would be a small fraction of the present cost of
leasing pier stations.
Such inland stations could be located
anywhere on Manhattan Island, in the Bronx, in Brooklyn,
or on Staten Island, in places easily accessible from existing ferrj' landings, or from new landings to be secured for
additional ferries.
Aside from the economy in time and
cost of movement, the use of inland stations could be extended indefinitely, whereas it is practically impossible to
secure additional pier space on the water front, and the pier
terminals are already congested to their limit.

Capacity of Proposed Terminal

a day, thereby releasing five or six other

and as many

suggested that, in addition to its use for handling
freight to and from Jersey City and New York, this terminal
might be used as a common export terminal for handling
and warehousing export package freight for all railroads.
It is

To
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estimated that 6,000,000 tons of merchandise is delivered on Manhattan Island from New Jersey railroad terminals per year, and that 4,000,000 tons of merchandise is
delivered at New Jersey railroad terminals from Manhattan
Island, or a total of 10,000,000 tons per year moved across
It is

It is estimated that all of this tonnage and 5,000,000 tons additional, could be moved through the proposed

the river.

March

1,
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City urmiiial

Icrsc)

moved

.iiul

In

motor

iriicks across tlio

river.

The frontage of the proposed Jersey terminal on the Hudson river is about 1,350 ft., which will accomnuKJate 22 ferry
New ferryslips, each of a widtli of 65 ft., center to center.
boiits should he constructed, which will carry at least 40
It is assumed that, while the truck
5-ton trucks each way.
bodies will have a capacity of five tons each, they will carry

A total of 9,000,000
an average of four tons each way.
tons of freight per year would be equivalent to 2,250,000
4-ton truck-loads per year, or 7,500 truck-loads per working day.

Nine

ferry

working day from each of the 22

trips per

ferry slips at the Jersey

way per day,

loads each

terminal could carry 7,920 truckor 11,904,000 tons each way per

year of 300 working days.
There are 13,000 linear feet of westbound freight platform at the Jersey terminal, which would accommodate 722
truck bodies at a time, allowing 18

day

ft.

per body.

An

average

722 trucks, which would equal
7,509 truck-loads per day, would carry 30,036 tons per

of

10.4 trips per

A
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day. at 4 tons per truck, or 9,010,800 tons per year of
days.
While the plans provide for eight railroad tracks,
a car standing capacity of 32 cars each, jjctwccn each
of station buildings, it will only be necessary to use
tracks at cacii westbound station anil two tracks at

300
with
pair
four

each

eastbound station, to handle the estimated t<jnnage of 9,000,000 tons eastbound and 6,000,000 tons westijimnd.
A total of 9,000,000 tons eastbound per year of 300 days
equals 30,000 tons per day, which would lie carried by 1,500
cars, at 20 tons per car.
Also 188 eiistbound cars could be
unloaded at each of the eight eastbound stations, by using
two tracks at each station, and setting each track three times
per day, or the same number of cars could ije handled on
one track by setting the track six times per day.
A total of 6,000,000 tons westbound per year of 300 days
equals 20,000 tons per day of westbound freiglit.
This
tonnage would be carried by 1,000 tars per day, at 20 tons
per car.
Four tracks .set only once a day at each of the
eight westbound stations, would carry the entire outbound
tonnage of 6.000.000 tons per year.

Plea for the Railway Supply Manufacturers
An Open

Letter to the Director General of Railroads from
the Railway Business Association

GKdKGF.

A. Post, president of the Railway Business Assounder date of February 25, sent the following

ciation,

communication to Director General of Railroads
Mc.\doo:
Manufacturers of railway necessaries respectfully invite
you to study certain considerations bearing ujxin mechanical
design and practice in the field of rolling stock construction,
purchase and maintenance.
The Railway Business Association, of which I have the
honor to be president, is a national organization of manufacturers, merchants and engineers dealing with steam railroads.
What we have to say from our own experience accurately portrays the problems of the whole railway appliance
industry.
It

appears from your

official

announcement that you have
work of recommending

delegated to technical committees the

you a detailed plan of procedure for the acquirement of
new rolling stock by the railroad systems. The phases upon
which we desire to address jou are those which involve the
peculiar interest of makers of appliances or parts as distinguished from assemblers of locomotives and cars.
to

In the field of transportation inventors and developers of
embody the spirit and function of progress.
Our interest and the national interest in this respect are identical.
What the manufacturers of railway appliances cherish
and what the public as a whole is interested in preserving is

special appliances

which leaves the way open to mechanical adAlways we have before us two antagonistic requirements which must be compromised
improvement through
change and stability through standardization.
that flexibility

vance.

To

—

a certain extent standardization

is

essential.

As

trans-

became national and interchange of cars among the
several roads became common, convenience and economy in
repairs required a tendency toward interchangeability of parts.
With the organization of the Railroads' War Board last
April came for the first time to any extent use of engines on
fwrtation

the rails of roads other than the owner,
\\hi\t has long applied to cars affecting repairs now applies in some degree to

engines.

The

drift, as

with cars,

is

toward interchangeability

of parts.

made

TJie method by which inter-line use of cars was

it was a
standardization of dimensions.
If the car frame were uniform a device of any patent could be used upon it. Thus we
attained practical current convenience while preserving variety
of design and material, of terms, delivery and dealings, and
hence reasonable expedition in the demonstration and introduction of improvements.
We earnestly commend to your favorable consideration the
fullest adherence to this method consistent with the most effective rehabilitation and maintenance of transportation facilities in face of the enemy.
We are ready for any sacrifice
essential to winning the war.
We would deplore as disastrous to the nation's business any departure, not clearly necessary for national defense, from competition between patented
railway appliances.
^Manufacturers of railway goods have borne an honorable
part in promoting the progress of transportation science. Wliat
they have achieved for the public in safety, comfort, speed
and economy of railway operation has been accomplished in
an atmosphere of keenest competition. We could try persuasion upon one independent railway manager after another
Our
until the test was made and a demonstration afforded.
work has been marked by variety, elasticity, development.
The inventor, the executive and the salesman have l)een inspired by the hope of excelling, roused to effort by the exertions of rivals. IJnder such conditions our industries and the
The man
country with them have progressed and thriven.
with whom we have hitherto dealt has had a definite responsibility for affording his company the benefit of the latest

possible was, to be sure, standardization, but

scientific discoveries.

We

believe that the preservation of decentralization in our
is not only important for the immediate present, but

dealings

vital as a precedent for the ultimate

Looking especially

adjustment after the war.
many of those engaged

to the present,

in the railway supply industry are profoundly anxious con-

cerning the policy which you will adopt as it may affect them
and the scores of thousands of workers whom they employ.
Unofficial statements and rumors have hinted at the possi-
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bility of far-reaching standardization, under which large
numbers of plants would be swept out of existence or forced
A maker proto reorganize for some other type of service.
He is one
duces, let us say, a device which is part of a car.
of several who manufacture competing appliances that perform the same function. Will some one of us, he has been
asking, be declared standard and all the others thrown into
If so, the conclusion of peace would find the
the discard?
unfortunates whose products had been discarded under the
edict of standardization for the period of the war deprived

of a large part of the value of their patents through disuse
and their business paralyzed through discontinuance of the

mechanical and commercial processes which keep any business a progressive living organism.
Established commercial processes are the result of experience and of scrutiny under government regulation, federal
and state. We are confident that you will be alert to the desirability of performing your difficult and vital function as
Director General of Railroads with the least possible disturbance to those processes. \\'e believe that you will find it prac-

and the individuality of the
makers of rolling stock appliances. Cars have now

ticable to preserve the business

several

been so far standardized in dimensions that they can travel
over any railroad in the United States, as anyone can see who
observes upon a freight train the multiplicity of ownership
insignia.
So far as speed of production is concerned little or
no delay is occasioned in changing from one patent to another
and substituting en each lot the appliances which have been
designated by the particular buyer.
We can see no obstacle to the adoption of a plan under
which, whatever the design of the car as a whole, evenreputable established appliance for each function would be
sanctioned and the several roads directed to exercise, as in the
judgment in specifying devices.
What applies to construction of new rolling stock is of

past, their

more importance
exists.

The

in the field of

largest

number

maintaining rolling stock that

of locomotives ever ordered for

The number
and under maintenance according to
The largest number of freight
the last report was 63,862.
cars ever ordered in any one )ear was 341,315. The number
of freight cars in existence and requiring upkeep as last redomestic account in any one year was 6,265.

of locomotives in use

ported Was 2,326,987. Obviously the big end of the rolling
stock task and the preponderant consumption of engine and
car parts is not in new construction but in maintenance.
Apart from repairs made by one railroad upon cars found out
of order on its rails a highly important proportion of such
work is the thorough overhauling of cars by the road that o\vns
them in its own shops. For replacement of parts broken or
worn out each road orders from the makers quantities of

whatever appliances are standard upon that road. Stability
in the industry during the war will be promoted by permitting in general each road to determine as in the past which
of tlie competing appliances it will use in repairs.
Such a policy, affecting both construction and repair upkeep, will not only give rapidity and certainty to the exigent
performance in war and preserve for the time of peace the
commercial organizations which have carried on mechanical
progress, but it will involve the minimum readjustment of
shop operation and production quotas, thus keeping these enterprises in a strong position as payers of war taxes and subthese and the tradesmen and the
scribers to war bonds
people of the communities wherein their plants are located
who draw sustenance primarily from the industrial pay

—
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Uniform Rules For Marking Freight;

AT

THE REQUEST

of the Director General of Railroads

Commerce Commission has approved

the Interstate

for

by railroad subject to his authority, schedules containing the following uniform rules
and regulations and practices governing marking less than
by

filing,

all carriers

carload freight:
Section 1. Freight, when delivered to carriers to be transported at less than carload or any-quantity ratings, must be
marked in accordance with the following requirements and
specifications, except as provided in Section 2 (b) of this
rule or otherwise provided in specific items in this classification or in the Interstate Commerce Commission's Regulations
for the Transportation of Dangerous Articles other than
Explosives by Freight. If these requirements and specifications are not complied with, freight will not be accepted for
transportation.
2.
(a) Each package, bundle or loose piece of
must be plainly, legibly and durably marked by
brush, stencil, marking crayon (not chalk), rubber type,
metal type, pasted label (see Note 1), tag (see Note 2), or
other method which provides marks equally plain, legible
and durable, showing the name of only one consignee, and
of only one station, town or city and state to which destined.
W'hen consigned to a place of which there are two or more
of the same name in the same state, the name of the county
must also be shown.
When consigned to a place not located on the line of a
carrier, it must also be marked with the name of the station
at which consignee will accept delivery.
When consigned "To Order," it must be so marked, and
further marked with an identifying symbol or number which
must be shown on shipping order and bill of lading.
Note 1. Labels must be securely attached with glue or
equally good adhesive.
Note 2. Tags must be made of metal, leather, cloth, or
rope stock or sulphite fibre tag board sufficiently strong and
durable to withstand the wear and tear incident to transportation; and when such cloth or board tag is tied to any
bag, bale, bundle or piece of freight, it must be securely at-

Section

freight

Tags used to mark
tached through a reinforced e}-elet.
wooden pieces or wooden containers must be fastened at all
corners and center with large-headed tacks or tag fasteners.
Tags may be tied to wooden pieces when the freight would be
Tags tied to
injured by the use of tacks or tag fasteners.
bags, bales, bundles or pieces must be securely attached by
strong cord or wire, except that when tied to bundles or
pieces of metal they

must be securely attached by strong wire

or strong tarred cord.

A

shipment that fully occupies the visible capacity
when shipped
on one car, in one day, by one shipper
for delivery to one consignee at one destination, need not be
marked.
(c) The marks on bundles, packages or pieces must be compared with the shipping order or bill of lading, and corrections, if necessar}-, made by the shipper or his representative
(b)

of a car, or that weighs 24,000 lb. or more,

from one

station, in or

before receipt
(d)
(e)

is

signed.

Old consignment marks must be removed or effaced.
Freight in excess of full cars must be marked as re-

quired for less than carload freight.
The schedules are to be filed on not less than 30 days'
notice.

roll.

Please permit me personally, and I believe I may say the
same thing in my representative capacity, to felicitate you.

upon your manifest determination to form judgments
based upon knowledge and upon the opinion of those whose
vocation fits them to serve the country through you at this
Sir,

crisis.

B.\v.\RMN

Railway Traffic Stopped by Snow.

—Ac-

cording to advices to the Dutch press, all train traffic from
Bavaria to northern Germany was stopped late in January
by snowstorms.
Troops have been requisitioned to clear
the snow.

Germany s Railway
Prussia's Railroads

Had

Situation

Is

a Deficit of $50,000,000 in

Requiring Increased Rates and Fares

of direct taxes
l>c exjiected .stands the administration
the forwith a surplus of 184.700,000 marks. Then comes
surplus of 29.1 milest admini.stration with a maximum
The administration of custom duties and indirect
lions.
The
taxes promises a maximum surplus of 17.8 millions.
The
Prussian stamp tax can be raised by 10 millions.
maximum proceeds from maritime traffic, it is hoped, will
From the administration of the
reach 12.5 million marks.
The
crown lands a surplus of 2.8 millions is expected.
880,surplus of the lottery administration will be higher by

ourselves that,
for 50 vears, we can console
been in the United States,
however had conditions may have
worse on the railways in Germany.
they were considcrablv
Prussian railways
\ deficit of 250,000,000 marks for the
amount
1917- a possible deficit of more than twice that
severe winter

in

increased
onlv partly to be compensated for by
congestion; lack of coal; a threatened
poor and much reduced
shortace of cars, and an exceedingly
part of the difticulties
passenger serN-ice represent only a
1918'

rates

that

and fares;

have arisen.

542 marks.
deficits during the
is natural that there should be
But these deficits which amounted
years of the war.
317 millions by
to 517 million marks have been reduced to
There is no doubt, however,
means of special taxation.
we have used up our reserves. But reserves are, any-

"It

first

.

the Prusstatement that Uiere has been a dehcit on
authority of the Prussian
sian railways is made on the
The Prussian railways in the past
ister of I-iiianccs Hergt.
of the revenues in the
have contributed no small amount
has been a deficU
Prussian budget, so the fact that there
marks is of more than ordinary importance.
'SO

The

Mm-

that

As good
how, for the purpose of being used up some time.
straighten
householders we must naturally take care that we
This will not i)e easy when
out the deficit of 317 millions.

000,000
will double in 1918 on
Herr Her-t expects that this deficit
In outlining the new
account of the rise in price of coal.
new incomes of 1 russia
budget the minister said that the
nearly 1,400 rai ion
would exceed tliose of last year by
by 1,239 million
marks, while the expenses will be higher
surplus will be 34o
marks than those of last year. The net
million marks.
«
u
speech before
Following is the text of Minister Hergt s
as quoted in a recent
Representatives
of
House
Prussian
the
It is given in detail to
i«ue of the New York Tribune.
revenues in Prusshow clearly the Importance of the railway

whicli are continually increasing.
Eastern
"Prussia's share in the payment of indemnities to
These will have to come out
Prussia is 70 million marks'.
The forest administration is still
of the Prussian treasurx-.
before it will
a Sleeping Beauty, and it will take a year
The mining administration, on the contrary,
yield fruit.

of

,

sian finance:

.

.,,

we consider the expenses

Had we
has so far had 1916 as the most successful year.
marks in order
not borrowed in 1916 the sum of 100 million
incomes and expenses
to straighten out the old deficits, our
itself
would have balanced, and this would have repeated

<•

.,,

m

,

favorable
of ofticials
expenses on account of the war— the total salary
because of high
alone has been raised bv .^70 million marks
of incomes.
prices— thanks to the opening of new sources
the expenses
For this purpose the railroad administration,
raised Uie
war,
of which also have risen on account of the
freight traffic; it is expected that
of

1917 and 1918.
"The income of the railroad administration in 1913 for
The increase
the first time surpassed 4,000,000,000 marks.
was immense. The
in passenger as well as freight traffic
the climax
year 1916" meant for the railroad administration
war times. Since then its incomes have been falling
.

will still be
•'Assuming that on April 1, 1918, the war
and supplementar)going on all additions to the income
1916, will be retaxes which had been voted on July 8,
The incomes and the expenses of the fiscal year
pealed.
These
taxes.
1918 will balance without these additional
of the rising
results have been obtained in spite

rates

of the

administration
very rapidly, for in 1917 the railroad
Doubtlessly,
expects to find a deficit of 250 million marks.
least partially to straighten out this
it will be possible at
of the mining addeficit by means of the surplus income
hopes.
ministration, which has surpassed the brightest

down

passenger and

milincrease the receipts of the railroads by 389
the
In addition there remains available for
lion marks.
State above the
needs of the State the net proceeds of the
would
margin of 2.10 per cent for the invested capital; this

this will

159 million marks.
have
'In preparing the budget for 1918 the same methods
In planning the
used as in preparing that of 1917.
it
Nevertheless,
e.xpenses great moderation was exercised.
was impossible to keep down the expenses to what they had

give about

Wn

been in previous years.

Income Exceeds 6.500,000,000 Marks
will amount to 6,538,863,278
1,381,700,000 more than during the present
year).
The ordinan- expenses for the new year will reach
6,195,091,411 marks' (1,239,400,000 marks more than durThe ordinary surplus for 1918 will
ing the present year).
be 343,771,867 million marks (145,400.000 more than dur-

"The ordinary incomes

marks (that

1917

for 1918

may

and llic approach of spring
up from our worries and
to
give us a
of the most
clance hack upon the railway mishaps

WEATiiiK
Now THAT MILDER
kwk
ihancc

in

Most Serious

is,

ing the present year).
"At the head of the administrations from which a surplus
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Why

Rate Increases Are Necessary

new decline
account of the rise in the price of coal, a
so that
has taken place in the railroad administration,
by a
confronted
1918 the railroad administration will be
nothing to the State,
deficit of 500 millions; it will bring
will have to take a few
will not lay aside anything, but
radical improvedozens of millions from the State. Here a
ment in the condition of income is desirable.
of the
cannot impose new taxes upon the population

"On

m

"We

these extraordiempire and the States as long as there are
Therefore, we must
nary differences in the communities.
Withburdens
immediately proceed to the equalization of
We
this is impossible.
out any general State measures
the coming imfurUiermorc need- tax reserx-es because of
Naturally every minister of finances
perial finance reform.
taxes on incomes and wealth
of Prussia must agree that the

And no minister of
belong to the States of the federation.
the responsibility of yieldfinances could take upon him.=elf
received something to replace
ing the'c sources unless he
foirn
But the empire, the States and the communities
them
The
into consideration.
one unit and this must be taken
belongs
what
the Kai.=er
principle must be not onlv 'Give to
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to the Kaiser/ but also 'Leave to the King what belongs to
,'
^ IT' I IT
T-.
i\. ^f fV,.= Tir^.cciin
the present o>. bil ion n arks of the Prussian
the Kmg.'
taxes go to the Empire. These 3/2 billions have to be substituted by other taxes.
"All this makes it necessary to raise the railroad rates
passenger rates, 10 per cent; freight rates 15 per cent; miliThis rise in rates will bring a total
tary rates 10 per cent.
But even then the railroad administration
of 389 millions.
,

M

,

,

One
be unable to contribute its share to the State.
The
fift}'-nine millions will still be missing.
hope
we
new raising of the railroad rates is only temporary;
liberty
the
must
take
to abolish them after the war, but we
will

hundred and

of trj'ing their effect

upon

traffic

and State finances."
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If the difference in
in a second and four in a first.
were abolished and eight persons put in each compartresult
in this way alone."
alleviation
would
^ eonsiderabie

meat, six
classes

^

"We

believe," says the

the

wind and his

imposition of higher

fares, plus a tax, appears,

com-

ments the Railway Gazette of London, to have been undertaken hitherto not with a view to increasing revenue, which
had actually risen on a level with the figures for 1913, but
in order to discourage travelling as much as possible, and in
pursuance of this end, the passenger service has ruthlessly
been cut down. Even so, there are limits to what can be done
in this direction. As the Frankfurter Zeitung points out, 70
per cent of the passengers in fast trains are soldiers, and
although tlie military authorities curtailed the granting of
leave during the autumn in order to reduce congestion, it was
found impossible to frame any general rules for the restriction of travelling, such as, for instance, would have been
The Prussian
involved in a system of granting permits.
railways alone issue a million and a half tickets a day, and
if

it

were desired

to establish

which journeys were urgent

necessary and which unnecessary, the inevitable result
injustice and the creation of a vast new staff of
In the meantime, everything is being done to
petty officials.
render railway travel as expensive and as uncomfortable as
Heating is practically non-existent, food is expossible
or

would be

tremelv difficult to obtain even on the longest journeys, and
the costliness of travel can be gaged from the following comparative table showing the old fares from Berlin to a number
centres and those now in force:
of important
^

^_^Oid Far"-—^
Aix-ia-Chapeiie
B«s'3^"^

!'.''!'

FranlTfurtoii-Main

Munich

The amount
down.

This

of
is

'

3rd Class

2nd Class

fTTnlT
Class
3rd

^ZfT^.
2nd Class
Marks

Marks

Marks

Marks

19-20

29.30

39.20

59.30

j^'gS
is'so
20.10

27'.20

57^20

25.50

37^80
36.60

30.70

40.10

60.70

55.60

baggage permitted has been severely cut
mainly due to certain obvious operating

reasons, such as the desire to reduce both the weight and the
length of trains, in order to economize in coal, labor, and the
In certain eventualities, the unutilization of rolling-stock.
fortunate passenger may also have to choose between being

stranded at a junction or going on without his baggage, since
a new regulation provides that in order to avoid unpunctual
working facilities can be withheld for the transshipment of
luggage 'between connecting trains.
These restrictions have, of course, not been received with
great enthusiasm, and in one quarter they have, curiously
enough, even led to a demand for the institution of one pasis made by the Vossiche
The
x.c suggestion
onlv.
cla«s uiuv.
Senger
senger cia.s
^s
/

Zeitung, wtiich says:

might perhaps be difficult to find a satisfactory method to
But the method chosen simply
the flood of passengers.
that henceforth a well-lined purse is essential if we desire
has the simp est
to make long journeys in comfort.
of lightenmg express trams not been selected-that of for"It

dam

means

.

method

.

.

Why

bidding passengers to travel by them for short journeys? Above
double the price
all since it has been believed to be necessary to
of 'tickets, we ought to profit by the occasion and establish one
There are eight seats in a third-class compartclass only.
.

.

.

re-

noljility."

The Freight

The Passenger Service
The

Railway Gazette, "that some

preventing short-distance passengers from travelling in expresses have been drawn up since the publication
of the above comment, but the conservative and respectable
Voss's Gazette can hardly be serious in its suggestion for one
The idea is unthinkable in contemporary Prusclass only.
sia, where an army officer may perhaps deign to travel in
xhc same compartment with civilians, but will certainly not
permit the rank and file of the 'field-grays' to come betwixt

strictions

Situation

The German

press does not publish such full details of
the treight traffic prol^lem as of passenger ditticulties but
rom time to time,
facts are printed
s.gmhcant
extrenaely

^Ve do know that both rail and water transportation have
The
been handicapped by the severe winter weather.
Frankfurter Zeitung recently said of the general situation
"'it is not possible to impose any additional restrictions
It is hardly possible to institute
on merchandise traffic.
economies through a better organization of the rolling-stock,

that

On

the other hand traflic necessities continue to increase
Ii^the course of this article it was pointed out that while
4,200 000 tons of potatoes a year were handled as the average before the war, the traffic rose to 6/2 mi hon tons in
In August ast, it became necessary to 'n™ob,l,ze
916^
the corresponding month of 1916
43,000 more cars than
And
while for September the figure had risen to 65 000.
't is not as though the German railways could dispose of a
At the outbreak of war, he
surplusage of working stock.

m

system as a whole owned about 622 000 cars, and up to the
end of last year, approx^imately 91,000 new cars and 4,153
locomotives are said to have been constructed. These additions are entirely inadequate to meet traffic requirements,
especia ly as the situation is complicated by the necessity
for utilizing German rolling-stock and locomotives on the
It was estimated that at
railways of occupied territories
use
the beginning of September last, 155,000 cars were

m

,,.',,

Belgium,
Poland, Courland and Serbia, and, after mak»
-i
ing every allowance for cars belonging to the railways 01
thcsc countrics, it is obvious that such an extension of operations, with its attendant long hauls, increases the strain
on the working stock at the disposal of the German railway
in

'

'

administrations.

Germany has also had difficulties in regard to coal and
water transport. The coal problem is mainly one of transportation, and arises out of the congested state of the railways and of inland navigation. The difticulties of the latter
have been accentuated by the lack of coal transport facilities, which handicaps the working of the canal and river
"Altogether," the Railway Gazette contugs and barges.
"Germany's transport difficuUies are incomparably
more serious than our own, which is something to be grateful for in a 'railway war,' to use Marshal Joffre's descrip-

eludes,

tion of the present conflict."

11,300

„

More Miles

to

Be Operated
,

^i
jo,„,„
/j^rther details concerning these difficulties on the railways
of the Central Powers will be found in an article recently
published in the London Times, which says:
"Jt is difficult to gage the true position, as the newspapers
sometimes give prominence to reforms which may be prop^^^^ ^^, ^j^^ authorities, but which are in reality only in^^ ^^^
^^^^ j^^ Germany
^^^^^^ ^^ ^j^^^^^ ^^^^ j^ ^^^

to

,

,

.,

•

..i.

,^-

service
the service,
deficiencies in tne
ewer up some dehciencies
"There is no doubt that up to about six months ago the

railways were able to maintain a fairly efficient transport
Gradually, however, with the waning man-power the

service.

March
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.,

the service from Cologne to Berlin a distance of 362
miles, the fastest trains in pre-war days d.d the journey in
were about IS .n each d.rejfon.
I here
«;. to 9 hours.

random

\- long as possible the railways kept

dcicnuratcd

...rvuL-

which was v.rv little behind the pre-war
UP
The fares were unahered except for tri.l.ng instandard
Of course in the war zone the service was reduced
a time-table,

There are now only nme trams

crtises

Sago,

It

to Its de.-tinat.on.

U

Extra Mileage to Be Operated
considering the effect of the war on the internal workmust not be
ine of the railways, the e.\tra territory served
This i. what it means in extra mileage to be
«ieht of
^j.
**P^*
'•In

"Hie

Mii^s.

j,7uo

**"'""

words, there are roughly 1 1 ,000 miles in enemy
hands, slightly less than one-half of the railways of Great
is

quite certain that not too

much

not nearly

for

is

i

<-

By Henry

^

,

^

.

,

u„;„„

.

,

last, when the harvests were being
.reaking point was re.^hed. Ihe mmster was no longer able to carry on the traffic without some
.
J
„ the
ti„; 18th
iR.i, of
nf tlie
ii,P month
,i,rinf}i
tlip
fqrps
the fares
dras ic move. Suddenly, on

was

in

,

October

transported, that the

till

by all fast trains were doubled.

On November

a

1

new

time-

which many trains were st u k off.
"I he Austrians followed suit on December 1 with a 50 per
cent increase m the fares, making 80 per cent w.th the preThe Hungarians raised
V.OUS one imposed in February.
hc.r fares from November K-> on a sliding scale from 70 to

tab e

was

r>

issued, by

P.

^^^ ^^^^

A

.^

J^

^

,

.

"The Under Secretar)- of State. Herr Stieger, speaking on
December 14 on the question of the coal shortage, stated
».
.
r
CI nnn
^a .
f,,r a sav.ng of 2,000
..

,

.

m

'

,

1

travel accounted
day on the Prussian railways. W hat he did not say
was how many protests had been rece.ved as a result of the
suddenness of the introduction of such a ban on travel.
"It is interesting to note that the fares are about equal to
those charged in England.
Thus, for a journey of 90 miles
.he reduction

tons a

England is S2.70: in Germany
C-) lA
«
,.-t!^i
u
S2 40.
6.>.04
m Austria
it is .S2.04 and in Hungar>
To summarize the new time-tables which came into

the third class fare in
•

•

1

•

cm

it

is

force

comparison
\
1
,»;«
train
Roughly the whole

in Novemlier. 1917, is not so easy, as a detailed
'
,
„.„ ij
1.1.
^
T,
u^
would
ser\'ice

occupy too much space.
has been reduced by about 55 per

,^^^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^.^^^

^^^^ ^^

^,,^

cent.

Taking

at

^^^^

,

^

l^

J

d

steel trucks

;=^™' J^ u^^^^^^

cars.

^^ p^^^ ^^^^^^

^^^

^"^'J^^V^^;

^Wlen

^ construction of

^^.^,^

and truck

to

sj.ecialtie.

H^P.^^^

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^
^^^^ ^^ ^ j^^.^^ ^^.^j^

.^^^

^,^^
-j-,^g

,„.

^^,,,,.„^

following year the

were ordered by the Pittsburgh, Bessemer
Erie, and shortly after by the P'^jf^^^fg

steel cars

The immediate effect of all this was to reduce the traffic
;r .tijuui
by
uaiii that were then running were
about two-tliirds
xiic trains
iwo I iirii.. The
,
,
j-„„„^,^
reduced in weight, and din.ng cars, wh.cli had disappeared
from the Scheme, were again put into working.
•

^^^^,

^^^.^^

companies and these cars are, I believe, still in
^^^^^.^^ 'xTe change from the use of wood to steel in the
construction of coal cars in America was not brought about
dual in its development,
^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^^,^,1
^J^^f^'^^
«
commenced making pressed
J^
\n inc eari> ^"^^• .^- Schoen
r "^
Allpr,bpnv ana
and
.n lower Alleghen\
Steel car shapes in his little plant
t^^^
^^.^^^
»or )
P ^^^^^^ ^^^^j ^^^^^^
pp
^^^
P
P

^^^^^

in Traffic

Car

Company,

1-0 per cent.

Marked Reduction

«
u
Hottstot

of Sales, Central District. Pressed Steel

Manager

keep uj. the supplies for
the armies and the civilian populations over such long dis^nces was no l.ght task^ Gradually ,t be ame mposs.b e^
Still
Public notices were .ssued asking people not to travel.
the traftic increased, and the tra.ns became overcrowded and

Qff-/-1 Par*
\^ciT
Otcei

Lne
01f tU^

fa
UevelOpment

"It will therefore be seen that to

"It

the

tlie

enough for the requirements.

behind t.me.

own

was

rolling stock

This is esi)ecially tlie case
enemy.
It has been officially stated that over
with locomotives.
155,000 German wagons are running in the occupied zones.
Since the beginning of the war the Germans have built 120.000 new wagons and 5,000 new engines, but this supply is
availalile

the German train service with our
certainly in favor of ours."

"Comparing
balance

Britain.

"It

•

•

authorities,

•'In otlier

left

,

hours instead of one hour and three-quarters as in |)eace
Moreovcr, all sorts of restrictions are in force and no
time.
journey can be made without a permit from the military

5,310
i.^og

."

,,.„,.

stopped.
•.
.i
j .
t.me-tables in Belg.iim and .n the occupied territory
Kxcept for the military
of France present a sorry picture.
trains there are but few ordinary trains and these arc stoi>ping
The journey from Ostcnd to Brussels takes about five
trains.
is

R

Poland and Russii: ::..::.;;:.": ;.;"••:•;
Rumania

11

;

to

i;,ij.„„„

m

"There are numerous eave trams all over Uie country.
which are run daily fur m.l.tary purposes to convey the troops
Ix^tween the Eastern or W estern fronts and the.r homes^ rhiu
tiiere .s a regular serv.ce from and to V.lna R^a and other
Russian stat.ons r.ght up to Berl.n. On the Western front
there are IS tra.ns a day for the troops on leave, bes.des four
ordinary fast trains on the ma.n l.ne between the Belgian
From Metz during the day there are
frontier and Cologne.
'leave' trains and eight for civilians for all parts of Germany. Some of these trains are not always run when leave

note that the oou,.ation of so much extra
railways. The
trnt'orv has become a burden for the German
sp.te of the
drain on their resources has become i.nnun>e, in
experitha" there is no coal shortage in the sense of Uiat
The difficulty is to get the coal
eSed bv Irance and Italy.
"•^
'

S

and four leave

hey do the journey

1

hours

"This make believe efficiency could not last, and the RailIt i,wav Minister had to show his hand rather suddenly.

Sructive

for c.vihans

m.l.tary only.

for the

trains

not suppressed entirely.

if

Au\

iir-t

& Lake

to the f" e> gh
& Lake Erie. It is therefore^^^^^^^^
three companies that a great deal oi
of
0"^"= of
""- officers
"' the
" these
,
^i„„„„
^ ,, „f ,i,„
f,r.m ivnf-i
the credit for the br.ng.ng about of the
;;'•
^
or wooden cars with steel trucks and a few steel sp^ a

the Pittsburgh

.

.

.

^^"8^/^^

.

car must be g.vc^n^
neces arv
the nlan but in order to show the public it was necessar\
J^P'f/^"^
„„ ,,hose railroad a demonstration of the
to i na
)
^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^
earb lu dLiu<ii opciat
to the

all-steel

^mct^^^^

^^^

three companies took the
"iistake .n Oieir judgment
"and for this t>pe of ca

,„„^^
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.f now
-^"^J'

;7"/.^;*^"
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^,^.f

J

fti^v
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S;7^^X'"y-..

mirip nn
"l^^^ ^°

f J^^.f^
J"^^^^"
^^;^^

.^'^

virtually ^e^'°l"t'°°'"d/^;/'^°^'^J"^^
^^^'J
and while stenciiea
first hoDoer cars were built to carry coal,
^
as present
„„
ere hardly
^J.
y of 40-ton capacity so far
50 ton
^^^
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,„„„,„ed. Probably 85 to 90 per
rcquircniciu

^^Ss^enci^
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.-». cars are
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cent ei
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and out of the Pittsljurgh district, which with its bituminous coal and ore gives the car as severe service as could
Since that
be received by them anywhere in this country.
time there has been an evolution in the construction of cars
as great as that which took place in 1896 and 1897.
The railroads are continually demanding cars of heavier
capacity so that the increasing volume of tonnage offered
can more economically be handled on our congested railEarly in this century the combination of pressed
roads.
steel and structural steel was used in car construction, and
this is the type of construction most commonly used today.
I am not here to discuss the benefits to be derived from the
use of pressed steel over structural steel, or vice versa. Car
companies are in the business of supplying a commodity
to railroads and industrial concerns the same as a tailor is
We sell what
in the business to sell clothes to his customer.
in

the customer w^ants.
There are steel cars

—

some no better than
under the treatment now given
to cars hardly as long as would good wooden cars— and
there are steel cars the life of which as yet cannot be comOften an additional ton of steel carefully applied
puted.

wooden

cars

which

and

steel cars

will last

in the designing of the steel car will

stronger

and

make

the car so

minor repairs in about an equal way. I make mention of
comparison not with the idea of passing along the blame

this

for the failure of a particular type of car to the superintendent of motive power or mechanical engineer of the railroad involved who may have originally designed it, for I
realize that in all probability it was the financial limitations of the railroad which limited him in the amount to be
expended and that it was to keep within such limitations
that he failed to authorize the use of the ton of additional
steel which if put into the car at the beginning at an additional initial cost of possibly $40 per car might have saved
in rehabilitating the car later on.

100-Ton Cars

Now

the 70-ton car has come into general use, and several thousand 90-ton cars are in operation on at least one
well known railroad which is also experimenting with a

The carrying of this huge tonnage has been
possible only through the use of steel in car conHeavier bridges, heavier rails, and heavier locostruction.
100-ton car.

made

been required and are being put in to
enable all roads to carry these heavier cars which have done
so much toward reducing the cost per ton mile for handling
materials and eliminating more or less of the congestion
in our large terminals, for if the 30 and 40-ton cars of 20
years were still in operation, it would be necessary in order
to carry the same tonnage to have trains anywhere from 20
etc.,

have

all

to 30 per cent greater in length.
Many 100-ton coal cars are now
lines about the steel mills,

in operation

on short

and recently one of the railroads

Its officers felt that
interested in a 120-ton car.
the concentration of a 120-ton load in one car would not
only shorten up the trains, thereby making a less number
of units for a given train, but also a less number of opera-

became

tions in the

which brought about the change from

the 30 to 40-ton capacity wooden cars to 40 and SO-ton
steel cars are now tending to bring about the use of very
much heavier capacity steel cars. The officers of this par-

might be made in the
ordering at the present time of a large number of cars in
would
be
made, elected to have
change
radical
which such a
four of the large car companies each build a sample car.
The engineers of the railroad at that time supplied the car
companies with the maximum height and width and approximate length which they felt would carry the required tonnage and left the details of the design of the cars to each
of the car companies, their idea being to get these sample
cars into actual service, and if experience showed that cars
of 120-ton capacity could be more economically used than
50 or 70-ton cars, they would undoubtedly pick out the superior qualities from each of the four sample cars and design
a car which in the opinion of their engineers would show
These four
as nearly as possible 100 per cent efficiency.
cars have been delivered, and are now receiving their trial;
ticular railroad, fearful lest a mistake

it

will be interesting to

will agree that this is a

much

and wear
which we must

tear received in unfair treatment to
expect a car to be subjected in the ordinary course of its
life that by the end of 12 to IS years it can be renovated
at a comparatively small expense, while the car of poor design has long since undergone heavy repairs and may again
In making this comparison it must be
be ready for more.
assumed that each type of car has undergone the same general treatment and been kept up in the way of painting and

motives,

the general rea.sons

know

die results.

good way

I believe that

you

to get results.

The Standard Car

better able to withhold the shocks

and

$400
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dumping machines at the terminals, and would
number of wearing parts to be maintained

also reduce the

as well as eliminate to a great extent the extra long sidings
which would otherwise be required to handle the same tonIn other words, some of
nage in cars of lighter capacity.

employ designing engineers
and while I cannot
speak for all of the companies, I can at least speak for the
company which I represent and say that we at all times
solicit an opportunity to help in the designing of steel and
composite cars with a view not of exploiting any particular specialty or type of car, but solely with the view of
bettering the steel car, always having in mind that the
All

of

the

car

companies

w^ho are at the top of their profession,

adoption of a car of standard design for the different classes
will mean millions of dollars saved annually in the money
expended by the railroads and indirectly by the American
Cerpublic in the first cost of cars and their maintenance.
tain rulings of the M. C. B. Association in the construction
of all cars make it necessary to comply with certain regulations so far as clearances, strength, etc., are concerned.
These rulings, however, do not go very far toward bringing
about standard designs of cars. For many years this question has received more or less attention, and three or four
years ago a committee of five builders was appointed by the
railroad presidents representing the American Railway AsLater ten
sociation to go into the matter very carefully.
or twelve railroad representatives were placed on this committee.
After three years of labor they made their report and
submitted specifications and blueprints covering box cars
and gondola cars of several capacities. Shortly after this
the committee was dissolved and the work I believe is now
being continued in the hands of another committee appointed

by the railroad presidents consisting entirely of railroad
engineers.
It will be interesting to watch the developments
along this line, for it is the opinion of many that the greatest advance that can be made in steel car construction at
this time will come with the adoption of cars of standard
design for use all over the country.
No further progress along these lines can, however, be
expected until Congress decides whether the railroads after
the war are to remain the property of and be ojierated by

owners under the control of an Interstate Commerce Commission, more liberal than heretofore in its views
as to rates, or whether permanent Goverrmient ownership
their real

and operation is to prevail.
Car companies are now in position to take orders and
commence delivering cars within three months. If the conditions of this winter are not to be rep>eated next winter,

hundreds of locomotives and thousands of cars must be
ordered by some one for use on our American railroads to
take care of replacements if nothing else. Let Congress act,
then watch the 70-ton steel car develop.
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The Trade Acceptance
The

First of

Two

Supply Field

in the

Trade Acceptance
Important Advantages

Articles, Describing the

and Showing

Its

urtNXii.NDKDNKSs of the American business man
tiKimrajjeil In- tlie publicity campaigns that have
jiut bcliincl the i)atriotic appeal for thrift, economy, Liberty IJonds and War Savings Stamps, is proving
one of the greatest heljis in favor of extending the use of
.1^

on a more stable and certain basis. Most goods today
are bought presumably upon a 30, 60 or 90 day term of

bwn

credit.

Tiih

ly,

at least those of good credit
essay to pay their bills, if they do not discount
them for cash, at the expiration of the term, but they arc
under only such obligation to do so as their desire for a
good name in business demands. Many purchasers, on the
other hand, let their bills hang over until they may have
available funds to pay them or until the seller's credit manager has worried them into sending a check. With the trade

the trade acceptance.

The

trade acceptance

is

not new:

it

is

—

Most purchasers

standing

not an innovation.

—

in wide and sucEngland, Canada, France and Germany, in
export trade the world over in general; before the Civil
War, it was a commonly known credit instrument in our
acceptance, this is not the case.
The acceptance, like a
own country. It has attained a new importance to us with- promissory note, is made out for a definite term and, like
in the last two or three years, however, because of its sanca promissory note, it is definitely due on its expiration.
tion and encouragement by the Federal Rescr\-e Board.
It
When accepted Ijy the purchaser and endorsed by the seller,
is of first importance at the present moment because it will
it may be discounted at the bank,
and the bank, in turn,
prove one of those things that will help American business
may discount it with the Federal Reserve Bank, it ijcing
most efficiently to do its part in winning this war, and that,sucli good commercial paper, in fact, that the Reserve Hank
will actually discount it at a lower
rate than ordinary single name
It

represents an idea in business

tii.it

is

cessful use in

paper.
In other words, so good is the
acceptance that after it has bc-en
accepted by the purchaser, the bill

"SB
Z

i

U

£jE|5

^ s.

TO THE ORDER OF OURSELVES
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E

OBDOATIOM

(DOLLARS
DODS FROM THE
UNlTtO STATU
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is

t

if he chooses,
default on his payments, but the
obligation to pay on a definite date
is so plain that the acceptor will
think twice before he will take any
such chance with his obligation
and with his dealings with his

mm.
Q

|'52i'

a!

i

»

bank. The open book account, in
other words, is settled or eliminated, the capital that was tied up
i„ the unpaid bill is released and
there is stability' and satisfaction

The Approved Trade Acceptance Form
today,

mind

is

the

only thing that American business has

it

in

"In times of normal easy money conditions," says BeverD. Harris, vice-president of the National City Bank of
York, "we are prone to follow the line of least resistance.
Radical innovations are unsettling and difficult of
accomplishment.
It is in a great war emergency like the
present, when excessive burdens must be well distributed
over a broad area, and limitations are placed upon credit,
that we come to a full realization of the true value and
efficiency of the trade acceptance, scientifically employed,
as a means of opening latent avenues of credit which would
other\vise be unavailable, and bringing the entire banking
power of the countn.- to the support of the general situation."
ly

New

Ease

of

Adoption

The trade acceptance, while

we .Americans of

it is a new thing as far as
the present generation are concerned, pos-

sesses fortunately as

present

Its

use

will

one of

its

advantages,

necessitate

it

ease of adopno change in
necessitate no

its

practically

methods of doing lousiness;

will

changes in the present terms of credit.

It will not interfere in the least witli the firm desiring to discount its bills
for cash; with the firm selling on long or short terms of

pajTnent. or with deferred dating of bills.
It will only interfere with the debtor who declines to pay his bills when
they come due.
Its use.

concerned.

estimated that there
this country
boriiood of $4,000,000,000.
The advantages
this or even a part of it into liquid capital are
necessity of so doing at this time when we are
all

It

is

book accounts on the average in

to do.

tion.

to

credited as paid in the ledger.

The purchaser may

'

essentially, will

put business and credit, general-
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might and main
l)arent.

A

to

are on open
in the neigh-

of converting
evident.

The

working with
win the war should be similariy apDefinition

trade acceptance is defined by the Feder.il kcMTve
Board in regulation A, series of 1917, as a draft or bill of
exchange drawn by the seller on the purchaser of goods
sold, and accepted by such purchaser; and a bill of exchange, within the meaning of this regulation, is defined as
an unconditional order in writing, addressed by one person
to another other than a banker, signed by the person giving
it, requiring the person to whom it is addressed to pay, in
the United States, at a fixed or determinable future time,
a sum certain in dollars to the order of a specified person.
It is not hard to see from this definition, of what high
standing an acceptance must be. "It may be assumed from
the attitude of the Federal Reserve Board toward the trade
acceptance," says Lewis E. Pierson, chairman of the board
of the Ir\'ing Is'ational Bank and chairman of the American Trade Acceptance Council, "that it is the intention
that as an instrument expressing credit value it shall more
nearly approximate the condition of actual currency than
does any class of paper in the commercial field."
It must
It must be fully and freepossess the quality of eligibility.
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These qualities are secured by the fact that
interests concerned and provides sufficient evidence on its face to justify the confidence of a bank
or other purchaser of an acceptance who is not in possession
ly negotiable.
it

fully protects all

of additional information concerning the transaction out of
which it grows. The Federal Reserve Banks regard an ac-

In
ceptance as of better standing than a promissory note.
tlie note the important element is faith in the ability and
The acceptance not only
integrity of the maker of the note.
has the faith and integrity of the acceptor behind it; it is
further supported "by a commerciall)' accepted, fully protected and legally approved theory to the effect that a certain commercial instrument made in a certain form and
possessing other characteristics, subject to determination by
the Federal Reserve Board, which appear on its face, and
known as a trade acceptance, shall be eligible for re-discount at Federal Reserve Banks."
How is this eligibility obtained in the trade acceptance.
First

it

arises

unconditional

from an actual commercial transaction.

—an

unconditional

bill

unconditionally

It is

ac-

It is for a definite sum of money, and it possesses
cepted.
These four requisite element.-? protect
a definite maturity.

the interests of the purchaser of the acceptance.

Its Practical

Use

The

trade acceptance works out in practice as follows
A seller of goods sends with his invoice an acceptance upon
which has been written in the amount of money due, and
To facilitate matters, there is usually
the date of maturity.
attached on a perforated slip a short statement of what the
acceptance is with an expression of the seller's desire that
it be made use of.
The purchaser has one of three choices.
If he wishes he can pay his bill at once and take advantage
Or at the other extreme he can
of his discount for cash.
Presumably,
let the bill go over as an open book account.
however, he will make use of the acceptance. To do so he
will write across its face the word "Accepted," the date and
l)ank where payable and his signature, thereupon returning
The latter
it to the firm from whom he bought the goods.
can then credit the account on the ledger as settled; he
holds an acknowledgment that the transaction has taken

he wishes can bank the acceptance and secure
it.
He does practically no worrying about
overdue accounts and if disputes arise as to the kinds of
goods shipped the matter can be settled in a straightforward
way without ill-feeling over the fact that the account may
be held up without payment.
The natural presumption is, of course, that the acceptThose who have used the
ance will be paid at maturity.
idea are uniform in their agreement that payment is rarely
defaulted.
Sometimes, but seldom, cases arise wherein an
extension of time is desired.
This can be arranged for by
a promissory note
for an acceptance in theory is meant to
cover only a live, commercial transaction.
The seller on receiving the acceptance back from the purchaser of the goods has his choice of holding the paper in
his own portfolio until maturity, or if he desires, he can
immediately realize upon it by discounting it at a rate
lower than a promissory note.
As noted above, his bank
has good reason to look with favor on his use of the acceptance method of doing business, because the bank in turn
is in a position to re-discount a trade acceptance with the
Federal Reserve Bank also at a rate below the rate at which
other paper of similar character may be discounted.
But
there is a very important additional advantage to the merchant who desires thus to obtain capital.
The bank will
lend money on a promissory note to a merchant on a basis
equivalent to about SO per cent of his open book accounts,
but on the acceptance the percentage that may be borrowed
is not 50; it is 100.
No better terms can be obtained on
the security of Liberty Bonds.
place and

if

money upon

—

An
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illustration is here in order to show exactly
trade acceptance works out and to outline its
definite advantages.
merchant, we shall say, has a
chance to buy a certain lot of goods at $5,000 and he has
The manusecured a buyer whom he will charge $6,000.
facturer will give him 90 days credit and he is certain that
In short,
the buyer will also not pay in less than 90 days.
there will be a space between the time his bill will be due
and the time he is certain of payment taken up b}- the handBear in mind that the merchant canling of the goods, etc.
not be absolutely certain that his buyer will pay in 90 days;
some authorities have estimated that in over SO per cent of
the cases the term of credit is exceeded.
On the open book

how

actual

the

A

account, the merchant would find it most difficult, if not
impossible, to finance this transaction. His bank in the first
place cannot loan him $5,000 on the $6,000 sale.
It will

presumably loan him $3,000 on the so-called two for one
rule, but it will probably demand that 20 per cent be left
on deposit, leaving $2,400 with which to buy $5,000 worth
of goods.

Note the difference

in the case of the trade acceptance.

Die merchant buys the goods from the manufacturer, giving
him a trade acceptance with 90 day maturity for $5,000.
The manufacturer then cashes the acceptance, let us say,
and has his money. The merchant, in like manner, secures
a trade acceptance for $6,000 from the ultimate purchaser;
he can bank that and he also has secured his money and
realized his profit.
In other words, the transaction has
financed itself and the merchant is ready to go ahead on
another deal.

Advantages

to Seller,

Buyer and Banker

imagine," says Mr. Pierson, "a class
of interests in any way related to commercial credit operations which will not be benefited by the general development of the trade acceptance.
"The Seller It will be helpful to the seller. Commercial
transactions will be completed promptly instead of being
allowed to remain open throughout a possibly long drawnout credit period, with the attendant evils of extensions,
counterclaims, unwarranted return of goods, etc.
At the
time of settlement all equities between buyer and seller are
definitely determined, and the buyer by accepting furnishes
an implied acknowledgment of the correctness of the account.
If, later, possible objection to payment should be based
upon a claim of improper deliveries, the burden of proof
will rest where it belongs, upon the buyer, instead of upon
the seller, as at present.
Business can be transacted and
accommodation extended practically without impairment of
the seller's capital, as each transaction virtually will automatically finance itself because of the eligible quality of
the credit instrument employed.
This lessens the need for
working capital and increases the ratio of earnings to capital actually employed.
Because of the practical certainty
that mone\' will come in more regularly and V)orrowing
power be greater, the seller will be able to conduct his business upon a more systematic basis.
Business capital will
be kept in properly liquid form instead of being tied up as
"It

is

difficult

to

—

present in open-book account.
The present difficulties
attending the collection of accounts will be eliminated, or
at least greatly reduced
this, particularly, if the acceptance
is made payable at the seller's bank, in which case collection becomes a detail in the machinery of banking and is
accomplished, without any effort or action on the part of
at

—

the seller.

—

"The. Buyer The use of the acceptance should represent substantial value to the buyer, particularly if he belong to the better class. By giving to the seller a negotiable
evidence' of indebtedness, with the full understanding that
it
will be negotiated, he virtually serves notice upon the
business community to the effect that he has not formed

March
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1.

that ho is prepand to
the aangerous habit of overbuying—
maturity— and that he exmeet his obligations promptly at

receive

to

pects

a
fullest measure of consideration as
assuming an obligation in this form,

tiie

Hv
preferred buver.
His paper
credit.
he establishes rather than weakens his
best prewhen negotiated will receive the benefit of the
obligation throughout w'lU
fen-ntial discount rates and the
responsibility, rather
be carried upon his own integrity and
than upon a basis of special favors.
"The Bankir—The general use of the acceptance will

Commercial pajier will be more
bankini; generally!
quality; will be presoundly l)as«l. more nearly uniform in
thereby avoidsented for discount with greater regularity,
upwards through re-discount
ing congestion; will progress
will tie more helpful in showing the
channels more freeh

help

;

and l)uycr. Hankmg retrue credit standim; of both seller
their commercial
sources will bo remlereil more ilexible and
community mapossibilities for the benelit of the business

Loans by banks to customers no longer
extended.
but, in effect,
will constitute a direct drain upon resources,
the soundness of
will represent a guarantee by the bank of
can be coneligibility,
acceptances, whidi, because of their
Otherwise exverted into cash quickly and economically.
of
the bank will' be able to loan credit instead

teriallv

pres-sed,

cash."

Now

Time

Is the

to

Encourage
Use of the Trade Acceptance

the

Pierson on another
"The trade
exceedingly
occasion, "is nothing more nor less than an
credit obligasimple, direct, economical methtxl of covering
It accomplishes
tions arising from the sale of merchandise.
they
no miracles— makes no obligations less serious than
disturbs no proper relation between the different
should be
and has no quarrel with
to business transactions
aixoptance,"

said

—

Mr.

—

parties

any rational business

method now

in

The

the field.

idea

—

from a business point of view proit expresses is sound
and represents submotes all proper interests concerned
stantial value to the nation in times of stress.
buyers and
"So, then, the line of duty for us is clear
get
sellers and bankers, American imsincss men all, should
squarely behind the trade acceptance and follow this splen-

—

—

which has been put upon such
Let us think in terms of war, and war
and conditions after the war, and not in terms

movement

did

in its interest

a definite basis.
necessities,

of a business past

now

as clearly removed as

is tlie

past of

the Pharaohs.

"Let us realize that there has come into the world,
particularly into this great western world of our own, a
new responsibilities and
spirit
a new dispensation

—

obligations,
is

—

here

is

which
here

and

new
new

—
—
we dare not disregard. The acceptance
a part of the buginess and
stay —

to

is

of this community, whether or not the ocThe
casional banker or business man would have it so.
only question is: 'How soon will it be possible to bring this
fact definitely to the attention of the business of the counfinancial

life

try?"'

(This is the first of two articles on the trade acceptance in
The second will appear in an
railway supply field.

the

earlv

issue.

)
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Railway Officers

Who

Are

Joininii the Colors
W.
Col.York

J,

W'lLCjUS, formerly vice-president of the New
who has been serving on the military

Central,

railroads in France, recently returned to this country
co-operale with Director General of Military Railways
Fclion in securing the enlistment of a numJKr of railway
men for service as officers of the railway regiments in France.
George T. Slade, vice-president of the Northern Pacific,
and H. C. Nult, general manager of the Los Angeles &
Both will
Salt Lake, have leceived cortimissions as majors.
to

be deputy director generals of transportation.
(".
L. Hinkle, general superintendent of the I'oledo, St.
Louis & Western, and R. K. Rochester, superintendent of
the Northwest System, Pennsylvania Lines, will serve as gen-

superintendents with the rank of major, and J. H.
general manager of the lexas & Pacific, will serve
as assistant general man:iger with the rank of major.
J. F.
Hickey, superintendent of the Missouri, Kansas & 'lexas,
has been commissioned a major on detached service a -listing

eral

Elliott,

the personnel.

Hugh McG. Taylor

of

San Ant<;n

).

who

been engaged in construction work on the railw ys in
H. M. W'aite,
Cuba, has been given the rank of major.
formerly manager of the city of Dayton, Ohio, who previously was a railway oflkcr, has been commissioned as lieulias

tenant-colonel.

Paul M. La Bach, assistant engineer of the Rock Island
Lines, has been made mechanical and water supply engineer
with the rank of major.
The following will serve as division superintendents with

H. J. Micksch (Missouri, Kansas
the rank of captain:
Texas), O. E. Coyne (Missouri Pacific), R. E. Clark, A.

>.;

W

Wyoming division. Union
(superintendent
A. Maxwell (superintendent, San Antonio &
.\ransas Pass), and Edward E. Carter (assistant superinC. E.
tendent, St. Louis-San Francisco, Ncodesha, Kan.).
McMillan, and J. W. Highleyman (master mechanic. Union
captains
and
Pacific at Cheyenne), have been commissioned
H. B. Hayes,
will serve as superintendents of motive power.
general roundhouse foreman of the Seaboard Air Line at
Savannah, Ga., has been commissioned a captain and will

Woodruff
Pacific),

C.

serve as mechanical foreman.

following have been given the rank of first lieutenant
T. P. Kennedy. R. F.
Scott, Jr., M. W. Rust (Virginian Railway), C. B. Harbeson, W. B. Maurer, A. W. Worthington (formerly with the

The

and

will serve as division engineers:

Pennsylvania Lines and now with the Goodrich Rubber
A. H. Scull has been commisCo.), C. H. Jones (Erie).
sioned second lieutenant and will serve as assistant division
have
been commissioned majors
following
The
engineer.
and will ser\'e as deputy engineers of construction: E. W.
Clark, N. F. Brown, P. L. Stalker and E. J. Langford.
The following have been commissioned captains and will
serve as assistant engineers of construction: R. S. Harden,
F. E. Craft, J. L. Vogdes, T. B. Watson, E. B. Palmer, C. S.
A. M. Miller,
Piatt, R. T. Frazier, Jr., and D. P. Beach.
who has been commissioned a captain, is in charge of mobilization of a railway transportation corps of clerks.
The following have been appointed railway transport

offi-

with the rank of first lieutenant: L. F. Ballard. F. R.
The following
Outerbridge, J. E. Slater, R. S. McElwee.
have been made railway transport officers with the rank of
E. A. Bourdreau, J. Storey, T.
second lieutenant:
Barker, G. N. Richard.

cers,

The

U.

S.

Outpi:t of Portl.and

Cement

in 1917 was

of its production, amounting to
9.^.550.000 barrels, while that of the other principal cement
producing countries in the latest available year was:
Germany 30.000,000 barrels, England 17,000,000 barrels

the largest in the history

and France 8,000.000 barrels. The production in the L'nited
States has grown from 42,000 barrels valued at SI 26,000
in 1880 to 93.550,000 barrels valued at SlOl. 000.000 in
1917.
Bulletin of the National City Bank of Ne-u: York.

D

\

railway transport officer

is

described as "a combina-

tion of passenger agent, freight agent, bureau of informaHe is located at practically every junction and diplomat."

point and every large station where troop trains stop
as well as at points of origin and destination of important

tion
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He is designated by a brassard and is
troop movements.
the means of communication between the department of the
director general of transportation and the commanding offiBecause of the intimate relations
cer of the troops enroute.
that

must

e.xist

between an

officer of this

kind and command-

ing officers of troops and French railway and government
officers, he should have adaptability to new conditions and
knowledge of general railway conditions, so as to be able
quickly to familiarize himself with the making out of trans-

and other French railroad practices, and a basic
understanding of French upon which quickly to perfect himport orders

self in that

language.

Wage Commission

Railroad

THEcluded

WAGE COMMISSION

RAiLRO.AX)

has practically con-

public hearings for the purpose of receiving
requests for higher wages for various classes of railroad
employees and the more important work of investigation of the
facts presented and of the available statistical data, together
with a consideration of possible bases for deciding as to what
its

increases should be
of examiners

and

awarded

is

statisticians.

being carried on by its staff
Over 100 blank forms have

been sent to a large number of representative railroads for
wages and hours of employees and
telegrams have been sent to Class I roads asking for less deIn order to secure data promptly the
tailed information.
roads to which the blanks were sent were asked to send first
the information for five representative divisions.
The blank forms are intended to obtain for the commission,
in succinct form:
First
A grouping by rates of pay of the employees coming within each of the defined classes of occupations as estabclassified information as to

—

lished by the Interstate

Commerce Commission

Classification

of Employees, so as to show:
(1)

The number

of

men having

a basic working

more hours.
The number of men working a
(2)
those working a seven-day week.
The number of men at different
(3)

day of

8, 9, 10, 11, 12, or

week, and

si.x-day
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lieved that a man does as much work in eight hours as in ten.
"That has not been our experience," replied Mr. Tollerton.
D. R. MacBain, superintendent of motive power of the
New York Central, said that the eastern railroads would have
had even greater difficulties in keeping motive power repaired during the winter if they had not been able to work
nine and ten-hour shifts and he said that on a piece-work
basis the men worked just as efficiently during the last hour

Operating officers have been working 15
first.
20 hours a day during the winter, he said.
E. F. Potter, assistant general manager of the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, declared that the plan of paying
time and a half for overtime was impracticable in railroa,d
service, because many delay's are beyond the control of either
the management or the employees but that the amount of overtime depends to such a great extent upon the employees themAll of the
selves that a premium should not be paid for it.
railroad officers who testified were men who had come up
from the ranks themselves and were therefore able to reinforce
their statements by illustrations from their own experience
both as employees and as officers.
-Additional representatives of various groups of employees,
mostly unorganized, appeared before the commission on FebA. L. Rhodes, a Pullman conductor, appeared
ruary 25.
individually and asked consideration for Pullman employees
generally.
He described his working conditions, saying he
received $99 a month, this being the standard rate for conHis
ductors who have been in service from 5 to 10 years.
George P. Mann aplast increase was 10 per cent in 1916.
peared on behalf of the clerks employed by the Boston &
Alaine, and J. R. T. Auston for the telegraphers on the Pennas during the
to

sylvania.

L.

S.

Hungerford, general manager, and L.

comptroller, of the

Pullman Company, also

(4)

of

men who,

if

no additional pay.
The number who receive pro

required to

work

over-

rata

pay

for

any over-

time worked.

The number who receive time and a half, or better,
any overtime worked.
Second A basis for an approximate estimate of the aggregate amount involved in any increase of the present rate of
wages, that may be recommended.
The commission is also conducting an elaborate investigation into the increased cost of living. To supplement the
official statistics it has called on the newspapers of the country
to collect up-to-date facts and has sent them blanks for their
(6)

for

—

reporters to use in securing data as to the living expenses of

families in their

Hedj.az
Office has

time, receive

(5)

Taj'lor,

specified rates per

month, day, or hour.

The number

S.

testified.

Other witnesses were: T. M. Maxwell, representing unorganized employees of the Indianapolis Union Railway;
Brotherhood of Freight HanJ. M. Lynch, president of the
dlers, and S. E. Padgett, general chairman of the Colored
Association of Railroad Employees, who asked that the pay
of colored employees be equalized with that of white emplo\-ees for the same work.

cities.

The advantages of the eight-hour day and "punitive overtime" as portrayed by labor leaders before the Railroad Wage
Commission were questioned by railroad operating and mechanical officers who testified on Februar}' 20 and 21. W. J.
Tollerton, general mechanical superintendent of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Tacific, said that when the Rock Island shops
were put on an eight-hour basis he found that many men left
to work for another road which worked nine-hour shifts with
pay for 9J/ hours, and when the longer hours were restored
Another complication was caused when
the men returned.
numerous foremen resigned to take subordinate positions
because they could earn more money at piece work or by
working long hours. Chairman Lane asked him if he be-

—

Railway "Much Dmsfaged." The British War
made the following announcement about the cam-

Confirmation has been
in Palestine and Arabia:
obtained of the success of the operations undertaken by the
Arab forces against the Hedjaz Railway to the north of
^laan (which is 60 miles south-south-east of the Dead
Sea).
It appears that for three days subsequent to January 3, Arab troops were in possession of an important por-

paign

tion

of

the line,

wrecking and burning rolling-stock and

The troops who executed this raid subsequently retired, paving suffered very slight losses, carrying
off prisoners and booty.
damaging

bridges.

—

British Lines in France. In the despatch from Sir
Douglas Haig, published in the London press on January 9,
the following references to British army transport appeared:
"During the year the dock capacity allotted to the British
In the first
armies in France was thoroughly organized.

nine months the number of cranes was more than doubled.
The number of imported broad-gage (standard) locomotives
in traffic in France in October, 1917, was nearly ten times as
Many hundred miles of standgreat as at the end of 1916.
ard gage track have been laid also, both in immediate connection with our offensives and for the general service of
the army.
Light railways have grown with a like rapidity,
and the track operated at the end of October was already
eight times as great as that

the vear."

working

at the

commencement of

Increase Life and Service

of

Locomotive

Boilers*

Prevent Scale Formation and Corrosion from Bad Water

by Treating the Feed Water

By George Austin
General Inspector of Uoilers, Atchison, Topeka

FORMATION

of

mud

Or salts or both on the water side

locomotive boiler covering the
copper ilue ferrules, a film of slime between the firebox plates and the water, or water in the boiler heavily
charged with suspended matter, or scale formation, cause*
overheating and leaking. It may as well be said at the start
that overheating is the principal agent, and other causes
The first indications of flues and some times
are accessory.
other parts being near the leaking point are small light
colored beads of sodium salts, mixed with other solids, adAlthough flues are
hering to the edge of the flue beads.
tight in the holes, there are small crevices through which
the slime works its way and the moisture quickly evaporates on the hot plate, leaving a drj- hard deposit, that temporarily plugs up the hole it leaked from.
In most cases

Sheet Corroded by Bad Water

make another trip; in some districts it will
not do so, without leaking pretty badly or failing.
A
knowledge of local conditions should and usually does govern the kind of work, if any, to be done on flues, showing
those pre-leaking indications.
The remedy, of course, is to
remove the scale which has formed on the water side. To
the engine will

wait until a leak starts is to wait until some damage is done.
Leaks caused by overheating damage the parts affected, nor
can repairs be made without further injury, that is, nearly
ever)- time flues are worked, their life is shortened.
Therefore, on account of overheating causing the necessity for repairs, our energies should be directed to keeping the boiler
clean and preventing overheating.
Feed waters heavily charged with incrusting solids will
form .srale among the flues and staybolts where we cannot
get at it to wash it off.
We couldn't wash it off if we did
get at it; it must be knocked off.
Scale forms mostly while
the engine is working and at those parts which attain the
highest temperatures, probably because they evaporate more
water and a larger quantity of solids are precipitated.
In the case of waters heavily charged with alkalies, the
injunction to keep the boilers clean will create a strong

•From

a paper prr^cntcd brfore the

Western Railway Qub.

Fe.

sense of the futility of such a remark.
Those boilers are
when they leave the terminal, perhaps freer from mud

clean

of the tube sheet of a

Side

& Santa

and

scale than boilers

better performance.

orated,

precipitate

on other

districts, which give much
from the water being evapthe points at which evaporation is

The
at

salts

accomplished.
This being nearest to the heating surface,
a film of slime grows between the plates and the water causing overheating.
That may not be just the right e.xplanabut, it is not far from it.
This slime making water
as well as the scale forming water, just spoken of, will always give trouble as long as we let it get into the boilers.
tion,

Neither case is subject to mechanical improvement, except
so far as adequate facilities may be provided for washing
boilers and changing water.
The fillet of scale which forms over the copper ferrule,
regardless of its composition, reduces the power of the copper ferrule as a conductor to keep the end of the flue from
getting hotter than the flue sheet.
It has been suggested
that a wMder ferrule than is commonly used will require
heavier incrustation to impair its efficiency as a conductor
and widen the inter\'al between leaks, which reasoning is
very plausible.
Scale formation in arch tubes and firebo.x sheets is indicated first by a sand paper roughness of the parts which are
becoming affected, and later by clinker, or as it is sometimes
called honeycomb, clinging to it.
It actually seems as if it
was trying to defend itself from injury by establishing a
non-conductor of honeycomb on one side to offset the scale
formation on the other. The smooth, slightly rounded flatter or bobbing tool in a No. 3 air hammer is effective in
most cases in removing this scale. By working on the fire
side the jar seems to cause it to flake off.
Boilers should be
warm when such work is done. There is little danger of
cracking the plate by using the metliods mentioned to remove
the scale: there is great danger of developing cracks if it is
not removed.
On some divisions we rattle our fireboxes
nearly every month, which is our term for the operation.
We must keep fireboxes clean if we are to get service from
them. Clean fireboxes and boilers cut down repairs.
Some
roads have adopted the system of giving the flues a periodical expanding and claim good results; although we wait
for the leaking indications, the same thing is accomplished.
The expanding removes the scale and maintains the copper
ferrule as a conductor.

Simmering Leaks
By simmering

leaks,

is

meant small leaks

in

fireboxes

that leak continually, but not enough to form a stream and
run down the plate and give trouble. These should not be

permitted, especially where the water in the boiler

charged with

suspended

solids.

is

heavily

These small simmering

leaks are just big enough to let the water through and fine
enough to keep back the mud and build up a mud fillet
Overheating is frequently so
around the flue or staybolt.
severe that the flues

and staybolts

affected

become loose in

Many

engine failures are due to permitting simmering leaks, especially among the flues. The above class
of failure most frequently occurs during seasons when the

the holes.

water is muddy.
Flue [jerformance
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may

be accepted as a barometer indi-
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eating lirebo.K performance.

If

you have no

flue troubles,

you have no other boiler trouble.
If you have small flue
mileage, you have small firebo.x mileage.
If you help the
flues, you help the firebox.

Keeping Boilers Clean
The wash-out appliances

including scrapers and search

on the Santa Fe were illustrated in the 19 IS
proceedings of the Master Mechanics Association on pages
398 and 399. (See also Daily Railway Age Gazette, June
12, 1915, page 1296.)
We use all the good ideas we can
get both as to systems and appliances, which fit our conditions, including hot water boiler washing plants.
We wash
out locomotive boilers as often as any large railroad in this
country, and everything practicable is done to keep boilers
clean.
Boiler cleaning is a roundhouse job.
Dirty, poorl)
lights used

cared for boilers coming in for general repairs, generally
need considerable firebo.x and boiler repairs, indicating poor
looking after in the roundhouse.

Treating Feed Water
So far we have dealt with mechanical means of keeping
boilers clean, which in certain territories will be found efficient, that is, where the average hardness of the feed water
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and be forced

admit that it does not fit some other. The
seems to be most reasonable when applied
to flue pitting, which assumes that there is a positive and
negative pole, with an electrolyte or carrier.
In proportion
to

electrolytic theory

as the water increases its soluble salts the efficiency of the
carrier or electrolyte increases, therefore, anything tending to
diminish the power of either pole, or the carrier between

them, will weaken the corrosive action.
The compan)- which furnishes the treatment we use to
overcome foaming, claims that it prevents foaming by changing the nature of the soluble salts, and that this change also
overcomes the tendency to cause corrosion, by making the

This claim seems to be borne
we have had more trouble from corroadopting superheater engines, which require a
smaller quantity of treatment to overcome foaming, or that
part of foaming which formerly annoyed the engineer. This
is on account of the tendency of the superheater to dry up
the water that is carried over.
We have had cases where by
washing and changing the water frequently engineers have
been able to run in bad foaming districts without the use
salts a less active electrolyte.

out by the fact that
sion

since

does not exceed six grains per gallon, or road service is not
too severe.
Excepting perhaps Lake Michigan water I do
not know of any water on the Santa Fe, so low in incrusting
matter unless accompanied with foaming solids.
Any water treatment that will dissipate the fillets of scale

from the

flue ferrules or other parts to

prevent

its

forma-

and away ahead of any mechanical treatment,
for the reason that chemical action anticipates and prevents
possible damage and affects all parts, while mechanical
treatment is deferred and local only, and follows possible
damage and fuel losses. It is, therefore, evident that we
may look for the greatest improvement through water purification or treatment, either by treating the water before it
is delivered to the locomotive or in the tank and boiler.
If
the volume of business on a district is small or the water is
not bad enough to justify the expense of water treating
tion,

is

far

plants, during these times

it

the water in the engine tank.

may

be very profitable to treat
Increases in the demands for

power, and cost of labor and material and the greater value
of the locomotive, have changed and are still changing
values; what would have been considered extravagance yesterday may be good business today.
The Santa Fe has
road side water treating plants, 125 of them; they use anti-

foaming boiler compound, and also, a compound to prevent
and foaming as well. We also use soda ash

incrustation

applied

under

to

tlie

the locomotive tanks.
All water treatment is
direction of the chief chemist.
On some districts

the water treatment is supplemented to a limited extent by
mechanical means, that is, it is found protitable to a limited
extent on some districts to use both chemical and mechanical means.
For example, if the staybolts show leakage and
inspection shows scale forming, a light pneumatic hammer
and bobbing tool are used on bolts and plates in the leaking
zone and scale knocked or jarred off.
When water treatment creates too much foaming, we may obtain better results by allowing a little scale forming, which may be taken
care of by mechanical means.
Water treatment may be
brought to a point where it is better to allow a little scale
than have excessive foaming.

Pitting Flues and Other Corrosion
he Santa Fe like other roads in bad water districts has to
contend with pitting and corrosion. While corrosion of firebox plates has resulted in short life of many fireboxes, flue
pitting causes frequent failures and is most annoying on that
account.
Just what causes pitting and corrosion is not
altogether clear.
One may advance a theorj' for a given case
'1

Effect of

Corrosion Around Staybolts

of this treatment.
While they considered this a saving to
the company, it developed that there was damage from corrosion.
are now using this treatment in sufficient quan-

We

to overcome the foaming tendencies of the water,
whether the engineers consider it necessary or not, and find
that our trouble from corrosion is diminishing.
It has been observed that passenger engines using antifoaming compound, pitted more than freight engines on the
same district; that superheater passenger engines in the
same service pitted more than saturated engines, and it has
been found that when a small quantity of boiler compound
is applied when the boiler is washed, or has water changed,
and also applied in the engine tanks wherever water is taken,
thus keeping the water in the boiler slightly treated at all
times, flue pitting has been reduced.
We liave not had this
continuous treatment in operation long enough to know just
how much it is helping us, but reports received from points
where the system has been carried out, are all favorable.
Referring to corrosion of firebox sheets, two illustrations
are shown of fireboxes that have been removed on account of
tities
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These pictures were tukiii uboul five
intirnal lorrosion.
vears ajjo and wore not uncommon casi-s at that time. These
seem It) Lie plain case* of allowini; scale to form at the junction of the stays with the firebox sheets; just a dirty boiler,
that's

ail.

we

If

feel

that

it

is

whuh was done

method of water treatment is benefited by the judiblow off. Short freiiuent openings, a short
time after the locomotive comes to a stop, or just after startStarting with the lieginning of the

blowing a small quantity of water out at convenient times, when it can be just as well done as not, will
keep down the concentration of foaming solids and allow
There are occasionally
greater mileage between washouts.
times when it is necessary to practically change the water in
the boiler, but these occasions are usually due to failure to
anticipate that condition, or in other words, the blow off was
not used soon enough to prevent the water becoming heavily
W'hen the water in a boiler
charged with foaming matter.
becomes so bad as to practically need changing and the engineer wants to give it a good blowing out. do not fill up and
then blow out: blow out all that can safely be done first, and
then regain the usual supply slowly; if necessary, repeat the
operation.
Filling up before the blow off is opened simply
dilutes the foul water and wastes the fresh water.
With muddy or roily water not accompanied by foaming,
the boiler is greatly benefited by frequent short blow offs,
and the possibilities of mud burning and flue and staybolt
leakage are reduced.
The water in the boiler is free from
suspended matter, and better circulation and steaming is
assured.
Blowing out from both sides should be the rule.
When, as is often the case, more blowing is done from the
left than the right side, the effects are shown by more staybolt leakage, cracking and patching on the right than on the
left sheet.
Wliile it must be admitted tliere is a point at
which blowing out begins to be a waste of' effort, water and
fuel, and different districts require different treatment, a
generally good rule is to use the blow oft' freely in all districts where bad water prevails.
This brings the engine to
the terminal in die best f)ossible condition to be turned.
If
boiler compound is used, the water should be kept saturated
with it, thus reducing pitting and foaming and the liability
of running short of water on account of working it out

trip, fri-tiuently

through the cylinders and stack.
Foaming will lose more
water than need be blown out in a trip to prevent foaming.
Water treatment should be installed wherever practical.
Stopping leaks is a poor substitute.
The cost of water
treatment can be determined, but who can say what its
absence may cost in the way of deterioration of boilers and

and delays of power, incident to poor water condiit seems too expensive to install road side treatment. tr>- treating in the boiler or tender.
Encourage the
failures

If

chemists to experiement,

stimulate them to develop treat-

to the conditions.

Chemical experiments prom-

along the lines of conserving steam boilers which
can be expected from no other source.
ise results

PiriLOFF

Irox

Works

Contisc.ated.

— keuter's

repre-

at
Petrograd recently telegraphed to London:
People's Commissioners have decreed the confiscation
of the great Putiloff iron, steel and gun works in Petrograd, "owing to the indebtedness of the company," and of

sentative

The

the motor-car

workshops of the International Sleeping Car
Company, "owing to the refusal of the management to

continue to work."

New

Nork

(

>

ntral

Railroad.

OKDiNAKii.v
parties,

the case

.\nv

ing, give the best results.

B. Elsworth

Maintenance of Signals,

(Ji

A QiESiiuN OF DisiiiM.iNf; Concerns two
and the officer charged with
of maintaining proper procedure.
In
public service corporation tiie [luiilic must

the employee

re-ponsiljility

cious u.se of the

ment suited

By Robert
I'ingiiurr

in these cases.

Blowing Off Helps Boiler Conditions

tions?

Discipline in the Signal Department

not practical to try to im-

prove these conditions, the conditions have us lieaten. If on
the other hand, we call to our assistance the chemist anil
help him to help us, we will without a doubt lieat the condition,
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of

a

be considered, which introduces a third party.
This third
party becomes a major one, if there is a possibility of safet)
being even remotely related.
This point is emphasized by the attitude of public officers
and oftentimes the newswriters towards a failure of discipline which may be disclosed during an investigation, al-

though the dereliction may have no direct bearing on the
conditions which are being investigated.
Consequently, it
is necessary that the discipline record be complete.
Tliis is
especially true in regard to wrong working of signal apparatus caused by inaction or wrong action on the part of a

member

of the maintenance force.

should be considered imperative for a signal department to keep a definite record for each man and th;it all
serious derelictions be listed, with a statement of the discipline administered in each case.
It is also important that
a general office keep a complete record of all reported wrong
workings of the signal apparatus whether real or imaginary.
In cases where men are at fault a statement as to discipline
imposed and reason for same should be added.
Perhaps
there is not a clear understanding as to what the word discipline means.
Many consider discipline on a railroad as
suspension from service or discharge.
That alone is not
correct.
Of the many definitions the one which appears
most applicable to railroad signaling is "Authoritive DirecIt

and Control."
Not long ago a responsible

tion

officer

severely reprimanded

a maintainer for permitting a condition to occur and then
reported the trouble as unavoidable, all of which was done
in perfectly good faitli.
Another officer reported a man as
responsible for permitting an unsatisfactory condition, but
explained that the man was new in the position and that
after being cautioned he realized the fault.
The officer
then added that in his opinion no discipline was necessary.
Now, while in both of these cases the men had been disciplined, it will be agreed that in the first case, if the man
was not at fault, he should not have been reprimanded. In
the second case the caution was the discipline.
In many
cases the record is just as important as the action taken.
Why be afraid to state the facts?
The question of discipline does not come up very frequently in the signal department, but in fairness to the
public, the employee and the company it is important that
a consistent policy be established and followed out; and
that the men understand both the policy and the necessity

for

it.

Probably the majority of roads follow the suspension
method of discipline, action under which can generally be
Cautioning, reprimanding, susdivided into five degrees:
pending, demoting and discharging.
W'ith the class of men employed in a signal department, cautioning or calling a man's attention to his inaction or wrong action should secure the best results in most
This is particularly true in this field because in
cases.
order to get anything like satisfactorj- results a man's heart
must be in his work, which would not be consistent with
a polic}' which would cause him to lose faith in the fair
In an operating department a man
ness of his superiors.
is generally given the benefit of a doubt; that is, if he can
cause any confusion in the mind of his officer or if the

—
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him

not absolutely proved the chances are
In the signal department the men are
e.xpected to, and do, tell the truth; and they are held responsible for physical conditions wliich it would seem at
The men are
times required the attention of a superman.
also, of necessity, generally held responsible for unknown
case against
that he

may

is

get off.

To get the best results under
conditions.
these conditions a broad-minded man is required and he
should be dealt with in a broad-minded manner.
reprimand should be used in cases where a man is
obviously negligent and still the fault and his record are
and unexplained

A

such that a discharge or suspension

is

not considered neces-

sary.

.Actual suspension is a type of discipline which is rarely
proper in a signal department. A record suspension where
the time is not actually served is not quite as objectionable.
Generally the man actually responsible for physical conditions is the man in charge of a gang or section and as
soon as such a man suffers public humiliation, his men
lose a certain amount of respect for him, and the gang an
Neither is the signal deequivalent amount of efficiency.
partment often satisfactorily equipped to get along without

man
He is

the

during the suspension.

also a big man who can keep up his spirit and
keep his heart in his work after an actual suspension because of some defect or fault in apparatus, fixtures or ap-

would have been difficult, although posSuch discipline should only be
applied in cases where drastic action is required, and still
the man is worth keeping; and then only if the mail ic
large-minded enough to realize the necessity for the action.
In "fact it might almost be considered a compliment to the
ability and intelligence of a signal maintainer to be sus-

pliances which
sible, for

him

it

to forestall.

pended.

Demotion is similar to suspension and should only be
applied in cases where a young man has been promoted
too rapidly and is willing to undergo further seasoning; or
in cases where an old and faithful man is losing his grip

A man may be a first-class mechanic, but still
Men should not be demoted
not able to handle other men.

slightly.

solely as punishment.
Discharge is the cure-all

If a
of a discipline system.
habitually careless or deliberately insubordinate, the
is
not
he
If
the
better.
sooner he is out of the department
amenable to cautioning or reprimanding, or if he makes
radical mistakes, the organization is better without him.
This also applies to the drink habit. Most of these faults
should, as a rule, develop before a man reaches a respon-

man

is

and a railroad company in promoting men
cannot afford to play the part of the woman who marries
a man to reform him.
Before any of the above degrees of discipline are applied,
and before a man's record is altered, the man should, if he

sible position;

be given a hearing by his employing officer and
allowed to state his case. The necessity for any discipline
should also be explained to him carefully and in such a

desires,

manner

that

a

man would

This,
understand.
that the employee should conduct

reasonable

Tiowever, does not mean
the hearing or dictate the terras.

Sometimes an officer starts out to caution a man and ends
by discharging him, because the man is unable to realize
that he has done wrong and will not take advice. In other
words, the homeopathic dose will not "take," and something
stronger

is

when

necessary.

marks reached
discharged.

When

the

number

of these demerit

a fixed limit the

On

man would

be automatically
marks could

the other hand, the demerit

This
be worked off by a period of satisfactory service.
system is not subject to the most serious objections of suspension; that is, humiliation before subordinates and absence from needed service.
As a rule, discipline is not considered of enough importance in the signal department to warrant a separate
system, and the policy of the railroad's operating department is followed. On the other hand, it is possible that
a better force would be provided, and some good men saved,
by the signal department taking the initiative and organizing a discipline system which would be applicable to the
class of men required in this department for satisfactory
and efficient work.
The fundamental requirements of such a system are that:
Satisfactory operation be obtained.
(1)
The record be complete and one which the com(2)
pany can stand behind, no matter who questions it.
The spirit of the men be maintained.
(3)
The officers in charge be responsible for action
(4)
taken.

The necessity for the first three requirements has been
The fourth is based on the belief that, for an
explained.
organization to be efficient the men responsible for the results must make the decisions; that is, we cannot have
"authoritive control" if such decisions are made by men
who do

not have to obtain results.
signal department discipline is principally concerned
in cases of improper working of signal apparatus we should
consider for a minute the vital necessity of recording all

As

complaints, well founded or ill founded, that are made, or
mentally formulated, in the minds of the enginemen or conductors; and it is for the best interest of the road that the
results of investigations be made known to the train crews
interested.

A case is recalled where an engineman asked about an
improper proceed indication, occurring on a different division, which had been talked about in the enginehouses for
a week and still had not been reported. The trouble, which
was immediately remedied, was so simple that a formal report was considered unnecessary; but this silence may have
had undesirable results in a great many men's minds.
On another occasion a conductor thought he observed an
improper indication and spoke about it to a signal maintenance man.
An investigation revealed that the conductor
was surely mistaken and could not even have seen the sigStill, no report was made and
nal from where he stood.
no steps were taken even to tell the conductor that an inSurely, the company would
vestigation had been made.
be in poor position to refute this man's testimony in case
the matter ever came up in court.
The ideal should be to have all apparatus work properly
but as this may not at all times be possible, the next best
course should be followed; that is, report all cases of alleged trouble and settle them in a manner that is fair to the
public, to the men and to the company.
Now, one more word about the train crews, particularly
Nothing will build up their faith in the
the enginemen.
signal system so much as a frank and prompt explanation
If a signal or a switch opcovering irregular operations.
If a manerates improperly tell the trainmen interested.
If the
failure is the cause advise them as to the discipline.

apparatus

required.

There are strong arguments in favor of the entire abolition of suspensions, and a good deal of the foregoing tends
In the system which substitutes
to sustain such arguments.
demerit marks for reprimands and suspensions, the condiremain
tions of cautioning, demoting and discharging would
man's
the same. Demerit marks would be entered against a
record
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fails,

give them that information with

a state-

and what, if any,
These points
steps are to be taken to improve conditions.
are often neglected, but it is a conviction based on sound
reason, as well as experience, that confidence will go hand
An engineman's responsibility
in hand with knowledge.
entitles him to such information and the railroad service will

ment as

lie

to the likelihood of a repetition,

correspondingly improved.

i
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New

Railroad Salaries and
Offices

York

Under Investigation

i.piKsiMN of railri^Kul salaries is under invcstij^ation
tlie Railroad Administration under tiie direction of
('. A. I'routy, director of public service and accountinj;.
Some time ajjo Director General McAdoo adilressitl a letter
to the railroads a>king for lists of officers and directors paid
$10,0OI» a year, or more, Imt made it clear that the information was desired to respond to a request made by Senator
Cummins of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce.
On I'lbruar)- 23 he issued General Order No. 9, calling for
infomiation regarding salaries and providing that a report
as to officers receiving SI 0,000 or more a year shall be sent
to the Director General.
It is understood that a plan is
under consideration by which salaries above a certain amount
may not lie charged to operating expenses but will be recjuired
to be paid, if they arc to be continued, from the sums which
the railroad companies will receive under their guarantee.
This is on the theory that some of the larger salaries are not
paid merely for the work of operating the property but that
a pan ,ii least is properly chargeable to the interests of the

Till

liy

which under tlie plan of government control
supposed to be taken care of in the guarantee, and that
therefore a part of the compensation of the executive should
be borne by the stockliolders, if they consider the services
necessary, rather than charged to expenses of operation.
General Order No. 9 reads as follows;
stdckliolders

are

"With reference
to

to officers

operating expenses,
"1.

A

it

is

whose

salaries are chargeable

ordered:

carrier shall not create

office or fill

when such

step

is

under the existing
condition of government possession and control.
In casesi
necessar)' to the operation of the railroad

of doubt, application, with statement of salary proposed,

made through

ployees), receiving $.i,000 or more and less than $10,000 per
year, each carrier shall make to the Regional Director a
monthly report showing increa.ses in salaries, apjx»intment.s

(showing salaries tiierefor) to fill vacancies, and the creation
new positions (showing salaries therefor), beginning with
the month of January, 1918.
"4.
With reference to such general officers and division

of

more per year, such monthly
and one duplicate shall lje
Regional Director and the other duplicate to the

receiving $10,000 or

officers

report shall be
sent to the

made

in duplicate,

Director General."

The Railroad Administration
the expenses of

was addressed

New York

is

also interesting itself in

financial offices.

to the railroads

A

circular letter

on February 21 asking thera

to furnish at the earliest possible date information as to the

number and compensation of officers and employees of offices
maintained in New York for financial purposes by companies
which have no operating offices in New York City. The
information is asked for the year 1917 and an estimate is
asked for 1918. The letter also calls for a report showins;
the location and rentals of offices and the date of expiration
of the lease; details as to payments to trust companies, JjanLs
or other agencies for services in paying principal and interest
of bonds, notes, dividends, etc., making transfers of stock,
acting as stock registrar,

etc.,

or acting as agencies for regis-

and nature of services
New York or in connection with matters handled at New
York paid to lawyers by way of fees and not by way of
salaries; fees and other compensation paid to directors, and
total of principal and interest (separately stated) on bonds
and amount of dividends paid at New York.
\\'here companies have operating offices in New York it is
tration of bonds, etc.; compensation
at

an additional

a vacancy in an existing office, except
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with statement of salary proposed may be made through the
Regional Director for the Director General's approval.
"j.
With reference to general officers and division officers
(according to 1. C. C. classification of steam railway cnt-

may
Gen-

desired that they likewise give information as to their financial offices and in case an officer or employee or an office is

"2.
.\ carrier shall not fill a vacancy in an office of or
above the grade of general manager or create such an office
without the approval of the Director General,
.^ppl'cation

not employed solely in the discharge of the functions mentioned a reasonable apportionment is asked.
The informa-

be

the Regional Director for the Director

eraVs approval.

Cotyritht by Vndtrmood 6r Underuood,

.V.

tion

is

to be sent to the Interstate

)'.

British Engineers Reconstructing a Bridge on the Flanders Front

Commerce Commission.

General

News Department

Former President William Howard Taft has been selected
by representatives of capital as their representative for the

engines, provide new ones only 4 ft. wide and build an overhead structure along the track to keep the vehicles from tipping over.

public in the joint conferences now being held at Washington between employers and employees to establish a basis
of relations during the war.

A

The Colorado, Kansas & Oklahoma, a fifty-mile Kansas
railroad whicli has run no trains for a long time, is to be dismantled. The contract for dismantling has been let to W.
F. Bronson of Franklinville, N. Y.
The line of the road is
from Scott City, on the Missouri Pacific, northward to
Winona, on the Union Pacific.

Safety

A
W.

"Safety

Section

railroads, utilizing such safety organizations as are already
Mr.
and suggesting such others as are desirable.
Belnap takes up this work in addition to his present duties

all

instated switchmen who refused to particpate in the wage
of the men last September.
At the time of writing
number of the strikers had returned to work, leaving
only about 175 out, and the operations of the road were
being carried on with relatively little embarrassment.

the

Interstate

for

bureau of safely.

Western Society

Commerce

of

Twenty-one traveling agents and other employees

of the
traffic department of the Southern Railway have been transferred to the industrial and agricultural development service
of the road; and a list of the names of these men is printed
in the Southern News Bulletin for February.
The same
issue of the bulletin contains the names of 38 representatives
of the freight department of the road, heretofore stationed
at points ofif the company's lines, who now have been assigned
to duty in the freight traffic service at the larger cities on
the company's lines; also 19 men in the passenger depart-

conclusion that the

of

its

Engineers
Will Consider Material Problem

same way.

A

Patriotic Pennsylvania Railroad

Employees

The Pennsylvania Railroad has issued a pamphlet containing
brief articles by a dozen or more employees of the road, telling,
from their own experiences, how railroad men may make themefficient in the duty of helping to win the war.
These
writers are Edward F. McKenzie, locomotive engineman
Wm.
Parker, car repairman T. T. Buck, engineman
S. C. Lowrey,

selves

;

;

;

engineman U. S. Shearer, engineman John Phelan, track foreman H. S. Meyer, engineman H. P. Peterson, engineman
H. E. Emery, station agent; Emanuel Shepp, track foreman;
Hugh Mulloy, track foreman H. F. Krear, engineman Thomas
M. Finn, engineman, and P. L. Smith, fireman. Mr. McKenzie's
;

Hudson & Manhattan was

;

;

;

;

paper

Accidents at highway crossings are increasing in number
every year, and it is more necessary than ever that enginemen
approaching crossings should keep a careful lookout and sound
the whistle or ring the bell in accordance with the rules. Even
if this has been done and afterwards persons or vehicles are
discovered approaching the track, and it is not certain that they
have seen the train and intend to stop, the whistle should be
sounded.
If the pedestrian or the vehicle is not seen by the
engineer, but by fireman or brakeman, such employee should immediately notify the engineer. Where motors approach a crossing
on a road parallel with the track, or where travelers appear to
be thinking of something else, or talking with some one, and
do not notice the approach of the train, such thoughtless persons
should be warned by sounding the whistle. C. and W. W. Cir-

Mr.

is

;

reprinted on another page of this paper.

McAdoo Commends

Patriotic

Meeting of Pacific Railway Club
The Pacific Railway Club, San Francisco, Cal., devoted its
monthly meeting on February 14 to a discussion of ways of fur-

cular.

A

chief

Chicago, special attention will be given to the problems of the
railways.
special invitation will be extended to the members
of that association to attend this meeting. The program will
include discussions of the priority regulations, the influence of
transportation facilities on the supply of construction materials,
the steel situation, the lumber industry and the cement supply.

dent's proclamation.

Weeks and

as

The Western Society of Engineers, Chicago, is preparing a
program relating to the material situation for a meeting
As this is the week
to be held on Tuesday evening, March 19.
of the American Railway Engineering Association convention in

an important and necessary part of the terminal facilities of the
Pennsylvania, * * * and therefore was included in the Presi-

Boston Proposition

number of Massachusetts representatives have laid before President Wilson a "recommendation"
that the government adopt and apply to the railroads E.
Senator

Commission

special

Director General McAdoo has given out a statement regarding published reports intimating irregularity or impropriety in the taking over by the government of the Hudson
& Manhattan Railroad, of which he was formerly president.
This road was notified the same as all others, and its notices
to the public were published promptly.
Mr. McAdoo says:
"On account of my previous connection v^ith this company,
which was terminated when I entered public life, five years
ago, I submitted the question to a meeting of the Railroad
*
*
*
Advisory Board.
After full discussion they were
in the

General

available

quite a

unanimous

Director

G.

strike

in the

has been created by

Section"

McAdoo, to be a branch of the Division of TransportaHiram W. Belnap has been appointed manager of the
tion.
section, and will have supervision over the safety work on

A large number of switchmen on the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern walked out on February 21 because the road had re-

ment who have been transferred

the
Director-General's Organization

in

a

Moody Boynton's mono-rail system. By this system, exploited some 25 years since, Mr. Boynton proposed to convert every single-track railroad into a double-track line. The
process was quite simple: throw away the present cars and
472

ther increasing the efficiency of the railroads during the war.
feature of the meeting was the reading of a message from
W. G. McAdoo, director general of railroads. Mr. McAdoo

A

expressed deep gratification that an evening had been devoted
to discussing ways and means of making the railroads of the
country more efficient for the prosecution of this war, and continued
"If our gallant sons who are fighting for America's
sacred rights and universal freedom are to be victorious they
must be backed with all the man power and resources of the
nation. This cannot be done unless the railroads of the country
:

function in the most proficient manner.
Every officer and employee of our railroads owes to our gallant soldiers and sailors
the supreme duty of supporting them with the full measure of
his energy, patriotism and intelligence, to the end that America's
resources may be fully marshaled and used with irresistible effect
upon the Kaiser and his military autocrats who seek to dominate
and enslave the free peoples of the world."
The speakers of the evening were
W. S. Palmer, president
:

,

March
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1.

Nurtliwcstcrn I'acilic, who spoke on
aiiiJ general
"How Can Kailniail Men Display Their Palriotism" Iidwin O.
Edgerton, railroad conimissioncr of the state of California, who
spoke on "The Railroad Commission's Part in Winning the
War"; and D. M. Folsom, professor of mining, Stanford University, who spoke on "The Xced for Fuel Conservation on the
iii.iiiancr

oi

ilic

;

Railroads."
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ment', were completed for the movemciii oi MX> rar« uf corn
from Kansas City to seaboard between February 27 and March

The other movements provided for are as follows
250 cars
of oats from Minneapolis to an eastern port between February
28 and March 18; 250 cars of oats from Minneapolis to another
port between February 28 and March 14; 50 cars of meat from
St. Paul to seaboard on February 25, and a like number from
9.

:

Cudahy, Wis,, on the same date, and 1,700 cars a week from

Disastrous Collision Near Columbia, S. C.
killed or fatally injuied, and 37 were
passenger trains on the Southern
miles north of Columbia, S. C, on the
2Slh of February. The leading train, an accommodation, had
been stopped because of the failure of an air liosc; and, according to the report, the hose had been icpaired, the flagman had been called in and the train had been started when
it was run into by a following through passenger train, coming on at full speed. All of the dead and injured were on the
le.iding train, and the persons killed were men sitting in the
smoking compartment of the rear car, a steel car.

Twelve persons were

injured, in a rear collision of

Railway

at Frost, live

Oregon Timber

to

Additions to the Roll of Honor
Reports compiled by the Texas & Pacific up to February
indicate that 463 employees have joined the army or navy,
1
of which 19 have received commissions:

Texas
EMi'tovBKs

Be Sold by Government

Francis K. Lane, Seiritary of the Interior, has ordered the
timber standing on lands heretofore included in the grant to the Oregon & California RailThe timber will be sold at the land
road, in western Oregon.
office at Roscburg, Ore., to the highest bidder alter advertisement has been made. These and other lands were granted to
the Southern Pacific, to aid in railroad construction, upon the
condition that they should be sold to actual settlers in 160sale of nearly 70,000.000 feet of

«cre tracts at $2.50 an acre.
On account of failure to comply
with this condition of the grant, a large amout of land, was

timber has been cut and removed, lands
are available for asritulture will be disposed of under the homestead laws .ind mineral lands under the mining law.
forfeited,

Chicago.
Transportation conditions in western territory continue to improve slowly, but there is still an accumulation of about 8,000
cars east of the Missouri river and a like number west which
are held on account of eastern embargoes. Deliveries of empties
to western lines by the eastern carriers are still small.

.\fter the

Heavier Loading in Chicago Switching District

period from

February 1 to 13, inclusive, the Illinois Steel
Company. South Chicago, shipped 492 cars averaging 100,972 lb. per car, or 105.5 per cent of marked capacity. This is
an improvement of 5.6 per cent over the period from January
1 to January 27, inclusive, when 485 cars were shipped by the
same company with an average load of 95,377 lb., or 99.9 per
cent of marked capacity.
In a recent 10-day period the Marquette Cement Manufacturing Company, Chicago, loaded 48
cars to 114.8 per cent of capacity and during a similar period
the Portland

Cement Association

62 cars loaded to

109.2

in the same city reported
per cent of marked capacity. The

Michigan Central advises that the average load p6r car
shipped from its Kensington (Chicagol elevator in January,
1918, was 72.052 lb., as compared with 63,620 lb. for the same
month of 1917, and 59,120 lb. for January, 1916.

Western Director Concentrates
Attention on Food Exports
In co-operation

with the I'nited States Food .Administration
and the other regional directors of railroads, R. H. Aishton,
regional director of western railroads, has made arrangements
for the movement of large quantities of flour, grain and meat to
the seaboard for shipment to Europe.
At the request of the
L S. Food Administration the initial shipment was made early
la<t week from Minneapolis.
It
develops, however, that the
tram, which consisted of about 25 cars of flour, had to be broken
up at Chicago because the flour was destined to three different
seaports.
To avoid a repetition of the delay e.xperienccd by this
shipment, the regional director asked that in the future all cars
in each train be destined to one port
so that preliminary arrangements might be made lor the transfer of the train from western
roads to eastern lines. Accordingly, plans were made by the
railroads to handle 150 cars of flour from Minneapolis to New
York early this week in 50-car trainloads. Likewise, arrange-
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worth, Kan.
Army, C'mp Grant. III.
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Fort

wortli. Kan.
...Army, Camp Sunley
.. .Army. Cp Bowie. Tex
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L
Employees who
received commissions
Number of employees volunteering or drafted
Total n\'mber of employees in government service
,

Camo

Army, (amp Stanley
Army. Fl. Riley. Kan
Army, Fori Leaven-

.

Captain
Captain
Captain
Captain Infl

O. B. Col<iuitt
H. E. Pendleton.. Computer
R. J. Gammie
Engineer
c-

Bowie, Tex
Jackson Bar-

'

Captain
Captain
Captain

^

Cp

Cap!. Res. Corps.. 358lh
Inf!.
Travis. Tex.
Captain
.Armv, C'p Travit.Tex.
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Engineer
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Engineer
Engineer
Engineer

- _
T1. O.
Gammie

Army,
Army.

Captain
Captain

McHcnry.. Engineer
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Ilrancb of
Service

Rank

.Atty
Atly

I..

K. A.

Military

I'osition
.

Pacific

Received Couhissioki

Railroad

Name
0. B. Freeman.

H. C. Helms

Recent reports received by the Chicago Committee of the
Commission on Car Service show that many shippers are
making sincere efforts to load cars more heavily. During the

Who

Exp.

Force*.

France
19

444
463

Returns have so far been received from 129 railroads representing 211.912 operated miles. These roads have furnished
a total of 55,826 soldiers and sailors for the country, of whom
1,504 are

commissioned

officers.

Unloading Cars with Dynamite
Dynamite, used to loosen frozen cinders in coal cars on the
Pennsylvania Railroad, was the means of saving a half hour's
time on each car recently, when time was specially valuable, and
steaming and other expedients had proved unsatisfactory.
Strenuous efforts were being made to put in two additional
tracks to relieve serious congestion of traffic, and cinders were
being used as ballast.
Hopper bottom steel cars loaded with
this material were rushed in as fast as they could be unloaded.
But in the veo' cold weather the cinders in the bottoms of the
hoppers froze solid, and oil had to be burned under the cars to
thaw the mass but over an hour was consumed in thawing each
car.
The use of dynamite to break out the frozen material in
the hopper outlets gave excellent results. The hopper doors were
swung open, exposing the frozen cinders, and a sharp pointed
steel bar about I'l- inches in diameter was driven in until the
point just barely went through the frost, which in this case was
about a foot thick. There were four outlets, hence four holes
were made, each being loaded with -rtc rnrtrirlcr of Inwfreczing
dynamite, primed with an el
were
well tamped and then fired.
in
;

1

the frozen cinders being so
careful cxamiiiatiun of
that the cars were quickly unloaded.
the cars was made after blasting to ascertain if there were any
sprung seams or rivets, but the cars were found absolutely free
from any injury or breakage chargeable to the explosion. There
was no practical difference in cost, but there was a saving in the
time of two men of more than one-half hour per car in favor of
'

A

the dvnamite.

1
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Second Tobacco Shipment to Railway Regiments
23 the committee in charge of the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund forwarded its second shipment to the railroad regiments in France. The shipment consisted of 10 cases
of 12 packages each. Each package contained 240 bags of Bull

On February

tobacco and 80 bags of Tuxedo pipe tobacco.
The shipment weighed about a ton and a quarter, and will be
divided equally among the ten railway regiments now on French

Durham smoking

soil.
is bought at wholesale prices and is not subject
revenue charges because it is consigned to government forces.
is delivered in bond to the Quartermaster's Department of

The tobacco
to
It

Army

transportation
of the committee
without expense to the givers.
in charge of the Tobacco Fund, of which F. A. Poor, president
of the P. & M. Company, is chairman, themselves pay all of the

the

in this country,

which takes care of

its

The members

office and postage expenditures, so that every dollar contributed
to the fund goes into tobacco for the soldiers.
About 150 railroad supply companies have so far subscribed to
the Tobacco Fund, most of them to the extent of $10 a month
The committee now has a
for 15 months to January, 1919.

balance of about ?6,000 on hand, after paying for the shipment
just made, and plans to make further shipments about every three
weeks. The utmost care is taken to prevent any loss or delay
through the improper packing of the tobacco. Before a shipment
goes forward from the point of packing a member of the committee in charge of the fund inspects the cases and their contents,
either in person or through a responsible representative.
letter received by Mr. Poor from Fred A. Preston, secretary
and treasurer of the P. & M. Company, and now a captain in
the regular army in France, indicates to what an extent "smokes"
are appreciated by the American boys in France:

A

"The cigarettes arrived nnd I am the most grateful person in the world.
Today for the first time in weeks I am having a real smoke. As I have
told you before, I simply can't tell you how much smoking means to every
one of us. There is something about the climate or the work that makes
Whereas T formerly consumed about
smoking absolutely indispensable.
five a day. I now smoke 25, sometimes more, and because good cigarettes
thing."
are not obtainable we smoke any d

Although a large number of supply companies have responded
generously to the appeal for subscriptions, there is still a need
for additional funds and contributions from other companies are
solicited.

The last appeal for funds which was sent to railway supply
companies may be taken as applicable to every company in the
field, whether it has received the letter through the mail or not:
"The railway reginients now in France have already by their valor under
as well as by the service they have given in their chosen occupation,
brought honor to themselves and the flag under which they serve.
"The railway supply industry feels an especial interest in the members of
these regiments, which include many of our acquaintances and friends. As
a slight means of showing our appreciation, and of contributing to their
comfort and pleasure, the Railway Regiments* Tobacco Fund was organized.
About 150 railway supply companies have already joined this movement,
and the fi-rst shipment and second shipments of tobacco have been made.
In order to make it the success which it deserves at least 100 more subscribers are wanted.
"Will you not 'don your bit' by entering the subscription of your company for $10 a month for 12 months from January 1, 1918, to January 1,
1919; this subscription to terminate should the war end at an earlier date?
"Checks should be made payable to John R. Washburn, treasurer, and
mailed to Samuel O, Dunn, secretary, the Railway Regiments* Tobacco
Fund, 750 Transportation building, Chicago.*'
fire,

The supply companies which have

so far subscribed to the fund

are as follows

Adams & Westlakc Company, Chicago.
Ajax Forge Company, Chicago.
Ajax Rail Anchor Company, Chicago.
American Arch Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
American Car & Foundry Company, New York.
American Flexible Bolt Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
American Manganese Steel Company, Chicago Heights,
American Steel Foundries, New York.
American Vulcanized Fibre Company, Boston, Mass.
Anchor Packing Company, Philadelphia, Pa.
Anti-Creeper Corporation, New York.
Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Belle City Malleable Iron Company, Racine, Wis.
Bettendorf Companv, Bettendorf, Iowa.
Blackall, Robert 11., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Boss Nut Company, Chicago.
Bridgeford Machine Tool Company, Rochester, N. Y.
Bronze Met.nl Companv, New York.
Brown, J. Alexander, New York.
Buckeye Steel Castings Company, Columbus, Ohio.

Ill-
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Bucyrus Company, South Milwaukee, Wis.

Buda Company, The, Chicago.
Burden Sales Company, New York.
Butler Drawbar Attachment Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
Camel Company. Chicago.
Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Chambers Valve Company, New York.
Chicago Malleable Castings Company, Chicago.
Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago.
Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago.
Cleveland Frog & Crossing Company, Cleveland, O.
Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
Steel Company of America, Chicago.
Curtain Supply Company, Chicago.
Damascus Biake Beam Company, Cleveland, O.

Crucible

Damascus Bronze Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Dayton Malleable Iron Company, Dayton, O.
Dearborn Chemical Company, Chicago, 111.
Detroit Graohite Company, Detroit, Mich.
Dickinson, Inc., Paul, Chicago.
Dilworth. Porter & Co., Pittsburgh. Pa.
Economy Devices Com.pany, New York, N. Y.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J.
Elliott Frog & Switch Company, East St. Louis. 111.
Empire Steel & Iron Company, Catasauqna, Pa.
Fairbanks, IMorse ft Co., Chicago.
Fort PiU Malleable Iron Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fort Pitt Spring & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fowler Car Company, Chicago, 111.
Franklin Railway Supply Company, New York, N. Y.
Haskell & Barker Car Company, Chicago.
Homestead Valve Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hunt-Spiller Manufacturing Corporation, Boston, Mass.
Illinois Car & Manufacturing Company, Hammond, Ind.
Imperial Appliance Company, Chicago.
I ndependent
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago.
Interstate Iron & Steei Company, Chicago.
Joliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago.
Kelly Reamer Company, Cleveland, O.
Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company. New York.
Keyoke Railway Equipment Company, Chicago.
Keystone Grinder & Manufacturing Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Laas & Sponsenburg Company, Chicago.
I.accnia Car Company, Laconia, N. H.

Locomotive Superheater Company,
MacRae's Blue Book, Chicago.
Machinery C!ub, New York.

Madden Company,

New

York.

Chicago.

Marion Malleable Iron Works, Marion, Ind.
Massey Company, C. F., Chicago.
Meek, J. E.. New York.
Miller Train

Corporation, Staunton. \'a.
Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Chicago.
Morden Frog & Crossing Works, Chicago.
More-Jones Brass S: Metal Company, Chicago.
Mount Vernon Bridge Company, Mt. V'^ernon. Ohio.
Mount Vernon Car Manufacturing Company, Mt. Vernon, lU.
Mudge & Co., Chicago.
National Malleable Castings Company, Cleveland, Ohio.
New York Railroad Club.
Ohio In.iectoi Company, Chicago.
Ohio Steel Foundry Company, Lima, Ohio.
Okonite Company, New York.
Ottenheimer & Co., Chicago.
P. & M. Company, Chicago.
Paxton-Mitchell Companv, Omaha, Neb.
Pennsylvania Tank Car Company. Sharon, Pa.
Pickands. Brown & Co.. Chicago.

Control

Milwaukee Coke & Gas
Miner.

W.

Pilliod

Company.

H..

New

York.

Pittsbuigh Wood Preserving Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Poole Brothers, Chicago.
Pratt & Lambert, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.
Prendergast Company, Marion, Ohio.
PyH-National Company, Chicago.

Q & C Company, New York.
Rail Joint Company, New York.
Railroad Supply Company, Chicago.
Railroad Water & Coal Handling Company, Chicago,
Railivay Age, New York,
Railway Materials Company, Chicago.
Railway Review, Chicago.
Railway Steel-Spring Company, Chicago.
Ramapo Irrn Works, Hillburn, N. Y.
Republic Rubber Company, New York.
Roberts & Schaefer Company, Chicago.
Rodger Ballast Car Company, Chicago.
Runnels, Clive, and LeRoy Kramer, of the Pullman Company. Chicago.
Rynn Car Company. Chicago.
Ryerson & Son, J. T., Chicago.
Safety Car Heating & Light Company, New York.
St. Louis Frog & Switch Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Sargent Company, Chicago.
Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Sellers & Co., Wm., Philadelphia, Pa.
Sherburne & Co., Boston, Mass.
Shults,

F.

K.,

New

York.

Signal Appliance Association.
Snow, T. W., Chicago.
Spencer Otis & Co., Chicago.

March
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StAndaril Coiipirr Company. New York.
Suri l.if'! Forging^ Company, Chicago.
^*
Sjfcty Itnt( Corporation, New York.
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Citr Comiwnv, Chicago.
Tue Company. I'itlsbursh. Pa.
Ci'Mstructiun Company, Chicago.
^
Company. T. H.. Chicago.
Kcniy & Co., Chicago.
fr-''
'.>*, B., of .\meric.nn BraU-c Shoe & Foundry Company, New York.
1
Union 'raft Gear Company, Chicago.
Union Spring & Manufacturing Company. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vnion Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa.
Valentine & Co., New York.
Vapor Car Heating Company, Chicago.
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Vi^-rin? & Co., 11.. Chicago.
W.itrrhirrv Battery Company, Waterhury. Conn.
W.i:- n-S'iIIman Company, New York.
Ur-i.rr, K.iiluay Equipment Company, St. I.ouis. Mo.
\\c»imi:lTouse, H. F., New York.
\\ oniiKli-'use Air Brake Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Willing T'limdrv Kquirment Companv. Harvey. HI.
VVood.n. W. H,. .if Amcricin Cat & Foundry Compinv, New York.
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Week

in

Chicago

American Railway Engineering Associahave been impressed by the special need of the conofficers of the

vention this year as an opportunity for a full discussion of
the problems with which the members have been confronted
as a result of our participation in the War and the situation
The
presented by Government operation of the railways.
need of an opportunity for discussing these new conditions
has been generally felt and with a view to affording its
membership a maximum benefit from the convention changes
are being made in the program which will afford special opportunities for a presentation of the problems of to-day.
The N'ational Railway .Appliances -Association has similarly
seen the special field for its exhibit this year, and preparations have long been under way for a show that will best
meet the needs of the railroads under the present circumOwing to the number of demands made for space
stances.
in this exhibit the floor plan has been rearranged extensively,
reducing the space of some of the larger exhibitors and the
area devoted to aisles in a manner that will have permitted
of an increase in the number of booths.
In all 158 firms
have arranged for space and a considerable waiting list is
ready to take up any space remaining or released for any
reason. There is therefore every reason to believe that the
exhibit this year will be one of the most profitable and successful in the history of this organization.
With a view to a presentation of its position in regard
to the convention this year the .American Railway Engineering .Association, through its President John G. Sullivan,
chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific, Western lines, has
issued a letter aimouncing the coming meeting to be held
on March 19. 20, and 21 from which the following abstract
has been taken
"The present railway conditions make it incumbent upon
us as an Association and as individuals tc co-operate with
the Government and our executive officers to devise ways
and means of solving present problems r.nd bettering conditions.

"While a journey to Chicago for this purpose will involve
a certain portion of your time, it is confidently believed that
the time will be well spent and more than repaid by the
benetit to be derived from contact with men from all sections of the North American continent, all dealing more or

problems similar to your own.
"The program to be arranged will take cognizance of the
changed conditions of the present time in the railway world,
more particularly with reference to war emergency yard
improvements to relieve the freight congestion; ways and
means for overcoming or meeting the shortage of material
and labor; devising new ways of labor-saving in maintenance
work; reclamation and utilization of scrap material; substitution of other materials for wood and steel; conservation of resources: and discovering, if possible, new sources of
economy.
"Members are therefore earnestly urged to make their
plans to attend the Nineteenth Annual Convention of the
.American Railway Engineering Association, to the end that
we may give the best that is in us towards 'Winning the
less with
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The Cape Cod Canal, after being closed by
months, was opened for navigation on February

ice

nearly two

26.

E. J. Henry, western traffic manager of the Lehigh Valley,
has been appointed assistant to W. 11. Pleasants, manager of
the Marine Section of the Railroad Administration and will
have authority over matters pertaining to the Lake lines.

Passenger

to and from Washington has increased »o
war began that additional facilities have been
Union station, in that city. Ticket sales for the
month of January, 1918, amounted to $850,134, as compared with
traffic

rapidly since the

provided

in

the

$389,341 in January, 1917.

On Washington's Birthday, some 10,000 or
paraded in New York City; and the Long

more

soldiers

I'^land

Railroad

reports that in the five-day holiday period it ran 96 special trains
between Camp Upton and the city, with no serious disturbance of
the regular traffic; and the total number of passengers on these

96 trains was 49,013.
Fifty-six per cent of the less than carload freight offered to
railroads in San Francisco, Cal., for shipment is delivered during
the two hours between two and four in the afternoon. This fact
has been developed from an actual check made by all the lines in
that city. The San Francisco Chamber of Commerce and other

bodies are urging on shippers to send their freight to the railroad
as early in the day as possible.

For the purpose of avoiding uncertainty regarding projects
for road-building the railroad administration has sought information as to the approximate number of open-top cars
that will be required this year for the transportation of roadbuilding material.
It is expected that it will be possible to
give assurance of what car supply will be available so that
plans can be made with reference to it.

To conserve the supply of coal at lake docks and to provide for the utilization of a surplus of coal from the Montana
and Wyoming mines the United States Fuel Administration
is to embargo lake shipments of bituminous coal to North
and South Dakota except for public utility requirements. The
dock territory is supplied in large part from Illinois and this
action will make the dock supply available in many communities where

it

is

badly needed.

The

railroad administration has recently had occasion to deny
the comfort of private passenger cars to various wealthy people

desired to use them for small parties. The Railroads' War
Board had already taken steps to curtail the use of private cars,
before the period of government control, and the policy has been
rigidly adhered to by the railroad administration, which has declined to approve the use of private cars for less than 40 persons, except in a few instances of cases of illness or for foreign
missions traveling in this country. A considerable number of
private cars were taken to Florida early in the winter and these
will be allowed to be returned

who

F. M. Whitaker, vice-president of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
has been appointed by Director General Mc.Adoo to cooperate in traffic matters with the Fuel .Administration. This
completes the organization of representatives of the railroad
administration appointed to take charge of traffic matters
for various departments of the government and to handle
all requests for priorities or preferential movement for the
government. The other representatives are: H. M. Adams,
for the War department; H. P. Anewalt, for the Navy department; J. F. Holden, for the Shipping Board; J. A. Middleton, for the oil division of the Fuel Administration, and C. E.
Spens, for the Food Administration.

The Committee on Freight Congestion at New York, of which
S. Harlan, of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission is
chairman, is holding conferences at the office of the New York
James

State Public Service Commission, 120 Broadway, New York,
with a view to formulating the New York Public Service Commission, New Jersey Public Utilities Commission, committees
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of railroad officers, members of tlie Merchants' Association, the
Traffic Club, the Board of Trade and Transportation, the New
York Team Owners' .'\ssociation, and the Freight Transfer AssoThe proposal for a general scheme of store-door
ciation.
delivery, which is being considered by this conference, was

noticed in the Railway

Age on February

Parcel Post

I
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Commission and Court News

1.

Commerce Commission

Interstate

Weight Limit Increased

Postmaster General Burleson has announced an increase
in tlie allowable weights of parcel post packages, effective
on March 15. The SO-pound limit in the first and second
zones is increased to 70 pounds, which is also extended to
In the other zones the weight limit is inthe third zone.
creased to SO pounds.

The Commission has postponed
order

In line with the desire of the Government for automobile
to take over short haul shipments from tlie railroads,
the Chicago, Waukegan & Gary Transportation Company has
been organized, with William L. O'Connell, treasurer of the
lines

Truck

Company,

Waukegan,

111.,

the effective date of

reconsignment case to April

in the

issued a circular to the railroads for

purpose of securing information for Director General
McAdoo regarding the issuance of free transportation in
intrastate traffic other than that authorized by the federal
anti-pass law for interstate travel. Information is also asked
regarding the issuance of transportation in exchange for
the

advertising.

and

of the Illinois State Public Utilities Commission, as its president. The corporation has been granted
a certificate of convenience and necessity by the public utilities commission and expects to begin service between Waukegan, 111., and Chicago, about 36 miles, within three weeks,

starting with from three to five kerosene-burning Manly
trucks and trailers. Plans of the new company include the
extension of service to other cities within a similar radius
of Chicago.

State

Commissions

Commission of Illinois held
a hearing at Chicago on February 27, to consider the petition
of William E. Golden, Chicago, for a reduction in passenger
fares to not more than one cent a mile between Chicago and
Great Lakes Naval Training station; Camp Grant. Rockford;

The

State

Public

and Fort Sheridan,

Utilities

111.

Personnel

Sailing-Day Plan Extended
or "sailing date" plan for accepting and
forwarding less-than-carload freight has nov/ been extended
to cover the service on all of the twenty-five divisions of the
It is
Pennsylvania Railroad east of Pittsburgh and Erie.
believed that further study and longer experience will
point the way to additional economies, t5Ut the beneficial results already achieved are so satisfactory that the plan is de-

The "shipping day"

Hiram W. Belnap, who,
appointed manager of the

of
as

Commissions
announced elsewhere, has been

Safety

Section

in transit.

chief

WcMbound

empties

Wednesday
37,692
5,034
25,285
9,492

The United States Steel Corporation reported on Tuesday that
the corporation's blast furnaces were operating at 75 per cent of
These
full capacity and the finishing mills at 80 to 85 per cent.
figures represent an important improvement during the last ten
days, attributable to normal weather and better transportation
conditions.

The movement of coal in New York harbor is still somewhat
hampered because of the damage suffered during the severe
weather of two weeks ago, 23 tugs belonging to the railroad
companies being still laid up for repairs.

the Bureau of
and for the pre-

ceding eight years as inspector of safety appliances.
Previous to that
he had had 14 years' experience in various capacities in train operation.
that,

H.

It

as

is

announced

manager of

the

Safety Section, "he will
deal directly with each
railroad, supervising such
organizations for safety
as are already available,
bringing about such uniformity in practice as is

Export Freight Movement

47.203
5,149
30,578
17.093

Com-

of

Safety,

going astray.

.Sunday

of

mission for 15 years, for
the past seven years as

by eliminating much rehandling at freight transfer stations it
has lessened loss and damage costs and the amount of freight

Eastbound load.';
Hasthou"d empties
West bound load?

Division

Commerce

state

Moreover,

Freight is moving now with a good degree of freedom throughout "Eastern" territory, as indicated by daily reports to A. H.
The congestion on the lines of the
Smith, regional director.
principal roads leading to the seaboard is being slowly overcome, but with fluctuating results. The number of cars above
normal on February 24 and February 27 was reported as follows

the

has been with the Inter-

Reports from all divisions just compiled
clared successful.
that a total of 654 cars are being saved daily in the transfreight on the lines east of
less-than-carload
portation of
In addition 25 distributing local freight trains
Pittsburgli.
have been discontinued altogether by substituting tri-weekly
or semi-weekly "pickup" trains on branches where traffic is
This "sailing date" plan for handling l.-c.-l. freight was
light.
Five
first put into effect on September 4, 1917, in Philadelphia.
and a half months' experience has shown that the plan not
only economizes car space, but gives shippers more regular

and reduces the length of time

of

Transportation of the United States Railroad Administration,

show

service

its

1.

The Commission has authorized an increase in the rate for
passenger mileage tickets in southeastern territory from 2 cents
a mile to 2J4 cents.

The Commission has

Auto Truck Line Between Waukegan and Chicago

O'Connell-Manly
former chairman

|

W. Belnap

deemed necessary, and
addisuch
suggesting
organizations and such modifications of practice as are
desired.
The director general feels strongly that there
should be no abatement whatever in the safety work on the
railroads, but that there should be centralized supervision, not
only to insure proper practices but also in order that each
tional

.

.

.

may proinptly secure the advantage of experience which
other roads have had in the development of safety work." Mr.
Belnap will continue to exercise his usual functions under the
Interstate Commerce Commission.
railroad

Court

News

Creation of Relation of Carrier and Passenger

The Supreme Court

of the State of

Washington holds

that

through permission of a division superintendent, a
plaintiff from a station where passengers
were not taken on, the relation of carrier and passenger with
where,
ticket

was sold to the

March
all Its

in tort

1,
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attciulaiu duties was created, and tlie carrier was liable
lor nut stopping the train at that point, although until
on special permission no duty to stop

the sale ol the ticket

existed— Kcnlon
Decided January

v.

C, M.

7,

1918.

&

P.

St.

(Wash),

Dining Car Conductor Not a Brakeman
The Supreme Court of Pennsylvania, on February 25, reversing

Freight Rate Order
that an order of the Railroad Commissioners prescribing a rate for the transportation
of a certain class of freight carried in carload lots, which prescribes dilTcront charges to be made for diflerciit distances
cannot be successfully attacked by a railroad resisting the enforcement of the order by segregating one item in the schedule of rales prescribed and showing that the expense incurred
by moving the freight for the distance to which the item applies equals or exceeds tlie revenue derived by the railroad
from handling the freight for that distance. State v. Live
Oak. I'errv & Gulf (Fla.), 77 So., 223. Decided December )7.

—

1917

for Freight

of .Appeals holds that where there were
two rates applicable to shipments between certain points, one
a joint or through rate over one route, the other made up by
adding the respective rates of the several roads involved in
another route, the initial carrier was at liberty to contract
with reference to the former rate, though it shipped over the
latter route, and when the terminal carrier accepted the shipment it was chargeable with notice of the rate agreed upon

and could not charge a greater compensation than the conOden-Elliott Lumber Co. v. L. & N.
tract provided for.
Decided December 18, 1917. Rehearing
(Ala.), 77 So.. 2-40.

—

15.

1918.

Notice of Claim for

Damages

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that

a provision in a
contract for an interstate shipment of live stock that as a
condition precedent to the bringing of an action for damages
for loss or injuries the claimant shall give notice of the data
thereof to some general officer, claim agent or station agent
of the railroad with 90 days after the loss or injury, and
failure to give such notice shall be a bar to recovery is reasonable and valid, and no action can be maintained for such
damages without showing a substantial compliance with the
requirement of this provision. It is held that the giving of
one-day notice at the point of destination to the delivery carrier did not obviate the necessity of complying with the provision by giving notice to the company against which damages are claimed.— Rock Island v. Mr. EIreath (Okla.), 169

Pac, 628.
Decided
January 8, 1918.

Injury on

V

November

Right of

6.

r.i

Rehearing denied

Way — Contributory

way adjoined on each
and unfenced and was crossed by
right

1917.

side

the decision of the Superior Court, sustained the Public Service
Connnission of Pennsylvania in refusing to class the dining car
conductor as a member of the train crew in counting the individuals in relation to compliance with the "full crew" law of that

The suit afTects the Haltimore & Ohio, the Central of
Jersey and the Philadelphia & Reading, all three of these
roads having asserted the right to count the dining car conductor
as one of the five men to make up a "crew" of a passenger train
to comply with the law.
The decision of the court says that, in
the case considered, the dining car conductor performed no
duties as brakeman; he sim|)ly was subject to call by the conductor.
In this situation, says the court, the judgment of the
conductor, as to when there ought to be an additional lirakcman, was substituted for the direct requirement of the lav\.
state.

New

Consignor's Liability for Freight and Demurrage

The Alabama Court

denied January

tiveness of the turntable to children, the doctrine of the
"turntable cases" had no application.— Hendricks v. Kansas
City Southern (La.), 77 So, 130. Decided November 26, 1917.

169 Pac, 863.

The Florida Supreme Court holds

Through Rates
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Negligence

by a street was level

the public at all points.
Opposite the house of a resident, which faced the right of
way, there was a well-marked path across the right of way
passing close to a turntable and curving slightly around It.

A footbridge across a ditch on the right of way and used in
connection with such path existed before the turntable was
installed, but was reconstructed to facilitate access to the
turntable.
While the said adjoining resident was crossing
the right of way by the path, followed by his daughter, S'A
years old, the latter fell into the turntable pit.
In an action
for her injuries the Louisiana Supreme Court held that the
turntable, being of the usual construction and being on the
railroad's own property, where it had a perfect right to be,
the company owed the public no duty of fencing the right
of way or warning the public away from the turntable. If the
danger from the turntable was so obvious that the railroad
company should have known of it and guarded against it,
then the plaintiff, whose house faced it, should have known
of it and not left his little child to take care of herself as she
followed him.
.\s the accident was not caused by the attrac-

In an action against a consignor for freight charges the
Wisconsin Supreme Court holds that where the carrier, on
the agreement of the consignee to pay freight and demurrage on goods once rejected, released the goods to the consignee, it merely released its lien and did not release the consignor from liability to pay these charges.
In the absence of
evidence that acceptance and renewal of a note for freight
and demurrage charges given by the consignee was intended
as a payment thereof, such note would not release the consignor from liability to pay such charges. .And in the absence of evidence that the consignor notified the original or
other carriers that he acted only as agent for another in delivering brick to the carrier and that the carrier received the
brick on such consideration, the consignor could not escape
liability for freight and demurrage charges on such ground.
—Great Northern v. Hocking Valley Fire Clay Co. (Wi^
166 N. W., 41. Decided January S, 1918.
i

Trespasser on Trestle

—Engineer's

Duty

In an action for the death of a boy of 16 years, killed by a
train while walking as a trespasser on a trestle, the Kentucky
Court of Appeals holds that notwithstanding the reckless
negligence of tlie deceased in starting across the trestle after
being told that a train was coining, it was the engineer's
duty, after he actually discovered the peril, to exercise ordinary care with all the means at his disposal to stop the train
or reduce its speed so as to avoid striking the deceased, but
this was the full measure of the duty owed to him.
A railroad employee stationed at the trestle, where some new work
had been done on tlie track to observe the condition of the
track and give such notice or warning as might be necessary
to passing trains, warned the deceased that a train was coming
and that he had better look out for it. The deceased was
neither ignorant nor drunk, feeble nor helpless, nor so young
in years as to need protection.
The employee had a right
to assume that the boy was capable of taking care of himself and would not needlessly put himself in danger, and the
watchman was not negligent in failing to observe the course
that the boy pursued or to signal the engineer to stop or
slacken the speed of the train. Enginemen are under no more
duty to anticipate the presence of trespassers on a trestle or
to keep a lookout for them than at any other place on the
track where travelers have no right to be. Bridge carpenters
or workmen were often on the trestle about the time of day
the accident happened, and the engineer, seeing the deceased
on the trestle, thought he was one of the bridgcmen and
sounded the alarm whistle, believing that he would get out of
the way, as he could easily have done by stepping on a cap
or projecting timber. It is held that he was not negligent in
so believing or in failing to apply the emergency brakes until
he discovered that the boy was not one of the workmen.
Judgment on a directed verdict lor the railroad was affirmed.
—Lapp v. Louisville. H. & St. L. (Ky.), 199 S. W., 798. De-

cided January

15, 1918.
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Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies
Locomotives

Gas & Lease Company

is

L. A. Larsen, assistant to the president of the Lima LocoWorks, Inc., has also been appointed secretarj'treasurer to succeed Mr. Cloos, resigned, effective February
13.

The Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company
announces the removal of its office trimi ['hoeiiix. Arizona,
Its representatives, J. H. Knost and
to Tucson. Arizona.
W. G. Willson, will have headquarters in the Immigration

Freight Cars
Oil,

inquiring for 50 8.000-gal.

P.uilding at the latter point.

tank cars.

W. H. Thompson,

The Oil

State Gasoline Company, Tulsa, Okla.,

is

inquiring

for ten 8,000-gal. tank cars.

The Warren Oil Company, Warren,

Pa.,

is

inquiring for 100

The Miller Petroleum Company,

Chanute, Kan.,

is

inquiring

for 10 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

Sales Company, Chicago,

The Indian Refining Company,

is

inquiring for 200

Lavvrenceville,

111.,

is

inquir-

Tank Line Company,

is

in-

is

L.

nounces

Kalamazoo,

S.

the

Brach Suppl}' Company. Xewark, N. J., anfollowing appointments: as superintendent,

of the Crucible Steel Company; a*
production engineers, Louis Rist, formerly with the CrockerWheeler Company, Ampere, N. J., and Herman Rose, formerly a foreman with the L. S. Brach Supply Company.

inquiring for several 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The Independent P.^ckers & Fertilizer Company, Columbus,
Ohio,

McCullum,

T.

inquiring for three 50-ton steel underframe tank cars.

Duluth, Missabe

The La
10,050-gal.

Belle Iron Works, Steubenville, Ohio, has ordered 5
50-ton capacity tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank

Car Company.

&

formerly roundhouse foreman for the
Northern, has been appointed railway repre-

sentative for the Garratt-Callahan Company, Chicago, in charge
of the northwest territory, with headquarters in Minneapolis,
Minn. William Rollinson, foreman in the mechanical departSt. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has been
in the states of Ohio, Indiana
with headquarters at Indianapolis, Ind. George
DuR. Fairleigh, formerly in the sales department of the U. S.
Cast Iron Pipe Company, has been appointed railroad representative in the southwestern territory, with headquarters at
Dallas, Tex.
G. E. Wilson, formerly master mechanic for
the Nevada Consolidated Copper Company, operating the
Nevada Northern, has been appointed railway representative
for the Pacific Coast territory, and will have his headquarter*
at San Francisco, Cal.

The Phoenix Cotton Oil Company, Memphis, Tenn., has ordered 8 8,050-gal. 50-ton tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank

ment of the Minneapolis,

Car Company.

and

The Penn American Refining Company, Oil City, Pa., has
ordered 8 8,050-gal. 40-ton capacity tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

The United Gas Improvement Company, Philadelphia, has
ordered 3 10,050-gal. SO-ton capacity tank cars from the Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

appointed railroad representative

Passenger Cars

Illinois,

Baldwin Locomotive Works Have Record Year

The Canadian Government Railways

are reported as having
ordered 7 dining and 14 sleeping cars from the Pullman Company.

the Baldwin Locomotive Works
31, 1917, shows that 2,748 new
amounting to $63,455,574; other regular
work was completed amounting to $13,835,707, and contracts for
shells and other special
work were executed amounting to
$20,972,583, making a total production of every kind of $98,263,865.
This compares with gross sales in the preceding year of
After providing reserves
Profits were $11,193,840.
$59,219,058.

The seventh annual report of
for the year ended December
locomotives were

The
(at

railway-stores branch of the railway board or India
Simla and Calcutta) makes estimates and designs for

rolling stock, plant, and machinery, signaling

and interlock-

makes allotment of funds
connection with indents for stores; and itself indents for
stores for state railways and for some native state railways.
It tenders and contracts for coal, ties and cars for state railways, ratifies contracts for supply of materials, keeps a record
of surplus stores, and compiles and distributes every quarter
the lists of stores purchased by the India office for the state

ing, railway ferries, steamers, etc.;
in

general policy of the Indian railways to make
The address of the representative of the board in England is India Office, Whitehall, London. Local offices, however, have considerable to do with the
selection of types of material, equipment, etc., so it would
seem advantageous to keep the local agent, chief engineers
and mechanical engineers, as well as the railway board of
India, supplied with catalogues and other information as to
articles of equipment or material which might be of special
advantage in India, and perhaps superior, cheaper or possibly
railways.

most of

the lieavy

Henry Keohler, formerly

The Western Paper Makers Chemical Company,
is

in

specialties.

The
Coffeyville, Kan.,

quiring for 100 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

Mich.,

years prominent

P. K. Aldrich, formerly with Edwin S. Woods & Co., Chicago, has formed the Superior Side Bearing Company, with offices
Webster building, Chicago. Mr. Aldrich is president and
general manager of the new company, which will manufacture
side bearings with an intermediate support, and other railroad

ing for ISO 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

Peoples

many

at 922

8,000 to 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The

for

work of the Westinghouse Electric & ManuCompany, has resigned to accept the position of
works manager of the Fairmont Mining Machinery Company of Fairmont, W. Va., makers of coal mining equipmentelectric traction

facturing

8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The Midco Oil

News

motive

The Grand Trunk has ordered 25 switching locomotives from
the Canadian Locomotive Company.

The

Vol. 64, No. 9

It is the

their purchases in England.

more promptly supplied than those furnished by English

firms.

built,

for taxes, depreciation, amortization, doubtful accounts, charges
capital and interest charges, there remained as net profit

to

out of which there was distributed as dividends to
preferred stockholders $1,400,000, leaving $6,905,722 to be
to the surplus carried over from 1916 of $8,949,624. The
balance sheet shows that of the real estate plant equipment,
patents, etc., carried at $44,953,706, the patents and good will
represent $16,699,299.
Of the accumulated earnings amounting
to $15,855,346 the sum of $15,800,000 has been apphed to the
reduction of this account, leaving the book value of good will,
patents, etc., $899,299, and the amount carried forward as
$8,305,722,

the

added

surplus, $55,346.

President Alba B. Johnson says in part: "The locomotive
business at the beginning of 1918 continues to be favorable. The
probability that during the continuance of the war the government will become the chief purchaser, presents a new con-

March
ditii'ii.

tlic
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1.

which cannot be

effects of

fully foreseen.

solidated lialance sheet of the Baldwin Locomotive
Standard Steel Works Company shows a total

The con-

Works and
surplus

of

$3,449,816."

FoUowinR
motive

Works

summary

a

is

of operations of the

for the years

ended December

31.

Kaldwin Loco1916 and 1917:

1916.

CroM Mies

$59,219,057
52,857.347

Cost

Manuficluring
Oiher income
EJysionc buildings

Grow

$6,361,710
681.226
3.462.125

prufii

...
..

SIO.505.062
1,060.420

profit

Ptduct uxrs, inlcrcst. etc

$9,444,641
6,825,175

Profit

LeM

reserve for depreciation, etc

Net profit
Diridcnd on p'eferred stock.

$2,619,465
...
1. 400.000

Surplus for year
Surplus brought fornnrd
C»pilal surplus

s

Total surplus
amount written

$1 219,465
4.865,837
2.864.321

$6,905,722
8.949.624

$15,855,346
'•IT

account patents and Rood
15,800,000
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highly finished products required tor war work.
W'c have believed for a long time that the great shortage in cars must inevitably result in placing of large orders and the buildings in
which this equipment is located could therefore be mure advantageously used by building cars than embarking in manufacture
of material involving large expenditures for new machinery and
difliculty of forming new organizations for this work.
To win
the war requires an elficiently equipped railroad system from the
Atlantic to the Pacific and from Canada to Mexico, and the railroads will not only have to make up for what they have not
done in the past, but must also prepare to meet extraordinary
requirements due to existing conditions.
"It is our firm belief that if adequate provision had been made
for equipment and terminal facilities in the past tu keep pace
with the country's increase in tonnage there would not have been
this desperate freight congestion, nor would the cost of materials
and labor have advanced so rapidly, i'or example, the tonnage
capacity for steel ingot? has increased from 30,000,000 tons in
1912 to 50,000,000 in 1917, and as far as we are able to definitely
ascertain, there were less cars available in 1917 than six years
ago The increase in this kind of tonnage causes serious demands
in the way of cars and locomotives by reason of the fact that
six or seven tons of limestone, coke, pig iron and other materials
are required to be hauled in the production of one ton of steel
ingots.

"A matter

Pressed Steel Car

Company

The gross sales of the Pressed Steel Car Company in 1917
were $9,000,000 greater than in 1916 and the greatest in the
company's history. The profits, totaling $2,130,308, were at least
up to the average, but they were $620,844 less than in 1916.
£>educting $875,000 preferred dividends there was available
$1,255,308 for the common stock, equal to $10 a share, as against
The company paid during the year 7 per cent or
$15.01 in 1916.
$875,000 on its common stock, the largest dividends since its
organization. leaving a surplus for the year of $380,308 and a
total surplus of o\cr $10,000,000.
President
N. HotTsiot at tlic annual meeting said that of
I'".

more than $30,000,000 came from car
The remainder was income from forgings, shell and

the $44,034,843 gross sales
business.

He also stated that wages had increased
SO per cent but that efficiency decreased SO per cent. The plants
are now running at about 70 per cent of capacity.
Mr. HoflFstot in his remarks to stockholders, speaking about
gross sales and earnings, says: "It is a disappointment to your
management that the percentage of profit has not been greater,
but it is largely due to the two contingencies referred to in last
year's report
the inability to secure regular supplies of raw
general repair work.

—

material and labor.
"In the manufacture

of steel cars

it

is

necessary that com-

reach plants in proper proportion and regular
For example the average car requires for its construction approximately SO per cent plate steel and 50 per cent steel
in the form of shapes and bars.
Until the middle of October
there was received less than one-half the plate steel requirements
with the result that inventories were unduly increased to more
than treble in value and double in units on account of large
quantities of shapes and bars coming in regularly without plates,
thus causing additional expense. In order to increase production,
fill orders as nearly as possible on time, and minimize loss, there
was purchased outside of existing contracts a large quantity of
plate steel at a high avera.ge price.
The establishing, however,
of fixed prices prevented utilizing the steel due from the original
source of supply at the time deliveries could be secured on basis
of the delay in the receipt of complete material postponed the construction of some work over a period in which there were
several increases in wages of day workers, and in this period
shop supplies including fuel increased in the same ratio. This
was serious because a large percentage of the business was taken
prior to December 1. 1916.
Fortunately, the capacity of your
plants were under-scheduled or there would have been a most
unsatisfactory situation with our customers.
".As soon as our country entered the war your company offered its facilities to the government for making such material
as the plants arc fitted to produce, and while your company has
undertaken considerable work for their various requirements,
your plants have freight car capacity still open, as the equipment
for manufacturing freight cars is not adaptable to the more
ponent factors

order.

—

of the gravest importance in the present crisis
hoped our government may promptly correct is the
iTiigratory disposition of workingmen, as to win the war it will
require steady, sober application by everyone. Labor conditions
have been most diflicult and we can no better illustrate this than
by the statement that during the year we employed four men for
every job, that is, each employee averaged only three months'
service with us. This changing of employment slows down production and tends to make high costs. The taking over by our
government, as a war measure, of the railroads of the country,
marks an interesting epoch in the history of railroads. It is to
be hoped that they will not be tied down by the shortsighted
policy heretofore adopted which has so limited the returns that
there has been no available income for the purpose of keeping
up with the growth of the country in either the equipment or
terminal facilities, and that we may never again see such a
demoralization of business as has resulted from the failure of

which

it

is

transportation facilities.
"During the year $213,102 was spent about equally in additions to equipment of McKees Rocks and Allegheny plants and
in adding to miscellaneous order departments.
have also
under construction at McKces Rocks a powdered coal plant,
which should be completed early in 1918, which will largely replace fuel oil and gas, and which will use coal much more
economically, as both fuel oil and gas very much increased in
price last year and were difficult to secure in regular amounts.
The increase in stocks and securities shown on the financial
statement represents an investment in the Lincoln Gas Coal Company in which your company has a controlling interest, and was
made to insure a continuous supply of coal, as the almost prohibitive prices of both gas and oil when used as fuel, together with
the difficulty in securing regular supplies, have made it necessary
to replace with coal as far as possible the use of gas and oil as
hope
fuel, which will greatly increase our coal consumption.
to have this property in operation and be getting the benefit of
the coal during the ensuing year.
"Western Steel Car & Foundry Company had several interruptions in its operations during the year, owing to business booked
being inconformable to a continuous production schedule, while
overhead charges due to existing war conditions kept increasing.
In addition general labor unrest in the Chicago r?:=*r'-r particu-

We

We

«

tions
during the summer and abnormal
mathroughout the year, were an added handicap.
satisf.i,;
;;rmspeaking,
were
terial supplies, generally
ance witli production secured. The policy adopted for taking on
larly

Government orders at this works was the same as obtained for
vise
our Pittsburgh plants. Your management has
Tsed
to make no withdrawals of this company's eari
the
cost of materials and necessary additions to
changing conditions of the industry, make this ina-I.isalic. The
business
for
volume
of
secure
a
good
should
are
we
indications
this work during the coining year and if successful in this
-

'

'

*

•

respect, favorable results should be obtained."

President Hoffstot, speaking about general conditions

in

the
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'The tendency of the Government is to cut off
we are not worrying because we are

steel for non-essentials, but

Financial and Construction

doing government work and the government will see to it that
we are supplied with steel. Cost sheets this quarter will in all
probability be very high. For instance, pig iron is quoted around
$36, and yet it cost $38 a ton to make. I don't think the government will buy any cars for the railroads until the railroad bill is
The government ought to buy about 100,000 cars and
passed.

I

Railway Financial News
& Pittsburgh. — See editorial elsewhere

use them as a floating reserve."

Buffalo, Rochester

in

this issue.

Franklin Railway Supply

Company

of Canada, Ltd.

Pacific Great Eastern.

of Canada, Limited,
has taken over the business formerly handled by the Montreal
branch of the Franklin Railway Supply Company, Inc. The new
company will have exclusive rights in Canada to all the products
its parent company and will continue the same policies and
business methods that have governed the Franklin Railway Supply
Company, Inc., since its formation. The officers of the new company are J. S. Coffin, chairman of the board Joel S. Coffin, Jr.,

of

;

;

and Leland Brooks, vice-president. The company's
headquarters will be at Montreal.
Joel S. Coffin, Jr., who has been elected president of the new
company, brings to this new organization a wide experience in
He
both the railroad supply business and locomotive building.
was born at Waukesha, Wis., and received his education at the
After
Institute.
Stevens
Franklin,
Pa.,
and
puljlic schools in

during the present year.

—

Louis-San Francisco. This company has filed application
with the Kansas Public Utilities Commission for permission

St.

president,

leaving Stevens he entered the service of the Venango Manufacturing Company at Franklin, Pa., and later served the American Locomotive Company in the erecting shop and as locomotive
inspector. In 1912 he entered the employ of the Franklin Railway
Supply Company as a service representative. He later went into
the sales department and in 1915 was appointed Canadian sales
manager which position he held up to the time of his recent

—

Negotiations have been concluded for
Canadian Government to take over and finish this line.
The company is to pay the Government $1,100,000, of which
$750,000 will be in cash, and the balance due after the war.
The Government will resume the operation of trains, which
was recently suspended by the company, and will construct the
line from Clinton to Williams Lake, a distance of 100 miles,
the

The Franklin Railway Supply Company

to

issue

bonds

to

amount

the

of

Of

$2,800,000.

this

sum

$2,064,000 is for reimbursement of- expenditures and $105,000
for expenditures in equipments and $721,000 for paying
is
equipment obligations maturing February 15, 1918.

Texas State Railroad.— A
Iron Company of Kansas

bid of $180,000 from the Midwest
City for this 38-mile line was reThe Texas
jected by the commission in charge of the sale.

was incorporated in 1907. It has one locomoand 38 cars. The funded debt outstanding on June 30,
was $100,000 first mortgage 5 per cent bonds. The president of the road is E. Stubblefield, with office at Rusk, Texas.
State Railroad

tive

1916,

election.

Leland Brooks, who has been elected vice-president of the
Franklin Railway Supply Company of Canada, Ltd., was born
at New York City and received his education in the public schools
Upon leaving Stevens he
of that city and Stevens Institute.
entered the employ of the New York Central, serving seven years
Leaving the New York Central
in the engineering department.
he took a position with the Franklin Railway Supply Company,
Inc.
For the past year he has been connected with its Canadian
branch as assistant manager which position he held up to the time

Railway Construction
Alabama Interurban.—Application

has been

made

Dela-

in

ware by this company for a charter to build a line between
Birmingham, Ala., and the Warrior river. The first section to
be built will be from the Warrior river towards Birmingham, a
distance of 17 miles, at which point connection will be made
with existing lines until the 35 miles have been built into Bessemer and Birmingham. T. L. Cannon, president, Birmingham.

Emory River Lumber Comp.\nv's Road. — Plans have been made

of his recent election.

10-mile line from Lancing, Tenn., to timberlands
county. There will be three steel bridges aggreon the line, also six trestles. The line will be
F. J.
built to carry lumber and coal.
J. S. Walker; president
Roettger, chief engineer. Lancing, Tenn.
to

in

Trade Publications

build

a

Morgan

gating 200

ft.

:

The

Spef.ii.>tf.k.— The

Blaw-Knox

Company,

Pittsburgh,

Pa., has issued a leaflet illustrating and describing the Blaw
Speedster Bucket. This is a new bucket of the Blaw type designed
primarily for use as a re-handling bucket.

—

An Investig-Mion of Pipe Corrosion. This is the title of
Bulletin No. 30, issued by the A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa. The investigation was prompted by local agitation on the
part of property owners in Pittsburgh, due to the difficulty of
maintaining hot water pipe lines. It involved an investigation
of the condition of hot water pipes in 125 apartment buildings in
the city of Pittsburgh, and the data is arranged to show a comparison of the life of wrought iron and steel pipes.

.'\rcentin.\

Export Freight.— During the

first

six

months of

1917, 32,966 cars entered Buenos Aires loaded with 549,401 tons
of export freight, and during this period the total railway traffic
of the national capital was conducted in 123,656 cars, containing

Pennsylvania Railroad.

—This

company

is

making

alterations

and building an extension to the freight house at River street
The cost of the work will be about $16,000.
in Newark, N. J.

—A

contract has been given to A. L.
Philadelphia & Reading.
Carhart, for improvements to be made at Skillman, N. J., including the construction of a brick powerhouse 33 ft. wide by 74 ft.
long, on concrete foundations, with concrete coal pocket to one
The roof and floor construction
side 16 ft. wide by 34. long.
will be of steel and reinforced concrete, and the roof covering
The contract also calls for building a
of asbestos and asphalt.
iwo-story brick signal tower 15 ft. wide by 20 ft. long, with concrete cellar and foundations, and floors of steel and reinforced
contract for all electric equipment
concrete and slate roof.
has been given to the Union Switch & Signal Company.

A

A Road Tr.'^nsport Control Board, needed by reason of the
overlapping of government motor transport demands, is being
formed for England. Transport experts would like to see a
"There is as great a need
small executive of practical men.
for a Road Transport Executive as there was for the Railway
Executive," says the Commercial Motor. "There are committees
devoting their attention solely to such questions as canal traffic
and horse traffic. But mortor transport is left in its unor-

Pioneer Railw.ws in Chile.— In the January number of
Chambers' Journal, J. M. M. Cunningham points out that this
land of mountains, hemmed in between the higher .^ndes and
the sea, has problems in the way of her developments, very different from anything encountered in the wide plains of neighboring .'Krgentina, and claims to possess the first railway ever built
m South .'\merica. This claim is made for the fine of about 50
miles in length, which runs from the small port of Caldera to
the mining center of Copiape, the capital of the province of
It was begun in March, 1850, and formally opened
.^tacama.

ganized state."

to traffic in January, 1852.

1,023,568 tons of freight

and

live stock.

ANNUAL REPORT
Buffalo. Rochester

& Pittsburgh Railway Company

The Dmciort oi the UulTalo, Kochcsler ami I'ittiburgh Railway Company
•ubmil 10 Ihc Stockholder the followiiiK report (or the year endinii Decem1917:

ber 31,

Oi

1917.

1916.

Owned

367.07

357.06

.01

Leased
Trackage rightt

89.91
1 27.67

89.90
129.52

.01

584.65

1

412.57

382.50

30.07

of road ofcraicil

Total miles of tracks, all steel

1,207.83

rail

1,177.31

Land
Land

31,

1917.

01" KOAI).

30.52

The tracks were increased by 2.28 miles of second track built between
Marion Center, Pa., and Home, Pa., turned into service on August 16, 1917,
and 30.07 miles of sidings, of which 18.26 miles are on line used under
itackage righta.

INCOME.
OraaaTiKC Income:
Revenues

1916.

1917.
.

.$14,975,000.30

.

.

$12,761,754.95

$2,213,245.35
2.488.772.56

11,878,565.89

9,389,793.33

Net revenue

$3,096,434.41

$3,371,961.02

Tax accruals

506,000.00
359.09

262.000.00

-$275,527.21
244,000.00

1.443.93

—1,084.84

Expenses

Uncollectible

$263,443.93

$242,915.16

$2,590,075.32
1,316,001.23

$3,108,517.69

—$518,442.37

1,125.274.46

190.726.77

$3,906,076.55
Gross income
Deductions for interest, rentals,
2,166,256.06
etc.

$4,233,792.15
2,104,253.01

62,003.05

$1,739,820.49

$2,129,539.14

—$389,718.65

Total operating income
XonH)perating income

Net income

-

Terminal
Terminal
Terminal
Terminal

$27.3eo.98

$327,715.60

— 214.037. l6

$671,715.23

$890,491.77

—$218,776.54

Surplus available for dividends. $1,068,105.26

$1,239,047.37

—$170,942.11

Total appropriations

capital

6.47%

slock

— 1.04%

7.51%

Tax accrual* include as nearly as it has been practicable to determine,
The increase of $244,000 is chiefly
provision for all taxes imposed this year.
doe to the larger revenues and the higher rate of Federal tax.
The increase of $190,726.77 in non-operating income came principally from
the favorable balance in Hire of Equipment account, ana from interest
received on cash balances.
\ special appropriation of $644,354.25 was made from net income. Of
this amount $125,000.00 was paid into the Sinking: Funds under Equipment
.Agreement Scries .A. Tl and C. and including $1,236.26 accrued interest was
used to retire $51,000 bonds of these Series, and balance applied to the
-.
ti'-r'
now rolling slock. S213.117.9') rcrrcscntv the cosl of Equip,f
"
Scries D. E and F paid off during the year, less one-half of
'

per cent Consolidated Mortgage Bonds;
amount paid into the Sinking Fund to retire bonds
nt Agreement Series G,
nd $125,000 is the principal of
ondi paid off during the year.

refunded

by

4>/^

niVIDENnS.
$6,000,000

Stock

10,500,000

Total

tl4,788.S9
'./.., ic

Y....

facilities.

East

40,021.17

44,005.03

Y

Salamanca, N.

f.icililics.

Du

Bois.

Pa

facilities,

Elk

Run

Jet.,

Cummings,

facilities,

..^.j.u.//

Pa

508,242.46

53,564.50

and Cloe,
Pa

314,621.93

V:i.

21,964.17

Y
sidings,

14.297.00
282,668.55

etc

Shop machinery
Remodeling freight

82,1 72.30

station, Rochester, N. Y
Extending freight station, Buffalo, N. Y
Passenger and freight station. West Falls, N.

31,618.06
7.640.24

V

.;.

Increased weight of rails, frogs and fastenings
Stone and slag ballast
Interlocking plant, Brockwayville, Pa

178.87

Hb.385.87
30.234.64
19.380.10

The liberal policy of improving and enlargi:
expanding trafnc and better facilities wherever
cfncicncy and economy of operation has been
The abnormal conditions governing labor an
unusual severity of the winter prevented the cc.nij'liti.
projects authorized.
All these, however, it is expected
the middle of 1918.

a

<<t

A-ill

'

with Ihr
nural>er of

'.her

.

1.

be finished by

COST OF EQUIPMENT.
Expenditures were made for additions to equipment as follows:
Twenty. three locomotives
$1,133,972.19
One gondola car built at company's shops
1,070.19
One locomotive crane hoist and equipment
41.946.19
Seventeen locomotive superheaters
21,883.55
One hundred and sixty-three incandescent headlights
23.542.95
Ten duplex locomotive stokers
17.685.76
Sundry other additions, including eleven automobiles, one
automobile truck, three mogul tractors, re-classification
or transfer of twenty-six freight train cars, and twentyfive company service cars

18,020.95

$1,258,121.78

There was credited for equipment
stroyed the following? book

sold, transferred or devalues, a part of which, less

was charged to Operating Expenses, and the
represents the depreciation since June 30. 1907,
to Accrued Depreciation account:
$79,488.79
62,217.61
I'ive passenger train cars
Two hundred and eighty. seven freight train cars.. 186.048.03
2,910.42
Six company service cars
salvage,

balance

charged

Ten locomotives

330.664.85

Dividends in cash were paid on
Preferred Stock

$1,724,401.19 (or

Y

Steel Co., BulTalo, N.

llrockway ville.

—$4,739.38

$32,100.36
858,391.41

644.354.25

Donner

Turntable, Buffalo Creek. N.
.Additional yard extensions,

Ins

Fire

appropriations

for siding.

Passing sidings,

\rraoraiATioss:

Funds

for subway. Saxion St., Rochester, N.

Other land for transportation purposes
Second track, Marion Center, Pa., to Homer, Pa
Passing si. lings, Warsaw, N. Y
Passing sidings. Bradford, Pa

N. Y.

Common

$2,864,000 in the bonded debt o( the

December

1.83

The decrease of road operated is due to an adjustment of .02 miles in line
ooned and leased, and a change of 1.85 miles in trackage rights, Buffalo,

:

o(

t

public on

ith

SIdingi

Return on

ilic

1.85

2.28

and

by

COST

586.48
208.33

Pension

-

.

LcM

Cuuiiiauy,

210.61

leiiKili

(

CRUSI.

CKBASE.

Second track

Special

Annual Report

1

ROAD OI'KKATKD.

Tola;

— Thirty-third

"E<|ui|mient .Agreement Series J" dated July I. 191', and were all sold
The agrrempnl provides that both principal and interest
durinir ihp vear.
an- ...1 .1.1, iiiii,,..! .Ir.lii, i,.,i, (or any lax, or taxes, (except any Federal
lii
'-r future law.
The bonds mature in semi*
a:
loinmencing April 1, 1918, and ending

6%
6%

1917
$360,000
630,000

6%
5%

1916
$360,000
525,000

$990,000
$885,000
Sinci- tlic close of the fiscal vear, your Board of Directors has declared
»enii..innvial dividends of three dollars per share on the preferred stock and
thrrc ilolbrs per share on the common stock, payable February 15, 1918.
$16,500,000

CAPITAL STOCK.

Making
The total
increase of

The
The

"1 December 31. 1916.
:n

'

t<

The

Of

power of engines aggregates 12.773.410
374 nnunds durinir the past year.
pnvvrr .->{ r.irh engine increased 2.688 pounds, being

tr-.e'ivr

r

737. .'.'7

tion,

$927,456.93
pounds, an

tractive
1,.15?.

av.T:ic./.

39.060

freight

service

now amounts

to

:

lency of each freight car increased

a.

.06 ton.

There has been no change durine the year in this account. The total
outitanding Capital Stock of the Company amounts to $16,500,000, and
coiuisii of $6,000,000 preferred stock and of $10,500,000 common stock.

a net increase of

tons.

'

Ih,
-

r^n.'

per cent, are of alt steel consiruccent, of the ears are now all •te*t

FUNDED DEBT.
"

'

*he provisions of the Consolidated Mortgage of 1907,
were received from the Trustee to apply on pay"'*^'
vcments and betterments, and the securities placed
"1
*•
Company. The Trustee also delivered to the Comin,
p.inv
,-_
, ..nsolidatcd
Mortgage 4'/i% bonds, representing 50%
PI r..iui:i;T-,tn! Bonds Series D, E and F retired during the year.
Thc<c I'l.nds added to those in the Treasury- of the Company made a
tnui o- 51.455,000 of which $2,132,000 were sold during the year (or
'"','"',''-'
''poscs. leaving a balance of $1,323,000 held in rcser%e.
n.irr Tie terms of the Sinking Funds for the redemption of Equipment
I.
Ti, 5.:,,ioo bonds were retired, as follows: $1,000 Scries B. $50,000
^e-:.>
SMS.OOO Series D, $115,000 Series E. $189,000 Series F, and
S>
>.-ics C.
^ t- ird annual installment of $125,000 Series
\
bonds was retired.
.* :.rMv: !-,i for in the agreement.
r
ie lor additional rolling stock, an issue of $1,600,000 five per
^^"tj'oid Bonds was authorized, to be secured by new equipment costing
$2,065,600.
These bonds were issued under an agreement, known as
'j"

'

*''

!-

passenger service

nd twenty lor

f.-ciiiht

and

^.iitchir.g

PASSENGER REVENUES.

'

-''4.35,

.

'

•

I

H
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INSURANCE FUND.

FREIGHT REVENUES.
The average

rate received per ton per mile increased .25 mill, being 4.86
witli 4.61 mills last year.
The average distance each ton was hauled increased 8.59 miles, being
170.42 miles, against 161.83 miles a year ago.
The revenue tonnage moved was the largest in the history of the Com-

ets

pany, and

38.644.74 and

fu

low amount

to

PENSION FUND.

as follows

is

of this fund, created July 1, 1903, were increased $5,850.54,
to $232,387.41 in interest bearing securities and cash.
were 64 pensioners upon the roll on December 31, 1917, a net
of 4 during the year.

ssets

Increase

amount

/

Bituminous
Coke

1917.
10,215,591
423,845
610,236
414.804
4,161,086

coal

Iron ore
Pig and bloom iron

Other freight

Decrease.
919,410

1916.
9,296,181
452,875
735,535
436,399
3,862,166

—29.030
—125,299
—21.595
298.920

14,783,156
15,825,562
increase of 7.05 per cent., or
1,042,406
The increase substantially all came from bituminous coal. The small decreases in coke, iron ore and iron products were more than offset by the
increase in other freight.
2,696,983,166
Tons moved one mile in 1917
Tons moved one mile in 1916
2,392,310,997

Total

An

of 12.74 per cent., or.
304,672,169
per cent., or $2,083,503.40 in
The result for the year is a gain of 18.
gross freight revenue.
The decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission granting an increase
in freight rates became effective at various dates from April 16 to December

20, 1917.
careful estimate indicates that such increase
to our revenues this year.

A

added about $810,000.00

There was a net increase of 26.51 per

Operating

Decrease.
Per Cent.
$126,091.85
8.0

Increase.

$987,442.62
38,640.03
1,509,352.51
3,226.56
76,202.69

32.3
25.3
35.1
18.8
27.3

$2,488,772.56

26.5

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Total
the

general

increases

can

attributed

be

to

marked advance in the cost of fuel, material and
tinual upward adjustment of wages.

Dec. 31

on July

Mos.
ending Year ending June

1916.

1916.

9.71

12.39
23.95
1.20
33.74

13.26
24.04
1.18
33.52

.14

.13

1.28

Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General

38.82
14
2.37
79.32

Total

and completed about SO per

Lo

Liberty

1st

2nd

1915.

1914.

13.81

13.37
22.53
1.50
33.17

13.49
20.65
1.40
36.15

.15

.25

2.18

2.12

1.19
31.91
.13
2.21

73.60

74.25

72.25

work.

The

two Liberty

individuals

'

5.128

which $111,950 has

$403,900

beeii paid in full

and the bonds delivered.

its

to provide for the protection of the holders of stock and other securities
of your Company and for the improvement and maintenance of your property during the period of Government control.
The acknowledgments of the Board are renewed to the officers and empinves for their faithful and efficient service.
Bv order of the Board.

WILLIAM

2.44

2.26

73.16

74.20

T.

NOONAN,

President.

Rochester, N. Y., February

6,

1918.

PROFIT AND LOSS ACCOUNT.
December

31st.

1917.

CREDIT.
Balance Surplus, December

31,

1916

$4,330,335.15

Credit Balance, transferred from Income Account
Unrefundable overcharges
Miscellaneous Credits
.Adjustment of amounts in appropriated surplus
authorized by Interstate Commerce Commis-

1,068,105.26
2,067.29

—

30,

1916.

23.00

cent, of the field

quota of men to the Nation's military
and naval forces. Two of the directors and 370 employes have joined the
colors, of whom five have received commissions.
.At the annual meeting of the stockholders held November 19, 1917, the
By-laws were amended by changing the date of the annual meeting from
the third Monday in November to the third Monday in May of each year,
so as to correspond with the change in the fiscal year of the Company,
which as noted in last year's report now ends on December 31st.
The President of tlie United States, through the Secretary of War and
the Director General of Railroads assumed possession, control, operation
and use of your property at 12 o'clock noon on December 28, 1917. It is
confidently expected that Federal Legislation will be promptly enacted

6

1917.

27.00

1917,

1,

of ten years with the privilege of renewal for a like period.
The officers and employes of your Company subscribed to the
Loans of the Government as follows:

'

Maintenance of wav
Maintenance of equipment

for the

_

the greater traffic, the
supplies, and the con-

Maintenance of way expenses, the only primary account showing a
decrease, would also have increased, if the shortage of labor had not seriously interfered with the regular maintenance program.
Depreciation charges were increased $112,139.25, due to an advance in
the rates applied on rolling stock beginning July 1.
The eight-hour law, effective during the entire year, added approximately
§381.250 to the Transportation Expenses.
Notwithstanding the abnormal conditions prevailing in all directions, the
physical condition of your property is excellent and prepared to handle a
maximum business.
The operating ratio increased 5.72 per cent., being 79.32 per cent against
73.60 per cent.
The percentage of each group of operating expenses to operating revenue
for the past five years is as follows:

Year ending

5%

amount expended to date on this account has reached $63,123.08.
On March 1, 1917, your Company withdrew from the New York Central passenger terminal in Buffalo. N. Y.. and began using the passenger
The new
terminal of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western R. R. Co.
agreement entered into is dated March 1. 1917, and extends over a period

Your Company has furnished

cent., or $2,488,772.56 in

a dividend of

received on the $250,000
Company's stock was credited to non-operating income account.
The Interstate Commerce Commission began the valuation of your lines

of this

of

Expenses, as follows:

Maintenance of way
Maintenance of equipment

GENERAL REM.^RKS.
The Ontario Car Ferry Company, Limited, paid
year ending June 30, 1917. The sum of $12,500

Total

EXPENSES.

In

of this

compared

mills as

$217,040.19

sion

Unclaimed wages, etc
Withdrawn from Pension Fund
Discounts on funded debt retired
Profit from purchase and sale of

6,911.74
5,104.50
2,634.01
securities in

Pension Fund

1,011.53

196.98

Sundry items

232,898.95

The average
over

cost per ton per mile

is

3.82 mills,

an increase of

.46 mill

Total

last year.

The average number of revenue tons carried one mile per revenue freight
train mile, excluding the mileage of helping engines, increased 59.17 tons,
being 835.78 tons, against 776.61 tons a year ago.
The average number of revenue tons carried one mile per revenue freight
engine mile, including the mileage of helping engines, increased 48 tons,
being 545 tons against 497 tons.
The average for the past ten years are as follows:
Train Load.

Year Ending
It-NE 30.

1908
1909
1910
1911

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

Six

530
597
638
635
647
710
694
707
786

Preferred stock
(No. 47) 3% on $6,000,000, payable
$180,000.00
February 15, 1917
(No. 48) 3% on $6,000,000, payable

371

August

400
420
430
439
462
454
477
502

Common

15,

1917

180.000.00

stock

(No. 34)

3%

August

15,

on $10,500,000, payable
315,000.00
February 15, 1917
(No. 35) 3% on $10,500,000, payable
1917

315,000.00

$990,000.00
235, 131. 5«

Debt discount extinguished through surplus
1916

792

510

1916
1917

777
836

497
545

The average number of revenue passengers carried one mile per revenue
passenger train mile is 44, being 4 more than last year.
The non-revenue freight traffic, not included in any of the other figures
of this report, is as follows:

Number
Number

DEBIT.
Dividend appropriations of surplus:

Engine L

Months

Ending
December 31,
Year Endinc,
December 31,

$5,633,406.65

of tons
of tons carried one mile

1917.
1,199.571
107,013,042

1916.
1,178,492
104,519,196

Loss on retired road
Miscellaneous debits
Premium on funded debt retired
Loss on securities
Pension Fund

Sundry items
Total

By

[Adv.]

Balance SfKPLUS, December 31, 1917

5,799.65

$6,076.00
71.08
1,086.27

7,233.35

1,238,164.50

$4,395,242.15
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Railway

division ol the Nashville, Chattanuuga & St. I.ouis, was appointed trainmaster on the Tennessee & Coosa branch, effective I'cbruary 1. succecdinR J. W. Tucker, promoted.

Officers

E. W. Fowler, inspector of transportation of the Chicago
Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago, III., has been
appointed superintendent of transportation with general
supervision over transportation matters, efTective March 1.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
H. R. Williams,

\

ice-president of the Chicago,
New York, has resigned.

Milwaukee &

E. K. Scott has been elected assistant secretary of the Kentucky & liuliana Terminal, with office at Louisville, Ky.
J.

Nelson,

P.

in

addition to his duties as valuation engineer
& Ohio, has been appointed real estate

of the Chesapeake
agent, with otVicc at

Richmond, Va.

1869,'

He

attended
Kent u cky University
until 1888 and graduated from Yale University in 1890. He then
entered the law depart18.

ment of the University
Michigan,
taking
post-graduate work in
of

law until 1892.
admitted to the

He was
Illinois

state bar in July of the
same year, and has
since been in the active
practice of law in that
state.
He is a member
of the firm of Winston,

Strawn
cago,

„

& Shaw,
and

is

a

Chi-

mem-

of the board of
directors of the Joliet
Northern Indiana,
the Union Stock Yards & Transit Company of Chicago, the
Chicago River & Indiana, the American Creosoting Company.
the Federal Creosoting Company and the American Tar
Products Company.
He was appointed assistant general
counsel of the Chicago Great Western in 1915 and, in addition to being general counsel of that road now, is also general counsel of the Chicago River & Indiana, while the firm

ber

cu

R. M. Glover, assistant superintendent of the Southern
Pacific lines, at Victoria, Tex., has been transferred to the El
Paso division of the Galveston. Harrisburg
San Antonio,

&

Ralph M. Shaw, whose appointment as general counsel of
the Chicago Great Western, with headquarters at Chicago,
was announced in these columns on February 8, was born in
Paris. Kv., on February

„

M. J. Flanigan, trainmaster on the Chicago, Milwaukee St
Paul at Aberdeen, S. D., has been appointed superintendent of the Dubuque division, with headquarters at Dubuque,
la., succeeding J. W. Stapleton, resigned, effective February IS.
St.

Paul. \Mtli oilioe at

St

483

&

with headquarters at El Paso. Tex., succeeding
died in that city on February 5.
S.

at

J. W. Daniels, superintendent of the Missouri Pacific, with
Rock, Ark., has been transferred to the White
River division, with headquarters at .Aurora. Mo., succeeding
J. F. Russ; T. A. Shea, superintendent at Poplar Bluff, Mo.,
has been transferred to the Arkansas division, with headquarters at Little Rock, succeeding Mr. Daniels; W. C. Morse,
superintendent at Van Buren, .Ark., has been transferred to
the Missouri division, with headquarters at Poplar Bluff, succeeding Mr. Shea; W. F. Kirk, acting superintendent at
Wichita, Kan., has been appointed superintendent of the
Central division, with headquarters at Van Buren, succeeding
Mr. Morse, and M. McKeman has been appointed actin?
superintendent of the Wichita division, with headquarters at
Wichita, succeeding Mr. Kirk.

office at Little

C. E. Green, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Dakota division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, with
headquarters at Estherville, la., was announced in these columns
on February 8, entered
the service of the Chicago,

at

L. Park, first vice-president of the Chicago Great Westwith office at Chicago, 111., will assume the duties of
A. Gordon, general manager, resigned, effective March 1.

D. S. Weir, trainmaster of the Southern Pacific, with office
at Bakcrsfield, Cal., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Portland division, with headquarters at Portland,

William Wilson, promoted.

Tucker, formerly trainmaster on the Tennessee &
Coosa branch of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,
was appointed assistant superintendent of the Chattanooga

W.

1.

July,

York, has been appointed general manager.
Mr. Maguire
formerly served in the same position on this road.
L. Fox, formerly supervisor of the

at

Estherville,

la.,

September. 1892, and
c.

E.

in

in

Green

May jggg ^.^ transferred to Cedar Rapids,
The Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern was taken over
la.
by the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific in 1502, and in October
of that year he was promoted to nicht chief despatcher. From
hicf despatcher at Cedar
March. 1902. to February, 1'
-r, 1912, he was trainRapids; from February.
r.
1912, to March. 1913,
point;
same
master at the
he was train rule examiner at the same headquarters and from
March, 1913, to July. 1917. he was trainmaster of the Iowa diI

;

F. Maguire, assistant to vice-president in charge of operation of the Lehigh Valley, with headquarters at New
J.

W.

In

was transferred to Toronto. S. D.
He was
promoted to despatcher

J. A. Clancy has been appointed trainmaster of the twentyseventh and twenty-eighth districts of the Grand Trunk, with
headquarters at Durand, Mich., vice F. A. Rutherford, promoted.

terminals, effective February

la.

he was promoted
agent at Cazenovia,
Minn.,
where he remained until February,
1892, on which date he

W.

1

Sibley,

to

ern,

(Tenn

St.

1891,

Operating

J.

Milwaukee &

Paul as a telegraph operator at Garner, la., on
July 1, 1885.
He left
the St. Paul in October,
1889. to become operator
for the Burlington. Cedar Rapids & Northern

which he is a member is counsel for the Chicago Junction
Company, the Michigan Central, the Chicago, Indianapolis
& Louisville, the Chicago & Alton and the Canadian Pacific.

Ore., vice

D. Austin,

Burnham, trainmaster of the Southern Pacific, with ofStockton. CaL, has been appointed trainmaster of the
Los .Angeles division, with headquarters at Indio, and C. K.
Redington has been appointed trainmaster of the Stockton division, with headquarters at Stockton, vice Mr. Burnham.
V.

fice

of

J.

W.

who

Western

&

Atlantic

vision.
division,

he was transferred to the Illinois
where he remained until January 20. 1918, on which
promotion, as noted above, became effective. Mr. Green
Cin the latter date

date his
has been in the continuous service of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific for practically 29 years.
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G.

W.

Wildin, general manager of the

Haven & Hartford, with
signed and

office at

New

York,

New

New

duties have been
assistant to president, whose title
liis

Haven, Conn., has reassumed by C. L. Bardo,
is

now

assistant to presi-

dent and general manager, with headquarters at New Haven.
Portraits and sketches of Messrs. Bardo and Wildin were published in the Railway Age Gazette of September 7, 1917, pages
442 and 443

Traffic

A. Benell, commercial agent of the Chicago & Alton,
at Indianapolis, Ind., has resigned to become associated with
the Haines Automobile Company.
J.

was construction engineer

for the street raihvay system at
Colo.
He again returned to the Colorado &
in June, 1910 as resident engineer and was later
promoted to office engineer at construction headquarters.
On April 1, 1912, he was appointed chief engineer of the
Colorado Midland, with headquarters at Colorado Springs,
Colo., and in February, 1914, he was assigned additional
duties as chairman of the valuation committee of the road.
On January IS, 1918, he was again assigned additional duties
as chief engineer of the Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs.

Greeley,

Southern

T. D. Sedwick, acting engineer of tests of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, with headquarters at Chicago, 111., was appointed engineer of tests, with the same headquarters, efifectivc

F.

freight agent of the Missouri
at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been pro-

Kemper, traveling

J.

Pacific, with headquarters
moted to general agent,

McKoy,

at

.\tlanta.

Ga.,

succeeding T. H.

deceased.

G. H. Smitten, assistant traffic manager of the Great
Northern, with office at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed
general traffic manager; H. H. Brown, general freight agent,
with office at St. Paul, has been appointed assistant traffic
manager; P. H. Burnham, assistant general freight agent,
with office at St. Paul, has been appointed general freight
agent, and W. R. Mills, advertising agent, with office at St.
Paul, has been appointed assistant general passenger agent;
all with headquarters at St. Paul, effective February 20.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
D. Miller, assistant division engineer of the Pennsylvania, at Cambridge, Ohio, has been transferred to Toledo,
succeeding Howard O'Brien, resigned, effective February IS.
P.

V. B. Wagner, whose appointment as chief engineer of the
Cripple Creek & Colorado Springs, with office at Colorado
Springs, Colo., was announced in these columns on February
IS, was born at VirNev., on
City,
ginia
He
1879.
April
23,
entered the service of
the Denver, Boulder &
1897,

tober,

as

January

in

Oc-

a

rod-

man and chainman on
the construction of 10
miles of narrow gage
Boulder,
from
track

IS.

W.

C. Davis has been appointed road foreman of engines of
the Shasta division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at
Dunsmuir, Cal., vice R. W. Cuvellier, assigned to other duties;

February

effective

G. A. Blair, whose resignation as assistant freight traffic
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, was anin these columns December 28, 1917. has been appointed traffic manager for Wilson & Co., with office at the
Union Stock Yards, Chicago, effective February 25.

manager
nounced
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Charles Raitt, general foreman of the car department of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, at Richmond, Cal., has
been appointed master mechanic of the Arizona division,
with headquarters at Needles, Cal.. succeeding L. A. Mattimore, deceased, effective February 20.

Railway Officers

in Military Service

F. M. Odena, Jr., mechanical and electrical engineer for
the Chicago Union Station Company. Chicago, 111., has been
commissioned a major in the ordnance department of the

army.
Col. Charles DeLano Hine, who resigned from railroad
service last summer and was placed in command of the 16Sth
Infantry, has been transferred to the transportation department of the U. S. Expeditionary Forces in France.

Horace B. Coburn, assistant superintendent of the third
division of the Union Pacific System, with headquarters at
Walla Walla, Wash., has been commissioned first lieutenant,
engineering corps, U. S. Reserve and is now stationed at

Camp

Lee, Petersburg, Va.

P. M. Benedict, assistant to the president, assistant secretary and assistant treasurer of the Chicago, Burlington &
Quincy, with office at Chicago, has been appointed by the
War Department as assistant district manager of the equipment division of the Signal Corps, United States Army, with
headquarters in the Consumers building, Chicago.
In addition to the list of einployees of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis who have entered military service
published in these columns several weeks ago F. H. Jackson,
stenographer in the office of the master mechanic
Jr.,
at .Atlanta, Ga., has received a commission as second lieutenant in the 43rd Infantry, Camp Pike. Little Rock, Ark.

Ward. He was
employed by the Colorado & Southern from
Colo., to

January,

1899,

Obituary

until

John N. Drake, of

He was instrument man on the con1901.

struction of the
river

city,

secretary and treasurer

Line Railroad Association, died
D. C, on February 22, at the age of 73.

of the Short

Salmon

in

Washington,

extension of the

Oregon
Short
Line
from March to June,
1901.

New York

From June

—

Wagner

to

October, 1901, he was
levelman on preliminary location from Durango, Colo., to
Clifton, .'\riz., on
In November,
the Arizona & Colorado.
1901, he was employed as an instrument man on the Colorado
& Southern and in March, 1903, was promoted to chief draftsman in the office of the chief engineer. He was employed by
the Nevada Northern as a draftsman from January to December, 1907, and was later promoted to resident engineer.
From March to July, 1908, he was draftsman for a locating
party on the Colorado & Southern: from July to Octobsr,
1908, he was draftsman in the chief engineer's office of the
Denver & Rio Grande; from October, 1908 to February,
1909, he was engaged in the general practice of engineering
at Ft. Collins, Colo.; and from March. 190O. to July, 1910, he

Commercial AtJ.\pan's Recoru Year in Foreign Trade.
tache Frank R. Rutter reports from Tokyo under date of January 14 that imports into Japan in 1917 reached a total of $516,343,000, and exports from Japan in that year amounted to $799,098,000. These figures represent a gain over 1916 of 37 per cent
in the case of imports, and 42 per cent in the case of exports
and were the largest

Baltimore

Unhed

in the country's history.

& Ohio Military Map.— A

military

map

oi the

Baltimore & Ohio and
be obtained from passenger and freight representa-

States has been issued by the

copies may
The map shows not only national army
tives of the railroad.
and national guard camps but all regular army increment camps,
reserve officers' training camps, army post? and stations, naval
stations, hospitals, marine barracks, naval training stations and
An index easily locates each camp on
aero training stations.
the map.

niuih

Standardization or Efficiency
Upt)N THOSE

who

Washington

at

arc

attempting

evolve standard equii)meiit rests a tremendous

Equipment must be produced

sibility.

every respect.
as the most

attempt

is

It

that

to operate

is

modem

in

botli

If

an

to build either cars or locomotives cheaply

which

devices

patented

in operation

be only one result

on those
It

who

and

are

—disappointment

the lack of p>ower.

essential

How many

railroads allow their train despatchers to study
by riding over the road regularly on local

their divisions

freight

for

maintenance, there can

in

is

.

Well-Equipped

economics

it

as efficiently

it

we now have.

imxlern equipment that

made

eliminating

by

must be possible

to

respon-

lack of locomotives as

liie

Ihe real work to be done is to modernize the equipment,
improve the .-iiop and engine terminal facilities, and increase
the rating of the power.
If tlie railraods were allowed to
do this we should have a far more efficient transjwrtation
system. This is where the real "record" is to be made.

and a great

stand sponsor for the designs.

would be a national calamity should the equipment

be standardized at the expense of modernization

Train
Despatchers

reflection

and

effi-

and other trains?

Or, rather,

how many require such inspection, and
pay tlie man while he is doing it? This
question, asked by a correspondent in

our last issue, page 442, is hackneyed,
hut important.
It has been asked regularly for 25 years
past, but there is evidence of poor despatching on good
roads which indicates tliat many operating officers still fail
give to the question the correct answer.
Despatchers
with .specially vivid imaginations, and with the necessary
energy and ambition, frequently succeed in doing wonderfully- well with a minimum amount of knowledge concernto

ciency.

The problem

an engineering one and nothing

is

else.

Any

drastic

standardization

equipment

of

be reflected in increased operating expenses.

boomerang to those

who

father

There must be no mistake

is

bound

It

will be a

to

tlie

ly seeing

it.

made

grades, the engines, the men and tlie Iiundred other
which cannot lie realized thoroughly without actualthem with the physical eye; but it is important to
recognize the cold fact that a good many despatchers are
not endowed with such imagination, energy and ambition.
To be assured that the despatcher will do the best thing in
ing

tilings

in standardization!

every train-move
Orders for freiirht cars are being held in abeyance until
Ccmgress has passed the President's railroad bill.
The

needs new freight cars.
It
evident that some sort of
a standard car will be determined
upon. Everything must be done, however, to speed the placing of actual
orders.
The builders were never in better shape to receive orders and any order placed, even at this time, will
not be ready for delivery until midsummer at the best.
There will be a vital need for new cars next fall and
winter.
The standardization committees have had sufficient time with
the assistance of what has previously
been done on the standard car, to formulate definite
plans for the consideration of railway men.
The men who
provide special equipment for the cars must hold themselves in readiness for prompt deliveries.
Let everyone cooperate and urge that the matter be handled with despatch.
country

Be Prepared
to Order
Cars Promptly

is

Adoo

money

improve your shops.
your engine
terminals, to modernize your locomotives and to perfect your shop organization.
You would set
about doing what should have been done years ago, but
for which money was not available.
The experiences of
the past winter have shown, as nothing could have shown,
what the lack of up-to-date facilities has meant. It is not so
Situation

to

is

important to

make sure that he knows
And if there ever was a

time wlien poor despatching was costly and good despatching was vitally necessary, such a time is now.

plainly

Suppose, Mr. Railroad Man, that Mr. McAdoo should say:
"^ou can have no new locomotives this year." What would
vour answer be?
.\fter the first crv
_
Truth About
of "Help!" you would wire Mr. Mc-

The Power

it

his territory with his eyes shut.

for

add

modem

to

facilities to

Among
staffs

the problems which the regional directors

are

now studying

at

Mc.\doo

"^^"
for Traffic

as

it

and

their

the request of Director-General
is

whether freight solicitation

existed under private

management

should continue under government control.
and, if not. tlie changes in
Representatives
methods and organization which should
be made.
In this connection all railroads have licen asked
to prepare lists of their traffic-soliciting offices, both on and off
their lines, with the cost of maintaining them. .-Mthough under
present conditions of abnonnal tonnage and government
operation competition for traffic is a dead letter, it is the opinion of many shippers and railroad officers that traffic representatives perform other services than solicitation which are
indispensable.
They have done invaluable work during the
present period of car shortage by encouraging the heavy
loading of equipment by shippers and the prompt rclea-o of
cars by both shippers and consignees.
They have aiiiu-tid
claims to the satisfaction of both the carriers and their
patrons and have assisted in tracing freight for shippers
and in routing cars in a way to avoid congestion.
It is
pointed out that operating officers are so heavily burdened
with the details of their own work that they cannot be expected to give proper attention to the individual needs of
shippers and consignees. By virtue of their long experience
as intermediaries between the carriers and the shipping public, traffic representatives are best fitted to adjust such cases
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railof misunderstanding and friction as arise between the
roads and their patrons. It is possible that this work can be
under
necessary
carried on by a smaller force of men than was
competitive conditions and that outside agencies representing

common territories may be consolidated advantaThe extent to which tliese changes can be made is
It is
problem which the railways are now studying.

roads in
geously.

the

however, that nothing would do more to create misunderstanding or concentrate criticism against the railroad
administration than the abolition of traffic representatives.
Under competitive conditions one road profited by the mistakes of another and a premium was placed on service to
Under government control criticism will not be
the public.
confined to one line, but will be directed against the whole
Consequently, the need for men to
transportation system.
keep in close touch with the shipping public is even greater
under the present system of railroad operation than in the

clear,

past.

Recent Developments in the
Handling of L. C.

L. Freight

[ORE ATTENTION has been given to the handling of lessthan-car-load freight during the last three or four years
This has
than during any decade previous to that time.
already resulted in a number of interesting developments
and will lead to even more important ones in the near
It has brought to railway men a greater realizafuture.
tion of the inadequacy of present methods and facilities for
the handling of the large tonnages of package freight now
This in turn has provided the incentive
offered to them.
for the investigation of mechanical means for the handling
for the development of multiplebusiness;
of
class
of this
story freight houses to decrease ground rentals; for the confor the interchange of
struction of union transfer -stations
1.
c. 1. freight between roads, etc.
The most elaborate plan for the handling of traffic of
this character which has yet been proposed is that developed
by the American International Terminals Company for the
handling of package freight between Jersey City and New
York, which was described in the Railway Age of March
While adapted directly to conditions existing at that
1.
terminal the more important principles involved in the layout are capable of application at other large stations and

M'

are therefore of general interest.

The most important development in the handling of package freight within recent years has been the motor truck.
While its reception has been relatively slow and there are
still many freight houses in which it can still be applied
to good advantage, it has showTi marked economies in those
places where it has l)een installed and where operating methods have been adapted to its use. It is not surprising, therefore, that this New York terminal contemplates the use of
motor trucks throughout.
The suggestion that receiving stations be established at
various points on Manhattan Island and in Brooklyn for
the collection and distribution of freight for all lines has
much to commend it, particularly in reducing the average
distance of trucking by shippers and in relieving congesat existing stations which is now particularly acute
along the west water front of New York.
The greatest innovation in this plan is the recommendation for the use of motor trucks with removable bodies
for the transfer of the freight between the terminals at Jersey City and the collection and distribution stations in New
York.
This development is in its infancy at the present
time, having lieen used at only a few points, including Cincinnati and Baltimore.
It is showing marked advantages

tion

at those points,

and

it

is,

therefore, not surprising that this

method of transference has been adopted
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in the

New York

plan.
to

These various steps have much to commend themselves
students of package freight transfer, not only in New

York, but in the other large terminals throughout the counThe presentation of plans such as these indicate that
try.
important improvements are to be expected in the handling
of 1. c. 1. freight in the near future.

Comprehensive Water
Treatment Program

AT THE PRESENT TIMEwaterwhcH

railway men are giving intreatment as a means of reducing
the number of engine failures and improving locomotive performance, it is necessary that the}- realize the importance of
treating properly all the water supplied to the locomotives
under consideration, whether this includes one station, an
It has happened too
engine district or an entire division.
frequently that, after a superficial examination of conditions, those stations on the different divisions have been
selected for improvement where the water was most objectionable or the consumption greatest, to the exclusion of
less objectionable but nevertheless unsatisfactory supplies at
While the improvement in the character
adjacent stations.
of the water at these isolated stations may be all that can
be expected and constitutes an important betterment, full relief cannot be secured in this manner.
A survey of water treatment on railroads made several
years ago by the water service committee of the American
Railway Engineering Association disclosed the fact that a
much larger measure of success was experienced in cases
where the water treatment covered an entire division and had
taken due account of all w-aters used on at least one entire
engine district.
The reason for this is simple. Softened
water cannot be used advantageously in boilers containing
appreciable quantities of scale or suspended matter.
This
is demonstrated by the difficulties commonly attending the
initial operation of new' water softening systems, when progressive disintegration of the old scale in the boilers through
the action of the treated water causes foaming and a reopening of scale-closed leaks at first, although these troubles
are readily overcome under a properly considered water treating system as soon as the boilers become free of scale.
This fact points to tlie need of keeping the boilers clean, a
condition which cannot be fulfilled as long as appreciable
quantities of encrusting solids are being introduced into the
boilers at certain water stations, no matter how perfectly the
treatment may be carried out at other points on the same
engine district. This does not necessarily mean that a complete system of treatment must be provided at each water
station, for in some cases the water may be naturally nonencrusting, while at other points a modified form of treatment may be sufficient.
Again some waters carry large
amounts of material in suspension and but little in solution,
so that a filter or settling basin will suffice to produce a satisfactory water.
Each water must be studied as an individual case and the necessary corrective measures applied as
indicated by the investigation, keeping in mind that the
ultimate object is to keep all bad water out of the boilers.
The simplest problem in feed water treatment is encountered with engines in switching and transfer service which
take water from a single source.
Some of the best records
for life of boiler flues have been obtained in the case of
engines of this class, using only the treated water coming
from one terminal water station. In the case of passenger
locomotives also, the problem is relatively simple, for the
provision of good water at terminals and at one or perhaps
two intermediate stations will often be adequate for this
creased attention to
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The most

class of cngiius.

difficult

probkni and the one

is most important is that created by freight
engines taking water at each roadside station and frequently
running over two or more engine districts radiating from

whose solution

one terminal.
It is

Williams on the

Controller

Breakdown

of Railroad Credit

I'l'ULisH on another page a letter written by John
Skelton Williams, controller of the currency, to the

Interstate

Commerce Commission on

November

1.

That

was over four months ago, but the letter is almost as internow as it would have been il it had Keen made
Mr. Williams had already given utterance in
public then.
some
of his views on the railway situation.
the press to
The letter which we are now permitted to publish was
intended only for the eye of the commission and was a much
more complete discussion of the state of railroad credit, its
causes, and the effects it was producing than was contained
in Mr. Williams' public statements.
There has been and will continue to be much discussion
as to why government control of the railways was adopted.
There really were two reasons, one financial, the other

esting reading

which the railways had been
brought has never been more strikingly shown than in ConTlie financial condition to

Williams' letter. He presents statistics demonstrating
had been a shrinkage in the market value of the
stock of 12 leading railways since 1906 of $1,697,000,000.
or 51 per cent.
The general shrinkage of values, of which
the cases of these 12 roads were merely illustrations, had
impaired the investments not only of hundreds of thousands
of individuals, but also of many of the most important
troller

that there

financial and fiducian,- institutions of the country.
Mr.
Willams called attention forcefully to the reduction in the
average rate per ton per mile which had taken place since
1908, at a time when wages and the prices of materials were
greatly increasing.
As he made clear, the collapse of railway
credit was due to a repressive policy of railroad regulation.
which had prevented rates from lieing advanced enough to

A

expenses.

increased
little

to the
sfiecial

ijecause, as he said, there are some things which
government can do which private management cannot
As the existing transportation facilities were being
operated, it had become impossible for the railways, and
especially the Kasteni lines, to handle all of the available
business.
They have continued under government control
to be unable to do so, and it is a safe prediction that unle-s
facilities, and especially those of the Eastern lines, are largely
increased, this condition will last indefinitely.
It is charged
in some quarters that "private management had broken
down."'
On the contrary, private management was moving
more traffic in proportion to the number of nnn employed

control
do.

.mil

amount of

-Mr.

Williams makes clear

month after Mr. Williams wrote his letter
Commerce Commission, that body sent a
to Congress.
Mr. Williams had strongly

over a

Interstate

report

recommended an advance of rates.
The commission said
that no increase of rates it could give would remedy the financial situation of the railways, and
recommended government guarantees to them. Only the certaintj- that the policv'
of guaranteeing the net return of Uie carriers was going to
be adopted has prevented serious furtlier declines of the value
of their securities.
is
well to have the reasons for the
It
financial condition to which the railways had been reduced
before government control was adopted set forth authoritatively at this time by a high government official so well
situated to understand and so competent to present the facts
as is Mr. \\'illiams.
Perhaps it is a good omen that the
man who wTote this letter has since the adoption of government control been made one of the advisors of DirectorGeneral of Railroads McAdoo and placed in charge of the
division of purchases and supplies.
.^s already stated, there was an operating as well as a

facilities

available than
in

his

it

ever did Lefore.

the breakof the credit of the railways was due to the refu.sil of
the regulating authorities to let them make needed advances
letter

that

down

in their rates.

turn,

its

Their failure to provide enough

was due

facilities, in

breakdown of their credit. The
and physical, which made necessary

to the

reasons, both financial

government control go back. then, to the kind of regulation
to which they had been subjected.
Of course, the traffic
which they have been called upon to handle during the war
is not only vastly larger tlian that of a few years ago,
but
has been made abnormally complex by the conditions of war.
But fundamentally, the past and present inability of the
railways to handle all the available business is due to insufficient facilities, and the insufficiency of facilities is dirctlv
traceable

to the fact that for almost 12 years before ilie
of government control they were subjected to a
policy of regulation which was adapted to and did finally

adoption
break

operating.

offset

I'lnuncial
rea.^on tor the adoption of government control.
President Wilson decided that the railways could be more
elYicieiiilx
o])erated under government than under private

the

evident that only limited benefits can be secured from

even the most successful treating plant at one station if the
others from which an engine also takes water are supplying
Therefore rather
untreated water of objectionable tiuality.
than selecting the worst points on several divisions for attention, tlie best results can be secured by concentrating attention on one district or division at a time and the greatest
rfturn> for the expenditure can only be secured in this way.
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down

their credit.

The

Interstate Commerce Commission has not yet decided
the case involving advances in rates which called forth tliis
letter of the controller of the currency regarding the condition
of railroad credit.
It will be interesting to sec when the
decision is rendered whether the developments of the last

few months have had any influence on the commission's views
regarding the way in which rates should be regulated.

Standard Locomotive Repairs
Tiii-.KE .\RE M.ANY oBjEfTioNS to the adoption of universal
rigid efjuipment standards which have received considerable attention since the investigation of tlie standanii/ation
of cars and locomotives has been in progress at Washington.
Little has been said, however, about the relation of the locomotive standardization plan to the maintenance department.
This is a matter which should be given careful v.
especially when considering the adoption of standard
•

locomotives under present conditions.
There are maiM ;,.-.roads, including most of those now of the greatest importance to the nation, which have been slowly developing their
own standards of locomotive construction for many \ears.
The purpose has been to develop interchangeahility in order
that the stock of spare parts and material may be kept at a
minimum and that the.«e parts may be made on a manufacturing basis. As the details and, to some extent, the classes
of locomotives, have become standardized, special shop
ec|uipment has been provided to make possible the economical

centralized production of the finished parf^ necdeii in
Patterns for a large num-

the maintenance of the power.

ber of castings have been made applicable to several classes
of engines, turret lathes, and in some cases, automatic
machines have been provided for the quantit>- manufacture
of motion work pins; jigs, templates and flanging forms
have been designed for the performance of standard ofiera-
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tions; the sizes

and tapers of

bolts

have been standardized

and reamers may be supplied
reto all repair points on a system and repair practices
To impose an entirely new
tained under effective control.
design of locomotive upon the maintenance departments,
differing in all respects from the local standards evolved on
each road, would at any time result in considerable disorganization and loss of efhciency in the operation of shops.
There are already many extraordinary difficulties to be
overcome in order to keep up the output of locomotive reUnder these conditions, when a national crisis
pair shops.
demands the utmost from these organizations, the wisdpm
of throwing such an additional burden of disorganization
in order that standard drills

upon the n^iintenance departments

The

is

very doubtful.

Shepherdsville Collision

IXSPECTOR BELNAP reports the Shepherdsville colliDecember 20 as due to the negligence of (1) the
leading train, No. 41; (2) the following train (No. 7),
and (1) the operating officers of the company. The language in which he sets forth this conclusion is quoted on
The failure of the flagman of No. 41 must
another page.
include his failure to use fusees, though the report has
If trains are to be
nothing special to say on this point.

CHIEF

sion of

spaced bv time alone the use of fusees (or torpedoes) is
always an essential element, for the distances between statake, in
tions, and the length of time which the flagman may
any given case, to get back with his red flag or lantern,
are so variable that they can never be fully provided for
in any general rule; and' a general rule is our only protection, for no flagman can be expected to know enough of the
circumstances of any particular case to be able to exercise
To get along by the exercise of indihis own judgment.
vidual judgment is an experiment that was tried for half
In place of
a century and had to be admitted a failure.
that expedient, the only practicable recourse, aside from the
Fusees, however, bespace interval, is the use of fusees.
sides being costly, introduce new difficulties; so that, in the

of extended and varied experience, it is not very
strange that they afforded no protection in this case.
As to flagging per se (excluding the question of fusees),
it may be said that if the flagging rule ever fails, this was

light

one of the occasions where failure would be liable to occur.
The train had station work to do, making it easy to be
careless in counting minutes; the following train, No. 7,
had a clear view for more than a mile and had the warning
of two good red lights on the rear car of No. 41; and it
was running under a rule requiring the speed of the train
to be kept under control so that it could be stopped within
However,
the very short distance of six hundred feet.
though the conductor and the flagman of No. 41 violated
plain rules, it is impossible (unless one had been acquainted
with the men. their personalities and their records), to discuss their failure any farther, for they have paid the extreme penalty for their negligence, and their mental procThese men
esses on that fateful evening are a sealed book.
took a risk which, no doubt, seemed to them small, but
which proved to be great. The country-wide accident records of the Interstate Commerce Commission would show,
no doubt, numerous other cases, quite similar, within the
same month.
Engineman Wolfenberger's negligence is characterized as
To many railroad officers this
a "material contribution."
will look like an inversion of the true relation; his dereliction will be classed as the chief immediate cause of the
collision.
His testimony as to speeds, and as to when he
first saw the train-order signal: when he whistled, when
he applied brakes and to what extent, and the testimony
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of other persons on these points, are subject to a good deal
of doubt as to their accuracy; but it is difficult to believe
that if both the engineman and the fireman had been keeping
a good lookout they would not have seen the two red tail
lights of the train ahead.

To

take no special pains to reduce speed, or to see the
in the color of the train-order signal was, evidently,
habitual; and the omission of the engineman and the fireman to confirm each other's reading of fixed signals was

change

only habitual, but was approved by their superiors.
of the highest grade employ this monitorship
habitually; and 'they appreciate its value, whether it is required by the superintendent or not.
The company's responsibility is put third; but the public
The officers of the state or
will be likely to put it first.
federal government would necessarily look first to the company, as they have no way of dealing directly with enginemen, conductors or flagmen except by criminal prosecutions.
Probably if there were more criminal prosecutions of employees who cause people to be killed by violating the rules
of safe operation, the number of bad accidents would be reduced but our public officials and juries seem incurably
reluctant to apply the law of manslaughter in such cases.
The astonishing thing about this collision is that a prominent road, which is reasonably prosperous, and which has
introduced automatic block signals on hundreds of miles of
its lines, should be operating a section of its most important
main line with no .space interval at all! The management
of the Louisville & Nashville has many characteristics of
enterprise and has spent millions of money for safety; yet
here neglected a lesson which has been displayed on the
railroad screen, in giant letters, under the brightest light,
for the last thirty years.
The daily papers, as a matter of
course, at once turned their heaviest guns on the wooden
coach, ignoring the impossible problems which face the railroad manager who would introduce steel cars throughout his
lines at a single stroke
or even in five years; but the railroad manager cannot ignore the fundamental principle that,
in the matter of collisions, it is his duty to prevent them, not
merely to mitigate their effects.
The company's statement said that the line was operated
under the standard rules of the American Railway Association; but that declaration has little meaning, for ever}'one
acquainted with the Standard Code knows that innumerable safeguards necessary in train operation are covered by
the rules only in the most vague and general way.
The
code is no more a guarantee of safety than is cold water in
the boiler a guarantee that the engineman will ever start his
train.
The company might have added, with truth, that
so far as concerns clear and forceful language, lucid arrangement of subjects, and careful attention to a thousand
details, its own code of rules is one of the best in the country; but the rules for train operation are nothing but a
skeleton at best.
This was a case where the time interval
system was of no value except as it was supplemented by
flags, torpedoes and fusees.
That the road should report the block system as in effect
when in fact it was not, and repeat the declaration year
not

Enginemen

;

—

The existence of train-order signals at the stations of the Louisville & Nashville, with operators in attendance, made it possible to operate the block system
after year, is inexplicable.

at any time; but a rule that is suspended completely and permanently can hardly be called a live rule.
But if no block system had ever been invented, the explanation offered by the road would still be grossly inadequate.
Whether or not there had been proper inspection
to test the intelligence and fidelity of flagmen and conductors in protecting the rear of trains is a point on which Mr.
Belnap's report has nothing to say; but whether this was
done and proved ineffective, or was neglected because these
men had never got into serious trouble, is perhaps only an

March

8,
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In .my iviiii a ilistussion ol this
aiadcinic ijuotioii now.
|H)iiit could only ^o over old ground.

Jhe

question whether there had been insjiection to see
that enginenu-n properly heeded the rule requirin}; them to
slacken speed for the purpose of seeing the operation of
every train-order signal is already answered, in the negative,
by the admission of the engineman, before the Kentucky
commission, that motionless signals were accepted by enginemen, habitually. Indeed, the fact that fast trains could not
obey the rule in times of fog without losing time, seriously,
gives ground for the conclusion that the neglect of this rule

in the second place have left a rate
structure that is quite illogical.
With the government as the
recipient of any surplus over its guarantees there is an op-

portunity to go at this rate structure in an oijen-mindcd,
broad way that ought to work great gfxxl to the industries
of the country as well as to the consumers.
To use this
large opportunity, however, as means of taxation, would be
a serious blunder.

Reforms

must have been well known.

The

company

railroad

will,

no doubt, take the government's

advice to put the block system in operation on this section of
The public will be interested to see whether that
its road.
system is better enforced than was the old system.
It un-

doubtedly will be, for when the management of the Louisville
& Nashville does apply itself to doing a job particularly well
it alwavs succeeds in doinc it well.
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Coniimrie Comn)is~ii.n

in

Passenger Service

Gu\ERNAiENT CONTROL

is beginning to effect some important reforms in railway passenger service which the
Railway Age has been advocating for years, but which it
was impracticable to secure while the imrestricted competition required by law prevailed in the railroad business.
This paper has called attention many times to tlie waste-

ful duplication of passenger train

service between cities in

parts of the United States.
One of the examples on
which we have often commented has been the service between Chicago and St. Louis. Four railways operating between tliese cities have run IS trains a day from Chicago to
.St. Louis and the same number from St. Louis to Chicago.
The trains on the different roads have departed and arrived
all

Railroad Rates as a
Tiih

Ni.\\

VnkK Ikiiunk

Means

tiliiorially

of

Taxation

commends

to the con-

sideration of Congress a plan for increasing freight rates

an extent (the Tribune suggests 100 per cent increase)
which would yield the government a large surplus over and
The Tribune says:
above its guarantee to tlie companies.
"Xo form of ta.xation yet devised could reach all of the people
tax
country
more
surely
than
on freight." The
of the
a
Tribune's proposed increase of rates is to be solely as a war
measure and solely for the duration of the war. The Tribune
apparently forgets that there is now a ta.x both on freight and
The proposal to increase
on passengers as a war measure.
freight rates as a tax is, we believe, founded on unsound
principles and it is open to the greatest dangers both economito

and politically.
The Railway Age has already advocated the establishment
of rates which will furnish net operating income ample to
meet the government's guarantees. Every commercial product
as well as every product of mines, agriculture and forests has
t\vo primary measures of value: one, its inherent qualities;
cally

its relative geographical position.
The factory, the
mine, the farm or the lumbering camp produce
manufacture
the inherent quality of the subject. Transportation produces
manufactures the other element of value relative geographical position.
In modern life only a fraction of the
products of factory, mine, farm or forest are consumed where
produced.
To all the rest must be added transportation.
Transportation is therefore in the nature of a part of the
process of production; it is that part of the process which
produces geographical position.
Geographical position is as
necessary an clement in consumability as are the inherent

the other,

—
—

—

—
—

qualities of the article itself.
It if

a fundamental economic mistake to put a tax on pro-

Such a tax is essentially different from a tax on
from production.
One tends to restrict production,
the other to the adoption of economics in production.
Just
the minute you begin to use railroad rates as a part of the
taxing power of the federal government you will get the railduction.
profits

roads into politics in the same way that the tariff question
has been in politics.
The equitable freight rate is a fine

blend of

tlie value of the service with the cost of the service.
true that if you adopt as a guiding principle the rule
that the government must at least receive net operating income
It

is

sufficient to

meet

railway guarantees, you lay stress on the
it should be.
Now is the opportunitv- of more than a generation to readjust the rate fabric of this country.
Competition in the first
place and a shortsightedness on the part of the Interstate
its

cost of service; but this is as

same time. In consequence,
although there were 15 trains, there were only five times in
the day when a passenger could leave Chicago for St. Louis.
We have repeatedly remarked that if, in such cases as this
at destination at practically the

the number of trains was reduced and they were so spaced
as to leave at different times, a large economy would be
gained, and at the same time tlie service rendered to the
public would be improved.

\ reform in the Chicago-St. Louis service is now to be
made. The number of trains is to be reduced from IS to 9,
and
.An

tliey

are to leave at eight different times in the day.

article giving the

in this issue.

the

Under

improvement

new schedule is published elsewhere
new schedule, a large economy and

the

which long have been pracbe attained. There are many other cities
in the country the passenger service between which is susceptible of similar reform, and it is understood that like
action regarding the service between these other places is
to be taken by the railroad administration.
It is to be regretted that changes along this line had to be deferred until
government control was adopted, but the man.igements of
the raihvays should not on tliis account be too severely criticized.
The law has required them to compete, and duplication of passenger ser\'ice has been a result of law-enforced
in the ser%'ice

ticable, will both

competition.
.\nother reform which this paper has advocated for years
has been the consolidation of the ticket offices of the railin the various cities.
The multiplicity of city ticket
like the duplication of passenger service, has afforded an opportunity to effect reforms which would save
the railways money, and at tlie same time promote the convenience of the public. Under the system under which each
railway has had its own ticket office, if a traveler wi-hed

ways

offices,

go from Chicago

example, and could not
one road, he had to eo to the
ticket office of some other road, which might be a considerable distance away.
With a consolidated ticket office, if
he could not get sleeping car space on one railwav he could
•'
without leaving the office buy
railway.
The St. Louis lineto

to St. Paul, for

get sleeping car .space on

-

ticket offices so as to effect sn'

=ame time promote

:

.j

convenience of the pulilic.
Since
jovcmment control has been adopted it has been derided
to con.solidate the ticket offices in Wa.shington: and it is
understood that this is a forerunner of similar action in
tlie
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other

The

cities.

in the past

offices

reason for the multiplication of ticket
has been the same as the reason for the

duplication of pas.'rcnger train service.

Another reform in passenger service which government
control probably will soon accomplish will be the abolition
of the indiscriminate and wholesale reservation of space on
Our railways in the past have given passensleeping cars.
gers the privilege of making as many reservations as they
have pleased, at as many times as they have pleased. This
privilege has been grossly abused, and its abuse has cost

and the Pullman Company millions of dollars
Whenever people, especially in the large cities, have
thought that they might want to make a trip they have reThe railways have had to put
served sleeping car space.
enough cars in their trains to accommodate all making reA large number of those who have made the
servations.
reservations and who have later decided not to make the
the rai1wa\s

a year.

reservatrips thev contemplated, have either canceled the
trains
tions a short time before the hours of departure of the
In consequence, all over
or have not canceled them at all.

been
the country the railways have run cars which have not
properly loaded. The' remedy for the abuse of the reservation privilege is to require passengers when they make reservations to pay cash for their railway and sleeping car

Of course, if they do not make the trips they contemplate their money will have to be refunded but when
people are required to pay cash for reservations the number
of them made will be greatly curtailed and the number of
cars run half-loaded will 1)e correspondingly reduced.
There are various other reforms in the handling of passenger Ijusiness which long have Ijeen needed and which
can be made in such a way as to save money for the railways and at the same time not materially inconvenience the

tickets.

public.

many

It

is

them

of

be hoped that under government control
will be so completely accomplished that the

to

old abuses will not be revived after government control
terminated.

is

Pennsylvania Railroad Company
INXRE.4SE IX THE TOXX.AGE of freight handled was
not apparently the primary cause of the unprecedented
strain which was put on the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1917.
TransportaIt is hard to overstate the extent of this strain.
the out-of-pocket cost of actually moving
tion e.xpenses

THE

—

—

increased by $24,540,000 and
passengers
This is an increase of 31
There was congestion and delays to ordinary
freight and passenger trains, such as had never before been
experienced, and yet the total tonnage of freight carried in
1917 amounted to 169,647,000 tons, an increase of only
freight

and

totaled 5104.935.000 in 1917.

per

cent.

3.402,000 or 2.05 per cent. It is true that the average haul
of each ton of freight was somewhat longer so that the total
ton mileage amounted to 27,791,000,000, an increase of 3.06
per cent over the ton mileage of the previous year. It is also
true that there was a tremendous increase in passenger busiThe number of passengers carried one mile totaled
ness.
2,524,000.000, an increase over the previous year of 16.39
per cent; but as a matter of fact, by curtailing regular passenger service, the Penn.sylvania was enabled almoist to offset
Passenger train
the mileage made by special troop trains.
mileage totaled 31,759,000, an increase of only 2.61 per cent
over the previous year.
To adequately understand these figures and to get some
conception of the burden put on the management and employees and the heroic efforts which were put forth to carry
this burden, it is necessary to describe briefly the situation at
the beginning of the calendar year, 1917.
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The I'enns}ivania Railroad directly operates 4,541 miles.
The main line runs from New York via Philadelphia through
Branching out from this main
Harrisburg to Pittsburgh.
a network of lines connecting the principal traffic
far south as Baltimore, Md., and north to
Wilkes-Barre, Pa., Rochester and Buffalo, New York, and
Erie, Pa.; thus the Pennsylvania Railroad .serves the great
manufacturing, industrial and commercial center of the

line, are

centers

as

United States.
Notwithstanding the fact that huge sums have been spent
each year for many years on additions and betterments and
these sums have been expended with keen foresight as to
the trend of the developments of traffic, the physical plant at
the end of 1916 was being operated within a very small percentage of its full capacity. This could be said of no other
It is hardly necesrailroad of the size of the Pennsylvania.
sary to cite even the most impressive of the great undertakings
completed
in
recent
years, in the
Pennsylvania
has
which the
attempt to keep its railroad up to the requirements placed
on it. The New York extension, costing over $100,000,000,
and the double track low-grade line from Harrisburg to
Philadelphia, costing as it did $40,000,000 and being an
addition to a four-track line already existing between these
On an average $30,000,000
two cities, are two examples.
a vear was expended for fifteen years for additional terminal
and yard facilities. The credit of the company was used to
If the
the full extent that it was considered safe to use it.
profits which the compan}- had been making had provided
a better credit far greater facilities would have been provided.
The fact was recognized that although a very large
amount was being expended for such purposes it was not as
much as should )je spent. The road had reached the point
of saturation by the end of 1916.
There is another feature which must be borne in mind.

The

organization, by which is meant the officers and employees of the Pennsylvania, is unique.
The aim of the
development of this organization has been to take in young
men, to train them carefully and fully, to treat them so well
as to insure their remaining with the company and to operate
the property along scientific lines which require skill and
long practice to understand and eft'ectively to carry out. The
piece of machinery is so huge, its complicated parts fit one
within another so intricately, that the loss of a single part
is liable to cause endless confusion.
W. W. Atterbur}', vice-president in charge of operation,
was in Septemljer appointed director general of transportation for the United States in France and later was made
brigadier-general.
More than 11,000 officers and employees
of the Pennsylvania entered the service of the United States.
Through death, the Pennsylvania lost Simon C. Long, general manager, George W. Creighton, general superintendent of
the Eastern Pennsylvania Grand division, George W. Boyd,
passenger traffic manager, and Robert H. Large, coal traffic
It is not that younger men had not been trained to
replace and do the work of Mr. Atterbury and of the executive officers who died, but was rather the combination of all
the circumstances, the loss of Mr. Atterbury's services, loss of
the trained services of 11,000 others who went into the war

manager.

service, unprecedented passenger service demands, and what
has not heretofore been mentioned, but what is of the very
greatest importance, the mass of preference orders from the
government, many of them at times contradictory, and a
hopeles.sly confusing change in the ordinary channels of
traffic,
.^t one time 85 per cent of the total freight traffic
was subject to preference orders. Moreover, 177,000 new
men were hired in 1917. This is at least four times the
number of men that had been taken on new in any previous

year.

Is it any wonder that there was conges^tion and
greatly increased expen!=e on a road 4,500 miles long that
was trying to do a freight business alone exceeding over 60

Marcn
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per ctiu ul tlic coiiil)incil .miiual ton mileage before tlic w.ir
of all the railroads of Great Hritaiii and l-'rante.
Notwithstanding all the extraordinary diftkulties, the aver-

age trainload in 1917 wai S72 tons; an increase of 62 tons
The average loading per loaded car
over the previous year.
was j2 17 tons; an ini.rea>e of 2.94 tons. This is an achievement wliiih every I'eirns) Ivania man may well be jiroud of.
Ihe total operating revenues in 1917 amounted to $255,9J0,0OO, an increase of ^24,sl5,000 over the previous year.
Total operating expenses amounted to $200,588,000, an inAfter paying largely increased ta.xes
crease of $34,424,000.

and increased

interest charges, there

was $39,282,000

avail-

This was less by $12,995,000 than the
end of 1916. Regular dividends of
per cent called for $29,951,000 and sinking funds called
The remaining $7,000,000
for a little over $2,000,000 more.
the Pennsylvania appropriated toward the quarterly dividend
which was paid February 28, 1918.
During 1917 $25,579,000 was spent for additions and betterments and $8,494,000 for additional equipment.
Of the
able for dividends.

amount available

at the

and u half million dollars spent

twenty- live

for additions to

terminal facilities, additional track, etc., less than half,
probably, was spent on improvements which were actually
available during any part of the year 1917.
For instance,

was spent for the purchase of property for
and for right of way.
Ihe taking over of the operation and assets and liabilities
of the Pennsylvania Company, which operates the southwest
system of the Pennsylvania Lines West and controls their
stock ownership, and the other Pennsylvania Lines West, has
been previously commented on in these columns. The figures,
of course, in these comments do not include any of the Penn$11,555,000

terminal facilities

sylvania Lines West.

The Pennsylvania has acquired

al-

of the minority stock of the Long Island and now
owns 99.16 per cent of all of the stock of that company.
At the end of the year the Penn.sylvania had on hand

most

all

$17,7o4,000 cash, an increase of $3,686,000: but no time
and deposits which latter, at the end of 1916, amounted

drafts

Loans and bills pavable amounted to
to $48. w 4,000.
$14,317,000, a decrease of S21.688,000'.
During the year
company sold S60.000.000 general mortgage Ayi per
cent bonds, charging to profit and loss $3,266,000 discount.
the

It was from the proceeds of these bonds that the company
paid off the loans and bills payable as noted abovc^
the
principal payment being $20,000,000 of
per cent notes
and also paid for the new equipment and additions to
road, terminal facilities, etc.. previously mentioned.
There
are available $21,000,000 additional general mortgage bonds
which have previously been authorized by the stockholders,
and the stockholders are now asking to authorize an additional 575.000,000 of these bonds so as to make a total of
596,000,000 of bonds which the directors can sell on such
terms as are possible.

4K

—

The

table

—

below shows the principal figures for 1917 and

1916:
1917
.\veraRc mileage operated
Freight revenue

Tnwnger revenue
Toll!

operating revenue
Mainienanee of way and structures
M.iintrnance of equipment

Traffic

expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
GroM income
Net income
Sinking Funds
nividends

4.541

$176,927,084
52.938,945
255.093,495
29,610.653
52,612,430
2.850.787
104,934,728
6.409,932
200,588,086
10.199.823
44.264,408
65.983.652
39.281,585
2.187.027
29.951.099

-Vr'rr.ip-iations for additions
.\.|. I.

linns

md

.Vprr'ipri.iiins

^'"rli's

and betterments...
betterments to branch lines
for 1918 diWdends

1916
4.536
$164,226,792
44.907,476
230,278,533
28.819,322
45,805.126
2,534,360
80,394,313
5,509.430
166.164,582
9.022,399
55,056.012
78.220.874
52.276,504
2.138.959
29.952.253
9.214.925
3.713.786

7.143,459
7,256.582

;'ii

Letters to the Editor
lllllUIHMtlUIUiMn

The Labor

Situation and
Effect

Upon

Its

Clerical Forces
Uamvillc, Kv.

To THE Fdhok:

While the writer, like practically all other railroad office
men, holds the opinion that he is not being paid as much
for his services as they are worth, he desires to have it understood that this communication is not written with a selfish
motive, and that it is not to be taken in the light of a class
protest.
The writer is a railroad clerk and has been for ten
or more years, but he has been for some time in charge of an
in which a number of clerks are employed.
He lias
had some experience in employing and handling clerical
forces, and therefore feels qualified to sound a warning regarding the present situation, and the probable future situation under existing conditions, witJi particular reference to
office

the quality of labor available for clerical positions.

He

will

endeavor to place himself in the position of an employer of
clerks, which, in fact, he is, as he not only employs them but
is responsible for the work which they do, or do not do.
In the first place, there seems to be a disposition on the
part of officers who handle labor matters in general, such as
rates of pay, hours of service, and working conditions, to consider clerical labor hardly worth the same serious consideration that is given train and enginemen, shop forces, and the
employees in the maintenance of way department. The idea
seems to be that clerks do not produce anything, that their
work does not, except in an indirect way, affect operation:
easy and no especial intelligence is required to
therefore, that the heads of the offices should
continue to keep an effective force at the same old
rates or at very slightly increased rates.
As a matter of fact, under the present conditions, the clerical labor situation deserves very serious attention if railroad
that

is

it

handle
be able

it,

and

to

offices are to

place,

and

some

meet the demands made upon them.

In the

first

classes of clerks, such as yard clerks, bill clerks

do affect operation as vitally as telegraph
In the second place, the requirements of the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the increased demand for
accuracy in records of all kinds, call for a very much higher
degree of intelligence in accounting and in the various other
classes of office work tlian when railroad office salaries were
high in comparison with the salaries paid for similar classes
Under tlie old conditions exof service in other industries.
station forces,

operators.

was available from which office men could
But the quality of the material available for this
class of work has been steadily deteriorating for several years,
until at present, the head of the average railroad office is
hard put to maintain an organization with which he can turn
out work which will not kcvp him in hot water contincellent material

be drawn.

ually.

The standard of education is ver>- much lower in the manow available: initiative, judgment and loyalty are so

terial

and it is next to impossible to build
organization and to maintain it.
Girls and women have been and are being used to fill the
gaps in many offices, and it may be said of them that in some
rare as to cause surprise,

up an

efficient

cases they

fill

them

well.

Female clerks are as good,

if

not

than male clerks in some positions, but they arc not
always suitable for use as bill clerks in the yard offices, and
better,

some of the agencies and division offices. The
working conditions in these offices are not favorable for the
for use in
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retention of

women

of the class likely to be efficient

and

likely

have the necessary education.

to

The

present situation, then, is that the standard of the
office forces continues to be raised, and the
quality of the labor available to handle the work continues
The
What
is the cause of this condition?
deteriorate.
to

work required of

—two

words

answer

—

salary,

opportunity.

The remedy,

in

Anthe opinion of the writer, lies in the same two words.
More expense? No, not a general
other general increase?
increase, a little

more expense probably, but not much, noth-

ing like so much as it looks at first glance.
The trouble lies in the metliod of organization. Clerical
workers cannot be handled like shopmen, operators, or train-

men: they should not receive class rates. The men we need
for office work do not fit in with that kind of an organization.
Office work is not, strictly speaking, a trade or a profession.
With the class of men we want it is simply a means to an
end. This class of men take up office work for the experience
it gives which will fit them for the more or less important
official positions

They

on the railroad or in other business.

want promotion to executive positions, they want to get somewhere the class we need and want, understand, not the class

—

we

are getting.

Clerks, or the class we need for the office work now required, are not trades-union men, they are not of the type that
takes kindly to trades-union principles; they are, and if we
are to get the class of service we want, they must be of the
They would never be content to serve an
executive t>-pe.

apprenticeship at the less important desks and then be satisfied to settle down as mere clerks for the balance of their
lives.
A different order of intelligence is required for clerical
positions; they must offer advancement and encouragement.
The men must see themselves a little further along each year,
If they are satisfied
or at least see prospects of promotion.
without this they are not of the best type for office men.
Under the present method of organization, which is more
or less common to the railroads of the country, there are too
many positions that pay practically the same salaries $60,

—

of one division office in which
there are five $75 jobs in the timekeeping and personal record
department. The men on these jobs are good men in their

$65 or $75.

The

writer

knows

way, but not one of them has been in that office longer than
one year and the timekeeping force is constantly changing.
\^'he'n some one steals the chief timekeeper the office head
has to steal another from some other road where the rate is
lower.

How much

better would be an organization, the total salwhich would represent practically the same outlay,
with the clerical compensations graduated so that the new man
The
received $65, the next $70, then $75, $80 and $85.
work could be arranged so that the importance and the responsibility of men would increase with the rates of pay and
promotions would follow as vacancies occurred. The $8S-man,
having been through the whole mill, would be the logical man
for his chief's job when the chief stepped up, and the quality
of service given by the whole organization would be very
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and sliould not end there. Men of the stamp that a good
system of advancement would attract and develop would
make good officials in some positions, if they were permitted
to get some outside experience as they went along.
Send
them out regularly to look up something concerning the work
on which they are engaged at the desk. Have them go with
the division officials occasionally on their various trips of
inspection.
Let them see both sides of the work and become
familiar with the actual conditions about which they write
and which they record.
Each office man should make periodical trips over the division and over other divisions, under the supervision of field
men who will explain matters from the field man's point of
view. Under this arrangement the interest in the work would
increase greatly. The men would know what they are writing
about. There would be fewer foolish letters, and by the time
a man reached the chief clerk's desk, he could, with a few
week's coaching, make a valuable man in many of the minor
official positions, having gained by experience a fairly good
Office men are quite
grasp of both theory and practice.
generally promoted to official positions in the freight and passenger traffic departments, and these departments get good
men. The same could be done in the operating department if
the rudiments of the outside work were taught during a term
of several years, as suggested above.

The same system of graduated salaries, suggested above,
could be worked out even in the great billing offices in the
cities, for though the work cannot be so easily divided as to
importance and responsibility, it caii be graded to some extent.
With the possibility of a gradual promotion and increase in compensation before them, a much more intelligent
class of men could be secured for these positions.
Unionism would be a highly undesirable thing in the offices, both from the standpoint of the railroad and from that
of the men, but office men are being driven towards it.
The
average clerk does not want it, and if he can see fair prospects without it he won't have it. But there is imminent danger that it will come to a real union, as strong as the telegraphers, or the trainmen, under the present conditions, and
with the union a much poorer quality of work will be turned
out.
Or if, as is possible, we avoid the union because the
men with spirit enough to form one seek employment elsewhere, we shall in time be forced to do work that sliould be
handled by men of keen intelligence, with spiritless drudges,
rejects and failures, and the word "clerk" will deserve the
more or less good-humored contempt which is already beginning to be attached to it.
Chief Clerk.

aries of

much higher.
The graduated wage

scale is the ideal for office work, and
and comparatively inflexible path

there should be a definite

of promotion. Thus ambition would be kept alive, the mind
kept active and broadened by reaching ahead for the details
where
of the ne-xtjob. and the new man would be broken in
he could do the least damage on the job of the least imTrue, there would be some little disorder when
portance.
everybody moved ahead, but this would not be serious. As
all vvould be more than fairly familiar with their new duties,
the organization would work down to the usual or perhaps

—

—

greater efficiency in a few days, and every one would feel that
he was getting somewhere.
The opportunity for promotion need not end in the office

—

Mexican War Tanks. A large Mexican oil company
all of its tank cars for repairing.
In search of three cars which had been side-tracked in the
territory formerly dominated by Villa, a party representing
the company espied what appeared to be "British armored
tanks."
On investigation, it was found that the Mexicans
had drilled three holes in each side of the cars and had
It was so furnished
installed six machine guns in each.
that eight men could comfortably be seated and entrance
the
was made through an opening at
front of the car.
during each year assembles

—

Europe's Free Ports. In the free ports of continental
Europe merchants can ship goods through a free port either
by arranging with a shipping company, whose vessels call at
the free port, to have the goods shipped to their destination
or through bill of lading; or shipped to the free port on
option bill of lading which allows the merchant to defer his
choice or settlement of the destination of goods until they
have arrived at the free port. Merchants may also. forward
goods from domestic or foreign points to the free port for
.storage,
tic

or

and afterwards order them reshipped to any domes-

foreign point.

ComtUliie the West 300ft.

Sp:

Elevated Terminal Connection at Kansas City
Long Two-Track Steel Viaduct and
Heavy Double-Deck Bridge of Unique Design

Project Involves a

KANSAS CITY TERMINAL RAILWAY
expending about
THE$4,500,000
constructing an approach
Union

aijout b\' the congested condition of the

is

station for the use of certain railways entering the
from the west which involves a double track elevated
railway several miles in length across the bottoms of the

city

Kansas river
It

Kansas

in

City, Mo.,

and Kansas

City, Kan.,

also includes a double-deck railway bridge over the

Kansas

alone of no ordinary proportions which embodies a number of novel features of desim and construeriver, a project
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Elevated Line Across the Kansas River

Bottoms
tion.

Union

This

is

the latest important step in the Kansas City

The work has been in progress since
and its completion in 1918 will effect a
marked improvement in the facilities for both freight and
station project.

October,

passenger

1916,

traffic in

the district immediately west of the sta-

tion.

The Union

station, as well as

to the

in

station project at

Kansas City was brought

a

approaches to the old
by the inadequacy of the station facilities.

Because of this fact the selection of a site for the new stamore than a mile from the old one left
number of the railroads without adequate means of access.
Consequently the conclusion of the agreement between the
several roads was largely contingent upon the formulation of
satisfactory plans for adequate approaches to tlie station for
all of the roads concerned.
These plans embodied the West
Bluff connection for the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, the
Wabash and the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, Chicago
line, extending south from the Hannibal bridge past the old
Union depot. It also provided for the reduction of grades
tion at a distance of

a

and the four-tracking of the main line of the Kansas City
Belt Railway to afford ample approach from the east for the
Chicago & Alton, the Missouri Pacific, the Atchison, Topcka
&: Santa Fe, the Rock Island's St. Louis line, the St. LouisSan Francisco and the Kansas City Southern. A third provision was for an elevated railway- to afford approach over
the industrial district occupying the bottoms on both sides
of tlie Kansas river between the bluffs of Kansas City, Mo.,
and Kansas Cit)', Kan., for the trains of the Union Pacific,
the Chicago Great Western, the Nebraska and northern
Kansas lines of the Missouri Pacific, and the western lines
of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific which enter Kansas
City over the Union Pacific tracks.
The first two improvements were carried on simultaneously
with the construction of the station but the building of this
"High Line" was delayed. Consequently
when the new station was opened the four railroads were
compelled to seek temporary entrance to the station until
such time as the approaches agreed upon would l>e ready.
The Union Pacific and the Rock Island have h»een entering
the new station via the tracks of the Kansas Cit>- Terminal
from the Kansas side of the Kansas river, crossing that
stream near the Santa Fe's western connection.
The Mis.=curi Pacific and the Chicago Great \\'estem. which uses the
tracks of the former from Leavenworth, Kan., now enter the
station from Kansas City, Kan., by a route that crosses the
Kansas river near its mouth, skirts the bank of the Missouri
elevated railway or

493
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and joins the tracks of the Kansas
City Terminal near the site of the old Union station.
Both of tliese routes are subject to serious interference
from freight, transfer and switching movements. The route
of the first two roads is most seriously congested at the
Kansas river bridge on account of a heavy movement of

river for iibout a mile
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bridge each 24 hr. it was imperative to devise erection methods which would insure absolute continuity of traffic over
the bridge and at the same time avoid the use of the track on
As a result of
the bridge for any of the erection operations.

to and from the packing houses on the
Further interference in this route is caused by
15 railroad crossings and 4 crossings of important streets at
The second route interferes
grade in Kansas City, Kan.
with switching in the industrial district along the Missouri
river and with tlie operation of freight yards of the Santa

refrigerator cars

Kansas

side.

Fe, the Burlington, the Alton
of the old station.

New

and

the Frisco in the vicinity

Connection Eliminates Interference

leaves the grade of the west station
approach tracks about one-half mile west of the station,
crosses the Kansas river on the site of the existing bridge and
curves to the northwest to a point north of Kansas avenue
where the structure divides, one branch for the Union Pa-

The new "High Line"

and Rock Island turning to the west and the other continuing to the north to a connection with the Missouri Pacific
The total length of this eletracks near Central avenue.
Each of the branches is
vated railway is about 4 miles.
It consists of 3,900 ft. of surface
about 13/2 niiles long.
tracks, 8,800 ft. of embankment approaches, 8,500 ft. of
cific

viaducts and the bridge across the Kansas river, which
addition to providing a double track crossing for the
elevated railway provides two tracks on a lower level for
freight and switching movements.
The construction of this connection was delayed for a
number of years in the negotiations for a franchise for the
overhead street crossings in Kansas City, Kan., the primary
difficulty being a difference of opinion as to the character of
passenger station facilities to be provided by the railroads
This feature was finally agreed upon and the
for that city.
steel

in

plan which was approved by the people of Kansas City,
Kan., in July, 1915, includes provision for two passenger
stations to cost $100,000 each, in addition to the elevated
railway. One of these stations will be located on the Union
Pacific branch at Seventh street and the other on the Missouri
Pacific branch at Central avenue.

The Kansas River Bridge
The

bridge over the Kansas river

single feature of the project

and

is

is

number

number
The heavy load-

distinctive in a

It is a double-deck structure.
of features.
ing which this implies on two spans of 300

the use of a

Cross Section of

ft.

each required
As in the

of special details of design.

Profile of the

for the use of a water tight floor

movements
and the design of

was complicated seriously by the necessity for shallow
construction on account of the unfortunate relation of high
water in the river to the elevation of the tracks on the lower
level.
Because there are about 180 train movements over this
this

Double-Deck Span

these exacting requirements the

The

old bridge

was

method adopted

built for single track in

is

unusual.

1907 to

re-

A

place a structure destroyed by a flood.
single track was
entirely adequate at that time since the bridge was used only

Kansas River Bridge

old bridge, a preponderance of refrigerator car
calls

300-ft.

the most important

for transfer and switching traffic.
It consists of two pin
connected Petit through truss spans 300 ft. long with an
80-ft. through girder span and SO ft. of pile trestle on the
west end. A timber ballast floor on a suspended floor S}'stem
carries the track.
Of the substructure for the old bridge,
the two piers and the south abutment are used to support the

March
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had been built to provide ultinew
The two piers were carried to a
mately for double track.
cementwl bowlder formation by the pneumatic process and

tached to the posts of the trusses with the usual bracket connections, lateral stiffness of the spans being obtained by fhes«
connections and heavy portal and sway bracing above the

supj>orted on a pile foundation.
The deuse of the old masonry was based on a careful study which took into account the heavier lu;iding to be
It was necessarv
obtained from the double-deck structure.

upper roadway.

superstructure.

the abutment

'I'liesc

is

make

cision to

In the lower deck the main floor beams could be made
only 2 ft. 6J< in. deep, back to back of angles, making it
necessary to construct them as bo.\ girders.
For this reason
the longitudinal girders, which are 5 ft. 3' j in. deep, could
not be framed into them to make the connection, so it was
necessarj- to notch the ends of the longitudinal girders to
rest on the top flanges of the main floor beam.
.\ de])arture
from usual practice in the connection of the lower floor

beams

to the trusses was devised to avoid bending in the
posts as a consequence of the material deflection in floor
beams of so shallow a depth. The bottom- of the jio-t- were

New

132-ft.

Span

in

Foreground with Old
Still in

to provide

a

80-ft.

Girder Span

Place

new west abutment which

is

carried on a pile

foundation.
In the

new

spans of the

structure the old 300-ft. spans are replaced by

same length consisting

of pin connected Baltimore trusses of sufficient height to provide a through structure for the traffic on both levels.
The girder span is replaced by a 132-ft. riveted Warren truss span of such a
bei>;ht that it is a through structure for the lower level tracks
and a deck span for the upper level.
Because of the heavy loading the truss members in the two
300-ft. spans assumed proportions ordinarily to be found in
spKins of much greater length.
Each of the spans weighs
nearly 2,300 tons.
The bottom chord and one set of tlie
main diagonals are eye-bars of nickel steel with a required
ultimate strength of 95,000 to 110,000 lb. per sq. in. and an
elastic limit of 55.000 lb.
All other web members are of a
box- or I-sections made of the ordinarv structural grade of
steel.
The top chords and the end posts are of an H-section
similar to that used in the main members of the Metropolis
bridge.
They have two heavy girder sections for the sides
connected by a diaphragm in the plane of the chords, and
double plate lacing and channel battens on the top and bottwn faces. The material in top chords and end posts is a
high carbon steel similar to that used in tlie ribs of the Hell
Gate arch and has an ultimate strength of 66,000 to 76,000
lb. per sq. in. and an elastic limit of 38,000 lb. per
sq. in.
Ballast floors are provided for both decks. The thickness of
the lower floor from top of rail to under clearance was limited
to A ft.
in., while that of the upper floor, which was
not so limited, has a thickness of 7 ft. 4 in.
However,

New

300-ft.

Span Surrounding Old Span, Showing Also Ganand a Derrick Car on Temporary Track

try Traveler

extended Ik-Iow the main truss pins and were eijuijiped with
a steel casting containing a pin hole at right angles to the
floor beam, thus affording a pin connection between the post

and

floor

beam and

pendent of

same general scheme of floor framing was used in each case.
floor beams, spanning from truss to truss at the
panel points, carry girders spanning longitudinally just inside the trusses on each side.
These in turn carry intermediate floor beams 5 ft. center to center on which are supportefi the timl>ers of the ballast flooring.
In the upper floor
the depth is such that this system entails
no departure from
ordmary structural practice. The main floor beams are at-

The main

making

the truss
system.

member

inde-

Erection Under Difficulty

10%

the

therein-

fle.xure in the floor

The

and height of the new spans n.iturally
suggested their erection around the old liridge while the latter
remained in sen'ice. The old superstructure had been erected
on the south side of the substructure with a view to future
renewal of the structure by a double track bridge. The erecgreater width

tion plan adopted for the new structure in consequence entailed the shifting of the old superstructure nine feet to a

central location

axis of the

new

in

which

bridsre.

its axis would coincide with the
This measure, however, would not
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solve the problem of the erection of the new floor system for
the lower deck, since the grade for the old track and that for
the tracks on the lower level of the new bridge are identical.

The piecemeal removal of the old floor system and its replacement by the new floor would be a slow and cumbersome
process that would result in serious interference with the
Another obstacle was the impracticability of driving
traffic.
piles for falsework in the space between the trusses of the old
bridge since this would involve a disturbance of the ballast
floor and interference with the heav}' train movements.
The solution of these difficulties was attained by raising
the old spans 27 in. so that the floor system for the new
spans could be installed completely underneath the old floor
before disturbing the old structure in any way.
This plan
has the furtlier advantage that the old spans can be supported
from the new and thus obviate the need of any falsework
directly under the old span.
The erection method and falsework scheme are shown in
several of the photographs.
The space between the trusses
of the new span was sufficient to permit the placing of the
legs of the gantry traveler between the new and old trusses.
The gantry is supported on rails carried on the top flanges
of the two lines of longitudinal girders of the lower floor
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One of the photographs shows an end view of the partly
completed viaduct and indicates the character of the conThe bents consist of two vertical columns genstruction.
erally 20 ft. center to center, connected by a cross girder, a
tie and cross bracing.
These carry four lines of
longitudinal girders covered by a reinforced concrete slab
The coluinns are of a built up H-secfor ballasted tracks.

liottom

tion and the cross girders of a box section, the two webs being
approximately in the planes of the two sides of the columns
to facilitate

web

splices.

also extend beyond the

The

flange angles of the girders

webs for riveted connections to the

column.

The Viaduct
Longitudinal stift'ness of the structure is provided at inter\'al3 by bracing two bents to form a tower.
Where this
could not be done on account of interference with surface
tracks, streets, etc., masonry p-'er- were introduced consisting

system.

The falsework consists of two bents of five piles each
driven under each panel point of each truss of the new
bridge.
These bents are long enough to afford ample support for the new trusses, the girders carrying the gantry and
also a temporary track outside the trusses on each side car-

Special

Tower Bracing Was Used Over

a

Team Yard

two pedestals connected b}- an arch.
.\nother variation from the standard construction was used
where the viaduct crosses a freight house and team yard at

either of solid shafts or

street.
To provide clear passage for tracks and roadways, the transverse bracing was omitted and the longitudinal bracing for the towers was arranged to forni an "A"
rather than an "X" to give a minimum interference.
riie viaduct columns are carried on creosoted pile foundations with pedestals varying from 6 ft. square to 12 ft.
square depending on the load and the allowable pile bearing
as determined by pile driving records.
The concrete deck
is lOyi in. thick, and cantilevers out on each side for a walk
with outside edges 9 ft. 3 in. from the center line of track.
The slab was built in place to give monolithic construction
but has a longitudinal joint on the center line between the
tracks and a transverse joint at intervals of about 100 ft.
It
is covered with waterproofing consisting of four-ply felt and
one ply of cotton drill laid down with asphalt and covered
witli a one-inch asphalt mastic.
The slab is pitched from
tlic walk and from a ridge at the center line between tracks
to drain holes at intervals of 5 ft. on the center lines of track.

Baird

Typical Sectional View of the Viaduct
ried on girders intended for u.-e in tlie upper floor system.
These temporary tracks are used to deliver all structural materials to the work on flat cars and to support the derrick

cars in erecting the lower floor system.

The method of erection with the gantry may be seen from
the photograph. The two main cross beams at the top of the
gantry have a material overhang beyond the trusses on each
side and are fitted with rails on which a pair of heavy longitudinal beams spanning between the cross members may be
rolled transversely.
The longitudinal beams are equipped
with heavy tackle for lifting and are shifted transversely as
found necessary for the raising of members from cars on the
tracks alongside and for placing them in position in the
trusses.

One

interesting feature in connection with this floor slab is
the protection given to the top flanges of the girder where
covered by the slab. This surface is treated with a coat of
refined coal tar and then covered with a sheet of lead weighing 2 lb. per sq. ft. which is carefully pressed down over the
rivet

heads.

The

concreting of

tlie

slabs

was materially

cheapened by the use of an ingenious form system suspended
from the steel work as shown in a drawing.
On the Missouri Pacific branch of the viaduct three truss
spans, 147 ft., 117 ft and 137 ft. in length respectivelv

March
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Tnion raiilk.

These are riveted I'ratt
span a yard of
the usual construction except tliat a lloor
truss spans of
of special construction is used on the northernmost span
on account of the reduced headroom resulting from the
descondini; grade of the tracks.
The emUinknients used in the three approaches to the
viaduct contain 290,000 cu. yd. of material and were given
two different forms accordinj; to the local conditions.
Where space was available fills were built, having a 1^4
to 1 slope on each side with toe walls where the till would
These retaining
encroach on streets or private property.
walls are of a gravity broken-back type which has been
\\here
used extensively on Kansas City Terminal work,
but a limited amount of space could be used for the approach embankment, particularly where located between
tlic

^XJ.
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Rules

for

Handling Freight
for the

i.NsikL'cilo.Ns .v.M) Ki:oi

Ni-\\
ment

War

Department

i..-Mi(j.\.s

governing

of freight for account of the

War

tin- .ship-

Dejiartmcnt,

which take the place of the old system of i>reference
orders which were issued by the various government departments and wiiich resulted in so much confu-iun. have been
issued by the Car Service Section of the Railroad .\dministration and by 11. .M. .\dams, director of inland transjiorta-

war department.
The instructions by \V. C. Kendall, manager of the Car
Service section, were issued in Circular No. C. S. 3 and

tion of the

order that beginning March 1 the shipment of carhjutl freight
for account of the War Department be handled only in accordance with the regulations of the division of inland
transportation.

The

director of inland transportation has issued Order
general rules and regulations for tiie government of
contractors and bureaus in siiipping freight for the use of
the war department, and Order No. 2, regulations for the

Xo.

1,

shipment of freight for particular destinations and provisions for a system of transportation orders.

The

Car Service Section provides:
be noted that under the provisions of Order Xo. 1,
negotiations conducted by the war department with respect to embargoes, special movement, failure to furnish cars,
circular of the

It will

all

tracing and delivery of cars, etc., will be conducted by the
Division of Inland Transportation with carriers through the
Car Service Section.

Carriers affected by the restrictions in Order Xo. 2, sec1, or reissues tliereof, should cover these restrictions
embargo, or by special instructions to agents and others
interested, on their respective lines.
It will not be necessary to transmit such embargoes to

tion

Part Section of Viaduct Floor Slab

Showing Form

in-

for

Overhang
adjoining tracks, the embankment is supported between reinforced concrete walls 2 ft. thick, spaced 30 ft. apart and
tied together at intervals of 14 to 16 ft. by concrete ties.

These concrete

ties

were used to support the construction

track required to place the filling material.

and

The

fill

is

all

on all exposed slopes.
due the conduct of the engineering
work for this structure. In the face of a rapidly advancing
steel market it became imperative to award contracts for

clay

Special

the

will be planted with alfalfa

mention

structural

is

steel

for

the entire viaduct,

including

the

Kansas river bridge, as soon as the stage of work on the
design, would reasonably allow, and was followed with the
preparation of detail plans for the bridge companies at the
rate of about 3,000 tons a month.
This program entailed
the perfection of an efficient organization and conduct of
the work along systematic lines.
Special measures were
taken to insure accuracy of the field work.
A standardized
tape was procured from Washington and careful checks
were made between the tapes used in the field and those
used in the actual fabrication of the members.
This work was under the direction of J. V. Hanna, chief
engineer, and G. E. Tebbetts, bridge engineer of the Kansas City Terminal.
The general contractor for the entire
project is the Arkansas Bridge Company of Kansas City,
Mo. The steel work was fabricated by the American Bridge
Company at the Gary plant, and is being erected by the
Kelly Atkinson Construction Company, Chicago.

The .\ustkux

Locomoti\-e I.vdustry in 1917 delivlocomotive? and 326 tenders for .\ustrian State
but exported nothing. The car works
delivered about 14,000 trucks and coaches to the state and
private railways and to private industry.
Commerce Reered 398

iind private railways,

ports.

zone chairmen or to connecting lines.
Carriers laying embargoes against points not designated
in Order N^o. 2, or against points included in subsequent
orders from the Director of Inland Transportation, will
exempt freight for account of the war department, in accordance with Circular X'o. C. S. 1, dated February 11,
1 918, or reissues tliereof.
Where such general exemption is not made, carriers must
honor all Transportation orders issued by the Director of
Inland Transportation, except when the freight covered b»
such orders is of a perishable nature, and the route to destination is impassable by reason of physical obstructions.
Agents must in all cases endorse original and all copies
of bills of lading, and waybills (including card bills if issued) with a reference to the transportation order in the
following form:

TR.\XSPORTATIOX ORDF.R
Xo. U.

S.

W.

D

.Agents honoring transportation orders will require the sur-

render of such orders when presented, filing them with station copies of bills of lading.
In cases of emergency, transportation orders will be issued
by telegraph over the signature of the Director of Inland
Transportation.
These telegraphic transponati.jn order*
will be addressed to the shipper or railroad agent at pwint
of origin and will give the number of the order \vith all
necessary details.
They will be confirminl tiy mail. Such
telegraphic orders should be honored and the tolesjrams held
by the agent until the supporting orders are received.
Failure of the shipper to make use of transportation orders
after they have been presented to carrier's auent. or failure
to comply with the instructions governing their use. should
be covered by full report to the Car Service Section.
In the event that connecting carriers refuse to accept ship*
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ments moving under transportation orders, immediate report
should be made to the car service section, giving full information, including order number, point of origin, destination,

the road, an important element in the negligence of these

and the nature of the shipment.
These instructions supersede all previous instructions with

the

respect to the handling of freight for use of the

war depart-

ment.

Report on Shepherdsville Collision

THE

INTERST.^TE

COMMERCE COMMISSION

has isSUed a

January 28, and signed by H. VV. Belnap, chief of the Bureau of Safety, giving the cause
and nature of the rear collision of passenger trains on the
Louisville & Nashville at Shepherdsville, Ky., on December
20, when 45 passengers and two employees were killed and
52 passengers were injured. This collision was reported in
our issues of December 28, page 1,185; January 4, page 88,
January 11, page 137, and January 18, page 181.
This' report gives the facts substantially as they have
report, dated

been reported, but with a number of additional details. It
is estimated that train No. 7, at the moment of collision,
was running at 25 miles an hour. The force of the collision
drove the standing train (No. 41) forward a distance of
800 ft. The conductor and the flagman of this train, who
were killed, were standing on the front platform of the
The line approaching Shepherdsville from the
rear car.
north is level for a distance of 2,100 ft. and is straight for
In this distance there is nothing to obstruct the
S,400 ft.
view of the engineraan of an approaching train. The hour
was about 5:30 p. m., it was dark, but the weather was
Shepherdsville station is on the west side of the
clear.
tracks and the passing siding, on which the local train was
to be set back, e.xtends 400 ft. south of the station and
about 2,500 ft. north. This track is between the two main
The train-order signal is a semaphore, operating in
tracks.
two positions in the lower right-hand quadrant. The station
agent and others testified that the red lights on the rear of
Testimony as to the speed
train 41 were burning brightly.
of the express train, as to whether smoke, or fog or anything obscured the lights, whether or not train No. 7
whistled and as to how long No. 41 had been at the station,
is somewhat confusing and the report makes no attempt to
clear

up

all of the discrepancies.

Engineman Wolfenberger, of No. 7, said that it did not
occur to him that not getting the signal at Shepherdsville
was due to train 41 being close ahead, although he knew
that he left Louisville 18 minutes behind it; he had been
The fireman was on his seat but did
losing time himself.
not say anything to Wolfenberger about the signal.

The report makes no mention of the statement, reported
to have been made by Wolfenberger at the investigation
which was held by the Kentucky State Railroad Commission, to the effect that operators often change the train order
signal, from stop to proceed, before the engineman calls
for

it,

and that consequently enginemen were accustomed

men was

their failure to use fusees or torpedoes when losing
but the present report does not say, in detail, in what
consisted.)
Engineman Wolfenberger's neglect
is called a "material contributing cause"; and to the officers
of the road is attributed "a large measure of responsibility";
this for "failure to provide proper means of spacing trains
Continuing, the report says:
in this territory."
"Between South Louisville and Lebanon Junction, which
territory embraces the scene of this accident, there are 44
Traffic of such
scheduled trains in both directions daily.
density can not be safely handled under the rules and pracFor the prevention of
tices of the time-interval system.
similar accidents the operating officers should take immediate steps to provide an adequate block system.
"Rules 221a and 221d which assume to provide means
for the proper spacing of trains in this territory, are grossRule 221a rely inadequate, if not positively unworkable.
quires that when an approaching train has reached a point
600 feet from the signal, 'or nearer if the signal can not be
seen that far,' the engineman will call for the signal, and
if it is not changed to the proceed position at once the train
must be brought to a stop before the signal is reached, as
required by rule 22 Ic^ [which requires conductors and enginemen when approaching train-order offices to have their
trains under control and not assume that the signal will be
changed.]

time

;

failure

"Rules 221a and 22ld establish a maximum braking distance of 600 ft., which is entirely inadequate for the safe
movement of high-speed passenger trains. The schedule
rate of speed of train No. 7 between Brooks and Shepherdsville is SO miles per hour, and had the signal been in its
normal position the engineman of train No. 7 could not
have stopped short of the signal without having reduced
speed very materially at a point considerably farther away
than 600

of

600

ft.

"The

ine.xcusable."

(.\ccording to the officers of

.

&

Nashville Railroad in

its

Commerce Commission has

annual

re-

repeatedly

stated that this section of the road from Louisville to Bardstown Junction was operated under manual-block rules. It
is clearly disclosed by this investigation, however, that such
protection is not afforded, and furthermore it is evident that

such protection was not intended to be given. Several witnesses stated that it was the practice to space trains 10

minutes apart.

This

is

provided for in rule 91 of the gen-

rules for movement of trains, and there is no rule
among those providing for train movement under the
manual block which permits this method of operating trains.
It is therefore apparent that the manual block system is not

eral

in force

&

ville

on this portion of road, notwithstanding the LouisNashville Railroad Company's reports to that

effect.

"During the past five years about 700 miles of the Louis& Nashville have been protected by automatic block
most of which mileage is on single-track road.

ville

signals,

mile.s of

is

.

ports to the Interstate

fireman of train 7 said that all of the train order
.si"nals encountered between Louisville and Shepherdsville
He had no conversation with the
were given promptl}'.
engineman about the position of the signal at Shepherdsville
it; the rules do not require the
approaching
were
as thev
engineman and fireman to call signals to one another.
The conclusion of the inspector is that the direct cause
of the collision was the failure of the conductor and flagman of train 41 properly to protect their train. "The action
of these two experienced employees in failing to protect
train

.

Louisville

According

their

that,

of their schedules, trains must approach all
open train-order offices prepared to stop within a distance

to accept a stationary signal (contrary to the rule requiring
them to see the signal change from stop to proceed).

The

In short, compliance with this rule means

ft.

irrespective

for 1916, 132 miles of road
With 4,700
road operated, this gives about 20 per cent of its
passenger mileage protected by some form of space interval,
and of its principal main lines about 45 per cent is so pro-

are

to

its

reports

worked under the manual block system.

While this shows commendable progress, the fact
remains that there are still long sections of its main lines
carr)-ing heavy traffic without adequate protection. ..."

tected.

Buy War S.wings Stamps and turn them into War
Savings Certificates and you will not only help to win the
war but invest your money wisely.

Causes
A

of the Decline in Railroad Credit
Commerce Commission by

Letter to the Interstate

the

Controller of the Currency
LEiiER, Outlining the history of the

FOLLowiNi;
THEconditions

whicli caused the decline in railroad credit

and a serious slirinkage in the market prices of railroad securities during 1917, was addressed to the Interstate
Conuneae Commission on November 1, by John Skelton
Williams, controller of the currency and a former railroad

who

now

director

of

the

divisions

of
finance and of purchases of the United States railroad adThe letter was written just before the openministration.
ing of the hearings before the commission on the application
of the eastern railroads for advances in freight rates and
gives tile reasons which, in the opinion of the writer, demonIt also
strated the insufficiency of the existing level of rates.
gives an interesting view of the financial condition of the
railroads just before the decision was reached that they
Mr. Williams
should be taken over by the government.
executive,

is

also

said:

The

official

reports

made

to this

office

by the national

banks of the United States show that tiicse l)anks are the
holders of about $500,000,000 of railroad bonds, largely of
high character, selected with care and discrimination durIn addition to these large holdings
ing a pjeriod of years.
the state banks, savings banks and trust companies hold
approximately SI. 500.000. 000 additional of railroad securi-

the

controller

of

the

banks of the country,

currency,

make

in

behalf of the national

your honorable commission
representations as to the serious consequences which may
ensue if relief is not promptly afforded the railroads in the
to

to

siiape of increased rates, to enable the roads to meet tlie unprecedented increases in the cost of materials and labor and

maintain their credit, tliat I ask tlie liberty of submitting
you this meniorandum and brief summing-up of the situation as I see it at this time, in the light of an experience of
al)out 20 years as a railway executive (as well as banker)
before retiring entirely from these activities and divesting
myself of all financial interest in railroads and in banks,
yet
to

as I did, to accept public office more than four years ago.
As an illustration of the communications which have
to me as controller of the currency from banks which
are under the super\'ision of this office, I beg leave to quote
following extract received under date of October 29.

come
the

1917,

from the president of the First National Bank of

who

says in part:
does not the controller appear before the Interstate Commerce Commission and make an appeal for the
hanks of which he is supposed to be the guardian and protector?
With millions of our funds invested in railroad
securities, it would seem this would be his duty.
With
the farmers granted over double prices, the coal, steel and
copper double and more, the railroads are certainly entitled
to a paltPi- 15 per cent."
\\ith this apology I trust tliat I may be pardoned for respectfully submitting to your honorable commission this
communication, based, as above stated, upon my own knowledge and ob.servafion of past and present conditions.
From the close of the Civil War up to the beginning of
the present century the principal media for invi-stment of
the surplus earnings of the .\merican people, in the wav of
public securities of any kind, were the bonds and shares of
,

"\\liy

ties.

Demoralization of Credit
These investments tlie lianks purchased in the belief that
they would maintain tiie prices at which they were purchased,
or grow more valuable from year to year, with the growth
and development of tlie country's business and of the corporations i.ssuing them.
.-V
crisis, however, has arisen. The
net earnings of many of our most important railroad systems, as well as of the less important lines, despite the
greater volume of l)usines?. show a shrinkage which not only
imperils dividends,

but

is

threatening the ability of many
and their solvency.

railroads to meet tlieir interest charges,

There has been a serious collapse in the market values of
railway securities and such a demoralization of credit that
the sale of new securities to provide fresh capital or to meet
maturinq: bonds has been shut off, and even temporar)financing is now only being obtained at rates which are costly if not ruinous.

The impairment

of

confidence

and consequent shrink-

age in securities owned by the national banks had become
so pronounced that on October 15. 1Q17. as controller of
the currency I gave to the press a statement which said, in
part:

"In view of all conditions, the controller of the currency
has instructed national bank examiners that they need not
at this time require national banks liolding high grade bonds
of unquestioned intrinsic value and merit to charge such

down to present abnormal figures; but an inand conservative discretion will be exercised as to
the prices at which national banks can safely and reasonably he pemiitted to carr\' such high class securities, and
as to what proportion of the depreciation should be charged
off in any six months' period."
investments

telligent

In giving out that statement I did so in the confident beand welfare of the railroads of this counwould be safeguarded and protected and that they would
he permitted to charge such rates for the transportation
of
lief that the rredit
tr>-

freight

management, enable them to meet their expenses and yield
a fair return upon the billions of dollars of capital which
has been invested in them, and I am, of course, still confident that this will be done.
This office has received so many earnest requests asking

and passengers as would, with honest and

efficient
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.

our

railroad

corporations.

The

railroad

.

mileage

.

of

the

grew from 52,922 miles in 1870 to 192,040 miles
in 1900, an increase of nearly four-fold: this new construction was paid for partly from the savings of our own people
and partly from capital sent in from Europe.
Confidence in railway securities as investments was rudely shaken between 1892 and 1897. during which years 21.'
railways having an aggregate mileage of 56,402 miles,
failed and passed into the hands of receivers.
The total
railway mileage of the country in 1892 was 171.56.^ miles
in 1897. 18.>,284 miles, so that the companies which becamicountri-

Ijankrupt i« those five years represented nearly one-third of
the entire railway mileage of the countn-.
This is exclusive
of many thousands of miles which had already become insolvent before 1892 and were in receivers' hands at the beginning of that five-year period.

The
in

records show that the persistent and sfcadv drlm'railroad freight rates which had been going on tlir^ irjli

decades culminated in 1898-9. hut this shrinV.ig.cea.se until the solvency of over one-half of the entire railroad mileage of the countn-. which had been built
up to that time, had been destroyed.
The :iverage rate, which in 1888 was 10 01 mills per ton
several

did not
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By 1895 it had
per mile, declined in 1890 to 9.41 mills.
fallen to 9.39 mills, and the low point was reached in the
fiscal year 1898-9, when the average rate per ton per mile
was only 7.24 mills. But although the shippers got this
reduction of 25 per cent in the freight rate and also a reduction in the same period of 18 per cent in the average
passenger mile rate, along with these reductions came the
bankruptcy of companies operating tens of thousands of
In those years, it is fair to point
miles of railroad lines.
out, the Interstate Commerce Commission did not possess
the control over railroad rates which has since then been
conferred upon it by Congress. With the powers now exercised by the commission such disastrous rate wars as were
sometimes waged in the past by rival roads to ruin one another and which brought much demoralization, we are
happy to realize, are no longer possible.

The Trend

of

Railway Rates
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out in those years the successful reorganizations of many of
the important trunk lines which had passed through receiverships in the five years prior to 1898. These reorganized properties included such well known systems as the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, the Baltimore & Ohio, the Union Pacific,

& Western, and many others.
Between 1898 and 1907, 42,807 miles of new railroads
were added to the country's mileage but this was 13,596
miles less than the mileage which had become bankrupt in
the Norfolk

—

the 'five years prior to 1898.
The financial panic of 1907
of

s-ears

more

in business without any great variations in railroad
outbreak of the European War in 1914. The
swollen business of the country incident to the European
war in 1916 brought large earnings to the railroads, which
reached their maximum, both as to gross and net, in that
rates, until the

year.

Finally the turn
long lane that has no turning.
came, and a slight upward trend in ton-mile rates began in
Contemporaneously with this upward movement
1899.
came the revival in the general business of the country.
the average rate per ton mile was 7.50 mills, and
1901
In
these rates did not again go below 7.48 mills until 1912,
when the downward dip again manifested itself and an
average rate of 7.41 mills was established.
In 1913 the

Showing the Shrinkage

in

was followed by several
and there were ups and

downs

It is a

T.^CLE

or less uncertainty

The Decline

in Security Prices

The

year 1917 has been a period of unprecedented advances in the prices of products and commodities of all
kinds accompanied by heavy declines in the market values
of bonds and stocks generally, but especially of railway
Some moderate advances in rates have been
securities.
granted to railroads in some sections in the past 12 months.

the Shares of the Common Capital Stock of the Parent Companies of Twelve Lfading Railroad Systems
FROM the High Prices in 1906 or Later to the Present Low Level.
\*alue on
basis of

Highest

present

capital

price
since

capitalization

Recent

and highest
prices reached

lowest

stock

(common)
Chic.

Mil.

Baltimore

&
S:

St.

Paul

$117,000,000
152,000,000
42,000,000
112,000.000
109,000.000
249,000,000
157,000,000
118,000,000
499,000,000
120,000,000
272,000,000
222,000,000

Ohio

Delaware & Hudson
Erie
Illinois

Central

X. Y. Cent. &• Hudson River
X. Y., N. H. & Hartfoid
.S'orfolk

& Western

Pennsylvania
Southern
Southern Pacific

Union

Pacific

1906
1995^
122!4

227H
SOJi
172
147
204J«
147!^
15154

42^
138^^
219

$2,169,000,000

Total

Shrinkage
shown by

Outstanding

$233,561,000
185,820,l'00

95,550.000
56,980.000
187,480,000
366.030,000
321,653.000
173,608,000
754,738.000
51,450,000
376,040,000
486,180.000
$3,289,090,000

sales

43
50
95
15'/?

97^
68

2m

101

95H
23
82
11454

Value on

Percentage*

basis of

of shrinkage

present

to capital

multiplying
given decline
by present

low prices

stock

capitalization

$,S0,3IO,00n

1365^
llYx
132^4

76.000,000
39,900.000
16,940.000
106,003,000
169,320,000
33,755,000
119.180.000
476,545,000
27.600.000
223,040,000
253.635,000

$1,592,228,000

104J4

$183,251,000
109,820,000
55,650,000
40,040,000
81,477,000
196,710,000
287,898,000
54,428,000
278,193,000
23,850,000
153,000,000
232,545.000

78,23

$1,696,862,000

35M
74.M
79
1833s

46H
5554

19^
561/4

Note: Percentage of shrinkage to value on basis of present capitalization and highest prices reached 51.59 per cent.
•What is meant Cy this i' evidently the difference between highest price and lowest price. Tn other words the figure in the fourth column
tracted from the figure in the second column to get the figure in the sixth column.
Editor.]

—

rate declined still further to 7.29, with a general business
depression.
In 1914 there was in the first half of the year

a slight improvement in general business and the average
In 1915 the average
rate moved slightly up to 7.33 mills.
This rate of 7.32 mills was very close
rate was 7.32 mills.
to the minimum rate established in 1898-9 of 7.24 mills,
when over one-third of our railroad mileage had been
At that time (1898-9), however,
turned over to receivers.
the cost of materials and labor was very much less than in
Now, on top of unsatisfactory and inadequate
recent years.
freight rates, come enormous increases in the cost of both
materials and wages, and the situation has again become
perilous.

following figures show the comparative stability of
minimum of 7.24 mills had been
reached in 1899, and a 7.50 mill rate established in the
fi.scal vear 1900-1:

The

railroad rates after the

1901

7.50mills

1902
1903.
1904

7.57 mills
7.63 mills

7.80m;ils

1905
1906
1907
1908

7.66
7.48
7.59
7.54

mills
mills
mills
mills

W'ith the rapid development of the countrj' and prosperous and tremendously expanding business of those years,
there was a pronounced revival of interest in railway securities, which rose to a very high level, and there were carried

is

sub-

|

but the advances thus far allowed do not begin
enormous increases which have taken place in
the prices of materials and in wages.
The apprehension and fear that the railroads of the country may not be allowed to charge rates which will adequately
offset the heavy increases in vi-ages and in all materials
which they use in operation, is in a large measure responsible for the shrinkage which has taken place in the railway
security market in the past year.
To the inability of the railroads during the past 10 years
to charge rates commensurate with the increases which have
taken place during this period in wages and other operating
cost.s is attributable a portion, but not the whole, of the
enormous shrinkages in railroad values which have taken
place in this longer period.
The table shows vividly the unprecedented declines in
tlu' market value of their shares which have been sustained
liy 12 of the leading railroad systems of the country from
the highest prices reached in 1905 and later to the low
prices prevailing at this time.
These 12 systems include
railroads in every portion of the country, north, east, south
and we.st, and their gross earnings amounted for the year
1916 approximately 1,400 million dollars, or abgut 40 per
cent of the total earnings of all the railroads of the counit

is

true,

to offset the

March

niiloage represents over 80,000 miles, or

riioir

try.
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1918

8.

than 30 per cent of

tlie

total railroad

more

mileage of the United

States.

The

talile

only give> the declines that are shown in the

market value of the shares of common stock of the parent
companies of the 12 systems, and does not express the great
losses that have been experienced in the preferred shares
and in the bonds of the parent companies, or in the stocks
or the bonds of the many suljsidiary or auxiliary companies
The
wiiich are embraced in the mileage of those systems.
shrinkage in these has also been enormous.
Kk'Iii

t.ihlc

\l.\-

;.

Tlu

tit

,'

1

rri.i:'rLt

it

is

shown

companies
v^luc

oi

that the capital stock of these
^,169,000.000

is

thcsc

stocks

at

respective

the

hiffh

in,., icr the period named asgregated
Their market value at the recent low levels of prices is only
Thi» niean^ that there has been a total shrinkage in values of
51. .M) per cent, the total shrinkage in these 12 stocks being

This collapse

in prices

3,289.090.000
1,592,128,000

1,6%,8£2,000

has wiped out, in this brief period,

values, in the aggregate, nearly as great as the entire capital

and surplus of all the national banks of the United States.
Such a destruction or elimination of values, existing or supjxjsed to exist, is well calculated to produce a profound and
This vast loss or shrinkage also reprefar reaching effect.
sented a sum greater than the total net operating income of
all the railroads of the United States for any two years
combined prior to 1916.
Besides the direct losses inflicted
and holders of railway bonds

tors

upon individual invesand shares, there must

be taken into account the indirect losses suffered by the men
and women who are stockholders in corporations of many
kinds which hold railway securities among their invest-

(both mutual and
savings banks, trust companies, national and

ments, such as the insurance companies
joint stock),
state

banks.

The

total

outstanding capitalization of

porations of this country at this time,

tlie

which

railroad coris

now im-

(including stocks, bonds and other obligations)
close to $18,000,000,000.
perilled

is

noteworthy that while railroad shares are now in
many instances at the lowest prices at which they have ever
It

is

sold,

the shares of

selling

at

prices

vailed

for

them

many

industrial

corporations

are

still

above the highest quotations which preat any time prior to the outbreak of the

European war.

The Necessity

'trust.'

Fair-minded and well-informed men have admired the
firmness with which this honorable commission has resisted
the pressure so often brought to bear upon it in divers ways
by selfish interests, and the force and clearness with which
it has presented the sound reasons for tlie conclusions which
it has reached.
Right thinking men have al>o deplored the
unjust and malicious criticisms that your honorable body

When

dent roads, were handed over, insolvent, to the management
of receivers. The ton-mile rate is now close to the minimum
rate of that period, although the roads are now compelled

pay from 50 per cent to 150 per cent more for wages and
and for eirry material and article used by them in
their operations.
The enormously increased carrying capacity of the roads per car and per train, and efficient
and
to

salaries,

metliods of management do not begin, as it is easy
to demonstrate, to be sufficient to offset the big increases in
wages, in taxes, and in the prices of materials which the
scientific

\\ ithin

—

has l)een required
ance of its duties.

Unless the roads are now enabled to secure substantial
through an increase in rates, we will probably have
a repetition of the experiences of 1892-7, when hundreds
of railroad companies, operating about a third of the entire
mileage of the countn,-, including trunk lines and indepen-

now

pense of 2(10 million dollars.
The railroads need an increase in rates to enable them to meet the great increase in
wages and materials, far more than do the coal operators
who had already gotten an increase in the rates they arc
allowed to charge for coal of over 50 per cent.
For the fiscal year 1916 the freight rate per ton per mile
was unofficially reported to have been 7.14 mills. This is,
in fact, lower than ever before recorded; the previous minimum having been reached in 1898-9 7.24 mills, and at the
end of the calendar year 1916 we had .54,622 inik-s of railroad, embracing 70 railroad corporations reiirc-tiiting every
section of the country, administered by receivi-rs.
The mileage of these insolvent roads ranged from a few miles up to
the Rock Island System with 7,653 miles.
Among the lines
in the hands of receivers were nine systems of over 1,000
miles each, namely, the Boston & Maine, 2,398 miles; the
Chicago & Eastern Illinois, 1,136 miles; the Chicaso, Rock
Island & Pacific, 7,653 miles; the International & Great
Xorthern, 1,160 miles; the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, 3,536
miles; the Missouri Pacific, 3,931 miles; the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern, 3,555 miles; the Pere Marquette,
2.249 miles, and the Texas Pacific, 1.944 miles.
Vour honorable commission in the past has shown itself
to be the best friend of the railroads, as well as the protector
of the public, and one cannot look back to the old days of
cut-throat competition among the railroads, or remember
the gross discriminations in rates in times jiast when the
railroads used their rate-making and rate-cutting powers to
make fortunes for favored shippers and to ruin others, without appreciating the enormous power for good which your
commission has so beneficently exercised: nor should we fail
to remember the time when certain leading trunk lines not
only gave special low rates to certain monopolies or trusts,
but also granted to those monopolies a bonus for every ton
of freight hauled by them for the comju'titors of the

for Relief

relief

railroads are
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oldiged to meet.

past few days the announcement has been
of a large increase (45 cents per ton) in the price of
coil in a large section of the country-, to enable operators
to meet an increase in wages to the miners.
Many roads
which a year ago were paying from 85 cents to $1.10 per
the

made

ton for their coal, are now obliged to pay from
52 to S2.45
or more.
An advance of a dollar a ton on the 200 million
tons used by the railroads means an increased

annual ex-

endure in the just and fearless perform-

railroads shall have laid before you frankly
figures to show to what extent the rates now
force are insufficient to maintain the credit of the roads

the facts
in

to

and

tlie

and

them to perform efficiently their pulilic funcunder the present unusual and extraordinary conditions, we are entirely confident that the deci-ion which you
may reach will be one which your superior knowledge and
painstaking study of the whole situation will amply justify;
l)Ut I trust that I may be pardoned for espre^-ins the earnest
hope that tliis decision, whatever it may be. will come
to enable

tions,

l^romptly.

The

construction of new railroad l"^-and existing roads have

ly ceased,

-

'

'••

"

)

1

improvement and !
a way can be found now to reduce the prices
and the cost of labor to a normal basis, and
present is hopeless, it seems clear, on the f
appear, that revision and modification of
to meet these new conditions has become
largely on their

-

...i

njaicrials

for the

this
'

.

•

now
rates

.:

If this

is

not done,

fear

we may look forward

to dedividends and in interest, and to another era of
railroad receiverships, with all the evils, destruction of
credit and demoralization which that implies.
If the relief
required is granted, confidence in our railroad securities will
be revived and a basis established for new financiering and

faults

in

I
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for proceeding with new development and construction work
which is now so greatly needed. The beneiicent influence
and effect of such action would be felt throughout our entire
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Gigantic Construction Program
of

American Engineers

in

France*

countr}-.

Mr. Williams also discussed the
nual report in part as follows:

suljject in his recent

a century

Owned by Banks

most of the surplus earn-

ings of the people of the United

States available

for the

purchase of public securities have been invested in the
bonds and shares of our transportation corporations, prinThe
cipally steam railroads and electric street railways.
rates these corporations are allowed to charge for transporfor
tation of passengers and freight are closely limited
steam railroads by both the Interstate Commerce Commission and the state corporation commissions of the respective
states; for the street railways by municipal and other local
authorities.
The average freight and passenger rates permitted to our railroads in the past year were about 30 per
the
average rates of 30 years ago; while the
under
cent
wages paid, in many instances, have increased 100 per cent,
and the cost of materials used for operation also has increased as to numerous articles 100 per cent, and in some
cases much more than 100 per cent.
In the fiscal year ending June 30, 1916, the railroad cor-

—

porations of the country, despite low rates, made the greatest earnings in their history, both gross and net, owing to
It became evithe great increase in the volume of traffic.
dent, however, that with the tremendous advances in wages

and

in the cost of materials between July, 1916,

and Decem-

1917, the railroads would be unable hereafter to approximate the net earnings realized in the last year or two,
without a material increase of the rates for transportation
they are allowed to charge, and that many of them lacking
such increase, or some other relief, would be unable to meet
The uncertainty'
their fixed charges and maintain solvency.
on the part of investors as to whether the Interstate Commerce Commission would grant the relief the figures seemed
and apparently with
to show to be needed w-as asserted
reason
to have caused heavy declines in the quoted prices
of nearly all railroad securities. The shares of some of our
most important transportation lines and "arteries of commerce" have recentl\' fallen to the lowest level in the past
quarter of a century.
There are faithful students of the situation who think it
is
as important rightfully to protect for honest investors
the value of the securities of legitimate enterprises and to
save them from ruin as to restrain the prices charged the
people for what they eat and wear and use to keep their
homes habitable. The investors and holders of securities
representing the corporate business enterprises of the country may be few in numbers, comparatively, but the effect of
disaster or ruin to them spreads widely and threatens the
-Stability of our entire economic and financial system, impairs ability to absorb future loans needed by the government, and checks hope of development.
ber,

—

—

STUPENDOUS cHAR.-iCTER
THEundertaken
American
by
of

the

Depression in Railway Securities
For more than half

an-

tlie

Construction program
engineers in

railway

France is outlined in a letter received by G. D. Hood,
superintendent of telegraph of the Chicago, Rock Island Si
from Mel Printz, master engineer, Third Engineers'
The letter reads in part
First Battalion, National Army.
Pacific,

as

follows
the arrival of

With
men

skilled in railway

more and more material, and more
and terminal construction, the 'port

to front' American railway is developing on a large scale,
so that thousands of troops will be handled and an endless supply of ammunition and food kept going every day.

show

.\nierican engineering genius is having its chance to

on French soil what it has done at home and, after the
war, France will have a splendid American line to help
reconstruction.

"Aside from the high officers of army headquarters, the
transportation experts gathered by General Pershing from
the army engineers and from civil life, few Americans have

Few, in fact,
problem placed before the transportation

the slightest idea of the size of the project.
realize

that the

service of the A. E. F. is so important that until

—

solved

it is

and the solution put into concrete form in rails and ties,
in cars and locomotives, in wharves and warehouses
until
that time the army itself, as an important factor on the
battlefield, must remain imperceptible.
"There is a long stretch frdm the available harbors of
the French coast to the American troops near the front.
Somehow this territory must be traversed by speeding trains,
carrying men and munitions, food and clothing, building
materials, and all the other goods, animate or inanimate,
which must be delivered from the transport harbors to the
front.
This must be done without disturbing for an in.-tant, the traffic on the many French lines in military use.
''The main route from the harbor of
? to the American front has been in existence for years.

—

It

sufficed for

handling

the peace-time traffic of that part of France.
a small freighter arrived, it was unloaded, chiefly
b\- hand.
Its cargo was put ashore and ultimately removed
in small lots by the tiny French freight cars.
From there
on. distribution inland was conducted much after the fashion of the 'local freight work' in America.
"This is a matter of technical construction not merely
\\"hen

wharves and warehouses, giant cranes,
dredges, everything which would be needed, say, for the
creation of a new harbor within the Jersey meadows leading to rail connection at Newark.
of yard tracks, but of

"At one of the chosen harbors, ten new wharves are to be
On them are to be installed mechanical unloading
devices
as an example, the army has ordered sixty of the
built.

—

The old terminal system suited to
the light traffic of French peace times is to be swept out
ahnost bodily.
It was possible to run small cars in on
largest loading cranes.

direct stub tracks, receive them on turntables, slide to another stub track and send them out.
The big American

Ftei. Prices ix Hoi.i..\nd.— The Netherlands Government has fixed maximum prices for coal and coke, taking
which are an advance on previous prices.
effect January 1
They are stated in florins per hectoliter, but in American
terms are equivalent to about $22 a ton for anthracite, and
$17 for bituminous coal; coke, about $10 a ton; coal bri.

quets, about

$25 a

ton.

The

distribution

is

carefully regu-

lated by cards in specified quantities, varying with the size
and nature of the residence or the place of business. The

quantity allowed, especially to residences, is much smaller
than the amount they consumed in peace times.
Commerce
Reports.

cannot be handled that way; so instead, the engineers
put in the loop system providing for a continuous flood
of empty cars passing into the wharves system and out
car.-

will

leaded.
".^s cars will not be always immediately available, and
as it is vital that the ships be unloaded and returned without delay to America, there are to be giant storage sheds
for holding the freight until
l)it

of this

work

is

new

Every

rolling stock arrives.

pioneer work, in a strange land, with

expects to pnhlisli repularly letters from
receive a Jjood letter from a railwayman who
for publication and let the Raihvay Age pass

hvayme

A^^e

is
it

March

8.
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labor almost

non-existent.

Even the great route must be

The

system of
despatcliing at luilt lunir intervals must he re|)laced with a
quick service allowiiii;. in emeri^ency, trains at five times
Here is cmplo\ed the remarkable lirain of
tliat fntiuency.
the American train despatcher, brought to France by tlie
U. S. government, for that purpose.
"And at the end of the express route are the light field
railways within the area where it is not advisable to build
Here are the narrow-gage tracks and
permanent tracks.
rollina st(x-k and motive power built today, destroyed tomorrow, rebuilt the next day and working, as nearly as
And from this net-work must be
possible, all the time.
built a still finer net-work of highways where motor trucks
will take over the goods and distribute them to advanced
witli

cnlargetl

sidinij*.

prevalent

points in the fighting area itself.
ing park

This

l-'rcnch

is

no

jol)

of build-

has been for seven years division operator of the Pennsylvania Railroad at New York and has been altogether
20 years in the company's service.
The duties of the battalion, which will probably take its
members fretiuently into and near the front-line trenches,
will be to construct and maintain telegraph lines of communication for the American Kxpeditionary forces abroad.
Major Baird's experience in the railroad service has parfitted him to direct and supervise work of this
kind.
When the New York passenger station of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the tubes under the Hudson and Kast
rivers were opened, he was placed in charge of the construction and installation of all the telegraph and telephone lines
and other similar electrical work required. He also built

ticularly

and eciuipiied ten interlocking block staand then organized the operating forces, consisting

the overland lines
tions,

train

of

boulevards."
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despatchers.

The 413th Telegraph Battalion
OF THE iiusT INTERESTING of the Special military
O.VEunits
which have been raised in this country for
service abroad is the 413th Telegraph Battalion.
Signal Corps. National Army.
This battalion, which is
composed entirely of volunteers and numbers 230 men, is

organization of railroad telegraphers.
The work of
training and thoroughly equipping tlie men has
just l)een completed, and the liattalion is now housed in its
barracks in France read\ for actual service in the field.

an

drilling,

The
From

1-ft to .-ight

Captain

—

J.

R. J. Hunter, supply r
D. Jones: Lirut. J. G. Denni;
I.itvil.

l.ieut.

E. K.

McCloskey;

duties

to devote dieir specialized skill and experience to
the military service of the nation as long as may be required.
ciinsist of

division operators, train despatchers, block
signal operators, telegraph operators, electricians, linemen
and other railroad men of allied occupations.
The battalion has been recruited in the last three montlis

by

its

commanding

officer.

etc..

directors,

telegraph

operators,

training corps

at

in

He was

Princeton.

then

the Officers" Reserve Training Corps at Fort

and

transferred

to

Myer, Virginia,

completing that course was transferred to the
.Army Transportation Section and assigned to the 413th
Telegraph Battalion. Signal Corps.
He is an employee of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and was learning the railroad
business by working through various de|)artments during
after

Officers of the 413th Telegraph Battalion

iccr: Lieut. D. S. Bixler.

All but one of the officers, and a majority of the enlisted
men. of the 413th Telegraph Battalion are employees of
the Penasylvania Railroad, furloughed from their usual

They

train

and remained

charge of them until he
assumed his military command. Major Baird is a veteran
of the Spanish War, in which he distinguished himself for
bravery under fire.
The adjutant of the battalion is Lieutenant D. S. Bixler.
who was a Junior at Princeton University when war was
declared, and volunteered for service, entering the military
signalmen,

Major Charles G. Baird, who

:,.l;ui.nnt

l.ieui.

:

A.

l.i

.\.

ui.

.1.

II.

I'inler;

Captain

}.

II.

Crojle;

l.nwion, medical officer.

He is the son of H. C. Bixler, superintendent of
and transfers of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The medical officer of the battalion is Dr. A. A. Lawton,
who has been commissioned first lieutenant. He was a

vacations.
stations

prominent physician in New York City.
The supply officer is Lieutenant R. G. Hunter, who was

Major Baird's chief
stallation

of

the

Pennsylvania Railroad's

Company

in the construction and inand telephone systems of the

assistant

telegraph

'"D"' of the

New York
Battalion

is

improvement.
in

command

of Captain
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D. Jones, an electrical engineer who was division operaof the Pennsylvania Railroad at Williamsport, Pa.,
when he volunteered. Prior to that he had been assistant
J.

tor

division

operator at Pittsburgh.

Company ''E'' is commanded by Captain J. B. Crossley,
who was train despatcher on tlie New York, Philadelphia &
Norfolk at Cape Charles, Va.
Lieutenant J. G. Dennis was a train despatcher of the
Pennsylvania Railroad at Pittsburgh.
Lieutenant J. H.
Pinter was a telegraph operator of the railroad at New York.
Lieutenant E. S. McCormick was a train despatcher on the
Allegheny division.
Lieutenant E. K. McCloskey was a
telegraph operator in the railroad service at New York.

As

a final step of preparation all of the

members of

the

413th Telegraph Battalion were furnished with comfort kits
and other supplies by the Women's Division for \Yar Re-

The French
of

in the military and naval service
1 1 ,000 of its employees
All of these have been furloughed
of the United States.
from the railroad service, and upon their release from military duty will be returned to their old or equally good positions with the railroad.

Consolidation

Type LocomoFrench Railw^ays

tives for

Two

ORDERS

OF

CONSOLID.\TION

TYPE

LOCOMOTIVES,

aggregating 140 locomotives, have recently been completed by the American Locomotive Company for
France. The Chemin de Fer du Midi received 40 and the
French State Railways 100 locomotives, the design being the

State Railways Locomotive

Pennsylvania Railroad, an organization composed of wives and daughters of Pennsylvania Railroad
employees who have made it their duty to look after tlie
comfort of railroad men who have entered military service.
The medical officer of the battalion. Dr. Lawton, has
been supplied with a complete hospital equipment, which
was a gift to the battalion by the Pennsylvania Railroad.
A liberal supply of tobacco for all the boys in the battalion was delivered to the barracks shortly before delief
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the

same

in both cases with the exception of the diameter of the
driving wheels and some other minor differences.
The engines are of basic American design modified in
fittings

and

fixtures

to

suit

French

practice.

They were

designed by the builder, and each drawing was approved

by a representative of the railway. The dimensions are in
the metric system, the International system of screw threads,
and the French-Westinghouse system of pipe threads.
Tlie locomotives all have cvlinders 23 in. bv 26

in.,

and

Consolidation Type Locomotive for the Chemin de Per du Midi

This was a gift from the Pennsylvania Railroad
Employees Tobacco Fund, an organization of employees of
the railroad who are endeavoring to keep their former associates, who are now in the army and nav)% supplied with
parture.

"smokes."
The Pennsylvania Railroad Svstem now has more than

carry

170.6 lb. boiler pressure.
Owing to the slight difference in the diameter of the drivers there is a difference
of 1,000 lb. in the tractive effort of the two orders, the

locomotives

French State Railway developing a
35,200 lb., while those for the Midi
develop 36,200 lb.
While the boiler capacity is low in
tractive

for

effort

the

of

March

8.
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it compares very favorably
with recently built locomotives of the same type for use on

relation to the cylinder capacity,

American railroads.

The dimensions

The

of both boilers are identical.

de-

sign in general follows American practice, a good grate area
The
being obtained by the use of a short, wide firebox.
is

Weight on drivers -f- tractive effort
Total weight -H tractive effort
I'ractivc effort X diam. drivcri -r enuivalent betting
surface*
'Equivalent heating surface* -?- grate area
Firebox heating surface •^ equivalent heating surf.TCe.*
per cent
W'eighl on drivers -r- equivalent heating surface*....
Tot.ll weight -> equivalent heating surf.icc"
X'olunie both cylinders
Kquiv.Tlent heating surface* -H vol. cylinders
tlrale area -;
vol. cylinders

fitted

A dump

grate in the front of the tirebox is oi)erated from the
cab by a screw, the firedoor opens inside as retjuircd by
a French law, and the outside end of the blowoff cock has
a special thread for connection to the tire hydrants of the
In order to quickly free the stack of smoke,
city of Paris.
the blower is fitted with a quick-opening valve operated
from both sides. of the cab. Lagging on the boiler is omitted; the jacket is supported on a crinoline frame leaving
an air .-ipace which acts as a non-conductor.
.\niong the points of general interest in the design, it
will lie noted that the locomotives are all controlled from
The steam is
the left side, contrary to American practice.
distributed by 10'4-in- piston valves, which are controlled

——

^t

'

jT^

-.

.

160.000 lb. 1 59.500
.139,000 lb. 138.500
21,000 lb.
.'66,400 Ih,
264,500
16 ft. 9 in.
24 n. 11i'A
^ in.
53 ri.

lb.
lb.

lb.

ftaiit

with a brick arch and the boiler includes
Handholes are used instead of
a 26-elenient superheater.
washout plugs to give greater accessibility for washing out.
firebox

505

'Veighl in working onicr
Weight on drivrri
Wciglil on Irn.ling Inick
WciBlii ui rniiinc nnd tender in worlu
Wheel h:i«i-, driving
Wl.rcl h:i
iiital.
Wheel ba
and tciide

4.0
4.6

748.6

5.3

^

S2.0
S9.8

52.1
2.5 cu.

ft.

213.2
2.7

Cytiitdtrs

and stioke.

(*r

Simple
by 26

23

in.

in.

Piston
\0'/t in.
6 in.

Out<;ide
I'lside

Lead

.

in

lap
clear.niice
full gear.

^T

,

-4^

-ft^

/f

iA'llZZ'nhimiHlBcst

f,

.^

._

37'a!Z'tvgfl<0rrr/ll/.-

Elevation of Consolidation Type Locomotive for the Chemin de Fer du Midi

by ihe Walschaert valve gear. The cylinders are fitted with
by-pa.-s valves operated by air cylinders, and with muffled
cylinder cocks.

While the running gear
lines

commonly followed

of the driving wheels

in general

is

designed along the

in this country, tlie cross-balancing

contrary to .-Vmerican practice for
two-c\linder locomotives.
The effect of this practice on
the angularity of the counterbalances is clearly indicated

A pneumatic sander is combined with a screw conveyor extending through the sandbox and operated from the cab.
All the engines have a variable exhaust operated from
the cab by a screw which passes through one of the handand the front ends are fitted with spark arresters.
Other special types of equipment include French Westinghouse air brakes, French standard buffers and couplers,
Roy buffers between engine and tender and a water brake.
The general dimensions and data for the two locomotives
rails,

are given in the table:

of

S6M

2M

Driving journ.ils. main, diameter and length
nriving journals, others, diameter and length
F.npine truck wheels, diameter
1-Inginc

truck,

SSHin.

in.

tires

in.

9 in. by 10 in,
Sin. by 10 in.

33^

5^

journals

in.

by 10

in.

in.

Boiler
Style
\Vorkin<! pressure
Out.side di.Tnuicr of first ring
Firebox, length and width
Firebox plates, thickness

170.6

4

Midi

8!<
Freight

ft.

35.200

lb.

36.200

;

ti\

in.

31 'j in.

rlback.

'

i^'k.
•*

Tubes, number

.mtl

,',\!(siclo

diameter

I'l.

Tubes

.ind

rti^es.

-uiKx.

Ili.tM

lenBtli

15

tnlus and

in.

ft.

II

1.840 sq.
142 »q.

!i

1.982 sq.ft.

flues

456

face
le*

S

V
Gr'aic

in.

in.

.

26— 51*

Flues, nun,l„-r anrl ,,nl-i^lc diameter

»*i.

ft.
ft.

ft.

2.666 sq.ft.
34.2 sq.

I-.:

ft.

Tc:

Water bottom

Tank
Frame

Channel
106.400

54

Ih.

105.000

37H

ia.

lb.

by 9 5^ in.
4.756 gal.
5 metric tons

Water

capacity
capacity

=

heating surface
times the superhcatiiiE suffice.
•E.H'iv.nlent

lb.

in

Firebox, water space

Coal

in.

nit. coal

E. \V. T.
lb. per sq. in.

64H
'"'6

Wheel", diameter
lournats. diameter and length

French Slate

Tr.i.'

thickness

Weight
General Dalu

Senriee
Fi"'

diameter over tires

is

in the illustrations.

G>ge

Wheels
Driving,
Drivinir.

l..tjl

evanoraliv-

1'e.ltinv:

in.

«Mr(ace

J-

1.5
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An

Equation to Express Fair Return
By Wm.

Raymond

G.

Dean, College of Applied Science, Univer,sity of Iowa,

Iowa

City, la.

LITTLE BOOK CALLED "What

.\

INpublished,

the author,

who

Is Fair"'

which has just been

also contributing this article,

is

proposes an equation to express fair return to a public
In
utility under continuous regulation from the beginning.
proposing the equation the author contents himself with saying that the application of the equation pays interest, which

he calls the wage of money, on all capital whether represented by bonds or stock, and a profit rate for service that
grows less as the business grows larger although the gross
money profit grows with the growth of business; that the
application of the expression is such that extension of business on a given capital is encouraged; that it indicates the
profitableness of doing business with borrowed capital, and
that public control must be exercised to see that operating
costs are not inflated.

The

equation

is,

=

rl

+

says that the coefficient and exponent of the
second term of the second member may be subjects for discussion, but that he thinks the principle according with general commercial practice is sound.
No further discussion of the application of this equation
application
is given and it is thought an illustration of its
under various conditions will be of interest. For this pur-

The author

pose Tables 1 and 2 herewith are presented. Table 1 shows
the application of the formula for five dift'erent amounts of
invested capital var>'ing from $10,000 to $100,000,000 and
for two ratios of invested capital to annual operating cost.
The first, with the capital J4 of the annual operating cost,
represents in some degree the private competitive commercial
enterprise in w^hich capital

is

turned several times a year.

Table 1.— Showing the Application of the Formula (Fais Eeturh =
Operating Costs.
rl + 10rC'")POR Two Ratios of Capital to Annual
When r Is S Per Cent. (Quantities Certain to Four
Significant Figures Only.)
Capilal

510.000

$100,000

$1,000,000

$10,000,000

$100,000,000

500

5.000

50,000

500,000

5,000.000

Return:

^^x'cfpTtar".°.°.^

When

Capital Is One-Fourth of

"'"'".".

^^

profit"'

Toml

return ......

Per cent of capital.

When
''"!".

"^pr'oV'

5,318
.<8I8
58.18

39.881
44,881
44.88

Capital Is Four
.7.

'

Total return
Per cent of capital.
.

.

470
970
9.70

Annual Operating Cost
299,070
349.070
34.91

2,242,710
2.742,710
2/. 43

16,817,800
21,817,800
21.82

3.525
8.525
8.53

26,434
76,434
7.64

198,231
698,231
6.98

1,486,525
6.486.525
6.49

represents in some degree the case of the public
which generally has an invested capital much in
Indeed, in the case of
e.\cess of the annual operating costs.
electric lighting properties and rail properties it is probable
that the capital is more often five times the annual operating
cost than four times that cost which is assumed in the table.
An interest rate of 5 per cent has been assumed for the table
utility,

and

it

will be noted that in the application of the equation
nothing to encourage the corporation to obtain its

is

low rate since the higher the rate it must pay, the
and it may be that the two
of the two terms should be different; the first representing

money

at a

higher

its

r's

Table

is

small ($10,000) to about 22 per cent where the

2.
Showing the Rate Per Cent of Return to the Ownek for
Three Ratios of Borrowed Capital and Owner's Investment;
Other Assumptions as in Table 1.

Capital 1=

''A

annii

Capital := 4 times an

operating cost

operating cost
Total capital
invested

$10,000
100.000
1,000,000
10,000,000
100,000,000

\'othin

borrowi '.A
58.18
44.88
34.91
27.43
21.82

Nothing
Vi
borrowed borrowed borrowed borrowed be
A.

9/10

64.81
49.85
38.64

536.8
403.8
304.1
229.3
173.2

9.70
8.53
7.64
6.98
6.49

52.00
40.25
31.43
24.82

14.40
12.05
10.28
8.96
7.97

For the public utility the
is large ($100,000,000).
on the investment varies from 9.7 per cent where the
capital is small ($10,000) to 6^^ per cent where the capital
is large ($100,000,000).
Many thoroughly successful commercial enterprises are earning in accordance with the figures
given and most public utilities would be entirely content to
earn in accordance with the figures given for them if such
earnings could be assured.
And the earnings shown are
certainly sufficiently less than those of the successful private
commercial enterprises to satisfy the most conservative of
those who feel that public utilities, being whole or partial
monopolies, should be content with a less rate of return
than is accorded private competitive business.
But a study of Table 2 is perhaps even more interesting
in showing the effect of doing business with borrowed capital.
Purely private business is more often done on the capital
of the owner than is the public utility business which is more
often done W'ith borrowed capital, and this fact tends to
equalize the earnings of the two classes of business, such
equalization being considered proper by the author of the
book.
It will be noted that for the private business where
nothing is borrowed, the rate of return on the invested capital
is only slightly more than the rate of return on the owner's

profit rate will be,

invested capital in the public utility business

in

that case

where the owner borrows 9/10 of his capital.
It should be noted also that rate of return is not always
as important as the gross sum earned.
Many public utilities
have been financed wholly on borrowed capital, the slock
representing nothing but speculative value, and where this
is the case the rate of return is infinite on the capital invested
by the owner. If the stock could lie said to have some value,
that attaching to the foresight and enterprise in establishing

would be finite, and if this value
might be said to be 1/9 of the money capital invested, so
whole capital might be said to be 10/9 of the actual
money invested, the owner's return would be as in the last
column of Table 2, which compares favorably w^ith the return
shown in the second column.
It is thought that a careful study of Tables 1 and 2 will
be interesting and instructive to many persons who are
the property, then the rate

Times Annual Ojjerating Cost

The second

there

capital

rate

lOrC'S

other items.

all

the company must pay, the second representing an
For the table the r's are
acceptable going rate of interest.
taken as the same and as 5 per cent.
The table gives the total return that would lie allowed
under this formula, and the rate of return on the invested
capital, which in the case of the private competitive commercial enterprise varies from about 58 per cent where the
wliat

capital

Fair Return

the
in which / is the invested capital, r the rate at which
corporation can borrow money, and C the annual operating
expense, excluding fixed charges but including depreciation

and
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that the

.=Tudying the question of fair return.

l!vipoRTS

TO THE UNITED STATES for the Seven months
Januarv were valued at $1,634,-

of the fiscal year ended with

000,000, as' against $1,348,000,000 for the corresponding
period of the previous year, according to figures just issued
by the Department of Commerce.
Exports for the seven
months' period totaled $3,448,000,000. as compared with

33,616,000,000 for a similar period the year previous.

Railway
S.

KKLTON,

SM.organizing
•

number

and battalions

Wanted

for Service

Abroad

M. Felton, Director General of Military Railways, Organizing
Additional Operating and Engineering Regiments

ilircctor

a

Officers

gtncrnl

o\

inilit.iry

r;iilw;iys,

is

of acidilion;il railway regiments

lor active service in

France and desires

liie
location, de.-ign and i (instruction of wharves, jjiers,
landings, storehouses, hosjiitals and other structures of general interest; the construction, maintenance and repair of

hear from capable railway oftkers or ex-officers wlio desire
In addition to the
to go ai)road as commissioned officers.
regiments already abroad, two railway operating regiments
of a total strength of 1,587 each, are now being organized,
together with five railway operating battalions of a strength
of 774 each, one railway maintenance of way battalion of
a strength of 774 and two maintenance of ecjuipment battalions with a strength of 774 each; and other units are to

roads, ferries, bridges and incidental structures; and the
construction, maintenance and operation of railroad^ under
military control, including the construction and operation

follow.

construction of wharves, warehouses, storehouses, shop.-, hosjiitals, depiots and all of the other structures necessary to

to

Mr. Felton desires to hear from officers and ex-officers who
are or have been general managers, general superintendents,
superintendents of transportation,
division superintendents. >uperintendcnts of motive power,
master mechanics, trainmasters, chief despatchers, general
yardmasters, yardmasters, road foremen of engines, general
shop foremen, engine house foremen, engineers of maintenance of way, roadmasters and track supcr%'isors who desire to
take active serv'ice in these railway units, providing they are
not over 50 years of age in the case of general superintendents, superintendents of motive power and general managers,
and not over 45 years of age in the case of officers of lower
rank. In communicating with Mr. Felton at his office at 734
Fifteenth street. N. A\'.. Wai^hington, D. C, they should give
their railroad experience in detail and their references.
Men
now in active ser\'ice should have the consent of their superior
officer l>efore applying.
Providing the qualifications are satisfactory, commissions
will be given for the various ranks as follows
General managers, as lieutenant colonels;
Assistant general managers, general superintendents, and
superintendents of motive power, as majors;
Division superintendents, master mechanics, engineers of
maintenance of way, as captains;
Trainmasters, chief despatchers, road foremen of engines,
general yardmasters, roadmasters, as first lieutenants;
Yardmasters. track supervisors, and engine house firemen
as second lieutenants.
assistant superintendents,

Enlisted

Men

tlie War Department has recently issued a booklet entitled "The United
States Needs Skilled Engineers in France." describing the

The

office

of the Chief of Engineers of

needs of the army for engineer troops, the duties of the various departments of the engineer service and the conditions
of enlistment, for the purpose of giving information to

desiring to enlist as privates

and

to the

or non-commissioned

employers of such men.

Some

extracts

men

officers

from

this

booklet, including the sections particularly applicable to rail-

way

engineers, are as follows:

In this war. the duties of engineer troops are so varied
any man with technical training can be so placed that

that

may employ his training with advantage to his country
and with pleasure and profit to himself.
Engineer troops are charged with reconnoitering and surveying for military purposes and the preparation of maps
of the theater of operations: planning and superintending
of defensive and offensive works of troops in the field; examination of routes of communications for supplies and for
he

movements: construction and repair of military
and bridges; military demolitions; the conduct of gas and flame warfare; the operation of "Tanks";
military

roads, railroads,

507

armored trains.
The American army ojHjrating in Europe must U transported, fed, supplied with ammunition and all other materials and supplies required to conduit successful warfare.
To render this possible the engineers must provide for the

iif

protect the army and its ammunition and supplies from the
weather.
It must build and operate railroads connecting
the wharves with the storehouses and depots, and the latter

with a point as close to the scene of fighting as may be
practicable, with branch lines to ever)- point where it may
be necessary to supply the American forces.
Roads must be constructed and repaired, bridges built,
repaired and strengthened, fortifications and other defensive
works laid out and constructed. For these and other purposes, trees now standing in French forests must he felled
and converted into railroad ties and timber.
.\11 of this work falls to the part of the engineers, whose
important toward the final success of our
arms as are those of the men in the forefront of battle. The
man building a road over which motor trucks rush bombs
to the front is doing work just as important as the man

efforts are just as

who finally throws the bomb into the enemy trench. The
railroad builder or trainman who facilitates the movement
of supplies of food and ammunition to the front is performing just as essential a duty as the man on the firing
So, too, is the carpenter who is engaged in construcand ammunition, which are
stored until needed for use of the fighting force.
The engineer department is not organizing a civilian

line.

tion of storehouses for supplies

construction and operating corps for service in France, and
further addition to the overseas civilian clerical force has
been stopped. It is proposed to have the engineer construction, clerical and operating work required by the American
F.xpeditionary Forces performed by special engineer units
organized as part of the United States Array.
This rule
will be observed save under very exceptional circumstances.
There are no civil positions in connection with the engineer units in the military service.
All civil p>ositions in
the engineer department at large, except that of mere laborer, are made under civil service rules a? required by
law.
The incumbents of these position? are not in the military sen-ice and are not sent abroad.
Information relating
to qualifying for these positions should be obtained by corresponding with the Civil Service Commission. Washington,

D. C.

.Approximately one-half of the organizations are strictly
combatant, the others are special units made up of -killed
men who. in peace time, are engaged on work similar to
that which they are expected to perform with our armies
abroad.
All of these organizations, whether originallv organized as combatant or special troops, will lic .is'icned
such duties as competent authority may direct, and will be
available for all kinds of service.
All organization' will
he organized as military units with the various grades of
officers and non-commissioned officers, and all men are uniformed and equipped as soldier?.
The officers are taken
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from the Corjis of Engineers, the Engineer Officers Reserve
Corps, from graduates of engineer training camps, and from
enlisted men who have earned promotion to commissioned
grades. The enlisted men are enlisted for the period of the
emergency in the National Army authorized by the act of
Congress approved ^lay 18, 1917.
An enlisted man desiring to transfer to another unit must
make an application therefor through militar)- channels to
the commander having authority to effect the transfer and
stating the reasons for the request, also his qualifications
for sen-ice in the particular regiment to which he asks
Action on such requests will be governed by cirtransfer.
cumstances, and by the views expressed in the indorsements of commanding officers. The expense of a transfer
made at the request of a soldier must be borne by the

An

consists

following enlisted

of the

No.
First sergeant

1

Sergeant, first class
Supply sergeant
Mess sergeant
Stable sergeant

4
1
1
1

Sergeant
Corporal
Horseshoer
Saddler

10

20
1

1

Wagoner

5
5

Cook
Bugler

2

66
132

Private, first class

Private

250

Total enlisted
.\

Separate Battalion consists of the following enlisted

men
No.

under the

registrant

selective service law,

Master engineer, senior grade
Master engineer, junior grade
i^attalion sergeant major

who has

not actually been called to service, may be immediately
inducted into the service at the request of the registrant.
Applications for induction should be made to the Chief of
Engineers, giving a complete statement of the applicant's

.\ny man who is physically qualified between the ages
of 18 and 21, or 31 and 40, may voluntarily enlist for an
engineer organization, provided he proves to the recruiting
officer that he is experienced or skilled in any engineering
trade, or is a "handy man" who is specially suited for en-

gineering work.
Volunteers should apply to a recruiting

engineer

officer,

or to an

1

Sergeant
Corporal

2
2
2

A

Cook

1

Private, first class
Private
and three or fatr companies.

6

Regiment consists

listment in engineer organizations are the same as for the
army at large, but minor defects in volunteers for some
of the special units may be waived by proper authority.

men

After entering the service,

are clothed, fed, sheltered

at the expense of the United States.
.Annv pay, as shown below, is practically clear money:

nnd transported

Monthly Pay

of Enlisted

Rank
Afasler engincfr. senior grade
Master engineer, junior grade

Regimental sertreant major
Hattalion strgeim major
Regimental sunplv sereeant
battalion suiipiv sergeant
First sergeant
Serjeant, first class

bugler
sergeant
Supply sergeant
Stable sergeant
Color sergeant

Sergeant

Mess

Serjeant
CorLoral
Hofseshoer
Saddler

Wagonsr
Cook
Private

first

class

Pay

in

Men
U.

$81.00
71.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
51.00
48.00
44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00
44.00
36.00
38.00
36.00
36.00
38.00
30.00
33.00
30.00

S.

Pay abroad
$96.00
84.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
60.00
56.00
51.20
51.20
51.20
51.20
51.20
40.80
44.00
40.20
40.20
44.00
33.00
36.00
33.00

approved October 6, 1917, makes government
allowances for the dependents of soldiers, in addition to
act

the soldiers' pay.
Engineer troops are organized into sections, detachments,
separate companies, separate battalions and regiments.
The organization of Sections and Detachments depends
upon the character of the work for the section or the de-

tachment.

3

of the following enlisted

men:
No.

Master engineer, senior grade
Master engineer, junior grade
Regimental sergeant major
Regimental supply sergeant
Sergeant bugler

4

Color sergeant
Sergeant

2
2
3
2

4
1

2
1

Cook
Private,
Private

first class

and

companies, of two or more battalions.

.9J.t

6
12

Railway Construction Battalions

able.

Subsequent proEnlistment is in the grade of private.
motion to the rank of non-commissioned officer is secured
vacancies which
many
of
the
fill
by merit. It is intended to
will occur from time to time among the commissioned offiOne of the best ways to
cers by selection from the ranks.
secure a commission is through enlistment.
The regulations governing physical requirements for en-

1

.

Battalion suppiv sergeant

Wagoner

officer.

There are about 600 recruiting stations in the United
An officer at any one of these stations will enlist
States.
you for an engineer organization, if you are deemed suit-

IJuglcr
Private,

2

4
.'

Wagoner

qualifications.

The

company

engineer

men

soldier.

Anv
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These battalions will construct or repair the railroads
which will carry food and ammunition to the front; their
duties will include grading, track construction and mainteWhen an advance is made, the
nance, bridge work, etc.
tracks must at once follow the troops, so that the supply
of munitions will not fail.

Volunteers are especially desired

who

are experienced

Timbermen;

Bljcksmiths;

Bridge carpenters:
Masons:
Pipe fitters;
Steam fitters;
Hoisting enginemen;
Firemen;
Dinky runners;
Teamsters;
Track layers;
Construction foremen;

Transitmen;
Surveyors;
Draftsmen:

Pile drivers;

powdermen:

Concrete foremen;
Telegraph linemen;
Riggers;
Machinists;

Signal installers:

Storekeepers:

Machine repairmen:
Clerks:
Electricians:
Oilers:
Painters:
Rock drillmen:

Bridgemen:
Cook?.

Car Repair Shop Battalions
These organizations will be located in car repair shops
and yards in France where repairs will be given to freight
and passenger car equipment. Volunteers are desired who
have had experience in railway and manufacturing car
shops.
Ccneral foremen;
Sliop foremen;
C.ang leaders;
Office

Painters;

men;

Storekeepers:
.Acetylene welders;

-Mrhrake repairmen;
.'\ir tool repairmen;
.'\utomobile repairmen;
Blacksmiths;
Buckcrs-up;
Car builders, wood and sttel;
Derrick enginemen;
Flangcis

—

steel

Pipe fitters;
Planing mill men:
Roofers;
Sheet iron workers:
Tinsmiths:
Truck repairmen;
ITpholsterers;

Buglers;
Barbers;
Cooks;
Tailors;

Electricians;

Gas enginemen;

Machinists:
Mechanics' helpers:

shapes;

French interpreters.

March
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ivgimcnts will operate the trains and act as despafchcrs,
agents and operators, etc.
N'olunteers are desired
who are, or have had experience as
tlie

These org.mizations will \<c located at railroad terminals
in France from entry ports to the fighting lines.
They
will maintain American and French type locomotives in
\'olunteers are desired who have had experience
service.
in railwav enginehouses.

st:iti(in

Vard clerks;
Brakemen;

Locomotive engineer!;
IVIefrrsph «rMTnlor«;

S«iich.ncn;
Conductors;

Yard foremen;
Clerks;

Electricians;
Engir.e watchmen;
Electrical welders;

Praughtsincn;
F-iginc

Jcspiitchcrs;

Fnginrhousc foremen:

Gang

As«i.

Flue repairmen:
Hostlers:

leaders;

Locomotive inspectors;

Storekeepers;
Airbrake repairmen;
Airbrake inspectors;
Ashpit men;
Acetylene «.Me.^;
Boilermakers;
Boilerwashers;
niicksmiths;
Car repairmen;
Carpenters;
Coal and sand storag

Laborers:

Progress Toward Standardization

Messengers:
Machinists:
room attendants;
Plumbers and Pipe fitters;
Stationary engineers;

Oil

PRDCKKss lia> been made by tlie (.ommittee.- of car
and locomotive builders and of railroad mechanical
officers in the preliminary work of preparing six-cifications and designs for various types of standard freight cars
and locomotives to be reported to liirector General .\KAdoo

RAPID

Switchmen:
Stavbolt inspectors:
Tinsmiths;
TcM.lt-r

rii.alrmcn.

Locomotive Repair Shop Battalions

experience in railway shops as
Master Tnechanics;
Shop foremen:

Erecting shop machinists;

Painters;

Pipe fitters;
Stationary enginemen;
Sheet Iron workers;
Tender repairmen;
Truck repairmen:
Tinsmiths:
Buglers;
Barbers;
Cooks;

.^utoniolnlc rcftnirme!

blacksmiths;
Boilermakers;
Carpenters;
Cab builders;
Cabinet makers:
Coppersmiths:
Crane operators;

Trmch

Railway Maintenance of

interpreters.

Way

Battalions

organizations will maintain the railroads in
France.
The men of the regiments will renew ties, repair
worn rails and switches, in fact, everything which goes
towards the maintenance of a railroad already built. Vol-

These

who

are, or

Track laborers;
;'
Section foremen
Extra gang foremen;
Carpenters Bridge and building
Track supervisors;

—

Railway

have had experience as

Carpenters

— Foremen;

Signal supervisors;
Signal maintaincrs;
Signal batterymeii.

Miscellaneous Trades
Battalions

and

Storekeepers

In order to supply the needs of the army at the front
it is necessary to maintain and operate a high class, standard gage railroad.

The amount

of traffic handled during a stated period
is so vast that it requires a very efficient force of
experienced railroad men to make the enterprise a success.
Railroad storehouses must be manned tp handle this vast
business and special men are needed for the work, as well
as for otlier details of railway operation among them men
of the following classes:
of time

Ctneral storekeepers;

Shipping clerks;
Machinists;
Carpenters;

.Vuditors

Stock men:
•Accountants;

Electricians;

Statisticians;

Freight handlers;
Station agents.

proposed standards from the committees representng the car
and locomotive builders, of which Samuel Vaucbin, vicepresident of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, is chairman.
These were appointed by the Council of National Defense
last summer at the time when the plan for having
the government acquire from 100.000 to 150,000 cars for the use
of the railroads was under serious consideration.
These
committees were called into conference bv Henr\- Walters,
chairman of the Atlantic Coast Line and the Louisville &

Xashville, who is in charge of the standardization investigation for Director General McAdoo, and tlieir recommendations for both cars and locomotives were then referred to
a committee of railway mechanical officers, three appointed
by each Regional Director, and H. T. Bentley. superintendent
of motive power and machinery of the Chicago fie North
Western and mechanical assistant in the Transportation
Division of the Railroad Administration, as chairman.
The designs submitted by the builders' committees have
been gone over carefully by the railroad committee, which has
made numerous suggestions for changes as
mensions, weights, etc., and has asked the buil
the
desired changes in their designs.
When tlv
-igns
are approved by the railroad committee they will be submitted
to Mr. Walters and Mr. Mc.\doo for final approvnl
•

•

'

In addition to the members of the r
-bed
last week's issue, a number of o;
Hed
into the conferences, including F. H.
.,.,... ..,,,... .-aperintendent of motive power of the Baltimore & Ohio; C. A.
Schroyer, superintendent of the car department of the Chi:

in

Plumbers;

Bookkeepers;

to finance additions to their rolling stock

ously existed in the car field and also because some of the
work done by the Committee on Standard Box Cars of the
.\merican Railway Assocation could be taken as a foundation.
It is probable that the railroad officers and the builders will be able to agree on specifications for the cars to be
submitted to Mr. McAdoo early next week.
As has been previously reported in the Railu-ny Ai;e, the
Railroad Administration first requested suggestions for the

Tailors:

Electricians;

^^

is

Greater progress has been made so far in the designs for
standard freight cars than in those for the locomotives, both
because of the greater degree of standardization which previ-

Mechanics' helpers;

Storekeepers:
Acetylene welders;
Air tool repairmen;

it

which are able

Gas cnginemen;
Machine shop machinists;

Gang leaders;
Office men;

When the siandarJ type- are hnallv :.jpted
understood that they are to be used not onlv for the cars
and locomotives to be purcha.sed by the Railroad Administration out of the revolving fund consisting of an ap[)ropriation by Congress of $500,000,000 and any surjilus earnings
of the railroads above the amount required lor their guarantee, but also for orders to be placed by
individual roads
for his decision.

These organizations will be located in locomotive repair
shops in France where general repairs will be given to
American and French type locomotives, including tire bo.x
and boiler renewals, ^"olunteers are desired who have had

unteers are desired

yardmaaters;

Vardmasters;
Locomotive firemen:

i

Stenographers;
Clerks:

will

operate railroads in
to the fighting line.
The

France

men

& North Western; H. R. Wamock, general superintendent of motive power of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul; J. C. Fritts, master car builder of the Delaware,
Lackawann:i & Western; A. G. Trumbull, assistant to the
cago

Railway Operating and Transportation Battalions
These organizations
from the landing places

of
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general mechanical superintendent of the Erie; J- McMulIen.
mechanical superintendent of the car department of the Erie;
\V. O. Moody, mechanical engineer of the Illinois Central;
John .A. Pilcher, mechanical engineer, Norfolk & Western;
\^^ r. Keisel, Jr., assistant mechanical engineer, Pennsyl-

vania

;

F.

W. Mahl.

arches, mechanical grate shakers, mechanical fire-doors, and
It has not been decided to what railroads
two water gages.

and

the locomotives will be assigned, but it is understood that
where it is known that a considerable number, such as 50 to

entire matter

is

still

in

a tentative stage

nothing will be definitely decided until the various recommen^iations are approved by Director General McAdoo, it is
understood that the following types of cars have been under
consideration: 40-ton single sheath box car, 40-ton doublesheath box car, 50-ton single-sheath box car, 50-ton all-steel
gondola with light drop doors, 50-ton composite steel and
wood gondola with light drop doors. 5 5 -ton all-steel hopper
bottom coal car, 70-ton all-steel hopper bottom coal car, and
The suggestions of the railroad
70-ton low side gondola.
committee were concurred in by the Vauclain committee and
the necessary changes in design are being made this week,
to be presented for approval at a meeting next week in

Washington.
It

is

also understood that about 10 types of locomotives

have been under consideration, for the first orders to be
placed, including 6-wheel and 8-wheel switching locomotives,
a heavy and a light Mikado, two Pacific types, two Mountain
types and possibly a ^Mallet and a Santa Fe type.
The proposed Mikado, Pacific and Mountain types are as
follows
Weight

Type
.Mikado

Mikado
Pacific
Pacific

Mountain
Mountain

latter idea is most likely to prevail and that modern devices
of proved merit will be approved, but those in the experiThe locomotives are to
mental stage will not be included.
be equipped, among other things, with superheaters, brick

director of purchases of the Southern

Pacilic.

While the
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26
27
25
27
27
27

Cylinders
in. by 30 in.
in. by 32 in.
in. by 28 in.
in, by 28 in.
in. by 30 in.
in. by 30 in.

Tractive

on drivers

power

220,000 1b.
240,0001b.
165,000 1b.
180.000 lb.
240.000 lb.
220,000 1b.

54,600 1b.
60.000 lb.
40,700 lb.
43,800 lb.
57,000 1b.
53,9001b.

Further conferences between the railroad committee and
the locomotive builders are to be held next week at Philadelphia after the car designs have been approved.

Because of the greater variety of conditions encountered on
western lines additional types will probably have to be considered before the work is completed as well as variations for
the different kinds of coal used.
The question of patented specialties has been one of the
most complicated that have had to be considered and the
question of how they are to be dealt with has not yet been
finally determined.
One of the questions under consideration has been as to
how far it is desirable to go in standardizing various devices
whether the specifications shall extend to detail types or
whetiier they shall be sufficiently elastic to admit of all types
that can conform to standard dimensions in such a way as
It is understood that the
to permit of interchangeability.

—

They Move Them

oO, are to be delivered to a road, that road
to indicate the particular specialties which

customed

may
it

be allowed
has been ac-

to use.

it is understood that friction draft gear conforming to standard specifications must be used and that

As

to the cars,

spring draft gear will be excluded.
It is also understood that cast-steel bolsters and cast-steel
side-frames will be used, if conditions in the steel market
Frictionless side-bearings probably will be given
permit.
It is understood that the M. C. B. journal boxes
preference.
Brakebeams of three or four point suspension
will be used.
There is a report that the committee thinks
are favored.
roofs on which the patents have expired should be used.
The committees probably will not make public their recom-

mendations until they have gone to Mr. McAdoo and been
passed on by him, for until then nothing can be regarded as
Meantime, those who have been watching
finally settled.
developments closely pretty well agree that the outcome will
be a widespread distribution of orders among railway supIn fact, the orders to be placed
ply manufacturing concerns.
will be so large that only by a pretty widespread distribution
of them will it be possible to get the specialties required
made as rapidly as the conditions demand. There are some
classes of concerns, such as the makers of spring draft gear,
which apparently will be hard hit. The same will be true
of concerns having devices that are just in the development
stage.

There has been much speculation as to the number of, cars
and locomotives to be ordered by the government. The bill
providing for an appropriation of $500,000,000 has been
passed by both Houses of Congress and is in conference this
week for the adjustment of provisions on which the bill was
|)assed in different form by the Senate and the House.
An
order of 100,000 cars is most frequently mentioned in the
gossip, but an order for 150,000 to 200,000 has been spoken
of as possilile and it is understood that the locomotive order
will be for 1,500.
It is understood that the Railroad Administration will
arrange for standard prices, which will apply to all orders,
whether placed by the railroads or by the administration,
and arrangements will be made whereby the builders will
have priority orders for the materials needed so that the cars
and locomotives may be delivered as rapidly as possible.

as Kasiiy as

wrecking Cranes

The Japanese Operated Railroads
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Less Than Twenty Years

Over One Thousand Miles
Peninsula

Till-

in

of

Korea

in Asiatic
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contemplated change of the 3 ft.
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Fusan, to
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(4) the line from Ryuzan to
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line
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,

As a link in the transportation system between Japan
flow of through
and China the system benefits by an increasing

which
addition to the intra-peninsula business
field for development.
its infancv and a fertile
enin
Nipponese have shown characteristic aptitude

traffic
is

in

still

The

in

movement in
couraging both passenger travel and freight
Koreans
E.xcursion rates and reduced fares for
Chosen
passenger
Toing to market at the larger cities have swelled
and encouraged industry.

receipts

Electric lights,

electric

facilities in passenger
fans heat, drinking water and toilet
railway hotels and
coaches, sleeping and dining car service,
the payroll of
hospitals, medical attention by physicians on
for the comfort of
the «v<;tem, and other accommodations
make travel more
patrons of the lines have all tended to
custom
In a like manner the simplification of
attractive.
principle of rehou^e transactions, the introduction of the
the
hauls,
longer
con=i"nment, the reduction of rates for
opening of
e-tabli-hment of a svstem of rebating and the

warehouses
movement.
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the larger stations have encouraged

freight

History of Chosen Lines
dates back to
The history of the railway lines in Chosen
maintain a railroad between
a concession to build and
seaport, which the Korean
Keiivo, the capital, and Jinsen, its
Morse, an Amen"overnment cranted in 1896 to James R.
work was in proIn Mav 1897, while construction
Kumiai (S)'ndicate)
the Kei-Jin Tetsudo Hikiuke
a're^s
Other
the work.
purchased the concession and continued
extension of the Korean
private companies undertook the
Jmsen
In September. 1S99. a line between
railwav svstem.
length, was opened to
and Ron'oshin. about 20 miles in
Seisection beUveen Rooo/h'" ^"^
traffic, and the remaining
1900, thus
Keijvo, S miles, was finished in July,

cm

daimon

Map

of the

Chosen Railways

and of serving as the connecting link between the railways
and steamship lines of Japan and the railways to the west
and north of Chosen, in Mancliiuia.
Twenty years ago there was not a mile of railway in
Korea.

Todav

engineers.

there are 1.006 miles of line in the

penm-

of which was constructed by Japanese
The fact that these railways, like those conof
the Japanese in South Manchuria, are all

sula. practical'lv

all

by
The
standard gage merits more than ordinary- attention.
Japanese are converted to the idea and advantages of standon
begun
have
ard sage raihvavs and the work which they

trolled

in

e
1
and f-ejjyo.
completing the railway bet^veen Jinsen
from Ke.jyo to Fusan the
construction of a 270-mile line
undertaken
extremity of Korea,
port at the southeastern
A 300in January, 1905.
n \u"U«t, 1901. and completed
Shingishu. on the Manchur.an
mile extension from Keijyo to
branch from ^anroshm to Masan a
frontier, and a 25-mile
opened to general traffic in April,
port near Fusan, were
Japan
When the nationalization of the railways in
1908
of
the Imperial Government
1906,
in
upon
decided
was
Keijyo-Fusan and the Kei,yo-J.nsen
Tapan purchased the
Residencythe Railway Bureau of the
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jine=

establishing

In September of the
time.
General of Korea at the same
the Sanroshin-Masan
same vear the Keijyo-Shingishu and
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and Canada.

were also acquired and placed under the jurisdiction
These lines were taken over by
Railway Bureau.
the Imperial Government Railways in December, 1909, but
in October of the following year they were transferred to
the jurisdiction of the Government-General of Korea.
The first construction work of the railways in Chosen was
carried on rather hurriedly, with a view to connecting the
extreme South with tlie extreme North of the country as
quickly as possible and joining a few of the important

via Siberia

Within
seaports with the trunk line by means of branches.
a few years after their completion, however, reconstruction
the
With
due
time.
finished
in
work was undertaken and
construction of a bridge over the Yalu river and the rebuilding of the Antung-Mukden line in Manchuria, the

termini of the

line.s

of the

,
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Chosen railroads assumed world-wide importance as a link
in communication between China and Japan, and hence between Europe and Japan.
Other units added to the Korean railway system include
lines from Taiden to Mokuho at the southern extremity of
Chosen from Keijyo to Gensan on the northeast coast, and
from Keijyo to Chinnampo. a western port, totaling 348.3
miles, and the Gensan-Bunsen section of the projected Kankyo line along the northeastern seaboard, 12.5 miles. The
program for 1916 was to build two more units of the Kankyo
line, one from Bunsen to Yeiko, 21.4 miles, and another
from Seishin to Sohyo, 32.2 miles. The total operated mileage of the Korean roads at the end of the fiscal year 1915
was 1006.5 miles, or an increase of 368.6 miles over the
mileage at the end of tlie fiscal year 1906.

Connections with Japan and Manchuria
Chosen connect with the railways in
and regular steamship service between Fusan
in the south and Shimonoseki, the southeastern terminus of
Similarly a through conthe main line railway of Xippon.

The

railways of

Japan by

fast

nection

made with

is

the South ^Nlanchurian railway in the

Through

traffic

agreement; with

the various Chinese roads were effected in 1914 and 1915
and have further added to the importance of the Chosen
s}-stem.

When the Residency-General took over the management
of the lines in 1906, they could not be operated to their
fullest capacity because of the inadequacy of existing transSince that time through passenger servjjortation facilities.
ice has been established between Fusan and Shingishu, the
main line at each extremity of the peninsula,
express serv-ice has been inaugurated on the Keijyo-Jinsen
and other branch lines and general increases have been
made in the number of trains run. With the construction
of the Yalu river bridge and the rehal^ilitation of the Antung-Mukden (Manchurian) line in 1911, tri-weekly service
was inaugurated between Keijyo, Korea, and Changchun,
Manchuria, and all trains on the Chosen trunk line were
operated as far as Antung, on the boundary' with Manchuria.
of through service between Korea and Manchuria thereupon resulted in the revision of the steamer
schedules between Shimonoseki, Japan, and Fusan, Chosen,
.\t
to provide for daily instead of every-other-day service.
the same time the night train between Fusan and Keijyo,
which had been run every other night, was run nightly and
this innovation in conjunction with a daily passenger train
between Keijyo and Antung, completed daily through service in Korea.
Since June, 1912, the time of the through
trains has been shortened and the run of the tri-weekly
Chosen-Manchuria express which operated between Changchun and Keijyo was extended to Fusan. The construction
of a new pier at Fusan facilitated passenger transfers from
steamers to trains, and the revision of time-tables on the
imperial Government Railways of Japan made close connections with the steamers at Shimonoseki possible, thereby tying Manchuria to Japan with a dependable regular
service.
There has also been a through freight service over
the same route since January, 1913.
The policy of adding trains and revising time-tables in

The opening

Chosen and ^Manchuria continued until tlie fall of
1914 when the European war resulted in a decrease in the
number of through passengers. This necessitated a reduction in the service of the Chosen-Manchuria express from
three times a week to once a week.
On the other hand, the
Gensan-Bunsen section of the Kankyo line was opened to
traffic in August, 1915; and in September of the same year
schedules on the Keijyo-Gensan line were revised to provide for closer connections with tlie other lines running into
iioth

Keijyo.

Freight Traffic on the Chosen Lines
Freight traffic has developed gradualh- as industries have increased in number and size, and as trade relations and traffic
connections between Korea, Japan and ^Manchuria have be-

come

View

at

Fusan Pier

north at Antung by a bridge over the Yulu river between
Antung and Shingishu.
This steamship connection with Japan and the consummation of international affiliations have proved a potent facFoltor in increasing freight traffic on the Chosen lines.
lowing the completion of the bridge over the Yalu river and
the reconstruction of the Manchurian line from Antung (on
the Yalu river) to Mukden in 1911, through traffic arrangements were made with the Manchurian, Siberian and Russian lines whereby the Chosen trunk line (Antung to Fusan)
became a portion of the great passenger and freight route
from Japan to Europe. At a conference held at Moscow in
June, 1913, the Korean railways were recognized as a part
of three great international transportation routes, i. e., via
Siberia, via Siberia and Suez, and the round-the-world route

closer.

The

first

year after the nationalization of the

showed an increase of four per cent, both in the volume
af freight and of receipts, over the previous year. In the following 3-ear (1907) arrangements for through traffic were
improved, transactions at custom houses were verv much
lines

sim|ilified, a

system of rebates w-as established to encourage

sliipping

and other changes were made, all of which resulted in heavier traffic.
In 1912 rates were reduced, the
principle of reconsignment was put into practice, and rates
for long hauls were further reduced with a resultant increase in shipments, especially after the reduction in rates

on import freight which became effective at the end of the
year.

A special reduction in rates on cotton cloth and cotton
yarn consigned to ^lanchuria and an increase in rice e.xports to Japan contributed to the favorable showing in 1913.
Although the inauguration of through-freight service between Japan and Manchuria in Januarv. 1913. encourasied

March
ttii-

8.

ixpori.itiDii

until 1V15.
price ol rice
traftk.

of riff

and other

gruiiia,

dii

(.conomic de-

towards the end of the year and continued
In the latter jiart of tliat year increases in the

in

jei

pre>sioii
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and

grain contributed to a

otlier

revival

in

Greater activity in mining enterprises was reflected

Timber, salt and coal
in a great volume
traffic al>o increased appreciably and through business between Japan and Mandiuria assumed greater importance.
of ore shi])nients.

Freight statistics of the Korean roads for the fiscal year
1*J15 sliowed an aggregate tonnage of 1,656,640, a ton mile-

age

oi"

1
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and

receipts

amounting

to
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5,(140,471 and the receipts j,961,59j yen ($1,980,796), as
iDmpared with 2,625,772 passengers and receipts of 2,118,-

744 yen ($1,059,372) in 1907.
Well-directed publicity, traffic affiliations with foreign
companies, improvements in service, and the economic betterment of Ciiosen liave all contributed in producing these
satisfactory results.
The railways have co-operated with
newspapers in holding train e.xhibitions and in other undertakings to stimulate passenger travel.
A rise in the standard of living in Korea and greater interest in travel, as well
as a better understanding of the country's attractions, has
resulted in an increase in tourist parties. For the convenience
of tourists from foreign countries arrangements were made
witli Thomas Cook & Son, the International Sleeping Car
Company, the Nordisk Resebureau and the Tourist Bureau
for the sale of tickets both to points in and through Korea
to

Japan or Manchuria.

1908 dining-car service was inaugurated on the
Korean lines. Dining cars are equipped with writing tables,
and boards and men for Japanese chess are loaned to passengers on request.
Emergency medicine cases are provided
on express trains, and first and second class cars are
equipped with drinking water, electric fans in summer and
steam lieat and stoves in winter.
First and second class
sleeping cars are run on the Keijyo-Fusan line, extending
from the capital to the extremity of the peninsula, and all
express trains on the Keijyo-Fusan, Keijyo-Shingishu and
In

Keijyo-Jinsen lines are electrically lighted.
To meet
and employees, railway hospitals have been built at Ryuzan. Taidcn and Soryo on the
Keijyo-Fusan line, and, in addition, physicians in the service of the railways are availalile at all the principal stations.
the

Station at Fusan Steamer

Dock

yen (Sl.oTS.lOO), as compared with a tonnage of 391.175,
and receipts totaling 1.0S8.498
yen ($544,240) in 1907.
a ton mileage of 24,777.710

Korean Passenger
The passenger

traflic

increased both relatively

Traffic

of the Chosen lines has similarly
and absolutely since their nationali-

zation in l^Oo. although adequate statistics are not available

comparison of results achieved before and after
they were taken over by the Railway Bureau of the ResidencyGeneral of Korea.
In the second year of operation Ijy the
Bureau riots in different jirovinces of Chosen affected pasfor a direct

senger business adversely. In tiie following fiscal year, however, the opening up of the Keijyo-Shingishu and Masan
lines, and the adoption of a uniform passenger rate for all
the lines resulted in increased traffic.
Xiglit train service
and an increase in the number of trains run further induced
travel.
Subsequently, a reduction of through service and a
re-arrangenient of local train service were necessitated by
the economic reaction following the Russo-Japanse War,
Thereafter no marked increase in passenger traffic occurred
until I'Jlo. wlien business conditions began to improve.
In
1911 there was a further improvement in business and in
1912 when a reduction in passenger fares was made the

number

of
-hort-distance passengers
greatly
increased.
Excursion trains and special trains for large parties of
visitors proved ver\' popular, with a resulting increase in
passenger receipts.
In the following year the initiation of
the policy of selling tickets at reduced rates to Koreans going
to market at the principal towns swelled the number of
travelers.
In tlie same year the opening of through traffic
Ijetween Jap.in and Manchuria and China marked a new
epoch in the railway histor)- of Korea.
The beginning of the present world war was reflected in
a hea\7 decrease in passenger traffic in 1914.
Although
this period of depression continued in 1915. the Industrial
E.xhibition which took place at Kcijyo in September in commemoration of the establishment of the Government-General
in Chosen produced a revival in passenger travel which continued even after the close of the exposition.
The number
of passengers carried during the fiscal vear 1915 totaled

the needs of both passengers

Rolling Stock. Warehouses. Hotels. Maintenance

Work

At the end of the fiscal year 1915 the rolling stock of
the Chosen lines consisted of 169 locomotives, 337 passenger cars and 1,604 freight cars.
The latest tj^jc of locomoin use is a ten-wheel superheater locomotive weighing
112 tons. Seven other classes of engines are in use, three
of which are of the saddle-tank t_\-pe.
All passenger cars
have four-wheel trucks and are fitted with steam heat, airtive

brakes,

vestibules,

electric

lights

and

The

fans.

type of car has a capacity of 104 persons.

The

largest

freight cars

L^
Railway Bridge Over Yalu River
are

all

of the four-wheel truck type except

capacity, which have six-wheel trucks.

cars are provided with air-brakes

some of 50-ton

!NIost

of the freight

and have capacities rang-

Some four-wheel freight cars of
10-ton capacit)' are still used at the different shops.
In 1912 the Chosen lines opened hotel accommodations for
tourists in the upper floors of the station buildings at Fu-an
and Shingishu. A five-story fireproof hotel, costing 840,000
yen ($420,000) was completed in Kcijyo in October, 1914.
In the following year a small hotel was built at Kongo-san
ing from 22 to 26 tons.

(Diamond Mountain),
In the

fiscal

a resort on the Keijyo-Gensan line.

vear 1915 the guests at these hostelries numbered
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2,505 and
($54,109).

The

first

the

gross

receipts

amounted

to

108,218

yen

railroad warehouses in Chosen were opened at

Since that time warehouses have
11 stations in Jul}-, 1913.
Warehousing in
been constructed at nine other stations.
Korea, however, is still far below the needs of the country,
to the disadvantage of industrial development.
Maintenance work on the Korean lines in 1915 included
tlie handling of 21,692 cu. yd. of earth work, 132,664 cu. yd.
of ballast, 205,632 sq. ft. of painting, the renewal of 321,387
In addition,
ties and the transfer of 8.8 miles of rails.
2,935 telegraph poles and about 630 miles of wire were
renewed and a number of bridges and buildings were re-
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reaching that age.
The amount of the benefits varies according to age, length of membership in the association and
the amount of salar\' or wages.
Refunds are made to members who retire from the organization before reaching the
The benefit funds are supported by governage of 55.
ment subsidy and contributions by the members.
In the
fiscal year 1915, 8,430 out of 9,234 employees and officers
of the lines were members, and of this number 5,114 were
Japanese and 3,316 Koreans. Total receipts, including the
government subsidy, members' contributions and interest
amounted to 114,051 yen ($57,025), while expenditures
totaled 47,644

yen ($23,822).

Wage

Scales on Korean Lines

paired.

Telegraph Facilities
In the

Chosen

fiscal

lines

year 1915 the 156 telegraph offices on the
handled 4,279,790 railway messages and

The wage problem

in Chosen is insignificant when considered from the point of view of American standards.
In
1915, the average monthly wage of the 8,699 employees of

the system

was

liut

$10.81.

Japanese constituted 5,359 of

179,730 public messages. To take care of the increase in
business an additional telegraph line was added in 1915
between Ryuzan and Teishu and one of the lines between
Taikyu and Soryo was extended to Fusan. Prior to 1906
facilities for telegraphic communication on the Korean system were crude and rudimentarj-. In 1908 with the inauguration of through passenger service between Fusan, at the
extremity of the peninsula, and Shingishu, at the Manchurian frontier, a through telegraphic circuit between RyuWhen the railway bridge
zan and Soryo was installed.
over the Yalu River was completed and through KoreanManchurian train service was established in 1911, all telegraphic circuits along the lines were changed. Subsequently,
additional circuits were opened between Ryuzan and Taiden,
between Ryuzan and Shingishu, and from Ryuzan to

Mokuho.

Employees' Relief Association

The

Relief Association of the Chosen railways was established in April, 1910, as a part of the Relief Association of
the Imperial Government Railways of Japan, but in October
of the

same vear when the roads were taken over bv the

Railway Hotel

at

Keijyc

number employed and

received an average compenmonth, or nearly twice as much as the
wage of the 3,340 Korean employees who received but
$7.23.
Even the 531 officers of the lines received an average salarj' of but $46.40 a month. The munificent salary of
the total

sation of $13.06

a

known as engineer in chief, was
583.32 yen a month, or the equivalent of $201. 6Ci.

the chief executive officer,

Operating Results
Korean operating data for the fiscal year
1915 with statistics of all American lines having annual
operating revenues above $1,000,000, for the year ended December 31, 1916, show marked differences in transportation
conditions in the two countries.
The average receipts per
passenger on the Chosen lines amount to but $.0106 a mile,
or barely more than one-half the American average of
$.02042. This low rate of return is compensated for by the
heavier loading of Korean passenger trains.
Whereas the
average number of passengers per train-mile on American
railroads is but 57, Chosen roads carrj- 118.3 per train-mile,
or over twice as many.
Freight traffic statistics, on the contrary, show lower receipts and heavier train-loading for
railroads in the United States.
Average receipts per ton
per mile in Korea are $.0093 as compared with $.00706 on
.\merican lines; the average trainload in Chosen is but 91.6
tons as against 560 tons in the United States.
It is interesting to note that average receipts have been falling steadily in
Comparisons

Railroad Hostelry in the

Governor-General

it

Diamond Mountains

became an independent organization.

Benefits granted by the association fall under two heads
one for injuries and the other for death and old age. Injury

cover expenses arising from injuries to members
while on dutj' and compensation to employees permanently
disabled, the latter ranging from the equivalent of wages or
salary for from one month to two and one-half years in the
case of the Japanese and half that amount for Koreans.
Benefits for death and old age are granted in the case of
an employee's death before the age of 55 years or upon his
benefits

of

Korea, while the average tonnage per train has been increasing.
In 1907 the average trainload was but 29.3 tons,
or less than one-third the trainload in 1915; the average receipts per ton per mile, on the other hand, were reduced from
$.0219 in 1907 to $.0093 in 1915.
In the first two vfars following the nationalization of

March
the

8,
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Korean

lines

operation of

tlie

in

190o net losses were incurred in tlie
Following general improvements

system.

resulting from tlie steady
Korea and reductions in operatIn 19U^ the
ing expenses, the lines became self-supporting.
sulisidy received from the government amounted to only
181.000 yen (:?00.500) as compared with 4o3,000 yen
($210,500), the amount estimated as necessary to cover the
In the next year despite an
annual losses of the lines.
economic depression, an epidemic of cholera and an unusuSince then the
was
required.
allv severe winter, no subsidy
financial condition of the roads has licen improving steadily.
In 1913, the net returns were almost double those of the
previous year as a result of the increa.se in freight and passenger business following the opening of the Keijyo-Gensan
line and a part of the line from Taiden to Mokuho.
The beginning of the war in Europe caused a decline in
transportation for a time, but later a revival of business and
an increase in rail shipments because of the scarcity of
ships resulted in a recover)- in the receipts of the Chosen
In the fiscal year 1915 operating revenues amounted
svstcm.
to 8,934,4.50 yen ($4,467,215) and operating expenses to
facilities,

in

515

7,155,800 yen, leaving a balance of 1,778,564 yen ($889,282).
The opening ratio for the year was, therefore, 80.01.

increases in traflic

Railroad Enterprise Awakening the East

industrial development of

A

Yankee naval

oflicer first brought the light of occidental
Japan. With a lapse of but oS years, the enenergy and initiative of the Nipponese have won

civilization to
terprise,

for

them the name of "Yankees of the Kast."

Having

trans-

formed their own island kingdom into a progressive and
powerful commercial and industrial state, they have undertaken
also
to
awaken continental Asia from its
lethargy by tapping its immense undeveloped resources
Knowing
and introducing modern economic standards.
that improved transportation is the necessary forerunner
of material welfare, the adaptaldc Japanese have proved
themselves worthy imitators of the Caucasian nations
in
opening up new avenues of trade on both land
As indicated by the review of their railway
and sea.
undertakings in Chosen, they have successfully penetrated the exclusiveness of the "Hermit Nation," therci»y
acquiring a territory 86,000 square miles in area, in which
to exercise their genius for development.

Car Building Plants and Railroad Repair Shops
A
1914,

there

INmanufacture

establishments engaged in tlie
and passenger cars for steam
These plants hired on the average 58,-

were
of

railroad service.

Census Report on This Subject Gives Some Interesting
Figures on These Plants for 1914
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freight

988 persons and the total value of products was $194,775,669.
In the same year also there were 1,362 steam railroad
car repair shops, which shops hired on the average 361,925
persons and the value of the products of which was $514,041,225.

These figures are contained in a report of the Bureau of
Census entitled Steam and Electric Cars and Railroad

the

including the operations of railroad companies, while the
last

two

classes

include the reports of railroad companies

covering only the operations of their machine and repair
shops.
The value of products of the latter group is not a
selling value, but a value equal to the operating expenses,
such as salaries and wages, cost of materials, and miscelAn abstract of the report follows, the
laneous expenses.
numbers of the tables being retained as in the original report.

Table

1

summarizes the

statistics

of the four industries

General Statistics of Car Building Plants and Railroad Repair Shops
&AU30AI> REPAIB HBOfS: ISU.

Cabs: ibu.

Percent
of increase.*

Numl)er cl establishments
I'ensoos en^agod
Proprietors and firm members...
Salaried

2,128
453,41')

16
29,368
424,030

employees

Wageeomirsfavcraeenumber).
rrinxary horsepower
OapiU
Ul..
£&i<
riesandwaees

Wases

PaM for cont ract work
Rent and taxes (including internal revenue)

Cortolmatenah
Value ol prcxiucts
Value a'I'ti.l br manufacture (value of products less cost of
matanals)

.K

minus

slpn

1S.4

351,2'll

2a7

6M

442,113

*590,2es,S01
330,6»5,S74
33,545,325
297,010,549
355,875
3,.329, 777

»43I,lS.i,R)9

615,

Salarip!<

1,810
376,071
10
34,800

sgo.g^Siig
757,888,412

249,417,044
24,274,5«S
225.142,476

4

11

39.3
36.9
32.6

3a 6
31.9

4,689
64,2^8
128,687
»1S7,811,109
48,348,202
6,954,623
41,393,579

446
3,840
10,014

46.5
34.4
33.2

1.12,

433,9M
r»4,092,369

3,199,674

25>',.M«,815

3M
u,9m

909,059

ia\718

1,730,34.1

200,1.',9

6,349,779
10,494,953

«3, 828,607
E14,(M1,22S

4,145,174

270,212,618

20,966,991

194,775,669

percentapos arc omitted where base

1,827
36,

163,613,741
20,558,383
1,914. .M8
18,644, M5
34,596
681,657
17,e0d,S74
38,576,565

7(2, f>47

2,4(7,027
121' 9nt

357,900,29.1

(— ) denotes de<Tea."ie;

22,406
339,518

$14,751,.%S2

866,1.51

2,272,373
297,594,642
569,102.7S1

28,215

4,286

58,988

is less

than

24.

Ml, 51

234,.Wi,f«'i
aoi,:iT.s

100.

Repair Shops which has just been made public.
This report presents statistics for (1) establishments building cars

for 1914 and gives a comparison of the total with 1909, together with the percentages of increase.

for use on steam railroads; (2) those building cars for use
on electric railroads: (3) the operations of repair shops by
steam railroad companies, and (4) the operations of repair
shops by electric railroad companies.
The first two classes
include the reports of car-manufacturing establishments not

Table 14 shows in detail the statistics of cars built for
use on steam railroads by establishments engaged primarily
in their manufacture, for 1914, 1909, 1904 and 1899.

The Car Building Plants
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There was an increase of 2.1 per cent in the number of
steam-railroad cars built in 1914, as compared with 1899,
while the \alue for the same period shows an increase of
101.6 per cent.
The average value of passenger-service.
cars increased from $7,526 in 1899 to $12,800 in 1914,

and

from $533

freight-service cars

in

1899

to

$825 in 1914.

This increased cost per car is due largely to the more e.xtensive use of steel in the construction of cars and the building of larger cars.
In addition to the cars manufactured by establishments

Cars Built for Steam Railroads by Establishments Making
Cars Primarily

Vol. 64, No. 10

making a total of 14,876 cars, valued at $14,638,932, as compared with 23,693 cars, valued at $19,362,855
in 1909.
Of the total number of steam-railroad cars reported in
1914, 9.8 per cent were all-wood; 47.8 per cent, steel underframe; 3.3 per cent, steel body with wood interior; and 39.1
per cent, all-steel.
A larger percentage of the passengerservice than of the freight-service cars were steel; 84.8 per
of
the
passenger-service
cent
cars were all-steel, and 9.7
per cent were steel body with wood interior. Of the freightservice cars, 49.1 per cent were steel underframe, of which
71.5 per cent were box cars, and 37.8 per cent were all-steel,
of which 50.1 per cent were gondolas.
dustries,

Railroad Repair Shops

Table 14

—

Scope of the combined industry. This industry is divided for census purposes into two classes cars and general shop construction and repairs by steam-railroad companies, and cars and general shop construction and repairs
by electric-railroad companies.
Every steam or electric railroad compan}^ of any magni-

PROD0CT.

Total value

1

$194,775,669

8123,729,627

120,084
$140,157,583

74,778
$75,521,432

$3,642,629

216
$1,105,779

$896, 185

$1,497,824

95
$600,912

$576, 230

Stcam-niilroad cars:

Number
Value
Passe ni;er service

'

—

—

Number
Value
Baggage and express-

$7,368,299

Number
V^alue

Mail-

Number
Value
Passenger

—

95

42
$197,465

-

Xumoer

957
$7,209,425

Value

428
$2,955,517

The Railroad Repair Shops Divided by Value

of Products

72
$238,554

Table 29

NumCensus

V.U.UE OF PRODUCT.

year.

ber of
establish-

ments.

$1,975,469

Average

number

Value of

of wage
earners.

products.

Value
added bv
manufacture.

dining and
buSet, parlor,

Chair,

sleeping,

and

1914
1909

all

other-

1,362
1,145

339,518
282,174

$514,041,225
405,600,727

$270,212,618
206,187,315

Number
Value

Less than $5 000

1914
1909

52

115
152

$5,000 to $20,000

1914
1909

154
149

1,584
1,515

$20,000 to $100 000

1914
1909

358
286

14,430
12,059

19,548,203
14,701,863

12,158,925
8,963,187

sioo.ono to $1,000,000

1914
1909

6S4
564

16.S,586

237,177,633
199,863,116

133,985,665
109,493,358

1914
1909

122
94

151 803

255,310,562
189,111,816

122, 783, ,898

1914
1909

3.2
4.5

1914
1909

11.3
13.0

0.5

0.4
0.4

$20,000 to $100,000

1914
1909

26.3
25.0

4.3
4.3

3.8
3.6

4.5

$100,000 to $1,000,000...

1914
1909

50.2
49.3

51.1

46.1
49.3

49.6
53.1

1914
1909

9.0
8.2

45.6
41.1

49.7
46.6

45.4
42.0

Freight senice—

Number
Value

BoxNumber
Value
Caboose

116,650
$96,201,785
50,481
$40,952,538

47,838
$26,562,893

Number
Value

Flat-

Number

5,412
$2,893,154

Value

$1,000,000

Gondolas-

Number

and over

152,534

115,914

.wi

163,034

81,776
98,548

1,865,296
1,760,898

1,202,354
1,124,545

r.^•i

1

86,507,677

*i,m

Value

$6,873,145

Hopper '-

Number

27,998
$21,367,218

Value

Percent distribution:
Loss than $5,000

28,837
$18,414,718

Refrigerator-

55,000 to $20,000

Number

2,618
$2,747,957

Value

Stock—
Nuhiber
Value

Tank—
Number
Value
Other variellcs—
.Number
Value

44

1,250
81,255,167
$1,000,000
<

<

15,238

and over

18,242
$4,818,970

$6, 272, 144

Electric-railroad cars:

'

Number

Less than one-tenth of

(1
C)

(>)

^''o.i

5

49

1

7

(')

0.4

0.5

4.3

per cent.

Value

Passenger-

Number
Value

Other-

Number
V;«lue

All other Products, value.

$75,3»i

$120,605

$63,863

$5.3,906,888

>t6,184,273

$22,891,408

>

$28, 682

$19,890,014

' In addition,
14,876 cars, valued at $14,638,932, and parts and repairs, valued at
$980,074, were reported in 1914, and 23,693 cars, valued at S19,362.M5, and parts and
repairs, to the value of $210,487, were reported in 1909, by establishments engaged
pnmarily in other industries.
' Includes gasoline motor cars for use as passenger cars bv steam railroads
for 1914

and 1909.
' Reported as coal and coke cars

in 1909, 1904,

and

'lncludes9,737logging, mining, industrial, and
'Includes 25 cable cars, valued at $21,232.

1S99

dump

cars,

valued at $1,825,693.

tude operates one or more repair shops, chiefly for the purpose of maintaining the efficiency of the rolling stock. Such
shops often manufacture complete cars and some of them
manufacture complete locomotives. \\'hile the bulk of the
work of the repair shops is on tlie rolling stock, they also
do shopwork in connection with the construction and repair
of bridges, buildings, etc.
Most of the work done is on
rolling stock operated by the company, but some companies do work of this character for others.
The products

The
are not ordinarily given a selling or contract value.
amount reported as the value for 1914 usually represented
the cost of materials, salaries, wages, rent,

and

taxes.

At

censuses a miscellaneous expense item was reported,
which to that extent increased the value of products. For
steam-railroad repair shops this item amounted to $3,946,043 in 1904 and $5,886,066 in 1909, and for electric-railroad repair shops $285,483 in 1904 and $702,536 in 1909.
I)rior

assigned to this industry in 1914, there were 17 steam-railroad cars, valued at $72,034, built by establishments engaged primarily in the manufacture of electric-railroad
cars; 10,745 cars, valued at $11,999,983, by repair shops of
steam-railroad companies; and 4,114 cars, valued at $2,566,915. by establishments engaged primarily in other in-

The steam-railroad repair shops are far more important
than the electric-railroad repair shops.
In fact, measured

March

8,
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Cinderella

bv the number of persons employed, tluy constitute one of
the important industries covered l).v the statistics of manufactures.

Size
to

of

establishments.

—

Or
tendency

Tlie

of

become concentrated

the Little Coal Slipper

industry

the

in hirge establishments

By

indicated

is

given in Tables 29 and .^0.
the principal class of fuel used in steamIn 1014. 50t),60o tons of anthracite.
railroad repair shops.
Fuel.

— Coal

is

0.\(i;

i:vos

there

was

.\

a

TIME,

in the reign of

man named Samuel

his easy-going nature,

Number

Railroad Repair Shops Divided by

NVUnCR or

Table SO

of

E.iRSERS PER
KSTABU.SHME.NT.

Employees

AVERAOE NeSinER OP

ISTAB-

WAOE

WAOE

EAK.VER3.

Per cent ol

1

total.

Per cent

1

of

total.

1900

1914

1909

1914

1

iin4 1909

1909

1914
1

1,362 1,145

All establishments

vam

earners.
to 5
8 to 20 wage earners.
21 to SO wage earners.
»1 to 100 wage earners
101 to 230 wage earners . .
251 to 500 wage earners
.an to l.noo wage earners.
Over 1,000 wage earners..
1

B. L.

statistics

by the

87

76
194

164

302
213
287

238

148
182
KSO
122

197
131

82

44

ioao| loao
5.6
14.2
14.8
IS.

6

7.6
14.3
12.9
14.1

21.1
14.5

20.8

9.6

\Vr

4.6

3.8,

339,518 282,174' 100.0

icao

ai

0.1

7

0.8
1.8
4.2
13.2
22.6
30.0
27.4

234
2,508

6,840
15,634
45,788
67,492
91,041
109, 9S6

2Si:

12S
4,993

0.

2,

11,848'

2.0
4.6

37, 247;

13. 5

63,821
84,619
77,237

19.9
26. S
32.4
1

1

and 5,486,405 tons of bituminous coal were consumed in
The other fuel used was coke, 79,597 tons;
oil, 2,508,70.5 barrels; and gas, 1,829,902,000 cubic feet.
this industrv.

Special Statistics of Repair Shops

Table 32 gives

in

the statistics of steam-railroad

detail

1909, 1904, and 1899.
fewer locomotives and cars built in
steam-railroad repair shops in 1914 than during some of
The number of locomotives dethe earlier census years.
creased by 85, or ,51.2 per cent, from 1899 to 1914, and
the number of cars built, by 16,188. or 60.1 per cent, but
repair shops for 1914,

The

table

shows

Statistics of Railroad

He had

good king W'udro,
who. on account of

was generally known

as Uncle

named Cinderella. She had
a step-mother and besides two step-sisters called Industrie
and Husbandrie, who hated little Cinderella because they
did not want to share with her.
They treated her like a
ser%'ant and she had to fetch and carry everything; all the
coal and wood, and goods of every kind that came into or
out of Uncle Sam's house, Cinderella had to carry.
They
were constantly scolding her so that life was miserable for
the poor child. The sisters dressed in rich go^Tis and went
Sam.

a little daughter

and parties, while Cinderella had to say at home
in her torn and shabby clothes.
Cinderella grew very fast,
so that her clothes became too small for her, but every time
she went to her step-mother and complained that her skirts
had become too short and that her stockings were full of
holes, her step-mother would say that five per cent more
would make the skirts plenty long enough, and that she did
not really need the stockings, reminding Cinderella that
she was eating too much and suggesting many ingenious
to balls

wa)s how Cinderella could do more work on less food.
It happened one evening that King Wudro gave a grand
ball for his officers, who were going to the war, and invited
Cinderella's step-sisters, who were now prouder than ever,
but no one thought of the little girl at home, who felt so sad
and lonely.
Just as she was thinking how unhappy she
was. her fairy godmother, Traffique. appeared before her.
"What troubles you, dearie?" she asked. "Would you
like very much to go to the King's ball tonight?"
"O, very much, indeed 1" answered Cinderella.

"Well," said her godmother, "you shall go and

h>e

the

Repair Shops, 1899, 1904, 1909 and 1914

Table 32
CLASS OF WORK.

Total value

CLASS OP

»il4, 041, 225*405, 600, 727 J309, 775,081) «218. 238, 277

Motive power and machinery department, value
$236, 723, 724 1184, 971 870 $149, 643, 953 $94, 447, 2G0
Locomotives built—
,

Number
Value
Repairs to locomotives, motors, etc

All other products or

t3,594,003|
$169, (

Work for other corporations
work

Car department, value
Caisbuilt. value

$7,(

$57, (
$242,!

$3,289,110,

Sl,853,939j

$3,276,393

,932 $127, MS, 773 $101, 326,Sai $.-,7, J'i3,143
»o, (Wl,30r
»4, 35,004
$3, 338,589
1,359 M9, 018,953^ $40, 81,902 130, 449, 133
1,430;

68, 939 $149,7
1,9831 $13, 326,171; $12, S

;,774'$199,

l,376,.S52

1,521,352

WORK.

Car department, value— Contd.
Cars built, value— Continued.

I

Other—

I

Number

308

3S9

2,000

$64.5,392
$267,153,
Value
$253,005]
'$183, 753, 538 $147, 194, 0« $10% 319,032
Repairs to cars of all kinds
Work forothercorporjtions. ..I $14,819,984 $8,784,239 $6,946,990
All other products or work....' $32,403,269J $30,464,464 124,492,787

Bridge and building department
(shopwork), value
Repairs and renewals
.'

Work

for other corponitions.

.

$3,127,644
$2, 449, S2I
$37, Ofil

All other products or work.

(')
(')

t74,665,.'iOO

>7,084,&57
$20,104,843

.581

$5,414,465
$3,»J7,170
»4 1,626

rot, 073

$l,23-.,669

$2,799,898
$1,906,737
$46,496
$846,06;

t.5,096,141

$18,060,020

15,286,175

$4,351,487
$40,

Passe n;:er

Number

All other products

Value
Freieht—

,291,3M

Number
Value

$2,337,977

$1,441,733

13,972

$10,513,676 $11,

'

rt;:,(it>4

;,o;9,6i9

Includes S12l,61« reported for .\laska.

work done in these shops shows an in135.5 per cent for the 15 years.
In 1914 the motive power and machinery department reported 46.1 per cent of the total value of products; car department, 47.3 per cent; bridge and building department,
si.x -tenths of 1 per cent; and all other, or unclassified products, 6.1 per cent.
the total value of

Da^-light Sastkc in France will begin on Saturday,
9, when all clocks will be set forward an hour at

midnight.

and work not

value

26,543
$10, c

crease of

March

classifled,

•

Not reported

most beautiful lady there. Fetch me a large pumpkin out
Cinderella lost no time in
of the garden," said the fairy.
doing as she was bid, bringing in a venerable yellow pumpkin known as a "Gentlemen's .Agreement." Xo sooner had
the god-mother touched the pumpkin with her wand, then
She then
behold it was changed into a grand carriage.
had four mice brought in belonging to the Brotherhoods,
which she turned into horses. Four lizards, who had been
e.xecutivcs, became footmen, and a wise old rat was changed
into a suave coachman.
Cinderella could hardly believe her eyes.
Just as she
I
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at her ragged clothes the good fair>' waved her
over her, and there stood Cinderella in a most magnifTo comicent ball gown, looking more beautiful than ever.
plete the toilet, the fairy gave her a pair of tiny coal slippers, which fitted her dainty feet perfectly. The only drawback to Cinderella's costume was that for the sake of efficiencv she had to wear also a union suit, and there was a

looked down

wand

law in the kingdom, called the Sherman Act, which
punished with death an)'one wearing such a garment.
The fairy then warned Cinderella on no account to remain

Gaines Wall and Firebox Efficiency
By Jno. D. Rogers
Shop Superintendent, Virginian Railway, Princeton, W. Va.
^\RiTER has had
THEyears
observing
of

terrible

at

the ball after

12 o'clock,

for if she did all her finery

and splendid livery would be changed back again and she
would once more be the shabby Cinderella.
Prince Makadu, a most noble and active gentleman, was
he hastened
told that a beautiful princess had arrived and
He led her into the ball room, where everyto sreet her.
The prince danced with
one^ looked at the charming girl.
lovely a
Cinderella manv times, for he had never seen so
Cinderella had such a delightful time that she forlady.
strokes
twelve
heard
got to watch the clock, and suddenly she
the greatest
Ting out, her fair)' garments began to give her
that of
anxietv and she heard a terrible voice, supposed to be
of thunder,
the King's Executioner, crying out in a voice
good-bye
"Are you wearing a union suit?" Without saying
palace, and in her haste
to the' prince, she rushed from the
gift of the fairy's that
lost one of the coal slippers, the only
door
had remained unchanged, for when she reached the
she had
that at the sound of the terrible words

she found

run away, and mlieard, the coachmen and footmen had
four small mice,
stead of the fine horses there were only
squeaking for over-time upon a minute basis.
The prince was verv sad when he missed the beautiful
ran to the gates to see if any trace of her
princess.

He

saw was a little coal
could be found; but the only thing he
her flight, and he vowed
slipper which Cinderella had lost in
whose foot it fitted.
that he would marr\- the lady
the town, going
So the next dav a herald went through
All the ladies
from house to house to fit the dainty slipper.
squeezed their feet,
tried it on, but no matter how hard they
At last the herald arrived at Cinderella s
it did not fit.
Her two step-sisters quickly stepped forward but
home
They were
coal.
thev could not possiblv manage to move the
about to give up
Treatlv disappointed, and just as they were
attempt

fhe

they

heard

me

Cinderella's

gentle

voice

asking,

try?"
,
,
,
fairy shoe, it
As soon as her daintv foot slipped into the
the
pulled
she
all,
of
surprise
Then to the
fitted perfectly
the other
companion slipper out of her pocket and put it on
who
Cinderella was the only girl in the kingdom
foot.
keep it on foot.
could accomplish this movement of coal, or

"Will vou

let

.

!

the fairy god-mother appeared and
There again stood the
Cinderella.
studded
ma-mificent ladv of the ball with her beautiful dress
The herald was delighted to have found
with anthracite'.
had been searchthe charming princess for whom the prince
He took Cinderella to the palace and Prince Makadu
in".
he made
was so happ\- that she could move the coal that
efficiency.
no objection to her costume, but thought only of her
her at once, so at last Cinderella became a real

Just at this moment
waved her wand over

He

married

In the bride's trousseau there was a beautiful garprinces^
ankle,
ment of the finest silk, which fitted her from wrist to
like a glove.

You will have to guess what it was,
efficient.
it made Cinderella very

you this,
She and the Prince lived happily together
perhaps it would be better to say— for ever since.

tell

but I can

for

ever—

"Venezuela, Imported Railroad Matevalued at $68,919 from the United States in 1915,
in
and $94,186 in 1916. The share of the United States
per
the import trade of this district rose from about 43
cent in 1913 to 72 per cent in 1916.

Maracaibo,

RL\i.s
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ating

an opportunity during the past six
the advantages of the Gaines type

of firebox construction from a
standpoint, both on passenger

practical

and

and oper-

freight

locomo-

considering the design of modern power, the
question of firebox proportion is of primary impwrtance, and
should be given the most careful consideration, keeping in
mind the ratio of grate area to heating surface. In the
past the grate area has been limited by the endurance of
Since the introduction of successful stokers,
the firemen.
We
this is no longer a function of steam making capacity.
now have stokers successfully firing grates of 100 sq. ft.
and over, with apparently no limit to even further increase
The most important factor in firebox design
in grate area.
is having proper depth of throat sheet; this is limited by
Few modern locomotives can have
the wheel arrangement.
the mud ring over the driving wheels without a sacrifice
being made in the design of the ash pan, and in many cases,
even with the use of trailer wheels, ash pans are designed
in such a manner that they choke the grate, making them
very difficult to clean, at the same time limiting the air

In

tives.

opening to the underside of the grate.
source of all trouble in many bad steaming locomoin the ash pan, yet the front end, bad coal, and
improper firing get the blame. Most grate failures can be
traced to fire on the flares of the ash pan, choking off the
draft, and causing the grates to become overheated.
With the Gaines wall the depth of throat sheet does not
have to be considered, as, regardless of the depth of the

The

tives

is

flues cannot be affected, nor can the misuse of the
blower combined with dirty coal, or dead fire, have the
usual bad results; flues leaking on locomotives with this
construction are unheard of, cold air cannot reach them,
and the writer has known of locomotives in service two
years or more without any work being performed on the
flues; in fact, no more than inspection of firebox by the
boilermaker.
With all the advantages of the superheater there is no
device that is more inefficient when the superheater flues
are stopped up.
To get results the flues have to be cleaned.
This means every two or three trips. A green fireman may
choke a full set of flues before he gets his train out of the
It costs money to remove arches
yard by improper firing.
and blow flues. A great many locomotives could be turned
"on the pit" if it were not for the flues being stopped up. I
have no record of a locomotive equipped with a Gaines wall
and combustion chamber having a flue choked; consequently
fire,

maximum efficiency, at the same
Most of the
time saving delay and expense at terminals.
chamber, which is easily
combustion
sparks are caught in the
cleaned at any time.
Even with the best designed fireboxes it is difficult to
keep the bottom flues open, which means that a great part
of this heating surface is continually out of service; at the
same time choking these flues causes them to leak. A great

the superheater operates at

proportion of our flue trouble can be traced to this source.
The Gaines type of firebox should be especially adapted
to roads operating in terminals that have rigid smoke re-

'

The fact has been demonstrated that this firebox gives more complete combustion with the result that
criticism from smoke inspectors is reduced to a minimum,
strictions.

while at the same terminals other locomotives cause frequent
complaints.
The Gaines walls, under most severe conditions, last from eight to twelve months, maintenance being
simply a matter of patching the wall occasionally with fire
clay.

Railroad Bill Sent to Conference for Final Adjustment
Period of Federal Control After

Authority

Still

War

and Kate-Making

Points of Difference
vvAftifiscTON, n. c.

Bv

iivKRwiiLLMiNG MAjoRi'iiES

botli

Houscs of Coiigress

liavc declared that the taking over of llie railroads

by

war measure, that the legislation
for their control is emergency legislation enacted to meet
conditions growing out of the war, and that tiie existing
system of gover. ment control shall continue only during the
war and for not longer than a specilied period thereafter.
The question as to what the period shall be was referred
to conferees appointed by the House and by the Senate after
the railroad control bill was passed by the House on February 28, substantially in tlic form in which it was written
by representatives of the administration and as passed by
the Senate on Februar)' 22, but with differences on two important points and in several less important particulars.
tile

government

is

a

passed by the Senate, the bill provided tliat the period
of federal control shall continue for not longer tlian 18
months after the proclamation of peace terminating the
war and the bill as passed ljy the House provded that
it shall continue during the period of the war "and for a
reasonable time thereafter, which shall not exceed two years
Both bills
next following tlie date of the proclamation."
provide, in nearly identical language, that the President may.
prior to July 1, 1918, relinquish control of all or any part
of any railroad or system of transportation, further control
of which he shall deem not needful or desirable; and the
President may at any time during the period of federal control agree with the owners thereof to relinquish all or any
He may
part of any railroad or system of transportation.
also relinquish all railroads at any time he shall deem such
action needful or desirable and in such case no right to compensation shall accrue to the owners from the date of the
relinquishment.
The administration had at first opposed fixing any definite time for the return of the roads to their owners, but
apparently acquiesced in the idea of a time limit, when the
opposition to such a plan became pronounced, and only 10
senators and 40 representatives voted for an indefinite period.
Both bills contain the express declaration that nothing in the act is to be construed as expressing or prejudicing the future policy of the federal government concerning
the ownership, control, or regulation of carriers or the method
or basis of the capitalization thereof.
.\ffirmative action by Congress will, therefore, be required
to prevent the return of the roads to their owners after the
war, whereas under the terms of the bill as it was originallv
introduced, providing that the period of government control
should continue until Congress ordered otherwise, a failure
of Congress to agree as to the disposition of the roads would
have meant an indefinite period of government control.
The House passed the bill by a vote of ^^6 to 6. Only
two democrats and four republicans voted acain.^t it Representatives Thomas. Kentucky: Gordon, Ohio;
Chandler,
Oklahoma; Dennison, Illinois; Hangen, Iowa; and Ramsever, Iowa.
It is understood that the leaders had planned
to avoid a record vote on the bill but a roll-call was demanded by Representative Dennison.
The Senate had
passed the bill without a roll-call.
The Senate appointed as conferees Senators Smith, of
North Carolina. Pomerene and TowTisend. and the House
appointed Representatives Sims, Doremus and Esch. Later
Senators Robinson and Cummin? were added.
The principal sections of the bill governing the method
of comp.nc.,ti,.n r.f the roads, on the basis of the
average

net operating income for tliree \ears as the standard return
as proposed |jy I'resident Wilson, with provision for special
treatment in exceptional cases, were not altered either by
l)rovision

increase of compensation for any additions, improvements or
betterments constructed out of or purchased tjy the earnings
for investment or surplus earned during the period of federal
control."

.\nother

.As

—

House

or by the Senate, but the House bill contained a
omitted in the Senate, providing that the com])ensation should be increased by a percentage on the additional investment, estimated at about $240,000,000, during
the last half of 1917.
It is understood tiiat the conferees
have agreed to eliminate this provision. The House bill did
not include the Senate amendment that "there shall be no

the

important question

submitted

to

the

conferees

was as to whether the President or the Interstate Commerce
Commission should have final authority over rates. The
Senate bill provided that the
but that they shall be subject
Tlie House bill also provided
sion of rates initiated by the

commission -merely

to

report

President may initiate rates
review bv the commission.
for a review by the commisPresident but authorized the

to

its

recommendations to the

President.

The most important

contests in the House were on the
whether the President or the Interstate Commerce Commission should have linal authority over rates
issues as to

and as to the period of federal control.
In committee of
the w-hole an amendment by Representative Sweet giving
the authority to the commission was adopted by a vote of
164 to 157, but when a separate vote was taken before the
final passage of the bill it was defeated 210 to 165, leaving
the provision as reported by the committee. This authorized
the President, when in his judgment it is necessar\-, to
initiate rates by filing them with the commission and provided that they should be "fair, reasonable and just" and
that the commission should hold hearings and make a report of its findings and recommendations (which shall

prima

facie be taken as correct) to the President for his
final action.
The Sweet amendment provided that the commission should retain its full jurisdiction over rates but,
during the period of federal control, should "consider all
the facts and circumstances growing out of unified coordinated federal control occasioned thereby."
.\n amendment proposed by Representative R<ch to reduce the period of control after the war to one vcar was
also adopted in committee of the whole, 14.? to 11, but was
defeated in the House 164 to 205. .\n amendment by Representative Barkley to leave the period indefinite was voted
down 14,? to 40. Representative London proposed to make
the time 99 years, and received 4 votes, while there were
102 against it.
The playing of politics in connection with the bill was
manifested in the votes on various amendments, rather
than in the pa.ssage of the bill it.«elf, particularlv on the
period of government control and on the rate-making power,
the Republicans generally expressing themselves in favor of
the shortest period of the continuance of the federal control ?\stem after the war and against giving the President
power to control rates.
There was a strong Republican
line-up behind the Esch amendment to reduce the period
after the war to one year, on the theori- that this might
possibly terminate the present system before the next Presidential election, but there was a surprising change in the
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votes as taken in committee of the whole, where they were
not recorded individually, and as taken separately just
Some 16 Republicans
before the iinal passage of the bill.

from the western states where the Farmers' Non-Partisan
League has a strong influence, with its advocacy of government ownership, voted for the Esch amendment, under cover
of the non-recorded vote, but switched and voted against
it when a roll-call was taken.
The House adopted an amendment similar to that of the
Senate providing for the inclusion of short line roads in
the federal system, providing that "every railroad not owned,
controlled, or operated by another carrier company, and
which has heretofore competed for traffic with a railroad or
railroads of which the President has taken the possession,
use and control, or which connects with such railroads and
transportation,
is engaged as a common carrier in general
shall be considered as within federal control, as herein defined and necessarj- for the prosecution of the war, and
shall be entitled to' the benefit of all the provisions of this
act."

In general the House bill contained more qualifications
restrictions on minor points than did the Senate draft.
In the provision for the purchase of railroad securities by
the President the House inserted, out of an abundance of
caution, the words "out of the revolving fund created by
this act," because some of the members objected to an unIt was also provided that any securities
restricted power.
so purchased shall be held by the Secretan' of the Treasurj-,
who shall, under the direction of the President, represent
the United States in all matters in connection therewith in

and

the same manner as a private holder thereof, and that the
President shall make a detailed report of receipts and expenditures from the fund each year.
An amendment adopted on the motion of Representative
Lenroot provides that no person employed in connection

with the operation of railroads or systems of transportation
under Federal control, except those persons referred to in
the preceding paragraph of the bill which authorized the
President to employ government agencies such as the Interstate Commerce Commission, shall be deemed to be an
officer or employee under the United States within the
meaning of the excess profits tax nor a civil employee of
the United States within the meaning of the federal compensation act.
A section not in the Senate bill sought to protect short
lines bv providing that nothing in the act shall be construed to affect the routing instructions over and the traffic
arrangements of such railroads as may not be taken over
unless such arrangements and instructions prejudice the
transportation of war materials or of government supplies.
The House was also more cautious than the Senate in
its amendments of the section numbered 10 in the Senate
The former provides that
bill and 1 1 in the House bill.
"carriers while under federal control .shall, in so far as is
with
the provisions of this act,
not inconsistent therewith, or
or any other act applicable to such federal control, or with
any order of the President, be subject to all laws and liabilities as common carriers," and that "suits may be brought
by and against such carriers and judgments rendered as
now provided by law." The House omitted the words "in
so far as is not inconsistent therewith, or with the provisions
of this act, or any other act applicable to such federal control, or with any order of the President."
It also added
that "no defense shall be made thereto upon the ground
that the carrier is an instrumentality or agency of the
federal government," and that "any final judgment heretofore rendered or that hereafter may be rendered against any
common carrier under federal control shall be paid out of
the sum accruing as compensation to the carrier against
which .such judgment is or was obtained."
Another section declares moneys and other properti- derived
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from the operation of the carriers during federal control to
be the property of the United States but provides that unless otherwise directed by the President such moneys shall
not be covered into the treasury, but shall remain in the
custody of the same officers and be accounted for in the
same manner as before federal control.
A provision of the House bill not in the Senate draft provides that the owners of a railroad making an agreement
with the President for compensation shall accept all the
terms and conditions of the act and any regulations or
order made by or through the President under authority
of the act or of the act of August 29, 1916, under
the President took over the roads.

which

The House also added by a vote of 31 to 24 an amendment proposed by Representative Parker of New Jersey
providing that overlapping and deferred accounts and
claims, which are usually paid as current operating expenses, shall be paid out of operating income and on the
surrender of the carriers they shall be returned subject to
any such overlapping accounts.
The

conferees expected to reach an agreement at a night
Wednesday. An agreement fixing the period of

session on

government control after the war was reached on Wednesday,
and, after a conference with the President, Senator Smith
announced that he had a compromise plan as to the rate
making authority to propose which he thought would be

Under this plan the Interstate Commerce Commission would continue to have jurisdiction over rates that
would be required to take into consideration increased
accepted.

expenses.

Demurrage on Heatless Days
COMMERCE COMMISSION,
THE INTERSTATE
has
a
on
issued

2,

set

of

Division No,
various questions

rulings

which have arisen as to the application of demurrage
rules and storage charges on the fuelless days designated
by the Fuel Administration order of January 17.
The
questions were as follows:

—

First.May the fuelless days designated by the Fuel Administrator be considered legal holidays as that term is used
in the demurrage code?
Second.
Should demurrage charges be collected on a shipment such as asphalt which arrived at destination on January 18 and which because of its consistency could not be

—

first being heated and which was not
heated because of the consignee's understanding of the Fuel
Administrator's order?
Third.
Should demurrage charges lie collected on cars
containing freight which could not be loaded or unloaded
without the use of a derrick operated by power derived
from fuel?
Fourth.
Should demurrage charges be collected on shipments to a large industrial concern which could not load or
unload them without certain inter-plant switching which
could not be performed without power derived from fuel?
Fifth.
Should storage charges be assessed on less-thancarload freight which was not removed because an industry completely ceased operation on the fuelless days as theresult of its understanding of the Fuel Administrator's
order and of the instructions of the local fuel administra-

unloaded without

—

—

—

tor?
It

was

held,

days designated

as

to the

first

question,

that the

fuelless

by the Fuel Administrator may not be

considered legal holidays as that term

is

murrage code.
As to the second and third questions,

used in the de-

it was held that
a particular shipper's understanding of the Fuel Adminisorder is not conclusive, as different shippers may

trator's

Maich
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8,

lonsiruc the order diftcrently; and tliut in cases where
power or heat derived from fuel is necessary and customary for loiiding or unloading properly, cars arriving and
set for loadint; or unloading on January 18 sliould lie treated
exactly as thougli set for kxiding or unloading on January
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been in Washington since siiortly after the United
tlie war, and has been cliairman of the priorities
committee of the War Industries Board. He was also, until
tiie government took over tlie railroads, director of priority

has

States entered

in trans|)ortation.

circumstances of these cases,
no demurrage charge should be assessed.
In other words,

2J.

As

fourth

the

to

in

tlie

question,

it

was

lield

that

demurrage

charges should he collected on shipments to industrial concerns which failed to load or unload cars because it is alleged that they were prevented by the Fuel Administrator's order from using locomotives for inter-plant switching.
The Commission does not consider that there was any prohibition upon tiie plant locomotives from using power where
necessary for loading or unloading any more than there was
a proiiibition against the use of locomotives for general railbusiness.

roiid

As to the t'lfth question, it was held that storage charges
should be assessed on less-than-carload freight not moved
because the industry ceased operation on the fuelless days
as the result of its interpretation of the Fuel Administrator's
order, or the instructions of the local fuel administrator.

R.

Lovett Director of

S.

Chicago-St. Louis Passenger
Service Rearranged

ON

KF.COM

director

Mc.Adoo

(.KNi.RAi,

So'jthbound
R.TJlroad
Illinois

Mt ADOd has aniiounced the creation

Chicago
Chicago
Chicago

of

and

ments

Wabash
Chicago

Wabash

Illinois

.\dditions

for
in

general will liave supervision over capital expenditures.

Judge

bom June

He

tion will
R. S. Lovett

1884 as local attorney of tlie Houston East & West
Since then he has been consecutively assistant general
attorney and general counsel for the Texas & Pacific;
general counsel of the Southern Pacific lines in Texas, while
a member of the law firm of Baker, Botts, Baker & Lovett;
president of the Houston &: Texas Central, and general
counsel of the L'nion Pacific-Southern Pacific system, and
from 1904 to 1909 was vice-president and general counsel
for the same roads.
Since Septemljer 1 o, 1909, he has been
chairman of the executive committee of the Union Pacific
System.
From October 21. 1909, to October 1, 1911, he
was also president of the same system. From September 13,
1909, to January. 191.i. he was also chairman of the executive
committee of tlie Southern Pacific Company.
Judge Lovett
seivice in

Texas.

7:30a.m.
7:45 a.m.
7:40

a.

m.

Illinois

.\rrive

Chicago

5:25p.m.
5:30p.m.
7:45 p.m.
7:45p.m.
7:00 a.m.
7:15 a.m.
7:30 a. m.
7:45 a.m.
7:40a.m.

schedule curtails excessive service formerly offered to the
public under competitive conditions, but has been arranged
so as to leave ser\'ice which will be entirely adequate, while
effecting a total saving of 15,706 train miles per month, an
The
estimated saving in coal of 9,538 tons per montii.
traveling public will have a choice of a greater numl>er of
hours of departure and arrivals than heretofore by using
the road which has a train at the desired time, and tlie reduc-

by the railroads as to

San

7:57p.m.
7:00 a.m.
7:25 a. m.

This provides for three morning, one noon and five night
trains from Chicago to St. Louis, and two morning, two
noon and five night trains from St. Louis to Chicago. This

their budgets of neces-

was
Lovett
22, 1860, at
Texas.
Jacinto,
entered
railway

& Alton
Central

Chicago i- Alton
Chicago & Eastern

upon the reports made

and

p.m.

Leave St. Louis
8:25a.m.
9:00a.m.
12:05 p.m.
12:05 p.m.
9:00 p. m.
9:45 p.m.
10:00 p. m.
11:30 p.m.
Il;30p.m.

Railroad
Centra!
& Eastern Illinois
& Alton

the

expenditures

II :30

Illinois

Illinois

Judge Lovett
receive and pass

improvements

& Alton
Central

Chicago
Chicago

istration,

sar\-

6:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m.
6:00 p. m.

Eastern Illinois
Alton

Xortbbound

of the Railroad .Adminwill

&
&

Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Eastern

Better-

of

.Arrive St. Louit

9:00 a. ni.
10:00 a. ni.
10:15 a.m.
12:02 p. m.
9:00 p.m.
9:45 p.m.
10:00 p.m.
11:30 p.m.

Central

Walash

Industries

director

Leave Chicago

Wahash
Illinois

National Defense.

As

lias

become effective on March 17, contemplates a reduction
nine trains more evenly distributed throughout the day, and
provides that tickets shall he made interchangeable so that
the traveling public will be afforded increased train facilities.
The day trains are arranged to run from 9:00 a. m. until
12:00 noon, and the night trains from 9:00 p. m. until
11 :30 p. m. on the following schedule:

Board of the Council of

Division

regional

to

Betterments and .Additions, and has appointed Judge
Robert S. Lovett director of the new division. Judge Lovett
has resigned as chairman of the executive committee of the
Union Pacific, and has severed his connections with all other
cor()orate interests to devote himself exclusively to his new
work for the government. He has also resigned as a member

War

.AISH lux,

I(.

to

of an additional division in his organization, that of

of the

K.

western railroads. Director General
provided a plan for the rearrangement

the

of passenger train service between Chicago and St. Louis on
a non-competitive basis. There are at present 15 passenger
trains between the two cities, many of which leave at the
same hour over different railroads. The new plan, which is

Betterments and Additions
DiKKCTuK

Ul

.MF..vr).\TION

for

have an

effect

in

reducing considerably the inter-

I he total
ference with freight traffic by passenger trains.
cost per montli of the service to be reduced is estimated at

$76,310.
Consideration has been given by Mr. McAdoo's staff and
by the regional directors to similar plans of rearrangement
of service between other important cities, announcement of
which is expected shortly.

New

Jap.\xese

nouncement

is

SER^^CE

made by

the

—

to South America. AnNippon Yusen Kaisha that it
a new service to South

open

definitely decided
With three steamers, each of 6,000 tons gross,
.America.
the service will be operated every two months, making six
round trips a year. Among the principal ports of call are

has

to

Yokohama, Kobe, Singapore, Durban, Cape Town, Santos,
Rio de Janeiro, and Buenos

.Aires.

llllllllllllllllllllllllll

Illllll

General

News Department

The Wisconsin & Michigan announces that its operating
headquarters have been moved from Peshtigo, Wis., to Menominee, Mich.
The
Fla.,

paint shop of the Florida East Coast, at St. Augustine,
together with live passenger cars, was destroyed by tire

on February

19.

Daniel Willard, president of the Baltimore & Ohio, has
been again chosen chairman of the Advisory Commission of
the Council of National Defense.

Gordon Grant, formerly chief engineer of the National
Transcontinental Railway, of Canada, has been appointed
adviser to the Canadian Minister of Railways, a new office
created by the Dominion government.

Twenty two hundred and forty men from the Pacific system of the Southern Pacific are now serving their country
in the army or navy.
This is 366 more than had joined the
colors at the time that the statistical issue of the KailTvay
was published (January 4).

Age

Free transportation for soldiers is proposed in a bill which
Representative Steenerson has introduced in Congress. He

would authorize free transportation for both officers and
men, of the ."Vrmy, the Navy and the Marine Corps, when on
furlough, to and from their homes.
Albert J. Stone, operating vice-president of the Erie, has
been appointed .Assistant to A. H. Smith, Regional director. Eastern territory, United States Railroad Administration;
headquarters. Grand Central Terminal, New York City
D. C.
Porteous, secretary of the Seaboard Air Line, has been appointed
assistant to John Skelton Williams, director of the Divisions of
Finance and of Purchases of the Railroad Administration.
;

Exportation of railway material to Spain has been the subbetween the War Trade Board and the
Spanish government, now nearly completed, providing for the
exportation of a large amount of materials and supplies from
the United States to be used in the rehabilitation of the
Spanish railroads; this in return for assistance from Spain
in furnishing supplies to the -American Army in France and
in the use of Spanish ships for some of our ocean traffic.

ject of negotiations

Obsolete or obsolescent locomotives may be useful somewhere, and Director General McAdoo has addressed a circular letter to the presidents of Class I railroads asking
for information regarding all locomotives which are not in
service by reason of age, condition, size, weight, etc., but
which, if in good condition or properly repaired, could be used
to advantage on roads of less traffic density or more favorable operating conditions.
Information is asked regarding
the character of the engines, their power and dimensions,
general condition of boilers, fire bo.xes and machinery, and

approximate cost of

repair.

The Morkrum rapid telegraph is being installed on a number
of important circuits of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The Pennsylvania already has rapid printing telegraphs in operation on
lines between Pittsburgh and Philadelphia, between Altoona and
Philadelphia, and between Washington anc! Philadelphia. All of
these printing systems are worked on telephone trunk circuits.
Most of

women or boys. In the transmission
of car reports and other reports to be copied on printed forms,
the printing telegraph instrument records them on regular mesthe operators are

sage forms and from these the receiving operator transcribes
the figures to the form on which the code letters are printed.

Railroad Employees' Income Tax Returns are the subject
which has been issued by Director General McIt appears that, numerous railroad employees
who
are not paid fixed annua! salaries have not kept
accurate

of a circular

Adoo.

records of their earnings for the calendar year 1917, and,
therefore, find it difficult to make an accurate return under
the law. The director general asks the railroads to give to
each employee who does not receive a fixed annual salary
and who is included in the railroad's report to the collector
of internal revenue, a statement as to the amount of compensation shown in such report as having been received by
him, in order to facilitate the making of accurate tax returns.

Requirements for steel rails during the current year, is
subject concerning which Director-General McAdoo has
asked for information from the railroads. A circular has been
addressed to the presidents of all Class I carriers asking
them to send information to the Interstate Commerce Commission showing the number of gross tons of new rail placed
in track during the calendar year 1917, the estimated amount
required for 1918, separately for maintenance and construction, the minitnum amount required to maintain track in safe
condition during the year, the tonnage contracted for delivery,
including that due on previous contracts or carried over on
contracts for the previous year, and the tonnage of rail on
hand on January 1.
a

A

train of sixty automobile freight trucks, started from
Buffalo, New York, by the War Department on February
12 reached New York city, about 440 miles, on February 28,
having encountered serious delays because of bad roads.

The trucks were two weeks in reaching Amsterdam, about
260 miles.
On one day they accomplished only six miles
the longest day's run was 77 miles. Snow from 3 ft. to 5 ft.
deep was encountered in many places and the roads, for
considerable distances, were not wide enough for the fiveton trucks. On one occasion, the men in charge, 170 of them,
had to sleep in the trucks, having found it impossible to reach
a town. One man was injured while chopping ice away from
truck wheels and one truck fell down a 60-ft. embankment.
These trucks were loaded with automobile parts, consigned
to the War Department storehouse at Baltimore, Md.
Contractors on

new subway

construction

work

in

New York

City are facing serious financial perplexities because of the high
prices of material and of wages, and scarcity of help; and the
Public Service Commission of the state has called upon the city
authorities to join the commission in devising measures of relief.

The number

of

men now

at

work

for the contractors

is

about

compared with an average of 12,000 in April,
now at work are being constantly ofifered better
The Public Service Commission fears a complete stoppage of the work, and consequent delay in the opening of the new routes, which would impose upon the city great
losses.
Remedial legislation is needed at once. The contractors
are said to be willing to complete the unfinished work on the
basis of cost of labor and materials, without profit.
The Public
7,000, as
1917; and those
pay elsewhere.

Service Commission, in its annual report, issued in January,
expected that some 40 or 50 miles of tracks in the new subways
would probably be opened for traffic early in this year. The
completion of these lines has been much delayed by the contractors' difficulties.

Railroad Contributions
The Railroad .Administration, under the direction of C. A.
Prouty, director of the division of public service and accounting,
is conducting an investigation
to determine whether and to what
extent during the period of government control railroads should
continue to make contributions to the support of associations of
commerce, boards of trade and similar civic organizations. Railroads have not only become members of such associations, paying
dues in the same way that other members do, but they have also
in some cases made special contributions; and, in order to determine his policy in the matter, the Director General is collecting information as to the character of the practice and the
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amount of monty involved.

For this purpose a circular letter
has been addressed to various organizations asking them to furrailroads;
the
names
of
whether
the amount of dues is denish
termined by rules or by-laws of the organization, or whether it
is voluntarily determined by the railroad, and whether there is
any limitation as to the use to which the contribution shall be
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from duly as

mand

electrical engineer of the

this regiment.

A

Panama Canal

to

com-

opened
W est Adams St., Chicago, in charge of Major Arthur B.
Kratz, Engineer Officers' Reserve Corps, also formerly on the
special recruiting office has been

at 120

Panama

Canal.

put.

Railroad

Wage Commission

.\ special session of the Railroad Wage Commission was held
February 28 at Washington to hear testimony by Miss Pauline
lioldmark, representative of the Consumers' League of New York,
and other organizations, regarding the employment of women in
railroad work. She said that women first were employed in any
considerable number by the railroads about a year ago, at the
nistance of the Railroads' War Board, and that while they were
at first employed for clerical and other light work they have
since been employtil in increasing numbers for heavier work in
freight yards, track repairs and shops.
Some of this work, she
said, involved too great a physical strain, as in cases where they
lift
heavy
weights.
are required to
K>i\

Bolsheviki Destroy Bridges on Trans-Siberian
Advices received at Washington Moiulay indicated that German controlled Bolsheviki elements in Siberia had begun operations to prevent Japan and the Fntcnte .Mlics from controlling
the eastern end of the Trans-Siberian Railroad. John F. Stevens,
chairman of the American Railway Commission, reported to the
state department that the Russians had begun destroying bridges
on the Trans-Siberian between Lake Baikal and the Manchurian
frontier. It is believed that this action is aimed at preventing any
advance of Japanese troops to carry out police duties.
-Ml the bridges on the railroad have been permanently mined
for some time.
Russians believe that the Bolsheviki may blow
up many of these structures. The Bolsheviki, they insist, will
pursue the same tactics toward the Japanese as they have against
the Germans, and will refuse to recognize them as friends.

Minnesota Appeals

for Cars

The State Public Safety Commission of Minnesota recently
sent a personal appeal to President W'ilson for cars needed
to move 13,000,000 bushels of potatoes from northern Minnesota. The text of the telegram, which was signed by Governor Burnquist and the chairman of the commission reads, in
part, as follows:
"Minnesota, in response to requests from your administration and as a patriotic duty, produced 33.000,000 bushels of
potatoes last year; 13,000,000 bushels on hand are spoiling
for want of a market, but principally for the want of refrigerator cars to move them. Cannot the supply division of
the quartermaster's department furnish an immediate outlet
for a large part of the same and the director of railways
furnish transportation to move this enormous supply of valuable foodstuffs? Failure to do so at once means destruction
of the supply and a small acreage this year.
All other
sources of relief but your good self have been appealed to
without success. Here is an opportunity to cut red tape and
produce results."

Thirty-seventh Regiment Electrical

Engineers, Being Recruited
regiment of electrical engineers

is being recruited in Chicago as rapidly as possible for service in I-'rance. The selection of
the staff of commissioned officers has practically been completed,

.\

West

in

Need

of Cars

At a conference in Washington last week with Director-General
McAdoo and the other regional directors, R. H. Aishton, in
charge o: western

made an

appeal for additional cars for
emergency movements. Cars are
potatoes from the northwest and live
stock from Iowa, Illinois and South Dakota. As a result of the
meeting it was decided to deliver a thousand cars a day to western roads until further notice.
The special trainload movements of flour, grain and meat,
arranged for by the western regional director in co-operation
with the United Stales Food Administration, and outlined in
the Kaxluay Ai^e of March I, page 473, have been carried out
according to schedule and are proving an excellent method of
taking care of export demands.
Priority is still being given to
the movement of grain in II western stales and. since February
his

lines,

territory to take care of

especially needed to

22,

priority

move

has been extended to cover farm implements,

cubators, egg cases and egg case

in-

fillers.

Railroad Commission Investigates Possible Economics

The Railroad Commission of California recently completed aii
investigation of possible economies of operation of transportation^
companies in that state during the war. In a report handed dowir
on February

9,

the commission

made

a

number

of

recommenda-

tions, including the following
1.

Labor ShprURf: To obtain needed unskilled labor the Federal goTcrn-

ment should remove the entrance tax and suspend the literary test so as
to permit the importation of Mexican labor.
The importation of OricntaT
l.ibor is not necessary in view of the availability of Mexican labor.
To
r.btain skilled labor universities and technical schools should establish courses
in railroad shopwcrk, including practical training in railroad shops
2.
Competition: Nn construction work on competitive lines unless so far
progressed that rtopoaee would entail a considerable loss; instead, use
existirg facilities jointly.
3.
Priority: All orders should be handed to the railroads through one
central bureau.
4.
Cross-hauls: Steps should be taken to do away with all tinnecessary
cross-hauls.
5.
Franchise Requirements: State, county and city govcrnmeot authorities
not to require utilities, during the present emergency, to live up to franchise
requirements which call for improvements that are not absolutely necessary
in the operation of the public utility atfcctcd.
6.
Supplies: The establishment of a priority by the Federal government
as between requirements of railroads cf the t'nited States and orders for
foreign governments and industries in this and other countries.
7.
Rcconsignmcnt: Suspension of this privilege on all commodities with
the exception of perishable products and the reduction of such privileges
on perishable products to a minimum.
8.
Team Tracks: All existing team tracks to be used jointly by any
carrier which is able to reach them.
9.
Short Haul Freight: .All short haul freight, particularly less than carload shipments, to be handled by inland water transportation companies, inlerurban electric lines and motor trucks.
10.
Advertising: The considerable expense incurred by railroads in advertising could be materially reduced without impairment of *Bciency.

American Gear Manufacturers' Association
"Gear Standardization"

will be the principal subject of discussion at the second annual convention of the American Gear
Manufacturers' Association, to be held at Green Brier Hotel,.
White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., on April 18, 19 and 20. .^n
address by a representative of the United States Chamber of
Commerce, of which the association has just become a member,
will also bring matters of timely interest before the association.
The convention will begin with meetings of committees or>

Thursday morning,

.'\pril

IS.

.\l

1

:30 the first session will ojieii

men, carpenters, welders, boilermakers. bricklayers, masons,
chauffeurs, handymen and linemen. The regiment will also need
operators of oil, steam and gasoline engines and electrically

with an address by President F. W. Sinram, "The A. G.-M. A.
Past, Present and Future." Following the address by the Chamber of Commerce representative, C. R. Poole will talk on "Hardening and Heat Treating of Gears," and B. F. Waterman will
present the report of the Standardization Committee.
Friday morning's session will include reports of officers and
committees, election of nine members of the Executive Committee
and miscellaneous business. An informal banquet will be held

driven pumps.

in the evening.

though the selection of non-commissioned officers has not been
made and the men who enlist will have chances for these places.
Men who are skilled in the following trades will be enlisted
Cooks, machinists, blacksmiths, metal workers, foundrymen, patternm.-.kers, plumbers, electricians, pipe fitters, draftsmen, store-

The regiment
commanded by

known

as the 37th Engineers and will be
Col. Theodore A. Dillon, an officer of the Engineering Corps of the Regular Army, who has been relieved
will be

On

Saturday morning a paper on "L'niform Cost Accounting"
be presented by J. H. Dunn, and on "Hobs and Hobbing
Machines" by a representative of the Barber-Coleman Company.
will
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Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
past week one new subscription to the Railway
Regiments' Tobacco Fund for $10 a month for 12 months was
received from the Rome Iron Mills, Inc.. New York; a donation
of $20 w^as made by the McConway & Torley Company of Pittsburgh, and a second contribution of $100 was received from the
Chicago Railway Equipment Company, Chicago.

During

the

American

Institute of Consulting Engineers

of the American Institute of Consulting Engineers,
on February 19, elected the following officers for the ensuing
vice-president, Alexander
President, Lewis B. Stillwell
year

The Council

;

:

secretary and treasurer, F. A. Molitor (35 NasThe new members of the Council
elected at the annual meeting are J. Vipond Davies, P. W. Henry
and C. M. IngersoU.
C.

Humphreys;

sau

street,

New York\

The Northern

Pacific "Careful

Club"

Pacific has
the co-operation of employees
"Careful
Club."
organized
It
has
a
prevention.
in accident
All employees and their families are eligible for membership,
which they may secure by accepting a four-colored emblem
bearing the Northern Pacific trade mark and the words
"Careful Club, Northern Pacific." The emblem is in the form
of a lapel button for men and a bar pin, with the added
w-ords "Ladies' Auxiliary," for women.
With the emblem each member is handed a card on which
is printed: "Having hereby become a member of the Northern
Pacific Careful Club, I wear as a token this N. P. emblem to
remind me that as our lives and limbs are priceless it is my
duty to myself, to my family, to my employer and to my
nation to avoid all risks; and my duty to my fellowmen is to
This duty I will faithfully strive
induce him to do likewise.

The Bureau of Efficiency
adopted a new plan to secure

to

of

the

Northern

perform."

Conference on Railroad Fuel Coal

A

genera! conference on questions arising in connection
with the supply of fuel coal to railroads, called by the United
States
Fuel .Administration, was held at Washington on
March 1. Representatives of coal mine operators, eastern
railroads, the office of the Director General of Railroads, and
the Fuel Administration attended. The conference was pureIt selected W. K. Fields, president of the Naly advisory.
tional Coal Association, as chairman, and began a general
discussion of recommendations to the Director General of
Railroads and the Fuel Administration designed to secure the
following results:
1.
To provide a definite and dependable supply of good
fuel for the railroads.
2.

To

avoid excessive use of transportation

in

obtaining

railroad fuel.
3.
To retain for other uses some coals of special quality
which are now being used as railroad fuel.
4.
To so distribute railroad fuel in connection with all
other distribution as to obtain as nearly as possible equal
running time for all mines. -A committee was named consisting of one member from each of the railroads represented
in the conference and one member representing each of the
coal districts present, which should consider the questions
they had been called to discuss and report to the conference.
The railroads appointed the following committeemen;
Delaware & Hudson, J. White Sprong; New York Central,
S. B. Wight; Erie, W. R. Collins; N. Y., Ontario & Western,

Traffic

News

The Kansas Public Utilities Commission in a decision
handed down on February 20, denied the application of the
railroads of that state for an increase in freight rates of 20
per cent.
Sixty ships are now engaged in carrying coal to New England,
and shipments of bituminous coal for factories in that territory
While New England is behind in
are being largely increased.
its normal supply, there is now a gradual revival in industries,
which were affected by the shortage.

The -Adams Express Company has announced this week an
embargo on all carload shipments, and on all pieces of freight
weighing more than 300 lb. each, throughout the territory east
of Chicago and St. Louis, and north of the Potomac and OhiO'
rivers.
Government shipments, food products, and a few other
things are excepted.

Figures showing that nearly SO per cent more grain has been,
hauled to western primary markets during the last three weeks
than in the same period of last year have been made public by
the Railroad Administration.
In spite of this, however, the reserve of grain in elevators of western primary markets is now
only one-third of that of a year ago.

According to reports made by the Milwaukee (Wis.) committee of the Commission on Car Service, the average weight
per car of merchandise loaded in Milwaukee during January,
1918, was 16,428 lb., as compared with 11,597 lb. in 1917, or
an increase of 4,831 lb., effecting a saving of 3,756 cars.
The total number of cars loaded in January, 1918, however,
was less than half the total of January, 1917, the decrease in
tonnage being 27,620,863

lb.

While Chicago and the entire East have had a siege of
snow and cold weather this winter, the weather along the
Union Pacific in Wyoming has been mild, says the company's
monthly bulletin for February, On February 4 the thermometer at Cheyenne, Wyo., registered 61, and an Omaha newspaper had an article headed "Go to Wyoming, the Land of
Fruit and Flowers, the Popular Winter Resort," The Union
Pacific spent a million dollars last year for steel and concrete snow sheds in Wyoming but thej* have proved unnecessary this winter.

William
works of the

General

W. Wotherspoon,
New

superintendent

of

state of
York, discussing ways and
means for utilizing the barge canal from Lake Erie to the Hudson river, which is to be ready for use on May IS, recommends
the building of barges 150 ft. long, and 20 ft. 4.5 in. wide, with

public

a draught of 8 ft. 6 in. or 9 ft. Such a barge could carry 60O
tons.
For the present the size of vessel which can be used
on the canal for through traffic to
York City will be
limited by the lock in the Hudson river, between Troy and
Albany, which is only 44 ft. wide, 10 ft. deep and about 310
ft. long.
barge of 2,800 tons could pass through this lock,
but General Wotherspoon doubts the commercial practicabil-

New

A

With a supply of vessels of the
smaller size suggested he would have them run in fleets of
four.
With one of the four equipped with power, the fleet
could pass through the locks at one time.
ity of

so large a vessel.

Western,
Island, C. M. SheafFer; Delaware, Lackawanna
C. C. Hubbell; Canadian Northern, H. T. Rawlings; Central
of New Jersey, J. F. Hinterleiter; Chesapeake & Ohio, D.
Ohio, W. L. Robinson; N. Y., N. H.
T. Jellison; Baltimore
H., George G. Yeomans; Philadelphia & Reading, E. B.
Crosley. The committee adjourned to meet again on Friday,

The proposal for a special charge to cover the switching service performed by railroads on private and industrial sidings hasbeen revised by the Railroad Administration and is arousing
shippers throughout the country. While there has been no announcement, a tentative plan has been drawn by the traffic department of the Railway .Administration, which provides for a
charge of $2 a car for placing the loaded cars on a private siding,
or taking a loaded car from the siding; $1 per car for spotting a
car at a particular location on the siding, and $2 per car for interplant switching. It has been estimated that these charges would
increase the revenues by $176,000,000, but shippers have made
estimates much higher.
The Railroad Administration is also
making efforts to expedite the work of compiling a uniform,

March

classification of freight.

Chas. A. Draper; Norfolk & Western, Geo. Dunglinson, Jr.;
Lehigh Valley, F. L. Blendinger; Bangor & Aroostook and
Boston & Maine, Frank C. Wright; Pennsylvania and Long

&

&

&

8.

Members

of the three classification

com-

March
niillcr>,

8,
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merce Commission, are at work
Interstate

Commerce Commission

for early consideration.

I

Through the Hudson Terminal of the Hudson & Manhattan
Railroad, Church and Cortland streets, New York City, there
',000,000 passengers to or from stations on
pass annually about
the Pennsylvania Kailroad, which is an increase of more than
50 per cent over the number thus using the station in 1911, the
year in which the Hudson & Manhattan and the Pennsylvania

Commission and Court News

1

began their joint

Church
figures

street.

are given

of electric passenger trains between
York, and Park Place, Newark.
These
a statement by Samuel Rea, president of

service

New
in

the Pennsylvania Railroad, explaining the use of the tube terminal

He calls
as a passenger terminal of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
attention to the fact that this terminal was so used for two
years before the Pennsylvania station at Thirty-second street
was opened. Passengers began using the "Hudson Tubes," in
place of the ferry boats, as soon as the tubes were opened,
transferring to and from the Pennsylvania trains at the old staTransfers from electric to
tion of that road in Jersey City.
steam trains, and steam to electric, are now made at Manhattan
Transfer, eight miles west of Jersey City.

Interstate

Commerce Commission

E. L. Bcvington, J. E. Hannegan and E. E. MacLeod have
fifteenth section applications with the Interstate Comfor permission to file tariffs increasing
the rates for the movement of special baggage cars and
special passenger cars and making a change in the rules
governing the combination movement of special baggage and
passenger cars and special trains between Colorado common
points, Ogden and Salt Lake City, Pacific Coast points and
Chicago, Missouri river, and Mississippi river points, and
Texas and New Mexico points. The proposed basis is \2'/i
fares or 30 cents a mile with a minimum of $25 a car for
special baggage cars and 25 fares with a minimum charge of
$25 for special passenger cars.
tiled

merce Commission

Court

News

Freight Congestion at Atlantic Ports
Regional-director A. H. Smith reports that on March 1, the
on hand at the six North Atlantic ports awaiting shipment by ocean vessels amounted to 30,719 carloads, as compared
with 33,595 cars on February 1. The decrease at New York was
3^9 carloads, but there were increases at Baltimore and Philadelphia.
Of the total freight on hand March 1, the amount in
cars was 7,018 carloads
on piers or in warehouses, 7,000 carloads, and on the ground, 16,701 carloads.
Since January 1, the
decrease in the total has been about 25 per cent.
freight

;

Limitation of Liability
In an action against an express company for the loss of a
trunk, the New York .Appellate Division holds that although the
shipper's servant who delivered the trunk and took a receipt for

was illiterate, the liability of the defendant was limited by
the amount stated in its receipt, where the amount paid for transportation entitled the shipper only to such amount under the filed
tariffs, the shipper being charged with notice of filed tariffs, which
are terms of the contract.— Kolb v. Taylor, 168 N. Y. Supp., 685.
it

Decided January

Joint City Ticket Office at

Washington

Washington arc to be
a single union ticket office, in a central location, by
order of the Railroad Administration. Committees of the various
territorial passenger associations are considering plans for similar
changes in other cities, but it was decided to make the first move
of this kind at Washington. The offices to be combined are those
of the Baltimore & Ohio, which has two offices, the Pennsylvania,
the Southern, the Norfolk & Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio,
the Seaboard AW Line and the .Atlantic Coast Line. A considerable saving in rentals will be made besides releasing valuable
space for other purposes, but the total saving will be only about
half the amount of the reduction in rentals because it is expected
The new office is to be
to make some increases in salaries.
opened about May 1.
in

Aerial Postal Service

The Post

Department has announced that the proposed aerial postal service between Washington, Philadelphia
and New York is to begin not later than -April 15. By arrangement with the War Department, the postal route will
be conducted for one year as a part of the aeronautic train(Jlfice

ing service of the

War Department

and the

War Department

provide the aeroplanes for the service. One trip each
way will be made daily, except Sunday, on a regular schedule.
Not to exceed 300 pounds of first class mail, occupying a
space of not more than 25 cubic feet, will be carried each
trip.
It is proposed to issue 24-cent stamps, to be used on
letters by airplane, their function being similar to that of a
ten-cent special delivery stamp; thus making the cost of a
one-ounce letter 27 cents.
It is expected that the trip between Washington and New York, including a stop at Philadelphia, will be made inside of three hours.
In New York
the proposed landing places are several miles from the main
post office.

1918.

Grant of Perpetual Right to Use Streets

City ticket othces ol seven railroads in

combined

17,

The Louisiana Supreme Court holds

that by the terms of Act
No. 79 of 1896, p. 113, the governing authorities of towns or
cities having less than 25,000 inhabitants have no authority to

grant to a railroad company a perpetual or irrevocable right to
use or occupy any street in the municipality, unless the grant be
approved by a majority of the property taxpayers in the municipality voting at an election called for that purpose.
Louisiana
Western v. Crowley (La.), 77 So., 486. Decided November 26,
1917.
Rehearing denied January 3, 1918.

—

Heating Waiting Rooms
Section 784 of the Kentucky Statutes requires ticket oflSces
to be open 30 minutes before time of departure of passenger
trains and until the trains depart.
Section 772 requires proper
waiting rooms, properly lighted and heated.
In a prosecution
for violation of section 772. the Kentucky Court of Appeals
holds that under these sections railroads are not required to
keep their waiting rooms suitably heated or ventilated during
the whole day, or at any other time except the time provided
by section 7S4. Illinois Central v. Commonwealth (Kv.), 200

—

S.

W.,

17.

Decided January

will

29,

1918.

—Contributory

Crossing Accidents

The

Negligence

Supreme Court holds that the driver of an
automobile damaged in a collision with a train at a crossing
was negligent, barring recovery, in not getting out and looking up the track, although no whistle was blown nor bell
rung. He was driving on the left-hand side of the roadway,
California

on which side a building obstructed his view of the track, and
he was well acquainted with the dangerous conditions and

knew

—

that several accidents ha.d occurred there.
M.urray v.
(Gal.), 169 Pac., 675.
Decided December 18.

Southern Pacific
1917.

The

Exports from the Port of

New York

during the month of
January, 1918, according to a compilation of the National City
Bank of New York, included steam locomotives valued at
$1,025,139, freight cars at $888,244, and rails at $670,040.

California District Court of Appeals for the Second
driver, familiar with a railroad crossing, where the vievs' was somewhat obstructed,
could have stopped a safe distance from the track, stilled the
noise of the automobile engine and listened for an approachDistrict holds that an automobile
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ing train; but he failed to do so and was, as matter of law,
of contributory negligence, barring recovery for injury
to the automobile.
Ray hill v. Southern Pacific (Cal.), 169

guilty

Pac,

—

718.

Decided November

8,

1917.

State Commission's Approval of Switching Rates

The Illinois Supreme Court holds that, under section 36 of the
Public Utilities Act, declaring that no public utility shall increase
any rate or other charge or so alter any classification, practice,
or regulation as to result in any increase in rate, except on a
showing before the commission, the increase of switching charges
by a rule which defines a side track as a team track is improper,
where the previous charges had been imposed for many years.
Although it vtas conceded that the fact that an unreasonably
low rate had been charged for a long term of years would not
prevent the railroad from making a reasonable charge, still the
statute does prevent doing

—Commission

v. C.

December

1917.

19,

it

without the commission's approval.

& St. L. (111.), 118 N. E., 427. Decided
Rehearing denied February 7, 1918.

P.

Stipulation as to Claim for

Damages

The Massachusetts Supreme

Judicial Court holds that tlie
stipulation of a contract for an interstate shipment of horses
requiring claim for damages to be in writing, verified by the
shipper and delivered to the carrier's agent within five days of
the time of the removal of an injured horse from the car, was
reasonable. A station agent cannot bind the railroad by admissions in effect substituting a new agreement as to such a
shipment in place of the agreement of the railroad and shipper, and depriving the railroad of the requirements of the
written contract between it and the shipper. It is also held
that a contract covering a shipment of horses was not defective because unfilled and incomplete in certain places, among
them omitting the name of the shipper from the heading,
reading: "This agreement made this * * * day of 10-21912 and by and between the Boston & Maine Railroad, here*
* *
hereinafter called the
inafter called the carrier, and
shipper," etc.— Fletcher v, N. Y. Cent. & H. R. (Mass.), 118

N.

E., 294.

Decided January

14, 1918.

The New York Supreme Court,

Special

Term, Steuben

County, holds that under the federal Employers' Liability Act,
§6, providing that no action shall be maintained under the act
unless commenced within two years from the day the cause of
action accrued, where plaintiff's intestate was killed in service in 1909, and she brought action under the state statutes,
later amending to set up the federal Employers' Liability Act,
which action finally resulted in dismissal of her complaint, on
the ground that she had failed to show her intestate was engaged in interstate commerce at the time of the accident, she
was not entitled to bring a new action in 1917, under the
federal Employers' Liability Act, though within a year after
the decision of the Court of Appeals affirming the judgment
dismissing her complaint in the former action, despite NewYork Code Civ. Proc, § 405, substantially providing that when
an action is commenced in due tiirie, and plaintiflf fails otherwise than upon the merits, a new action can be commenced
within one year. Norton v. Erie, 167 N. Y., Supp. 177. De-

—

cided

November

carrier interposed both the above defenses, and they were
excluded at the trial. Verdict was given for the plaintiff, and
from an order denying a new trial the defendant appealed.
It was held that the defenses were erroneously excluded, and
as the record showed conclusively that the defendant did not
waive them, a new trial was ordered. Taylor v. Duluth, S. S.
& A. (Minn.), 166 N, W., 128. Decided January 18, 1918.

—

Cases Under the Federal Employers' Liability Act
Where a railroad, whose tracks were wholly within the
state, maintained a private spur track at the owner's expense,
over which it moved freight cars from its station to the owner's premises, the New York Appellate Division holds that a
laborer, injured while repairing the spur track, was not engaged in interstate commerce, notwithstanding that the railroad sometimes moved interstate freight over the track.
Liberti v. Staten Island, 167 N. T., Supp. 478.
The New York Appellate Division holds that a carpenter
employed in repairing coal chutes through which coal passed
to interstate locomotives was not engaged in interstate commerce.— Gallagher V. N. Y. C, 167 N. Y., Supp. 480.
The Indiana Appellate Court holds, following N. Y. C. v.
Winfield (1917), 244 U. S. 147, and Erie v. Winfield (1917), 244,
U. S. 170, that if a railroad employee is engaged in interstate
commerce when accidentally injured without negligence of
the employer, he cannot recover under the state Workmen's
Compensation Act, though the railroad company is not liable
under the federal Employers' Liability Act. A flagman killed
by an automobile while he was diagonally crossing the intersection of the defendant railroad's track to get his lantern or
flag was held to be engaged in interstate commerce depriving

the state industrial board of jurisdiction. Walker v. C, I. &
L. (Ind.), 117 N. E., 969.
The New Jersey Court of Errors and Appeals holds that
under the federal Employers' Liability Act, relieving the employer from liability for injury to an employee arising out of
risks assumed by the employee, a railroad employee injured

by reason of an obvious risk fully appreciated by him was
injured by an assumed risk and could not recover. Capan v.

& W.

D., L.

Federal Employers' Liability Act
Limitation of Time for Action

12, 1917.

consignee and also by an adverse claimant, the carrier is entitled to a reasonable time for investigation, on its request
therefor, before an action will lie against it. Where the adverse claimant claimed no rights under the contract of shipment and made no claim to the property until after it had
arrived at its destination, the carrier owed to him only the
duties of a bailee or warehouseman and might relieve itself
from liability by showing that without fault or negligence on
In
its part it was unable to produce or deliver the property.
an action of replevin by the adverse claimant the defendant

(N.

J.),

102 Atl., 661.

Refusal of Mileage Book Coupons by Foreign Road
In an action for damages for misrepresentation in the sale
of mileage transportation tickets it appeared that on April
J, 1914, the plaintiff telephoned to the agent of the defendant,
the Alabama Great Southern, at Bessemer, that he wanted

Before
Shreveport, La.
transportation from Bessemer to
the train was due the plaintiff went to the ticket office and
the agent delivered to him a book containing mileage coupons,
form S. I. M., and a ticket from Bessemer to Shreveport,
the agent tearing out of the book coupons to pay for such
ticket; and the plaintiff signed the contract printed on the
outside of the mileage book. The ticket routed the plaintiff
over the defendant's road and over the Vicksburg, ShreveThere was stamped on the
port & Pacific to Shreveport.
face of the contract signed by the plaintiff in large red letters
that coupons would not be accepted on trains or for transUnder
portation over the V. S. & P. after March 1, 1914.
tariff duly filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission
by the defendant and other roads it was provided that the

&

P. would not honor coupon mileage tickets, form S.
Desiring to return to Bessemer the plaintiff presented
to the ticket agent of the V. S. & P. the mileage book and
demanded a ticket in exchange for mileage coupons. This
was refused: the plaintiff took passage on the V. S. & P.'s
train and was ejected by the conductor for refusal to pay

V.
I.

Rival Claims to Goods
The Minnesota Supreme Court holds tliat where on arrival
at destination property is demanded from a carrier by the
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S.

M.

brought action for damages for the dewrongful representation that the mileage
transportation was good over the V. S. & P. on his return
trip.
The Alabama Court of Appeals held that as the contract was strictly in conformity with the regulations and
tariff filed with the Commission, it was binding on the plaintiff, and the defendant was not liable for the agent's statefare.

The

fendant's

plaintiff

agent's

ment

that the coupons were good for return transportation
over the V. S. & P. Alabama Great Southern v. Vermillion
(Ala.),

n

—

So., 67.

Decided November

13, 1917.

March
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Supply Trade News

Equipment and Supplies
A.

Locomotives

J.

Works

Thf. Canadian Govern.mknt Railways have ordered from the
Canadian Locomotive Company 6 six-wheel switching locomotives
and 4 ten-wheel narrow gage locomotives, the latter four for
Delivery is specified for
the I'rince Kdward Island Railway.

Beuter, representative of the Baldwin Locomotive
San I'rancisco, Cal., has been transferred to Port-

at

land, Ore.

The Bettendorf Company has waived its patent rights on
truck sides and underfranics for the duration of the government contrcil of the railroads.

June
F. H. Bird, traveling engineer for the -Amcriran Steel
Foundries, Chicago, has been commissioned a first lieutenant
Ordnance Department of the U. S. Army.

Freight Cars
Cio .\nk.\li)0

&

Co. arc inquiring for 300 tank cars.

The Canadian GovEiiNMENi Railways
40-ton

Fels

box

&

in the

are inquiring for 5,000

cars.

Co., Philadelphia, are inquiring for a

to 10,000-gal.

number of

W. I. Seigle, a member of the board of directors of the H.
\y. Johns-Manville Company, New York City, was elected
vice-president at a recent meeting of the board. William T.
Klauss was elected a director to succeed Mr. Seigle.

8.000-

Ernest Baxter, general storekeeper of the Wabash, with

tank cars.

office at St. Louis,

The Pure On. Co.mpanv,

Minneapolis, Minn.,

is

inquiring for

30 steel underframe tank cars.

The

Mo., has resigned to become manager of
the Kansas City Bolt & Nut Company,
City, Mo., eflfective March 1.
A
photograph and biographical sketch of Mr. Baxter appeared
on page 1128 of the issue of the Railway Agic Gazette for
railroad

with

States Government has ordered for use on
France in addition to the 3.500 recently reported, 5(X) low side gondola cars from the Haskell & Barker Car
Company and 375 high side gondolas and 200 box cars from the
Standard Steel Car Company.
L'.vited

military railroads in

Miscellaneous

—

Foreign Trade Opportunities. Commerce Reports, published
daily by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce of the
Department of Commerce, contain in recent issues the following
trade opportunities

May

sales

office

25,

in

for

Kansas

1917.

W.

D. Horton, circulation manager of the Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, publishers of the Railuvy Age,
has resigned to accept a position as district railway sales
manager of the Patton
Paint
Company with
headquarters at
Milwaukee, Wis., eflfective
March 1. Mr. Horton
was born in Brooklyn,
X.
Y.,
December 3,
1880 and was educated
the public schools of

—

26540.t The professor of railway engineering of a college of
engineering and mining in Peru desires to receive illustrated
catalogues from American manufacturers and exporters of railway equipment, etc., these catalogues to be used in connection
with his classes in railway engineering; also sanitary supplies
and equipment.
26558.7 An agency is desired by a man in France for the sale
of railway construction materials.
Correspondence should be in
French.
References.
26559.*— -A company in India desires to secure an exclusive
agency for the sale of hght railway material. Pa>'ment will be
made by 60-days' rupee drafts, documents against acceptance.
Correspondence may be in English. References.
Reserved addresses may be obtained from the bureau and its
district and co-operative offices.
Request for each opportunity
should be on a separate sheet and state opportunity number. The
Bureau does not furnish credit ratings or assume responsibility
as to the standing of foreign inquirers
the usual precautions
should be taken in all cases. Symbols
*Reported by .-Xmerican
consular officers
^Reported hy commercial attaches and commercial agents tDirect inquiries received by the Bureau.

in

that city.

:

;

:

Signaling
The

Louisville

& Nashville

is

making extensive additions

Union electric interlocking plants
Amqui, Tenn.
its

The Missouri
Signal

at

Louisville,

Ky.,

to

and

Pacific has ordered from the Union Switch &
levers, to be inan old machine at Halsey, 111.

company an interlocking machine, 20

stalled in the place of

The
Switch

Missouri, Kansas

&

locking at
Francisco.

Signal

& Texas

Company

Clinton,

has ordered from the Union

material

for

a

twelve-lever

Mo., at the crossing of the

St.

inter-

Louis-San

The Yazoo & Mississippi Valley has ordered from the Union
Switch & Signal Company material for a mechanical interlocking
at Baton Rouge, La., 21 working levers.

1,

Raihcay Age and the
Railroad Gazette) he
joined
its
staff
and
from 1908 to 1914 acted
as traveling subscrip-

—

:

On June

1908 (at the time of the
consolidation
of
the

tion
.\pril

representative, on
1, 1914 being apcirculation

pointed
W.

D.

Horton

manager. Mr. Horton
^3j ^^j ^ ^jjg selling

h a v i n g^
experience,
spent several years, previous to 1908, selling various commodities such as stationary engines, boilers, wood-workingr
and other machinery. In this work he travelled extensively
throughout the United States, Canada. Mexico, Cuba, the
West Indies, and in South and Central .\merica. .^s circulation manager, he obtained a wide personal acquaintance
among executive officers and department heads of nearly all
the railways in the United States and Canada.

who

for several years has been in charge of
of the Independent Pneumatic Tool
Company, Chicago, has been elected vice-president and general sales manager with headquarters in the Thor building,
Chicago. R. T. Scott, who has been in charge of the Pitts-

R. S. Cooper,
the New York

oflfice

burgh office, succeeds Mr. Cooper at N'ew York, and H. F.
Finney succeeds Mr. Scott at Pittsburgh.

H. J. Tiemey, president of the Tierney Supply & Lumber
Company, Chicago, has been appointed representative for the
Grip Xut Company. Chicago, with office at 1742 Railway
Exchange building, St. Louis. Mo. Mr. Tierney began railway service with the Missouri. Kansas & Texas, on March 5,
He was appointed mechan1888, as apprentice coppersmith.
ical engineer in 1907, and was promoted to superintendent of
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the car department in January, 1916, with headquarters at
Denison, Tex., which position he resigned on January 1,
1918, to become president of the Tierney Supply & Lumber

Company.

Dividends of 1J4 per cent each were paid in the first and
second quarters of the year, and of 1J4 PC cent in the third
and fourth quarters, involving a total payment of $1,031,040.
Of the balance of the net earnings $197,251 went into adproperty; $1,787,378 to reduction of bonded in(including debentures); and $2,604,293 to increase in working capital, which at the end of the year was
The surplus increased during the year $2,777,$9,895,421.
558, and now stands at $6,429,228.
President R. P. Lamont in his report comments on the
ditions

&

Interstate Iron

Steel

to

debtedness

Company

report of the Interstate Iron & Steel Company,
Chicago, for the year ended December 31, 1917, shows net
earnings of $989,028, after the deduction of $61,659 for dividends on preferred stock, the payment of all operating expenses, taxes and fixed charges and after ample provision
for depreciation and preferred stock sinking fund requirements. This net return is equal to 24.7 per cent on the outstanding common stock. However, no dividends were distributed on the common shares this year for reasons outlined by S. J. Llewellyn, the president, as follows:
"In normal times a substantial dividend upon the common
stock would be justified. However, in view of the extremely
unsettled financial conditions and the unknown factors of
the business situation throughout the world your directors
believe that it is to the best interests of the stockholders to
conserve the cash resources of the company so as to adequately meet any unforeseen demands, rather than to pay a
dividend at this time."
The company's balance sheet for the last fiscal year is as

The annual

follows;
Assets
Plant and Goodwill:
As at Tannary 1. 1917
Additions during year
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"The year 1918 starts out badly.
present situation as follows
The operations for January were seriously curtailed by extraordinarily bad weather, railroad embargoes, and forced
shutdowns on account of the coal situation, though we had
plenty of coal and oil to run without interruption. February
was also unsatisfactory, and it is certain that the first quarter
of the year will not compare favorably with the same quarter
However, we have a large tonnage ahead of the
last year.
Foundries which will keep us busy for six months at least.
The miscellaneous business holds up particularly well, and
sooner or later the railroads will have to come into the
market; a great deal depends upon when they do, but with
the large and constantly increasing shortage of equipment
it seems certain that as soon as the necessary machinery is
provided at Washington, the roads must buy large numbers
have a considerable
of both cars and locomotives.
volume of government work on our books; the inargin of
profit is small, but it will increase the volume of our business
and help to carry overhead.
expect on the whole a satisfactory year."
The balance sheet follows:
:

We

We

$5,492,931.46
871.434.93
$6,364,366.39

$323,973,18
Depreciation reserve
Proportion of abnormal cost of
construction during 1917 writ44.450.00
ten off

Assets
Real estate, buildings, plant, machinery, tools, equipment, patents and good will
$20,480,727
Real estate not used for business purposes
298.630

568,428.18

$5,795,938.21

Current Assets;
Inventory

U^

S.

Cash

bills

reserves)

.

500.000.00

banks and on hand

Deferred charges

975,000.00
210,431.86

$38,984,873
Li.a^ilities

$9,885,999.22

Total assets

LABILITIES

Capital stock
Four per cent debentures

$17,184,000
1,716.800

Notes payable to banks
$3,125,000
Accounts payable and payrolls accrued
2,694.690
Provision for war excess profits, income and other
taxes

Capital Liabilities:
Preferred stock 7% Cumulative
Common stock authorized and issued

2,461,791
28.613

Accrued interest on debentures

—
—

6%

17,979.125
226.391

to operations

4.081,444,01

8,617.00

First mortgage

$1,192,098
7,352.854
8,608,865
825,308

receivable less

Loan Bonds— 4's.. $475,000.00

Treasury Certificates— 4's.
in

(less

Cash

.Accounts and
S Liberty

U

$20,779,358

Miscellaneous securities
Inventories
Accounts and bills receivable

$866,600.00
4,000,000,00
2.189,000.00

bonds

8,310,094

Reserves for:
Furnace rebuilding and metal flask renewals
Workmen's compensation

273,866
101,482
375,348

Appropriated surplus:

Current Liabilities:
Accounts payable and payrolls
Reserve for accident liability
General taxes and interest accrued
Provision for Federal income and v

700.000.00

profits tax

$24,505.13
128,156.65
50,000.00
300.000,00

Surplus:
Adjusted balance January 1, 1917
Surplus net income for year ending December 31. 1917

—Dividends paid on preferred

Total

reserves

$3,249,403
1,720,000

Debenture retirement reserve

4,969,403
6,429,228

Undivided surplus
1,175.970.24

$38,984,873

Reserves:
Relining open hearth furnaces.
Special inventory reserve
Preferred stock sinking fund..
For contingencies

Deduct

Bond sinking fund

$402,487.33
25,342.92
48,139.99

Trade Publications
502,661.78

$162,739.29
1,050,686.75

stock..

liabilities

American Steel Foundries
The American Steel Foundries found the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1917, the greatest in the company's history.
The gross sales for the year were $49,369,584, as compared
The earnings from operations,
with $31,361,006 for 1916.
and
after deducting all manufacturing, selling, administrative,
head and district offices expenses, and adding miscellaneous
income, were $8,956,321, as compared with $4,965,224 in 1916.
for depreciation, $219,235 for interest
charges, and $2,287,600 for Federal taxes, there were net
profits before bond redemption and debenture retirement of
$5,531,839,

Taking out $917,646

New York Connecting R.mlro.\d. — The Lehigh Portland
Cement Company, AUentown, Pa., has issued two companion
pamphlets describing this monumental work on which 600,000
bbl. of Lehigh Portland Cement was used. One of these contains a brief description of the construction of this line with
special reference to the masonry work and is illustrated by
maps. The second is a folder of colored illustrations showing the Hell Gate bridge section of this line in panoramic

views and detailed illustrations of various portions of the
masonry work.

—

Anthracite coal in Tokio has been
Jap.\n's Fuel Problem.
One of the
raised from 7 to 18 yen ($3.50 to $9) per ton.
causes attributed by coal dealers to the increased prices was the
lack of space in the transportation of coal by the railways and
shipowners, while at the coal mines and the provincial coal
depots, stock is being accumulated to the annoyance of mine
operators.
The output of the collieries is increasing, but it is
yet out of keeping with the demand of the market. The growing
decline in the visible stock is mostly due to the o-i-ertaxed
ways, resulting in the increase of prices.

rail-

March

8,
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Railw^ay Officers

Financial and Construction
Railway Financial News
Milwaukee &

Paul.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

— The

directors met on February 28, but again took no action regarding the regular semiannual di\ idends on both tlie common and the preferred
The i|uestion ot declaring these dividends was instock.
detinitel.v deferred at the regular meeting held January 25 last.

Chicago.

Denver &

Rio

St.

Grande.

L.

Brown, president and a co-

company's free assets.
no jurisdiction over operations.
This change

to act as sole receiver of the

status of the receivership

oflice

Richmond, Va., and

at

president

may

will

perform such duties as the

assign to him.

G. Ogden, vice-president of the Canadian Pacific, with
Montreal, Quebec, has been relieved of some of his
to enable him to give his entire time to the financial
department, and John Leslie, controller, has been placed in
entire charge of the accounting department in all its branches.
I.

office at

— E.

receiver recently appointed by the court, has resigned as coreceiver, and the court has designated .Mexander R. Baldwin

have

G. B. Wall, vice-president of the Chesapeake & Ohio, has
been appointed a vice-president also of the Mocking Valley, with

was made

He

will

in

the

to segregate the operations

of the property from the receivership.
In receivership the
courts would be called upon to operate the property, which
eliminated the control of its operation by Director-General of
Railroads William G. McAdoo.
The new arrangement will
continue the operations of the property under control of the
Director-General and retain only the free assets under the
jurisdiction of the court.

duties,

James M. Kurn, who was elected vice-president in charge of
operations and construction of the St. Louis-San I'rancisco, as
has already lieen announced in these columns, was born at Mt.
Clements, Mich., on October 4, 1870, and began
railway work in 1885 as
a telegraph operator on
the
Michigan Central.

On

—

— See

comments on annual report

transferred to the
J.

—

& Lake Erie. Col. J. M. Schoonmaker has been
chairman of the board of directors, a newly created

PiTTSBtnicH
elected
office.

Railway Construction

—

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western. This company is making plans to carry out improvements, including grading and
relocation of tracks in the freight yards at Binghamton, N.
Y.
The work involves the handling of 300.000 cu. yd. of
earth fill.
Bids for the work will probably be asked for in
the near future.

—

Erie.
Plans have been made by this company to build a steel
bridge with concrete floor about 70 ft. long and 61 ft. wide,
over the tracks at Rochester.
The new bridge will connect
Clarissa street with the bridge over the Genesee river.

—

N'arron Central Railroad. This company's plans call for
building a line from Kenly, X. C, on the Atlantic Coast Line,
northwest, to Zebulin, on the Norfolk Southern, about 20 miles.
Track has already been laid on about seven miles. The line is
being built to carry lumber, farm produce, cotton, tobacco and
merrhandise.
N. N'arron, president, and O. F. Watson, chief
engineer. Kenly.

—

Southern Railway. Plans are being made by this company
new station at Cordova, Ala. The building will be of

to build a

frame construction and

will

replace the structure destroyed by

Mexico

M. Kurn

division,

New
where

he remained until October I, 1910, on wliich date he was appointed general superintendent of the western lines, with headquarters at La Junta,
Colo.
He resigned this position on January 1, 1914, to become
president and genera! manager of the Detroit, Toledo & Ironton,
with office at Detroit. Mich., which position he held for the
last four years, until the date of his appointment, as noted above,
effective

March

1.

Operating
Victor Parvin, trainmaster of the Virginian Railway, with
office at Princeton. W. Va.. has been appointed superintendent of the New River division, with oflSce at Princeton, vice
L. R. Taylor, resigned.
J.

W.

Cousins, has been appointed terminal superintendent

of the Illinois Central, at New Orleans, La., succeeding J. L.
Beven. granted leave of absence to enter government service, effective

February

1.

R. B. Cooper was appointed trainmaster of the New Orleans division of the Yazoo & Missisippi Valley, with headquarters at Wilson. La., succeeding M. G. Kennedy, transferred. efTective

February

1.

H. A. Connett has been appointed chief train dcspatcher
of the eifihtb and ninth districts, and the Park City branch,
of the Union Pacific, with office at Evanston. Wyo., succeeding V. A. Wirt, promoted, eflfective February 23.

Bergman, assistant superintendent of the Winstondivision of the southern Railway, with office at Winston-Saleni. N. C, has been appointed superintendent of the
same division with office at Winston-Salem vice J. M. Bennett.
J.

S.

Salem

fire.

—

Western Maryland. .\ contract has been given to the Price
Construction Company. Baltimore, Md.. to put up a shop building at Hagerstown. Md. It is to be a brick structure with slag
roof, and will be 34 ft. wide bv 80 ft. long. The cost of the work
will be $10,000.

Grande division and on
December 20, 1905, was

else-

in this issue.

1887,

succeeding
five
years
served as operator and
agent at various stations
on that system, being
promoted to train despatcher in 1892. He was
later appointed superintendent
of
the
Rio

Scranton, a distance of 14 miles.

where

1,

similar

flxiNois Central. This company has notified its stockholders
that it has discontinued the practice of sending them a monthly
.statement of its earnings.
This action is taken on the ground
that Federal control has so mingled the operations of all roads
that a monthly earning statement would be of little or no value
to the security holders.

Pennsylvania Railroad.

November

was appointed to a
position on the
.Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe, and during the
he

Smith, SijBi.vco & Eastern.— In a suit in equity by the St.
Louis Union Trust Company to foreclose a mortgage on the
Ft. Smith, Subiaco & Eastern, the United States District
Court of the Western District of .Arkansas issued an order
appointmg I. H. Nakdimen and Charles H. Sommer receivers
of this road, which operates between Fort Smith, Ark., and

Ft.

E. L. Desjardins. assistant superintendent of the Canadian
Government Railways, with office at Levis. Que., has been
appointed superintendent of the Moncton-Diamond Junction

RAILWAY AGE
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district,

office

gowan resigned

to

at

go

Edmundston, N. B.,
company.

vice A. R.

Mac-

to another

Charles H. Hopkins, superintendent of the Southern diviNew York, Ontario & Western, with office at
Middletown, N. Y., having resigned, W. D. McQueen, superintendent of the Scranton division, with otSce at Childs, Pa.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Scranton and
Soutliern divisions with office at Middletown, and N. S.
Badger, trainmaster at Childs. has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Scranton division, with office at May-
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Mr. Stevens. F. T. Owens, assistant master mechanic at
Pueblo, has been appointed master mechanic, with office at Grand
Junction, vice Mr. F"agan.
vice

sion of the

field yard.

Pa.

Traffic

W. Gushing

has been appointed traffic manager of the
I'tah Railway, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah.
G.

G. E. Hill has been appointed commercial agent of the
Lehigh Valley, with office at Newark, N. J., vice C. H. Gulick.
G. F. Brigham, general agent of the Chicago & North
at St. Louis, Mo., has resigned to engage in other
business.

Western

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. H. Eyer

has been appointed engineer and roadmaster

&

Sullivan, with office
of the Bloomsburg
Pa., vice William C. Fortune, deceased.

at

Bloomsburg,

B. J. Peasley, whose appointment as mechanical superintendent of the St. Louis-Southwestern of Texas, with office
at Tyler, Tex., was announced in these columns on January
18,

was born

ra,

at

Decor-

December

on

111.,

He

entered
railway service at the
age of 16 as laborer and
21,

1867.

apprentice
machinist's
with the Chicago, Burat
lington & Quincy,

West

Burlington,

la.

On

completing his apprenticeship he entered
Business

Elliott's

F. E. Pittman, assistant treasurer of the Reid Newfoundland Company, with office at St. Johns, N. F., has been appointed general passenger agent, vice J. W. N. Johnstone, resigned.

Frank D. Austin, acting manager of the Mount Jewett Route,
with office at New York, has been appointed assistant coal freight
agent of the Erie, with office at New York, vice Charles H.
Horrell, resigned to go into other business.
R. C. Cotner, traveling passenger agent of the Southern
Railway, with office at Spartanburg, S. C, has been appointed
division passenger agent with office at Spartanburg; R. H.
Graham has been appointed division passenger agent, with
office at Greenville; E. P. Johnson, traveling freight agent, at
Jacksonville, Fla., has been appointed commercial agent,
with office at Jacksonville, vice T. D. Mullaly and U. G.
Soule, has been appointed commercial agent with office at
St. Louis, Mo., vice C. F. Lauer.

Col-

lege, at Burlington. la.

Obituary

completing the
course he
business
railway
entered
again
service as a machinist
ToA'tchison.
with the
peka & Santa Fe, at
In
Ft.
Madison, la.

Robert A. Kutschbock, assistant general attorney of the
New York Central, with headquarters at New York, died in a
hospital in that city on February 28, at the age of 64.
Mr.
Kutschbock had served in the law department of the New

employed
B. J. Peasley
Madison
the
Ft.
by
Gas & Gasoline En1899
he was employed by the
gine Company; from 1893 to
Chicago, Ft. Madison & Des Moines, as fireman and engineer.

Wright, a railway construction engineer, died at Los
-'\ngeles, Cal., on February 3.
He had charge of much of the
construction of the Union Pacific in the early 60's and later
of the Northern Pacific.
He was also connected in an engineering capacity with a number of cable railways.

From 1899 to 1901 he was employed by the Illinois Central,
East St. Louis, III., as a machinist and was later promoted
In
to division and wrecking foreman, at Carbondale, 111.
1901 he entered the service of the Denver & Rio Grande, as
a
remained
where
he
roundhouse foreman at Helper, Utah,

W. S. Danes, retired engineer maintenance of way of the
Peru division of the Wabash, died at Chicago, 111., on
February 22, at the age of 65 years.
He entered the service
of the Wabash in 1880, as general foreman in charge of
bridges and buildings.
He was promoted to superintendent
of bridges and buildings, and later to engineer maintenance
of way of the Peru division, with headquarters at Peru, Ind.,
which position he held until retired.

After

he

1894

was

at

returning to the Illinois Central, at East St.
where he served in the capacity of roundhouse
foreman, shop foreman and general foreman until September,
1906.
He was appointed general foreman with the Missouri
Pacific, at Bixby, 111., in September, 1906, and was later promoted to master mechanic, at Ferriday, La., where he remained for six months and was then transferred to De Soto,
Mo., as master mechanic of the Missouri division. In February, 1914, he was promoted to superintendent of shops at
Argenta. Ark., where he remained until promoted as noted

short time,
Louis,

111.,

above.

W. W.

Appleton, general master mechanic of the Canadian
office at Moncton, N. B., has
been appointed superintendent of motive power with office at
who was superintendent of
vice
R.
Joughins,
Moncton,
G.
rolling stock; W. E. Barnes, master mechanic at Moncton,
succeeds Mr. Appleton. The title of G. E. Smart has been
changed from master car builder to superintendent ci car
department.

Government Railways, with

W.

Randow

has been appointed master mechanic of the
Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at
Pueblo, Colo., with jurisdiction over the entire division, with
the exception of Burnham shops, vice M. J. Powers resigned,
and the office of assistant master mechanic has been abolished.
H. C. Stevens, master mechanic, with office at Alamosa, has been
appointed superintendent of shops at Burnham. J. L. Pagan,
master mechanic at Grand Junction, has been appointed master
mechanic of the fourth division, with headquarters at Alamosa,

first

A.

division of the

York Central
A.

for about 34 years.

W.

—

Electric Locomoti\'es for M.^nchuriax Coal Mine. The 50for use by the Fushun collieries for
first of the kind ever built at the South
Manchuria Railway workshops. They are for the standard gage.
Each locomotive is designed to haul 580-ton trains at the speed
of 12,9 miles per hour on the level tangent track, exclusive of the
weight of the locomotive, the trolley voltage being 1,200 volts.
They are of the two-bogie type, each bogie carrying 12S-horsepower motors. The total weight is 97.200 lb. ballast weight,
15,200 lb.; weight on drivers, 112.400 lb.; weight per driving
axle, 28,100 lb.; and weight of a motor, 5,000 lb.
Commerce
ton electric locomotives
freight handling are the

;

Reports.

—

Italy Leads in Motor Car Exports. Italy occupies the posimotor car exporting nation of Europe, acofficial figures issued by the Ministry of Finance.
For the first eight months of 1917 her motor exports increased
113.4 per cent, as compared with the corresponding period of
1915, and 96.4 per cent as compared with the first eight months
of 1916. The largest proportion of vehicles consisted of motor
lorries despatched to the various Allied Powers.
They numbered 6,169, and had an average value of 14.375 lire ($2,731)
each.
Touring cars totaled 506 for the eight months, their
a\erage value being 17,568 lire ($3,338') each. They were practically all fully equipped cars for .Allied staflf service.
tion of the leading

cording to

for greater usefulness, the possibilities

Washington and Baltimore. There was an incrrasi- of $12,in the single month of December, assuming that this
piece of road was near the average fur the Ka.stern territor)-.

of which are simply tremendous.

.\s a

The Railway Business Association is to be congratulated
vi'ijdn of its leaders who are guiding it into channels

on the

Great

not too

to say that

it

It

is

has within

''-^ grasp oi,,iortuniiics which if rightly
used will make for the future welfare

Opportunity
and

much

pro>iierity of

tlie

entire country.

.\

"call to arms'' of

the supply interests, which has been

.sent out by the execucommittee of the association, will be found elsewhere in
The meeting, which will be held in Chicago on
April .S. promises to be one of the most important events
in the history of the railways and railway supjily interests

all

tive

this issue.

in

this inuntrv.

()()()

probably the increased cost on this parfar greater than the average.
Liken
the operation of one mile of railroad to the business of a

The building

of standard

_,

.

xtensive

Standardization

Impracticable

locomotives to meet all condiimpracticable.
This we have

is

demonstrated clearly in recent issues,
-y^^^ Government's standardization comm!ttee has been working a month on
problem.
If it is attempting to
^.''''^
formulate standard designs for all

it is working to no purpose.
By far
is to design one or two locomotives which will be suitable for common use or as floating equipment.
As far as possible power, for use on individual roads should be built to each road's standards, which
are esfiecially suited to its peculiar conditions.
To attempt
to go further than this is inexpedient and a waste of time
and time is the most potent factor in this war.

types of locomotives

the most practical thing to do

The

Intirslate

Commerce Commission's final summary of
and expenses for December has been pub-

railroad revenues
1171.

What^

T^
It

/->

^

Cost

was

store; how long would the gnneryman stay
if he had not been |)ermitted to rai>e his prices
December, 1917, as compared with the same month in
the previous year, and hud had to pay out in wages and for
his goods $.500 more than he had paid the year before?
Everybody now acknowledges that railroad expenses are
mounting tremendously, but it is worth while to stop and tr>to translate the figures for this increase into the homely thing>
in

business

in

we

deal with every day.

all

Is it any wonder that the railroads have difficulty in obtaining competent sujiervision in their shops when a man

has to make a sacrifice in his earnings
^^ become a foreman? Is it any wonMust Be
der that the heads of the mcnrhanical
Adequately Paid 'J^P^rtment complain that they can't
keejj comjjetent foremen on the job
when we see such conditions as that where, out of about 700
workmen in one shop, last month, five received more wages
than the general foreman, eight more than the assistant general foreman, 11 more than the boiler and machine shop foreman. 16 more than the blacksmith foreman, 69 more than the
erecting shop foreman and 147 more than the gang foreman?
Can a man be blamed for resigning his position when those
under his charge, and for whose work he is responsible, are
getting more money than he? Full cognizance must be taken
of existing labor and living conditions if the shops are to
retain and obtain conijietent men to sufK-rvise the work.

„
isupervision
.

.

this week.
In December, of
..
J
J
course, the roads
were being operated

lished

'

,

without any Government guarantee of
"*•''
'"come and without Government
December
control.
Transportation expenses averaged S(>4() ]>cr mile of road in December, 1917, as compared
with S4<J(I in December, 1916. This was for the entire United
States.
In the East transportation expenses averaged $1,207
per mile in 1917 and §914 in December, 1916.
Because of
w-eather conditions. January and February were both worse
than Dtcemljer in respect to cost of operating trains; but take
December and try to get some conception of what this increased cost meant. Visualize any piece of track a mile long
that you are in the habit of traveling over.
If this piece of
in

track

fact,

comer grocery

that

tions on .\merican railways

matter of

ticular forty miles

is in the East, it costs about S.^OO more for enginemen's and trainmen's wages, fuel and lubricants to move the
trains that passed over that mile of track in December, 1917,
than it did in December, 1916.
The freight trains were on
an average considerably shorter in December, 1917, than in
December, 1916. The freight they carried yielded considerably less revenue for each train in 1917 than in 1916. As a
matter of fact the total revenue from freight for all the
trams moving over that mile of track was a few dollars less
last year in December than in December of
the year before.
Multiply this increase of S,?00 in trainmen's wages and fuel
b\ th. number of miles covered
in the hour's trip between

There was a meeting of railway executive officers in NewYork on Monday, presided over by Frank Trumbull, chairman of the Railway Executives' Advis-

Kailway txecu-

Committee. In the statement given
out after the meeting, it was pointed
out that the aureements iietween the in/-•„„„;**„«
Lommittee
,.
,
j .i.
dividual companies and the government, which will have to be arrived at, should be actuated
by a spirit of co-operation and we may surmise, therefore,
lives'

^^^.

Advisory

.

,

the meeting on Monday was a "get together" affair
rather than any attcmfit to determine upon a fixed general
As any close student of the present- situl)olicy of action.
ation knows, there are a great number of questions which
will have to be settled between each individual road and
that

For instance, tlie question of continuance
the government.
or discontinuance of detailed accounting figures; and the
There are also
question of the adwjuacy of maintenance.
the <|uestions pertaining to the financing of the needs of the
It is the desire of the majority of railroad execrailroads.
utives to help the government. Ijoth in regard to the sale
of Liberty Bonds and the financing of railroad extensions,
to the full extent of
necessitated by war conditions
etc.
It may be that with Director General Mctheir ability.

—

—

.\doo'>
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approval,

some roads

at

least

can

sell

their

own
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single desire to be as helpful to the
it

would

still

be necessary,

if

this

desire

was

to be

made

to

The Test

Under
Government Control

of Efficiency

is

Ijroad

;

government as possible,

The Railway Execuhave concerted action.
tives" Advisory Committee can act as a clearing house for
intelligent and patriotic discussion of the complex detailed
questions which will arise between the government and each
individual road.
It can on one hand educate the railroad
men and on the other co-operate with the director general.
effective,

Of course, a
essential to the winning of the war.
view of what traffic is essential must be taken. The
people of the country must live and they must prosper while
the war is going on and it would be easy to make the mistake
of concentrating excessive attention on the movement of foodAt the same time, in justice both
stuffs, coal, munitions, etc.
to the Railroad Administration and to the managers of the
individual railways, the fact that under these abnormal conditions the old standards of efficiency cannot fairly be applied
ment

pay for additional facilities urgently needed by
It may be that in other cases
shippers and the government.
the government itself could better afford to lend the roads
money. The Railway Executives' Advisory Committee has
never been as invaluable to the railway companies and the
government both as it is at present. Even if every single
railway president in the country were actuated with the
securities to
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siiould be recognized.

The Problem

of Increased

Track Capacity

AT

THE PRESENT TIME Under

being

made

railroads,

the unified operation of the

other conditions

being equal,

an

effort

is

to route traffic over the lines that will give the

This may throw^ a large amount of business
which heretofore have carried only a medium
amount of traffic, and one of the problems requiring solution is the handling of this increased amount of traffic in
One method of meetas expeditious a manner as possible.
ing this situation is by the building of additional yards and
main tracks, but with the present conditions existing in
tlie
labor and material markets such a program would
require a considerable length of time before any noticeable
Such construction would also
results could be obtained.
require the use of work trains during the entire time the
work is under way, taking motive power, trainmen and cars
from other important service.
With the above conditions
existing it would seem advisable to consider other possible
alternative methods of accomplishing the same results.
Train operation is governed by the manual block system
over a number of lines that are now handling increased
traffic.
This system posseses advantages for certain classes
shortest haul.

over lines

RAILWAY

SYSTEMS

handling less
SEVERAL
We have in
freight now than they were a year ago.
mind one system in particular which is moving so much less
freight and earning so much less money that if government
control, with its prospective guarantee of net return, had not
been adopted the company would be in danger of bankruptcy.
If the efficiency with which this railway is being operated
could fairly be measured by the total traffic it is handling
now, as compared with the total it was handling a year ago,
government control might properly be condemned or the
officers of the railway might justly be convicted of "lying
down." And yet, measured by the standard which ought
to be applied, this railway is being operated with greater
Its situation calls attention forciefficiency than formerly.
bly to the fact that the standard by which efficiency of
properly
measured
a year ago and the one
operation was
by which it ought to be measured now, are entirely different.
The standard which properly w'as applied a year ago,

LARGE

are

was at peace, was the amount of business
of all kinds which a railway moved in proportion to the
The purpose
facilities it had and the expenses it incurred.
for which governnient control was adopted was to make the
railways more efficient instrumentalities, not merely for moving all kinds of traffic, but for helping win the war. Therefore, the standard which ought to be applied now, is how

when

the country

each railway is being used to help accomplish
this purpose.
The railway in question is a large carrier

effectively

of

coal,

there

is

and

is

located

in

the

immediate

territory

the greatest activity in the manufacture of

where
muni-

The Railroad Administration believes the most effecway in which it can contribute toward winning the war
is to move the largest possible volume of coal to Eastern
destinations.
One of the most important parts of its main

tions.

tive

therefore, being used almost exclusively to carry coal;

line

is,

and
But

it is

moving a great deal more coal now^ than ever

before.

when thus devoted almost exclusively
cannot, of course, handle as much traffic

this part of its line,

to carrying coal,

of other kinds originating on other parts of its lines as formerly; and as traffic of other kinds originating on its other lines
cannot get through witliout moving over this busy line, the

railway is unable to liandle anywhere near as much business
as formerly on its other lines.
In consequence, it is handling
a greatly increased business over a small part of its mileage,
and, for this very reason, a greatly reduced business over most
of

its

mileage.

The

total amount of Ijusiness which the railways will
handle under government control will continue to be one
measure of their efficiency, hut it will be, while the war lasts,
a secondary rather than a primary test.
The primary test
will be how successful thev are in moving traffic whose move-

maximum traffic capacity is not obtainable as the number of block sections necessary for the movement of the maximum number of trains would involve
a very high cost for w-ages of block operators.
Another
disadvantage of the manual block system is that the length
of the blocks is not fi.xed; in many cases they are ver\' much
shorter during the day than at night w'hen the closing of
of service, but the

some of the offices necessarily lengthens the distance from
one block station to another, with consequent delays to trains.
The safety factor of this system is also low in comparison
with that of automatic block signals.
With automatic block signals the maximum capacity of
the tracks can be secured, as the block section lengths can
be arranged for the movement of the largest number of
trains.
These blocks are always of a fixed length, thus
eliminating delays of trains, following one another, where
it is necessary to increase the length of blocks by the closing
of offices at night.
The force of men required for the
operation and maintenance of an automatic block system is
comparatively small and the safety factor of the system is
high in comparison with that of the manual block.
As
stated by one superintendent, "on the division of 107 miles
(82 single, 25 double track), handling the usual business
would require 22 additional operators to handle the traffic
by manual block, an expense of approximately $18,500 per
annum." In addition to increasing the track capacity the
above statement shows only one of the savings resulting
from the installation of an automatic block system in
place of the manual block.
This method of increasing track capacity should receive
careful consideration from operating officers, as such a system can be installed in a comparatively short length of time,
with a considerably smaller force and far less work train
compared to the building of additional track facili-

service as

March
iiii<l
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15.
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"Reasonable" Rates Under

Government Control
OK TiiK iiAKDKSf (jLi-.s iiiiNS wliicii political economrailway officers and railroad commissions have
ists,
ever tried to answer is the <|uestion, "What are reasonable
I'lie railroail control hill, as reported by the conr.ites?"
ference committee and as apparently it will become a law,
mpliedly gives the answer which should be made to this ques-

ONK

at least durini; the ])eriod of control.

iin

provides that the

It

~hall be reasonable

just

and

may

initiate

rates

which

shall take effect at such

and upon such notice as he may direct."

!MU'
,iie
L;,ile

President

and

The InterCommerce ("ommission, upon complaint, may investi-

and <letermine whether the rates tixed actually are reaIf, however, the President shall certify that in

sonable.

order to defray the expenses of federal control, operating
expenses, ordinary taxes and compensation to the carriers it
is necessary to increase earnings, the Commission jn determining the reasonablene* of the rates, must take into con-iiieration this certification of the President.
The l)ill does
lot say that the Commission must make the rates high
enough to cover all expenses, ordinary taxes and compensation to the carriers; but that it is the desire and expectation
of Congress that

it

will

do so

is

made

plain.

Various views have been put forward as to what constischedule of rates.
Some have contended
that each rate charged should be made fairly proportionate
to the ser%'ice rendered for it, and that if this were done
rales as a whole would be reasonable.
Others have contcndefl that a reasonable schedule of rates would consist of
rates which were fairly adjusted in relation to each other
.ind would as a whole yield a fair return on the fair value
of the i)roperty devoted to ]iublic use, and no more.
Still
Others have contended that a reasonable schedule would
consist of rates which were fairly adjusted in relation to
each other and which as a whole would enable the carriers
to earn large enough profits to attract into the railway business enough capital adequately to develop transportation

AGL:

fore,

it,

335
in

effect,

specifically

re(|uires

ilu-

lnler>iate

Com-

merce Commission to do this. Nol)od\ enuriams the thought
that when the government has to pay the bill the state regulating authorities will be allowed to fix stale rates lower
relatively than interstate rates.
It would appear, therefore,
that both state and interstate rates will be advanced, under
government control, as expenses increase.
It is highly desirable from the standpoints of both the
railways and the i)ublic that this shall be done.
Whether
the railwa\s are to be returned after the war to the managements of their owners or are to be bought by the government, it
will be expedient that there shall exist at that time a sub-

income and outgo.
The adoption of government ownership .seems to grow more improbable every
day.
The whole cour.se of Congress in dealing with the
stantial parity of

railroad control bill has indicated that a large majority of
its members are op()osed to government owrtershij).
A large
majority of the newspajiers of the country whidi have spoken
on the subject al.so are opposed to it.
If ])rivate ownershij) is retained the precedent established
by saying in the law, almost in express terms, that "rea.sonable" rates are rates sufficient to meet advancing expenses
and also to pay a return on investment, may be important.
The Railway Executives' Advisory Committee, in the hearings before the Xewlands Committee, advwated legislation
which, in effect, would have defined reasonable rates as rates
which would cover all expenses and taxes and a return on
investment sufficient to cause ade(|uate exjjansion of railway
facilities.
These are the only kind of rea.sonable rates
which will ever promote the prosj)erity and welfare of the
country; and a step toward legislation re(|uiring such rates,
even when taken under the present abnormal conditions, is
a hopeful sign.

tutes a rea.sonable

facilities.

Most of the regulating authorities have adopted and acted
on the "fair return upon a fair valuation" theory.
They
have persistently ignored the fact that a "fair return upon
a fair value.'' as the courts use the phrase, means merely a
return which will not be absolutely confiscatory, and that
^uch a return

may

be entirely inadequate to attract sufficithe railroad business.
Furthermore,
'ley have not been consistent in carrying out even this restrictive theory.
Even on the principle of a "fair return"
there necessarily comes a time, in a period of rapidly advancing wages and prices, when rates must be substantially
ncrea.sed.
The last few years have been such a period, but
"'<-•
regulating authorities have not allowed sufficient innt

new

capital

into

reases in rates to off.set

advancing expenses.

Government control creates a new situation. The returns
the companies are to be guaranteed.
So long as this is
done the government must |)ay increased expenses, and it
must secure the means for paying them either by advancing
rates or by advancing taxes.
Congress has tacitly recognized the fact that the regulating authorities have failed
under private control and might fail under government con"I

trol, in the absence of specific legislation
on the subject, to
advance rates enough to offset increases in expenses. There-

Sanitation on Railroads
It

is

an unwelcome

fact that the ideas of sanitation are still

extremely primitive in many communities in this country, |)articularly in small towns and rural districts.
Consequently it is not to be expected that either the employees
or the local patrons of a railroad passing through such regions are particularly .squeami.sh about the [lollution of drink^

ing water, contamination by flies, protection from mosquitoes,
or other conditions generally frowned upon in more enlightened communities.
Becau.^e railwa\- trains, station
buildings, eating hou.ses and shops are gathering places for

people in large numbers and fre()ucntly in close quarters,
any unsanitary conditions prevailing become intensified and
opportunities for the spreading of disease are increased.
Consequently it devolves upon the railroad to maintain high
standards of sanitation which means in man\ cases that the
standards must be far above that of the communities through
which it passes. Generally sjieaking this work is l>est

handled under the direction of a trained sanitarian and a
.good idea of the |jroblems with which this officer is confronted and the measures he must take to correct irregularities are covered in an article appearing on another page of
this issue.

Sanitation on a railway involves two classes of activities.
The first includes those which it takes as a common carrier to
guard the health of its patrons and employees, and the second
concerns the measures taken for the improved health and
therefore greater efficiency of its employees.
I'nder the first
class the jirovince of the sanitarian is limited largclx to the

condition of the surroundings with which the patron and employee come in contact.
This problem must also be dealt
with in the treatment of the employees in the shops, office
buildings, and el.sewhere. but if the measures taken bv certain large industrial and commercial organizations are to
be taken as a model, a much wider field is open for the sani-
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tarian in educating the employee in the proper care of his
health, not only while at work, but in his home as well.
While tlie conduct of this policy has in some cases verged
on jiaternalism the exercise of common sense will indicate
the proper limitations in most cases, and these measures are
paying large returns for the money expended through the

increased efficiency of the employees, less loss of time from
work, and improved esprit de corps.

Maintenance

Work Must Be Pushed

WITH

THE LEGISL.4TI0N relative to the control of the
railways agreed upon and the passage of the act only
awaiting ratification of the conference committee's action
by the Senate and the House, the director general is now
in a position to proceed with comprehensive plans for the
One of the problems
betterment of the railway properties.
demanding the most urgent attention is the formulation of
a definite policy regarding the routine maintenance as well
as the additions and l)etternient work to be undertaken this
It is now the middle of March and the roads are
vear.
season's
.still without authority to proceed with plans for tlie
work.

Work

of this kind

is

very largely seasonal in character

can be done to best advantage only during
During the last few years the roads
the summer months.
have gradually come to realize the econom\- of starting the
early
in the spring as weather conditions
season's work as
permit.
The shortage of labor and the large amount of
work left unfinished last season have already given added
Many of the roads had their
impetus to this tendency.
budgets for 1918 practically completed when the President
issued his proclamation, taking them over on December 27,
1917.
Since that time the initiative has passed largely into
the hands of the director general and the preparation of
plans bv the roads has l)een almost at a standstill, await-

and much of

it
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break of the war, orders were placed still further in adSince the government has taken over the roads almost no rails have been ordered and they are entering the
spring with little prospect of securing any in the near future.
The only possible result of such conditions will be a large
reduction in the amount of work which can be completed
vance.

and a marked increase in the cost of that which is done.
The standards to which the roads are to be maintained
In his proclamation anis also a source of some concern.
nouncing his decision to take over the railways the President
properties
will be maintained in
that
"The
railway
stated
as good repair and as complete equipment as when taken
over by the government." In contrast with this statement the
director general has asked the roads for information showing
the minimum number of gross tons of rails required. While
the demands for steel and other materials for war purposes
are such as to require that no greater inroads be made upon
the output of these materials than is necessary, it should be
borne in mind that this will not insure the maintenance of
the properties to the standards to which they have been
maintained in past years and that any reductions in rails or
other materials are not savings in the end but merely deferred maintenance which must be made good. The traffic
cf the country demands that the roads be maintained in
pro|)er condition.
This in turn requires that they be permitted to secure not less than their minimum requirements
of materials and that they may be permitted to undertake
their work at once; for, measured irf terms of work acconilished, a day now is equivalent to a week in the winter.
There is reason, fortunately, for l)elieving the director general
contemplates a more generous maintenance policy than the
request for information as to minimum requirements indic.ites; but it will be very difficult to make up for the loss
cf time that is occurring in getting started on needed work.
1

New

Books

ing his action.

railwavs have recently been requested to furnish the
director general with information concerning their minimum

The

maintenance and for
In some instances, they have also conimjjrovement work.
sulted with the regional directors regarding their needs but
they are still awaiting definite authorization to proceed.
As a result of this condition over two months" time has been
time in which plans are usually completed,
largely lost
materials assembled and organizations perfected. The roads
are now practically at the opening of the working season,
less prepared to undertake actively the improvements which
are so needed, than at any time for a number of years. This
condition exists at a time when the roads are emerging from
one of the most severe winters in history, during which they
reciuirements

for

the

}-ear

—

have handled a

traffic

exceeding

all

previous records.

It

also follows several years of sub-normal maintenance.
The factor limiting the amount of work which it will be
possible to complete this year, as in the years just past, will
undoubtedly be tlie amount of laljor availalde. This makes

market at
it highly imjiortant that the roads enter the labor
the earliest possible date before contractors, industries and
the Government itself, secure all of the men for outside
work of a similar nature. It has been the experience of the
roads in past years that those companies which have started
work early have had their p'ck of the men and have secured
more efficient forces than those which organize their forces
This year the shortage may be exiiected to be even
later.
greater th;'.n last year because of the abnormal demand in
the shipyards, and in the war industries and the further effect of the draft, etc.

In
Equally serious is the situation regarding materials.
normal years the rads have ordered thijir rails during the
early winter for delivery in the

spring-..

FoHmving

the out-
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Cost fi.gures have assumed a new importance since the inauguration of the federal valuation work, for it has caused
many men to recognize the dearth of information of this
character today.
For this reason this book is particularly
timely and valuable.
The objection is frequently raised
that no cost data can be used safely without a full knowlThis is
edge of the conditions surrounding its collection.
true in large measure, but even without this complete detail it is of much assistance to the estimating and construction

engfneer

if

used intelligently.

Tlie first edition of this book was published in 1909. In
the .second edition the contents have been rearranged to
conform with the classification of accounts prescribed by
A large
the Interstate Commerce Commission in 1914.

new
The book is

material has also been added.
limited to railway work and gives in detail
data regarding the cost of the more unu.sual as well as the
ommon prolilems encountered in such work. It is, thereLiberal use has
fore, of particular value to railway men.
been made of information published in the technical magaThe book is dizines in the preparation of this volume.
vided into 20 chapters, t\'pieal headings of which include
Track Materials and Estimates; Structural Materials and
Estimates; Bridges, Trestles and Culverts; Ties; Rail;
Other Track -Materials; "frack Laying Mvi. Surfacing;

imiount of

t
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Railway Business Association Broadens
Invites All the Supply Interests to a Conference.

Activities

Iti

Leaders See Great Possibilities Ahead

AiTlMllKS

.U'l'KOI'klAlE

TO

l-HANliKl)

tt)NUm(tNS,

;in(J

prinurily aiiui'd to serve the business interests of all
tho>e who funiish necessaries to railroads, are reconiinended for the Railway Business Association in a unaniThis plan
niuu> rc]H)rt l>y its General Kxeeutive Committee.
li)r future work is addressed alike to members and those not
enrolled hut helieveil to have a comiuon stake with niemlx-rs.
it accompanies an invitation to attend the annual convention
at the
111

La

Salle hotel, Chicai;o, on April 8,

the discussion of purposes

and methods.

and participate
These jiroposals

have been the subject of protracted conferences. They resjjond
from many of the business men affected. DisThe
cussion from the ccuivention floor is earnestly urged.
to e.\pre.<sions

report of the Genexal K.xecutive

Committee is distributed in
may come to the meet-

.idvance in order that those attending
ing prepared to express their views.

The

report follows:

Kvents have given to those who deal in railway neces.<aries
duty to the country and to ourselves which calls for more
vigorous and far-reaching organized activity tlian any which
we have undertaken in the past.
.1

American
and their facilities
maintained and adequately increased. \Vhen war shall have
Full enjoyment
ceased a portentous problem will remain.
ot the lil)erties for which we are lighting requires national
prosperity.
National prosperity depends upon a robust railSuccessl'ul [)rosecution of the

war

recjuires that

railroads shall be prom])tly rehabilitated

inipainnent of transportation vitality now
.\merica
Its cause.* must be eradicated,
must have a railway system adequate for her great destiny.

The

^•ay system.

disclosed

is

chronic.

Public Opinion
Determination of policy now and after the war rests with
the government.
\\"liat tliat policy shall be will depend
upon public opinion. Public opinion will be intelligent in
proportion to the thoroughness with which exact knowledge
is diffu.sed among the citizens.
While the railroad men because they are operating under government direction may not
be in position to voice their views freely to the public, the
manufacturers of and dealers in equipment, material and

supplies arc entirely free to make inquiry and publication of
the results on any aspect which they view as affecting the
national interest or their own.

We
fest

have never known business men in this field to manian anxiety or so thoroughgoing a desire as now

so great

for concerted action.

The work

falls under two general heads:
Developnifiit of policy and practice by the DirecGeneral of Railroads affecting construction and maintenance of material, equipment, supplies and structures during the war.
We recommend a systematic participation by us in public
discussion of the problem so far a.« our occupation gives us
special competency to speak.
Second:
Reconstitution of the railway system after the

First:

f<.undly affect maiiulaciurers of railway goods.
The i)resent
d rector general has indicated a hospitable dis|>usition toward devices not yet in use. He has also declared that for upkeej) and repair, u.se will be made of the appliances for which
existing vehicles were designed.
The pur])ose to imjirove car and locomotive design will not
only afford the country for the war the most advanced
transportation instruments obtainable, but, together with use
of existing established devices, will carry through the war
into time of peaie the occujiation of i)r(jmoting (irogress in the
art of transjiortation through invention and manufacture.
Such businc-^s units have been built up by inventive genius,
adequate management and fair dealing; they are established
upon the jiractical demonstration of actual use. To exclude
a given maker of appliances for the jjericxl of the war with
the aim of standardization might signify his permanent dis-

.-ec

in

may be proposed in sanctioning interchangeable appliances as permitted to bid upon new construction.
We do
not know what changes in personnel, organization or policy
may occur. With constant vigilance we must warn the |)ublic

criteria

and

officials

\\ e

recommend that our industry from now on seek the coand co-ordination of other organizations in the

operation

endeavor to promote national concurrence in the general prinwhich should govern railway legislation upon the con-

ciples

clusion of peace.

Standardization
Decisions liy the director general or administrative application of policies by his deputies during the war may pro-

537

against .netting up unwise and

harmful pre-

cedents.

Ultimately what the country has to fear and what manuis overstandardization, which discourages invention and stifles enteqjrise and progress.
It is our duty to obsen-e .systematically the course of official
thought and action and to give those in authority the benefit
of our knowledge and o])inions and likewise the benefit of
public opinion as gathered by us ujion the questions involved.
facturers should resist

Railways After the

War

For development of national concurrence in the general
principles which should govern legislation affecting railroads

we recommend that the railway supply craft
and other businesses allied thereto shall undertake whatever
labor may be necessary.
Tho.«e whose ideas differ widely
from our own are not waiting for the declaration of peace.
after the war,

They

are carrying on an insistent propaganda.
Individuals
and organizations in their conduct of that propaganda have
increasingly had the aid of numerous and powerful publica-

tions.

The ,«ooner our own jiroposals for railway legislation are
developed and arguments |)resentcd in their support the more
o|)en the public mind will be for unbiased consideration of
our views.

tor

war.

an industrial factor.
It is impcjssible to forewhat shapes standardization may be advcxated ur what

a])i)earance as

Attacks on the Managers
kecentl)' certain railway lalxir liaders. public officials

and

haw made statements which if not refuted would deprive the railway managers of the j)ublic confidence.
In the highest quarters testimony is abundant to the splendid loyalty and efficiency of American railway oftu ials. With
an uniirecedented burden of responsibility and difficulty they

others

have wrought wondrously

well.
Not merely in fairness to
them, but in the interest of temperate di.scu.ssion and sound
public thought upon the general railway prol)lem we should
place the facts l>efore the j)ublic and maintain in the minds
of the citizens that esteem for the railway managers as a whole
which after many years of acrimonious controversy had at
the moment of this a.ssault upon them become happily general.
another reason dictates an immediate In-ginning.
Still
Problems will crowd upon Congress in great numl)er and
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Those will be first dealt with upon
The
which tliere i.s tlie iiiost obvious public concurrence.
period of uncertainty pending railway legislation will inevitably involve a postponement of anything like comprehensive projects for railway construction.
The shorter this delay
the sooner the new railway system can come into the market
with purchases to take the place of munition and other warsupply manufacture. This will tend to stabilize employment
in the period of transition from war to peace.
Hence it is of
great material importance that discussion of principles for an
ultimate 'solution of the railway problem shall have proceeded
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Broader Associated Effort
we should,

perplexit}- after the war.

as far as possible before the cessation of hostilities.
Vour committee has endeavored to define certain general
Iiriiiciples

which

believes

it

you will be ready

to espouse.

As

dealers in railwa\' necessaries

in our asso-

broaden and strengthen our facilities for
reports to the public from our point of view upon
current events in this field and for promoting in the several
communities discussion of current proposals affecting transcapacity,

ciated

making

portation.

We should adhere sedulously to the declaration that as a
group we "shall have no part in party politics." Now, as
from the beginning, we should court the sunlight. We believe we need leave undone nothing that ought to be done if
we seek the co-operation of those agencies only which are
committed to the most open methods and the most immaculate
conduct.

Individual Initiative

Trade Acceptances and Exports

Foremost ne place the preservation of individual iniliutive
in the investment of capital and in management.
By this we mean reliance upon the judgment of the in-

Supplementary to the rehabilitation, maintenance and enlargement of the railroads ckiring the war and the development of public purposes for legislation aft'ecting railways
after the war there are certain other activities to which we

vesting public in projecting enterprises of construction or improvement. We mean responsibility of the owners or their
mean
representatives for selection of operating executives.

We

maintenance in railroading of a career outside the government
in which the [loor boy, as in the past, can begin with nothing
and rise to the top by aid of no influence except his own
ability

and

efforts.

—

We

mean

the preservation of govern-

ment regulation regulation in which the citizen can appeal,
not from one government official to another, but from an
official

outside the government to the government

invite attention.

Trade acceptances, common abroad, but not until recently
introduced here, have been suggested as a means to railwa\supply manufacturers of reducing their cost of doing business
getting immediate negotiability at the bank for an invoice
by the purchaser as correct and bearing a contractual
due date. Discussion of this subject as it applies to our industry has been placed on the program for the association con1)}-

attested

vention.

itself.

Competition as Well as Co-operation

Opportunities for trade with railways and other utilities
rendered more obvious by the temporar\trade isolation of the Central European powers, have led
many to turn their thoughts in that direction.
The investment interest of American citizens in foreign
railways has substantially increased as a result of the war
Federal sanction of co-operation between
and otherwise.
The associacompetitors in foreign export trade is assured.
tion office is engaged in a study of the possibilities of service
A report upon
to our members in connection with exports.
the subject will be presented at the convention.
We recommend that delegates be accredited to the National Foreign
Trade Council and that steps be taken to encourage participation in that Council by members of this craft.
in foreign countries,

Second stands the organization of railways into a number
of independent corporate units.
Profound changes have been made possible by the war.

These may eft'ect the corporate structure and the relations of
one railroad corporation to another. Whatever ma}- come we
.should, in our judgment, urge that the organism be so worked
out as to preserve a healthful equililirium between co-operation and competition.

Here again it is appropriate to mention competition between
manufacturers of railway appliances.
The crux of our peculiar problem is the question: With

whom

shall the fate of the inventor or developer of inventions
If the number of railroad units were reduced or if
railroad units adopted group provision and maintenance this
would involve partial centralization, but to concentrate alto-

rest?

gether would entail an extreme narrowing down of the numl)er of minds whose discretion consideration and experiment
lay and from one of whom appeal could he had to another.
It may be apprehended that complete centralization would in

time be administered by officers who would come to have no
personal and compelling motive for hospitality toward imThere is alwa\s a tendency to overburden the
provement.
government agencies with detail. To seek relief from tliis
they might

fall into

the error of a too rigid .standardization.

.'1

third principle is for the federal government to adopt
primary aim of regulation adequacy of facilities

the

through attraction of capital.
What we have to create is a public sentiment which will
result in a governmental policy to promote and not to restrict
If we
are to
and upkeep of railways.
have a prosperous country and that is to say a progresmust
face
squarely
the
sy.stem,
we
sive transportation
fact that our country can have such a system, efficient and expanding to meet the nation's necessities, only by permitting
such earnings as will meet railway disbursements, both those
essential to adequate operation and those impo.sed by govern-

construction

ment, and provide in addition a surjilus as the basis of

way

credit.

Our

industrial group ever

special motive

had a more splendid opportunity.

—

we lay bare without apology that motive
and the prosperity of those who look to

is our own
us for the steady and profitable employment of their labor
and their savings in these industries. The work of the Railway Business Association in the past has brought it publii
esteem and confidence, while fortifying it with experience
and facilities, connections and, above all, mutual acquaintWe can rejoice as we proance and the habit of team work.
claim that what we urge is patriotic in time of war and

prosperity

patriotic in time of peace.

Adequacy the Aim
as

Our Opportunity

Xo

rail-

Peru's Rail Project to Re.\ch Co.\l at High Altitude.
The importance of the project to build a 7S-kilometer (46.6 miles) railway line in Peru, from Huancayo to
the coal deposits at Jatunhuasi, on the eastern side of the
Andes, is discussed in articles which have been published
The railroad to the coal mine
in the W'est Coast Leader.
will cost approximately $1,500,000 which money has been
guaranteed bv the Italian bank at Lima. This new line will
join the main line of the Ferrocarril Central del Peru, probably at kilometer 343, and will lie of standard gage." The
haul from the coal mines to the seacoast will be 418 kiloThe contract is not let, but there is
meters (300 miles).
every probabilitj- that the Peruvian Corporation will take it
and operate the road after its construction.

—

Winter Temperatures and Locomotive Capacity
A

Study of the Relation Between Decreasing Temperature
and Increasing Motive Power Requirements
By W.

«
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INISIAI.I.V SKVKKK TKM I'KKATUKES of tllC willtiT
I'M 7-18 added tremendously to the difficulties of
railroad operation and proni])ted the makini; of a

Tillof
>tud\,

the ohject of which

Bean

New

Gcncnil .Mtiluuiical Supcrintfinli'iU,

was

to

a measure of
weather as compared

establish

the relative effect of the cxtrtiordinar}'

New

Vurk,

II;ivi-n

range" by the "tem[)erature range" it is found tiiat for each
degree of tem|)erature change the demand for power increases 0.65 per cent.
The above discussion and result has i)een jiossible only
19/7
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with that of other years in terms of decreased effectiveness
steam liKomotives of the New York, New Haven & Hart-

(if

drop

in

temperature decreases the capacity of the steam

locomotive boiler and also t;reatly increases train resistance;
in fact the first factor is of much less importance than the
The question as considered in this article is princilatter.
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because of the increase in the viscosity of the lubricant.
Operating records in electric freight service between
Harlem River terminals and New Haven, a distance of approximately 70 miles, where undulating grades of 0.6 of
|ier cent rule, with considerable curvature, afforded an
opportunity to consider the problem on the basis of increased jiower consumed by electric locomotives in winter
The average kilo-watt hours
as compared with summer.
per 1,000 grass ton-miles in freight service were plotted for
each month for nearly two years as shown in Fig. 1 and the
monthly mean temperature at New Haven, Conn., as recorded Ijy the United States Weather Bureau, was also
plotted.
Maximum power consumption and minimum temj)eratures.
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would

expected.
In the year 1916 the maximum and minimum
rates were both higher than in the year 1917, and
explanation was sought by plotting.
(a)
Average revenue tons per revenue car mile. This
shows a fairly uniform increase during the two-year period
and would account in part for the lower power consumption in 1917.
(b)
Average -<vind velocity in miles per hour, all directions.
There was most wind in ^Nlarch, 1916, when the
lie

power

—

—

power consumption
mer of 1917.
(c)

rate
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In the endeavor to .secure values of use in estimating the
decreased effectiveness of steam liKomotives as a result of
eold weather, the average of the minimum power require-

two years was subtracted from the average of
the "power range" was
hours.
This amounted to ,S1.1 per
cent of the average minimum or summer power consumption and was assumed to represent the excess power required
to create 1.000 gross ton miles in mid-winter versus that
necessary in mid-summer.
Similarly the "temperature
range'" between average maximum and average minimum
was found to be 47.5 deg. Fahrenheit. Dividing the "power
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Each of these factors account for a heavier power consumjition rate in the year 1916 than in 1917, there being no
change of importance in electric equipment or operating
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Fig.

1

— Relation

Between Electric Power Consumed ana
Weather Conditions

because of power consumption records kept for electric locomotives, but it is felt that the factor 0.65 per cent may be
applied to steam locomotive .service liecause there is no great
difference in the heat losses and engine friction of stearo
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and

locomotives considered

electric

mum

percentage of ma.xi-

in
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longer periods in the first part of their trips during which
time journals are warming up and train resistance is there-

capacity.

Furthermore, heat losses in steam locomotives causing reduction in capacity in winter versus summer are practically
offset for the purposes of this study by the consumption of
current in heating cabs of electric locomotives. This use requires appro.ximately three per cent of the total electric
power used on a trip.
Concerning heat losses and friction in steam locomotives,
Messrs. Schmidt and ^Marquis in Bulletin No. 59 of the
University of Illinois, state:
"Taking all these facts into consideration, it seems likely
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mean temperatures
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January

30.4
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32.4
23.4

1915
1916

degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

degrees
degrees
degrees
degrees

33.0
33.0
30.6
19.6

191/"

1918

Therefore:

Terms

of

December, 1914,
December, 1915,
December, 1916,
December, 1917.

on Train

Loss of Use

Locomotives

.Tanuary,
J:inuary.

radical reductions in rating in so far as
itself is

per
per
per
per

for four recent years are as follows:
December

its

effect

was
was
was
was
was
was
was

1.4
.2
.6

degrees below normal
degrees above normal
degrees above normal
below normal
above normal
degrees above normal
degrees above normal
de?
belo

8.4 degrees
5.7 degrees
5.7
3.3

1918

From the above, on the basis of 0.65 per cent greater
power being required to move cars for each degree of temperature drop, excess power requirements in last December

upon the

Probably a reduction in

concerned.

1915,
1916,
1917,

Ti'.nuary.
Tai

that cold weather does not greatly reduce the tractive effort
of locomotives, and that, consequently, it does not necessitate

locomotive

medium and slow

applies to

19'5
1916
1917

Normal

Effect of Winter Temperatures

Resistance Stated in

—

December, based on 45 years' weather bureau records, is 31.8
The normal daily mean temperature for January

Monfh of December.
Fig. 2

26.0
32.5
39.0
45,5

——

foregoing data may be used in connection with cur^
rent weather conditions to measure the effect of temperature
at any particular time in increasing the demands on engines
in handling traffic and further on in the article a representation is made of this loss in terms of entire engines.
The daily mean temperature at New Haven, Conn., for
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Tonnage Ratings

Reductions in tonnage ratings because of temperature
changes are rarely made above 45 degrees F. Starting at that
point and applying the factor 0.65 per cent, a table of tonnage reductions can be constructed which would appear to
suit conditions obtaining on track of the characteristics of
that portion of the New Haven System before referred to.
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operation under the track characteristics
api)ly
named the factor 0.65 per cent per degree of temperature.
Steam locomotives are at their greatest disadvantage in
starting trains in winter, whereas electric locomotive motors
are favored in winter versus summer, because they can be
Hence,
overloaded for longer periods without overheating.
electric engines can exert their maximum tractive effort over

//
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/ion/h of Januari/.

Haven, Conn., for the Months

ing of four or five per cent, even with air temperatures as
degrees F., is sufficient to allow for the reduced
tractive effort of the locomotive."
Considering all these things, it appears reasonable to

steam

9

of December.

low as

to

7

/

of

December and January

for the Past

and January as compared with those months
immediately preceding years were as follows:

Four Years
in

the three

December, 1917
greater than in
per
5.55 per cent greate
5.95 per cent greater than in

December, 1914

January, 1918
8.71
8.71
7.1.5

per cent greater than in Tanuary, 1915
per cent greater than in January, 1916
per cent greater than in J"anuary, 1917

Assuming 800 locomotives normally in service, the result
of such handicap as stated above measured in the number-

March

IS,
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of loconioiivo.i lunssar) to make up the increased demand
for power on account of low tcniperiiture, was as follows:

Ml

&

Baltimore

Ohio Weighing Bureau'
By

DtccniUr, lOl?
.'I'.

rliyillrs

4

iiKirf

44.4 t'ngiiir« ninre
47.6 cniinrs more

lliuii

ill

L. D. Davis

Supervisor of Scales and Weighing.

1914

than in 1915
than in 1916

iiKCANiZATioN of the department

Tjii;
consisted

January, 19IS
than in 1915
than in 1916
than in 1917

69.7 rnijilu'S more
69.7 engines more
57.7 enuine^ ninrc

of a

chief stale

chief engineer mainteiiaiu e of way, with the .scale in-

engineers of maintenance

spectors reporting to the district
ig.

1

number of engines which would have
normal December and in a normal Januar>'

2 indicates the

added in a
the loss of engines due to winter temperatures
with summer.
Also the losses in each of the
compared
us
two months in the three preceding \ears are shown.
It will be noted that December weather in 1914, 1915 and
1910 ran fairly close to normal but in 1917 was excessively
low with the result that instead of losing a normal of 68.6
engines, the equivalent loss was 112 engines, or in other
words, the Decemlier loss this year was 63 per cent greater
.

to

1*

make up

than the noniial December loss.
On the other hand, it will be noted

that the losses

was extended over the Baltimore &
Ohio Southwestern in 1910, and in January, 1911, the
chief scale in.spector was appointed supervisor of scales and
weighing, reporting to the general manager, at which time
his suiier\'ision was extended to cover all matters i)ertainSince .April, 1912, the bureau
ing to scales and weighing.
has been under the transportation dejjartment.
In .\ugust,
1912, jurisdiction was extended over the Cincinnati. Hamilof way.

&

ton

;

DaN-ton.

Its

present organization

scale shoj) at Martinsburg,

.\

•Supervi.wr of

r
4 Aiwiftliint .Scale InspoctorA

— The

The Organization
from two

—

originated since the

war

started.

.t

liupector* of

.S^-xIr*

and W'eiKliinr

&

of the B.

but work

O. Weighing Bureau

under the maintenance of
handled in accordance with

is

is

suggestions of the weighing bureau.

The number
for testing is

of different type of scales in

u.se

and

jwricxl

shown below:
Schedule

Number
44
255
537
1,500
1

of scales

sir.ce IS

Private track scales
Motor truck, stock and depot scales
Portable and other scales

for testing

)

18*

Track scales

•Hecfcase.
The reduction in
removal of eleven from coal pier

195

Every sixty days
Every sixty days
Every six montlu

200

Once every year

20

number of track scales is due to the
because of changed operating conditions.

c

and concentrat'on of weighing.

The annual e.xpenditure for new scales, the renewal and
maintenance of old scales, and bureau supers'ision. beginning with 1909 is as follows:
Cincinnati

Baltimore & Ohio
$28,000

Vear

'

Ireland.

VVciRhiDK

SUMHjitriiplic

mechanics,

tiiree

to

way department,

recent

.\mericax-Russlan Tr.\de in 1917. The total trade
l>etween the United States and Russia during the calendar
year 1917 amounted to $438,000,000, according to a statement issued b\ the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, Department of Commerce.
This total represents a
decrease of $39,000,000 from the record figures of 1916,
but the decrease was in the trade with Asiatic Russia and
xyas doubtless due to the congestion and the import
restrictions at \1adivostok.
Loconiotives worth $11,281,000 and
railway-stock material valued at $5,865,000 were sent to
European and .\siatic Russia together in 1917 as against
$3,727,000 and $4,407,000, respectively, in the preceding
year.
There was a marked decline, however, in exports of
freight cars, which were valued in 1916 at
$4,112,000 for
European Russia and $7,994,000 for Asiatic Ru.^sia, and in
1917 at only $763,000 for European Russia and $1,264,000
for Asiatic Russia.
This trade in railway equipment has

luid

—

Clerk

1909
1910

gON'emment award of I2'-j per cent increase in wages to
time workers and 7 2 per cent increa.se to piece-workers engaged on the English railways has been made applicable to
all men engaged in the repair, construction and maintenance
of locomotives and cars and locomotive sheds and shops

.S.'n1rfl

as follows:

is

employing a foreman and

I'hirf ('Irrk

into account.

in

Jurisdiction

in

January of the years 1915, 1916 and 1917 were below
normal btcau.^e the temperatures in each of those months
were alxjve normal.
Cun"cs showing the maximum, minimum and mean temperatures for the past four years are shown in Fig. 3.
On account of the abnormally high temperatures in January' in previous years, the loss of engines in those years averaged about 00.5 as compared with a normal loss of 92.0
and an abnomial loss in January, 1918, of 132.1 therefore,
the loss this season was about 43 per cent greater than in
a normal Januar)' and about 98 per cent greater than the
average of the three preceding Januaries.
Any consideration of the foregoing estimates should, of
course, take fully into account that no effect is considered
other than that of low temperatures in causing increased
resistance of trains, as regards friction in bearings, and allowance for heat losses in steam locomotives.
Those factors
only in the slowing u]) of train movements are to be connected with this study.
Greater breakage of locomotive and
car parts, as well as rails; delays caused by frozen parts;
accumulations of ice; obstruction of vision by steam; and
the effect of cold on working forces are, of course, not taken

Increased P.w For Irish R.aii.w.^vm>:x.

the beginning
reporting to the

in

iiis|)cxt<)r

Hamilton & Dayton

69.471

1911

U9,837

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916

161.967
67,986
69.549
41,306
83,3SS

$12,000
17,232
34,972
3,165

567,369

S66 1.471

greater part of this expenditure has been for new
Fifty-two
track scales of improved design and installation.

The

of the improved type scales have been installed, on which
76 per cent of cars are weighed.
The proper design and installation of scales is hardly of

more importance than

tlieir

proper cleaning and mainte-

nance.
It

should

be

considered

that

in

a

track

scale

there

coupled together to rtxord a
weight, and it is absolutely essential that these levers be
rigidly supported, pivots kept sharp and unobstructed by
Measures taken to prevent rust have resulted
dirt or rust.
are 15 levers of a

in

fi.xed

ratio,

a material increa.se in the life of scales.

The Older Type

of Installation

Prior to 1909 only one track ,<cale was set on steel, all
In 70 of thee the load was supothers being on timber.
ported and distributed to the levers through 12 in. by 18
.\t the pre.sent time all but 20 scales
in. wood stringers.
are set directlv on concrete, and in all of them the load U
•From

thr

P.altii

& Ohio Employees' Magazine

for January*, 191S.
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supported by steel "I" beams. Four of those on timber will
be renewed on concrete this year and two abandoned. Every
track scale in use at the beginning of 1909 has either been
abandoned, renewed or replaced, some of them having
been renewed more than once.
The lirst of the newer type scales was installed at Cuml)erland, Md., in January, 1910, and there have passed over
it approximately 900,000 cars or .kS.000,000 tons of freight,
resulting in freight revenue of about fifty million dollars,
before it was necessary to renew any of the scale parts, and
then only the eight main levers were replaced in November,
1915.
in that period of nearl}- six years, the scale was
tested .34 times with a scale test car and it was found out

of adjustment but seven times, the largest error found being 90 lb. The older type scales under similar service lasted

without renewal about six months.

Latest Design in Track Scales
In order to accommodate longer and heavier cars and to
allow for a possible increase in these respects, the design
in use 1910 to 1917 has been superseded and in the future
60 ft. scales will be installed at motion-weighing points.
The latest type
Lind 50 ft. scales at spot-weighing points.
is designed to support 50 per cent of the capacity on each
section, while the tvpe now in use was designed for a uni-

formly distributed load of 300,000 lb.
It is logical that this type should be adopted since half
the weight of a loaded car is concentrated on each truck
which passess successively over each section of the scale, and
when cars of equal weight are coupled, the weight of an
entire car is concentrated on a comparatively short space.
Parts of the 50 ft. and 60 ft. scales of the latest type will be
interchangeable except as regards the four extension levers,
Sixty-foot scales
\\hich are necessarily of different length.
have been installed at Newark, at Connellsville and at

therein- changing their ratio to such an exput the scale in adjustment.
There is
Test cars have also been improved in design.
under construction a heavier car weighing 80,000 lb. Two
large castings weighing 3o, 000 lb. each make up the greater
Ever\- unnecessary part has l)een elimpart of the weight.
inated from the design, the change of which might result
All parts have been designed, as far
in a change of weight.
Journals are equipped
as possible, to avoid holding dirt.
with roller bearings to facilitate movement by the .scale inspector with push bar, and to avoid the frequent necessity
of sponging and packing journal boxes, which frequently

end of

The importance of installing the best type of scale obtainmay be realized when it is considered that if the track

weighing point were weighing one pound
each thousand, the loss in freight revenue would
approximate $50 a day.
Track scales at nearly all motion-weighing points are
Instrucecjuipped with automatic recording attachments.
tions require that the car shall be entirely on the scales three
.seconds for weighing and that the speed shall not exceed
scale at one large
light

levers,

tent as to

results in a

change of weight.

Worn and broken
The
new

scales are sent to the

Martinsburg shop.

old pivots are sharpened, if possible, or replaced by
ones, and the fulcrum distances gaged as accurately

as possible with special gages after which pivots are
hardened, tried with a gage, and ground again if necessary.
The levers are then put on sealing horses. If the gaging
has been done accurately, which is extremely difficult, a certain weight suspended from the load pivot will balance a
predetermined .weight on the sealing beam. If it does not,
then necessary to grind again the pivots until the
it is
weights balance.
As each lever is sealed in the shop with
weights to transmit its proportion of the load accurately,
the levers, if properly coupled together and sui)ported will,
in unison, accurately transmit the weight of the entire load
In this way loss of
and the scale give correct weights.
re\enue from use and wear is reduced to a minimum.

A

Record Carload

Si.NX'E THE EX1R.ANCE

of

tlio

of

Lumber

United States

in

the

war

car conservation has come to be recognized as a patriotic
duty and many shippers have made enviable loading

Cleveland.
able

Vol. 64, No. 11

The illustration shows a car of yellow pine lumwas shipped by the Arkansas Lumber Company
on February 12 from Cloquet. .\rk.. to Camp Pike, Ark.,
records.

ber that

in

four miles an hour.

use of motor trucks, with
80 per cent of the load concentrated on the rear axle,
has necessitated an improvement of design of scales on
which to weigh them. This type has been installed at
New York, Chicago, Cincinnati and Olney. The scale is
20 tons capacity with a platform 22 ft. long by 9 ft. wide,
and equipped with a full capacity single beam with ball
The installation is entirely of concrete and
bearing poise.
steel, even to the concrete deck.
Depot scales have Ijeen improved, both as to design and
While formerly designed with truss rods, the rods
strength.
have been eliminated and levers of sufficient strength in
themselves to support the load are now used. The susj^ension platform type is also used instead of the direct bearing

The development and extended

ai)0ut

type.

A number of depot scales have been installed at points
where only portable scales were in use, and this has resulted
in a larger amount of accurate weighing and the consequent

Car of Lumber Loaded to 110 Per Cent of Marked Capacity
via the

Warren & Ouachita Valley and

the Missouri Pacific.

car contained 60,000 ft. b. m. of lumber and weighed
150,000 lb., or 110 per cent of the marked capacity of the

The
car,

which was 140,000

lb.

—

increase in revenue.

Test Cars
five

Test cars are sealed after each test trip, or aliout
These test cars are spotted consecutively
times annually.
over each section of a track scale, and if any adjustments
are necessary, these are made by moving nose irons on the

Irish Railw.^y Tr.-^veling Record. A record for Irish
railway traveling was accomplished recently on the Great
Northern Railway, says the London Times. Lord Pirrie,
in a special train, went from Belfast to Dublin, a distance
of 115 miles, in 107 minutes, the return journey being
accomplished in 109 minutes.

Selling to Railroads

Under Government Control

Orders Placed Will Be Large, and Changes

in Standards and
Purchasing Methods Less Than Have Been Feared

TiikJi'. ouKStioNS

rcnardinj; the nlalions hctwi-cn the
railways ami tlie railway i'<|uii)mcnt and supply coiilerns under governient control have Ijeen much mooted
recently.
These are, first, how lar^e are the purduises of
the railways likely to be; second, who is going to determine
what the\ shall huy; and, tiiird, who is going to do the
actual buying?
Pretty detinite answers may now he made
to tliese (|uestions, as a result of public announcements and
<|uasi-public assurances which liave come from the railroad
administration in Washington.

.\s to tiic magnitude o{ the purchases to be made under
government control, tiiere is reason for believing that they

If

show

a large increase over tliose

made

in recent years.

and kept in condition to
both the commercial and the w-ar

the propeilies are to be put

handle more satisfactorily

.jf

the railway> for fuel

is

now about $400,000,000.

An

exj)enditure of $400,(IO(),00(J for fuel and of $800,000,000 for equi|)ment, material and supplies would make total
purchases amount in a year to only $1,200,000,000, which is
but little larger than the minimum figure mentioned by the
railroad administration.

Xecdless to sa\-, these estimates of both past and prospective ex|ienditures for equipment and sujjplics are ijut
rough ajiproximations; but probably they are as near correct as any general estimates that can now be made.
From
indications it may be jiredicted that the volume of the
business which the equipment and supply companies will
soon be doing will be more satisfactory than it has been for
all

Will Purchases Increase or Decrease?

will

outlay

business of the country, the expenditures for both maintenance and additional facilities must be substantially increased.

The e.\j)enditures for maintenance of way and maintenance of e(iui|)ment combined amounted in the fiscal year
1016 to $492,000,000 in the next twelve months to about
As near as can be estimated, 40 per cent,
SI. 100,000,000.
or about $400,000,000. of this was spent for equipment,
materials and .supplies and the rest for lalior.
The expenditures for maintenance probably ought to be increased at
least $150,000,000 annually, which would involve an increase of exjienditures for things used in maintenance of
way and eiiuii>ment of, say, $60,000,000.
Xew investment in road and equipment that is, the outlay charged to capital account— was less than $280,000,000
in l')lo, the latest year for which complete figures are available.
Si.x to eight years ago the annual new investment
was about $750,000,000 annually; and in order to secure
anything approaching a normal increase of facilities, the
annual new investment at present, with the wages and
prices now prevalent, ought to l)e $1,000,000,000^
Suppose, however, it should Ije only $750,000,000, which at
jiresent wages and prices would increase faciljties only two
times as much as they were increased annually in 1910,
1911 and 1912.
.\bout 40 iier cent of this also would be
outlay for e<|ui]inient. materials and supplies.
This would
make a total annual outlay for equipment, materials and
sup|)lies used in maintaining and increasing facilities of
about $800,000,000. Expenditures for equipment, materials
and supplies during the last four years, when additions to
facilities have been smaller than for many years and great
economy has been practiced in maintenance, probably have
averaged loss than $000,000,000 a }ear.
Thercfore.'if un<ler government control the railways are to be adequately
maintained, and any considerable stimulus is to be given
to the expansion of their facilities, the expenditures for
equipment, materials and supplies will have to be increased
by about $200,000,000 a year.
There is much reason for believing the railroad administration contemplates increa.ses in expenditures on a large
scale.
.\n official statement was i.^sued last week announcing the organization of the new purchasing department of
the administration.
In this it was stated that purchases
"will amount to between $1,000,000,000 and $2,000,000,000
per annum."
This estimate includes the outlay for fuel,
which is not included in the estimates of expenditures for
equipment, materials and supplies given above. The annual

—
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some

Who

years.

Will Determine

Who

What

the Railways Shall

Buy?

going to determine what the railways shall ijuy'"
The announcement regarding the organization of the division
of finance and purchases, of which John Skclton Williams
is the director, states there is to be a central purdiasing
committee at Washington and regional purchasing committees associated with each of the regional dircnrfors.
All
purchases of locomotives, cars and steel rails will l)c made
through the office of the director of purchase.s in Wa.shingis

ton.
But this d(X?s not mean that the exact locomotives,
cars and rails which shall be Itought will be determined by
the ]5ermanent staff in Washington.
.\ committee of railway mechanical officers was called for its recommendations
regarding the kinds of locomotives and cars that should be

ordered and as to how they should be equipped.
Doubtless before rail orders are placed a committee of chief engineers of the railways will similarly be called on to consider the weight, specifications and methods of manufacture
of the rail to l)e ordered.
In other words, under govern-

ment

control, as under jirivate control, the experienced technical officers of the railways in all parts of the country will

determine what kind of locomotives, cars and

rail

shall be

This was not clear when the talk about general
standardization was begun a few wt^ks ago.
It seems to
be definitely settled now.
Furthermore, even when standards once have been used, it does not follow that when
additional equipment is subsequently ordered exactly the
same standards will be adhered to.
As to other kinds of materials and suj)plies, they are to
t)e bought by the purchasing officers of the individual railways acting under the supervision of the regional purchasing committees.
The technical officers have in the pa.st
liought.

been largely relied on by the purchasing officers of the individual lines to indicate what supplies should be bought
for them.
They will, of cour.sc. continue to do likewise unIn other words, the .same trained and
der the new system.
ex|)erienced men who have had charge of the maintenance
and development of the physical properties of the railway>
in the past will continue to have charge of them.
This
means that they will be. as they have Ixvn heretofore, the
men to whom the .selling departments of the supply com|)anics will have mainly to address them.eelves in order to

market the things that they make and handle.
But who is going to do the actual buying of things other
In the main it is to be done.
than rolling stock and rail?
as it has Ijecn in the past, by the purchasing departments
There will, however, l)e introduced
of the various roads.
some new elements in the relations Ix'tween the railways and
All contracts for supplies for periods
the supply companies.
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of

si.\

months or longer must be

subffii'tt<>d

before being

made

to the regional purchasing committees, and "information as
to the prices paid for all supplies will be furnished monthly

roads to the regional purchasing committees, so that
the prices paid b)' each road for all articles may be careThe purpose of this requirement is obvifully checked."
It is intended to bring about uniformity in the prices
ous.
paid by the different roads for articles of similar quality

bv

all

handled under similar conditions.

The Co-Ordination

of Purchases

the plan for the division of
purchases of supplies needed in the

The announcement regarding

purchases says that
current operations will be made for "time being" through
It adds
the purchasing departments of individual roads.
"the regional purchasing committees will address themselves
to consideration of the opportunities for standardizing and
consolidating purchases of every kind that may admit of
such treatment, with a view to increasing efficiency and
This indicates that there will be increasing
economy."
standardization of supplies and increasing centralization of
purchases as time goes on.
There is no reason now, however, for believing that in
the long run standardization of supplies and consolidation
of purchases will be carried as far as there seemed reason
It may
to fear when the talk about these policies began.
be confidently predicted that even though an attempt to go
a long way with standardization and centralization were
made it would later be abandoned. Both the Ordnance Department and the Red Cross have tried highly centralized
organizations, and are abandoning them in favor of decentralized organizations, because they found the centralized organizations were top-heavy, cumbersome and inefficient.

The

rail\va)'S of the

United States spread over such an im-

mense area, operate under such diverse conditions, and buy
such enormous quantities of equipment and supplies that it
would be easy to standardize and centralize purchases for
them so much as to cau.se waste, delays and demoralization
which could soon force the Railroad Administration to decentralize.

Both the official and unofficial statements of officers of
Railroad Administration indicate that the policy they
are trying to work out is one which will co-ordinate rather
While, therefore, purthan merely centralize purchases.
chasing methods are going to undergo important changes,
and it will be necessary for railway equipment and supply
companies to modify their selling methods accordingly, there
for believing that a supply dealer who can
is no rea.son
convince the technical and purchasing officers of a road that
they ought to buy his goods, and l)Uy them at prices which
will yield a reasonable profit, will have much more difficulty in selling them to that road than he has had in the
tlie

past.

Sujjply concerns will have to carry on negotiations in many
now not only w-ith the officers of individual lines, but
also with the regional purchasing committees and with the
purchasing department in the director general's office in
Washington. But in the past in the case of large railway
cases

have had to convince both the
away from general headquarters and also

sA'stems they often
officers

nical

and purchasing

officers at the

the railways in Chicago,

New York

technical
the tech-

general headquarters of
and other large railway
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stop i)rogress by preventing the introduction of new and imThis matter was brought directly to the
proved devices.
attention of Director General ]McAdoo in the able letter
which was sent to him under date of February 4 by George
and
.•\. Post, president of the Railway Business Association,
Officials
which was published in our issue for March 1.
of the railroad administration since then have sought ta
make clear that it is their intention even under the conditions of war to promote rather than retard the technical development of the railroads, and in accordance with this
policv to keep the door open for giving full and fair trial
to new and improved devices.
The development of the organization and policy of the

Railroad .'Administration naturally
anxious interest by ever}'body who
the

management and operation

of

is
is

being followed with
directly

affected

the railways,

and

by
this

includes not only those w-ho are directly connected with the
roads but also all tho.se who manufacture and sell equipment, materials and supplies to them, and all those who
No class of concerns will
are large users of their services.
be more vitally affected by the policy of the railroad ad-

ministration than the railway equipment and supply concerns because they have invested a vast amount of capital
and employ hundreds of thousands of men for the purpose
Their plants are loof doing business with the railways.
cated in every part of the United States, and anything that
was done which might seriously hurt them or an\- large part
of them would have serious effects on the industry and commerce of many communities, large and small.
Therefore,
it is not only
in their interest, but in the interest of the
country generally, that the various organizations which represent the railway supply interests and especially the Railway Business Association, which is the most important and
inclusive of these organizations, keep closely in touch with

developments and take whatever steps may be necessary to
guard their legitimate interests.
That misuse or abuse of
power by the railroad administration might do them great

harm

Present indications are, howit may injure some concerns and even some entire classes of concerns, will not cause
any revolutionary changes in the railway equipment and
supply business, such as government ownership might cause.
.\s already indicated, the purchases of the railways probably
will be largely increased under government control, and unless all signs fail in the long run there will not be as great
changes in the relations of the supply companies and the
railways as there seemed reason to apprehend a few weeks
is

perfectly obvious.

ever, that goverrmnent control, while

ago.

The committee of railway mechanical officers that has been
engaged for some time on the designs for standard cars com|ileted its work on them at a meeting at Washington on Monday and submitted its report to Director General McAdoo,
through C. R. Gray, director of the division of transportation, for final approval.
If the standards are approved they
may be announced by the latter part of this week.
Members of the committee then went to Philadelphia to
continue conferences with representatives of the locomotive
Ijuilders on the proposed standards for locomotives.

—

Can.m)ian R.^ii.w.ay Regiments Busy. A summan,- of
the work done Ijv all battalions of the Canadian railway
troops in France during the month of January has been
by the Militia Department at Ottawa.
The statethat during that period 9 miles of broad gage
track were laid by the Canadians and ,33 miles of narrowgage.
The average number of miles of broad-gage track
maintained during the month was 49, while 141 miles of
the narrow-gage track was maintained.
The men were emissued

ment shows

centers-.

Trying Out

One important

New

Devices

question wliich has been raised has been
as to the influence which government control will have on
the selling of new and experimental devices to railroads.
The Railway Age has raised this question in its editorial
columns and pointed out that rigid standardization would

ployed

in locating, grading, ballasting and laying lines.
6,100 Canadians were' engaged on the nurrow-gage
and 1,100 o.n the liroad-gage lines..

.-About
I-n"-;

.

•
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Financing; and Purchasing Division

Organized

in

Two

34:

mittiv.

I'he details of all lonira. i> already made and of
other contracts as made will be .s( rutinized and checked
by the regional purchasing committees, which will act under
the general direction of the Central Committee.
all

Sections

AM FOR THE ORGANiZATlox of the Division of FiATI.nance
and Purchases of
Railnwd Administration,

Cross

ties

tlie

co-ordination and supervision
of railrixid i)urchases of materials and supplies liy a central
advisory committee at Washington and re;;ional purchasing
committees at New York, Atlanta and Chicago, was anWhile
nounccni hy Director General McAdoo on March 7.
all inirchases of cars, Iwoniotives and rails, and of cross
ties which cannot he ol)tained along the lines of the respective roads, will he made through the Washington office, and
wiiich provides for

tlie

fuel purchases for New England will be made by a special
committee, the plan does not contemjilate the centralization
of all purchases.
All other supplies and materials needed for current operation will be purchased, for the time l)eing. through the
purchasing departments of the respective roads under a general supervision of the regional purchasing committees and
the central committee.
'I'he plan of organization was submitted by John Skelton
"Williams, director of the division of finance and purchases,
•which is to be divided into a fmance section and a purchasIn tlie organization of the purchasing section
ing section.
Mr. Williams has been assisted by Samuel Porcher, purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Railrnnd.

Finance Section

The

director of the division will be assisted in the work
of investigating and providing plans to meet the financial

requirements of the railroads throughout the country, whether

up and renew^al of maturing oliligations and the issuance of new securities, or the
provision for betterments and additions, by an advisor)- committee of three men. experienced in finance, selected, one
these needs relate to the taking

from the North, one from the AVest, and one from the South.

These men. whose names will be announced later, will serve
the government without compensation, and will have offices
in

Washington.

The requirements
earnings, for new

new

from
and additions,
have usually called for from $250,000,000 to $750,000,000
per annum, according to the activity of business and the
condition of the

for

capital, outside of revenue

money market.

In the matter of jiurchases

for the railroads,

whicli will

amount to between $1,000,000,000 and $2,000,000,000 per
annum, the director of the division will lie assisted by an
advisory committee of three, which will be composed of the
])urchasing agents or vice-presidents in charge of
purchases of three leading railroad systems, who will be detailed to Washington for this work, under the supervision
of the director of the division.
general

There

through the jiurchasing de|)artment of each

road,

under the supervision of the regional jturchasing committees.
Cross ties needed by the various roads which cannot be obtained on

their

Washington

own

lines

will

l)e

jiurchased

through the

office.

All other su])|)lies needed for current ojierations will be
purchased, for the time Ijeing. through the purchasing departments of the resjjective roads, but all contracts for periods of six months or longer must be approved by the regional committees before completion.
Information as to the prices jjaid for all supplies will be
furnished monthly by all roads to the regional purchasing
committees, .so that the prices paid by each road for all articles may be carefully compared and checked, both as to
prices and standards, qualities and places of delivery.
The regional purchasing committees will address themselves, as soon as possible, to consideration of the opportunities for standardizing and consolidating purchases of
every kind that may admit of such treatment, with a view
to increasing efficiency and economy.
The regional purchasing committees will submit to one
another and to Washington, as information and for criticism,
full statistics as to cost prices of materials used in railroad
operations, and these prices will be carefully compared and
checked.
The names of the advisory and regional committees are
given below.

Personnel of Finance Section
Advisory Committee, kxated at Washington, will include:
Franklin Q. Krown, New York; Festus J. Wade, St. Louis;
Frederick W. Scott, Richmond.
Mr. Brown, formerly of Boston, but now the senior member of the banking firm of Redmond & Co., of New York,
was for many years vice-president of the Plant System of
railroads; also president of the Plant Investment Company,
besides railroads, coast-wise steamships and
other transportation companies, including the Soutliem Express Company.
Mr. Brown has had considerable expericontrolling,

ence both in the construction and operation of railroads; and
for the past 10 years has been engaged in the banking busi-

Purchasing Section

•
'

betterments

equiimient.

and lumber which can be obtained along the
and pur-

lines of the respective roads will be negotiated for

chased

will also be constituted three' additional committees;

nes?; in

New

York.

\\ade

is president of the Mercantile Trust Company
of St. Louis, one of the largest banking institutions in the

]Mr.

organized by him about 20 years ago. and one of the
become a member of the FedMr. Wade has also Ijeen active in railroad reorganizations in the West; was a leading factor, soon
after the outbreak of the war, in the establishment of the
'Hundred Million Dollar Cotton Fund." and has been a
\\'est.
first

eral

large trust companies to

Reserw System.

])urchasing agents, or

student of railroad
problems.

the regional directors of these three districts.

Mr. Scott, of Richmond, has been prominent in banking
and railroad circles in the South for many years pa.«t: is
identified with one of the oldest national banks in Virginia:

be composed of three or more general
men experienced in this work, to be
known as the regional purchasing lommittees. with headquarters in New York, Chicago, and .Atlanta, in touch with
these committees to

All purchases of locomotives, passenger, freight
ars.

and

be
of the director of purchases.
I

steel rails will

made

and other

directly through the office

In New Kngland territory fuel purchases will lie made
by a special committee apiwinted by the regional director,
under the direction of the \\'ashington office. In other sections, each railroad will be expected to handle its requirements, under the immediate direction of the respective regirnal purchasing committees, either collectively with other

ccnipanies. or separately, as

may

be directed by that com-

as

well

as

of

financial

and banking

has for many years been a director in the Atlantic Coast
Line: and was organizer of the syndicate which a few vears
since acquired control of the Chesapciikc & Ohio, from which
he later retired.
He headed the .shareholders' protective
committee of the International Mercantile Marine Corporawhich was successfully reorganized without foretion,
closure: and has been active in railroad and other enterprises
in the South.

The Cmtrnl Advisory Purrhasiiie Committer, with headquarters at Washington,

is

com|)oscd of: Henri- R. 5penccr,
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Washington; Samuel Porclier, riiihuk'lphia; George G. Yeomans, New Haven.
Mr. Spencer is vice-president of the Southern Railway in
charge of purchases, and was chairman of the Committee on
Materials and Supplies of the American Railway AssociaHe has been
tion's Special Committee on National Defense.
connected with the Southern Railway since his graduation
from Harvard University in 1895; and for a while prior to
his election as vice-president

was general manager of

that

From Overseas*

LETTER has been
THKmanFOLLOWING
from a
one
lieutenant

in

received by a railroad
of the railway regi-

ments in France:
"Your welcome letter of December 11 received a few days
ago and it surely was a distinct pleasure to hear from you, as
letters from friends and loved ones back home bring about
the only sunshine that enters our lives out here in the war

"Myself and

Personnel of Purchasing Section
Mr. Porcher was born

in

South Carolina.

He

is

a gradu-

ate of the University of Virginia, and since 1913 has been
general purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with
which road he has been connected since 1882.
Mr. Yeomans was born in New Jersey; is a graduate of
Princeton University; served with the Chicago, Burlington &
(^)uincy Railroad from 1884 to 1905; was subsequently assistant to the President of the
Ijeen general

Wabash, and

purchasing agent of the

New

since 1915 has

York,

New Haven

The Regional Purchasing Committees, to be located respectively in the Eastern, Western and Southern Districts,

York:

&

E.

H. Bankard, general purchasing agent of

S. B. Wight, general purchasing agent
Central Lines: E. T. Burnett, of Roanoke,
Norfolk & Western.
purchasing
agent,
Va.,
Chicago: Charles A. How, general purchasing agent of
the Missouri Pacific; L. S. Carroll, general purchasing agent
of the Chicago & North Western: Ira O. Rhoads, general

the Baltimore

Ohio;

New York

purchasing agent of the Southern Pacific Company.
Atlanta: F. H. Fechtig, general purchasing agent of the
Atlantic Coast Line; Albert C. ^Mann, purchasing agent of
the Illinois Central: H. T. Shanks, of Louisville, Ky., purchasing agent of the Louifville & Nashville.

Railway Freight Operations
For November
Tiiii NUMBER

OF REVENUE TON MILES of freight trans-

ported by the railways of the United States for November, 1917, increased 2.9 per cent, or from 32,231,086,866 to 33,151,364,499, as compared with November,
1916, according to the monthly report compiled by the
Bureau of Railway Economics. The revenue ton miles per
freight locomotive increased 2.5 per cent but the average
Freight train miles
per freight car decreased 1.3 per cent.
decreased 0.9 per cent, loaded freight car miles decreased
3.9 per cent, and hx-omotive miles decreased 1.1 per cent.

Non-revenue ton miles increased

8.7 per cent.
of freight cars in service increased

The average number
and of locomotives increased 0.4 per cent. The
tonnage per train was 655 as compared with 628 in NovemIjer, 1916, and the tonnage per car increased from 25.3 to
The average miles per locomotive per
27.2. or 7.5 per cent.
day decreased 1.5 per cent and per car per day decreased
7.1 per cent.
In the eastern district revenue ton miles handled increased 2.1 per cent, in the western district 2.9 per cent
and in the southern district 4.7 per cent.
For the combined eight months, April to November, inclusive, revenue ton miles increased 11.3 per cent, the tons
per car increased 9.3 per cent, and tons per train increased
7.3 per cent.
The average number of revenue ton miles per
freight locomotive increased 10 per cent and per freight car
The average mileage per locomotive per day
S.3 ])er cent.
increased 2.8 per cent to 68.7 miles, while the average mileThe
age per car per day decreased 0.4 per cent to 27.5.
percentage of empty car mileage increased 1 per cent to 30.1.
4.2 per cent

men in my district experienced as
we could hope to so far, far from
many nice packages, the most of
few days before Christmas. Our Chicago
the

home, for we
which reached us a
Great Western present arrived a short time after Christmas
and was surely appreciated by every member of Company C.
Myself and two other officers spent the first three days of the
New Year in Paris. About every sixty days I run into Paris
for three days' recreation, as it does one a lot of good to get
out of the war zone and back to real life and civilization
all

received

•'Our regiment is still busily engaged in successfully operating one of France's most important lines of communication,
until the past two or three days we have been handling a
record business, as the troop movement has been quite heavy,

and

are as follows:

New

all

enjoyable a Christmas as

occasionally.

Hartford.

of the

Letters

11

zone.

system.

&
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from the trenches for rest and transferring
them from one part of the front to another. I was particularly
impressed with a troop train we handled the other day, as it
was a train of French soldiers coming from the trenches for
a few days' rest, and although they were literally covered
w ith mud from head to foot, }et they looked hale, hearty and
carefree, for they were singing and seemed quite happy,
liecause they were out of the trenches and mud for a few
days' recreation and an opportunity to clean up. The French
are wonderful soldiers and wonderful people, and wliile the
dirty Huns are able to kill some of them, yet they will never
be able to conquer the indomitable French spirit.
"We now have all of the U. S. A. engineers that are going
to be assigned to us, and they are certainly rendering fine
service.
We are handling at least 40 per cent more tonnage
per train per mile than with the French power, and have naturally effected a marked reduction in both train and engine
mileage, which results in fuel economy that surely is a vital
question over here. These engines are much easier on track
than I anticipated, and are not causing any trouble at all in
l)ringing the troops

kicking our curves out of line.
The winter in our part of
France has been most mild, certainly a marked contrast to
winters I have been accustomed to in Minnesota the past five
years.
Our weather during the last two weeks has been
like spring and our section men are surfacing track every

day now.

"We are all quite optimistic over here, and are of the
opinion that a big successful drive by our Allies in the
Spring will end it all and bring the dirty, fiendish Huns to
their knees."

New

On THE
York, Chicago & St. Louis, the green or
white flags carried on the front of locomotives are supported on the pilot beam; and the Chicago Great Western
and the Bessemer & Lake Erie also have an arrangement
somewhat different from the usual practice of putting the
flags at the side of the headlight.
These facts are given
in a circular issued by the National Safety Council, W. H.
Cameron, general manager, Chicago, which has been issued
in connection with an inquiry made by the Council as to
injuries to men in putting up the flags.
Cases have been
reported of serious injuries to firemen by falling from the
top of the engine.
*The Railway Ase expects
over.^cas.

If

France, send
for

all

to

imblish regularly

you receive a good
it

to enjoy.

in

for publication

letter

and

from
let

the

,t

letters from railwaymen
railwayman who is now in
Raihvav Age pass it around

Unusual Failure

a Railroad

of

Train Pushed the Span Off the Pier at
It to

Tip

Down

train apiiroaching a draw
road on Suntlay, l'fl)ruary
17, aftiT the liridge had starti-d to swing, resulted in
Running part
ho freak an ident shown in the pictures.
wa\ onto the l)ri(ige while it was swinging, the train pushed
the span in .1 longitudin.il direetion a sufficient distance to
clear the bridge-seat on the loadetl end, with the result that
to stop a
TiiK-.panfailure
on a niiddlc-wi-sttrn

fri'ij;ht

the span

was

ing with

it

\o

tij)ped

down

the engine

into the position

shown,

Draw

Bridge

One End, Causing

Into the River
The locomotive and two cars passed onto the span before
coming to a stop, and the resulting longitudinal thrust produced a most remarkalile displacement of the superstructure.
The draw span was pushed 6 ft. north and two feet cast

carrj--

and two cars that had run onto

it.

loss of life or personal injuries resulted.

rhe bridge was built about 1897 and consists of a 2.>8draw span flanked on the south liy a 92-ft. pony span
nil on the north by four 157-ft. through Pratt truss spans.
Ml of the spans are pin connected and the substructure is
The draw span has a rim-bearing center
,-hlar ma.sonry.
..iid end lift etiuipnient of a type in which the shoes are
raised and lowered in a vertical direction by toggles, the
bottoms of the shcx-s being shaped to engage depressions in
'I'he rail locks are of the
the bearings on the bridge-seats.
vertical-lift type with butt-jointed rails.
The accident is accounted for by the failure of the engineman to obserse the signals in" time to stop his train. Preparations were being made to swing the span for the passage
if a boat as a freight train was apjiroaching from the south.
The bridge is not protected by interlocking, but the red flag
ind torpixloes .set against the train were apparently ignored
The bridge tender said that he
as the train failed to stop.
had raised the rail locks and the end bearings and had attempted to swing the bridge but found it jammed in some
manner so that there was an ajjpreciable delay in starting
the swinging movement.
This fact undoubtedly saved the
train from going into the river for, because of this delay,
the span was turned only a few inches when the train
reached it, so that a portion of the train readily passed onto
the span, although all of the wheels were derailed e.xcept
the first two wheels on the engine.
There is a lack of definite data on the speed of the train

Method
at the instant that

it

tain that the velocity

much higher than

this.

How

the Span

Swung

in

Tipping

Down

(upstream) and this s|>an in turn pushed the adjacent 157The second fi.xed span was
.span 20 in. to the north.
moved 16 in., the third one j in. and the fourth one 2 in.
The spans were not anchored to the masonry, but it is beft.

of Raising the

1 lie
trainmen mainstruck the span.
was about .^ miles per hour, but the

physical evidences point to a speed

View Showing

Span

niun- mmhu- results would have been brought
lieved
about had the spans been firmly secured to the substructure.
Beinu deprived of its support at the heavy end, the draw
that

547
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span tipped down like an uniiulanced scale. The pictures
show the engine almost entirely out of the water with the
Behind the latter was a coal car
tender nearly submerged.
completely submerged, while a second car hung in an inclined position with its rear trucks on the pier, this car being removed before the picture was taken.
In tipping, the span made an appreciable turn in a horizontal plane so that the south end was swung about IS ft.
In the longitudinal movement that preceded the
to the south.
tipping the north end of the swing span became jammed
tightly against the end of the adjacent fixed span, and in

Vol. 64, No.
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A large gallows frame was erected over
end of the span, supporting it on two groups of
span by a marine driver.
After lashing the locomotive and tender securely in place
on the bridge the submerged coal car was drawn out through
Then by means of heavy
the south portal of the span.
hoisting tackles supported from the gallows frame and attached to the hip pins, the span was slowly raised, the
power being supplied by hoisting engines on the marine pile
driver and a derrick car standing on the 90-ft. pony span.
.\uxiliar\' lines from the winch heads on the hoisting equipment were also made use of.
.\fter the span had been raised to within about 4 ft.
of the final elevation the south end was supported temporarily on a grillage of I-beams resting on the falsework.
With the bridge in this position it was possible to remove
the engine and tender after which steps were taken to shift
the span to its proper position on the pivot pier.
On account of the damage done to various parts of the superstructure it has been found necessary to place the draw
span on falsework before restoring traffic.
large photograph.

the south

piles driven in either side of the

Railway Revenues and
Expenses

in 1917

AIL-WAY OPER.^TING INCOME in the Calendar vear 1917
was $967,268,523, or $121,000,000 less than in 1916,
according to the summar}' of railway returns for December and for the 12 months ended Decemi3er 31, 1917. The
income per mile decreased 11.4 per ci;nt. Railway operating
revenues for the first time crossed the four billion mark,
amounting to $4,041,014,239, as ^:ompa^ed with $3,625,252,371 in 1916, an increase of $416,000,000, or 11.2 per
cent per mile.
Operating expenses amounted to $2,852,880,196, an increase of $476,000,000, or 19.8 per cent per
mile, while taxes were $220,162,949, an increase of $61,000,000. The operating ratio was 70.6, whereas in 1916 it
was 66.55. Most of the decliiie in operating income was
in the Eastern district, where thi: reduction was $89,000,000,
a decrease of 19.4 per cent per mile, and the operating ratio
increased from 67.97 to 7S.0.i.
In the Southern district
there was a reduction in income of nearly $3,000,000, and
in the Western district of $29,000,000.
For the railroads as a whole all items of revenue showed
large increases except that from mail traffic.
While freight
revenues increased approximately 10 per cent to $2,829,246,769, and passenger revenues increased from $707,757,469
to $825,496,365, or 16 per cent, the mail revenues actually
decreased, as a result of the Postoffice Department's new
})oIicy of paying for the mail on the space basis, from
$61,227,765 to $58,681,549.
Express revenues increased
from $90,311,885 to $1^6,895,282.
Every item of exl^ense, except that of transpor.tation for investment, also

R.
View
ruuseiiuciice

of the

when
was

the fixed span

the

Span from the Northwest
motion started the end of
about 2 ft. and also swung some-

tipping

lifted

what to the east before it was released from the end of the
swing span, and dropped back onto the pier. The top of
the latter was seriously shattered.
The principal damage to the span was the crushing of
the drum on the side which carried the weight of the span
while in the inclined position, and a rather serious battering of the floor system in the two panels nearest the south
end of the bridge. One hip vertical was also badly buckled.

showed

a

large increase.

The Position

of the

Drum

Gives an Idea
Displacement

of the

Longitudinal

photographs the jjracing in the tower panel
more than a nominal shear and was
entirely inadequate to transmit the enormous dead-load
shear obtaining in this panel while in the tipped position.
In consec|uence resistance to collapse of the tower panel
was afforded principally by the stiffness of the bottom
chords and the floor system.
One of the light tower diagonals broke some time after the accident occurred.

As seen

is

in the

too light to take

The method

of restoring the structure

is

shown

in

the

Maintenance of way and struc-

compared with $424,530',3S8 in 1916.
.Maintenance of equipment increased from $598,714,857 to
$691,025,391. Traffic expenses increased from $62,915,931
to $64,966,241.
Transportation expenses increased from
$1,185,833,399 to $1,529,800,773, or 29 per cent.
For the month of December the figures reflect plainly the
severe weather conditions then prevailing.
W'hile revenues
increased from $311,000,000 to $335,000,000, expenses increased from $209,000,000 to $251,000,000; taxes mcreased
from $14,479,000 to $24,369,000, and operating income was
reduced from $86,869,000 in 1916, to $59,204,000.
In the
Eastern district while revenues increased about $7,000,000,
expenses increased $19,000,000, and the operating ratio was
increased from 72.01 to 82.22.
The detailed figures showing per mile averages, as compiled
In- the Bureau of Railwav Econom-'cs. are as follows:
tures co.st $444,458,855,
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The

Sanitarian's
An

Work
By

A. E. Campbell

SANITATION was once considered of value
mainly as an adjunct in limiting possible epidemics,

but modem public health work has developed its
ideas and functions far in advance of this corrective form
of work, and its attention is now focused mainly upon broad
measures concerned with the prevention of disease and its
If we cover machinery to prevent possible accihazards.

why should we not clean up our laborers and their environment, vaccinate them, for instance, to prevent x possible
epidemic and an outbreak of small pox to disturb the harmonious operation of our large plants? Our modern industrial plants have employed experts to study their complicated
machinery and obtain maximum of efficiency. Why should
the human machine be neglected?
Large industrial organizations are beginning to appreciate
tlie value of promoting the efficiency of the individual emThe experienced employee is one of the greatest
ployee.
dent,

any industrial organization, and the problem is
keep him employed at his work the greatest number
of days in the year and how to keep him physically lit and
consequently at his highest state of efficiency.
The Illinois Central and Yazoo k Mississippi Valley
have well-developed hospital departments through which the
employees receive all medical and surgical care for a small
Careful attention is also given to
monthly contribution.
sanitary measures as regards both working and living conditions of the employees.
.\long the lines of the Illinois Central malaria was formerly so common that in certain sections 40 to SO per cent
of the employees would he incapacitated at times by that
disease. We early began the use of cpinine as a prophylaxis,
and we have found that, by administering 12-grain doses of
it twice a week to each employee, we can absolutely prevent
the development of malaria, even though individuals may
of

to

become

Chicago.

Officer, Illinois Central,

GENERAL

assets

In some cases we have had
which the incoming water
has to pass through three feet of sand before entering the
It then passes through a brick wall before being
cistern.
pumped for drinking purposes, so that the rain water is well
purified.
This style of cistern has been approved by the
Public Health Service.
abolished the scavenger. When any of the vaults
have
We
of our outside closets need cleaning, we remove the building, cover all excretions with waste, cobs, wood, or creosoted
ties, sprinkle with kerosene and burn, using some tar to keep
down the odor, and keeping a hot coal fire over the contents
The pit is then filled in and a new one dug
for some time.
8 ft. deep, and 6 in. of chloride of lime is put in the bottom.
This has worked well with us and has had the unqualified
endorsement of municipal and state officers.
W'e keep our privies dark and as it is very difficult to
keep them screened, it has been thought advisable to have
them painted black inside as this tends to keep out flies.
The doors to all outside toilets should be separated and both
the men's and women's toilets screened from view and propThe bottom of the screen should be 16 in,
erly designated.
from the ground. The waste from all construction crews is
also watched .and all gangs are provided with portable
toilets.
On one division this toilet is now made in one piece.

something to lessen this danger.

to resort to water-tight cisterns in

iVafer supply.
-

OalvtynizecJ iron tank.

Charcoal and sand filter

fSfeam

supply.

infected.

Drinking Water

Is

-~\- Filtered wafer boi/ed with

Examined Carefully

I

The drinking water

at all

our shops was investigated.

//*'t?

steam.

At
was

one point, where a great deal of sickness had developed, it
found that all drinking w'ater was taken out of a surface viell
with a chicken yard and an outside surface privy quite
near, i^oth draining toward the well.
The city water was
We equipped eight
fully three-fourths of a mile di.stant.
large barrels with hinged covers on the top and faucets at
the bottom, and hired a negro with a wagon to haul four
barrels of city water in the morning and four in the evening
and distribute it in the shops, .\fter that we did not have
one case of bowel or stomach disturbance. At other places
the water, which was taken from rivers or ponds, became
quite murky and unfit for drinking after heavy rains. This
water was sedimented and then sterilized with lime, by
means of an apparatus such as shown in one of the drawings.
Now we use lime to sterilize all the drinking
water.

The drinking water all through southern Illinois comes
from shallow wells, nearly all of them showing gross pollution, and although we had a sign on each of our wells
"The use of this water for drinking purposes is forbidden"
still our employees and the traveling public continued to
drink the polluted water, and we felt that we should do

—

—

Railroad

to a

Outline of the Work Being Done to Remove Unhealthful
Conditions on the Illinois Central

Health

how

Valuable

Is

F/ tiered and lioiled

water

3_

T

l/Vood barrel -

cooled ifl/ith distilled water ice -t—

A Method
as

when

of

and Sterilizing Water for Trains
During Flood Times

Filtering

sent out

knocked down, the different pieces often

get lost.

At one of our shops our emplo)"ees were greatly anno_\ed
by small insects that swarmed through the place, lighting on
the victims' faces and hands,
^^'e sent samples of them to
the Bureau of Entomology at \\'ashington, which informed
us that they were white ants, insects very destructible to
wood, water tanks, railroad ties, and all wood in the building.
They advised that we remove all flooring in the shop,
souk the ground with kerosene, and substitute creosoted
blocks for flooring.
This was done, the annovance was re-
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1918

15.

an

pi-st

ilisi'i't

iU'*tru\i(l

verv expensive to the loinpany.
'i'he reports of the .sanituriim are

one

a)]))'

iniglit li.ivc

made

proved

out in triplicate,

the general manager, one to the general

to

ijoint;

tli.il

Thus
superintendent, and t)ne to the local superintendent.
the needs or desires of tlie employees arc lirouglit direct to
Lal)orers complained tliat
the attention of tlie manaijement.
their living quarters

cold weather.

were cold and scarcely

made

Tlie sanitarian

fit

to live in in

a tour of every laborer's

•(hack on that division, in comjiany with the su|)ervisor of
Withbuikliniis, ,ind maile a iletailed report of every one.

two months every shack on

in

tar paper, lined

and

division was papered with
and painted throughout, add-

tliat

relloored,

much to the comfort of the lal)orers.
The ventilation of waiting' rooms and

ing

has received attention.

offices

ticket

and general

All waitini; rooms in station?

551

juiution points should be swept twice a day, and the toilets
.scrubbed twice a day.
At all of our stations, the raising of
dust wiien sweeping was a problem that had to be solved.
V\'e had a preparation put up at our shops, composed of
(Kean sand, salt, sawdust and arctic engine oil.
Besides
keeping down dust, this preparation jiossesscs cleaning properties that make it valualjle.
k methixi used by some of our
agents in sweeping is to ])Ut an ordinary gunny sack over the
handle of a wide puslibroom, so arranged that the handle
passes tiirough the center of the gunny sack, turn this over
and under the pushbrtHmi, and dampen the sack with keroIJy tliis means dirt can be removed very readily
sene oil.
without the raising of any dust.
The water and ice u.*ed on trains are watched with great
care. \\. one large terminal where many trains were watered,
the city water became polluted owing to flocxls.
We had a
sand-and-charcoal filter built promptl)', and all water used
large
tank, where
was passed tiirough tliis, and then into a
Then the water
it was boiled for 20 min. with live steam.
was passed over ice manufactured from distilled water after

.Ml coolers were washed
it was put in the coolers.
out with boiled water, and the hands of attendants were also
During all the
w-a.shcd with water that had been jjoiled.
flood period we did not have a single complaint from pas-

which

•<

sengers.

At one terminal used by two large railroads the only
available drinking water came from a spring which had an

—

environment
Tripoli sfimt nif-i,

Two Forms

of

Drinking Water Supplies

are ventilated by lowering tlie upper sash windows on the
side opposite the prevailing winds.
In this way the air is
kept at an agreealjle temperature.
In general offices, where
there are one hundred or more clerks, weights are placed

papers and windows are thrown open at 10 A. M. and
the clerks stand up and walk
around. In ticket offices, tlie draft coming through the ticket
window causes frequent colds. At one terminal this draft
Was the cause of six employees leaving the office because of
pulmonary tuberculosis, three of whom died. This draft can
l>e overcome by installing other openings such as a transom
over the door, or a lattice work over the ticket window, to
subdivide the air passage and control the draft.
Large offices are sun-eyed for the detection of early
cases of tuljerculosis, and if any employees seem to be in declining health tiiey are examined, treated, and stationed near
windows. Clerks who are thin and anaemic are treated and
built up, probably being given a vacation or a change in their

on
3

all

M. each day, while

P.

work.

indescribably liad
outside surface privies,
chicken yards, hog pens, and kitchens all draining toward
this spring.
Examination of this water showed 2.S,000 bacteria to the cubic centimeter.
Four ounces of lime was added
and this spring was walled to a heiglit of about four feet.
Ten hours after adding the lime a sample of the water was
examined and found absolutely sterile. Two weeks later anAll our
other sample was examined with the same result.
section crew^s in this part of the country carry a lime solution and are instructed how to sterilize any water they may
use.
.At all junction points, where the water is bad, water
coolers are installed in waiting rooms and the water is
sterilized for drinking purposes.
We are also watching the drinking water u.sed at all our
restaurants, even if our trains are not watered at these
stations.
At one large terminal, where fully 500 persons
ate daily at the restaurant; examination of the drinking
water showed three thousand bacteria on gelatin and fen
thousand on agar. The manager was at once notified: arrangements were made to have all the drinking water sterilized in a large cooler, and all drinking water servt"d to the
public taken from this cooler. The hands of waitresses and
the dishes used are washed with water that has been
ijoiled.

The

ventilating of trains

Many

railroads have not

ing their stations
tion

men when

and

had any

toilets.

definite system of clean-

They were cleaned by

the sec-

Then they were left until
agent or the management.
We adopted a retjukir routine of scrubljing stations at terminals every second day. at county seats and junction points
twice a week, and all other stations once a week.
The floors
and toilets of all stations at terminab, countv seats, and

another complaint

reached

the

to.

On

see tliat the rear

subur-

end sash

When

the train is standing full we have the sash
and rear doors open. In this way tlie air is
The heating of trains in both
being changed constantly.
If
northern and southern climates is often very perplexing.
90 II). pressure is required to maintain steam through a long
train, this amount will kee|i the train entirely too warm in a
southern climate unless the tenijierature is controlled by the
is

open.

W\

steel

coaches running south should have

Here are
good rules to obiwrve:
Wlien the temjierature reaches 75 deg. witli the train
1.
moving, turn off the steam on the sunny side or on the side
ceiling paddle fans, as steel becomes very hot.

the agent thought the places were dirty, or

when some passenger complained.

also attended

of the front

train crews.

Attention to the Traveling Public

is

ban trains during rush hours we

of the train opposite to the prevailing winds.
.Mways keep the transom of the rear door open when
2.
It should always l>e
there are many pas.^engers in a coach.

open when the train moves, but should l>e closed when the
temperature falls to 70 deg.
.1.
.Avoid drafts on a cold day. Do not open the transom
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on the side of the train when the wind is blowing against it.
Keep the front doors on all suburban and through trains
closed, unless you wish to cool the coaches quickh'.
4.
If passengers complain of excessive heat, move them
to the outer ends of their seats or to seats near the door.
If a temperature of 75 deg. is maintained in a rapid5.
ly moving train, there will be no complaint, since the temperature drops as the speed of the train is increased.
The cleaning of trains in transit becomes very necessary
when a train travels overnight. A porter should sweep it
once or twice while on the journey. The water coolers on
trains should have separate apartments for water and ice,
and the pipe carrying the melting ice water should cross the
lower part of the water cooler so as to cool the drinking
water as

it

is building a large dam in
water supply thus obtained
drinking
water at our shops
not only for engines, but also for
and for watering our trains at that point. It was proposed
to introduce fish into the reservoir, but the sanitarian insisted that fish pollute water, and if they abound in small
lakes or water which is dammed, their pollution becomes
Bea serious matter, calling for some form of treatment.
sides, fish bring fishermen, and fishermen in boats are also
liable to pollute the water in many cases.
Not only was it
felt that no fish should be put in the lake, but that it should
be protected from human visitation, and the grounds around
it should be likewise guarded.

drinking water, as the company

Kentucky and expects

to use the

Advantages

to the

Employees

Efficiency engineers today recognize the fact that employees

Attention Is Given to the Food

work

watched and kept clean, and new refrigerators have
been installed at many points. The ventilation in our new
diners is much improved; the upper half of the door entering the kitchen is open and screened, a canopy has been
placed over tlie stove and an exhaust fan over the canop\-.
Every diner leaving Chicago is examined regularly and the
dining room is closely inspected each month.
The following instructions were issued to all chefs on
dining and private cars and all handlers of food at resare

:

Keep all dairy products, such as milk, cream, butter,
1.
and cheese, in one compartment. Cheese should be in a box
on the upper shelf, if possible, butter on the lower shelf.
Keep all bakery goods by themselves; pies should be
2.
kept in a locker, cookies wrapped in paraffin paper (neither
of these need necessarily be in the ice box).
Keep all meats beef, pork, veal, mutton in one
3.

—

—

compartment and as far as possible in the bottom of the
Chickens can be carried with meat
cooler on a clean cloth.
provided that the heads and feet are covered and the fowls
are separated from meats by a clean cloth.
Fi.sh should be wrapped in a clean towel and packed
4.

No other food should be near it.
Lettuce should be trimmed and sprinkled with water
and carried in brown paper or paper bags. All other vegetables should be carried in sacks.
Conserve all food; permit no waste. All trimmings
6.
of meat should be used in entrees or for soup stock as soon
in ice.
5.

as trimmed.
7.

11

escapes.

It was found
Restaurants along the line need attention.
in many places that one-half of all the refrigerators were
unable to maintain a temperature lower than 55 deg., and
that sensitive foods, including milk and cream, were kept with
No attention was paid to the proper
vegetables and fish.
cleaning of ice boxes, as it was no person's business to atGrease traps were full to
tend to that part of the work.
overflowing, and when emptied were put back into the sewer.
We brought about a number of changes in these condiNow all food is covered at all restaurants, ice boxes
tions.

taurants
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Watch

sumes a dark

for decay in

meat and chicken.

color, or smells bad, trim

it

off

If meat asand use it at

once.

Watch your ice box; go over it daily and clean it
Arrange all food as here directed, as far as posand
you will have no trouble.
sible,
The carriage of meat and produce on diners during the
hot months is a very difficult problem, owing to the close
proximity of the fire to the cooler; and as the door is opened
so frequently during the preparation of a meal the tempera8.

carefully.

if

to better

advantage and with greater speed and a:ccuracy
and well lighted. In con-

their surroundings are cheerful

sidering
.'ihould

a

lighting

installation

never be overlooked.

C. E. Ferree, of

Bryn

This

due

tlie

The

subject

of

investigations

brightness
of Prof.

Mawr

Psychological Laboratory, indicate that after three hours of work under daylight, the eye
loses approximately 5 per cent in efficiency, and that under
the indirect system of artificial lighting the loss is about
While under the semi73^2 per cent during the same period.
indirect and direct systems the loss reaches over 70 per cent.
latter loss is

Hence we have
our terminals and

St.,

many

installed the indirect system at

etc.

of

from the units and also
from polished surfaces, desk tops,

to direct glare

to the specular reflection

also in our

new

office

building at 63rd

Chicago.

The development

of sanitation offers advantages for educating the laborer in sanitary measures. If he is surrounded
in the workshop or office by ideal sanitary conditions, he is

thereby

made capable

of

comparing these conditions with

those that obtain in his home.

In this

way men

are uncon-

sciously led to desire a higher environment.
The personal
relation of the sanitarian to the worker in the office or work-

a means by which the principles of personal hj-giene
inculcated as to be applied, and not regarded as
fads of the medical profession.

shop
are

is

so

^\'ithin the past year

feature

which,

benefit to the

it

we have taken up another educational
believed,

is

management

aid to the injured.

One

will

prove of

incalculable

—that of giving instruction
of the laborers

is

in first

taken as an olihe had been run

He lies on the ground, as if
over by a train.
All laborers are shown how to make him
comfortable, how to carry him or remove him from wreckage,
how to warm him, or to arrest bleeding; step by step they
are led through the methods of rendering first aid to the in-

ject lesson.

This training has been given

at every shop on
not only educational but it is welfare
work and work which, if it is to be permanent in its operation and lasting in its results, must be founded on the bed
rock of education.
With these aims in view, our employees are addressed in
kindly words about their own work, and they are also made
acquainted with the burden of care and responsibility borne
by the management. They are told frankly that responsil)ilities in the railway service gravitate to the person who
can slioulder them, and power flows to the men who "know

jured man.
the system.

—

It

is

how."

E'.)iiPMENT

Exports from England in

1917.

—The

ture of the cooler sometimes rises 10 to 15 deg. in one hour.
For this reason railroads should control the eating houses

Board of Trade reports the exports of railway material of the following value during the twelve months ended
December 31, 1917, the corresponding figures for 1916 be-

along their line, so that all meats can be exchanged and a
fresh supply carried on the diner.
Not long ago we were asked as to the effect of fish on

ing given in brackets: Locomotives, $8,075 ($6,485); rails,
S3,450 ($2,910); passenger cars, $895 ($1,890); freight
cars, $2,205 ($3,675).

British

Railroad Control Bill Passed by the Senate
Months After War.

Period Limited to 21

Interstate

Commerce Commission Retains Rate Authority
WASIIlNOTt'N.

TiiKand

iin.i.

lompensation of the railroads
terms and conditions under which

I'KnviiUNt; for

|>re<cril)int; tiic

is to lie exercised was ex])ccted to
week but it encountered unexpected delay
in the Senate on Monday and its consideration was postponed
The delay was caused by tlie oi)jection of
until Wednesday.
several .senators to the action of the conferees in adding sec-

jiovernnient control

\5 restricting state taxation of the railroads.

The

bill

was referred back to conference liy the Senate on Wednesday;
the olijectionable features were removed and tiie bill was returned to the Senate late in the day and passed by a vote of
47 to

8.

It is

expected that the House will pass the

bill

before

the end of the week.

The

appointed to reconcile the differences in
House and the Senate reached an
agreement t)n March 7. after considerable difficulty in effecting a coni|)romise on the rate-making authority, and submitted their report to Congress March 9.
provision
the
that
I'he
conference
report
includes
control
shall
extend
the
period
of
goverimient
not
months after the proclamation of peace
exceeti
21
to
terminating the war, and the provision for agreements
between the roads and the President for compensation based
on the average net operating income for the three years
ending June v>0, 1917. The section on rate-making, a compromise between those who feared an>' curtailment of the
conferees

who

felt

'SiA'.

shall

be

as just compensation an annual sum, payable from time to
time in reasonable installments, for each year and pro rata
for any fractional year of such Federal control, not exceeding a sum equivalent as nearly as may be to its average annual railway operating income for the three years ended June
.iO, 1917.
That any railway operating income accruing during the period of Federal control in excess of such just compensation shall remain the property of the United States.
In the computation of such income, debits and credits arising from the accounts called in the monthly reports to the

Commerce Commission and those
hand to take

that the President should have a free

made

self-sustaining during the period of federal

was written

Robinson

of Arkansas.
authorize the President
to initiate rates but to give the commission power to overrule his action after an investigation, and the House bill

Whereas the Senate

b)-

Senator

bill propo.sed to

would have made the commission's report a mere recommendation to the President, the compromise adopted gives
the commission final authority but requires it to take into
consideration a certificate by the President that increased
revenues are necessar}- to defray expenses and to pa}' the
agreed compensation to the owners of the roads.

The President

placed in the position of an operating
but without the restriction imposed upon carriers b)' the requirement that they shall secure the commission's approval before filing an increased
rate; and any rate he proposes will take effect without susJiension.
Upon complaint the commission shall conduct
hearings in the usual way, giving due consideration to the
fact that the roads are under a unified control and not in
comp)etition. and shall then make its findings and report.
carrier that

is

initiates a rate,

The comi>romise was not reached, however,
had voted down a provision ab.solutely
commission to make rates high enough to pay
ferees

until the conrerjuiring the

the railroads'

guarantees and

all expenses and also another that would
have reciuired the commission to hand down a decision in
^0 days.

Interstate

finally adopted would seem calculated to
controversy which has always been interjected into
general rate advance cases before the Interstate Commerce
Commission as to whether the commission's determination
as to what are reasonable rates should take into consideration the needs of the railways for increased revenues or
wliether a 'reasonable" rate is a reasonable rate regardless
of its effect on revenues as a whole.
If the President or

Commerce Commission equipment

rents

and

joint

included, but debits and credits arising
from the operation of such street electric passenger railways,
including railways commonly called interurbans, as are at
the time of the agreement not under Federal control, shall
be excluded.
If any lines were acquired by, leased to. or
consolidated with such railroad or system between July 1,
1914, and December M, 1917, both inclusive, and separate
operating returns to the Interstate Commerce Commission
were not made for such lines after such acquisition, lease,
or consolidation, there shall (before the average is computed) be added to the total railway operating income of
such railroad or system for the three years ended June 30,
1917. the total railway operating income of the lines so
acquired, leased, or consolidated, for tlie f>eriod beginning
July 1, 1914, and ending on the date of such acquisition,
lease, or consolidation, or on December .^1, 1917, whichThe average annual railway op>erating
ever is the earlier.
income shall be ascertained by the Interstate Commerce
Commission and certified by it to the President. Its certificate shall, for the purpose of such agreement, be taken as
conclusive of the amount of such average annual railway
operating income.
facility rents shall

l)e

War

The language

Settle the

I.

portation (called iierein carriers), is hereby authorized to
agree with and to guarantee to any such carrier making
oi)erating returns to the Interstate Commerce Commission,
that during the period of such Federal control it shall receive

action in an emergency, as well as to insure tliat the roads
control,

it

Provision for Compensation
That the President, having in time of war taken
over the possession, use, control and operation (called herein
Federal control) of certain railroads and systems of trans-

the bill as jiassed by the

authority of the Interstate

C.

necessary to increase rales, as they are likely to find after
the Wage Commission makes its report .some time this montii,
their task will be much more simple than that of the railroads which have been in that position in the past.
The substitute section also provides that the act shall
not be construed to amend, repeal, impair, or affect
existing laws or powers of tlic states in relation to the lawful police regulations of the states, except wherein such
laws, i)0wers or regulations may affect the transportation of
troops, war materials, government supplies or the issue of
stocks and bonds.
The te.xt of the bill as rejwrted by the
conferees is as follows:

be |)asseil earl\- this

tion

I).

the Director General of Railroads, tliereforc, should find

i1r'

Taxes Deducted

"Ever)' such agreement shall provide that any Federal
taxes un'Ser the act of October .^. 1917, or acts in addition
thereto or in amendment thereof, commonly called war
taxes, assessed for the pcrio<l of Federal control l>eginning
Januar)' 1, 1918, or any part of such period, shall be paid

by the carrier out of its own funds, or shall be charged
against or deducted from the just compensation; that other
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a.ssessed under Federal or any other governmental
authority for the period of Federal control or any part thereof, either on the property used under such Federal control
or on tlic right to operate as a carrier, or on the revenues
or any part thereof derived from operation (not including,
liowever, assessments for public improvements or taxes as-

taxes

sessed on property under construction, and chargeable under
the classification of the Interstate Commerce Commission
to investment in road and equipment), shall be paid out of

revenues derived from railway operations while under Federal control; that all taxes assessed under Federal or any
other governmental authority for the period prior to January 1, 1918, whenever levied or payable, shall be paid by
the carrier out of its own funds, or shall be charged against
or deducted from the just compensation.
"Ever)' such agreement shall also contain adequate and
appropriate provisions for the maintenance, repair, renewals,
and depreciation of the property, for the creation of any reserves or reserve funds found necessary in connection there-

and for such accounting and adjustments of charges
and payments, both during and at the end of Federal con-

with,

trol as

carrier

may be requisite in order that the property of each
may be returned to it in substantially as good repair

in substantially as complete equipment as it was in at
the beginning of Federal control, and also that the United
States may, by deductions from the just compensations or
bv other proper means and charges, be reimbursed for the

and

any additions, repairs, renewals, and betterments to
such property not justly chargeable to the United States; in
making such accounting and adjustments, due consideration
shall be given to the amounts expended or reserved by each
carrier for maintenance, repairs, renewals, and depreciation
during the three years ended June 30, 1917, to the condition of the property at the beginning and at the end of Federal control and to any other pertinent facts and circumcost of

stances.
to

"The President is further authorized in such agreement
make all other reasonable provisions, not inconsistent

with the provisions of this act or of the act entitled 'An act
making appropriations for the support of the Army for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, and for other purposes,'
approved August 29, 1916, that he may deem necessary or
proper for such Federal control or for the determination of
the mutual rights and obligations of the parties to the agreement arising from or out of such Federal control.
"If the President shall find that the condition of any
carrier was during all or a substantial portion of the period

of three years ended June 30, 1917, because of non-operation, receivership, or where recent expenditures for additions
or improvements or equipment were not fully reflected in
the operating railway income of said three years or a substantial portion thereof, or because of any undeveloped or
abnormal conditions, so exceptional as to make the basis of

earnings hereinabove provided for plainly inequitable as a
fair measure of just compensation, then the President may
make with the carrier such agreement for such amount as
just compensation as under the circumstances of the particular case

he shall find

just.

Short Lines Included
"That every railroad not owned, controlled, or operated
by another carrier company, and which has heretofore competed for traffic with a railroad or railroads of which the
President has taken the possession, u.se, and control, or
which connects with .such railroads and is engaged as a common carrier in general transportation, shall be held and
considered as within 'Federal control,' as herein defined,
and necessary for the prosecution of the war, and shall be
entitled to the benefit of all the provisions of this act: Provided, however. That nothing in this paragraph shall be
construed as including anv street or interurban electric rail-
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way which has

as its principal source of operating revenue
urban, suburban, or interurban passenger traffic, or sale of
power, heat and light, or both.
"The agreement shall also provide that the carrier shall
accept all the terms and conditions of this act and any regulation or order made by or through the President under
authority of this act or of that portion of the act entitled
'.\n act making appropriations for the support of the .\nTiy
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917, and for other purpo.ses,' approved August 29,
1916, which authorizes the
President in time of war to take possession, assume control, and utilize systems of transportation.
That if no such agreement is made, or pending
"Sec. 2.
the execution of an agreement, the President may nevertheless pay to any carrier while under Federal control an annual amount, payable in reasonable installments, not exceeding 90 per cent of the estimated annual amount of just
compensation, remitting such carrier, in case where no
agreement is made, for its legal rights for any balance
Any
claimed, to the remedies provided in section 3 hereof.
amount thereafter found due such carrier above the amount
paid shall bear interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum.
The acceptance of any benefits under this section shall constitute an acceptance by the carrier of all the provisions of

and shall obligate the carrier to pay to the United
with interest at the rate of 6 per cent per annum
from a date or dates fixed in proceedings under section 3,

this act

States,

the

amount by which

exceed the

the

sum found due

Adjustment
That

sums received under

this section

in such proceedings.

of Claims for

Compensation

claims for just compensation not adjusted (as provided in section 1) shall, on the application
of the President or of any carrier, be submitted to boards,
each consisting of three referees to be appointed by the Interstate Commerce Commission, members of which and the
official force thereof being eligible for service on such boards
Such boards of referees
without additional compensation.
are hereby authorized to summon witnesses, require the proIjooks,
correspondence,
documents,
duction
of
records,
memoranda, and other papers, view properties, administer
oaths, and may hold hearings in Washington and elsewhere,
as their duties and the convenience of the parties may require.
In case of disobedience to a subpoena the board may
invoke the aid of any district court of the United States
in requiring the attendance and testimony of witnesses and
the production of documentary evidence, and such court
within the jurisdiction of which such inquiry is carried on
may, in case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena
issued to any person, corporation, partnership, or associa
tion, issue an order requiring appearance before the board,
or the production of documentary evidence if so ordered, or
the giving of evidence touching the matter in question; and
any failure to obey such order of the court may be punished
"Sec. 3.

all

Such cases may be
by such court as a contempt thereof.
heard separately or together or by classes, by such boards
as the Interstate Commerce Commission in the first instance,
or any board of referees to which any such cases shall be
referred may determine.
Said boards shall give full hearings to such carriers and to the United States; shall consider all the facts and circumstances, and shall report as
soon as practicable in each case to the President the just

compensation, calculated on an annual basis and otherwise
in such form as to be convenient and available for the
making of such agreement as is authorized in section 1.
The President is authorized to enter into an agreement with
such carrier for just compensation upon a basis not in excess of that reported by such board, and may include therein provisions similar to those authorized under section 1.
Failing such agreement, either the United States or such
carrier may file a petition in the Court of Claims for the
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15,

puri>u>c of ikii-rminiii}' tlic amount of such just lonipcnsation. and in the |>rcKCfilin,i;s in said unirt tlic rcjiort of said

pro|)er

ri'fiTCfS siiall 111- prima fai io (.•vidiiiii' of llic amount of just
rriKCfdinjjs
compensation anil ol the lads ilii-rein >latcd.
in tlu- Court of Claims under this section shall he given
exjiedited
in
every
practicable
way.
precedence and
'I'hat the just compensation that may he deter"Sec. 4.
mined as hereinliefore provided l)y agreement or that may
be adjudicated by the Court of Claims, shall be increased
\i\
an amount reckoned at a reasonable rate per centum to
lie lived by tile I'resiileiU ujion the cost of any additions and
betterments, less retirements, and u])on tlie cost of road extensions to the property of such carrier made by such carrier
with the apjiroval of or liy order of the President while such
property is under Federal control.
"Sec. 5.
I'hat no carrier while under Federal control
shall, without the prior approval of the President, declare
or pay any dividend in excess, of its regular rate of dividends during the three years ended June 30, 1917: Providrd. howei'cr. That such carriers as have paid no regular dividends or no dividends during said period may, with
the prior a])proval of the President, ])ay dividends at such

trol,

rate as the I'resident

may

determine.

The Revolving Fund
sum

riiat the

b.

•'Sec.

jiriated,

out of any

of 5500,000,000

moneys

in

is

hereby apprc-

the Treasury not otherwise

any funds available from
any operating income of said carriers, may be used by the
President as a revolving fund for the purpose of paying the
expenses of the Federal control, and so far as necessary the
amount of just compensation, and to provide terminals, motive ])ower,
cars, and other necessary eijuipraent, such
terminals, motive jMwer. cars, and e(iui])ment to be used
and accounted for as the President may direct and to be
disposed of as Congress may hereafter by law provide.
"The President may also make or order any carrier to
make any additions, betterments, or road extensions, and
to provide terminals, motive power, cars, and other equipment necessar}' or desiraljle for war purposes or in the public interest on or in connection with the property of any
carrier.
He may from said revolving fund advance to such
carrier all or any part of the expense of such additions, betterments, or road e.xtensions, and to provide terminals,
motive power, cars, and other necessan," equipment so ordered and constructed by such carrier or by the President,
such advances to be charged against such carrier and to
bear interest at such rate and be payable on such terms as
may be determined by the President, to the end that the
United States may be fully reimbursed for any sums .so ad-

ajtpropriated, which, together with

"Any

claimed by any carrier by reason of any such
or road extensions so ordered and
constructed may be determined by agreement between the
President and such carrier; failing such agreement the
amount of such loss shall be ascertained as provided in seclo.ss

additions,

tietterments,

tion o hereof.

"From

said

revolving

fund the President

may

e.xpend
such an anjount as he may deem necessarj' or desirable for
the utilization and operation of canals, or for the purchase,
construction, or utilization and operation of boats, barges,
tugs, and other transportation facilities on the inland, canal,

and coastwi.se waterways, and may in the operation and use
of such facilities create or employ such agencies and enter
into such contracts and agreements as he shall deem in the
public interest.

President
"Sec.
quisite

7.

for

That

for

maturing

May
the

purpose of pro\'iding funds
or

for

other

or

for

reorganizing

legal

re-

and

railroads

re-

in

may, during the period of Federal consuch bonds, note.-., equipment trust lertilicates,

issue

and other forms of securities, secured or unsecured
by mortgage, as the President may first approve as consistent with the public interest.
The President may, out of
the revolving fund created by this act, purchase for the
Cnited States all or any part of such securities at prices
not exceeding par, and may .sell such securities whenever
in his judgment it is desirable at prices not less than the
tost thereof.
Any securities so purchased shall be held b>
tile Secretary of tiic Treasury, who shall, under the direction of the President, represent the United States in all matters in connection therewith in the same manner as a private
holder thereof.
The President shall each year as soon as
practicable after January 1, cause a detailed report to be
sul^mitted to the Congress of all receipts and expenditure-^
made under this section and section 6 during the preceding
calendar year.
"Sec. 8.
That the President may execute any of the
powers herein and heretofore granted him with relation to
Federal control through such agencies as he may determine,
and may fix the reasonable compensation for tile performance of services in connection therewith, and may avail
himself of the advice, assistance, and co-operation of the Interstate Commerce Commission and of the memljers and employees thereof, and may also call upon any department,
commission, or board of the government for such services
as he may deem ex|)edient.
But no such official or employee
of the United States shall receive any additional compensation for such services except as now permitted by law.

stock,

"%c. 9. That the provisions of the act entitled "An act
making appropriations for the support of the Army for the
fiscal year ending June .50, 1917, and for other purposes."
approved .August 29, 1916, shall remain in force and effect
modified and restricted by this act; and
the President, in addition to the powers conferred by this
act, shall have and is hereby given such other and further
powers necessary or appropriate to give effect to the powers
herein and heretofore conferred.
The provisions of this act
shall also apply to any carriers to which Federal control

exce])t as expressly

may

be hereafter extended.

That carriers
"Sec. 10.
shall be subject to all laws
riers,

while under Federal control
and liaiiilities as common carwhether arising under State or Federal laws or at

common

law, e.xcept in

.so

far as

may be

inconsistent with

the provisions of this act or any other act applicalile to .«uch
Federal control or with any order of the President. Actions

law or suits in equity may be brought by and against such
and judgments rendered as now provided by law:
and in any action at law or suit in eijuity against the carrier,
no defen.«e shall be made thereto upon the ground that the
carrier is an instrumentality or agency of the Federal govNor shall any such carrier be entitled to have
ernment.
transferred to a Federal court any action heretofore or hereafter instituted by or against it, which action was not so
at

carriers

transferable prior to the Federal control of such
'
and any action which has heretofore been .«o i'

cause of such Federal control or of any act
official order or proclamation relating therei
motion of either party be retransferrcd to the court

carrier:
'

'
.

r

>

it

shall

,

;n

m which
But no process, mesne or final,
be levied against any property under .such Federal

was originally

instituted.

control.

The Rate- Making Power
"That during the period of Federal

Purchase Securities

obligations

expenditures,

ceivership, carriers

.

vanced.
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control,

whenever

in

his opinion the public interest requires, the President raav
initiate rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations, and
[iractices

by

filing the

same with the

Interstate

Commerce
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Commission, which said

rates, fares, charges, chissitications,

and practices shall not be suspended by the
commission pending final determination.
regulations,

"Said

rates,

fares,

charges,

classifications,

regulations,

and practices shall be reasonable and just and shall take
such time and upon such notice as he may direct,
but the Interstate Commerce Commission shall, upon complaint, enter upon a hearing concerning the justness and
reasonableness of so much of any order of the President as
establishes or changes any rate, fare, charge, classification,
regulation, or practice of any carrier under Federal control,
and may consider all the facts and circumstances existing
In determining any
at the time of the making of the same.
question concerning any such rates, fares, charges, classieffect at

or practices, or changes therein, the
shall give due consideration to the fact that the transportation systems are being
operated under a unified and co-ordinated national control
fications,

regulations,

Interstate

Commerce Commission

and not

in competition.

"After full hearing the commission may make such findand orders as are authorized by the act to regulate

ings

commerce as amended, and said findings and orders shall
be enforced as provided in said act: Provided, however,
That when the President shall find and certify to the Interstate Commerce Commission that in order to defray the
expenses of Federal control and operation fairly chargeable
to railway operating expenses, and also to pay railway tax

war taxes, net rents
and equipment, and compensation to the
accruals other than

for joint facilities
carriers, operating

as a unit, it is necessary to increase the railway operating
revenues, the Interstate Commerce Commission in detemiining the justness and reasonableness of any rate, fare, charge,
classification, regulation, or practice shall take into con-

sideration said finding and certificate by the President, together with such recommendations as he may make.

Penalties
every person or corporation, whether
carrier or shipper, or any receiver, trustee, lessee, agent, or
person acting for or employed by a carrier or shipper, or
other person, who shall knowingly violate or fail to observe
any of the provisions of this act, or shall knowingly interfere with or impede the possession, use, operation, or control of any railroad property, railroad, or transportation
system hitherto or hereafter taken over by the President, or
shall knowingly violate any of the provisions of any order
or regulation made in pursuance of this act, shall be guilty
of a misdemeanor, and shall, upon conviction, be punished
by a fine of not more than $5,000, or, if a person, by imprisonment for not more than two years, or both. Each independent transaction constituting a violation of, or a
failure to observe, any of the provisions of this act, or any
order entered in pursuance hereof, shall constitute a separFor the taking or conversion to his own use
ate offense.
or the embezzlement of money or property derived from or
"Sec.

11.

That

used in connection with the possession, use, or operation of
said railroads or tran.sportation system, the criminal statutes
of the United States, as well as the criminal statutes of the
various States where applicable, shall apply to all officers,
agents, and employees engaged in said railroad and transportation service, while the same is under Federal control,
to the same extent as to persons employed in the regular
Prosecutions for violations of
service of the United States.
this act or of any order entered hereunder shall be in the
district courts of the United States, under the direction of
the Attorney General, in accordance with the procedure for
the collection and imposing of fines and penalties now existing in said courts.
That moneys and other property derived from
"Sec. 12.
the operation of the carriers during Federal control are hereby declared to be the property of the United States. Unless
otherwise directed by the President, such moneys shall not
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covered into the Treasury, but such moneys and propremain in the custody of the same officers, and
the accounting thereof shall be in the same manner and
Disbursements therefrom
form as before Federal control.
shall, without further appropriation, be made in the same
manner as before Federal control and for such purposes as
jje

erty shall

under the Interstate Commerce Commission classification
of accounts in force on December 27, 1917, are chargeable
to operating expenses or to railway tax accruals and for
such other purposes in connection with Federal control as
the President may direct, except that taxes under Titles 1
and 2 of the act entitled 'An act to provide revenue to de-

war expenses, and for other purposes,' approved October 3, 1917, or any act in addition thereto or in amendment
thereof, shall be paid by the carrier out of its own funds.
fray

If Federal control begins or ends during the tax year for

which any taxes so chargeable

to railway tax accruals are

assessed, the taxes for such year shall be apportioned to the

date of the beginning or ending of such Federal control,
and disbursements shall be made only for that portion of

such taxes as is due for the part of such tax year which
falls within the period of Federal control.
"At such periods as the President may direct, the books
shall be closed and the balance of revenues over disbursements shall be covered into the Treasury of the United
States to the credit of the revolving fund created by this act.
If such revenues are insufficient to meet such disbursements,
the deficit shall be paid out of such revolving fund in such
manner as the President may direct.
"Sec. 13.
That all pending cases in the courts of the
United States affecting railroad or other transportation S)'Stems lirought under the act to regulate commerce, approved
February 4, 1887, as amended and supplemented, including the commodities clause, so called, or under the act to
protect trade and commerce against unlawful restraints and
monopolies, approved July 2, 1890, and amendments thereto, shall proceed to final determination as soon as may be,
as if the United States had not assumed control of transportation systems; but in any .such case the court having jurisdiction may, upon the application of the United States, stay
execution of final judgment or decree until such time as it
shall

deem proper.
Period of Federal Control

the Federal control of railroads and
systems herein and heretofore provided for
shall continue for and during the period of the war and for
a reasonable time thereafter, which shall not exceed one
year and nine months next following the date of the proclamation by the President of the exchange of ratifications of
the treaty of peace: Provided, however, That the President

"Sec.

14.

That

transportation

may, prior to July 1, 1918, relincjuish control of all or any
part of any railroad or system of transportation, further
Federal control of which the President shall deem not needful or desirable; and the President may at any time during
the period of Federal control agree with the owners thereof to relinquish all or any part of any railroad or system

The President may relinquish all railroads and systems of transportation under Federal control
at any time he shall deem such action needful or desirable.
Xo right to compensation shall accrue to sut h owners from
and after the date of relinquishment for the property so relinquished.
"Sec. IS.
That nothing in this act shall be construed to
of transportation.

repeal, impair, or affect the existing laws or powers
of the States in relation to taxation or the lawful police
regulations of the several States, except wherein such laws,
powers, or regulations may affect the transportation of
troops, war materials, government supplies, or the issue
of stocks and bonds: Proi'ided, howei.'er. That no State or

amend,

subdivision thereof, or the District of Columbia, shall levy.
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an amount of taxes from railroad propcrwithin the State or subdivision thereof, or the District of
Columbia, while under Federal control, in excess of the
ratio which the taxes derived from railroad property bore
to the total taxes of such State or subdivision thereof, or
the District of Columbia, for the year previous to Federal
assess, or collect

t>'

control.

That this act is expressly declared to be emerg"Sec. 16.
ency legislation enacted to meet conditions growing out of
war; and nothing herein is to be construed as expressing
or prejudicing the future policy of the Federal government
concerning the ownership, control, or regulation of carriers
or the method or basis of the capitalization thereof."
The conferees adopted the bill as passed by the House
as the basis for their work and the bill as submitted for final
action was in the form of an amendment to the House bill.
In several cases in order to reach a new agreement the conferees wrote language into the act which was in neither bill,
as in the case of the compromise on a period of 21 months
after the war and in the case of the rate-making section.
,\s a result, the Senate on March 8 adopted a resolution
directed against the practice of inserting new matter in such
reports.

The Senate

receded from

its

disagreement to section one

House bill with an amendment striking out so much
House bill as provided an increase of the annual
sum payable as compensation to the carriers upon the cost

of the

of the

of additions or betterments, less retirements, or road exten-

made during

the six months ended December 31,
and with further slight amendments of the wording
of the House amendment.
The section in the Senate bill
which proposed to reduce the compensation by providing
that there should be no return on surplus invested during
the period of Federal control was omitted.
The Senate receded from its disagreement to section two
sions

operation of the railroads shall be dc-emed to be an officer
or employee of the United States within the meaning of the
war tax and workmen's compensation laws.
Section 9 of the House bill, which made provision regarding the operation of short line railroads not taken over,
was stricken from the bill Ix-cause of the adoption by the
House of the Senate provision requiring all lines referred
to in the section to be taken over.
Section 11 as agreed upon by the conference, leaves the
President practically unrestricted by the laws which have
applied to common carriers, except to some extent as to rates.
The House bill provided that carriers while under Federal
control shall be subject to all laws and liabilities as common carriers, except in so far as may be inconsistent with
the |)rovisions of this act or any other act applicable to such
Federal control. The substitute agreed upon adds the words
of the Senate bill "or with any order of the President."
This section was also amended by the new language as to
the rate-making power, "the effect of which," the conference
,

report states, "is to give

House amendment

relating to the compensation

of
carriers which fail to reach an agreement on the basis of a
standard return, with an amendment providing that the
compensation that might be agreed upon as provided in that
section should cover the time consumed in arriving at an
agreement.

The Senate receded from its disagreement to section 3
with an amendment at the end of the section providing that
proceedings in the court of claims should be given precedence and expedited in every practicable way.
In section
8 it was agreed to strike out the Lenroot amendment providing that no person employed in connection with the

ii'il.

InJeruooJ

&

L'nJcrvcooJ. S.

paramount and

Commerce Commission

final

power

to the

determine finally as to
the reasonableness and justness of any rates, fares, charges,
classifications, regulations and practices that may be initiated by the President during the period of Federal control,
with authority to make such findings and orders as the commission may think right and proper with regard thereto."
Representative Cary of Wisconsin has introduced a bill,
H. R. 10,550, to provide for national ownership of the railInterstate

to

roads.
.\n effort to obtain the passage of the bill in the Senate

1017,

of the
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Monday was defeated by Senator Frelinghuysen, who
made a point of order against tlie conference report under
the new rule adopted by the Senate on the ground that the
conferees had exceeded their authority and had written new
on

matter into the bill in the restriction of state taxing powers.
Senator Knox also supported the objection to the tax provision, saying that governors of many states had been assured that the bill would not curtail state taxing powers.
Senators Curtis, Johnson of California, Williams and Gallinger al.so opposed the report for similar reasons and it was
finally put over until the next day and again deferred until
\A'ednesday.
Senators Smith of South Carolina and Robinson of .\rkansas defended the conference report and
declared the provision was necessary to protect the federal
government against the possibility of excessive state taxaIn the bill as finally passed by the Senate Section 15
tion.

was eliminated.
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New

Details for

Draw Span Bearings

DRAW SPAN of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
bridge over the Missouri river at Kansas City, is provided with end lifts and a turning center that embody
The bridge is double decked
a number of novel features.
with two railway tracks on the lower level and a highway
The draw span is 450 ft. long and except for the
above.
special features mentioned above may be said to follow
The structure as a whole was described
current practice.
in the Railway Age Gazette of June S, 1917, page 1181.

THE
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from the pins that connect them to the
and as a result when the bridge is closed the
rockers would come in contact with the bearing while in a
To overcome this the bell crank and counvertical position.
terweight shown in the drawing were added which cause
the rockers to tip up to the left when clear of the bearing
and they do not start to right themselves (in raising the
bridge) until their roller surfaces come in contact with the
vertical

position

toggle links

bearings as the toggles straighten out.

As

a result, the angle

and the photograph show the details
functions of the end bearing of a swing
span are two-fold. It affords the means for raising the end
of the bridge as required to change the span from a double
cantilever over the pivot pier when open, to a span supported

One

of the drawings

of the end

lift.

The

on three piers when closed or vice versa. It must also supply
expansion bearings to facilitate changes in the length of the
This
span under varying temperatures or passing loads.
last condition involves a further

complication since the de-

must be equally operative under all positions of the
end bearings as determined by the changing length of the
vice

span.

The

idea of a rocker connected with the end of the span

Sectional Elevations of the

End

Lift

between the axis of the toggle links and the surface upon
which they roll is always the same at the instant that the\come in contact, no matter how much the span may have
The
been shortened or lengthened by temperature changes.
rockers have unusually large radii and are also free to rock
under the bridge with changes in the length of the span while
the upper links are held in a fixed vertical position by the
operating strut.
In the Burlington bridge at Kansas City there are three
sets of links as shown in the drawing, but the nature of the
design is such that it is capable of. indefinite extension and

Vertical

Section of the

Center Assembled

to form a toggle, has been applied
frequently in the design of end lifts, but the design here
shown embodies a number of features which overcome disadvantages in some of the earlier plans. It consists of three
sets of toggle links and rockers connected up on each side
The links are suswith bars to insure parallel motion.

by means of a link so as

upper end, by means of a 4j^-in. pin, from
the end of the bottom chord. The
toggle is operated by a structural steel strut connected at
one end to a crank in the operating machinery and at the
other end to a pin near the lower end of the inside link.
When the strut is pulled to the right (toward the center pier)
the toggle links and rockers swing in that direction and
When the operating strut
the end of the bridge is lowered.
is pushed to the left, the links and rockers return to the
vertical position and the bridge is raised.
As long as the rockers are in contact with the surface
of the bearing on which they rest, their motion corresponds
exactl)- to that of the links, but as soon as the toggles have
been swung far enough to clear the span entirely from the
bearing, the rockers would have a tendency to hang in a

pended
a

at the

steel casting bolted into

A View
as

many

carried.

the

of

One End Bearing Complete

may be used as are required
The dead load under each end

links

Kansas City structure

is

for the load to be

of each truss on
the corresponding
design of the links and

160,000

lb.,

load being' 1,600,000 lb.
The
is such that the pins act in direct compression along
nearly the entire length.
Operating tests of the end lifts,
showed that their working efficiency exceeded anticipations.
live

rockers
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combined center and rim bearing type,
load of the bridge being on the center whicli
of a 4S-in. wrought-steel, concave lens
turning on a convex aluminum bronze lens of the same
diameter, tlie surface of contact being that of a sphere of
10-ft. radius scraped and ground to fit.
The lenses are
sup|iorted on a cast-steel [)edestal and are enclosed by a castThis ring is made
steel ring, lined with a bronze bushing.
With this ring
in halves so that it is taken off readily.
removed it is only necessary to jack the bridge up about j4
in. and remove two keys in order to take the two lenses out
when it becomes necessar)- to re-grind the surfaces or replace
All bolts removed in this operation are of titanium
them.
aluminum bronze, this metal being used since it insures that
the bolts will not corrode in place and make removal difTin' center is ol the

one-lialf of

tlie

is
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Just abuve the ujiper lens is tiie upper center casting which
e(|uipped with a cylindrical surface to receive the live

to which the radial struts are attached.
This is a
departure from tlie usual practice since the live ring is ordinarily turned on the lower center casting.
To avoid difficulty in the field the segments of the tread were assembled
in the shop together with the lower center casting and the
4-in. by 4-in. angles serving as radial struts to connect them.
After all the parts had been assembled to give a true circle

consists essentially

ring,

for the tread, all bolt holes for the radial struts

connections marked so that each
reassembled in the identical position.

and

all

were reamed

member could be

These and otlier details of the turning machinery of thi.^
bridge were designed by B. B. Carter, consulting engineer,
(Chicago, under the general direction of the late C. H. Cartlidge, bridge engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

The Director General on Equipment Standardization
Proposed Standards

for

Welcome Opportunity

New Equipment
for

presideni uf the Railway
interviewed Director General
AlcAdoo on the subject of standardization. The following is a letter sent to the members of the association by
Mr. Post telling of this interview:
As president of the Railway Business Association. I have
had an extended interview with' the director general of railroads, in whicii was discussed the matter brought to his
the anxiety
attention in my letter* to him of February 2.^
felt by manufacturers of railway specialties as to possible
consequences to them in any scheme for standardization of
equipment.
I was received cordially, and was accorded a
generous period of time for conference.
Mr. Mc.\doo spoke
freely and frankly concerning what he has in mind in seeking establishment of standards.
I submitted two queries as a basis:

ON

M.\RCH

Business

6,

George A.

l'o?t,

Association,

—

"First

— \tc

the

recently constituted committees on

loco-

motives and cars expected to recommend to the director
general standards to be adhered to, not only in the building
of the new locomotives and cars, now under consideration
for the immediate relief of traffic, Imt as well to all power
and vehicles that may be required during the period that
the railways shall remain under the administration of the
director general ?
.Mso, are sucli standards, when approved
by the director general, to apply and govern in the matter
of repairs to equipment during such period?
"Second During the period that the railways are under

—

the control of the director general, will

be considered so
important to adhere rigidly to any standard that may be
now approved, as to cause a cessation of trial, development and acceptance of any new mechanical inventions intended to improve and economize railway operation?"
With these two questions propounded for his consideration. Mr. Mc.\doo proceeded to express his ideas responsive
thereto.
I do not attempt to record fully his exact language,
hut to condense, animated by an eager de.sire to report faithfully and fairly the viewpoint of the director general:

Mr.

McAdoo on Railway

As director general of railroads, it
our railroads are put in condition

is

it

Standards
his duty to see that

to perform with the
highest degree of efficiency possible the vital part they must
play in winning the war.
Tha t their performance thus far
'Railjmr Alt

Nfarch

1.

raRc *S7

Only.

Will

Making Improvements
Iia>

not nut the recjuirements

is a fact known to everybody.
have, as quickly as possible, among other things,
large additions to their power and rolling stock.
The purchase of such equipment will call for the expenditure of
vast sums.
The natural thought of an official responsible

They must

for such expenditure,

and for the least possible delay in deof sadly needed locomotives and cars is:
"To what
may they be standardized?" As a matter of general

liver}'

extent

knowledge, Mr. Mc.-^doo was aware that the American Rail.Association, made up of the railway executives of the
country, had for several years had committees at work for
the accomplishment of standardization, so that it was clear
the subject was a live one with railway administrators long
ijefore the roads were taken over by the government under
stress of war.
The roads had not agreed when the change

way

of control occurred.

When Mr. McAdoo assumed the directorship, the roads
were taken over as going concerns, and their official personnel was not disturbed, except as he has called upon some
of the gentlemen of distinction in their ser\'ice to become
members of his official staff. When he sought to be advised as to how far standardization of equipment might be
effected, he caused to be appointed committees made up of
locomotive and car builders and railway mechanical officials, representative of the regional districts which had been
created.

Mr. McAdoo disclaims being a railroad man. and is
utilizing the forces he finds at hand to suggest what ought
to and may be done in the solution of this particular railway problem. He has laid down no rules for their conferences, has no preconceived notions, and has given his advisors free rein.

No

reports or recommendations from

iiave yet been received

them

by him (March 6).

AMiether he will approve of all their recommendations
when received, he does not know, of course, hut this he
would like the manufacturers of railway material, as represented by the Railway Business Association, to appreciate,
namely that any embarrassments, losses, or necessary expenditures for the purpose of adaptation to the new standards will be entailed not by his personal initiative or prescription, but as the consensus of opinion of those wnth
whom they have heretofore done business and to meet the
exigent requirements of war conditions.
If the railroad
executives had formulated standards U'fore the war. manu-
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would have been obliged

facturers

tliemselves to the changes ordained

Of

to endure and adapt
by their customers.

course, he went on, there can be

permanent

standard

for

railway

progress are synonymous terms.

no such thing as a
America and

practice.

The

old gives place to the
new in the onward march of progress. There was never
a time when the inventive genius of our nation so needed to
be working at highest speed as now. No matter what may

be established as a standard for new equipment under the
present pressure for celerity of manufacture and attainment
of economy he would hope and expect that when future
requirements shall confront us, the inventor and progressive

manufacturer will offer improvements of great value, to be
welcomed as aids to economical and efficient railway operation.

During the period tliat the roads shall remain under governmental control, it will be the determination of
the officials in charge that our railroads shall be made better
than ever before.
Anybody who has plans to suggest for
improvement will l)e hospitably received.
The proposed standards are for the immediate present,
and for new equipment to be purchased.
They will not
apply to existing equipment, which must be kept in repair
with parts already intended for such repairs.
It would be
folly to prescribe that cars requiring repairs must await the
arrival of new standard parts, instead of being repaired with
specialties already in stock, or easily obtained from the
manufacturers.
Accepting the figures presented by the Railway Business
Association, for the purpose of his comment, there are now
in use and under maintenance 63,862 locomotives and 2,326,987 cars. No one would consider it wise to do an\'thing
save keeping them in service as long as they can be made
to last by the use in their repair of such devices as were
originally used in their construction.
In so doing there
would be a continuing demand for such stocks of supplies
as the manufacturers keep on hand to meet requirements.
Mr. McAdoo can see no reason for the manufacturers of
railway material and equipment to be filled with fear for
their future.
They should, on the contrary, take counsel
of their hopes.
He expects to see them doing a greater volume of business than in recent years and at a fair profit.
There will be no trouble for any manufacturer who is willing to do business at a fair price.

Members

of

aries of
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members of

companies but it is
on the government
from the revolving
of the bill, may be

the staff have been paid by the railroad
understood that they will now be placed
payrolls and will be paid presumably
fund, which, according to the provision
used "for the purpose of paying the ex-

«

penses of the federal control."

A
THE

of

Novel Arch Viaduct

.vccoMPANYiNG PHOTOGRAPH shows
a

structural

a Combination

viaduct

following the lines of
with a spandrelIjraced steel arch, the design representing the solution of the
special problem presented by the local situation. The structure is known as the Dead River arch, a few miles from
Marquette, Mich., on the Lake Superior & Ishpeming, which
handles ore from mines at Ishpeming and vicinity to the
ore docks at ^Marquette.
The structure shown repdaces a lighter steel trestle where
it crosses a gorge of the small river at an acute angle and
on a grade of 1.63 per cent, .^s it was necessary to replace
the existing structure under traffic, it was found expedient
to design the new bridge to clear the old one and as there is
a considerable fall in the stream directly under the crossing

usual

viaduct

steel

practice

combined

Railroad Administration
Resign Railroad Offices

Staff

ALL

MEMBERS OF THE STAFF

of the Railroad AdminisWashington have severed their connections
with all railroad companies and other corporate or
private interests and are devoting themselves exclusivelv to
the service of the government, according to an announcement
by Director General McAdoo.
Walker D. Hines, assistant to the director general, has
tendered his resignation as chairman, general counsel, and
tration at

Topeka & Santa Fe. Carl R. Grav,
director of the division of transportation, has tendered his

director of the Atchison,

resignation as president, chairman and director of the Western Maryland, and as chairman and director of the Wheel-

Edward Chambers, director of the diviing & Lake Erie.
sion of traffic, has tendered his resignation as vice-president
of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.
As heretofore stated,
R. S. I.ovett, director of the Division of Capital Expenditures,
lias already severed his connection with
various railroad
companies.
,

The announcement

to the

men;

applies also to the various assistants
cabinet, who are railroad
but not to the regional directors.
Heretofore the sal-

members of Mr. McAdoo's

Combination of an Arch and a Viaduct
so that the stream is very turbulent, particularly during high
water, the use of falsework would have been ver)- expensive

not hazardous at the season of the year when the reconwas in progress. In consequence an arch was decided upon with a span of 116 ft. and a rise of 70 ft., and
with the track at an additional elevation above the crown
of the arch of 28 to 30 ft. In a preliminary design the arch
was made only SO ft. high, but this did not work out well
on account of the high tractive forces set up in the high
trestle bents on top of the arch.
The bridge was fabricated
and erected by the Wisconsin Bridge & Iron Company, Milwaukee, Wis., under the general direction of R. C. Young,
chief engineer of the Lake Superior & Ishpeming, Marif

struction

quette,

Mich.

Refrigerator Cars for the Michigan Central
The Design Represents

Most Modern

the

Practice, Special

Attention Being Given the Insulation
riMK
ASHOKT
refrigerator

Ai.o

tile

Michigan Central riicivtd 250

post and over the -ide sills at the door oj>ening.
This
extends lo in. up on the side framing.
.'\
layer of burlap
plastic is then laid over the sills of the lar and extends up
(1
in. on the sides,
.\nother layer of burlap plastic is laid
over the IJ^-'n. flooring, extending up 6 in. on the car
framing, and on lop of this is placed the top course of

ears which represent the latest develop-

ment in the construction of this class of equipment.
These cars were huilt hy the Merchants Despatch TransporThey are 41 ft.
tation Company at Kast Rochester, N. Y.
long and weigh 51,500 lb., having a rated capacity of 70,lb.
000

flooring.

The carlines are mortised into the side plates and are held

The

cars are particularly well insulated, slab cork being
used in the floors and lielow the sub-belt rail on the sides
and ends. The sides are insulated with four layers of ^-in.

and the ceiling has five layers, the layers being
The method of
applied with no air space between them.
insulating these cars was adopted after making extensive
tests with the different methods of application.
It was
applied so as to eliminate as much as possible all dead air
spaces.
It has been found difficult to maintain a tight car
insulation

with the courses of insulation separated, as the constant
weaving of the car causes a circulation of air in the supposed dead air space. By placing the- various courses of insulation close together, the construction of the car is simplified and the insulation can be supported better.
The

.\n :Kf

1

1

\

N

1

1

>I

in position by

plates

and

J^-in.

tie

rods, extending

between the side

flush with the face of the carlinc.

set

outside metal roof,

made by

The

XLA

Uie Standard

ment Company, is used on these
the ceiling are 13/16 in. thick.

Railway EquipThe roof boards and

cars.

Insulation
Tile insulation in the floor is made up of 2-in. corkboard
laid on a 13/16-in. false floor between the sills.
The cork
is held in place by 1-in. nailing strips.
Zero compound is
then placed over the cork, making a perfect seal.
The outside of the car framing is covered with a layer of
\s-in. shiplap pine.
Over this is applied a layer of three-

:^\ 'v re

iy

1

\i\f\-

I

, I

X

I

.-7-.

H lCMlG.W
r HNTHAL

Refrigerator Car for the Michigan Central
tanks are of M. D. T. standard construction, which was
adopted a few years ago.
The ice is held in wire screens
in the inside of the tank.
.\n air space of 2 in. is left between this screen and the walls of the tank on all sides,
which permits free circulation of air around the ice and
through the tanks to the base.
An insulated bulkhead is
used to prevent cooling of the perishable freight near the
bulkhead to a lower temperature than is obtained in other
parts of the car.
Floor racks are provided to allow free
ire

circulation of the air

sill

4^

diagonal braces, as indicated in the draw-

ings.

corkboard
in

hot

is

applied, the faces of

tlie

board

Hydrcx compound before being ap-

plied.

The four-ply, J^-in. insulation is applied en masse Ix-tween
The insulation is held in
the belt rails and the side plates.
Battens are placed at
place by j4-'n. round nailing strips.

The siding is applied on top of this.
The roof of the car is insulated with five layers of yi-ia.
insulation applied to a ^-in. false ceiling, separated from
The insulation
the ceiling by 1-in. by 1-in. nailing strips.
i« held in place by 1-in. by 1-in. nailing strips, a? indicated

the car.

and tlie inside lining are 13/16 in. thick, and
the flooring is
1J4 in. thick. Before applying the floor, the
side framing is lined with a special waterproofing which
extends from the inside face of the comer post to the door
siding

2-in.

the vertical battens, belt rails and side plate filler to more
Two-ply wool felt is apsecurely support the insulation.
plied immediately on top of the battens, and on top of this
is applied a layer of three-ply, 90-lb. waterproof paper extending from the top of the side plate to the bottom of the
side sill and from dcwr post to door post around the ends of

These cars are provided with tlie Bettendorf steel underframe, which is 41 ft.
This underin. over end sills.
frame supports two side sills and six intermediate siUs Syi
in. wide by 4 in. thick.
Three-quarter inch diagonal rods

The

side

being dipped

each intermediate post, comer post, door post and belt rails
and an additional batten is applied in each panel formed by

under the lading.

Underframe and Side Framing

criss-cross the

ply 90-lb. waterprcx)f paper extending from side sill to side
Sub-belt rails 2yi in. by 1^ in. are then applied
over the belt rails.
Between the lower sub-belt rail and the
plate.
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A layer of burlap plastic
in the iUustratioua.
between the metal roof and the roof boards.

iron to

\.ini^e<i

*"•<

k-

.i

z!
--

lieij'ht

X

of .?0

The

in.

7

ft.

11

wide,

in.

No. 24 galurate frame is

witli
ice

2-in.

by 2-in. by l^-in. galvanized angles, which are riveted

bulkhead base at the bottom and bolted to a reinTo the interforcing angle through llie ceiling at the top.
mediate bulkhead posts are bolted 2-in. by 2J^-in. furring
Four
strips, on which is laid a 13/16-in. bulkhead lining.
layers of J-^-in. insulation protect tiie lading next tlie bulkto the

Compartments

Ice

compartments are J ft. long by
sides and ends of the car are lined

riie ice
riie

applied

is
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heatl

from

low teniperalure.

tfK)
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hJi-^'-rl'^-^^-^
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iPly

nbftrpno^nf

.

Wottrproof

fhptr

90'
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SecHon of

.;^i

Car/int.
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Stcflon Through St/*:

SecHon af Side

Si//.

Various Sections Showing Application of Insulation

made up of malleable
are

six

4-in.,

grate bars.

7. 5 -lb.

The

ice

There
iron and coimnercial shapes.
galvanized I-beam supports for the
grates are

2^

in.

by

2%

in.

by 14

The bulkhead top rail is 2 in. by 2 in., extending the full
width of the bulkliead, being nailed to the bulkhead post
The outside lining is 13/16 in., which is
furring strips.

w' J'i'_

F-^
r

Arrangement and Design

of Ice

Compartments, Michigan Central Reingcrator Car

m. galvanized angles set with tlie comer up, as indicated in
the drawings.
The bulkhead is supported on a galvanized
5-in. by 3>^-in. by J^g-in. angle, which is bolted to the
malleable base casting.

There are eight bulkhead posts of

An
nailed to 2-in. by 2-in. furring strips in the bulkhead.
opening 10 in. wide is provided at the top and an opening
wide
is
provided
at
the
bottom
of
the
bulkhead.
in.
12^8
The tank screen is made up of 0.177 wire with a lj^4-'n.
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The netting on the side and rear of the tank is
fastened to oak furring strips and at the front it is secured
bulkhead post furring strips. The tank covers are

mesh.

An Engineman Doing
By Edward

to the

The openinsulated with four layers of J^-in. insulation.
ings in the roof are 20 in. by 27 in.
The opening at the bottom of the bulkhead is covered
with a gate of IJ^-in. diamond mesh made up of 0.177
which is mounted on a frame of %-in. by 7/16-in.
channels.
These gates are fastened to the angle bulkhead
wire,
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Passenger

WHEN

Engineman,

F.

His Bit*

McKenzie

Pittsburgh
Railroad

Division,

OUR BELOVED COUNTRY entered

Pennsylvania

the

war

for

humanity, I resolved to do everything in my power
to help win the war; and, as a beginning, I took
with
my wife and son as to how we could do the
council
most good. The first consideration was the elimination of
We had planned a
all unnecessary expense and waste.
vacation to Atlantic City; this was given up at once. Upon
looking over our wardrobes, it was decided that last winter's
Next, we consuits would be good enough for this winter.
sidered economizing on food, and have worked out the following program for the table:
Meat, two days a week; fish, two days a week, and the
We use wheat
other days, beans, soups, macaroni, etc.
(whole wheat), corn and rye bread in turn. We frequently
have mush and milk for evening dinner, and fry what re-

mains for breakfast the following day. The stock of all
meat is used in soups; the fryings of all salt meat and pork
are used to fry other foods. As breakfast foods, we use oats,
corn cakes and buckwheat cakes, alternately.
Our rule is
never to have more than one heavy meal a day breakfast
and lunch being light. Fruit and vegetables are used at
This program gives a well-balanced diet, keepall meals.
ing us in good health.
I cultivated a war garden in my spare hours which supplied our wants all summer, in addition to a good supply
The money saved by such methods was confor winter.
siderable, and enabled me to join the Red Cross and contribute liberally to it and to the Y. M. C. A. fund, as well
as all church and hospital funds that have been presented
to me.
I purchased a Liberty Bond in the first and also
the second issues from my earnings, authorizing the Railroad company to take 10 per cent each month from my
earnings; and I am adding to my savings to purchase more
\\hen some other men may not be able to buy them.
I have
also advised other employees to do the same.
I read up on American citizenship and have missed no
opportunity to talk to foreign-bom men, and show them
the advantage of being citizens and supporting the government where they make their living, and have allayed their
fears as to any bodily harm that might come to them, or the
confiscation of their money, and have advised them to go
about their work as usual and not talk too much.
Being a passenger engineman, I next gave thought as to
how I could best serve the government while at my work, as
I realized that military affairs depend to a large extent on
the railroads of the countr}', on transportation of men,
munitions and supplies, as well as keeping the mills and
plants which manufacture these supplies working to full

—
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Construction of the Solid Bulkhead
support by liinges.
At the top a similar netting is used
with four 3^-in. rods applied as indicated in the drawings.
Among the specialties used on this car may be mentioned
Miner roller side bearings, Western angle cock holder and
card holder, Bettendorf trucks and Virginia dust guards.
The following are the general dimensions of this car:
Length over eii() sills
Length inside of lining
Distance between ice tanks
Width over outside sheathing
Width inside of linint;
Width over side fascia
Width of door opening
Height from rail to eaves
Height from rail to over all

Height from top of
Cubic feet capacity

floor to ceiling

41

ft.

40

ft.

9

4K
5H

in.
in.

33

ft.

5 J^ in.
8 ft. 4 Ji in.
9 ft. 9!^ in.
ft

5 ft.

12
13
7

ft. 2!/i in.

ft.
ft.

8M

in.

7^1 in.
2,026

—

at Tofo, near Coquimbo, Chile.
In order to get the ore out
on a large scale it has installed a complete modem plant,
the most important features of which are the loading dock
and the electric railway for taking supplies up to the mine
and bringing down the ore.
From the trains the ore is
dumped upon a storage space on the ground or into the bins

Knowing these facts, I first wrote to our road
foreman of engines and to our general superintendent, tendering my services in any capacity in which I could be of
most service to the company and to the nation, holding myself ready at all times, although on a regular run.
I go to work one-half hour earlier than required by the
company in order that I may give the engine a most thorough inspection and have it in perfect condition when starting, as a break-down on the road means delay
one of the

of the dock, if the latter are empty.
The locomotives that
are to haul the trains will run on both 2,400 and 1,200 volts
will
and
employ regenerative braking on the trip down hill,
the distance being 24 kilometers (16 miles), with a uniform grade of 4 per cent all the way. Three will be re-

things not desired.
And at the close of each day I ask God to bless our armies
and to endow our President and his cabinet with vidsdom,
that they may be the instruments in God's hands to bring
the war to a successful end for humanity and democracy.

American Equipment at Chilean Iron Mine.
the name of the Bethlehem Chile Iron Mines Company, the Bethlehem Steel Company operates the iron mines
Under

quired, and all will be of the type used in the recent Chicago, Milwaukee
Reports.

&

St.

Paul

electrification.

Commerce

capacity.

—

•Reprinted from a pamphlet issued by the Pennsylvania Railroad.
Mr.
McKenzie was the author of the first prize paper on locomotive running,
which was printed in the Raitwav Age Gazette. November 14, 1913; also
of an article in the issue of September 22, 1916.

'A Free Route to Persia and Afghanistan"
How

England Built Her Sind-Pishin Railway to Protect
the Indian Frontier from Invasion

itAVt ACQiiRED a direct free route via Russia
Persia and Afghanistan," said the despatch
from the Wolff Bureau, tlie Gennan semiwhicli was featured in first 'page headnews
agency,
ofticial
lines in the American press on Saturday last.
Although it would be hard to believe that Germany might
have iiny hopes at this time of conducting such a long range

"W

-

to

campaign as would be required in Persia or Afghanistan,
announcement is of more than ordinary importance because it is an implied threat at the British possessions in
the

India.

The probable route of the line is through Lemberg or
Kiev, which the Germans have announced they are holding,
southward and eastward, through Odessa, Postov, Caucasia

and Trans-Caucasia
are a

to northern

Persia,

conditions or

tlie

construction of which has sunnounted so

many obstacles, physical or
The story which follows

political.

is abstracted from E. A. Pratt's
"Rise of Rail Power in War and Conquest," P. S. King &
Son, London, and appears in that book as an appendix entitled "Indian Frontier Railways."

India's

On

Most Vulnerable Point

north-west frontier of India the plains of the
Punjab are separated from the great central valley of Afghanistan, from the deserts of Baluchistan, and from the
Russian Empire on the north thereof, by ranges of mountains, otherwise "a gridiron of stupendous ridges and furrows" intersected by passes which have always been rethe

from which there

The Germans
of routes to Afghanistan.
privilege of transportation through Odessa

number

now

and
have the
Trans-Caucasia, while northern Persia, under the compact
negotiated by Earl Grey, has been within the Russian sphere
of influence.
Such a route would extend about 2,500 miles
from Berlin, but it would nevertheless constitute a very
grave menace to India.
the

Germans have

to Persia

at

Through
tlieir

the Balkans and

command

Turkey

another direct route

and Afghanistan, shorter by nearly 750 miles than

the Russian line.
If the Germans were ever to attempt to conduct a campaign towards India, and India is such a prize that the
idea is not impossible, her armies would meet two ver\formidable obstacles
distance and terrain.
To overcome
the former diere are no railroads in northern Persia, but
there is a line in southern Silieria, the Trans-Caspian, which
starts at Krasnovodsk Bay on the Caspian Sea and runs
east through Bokhara and Samarkand, with a branch from
Merv south to the border of Afghanistan. Afghanistan itself has not a single mile of railway line and its countnis so mountainous as to be almost inacccssit)le.
In India.
on the other hand, there is a line from Karachi to the .southem border of .\fghani.';tan and another to Peshawar on the
eastern border.
Afghanistan has served for many decades
as a border state between Russia in Siberia and England
in India.
Will it soon have a new importance as a border
state between Germany and England?
It is in the light of that question that it is of particular
interest at this time to look back a few years to the struggles
that have taken place over .\fghanistan and to efforts that
have had to be taken to protect the border of that country
against invasion of India.
The story is of particular interest from a railway standpoint, for there are few railways in the world that linvi- l„iii l.uilt under such adverse

-.a-j
-<

i
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Afghanistan and the Railways Leading to

It.

garded as the most vulnerable points of the Indian Empire.
Through these passes from the earliest days of recorded histon,' there has come a long succession of invasions instigated
by that incalculable wealth of India which may well have
inspired the envy of dwellers in less favored lands.'

These considerations would alone

suffice to establish the

^Mtogethe^ there have been 26 invasiona of India, dating back to about
2.000 years B.C., and of this number no fewer than 21 have ended in
conquest.
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effective control of the more important of the
said passes by the power which exercises supremacy in India;
but tlie obligation thus devolving upon the British people
as the present holders of that supremac)' has been increased
(1) troubles with
in recent times by two further factors
frontier tribes; and (2) the development of that central

need for an

—

Asian question which, though now no longer acute, was, not
so many years ago, a source of great anxiety in England and
Frontier troubles gave rise to a number of expediIndia.
tions to Afghanistan from time to time, while the gravity of
the general situation was increased by the once steady advance of Russia towards India whether for purposes of

—

actual conquest thereof, or alternative!)-, for tlie attainment
of the aim cherished by Russia during three centuries for an
outlet to a southern sea, such outlet being sought via the
Persian Gulf on her disappointment in regard to the Dardanelles; though British interests were concerned in either
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sion which, owing to the great engineering difficulties presented by innumerable ravines, could alone be carried out
during that period.
Rawal Pindi one of the most important strategical points
was not reached by the railway until October,
in India

—

—

Khvber Pass, and 190 from Kabul

This combination of circumstances, with the possibility, at
one time, that Afghanistan might become the theatre of war
in a conflict between two great European powers, invested
with special interest and importance the provision on the
north-west frontier of India of railway lines which, whether
constructed to the more important passes or going actually
through them, would form a ready means of concentrating
Anglo-Indian troops at such places on the frontier, or beyond, as occasion might require.
From this point of view the Bolan and Khyber passes
the former leading to Quetta and Kandahar and the latter
have more especially had importance attached to
to Kabul
them as "the two gates of India."

—

The

Political

Troubles of 1878

—

who had alrefusal of the Ameer of Afghanistan
ready accorded an ostentatious welcome to a Russian Embassy
to receive a British mission led, in 1878, to an
at Kabul
order being given for the advance of three columns of British
forces upon Afghan territory, the routes selected for this pur-

The

—

pose being (1) the Khyber Pass, (2) the Kuram Pass, and
At this time, however, the system of
(3) the Bolan Pass.
frontier railways which had been advocated so long scarcely
existed except on paper. The nearest point of railway communication w-ith Afghanistan was them at Sukkur, on the
Indus. An extension across the Sind desert to the entrance
to the Bolan Pass had been surveyed, and a very short section had been laid; but in their advance on Kandahar Sir
his force had to march all the way from
the Indus, e.xperiencing great trials in crossing the intervening desert, where many of the men lost their lives. The
work of constructing this desert railway which presented

Donald Stewart and

—

—

no engineering difficulty was now taken actively in hand,
and the line was available for the troops on their return.
Success attended the expedition of 1878 so far as it led
to the flight of Shere Ali, the occupation of Kandahar by Sir
Donald Stewart, the control by the British of the three main
highways between India and Afghanistan, and the signing
of the treaty of Gandamak; but the murder of Sir Louis
Cavagnari and his staff at Kabul, in September, 1879, rendered necessary the sending of a further expedition. General
Sir Frederick (afterwards Lord) Roberts being directed to
proceed with a British force by the Kuram route to Kabul.
Thereupon the whole question of transport facilities was
revived afresh and, although the expedition itself was_ a
conspicuous success, delays and commissariat difficulties
arose which might have been avoided had better railway
The terminus, at that time, of
facilities been available.
the Punjab State Railway was at Jhelum, 70 miles from
Rawal Pindi, 180 from Peshawar and 260 from Thai, the
frontier post of the Kuram Pass and in spite of the vigorous
efforts made, between 1878 and 1880, to extend the line,
Jhelum remained the actual railway base throughout, no
material assistance being gained from the 20 miles of exten;

—^was

effected

by May,

1883.

Railway Towards Kandahar

From a

military point of view, however, still greater importance was attached, at that time, to the securing of rail
communication through the Bolan Pass to Quetta and Pishin
in the direction of Kandahar, this being the route by which,

was thought, the Russians would be certain to attempt their
invasion of India
if they should undertake one at all.
Surveys for an extension of the Sukkur-Sibi desert line
to Pishin were made while that line was under construction,
and early in 1880 the government gave directions that the
extension was to be proceeded with; though they decided
that the route to be taken from Sibi should be through the
Hurnai Pass in preference to the Bolan route, the former
being regarded as preferable for the broad gage line (5 ft.
6 in.) with which the "Kandahar State Railway," as it was
to be called, would be provided.
Arrangements were at once made for collecting the necessary materials and for carrying through the work with
the least possible delay; but further progress was checked
in July, 1880, by the disaster at Maiwand.
In the following October the Gladstone Government, which had succeeded
the Beaconsfield Administration and had, apparently, resolved upon a complete reversal of the Indian policy of their
predecessors, followed up an earlier announcement of its
intention to withdraw from Kandahar by giving orders
for the cessation of die work on the Sind-Pishin Railway,
Maiwand having been avenged, and some refractory tribes
subdued, Afghanistan was completely evacuated by the British at the end of April, 1881, and the construction of frontier
railways in India was dropped, for the time being.
In the middle of 1883 came a reconsideration of the position.
Russia was then showing increased activity in the
direction of Merv, and the British Government concluded,
apparently, that it had been too hasty in ordering the abandonment of the Kandahar State Railway scheme nearly three
years before.
So it gave orders that the work should be resumed; though, in order to render this voltr face on its part
less conspicuous, it directed that the undertaking should
now be known only as the "Hurnai Road Improvement
Scheme"; that it should be proceeded with quietly, in order
that it might not attract too much attention, and that the
suggestion of a "road improvement scheme." instead of a
railwa}',
should be kept up by the engineers, not
being allowed to have even a temp>orar}- line of rails
it

case.

—

1880, by which time the Afghan War of 1878-80 had been
brought to a close; and the further extension of the Indian
railway system to Peshawar another position of the utmost
strategic importance, situate 10 miles from the entrance to the

—

conveying stores, materials for bridges, etc., from
base to the passes.
This last-mentioned stipulation
meant that the stores and materials had to be either transported on the backs of camels or dragged on wheels up
stream; and it was estimated that, in addition to the great loss
of time, a sum of not less than 1,000,000 pounds was wasted
in this way before the order prohibiting the use of temporary
for

the

rails

was rescinded.

Russian Advance Toward Merv

A

was made with the work

in October, 1883, and
the fact that the Russians were then actually approaching
Merv, and that a sudden advance by them in force was restart

garded as probable, led to the laying of great emphasis on
the need for construction being pushed on with the utmost
vigor.
When, in February, 1884, the Russians did occupy

March
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Mcrv, tlic ija-.->ure brought to bear on the engincer-in-chief
became still more acute. Then, in May, the Britisii Govemnieiit lomially announced that, owing to the encroachments of
Russia, the line would be built.
The fiction of a "Humai
Ko;ul Improvenunt Scheme" was now abandoned.
Henceline
under
construction
forth tlie
was to be known as "The
Sind-1'isliin State Railway.''

From the verj- outset, however, the difficulties which
crowded upon Colonel (aftenvards Sir James) Brown, R. E.,
an officer well experienced in railway and engineering work,
who was entrusteti with the carrying out of the scheme, were
unfavorable to the prospects of speed in con>truction. The
which had already been made, were found not only
worthless but misleading.
The first members oi his staff
were unacquainted with railway work and had to be succeeded by men brought from England. The plant and materials previously collected, but disposed of at scrap-iron
prices when the line was abandoned in 1880, had now to be
replaced at an almost fabulous cost, owing to the urgency of
the need for them.
sur\'eys,

The Forbidding Physical Obstacles
All these were, nevertheless, minor troubles as compared
with tlie physical conditions to be overcome.
Starting from an elevation at Sibi of 300 ft., the line was
to rise 6,200 ft. in the 120 miles between Sibi and the sum-

mit level at Kach.
Then, for the greater part of the 224 miles to which the
line was to extend, the country was a wilderness of rocks
and stones a lond of barrenness and desolation, where there

—

was no timber, no

fuel, scarcely

a blade of grass, and, in

places, for stretches of several miles,

no water.

land, too, almost devoid of inhabitants, while those

It

was a

who

did
dwell there were described as "a savage and blood-thirsty
race of robbers," continually engaged in plunder and intertribal warfare, and not growing sufficient food even for their
own consumption. Almost everything that was wanted
including supplies for from 15,000 to 30,000 workers and
materials for the line
had to be imported from a distance.
Still less inviting was this inhospitable region by reason of
its range of climatic conditions.
The lowlands have the
reputation of being one of the hottest comers of the earth's
surface.
A temperature of 124 deg. has been registered in
the Narie Valley.
The highlands, in turn, offer the alternative of Arctic cold, the temperature tliere falling in winter to
18 deg. below zero.
Between the lowlands and the highlands there is a temperate zone; but here the constant pestilence was dreaded no less than the extremes of heat and cold

—

elsewhere.

As the result of these conditions, the work of construction
could be carried on in certain districts for part of the year
only, and the workers had to be transferred from one section
of the line to another according to the season.
Such a movement of front involved the transport of everything stores,

—

and some thousands of men. "The management
Captain Scott-Moncrieff, R. E., in
his paper on "The Frontier Railways of India," "was a
work of considerable anxiety and difficult)-. A sudden influx
of people, such as this, into a desolate and barren land naturally caused a famine.
Everything was eaten up, and for
some days the question of supplies was the burning question of the hour.
Nine hundred camel loads of
food were consumed daily on the works."
The customary
load for a camel was 400 lb., but some of the camels carried loads of 800 lb. up the pass.
tools, offices

of this vast exodus," says

.

"One
The

.

of the

.

Most Weird Tracks"

engineering difficulties fell into four principal groups:
Nan Gorge, (2) the Gundakin Defile. (3) the
Chuppur Rift, and (4) the Mud Gorge.
The Nari Gorge, about 14 miles in length, beginning
(1)

the
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beyond Sibi, has been described as "one of the most
weird tracts through which a railway lias ever been carried.
The hills, absolutely bare, rise above the valley for many
thousands of feet in fantastic pinnacles and cliffs.
It is
a scene of the wildest desolation." The Nari River, running
through the gorge, is formed by a combination of three
streams having but little water on ordinary occasions, but
bcx:oming, in time of flood, a raging torrent which fills up the
whole gorge for miles, attains a depth of 10 feet, and has a
velocity of five feet per second.
Over this river the railway
had to be carried in five different places. Not alone bridges,
but heavy embankments, cuttings and tunnels were needed.
At one point there was an especially dangerous tunnel in
just

which so many accidents occurred, owing to roof or sides
falling in, that at last no workmen would enter it except
at a

wage

five-fold that of the high rate already being paid.
liable to be stopped for months to-

The whole work was
owing

to the washing away of half-completed embankments, or bridges; though until this portion of the line had
been completed no materials could be sent to the sections
beyond.
In the Gundakin Defile, eight miles long, two tunnels had
to be made through some most treacherous material, and
four bridges had to be provided.

gether,

The Chuppur Rift is a chasm three miles long in the
spurs of a rocky mountain forming an apparently insuperable barrier.
The running of the railway on a ledge along
the side of the mountain being impracticable, owing to the
nature of the rock, the engineers cut a line of continuous
tunnels partly on one side of the rift and partly on the
other, connecting the two series, by an iron girder bridge;
but, instead of constructing the tunnels in the usual way,
from each end a procedure which would have taken much
time
they adopted the expedient of driving openings (adits)
into the side of tlie cliff at various points, and then cutting
the tunnel right and left of each of these openings until
the various sections met.
The only way in which the openings could be made was by lowering men down bv ropes
several hundred feet from the top of the cliff until they
reached the point where the work for an opening was to
be started.
They then drove crowbars into the perpendicular sides of the cliff in order to gain the necessary support for a platform from which the blasting operations could
be carried on.
Six of these openings were made on one
side of the cliff' and six on the other.
As a separate gang
of men could operate at each it was possible to complete
the whole work in the course of a few months.
Altogether
there is a collective length of 6,400 ft. of tunnels in the
rift, in addition to a viaduct 75 ft. high, with seven spans
of 40 ft. each, and a bridge having an elevation over the
river of 250 ft., and consisting of a central span of 150 ft
and eight spans of 40 ft.
On the summit level, 25 miles in length, came the fivemile long Mud Gorge a narrow valley, between precipitous
mountains, filled with a soil little better than dried mud,
and of such a character that several bad slips of road-bed,
carrying away the whole of the line, occurred.

—

—

—

Fever, Scurvy, Cholera, Desertions
In August and September,

1884, the troops and native
on the work on the lower part of the
line were visited by an outbreak of fever and scurvy of a
virulence almost unprecedented in Indian experience. Large
numbers of the men died. In one gang of 200 the average
laborers employed

ten a day.
Of those who survived
the majority were so prostrated as to be scarcely capable of
doing an)-thing.
Sixty per cent of the sappers were in

numbers of deaths was

hospital.

Fresh troops, to the extent of three battalions of Pioneers,
were brought on to work; but they had scarcely arrived
before
in November
there was a severe outbreak of chol-

—

—
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Quetta, and the Hurnai Railway was formally declared open

were followed by

for traffic.

The Afghans thereupon '•bolted to a man"; and they
many skilled artisans who had been colAdditional labor had to
lected from various parts of India.
be obtained from the Eastern Punjalj, but much time was
lost.

^^"hilst the engineers were struggling to overcome these
manifold difficulties, the political situation was steadily becoming still more acute. The climax seemed to be reached
by the Penj-deh incident of March SO, 1885, when a Russian force under General Komaroff seized this important
.strategical position, situate near the junction of the Khushk
and Murghab rivers. On April 27, 1885, :Mr. Gladstone
proposed in the House of Commons a vote of 11,000,000
pounds ($55,000,000) for the purposes of what then seemed

to

be an inevitable war with Russia.

The money was

voted

same night.
So the urgency

the

for completing the line which would now,
probably, have been available for use had it not been stopped
Orders were sent to India
in 1880, was greater than ever.
that the work must be continued along all parts of the line
Within a week or two, however, of
regardless of seasons.
the war vote at Westminster, cholera broke out afresh among
India.
By the end of May it was
in
the construction party
spreading among them "like a raging fire"; while to the
cholera itself there was added a heat so intense that even the
most willing of workers found it almost imendurable.
Under this combination of cholera, and excessive heat,
work on the lower sections of the line was stopped altogether
government orders and Russians notwithstandfor a time
ing.
All possible measures were taken to mitigate the severepidemic
but the death-rate increased with frightity of the
Some of the best workers, European and
ful rapidity.
men who could least be spared, on account of the
Asiatic
During
were carried off.
responsible positions they held
the month of June no fewer than 2,000 died out of 10,000.
Of the remainder large numbers sought safety in flight.
Many of the minor government officials, such as telegraph

—

;

—

—

oftice clerks, went off in a body.
Whilst sickness and disease had thus been afflicting the
camps, fresh troubles had arisen in another direction. Early
in 1885 the district was visited by a succession of floods
exceeding in severity anything known there for sixty years.
In the course of three months the rainfall amounted to 19.27

and post

—

Several
a total six times in excess of the average.
bridges and many miles of temporar}' roads were washed
grounds
caused;
camping
accidents
were
awav; numerous
were destroj'ed; communications were interrupted; food supinches,

In the meantime the apparent certainty of war with Rusfollowing, especially, on her seizure of Penj-deh, had
led, in April, 1885, to an order being given for the construction of a light railway from Sibi through the Bolan Pass to
Quetta, as an alternative, more direct and more quickly constructed route, of which use could be made for a movement
of troops to the frontier on the anticipated partial mobilization of the Indian Army.
sia,

A

Notable Engineering Achievement

The

laying of this light railway constituted anotlier notable
engineering achievement.
Running through the heart of what has been described as
"some of the boldest mountain scenery in India," the Bolan
Pass has a length of about 60 miles and a breadth ranging
from one mile to a space, in places, of only about 20 yards
between the rugged mountain walls which here convert the
pass into a mere defile. The pass is, in fact, practically the
bed of the Bolan River, and is dry for the greater part of the
The temporary narrow gage line
year, but liable to floods.
was to be laid along the river bed without interfering with
the military road constructed in 1882-84 as far as Quetta.
For the first 40 miles there was a fairly good gradient;
but beyond that came a very heayj' rise to the top of the pass;
and here, at least, anything more than a metre gage line
would have been impracticable.
The possibility of constructing a line of railway through the pass at all had long
been the despair of engineers, and this was the reason why
the Hurnai route had been decided on in preference to the
Bolan for the broad gage line to Quetta. Unfortunately, too,
the climatic were even greater than the engineering difficulties.
The heat in the lower parts of the pass was "beyond
all description," and cholera or other diseases carried off
thousands of the workers.
With these two lines at their disposal, the government was,
in the spring of 1887, quite prepared for a concentration of
British and Indian forces in Afghanistan, had the political
conditions rendered such a course necessary but the situation
had by then greatly improved, thanks to the negotiations
wliich had been proceeding with Russia for the demarcation
of frontiers.
In April, 1877, the British and Russian commissioners met at Petrograd, and, as the result of still further negotiations, the questions at issue were settled without
the appeal to amis which had at one time appeared in;

evitable.

became scarcely obtainable, and great delay resulted in
the prosecution of a work for which urgency was being so
The floods did not finally subside
persistently demanded.
until the end of May.
Nature having done so much to impede the progress of
the undertaking, it only remained for politicians and officials to do what they could to follow her example.
Mention has already been made of the initial prohibition
of temporar}- lines of rails for the conveyance of stores and
materials, and the loss of time and waste of money involved

In 1892 some 50 miles of the Bolan light railway were
aliandoned in favor of another route which, avoiding the
first part of the pass, allowed of a broad-gage line being
laid from Sibi through Quetta to Bostan Junction, where it
connects with what is now known as the Humai-Pishin
Loop. A branch 90 miles in length, from Quetta to Mushki,
on the Seistan trade route, was opened in 1905.

camels in.stead: but to this one fact may be
added another, namely, that after the engineer-in-chief had
made his arrangement to obtain sleepers from the juniper
this being the only timber
forests on the north of the line
available in the whole district the government vetoed the
arrangement on the ground that it might, possibly, lead to
The timber had to be
quarrels among the Afghan tribes.

the Bolan

plies

in the use of

—
—

procured from India, instead. Hence more delay.
Such, however, was the energy which had been shown, in
spite of all these difficulties and drawbacks, that the work
was completed within the two years and half fixed Ijy the
"with
engineer-in-chief at the start as the period in which
money freely granted" it could be done. On March 27,
1?S7. an engine ran over the line all the way from Sibi to

—

—

A
Today
Chaman,

Strategic Line

the Sind-Pishin railway, with

its

two

sections, via

and the Hurnai

respectively, has its terminus at
on the actual frontier of Afghanistan, and within

70 miles of Kandahar.
A broad gage line throughout, it
forms part of the railway system of India, linking up at Ruk
junction with the line running thence along the north bank
of the Indus to Karachi, and, by means of a bridge across the
Indus, with a line on the south of the river which, in one
direction provides an alternative route to Karachi, and in
the other connects vdth Calcutta and other leading cities.
The Sind-Pishin line affords, in fact, a most valuable means
for concentrating on the Afghan frontier, within a short distance of Kandahar, and in the shortest possible time a considerable body of troops collected from all parts of India,
together with reinforcements from Europe, landed at Karachi.

March
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therefore, the railway

liiii.-,

India

there tan

lie

is

of exceptional

and to Ilritish interests in general;
no suggestion that it would be used

otherwise than for purely defensive purposes.
Then, in what, since 1901, has constituted the North-West
Frontier Province of India, there has been a considerable

—

all serving
extension of frontier railways in recent years,
From Peshawar 1,520
important strategical purposes.

— there

—

a broad gage extension, twelve
miles in lengtli, to Fort Jamrud, at the mouth of the Khyber
Xaushahra.
cantonment
from
a
27 miles due east of
Pass;
Peshawar, there is a narrow gage line to Dargai, at the foot
of the Malakand Pass; while among other lines is one to
Thai, a military outpost on the extreme limit of British territory which serves also as a depot for the trade with northem Afghanistan passing through the Kurram valley; and
one to Banu, a garrison town, 79 miles south of Kohat, built
on a site chosen for political reasons by Sir Herbert Edwards
in 1848.
.\ number of other railway s on the north west frontiers of
India have been proposed.
Whatever may or may not be
miles from Calcutta-

is
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.stone, sand, gravel,
iron ore and similar material; (2)
materials loaded in box cars; and (3) heavy material
loaded in open cars re<|uiring the u.'^e of a crane for transfer.

three kinds of freight require different facilities
handling.
The medianical transfer plant referred to
wa^ designed to handle the materials in the first classification, and it includes platforms to facilitate transferring lading from one box car to another and a large electricallyoperated gantry crane spanning two tracks for handling the

Tliese

for

heavy materials.
Previous to the construction of the.se facilities the transand second divisions were handled
entirely by hand, making it necessary to keep a large force
of laborers at this kind of work, while the heavy materials
were handled by lcx:omotive cranes, wrecking cranes, or in
any other way that might be available. It is found by the
use of the improved facilities that the delay to cars on account of defective etiuipment has been very much reduced,
and that the cost of transfer has also been lessened.
The nature of this mechanical transfer plant is indicated
fers described in the first

done in regard to these further schemes, it is
obvious that those already constructed have made an enormous difference in our strategical position in regard to
Afghanistan and the lands beyond as compared with the
military transport conditions of 1878.
ultimately

A

Plant to Transfer Coal

and Ore Mechanically

THEoperation

PITTSBURGH
at

its

& LAKE ERIE recently placed in
Haselton yard, a mechanical coal

plant for transferring the lading of bad
order cars to other cars.
Haselton yard is located at
Youngstown, Ohio, and is the point where the road exchanges a large amount of traffic with the New York Central and the Erie and also handles the enormous traffic of

handling

View
in the

the

of the Transfer Station

from the Loading Side

The plant was
Company, Chicago, and

photograph and drawing.

Roberts

&

Schaefer

built

essentially of one of the typical coaling stations built

by

consists

by

this

firm with the storage facilities omitted. The material to be
transferred is received from the defective cars in a 9-ft.
track hopper from which it is transferred to a
-ton elevating bucket by means of a Schroeder measuring coal

2^

feeder.

The elevating bucket operates in a structural steel tower
from the top of which the coal is dumped into a spout
which affords a convenient means of discharge into the substitute car standing on a track parallel to and 26 ft. from
the hopper track.
The elevating machinery has a capacity
of 75 tons per hour and, as in the case of the equipment for
the standard coaling station of tlie same type, the operation
Side and

End Elevations

the \ouiigstown district.

of the Haselton Plant

As is usual at such places a great
many loaded cars arc found to be defective, making it
necessary to transfer the loading.
The kinds of material
in these cars, of course, vary widely, but they can be classed
under three general heads: (1) materials handled in hopper and drop bottom cars, such as coal, coke, crushed lime-

An electrically-operated hoist is
is
entirely automatic.
located in the small steel-frame shed adjoining the tower,
which also contains the necessary regulating apparatus,
are indebted for the above inforstarting switch, etc.
mation to A. R. Raymer. assistant chief engineer, of the
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, Pittsburgh, Pa., who represent'

We

the railway
ment.

in

working out the details of the impn.vc-

General

News Department

Judge Robert S. Lovett, according to the official circular
announcing his appointment as a member of the staff of Diector General McAdoo. will have the title of Director of the
Division of Capital Expenditures, instead of the "Division of
Betterment and Additions," as it was originally announced.

A

charge for placing and spotting cars on industrial tracks
not contemplated. This announcement has been made by
the Railroad Administration after the receipt of nearly 2,000
telegrams and letters of protest. A memorandum of a plan
for such charges was prepared in the traffic division, as a
suggestion only; and the report that it was being considered
was widely circulated among shippers and state railway commissioners.
is

Senator Kellogg, of Minnesota, has introduced a bill in
Congress to include members of the Russian Railway Service
Corps, consisting of about 350 railroad officers and men sent
from this country to Russia last year to assist in organizing
the Russian railway system, within the terms of the war insurance provided for the United States army. The Russian
Railway Service Corps is not a part of the regular army but
was specially organized and was financed by the Russian
government.
Fuel for the New York Central is the subject of a special
order issued by the Fuel Administration on March 6, addressed to coal operators under contract to supply fuel coal
to that road, giving priority to such contracts and providing
Mines
for making regular daily and weekly shipments.
under contract to furnish coal to the New York Central will
be- required to fill these contracts before taking on other
business; and the railroad company is charged with the duty
of providing cars promptly.
Forest fires burned over 962,000 acres of National Forest
lands in 1917 and caused a loss of $1,358,600 to the government
in timber, forage and young growth, according to figures compiled by the Forest Service of the Department of Agriculture.
In addition to the actual loss in timber and forage, these fires
entailed extra expenditures by the government of $1,121,451 for
watchmen, supplies, etc. Of the 7,814 fires fought on the NaForests, 2,132 were set by lightning, and 952 were incendiary. Careless campers were responsible for 1,288. and railroads for 1,003.
tional

& 'Albany, the officers and employees have
permanent organization to gather and record inemployees who are now in the military
concerning
formation
or naval service, and to take charge of the sending of gifts
"Our Fellows At the Front" is the title of a
to the men.
pamphlet which has been issued by a committee telling what
has been done up to this time, and giving names of the
soldiers and sailors (so far as compiled) together with much
other information. The chairman of the committee is W. E.
Adams, press representative of the road, Boston.
The mining of clean coal is to be enforced by the Fuel AdOn

the Boston

formed

a

Western Railway Club Meeting
of the Western Railway Club will be
held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on Monday. March 18.
Professor G. A. Young of Purdue University will present a
paper on railway mechanical problems, and H. R. Warnock,
general superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, will give an informal address.

The next meeting

Mail-Pay Decision Confirmed
The United

States Court of Claims on March 11 reaffirmed
its previous decision in the railway mail pay "divisor" case, dismissing the petitions of a number of railroads for claims against
the government for large amounts of back pay from the post
The former decision was sustained by the
office department.
Supreme Court but by an evenly divided ruling, so that the case
was reopened in the lower court.

Thirty-First Engineers an Operating Regiment
Frederick Mears, formerly a member of the Alaskan
Engineering Commission, announces that the Thirty-first Engineers, which is being organized under his direction, is to be a
railroad operating organization. With few exceptions every man
of the new organization will be a man experienced in railway
Col.

Applications will be received only from men who
have good records as locomotive engineers, firemen, brakemen,
railway clerks, yard foremen, trainmasters, switchmen, conducoperation.

tors and others whose training fits them for the duties of
Col. Mears' regiment will mobilize at Fort
operating trains.
Leavenworth, Kan., and recruiting officers are being established
at various points throughout the United States.

Disloyalty Charge a Gross

—

Rock Island Generous

_

judgment,

is

not properly prepared.

to Its Soldiers

During the month of February

officers

Abroad

and employees of

Rock Island Lines contributed a total of $569 to the
"Smoke Pot" maintained for the benefit of Company B of
the Thirteenth Engineers (Rys.), the Rock Island contingent now in France. The Missouri division was the heaviest
The Illinois
contributor during the month, sending $175.
division was next with $75, and other heavy contributors
the

ministration, according to an announcement which has just been
made. An inspection system will be organized. During the past
winter much of the output of bituminous coal has contained a
large percentage of slate and other impurities, the effect of
which has been not only to reduce the selling value of the coal,
but to put an additional unnecessary burden upon transportation
Under the new plan adopted, coal condemned by the
facilities.
I'uel Administration, either lacking preparation or because it
contains a high percentage of impurities, will be sold at SO cents
The
a ton less than the fixed government price for the mine.
inspection system will be operated through the district repreto
authorized
are
who
M ntatives of the Fuel Administration,
terms
rijipoint a sufficient number of inspectors to carry out the
Inspectors
of the order, which went into effect last Monday.
are authorized to condemn at the mines any coal which, in their

Calumny

have read with dismay that the charge has been made that
the railroad heads of this country do not wish government control of the railroads in this time of war to be successful, and
I
have faith that such a
are trying to prevent its success.
traitorous charge has not found lodgment in the public mind.
The charge is as damnable as it is deceitful and is a gross
calumny upon the railroad men of this country. I adjure you,
even as I lay the duty upon myself, to stand firm against touch
or taint of disloyalty. Any country that is not loyal to its government in times of stress is not a nation. Let us help in every
way we can. The war must be won. It is the privilege of each
one of us to do his share to achieve that great and imperative
result."
William Sproule. president of the Southern Pacific, before the San Francisco Transportation Club.
'T

were the Minnesota division with $63; the dining car department with $63; the Cedar Rapids (Iowa) shops with $55, and
the St. Louis division with $49.
In February a shipment of tobacco costing $286 was made
to Company B, and in March athletic equipment costing
$242 was shipped, consisting of complete outdoor baseball
outfits, sufficient to equip two full teams, 12 tennis rackets.
2 dozen tennis balls, and tennis nets, indoor baseballs and
bats, 8 sets of boxing gloves, quoits, footballs and 4-lb.
medicine balls. In addition $150 was cabled to the company
as a contribution to its mess fund.
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Fuel Order Modified
Uiiileil

States

l-'ui-I

A(lniiiii>trator

(larfield

lias

issued

an

order revoking Section 1, of the roKulation promulgated January 17, in all states cast of tlie Mississippi, except Pennsylvania. Maryland, West Virginia. Ohio and eastern Kentucky.
order, which
provisions relating

The

went into
to

effect

priority

in

March

5,

suspends certain

furnishing coal to

railroads,

Army and Xavy cantonments, public
hospitals and other preferred consumers.
The five states in which the regulation continues in full
force embrace the anthracite and bituminous producing fields
which supply the eastern section of the country, and coal
operators therein will continue to give preference to shipments for consumers in the order named in the regulation.
also provided that in those states the provisions of
It
is
Section I shall he extended to include contracts for coal
made or accepted after January 17, as well as contracts and
orders on hand, on that date.
Improved transportation conditions and other factors have
contributed to a material improvement in the coal situation
in the territory where the coal priority list has been susIn the states where the regulation continues in
pended.
force the car shortage has not been entirely overcome.
domestic consumers.
utilities,

Determination of Priorities

of the

coiURctioii

board

with

the

is:
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American Railway Engineering Association Program
The following program has bctn issued for the nineteenth
annual convention of the American Railway Enfiinccring Assowhich will be held in Chicago on Tuesday to Thursday,
inclusive, of next week.
Morning sessions will continue from
9:30 to 12:30, and afternoon sessions from 2 until S. The president's address and the secretary's report will be presented on
Tuesday morning, following which the committee reports arc
scheduled in the order shown below, but the program is subject
to such change as may appear desirable during the convention.
It is expected that most of Wednesday will be devoted to the
consideration of the labor problem, which will necessitate some
transference of the reports assigned for presentation on that
ciation,

March

19

into effect

*

*

*."

West Observes Embargo

to Permit
Reduction of Accumulation

— Signals
Track.

Water

East

In order to enable eastern lines to "clear up accumulations.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of western railroads, requested the lines under his jurisdiction to discontinue from
March 10, the loading of carload freight for places east of the
Illinois-Indiana state line. The only exceptions to this embargo are traffic authorized by general operating committee,
freight traffic committee or director-general permits; live
stock and perishables, coal, coke and charcoal; acids, alcohol,
ammonia, light oil and petroleum; empty tank cars; domestic
food for human consumption and domestic feed for animals
and poultry, not including hay or straw.
The regional director of western roads is still giving special
attention to the movement of grain to primary markets and
particularly to the transportation of soft corn, which demands
prompt handling to prevent deterioration beyond the point
of recovery. That the efforts of the Railroad Administration
in this direction have borne fruit is evidenced by recent
statistics of receipts at primary markets.
In February the
total grain received at primary markets was 71,754,000 bu. as

compared with 48,397,000 bu. in the same month of 1917. In
the first nine days of March the receipts at primary markets
totaled 28.158.000 bu., as compared with 20,406.000 bu. in the

Service.

Records and Accounts.

—

Electricity.

Yards and Terminals.
Economics of Railway Labor.

.Illustrated

use of labor-savinK

Devices.
Illustrated use of mechanical tampers.

Ballast.

Economics of Railway Operation.

Uniform General Contract Forms.
Roadway.

March 21— Iron and

Wooden

Steel Structures.

Bridges and Trestles.

Masonry.
Ties.
Stresses in Railroad Track.
R?.il.

Signs. Fences

and Crossings.

Rules and Organization.

Wood

Preservation.

The annual dinner

will be held on Wednesday evening and will
be in the nature of a "war dinner." Among the speakers already
secured are Sir Edmund Walker, president of the Canadian Bank
of Commerce, Montreal, and Rev. Stephen K. Mahon, of Toledo,
Ohio.
The Railway Signal Association will hold its stated meeting
at the .Auditorium Hotel on Monday, March 18, while the National Railway Appliances Association will present its exhibit at

throughout

Coliseum
Thursday.
the

in the

and Interlocking.

Conservation of Natural Resources.
Buildings.

March 20

"The determination, wherever necessary, of priorities of
production and of delivery and of the proportions of any
given article to be made immediately accessible to the several
purchasing agencies when the supply of that article is insufficient, either temporarily or permanently."
Continuing, the letter says: "In the determination of
priorities of production, when it is not possible to have the
full supply of any article that is needed produced at once, the
chairman should be assisted, and so far as practicable guided,
by the present priorities organization or its equivalent.
"In the determination of priorities of delivery, when they
'must be determined, he should be assisted when necessary.
in addition to the present advisory priorities organization, by
the advice and co-operation of a committee constituted for
the purpose and consisting of official representatives of the
food administration, the fuel administration, the railway administration, the shipping board and the war trade board, in
order that when a priority of delivery has been determined
there may be common, consistent and concerted action to
carry

.-lame period the year before.
The movement of corn and
oats to marfccts is appreciably heavier than it was a year
ago, while the movement of wheat is somewhat smaller.
The plan of moving grain, (lour and meat for export in solid
trainloads from primary markets to seaboard is working out
to the satisfaction of both the Railroad Administrati<jn and
the Food .Administration. On March 11, eight trainloads of
corn were en route to Gulf ports and one of flour to an
eastern seaport, while two trainloads of oats, one of barley
and three of corn were scheduled to make their departures on
that day from primary markets to eastern and southern ports.

day.

appointment of B. M. Baruch as
chairman of the War Industries Board, President Wilson has
written a letter outlining the functions of the board and of
the chairman, which are somewhat enlarged as compared
with those of the former organization.
One of the functions
In
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Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday and

Meeting of Railway Supply Interests
The Railway Business Association
La Salle Hotel in Chicago on April

will hold a meeting at the
8.
Because of the special
problems before the supply interests at this time the meeting
will be of more than ordinary importance and a large attendance
is

expected.

Western Society

of Engineers

The Western

Society of Engineers at its meeting in Chicago
on Tuesday evening, March 19, will present a program on the
material situation as it affects engineers. There will be a paper
on conditions in structural steel plants by Frank J. Llewellyn,
division contract manager of the American Bridge Company,
Qiicago; one on conditions in the lumber industry by Hermann
von Schrenk, consulting timber engineer, St. Louis and one on
conditions in the cement industry by B. F. Affleck, president of
the Portland Cement .Association, Chicago. A special invitation
has been tendered to members of the American Railway Engineering Association, in convention at Chicago that week, to
attend this meeting.
;
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Traffic

News

President Wilson and Director General McAdoo have been
urged by a large delegation of senators and respresentatives
to use a part of the $500,000,000 fund appropriated in the railroad control bill, to establish barge lines on rivers and canals.
has been sent by the Car Service secat this time impress upon all the
necessity of giving special attention to the handling of seeds and
agricultural implements for the next 60 days that they may be
ready for spring planting."

The

favorably with the average year. The development of our new
foreign trade to South America and the far east continues to
fill
the steamers to those parts of the world with increasing
Accommodations must be
numbers of business travelers.
reserved well in advance and the utmost care must be exercised
Lake, river and
complying with passport regulations.
in
coastwise steamship lines, which provide the favorite summer
recreation for large numbers of our people, are planning to
American Exoffer the usual routes and services this season.
press Co.'s Travel Bulletin.

Oklahoma Two-Cent Fare Law Enjoined

follovi'ing circular

tion to all railroads

:

"We must

Major-General Harry Clay Hale, of the United States Army,
addressed the Transportation Club of Louisville, March 12. .on
the subject "What Transportation Has to Do with the War."
Major-General Hale addressed the club last year on the details of
transporting armies and suppHes, since which time he has been
in France to survey the situation there.

The Railroad Commission of Louisiana will hold a session
Baton Rouge, on March 20, to consider the adoption of
Western Classification No. 55 and supplement No. 1 thereof,
for use on business moving between points west of the

Vol. 64, No. 11

The two-cent passenger rate provision of the Oklahoma State
Constitution was permanently enjoined on March 12, in an opinion handed down by Judge Youmans of the United States DisAn order issued by the Oklatrict Court at Oklahoma City.
State Corporation Commission, in which the commission
took jurisdiction over freight and passenger rates within the
The case has been pendState, also was enjoined permanently.
ing since 1909. The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe and several
other railroads were plaintiffs in the suit. The opinion upholds
the contention of the railroads that the constitutional provision
for a two-cent fare is confiscatory.

homa

at

Mississippi river, and between points east and points west of
the river.

The

tourist season at the Yellowstone National Park this year
The opening date will be June 25 and

will be slightly curtailed.

the closing date, the same as heretofore, September 15. The
trip through the park is now made by motor car, either private
automobiles or those of the Park Transportation Company, which
has supplanted the horses and stage coaches of former years.

The production of coal in the Province of Alberta in 1916 was,
more than twice the quantity mined in 1909, and
to put Alberta next to Nova Scotia in the production of
coal. Nova Scotia being the leader among Canadian provinces
and British Columbia (formerly second) third. The Canadian

4,563,020 tons,

enough

Northern reports that the mines on that company's lines doubled
two years; and for the year ending June 30, 1917,
the total production of the mines on the C. N. was about 2,000,000

their output in
tons.

Director General

McAdoo

has announced that C. H. Markham,

Regional Director at .'\tlanta, had arranged to concentrate at
South Atlantic ports approximately 100,000 additional bales of
cotton, making a total of 225,000 bales now en route or at port.
Special steamer service is being arranged to take care of this
Steamers have been sent to Galveston, New
accumulation.
Orleans, Brunswick, Savannah, and Wilmington to take cotton
directly to

New

England.

planned to place additional ships
The delayed cotton in cars at St.

It is

an early date.
Louis and Chicago is being moved to New England at the rate
of 50 cars a day. So far about 500 cars have been moved and
this rate will be maintained until the delayed cotton is disposed of.
in service at

An emigrant train of 27 cars, double-decked, which passed
through New Orleans on March 8, was filled with settlers from
Dryden, Tex., going to live in Isabel, La. These new residents
of Louisiana are sheep and goats, which have been bought by
utilizing large tracts of land
J. W. Bassett for the purpose of
from which timber has been cut off, and which, since the lumbermen left them, have been wholly unused. Many thousand
acres of land of this character are available in Louisiana. Additional shipments of cattle, hogs and more sheep are to be made
by Mr. Bassett in the immediate future. The animals are from
a district free of the Texas fever tick, and their new home will
be in territory likewise free of that pest, which, it is believed,
soon will be eradicated from the whole of the south.

Passport restrictions, limited through-train facilities, relatives
army, fluctuating business conditions, income tax returns,
and the unfavorable government attitude toward pleasure travel,
make a formidable list of influences which have proved adverse
The tourist communities of the far west
to tourist traffic.
and south have not enjoyed the super-capacity patronage of a
year ago, but they report a volume of business which compares
in the

Improved Freight-Car Efficiency
The Pennsylvania Railroad reports that its campaign to
make freight cars do more work saved 73,562 cars on the
and Erie in a single month, December.
December was 37.23 tons as compared
the corresponding month of the previous

lines east of Pittsburgh

The average load

in

with 31.70 tons in
year, or an increase of 5}/2 tons per car. Since the early part
of 1916, when the department of the Superintendent of Stations and Transfers was established the improvement has been
about 30 per cent. In 1915 the average load per car was less
than 29 tons; now it is 37 tons. Basing the calculation on
the 164,000 freight cars on the Pennsylvania lines east of
Pittsburgh, this increase has been equivalent to the addition
of 49,000 cars.
On the Pacific system of the Southern Pacific during
January, about 11,500 cars were saved by better loading.
The freight movement of the month, 1,500,000 tons, was
handled in 59,257 cars; and if each car had been loaded with
the same average tonnage as in January, 1917, the same
quantity would have taken 70,809 cars.
Nearly one-fifth
of the saving was due to improvement in loading less-thancarload merchandise. The figures do not include oil in tank
cars which are always loaded to capacity.

Coal and Food Situation at Atlantic Ports
Director General McAdoo gave out on March 12 the following telegram from A. H. Smith, Regional Director at New York,
showing that the railroads had fully met the conditions for
"The
transportation of food supplies and coal that is needed
:

bunker coal situation at New York harbor today is in better
shape than it usually has been at this season in previous years.
The reserve for bunkering transports has been built up to a
point that orders have been given to hold off on shipments for

two weeks.
"The following cars of export food on hand at ports named
today
Boston Canned goods 25, flour 326, provisions 137, total
588.
New York Canned goods 557, flour 620, provisions 1,150,
total 2,327,
Philadelphia Canned goods 41, flour 223, provisions
188, total 452.
Baltimore— Canned goods 409, flour 377, provisions 471, total 1,257.
Newport News Flour 154. Norfolk
Canned goods 86, flour 201, total 287. Grand total 4,965.
"In the total at New York are 479 cars of frozen meat. Have
limited loading from Chicago to 50 cars a day.
"Total export freight on hand at all North .Atlantic ports
8,016 cars on wheels, 6,760 cars unloaded on piers, and 15,713 cars
unloaded on ground total 30,489."

—
—

:

—

—

;

The Director General

also gave out the following statement:
not the intention of the Railroad Administration to innormal commercial shipments. It has been necessary to give preferential service to supplies of food, fuel and
munitions. It is expected that within a short time the railroads
will be in a position to handle commercial business in the usual
"It

is

terfere with

•

I
I

March

We
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eommercial business except when it was necessary to do so on
ccount of special service being required for the commodities
above mentioned. Embargoes have been placed on the various
lilrnads due to conditions caused by the extreme weather and
:lie accumulation at certain Atlantic ports."

Economy

in

I

Commission and Court News

Interurban Motor-Truck Service

New

Jersey State Council of Defense has sent to the
mayors of New Jersey cities a request that they establish "Return Load Hureaus," so that motor trucks carrying loads from
one city to another may be aided in Imding return loads.
Under the plan proposed the driver of a motor truck, after
delivering his load, may telephone to the "Return Load Bureau"
,ind obtain information as to where he may find a return load.
in Asbury Park, Atlantic
Ii is proposed to establish bureaus
City. Bayonne, Belleville, Bloomficld, Bridgeton, Camden, East
Orange, Elizabeth, Englewood, Garfield, Gloucester, Hackensack,
Hobokcn, Irvington, Jersey City, Kearny, Long
Harrison.
Branch. Millville, Montclair, Morristown, Newark, New Brunswick, Orange, Passaic, Paterson, Perth Amboy, Phillipsburg,
Hill, West Hoboken, West New
Plainlield, Trenton, Union

the
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not at any time issued orders interfering with

Vork and West Orange.
Elliott H. Goodwin, secretary of the Chamber of Commerce
if the United States, Washington, has issued a circular urging
iocal commercial organizations everywhere to establish "Return
Load" bureaus. He says
"Owners of trucks do not wish half the earning power of their
vehicles to be lost.
Merchants with goods piled up and awaiting
shipment do not like to see empty trucks pass their doors. Such
clearing-house will not ordinarily entail any special expense.
The bureau
It will promote co-operation
in the community.
should ascertain the established lines of trucks that run regularly on fixed routes and the part of their capacity that is not
being utilized.
It should then obtain information from all owners of trucks used for private hauling, getting statements about
the capacity of each truck, how far its capacity is used, between
what points the capacity is unused, and if the unused capacity
can be made available for other persons at a reasonable price.
The bureau should be listed in the telephone directory. In England return-load bureaus have proved of great assistance."
•

State

,

Commissions

In a decision handed down on March 8, the State Public Utilities Commission of Illinois denied the application of William E.
Golden, asking that soldiers and sailors in Illinois be permitted
to ride on passenger trains for one cent a mile.

News

Court

Interstate Transportation of Intoxicating

Liquors Through Prohibition States
The Alabama Supreme Court holds that the state prohibition
statutes, as extended by the Webb-Kenyon Act, are inapplicable
to the transportation of intoxicating liquors through Alabama in
transit

statutes

77 So.,

from Georgia to Florida. If so construed the prohibition
would be unconstitutional. Moraquc v. State CAIa.),
322.
Decided June 7, 1917. Rehearing denied December

—

20, 1917.

:

.1

Energetic

Work

at Hartford

[From tht Motor Truck.]
Municipal initiative has been productive of a considerable reof the congestion in the freight yards of the New
Hiven railroad at Hartford, Conn. When the factories of Hartford were closed by order of Fuel Administrator Garfield to
conser\-e coal and
minimize railroad traffic, Mayor F. A.
Hag»rty believed that the thousands of workers temporarily
unemployed might be induced to unload the thousands of
freight cars that had been accumulating; and he called a meeting of merchants and manufacturers and a plan was determined.
This was to utilize power trucks and to engage all men willing
to handle freight.
.Ml freight cars were to be unloaded in
a specified order; means were adopted to notify consignees to
be ready to receive the freight.
The railroad company was
anxious to co-operate and the street railway changed the operating plan of several trolley lines that the trucks might not be
duction

obstructed in the work.
Despite the short notice, 60 trucks and more than 500 men,
including 14 city firemen, worked the first day and unloaded

warehoused 5,900 tons of freight from 160 cars.
The
'fcond day nearly 1,000 men and more than 100 trucks emptied
'^nsiderably more than 250 cars, making a total reduction of
something more than 400 cars. There were some protests from
consignees who were using cars for storact, but without exception the objectors yielded when informed that their atti»ude would be given deserved publicity.
When work was beand

gun upward of 800

cars, laden with 30,000 tons of freight,
were in the railroad yards.
There was not as spontaneous a response from the workers
of the city as might have been expected, for seemingly many
preferred to remain idle
though the severity of tlie weather
may have been a deterrent to some. There is reason to believe
that had the employers been able to make a direct appeal and
have definite understanding relative to pay, the men would
have been available in much larger numbers.
;

Fires from Sparks

— Burden

of Proof

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals
prima facie case made out by showing

holds that to rebut the
that fire which damaged
the plaintiff's property emanated from a railroad company's locomotive, it is placing too great a burden on the company to make
it establish by a preponderance of evidence that the employees
in charge of the locomotive exercised ordinary care to prevent
the escape of sparks therefrom, and error in the trial court's
charge imposing such burden of proof on the railroad is not
harmless. St. Louis S. W. of Texas v. Johnson (Tex.), 199

—

S.

W., 1175.

Decided November

22,

1917.

Extension of Spur Tracks
Affirming an order of the State Corporation Commission, the
Virginia Supreme Court of .Appeals holds that the fact that a
side track will be used for interstate commerce, as well as intrastate, does not deprive the commission of jurisdiction to compel
the construction or extension thereof. It holds that where, after
the lessee of a railroad took over the road part of a side track,
some 150 feet of which, built on a wooden trestle, was burned,

and the entire track was necessary, the lessee must

rebuild,

and

immaterial that a certain concern will be benefited, as all
are a part of the public, and are entitled to equal facilities. A
railroad, it is held, cannot refuse to extend a spur track because
the person desiring the spur will ship products from another
State, his competitors shipping from intrastate points, resulting
in a decrease in revenue on account of more inequitable interWashington & Old Dominion v. P. S. Royster
state rates.
it

is

—

Guano Co. (Va.), 94

Mail Claim of

S. E., 763.

Decided January

New Haven Road

24.

1918.

Denied by Court

York, New Haven & Hartford for additional compensation for carrying parcel-post packages after
the
mails by the parcel-post act of 1912
they were added to
has been denied by the Court of Claims. Such claims made
by this and other New England roads aggregate over $10,The road alleged that the mails were carried at a
000,000.
loss, the compensation for four years being based upon a
quadrennial weighing of the mails before the advent of
parcel post, and that the rate was confiscatory and in violation

A

claim of the

New

of the Constitution.
The court held that mail contracts are subject to increase
of business without additional compensation during the fouryear contract period. Not being a land-grrant road, the New
Haven could not have been forced to carry the mails prior to
the act of July 28. 1916. In continuing to carry the increased
mails and accepting the contract price, including certain
added compensation provided by the act of March 4, 1913, it
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assumed that the B. & O. S. W. was
and tracks, and the movement of
the rules and regulations governing their

made

to the contrary, the court

which an actual

the sole

the transportation a matter of voluntary contract, under
loss is not a taking of property. It is pointed
out that the plaintiff was not compelled to receive the mails
as a common carrier.

owner of the

trains, as well as

its

station

—

movement, were under
N. O.

&

U

its exclusive control.
Scott v. Cincinnati,
T. P. (Ky.), 200 S. W., 6. Decided January 25, 1918.

Improper Use of Appliance

A

railroad put a U-bolt on
assisting elevators by giving

its

to

hook onto

in

being intended that only one car should be pulled
City Court of Appeals holds that the
railroad was not liable for injuries to a servant of an elevator
when three cars were being pulled
giving
way
bolt
caused by a
at once, where there was no evidence that it would not hold if
one car was being hauled, or that it was a custom to move more
than one car at a time.— Caenfielt v. Bush (Mo.), 199 S. W.,
Decided December 31, 1917. Rehearing denied January
1041.

setting cars,

it

at a time.

The Kansas

28, 1918.

Defective Door Fixtures

— Variance

Between Pleadings and Proof
In an action by a railroad employee against the road, which
impleaded the Pullman Company, for injuries due to a defective
guard rail used to hold open the door of a vestibule in a Pullman
car, the defects alleged were that the rail was bent, old and

worn, and that the catch was old and defective. The Texas
Court of Appeals held that the plaintiff was limited in his proof
to such defects, and could not prove that the guard rail was
It also held
defective in that it had not been properly latched.
that the Pullman Company and the railroad hauling the Pullman car, if liable at all for the injury, were jointly liable. Judgment for the defendant was affirmed. Blackman v. San Antonio
& Aransas Pass (Tex.), 200 S. W., 412. Decided January 2,
1918.
Rehearing denied January 30, 1918.

—

Right of Condemnation

—Abandonment

Missouri statute requires a railroad to finish its road and
put it in operation in ten years from the time of filing its articles
Another statute provides that all railroads
of incorporation.
may contract with each other or other corporations in any manner not inconsistent with the object of their creation. A predecessor of the C. B. & Q., instead of building its own track
through the city of Hannibal, used, by contract, the track of a
bridge company for about a mile, and had the right on determination of the contract to condemn land for a track on the
west side of the bridge company's SO-foot strip. The Missouri
Supreme Court holds, in condemnation proceedings by the C.
B. & Q., that the company did "finish its road and put it in
The
operation," so that its corporate powers did not cease.
agreement with the bridge company did not constitute an abandonment of its right to condemn property adjoining the track to
afford further necessary facilities under a statute giving it the
right to lay out its road, not exceeding 100 feet in width.
C. B. & Q. V. McCooey (Mo.), 200 S. W., 59. Decided December
Rehearing denied December 22, 1917.
3, 1917.

A

Safe Approach to Train

Carriage of Perishable Fruit

grain cars for the purpose of

them something

— Ownership

of Station

In an action by a passenger against the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific for personal injuries while attempting to
board a train at a station in Cincinnati, the petition alleged that
between the platform and the third track, on which the train
stopped, were two other tracks on which the defendant and two
other companies, including the Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern,
operated passenger and freight trains. While the plaintiff was
crossing one of these tracks, the B. & O. S. W. negligently caused

and injure plaintiff.
one of its trains to
His injuries were alleged to be the proximate result of the defendant's negligence in failing to provide him with a safe approach to its train, and the concurrent negligence of the B. & O.
S. W. (which was not sued) in moving its train over the track
The Kentucky Court of Appeals holds
at that time and place.
The
that a demurrer to this petition was properly sustained.
plaintiff's injuries were not due to the fact that the physical conOn
dition of the approach was itself dangerous or defective.
the contrary, the approach was rendered dangerous solely by the
negligence of the B. & 0. S. W. In the absence of an allegation

move thereon and

strike

In an action against a carrier for the decay of a car of peaches
shipped from Texas to Indianapolis, there was an inference of
full refrigeration from payment of full charge therefor, and there
was no showing that the time in transit, about 96 hours, was not
reasonable dispatch. The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds
that a mere showing of delivery to the initial carrier in good
condition and delivery by the terminal carrier in bad condition,
with testimony that the peaches should have been carried 60 to
72 hours under proper refrigeration, did not warrant a directed
verdict for the plaintiff. The inferences as to the railroad's negligence or fault being conflicting and not conclusive the case was
for the jury. Judgment for the plaintiff was therefore reversed.
—Texas & Pacific v. Woldert Grocery Co. (Tex.), 199 S. W.,
1139.
Decided December 27, 1917. Rehearing denied January
10.

1918.

Consignee's Duty to

Remove

Fruit

In an action by the consignor against a carrier for the conversion of a shipment of fruit, which the carrier sold because
of the consignee's failure to unload it, the Texas Court of Civil
.\ppeals holds that evidence of the market value of the fruit on
.•\ugust 22 did not support a judgment for the plaintiff, where
the sale was made on August 25, the goods being of a perishable
nature and subject to rapid deterioration. Under the rule established by the Texas courts the consignees had no right to retain
possession of the car and peddle the fruit from it at retail, as
they were doing, in violation of the instructions of the railroad.
It was their duty to unload the car within a reasonable time;
failing to do this they were liable for demurrage and for reasonable expenses incurred by the railroad in caring for the produce,
after retaking possession, up to the time of the sale. Judgment
for the plaintiff was reversed and the cause remanded.
Ft.
Worth & Denver City v. Nabors Fruit Co. (Tex.), 200 S. W.,
420.
Decided January 9, 1918. Rehearing denied Februarv 6,

—

1918.

Production of

Bill of

Lading

The New York Appellate Division holds

that, under a straight
of lading in the form provided by the rules of the Interstate
Commerce Commission, the carrier's obligation is complete when
it delivers the goods to the named consignee, and it need not
Notice of the words "draft
require the surrender of the bill.
against B/L" on the face of the bill would not increase the
obligation nor does section 227 of New York Personal Property
Law, added in 1911, operating as notice that the consignor "ntended to require payment of the draft before the buyer wou>.i

bill

;

be entitled to receive and retain the bill, apply to an interstate
shipment, so as to require the consignee's production of the bill
consignor of an interstate shipment, intending
before delivery.
that the goods should not be delivered to the consignee without
production of the bill of lading, may protect himself by taking
an order bill, or, if preferring a straight bill, may protect himself by notification to the carrier, under section 219 of the said
Personal Property Law, that a third party is the transferee of
the bill.— Dusal Chemical Co. v. Southern Pacific, 168 N. Y.

A

Supp., 617.

Decided January

17,

Injury to Passenger's

1918.

Hand

in

Door Jamb

In an action for personal injuries to a passenger it appeared
that the plaintiff boarded the train at Atlantic, and at South
Boston, where the train stopped, when about to alight, her
left hand was caught in the jamb of the forward door of the
car.
At this station the track is straight, the grade, as estimated by an engineer called by the plaintiff, was about Zyi or
The car was crowded and people
3 per cent down grade.
were standing in the aisle near the forward door. She followed the passengers leaving the car and stopped on the car

i
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pUtlorni lor a iu.>iiient to allow some people to precede lior.
As she was goiin; onto the car platform she saw the brakemaii
approaching through the aisle of the car ahead and heard him
shout, "Look out for your hand!" but the warning came to
There was
late, for the door swung to, crushing her fingers.
evidence that as each passenger went out they held the door.
There was notliing to show that there was a catch to hold the
door in place when open, and there was no evidence of any
Nothing appeare<l to
defect in the door or its appliances.
show by whom or at what time the door was opened. The
MassaLl\usetts Supreme Judicial Court considered this the
>

It distinguished, as inap'dilticultv with the plaintiff's case.
plicable' here, the ca^es of Kellogg v. B. & M., 210 Mass., 32-4,
96 N. E 525. ,ind Siha v. B. & M., 204 Mass., 63, 90 N. E., 547.
where the car door was opened by employees of the railroad.
It held that a ^rade of 2]/^ or 3 per cent did not show negligence, nor did that fact require the presence of a brakeman
at the door of each car where passengers were alighting, and
Exceptions
his absence from the platform was not negligence.
MacGill-Allen
verdict for the railroad were overruled..
to
& H. (Mass.), 118, N. E., 248. Decided JanuV. N. Y.. N. H
arv 7. 1918
,

—

;i

United States Supreme Court

jiidKinent of the Slate Court, the chief justice, Mr. Justice McKenna, and Mr. Justice McKeynolds dissenting. The court, by
Mr. Justice Holmes, said, in part: "If the reasoning that pre-

vailed with the Court of Civil .\ppeals were applied to Meridian
simply in view of the number of its inhabitants, there would be
a serious question whether it could be sustained.
For the consideration most emphasized was that no sleeping cars were at-

tached to the local trains and that in order to make use of such
accommodation on the trains in question passengers had to get
in or out at stations from seven to fifteen miles away.
It was
thought that when the railroad furnished such accommodations
to a part of the public it was bound to furnish the same to all
others— a very questionable proposition as applied. The other
fact relied upon was that passengers not infrequently came on
trains Nos. 17 and 18 destined for Meridian and had to get out
at Morgan or Clifton, the next stations to the north and south.
We repeat that whether these facts would justify an intermeddling with interstate trains in favor of a place of this size,
merely as such, would be a serious question.
But the State
Court sustained the order as one required by statute in favor
of county seats, up to the number of four trains each way, Sundays excepted. The law is not directed adversely at interstate
trains, but expresses the specific judgment of the legislature as
to the needs of county seats, all of which, of course, it knew.
If its

ing,

Maintenance of Roadbed for Men's Feet
A civil engineer who had been in the employ of the Southern
Railway eleven years was directed to make a survey in one of
While doing so he walked on the main track between
its yards.
the rails where he had seen others walk.
As he stepped on a
cro.^s-tie, a small V-shaped piece of it, one and a half inches by
six. being rotten, slivered off under his weight.
His foot slipped
down between the ties where the ballast was five or six inches
below the top of the tie and stumbling, he fell and dislocated his
knte. The defect in the tie could have been discovered by sounding with an iron rod, and the standard of maintenance of roadbed prescribed by the road was to ballast to the top of the ties.
But neitlier the condition of the tie, nor the failure to ballast to
the top of the tie, was a defect of a character to impair safety in
operation. The engineer knew that there were always some ties
on the line which were partly decayed, and also that the ballast
wa.'i occasionally below the top of the ties.
On these facts he
fought in a state court of North Carolina to recover damages
from the railroad under the Federal Employers' Liability Act.
The trial court refused the railroad's motion for a non-suit and
the jury rendered a verdict for the plaintiff.
Judgment thereon
was reversed by the Supreme Court of the State on the ground
that there was no evidence of negligence
and the case came
before the Supreme Court of the United States on writ of error.
That court holds it to be clear that the railroad did not fail in
any duty which it owed to the plaintiff, and affirmed the judgment of the State Supreme Court. Nelson v. Southern. De;

;

;

—

cided

March

4.

1918.

Fined $22,400 for Not Stopping Trains at County Seat
Suit was brought by the State of Texas to compel the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe to stop two interstate trains, No. 17 southbound and No. 18 northbound, at Meridian, the county seat of
Bosque county, with a population of 1,500. Two other trains
each way stopped there daily, but the State Railroad Commission
found that these were insufficient for the needs of business, and
granted the order sought.
The Texas statute giving the commission power to make such order contains a proviso that "four
trains each way, carrying passengers for hire, if so many are
run daily, Sundays excepted, be required to stop as aforesaid at
all county seat stations"
so that the commission seemed to have
obeyed a statutory mandate. Art. 6676 (2) V'crnon's Sayles'
Statutes.
Another article. 6672, imposes a penalty of not more
than $5,000 for every failure to obey such order. The trial court

—

coii;irmed the finding of the

commission that the existing service
was insufficient, and the order, and imposed a fine of $22,400.
being $100 for each failure to stop. The Texas Court of Civil
Appeals confirmed the finding and affirmed the judgment. The

Supreme Court of the State refused to allow a writ of error,
declaring itself unable to say that the conclusion of the lower
court was unwarranted as matter of law.
The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed the
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judgment

interstate

that the

Texas.

is

which we have no grounds for denybe justified, so far as its interference with
is concerned, unless some other fact shows
too great."— Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fi v

correct,

may

the order

commerce

burden is
Decided March

4,

1918.

Engines Changed to Burn Oil
In an action lor the death of an engineman, caused by a locomotive boiler explosion, the negligence charged was that the
boiler on the engine was insufficient in that (I) the button-heads
of the crown-bolts were excessively and unnecessarily large and

consequently unduly exposed to the direct heat produced by the
fuel oil used on the locomotive; (2) the boiler was not provided
with fusible safety plugs; and (3) scale was negligently allowed
by the company, its officers and employees to accumulate on the
crown-sheet in the boiler. The company denied negligence and
set up the defenses of contributory negligence and assumed risk.

Judgment

for the plaintiff was affirmed by the Supreme Court
of the State of Washington, and the case was taken to the Supreme Court of the United States. The ground of reversal principally urged was that the testimony did not warrant a recovery
by the plaintiff. There was evidence that the engine had been
a coal-burning engine, but that at the time of the explosion the
fuel used was oil; that the button-heads on the bolts of the
crown-sheet at the top of the fire-box were large ones when
the engines were fired with coal, and were not changed with the
change to oil that the button-heads, because of their size, became overheated when oil was used for fuel, resulting in deterioration and weakening, and from the consequent giving way
of the button-heads the crown-sheet came down and the explosion resulted. There was also testimony tending to show that
there was an accumulation of scale and that there were no
fusible plugs.
On the part of the company there was testimony
tending to meet and refute that of the plaintiff, and a considerable amount of testimony was introduced tending to show that
the water in the boiler was too low, thereby causing the explosion from the fault of the deceased engineer in allowing it to
become so. There was testimony for the plaintiff to the effect
that the water was not too low at the time of the explosion.
The jury having returned a verdict for the plaintiff, and the
State Circuit Court and Supreme Court having found that there
was evidence sufficient to sustain the verdict, the Supreme Court
of the United States said that it was not its province to weigh
conflicting evidence, and that the record showed testimony supporting the verdict; and that was as far as that court enters on
that question.
The court did not sustain the railroad's contention that so long as the large type of button-head had not been
disapproved by the government inspector such fact was conclusive of the sufficiency of the type in use. It found nothing in
the boiler inspection act to warrant the conclusion that there is
no liability for an unsafe locomotive, in view of the provisions
of section 2 of the act, because some particular feature of construction, which has been found unsafe, has not been disapproved
by the federal boiler inspector. Great Northern v. Donaldson.
;

—

Decided March

4,

1918.
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Supply Trade Ne^vs

Equipment and Supplies
Railway supplymen will be specially interested in the announcement of the extended activities of the Railway Business Association on page 537, and in the articles on selling
supplies to the railways under government control on pages
543 and 559.

Locomotives

chief draftsman with the Austin Company
Philadelphia, Pa., has been promoted to district engineer of
branch,
with jurisdiction over the states of New
the Philadelphia

Edward U. Smith,

at

Jersey, Delaware,

office in Detroit,

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, is in the market for a second-hand 3 ft.
gage ten-wheel locomotive with 14 x 18 or 20 in. cylinders or
1420

Maryland and Eastern Pennsylvania.

Robert E. Frame, for the past six years assistant to the
president of the Haskell & Barker Car Company, Michigan
City, Ind., resigned, effective March 1, and has been elected
vice-president of the Hutchins Car Roofing Company, with
Mich.

Himmelright has been elected vice-president of the
American Arch Company. In his new position Mi-. Himmelright
will have charge of the service and road development work in
R.

J.

United States and
Mr. HimmelCanada.
was born at Wadsworth, Ohio, and re-

the

heavier.

Canadian Government Railways. The Railway Department,
of which Hon. J. D. Raid is Minister, is mapping out a big
program to meet the railway equipment requirements of the
Dominion. The department figures that there are needed at
Inquiries are being made
least ISO engines and 7,500 box cars.
as to prices, specifications and number of engines and cars each
this season.
A recommanufacture
Canadian company can
mendation to the Cabinet Council will likely be made in a few
The Grand Trunk is now using 45 government locomodays.

right

ceived his grammar and
high school education at
that place.
Upon leaving high school he at-

tended

tives.

65 Broadway. New York,
market for 6 second-hand passenger coaches for imme-

neer.

The Atlantic Loading Company,
in the

diate delivery.

Iron and Steel
tons of steel rails with the

The government

has placed an order for 100,000

Dominion Iron &

afterwards

will

sell

Steel Company.
the rails to different Ca-

nadian railways.

Signaling
The St. Louis-San Francisco has ordered from the General
Railway Signal Company a mechanical interlocking, 35 working
levers, to be installed by the railroad forces at

Durant, Okla.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered from the
Union Switch & Signal Company materials for two interlocking
plants at Hutchinson, Kan. one at the Missouri Pacific crossing,
32 levers, and one at the Rock Island crossing, 36 levers.
;

has ordered from the Union Switch &
Company the material for block and interlocking signals
northward to Everett, Mass., about
extension
from
Boston
on its
three miles. There will be 14 automatic block signals style "N"
and a mechanical interlocking plant at Everett.
light signals
The new line leaves the existing line at Sullivan Square, Boston,
where a complete new electro-pneumatic interlocking machine,
Alternating current is to be used
79 levers, will be installed.
for the control of all switches and automatic stops, as well as

The Boston Elevated

Signal

—

—

signals, relays

and indicators.

The Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric
road, to provide for the heavy traffic to Camp Meade, is to

Railinstall

double track, between Baltimore and Naval Academy Junction, 14 miles, so as to space
under
clear
signals, or three minutes
trains six minutes apart
under caution signals and the signals are to be so installed that
later, by putting in additional signals, the space between trains
can be reduced one half. The signals will be the Union Switch
& Signal Company's light signals, giving indications by colors;
The lights will have six-inch lenses, vrith a
"three-position."

automatic block signals on

its line,

;

range, in sunlight, of 1,500

ft.

While

at

Purdue

University he specialized

work.
Immediately upon graduation he entered the service of the Lake Shore &
HimiTielright
Michigan Southern as a
special apprentice.
His
work with the Lake Shore, while wholly in the mechanical department, covered a wide and varied field and gave him unusual
opportunity to study locomotive operation.
Leaving the Lake
Shore he entered the service of the Locomotive Stoker Company as mechanical expert. In 1913 he accepted a position with
the American Arch Company as traveling engineer and was made
successively assistant to the manager of the service department
and manager of the service department, which position he held
in

The Canadian Government

Uni-

graduating with the degree of mechanical engi-

Passenger Cars
is

Wooster

versity for two years as
a special student. Completing this work he entered Purdue University,

railroad

at the time of his recent election.

Walter H. Allen, for several years in the track department
of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, Steelton, Pa., and for the
last two years with the Maxwell Motor Company, Detroit, has
become associated with the Taylor-Wharton Iron and Steel Company, with headquarters at 30 Church street. New York.

W. F. Wagner, after 52 years' service, has severed his connection witli William Jessop & Sons and is now sales manager
of the Seaport Steel Company, which specializes in carbon tool
steel and forgings, high-speed steel, alloy and carbon sheet steel
and

all

varieties of high-grade steel.

W.

Bichlmier has recently become associated with the
machinery department of the Walter A. Zelnicker Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Bichlmier was formerly associated
with the supply departments of the Missouri Pacific and Kansas
City Southern and was secretary-treasurer of the W. L. Sullivan
Macbinery Company.
G.

Paul T. Irvin, who has been associated with the Wells
Brothers Company, and the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation for 12 years, has resigned his position as sales manager
of the gage division to accept the position of general sales
manager of Lincoln Twist Drill Company, of Taunton, Mass.

Edward Blake, Jr. (formerly of Wells Brothers Company), is
vice-president and general manager of this company, and
Frank O. Wells, president and Frederick H. Payne, vicepresident of the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation are
directors.

March

IS.
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At the annual meeting of the stockholders and directors of
Company, Harrison, N. J., Leon O. Hart
was electccl treasurer and a director of the company. Mr. Hart
was born in Hoboken. N. J., in lf<^<5, ami was educated at the
Stevens Institute of TechnoloBy, where he graduated in 1907

the Uriver-Harri>

After graduation, he
with the degree of mechanical engineer.
as a cadet engineer with the Tuhlic Service Gas Company of .N'cw Jersey for about one year. On October 2, 1908,
Mr. Hart became associated with the Driver-Harris Company
as electrical engineer, in which capacity he served until March,

worked

1917.

when he was

elected assistant treasurer.

R. S. Cooper, whose election as vice-president and general
sales manager of the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company,
was announced in these columns March 8, entered the
pneumatic tool field in 1903, after specializing in pneumatic
.Vffer one year in the
engineering at Cornell University.
shops, beconung familiar with the processes of manufacture,
and one year in the sales department at Pittsburgh, he was
appointed eastern sales manager, with headquarters at New
York city, and retained that position until his election to the
vice-presidency, which necessitated his transfer to the general offices at Chicago, and led to his recent appointment as
general sales manager, in charge of the distribution of Thor

pneumatic and electric toots, and Thor motorcycles.

& Foundry Changes

A. E. Ostrander, mechanical engineer at the New York
of the .\nierican Car & Foundry Company, has been
made general mechanical engineer of that company and will

have

general
supervision over all mechanical matters, reporting
to J. M. Buick, vicepresident and general
manager. Mr. Ostrander's
promotion
has
made necessary a number of other changes in
the engineering department,
the
more important ct which are as
follows: H. C. Lunger
has been made assistant
to the general mechanical engineer, with hea^i-

New York

Fred G. Wolff has been

made mechanical engineer, with

headquarters

Louis. M-i. NorOstrander
man Litchfield has been
made mechanical engineer, with headquarters at New York.
John G. McBride has
been made engineer of car construction, with headquarters at
New York, and will report direct to the general mechanical
engineer. H. P. Field has been made assistant engineer, with
headquarters at Berwick, Pa., and will report to the engineer
of car construction. W. L. Yocum has been appointed assistant engineer, with headquarters at Chicago.
H. D. Distelhnrst has been made assistant engineer, with headquarters at
at St.

Washington.
W. H. Selden and

J.

D.

Thompson have been made

tant engineers, with headquarters at

New

York.

W.

assistant engineer, with headquarters at St.

Truscon Steel Company
Steel Company, Voungstown, Ohio, announces a change in its name to the Truscon Steel Company.
Aside from this simplification of the name, there has been no
change in the company, its organization, or management in any
way.
The Trussed Concrete Steel Company, in its early days, de-

voted itself exclusively to reinforced concrete, introducing many
new reinforcing products, such as the Kahn Bar, Florctyles, etc.
For many years, however, the activities of this organization
have expanded far beyond the concrete field so as to include a
large variety of steel products.
Prominent among these might
be mentifmed the steel windows so widely used in building work,
metal lath, pressed steel joists, all-steel buildings, inserts and
other specialties.
For years the company has been generally known by the name
"Truscon" a simplified abbreviation of the longer name. For
this reason "Truscon Steel Company" has been selected as the

—

new name

office

quarter.s at

made

Louis, Mo.
Mr. Ostrander was born and educated in New
Haven, Conn., and during his school vacations worked in
various departments of the New York, New Haven & Hartlord.
He entered the drawing room of the New Haven in
1897 and was later employed by Cornelius Vanderbilt in designing cars, car trucks and other railway appliances
I-or
a time he worked as a car designer and clu-cker lor the
Standard Steel Car Company at Pittsburgh and in September,
1902, entered the service of the American Car and Foundry
Company at New York and was successively employed as
ilesigner, estimator, and chief estimator.
In February, 1904,
he was made assistant mechanical engineer and October 1,
1915, was promoted to position of mechanical engineer of the
New York office. He has been closely identified with the
development of steel cars and especially steel passenger tars.
Since the outbreak of the war, he has given considerable time
to special work for the government and has served on the
committee of engineers from car building companies that has
been engaged in designing the standard freight equipment for
the United States government.

The Trussed Concrete

J. L. Price, assistant to the chairman of the board of
directors of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company. Chicago,
was recently elected vice-president in charge of finances. He
was also re-elected assistant to the chairman of the board of
directors and in that capacity will continue to act as the
representative of the chairman.
He was born at Springfield,
III., and entered the employ of a bank in that city after graduating from higli school.
He later become associated with
Francis Beidler & Co.. Chicago, and for some years was general manager of a mill in the lumber district controlled by
them. He served in various executive and financial capacities with Armour & Co.. and for about five years was president of the Stock Yards National Bank of Ft. Worth, Tex.
Later he was associated with the .Atlantic National Bank,
of the city of New York.

American Car

has been
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of the company.

Railway Steel Spring Company
The year ended December 31, 191 7, was the best in
way Steel Spring Company's history. For the year

the Railthe

com-

pany's gross earnings were $23,905,714 as compared with $14,086,459 in 1916. The net earnings of $4,307,860, even after the
deduction of a reserve of $3,500,000 for Federal taxes compared
with $2,710,806 in 1916. After dividends of $945,000 were paid
on the preferred stock there was available for dividends on the
$13,500,000 common stock a balance of $3,362,860, equal to $24.91
a share as compared with $13.07 a share in 1916.
Dividends of
5 per cent amounting to $675,000 were paid on the common, and
the surplus at the end of the year was $8,657,801 as compared
with $5,969,941 in 1916.
The Railway Steel Spring Company is in an exceptionally
strong financial position. It has kept out of war business in the
past, has been conservative as to its dividends and the result is
now seen in the fact that on December 31, 1917, the company's
working capital amounted to $9,313,681. as compared with $6.735.759 in 1916 or slightly over $4,000,000 in 1914. The declaration of $5 dividends is evidence that the policy will be continued.
F. F. Fitzpatrick, president of the company, in his remarks to
stockholders, says in part: "Your board of directors has made
a charge of $1,000.(X)0 for depreciation of machinery, plants and
gas wells, and applied the same to operating expense. In addition, a reserve of $1,000,000 has been made from the surplus
earnings of the year for imrrovcments, betterments and retirement of bonds. A reserve of $3,500,000 has been made t.. cover
Federal income and excess profit taxes. The provision for payment of these taxes is in part represented by securities purchased
for that purpose and carried under stock, bonds and investments.
"The sinking fund provisions of the Latrobc plant and InterOcean plant 5 per cent bonds were complied with during the
year, and the trustees of the sinking fund redeemed and had
cancelled $133,000 in par value of the Latrobe and $132,000 in
par value of Inter-Ocean bonds.
"The Latrobe plant 5 per cent, bonds provided for pavTnent
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of the principal on January 1, 1921, and in view of this approaching maturit}' and the favorable condition of your company's finances, the provision for calling of these bonds, at 105
and interest, was availed of by the- company and pursuant thereto
arrangements have been completed with the trustees of the

mortgage for retiring them.

There were outstanding on Decem-

ber 31, 1916, $2,994,000 in par value of Latrobe bonds. All of
these bonds have now been retired, partly by cancellation of the
bonds that were purchased by the company during the year 1917
and the remainder through payment to the trustee on December
31, 1917, of the sum required for their redemption on January
1,

1918.

"Your company encountered considerable

difficulty

throughout

the year in conducting its regular line of business, due to the
restrictive market in obtaining raw materials, and to the very
tense situation prevailing with the railroad transportation faciliIt has therefore been deemed advisable to carry much
ties.
larger amounts of materials in the inventories than heretofore.
The policy of the company to increase the capacity of the different plants has been continued. All the plants have been maintained as far as possible in the best operating condition and for
this purpose much larger expenditures than usual have necessarily
been made and may continue to be made during the coming year.
"The year just closed shows results to be the largest in the
history of the company, and the volume of business done, especially during the last few months of the year, has been conducted under the mon trying difficulties, yet it is hoped that

with better market and transportation facilities the situation will
improve in the near future so as to make possible a very favorable showing for the year 1918."
The balance sheet follows in brief:
Assets
$29,311,122

Plants, properties, etc

Inventories: materials, supplies and products, finished
and in process
Stocks, bonds and investments
Accounts I eceivable
Other items

Cash"

5,113,038
3,553,254
4,077,856
132,045
857,906
:

$43,045,221

Ll.^BlLITlES

Capital stock, preferred shares
Capital stock, common shares
Inter-Ocean plant 5 per cent gold bonds
Accounts payable
Reserved for preferred stock dividend, interest
bonds. Taxes, etc
Reserved for federal and excess profits taxes

S-"'-

$13,500,000
13,500,000
2,967,000
652,791

on
267,630
3,500,0011

^!l«I:!^

P.

& M.

Patent

^43,045,221

Claims Sustained

States Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh
Circuit handed down a decision on March 9 denying the petition for rehearing filed some time ago by the Ajax Rail Anchor
Company, Chicago, in the suit brought against it by the P. & M.
Company, Chicago, for an infringement of the Kramer patent
No. 1,014,155 by the Ajax rail anchor. The suit of the P. &

The United

M. Company

versus the

Ajax

Rail

Anchor Company has been

In the lower court the case
went against the plaintiff but no opinion was handed down. In
down in the October,
decision
handed
the Court of Appeals the
1916, term was unanimous in favor of the P. & M. Company
and Judge Mack rendered an opinion which, taken in conjunction with the opinion of the court in the suit of the Track
Specialties Company versus Barnett, which was handed down
at the same time, is considered to have defined the art as entirely independent from that of rail joints, tie plates or other
In this decision the court stated that "The
rail fastenings.
fundamental features of the Kramer patent are employed in
The
the Ajax structure in order to secure the same objects.
latter not only responds literally to the Kramer claims, but it
operates on the same general principles and is essentially similar in form so far as form is material to obtain the results
sought by Kramer. Transposition of parts without change of
operation or function is of no importance. That the Ajax, by
decreasing very considerably the amount of metal required without in any way altering the method ,of operation or the objects to be attained, represents a valuable improvement over
Kramer, does not save it from the charge of infringement inasmuch as, despite the changes in form thereby secured, the
structure is built and embodies Kramer's conception and contribution to the art."

Vo). 64, No. 11

The Bucyrus Company
According to the annual report of the Bucyrus Compaiiy, South
Milwaukee, Wis., the net earnings for the year 1917 amounted
to $854,281, of which approximately 75 per cent resulted from
the company's usual pre-war products, and the remainder from
munitions contracts and other special contracts arising from war
demands. During the -year a one per cent dividend was paid
quarterly on the preferred stock, or a total paid during the year
The earned surplus at the end of the
in dividends of $160,000.
year was approximately 30 per cent on the preferred stock issued
and the cumulative unpaid dividends thereon aggregated 22 per
cent after deducting the dividend payable on January 2, 1918.
.\ note issue of $1,000,000 dated December 15, 1915, matured on
June 15, 1917, at which time $400,000 was paid from the cash
resources of the company and the balance paid from the proceeds of a sale of a new issue of $600,000 in one-year six per cent
gold notes maturing en June 15, 1918.
Owing to the unusual cash requirements for the payment of
excess profits and additional income taxes, the amount of money
involved in the inventory, the approaching date of maturity of
the gold note issue and the uncertainties of the coming year, the
directors considered it best not to increase the dividend disbursements above the rate of four per cent per annum.
The shipments of the usual products of the company exceeded
in value those of the previous year by over 60 per cent, which
is accounted for in large part by the higher prices prevailing
The company's products are to a
during the later period.
greater or less degree essential to the successful prosecution of
the war, and throughout the year many machines were ordered
by the United States and allied governments. The larger portion of the output of the company went into coal mining equipment, consisting of coal stripping and coal loading machines, and
In
a smaller quantity into iron and copper mining equipment.
addition, the company has received many contracts for material
used directly in the prosecution of the war.
The company entered the year 1917 with a larger volume of
orders on its books than in any previous year. New orders have
more than kept pace with shipments, and 1918 opens, therefore,
with more orders than the beginning of last year, exclusive in
each instance of special contracts for unusual products.
Foreign business in 1917 was maintained at about the same
proportion to the total business of the company as in the previous
year, in which the volume of foreign orders was the greatest, up
Shipments of
to that time, in the history of the company
excavating machinery were made to Russia. France, Colombia,
England,
Chile, Cuba, Manchuria,
Africa. Sweden, Costa Rica,
Siam, Bolivia, .Australia, New Zealand, Spain and the Federated

Malay States.
At the annual meeting of the company held on March 5, 1918,
the retiring board of directors was reelected, and, in addition.
Major F. R. Bacon, president of the Cutler Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., and Fred Vogel, Jr., president of the Pfister

& Vogel Leather Company. Milwaukee, were
The company's

directors to fill two vacancies.
of assets and liabilities follows

elected

ment

in the courts since early in 1914.

state-

Assets

Cash
T.iherty Bonds
Bills Receivable

Pavments on
Accounts and
Inventories

Land, buildings, machinery, patterns, securities, patents,

etc..

Total

$146,012.98
1 52.798.47
1.449,641.19
2,792,653,44
6.781.116.63
$11,322,222.71

I.IAHILITIES
Bills payable ^/c Liberty Bonds
bills and accounts payable
-Advance payments received
Preferred dividend payable January
Reserves
Cold notes

$140,790.00
466,732.97
463,045.17
40,000-00
289,999.77
600.000.00

Other

2,

1918

Capital stock

Preferred

Common

(Auth. $5,000,000.00)
(Auth. $5,000,000.00)

Issued
Issued

^S;4.000.000.00
4.0O0.O00.00

—

-

:

Surplus, as at January 1, 1917
\et earnings for year ended December 31, 1917,
after deducting costs of manufacturing, repairs,
and maintenance, administration and
selling; royalties, depreciation, interest, insurance and taxes (including excess profits tax)
.

Total

854.280.64
$1,481,654.80
16C.000.00

Lo5= dividends
Surplus, as at

8.000.000.00

$627,324.16

December

31,

1917

1

,321,654.80

$1 1,322,222.71
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Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Railway Financial News
aniuuil report for the year 1917 shows
a.ul of lake ami coastal steamers
cross earnings ol the railway
Net ear..ings from these sources
to $15.',3J«i,3i4.

Canadmn l^ciHC- The
amounting

Illinois
L. B. Butts, auditor of miscellaneous receipts of the
auditor
office at Chicago, has been appointed

Net revenues
LoreKattHl ,M(..5-k.,01S; surplus, :f30.3U.,8/.r
After paym^MU of aU
^Liable for dividends were $33,^8.192.
The
from earnmgs was ^12.420,919.
surplus
dividends,

pamphlet report
week or two.

itself

will

be published within

tlie

curse

of

IlARTFORD.-John Skclton ^ViHiams,
and purchases ot the Kaildirector of the division of finance
"Director Genthe following
road Administration, has issued
to say that newspaper reports to
eral McAdoo authorizes me
Administration has stated that the
the effect that the Railroad
maturing sliortly.
New Haven's obligations of about $45,000,000,
for by the government, are inhave been or would be provided
way to
While it is hoped that the road may find some
correct
decision has as yet been ^"ched by
protect its obligations, no
extent, if any, to which it may extend
the government as to the
and
subject is now under consideration

New York New Haven &

:

The

is

reached

official

announcement

will be

States District Court
Ozark Valley -Judge Dver in the United
$150,000 on this road
°of St Lo"s has placed a valuation of
before
that figure
if it has not been sold at
highest bidder.
to be sold at auction to the

and ordered that
it is

of
Pennsylvania RAiLROAD.-The stockholders
March
theTseventv-first annual meeting on

succeeds

Delaware &
G. H. Parker, assistant to vice-president of the
assistant
oflicc at New York, has been appointed
at
headquarters
with
controller of the Philadelphia & Reading

.

Hudson, with

The New Mexico Central was bought from the receivers
with the folon February 14, and a new company organized
vicelowing officers: S. C. Munos, president; A. F. Mack,
Wagner, general
president; F. L. Watson, treasurer; F. A.
viceTcnEyck,
R.
C.
counsel all with offices at New York.
traffic
president and general manager; C. A. Richardson,
manager and assistant treasurer, and D. C. Collier, general
Mexico.
agent, all with offices at Santa Fe, New
Operating
has been appointed trainmaster of the San
J
headquarters
Joaquin division of the Southern Pacific, with

B Wilson

at Bakersfield, Cal., vice

made."

April 22

who

Philadelphia, Pa.

a

aid to the system.
as soon as a decision

with

Central

of station accounts, succeeding C. C. Whitney,
Mr. Butts.

this
12,

company

government
at

approved an

indebtedness ot the conipany, in
increase of $75,000,000 in the
proposal providing for
accordance with the management's
maturing obligations. Concerncapital requirements, including
raised by this issuance of bonds
ing this sum, which is to be
Samuel Rea. who was reand other oblii:ations of the company,
large and growing corporation
elected president, said: "In a
there is a constant demand for
like the Pennsylvania Railroad
with the utmost
to serve the government
funds with which

equipment and
These funds will be required for new
enlargement of freight handling facilities."
Pennsvhama
by the p,„n„.lvania
The shareholders ratified the acquisition
and
of the Cornwall & Lebanon
of the properties and franchises
After these
railroads.
Berwick
the Susquehanna, Bloomburg &
authorized to appom a
matters were settled the chairman was
candidates for
seven stockholders to nominate
committee

efficiency.

of
26.
four directors to be elected on March
»u„. ;,;„<autho.iz.ng
A resolutipn offered by John Gribbel was adopted an agreefor the company
execute
to
officers
and
the directors
States to secure coniment with the President of the United
properties during their control
pensation for use of the railroad
by the government.

Railway Construction

with the Atlantic, Quebec &
either of tJiese
Terminal, at Gaspe, or at some other point on
water terminals at
roads, also to build wharves, docks and deep
Que.
Gaspc. F. Murphv, secretary, New Carlisle,

S.

Weir, promoted.

service.

to enter
Betts, having been granted leave of absence
Spink, on February
the service of the regional director, F. A.
the car accountant in ad15 assumed charge of the office of
the Belt Railway
dition to his duties as traflic manager oi

L

M

Conipany of Chicago.
the CanadiC D Bovard, acting assistant superintendent of
Campt.cllton N. B.,
an Government Railways, with office at
superintendent, with ottice
has been appointed acting assistant
has been appointed acting
at Moncton; and J. H. WUson.
at Campbellton, succeedoffice
with
superintendent,
assistant

ing Mr. Bovard.
the
in the operating department of
J D Clarke, chief clerk
superinBaltimore & Ohio, has been promoted to assistant
at Baltimore,
tendent of transportation, with headquarters
has
Md W. G. Curren, superintendent of transportation,
A^ H. Smith,
of
office
the
in
serve
to
been granted a furlough

regional director of eastern railroads,

New York

City.

engineer of the Atchison, Topeka
appointed division
& s'anta Fe at Topeka, Kan., has been
Marceline, Mo., suc.superintendent, with headquarters at
to the
transferred
been
has
ceeding R. H. Allison, who
to
at Chillicothe, 111
Illinois division, with headquarters
other
in
to engage
succeed G. E. Ayer, who has resigned

M

C Blanchard,

district

.

business.
division of

O'Brien, superintendent of the Willmar
division
Northern, was transferred to the Dakota
D.. succeeding R. A. Mcwith office at Grand Forks, N.
McLaughlin, superintendCandless. effective March IS. C. E.
transferred to the Willmar
ent of the Minot division, was
Minn., succeeding
Willmar
at
division with headquarters
superintendent
transferred. R. A. McCandless,
T E O'Brien,
transferred to the Minot d.v,sK,n
of the Dakota division, was
C. E. Mcsucceeding
D.,
N.
with headquarters at Minot,
T

build ^n engineArcade & AiT.CA.-^This company vill
construction.
house at Arcade, N. Y.. to be of cement block
60 ft. wide and 75 ft. long.
a paint shop
Florida East CoASi-This company is building
The structure
at St. Augustine. Fla.. to cost about $15,000.
and will be one story
is to have wood frame with slate roof
being carried
high. 88 ft. wide and 100 ft. long. The work is
out by company forces.
an exMagdalen RivER.-The Quebec legislature has granted
line along the
tension of time in which to build this projected
the
authorized
has
and
Falls,
Magdalen river valley to Little
west to connect
construction of a line from that point south and
Oult
Western and the Canadian &

D.

service of
Seale was appointed superintendent of car
with headquarters at
the Texas & Pacific effective March 5,
who has entered
Dallas, Texas, succeeding R. E. Clarke,

M

R

E

the' Great

Laughlin, transferred.
Chicago,
Richards, assistant superintendent of the

F L
Sioux City. Iowa
Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at
the Sioux City and
was promoted to superintendent of
L. B.
succeeding
headquarters
Dakota division, with same
superintendent of the
Beardsley, who was appointed assistant
effective March 10.
same division, succeeding Mr. Richards,
trainmaster of the Iowa d-.vision
L. A. Turner, was appointed

RAILWAY AGE
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witli headquarters at Marion, Iowa, succeeding B. F. Hoehn,
to superintendent of the Milwaukee terminals,
succeeding W. B. Hinrichs, who was appointed stationmaster
at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding C. W. Mitchell, transferred,
D. W. Kelly, has been appointed traineffective March 1.
master of the Superior division with headquarters at Green
Bay, Wis., succeeding H. M. Gillick, transferred to the
Hastings and Dakota division, with headquarters at Aberdeen, S. D., succeeding M. J. Flanigan, promoted to superintendent of the Dubuque division, effective March 1. W. F.
Ingraham, was appointed trainmaster of the Sioux City and
Dakota division, with headquarters at Sioux City, Iowa, succeeding C. H. Buford, who was transferred to the LaCrosse
Miller
division, effective March 1.
J. C. Hoffer and F. A.
were appointed assistant trainmasters of the Chicago Terminals, the latter succeeding B. G. DolSn, transferred, effective

promoted

March

10.

Henry Douglas Pollard, whose appointment as assistant
general manager of the Central of Georgia, with headquarters
already

Savannah, Ga., has
columns, was born in
October, 1872, at Aylett,
Va. He was educated in
at

been

announced

in

these

Aberdeen Academy
short
took
also
he
courses at the University of Virginia, and at
Drexel Institute, Philaat

1891,

&

Engineering and Rolling Stock

W. McBeath,

traveling fireman of the Canadian Government Railways, with office at Moncton, N. B., has been appointed master mechanic, with headquarters at Moncton.

T.

W. A. Guild, division engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chillicothc, 111,, has been
promoted to district engineer, with headquarters at Topeka,
Kan., succeeding M. C. Blanchard, promoted.
A. Leckie, division engineer of the Kansas City Southern,
with office at Kansas City, Mo., has been appointed division
engineer of the Southern division, with headquarters at
Texarkana, Texas, vice R. H. Gains resigned to accept service with another company; and W. J. Lank has been appointed division engineer of the Kansas City Terminal division, with headquarters at Kansas City, Mo., vice Mr. Leckie.

'

work

as a rodman on conwork with
struction
Ohio.
the Baltimore
and in 1893, he was appointed assistant resident engineer of construction, at Wellsville,

effective March 1.
G. A. Shields, traveling
freight agent, with headquarters at Burlington, la., has been
appointed acting division freight and passenger agent, at
Quincy, 111., succeeding Frank A. Hart, temporarily assigned
to the staff of the regional director at Chicago.

Swan, resigned,

W. F. Ackerman, shop superintendent of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, at Havelock, Neb., was appointed
acting superintendent of motive power of the lines west of
the Missouri river, succeeding T. Roope. granted leave of
absence, effective March 1.
E. G. Johnson, general master
mechanic, with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb., has been appointed assistant superintendent of motive power, with the
same headquarters, and his former position has been
abolished.

the public schools and

In
delphia, Pa.
he began railway
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Purchasing
.

W.

F.

Wright has been appointed assistant

ing agent of the Louisiana
kana, Ark.

on the Ohio
Ohio,
Southern, now a part of

&

Arkansas, with

to the purchasoffice at

Texar-

Obituary

the Detroit, Toledo &
H. D. Pollard
fronton. From 1894, to
1898, he was assistant
engineer maintenance of way on the Philadelphia division of
the Baltimore & Ohio; the following year he served as transitman on the Central of Georgia. In 1900, he was appointed
resident engineer of construction, and subsequently served
consecutively as supervisor of track, trainmaster, roadmaster
and from June, 1905, to 1910, as superintendent at Macon,
He was appointed assistant superinGa., on the same road.
tendent of the Sorocabana Railway, at San Paulo, Brazil in
1911, and later, was inspector general of the Campania
In
Auxelliaire, at Santa Maria and Porto Alegre, Brazil.
1913 he returned to the service of the Central of Georgia as
valuation engineer and two years later was elected president
of the Wrightsville & Tennille, with headquarters at Tennille,
Ga., which position he held until his recent appointinent as
assistant general manager of the Central of Georgia as above

noted.

Joseph Smith Leeds, manager of the Santa Fe Refrigerator
Despatch Company, died in Chicago on March 12.

H. M. Hollister, who retired as treasurer of the Fairbanks,
Morse & Co., Chicago, three years ago, died March S, 'in that
city, at

the age of 80 years.

H. D. Teed, superintendent of telegraph of the St. LouisSan Francisco, with headquarters at Springfield, Mo., died
at his home at St. Louis, on March 8, age 45 years.
Jacob W. Miller, formerly second vice-president and general
manager of the New England Navigation Company, died on
March 8, at his home in New York City. He was born in June,
1847, at Morristown, N. Y., and graduated from the United
From 1882
States Naval Academy at Annapolis, Md., in 1867.
to 1886 he was vice-president and general manager of the St.
Louis, Fort Scott & Wichita Railroad,
souri Pacific.
He subsequently served

now
as

a part of the Misgeneral manager of

has been appointed general agent of the Los
Salt Lake with office at Pasadena. Cal., succeeding
Russell Ball resigned to go into other business.

New York, Providence &
dence & Stonington Steamship Company. From April, 1892, to
the following August he was second vice-president of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford, and later served as second vicepresident and general manager of the New England Navigation
Company and other steamship lines controlled by the New Haven.
He resigned from the steamship service to become the executive
head of the Cape Cod Canal Construction Company when the
construction of the canal was begun in 1909.

F. J. Burke, assistant general freight agent of the Texas
Pacific, with headquarters at New Orleans, La., will, in
addition to his other duties, have charge of industrial development of the property.

&

the

Traffic
V. Gilmour, advertising agent of the Chicago & Eastern
with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to engage
other business.

J.

Illinois,
in

R.

W. Smock

Angeles

&

&

John Fairman has been

appointed, pro tem.. general passenger

and freight agent in America of the London & North Western
Railway of England, with office at New York, succeeding
A. G. Wand, who has relinquished active service.
T. P. Hinchcliff was appointed general agent of the Chicago,
& Quincy. at Detroit, Mich., succeeding E. T.

Burlington

A Dominican Railway

Boston Railroad and the Provi-

—

Increases Its Rates. The Samana
Santiago Railway, which runs from the port of Sanchez, on
towns
of La Vega, Salcedo. Pimentel,
the Bay of Samana. to the
Moca. and San Francisco de Macoris, in the cacao-growing region of the Dominican Republic, has announced an increase in
its tariff on both freight and passengers, effective February 4.
The reason given for the raise is the extraordinary cost of all
materials required for the upkeep of its property. Commerce
Reports.

R^iiw<^yAge
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'I'lie

is

ilcvutiii}:;

considerable altenlinn

at

the

present time to the stamlardizatii'iii of einiipnicnt I'or use
on tlie railways under },n)\ernnient

The

control.

At

jiresent eft'orts to stand-

Associations and ardize e(|uiiiment are lieinp directed
Standardization towards new motive jiower and rolling stock.
Within certain limits
standardization of ei|uipment and materials is desirable,
but it can be carried to such a juiint that efficiency is
materially rednce<l.
It can also be carried to such a point
that modernized ideas and new devices of merit will be
eliminated without a trial.
When standardization approaches this point its power for harm is fjreater than
Through such org-anizations as the R. S.
that for fjood.
A. and the A. R. E. A. standardization is proceeding
along the pro|>er lines. Designs of material for adoption
are submitted to the associations only after careful and
thorough investigation and study has been made by committees working in conjunction with the manufacturers.
Py this method new devices may be submitted and tried
out and those having merit can be substituted for or
adopted in place of existing standards. Along these lines
standardization is progressive, not retrogressive.
The
associations are doing good work and all members should
see that standardization proceeds along right lines.

operating with the highest degree of efficiency. The men
who have given up their civil life to do the actual fighting should have our sup])ort at all times— let us get behind
them.

It is to be noted with satisfaction that there continues to
be a good attendance of signal men at the regional committee meetings of the Railway SigThrough the activRegional
nal .Association.
Committee
ity of these committees the work of
Meetings
the Association is not confined to
certain parts of the country, but
covers all sections, and a large number of the younger
men engaged in signal work have an opportunity to attend such meetings when they are unable to attend the
stated meetings.
The information obtained at such
meetings is always of a constructive nature and, as the
younger men are encouraged to take jiart in the discussion of matters before these meetings, their interest in
the Association is not only increased, but their workalso has an added interest for them.
For the meetings
to be of the greatest value, the regional chairmen should
arrange a jirogram in advance that will l)e of general

interest

to

the

signal

men

in

their

vicinities.

These

meetings should of necessity be arranged far enough
in advance that proper notice may be sent to the men

On

another page

is

an

article describing the activities of

members of

the Railwav Signal .Association
who are now serving in a military
R. S. A.
capacity.
An effort has been made
Members in
to present as accurate a list of men
Military Service now in service as it was possible to
obtain from the records. It is to be
hoped that all members knowing of others who are in
the service or who mav enter the service in the future
make it a point to notify the secretary of the .Association
in order that the R. S. A. Roll of Honor may be kept
com|)lete and up-to-date.
The association can look with pride upon its members
who have already entered militarv service. It goes without saying that these men will live up to the high reputation which railway men from this continent have already
earned in the present war.
.\ number of the members
have been drafted into the government service, but a
greater number have volunteered and been assigned to
.special regiments, for which duty their special technical
and practical experiences especially fits them. To date
about 30 members have entered government service and
several of this number are already in active dutv "over
the various

Knowing the subject to be discussed, the
interested.
men attending these meetings will make a study of conditions that

affect

work and be
any discussion.

their

in

a

position

to

hoped
that signal officers will recognize the goorl being done
by the regional committee meetings by encouraging their
men to attend whenever it is at all possible, for these
regional committees will naturally have a very important
part to play in the advancement of good signaling
take an active part

in

It

is

to be

practice.

One

_\ear ago this month the outlook for a signal convention was decidediv bad. Just prior to the time of the
convention a strike of the train service employees of the railways was
The R. S. A.
threatening which would have renand Existing
dered it impracticable to hold either
Conditions
the R. S. A. or the A. R. K. .A. con-

there."

The crisis was ended when the Conference
Committee of the railways gave full authority to the govAs a
mediators
to settle the controversy.
ernment
consequence the attendance the first day or so was
small compared to the attendance when normal conditions

Each member of the Railway Signal .\ssociation who
the armv should be represented by a star in a service
flag, which should be displayed at future meetings.
This
method of evidencing patriotism has been adopted by
almost all organizations as a constant reminder of absent
members who are fighting for liberty. .\n R. S. A. service flag would also be a reminder for those who stay at
home that they have an ef|uallv patriotic duty to perform
in keeping the transjiortation facilities of our countrv

prevail, although considering the circumstances the atMany
tendance was nnich better than was expected.
events have transpired during the last 12 months which
have been of very great importance not only to the counThe two outtrv as a whole but to the railroads as well.
standing events of this period are the entrance of the
United States into the world war and the assumption of
control of the railway systems of the country by the Government. On the assumption of government control con-

is

in

5R1

ventions.
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ditions

from

confusing.

were natnrally
condition of affairs existing there

a railroad officer's standpoint,

With

tliis

was doubt as to whether the various railroad organizations should proceed with their plans for holding the
conventions as scheduled before this action. The association has accomplished excellent results heretofore in
connection with matters relating to the signal field and
considering the important part signals play in the movement of traffic it is essential and fitting that the R. S. A.
should continue its good work. If ever there was a time
when all members should get behind the Association and
boost the good work, that time is the present.

A

Fine Display of

Courage and Enterprise
R.\H.\\AV ENGINEERTHE
ING AS.sociATiON. the Railway Signal Association and

MEMBERS OF THE AMERICAN
.

the National Railway Appliances Association deserve the
warmest commendation for having had the intelligence
and the courage to hold their conventions and exhibit as
usual this spring.
The Railzvav Aj^e

is

not

among

those publications that

have contended for "business as usual" during the war.
"Business as usual," as that phrase has been generally
employed, means conducting as usual those businesses
which are not essential to carrying on the war, as well
as those which are. This is impossible and it would be
The main business of
undesirable if it were possible.
the nation as long as the war lasts will be that of conducting the war and during this time every other consideration and object must l3e subordinated to the object of
triumphing over the nation's enemies. Any business the
conducting of which "as usual" will not contribute toward
winning the war must be put on an entirely new basis.
But the railroad business is not one of those which
;

;

are not essential in time of war. On the contrary, it is
of all industries the one whose efficient management is
the most essential to the winning of the war. Since this
is the case, it follows that nothing which has been done
in the past to maintain and increase the efficiency of the
railways should now be discontinued, and that everything
new which can be done to maintain and increase their
efficiency should now be done.

The conventions

of the various railway

associations

have been held, and the various exhibits of railway equipment and appliances have been given in the past, upon
the assumption that the full discussion by railway men,
from all over their country, of problems common to them,
and the inspection by them of the improved and new
devices brought forward by the various railway equipment and supplv companies, would tend to maintain and
increase the efficiency of the railways. Has that assumption been false or true?
If it has been false, then railway conventions should not have been held or exhibits
given when the railways were under private control.
and the railway men and railway supply men have hypocritically or foolishly wasted their time and their companies' monev on them.
On the other hand, if the conventions and exhibits did increase efficiency under private
control, they will do so under government control, and
it would be hypocritical or foolish to discontinue holding
them under government control.
Indeed, if there was good reason for having them
under private control, there is even more reason for
having them under government control
for there is
greater need for the utmost efficiency than there ever was
before and since the railways are being operated as a
;

;
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railway
it is more than ever the duty of
exchange views and information which
be of use to all of them in their work.
That the conventions and exhibits of the various associations in the past have contributed toward increasing
the physical and operating efficiency of American railways the Raikmy Age has not the slightest doubt yet
since this country entered the war, and especially since
government control was adopted, many conventions and
believe that most
exhibits have been discontinued.
of the organizations which have adopted this policy have
timidity,
of
rather
than
of courage and
taken counsel
good judgment. The Railroad Administration has never
issued an order or a statement, nor given any intimation
of its views, so far as we know, tending to discourage
conventions and exhibits.
Whatever others may have done, the Railway Engineering Association, the Railway Signal Association and the
National Railway Appliances Association, being sure that
their conventions and exhibit are legitimate and helpful
activities, have gone ahead and arranged to hold them
this year as usual.
It required much courage to do this.
The final decision had to be made some months ago, in
the midst of a winter of such terrible severity, and a
demoralization of transportation so unprecedented, that
they might have shaken the stoutest hearts.
The Raihuay Age congratulates the officers of these
associations on the sound judgment and great courage they
have shown. And now that the convention and exhibit
are being held, let all make the very most of them.
venture especially to urge upon all railway officers
that it is not only their opportunity, but their peculiar duty,
this year to vist the exhibit as often and study it as much
as they can.
In the first place, the railway supply companies have shown wonderful enterprise and courage in
preparing such an exhibit as they have under the conditions that have existed and it would be positively mean
for railway officers not to show their appreciation of what
thev have done. In the second place, because of the labor
situation, there never in history was such acute need
for railway engineering and maintenance of way officers
to inform themselves regarding the efficiency-producing
devices which the railway supply craft is offering to them.
The associations have done well in deciding to carry
on business "as usual'' this spring. Let those attending
so do their work that when the week is ended they can
look back upon it as the most useful week's work for
the railways of America, and the people of America, that
they have ever done!
single system

officers freely to
will

;

We

We

;

The Influence

of

Passing

Sidings on Track Capacity
/^XE OF THE SUBJECTS ASSIGNED to Committee 10 — Sig^^ naling Practice, was to report on the problem of signaling single track roads with reference to the effect of
signaling and the proper location of passing sidings on
Part of the work done in this
the capacity of the line.
connection has been to apply and test formulre and methods on sections of roads.
In this connection an analysis of the effect of passing
track locations on an 88-mile section of line was presented.
This particular piece of line is used exclusively
for freight service and has no large yards or jimction
l^oints.
The running time of the trains as presented in
parts of the report was obtained by computation from
the tractive efforts of the locomotives in use \vith their
full theoretical tonnage for ruling grades.
As more uni-

March

KAIl.WAY

1918

19,

form results .irc <il)t;imcil tli;m would Uv jiossihli- l)y taking actual liv;iircs from ridin^j trains niik'ss the avorajije
of a larfje number were t>l)tainecl, an analysis was made,
using all tlic present passing tracks witli their ])rcsenl
capacity ami a schedule worked out gra])hicallv showing
The mininnmi time between trains
existing conditions.
was found by ascertaining the maximum sum of the
It was found that,
schedules between ])assing sidings.
in using all the present |)assing tracks, cases existed where
thev were so close together that the delayed time was
Furthermore, certain of tliese tracks could be
large.
eliminated, and the minimum time between trains couki
still be maintainctl, with a decrease in the delayed time
Another
to southward trains waiting at meeting points.
schedule was also worked out show^ing the proposed
rearrangement of passing sidings in order to obtain the
maximum capacity of the line. In tliis rearrangement it
was proposed tliat certain existing tracks be extended
to 100 cars capacity, tliese extensions to be in the direction which would give the best balance of time, taking
into consideration curves, grades, highway crossings,

etc.

In connection with this study the assumption was made
when a track is operating at full capacity each train

that

meet an opposing train at each passing siding. A
comparison between the present and the proposed methods shows that the theoretical capacity in trains per day
under present methods would be 27 on a basis of 100 per
cent, and that, under proposed methods, this could be
increased to 45 or 167 per cent and that the theoretical
capacity measured in freight cars per day under the present arrangement was 1.863 on the basis of 100 per cent
while that under the proposed method would be 4.500 or
242 per cent. The analysis made bv this committee shows
what a decided effect the proper location of passing sidings has upon the capacity of a main track. At the present time this subject is worthy of the most careful consideration by operating officers and where it is found that
a material increase can be effected the neccssarv steps
will

should be taken to increase the track capacity. The indications are that little trouble will be experienced by the
railroad officers in getting the necessary money from the

government

to carry out

betterments of this character.
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tile study made by this committee on the relocation of
passing sidings to incre.ise<l track capacity.
This committee has demonstrated lint by the proper
relocation of passing sidings on unsignalcd lines, track
car)acity can be increased as iinuh as 65 per cent.
Another signal engineer was able to demonstrate that, with
the pro])er relocation of passing sidings, it was unnecessary to build a cut-off that was thought necessary.
By work sucli as this the Signal Association is performing a very great service to the roads when increased
track cajjacity at the ])resent time is of such great
importance.

Tickets for the Annual Dinner
Tickets for the annual dinner which will be termed a
"W'ar-Farc'' dinner, will be ])laced rm sale in the corridor
outside of the Convention hall at twelve o'clock this noon.
The dinner will be held as usual in the Gold Rrxjui rjf the
Congress Hotel on Wednesday evening. The speakers
will include Sir Edmund Walker, president of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, Toronto, who will speak on
"Canada's Part in the \\'^ar" Edward N. Kclsey, governor of the International Association of Rotary Clubs,
whose topic will be "Good Fellow.ship," and Rev. Stephen
K. Mahon, the title of whose address will be "L'nsolved
Problems." It had been hoped that William G. McAdoo,
director-general of railways, would be present, but he
was forced to decline the invitation owing to the pressure of his duties.
;

The A. R. E. A. Convention Program
The American Railway Engineering Association

will

Room

of the Congress Hotel
for its 19th annual convention at ten o'clock this morning.
Following the address of the president and the
presentation of the reports of the secretary-treasurer, the
reports of the standing and special committees will be
taken up in the following order:

assemble

in

the Florentine

Tuesday, March 19
Signals and Interlocking.
Conservation of Natural Resources.
Buildings.

The R.

S.

Track.

A. Registration

\\'ater Service.

nPiiE ATTENDANCE AT THE Railway Signal Association
meeting far exceeded the expectations of the most
optimistic members.
It was thought that the conditions
on the railways of the country might be of such seriousness as to prevent the officers and employees from attending the convention in as great numbers as they have
in the past.
The registration yesterday showed that
there were 61 associate, 14 junior and 123 active members in attendance, or a total of 198 members.
In addi-

tion there

were 14

visitors present,

making a

total

at-

tendance of 212.

Of

members attending

the meeting last year,
17 came from points east of Buffalo and Pittsburgh,
while the registration this year showed that 39 active
members came from the same section. These figures
show that the members are taking an active interest in
the work of the Association at a most favorable time
and are entering into discussions which are of especial
the active

interest.

Early in the year it was thought by some that the
Association should cancel its meetings while present con-

That this would have been
unwise was amply demonstrated by the work of Committee X
Signaling Practice, with especial reference to
ditions continued to exist.

—

Records and Accounts.
Wednesday, March 20
Electricity.

Yards and Terminals.
Economics of Railway Labor.

Illustrated use of
labor-saving devices.
Illustrated use of mechanical tampers.
Ballast.
Economics of Railway Operation.
Uniform General Contract Forms.

Roadw-ay.
Thursday, March 21
Iron and Steel Structures.
Wooden Bridges and Trestles.
Masonry.
Ties.
Stresses in Railroad Track.
Rail.

Signs, Fences and Crossings.
Rules and Organization.

Wood

Preservation.

It is planned to devote most of Wednesday to the consideration of the report of the Committee on Economics
of Railway Labor and to other phases of the labor

problem.
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A. Stated Mcctuu/

.S.
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Si-s.uon

Railway Signal Association Stated Meeting
Complete Abstracts of Reports of the Committees Presented
at Monday's Sessions With Discussions

March stated meeting of the Railway Signal
THEAssociation
Auditorium Hotel, Chiwas held
in the

cago, on

was
dent

Monday, March

called to order at 9 :45

W.

X.

Elliott,

18.

The morning

session

as members and friends owe to him, and by words and
outward tokens, to express our sorrow for the irreparable loss our association lias sustained bv his death.

THEREFORE.

by Presi-

SOL\-ED, That

signal engineer,

Xcw York Central Lines East, and
adjourned at 12:45 p.m. The meeting reconvened at 2:1.S and continued until 4 :,iO p. m.
.\fter the meeting was called to
order Mr. Elliott announced the
death on February 2 of Charles C.
Rosenberg, secretary-treasurer, and
expressed briefly the esteem in which
Mr. Rosenberg was held by the as-

Rosenberg,

God.

REand a

endeavors were

for its welfare and prosperity a friend and companion who
was dear to us all a citizen whose
upright and noble life was a standard of emulation to those about him.
That the heartfelt
svmpathv of the members of this Association be extendcfl to his sorrowing family in their affliction.
That these re.solutions be spread upon the records of
the Association, and an engrossed
copy thereof be sent to the family of
the departed.
On motion, duly seconded and carthe resolutions were imaniried,

exerted
:

;

RESOLVED,

sociation.

Almighty

IT

the loss of an efficient officer,

man whose utmost

To enable all who desired to express their appreciation of the association's and the individual members'
loss in Mr. Rosenberg's death, the
President announced a memorial
service would be held as near three
possible.
During this
o'clock
as
service resolutions were presented by
F. P. Patenall, signal engineer of the
B. & O., as follows:

WHEREAS,

BE

the death of C. C.
this association laments
in

RESOLVED,

mously adopted.
In order to carry on the work of
the secretary-treasurer, the Board of

in

Direction at its meeting on February
17 last elected H. S. Balliet, assistant
our midst our late secretary-treasterminal manager. Grand Central
W. H. Elliott,
President
Terminal, as assistant secretary-treasurer, C. C. Rosenberg, and
It is but just that a
urer to serve until the next annual
meeling, with full authority to perform the duties of
fitting recognition
of Mr. Rosenberg's many virtues
treasurer, as specified in the constitution.
Mr. Balliet
should be had therefore we, members of the Railway
The
has been performing these duties since that time.
.Signal Association, have paused in our labors to pay our
Board has now elected Mr. Balliet secretary-treasurer,
last sad tribute to his memory, and to express our deep
to
serve
meeting.
obligations
that
we
annual
ajipreciation of the many and lasting
until the next
the exercise of His divine will, has

removed from

this

world and from

WHEREAS,

;
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At the morning' session before the coiinnittcos submitted their reports the president introduced I-'rank Rhea
of the Department of Commerce, \Vashine;ton, D. C,
who gave a brief talk on trade opportunities in foreipn
His address api)ears elsewhere in tliis issue.
Tlie proceedings of the convention were intcrrnptcd
(hirinjj the mornini^ session while James \. Davis of the
War Savings CiMiimittee for Cook County gave a brief
talk on "Stimulating,' an appreciation of the principles of
the .\ssociation as to the advantages to accrue tlirough
thrift, as well as the patriotic motive in helping raise
countries.

funds

witli

which

to
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The secretary made the request that tiic regional committees send in their reports for the next meeting before
June 1.
Committee XIII on Electrical Testing presented a
drawing covering an adjustable resistance, which gave
rise to si)iriled discussion.
While some of the members
wishe<l to have this drawling accepted for submission at
the

annual

meeting,

feeling

that

wliile

the

resistance

would not meet all conflitions it was a step in the right
direction and improvements could be made later as found
necessary.

The

majority voted not to consider

it

for

])resentatinn to the annual convention.

win the war."

Frank Rhea Speaks on Trade Opportunities

AT

or vi:stf.rjiay
Railway Sis^nal

Tiir. opi:ni.N(;

sion of the

s ses-

.\sso-

ciation I'^rank Rhea, of the Ignited

Department of Commerce, spoke
on Trade Opportunities in the Far I'.ast.
Mr. Rhea, who is a member of the RailSlates

ymous

with
careless
train
running.
Therefore, in referring to this method I
fonufl it better to use the wonl "central
control" instead of telephone des])atch-

The laljor situation in .Australia probably deserves all that has ever been said
of it. but the conditions are strikingly
different from those with which we are
Interstate Commerce Commission, refamili.ir in .\merica. in that the comm<in
labor is the organization which entirely
signing over a year ago to accejJt an assignment with the De]iartment of Comdominates the situation, rather than the
merce to investigate the markets for railskilled and more highly paid trades. The
way supplies in .\ustralia and Asia. Mr.
railways are manufacturing many of the
Rhea has just returned from a year in
re(|uirements in their own shops, at times
those countries and is now engaged in
d(jing this at a higher cost than that for
the preparation of his rejwrt.
In diswhich they could be i)urchased, but docussing his observations yesterday morning So for the reason that latx)r demands
ing Mr. Rhea spoke in jiart as follows
employment. The organizations of the
Fiank Rhea
"I have just returned from the far
railways are more highly departmental
East and am now engaged in making up
than anything we have in the L'nited
my rep<irt I sjient one month in Xew Zealand, four States. In fact, this is so much so that I have termed it
months in Australia, and seven months in China, Japan the branch method of organization, the cleavage between
and Manchuria. The object of the trip was to investitiie branches being verv distinct, and extending in every
gate the markets for those classes of railway materials,
instance to the administrative head of the department.
equipment and supplies, which could be furnished by The mctliod of train operation is what I have termed the
our .American manufacturers.
In Xew Zealand and
"station master method.'
I!y this I mean that instead of
Australia I saw little in the way of railway signals which
des()atching methods of running trains, the trains are conwe could incoriK)rate to advantage in our American trolled and directed by the station master at each stati<in
practice.
In Xew Zealand. Mr. \Vynne. the signal enas the\' proceed over the line. This method is no doubt
gineer, has worked out the best arrangement of a j>icknecessary in such countries as China and Jajwn. but is
up and discharge of tyre tablets which I have ever seen. not as expeditious an arrangement as the one above
I
watched it working a great many times with trains described under central control, or as our despatching
moving at speeds of about 30 miles an hour and never methods.
saw a single failure.
In China and Japan the railways are organized and
"In Xew Zealand and .Australia the general arrangeoperated much along the same methods as in .Australia,
ment of signalling in the past has followed the British except that the station master method is much more of a
Hoard of Trade methods.
In .Australia, however, they
necessitv on account of the class of help emjiloyed bv the
are adopting three speed three position .American signalrailroads.
The Japanese railways are all government
ing very rapidly, this already having occurred to a conowned and are exceedingly interesting instances of the
siderable extent in .South .Australia and N'ictoria. and to
The South Manchurresults of government ownership.
some extent in Xew South Wales and Queensland, while ian railwa\-, which is actually owned by the Japanese govit will undoubtedly be adopted in Western .Australia.
ernment and administered bv the Colonial ilepartment, is
"One very excellent arrangement which I investigated |)robablv one of the most successful cases of government
was installation of selective tclei)hr)nes for train running, ownership in the world today. The employees of the Jaj)under an arrangement which thev call "central control"
anese railwa\s. however, are to all intents and purposes a
and continue to use all the other staff apjiaratus. This
part of a military organization. Every employee is ranked
arrangement was giving excellent results and it is prob- and graded, and ever\ official is in uniform, even to the
able that this scheme goes about as far in expediting the
have heard a great
extent of carrying a small sword.
traffic as practical, while still retaining all the features of
deal about the aggressiveness of the Japanese, but if
complete safety of ojieration. The British railroad man
their ])osition is to be unflerstood one has to take into
looks with suspicion on the word "des])atching."
account the fact that thev have an inadet|nate supply of
In fact,
to him the despatching method of running trains is synonsteel and I'nel atid that their anxietv to secure runtnit of
way Signal .Association and also of the
.American Railway I-'ngineering Association, was formerly connected with the

We
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adequate supplies is one of the reasons why they are
The
attempting to secure tliese suppUes from China.
Chinese railways are operated under the same scheme of
organization. There is no doubt that China is one of the
best examples in the world today that trade follows investment. The financial control of the Chinese railways
has in the past very largely determined the awarding of
the business. In my report I expect to make certain suggestions regarding the refiniding of certain of the Chinese
This snggestion is made for the
railway obligations.
reason that the Chinese railways today are earning good
returns on the investment, and there is no doubt that
additional railways can be built and earn handsome returns in the future.
In Australia the American signalling concerns have
representatives on the ground who are looking after the
business in a very satisfactory manner, and it is probably

Report

Committee VII

of

HE COJIMITTEE submitted reports on the following subjects
:

1.

Recommended

resistance

of track relay.
2.

Table showing

minimum

allowable in series
track battery for track

resistance

with

circuits.

The committee presented the
following statements on which
it based its conclusion relative
to the use of the 2-ohm vs. the
4-ohm

relay

rent

ballast resistance.
relay is less susceptible to leakage curadjacent battery entering track circuit through

The 2-ohm

2.

from

about as well taken care of as any other branch of the
railwa_\" market.
I would like to call attention to two points which
sider important in the handling of foreign business.

The energy consumption

2-ohm

relay

on

4.
The length of track circuit may be increased with
the use of the 2-ohm relay if no foreign current is present and the resistance between the battery and track is not
less than the recommended limiting resistance.
5.
On track circuits of equal length the 2-ohm relay
gives equally as good protection against broken rail where
no foreign current is present.

On

track circuits of equal length, the 2-ohm relay
will release with a higher shunting resistance across the
rails when foreign current entering the track circuit is
less than .350 amperes.

Considering track circuits of equal length and with
other conditions equal, no definite recommendations can
be made in favor of either the 2-ohm or the 4-ohm relay
where foreign current is present, on account of there being conditions where each has its advantages over the
7.

other.
8.

With

a foreign current present, the

2-ohm

relay

on a track circuit of its maximum operable length will
receive more combined foreign and track battery current
than will be received by a 4-ohm relay on a track circuit
of

its

9.

maximum operable length.
When a batten' lead or a rail

One

the necessity of sending either seasoned, experienced
men, or younger men if they are of good material, but it
should be understood that they should go under contract
for very considerable periods, at least for five years, and
preferably for ten years. The other point is the necessity of American concerns protecting their interests by
taking out patents in Japan. The issuing of patents in
Japan is done in accordance with the international agreement on patent laws. While American concerns mav do
very little business in the future in Japan, in my opinion
it is necessary to protect American interests in competitive
territory by devices which may be made in Japan in case
the patent situation is not protected.

— Direct

Current Relays

between the break and the relay is shunted,
relay will be more susceptible to foreign current than the 4-ohm relay.
With the track circuit not
shunted, the 2-ohm relay will be more readily picked up
by foreign current only when the current enters the track
circuit through a resistance less than 5 ohms.
In view of the above statements, the committee recommended the use of the 2-ohm relay with caustic soda battery, provided the recommended limiting resistance is
track circuit
the

2-ohm

The recommended limitin series with the battery.
ing resistance should also be used in series with the battery wherever the 4-ohm relay is used with caustic soda

used

It was recommended that the above statements be accepted for presentation to the Annual Convention for
approval and submission to letter ballot for insertion in

the Manual.

Table of

Minimum

Resistance Allowable
in

for the

equal track circuits is approximately fifty per cent less
when the track is occupied. When the track is not occupied the encrg)' consumption will be less when the ballast
resistance is less than five ohms per thousand feet.

6.

con-

is

insulated joints.
3.

I

battery.

Because of

its lower operating voltage, the 2-ohm relay will operate with a lower
1.

Vol. 64, No. 11a

is

broken and the

Series

The committee recommended

with Track Battery

that the past practice of

using a battery of three gravity cells in multiple (without added external resistance) and a 4-ohm relay be
adopted as a basis of a standard in determining the limiting or external resistance for use in connection with
track circuit operation.
The following table is computed on the above assumption and covers batteries containing every known type of
primary or storage cells.
Battery Voltage Limits.

Minimum
4 olim Relay.
.27. .51
.52- 76

.77-1.01
1.02-1.26
1.27-1.51
1.52-1.77
1.78-2.02
2.03-2 27
2.28-2.52
2.53-2.77
2.78-3.02
3.03-3.27
3.28-3.52

2ohm

Relay.

.19.36.53.70-

.35
.52
.69
.86
.87-1.03
1.04-1.21

1.22-1.38
1,39-1.55
1.56-1.72
1.73-1.89
1.90-2.06
2.07-2.24
2.25-2.41

Resistance between
Battery and Track Ohm.
.1

.2
.3
.4
.5
.6
.7
.8

.9

1.0
I.l

1.2
1.3

The voltage given in the table refers to the maximum
operating voltage of the track circuit battery when the
current from the battery is the minimum possible with a
.06-ohm train shunt, with the recommended resistance
between battery and track, and with assumed adverse
operating conditions. This operating voltage can be determined for a battery of any type, number and arrangement of cells, by measuring at 21 degrees C. (70° FahV.)
the voltage of the whole battery when its discharge is
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amperes, if - dlmi relays ate to be useil, or 1.7 amif 2-olim relays are to be used.
fur
It was reeommeiiiled that this table be accejUcd
presentation lo the .\nniial Convention for approval and
2.3

peres,

submission to letter ballot for insertion
Coniiiiiltce:

E. G. SlriidlinR (C.

I.

&

Manual.
chiiiriiiaii; James

in the

I..),

\iuiirsoii (N. Y. C), vicc-eliairtnati; ]-. T. Aiuljarli (B. & O.
S W.). n. U. .\ycrs (L. & N.). C. W. Burrows. D. M. Case
(Southern). .\. K. iMmina ( L. & X.), R. \V. Kolb (B. R. & 1'.),
H \V. Lewis (L. \ .). A. K. Trait (Krie>. C. A. X'eaie (S. I*.

Co.).

Discussion
K.

rejiort

on relays

The

(chairman):

.Stradlinj,'

(.1.

presented

is

for

first

half

discussion,

of

not

the
for

used except four ohms, consequently
two-ohm with the four-ohm.
II. (i.

Morgan

(I.

C.)

:

The

Illinois

we compared

the

Central has Ix'cn

We

ohms

have
quite considerably.
found that the total energy consumption for dry as well
as wet conditions will be practically the same and from
S to 10 ])er cent less than the two-ohm relay on the same
track circuit, and our experience seems to be that the
ihrec-ohm relay will operate with more efficiency on the
track circuits on the voltages that arc within the range.
You can oiierate on our track circuit on two-(jhm relays
using relays of three

as well as you can on three, but w^ith the three-ohm reThey will operate with
lays you can do it at less cost.
less cost and a higher voltage resistance than the two-

ohm.

motion.
K.
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Hawkins (N. Y. C):

Ci.

Does

section 3 of the

.'

track circuits
If we had thcni e(iual, we would
Mr. Stradling:
have to have all track conditions equal.
Mr. Hawkins: It refers to power rather than currcjiort refer to eijual

G. H. Dryden (B. & O.)
conclusion the two-ohm relay
constant battery is used.
:

I
is

understand that in the
worked only where a

Mr. .Stradling: That is true.
Are we not producing a dangerous conWr. Dryden
:

two-ohm

relay is considered unsafe unless
is used for its oi)eralion ?
Can we
force our repairmen to keep one type of battery on the
Again, in criticizing the same subcircuits constantly?
ject one year ago, I stated at that time that I did not
understand why the three gravity cells in multiple with
added external resistance to a four-ohm relay should be
adopted as a basic standard covering the external resistance in connection with track operation. I am of the
same opinion still, that this basis of conclusion was
wrong, and that the safe working current to relay coils
is the proper basis for the conclusion of this committee.

rent?

dition, if the

Mr. Stradling. Xo. more to current. To eiTect saving
on your batteries is the idea.
Referring to paraT. S. Stevens (A. T. & S. F.)
graph six, does that mean the current measured between
its possible source and the track, or across the rails?
I would like to
Mr. Stradling: Across the rails.
make a motion that the Association approve the use of
the two-ohm relay with a caustic soda battery, this motion to be submitted to a letter ballot.
Mr. Hawkins: Referring back to number three, if
all things were equal, you would think with the circuit

a particular battery

occupied, the consumjition of the current would be the
same.
Mr. Stradling: With your two-ohm relay you can put
more resistance in the consumption of your batteries,
which will choke back the flow of the current.
A. R. Fugina (L. & N.)
As to the matter of determining what the ballast resistance is of your track circuit, that can be done by taking your R. S. A. formulas,
that have been developed by the Committee on Testing,
and finding what the balance of resistance is.
F. B. W'iegand: I w'ould like to ask the committee if
they recommend track circuits of equal length or greater
length when using two-ohm relays?
Mr. Stradling: Equal with the four-ohm relay.
Mr. Wiegand
What I w-ould like to determine is
whether the committee recommends a track circuit of
equal length or greater length, when using a four-ohm
relay than w^hen using a two-ohm relay.
Mr. Stradling:
recommend greater for the two-

ask to hear something on that subject.
Another point, with reference to the
Mr. Wiegand
committee recommending the use of long track sections,
when using the two-ohm relay. I would like to know
why the committee recommended the longer track section
when in article 8 they say, "With a foreign current

:

:

:

We

ohm

relay.

Anderson (D. L.

& W.)

In paragraph 3 referohms per
thousand feet. I would like to get the percentage of all
track circuits that are less than five ohms.
Mr. Stradling: I don't know that I can answer you
B. T.

ence

on

is

made

:

to ballast resistance less than five

that.

Mr. Anderson:
two-ohm relay on

Do you recommend
all

cuits less than five

Mr. Stradling:

the use of the
track circuits, or just on track cirall

will

:

two-ohm relay on a track circuit of its
operable length will receive more combined
foreign and track battery current than will be received
by a four-ohm relay on a track circuit of its maximum
o])erable length." And then in article 9 they say: "When
a battery lead or a rail is broken and the track circuit
between the break and the relay is shunted, the two-ohm
relay will be more susceptible to foreign current than
the four-ohm relay."
Would it not be better to confirm the two-ohm relay to the same length of track cir])resent,

the

maximum

four-ohm relays?
Mr. Stradling: We give you these arguments relating
to foreign current conditions for your information. We
know that there are many track circuits where you do
not have foreign current, and probably will not have, and
therefore why not make them as long as possible and
cuit as the

use the

two-ohm relay?

I question whether it is clear to all
Mr. Anderson
the members, as to what the committee is actuall} recommending, as superior. Do I Understand that the committee is recommending the two-ohm for 400-ft. track
:

circuits?

We

ohms?

On

I

track circuits.

P. M. Gault:
I would like to ask if the coniiniltee
has considered any other relay than the two-ohm relay?
They compare the two-ohm with the four-ohm, hut they
have mentioned no other resistance. That would lead us
to think from this report that there are but two types of
track relays.
Mr. Stradling: Our answers here arc from 35 railroads, which shows that there were no other resistances

recommend it for all lengths of
Mr. Stradling:
track circuits, but give you the information so that you
will have the advantage of being able to use it for longer
track circuits, in the case of the two-ohm relay.
I am considering the conditions on
Mr. .\nderson
roads where the track circuits run anywhere from 200
I think most of the members will
to .500 ft. in length.
agree that on a short track circuit in interlocking limits
the four-ohm relay can be operated at less cost than the
twn-ohm relay. It seems to me unless it is generally
:
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understood that

mend

the
material.

is

two-ohm

Mr. Fugina:
lay for

all

the case
relay if

be

It will

conditions.

We

it
it

would be

foolish to recom-

more

will cost

difficult to

for battery

recommend

a re-

do not recommend the two-

ohm

relay as one which can be used for every- track cirand be the safest relay that may be used and also
are attempting only to recomthe most economical.
mend the relay that generally is the best for the battery.
For that reason we have set out in these conclusions certain conditions in which the two-ohm relay is not as
advisable as the four-ohm relay.
Likewise there are
some conditions obtaining where the four-ohm relay is
not advisable to be used, and those of us who are in
charge of this work know the conditions under which we
may simply use a two-ohm relay, the conditions under
which we should use a four-ohm relay, and also the
conditions under which we should use the larger recuit,

We

lays.

L. R. Mann (M. P.)
I notice the committee says:
"In view of the above statements, your committee recommends the use of the- two-ohm relay with caustic soda
batter\% provided the recommended limiting resistance is
used in series with the battery." WHiat is the object of
:

that provision?
C. F. Stoltz (C. C. C.

& St. L.) The idea is if you
have a storage battery which carries about two volts,
there is nothing to be gained by putting enough resistance into it to consume the wattage and get your voltage down to operate a two-ohm relay.
If you have
plenty of voltage, there is no necessity for going to the
lower resistance relay.
The idea of the motion was to recommend that the
:

association sanctioned the use of a two-ohm relay as a
safe proposition.
Mr. IMann
Would it not be advisable in cases where
there is plent)^ of voltage that they use the eight-ohm
relay ?
:

T. S. Stevens
.\s I understand the recommendation
of the committee, they simply ask us in a conservative
way to lend our sanction towards using the two-ohm
relay. I think the committee's recommendations are very
good and very conservative, and I hope the resolution
will meet with the approval of this meeting for submission to the annual convention.
Mr. Mann
I think the motion of the committee is
good and would support that if they would qualify it;
that is, I don't know that the two-ohm relay has been
in enough practical use to make an absolute recommenda:

:

tion.

Our road is using two-ohm relays. I
we have at least 300 or 400 in use. The point
that we want to bring out is whether or not it is a safe
relay provided we increase our voltage.
Is it a safe
relay if we multiple ourselves? Is it a safe relay if we
Mr. Dryden

:

think

The report refers to the feasiof operating track circuits of greater length where
the two-ohm relays are used than with the four-ohm.
That might be misleading, for the reason that often after
track circuits are installed, conditions in the territory
change, and where originally no foreign current was
found it appears later. Would it not be better to standardize the length of track circuits, and apply either two
or four ohm relays as conditions require?
Ray Marshall (G. N.)

A. Dobson

relays,

there are probably 35,000 or 40,000 four-ohm relays
being operated by caustic soda batteries at the present
time, and the Association has never given any sanction
to caustic soda batteries with four-ohm relays without
external resistance. There is a greater chance of an unsafe condition with a four-ohm relay and no external
resistance in a caustic soda battery, much greater than
there is with a two-ohm relav and external resistance.

&

H.)

:

I

would

like to

A

enough for the relay to drop away is something like
.0016.
With a four-ohm relay, under the same conditions the resistance necessary to lower this current enough
for drop-away purposes is .0014, a very slight difiference

when you speak
Mr.

two-

two-ohm

(N. Y. H. N.

source and the rails.
In regard to the amount of current which is supposed
to be flowing along the rails, not across the track, it does
not matter what the resistance of the relay is usually,
the amount of foreign current that will flow from rail to
rail will be the same whether the relay is two ohms or
four ohms, on an average, and the resistances back of
them are so great that a resistance of two or four ohms
but very slightly affects the current.
There is another point that has not been brought out
in this meeting.
It is stated that the four-ohm relay
would be safer in cases where a potash battery was used
if all the resistance between the battery and the track
was gone.
four-ohm relay would be safer under those
circumstances than a two-ohm relay. That is true as a
bald statement, but the thing that operates a track relay
is the shunt, and it is the resistance of the shunt upon
which depends the amovmt of current that will flow from
the relay.
To give you just roughly some figures that
will show the difiference under those two conditions with
no resistance between the rail and the battery, with a
two-ohm relay and a shunt across the battery end, the
resistance of the shunt necessary to lower the current

battery used.
to the safety of the

:

straighten out the last part of that clause which speaks
of foreign current entering track circuit through resistance of less than five ohms. Foreign current enters the
track circuit usually along the rails. There will be one
track circuit perhaps at some place where foreign current comes onto that particular track circuit, but all the
other track circuits that are affected by this particular
source of foreign current receive this current through the
rails, therefore that current has to flow through or upon
the insulated joint. That brings us to the point at once
that in the great majority of cases where foreign current is found on track circuits, it enters that track circuit through resistance considerably greater than five
ohms, because it must at least flow through the insulated
joint before it reaches the track circuit, as well as through
the other resistance which it may encounter between the

ried.

As

Ua

bility

use a caustic soda battery of higher voltage? In this
committee's report they should not confine themselves
to the use of a certain 'batterj', but rather to a certain
voltage or working current.
The relay is safe under
normal operating conditions, regardless of the kind of

Mr. Stoltz:

Vol. 64, No.

of

.Stradling's

it

in actual figures.

motion was then seconded and car-

The final portion of our report rethe "Battery voltage limits."
The committee
feels that the table given is vitally important to the railroads using caustic soda batteries, either with four- or
Mr. Stradling:

lates

to

ohm

relays.

Mr. Anderson: As I understand
one type of potash battery

—

to only

this table,

it

refers

does not refer to
the potash track battery?
Mr. Stradling: It refers to any battery that has this
voltage, even to the storage battery.
it

E. G. Hawkins (N. Y. C.)
Referring to the latter
part of the paragraph, where it refers to the discharge
in connection with the four-ohm relays in 2.5 amperes,
if the four-ohm relays are to be used, or in 1.7 amperes,
:
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19.

be used, is it iicccssarv to
it
(lischaifje the 2.5 ani|ieies with four ohms aiul only 1.7
amjieres with two ohms?
N'at. Carbon Co.):
R. W. r.rwin
The current lifjurcs there as shown in that part of the pariigraph are
merely to enable \ou to determine at what place in this
tal)le your batteries should come under, and
\\ e
ha\e
I\vt)-()lini

relays

aro

to

(

Report of Committee
III':

coMMiTTiiK reported prof^on the subject, "Prepare

ress

specification

unit

motor

for

electric

operating and
locking meciianisms," and also
submitted drawings of tyjiical
swilcii

The

ings.

power

for

circuits

interlockwere as-

circuits

signed last year, but were not
ci>m|ilcted in time for submission to the annual convention.
Progress was reported on the
subject, "Prepare Specification
for Fiber Conduit."
The re-

about completed, and it
expected to be presented for

port
is

is

discussion

New York

the

at

meeting.

Progress was reported on the subject, "Prepare Unit
.'Specification for Electric Interlocking Machine."
The
committee also submitted a report. "Requisites for First
Range Voltage, I^lectric Interlocking." A report on this
subject was submitted at the last annual convention, and
referred back to the committee. The committee has considered the recommendations made at the annual convention, and again submitted the report for discussion at
this meeting.

Typical Circuits for Power Interlocking

The subject matter presented under
sisted of three

this

heading con-

drawings for Federal Signal Company's

They are for:
110-volt d.c. one-arm non-automatic signal.
110-volt d.c. switch and lock movement.
20-volt d.c. switch and lock movement.

electric interlocking.

The committee submitted the circuit drawings for FedSignal Company's Flectric Interlocking, and asked

eral

their

acceptance for approval at the next annual conveninformation.

tion, as
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Range Voltage
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used here the minimum of a .O(j-ohni train shunt, and
WT have assumed the most adverse oiicrating conditions.
You ask why there is a dilTercnce in the t\v<j relays?
The current value for the relays was the stan<lard R. S.
.\. value, and these vary with the train shuiU permissible
and the ditterent current \;dnes that yo wiili ih.- \,.liagc
life.

Power

III

Xormal

7.

Interlocking
restricted

;in(i

erning movements on

main

the

sjieed
line,

jautomatic
y
semi-automatic j '
8.
.Xpinoach signals or slow boards
on the main line.

gov-

signals
shall

be

(jf

the

I

locking
^
I t]^!'''™^*^'M
line

9.

I

1

.shall

shall

be installed

be installed,

/

Repeater or lock indication for switches and signals shall be provided at point of control.
11.
Operation of switch mechanism shall he con10.

trolled

by {section
I

The

1

locking.

sectional route/

controlling the switch
shall provide protection from unauthorized
12.

due

to

13

circuits

mechanism
movements

disarrangement of conductors.
restricted speed signals

The normal and

so controlled that unless all switches,

shall

be

movable point frogs

and derails over which they govern, are in proper position and locked, the signals will assume the stop position.
14.
The opening through which the band crank for
emergency operation is to be applied on the switch mechanism shall be provided with a weatherproof cover attached to mechanism case and equipped for purchaser's
Location to be conspicuously

standard switch padlock.

marked.

The committee submitted the Requisites for First
Range Voltage Flectric Interlocking, and asked their
acceptance for approval at the next annual convention, as
information.
Committee: F. B. Wicgand
N. Y. C), cliairm:iii; I. S.
Raymcr (P. & L. E.), vice-chairman; T. \V. PflcginK (U. P.),
vice-chairman; Daniel Gushing (Un. Ter. Co.). .\. B. DuBrav
(I. C. C), X. S. Lvnch (Mo. Pac), J. \V. MacCormack (K. C.
Ter. Co.), O. R. Ungcr (Mo. Pac), J. B. Wcigcl (L. & \.),
G. A. Zichlke (U. P.). B. T. Schwcndt (T. & O. C), H. L.
Kilian (N. Y. C). H. H. Ofr (C. & E. I.), Lov Parncll (Wabash), J. C. Seaman (N. Y. C). T. C. Seifert' (C. B. & Q.),
W. C. Sibiia (N. Y. C), A. H. Schott (M. C. R. R.). C. H.
Burnette (Monongahela Rv.), W. D. Carroll (B. S: O.). G. A.
Motrv (B. & O.), G. Toft' P. R. R), L. E. Kinch (P. R. R.).
E. C. Hitchcock
N. Y. X. H. & H.). C. G. McCaulcy (Wash.
Term. Co.). G. R. Scattcrgood (P. K. R. ), Charle.'; Sopcr (L.
I.), G. C. Whitney (N. Y. Mun. Rv). Jacquc Stoltz (X. Y.
C), Thorn Birdseye (P. R. R.), Walter Tvlcr (L. 1.).
(

(

(

1918
1.

The

rated voltage for the operation of the switch

mechanism
2.

shall

The time

mechanism

be 20

volts.

exceed 30 seconds at rated voltage,
nor shall the time exceed -K) seconds with voltage at 20
per cent below rated voltage.
3.
Provision shall be made in the design of the switch
mechanism to prevent an unauthorized movement.
4.
The switch mechanism shall be so constructed as to
permit an emergency operation.
Provision to be made
for automatically interrupting the operating circuit during such emergency operation.
5.

Rails of track circuit shall be connected in series

so far as practicable.
6.

Signals governing

movements from

be of the /automatic
I

Discussion

recjuired for the operation of the switch

shall not

semi-automatic stick

\^ '
J

the siding shall

Chairman Wiegand

The committee has submitted

:

drawings for submission

move

to the

annual convention.

the
I

they be accepted.

(Motion seconded and carried.)
Mr. Wiegand: The committee again presents a report
on requisites for first range voltage, electric interlocking.
I believe paragrajihs 3 and 4
A. R. I'ugina (G. X.
I
are rather advisable, though I am not entirely sure.
would like to know just how they expect this to be done;
how are you going to control the unauthorized movement ?
The committee's report is only on what
Mr. Wiegand
might be termed requisites covering the construction of
machines. Sub-committee B is now handling the units
)

:

:
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of specifications. In the specifications which will be submitted with our next report, I feel that that will be
taken care of, and the report will show just how it can
be done. Just now I could not say.
Are the low voltage machines that are
Mr. Fugina
now being placed on the market manufactured accordprovision?
ing to this
Mr. Wiegand
That is something I could not say. I
understand, however, that requisites can be made. The
committee are working with the manufacturers, and so
far as I know there has been no question in regard to
meeting this particular requisite.
The committee offers a suggestion. It desires to reword section 7 as follows: "Signals governing normal
:

:

Report

HE COMMITTEE PRESENTED
drawings

;

one of which

ten
is

a

revision of a previous issue,
eight are new designs, and one
is presented for discussion.
The following revised and

new drawings were submitted
(with the exception of 1258,
is submitted for discussion only) for discussion and
annual
the
presentation
to
meeting for approval and submission to letter ballot

which

1362— Ladder Parts. (New.)
1363— Ladder Hand Rails.
(New.)
136-l^Ladder

P

la tf

or

m

s.

(New.)

—Ladders for Ground Mast Signals. (New.)
—Ladders for Bracket Mast Signals. (New.)
—Ladder Clamps and Stays. (New.)

1365
1366
1371

1372— Ladders for Bracket Posts. (New.)
1376—Double Tang Ends. (New.)

only — revised.)
— Signal Blades. (Change
—Assembly of Fittings for Locking Switches Me-

1065
1258

in title

chanically at Interlocking Plants.

(New.)

Committee: F. P. Patenall (B. & O.), chairman; J. C.
Mock (M. C), vice-chairman; W. A. Hanert (N. Y. C),
C. J. Kelloway (\. C. L.), B. H. Mann (Mo. Pac), F. \V.
Pfleging (U. P.), W. M. Post (P. R. R.), M. E. Smith (D. L.
& VV.), R. E. Trout (St. L.-S. F.).
Manufacturers' representatives: T. W. Hackctt (Fed Sig.
Co.),

Sw.

&

W.

P.

Neubert (U. S. & S. Co.), H. B. Taylor (Hall
N. Wight (Gen. Ry. Sig. Co.).

Sig. Co.), S.

Discussion

Your committee presents 10 drawings,
Mr. Patenall
one of which is a revision of the previous issue with
some new designs, and one is presented for discussion.
We would like to have you first discuss the drawing on
ladder parts.
The attempt of the committee at this
meeting is to present a plan which we hope will hold
good for .some time. The object is to provide a ladder
which will be applicable to all types of signals, keeping
in mind the matter of providing more safety for our men
working on these masts. We ask the approval of the plan
for presentation to the annual meeting, and final submis:

sion to letter ballot.

Mr. Morrison
How much will this increase the cost
of signals?
Mr. Patenall: This committee has not made any study
of what the additional cost of the ladder will be, but in
:

Ua

and restricted speed movements on the main line shall
be of the automatic, semi-automatic type."
In 8 a change in the wording is recommended by the
committee: "Signals that may give approach indication
or slow board shall be installed on the main line." In
"Signals that may
13, a change in wording is suggested:
give the normal or unrestricted speed indications shall
be so controlled that unless all switches, movable point
frogs and derails over which they govern are in proper
position and locked, the signals will assume the stop
position."

(On motion
the committee
sociation.)

Committee VI

of

Vol. 64, No.

the recommendations were approved and
the thanks of the As-

was excused, with

— Standard

Designs

way we would assume that the platform will
add two or three dollars to the cost of the ladder.
The committee has stated
C. A. Dunham (G. N.)
that one of the main objects is to make it a little safer
a general

:

for the

man who

has occasion to climb the signal masts.

I would like to ask if the increased width of the ladder
shown at the head of the drawing as 1 ft. 11 in. in width

will not introduce a complication wherever signal masts
are located between tracks on minimum clearances?
Mr. Patenall
With a new design used in connection
with the signal mast, either in the case of the mechanism
or a wider platform used in connection with the mast,
the ladder will prohibit the placing, of the signal unless
you have sufficient track centers and of course the fact
that you do use a wider platform means that your clearance diagram may be encroached on by this particular
:

arrangement.

Mr. Dunham: In the light of what has just been said,
there would seem to be considerable objection to adopting
a standard requiring a ladder 1 ft. 11 in. in width for
general use.
Mr. Patenall
You understand that the lower arm on
the standard signal was located in reference to clearances, and that being the case its platform, if provided,
will also be well outside the clearance diagram, so that
we do not experience any difiiculty in applying these
platforms, and in the case of any particular mast, in connection with which you desire to use these platforms, we
would assume that the particular mast is outside of the
standard clearance diagram today.
(The drawing was accepted for presentation to the
annual meeting for approval and submission to letter
:

ballot.)

Mr. Patenall then presented plans 1363, 13(54, 1365,
1366, 1371 and 1372, having to do with ladder parts, all
of which were approved for presentation to the annual
meeting and submission to letter ballot. Similar action
was taken on plans 1376 and 1065.

Mr. Patenall
I want to make a personal appeal to
this meeting on the cjuestion of painting signal blades,
as well as an appeal to reduce the number of different
dimensions.
I communicated this last year with 89
railroads on the subject of painting and sizes of signal
:

were not in it
ought not to allow a condition to exist in this country where we have so many
varieties and sizes.
I hope next year at this time someone will be able to report that 95 per cent of the railways are using R. S. A. standard blades.
At the meeting in New York last year there was considerable discussion on the question of a plan which
blades,

when

it

and Heinz' 57

came

varieties of pickles

to signals.

We
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The
show till- mechanical locking ul swilchcs.
you have before you bears out the rccoininendation made by Comniiltee II, and we present this plan
The members will note
for argument and discussion.
particularly tiie operating rod and the lock rod are inwoulil

plan, 125S,

As a
clined vertically, rather than in the ordinary way.
matter of strength, the committee has to concede that
a great deal in ])lacing switch rods in that way,
You will note the
is not a new method.
atljustable arrangement of the lock rod. which admits
Another specialty is in the adjustof fnie adjustment.
there

is

although that

ment of the operating switch rod sockets, which is a
detail I think the members might desire to study rather
carefully. This plan embodies also the rectangular block.
W'e would like to hear from the members on this particular point.

would like to olTer a suggesI
Stradling
in the connection of the switch block or
lock rod to the front rod, that the same bolts be used
for that connection that are used for getting the adjustment on tiie front rod.
Mr. Patcnall: I think the point made by Mr. Stradling
There is apparently a means of saving
is quite apropos.
Mr.

tion

:

that

two volts by doing what he says. I would also like to
hear from the members who use adjustable rail braces
as a general practice.

Mr.

Dunham:

Plan

many

brace.

The only occasion, as I see it, for the use of an adjustable rail brace is to overcome the wear in the brace. T am
assuming, of course, that the brace is sufficiently rigid
lo stand the strain without bending.
Mr. Morrison
In our experience we found that it
was difficult to keep the switches sufficiently tight, but
by the introduction of the adjustable rail brace we have
overcome that difficulty. Perhaps we are shy a few sec:

men

keep our tics tamped perhaps we have
heavy motive power, and perhaps we use our switches
to

;

braces.

We have been using the
rail brace and up to the present time we
have found no necessity for any adjustable brace.
It
is our practice to use the blade that is cut in the center,
and so far we have found no necessity for tying the
blades together as shown on the drawing.
Paul M. Gault (I. C.)
T
have been wondering
whether the triple rods, as shown here, will prevent
turning of the jxiints.
The rods we have been accustomed to use are made flat, and oft'hand it would ajipcar
F. B. VViegand (N. Y. C.)

:

non-adjustable

:

me

the points w'ould tend to roll in this type
Also, as to the method of insulating the tieplates.
Many roads are having satisfactory results by
cutting off a few inches of the tic-plates.
Mr. Patcnall
The purpose of the position of the
rods as shown on this drawing is specifically to prevent
the point turning.
Under the old methods of applying
the rods fiat, we know that we did not get the results
which we expected. It seems to have developed on some
railroads that there has been a tendency for the point
lo turn under obstruction.
That is not a point particularly made by this committee, but was given as a reason
for the application of the rod by the committee.
It is a very difficult thing, in drawing a plan of this
kind, to decide whether we shall have adjustable rail
braces or whether we shall not. .Someone called attention to the drilling as shown on the plan.
have no
authority at this time for the drilling, other than the
standard drilling of the A. R. K. .\., and until that is
changed we must abide by that plan. Someone mentioned the gage plate. This, of course, is the gage ])late.
An application which leaves a space between the plates
on the tie without any connection at all cannot be considered a gage plate.
lo

that

of rod.

The committee has attempted

to

make

tests

which

will

give evidence as to the possibility of the relative resistance to strain between this type of plate and the lapped
plate.
In our opinion, the butt plate, such as is shown
on this plan, will under all conditions of service stand
up materially longer than a lapped plate because the
stresses which take place are on the bolt, whereas \vith
the lapped plate that stress is on the insulated bushing.

Mr. Dunham: Plan 1258 does not indicate how much
the butt plate for insulating gage (ilate will stand above
the base of the rail.
I have in mind that this will be an
obstruction, and objectionable on that account.
If you will refer to the two drawings
Mr. Patenall
shown below you will get a very fair idea as to the comparative height of the plate, taking the rail into consideration.
I should say offhand that two inches above the
top of the tie would be a maximum height for that butt.
are conIt depends on the thickness of the |)Iate.
sidering the use of ^-\n. plate and that may increase
:

We

termi-

Kansas City, is decidedly
would not apply in a good

above the track, between the rails, is very objectionable.
We have been using lapped plates, and have had some in

.\ckerman (Kansas City Terminal)

nal proposition, of course, at
different, and what I may say

We

Whatever it is, it will only be sufficient to
the height.
I understand that 2?^ ill.
get the bolts and nuts clear.
is the maximum dimension over all.
(X.
P.)
.\nything that stands
C. A. Christofferson

a great deal at big terminals, but the adjustable
brace has overcome our difficulties satisfactorily.
F. J.

We

have used the adjustable rail brace
terminal territory since 1914. From past experience and ol)servation I sh<ndd say that results have been
very good in this, and that I consider that we have been
able to keep those adjustments and save much labor
which might be required otherwise in resetting risers or
shrinking plates.
.\s to the locking device, we have experienced nr)
difficulty in keejjing the switches in proper adjustment,
which we could not have done if we had the solid rail
instances.

in that

:

1258 certainly embodies

important features.
If this plan is adopted it means a
very appreciable departure from what is now general
practice in several details. The lock or plunger casting,
as we usually call it, now in general use, so far as I
know has generally been very satisfactory, and if that
is tnie, then what is the necessity for adopting a new
design which requires the use of several parts not now
standard?
There is another point.
Gage plates, as
shown here, are insulated by means of turning the ends
up, which may be a very good insulating proposition,
but is there not objection from the standpoint of such
ends being turned up and raising something in the track
that a man would fall over ?
I would also like to ask the committee if the spacing
of the first head rod and the lock rod is in accordance
with the dimensions submitted for approval by Committee II at various times.
Touching the question that Mr.
Patenall raised concerning the use of adjustable rail
braces.
My own experience is that the solid rail brace
is best.
The occasion for the use of an adjustable rail
brace cames about largely from the tics being driven
down, and when the signal repair man feels that he
needs an adjustment, he tries to introduce it perhaps
by stretching the rail brace, when what he really needs
is to have the ties tamped up to the rails.
The tendency
is for the track gage to spread a little, and you do not
really correct the matter properly by adjusting the rail

tion

many
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use for eight or ten years.

watched the insulation of

I

that plate verj' carefully, and cannot see any wear on the
insulation, nor can I see any reason why there should
be wear on it, if the gage plate is properly fastened to

As to the front rod, it seems
the tie with lag screws.
to me it would be a better plan to make the fastening
for the lock rod down closer to the point, in order to
I do not think
get both of the ends the same length.
there is any need of having any rod or rod piece. That
means these rods each have to have a longer lock rod
fastened in the center of the track.
One year ago we changed
J. Beaumont (I. C. C.)
from the vertical switch rod to the flat rod, and it was
done for the purpose of securing more ample clearances
and a higher degree of strength against track obstrucIf this rod is placed on edge it will
tions on trains.
necessitate providing approximately three inches clearance below the rails in order to keep No. 1 rod clear at
While that may not seem to be a serious
the ground.
matter, to my mind it means more clearance to meet
this standard successfully under operating conditions
rod of this kind,
than to provide for the flat rods.
set on edge, is more easily bent by track obstructions.
I would like to disagree
Caleb Drake (C. & N. W.)
with Mr. Dunham's statement as to the adjustable rail
brace lasting over a period of years. It is my experience that a ^-in. rail brace on heavy traffic might better
be figured in months. I think the committee ought to be
encouraged in the investigation of adjustable rails.
I might say for Mr. Dunham's inforMr. Morrison
mation that we have used the tie plate as shown on this
I)lan for a number of years, and have not experienced
:

A

:

:

Report

of

COMMITTEE PRESENTED drawing 1422, Adjustable Resistance for Testing, and asked that it be
given consideration at the March meeting with a
view of having it approved at the next annual meeting
for submission to letter ballot.
Due to the obvious difficulty of drawing a specification
of practical value for an adjustable resistance for testing
purposes, the designs of which may vary so widely, the
committee decided that a drawing should be prepared
for this subject; this design is for practically all genThe drawing is in sufficient deeral testing purposes.
tail and specific, .so that the instrument may be purchased
Drawin the open market by reference to the drawing.
Suggesing 1422 was prepared with this end in view.
tions from manufacturers of similar apparatus, with reference to a number of details were followed by the comSeveral instruments, which were made in pracmittee.
tical

accord with this drawing, have given very satisfac-

tory service.

CommiUcc: P. M. Gault (I. C), chairman; C. Drake (C. et
N. VV.), vice-chairman; M. A. Baird (Erie), H. Comh.s (L. K.
& W.), C. A. Cotton (A. T. & S. F.), C. E. Earhart (A. & V),
T. Holt (Penna. Lines West), E. E. Ireland (C. I. & L.), G. VV.
Kydd (B. & O.), F. D. Morehart (C. M. & St. P.), T. J.
O'Meara (N. Y. C), D. W. Rosenzweig (So. Pac,), C. O.
Seifert (B. & O.), C. F. Smith (U. P.), W. N. Spangler (P.
R. R.), C. G. Stecher (C. & N. \V.), L. L. Whitcomb (N. Y. C).

Discussion

Chairman Gault presented an outline of the report
and moved that it be presented to the annual meeting for
submission to letter ballot.
I notice the dimensions of this
L. R. Mann (M. P.)
adjustable resistance are given at 13.5 in. over all. One
that we have been using you can stick in your pocket.
:

any difficulty on account of men stumbling over it, or its
being struck by dragging equipment.
I am perfectly willing to agree to this
r. Dunham
that those wrought-iron or steel braces may last only a
comparatively short time, but whether that enters the
problem is not the real objection to the adjustable rail
The main reason that men have felt
brace problem.
that they require an adjustable rail brace comes about
from the fact that a wrought-iron or steel brace is not
sufficiently rigid to maintain the track at the original
I
gage, and for that reason adjustments are sought.
think the committee would do very well to ascertain what
the practice is on our railways before suggesting the use
of an adjustable rail brace.
Reverting to the insulated gage plate, shown in plan
number 1258, I am very sure there is a substantial objection to an obstruction 2}i in. in height being placed
between the rails as indicated. The Northern Pacific
are using an insulated gage plate or lock joint riveted
together. Gage plates so insulated have been in use for
a period of eight or ten years with entire satisfaction.
That sort of construction is not objectionable, and it is
economical.
Mr. Stradling: I believe the lapped jomt to the gage
plate would stand probably 1J4 in. or more above the
base of the rail. It looks to me that we could frame it
so as to turn this insulation upside down and have it out
of the way. With regard to the adjustable rail brace, I
feel you would either have to have an adjustable rail
brace or an adjustable head rod to take care of the
wear, and the adjustable rail brace has the feature of
introducing more parts probably than a solid rail brace.

M
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—Electrical

Testing

idea of having a small one that can be carried in
is good.
Did the comtnittee go into the matter

way

of small resistances?
F. P. Patenall (B.

& O.)
I ask whether these resistances can be purchased in the open market ?
Mr. Gault: It was not made primarily for convenience
in carrying, but as a testing instrument, if it were made
smaller, it would be found impossible to get the neces:

sary tubes on the inside.
I am wondering how the comR. E. Trout (Frisco)
mittee came to suggest making the drop-away 500 on
slot coils of a lOdO-ohms resistance.
I have in mind
with this type of resistance shunt it would be necessary
to cut ofif part of the cells of the operating battery.
Would it be possible to have the instrument so you
could insert enough resistance to avoid doing this?
Mr. Gault: In the lower right-hand corner you will
find a diagram which shows the method of wiring.
Mr. Trout: I had in mind a series resistance with
the circuit in the shunt on the battery. In a great many
cases the batter}' feeds not only the slot coil in which
you are making the test, but the mine relay in the rear.
Referring to the diaE. G. Stradling (C. I. c^ L.)
gram in the corner, it would appear you first have 60
ohms on your theoretical resistance, ^nd then you move
your switch and add 50 more, giving 110, and your next
step would be an additional 100, so you have those steps
:

:

between 150 and 110.
Mr. Gault: Simply by moving the slide back in the
tube you can get successive steps up to 350 ohms.
I do not think we have
T. S. Stevens (Santa Fe)
had quite enough information from the committee as to
I would
the necessity for as large a resistance as this.
in

:

Maich
like

tti

ticat)le

19.

ask
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tlie

committco

resistance,

di'

if

it

it

is

that

is

smallest

llie

]irac-

whether somewhich cmikl be used by

the

best,

thing smaller couUl be desiji^ieil
men other tlian rejjular inspectors?
Mr. tiault: There may be smaller tubes which would
be satisfactory for the i)articular checks, such as a maintainer having only one type of product would re(|uire,
hut the committee did not think it would be of any use
to desiv,'n an instriunent that could not be used by the
general insjx'ctors on any railroad.
.\ccortling to this
R. W. Irwin (Xat. Carbon Co.):
wiring diagr.im, you cannot get any resistance between
210 and 250; in other words, the first two of the resistance tubes on the inner side must not he larger than

593

of this report. There are a
things that I consider the Association (jught
not to stand for. (Jne is (he fact that resistance is not continuous. You cannot get resistance between 110 and 150.
jirotest against the adoi)tion

number of

These units, which arc mi>unted within the tube, are
carefully filled in with insulating material so as to j>rcvent the current from going out as much as possible.
.Asbestos wool is about as good an insulator and as poor
a heat conductor as could be obtained. I-'urthermore, the
cylinder is wound on bakelite, and while it is true bakelite is not a definite term, and there are a number of
different (pialities of bakelite, they are all non-conductors of heat.

Advance wire has been specified, .\dvancc wire is a
trade name.
They might have sjjecificd several other
wires which are also trade names.
They might have
specified constantin.
I have taken a number of i)ieces
of ajijiaratus in which constantin was specified and put
and it was substantially the same.
think the experience of the people who are manufacturing these rheostats should be taken into consider.ition.
During the last week I have bought 15 .slide wire
rheostats, and the insulating wires are wound with
iiichrome.
It might be interesting to say just a word
ibout these rheostats I speak of.
They represent the
result of considerable study both in this country and
abroad, and commercial experience in this country and
.\<lvance.

ill

I

abroad running back over maybe 20 years, and the wire
is wound on a copper tube, covered with a burnt enamel,
whicli gives perfect insulation and good conducting
power.
There may be a few^ other points, but I have not tabulated them, and the criticisms I have made are those
that occur to me as I look at this report.
I think it
would be much wiser for the Association to refer this
matter of a rheostat back to the committee, rather than
to go on record as favoring a design which we know
could he improved.
^Ir. Gault:
In regard to this tube, it may appear to
lie perfectly heat insulated, but your committee took this
identical tube and tested it to its marked capacity for, I
believe, three hours, and it heated very slowly.
In regard to the trade names mentioned. Advance wire
and bakelite, your comnu'ttee went into the specifications for that wire at quite some length, and the wire
that was best suited for the manufacture, in our estimation, was a wire called Advance wire.
I may be wrong,
but

Detciils

the resistance

of the Resistance Unit

on the

coil wire on the outside in order
continuous resistance.
L. R. Mann (M. P.)
I believe it would be possible
to get any resistance or any carrying capacity in a much
smaller space. The long tube, instead of being straight,

to get

:

can be in a circle.
R. B. .\rnold (C. & N. W.)
As to the covering of
the wire to protect it from mechanical injury.
The resistance units are put in tool boxes on motor cars and
might be easily injured.
I believe that a covering of
some sort could be put over that tube and a sliding contact extended out through a slot so that you can move
the slide back and forth and get it in the same working
condition and still have protection to the wire.
C. W. P.urrows (Bureau of Standards)
I had not intended to take any part in this discussion, but I do not
feel that I should sit here without raising my voice in
:

:

don't believe that

is a patent wire.
Bakelite. while
general term as commonly applied to
signals on railroads, is rather definite.
It was necessary to have some kind of a support for the wire that
would not warp and get out of shape in the rain, and
would stand a reasonable amount of rough usage.
In regard to the continuity of the resistance, I don't
believe that you will have any difficulty in m.iking tests
for proper resistance on that tube.
There is a small
gap between 1 10 and 140, and another one between 210
and 240. I don't believe the men that tried the tube
had any difficulty on that account.
The resistance unit presented here is
Mr. Patenall
more for the specific purpose of being handled by an
inspector whose duty it is to do nothing else but make
I have to agree with Mr. Stevens that a
inspections.
smaller instrument might be of service for the use of
repairmen, certainly one not as expensive.
Mr. Gault: I do not agree that this could not be
generally used on railroads. The committee had no specific instructions to design a tube for one particular use.
therefore took it for granted you wanted something
There could be
that could be used for any purpose.

a

I

more or

less

:

We
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made and parts of this tube omitted if you
make a cheaper tube. This is a practical unit
cannot see any reason why we should not at least

modifications

wished

and
give

I
it

to

a

trial.

There has been a lot of criticism as
not being able to get an adjustment between 110 and
committee
would be willing to adopt
Maybe the
150.
a slip, whereby they could slip over on the end and get
that adjustment.
Mr. Hawkins:

to

Report

Committee

of

II

analysis.

Material.

2.

quality,

and

— Paints

must

formulas and requirements
when so specified, otherwise the best recognized practice
shall be conformed to.
to the purchaser's

—

Composition. The paint must consist solely of
gums, drier and pigment, in proper proportions, by

4.

Volatile Matter.

—The

must not

—
—

—

—The shade of the paint must conform
the purchaser's
Dryinc. — Paint must dry so that next coat can
expiration of 48 hours.
be applied
meet the above
Rejection. — Paint
Color.

9.

at

failing to

10.

re-

quirements will be rejected. Where inspection is made
at destination, shipment will be returned to the manufacturer, who must pay freight charges in both directions.

Shop Painting

— (a)

Outside iron connections, switch
not machine finished, also signal mast,
both inside and out, before shipment from works, shall
be thoroughly cleansed and given either a priming brush
or dipping coat of red oxide or graphite paint;
Machine finished surfaces, before shipment or
(b)
before being exposed to the open air, shall be coated
with white lead and tallow or the equivalent, in the form
of a thick coat of paste which will have sufficient body
and firmness to resist weather and prevent rusting, and
will readily wipe off with cotton waste.

Cleaning.

fittings,

Field Painting
12.

so that

(b)
Surfaces to be painted which will be inaccessible
after erection must be given two coats before being as-

sembled.

Paint shall not be applied to outside surfaces in
(c)
freezing weather, nor to wet surfaces.

Priming coats shall be applied as soon as
with the progress of the work.

(d)
sistent

all

— Surfaces

be thoroughly cleaned
loose or easily detachable mill scale, rust.

Cleaning.

shall

is

con-

(e)
Finishing coats shall be applied in sufficient
time for same to be dry when the installation is coml)leted.

—

14.
Iron Work.
Iron work (except inter(a)
locking machine, detector bars, gauge plates, iron foundation piers), not galvanized, shall be painted one priming
coat and two finishing coats. Galvanized iron pipe shall
be painted at threads, pipe rivets and wherever galvanizis

damaged.

(b)

The

following specific

coats shall be

finishing

used

Color
.Signal bridges
.Signal

and brackets

masts

Dwarf

signals
All connections

Machine.

— (a)

Machines

shall

priming and one finishing coat as follows

receive

one

:

Color

specification.

strictly to

and signal

—

15.

tincss shall be apparent.

11.

Mechanical Interlocking

ing
volatile matter

exceed 5 per cent of the weight of the paint.
5.
Oil. The oil must be pure, raw linseed oil.
6.
Drier. The drier must consist of a pure turpentine drier, free from benzine mineral oils and resins, and
must be mixable with linseed oil without curdling.
Pigment. The pigment must be so finely ground
7.
that when thumbnail test is applied, no feeling of grit8.

.\ssociation.

13.
Application.
(a)
Paint shall be well mixed,
uniformly applied, thoroughly worked into all joints or
open spaces, and each coat must be thoroughly dry before the application of the succeeding coat.

When request
unadulterated.
is made by purchaser, samples
of mixed paint or its ingredients proposed for use shall
1)0
furnished for laboratory

weight.

:

grease and dirt or other foreign substances are removed
before paint is applied.

must be of highest

3.

The committee is willing to accept
suggestion.
With this last acceptance I put the
motion as to drawing 1422.
(The motion was defeated.)
The President: I will ask the committee to take the
suggestion and criticisms that have been made on this
subject and bring in a report at the next meeting.
The committee was excused with the thanks of the
The President

that

unit specifications for painting

—

oil,

Ua

HE COMMITTEE PRESENTED a report to the March meeting on
machines, block
interlocking
signals and apparatus and materials used in connection therewith, with request that same
be given consideration.
1.
Gener.\l. All material

conform

Vol. 64, No.

Machine from top of lever shoe

to

founda-

tion supports, except finished part

Lever above shoes, except finished parts of
latch handles
IjIocIc and interlocking mechanical signal
Pdock and interlocking power signal
Distant mechanical signal
Distant power signal

Dwarf

signal

.Switch

M.

p.

frogs

Switch and lock
Facing point lock
Mechanical and electrical bolt lock

Check lock
Crossing gate

Hand
(b)

release
.Sufficient

varnish to be mixed with last coat to

produce a good gloss
16.

Woodwork.

finish.

— (a)

relay, bell, cable, battery

Woodwork, such
boxes and

as junction,

closets, also

trunking

March
;iiul

19.
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capping, shall lie kivcu cmc priming coat and
coats as follows:

Mr. Wicfjand: 1 would like to suggest a change in
luimhcr 12, cleaning, "Surfaces must be thoroughly
cleaned and all loose or casil\ detachable mill scale, rust.
grease and dirt, oil or other foreign substances removed
before paint is applied."

fiii-

ishiuL'

Number
Color

595

of Coats

Mr. Whitcomb
I will accept that.
If what has been stated
A. Peabody C. & \'. W. )
true relative to pigment, it seems to me that is a qucs:

'

1

is

(b)
17.

:

Number

tion that should be thoroughly considered before we
adopt it. because here is a place where we certainly can
We do not need any such
>ave money, if any place.
pigment as that for the jjrotection of signal poles and

of Coats

relay poles.

Inside of inmkinji shall not be painted.
Interlocking stations and other build

Buii.i)iN<.

ings shall be i>ainted as follows:

Color

(

.

The idea was this, to have a pigment
could be readily ajjplied. .Ml these other tests
most anybody can apply.
If that has not been looked into, I
Mr. Peabody
think it should be, because it means a considerable cost.
Mr. Whitcomb: This was taken up pretty thoroughly
^y the committee with the Structural engineers, and I
don't think there was anv one of tl.cm that objected to it.
tt^
r> »
n /•r. p /^ \
rr^i, ,^.;. „
the explanation
From .i.„
F- P- Patenall (B & O.)
given by Mr. Howard, I would think the committee is
exactly right. If there is anv place vou can waste moncv
on a railroad, it is in buving bad paint. I believe the
committee ought to adhere pretty closely to what it has
Mr. Whitcomb

:

test that

:

(A. C. L). chairman; !•. E.
Whitcomb (B. & A.), vice-cliairman Samuel MiskcUy (C. R.
G. \V. Chappell (X. V. X. H. & H.),
I. & P.), vice-chairman;

Comm.ttcr:

(

I

Kv11..»..n

:

»-''>-^'^^,
1" «^'
?•
" ^-^^
^n^S.''^'''u•'' p"'(f
(D. L. & \vlW.),
B. Morrison ^'n^\V. McC e and (P. & R.>,
Chas. Stephens (C. & O.), I. I. Vernon (N. Y. X. H. & H.),
G. N. MacDousald (X'irginian Ry.). E. K. Post (P. R. R.).
R. W. Tavlor (B. & O), E. T. Relph (N. P.), Larsen Brown

/p^

n
G.

W

i^J\K^I\\^\'"r}^''r°r^
H.

F.-LL

(I

c'r.^R.

*R

.

i^-

w

:

S^^'v^- '^V^'"'i°'/9;f'

E y^bs'Jc &

W^'i-.)

"^

^'-

stated in

.

Discussion
\ice-Cliairman F. E. Whitcomb outlined the assignments of the committee and presented the report on subject 6 for submission to letter ballot.
I suggest the elimination
F. R. Wiegand ( N. Y. C.)
of the words "'proposed for use'" in the third line.
Mr. Whitcomb: The committee will accept that change,
In paragraph 7 that
L. F. Howard (U. S. & S. Co.)
test for pigment I understand will procure a pigment
which is practically of the same degree of fineness which
is used in painting carriages and automobiles.
I want to
call attention to that so as to be sure there is no misunderstanding as to quality.
:

Report of Committee XI
REVISING DIRECTION'S for

y

be presented to the annual convention for approval

will

and submission
manual.

to

letter

ballot

insertion

for

in

the

Batteries and Switchboards
in-

storage batteries
the committee presented for
preliminary
discussion
and
criticism directions for installastationary
tion of lead type
storage
battery,
if
adopted will replace obsolete
material now in the Manual.
Now that this type of battery
is being used to a considerable
extent in place of the gravity
battery, the expensive installation of a battery well or chute
does not appear to be warranted.
It is felt by the committee that better inspection
stallation

specifications.

want to paint any of tliis trunking or not.
Mr. Drake: I understood this trunking and capping
should be given one priming coat and finishing coat.
The President: The committee will accept the suggestion and arrange it so that that paragraph will be
There being no objection, these specifications
optional.

:

\

its

J tl,inl^ jt should be left
Pj.^^^ (q ^ -^ y^Y
optional in section 16. as to whether cedar trunking and
capping sliould be painted,
Mr. Whitcomb: There is no objection whether you

^

of

place a round jar for the new 1000 A. H. cells.
desired to have a discussion and expression of opinion on the following questions:
In addition to the round jars, should the standard
1.

in

drawing provide additional 500 A. H. and 1000 A. H.
jars of a different shape?

which

and maintenance can be secured by the use of a box
and that in most cases a material reduction of original
cost will also be effected.
In revising specifications for soda primary battery and
arranging with Committee VI for preparation of plan for
1000 .\. H. primary battery jars, the committee is considering the revision of drawing 1043, R. S. A. Signal
Cell, so as to eliminate the porcelain jar and to provide

its

The committee

2.
i.

e.,

If so, should such jars be rectangular or square,
two
it design a new square jar of these

should

sizes which will admit the use of both the round and
plate type elements or should it follow the present design of rectangular jars which are in use on a number of
roads and which use the same rectangular cover for both
sizes of jar?
3.

Should a solution

line similar to the electrolyte line

in the storage battery jar be

provided with primary bat-

tery jars?

.

.

....

close to the top of the jar is it advisable to
bring the solution, bearing in mind the serious results
which may be caused by spilling the solution in handling
4.

How

the jars in and out of battery chutes or wells'

Directions for Installation of Lead
Type Stationary Storage Battery
1.

Housing.— (a)

room or box,

Battery should be isolated in a
oflt during charge

as the acid fumes given
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This space should be well
are of a corrosive nature.
ventilated and lighted, and as dry as practicable.
contain no exposed
of
housing
should
Inside
(b)
metal work other than lead. If this is not practicable,
such metal parts should be protected by at least two
coats of acid-proof paint.
Floor of battery room should be sloped, to pro(c)

maile, positive to negative,

vide proper drainage.
Floor shall be preferably of vitrified brick, joined
(d)

mum

with pitch.
on
2.
Supports. Batteries should be supported
wooden racks or shelves of sufficient strength to prevent
battery
floor
of
sand
on
placed
on
layer
of
sagging or
box. They should be arranged so as to permit access for

—

and that no short

circuits

exist.

At half-hour intervals during the course of the
(c)
charge, read the battery voltage and also the specific
The voltage and
gravity of one or two selected cells.
specific gravity should rise as the charge progresses, and
near the end of charge, each should have reached maxiContinue to charge for three hours after
value.
At the end of
the maximum values have been reached.
the charge, all the cells should be gassing freely and the
gravity
the
electrolyte
in
every
cell should be
of
specific
stationary.

inspection and cleaning and for the removing of any cell

If, at the end of charge, the electrolyte is not at
(d)
1.210 specific gravity at 70 degrees Fahr., it should be
adjusted to this value, at the proper height above the

or clement.

plates.

—

(a) Fill the sand trays level with top
Erection.
with clean, dry sand, space trays uniformly on support
so as not to touch the adjacent trays.
Clean the jars and press them into sand until
(b)
they have solid bearing and are in proper alignment.
Scrape the contact surfaces of connecting straps
(c)
of elements to insure good electrical connection.
Place a positive and a negative group inside each
(d)
jar in such a manner that the positive and negative plates
Arwill alternate with the two end plates negative.
range the groups so that the positive group of one cell
will connect with a negative group of the adjacent cell.
Straighten the plate lugs to prevent them from touching
3.

each other.
Bolt the connecting straps together with the bolt
(e)
connectors, making each connection tight. Connect rows
of cells with lead tape or rubber-covered copper wire.
Cover all bolt connectors and exposed copper with vase-

(e)
To raise the specific gravity, electrolyte of a
higher density, or, if this is not available, electrolyte of
1.210 specific gravity should be added before next charge.
To lower specific gravity, water should be added. If
necessary, remove a part of the solution from battery before adding electrolyte or water.
(f)
Water used in batteries should either be distilled
or from a source which has been tested and approved for
storage battery use.
(g) As the cells give off hydrogen during charge, an
open flame should not be permitted near battery.
Committee: R. B. Elsworth (N. Y. C), chairman; A. B.
Himes (B. & O.), vice-chairman; J. G. Bartell (L. V.), G. E.
Beck (N. Y. G.). W. E. Boland (So. Pac), E. G. Hawkins
(N. Y. C.), W. H. Hi!?gins (C. R. R. of N. J.), J. E. Jacobs
(C. R. R. of N. J.), T. L. Johnson (D. L. & W.), S. T. Knowlton (P. R. R.), A. H. McKeen (O. W. R. & N.), L. F. Viellard
(L. I.), C. O.
R.).

Warner (N. Y. N. H. & H.), A. H. Yocum

(P.

&

Discussion

line.

circuit wires to the battery

(Vice-Chairman Himes called attention by number

terminals with the positive wire of the charging circuit
connected to the positive or dark brown element ter-

to the outline covering the directions for the installation

(f)

Connect the charging

minal.

(g)

Before proceeding inspect

fully to insure that they are tight

all

connections care-

and properly made,

]3ositive to negative be sure that the charging current at
proper voltage and under control is available and that
the initial charge can be started immediately and can be
continued to its completion.
(h)
Unpack the wooden separator parts, which include wooden sheets and dowels. Insert the sheets into
the dowels, with the grain of the sheets crosswise to the
Place the separators between adgrain of the dowels.
jacent j)ositive and negative plates with the dowels vertical.
Place the glass hold-down in position on each cell.
Immediately after separators are placed in posi(i)
tion the cells should be filled with electrolyte to a height
of three-quarters (^) of an inch above the tops of the
The electrolyte should
plates or to the electrolyte line.
be of 1.210 specific gravity at 70 degrees Fahr., in accordance with R. S. A. specification.
The initial charge must be started immediately
(j)
after the electrolyte has been added to the cells.
The initial charge should
(a)
4.
Initial Charge.
take from 40 to 60 hours at the normal charging rate,
and should not be interrupted until the charge is complete, unless the temperature of the electrolj'te exceeds
110 degrees Fahr. In this event, stop charging until the
;

—

battery cools.
Adjust the charging current to the normal eight(b)
hour charging rate and maintain this value throughout

Readings should be taken on every cell with
low reading voltmeter immediately after starting the

the charge.
a

charge, to insure that

all

the connections are properly

of lead type stationary storage battery, asking for criticisms as each item was brought up for discussion. He
brought out that the battery manufacturers had complained of the word "pitch" being used for joints, in
vitrified brick floors, claiming that it hardens and will
crack out. He stated that the committee has agreed to
accept the criticism.)
T. S. Stevens (Santa Fe)
not R. S. A. petro:

leum asphaltum ?

Why

That won't harden and

it is

being used

a great deal now.

Mr. Himes: The committee will accept Mr. Stevens'
suggestion and look into the petroleum asphaltum.
Mr. Wiegand
I would like to refer to paragraph G
of 3, erection. It says, "before proceeding," and I was
wondering if that was before proceeding with the erec:

tion or proceeding with the charge.

Mr. Patenall
Proceeding needs correction.
Mr. Himes: The committee will change the wording
of paragraph 3-G, as suggested.
Mr. Wiegand
In 3-H wc speak of wooden separator
parts; in 3-1 we speak of separators.
I was wondering
if the same term could not be used in both paragraphs?
Mr. Himes
It hardly seems necessary after referring
in paragraph 3-H to wooden separator parts which, of
course, we know consist of the veneer and the pins, and
so forth, supporting it, to repeat again the word "parts"
in the following paragraph.
Mr. Wiegand
I think that word "parts" could be
eliminated from PI and have the paragraph read, "wooden
separators."
The President: The committee will accept that sug:

:

:

:

gestion.

H. M. Beck (Elec.

Stor. Bat. Co.)

:

Under number

March

19.
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one the statement is made that "battery sliould be isolated
This is correct witli tlic open type
in a room or box."
batteries, but tliere is a type of cells that is beiiijj put on
the market which is intended to be used without a separate battery room, and on that account it would be a
little more accurate if these directions were so changed
as to refer to batteries of the unsealed or open type.
ll]it)n the ipiestion of the use of pitch, which has been
broufjht out, we have had some very sad experiences in
our battery room with the use of compounds which are
too brittle, where it is put in with the tile, especially if
the temiKTature gets at all below normal, it not only
chips, but
to

it

separates from the

tile

and allows the acid

go through to the foundation, to the concrete, and

attacks the concrete and causes a great deal of trouble.
This is something which is very ditTicult to remedy after
(^n that account we try to pay
it has once occurred,
particular attention to getting the right kind of comit

pound

at the start.

Number

3, under erection, Section A, specifies that
sand trays should he filled with dry sand. I have found
going
around
not infrequently, ordinar\- building sand
in
used for that pur[X)se, and it is attacked by acids. I think
that we usually specify what is known as bar sand or
silica sand, which is not attacked by acid.
Section G. under 3
It is stated that the charge
should start immediately after electrolyte is put in there.
This is a wise ]>recaution, but it is not necessary. There
is no special harm results if a considerable period is
allowed to elapse, and it is more convenient to handle it
:

in this

manner.

Number

4, initial charge A, states that this should not
be interrupted until the charge is complete, unless the
temperature of the electrolyte exceeds 110 deg. F. In
this event, stop charging until the batten,^ cools.
I have
often had cases where they have taken special pains to
have men on the job and carrj' this on when it would
take over 100 hr.
In such cases it saves a good deal of
time and trouble to interrupt a charge at night, and there
is no injury results to the cells from doing so, if the
charge is finally carried to the complete maximum.
That same section says that that charge will take from
40 to fj)0 hr. That is about right in round numbers, but
it is much safer practice to go by the maximuin load
than by any fixed time, and therefore I would like to
specify that the charge shall be continued to the maximum average of gravity, and for 10 hr. after the
maximum has been reached.
With reference to Section D, it says that at the end
of the charge the specific gravity shall be adjusted to
1.210.
This again means a good deal of unnecessary
labor, because it was quite an operation to adjust the
specific gravity of a number of cells, 50 or more, to exactly the same point, and we find it is perfectly satisfactory- to allow some leeway, and the practice of our
construction department is to consider anything from
1.203 to 1.215 as perfectly satisfactory-.
T. S. Stevens
I want to endorse what Mr. Beck has
said as representing very clearly the Santa Fe practice,
particularly about 4 (f).
work to the maximum
without any specific time of charging at all, and in order
to insure that we get that, after certain liinited time,
perhaps JX hr. during the charge, instead of using 4 (c)
we take the specific gravity of each cell until the chaise
is complete, and we know then that each cell has had its
proper charge.
:

We

I

should think

it

inadvisable to begin to adjust the

end of the charge. You do not know
what subsequent charges are going to do to your electrolyte.
It mav be after a 10-hr. maximum vou have
electrolyte at the
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not done the job, until you discharge the batteries, and
possibly discharge it twice, and you find that the specific
gravity goes u]), and you find you adjust the gravit\', only

have

again. Mr. Reck is right in the fact
to work to 1.210 specific gravitv.
H. n. Arnold (C. & N. W.)
With reference to paragraph (h) on page 23, I believe it would be well to have
some construction of that paragraph to take care of
wooden separators after they have Ijeen unpacked and
before they are inserted into the battery with electrolyte
in and left in that condition over night, as sometimes
occurs.
I have founrl wooden separators on top of the
box after they have been left over night, in some cases
arc dried out so that they are not good for further use.
Under paragraph (c) on page 24, I think that the Ijcst
practice is to add water before the charge is begun in
order to have the water thoroughly circulated with the
acid, but I do not figure it good practice, if you wish to
raise the specific gravity of the electrolyte to add electrolyte.
think that is an instruction of the battery
I
companies, which is not good practice, that after yon
put in your density of acid, which you wish to specify,
and then you find that the electrolyte has gone down in
densit\-, that you can remedy it by adding density to
increase the specific gravity.
Mr. Himes
The committee will consider the point
brought out by Mr. Reck, and present a report covering
to

that

to

reduce

it

we have no need

:

:

these items at the next meeting.
(A motion that the specifications as here revised be
submitted to the annual meeting for approval and submission to letter ballot for insertion in the manual was
carried.)

Mr. Himes
tion for
tee

yj

Subject 6 is entitled, "Revise specificasoda primary battery and arrange with Commitpreparation
of plan for 1000-a. h. primary
for
:

battery jars."
I would think to provide a rectangular
Mr. Patenall
jar for the 500-a. h. battery might result in making the
application of setting up of the battery a little more compact than our present receptacle. On the other hand. I
want to have the committee tell me why it should be
necessary to have two types of jars when I can get nearly
Of course, the
all the service I want out of one type.
same argument would apply with the 1000-a. h. cell. I
understand some railways insist that for the 1000-a. h.
battery they get either a square or a rectangular top jar.
T think the committee should be rather careful in mak:

ing recommendations

Mr. Himes:
mendation that

in

that direction.

The committee has not made any recomwe adopt any other size or shape of jar.

but for some time past several railroads throughout the
country have been using the 500-a. h. rectangular jar
cell, and. as stated by Mr. Patenall. two or three companies have demanded square or rectangular jars for
Does the Association desire us to
the 1000-amp. cell.
draw specifications for a square or rectangular jar. and
will they use all elements and specify they shall be in
square or rectangular jars and thus cut down the number of standards?
Mr. Trout: It seems to me it would be inadvisable to
Possibly it would
design a square or rectangular jar.
not take care of the different types of design.
Mr. Erwin: Referring to what Mr. Patenall said. I
believe the manufacturers would be delighted if we had
want to
only one type of jar and one type of cell.
get what tile railroads wish, but it would be much easier
for us if we had to give only one thing.

We

(The motion made by Mr. Himes, that the rounded
is desirable as a standard, was put to vote and

jar only
carried.)
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Report

of

Committee

HE COMMITTEE SUBMITTED
on

ports
jects

the

following

re-

sub-

:

Report on the problem of
roads
single-track
with reference to the effect of
signaling and proper location
of passing sidings on the capacity of the line.
Report on the feasibility of
separating into distinct types
signaling

of their own, the signals for
and the markers or signs which indicate the

train operation,

jcation or position, or both,
and
signs
information
of
switch signs for conveying information to trainmen and design suitable day and
night (if necessary) markers or signs for switches, derailing switches, stop signs, slow signs, resume speed
signs,

water station and trackpan markers, highway cross-

ing signs,

etc.

Follow developments of automatic train control deand report regarding such as comply with the .V.
R. A. requirements.

X

of Signaling Single-Track

Roads

Further work on this subject was done in applying
and testing formulas and methods on pieces of roads and
the committee presented an analysis of the effect of
passing track location on eighty-eight miles of line.
The analysis of this line is simple, due to the fact that
there are no large yards or junction points and that it
is used exclusively for freight service.
The traffic consists almost entirely of solid tonnage trains between yards
at South Pekin and Benld.
The running time of these
trains as used on sheets 1, 2 and 3 was obtained by computation from the tractive efforts of the locomotives in
use, with their full theoretical tonnage for ruling grades.
By the use of this method uniform results are obtained
which are not possible when taking actual figures obtained by riding trains, unless the average of a large
numljcr are obtained, and the speed and time of a train
at any point can be found, which is of considerable advantage in locating new passing tracks. These figures
are checked by train dispatchers, and by actual figures
obtained by riding several trains.
Sheet 1 is an analysis using all the present passing
tracks with their present capacity. In this and succeeding analyses the stop for water north of Womac made
by all southward trains is not necessary for locomotive
requirements, but is made according to rule to relieve
the water station at Benld.
It must be remembered that the minimum time between trains is determined by finding the maximum sum
of schedules between passing sidings as shown in column

K, sheets

1, 2,

3

and

5.

In using all the present passing tracks there are cases
where they are so close together that the delayed time
is large.
Certain of these tracks can be left out and still
maintain the same minimum time between trains (it may
be advantageous to do this even though the minimum is
increased slightly), with a decrease in the delaved time
to southward trains waiting for meeting.
On sheet 2 is
shown an analysis using only the passing sidings which
can be used to best advantage in eliminating delayed

Signaling Practice

proposed rearrangement. In this rearrangement the following existing tracks are to be extended to 100-cars
capacity, the direction of the extension being that to
give the best balance of time, due consideration being
given to grade, curve, highway crossings, bridges and
other conditions affecting passing track location. Green
Valley, Allen, Luther, Hubly, Sweetwater, Barr, Siding
No. 2, Archer, Lick, Lemmon, Girai'd and Womac.
Three new passing sidings of 100-cars capacity are proposed at Brando, Mile Post 734 and Mile Post 94%. In
addition, Benld Yard lead should be extended north into
Gillespie interlocking plant, Luther passing track south
into Luther interlocking plant, Lick water station moved
south to the coal chute with a penstock installed between
main and passing track, and a penstock similarly installed at the water station at Lemmon.
This will require a total of 7.92 miles of track, but will release 2.33
miles of track at Compro, \'irden and .Siding No. 3, now
used for passing sidings.

Sheet 5 shows a comparison of the sum of the schedbetween adjacent passing sidings and the delayed
time to southward trains waiting for meeting, as obules

tained

vices

The Problem
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from columns

Sheet 3 shows the schedule as worked out under the

and

L

of sheets

1,

2 and

3.

track under the different arrangements shown on sheets
1, 2 and 3, giving in an easy comparble form the essential features and results which may be expected from the
proposed rearrangement. All figures are based on the
assumption that when operating at full capacity each
train will

meet an opposing train

The committee recommended

at

each passing siding.

on the
capacity of single track be accepted, and printed in the
Proceedings as information.
that the matter

Separating into Types Signals for Train Operation
In

the

investigation

of

this

subject,

the

committee

developed the following:

Some of the so-called signs govern
much as the movable semaphore

train operation just

of an interlocking
or block signal system and these signs are recognized
in the Standard Code of the American Railway Association as signals.
See note to the definition of fixed
signals, page 235, Rule Book of the American Railway
Association, January, 1916, reading as follows:
as

"The definition of a 'Fixed Signal' covers such signals
as slow boards, stop boards, yard limits, switch, train
order, block, interlocking, semaphore, disc, ball or other
means for displaying indications that govern the movement of a

Under

train."

definition stop boards, slow boards, etc.,
are in fact signals.
Work was confined to designing
the signs that fall under the above definition and those
that are closely related to them, namely, those that convey instructions to an engineman, although they may not
"govern the movement of a train."
As a guide to the work, inquiries were sent out to all
railroads represented in the A. R. E. A. Standard plans
were received from 43 roads and these were tabulated
as to type, painting, etc.
Designs were submitted for the following signs:
this

1.

2.
3.

4.
5.

6.
7.

8.

time.

K

Sheet 6 shows a comparison of the capacity of main

0.

10.
11.

Stop.

Speed

limit or slow.

Resume speed.
Yard limit.
Station one mile.
Yard one mile.
Junction one mile.
Crossing one mile.
Draw one mile.

Highway crossing
Flanger sign.

whistle post.

March

19.
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The committee was not ready

to report on the switch
and trackpan sign and there may be
others, although most if not all of the other signs come
under the general heading of information signs.

target, derail sign

It was recommended that all of the information signs,
such as trespass signs, section limits, right-of-way limits.
city limits, end of double track, etc., be of such shape as
not to conflict with the designs submitted.
Where a preliminary sign not covered by the designs
submitted is needed in the rear of an information sign, it
was recommended that it be made in the same form and

general character as signs numbered 5 to

In the designs the committee confined themselves to
outlines and did not undertake to specify materials from
which the signs may be constructed.
No recommendations were made as to standard locaThis appears to be an important
tion of these signs.
in which uniformity is essential.
On
committee asked for further instructions.
The committee recommended that the above matter

matter and one
this point the

submitted to letter

lie

ballot.

Developments of Automatic Train Control Devices

On

this

subject,

the

committee had not learned of

9.

and resume-speed signs (which
committee followed the semaphore
type and generally accepted aspects. For signs 4 to 9,
inclusive, it was not practicable to follow the semaphore

For

Vol. 64, No. 11a

stop, speed-limit,

affect all trains), the

STOP n

m

type and, in these cases, it was considered that the object to be accomplished was the greatest visibility and
For signs 10 and 11, the
distinguishability as to form.
signs in present use vary widely but the variations do
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anything new of which they might make a report. As
an aid to those taking up the subject, it is desirable the
following data in regard to classification of devices and
reports of official tests made by the Block Signal and
Train Control Board and by the Bureau of Safety, Interstate Commerce Commission of train control devices,
be given as information.
The train control devices that have been tested and
those that have been developed to the extent that models
have been made or patents issued may be divided into
the following classes or type
:

a
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Z, A-=W«r. l.cV,

O.-o-d,

1.

Mechanical

2.
pa\j-i

3.

Electric contact rail.
Insulated track rail.

4.

Magnetic inductive.

5.

Inductive.

6.

Hertzian wave or wireless.
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Tested on the C. B. & Q., near Aurora, Illinois, between December, 1908, and May, 1909. Report of test
published in second annual report of Block Signal and
Train Control Board.

Harrington Train Control and Alarm.

T-«po».J

Co-Co

Data for Analysis of Track Capacity
not ap])ear to be material. Designs were submitted conforming to signs that are in quite general use.
It was thought that the limitations of restricted clearances were so varied that it was hardly practicable to
design a sign to meet all conditions and it was therefore
suggested that the designs submitted could be modified
Sketches were
to meet the requirements of each case.
drawn up to indicate how the designs submitted could be
without enspacing
thirteen
feet
fit
track
of
modified to
croaching on the clearance limits recommended by the

A. R. E. A.

—

This included an automatic signal system, with signals operated by power
stored by a passing train, and a mechanically operated

No-.., ,Mo-0:~<-U',.rlotW,,,3
a

Devices Tested

45cir V.2?,

lYo.dl.^o.'.

trip.

—An

over-

head mechanical trip, and audible cab signal.
Tested on Erie, near Englewood, N. J., between JanuReport of test published in
ary, 1910, and May, 1910.
third annual report of Block Signal and Train Control
Hoard.

—

LaCroix Train Control System. An automatic stop
and cab signal system of the intermittent contact rail
type.

Tested on Staten Island Rapid Transit, between March
and May, 1911. Report of test published in fourth annual report of Block Signal and Train Control Board.
Warthen Cab Signal and Train Control System.
A cab signal and automatic train stop of the intermittent overhead contact type.

—

March

19.
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.,

,.

.

(

!•:.

tomatic

trolled electrically.

..ioiiri.iL'

I

M^U

(I

T S)

,

in

J.

T.

&

P.),

J-

J;-

.\.

Pcabody. Chairman, read the preliminary printed
:

Report not published.

system using a short section of
an insulated portion of the train.
near Pittsburgh, m June,
Tested on the T. Ft. W. &
1912. Also trom Apri to J"l>;..1914^
lulv and December.
report of the Chief of
Report published as part of the

m-itic train control

C

We

Commerce Commission for
Division of Safety, Interstate
1482. ()3rd Congress, 3rd Ses1914. as House Document

^Tmerican Train Control Co.— An

R.

portion of the report, and said
of
Wtih regard to paragraph 2, report on the problem
the efTect
signaling single-track roads with reference to
of passing siding.s on the
of signaling and proper location
this opportunity of
capacity of the line. I want to take
of location of sidings
calling vour attention to the analysis
did some work on our road,
on single-track lines.
tried this on
and in the case of the first piece of track we
superintendent we would increase the

N. Y.,

New

.in.l

(t.

p.). A. H. Rudd (P. R.
(A. T. & S. I'.).

SUvns

Discussion

March
System.— An autoGray-T iiURBER Train Control
msu-

lated track

&

^

c
stop of

System.— An automatic tram

ToNF^ ^u;.NAi.
electrically controlled
,he mechanical trip type,
York Central, near La Salle,
1^13.

Lowrv

m'c).

lished

Tested on the

H. K.

F. P.^Patenall (B.
R.), W. B. Scott (S. P. Ry.). T. S.
(G. T.).
Wheelwright
B.

near SaK.naw, M.cl ..
Tested on the Pere Marquette,
Repmt o tests pub1911.
between March and May.
of Ulock S.gnal and 1 ram
in fifth annual report
Control I'oard.

W

W

J.
). cha'rman;
(.on.u.ituc: J. A. IVabody (C & N.
S. Baliet
Eck (So... Ry.), vicc-ch.-iir...:.n; C. C. Anthony. »•
(N.
Denncy
K.
(N Y C). C. A. ClirislolTcrson (N. V.). L
H. Rll.ott (N Y_CO^.
Y C & St. L). C. A. Dunham (G. N). W.
K. C Term Co.) J. G. M.
Ellis (I. C. C), J. V. Hanna
G.

.n
iK'ar Rochester. X. \
Testcl on the H. K. .^ V-.
inihhshed.
not
Report
l<)n.
\nril
Co.-An auRaI.uay AtroM.vnc- Sa.etv Api-.-IANCE
mechanical trip type, consto,. device, of the

I

miaranteed our

That was without the signals at
capacity 65 per cent.
piece ot
The traffic conditions have changed on that
all
use the capacity fully,
track so that we have not had to
Trains are
results.
but we rcallv obtained wonderful
never did before, but.
<ro\n'r over the line in a wav they

automatic train

electrical contact type.
control system of the intermittent
& Pennsylvania, near Balti-

Tested on the Maryland

'\\.
HIGHWAY CROSSING WHISTLE POST.

m
T l STATION:.,
3-B

iHi

w

I

/>>

QD

^^^M]

H

m.

or

Proposed Standard Signs

Report of
more, in Xovember and December, 1914.
63rd Congress,
tests published as House Document 1541,
3rd Session.
train

Company.— An

automatic
contact
control system of the intermittent elecnc

GoLLOs Railway Signal
type.

from
Tested on the C. B. & Q., near Aurora, 111.,
August to October, 1915. and from February to April,
1916.
Report of tests published as House Document
1192. 64th Congress, 1st Session.

Wooding Train Control System.—An automatic

train control

system of the intermittent electric contact

type.

Tested on the D. L. & W., betsveen Hoboken, N. J.,
and Newark, in May and Tune, 1915, and from January
to April, 1917.
Report of tests published as House
Document 251, 65th Congress. 1st Session.
The committee recommended that the above matter
on automatic train control be accepted, and presented to
the association as information.

well as relocated passof course, we have the signals, as
which all go toing tracks and longer passing tracks,

ward accomplishing this effect.
\t this time, when it is going

to be so necessary for all
lines with the least
of us to increase the capacity of our
is especially
amount of labor and material, I believe it
I know
this subject.
necessary that we should go into
called on to pass on
one other signal engineer who was
line, and what could be
the question of the capacity of a
cut-oflf line, ^yhlch
done with it. as against building a
case he conymced
was supposed to be necessary, in which
not necessary, and with
the officials that the cut-off was
they have more than
the passing tracks properly located,
years to come.
many
for
capacity
necessary
the
in connection
hope to go on with this work also
single track, and I am conwith double track as well as
of work along that line
vinced there is a large am.nint
department ot
I do not know of any
that can be done.
go at it than the signal
the railroad better qualified to
department.

We
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I

move

that this part of our report be accepted as in-

formation.

:

:

They can be designed
:

is

That

is information to the engineer.
President
It has been moved and seconded that
the signs or markers shown be accepted for presentation
to the annual meeting for approval and submission to
letter ballot for insertion' in the manual.

tion.

The

:

carried.)

now open

for

report of the committee was accepted, and the
committee was excused with the thanks of the Association.

Report of Committee
FOLLOWING OUTLINE

of

XVI— Harmonizing

work has been assigned

committee

Harmonize and make complete in accord
with accepted standards the wording and requirements
of specifications and subject matter desirable or as assigned by the Editing committee.
2.
Any matter affecting a committee must be approved by the chairman of said committee before pres1.

-

entation to the Association.
The committee desires to
report progress, and calls the attention of the Association
members to the following
At a joint meeting of the Editing committee. Harmonizing committee and Committee VHI, on November 9,
1917, the sections and paragraphs at variance in the re-

Report

:

The

discussion.

THE

:

(Motion

of various materials.

Mr. Peabodv then read paragraph 10.
This general subject
The President

this

Mr. Gault
I think there should be some distinction
the shape between signs requiring a stop and those
merely for information.
A train does not have to stop
J. C. Mock (M. C.)
because the sign is put up and says one mile to the juncin

(Motion put and carried.)
Mr. Peabody then read paragraph 6 and said
We have presented a series of designs which we offer,
and recommend that they be submitted to the annual convention for presentation to letter ballot. I so move.
Caleb Drake (C. & N. W.)
Should not these designs
show the thickness of the material ?
Mr. Peabody
I do not think that is at all necessary.

THE

Vol. 64, No. 11a

of

Committee VIII

COMMITTEE SUBMITTED A NEW SET of

—A.

Specifica-

tions to cover a. c. motor semaphore signals. These
specifications are divided into 21 different headings

which cover the various phases of motor semaphore
signals as follows
(1) Requisite sheet (information for same), (2) alternative proposal, (3) mechanism housing, (4) joints in
masts, (5) semaphore spectacle, (6) roundels, (7) operating, connection, mechanical, at base of mast; (8)
bearings, (9) semaphore shaft, (10) mechanism, (11)
circuit controller, (12) wiring, (13) motor, (14) hold

clear device, (15) dielectric tests, (16) insulation, (17)
inspection, (18) packing, (19) marking, (20) tests, (21)
requisite sheet.

Committee: C. H. Morrison (N. Y. N. H. & 11.), chairman; H. K. Lovvry (C. R. I. & P.), vice-cliairiiian; F. J.
Ackerman (K. C. Term.), B. T. Anderson fD. L. & W.), J. A.
Beoddy (N. & W.), J. D. Elder (M. C). W. F. Follctt
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), E. C. Grant (U. P.), R. C. Johnson
(B. R. T.), 1. B. Lamb (Southern), H. G. Morean (I. C),
W. W. Morrison (N. Y. C), G. H. Packwood (St. L. M. Ry.),
L. V. Parle (S. P.), E. B. Smith (N. Y. C). F. C. Stuart
(E. J. & E.), G. K. Thomas (A. T. & S. F.), L. F. Vieillard
(L. I.), F. E. Wass (N. Y. C), Edgar Winans (A. T. & S. F.),
G. H. Wion (Vic. Gov'm't Rv.), Lcrov Wyant (C. R. I. & P.),
B. F. Oler (P. R. R.).

Discussion
C. H. Morrison, Chairman: Since submitting this report the committee has held three meetings, and in reviewing the specification, as submitted, has deemed it advisable to introduce several changes and begs leave to
postpone action on this sjiecification until the next meeting, when it will be re-submitted.
The President: Unless there is some objection, the
request of the committee will be acceded to.

of Specifications

ports of both the Harmonizing committee and Committee
VIII, as submitted at the convention in Atlantic City,
were harmonized satisfactorily to the members of these

committees.
Committee:

F. B. M'iegand (N. Y. C). chairman; H. S.
(N. Y. C), G. H. Drvden (B. & O.), W. H. Elliott
(N. Y. C), R. B. Elsworth (N. Y. C), P. M. Gault (I C.),
E. G. Hawkins (N. Y. C), R. C. Johnson (B. R. T.), C. J.
Kellowav (A. C. L.), L. R. Mann (Mo. Pac), C. H. Morrison
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), F. P. Patenall (B. & O.), T. A. Peabody
(C. & N. W.), E. G. Stradling (C. I. & L.).
Balliet

Discussion
This report was received as information and the committee excused with the thanks of the Association.

C.

Automatic Block Signaling

Mr. Morrison The specifications we have submitted,
with a few exceptions, were prepared bv a committee of
:

eight last year.
Unfortunately the sub-committee turned
over to the committee of eight the completed specification too late to submit at the annual meeting. It includes

not only the mechanism, but the entire signal.
On account of the signal mechanism being so closely associated
with the design of the signal mast, it was necessary to
include in the specification for the mechanism the mast.
For instance, there is the question of housing of the
mechanism in case it is placed at the face of the pole the
method of operation between the mechanism and shaft
and spectacle in case the mechanism is placed at the top
of the pole.
gave the instructions given to us by the
Committee on Committees very careful consideration, and
owing to the fact that the specification was almost complete, we deemed it advisable, on account of the close
association of other parts of the signal to the mechanism,
to include in the specification the signal mast parts.
The President: This matter will be referred to the
;

We

Committee on Committees.

Canadian

Pacific

Meeting at the Coliseum

Among

the early arrivals at the Coliseum yesterday
morning were E. Keough, assistant engineer maintenance
of way, Canadian Pacific, with 13 roadmasters from as
many different divisions on the eastern lines of that road.
This is the third year Mr. Keough has brought a similar
As one-third of the roadmasters
party to the exhibit.
on the line have attended the exhibit each year, all of

those on the eastern lines have now had an opportunity to
Chicago and study the display at the Coliseum.

visit

"

March
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19.

Corporate and Operating Expenses Separate
[•"mm

(

\\ asliiiifjtoii Corrcspoiulciit

tiiir

Kailroads

McAdoo

issued a cirexpenses of
railroad otTices at New \'ork or elsewhere, devoted to
tinancia! and coqiurate matters as distinj,aiished from oporatinfj matters, must cease to he chartjed ajjainst operatini; expenses, excejJt as ex|)ressly authorized hy him.
This is taken to indicate that all financial and corporate,
Dircctor-llciK'ral

ol

cular yesti'rday ordering that after

.\])ril

603

tended to the memhers of Mie .\mericaii Railway luigineering Association to attend this meeting and to participate in the discussion of this to|)ic which is of so
much concern to engineers ;it the present time.

1

as distinj^iiished from o])eratinjj expenses, will he required in time to he i)aid hv the railroad companies from
loxernment.
the i^uarantees made to them 1)\ the

A. R. E. A. Board of Direction Meets
The Board

of Direction of the American Railway
Engineering Associati<.n met in the l-jiglish Room of the
Congress Hotel yesterday forenoon to complete plans
for the convention and make preparations for the coming
year.
Fourteen members were present.

(

No June Meeting
Special

Meeting of Committe No.

8,

R.

S.

A.

The chairman of Committee 8, on .\. C. Automatic
I'lock Sigiialintj, announced that a special meeting' of
that

comimttee

torium Hotel

al

will

2

he hek!

:,^0

in

Room

401

of the Audi-

p. in. todax-.

of the Railway Signal Assohas announced that no stated meeting of that
association will be held in New York this year, but that
this meeting will be consolidated with the annual con\ention which will be held in Sei)tember as usual.
ciation

Wood

N. R. A. A. Annual Meeting
The National Railway Appliances Association will hold
its annual meeting and election of officers in the Coliseum

morning. The reports of the
be presented and other necessary

at eleven o'clock this

retiring

officers

will

business transacted.

Union
E. E.

and F.

Pacific

Men Go

to

quarters at
to R. S. Lovett, director of the Division of Capital Expenditures on the staff of the director-general at

Washington.

S.

Movies of the Tie Tamper
The Ingersoll-Rand Company presented

civil engineering at the Uniand chairman of the special committee of the American Railway Engineering Association
>n Stresses in Track, has been appointed chairman of the

A. N. Talbot, professor of

newly created construction division in the war department to carry on the immense building program of the
.,'ovcrnment, involving an expenditure of over one billion
iollars and the employment of hundreds of thousands of
Aorkmen. This is a recognition of Professor Talbot's
ability which will be welcomed by his many friends
among the members of the Engineering Association.
Professor Talbot was also elected president of the American .Society of Civil Engineers at its annual meeting held
in Xcw ^n^k in January.

Situation

The Western Society of Engineers has prepared a
program for a meeting to be held in its rooms

special

!" the Monadnock Block this evening.
The subject for
L-onsideration will be the material problem as it affects
engineers.
The conditions in the structural steel plants

be described by F. J. Llewelh'n, division contract
nanager of the American Bridge Company. The situa-

lumber industry

will

moving

pic-

its

The Roadmasters Meet
meeting of the Executive committee of the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association will be
held at the Auditorium Hotel this evening. The taking
over of the operation of the railroads by the government
has created a number of problems for this Association
which will be discussed at this meeting and the course
of procedure outlined.
.V

The

be described by

Hermann

^ on Schrenk, consulting timber engineer, St. Louis, Mo.,
while the conditions in the Portland Cement Industry
will be outlined by B. F. .\ffleck, president of the Portland Cement Association.
A special invitation is ex-

President's

Annual Dinner

Sullivan, president of the American Railway
Engineering Association, gave a dinner in the English
Room of the Congress Hotel last evening to the members
of the Board of Direction and the Committee on ArJ.

G.

rangements.
These dinners have become an annual
event through a custom which has been followed for a
number of years. The number attending the dinner last
night was somewhat larger than in the year previous, a
hopeful indication of the attentlance at the convention.

On
(A Jap

will

tion in the

a

pneumatic tie tamper in action in the
Green room at the Congress Hotel at 5 :30 yesterday afternoon. This program will be repeated at the same hour
this afternoon and at 12:30 on Thursday.
All railway
men are invited to see this film and to observe tie tampture film of

Construction Division

versity of Illinois

The Material

meet

ers in action.

Heads New
U.

of the American Wood Preat the Sherman Hotel at
6:o0 this evening to formulate plans for the year's work.
In view of the unsettled conditions in the industry, a
number of important problems will be presented for
consideration.
servers' Association will

Pacific,

Sercombe. assistant controller, with headNew York, have been appointed assistants

A. N. Talbot

Preservers' Meeting

The Executive committee

Washington

Adams, consulting engineer of the Union
\\'.

of Railway Signal Association

The Hoard of Direction

the Union Pacific

section foreman reports.)

answer. Bull and calf way up high
no feed on hill, come down on track.
too, by wagon crossing same time on crossing
same time come No. 9. Don't know time but time was
Calf run. Bull get hit. Bull broke into cannot
dark.
skin.
U. Tomie.

To your

on

no
Calf come,
hill,

letter will

find
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Railway Signal Association Registration
Kansas City

AcUi-rnian, F. J., Supt. Constnu-lion, .Sis.
Terminal Rv., Union Station, Kansas City, Mo.
E. T., Asst Supt. Tel. & Sigs., B. & O. S. W. R. R.,
Room 212, Central Union Depot, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Anderson, B. T., Asst. Sig. Engr., D. L. & W. R. R., Hobokcn, N. J.
Arnold, R. B., Engr., Sig. Engr's Office, C. & N. W. Ry., 5702
Washington Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Ashley, Robin D., Sig. Inspr., I. C. R. R., Central Sta., Chi-

Dept.,

Ambach,

cago, 111.
Baglcy, F. H., Asst. Sig. Engr., L. & N. R. R., Room 80.^
L. & N. Bldg., Louisville, Ky.
Balliet, H. S., Asst. Term. Mgr., Grand Centra! Terminal,
Room 1612, G. C. T. Bldg., New York, N. Y.
Beaumont, J., Sen. Tel. & Tel. Engr., Valuation Board, I.
C.

C, Karpen Bldg., Chicago,

Beck, Geo.

E., Asst.

111.

of Buffalo, Cleveland, Ohio.
J. A., Gen. Sig. Inspr., N.

& W.

Beoddv,

Black,"E. A., Sig. Supr., N. Y. C. R.

Prospect
Bradley, E.

St.,

N. Y. C. R.

Sig. Engr., Val.,

West

Roanoke, Va.

Ry.,

R„ West

R.,

of Buffalo, 118

Ashtabula, Ohio.

E., Sig.

and Tel. Engr., Western Maryland R.

R.,

Hagerstown, Md.
Breecher, A. T., Sig. Supr., C, M. & St. P. Ry.,
Savanna, 111.
Brown, Larsen, Senior Asst. Sig. Engr., A., T. &

Topcka, Kan.
C. W., Associate
Washington, D. C.

Burrows,

Butridge,

J.

I.

12th

C. R. R.,

70S.

S. ¥. Ry.,

Bureau of

Physicist,

H., Chf. Sig. Inspr.,

Box

Standards,
St.

Station,

Chicago, 111.
Bvers, Dwight, Sig. Inspr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
9501 Cedar Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Caley, Glenn H., Elcc. and Sig. Engr., N. Y. O. & W. Ry.,
Middletown, N. Y.
Carrol, E. C, Supt. Sig. Constr., C. & N. W. Rv., Room 404,
C. & N. W. Term., Chicago, 111.

W. D., Sig. Supr., B. & O. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Christofferson, C. A., Sig. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul,

Carroll,

Minn.

C, Chf. Clerk to Sig. Engr., Erie R. R., Jersev
City, N. J.
C. J., Sig. Engr., Detroit United Rys., 82'^ Tireman

Clark, A.

Conway,

.'\ve., Detroit, Mich.
Cormick, Tames H., Director,
Union Sta., Winnipeg, Man.

Sig.

Can. Nor.

Engr.,

Cowherd, G. R., Sig. Engr., E. P. & S. W. Ry.,
Southwestern Bldg., El Paso, Texas.
Cronk, C. D., Asst. Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. R.
falo, Cleveland, Ohio.

De

Meritt, E. B.,

.'Vsst.

R.,

Ry.,

Room

West

"04,

of Buf-

Engr., Central of Georgia Ry., Sa-

vannah, Ga.

& St. L. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Dickinson, B. F., Supr. Sigs., P. R. R., Harrisburg, Pa.
Drake, Caleb, Gen. Sig. Inspr., C. & N. W. Ry., Room 1007,
223 Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Drydcn, G. H., Prin. Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Drvden, W. L., Sig. Supr., S. 1. R. T. Ry., St. Georec, S. I.,
N. Y.
Duffy, C. M., Act. Asst. Engr., C, R. I. & P. Rv., El Reno,
Okla.
Dunham, Chas. A., Past President, Sig. Engr., Great Northern Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Earhart, C. E., Sig. Engr., A. & V. R. R., Vicksburg, Miss.
Elliott,
.H., President, Sig. Eniir., N. Y. C. R. R., East of
Buffalo, Albany, N. Y.
Ellis, G. E., Div. of Safety, I. C. C, Washington, D. C.
Finch, J. C, Inspr. Sigs., Mo. Pac. Ry., Room 1084, Railway

Denney,

C. E., Asst. to Prcs., N. Y. C.

W

Exchange

Bldg., St. Louis,

Mo.

H. J., Sig. Engr., Wabash Ry., Decatur, III.
Ford, F. A., Supr. Sigs., C. & O. Ry., Hinton, W. Va.
Foster, Franklin C, Sig. Supr., L. & N., Evansville, Ind.
Frantzen, Oswald, Supr. Sigs., N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., Room
458, South Sta., Boston, Mass.
Frazee, A. M., Elec. Engr., D., M. & N. Ry., 401 Wolvin
Bldg., Duluth, Minn.
Fugina, A. R., Sig. Engr., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Garrobrant, J. R.
Gault, Paul M., Office Engr., Sig. Dcpt., 111. Cent. R. R.,
Room 900, 111. Cent. Sta., Chicago, 111.
Gillan, I. F., Sig. Supr., C, M. & St. P. Ry., Union Depot,
F'oale,

Milwaukee, Wis.
Green, R.

E., Asst., Sig.

Detroit, Mich.

Engr.,

M.

C. R. R.,

Third

St.

Depot,
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F., Chf. Draftsman, Kansas Citv Soutliern Rv. Co.,
510 K. C. S. Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.
Hanert, Wm. A., Draftsman, Lines Com., N. Y. C. R. R.,
891 Stanley Ave., Detroit, Mich.
Hawkins, E. G., Power Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., East of Buffalo, Albany, N. Y.
Hayes, M. M., Asst. Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., East of
Buffalo, Room 307, N. Y. C. Depot, Rochester, N. Y.

Haag, H.

Hiles,

Wm.,

Inspr. of Sigs.,

C, C,

C.

and

St.

L. Ry., Cin-

cinnati, Ohio.

Himes, A. B., Asst. Engr.,
more, Md.

Sig. Dept., B.

&

O. R.

R., Balti-

Director, Sig. Engr., T. R. R. Assn. of St. L.
Hix, A.
and St. L. M. B. T. Ry. Co., Union Sta., St. Louis, Mo.
Hobson, Harry, Sig. Supr., A., T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Hodgdon, C. R., Sig. Engr., Can. Pac. Ry., Winnipeg, Man.
Hoffman, S. C, Sig. Inspr., I. C. R. R. Co., 616 Term Sta.,
P.,

Memphis, Tenn.
Hossman, Wm. R., Constr. Sig. For., K. C. Term. Ry., Room
216, Union Sta., Kansas Citv, Mo.
Hough, W. A., Sig. Draftsman, Erie R. R., 117 Park Ave.,
Paterson, N. J.
Kearton, W., Sig. Engr., Minn. R. R. & Warehouse Com.,
St. Paul, Minn.
Kellenberger, K. E., Editor, "The Railway Signal Engineer,"
Transportation Bldg., Chicago, 111.
Kilian, H. L., Supr. Sigs., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buflfalo, 748

Redwood Ave., Toledo, Ohio.
Lakin, F. D., Div. Engr., M. of W., Erie R. R., Mcadville, Pa.
Lafferty, K., D. W. & P.
Law, Stanley W., Asst. Sig. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul,
Minn.
Lee, Frank, Engr. M. of W., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal, Que.
Lcisenring, Tohn, Sig. Engr., Illinois Traction Co., Springfield,

111.

K., Sig. Engr., C, R. I. & P. Ry., 813 La Salle
Street Station, Chicago, 111.
Mac Kay, W. M., Relay Inspr., Sig. Dept., N. Y. C. R. R.,
West of Buffalo, Cleveland, Ohio.
Mann, L. R., Director, Gen. Sig. Inspr., Mo. Pac. Ry., 7tth
and Poplar Sts., St. Louis, Mo.
Meisel, Benjamin W., Asst. Eng., Sig. Dept., C. & N. W.
Ry., 546 N. Humphrey Ave., Oak Park, 111.
Miskelly, Samuel, Asst. Sig. Engr., C, R. I. & P. Ry., La
Salle St. Station, Chicago, III.
Mock, J. C, Sig. & Elcc. Engr., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Morehart, Forrest D., Draftsman, C. M. & St. P. Ry., care
of Sig. Engr.'s Office, Milwaukee Shops, Wis.
Morgan, H. G., Sig. Engr., I. C. R. R., Room 900, Cen. Sta..

Lowry, H.

Chicago, 111.
Morrison, C. H., Sig. Engr., N. Y., N. H. & H. R. R., New
Haven, Conn.
Munthe, A., Office Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry., 884 Mound St., St.
Paul, Minn.
O'Laughlin, W. M., Sen. Sig. Engr,, I. C. C, 914 Karpen
Bldg, Chicago, lU.
Oppelt, T. H., Sig. Supr., N. Y., C. & St. L. R. R., 524 Columbia Bldg., Cleveland, O.
Orr, H. H., Sig. Engr., C. & E. I. R. R., 6600 Union Ave.,
Chicago, 111.
Packwood, G. Horatio, Jr., Sig. Engr., St. Louis Municipal
Ry., Room 310, City Hall, St. Louis, Mo.
Parnell, Loy, Sig. Inspr., Wabash Ry., Montpelier, O.
Patenall, F. P., Sig. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Pcabody, J. A., Sig. Engr., C. & N. W. Ry., 215 Jackson
Blvd., Chicago, 111.
Phillips, J. D., Supr. of Sigs., P. & R. Rv., Reading, Pa.
Portier, L. B., Asst. Sig. Engr., C. M. & St. P. Ry., Mil-

waukee Shops, Wis.
Pratt, .'Vlfred E., Supr. Sigs., Erie R. R., Marion, O.
Raglgnd, R. R., Sig. Supr., Mo. Pac. Ry., Dc Soto, Mo.
Rapelye, E. F. D.
Redgrave,
B., Engr. M. of W., B. & O. R. R., 52

Wm.

Wall

St., New Brighton, S. I., N. Y.
Relph, E. J., Mech. Sig. Engr., Nor. Pac. Rv., St. Paul, Minn.
Rice, A. H., Director, Sig. Engr., D^& H. Co., 58 N. Pearl St..
Albany, N. Y.
Robison, Harry O., Sig. Supr., Mo. Pac. Ry., Osawatomie,
Kansas.
Schultz, E. E., Engr., Sig. Dept., C. & N. W. Ry., 2148 Berteau Ave., Chicago, 111.

H. S.
,
Seaman, J. C, Chief Sig. Inspr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo, 897 Evangeline Road, Cleveland, Ohio.
Sceburger, Francis F., Sig. Relay Inspr., C. M. & St. P. Ry.,
care of Asst. Sig. Engr., Tacoma, Wash.
Seifert, T. C, Sig. Inspr., C, B. & Q. R. R., Room 1400.
547 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, 111.

Scott,

.
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\\'., Oftiro l£iiKr. Maint. of Sins., N. N'.
of BiilTalo, Albany, N. Y.
F., Jr., Prin. Asst. Hngr., Central of

Seymour, A.

FiM
Rv..
Sich't,

K, K.,

L".

Georgia

Sharplcy, H.

Savannah, Ga.
I.

C

Sig. Supr.,

Mo. Pac.

Ry., 721

Mcl.anc

St.,

Falls

Neb.

City,

Simmons, H. H., Business

Mfir.,

Transportation BUlu, Chicago,

"Ry. Maintenance

F.nRr.,"

111.

Stevens, Thos. S.. Past President, Sig. Engr., A., T. & S. F.
Svsletn, Topeka, Kan.
Stoil, I. Geo., Sig. Supr., C, R. I. & P. Rv., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Stollz,' C. F., Sig. Kngr., C. C, C. & St. L. Ry., 600 Big Four
Bidg Cincinnati, Ohio.
Storms, W. S., Chief Sig. liispr., Eric R. R., lerscv City, N. J.
Stra.lling, E. G., Director, Sig. Fingr., C. I. & L. Ry., Salem St.
Ollice, La F'avctte, Ind.
Stuart, F. C, Sig. Kngr.. E. J. & E. Ry., Joliet, III.
Sutherland, St., Supt. Sigs., Maine Central R. R., Brunswick, Me.
F., Sig. Inspr.. X. Y. C. R. R., East of Buffalo,
Tanton, \\
Room 1013. I".. C. T. BIdg., New York. N. Y.
Taylor, R. \\ .. Asst. Sig. Engr., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore. Md.
Trout. Geo. \\'.. Supt. Tel. & Sig. Engr.. Pcrc Marquette Ry..
.

.

Detroit. Mich.

Trout. R. E., Vice-President. Sig. Engr., Frisco System, 709
Frisco BIdg., Springfield. Mo.
Tyler, R. F., Gen. Sig. For., C, M. & St. P. Ry., Tacoma. Wash..
\Vass, F. E., Supr. of Sigs., Grand Central Terminal, Room
161.', G. C. T. BIdg., New York, N. Y.
Uhilcomb, Fred E., Director, Sig. Engr., B. & .-\. R. R.. Boston,
Mass.
Whitehom, .-K. R., Estimator, Sig. Dept., L C. R. R.. Room 900.
Central Sta.. Chicago. 111.
Wicgand. F. B., Sig. Engr., N. Y. C. R. R., West of Buffalo,
Cleveland, Ohio.
Worthing, E. E., Sig. Engr., Sou. Pac. Lines. Atlantic System.

Houston, Tex.
Yorke, F. R.

Young,
Sta..

Edmunds, Frank W., Sales Agl., Dressel Rv. Lamp Works,
3860 Park Ave., New York, N. Y.
Ferguson, Harold K., Sec, Samuel Austin & Sons Co., 142J0
Euclid Ave., Cleveland, Ohio.
Fox, M. J., Rep., Railroad Supply Co., 203 S. Dearborn St.,
Chicago, III.
Garritv. P. A., Salesman, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., Primary Battery' Div., 7.50 People's Gas BIdg., Chicago, III.
GitTord, H. E.. Jr.. Rep.. A. G. A. Ry. Light & Sig. Co,, 857
People's Gas BIdg., Chicago, 111.
Hamilton, H. A., Sales Engr, The Okonite Co, .501 Fifth Ave.,
New York, N. Y.
HeiiPi-, W. S., Acting Res. Mgr, General Railway Signal Co.,
30 Church St., New York. N. Y.
Hcnze. C. D. A.. Res. Mgr., Federal Signal Co.. 1129 Monadnock
Block, Chicago, III.
Hines, B. F"., Traveling Sales Engr, Thos. A. Edison, Inc., 30
Church St., New York, N. Y.
Hobson, J. S., Western Mgr, I'nion Switch & Signal Co., 917
People's Gas BIdg., Chicago, III.
Howard, L. Frederic. Chief Engr., Union Switch & Signal Co.,
Swissvale, Pa.

Hudson, I-:. E., Vicc-Prcs. & Gen. Mgr, Watcrbur>- Battery
30 Church St., New York, N. Y.

& M.

R.

R..

.Mian. T. A.. Sig. Inspr.. Grand Trunk Ry..
Elxprcss BIdg.. Montreal, Quebec.

213,

Old Fitchburg

Room

.il4.

Canadian

Draftsman, Sig. Dept., C, M. & St. P. Ry..
Milwaukee Shops, Wis.
French. Everett E.. Sig. Maintr.. C. & X. W. Ry.. R. F. D. 4.
Madison. Wis.
Hadlow, Walter R.
Hollway, M. A., Sig. Draftsman. X. Y. C. R. R.. East of Buffalo.
Rochester. N. Y.
Immekus. Carl. Sig. Draftsman, I. C. R. R., Room 900, Central

Chevalier, H. W.,

Chicago,

III.

Kautz. .A. H., Pilot Engr., Office of Val. Engr., 136 Charles St.,
Mt. Oliver Sta., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Loudon, B.
Mills, C. E., Sig. Maintr., G. R. & I. R. R., 107/. Howard St..
Petoskey, Mich.
Murphy, Thos. F.
Schcvc, A. B., Sig. Draftsman, Western Maryland Ry., 301 Augusta .\ve., Baltimore, Md.
Shaw, Elmer, Sig, For., C. & X. W. Rv.. Des Plaines, III.
Van Osinski. H. M.. Sig. Maintr.. N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R.. 442
Indiana Ave.. Hammond. Ind.
Wevat. Alfred.

Associate Members
\hrcns. C. R.. Sales Dept.. Sig. Accessories Co., 30
New Y'ork, X. Y.

People's Gas BIdg., Chicago, III.
T.. Sales Agt., Page Steel & Wire Co.. 30 Church St..
New Y'ork, X. Y.
^
Lavarack. F. C. Gen. Sales Mgr. The Signal Accessories Co..
30 Church St., Xew York. X. Y.
Lcprcau, F. T.. Vice-Pres. & Div. Mgr, Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
Primarv Battery Div., 30 Church St., Xew York, N. Y.
M., Salesman, Central Electric Co., 4425 Ellis Ave.,
Lorenz,

Kvle W.

.

Chicago,

III.

o

i-

Ti

McGuiness, F. V., Mgr, Ry. Dept., Edison Storage Battery Co.,
Orange, X. J.
Manuel, W. X., Rep., Corning Glass Works, Corning, N. Y.
McCarthv, D. T., C. R. S. & S. Co.
McClintock, W. M.. C. R. S. & S. Co.
Miller P W.. Rep.. Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co.. 30 Church
St., New York, N. Y.
^
„
Murray, Wm. B., Engr., Miller Train Control Corp., Danville,
A., Spec. Rep., Watcrbury Battery Co., 30 Church
York. N. Y.
^.
.
t-^,
W., Pacific Coast Rep., Thos. A. Edison, Inc.,
Primarv Batterv Div., 921 Crocker BIdg., San Francisco, Cal.
X. \.
Reichard,' W. H.,'Asst. Gen. Mgr, Fed. Sig. Co., Albany.
St..
Renton. Jos. A.. Kerite Ins. Wire & Cable Co.. 30 Church
Y'.
X.
York.
New
^
o
crCo.,
E.. Asst. Chief Engr.. Union Switch & Signal
Saunders.

G

Nelson
St.,

New

Newcomb.

E.

,

,

.

J.

Swissvale, Pa.
/->
rSawyer, E. T., Sales Engr, Edison Storage Battery Co.. Orange
N' J
Gas
Shaver. A. G.. Cons. Elec. & Sig. Engr, Room 857 People's
BIdg.', Chicago, III.
/,
i,
Signal Co., Ky.
Sheenc, Henrv- R., Res. Mgr, Inion Switch &
Exchange BIdg., Sr. Louis, Mo
Pres., Simmcn Automatic Ry. Sig. Co., n/5
Simmen, P.
'

J.,

Niagara St., Buffalo, X. Y.
,
^ „
Signal Co., Peoples
Spicer, V. K., Spec. Rep., Union Switch &
Gas 'BIdg., Chicago, III.
.
^ Schenectady,
^ ^
j
vr
N. »
Stewart H. W., General Electric Co.,
W., Resident Mgr, Union Switch & Signal Co.,
•

Church

St.,

v

H., Salesman, Canadian Xational Carbon Co.,
Ltd., 18 Wendell Ave., Schcncctadv. X. Y.
Baker, Ray X., Rep., Central Electfic Co., 320 So. Wells St.,
Chicago, III.
Beck. H. M., Engr., Electric Storage Battery Co., 1720 Marrjuctte BIdg., Chicago, III.

Talbert, W.
People's Gas BIdg., Chicago, III.
Thomas, L., Res. Mgr, General Railway
ple's Gas 'BIdg, Chicago, III.
^,.
Thompson, H. G., \ice-Pres., Edison

Blackmore, Geo. A., Gen. Sales Mgr., Union Switch & Signal
Co.. 30 Church St., Xew York. X. Y.
Boylan, Thos. H.. Inspr., Iowa R. R. Com., Des Moines. la.
Brown, F_ W.. Salesman. Thos. A. Edison. Inc., Primary Battery
Div., 68 -Amherst St., East Orange. X. I.
Bunn. J. W., Galena Sig. Oil Co., 3211 Washington St.. Kansas

Unde^rhfll,

.\rkenhurgh.

Co.,

Hunt, H. E., Engr., Electric Storage Battery Co., 19th St. and
Allegheny Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.
Jacobs, Harry M., Sig. Accessory Dept., General Electric Co..
Schcncctadv, X'. Y.
Jones, F. H., Asst. Res. Mgr., General Railway Signal Co., 1248

J.

J. v., Sig. Engr., B.
Boston. Mass.

Junior Members

Sta.,

605

W.

City, Mo.
Cameron, F. C. Rep., Corning Glass Works, Corning, X. Y.
Chcevcr. H. D., Pres., The Okonite Co.. 501 Fifth Ave., Xew

York, X. Y.
Coleman, J. P.
Hodgson, F. L.. Cons. Engr., General Railway Signal Co.,
Rochester, X. \.
Downs. Loren X.. Pres.. United Electric Apparatus Co., 1529
Columbus Ave., Boston, Mass.

-

,„q d
Signal Co., 1248 Peo^.

,

^
Storage

-

_,

Battery

Ilelmar, Salesman. The Okonite Co.. 501
I.
Ave.. X'cw York. N. Y.
.
^.^
^,
rcni
Van Stecnburgh. W. R., Care ot The Okonite Co.. sOl

Xew

Co.,

Fifth
ir-.-.i.
Filth

York. X. Y.
^.
/„ c
i
i-a
Co.. 7>l
Supply
Vogel. E. W.. Pres.. Chicago Railway Signal &
Peoples Gas BIdg.. Chicago. III.
Co.
Batt.
Stor
Woodbridge, J. Lester, Elcc.
_
^
,
Cartion Co,
Waitt, Walter G., Asst. Factor>' Mgr, National
Ave..

,

.

1129-30 MonadC.. Sales Engr. Federal Signal Co.,
nock Block, Chicago, III.
Summer St.,
Whall
Co..
170
H.
Mgr,
C.
Gen.
R.,
F.
Whall,
Boston, Mass.
Cable
Co..
30 Church
Wire
Ins.
&
Kerite
Rep.,
Young. I. W.,

W'atc.'^h"

St..

New

Y'ork, N. Y.

The Railway
An

Outline of the Activities of the

Work.

MARSHAL

Signal Association and the

A Number

of

Men

JoFFRE Called tlic presciit conflict a "railas long ago as 1914. When the history
war is written the railways of the world

way war"

of this

no doubt receive proper credit for their important
part in the conflict. The railway weapon, or "The Fifth
Arm," as it has been called, will be one of the essential
and determining factors for the winning of the war. Had
will

it not been
for the well organized railway systems of
France at the time of the battle of the Marne, history
might have had an entirely different story to chronicle.
Germany, with all her vaunted eiSciency, would have
been utterly unable to make the showing she has to date
were it not for her perfectly organized railway systems.
No armv in the field, no matter how larg-e or small,

Members

in Military

War

and Naval

Already in Active Service

How

nobly they have resjxjnded is comThe glorious part a small unit
in the battle of the Cambrai is but
an indication of what may be expected from them on a
larger scale.
These men have been selected from all
classes of the service and all railroad organizations are
no doubt represented by men in such service. In this
connection the Railway Signal Association has had three
of its standing committee members enter the service.
These members consist of Lieut. R. M. Phinney, who
w'as formerly a member of committee No. 4
Direct
Current Automatic Block Signaling; Capt. E. L. Adams,
formerly vice-chairman of committee No. 9 Wires and
Cables, and Capt. W. M. Vandersluis of committee No.
overseas duty.

mon knowledge to
of these men took

all.

—

—

IE3

Capt.

can

fight

W. M.

Vandersluis

Lieut. R.

unless the necessarj' supplies and equipment

reaches it when needed. In this war there may be considered to be two general divisions the fighting forces
and the production forces. It is unnecessary to dwell
upon the important part to be played by the production
forces, as without the proper spirit 'and work of these
forces the fighting division would be of little or no use.
The connecting link between the two forces is the transportation unit.
The breakdown of either one of the
three units means catastrophe. With the transportation
link as the unit connecting the other two it is plain to
see what an important bearing this unit has upon the
whole outcome of the war. Realizing the importance of
this unit, all men engaged in transportation are bearing
their share of the burden towards a victorious ending
to the present conflict only when they do their utmost to
facilitate the smooth operation of this machine.
In order to preserve an unbroken link in this unit from
our country to the fighting line over 3,000 miles away
it is necessary that the fighting division have numbered
among its men experienced men in the transportation field
in order to operate efficiently the military railroads that
it is necessary to construct from the port of debarkation
in France to our fighting lines.
It was necessary that
the railroads of our countrv fiu-nish the men for this
:

M. Phinney
10

Capt. E. L.

Adams

— Signaling

bers,

Practice.
In addition to the above memHarley E. Johnson of the nominating committee

has also entered the service.
Capt. E. L. Adams was appointed senior signal engineer. Bureau of Valuation, Southern district, Interstate
Commerce Commission, with headquarters at Chattanooga, Tenn., in 1914, and remained in the service of the
Bureau of Valuation until .September 3, 1917, when he
was called into the militarj' branch as a captain of engineers in the Uniied States Officers Reserve Corps, and
was sent to Ft. Leavenworth, Kan., for further training.
On December 5, 1917, he was attached to the 112th
Engineer Regiment at Camp Sheridan, Montgomery,
Ala., and received orders in January, 1918, for overseas
duty. He arrived in France about February 1, 1918. His
company and regiment number are unknown, his address being U. S. Expeditionary Forces, France.
Capt. Adams is well known in the Railway Signal
.\ssociation, in which he has been a very active member.
In 1908 he was vice-chairman on the special committee
of the Railway Signal Association for storage battery
jars and accessories for automatic signal work, and in
the same year he also served on a special committee on
rubber-covered wire. In 1909 he served as vice-chairman on a special committee reporting on wires and

606
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This committee in 1910 was designated as Committee No. 9. lie served continuously as vice-chairman
of Committee No. 9 from l'X» to the time of his enterIn addition to the above assigning the army in 1917.
ments lie also served on Committee No. -1 Automatic
Block, from 1911 to 191 S. inclusive.
Lieut. Robert M. I'hinney was assistant engineer in
the signal department of the Chicago & North Western
when he accejUed a commission as hrst lieutenant in the
415th Railway Tclegrai)li Battalion, under Major Sherwood's command, in January, 191 (S. Lieut. Phinney has
taken an active part in the Railway Signal Association
work and served on Committee No. A D. C. Automatic
Block Signals continuously from 1913 until the time of
In 1917 he was vice-chairman
his entering the army.
of this committee. In 1915 he also served on Committee
No. 9 Wires and Cables.
Capt. W. M. X'andersluis was ai)]>ointed signal engineer of the Illinois Central on December 16, 1912,
which ]>osition he held until he was called into the
service, after having accepted a captain's commission in
He was
the I'nited States (Officers' Reserve Corps.
called to Ft. Leavenworth training camp on September
5, 1917, and was assigned to the 35th Engineers at Camp
tirant, Rockford. III., on December, 1917.
He received
orders in January. 1918, for overseas duty and arrived
in France about February I, 1918.
His company and
regiment number are unknown, as he was unassigned at
the time of leaving.
Capt. \'andersluis took an active part in the Railway
Signal .\ssociation.
In 1907 he was chairman of Committee No. 7 on Copper and Iron Wires for Pole Lines.
From 1914 to 1916. inclusive, he was chairman of Committee No. 4
Automatic Block. In 1915 he was on a
special committee on Contracts.
In 1916 and 1917 he
served on Committee Xo. 1
Signaling Practice, and in
1916 he was also on a special committee on Harmonizing
of Specifications.
In 1917 he also served on the committee of committees and on the finance committee of the
Board of Direction.
In addition to the above members of standing committees who are now in military service. Major R. F.
Morkill, signal engineer of the Grand Trunk, has been
another active member in the Railway Signal Association.
Major Morkill enlisted as a supernumerary second
lieutenant in the Canadian Engineers early in October,
1914. He was at once sent to England for training and
was sent to France about February or March of 1915.
He served in France until June, 1915, when he was made
a full lieutenant and transferred to the Royal I-lngineers.
He was then sent to England on sjiecial work and remained there until the latter part of December of the
same year, when he again returned to France, and has
been there continuously since. He was successively promoted to Captain and Major and was presented with the
Military Cross in the New Year's honors of January,
1917. In Augvist, 1917. he was transferred to the Grand
Headquarters staff and placed in charge of all of the signaling on the British railways in the occupied portions
of France and Belgium.
Before going to press a wire
was received reading that "Major Morkill's present title
is Railway Signal Engineer, and he is a staff officer to the
chief railway construction engineer."
.\nother member who has taken an active part in the
Railway Signal Association is Major Azel Ames, Jr.
cables.

—

—

—

—

—

—

Major .\mes has been connected with the New York
Central Lines, the Block Signal and Train Control Board
and with the Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company. In
1907 and 1908 he was chairman of Committee No. 12.
Rubber-Covered Wires, and in 1908 he also served on

GO/'

Committee No.

1 on Signaling Practice, and on ComnutSubjects and Definitions. He is at jircsent a
Major in the 61st Regiment, Coast .\rtillery, and is located at Fort Screven, Savannah, Ga.
In addition to the above men, records show that the
following men have entered some branch of the service:
W. G. .\twood. Assistant District Engineer, lUireau of
X'aluation, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chattanooga, Tenn. A. M. Bears, signal supervisor, C. P. R.
P. I'^. Carter, sales engineer, General Railway .Signal
Company, New York C. W. Cochran, engineer maintenance of way, C. C. C. & St. L., (jalion, Ohio; D. K.
Crawford, signal draftsman, A. T. & S. F., Topcka,
Kan. C. M. DeardorfF, sales eng^ineer. General Railway
.Signal Company, Chicago C. L. Falk, signal maintaincr,

tee

No.

7,

;

;

;

;

Wabash, St. Louis, Mo.; John 11. I-'inney. manager,
Washington oftice. Aluminum Comjiany, Washington, D.
C. John S. Hall, transportation student, C. P. R., Montreal R. B. Johnson, assistant engineer, jeneral Railway
;

t

;

Signal Comj)any, of Canada, Lachine, P. Q.
C. B.
Keers, signal construction foreman, A. T. & .S. F., To;

]>eka,

Kan.; Roy Kimple. signal draftsman, N. Y. C,

Cleveland, Ohio F. Kingsley, associate editor. Electric
Railway Journal, New York; W. Landesburg; F". R.
Lindsey, signal inspector, C. & E. I., Chicago; C. .\.
Lyon, signal draftsman, I. C, Chicago; W. P. Martin,
;

signal inspector,

I.

C, Chicago; William

Payne,

J.

in-

spector, Saxby & Farmer. Ltd., Montreal; L. M. Perrin,
senior signal engineer, Interstate Commerce Commission,

Bureau of Valuation, San Francisco; M. Roginsky S.
E. Rollins, signal draftsman, I. C, Chicago; O. B.
;

Ruggles, signal supervisor, B. & M., Salem, Mass.; F. J.
Ryan, signal draftsman, I. C. Chicago; D. A. Scarnickia;
C. D. Symes, signal inspector, D. W. & P., Virginia,
Minn.; E. .\. W'arner, Jr., commercial department, L^nion
Switch Sz Signal Company, Swiss\alc. Pa. H. E. John;

son, signal inspector, C.

&

In addition to the above
service, C. E.

O.,

Richmond,

\''a.

members who are

Denney, assistant

in military

to the president of the

N. Y. C. & St. L., for some months past put in a
good part of his time at W^ashington as general agent,
.\merican Railway Association, in the office of Col.
Littell. quartermaster's oftice, who was in charge of canMr. Denney was looking after the
tonment camps.
transportation end of the work in this department.

F. A. Bushnell Appointed on

Regional Director's Staff
F. A. Bushnell. purchasing agent of the Great Northern at St Paul, has been appointed a member of the
Regional Purchasing Committee on the staff of the regional director. R. H. Aishton, in place of Ira O. Rhoads,

purchasing agent of the Southern
ment was announced last week.

Pacific,

Reunion of Santa Fe

whose appoint-

Men

The fourth annual lunche<^n of the past and present
members of the Santa Fe Signal Supervisors Committee
was held in the French room of the Congress Hotel on

Monday noon. Those present were T. S. Stevens, signal
engineer, L. Brown, assistant signal engineer, and H.
Hobson, signal supen'isor of the Santa I'e; G. R. Cowherd, signal en2;ineer. El Paso & Southwestern B. T. Anderson, assistant signal engineer. Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western H. K. Ferguson, secretarv .Austin Company,
and J. .*^. Hobson and J. E. Saunders of the Union Switch
and Signal Company.
;

:

First

War

Shov^ of Railw^ay Appliances Association
Importance of Transportation During World Conflict
Increases Need for Coliseum Exhibition

CIRCUMSTANCES attending
THE CHANCING
of
war,
following

the ])rosecuthe
the uncertainties
the assumption of control of the railways by the government, the dormant condition of the railway market, the
heavy demands of munitions and other war contracts
on railway supply factories and the necessity of railway
men giving almost unremitting atten,tion to their official
duties
all were factors which tended to discourage the
exiiihition of railway devices at the Coliseum this year.
Some of the more timid members of the National Railway .\]ipliances Association were for a time opposed to
holding the show, but the courage,
foresight and sound judgment of the
tion

—

officers and directors of the organization prevailed and one of the largest

expositions

of

railway

and materials ever held

The

is

now

devices
a fact.

be stimulated to the utmost to the end that all means possible be utilized to make our railroads more efficient
in the performance of their important function.
The
value of the Coliseum show is, therefore, even greater
than in times of peace and of even more benefit to the
railway officer, no matter how heavily burdened he may
be with his regular duties. As yet no dependable prophet
has appeared to forecast the date of the termination of
the war and hence it is the wiser course to prepare for
all exigencies which may arise in a long struggle.
If
the conflict does last for several years longer the holding of a railway appliance show this
year and in succeeding years will
prove one of the most effective
means of stimulating progress in
railway methods and practices and
thereby making final victory more

makes no apology
for conducting its first show in war
time and rightly so, for never before

certain.

have there been so many new railroad officers for whom it will prove
of material practical assistance and

varied exhibition of devices, the association increased the number of
available spaces in the Coliseum, with
the result that 267 booths are occupied this year as compared with 237
in 1917.
So far as possible old exhibitors were given their old spaces,
while others were assigned booths on
the basis of "first come, first served."
The annual railway appliances exhibition has reached such large proportions that its successful manage-

association

For the very purpose of making
possible
the
most extensive and

educational benefit as this year.
E.
H. Fritcli, secretary of the American
Railway Engineering Association, reports that 103 members are now with
the colors, and, needless to say, the
appointment of their successors and
the incidental changes in railroad organization involved thereby have
modified the personnel of railroad
construction and maintenance of wa\ment and economical conduct dedepartments, as it has never been
mand organizing genius and execuchanged before in so short a time.
tive ability of no mean order.
The
That the judgment of the officers of
experience of each succeeding vear
the
supply association was well
has proved profitable in pointing the
founded was evidenced by the unusE. H. Bell,
way to further innovations in policy
ual demand for individual passes to
President
and methods, and this year's prepathe show after the usual allotment of
rations for the show were carried on
12,000 invitations had been sent out.
large share of
w ith particular expedition. Whereas much of the work
these special requests came from the East, a section of
of constructing booths and placing exhibits had to be
the country from which many thought the attendance
done hurriedly in 1917, this year 102 work orders were

A

would be

on account of unprecedented operatmg
from the war.
the point of view of government control the exlight

difficulties resulting

From

particularly well justified, for the paramount
problem confronting Mr. McVdoo is to increase the capacity of the transportati(jn system of the country and
to do it quickly.
It is common knowledge that he conhibition

is

templates more extensive additions and betterments than
have been undertaken for many years and the execution
of this program demands the best brains and the most
conscientious efforts of railroad officers and railway
supply men alike. It is especially fitting, therefore, on
the eve of this period of quickened activity, that leading
engineers, both in railroad service and in the supply
industry, should gather together to exchange ideas and
to appraise the latest developments in the design and
manufacture of railway appliances. It has been well said
that transportation, next to our military and naval arms,
is the most important factor in the successful conduct
of the war. It is consequently vital that inventive genius

in

before

display

March

were

in

and 90 per cent of the appliances for
Chicago before March 8, despite the

1

unusual delays in transportation.
All freight moving
to the show is consigned directly to the secretary of the
association, who provides special shipping tags for this
purpose, and as soon as it arrives it is placed in storage,
from which it is removed to the Coliseum as soon as the
booths are completed. In a like manner all work connected with decorating and wiring the hall, constructing
the booths, etc., is handled by the association to prevent
delays and confusion resulting from the closing of individual contracts for this work by the exhibitors. This
plan has the added advantage of preventing the exaction of exorbitant prices, for contractors must base their
bids on the basis of dealing with the association again
in succeeding years.
The methods, above outlined, are
an indication of the painstaking efforts of the officers and
directors of the association to carry on the exhibition

most economically and efficiently. The one end which
they aim to achieve is to make the show pay for itself and
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G. C. Isbester
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produce the maximum results from the amount expended.
Needless to say the exhibition is not a profit-making undertaking and any surplus which may be made is carried over to the succeeding year.

The railway
many railroad

appliances exposition is new not only to
but to a considerable number of
railway
representatives who have taken the places
of those who have gone to the colors.
Practically all
railway supply companies have contributed their share
of men to our armed forces.
Perhaps the most prominent member of the National Railway Appliances Association is Lieut. -Commander George C. Isbester, a
director of the association, and now in the service of the
U. S. Navy as a paymaster in the supply department at
Chicago.
Several firms have service flags displayed at
their booths to indicate the numbers of their employees
who have responded to the call of the government.
The officers and members of the board of directors
of the National Railways .Appliances Association are as
follows:
President, E. H. Bell, Railroad Supply Company, Chicago; vice-president, M. J. Trees, Chicago
Bridge & Iron Works, Chicago secretary, C. W. Kelly,
officers,

sujijily

;

Kelly-Derby Company, Chicago

;
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in 1910 he was made vice-chairman, in which capahe acted from 1910 to 1918, when he was appointed
chairman. In addition to being chairman of committee
No. 5, he is also chairman of the .St. Louis Regional
committee and as a member of the Board of Direction
is on the convention arrangements committee.
It will be the duty of committee No. 5 during the present year to prepare instructions for the maintenance of
mechanical interlocking plants and of stationaiy and
It shall also be the duty of
portable storage batteries.

and

city

this

committee

to investigate

and report on methods of

handling trains by signal indications without train orders,
a very live subject at the present time, inasmuch as the
elimination of a large number of train orders will do
much to keep the long trains moving, which otherwise
would have to stop at various train order stations to sign
for 31 orders.

Mann

has had an extensive and varied experience
work. He began with the Chicago & Alton in
1900, being engaged on the construction and maintenance of automatic block signals from 1900 to 1902 and
serving from a laborer to a signal foreman on this line.

Mr.

in signal

honorary director, H.

M. Sperry, publicity
& Signal Company,

representative of the Union Switch
the General Railway Signal Company, the Hall Switch & Signal Company and the Federal Signal Company, New York.
Directors
P. C.
Jacobs, H. W. Johns-Manville Company, Chicago; J. B.
Strong, Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y. J. Alexander Brown, Pocket List of Railroad Officials, New
York; Lieut. -Commander G. C. Isbester, United States
Navy, Chicago E. E. Hudson, Waterbury Battery Company, Waterbuiy, Conn. F. J. Johnson, American Hoist
& Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn.
Edwin H. Bell, president of the association, is president of the Railroad Supply Company, Chicago. He was
born in Philadelphia, Pa., and has been a resident of
Chicago since 1896. .Vfter attending the public schools
and graduating from the Blairstown Academy, Blairstown, N. J., he took a course in business training in the
Pearce Business College at Philadelphia.
In 1890 he
was employed in the general manager's office of the
Lehigh Valley at Buffalo and in 1897 he entered the
employ of the Railroad Supply Company. In 1906 he
was elected vice-president of his company and continued
in that capacity until January, 1916, when he was elected
president to succeed Henry S. Hawley, deceased.
large part of the success of the exhibit this year is due
to the courage of Mr. Bell in advocating the importance
of proceeding with plans for the display when some members of his cabinet thought for a time that it should be
:

^ 1^

;

;

;

A

postponed

this year.

New R. S. A. Committee Chairmen
AAtfixG Tiir. CHAIRMEN of committees of the Railway
Signal

Association

this

year

there

appear

—

the

names of four new men. Committee No. 5 Maintenance and Operation is headed by L. R. Mann. Committee No. 12 Contracts
was headed by C. A. Chris-

—

—

—

tofferson, but as he refused to accept the chairmanship,
R. C. Johnson was reappointed in his place. Committee
No. 13 Electric Testing is headed by P. M. Gault, and

—

—

—

—

Committee No. 16 Harmonizing of Specifications is
lieaded by F. B. Wiegand. Of these four new committee chairmen Mr. Johnson and Mr. Wiegand served as
heads of committees last year. This leaves Mr. Mann
and Mr. Gault as the only new members heading committees.

Mr. Mann was appointed on committee No.

5 in

1909

I..

R.

Mann

P.

M. Gault

In 1902 he went to the General Railway Signal Company as a mechanic on the construction of electric interlocking and served as mechanic and as foreman with
this company in 1902 and 1903.
From 1903 to 1904 he
was connected with the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern on the maintenance of interlocking and block signals between Erie, Pa., and Buffalo, N. Y.
In 1904 he
accepted a position as general foreman on the maintenance and construction of signals on the Atlantic Coast
Line and was located at Waycross, Ga. He served in
this capacity until 1905, when he was appointed supervisor of signals on the Missouri Pacific, serving in this
capacity until 1916, when he was appointed general signal inspector for the Missouri Pacific-Iron Mountain
system, which position he holds at present.
P. M. Gault, the new chairman of committee No. 13
on Electric Testing, became a member of tiie Railway
Signal Association in 1909 and served" on committee 7,
covering Definitions in 1913 and 1914, and on a special
committee in 1914 on Methods of Recording Signal Performance. He has been connected with committee 13
since 1915, and acted as vice-chairman in 1916 and 1917.
In addition he is the chairman of the Chicago Regional

committee.

Committee No. 13 has been assigned to prepare,
this year, instructions for testing relays, indicators

for

and

March
si^ni^l

19.
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ii'pcatcrs

;

to

prci\ire

t;il)li.'s

oi

standard ranges

standard
and scales for electric testing instruments
fomis for recording results of tests, and a specification
;

for adjustable resistances to be used in testing purposes.
Mr. liault is a I'.XX) graduate in electrical engineering

Ohio State University, .\fter graduation lie entered
the service of the Peinisylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh as a signal apprentice and was assigned to the
After completeastern division of the P. F. W. & C.
ing his apprenticeship course he was appointed signal inIn
spector of the Chicago Terminal division in 1''10.
at

N. R. A. A.

Has
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l'.U3, he resigned his [wsilion with the Pennsylvania Company and entered the service of the Illinois
Central as supervisor of signals of the Illinois division,
with headquarters at Champaign, 111.
In April, 1914,
he was promoted to signal inspector, working out of the
signal engineer's office.
In January, 1915, he was promoted to the pTJsition of office engineer in the signal department.
This position he held until October, 1917,
when he was promoted to pilot signal engineer in the
valuation department.
In February, 1918, he was promoted to assistant engineer in the valuation department.

.\pril,

Attractive Exhibit at the Coliseum

Re-arrangement of Space Necessary to Accommodate Exhibitors;
Thirty-six New Companies Have Displays
wiiu HAD HARBORED THE faintest doubt regarding the success of the National Railway Appliances Association exhibit this year had their
fears completely allayed by the appearance at the Coli-

TiiosK

at nine o'clock yesterday morning when this organization opened its tenth annual show.
With a few
minor exceptions, all exhibits were ready and the universally expressed opinion is that the show, as a whole,
presents a better appearance than in any previous year.
There is just as much enthusiasm, just as much effort
to interest and instruct the visitors, and just as much
optimism as at any previous show, with the difference
that the increased experience of the exhibitors has enabled them to display their devices to better advantage
each year. Special pains have been taken through various ingenious methods to explain appliances more thoroughly and, as nearly all materials and appliances shown
have seen actual service, the supply firms, as heretofore.
are not overlooking opportunities to demonstrate actual
results secured.

seum

The

will continue as usual for four days,
Thursday, inclusive, and. according to established precedent entrance is by means of tickets, a large
number of which have been distributed among railway
men. However, a pass or other evidence of railway employment will admit one.
While the improved appearance has been brought about
in part by a more artistic treatment of the decorations
of the hall and individual booths, a unity of treatment
of the booth arrangements has been most eflfective in

display

Monday

to

accomplishing the desired result.
The idea as carried
out has been particularly effective in the Annex, which
has been made an integral part of the show.
material
improvement was made last year in placing the main entrance to the exhibit in the Annex, and this plan has
been retained this year with excellent results.
The most important change this year is the rearrangement of the aisles, which con.sists primarily of the elimination of the main east and west center aisle. This has
been effective in increasing the available exhibit space,
these changes having provided for 31 additional booths.
While familiar devices and familiar faces greet the eye
in the many corners of the show, a large number of new
features present themselves in the displays of 36 new
exhibitors who occupy 58 exhibit spaces in addition to
the 119 old exhibitors. The accommodation of the newcomers presented one of the most formidable problems
in arranging for this year's show.
One outcome of this
was the arrangement for 31 extra exhibit spaces, as noted
above, while the remaining space was provided through
the release of 27 spaces by old exhibitors. Thus the 119

A

who

firms

209

this

occupied 236 spaces

year.

last

For most part

year make use of only
reduction in space

this

has been accomplished without any change in the policy
of the exhibitors, although some of the signal companies
are not showing as complete displays as in former years.
While somewhat broader in its scope this year, there
has been no change in the firmly established policy of
providing an educational display of devices interesting to
men in the railwav engineering and maintenance of way
field.
While occurring simultaneously with a convention
of higher officers of these departments, special efforts
have been made to reach the men in subordinate p>ositions, a policy which has borne fruit in an ever-increasing
attendance of supervisors and roadniasters with not a

few foremen.
List of Exhibitors

The

following is a list of the firms presenting exhibits,
with the devices on display and the names of the representatives present at their booths
A. G. A. Railway Light and Signal Company, Elizabeth, N. J.
G. A. railway grade crossing signal highway danger sigrailroad signal lights^unison flash, single flash and steady
Represented by J. K. Howard, C. S. Ticmann,
light.
G.
Shaver and H. E. Gifford, Jr. Spaces 39 and 40.
Adams Motor & Manufacturing Company, 3914 Castello AveRepresented by W. E.
nue, Chicago. Inspection motor cars.
Adams, L. Gcrhardt and A. P. Grenier. Spaces 218 and 218J4.
.•\dams & Westlake Company, Chicago, III.^ Signal lamps and
lanterns
switch locks.
Represented by G. L. Walters, A. S.
Anderson, \V. J. Piersen, C. B. Carson and H. G. Tumej'Spaces 87, 88, 106 and 107.
Ajax Rail Anchor Company, Chicago. Rail anchors. Represented bv H. G. Elfborg, A. W. Holmberg and H. W. Reynolds.
Space 89.
Alexander Crossing Company, Chicago, III. Continuous rail
Represented by Lewis Alexander, P. E, Scott, G. B.
crossing.
.Mexandcr and L. C. Kccnan. Spaces 228, 229 and 230.
Alger Supply Company, Chicago. Represented by J. M. FitzGerald and O." S. I'lath. ' Space 167.

—A.
nal

;

;

A

—

—

;

—

—

—

Allith-Prout\'

Company,

Danville,

III.

— Electrically

operated

door hardware; fire door hardware; freight and warehouse door
hardware.
Represented by A. V'crc Martin, H, R. Maxwell,
Space 184.
I. D. Cottcrman and F. E. McClimans.
.\mcrican Hoist & Derrick Company, St. Paul, Minn. "AmerRepresented by F. J. Johnson, C.
ican" railroad ditcher.
Austin and Clark Hook. Space 88; <.
American Kron Scale Company, N'cw York. N. Y. Railroad
portable scale and railroad attachment. Represented by W. W.
Camp, E. Ohnell, C. F. Larson, E. M. Abramson and F. M.
Franklin. Space 214.

—

C

—

—

.American Steel & Wire Company, Chicago, III. Steel fence
woven wire railroad fence; wire rope; rail Itonds; .Ameritc
iignal wire. Represented bv B. B. Avers, J. F. Alexander, L. P.
Shanahan. T. W. Collins. I. W. Meaker. Jr.. C. S. Knight, Jr..
B. H. Rider. C. F. Wiley. William Pfundt. M. Floto, E. J.
Conkling and P. J. Hindmarsh. Spaces 70'/j and 71.
American Valve & Meter Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. Poage
water columns; economy switch stands; Anderson interlocking

posts;

—
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switch stands; Anderson safety switch appliances. Represented
by J. T. McGarrv, F. C. Anderson, J. Dc Pinal and D. Higgins.

Spaces

and

130, 131

132.

American Vulcanized Fibre Company, Wilmington, Del.— VulRepresented by C. W.
fiber insulation for railway signals.
Sutton, C. C. Bell, W. A. Jordan, Wm. Maxwell and John BarCot

Space 126.
Anti-Creeper Corporation and Anchor Company, New York.
Bowman efficiency rail anchor. Represented by W. E. Burke,
T. B. Bowman, Bob Evans, Orlando Metcalf and Ellsworth L.
Mills.
Space 192i/4.
Armco Iron Culvert Manufacturers, Middletown, Ohio. Corruculverts
roofing metal lath and other products for railgated
way use made from rust-resisting Armco iron. Represented by
B. G. Marshall, Thomas Smith, G. F. Ahlbrandt and F. B. Milhoan. Spaces 99 and 100.
Asbestos Protected Metal Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Asbestos
protected metal; roofing and siding; A. P. M. gypsum roof conron.

—

;

;

—

glazing construction; A. P. M. McRepresented bv John H. Vance, J. T.
O'Neill and A. McAllister. Space mVz.
Associated Manufacturers of Malleable Iron, Cleveland, O.
Malleable iron castings of many kinds for cars, trucks and
automobiles testing machines. Represented bv S. H. Standish,
W. A. Dravcs, A. O. Buckius, F. C. Rutz and Jas. T. Llewellyn.
Spaces 221 and 222.
Austin Company, Cleveland, Ohio.^Plans, specifications and
views of standard railway and industrial building units. Represented bv H. K. Ferguson, W. L. Bailey, W. F. Chambers and
Space ISOjX.
E. M. Haas.
Aver & Lord Tie Company, Chicago, III. Creosoted wood
Represented bv A. H.
creosoted materials.
blocks for floors
Noyes, W. H. Blythe and L. S. Eifel. Space 22.S.
John Baker, Jr., Chicago. Asphalt for all purposes; AsphaWay and Aspha-Bric for freight and ware house flooring, teamtrack paving, station platforms, etc. Represented by R. M. Elder
and others. Space 201.
The Barrett Company, New York. Barrett's specification
roofing and bridge waterproofing; semaphore roofing; Everlastic
Tylike shingles Carbosota for wood preservation Tarvia for
Tar-Rok for
railroad grade crossings and station platforms
sub-floor construction; Holt roof connections for interior drainRepresented by C. F. Ames, C. T. Bilvea, W. S. Babcock,
age.
G. R. McVay and J. J. Ross. Spaces lOyi^'and 108.
Benjamin Electric Manufacturing Company, Chicago, III.
Various forms of lighting fixtures for right-of-way and maintenance of shops; industrial signals and electrical specialties;
panel boards. Represented bv G. B. Weber, A. E. Lubeck, M. J.
Clearv, Rav Prior, J. T. B. Addington, O. L. Johnson, W. CotSpaces 149'/^ and ISO.
trel and C. B. Harlow.
Bethlehem Steel Company, Bethlehem, Pa. New Century adjustable model 51 A switch stand; Steclton positive switch stand
model .52.^; U. S. A. non-adjustable switch stand. Represented
bv R. W. Belknap, T. F. Hennessv, E. B. C. Govne, E. E. Goodwillie, Stanley H. "Smith, Neil E. Salsich and K. C. Banks.
Spaces 199 and 216.
Boss Nut Company, Chicago. Boss lock nuts, bolts, nuts and
Represented by J. A. MacLean, J. W. Fogg, C. Beaurivets.
mont, W. G. Willcoxson and A. W. MacLean. Space 169.
Railway signal
L. S. Brach Supply Company, Newark, N. J.
telegraph apparatus
signal
crossing bells
lightning arresters
Represented by G. Gort, A. G. Brach and L. .S.
accessories.
Brach. Space 2.
Bridges & Building Association, Chicago, 111. Represented by
Space 226.
C. A. Lichty.
Bryant Zinc Company, Chicago. 111. Models 1, 2 and 3 auto
gong type crossing bells locomotive type crossing bells
flags
A. C. or D. C. annunciators relays lightning arresters resistance units; channel pins; bond wires; rail contacts; testing
battery zincs
battery coppers
priinstruments blue vitriol
mary batteries signal accessories. Represented bv A. F. Klink,
Stanley C. Brj-ant. H. F. Worden, J. P. Costigan,"W. P. Graves
and A. MuUcr. Spaces 1.S3 and 154.

Waugh

struction; A. P. M.
Allister ventilators.

;

—

;

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

Motor cars electric trucks
posts; electric crossing gates; tool
Represented by F. E. Place,
Wm. P. Hunt, Jr., L. M. Viles, M. A. Ross. R. B. Fisher, H. L.
Miller, J. L. Artmaier, H. C. Beebe, C. H. Bull, W. C. Dyer,
Card, H. E, Arends, R. C. Horton, W. F. Hebard, E.
T. J.
Conant, R. M. Smith. M. A. Evans, A. C. Fiero, L. R. Griffin
and P. G. Pendorf. Spaces 61, 62, 63, 64 and 65.
Carbic Manufacturing Company, Duluth, Minn. Carbic portable acetylene lights portable, low-pressure, acetylene generator
for oxy-acetylenc welding and cutting; Carbic combination portable light and o.xy-acetylenc cutting generator for wrecking outRepresented by Gordon Paterson and C. H. Bolinder.
fit use.
Spaces 17114 and 172'/;.

The Buda Company,

track drills; jacks;
grinders replacers
;

Chicago.

;

bumping

;

switch stands.

—

;
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Carnegie Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. Aeroplane crank
case; submarine signal disk; aeroplane crank shaft; tractor
gear; automobile fly wheel; turbine disk; rolled steel car
Represented by Edwin S. Mills, N. M. Hench, C. B.
wheel.
Friday and Samuel Fray, Jr. Spaces 52^^, S3, 71p2 and 72.
Iron
Pipe Association, Chicago, III. Cast iron pipe.
Cast
Represented bv F. E. Hutchins, R. C. McWane, W. E. Clow,

—

Space 202.
T. Elliott and W. J. O'Dav.
Chicago Bridge and Iron Works, Chicago. Model tanks and
washout valve. Represented by M. J. Trees, H. C. Brown. C. M.
Ladd, L. McDonald, F. L. Cook, R. M. Campbell, H. B. Horton,
K. I. Small, H. B. Murphcy. George T. Horton, O. A. Bailey,
W. R. Manock, F. E. Lee and S. A. Poyer. Spaces 51 and 70.
The Chicago Flag & Decorating Company, Chicago. Bunting
signal flags; U. S. flags and flags of all nations; service flags.
L.

—

—

Represented by Geo. L. Glendon, Thos. Glendon, L. G. Magnusson and Walter Glendon. Space 186.
Chicago Malleable Castings Company, West Pullman, Chicago.
The Thomas rail anchor tie plate; Wightman rail joint.
Represented by James S. Llewellyn and Wai"ren M. Osborn.
Space 142.
Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago. Oil-driven air
compressor; oil engines; speed recorders; air and electric tools
and rock drills. Renresented by C. E. Walker, J. C. Camnbell,
C. A. Schumacher. C. B. Coates, E. C. Stroup, M. C. Reed and
Geo. W. Favor. Spaces 115 and 116.
Chicago Railway Signal & Supnly Company, Chicago. Railway signaling apparatus and highwav crossing protection devices.
Represented bv E. W. Vogel. C. N. Suhr, W. C. Martin,
W. H. Dayton, Wm.' M. McClintock. C. R. Ahrens. D. J. McCarthy and A. H. .\nderson. Spaces 96, 97, 77 and 78.
Chipman Chemical Engineering Company, Inc., New York.
Photographs and other data on Atlas "A" weed killer and the
progress of the Atlas "A" method.
Renresented by B. G.
Thompson and E. N. Townsend. Space 205.
Cleveland Tractor Companv. Cleveland. Ohio. Tractors, industrial and farm.
Represented bv B. R. Tewksburv. K. P.
Dr\-sdale, C. Hougland and H. L. Greenfield.
Space 185.

—

—

—

—

—

Crerar, Adams & Comnanv. Chicago, III. Track drills: Eureka bonding drills Calumet die starters Hercules and Standard trucks: waste: hammers: Joyce. Cridland iacks.
Renresented bv Russell Wallace, W. I. Clock, Geo. Bassett, Arthur
Martin. Charles r.rpfrorv and R. Billiard, Snacn 28.
D. &• A. Post Mold Company. Three Rivers, Mich.— "D. & A."
cement fence post machines
post reinforcements
specimen
concrete fence posts rod spacers tie wires etc. Represented
;

:

;

;

;

by G. H. Dougherty.

;

Space

;

63.

—

Detroit Graph'te Comnanv. Detroit. Mich. Paint and rolors
all kinds.
Represented bv L. D. Mitchell, A. H. Kuersl.
W. D. Waueh, W. C. Bradford, T. J. Hogan, A. N. Bachner
and T. R. Wyles. Space 108^4.
Diamond State Fibre Company. Chicago. Diamond fiber track
insulation ferrules washers end posts continuous, Webber and
Braddock angle plates waste baskets trucks etc. Represented
by Theo. Herkert. Space 13.
Paul Dickinson, Inc., Chicago. Smoke jacks; chimneys and
ventilators.
Represented bv A. J. Filkins, W. H. Dayton and
L. G. Kclley.
Space 98.
Dilworth. Porter & Co.. Inc., Pittsburgh, Pa. Represented by

of

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—

W.

F.

Schleiter.

Space

27.

—

Dixon Crucible Companv. Joseph. Tersev City, N. T. Lubrirating graphite and graphite productions. Represented by J. E.
.Simpson and J. A. Biel. Space 118.
The Domestic Engineering Company, Dayton, Ohio. Delco
light
a direct connected electric light and power plant.
Repre-

—

—

sented bv

I.

K. Stover.

Space

14.

—

Dufl^ Manufacturing Companv. The. Pittsburgh. Pa.
All tvpes
of lifting jacks.
Represented bv C. N. Thulin, C. A. Methfessel. E. A. Johnson and T. A. McGinlev.
Space 91.
Edison Storage Battery Company, Orange, N. J. Edison
nickel-iron-alkaline storage batteries.
Represented by H. G.
Thompson, F. V. McGuiness. W. F. Bauer, E. T. Sawyer and
H. J. Butler. Spaces 20 and 21.
Edison. Thos.. Inc., Bloomfield. N. J. The 400 and 500 ampere
boiir m\dtiple plate batters': .500 single plate battery: 400 and
.'iOO ampere hour heat resisting glass jars.
Represented bv F. J.
Le Preau, T. P. Rodman. P. A. GarritA-. E. W. Brown, E. W.
Ncwcomb. B. F. Hines, R. T. Frost and L, W. Willis. Spaces

—

—

18 and 19.
Electric

Railway Improvement Company, Cleveland, Ohio,
Portable rail bonding devices; Erico portable welder; Erico
Erico portable oil furnace.
featherweight arc weld rheostat
Represented by W. E. Huber, F. H. Neff^, M. T. Stanton and
L. T. Rueker.
Space 1.
The Electric Storage Battery Companv, Philadelphia. Pa,
Axle lighting equipment; railwav signal batteries; car lighting
batteries.
Represented by Godfrey H, Atkin, T, Milton, T.
;

i

March

19.

Uiii.

P.iidci,

Space

Uiiiiii.
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lUriUiKO,

J.

A.

Kilts,

M.

11.

and W.

llick

LI.

60.

The Kymon Contimious Crossing Company, Marion, Ohio.
Coiilinnons

Byron

rail

crossing.

K. Wilson.

Space

Represented by
170.

M.

J.

K.ymoii

and

—

Fairbanks, Morse & Co., Chicago. Fifteen-horsepower, type
"Y," oil online direct connected to 9 kw. generator in operation;
scales;
electric
motor cars; ccntritngal pnmps
standpipe;
Represented bv A. A. Tavlor, -L. H. Matthews, E. C.
motors.
Golladay, K. J. Lee. G. W. Lewis, W. B. Lewis, D. K. Lcc.
F. M. Condit, F. P. Drinker, J. P. Flanagan, E. E. Pendray,
H. E. Vergoscn, E. J. V'crgosen, E. J. Covcrdale, J. D. Daggett,
H. K. Vogel, Ceo. J. Akcrs, G. Howard, H. 1. Renkin, H. G.
R. Denis, E. Lang, R. F. Koops and C. R. Story.
Balke,
Spaces 73-76 and 92-95.
Fairmont Gas Engine and Railway Motor Car Company, Fairmont, Minn. Railroad mowing machine; section motor car; inRepresented by F. E. Wade,
spection car; handcar engine.
Spaces 41,
D. G. Shcphard, R. B. Ballard and W. F. Kaspcr.
42 and 43.
Federal Signal Company, Albany, N. Y. Reception booth.
Represented by Carl Henze, W. H. Reichcrd, H. C. Ware and
Spaces 56 and 57.
C. N. Bcckner.
Demonstrating the uses
Frictionless Rail, The, Boston, Mass.
Represented by F. A. Barbcy, S. W.
of the frictionless rail.
Dwycr,
Bryant.
Spaces 133 and 134.
Simonds, T. F.
Jr., and Geo.
General Electric Company, Schenectady, N. Y. Represented
by W. J. Clark, H. L. Monroe, C. Darticos, A. P. Jcnks, VV. H.
Sigourney, John Roberts, H. W. Stewart, H. M. Jacobs and
;

C

—

—

—

—

W. Shugg. Spaces 35, 36 and 37.
General Railway Signal Company, Rochester, X. Y. Represented bv S. G. lohnson, F. L. Dodgson, L. Thomas, F. H.
Jones, W. R. Youiig, J. R. Wills, H. W. Lucia. W. H. Workman,
El E. Jester and J. A. Geneser. Spaces 47 and 48.
Gould Storage Battery Company, Depcw, X. Y. Storage batRepresented by G. R. Bcrgcr, \\'. S. Gould, R. Graham,
teries.
R. C. Hull and W. H. Conant. Spaces 157 and 157^.
William Graver Tank W'orks, Chicago. Storage tanks water
L.

—

—

—

softeners

;

water

filters.

Represented bv

W.

;

R. Toppan.

Space

Xut Company, Chicago.

—

Grip nuts.
Represented by
H. Forsyth, H. E. Passmore, A. Roberts, J. E.
Wcatherford and C. J. Wymcr. Spaces 190 and 19L
W. & L. E. Gnrley, Troy, X". Y. Engineering and surveying
instruments:
Transits, levels, plane tallies and alidades, compasses, leveling and stadia rods, hydraulic current meters, water
stage registers, etc.
Represented by H. M. Dibert and W. S.
Hopkins. Space 69^.
Hall Sw-itch & Signal Companv, New York, N. Y. Reception
booth.
Represented bv H. \V. Wolff, T. A. Ritter, H. L. Hollistcr, D. R. Day and \V. J. Gillingham.
Spaces 85 and 86.
Hatfield Rail Joint Manufacturing Company, Macon, Ga.Hatfield rail joints.
Represented by V. R. Hatfield.
Space
Grip

VV. E. Sharp. B.

—

—

I66/2.

Hayes Track Appliance Company,
derails.

Wallace,

Richmond,

Ind.

— Haves

Represented by R. W. Slautterback, E. L. Ruby, S. W.
W. Harding Davis and S. W. Hayes. Spaces 140

141.

—

Hazard Manufacturing Company, Wilkes-Barre, Pa. Signal
wires and cables wire rope. Represented by Albert W. Gabriel,
Geo. P. Cadv. H. B. Pflasterer, Geo. G. Stcinbrenncr, L. W.
Allen, W. S. Hart, Thomas Keefe, C. P. Brodhun and L. W.
Bevan. Spaces 3 and 4.
Hegeman-Castle Corporation, Chicago. Clapp fire resisting
paint tool steel gears and pinions
electric arc welders
AngloAmerican Varnish Company's products target enamels. Represented bv Walter H. Evan's, B. A. Hegeman, Ir., C. C. Castle,
E. D. Hillman and A. C. Sullivan. Space 137.
;

—

;

;

;

;

'

—

Hoeschcn Manufacturing Company, Omaha, Xcb. Hoeschen
crossing signals; track instruments and annunciators.
Represented by F. K. Davis, G. H. Carlson and E. Willrodt.
Space
181.

Hubbard & Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Track tools of various
Represented by W. H. Remmcl. 1. V. Smith. Geo. H.
McCammon. J. W. Hubbard and O. W. Youngquist. Space 143.
Ingersoll-Raud Company, X'ew York.— "Imperial" pneumatic
tie tarnpers; "Imperial" gasoline and electric motor-driven gang

kinds.

car with portable air compressors for operating tie tampers;
pneumatic spike hammers for cut spikes pneumatic spike drivers for screw spikes; pneumatic rail drills; pneumatic wood
boring machines.
Represented bv W. H. .\rmstrong, C. W.
Melcher, J. P. Gillies and Chas. Dougherty-.
Spaces 206 and
;

208.

—

International Filter Company, Chicago, 111.
Showing the
feed of a water softener.
Represented by W. N.
L. Hodges and Geo. H. Brown.
Spaces 170^1

chemical

Waterman, A.
and

Tin- Inlernaliunal Steel Tie Company, Cleveland, Ohio.— International steel twin ties; Internatiunal steel crossing foundation.
Represented by Wm. P. Day, W. C. Mahon and V. E.

Spaces 200 and 215.
(iate Company, Cedar Falls, Iowa.
Railroad fence
Represented by Albert Saner and J. B. Clay. Space 193.
Johns-Manville Company, New York, N. Y.— Asbestos built-up
roofing; asbestos ready roofing; asbestos shingles; smoke-jacks;
pipe and boiler insulation; piston packings; fibre conduit. Represented by J. E. Meek, J. C. Younglove, G. A. Nicol, P. C.
lacobs, J. M. Borrowdale, Geo. Christeiison, C. S. Clingman,
F. W. Doty, H. Flannagan, C. D. Folsom, R. A. Hamaker, W. J.
Henncssv, F. J. Home, D. L. lennings, W. H. Lawrence, C. E.
Murphv,' H. G. Newman, W." D. Oiler, C. M. Patten, A. G.
Pickett', H. B. Sewell, 1. H. Trent, E. T. Wade and E. H.
Willard.
Spaces 174. 175, 176 and 177.
O. F. Jordan Company, East Chicago, Ind. Spreader car
model. Represented by Walter J. Riley and Robert E. Brcsslcr.
Space 220.
Kalamazoo Railway Supply Company, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Hand, push and velocipede cars; motor cars; track drills; track
jacks; gauges and levels; electric valve grinders; electric rock
Represented by Jno.
drills; steel wheels; wood center wheels.
McKinnon, D. A. Stewart, W. N. Sidnam, N. C. Study, F. E.
McAllister, H. B. Miller, C. J.ackson, W. Winterle and L. W.
Bates. Spaces 22, 23, 24 and 25.
Kaustine Company, Inc., Buffalo, N. Y. Sanitary waterless
Represented by G. W. Hanibrook and D. A.
toilet and urinal.
Evans. Space 158.
Chicago. Warehouse
and trailer
Kelly-Derby Company,
irucks; semi-Diesel oil engines; perfect rail brace and tic plate
Bachman,
Adams,
H.
L.
W. H.
combined. Represented by F. W.
Day, O. K. Fischer, H. H. Fry, W. B. Holcomb, Edw. E. JohnSpaces 11 and 30.
son, C. W. Kelly and F. G. Koehler.
The Kerite Insulated Wire & Cable Company, Inc., New
York. Kerite insulated wires and cables. Represented by B. L.
WinchcU, Jr., George A. Grabcr, W. H. Fenley, J. A. Hamilton,
P. W. Miller, T. W. Young and J. A. Ronton. Spaces 49, SO, 68

Heglaw\
Iowa

—

gates.

—

—

—

—

and

69.

—

The

138.

and

613

171.

Kettle River Company, Minneapolis, Minn. K-R-Gunitc
Represented by
vaults
K-R-Gunite telephone booth.
Weathcrly and C. H. Marquess. Space 1685^.
Keystone Grinder and Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Keystone grinders and attachments. Represented by S. S. Newman and John Wincrantz. Space 194.
Kilbourne & Jacobs Manufacturing Company, Columbus,

battery
J.

;

L.

—

Ohio. Reception booth fitted with pictures of all-steel automatic air dump cars. Represented by J. Stanton Mossgrove and
David Greene. Space 45.
Lackawanna Steel Company, Lackawanna, N. Y. Abbott rail
safety
joint plates and Lackawanna hook shoulder tie plates
head angle bars. Represented bv C. R. Robinson, A. P. Van
Schaick, J. L. Hench. C. H. Hob'bs. G. A. Hagar, F. E. Abbott
and A. H. W^eston. Spaces 33 and 34.

—

;

—

Laync & Bowler Company, Memphis, Tcnn. Working model
Layne vertical turbine pump; turbine parts; shutter screen and
Keystone wire wrapped screen for railway water supply. Represented by W. C. Curd and R. S. Charles. Space 90.
The Lehon Company, Chicago. Mule-hide plastic car roofing;
Mule-hide burlap-back car roofing; Mule-hide canvas coach and

—

engine cab roofing; Per-bona insulating paper for refrigerator
cars; Mule-hide cap strips and sill covers; Mule-hide building
roofing; Mule-hide asphalt shingles; Mule-hide Slate-Kotc roll
roofing; Mule-hide treated fabrics and membranes. Represented
bv Tom Lehon, D. B. Wright, Wm. I. Orr and E. A. Magum.

Space

109.'

Lipman Refrigerator Car & Manufacturing Company,

Beloit,

Wis.— Refrigerator

car equipment; A. B. C. system of refrigeration and heating; A. B. C. car door; Edmond car door. Represented by C. E. L. Lipman, E. Lipman, W. W. Robinson,
A. B. Melville and C. H. Woodward. Space 6.
Long Company, Chas. R., Jr., Louisville, Ky. Signal colors
and bridge paints; blue lead coating; and general line of staRepresented by Charles R. Long. Jr.,
tion and bridge paints.
Harry X'issering, G. S. Turner, W. H. Hcclonan, M. EL Keig
Russell.
Space 90;.J.
and S. W.

—

The Lufkin Rule Company, Saginaw, Mich
steel

and woven; straight

joint folding

wood

rules;

steel rules; mcch:
rules.
I\.

boxwood

McGec and Frank G. Brown.
M. W. Supply Company,

Space

"

'tapes,
-pring
S. B.

121.

Philadelphia, Pa.— Vaughan rail
benders; \"aughan splice straightcners; anchor guard rail
rail
clamps; Vaughan switch heater
guard
V'aughan
clamps;
Represented by D. F. Vaughan and C. Z.
(new device').

Vaughan.

Spaces 82 and

101.

Macomber & Whyte Rope Company, Kenosha, Wis.—Wire
rope of every description and for every purpose; model of wire
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Represented by Edw. E.
rope and wire mills built to scale.
Robirds, Geo. S. Whyte, Jas. A. Boope and M. M. Gross. Space
89/2.

—

MacRae's Blue Book Company, Chicago. MacRae's Blue
Book.
Represented by Albert MacRae, L. R. Rollins, Lloyd
Simonson, E. B. Cooke and Thos. H. MacRae. Space 9.
The Madden Company, Chicago. Three men rail layer; Blair
tie spacer; Wagner switch point straightener
Harris-Muff ballast screen
Richter blue flag derail
Richter automatic derail
and turntable lock Chicago steel fence post Madden rail carrier.
Represented by H. C. HoUoway and T. D. Crowley.
Space 195.

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Marsh & Truman Lumber Company, Chicago. Bloxonend
Represented by M. G. Truman. Space 213.
Massey Company, Universal Concrete Products Company, Canadian Concrete Products Company, Chicago. Reinflooring.
C. F.

—

forced concrete products batter>' well battery box house culvert pipe; telegraph pole; flag pole.
Represented by C. F.
Massey, Jos. F. Love, J. E. Moody, P. Kircher, E. M. Hatheway,
Chas. Gilman, H. E. Burns, Dan R. Brown, J. J. Gruenfeld,
E. C. Alexander, A. M. Swenson and B. O. Brooker.
Spaces
54 and 55.
;

;

;

;

—

McGraw-Hill Publishing Company, New York, N. Y. Comlist of the papers published by this company.
Represented
by Wm. Buxman, J. E. Mason, E. T. Hunt and Fay Crabs.
Space 8^.
Mercury Maniifacturing Company, Chicago. Mercury tractor
type "L" Mercury trailer standard warehouse. Represented bv
John R. Bensley, W. W. Pace, Wilton Bentley, L. R. Millar,
William L Lott, S. F. Proctor and H. B. Johnson. Spaces 10
and 29.
The Alexander Milburn Company, Baltimore, Md. Portable
oxy-acetylene welding and cutting outfits and
carbide lights
apparatus. Represented by S. B. Moats. Space 5.
Miller Train Control Corporation, Danville, 111. Miller train
control cab instrument mounted on engineer's air brake valve
and stand, together with full size cut-away section of the control, shoe bar, etc.
Instrument will be connected with air to
plete

—

;

—

;

—

show

An

automatic stereopticon will show slides of
actual photographs as well as printed matter of an educational
value.
Represented by W. B. Murray, H. B. Miller, J. N. Garber, E. Murray and P. E. Herren.
Spaces 197 and 1971/2.
Monroe Calculating Machine Company, Chicago, 111. Monroe
calculating machines.
Represented by H. H. Doty. Space 9.
Mudge & Co., Chicago. Mudge motor cars. Represented by
Burton W. Mudge, Robert D. Sinclair, Karl J. Eklund, Herbert
Deeming, William B. Ross, Georee W. Bender, Fay E. Posson,
Charles M. Mudge, Jean K. Vanatta, Clyde P. Benning, Hugh
U. Mudge, Clive Hastings, Ellsworth Ingalls, Charles W. Simpson, William C. Jacobs, V. Pagctt, Charles C. Smith and Frank
Berz. Spaces 146, 147, 127 and 128.
National Carbon Company, Inc., Cleveland, Ohio. Columbia
R. S. A. No. 72
primary signal batteries Columbia track
batteries
storage batteries
Columbia dry batteries Hot Shot
batteries
carbon brushes lighting, moving picture and photographic carbons
welding and searchlight carbons
Columbia
flashlights and flashlight batteries carbon telephone specialties
special forms in carjjon.
Represented by Chas. S. Pflasterer,
operation.

—

—

—

HV

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

W. H. Arkenburgh, T. M. Spangler, W. R. Pflasterer,
Cox, L. W. Fischer, C. W. Wilkins, Wallace O'Connor,
Pratt, R. W. Erwin, W. G. Waitt, R. C. Woods and

R.

T.

A. E.
R. S.

Geraghty. Spaces 151 and 152.
National Concrete Machinery Company, Madison, Wis. National reinforced concrete line; corner and brace. fence posts for
right-of-way fencing; National molds and reinforcements for
concrete fence posts
Toohey timber dapper, a new device
adapted for framing quickly and economically all sizes of bridge
timbers and for framing car sills and other timbers used in
car repairing work. Represented by J. B. Evans, M. H. Hovey,
V. E. Rogers, E. A. Everett, W. Harding Davis, W. M. McClintock and Frank Sanders.
Spaces 158^ and 1.S9.
National Lead Company, New York. Dutch Boy red-lead.
Represented by A. H. Sabin and F. M. Hartley, Jr. Space 81.
The National Lock Washer Company, Newark, N. J. Nut
locks.
Represented by F. B. Archibald, J. Howard Horn, R. L.
Cairncross and A. T. Thompson. Space 192.
National Malleable Casting Company, The, Cleveland, Ohio.
Holdfast rail anchor; wedge lock anchor; malleable iron tie
plates; malleable iron bridge washers; spools and angle washers; malleable iron rail braces.
Represented by L, S. Wright,
Space 102.
J. .L Byers and T. W. Aishton.
National Railway Appliance Association, Chicago, 111. Enrollment booth.
Represented by A. H. Kuerst, G. R. McVay,
G. E. Geer, Thos. H. MacRca and W. G. Wilcoxson.
Spaces

—

;

—

—

—

198 arid 217.

National

Surface

(new design);

rail

Guard Company, Chicago.
saws;

tie

tongs.

—

Cattle guards
Represented by C. F.
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Hately, C.

C.

Zimmerman, H. O. Conklin and H. A. Smith.

Space 211.

—

Geo. P. Nichols & Brother, Chicago. Electric turntable tractor; model of electric transfer table.
Represented bv Geo. P.
Nichols, S. F. Nichols, R. M. Gaston and N. Fries. Space 173.

—

Northwestern Motor Company, Eau Claire, Wis. Railway
motor cars. Represented by R. R. Rosholt and R. F. German.
Spaces 196 and 196J4.
Ogle Construction Company, Chicago. Hoisting machine and

—

miniature steel automatic coaling station. Represented by R. A.
Ogle, L. S. Murphy, C. F. Bledsoe, Edw. Ernst and M. W.
Powell.
Spaces 12 and 31.
Okonite Company, The, New York, N. Y. Reception booth.
Represented by H. Durant Cheever, J. D. Underbill, W. R.
Van Steenburgh, D. Woodhead, J. M. Lorenz, R. N. Baker,
A. L. McNeill, E. G. Wilson, L. H. Irvine and C. S. Nolloth.
Spaces 16 and 17.
O'Malley-Beare Valve Company, Chicago, III. Valves and
locomotive blowoff cocks
lock shield valve for oxy-acetylene
service; globe; angle and "Y" valves for all service.
Represented by Thomas O'Malley, Edward O'Malley, Joseph Gallagher, J. E. Brown, Jas. Pigott, G. A. MacLean, Herman Crews
and Walter Morris. Space 114.
The P. & M. Company, Chicago. Vaughan rail anti-creepers
P. & M. rail anti-creepers Henggi rail anti-creepers bond wire
protectors.
Represented by Fred N. Baylies, S. M. Clancey,
J. D. Griswold, D. T. Hallberg, H. A. Hawes, R. D. Hawley,
Geo. E. Johnson, J. E. Mahoney, Wm. A. Maxwell, Philip W.
Moore, Fred A. Poor, John Reagan, W. H. Reaves, John
Ritchie, P. V. Samuelson and L. S. Walker.
Spaces 122-123.
Page Steel and Wire Company, New York. "Copperweld"
bare and weatherproof wire; bond wires; tie wires; nails;
Armco (American ingot) iron wire; plain, galvanized and welding wire.
Represented by W. T. Kyle, C. B. Semple, J. A.
Rocsch, Jr., F. W. Walters and W. S. Krenz. Spaces 182-183.
W. W. Patterson Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. High-grade hardmade tackle blocks wood blocks manila rope wire cable. Represented by W. W. Patterson, Jr. Space 145.
The Peyton Safety Rail Joint Company, Ccntralia, 111. Peyton safety rail joints. Represented by W. Perry, C. W. Witwer,
Space 172.
J. M. Brown, C. Rettinghouse and M. C. Hughes.
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Company, Pittsburgh, Pa., Des
Moines, Iowa, Chatham, Ont. Railway water tanks
railway
Represented bv W. W.
coaling station
railway oil tanks.
Hcndrix, Max Whitacre, C. L. Todd, W. P. Cogswell, H. J.
Klinzing, A. C. Pearsall, Herbert Miller, T. E. O'Leary, W. A.
Da Lee and W. V. Bickelhaupt. Spaces 83 and 84.
The Pocket List of Railroad Ofificials, New York.— Pocket List
of Railroad Officials.
Represented by J. Alexander Brown,
Harold A. Brown and Charles L. Dinsmore. Space 26.
Positive Rail Anchor Company, Marion, Ind. Rail anchors
switches guard rails tie plates rail braces switch point protectors; heel plates.
Represented bv Frank M. Robbins, T. A.
Shoulty, L. C. Ferguson. A. H. Told, E. A. Lc Beau and W.
Harding Davis. Spaces 178, 179 and 180.
Geo. A. Post, New York. Arch-neck railway spike. Represented by Geo. A. Post, James R. Steele, E. H. Walker, W.
Eckels and Geo. A. Post, Jr. Space 204.
The Protective Signal Manufacturing Company, Denver, Colo.
relays
oscillators
time
Railway signal equipment bells
Represented bv Archie M. Adams,
units wig-wag signals etc.
Will C. Neahr and Walter E. Wegner. Spaces 167'/^ and 168.
Pyrcne Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y. Fire extinguishers; hose; reels; chemical engines.
Represented by R.
G. Henderson, W. D. Dorry, J. M. Johnston and H. V. Boykln.

—

—

;

—

;

;

—

—
;

;

;

—

—

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—

—

—

;

;

;

;

;

—

Space

160.

—

New York. Compromise joints; Bonderails; replacers
skid shoes; emerRepresented by C. F. Quincy, F. F. Kister,
Jav V. Wescott, Edgar M. Smith, J. L. Terrv, Roger B. Quincv,
E.'Rav Packer, William W. Hoit and A. R. Horn. Spaces 120
and 139.
The Rail Joint Company, New York. Continuous, Weber,
Wolhaupter and 100% Standard joints; continuous, Weber and
Troy insulated joints; continuous step joints. Represented by
V. C. Armstrong, W. P. Thomson, Benj. Wolhaupter, E. A.
The Q. &

Company,

C.

zano-Thomson

rail joints;

;

,gency knuckles.

—

Van

Dresar, Jas. A. Greer, Alex. Chapman,
C. Webb, R. W. Pavne, G. H. Larson,
Smith, W. S. Boyce, H. C. Hickey and
Spaces 79 and 80.
The Railroad Supply Company, Chicago. Tie plates; derailers wig-wag crossing signals d. c, a. c. and inotor-driven bells
relays; testing instruments; lightning arresters; annimciators;
electric crossing gates; signal supplies and accessories.
Repreented bv E. H. Bell. H. M. Buck, M. J. Fox, F. M. Hill, P. W.
Kohnen, F. Lull, R. S. Prentice, A. H. Smith. H. G. Van
Nostrand and F. C. Webb. Spaces 104 and lOS.
Condit,
E. F.
C. B.

Jr.,

E. L.

Schermerhorn, F.

R.
Chas, Jenkinson.
;

Griffin,

W.

—

;

March

19.
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—

—

Southern Pine Association, New Orleans, La. Pine and its
Represented by Dr. H. Von Schrenk, A. L.
K.-immerer and II. W. Meinholtz. Spaces 203 and 202.
Sijuire-Cogswell Company, Chicatjo. Volkhart water service
hydrants and valves and specialties; Ilauck kerosene torches.
Represented by Willis C. Squire and Chas. P. Cogswell. Space

Railway Age. See Sirnmoiis-Boardman PiiblisliiiiR Company.
Space 46.
Railway Klcctrical Engineer.— See Simmoni^-Uoarclman PubSpace 46.
lishing Ciinipany.
Railway Maintenance Engineer. See Simmons-Boardman PubSpace 46.
lishing Company.
Railway Mechanical Engineer.— See Simmons-Boardman PubSpace 46.
lishing Company.
Represented by
R.iilwav Review, Chicago.— Railway Review.
Willard A. Smith, Harold .'\. Smith, W. M. Camp, C. L. Van
Auken, A. E. Hoovcn J. E. Gougcon, Chas. L. Bates and J. L.
Lanimedee. Space 44.
Railway Signal Engineer. See Simmons-Boardman PublishSpace 46.
ing Company.
Ramapo Iron Works, Hillbuni, N. Y. Manganese switch
Represented by
points: switch stands: switch slide plates.
Thomas K. .\kcrs, .\rthur Gemundcr, W. C. Kidd, Douglas E.
Snow and lames B. Strong. Space \09'A and 110.
Reading Specialties Company, Reading, Pa.— Guard rail
clamps; car and engine replacers rail benders; rail joints; tic
Represented by B. J. Buell and
spacers; rail straighteners.
Spaces 45 and 46.
T. I. O'Connell.
Roadmasters" and Maintenance of Way Association of AmerRepresented by P. J. McAndrews and Miss
ica, Sterling, III.
.\nna Mc.\ndrews. Space 227.
Rocs Foundry Company, Henri-, Chicago, III. Hardick lock
and covered turnbuckle for switch adjustment. Represented bv
Space ISO.
^ (V'lrn nn.! William Hardirk.
I

difTerenl treatments.

—

—

161!^.

—

—

—

—

track jacks; Simi)lex pole pulling jacks; Simplex emergency
jacks; Simplex automobile jacks; Simplex shipbuilder's jack.
Represented by A. C. Mills, W. B. Tcmpleton, H. B. Burlow

;

and J. H. Hummel. Space 32.
Toledo Scale Company, Toledo, Ohio.

—

Automatic dial scales
built-in type freight-house scale; self-contained type dormant
Represented by
scale; portable platform automatic dial scale.

—

—

130

—

Standard Asphalt & Refining Company, Chicago. Mineral
rubber mastic floors; acid-proof floors; waterproofing; pipe
coating; roofing; damp-proofing; paving; insulation; liquid
coatings; acid-proof tank linings. Represented by R. F. Trumbull, H. C. Richie, E. I.. Hedrich, George A. Thornton, J. M.
Woodruff and Charles Muller. Spaces 161 and 162.
Swain Company, Chicago. Journal box publicator; journal
box loose pulley and shafting cups; solid lubricators for all
Represizes of crank pin cups; metallic packing for all rods.
Space 185^.
sented by VVm. H. Holmes and C. H. Ilolman.
Tempkton, Kcnly & Co., Ltd., Chicago. Simplex car and

;

j
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C. F. Moore, C. H. Hapgood, H. O. Hem, W. B. Pantall and
H. D. Ridge. Space 15.
Track Specialties Company, Xcw York. N. Y. Trnsco i.Miard

—
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Safe Lock Switch Machine Company, Lexington, Ky.

— Safe

lock switch machine.
Represented by Curtis Dougherty, D. M.
Case and C. F. Jones. Spaces 163 and 163^.
Sellers Manufacturing Company, Chicago.
Sellers' anchor

—

bottom wrought iron tie plates. Represented by J. M. Sellers,
G. M. Hogan, R. A. Van Houten and R. J. Piatt.
Space 124.
Signal Accessories Company, New York. Signal material.
Represented by F. C. Lavarack and C. R. Ahrens. Space 119.
The Silver Steel Company, New York. The Silver steel
tie.
Represented by Jos. A. Silver. Space 164^2.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Company, New York and Chicago.
Railway Age; Railway Maintenance Engineer; Railway
Signal Engineer; Railway Mechanical Engineer; Railway Electrical Engineer.
Represented by L. B. Sherman, Samuel O.
Dunn, Henr\- Lee, C. R. Mills, Frank S. Dinsmore, F. H. Thompson, H. H. Simmons, H. H. Marsh, J. H. Boan, J. M. Rutherford, R. H. Smith, E. R. Walker, E. T. Howson, W. S. Lacher,
K. E. Kellenberger, J. G. Little, A. F. Stuebing, G. L. Lacher,
E. T. Owens and T. E. Grossman.
Space 46.
Simple Gas Engine Company, Menasha, Wis. Gasoline engines with clutch and chain drive for railway motor cars, three,
five and six horsepower.
Represented by John P. Hrubcsky,
F. J. Obcrweiser and John G. Walter.
Space 165;^.
T. W. Snow Construction Company, Chicago. Oil and water
cranes.
Represented by T. W. Snow and Derby Snow. Space

—
—

—

—

—

clamp; Superior compromise joint; Superior dcrailers; rail
benders; guard rail braces; adjustable rail shims. Represented
by W. B. Lee. Space 207.
Union Switch & Signal Company, Swissvale, Pa. Represented
by A. L. Humphrey, G. A. Blackmore, L. F. Howard, W. P.
Neubert, J. P. Coleman, J. E. Saunders, C. O. Harrington,
H. A. Wallace, J. F. Talbcrt, W. P. Allen, Aaron Dean, H. W.
Griflin, J. J. Cozzens, T. H. Patenall, J. L. Brastow, J. S. Hobson, W. W. Talbcrt, S. E. Gillespie, V. K. Spicer, J. L. Loucks,
Spaces 66
Geo. Marloflf, J. D. Roett and H. R. Sheene.

rail

—

and

67.

U. S. Wind Engine & Pump Company, Batavia, III.— Models
and samples of railway water stations, water tanks, water columns, railroad double-acting pumps, stock yard windmills and
pump switch stands. Represented by L. E. Wolcott, C. EL Ward,
Spaces
G. E. Vermilyer, J. P. Prindle and E. B. La Salle.
111 and 112.
track
Verona Tool Works, Pittsburgh, Pa.— Track tools
Represented by H. Fischer,
jacks; levels; gauges; nut locks.
Spaces 129 and 148.
E. Woodings and H. C. Mull.
Volkhardt Company, Inc., Stapleton Station, S. I., N. Y.
Non-freezing water hydrants. Represented by Wm. Volkhardt
and Willis C. Squire. Sparc 160^3.
The Walls Froglcss Switch and Manufacturing Company,
Swing rail frog. Represented by C. E.
Kansas Citv,
Ennis and W. J. StoncBumer. Spaces 219 and ZViVi.
;

Mo—
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Watcrbury Battery Company, Waterbury, Conn.

— Watcrbury

unit cylinder primary battery; Waterbury plate type primary
battery; Watcrbury track battery; Schoenmehl primary battery;
Gordon primary battery. Represented by C. B. Schoenmehl,
G. A. Nelson, E. E. Hudson and S. J. Hough.
Space 38.
Wayne Oil Tank & Pump Company, Ft. Wayne, Ind. Oil
tanks and self-measuring pumps. Represented by B. F. Geyer.

—

Space

135.

—

West Coast Lumberman's Association, Seattle, Wash. Lumber in various dimensions cut from Douglas fir.
Represented
by C. J. Hoguc and D. H. Davis. Spaces 187 and 188.
Western Electric Company, New York, N. Y. Railway telephone and selector dispatching circuits flood lights train lights
motor generator equipments for signaling. Represented bv Jack
C. Binning, Geo. Hull Porter, G. K. Hever, T. J. Rider, H. K.
Olmstead, F. A. Kctcham, Walter P. Hoagland, Will J. Davis
and L. A. Muttart. Spaces SS and 59.
The Wyoming Shovel Works, Wyoming, Pa. Red Edge track
shovels.
Represented by G. E. Geer, H. C. Emery and H. T.

—

;

;

—

Potter.

Space

103.

Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, New York, N. Y.
Locks door closers, chain hoists. Represented by G. C. Fishleigh, L. W. Kregner, R. J. Kleinsmid and E. A. McGuire.
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able frost trouble was experienced this was remedied by
closing up the ventilators with waste, plugging the hole

bottom of the case with waste and setting small
of alcohol in the bottom of the cases, which
most affected with the frost.
No further
trouble was experienced on these signals, but when they
were cleaned in the spring the ones that had the alcohol
in the cases had rusty mechanisms and bearings which
was undoubtedly caused by the alcohol. Glycerine and
vaseline were tried by placing them inside of the glass
in the

bottles

seem

to be

covering the entire surface, but this did not prevent frosted motors. The same member stated that if
the thermometer is higher than 10 deg. above zero it is
too warm for frost to take effect, and if it is lower than
10 deg. below zero it is too cold for it to form unless it
warms up very fast during the morning.
shield,

;

-Space 113.

"Split

Spark" Lightning Arrester

THE

Albany Regional Committee Report*
many

parts of the countr}' signal failures are often
during the winter months from frost collecting on motor cominutators or contacts. This presents a problem to the signal departments to be solved
with each recurring winter. Frost and moisture in sig-

IXexperienced

nal

mechanism and motor cases was discussed

at length
of the contributing causes of
frost failures may be due to poorly fitted motor shields,
motor shields cracked, poor gaskets for inotor shields
and mechanism doors, ventilators closed, no ventilators,
high mica, causing brushes to arc and warm up commutator.
Frost failures were generally found to occur between
7 a. m. and 12 o'clock noon, depending principally upon
the rays of the sun. Opening mechanism doors to clean
motors when frost is forming on rails and iron poles
will result in a frost failure.
Failures from ice on motor
commutators usually occur after a warm winter day
when the temperature drops suddenly toward evening,
just as the sun goes down.
Motor and mechanism will
have a sweating appearance and the motor commutator
will have a very fine coating of ice.
It has been found
good practice not to open a case in severe cold weather
unless absolutely necessary and at other times not before
10 a. m. and not after 3 p. m. on a sunny day. At these
times the necessary work should be done in as brief a
time as possible. Signals located close to a hill or mountain are less troubled with frost than those some distance
away, while a signal located in a ravine near a mill pond
seems to be an ideal spot for frost.
Some of the various methods employed in trying to
counteract the effects of frost were the use of a wooden
commutator shield, a special enlarged door, alcohol in
mechanism case, alcohol on a sponge in commutator
shield, the sealing up of bottom of mechanism, the installation of new gaskets for commutator shield and
painting the outside of the mechanism case with aluminum. Others tried placing a packing of charcoal in mechanism cases but this did not seem to remedy the
trouble.
It is the opinion of most maintenance forces
that proper ventilation is lacking in signal poles and mechanism cases and that providing a means for the proper
circulation of air around the signal mechanism has been
found to reduce frost failures materially. Another member present advised that on one section where consider-

at this meeting.

•From

Some

the abstracts published in the R. S. A. Journ.nl for March, 1918.

"Split Spark" lightning arrester, manufactured
by the Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago, is unique in its construction and
effects in protecting signal apparatus on railroads.
This
arrester is the invention of Fred B. Corey, for many
years with the General Electric Company at Schenectady, N. Y. The over all dimensions are 5j/2 in. long by
3 in. high.
The porcelain base, which is hollow, condamp and insect proof.
The two R. S. A. standard binding posts at the ends
are for "line" and "instrument."
The middle binding
post is the "ground."
This binding post has a carbon
disc, and immediately on each side of it there are two
knurled nuts, presenting many fine points toward the
carbon ground disc, to which the lightning discharges to

Split

Spark Lightning Arrester

ground.

In the hollow base there are three sets of coils
of heavy wire wound upon a fiber tube. These coils are
impregnated, and the entire case is sealed, making it
damp and inspect proof.
One of the coils is a choke coil, while the other two
are compensating coils, wound in reversed directions and

connected direct to the incoming "line" binding post.
coils divide the incoming static or
lightning discharge, so that a positive discharge takes
place between both gaps simultaneously. One particular
feature of this arrester is that it has two positive discharge paths and is so designed mechanically that a fixed
distance is kept between the points at all times.

These compensating

March

19,
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All coils are wouikI with heavy cotton-covered magnet
wire, and the choke coil is the only coil offering resistance to the rejjular current jjoinj; to the instrument, the
compensatini; coils heinj,' coiniected ilirectly to the in-
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The machines
storage pile or the conveying distance.
are particularly adapted for tilling in or extending emor
other
conveying
cinders
tilling
materials
bankments by

coming

hindinjj jiost.
protect alternating; current instriunents the choke
I'.xtensive tests have shown that this
coil is eliminated.
arrangement offers no imjiedance anil that lightning discharges are always equal between the two discharge

To

[Miints.

A

Portable Motor Driven Conveyor

AM

\\

he

TV!'i-:

moved

oi'

roKiAiiLi, hell conveycir dcsigneil lo

easily

by one man, and which will han-

loose materials such as coal, coke, ashes,
crushed stone, sand or gravel and sacks, packages, boxes
dle

and manufactured products with equal facility, is being
built by the Portable Machinery Company, Inc., of PasThe machine is operated either by an elecsaic, N. J.
tric motor or gasoliiK' engine and is known as a scoop

The Machine Showing

the Belt Conveyor and Sprocket Drive

from hopper-bottom cars and discharging
slope, thus obviating the necessity of

at the top of
an additional track

along the top of the embankment.

Edison Multiple Plate Primary Cell

THOMAS

Edison, Inc., has made an important
in primary batteries in the form of
a multiple plate type cell which embodies a combination of two copper oxide plates and three zinc plates
as illustrated below.
The method of assembly provides
for two copper oxide plates suspended in copper-plated
steel frames w^hich are clamped automatically into the
A.

improvement

Increased Storage Capacity Is Gained by Using the Conveyor
in Flights

conveyor because of the feature whereby the conveying
belt receives its load of loose material through a scoop
at the lower end which can be pushed or buried completely in the material to be handled.

The convej-or is built of steel and is mounted on
wheels attached to the upright supports of the conveyor.
The lower end of the conveyor is attached to the lower
end of these uprights by pipe section members forming
a triangle.
The conveyor may be moved easily from
place to place by inserting two pieces of pipe in the ends
of the horizontal members for use as handles.
The power is transmitted to the conveyor from the
driving motor, which is mounted on die horizontal supports by means of a chain and sprocket connection to a
shaft extending underneath the conveyor.
From a
sprocket on the other end of this shaft the power is
transmitted to the driving sprocket, which is located at
the upper end of the conveyor.
In handling loose material the machine has a capacity
of one ton in IJ/ min., and in unloading loose materials
from hopper or drop-bottom cars the lower end of the
conveyor can be run under the car and the materials
elevated from the track level, a distance of from 6 to 9
ft., to the storage pile.
The conveyors can be used in
sets of two or more to increase either the height of the

Multiple Plate Primary Battery

side of the plate, thereby insuring positive contact. The
zinc plates are suspended from a rigid hanger bolted on
to a cross bolt, the center zinc suspension having a jamb

nut on each

side.

presents a very compact and rigid
assembly, the mechanical structure of which insures a
permanent fixation of the plates with the least amount of
inactive material in its construction and thereby obtaining
the minimum amount of displacement in the solution. As

The new element
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shown

ill

the ilhistration, horizontal slots are counter-

sunk into the bottom panels of the zinc plates, the purpose of these slots being to indicate by their perforation
the exhaustion of the cell. The design of the zinc plates
is such as to enable the entire surface area to be maintained intact throughout the life of the cell, thus avoiding a decreasing surface as the cell becomes exhausted.
The slots also provide a more positive means, and at a
more definite point, for determining when the batter\' is
ready for renewal. The physical improvement brought
about by this latest development is the exposure of additional surface area of zinc and copper oxide plates at a
greater height in the solution, thereby presenting a greater
surface area of the elements in a more active solution.
The effect of these physical improvements in the cell is to
enable it to maintain a more constant voltage at any
given discharge rate between the beginning and end of
its life and to reduce to a minimum the
drop in a
cell when subjected to heavy discharges, especially under
cold temperatures. The multiple plate type assembly is
now being furnished in 400 and 500 ampere hours capacit}' to fit R. S. A. jars and covers and when furnished
with barrel-shaped heat-resisting glass jars is known as
Edison type M-404 and M-504, respectively. It is universally adaptable to all signal circuits, line circuits, track
circuits, crossing bell circuits, low voltage switch machine circuits and signal lighting circuits.

switches
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when provided with electrical
movement would have an

energy. Realizing
extensive application in connection with the low voltage operation of outlying switches, consideration was given the fact that it
might be necessary at times for the switch to be thrown
over by hand, due to battery failure or disconnection.
Because of the fact that the trainmen who would be
required to operate the switch under these circumstances
might not be acquainted with the mechanism, the openthat

this

CR

U.

S. CS, S.

Co.

New
and Improved Devices

DURING

THE LAST fcw

years considerable

economy

in the operation of electro-pneumatic interlocking

plants has been effected by the introduction of
minor improvements in detail parts, the sum total of
which has allowed a decided decrease in the amount of
compressed air necessary for the operation of this type
of interlocking. The improvements made in the switch
valve have been responsible for a considerable portion of
the saving in air.
The Union Switch & Signal Company's improved Style "C" cutoff type valve is so designed that compressed air is held normally in only one

Special

Model

12 Neutral Polar

Relay

ing for the reception of the hand crank was made prominent and a switch lock is used for fastening the cover
of this opening in place. This was so located to bring
it where it could not be overlooked.
As an additional
precaution, "Crank here" in raised letters has been placed
in the gear case immediately over the hand crank opening.
The point at which the crank is applied in the train
of gears is such that no time is lost in throwing the
movement over by hand.

Relay for Handling

Style

"M" Low Voltage Switch and Lock Movement

chamber and against only one electrically-operated pin
valve. Another improvement in this valve has been the
external tubing for interconnection of
casting is now provided with internal
The
ports for the flow of air between its chambers.
changes made in this style valve do not detract in any
way from the recognized safety features which are characteristic of electro-pneumatic interlocking.
elimination of
air chambers.

Style

The

The

"M" Low Voltage Switch and Lock Movements
Style "M" switch and lock movement recently de-

veloped was

designed primarily

to

operate

railway

Low

Voltage Switch Movements

In order to provide for the satisfactory control of
low voltage switch and lock movements now being installed quite generally, the Union Switch & Signal Company has equipped its standard model 12 neutral polar
relay with a special arrangement of contact-making parts.
This relay is equipped with four front and two back contacts, which are arranged so that two silver-to-graphite
contacts will ordinarily be depended upon for carrying
the motor current, while two graphite-to-graphite contacts will break last as the relay is de-energized, in this
way taking care of breaking the current used by the
motor witliout injuriously affecting the contact parts.
This relay provides a pressure of two ounces per contact when normally energized, as do all of the standard
Model 12 and 13 Union relays.

DAILY EDITION
What

virluc

sources

if

is

Conservation

and
the

War

natural reThe only answer
arc sacriticcil
conduct
of the
to this is that the
War for Freedom justifies a dissipation of the natural wealth of the
world at a rate not previously

tlicrc in the consi'ivalioii oi

human

!"

rijjlils

dreamed

of,

and according

to

meth-

ods that would he considered disgracefully wasteful in
However much the demands of
sober times of peace.
the moment may positively require an almost ruthless
waste, sucli as the destruction of the beautiful roadside
elms of France for trench timbers, the rights of posterity demand the practice of conservation wherever it does
not interfere with the adequate supply of war needs.
Just as the lavish expenditure of money on the part of
the government demands a corresponding frugality on
the part of the people, so it devolves upon railroad men
to practice conservation even more than in the past. One
unfortunate effect of the present emergency has been a
tendency to discontinue the practice of treating timbers
for railway structures, and to use inferior grades of
lumber. Cheap or makeshift measures may be necessary
in some places and even desirable for temporary- arrangements, but the fallacy of such practices where avoidable
will be demonstrated all too quickly in a far shorter life
than could be expected of standard construction.

Prior to the building of the Grand Central terminal in
New York, the New York Central conducted experiments extending over a period of
Promoting Safety several years before deciding on the
in Passenger
nature of the flooring and the grade
of ramps to he used in the station
Stations
building.
The studies included experiments with 15 or 20 different flooring materials
and nearly as many different inclinations of ramps. Before and since that time individual roads have carried
on similar experiments previous to the construction of
passenger stations. The fact that it was considered necessar}- to make these experiments emphasizes the importance of the work of the Committee on Buildings and
the value of its recommendations on provisions to insure safe walking in and about passenger stations. While
it does not follow that these studies and recommendations
will entirely relieve individual roads from carrj'ing on
their own investigations when planning new passenger
facilities, it does follow that their work is simplified. The
knowledge of what others have done and the character
of the results obtained presented in the concise manner
of this report offer a foundation on which a road maj^
build its own conclusions.
Another point to be considered in providing for the safety of the public in passenger stations is the wide difference in the characteristics
of the suburbanite as contrasted with the infrequent
traveler.
Facilities which will insure safety and the
prompt movement of experienced travelers will not in
all cases answer for the inexperienced.
This phase of
the question has been fully considered by the Committee
on Buildings. The suggestions made in the report are

619

of a conslruct-ive nature and should jtrove to be of
value to railway men in working out the details of station design.

The conuniltce on water service is to be conuiiended for
calling attention to the importance (jf an adequate organization to supervise water service
Importance of a problems, although it could well have
Water Service placed more emphasis on this subDepartment
ject.
It is true that on most roads
water service is handled as an adjunct to some other department or branch of the service
without any direct concentration of responsibility. The
fact that this is the common practice does not, however,
demonstrate its correctness. Rather, the improvements
which have been effected on the few roads which have
concentrated responsibility for the construction, maintenance and operation of water stations in one distinct
department indicates that this common practice is wrong.
The importance of a proper quality of water is being
realized now more than at any time in recent years because of the necessity of securing the maximum service
from each locomotive. This is leading to a realization
of the importance of studying the quality of the water
delivered at each individual station, which in itself is
the work of a specialist. The increased demand for water resulting from the heavy traffic is also necessitating
the reconstruction of many stations to provide the requisite capacity.
This increased consumption is also re-

quiring pumping for longer intervals and increasing the
costs of operation, which in turn suggests larger and
more modern pumping equipment. This and the other
phases of the water service problems are of sufficient
importance to justify the utilization of specialists in
water service matters rather than leaving them to be
solved b)"^ other men whose primary responsibilities are
in other directions.

The preparation of

the arrangements for the present
convention of the American Railway Engineering Association was facilitated materially by

The Convention

a

common

feeling

among

the officers

and directors

in favor of a meeting
notwithstanding the postponement of several other railway
conventions.
In fact, some of those in charge were
especially impressed with the idea that the convention
could be made of particular value this year, and that
with a proper arrangement of the program many railway
men would make a special effort to attend because of
the opportunity to discuss the questions of the hour. The
correctness of this position is borne out by the large attendance yesterday. The registration of members ival, ,1
293 or 4 more than the number recorded for the fir-'
This is in addition to 75 guests who r(.;4i>last year.
While this is a smaller number than was registered.
tered two years ago. the enormous burden placed on all
railway officers under prevailing conditions makes it

Attendance

this year,

i
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for

difficult

many

to leave

their

work and

the attend-

ance recorded evidences the high value which the
bers place on the convention now in progress.

Government

mem-

Interference

With Railways
PRESiDKNT Sullivan's

.\hlf.

addre.ss to the

Railway

Engineering Association yesterday calls attention
forcibly to the danger that when governments begin to
interfere with the development and management of railroads, their interference will become excessive, unwise

and harmful.
In Mr. Sullivan's own country, Canada, the government began some years ago to stimulate railroad construction by a varied policy of subsidies and guarantees.
If kept within reasonable limits this policy might have
been beneficial. But the government, for various reasons,
carried it to great excess. Mr. Sullivan did not mention
the fact, but it is well-known that one of the main reasons
why the policy was carried to such excess was that the
political parties of Canada began to seek public favor by
competing with each other in subsidizing railroad development.
In consequence, the railroads became greatly
over-built, and the country has on its hands a large mileage which has and will have for years only a very small
business which is unable to earn a return upon the investment on it; and which has become a heavy burden
upon the Canadian taxpayers.
As Mr. Sullivan showed, the national and state governments in the United States have gone to the opposite
;

extreme.
Instead of over-stimulating railroad development, they have for years so held down the rates and
restricted the net earnings of the companies, that the expansion of facilities has been almost stopped.
In consequence, in the midst of a great war. the government
has considered it necessary to take control of the operation of the railways in order to save them and the country financially and to promote greater development and
more efificient operation of transportation facilities.

The presentation of these incontrovertible facts inevitably suggests some most important questions regarding the future of the railways of Canada and of the
United States, both during the war and after its conclusion.
The government of Canada has thus far left the
operation of that country's railways in the hands of their
usual managers. The government of the United States
has taken control of operation in this country. In both
countries there is. an active propaganda for government
ownership.

was necessary for the government of this country
come to the rescue of the railways if they were to be
saved from financial' disaster. Whether it was desirable
for it to assume control of their management is very
doubtful. Whether it is desirable for it to make radical
It

to

changes

organizations and operating methods is
Certainly there is nothing in the past
railway experience of either Canada or the United States
to lead anybody to believe that the substitution of government methods for private initiative and enterprise will
improve railway management.
still

in the

more doubtful.

Whatever the

efifects

of government control

may

be

during the war, when both public men and railway men
are influenced by patriotic considerations of the most
potent character, there can be little doubt in the mind
of any well-informed man as to what would be the results of government management of the railways of Canada or the United States in time of peace. Government
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subsidies have disastrously over-stimulated railroad development in Canada, and to the extent that government
ownership has been tried in that country it has resulted in
inefficiency and heavy losses to the taxpayers.
Government regulation has stopped railroad development in the
United States. These facts constitute a record of unwisdom on the part of the governments of these countries
in dealing with railways

which argues powerfully

in

favor

of less government interference and greater room for the
exercise of private initiative and enterprise on railways.
No step could more fatally handicap the commerce and
industry of Canada and the United States after the war
or do more harm to all classes of their people, than the
adoption of government ownership of their railways.

The A. R. E. A.

Studies Labor

SPITE OF THE FACT THAT over one-half of the total
IN
expenditures of the engineering and maintenance of
way departments goes for labor, the American Railway
Engineering Association failed to give any concerted attention to this subject until last year. While the failure
to realize the importance of this subject is to be regretted,
the Board of Direction is to be commended for undertaking the consideration of this subject a year ago
through the formation of the committee on Economics
of Railway Labor. This committee has before it a wider
field for investigation and study than any other committee of the Association and the results of its investigation,
if intelligently made, will be of greater value to the
roads.
It is not surprising, therefore, that the committee covered only a small part of the field assigned to
it
during the first year of its existence, for its time
was necessarily spent in large measure in organizing for
work in future years. Important as the hiring and the
housing and feeding of men are, which the committee reported on yesterday, these are only two of a large number of problems coming within the province of this
Association for study.
The labor problem is one of many ramifications. The
effect of seasonal employment, the determination of the
best methods of performing work and thereby increasing the output of the men, means of stimulating efTort
by special rewards, etc., the relative adaptability of various classes of labor to the laying of rail, ballasting, section work, and other problems and the training of men
and particularly of foremen, are only a few of the many
important problems which this committee should undertake to study at the earliest opportunity. With the overshadowing importance which the labor problem has now
assumed in engineering and maintenance of way work,
it
would not be surprising if the Board of Direction
should find it advisable to organize one or more additional committees and to subdivide the work now confronting the committee on Economics of Railway Labor,
in order that these problems may receive adequate consideration in the immediate future.

The American

Rail-

way Engineering

Association can perform no greater
service for the railways of the United States and Canada
at present than to undertake aggressively the study of
the problems of labor as reflected in railway work.
The report of the committee will be presented today,
and should call forth a most interesting and instructive
discussion.

Somewhere in America
"What time does the next train leave?"
.\gent
"Don't know haven't heard from Mr. McAdoo this week."
:

;
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Track Committee Meeting
There will be a meeting of the Track committee in the
Green Room of the Omijrejs Hotel tiulay at nine o'clock.

Man

Veteran Railway

Dies

Richard H. L'llommidieu, formerly assistant to the
vice-president of operation of the Michigan Central,
died at Detroit. Mich., on March 18, at the age of 68
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advising on the methods to be pursued in the execution
Professor Talbot was advised of his apof this work.
pointment while in New York last Tuesday and went
to Washington immediately, where he conferred with the
other members of the committee, completing the report
in time to return to his home in Urbana, III., Saturday
evening.
Wc are glad to make this correction in order
that the friends of Professor Talbot may be correctly informed regarding this appointment.

years.

C. C. Higgins Goes

J.

With Frisco

W

B. Jenkins Enters

KenC. C. Iliggins, consulting engineer with J.
drick, Chicago, h.as been appointed assistant to the vice.

president of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with office at
St. Louis, Mo., effective March 15.

Active

Military Service

Jenkins, valuation engineer of the I'altimore &
Ohio and for several years chairman of the Track Committee, received a commission as major in the army several months ago and has recently been called into active
This accounts for his absence from the convenservice.
tion for the first time in several years.
1.

1!.

The Labor Committee Meets
members of the committee on Economics of
Railway Labor gathered at luncheon at the Chicago Engineers' Club to discuss the presentation of their report
Several

before the convention today. Owing to the rapidity with
which conditions in the labor market have changed since
the completion of the report of the committee in December, this meeting was called for the purpose of considering certain revisions in the report as printed before its
presentation to the convention.

B.

86

B. Committee Meeting

executive committee and interested members of
the American Railway Bridge and Building Association
will meet at the Congress Hotel at four o'clock this afternoon to discuss plans for the convention of this associaA number of imtion, which will be held next October.
portant questions are to be considered, including a possible change in the location for the meeting selected last

The

fall.

Today's Convention Program

Indianapolis Track Elevation to

The

reports scheduled for presentation at the convention today are as follows
Electricity.

Yards and Terminals

—War

Emergency

provements.

Economics of Railway
Labor-Saving Devices.
Ballast

— Ilhistrated

Use

Labor

Yard Im-

— Illustrated

L^se

of

of Mechanical Tampers.

Economics of Railway Operation.
L'niform General Contract Forms.
Roadway.
While it is planned to present seven reports, it is expected that most of the day will be devoted to the consideration of the report on Economics of Railway Labor,
including descriptions of labor-saving devices, which will
be illustrated by slides.
create active discussion.

A

It is

expected this report will

Correction for Mr. Talbot

In yesterday morning's issue we stated that A. X.
Talbot, professor of civil engineering at the Universitv
of Illinois, had been appointed chairman of the newlycreated construction division of the War department to
carry on the immense building program of the govern-

ment.
This information was based upon a statement
appearing in the daily papers and credited to the War
department.
Like the report of Mark Twain's death,
which he stated was "greatly exaggerated," we find that
there was some confusion relative to the position which
Professor Talbot had accepted.
The fact is that the
newly-created construction division of the War department is simply a new title for the cantonment division.
Coincident with this change in title, the duties of the
construction division have been enlarged somewhat.
In
making preparations for the immense building program
of the construction division the War department called
in a temporary advisory committee, of which Professor
Talbot was chairman, for the purpose of considering and

Be Completed

(From Our Washington Correspondent
Director-General McAdoo yesterday ordered track
work at Indianapolis to be continued to completion, with some modifications of the original plans.
Over $7,000,000 have already been expended and
The deabout $6,000,000 more will be required.
cision is based on a report made by Commissioner
elevation

Harlan of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

Wood

Preservers Committee Meeting

Approximately 10 members oi the executive conmiittee of the American \\'ood Presen'ers' Association took
dinner together in the Delft room of the Hotel Sherman
last night and discussed a number of problems confronting the association. The meeting adjourned at 8 o'clock
to permit the members to attend the meeting of the
Western .Society of Engineers. The committee will meet
at lunch tomorrow to complete the work before it.

Attendance at N. R. A. A. Exhibit
The National Railway Appliances Association

exhibit

Coliseum has been very well attended during the
two days. Visitors attending seem to be particu-

at the
first

the exhibit of labor-saving devices.
18, there was a total of 2.442 visitThis figure does not include exhibitors and their
ors.
representatives. At 5 :30 last night there was a total of
3,669 visitors and the total registration of exhibitors
and representatives at that time was 921. maknng a total
The total number
of 4..^90 for yesterday at that hour.
of exhibitors and representatives for last year was 1 ,028.
for
Monday
was 38 and
The registration of roadmasters
for yesterday 91, the secretary stating this is approximately one-third better attendance than last year. The
Bridge and Building Association had a total registration of 67 vesterdav.
larly

interested

in

On Monday. March
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RailiK.ay Eiigiiiccriiig Associalion Coiivciilion in Sfssion

American

RailAA^ay Engineering Association

Proceedings
A

Report of the Tuesday Sessions, Including the President's Address
and Several Committee Reports and Discussions

ANNUAL CONVENTION of the AmerTHE NINETEENTH
Railway Engineering Association was
ican

called

to order in the Florentine room of the Congress
Hotel at 9 :45 yesterday morning by President John G.
Sullivan, chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific, Lines
^^est. The convention room was unusuallv well filled at

Address

the time the meeting was called to order, and many other
members and guests registered during the day. In order
to give more time for the consideration of the reports,
the reading- of the minutes of the last meeting was dispensed with and the convention passed immediately to
the president's address.

of President

Since we last met in this Auditorium, events have
occurred in this country of such world wide importance
that ordinary problems, business and occupations are
more or less disorganized. It is therefore gratifying to
see such a large assembly at this, the 19th annual meeting of your Association. It is an evidence that you have
come here determined to do what you can to help solve
the all important problem of winning the war. What our
members are doing in the service of their Country is
indicated by this Service Flag you see before you and'
what your committees have done during the year you
will better realize when you have the reports they are
;

to present.

John G. Sullivan

lows

of the most serious problems that the railroads
have to meet in the next year or so
is the one of Labor.
Committee No. 22, studying the
question of Economics of Railway Labor, has prepared
for a very full discussion of this serious problem and it
is hoped that all members of the Association will be
present at this discussion, beginning Wednesday morn-

appreciate the suggestion and recognize
the value of a discussion of this character, my organization has not been expanded to a point where, at this time,
anyone can be spared. I hope you will have a very successful meeting."
Your President also sent a similar invitation to the
Hon. W. B. Wilson, secretary of labor, to which we have
received no written reply.
If, however, there are any
employees from the Department of Labor at the meetin.g, we will be very glad to hear from them and have
them enter into the discussion.

ing.

—

—

I

The Railway

this continent will

On behalf of the Association your President invited
the director general of railways the Hon. W. G. Mc.Adoo to send a representative to take part in this dis-

rciilicd in part as fol-

:

"While

One

on

The Hon. Mr. McAdoo

cussion.

Situation and Politics

study of the railway situation in the United States
for the past 30 years indicates that the boom year for
construction was in 1887, when nearlv 13,000 miles of
new railway was constructed. In the years 1894 to 1897
this ratt of construction dropped to less than 2,000 miles
per year.
From 1900 to 1907 the average was about
5.000 miles per year. It gradually decreased from that
time until 1917, when the construction was less than 1,000
miles.
In Canada, the rate of construction from 1901 to
.\
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1904 avcragcil about 500 miles. Tliis rate gradually increased until 1913 when it reached a niaxinnun of 3,000
It has dropped from that time until the present
miles.
anil the track mileage last year was actually decreased
on account of sonic lines being taken up the steel being
shipped to France.
During the past ten years we have not snfl'cred in Canada through adverse railway legislation or regulation, but
on the contrary the people and the country are suffering
from the encouragement of legislation to unnatural rapid
development, resulting in the expenditure of enormous
sums of nionov and the building of unnecessary railways;
railways that cannot for the present, or any time in the
near future, pay operating expenses, to say nothing of
paying interest on the investment.
The annual report of the Department of Railways and

623

which paiil no interest. These reports also show that by
either comparing the tons of freight handled, or more
properly, the tons of freight carried one mile, the business'

of the country has increased nearly twice as fast as the
capital invested.
These reports also show that the number of cars and locomotives in service has not kept pace
with the business.
must, of course, take into account
in considering this factor, the increased weight of the
individual locomotives and the increased capacity of the
cars.
These reports also show that the miles of track
have not increased anything like the rate of increase in
business.
More significant is the rate of increase of
sidings and yards. The reports do not separate passing
sidings from terminal yards and other business yards, but
when one considers the necessarily large increase in the
mileage of passing sidings required for an increase in
business it is almost self-evident that
Canals to March 31. 1916 shows, for
^'^^ increase in terminals and business
the nine years beginning with l'X)7
tracks
has not kept pace with the
to I'llo. that the Government had
business.
It may seem strange to
expended over $22,000,000.00 per
you that I should bring up this subyear on government railway conject at this time when the "house is
struction.
Their working expenses
on fire" and when the Government
during this same period have exhas stepped in and has asked all
ceeded their revenue by $2,000.hands to lend a hand to put out the
000.00 and at the present time the
fire, making no reference to what has
working expenses are consideraI)I\caused the trouble, it only being inover $1,000,000.0 per year greater
timated by a very few discredited
than the revenue.
In addition to
radicals that the railwaymen were to
this expediture made directly by the
blame for the setting of the fire. It
Government, the Federal and Prois generally conceded that lack of
vincial governments have guarancapital has been the cause of the diffiteed the interest on bonds up to a
culty
and that capital has been
sum between three-quarters of a bilfrightened
away by anti-railway
lion and one billion dollars.
During
great
legislation and regulation.
this
same period they have also
manv are apt to blame our Governgranted large sums of money in the
ments for this condition, when as a
wav of subsidies to privately ownecl
matter of fact, it is you and I, citirailways
some provincial Governzens and voters of this country, (the
ments going so far as to get rich
responsible parties) who are actually
contractors to organize railway companies (tempted no doubt by the
to blame and it is for this reason that
I have brought up the subject and
bait of profits on construction) to
wish to discuss politics.
build railways where the present
I wish to
John G. Sullivan,
President
emphasize that wc Engineers as a
railway companies of Canada could
bodv are more t blame than any
not be tempted to build, even though
the bonds might be guaranteed by the Government,
other class of men, for the reason t\.-M we take less inpolitics
than any other body.
Would it therefore be anv srreat surprise, if assum- terest in
ing this great world war was not being carried on, public
Another reason whv I wish to discuss tliis subject someopinion regardinij railways as represented by legislation
what further is the fact that if we do not win this war,
If however, as we all hope.
would not show signs of modification in Canada and if nothing much matters.
we should hear threats of anti-railway legislation of the Democracy will come out victorious, our responsibilities
most radical character?
will be the greater and we must meet those responsibilities
Xevertheless, as already explained, the railway troubles of Canada are not due any
with courage and do our duty as men.
more to the efforts of railway promoters and builders
To make my meaning a little more clear, I will ask you
than to an uninformed an;l over-sanguine public opinion.
to consider how you railroad men would think the railIs it not I'igical to assume that similar boom conditions
ways of the country would be managed if all the offices
existed in the United States prior to the vear 1887? Then
were filled by office seekers rather than by men chosen on
came the Interstate Commerce Commission followed by account of their ability and fitness to fill the office. I vennumerous State Commissions. A studv of the Interstate ture to say that there are very few chief engineers in
;

(^^l^P

We

^^^^^^^IH

A

;

>

:

Commerce Commission

reports

show

that,

for the past

30 \ears, probably only for two or three vears did the
dividend paid on the stocks of the companies amount to
over 5 per cent on the total stock, while for 6 or 7 years
the interest was less than 2 per cent and that never in
that time has over 68 per cent of the stock paid anv dividend while there were years when less than 50 per cent
of the railway stock of the United States paid any divi:

These reports also show that the interest on the
bonded indebtedness never amounted to 5 per cent and
there was always a considerable percentage of bonds
dend.

room who did not protest at their first promotion to
take charge of a location party or a party on construction.
I further venture to say, that there is not a locating
engineer in this room who at some time did not have the
experience of having a rodman or stakeman mistaken for
the chief of the party, and I will go further and say that
if his party had been a political organization the chances
are ten to one that the rodman or stakeman would have
been in charge of the party. Onlv the other day I asked
a prominent citizen of a town in Western Canada, how
it happened that a certain party had been elected a Memthis
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ber of Parliament. His reply was, "The other man had a
larger acquaintance and was better known."' Every railroadman should realize that his own welfare depends on
the welfare of the country and the company for whom he
is working, no matter whether he is a section laborer,
chief engineer or president, and he should take the same

formed (luring the past year, more particularly in view of
the fact that such work has been performed under difficulties due to the war conditions.

interest in selecting representatives to the legislature who
will make laws controlling the actions of the railroads,

Balance on hand January

as he would in selecting directors of a railroad if he was
a stockholder.
In conclusion, let me impress on you the necessity of
taking an active interest in politics, not alone in going
to the polls and voting for the least objectionable office
seel<er, but by taking an active interest in choosing the
candidates and, if necessary, sacrificing time and other
interests to

become

membering

that

when

this

war

is

upon

to do so, reover, the responsibility

officers if called

placed on the voters of democracies will be greatly increased and especially so in the United States where you
have gone one step further than democratic Canada and
other less radical democracies, by the fact that you not
only elect your legislative bodies, but you also elect your
judiciary and executive officers by popular vote.
And
realize further, that you need honest, intelligent and
capable representatives more in times of prosperitv tlian
you do in times of adversity. In the meanwhile, let us
join hands with the Government, put our shoulders to
the wheel and do all in our power to win this war for

freedom and democracy. Then after the victory, let us
not shirk our duty, but assume the responsibility of self
government, making sacrifices where necessarv and thereby making democracv a real success.

Report of the Secretary

The following

report on the general afifairs of the Asis respectfully submitted

sociation for the past year

Number

of

members

Admitted during
Deaths
Resigned
Dropped

at last
the yerir

annual report

1,370

63

Total

-. .

membership

.

.

31, 1917
$30,809.38

1917

RECEIPTS
Membership Account
Entrance Fees

$ 1,130.00

Dues
Subscriptions

to

5,538.50
5,538.50
620.30
22.00

Bulletin

Binding Proceedings and Manual
Badges
Sales of Publications

Proceedings

4,068.88
708.79
1,159.00
68.90
134.35
346.25

'.

Bulletins

Manual
Specifications
Leaflets

General Index
Advertising
Publications

2,835.80

Interest Account

Investments
Bank Balance

562.50
122.91

Annual Meeting
Sales of Dinner Tickets

1,032.50
19.48

Miscellaneous

American Railway Association
Rail Committee

5,659.20

Total

$29,567.86

DISBURSEMENTS
Salaries

Proceedings

,

Bulletins

Manual
General Inde.x
Miscellaneous Stationery
Rents

and

Printing

Light

Telephone and Telegrams
Equipment
Supplies

Expressage
Postage

Exchange
Audit
Impact Tests on Electrified Railways
-Annual Meeting Expenses
Miscellaneous
Rail

Committee
Total

$ 5,962.66
5,607.90
5,039.89
43.20
1,134.78
499.82
1,140.02
30.40
147.47
57.50
396.26
518.96
786.27
56.25
200.00
250.99
1,819.80
116.39
5,674.20

$29,482.76
$

$30,894.48

63

Balance on hand December 31, 1917
Consisting of:
Railroad Bonds
Liberty Bonds
Canadian Victory Bond
Cash in S. T. & S. Bank
Petty Cash Fund in Secretary's office

17

17

85.10

$23,574.57
2,500.00
991.08
1,803.83
25.00

1,3S7

A. H. Stead

$30,894.48

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1917
Received from interest during 1917

$ 4,236.75

Disbursements

$ 1,547.78

Balance of fund on hand
December 31, 1917

in

Standard Trust

C.
S. R.

& Savings Bank,
$ 2,688.97

Respectfully submitted.

James Burke
S. Danes

Board of Direction.

W. Beam

REPORT OF THE TREASURER

G. F. Cotter

references to the Financial Statement it will be
noted that the cash balance on hand at the end of the
fiscal year, December 31, 1917, was $30,894.48.
The Association has subscribed for $3,500 of Liberty Bonds and
$1,000 of the Canadian Victory Loan.
In addition to the usual number of Bulletins and the
annual volume of the Proceedings, issued during the year,
the General Index to the Proceedings has also been published. This latter publication will make the vast amount
of data in the several volumes more readily accessible.
The reports presented for consideration by the respective standing and special committees are of great
value and interest. Taking cognizance of the prevailing
conditions, several of the committees have submitted information that is of distinct service at the present time.
The chairmen, vice-chairmen and members of the several committees deserve credit for the good work per-

4,126.36
110.39

$

W.

Prof. C. L. Crandall

H. A. Weaver
Captain L. V. Manspeaker, U.

1,

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements

One hundred and three members of the Association
are in the military service of the United States and Great
Britain or with the Canadian expeditionary forces in
France.
Captain L. \\ ;Manspeaker. U. S. R. died on
February 9, 1918.
The losses by death during the year were as follows:

By

December

SO
S
20
26

Net gain for the year

Financial Statement for Calendar Year Ending

Balance on hand January 1, 1917
Receipts during 1917
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1917

$30,809.38

$29,567.86
29,482.76

Excess of Receipts over Disbursements

Balance on hand December

31,

Consisting of;
Railroad Bonds
Liberty Bonds
Canadian Victory Bond
Cash in S. T. & S. Bank
Petty Cash Fund in Secretary's

$

1917

office

85.10

$30,894.48
$25,574.57
2,500.00
991.08
1,803.83
25.00

$30,894.48

STRESSES IN TRACK FUND
Balance on hand January 1, 1917
Received from Interest during 1917

$ 4,126.36

Total
Paid out on audited vouchers during 1917

$ 4,236.75

110.39

1.547.78

Balance of fund on hand December 31, 1917
$ 2,688.97
securities listed above are in a safety deposit box of the Merchants'

The

Loan & Trust Safe Deposit Company. Chicago.
Respectfully submitted,
Geo. H. Bremner, Treasurer.

liad no recommendations to make as
Tii:to coMMiTTEt;
the Manual, but submitted a series of definitions

subject of "I'uildings"' as a progalso submitted a report on
safety-tread devices for stations and a report on the relative merits of high and low platforms for passenger stapertaininjj; to tlie

The committee

ress report.

—A

structure for the drying and storing of sand and delivering same to locomotives by grav-

ity.

Oil House.

—A

structure above ground or a basement pit
for the storage of oil tanks containing the various oils
u.sed for locomotives, cars and shop requirements.

—A

Water

tions.

Definitions

—

A building for the accommodation of passengers or freight at termini or an intermediate points.
Passenger Station Building.
building serving as a
starting point or stopping place for passengers.
Freight Station Ruilding.
building used exclusively for the receipt, storage, transfer, or delivery of

Station.

Sand House.

—A
—A

freight.

Combination

—A

building
used
jointly for the accommodation of passengers, and for
the receipt and deliver^' of freight.
Transfer Sued.
long platform, generally covered
and placed at distributing points on a railroad system,
where loads for miscellaneous destination may be redistributed into lull carloads for final delivery. These
are sometimes combined in a freight house layout and
called transfer platforms.
Tr.\nsfer Cr.\ne. -A stationary crane, having side supports and bridge framed together, spanning tracks, and
used to facilitate the handling of hea\y commodities
from cars to tracks or vice versa.
G.\NTRY Crane. A power-driven crane with supports
and bridge framed together, made to travel on a level
grade, spanning tracks and running parallel to same,
used for loading or unloading heavy commodities.
Shop Buildings. Various structures for the making of
repairs to locomotives, engine erecting, boiler and
blacksmith work, car building and repairing, drj' kiln
for lumber, and other branches of work.
Roundhouse. A semi-circular building, containing locomotive stalls centering toward a turntable or yard.
These houses equipped with drop pits for cleaning and
repair of locomotives; truck, driver and tender wheel
pits at right angles to drop pits and covering at least
two stalls for dropping the several wheels mentioned.
Houses are sometimes fitted with traveling or stationary- cranes for removing various parts of locomotives.
When a house is built in rectangular form, the name
"roundhouse" would hardly apply. The name "enginehouse" would no doubt be more suitable.
Turntable. A revolving platform for turning locomotives or cars.
Tr.\nsfer Table.
traveling platform driven transversely for moving locomotives or cars from one parallel track to another.
Coaling Station. A structure or appliance for the
storing and delivering of coal to tenders.

St.\tion

Building.

—A

—

—

—

—

—

—A
—

62S

large receplable or structure, built
Station.
of wood, concrete or metal, for the storage of water
supplying engine tanks and yard facilities.

Pump House.

—A
—

building at or near a water supply stacontaining the pumping apparatus.
-Signwl Tower. A tower or structure from which to
display a semaphore or other signal or to operate mechanical signals approximately to same.
Interlocking Tower. A tower or structure containing
the mechanism for operating the switches and signals
in yards when of the interlocking type.
Hose House. A structure containing hose and other
equipment in yards or other places for fire protection.
Watch Box. A shelter at a road or street crossing to
protect the crossing watchman.
Tool House. A storage place for shelter and safetj' of
tools or other equipment used for track maintenance.
.Section House.
A structure for housing section foretion,

—

—
—
—

—
Bunk House. — A structure for housing
railway laborers.
Subways. — .Vn underground passageway
man and

family.

track or other

at certain types
of passenger stations leading from main building across
under tracks. Where intermediate platforms occur,
inclines or stairways are provided, leading from the
main passage up to the train floor level. By this arrangement passengers are enabled to reach or leave
Subways are sometrains without crossing tracks.
times used for other purposes, such as the handling
Elevators
of baggage in place of stairs or inclines.
are installed at certain points for raising and lowering
trucks from the sub to the main floors of buildings.
Stock Yard. .\n enclosure for stock, usually built with
The enclosure is subdivided
a running board fence.
This runway
into pens facing on alleys or runways.
connects up with an incline and loading platform. Pens
are sometimes fitted with feeding racks and water connections for taking care of stock till ready for loading, and shipping to destination.
structure containing apparatus for
Power House.
supplying power, air, steam and current for various
purposes.
structure containing apparatus for
.Sub-.Station.

—

—A

—A
—
—

transforming and distributing electrical current.
Warehouse. A building used for the storage of freight.
Store Houses. Buildings for the storage and distribution of miscellaneous materials used in railway work.
Oil basements are sometimes built in connection with
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in an underground
by gravity from tank cars. Oil
is distributed from the main floor by self-measuring
pumps.
Scrap Bins and Platforms. A facility for the collection of cuttings and other merchantable scrap until

Tanks are placed

.storehouses.

basement and

filled
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nection witli track pit and scales.

Provisions to Insure Safe Walking

—

disposed of.

—

Buildings grouped in connection
with car repair yards for shop work of various kinds
These buildings are somein connection with same.
times built with open sides, when more than one track,
house provision should be made for ample light from
overhead for lighting the working space between lines

Car Repair Sheds.

of cars.

Ice House.

—

.\ structure

for

tlie

storage and distribuand the protection

tion of ice for trains or other uses

of perishable freight.

—A

structure for the accommodation
of clerical, telegraphic, engineering or other forces.
structure containing rest and recreation
Rest Room.
rooms, sleeping quarters, lunch rooms, lockers, baths,
etc., for the accommodation of trainmen and other

Office Building.

—A

employees at terminals.
Pier (Dock or Wharf).

—

A covered or open structure
extending out into the navigable waterway, or parallel
to the shore of same for the receipt or delivery of
freight from or to vessels with tracks on or adjacent
to same, where used in connection with railway ter-

minal.

—

A slightly depressed
platform under engine tracks in terminals. These are
used for washing and cleaning engines, and are drained

Locomotive Washing Platform.

to sewer.

—

An insulated, heated structure used
for thawing out frozen commodities in bulk at export
terminals.
raised portion of roof to obtain light or
Monitor.
ventilation from vertical sides or ends.

Thawing Shed.

—A
Pent House. —A projection above the roof of a building
to provide exit onto roof, house elevator machinery
or other similar purposes.
structural unit in a trestle or framed structure,
Bent.
placed at regular intervals.
Platforms.
raised walk upon which passengers alight
from railroad cars. Platforms are built of wood, concrete, brick or cinders.
special form of room construcSaw Tootii Truss.
tion built in bents having a vertical or slightly sloping
This portion of bent is glazed and usually
face.
built facing the north, so as to obtain light without sun

—A

—A

—A

rays.

—

Elevator. A building used for storage, cleaning, grading and distribution of grains.
Train Shed. Usually built covering two or more
tracks.
Roof and sides generally fitted with skylights
or prismatic skylights and slots for ventilation.
Butterfly Sheds. Usually a one-post structure having
spreading eaves with drainage sloping back to center

—

—

of same.

— Same as

Umbrella Sheds.
outer edges.

between

lines

butterfly, but roof slopes to

These sheds are built on depot platforms
of track and afford only partial protec-

tion to passengers.

—

An apparatus for weighing freight and baggage.
In freight houses the dial scales are generally
used. They afiford quick reading of weights, and tend
to rapid handling of loads over scale platforms. Track
scales ar€ used for weighing loaded or empty cars.
Scale House.
small structure generally built in con-

Scales.

—A

Scale beams are

brought up inside of building.

in

and About Passenger Stations

.\void steps and stairways where inclines and ramps
can be satisfactorily used instead. Avoid any combination of sloping surfaces and steps.
Consider both the general design and details of stairway construction with a view of handling crowds of
people with the individuals moving in parallel lines with
ease and with safety, against slipping and falling, keeping
such movement free from interference by other lines of
Place important stairways conspicuously in the
travel
main line of travel, keeping such travel in straight lines
where possible. Arrange so that crowds at the head and
foot of stairways can naturally assemble and disperse,
with a minimum amount of confusion and cross-currents of walking. To this end, provide corridors or vestibules at the top and bottom of stairways, where posSuch
sible, using the same width as for the stairway.
corridors should open directly into the room served without any funnel-shaped entrances, and with plenty of
room for quick distribution. Locate minor stairways away
from regular lines of travel, and avoid combinations of
Conservice or minor staii'ways, with main stairways.
sider possible lighting arrangements, particularly from
natural light, avoiding locations where stairways will be
poorly lighted in cloudy weather or where they will appear dark to a person entering them from bright sunlight.
For main stairways, use a straight run of steps and
landings wherever architecturally possible. Where turns
cannot be avoided, provide landings and, if possible, restrict the turn to ninety degrees.
Proportion the width according to the character of
traffic handled, the extent to which hand baggage will
be carried, and the maximum stairway capacity desired
during rush hours. Be guided by experience with local
requirements rather than by thumb rules, bearing in mind
that main stairways should be maintained wide enough so
as not to check the movement of crowds, and that the
width of minor stairways should often be determined by
the rate at which people may continue to move away
from them. Bevel, or round, landings to maintain a constant width, and keep people moving in concentric, or
parallel lines.
Where two stairways unite at a landing
and form a single stairway, make the width of the latter
For
equal to the combined widths of the other two.
minor and service stairways, use no width less than 3 ft.

between hand

rails.

Tiie pitch of stairways, i. e., the inclination as determined by the dimensions of treads and risers, and the
frequency and proportion of landings, should be such
that stairways may be ascended with ease, and as nearly
as may be with a free natural walking step.
To fix the
pitch and landings properly, the following should be

approximately observed
Provide treads not over 13
width, and risers not over 7

nor
nor

than 11 in. in
than 6 in. in
height; and make the sum of two risers and one tread
be between 25 in. and 26 in. The width of treads should
be taken as the horizontal distance face to face of risers.
Where stairways require more than 16 risers, provide
intermediate landings, keeping the length of single flights
as near to 10 or 12 risers as may be possible.
Use no
Where feasible, prosteps with less than three risers.
and
width
treads
for all
vide the same height of risers
of
stairways used by the traveling public in any one building.
Always make risers and stringers of closed construction.
Make the width of landings in the direction
in.
in.

less

less

Maiv-h

of travel

20,
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iKit less ilian

four

feet.

Avoiil,

if

possible, all

minor entrances on landings or at the top or bottom
If this cannot be clone, provide suitof main stairways.
able lengths of landings, so that doors can be opened and
used freely by any minor class of traflic without, in
anywise, causing interference with travel at the main
Provide hand

rails

on both sides of

ail

stairways and

center rails on stairways eight feel wide, and additional
rails to keej) the distance between adjacent hand rails
not less than 3 ft. nor more than 6 ft. Where intermediate hanti rails are useil, a double hand rail is recommended. Place center line of hantl rails at least 5 in.
from face of sidewalls, or 8 in. center to center for
intermediate hand rails. Make section of hand rail rigid
Provide a
to give uninterrupted travel for a secure grip.

without sharp drops or raises, extend it beyond
and turn it downward so that it otTcrs no
entanglement for clothes or baggage. Curve hand rails at
Provide such balustrades and
all bends on landings.
hand rails as will prevent small children from falling
In this connection, consider
or getting through them.
the use of curb to divide stairs imder the center hand
Place top of hand rail 34 in. above tread, measrails.
ured on line of face of riser. On the open side of stairways. i>rovide barriers at least 42 in. high, to guard
against accidental falls of persons over the balustrade.
At intermediate hand rails, provide newels not less than
6 ft. high, and secure the rails to them without encroachProvide newels which will not
ing on hand clearance.
present sharp edges and corners.
Obtain the necessarv^ drainage at the ends of the treads,
and not by sloping the surface in the line of travel.
Where used, the nosings on treads should be limited to a
projection of 1 in.
Provide approved safety treads on
all main
stairways, using a renewable type securely
fastened..
Make the length of safety tread 4 to 6 in.
shorter than that of the stair tread, and use a width of
safety tread of from 5 in. to 8 in. Place the surface of the
safety tread flush with the surface of the balance of the
stair tread. Consider means, such as color schemes, which,
used in connection with safety 'treads, will clearly indicate the location of the steps, particularly the outer edge
or nosing.
The use of wide safety treads, particularly
those covering the entire width of the step, are of questionable necessity and value, as they present a uniform
appearance for the entire flight of steps, and make it
difficult for people to clearly see where they are steprail

the last riser

ping.

Where

stairways are cleaned, and also give consideration to that
poorest condition of safety treads and other parts which
will exist just licfore rcnew.il is ret]uired

Design and Merits of High and

and made.

Low

Platforms at Passenger Stations

While very few railroads

stairway.

hand

627

feasible, enclose, or roof over, all outside stair-

ways not only

to keep off sleet and snow, but also to prevent a slipperv- condition, due to rain and mud.
Do not

provide open risers. In choice of safety treads for outside stairways, consider means which will have to be
used during winter weather to maintain the surface of

good condition.
Place no signs, mirrors or other objects of interest
where they will attract the attention of persons using
stairways, except such signs as are necessary to direct

in this country have adcjpted
platforms level with the car Hoors, they have always been
the standard in use in Great Hritain.
It is recommended that the fijllowing be taken into
consideration in considering the adojflion of high plat-

forms

:

The facility and rapidity with which trains may
(1)
be loaded or unloaded.
The prevention of the public crossing the track.
(2)
In stations below the street level, a saving of
(3)
about 3 ft. in the vertical height to be traveled by the
passengers.
They form a convenient place for the housing of
(4)
ducts, cables, signal equipment and sometimes elevator
machinery.
They have certain disadvantages when used in conjunction with our present system of terminal operation:
(Most important) Tiic cost of changing pas(1)
senger equipment to serve both high and low platforms.
The difiiculty of trucking across the tracks.
(2)
The necessity for a special form of baggage
(3)
trucks having a low- floor.
The disadvantage of placing a switch within the
(4)

—

limits of the platform.

The committee recommends

ommend
all

to the

cars in future be so constructed that they will
low platforms.

In making lighting arrangements, consider that many
people with poor eyes cannot, at best, see very clearly in
descending stairways, particularly when the appearance
of the treads is uniform throughout. Provide ample natural and artificial light, avoiding direct light and shadows,
and making certain that lights from adjacent rooms do
not shine directly into the eyes of people using stairways.
In the choice of materials and arrangements, consider
the maintenance conditions that will exist in daily use,
particularly those in wet and stormv weather just before

fit

either high or

Conclusions

The committee recommended

that the definitions
be received as a progress report.
2.
It recommended that the conclusions and recommendations relative to safe walking surfaces about passenger stations be approved and published in the Manual.
3.
It recommended that the conclusions regarding
high and low platforms at passenger stations be adopted
and published in the Manual.
The committee recommended that the other subjects
be reassigned for the coming year.
1.

Committee: M. A. Long (B. & O.), chairman; G. H. Gilbert
(Southern), vice-chairman; Geo. \V. Andrews (B. & O.), D. R.
Collin, W. H. Cook-man (P. R. R.), C. G. Dclo (C. G. W.),
W. T. Dorrance (N. Y. N. H. & H.), K. B. Duncan (A. T. &
S. F.). C. H. Fake (M. R. & B. T.). A. T. Hawk (C. R. I. &
P.), F. F. Harrington (Virginian), E. A. Harrison (A. T. &
S. F.), A. Larsen (S. N. E.), T. W. Orrock (C. P. R.), S. B.
Phillips (U. P.), R. V. Reamer (C. R. R. of N. T.), C. W.
Richev (P. R. R). John Schoficld (C. N.), Z. H. Sikcs (N. Y.

C), W.

J.

Watson.

Discussion

steps in

travel.

that the Association rec-

Master Car Builders' Association that

M.

Long

We

(chairman")
have ten subjects, and
the committee this year concentrated its work on subject
Xo. 6. "Report on .Safety-Tread Devices for Stations
Exposed to the Elements,' and on Xo. 8, "Report on Design and Merits of High and Low Platforms at Passenger Stations." The other subject we did work on, but
these portions of the report are only offered as progress
.\.

:

reports.

Referring to subject Xo. 6. I want to call attention to
the fact that we have changed the title to make it broader
It now reads: "Provisions to Insure Safe
in scope.
Walking in and About Passenger Statons." The wording
"safety tread" seemed to us to touch on a small part
of the subject, and therefore we have made the title broad
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enough to cover the whole subject of safety walking in
and about a passenger station layout. This subject was
treated very fully.
ask that the first part of the report be received and
published in the proceedings. Our conclusions we recommend for acceptance and to be published in the

We

Manual.

The chairman is of the opinion that
has been given pretty careful consideration
by the committee, and unless there is some desire to the
contrary, it will be sufficient to take these as a body, and
if there is no discussion you will probably suggest a
motion that these be published as recommended.
If we
will read the titles and give time for discussion.
hear none we will assume that there is absolutely no discussion or adverse criticism. The matter of pitch and
landings is rather important here, and I would like to
have a little time given to that.
In our experience, we
C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
The President

:

this subject

We
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have had C[uite a number of acidents on stairways, and
our investigations disclosed that the grade of the stairway, of the flight, was the important thing. Slight variation of rise or tread did not cut so much figure as long
as the nosing was in a uniform grade line. Did the committee cover that point?
Mr. Long: The committee covered that point. We
canvassed the situation very thoroughly, especially in
New York, and got what we found was a good average,
which that recommendation will give you.

The President: If there is no further discussion, these
conclusions will be adopted and printed in the Manual.
Mr. Long: Subject No. 8. This report was recommended for publication in the Manual. The committee
would request that this be turned back for another year.
The President: If there is no objection the subject
will be reassigned to the committee.
The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the

:

Report on Conservation of Natural Resources
HE COMMITTEE PRESENTED

a diprevious reports to
show at a glance the ground
which has already been covered and the more important
features of the reports which
i;ive already been made. This
tbstract outlined the results of
the committee's investigations
into the subject of timber congest

of

servation, particularly including reforestration, treatment
of wood, protection of forests
from fire, and the utilization

of the by-products of timber.
This report tended to show the
excessive waste which has accompanied the use of timber up to the present time.

Coal Resources of Canada

The

Canada are considerable, but a
large proportion is unsuitable for use in the ordinary
way as locomotive fuel. The coals of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and portions of Alberta are lignite or subbituminous coal, high in moisture, and cannot be used as
locomotive fuel on account of the liability of setting out
fires from excessive sparking.
In 1916, the railways of
Canada consumed over 8,675,000 tons of coal and nearly
50,000,000 gal. of fuel-oil, both of which have, during
the last few years, steadily increased in price.
On account of our large imports of coal and fuel-oil, anything
that can be done to increase the efficiency of generating
power from coal or to economically curtail the use of
fuel-oil by the substitution of Canadian coal or lower
grade "sparking" fuels should be investigated and introduced as soon as possible. Coal or lignite burned in the
powdered form does not produce sparks, but burns in
a similar manner to a gas. During the last few years
this class of fuel has been used with success in connection with locomotives, stationary boilers, and various
metallurgical industries.
It is anticipated that, within
a short time, it will be used to a much greater extent in
coal reserves of

by far the most important of the two and relates to increase in traffic brought about by the industrial development which water powers have made possible. The direct connection between railways and water powers
comes through their electrification by utilizing the latter
That main line
in the supply of hydro-electric energy.
electrification of railways has not been more extensive
in Canada is not due to lack of water power possibilities,
but rather owing to the more important factors connected with this question, such as amount of traffic, frequency of service, etc. Thus far, if we exclude street
and suburban lines, railway electrification in Canada has
been confined to serve special purposes such as in the
Canadian Northern tunnel, at Montreal the St. Clair
tunnel of the Grand Trunk, and the Detroit tunnel of the
Michigan Central.
;

While main line electrification on a large scale for
purely economic reasons may yet be far remote, we may
look forward to a number of possibilities in the near
future from the indirect benefits of electric operation.
These often are controlling in any installation, and among
them may be mentioned smoke elimination in tunnels and
underground terminals, overcoming the smoke nuisance
on surface lines in large centers, and increased comfort,
speed and attractiveness in passenger service. Whatever
may be the future of electrification in Canada, and
whether conditions warrant it to be effected on a large
or small scale, the generously distributed water powers
of this country will always be an additional incentive in
any project of this character.
Considerable work has been done by the Canadian Pacific in the direction of tree planting to replace portable
snow fences. This work was first carried on in the
prairie provinces, and the results secured are reported as
being quite satisfactory. It may be interesting to know
that on a section of the Canadian Government Railways
between Campbellton, N. B., and Bathurst, N. B.
there are spruce hedges primarily planted in order to
protect the track from snow drifts, and which have in
the course of years not only proved elifective in that
respect, but have appealed to the artistic taste of trav-

—

elers.

Canada.

Treated Timber

Water Power

for

Railway Purposes

The interest which railways have in water powers may
be classed as indirect and direct. The former is probably

One

difficulty in the

way

of the general use of treated

by Canadian railways is the fact that there are, so
far as known, only five plants in Canada at which rail-

ties

March

way

tii's

20.
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can be given preservative treatment on a com-

These plants are at Vancouver, B. C.
Transcona, Man. Fort Frances and Trenton, Ont., and

mercial scale.

;

Sydney, N. S.
for

It will

Quebec and the

thus be noted, for example, that

<jreater portion of Ontario,

no

tie-

From oneplants are conveniently accessible.
third to nearly one-half of the ties used in Canada are
The incrcasinjj price and decreasing supplies
jackpine.
of accessible material of this species suitable for the
manufacture of ties, are necessarily bringing about serious consideration of the use of hardwoods, including
Of these, there are very large
birch, maple and beech.
supplies of birch available in the more northerly forests
treatins:;

of eastern Canada. Beyond any question, the hardwoods
are admirably adapted to use as railway ties, providing
thev are given preservative treatment. This is indicated
by the fact that between two and a half and three million
ties of beech, birch and maple are now used annually in
the United States. The use of these species has increased
rapidly, the use of birch being first reported on a material

62<;

damage claims and the prospect for future freight traffic
when such forests reach maturity. Considering the enormous areas involved, tiie jirospects for future freight
traffic from areas now carrying young forest growth arc
well worth the most careful consideration.
Such areas
will also serve as a source of supply for cross-ties, poles,
posts and other timbers necessary to railway maintenance
and operation.

Scrap Reclamation

The

attention of the committee has been called to recent developments in saving and using what has heretofore been considered scrap material. Among the notable
examples of this comparatively new industry are the
plants of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Corwith,
111., near Chicago; the plant of the Chicago & Northwestern at the West Chicago shops of that company,
and others. Another feature of economy worthy of
mention recently developed is that of repairing frogs and
switches by the oxy-acetylene method.
It is being successfully used by a number of railroads.

scale in 1915.

In Canada, the use of birch for railway ties is in its
infancy. Experience generally appears to indicate clearly
that the use of birch tics without preservative treatment
is undesirable, since the life of such ties is restricted to
However, with preservative treatfour or five years.
ment, the evidence indicates that such ties will have a
life of twenty to twenty-five years.
Specific information with respect to this has been
secured from the New York Central and Toronto. Hamilton & Buffalo.
G. W. \^aughan, engineer maintenance
of way of the New York Central, reports that during
the past four years the company has used about 98,000
yellow or red birch ties. All of these have been treated
with creosote at a cost of approximately 31cts. per tie.
Mr. Vaughan states that he considers the life of birch
ties untreated to be four years and treated, about 20
years. R. L. Latham, chief engineer, Toronto, Hamilton
& Buffalo, reports that his company has been using from
20,000 to 25,000 birch, beech and maple ties per annum
during the past three years. Of these, approximately 40
per cent, were birch, mostly yellow birch. All of these
ties have been given a treatment of approximately 2^
gal. of creosote per tie.
Mr. Latham considers the average life of an untreated tie to be approximately five years
and of a creosoted tie from 20 to 25 years. The experience of this company is that beech, birch and maple all
take treatment nicely and give splendid service when
given the proper creosote treatment.
It is believed that the railways in Canada could render
a very great service in forest conservation by investigating most carefully the possible use of yellow birch
for railway ties and by bringing about, in one way or
another, the construction of additional plants for giving
preservative treatment to ties and other timbers.

Relation of Railways to Conservation Projects
Forest

fire protection is a conservation problem in
which the railways are interested both directly and indirectly.
Information received through the Fire Inspection department of the Railway Commission indicates
that on the whole very gratifying progress has been made
in the direction of reducing fire losses along railway lines,
due to railway agencies. Large areas of cut-over and
burned-over non-agricultural lands along railway lines
throughout Canada are again growing up to young forest,
and it is of great importance that such reproducing areas
be saved from further damage by fire.
Such a course
would add greatly to the attractiveness of the country
from a tourist point of view, to say nothing of reducing

Future

Work

The committee recommends
jects be reassigned for the

that

the

following sub-

coming year.

Report on the relation of railways to the different conservation projects, reviewing work that has been done
by each company up to the present time, and make recommendations on policies economical for railways to
follow.
Report on measures for the conservation of human
life and energy, in order to promote efficiency.
Committee: R. C. Young (L. S. & I.), chairman; S. N. Williams, vire-eliairman; R. H. Aisluon (C. & \. \V.), W. K.
Barnard, C. B. Brown (Intercolonial), Moses Burpee (Ba. &
Ar.), C. H. Fisk, E. E. King, C. F. Koppisch (S. N. E.), William McNab (G. T.), J. L. Pickles (D. W. & P.), J. W. Votey
(Univ. of Ver.), W. C. Willard.

Discussion
(Prof. S. N. Williams, vice chairman, read the printed
statement regarding the assignment of work of the committee and continued in part as follows:)
Before passing on to the conclusions of the report,
there are one or two points which I wish to present to
you.
In the first place, we have practically received
orders throughout the nation at the present time to save.
That order could not be expressed more briefly and yet
fully in case we undertook to send it across the waters
to some distant point on the other side of the globe.
One of the most recent movements with reference to
economy is the use of pulverized coal. The daylight saving plan, which has been discussed so much during recent
months, has been officiallv approved bv the Government
and will be shortly put into operation.
There is one thing I have regretted to see, and that is
according to the Federal Fuel Administration, 30,(XX).000
tons of impurities, such as slate, rock, etc., mixed with
On the
the coal which was sold in the various states.
other hand there is one thing which I have seen with
pleasure, and that is, that the New York. New Haven &
Hartford estimates that the yearly fuel saving has
amounted to more than 1.300.0()0 tons of coal, based on
comparison of actual performance of locomotives in
December. 1917. The Pennsylvania lines have annoimced
recently that they have been specializing in car conservation with excellent results, chiefly by permitting the intensive utilization of car space.
A statement is made in the Raikvay Age of January
11, 1918. that the Canadian Pacific has developed 419
ready-made farms, each complete with house, bam. fencIn
ing, well, and a portion of the land under cultivation.
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9 months

some of

settlers

nection

it lias colonized nearly 500 bona fide emigrant
on its lands, and deserves to be classed as a nation
Also it makes loans of $2,000 to new settlers
builder.
on certain lands, extends jiaymcnt for all farms over a
period of 20 years.

regret very

I

much

to see that the fire losses in this

country have been increasing. In the year 1917 thev were
830,000,000 more than in 1916. I do not dare to tell you
what the total was.
One of our subjects is the conservation of human life.
A well known statement mav be quoted here "human
life and human efficiency are the two most previous things
on earth." The United States Public Health Department
is doing great service in the prevention of the spread of

—

Report

of
tvE

PLATES COVERING revisions

now shown.

The committee submitted
following

list

Railway Signal Association
1917 and adopted by letter ballot:
the

the
of matters acted
at its

convention

Text.
Alternator (Specifications).
Battery. Storage:
Alkaline, Instructions for Maintenance of.
Electrical Instruments, D. C., Specifications for Ranges and Scales.
Ground Apparatus, Made, for Lightning Arresters (Specifications).
Hand Lantern Globes (Specifications).

Impedance Bond (Specifications).
Lightning Arresters, Made, Ground Apparatus for (Specifications).
Pipe Lines, Field Construction of.
Reactors, Air-cooled, for Line and Track Circuits (Specifications).
Resistors for Line and Track Circuits (Specifications).
Switchboard Material (General Specifications).
Switchboard Material (Requisite Sheets).
Transformers, Single-phase Line, Oil-immersed Self-cooled Outdoor type
(Specifications).

Drawings.
and Rail Resistance Test Chart
Cable Post. Relay Box, Mountings

RSA
RSA

Ballast

Deflecting
IJedecting
Electrical

Bars

6

1374

RS.\ 1069

Stands. Horizontal Adjustable
Instruments, Scale Ranges for

Ground Resistance, Test

for

Hand Lantern

RSA 1396
RSA 1378
RSA 1377
RSA 1394
RSA 1424
RSA
6
RSA 1182
RSA 1184
RSA 1183
RSA 1374
RSA 1369
RSA 1367
RSA 1368
RSA 1375
RSA
4
of Railway Signal

Globes
Lightning Arrester Grounds
Rail Resistance Chart, Ballast and
Relay Bo.\es— Sizes "A" and "B"
Relay Box— Size "A" (Details)
Relay Box— Size "B" (Details)
Relay Hox and Cable Post Mountings
Relay Box Fittings
Relay Box Inlet Bracket
Relay Box Linings and Terminal Boards
Thermometer (Stationary Lead Type Storage Battery)
Track Circuit Test Chart

It

was recommended

that this

list

Association specifications and standards be published in
the Manual, as supplementary to the list heretofore inserted.

Separation of Signals Into Types

The sub-committee assigned

to report on the feasibilof separating into distinct types of their own (a)
the signals for train operation and (b) the marker or
signs which indicate the location or position, or both, of
information signs and switch signals for conveying inity

ing information as to the saving in the use of coal.
recommend that subjects 5 and 6 be reassigned for
the coming year, and that these appendices be received
as information, and we regret that space did not allow a
larger and more complete presentation of the subject.
(R. K. Graham (A. T. & S. F.) gave a brief account
of the reclamation work done by the Santa Fe in its scrap
yard at Corwith (Chicago), 111. He described the various
buildings making up the plant and outlined the results
The committee was then dismissed with
secured.
thanks.)

We

formation to trainmen, reported that some of the socalled signs govern train operation just as much as the

movable semaphore of an interlocking or block signal system and that these signs are recognized in the standard
code of the American Railway Association as signals.
The note as to the definition of fixed signals from the
rule book of the A. R. A. reads as follows "The defini:

a 'Fixed Signal' covers such signals as slow
boards, stop boards, yard limits, switch, train order, block,
interlocking, semaphore, disc, ball or other means for
displaying indications that govern the movement of a
train." Eleven designs were submitted covering the following signs stop, speed limit or slow, resume speed,
yard limit, station one mile, yard one mile, junction one
mile, crossing one mile, draw one mile, highway crossing whistle post, flanger sign.
The sub-committee was not ready to report on the
switch target, derail sign and trackpan sign. It was recommended that the signs submitted be adopted and included in the manual. It was recommended by the committee that the report on the comparative merits in various locations of alternating current and direct current
for operation of automatic signals be discontinued, as
it was agreed the comparative values of the two
systems depend entirely upon local conditions.
tion of

:

R. S. A. Specifications

in

the communicable diseases.
In that same conwe might remember that the Bureau of Mines
Washington has done a great deal of work in spread-

Committee on Signals and Interlocking

of symbols were submitted to
bring the Manual in accordance
with revisions adopted by the
Railway Signal Association. It
was recommended that these
five plates of symbols, the first
four of which are revisions of
those now shown in the Manual, and the fifth being a new
one, be adopted and inserted in
the Manual in place of those

upon by

in
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Recommendations

for

Next Year's Work

The committee

considers that no further work can
be done on the investigation of the relative merits in various locations of alternating current and direct current
for the operation of automatic signals, and recommends
that same be considered closed.
It further recommends that the following subjects be
continued
1.
Make critical examination of the subject-matter in
the Manual and submit definite recommendations for
changes.
2.
Report on the problem of signaling single-track
roads with reference to the eflfect of signaling and proper
locations of passing sidings on the capacity of the line.
3.
Report on the specifications adopted by the Railway Signal Association, which, in the judgment of the
committee, warrant consideration, conferring with the
committee on Track on any appliances affecting track.
4.
Report on the desirability of providing in connection with

(a)
(b)

an automatic signal system

An

overlap.
restricting speed indications.
5.
Report on the various types of light signals for
day and night indications.
6.
Report on the feasibility of separating into distinct
tj'pes of their own, the signals for train operation, and the

Approach

March
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markers or signs which iiulicate the locations or position,
or both, of information si^jns and swilcii signs for conveying information to trainmen, and design suitable day
and night (if necessary) markers or signs for switches,
derailing switches, stop signs, slow signs, resume speed
signs, water station anil trackpan markers, iiighway
crossing sign, etc.
7.

Report on requisites of signal locations for auto-

matic lilock signals for single-track roads.
S.

10.

train

Report on automatic train control.
Report on applications of aspect indicating that

must take siding

at a non-interlocked switch.

A. Pcnbody (C. & N. W.), ch.iirman; W. J.
Eck (Soutlicrn Rv.), vice-chairman; Azcl Ames, C. C.
Anfhonv, H. S. Baliict (N. Y. C), A. M. Burt (N. P.), C. A.
ChristofTcrson (N. P.), C. E. Dcnnev (N. Y. C. & St. L.),
F. I.. DodRSon (G. R. S. Co.), C. A. Dunham (G. N.), VV. H.
Elliott (N. Y. C), G. E. Ellis (I. C. C), M. H. Hovev.
r. G. M. LeisenrinR (I. T. Co.), H. K. Lowrv (C. R. I. & P.),
Rudd
C. Mock (M. C), F. P. Patcnall (B. &' O.), A
I.
(P. R. R.). \V. B. Scott (S. P.), A. G. Shaver, T. S. Stevens
(A. T. & S. F.), W. M. Vandcrsluis (I. C), B. V.hecKvriKht
Coiiiniittcc:

J.

H
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reads:

and

"List of

findings, conclusions, standards

liie

specifications contained in the

Manual of

way Signal Association." That docs not
make this association responsible for those

in

the Rail-

any way

findings.

It

simply put there as a convenience for the members of
this association in finding this information.
is

Mr. Lindsay: If we are to take that altitude, that the
of the Railway Signal Association is the last wortl

word

on signal appliances of all kinds, we might as well not
have any Signal Committee.
(After further discussion of this matter, a motion
offered by Mr. Lindsay, that the information in appendix B be submitted to the committees interested, and
next year again brought before the association with the
approval of these connnittecs, was carried.)
(Mr. Peabody here read paragraph 6 of the preliminary portion of his report and also appendix 6 in full.)
W. C. Cushing (P. L. S. W. S.) said in part:
"I am at variance with the conmiittee in its initial
point with reference to its report on the feasibility of
separating into distinct types of their own the signals
for train operation, and the markers or signs which indicate the location or position or both, of information
signs or switch signals for conveying information to
;

(G. T.).

Discussion
J.

A. Peabody (chairman)

:

Our committee were

as-

signed 10 subjects, on which we arc giving definite reInstead of going through these generally
ports on four.
First,
to start with, I will take up each one individually.
the revision of the Manual.
(This was accepted and approved for publication in
the Manual.)

Mr. Peabody
In part 2, report on handling signaling
and proper location of sidings on single-track roads, we
simply report progress.
We have made considerable
progress on this subject, and were able to make our report to the Signal Association, which will be reported
to this association next year.
The next report on subject number 3, report on specifications adopted by the Railway Signal Association, we
submit in Appendix B and move tbat this be printed in
:

Manual as information.
C. A. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
At the last convention we
established a precedent in this regard, in the acceptance
in blanket of the recommendations of the Railway Signal
Association.
I have the highest respect for the work

the

:

done by that association, and ordinarily tliis association
can accept most of its conclusions without questions.
It seems to the Committee on Outline of \\'ork that it
would be wise before accepting the entire blanket that
now and hereafter recommendations of the Railway Signal Association be received and submitted to such
a committee as may seem proper, for the purpose of
criticism and report at the following convention.
I
move that this report be received for printing in the
Manual subject to the criticism of such committees as
the Committee on Outline of Work may deem necessary.
Mr. Peabody: It hardly seems to me that that is necessary, inasmuch as we are submitting tin's question as
information to the members, and not to be adopted as
standard by this association.
Mr. Lindsay: Our association does not adopt standards, and the Manual has a certain prestige, and carries
with it the approval of this association of everything that
is printed in the Manual.
I think we ought to be very
careful, and I think the Committee on Signals ought not
to object to having its work reviewed by the other committees.

&

C. \V. F. Felt (A. T.
I think
S. F.)
desirable to follow the course outlined by

Mr. Peabody
I

read the

title

:

It

may

:

it is

therefore

Mr. Lindsay.

clear the atmosphere a

under which

this

appears

in tlie

little if

Manual.

train

men."

After presenting an analysis of the status of a fixed
signal as outlined in the Standard Code and a discussion
of the purpose of the various signs in the control of train

movements, Mr. Cushing continued
"It seemed very desirable to me, therefore, to have
all of these signal adjuncts of a different form from
the main signal system, and as that main signal system
is very generally of the semaphore type, it seemed best
to have all of the other adjuncts of a different type.
"I do not like the use of the semaphore arm for slow
and stop posts at railroad crossings, and for track men
when carrying on track work, and for switch signals,
etc.
They are all fixed in position and the stop post must
always be passed in the stop position, whereas the general
idea and plan of the semaphore signal is one whose
aspects can be changed in order to indicate different
train movements."
This subject is an old one and
J. L. Downs (I. C.)
it is one in regard to which many experts differ.
All
:

signs affect train movements to a greater or less degree.
The fixed signal in a permanent "stop" position is just as
important as any semaphore movable signal that would
be at "stop" when stop is desired or "proceed" when
proceed is desired. Therefore, it may seem to some that
I
it should carry the same design as the other signals.
am in favor of Mr. Cushing's motion that this matter be
deferred until it is gone into more by the association before

it is

finally adopted.
'

Mock (M.

The desirability of clas<ii'
C.)
into their various uses these signals is not, as indi^
a very easy distinction there are some of them tha;
on the border line between the one and the other cl..
cation, whatever basis you assume for the classificT:: n
J.

C.

:

—

•

The definition of a fixed signal is one of fixed location,
w'hich indicates a condition affecting the movement of a
train.
Very clearly these first three signals do affect the
movement of a train. If it were not for the fact that
they are a permanent location, giving only one indication, they might quite properly be made to conform to
the ordinary semaphore arm indication, and I think very
properly, because they do affect the movement of the
train just as truly as any signal. The other signals, with
the sign in the middle standard, are more nearly information signs, and may not affect the movement of the
they are too far distant to require any action at
train
;
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that location, but they invariably will be followed by a
signal that does affect the movement of the train.
I think in the past there has been effort made in de-

signing signs of this class or signals, to reduce the letIn other words, we have here
tering to the minimum.
a stop signal lettered stop, whereas the idea as I took it
was that we might get away from lettering. The same
method has been carried all the way through, and in
view of that fact I want to submit the amendment that
this matter be referred back to the committee for further
consideration on this point.
Mr. Lindsay: As railroading work has developed, we
have gotten away from the idea that we must never pass
a red blade wherever it is exposed, because we do it
Perhaps
every day, mile after mile, train after train.
Mr. Cushing's objection to the shape of the stop sign
might be overcome if we would make a pointed stop and
proceed sign. The slow speed sign and the resume speed
sign are of great importance with us, and we have
adopted a sign that shows reasonably well in daylight
and is illuminated at night, with perforated lettering on
the front.

My objection to the arm signs is comparatively trivial.
but where a yard limit at a junction and a crossing and
a drawbridge are all together, near to a station, the place
would look like a graveyard. Would not it be possible
to have the lettering for those signs put on one sign, so
that one stencil can be made to take care of all of them?
Mr. Stevens
It is probably proper that the action
suggested should be taken, but the committee will be at
a loss to present anything which means exactly what the
signs mean that they have presented. They can present
you a horizontal board with the word "stop" painted in
:

red,

different schemes of that kind, which
that a train must stop at that particular
do certain things after it has stopped that the

or several

will all

point,

mean

and

rules provide for.

We

get away from the daylight sign and come to
tackle the night problem, and here is where the difficulty comes in again with getting away from signal colors, because you have only three, red, yellow and green,
that you can use satisfactorily. Lunar white, perhaps, is

But directly you get into the illuminaa possible color.
tion of the signs, you must use the same things that are
So I think if
used on the movable semaphore arms.
those things should be referred back to the committee,
it

is

questionable whether they could submit something
association to which there would not be

to the
objection.
else

Louis Yager (N. P.)
It seems to me that the assoought to act on this suggestion, that the committee has taken upon itself, to utilize the characteristic
aspect of signals, but for the immovable fixed signal, it
seems to me that is a step that is to be taken. It will
not do any good, as I see it, to submit this back to the
committee unless they get some intimation as to how the
association feels on the point.
I understand this motion to
L. M. Perkins (N. P.)
refer this back to the committee will first come to a vote,
and I hope it does not pass. I would offer an amendment to that motion, that it be referred for revision in
(This was not secdetails, and not in general shape.
onded.)
I would like to point out one factor
Mr. Patenall
If
that must be considered under the field of signaling.
you adhere to various designs of markers by day, do not
forget that you cannot have that shaped light at night.
:

ciation

:

:

Mr. Cushing's

criticism

is

really the

most constructive

that we have heard to-day, although I am sorry I cannot
The appearance of th^ first
align myself in his favor.
three signs would probably portend a simple design. At
the same time there is a wonderful difference as to what
the engine man is to do. It is not the position that would

show

The same argument applies to the 45-deg. sign marked
25 and 15. You can install a horizontal yellow board,
or you can mark a horizontal board "slow" and put these
numbers on, or you can install the sign as suggested by
this committee, which is the almost universal method of
indicating caution, or some form of reduced speed.
The same thing is true for the resume speed sign, and
It
the effect on the train will be absolutely the same.
will take permission at that point to resume whatever
speed is allowable.
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that indication of

what he

is

to do,

and for that

reason there seems to be so little conflict in the designs
that we submit in comparison with signals with operative
arms, that there is a very small amount of criticism in
that direction.
(Air. Cushing's amendment to the original motion, that
the matter be referred back to the committee for further
study, failed to carry. The original motion, that the information be adopted and printed in the Manual, was carried.

The committee was then

dismissed.)

Report of Committee on Rules and Organization
SUCCESSIVE YEARS the directors have assigned
FORto FIVE
the committee on Rules and Organization the
study of scientific management. Throughout this time
little has been done, apparently, because of a lack of
thorough and
interest on the part of the Association.
exhaustive consideration and discussion should be had
like
of the necessity and the utility of organization.
treatment should then be given to the resources which
may be used in its development. Having shown the
need and discovered the resources, attention should be
given to their application and a means of solution presented for any specific problem.
It is hoped that some interest may be aroused among
the members and a discussion started which will bring
forth a series of monographs. Out of the abundant experience and careful thought of our members we should
give freely to the world in its hour of trial. The discus-

very

A

A

sion in the beginning- misfht well be abstract and scientific.

At a later date it should pertain directly to the practical
and important application of scientific principles to railroad operation. It will be conceded that a careful study
of the subject in the unrivaled manner available in our
society will achieve far better results than individual
study, and no better justification for our being exists at
present. To facilitate the study and discussion, the committee submitted a bibliography in which one can readily
find abundant information and suggestions for various

methods of treatment. Charts have been secured illustrating the maintenance organizations on many of the
leading roads.
These charts can be furnished by the
committee on request, and if desired they may at a later
date be published in a Bulletin.
Committee: Jos. Mullen (C. C. C. & St.
D. Anthony (D. & H.), vice-chairman; 0.

L.),

chairman; F.

F. Barnes
A.), H. L.
C. Barrett (L. V.), L. L. Beall (A. B.
F. W.), S. E.
(C. R. I. & P.). T. B. Carothers (C. F.

&

W.

&

(N. Y. C), E. J.'Correll (C. H.

&

(Erie),

Browne
Coombs

D.), Curtis Dougherty (Soo),
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H. H. E.lKcrton (C. G. \V.). VV. H. Finley (C. & N. \V.), B.
Herman (Soo). A. I. Ilimcs (N. Y. C. & St. L.), F. D. Lakin
(Eric), H. M. McDonald (N. Y. C). H. A. Osgood (VVab.),
E. T. Keisler, \V. H. Rupp (G. T.), P. T. Simons. R h" War-

den

(M.

P.).

Hoth Taylor and Hine have in mind the elimination
of the friction and loss of efficiency due to the chasm
which commonly prevails between the primary units of
an organization and the principal officers.
have, of course, to consider and compare the divisional and deparlmcntal organizations, line and staff,
Hine's unit system and all other forms that may be presented by the different roads represented in tiie Association and these forms of organization which have been collected by the committee.
have a very great many
which I hope some day to put into your hands, so that
they may be compared, and it is very much desired that
you will all contribute your experience and knowledge.
I want to call your attention further to the type of
organization which pervades our thought, to which we,
perhaps most all of us, would unhesitatingly subscribe
our approval, and to suggest that you give it some careful thought.
That is, a single-headed organization of

We

Discussion
the absence of the chainiian, the report was presented by A. J. Himes [N. Y. C. it St. L.]).
Mr. Ilimes: Tliere is one subject of more than ordinary interest at tlie present time, to which the committee
has given attention during the year "The Science of
Organization." However, the committee has been busy
with other work lUiring the jiast year, and there appears
to have been no demand for a report on the science of
organization, and so it has been put aside from time to
time for what seemed to be more pressing worl<.
(li\

—

A

Certain matter in appendix
suggests the idea that
may be possible, when we have given a sufficient
amount of study to the subject of administration and
organization, to have a field book covering the subject,
enumerating the principles, and stated rules which can
be profitably studied and used in great organizations to
leani the way more quickly and more perfectly than is
done usually in a brief experience.
The bibliography which is presented has been compiled
from the library of the American Society of Civil Engineers, and from the Xcw York public library.
There
are many good books not found in this list, some of them
of recent date, which will be added thereto.
It is probably worth while to call attention to the difference between scientific management and scientific organization.
I have synopses of
four or five different
books, among which is "The Principles of Scientific Management,'" by Frederick W. Taylor, another by Major
(now Colonel) lline and one by Harrington Emerson.
These men are all talked of, and I want to point out
that whereas Emerson and Taylor gave us scientific management, and the efficiency of the individual, Hine deals
with the efficiency of the organization, two things which
are very distinct and quite opposite to one another.
it

Report

of

of

changes in the Manual were

recommended

We

dominant leadership.

Now, are wo right about that? Things are undergoing a change, and to compare with that we have the
representative organization in which the interests of the
primary units shall be paramount. Now, what do you
think about that, or, did you ever think of it at all?' Is
it possible that we shall have an efficient executive organization in which the leadership shall be representative and responsive to the primary units of the organization?

The President:

for

adoption.

These changes consisted principally of revisions in wording
to clarify the meaning.

They

forming materials, to methods
for the removal of these objectionable ingredients,
and to
definitions
of
foaming and

means of eliminating or reducit.

The committee

also present-

ed reports on five other subFederal regulation of
jects.
drinking water, relative merits
of continuous and intermittent water softeners, rules
for the care of boilers, organization of the water service

department and definitions of terms used in railway
water service.
in

Regard

Water Supplied to Trains
Health department now has seven cars

to Purity of Drinking

The Public

fitted as traveling laboratories

when

the

of water supplies, but these of late have been used mostly
for militaiy purposes.
The establishment of additional
headquarters for the various sanitary districts has also
been delayed on account of the fact that many men
trained in this work are now being engaged for work for
the army.

referred to definitions of scale-

Complying With Federal Regulations

Just at the present time,

world has iiad a great lesson in what organization can do,
this committee certainly can do a great and wonderful
work, and I think that Mr. Himes has outlined a possibility of work that we should all take to heart, and anything we can do in furthering that interest we should do,
and what we should do is to study. We have too many
organizations to say that any one of them is perfect. We
should make a study of them, and as Mr. Himes says,
if we condense the information we get from the study of
them we will get some good results.
(The committee was dismissed with thanks.)

Committee on Water Service

CONSIDERABLE NUMBER

ing

633

for checking the quality

of

The principal steps in advancement were the adoption
new standard methods of analysis, and an amendment

to the regulations pertaining to drinking water supplies,
requiring a certificate showing not only tliat the water
conforms to the bacteriological standards as outlined in
last year's report, but also that it is from a supply which
is not exposed to contamination.
This enlarges the scope
of the regulations and assures a greater probability of a
suitable w-ater being furnished than could be expected

under a semi-annual bacteriological test alone. The sanisurvey governs features in connection with the
matter of water supply which in a great measure are
susceptible to correction and control.
It is contemplated by the Public Health department to
call a conference in the near future of the State Health
authorities for the purpose of standardizing water inspections as well as to define the requirements in source and
method of supply. If it is the pleasure of this Association, the committee will be pleased to report on the engi-

tary
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neering and maintenance matters of interest brouglit out
at this meeting.

Relative Merits of Continuous

and Intermittent Water Softeners

A

survey of

service on

tlie field

American

indicates that there are

raih-oads, approximately

now

in

550 water-

which about 30,000,000,000

of
softening plants, at
water are softened annually. In addition to this a large
amount of water is partially treated in roadside tanks
with soda ash alone, with no allowance for sedimentation.
The total amount of water consumed annually for steam
purposes by these railroads is approximately about 450,gal.

000,000,000 gal., or nearly 6.7 per cent, of the total water
used for steam purposes is completely treated. The continuous type of plant seems to predominate, about 70
per cent, of the total number of plants installed being of
that character.
As to the comparative economy of continuous and intermittent plants, the operating costs seem to be very
nearly the same in well-designed plants of both types.
The amounts of chemicals required should be the same
in either type, although improper design in the agitating
facilities of some types has been found to allow a part
of the lime reagent to settle into the sludge before reacInvestigation as to running
tion has taken place.
repairs required indicates that these are' so largely influenced by the design and location of the plant and the
daily attention given to its operation that no general

comparison of the two types can be made on

this basis.

The

labor cost generally should also be the same, as
with any type of treating plant in railroad service, the
constant attention of a man is highly desirable and decidedly economical. There seems to be little difference
in the fuel or power item, although conditions vary in
The large variety of type of the
different localities.
many plants installed precludes a general comparison as
to interest

and depreciation.

The following

are the general advantages of the

two

types

Intermittent

The most advantageous arrangement
mittent plant consists of two settling tanks

for an interof road tank
treating
and
settling
tanks.
height, to serve alternately as
This arrangement provides duplicate tank facilities and
increased the ratio of storage capacity to daily consump1.

tion.

The intermittent plant is of the most simple con2.
struction and its operation is readily understood by the
low paid class of service usually engaged for this work.
3.
The cost of maintenance of the type of intermittent plants generally in use is small, the necessary repairs
simple, and the materials for making them readily available.
4.

The uniformity

of

treatment is certain, large
at a time, and the oppor-

amounts of water being treated

tunity for error is slight.
The intermittent plant has no intricate or expen5.
sive parts to deteriorate, as are frequently present in
some continuous types.
6.
portion of the old sludge remains in the tank
and is mixed with the water on each addition of reagents.

A

This acts as a foundation for the newly formed molecules
of sludge, causing precipitation in larger particles, and
thereby hastening the settling.

C ontinuoiis Type
1.
In large plants, the continuous type can be designed to afiford more economy in ground space.
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It will handle a larger volume of consumption on
2.
a smaller rate of flow, since the action is continuous and
there is no dead time for settling.

Where the pumping station is located at some dis3.
tance from the delivery tank, some types of continuous
plants adjacent to the point of delivery are advantageous.
At terminals, or where proper attention can be
4.
given to the plant at stated periods, attendance at continuous plants can be performed more readily by employes engaged primarily in other duties, but this brings
uncertain results due to divided responsibilit}', and is,
therefore, of doubtful advantage.
In a certain type of continuous plant, very thor5.
ough and gradual mixing is secured by introducing the
water and reagents at the bottom of the mixing tank
and keeping a portion of the old sludge continually agitated with the incoming mixture, thereby aiding reaction
and sedimentation.
Rules for the Care of Boilers in Pumping Stations
Duties of Attendant: The pumper, station agent or
other person in charge of the local water supply will be
held responsible for the condition of the entire plant.
His first duty will be to see that there is an ample supply
In
of water available for locomotive use at all times.
case of trouble that affects the water supply he must
wire the chief dispatcher as well as the water service
foreman, stating fully the trouble and what is needed for
repairs.
He must make frequent inspections of all parts
of the plant, make all repairs within his power and avoid
sending for repair man except when absolutely necessary.
He will be responsible for the safe-keeping and
economical use of supplies furnished to the water station and place orders for fuel and supplies in ample time
to avoid a shut-down of the plant.
Pumphouse
The attendant must keep the pumphouse neat and clean and take every precaution against
loss or damage by fire.
Waste or other combustible
material must not be -stored in the pumphouse. Oil and
gasoline must be stored outside in proper receptacles.
Cinders must not be dumped close enough to the house
to endanger it.
Proper places must be provided for all
tools and they must be returned to their proper places
:

after using.

Machinery: Machinery must be inspected daily and
adjustments made to increase its efficiency and to prevent wear or breakdown. Particular attention must be
given to the packing and lubrication of all parts. The
attendant must be familiar with the location and purpose
of all steam and water pipes, valves, levers, etc., so that
in case of accident or leaks the valves controlling

same

be properly used. When ordering repair parts for
any piece of machinery the attendant must always give
the name of manufacturer, shop number of the machine
and repair number of the part wanted.
Boilers
Attendant must see that the boiler contains a
sufficient amount of water before starting a fire and shall
see that the gage-cocks, water glasses and safety valves
are clean and in good condition. Fire must be cleaned
frequently of clinkers. Ashes must not be allowed to
accumulate beneath the grate. If muddy water is used,
boilers must be blown down frequently.
In doing this,
boiler must be filled full of water and blown down to one
gage with not over 30 lb. of steam. Foaming is due to
a dirty boiler and can be stopped by blowing down and
filling with fresh water.
The boiler must be washed out
once a week or oftener if, in the judgment of the water
service foreman, it is necessary.
Flues must be cleaned
of ashes and soot frequently. If it develops, when the
plant is operating, that no water appears in the water

may

:
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valve below the water column should be opened.
tiic How to the boiler can be increased; if not, (ire must be pulled and boiler cooleil
before turninjj any wa^er into the boiler. Where more
than one shift is in charge of the pumpinjj plant each
oncominjj man should be notified of any defects by the
man lea\in,tj. Shoukl the safely valve stick and steam
ga_s;e show over-jiressure, draft doors should be closed
and boiler allowed to cool olY to pressure at which valve
is sup])osed to work before any repairs or adjustments of
the safety valve is attempted.
Oil I'.ngines: The attendant must be provided with a
copy of and must be governed by the manufacturer's
printcil instructions for operating the particular type of

glass
If

llic

water then appears,

in his charge.
To secure economical and satisfactory ojieration, engines must be properly lubricated,
must
see
that all moving parts are free
the attendant
from dirt, properly oiled and work easily. Lubricating
oil must be tUiid enough to be fed readily through the
When the oiler is filled the lubricating oil should
oiler.
be run through a fine mesh strainer inserted in a funnel.
The co\er of the oiler should be in place at all times

engine

except

when

filling

it.

The

oiler

should he drained occa-

and washed out with gasoline. This applies al.so
to the bearing oil cups.
The machinery to be driven
should be detached from the engine until the engine is
sionally

in

motion.

Before starting see that the tank contains fuel and
Thermomethat a supply of cooling water is available.
ters are frequently provided which show the temperature
When runof the cooling water around the cylinder.
ning the thermometer should register 140 to 180 deg. F.
The most favorable temperature will be different with
different fuels and the attendant should note the temperature at which the operation is best and attempt to keep
it reasonably close to that figure.
The temperature can
be held at that point by regidating the supply of water
to the cylinder jacket by means of the valve provided for
that purpose.
The pump, piping and water jacket of
the engine must be drained when the engine is not in
use to prevent freezing and cracking of the cylinder.
Fuel for an oil engine should be strained at the time
the storage tank is filled.
In some types of engines fuel
is injected
into the cylinder through a spray nozzle.
Irregular operation may be caused by foreign matter in
the oil sticking in the spray nozzle or in the check valve
in the injector pump.
The small hole in end of spray
nozzle must be cleaned occasionally.
If a loss of compression is noticed, the piston should
be inspected. The piston rings should be free in their
grooves. If they stick, the compression or explosion will
blow past them and the combustion will be poor, due
to poor compression. Any accumulation of carbon which
tends to stick to the rings should be washed out with
gasoline.
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double track, water columns should be swung in the direction of traffic and locks maintained in such position
that they hold the water column parallel to the track.
Electric Motor: The motor, control and pump should
be inspected at least once each week, at which time the
parts shoukl be thoroughly cleaned and all contacts should
be carefully inspected to see that they make and break at
the ]3roper time and that contact surfaces are clean.
All
wearing parts shoukl be well lubricatccl and special attention should be given to the motor bearings. The building where the motor is located should be kept clean. No
paper or oily waste should be allowed to collect in switch
l>oxes or near a motor or any electrical contact or wires.
Waste must not be used around the commutator or
brushes and gasoline or sandpaper must not be used to
clean the commutator.
If the motor sparks excessively
the proper official should be notified.
The motor should be watched carefully for overheating. The commutator should not be allowed to become worn or grooved by the brushes.
.\ny displaced wiring must also be reported. No attachments should be made to the wiring as serious damage may be done to the equipment and there is danger
of personal injury. A fuse must never be replaced with
anything but a proper fuse. If one of a higher ampere
rating is used it may cause serious damage to the motor.
The fuse is the electrical safety valve and should no
more be tampered with than a steam safety valve. \ test
lamp sliould be used to find blown fuses, thus avoiding
chances of electric shocks. A gage should be supplied
to each alternating current motor to test the space between motor and field poles. If gage will not pass freely
the bearings need immediate attention.

On pump
mote control

motors controlled from a distance, the
starter located in the

tested frequently to see that
It

its

Tanks

re-

pumphouse should be

starts the

motor properly.

should be inspected frequently and any badly burned

contacts reported.

Organization for Railway Water Service Department
Establishing a water department organization does not
necessarily mean that the division forces are materially
changed where water service men are locally employed,
Ceneral Managet
Chief Engineer.
Engineer Hciint oriA/ay.
\5upf iVoferSemce\

\Oent Si/perinfendent\

\^upermtenden\

0,„i,ZEng,nee\

\ChiefClerk\

\Chemisr

W"'F'>"=A

ympec/ors]

Supervisor JKrfer Sern:<\
I

\Sa/^ Eoreme/^

They should be filled at each pumping
shrinkage of the wooden tanks, or deteriorasafeguard
the water supply in case of accident to the pumping
plant.
Tank spouts and grab ropes must be maintained
at standard clearance.
Defects in spouts, valves or discharge pipes must be reported at once. The attendant
must watch engines take water and report unnecessar}'
waste. Damage to fixtures or appliances by engines taking water must be reported to the water service foreman,
giving date, train and engine number.
Water Columns or Stand Pipes
Water columns
should be inspected frequently and maintained in good
working order. Lifting rods should be tightened, leaky
glands repacked and locks and rollers adjusted.
On
\\'ater

AGK

KAll.WAY
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\

^

\^"l^

\

Pumpers

:

to prevent

Repair

/^er>\

I

tion in the sheets of metal tanks, as well as to

:

Diagram of Suggested Organization
but that the local officers and the engineering department are relieved of the duties incidental to the design
and development of water facilities and the work placed
in the hands of those trained along this particular line.
That there is an urgent need for such an organization
has been proved by the results obtained on roads that
have established a department to handle this very important feature of railroad operation.
Inquiries as to the method of handling water supply
were sent out to a number of railroads. Replies were
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received from 38 railroads representing a mileage of
136,991. The total number of water stations was 7816.
Of roads reporting seven have separate water departments, while on 20 roads the water supply is handled by
the bridge and building department; on eight roads by
the divisional water department, and on three roads
jointly by the maintenance of way and motive power
departments.
The graphical chart submitted herewith represents a
complete water department organization and may be
readily adapted to any road with such modifications as
may be necessary for a road of greater or lesser mileage.
For example, where there are no treating plants in service the work of making water analysis would probably
come under the engineer of tests or outside chemists,
rather than a department chemist.
The chart submitted represents the best practice in
present water department organization on American railroads, and while it is not exactly typical of any particular
water department organization, the committee feels that
it embodies the best features of the existing water department organization.

Terms Used in Railway Water
Group "A" Wells

Definitions of

Artesian Well.

Service

—
—A flowing well from which the watei

is caused to rise above the surface of the ground b>
subterranean pressure.
Deep Well. A well having a depth of 100 ft. or greater.
Shallow Well.
well less than 100 ft. in depth.
Drilled Well.well made by drilling or boring.
Driven Well.
well constructed by driving the casing
and then removing the material inside the casing.
Dug Well. A well made by digging or excavating.
Well Casing.
pipe forming the wall of a well.
Well Screen. A perforated device, usually a slotted
or wire-wound pipe for the admission of water into
and the exclusion of other matter from a well.

—

—

—A
—A
—A

—A
—

Group

"B" — Water

Tanks

—

T.ANK. A basin or reservoir above ground for the storage of liquids.
Tank Tower. That portion of the tank structure between the tank and its foundation.
Tank Valve. The valve for delivery of water from the

—
—
tank.
Outlet Pipe. — The pipe for
of water from the
tank to the spout.
Tank Spout. —An adjustable spout for delivery of water
deliver}^

from the
Indicator.-

outlet pipe to the tender.

—A device

in tank.

Float Valve.

—A

for indicating the height of water

Group "C"

—-A

—Pipe Lines

—

Line.-

—A line of pipe

from the discharge of

Group "D"

—An

— Water Columns

apparatus for delivering water

into the tender at a distance

from the

—An
—

combustion engine

internal

power impulse during each revolution.
Four-Cycle Engine. An internal combustion engine
receiving a power impulse during each second revolureceiving a

tion.

—

Engine. An internal combustion engine
using gasoline, naphtha or other volatile petroleum

Gasoline
fuels.

—
—

An internal combustion engine using natmanufactured gas as fuel.
Oil Engine. An internal combustion engine that may
be started and operated on a non-volatile oil of lower

Gas Engine.
ural or

than gasoline without passing the oil
through a carburetor, mixing valve, or preheating the
specific gravity

oil, in which the fuel is ignited by a bulb, tube or plate
heated from previous combustion.
Diesel Engine. An oil engine in which the combustion
is due to the heat generated by compression.

—

Group "F"

— Water

Treatment

—

Untreated Water. Water not subjected to treatment.
Treated Water. Water subjected to treatment.
Undertreated Water.- Water to which insufficient

—

—

chemicals has been added.

—Water which an excess of
chemicals has been added.
Incrusting Solids. — Matter
the water which forms
on tubes and sheets of
Non-Incrusting Solids. — Matter
the water which
does not form
Suspended Matter. — IMatter
the water which may be
removed by coagulation, sedimentation or
Aeration. — Bringing the water
intimate contact
Overtreated Water.

to

in

scale

boilers.

in

scale.

in

filtration.

into

with air in order to introduce oxygen for the oxidation of iron or organic matter, and for washing out
gases and volatile odors.
Filtration. A process of passing water through layers
of sand or other porous material for the removal of
suspended matter or bacteria.
Settling Tank. A reservoir in which water is retained
for the sedimentation of suspended matter.
Reagent.
chemical used for the treatment of water.
Hardness. The quality of water caused by dissolved
incrusting solids or by acidity.
Sludge. Resultant precipitant formed by sedimentation
or by removal of incrusting solids in water treatment.

—

—

—A
—
—

Group "G"

—An apparatus

—Pumps

for raising or transferring water

—

Reciprocating Pump. One in which the piston or
plunger alternately draws the water in and discharges
it from the cylinder.
Single Acting Pump. One in which one end of the
plunger only acts on the fluid column.
Double Acting Pump. One in which the plunger acts
upon the fluid column both upon the forward and re-

—
—

tank.

—One which a finished cylinder
which the reciprocating
Pump. — One

Piston Pump.
ly fitted

distributed.

Water Column.

Two-Cycle Engine.

turn stroke.

to tank, or distribution system.

Service Lines.— Lines of pipe through which the water
is

Combustion Engines

of the fuel, compressed and ignited in a cylinder, acting directly against a piston.

or other fluids.

line of pipe

—

pump

—Internal

—

Pump.

through which the water
flows from the source of supply to the intake well.
Suction Line. A line of pipe through which water is
drawn by suction to the pump.
Drop Line.- A vertical line of pipe through which water
is lifted out of a well.

Discharge

Group "E"

Internal Combustion Engine. A prime mover in
which the power is derived from the explosive force

valve operated by a float controlling

the height of water in tank.

Intake Line.
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Plunger

in

is

close-

with a reciprocating piston.

part
in
a solid plunger which does not come in contact with
the cylinder walls, but enters the cylinder through
packing glands.
is
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—

Direct Acting Tump. One in which the piston is reserved by an impulse derived from itself at or near
the end of each stroke.
RoTAKY PuMr. One in which two revolving pistons rotate in a pump case which they completely fill the pistons alternately draw in and discharfje the water.
Centku-ugal Pu.mp. One in which the pressure necessary to raise the water is derived from the velocity of

—

;

—

a revolving impeller.
.\n apparatus for introducing compressed
.\iR Lift.
air into a well and thereby raising water out of the

—

well.

Conclusions

The committee requested

the following action

on

its

report

That the changes in the subject-matter on Water
1.
Service under the heading, "Revision of Manual," be
adopted and substituted for the matter now given in the
Manual.
That the report on methods for complying with
2.
Federal Regulations in regard to purity of drinking water supplied to trains

be received as information.

That the subject of the design of impounding reservoirs be reassigned to the committee for completion
during the coming year.
4.
That the report on the relative merits of continuous and intermittent water softeners be received as
3.

information.

That the report on rules and examination quesfor the care of pumping stations be adopted by
the Association and inserted in the Manual.
That the report on organization for railway water
6.
service departments be received as information.
That the definitions of terms be adopted by the
7.
Association and inserted in the Manual.
8.
That Subject No. 8, on suitable types for water
meters for use in rail water service, be reassigned to the
committee for study and completion during the coming
year.
5.

tions
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mends some decided changes

in the

essence of the sub-

ject matter in the

Manual, but the other revisions consist of changes or improvements in the diction only, and
involve only minor changes in the recijuimended practice.

The Manual now

in treating

water

reads "The greatest disadvantage
the increased tendency to foam, due
soda ash on the sulphate of lime and
:

is

to the reaction of

magnesia."

When the treatment of water on the railroads was first
undertaken all those who engaged in it acted very cautiously, and the treatment was usually limited to the
point where foaming would not occur, but gradually roads
began to complete the treatment to the point where all
the suspended matter or the incrusting solids were removed, and they have found that by a proper education
of the engine men in the handling of waters that are inclined to foam that with a judicious use of anti- foaming
compound water can be handled, even though it is treated,
irrespective of the foaming content or foaming solids.
This article just quoted from the Manual is frequently
used as an adverse argument by those who are not
friendly disposed to water treatment.
I move that this
article be omitted from the Manual.
The President: If there is no objection the omission
of this latter is approved.
Mr. Dorley
Under the head of "Foaming and Priming," the following occurs in the Manual "Foaming from
treated water is due to the presence of sodium salts, as
:

:

a result of treatment for incrusting sulphates, together
with such quantities of the alkali salts which may have
been present in the raw w-ater.
This condition is aggravated by and to a large extent due to the presence of
suspended matter in the water.

ical.

"Concentration of foaming solids in locomotive boilers
reaches the critical point at about 100 grains per gallon.
Concentration above this point must be avoided by changing the water, or else trouble from foaming will be experienced." The committee suggests that this paragraph
be made to read
"Concentration of foaming solids in locomotive boilers
reaches the critical point between 100 and 2(X) grains per
gallon, depending upon the character of the foaming
solids and the amoimt of suspended matter in the water.
To prevent foaming, the concentration must be kept be-

2.
Make a final report on suitable types of water
meters for use in railway water service, methods followed in testing and reading meters, and checking the
consumption of city water.
3.
Continue the study of methods for complying with
Federal regulations in regard to the purity of drinking
water supplied to the public and employes on interstate

low that point."
That means in any particular water, which has a fixed
critical point
which may be anywhere from 100 to 200,
for that particular water its concentration must be kept
below its concentration point.
I move that this change be adopted.
The President: If there is no objection, the suggested

trains.

revision will stand approved.
It is so approved.
Mr. Dorley
report on subject No. 2, "Methods
for Complying with Federal Regulations in Regard to

Suggested Subjects for Next Year's Study and Report
1.

Make

reservoirs

4.

a final report on the design of impounding
and conditions under which they are econom-

Submit plans and recommendations for typical

water station layouts.
5.
Make a study of prevalent locomotive flue failures
alleged to be due to improper water conditions and suggest remedies.
6.

Revision of the ^fanual.

Committee:

A. F. Dorlev (M. P.), chairman; J. L. Camp(E. P. & S. W.), vice-chairman; J. T. Andrews (B. & O.),
C. A. Ashbaugh (G. C. & S. P.), R. C. Bardwell (M. P.), F. T.
Beckett (C. R. I. & P.), E. H. Brown (N. P.), C. Bucholtz
(Erie), C. C. Cook (B. & O.), R. H. Gaines (K. C. S.), E. M.
Crime (N. P.), W. C. Harv-ey (C. G. W.), C. R. Knowles
(I. C), E. G. Lane (B. & O.),
J. D. Mathews (S. P.), W. A.
Murray (N. Y. C), E. H. Olscn (A. T. & S. P.), W. A. Parker
(St. J. & G. L), H. N. Rodenbaugh (Southern).

bell

Discussion
A. F. Dorley (Chairman)
Subject I was placed in
the charge of a sub-committee, of which Mr. Campbell
was chairman. In two articles the committee recom:

—

:

We

Purity of Drinking Water Supplied to Trains." This
subject has been watched, and progress reports are being made by R. C. Bardwell, the chairman of the sub-

committee.
On Subject

3, "Make Final Report on Design of Impounding Reservoirs, and Conditions Under Which They
Are Economical," the committee reports progress.
The report on subject 4, "Relative Merits of Continuous and Intermittent Water Softeners." After a railway has decided to go into the problem of water purification, either on a district or at any particular point, the
most important thing to decide is the question of the type
of softener. As a rule, when railways begin water purification they have not any well developed plans of their
own and they naturally turn to the manufacturers of
water softeners for advice and help. Then the deciding
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factor is frequently one of price. Each type has its own
particular merits which fits it and makes it suitable for
particular conditions, and this report is offered with the
hope that it may be of some service to railroads who
This part of the
are about to install water softeners.
report is offered as information only.
"Rules or Examination Questions for
Subject 5:

Care of Boilers in Pumping Stations." We would like
to offer for your consideration and for insertion in the
Manual the subject matter coming under the sub-head,
(This was accepted without
"Duties of Attendant."
comment. Mr. Dorley then offered some corrections to
the proposed "Rules or Examination Questions for Care

Pumping Stations," after which the report
was approved for insertion in the Manual.)
Mr. Dorley: In handling the report on subject 6, the
sub-committee sent out inquiries to quite a number of
roads to ascertain just what organization the water deof Boilers in

partment had, and they found that the practice with reference to the care of water service varies more widely
on American railroads than perhaps any other branch of
the service, and the committee submits a chart showing
a typical organization that, with some modifications, we
believe can be made to fit into the existing organization
of practically any road. There are a few large roads
that have a distinct water department and the results
secured on these roads prompts the committee to recommend that some such line-up of organization be considThis report is offered to the
ered on other railroads.
Association as information only for the time being.

On

subject

way Water

7, "The Definitions of Terms Used in RailService," are offered for insertion in the

Manual.
A. X. Talbot (U. of

111.)

With reference

:

to the first

the fact
the old definition of artesian well, a flowing
well, but in modern practice we include in the term
"artesian well" any well in w^hich the water rises a con-

definition,

that this

"Artesian Well,"

I

call attention to

is
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siderable distance above the level of the stratum from
which it comes. It need not be a flowing well. The
Association will be going against what is pretty w-ell
established practice if this definition is adopted.
Under the rules we are
C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
not allowed to discuss definitions on the floor of the convention, and, therefore, under these circumstances we
are forced into the position of taking these definitions as
they are, or rejecting them. W'e have, however, a good
precedent in the case of the report of the Committee on
Buildings, which submitted its report with the distinct
understanding that the definitions would be open for discussion for a year, and I think it is a good course to
pursue.
The President: I think !Mr. Lindsay's position is correct, and I am personally of the opinion that the Association will yet get to the point where the materials that
go into the Manual will be subject to letter ballot. The
committee says that it will be able to take this matter up
for another year if the members will really give them
suggestions so that the report can be put in shape so
It will also take into
that it can be adopted next year.
consideration Prof. Talbot's definition of artesian wells,
:

or rather his comment regarding them.
(This matter will be postponed one year, and will be
reported then with corrections.)
Mr. Dorley: Appendix G is headed, "Pollution of
^Vells from Overlying or Adjacent Cinder Deposits." It
is generally known that the deposits of cinders such as
we have around railroad terminals add a perceptible pollution to water they come in contact with, but it has
not generally been known that the eff'ects of cinder deposits would be as far reaching as they were found to
be in East St. Louis, where the overlying cinder deposits
in yards were found to be a very perceptible contamination to underlying ground waters.
(The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the
Association.

Report on Records and Accounts
COMMITTEE has no specific
recommendations to make for
lianges in the Manual, but
iil)mits a brief discussion on
;lic
standardization of forms
,ind stationery.
The commit-

n:

|Pl|

ire desires to call attention to
the desirability of reducing the
number of forms used in the
maintenance of way department in the interest of econ-

nmy and

efficiency.

As an

il-

lustration may be cited the experience of an official of a large
railway system, who, after

good reason why one railroad should use a letterhead of
an odd size, like 8 by 10 in., or one of 7}i by 12 in., or
other odd dimensions. The standard size letterhead is
8'/^ by 11 in., which cuts from a sheet 17 by 22 in.
without w'aste. Anything differing from that size is considered a "special," and consequently costs more money.
Specifications are also made of all sizes for no apparent reason except precedent. If specifications were uniformly written or printed on standard size sheets, it would
eft'ect a material saving and would fit in any ordinary
letter file.
The same argument applies to all sorts of
draw'ings, which it would be an advantage to produce on
letterhead-size sheets. The use of large sheets for drawings, except in special cases, has been discontinued in
many engineering offices, the drafting now being done

making a careful analysis of
the different blank forms used
the several departments, reduced the number from

on letter-size paper.
Instead of tracing cloth, crossruled thin paper from which blueprints can be made is

1500 to 500. This large decrease not only involved a
great saving to the railroad in clerk hire and for stenographers, but it also relieved the different officials from
the unnecessary labor of examining and considering the
mass of details from which no adequate results would
be obtained.
Another feature to which the committee would call
attention is the need for standardizing the sizes of forms,
There is no
stationen.', specifications, drawings, etc.

On pp. 759-768 of Vol. 18 of the Proceedings for
1917, the committee submitted specifications for maps
and profiles, which were received as information at the
last annual convention.
These specifications have now
been before the members for one year, but no comments or criticism have been received by the committee
during the year. The committee therefore submits these
specifications for maps and profiles for approval and pub-

in

recommended.

lication in the ]\Ianual.
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response U> a circular aiUlrcsscd Ui valuation engirailroads represented in the Association, the
coniniitlee obtained a lar},'e anmunt of most valuable information re>;arilin};' valuation forms for bolh tield antl
This data has been carefully studied by the
office use.
committee, and after due consideration it has been decided not to recommend any additional valuation forms
t^ne reason for this conclusion is that the
at this time,
subject was (piite fully covered in the last annual rejiort
of the committee, consisting of a lar^je number of typical
valuation forms; an ailditional reason is the dilliculty of
devisinjj forms to co\er the great variation of local conIt
ditions existinij in different sections of the country.
the
is therefore the suggestion of the committee that
various forms collected by it be [ilaced on lile in the
office of the Association for inspection and use of anyone

W

111

neers ot

interested.

The committee has interpreted the assignment of the
subject of additional definitions to mean definitions covering valuation matters, and in accordance with that
understanding it is preparing a series of definitions pertaining to valuation of railroads, but is not prepared to
submit them with this report, preferring to give more
consideration to the proposed glossary of terms.
The committee has gathered some data to aid it in
making a report regarding various maintenance of way
department forms, but owing to the unusual conditions
prevailing during the past year, it has not been feasible
to make a report.
The information collected is being
made use of in studying the matter, and it is hoped to
present something to the Association at its next annual
meeting that will be of value.
The committee recommended that all subjects assigned
it last year, with the exception of one regarding the various methods of reproducing maps and profiles on tracing
linen for permanent record, be again referred to it for
the current year.

Committee: W. A. Christian (I. C. C), chairman; M. C.
Bycrs (W. M.), \'ice-chairman F. L. Beal (L. & A.)', Lester
Bernstein (B. & O.), H. Bortin (C. R. R. of N. J.), W. S.
Panes (Wabash), J. \V. Fox (C. of (;a.), R. B. Harris. Geo.
D. Hill (N. Y. C), G. T. Kimtz (N. P.), Henry Lehn (N. Y.
C), T. H. Milburn (B. & O.), J. C. Patterson (Eric), J. H.
Rcinholdt (M. & St. L.), R. C. Sattlcv (C. R. I. & P.), Huntington Smith (X. Y. C. & St. L.), H."M. Stout (N. P.), W. D.
;

Wiggins (P. L. W.).

Discussion
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L. S. W. S.)
That is the reason
( P.
not want to accept, as far as our road is con-

C. Cushing;

we do

that

:

these recommi'iid.-itinns.

We

do find in examinado conform to the Map
Oriler of the lUireau of Valuation, and \vc find the sizes
specified in that map order are not suitable for our
^•ernccl,

tion of the specifications that they

records.

Mr. Christian:
I

wish

In reply to Mr. Cushing's objection,
one thing that the committee tried

to state that

to secure in the specifications for the

was

to

able, so that all
.\s

it

is

maps and

profiles

determine a size that would be generally accept-

now

maps and

profiles

would be the same

every road has a different

size.

size.

The com-

mittee would like to see the sizes as specified in these
specifications used.
The President
motion has been made and seconded
that these specifications as published in the proceedings
of 1917 from Pp. 759 to and including part of 768 be
printed in the Manual.
(The motion was carried.)
Mr. Christian
I would like to refer to the subject
of formulating methods for reproducing maps and profiles
on tracing linen for permanent records. In the proceedings of Volume 17, of the convention held in 1916, the
committee presented such data as it was able to accumulate at that time on this subject, and there has been no
new development in this matter, which the committee
has been able to ascertain, and it suggests that this subject be discontinued.
Xo. 4 be
I move that Subject
omitted from further consideration.
The President: That will be in the hands of the Committee on Outline of Work.
Mr. Christian: On page 211 there is an appendix
entitled, "Revision of Manual."
As an illustration of the matter treated in this appendix,
one official after taking office with an eastern carrier,
asked to have one of each kind of forms used submitted
to him for his inspection, and after doing so he cut them
down from 1,(500 to 500 or 600. This reduction was a
saving, not only in paper, printing, labor and time, but
it facilitated the work of the various departments, and
that was a very good thing.
do not submit this in
the form of a motion, but we call attention to the fact
that there are a great many odd sizes of maps, drawings,
statements, etc., used bv the carriers nowadays that we
could well do away with.
Will the Committee on Outline of
The President

A

:

:

A

We

:

Mr. Christian (Chairman)

:

Your committee submits a

short report. Twelve subjects were assigned to this committee, and the sub-committees are not in position to sub-

mit anything to the convention for approval and publication in the Manual, with the exception of subject 6:
"Submit Specifications for Maps and Profiles, Co-ordinating Them with Previous \\'ork of the Association."

We

submit number 6 for approval by the convention.
The President
These specifications were held over
for a- year to give the members an opportunity to study
them. The chairman says tliat they have received very
little comment upon them from the railroads.
It appears
to me that it would be no more than just to the committee that definite action be taken at this time.
Mr. Christian: I move that the specifications as published in \'olume 18, Proceedings of 1917, for maps and
profiles be accepted and published in the Manual.
J. L. Campbell (E. L. S. W.)
I wouki like to ask
the committee in this connection if there will be no conflict recommended
between the requirements of Map
Order Xo. 1, of the Division of Valuation, and the
:

:

specifications.

Mr. Christian

:

Map Order

Xo.

1

was considered and

the .specifications include a large portion of that order.

Work

bear that in mind.
Mr. Lindsay
For information, I would like to ask
that Sheet 17x22 is the generally recognized trade
:

if

size

?

Mr. Christian

:

It

is

the generally recognized trade

size.

^Ir. Cushing: On reading this recommendation of the
committee I took it up with the purchasing agent of our
line because of the fact we use 8 x 10' S sheets, standard
size, and pointed out to him that he was wasting money
by using that size, but he informed me that I was entirely
wrong, that he was saving money, because we were such
large consumers of paper there was no difficulty in obtaining the size required to produce 8x 10'^.
It occurs to me that all that is necessary will be for
the railroads to unite on a standard size, and the manufacturers will make it. and that will become the trade
size.
There is certainly less paper made 8 x 10' j than
8x11, and if we do not need that extra half-inch for
our correspondence, we had better adopt the smaller size.
The President The suggestion of Mr. Cushing seems to
be a pertinent one, and I presume that the Committee
on Outline of Work will take it up. The committee was
dismissed with the thanks of the association.
:
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The Railway Engineering

Association and the

War

Over One Hundred A. R. E. A. Men With Colors- Many Prominent
Members Now Commissioned Army Officers
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therefore, that many of the leading members
gineering ]irofcssion in this country have been called upon
to assist our country in its great struggle against ruth-

autocracy. The secretary of the .\merican Railway
Engineering .\ssociation reports that 103 members are
now with the colors and many of these hold most inijiortant positions in the forces engaged in the prosecution
of the war.
S. M. Felton, president of the Chicago Great Western,
is now director-general of military railways in charge of
the organization and ecjuipmcnt of railway regiments for
service on the l""rench railroads serving the American
Mr. Felton has supervised the recruiting of 11
front.
regiments of railway men whicli are now at work on the
the other side and is preparing new units for movement
In addition he
to France as ra]>idly as is practicable.
organized and despatched a corps of railroad officers to
Asiatic Russia for the purpose of rehabilitating the
Trans-Siberian railroad.
A. R. E. A. members are
well represented on the regiments so far organized, holding many of the most important commissions.
F. G.
Jonah, formerly chief engineer of the St. Louis & San
Francisco, is now major of the 12th Engineers (Rys.)
Charles L. Whiting, formerly division superintendent of
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul at Lcwistown, Mont.,
is major of the second battalion of the 13th Engineers
Benjamin ^Y. Guppy. formerly engineer of
(Rys.)
structures of the Boston & Maine at Boston, Mass., is
major of the tirst battalion of the 14th Tuigineers (Rys.)
Geo. H. Webb, formerly chief engineer of the Michigan
Central, is lieut. -colonel, 16th Engineers (Rys.)
W. G.
Atwood, formerly assistant district engineer, division of
less

;

;

;

;

valuation, of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

at

Chattanooga, Tenn., is major, 17th Engineers (Rys.)
E. B. Cushing. assistant general manager of the Southem Pacific lines, Houston, Tex., is major, 17th Engineers
(Rys.).
W. T- Wilgus, formerly vice-president of the
New York Central, is now a colonel attached to the
railway units and recently returned from France, where
he has been serving on the military railroads, to co-operate with Director-General Felton in supervising the enlistment of men for additional railway regiments.
A. R. E. A. committees are particularly well represented in the army with one lieut. -colonel, nine majors,
eight captains, and one first lieutenant.
H. J- .Slifer,
formerly consulting engineer at Chicago and a member of
the committee on the I-lconomics of Railway Labor,
is now a lieutenant-colonel
of the Twenty-first Engineers (Light Railways) in service in France. Azel Ames,
formerly connected with the Kerite Insulated Wire &
Cable Company and also consulting signal engineer at
New York, is a major in the 61st Regiment Coast Artiller}- at Fort Screven, Savannah. Ga.
Major .\mes is a
member of the committee on Signals and Interlocking.
F. C. L. Bond, formerly division engineer of the Grand
Trunk at Montreal, Que., and a member of the committee on Wood Preservation, is niiw a major assigned to
Company C, 10th Battalion of the Canadian railway
troops now in France.
C. S. Coe, formerly engineer
maintenance of wav of the Florida East Coast at .St.
;

Ela., and a memlier of ihe commitlec on
Masonry, is now major with the 17th I'.ngineers (Railways) in I-'rance. l';iul M. Lal'.ach, until recently assist.int engineer of the Rock Island Lines ;it Ciiicago, and a
member of the committees (jn l-xonomics of Railway
Location and Stresses in Track, has been made mechanical and water supply engineer of military railroads in
France with the rank of major. F. E. Lamphere, formerly assistant engineer of the I'altimore & Ohio Chicago
Terminal and a member of the committee on Yards and
Terminals, is now a major in the Quartermasters' Officers' Reserve, with headquarters at Port Newark Terminal, Newark, N. J.

.\ugustine,

T.

v..

Rust, until recently chief engineer of the W'a-

Cedar Falls & Northern, Waterloo, Iowa, and a
member of the committee on Signs. Fences and Crossings, is now a major in the Engineer Officers' Reserve
terloo.

E. C.
Corps, with headquarters at Camp Lee, Va.
Schmidt, [jrofessor of railway engineering al the University of Illinois. Urbana, 111., is now a major in the
conservation division of the United States Fuel Administration at Washington, where he has charge of the
organization of work in connection with fuel conservation on the railroads. Major Schmidt is a member of the
committees on the I'.conomics of Railway Location and
W. L. Webb,
the Economics of Railway Operation.
formerly public utility engineer at Philadelphia, Pa., and
a member of the committee on the Economics of Railways Location, is now in France as a major with the U.
Henry Stephens, formerly superS. Regular Engineers.
visor of materials of the New York Central Lines at
Cleveland, Ohio, and a member of the conmiittee on
Wood Preservation, is a major with the 65th Engineers
at

Camp Meade, Md.

eight committee members who now hold commisW. G. Arn, formerly
sions as captains are as follows
assistant engineer maintenance of way of the Illinois
Central at Ciiicago, and a member of the committee on
Yards and Terminals, 13th luigineers (Railways),

The

:

H. Austill, formerly bridge engineer of tlie MoOhio at Mobile, Ala., and on the committee on
Wooden Bridges and Trestles, 301st Battalion of EngiFrance

bile

:

&

W. Cochran, formerly engineer mainof the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago &
St. Louis, and on the committee on Roadway, 32(1
111.;
Rockford,
Regular Engineers, Camp Grant,
W. Fatherson, formerly engineer maintenance
T.
of way of the Chicago Cireat Western, Dcs Moines,
headto
attached
Ballast,
committee on
Iowa,
quarters 13th Engineers (Railways), France; F. \V.
Green, formerly assistant to the president of the St. I^uis
Southwestern, St. Louis, Mo., and chairman of the committee on the F.conomics of Railway Operation, acting
superintendent of army transport service at one of the
neers. France; C.

tenance of

way

important ports in France. J. dc N. Macomb. Jr.. formerlv office engineer Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at
Chicago, and a member of the committee on I-'conomics
of Railway f )peration. Engineers Officers' Reserve Corps;
W. M. Vandersluis. formerly signal engineer of the Illinois Central. Chicago, and a member of the committee on
Signals and Interlocking-. Engineer Officers' Reserve
Corps. Fort Leavenworth. Kan. W. K. Walker, formerly
engineer maintenance of way of the Wabash. St. Louis,
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Mo., committee on Ballast, Engineer Reserve Officers"
Training Camp, Camp Lee, Va. Jerome S. Bassett, formerly assistant engineer of the Missouri Pacific, Monroe,
La., and a member of the committee on Ballast, is now
a first lieutenant detailed as instructor at the Third OffiR. C. White,
cers' Training Camp, Leon Springs, Tex.
superintendent of the Missouri Pacific at Wynne, Ark.,
and a member of the committee on Ballast, was chief engineer and first assistant to the constructing quartermaster on cantonment construction at Camp Pike, Little
Rock, Ark., last summer.
Other members of the American Railway Engineering
Association who have recently received important commissions in new railway units are R. K. Rochester, superintendent of the Northwest System of the Pennsylvania Lines, who will serve as a general superintendent
on the American-operated lines in France with the rank
of major, and H. M. Waite, formerly manager of the
city of Dayton, Ohio, who has been commissioned lieutenant-colonel.

The first member of the association who has died in
military service, according to tlie best information at
hand, is Captain L. B. Manspeaker, who passed away
following an attack of pneumonia on Februaiy 9, at
Camp Lee, Va.
The great importance of the expeditious movement of
troops and supplies from various sections of this country
to the seaboard and across the water is a problem now
receiving the attention of the best brains and ability in
In this field, also, members of the
the railway world.
American Railway Engineering Association have been
and are prominent. R. H. Aishton, president of the Chicago & Northwestern, is now regional director of western railroads, with headquarters at Chicago. L. W. Baldwin, vice-president and general manager of the Central
of Georgia, is now operating assistant to the regional
director of southern railroads, with headquarters at Atlanta, Ga.
Howard Elliott, chairman of the board of
directors of the New York, New Haven & Hartford,
and Julius Kruttschnitt, chaimian of the executive committee of the Southern Pacific Lines, were members of
the Railroads' W^ar Board which controlled the operation of the lines in this country until the government
assumed their administration last December.
But for lack of space the activities of many other
members of the association in connection with the prosecution of the war might be mentioned, but suffice it to
say, all, whether in active military service or still in civilian life, are doing their utmost to ensure a decisive victorv over Prussan militarism.

Provocation Enough

On

a slow train in Arkansas sat a native, going up to
Little Rock to testifj' in a shooting case.
deputy
sheriff got aboard at a way station convoying an excitedlooking person whose wrists were heavily manacled.
Prisoner and warder took a seat directly in front of the

A

countryman.
Presently, when his curiosity had mastered him, the
traveler bent forward and tapped the deputy on the
shoulder.
"Whut's the trouble with the feller you got along
with you?" he inquired in a whisper.
"He's got bugs," stated the deputy succinctly.
"He's got which?" inquired the yokel in a startled

first

voice.

"He's bugg)' !" The deputy tapped his forehead mean?"
"He's crazy! L^nderstand
"Bugs in his head, and his hands tied?" said the countryman. "Well, no wonder he's crazy!"
ingly.
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The

OF

New

Committee Chairmen

THE 22 REGULAR and

2 special committees of the

American Railway Engineering Association, 7 are
headed by new chairmen this year, including the
two new regular committees, Nos. 21 and 22, on Economics of Railway Operation, and Economics of Rail-

way Labor.
F. R. Layng owes

his position as head of the Tie committee to his long and active service with that body,
of which he was vice-chairman for two years and has
been a chairman of a sub-committee for several years.
As engineer of track on the Bessemer & Lake Erie, the
road with the heaviest ton mileage per mile of main
track of any railway in the United States, he commands
distinction as being in charge of tracks containing more
In
steel ties than are to be found on any other line.
fact, he has been largely responsible for the development of these ties in actual service. This has made him
of special value in connection with the work of the subcommittee on substitute ties. Mr. Layng is a close and
critical student, who develops an unbounded enthusiasm for anjf subject he investigates. One of his hobbies, if it may be called such, is the care of laborers.
He has been a pioneer in the movement for better living
and working conditions for maintenance of way em-

ployees.

Joseph Mullen is a good man for the head of the Committee No. 12 on Rules and Organization, because he is
Having been occupied until
himself a good organizer.
recently chiefly with construction projects, his friends
say the success which has attended his various assignments are the result of his ability to build up an efficient and loyal organization, coupled with a faculty for
large part
sticking to a thing until he sees it through.
of his railway experience has been with the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, principally on construction work.
O. E. Selby, chairman of commmittee No. 15 of Iron

A

and Steel Structures, is another Big Four man. While
he bears the title of principal assistant engineer, he is
essentially a bridge engineer, having carried that title for
many years. Like all true bridge engineers, he is a man
of technical attainment, a close student who must be
thoroughly satisfied with his conclusions before he will
commit himself. Given to scientific investigation, he has
presented a number of valuable monographs both to this
association and the American Society of Civil Engineers.
He is primarily interested in bridge work in its
various ramifications, but has also spent considerable time
in studies of the mechanics of track.
Committee No. 16 on Economics of Railway Location
has experienced some rather turbulent times during the
last two or three years, as a result of which its reports
at recent conventions have been marked by brevity and
have been not infrequently supplemented by emphatic
minority reports. In the light of this experience it is a
curious fact that, under the leadership of a new chairman, R. N. Begien, it has presented no report at all. Be
that as it may, the new head of the committee is eminently fitted for the position. At present general manager and formerly chief engineer of the Baltimore &
Ohio and previously occupying various other engineering and operating positions with that road, he has been
wont to view engineering problems from the operating
standpoint, while using .engineering knowledge in the
solution of operating problems. He has been an active
member of this committee and has contributed several
valuable reports on special investigations conducted under his direction, among which may be mentioned
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City.

The fact

tiiat

New

York
Kittreclge. chicfentjineer of the
impression that
wouKl seem to give some jiround for tlic
York Central had a monopoly on chainnansliips
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still

his new
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working up through various

New Committee Chairmen
F.

W. Green

E. B. Katte

F. R.

will be
good X. Y. C. timber in its personnel whicli
the chairayailablc when Mr. Katte sees fit to giye up
family.
mansliip. Mr. Katte comes from an engineering
of
His father, the late Walter Katte. \vas chief engineer
Railroad for
the New York Central and Hudson River
middle
13 years and was known to engineers ot the
of
west as one of the founders of the Western Society
Edwin B. Katte has been a hard-working
Engineers.

member of
years,

and

of
the Electricity committee for a number
should make material progress under his

it

leadership.

The new committee on Ilconomics of Railway Operawas headed appropriately by an operating man, F.

tion

W.

R. N. Begien
O. E. Selby

Layng

E. R. Lewis

Green, assistant to the president of the St. Louis

gave up to enter the
ating department to the ix>st he
service of the government.
problem
The fundamental importance of the labor
past year which
confronting the railways during the
during the coming
promises even graver consequences
the Board of Direcseason, made it eminently fitting that
committee on the Ecotion should provide for a new
directnomics of Railway Labor, and the wisdom ot the
Lewis as chairman, is
ors in the appointment of E. R.
well known
no less certain. Mr. Lewis is probably as
through his position
as a writer on railway subjects as
the Duluth. South
as assistant to the general manager of
Commencing his railway career as a
Atlantic.

Shore

&

rodman on

the Missouri Pacific in 1885, his experience
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has carried him to most of the states in middle west and
southwest, with two years on United States government
work on the Mississippi river and six years on the Cape
Government railways of South Africa. From 1906 to

Annual Meeting

M.

J.

Jacobs, Vice-President.

The tenth annual meeting of the National Railway
Appliances Association was held in the Coliseum at 11
o'clock yesterday morning.
E. H. Bell, president of the
association, presided.
In his address Mr. Bell said in
part:

President Bell's Address
directors and officers have had to meet

many

luiusual and difficult problems in connection with carrying on the work of your association during the past year.
feel that our decision to hold our exhibition this year

We

has been more than justified.
"It is unnecessary for me to recite the obvious uncertainty existing in all lines of commercial endeavor
throughout our country during the past year.
"The industries of our exhibitors and members, representing devices and material used in the maintenance
and construction of railroads, can only be considered as
an extremely important factor in aiding our government
We contribute to the
in the prosecution of the war.
efficiency

tems of

and economy of the great transportation

Wisconsin and Michigan.

sys-

Trees Elected President, P. C.

Good Exhibit Showing
"Many of us do not come into close contact with, and
cannot, therefore, full appreciate the enormous amount
of detail work necessary in carrying on the work of this
association in efficiently preparing for the annual exhibition.
Everything you need from the time your exhibit
reaches the front door of the Coliseum is furnished you
by your association or by reliable concerns who are responsible to your association for their work, and I feel
that it is only fair to lay stress on the fact that your
Director of Exhibits, Mr. Kelly, is entitled not only to
the credit, but the thanks of this association for his
most

efficient

work.

"I wish also to express

my

great appreciation to the

board of directors and the executive board for their cooperation in handling the work of this association during
the past year.
"I take this occasion to thank the enrollment committee under the direction of Mr. Kuerst of the Detroit
Graphite Company for the efficient results they have

accomplished."

Treasurer's Report

My

conclusion, therefore, is that
there is no reason to apologize for being here today, for.
if we served a good purpose in pre-war times, we certainly can be of great service now.
"Our treasurer will give you his detail report on
finances.
However, I wish to say that during these
uncertain times we should, in my opinion, feel grateful
to our past officers and directors, who have, in years
gone by, gradually built up and handed down to us a
cash surplus which has placed us in a position where
we can feel that our association could operate under
adverse conditions for some time without financial embarrassment.
In my opinion this surplus should be
this country.

1912 he was a division engineer on the northern lines of
the Michigan Central and since that time he has been
largely occupied in fighting the rigorous winters of upper

of Appliances Association

President Bell's Address.

"Your
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Secretary-Treasurer Kelly, in his report as treasurer,
made the following report
Ca* on hand May 1, 1917, after charging for 1917 exhibit
$15,752.75

bills paid in 1018
Receipts for 1918 business:

From memberships
From space rentals
From interest on deposits

$ 4,727.50

24,182.31
496.20

$31,066.44

Estimated addit
(This income is an increase ov
Expenditures for 1918 business:
General supervision
Estimated additional

1917 of $2,405.27.)

$1,050.06
324.18

maintained.
"I have mentioned that we had a cash surplus, and,
the second issue of Liberty Loan bonds, bearing
4 per cent per annum, was announced, your board of
directors voted that it was not only advisable, but patriotic, for our association to invest in some of these bonds.
Therefore, $2,000.00 of these bonds were purchased.
"This year, in order to improve the harmony in color
and to give a general lighter effect in the Coliseum, we

when

changed the color of the fence from black to a gold
bronze and repainted the bodies of the upright posts to
harmonize. I believe that you will agree that the effect
All of the flags decorating the ceiling are
new. You will see that the balcony has been hidden by
The same general scheme has
a bunting decoration.
been carried out in the annex, as we found that last
year's decorations could not be materially improved upon.
"The attendance for the 1917 Exhibition was as folis

pleasing.

lows

^

:

Mondav
Tuesdav

Wednesday
Thursday
Total

'

3,442
5,907
7,509
5,494

22,352

$27,680.12

Total estimated expenditures
is $3,955.23 over 1917.)

(Which

$ 3,386.32

advise that the cash balance on hand of the
Association up to and including March 16, 1918, is as
follows

Would

Certificates of deposit in

Liberty

National City

Ba nk

Lc

CheckinR

a ccount.

National City Bank

$27,000.00
2,000.00
406.67
600.00
879.24
$30,885.91

Tot»I

Secretary's Report
In his report as secretary, Mr. Kelly said
"Applications for membership and space were sent out
as usual, accompanied by bulletin No. 10 and fioor plan.
The meeting of the board of directors for the assignment of space was held on November 12, 1917, with the
result that the entire official floor space plan was filled
with the exception of ten spaces, even though our floor
plan arrangement affords us 31 more spaces this year
than last, there having been 236 last year against 267
this vear.

March

20.
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"Of the 267 spaces, 209 are occupied today by 119
of our 1917 exhibitors and 36 by new exhibitors, making
a total number of exhibitors this year, 15?.
"Tlie amuial invitations and passes were all prepared
and ready fur mailing, but owing to unsettled conditions
were withiicld until February 15, at which time 12,800
were mailed to a well selected list of railroad men, from
presidents to roadmastcrs, on steam and electric lines
also to meml)ers of the American Railway Engineering
Association, the Signal Association, Interstate Commerce
Commission luigineering, staff of technical colleges and
to many of the well-known railway contracting concerns.
To these invitations we received acknowledgements equal
to any former year, and requests for passes were in
excess of former years. As a matter of fact, requests for
passes have been larger in proportion from the railway
people this year than from the supply concerns.
"We have taken great pains this year to thoroughly
cleanse and prepare the dining room, and feel that we
can personally guarantee the character of the supplies and
foodstuffs to the extent that we would like to ask that
as much as possible you patronize the cafe, so that we
may keep the people in the building rather than invite
them to some downtown restaurant which takes them
which we have been planning
for the last twelve months for their entertainment.
"I feel that the proposition of work orders is one
which should be given some attention at this time and
would like to ask the co-operation of each of our exhib-

away from our

exhibits,

itors to the extent that they help the work order cashier
check up the work orders and get the accounts paid as
quickly as possible so that we may have all our accounts
in a good, clear manner at the earliest possible moment.
"The exit passes will be used this year the same as
before, and will be issued to the exhibitor at the work
order office by the cashier when paying the final bills.
"Kindly see that all parcels which you expect to take
from the building are placed on your exit pass, as this
will be your receipt to the association for the return of
your exhibit.
"We will arrange to have bills of lading, both of
freight and express for your convenience in shipping
your exhibit from the Coliseum. The bills of lading and
freight office will be in charge of Mr. \\'ertz of the Taft
Cartage Company, who may be found at the secretary's
office immediately after the close of our exhibition."

Election of Ofificers

The nominating committee, of which F. A. Poor was
chairman, reported the following nominations for offiand the nominees were unanimously elected
President, Merle J. Trees, Chicago Bridge & Iron
Works, Chicago.
Vice-President, P. C. Jacobs, Johns-Manville Co., Chicers,

cago.

Secretary-Treasurer, C. W. Kelly, Kelly-Derby Co.,
Chicago.
Directors for three years, T. \\'. Aishton, National
Malleable Casting Co., Chicago
A. P. Van Schaick.
Lackawanna Steel Co., Chicago.
Director for two years, L. ^^^ Shugg, General Electric Co., Schenectady, N. Y.
On motion of N. M. Hench C Carnegie Steel Company), the board of directors was instructed to ascertain
before January 1, 1919, the sense of the members of the
association as to whether an exhibit should be held next
year.
It was felt that in view of present conditions unexpected changes might occur during the year.
The
board of directors retains authority to actually decide
;

the matter.
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A. R, E. A. Registration
Al.lmti, F. E., Iiisp. KiiR.. Lackawanna Steel Co., BulTalo. N. Y.
-Mliright, C. C, Asso. Prof. C. E. Purdec Univ., Lafayette, Ind
.'\ngcrcr, Victor, President, Wni. Wharton Jr.
Co., Inc., Easton, Pa.
Angler, F. J., Supt. Tim. Pres., B.
O. R. R., Baltimore.
Anthony, F. D., Const. Eng., D.
H. Co.. Albany. N. Y.

&

&

&

Armour. Robert, Masonry Eng., Grand Trunk

Ry., Montreal,
Can.
.Armstrong, 11. J., Asso. Prof. C. E., Armour Inst., Chicago. III.
BaiU-y, A. R., Asst. Prof., Univ. of Mich., Ann Arbor, Mich.
Baisingcr. W. C. OfTicc Engineer, Santa Fc Railway, Chicago, III.
Baldridgc, C. W.. Asst. Eng.. A. T. & S. F. Ry.. Chicago.
Baldwin. A. S. (Past-President), Chief Engineer I. C. R. R.,
Chicago. III.
Baldwin, Hadley, Asst. Ch. Eng., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Baldwin, Springfield. Val. Eng., Trinity & Brazos Valley Ry.,
Tcaguc, Texas.
Ballict. H. S., Assistant Terminal Manager, Gr. Ccn. Tcr., and
Sig. Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Baluss, F. C, Eng. B. and B., D. M. & N. Rv, Duluth, Minn.
Bardwcll, R. C. Asst. Enginuir, M. P. R. R., St. Louis. Mo.
Barnes, W. C, Asst. Con. Eng., Sou. Pac. Co., New York.
Bayer, E. J., .'Vsst. Eng., Big Four Rv., Gabon, Ohio.
Beckett, F. T., Eng. M. of W., C. R.' I. & P. Ry., El Reno, Okla.
Beuglcr, Edwin J., Con. Eng.. Westinghouse. Church. Kerr & Co.,

New

York.

Blaiklock,

M.

S.,

Eng. M. of W., Grand Trunk Ry.. Montreal,

Canada.
Jr., Div. Eng.. B. & O. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.
Blum, Bernard, Div. Eng.. Nor. Pac. Ry.. St. Paul, Minn.
E., Asst. Eng., Val. Dept., N. Y. C. Lines, New
York, N. Y.

Bloccher, Thco..

Boardman, H.

Boots, E. \V., Asst. Eng., P.

&

L. E. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bowser, E. H., Supt, Timber Dept., I. C. R. R.. Memphis, Tenn.
Rv., Hamilton, Out., Canada.
Boyd, James. Div. Eng., G.
Bragg, R. R., Div. Eng., C.'R. I.'& P. Ry., Eldon, Mo.
Bremncr, Geo. H. (Treasurer), District Engineer, Bureau of
\'aIuation, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago.
Bridgman, J. N., Asst. Prof.. C. S.. Univ. of Nebraska, Lincoln,
Neb.
Briggs, Z. M., Asst. Eng., Pcnn. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Brown, H. C, Jr.. 37 West Van Burcn St., Chicago.
Brown, J. M., Rock Island Lines, Eng. Dept., Chicago, III.
Brown, R. K., Eng. Maint., L. A. & S. L. R. R., Los Angeles, Cal.
Browne, H. L., .\sst. Eng., Rock Island Lines, Cedar Rapids. la.
Brumlcy, D. J., Valuation Engineer, I. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
Budd, Ralph, Exec. Vicc-Prest., Great Nor. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Buehlcr, Walter, Con. Eng. Wood Prcs., Barrett Co., Chicago, III.
Burns, J. F.. Asst. Eng. M. W., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Kv.
Burpee, Moses, Ch. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Houlton, Me.
Burrcll, Chas. F., Eng. M. of Wav, K. & I. T. R. R, Louis-

T

ville,

Kv

Burt, A. M., Chief Eng. M. W., N. P. Ry.. St. Paul. Minn.
Burton. W. T.. Asst. Eng., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis,
Campbell, T.L,, E. M. W.. E. P. S. W. Rv. System, El Paso. Tex.
Chenworth, C. J., Asst. to Third X.-P., A. C. L., Wilmington,

Mo

N. C.
Christian.

W. A., Senior Civil Engineer in charge of Track and
Roadway, I. C. C, Chicago, III.
ChristoflFerson. C. A., Signal Eng., N. P. Ry., St. Paul. Minn.
York
Church, S. R., Man. Research Dept., The Barrett Co..
Citv.
Churchill, Chas. S. (Past-President), Asst. to Pres.. Norfolk &

New

Western Ry., Roanoke, Va.
W. A., Chief Engineer, D. & I. R. R. R.. Duluth, Minn.
Clements, M. F., Bridge Eng., Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Cleveland, G. C. Chief Eng., N. Y. C. R. R.. West of BuflFalo,
Cleveland. O.
Condron, T. L.. Consulting Engineer. Monadnock Block, Chicago.
Coon. C. J.. Eng., Gr. Cen. Term. N. Y. C. R. R.. New York.
Courtenay, W. H. (Director), Chief Engineer L. S- N' '^ R
Louisville, Ky.
Cox, J. B.. Consulting Engineer, Chicago, III.
Crane, E. B., Asst. Eng., C. M. & St. P. Rv., Chicag..
Crumpton, Arthur, Asst. Val. Eng., G. T. Ry.. Montreal, Can.
Curd, W. C, Lavne-Bowlcr Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Curtis, L. G.. Dist. Eng., B. & O. C. Tcr. R. R, Chicago, III.
Gushing, W. C. (Past-President). Ch. Eng. M. of W.. S. W.
Sys., Penna. Lines. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Cutler, A. S., .\sst. Prof. Ry. Eng., Univ. of Minn., MinneapClark,

olis, Minn.
Danscy. J. W., Asst Eng.. A. T. & S. F. Ry.. Chicago,
Darden. W. L., Consulting Engineer. St. Paul. Minn.

III.
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Darling, P. S., Boston, Mass.
Davis, A. L., Office Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Davis, Garrett, Val. Dept., Rock Island Lines, Kansas City, Mo.
Dawley, W. S., 5657 Cabanne Ave., St. Lonis, Mo.
Dayton, C. A., Asst. Eng., D. L. & W. R. R., Binghamton, N. Y.
Deimling, J. P., Acting Ch. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Denney, C. E., Asst. to Prest., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Dcwccs, A. R., Div. Eng., P. M. R. R., Saginaw Mich.
Dick, H. B., Dist. Val. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dodgson, F. L., Con. Eng., Gen. Ry. Sig. Co., Rochester, N. Y.
Dorlev,
P., Eng. M. W., East. Lines, M. P. R. R., St. Lonis,
Mo.'
Douglas, H. T., Jr., Chief Eng., C. & A. R. R., Chicago.
Downs, L. A. (Director), Gen. Snpt., Ill Cen. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Dniour, P. O., Structural Eng., Stone & Webster Eng. Corp.,
Boston.
Duncan, K. B., Val. Eng., A. T. & S. P. Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Edgcrton, H. H., Asst. Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Edmondson, G. N., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Rochester, N. Y.
Elder, J. D., Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., Niles, Mich
Elliott,
H., Signal Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Albany, N. Y.
Ellis, G. E., Sig. Eng., Div. of Safetv, I. C. C, Washington, D. C.
Elmore, J. T., Div. Eng., S. A. L. Rv., Raleigh, N. C.
Entwisle, E D., Ch. Eng., J. & S. C. R. R., Johnstown, Pa.
Ericson, E. G., Prin. Asst. Eng., N. W. Sys. Pa. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Fair, J. M., Supv., Penna. R. R., Philadelphia, Pa.
Fairchild, Dennison, Superv. B. and B., Nor. Pac. Ry., Minne-

A

W

Minn.

apolis,

Faucette,
Felt,

C.

W. D., Chief Engineer, S. A. L. Ry., Norfolk, Va.
W. F. (Director), Chief Engineer, Santa Fe Railway

System, Chicago.
Fisk, C. H., Consulting Engineer, St. Louis, Mo.
Fitzpatrick, P. D., Val. Eng., Cen. Vermont Rv., St. Albans, Vt.
Ford, C. P., Supr. of J. & T. Dept., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago.
Forrester, (iharles, Supt., G. T. Ry., London, Ont., Can.
Fox, J. W., Val. Eng., C. of G. Ry., Savannah, Ga.
Prink, E. A., Prin. Asst. Eng., S. A. L. Ry., Norfolk, Va.
Fritch, E. H. (Secretary), 910 Michigan Avenue, Chicago.

Fulks, E. B., Vice-Pres., Amer. Tar Products Co., Chicago, 111.
Gardner, W. H., Jr., Ch. Eng., G. & S. I. R. R., Gulfport, Miss.
Garner, R. D., Eng. Const., S. N. E. R. R., Providence, R. I.
Gennet, C. W., Jr., Eng. R. W. Hunt & Co., Chicago, 111.
Gilcreast, P. W., Eng. Maint. L. & N. E. R. R., So. Bethlehem,
Pa.
Glass, R. G., Asst. Insp. Eng., III. Steel Co., Chicago, 111.
Glover, R. V., Transitman, Lackawanna R. R., Scranton, Pa.
Godlove, Geo. W. Jr., Asst. Eng., Santa Fe Ry., Orrick, Mo.
Going, A. S., Eng. Const., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal, Can.
Grant, Gordon, Chief Engineer, Trans. Rv. Comm., Ottaw-a, Can.
Graves, G. J., Div. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Rv., Dodge Citv, Kan.
Gray, Edward, Val. Dept., C. & O. R. R., Richmond, Va.
Grime, E. M., Supv. B. & B., Nor. Pac. Ry., Dilworth, Minn.

Griswold, H. C, Louisville, Ky.
Hadlcy, E. A., Chief Eng., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Hale, H. E., Group Eng., Pros. Conference Com., New York.
Hamilton, Paul, Eng., Tr. & Roadway, Big Four, Cincinnati, O.
Hanna, John V., Ch. Eng., K. C. Ter. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Hannaford, A. R., Bridge Insp., Grand Trunk R}-., Toronto, Ont.
Harris, G. H., Eng. M. of Way, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Harrison, E. A., Architect, A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Harsh, H. H., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Hartley, L. C, Chief Eng., Chicago & Eastern Illinois R. R.,
Chicago.
Harvcv, A. E., Ch. Eng., Metr. St. Ry. Co., Kansas City, Mo.
Harvey, W. C, First Asst. Eng., C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Hawk, A. T., Architect, Rock Island Lines, Chicago, 111.
Hayes, Reuben, Str. Eng., Southern Ry., Washington, D. C.
Hcnch, N. M., Eng. Tr. Appl., Carnegie St. Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Heritage, C. S., Bridge Eng., K. C. S. Ry., Kansas Citj', Mo.
Hcwson, E. G., Div. Eng., G. T. Ry., Toronto, Ont., Can.
Hickey, T. H., Insp. Maint. of Way, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Hillary, W. R., Supervising Eng., Pcnna. Lines, Toledo, Ohio.
Hillegass, E. B., Eng. Roadway, A. C. L., Savannah, Ga.
Himes, A. J., Val. Eng., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Cleveland, O.
Holden, J. C, Div. Eng., C. P. R., Winnipeg, Man., Can.
Howard, C. P., Senior Civil Eng., Bureau of Val., I. C. C, Chicago,

111.

Howson,

E. T., Engineering Editor, Railway Age, Chicago, 111.
H., Asst. Ch. Eng., D., M. & N. R. R., Duluth.
Ibsen, Hans, Bridge Engineer, M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Irving, T. T., Div. Eng., G. T. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Irwin, A. Chas., 4450 N. Richmond Street, Chicago, III.
Jacoby, H. S., Prof, of Bridge Eng., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, X. Y.
James, W. A., Eng. Const., C. P. R., Winnipeg, Man., Can.

Hoyt,

W.
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Johnson, Maro, Care Eng. Dept., I. C. R. R., Chicago.
Jones, F. A., Gen. Roadmaster, M. P. R. R., Wynne, Ark.
Kammerer, A. L., Consulting Timber Engineer, St. Louis, Mo.
Kell)', W. W., Div. Eng., Santa Fe R}'., Winslow, Ariz.
Kenly, R. G., Gen. Man., M. & St. L. R. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Keough, R. E., Asst. Eng. M. W., C. P. Ry., Montreal, Canada.
Kimble, W. P., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Marion, Ohio.
Kinney, W. M., Insp. Eng., Universal Portland Cement Co., Chicago.

Kirby,

J. L., Div. Eng., S. A. L., Atlanta, Ga.
Kissell, J. E., Eng. M. of Way, Big Four Ry., Mt. Carmel, 111.
Knowles, C. R., Supt. Water Service, 111. Cen. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Kuehn, A. L., Genl. Supt., American Creosoting Co., Chicago.

W. S., Asst. Eng. Editor, Railway Age, Chicago.
Lahmer, J. A., Drainage Engineer, M. P. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Lakin, F. D., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Huntington, Ind.
Larsen, Albert, Res. Eng., S. N. E. Rv., Providence, R. I.
Layng, F. R., Eng. Track, B. & L. E.'R. R., Greenville, Pa.
Leatherburv, F. W., Div. Eng., G. C. & S. F. Rv., Temple, Tex.
Lee, E. H., Vice-Prest. and Ch. Eng., C. & W. I. R. R., Chicago.
Lee, Frank, Eng. M. of Way, Eastern Lines, C. P. R., Montreal,
Lacher,

Canada.
LefHer, B. R., Eng. Bridges, N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, Ohio.
Leisenring, J. G. M., Sig. Eng., III. Trac. Svstem, Springfield, 111.
Lew^is, E. R., Asst. to Gen. Man,, D. S. S.' & A. R. R., Duluth,

Minn.
Lindsav, C. E. (Director), Div. Eng., New York Central R. R.,
Albany, N. Y.
Little, J. G., Asst. Eng. Editor, Rv. Age, New York Citv.
Long, M. A., Asst. to Ch. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
MacFarland, H. B., Eng. of Tests, A. T. & S. F. Ry., Chicago.
Manev, Thomas, Gen. Roadmaster, L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Mann, B. H., Signal Eng. Mo. Pac. R. R,, St. Louis, Mo.
Marklev, A. S., Master Carpenter, C. & E. I. R. R., Danville, 111.
Masters, F. H., Div. Eng., E. T. & E. Rv., Garv, Ind.
McBride, J. S„ Eng. Val., C. & E. I. R. R., Chicago, 111.
McCooe, David, Supt. of Trk., G. T. Ry., Toronto, Ont., Can.
McKenzie, Eng. M. of W., C. P. R. R., Winnipeg, Man.
McGuigan, Francis H., Jr., Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal,

Canada.

McLeod, H. W., Asst. Eng., C. P. R., Winnipeg, Man., Canada.
McNab, William (Past-President), Valuation Engineer, Grand
Trunk Railwav Svstem, Montreal, Can.
McVav, C. M., Eng. M. W., K. & M. Rv., Charleston, \\'. Va.
Meade, J. M., Spl. Eng., A. T. & S. F. Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Michel, Wm., Ch. Eng., Hocking Vallev R. R., Columbus, Ohio.
Mielly, W. E., 10 South La Salle St., Chicago, 111.
Mitchell, Geo. A., Supt. B. &: B., G. T. Rv., Toronto, Ont., Can.
Mitchell, W. M., Con. Eng., K. & I. B. & R. R. Co., Louisville,
Kv.
Mock, J. C, Sig.-Elec. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Montzheimer, A., Ch. E., E., J. & E. Ry., Joliet, 111.
Morgan, O. K., Eng. in Charge, C. C. & O. Ry., Johnson

City,

Tenn.
Morrison, W. W., Eng. M. W., P. S. & N. Ry., Kittanning, Pa.
Morse, C. A. (First Vice-President), Ch. Eng., C. R. I. & P. Ry.,
Chicago, 111.
Motley, P. B., Eng. Bridges, C. P. R., Montreal, Can.
Murr, L. A., Asst. Eng., S. A. L., Portsmouth, Va.
Neff, F. H., Prof. C. E. Case School Appl. Sci., Cleveland, O.
Nelson, J. C, Eng. M. W., S. A. L., Norfolk, Va.
Newbegin, P. C, Maint. Eng., B. & A. R. R., Houlton, Me.
O'Donnell, J. E., Asst. Eng., S. N. E. Rv., Providence, R. I.
Ogle, W. P., Draftsman, C. R. I. & P. Rv., Chicago, 111.
Olson, E. H., Asst. Eng., A. T. & S. P. Ry., Chicago, III.
Oren, p. B., Roadmaster, I. C. R. R., Mattoon, 111.
Orr, D. K., Chief Engineer, Monongahela R. R., Brow'nsville, Pa.
Otto, J. A., Eng. Dept., Santa Fe Ry., Fort Madison, Iowa.
Palmer, G. P., Div. Eng., B. & O. C. T. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Parker, W. A., Chief Engineer, St. J. & G. I. Ry., St. Joseph, Mo.
Palmer, H. A., Asst. Land Commr. G. T. R. R., Montreal, Can.
Patenall, P. P., Signal Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Patterson, J. C, Office Eng., Erie R. R., New York.
Peabody, J. A., Signal Eng., C. & N.-W. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Pence, W. D. (Director Editor of Publications), Member Eng.
Board, Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago, 111.
Perkins, L. M., Eng. M. W., N. P. Rv., Tacoma, Wash.
Petri, Philip, Dist. Eng. M. W., B. & O. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Pfeifer, H. J., E. M. W., Ter. R. R. Assn., St. Louis, Mo.
Phillips, H. C, Gen. Secretary, Prest. Conf. Committee, Phila-

—

delphia.
Pickles, J. L., Ch. Eng., D.
& P. Rv., West Duluth, Minn.
Pittman, T. M., Jr., Asst. Eng., 111. Cent. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Reagan, J. H., Supt. Track, Grand Trunk Rv., Chicago.
Redgrave, W. B., Dist. Eng. M. W., B. & O'. R. R., St. George,

W

S.

I.,

N. Y.

March
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20,

(In Military Service.)
Riiil, I. \\.
Rcimaiin, Kohcrt, Asst. Eiig.. B. & O. R. R.. Relay, Md.
Reinholilt, I. H., Cli. Kmr., M. & St. L. K. R., Minneapolis, Minn.
Rhea, Frank, SaltlmrK, I'aRice, S. H.. Kng. M. \V., R. F. & P. R. R., Richmond, Va.
Richardson, C. P., Asst. Eng,, C. R. I. & P. Ry., ChicaRo, 111.
Ridg\vay, .\. O,, Asst. Ch. Kng., Denver & Rio Grande K. R.,

Denver.

H. & H. R. R. R., Boston.
Consultinjr Engineer, Chicago, 111.
Bridge Eng., Santa Fc Ry. System, Chi-

Ripley. M. L.. Val. Eng., N. Y. N.

Roberts, S.

Robinson,

S.,
.\.

F.,

cago, 111.
RockclVlUr, K. P., 7333 Harvard .Ave., Chicago, 111.
Roof, \\ K Asst. Engr. Bridges, C. G. \V. R. R., Chicago,
.

,

III.

Rntlcdge, K, A., Eng. Dcpt., Santa Fe, Amarillo, Texas.
P. Ry.. Chicago.
Sattlev, R. C, Val. Engr., C. R. I.
St. P. Ry., Spokane, Wash.
Sawyer, Mott, Snpt., C. M.
Schrani, I. H., Div. Engr., Eric R. R., Youngstown, Ohio.
Sclby, O. E., Prin. Asst. Engr., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Cin-
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Williams, A. P., Div. Engr., B. & O. R. R.. ConncUsvillc, Pa.
Williams, S. N., Professor Emeritus of Civil Engineering (Cornell College, Iowa), 0.ik Park, III.
Wilson, A. O., Div. Engr., S. A. L.. Charleston, S. C.
Wilson. W. W., Div. Eng., G. C. & S. F. Rv. Galveston, Tex.
Wiltsee, W. P., Asst. to Ch. Engr., N.
'W. Rv., Roanoke,

&

Va.
Wirth, A. A., Supr. Engr., Penna. Lines. PitlsburKli, Pa.
Wishart. J. G., Office Engr.. C. R. I. «: P. Ry.. Chicago.
Wonson, S. L.. Bridge Engr.. M. P. K. R.. St. Louis, Mo.
Worthing. K. E.. Signal Engr.. Sou. Pac. Co., Houston, Texas.
Yager, Louis, Engr. M. of Way, N. P. Ry., St. Paul, Minn.
Young, R. C, Chief Engineer. L. S. & I. and Mnnising Rys.,
Marquette, Mich.
Zicgweid, A. B., Senior Civil Engr., Bureau of Val., I. C. C,
Chicago.

&

Guests

&

Ohio.
G., Con. Elcc. and Sig. Engr., Chicago.
Shields, A. C, Div. Engr., C. R. I. & P. Rv., Trenton, Mo.
cinnati,

Shaver,

.\.

&

M., Dist. Engr., St. L.
S. F. R. R., Springfield. Mo.
I. L., Bridge Engr., C. R. I.
P. Ry.. Chicago, 111.
Sisson, F. P., .Asst. Engr., Grand Trunk Ry., Detroit, Mich.
Slabotsky, Harry, .\sst. Snpt., S. P. Co., Lafayette. La.
Slibeck, G. J., Ch. Engr.. Pettibonc, Miillikcn Co.. Chicago.
Sloggett, L. O., Val. Dept., 111. Cent. R. K.. Chicago.
Smith. .\. Bromley. Asst. Engr., C. P. R.. Montreal. Can.
Smith, D. VV.. Val. Engr., Hocking Valley Ry., Columbus, O.
Smith, G. L. G.. Rail
Track Insp.. Nor. Pac. Ry., St. Paul.
Sills, J.

&

Simmons,

&

Smith, Huntington. Div. Engr.. N. Y. C.

&

St. L.

R. R., Cleve-

land, O.

Asst. Prof. C. E., Univ. of 111., Urbana, III.
Sparrow. L. L., Office Engr., A. C. L., Wilmington, N. C.
Spielmann. J. A., Asst. to Gen. Supt.. B.
O. R. R.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Splitstone, C. H.. Engr. Const., Erie R. R., New York Citv.
Staflford, S. C, Eng., L.
N. W. R. R., Homer, La.
Starbuck. R. D., Asst. Gen. Man.. N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland,
J.

E.,

&

&

Ohio.
Stark, C. \\\, Asso. Editor, Engineering
York Citv.
Starkie, J. L., Office Engr., G. C.
S.

&

Texas.
Steinmaycr. O. C, Supv. Timber Pres..
Springfield, Mo.
Stevens, Thos. S.. Signal Engr.. Santa

Kan.
Stimson

F.

Stocker,

T.

I.,

Supt., Penn. Lines,

A., Ch. Engr.,

Toledo

&

News-Record,
Fc

St. L.

New

Ry.. Galveston,

&

S. F.

R. R..

Fe System, Topeka,

Richmond, Ind.
Ohio Cen. Rv.. Columbus.

Ohio.
Stone, L. I., Asst. Engr., Grand Trunk Rv.. Toronto. Canada.
Stout. H. M.. Rec. Engr.. Nor. Pac. Ry.. St. Paul, Minn.

Strong, T. B., Vice-Pres., Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn,
N. Y.
H. B., Struct. Engr., Grand Trunk Ry., Montreal. Can.
Sullivan, John G. fPresidcnt). Chief Engineer, Western Lines,
Canadian Pacific Raihvav. Winnipeg. Man., Canada.
Swartz, Albert. Vice-Pres..' T. & W. R. R.. Svlvania, Ohio.
Talbot. A. N. (Director), Prof. Mun. & San. Eng., U. of III..
Stuart,

L'rbana,

III.

Taylor, F. J., Div. Engr., Nor. Pac. Ry.. Livingston, Mont.
Thompson, F. L., Asst. Chief Engr., III. Cent. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Thrower, D. W., .Asst. Val. Engr., I. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
Tratman, E. E. R.. 202 Ellis .Ave.. Wheaton. III.
Van Auken, A. M., Val. Dept., B. & O. R. R., Chicago, 111.
von Schrenk. Hermann. Dr.. (ion. Timber Engr.. St. Louis,

Mo.
Walker, William, Act. Div. Engr.. Grand Trunk Ry.. Montreal, Canada.
Wallace. W. A.. Val. Dcpt.. Rock Island Lines, Chicago, III.
Waterman, J. H., Supt. Timber Pres., C. B. & Q. R. R.,
Galesburg. 111.
Watt. J. R., Gen. Roadmaster, L. & N. Rv., Louisville, Kv.
Weaver, C. E., Eng. M. of Way, C. of Ga. Rv., Savannah, Ga.
Weir. John M., Ch. Engr., K. C. Sou. Rv., Kansas City, Mo.
Uendt, Edwin F. (Past-President), Member Eng. Board,
Interstate Commerce Commission. Washington. D. C.
Wharf, A. J.. Chief Engineer. P. & P. U. Rv.. Peoria, III.
Wheeler. F. S., Div. Engr., Erie R. R.. BufTalo. N. Y.
^^ 't^khorst. M. H., Engr. of Tests, Rail Committee, Chicago,
»N

ilgus,

Am. Rolling Mill Company.
Supervisor, C. of Ga., Opelika, Ala.
Barth, Kurt C, The Barrett Co., 1200 Otis BIdg., Chicago.

J.

-Ahlbrandt, G. F.,

Bonner.

J.,

liuller, J. J., Asst. to Gen.
Edgar E., Div. Eng.,

Bradford,

Mgr,

C.

&

A.,

Bloomington,

111.

A. T. & S. F., Fresno, Cal.
M., Bridge Building Supervisor, N. P., Livings-

Ball,

W.

ton. Mont.
Bond. L. H., Asst. Eng. M. of W.. I. C. Chicago.
Bolin. W. C. Pilot Eng.. B. & O.. Chicago.
Brannon. C. Div. Eng., C. & E. I., Evansville, Ind.

Buente, C.
Ballard,

F..

E.

Pittsburgh, Pa.
Draftsman, A. T.

E.,

&

S.

F.,

1033 Railway Ex-

change, Chicago.

Minn.

Smith,

Anderson, J., Div. Eng., A. T. & S. F., Marcelinc, Mo.
Anderson, B. T.. Asst. Sig. Eng.. D. L. & W., Hobokcn, N.

\\

.

J.

(in

military service).

Behl), J. E., Asst. Bridge Eng., M.
Ball, R. B.. Eng. Grand Div.. A. T.

Clark,

M.

B., Div. Eng.,

Coleman, F.

A. T.

&

C,

&

Detroit, Mich.
S. F.,

Los Angeles,

Cal.

S. F., Needles, Cal.

London, Ont.
Coryell. G. E.. Bridge Insp.. M. C. Detroit. Mich.
Dickinson. F., Supr. Bridges and Buildings. Wabash. Peru, Ind.
Davis, M. B., Asst. Eng., I. C, Chicago.
Elliott, L. Z., Eng. M. of W., C. C. C. & St. L., Minneapolis,
Minn.
J.,

G.

F.,

Eraser. W. R., Asst. Eng., G. T., Allandale, Ont.
Fish, R. H., Div. Supt.. G. T., Detroit, Mich.
Ferguson, H.. Supt. Track. G. T., Toronto, Ont.
McGuigan, T. F., Roadmaster, St. L.-S. F., St. Louis, Mo.
Grant. John, Supervisor. L. E. N. E.
Cjoldstraw. W., Architect, G. T., Montreal, Que.
Gibson, F. W.. Asst. Eng., Wabash, Peru, Ind.
Gordon. H. J.. Secy, to Ch. Eng.. G. T., Montreal. Que.
Gullickson. C^us, Roadmaster, N. P., Forsyth. Mont.
George. E. C. Genl. Foreman Bridges and Buildings. G. C.

&

S. F.. Beaumont. Tex.
Goos. Julius H.. Insp. Engr.. Gt. N.. St. Paul. Minn.
Gray. B. L., .Asst. Eng.. C. R. I. & P.. Des Moines. la.
Hardiman, Wm.. Genl. Foreman Bridges and Buildings, D. L. &
W., Binghamton, N. Y.
Holden, N. S.. Field Eng.. B. & O.. Baltimore. Md.
Hemmcnway, E. O., Draftsman, A. T. & S. F., Chicago.
Hovey, AI. H., Consulting Engineer, Madison, Wis.
Hayes. S. W.. Hayes Track Appliance Co., Richmond, Ind.
Hubbard. J. W.. President Genl. Switch Co., Eau Claire, Wis.
Henderson, S., Supt., C. & .A., Bloomington. III.
Holtman. Dudlcv F.. I. C, Chicago.
Hunter, J. W.. Div. Eng.. C. & E. I.. Danville.
Horlon, W. D., Patton Paint Co., Milwaukee, Wis.
Kircher, Paul, Chicago.
Love, H. T., Cleveland, Ohio.
tittle, P. R., .Asst. Eng., G. T., Battle Creek, Mich.
Lowther, W. H., Div. Eng., O. S. L., Pocatcllo, Idaho.
O'Leary, J., Asst. Eng. M. of W., Gt. N., Minneapolis, Minn.
Mount, H., Asst. Eng., G. T., Ottawa, III.
Miller, H. E., Asst. Eng., S. N. E., Providence. R. I.
McNeil. J. R, Insp. Track and Roadway, .A. T. & S. F., Los
Angeles, Cal.
Mead, I. C, M. C, Detroit, Mich.
Miller, S. D., Chf. Draftsman, A. T. & S. F.. Amarillo, Tex.
Mensch, Leopold J.. Chicago.

NefT. P. F,. Dist. Eng.. St. L.-S. F., Springfield, Mo.
Nicholson. E., Montreal. Can.
Nordquist. John, Roadmaster. N. P. R. R.. Bozcman, Mont
Pease, B. S., Chicago.
Rickert. O., Genl. Roadmaster, M. P., Monroe, La.
Rist, Chas. J., Div. Eng.. Pere Marquette. Saginaw, Mich.
Rickardt, C. A.. Div. Eng., C. R. I. & P.. Harleyvillc. Okla.
Swartout, Wm. C, Asst. Eng., M. P., Chicago.
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Stewart, Geo. T., Asst. Eng., C. R. I. & P., Chicago.
Scharbach, Z. F., Asst. Eng., D. L. & W., Binghamton, N. Y.
Lindstrand, J. A., Interstate Commerce Commission, Chicago.
Siegnes, W. A., G. T., Stratford, Ont.
Trumbull, R. F., Std. Asphalt S: Rcfinins; Co.. Chicago.
Teller, C. B.,

Roadmastcr, C. R.

I.

&

P., Ft.

Railway Night

Worth, Tex.

at the
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Ventsbury, B.

R.,

Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland, Ohio.
T., Stratford, Ont.

Wharrv, Wm., Supt. of Track, G.
Webster,

J.

W., Val. Eng., E.

J.

&

E., Joliet,

111.

T., Grand Rapids, Mich.
Warwork. Chas., Montreal.
Weymouth, F. A., Bethlehem, Pa.

Ware, H. M., Inst'man, G.

Western

Society of Engineers

Three Discussions of the Material Situation and an Account of
Labor -Conditions in the Orient
4

<T~) -MLWAY night"

rK

ciety of

at the rooms of the Western SoEngineers was a decided success. About

200 members and guests were present, among
whoin were included a considerable number of the inembers of the American Railway Engineering Association.
Three general classes of materials were covered, nainely,
steel, timber and concrete, separate talks being given by
representatives from each industry.
Following these
addresses a paper was presented by Frank Rhea on the
labor situation in the Orient.

The

Structural Steel Industry

F. J. Llewellyn, Division contracting manager, American Bridge Company, Chicago, presented the situation in
the steel industry.
He stated that the problem of the

war was

to turn gold into steel.
The steel productive
capacity of the world at the present time is 100,000,000
tons per annum, of which one-half is produced in the
United States. Of this total 16,000,000 tons capacity
has been added since the w'ar began. Because of unfavorable weather early this year, about 10 per cent of
this year's output has been lost, but conditions are improving and the mills are now approaching capacity production.
The car shortage has been the most serious obstacle
encountered.
The labor shortage has also interfered,
but has not been at all serious. However, with the drain
to result from the new draft requirements it is impossible to say what the condition will be later on in the
year.
In anticipation of this drain, boys of 17 and 18
are being trained to take the places of men. The speaker
pointed out that the steel industry could claim no exemption on men except in cases where the work on which
they were engaged held an A-1 priority order.
It is the opinion of the speaker that '50,000,000 tons of
steel is more than can be made use of by manufacturers
of this country-, so there should be sufficient available to
supply all reasonable needs. He believed that the fabricating shops of the middle west could readily take care
of 100,000 to 150,000 tons of work in bridges and buildings this season. In conclusion he stated that the catching up process was now under way, but pointed out that
the first consideration in any case was the supplying of
any requirements that would help to win the war.

shortage and determination of
of lumber in the country is enorinous, and the fears for a lumber famine repeatedly expressed 10 to 15 years ago have been discredited. The
supply of southern pine is estimated at 350 billion ft.
b. m., while the ainount of uncut timber on the west
coast is much greater.
In both the southern and the western fields there was
a sharp congestion following the placing of the first
government orders, but the rate of production was increased rapidly and 750,000,000 ft. b. m. of southern
pine was supplied in the first nine months of the war.
The demand resulted in embargoes of two kinds restrictions as to sizes and curtailing of shipments for
domestic use.
In the South, the lumbermen were not
allowed to dispose of any timbers 12 in. by 12 in. or
larger.
In the West the restriction covered any piece
12 in. on any face. The southern pine restrictions have
been modified somewhat and the condition has been improved also by the use of laminated timbers.
The supply of the smaller sizes of lumber is ample,
partly through their incidental production in the manufacture of larger sticks, and partly through a curtailing
of the private building operations since the opening of
the war.
The hardwood industry has been more largely
restricted and the market is in what may be termed a
"receptive attitude."
stacles, car supply, labor

priority.

—

Conditions in the Cement Industry

By

ducing capacity can probably never be employed in any
one year because at no time is it likely that normal conditions as afifecting production, labor and the use of cement
will prevail throughout the entire country.

From

the foregoing statement

it

will

readily be seen

that the engineer in charge of railroad or other construction will have no difficultv in obtaining all of the Port-

land cement he may need provided cement makers are
able to obtain material, labor, fuel, transportation and
the numerous other smaller but none the less essential

The conditions in the lumber market were presented
by Herman Von Schrenk, consulting timber engineer,
St. Louis, Mo., who expressed pleasure at being able to
present a much more optimistic message last night than
would have been possible two weeks ago. The situation
has been gradually improving since the first serious congestion following the large orders placed by the Govern-

refrains

industry has suffered from three principal ob-

Affleck

The cement plants of the United States have a capacity
of about 120,000,000 bbls. of Portland cement annually.
The maximum year's consumption, (in 1916) was 94,552,296 barrels. Under ordinary conditions all of the pro-

supplies.

The

B. F.

President Portland Cement Association, Chicago.

Timber Situation Improving

ment when war was declared.

The supply

Although the Portland Cement Association carefully
from any activities relating to prices or com-

mercial transactions, I think I may with propriety say
that the cost of making cement has been rising steadily
Wage rates
at all or nearly all plants for many months.
have increased very substantially and, as is often the case,
labor efficiency has diminished and the cost of fuel, explosives, material, repair parts, in fact everything entering into tlie production of cement has advanced so that
while cement prices are now about as high as, or higher

March

20.
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the net relnrn to most
and is hkely to be, unless
Another cause contril)Utin>^ largely
prices arc advanced.
to this result is the tact tliat production and shipments at
most plants arc very nnicii helow normal, the statistics
showinj.^ shipments from all plants in the L'niteii States
for January and February to have been 31 per cent less
this year tiian last.
Production is curtailed because of
inability to obtain material, fuel and labor, and shipments
are curtailcil by reason of inability to obtain cars. There
is apparently a desire on the part of the cement user to
use a normal quantity of cement but this desire does not

than for sonic 12 or 15
conii>anies

is

tiuite

\e;irs.

nu-afjro,

materialize into actual demand for various reasons.
Of these reasons the railroad officer is chietlv concerned
with those havincf a relation to railroad facilities and I
i;ive it as my judgment that most of our troubles are
traceable to inadequacy of these facilities or, to state it
more accurately, a sudden overloadincr of our transportation system.
The railroads should not be blamed for
this condition any mcire than we should blame a bushel
basket because it will not hold a bushel and a half.
In the admirable article by Samuel O. Dunn, editor
of the A'ai7«'<iy -I'/t', in Colliers' of March 9, he compares
five-year periods endinjir with 1906 and 1916 and
J. Hill, who in 1907 said that during the
following' five vears there sliould be invested in railroad

the

two

quotes James

facilities. $3,500,000,000 instead of which only $4,500.000.000 was invested during the following nine years.
On the basis of that reasoning the railroads are now
about five years behind the country. He states further
that until Government control was adopted. Government
regulation compelled competition, therebv making it impossible to use existing facilities to the best advantage.
This is not said in criticism of the railroads. They have,
for the most part, undoubtedly been managed well and
efficiently and had Government authority recognized
their needs and permitted them to earn adequate revenue,
there can be no doubt that large quantities of stocks and
bonds would have been sold and the proceeds put into
equipment, improvements, extensions and enlargement of
facilities, and at a time when labor and material were both
comparatively cheap and plentiful.
Cement, unlike other materials of construction cannot
be used alone. For every ton of cement the builder must
have from four to eight tons of sand, stone, pebbles, slag
or brick, and while I can assure you that the cement
makers can furnish all the cement you may need, provided

and materials are obtainable, it will do you no
good unless the other materials are also available, and
they are to a great extent dependent also on these same
factors
cars, labor and material.
I will take advantage of this opportunity to say a word
concerning the use of cement in bulk instead of in packages.
It has been demonstrated conclusively on many
works of various kinds that cement can be received and
handled in bulk as readily as in packages, and in many instances with a considerable economy. The cement maker
offers cement in bulk at a lower price than in packages,
cars, labor

—

the difference representing substantially the saving to him
in labor.
There is another reason, however, why the
cement user should receive cement in bulk if he possibly
can.
Cotton is about three times as high in price today
as normally.
The demands of our Government and the
Allies are very large and the material is scarce.
It will
readily be seen that to wear out cotton cement sacks unnecessarily is not only an economic waste which should

be prevented, but it tends further to advance the price
of everything else made of cotton, therebj' increasing the
cost of conducting the war.
As far as railroad constniction is concerned, I believe

(^0

goes without saying that the Government now realizes
so completely the necessities of the railroads that there
will be a classification wliich will give this particular work
a place very close to the head of tiie list. I need scarcely
say that those in authoritv at Washington having annplete responsibility for the railroads during the war desire
their capacity increased and operation to be at maxinnim
efficiency.
This result cannot be acconqilished without
a great deal of new construction for wliich, if it is authorized, the Government will certainly arrange for necessary
it

materials.

May I mention briefly two other means of transportahighways and waterways. A very large percentage
of the freight handled by rail has its initial or final movement, or both, over the highways.
Practically all food
and package freight belongs in this class. It seems to
me the railroads should encourage the construction of
good roads in every way possible. They supplement
rather than compete with rail transportation.
It is true
that trucks are now handling much freight which under
normal conditions would move by rail but this is for the
most part short haul traffic which is unprofitable to the
rail lines and on which they cannot, even in normal times,
furnish as rapid service as the truck which can handle
direct from store door to store door.
As to the waterways, it is doubtful if we can aflford at
this time to spend mucli money or effort in connection
with the inland, artificial waterway of shallow draft. The
results would be too small and the time consumed too
long. The limitations of such waterways greatly reduces
their value in relation to their cost.
They serve only
those immediately adjacent to them, others being under
the necessity of getting their freight to and from the
water's edge with rehandling often at both ends.
The
railroad has not that limitation.
Concerning the natural deep waterways, requiring a
relatively small expenditure to make them available, while
laws w'ere passed divorcing steamship lines from railroad ownership or control, it is to be hoped that under
Government operations such arrangements will be resumed as will enable the railroads to use steamboat connections to the best possible advantage.
This will, of course, necessitate the construction of
ships, barges, and lighters for lake and harbor navigation.
For this purpose, if it appears that there will not be an
adequate supply of material or labor to build ships of
steel or wood, it may be that relief mav be had by ttirning to concrete. While the term concrete ship suggests
cement this is something of a misnomer. The percentage
of reinforcing steel in a concrete ship's hull is so large
that I am told the actual cost of the steel bars in a concrete ship is about 12 times the cost of the cement. The
largest vessel ever built of concrete and the only oceangoing concrete ship ever built in this country was
launched at San Francisco last Thursday. The Portland
Cement Association received by special messenger this
morning a moving picture of the launching, which I believe you will be interested in seeing.
This ship was built by the San Francisco Shipbuilding Co. from designs by McDonald & Kahn of San
Francisco. It is 336 ft. long, 44J< wide and 30 ft. deep.
It was christened "Faith" and has a dead weiRht capacity
Immediately after launching, she was
of 5,000 tons.
towed to the Union Iron Works for installation of engines, boilers and machinen.' and by June 1 will have
made her trial trip.
In conclusion let me repeat the cement industry stands
ready to meet any demands the railroads or the Government mav make of it. subject only to its ability to obtain
tion

—

coal, material, supplier

trnivunrtnti.
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Labor Conditions in Japan and China
By Frank Rhea
United States Department of Commerce, Washington, D. C.
I have been asked to talk about the labor and economic conditions prevailing at present in China and
Japan. I can only give you the benefit of my observaThere
tions gathered in a period of seven months.
are two conditions which have been generally supthat
namely,
posed to exist both in China and Japan,
there are no limits to the amount of labor and time

This is still true in
for doing anything.
China, but the results of the war have changed the
situation very materially in Japan, and I am satisfied
that it is a fact that today there is a shortage of
labor in almost every line of industry in Japan. It
is possiible that this is not as acute now as during
the time when I was in Japan last year. The reason,
if so, is on account of- Japan not being able to obtain
the necessary supplies of steel.
The purpose of my investigation was to ascertain
the possible markets for railway materials, equipment
and supplies, such as could be furnished by American
manufacturers.
My reports on Australia and China
are taking somewhat of the form of reference reports
and as a matter of fact my investigation was really
one more of materials than of labor and economic
conditions.
However, after going over the matter in
a preliminary way, in each country, I concluded that
in order to report intelligently on the possibilities of
the markets, it was necessary to study the labor conditions, the supplies of raw materials and the iron
and fuel resources of the countries. Today the supply of steel is the problem which concerns Japan more
than any one question, and they are thoroughly
aroused to the necessity of securing an adequate supply from the standpoint of defense. This desire and
also to supplement their present inadequate supply
of fuel explains many features of the so-called Japanese aggression. It is true, however, that the Japanese show more capacity for organization and administration than any other division of the yellow
race.
They are also seeking pennanent markets for
their home factories and look to China as their natural markets. At the present time, however, the coal
production is being restricted on account of the shortage of labor. An estimate was made to me that this
shortage of labor amounts to as much as 25 per cent
of the labor which could actually be utilized.
Wages in the industrial districts have increased
very substantially.
There is some discussion going on in Japan today
regarding the lifting of the restrictions on the bringing in of other labor, particularly from China and
Korea. Early in July, the Iinperial Government Railways brought from the Korean railways some 400
Korean coolies experienced in track work, but only
one attempt was made, for the reason that there was
a universal protest from all classes of labor in the
Moji industrial district, the point where these Korean
coolies were landed and worked.
The labor situation in China has been affected little
by the war except in the particularly limited localities.
The railways of China are located principally north
of the Yangste river, and I spent a greater part of my
time in this part of China. The northern Chinaman
is much more robust than some of the central and
southern Chinese. The Shantung man, who is probably the best laborer in China, is usually a well-built
upstanding, muscular man, with very little surplus

available
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It is not generally known that the British
weight.
have recruited up to date about 150,000 Shantung
coolies, who have been sent to France, generally by
way of the Canadian Pacific Railway.
One interesting situation in connection with the
Japanese deevlopment in Manchuria is the fact that
annually there is a migration of 250,000 of these robust Shantung coolies across the Bay of Chihli. These
men usually embark at Weiheiweih and Chefoo to
Dairen and Newchang, and the Japanese are thus
able to select the best of these men for the operation
of the shipyards and shops at Dairen and the Fushun

collieries.
The Japanese have also
been using this class of labor for the railway building and railway reconstruction and their other various
The other Chinaenterprises in South Manchuria.
men, such as the Chihli, Shansi and Honan, are all
upstanding
men.
The
labor
in the provwell built,
ince of Hupih, where the Han-Yeh-Ping Iron Works
are located, are much less robust than the above described men.
This is particularly noticeable in the
steel plant, where the men prove iticapable of withstanding the hard work around the rolling mills satisfactorily, although it is surprising to see the work
they do in such items as carrying coal, ore and coke,
The Canall of which is done at this plant by hand.
tonese Chinese is probably the frailest of the Chinese.
is
Canton
practically
the
This
to be expected, as
is
same latitude of Havana, Cuba, Haupow being almost
exactly the latitude of New Orleans.
Therefore,
while there is a large quantity of labor in some parts
of China, its quality is certainly very inferior, the
two last named places being examples of the least
capable and the first named the most robust, with
probably all varying degrees between them.
The
labor of the province in which Shanghai is located
is fairly robust and the labor along the China coast

and Pcnchihu

to

Hongkong

is

fairly robust.

The methods

of labor

on both the Japanese and Chinese railways were very
interesting, although I was not
as favorably impressed with the capacity of the Japanese track labor as I was with the Chinese. Possibly I was prejudiced in this, but undoubtedly the labor situation in
Japan is becoming troublesome, and I was able to
notice the results of this in connection with track
labor.
Notwithstanding the fact that I, of course,
made no success of learning to speak the Japanese
language, earmarks of labor unrest seemed to me to
be noticeable.
In addition, while the Japanese are
capable workmen, when they so incline, they are,
however, inclined to be more troublesome and are
not of the natural good nature of the Chinese coolie.
There is one rather interesting fact, however, and
that is that neither the Chinese coolie nor the Japanese coolie can be successfully driven.
They are
both inclined to take their time. The wages on the
Chinese railways are rather variable. On the Shanghai-Nanking I was able to get very definite information.
Here a section foreman in charge of three
gangs over a territory of 15 miles is paid from $25
to $30 silver money, or, as it usually termed, "Mex."
Foremen of gangs, or, as they are called, "gangers,"
Gangs
are paid from Mex. $15 to $20 per month.
are organized with two leading coolies, and these are
paid Mex. $10.50; ordinary coolies are paid Mex. $8
per month, and each gang is furnished with a cook,
who is paid Mex. $5. Crossing watchmen are paid
Mex. $6.50. These wages are paid to really capable
and experienced men, and, as I have seen on a number of occasions, doing real railway sectionmen's

March
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work. The wages on tlu- otlier railways arc comparable to the above for the reason that the ShanghaiNanking Railway is in a territory where there has

been

industrial

consiilerable

development

around

Cuts and

Fills

Opportunity Missed

An

Shangliai anil W'oosung antl St)oclu)w. In the workshop at Tongshan the wages paid for common coolie
This is for ordinary labor around
labor is Mex. $.30.
the shops. The shop mechanics are paid wages varying from Mex. $.60 to $1.30, the latter applying to the
most experienced boilermakers.
One of the most interesting situations is the Japanese

El Paso man tells of one Westerner's opinion of
Chicago. It appears that this man had occasion to visit
the city, which he had never seen before. He remained
for a week or two longer than he had expected, and, in
writing of his experiences to his wife in the West, he

development in Si>utiieni Manchuria, jiarticularly the Shakaho workshops at Daricn. There are about 4,130 men in
All exthese shops, of which 72 per cent are Chinese.
ecutive, administrative and technical and such positions
as cranemcn, engineers, etc., are filled with Japanese.
Chinese labor is depended upon entirely for the doing
of all work, including such skilled occupations as moldThe Chinese arc particularly good foundry workers.
men and he is one of the best masons in the world today. Regarding the question of business to be secured,
there is no doubt in my mind that there will be a great
deal of business done in this part of the world in the
next 25 years, but there is one point which I would like
to emphasize particularly, and that is that I do not agree

here before

tiie ideas of some i>co|ile which now prevail that
business can be secured practically for the asking.
Instead of that, the business to be secured will take
close attention and there will have to be a thorough
study made of the conditions to be met. I made some
analysis of the investment assets as shown on the balance
sheets, a study of the fixed obligation, and the Chinese
railways to-day are profitable and in my opinion will be
increasingly so.
Furthermore, there is need for a considerable amount of additional railway mileage and if
built will prove profitable.
I am also of the opinion that

said:

"Chicago

is
I

a great

city,

but

I

do wish

I

had come

was converted."

No Chance
The following

to

Sue

the official report furnished by a
station master of the .Shanghai-Nanking railroad, in
China, of an accident which occurred October 8:
1.
The death named was smashed by the engine on
3-10-07.
is

—

—and

2.

lias two sons

3.

The death without ticket.
The death's fault.
The death no relative see.
The death is deaf and blind no cannot sav what

4.
5.

6.

with

Dangerous

this

the

American manufacturers should combine

in

their

for securing this business instead of competing
against each other as has been the practice in the past.
I was very much impressed with the thorough study
which the British are giving post-war trade conditions.
In every instance the British houses arc carefully studying the matter of holding their own organizations together to be in position to resume business promptly at
the termination of the war.
In addition, the British
government has representatives on the ground carefully
studying and reporting on all the fundamental conditions.
efforts

New

Signaling on

The Grand Trunk

is

Grand Trunk

just completing a section of au-

tomatic signals between Shelburne, Me., and Bethel.
This stretch covers 22 miles of single track and consists
of the A. P. B. signaling. A contract has been awarded
to the General Railway Signal Company for the necessary material to signal I6J/2 miles of single track be-

tween Bethel.

!Me.,

and West Paris.

This work

is

to

be

a continuation of the first section and will be installed
by railway company forces.

The A. R. E. A.

Service Flag

One

of the imjjrcssive features of yesterday morning's
session was the unfurling of the service flag of the

American Railway Engineering Association containing
the figures "103," to commemorate the part which members of this Association are taking in the service of
their country,
.\side from this personal service on the
part of the 103 members, service pins are on the coat
lapels of not a few of the older members who have come
to the convention.
Secretary Fritch is one of the wearers
of such a pin. having a son in the artillery service.

Illness

An

old negro, riding on the train, fell asleep with his
mouth wide open.
mischievous drummer came along
and, having a convenient capsule of quinine in his pocket,
uncorked it and sifted the bitter dose well into the old
negro's mouth at the root of his tongue.
Soon the
darky awoke and became much disturbed.
He called
for the conductor, and asked
"Boss, is dere a doctor on dis here train?"
"I don't know," said the conductor. ".\re you sick?"
"Yas, suh, I sho' is sick."
"What is the matter with you?"
"I dunno, suh, but it tastes like I busted my gall."

A

Oh, Well!

A

I'll

Try

It

Tomorrow

traveler in Ireland relates the following conversa-

tion with an

innkeeper:

"At Brodigan's

all the clocks are from ten to twenty
minutes fast or slow.
" 'How do you catch trains?' I asked Mr. Brodigan.
" 'Sure, that's not an every-day matter, and why be
foosthering over it? But we do four times out of five,
ma'am.'
" 'How do you like it the fifth time when you miss it?'
" 'Sure, it's no more trouble to miss the wan time than
A clock is an overrated piece of
to hurr}' five times.

furniture to

my

mind.'

On

A

a

"

Narrow Margin

committee member, after attending a meeting

last

night and conversing for some time in the hotel lobby,
entered the grill at a late hour. He glanced at the clock,
then at the calendar, then at the menu, from which he
ordered a frugal repast. Then he waited, nervously.
At the end of ten minutes, he succeeded in catching his
waiter's

cj-e.

here, how long am I going to have to wait for
grub I ordered ?'' he inquired.
"Oh, I guess it won't be long, now," yawned the
waiter. "In a hurry?"
"In a hurry? Say, I ordered a meal without meat
because it is meatless day. And if I have to wait five
minutes longer it will be wheatless day, and I won't get
a darned thing!"

"Look

that
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An

Improved Design

of

Armored Rope

A

HOPE FOR USE Oil hoisting, haulage, dredging and
steam shovel equipment which involves radical
and important departures in wire rope construction is being manufactured by the Waterbury Company
of New York. The rope is known as armored rope, Gore
patent, and is comprised of six strands and either 19,
37 or 61 wires to the strand, as conditions may demand.
Its feature of construction is that each strand is covered
or wound with flat wires having convex edges which

A

Section of Waterbury

form a protection armor,

Armored Rope

relieving the wires

tensile stresses of all abrasive

carrying

wear and thus retaining

the strength of the rope, even after the

wires are
worn completely through. These flat wires are specially
drawn and annealed and for that reason they do not project and break off when worn through, but are gradually
crowded into the interstices of the rope, thus adding to
the wearing surface and hermetically sealing the lubricaflat

tion within.

By reason of the armor protection at the crowns of
the strands and the internal points of wear where the
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life of manganese frogs and crossings is about 4 times
In sevthat of Bessemer and open hearth construction.
eral instances manganese frogs have shown a life 20
times that of fabricated frogs used in the same location
previously, notwithstanding increases in the traffic and
the weight of rolling stock since the installation of the

manganese.
the present time the use of manganese construction
particuarly advantageous for several reasons.
Solid
manganese construction is virtually confined to the patFabricated conterns and integral or unit construction.
struction requires numerous sections of rail, fillers, bars,
plates, bolts, special shapes and forgings which under
present conditions are difficult to obtain and require considerable labor.
The use of manganese reduces the renewals necessary with other construction.
The Indianapolis Frog & Switch Company's specialties are so designed that the rails, as they come from the
mill, join to the manganese portion in self contained
easer arms, forming a lap joint protecting the rail ends
as well as the manganese from joint pounding.

At

is

Improved Concrete Mixing|Equipment
MIXER plants mounted on railway flat cars
have been in use so long for doing concrete work
on railway structures that they possess little that
novel except when some new modification of design

CONCRETE
is

introduced to secure special adaptation to a particular
work. In the earlier designs, particularly those
on track elevation work in Chicago and elsewhere, the
problem was essentially simple, as practically all of the
forms could be filled with concrete from a mixer car
standing on a temporary track at the new grade by the
use of a .spout placed directly under the mixer outlet.
With the introduction of the tower and spouting system
of handling concrete, it was not long before steps were
taken to apply this system to mixer plants on cars. Towers were added so that the concrete could be elevated to
is

class of

Cross Sections of the Rope

wires and strands converge, and chafe during flexing
movements it is possible to select for the wires in tension
those which .show a high torsion test.
This, together
with the internal lubrication, insures flexibility and a

long bending life.
It is also claimed for the rope that, because the tensile
strength wires are relieved from abrasion, the factor of
safety is maintained longer than in rope of other construction.
In addition to the added life of the rope itself,
it is economical in that the rope wears with use to a
smooth, round surface and does not affect the score of
the sheaves and drums.

Service Life of

Manganese
Frogs and Crossings

VERY INTERESTING D.AT.\ relative to the life and
SOME
the economy derived from the use of solid manganese
construction in frogs and crossings have been comby the Indianapolis Switch and Frog Company,
Springfield, O.
During the last 10 years more than
$1,000,000 worth of manganese construction has been inThe service
stalled on over 100 of the leading roads.
records on these roads indicates that, on the average, the
piled

A

Counterweight Chute Suspended

From

the

Tower Boom

a sufficient height to permit the spouting of the concrete
at some distance to either side of the track upon which
the mixer car was stationed.
To permit ready moving
of the mixer car, the towers were usually made either
of a folding type or facilities were provided for the ready
removal of the tower when it was necessary to transport
the car to some other point.
more recent development is the application of a special counter-weight chute supported from a boom and
thereby giving a greater flexibility in distribution. This
special chute consists of a structural steel truss of tri-

A
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angular shape, supported from its apex by means of a
rope tackle attached to a steel boom suspended from the
This trianj;ular truss carries a spout
side of the tower.
on its top chord extending from the apex down one side
of the triangle, the weight of this s])out and its contents
being balanced by a concrete counter-weight suspended
from the opposite end of the truss. The truss can be
readily revolved in a horizontal plane about the point of
suspension at the apex and as this is also the point where
the concrete is received from the s])out above, it is readily possible to turn the counter-weight spout in any direction without interfering in any way with the discharge
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have been used by three difTcrcnt contractors, and on .in
average of about 20 times each. In spite of this heavy
service liie forms are still in good shape, and it is estimated that by the time the work is completed they will
have been used 30 times each.
In 1915 the work consisted of the construction of six
bridges, each of which contained three rows of columns
and cross girders. Forms were furnished for two com-

114 ft. wide. These bridges were built by
O'llcron Company of Chicago,
in 1916
Rates & Rogers, contractors, built two bridges, and in
1917 the Could Construction Com|)any buill four bridges.
plete rows,

the

John

J.

of the concrete.
W'itli concrete work close to the track or under other
conditions in which it is more convenient to use the direct
spout, the counter-weighted spout can be readily removed
and can be as readily re-altached when work demands its
use. This ei|uipment is manufactured by the Insley Manufacturing Company, Indianapolis, Ind., and has been
applied to concrete mixer equipment on the New York,
Chicago & St Louis, the Delaware, Lackawanna & Westem and several other railroads.

Re-Use

of

Forms Results
in

Important Economies

THE RECONSTRUcno.v

of the Illinois Central bridges
the track elevation subways within the city of
Chicago, important savings both of materials and
money are being effected by the use of "Hlawforms."
Under the construction plan adopted the railroad purchased all forms for use on this work, and the erection
of the forms and the placing of concrete has been done
by contractors. The furnishing of the forms by the
railroad permitted their use by the different contractors

Completed Rows of Columns and Cross Girders

INover

Each of the contractors utilized the forms furnished by
the railroad.
As the work progressed northward the
width of the bridges was increased, and at Sixty-third
St. the width is 160 ft.
In some of the crossings four
rows of columns and cross-girders were built, and on
some only three. The contractor had at all times enough
forms to set up two rows. The forms are coated with
a light form of oil after each use and the work obtained
very satisfactory.
This project is being carried on under the direction
of the bridge department of the Illinois Central, C. C.
Westfall, bridge engineer.
M. D. Thompson, assistant
bridge engineer, is in direct charge of the work. The
"Blawforms" are manufactured by the Blaw-Knox Company of Pittsburgh, Pa.
is

The

Steel

Forms Ready
engaged

for Filling

work, thus making

it unnecessary' for the
individual contractors to invest heavily in equipment
that after the completion of their portions of the work
would be of no further use to them. It is possible for the
railway to secure service from the forms after the completion of this particular project by adopting a similar
design in future work. The construction was begun in
the spring of 1915 and has been carried on continuously
up to the present time. During this period the forms

in the

Fence Post as a Labor Saver

WE.MiiiiR anfl lire continue their unceasing attacks on right of way- fence posts, notwithstanding
the fact that the American railroads at the present
time cannot find enough men to dig the holes necessary to
replace the posts that are being destroyed.
This is
probably the most important reason why steel fence posts
which can be driven with a maul in a few minutes' time
are being used in large quantities by the railroads in
current renewals as well as on new work. Records kept
by the Madden Company, Chicago, go to show that under average conditions two men, one driving the posts
and the other one holding them, can set about 320 posts,
or sufficient for a mile of fence in one day.
The details of this type of posts is shown in the accompanying drawing, and is seen to consist of an 1''4in. by I'.i-in. structural steel angle to which a triangular
plate is riveted to increase its resistance to overturning.
The lower end of the angle is chamfered to facilitate
Holes in one leg of the angle, punched two
driving.
inches center to center, afford a convenient means of fastening any type of fencing by means of staples, which
are clinclied with a special tool on the inside face of

TiMi:,
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These posts are considerably lighter than a
standard wooden post, a fact which has been of no
in shipping them during the current
advantage
small
shortage of cars. This, in combination with their small
the angle.
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lines.
The posts shown are on the rightof-way line of the Indiana Harbor Belt near Chicago,
and have been in service since 1903. They are still in
good condition. They are of practically the same design as those now being made, except that the plate is
omitted from the base. These posts were treated with an
asphalt paint, whereas the coating now applied is either
a standard galvanizing or a rust inhibitive baked enamel.

along railway

Anllmprovement

in

Concrete Fence Posts

ONE

OF THE MOST DIFFICULT problems to solve in

concrete fence post construction has been the provision for the necessary additional strength at the
ends and corners of the fences. For a long time the
prevailing solution was the use of a timber stick for the
brace post in connection with a concrete end or corner
post that differed from the standard line post only in

Steel Posts in Service 15 Years

size.
Various obstacles have made it difficult to produce
a brace post in concrete possessing the same desirable
qualities readily obtained in the standard post.
These difficulties seem to have been solved by the
National Concrete Machinery Company, Madison, Wis.,
in a new design for the combination of an end or corner
special feature of this compost with a brace post.
bination is the use of castings on each end of the brace
post having the form of short pins, which fit into corre-

A

cross section, enables a car which will hold 800 ordinary
posts to carry 5,200 of the steel posts.
Aside from the ready driving feature the tisers of
these posts draw attention to the fact that grass fires on
the right-of-way which destroy so many wooden posts
before their natural service life has expired, do no damage to the metal posts. This fact has been found of particular advantage by the track men on those railroads in
the west where it is the custom to burn the grass to a

wooden

The Corner Post and End Post Arrangement
sponding holes in the comer or end posts. Through this
arrangement a secure connection is formed which is
capable of resisting adequately any tension applied to
the fencing material.

Details of the Post and Fencing

furrow plowed some distance outside of the right-of-way
Where the steel posts are used there is no longer
any need of detailing men to protect the fence posts as
the fire burns across the right-of-way line.
The accompanying photograph illustrates the character
of service that has been secured from steel posts
line.

Another important feature of the design is that both
the corner post and the brace post conform to the standard design followed in the line fence posts manufactured
by the above company. The reinforcement consists of
National woven steel wire as in the line posts, and the
posts are cast in a cylindrical sheet steel mold, whereby
it is possible to make use of the casting machinery in
which the concrete is poured into the end of the mold
while it is being jostled or worked rapidly up and down.
This feature of the manufacture of these concrete posts
has been instrumental in producing concrete of high
compressive strength.
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post is 5 in. in diameter at tlie top and 7 in.
diameter at the bottom, and has a total lengtli of 8 ft.
The brace post has a uniform diameter of 4 in. and a
length of 8 ft.
While the end or corner fence arrangement shown in
the photograph is new, the novelty lies in the combination of the end and brace jx)st rather than in the use of
The end post in combifeatures that are entirely new.
nation with another type of brace post has been in use
for 8 years on the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St.
Louis, while the brace post with another type of end
casting has been used in rural fencing for about 10 years.

The corner

in

The Trackless Train Saves
Time, Men and Money
L).\v when labor is so scarce and operating costs
so high, railway officers are turning more and
more to means of reducing handling costs and of
Never has the need of
saving time and labor as well.
Never have labor and
saving men been so apparent.
money-saving devices been so much in demand, and nf
these the electric tractor for hauling is probably one oi
those most in demand because of the savings which have
been effected with its use.
As a tangible example of a tractor's capability, attention is drawn to the Forty-third Street station of the
Chicago Junction Railway. In this station approximately 1,800 tons of 1. c. 1. freight are handled daily.
The installation of "The Trackless .Train" system was
brought about in this case, as in many others, by neces-
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ll(Hjr and working conditions were the same, no sharp
turns or corners were taken (jut in a word, no effort
was made to smooth the way for the tractors. Careful
deduction and calculations show that even under prevailing labor and wage conditions, the saving effected
by use of the tractors amounts to 4 cents per ton. Figuring on a total daily tonnage of 1,800 tons, the daily
reduction cost is $72 and amounts in one year to $22,536.
The saving was brought about primarily by the fact
that the use of the electric tractor reduced each gang
of men from five and six to three and four. With the
electric tractor in operation it became possible to make
up trains of 3 to 12 or 14 loaded trailers. The installation of the tractor did not mean that the old trucking
e(]uipincnt was discarded.
The old trucks were adapted
;

Tins

IN are

^^
7712

f^m
i
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I

ractor Hauling a Train of

Loaded

Trailers

new system by a few simple changes or additions
and by the application of ingenious but simple hitches.
They track perfectly, even around sharp right angle
turns. The cost of the tractor was practically the entire
cost of the "Trackless Train" installation, as the converting of the trucks and the addition of the hitches involved
but minor expenditures.
The tractors used by the Chicago Junction are four
Type Z machines, made by the Mercury Manufacturing
to the

Company, Chicago.

A New

Rounding a Curve with
sity.

When

this

a Trackless Train

freight station

was

first

opened hand

trucking was entirely adequate to handle the business,
but as the tonnage increased it was soon apparent that
the cost of handling was becoming too high and congestion was occurring almost daily.
The hand truckers
were unable to keep the platforms clear and transfer
the freight as fast as it came in.
As a result of this
condition, after careful consideration, electric trucking
was installed with entirely satisfactory results.
In installing the electric tractors, no changes w^ere
made to accommodate the new equipment. Operating
arrangements were maintained exactly the same as when
hand trucks were used. The hauls were the same; the

Form

of

Track Spike

KEEPING ABREAST with the demands placed on it by
IMan ever-increasing traffic and the use of heavier motive
power and equipment, the design of the track as a
structure has been constantly changed and improved.
There is, however, one important unit in the structure
which has not been subjected to the radical changes and
improvements common to the remaining units. This is
the track spike which, with the single exception of the
screw spike, has remained practically unchanged in its
fundamental design since its early use.
Recently a track spike has been developed and placed
on the market bv George A. Post of New York, which
embodies radical changes both in design and in method
of application. As may be seen in the photograph, this
is a round, arch-head spike which is applied at an angle
of 60-deg. from the horizontal. It is used with tie plates
with diagonally disposed, tight-fitting holes, and when
applied this combination effects a unit construction of
the tie. tie plate and rail, which tends to prevent the creeping, spreading or canting of the rails.
The diagonal in-
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clination of the spike with reference to the wood fibers
in the tie, tog^ether with the tight fit in the holes in the tie

prevents the spike from being withdrawn from the
by the lifting action developed by the undulation of
the rail under traffic.
Four spikes per tie are used except at rail joints. At
plate,
tie

joints the spikes are driven outside of the slots in the
angle bars. The spikes may be driven either in holes
in advance or in holes made when the rail is laid.
While the action of the rail under traffic will not loosen

bored
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By referring to the drawings it will be seen that the
stand as built meets these specifications fully. In addition the stand has only three moving parts, the throwing
It can be dislever, the crank lug and the sliding block.
assembled instantly in tlie field without tools bv simply
removing the cotter pin. Another important feature of
the .stand is the absence of bolts, it being a boltless switch
The stand can be virtually renewed after becomstand.
ing worn bv hard service bv removing the sliding block.

the spikes, thev may be pulled with an ordinary claw-bar
when ties are being renewed. In renewing rail it is not
Instead tliey are lifted
necessary to pull the spikes.
slightly and given a quarter turn off the flange which
permits the old rail to be removed and the new one set in.

"fe--JB'

Vy^

Pinnlfhcofkr
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Plan and Front Elevation of the Stand

giving

two

it

a quarter turn, and replacing

entirely

new

it.
This brings
surfaces into play, and has the same

using a new part.
spring connecting rod is used with the stand, making it automatic.
The lever is on "dead center" when
in normal position so that latches are not required. The
stand can be locked if desired by utilizing the hole in the
lever and the one in the upright flange of the base cast-

effect as

A

ing which registers

when

the lever

is

in either position.

This stand was designed and manufactured

to

the

specifications of S. M. Felton, director general of military railways, by the Bethlehem Steel Company. Beth-

lehem, Pa.

The Arch-head Spike
In addition. to eft'ecting a saving of labor this feature also
conserves the tie as the creating of additional spike holes
is avoided.
This spike has been tested out on two important eastern
roads under conditions ranging from tangent track to a
compound curve with a maximum of 6 deg. curvature in
a track carrying traffic amounting to more than 100,000
tons per day and have shown highly satisfactory results.

A New

Switch Stand
For the U.

United States Army has adopted

THEstand

S.

Army

new

switch
for use with portable turnouts built of 25-lb.
track of 255-s inch gage. In addition to the
use by the army this stand is of interest because of the
difficulties encountered in working out the design.
It was
specified that the stand should not be over 3-in. high, that
it should throw parallel to the track and that nothing
should project below the level of the tie. This meant the
exclusion of all existing types of switch stands and the
development of a new and original stand.
a

rail in
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Wrought by the Germans
During Their Retreat on the Western Front

Illustration of the Destruction

RQil\v*q>^Age
DAILY EDITION
the large attendance in the
the report of the Committee on
Economics of Railway Labor was
presented indicated the widespread
Discussion of
interest in this subject, the discusLabor Report
Restricted
sion of the report was very limited
and in this way disappointing. Either
the larger portion of Uic membership is not yet awake
to the seriousness of the labor situation or the men hesitated to speak because of the conditions existin.sf on the
railways at the present time and the fact that the directorgeneral and his staff arc studying labor among other
problems. The latter is very probably the more correct
explanation.
By failing to take part in the discussion
much information was withheld from the membership at
large which would be of great imf)ortance in arriving at
the correct solution of the problem.
In spite of the
convention hall

fact

that

when

The most gratifying feature of

this year's exhibit is
of railway men who are spending
a good deal of time in the Coliseum
Large Crowds not merely looking at but carefully
at the
studying the devices on display. The
Coliseum
Raihcay Age doubts if any previous
exhibit ever received as nuich intelligent, practical attention from railway men as this one is
receiving. Many railway officers who attend conventions
under present conditions naturally and properly feel that
they must use their time to better purpose than ever in
order to give the railways the verv best return for the
time they take away from their offices.
The exhibit at
the Coliseum will be closed tonight at 10 o'clock.
It is
to be hoped that every railway officer attending the conventions who has not visited the exhibit will vet do so.
tlie ven*-

large

number

The Discussion of

the Report on Economics of Railway
Labor points to the need of a definite policy concerning
the recruiting and distribution of
Methods of
available labor under the existing
Recruiting
status of the railroads as brought
Labor
about by Government control and
War conditions. Government control of

necessity will require certain departures from current practice and many such changes are being made as
the administration of the railroads under Government
control

assumes definite form. The question arises regarding the policy which will be pursued in the hiring
of laborers.
As pointed out in the discussion, various
state and national labor bureaus have indicated a desire
to be of assistance in the railway labor field, while in at
least one case there has been an expression of a desire
on the part of the Government that the railways abandon
existing methods of recruiting men in favor of the Government bureaus. While overcoming the exploitation of
labor, which is all too common with the operation of
private labor agencies, available testimony goes to show
that many governmental bureaus for securing labor are
subject to serious objections, prominent among which is

a general lack of efficiency, assigned in some cases to an
over-abundnnce of red tape. In view of this, any movement tending to destroy existing means of recruiting

labor before insuring the effectiveness of
bureaus would seem ill advised.

Government

fn the report of the Committee on Ballast it was pointe<l
out that while the consensus of opinion of railway men
is strongly against ballasting by conSome Advantages tract in normal times, such a plan is
considered a necessary evil by many
of the
Contract System men in times of acute labor shortage.
This is significant of the trend
towards carrying on maintenance work by contract, which
is now being tried out to a greater or less extent on several important roads.
In the report 1 1 reasons are given
as arguments against ballasting by contract on operated
lines.
While most of these reasons may also be advanced
against contracting other maintenance work, the advantage of contracting such work as farmers or others living along the line, are equipped to do as well or better
than the railroad forces is evident. This work includes
fencing, mowing of the right-of-way, small jobs of ditching, etc.
Again there are many advantages in the plan
of contracting small repair work such as renewing the
plank in station platforms, replacing broken window
panes, repairing broken locks and many such items. Such
a plan makes it possible to make these small repairs without delay does away with the necessity of sending a man
from headquarters to do an hour's work or less with the
probability that his entire day will be taken up by the
trip, and enables the men to be utilized on more important
work without interruption, thus making it possible to
carry on a greater amount of work than otherwise could
be done. With the present absolute necessity of securing
the maximum ser\Mce from their forces, railway men can
ill afford to overlook the possibilities of developing the
contract plan of doing maintenance work even to the point
of including the more important items such as ballasting,
;

or the renewing of

ties

and

rail.

Reports presented by several of the committees this year
include glossaries of terms jieculiar to the subject in
hand. As it is an established custom
of the Association that definitions
Definitions
are not subject to discussion on the
Must Be
floor of the convention, it is entirely
Accurate
probable that they do not receive as
careful consideration by the association members attending, as do the other portions of committee reports.
However, upon acceptance these definitions become a
part of the Manual and as such they should conform
to the high standards set by this association for its
This means that |the
established rules of practice.

must fulfill the prime and only justifications
that they convey the accepted
publication
meaning of a technical term to one not familiar with it,
and eliminate any confusion of meaning resulting from

definitions

for
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their

—
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a current looseness in the use of the term. To comply
with these requirements the definition must have literary
merit the diction must be accurate, and the construction sufficiently lucid to convey a word picture while
allowing no opportunity for confusion, even to one enLimitations as to
tirely unfamiliar with the subject.
space in the manual require that definitions be given
only when the term is not defined in a standard dictionarv or when its meaning as applied to a particular branch
of engineering differs from the definition found in the
perusal of the definitions submitted by the
dictionary.
committees this j-ear will convince the reader that some
of them have been drawn without adequate consideration
of the principles outlined above.

—

A

The Analysis of Yard Operation
THE PAST wixTER HAS demonstrated the lack of ter-

minal facilities at many points, particularly in the
The lines converging at the terminals have been
able to deliver more cars than these yards have been
able to classify and forward, so that the capacity of entire divisions and even of systems has been limited to
that of one or more vards.
Where increased capacity cannot be secured bv the
construction of an entirely new and independent terminal, it is generally inadvisable, if not absolutelv impractical, to enlarge and rebuild a yard under traffic
conditions such as those which have existed during recent months for the interference with operation which
will necessarily result will decrease the capacity and add
still further to the congestion.
However, as the Committee on Yards and Terminals pointed out in its report presented yesterday, there are frequently points of
local congestion in a terminal which can be reheved by
relatively simply changes.
Frequently the adoption of
as simple an expedient as the moving of a crossover
has eliminated interference between opposing movements
and resulting serious delays. It may be claimed that all
such points of congestion have been eliminated so far
as possible in the design of a yard and that there is not,
therefore, opportunity for further improvements.
However, conditions change rapidly and they have changed
particularly during the last year.
Such changes frequently lead to revisions in operating methods and give
rise to conditions differing materially from those existing when the terminal was laid out. It is for this reason that a detailed analvsis of a yard and its operation
at intervals is valuable in bringing to light the changes
which have taken place and in directing attention to
those points where delays occur. There is no better time
to make such analyses than the present, both because the
need for improvements is great and also because the defects are now most evident.
east.

Control of Tie Renewals
HThe

replies received from 100 railways in answer to
questions sent to all the principal roads of this country have brought out the fact that in the majoritv of
cases the responsibility for tie renewals rests on the section foremen. This is in direct contrast with the practice
followed on a few roads where tie inspectors are employed
or where the roadmasters are required to make detailed

and to indicate the ties which are to come out.
Probably an average of 300 ties per mile of track are
renewed each year or approximately 2,500 ties per section.
With ties costing one dollar each this means that
a section foreman is responsible for the expenditure of
inspections
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from $2,000

to $3,000 annually for this one account.
of the larger roads employ 2,000 or more section
foremen, in which cases the foremen collectively authorize
an annual expenditure of $5,000,000 to $6,000,000.
It is often urged as an objection to the plan of holding
the roadmasters responsible for this work that they are
already overburdened and if given this duty they will be
unable to give it the time necessary to insure good results.
This argument is not without merit. It, of course, does
not hold true if "tie spotters" or inspectors are employed.
Instead the chief objection to the last plan is based on
the fact that the "spotter" has no responsibility in the
maintenance of track after passing over it.
On the same roads which are leaving this work to the
section foremen, with its responsibility of deciding on
the expenditure of millions of dollars annually, it is safe
to say that the division ofiicers are required to secure the
approval of the management for expenditures much
smaller than the cost of tie renewals on a single section.
The practice presents the opportunity for a foreman to
show a low cost of maintenance per mile of track at the
expense of safe track or to go to the other extreme and
sacrifice economy to appearance. In other words, it introduces the personal element to a great extent. Certainly
the amount of money involved is sufficient to warrant
the responsibility being concentrated in one with wide

Some

experience and good judgment.

Plans

for

Next Year

WITH THE SUCCESS OF THIS CONVENTION a most natural
question arises as to plans for the meeting next
year, for surely the convention in 1919 should prove of
equal if not greater benefit than the one now in progress.
Assuming that a convention should .be held, it would

seem desirable to give immediate consideration to the
program since the effectiveness of the meeting depends
upon the work done by the committees and this work

commence as soon as possible.
Obviously some matters presented at the meeting this
year have been of more immediate importance than others
from the standpoint of the most vital object of the times
the winning of the War. However, owing to an inability
to control the discussion under prevailing rules of order,
some matters but remotely concerned with the all-important object of the hour were given as much if not more
time before the convention than subjects of vital concern.
should

An improvement

in this situation as applied to future
conventions would seem to demand an arrangement of
the work of committees, and the reports to be presented
by them, whereby particular emphasis should be given to.
matters closelv allied to current needs.
However, in
making plans along any such line due consideration must
be given to the fact that these are times of rapid changes.
The measures of today may not meet the emergencies of
tomorrow, so it would seem desirable to give the committees a certain amount of latitude in their instructions
in order that they may be enabled to adjust their work
and reports to the changing conditions. This would require some supervision, but a general instruction, to consider the matters of most immediate and vital importance,
would seem to require but little amplification.
There is no question but that the convention has been
It can be done
justified by the results obtained this year.
again, but the greatest good can be secured only by defi-

molding the activities of the association to the
changing times, not only as to the work of the committees
But
but as to the discussions at the various sessions.
the duty of the membership does not end here, for as
nitely

March

21,
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pointed out by Cliairmaii Lewis of the Cominittee on
Economics of Railway Labor, it is tlie patriotic obligation
of all members to participate in the work by giving conscientious and prompt attention to any circulars sent out
It is only by doing their part in full
by committees.
measure that the association can accoini)lish the (Ksirt'd
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Mr. Moimett gave a few of the suggestions
gotten up by the h'uel Administration with reference to
precautions Tecommendcd for minimizing the danger
from s])ontnneous combusticjn of coal in storage.
bustion.

A

end.

Relic of

The photograiih shows

Bridge and Building Meeting
.About 20 members of the .\merican
ers' Association, including a number of

Wood

Preserv-

members of

the

Executive committee, met in room 1124 of the Congress
Hotel at 4 :30 yesterday to make plans for the convention next October.
.-Vt the annual meeting held in Chicago last October, New York was selected as the locaOwing to the conditions
tion for the next convention.
prevailing in the east it was the sense of those present
at yesterday's meeting that the 1918 convention should
again be held in Chicago.

Sir

Edmund

Sir
of the
night,

Cambrai

icrman lulmet which Fred
Poor, president of the P. & M. Company, Chicago, has
recently received from Captain Fred A. Preston, aircraft division. Signal Corps, located in France and formerly manager of sales with this cnmjiany. This helmet
was takcti from a dead German si>ldicr after the battle
a

(

Edmund Walker

who was a speaker at the dinner
American Railway Engineering Association last
is one of the most prominent men in Canada, and
^^'alker,

almost equally interested in matters of finance, of eduand of art. Besides being president of the Canadian Bank of Commerce, he is chairman of the Board
of Governors of the University of Toronto, chairman of
the Board of Trustees of the National Gallery of Canada at Ottawa, chairman of the Royal Ontario Museum,
and chairman of the Art ^tuseum of Toronto.
is

cation

Today's Program
The

reports scheduled for presentation before the convention today are as follows

Roadway.
Iron and Steel Structures.
Wooden Bridges and Trestles.

A German

Trench Derby

The condition of the sweat band in the
helmet indicated that the German had been running some
before being killed. This helmet is considerably heavier
than the French helmet, which in turn is heavier than
those worn by the American troops.
It is of pressed
manganese steel construction and weighs approximately
three pounds.
of Cambrai.

Masonry.
Ties.

Signal

Stresses in Railroad Track.

Signs, Fences and Crossings.

and R.

Track.

gineers' Club.

Wood

The Necessity of Coal Conservation
talk

was given before the

S.

A.

X

of Committee
of the A. R. E. A.
was held Tuesday evening in the En-

The following members and

Preservation.

Following the presentation of these reports the officerselect will be installed and other business transacted.

A

Committee Dines

The annual dinner

Rail.

association yesterday

morning by O. Monnett, a member of the Coal Conservation Committee, United States Fuel Administration, Illinois section, on the necessity of coal conservation and the precautions to take in the storage of coal.
He stated that the United States will demand bituminous
coal during 1918 to the extent of 600.000.000 tons and
from the best available knowledge anri information the
production will not be in excess of 550.000,000 tons, the
country being confronted with a shortage of 50,000.000
tons, which will have to be made good by more scientific
methods of combustion and by conservation in other
ways or it will be necessary to shut down some of the
less important industries. Bituminous coal can be stored
under water for any length of time without deterioration
or loss. Where it is necessary to store it in open piles
precautions should be taken to prevent spontaneous com-

past

members were

pres-

ent:
J. A. Pcabody, signal engineer, C. & N. W., Chicigo.
Frank Rhea, Saltburg, Pa.
G. E. Ellis, signal engineer. Division of Safely. I, C. C.
F. P. Patenall. signal engineer, B. & O., Ballimore. Md.
A. M. Burt, chief engineer, maint. of %vay, X. P.. St. Paul, Minn.
Mott Sawyer, Supt. C. M. & St. P.. Spokane. Wash.
M. H. Hovey, consulting engineer, Madison. Wis.
W. H. Elliott, signal engineer. N. V. C. Albany. N. Y.
F. L. Hodgson, consulting engineer. Gen. Ry. Sig. Co.. Rochester. X. Y.
J. C. ;iIock. signal-electrical engineer, M. C. Detroit. Mich.
T. S. Stevens, signal engineer, Santa Fe, Topeka, Kan.
A. G. Shai-er, consulting electrical and signal engineer, Chicago.

Too Mucha da Big Eyed Chick
bunch of "dagos," working on the track, killed a
big hoot owl which they dressed, broiled and added as a
delicacy to the noonday meal. About 3 p. m., the boss
noticed a cessation of work on the part of the dagos.
An investigation found them clinging to the willows
and vigorously hollering "Eu-rope! Europe!'" The boss
proceeded to address them. "Hey, there! \\'aat ta 'ell's
dagos? Lookin' fur another
the matter with you
.\

job?

Hey!" One of

"Oh, God!
chick."

the Italians replied in a faint voice

Sicka da

bcl'.

Too mucha da

big-eyed
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American Railw^ay Engineering Association
Proceedings
A

Report of Wednesday's Sessions Including the Presentation
of Six Committee Reports With Discussions

SECOND day's SESSION of
THEEngineering
Association was

the

American Railway

way Operation and Uniform General Contract Forms.

9 :30

Abstracts of these reports and of the discussions are
given below. The report of the Committee on Roadway
was postponed until today, while the report of the Track
committee, originally scheduled for presentation on Tuesday, will also come up today.

called to order at

m. by President Sullivan, with the room well
filled.
Reports were presented during the day by the
committees on Electricity, Yards and Terminals, Economics of Railway Labor, Ballast, Economics of Raila.

Report on Yards and Terminals
HE PRINCIPLE OF good yard

design comprises three fundamental requirements, which are:
To get the train into
(1)
the yard and clear the main
line.

To classify the cars in
(2)
the yard, v^-hich includes all intra-yard movement of cars and
engines.
To get the train out on
(3)
tlie main track and clear the
yard.
With these principles in mind,
the following suggestions arise
in the form of direct questions:
Can you extend your
1.
yard lead or construct one adjacent to the main track
maximum
train, so that an
of sufficient length to hold a
arriving train can clear the main track quickly before
entering the yard and a departing train may clear the
yard quickly before going out on the main track? If
trains arrive or depart at close intervals, can a second
lead track be constructed? These lead tiacks are some-

may enter and leave the yard with a miniof interference with switching movement?

that trains

mum

Are your yards so arranged and have you sufficient
3.
running tracks so that you can take a transfer from one
end of the yard to the other without interfering with the
usual switching?
Could the efficiency and capacity of
the yard be increased by the enforced holding open of a
track (otherwise used for holding cars) as a running
track?
4.

so arranged as to give the
with switching and the greatest elasof movement, or can additional crossovers be put

Are your crossovers

least interference
ticity

Where

the number of tracks
fixed and where the number
of classifications has increased, can connecting crossovers
be so located between these classification tracks as to
reduce the number of movements for the required classiin to secure these results?
in the classification

fication

times called receiving or departure tracks.
2.
Are your connections between (a) main tracks,
(b) lead tracks, (c) drill tracks (or tracks on which
switch engines operate), (d) yard tracks, so arranged

660

yard

is

?

5.
If your receiving or departure tracks are too short,
can you lengthen one track in each yard in order to take
care of the maximum train?
6.
Are your caboose tracks so located and have they
such connections at each end that cabooses may be
handled with the least amount of switching service?
7.
Can you take the engine ofif your train and get it
to the roundhouse, and also get it from the roundhouse to
an outbound train without materially interfering with

switchinsf?

March

21.
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S.
C'an vol! lacilitati- haiidliiif; ro:\d i-iij^incs l)v providing a "tie-up," "parkinj;" or "engine storage" track
near the engine terminal ?
Can voiir yard engines clean fires and take coal,
9.
sand and water without delay ? Do you change switching crew where engine works, or do you send the engine
to "tie-up" track for change?
10.
.\re the trackmen given an opportunity to repair
busy tracks? Are you having yard derailments or delays tlue to bad tracks, particularly at curves, switches

and frogs?

Can you quicken the movement of trains through
11.
the throats of the yard by putting on switch tenders at
these points during the busiest part of the day?
Is the present assignment of tracks in the yard
12.
for the various operations the proper one?
Can you

13.

in

Can you

14.

any case improve the yard movement

movement

by reversing the

facilitate

changes in grade

sive

of traffic

?

switching

in the

yard

at

making inexpenany point? If you

liy

hump, can you change

the grades of the
switching?
Are you using the cut-list system in hump yards
15.
to avoid confusion in classification and to fix responsibility for damage while handling cars?
16.
Can you improve switching conditions after dark
by installing lights?
17.
Are you handling any cars through the yard witn
more movements than are absolutely necessary?

are operating a

hump and

facilitate

Could you

weighing and lessen interference with other switching by rearrangement of existing connections or by the addition of other connections
18.

to the scale
19.

as to
20.

facilitate

track?

Are your bad-order and repair tracks so located
require the least amount of engine service?
Can you lessen the cost of icing cars by changing

the track layout

?

your car inspectors properly organized, and
so located and equipped that they do not delay switching
21.

.\re

or the departure of trains?
22.
Can some terminal delays be avoided by the installation of compressed air lines to charge the brake

equipment of trains and avoid the delay of pumping
air on the train after an engine is coupled on?
23.
.\re your outgoing trains delayed "Waiting for
Orders?"
24.
Is your yard or road service hampered due to
lack of proper telephone facilities or other means of
communication ?
25.
Is the time of switching crews wasted by faulty
handling of waybills?

Scale Specifications and Rules.

The committee presented

specifications for track scales

which were practically the same as those submitted a
year ago and published in the Railzvay Age Gasette of
March 22, 1917. page 583.
The committee also submitted as information the rules
adopted by the American Railway Association on Equipment for Testing Track Scales and on the subject of
Scale Test Cars. The committee has not as yet made a
study of these questions and is, therefore, not in a posi-

recommend the adoption of these additional rules
and specifications by printing them in our Manual.

tion to

Conclusions
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That the Track .Scale ."specifications and Rules be
(2)
adopted and printed in the Manual.
That the rules adopted by the American Railway
(3)
,\ssociation on Equipment for Testing Track Scales and
on the subject of .Scale Test Cars be received as information and printed in the Proceedings.
Suggestions for Next Year's Work.

Make critical examination of the subject-matter
(1)
in the Manual and submit definite reconunendalions for
changes.
Report on the handling of freight in double-deck
(2)
freight houses and the cost of operation. Also report on
handling freight by mechanical means.
Continue study of typical situation plans of pas(3)
senger stations and methods of tlieir operation.
(4)

Report on

classification yards.

Committee: E. B. Temple (P. R. R.), chairinan: B. H.
Mann (M. P.), vice-chairman; \V. G. .\rn (I. C.), H. Baldwin
(C. C. C. & St. L), Miles Bronson (G. C. T.), G. H. BufRess
(D. & H.), A. E. Clift (I. C), L. G. Curtis (B. & O.), H. T.
Douglas. Tr. (C. & A.), A. C. Evcrliam (U. P.), E. M. Hastings (R. 'F. & P.), H. W. Hudson (N. Y. Conn.), D. B.
lohnston (P. L. W.), F. E. Lampherc (B. & O.), H. A. Lane
"(B. & O.), A. Montzheinicr (E. T. & E.), H. J. Pfcifer (T. R.
R. of St. L.), S. S. Roberts (Cons. Enpr.), C. H. Spencer
ri. C. C), E. E. R. Tratman, E. P. Wcatlurlv, W. L. Webb
(Cons. Engr.), A.

J.

Wharf

(P.

&

P. V.),

T.

G. Wishart.

Discussion

H. B. Mann (vice-chairman)
The question of the
present emergency, as far as tcmiinals is concerned,
seemed to be divided into two parts first, congestion in
the yards and terminals, which may be created either by
some big error in a certain yard, which is apparent to
everyone, and may be corrected by the mere spending of
money in large amounts and second, a collection of
little things, such as congestion in certain yards and terminals due to little defects, which have as much of an
:

;

;

one

one.
sent out a circular to a number of railroads, and while they received very encouraging replies
from a few men, the consensus of opinion seemed to be
that the experts that were required were not avaibible.
If experts were not available, the committee felt that the
association had matter in the Manual that might assist,
and if it could be placed in a form that those who were
interested could handle it, we still might have the neceseffect as

big'

The committee

sary results.
W'ith that end in view, they

felt that a catechism was
perhaps something that officers not interested in the association, or not having the time to read the Manual, could
handle in the best way. The committee then formulated
a list of 25 simple questions, taken almost entirely from
matter in the Manual, put up in a fomi that men who do
not read the Manual might apply, and apply in two
ways. First, through the members of the association on
second, railroads, neighbors of
their individual roads
those who knew how to handle associations, but had not
Manual
of recommended practice.
had that interesting
Tliat handling could be beg'un in two ways first, by
the committee of experts that the line might send out
second, by sending out the list of questions to each division or each officer interested, and have him answer yes
or no for that division, and send those replies in to the
headquarters of the property, and then the men at headquarters could take the necessary action.
I wish to say in explanation
E. B. Katte (N. Y. C. )
of conclusion 2 that this concern has worked in a cooperative way not only with the Special Committee on
;

;

:

The committee recommended
That the Catechism of Yard Design be printed
(1)
in the

Manual.

Track of the American Railwav Association but the Com-
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mittee on Iron and Steel Structures of this association
also a committee of the Scale Manufacturers" Association, and there is one correction that the committee
would like to have you consider as made without objection.
That is with reference to the capacity of scales.
Leave out all after the first paragraph. This suggestion
has been made after a careful consideration of the specification by a member of the Committee on Iron and Steel
Structures of this association.
The President It is understood that under the heading "Capacity" the vice-chairman suggested that everyThat
thing after the first paragraph will be omitted.
includes the matter under the second paragraph down to
:

under section 3, paragraph A.
(Mr. Baldwin then read the balance of the heads of
the reports, numbers 3 to 11.
I move the adoption
O. E. Selby (C. C. C. & St. L.)
of the conclusion and the placing of the specifications in
the Manual.
(Motion carried.)
The President: The third conclusion simply recommends that the matter be received as information, which
the Board will take cognizance of.
(b)

:

IS NO SUBJECT of more importance to the railways than

The

increasing cost of
living, and the removal from
the American field of many
thousands of workers from all
walks of life for military duty,
and of other thousands to war
industries, only partially explains the present difficulties of
employers. There is an unrest
among men there is a labor atlabor.

;

mosphere surcharged with an
energy which must be wisely
directed to prevent dire calamity.

The committee presented an
indexed tabulation of publications each of which treats
wholly or in part on some phase or phases of the Economics of Labor. This tabulation gives the name of the
author, the title and date of the publication, and the shortest possible description for the guidance of the investigator.

Methods

of Securing

Labor

The following

arc the principal methods employed on
American Railways for obtaining maintenance of way
and construction labor
(1)

Through

the

Foremen:

This

is

generally ap-

plicable in rural districts.

Through Padroncs or Interpreters: This
(2)
method generally used in obtaining foreign labor.

is

the

The

laborers are engaged through their representative who,
as a rule, either acts as an assistant or intermediary between the foreman and the men and is paid at the rate
of an assistant foreman.

Through Labor Agents

These agencies are genlarger cities where surplus labor
congregates, the labor agent acting as a sort of middleman between the laborers and the railway. In many cases
the railways undertake to obtain all their supply from
some representative labor agent. The latter also may
represent several railways.
(3)

erally located in the

:

64,

No. lie

(The committee was dismissed with a vote of thanks.)
We have the following letter from the
Regional Director, R. H. Aishton
"This will acknowledge receipt of your letter of the

The President

:

30 instant, together with proof of the current report of
Committee on Yards and Terminals relating to 'War
Emergency Yard Improvements' and the 'Catechism of

the

Yard Design

Operation.'
"I think that your suggestion at this time that a copy
of this report be placed in the hands of every operating
officer would be of very material advantage in the consideration of the various matters in so far as this particular regional district is concerned, and I will be very
glad, indeed, to see that a copy of the report is placed in
the hands of each of the regional western railroads, and
will, furthermore, suggest similar action to the other regional directors. One of the large problems confronting
us is increasing our capacity and the suggestions are
directly in line with this policy.

"I would suggest that a sufficient number of copies be
printed for distribution, and I will see that they reach
the various railroads, together with some comment of
your own about the matter."

Report on Economics
HERE

Vol.

of

Railway Labor

Through Contract Feeding Companies: These
(4)
companies contract with the railways to feed their labor
and, in order to keep the camps full, they will also arrange with the railways to supply the laborers. As a
rule, the latter are confined to the floating labor,

but not

gangs of foreign labor. The feeding companies usualh' arrange with labor agents to supply the men for
to

them.

Through Exclusively Operated Railway Labor

(5)

A

few roads have provided their own labor
agencies in about the same manner as that usually employed by the labor agent, but this has not been developed
to any great extent.
Through State and Federal Labor Bureaus:
(6)
This has been attempted to a greater or less extent of
late years, but for various reasons it is seldom that these
agencies can supply the class of labor that is required
for railway purposes.
Through Representatives of Foreign Govern(7)
ments
In some of the larger cities these men have acted
as labor agents for recent arrivals of immigrants from
their respective countries in much the same manner as
the independent labor agent does.
Of late years, this
has not been an appreciable factor and since the war it
has ceased altogether.
The methods employed by the railways for obtaining
labor have, in general, remained the same for many years.
Tiiey have competed in the past with contractors and
manufacturing establishments employing large numbers
of common laborers.
Labor agents or padrones were
formerly the sources of the labor supply, but there has
been a steady decline of late years in the classes of men
large part of the better
that reach the labor agents.
class of unskilled or common foreign labor that formerly
went directly to the railways now reaches the mills and
factories through channels other than the labor agent,
whicii results, as a rule, in a poorer class of labor only
licing left available for the railways through these agencies.
There has also been a steady decline of all classes
of common labor available for railway work, due to better and more remunerative opportunities in other lines
of industry. The railways have met this condition in an
unorganized and desultory fashion, adhering to original
Agencies

:

:

A

March

21,
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mctluiils of omplnynu'iit anil endeavoring; to obtain

the
additional labor required by various practices such as
low
hourly
addinjj
for
hours
maintaining' a
rate, but
extra
not actually worked in order that the daily waj^e may be
increased without atTecting tiic hourly rate. Also a {gradual lessening of supervisory ctTort on the part of the foreman and others in order to hold the men, has contributed
to a greatly decreased eft'iciency.
The National Immigration law. which became effective
May 1, 1917, requires a literacy test and, it is believed,
will tend seriously to curtail the supjily of common labor;

the exception of Mexico, its full effect may
after the war.
It is believed by the committee that the lime has come
when there must be a better understanding by the railways of their labor problems; and more study given to
the improvement in methods of securing, organizing and
educating unskilled or common labor; also that there
must be co-operation among the railways, looking towards the conservation of the labor supply, especially
in the large centers.
Committees consisting of a representative from each railway entering the larger labor centers could, to advantage, be formed to study local labor
conditions and to keep their resjiectivc companies informed of labor conditions generally. These local combut, with

not be

felt until

mittees might be made up of persons who are directly
concerned with the employment of the greatest number
of laborers in the territory tributary to such centers.
In a study of cost for common labor by the sub-committee on labor of the Chicago Zone Railways (an organization consisting of all the roads entering in Chicago and sujiporting the Presidents' Conference Committee), the sub-committee has grouped and defined common or unskilled labor as follows
Native:
(a)
Consists of laborers who reside in
the vicinity, most of whom maintain homes within access of the work.
As a rule, this class of labor is the
most efficient and no expense, other than the daily wage,
is incurred by the employer.
The amount of this class
of labor available for construction work is usually insufficient.

(b)

work
their

in

Foreign:
Consists of laborers who come to
groups usually through a labor agent or one of

own number who

acts as a leader.

These men usu-

board themselves. Transportation and free housing
are provided by contractors or the railway company.
Consists of tramp laborers,
(c)
Hobo Labor:
nearly all of whom are employed through labor agents
and for whom transportation, housing and feeding facilities are furnished by the contractor or railway company.
Laborers in this group differ from those grouped as forally

eign laborers principally from the fact that they are employed singly and their continuity of service is of such
short duration.
It is customary for railways to provide free transportation for common labor when entering their employ.
Special equipment is sometimes necessary, and frequently
the.se trips cover long distances.
Foreign labor will generally arrive at the destination without desertion
but
in the case of the hobo, there is considerable loss, the
amount being proportional to the length of the trip and
weather conditions.
Cases are reported where special
equipment was provided for shipments of over 200 miles
and less than 20 per cent, of the men arrived at destination.
The average arrivals for all distances is probably
;

about 85 per cent.
There is frequently a further loss of about 15 per
cent, caused by the failure of laborers to accept actual
service upon their arrival at the work.
While this is
especially true of the hobo, it applies, te a more or less
extent, to all classes of laborers who come to the work
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singly,
l-'or extra gang and construction work it is customary, where possible, to ship men from the labor center so that they may arrive at the wurk in the morning
or early part of the day in order that the men may be
set to work immediately; otherwise, the loss from those
not accepting service is increased. .\ certain percentage
may be expected to desert after having obtained supper,
lodging and breakfast without having performed any
work whatever.
iMireign labor is affected quickly by rumors of slight
increases in pay and better working conditions.
It is
not utnisual for an entire force to leave the work on a
few hours' notice. The rate of pay is not relatively so
im])ortant with hobo labor as with other ty|)es of laborers,

.Studies extending over some years indicate that free
transportation and intoxicating liquors are among the
im]>ortant factors in promoting short service, which, in
the case of hobo labor, is its greatest drawback. These
conditions are aggravated by poor working conditions
and surroundings. While longer service is obtained from
foreign labor transported free of cost, the practice is
open to more or less criticism. By means of this universal free movement, common labor is enabled, often
upon a mere whim, to move back and forth without cost
to the laborer from one part of the country to the other,
causing a great decrease in man-power with resulting disorganization and increased cost of work to the railways.
It is a question whether better results would not be
obtained if all roads were to discontinue this practice and
charge for transportation on some basis that, while protecting work at a distance from labor centers, would
discourage this wandering tendency of much of the com-

mon

labor.

Unfortunately,

it

does not rest with the railways to

A

remove

entirely this source of difficulty.
large percentage of free travel is on freight trains, between, in

and under cars, which for various reasons, the railways
have apparently been unable to control. Town and city
ordinances contribute, to some extent, to this troublesome problem. Better co-operation between the rail-

ways and

states

would do much

to

improve

this condi-

tion.

Unfortunately, the true reasons are not always given
and the figures can only be taken as pointing to the
protiable cause the desire for ready money is more frequently the reason.
Laborers will leave and return to
the same job in the course of a few days, the lost time
being spent in idleness. Co-operation between railways
;

and

local

authorities

and

better housing

and working

conditions would greatly ameliorate this condition.
It will be noted in the above statement that the average length of service for the year 1*^17 is materially increased over that of 1916. This is in part due to greatly

improved boarding and housing

facilities.

of immigration caused by the war and the
effects which must culminate because of it has, however,
completely changed conditions. The conditions brought
about by the war now make it imperative that readjustment- be worked out which will have for their purpose
better conservation of man-power, and more careful
selection and continuity of service of the common labor
necessary to maintain the railroads.
The committee desires that this be considered a progress report, and that the subject be continued during the

The stopping

coming

year.

Feeding and Housing Maintenance of
Way and Construction Employees

No one type of camps or method of feeding men can
be offered as a standard applicable to all roads or even
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gangs on one road or on one di\isi()n of a road.
In many ways each camp is a problem in itself, although
a successful plan at one point will be applicable to other
camps of the same general character. The most important condition governing the character of the housing
and of the food provided is the nationality of the men
in the gang.
The Italian does not desire the same kind
of food as the hobo, nor does he want it provided in the
same way. .\lmost every nationality and class of labor
employed on track work has its peculiarities and customs which must be respected, if the men are to be retained in the service of the road.
The highly localized labor of a few years ago has now
become a thing of the past. The conditions of the last
three years have caused almost all classes of men to
move more freely from one part of the country to another
than ever before, with the result that there is a greater
diversity of forces on almost every road than was found
a few years ago. This condition makes necessary the
closer study of the housing and feeding of these men in
order that their wants may be satisfied in a manner approximating that to which they have been accustomed,
for unless this is done they will become dissatisfied and
go to other work. On many roads the class of men now
employed demand widely differing accommodations from
those provided a few years ago.
Extent to which housing is necessary depends on a
number of conditions other than the nationality of the
men employed. Important among these are the availability of local accommodations and the extent to which
the gangs are moved from place to place. The practice
is quite general over the country to provide houses for
section foremen at points where the foremen find difficulty in arranging for them, .\lthough limited originally
to such points where they were provided to enable the
roads to hold foremen, this practice has spread on some
to all

roads until

it

has

houses. In past years

become standard to provide such
it was unnecessary, except in isolated

instances, to provide housing for section forces, as thty
locally and lived at home.
With the

were recruited

advent of the foreigner into track work it has been nece.ssary to provide lodging for him, as he is unable to
secure accommodations in many communities along the
line.
This has led to the very common provision of
bunk houses at section headquarters in which these men
can live. Such facilities are provided for about 75 per
cent, of the track forces on the Long Island, which employs foreign labor almost exclusively.
The character of the housing provided for section
laborers varies widely.
On the Seaboard Air Line,
where the negro is employed almost exclusively, it is
the standard practice to provide four houses for the use
of that number of laborers and their families at section
headcjuarters in addition to the house for the foreman,
enabling each negro laborer to bring his family with
him. On those roads in the Middle West on which both
native and foreign laborers are employed in section
gangs, housing is commonly provided only for the foreigner, although no difference is made in the wage.
Car bodies removed from the trucks and i)laced on
the ground are most commonly provided as living quarters for these men, although a number of roads have
designed and built bunk houses for this purpose. Where
it is neces.sary to provide housing for laborers of this
character, the latter practice is much to be preferred.
The car body has little to recommend it other than its

ready portability and its supposedly low first cost. At
section headquarters, where accommodations of this
character will be required jjermanently or for extended
periods, a road can well afford to provide more convenient and sanitary arrangements.
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The provision of housing accommodations is even
more necessary with extra gangs. Even if the work is
such that a gang may be located at one point for a considerable period, it is frequently impossible to recruit a
sufficient force locally
and it then becomes necessary
in most instances to house such gangs in camps.
addition
these
In
to
fixed camps it is necessary to
house the men in floating gangs who move from one
;

place to another as the work progresses.
This is the
more common condition, particularly on the railways in
the West, where extra gang work is confined very largely
to the renewal of rail and ballast and to similar work
which progresses from one point to another. The earliest and the most common type of portable camp is the
converted box car.
In most cases the cars which are

are small and of light capacity, and for
reason they have frequently been condemned as unfit
for revenue service.
From the nature of its construction a car of this character is difficult to maintain in a
sanitary manner and, as a result, it has come into quite
general disfavor among laborers in recent years.
Because of the important advantage of ready portability
the railways have been hesitant about giving up cars for
the housing of men, but the general prejudice against
them because of their unsanitary condition has led a
number of roads to revise their standard plans materially
to improve conditions during the last three or four years.
One of the most important objections to the old type
of car was the number of men crowded into it, bunks
being ordinarily provided for 16 men in a 34-ft. car.
Probably the most important improvement which a number of roads have made in the design of their cars has
been to reduce the number of men housed in each car.
Another important consideration in the design of a bunk
car is ventilation.
Until recently it has been the common practice to place two windows in each, end of a car,
one on each side.
practice much to be preferred is
that of the Missouri Pacific car, whereby a window is
placed opposite each upper and lower berth.
In many cases it is not possible to equip a sufficient
number of cars from those condemned for revenue service and it then becomes necessary to take other cars from
commercial traffic. The car shortage of this year has
illustrated the cost of this practice and has given an incentive to the development of substitutes for the box
car which still possess the advantage of portability. Thus
the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul has designed a sectional building about the size of a car body, which is
in this service

this

A

new lumber by company car])enter forces and
which can be taken down and loaded on a flat car for
movement from place to place. The Chicago & Northwestern has developed a somewhat larger building which
can be handled in the same way. The Southern Railway
and a number of other roads have.equipped some of their
gangs with portable steel buildings, several types of
which are now on the market. .\n important advantage
of these portable buildings is the readiness with which
they may be fumigated and maintained in a sanitary conbuilt of

dition.

Other roads have resorted to tents in which to house
The Los Angeles & Salt Lake housed a
number of gangs in tents equipped with board floors
last year.
The Buffalo, Rochester &• Pittsburgh also used
tents for two or three years, although it has recently
abandoned them for jjortable shanties.
floating gangs.

Equipment Provided
The character of

in

Camps

the equipment provided in bunk cars
and the responsibility for its provision vary greatly on
different roads and, in many cases, between different
camps on the same road. It is the common practice for
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also
a railroad tn ])rovi(lc tlio Inmks in
I'leyoiul this point tlio responsibility varies, the
stoves.

is the diflicnity in preventing some f(iremen from taking
ailvantage of the men through excessive charges and in

providing; their own heddinj; in some instances and
the contractor tioinjj this on other roads, while on still
others all bedding equipment is provided directly by the
railways.
Until a few years ago wooden bunks were almost universally employed in cars and in camps, these bunks
frequently being installed in the cars by carpenters in
the spring and removed at the close of the season when

other ways.

tlie

men

Aside from
the cars were returned to revenue service.
the expense of equipping the cars with wooden bunks,
these bunks have been objectionable because of the great
ditTiculty in kecjiing them free from vermin and dirt

This
in other ways.
has resulted in a rapidly increasing use of metal bunks
of which several types are now available. While wooden
bunks are still to be found in many camps and on many
roads, they cannot now be considered in accord with
the best modern practice and are not to he recommended

and they have been unsatisfactory

for a

modem

camp.

The best method of feeding track lat)orers is a much
disputed question and one concerning which there is
much controversy at the present time. Without doubt no
one method is equally applicable to all nationalities and
to the widely varying conditions.
.Vt the same time no
one phase of the treatment of track labor is more open
to criticism at the present time than this, and it is important that the railways give this subject more attention.

With some

nationalities, as, for instance, the Italian,

men to feed themselves in
own way. While this frequently results in their
underfeeding and lessens their efficiency, it appears to
be the only arrangement under which the men will work.
However, in most cases it is not only possible for a road
to feed its men directly, but it is actually necessary for
it to do so, as the only practical way in which the men
can be fed.
In the South it is the very general practice for a foreman to feed his men and to charge them for board, the
company protecting the foreman against loss by deducting the amounts due him from the pay of the men. With
this plan it is possible for the men to express their desires regarding the amount and character of their food
directly to the foremen and to secure what they want
is

necessary to allow the

their

more

readily.

The most

serious objection to the plan

While most roads on which this system is
jirovide supervision of the charges for board

made by the foremen, it is very difficult to detect and to
prevent irregularities, particularly among colored lalxjrers.
On the New York Central Lines west of P.ufTalo
it was formerly the universal practice for the foreman
of each gang to buy the provisions and collect from the
men pro rata for the exact cost of the food, and this
practice is still followed with white men.
Foreign
la!>orcrs are now fed by the track supervisor through the
foreman at a fixed rate per man which allows the supervisor no profit, while negro gangs are boarded at a fixed
price per week, the charge being deducted by the company

in all cases.

The

practice most commonly followed in the West is
contract the boarding of all gangs to a contractor
specializing in this work and to leave all details regarding the purchase and preparation of the food to him,
to

the

required to provide their own bedding
roads. On other roads bedding is furnished by the boarding contractor in connection with his
arrangement for the feeding of the men. Other roads,
particularly in the East, provide the bedding themselves.
Other facilities commonly provided by the railways
at camps include stoves, washbasins, etc.
There is also
a distinct tendency in the more modern camps to provide
conveniences for the men, such as shower baths, hot and
cold nnining water, sanitary toilets, etc.
In addition to
these facilities the Baltimore & Ohio lias added a steaming room for the steaming of clothing, and stationary
tubs for the washing of clothes in some of its more recent camps.
Another development in some of the more modern
camps is the provision of a separate room or car for a
lounging or clubroom in which the men can spend their
spare time.
In some instances where camps have been
so equipped, daily and illustrated papers are provided and
other inexpensive attractions offered to occupy the spare
time of the men and keep them more contented in the
senice.
The Feeding of Employees

The men are
on a number of

it

effect

in

company deducting

pay of each

man and

the

amount

turning

it

for board from the
over to the contractor

With such an arrangement the railway usually
provides the cars or camps and supplies such as stoves
directly.

and

while the contractor furnishes the dishes and
all kitchen help.
Generally the contractor who feeds the men in the camps also operates a
labor agency with a view to keeping the gangs full. By
this method a railway transfers the responsibility' for
the feeding of its men to an organization specializing
in this work and gains the benefit of this specialization.
At the same time this arrangement introduces a third
party between a railwav and its emploves whose interests
generally do not coincide with those of either of the other
two.
tables,

cooking utensils and

This conflict of interest has led to the operation of
commissaries and the feeding of men directly by the
railways in a number of cases. The New York, New
Haven & Hartford, the Delaware. I-ackawanna & Western and the Pennsylvania Railroad have adopted this
plan, and the latter road reports that camps operated in
this manner are much preferred by the men.
In general
the policy of a road furnishing its own camps is to provide the men with a sufficient amount of proper food
and without profit, removing the tendency for the exploitation of the foremen.
Where the boarding of the men is contracted to a commissary company the rate per meal, or more commonly
per week, at which the men are to be charged is determined hy agreement between the company and the contractor, and the men are advised of this arrangement

when

hired.

The amount due

the contractor

is

then de-

ducted by the company from the wages due each man
and is remitted directly to the contractor.
On the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis the company boards its own men in evcrv' gang except one or
two special organizations employed on construction work.
The men are charged for board on the basis of cost
which was computed several years atjo. this amount being
deducted from the daily wage. No deduction is made for
rainy days, while gangs are moving, or where men fail
to work for any other reason.
No readjustment of this
charge has been made in recent years on account of the
increased cost of supplies.

To compensate a boarding contractor for the increased
cost of foodstuffs and at the same time to keep the rates
charged the men for board at a reasonably low figure,
the Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh now pays the contractor five cents for each meal furnished a laborer actually at work. The Maine Central accomplishes the same
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its foremen, who feed their men,
for the actual cost of board in excess of 50 cents per
day. The New Haven pays part of the cost of board in
still another way, charging the men $4 per week for the
first four weeks they are in the service of the company

purpose by reimbursing

thereafter.' This latter rate, which
than the actual cost to the company, is offered

and $3.50 per week
is less

men

remain

in the service.
extra and construction gangs, paying them a fixed wage in addition to
board and then paying the contractor for all meals served
without making any deductions from the pay of the men.
This eliminates all accounting between the company and
the men and removes all uncertainty and cause for dispute concerning deductions from the pay checks, a very
important consideration in the mind of the negro.
Another method to protect a boarding contractor
against the high cost of foodstufifs is to pay him the
actual cost of the food and service plus a fixed percentage. This plan was adopted at several camps on the Big
Four last year and has also been tried on other roads.
The committee also presented descriptions of a modern camp on the Baltimore & Ohio and of the system

as an inducement to the

The Southern goes

still

to

further with

its

adopted by the New York, New Haven & Hartford to
feed its men. Abstracts of the laws of the various states
governing the housing of men in camps were also included.

in

compiling data

based on the reports received from 20 railroads of the
Two
distribution of labor on 76 special track sections.
of these roads have reported discontinuing this report on
account of insufficient force and abnormal conditions of
labor.

Conclusions

That the Bibliography be accepted as information

and printed in the Proceedings.
2.
That the report on Methods of Securing Labor be
accepted as information and printed in the Proceedings.
That the report on Feeding and Housing of Main3.
tenance of Way and Construction Employees be accepted
as information and printed in the Proceedings.
Suggesfions for Next Year's
1.

Work

Study and report on plans for organizations

to

obtain labor for railways.
Continue the study of equating track sections.
2.
3.
Study and report on typical plans of boarding-cars
and boarding-houses for railway laborers.

Lewis (D.

&
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S.

S.

&

H

Discussion
E. R. Lewis (Chairman)
In introducing this report.
the committee asks that the members keep in mind the
date when this report was written. It was completed in
November last year, and the committee realized at that
time the impossibility of anticipating the probable changes
in the situation, and it was decided in committee at that
time that it would be necessary to consider such changes
as we were pretty sure would occur on the floor of the
convention today.
:

manner

possible.

There are various methods of conserving labor in railThere is the possibility for improving working
conditions and the methods of hiring, distribution, feedmg, housing, the grading of wages and the opportunities
for advancement.
There is also the possibility of the
ways.

introduction of labor saving devices along these lines.
vast importance of the labor problem to this association and to the world is a matter of common knowledge
to us all.
The maintenance of way department of the
railway may be expressed in relative money terms.
There is more money spent for labor in the maintenance
of way department of railways than is spent for maintenance of way material. I think it is safe to say that
labor amounts to from 53 to 56 per cent of the money
spent.
You are urged, therefore, to give this committee
and the association the benefit of the very fullest discussion and interchange of thought here today.
want
results now for the season of 1918.
want it not
only for this association, for the railways that we represent, but for the governments of the countries at war.
In this period of unrest this is a matter that I think
should receive the serious consideration of us all.
are on a war basis.
have had many routine duties
and still have, but they are changing from a peace basis
have changed and we must look at things from a
war standpoint. This matter of labor is the most important thing we have to consider, and there are routine
duties that we can put ofif from time to time or delegate
to someone else, while we respond to inquiries relating
to this matter of getting and keeping matter for the railways, for any labor that we conserve means conservation
for all, and further than that, there have been times when
the circulars from committees have not received the attention thev should receive at the time of a world crisis
As you know,
like this, when our work is important.
the association must depend on the committees, and the
committees must depend on the membership for these

The

We

We

We

—

The committee recommends:
1.

These changes have come thick and fast. At the present time the railroads are definitely under active government control. It is presumable that the railway employees, including maintenance of way labor, will receive
the benefit of employment ruider some sort of governmental agency, and that the railways will be benefited by
the furnishing and the equitable distribution of adequate
man power in this crisis. But the labor question is none
the less a serious question.
It is becoming daily more
apparent that the railways must conserve labor in every

We

Equating Track Sections

The committee reported progress
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—

responses.

Last October, while tlie committee was formulating its
were brought up in connection with the
securing of labor, with a great deal of emphasis, which
have not been included in the report, because of rapid
change in the situation.
It is believed, however, that
suggestions along the following lines represent the fast
crystallizing thought of the members at large of this association, as well as the members of the committee.
report, matters

These points are

as follows
In order to secure a more uniform distribution, especially of unskilled, floating, or unemployed labor, it is
recommended that centralized agencies (preferably under
the control of the Regional Directors) shall be maintained in all large labor centers throughout the United
States.
Such agencies should, where possible, co-ordinate with state and municipal agencies.
Thev should
contain a division or bureau especially devoted to securing common labor for railways.
2.
For the purpose of strengthening centralized agencies, in the event that they shall be established, the railways .should call upon them for such additional labor
1.
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cannot be obtained in their local fields before endeavoring to obtain it ilirongli other agencies.
In order that the railways may meet the demands
3.
of transportation with safety anil promptitude, it is essential that they shall be et'liciently maintained.
As an
aid in its accomplishment, as well as to i)ermit co-operas

ative ctTort to be

more

(luickly elTccted

between the

rail-

ways themselves or throuj;h the duly constituted governmental authorities, it is recommended that each railway desij;nate some person familiar, by trainini^ and experience with such matters, to study in detail the labor
requirements necessary for the proper maintenance of
its roadway, also to collect all available ilala looking toward the utilization of the various kinds of lloating and
otlier railway labor which in the past it has been found
difficult to hold in continuous employment.
\'ery often a gang of laborers are disorganized after
leaving the service of one railway when with a little
preparation they might easily be employed without loss
of time and without loss of efFicicncv to the railways by
a second railway and again by a third.
In connection with "bibliography" Air. Lewis said:
After some consideratii^i it was believetl that the members of the committee had better compile this bibliography themselves, in order to make sure that nothing
might be overlooked, which at the time of compilation
e.xisted and should be included.
The report on "Methods of Securing Labor" is presented by the conmiittee as a matter of information.
In connection with the subject, "Feeding and Housing
of Maintenance of Way and Construction Employees,"
the matter presented in this report is offered as information which we would desire to have printed in the Proceedings.

E. E.
vision

is

Wendt
made

(I. C. C.)
I wish to inquire what proto insure the sanitary condition in these
Is there
to ascertain the medical conditions.
:

camps, and
any ins]>ection of the camps by trained and experienced

medical officers?
That is covered in the
E. T. Howson {RailTuay Age)
report, but for the sake of saving time that part w as not
read. Certain roads do have regular periodic inspections.
On the Chicago Terminal division of the Rock Island
inspection is made by local company physicians each
month. The Chicago & Xorthw-estcrn has a medical officer who gives particular attention to the sanitation of
camps, the refrigeration of food supplies, and the character of the water, even to the extent of requiring that
water for camps be hauled to these camps from sources
of known quality where the water at the location of the
camp has not been analyzed and proved. Such inspections, however, are all too limited, in fact, they are not
common, but are made on only a few roads.
May I ask if the comJ. V. Hanna (K. C. Term.)
mittee knows anything about the w^ork of the Federal
:

:

employment bureau ?
Mr. Lewis: The committee has some information on
this subject, and I have also had experience with state
agencies.
We have been informed that state agencies
were ready and willing to organize and could provide
labor.
I have on several occasions given them direct
orders for labor.
F. R. Layng (P. & L. E.)
received a circular
from the Federal employment bureau and I went to Pittsburgh to confer with a local government representative
there, who is also representative of the Pennsylvania Department of Labor.
He told me he was in no position
to give us any help in securing common labor.
He was
giving his attention primarily to the securing of skilled
labor for the Government, particularly the ship-building
:

We
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then went to Erie at the other end of our
and consulted with the (j<nernment agent there with
the same result. I think that these bureaus of the Government are really competing with the railroads for labor,
and that we cannot look to them for any help as they are
iiidiisliy.

I

line

at |)resent organized.
( )n our own road we have established a local agent in
Pittsburgh and one in I-'rie, and we have been nKjderalcly
successful in securing labor thnjugh them.
make no
charge for securing a man a job, as the usual employment
agent does' We furnish Iransixjrtation. I think it was
the intention that the Regional Director rather exfK'Cted us
to discontinue that practice.
My investigation resulted
in the conclusion we would not dare do that under present

We

conditions.

W. II. Courtenay (L. & N.) The committee in its
able report has not referred to the economic waste of
moving labor from one section of the country to the
other.
The Louisville & Nashville, which I represent, has lines
:

extending from St. Louis and Cincinnati to the gulf.
In the last two years there has been an enormous quantity of negro labor travel over our lines to industrial establishments and other roads in the North.
That militates against the interest of the cotton planter, the sawmill man, and every other employer in the South.
Of
course, it is a difficult matter to regulate.
I can appreciate the situation of the roads which do not
have a supply of labor living on the lines. They must
get it somewhere. The South has suffered greatly from
that condition.

As a general proposition there is almost no foreign
labor employed on, the L. & N. Our two sources of supply are the negroes of the South and the white people
living in the mountainous districts which we touch at
many points for many miles. It seems to me the best
way, looking to the future, is in providing houses for
them and endeavoring to locate them with their families.
negro will not work without the negro women about
him.
The practice on the road which I represent is
almost invariably to provide a good house for the section
foreman and generally provide at least two double laborers' houses and sometimes more.
I think that is a good

A

plan.

.\nother wise provision in order to obtain labor, which
can be done in the South, if not in the North, is to retain
the track laborers the year around, or at least retain the
majority of them. Formerly it was the custom on our
road to work different numbers of men on the track in
the winter season than in the summer season, the summer
season lasting seven months and the winter season five
months.
We have departed from that and authorized our roadmasters to use a given number of men per year. That
enables us to use the labor to better advantage. There
are a great many men who arc attached to a locality and
they will not work away from that neighborhood. But
in some cases men are content if they can go home once
a week or once in two weeks.
Reference has been made to the boarding car, which
has been condemned in pretty general terms, but the
boarding car is not disliked by the negro. He is a gregarious animal and rather prefers the boarding car. He
does not object to sixteen men in a car, while a white
man might prefer a little more accommodation.
As to building the camps, such as have been illustrated
If a road can get
here, it is a rather expensive project.
men without doing that, it would hardly seem that we
were justified in going to such enormous expense, particularly in a moderate climate.
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As

what the roads

will do for labor, it is a difficult
have managed to hold a good many of
our men, notwithstanding that the coal mines are paying
boys of 16 $4 to $4.16 a day to drive a mule in the mine.
Notwithstanding the fact that laborers can get employment at high rates, they frequently prefer working on
the railroad, and much depends on the treatment of the
men by the foremen. I do not mean the men getting
good food, but having the foreman treat the men with
We
reasonable consideration, as a matter of justice.
have had men leave us and go to other roads, and we
and
very
often,
were surprised to see them come back
the reason they came back was they said they were
treated better. If the laborer is given even-handed justice by the foreman he will appreciate it, and much can
be done by that sort of treatment.
(The President adjourned the meeting for lunch.)
to

proposition.

We
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we are led to think it is necessary to keep up every kind
of activity.
I don't think it is possible to solve the matter without
concentration.
It is a matter of sacrificing someone,
deciding what is less necessary in favor of what is mure
necessary. Of course, there cannot be an exact definition,
but I think all of us with a little consideration could
easily choose the things that are of less importance.
There is one feature in
P. G. Lang, Jr. (B. & O.)
connection with the handling of labor at this time that
in
Pennsylvania,
and
that is the influence
we experience
of liquor on the large overturn among common labor.
I simply want to call attention to this as one factor in
Those of you that are in dry territory do
this problem.
not have this problem probably at all. At least, not to
find that on pay day there
the extent that we do.
is a large percentage of our men who leave us for several
days at a time.
The President That is a subject I would like to hear
If there are some people from dry states I
discussed.
think the association would be interested in hearing what
their experience has been.
have had some exL. M. Perkins (Nor. Pac.)
perience in the state of Washington on the west end of
the Northern Pacific, and our experience is that it is
complicated with the large amount of other work. Under
the existing conditions, men are able to get work very
readily, and they quit just as often as they did before,
but the pay check lasts a good deal longer and they stay
out longer.
have more idle men lying around.
Another aspect of this is
J. L. Pickles (D. W. & P.)
the influence of the commercial labor agents.
Their interests are diametrically opposite to the interests of the
company. The oftener men leave, the oftener they get
their fee, and I believe they offer every inducement to
these men to quit. The railroads would gain a point if
they coukl get away from the use of the commercial
:

We
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Lewis
In answer to the remarks made by Mr.
Courtenay before lunch, it was not intended by the committee to put forth the recommendation for bunk-houses
and to condemn cars for all cases. There are some kmds
of labor that are not like the negro labor. Some of them
would rather have houses than cars if it were possible.
Of course, the sanitary feature is something that we do
not want labor to lead in. It never will lead in it. We
have to at least give the help that is necessary along that
]\Ir.

line as
in

:

near as possible.

Mr. Courtenay mentioned the economic waste of labor
That matter has been covered by
its transportation.
In this connection there

an important

the committee.
Cars are scarce in
matter, which is car conservation.
this country, and in order that cars be available for laborers, they would have to be conserved for that purpose.
Probably on account of the scarcity of cars, there
There will be many
will be more bunk-houses needed.
more cases where we will have to use bunk-houses than
will be repairing
cars on account of car scarcity.
cars that before were not considered necessary.
Edward Gray (C. & O.) I would like to call attention to the fact that the railways are not alone in wanting
labor.
The important matter is to increase the general
supply of labor in the country for all of the really necessary industries, the railroads among them. The measures
that we are considering have been considered by the committee, and of course look to the railways getting their
own supply. They are competitive in their nature. Every
other industry can also serve labor in the same way,
offer them the same advantages, offer them an equal
is

We

:

measure of justice, offer them superior accommodations.
There is a broader aspect. It is necessary that the
supply should be increased, or rather, the total labor
supply of this country should be used for the essentia!
things, and gradually taken from the non-essential things.
I don't think there is any other way in which labor can
be had for the things we want. As it stands now, the
least important of any industry in the country competes
I don't think
with the railways, with the shipbuilders.
that any industry can be named so unimportant that it is
not left free to compete, possibly with advantages in the
matter of securing labor.
The railways have, of course, a fixed price level. Their
power to buy is limited, their power of earning is limited.
try to keep prices down by the artificial fixing of
prices, on essentials, but in the matter of luxuries and
In
the non-essentials, there is no such fixing of prices.
the matter of employing labor they have a possible adThey can give all they want, and the public
vantage.
can buy at any price that they fix. Meanwhile, of course.

:

We

We

:

agents.

Mr. Lindsay: I think we will all agree that the latest
offspring of the association, the Committee on Economics
of Railway Labor, gives promise of being an infant
prodigy. I hope that it will continue its work and realize
all

we expect

of

it.

Labor Saving Devices

An

Ice Cutter Car

E. R. Lewis, of the Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic,
described an ice cutter car which he is using to remove
solid ice and densely packed snow from track centers.
The device consists essentially of a row of teeth of tire
steel, bolted to a steel plate set across the track above the
rails in front of a small plow, both the teeth and the
plate being hung under the middle of the car and being
raised and lowered by means of a counter-weighted lever
operated by compressed air obtained from the locomotive.
The teeth rip the ice loose while the plow throws it outside the rail.
The ice cutter can be operated at from 4
to 6 miles per hour in heavy snow and from 2 to 5 miles
per hour in solid ice, the total cost of operation being about
$75 per day. It is estimated that it will do the work which
would cost $1,500 per day to do with pick and shovel.
This car costs approximately $1,000.

We

Discussion

& P.) The Rock Island has used
the Jordan leveler about the same as Mr. Lewis has
described.
cleaned two tracks at a time and took the
All that Mr. Lewis has
ridge out between the tracks.
R. C. Ford (C. R.

We
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oqually true as lo

It lias
Jonlaii Icveler.
of course takes llie ridge
out and throws tlie snow out well beyond the two tracks.
This winter in our lar^je liurr (^ak yards wc took and
abandoned one track and threw the snow over for five
tracks, piled it up and then took a clam shell and loaded
I don't know how much the saving was
the snow out.
there, but it was a sini[)le thing.
Edwin !•". W'endt (I. C. C.) I understood Mr. Lewis
Does that cost
to say this device cost about $1,200.
include the cutter as well as the car, and if so, was it the
cost in I'M 7, or some other year?

stated

is

tlie

the aiiilitioiial advaiitat^e that

it

:

Mr. Lewis: No,

it does not include the car.
This iceis not nuule to do ilie work of a levcler
in fact,
designed
handle
soft
snow,
but
in
yard
after
to
a
it is not
your
leveler
and
all
your
other
appliances,
have
used
you
and you have left snow and ice four or live inches above
the top of your rails. I don't think you can get clear of
I have tried i>lows many times
that ice with any plow.
and never have had any success until I got this tooth arrangement.
Mr. Lindsay: I know many roads in the east would
have given considerable for it if they could have had it
this winter.
They experienced such prolonged cold
weather that the ice formed in the yards faster than they
Finally in descould possibly get labor to remove it.
peration we took a tie 8x12, with a beveled front, put a
6 in. flanged angle iron on the top of it, sharpened the
edge and put teeth in every 6 in., put it in front of a
wheel like we used to spread cinders, and we pushed it
through the ice with good results.

cutter car

;

Oxyacetylene Welding

of

Pipe Lines

J- Ray, chief engineer of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& \\'cstcrn submitted a description of the economies resulting from the application of oxyacetylene welding

G.

to the construction
and repair of steam, air and
other pipe lines. In this discussion the weakness of screw
joints was pointed out and was illustrated with a number of photographs and drawings.
It was emphasized
that good results are obtained by substituting:
(1) Welded joints for screwed joints in smaller pipe
lines.

(2) The more general use of improved flanged joints
on larger pipes under low pressure, to say nothing of the
positive necessity for

them

in high pressure lines.

(3) The use of long sweep bends and elbows to take
care of expansion instead of the primitive double swing
or the complicated patent slip expansion joint.
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the cost of cleaning 48 miles of track would
When in use the grader is swung at
right angles to the track.
It can be lifted over obstructions reatlily by tiie mech;mism of the spreader.

kihur

r.ites

amount

to $7,200.

Discussion
C. K. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
That weed remover was
used primarily in stone ballasted track on the western
division of the New York Central lines, in the vicinity of
Hatavia. It was designed by the superintendent of track,
:

I cannot sjjeak of my own konwlcdge as
to the results attained.
I have seen some of the track on
which the ap|)aralus has been used. It apparently loosens
up the weeds and they die by cxijosure to the sun. Just

A. M. Clough.

how

it is in ultimately killing the weeds, or
acts as a cultivator to ])romote the growth of
weeds, has yet to be determined, but apparently it has
consider.ible merit.

cflicacious

whether

it

Melting

Snow and

Ice

With Steam

C. A. Paquette, chief engineer of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago
St. Louis, presented a description of a hose attachment on an engine tender to per-

&

mit snow and ice to be removed from frogs and
switches by steam. A man at the rear of the tender
regulates the flow of steam by means of a globe
valve.
Actual practice has demonstrated that two
men can clean a switch in six minutes. The steam is
of sufficient pressure to blow the water away from
the switch points and prevent its freezing again.
It
has been found that two men with this equipment
will do the work of 8 or 10 men under ordinary
methods.
Mr. Lewis
On the subject of the use of steam
for cleaning out snow and ice, I might say that we
have for a long term of years used steam hose for
other purposes in connection with snow and ice,
thawing out locomotive water tanks, cleaning the
snow and ice ofT the trucks of cars, and for the running gear of locomotives, and have found it even
more successful there at times than for cleaning out
switch points, because if the temiierature is low
enough the use of steam, and the resulting compensation, if you do not have perfect drainage, the water
resulting from the use of steam is likely to freeze
very quickly. It would not say that it is cold enough
in the northern part of this country to freeze the
steam into ice before it hits the switch point, but it
is pretty nearly cold enough to do it.
Mr. Lindsay
I have used this winter in Albany
an electrical device for thawing switches. It has been
used very extensively on the New York Central in
:

:

Discussion
I might say that we get a
J. y. Hanna (K. C. Ter.)
good deal of service from a device such as was just
shown in making repairs. We cut rails. We cut bolt
holes and repair frog points.
The street railway companies repair frogs by taking a hard metal, hard steel of
some sort possibly they use electric steel and they
harden up these worn points right in the track without
removing them.
:

—

—

A Weed
W.

Grader

\'aughan, engineer maintenance of way of the
New York Central, submitted a description of a weed
grader consisting of an attachment for a roadbed spreader to loosen up stone ballast and to destroy vegetation
between tracks and on the shoulders. This grader can
be 0]>crated at the rate of six miles per hour and, on the
basis of eight hours ])cr day, will cover -48 miles of track
at an approximate cost of $3L
It would require 10 men
6 days to clean one mile of track by hand. At present
(i.

the electric zone, where power is easily accessible
and com])aratively cheap, and it has given remarkable

In my case, I was using it experimentally, to
see what it would accomplish in colder climates than
the zone around the Grand Central Terminal, and we
had two switches equipped with this device, which
consists of a resistance coil buried in the ballast between the ties and the switch rods, to a depth of
about three inches below the top of the ballast. When
a storm starts the signal maintainer goes in and turns
the switch, and after the switch has been on for a
time the area of ground is warm enough so that you
can feel it, and the current is left on until the storm
During the winter we never touch these
subsides.
two switches, although we had an army of men on
the others. In that particular experiment the cost of
current was $25 per month per switch.
results.

Mr. Ford:

What

did the installation cost?
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could not tell you that oilhand.
Francis Borden, the division
engineer of the Grand Central Terminal, he will be
able to give you all the information you desire.

Mr. Lindsay:

If

you

will

A

I

write

to

Tractor for Railway Service

A. Morse, chief engineer of the Rock Island,
spoke on the uses of tractors in railway work. He
C.

said in part
The proposition I am to present to you
is the result of my spending my life on the granger
roads. The result is that 1 have become somewhat of
a farmer.
Last fall I was over on the northwestern
lines and we found a lot of work was being done
that should be done, and we found that we were offering 60 cents an hour for farmers' teams for mowing
rights of way, and matters of that kind, and could
not get the teams. It also occurred to me that the
farmers were substituting tractors for teams, and I
:

wondered where we would be when the farmers got
through with the teams and used tractors.
Returning home, I took the matter up to find out
what there was in the way of a tractor that might
be applicable to railroad work, and I finally got
knowledge of a small caterpillar tractor, and I took
up the matter with the parties manufacturing it, and I
got some estimates and asked authority to purchase
one.

I

figured in using

it,

to use

it

in

connection with

the shoulder ballast, and I hope to show you one before we get through with this meeting which is used
a good deal in the northwest on level ballast, by which
you can clean about ten miles of shoulder ballast a
day and do it at one-tenth of what it would cost to do
it by manual labor.
Also it can be attached to a mowing machine, by which you can fix up the shoulder of
the bank, or repair a ditch, or plow ditches, or use

Report on Economics
\Ew COMMITTEE ON Economics
Railway
was
Operation
created by the Board of Direction subsequent to the 1917 convention, to which it assigned the
following subject:
Study the
relations between railway operation and the location, construction and maintenance of railways, and report on the possible scope and field of action
which should be assigned to the
committee on Economics of
Railway Operation, and make

of

such

progress

reports

as

are

possible, in the order of relative

importance.
The committee feels that its function should be the
consideration of matters coming within the classification
of "Transportation" together with such other matters as
affect transportation costs, or as are affected by transportation methods.
For instance, economics due to water
treatment, which affects transportation expense, would
involve a consideration of the maintenance and operating costs of water softening plants, etc. this committee
could use maintenance data secured from other committees in such cases in so far as possible.
On the other
hand, the matter of treating ties is one which does not
affect any transportation costs, and should not come
within the province of this committee. The subsequent
;

it
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as a scraper, or do anything of the kind that

He
you

desire.

persuaded the makers of the tractor to take
I
an interest in the matter of constructing tractors for
railway work. I got them to ship one of these tractors
to the Exhibit, and send their advertising man down
finally

here to show some slides and to explain a little in
regard to it. My idea was when this was done we
could judge for ourselves whether or not it was applicable to railroad work and maintenance work.
After the talk a number of slides were thrown on
the screen illustrating the Cleveland tractor.

A

Derrick Car

G. W. Vaughan, engineer maintenance of way of
the New York Central, submitted a description of a
ten-ton derrick car which was first developed on this
road in 1910. The car consists of a steel platform
approximately 40 ft. long, supported on two 4-wheel
standard M. C. B. trucks.
boom and supports, together with engine, coal and water pockets are placed
on the platform. The boom consists of 10-in. channels thoroughly braced with channel diaphragms and
lacing and is approximately 22 ft. long to the main
hoist and 30 ft. long to the auxiliary hoist.
The

A

boom

is swung with a bull wheel which is equipped
The car is equipped with a
with roller bearings.
It
20-h.p. engine capable of a direct pull of 5,000 lb.
has a lifting capacity of 3,000 lb., with the boom at
the
car
and
working
ft.
from
the
right angles to
28
center line of the track. The car is operated by one
man. When unloading rail, three men are required,
one to operate the derrick car. one man to haul on
the rails and another one to release, the hook. From
150 to 400 rails can be unloaded per day.

of

Railway Operation

use of the word "Operation" in this report is on the basis
of this interpretation of the committee's duties.
At the initial meeting of the committee it was decided
to be the sense of the committee that its scope or field
include all matters afTecting the operation of a railroad
but that for the present the committee confine its efforts
to developing economy of operation of existing physical
plants, including such additions as may be necessary for
economical operation, but not including changes in alinement or grade reduction that its efforts may be extended,
from time to time, as the necessity or desirability arises
that as an essential preliminary it proposes to make an
analysis of operating costs, as conclusions and rules cannot be arrived at without analysis of costs and the effect
of capital expenditures.
An extensive Bibliography, prepared by the Library
Service Bureau of the United Engineering Society and
covering 12 subjects under 8 headings, was presented as
;

an Appendix to this report.

Recommendations

for

The committee recommends

Future

Work

that the following topics

be assigned for the ensuing year
1.
Collect data on operation costs from rate case investigations and any other available sources, and report
on the additional investigations necessary to a complete
analysis of operation costs. The committee on Economics of Railway Location should be conferred with by
this

committee.

2.
Effect of variation in the speed of trains on costs
of operation and maintenance.

March
3.
oil

21,

I'.lTccl
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CDiistructum of

:uldili(iiial

main tracks

take the first divisi(m of expense, that is the maintenance
of way, and that they will give their efforts for the present to the second, which is transportation.
I am unable
to sec how the economics of operation can be very much
separated from the economics of location, unless you take
the very broad field that this committee is to cover the
whole subject and tell the people how to rim the railroad.
As a practical matter it seems that dividing the
work among the two committees is all right, but they
are obliged to work along parallel lines.
Mr. Roberts: One of the members of the committee
at one of our meetings sized the situati(jn uj) in this way
he said that heretofore the Committee on Economics
of Location has considered which of two or more things
was the most economic for one condition of use, and
that our field was to consider which of one or more different usages was best for a given line.
Mr. Coburn Some of us understand it. Before we
can solve these problems we nuist know certain things
about o])erating costs, and the information you need to
solve oiHTating jirolilcms is the same information the
other committee needs to solve their problems of location,
and the other committee came to a point where they
found they were up against it, but there was a lack of
definite, com])lete information, so that they could correctly solve llieir problem, and one of the first moves we
have ])roposcd is that we will take advantage of the
expensive work being done in some rate cases, to see if
there is anything in that that will be any help to this
committee.
Mr. Roberts: I think the general idea of the committee agrees very closely with one of the former speakers, that the subject is wonderfully wide, and we would
like to narrow it down so that we could get a good firm
footing on which to make a start.
It appears to me
J. L. Campbell (E. P. & S. W.)
that there is a field for the work of this committee parallel
to, and in correlation with, the work of the Committee
on Economics of Railway Location, and that that field
should be occupied by this committee. My view of the
matter is, the economics of operation is the foundation
on which the economics of railway location is to be determined. The problem involved in the economics of railwav location is the question of finding the place on which
to build the transportation machine, and the proper solution of that problem involves a knowledge of the elements
of the economics of railway operation, possibly not a
knowledge of all the elements, but certainly requires a
good knowledge of many of them, most of the fundamentals.
It appears to me that the work of this committee in
many important respects ought to precede the work of
the Committee on Economics of Railway Location, and
that this committee should be valuable in the determination of the economics of railway location, and it will be

costs of operation ami maintenance.
l-'conomic lenjjtli of o]icratin)j districts.
4.
Continue work on Hibliograiihv.
5.

Commiltoc: F. W. Green (S(. I.. S. W.). chairman; V. K.
Hendricks (St. L.-S. F.), vice-chairman; G. D. Brooke (B. &
O.), Ralph Budd (G. N.), Maurice Colnirn (P. L. VV.), C. E.

Dcnnev (.V. Y. C. & St. I..). (. M. K^an (I. C), L. C. Fritch
(S. A.' I..), U. K. Gillcn (G. T.), C. M, Ilimmelbergcr (C. R. R.
of N. J.), M. V. Hvnes (C. I. & \V.). W. J. lenks (N. & W.),
1. & P.), Frank Lee (C. P. R.), T. dcN.
Macomb, Fr. (A. T. & S. F.). Jos. Mullen (C. C. C. & St. L.),
R. J. Parker (A. T. & S. F.), \Vm. G. Raymond (University
of Iowa), H. E. Riggs (L'niversitv of Michigan), S. S. Roberts,
E. F. Robinson (B. R. & P.), L.'S. Rose (C, C. C. & St. L.),
Mott Sawver (C. ^^. & St. P.). E. C. Schmidt (University of
Illinois), j. E. Teal (B. & O.), G. S. Waid (S. P.), C. C. Williams (l^nivcrsity of Kansas).

Paul M. LaBach (C. R.

—

Discussion
(In tlie absence of the chairman, Mr. Breen, and the
vice-chairman, Mr. Hendrick.s, the report was presented
by S. .^. Roberts, a member of the committee.)
Mr. Roberts: It is the thought of the committee that
we should have the 15oard of Direction outline to it definitely the division between the work of this committee
and that on Economics of Railway Location. It appears
that the work in many respects overlaps, and we were not
quite sure where the division should be drawn.
will
be glad, indeed, to have suggestions, either now or in
writing, as to what that division should be.
The President The Chair would like to state as his
personal opinion that this is one of the most important
Railways are in the
committees of our Association.
transportation business.
The work of this association
for the past 19 years has been largely confined to the
constructing of the machine by which the work is done.
W'c have just awakened at this time that there may be
a question as to how the work shall be done, and I
would reconuiiend to the Chairman of the Committee
on Outline of \\'ork that no obstacle be put in the way
of the work of this committee and its further development.
H. R. SafYord (G. T.) I think Mr. Roberts has stated
that the Board of Direction should give a little more
definite instruction than they have possibly done in the
past, but we have been trying to feel our way a little with
this committee.
My thought is, speaking to the principal

:

We

:

:

:

point that you made, which relates to transportation,
that it is our duty as an association, to try to interest

more transportation men

to

become members, and

this

is

one of the committees with which the transportation men
should be most closely related.
At the present time I
think that one of the greatest fields for this association
to consider for committee work has been that related to
the economics of railway operation, and in connection
with that comes

more or

less the

question of transporta-

tion.

Maurice Coburn (P. L. W.) There is one jKiint about
committee and the Committee on Location, and that
is the data that the Committee on Location needs for the
solution of its problems is the same data this committee
needs for the solution of its problems and both need the
same information. To avoid wasted effort we will have
to work together, and see to it that we do not duplicate
:

this

effort in the

C. P.

same

Howard

:

It

seems

valuable if it provides this association and this Committee
on Economics of Railway Location with such knowledge
and information as mav not be now available.
H. Churchill X. & \V.) I think this committee should
take 11]^ these various economic questions which have been
brought out by the several committees on maintenance
(

.

to

me

that this sub-committee

has pointed out one thing which is eminently true, which
we should all have known beforehand, and that is that
the subject is tremendously vast and could be well divided
between two or three committees.
.\s I understand the question, their idea is that the
Committee on Economics of Railway Locations should

:

and then bear in mind that the unit of
the cost per ton-mile, and that unit cost per tonmile apjilies to maintenance as much as it does to han^\'e have recognized that on
dling cars over the mad.
the Norfolk & Western and worked to that for many
in the first place,

cost

field.

671

is

years.

It

forms a possible solution for many questions

In handling the traffic over the line, of
up.
course, the larger cars and the larger engines, without
increasing the reloads at the same time, form the basis
that

come
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Electrification at certain points makes a
for our gains.
This, however, is limited to points where
large saving.
density of traffic is great enough to warrant it, but I
believe as the others have said, that there is a direct work
for this committee to do, and they can get information
from various roads that will show, irrespective of the
increases of labor, that economies are obtained by dififerent railroads.
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of Work
take careful consideration of the suggestions made
by the committee, and I believe that if this committee
has some difficulties in starting they will overcome them
and make one of the most important committees the asso-

The President: The Committee on Outline

will

ciation has.

(The committee was dismissed with

tlie

thanks of the

association.)

Report of Committee on Electricity

^^^^j^^,
HE FOLLOWING
tions

defini-

were submitted

for publication in

tlie

Proceedings with a
view of their final
the
adoption
for

Manual
trial.
These definitions,
conform with those adopted by

far

year's

after a
possible,

as

U

the

S.

Bureau

of Standards, printed in the National Electric Safety
Code, and those of the American Institute of Electrical
Engineers.
It is recommended that the definitions be
adopted tentatively, with the understanding that they will
be reconsidered in the light of suggestions wdiich may be
received during the coming year.
Bond.
metallic means for connecting two rails to
permit of passage of electric current.
Bonder. An employee qualified to install or maintain
bonds and their appurtenances.
Bracket Support. An arm supporting the trolley wire
or catenary.
Bridge Support.
rigid overhead structure upheld at
each end, supporting the trolley wire or catenary.
Cable. Wires bound together, acting as a conductor.
Catenary Suspension. All forms of overhead trolley
construction in which the trolley wires are attached to
one or more supporting cables, which in turn are attached to the main supporting system.

—A
—

—
—A

—

—

Clearance

Line

(Equipment).

—The

beyond
which no part of the equipment shall project. Allowance must be made by equipment manufacturers for
new equipment for wear on journals and brasses on
axle collars, on rails, on wheels, compression of springs,
sagging of center of car, constructional variations, end
play, broken springs, etc.
Clearance Line (Third Rail). Lines beyond which
no part of the third rail structure shall project.
Conductor. A continuous metallic path for the flow of
line

—

—

electricity.

Contact Conductor.
tem other than the
electrical contact

motives.

—That part of the distribution
traffic rails

which

is

in

with the circuits of the cars or loco-

—

Contact Rail. A rigid contact conductor.
Cont.^ct Rail (Overhead). A contact rail above
elevation of the

sys-

immediate

—

maximum

equipment

line.

iiNcrhead wires or cables
Cross Span Si iimri.
upheld at each end, supporti g the trolley wire or catenary.

—

Direct Suspension. All forms of overhead trolley construction in which the trolley wires are attached by insulating devices directly to the main supporting system.
Distribution System, That portion of the conductor
system which carries current of the kind and voltage
received by the cars or locomotives.

—

Duct Line.
laid

up

—A structure consisting of one or more pipes

in

banks

which may be placed wires or

in

cables.

Electrical Supervisor.

—An

of the division staff,

—

tact conductors.

—

Employees qualified to inspect and make
minor repairs to track and third-rail structure, cables
and wires, and to use hand signals for the protection

Patrolmen.

of trains.
chamber similar to but smaller
than the splicing chamber, and used primarily for pulling cables and wires into ducts.
.Splicing Chamber.
A chamber in a duct line where
cables are spliced and inspected.
Sub-St.a.tion.
group of apparatus or machinery
which receives current from a transmission system,
changes its kind or voltage and delivers it to a distribution system.
Third Rail.
contact conductor placed at either side
of the track, the contact surface of which is a few
inches above the level of the top of the track rails.
Third Rail Gage. Distance measured parallel to plane
of top of both running rails between gage of nearest
running rail and inside gage line of third rail.
Traction Linemen. Employees qualified to maintain
wires and cables and their appurtenances for all railroad voltages.
TkW'SMissioN System. That portion of the conductor
system carrying current of a kind or voltage defferent
from that received by the cars or locomotives.
Tk.\nsmission Line. A system of towers or poles and
cables or wires carrying current from the source of

Pulling Chamber.

—A
—

—A

—

.-X.

—

—

—

—

the

official

maintenance of the electrical
transmission and working conductors, outside of the
power stations and sub-stations.
Jumper. A cable used to connect the ends of two conqualified to supervise the

power

to the sub-stations.

March

Tkollky
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W

—A

ink

flexible coiitiicl coiiductdr iii>ioina-

above the cars.

rily siii)]M)rte(!

by the o|)inion of an .luthority high in the I'ediT.il
ernnient.

The eiinimittee is of ihe opinion thai all water power
developments, both from the point of view of {generation
anil utilization, are subject to such wiile variations, botli
physical and operative, that every situation is individual
to itself; and it is the conimittec's conviction that now,
as never before, there is reason for railroads to investigate anew the financial jxissibilities to be gained by the
development of some of the water powers within their
territories, which, imder past conditions, may iiave been
consiilered uni>rofitable.

The committee rei)orted i)rogress and suggested the
following underlying jirinciples as governing a choice
between steam and water i)ower develoi)ments, or the
use of combined water and steam plants.
The increased cost of coal, being the largest single
1.
factor of cost, outside of fixed charges, in the i)roduction
of steam generated jiower, places such higher values
upon hitherto undeveloped water powers.
2.
Water power on rivers, the average stream flow
which can be increased by storage, may now figure attractively against steam generated power in some locations.

Water

pow-ers on rivers

flow cannot be obtained

from which continuous

may now

figure attractively in

combination with steam plants against steam develop-

ment alone.

Proposed National Electrical Safety Code

The

|ireliminary

Electric

."Safety

editi(jn

of

the

Code was issued

proposed

.\pril

2*)th,

National
1915,

and

submitted for criticism by Dr. E. R. Rosa, Chief Physicist. U. S. Bureau of Standards, De]nirtment of Commerce, Washington, D. C. Since that time the code has
been the subject of discussion by the officers of the
Bureau of Standards and by the representatives of the
national engineering societies.
The object of the code
is

to prescribe

good

electrical ])ractice for all industries,

including railroads, and will be recommended by the
Bureau of .Standards to the various public service commissions and other state legislative bodies for adoption
as mandatory law.
The second edition of the code was
issued November 15th. 1916, for examination, trial and
constructive criticism.
The most serious defect in the
code relates to the retiuirements for the crossing of foreign wires and cables over railroad company's rights-ofway. The standards used for many years by the railroad

companies have been reduced
as will be

shown

specifications for

in the

in

some important

details,

com])arison of the A. R. E. A.

overhead transmission

line crossings.

General Conclusions in Regard to the Code

That the general princii)les of the code are acceptable and desirable as tending to establish uniform
electrical rules in the several states of the Union.
2.
That the code is cumbersome and overburdened
with cross references and would be made more useful if
separated into several pocket-size pamphlets to cover
each of the industries.
1.

3.
That the requirements of the code pertaining to the
crossing of railroad company's rights of way by electric
cables and wires are deficient and below- the specifications
of the .\merican Railway .Association, the American
Railway luigineering .Association and the American
Electric Railway .Association, and should be revised upwards.

4.

That the

legality of the

i

Icu

Recommendations

Water Power

3.

67i

code should be established

The commillee reionimended the tentative adoption and publication in the Proceedings of the Electrical
1.

Definitions.
2.
.\cceplance and publication in the Proceedings, as
information, of tabulated statements showing third-rail
clearances and data relative to overiiead clearances on
railroads, revised up to November 1, 1017.
Continue
the subject next year.
3.
.Acce|)tance and publication in the Proceedings, as
information, of the re])ort on Catenary Construction.
4.
.\ccci)tance and |)ub!icafion in the Proceedings, as
information, of the report on Electrolytic I'.ffect on Concrete in .Salt Water, and a continuation of the general
subject of I-'lectrolysis, with the sending of authorized
representatives to the American Committee on Electrolysis; and asks for further instructions in the matter of
a report on Insulation.
5.
.Acce|)tance of the progress reports on Maintenance
Organization, Water Power and l'~lectrical Interference,
with a continuation of these subjects.

6.

That the report on the National Electrical Safety

Code be accepted and published in the Proceedings,
information, and that the committee be authorized

as
to

send delegates to present a copy of this report to the
Director of the U. S. Bureau of Standards, Washington,
D. C. and to object to the provisions of the National
I'lectrical Safety Code, which tend to reduce the present re(]uirements of the .A. R. \i. A. specifications for
overhead and underground wire crossings, where the
safety of life or property is involved.
7.
That the Contract Form on Location of Power
Lines and Wires on Railroad Company's Rights of Way
be referred to a committee com])osed of members from
the proper standing committees of the American Railway .Association and of the .American Railway Engineering .Association.

Committee: Edwin B. Katte (N. Y. C), chairman; A. G.
Shaver, vice-chairman; A. H. .Armstrong, H. M. Bassett (N.
Y. C), Z. M. Briggs (P. L. W.), D. J. Brumley (I. C).
R. D. Coombs. A. O. Cunninnliani (Wabash). Walt Dennis
(Wabash), R. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.). W. F. Graves, George
W. Kittrcdge (N. Y. C), C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C), W. L.
Morse (X. Y. C), W. S. Murray, J. \. Peabody (C. & N. \V.).
Frank Rh.a, J. R. Savage ( L. I.), M. Schrciber, H. V. Wallace.

Discussion
E. B. Katte (chairman)
Ten subjects have been assigned by the Board of Direction to the Committee on
:

and these subjects have been considered by
Three of the sub-committees are
merely re])orting i)rogrcss, and the others are submitting rejiorts which are briefly as follows:
The revision of the Manual is entirely confined to the
suggestion of 28 electrical definitions.
Some of them
are already contained in the Manual, but are slightly
rearranged. Others are i)roposed definitions, while still
a third class are definitions thai have been taken from
Electricity,

seven sub-committees.

The
definitions of the Institute of Electrical Engineers.
committee in this connection recommends not the formal
adoption al this time of these definitions, but rather that
they be tentatively accepted for the year, and that during that ])eriod those with suggestions to offer send the
revised definitions to the committee, and they will be
considered in time for final action the following year.
The Committee on Third Rail and Overhead Clearances submit practically a progress report, with tables
showing third rail clearances and overhead clearances.
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The Transmission Lines and Overhead and Underground Crossings Committee have submitted a report on
Item 5. Item 5 being on the proper type of overhead catenary construction, with particular reference to the consideration of providing clear vision for signals, co-operating with the committee on signals and interlocking.
A special subject was assigned during the summer by
the secretary to this committee, being a contract form
on location of power lines and wires, on railroad comThe committee was not able to
panies" right-of-way.
get very far

on

this,

and believes

that

it

is

a subject that

should be assigned to standing committees of the two
associations,

and your committee recommends that

this

be referred to a committee coniposed of members from
the proper standing committees of the American Railway Association and of the American Railway Engineering Association.
The main subject that is in the report is the proposed
The code as a whole has
national electric safety code.
been very favorably received by all of the railroads. It is
a very helpful and a very good work. Railroad engineers
really only have two objections to make, and these objections have consistently been made ever since the code
was first considered. The first is clearances. The code

proposes to reduce railroad standard clearances.
The second objection is a structural objection. The
code permits lighter structures carrying wires over railroad companies' rights of way, and your committee
feels that the code, representing a government document, should not reduce railroad standards. The code
Our crossing specifications are disis a safety code.
They do not interfere
tinctly crossing specifications.
one with the other.
(Mr. Katte, after reading the matter headed "General
Conclusions in Regard to the Code," stated that the code
was a voluminous publication and that while it is a very
safe guide for electrical construction work, due to the
cross references, it was too difficult for the average railFive recomroad engineer to use as a specification.
mendations were then presented and acted upon by the
convention.
Morton G. Lloyd (U. S. Bureau of Standards): In
regard to the comparison which is made in this report
between the Joint Specification and rules of the Safety
Code, there are a few matters I want to point out
rjnly as illustrative that this comparison is not as acIn regard to the
curate as we would like to have it.
provisions for heavy, medium and light loading, our
code takes account of the differences in the climatic
conditions between the different parts of the country. It
provides in territories with' medium loading the loading
requirements shall be only two-thirds as great as that for
heavy loading, and that in the case of light loading it
is only to be two-thirds as great as in the medium disThe committee evidently thought we were taking
trict.
one-third off for the medium and one-third for the light,
and stated we had only one-third left.
Another matter is regarding the factors of safety
given in this comparison which arc quite erroneous. One
thing stated is that we only require a factor of safety
of one for steel. The Code very distinctly specifies that
the stress to be used shall be 27,000 lb. How the committee got a factor of safety of one out of that I am
not able to say. The factor of safety for wood poles is
stated to be two. That is correct in a sense, and yet very
misleading in another sense. The same thing is true of
concrete poles.
Another thing to be remembered there is that the
Joint Committee specification has not any requirement
permit them to build
whatever as to maintenance.

We
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weaker line, but require them to maintain it at a
strength where it will do the work required. That seems
to us a much more reasonable requirement and a much
safer one for you as well as for the general public.
In view of these matters and these positively erroneous
items of comparison, I think it would be very regrettable
if that part of this report were passed to final publication
As to our strength specifications, I
as it now stands.
might point out that they also are minimum requirements.
What we have done is to draw up a Code of rules which,
when finally revised, will be effective as far as possible
and we hope will be suitable for the mandatory requirea

ments that may be made as an

official order by state commissions or other administrative bodies who have jurisdiction over this kind of construction.
One other thing that is not at all in the joint conmiittee specifications, which we consider very important, is
the matter of provision for the safety of the men who
are doing the work.
In that connection I will say that
any code of this kind which is developed with the idea
of being eventually made a local standard has got to
cover points of that kind. State commissions are deeply
specification which does
concerned with the matter.
not cover these items is, from their point of view, as
well as ours, very defective and tmsuitable for the pur-

A

pose.

Mr. Katte: I don't think there is anything that Mr.
Lloyd brought out that has not been considered by your
committee, not only at this time but during the past
three or four years. Your committee, by representation
and by individuals, have been to Washington twice.
There is no antagonism on the part of the committee to
If
the Code. The committee is strongly in favor of it.
there is anything in the Code that will strengthen our

we will recommend it to you for adoption.
the items of the Code that reduce your specifications
The two principal items are clearthat we object to.
ances and factors of safety.
The objection to our specification is made by the NaThese men want to
tional Electric Light Association.
cross our railroads with their standard construction.
They cannot afford to build their entire line as strong

specifications,
It is

as that line ought to be where it crosses a railroad, no
matter whether it is a branch line or a trunk line railroad.
The construction should be stronger at railroad crossings
than throughout the country.
In the matter of comparison between our specifications
and the Code, it is naturally very difficult to compare a
precise specification with a very general statement of
The Code is not a specification.
safety requirements.
It is a very general statement of good common practice.
We will all follow that Code, but we want to follow
the best parts of the Code, not the minima.
The other speaker said that our specifications are not
up to date. They are not up to date. The last report
was made in 1915, and that revision was merely minor
changes. Your committee intends to revise this specification and make it more logical and easily read and in-

terpreted.

Regarding the legality of the Code, there are portions
Code which are merely constructional which can
be enforced legally, there is no question about that. Rut
]5art 4 is the principal part the lawyers have questioned.
They brought out the point that when inspection is made
mandatorv, that the municipality or LTnited States government appoints the inspectors, as in the case of fire
inspection, city police inspection of boilers and electric
of the

light installation

inspection.

Regarding the structural features of factors of safety,
It
Dr. Lloyd is quite right regarding our contention.
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tliat the Rurcau of Slamlards is trying
the i)laiis between tlie stroiif^ specifications the
railroads require ftir tiieir own structures, and the somewhat lighter construction which the National I'lectric
is

to

our iinprcssii)n

make

Association permits l't>r their line construction
He has iirojiosed a balance between the two.
!•'.
Auryansen (Lonj^ Island)
I would like first to
call your attention to Rule 201 of the Code, which provides that the minimum requirement in tiie Code may
be waived.
To get down to specific examples, this association's
>;pecification for structural steel is 1S,000 lb. for tension,
and corresponding values throughout whereas the Code
increases that figure 50 per cent on the basis of increasing the wind load from 8 lb. to 12 lb. in what is called
That is not strictly a 50
the heavy loading territory.
per cent increase of both load and stress, because the dead
and
the
ice
load
are
constant,
load
so that as you increase the stress in the steel you are diminishing your
factor of safety.
The Code specifies 700 lb. as the strength of cross
arms, pins, etc., in one place, and in another place it
says that the entire pulling of the wires shall be proThose are two directly contradictory statevided for.
ments, because the pull in a wire may be very much more
than that.
Regarding the minimum requirements, I think there
are verv few here that would adhere to those.
When
Li),'ht

generally.

:

;

Report

of

we are building a line of this character for ourselves wc
certainly must take full account of i)robable growth for
a number of years.
The clearance, which may be cut down to 25 ft., according to the Code, is too low. There is the possibility
of a cross

iiaragraph read, "The proper
iepth of ballast under the tie,"

I wouhl like to give a little experience
the northwest. In January last we had a
rain followed by a cold spell, and for a distance of 35
miles the moment the rain touched any .solid matter it
turned into ice. All of the telegraph wires were broken
in that district.
Of course, against a catastrophe of that
kind, nobody could have any reasonable factor of safety.
The telegraph line that came down weighed seven pounds
:

that

shells

°^ below the bot-

i

tom of the ties.
H.\ll.ast.
A ballast composed of marine
of all kinds which are washed into heaps in the

—

shallow water along the Gulf Coast.
These shells,
for use as ballast, mixed with small per cent of sand,
are secured by dredging.
Granulated Slag. Granulated slag is the product of the
blast furnace, formed by having a jet of water injected
into the molten slag as it runs from the furnace. This
treatment reduces the slag to a granular form.
Bla.st Furnace Sl.\g.
Slag from blast furnaces, w^hich
is poured out as molten slag and allowed to cool.
It is
then broken up by blasting or otherwise, for use as
ballast.
This type of slag is of a light gray color, is
quite porous and lighter in weight than majority of
stone ballast.
Open-Hearth Slag. Open-hearth slag is a product of
the open-hearth steel furnaces, is verv' black and dense,
and contains a considerable quantity of iron, is quite
heavy, and breaks in angular form, and therefore makes

—

—

—

excellent ballast.

in

association.)

from smelters for

re-

ducing precious metals; is very similar in appearance
and consistency to the open-hearth slag. The precious
metal slag is usually black or very dark in color, is very
hard and heavy, and, when properly crushed, makes
an excellent ballast.
Volcanic Cinders. Volcanic cinders are the cinders

—

thrown out by volcanic eruptions and deposited in hills
and mountains, partially free from lava. In appearance, they are much like "burnt clay" or
last, but are usually darker in color, and
and more durable.

—

Skeletonizing Track. The
digging out and removal of
all material from over and
between the ties down to a

Shell

we had

per running foot. That means it was four or five inches
in diameter, and the power wire, being much, heavier,
would be correspondingly greater with the ice on it.
This subject is not a quarrel by any means between
the Bureau of Standards and this committee.
Our interest lies in protecting ourselves against construction
companies or electric companies that may take advantage
of rules that you might promulgate.
(After some further discussion the President stated
that the P>oard would approve the suggestions of the
committee, which was excused with the thanks of the

Additional Definitions

^^''^'^

so that instead of a single span
into one, with a very

nnich larger sag.
The President

itc.

'^^'^'

arm burning,

you may have two spans combined

Committee on Ballast
"Depth of Precious Metal Slag. —A slag

NDER THE nE.VDINT.
Ballast"' in the Supplement to
the Manual as published in Bulletin No. 197; Vol. 19. insert
the word
"proper" after the
first word "the," making the

M^.-^ ^^tJr-^'i^^^^^'^
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Methods and Cost

of

"gumbo" balmuch harder

Applying Ballast

Mechanical devices used to save labor and expense
and to expedite the work fall naturally into sequence
from the pit, quarry or ballast pile to the finished track.
Cars for transporting ballast should be carefully chosen
with regard to the work to be done whether it is to be
on track already laid or for an additional parallel track.
If for raising track, hopper cars should be used with

—

If for parallel track side
the ballast plow- or tie drag.
are to be preferred, especially when air operated.
Convertible cars where the sides swing out and up, when
used with the side plow and unloading engine-drum and
cable, arc fairly satisfactor}- when dump cars arc not
available, which is usually the case when stone ballast
Anchoring the train
is furnished from a private quarry.
and pulling the plow through the train by cable from the
locomotive is a poor substitute for the unloading engine.

dumps

It

docs beat unloading by hand.

—

"••
is ef1.
car, especially when
ir. balfective and should be in general use.
alonglast for new second track work prcvinr
side the running track from side dump cars or unloaded

The spreader

i

by side plows, can be spread out to a grade two inches
below the bottom of tie and to the outside shoulder at a
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speed of eight miles per hour. When not in use on balwork the spreader can be used on a grading dump
and in wet clay or rock will do the work of 50 men and
remain idle most of the time at that.
The only other mechanical tool which seems to require
particular mention is the mechanical tamper.
This tool
has passed the stage where its usefulness under favorable
circumstances needs further defense. Around terminals
and 3'ards where there is a large amount of frog and
switch work, so far as this committee knows, there is no
disposition to question the expediency of its use based
on its merits alone, entirely apart from any question of
scarcity of labor.
Opinions differ as to the amount of
labor the mechanical tamper will save.
It is probably
conservative to say that a gang consisting of 1 foreman
and 12 men, with 4 pneumatic tampers can do as much
work in a day as 20 men with picks or tamping bar, and
do it better. Some supervisors set the figure much higher
in congested territory.
An outline of a typical four-unit and two-unit gang
follows
last

Maintenance Gang for Pneumatic Tamper
Four-Machine Outfit

Foreman
1

Compressor runner

2 Hose and

utility

men

Two-Machine
Foreman
1

1

Outfit

Compressor runner
Hose and utility man

4 Tampers
2 Tampers
4 Shovel and bar men
2 Shovel and bar men
1
Lookout
In either case on maintenance work it is assumed that the
whole crew working as a unit would renew ties, clean
out for tamping and do other preliminary work in advance of the machines. It should be borne in mind, however, that the outfit required with mechanical tampers is
complicated and will break down if not properly handled.
It is a gas engine and is susceptible to all the potential troubles that go with an automobile, substituting
hose troubles for tire troubles. It is an air compressor
and requires the same care and is susceptible to the same
troubles as any other compressor.
The tamping tool
is much like a "Jap" Drill and has its own peculiar
troubles.

\Vhcn used at a terminal when the apparatus can receive proper attention from a mechanic, these troubles
arc not serious. When sent out on a section and left to
the tender mercies of the average foreman of an outlying section gang, unless regularly inspected and "tuned
up" by someone having the necessary mechanical knowledge not only to put the outfit in shape, but to instruct
the foreman in its use, it is liable to be out of order, and
consequently out of service a considerable portion of the
time.

The carriers were circularized about ballasting by
contract and were asked to give the committee their views
in regard to the practicability and the desirability of
contracting for the application of ballast:
(a) On new
construction, and (b) on ati operated line, first stating
whether they had or had not handled ballast work by
contract in recent years under either or both of the two
classes.

One hundred and seven replies were received in connection with new work. Of this number 18 replied that
they had within recent years handled ballast work by contract on new construction, 9 were in favor of continuing
such method of procedure, 6 were non-committal, and 3
were opposed. Of the 86 who had not within recent
years handled ballast by contract on new work, 13 were

in
tal
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favor of trying such a method, 36 were non-commitand 37 were opposed.

One hundred and three replies were received in connection with contract ballasting on an operated line. Of
the 6

who have

within recent years handled ballast by

contract on operated lines, 2 were in favor of continuing

such practice, 3 were in doubt and one opposed. Of the
87 who have not within recent years handled ballast by
contract on an operated line, 8 were in favor of trying
such procedui-e, 32 were non-committal, and 57 were
opposed.
On new lines the arguments in favor of contract work
as brought out by the replies were two
Flexibility of supply and control over labor owing
1.
to

freedom

A

2.

tion,

in fixing rates of pay.

possible low price

owing

to

some

local condi-

such as lack of proper equipment on the part of the

carrier.

The disadvantages were:
(a)

(b)
(c)

(d)

Loss of control over the work.
Less thorough work even under close inspection.
The ultimate cost may be increased.
Dispute over the character and sequence of the

work.
(e)
(f)

Dispute over distribution of ballast.
Dispute over whether or not contractor has fully

performed his duty.
On an operated line the same two reasons favorable
to ballasting by contract will apply as in the case of a

new line.
The same

objections are raised and in addition the
following are cited
Some added danger owing to loss of direct con(g)

trol.

Less complete co-ordination between the conand operating forces.
Greater interruption to traffic.
Claims for extras on account of interference
(i)
with the work.
(k)
Difficulty of ensuring the maintenance of a surface in the working sector that will prevent surface
bending the rail.
(h)

structing
(i)

Conclusion

The consensus

of opinion expressed is strongly against
ballasting by contract in normal times and especially so
on an operated track. Advocates of ballasting by contract do so largely as an emergency measure because
of the greater flexibility of a contractor's organization
in changing the rates of pay and so securing labor in time
of stress. The matter is best summed up in the language
of one of the men listed as favorable to this method. He
says
"My experience on this and other railroads is that
* is to a large extent a necescontract ballasting * *
sary evil."

Comparative Merit of Different Stones
and Gravel and Other Material for
Ballast.

Under date

Physical Tests of Ballast

of July 24, 1917, approximately 30 carriers
were requested to list the various ballasts used of each
kind in the order of their effectiveness and the answers
of sixteen are tabulated in an appendix to the report. At
the meeting in March, 1917, the Association approved the
recommendation of the Ballast committee on the order
of effectiveness of the various kinds of ballast and the
committee has endeavored to obtain from the data in the

March
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appendix tlie order of eflfectiveness of the various classes
of each kind of ballast as follows:

section

677

shown be adopted

Slonc.
(a)
(b)
(c)

(4>

Pit

<6I
(7)

That the changes in the Manual be approved.
That tlic additional definitions be approved and
published in the M.mual.
3.
That the plirascology in regard to "Physical Tests
of Ballast," be approved for the Manual.
4.
That tJie ballast sections be approved and published in the Manual.
2.

I'recious metal .slag.
(Ipen-hearlh slag.
Ill.isl

furnace

.slag.

Rur Gravel.
(<-)

(5)

River or .stream gravel.
Hill gravel (not cementing).
Hill gravel cementing.

Chatts.
(a)
(b)

Chatts from zinc
Chatts from lead
Burnt Clay or Gumbo.

ore,
ore,

which
which

IS

coarse

is

fine.

Committee:

Hard

coal cinders.

Volcanic cinders.

The committee obtained from the Library Service
Bureau of the United Enfjineering Society, New York,
list
of publications on "Ballast and Ballasting." This
a

n

S.

F.),

J. S. Bassett

Soft coal cinders.

-f'l'

H. E. Hale, chairman; J. M. Mcadc (A. T.
vice-chairman; C. W. BaldridKC (A. T. & S. F.),
(M. P.), W. J. BerRen (N. Y. C. & St. L.). H. E.
Boardman (N. Y. C), C. J. Coon (N. Y. C), T. W. Fathcrson
(C. G. W.), G. H. Harris (M. C), F. A. Jones (M. P.), J. S.
McBride (C. & E. I.), William McNab (G. T.), F. J. Parrish
(C. H. & D.), S. B. Rice (R. F. & P.), H. L. Riplev (N. Y.
N. H. & H.), H. E. Stansbury (E. P. & S. W.), Paul Sterling
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), F. J. Stimson (P. L. W.). D. W. Thrower

&

Cinders
(a)
(b)
ic)

in.

1.

Washcc Gravel.
Broken Slag (not granulated).

(a)
(b)

track with 24

The committee recommended
Limestone.
Sandstone.

(21
(i)

(a>
(b)
(c)

A

Conclusions

CoMCLUtlONS.
(1)

for "Class

of ballast."

r '>

Ll-^

LX::::^^ U rvl^-^^

1-^.J

OOUBLt TRACK OH T*H6Et<T

SINGLe TRfcCK O* CuRVC MAXIMUM ClXVATtON

Recommended

Sections for Stone Ballcist on Class

is not a complete bibliography, but it is a continuation of
a search made on the same subject in the library of the

American Society of

Civil

Engineers on October

(I.

W.

C), W. Trapnell (C. & C). D. L. SommerviUe (N. Y. C),
K. Walker (Wab.), R. C. White (M. P.), W. D. Williams

(Cin. Nor.).

10,

Discussion

1906.

Ballast Sections,

With

Particular

Reference to Sub and Top Ballast

The committee made a composite drawing of the balof 10 principal roads. Through this composite drawing was drawn in red the outlines of the Class
A track sections recommended by the committee for 24
in. of ballast to indicate to the members of the Association how the proposed new section compares with other
sections now in use. The committee feels that the Class
last sections

A

A

section should have 24 in. of ballast under the tie as
compared with 12 in. shown in the 1915 Manual, page
55.
To agree on all the points at one time is rather difficult and, therefore, the committee divided the section
into its parts in the following diagram for the purpose
of reaching a conclusion on each part separately.
The committee recommended that the ballast cross-

H. E. Hale (chairman)
The first part that is of
interest will be found under the head of Miscellaneous.
The committee was fortunate to obtain a copy
of the Pennsylvania Railroad's specifications for stone
ballast.
The most interesting part of these specifica:

tions

is

last.

This

the inclusion of physical tests for stone balis the first case of the physical test being
included in a specification that the Ballast committee
has found.

The committee was assigned the question of proper
depth of ballast of various kinds to insure uniform
distribution of loads on the roadway. No conclusion
could be reached by the committee, on account of the
fact that the committee on Stresses in Track had not
completed its report. We must wait until that committee has the report completed.
Under the heading of Methods and Cost of Apply-
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given a proposed typical gang for balfeels that more economy can
be gained by proper organization of ballast gangs
than any other subject that has been given to the
have been able this year to
Ballast committee.
include several different organizations used by different railroads, and have presented them simply as information, with the hope that we will get from other
ing Ballast

lasting.

is

Your committee

We

carriers additional

gangs or organizations, so that we

can in the coming year give you a definite recommendation. That given is rather tentative. The conclusions are simply to carry this question over until
next year.
The next subject given to the committee was the
use and limitation of mechanical tools. We have just
given yovi moving pictures of one of the principal
mechanical tools, and our conclusions are in the report
which we propose be printed in the Manual.
(It was moved and carried that they be put in the
Manual.)
Mr. Hale: In regard to the mechanical tamper,
our conclusions are given in the third paragraph.
I
would like to move that that be ]nit h\ the
Manual.

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Hale
We have received from time to time
some rather interesting data on the cost of the mechanical tamper. Some of it has been printed in this
report and previous reports. It was quite discouraging, and the committee felt it was due to the method
However, they felt that the
of keeping the record.
members of the association would like to' have some
data on cost, and we did not try to summarize it or
average it, but simply reported it to you as received
:

by

us.

The next

subject given us was "Ballasting by Conhad quite a dift'erence of opinion on the
committee, and the conclusions of the majority of
the committee are printed in the report.
(Mr. Hale read the first two paragraphs.) I would
like to move that those be put in the Manual.
tract."

We

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Hale: The next subject assigned to the committee was on Comparative Merit of Dift'erent Stones
and Gravel and other Material for Ballast. The effectiveness of different kinds of ballast was approved
last year by the association, and the committee would
recommend that this be included in the Manual as
written.

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Hale: In regard to the subject of physical tests
of ballasts, there is one recommendation for the Manual.
(Mr. Hale read the first paragraph.)
The committee would like to have that in the Manual,
because that bulletin has a great many tests carefully
tabulated, and anybody that is studying the tests of stone
ballast will get some good information, not only in the
eastern part of the country, but from all parts of the
cmnitry.
I

move

that that be put in the

Manual.

(Motion carried.)
The last subject assigned to the Ballast
Mr. Hale
committee was Ballast Section, with particular reference
Your committee has had this
to sub and top ballast.
subject up for several years, and each year they have
recommended some section and it has not been approved.
The Ballast committee now comes back with the same
The committee itself was
section recommended to you.
:

not able to agree until
parts.

When

this

we

divided the section into three
there was very little differ-

was done
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we

ence of opinion when

realized

it

was necessary

to

have 24 in. of ballast under the ties.
As I understand the recommendation of
Mr. Ford
the committee, they are seeking to have adopted here a
:

A

traffic.
standard ballast section for Class
I haven't
fault to find with this section for some
railroad, but I do think it is unfortunate for this association to go on record as commiting itself to any par-

any particular

ticular ballast section.

Mr. Lindsay: In support of Mr. Ford I would like to
what the committee says "The Ballast
committee is not in a position to recommend any addition or changes in the matter in the Manual under the
heading of "proper depth of ballast.'
The committee
therefore recommends that this subject be reassigned for
the coming year's work."
And yet in the picture they
show a definite depth ballast.
Mr. Hale That is quite true, and the committee feels

call attention to

:

:

that both those statements are correct.
The one is the
question of the proper depth of ballast for uniform distribution of loads, and on that subject we have no information, or really we have quite a good deal of informa-

we

tion,

but not what

nite

recommendation.

recommend the

consider sufficient to make a defiIn this section the committee
shown be adopted

ballast cross section as

A

We

track with 24-in. ballast.
specify 24 in.
have quite a number of roads with a
more than 24 in. In fact, 24 in. is quite common on our trunk lines, and yet the association has shown
no section for over 12 in., and instead of being objectionable in valuation work, we were confronted at one time
with the question that everything imder 12 in. would not
be considered ballast, because this association only showed
12 in. of ballast in their cross section. It appears to your
committee that the committee is very lax in not recommending a 24-in. section.
H. R. Safford (G. T.)
It has been, I think, nearly 14
or 15 years since the 12-in. ballast section in the Manual
was adopted. I have no hesitation in supporting the
24-in. section, because I believe that if we will only take
cognizance of the increase in locomotives and cars in that
length of time we will find that 24 in. is just about
necessary. I hope that this motion will prevail.
The President: They are not asking the approval of
the 24 in.
They are simply asking for approval where
you do use 24 in.
Mr. Ford: I am not objecting to any question of 12
in. or 24 in. or any other depth, but I do object to the
specific dimensions that are shown as being the outline
for the standard ballast section when 24 in. of ballast
is being used.
I want to make it clear there is no question of 24 in. at all, or any other depth that I object to.
Mr. Hale: If that is the case, we have quite a number
of ballast sections in the Manual, and if it is against
recommending a specific section, then, as I understand it,
Mr. Ford, you would recommend that those sections
as Class

of ballast.
great deal

We

:

now

in the Manual be taken out.
Mr. Ford
I don't believe that the recommendation
of the committee should be agreed to, for publication in
the Manual,
^Ir. Pickles: I think the form of the section is all
:

right.

Why

not

make

it

apply to ballast available, so

it

would answer in any depth of ballast?
Mr. Hale That is the idea, that we have to get more
than 12 in. under certain conditions. We know that 24
in. is used.
What we would like to do is to put up a
section that, if 24 in. is necessary, this is the proposed
section, not recommend definitely 24 in., because we could
not pass it. We know that the association would not appro\-e it. If the wording which the committee has recom:

March
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not satisfactory to

g\i\d to cliaiiRc that

;

in

association, \vc

tlic

would

we would chanpc any-

fact,

But
in this section the association desires.
the committee strongly recommend that some section be
in.
is
possible
that
a
with
24
It
shown in the Manual
thinj; at all

679

railroad will want 18 in. and they could very easily split
the dilTereiice between the 12 in. recommended and the
in. recommended.
(Mr. Hale's motion prevailed unanimously and the
committee was dismissed with thanks.)

24

Report on Uniform General Contract Forms

T

PKErAKATiON of a form of
agreement for industry tracks
has recently become a matter
of interest and attention before
ir.

a number of different railway
associations.
This committee

learned that it has been the subject of consideration by a committee of the Railway Development Association, composed of
representatives of industrial defor
partments of railroads,
quite an extended period.
It
has also recently been under
consideration by other associaincluding the General
tions,

Managers' Association of
York, and by the presidents and executives of the
roads centering in Chicago.

Members

New
rail-

committee present

of
at its first meeting of the current season in New York City felt that an
effort should be made to secure joint action between the
Railway Development Association and our Association
relative to the preparation of a standard form of agreetliis

ment for industry

Arrangements were therefore
two associations.
Three such meetings have been held and the
form herewith submitted has been agreed upon by the
two committees for recommendation to their respective

made

track.

for joint meetings of committees of the

associations.

Members

of the Association will note, in the form of

agreement submitted, that no specific provisions relative
to the bargain to be made between the railroad and the
shipper as to division of expense, or ownership of track,
have been incorporated in the proposed form of agreement. These are left open, for insertion at the option
of each railroad, following the lines of the general policy
which it may adopt relative to these matters.
A recommendation as to the general policy to be
adopted by the railroads is appended to the agreement.
The tendency at the present time is undoubtedly toward
requiring the shipper to bear all the expense of the construction and maintenance of the industry track beyond
the clearance line, while retaining in

the railroad the

ownership of that portion of the track located upon its
right-of-way.
This general policy has already been
adopted in many parts of the countrj', while in others
the railroad companies have not yet been able to entirely
agree upon it. Its uniform adoption, however, in so far
as practicable, is recommended for the whole country by
members of the two committees acting as a joint com-

party of the second part, hereinafter called the shipper:

Witnesscth

Whereas, The shipper dosircs industry track facilities,
hereinafter called sidetrack, for the more economical and
!','
convenient conduct of his
business, at or near
'

County of
State of
described as follows:
(Here describe length and exact location of track.)
Station,

,

in accordance with plans dated
(Note
desired insert "identified by the signature of
hereto attached and hereby made a part hereof and

,

—

If

")

;

Whereas, The

operation of cars and engines over
said sidetrack at other than the regularly established
station facilities of the railroad company involves the
risk of damage to or destruction of property and injury
to or death of persons;
Now, therefore, in consideration (Note If necessary
insert one ($1) dollar, etc.) of the above premises, the
covenants and agreements herein contained to be kept and
performed by the parties hereto, and of the payments
hereinafter to be made, it is mutually agreed that the said
sidetrack shall be constructed and maintained, and the
railroad company hereby agrees to operate the same,
under the following terms and conditions

—

Right-of-Way

The shipper

1.

shall

furnish at

5\'|

own expense

all

necessary right-of-way outside of the right-of-way of
the railroad company, required for the proper construction and operation of said sidetrack, said right-of-way
of the
to be satisfactory to the
railroad company.
The cost and expense of procuring or complying with
any ordinance, order, permit or consent whatsoever required by municipal, state or other lawfully constituted
authorities for the construction, operation, maintenance
and use of said sidetrack shall be borne by the shipper.
During the continuance of this agreement the railroad
company shall have the right at all times to enter upon
the property- of the shipper, for the purpose of constructing, maintaining and operating said sidetrack.

Construction
2.
The actual cost of constructing said sidetrack, including roadbed, trestles, bridges, and all other appurtenances in connection therewith, shall be borne as fol-

lows
(Herein insert details covering terms and conditions as
to furnishing labor and material and division of expense
as agreed upon.)
:

mittee.

—

Industry Track Agreement
This agreement, made this.
year
by and between
partj-

of the

company, and

first

.

.

.

day of

part, hereinafter

in the

(Note If desired insert "The shipper shall also
sume tiie expense of recording this agreement.")

as-

Maintenance
called the railroad

i^aid sidetrack shall be maintained
3.
the satisfaction of the

and renewed

to

of the
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railroad company; the work shall be performed
cost thereof borne as follows
(Herein insert details.)

and the

The

title

and ownership of said sidetrack

shall

be

vested as follows

(Herein insert

details.)

Use

The

5.

railroad

company

shall

have the right to use,

without cost, the whole or any part of said sidetrack for
general railroad purposes, provided such use shall not
unreasonably interfere with the use thereof by the
shipper.

The

shipper agrees that

'}^

will not

permit or authorize

the use of said sidetrack by or for the benefit of any
other person, firm or corporation not one of the parties
hereto, nor assign this contract or any rights thereunder,
without the written consent of the railroad company.

Changes or Enlargement
If any change, rearrangement, extension or en6.
largement of said sidetrack or its structures shall at any
time be required by reason of any change in the railroad
company's track or tracks, or because of any changes in
the operating practice of the railroad, or for any other
cause, all expense resulting therefrom shall be borne by
the shipper, unless otherwise mutually agreed by the parties hereto.

Clearances

The shipper shall not erect nor permit to be erected
7.
any building or structure, nor permit any material to be
placed above top of rail within
(
)
feet of the nearest rail of said sidetrack on straight track,
curve,
nor
feet
on
or within
(
)
permit anything to be placed above said sidetrack lower
than a height of
(
) feet above the
top of

64,

No. lie

shall make it impracticable in the
of the railroad company to
continue the connection, and the shipper hereby waives
any and all claims therefor.

use or development
judgment of the

Cancellation, Termination and

Ownership
4.

Vol.

Removal

expressly understood and agreed that if for
consecutive months said plant be
the space of
not operated, unless prevented by a strike or strikes, or
if the title to said plant become vested in or the operation thereof be transferred to some party other than the
shipper, or if any other party operating said plant refuses to adopt this agreement and to agree in writing to
be bound thereby, or if the shipper fails to keep and perform any of the covenants, agreements, terms, or condition, hereinbefore set forth to be by ^™ kept and per11.

It is

formed, then the railroad company reserves the right to
terminate this agreement upon
days' written
notice to the shipper.
Upon termination of this agreement the railroad company shall have the right to enter upon the property of
the shipper and take up and remove any or all the material owned by the railroad company as aforesaid, and
shall not be liable to account in any way to anyone for
any monies paid or expended on account of any of the
track or tracks covered by this agreement, nor for any
damages resulting from the removal of the track or
tracks owned by the railroad company as aforesaid.
Until terminated as hereinbefore provided, this agreement shall inure to the benefit of and be binding upon the
parties hereto, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have executed
this agreement in
the day and year first above
written.

Railroad

Witness for Railroad

Company

By
Company
(Shipper)

By

rail.

\\ itness

for Shipper

Accidents
8.
The shipper agrees to exercise the greatest care in
the use of said sidetrack to prevent cars or other obstructions from getting upon or too close to main or other
tracks and generally to use such means and care as will
avoid accidents of every kind.

The

shipper hereby agrees to indemnify, protect,
and save harmless the railroad company for loss of, damage to, or destruction of ^^?^ property, or the property of

any other person or persons upon the premises of the
shipper by 'j^? request or consent, whether by fire or
otherwise, or of death or injury to any person or persons (except where it can be shown that such death or
injury to person or persons was due solely to negligence
on the part of employees of the railroad company) arising
out of the construction, maintenance, use or operation of
said sidetrack.

Discontinueince
10.

loss or

The shipper shall assume and bear any and all
damage sustained by ^}]^ in consequence of any

temporary or permanent elimination of said sidetrack,
due to the relocation or change in the grade of the track
or tracks of the railroad company by virtue of any municipal action or otherwise, or in event the disposition

of the property of the railroad

Basis for Division of Cost

of Construction

and Maintenance, and
Ownership of Industry Tracks

After leaving the right-of-way of the railroad comall responsibilities of the company as a common
carrier cease and in going beyond the right-of-way, the
railroad company becomes the agent of the shipper in the

pany,

Liability
9.

Recommended

company or

its

future

operation of said sidetrack, thereby contributing to the
economical operation and efficiency of its plant. This
fundamental principle should, therefore, be considered
in determining the basis for dividing the cost of construction and maintenance, and the ownership of such
industry track.
An industrial sidetrack is essentially a plant facility
and furnishes the shipper with service elsewhere than at
the regular station of the railroad company. It is, therefore, recommended, as a matter of equity, in constructing such track, that the following terms as to division of
expense and the ownership of property, should govern
1.
The railroad company may pay for and shall maintain that portion of the sidetrack from the switch point
to the clearance point.
2.
The shipper shall pay for and maintain that portion of the sidetrack beyond the clearance point, including roadbed, trestles, bridges and all other appurtenances.

March
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luiriiun
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21,

upon

tlic

nj^lit-oi-

of the railroad company sliall be and remain the
property of the raih^oad company.
That portion of the sidetrack beyond tlie right-of4.
way of tlie railroad company shall be and remain the
property of the shipper.

wav

Form

of

Agreement

for Interlocking Plant

this form of agreement
meetings, and also discussed it with a subcommittee of the Signal and Interlocking Committee of
The Form of Agreement for Interthe Association.
locking Plant herewith submitted is the result of action
taken at these various meetings.
Members of the association will note that in the submitted form of agreement no attempt has been made to
specify a basis upon which the expense for construction,
maintenance and operation should be divided, because
that portion of the agreement is part of the consideration
which must be determined in each case by negotiation
between the companies interested and because conditions vary so w^idely in difYerent parts of the country
that no specific basis for apportioning the expense has
been considered feasible. This portion of the agreement
is therefore left open to be negotiated and written into

Your committee considered

at three

of

its

f)Kl

ai ciird.iiice with specilu .iiiciii'- which iiavc been approved by the
of the parties hereto, and
identified by their signatures.
The cost of removing any existing safety appliances
or devices shall be divi<led in !i1<e manner as the maintenance and renewal expense of said appliances or devices has heretofore been divided.
The
com^iany agrees to begin the con111

struction of said interlocking plant within
days after the execution of this agreement, and to carry
the same forward to a prompt completion.
(Note Insert penalty clause if desired.)

—

Apportionment of Cost
(a)
3.
The cost of constructing, maintaining and
renewing said interlocking plant, as shown on said "Exhibit A," shall be borne by the parties Iicreto as follows:

;

agrement

the

The

in

each case.

and Arbitration are incorporated in the submitted form, in order to complete
the same.
The committee recognizes the fact, as will
doubtless also members of the Association, that these
two articles are peculiarly the province of the legal officers of the railroads, and that they will therefore probably be modified in many cases, to meet local conditions,
articles covering Liability

et cetera.

.Igreciiient for Interlocking Plant

made

This agreement,
19.

.

.

day of

this

by and between

,

,

hereinafter called the

company.
W'itnesseth that:

Whereas (Note

— Include

thereof.

The expense of maintaining and renewing said interlocking plant shall include taxes, assessments and insurance all losses by fire, flood or other damage caused by
the elements also any change made necessary by an act,
law or ordinance, of a lawfully constituted public
;

;

authority.

(b)
The cost of operating said interlocking plant, including power, heat, light, and supplies, shall be borne
by the parties hereto as follows:

,

hereinafter

company, and

called the

Eacii party hereto shall participate in the ownership
of said interlocking plant in the ratio which the payments made by it for construction of said interlocking
plant, including extensions and changes chargeable to
capital account, bear to the total cost of construction

brief description of condi-

tions, including the location of existing or proposed grade
crossing; an enumeration of all existing agreements, if
any the names of the companies between which agreements were made, their dates, purpose, et cetera).
;

Spare Space
4.
.Spare levers, machine spaces, and building space,
be provided for its exclusive use upon request of
either of the parties hereto, at the sole cost and expense

may

of such party; provided, further, that the other party to
this agreement may hereafter acquire the right to the
exclusive use of the same by cither paying the original
cost, or by providing an equal amount of space of the
kind used when the same shall be required, at the election of the party which originally provided the spare
space.

Whereas, The

Extensions and Changes
parties hereto mutually desire to con-

renew and operate an interlocking plant
crossing, the location of said crossing being shown,

struct, maintain,
at said

and the said interlocking plant to be arranged as shown
on the blue print marked "Exhibit A," dated
,

and of the

identified

of the
of the

hereto attached, and hereby

by the signatures of the
company.
company,

made a

part of this agree-

ment.
.Vo«' therefore, in consideration of the premises and
of the mutual conditions and agreements hereinafter
set

forth, the parties hereto

do covenant and agree as

follows:
Definition
1.
The term interlocking plant, herein contained, shall
be held and taken to include any and all houses, towers,
power plants. machiner}% appliances and appurtenances
required for the operation of the same.

Construction
2.

The

interlocking plant, as

company agrees to construct an
shown on said "Exhibit A," and

Either party shall have the right to make exten5.
sions or changes in said interlocking plant, provided that
they shall not materially impair the efficiency of the same.
All such extensions or changes, arising from changes
made in any existing track or tracks, or made to cover
any future track or tracks or connections, which either
party hereto may have the right to construct, or whicii
may be required by reason of any changes made in the
standard appliances of either party, or which may be ordered by a lawfully constituted public authority', shall
company, and the cost of
be made by the
such extensions or charges shall be borne by the party
hereto for whose benefit said extensions or changes are
made, anrl the amount chargeable to each party for maintenance, renewal and operation in such case shall be determined as follows:
Control of Plant

—

Maintexance. (a) The maintenance and re6.
newal of said interlocking plant shall be under the sole
charge and control of the
company, and it
shall employ competent persons to maintain and renew
the same, and such parties from time to time so em-
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ployed shall be removed for good and sufficient reason
u]ion request in writing of a general managing officer
company.
of the
Each of the parties hereto, through its authorized employces and representatives, shall have the right at all
times to inspect said interlocking plant, as well as the
accounts covering the construction, maintenance, renewal
and operation of the same and in the event that the
;

company

shall

notify

the

renewals and repairs that may
be necessarv for the safe and proper operation of said
^
^
J
-i- ^1
interlockmg plant, and if the
companv
-1
r
.
neglects
for a period of thirty days to make said neces=
,1
J
.1
sary renewals and repairs, then the
com-',,,,
Z
pany shall have ^i
the right to make such renewals and

company
,

.

,

,

in writing of

.

,

-jr^i-^j

.

1

•

I

repairs,

1

and the

.

.

,

I

company

.

1

shall,

1

1

upon pres-

entation of proper bills, and within the time provided
,
•»
1
(
c .
Tf *i
in Section Ten hereof, pay its proportion of the amount
•

,.

(b)
Each of the parties hereto shall, at its uwn expense, keep all switches and derails in its own tracks
free from ice, snow, dirt or other obstructions which
mav interfere in any way with the proper working of
said interlocking plant and in case either party fails to
do so, the other party may enter upon the premises of
the party at fault and remove such ice, snow, dirt or
which event, the party at fault
other obstructions;
shall reimburse the party doing .such work, as provided
in Section Ten hereof, for all expense thereby incurred.
Operation.— (c) The operation of said interlocking
plant shall be under the sole charge and control of the
;

m

employ competent
persons to operate the same, and such persons from time
to time so employed shall be removed for good and sufficient reasons upon request in writing of a general mancompany.
aging officer of the
company, and

it

shall

further mutually understood that either party
may use the operators at said interlocking plant in its
telegraph or telephone service, provided said party shall
give the other party at least ten days' prior written notice of the same but in the event that additional expense
is so incurred, either on account of increased wages of
operators over levermen, or on account of additional employees required, the party using the operators in its
service shall bear the additional expense. If for any reason it becomes, necessary to temporarily take the said
interlocking plant out of service, the control of the flagmen required to protect said grade crossing shall also
company, and the expense of said
be in the
flagmen shall be considered, for the purpose of apportionment, as an expense of operating said interlocking
is

;

'

'

tracks.

Either party shall have the right to carry its automablock signaling through the limits of the interlocking
plant at its own expense.
Where signals perform the
function of both block and interlocking signals, the party
hereto whose train movements are controlled by said
block signals shall maintain the same at its expense.
tic

Precedence
o

t

In .1
the use ofc saidt
•

•

•

t
mterlockmg
plant^ passenger,
c
11
i
express trams shall
have precedence over freight
j
n have
lightt engines; and rfreight trains shall
trams and r
^
j
r
-ri
precedence over light
engines,
ihe trains and
engines
|,f ^,^^
company shall have precedence over
.^^^
^j^^ ^^.^.^^^ ^^^
J^.^^ ^j^^^ ^^ ^^^
(S.

-i

ui'iil

j
'Tid

,.

•

,

i

r

i

1

1

•

i

•

•

i

,

1

1

w

•

•

,

1

i

i

•

,

companv.
Rates

The wages

9.

of employees connected with mainten-

ance, renewal and operation of said interlocking plant
shall be the same as the standard wages paid by the
company for similar service to its other
employees in the same territory.

Payment
jq
^i^jj.jy

payments hereunder

^j^y, ^^^^^ rendition of

-pi^g
;,.,„

of Bills

^^j,

^i^^

_

;

company

shall

proper

be

made within

bills,

shall render bills

cover-

^^^^ ^f constructing said interlocking plant, such

expense to be billed in one statement unle"ss otherwise
agreed upon bv the parties hereto.
"j^iHg covering the operation, maintenance and renewal
^f said interlocking plant shall be rendered monthly
and those covering insurance, taxes and assessments,
annually.
Such of said bills as are based upon payroll cost of
i;,hm- and stock prices of material shall include a fair
arbitrarv charge to cover supervision, inspection, handling, transportation,
accounting and similar undisSuch fair arbitrary charge
tributed items of expense.
shall be in accordance with the recommendations of the
in
General Managers' Association of
effect from time to time, or in the absence of any such
recommendations, shall be agreed to by the parties, or
determined by arbitration as hereinafter provided,
Should dispute arise as to the correctness of any items
included in bills rendered under this agreement, the
party against which such bills are rendered shall pay
all items concerning which there is no dispute, and the
other items shall be paid promptly when the correctness
thereof has been ascertained by arbitration or otherwise.
Liability

'

Material and Labor Supplied by Parties
7.

or other special signal supports, which may be required to
support signals governing the movement of trains on its

Wage

so expended.

It
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Each of the

the other, furnish and install its own derails, switch
points, switch rods, special switch and derail ties and
limbers, all track insulations, poles, cross-arms, pins and

maintain and renew them from time
without cost to the other
party, do all the track work and grading along its own
tracks necessary to prepare the same for the installation
of said interlocking plant, and also provide and maintain proper drainage; likewise, bear the cost and expense of raising and adjusting pipe carrier and mechanism foundations, or the renewal of detector bars, clips
or any other appliances required or made necessary by
the resurfacing, reballasting or rail renewal of its tracks
likewise,
within the limits of said interlocking plant
furnish and install at its own expense any signal bridges,
insulators,

and

E.ach party hereto assumes for itself the responrisk of using and operating its own trains and
engines over the space covered by the said interlocking
system, and also responsibility for the negligent acts and
omissions or the alleged negligent acts or omissions of
its own officers, agents, servants and employees engaged
in connection therewith; and in performance of any of
11.

parties hereto shall, without cost to

will

to time thereafter; likewise,

;

sibilily

and

separate duties under this contract; and will pay
and to third persons all damages which
may arise and for which it may be liable from such negligence and in such operation.
The party having special charge of the management
and operation of said interlocking system shall not be
liable to the other party for the negligent acts or omissions, or the alleged negligent acts or omissions of any
person employed in the operation, maintenance or repair of said interlocking mechanism, but all persons so
its

to the other party

March

21.
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any injury caused by sucli
regarded and treated as the agents or servants of each party liereto, and each of said parties hereby assumes the responsibility fi^)r all damages resulting
from the negligence of such agents or servants in the

Cummittco

eiuplovcil shall, as rcsjiects

neglij;oncc, be

its

its

P.

vided as herein in Section 3 provided.

D. Kaiicctte (S.
R. G. Kciily (M.
I'arkcr (N. Y. C).

,

who

shall thereupon appoint the third arbitrator.
The
three arbitrators so chosen in any manner as herein provided, or a majority of them, shall hear and decide said
difference or dispute, and their decision, or that of a

majority of them, shall be

final

and binding on the par-

ties hereto.

The expense of an

arbitration under the terms hereof
shall be borne by the parties hereto in the proportions
fixed by the arbitrators.
Cancellation of Conflicting Agreements
It is mutually understood and agreed that any and
agreements existing between the jiarties hereto or

13.

they conflict, or are inconsistent with the terms and conditions of this agreement,
are hereby annulled, but in all other respects they shall
continue in full force and effect.
their predecessors, so far as

Duration and Succession
14.
This agreement shall take effect on the.days of
19. ., and shall continue in force
during the existence and operation of the interlocking
plant, or until discontinued by the mutual agreement of

the parties hereto.

The provisions of this agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the paries hereto, their successors, lessees and assigns.
In witness whereof, the parties hereto have caused
this agreement to be executed in duplicate, by their respective officers, thereunto duly authorized, the day and
year first above written.
Company,

By
Bv

I.l,

chairm.nn; C. A. WiUoii,

St.

I.

L.). A. S.

Kent (C.

I.

&

L.). C.

J.

Discussion
E.

H. Lee (Chairman)

:

The preliminary statement

as to the scope of the committee's work for the association will not be read.
suggest no revisions for the
Mamial this year. Briefly stated, we pre])ared a form
and submitted it to the as.sociation last year. I'or reasons internal to the committee itself, the form was not

We

for introduction into the Manual, and during the current year we found this same (|uestion of a
uniform contract form of agreement for industry tracks
was a subject before several other associations and railroad bodies, and it therefore seemed desirable to coordinate our efforts, so far as possible, with these other
bodies, and after several joint meetings with representatives of the association which is principally interested in
this particular agreement, we offered to this association
tliis agreement for its approval and for introduction into
the ^lanual.
I will

just briefly run over

Appendix A, and name

various headings, so if any objections are
gestions offered we can consider them.

made

the

or sug-

(Mr. Lee then read the sub-divisions of Appendix A,
and there was no discussion on them.)
(Mr. Lee then read Appendix B, "recommendations,"
and said)
:

wish to

call attention to the fact that nothing in the
side-track agreement is intended to exclude or prevent
any carrier from inserting: (1) any routing clause, (2)
I

any clause

for the continued use of the right of way to
other established industries beyond, or being served
through, said track (under clause No. 5) by payment of
a per cent on fair valuation of land used mutually valued
or arbitrated if not agreed upon.
I move the adoption of the agreement for industry
track and its incorporation in the Manual. ( .\pproved.
Mr. Lee then read the matter headed, "Report on form
of Agreement of Interlocking Plant," and then read the
headings in the agreement in Appendi.x C.
The President
Is there anything in this contract as
to what company shall operate the plant?
Mr. Lee
That is left to negotiation between the par;

:

:

ties.

.\s I read the agreement, it
H. R. Safford (G. T.
predicated on a situation where two parties are jointly
involved, and where the relation of the two is not that
of junior on one side and senior on the other, and I
have no criticism to ofi'er to the agreement as to that
feature, but this agreement would not apply and would
not protect the senior company in the case of a crossing
where one company was responsible for all of the expenditures. In that case the junior company should take
at least all of the liabilities in connection with the operHas the comation and maintenance of that crossing.
mittee given any consideration to the fact that there must
be a change in the fonn of the contract to cover that
)

:

is

condition

?

The committee considered that phase of the
subject thoroughlv. as one or more members of the committee had identical conditions in the territorv- served.
I wish to move tbp ndnntion of the uniform contract
form for interlocking plants and its incorporation in the
Mr. Lee:

Manual.

Company,
Secretary.

.\.

&

W.

S U. Bradv (Little Kanawha),
W.). John 1'. ConKilon, Thus. Rarle,
L.), G. E. Gifford, J. C. Irwin (B. & A).

&

recommended

12.
In case of any differences or dispute arising under this agreement or concerning the subject-matter
thereof, the parties hereto agree to submit such difference
or dispute to three arbitrators, one of whom shall be
company, and another by
appointed by the
company, and each party shall give to
the
the other party written notice of apjiointment of its
arbitrator, together with his name and address. The two
If
arbitrators so chosen shall select a third arbitrator.
either party shall fail to choose an arbitrator as herein
provided, the arbitrator selected by the other party
hereto, at the expiration of
days after the
date of its said written notice, shall select a second arbitrator, and the two arbitrators so chosen shall select a
third arbitrator.
If within
days after the
appointment of a second arbitrator, as herein provided,
the two so chosen shall have failed to select a third arbitrator, either party hereto may apply to any judge of the
District Court of the United States for the district which
shall then include
or

Secretary.

E. H. Lee (C &
C. l-'rank Allen,

niamliirlain (C.

W.

tenants, lessees

Arbitration

all

:

vict-cli:iirin;iii;
().

own

engines, cars and trains, and those of
and licensees, at the said crossings, and
shall indenmify and save the other party harmless there.\ny expense caused or growing out of the infrom.
jur)' or any workman or employee engaged ujion the construction of said interlocking plant shall be held and considered to be a construction expense, and shall he di-

operation of
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(The motion was duly put and carried, and the committee dismissed with the thanks of the association.)
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FEBRUARY

1.

THE COLONEL'S MESSAGE

which they are engaged and lo the equally
novel if not always comfortable conditions
under which they must live, it is natural that
they should turn their attention

to

.

devising

ways and means of recreation and amusement
lo while away the hours when not on duty. It
is in

that spirit

and largely with

that object in

fulness. Besides its success as an entertainer
and as a medium for ths* exchange of ideas,
which seems lo be assured, it can <Jo much to
stimulate Regimental Esprtl and lo initiate and
foster various other forms of recreation and

PRICE 2h Washers

APPRECIATION

the Base very shortly after being

to

taken sick, and during his five weeks there
was in daily communication with friends from

regiment convalescing there. He was
27 years old and enlisted from Stillman Valley,
III. and had worked for the Chicago, .Milwaukee A- St. Paul Railroad. He was buned at the
Base, and a dozen men from the regimenl,
this

were able to attend the funeral service. He
a very .cheerful, willing worker and
widely known in the regiment.

mind that the Windy City Echo makes its first
appearance. Unlike commercial newspapers it
does not aspire to a large number of subscribers and advertisers but to a large number of
contributors and its success or failure will be
measured in part by the extent to which this
aim is realized.
It is in no sense an official organ. On the
contrary it is the work of the soldiers of the
Regiment acting through representatives chosen from each company and only such restrictions will surround its publication as are required by the censorship regulations and for
the maintenance of military discipline.
The bcho has before it a great field, of use-

1918

13.

can Base Hospital No. 15 on December 16th,
1917, from a complication of diseases resulting from typhoid and pneumonia.
He was

removed

The members of Ihis regimeol, having
growD accustomed to the more or less novel
conditions which surround the work upon

S.

was
was

BUCK UP

The 13th wishes lo thank each and every
one of the friends back home who were instrumental in making our Christmas more enjo^a.ble by sending'over here Christmas boxes
and various other forms of presents
A large proportion of the Christmas boxes
received by the men were grouped in Chicago
and shipped in large boxes, which secured
very prompt handling and insured their arrival
Every
wilh minimum of loss and breakage.
man in the regiment appreciated the amount
of trouble it was to do all the work in connection wilh
notifying their relatives and
getting the packages together. On behalf of
;

the

men we

fitl,

Buck up boy.

bad
might be worse,

ain't so

it

Dog-gone,

A

it

nest wish of Ihe Regimental

why

Id addition to this the employes of the following railroads, which are represented by a

company
grateful

done

And expect

the inner

do things

to

you've gotta

He

KlITZ.

So

bad,

feel

feel

years.

Remember

llie

lonely streak.

the part you play.

Chicago, Burlington A Quincy are scattered
amouog different regiments, the employes of
that railroad got together a fund of more than
gbOO.OO which will go far toward providing the

You're over here lo do your bit
And until then you've gotta stay.

OBITUARY
Prudent R. Van Rissinghem, Company B,
was fatally injured by being thrown from his
train at S
on i)ecember '27th, 1917. He
was born in Nevele, Belgium, and enlisted
from East Moline, Illinois, where he was employed on the Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific
He was a good soldier and a good
friend, and the first man of the regiment to
lose his life on active service. He was buried
Railroad.

with military honors at F
ing his death.

the

day follow-

The services were conducted

jointly by LI. Cutler, Chaplain, and a French
priest from the hospital.
.lesse C.

Main, Company D, died at Ameri-

You're Ihinkin' about the folks back home?
Well they're thinkin' about you loo,
They're mighty proud you're over here
So why the devil feel blue?

So

just

doin'

the things

it

OfTicer of the

lives

much

things like that, that

Be

a

man. Buck Up,

my

make

the

«

:

in

padding up

1

saw you

:

:

lying

in the

»

two Master Engineers

Joe Burnes « Yes sir,
were holding me down. »
" Who were they?
0. of D.
< Haig and Haig. »
J.B.

worth while.

it's all

It's

day

gutter last night.

here to fight hard for

a part of Lifes big game.
Loneliness, love and joy,

But

extras which help se

the regular ration allowance.

wear a smile.

we

That makes our

Why

little

buck up, do your share,

And
It's

:

Another of our benefactors was Vice President E. A. Howard of the Chicago Burlington
A Quincy Railroad, who provided cigars for
every man in the regiment.
In spite of the fact that the men from Ibe

bad for him,

hasn't got, time for tears.

forget about

tendered the

work they have

Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul
Chicago & Northwestern
Atchison, Topek^ A Santa Fe.

guy

it

If

men

are

for

Chicago, Rock Island A Pacific
Chicago Great Western

fight,

man

right.

Why cuss kid, think o( the
Who ain't seen home in

this regiment,

in

acknowledgment

for the

I

in to

Howard,

Illinois Central

You wanta go back? Well so do
And it's that that'll make you
But you can't give

Lang-

C.

L.

barger.

climb into the hearse.

Of course you're takin' a gambler's chance,
But it's a hundred to one you'll win.
So just buck up it ain'l so bad.
Accept it all with a grin.

Commander.

,C. \V.

W

Black, Mrs. N.

D.

Mrs. C. A. Holmes, Mrs. R. E. Sloup, Mrs.
E. H. Shaughnessy, and Mrs. V. H. Hagel-

soldier's alive until he's dead

So

R.

Mrs.

amusement.
That it will seize these opportunities and
thus become a powerful instrument forgood in
shaping Ihe destiny of the Regiment is the ear-

lake this opportunity of express-

ing their hearty thanks to Mrs.

»

:

man,

boy!

Tbo Sullivan

Have you noticed -that all the French girls have
the Arc de Triomphe in their eye?

Med, Oepl.

railways somecopy of the first paper published by the 13th Engineers (Railway) regiment, which is now operating
Engmeenng
where in France." Among the officers of this regiment are a number of members of the American Railway
M. & St. P.) W. Cj.
Association including Charles L. Whiting, major. Second Battalion (formerly division superintendent, C.
su(formerly
adjutant
captam
Carson,
E.
maintenance
of
way,
I.
C.
C.)
engineer,
assistant
Am captain adjutant (formerly
maintenance of way, C. d. W.)
perintendent F D. D. M. & S.): and T. W. Fatherson, captain engineer (formerly engineer

A

;

;

bmbbsm
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of American Railway Engiiiccriitg As

Annual Dinner

Engineering Association

of the

Abstracts of Addresses at the "War-Fare" Dinner Held in the
Gold Room of the Congress Hotel Last Evening
XiNPrrEKXTii ANNiwu
THERailway
Engineering Association

American
was held in the

and brought

DiNNi'.K oi the

Room

of the Congress Hotel last evening with
President John G. Sullivan presiding as toastmaster. The
speakers included Sir Edmund Walker, president of the
Canadian Bank of Commerce, who spoke on "Canada's
Part in the War'" Edward R. Kelsey, governor of the
International Association of Rotary Clubs, whose topic
was "Good Fellowship," and Rev. Stephen K. Mahon.
the title of whose address was "Unsolved Problems."
The program was highly patriotic in character. All
of the speakers laid emphasis on the necessity of taking
all possible measures to back up our troops at the front.
Two tables were occupied by Santa Fc men, while the
Rock Island men filled three tables. The Cornell University alumni also occupied a table as in previous years.

Gold

War

Sir Edmund Walker spoke in part as follows
In speaking to an audience consisting, as this gathering does, of men who deal with facts scientifically the

message must be free of camouflage and boasting while
retaining the courage to give praise where due. Canada
is much misunderstood by .Americans, but it is to .A-mericans like George Louis Beer and Clarence W. Alvord
that the British

owe

their

knowledge of the colonial sys-

tem of Great Britain.
The early Canadians were French, clinging to their
own systems. United Empire loyalists determined to build
on Great Britain's mistakes, the Scotch and the Irish
who love fighting and the English who would not readily
lose touch with the old land.
These are the people who
won successive victories in parliamentary struggles

British dominions
that

only

a

beyond the seas
silken

thread

is

left.

How
in

would such a people act when Great Britain was

trouble?

Tribal feeling

is

the strongest instinct in

man. So we did not hesitate. Great Britain had pledged
her honor for Belgium and by the end of July, 1914, men
from all parts of Canada were either offering military
regiments or volunteering to raise them.
Step by step
there were raised about 400,000 men and then we resortedto conscription to carry out our pledge of 500,000 men.

;

Canada's Part in the

to the

autonomy so complete

To make

this

army

effective

we soon

realized that

we

arm our men.
Canada are not highly developed.

alone must clothe, feed and

The manufactures in
Our problem was to secure machinery, plan factories and
train men and eventually women. The Munitions Board
had to guarantee deliveries of raw materials, build factories and increase the output generally.
The articles
grew from shrapnel shells to aeroplanes and sliips. Xow
Canada is producing these articles in 550 factories. On
these plants the sum of $13,500,000 has lieen expended
for the account of the Imperial Government. Tlie Board
has contracted for a large number of high power aeroplane engines and there are now under contract in Canada
112 steel and wooden ships with 405.600 tons capacity,
value over $90,000,000. The cost of the
at the end of 1917 had totaled $7rO.OOO.In our last loan we asked for $150,000,000 from
000.
received subscriptions for $417,000,000.
our people.
We in Canada are not war weary. It is burned into
us that if the war is lost it will be Ijy the civilian people
Our civilian soldiers made in a few months
at home.
have amazed us. I shall not trv to follow them from the

aggregating

war
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Canada
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at St. Eloi through the battle of Ypres and
other fights which will be associated with the name

fight

first

many

oi Canada forever.
r.etween 20.000 and 30.000 English women are now
Canadian
in France serving as nurses and searchers, etc.
women are serving everywhere. In Canada they are the
bulwark of every charity and are filling men's places in
every walk of life.
Despite submarines the number of vessels coming and
going in all United Kingdom ports was greater in December. 1917, than in February, 1917, when submarine
war reallv began. The British Navy alone has made
this possible.
Great Britain has carried safely across the
sea 13,000,000 soldiers and has only lost 9 transports and
9,000 men.
She has also convoved safely 2,000,000
horses, 25,000,000 tons of war supplies and 53,000,000
of
coal
tons
and oil.
With the entry of the United States into the War our
boys are fighting together. If we can but make democracy
workable, we can together make the world worth while,
which it certainly is not just now.

Dr. Mahon's Address

Mahon spoke

Dr.

in part as follows

Unsolved Problems, we have had them.
We have
always had them. Some have been easv to solve. Some
have caused the midnight oil to burn. Solution has come
when there was a willingness to accept the facts no matter how unpleasant, and to deal honestly, vigorously, and
persistently with them.
The Pilgrims solved the Indian
problem with shotgims, and it was not General Sherman, but General Miles Standish, who first said, "The
only good Indians are the dead ones."'
The American ideal is essentially an ideal of democracy.
In the three great tidal waves of immigration, the
first was for religious liberty
the second for political
liberty, and the third for economic libertv. America, with
all her mistakes, has kept clearly in the conscience of
;

her body politic those ideals of justice, liberty, equality
and righteousness which are dearer than life itself. She
has always desired peace. Her wars have always been

which principles were involved. If sometimes
the nation has seen "through a glass darkly'' tlie progress
has nevertheless been up and not down. The policy has
been that of good will, generosity and co-operation. The
standard nationally has been "of the people, by the people and ioT the people," and not "of the people, by the
wars

in

rascals, for the rich."

Over against

the American ideal of democracy with
reverence for law and reverence for the rights of
others is the Roman ideal, modernized as we see it today
in Germany where the big word is that of "Verboten"
forbidden.
It is found everywhere throughout the nation.; it is the rule of fear.
The leaders of (jermany are
out for a modern Roman Empire thev believe in it.
They have prepared for it at all stages they have been
game for the colossal ri.sks involved. The object is
power the state has no morals. Like the monster
Mrs. Shelley's "Frankenstein," there is the body, the
brute, the mind with its cunning, but it has no soul, no
sense of justice, no sense of obligation a monster who
its

;

:

m

;

—

victimizes.

said that
vain, the priests
It

is

the

German army entered Lou-

and preachers prayed, the nuns wept,
young girls besought brutal men for mercy but all
no avail. You cannot argue with a drunken man, nor

the
to

when

;

preach to a

lion, or persuade a brigand.
America, standthe presence of treaties violated, all the finer instincts of our civilization desecrated, its liberties denied
what must she ask herself? W'hat have I to gain by
war? What would I lose? Would it be the popular

ing

—

in

Vol.

64,

No. lie

Would it be profitable?
move, the expedient thing?
Lincoln said, "A house divided against itself cannot
stand; we cannot exist half-slave and half-free."
We
accepted that doctrine for our nation, a war was waged,
and justice was established.
Now we say, we cannot
exist half-autocracy and half-democracy, and m using
these terms I mean them in no platitudinous w-ay. But
interpreted by our text we cannot exist with one half
seeking to have Lordship over the faith of the people
while the other half is seeking to be helpers of their
joys.

Wliich shall conquer?'
ierniany says, "We shall win";
Bemstorfl: says, "America is too far away" Von Hindenburg says, "America has come in too late." No one
knows what a night will bring forth, changing the destinies of centuries.
In such a situation, we must do
more than simply stand and wait.
(

;

The Great Adventure
Study the great characters of history. Where did
they come from ? The Joan of Arc, the Washingftons,
the Lincolns, the Lafayettes
thev are those who, in response to the common experiences of their day, gave

—

themselves to the bettering of those conditions. This is
injustice, hate, greed, ambition,
the challenge of today
autocracy trampling the rights of humanity under foot
there leaps up in the soul resentment, we see red, we
feel a passion to correct wrong
we must respond to the
challenge or the soul shrivels. \\'hen some of the white
stars of our service flags are being splashed with red
and some being turned to gold, there is no place for the
profiteer and the greedy.
Each must sacrifice. Every
man is in the war. It is the glory of America that she
answers the call of the oppressed.
Christianity is the single solid hope of world peace
so far from Christianity having failed, this is a war for
Christian principles. The rule of Christ only can usher
in the rule of peace.
Therefore, we must not only win
the war, we must win the world. The great issue in the
world today is the Kingdom of God. Underlying the

—

;

material are the ultimate spiritual issues.
Col. House,
on his return from Europe, said to President Wilson,
"There can be no permanent ]ieace until the churches
christianize international relationships."

Good Fellowship
speaker was Edward R. Kelsey, governor of
the International Association of Rotary Clubs.
He outlined some of the things to be gained by "good fellowship" in an organization such as the .American Railway
Engineering Association.
He expressed, by example,
what real friendship means.
However, to secure the

The

last

a man must do his part, the "I-don't-likethat-man" spirit will not do. How much sunshine have
you spread in his path ? Optimism is another attribute
now- so essential.
Acquire the "I-can-do-it" habit. The
success of the Liberty Loan campaigns illustrate what
can be done, and what must be done again with the help

ma.ximum good

of these characteristics.

Meeting of Committee

V— R.

S.

A.

Committee V of the Railway Signal Association on
Maintenance and Operation, L. R. Mann, chairman, held
a meeting yesterday in Room 344 at the .Auditorium
Hotel.
Rules were drafted for the instruction of mechanical men and maintainers for use at mechanical interlocking plants. These are to be printed in card form
Similar rules are also to be
formulated for electro-mechanical electric and electropneumatic plants.
for placing in towers.

March

21.
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An announcement
\ester(lav"s session.

of the results of the balloting

IVesiilent.

Island

&

C

The

tlie

close of

otVicers are as follows:

A. Morse, chief engineer. Chicago, Rock

."^timson. engineer mainteOhio. Ilaltimore. Md.
Second \'ice -President. H. K. Safford. chief engineer.
rand Trunk Railway System. Montreal. Canada.

First \'ice-Presitlent,

1

at

for

racitic, Chicago.

nance of way, Raltimore
1

was made

ICarl

&

H. Kritch.
Treasurer, George H. Hremner,
Secretary,

!•;.

district

engineer Bu-

reau of \'aluation. Interstate Commerce Commission,
Chicago.
Directors, J. L. Campbell, engineer maintenance of

way.

I'rink.

&

Paso

1*11

jirincipal

Engineers' Club will be announced tomorrow,
although as first vice-president of this organization he
has been performing the duties of the president for the
last eight months owing to the absence of the regularlyC'liicago

A. R. E. A. Election of Officers
othcers for the ensuinj; year

(,H7

Southwestern, El Paso, Texas; E. A.
assistant engineer, Seaboard .\ir Line,

He is chairman of a subcommittee on water waste of the Chicago .\ssociation of
Conunerce. He is also a member of a s])ecial committee on i>ublic affairs of the Western .Society of I'jigineers,
Chicago, and is the member of the nominating committee of the American .Society of Civil I'ngineers from the

elected president in Russia.

He is equally active in the work of the
American Railway Association, being chairman of the
sub-committee on engineering, which has been considet'ing clearance legislation among other problems and being a member of the maintenance committee of that same

eighth district.

organization.

Mr. Morse
undertakes,

in

is

an enthusiast

his railwav

work

in

any work which he

as well as in his asso-

m\

I
IIBII

IIBII
Earl Stimson.
First Vice-President Elect

C. A. Morse.

H. R. Safford.

President Elect

Second Vice-President Elect

H. Lee, vice-])resident and chief
Indiana, Chicago.
Nominating Committee, J. E. Crawford, chief engineer,
Norfolk & Western, Roanoke, Va. H. T. Douglas, Jr.,
chief engineer. Chicago & Alton, Chicago J. V. Hanna,
chief engineer, Kansas City Terminal Railway, Kansas
City, Mo.
engineer,
J. B. Jenkins, formerly valuation
Baltimore & Ohio, now in military service; J. E. Willoughby. chief engineer, Atlantic Coast Line, WilmingNorfolk.

\'a..

and

engineer, Chicago

I'..

& Western

;

;

:

ton. N.' C.

President Charles A. Morse
Charles Adelbert Morse, whose election as president
of the American Railway Engineering Association was
announced yesterday, is an enthusiastic believer in the
value of engineering organizations.
Although he came
to Chicago only four years ago and is carrjing the responsibilities of the position of chief engineer of the
Rock Island Lines, a system of over 8,000 miles, he has
found time to take active part in the work of a number
of imjwrtant engineering organizations and has made his
influence felt strongly in them.
In addition to assuming the presidency of the American Railway Engineering Association today, his election as president to the

ciation activities, his success can he contributed largely

enthusiasm which he instills in those with whom
he comes in contact. With this enthusiasm is combined
an aggressiveness and a disregard for restrictive precedents which enable him to cut any obstructive red tape
Under his leadership tlie
to secure the desired results.
.\merican Railway Engineering Association should make
important progress during the next year, a period in
which many problems will be presented, the proper solution of which is essential to the continued welfare of the
to the

organization.

Charles A. Morse was bom at Bangor, Me., on Janu1859. and was educated at the LTniversity of Maine.
After completing his education, he immediately came
west and began railway work as a chainman with the
After spending four
Chicago. Burlington & Quincy.
years with that company he became division engineer on
the Mexican Central, where he remained for a year and
He entered
a half before returning to the Burlington.
the service of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe as a
remained
continuously
transitman in Januar)', 1886, and
in the employ of that road for almost 27 years, during
through
all
passed
the
he
grades
to that of
time
which
ar)' 1,
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chief engineer of the system.

He was

division engineer

Fort Madison, Iowa and Pueblo,
Colo., until July, 1901, after which he was assistant to
the chief engineer at Topeka for seven months and then
principal assistant engineer at La Junta, Colo., for 13
months. From March 1, 1903, to July 1, he was engineer
of the eastern grand division at Topeka, after which he

and resident engineer

at

was acting chief engineer of the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe until July 8, 1904, on which date he was appointed assistant chief engineer. On September 1, 1905,
he was appointed chief engineer of the Coast Lines, with
headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal, and one year later he
was appointed chief engineer of the lines east of Albuquerque, N. M., with headquarters at Topeka, Kan. In
November, 1909, he was appointed chief engineer of the
Santa Fe System, which position he held until March,
1913, when he became chief engineer of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Chicago.

A. R. E. A. Registration
Auryansen, F., Bridge Eiig., L. I, R. R., Tamaica, N. Y.
Baldwin. Hadley, Asst. Ch. Eng., C. C. C. & St. L. Ry., Cincin^
nati, O.
Barnhart. E. H., Asst. En?., B. & O. R. R.. Baltimore, Md.
Beall, L. L., Ch. Eng., A. B. & A. R. R.. .Atlanta, Ga.
Bell, Gilbert J., Eng., West. Dist., A. T. & S. F. Rv.. Newton.

Kan.
Bergen,

W.

T.,

Asst. to Ch. Eng., X. Y, C.

&

St.

L. Ry., Cleve-

land, O.
Berr\-, J. B., Cons. Eng., Chicago, III.
Blaess, A. F., Eng. M. \V., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
O. R. R., Baltimore,
Bouton,
S., Eng. B. and B., B.

W.

&

Md.

Boyd. G. E., Div. Eng., D. L. & W. R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.
Boykin, R. H., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Susquehanna, Pa.
Brown, H. W., Asst. Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Cleveland, O.
Butterworth, A. S., Asst. Eng., M. P. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Cadarette, Nelson, Asst. Eng., D. S. S. & A. Rv., Duluth, Minn.
Cassil, H. A., Eng. M. of W., P. M. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Chandler, Charles, Asst. Bridge Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Charles, R. S., Layne-Bowler Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Coburn, Maurice, Prin. Asst. Eng., Pa. Lines West, St. Louis,

Mo.
Cook, R. A. (in Military Service).
Cronican, W. P., Asst. Eng., I. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
Crugar, E. L., Dist. Eng., I. C. R. R., New Orleans, La.
Cunningham, A. O., Ch. Eng., Wabash Rv., St. Louis, Mo.
Dakin, A. H., Jr., Cons. Eng., 370 St. Nicholas Ave., New York.
Davis, C. S., St. Eng., Detroit & Pa. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
DeMore. G. A., Div. Eng., N. Y'. N. H. & H. R. R., Hartford,

Conn.
Dennis, Walt, Prin. Asst. Eng., Wabash R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Donahey, J. A., Gen. Supt. and Ch. Eng., A. C. & Y. Ry., Akron,
Ohio.
Doupe, J. L., Ch. Sur., C. P. R., Winnipeg, Canada.
Dyke, R. L., Div. Eng., N. Y. S. & W. R. R., Elmira, N. Y.
Evans, John, Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Faulkner, L. E., Ch. Eng., Miss. Cent. Ry., Hattiesburg, Miss.
Finley, W. H., Ch. Eng., C. & N. W. Rv., Chicago, III.
Fisher, S. B., Care M. K. & T. Ry., Parsons, Kan.
Ford, R. H., Eng., Tr. Elev., C. R. I. & P. Rv., Chicago, 111.
Gebert, S. C, Val. Dept., C. H. & D. Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Glass, J. J., Ch. Draftsman, C. G. W. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Grant, E. W., .\sst. Eng. Val., Santa Fe Ry., Topeka, Kan.
Hawthorne, F. M., Asst. Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Louisville, Ky.
Heritage, C. S., Bridge Eng., K. C. S. Ry., Kansas City, Mo.
Hill, G. D., .'^sst. Eng., Val. Dept., N. Y. C. R. R., Cleveland, O.
Howard, R. H., Ch. Eng. M. W., Wabash Rv., St. Louis, Mo.
Hoyt, C. B., Supt. Tr. Maint. and Const., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R.,
Cleveland, O.
Johnson, E. A., Supt. B. & B., Maine Cent. R. R., Bangor, Me.
Johnson, Noah, Eng. M. of W., Wabash R. R., Peru, Ind.
Johnston, D. B., Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Louisville, Ky.
Johnston, T. S., Care L. E. Myers Co., Chicago, 111.
Katte, E. B., Ch. Eng. Elcc. Trac, N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Kegler, W. C, Eng. M. W., C. C. C. & St L. Ry., Galion. O.
Khuen, Richard, Gen. Man. Erect., Am. Bridge Co., Pittsburgh,
Pa.
Knight, H., Supt. M. W., Erie R. R., New York City.
Larsson, C. G. E., Asst. Ch. Eng., Am. Bridge Co., New York.
Latham, R. L., Ch. Eng., H. & B. Ry., Hamilton, Ont.. Canada.
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Lloyd, H. A., Spl. .\gt., Erie R. R., Jersey City, N. J.
Maischaider, A. F., Eng. M. of W., Big Four Rv., Mattoon, 111.
Martin, E. L., Eng. M. W., M. K. & T. Ry., Dallas, Tex.
McComb, R. J., Supt. Tracks, W. & L. E. R. R., Brewster, O.
Miesse, C. H., Tamestown, N. Y.
Mills, A. L., Receiver, Ft. S. & W. R. R., Ft. Smith, Ark.
Montfort, R., Cons. Eng., L. & N. R. R., Louisville, Ky.
Neubert, John V., Eng. Track, N. Y. C. R. R., New York.
Newhouse, C. E., Asst. Div. Eng., B. & O. S. W. R. R., Seymour,
Ind.
Passel, H. S., Ch. Eng., C. I. & W. R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Pearce, R. M., Res. Eng., P. & L. E. R. R., Pittsburgh, Pa.
Petersen, W. H., Eng. M. W., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Des Moines, la.
PfafBin, E. H., Ch. Eng., C. T. H. & S. E. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Puder, F. R., Asst. Eng., C. T. H. & S. E. Rv., Chicago, 111.
Purdon, C. D., Ch. Eng., St. L. S. W^ Ry., St. Louis, Mo.
Ramage, J. C, Supt. of Tests, Sou. Ry., .-Mexandria, Va.
Ray, W. M., Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Cleveland, O.
Reichmann, Albert, Div. Eng., .'\ni. Bridge Co., Chicago, 111.
Kcttinghouse, Herman, Ch. Eng., C. St. P. M. & O. Ry., St. Paul,

Minn.
Rhodes, E. M., Asst. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Ringer, Frank, Ch. Eng., M. K. & T. Ry., Dallas, Tex.
Robinson, J. S., Div. Eng., C. & N. W. Ry., Chicago, 111.
Rossiter, L. P., Div. Eng., L. V. R. R., Buffalo, N. Y.
Rys, C. F. W., Met. Eng., Car. St. Co.. Pittsburgh, Pa.
Safford, H. R, (Director), Ch. Eng., Grand Trunk Ry. Sys.,
Montreal, Canada.
Schulz, W. F.. Ch. Eng., Subway Con.st., Memphis, Tenn.
Scott, Guy, Div. Eng., Pa. Lines, Fort Wayne, Ind.
Sexton, J. R., Div. Eng., Erie R. R., Huntington, Ind.
Shaw, B. B., Div. Engr., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Haileyville, Okla,
Smith, F. A.., Civil Eng., Chicago, 111.
Smith, Lowry, Special Eng., Nor. Pac. Ry., Brainerd, Minn.
Spell, W. A., Asst. Eng., A, B. & A. Ry., Atlanta, Ga.
Swisher, H. H., Asst. Eng., C. M. & St. P- Rv., Chicago, 111.
Taylor, C. M., Supt. Creos. Plant, P. & R. Ry., C. R. R. of N. J.,
Port Reading, N. J.
Taylor, E. B., Jr., Div, Eng.. Pa. Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa.
Telabetts, G. E., Br. Eng., Kansas Citv Term. Rv., Kansas Citv,

Mo.
Teesdale, C. H., Forest Products Lab., Madison, Wis.
Tordella, J., Div. Eng., B. & O. R. R., Garrett, Ind.
TuthiU, G. C, Acting Br. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Tuthill, Job, Ch. Eng., P. M. R. R., Detroit, Mich.

Unger,

J.

Man. Research

S.,

Lab., Carnegie Steel Co., Duqucsnc,

Pa.

Walker,

W.

K.

(in Military Service).

Walling, V. R., Prin. .\sst. Eng., C. & W. I. R. R., Chicago, III.
Warden, R. E., Asst. Eng., M. P. R. R., Little Rock, Ark.
Welty, H. T., Eng. of Struct., N. Y. C. R. R., New York, N. Y.
Westfall, C. C, Eng. Bridges, I. C. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Wilkinson, J. W., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. & St. L. R. R., Cleveland,
Ohio.
Williams, K. G., Res. Eng., Union Ry. Co., Memphis, Tenn.
Wilson, C. A., Cons. Eng., Cincinnati, O.
Wurzer, E. C, Div. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Yates, J. J., Bridge Eng., C. R. R. of N. J., New York, N. Y.

Guests
Adams, Lem, Cont. Eng., O. S. L., Pocatello, Idaho.
-Armstrong, Wm., H., Mgr, Tie Tamper Dept., Ingersoll-Rand
Co., New York.
Black, E.
Balkwill,

S.,
S.,

Chicago, 111.
Pres. Balkwill

Manganese Crossing

Co., Cleveland,

Ohio.

Bockemole, C. L. A., Bldg. Insp., Santa Fe R. R., Chicago, 111.
Bovd, Jas. K., Wilkensburg, Pa.
Brown, W. E., Div. Eng., C. R. I. & P. R. R., Goodland, Kan.
Challoner, Thos., N. P. Ry., Jamestown.
Cowrie, Fred C, Montreal Harbor Commission, Montreal, Can.
Coyne, C. S., Asst. Eng., Grand Trunk R. R., London, Canada.
Davice, T. H., Asst. Eng., Indianapolis Trac. & Term. Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Dey, V. A., Asst. Eng., Can. Pac. Ry., Montreal, Canada.
Dorland, A. G., Asst. Eng., E. J. & E. Ry., Jolict, 111.
Dougan, H. K., Office Eng., Val. Die, S. N. R. R., St. Paul,

Minn.

Du Vail, R. N., Eng., Erie R. R., New York City.
Earhart. C. E., Sig. Eng., Vicksburg Route, Vicksburg, Miss.
Fuller, Frank, Roadmaster, N. P. R. R., Dilworth, Minn.
Ford, M. H., Eng. Dept., Rock Island Lines, Chicago, 111.
Freeman, J. E., Eng. Technical Div., Portland Cem.ent Association, Chicago, 111.
Greenland, W. W., Eng.

M. of W., Wabash R.

R.,

Galvin, P., Gen. Roadmaster, Osawatomie, Kan.

Moberly, Mo.

March
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Haywood, A.

E., Drafts., tiraiul 'rriink

K

K., Haltlt (.'rci-k, Miili.

Hawkins, E. H., Asst. Eng., Mo. Pac, Atchison, Kan.
Heels, P. M., Track Supervisor, Cirand Trunk K. R., Hamilton,
Ont., Canada.
Kinn, Coleman. Track Supervisor, L. I. Ry., Jamaica, X. N'
KinK, Tlios., Snpl. Cirand Trunk R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Lewessbury, U. K., Cleveland Tractor Co., Cleveland, O.
Lichtcr, C. A., Gen. Insp.. C. & Ncv., Chicago, 111.
Lloyd, M. G.. Elcc. Eng., Bureau of Stds., Washington, D. C.
Luehan, C, Roadmastcr, C. R. 1. & P. Rv., Cedar Rapids, la.
Paul. Leslev C. West. Ed. Elcc, Rv., Inc., Chicago. 111.
Pendleton, D. E., Asst. Eng., C. & W. I. R. R.
Priest. H. M., Design Eng.. C. R. I. & P. R. R., Chicago, 111.
Rhodes, W., Eng., Maint., A. & S. and V. A. & P. R. R., Vicksbiirg. Miss.
Rissoner, R. B., Div. Eng., Union Pacific, Pocatello, Idaho.
Robbins. O. B.. 914 Karpen Bldg.. Chicago, HI.
Robinson. R. T., Res. Eng., Mich. Cent. R. R„ Detroit, Mich.
Robinson, C. S., Asst. Eng.. Maine Cent. R. R., Portland, Me.
Sackett, 11. S., Timber Eng., C. M. & St. P. R. R., Chicago. Ill
Salisbury. E. F.. Mo. Pac. R. R.. Falls City. Neb,
Sellim.in, J, M., Res. Eng., London, Onl., Canada.
Shiraiski, T., Civil Eng., Tokyo. Japan.
Smith, Jos.. Roadmaster, N. P. Ry., Brainerd, Minn,
Spicer. V. K., Union Switch & Signal Co., Chicago, III.
Stokes. G. .\.. Supt., Port Huron Terminals, G. T. R. R,, Port
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the plate come to bearing on the fisiiing surfaces of
the rails, (jnly at the middle where the two rails join,
and with the inside face of the fish plate at some distance from the web of the rail as in the ordinary angle
bar.
At the ends of the bar, however, the fishing surfaces are not in contact, so the I)olting u|i of the joint
has the effect of bending the si)licc bars until their inside
surfaces conic in contact with the web of the rail. Under this construction and with sufficient allowance in the
bolt holes for expansion and for the bending of the rails
under traffic, the joint bars may serve to hold the rails
in coincidence at the joint without being themselves subjected to bending stresses by the load.
Some of the claims made for this joint arc that it eliminates r.iil hre,ik,i!'Cs in ihc ioinis .ind breakage of the
<if

Huron, Mich.
Tremainc, H. M., Mo. Pac. R.

R,. St. Paul, Minn.
R. I. & P. R. R., Hcringtou, Kan.
Wagner, Fred U., P. R. R., Railway, N. J.
Wales, D. C, Instrumcntnian, G. T. R. R., Detroit, Mich.
Warren, A., Supervisor. G. T. R. R.. Montreal, Canada.
Whitney, A. W. W'., Compensation Service Bureau, New York

Tripp,

Rav

G., Asst. Enu.. C.

The Roach

Joint in Track

City.

Williams. G. P.,

Long

An Improved

Island R. R.. Jamaica. N, Y.

joint itself; that stresses in the bolts are reduced, that
the joint has only half as much metal as the lightest form
of any other type of joint that it is the simplest joint

Design

;

and therefore the easiest to apply that it can be applied
;it the heels of switches and frogs with the same ease as
on other joints and without change of design that the
spacing of ties is unnecessar)-, that the bases of rails can
be spiked opposite the Roach bars the same as at any other
part of the rails, and that standard tie plates can be used
throughout. The bars may also be removed and replaced
without having to draw the spikes. Joints of this type
have been in use on several southwestern railroads for
several months.
;

of the Roach Rail Joint
OF THE KAIL joints now ill use are designed on
the principle of connecting the rail ends by mem-

MOST

bers intended to continue the stiffness of the rail
rail joint must also act as an expanacross the joints.
sion joint for the rail, and provide for the necessary slipping of one or both rails within the clasp of the joint
members as the rails change in length, with variations in
temperature. Because of these two conflicting requireto make the
ments, the primar)' office of the rail joint
separate rails act as continuous members by the joints

A

;

—

The Clarification of Boiler Waters
Tin; ADVAXTAC.r.s of the large riser pipe type
ONi:of water
tank arises from the opi)ortunity
affords
iiF

(4"in al/ cases.
/forged taper g in S^

T

it

(=^

for sedimentation and disposal of matter held in
suspension in the water.
The water may be naturally

muddy

as when coming from a stream like the Missouri
or it maj' contain precipitated solids through the
use of soda ash or some other reagent to accomplish a
partial water treatment where for any reason it has not
been thought desirable to install a complete water softening plant.
The manner in which the base of the large riser pipe
acts as a settling basin or sludge sump is shown in the
sectional illustration. The outlet and inlet pipe extend up
into the riser pipe for a distance of 10-ft. or more so that
there is a considerable portion of the riser pipe below the
tops of the inlet and outlet pipes which can serve for
specially
the accumulation of the suspended matter.
arranged wash-out valve is provided at the bottom which
is easily operated from the outside by a lever while the
tank is in service.
In accordance with this idea, a large number of the
tanks furnished by the Chicago Bridge & Iron Company
for the Chicago, Burlington and Quincy have been
equipped and are operated as treating tanks. The .sodaash is sprayed over the top of the inlet pipe as the water
is pumped into the tank, the sediment being precipitated
river,

Taper

faperginSi

^ in 8'ifsheared-

End
Vieiv

Details of a Joint Bar

has been difficult to accomplish. This is one reason why
a different solution of the joint probletn has been submitted in the form of the new Roach Joint, manufactured by the Reinforced Rail Joint Company, St. Louis,

A

Mo.
The

principal function of this joint is to keep the
treads of adjoining rails co-incident at the point of juncture while leaving the rails free to bend independently

under load.

As

this joint

essentially a pair of fish

is

seen in the accompanying photograph,
plates,

although

marked difference from the old-fashioned
in that the fishing surfaces are on convex

presenting a
fish

plates
cun'es, that

is, the splice bar is deeper at the midpoint
than at the ends.
Because of this, the fishing surfaces
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bottom of the large riser pipe. .Ml of the tanks
which have been furnished to this railroad in the past few
years have been equipped for water treatment so that the
process may be installed at any time without the delay or
expense incident to putting the tank out of service. The
Wabash has also applied this method of water treatment
to a number of tanks furnished by the same company.
As many water stations are located where water is
pumped from mud-bearing streams, the large riser pipe
is more generallv used for the collection and discharge

to the
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This gate, in
3/2-in. steel plate operating on rollers.
opening and closing feature, is actuated by the ascent
and descent of the duplex feeder, which has a capacity
of 23^ tons. This feeder is a large structural steel box,
which rolls on flanged rollers on a heavy angle-iron
track carried on the structural steel supporting frame in
The loader is direct connected by gears
the bucket pit.
the gears being
to the hoist which elevates the bucket
so timed that the loader makes its trip upward as the
bucket descends, the ratio being about five to one.
On the front of the measuring receptacle is an apron
equipped with a roller which likewise travels on a guide,
which prevents its opening except when discharging the
The apron folds over a pair of
load into the bucket.
jnilleys in discharging coal into the elevating bucket.
With this design noise is eliminated and the operation
of machinery in pit is silent.
The duplex shallow pit loader permits the installation
of

its

;

dumping position.

Sectional

View

of the Riser Pipe Base,

Showing Arrangement

mud than for soda-ash treatment. The matter held in
suspension soon settles in the bottom of the large riser
where is mav be discharged through the washout valve.
The Illinois Central tanks at Dyersburg and Obion, Tenn.,
are both supplied from muddy streams so that it is necessarv during certain seasons of the year to sludge the
sediment out through the washout valve every few days.
The problem of securing cleaner and purer water for
locomotive service is of particular importance at this time
and the method of securing tliese results by means of this
type of tank is of interest, as the results are obtained with
practicallv no labor expense.

of

A New

and Economical
Coal Handling System

24
BUCKET
THEcounterbalanced

deep required with the
or balanced bucket-type coal handling plants are occasionally a source of trouble
and expense where wet excavation, rock or quicksand are
encountered. Because of this, the Roberts & Schaefer
Company, Chicago, perfected a duplex shallow pit loader
which eliminates the deep pit while still retaining the
advantages of the large bucket, and during the past two
years installations involving this type of pit have been
made at Paintsville, Ky. East Ely, Nev. Las Vegas,
N. M.; South Chicago; South Brownsville, Pa., and
PITS

to 25

;

ft.

;

Chicago.
"
In this new design the coal is received in a 20- ft. long
track hopper in the regular manner. Directly in front
of the aperture of the hopper is an undercut gate made

IVJ
Coaling frock

.

^ -Ton bucket
A

Cross Section of the Plant

of a 12-ft. pit by elevating the receiving track 2 ft. above
the coaling track.
It also permits coaling on a track
which is located 32 ft. from the receiving track, as shown
in the plan.

"Never Again"

He

found

his

own

front porch with wonderful accu-

racy, navigated the steps with precision, and discovered
the keyhole by instinct. Once in the dimly lighted hall,
there was an ominous silence followed by a tremendous
crash.

"Why, what has happened, George?" came a voice
from above.
I'll learn those goldfish
"It's all right, Mary, but I'll
to snap at me!"

—

Is

the Railway Supply Industry

Awake, or "Asleep at the Switch"
T^iii

lusiN'Kss ASSOCIATION

k.Aii.wAv

was

originally

ganized chiefly as an agency of conciliation.

Its

?

and

for the protection

who

furnish necessaries to railways.

and promotion of

the welfare of \\u,^^

Unless the railway sup|)Iy interests of the
country arc
"asleep at the switch," the meeting will be
largely attended
and will result in the formation of an organization
at once

or-

pur-

pose was to help bring about better relations l)et\veen the

inclusive enough, many-sided

railways and the public, and between the railway supi)ly

strong enough to play a very imijortant
of this country.

companies and the railways.

has done

It

this.

enough, flexible enough, and
jniri

in the affairs

Conditions in both the railway and the railway supply

have been greatly changed by the adoption of gov-

tields

ernment control of railways.
have

officers

America must awaken to and stamp out the insidious
German propaganda which is striving to cut down
production.

and railway

railways

Tiie

many means which

deprived of

lieen

they for-

and place other
bl(Kks in the way of our
hearty and successful i)articipation in
%ht against autocracy and I'rus''.^'^
a Man?
sianism.
We must recognize the great
danger
this projiaganda which is specially
devised to suit
local conditions and national characteristics.
It laid the
great giant Russia prostrate, defeated Italv's
splendid

What Doth

merly em|)loyed to defend themselves before the court of
|)ublic opinion.

No

railway officer at present feels free

and the government and the public, on the other
Most railway advertising and publicity work have
been discontinued; and that which is continued is under
side,

m

side.

armv
the commerce of Spain and is I'argelv
res|)onsible
Mexican troubles. It is hard at work in many place-^
and in many ways in this country and ever\' loval'
citizen
must do his duty in fighting it— this is just as'
important
and just as necessary as actual fighting in the

government control.

controls

for the railway supply companies, they suddenly

.\s

for our

finil

themselves in a position where they must not merely do what
they can to secure fair treatment for the railways from the

trenches on
on the opposite page
IS addressed by the Conference
Committee on National Preparedness to the American workingmen.
The term "workingmen," must be construed in its broader
sense to
include all workers, whether manual or brain,—
and this
includes every railroad emjiloyee from the
apprentice boy
or beginner to the president and the chairman
of the board.
The Conference Committee on National Preparedness
has

government, but where they must adopt measures to insure
fair

to recog-

own

situation

the

greatness of the changes

in

their

which government control has wrought, and

act accordingly,

would be very stupid, and might prove absolutely

many
ize

the other side.

treatment for themselves from the government.

For the railway supply companies not jiromptly
nize

to

The time has come when

of them.

for

fatal

they must organ-

wrong tendency of the government

every

fight

and every legitimate

interest of the railway

The term "railway supply

and

We

include in

it

is

cerns which

amount of
lars, the

any kind for railways.

come within

every class of concern

The number

The only item of railwa\ revenues that showed a decrease for the calendar year 1917, as compared with 191(i,

of their employees runs into millions.

broadly considered, the railway supply industry
the largest,

and by organizing on sound

courageously and energetically,
the most influential
in the

of con-

Reduction

this description is very large, the

in

their invested capital runs into billions of dol-

number

United

it

lines

can make

industries, if not the

is

Thus

one of

and acting

itself

most

the Metroi)olitan Life Building, New York
City,
prepared to furnish posters or leaflets in large quancontaining the nie.'^sage, "What Doth It Profit a
.Man.^"

a

which directly or indirectly produces equipment, material
or supplies of

stirring appeal

is

tities,

supply industry.

industry," as here used,

The

offices in

in

dealing with the railways, and to fight to protect every right

very broad one.

transj.ortation,

stumbling

Profit

to

discuss frankly the relations between the railways, on the
line

''^^"'^^t

it

one of

influential,

States.

Mail

Revenues

'"'''*

"^ ..^'^^'^'""'^ /^"'» ""^
l'''^'^'^™
mail trattic,
according to the recent
.summary of railway returns pul '•
'

'^•^

"'^

Interstate

Commerce

sion.
The earnings of the r,i
the mails amounted to $58,681,549 in 1''17.
reduction of $2,546,216 from those of 1916.
This
is a reduction of 4.4 per cent per mile of
road.
For the
same year freight revenues per mile of road increa.-ed 9,*,
per cent, passenger revenues increased 16.4 jx-r cent and

for carrying

a

revenues increased 18.1 per cent.
In the face of
it would be extremely unlikely
that the mail
traffic had not increased al.so and while no statistics
of the
amount of mail carried are available we have tjic authoritv
of a recent statement issued by Postmaster General Burleson
that the first class mail increased during the year In 2-i
[ht
cent while the parcel post increased a[)proximately 40
pir
The statement was issued in January for the purpose
cent.
x|)ress

Every concern and individual
railway supply business

is

in

any way engaged

in tlu-

invited to be represented at the

meeting under the auspices of the Railway Business Association at the Hotel LaSalle in Chicago on April 8.
The
purjwse of the meeting

is

as greatly to broaden

its

activities

in the

of

the country's future railway policy

determination

to so reorganize this association

and make

it

a potent force

'

(

I'lese

figures

of transferring the blame for delays in the mail

691

from the
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post office dq)artmcnt to the railroads whose pay for their
service in carrying the mails had been reduced.
If the present railway mail pay rates and the present

methods of
tinued

is

department of handling the railway mails

tl\.e

are continued,

and the question whether they are

to be con-

by

Commerce

being

investigated

the

Interstate

greater reduction in the payments to the
railroads will be shown for the present year, because the
new methods had not been in full effect for all of last year.

Commission, a

still

However, the slight saving to the public will hardly be
ajjpreciated by those who have reason to depend to any con-

upon the speed or regularity of the mails
because the methods by which the saving is being effected
do not tend to improve the service in either of these respects.
The reduction in mail pay for last year has been principally
If continued it will hereat the expense of the railways.
after be at the expense of the United States government besiderable extent

cause the less the post
portation

.service

the

office

less

department pays for

the railroad

its

trans-

administration

will

IcKomotives and all at a time when every ounce of energy is
required to repair and maintain the existing locomotives.
With the 400 or more locomotives that are now being operated on foreign lines there is an excellent opportunity of
finding out what confusion a new locomotive creates when
It has been stated by one who has
it comes in for repairs.
handled such locomotives that they are out of service .50
per cent more time than the home road locomotives.

With

the increase in operating expenses

maintenance

in

costs,

will the

and the increase

money saved by

contracting

worth while?

Will the country
have any more motive power not locomotives, but motive
power by adopting standard locomotives rather than havfor standard locomotives be

—

—

ing the builders construct locomotives of existing designs,

which meet the particular operating conditions and which
the roads are organized to maintain?
Is it wise to burden
further the railways' already overtaxed facilities?
There
can

l)e

nation

to pay its expenses.
report of the Pennsylvania, which traverses
the territory where the greatest increase in the mail has occurred, shows that compared with 1915 the passenger reveliave with
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but one answer, particularly at this time,
at war.

when

the

is

which

The annual

nues had increased 37.1 per cent and express revenues increased 49.2 per cent but mail revenues decreased although
there was an extraordinary increase in the quantity of mail
How this reduction in the compensation of the
carried.
railroads for carrying the mail has been accomplished, under the space system which has been substituted for the
weight svstem of payment, has been explained several times
in these columns.

What Does

Standardization
of

Locomotives Mean

?

Wirn

THE WORK of the Government's Committee on
Standard Locomotives drawing to a close, it is well
to review what standard locomotives will mean to the railIt is assumed that the committee
ways of this countr}-.
plans to recommend light (about 55,000 lb. axle load) and
heavy (about 60,000 lb. axle load) classes of Mikado,
Mountain, Pacific, Santa Fe, Mallet and Switcher types of
locomotives.

By restricting future orders to the above twelve designs
our railways will have locomotives which in many cases
will be t(X) light for the .service in which they are placed
and in some cases too heavy for the particular needs of the
roads.
This means a decrease in operating efficiency it
will cost more to operate the locomotives, more trains will
have to be run, more locomotives will have to be built, or
if, for instance, the Santa Fe type is to be used for purposes
in which the heaviest Mikados are now being used, the
locomotives will cost more and be more expensive to maintain.
The heavy investments many roads have made in
strengthening bridges and in improving the track for wheel
loads above 60,000 lb. will not be giving the anticipated
return.
Advantage cannot be taken of large clearance limits
on some roads, particularly those in the West. In fact, the
increa.se in cost of train o])eration due to locomotives of a
compromise design will more than offset the saving in first

—

cost.

The maintenance
will be

of

these

"new" locomotives

to

standard
all

hxomotives,

which

the roads, must be given

serious consideration.
The repair facilities of the railroads
are overtaxed as it is.
What will be the conditions when
these standard locomotives are placed in operation?
New

drawings, templates, jigs, patterns and the many conveniences the roads have developed for repairing locomotives
standard to their lines will have to be made for the new

Australia as a Future Market
WILL BE many countries looking towards the
.American railway supply field to help fill their urgent
and belated demands after the war, but there will be few
markets that will offer the opportunities open to us in Australia and New Zealand.
These countries in normal times
import great quantities of railway materials each year, principally from England and the United States, and our machine tool exports there have been especially large.
Since
the shipping situation became so acute, however, the demands
have not been met and Australia and New Zealand today
are in urgent need of railway materials for both maintenance
The Australians are aland contemplated improvements.
ready familiar with many American railway products and
keenl}- appreciate their excellence, as has been evidenced by
the continued sales, particularly of such things as s'gnal
material and machine tools.
The opportunity for American
railway supply manufacturers, in short, is there. Are these
manufacturers doing their share now to lay their plans to
make the most of this opportunity?
It is this question that makes especially interesting and
timely the report issued this week by the Bureau of Foreign
and Domestic Commerce on American markets for railway
c(iui[)ment, materials and supplies in .Australia and New
Zealand. Frank Rhea, a man with extended experience in both
the railway and the railway supply field, has just returned
to this country after a trip covering about one year, dur'ng
the course of which he inveistigated, as commercial agent for
the Bureau, the markets for railway equipment in Australia
and New Zealand, and in China, Japan. Korea and Mnnchuria.
His report on Australia and New Zealand, published as Special .Agents Series No. 156, is to be followed
later by a similar report on the other countries which he

THKKE

visited.

In the abstract of Mr. Rhea's conclusions published on
another page it will be seen that he speaks very conservatively of the trade opportunities in railway supj:lies in
Australia.
It is this fact and the standing which Mr. Rhe'i
has in the field which give the report no small share of its
value.
Mr. Rhea has not exaggerated, but the opportunities
for trade that he found stand out in the report as .sharp and
clear as crystal, showing Australia and New Zealand to be
among the best markets that the .American railway business
man could hope to enter after the demands of war have given
way to those of peace.
Mr. Rhea emphasizxs the vast possibilities that lie before
the American manufacturer of car and locomotive specialties and parts, the builder of machine tools, the maker of

March
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accessories

;iiul

and

tlic

maintenance of way material and track

manufacturer of
The Aus-

tools.

tralians, lie say.s, will prefer to l)uild their own cars and
locomotives because lalior is so well organized that this work
in most ca.ses will not be allowed to go out of the country.
They will not be able, however, to supply the parts and
elYiciently;

sjitvialties

so

much work

but,

will be

on the

done

in

otlier

hand,

tiie

company shops

fact that

will stimu-

has in the past the steady and continued sale of
machine tools wliich have already proved their
excellence in Australia and have furnished a large proportion of our total e.xports to that continent.
The suggestions that Mr. Rhea presents on "application"
or commercial engineering are not to he confined to Australia
They are world-wide. They are of
and New Zealand.
particular importance at tliis time, however, because they
emphasize the necessity of getting at this export proposition
England. France and Canada liavc been in this war
now.
longer than wc, and although their every energy is being
bent to win the war, the}- nevertheless are already laying
their plans for after-the-war business.
American industry
the railway supply indu.stry included
must do the same.
late as

it

.\nierican

—

—
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They hoped
credit.
By

then for an increase which would stimulate their
the time they made their supplemental application, which the commission has now passed upon, they were

engaged

chiefly

a struggle to keep up with mounting ex-

in

l)enscs.

Now

that the inadequacy of railroad facilities has become
l)ainfully evident there are occasional criticisms because the
railroads did not invest more out of what surpluses some

of them had, or use what credit they had left, in adding to
their i)lant.
Such criticisms overlook the fact that the new
money invested for several years had been allowed little or
no additional return and that in most cases new capital

would

cost

more than there was any likelihood

that

it

would

be allowed to earn.

Whether the commission considers the latest decision,
handed down the day after the railroad control bill was
passed, as an act of heroi.sm or one of martyrdom is not disclosed, because the commission confines its e.>(i)ression on
the subject to a series of formal orders vacating its previous
suspensions.
Perhaps we shall never know whether the
commission was guided by a conviction that Mr. McAdoo
would need the money or whether it had reached a belated

conclusion that the railroads had needed

it.

Possibly there

some significance in the fact that the decision was rendered only a few days after the publication of the revenues
and expenses of the railroads for the calendar year 1917,
is

The Rate Decision
to l)e of any particular advantage to the railexcept possibly as a vindication of their judgment, the Interstate Commerce Commission has rendered a
decision allowing the eastern roads most of the remainder
of the general advance in freight rates which the\- asked
about a year ago and which was granted in part last June.
The present effect of the advance will be to make it that
much easier for the railroad administration to make tlie rail-

TcK>

I..M1:

roads,

roads earn enough to pay its guarantees to the companies
for the use of their properties and the expenses of operation.
Whether the effect on railroad credit, if it had been ungrudgingly and promptly allowed at the time the railroads
urged its necessity, would have been sufficient to have made
it unnecessary
for the government later to take over the

order to stabilize the credit structure of the
of course, now problematical.
As the commission has not seen fit to accompany its formal orders with
any opinion as to its reasons, it may also be considered
problematical whether the same decision would have been
rendered had the railroads remained under private managerailroads

country,

in

is,

ment.
In

decision of June 30, 1917, the commission declared
had not disclosed the existence of a situation
requiring ".so heroic a remedy" as the 15 per cent advance
asked by the railroads, although it \va- only five months
its

whereas when

addressed a special report to Congress recommending two alternative plans which many would consider
it

more heroic.
The commission also indicated in its report to Congress
on December 1, after the railroads had renewed their petition for higher rates, that it thought that no advance in
rates would be sufficient to relieve the situation confronting
the carriers and the country-.
Prol)ably, in view of the fact
that railroad financing at that time had come into
competition with government financing, the commission
was right
in that statement.
It was then too late to repair the damage
which had been done in earlier years by a governmental
policy of railroad regulation which
had discouraged the
ade()uate development of the transportation system by
makme mvestment in railroad securities unattractive and un-

e^'en

certain.

Railroads have been asking higher rates with indifferent
success for .several years.

Their original petition last year
was made on March 22. before this countr\- wa=
at war.

former decision was issued

it

had only a

During the hearings

in the 15 per cent case and since that
time it has been frequently stated that the railroads, in urging the need for higher rates, were unduly alarmed Wause
of the extremely unfavorable showing for the month of
February and that the results for the year would not bear
out
tlie prediction they made at that time of
the effect of increasing expenses.
The commission itself took that view to
a considerable extent and before deciding the case
had its
own statisticians prepare careful estimates for the whole
year based on the actual results for the first four months.
It predicted that the operating revenues for the
year 1917
would be in excess of those for any preceding calendar year

and gave estimates for both the operating revenues and tlie
operating income per mile of road, saying that its estimate
as to ojjcrating income was entitled to less confidence
than
that of operating revenues and might lie reduced somewhat
by anticipated increased costs, if realized.
Its

compared with the actual results as given
summan,'. are as follows:

estimates,

in its recent

CPcr mile of roadl

that the record

later that

its

forecast.

Unite.)

Easlern Southern Western

St.iies

Disirict

District

r>!»trict

$17,104

*2M32

$13,610

$12,507

30.488
5,802
6.272

M.191

12 616
3*813
3!395

;
Average operaiing revenues (as
reported) 17,483
.Xverace nperalini! income fas estimated). 4.334
-\verage opcratinu income (as reported).
4,185

.187''

J.esl

This comparison shows that the commission's estimate
of the expected increa.sc in revenues was considcrablv exceeded not only for the roads as a whole but for those in all
three districts.
For the roads as a whole the revenues were
S3 78 greater per mile of road than the estimate and for the
eastern, southern and western districts they were $1,0S6,
S5S1 and S19, respectively, greater than the estimate.
On
the other hand, the anticipated increase in exp)enses were

more than realized and as a result the operating income of
the roads as a whole was SI 49 less than the estimate in
an increase in revenues S3 78 greater than the estimate, so that the increa.se in expenses must have liecn $527
per mile greater than the estimate.
In the ca.se of the eastem roads the operating income per mile was $470 per mile
grrnler than the estimate, or less than half of the increase
in revenues,
.\pplying this to the mileage of the eastern
roads. 59.157. gives a total increase as compared with the
estimate of $27,803. 70n.
It was estimated that the increase
spite of
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in rates whicli the comini.s.sion ullowed at that time amounted
were
to about $97,000,000 a year and as the higher rates
actually in effect for a little over three months the increased

operating income as compared with the commission's estimate is about equal to the amount of the rate increase for
In other
the period during which the rates were in effect.
words, it took an increase of $586 a mile in revenues,
resulting from a greater increase of traffic than was expected, to make the operating income as high as the commission estimated it would be, if the higher rates allowed
be left out of consideration, as they were in making the
estimate, and the expenses were, therefore, $586 per mile

more than the first four months indicated they would be.
For the southern and western roads, in spite of the increased revenues, the operating income per mile was $189
less than the estimate, and for the western roads it was $418
less than what tlie commission thought it would be when
declined their request for a general advance.
we disregard the influence which ]Mr. IMcAdoo's wishes
mav or may not have had on the commission's latest decision, these comparisons would indicate that it is merelxanother example of hind sight that is more acute than fore-

it

If

sight.
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sults it gets always depend very largely on the form of the
organization and on the duties assigned and the opportuniIn an edities for efficient work afforded to its members.
torial in its issue for January 18 (page 148) the Railway
Age expressed the opinion that one of the greatest dangers

government control was the danger that it
centralization.
There seemed reason then to hope that excessive centralization would be
Almost every step Mr. McAdoo has taken, howavoided.
An increase of cenever, has been toward centralization.
tralization under governmental control probably was inevitcarrying
it
farther
than is necessary.
he
seems
to
be
able, but
to the success of

would lead

to excessive

Instead of dividing the country into a considerable number
of regions for railroad purposes he has divided it into only
three.
In the eastern district there are 66,000 miles of railin the southern, 51,000 miles, and in the western,
144,000 miles.
In each of them there are more miles of
The mileage in
railway than in any other entire countn,-.
the western district is almost three times as great as in any
!Mr. ^Mc.^doo in his instructions to the reother country.
gional directors said, "Broadly speaking, I wish to give you
power to direct railroad operations in your territor\- so as to
handle traffic with the least congestion, the highest efficiency
and the greatest expedition. As far as is consistent with
these objects you will, of course, keep down operating exI have put responsibility upon you for the entire
penses.

wa}-;

ojierating situation."

'Railroad operations" consist in moving

CONGRESS announcing the adoption of
IX HIS MESSAGE TO
President ^^'ilson

railways,
or disturbed which it is
It would appear that the direcnot necessan,- to disturb."
ver\tor general of railroads gives the word "necessary" a
broad definition. Mr. :McAdoo is proving a bold innovator.

government

said.

control

••Xothing

will

the

of

be

altered

Radical changes are being made in the organizations of
the railroads.

When ISIr. McAdoo was appointed he had the choice of
constituting himself, in fact, whether nominally or not, the
head of tlie Railroads" War Board and using the organization it had built up. or of setting it aside and creating a
He did the latter. He has made and
organization.
raili> making great changes in the personnel of the
The Railroads' War Board consisted
road organizations.
of five "men whom the railway presidents of the country
^Ir. McAdoo has created a council of
them-elves selected.

new
still

The
not include any of these men.
Railroads' War Board, divided the
countrv into seven districts in each of which there was a
committee of railway executives charged with the dut\- of
Mr.
handling matters primarily concerning their districts.
McAdoo lias divided the country into three regions and appointed three regional directors, only one of whom was
chairman of one of the former railway district committees.
his

own which does

railwavs.

under

the

War Board

several committees to
Mr. :McAdoo has
work.
created various office's and committees which have superseded the more important sub-committees of the War Board.
The railway men Mr. McAdoo has appointed on his immediate staff, and his regional directors, are among the
When he has called upon them to
ablest in the country.
help him they have promptly and loyall}- responded. Probably they are as well equipped to fill the new positions he

The

Railroads'

handle various branches of

created
its

has created as any men he could have selected. But since
the railways, under private control, did not work out the
present organization, or create the various positions in it
and determine their functions, the responsibility of railway

under the new system necessarily
will be secondary, while that of government control, and of
Mr. Mc.\doo, as the official exercising the authority of government, w-ill be primary. Doubtless nobody recognizes this

officers for general results

more clearly than himself.
However good the persoimel

taining equipment, in maintaining
in

an organization, the re-

in

mainand

structures,

making improvements and enlargements

The

of

facilities.

"the entire operating situation'' of
50,000 to 145,000 miles of railroad is an enormous thing.
Xo railway officers, under private control, ever had responsiliility for operation of so much mileage.
One of the fundamental principles of organization is that authority should
go with responsibility and be commensurate with it.
To
enable them to bear their great responsibility the regional
directors should have great authority, so they can give
authority to and hold responsible the executives of the lines
in their charge.
What is actually being done? The budgets of the individual lines for improvements and maintenance are required to be submitted to the Railroad Adminisresponsibility

tration

in

for

Washington.

Committees

in

Washington

are

determining what kind of locomotives and cars shall be
bought for all the railways, and all locomotives, cars and
rails are to be bought in Washington.
Changes in passenger train service must be submitted to Washington.
All
wage questions are being submitted to the Railroad Wage

Commission

in

instructions

to the

Washington, and Mr. Mc.\doo said in his

regional directors that "at least at the
and until the matter shall take more definite shape"
important labor problems are to be submitted to him.
Examples of this tendency toward centralization might
be multiplied.
It would appear that initiative regarding
most important and some unimportant matters is being
taken from the managers of the individual lines, and that
even the regional directors are not being given authority
commensurate with their responsibility as it has been defined by Mr. McAdoo.
Under this system all the brains of
the railroad business are not being, and cannot be, fully
utilized.
Railroad presidents who have been accustomed
to planning years ahead regarding the development and
operation of the properties in their charge are being obliged
to postpone action on many matters of immediate importance until they can get authority and instructions from
Washington. The situation is due in part to the fact that
Ojngress took ten weeks to act on the question of the basis
of the compensation to be paid to the companies, a matter
the British Parliament settled in 48 hours.
But in the centralization of organization which is going on Congress has

outset
all

had no
of

traffic,

way and

part.

The Railway Age

said

in

the

editorial

already (|uoted

March
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from (issue of January 18) "The central autliority ean and
should indicate the gnieral jirinciples on wiiich tiie railways
It can and should indicate the general
are to Ik.' nianaijed.
methods l>y which tliese princi])les are to Ix- carried out;"
tlie
controljini;
authority l)ej;ins to try to do more
when
l)Ut
than this 'ceiitrali/od control will slow down evenithing instead of s|)eedini; up cverytiiini;, and the increases of efficiency gained by eliminating competition will become small
com|>ared witii the losses of efficienc\' caused by impairing
the initiative and 'lessening the sense of keenness and res|H)nsibilit\- on tiie ])art of the units.' "
The tendency regarding which ajiprehension was then expressed, lias plainly
manifested itself, and its effects are beginning to ajjjjear.
Perhaps we are wrong.
PerAt least so it seem~ to us.
haps after Mr. McAdoo feels he is in complete control of
the situation he will begiii to decentralize as much as is comWhile no signs of any inpatible with unified operation.
tention to do so are now visible, Mr. .\lc.\doo has shown
more than once that he is no rigid doctrinaire, and, therefore, conclusions drawn regarding his policy after he has
lieen in office only 10 weeks may, of course, l)e shown by
further develufment of his policy, to have Iteen based on
inadet|uate evidence.
Step by step the size of individual railroad systems has
Every stage of this development has presented
increased.
prol)lems of organization and administration of great difficulty.
Many of the biggest and finest lirains on our railroads have struggled with the problem of so Ijalancing centralization and decentrilization on systems of five to ten
thousand miles as to get the best results.
In many cases,
where large systems have not been successful!}' managed,
the failure has been due to centralization which has deprived the officers of divisions and grand divisions of the
initiative and authority they needed.
How much more important must l)e the effects of centralization on a system of
260.(Ki() miles.
To operate the railways efficiently under
present conditions will require not only the greatest e.xertion
and loyalty, but the best thought and judgment, of all their

Great centralization would i)rove inc()m])atible
with the utilization of the best thought and judgment of the
strong men.

them.

naost of

is

man and

an able

a very hard worker, as

principal lieutenants.
Perhaps they can get
the desired results with the organization he is forming and
are all of

Iiis

is using.
But he is making changes which
do not seem consistent with the President's assurance that
nothing would be disturbed which it was not necessary to
disturb: and it does seem to us that he is seriously handicapping himself, hi.- immediate lieutenants and tiie mana-

the methods he

gers of the individual lines
zation too
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the subjects which were reported upon and
the fifth annual convention were: Administra-

of corporation
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schools;
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methods;
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schools:
unskilled labor; and vocational guid-
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Property
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from inherent cau.ses.
are in complete agreement, as abundantly
appears, even from a superficial reading of my memorandum. The theory which asserts a 50 ])er cent mean of depreciation in the ties of a seasoned track when fully mainunit

incajiable of depreciation

is

Thus

far

we

was introduced, not with approbation, but

tained,

for the
ronse(|uences of its
Controversy, therefore, centres upon f|uestions of

purpose of demonstrating the alisurd
adoption.

method.
Rejecting the scientific evidence available, he prefers to
upon the unsupported claim that in the aggregate no deterioration of matter has occurred or is destined
to occur.
This is su|)|)osed to be manifest from responses
to the interrogatories following:
rest his case

Question

1.

What

kind of

ties

are used in construction and

Answer: Ties whose lives
range from zero to as much as 20 years, but which under our
and climatic conditions will last on the average 10 years.
Question 2. What kind (if ties will be found in the track
of the
R. R., which makes renewals currently as
the necessity therefor becomes apparent?
.Answer: Tics whose
lives range from zero to 20 years, but which under our traffic
and climatic conditions last on the average 10 years.
by the

R. R.

traffic

Mr.

Krutt.schnitt concludes:

answers arc identical, the average life of ties as found
any time in a properly maintained track is the average life

-uiK'rvision

ties

used.

Question

is erroneous.
1
It is not true
that ties with a life of zero are emjiloyed in the construction or maintenance of any railroad.
The foreman of a

Among

discus.sed

of Railroad

,m

M_v distinguished critic affirms that, repairs being adequate anil renewals proportionate to the average life of materials, an element of property less than a service-proflucing
unit, e.xemplified by a series of ten ties, suffers no depreciation by reason of exhaustion.
He thereby implies that no
value attaches to an element, as such, in dis.sociation from
the organism which it goes to compose; that a non-e.xistent
value undergoes no change; and that, while the capacity for
usefulness remains perpetually unimpaired, a serviceable

The answer

Books

Association

educational

dustr)-.

i

.\ c<jntribution by Juliu> Krutt.schnitt appeared in your
December 21, 1917, in criticism of my article on
Depreciation, printed two weeks earlier.
It would
be unfortunate for the cause of the transportation industry if the
views there expressed were ]iermitted longer to remain unchallenged.

carry centrali-

of Corforation
Irting Place and I5th street. Neic York City.
Price, $10.
The function> of the association are (1) to develop the
erhciency of the individual employee, (2) to increase efficiency in industr). and (.>) to influence courses of estab-
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The Depreciation

repairs

McAdoo

Mr.
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to

track gang or a section force who is so irresjjonsiblc as
habitually to lay ties requiring immediate removal, would
invite discipline.
The inaccuracy affects the numlier of
terms and the sum of the .series, if not the mean co-efficient
or average life, and violates the conditions hypothecated.
Comparison is therefore instituted at a time, not coincident
with the date of construction, but remote from it by a terra
not less tlian the life of the least durable tie.
So much being evident, the affirmed identity of rcspwn.se is probably
incorrect: but even though established, it would afford insufficient proof to sustain a di.sclaimer of exhaustion.
It is more probable that the duration of ser\Mce in a series
of 10 ties will van,' from 5 to 15 years, upon the as.«umed
average of 10 years, with an aggregate of 100 vears.
Theoretically, no renewals will be necessarv until the end
of the fifth year.
.\l that time exhaustion will amount to
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demand

by supply. Railroad property is
other than that for transportaValue consequent upon such other demands is
tion service.
in suspense, has no actual existence, and is distinctively
hypothetical.
Such are actual investment, to which the preaffected

50 service years (10 x 5), equal to 50 per cent of the initial
sum. During the succeeding 10 years all ties in the series
will be renewed, and 100 years of useful life (lOx 10) will
have been added. But in that term 100 years of serviceable
Depletion is then
existence (10x10) will have expired.
equal to SO per cent, as at the close of the fifth year. Replacement has now become regular, and thenceforth tliat
It
condition may be expected to remain virtually unaltered.
is manifestly untrue that the expectancy of life in a stated
group, collectively regarded, is so great at any time subsequent as when the original installation was made.
The defect in argument is indifferently concealed behind
a fanciful distinction between the product obtained by multiplying the number of ties constituting a series into a quantity representing the average life, upon the one hand, and
the sum of the several lives whence the average is derived,
upon the other; that is to say, between multiplication and

tliat

continued addition.
The reasoning is sufficiently maintained, if limited in its
application to a term following the point where renewals
become rhythmic, a matter concerning which there is no disBut it fails to dispose of the change in physical conpute.
dition which takes place in the interval between the date of
construction and the time when the seasoning process is
It is upon the occurrence of this change that
complete.

unit involves a like consequence.

is,

divorced from

concept of depreciation stands

vailing

and

demands

all

imperfectly related,

cost of reproduction.

would follow that the
would occasion an enhancement

foregoing were not true,

If the

premature renewal of

ties

it

extent to neutralize the depreciation
alleged to have accrued; but, so far from that being the case,
such course would involve a flagrant dissipation of assets,
of value,

sufficient

in

in the form both of labor and materials, causing no appreand removing no depreciation, but actually producing an augmentation of it.
A consideration of unexpired useful life implies instrumentality, imports function,
and introduces economic quality.
Resort to the monetary

ciation,

Once

scientific principle

is

surrendered, control becomes
is exposed helpless to the

and the carrying trade

arbitrary,

intrigues of

its

G. C. Hand,

adversaries.
\'ice-rrcsident

Who

Kansas Citv Soutliein.

Wastes the Fuel?

issue is joined.

A conclusion is sound or unsound according as the basis
upon which it relies for support is valid or invalid. The
ground of explanation excludes the matter to be explained,
and the proposition topples to its fall or awaits an efficacious
demonstration.
Physical deterioration is a condition which can neither
It is profitable to admit its existbe disguised nor evaded.
ence and show that, upon the presumption of effective maintenance, the inference of depreciation consequent upon it is
fallaciously deduced; rather than attempt the establishment
of one fact by disproving another.
discredit

Because too much

is

accomplished, and at the same time
cast upon meritorious argument advanced in

undertaken nothing
is

is

support of the same conclusion.
Value is not directly related to physical magnitude or
duration, unless upon the condition that economic quality
It follows thence that
is imputed and remains constant.
there is no point of correlation between a change in value
and any extension or intension of matter, in space or time.
Fallacy is insistently perpetrated in the nugator>-. though
subtle and elusive, attempt at the identification of things
that differ; namely, the extent of material substance and

quantum of value.
Argument in refutation commits

the

its sponsor to the elimof economic quality, involves the abrogation of
economic science through its absorption into mathematics,
and leads to a purely quantitative theory of value. In its
final consequence, he is excluded from the field of eco-

ination

nomics and restricted in his approach towards value, appreciation

or

depreciation, to speculation upon concrete
crosses that boundary, he is in-

quantity.

Whenever he

volved

self-contradiction.

in

Quality in a railroad consists in the capacity for and perefficient service, in consideration of a net
reward, present or prospective. Within the limitations above
stated, matter expired and to expire is in the nature of excess plant which, although a necessarj' element of investment, and as such conditionally entitled to reimbursement,
is seldom reimbursed currently, and which the devices of
perverse ingenuity would expose to uncompensated sacriMoreover, there is always left a remainder fully
fice.
capable of discharging the office required of it. A state of
undiminished or productive efficiency is perpetually main-

formance of an

tained.

Value

exists solelv

bv virtue of the net force of demand;

To THE Editor:
Referring to the letters from Messrs. Anderson and Coss
(Raihvay Age, March 1, 1918,) criticising my article on fuel
waste (Railway Age, February 8, 1918,) I would state that
there was no intention on my part to pick out any individual
or class as being particularly responsible for this waste;
the article was written with the idea of demonstrating that
it was unjust to place all of the responsibility on the engine
crew, which is usually done.
I also wished to start something that would be of value
in fuel saving, and to get others thinking of their responfor this waste.

sibility

That there are other things outside of engine

service that

need correction has been strongly in evidence this winter,
especially the lack of proper terminal facilities.
.Articles
such as those by Messrs. Anderson and Coss will help bring
out other factors that need correction, and betterments may
result.

Nothing

will save fuel or accomplish results like coon the part of all concerned, and I think if we
get around a big round table, both officials and
men (and forget all about departments or position), to talk
over conditions and troubles in a friendly manner and a cooperative spirit, and then go out and use the Golden Rule
a little more, we would see a wonderful improvement in the
ojieration

could

all

results obtained.

For the benefit of the gentlemen who were pleased to
my article, I would state that the reason I singled
more coal than anyone else,
was tliat their opportunities for saving or wasting fuel were
so much larger per unit than other employees, that I thought
criticise

out train despatchers as wasting

it

best to

make

it

strong, in order to bring

it

home

to them.

have done them any injustice or unduly hurt their feelings, I hereby extend to them my apologies.
I would, however, call their attention to the fact that enginemen have
l)een and are receiving even stronger criticism constantly,
with no more reason for it.
Quite a lot of other shots were made. Was this the only
one that hit the mark? I hope not!
If I

M.'^STER

—

Mechanic.

France to Raise Passenger F.arer. Passenger rates
on the seven trunk railroads of France are to be raised 25
per cent, according to a cable despatch dated March 17 to
the New York Sun.

American Railv^ay Supplies
Frank Rhea

of ihe

Bureau

of Foreign

Australia

in

and Domestic

Commerce Returns with Encouraging Reports

On

tht Recently Electrified Lines at Melbourne.

THE

R.\ri.AVAY

Vict?

SUPPLY MANUFACTURER who has become

interested in export trade will find that in Australia

and \e\v Zealand he will have one of his biggest and
most permanent markets. The several state-owned railways
of Australia and New Zealand with their 22,000 miles of
railway, import in normal times a large part of their annual
A steady business
requirements in materials and supplies.
combined with an immediate "after the war" demand to
.-iupplies
the
impossible
to
obtain
make up for
now because
of the lack of sliipping, are what lie before tiie .Vnierican
manufacturer who is going to be wide awake enough to
realize his possibilities in this extensive market.
The Australians are ready and waiting to buy in the American market car and locomotive specialties and parts, machme tools,
signal and signal supply material and maintenance supplies
and track tools.
These are the conclusions that follow a reading of the
report on American markets for railway materials, equipment and supplies in Australia and New Zealand by Frank
Rhea, commercial agent for the Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce, who has recently returned to this country after an extensive trip in Australia and the Far East.
Mr. Rhea's investigations have made him an optimist on
the oi)iH)rtunities for American railway supply manufacturers in Australia and New Zealand.
Although he does not
believe that there is a market for fini.shed cars and locomotives in Australia, in view of the desire of .-Australian labor
to build its own railway equipment, he has liecn particularly
impressed by the verj- fact that the .Australians want to
build their own cars and locomotives, for to him it means
that there is for American manufacturers an important market in .Australia for car and locomotive specialties and parts.
American liuilt machinery has constituted one of the leading
imports into Australia from .\merica for several years. The
tendency of the Australians to build their own equipment,
the recoiinized excellence of .American machine tools in
-Australia and the skill with which they are sold there, Mr.
Rhea believes, will guarantee a continuance of this extensive

business.

\

ancuuver

in

Uctober, 1916. and spent about four months

in New Zealand.
He visited all the
bpad(|uarters of the state and Commonwealth railways and
made extensive trips over tiie various lines. .After leaving
.Australia he .spent some time in the Philippine Islands and
then went on to China, Japan, Korea and Manchuria in
in .Australia

and one

\yhich countries he spent some seven months.
His investigations will be issued in two separate reports, the one on
Australia with which this article deals, and one on markets
in China, Japan, etc., which will be issued later.
Mr. Rhea is well qualified to speak on railway matters,
for he has had an extensive experience in both railway
and
railway supply work.
He graduated from the University
of Pittsburgh with the degree of civil engineer in 1892.

He was first engaged in railway work in the maintenance
department of the Norfolk & Western. He later went into
the employ of the Union Switch & Signal Company and
spent one and one-quarter years as an apprentice on electrical and mechanical work.
He then returned to railway
service and spent one year as general foreman of signals at
the Pennsylvania's Broad street station.
He later spent 12'/2
years in the service of the Pennsylvania Lines West, 5'^
years as chief signal inspector in charge of signal construction and reconstruction work, and 7 years as engineer maintenance of way at Zanesville, Ohio, and I.ogansport, Ohio,
Iteing at the latter place in charge of some important reconstruction and double track work.
It was at about this
time. too. that Mr. Rhea a.ssisted in the preparation of the
Rudd-Rhea report relative to unifying the signal practice
of the Pennsylvania system which attracted considerable attention.
Mr. Rhea then left railway work to enter the railway supply business and spent some five years as commercial engineer with the General Electric Company on all

kinds of electrical equipment for railway work.
For the
three years following, and immediately preceding his trip
to the Far East, he was district engineer of the eastern district

of the division of valuation of the Interstate

Commerre

Commission.

He

emphasizes the necessity, however, of
what he terms '•application engineering" and draws attention to the fact that the most successful firms are those which
have been represented by keen men who have seen to it that
the machines sold were the ones best fitted for the
work
that thev were to be called upon to do, and
by men who
have followed the progress of the work done by these
machine tools and assured themselves that they were
giving
entire satisfaction.

Mr. Rhea spent about one year in the Far East

H.- left
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Mr. Rhea's Conclusions
Mr. Rhea's report haeign and Domestic Con
156.

It

bears the

title

i,y

>

'

,

ial

the

Bureau of ForNo.

.Agents Series

F>quipment and
Supplies in .Australia ami New Zealand, and covers 164
pages with illustrations.
The report cm-ers the Australian
and New Zealand railway situation in great detail, both in
seneral, and in relation to the separate states. T.ack of space
prexents tlie inclusion of all the salient features brought out.
i

1

serials,'
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supplxnien will no doubt be greatly interested in Mr.
Rhea's conclusions and suggestions.
In instances where it is believed that American concerns
have a chance to obtain future business, attention will be
called to that fact, and there will also be a definite indication of the cases in which no such opportunity exists. As an
example one may cite the erection of rolling stock either in
the railwa}- department's own shops or by Australian manufacturers, with the restriction of the work in some instances
to the particular state (as in Victoria and New South
Wales). If the railway development of Australia proceeds
gradually for the next few years it is probable that little
rolling stock will be purchased outside the Commonwealth,
but it is likely that, in order to get the benefit of improveIjut
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warranted in giving them little consideration in forecasting
what will occur when conditions again become normal. As
regards some requirements, the Australian railways are
compelled to obtain their present supplies in the United
States or do without, and there are really a good many
things which tliey are doing without or of which they are
ver\- much reducing their consumption.
During the war and the period of adjustment after its
iirminalion, there seems little doubt that American concerns
can obtain business if they offer reasonable prices and deWhat
livery and if ocean transportation can be secured.
will happen after the end of the war and the period of adjustment it is impossible to forecast, other than to assume
that in the course of time matters will again become normal
and the development of Australia will resume the tendencies
In this event there will doubtless develop conof the past.
siderable competition for the business of all classes, and
apparently much will depend on capable application enAside from some special lines, such as electrical
gineering.

equipment and lubrication, it would seem that the business
in the past has been handled with very little special engineering knowledge on the part of the selling concerns in

\
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This situation has been well
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The Government Railway Systems

of Australia

Trans-Continental. has been completed since this map, taken from the Ofhcial Year Book, was made.

Tlie Port Augusta-Kalgoorlie Railway,

illustrated by the small sales
formerly did considerable business, but that now seems to pay very little attention to the
On the other hand, one
application of the products sold.
notes the very sub.stantial increase in the business of another
firm that is making excellent applications in the sales it is
The manager of the first concern stated that its
handling.
policy is to furnish what the customer asks for without giving any particular consideration to its application and that,
since the firm handles a first-class line of machine tools, it
is the customer's loss if the best application is not had;
whereas the other concern not only goes over the application with the customer, studying the best machine available
for the purpose before the selection is made, but in addition

recently of a concern that

SOUTH Auay

J5r:
out/to

1^

Australia.

llie

ments, very considerable quantities of accessory parts will
In the case of New Zealand it
be brought from overseas.
would appear that, if all the necessary railway equipment
is built in the Dominion, it will be done at the sacrifice of
labor that could be more profitably employed in other ways.

Past, Present, and Future Business

follows

tained.

The present war

conditions, involving high prices, long
United States export regulations, and almost prohibitive ocean freight rates, are so unusual that one seems
delivery.

the performance

after installation.

a policy, carried

out by seasoned

The adopand experi-

enced engineers, wall, in the writer's opinion, be a necessary
arrangement in the future.
In brief, it is believed that
future business will be largely obtained by competent application or commercial engineering.
The adoption of such
a policy for certain lines will secure paying business, and,
unless it is adopted where it does not now prevail, new
business will not be obtained and that which is now being
done will be lost in the future w^hen the situation becomes
normal .iftcr the close of the war.

In forecasting future business it seems w-ise to consider
the business done in the past and the methods employed in
A very considerable amount of railway busiobtaining it.

ness has been done in the past, although statistics as to the
actual value are difficult (in fact practically impossible) to
At one time a great deal of rail
identify and segregate.
went to Australia, and the supply of mineral oils and lubricants has always come very largeh* from the United States.
A varj'ing amount of accessory rolling-stock parts and shop
machinery has come from America, and the electrical equipment has come very largely from this country or from American concerns with Briti.sh branches.
Pa.st business has been obtained mostly in one of the
three following ways: First, Ijy concerns with direct representatives in Australia; second, by agent concerns in Australia; third, by the medium of indent orders, in which instances the purchasers either knew just what they wanted or
were able to give the indent agent definite information or
specifications so that the desired articles could be ob-

up

tion of such

The Question
The

of

cjuestion

of Representation

representation

should be divided

into

as to whether American concerns doing business in Australia w^ill handle the business with their own
representatives, negotiating directly with the purchaser, or
through agent or indent concerns and, second, what kind
of representative should handle the business directly with

two parts,

first

the customer, whatever arrangement prevails in the

first

in-

stance.

The answer

depends on circumstances to a
very great extent, but when the amount of business warrants there are usually good reasons for the parent concern
to have a representative in Australia, although a considerable amount of business may be done through agent concerns.
For the average American concern the amount of
liusiness will only warrant its being handled by agent or
indent concerns, but in many instances it seems that the
business will justify the sending of special representatives
to

the

first

to

.Australia, as hereafter suggested.
In .Australia as in all other parts of the world, there are
active, indifferent, and poor agents now in the field, and

much depends on

the capability of such representatives.

In

RAILWAY AGE
soiiif instancfs it is prolniMf tluit agencits were taken as
filling-ill lines and to fall back on when the regular supply

was not available.
With the conviction of the desirability and the ]irobablc
ni-cessity of application or commercial engineering as the
best means of olitaining and holding railway business in
Australia, and also the advisability of sending seasoned
men who will naturally command good salaries, the question arises how this can be arranged and made workable
It is the
without costing more than would l)e warranted.
writer's o])inion, based on investigation and discussion with
several men experienced in handling Australian business,
that

one high-grade

man

could frequently represent several

(><»9

experienced engineering salesman might reaxinably l>e exl)ected to be familiar with, and is also somewhat along the
lines of that made by .some of tiie larger conierns handling
railway business in America.

Contracting
the writer's opinion, with the present arrangement of
handling all public works and the prevailing laiior condiIn

tions, Australia

is

not an attraitive field for .American conand follow the present .Ameri-

tracting concerns to enter into

can practices of pushing the work to a conclusion in the
shortest possiide lime \>y the u.se of labor-saving machinery,
particularly expensive outfits worked with day and night
shifts.
There is no douijt that, to develop full\ the material resources of Australia, the situation warrants such treatment, but organized labor objects to such procedure and
public opinion supports this position, or at least permits
this condition to exist.
It would seem, however, that
if
some of the large projects contemplated, such as the unification of the railway gages, are undertaken, some concessions
will have to be made.

Roadway Machines
Steam shovels and

oilier similar equiimient .ire little used
railway construction.
While this class of
e(iuipment could no douljt be used to very consideraljle advantage, particularly in some of the grade and alinement
revision work being undertaken in several of the states, it is
very douijtful whether such methods will be adoptc>d .so long
as the present labor conditions continue.
The New Zealand railways are much better equipped in this respect and
may increase this e(|uipment if further extensive grade and
alinement revisions now under
(intemplaiion ,iri- under-

in

.Australian

c

One

of the

Latest

Type

New

Locomotives
South Wales

of Freight

in

Use

in

—

whose products can be grouped for example, an exall
represent
mechanical-branch man could
perienced
branches of shop machinery, another man could represent
all lines of locomotive and car appliances, or one man could
represent l)Oth permanent way and works materials and
Also, with the conditions existing in
track appliances.
firms

taken.

Bridges
Bridges are not frequent, and those that do occur are
usually small, with few foundation difficulties.
In addition, there is a decided tendency for the railway departments to do their own fabricatinu and erection.
This is

Australia, there appears to be no reason why a man of the
proper adaptabilit)- could not work with several concerns
in .Australia (even when these concerns are handling competing lines), if such a man is sent out at the expense of
the .-Vmerican concerns.
This, of course, would reciuire men
of good common sense but not necessarily men of any unusual ability.
Since there are a number of as.<ociations
among the manufacturers of railway materials, equipment,
and supplies for furthering the interests of these manufacturers with the .American railways, it would seem desirable
that these same associations .should get together for the advancement of their foreign business. For instance, such as.*ociations as the Railway Business Association, the National

Railway .\p|)liance .Association, the Electric Railway Manufacturers .Association, or even a community of the associamight get together and arrange for experienced application engineers to visit .Australia
doing so as actual re])-

tions

—

obtain l)usiness for the interested concerns
and working with such representatives as these concerns
may have in Australia or arranging for additional agents.
There are also a number of concerns organized for the
handling of foreign business (particularly some of those
recently organized) that might arrange for the representation of complete lines as above sugge.'ted. and then follow
up by sending out special application engineers.
In considering such an extensive field as railway materials, equipment, and supplies, a division into groups seems
advisable.
The following grouping is based on what one
rescntatives

Sydney (N.

to

S.

VV

Leaving Wallangarra on the
Queensland Border

encouraged by the much higher

on fabricated mateNew Zealand Railways are the only system that has adopted a set of standard
to
buy
bridges
designs and is prepared
except in detail, as
used.
In the future the New Zealand Railways e.xpect to
buy their bridges in quantity.
Bridge paints, on account of the large proportion of dry
weather, last much longer in .Australia than the average in
This does not apply to New Zealand, whexe on
.America.
rials tlian

on plain materials.

tariffs

.Also the
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account of the amount of wet and warm weather the
bridge paint is probably shorter than in America.
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Grain Elevators

life of

Building Materials

The

principal market for building materials is for galvanized or substitute roofing material which will not require sheeting, and such substitutes for wood as beaver
board. The supply of Australian hardwoods will take care
of the needs for building wood, except soft wood required
for drawers, shelving, and similar uses where it has to be
worked and for which pine will probably continue to be

Just how far it is economical to
imported from America.
go in Australia in the use of protected materials as a substitute for galvanized iron is dependent to a very large exWhere not subject to special deteriorattent on the location.
ing influences, galvanized iron apparently has a longer life
in Australia and New Zealand than is the average in Ameri-

and its use is very much more extensive in all parts of
Australasia than in America; in fact, this is the case everywhere in the Far East.
ca,

The

question of grain elevators was covered at some
length in connection with the New South Wales Railways.
In the writer's opinion, there is no doubt of the desirability
of adopting arrangements to handle grains (particularly
wheat) in bulk in all of the Australian states, but the project of a wholesale conversion according to the plans now
out for tenders for the erection of elevators seems of doubtIt is advised, therefore, that American
ful practicability.
concerns go over this situation very carefully before contracting for erection complete, which would probably include the financing of the project for the government of the
state in which the work is done.
These remarks, of course,
do not apply to the furnishing of the machinery and materials for

some one

else to erect

Wharf and

Pier

and

finance.

Equipment

The use of wharf and pier machinery has been, to a considerable extent, influenced by the labor situation, the wharf

Coaling Stations
of locomotive coal is done to a very large
extent by the use of coaling trestles or man-powered handling outfits or, in some instances, with small locomotive
cranes, the latter being particularly the case in New Zea-

The handling

Thus far very few really up-to-date coal and ash
handling plants have been installed in Australia. At many
points it seems probable that these will be installed in the
future, but in a number of instances an impression seemed
to prevail that the present arrangements were much more
reliable than the more modern devices; therefore it is difficult to predict what the future improvements will be along
land.

Present Method of Speed Signaling on Victorian Railways
W'Orkers being one of the most powerful unions in Australia

and

New

At present, however, a necessity exists
of shipping.
The wharves in
Zealand are much better equipped in this respect than
those in Australia. To a certain extent this is probably due
to the authority exercised by the various harbor boards in
New Zealand, who have power to borrow money for improvements and collect wharfage charges in a more comprehensive
way than is the case in Australia.
Zealand.

for speeding

up

the

movement

New

Fencing Materials

—Ties

Practically all railway lines have to be fenced by the dein all the Australian states and New Zealand.
present practice is to use a rather heav)-, smooth,
straight wire with frequent anchor posts equipped with expensive slack adjusters.
In some instances intervening
strands of barbed wire are used, but in no case did the
writer see any of the special spiraled wire that is commonly
used for right-of-way fences on most .\merican railways.
On inquiry, not a single case was found where attention had
been called to this wire by the sellers of fencing materials,
and none of the sellers seem to know of the product. Consequently there appears to be a very good opportunity for
the general introduction of American fencing materials.
These remarks also apply to the use of steel fence posts,
especially for the drier parts of Australia, where the ravages
of the white ants are most serious.
In general, Australia has sufficient timber in sight to take
care of present needs, including those of South Australia
and New Zealand, both of which have to draw on outside

partment

Former Method
this

line,

of Route Signaling on Victorian Railways

although

make improvements
ness as

it

it

in

would appear almost a necessity to
some cases to take care of tlie busi-

grows.

Water-Treatment Plants
Considerable up-to-date water-treatment apparatus has
been installed in a number of the states and, with the water
conditions existing in a large part of Western Australia,
South Australia, and the western sections of Queensland
and New South Wales, further installations will no doubt
In some instances neutralizing compounds are
be made.
practicable, and an American company is introducing its
products, which, in view of some of the results obtained in
the United States and Canada, should make a decided success in

some parts of Australia.

The

March

riiL-

su()i)lii.-s,
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22,

ravages

weatlu-r conditions,

make

certain

of

the

and the

white

light

ants,

traffic

tavurable

tlie

would appear

to

parts of Australia, particularly the northern
Australia, a gotxl place for the use of steel
can be delivered there at a reasonable price.
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much

very

the

if

they

The engineering brancii of the South Australian railways
has already looked into the use of steel ties and is satisfied
with respect to their practicability.
Up to the present time,
however, it lias been found more economical to use jarrah
sleepers from Western .Australia, costing something over $1

It is presumed that the two steel plants now in operation
in .\ustralia will be able to take care of the normal rail requirements, but in such case the entire production would
apparently be required for this purpose and other lines
would not be produced. Such a condition seems very unDuring the present very diftkult period as regards
likely.
the obtaining of materials, it is safe to say that the normal
rail renewals are not l)eing made, although with the lighter
wheel loads and lighter traffic it is probable that the same
relative wear does not occur as takes place on the American
railways, even when allowances are made for the greater
amount of curv'ature and the steeper grades. New Zealand,
having no steel plants, gets all its supplies from abroad, and
it is not probable, for the present at least, that New Zealand will depend to any great extent on .\ustralia. although
this may possibly be the case when a scarcity of shipping

prevails.

Frogs and Switches (Points and Crossings)
Tiie present j>ractice

is

cerns

in

their

for all the state railway depart-

New

Zealand railways

to

manu-

own

shops, or to have manufactured by conrespective states, all their requirements in

frogs, switches, crossings, switch stands, derails,
rails,

and there seems

little

doubt that

and guard

this practice, for the

present at least, will be continued.
It would appear, however, that they might advantageously employ the special

types of light-weight guard rails now coming into general
use in America, that they would at least be warranted in
installing hardened-faced frogs and switches in some par-

and that these could be produced by importing the hardened parts and completing the work in the
railway shops. A few of the lifting type of derails, especially the "Hayes" design, have been used, but these are very
ticular situations,

infrequent as compared to the total in service.
Many are
of the complete switch type, which are more expensive to
install and maintain than the mo^t costly desians nf xhc
lifting type.

Rail Fastenings

As
rail.

siection

used, because of the

thickness.

The

assumed at first that it would not be worth
while to follow up the subject of roadway and track tools,
iiut after some inspection and incjuiry it was found that
there was not the difference in the design and equipment
of tools that might naturally be expected, and that in a considerable number of instances the American track tool would
writer

called.

Rails

facture in their

in

be very well received Jjy the Australian "ganger," as he is
A very considerable use of American hand tools by
all classes of railway mechanics was also noted.

each.

ments of Australia and the

ballast
in.

Roadvi^ay and Track Tools

lines of Soutli
ties

fuller

sleepers being only S

a general practice, the angle bars are bought with the
.-Ml
the Australian state railways follow the same

course with the manufacture or purchase of their supply of
dog spikes and track holts as with their frogs and switches.
The supply in New Zealand is usually purchased abroad,
particularly fang bolts and screw spikes.
At present no

guard rail clamps are used, and few tie plates, except in
some cases around turnouts.
It would seem that both of
these, particularly the guard-rail clamps, could be adopted
with much advantage, and the track men to whom the writer
explained the use of guard-rail clamps were very much interested in their application.
The use of rail anchors is
becoming very extensive, and most of those used thus far
are of the Vaughn design, furnished by the Railway Track
Supply Co.. of London. One point that applies to the maintenance of all the patented rail anchors, when employed on
Australian railways, is the necessity of inspection to prevent
the ballast from loosening the rail anchor as the result of

Signals

and supplies
lock and block, and staff or
Materials

as

the

in

past,

for

mechanical interlockings,
probably be bought

tablet, will

particularly

as all these requirements are
but in the materials and supplies that
enter into power interlocking, automatic signals, electric
parts for the control of lock and block and staff or tablet,
and all kinds of electrical accessory parts, considerable
business has been and will continue to be done. This is one
of the lines of business that requires a very considerable
amount of application engineering.
The signal situation is a good example of the inclination
on the part of some of the Australian state railway departfully standardized;

ments

to manufacture their own requirements.
In some instances the signal branch has a considerable manufacturing
plant and manufactures not only the well-established parts
but the more difficult electrical parts as well this in some

—

instances

with

apparent disregard of any existing patent
restrictions or objections to the adoption bodily of designs
that are trade assets as a result of years of experience.
The
WTiter has yet to find an American railway that has made a
success of this policy, although it has been tried in several
instances and at times seemed desirable on account of the

apparently high prices demanded by the manufacturers.
It
is not probable tliat the Australian railways will succeed
any better, although they may in the meanwhile acquire a
supply of poor (and in some cases possibly unsafe) electrical
railway-signal apparatus. These remarks regarding patents
also apply in connection with several other situations, particularly as regards patented locomotive and car devices.
.\s already stated, there seems to be a very substantial
field for the installation of selective telephone apparatus
for the "central control" of train movements, supplementing the signal equipment or rather co-ordinating with the
signal systems.
The fact should lie appreciated that this
is
not an introduction of the .\merican method of train
running, which is in bad repute with Australian railway
officials.

Both of the two largest American railway signaling companies have representatives in Australia, who are doing ex-

work in promoting the sale of American electric railsignaling devices and also signal accessory apparatus.

cellent

way

Rolling Stock
for the railway department of
each state to erect its own equipment in its own shops or
to purchase in Australia or, in some cases, in the United
States.
It is probable that no great amount of complete
equipment will be purchased abroad. South Australia and
Western Australia will probably go to the other .Australian
states for locomotives, and New Zealand and Tasmania may
go abroad. Purchases have been made in the past, are now
being made under the present modified conditions, and
probably will be made in the future, of much material and
equipment in the form of slabs for engine frames, boiler
plates and flues, axles, tires, wheel centers, air hose, injectors, lubricators, gages, and similar parts, notwithstandIt

is

the general

policy
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ing the decided tendency to manufacture these parts as
The American railways
well as to erect the rolling stock.
have found as a result of long experience that while they
may be able to erect their own rolling stock to advantage
they seldom succeed in manufacturing the specialties as well
or as cheaply as the concerns that devote all their attention
There will
to such lines, with a specially trained staff.
probably be in Australia a growing realization of this truth
that
a considertlierefore it seems warranted to conclude

able amount of this business will continue to go to the concerns producing special lines unless inferior products are to
It seems probable that in the course of time imbe used.
provements will be made in the adoption of automatic car
couplers, particularly for the handling of coal to expedite
classification, and that air train signals will be adopted.
In connection with any materials or equipment going to
Xew Zealand it ma\- be noted that the North American
hardwoods experience the same short life in New Zealand
as in the tropics, and therefore care should be exercised not
to use such woods but, instead, .suitable woods that will reits

the deteriorating influences of this climate. These same
remarks apply to agricultural implements, which are often
condemned on account of the failure to use woods that will
It is also well, in furstand the New Zealand climate.
sist

nishing locomotives, to consider the matter of very robust
frames and bearings, on account of the excessive wear occasioned Ijy the .sharp curves and steep grades on most of the
lines.
This applies especially to New Zealand and Tas-

mania.

Machinery

for

Shops

.\mong the imports from the United States during the
few years, machinery constitutes the largest item, and

last

in the writer's opinion this will continue to be the case,
particularly if there is a continuance of the present policy
bv which the railway departments manufacture and erect
It is betheir own rolling stock and similar requirements.

competent application engineering
and New Zealand to develop
and hold the business for American products, though as a
rule the railway officials are inclined to admit the superiorit\' of most of the American machine tools.
lieved that

in

line

this

will be necessary in Australia

Oil Storage and Handling
In general, very little modern apparatus for oil storage
and handling has been installed, and that which has been
employed- is nearly all of special design, usually manufactured l)y the department, and generally quite expensive.
-An American company now has a representative in Australia and in time should build up a large line of Imsiness
with

its

excellent

equipment,

especially

if

it

follows

the

methods of application engineering that have characterized
much of its work in the United States.
Electrical

The

Equipment

business connected with power houses and
substations is well looked after by American concerns now
in the field, which have always obtained a considerable portion of the Isusiness either directly or through Briti.'^h
branches.
The same remarks apply to electrical car equipment.
.\s regards overhead-contact materials, substantially the
same remarks apply, although some of the American concerns manufacturing certain specialties might obtain additional business from Australian and New Zealand tramwavs.
Mention might also be made of the electrification of
the Melbourne Suburban Railways and the S\^dney metropolitan scheme and also the probable electrification of the
Perth suburban lines.
For this last-named project Mertz
&;

line

of

McLellan are the

consultins; engineers.
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Fuel and Lubricants
For the present and for a long time to come all fuel for
Australian and New Zealand railways will be furnished
locally or from other Australian states.
At present a very large part of all the lubricants, and
also a large part of the mineral oils, used by the Australian
and New Zealand transportation systems, are furnished by

American concerns.

Financial and Corporate Offices Not
to be Charged to Operating Expenses

THK

EXPENSES OF

RAILRO.-VD t)FEiCES. including Salaries

and corporate affairs as
distinguished from operation, may not be charged to
operating expenses after April 1, except as expressly authorized by the Railroad Administration, according to Circular
of officers, devoted to financial

on March

by Director General Mc.\doo.
it is understood that the order applies to such officers as chairmen of
boards of directors and of executive committees and in some
cases to vice-presidents, as well as to stock transfer and bond
registering offices and other offices maintained in New York
and elsewhere which are considered not necessary for the
purposes of the Railroad Administration in its control of the
Xo.

10, issued

18,

.\lthough no official explanation has been made,

roads, but properly chargeable to the corporations.

On February 23 ]Mr. McAdoo addressed a circular to the
roads asking for detailed information regarding the expense
of financial offices in New York and elsewhere and the circular is the result.
Circular Xo. 10 is as follows:
"The question has been raised as to whether the Government ought to pay any part of the expense of the New York
offices (including salaries of officers at New York) of railroad companies, except to the extent that .such expenses are
on account of operating offices properly located at New York;
and, on the same principle, as to whether the Government is
under any obligation to pay the expenses of offices of any of
the companies in any locality, devoted to financial and corporate matters as distinguished from matters pertaining to
the physical operation of the railroad properties.
"Even if it should be decided that the necessary expenses
for some of the purposes for which such New York offices,
and to some extent similar offices at other places, should be
chargeable against the government, it seems very clear that
in many instances the expenses currently so charged are
greatly in excess of what is necessar}' to accomplish the purposes which, according to a reasonaljle construction, would be
chargeable against the government.
"Under the circumstances it is desired that each carrier
claiming that any such expense should be chargeable against
the government shall present a statement showing the amount
of this expen.se and what amount, if any, it is claimed should
fairly be charged to the government, and the reasons why the
carrier Ijelieves such expense is so chargeable.
And on and
after April 1, 1918, the said expense shall cease to be charged
against operating income, except in so far as the same shall
lie expressly authorized after the facts shall have lieen considered as provided herein."
In cases where the same man is l)oth chairman of the lioard
or of the executive committee and president, or where other
officers devote their time both to financial and operating matters, it is expected that application will Ije made to the Railroad Administration as provided in the circular and it is
understood that in such cases tlie portion of the expense or
the salary considered chargeable to corporate affairs will be
segregated, to be paid by the company out of its guarantee.

Railroad Control
i-assed in

Bill

Passed by the House

Form Reported by Conferees

After Elimination

of Restriction on State Taxation
Wa.iiincioii.

KAii.KoAi) lOMKoi.
TillSonato
March IS

was passed In- tluhad struck out
the ])rovision intended to prevent states from increasini; their taxation of railroad property, was passed by the
House on March 14 Ijy a vote of .>0.> to 26.
The conference rejwrt was passed with comparatively little
on

nil. I.,

wliicli

after the conferees

dehate in the House, althoujjh several representatives took
occasion to exjiress their objection to the i)road powers
ijranteti to the President in Section 10, which provides that
carriers while under federal control shall be subject to all
laws and liabilities as common carriers "except in so far as
may he inconsistent with the jirovisions of this act or any
other act applicable to such federal control or with any
Chairman Sims of the Committee
order of the President."
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce ilefended this section
and Representative Esch, one of the conferees, declared that
if the words are properly interpreted they do not give the
President the broad and unlimited power to repeal or suspend any statute of the United States or any state that so

many had

otjjected to.

Mr. Esch also pointed out that the language of the conference report adopted no longer includes the term "standard
return" hut provides for "just compensation, not e.xceeding
a sum equivalent as nearly as may be"' to the average annual
operating income.

compromise as

rate-making ]iower seemed to
be generally satisfactory to tlie House.
Those who voted against the l)ill were Representatives
Bankhead, Buniett, Church, Dowell, Good, Green of Iowa,
Haugen, Helm. Huddleston, Johnson of Washington. Keams,
Knutson. McLaughlin of Michigan, Mcl.emore, Mason,
Ramse\er, Reavis, Reed, Steenerson, Sweet, Thomas, TownWilliams, Wingo, Wood of Indiana, and Woods of
er,
Iowa.
Three Congressmen voted "present" and 96 did not vote.
The passage of the bill in the Senate on March 13, as
reported in last week's issue, was attended with a ratlier
lively controversy over the ])rovision inserted by the conferees in Section 15, providing that no state or subdivision
thereof should assess taxes on railroad property during the
period of federal control in e.xcess of the ratio which the
taxes derived from railroad property bore to the total taxes
of such state or subdivision for the year previous to federal
Tlie

control.

The

to the

ol)jection to this

was

that

it

unduly

restricted

the taxing ])owers of the states, whereas both the Senate and
House bills as originally passed had contained a provision
that nothing in the act should be construed to

amend,

expenses of the railroads, including taxes.
.\fter considerable discussion the vice-presidenc sustained
a point of order against this provision of the conference
report as l>eing new matter not contained in either of the originall bills and the ruling of the chair was sustained by a
vote of 5] to 2:-.
The conference report was then re-com-

the conference

to

The

final vote was 47 to 8, tho.se who voted against the
being Senators Borah, Cummins, Gore, Gronna, Johnson
of California, Kenyon, Xorris and Townsend. Fortv Senators
did not vote. When the bill was originally passed in the Senate
bill

no

roll call was taken. Several Senators who were ojiposed to
the bill took occasion to express their arguments against it l>e-

Senator Townsend of Michigan obon the ground that the representative of the Director
General who had written most of the bill had included in
it
many |)rovisions which he did not con-ider neti-ssary for
war purposes, such .is the jirovision that state and federal
laws could be set aside by the President's order and the
provision allowing the President to initiate rates.
T do not
believe that any new law is necessar\-," he said, "in order
fore the final passage.

jected

ample power to do everything that is
necessary to be done for the railroads for facilitating the
prosecution of the war or growing out of the war cmergencv."
Senator Lewis of Illinois declared that while he was in
favor of government ownershi]3 it would have been an exhibition of bad faith for the government to u.se the war

to give the President

emergency for the ])urpose of taking over the roads permanently and that the question of government ownership should
l)e settled on its merits.
He also took occasion to say that
if he had his way he would repeal the act creating the Interstate Commerce Commission, giving the President power
to make rates and to create bodies representing the government to be located in various parts of the country so that
shippers could be heard without coming to Washington.
Senator Johnson of California reiterated his objection that
the bill is "unfair and unjust to the people and so outrageously generous to the railroad companies that its enactment
into law is .shameful and iniquitous."
Senator Cummins also made a speech against the bill,
objecting to the compensation as too lil)eral and against
giving the President power to initiate rates.
He predicted
that within six

vance

in

months there would 1* "a stupendous'" adand that the commission would ap-

freight rates

I)rove them.

Senator Jones of Washington declared that although he
thought the bill was unfair and unjust to the |)eople it seemed
necessary for the conduct of the war and tiiat he would vote
for

it.

The

re-

impair or affect the existing laws or powers of the
states in relation to taxation.
The Hou.se bill, however, had
added a further provision which made it necessary for the
conferees to adopt a compromise and the compromise proposed aroused the objection of Senators who wished all the
rights of states to be preser\'ed.
Other Senators advocated
the compromise on the ground that it was necessary to protect the federal government against the power of a state to
increa.se ta.xation in such a way as to impose a burden on
the federal government, which is now responsible for the
I)eal,

n. C.

committee, which held a hurried
meeting and reported Ijack, striking out the provision oIjjected to in time to secure the pas.sage of the l)ill in the
Senate on the same day.
niitted

text of the conference

in last week's issue.

15

report

was

publishc*d

in

full

passed onl\ the proviso in section
the entire section, as was erroneous-

.As

was eliminated, not

ly stated last week.

Rate-Making Under Government Control
Shijipers are waiting anxiously to see
to

initiate

rates

will

be

exerciscxl

by

how
the

the authoritv

Railroad

Ad-

ministration when the Itill becomes a law.
While it is understood that the Director General does not care to concern
himself to any considerable extent with routine matters
pertaining to rates and their adjustment it is also jierfectly
well understood that he is vitally interested in the power to
increase rates sufficiently to cover all expen.«es and the
guarantees to the railroads as well as in the power to make

any important change in rates that he considers desirable
without the necessit)- for first securing the approval of the
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Under the new law he
interstate and state commissions.
can act first and put a rate into effect and the federal commission can overrule him later if it wants to, but nothing is
said that would give a state commission any authority to
in
interfere in any way with any rates he should initiate
same way that he initiated the increased demurrage rates
and put them into effect for both state and interstate traffic.
Even before the passage of the law the President's proclamathe astion assumed, and Mr. McVdoo has been acting on
sumption, that he had the power to change rates, and while
of
approval
he has gone through the form of requesting the
the commission, the commission in every case has authorized
the filing of the tariffs. On the day that the law was expected
an
to be signed the Railroad Administration announced
the

excess fare on the Penns)-lvania's parlor car train between
New York and Washington, although the commission a

time ago denied the railroad permission to impose
On the following day the commission ansuch a charge.
nounced its approval of the tariff.
What is concerning shippers is the question as to the extent to which the Railroad Administration intends to initiate
Under the
rates without hearings or notice to the shippers.
amendment to the fifteenth section of the law passed last
August railroads have had to secure the commission's apshort

proval before even filing a tariff and the tariff when filed,
Now, apparently the adof course, might be suspended.
ministration can put a rate into effect practically without
notice, and there has been much complaint upon the part
of shippers that this power is lodged in a man whose principal advisors are railroad men.
The case of the proposed "spotting charge" is an example
of the reason for this attitude as expressed by shippers who
have recently been in Washington. The proposal to charge

$2 a car for placing on an industrial siding and $1 a car
for spotting at a particular point on the siding was drawn
up in the Traffic Division. It is understood that it had not
yet been referred to Mr. McAdoo when the shippers of the
countr}'

heard

about

it

How

and began to protest vigorously.
and what were the chances

far the proposal had gone
of its being put into effect are
but it appears that a member of

still

matters of uncertainty,

Mr. McAdoo's staff thought
it
would be well to find out what the state commissions
thought about it and that the news was very rapidly disseminated among them and through them to the shippers,
by way of C. E. Elmquist, the Washington representative
Even before the proposed plan
of the' state commissions.
had traveled from the traffic department on the tenth floor
of the Interstate Commerce Commission building to Mr.
McAdoo's office on the ninth floor a flood of telegrams had
come to Mr. McAdoo from all points of the compass. Telegrams also w-ent to the senators and representatives on
Capitol Hill, arriving there about the time that the conferees
were trying to adjust the differences between the Senate and
This
the House bills as to the final rate-making authority.
was also about the time that a committee representing the

National Industrial Traffic League, including G. M. Freer,
H. C. Barlow. W. H. Chanderi R. D. Sangster and C. E.
Childe, arrived in Washington in an effort to rescue the
commission's final authority over rates which was then
trembling in the balance. While it is understood that the

was not entirely
believed that the storm aroused over
the spotting charges may have added to the difficulty which
prevented the conferees from accepting the proposed com-

results of the shippers' visit to the capitol
satisfacton.- to

them

it is

promise which Senator Smith had Ijrought from the White
House, which would have required the commission to make
rates high enough to pay all expenses, instead of merely
requiring it to take them into consideration.
The following petition regarding the rate-making powers
was presented to the conferees on behalf of the National
Industrial Traffic League:
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Protest of National Industrial Traffic League

"Your

petitioner, the National Industrial Traffic League,
an organization comprising in its membership the principal
commercial organizations and industrial and commercial
concerns located throughout the United States, and repadresenting, substantially speaking, 300,000 shippers,
dresses your honorable committee in respect to the rail-

road bill, now in conference. Your petitioner is particularly concerned respecting section 10 of the Senate bill and

House bill, that portion of the same which
making and prescribing of rates, fares, classirules and regulations of the carriers while under

section 11 of the
refers to the
fications,

federal control.
"No one appreciates

more fully than the members of this
organization the fact that the country is at war and further that many old ways of doing things must bend, to the
end that supreme effort of the nation to win the war shall
not be embarrassed; but we are convinced this bending can
be done in an orderly form and manner, as now provided
by law, and all the necessary and desired results be obtained.
"The railways of the country are in the hands of the government for the period of the war and for some fixed period
following the close of the war.
"We understand, in general terms, the purpose of taking
over the roads was principally twofold, viz., to co-ordinate
their activities to the great aim of winning the war and
the further purpose of fairly conserving their financial
status through the period of great borrowing by the government.
In these laudable efforts we are all in accord.
In the bringing of these aims to a successful conclusion it
may be necessary for the government to deal with the rates,
fares, rules, regulations, etc., of the carriers,

and

it ii

to this

phase of the pending bills that we address ourselves.
"We take it for granted the welfare of the commerce and
industry of the country is second only to the one great purpose of winning the war. Our contention is that as the railroad bills now read, the welfare of the commerce and industry of the country may be unnecessarily placed in jeopardy.
"The government is in possession of the roads; it exercises its control through the agency of the Director-General, who has surrounded himself with a cabinet of principals and assistants drawn almost exclusively from the
railroad service.
None of these gentlemen has had, substantially speaking, any training on the commercial or
industrial side of the question, outside of the railroad point

of view.

These men are undoubtedly of

ability

and capac-

particular line of training, yet we may say with
propriety their training has given them in many respects
an entirely different point of view from that held by many
ity in their

gentlemen trained in commerce and industry.
We take it
to be a fair assumption that the Director-General will be
guided in great measure in his conduct of the railroads by
the counsel and advice of those he has called about him.
Our point is this: In the very nature of things, can these
gentlemen always have as clearly in mind the interests of
the public as those of the carriers?

"Permit us to illustrate what we have particularly in
mind.
The demurrage rules were the outcome of eight
years' negotiations between shippers and carriers under
the guidance of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
They had been changed from time to time by mutual agreements.
So far as the shippers were advised, this method
of handling the question was mutually satisfactory to the
shipping public and to the carriers.
In January of this
year there appeared, without notice to the shipping public,
a new set of rules differing materially from those long in
effect.
After a fruitless personal appeal to the DirectorGeneral, a written protest was filed in behalf of the shippers b)' your petitioner.
It was pointed out that the new
rules would not accomplish the desired results.
The final
outcome was that the representatives of your petitioner were

'

March

22.
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requi'stcd to return to

resiniatives

the

of

Washington for
and the

confcri-ncc with rep-

Commerce
conference we proceeded in the man-

carriers

Interstate

Commission. In this
ner long followed; the rules were again revised liv mutual
agrei-nient and at the request of the Director-General went
into effect in place of those previously promulgated by him.
"It is our desire to avoid and prevent a repetition of such
instances.
For more than thirty years the Interstate Commerce Commission, created under the authority of Congress,
has had the full confidence of the shipping public; nowhere
can 1h' found a more useful and patriotic arm of the govemnunt. To that Ixxly may safely be left the determination of
all questions affecting rates, fares, rules, etc.
"It is contended by some tiiat the ultimate control of ratemaking is a necessary part of the war power of the President.
Vour petitioner cannot conceive of any condition
arising out of the war in which the President could be hamjjered or embarrassed in his control and operation of the
carriers by reason of the rate-making power remaining in
the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Under the stress of war it may be desiralile to change existing rates, fares, charges and regulations affecting shippers;
but the successful operation of tlie railroads for war purposes would not be affected by the amount of the rates
charged.
As a matter of justice and public policy the commerce of tiie country should pay an adequate charge for
transportation.
If changes in rates become necessary, the
burden should be etjuitably distributed by a tribunal well
versed in all phases of the subject, so as to disturb the commerce and well-being of the country' as little as possible.
The rate adjustments of the United States are delicately
balanced and related; any disturbance thereof should be had
only after a full investigation by a disinterested body.
"For more than thirt>' years Congress has authorized the
Interstate Commerce Commission to execute and enforce a
well-considered and well-rounded form of regulation of
carriers.
That body ma\' well be said to be the only body
qualified by long years of experience and training fully and
adequately to consider and determine all questions within
the jurisdiction of the act to regulate commerce.
The control of rate-making is a legi.slative function vested in Congress and delegated by Congress to the Interstate Commerce
Commission as a branch of the legislative department of
the government.
We earnestly insist that the power and
jurisdiction be left unimpaired, to be exercised in accordance with the act to regulate commerce as amended.
"It is our firm conviction that this can safely be done
and all necessary and desirable results be obtained.
By
so doing this legislative function will be retained where you
have placed it, viz., in the agency of the Congress created
for the

purpose and qualified by experience.

"We are persuaded that even the necessities of war do
not justify or make necessar>- the destruction of all that has
been accomplished during the past 30 years of regulation
of the carriers
".\s a

b\'

the Interstate

Commerce Commission.

war measure Congress authorizes the President

to

make

regulations as to the imports which should be permitted, but does not authorize him to fix the customs duties:
it f)ermits the Postmaster-General to operate the postal system, hut does not authorize him to fix rates of postage.

There certainly

is
no greater necessity to authorize the
President to fix the rates of transportation over the railroads
which you permit him to operate as a war meaisure.
''WTierefore, your petitioner earnestly prays that the para-

graphs in the two bills dealing with rate regulation and
control shall be so amended as to leave to the Interstate
Commerce Commission the determination of all questions
arising

regulate

in

respect thereof

commerce and

Since the

first

its

now embodied
amendments."

as

in

the act to

protests were received, the Director General

has received a considerable numl)er of communications from
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other shippers urging him to impose the proposed charge for
service on industrial sidings.
Apparently these have come
from the shippers who use the public team tracks.

Express Companies

Xo

decision has yet iieen readu-d on liie question as to
whether the exjiress companio an- to in- taken over by the
government, but the impression is being gained that they
will not be.
It is understood that the four principal express companies, the Wells Fargo, the Adams, the American and the United States, have asked to be taken over on
terms similar to tlio.se applied to the railroads, on the

ground that

their business

is

so closely intertwined with that
their financial position has

and because
been steadily growing worse.
of the

railroads

It is understood that the influence of the post-office department has been against taking
over the express business because the Postmaster General
has always taken the position that the post-office department
could handle the business through the parcel post and that
if it were taken under the wing of the Railroad Administration, two departments of tiie government would be competing against each other.
The Railroad .Administration has endeavored to sound
the opinion of the state railroad commissions on the subject

through
quist,

tlieir representative at Washington, Charles E. Elmand he has asked the commissions for an expression

of their views in reply to a circular

letter.

Among

the ques-

he asked were as to whether the four companies or
all of them should be taken over as a war measure, what
compensation should Ije allowed if they are taken over, and
whether they should be returned to private ownership after
tions

the war.
The director-general is now authorized to proceed with
the negotiations with the railroads regarding their compensation and with plans for expenditures for equipment and

improvements as well as for financing the roads. It is understood that work has been under way for some time on
the preparation of contracts to be made with the roads and

Commerce Commission is about ready to
amount of the average net op)erating income for
three years which is made the basis of compensation except
that the Interstate

certify the

in special cases.
A plan of accounting will l>e devised by
Director Prouty of the division of public sennce and accounting.
Conferences regarding the form of contract are
Iteing held between Judge Payne, general counsel of the
Railroad .Administration and the Law Committee of the
Railway Executives .Advisory Committee.
Improvements may be paid for in part out of the revolving fund consisting of the §500.000,000 appropriation and
the surplus earnings al)Ove the guarantee, where the railroads
.Aid may Ije extended to the
are not able to finance them.
roads in refunding maturing obligations and financial assistance may also be given the roads in the form of loans by
the War Finance Corporation if the bill providing for it,
now pending before Congress, is passed. In hearings on
that bill Director-General M> .Adoo stated that one of its
purposes was to aid some of the railroads in meeting their
requirements and that that was one of the reasons why the
apDropr'afcn a.-ked was onlv S500 OOO Odd. 'Vh.n sum. he
.sa'd. would not be sufficient to take care of the railroads
even for this vear.

—

The Brighton
likii.HToN R.Aii.w.Av's Roll. OF Honor.
Railwav of England has issued the sixteenth edition of its
who have
n.nmes
its
staff
of
Roll of Honor containing the
The figures are up to the end of the
died in active service.
vear 1017. and show that the total numl)cr of men enlisted
from the Brighton Railway up to that date was 4,814. which
represents 29,6 per cent of the staff; 338 have died in active
sen'ice. which is 7.02 per cent of the men enlisted.
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Planting Trees

As

Protection

Snow

&

S.^ULT STE. MARIE haS
undertaken an active program of tree planting as a
means of protecting its tracks from drifting snow. It

THE
is

ST.

P.AUL

planned to plant these trees along 100 miles of right of
this work was first undertaken

way each year and although

as late as 1914, trees have already been planted along 250
miles of right of wa\' and 70 miles additional line is ready
for planting this spring.
Up to the present time these trees

have

all

heen planted along the lines

in

are planted on the north and west sides of cuts and
rows on the south and east sides.
These will be cut
back periodically one row at a time as the trees develop.
The original right of way was SO ft. wide in most instances, but this was soon found to be too narrow for
effective tree planting so that 75 ft. additional is being purchased on the north and west sides of the cuts and 50 ft. on
trees

Against Drifting
MINXE.APOHS,

Vol. 64, No. 12

Xorth Dakota hut

six

opposite sides.
The trees are set three and four feet
apart in rows placed 8 ft. apart.
Most of the trees, which have been placed up to the
present time, have been purchased from nurseries, although
a nursery has been started by the company and trees are now
being raised there. They are taken to the point of planting
the

refrigerator cars, as

in

it

has been found possible in this

way to keep them dormant until as
While this work has not been

late as Jul)-.

on a sufficient
length of time for the trees to become full grown and to
d-msnstrate the entire success of the plan, the cost of plant-

Original Condition of

Many

of the

carried

Cuts

is |)lanned to extend this work into \\'isconsin tliis year.
In undertaking this work it was first necessary to develop
a method of planting the trees economically.
For this purpose a machine has been devised which will plant 8,000
trees a day with three men, or as many trees as 80 men
could set in a day by hand. These trees are also said to be
jilanted more satisfactorily, while they are all set at a uniform depth.
Careful consideration was given to the selection of the
type of tree to plant, l)earing in mind the kinds of soil
which v.fuid l.e encountered along the cuts to be protected.
it

A View

of the

Tree Protection

and caring for these trees compares ver_\- favoraljly with
snow fences. The first cost is about 25 per cent of
that for snow fences, while the maintenance expense will
be very small after the first three or four years. This work
has been handled' under the supervision of T. A. Hoverstad,
agricultural commissioner of the Soo Line.
ing

that of

Fkek Passes to English Railway Directors.

—The

president of the British Board of Trade was recently asked
whether, seeing that all the railways of the country- were

The Tree Planter

in

Action

Several kinds of willows were tried and the laurel-leaved
willow was finally selected as the hardiest.
It is planted
in the outer row and also in some of the rows nearest the
track.
The Buffalo berry, carragana, i)Uckthorn and
artemisia are also used to some extent in the outside row,
the purpose being to provide a low growing spreading tree
or shrub with no big openings through which the wind can
pass readily.
Green ash or cottonwood is planted in the
second row and green ash or box elder in the third row
with the remaining five rows in willows.
Eight rows of

now under government control, he would give orders that
the privilege hitherto enjoyed by the 500 or more railway
directors of the United Kingdom of unrestricted traveling
over

railway systems first-class, without payment of
now be withdrawn, and thus ease the prevailing
congestion as regarded seating accommodation as well as
adding to the railway revenue. To this, Sir Albert Stanley
replied that he had no reason to suppose that the issue of
free passes to railway directors results in any abuse of
traveling facilities, and it did not seem to him that a departure from the existing practice would lead to the result
fares,

all the

should

which the member desired

to

attain.

March

KAII.WAV

1918

22.

C. B. Seger

AGE

"07

Commerce

Interstate

Comnus.-ioner'.s deiiire to separate all

o|>erating e.xpenses between freight

CHARLfc!. BRfXStiN sKchk
cluiimun of

service-

Juii^e

from the

resiiiiieil

lui>

executive

.-ucceeiliim

I'acilic.

I.ovett

the

I'liion

clccti-i]

Ix'cii

committee of
Roliert

S.

to

I'acilic

the I'nited States government

to

tcm|)or;iry

the

l.ovett.

nive

ami

it

hi.-

I'nion
Judjie
entire

would ap-

pear, therefore, that. althou,i;h Mr. Seger at present has the
word temporary preti.ved to his title, this actually will have
if

little,

any, significance.
at lea.M, there

SuiK'rficially,

is

a contrast between Judi;e

Judge Lovett was dijilomatic.
Mr. Se^er is
kindly, .sympathetic, hut none the less keen.
downrisjht,
clear thinkins.! to an unkeen, uncompromisins,
other
words,
the
contrast
between
degree.
In
usual
Judge
I.ovett and Mr. Sejjer is entirely as to methods.
It may Le presumed that Mr. Seger has the ccntidence and
backin!» ot Kuhn. Loeb & Co.
In the matter of choo^in!; a
head for the I'nion Pacific sysand

Lovett

tem,

succes.sor.

l»i-

tee of the

Union

the bankers have

&

Steamship Company, which

is part of the .Southern
a clerk before 1887 and in that
year was given the title of .steamship auditor.
In 1889 he
was made traveling auditor and two years later was appointed chief clerk to tiie genre

ail

Pacific.

He had become

eral auditor.

November,
1893,
Mr.
was made auditor and
secretar)- of the Galveston, Harrisburg 8: San Antonio, the
Texas & New Orleans, and the
Direct
Navigation
Companv.
On Januarx- 18, 1900, he was
made also auditor and secretary
of the Galveston, Houston &

had the ruling

In
Seger

voice.

Mr.

Seger

has

been

vice-

president and controller of the
I'nion Pacific since the Union
and Southern Pacific were separated in 191,^.
.As an accounting officer he stands unquestionably at the very head of his profession.
His grasp of detail
and his memon,- for figures are

He

remarkable.
tolerant

the

Northern.

On November 1, 1904, Mr.
Seger was appointed auditor of
the Southern Pacific-Pacific system, with office at San Francisco, Cal.
In January, 1910,
he was made general auditor of

naturally inslip-shod or petty

of

is

His organization of

theories.

accounting

system

companies which go

to

of

Pacific.

Charles Hrun.son Seger was born .Augu.st 29, 1867, at New
()i leans. La.
He went to common school and began railroad
work as an office boy on Morgan's Louisiana & Texas Rail-

>afe to say that

prett)

it is

and passenger. It could
done accurately and, therefore, it was a falsehood to
do so, was the substance of his argument.
is
very interesting to note an ajjparent tendency in
It
Kuliii. L(K'b & Co.'s iKjlicy toward tiie roads tliat they control.
When they reorganizctl the Waijash, W. H. Williams,
vice-president of the Delaware & Hudson and an accounting
officer, was made chairman of the Ixwrd.
Now we have an
aicounting officer made chairman of the executive commitnot be

.•.ttempt to

the

make up

Union

and Southern
Harriman
sy.stem: and in 1911 was made
deputy comptroller of the Harriman lines. When the courts

the I'nion Pacific has been the

the

admiration

Pacific

cers

and

of accounting offirailroad
e.\ecutive>

Pacific

systems

— the

both here and in England.
Mr. Seger's entire railroad
career has been in the accountordered the dissolution of the
ing department but, notwithHarriman system and the sepastanding this, it is the opinion
ration of the Union and Southof operating officers who have
ern Pacific, William Mahl, who
worked with him that he could
had been controller of the
make a superlatively good genSouthern Pacific under Colis P.
e;.'l manager or. so far as that
Huntington and later under E.
is concerned, fill any operating
Harriman, controller of
H.
position:
and.
although
he
the Harriman Lines, resigned
C. B. Seger
night not be capable of acting
and C. B. Seger became cona.superintendent
of
motive
troller of the L'niiin r.nifu :m(l
power or chief engineer of construction, he knows intimately
Pacific.
Southern
of
the
A. D. MacDonald
what a good mechanical officer or engineering officer ought
to accomplish under a given set of conditions.
Robbed i.v Ciiin.v -I're.-s
E.vci.nkeks
.\s vice.\meric.\.\"
president and controller, in practice if not in theory, the
despatches from Peking dated March 8, report that two
presidents of the I'nion Pacific companies conferred with or
.American engineers have been roblied and captured by banA Chinese
reported to
as you have a mind to call it
Mr. Seger. Much
dits near Veh-Sien. in the Province of Ho-Nan.
of Mr. Seger's time and thought were given to operating
The party was on its way
assistant also was taken prisoner.
statistics.
to inspect and surxey the site of a jiroposed railway between
Probably there is no other accounting officer in the histor)Chow Kai-kow and Siang Yangfu. They were earning a
of .\merican railroads who has had as clear an insight into
.\n
large sum of money with which to pay survey parties.
the limitations of the use of operating statistics as a guide
escort of 20 soldiers resisted the bandits until their ammunito operating efficiency or who has worked more persistentlv
tion was exhausted, when the party surrendered. Two of the
and more successfully to so collate the.se statistics as to reChinese escajied and reported the outrage. Officials of the
flect actual conditions.
Accounting officers are apt some.American International Corporation which is as.sociated with
times to make something of a sacred mystery of their prothe Siems-Carey Railway & Canal Company in railway

—

—

To Mr. Seger, a myster}-, like an unweighted averwas an anathema. Mr. S^ger was fearless in his opand to tho.se who held views contrary to
own. H^- i.i.d-.iI vigorouslv and without subtleties thi-

position to theori.sts

building in China, announced that they intended calling the
attention of the State Department at Washington to the bandit outrage near Yeh-Sien, and would ask protection for their

his

.niiil()\ei-s

fession.

age,

>

now

in that section.
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Approximate Cost
By

of Stopping a Train

R. E.

w.

Vol. 64, No. 12

which may be figured by applying 1.38 miles
pay per mile in case the crew gets overtime.

to the rate of

such as track repairs, lubricadepreciation and taxes, a proportion of which is propchargeable to these stops, but the amount is small and
can properly be neglected.
For the sake of comparison, the above method is applied
to a 50-car freight train of the following description running at 30 m.p.h.:
.\lso there are other items

tion,

FREQUENTLY THE

QUESTION of cost incidental to stopping a train comes up in court actions and commission hearings, and heretofore the answer has been an
estimate based upon general railroad experience and witliIf, however, such an estimate is
out any supporting data.
not accurate enough for the purpose, some way of actually
figuring the cost must be chosen and the following method
will be found to give good results.
Since energ\- is the capacity for performing work, we
divide the energy dissipated in stopping a train from
a given speed, by the work required to move the same train
a mile at the speed from which the stop was made, and this
quotient will represent the distance the train would have
It is evident then,
traveled due to its stored up energy.
tliat this quotient, which may be called the equivalent miles
run, multiplied by the cost of coal, repairs and wages per
Train retrain-mile, will give the total cost of the stop.
sistance figures which enter into the computation are based
on a wide range of e.xperiments and the respective costs
mentioned above are taken from railway company statistics.
These must be average values, because the cost of stopping
a train even from the same speed, is not always the same
due to varying brake action, slipping of drivers, etc.
To express the energy relations algebraically, let,

may

S rr

tot.Tl

R

work required

F

=r

=

energy'

in tlie tra
to move

to

its

distance the train could travel du

to

erl_\-

Total weight of Mikado type engine
Weight on driving wheels
Weight of tender ( -/} load)
Weight of 50 leaded freight cars at 75 tons

130 tons

100 tons
63 tons
3,750 tons
16.500 lb.

Total freipht car resistance at 4.4 lb. per ton*
Tender and engine truck resistance at 4.4 lb. per ton*
Engine friction and head air resistance!

409

lb.

2.715 lb.
40 cents

Cost of coal per freight car milet
Cost ot freight car repairs per car mile
Cost of engine repairs per mile

87 cents
9.49 cents

Substituting in equation (6)
S

70

X

(130

X

=

63 -f 3,750)

-t-

C16.500

+

X

30=

,

409 -f 2,715)

2.40
Cost of coal
Cost of car repairs
Cost of engine repaii

48.0 cents
104.5 cents
22.8 cents

=
^

Total cost
of labor charges as stated befo

The

relative costs

175.3 -cents exclusive

of stopping the above passenger

and

'

'

1

Z40

speed.

1

given speed.

ZOO

S.

1

Then from

1/

the preceding paragraph:
s

Equivalent

niles

//
Si

M

the general equation

v=.

V ~

,

weight

C

pounds divided by

in

velocity in

feet

(acceleration due to gravityl.

1

X

2,000

V X
X (—

32.2

=
=

5,280

=

1=

W

66.S

in
1

/I

V=

w

.(4)
.(5)

W

freight trains

II).

cost of coal

lb.

648
090

lb*

^

lb!

2'.63

cents
9.49 cents
l'75 cents

Substituting in equation (6):
_ S _ 70 (120 -f 63 -f 440) X
5,280

2,640
per ton*

30-

—

X (2.640 + 648 + 2.09o7
and repairs for the above

1.38

distance

is

as

follows

=

=

of coal
1.38 X 2.63 X 8
Tost of engine repairs
1.38 X 9.49 X
Cost of canepairs
1.38 X 1.75 X 8
ost

~

=

Cost chargeable to stop

=

This does not include the

=

1

=

29
13.1
19.3

cost of time lost

bv the crew

y
Miles Per Hour.

and Passenger Trains
from Different Speeds

of Stopping Freight

from a speed of 30 m.p.h.,

Total cost of coal
Cost of car repairs
'-OS' of engine repairs
Tiiial

is

shown

in

the

Passenger

Freight

29.0 cents
19.3 cents
13.1 cents

48.0 cents
104.5 cents
22.8 cents

61.4 cents

175.3 cents

observed that the cost of coal and especially
the cost of freight car repairs, is what makes the charge
so much higher in the case of the freight train.
The same
thing is shown graphically by the two curves illustrated,
which were obtained by plotting speeds against costs, as
obtained by tlie above method.
In case e.xceptions are taken to this method due to the
fact that the costs of repairs are usually based on the actual
mileage, which does not include the constructive or equivalent miles due to stops, it must be remembered that the
relative mileage is small and the onl}- effect would be to
slightly reduce the cost of the stop.
It

will be

"'''''^"<'<'' "'"e taken from data obtained
by Professor E. C.
s i.'^'-'j'^V
>chmidt
for the University of Illinois.
Engine truck and tender resistance
assumed to be equal to car resistance.
?"d
head
air resistance were taken from the Locomotive
II
jv*"*!' ^'J;!'',''
HanrtOook
published by the American Locomotive Company.
I-AIl other data are taken from railway compsnv
statistics.
is

61.4 cents

/

/

1

following table:

120 tons
-5 tons

63 tons
44O tons

>

/

Speed In

Approximate Cost

apply this method to a particular case, consider an
eight-car passenger train of the following description, running at 30 m.p.h.

(

/:/

(3)

To

The

/

5 per cent for energy of rotation, the total

Total weight nf Pacific type engine
U eight on driving wheels
Weight of tender (?/. load)
Weight of eight coaches at 110,000 lb
Total car resistance at 6.0 lb. per ton*
Tender and engine truck- resistance at 6.0
Engine friction and head air resistancet
Cost of coal per car milet.
Lost of engine repairs per mile
Cost of car repairs per mile per car

^y

f
T',

70
v»
5,280 X total train resistance at the given speed
V2
70
Therefore: F
5,280 X total train resistance

R

c

./;>

^^<y

;i

/

!

energy in the train becomes:

R

-80

3,600

Adding about
s

,§

per second.

Expressing the weight W, in tons and the velocity
miles per hour, equation (2) becomes

— —W

H

M

i= energy' in foot pounds.

M =

//

/yr

'

5 consider

find the value of

Where: E

=

:

(

R

To

E

,/

^1

1

= —

F

:=

New

Reading Coal Pier Has Interesting Features
The

To
&
a

Modern Car Unloading Machine
Doubles Capacity of Port Reading Terminal
Installation of a

I'KoviDK iNCKKASED FACILITIKS for handling the
rapidly increasini; tidewater shipments of coal at its
Port Keadinn (X. J.) coal terminal the Philadelphia

Keadini; has recently completed

modem

car

ties at this

and

])laced

terminal for the handling of coal. The line is single track,
with passing sidings holding 75 to 100 cars at intervals
of al)OUt three miles to [jermit of fle.xiljle operation.
The
inJjound or loaded coal trains average about SO cars each

in operation

dumping plant to supplement the old
The new facilities include a pier,

and

facili-

point.

a

(•00,000,

tile

ity

expenditure

is

justified

by the increased capac-

and the reduction effected in operating e.\By operating two shifts a day, the new car dumper

of the plant

(lenses.

has a capacity equal to that of the old plant.

A

the

outbound or empty trains 60

to

70 cars.

Prior to the completion of these imjirovements, the coal
liandling facilities at this terminal consisted of three hightype gravity trestles with a combined capacity f(jr handling
ajiproximately 7,000,000 tons of coal per annum and a coal

a car
thawini; plant and additional yard tracks.
While the project involved an outlay of ai)])roximately $1,-

<luni|)er.

storage yard having a capacity for 2,800 cars.

The

trestles

handle ijoth bituminous and anthracite coal in the approximate proportions of 60 per cent bituminous and 40

force of

General View of the Terminal

maximum

men

capacity of
is cmplo\cd to handle the
600,000 tons a month over the three trestles comprising the
old plant, as compared with 1 2 operators required to handle
175

the

same amount of cual over the car dumjjer.

The Port Reading Coal Terminal
The Port Reading coal terminal, which provides the facilities for the trans-shipment to vessels of coal transported
over the lines of the Philadelphia & Reading and its connection, was first [jhutd in operation in ltsQ2.
It is located
about 17 miles belcnv New York City on the .\rthur Kill,
which .separates Staten Island from the New Jersey mainland and at the terminal of the Port Reading Railroad, a
subsidiary of the

Reading system.

This railroad is IQ miles long and extends from Manville.
on the New York division of the Reading, to the terminal.
It is operated for freight only, its principal function t)eing
to provide the cimnecridn from tlie Reading main line to the

The bituminous coal comes from Ohio,
Pennsylvania and West Virginia and the anthracite mainly
from Pennsylvania.
While by far the greater amount of the coal handled in
Port Reading is destined for New York and vicinity, a
considerable amount is also handled for export, coastwise
per cent anthracite.

and liunker purposes. Twelve locomotives arC employed in
The
the regular shifting force, working 24 hours per day.
.\
engine crews and car riders work in eight-hour shifts.
lleet of four tugs is maintained to handle the vessels for
New York City, a flotilla consisting of from 25 to .?0 boats

The

done as far as possible during the day, and
moved out on the low tide at night
The empties at New York are picked up during the day.
asseml)led at a stake l>oat in the lower harbor and are returned to the terminal at night for the next- morning's perloading

is

the loaded boats are

formance.

709

The new

facilities

consist of a timlier pier

900 ft long
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by 78 ft. wide and an electrically-operated car dumping
machine, a sub-station for generating the power used to
operate the dumper, a boiler house built of concrete and
brick, a thawing house of fire-proof construction with a
capacity for 44 cars and additional yard facilities.
The
new track facilities provide storage for 1,200 cars, making a
total storage capacity in the entire plant of 4,000 cars.
The
car dumper is capable of handling one car of 100-ton capacity per minute and it is expected that an average of 30 cars
per hour over the dumper will be maintained.
Working
day and night shifts at this hourly capacity the car dumper
will handle an amount of coal equal to that handled over
the

three

gravit\-

trestles.

The dumper

will

be

utilized

unloading bituminous coal and the smaller sizes
of anthracite.
As the trestles will be maintained in service
to supplement the dumper, this installation doubles the coalhandling capacity of the terminal.
ciiietly for

The site upon which the new facilities are now located
was originally a salt marsh which was under water at high
tide.
This marsh was filled in with sand pumped from
the sound by an hydraulic dredge to an elevation of 10 ft.
above mean low water. The dredge also made the fill upon
which the thawing house is located and for the empty and
loaded car tracks serving the machine. The fill at the thaw-

with

tlie

Vol.

bottoms of the cars.

The

air ijeating

64,

No. 12

apparatus

is

located in the center of tlie house on the second floor and
consists of steam engines, fans, steam coils, and recording

thermometers by which the temperature
ascertained

and recorded.

any of the four

in

Steam

is supplied to
the thawing house through asbestos covered pipes leading
from the boiler house, and the condensation from the steam

stalls

is

returned to the boilers both because of the saving
difficulty of securing good boiler water in

coils is

and the

in heat

this locality.

The

by using the same
and over instead of securing a new supply from
This is done by drawing the air
the outside atmosphere.
from the top of the stalls through the steam coils and forcing it through ducts which have outlets between the rails.
efficiency of the plant is increased

air over

thus bringing the hot air in contact with the bottoms of
The severe weather during the winter at Port
the cars.
Reading makes it necessary to use the thawing plant about
three

months

in the year.

Other

The

Facilities

a timber structure 75 fi. wide and 900 ft.
long.
The central portion is of low water construction and
comprises the foundation for the unloading machine. This
pier

is

\

^M M;,A ifl/afer
^/n*

^MLoyv

ivafer

f-Elef-ElO

Plan of the Track Layout and Coal Pier
ing house has an elevation of about 30 ft. above mean low
water at its summit, and in making these fills 588,764 cu.

This part of the work was
yd. of material were moved.
done in 60 days, the dredge maintaining an average of
9,800 cu. yd. of material moved per day.

The Thawing Plant

Is

an Important Feature

Tile thawing house, which is one of the most interesting
and important units of the layout, is located between the
It is 440 ft. long and 70 ft.
each capable of holding 11 cars.
It is of fire-proof construction, with a frame work of light
steel channels to which triangular wire mesh was welded
electrically on each side and covered with gunite, fomiing
two solid walls about IJ.'j in. thick with an air space beThis t>"pe of construction is particularly
tween them.
adapted to this kind of a structure inasmuch as the air space
between the walls reduces the radiation of heat to a great
The house rests on a concrete foundation which in
extent.
turn is supported on timber piles driven into the sand fill.
The thawing of coal is done by forcing air, heated to a
temperature of 250 deg. F., into any one or all of the four
stalls or tunnels of the house and bringing it into contact

storage yard

and the dumper.

wide and has four

stalls,

foundation contains 880 timber piles which are cut off at
low water, clamped, capped and covered with an 8-in. deck.
This deck supports the concrete machine foundation as well
as the concrete face wall of this portion of the pier which
encloses the entire machine foundation.
The space between
the various units of the concrete foundation is earth filled.
The remainder of the pier is of high water construction,
the piles being cut off 10 ft. above mean low water, clamped,
capped and covered with a 3 -in. deck. .\rj of the piles and
timber used in the construction of the pier are creosoted except the top clamps, caps and 3 in. decking in the high
water construction.
The boiler house which supplies steam to the thawing
house and the sub-station for the operation of the car dumping machine, is located midway between the thawing house
and the dumping machine. The house is built of brick and
concrete with its boilers arranged in three batteries of two
boilers each, having a total capacit}- of 1,200 h.p.
The
Ijoiler house is equipped with elevating and conveying machinery which delivers the fuel into a suspended bunker
from which it is fed to the boilers by gravity.
The sub-station is located under the dumper and is fitted
with 250 h.p, direct connected electric venerators which are

March

KAIl.WAY

1918

22,

11

ACi:

Tlu- gfiu'rators supply the power
u>cd OH alternate days.
for the entire operation of the dumper with tlie exception

tion

The e.xhaust
of the haulage car, which is steam operated.
steam from the sul)-station is utilized in preheatin); tlie

the storage tracks in front of the

water

hoiler

to

alxnit

J

10

F.

dei;.

l)efore

il

reaches

plant

is

the

the

boilers.

Another

im|iortant

feature

of

tlie

electric

machine which moves the loaded boats away
from the unlo;ider, the empties into place and warps the
boats being loaded up and down the pier for trimming so as
This machine
to briny the proper hatch under the chute.
l)oat

haulini;

in

of the

The thawed

dumper.

by way of the No.

5

cars and those brought
down, one by one, from
thawing house to the haul-

track run

from which point tiiey are taken u]) the heavy track
over an 1 1 jier cent graile to the cradle of the dumper
by a steam-operated car haulage machine.
At the machine
the car is clamped in place, elevated and turned over,
dumping the coal into a pan conveyor. From the pan the
coal runs through a telescopic chute into the hold of the
boat, and by always keeping the chute full, the breakage
is reduced to a minimum.
The on-coming lo.ided car pushes
the empty car from the cradle.
It then runs down a 4 per
lent grade to a switch-back at the end of the pier and returns on the light track trestle down a 1 per cent grade to
the light car storage yard.
The plant was designed and built under the direction of
Samuel T. Wagner, chief engineer of the I'hiladelphia &
Reading, and F. Jasjierson, engineer in charge of construction.
The construction work on the pier, foundations and
boiler house was done by railroad forces under the sujktage

pit,

trestle

^ision of

The thawing

Mr. Jasperson.

houi=e

was

built

un-

The Thawing House

drum located under the car dumper and sheaves
anchored to the pier in both directions from the drum over
which cables are operated.

consists of a

The Operation

of the

Car Dumper

be seen in the map, the layout is simple and con
venient of operation.
The approach to the thawinp; house
is on a 2 per cent compensated grade which permits the Ukomotives in use at the terminals to push eleven lOO-ton
capacity cars into the thawing house, or all that one stall
The tracks through thi
of the house will accommodate.
house and down to the car haulers pit were built on a 1.25
.As

may

The Unloader and

the

Loaded and Empty Cars

der contract with the Surety Engineering
r'

Company

of

Xew

York, and the McMyler Interstate Company furnished and
The operation of the plant
erected the dumping machine.
is
under the direction of William Brown, shipping and
freight agent at Port Reading, and its maintenance is in
charge of I. A. Seiders, superintendent of the motive power
and rolling ef)ui]iment department of the Reading.

Duck Construction

in'

—

France, Several thousand men
work at tlie various .American

are employed in construction

depots in France says a Paris correspondent in the New
York Times. A total of 125 miles of tracks has )>ecn laid
to the depots, and $15,000,000 has been expended. The docks

under construction

The Unloader

in

at

one port will cost millions of dollars.

Operation

Sufficient room is provided in
thawing house to store 11 cars on each of the
four tracks through the house.
When the house is filled
with cars and the first stall thawed these cars are run out
In
of the house by gravity and 1 1 more cars are put in.
severe weather about two to four hours is required to properly
thaw a car.
A fifth track provided south of the house permits the

per cent descending grade.
front of the

operation of the dumper without the necessity of the cars
passing through the house. Like the other four tracks, thi.s
track is on a 1.25 per cent descending grade in the direc-

.American Engineers Build Warehouses in France.
Remarkable progress has Ix'en made, by the .American
engineers in constructing tracks and building warehouses and

—

ordnance depots, despite the
the materials from America.

York Times dated' March

difficulties of transporting all

A

cable despatch to the

12, says that the

New

advance regu-

lating station has 19 warehouses completed, with a capacity
of 5,000 tons each, to supply an army of l.tKXi.OOO men.
The numljer of warehouses will be increased to Mi l>y July.
.All this work, including the construction of the ordnance

depot, SO miles of railroad tracks, and barracks for several
thousand men, has been completed since October.

Rate Advances Allowed
on Eastern Railroads
in a series of
most of
]SIarch 15
orders
in Offithe increases in rates asked by the railroads
hearings held before the
cial Classification territory at the
per
commission during November in the supplemental 15
in connection therecent case and the other cases considered
rates which were
with, which in general cover the commodity
of June 27, 1917.
not increased by the commission's decision
a few
That decision allowed increases in class rates and on
to approximately
specific commodities, estimated to amount
with
a year, and the latest decision allows,

COMMERCE COMMISSION
THE INTERSTATE
allowed
handed down on

$97,000,000

asked
some exceptions, the remaining increases originally
the
which it was estimated by the railroads at the time of
more.
hearing would add approximately $58,000,000
No "opinion accompanies the latest decision, which is
of the
merely a series of orders vacating the suspension
set
proposed tariffs with a statement of the exceptions and a
of the
adjustment
of rules governing the relationship and
rates involved in the 15 per cent case.
cent
In general the advances allowed are on a 15 per
is a maximum of
basis, but the increase on anthracite coal
cent per 100 lb.,
15 cents a ton, the increase on cement is 1
and on lumber and forest products 1 cent per 100 lb.
As to anthracite coal, the commission vacated and set
in the
aside its order of July 30, 1915, docket No. 4914,
governing
matter of rates, practices, rules and regulations

the modifying
the transportation of anthracite coal and
December
orders entered on September 1, November 22 and
March 23, 1916,
30, 1915, and February 24, March 9 and
In Inthereby allowing the advances to go into effect.
which provestigation and Suspension docket No. Ill, in
the
posed increases were suspended until April 29, 1918,
vacated as of March 25, 1917, its order sus-

commission
Norfolk
pending the operation of schedules in tariffs of the
& Western, and ordered that the commodity rates on anthracents per long ton or
cite coal, in so far as increased by 15
provided that
as stated in the schedules, be approved,

less,

territory
such rates between points in Official Classification
long ton,
shall not be increased by more than 15 cents per
is
and that where a through rate between two such points
made by comliination appropriate provision is made in the

applischedules that the aggregate increase of the factors
cents per
cable in such a combination shall not exceed 15
under suslong ton. The proposed schedules will be held
until cancelled by new schedules filed in conformity
I)en'sion

The orders in the anthracite inwith these conclusions.
aside.
vestigation, 35 I. C. C. 220, will be vacated and set
In the eastern livestock-fresh meat case, I. & S. docket
No. 1124, in which the proposed increases were suspended
25
until July 13, 1918, the orders are vacated as of March
and the proceeding discontinued.
In the eastern commodity case, I. & S. docket No. 1125,
in which proposed increases were suspended until June 30,
1918, the carriers are required to cancel the schedules on
or before April 25, 1918, in .so far as they proposed increased
Wisrates on condensed milk and canned vegetables from
consin and Illinois points, and increased rates on lumber,
mine props and mine timbers in carloads, and furnace castings in less than carloads, and an increase in the minimum

carload weight on wocxlenvvarc from Escanaba, 'Mich., to
eastern points. With this exception, the orders are vacated
as of March 25 and the proceedings discontinued.
In the case involving commodities between trunk line and
western points. I. & S. docket No. 1131, in which the increases were suspended until July 13, the orders are vacated
as of

In
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March
the

25 and the proceeding discontinued.
Central Freight Association territory petroleum

I. & S. docket No. 1134, in which the increases were
suspended until July 18, the orders are vacated as of March
25 and the proceeding discontinued.
In the eastern grain case, I. & S. docket No. 1142, in
which increases were suspended until July 29, 1918, the
orders are set aside as of March 25 and the proceeding dis-

case,

continued.
15 per cent case. No. 57 ex parte,
commodity rates within Official Classification territory, and increases in class and commodity
rates between Official Classification territory and other terThe commission ordered that commodity rates on
ritories.
brick clay and articles grouped therewith in present tariffs
from Canton, O., to points in Central Freight Association
territory and Illinois, and on the Mississippi river, may be
increased liy 15 per cent and rates from other points in
western Pennsylvania. West Virginia, central, southern and
eastern Ohio and the Ashland, Ky., group, may be made
on the established differentials over or under the Canton

The supplementary

involves increases in

rates so increased.

ordered:

It is further

That commodity
1

cent per 100

rates

on cement may be increased by

lb.'

rates on lumber and forest products may
1 cent per 100 lb.
That commodity rates, other than on ice, bituminous coal,
coke, and iron ore, which are not otherwise covered by this
order or by the foregoing orders, and which have not been
increased since June 27, 1917, may be increased by IS per

That commodity

be increased by

observing

cent,

and

established

differentials in

nated

I

That

XIII

to

rate

groupings,

manner provided

in

relationships,

paragraphs desig-

of this order.

whether class or commodity, between
on the one hand, and southand points on or east of the
Missouri river on the other, may be increased by amounts not
joint

rates,

Official Classification territory

eastern territory, the southwest,

exceeding the increases in rates

now and

heretofore allowed

under

to the carriers in Official Classification territory

this

proceeding and the C. F. A. Class Scale Case, 45 I. C. C,
254.
If these increases involve a change in the relationship
under the long-and-short-haul rule between intermediate
points and more distant points outside of official classification territory relief from the fourth section of the act must
first l)e secured on regular application.
That in establishing rates increased by 15 per cent, the
existing groupings and relationships as hereinafter specified
may he preser\-ed, even though by so doing some rates are
increased .slightly more than 15 per cent.

That

in establishing the increases, rates

from Chicago

to

New York

and Montreal, and from New York to Chicago,
be increased 15 per cent, and such increased rates may
be scaled to or from percentage points or groups upon the
estaljlished percentage groupings and percentages; that rates
via the e.^talilished all-rail dift'erential lines ma)^ be made
the same differentials uncjer the standard all-rail rates as
now exist; and that the established groupings of points of

may

origin or of points of destination

be preserved;

under common

rates

may

even though so doing results in increasing
more than 15 per cent.
The commission also prescribed in detail the percentage
relation.^hip of rates and the dift'erential and arbitrary adjustment of rates, authorized but not specifically designated
above, in cents per hundred pounds.
Specific commodity
rates which were on June 27, 1917, the same as the class
rates, or established percentages of class rates, from and to
the same points, may be increased the same amounts or
percentages as such class rates have been increased. Rates
per ton may l)e increased on the Jiasis per hundred pounds,
using 2,000 lb. as the ton.
Rates authorized in the foregoing orders may be established upon notice to the commission and to the general pub-

some

rates slightly

March

22,
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mission otiier tiian those in the antiiracite investigation, tliere
must he a|)pro|)riate aji^ilication in each case for motiitica-

commodity rates in Official ClussiFifteenth section order No. 176, a large
numijer of apjili( ations for approval for filing of certain increased rates are (knied witiiout prejudice to applicants'
ri^ht to renew any of them as to which the authority sought
is not pranted in whole or in ])art or denied in the alM»vc

tion of the order.

orders.

lie

not less than five days'

l)V

filini;

;iiul

j)0>-tiiii;

of tariH>

and scliedules under suspension in the foregoini! pToccedinRs
mav Ik.' supplemented or cancelled on one day's notice, liut
where rates are held by any unexjiired ordiT of the com-

In the case iin-olvinj;

tication

territorj',

Handling Locomotives at Railway Terminals
An

Increase in Locomotive Miles

By

Can Be Accomplished

Better Enginehouse Facilities

By Frank
Master Mechanic,

WK

C. Pickard
Lackawanna & Western,

Delaware.

EXG.XGED in the business of transporting
from where they are produced to where
they are needed and the connectinsj link between
these two places is the railroad, its motive power, vehicles
This country needs locomotives
of conveyance, tracks, etc.
The locomotive must
as it does ammunition and big guns.
cent
efficient as possible and must
nearly
100
per
be kept as
.\RE

nc-cessities

be detained at the terminals as

Assf.

Foreman

Ass'f.

Foreman

little

Ass')'-

as necessarv.

Fbreman
|

|

The

fol-

Ass f Foreman

|

I

Machinists
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I
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I
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Men
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Tool Checkers
0)1 Men
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Head/tghf Fillers

BoilerMakers
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and Cleaners
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Wipers
3iveepers
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I

Inspectors
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and He'pers

I

Carpen^r

Flue Bomrs
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Firei>ox Cleaners

Fi/f'Up

'

'

I

I

Hosf/ers

Ash Pit Men
Turnfabfe Men
Engine i^hkhmen

Buffalo, X.

V.

tween the difterent classes of power.
The chart shown in
Fig. 2 is for an organization where such division is desired.
It is desirable to have an inspection pit, so located that
the locomotive may be placed on it immediately after it has
been washed.
This pit should be long enough to take the
entire locomotive and tender and it should l)e equipped with
sufficient lighting facilities to enable the inspector properly
to do his work.
.\ first-class turntable of ample length and sufficiently
strong so that it will not spring under the heaviest loads is
very necessan,- for handling locomotives at a large enginehouse.
One essential matter that is many times overlooked
is the alinement of the tracks across the talile.
It is highly
desirable to have the turntable line up with the fixed tracks

on both ends.
.An enginehouse

is not complete unless it is equipped with
contains suitable and enoiii'li i<k)1s
nun rlv

a tool riKini that

i

Men

Fi'reUpMen
fhss.

Engine

Foreman
,

Sfafionary
Engineer

Oang Foreman
Heavy Repairs

Firetnen

Clerks
Eng Dispatcher

Mochinisfs
Apprentices
Blacksmiths
BkKksmithsHelpers

H
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I
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Ho* BorMan
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Air Broke ^on
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,
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Cieeners

Tool Otgdrtrs
OilMtr)
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and Cleaners
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Fire

Up Men

Fi'rebot

Fig.

I

lowing are a few suggestions that will help to accomplish
these results.

Tankmen
Pipe Men

FillUp Men

Corpenfer
Painter

Oang Foremon
Hea*y Repairs

Office
1

water-type ashpit served by a gantry crane should lie
provided at the terminals.
With such e(|uipment one man
can handle the cinders from 125 locomotives in 24 hours.
The la)x)r for cleaning fires can be handled to the best advantage on a piece work basis.
.\fter the
fire
of a locomotive has iieen cleaned or
dumped, the machinery of the l(xonioti\e and the running
gear of the tender siiould be carefully cleaned so that it may
Ijc inspected properly.
The larger types of locomotives can
lie thoroughly
cleaned in from seven to ten minutes by
washing them with a combination of fuel oil and water
sprayed through a nozzle by compressed air.
Each enginehouse must have a well defined organization.
The chart shown in Fig. 1 gives the jilan of an organization for a terminal handling approximately 100 locomotives
ever)- 24 hours, where it is not desired to specialize be.\

'.Vbstract

of a paper presfntcH before the Central Railwav Club.

CItrka
Eng. Dispotchf

Fig. 2

Kaili enginehou.-e of
and promptl\ to handle the work.
any consideral)le size .should lie equippi-d with portable tools,

such as boring bars, valve facing machines, crank pins, truing machines, portable tool lioxes, portable lK"nchc.«, small
trucks, wagons, etc.
Water cranes should be located on the tracks leading to
and from the enginehou.se. With these properly IcKated. no
time will be lost in moving locomotives back and forth to
give them water. Eveni- enginehou.se should have a sufficient
steam pressure to provide a Idower .system of adequate
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A hot water washout plant of sufficient capacit)capacity.
to take care of all locomotives to be washed is important.
Bv its use a large amount of boiler maintenance is eliminated, for

is used the expansion and condue to the quick change of tempera-

when cold water

traction of the boiler

ture will cause trouble.

The

hot water system also saves

and time in preparing the locomotive
Electric and autogenous welding outfits are
every enginehouse, as by their use much time

for

fuel

service.

essential

in

in repairing

the engine can be saved.

Each enginehouse should have suitable pits for removEvery
ing engine truck wheels, tender wheels and drivers.
locomoU\-e terminal should be provided with adequate
means for handling the locomotive fuel. The coal dock
should be located so that it will cover locomotives as they
approach the enginehouse. A suitable record should be kept
show the terminal detention of locomotives which is
chargeable to both the mechanical and transportation departments separately.
Check up the enginehouses at night and in the morning
and finish the day's work with as few locomotives held as

to

Evervthing should be done to keep them in serthat a tender from one locomotive can be
transferred to another and thus a locomotive gained, or if
two engines of the same class are held, many times one may
be released by replacing defective material of one with its
duplicate on the other. Everything must be done to produce
possible.
vice.

It
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equipped terminal will not produce results if the organizaI am convinced that by
tion is weak or the system poor.
careful selection and thorough training, good roundhouse
foremen with future possibilities can be developed.
Turning engines promptly is most necessary, but in so
It is in
doing the maintenance must not be overlooked.
doing the necessary work that system is so essential, for
defined
plan
of
taking
care of boiler work,
without a well
wedges, rods, packing, tires and wheels, turning engines
out rapidly goes for naught, if they fail between terminals.
I am a fimi believer in doing the necessary work at the
proper time, even if it retards the despatching of the engine,
which it sometimes will, but engines cared for properly will
pull cars, which is what the country needs so urgently toThere have been times when we could figure on slack
day.
periods to catch up with work, but such a policy would be
disastrous in the present crisis.

Well laid out, well equipped, properly managed engine
terminals are mighty big factors in the successful operation
It is a live and vital subject today.
of every railroad.
A resolution of co-operation to Director General Mc.\doo
was adopted by the club memljers.

may be

Hearing on Kansas City
Southern Valuation

more locomotive-miles.

TESTIMONY

Discussion
a stimulus to the discussion of the subject, the author
The majorlist of twelve questions.

As

added to the paper a

who spoke favored cleaning locomotive fires on
Some roads
a piece work basis rather than on a day wage.
pay 35 cents per engine for this work. The Lackawanna
pays 35 cents for locomotives having 65 sq. ft. of grate surface and under, and 45 cents for locomotives having more
than 65 sq. ft. of grate area. The washing of engines, as
described by the author in his paper, was considered good
practice and it was deemed inadvisable to use this system
ity of those

when

the temperature got below 10 above zero, as it was
keep the water from freezing on the locomotive.
work the Lackawanna pays 3Q cents per locomotive.

difficult to

For

this

majority of the members favored the use of inspection
Mr. Mcllvaine, superintendent motive power of the
Northern division of the Pennsylvania, stating that the use
of inspection pits was practically universal on the PennThe majority of the members found that more
sylvania.
supervision was necessary under present labor conditions.
None of those who spoke found it necessary to use women
in enginehouse work e.xcept as clerks. Most of the members
stated that the locomotives were coaled on going into the
The plan of organization shovra in Fig. 1
roundhouse.

The

pits,

was

preferred.

H. Flynn, superintendent of motive power of the
Michigan Central, discussed the paper at length saying, in
^^.

part, as

follows:

Mr. Pickard"s mention of the necessity of a well ef|uipped
room is a pertinent point, but I would go further and recommend that every large roundhouse, and possiljl}- some of
tool

the smaller ones, be provided with a small but well equipped
machine .«hop, even though the general repair or "back
shop" were not very far away. Motor driven tramp or port-

able lathes will also be found to be of great value, and as
the current can be ot)tained from an ordinary lighting circuit,

the use of such machines

The fundamental

is

very

fle.xible.

a good

engine terminal
out; necessan,- equipdoing work; good heat and ventilation;
plenty of light, both day and night; a good turntable; good
coal, water and clinkering facilities, and last but not least,
The best designed and
a good organization with system.
are plenty of

ment inside

principles

of

room inside as well as

for

REGARDING the "other values and elements of
value" in the Kansas City Southern system, which,
according to the tentative report of the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Commerce Commission, were not
found to exist, was presented at a hearing before the Interstate Commerce Commission at Washington beginning on
March 14. Samuel Untermyer, representing the road, and
C. A. Prouty, director of the Bureau of Valuation, stated that
the company and the bureau have practically completed the
testimony as to the physical valuation and have reached a
stipulation on an agreed statement of facts to be signed
probably this week; but the director stated that no basis had
been found for the determination of the intangible values
in such a way that they could be stated in dollars and cents.
He contended that it could not be done without reference
to the purpose for which the valuation was made and that
it would be proper for the commission to report to Congress
on the physical property with a statement that the other
values had not been determined.
jMr. Untermyer urged that the earning capacity of the ro:id
depended more upon the intangible elements than on tlie
physical property and while he was prepared to introduce
testimony he filed a motion that it be deferred until after the
commission has completed the physical valuation of the other
five roads in the territory.
After considerable argument, during which Director Prouty and P. J. Farrell, chief counsel
for the commission, stated that the finding of the bureau wanot meant as a declaration that there were no intangiljle
values, but as a statement tliat they were not found, the commission took the motion under advisement and directed that
the testimony be introduced.
Mark Wymond, a civil engineer of Chicago, who has had a
broad exjjerience and is the author of a book on valuation
and rates, was introduced as the first witness and amid considerable wrangling as to W'hether or not he was going to
make an argument and as to the relevance of his testimony
he read a statement explaining his opinion, after an investigation of the property, that its total value was $76,500,000.
In reaching this conclusion he had assumed the value of the
physical property, on the basis of the stipulation, as $50,000,000.
L. F. Loree, chairman of the Kansas City Southern, ex-

plained in detail the reasons for his judgment that the road
was worth $80,000,000. He based this largely on the earn-

March
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22,

anci .Ir, l.ircil tliat llic iiitannilili- value wa> llir
U-twivn tlic total value and tin- value of the pliysiral |)ro[iert>'. without attachint; a dclinite tiiiure to any of the
elements which he >aitl he had used as an aid to his judiiment.
He said he hail not taken into consideration the average market value i)f the se. unities, hecause, while suiii an average
for a Ion? swinij mii»ht Ke valuable, market values of securities durini: the last 10 years have not reflecteil the earning
apacity of the roads, hut have been influenced by a general
Mr. Loree was cross-e.xamined
distrust and apprehension.
i)y
J. K. Benton, solicitor for the Bureau of Valuation, \vh6.<e
purpose apparently was to show that while the e.xistence of
intanijible values could he shown it would he impossible to
estalilish a definite nnure for each item or to apportion the
Mr. Loree admitted that some arbitrary
values to the states.
basis would have to be used.
iiii;

i.ip.iiit)

.liflVreiKe
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Ihc trains in collision at Skillman, N.
J., on the Sth were
eastbound passenger, a I<Kal stanrling at the station being
run into at the rear by a following express.
The rear car
of the local train was wrecked, but it was empty and all
of the personal injuries reported on either train were classed
as slight.
The cause of the collision is given by an officer
of the road as the failure of a Hall automatic block signal,
which permitted the train to proceed when it ought to have
indicated stop, and the coinciilent failure of the flagman of
the leading train to go back a proper distance.

The

trains

in

of locomotives

Granger, Tex., on the 10th,
and second sections of the Katy
flier.
One sleeping car in the leading train was telescoped
for two thirds its length; and three passengers were killed
and 11 injured. The first section was standing at a coal
chute and the collision was due to the high speed of the
second section, which approached not under control.
The

that stood

on the company's books at $12.00(( each and which
liad been valued by the bureau at S6.000, had been sold for
S30.000 and the proceeds u.sed to buy new Mallets. Also
tank cars of a book value of $1,100 valued at S500 had been

rule covering situations of this kind, in effect for a number
of years, was reissued in a circular by the chief operating
officer about two months ago (November 19) saying: "When
more than one section of a passenger train, all but the first

^old for S2,200.

section

Kinnear. consulting engineer, testified that his investigations, based largely on the earning capacity of the
road, the increment in the increa.se in net income and the
margin of safety a- compared with other roads in the terri-

chutes,

Mr.

I.oree stated incidentally that a

number

\V. S.

showed that the total valuation of the jiroperty was
S77.000.000. and that the difference between this total value
and the value of the physical jjropcrty represented the intangitory,

He

did not attach specific value?: to the various
that the total intangiltle valuation could
not be apportioned among the states except on an arbitrary
basis.
He suggested, however, that this could fairly be done
on the basis of the .ipportionment of the physical property,
liut under cross-examination admitted that this would not
.iccurateh reflect the elements of intangible value in each
ble values.

items

and admitted

-tate.

Train Accidents in January'

T

FOLi.owiNi. is a list of the nrost notable train accithat o.curred on the railwavs of the United
States in the month of January, 1918:

UK.

dents

Collh

Kind

Road
Fhila.

A

Place

& Reading.

M. K. & Texas.

P.
P.

.

Erie

Lackawaxcn

Pent!
Ches. i Ohio
M. K. & Texas
.Mlantic C. t.

Iroquois

Del..

&

I..

Russell.

P.
P.
P.
P.
P.
F.
P.
P.
P.

Ky.

San .\ntonio
Tarboro

W
WQ

ChicaKo B. &
Norfolk &
N. P and G.

Train

Skillman
.Granger

..

Xay .\uk. Pa.
VVyola. Mont.
Radford
Sedro Woollev

N

ot

&P.
&P.
&

P.

& P.
& F
iF.
&

F.

& F.
&F.
* F.
& F.

Derailments

Road
Norfolk &
Houston ,* T
Maine
fnion Pi;
NorlolK i U

W

.

.

..

.

.

i

4 N
L

St.

Penn

unx
ace. obst.

Pennsylvania

.

Kill'd

Inj'd

F,

1

:

P.

17

12

Kan.

.Groscclose
.\mo, Ind.
.

d. cq.

Newcastle
Middlebury

boiler

Marion

d.

...McCarty
Conwav. Ky.

Central.

niinois Central
30.

r-elo

Philadelphia

N. C. 4 St. Louis.
Louisville & N

New York

Cleveland

.Hammond, Tex.
.

Rutland
C. C. C.

.

.Be

<

Louisville

Cause of Kind <
Derailment Trair

Place

d.

switch
track

d.joumal
exc. spd.
track

d.

.Middleville
Granger.III.
Bradenville

—

'Abbreviations and ir.ai ks used in Accident List:
re.
Rear c. Ilisi.in
'c. P.mtinn collision
- xc. Other collisions
b.
Broken
I>»-if.tr,
d.
uni.
I nforescen
obstruction
unx,
L'nexplaineddcr.i.l.
0,„r lerailing switch
ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
JDJt.
Jbjt, .Accidental
.^ccldenIal OU-tri;c';.,i;ou-tri;c';.,i;
rnnlicc, Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
boiler, Exrlotion of i).- .n live on road
fire. Cars burned while runn'ng
P. or Paw.. Pi;-;»in
ir.iin
F. or Ft.. Freight train Cinclud•ng emptjr cnijmes. «ork
r-.r..-. .,
elc.i
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
destroyed bv lire
Lujisr. On^
re passenget-s killr.l

—

-

about 2

a,

collision

m., were the

at

first

must approach and pass all water tanks and coal
and all stations that are regular or flag stops for

such trains, completely under control, so that under no circumstances whatever shall it be possible for it to strike the
preceding section.
."
.

The

.

trains in collision near

Lackawaxen, Pa., on the 20th
were eastbound passenger. The dining car at the rear of the
leading train was wrecked and two |)assengers and one employee were injured. The collision was due to disregard of
a block signal.

The trains involved in the collision at Iroquois, Pa., on
the 20tli were westbound first class train No. 59; a light
engine and an eastbound passenger (No. 6).
No. 59 ran
into the light engine and forced it between the block station
and the eastbound train which was making a reverse movement.
The trains were moving at moderate speed. Four
trainmen and one mail clerk were injured.
The cause
of the collision was the disregard of a signal by train No. 59.

The trains in collision at Rus.-ell. Ky.. on the night of
the 21st were eastbound passenger No. 4, and a switching
engine in the yard.
One engineman, one fireman and one
other employee were killed and three other trainmen were
injured.

The trains in collision on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas
near San Antonio, Tex., on the 2jrd were a southbound
passenger, nine hours behind time, and a train consisting
of a switching engine and a steam shovel, moving from a
side track to the main line.
The passenger engine and the
steam shovel were damaged and the combustible portions
of the shovel took fire; the flames, however, being extinguished by the city firemen. One employee was killed and
two passengers and two enginemen were injured.
The
switching train was on the main track without right and
without flag protection.
The train.- in collision at Tarboro, N. C, on tlie 23rd
were a southbound passenger, and a locomotive standing on
The train ran over a misplaced switch and
a side track.
collided with the standing engine.
The engineman of the
passenger train was killed and two other trainmen were
slightly

injured.

The trains in collision at Nay .\ug. Pa., on the 24th
were eastlx)und freights. The leading train, with a pushing
engine at the rear, was at a standstill and was run into bv
a following freight, wrecking die caboose and five cars and
badly damaging two locomotives.
Two trainmen were injured.

The trains in collision near Wvola. Montana, on the
26th were an eastbound passenger and the rear end of preceding freight.
The head end had been cut off to double
and the rear cars, which were not properly secured by sufficient brakes, ran down the hill and into the head -.f tli.>
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The engine and first three cars of the
passenger train.
passenger train were derailed, also six cars of the freight
train, the freight cars catching fire and being partly destroyed.
Four passengers were killed and four slightly injured.

The

trains in collision near Radford, Va.,

on the night

of the J 0th were an eastbound passenger and a westbound
freight.
Two enginemen, one fireman, and one brakeman
were killed and three other trainmen were injured. Responsibility for the collision is charged against an operator, for

westbound passenger No. 5.
Three passenger cars were
overturned and 29 passengers were injured.
The cause of
the derailment was obscure but was believed to be spreading of rails.
The trains involved in the accident on the Pennsylvania
Railroad at Girard avenue, Philadelphia, Pa., on the 23rd,
were eastbound passenger No. 22, the Manhattan Limited,
and eastbound passenger No. 230. A mail car in No. 22

was derailed by the

and it was thrown
on wliich the other train
was traveling, both trains moving eastward. The mail car
was badly damaged and of the several clerks in it, one was
killed and eight injured.
Four passengers were slightly in-

failure in manual block-signal working, and to neglect on
the part of the conductor of the freight, who overlooked the

The

trains in collision at Sedro ^Yoolley, Wash., on the

and IS passengers and three trainmen were injured.
train derailed near Cleveland, Va., on the 9th was
The engineman was killed and two
a westbound freight.
The cause of the derailtrainmen were slightly injured.
ment was not determined.
The train derailed on the Houston & Texas Central at
Hammond, Tex., on the morning of January 14, about 3
One steel coach
o'clock, was northbound pas.senger No. 17.
was crujihed Ijy running violently against a locomotive on
the side track. Seventeen passengers were killed and twelve
The derailment was due to a loose switch
were injured.
which had been deranged by a brakebeam which fell from
This accident was reported in the
a car in a freight train.
Railway Age of January 18.
The train derailed at Bemis, N. H., on the 14th was an
The train became uncontrollable on a
ea.stbound freight.
steep descending grade at Crawford, and ran at high speed
to Bemis where the engine and 30 freight cars were ditched
and wrecked. The engineman was killed and the fireman
and one brakeman were injured.
The train derailed near Beloit, Kan., on the 15th was a
westbound passepger. The engine was not thrown off the
rails, but the two passenger coaches were overturned and fell
down a bank into Plum Creek. Three passengers were
killed and 23 passengers and three employees were injured.
The train derailed at Groseclose, Va., on the 18th was a
westbound express. The engine and 7 cars ran off the track.
The cause of the derailment was an unfastened switch.
The train derailed on the Pennsylvania Lines West of
Pittsburgh, at Amo, Ind., on the 11th, was an eastbound
freight.
In the train were eleven cars of gasoline, which
took fire, and the contents of the whole was consumed, tokilled

The

The cause of the degether with a small dwelling house.
railment was a cylinder head of the locomotive, which was
knocked out, fell to the ground, and then struck a switch
stand so as to loosen the lever and allow the switch point
The third car in the train was the first
to open slightly.
one to be disturbed by the loose switch point; and the rest

New

The train derailed on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis near McCarty, Tenn., on the 23rd was a northbound
local passenger.
Two cars were overturned. The fireman,
two passengers, one mail clerk, and one other employee were
injured, all of the injuries being reported as slight.
The
cause of the derailment was excessive speed on a curve of
5 deg. 47 min., with super-elevation of 6 inches.
The train derailed at Conway, Ky., on the 24th was
northbound passenger No. 34.
The train, four hours behind time, was drawn by two engines; the second engine was
overturned and one baggage car was wrecked. One engineman, one fireman and an express messenger were injured.
The cause of the derailment was not determined, but it is
believed to have been due to a defect in the track.
The train derailed at ^liddleville, X. Y., on the night of
the 29th was a southbound passenger.
One coach was overturned and fell down a bank.
Nine passengers were injured.

The

111., on the 29th was an
express passenger, drawn by two locomotives.
Both of the engines remained on the track, but ten of the
eleven steel cars in the train fell down a bank.
Three passengers were killed and fourteen were injured.
The cause
of the derailment was not determined.
The track where
the derailment took place was relaid in December with new
90-pound rail on new zinc -treated ties fully ballasted, and
rails fully spiked.
Track was in good condition and where

train derailed at Granger,

eastbound

'

the cars ran off was straight, on a descending grade 26 feet
per mile on a slight fill. An officer of the road writes that
"the engines and cars were in first-class condition and, so
far as could be determined, did not contribute to the accident.
The fact remains, however, that the rails were forced
out of position by some unknown cause at or prior to time
this train arrived."

The derailment reported at Bradenville, Pa., on the 30th
occurred on a short branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
The train consisted of a snowplow and flanger, two locomotives and a caboose. One engine was overturned in a drift
and two meinbers of a gang of shovelers on the tracks were

.

and into a string of

Castle, Ala., on the night of

ing snowstorm, a very unusual occurrence in that latitude.
Cax.ada.
Of the four notable train accidents reported in

standing cars.
train derailed at

jured.

Three others were injured.
Elkctric Car Accidents. Serious accidents to trolley
cars were reported in January from Eliot, Me., Thompsonville. Conn., and Louisville, Ky. Of the three, the last-named
was the only one attended by fatal results. In this, a rear
collision on a bridge, on the 14th, three persons were killed
and 20 or more injured. The accident occurred in a blind-

of the train ran along the side track

The

failure of a journal,

to one side so as to foul the track

passenger train.
night of the 31st were a southbound freight of the Northern Pacific and an eastbound passenger of the Great NorthThe freight ran into the passenger train at the crossing
ern.
The freight engine struck the rear car
of the two roads.
of the passenger train, and pushed it about 100 ft. to the
The car broke through the station office
station building.
and was itself completely wrecked. Five passengers were

Vol. 64, No. 12

was northbound passenger No. 4. The train ran
through a damaged switch and the engine and two baggage
The engineman, fireman and one other
cars were ditched.
the 21st

employee were injured.
The train derailed near Middleburj-, Vt., on the morning
The locomotive
of the 22nd was a southbound passenger.
was wrecked by the explosion of its boiler, and the fireman
was killed. The engineman was fatally injured.
The train derailed near Marion, Ohio, on the 23rd was

killed.

—

—

Canadian newspapers in Januarj- one only was fatal. This
was a rear collision on the Canadian Pacific at Dorval, near
Montreal, on the 4th.
The leading train, just entering a
side track, was loaded with soldiers, seven of whom were
killed and 20 or more injured.
liiPORTS Into Bombay, India, of railway supplies and
equipment were valued at $7,861,433 in 1915 and $2,961,085
in

1916.

Four Improved Types

of Electric

Locomotives

Recent Developments Which Have Been Brought About

By Demands
RK.cKXT

of Traffic

LocoMOTiN'ES were described and
annual electrical meeting
York Railroad Club, March 14, 1918.

ELECTRIC

illustrated at the fourteenth

of the

New
New Haven &

The Xew York.

Hartford's new ISO-ton passenger locomotive was described by E. R. Hill, of Gibbs &
The Chicago, ^lilwaukee & St.
Hill, consulting engineers.

and Profile

pany were described by A. H. Armstrong of the
pany.

York

latter

com-

E. B. Katte, chief engineer of electric traction. New
Central, described the new electric passenger locomo-

The meeting was of particular interest
because the papers read showed how the manufacturers were
meeting the conditions imposed upon them by the demands
of traffic, [irofile and limits of load
on bridges in different j)arts of the
tives for that road.

country.

180-Ton Locomotive for the

New Haven
The

information is
taken from Mr. Hill's paper. The
following

new

electric

New

York,

Iwomotives

for

tlie

New Haven &

Hartford are of the Baldwin-Westinghouse t)pe designed to operate on
the New York Connecting Railroad (Fig. 1). The prolik- of this
is shown in Fig. 2.
The Hell Gate
bridge, erected at a cost of $4,000,-

000,
the

shown

is

in the illustration at

of the page.

to])

The

total cost

including the Bay Ridge
improvement of the Long Island
Railroad, was $40,000,000.
Express trains operated Ijctween
the Grand Central station and
New Haven average 1 1 steel cars
and weigh about 770 tons. Maximum trains of this character are of
of line,

12 steel Pullman cars and weigh

from 850

to

900

these over the
Fig.

1

— Map

of

New York

new quill ^c.irid liKomotive? under construction jjy
Westinghouse F.Kctric & Manufacturing Company were
described by F. H. Siiepard of the latter company.
The
new Chicago, ^filwaukee & St. Paul bi-polar passenger locomotives under con-truction bv the General Electric ComPaul's
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To handle
Connect-

was found necessary

to provide heavier locomotives than are
now in use on the New Haven, or double head the present
locomotives, as is frequently done on the heavier trains.
.\nother condition limiting the New Haven operation is
the restriction imposed by the New York Central as to total
weight and axle loading of locomotives using the draw-

Connecting Railroad

the

tons.

New York

ing

it
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bridges and viaducts on their lines into the Grand Central
The New York Central's conditions limit loads on
four driving axle locomotives to 47,500 lb. per axle and
of locomotives with six driving axles to 41,000 lb. per axle.
There are limitations also as to total weight of locomotives

station.

and

the extent to

which double heading is permitted.
locomotives now on order represent the

The new- ISO-ton

PROFILE OF

NEW YORK

...AND

CONNECTINS RAILROAD

CONNECTIONS

Vol.

64,

No. 12

lower part of Fig. 3 is a duplicate of the present type of
locomotive in all essential respects, the main differences being that tliere are three pairs of drivers on each truck instead of two. and pony axles are used at both ends of each
In all principal
truck instead of at the outer ends only.
respects the details of the locomotives are identical with the
phase locosingle
straight
passenger
,i4 freight and heavy
The prinmotives built in 1911 for use in freight ser\'ice.
cipal data regarding the three types of passenger locomotives of the

road are given in Tables 1 and 2.
are connected in groups of three permanently

The motors

Table

Series

•uiirxisH

I

New

Present

ISO-tnn

)20-ton

Data—

Principal Pesicn

2-6-2

Classification

miscellaneous,

187,500
161,7001

.'""'.

J

lb

Fig.

2.

coiJ" n

Profile of

14
S9
69

Length over-all
Diameter driving wheels
Diameter driving axles
Size main journals
Size truck wheels

,..,

New YOnK

New York

Connecting Railroad and
Connections

weight and capacity of the A. C.-D. C. type
maximum
that will not exceed the New York Central's structural limiThis, however, does not cjuite meet the maximum
tations.
desired performance for through express trains on the New
York Connecting Railroad grades. The new locomotives will
handle 12-car trains on the Pennsylvania direct current terminal grade and eastljound on the New York Connecting
Railroad 0.2 per cent grade, Ijut will only handle 11 -car
train? on the westbound 1.2 per cent New York Connecting
in

2,SO0

1

ft.

3 in.
6 in.

ft.

in.

ft.

112,000

2,^9,000
45,50<)

217,600
41,900
25,000

28,500
S

ft.

40
50

ft.

by 13in.
36

Size truck journals
Type of drive
.Xumber of motors

6 in.

by 12

in.
in.

by 13in.
36

in.

6

by 12

in.

in.

in.

2,550
2,025

:...

in
9 in

7Vi in
62 in

Sin
by 10 in

33
syi
by 10 i
Quill-gearless
i

in.

Ouill-gcared Quill-geared
12
8

Horsepower:
Ore hour
Continuous

ft.

.^0 ft.

7 ft.

63 in.
Sin.
7 in.

in.

in.

S

in.

6

ft.

63 in.
Sin.
7in.

105,600

115,000

J

362,000
41,000
29,000

On each driving axle, lb
On each ponv axle, lb
Rigid wheel bast
Total wheel base

4

109-ton
01-041

4-2

-)-

123,900

r

Total, lb

I'v"""^

2-4

2-6-2

-)-

Weight:
Mechanical parts, lb
Electrical and .-lir brake parts, lb.
Steam heating equipment and

U^..—qlr'-l,»,.-r-J-.

Present

073-075

number

1,700
1,350

Tractive effort:

One hour

21,000
14,500

Continuous

Momentarv max
.Maximum ^afe speed, m.p.h

]7,70C
12,200

4/,.^00

70

.=;5

in series and the speed characteristics are substantially the
same as those of the original gearless locomotives; the control

to

is

be arranged for multiple unit doubleheading of

these two types.
They are geared for a higher speed than
the present geared type locomotives and cannot be operated
in multiple unit with them.

"Mn

^,m
UfOO

n D o^

D D

k&-m ix^^f &>^^
MSbo

*«•<*

*»*<»

1
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The motors are grouped in pairs and connected by means
of bearings and single reduction gearing to a quill which
surrounds the axle with ample radial and end clearance to
it coming in contact with the axle when in normal
running condition. The motors, gearintr and quill, are sup-

prevent

LDCOJIOTIVE

T\BLE

II

PriTicipa' Service Data
safe speed
Halanced Speed with 770-Ton Average Train

Maximum
On

On
On

,

.4

per cent

.72 per cent
1.2 per cent

—

With four intermediate stops
Grand Central Station Service East

Maximum
Maximum

local train
local
train

180

Fig.

3.

Old and

TON NE\NHA.VlNLOC0f1OTlVt

New Types

of

New Haven

Locomotives

Railroad grade. This latter grade is two miles long and it
westis proposed to employ electric pushers for assisting
bound trains of over 11 cars up the grade; an alternative to
this is to double head the engine with one of the old gearless types of locomotives.

Prior to this the latest and largest type of locomotives on
the New Haven road w^as the 2-4-4-2 locomotives of the
07.5-075 series shown at the top of Fig. .3. having four driving axles and two pony a.xles in two trucks, each driving
axle being equipped with a pair of single reduction geared
motors with quill drive. The new locomotive shown on the

]l;i\tiK

43.7

e.Npress train

6

We'i
--'

with
f

Maximum westbound

35

28

.t;

mi

doublcheaded

express train

Pennsylvania Station Service:
Maximum eastbound express train

,,0

42

;

engine

Maximum

.

New Haven

grade
Connecting Railroad grade
Connectine Railroad grade
Schedule of Express Trains New York New
Without stops

On

70

level

i-ns—

fe;irUsf

620 tons
900 tons

— 12

850 tons
770 tons

ported from the truck frame independent of the axle and
wheels, the motors being directly above the center line of
^^'ith this arrangement the weight of the motors,
the axle,
gearing and ciuill, is carried on springs and the only dead
weight coming directly on the track i; that of the driving
wheels and axle.
The center of gravity is high and good
riding qualities and tracking conditions are secured.
The only connection between the motors and the driving
wheels is through a group of six helical springs in each
driving wheel, center connected at one end to the spokes of
the wheel and at the other end to the disk at the end of the

March

22.
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on all of the
and switching locomotives of the

.|Uill.

I'hif ;irr;mi;t'mrnt is in usl-

-i-nijir,

freinlit

.jul

has given excellent satisfaction.

uienlical with those used on certain

Tlie

H'^'iTcd i)as-

New Haven

motors arc also

of the passenger,

and

on all of the geareil freight lixomotives, the total of such
Hy adopting this same tyjie of momotors being over 40(1.
tor. susiK'n.sion ami drive duplication and uniformity of
parts is securctl and savings in shop maintenance and oper.ition

is

719

11« tons, and the heating e«|ui](menl, including water, 27
tons.

The locomotive consists of two running gears, witli the
tyjie wheel arrangement, coujjled back to back, sup|)orting a single cab, with the control auxiliaric"- and heating api)aratus.
The drive wheels arc 68 in. in diameter,
tile driving wheel base is 16 ft. 9 in., the whc-el base for
I'acil"ic

thereby effected.

The truck center pin is located iietween the tirst and >ecund driving axles, thus making tlie truck unsymmetrical
fore and aft of the center jjin; this will tend to prevent
oscillation or nosing of the trucks.

between trucks is transmitted through
and not through the cab. The weight
of the cab i.s l)orne on each truck by six spring mounted
The truck frames are of the integral cast steel type,
pads.
The
the entire frame anil crossties being cast in one jiiece.
saving in weight by liie use of this type of truck frame is
is
locomotive.
This
feature
estimated to be 3,200 lb. per
important not only because it is desirable to minimize the
dead weight of the locomotives in general, but also because
of the weight limitations of the bridge structures over which
those engines are to operate and the guarantee which the
manufacturers were required to give was that the total weight
should not exceed 181 tons.
The motors and transformers are ventilated I))' two motorFor train heating purilriven blowers mounted in the cab.
poses the. locomotives will be equipped with flash type,
kerosene fireil l)oilers capable of evaporating 4,200 lb. of
water per hour. Tanks having a capacity for 1,440 gal. of
water and .i/O gal. of oil will be provided as part of the
heating equipment of each locomotive.
These locomotives illustrate in a general way the adapt•ibility of electric traction in meeting the constantly increasing requirements of railroad service.
In this case, without
modifying the general type or any of the mechanical or
electrical details
and without exceeding existing weight
limitations on bridge structures, a locomotive 50 per cent
larger than the present has been produced simply by the addition of a driving axle and a pair of motors to each truck
with adaptation of mechanical and electrical details for the

The drawi)ar

.1

])ull

radial bar coupling

mounting and control of the additional

parts.

Baldwin-Westinghouse Passenger Locomotive
St. Paul
The map,
cago,

shows the

Fig. 4,

Milwaukee &

St.

Fig. 6

Paul.

electritied section of the

Thr

4.

for

Chi-

iirofile for this section of

Map

of Electrified Sections of the

&

St.

Chicago Milwaukee

Paul

is .io ft. 2 in., the total wheel Unrc is 79 ft. and
length of the locomotive between knuckles is 88
A large jiortion of the cal) is occupied by the heat-

each truck
the
ft.

total
7

in.

ing ecjuipment, which includes boiler, water and oil tanks.
The rheostats are jilaced near the toj) of the cab close to
the controlling switches, the locomotive may be operated

from either end and each end has

its

complement of meters,

air l)rake valve, master control, sanders, etc.

The

controller

has nine running positions corresponding to one-third, two:nri.

Fig.

5.

Profile

of

Electrified

Milwaukee &

Sections of the Chicago,
St. Paul

speed positions, with two ^l•eed control posiThis gives economical operation over a wide
Regeneration from maximum s]>eed down
range of speed.
to a minimum of about 10 miles per hour is provided for
the ))uri)ose of holding the train on down grade or for
making slow-downs.
I'lu- continuous capacity of the locomotives is .v2(ii' horsethirds
tions

Baldwin-Westinghouse Electric Locomoti

is shown in Fig. 5.
ilie followin
information is taken
from the paper read l)y Mr. Shepard.
This new locomotive. Fig. 6, ten of which are now under
construction, was designed for passenger service.
The
weight of the locomotive complete is 266 tons, of which the
electrical equipment weighs 121 tons, the mechanical parts

line

Fig.

and

full

on each.

M Paul

power, corresponding to a tractive effort of 4.'J00 lb. at 24.5
The maximum starting tractive effort will
njiles an hour.
be 110,000 lb.
The motor equipment consists of six twin motors with
quill drives, two of which are mounted al)Ove each driving
Each armature carries a single pinion and the twc
axle.
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drive a single solid gear mounted upon the quill shaft and
This allows a moveheld in position b_\- quill bearings.
ment of the axle within the quill shaft of l.)4 in. from

normal

position.

provided with the well-known electrothe line is obtained from
motor-generator set delivering
.\
the 3,000-volt trolley.
current at approximately SO volts supplies current for train

The

locomotive

pneumatic

lighting

is

Power from

control.

and

The

for a storage battery.

blowers, air com-

and control are all operated
operation, due to the presence of the

80 volts and

pressors, light

at

their

battery, is inde-

In addition to the motor-genera-

pendent of the line power.

and battery there is a third source of low voltage
supply, which is utilized for the operation of the auxiliaries
and for the excitation of the fields of the main motors for
regeneration whenever the train has acquired requisite
This source of power is from the axle driven exspeed.
citators, of which there are two on the locomotive, each lieing mounted on the inside axles of the 4-wheel trucks.
These axle driven generators are about the size of an ordinary .street car motor and furnish current at low voltage for
tlie excitation of the main motor field when regenerating.
At other times they furnish current for the operation of the
A
V)lowers and air compressors, independent of the liattery.
locomotive is at all times independent of line power for the

tor set

supply of air to the

Jjrakes.

natural to question the reason for this type of locomechanical complicait does certain
It was understood that
tions as compared to other types.
It is

but unfortunately, the yield of the rails due to
is not uniform, varying greatly, depending upon
the track joints, special work, condition of ballast and subThese general conditions are exaggerated by the
grades.
extreme weather conditions experienced in this country.
iluch importance has been placed upon such questions as
center of gravity, wheel .arrangement, size of wheels and
equalization on steam locomotives, •especially for passenger
The steam locomotive, of necessit)', consists of a
service.
large mass including boiler and cylinders carried on the
locomotive frame, the driving wheels being loosely and flexiSpace limitations require a relatively
Ijly connected thereto.
high center of gravity. It is a curious coincident that these
limitations in the design of steam locomotives automatically
secure action which inherently is easy upon the road bed,
Ijecause of the flexibility of the heavy parts of the locomotive
and the fact that the individual axles are relatively free from
In- the electric locorestraint due to directly imposed weight.
structure,

wheel loads

motives described these advantageous

7.

St.

The

the departure from the design of locomotives at present in
jjassenger serv'ice.
It could have been accomplished by the

use of more driving wheels with smaller and lighter motors
Service
or b\' the use of very large motors with side rods.
conditions require a minimum of six driving axles with a
This can reasonably and
weight of 55,000 Hi. on each.
economically be met liv twin motors with quill drive, and
The
advantages
as follow
this construction possesses
( 1 )
limitation of voltage across any commutator to 750 volts,
thereby obtaining stable commutation for both motoring and
:

regenerating.

(2)

The

greater accessibility, the lesser re-

and the greater freedom from injury to
motors due to their position above the axle and remote from
(.i) The mounting of the motors rigidly upon
the road bed.
striction in design

the locomotive frame, thereby securing great flexiliility V)etween the road l)ed and the motor weight.
(4) A center of
(5) The use of
a minimum number of gears and the removal of main gears.
(6) A desirable wheel arrangement, with distribution and

gravity which

is

4.i'/2

in.

above the

rail.

equalization.

The American

railroad

track

is

a

cu.shioned,

yielding

are

all

re-

Paul Gearless Locomotives

gearless locomotives

now under

construction in the

General Electric shops for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul will also operate over the line shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Following are extracts from the paper read by Mr. Armstrong

The

:

excellent operating results obtained during the past

ten vears with gearless locomotives

Gearless Electric Locomotive Built by the General Electric

the weight on the driving axles, both as to amount and disposition, in the present locomotive would not be accepted for
This required
additional locomotives for passenger service.

features

tained.

motive, presenting as

Fig.
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Company

on the

for the Chicago,

New York

Milwaukee

&

Central's

St.

Paul

tracks liave attracted increasing attention to this form of construction.

The

locomotives for the Chicago, Milwaukee

&

Paul are equipped with 14 axles, 12 of which are drivers
and two are guiding nxles. The armatures are mounted
directly upon the axles and, with the wheels, constitute the
only dead or non-springborne weight of the locomotive. This
weight is approximately 9,500 lb. as compared with 17,000
lb. dead weight on the driving axles of the present geared
locomotives now operating on the St. Paul.
The two fields
are carried upon the truck springs and there is full freedom
for vertical play of the armature between them.
The conSt.

of the motors throughout is practically identical
with that employed upon the New York Central's gearless
l()comoti\-cs. but the capacity of the locomotive is much increased and the wheel arrangements somewhat different. The
general ])liysical characteristics of the locomotives now under
construction are given in Table 3.
With twelve motors per locomotive available for different
ontrol comljinations, there is a possibilit)' of securing a w'ide
range of s[ieed to meet the varying conditions of passenger
train o]ieration.
^Motors are connected three in series, or
1,000 volts per commutator for full-speed operation, but the
control also permits a connection of four, six and twelve
motors in series for fractional speed operation.
Provision

struction

(

March

22,
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for variable speeds

by shunting the motor lields in
all combinations of motors, but it is probable that the greatest
value of the fieKl shunt will be obtained with the full-speed
oinneetion of three motors in series.
The speed possibilities
(if this l(Kdnu)tive are shown in Table 4.
It is es|K-iially desirable that a jiassenj^er locomotive have
sufticient weight on the drivers and reserve motive power to
haul additional train weight on occasion, and in this respect
the jjcarless l(Homotives under construction present attractive
possibilities.
The manufacturer's jjuarantees cover the operation of a 12-car train weighing 960 tons against an adverse
2 per cent grade at a speed of 25 miles per hour.
Under
these conditions there is a demand for 55,200 lb. tractive
effort at the rim of the driver, equivalent to 12 per cent coniiidc

is

Tarlb III
Dimensions and Weights C. M.
Length inside knuckles
Length o\:-T cub
Totnl
Riciii

St

St. P. 3,<)00\'olt

wheel base
wheel base

D. C. I.oconioiivc.
76 ft.
6S ft.
67 ft.

U

ft.

ninnirter driving wheels
Ihanicrer guiding wheels
.VpiTtixiniate height center of gravity

W.iKlt

electrical

11

The original
with a single

in.stallation of the St.

tyjie of

Paul was undertaken

road locomotive for both passenger and

freight service, differing only in the ratio of the gearing l<etween the mottjrs and drivers.
The Icxomotives were therefore interchangeable, except as to gear>, with con.seqiient

simplifications of shop repair practice.
The geared locomotives operate at a high efficiency in heavy freight servicewhere pushers are used on up grades, but accumulated gear
losses result in a

passenger

live in

low all-day efficiency of the geared lotomowhen the profile i« broken and con-

.service,

On

tains long stretches of practically level traik.

the other

hand, the gearless motor ojierates at high efl'iciency when on
level tracks cjr on le.sser grades and it is this class of service
that constitutes the bulk of the all-day duty of a passenger
locomotive.
The average operating S|)eed of about SO miles
an hour shows a gain of 10 per cent in efficiency of the gear-

in.

in.

.=;"

in.

235.000
295,000
530,000
458,000
36.000
38,166
9.500

VWik'ht mechanical cMnipincnt
Wciaht co'nplete locomotive
Weicht on drivers
Weight on guidine axle
Weight on each driving axle
Dead or non-si>ringhorne weight per axle

in

weight and cost constitutes a marked improvement.

i"
in.

44
36

equipment

in.
in.

721

This simplification of the control and reduction

ture.

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

of adhesion to the weight upon the driver. There is,
am])le margin both in weight upon drivers and
capacity of the motors to haul not only 12 cars, but on occasion 1.1 or 14 cars with practically no sacrifice in schedule
speed and without overloading the motors or e.xceeding known
and conservative practice as regards loading of driving
efficient

therefore,

For

wheels.

e.\aniple,

gearless

the

hxomotive now being
on a two per

built will permit the starting of a 12-car train

T.VCLE I\

Speed Char.actcristics C. M. &

P. 3,000-Volt
Trail! nf; Load.

St.

Ton s

motor shunt field
motor full field
4 motor full field
6 motor full neld
12 motor full field
3
3

"icarless

I

-oconiotive

1%

2%

Level

Grade

Grade

Grade

.

63.0
49.5

.

10. S

47.2
36.0
27.0

38.5
30.0
22.0

30.0
15.0

i-.s
s.o

14.2
6.0

30.5
25.0
18.0
11.0

.

.

.

960

4.0

20 per cent,
and accelerate the train at 0..5 miles per hour per second.
While the manufacturing guarantees are limited to 42,000

cent grade with a coefficient of adhesion of only

lb.

tractive effort as a continuous output of this locomotive.

upon a sample motor indicate that this
conservative and that the final test upon a completed
locomotive may show values materially higher than the guarimtees made.
This fact is of the greatest importance and
holds out wide visions of radical changes in the ojieration of
the preliminary tests

rating

is

trains, both passenger and freight.
The
weight upon drivers of 458,000 lb. is practically the
.«ame as the driver weight of the ])resent freight ItKoniotives
now in operation on the St. Paul. If, therefore, the completed locomotive meets the e.xpectations of the builders it
offers a possibility of using the same Itjcomotives interchangeably for both passenger and freight service.
The control of the gearless IcKomotives will in many respects be a duplicate of that now in operation on the geared
locomotives previously installed.
Provision will be made
lor regenerative electric braking on down grades.
The geared
locomotives now running utilize a motor generator set for the
purpose of motor field excitation while regenerating.
Careful experiments made during the past two years have demon•^trated that motor generator field excitation is not essential,
nnd taking advantage of the advance of the art, the control

transcontinental

Fig.

Map

8.

of

New York

Central's Electrified Sections

total

for the

new

gearless locomotives will di.spense with this fea-

less IcKomotive as

compared with the

ge;ired type

and

in fact

throughout the entire range of speed from .^0 miles uj) the
gearless locomotive will operate at over 90 per cent efficiency,
as compared with the drooping characteristics of the geart-d
locomotive.

The exclusion of mechanical parts, such as gears, quills,
jack-shafts, side rods, etc., utilized to transmit the |K)wer
from the motors to the drivers with some forms of IcKomotive
construction, not only results in a marked improvement in the
all-day efficiency of the locomotive, but is followed by an
equally attractive increase in reliability and a marked reduction in maintenance expense.
It is felt, therefore, that the
introduction of the gearless locomotive upon the St. Paul

marks a

distinct

advance

sort of construction,

now

in electric railroading

for the

first

time

and that this

made

possible for

RAILWAY AGE
mountain service will result in a marked improvement in the
method of handling both passenger and freight trains on
tiii.s

most

New York

WITHsteam MEW
lines

Central

The section of road on which the new locomotives for the
New York Central will operate is shown in Fig. 8. This
section of track follows the Hudson river for the greater
part of the distance from Harmon to the Grand Central
Terminal and no steep grade has to be contended with. One

TO

PROVIDING

for passenger

a

connection

cars that

for

the

would reduce

the trouble and expense incident to the use of rubber hose, the Barco Manufacturing Company, Chicago, has
This
developed a connection in which no rubber is used.

locomotives designed for service on this road is
9.
In describing the locomotive, Mr. Katte

of the new

shown

All-Metal Steam Heat Connection
A

difticult class of railroad service.

Gearless Locomotive for
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in Fig.

stated

"During
Central

we have received on the New York
new passenger locomotives known as class

the past year

nine

T-2B. The tenth locomotive will be delivered next month.
These locomotives are very similar to the earlier class T locomotives, in fact, when we asked the operating department if it
desired to suggest any changes its representative held up his
hands and exclaimed, 'For goodness sake, don't make any
As a matter of fact, there
rlianges, you will spoil them.'
vere 30 or 4() minor modifications and improvements made.
"These locomotives are driven by eight motors of the biThe total weight of the locopolar t}pe. one on each axle.
motive is 1j4 tons and the drawbar pull at 25 per cent adThe load is about equally divided on
hesion is 66,000 lbs.
all wheels. The motors are known as G. E.-91-A and have a
one hour blown rating of 325 hp., or a total of 2,600 hp. for

The

capacity of the locomotive is the haulThe maximum
ing of a 1 200-ton train at 60 miles per hour.
with lighter trains is 75 miles per
locomotive
speed of the
the locomotive.
,

hour.

"As

a typical

tive hauls train

example of regular service a class T locomoNo. 71, weighing l.O.vS tons, between the

Fig.

9.

Latest Type of

lias

been shown to be equivalent to 21.9 watt hours

per ton mile.

and repairing our
cents per mile during
has averaged
The locomotives are inspected after traversing
the past year.
an average of 3,000 miles, which is equivalent to 33 days,
between inspections. As a measure of reliability I can say
that class T locomotives average 32,000 miles per locomotive

"The

cost of

inspecting, maintaining

electric locomotives

3^

detention."

The
issued a

C.^x.\l

Controi.

Committee of England has

handbook on canals, giving information

the controlled canals, lists of the towns served
names and addresses of public carriers.

Ijy

recently been placed u|)(m the market after it
had been in use for four jears.
The Barco car steam heat connection is made up of two
Barco joints of a special type and two sections of extra heavy
steel pipe.
Any' standard steam-heat coupler head can be
used on it. A locking clamp secures the upper flexible joint

device has

to the train line

New York

Grand Central Terminal and Harmon, a distance of 32 miles,
making one stop, in 54 minutes running time. The average
maximum speed is 57 miles per hour, and the current consumption

Passenger Car Equipped with Barco Steam Heat
Connection

relating to

them and

end valve, making

it

impossible for the con-

Central Electric Locomotive

nection to fall to the track. If desired lagging can be applied
to the connection, but in most of the installations this has
not been done.
It is desirable to have a flexible bracket at
the end of the train line of a type similar to that shown in
the illustration.

No special tools are required to apply or remove these
connectors.
They will couple to cars equipped with rubber
hose as well as to those having the Barco connection. The
joints are more flexible than rubber hose, which makes them
easier to couple.
They will stand the full boiler pressure of
the locomotive without leaking or bursting.
The steel pipe
gives a larger opening for the passage of the steam than
rubber hose and eliminates the trouble due to the rubber
lining becoming loose and stopping the pipe or catching in
the valves.
The all-metal connections remain serviceable
for a long time and they also do away with frequent renewals.

The

New

Zone System

of Coal Distribution

Railroad and F'uel Administrations Have Worked Out a
Plan for Avoiding Cross Hauling of Coal
IMll'll MAl|->

Till

t

(

1

1.

ADMIMM K \l

li

IN

HI Cl»-01)C!.t-

with tilt.* Director General of kailroa<i> announce?
zone sy>tem to govern the ilistriljution ol bituminous
,1
oial ilurin.u; the coal year beginning April 1, 1''IS.
Heretofore coal has been distributed practically without
tiiin

regard to the distance between the mine and the consumer.
Under the zone system coal will be distributed to consuming
territory uncler restrictions that will avoid as far as possil)le

waste of tran>portation facilities, but neverthelos consistent
with the maintenance of the greatest possible production and
Everv effort has- been
a proper coal supply to all coal users.
made, however, to preserve long established trade relations.
.\ statement describing the system issued b_\ the Fuel Administrator, says:

"In view of the necessities and of the serious danger of
coal shortage the I'nited States Fuel .\dministration

and the

United States Railroad .Administration have devoted several
months to the study of what can be done to remove the causes
'.vhich have ham[)ered the enlargement of coal production.
It has been found that a factor which has largely diminished
the number n cars availalde for loading in the mines and
the number )f Iixomotives available to haul coal is that in
a substantial sense the country has been engaged in "carrying coals tij Newcastle"; cars and locomotives have been
•jccupied for many unnecessary days in hauhng coal hundreds of unnecessary miles in order to deliver it at places
much more accessible to other coal lields, whence coal could
iie obtained with far less tax upon the transportation energies
if

the country.

"The Fuel and Railroad

.Administrations have dierefore
with the responsibility of deciding whether
they shall knowingly be parties to this waste of transportation, which, if not so wasted, could be used so as to make
practicable the production of more coal sorely needed to carry
i)n the war.
It is clear that in the interest of the nation
The coal
there should be a different policy for the future.
zoning plan is the result of this decision.
'.After prolonged conferences with coal producers, jobbers
and consumers, and with the traffic and operating officials
>ii the
railroads, zones have been established so that coal
supply shall be normally derived from mines relatively near,
thus preventing these abnormal and wasteful transportation
movements, insuring more equal distribution of cars to the
mines and more stead\' employment of mine labor.
"The patriotic co-operation of the many interests and individuals who may lie affected by this cutting out of unnecWhen a conossan.- transportation is contidently hoped for.
sumer linds that he no longer has the opportunity to get his
oal from a distant mine according to his custom, it is hoped
that he will realize that his using another sort of coal is an
essential pan of the scheme of conservation in the interest
of the national defense.
When a coal producer finds that he
no longer ha.s a market to which in the past, regardless of
the unnecessarily long haul, he has sent his coal, it is hoped
he too will realize that the resulting adjustment of his business is in the national interest: that there will be more cars
and locomotives, and transportation energy to transport mor<»
coal from his mines to the markets he can reach within his
zone: that hi- business in consequence should be increased
iieen confrontc'd

'

rather than diminished.

which the Fuel and Railroad Adminhave thus had to grapple is one of infinite comple.xand no first effort to remove the waste can be perfect, or
Realfullv me?t .ill the constantlv changine conditions.

"The

situation with

istrations
itA-.

•:an

izing

ilic.-e limiiuti<)n>, tile plan as established provides for
through a system of special permits issued by the
Fuel Administration when and as necessary."

ilasticit)

Effect of

Zone System

1 he general effect of
the zone .system is to restrict eastern
coal to eastern markets and fill the vacancy in the central
and western states with nearby coal produced in those states.
In addition to the .*aving in transportation the system
will provide for the possible retention of something like 5.-

000,000 tons of coal for the eastern states which heretofore
has gone west all-rail. This tonnage can be readily utilized
in the east.
As an indication of the saving to be effected
by the system, it will eliminate the movement of more than
2,000,000 tons of Pocahontas coal to Chicago and other wx>tern points over a haul of about 660 miles. Chicago can ob
tain this tonnage of coal, and under this system must obtain
it, from southern Illinois mines with an average haul of j12
miles.
.Allowing for the differences in quality in the two
it is estimated that there will be thus saved 1 1 ,400,000
car miles or, ver)' conservatively tigured, 285,000 car days.
This will permit 14 additional round trips of 20 days each
from West Virginia mines to zone destinations, permitting an
additional production of at least 700,000 tons of Pocahontas

coals,

coal.

Similar comparisons show that on the movement of 550,000 tons annually from Kanawha districts to Wisconsin
points there can be saved about 2,500,000 car miles with a
consequent increa.*ed production of some 300,000 tons. On
the movement from southeastern Kentucky to Chicago the
saving will be about 800,000 car miles and 50,000 tons production.
The elimination of the Indiana to Iowa movement
will save 1,600,000 car miles and i^ermit 100,000 tons additional production.
These are only a few of tlie instances of
transportation saving to be effected by the system.
The bituminous coal, the movement of which is regulated
by the zone system, is about 300.000,000 tons, or 60 per

Based on this production, there
on the round trip from and to the mines almo-t
160,000,000 car miles.
This will permit the same cars to
make almost 300,000 additional trips from the mines, equivcent of the total production.
will be .saved

alent to

an increase of

5

per cent in the production.

The

increase in total production in 1917 over 1916 resulting from
all efforts

A

was about S per

cent.

large part of the coal which the system will prevent

from moving west out of the eastern producing districts will
be available for use in Xew England insofar as it can be
Production in the di.-trict supjilying Newtransported there.
England via all rail routes can be increased somewhat but
there is difficulty in moving by all-rail routes the amount of
coal needed and the capacity of the rail gateways to New
Improvements now l)cEngland has been nearly reached.
ing made will increase the capacity of the Poughkcepsie
bridge route, but it is said to be impossible to escape the
conclusion that provision must be made for a much larger
movement by water in 1918 than in 1917 or New England

—

its people and industries will suffer.
Ihis situation will be made the subject of a separate study
by a committee representing the Shipping Board, the Railroad .Administration, the Fuel .Administration, coal operators
in the territory involved, the railroiids involved in the move-

and

ment of

The

this

coal

restrictions

and consumers in the territory affected.
imposed upon the movement of coal by
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make

the zone system will

fuel practices in various

necessary some readjustment in
communities attected by these re-

state uf
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Louisiana on and west of the ^Mississippi river (both

sides).

Lake ^Michigan and Lake Superior

strictions.

shipments

their

in

restricted

Special Permits

of

docks will be
the following

coal

coal

to

markets:

Under regulations of the fuel administrator, coal of particular quality or characteristics for a special purpose, such as
by-products, gas, blacksmith and metallurgical coal, will be
permitted to move by permit beyond tlie limits imposed by
ihe zone system.
The zone system affects all bituminous coal except:
Coal for railroad fuel for which special arrangements will
be made by the Fuel Administrator and tlie Director General
of Railroads.
Coal for movement on inland waterwa)'S which is in no
way restricted by the system.
Coal delivered to Canada which is subject to regulations
of the Fuel Administrator.
Heretofore, many of the mines in many of the producing
throughout the country have been unable to keep
summer months because of the deUnder the zone system
creased demand for their product.
these producing districts have been alloted consuming ter-

districts

up

their production in the

ritory which will demand a large increase in production.
Thus, coal which has long been available, but not used, will
be added to the aggregate supply for the countr\- as a whole.
The early buying of next winter's supply of coal by consumers throughout the countri' is considered imperative by
both the Fuel Administrator and the Director General of

c?pacity has been assigned to each of
the consuming zones outlined in the system, but these producing fields must be kept working as nearly as possible at

Ample production

maximum

;

Wiscoiisi)!,

and

capacity

if tlie

system

to be a success.

is

of enforcement of the zoning system is that
Fuel Administration will prohibit distribution beyond
the limits of the zone and the Railroad Administration will
supplement these prohibitions by railroad embargoes. When
permits shall be issued by the Fuel .\dministration to admit
of distribution beyond the zone limits, such permits will operate as exemptions from the embargoes, and the embargoes

The method

the

to .\mherst Junction;

through Abbotsford

Minn.

out \)y a joint committee appointed bv the railroad and fuel administration in January,
consisting of Howard Elliott, of the New York, New Haven
& Hartford; .\. G. Gutheim, assi.stant manager of the car

The zone system was worked

thence via the !M. St. P. & S. S. M.
and Chippewa Falls to Minneapolis,

thence via the C.

M. &

and Aberdeen,

St.

P. through Benton Junc-

S. D., to the

Missouri river;

thence b}' said river to Sioux City, Iowa.
lon'a and Missouri.
On and east of a line from Sioux City
via the C. M. & St. P. through ;Manilla and Adell to Des
]\Ioines; thence via the C. B. & Q. to .\lbia; thence via the
Wabash to Moravia; thence via the C. M. & St. P. to Chillithence via the Wabash to Moberly thence via
cothe. Mo.
the M. K. & T. to North Jefferson City; thence via the western

—

;

;

boundary of Cole, Miller and Pulaski counties. Mo. to the
St. L. S. F.
thence via the St. L. S. F. through Neosho to
the Missouri-Oklahoma state line.
Arlcansas.
On and north of a line via the C. R. 1. & P.
from Memphis, Tenn., through Little Rock and Mansfield,
Ark. also, points on the St. L. I. M. & S. and St. L. S. W.
;

—

;

south of said line of the C. R. I. & P.
Louisana.—Tointf, on the St. L. I. M.
I.

Illinois.

C.

Limitations Imposed by Zone System
will

impose the following limitations

upon the movement of bituminous
All producing

coal.

in Missouri, Arkansas, Kansas,
will be restricted in their shipments of

districts

Oklahoma and Iowa

coal to the following markets:

The states of Nebraska, Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and
.Arkansas, that portion of the state of Iowa on and west of
a line via the C. R. I. & P. from Glenville, Minnesota to
Mason City, Iowa, thence via the C. M. & St. P. to Nora
[unction, thence via the C. R. I. & P. through Waterloo to
Cedar Rapids, thence via the C. M.
thence via the C. R.

I.

&

P. to

&

Keokuk

east of the Pecos river;

St.
:

P. to

Ottumwa,

that portion of the

that portion of the

St.

L. S. \^.

—

Indiana and Michigan.
On and west of a line via the
& E. I. from Evansville, Ind., through Otter Creek Junc-

and Brazil to ^^'heatfield; thence via the New York
Central to South Bend; thence via the ^M. C. to Niles. Mich.,
thence via the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis,
Benton Harbor.
producing districts in Illinois are restricted in their
shipments of coal to the following markets, front October 1

to

The zone system

and

tion

Mines.

Such a plant was repeatedly recommended by the Railroads"
War Board last year for the purpose of eliminating crosshauling and on December 19 it recommended to the Fuel
.Administration a carefully worked out plan prepared under
its direction by F. S. Peabody, chairman of the committee on
Coal Production of the Council of National Defense.

S.

Tennessee and Kentucky On and west of a line via the
C. from ^Memphis, Tenn., through Fulton and Clinton. Ky.,

to Cairo, 111.

to

traffic

&

—

N. Snider,
manager of the Fuel Administration; S. A. Taylor, a
mining engineer, and C. E. Lesher, of the Bureau of
service section of the Railroad Administration; G.

Texas

;

tion, Ortonville

will so provide.

state of

—

Minnesota and South Dakota. On and south
G. B. & W. from Kewaunee, Wis.,

east of a line via the

;

Railroads.

their

The states of North Dakota, South Dakota and Minnesota;
that portion of the states of Iowa and Wisconsin on and
north of a line from Milwaukee, Wis., via the C. M. & St. P.
through Milton Junction to Madison, Wis.; thence via the
C. & N. W. to Woodman, Wis. thence via the C. M. & St. P.
through McGregor, Mason City and Rock Valley, Iowa, to
Sioux City, Iowa; and the upper peninsula of Michigan.
All producing districts in Illinois are restricted in their
markets to tlie following:
From April 1 to September 30 to the states of:

.-Vll

—
Wisconsin. — On

March

.il

States of

and south of a line via the C. M. &
St. P. from Milwaukee, Wis., through Watertown, Madison
and Woodman to Prairie du Chien.
That Tart of Iowa and Missouri on and south of the
C. :M. & St. p. (I. & D. Div.) from North McGregor to
Sioux City and on and east of a line from Sioux City via
the C. M. & St. P. through Manilla and Adell to Des Moines

—

thence via the C. B. & Q. to Albia; thence via the Wabash
to Moravia; thence via the C. M. &: St. P. to Chillicothe,
^fo.; thence via the WaJjash to Moberly; thence via the M. K.
& T. to North Jefferson City thence via the western boundary
of Cole, Miller and Pulaski counties, Mo.; to the St. L. S.;
thence via the St. L. S. F. through Neosho to the Missouri;

Oklahoma

state line.

Arkansas.

— On and north of a

from Memphis, Tenn., through

line via the C. R.

Little

I.

&

P.

Rock and Mansfield,

also, points on the St. L. I. M. & S. and St. L. S. W.
south of said line of the C. R. I. & P.
Louisiana.
Points on the St. L. I. 'M. & S. and St. L. S. \\".
Tennes.<iee and Kentuckv.
On and west of a line via the

Ark.

;

—

—

March
1.
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22,

Iron) Mciiiijlii.-,

I'l'iiii.,

tliruugh Fulton jind (,'linion, K).,

to Cairo, 111.

Illinois.
liiJi^iiia

f.

&

K.

I.

—

and Michigan. On and west of a line via the
from Evansville, Ind., through Otter Creek Junc-

Brazil to Whcatfield; thence via tlie New York
Central Lines to South Bend; thence via tiie ^L C. to Niles,
Mich.: thence via tiie C. C. C. & St. L. to Iknton Harbor.
.\ll provlucing ili.strict.s in Indiana will he restricted in their
shipments of c\)al to the following markets:
tion anil

Those

j)ortions of

the states of Illinois. Kentucky,

Wis-

consin anil Michigan on and within the following boundary
lines:

Ow

the East.

— From Joppa,

III.,

via the

banks) to Madison, Ind.; thence via the
North Xernon; thence via the C. C. C. &
thence

the

via

P.

C. C.

&

St.

1'.

St.

Ohio

river (both

C. C. &: St. L. to
L. to Rushville;

L. tlirough

Richmond

to

Indiana-Ohio State line, thence north to Michigan State line;
thence via the \. V. C. through Jackson, Mich., to Lansing;
thence via the P. M. to Howard City; thence via the G. R.

&

I.

to

On

Mackinaw

City, !Mich.

— From Joppa, via the C.

the West.

&

I'.

I.

to .\rthur;

thence via the \anilalia to Peoria; thence via the C.

& X. W.

through Xelson, Sycamore and Belvidere, 111., to Beliot, Wis.:
thence via the C. M. & St. P. through Elkhorn and Waukesha
to Milwaukee, Wis.
Producing districts in western Kentucky on the Illinois
Central, Louisville & N^ashville and L. H. &: St. L. railways
will lie restricted in their shipments of coal to the following
markets: States of
Kentucky and Tennessee. On and west of a line via the
L. & X. from Louisville, Ky., through Bowling Green, Ky.,
Xashville, Tenn. (including branches to Glasgow, Ky.,
Sn'ottsville. Ky., and Hartsville,
Tenn.): Columbia and
Baugh. Tenn.. to the Tennessee-Alabama state line.

—

Mississippi.

—

.\rkaitsas.
On and south of the line of the C. R. L S: P.
from Memjihis, Tenn., through Little Rock and Mansfield.

.Arkansas.

Texas.— On and

east of the line of the

and Wisconsin.

— On

& W. T.
G. H. & H.

H. E.

from Logans])ort, La., to Houston; thence via the
to Galve.ston.

and east and south

of a line

I. C. from Cairo, 111., through Centralia, Clinton and
Freeport to Madison, Wis.; thence via the C. M. & St. P.

via the

through Watertown to Milwaukee. Wis.
Indiana.
On and west of a line via the C. &: E. I. from
Evansville. through Otter Creek Junction and Brazil to
Wheatfiehi; thence via the X'. Y. C. to South Bend; thence

—

via the

M.

mines uu the L. ic X. main line atui branche^ connecting at
and south of Corbin and on the C. N. O. &: T. P. south of
Somerset; all Black Mountain and St<jiiega districts in Lee,
Wise and Western Russell counties of N'irginia will Ijc restricted in their >hipments of coal to the following markets:
The states of North Carolina, South Carolina, Georgia;
that portion of Tennessee on and east of a line via the
L. & X. from Mitchellville to CollinwcKxl through Xashville,
Columbia and Iron City; that jmrtion ol .\labama north of
the Tennessee river; that portion of \irginia on ami south
of the N. & W. from Xorton through Roanoke and Petersburg to Xorfolk, including branches connecting at Petersburg; that portion of F'lorida east of the .Apalachicola river.
.\11 producing districts in Alabama will be restricted in
their shipments of coal to the following markets:
The states of Louisiana, Mississippi, .\labama, Georgia
and F'lorida that portion of the slate of Te.xas on and east
of a line via the H. E. & W. T. from Logansjjort, La., to
Houston; thence via the G. H. &: H. to Galveston; that portion of the state of Arkansas on and south of the line of
the C. R. I. & P. from Memphis, Tenn., tlirough I^ittle
Rock and Mansticld, Ark.; that portion of the state of Tennessee lyjng west of the Tennessee river and on and south of
;

the line of the X. C.

and

&: St.

L. from

Memphis, through Jackson

Perryville.

All producing districts in Ohio will be restricted in their
shipments of coal to the following markets:
Those portions of tlie states of Ohio, Indiana and Micliigan on and within the following boundary lines:
On the East from fronton, Ohio, via the Ohio river to
East Liverp<x)l; thence via the Y. & O. to Washingtonville;
thence via the Erie through Xiles to Cleveland.
On the South and West from Ironton, Ohio, via the
Ohio River to Cincinnati, thence via the P. C. C. & St. L.
through Hamilton, Ohio, to Richmond, Indiana; thence via
the G. R. & I. to Mackinaw City, Mich.
In the West Virginia high volatile fields, mines on the

—

—

Kanawha & Michigan and the Kanawha and West Virginia
and on the C. & C. west of Dundon will be restricted in
their shi])ments of coal to the following markets:

Louisiana.

Illinois

723

C. to Indiana-Michigan state line.

The producing districts in Virginia on the L. & X., all
producing districts in eastern Kentucky on the L. S: N. and
the C. X. O. & T. P. and short line connections, Tennessee
mines on the Cumberland ^'alley division of the L. & X'.
and on the Middleborough R. R. are restricted in their shipments of coal to the following markets: States of
Kentucky.
On and east of a line via the L. & X'. from
Louisville to Lebanon Junction and east of the main line antl
branches to Glasgow and Scottsville, Ky., of the L. & X'.
from Lebanon Junction through Bowling Green, Ky., to
Xashville, Tenn.
Indiana and Ohio.
On and within the following
boundaries
On the West from Louisville via the C. I. & L. to Michigan City, Ind.
On the East from Cincinnati to Toledo, Ohio, via the
C. C. C. & St. L. through Springfield, Bellefontaine and
Berwick, Ohio.
Michigan. Lower Peninsula.
All producing districts in Tennessee. Georgia. Kentucky

—

—

—
—

—

Those ])ortions of the states of West A'irginia, Ohio and
Indiana on and witliin the following bounilary lines:
On the East from Charleston, \\'. \a,, via the K. & M.,
Z. & W. and T. & O. C. through Zanesville to Bucyrus;
thence via the Pennsylvania Lines west to Sandusky, Ohio.
On the West from Charleston, W. Va.. via the K. & M.
to Athens, Ohio; thence via the B. & O. through Chillicothc
and Washington Court House to Dayton: thence via the
P. C. C. & St. L. to Richmond, Indiana: thence via the
line of the G. R. & I. north.

—

—

—

Lower Peninsula.
West Virginia and Kentucky,
West \'irginia and Kentucky, in the ThackerKenova and Kanawha districts on the X. & W. and the
C. & O. and Kentucky mines in the eastern Kentucky districts on the C. & O. and the S. V. &: 1". will lie restricted in
Mich igan.

In the high volatile fields of

mines

in

their shipments of coal to the following markets:

The

lower peninsula of Michigan.

Those portions of the

states of

Ohio and Indiana on and

witliin the following Ifoundary lines:

— from

Kenova, W. Va.. via the X'. & W. to
Sciotoville, Ohio; thence via the C. & O. Northern to
Waverly: thence via the X'. & W. to Columbus; thence via
the H. V. to Marion; thence via the Pennsylvania Lines
west to Sandusky, Ohio.
On the West from Cincinnati via the C. C. C. & St. L.
to Indianapolis; thence via the C. I. & L. to Michigan City,

On

the Ea.1t

—

Indiana.

—

Virginin and Virginia
Points on the
& O. westlx>und to and including Cincinnati and easthound on all lines of the C. & O. and N.

Kentucky.

main

West

line of the C.
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\V.

to

and including tidewater.

From Big Sandy

dis-

of northeastern Kentucky on the C. & O. and Sandy
Valley &: Elkhom coal may also mo\e to Kentuck)- points
on the line of the C. & O., Ashland to Louisville, Kentucky,
trict

inclusive.

In the low volatile fields of \\e#t Virginia, mines in the
Pocahontas, Tug river and New river districts on the X.
& W., the C. & O. and the ^'irginia and Clinch X'alley
districts in Tazewell and Eastern Russell counties along the
N. & \V., will be restricted in their shipments of coal to the
following markets
District of Columbia, North Carolina and Virginia, including tidewater terminals.
Kentucky and Ohio Points on the direct lines of the C.
& O. and N. & \^'., westbound to and including Cincinnati,

—

Vol. 64, No. 12

The platforms are 15 ft. wide
end of the station tracks.
and extend about 750 ft. each wa\- from the axis of the
Trains entering the station are stopped with the
station.
forward ends near the ends of the platforms, so that mail
and baggage cars are worked without interference with the
passengers who have access to the platforms by means of
an overhead passageway leading from the station building.
The baggage, mail and express trucks are moved to and
from the platforms over plank roadways crossing the tracks
This arrangement involves a
at the ends of the platforms.
long haul which formerly required the efforts of two or
more men for fully 10 minutes to bring a single baggage
It was the expense of this
truck from the station to a train.
s\-stem and the frequent delays to trains resulting from it

Ohio and Columbus, Ohio.
West Virginia Points on the direct lines of the C. & O.,
N. & W. and Virginian eastbound.
South Carolina—On and east and north of a line via the
Southern from Charlotte, N. C, through Chester, S. C, to
Columbia; thence via the S. A. L. to Denmark; thence via

—

the Southern to Charleston.
Lake Erie Ports for lake transshipment

onl\-.

All mines in Northern West Virginia, Penns\lvania and
Marvland on the B. & O., ^^ester^ Maryland, and the Coal
& Coke east of Dundon, as well as all of the mines north of
these lines will be allowed to ship eastbound to all points in

West Virginia, Maryland, District of Columbia,
Delaware, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York and the
New^ England states reached by cu.stomary eastbound routes,
including coal for transshipment to vessels at tidewater.
They will not be allowed to ship westbound except to all
Lake Erie ports for lake transshipment only, with the further
exception that Pennsylvania producing districts will be
allowed to ship as far west in Ohio as the line of the P. &:
W. v., and the W. & L. E. through Wellington to Lorain
and the Pan Handle, West Virginia, producing district on
and east of the line of the B. & O.. C. L. & W. Branch.
Bridgeport to Lorain. Ohio.

the states of

Electric

Trucks

in Station Service

THE TIME

required

in handling baggage,
mail and express matter at the Union Terminal, Dallas, Tex., three electric trucks developed b}' the Orenstein- Arthur Koppel Company, Koppel, Pa., have been installed.
These are tractor trucks following the general lines
of the standard trucks manufactured Viy this com])any, ex-
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Handling Four Loaded Trucks with the Tractor
cept for several modifications designed
application to this special service.

The Dallas Union Terminal

station,

to

facilitate

Two-Seated Tractor Used

that led to the introduction of the three electric tractors.

their

in the Railway Age Gazette of November 17, 1916, is of
the through tv-pe, with 10 station and three stub tracks. The
station building is located opposite the middle of the station
tracks with the baggage room on the track level, while the
express companies are provided with a l)uilding near one

One

hauls four trucks over the same distance in aljout one third the time formerly required for one.
The trucks are equipped with batteries having sufficient
They are charged
storage capacity to operate for IS hours.
during a period of six hours when no trains are coming in.
The busy periods extend for three hours in the early morning, and in the evening, but more or less work is done also
during the 10 or 12 hours intervening. There is a seat on
each end of the car and the direction of the tractor may be
reversed by the operator changing his position from one seat
Consequently it is not necessary to turn the
to the other.
of these tractors

now

truck on the platform.
The operator sitting on either of these seats controls the
speed by an upright bar with a U-shaped handle at the
tap, and controls the steering by another similar handle.
There are two pedals on the platform which can be used
There is likewise an electric foot
sitting in either direction.
The truck is
push brake in the center of the platform.
steered bv pushing the second handle forward or backward.

—

Proposed R.ailway for British Guiana. The British
Guiana press publishes brief details of a scheme, as prepared by the Director of Puljlic ^^orks of that colony, for a
on the GeorgetownHuntley,
railway extending from
Rosignol Railwa\
in
a general southw^esterly direction
toward the interior. The line will be of meter gage. It is
proposed to lay down a third rail from Georgetown, to
kosignol, thus providing the meter gage along the existing
line while leaving its present standard gage undisturbed.
his would enaijle trains from the hinterland to divide into
twi) sections at Huntle}-, one going to Georgetown and the
other to Rosignol, with a consequent saving of the transfer
of freight and passengers and a considerable economy of
,

which was described

at Dallas

I

time.

March

22.
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Paint Spraying System
applunt;

form of a
THIr.
spray
mt.'aii> of lompri'sst'd air, dc-vclopal by tho
Dl' Villii.-- Manufacturins; Company. Tolc'iio, Ohio,
is Ust-d ixti-njivcl) in tin.' industrial field anil has wide possibilities in tlie railroad tielil.
It is now used by some roads
for paiiU'.nii c'|uipment and buildings and
j;reat time
tif

ji.iiul

in tlic

I.;.

and

el?, laci|uers

tem, which

AhivN >\^l^^l
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is

oil

eas\

paints
to

may

install

be used witii the Acron syso|)erate and does a unimay be u.sed to go(xl advan-

and

formly hijjh i»rade of work.
It
tage in the painting of car bodies, trucks, stencils, locomotives, car interiors and exteriors.

Among the advantages of paint spraying as compared
with the old hand ijrush method, may be mentioned the following: Greater speed, less paint used, less wasted, rough
and inaccessible surfaces covered more uniformly and the
possibility of cleaner and better working conditions.
.A
jiortable ])ainting ei|uipment has been develo|)ed which consists of a suitable air com|)ressor. itelt driven from a small
gasolene engine and mounted on a portable truck.
A paint
tank and regulating head, together with an air receiver, are
mounted on

also

are provided
air

is

for

Suitalde hose and connection^
use with the nozzle.
Where compressed

the truck.

available the air compressor and gas engine are un-

necessary.

The

Fig.

1

— Paint

Aeron e(|uipment is the nozzle.
with the connections and attachThe flow of air and paint is under

really vital part of the

which is shown in Fig.
ments plainly indicated.

1

Spraying Nozzle

and labor saver. The system is so designed that it may be
operated without materially wasting paint.
The noz/ilt: is in the form of a pistol with the control
'I'VMx- L'.r.'ler the operator's fini;cr and within 4 in.
tri'j'.jf'-

Paint Sprayer Used for Stenciling

instantaneous control of the operator by means of the
and the universal spray head produces a flat spray
which may be adjusted horizontally or vertically, or tor
wide or narrow, surfaces.
Wide surfaces may be covered
Aitli rapidity and uniformity.
In ojieration, the paint tank regulating head inlet is conlected !)} 'j-in. air hose to tlie compressor air system. One
or more nozzles are then connected by fg-in. air hose and
'j-in. fluid hose to the regulating head outlet
The paint
is put into the tank through a filler plug hole.
With the
regulator shown in Fig. 2 and the fluid adjusting nut on
liie

trigger

Fig. 2

—A

Difficult Painting

Job Made Easy

tlie nozzle, the air pressure is controlled to meet varying
conditions of size of nozzle, viscosity of paint, height of
nozzle above tank, etc.
Special extension nozzles are provided for use in unusually difficult places.

Painting car trucks is a slow, troublesome job by the old
brush method and Fig. 2 shows how the work mav
be done by use of the Aeron system.
Fig. j> illustrates the
stenciling of a car body.
The system is flexible and may
be easily adapted to the varying conditions that have to be
met in railway practice.
])aint

of the spray head.
This allows the paint to be applied
exactly where it is needed and reduces to a minimum any
loss in paint.
.\n adjustable nozzle is provided which governs the width of the spray.
All kinds of varnishes, enam-

General

News Department

The coaling plant of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at Maysville,
Ky.. was destroyed by fire on March 17. tugetlier with a large
quantity of coal. Estimated loss over $55,000.
The Philadelphia Bourse has adopted resolutions asking
congress to act promptly on the bill now before it, Senate
Bill No. 3530, calling for discontinuance of the vahiation of
the railroads of the country.

At Glasgow, Ky., March

14,

a

fire,

of

unknown

origin, de-

moving delayed shipments, but large quantities of food, machinery and other things for Europe have been shipped from
western points since March 1. and these take the place of the
delayed shipments wliich have been moved. At the six principal ports about 8,000 carloads are still held, in cars; and
over 20,000 carloads of freight are lying in storehouses and
on piers or on the ground. At the beginning of this week
the number of eastbound loaded cars above normal in
"eastern" territory was 4C.294.

stroyed tlie freight house of the Louisville & Xashville, together with other buildings and seven beaded freight cars:
estimatod total loss $300,000.

important new subways in New York city, in Lexington avenue northward from the Grand Central Terminal, and
in Seventh avenue, past the Pennsylvania station, now substantially completed, are likely to lie unused until about
July 1, because of difficulty in getting materials for the
electrical equipment of the power houses.

Two

The regional and central purchasing committees of the railroad administration held a conference in W'asliington Wednesday for a general discussion. The committees on standardization of cars and locomotives have practically completed their
The
specifications for Director General McAdoo's approval.
regional directors went over the plans Monday and Tuesday.

The New England Railroad

Club, at its annual meeting in
Boston, March 12, elected F. A. Ryer, purchasing agent of
the Boston & Albany, as president of the club for the ensuing
year. \V. J. Backes, engineer of maintenance of way of the
New York. Xew Haven S: Hartford, was chosen vice-president.

Thirty-fifth Engineers in France

Word

received from Capt. William R. Pearson, of Company
C, 35th Engineers (Railways), indicates that that regiment is
now in service in France. Capt. Pearson was formerly assistant valuation engineer of the X'ashville, Chattanooga & St.
I^ouis.
The 35tli Engineers was stationed at Catnp Grant.
Rocklord, 111., previous to its departure for Europe.

Universal Interline Billing
Director General Mc.Vdoo lias issued an order establishing universal interline billing of freight between all railroads
subject to Government control.
This order also contemsimplification of divisions, so that

l)lates a

making authority.
In a fire in the Southern Pacific terminal at Lordsbur.g, N.
M., on the 14th of March, a roundhouse, si.\ locomotives, a
number of freight cars and a large amount of stores, including fuel oil, were destroyed, the total loss being estimated at
The fire spread to and
several hundred thousand dollars.
destroyed a number of dwellings in that p;irt of the town

of the ac-

order will be issued for simplified bases for apportioning intermad freight revenues.

The right of the Texas Railroad Commission to prescribe
freight rates is to lie tested in court, the Missouri. Kansas &
Texas, and other roads, having enu-red a suit at Austin on
March IS, asking for an injunction against tlie commission on
the .ground that, while the railroads are under the control of
the federal government, the state commission has no rate-

much

counting work connected with the making of these divisions
will he avoided.
The order goes into effect May 1. and is in the form recomniended by the Accounting Officers' Association. A subsequent

Car Shortage Increased
freight cars on March 1, according to
reports compiled by the American Railway .Association, amounted
to 13iS,102, as compared with 98,044 on February 1, 89,995 on
1 he

net shortage of

1 and 117,132 on December 1.
The bulletins giving these
figures are not being issued in the form they were before the
government assumed control of the railroads but the figures are
still being compiled in comparative form.
On January 1 there
were surpluses amounting to 20.337 and a total shortage of 110,,3,32.
On February 1 the surplus was 24,297 and the tot^l shortage was 122,341. On March 1 the surplus was 21,890 and the
shortage 159,992, making the excess of unfilled orders 138.102.

January

occupied by Mexicans.

Locomotive Consulting Board

The proposed tunnel
river,

between Jersey

for automobiles beneath tlie Hudson
City, X. J., and
^o^k city, is now

recommended by

Xew

Xew York

State Bridge and
Tunnel Commission, which has sent a report to tlie governor
saying that the work of construction ought to be begun at
once. This recommendation is liased on the original designs
of Jacobs & Davies, prepared in 1913. with certain modifications made recently, at the request of the commission, by
Gen. George W. Goethals. The cost is estimated at $12,000,000 and the time of construction three years.
definitely

the

A garden at every section-house is one of the food-producing measures which the Southern Pacific hopes to put into
effect this season.
Agents, section foremen and trackmen,
from Portland to El Paso and San Francisco to Ogden, are
being instructed to convert to vegetable gardens all suitable
ground available. In addition, the company is endeavoring to
lease all cultivable land which it ow-ns (not used by employees) and a good deal of the right-of-way land adapted to
truck gardening or agriculture, is being leased.
Vegetable
gardens were made last year by hundreds of employees with
great success.

Congestion of freight at the north Atlantic ports continues
about the same as it has been for the past three weeks. Great
progress has been made, since the advent of mild weather, in

McManamy, manayer

of the Locomotive Section of the
United States Railroad .\dministration, has appointed the following railroad officers as a consulting board to consider matters
relative to the maintenance of locomotives, the distribution of
locomotives to various shops for repairs, shop production and
practices, and other matters of a similar character
H. T.
Bentlcy, superintendent of motive power, Chicago & North
Western C. E. Chambers, superintendent of motive power, Central of Xew Jersey; C. E. Fuller, superintendent of motive power.
Union Pacific J. Hainen, assistant to the vice-president, Southern D. R. MacBain, superintendent of motive power, New York
Central Lines West; John Purcell, assistant to the vice-president,
.\tchison, Topeka & Santa I'"e.
l-raiik

:

;

;

;

Indianapolis

Improvement

to

Be Finished

Director tieneral Mc.Vdoo, on the recommendation of Commissioner Harlan, of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
has ordered that the work of track elevation at Indianapolis,
Ind., be continued until completed.
In a report to the director
general,

Commissioner

Harlan

recommended

that

the

work

be permitted to go on in a modified form. The partial completion has left streets in the business district of the city in a
condition dangerous to pedestrians, a menace to health and

728
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and $8,000,000 has been
in this clexation work.
I'ractically 75 per
The cost ol
cent of the steel necessary is on the ground.
completing the work will be appro.xiniately $6,000,000, to be

costly to

traffic,

expemlcd already

borne

ecpially

by

N

ililTerent railroads.
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Bad Results

lictwecii $7,000,000

of

Government Control

From

lakes and seashore resorts, from Hawaii and the
White Mountains, comes a wail over the government abolition of the "literary bureaus" of the railways.
No more of
the multichroine folders, with crystal mountains,

emerald

lakes,

Extensive Inventories Called For

McAdoo has issued a general order
Director General
calling on all carriers subject to federal control to coniniciice,
prior to May 1, taking an inventory of materials and supplies
by actual count, measurement, wcixht. etc., and immediately
upon completion thereof to adjust the inventory, by additions
and deductions, to necomber 31, 1917. P.ut any carrier that
has taken an inventory in the form indicated within 90 days
prior to December 31, 1917, or subsequent to the latter date,
is not recjuired to take an additional inventory, but is directed
the inventory previously taken to December 31,

to adjust
1917.

and golden landscapes!

mounted over

a still

more

Xo more alluring photographs
alluring text!
An .actual holiday

IS often a prosaic affair,
liut what joy compares with mulling over piles of resort advcrtisemtnts. each dealing
with a
perfect paradise?
Where is there a style like that of the
railways' literary agents? Often they arc weak in
grammar,

but like Ruskin they are not afraid of wild adjectives
and
word-pictures. One can only hope that the folders on hand
will last out this season, and that the war
will end in time to
renew a vilowiiig succession —V.-c K-rA- Rrenimj Post.

A

Very Unusual Train Accident

The inventory is to be preserved in the files of the carrier
is presumably required for the purpose of keeping an
accurate record of the property taken over by the provernment.

This oyer- worked title was used in the newspapers last Iriday,
March 15, with entire appropriateness— to denote the derailment
and wrecking of steel sleeping cars by a boulder, weighing about
three hundred tons, which fell from a ledge at the
side of the

Railway Exempts Soldiers from Land Payment

roadway just at the moment when these cars were passing, and
after the engine and first three cars of the train had
cleared the

and

r..

.\.

Mc.\lla>icr. hiiid coniniissioiuT of

tin-

Soiuliern Pa-

San Trancisco. Cal.. announces that soldiers and sailors
who have been buying Southern Pacific lands on the installment plan are exempted from payments until nine months

cific.

after the termination of the war, or of their service with the
army or navy. All tluit will be required of a purchaser is that
he apply to the company within ninety days after he is re-

leased from service and the date will be fixed, within nine
months, when the first of his payments will fall due. the others
to follow a year apart in their original sequence. Xo interest
In making this arwill be charged him in the meanwhile.
rangement the Southern Pacific has anticipated the so-called
Soldiers' and- Sailors' Civil Rights or Moratorium P.ill. as it
has had this rule in effect since May 10, 1917.

spot.

This accident happened to westbound express train Xo. 19, of
Pennsylvania Railroad, near Elizabethtown, Pa., 17 miles
of Harrisburg, at 1 a. m. on March 15.
The boulder
measured 24 ft. long. 12 ft. wide and 8 ft. thick and it fell from
near the top of a cut about 70 ft. deep. It first struck the third
car in the train and this and the two following cars were knocked
off the rails and wrecked.
The rock had to be blasted to clear
the

east

the track.

Two

passengers were killed and 24 passengers and 2 trainmen

were injured.

Union

Pacific Roster of

Employees

In

a recent circular sent to heads of
Calvin, president of the Union Pacific

Extensive Floods
Press despatches oi Thursday. March

Corning and

14,

reported disas-

otiier

York

Recuperation

Camp

departments, E. E.

and the Oregon Short

asks that the following information be secured concerning
each employee of the System who has answered the call of his
country; (H
The name of the man in service; (2) the character of his employment on the Union Pacific and length of
service; (3) his rank; (4) the branch of service to which he
has been assigned; (5> his regiment; (6) his company or corps
for ship, if he is in the navy)
(7) place of encampment, f8>
name and address of parents or nearest relative. This information will be kept up to date and whenever a Union Pacific
man meets with a mishap abroad assistance will be rendered
him or to members of his family, should such assistance be
needed.
Ballard .Dunn, special representative of the president
of the Union Pacific, will have general supervision of the preparation of these rosters. Each district terminal, main shop and
such other points as may be necessary will secure information
concerning the men formerly employed who are now under arms
and will forward duplicate ripstcrs from time to time to the
company's headquarters at Omaha.
I-ine,

places in Xew
state: at Dover. X. IT.; Charleston, W. Va.. and in
southern Michigan. Derailments because of flood conditions
occurred at Knoxville. Pa., on the Buffalo & Susquehanna:
near Corning. X. Y.. on the Erie: at Lindley, X. Y.. on the
Xew York Central, and near Xunda Junction, X. Y., on the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
In the last named accident three
trainmen were killed. At Dover, N. H., a wooden bridge of
the Boston & Maine. -100 ft. long, was carried off its foundations.
In lower Michigan, railroad traffic had to be suspended in many phicc~
trous floods at Ilornell.

in Military Service
all

for Soldiers

Guy

,^danls, marui^icr of mail traffic of tlic I'nion Pacific
lias given a part of bis Double Header ranch as a camp for
convalescent soldiers and sailors who were previously in railroad service. For the purpose of administering this project
the Railroad Men's Mountain
Association has been

;

Daylight Saving

Home

incorporated, and to this the land, about 40 acres, has been
deeded.
The Double Header ranch is situated in Turkey
•"reck Canyon. 16 miles above Morrison. Colorado.
The
ranch comprises 160 acres and is covered with pine, spruce
and Cottonwood timber.
The property has seven of the
finest springs in the state at the foot of Double Header
mountain after which the ranch was named.
Mr. .Adams' plan to finance the project is to give every
railroad employee in the countT)- from president to section
hand a chance to contribute to its support. Xo fixed amount
will be asked for hut all contributions large or small will be
welcome
The First Xational Bank of Denver will act as
treasurer of the association and custodian of the funds, and
all gifts should be sent to this bank.
X'one of the trustees
will receive remuneration for services, and the
association
will he a non-pr. fit-making association.
It is hoped to be
able to take care of 100 railroad men by July 1, and 1.000
men on January 1. 1919.

The daylight saving

Bill

Passed

by which standard time throughout the ^United Slates will be advanced one hour at 2 a. m.
on the last Sunday in March, which this year comes on
March 31. and be set Ijack one hour on the last Sunday in
October, was passed liy the lower House of Congress on
March 15. after having Iteen passed by the Senate last year;
and on the following .lay the Senate concurred in the House
amendment, changing to seven months, instead of five, the
period in -which the abnormal time shall be used. The law
provides that the Interstate Commerce Commission shall define the limits of five zones of standard time, "having regard
for the convenience of commerce and the existing junction
points and division points of common carriers," and that the
standard time of each zone shall govern the train movements
of all common carriers.
In other words, the railroads'
standard times. Eastern. Central, Mountain and Pacific, and
also .Maska time, one hour slower than Pacific time, will now
be

I'nited

States

bill,

Government

standards.

This

law.

giving
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statutory authority to our staiulartl times will be in effect, not
during the seven months in which clocks are run ahead
time, Init also throug-hotit the whole year.

.>nly

Traffic

:>t

Trade Paper Advertisers

to Co-operate
in

Third Liberty Loan

New Brunswick, it is reported that the Canaconsidering a proposal from the United States
government to send two hundred thousand tons of export
freight, monthly, through that port during the coming
In

of the features of the Third Liberty Loan, or at least
as far as the trade and technical papers are concerned, will
be a plan whereby advertisers will devote their space for one

One

Loan advertisin.?, the papers themcases," supplying the copy, art work and cuts.
originated with a committee of the New York
Business Publishers' Association and has received the sanction
of Secretary McAdoo in the following letter to Guy Emerson, director of publicity for the Liberty Loan Committee
lor the Second Reserve District:
Wasliington. D. C.
I have your letter of the 5th of March witli regard to the
liberal advertising space which members of the Business
Publications' Association will devote in business papers to
the Third Liberty Loan. Will you kindly convey to the association the secretary's sincere thanks for their patriotic
action ?
The business papers co-operated most effectively in
the first and second campaigns and the secretary deeply
appreciates their promise of loyal support for the third issue.
(Signed) G. R. Cooksey, Asst. to the Secretary.
or

more

issues to Liberty

selves, in

The

News

most

idea

St,

dian

John,

Pacific

is

summer.

The chairman

of the Te.xas Railroad Comn;ission has notiR. H. Aishton, regional director, that Texas farmers expect to ship north, within the next six weeks, about 400 carloads of spinach, this being the estimated crop from 5.000
acres. Most of this spinach is to be sent bj- express.
fied

Passengers to and from stations on the Long Island road
constitute nearly three-fourths of the total number using
the station of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Seventh avenue.
New York city. The total number of passengers using the
station in the year 1917 was 18,148,605. of wliom 13,224.258
were Long Island passengers and 4,924,347 were those of the
Pennsylvania Railroad.

now

The Food Administration has appointed three re.gional
managers to co-ordinate the work of the Fond Admin-

traffic

istration

and the Railroad Administration by facilitating the
of foodstuffs, reducing delays in loading, unload-

movement
Railroad Administration to

Have Early

Statistical

Reports

Director General McAdoo has perfected arrangements for obtaining statistics of railroad operations for his own use and for
the information of the public so that information will be available more promptly than heretofore.
Some 15 to 20 of the principal carriers will be required to

These will
.'end by telegraph a statement of weekly earnings.
be available about the fifth or sixth day after the close of the
period which they cover and are e.xpected to fairly indicate the
trend of earnings for the entire country.
About the twentieth of the following month all Class 1 roads
will report earnings and expenses for the previous month. Joint
facility rents, car rents, etc., and tax accruals, exclusive of war
tax, will be included.

All Class 1 carriers will be required to make promptly the
monthly reports of operating results now required by the Interstate Commerce Commission, and the data will be published
about the tenth or fifteenth of the second month. The bulletin
of the commission has been modified in certain respects so that
the earnings for the month and the period can be examined upon
the basis of the three years' average which is u^ed in fixing the
compensation of the carriers.
of this information will be placed at the service of the
.-\il
public as soon as compiled at Washington and will, it is believed
afford earlier and more reliable information of this sort than has
ever been available in the past.

ing and returning cars, etc. The men appointed are: Charles
Barham, general freight agent of the Nashville. Chattanooga
& St. Louis, at Atlanta, Ga.; J. H. Cherry, assistant general
freight agent of the Illinois Central, at Chicago, and Nat
Duke, assistant freight traffic manager of the Delaware.

Lackawanna

&

Western

at

New

York.

The

car service section of the Railroad Administration has
issued a circular to all railroads, stating that Col. J. S. Fair,
of the Quartermaster Corps, in charge of the remount division of the National Army, has requested that arrangements
be perfected whereby cars will be promptly furnished for the
shipment of animals from points of assembling by contractors
to various central points for inspection by the purchasing
officers of the army. If for any reason the necessary cars are
not available or caiuiot be furnished without delay, the facts
must be promptly reported to the car service section.

The Senate Commi.ttee on Interstate Commerce has begun
hearings at Washington on a bill introduced by

liolding

Senator Poindexter, of the State of Washington, proposing an

amendment

to the fourth section of the interstate

commerce

to impose an absolute prohibition against
charging higher rates for short hauls than for long. Former
Senator J. L. Bristow, chairman of the Kansas Public LUilities Commission, and J. F. Shaughnessy, of the Nevada Railroad Commission, testified before the committee on March 13.
declaring that the present law itnposes a hardship on shippers and asked that discretion in the matter be taken out
of the hands of the Interstate Commerce Commission.

act

calculated

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers

The Advisory Committee on Waterways recently appointed
by Director General McAdoo has submitted a preliminary re-

The first general professional meeting of the Canadian
Society of Civil Engineers to be held in Toronto March 26 and
27 will be devoted to a discussion of the present fuel and power
situation and there will be several papers of particular interest

port recommending the increased use of a number of canals
to transport coal during the summer. The membership of tlie
committee has been increased by the appointment of Calvin
Tomkins, foriner dock commissioner. New York, and M. J.
Sanders, of New Orleans, manager of the Leyland Steamship

men.
for the convention will be located at, and
will be held in the theatre lecture room of the
meetings
the
Physics building, Toronto University.
.\mong the papers of interest to railway men will be the

to railway

lines.

The headquarters

following
Transportation from the Fuel ^iewpoint, by W. X. Neal, genCanadian Railway Association for National

eral secretary of the

Defence, Montreal. Que.

Address on "The Erection of the Quebec
by Geo. F. Porter, engineer of construction, St.
Lawrence Bridge Company, Montreal, Que.
Railway Electrification, by John Murphy, Chief Electrical Engineer, Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa, Ont.

An

Illustrated

Bridge,"

Congressional Limited Restored
Director General Mc.\doo has decided chat in reducing tlie
passenger train service between New Y'ork and Washington
shortly after the first of the year he cut too deep. .After an
investigation of the increasing travel he has ordered the
restoration of the Pennsylvania's Congressional Limited, effective on March 17, as a train of 10 parlor cars leaving Washington at 4 p. m. and arriving at New York at 9:15 p. m., and
leaving New York at 3.07 p. m. and arriving at Washington
at 8:45 p. m.
There is an extra fare of $1.50 between New

York and Washington and

of SI. 25

between

New York

and

'

March
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Kaltimorc. Formerly there were no extra fares on this train
than the rc^;ular Piilhnan charfc for stats.

731

Union Ticket

Office at Atlanta

.ilhtr

Damage League

Anti-Loss and

This organization, the pnrpose of which is indicated by its
title, has taken for its special mission the campaign for the
.fdoption of proper containers for irfight: that is to say, for
ihe abolition of flimsy pasteboard boxis and such like things,
and the substitution of wooden or metal boxes of suf)icient
strength for the uses to which tliey are put. The managing
ilircctor is J. 11. Leonard. 1133 Broadway. New York City;
.ind the other directors are L. O. lleddcn. New York; H. C.
Yost. N'ew York; John Meigs. Philadelphia: VV. J. Kelly. New
V'ork; H. C. Guiremand. Xew York; J. C. Barker, Riclimond;
F.
B. Haile. Washington: Chas. C. Kain. Chicago: E. F.
Brooks. Buffalo: T. C. Post, St. Louis: and L. S. Heald,
Baltimore.

Increase in Live Stock

Movement

Director Genernl McAdoo has received the following report
of the comparative receipts of live stock at various stock yards
lor the month of February, showing a substantial increase over
the

same period of

last

year
Cars.
1918.

1917.

Chicago

26,083

20,5-41

5,.i42

Kansas City

10.1.16

Omaha

11.142

6.137
1,909
5.298
4.067

9.101
10,126
6,221
4,500
1,892
5,293
3.814

1,035
1,016
2,121
1,637
17

73.114

61.48S

11.626

East St. Louis
Joseph. Mo

.'.342

.St.

Denver, Colorado
Sioux City, Iowa
South St. Paul

..

Total

Store-Door Delivery in
The committee

<>l

New York

commissioners which

is

Increase!

253

New York

and Connecticut Freight Line

a corporation, with headquarters, at 38
City, which announces that, beginning
will run five-ton automobile trucks, with five-ton

daily, between Xew Y'ork City and Xew Haven,
Conn., a distance of about 75 miles.
It is proposed to
run a regular through and interurbah auto truck service doing
business at X'ew Rochelle. Mamaroneck. Port Chester,
Greenwich. Stamford. Snuth Xorwalk and Bridgeport. Freight
will he taken from the door of the shipper and delivered at
the door of the consignee, on the same day.
Including the
storedoor delivery and the eliiTiination of handlings, the
new concern hopes to do as well as the e.xpress companies,
in the way of efficiency; and to make rates "virtually on a
par with freight rates" when the cartage at both ends is
considered, and the uncertainty of present freight conditions
is taken into account.
The general manager of the company
trailers,

is

\V.

Church

G.

L'Hommedieu. and

the

Xew Maven

office

is

at

185

street.

printed on the back of the company's card, showing
rates on lots of one ton or over and not more than five tons,
names 50 cents per 100 lb. as the through rate between NewYork and Xew Haven and 30 cents per 100 lb. for the shortest
distances. Ou lots weighing over five tons special rates will
.\

tariff

be made.

to

New

the

possibility

York, Chicago,

of consolidating
St.

the

Louis and other

The Canadian Railroad Rate Advance
The Canadian Government has approved the order

of the

railway commissioners authorizing a general increase
of 15
per cent in both passenger and freight rates throughout
the
Dommion of Canada. This matter had been under consideration for more than two months because oi an
appeal from
western Canada against the proposed increase. The Order
in Council which is now issued stipulates
that the increased
rates shall terminate one year alter the close
of the war and
that the Canadian Pacific, the only large road
which is nowprosperous, shall pay to the government, as a war

Appeal to Canadian Shippers

the

it

in

under way.

City

investigating the

name of
Park Row, New York
.^pril 1,

offices

should be insufficient to pay normal dividends
of 10 per cent.

•

is

Investigations as
ticket

cities arc

tax. all

ready for presentation to Mr. McAdoo is not stated. Commissioner James S. Harlan, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, chairman of this committee, says that on account of
the vital importance of Xew York city as a freight terminal for
goods which are being sent to Europe, or are otherwise necessary in the prosecution of the war. a radical change in the
present practices must be made: and he feels assured already
if the co-operation of the railroads and the team owners.

The

Louisville & .Nashville, the .Atlanta and West Point, the
Southern, the Georgia Railroad, the Central of Georgia, the
Seaboard .Air Line and the .Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic.
This change will result in a substantial saMiig in rentals
and will also add to the convenience of passengers, as the
new office is centrally located and will be well manned by
efficient and experienced men.
The consolidation will take
effect on .April 1 or as soon thereafter as possible.

income above what was received in the vear 1917
This
special tax must in no case be less than
J7.000.000 a year
unless the total net revenue of the companv from
all sources

5

subject of freight delivery in Xew York city, and which is to
make a report to Director-General McAdoo. held a conference
with mercantile interests, trucking men and railmad officers in
'Xew York city, on Tuesday of this week, and the result is a
"report of progress": but when the proposed plan will be

This

Director General .\KAdoo has authori/cd L. 11. .Markham.
Regional Director, Southern District, to consolidate the city
ticket offices in .Atlanta, Ga., into one union office at 7A and 8(1
Peachtree street. The lines now maintaining separate offices
in .Atlanta are the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis,
the

[From Can.ndian

The average

Raihv.iy

.Associ.ilion

P.-.ilUtin

N.,

.J

freight car, carrying your goods, Mr. Canadian

Shipper, goes only half-filled. Y'ou may perhaps
be loading
a httle better than that average.
You may think it is "nobody's funeral but your own," since you pay the railways
the
legal rate and should be allowed to waste space
if you like.
But the fact is that all Canada is vitally concerned. The
waste of car space is not your "funeral," but the country's
"funeral." There are fewer freight cars in Canada than
are
needed every day. Munitions shipments, shipments of most
essential materials, such as food, coal, raw materials, are
being held up for lack of cars. If you would see to it that your
shipping department filled its cars to full cubic or weightcarrying capacity, you would be helping to double the freight
car equipment of Canada at a time when cars are almost
priceless. Please have a personal interview with the men who
handle your shipping. They will remind you. of course, of the
convenience of loading "one order to a car." They may say
there is additional labor cost for packing a car beyond a certain point.
They may indicate that your shipping methods
would thus have to be altered, or that your customer's convenience would not be as suitably met. Possibly not. But
since your prosperity depends upon the prosperity of the
whole country and our successful conduct of the war you
will surely see the importance of making your allotment dr.

—

maximum

service in

minimum

time.

By an appeal for heavier loading the Director of Overseas
Transport has succeeded in making 1,000 cars do the work of
1,200 which had previously been considered full cars.
One
implement concern in Canada found that by a skilful packing
of parts and the building of a rough "deck" in each car it was
able to save 12 cars on a shipment of 800 wagons; .''2 cars on
a shipment of 3.0(X) riding ploughs: 52 cars on 1.200 binders.
-A flour shipper told us he could not afford to load cars t"
full capacity because of the high labor cost involved.
On investigation it was found that he had been trying to load each
row of bags to the top of the car while the loaders were still
working from ordinary floor level. Naturally the lift was
heavy and awkward. When his shippers were shown the
simple little trick of laying the bags in "steps" running down
from the ends of the car to the door the difficulty was solved.
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floor,
(n aji action for his resulting injuries the Iowa
Supreme Court holds that the railroad was not negligent, as the
of work was not inherently dangerous, but was only
dangerous because the brace rod was loose, which could be discovered only from observation on the inside.
It was for the

to the

Commission and Court New^s
Personnel of Commissions
Oscar

S. Straus, c lainnaii of the

Service Commission,
a

term of

lirst

district,

New York

Winthrop M. Daniels was
succeeding

State Public

elected on Marcii 16 as chairman
for the ensuing year,
in conformity \\ith the com-

Commerce Commission

Henry

Hall,

C.

since

He was

early

several

cause of

trespasser,

a

or

at

most

a

licensee,

the

railroad

merely owed the duty to refrain from wilfully, recklessly and
wantonly exposing him to injury. The evidence was held to
show that the place to which the public, in entering and
leaving trains, was invited was the space made level for such
purpose between the station and the nearer rail of the track;
not the manifestly narrow, inappropriate and dangerous
space between the ends of the sleepers and a riprap wall to
protect the station and tracks from the action of the advancDoherty v. N. Y., N. H. &
ing sea, which the plaintiff used.
H. (Mass.), 118 N. E., 281. Decided January 4, 1918.

in

appoint-

ed by President Wilson
in January, but the appointment was not confirmed by the Senate
for

Boarding Train from Unsafe Place
an action for injuries to the plaintilif while preparing to
board the defendant's train, when struck by the running
board or step board, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court
holds that the act of a railroad in tolerating a practice on the
part of the public to take trains from a certain unsafe space beside the track was not an inducement or invitation from the railroad to an intending passenger to use such space, and one
using it was not a passenger. To one not a passenger, because seeking to board a train at an improper place, and
111

therefore

Commerce Com-

1914.

—

been reappointed for

lias

mission's practice of rotating its members in
the chairmanship in accordance with seniority.
Mr. Daniels lias been a
member of the Inter-

mission

very purpose of discovering and repairing the brace rod that he
was in the tank, and some observation on his part was a part of
Riback v. C, St. P., M. &
the work of repairs delegated to him.
O. (Iowa), 166 N. W., 292. Decided February 9, 1918.

five years.

of the Interstate

state

place

weeks be-

some opposi-

—

on account of the
position he had taken
tion

a valuation case
while he was a member
of the Board of Public
Utilities of New Jersey
in

"Switching Service" or "Line Haul"

W. M. Da
born at Dayton.
Ohio, on September 30,
and was graduated from Princeton in 1888. lor nearly 20
years he was Professor of Political Economy at Princeton
University, of which President Woodrow Wilson was then

He was
1867,

When Mr. Wilson became governor of New Jersey,
he appointed Professor Daniels to membership on the
Board of Public Utilities, which position he held until his ap-

president.
in 1911,

pointment to the Interstate Commerce Commission. While a
member of the faculty of the university he wrote several
te.xt books which have been used in many colleges, including
"The Elements of Public Finance." He also lectured on
public finance and on railway economics and has been an
He was
editorial writer on the New York Evening Post.
,

an action to compel a railroad to accept for services in
hauling freight a less sum than its published tariff rate for long
distance haul on the theory that the services were switching
services, the Iowa Supreme Court holds that services rendered
by intersecting railroads in transporting gravel from the plaintiff's gravel pit within a city to a point where the plaintiff was
building a bridge within the city were not "switching services,"
independent of a "line haul," so that one railroad was entitled
to the tariff rate fixed for line haul services per car of gravel,
and not merely to a switching rate. And the fact, if it were a
fact, that the railroad had violated the state statute against unjust
discrimination by charging certain other shippers a less rate for
line haul services than it demanded of the plaintiff for such
services could not justify the court in compelling the railroad, by
decree or judgment, to violate, in the plaintiff's case, the statute
prohibiting it from cliarging or receiving more or less than the
published tariff rate.
Cummings Sand & Gravel Co. v. Minneapolis & St. L. (Iowa). 166 N. W., 354. Decided February 13.
In

reappointed a member of the Interstate Commerce Commission on the expiration of his term a little over a year ago
and the confirmation was a.gain delayed in the Senate by the
He is regarded as one of
opposition of Senator Cummins.
the ablest members of the Interstate Commerce Commission
and displays a keen interest in the economic questions which
arise in connection with the regulation of raiboads.

1918.

Construction of Tariffs
Tariff Circular

March

Court
Recovery of

that "this

Taxes

The

federal district court for the l""astern District of Pennsylvania holds that in a suit against the United States to recover
internal taxes alleged to have been erroneously or illegally collected, the suit is "brought" within the meaning of the statutory
provision (limiting the lime for bringing suit to two years after

the cause of action accrued")
served is issued. Mill Creek

—

States, 246 Fed., 1013.

Injuries to

when

&

the

summons subsequently
N. & R. v. United

Minehill

Decided November

Interstate

provides that a

Commerce Commission,

contain an alphabetical
from and to which it applies, and. further,
not to be understood as prohibiting the incorporation in a tariff of a rule for the affirmative and definite application of the rates or fares named in that tariff to or from points
not indexed, and which are distinctly intermediate on the same
line with points that are indexed."
A certain tariff had a clause
of this kind, and the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit,
holds that this provision must be construed in connection with
the circular under which it was issued, and that it had no application to points which were indexed, and to or from which
specific rates were named.
In such a tariff the word "intermediate" refers to stations between those named.
The company concerned was the C. M. & St. P., and the
action against it was for alleged excessive charges.
Its tariffs,
so far as material, were substantially as follows
31, 1911,

tariff shall

inde.x of the points

News
Illegal

18A of the

22, 1917.

Employee Engaged

in

Repairs

is

:

A

helper to the boiler maker was sent into the water tank of
an engine tender, brought to the shop for repairs, to fasten the
Before finishing his work he started to leave
inside brace rods.
the tank through the manhole, and for that purpose stood on a
brace rod which was loose at the end, though this fact had not
been discovered by him. It yielded to the pressure, and he fell

Rates

in cents pei

Flax seed

•Cogswe 11, N.
Newark,

n. N.
S.

D

11

UnUitli

D
....... Dnlntli

loa pounds

Wheat, barley and

oats

'

March
The

22,
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was whether ihc quoted (irmisiini in the taritf is
applicabk- lo the rates from Newark to Diiluth, and thus whether
its rates arc fixed the same ns from Hrain|it<>ii, iintvv ithstaiidiiig

Equipment and Supplies

Newark in the table. Tlic court
the negative and artirnied a judKnient

the rates specitically lixfd I'rom

answered the question

in

for the railroad.— National Klevator Co.
Fed., 5«8.

Decided October

Ejection from Station

6.

C. M. &

v.

was

— What

a.

246

it

appeared

24, V)l(\ the phiintiff

Mo., and bought a
ticket to Dresden
that the next train to Dresden was to depart
at 6 p. ui. of tliat day; that shortly after the purchase of that
ticket one of the defendant's employees, with great force and
violence, ejected him from the station.
The station was crowded at the time. The plaintiff testified that he knew there would
not be a train for Dresden until that evening, but he said on
account of its bciiiK cold outdoors he thought he would buy a
ticket so that if the watchman came around and asked him why
he was sitting in the waiting room he would have something to
show for it. The Kansas City Court of .Appeals sustained the
railroad's contention that the plaintiff on his own testimony was
not a passenger.
The court said in part
"In order for the
relation of passenger and carrier to exist in cases of this kind
it is necessary that the intending passenger come to the station,
and within the implied care of the carrier, a reasonable time before the departure of the train by which he is to travel.
The
right to enter and remain at a railroad station extends only so
far as is reasonably necessary to secure to the traveler the full
and perfect exercise of his right to be carried upon the cars, and
what is a reasonable time will depend upon the circumstances
of each particular case
one's right to remain at a railroad
station depends on his intent to take a train expected soon to
leave.
Kidwell v. Chesapeake & Ohio, 71 \V. Va., 664, 77 S. E.,
285, 43 L. R. A.
N. S.). 509. From plaintiff's evidence above it
is seen that he intended to use the station for a period of more
than seven hours, until his train should arrive, as a convenient
and warm place to spend the day. Under these circumstances
plaintiff was not a passenger at the time he was ejected from
the station." Judgment for $50 actual and $50 punitive damages
was reversed and the cause remanded. Thomas v. Bush (Mo.^.
200 S. W., 501. Decided January 28, 1918.
in

ut

Railway supplymen will be particularly interested this week
on page 691 entitled:
Is the Railway Supply Industry Awake or "Asleep at the
Switch?"
and in the article on page 697;
American Railway Supplies in Australia.
in the editorial

Constitutes a Passenger

m. on December

the defendant's station

P.,

1917.

In an action lor wrongful ejection from a >tation.
that about 10:30 or 10:45

St.
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Sedalia,

;

:

Locomotives
Thk

I'ennsvi.va.nia Kuril.vu\i
Co.\w.\.\v.
1420 Chestnut
street, Philadelphia, is in the market for 3 second-hand standard
gage switching locomotives weighing 45 tons or more.

Freight Cars
The

Bir.mingh.v.m
inquiry for 20 70-ton

Southern

is

repurtei! as having issued an

flat cars.

The Guant.\x,\mo & Wester.v has ordered 25 40-ton steel
frame box cars from the American Car & Foundry Company.

—

& Co. The item in the Railn-ay .Irc of
company was in the market for a
10,000 gal. tank cars, has been denied.

Fels

effect that this
;(n(l

March 8, to the
number of 8,000

;

(

—

United States Supreme Court

Iron and Steel
The
and

1

Chicago, Burlixgto.n- & yii.M.. has ordered 4 100
90 ft. through turntables, totaling 365 tons.

ft.

Signaling
The Essex Terminal

has ordered fri.m the Union Switch &
Signal Company material for mechanical interlocking at Ojibway,
Ont. ; two machines, Saxby & Farmer, 8 levers each.

The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh have ordered
from the Union Switch & Signal Company materials for an
interlocking plant at Boone, Ind. 35 working levers.
;

Title to Sections in

Spokane Indian Reservation

was brought

in ejectment by the Northern Pacific to
recover possession of eighty acres of land in the Spokane
Indian Reservation, (the title to 64, (XX) acres depending on
the decision). The stipulated facts were substantially as follows: By the act of Congress of July 2, 1864, the railroad
was granted, to aid in the construction of its line, 20 alternate sections of land per mile on each side of the line in
any territory, and 10 in any state. In October, 1880, the company filed its plat locating its line opposite the land in controversy.
Meanwhile, in 1877, a representative of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs had made an agreement 'with the
Spokane Tribe of Indians setting aside certain land in Washington Territory, of which that in question forms part, for the

Suit

use of the tribe. The report of the representative was sent
to the Senate in 1878. but the Executive Order of the President, formally setting aside and reserving the territory described
in the agreement, was not signed until January 18. 1881.
The Supreme Court of the United States holds that the Secretary of the
Interior and the Commissioner of Indian .\ffairs approved the
action of their representative "not later, certainly, than the
sending of the secretary's report to the Senate on January
23, 1878, which was almost three years prior to the filing of
the railway company's plat, and that the Executive Order of
the President on January 18, 1881. simply continued and gave
formal sanction to what had been done before." The Spokane
Indian Reservation having thus been lawfully created prior
to the filing of the plat of the plaintiff's line on October 4.
1880, judgment for the defendant was affirmed.
Northern

—

Pacilic

v.

Wismer.

Decided, March

4.

1918.

The Canadian

Pacific has ordered from the Union Switch &
Signal Company material for a mechanical interlocking, 18 working levers, at Komoka, Ont., to replace an old machine.

The Jacksonville Terminal Comi-anv. Jacksonville, Fla., has
ordered from the Union Switch & Signal Company the material
for

two electro-mechanical

interlockings.

Towers

1

and

3.

The Penn-svlvania

has ordered from the Union Switch &
Signal Company material for a mechanical interlocking at Portage, Pa., 24 levers; an electro-pneumatic interlocking, 11 levers,
at Paoli, Pa. two electro-mechanical machines at the same place,
and for extensive additions at Metucheii, N. I.; 1 larrisburi;. Va
;

.

and Denholm, Pa.
Fire Loss in L'. S, in 191 7.—
United States in 1917 amounted !>
worst year for fires in the history

lir.niniii.iii

making

it

tin

the

rs with the exception of 1906 when the San Fraiici.->co curiliquake aud subsequent conflagration occurred, .\nnounccmcnt to this effect was
made to the New Jersey State Council of Dcfen.se in a communication from the Council of National Defense.

—

U. S. Trviif. with Ci'BA Gains. The volume of trade between the L'nited States and Cuba reached a value of $44.5.(XX),000
last vear. according to a compilation maintained by the .National
City Bank of New York. This figure cnmpares with $196,(XX),000

The more imiiortant of the
in i913, the year preceding the war.
manufactures exported to Cuba in 1917 included approximately
$6,000,000 worth of railway supplies, including raiU. cars and
locomotives.
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News

Supply Trade

The Gulick-Henderson Company, Inc., announces the reof its New York offices to tlie Herald Square building,
141-145 West 36th street, in order to provide larger and more

moval

quarters.

suitalile
J.

M. Woodruff, who has been representing the Warren

Brothers Company in the South for the past five years, is nonconnected with the Standard .\sphalt & Refining Company.
Chicago.

Frank

J.

Hurley,

who

for a

sentative connected with the

number

a repre

office of the

pendent Pneumatic Tool Company, died
N. J.. March 10. at the age of 29 years.

Company

was

of years

New York

in

Inde-

East Orange,

Signal Oil

is

to

E. E. Adams, consulting engineer, and F. W. Sercombe,
assistant controller of the Union Pacific System, have been
appointed assistants to R. S. Lovett, director of the division
Adof capital e.xpenditures of the United States Railroad
ministration at Washington.

W. L. Reid has been elected vice-president and general
manager of Lima Locomotive Works, Inc., with offices at
Limar Ohio. Mr. Reid was born at Paterson. N. J. His
entire business

life

has

Leaving t h e
Rogers works he was
appointed assistant suthe

Brooks

Locomotive
Works and two years
later superintendent of

works.
Brooks
on
servmg only ^0
I

After

^.

the

recent election.

The Permutit Company, manufa.-iurers
and water rectification apparatus and for

of water softening
several years past

New York, announces
New York, where after

located at 30 East Forty-second
its removal to 440 Fourth avenue.
March 15 the entire top floor will be occupied by
the entire top floor will be occupied by its offices.
street.

its offices,

Wood Preserving Company, of 34 Greene
York, which for over 40 years has sold .Avenarius
the name of its product to Protexol
changed
Carbolineum. has
preand under this trade name will continue to supply a wood
for so
servative identical in every respect with the one sold
Carbolineum.
.\vcnarius
name
manv years undgr the
New

in the Boston &
Maine shops, and from
March, 1903. to April.

1906, served his apprenticeship as machinist on
that railroad.
During
the next two years he
was employed on various railroads as jour-

neyman
in 1908

machinist, and
returned to the
Maine as ma-

f

&

Boston

c^

1.

he

1910.

u
n
tlie service ot

ii

K.

•

this

Western
l^chenectacly

he was appointed superintendent of
uorks of the American Locomotive Company. He was later
general
appointed manager of the Schenectady plant and
Reworks manager of the American Locomotive Company.
became
he
Company
Locomotive
American
signing from" the
General manager of the National Brake & Electric Company.
Milwaukee. Wis. Six months later he resigned to become
Works
general superintendent of the Baldwin Locomotive
to the time of his
at Eddystone. which position he held up

tion

Tar Carbolineum

high

helper

L. Keid

in the latter posi-

street.

in the

J.

Eklund

road to accept a position with the Pilliod Company, of New "N'ork and Swanton,
f)hio. as Baker valve gear inspector, and on February 1.
1915. he was appointed assistant to the president of the Pilliod Company, with headquarters at New York.
He occupied
this position until .-\pril 1. 1917, when he was appointed assistant to the president of Mudge & Co.. Chicago, the western
representatives for tlie Pilliod Company, and served in this
capacity until his appointment as general manager on March
1. 1918.
In this capacity he will continue to direct tlie service
departments of the Pilliod Company and the Chambers Valve
Company, lioth of whom are represented in the west by
Mudge & Co. He will also have charge of the service dep.irtnient of Mudge & Co. in addition to tlie engineering and
nianuf.icturing departments.

plant.

the
...

and

grammar

schools of Keene, N.
He started his railroad
service as a blacksmith

left

foreman, assistant superintendent and superintendent of the same

days

and was educated

I

at Pat-

of

J.

On March

erson and became successively erecting shop

perintendent

Eklund has been appointed general manager of
Co. in charge of the engineering and manufacturing
departments, with headquarters at Chicago. Mr. Eklund was
born on July 8. 1884.
Karl

Mudge &

chinist and foreman in
the Keene. N, H.. shops

been connected with locomotive building. He
served his apprenticedrawing
the
in
ship
office and shops of the
Rogers Locomotive &

Machine Works

with the Worthington Steam Pump Company, was assistant
general purchasing agent of the Pittsburgh 6<: Lake Erie until
1915, at which time he became general purchasing agent of the
Worthington Steam PumiJ Company and resigned February
1, to take the above position with W. R. Keene & Co.

H

establish a large
manufacturing and distributing plant at Houston. Tex., havof
lines
J. S. Cullinan for a
ing bought the refinery and pipe
consideration said to approximate §10.000,000.

The Galena
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Ira C. Rogers, formerly general purchasing agent for the
Worthington Steam Pump Company at New York, has recently been appointed general manager of W. R. Keene &
W. R. Keene & Co., represent the
Co., also of New York.
Bay State Tap & Die Company, .\lvord Reamer & Tool Company, Sterling Products Company. Keene Twist Drills and
Massey Vise Company. Mr. Rogers, before his connection

W cstern

Electric

Company

Company

year ended December 31, 1917. did the largest business in its history, the gross
sales of $150,340,359 being 41 per cent greater than in 1916. After
the deduction of expenses, taxes, interest and a reserve of $2,000.000 for contingencies on account of the large merchandise
investment and the prevailing high costs, there was a balance
available for dividends of $2,851,716, an increase of $527,100 over
1916.
After allowing for dividends of ?2,5.';0,000 there was left
a sur|)lus of $301,716 or $7,100 more than in 1916. These dividends compared with $2,100,000 in 1516 and included the usual
6 jjer cent dividends on the preferred and $3 a share on the
Tile

Electric

in its fiscal

common.
The company is controlled by the American Telephone & Telegraph Company, and a large part of its output is for the Bell
Companies. The balance sheet showed that plant and equipment
were increased $4,200,000 in value during the year and investments were marked up about $1.(XX).000. Inventories on December 31 were valued at $44,415,028, an increase of $11,414,000 over

same date in 1916.
In his report to the stockholders, H. B. Thayer, president of
the ciimpany. draws attention to the fact that the business of the
company was larger than in any previous year.

the

"This

i?

true of both the sale of

its

own manufactures and

in

March

22,
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In our uwii iiianufac-

(he ilt-Miiaiuls trom regular customers (the Hell Ti-lephoiie
I'ompamei) worr very htavy at the hcKiniiiiig ol the year, but as
the tlemwiiiis I'ur ciiuipmeiit to meet emerKeiicy retiuirements
directly "r inilirc.:ll\ caused by tlie war have increased, the
ordinary reijuiriinenls have decreased so that to a large extent
a more expensive and less protitahle business kept us busy durliires

Tlierel'ore, while the prolits in
have been larger than in 1916, they have
riot, as compared with earlier years, been in proportion to the
increased investment in the business.
"On sales of merchandise not made by us the profits have been

ing the latter part ul the year.

this class ot busine-.s

very satisfactory.
"There is no return from foreign investments included in the
profits of the Company for 1917.
.\s to some, information is
entirely lacking, and as to others, it is incomplete.
It is our
lielief, however, that, as a w hole, a conservative valuation of them
would require no addition to reserves, the earnings of some of
them beinif apparently sufficient to offset the possible losses of
others.

"On

the entry of this nation into the

our Engineering Department

at

the

war we

practically placed
of the nation and

service

tiiat it has rendered important service.
Tms lias involved large expense and indirect loss through the interruption
of our regular engineering program, but because we believed
that we were able to render great service, we believed also that
the responsibility upon us to render it was great and that our
stockholders would approve of our action. On such orders as we
undertake for the military departments we have agreed to a basis
of cost plus a very moderate profit.
"Our shop force increased during the year from 18,928 to 21,549
employees. The total number of employees at December 31, 1917,

believe

was 30.737
"The sales for 1917 were $150,340,000. For 1916 they were
and for 1915 thev were $63,852,000.
•The orders on hand at December 31, 1917, were $1,950,000 in
value less than on December 31, 1916. The average value of an
order filled during 1917 was $107 as compared with $75 for

$106,987,000.

1916."
Est.

arl

A^SEr?

Bl.ic-

M«ch.

an.i =.iuit.
.\[crchandi><?
Cash ...
Bills reo
Ace, rcc.
Suiiflr>in^ :;•
(.".rand

Canadi.\n P.vciFic— The Canadian Government hat paised an
order in council providing for special ta\ation of the Canadian
Pacific Railway,
The Wall Street Journal says the order
provides that the company shall pay:
1st
Half its net earnings from railway oi)erations in excess
of 7 per cent on its common stock latter paying lixcd charges,
appropriation for pension fund and dividends on the preferred

—

stock).

2nd— Income tax on the company's special income (inclusive
of all the company's income except earnings from railway
operations) under provisions of the income war tax act of 1917,
or any amendment thereof hereafter enacted.
The order in council provides that the total amount to be
paid in taxes each year by the company shall not be less than
:

1st— The company's net earnings
operations and from special income
of 10 per cent on its common stock,
appropriation for pension fund and
stock,

up

Total

Ll.\BII-lTIE.'i

SI2.91I.537
12,134,759
44.415.028
4.257.150
1.177.166
:4.678.194
13.094,686

$112,668,520

Fund
Kes.

1.500,000
4.333,462

fur con

Grand

to $7,000,000, or

Denver & Rio Gr.\nde.— A judgment for $36,508,529 was entered
in the Supreme Court at New York on March 13
against :;•;
Denver & Rio Grande in favor of the Equiuble Trust Company
as the balance due with interest on a judgment for $38,2r0,3-»3.

May

in

the United States

pany at Providence. R. I. It is understood that the price
paid for the pn.perty was around $500,000.
The property
consists of about ten acres of land with extensive buildings,
centrally located in the city of Providence, and adjoins the
Revere tire plant of the rubber company. The plant was
used for many years by the American Locomotive Company
when it was enijaged in the automobile manufacturing business.

President Colt of the rubber company said that the plant
be used in the extension of the manufacture of truck
tires.
One of the buildings will probably be used for the
manufacture of balloons for the United States government.
will

'i

ork

Mr. Howard claims that the Western Pacific property was
worth from $40,000,000 to $60,000,000 when the court sold it
for the absurd price of $18,000,000.
inability to

St.\tes of 39.200,000,000
feet in 1917, or a decrease of 2 per cent as compared with the
cut of 1916. is the estimate made by the Forest Service based on
incomplete reports received up to February 26.

U. S. Avi.*turs M\ke F.vst Flight in It.\ly.— Two American
aviators on March 15 accomplished a fast flight from Foggia to
Rome, flying the 212 miles in 158 minutes. The aviators were

Flying

Corps

who made

at

the trip

issued a statement regretting

dividends on

its guaranteed or preferred
stocks, owing to the enormous increase in operating expenses,
notwithstanding the fact that during the past year the company

pa\-

carried the largest traffic in its history.
The hope is expressed that the Canadian Government will, in the near future,
take such action as will enable the, company to meet present
unparalleled war conditions.

—

Xew

Yo.tK. Xew Have.s & H.vrtford.
The directors have sent
a circular to the stockholders outlining the terms of a new
issue of preferred stock, which, if sub.scrilied for in full will
raise $43,588,300.

company's

sufficient

to

pay

5 per cent notes falling

the

.ifif

due mi

$43,000,000

May

I,

..i

th--

T!u

no\l

circular states that stockholders of record at the close i^f bu>iness on Match 20, will be offered one share of the new preferred stock for each four and one-half shares now held, and
that

holders of the company's (> per cent convertiMi
one share of the new iirefcrnd for every $45*

'

'

will get

the bonds in their possession.

the United

Major Ryan, commander of the American
Foggia, who acted as pilot, and Captain Frost,
as observer.

New

Ernest Howard of Xew York has issued a protest against
the decision which adjudged to the Western Pacific damage^
of approximately $38,000,000 against the Denver & Rio Grande.

its

Company Buys

PR..r.LCTio.v in

Court at

company which sued for
the payment of interest on a $50,000,000 bond issue guaranteed
by the Rio Grande for the Western Pacific Railway.

$112,668,520

total

American Locomotive Plant
The United States Rubber Company announced last Friday
the purchase of the plant of the .American Locomotive Com-

A Limber

District

1917, in favor of the trust

18,

Grand Trcnk.— This company has
United States Rubber

as defined

its net earnings from railway
operations exceed net earnings from railway operations for the
fiscal year ended December 31, 1917, due to increase in
freight
and passenger rates granted by order of the Board of Railway
Commissioners dated December 26, 1917,
This order shall be deemed to have come into force and
effect on the first day of January, 1918, and to continue in force
and effect during the present war and until further orders.

on

Preferred stock, 300.000
$30,000,000
shares
fommon stock, 150.000
shares no par value.
25,755,364
liomled debt
15,000.000
Bills payable
10.600,000
9.194,558
.\ccts. payable
16.285,136
Reserve for Dep
Reserve lor Emp. Ben.

such year from railway
above in excess
after paying fixed charges,
dividends on the preferred
in

2nd--The amount by which

recovered
*

R.

Railway Financial News

The

total

amount

<'i

si'

,

is $157,117,500. all of one class, while $3<».0J''.rui
of the bonds are in the hands of the public. It is stipulated
that the new stock -hall be pai'l for in full on or before April
5, or in four quarterly instalments, the first on that date, and

outstanding

those

made

later

on July

1,

October

1

and January

2.

The

1919.

stock is to be a 7 per cent cumulatiM
the dividends to be paid semi-annually.
Howard
representinp the Xew Haven, is conferring with John ."-k' iWilliams, director of the finance section of the railroad administration on the pro|;osed offering, but a final decision has
not been reached.
respectively.

•

,

i

•
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Railway

Officers

?iiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
H. A. Taylor, general attorney of the Erie, has been appointed assistant to Walker D. Hines, assistant to Director
General McAdoo.

Moule, auditor of disbursements, of the Canadian Pacific with office at Montreal, Que., has been appointed

William

J.

assistant controller.

The election of C. B. Seger as acting chairman of the
executive committee of the Union Pacific, to succeed R.
S. Lovett, is commented on elsewhere in this issue.
Walter J. Stevenson was appointed auditor of commissary
accounts of the Northern Pacific, with office at St. Paul, Minn.,
succeeding J. A. Swanson, resigned, effective March 16.
C. C. Higgins, consulting engineer, with J. W. Kendrick
has been appointed assistant to vice-president, of the St.
Louis-San Francisco, with office at St. Louis, Mo., effective

March

15.

William Ellis, formerly commerce counsel of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul, and Nathan Matthews, of Boston.
Mass., have been appointed assistants to John Barton Payne,
general counsel of the United States Railroad Administration
at Washington.
E. E. Adams, consulting engineer, and F. W. Sercombe,
assistant controller of the Union Pacific System, have been
appointed assistants to R. S. Lovett, director of the division
of capital expenditures of the United States Railroad Administration at

Washington.

Los Angeles & Salt Lake, with
Los Angeles, Cal., has been elected secretary, with
headquarters at Los Angeles, vice W. H. Comstock, assigned
to other duties, and P. J. Hunt has been appointed acting
freight claim agent, with office at Los Angeles, vice J. R.
C. C. Barry, auditor of the
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division, with headquarters at Edmundston, N. B., as has already been announced in these columns was born on Augtist
17, 1859 at St. Jean Port Joli, Que., and was educated at the
He began railway work in August, 1876,
St. Anne College.
as a telegraph operator on the Intercolonial Railway and
subsequently served as train baggage master. From 1880 to
1898 he was train despatcher at Riviere du Loup, and then
became chief despatcher at Levis. In 1912 he was appointed
assistant superintendent, which position he held at the time
of his recent appointment as superintendent as above noted.

W. F. Kirk who has been appointed superintendent of the
Central Division of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at
V'an Buren. Ark., as announced in these columns IMarch 1.
was born at Osage City, Kan., on August 19, 1881. He was
first employed as a messenger on the Atchison, Topeka &
Santa Fe in November, 1897. In April of the following year he
was transferred to the maintenance of way department as a
section laborer. In November. 1899. he entered the service of
the W'ells-Fargo Express Co. as a messenger. In February,
1900, he was employed by the Pecos Valley as a telegrapher,
being promoted to despatcher in June, 1900.
From December,
ISOO, to #tarch, 1901, he was a despatcher on the Michigan Central, and from .\pril, 1901, to January, 1902, he was a telegrapher with the Missouri Pacific, since which time he has
served consecutively to date as despatcher, chief despatcher,
trainmaster, assistant superintendent and assistant to the general superintendent of transportation.
In December, 1917, he
became acting superintendent of the Wichita division and
served in that capacity until his appointment as noted above.
Traffic

H, L. Hammill, traveling agent of the Chicago & North
Western \vitli office at St. Louis, Mo., is to assume the duties
of G. F. Brigham, general agent, resigned, effective April 1.
H. J. Titus, superintendent of the dining car service of the
Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., has
resigned to become associated with the Chauncey Wright
Restaurant Company of Seattle, Wash.

office at

of the Missouri,
son, Tex.

Bordeaux, resigned.

Operating
George Masten has been appointed superintendent
Tennessee Central, with office at Nashville, Tenn.

of

tlie

Milwaukee &
J. Hasenbalg, trainmaster of the Chicago.
Paul, with office at Chicago, has been appointed assistant
succeeding
W. C.
Terminal
superintendent of the Chicago
Bush, transferred.
A.

St.

Vickslnirg.
J. C. Stamm, trainmaster of the Alabama &
with office at Vicksburg, Miss., has been appointed superintendent of the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific, vice H. B.
Hearn, resigned to engage in other service, and L. B. Harris
has been appointed trainmaster of the Alabama & Vicksburg,
vice Mr.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Arthur Crohn

Stamm.

H. C. Nutt, general manager of the Los .^ngeles & Salt
Lake with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., having accepted
a commission as deputy director general of -Vmerican railroads for service in France, W. H. Comstock, secretary, with
office at Los Angeles, has been appointed acting .general
manager during Mr. Xutt's absence.
Racey, superintendent of the Third division on tlu*
Colorado lines of the Denver & Rio C.rande, with headquarters at Gunnison, Col., was transferred to the Green River
division, with headquarters at Helper. Utah, succeeding J. A.
Shepherd, transferred. C. E. Leverich, chief despatcher on
the Utah line, with headquarters at .Salt Lake City, Utah, has
been appointed trainmaster of the Salt Lake division, witli
the same headquarters, succeeding W. R. McPherson, who
was appointed assistant superintendent of the Green River
division, with headquarters at Green River, Utah, succeeding
G. E. Wilcox, promoted, efifective March 14.
S. L.

E. L. Desjardines, who has been appointed superintendent
of the Canadian Government Railwavs. Transcontinental

lias

been appointed .general master mechanic
at Deni-

Kansas & Texas, with headquarters

H. R. Manby, superintendent and engineer maintenance of
of the Tennessee Central with office at Nashville, Tenn.,
has been appointed chief engineer and the position of engineer
maintenance of way has been abolished.

way

G. B. Herington has been assigned as supervising engineer
of the Tucson division of the Southern Pacific, with headquarters at Tucson, Ariz., and during such assignment will
have general charge of all matters pertaining to maintenance
of way and structures.

Purchasing
A. H. Young, tie and timber agent of the Seaboard .\ir
Line, with office at Hamlet, X. C, has been appointed general
storekeeper, with office at Portsmouth, Va., vice D. D. Cain,
resigned to accept services with another company, and J. G.
Calori has been appointed tie and timber agent, vice Mr.
^'|lung.

Obituary
Richard H. L'Hommedieu, formerly assistant to the vicepresident of operation of the Michigan Central, died in Detroit, Mich., March 18, age 68 years.

'\\'ooD .\.s Fuel is proving quite popular at Brantford, Canada.
The West Brantford municipal yards are being turned into a
wood depot for next winter, the city authorities being determined that this city shall not be caught by a fuel famine as was

the case during the past winter. Orders will he placed for 5,000
cords of wood, and to facilitate handling, a railway siding will
be laid into the yard, the rails being availabe from the street

raihvav there.

DAILY EDITION
l-'urtluT prcxit of the wiscioni of the action of liie

can Railway

An

Ameri-

Excellent

Attendance
Record

/n liiu other hand, in.iii\ -nm
for many ve.•l^^ in n'lm-.
tures have been abandoned in connection with grade and
The
line revisions after very limitetl periods of service.
contention in the discussion yesterday was entirely conAs
cerned with the principles of economics involved.
long as the same method of financing is assumed in each
case, the results to be obtained with the use of the several formulas are the same.
Just which method is cor-

i

Association in iiroceetlinjj with
this convention is evidciiceii by the

I'.ngineeriiijj;

registration of its members. In spite
the statements frequently made
bv jiessimists previous to the conven-

of

tion, that railway men would be so
busy that they could not attend the convention, the regis-

members for the first day was 293, or 4 more
than last year; for the second day 103. for the third day
Including
20, or a total regfistration of 416 members.
guests, over 600 railway men attended the meeting.
feature which characterized all of the sessions was the
.Mthough the
large number of men present in the hall.
convention extended well beyond the usual time of closing
on Thursday afternoon, over 200 men remained until adjournment and the discussion was active until the close
The attendance at the Coliseum was
of the meeting.
equally encouraging, that on Wednesday being 6,203. and
up to 6 p. m. yesterday 2,656. The outstanding feature
of this year's attendance was the fact that the people
who visited the exhibit showed greater interest in what
the exhibitors had to show, this being particularly true
with reference to labor-saving devices and economical
methods of doing work, .-\nother outstanding feature is
the very small attendance of the local public, who have
attended the exhibits in fairly large numbers in other
years.
The attendance this year has been limited almost
tration of

rect seems to he still a matter of (]uestion, and in view
of this, the action of the association in adopting both
analyses for publication in the Manual seems well taken.

A

and men who. realizing the
serious conditions existing at the present time, came here
entirely to railroad officers
to

make

a thorough

and careful study of

can help them to obtain

more

all

devices that

efficient results.

Obviously the convenience of railway officers and employees cannot be taken into consideration in the program for curtailing passenger servMore Foreign ice now being undertaken to expefreight.
movement of
dite
the
Passes

Required

Nevertheless,

a

reduction

number of passenger

in

the

trains will tend

to reduce the efficiency of many employees of the engiWhile
neering and maintenance of way departments.
railway officers, including the division engineer, are usually supplied with annual passes on neighboring roads,
enabling them to make the most of the train service on
adjoining lines in the same territory, it has not been customary to make similar provision for men in subordinate
Reductions in passenger service will not only
positions.
work a hardship on the men not now enjoying the privilege of foreign passes whose duties take them over various parts of the line, but even with a material increase
in night traveling the proportion of their time devoted to

employment will suffer a pronounced decrease.
true that such men are commonly accorded the
privilege of riding on freight trains, but with time
freights making only a limited number of stops and tonnage trains moving at low speeds, the use of freight
trains will fall far short of compensating for the reductions in the passenger train service. The natural remedy
for this situation would seem to be an extension of the
foreign pass privilege to the men in the subordinate posiWith the imified operation obtaining under govtions.
ernment control there would seem to be less objection
to this practice than under normal competitive operation,
while the unavoidable abuses of such transportation can
be reduced to the minimum by limiting the passes to the
territory in which the employee can make use of them

eflfective
It

The

report on the comparative merits of ballast and reinforced concrete trestles, resubmitted by the committee
on Wooden Bridges and Trestles
Timber and
after reconsideration by that body
Concrete Trestles since its original presentation last
Compared
year, revives a controversy between
the advocates of these two types of
structures which was carried on at some length at previous conventions, notably in 1911, when the committee on
Masonry submitted a report on reinforced concrete
trestles.
As presented so lucidly in the report considered
yesterday, the problem is purely one of the relative
life as compared with the relative costs of the two structures, for, as pointed out in the report, "even though
actual installation costs of thq two structures under comparison are lacking, their relative ultimate economy can
be computed as a ratio of the two costs regardless of the
numerical value thereof."
There are. however, other
factors that enter into a consideration of this subject,
some of which have been discussed in detail at previous
conventions. .Among these may be mentioned the appearance; relative sense of security or solidity as affecting
the traveling public; fire hazard, etc. Tlie life to assume
in

the case of

There

is

"permanent" structure is also a question.
a stone arch viaduct on the Baltimore
Ohio

that has been in service since

&

1829 and

is

apparently good

is

in his dailv

work.

of the Committee on Iron and Steel
has undertaken the revision of the
.Association's General Specifications
Work of Commit- for Steel Railway Bridges is an evitee on Iron and dence of the progress that has been
Steel Structures made in steel railway bridge design
since the adoption of these specificaThat these rules for bridge design fultions in 1906.
filled a definite need is indicated by their very general
acceptance throughout the countr}'. It is also in keep-

The announcement
Structures that
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much of the progress
rendering these specifications obsolescent is the
direct result of the efforts of this same committee.
Chief among the results secured through its efforts
has been a determination of the actual impact influence
The committee has supplied definite
of moving trains.
information on a subject which was formerly a matter
Further progress on this subject
of pure conjecture.
is contained in the contemporary report and demonstrates
specifically that the influence of electric locomotives is
materially less than that of steam locomotives of the
usual types. While the committee indicates that further
work must be done on the subject of secondary stresses
before the information now at hand can be made available for general use, it has already done much to clear
up this perplexing subject.
In giving this committee credit for the work it has
done, it is necessary in all fairness to mention the epoch
inj,'

to call attention to the fact that

which

is

making work of the Special Committee on Columns of
the American Society of Civil Engineers, the results of
which were made available early this year. The report
presented by the A. R. E. A. committee
which is in a measure supplementary to the work of the A. S. C. E. committee.

on column

tests

this year contains information

A

Great Opportunity

TjiE American Railway Engineering Association

is entering the most important and the most critical
Never before has it been conperiod in its history.
fronted with greater responsibilities or with larger opThe extent to which
portunities for constructive work.
it will measure up to its full opportunities will be determined largely by its actions during the next few

months.

The association is now entering the twentieth year
study of the proceedings of the anof its existence.
nual meetings and the Manual cannot fail to impress one
with the wide range and the high value of the work
which has been done. The fact that these volumes are
to be found in the libraries of almost every railway officer having to do with engineering and maintenance of

A

way matters

in this

country indicates the high esteem in

which they are held.
of the United States into the world war
April has led to radical changes in conditions in
No industry has been affected
every line of activity.
more directly or more deeply than the railroads. These
changes are creating new problems in all branches of
railway service, not excluding the engineering department.
It is now the primary duty of all organizations
to concentrate on the solution of the main problem conThe
fronting this country that of winning the war.
Engineering Association made important progress in this
direction during the past year, as was evidenced during
Thel
the meeting which closed yesterday afternoon.
committee on Yards and Terminals presented a valuable
questionnaire on yard improvements for use by railway
officers confronted with the problem of increasing the
capacity of their yards with minimum changes. The discussion of the report of the committee on Iron and Steel
Structures was directed largely toward means of carrying structures over rather than renewing them under
present conditions. The committee on Economics of Railway Labor also reported on certain phases of the labor
problem which is now of paramount importance.
The coming year will present to this association greatly
enlarged opportunities for service. In order to be of the

The entrance

last

—
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maximum value to its members, to the railways and to
the government it may be necessary to iriodify existing
practices and to disregard long-established precedents,
but this has been almost universally necessary in every
The Board of Direction can do much to facilactivity.
itate the war-time activities of the association by giving
primary consideration in the assignments of subjects, to
the selection of those topics which are of the greatest
importance in the light of present day conditions.
It may also be considered advisable to issue advance
reports or bulletins on certain subjects for which there
is a demand for immediate information without attempting to hold them for the annual convention. Conditions
are changing so rapidly and the association has such an
excellent opportunity for collective work that it would
seem eminently fitting to take up for consideration some
of the more pressing problems and, by concentrating the
attention of certain committees upon them, to prepare
considerable
reports for presentation very early.
amount of valuable information regarding labor saving
devices was developed during the discussion of that part
of the report of the committee on Economics of Railway
Labor bearing on that subject and it has been suggested
that an attempt be made to collect all of the available
material of this character into a booklet for publication
within the next few weeks. This is illustrative of similar

A

opportunities in other phases of the work.
Since the government has assumed control of the railroads and is now directing their operations it must necessarily assume responsibility for the maintenance of these
properties.
This in itself will give rise to many problems.
The director-general has shown his desire to call
upon railway men and railway organizations for assistThe American
ance in the solution of his problems.
Railway Engineering Association has been engaged in the
study of maintenance of way problems for 20 years. It
includes in its membership almost all of the more prominent railway engineers in the country.
Its proceedings,
therefore, may fairly be considered to represent the consensus of opinion regarding best practices in engineering
and maintenance of way matters. As expressed in the
resolution passed yesterday afternoon the association has
offered to co-operate with the director-general in any
way in which it can be of assistance and it is very probable that he may desire to call upon this organization
for information concerning practices already established
as well as to practices which are still in the process of

development.

The

Effect of Speed

on Maintenance Charges
analysis
In undertaking an

of the influence of the

speed of trains on the cost of maintenance the Track
committee has directed its attention toward a problem,
the solution of which will be of much importance to the
railways.
It is a matter of common knowledge among
railway men that a high-speed train is more destructive
The difficulty has been in deto track than a slow one.
termining the amount of this increased destruction.
This question has been brought prominently to the
front in litigation relative to passenger fares in a numFollowing the general
ber of middle western states.
enactment of two-cent fare legislation in these states a
few years ago, the roads have attempted to prove that
these rates were confiscatory. This has made necessary
an analysis of operating expenses and the allocation of
Many
these expenses to the various classes of traffic.
of the operating expenses can be charged directly to the

March
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Union
Oregon Short

Others cannot be divided so
This is particularly true of a large part of the
maintenance of way expenditures for the tracks are used
These exjienses must
in common by trains of all classes.
be distributed on some arbitrary basis and the difficulty
has been to arrive at a basis which can be mutually
agreed upon between the representatives of the railroads
and the states as fair and equitable.
In their desire to prove the reasonableness of low
passenger rates, the states have contended for a low distribution of maintenance expenses chargeable to pas-

and also elected a director of
Line, succeeding Mr. Lovett.
C. A.
Peabody, vice-president of the Delaware & Hudson, was
elected a director of the ('regon- Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, succeeding Mr. Lovett.

traffic, while the representatives of the railroads
have contended for a high ratio which would add to the
expenses of passenger traffic, and tend to prove tliat the
rates were unreasonably low. In one instance a state has
endeavored to maintain the position that the distribution
should be on the basis of the gross ton miles of freight
and passenger traffic, in this way disregarding entirely
This is typical of conditions which
the effect of speed.

sales

traffic

giving rise to them.

readily.

senger

number

of states and of controversies which
will rise in the future because of the present tendency
to make each class of ser\'ice bear its full proportion of
operating costs.
The Track committee has cut out for
itself a hard problem, but its proper solution will be of
gre.nt value to the roads.
exist in a

Illinois

Central Signal

Men

at Coliseum

The Illinois Central signal department was well represented at the Coliseum, nine out of eleven of its signal
supervisors attending the exhibit, in addition to seven
foremen and a large number of maintainers. helpers and
repairmen.

W.

C.

Pembroke Promoted

W.

C. Pembroke, assistant engineer of the Coal & Coke
railway, witli headquarters at Gassaway, W. Va., has

been appointed engineer maintenance of way with the
same headquarters, succcering A. C. Hawkins, who has
resigned.

Signal

Changes

in Illinois Central Signal Organization

department of the Buda Company, with headquar-

E. E. Goddard was appointed signal
supervisor in his place.
Mr. Keller has been appointed
signal supervisor, with headquarters at Champaign, 111.,
ters at Chicago.

effective

March

16.

Orders of Railroad Administration
Regarding Capital Expenditures
(From Our Washington Correspondent
President Wilson yesterday (Thursday) signed the
Railroad Control Bill.
Designs for standard cars and locomotives have been
They were gone over by the
practically approved.
regional directors Monday and Tuesday and the final
specifications are being revised in Pittsburgh this week

for submission to the director-general next Monday.
Director-General McAdoo yesterday issued General
Order No. 12, giving rules to be observed with respect to
He
railroad work involving charges to capital account.
declared it is important to avoid expenditures not absoThe construction of new lines,
lutely
necessary.
branches or extensions is not to be entered upon with-

out the director-general's approval.
No new locomotives or cars are to be ordered or constructed without the director-general's approval.
Work contracted for or started before January 1 may
be continued. No work involving charges to capital account of more than $25,000 shall be contracted for unless authorized by the director-general.

Department Changes

Perk.

A. R. Eitzen Appointed

Bridge Engineer on "Katy"
.Arthur R. Eitzen. formerly office engineer in the bridge
department of the Kansas City Terininal railway, and
more recentlv with the Kansas City Bridge Company, has
been appointed bridge engineer of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas with headquarters at Dallas. Texas.

Union

Pacific,

P. G. Pcndorf, formerly signal supervisor of the St.
Louis division of the Illinois Central at Centralia, 111.,
resigned effective March 16 to accept a position with the

W.

Peck, signal supervi>or of the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas with headquarters at Waco. Tex., has been appointed general signal inspector of the Chicago Great
Western with office at Chicago. J- A. Alurrell, signal
foreman, has been appointed supervisor to succeed Mr.
J.

tee of the

the

Pacific

C. B. Segar. vice-president

Changes on the Salt Lake Line
Owing

to the practical cessation of construction

nance, has been appointed division engineer at Salt Lake,
succeeding Frank Strong, who has resigned to enter military service. W. H. Comstock, secretary of the Los Angeles &- Salt Lake, has been appointed acting general
manager, succeeding H. C. Nutt. general manager,
granted leave of absence to accept a commission as
major with the railway forces in France.

Fitzpatrick for Protection

Promotions
and controller of the Union

Pacific system, was elected a member of the executive
committee, and also acting chairman of the committee,
succeeding R. S. Lovett. resigned, to become director of

work

and the approaching completion of the valuation work
on the Los .\ngeles & Salt Lake, the office of engineer
of maintenance has been consolidated with that of chief
engineer and the duties have been assumed by Arthur
McGuire, chief engineer. R. K. Brown, engineer mainte-

"What's your name?"
"Isaac Fitzpatrick Cohen."
"What's the Fitzpatrick for?"
"]'"or

protection."

the

Department of Capital Expenditures on tlie staflf of
Director-General Mc.Vdoo. He was also elected a member of the executive committee and acting chairman of
the Oregon Short Line and the Oregon. \\'ashington
Railroad & Navigation Company. ^^^ .\. Harriman. vicepresident, was made a member of the executive commit-

Under U.

S.

Control

Inquirer (at South Station, Boston)
this train

:

"Where does

go?"

Brakeman
Inquirer:

:

It

goes to

"Goodness!

New York

in ten minutes."
That's going some!"

Bridge Over the Rk'er KIwr

in Siberia

American

Over Which Japanese Forces

May Move

Copyright by Underwood

&

Undenvood,
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Railvs^ay Engineering Association

Proceedings
A

Report of Thursday's Sessions Including the Presentation
of Ten Committee Reports With Discussions

FINAL SESSIONS OF THE American Railway EngiTHEneering
Association were held on Thursday. The

morning meeting was called to order promptly at
9 :30 by President Sullivan. Owing to the large amount
of time taken up in the discussion of the report on

Report

of

Wooden Bridges and Trestles, seven reports were held
over for the afternoon session. Final adjournment was
taken about 5 :30. The abstracts of the reports and discussion of the various subjects considered are given
below

Committee on Wooden Bridges and Trestles
HE

COMMITTEE

RECOMMENDED

the following revisions in the

Manual
In the standard specifi(1)
cations for Southern yellow
pine bridge and trestle timber,
change the heading, "Standard
heart grade, longleaf yellow
pine," above paragraph 4, on
page 231, to read, "Standard
heart grade, dense yellow pine,"
and
change
the
heading,
"Standard grade, longleaf and
shortleaf yellow pine," above
paragraph No. 10, on page 232,
to read, "Standard grade, sound
yellow pine." This is to conform to ilic cla-itication of yellow pine timber as adopted
by the .-Vssc/ciation in 1916.
That all illustrations, tables and diagrams in the
(2)
Manual be designated by the number of the page on
which they appear, instead of being numbered consecutively, using subscripts when more than one reference
appears on any single page.
On page 246, change the last part of paragraph
(3)
No. 2, "The inner guard rail should not be higher or
over one inch lower than the running rail," to read,
"* * * should not be higher, or more than one inch
lower * * *"

On page 232, paragraph No. 9, and on page 241,
(4)
paragraph No. 26, change the term "guard rails" to
"guard timbers" to conform to the definitions given on

page 220 and
graph No. 6.

to the use of the

Comparative Merits

of Ballast

term of page 234, para-

and

Reinforced Concrete Trestles
All conclusions of the committee's report of last year

were adopted by the Association except one, namely
"Creosoted Timber Trestles are more economical than
concrete, except when the cost of the concrete structure
is less than one and one-half times the cost of the wooden
structure."

Upon

presentation of the report to the convention condiscussion occurred, the general purport of
which was that this conclusion should be reconsidered by
the committee, principally with re-spect to the method
employed in reaching the results.
The suggestion has been made that the sinking fund
method is more nearly correct in principle for indicating
the comparative ultimate economy than the method used
by the committee and heretofore called the "Capitalization Method."
Accordingly, much effort .ind study has
during the past year been devoted to the practical effects
of the application of the methods to the problem at
hand, and the committee desires to present to the Association the results of its endeavors along this line, both
for the specific purpose under discussion and for other
purposes of a similar nature.
To ascertain whether application of the sinking fund
method of financing in matters of the kind under discussion is generally used or advocated by railway officers, the
chairman of the committee sent out 154 inquiries. Out
of a total of 122 replies, answering for an aggregate of

740

siderable
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218,078 miles oi line, received thus far, but otic, covering a total of 2,085 miles, or less than 1 per cent., reports
the use of the sinking fund method eight, with a mileage of 13,002. or 6 per cent., while not using it, deem it
desirable or have it under consideration; 121 reporting
for a total of 215,993 miles of line, or more than 99 per
;

no actual application whatever. It would
seem, therefore, improper to assign any merits to the
method on the grounds of widespread favor or extended
use as representative of good practice.
From the replies received to the committee's inquiry,
it appears that, with one exception, all roads cither (a)
set aside a reserve in their working capital to provide
for renewals, or else (b) replace structures with money
from current funds or money borrowed for the purpose
Note that (a)
at the time the structure needs renewal.
is the sinking fund method, with interest return not less
cent., indicate

ill

interest in financing the recurring renewals of perish-

able structures.

Wider departure between actual monetary de(3)
mands and available financial provision therefore occurs
with the sinking fund method, as compared with the
if an error lias been made in expected length of life.
That the sinking fund method, Ijy reason of its
(4)
extended use and general favor, should be adopted in
comparing ultimate economy of railway structures is
entirely unwarranted.
The sinking fund method is cumbersone, com(5)
plex and difficult of strict application in practical use,
while the capitalization method is relatively simple and
meets with equity every requirement necessary for comparative purposes.
The capitalization method is virtually the only
(6)
method in use to-day.
capitalization method,

CAPITALIZATION METHOD

Current Maintenance and Inspection

Comparative Economic Value
ballast deck trestles
of Wooden Trtstle
- Cost of Concrete Trestle

r

-Rate

m-

of interest

years of wooden trestle
" concrete
capitalized which will replace wooden trestle every m years
"
"
"
„
_
concrete
n
y
T - Ratio of first cost of concrete trestle to first cost of wooden
trestle to produce equal ultimate economy, that is
f - i. or fw- c
in

Life

n -

-

••

X- Amoont

..

x(i+r)'" - w+TC

Th«n

and y(itr)"-cty, whence -x-

,.

^m_n

'""^y-[0*rV-0 -fTTTTiy
To produce equivalent ultimate economy w+x-c+v, which
substituting values of % and y gives

by

lYV.

^[Citrr-o ~ ^'^'Kitrr-o
Dividing by
I

w

and solving for f

+

— —

jp

rlti

tu-trj

f

Ki

-ij

m

+ r)"-i]

it

is

found that

variable only with respect to

and n

the assumed lives of wood

and concrete
first cost of

nance and inspection.

is

(^hich

By using as an argumerrt

wooden trestle with

a

constant

life

re-

gardless of such cost, the first cost of a concrete
trestle with a
to

cost of

life

wooden

of n years
trestle

the

is

found by applying

coefficient f deter-

mined for n years.
Analysis of Relative

Economy

of

Wooden and

Concrete

Trestles

than the cost of borrowed money, which method has
been shown to be identical in ultimate cost with the
capitalization method, while (b) is the method in most
general use and is herein called the replacement method.
Computing the total cost by the replacement method, it
also is found to be identical with the capitalization
method.
appears, therefore, that the capitalization method
is virtually in use to-day by
all roads.
The sinking fund method is identical with the
(1)
capitalization method when the interest rate on annuities
IS the same as the interest rate on the original investment
cost, which equality of interest rate is logical, desirable
and imperative for the conservation of finance.
There is not only improvidence but extravagance
(2)
in the use of the sinking fund method with a lower rate
It

proposed by this committee
practically

impossible to secure reliable figures for the cost
of repairs to keep in serviceable condition throughout
their lifetime ballast deck creosoted trestles, principally
because no record thereof has been kept for sufficiently
long periods to establish any basis for computation. No
additional data of value for this factor of the case could
be collected during the year. With respect to the extra
cost of maintenance of way and structures, due to keeping free from dry grass, weeds or other inflammable
debris the right-of-way at the bridge site, the committee
has already expressed its judgment that such service
should be equally well performed whether the trestle is
a concrete or wooden structure, and, therefore, should be
neglected in a comparison of the two types. This opinion
is based on very obvious requirements of eliminating
hazard of fire damage to contiguous property, both of
railway and others, and of general neatness and thrift.
Finally, we may add with propriety, that concrete structures will not be entirely free from charges for mainteIt is

w - Cost
c
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Insurance
directed to the committee's discussion of
"Fire Hazard" in the report of last year, to the effect
that there is little probabilitj' of fire loss in the ballast
deck timber trestle. During the year inquiries have been
sent out to the larger railways of the United States and
Canada, in an endeavor to ascertain current practice
with respect to whether insurance is placed on either
open deck or ballasted deck timber trestles, and if so,
whether a difference in percentage of value for which
the two types of wooden trestles are insured prevails.
Out of a total of 157,673 miles of line reporting, 69,039
miles, or 43.8 per cent., carried no insurance on such
structures 28,623 miles, or 18.2 per cent., maintain their
own insurance fund; 60,011 miles, or 38 per cent., insure with outside companies. While generally it seems
.Attention

is

;

to be the practice of roads using both open deck and
ballasted deck trestles not to differentiate between the two
kinds, either in percentage of value insured or rates paid
therefor, we find there is so great a divergence in such
rates paid by the several lines that no general rule is
applicable.
It is evident, however, that with the prevalent low insurance rates and drafts, inconsiderable in
in occurrence, on company
insurance funds, we are not justified in introducing into
the question of ultimate economy any numerical value
for a factor of so uncertain and elusive a character.
It seems to us far better to point out the probable degree
of fire hazard to be considered in the adoption of type

magnitude and infrequent
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in assumed life of timber trestle we think ample to compensate for the indeterminate elements and consider further refinement totally unnecessary, especially since there
is likely to be a difference of opinion, even to the extent
of 100 per cent., in the assumption as to the probable life
of the concrete.
We, therefore, believe conclusion No. 6 of last year's
report wholly warranted, and, after thorough reconsideration, again recommend its adoption for printing in
the Manual in the order and substance as therein stated
"Creosoted timber trestles are more economical than concrete, except when the cost of the concrete structure is
less than Ij/^ times the cost of the wooden structure."
A recommendation is also made for the adoption by
the Association for printing in the Manual of the form-

rather than to attempt the assignment of what must
necessarily he a speculative monetary value thereto, and
this course has been followed.
Conclitsions.

Attention

is

invited to the committee's

recommended

report of last year of all these uncertain and indeterminate factors, which were mentioned
in detail, and we beg to submit briefly a repetition of
such recommendation, based on the following considerations
The capitalization method properly shows the
(1)
relative worth of the capital invested in structures of
disposition of

its

:

Comparative Cost of Installation of Ballast Deck Trestles
per Linear Foot to Produce Equivalent Economic
Value; Interest at 6 Per Cent Per Annum
Assuming Creosoted Timber Trestle

ula for the capitalization

Will Serve 20 Years.

SERVICEABLE FOR

SERVICE

method.

members may

also have at hand for
convenience in any purpose for which applicable all the
results of the committee's work, it is further recommended that the statement of ratios of installation costs
developed by the capitalization method be adopted and

In order that the

JUSTIFIABLE EXPE.^DITURE FOR COXCRETE

CREOSOTED
TIMBER
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printed in the Manual.

LIFE
20 YE.'VRS

$10.00
11.00
12.00
13.00
14.00
15.00
16.00
17.00
18.00
19.00
20.00

30Yrs 40Yrs 50 Yrs 60 Yrs 70 Yrs 80 Yrs 90 Yrs 100

Use

Yr.s

$12.00 S13.09 $13.74 $14.09 $14.28 $14.39 $14.46 $14.49
13.20 14.39 15.12 15.50 15.71 15.83 15.90 15.94
14.40 15.70 16.49 16.91 17.14 17.26 17.35 17.39
15.60 17.01 17.86 18.32 18.57 18.70 18.79 18.83
16.80 18.32 19.24 19.73 20.00 20.14 20.24 20.28
18.00 19.63 20.61 21.14 21.43 21.58 21.68 21.73
19.20 20.94 21.99 22.54 22.86 23.02 23.13 23.18
20.40 22.24 23.36 23.95 24.28 24.46 24..57 24.63
21.60 23.55 24.74 25.36 25.71 25.90 26.02 26.09
22.80 24.86 26.11 26.77 27.14 27.34 27.46 27.53
24.00 26.17 27.48 28.18 28.57 28.77 28.91 28.98

sent to a large

In the absence of authentic data as to cost of
(2)
current maintenance, inspection, insurance and uncertain
renewal cost of both or either of two types of structures,
the annual expense of upkeep should evidently be omitted in any comparative statement of cost, leaving the
relative influence thereof to be considered by the investi-

—the

these
first

two

Construction

number of
them the

carriers throughout the coundesire of the committee and

A

gator.

The committee has been guided by

in Trestle

requesting certain information to enable it to further
study the merits of lags. The constant aim of the committee has been to locate the source of trouble where
lags had been in use, and later discarded on account of
not meeting requirements.
study of the 131 replies received to inquiries of the
committee, aggregating 203,000 miles of railway, showed
that 103 roads, with a combined mileage of 159,000 miles,
never used lag screws in any form, while 28 roads, with
a combined mileage of 44.000 miles, had used them in
some form or other with varied success. To formulate
a more conclusive comparison, another circular was sent
to such carriers as had not yet used lags to induce them

and is, therefore, a desirable
comparing ultimate economy.

ples in reporting its conclusions

Lag Screws

try, outlining to

different serviceable lives
criterion for

of

For several years the committee has had the subject
of lag screws under investigation. A comparison of the
best methods of application has been made the subject
of careful study.
Early in 1914 various inquiries were

princi-

in using the

Ratio of Installation Costs of Structures to Produce Equivalent Ultimate Economy in Their Perpetual Maintenance.
Based on an Interest Rate of 6 Per Cent. Per Annum for Capital Invested Therein, and Neglecting Costs of Repairs.

SERVICE
LIFE

YEARS

5

3.94491
3.93569
3.91741
3.88960
3.83663
3.74177
3..56295
3.26770
3.03470
2.72290
2.30564
1.74725
1.00000
This statement

10

2.25779
2.25251
2.24205
2.22613
2.19582
2.14153
2.03918
1.87020
1.73684
1.55840
1.31958
1.00000
is

15

1.71099
1.70699
1.69906
1.68700
1.66403
1.62288
1.54532
1.41727
1.31621
1 18098
1.00000
.

20

25

1.44880
1.44551
1.43869
1.42848
1.40903
1.37419
1 30852
1.20008
1.11451
1.00000
.

developed from formula

in

30

1.29994
1.29690
1.29087
1.28171
1.26426
1.23300
1.17407
1.07678
1.00000

Addenda

40

1.20725
1.20442
1.19883
1.19032
1.17411
1.14508
1.09035
1.00000

(1). Analysis*

capitalization method for indicating the justifiable expenditure in installation costs of concrete trestles to
produce ultimate economy equivalent to various installation costs of creosoted timber trestles, and the second
in its suggestion as to the assumed life of the timber
structure to be used as the argument, for notwithstanding the practical unanimity of the best authorities in that
the creosoted structure will last 25 years, it has recommended to the Association the use of a 20-year life in
considering economic value.
This arbitrary reduction

1.10721
1 10462
1.09949
1.09168
1.07682
1.05019
1.00000
.

No.

50

60

1.02822
1.02582
1.02105
1.01380
1.00000

05429
1.05182
1.04694
1.03951
1.02771
1.00000
1

.

70

1.01422
1.01185
1.00715
1 00000

80

90

100

1.00702
1.00467
1.00000

.

1.

make a test along lines outlined by the committee. Of
the 75 replies received in answer to this circular, 37
roads, with a combined mileage of 74,000 miles, indicated their willingness to make a test of lag screws along
such lines and under such instructions as the committee
might direct.
plan was prepared illustrating the recommendations of the committee. On this same plan there

to

A

were shown designs

illustrating the practice of a few of
the roads relative to their method of use of lags. This
plan was sent to each of the 37 roads previously express-

March

22.
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inj; its u illiii^'K-'ss tu ii'ivc hijjs a trial on one or mure
To this request, 17
structures on tlie line of its road.
roads, with a combined mileage of 39,(j00, complied and
reported the results of their test to the committee. Only
two of these roads reported in any way adversely, while
the large majority of them were convinced that lags had
certain advantageous features not common to bolts.
The principal features of the test, as recommended by
the committee, are the elimination of the dapping of
guard timbers and ties, and the use of lags in each tie
with a drift bolt in each second tie to securely fasten the

the stringer. It is also evident from an examination of the plan that the lining of the track on the stringers is materially simplified, since there is no dapping of
ties over stringers to interfere.
Where the suggestions of the committee were followed
in the test almost universal satisfaction was obtained.
tie to

Conclusions

The committee recommends
the Manual he adopted.
2.
The committee recommends
1.

that

the changes in

that the following
conclusions in regard to the use of lag screws in trestle
construction be adopted and published in the Manual
Lag screws require greater care than ordinary
(a)
bolts and nuts to properly install, but are cheaper on account of ease of application.
Lag screws, where properly applied, hold ties
(b)
from bunching equally as well as bolts and nuts, and better than daps, in timber guard rails.
(c)
If the lag screws are tightened after timber has
shrunk, there is less cost of maintenance than with bolts

Use of lag screws renders unnecessary the dapp(d)
ing of guard timbers, and, therefore, decreases cost of
trestles without impairing quality.
Surfacing (sizing) ties and guard timbers is bet(e)
ter construction than dapping
makes a better riding
track, thus decreasing impact stresses, and is therefore
;

good practice.
For proper application of lag screws, holes in
(f)
in.
guard timbers should be bored with auger bits
less in diameter than the nominal size of lag screws

^

used.

The committee recommends
next year's work
1.
Revision of the Alanual.
large

it

stresses

the following subjects for

— Revise the table of

rec-

on page 244 of the Manual and en-

to include stresses in treated timber.

—

2.
Revision of Manual. Consult with the Committee
on Grading of Lumber and prepare changes required to

eliminate duplication.

Continue study of details of docks and wharves.
Select the best types of timber trestles and prepare

3.
4.

standard details.
E. A. Frink (S. A. L.), chairman; W. H.
N.), vice-chairman; F. .\urvansen (L. I.),
A. D. Case (B.
A.), A. H. Freygang
(B.
O. S.
E. A. Hadlcv (M. P.), F. F. Hanlv (B.
O.). G. A. Haggandcr fC. B. & Q.), H. T. Hazcn (C. N.'),
C. S. Heritage (K. C. S.). A. O. Ridgwav <D. & R. G.), F. S.
Schwinn (I. & G. N.), C. S. Sheldon (P. M.), I. L. Simmons
(C. R. I. & P.), D. W. Smith (H. V.), A. M. Van Auken
(M. C), \V. H. Vance (St. L. S. W.), D. R. Young (D. L.

Committee:

Hoyt (D. M.
H. C. Brown.

&

*

your attention to is the reand .Appendi.x.
The committee recommends four changes in the wording of the Manual. These do not make any changes in
the subject matter of the Manual, but the first one simply
makes the specification of the Committee on Wooden
Bridges and Trestles agree witii the standard wording
of the Yellow Pine Rules that we have adopted.
(Mr. I'rink then read the matter under api)endix .\.)
Mr. Frink
I move the adoption of the changes recommended by the committee.
C. W. Baklridge (Santa Fe)
Does that motion cover
first

thing

&

&

Jr.,

W).

&

W.).

Discussion
(Earl Stimson. B. & O.. presiding.)
E. A. Frink (Chairman)
The Board of Direction
assigned four subjects to the committee for this year's
work. I do not think it necessarv to read anv of this
preliminarv matter.
:

will call

I

vision of the M.'Huial

:

:

four sections?
The Vice-President
All except No. 2.
Mr. Baklridge: In No. 3, in which they propose a
change of importance, in regard to the inside guard rail,
providing tliat the inside guard rail should not be higher
or over one inch lower than the running rail.
I
think
that is important, and suggest that the words "or more
than one inch lower" be omitted, and that you make a
all

:

wider variation.
Mr. Frink: The change the committee makes commeaning of the clause now in the Manual. We
are not changing the provision now in the Manual, we
are making it clear and grammatical.
It now says "the
inner guard rail should not be higher or over one inch
lower than the running rail."
The expression "one inch lower" does not seem good
sense, and we want to make it something that is sensible,
and that is the only purpose of the change. If the convention desires a revision of the inner guard rail specificalittle

pletes the

tions, that is

and nuts.

ommended

The
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another matter.

If I am not mistaken the present
height fixed was adopted prior to the adoption
of our present heavy rail section, and it seems to me in
view of the height of the heavy rail sections, a change
should be made in the minimum height permissible for
inner guard rails.
high guard rail has one disadvan-

Mr. Baklridge:

minimum

A

tage, in that it is more likely to follow the arch bar bolts
or anything hanging down over a track, and if the
truck is derailed, it mav prevent the .guard rail from
acting as it should. I thing we should alter the minimum
height in line with the heavier rail sections, which are

now recommended.
The Vice-President:

The committee will consider that
during the coming year.
(The motion made to adopt the four recommendations
was put to vote and carried.)
Mr. Frink
The second subject assigned to the committee this year was to report on Docks and Wharves.
We are now planning various details of wharf structures
as a beginning, but are not prepared to make anything
but a progress report on this subject.
The third subject was to report on the comparative
merits and economic features of ballast deck and reinforced concrete trestles.
In appendix B you will find a
full discussion of the question and the reasons which led
us to bring back to you the same conclusion we presented last year.
move that this section be adopted
I
and printed in the Manual.
Sullivan
G.
(C. P.)
I discussed this matter last
J.
year, and I want to sav that it has been not so much a
difference of opinion, but a misunderstanding on the
part of the committee of the stand I took at that time.
That there may be no misunderstanding, you will note
that the committee says:
"The replacement method
consists in renewing a structure with new money or with
funds taken from operating income. This method is in
:

:

practically universal use in this country."

That,

I

think.
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"The capitalization method as used by the
is a fact.
committee is the investment of a fund of such an amount
and in such manner" now. mark this -"is the investment
of a fund in such amount and in such maner that the
accumulation of interest thereon will periodically amount
I think that is correct, and
to a predetermined sum."
exactly the idea I had of the cajMtalization method. The
committee further says, "The Sinking Fund as used in the
Sinking- Fund Method employed by this committee is a
fund accumulated by equal periodical increments invested
in such manner that at the end of a certain cycle the
total will amount to a predetermined sum." That also

—

—

a statement of fact.
"The Sinking Fund Method
the committee says
is identical with capitalization method, when interest rate
on annuities is same as interest rate on original investment cost, which equality of interest rate is logical, desirable and imperative for the conservation of finance."
is

Now

:

I do not know what that has to do with the problem
under consideration, when you are figuring to decide in
your own mind what you are going to do.
Another difference of opinion is that the comimttee has
evidently understood that because I said in our company
and in our experience, to be on the safe side I figured
the interest on our sinking fund or reserve, or whatever
you call it, at a lower rate of interest because I made
the mistake, if it was one, of working on the conservative side, and figuring at a lower rate of interest, it did
not by any means vitiate the method.
The committee then sent out a circular letter to all of

—

the railways to find out, as they said, how many roads
use the sinking fund method. They found that only one
or two roads use the sinking fund method, but all the other
roads wrote they believed it was the proper method to
apply.

But had they asked the question, how many roads did
their financing on the capitalization method, I venture
to say that they would not have got one single solitary
positive answer.
I have never heard of any concern, commercial, railroad
I
or any other concern, doing business on such a basis.
have showm this discussion to two or three prominent
railroad auditors and vice-presidents in charge of finance,
and thev seemed to pooh-pooh the idea of any commercial business being done on that method.
To sum up, the committee admits that if you take the

same rate of interest, the results will be identical. Of
course, they must be identical. Tliat is just a matter of
figuring.
If I had a certain amount to figure and I assumed the
wrong rate of interest, that is not going to afifect the
finances of my company nor change its condition.
It seems that there has been a pretty genMr. Frink
eral misunderstanding all around on this proposition.
What this committee has been engaged in trying to do
:

to make a yard-stick to make a more definite measure
of relative value of structures, not to either create or
is

designate as proper a method of financing renewals. But
in getting our yard-stick shaped up, we ran across these
various methods to provide for renewals, and it seemed
to us that an investigation of them and an explanation of
them to the convention was necessary in order to understand the basis of the conclusions that we have formulated.
It seems to
methods, the

me

that practically the effect of the three

replacement method, the capitalization
method and the sinking fund method, is the same. To
my mind, those things are practically alike. Mr. Sullivan says no concern on earth that he knows of provides
for the replacement of structures by the capitalization
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You are all doing it, every one of you, as far
know, except one concern. You are providing for
replacements of structures by taking the money out of
accumulated earnings, or else borrowing new money

method.
as

I

when

the time comes.
In order to get a sinking fund,
Therefore, you have
to put aside capital.
used the capitalization method.

you have got

I agree with everything that Mr. Frink
Mr. Sullivan
has said, only that that applies to the sinking fund
method, and not to the capitalization method. Renewals
are charged to maintenance, but charging has nothing to
do with it. The cost of replacements may be three or
four times the amount of earnings.
Mr. Frink
If you set aside an amount of capital to
draw interest to produce a certain annual sum for redoing
pairs, you are
just exactly the same thing as if
you had that capital in your business earning that money.
There are two points that I want to speak of very
briefly.
One is the ultimate cost. It seems to me unquestionably that the ultimate cost of a structure is the
measure of value of that structure to you. In the formulas the annual cost is given as to the ratio of the ultimate cost; therefore, in this particular case, the question
of cost is a proper criterion, and that may be so in all
cases.
The committee is perfectly willing to concede
:

:

that.

The other

the sinking fund.
with me that the popular conception of a sinking fund is a fund that is detached entirely
from your capital. If that is true, necessarily a sinking
fund must earn a lower rate of interest, because it is, I
think, always true that the more secure an investment is,
the more detached it is from ordinary business, the lower
the return.
It has been the contention of the committee, and it is
still their belief and conclusion, that any method used for
the replacement of structures should keep, in the working capital of the company, all the money that is to be

You

point

is

will all agree

accumulated for a reserve, so that whatever interest you
earn on your money will be devoted entirely to replacement.
C3f course, if you are so unfortunate as not to
earn anything on the money, then the argument of the
committee would fall to the ground but we are assuming you can earn at least as much as capital is worth.
I spoke last
S. S. Roberts (consulting engineer)
year in support of this committee, and I wish to again
speak in their support. I have used satisfactorily similar
formulas to those proposed by the committee. The formI agree thoroughly with
ulas are not new and untried.
the chairman, that these formulas have nothing to do
with the methods of financing. They are simply means
;

:

I believe that the
of comparing relative merits.
this committee proposes is the best method for

method
making

comparison.

Mr. Sullivan: I have no objection to these formulas
such, and on the assumption on which they were
worked out, I think they are admirable. On that assumption we will get correct results. I think the comas

mittee is entitled to the approval of the association for
the care with which thev have worked out this problem
The formula justifies itself, in
on a theoretical basis.
so far as the assumptions on which it was worked out
go, and if those assumptions are in accordance with the
method of financing railway operations, then this is the
proper formula to use; but if your particular railroad
does not finance its operations, on the assumption on
which this formula rests, then that formula is not a correct formula -for you to use in advising your company
as to the financial economics involved in the question of
the expenditure of money. You must take this formula

Maich

21.
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or any other formula to the aiichtor of a railway company and have tlie autUtor justify it before you can say
that tlie results from the fomuila represent the financial

company.
(The motion for the adoption of the committee's conto a vote and carried, and on a motion
was
put
chision
of Mr. Sullivan, Mr. Frink's motion to adopt the analysis on the capitalization method was amended to include
also the fund method, and the comparison of the two.)
Mr. Frink
The next subject assigned to the committee was the use of lag screws in tre.^tle construction. We
results to the

:

believe

that

we have

justify a final report

gotten

sufficient

and conclusion.

information

Our

final

to

report

shown in appendix C.
The Queen & Crescent, for a
G. H. Gilbert (Sou. Ry.)
period of six or eight years, at least, used bolts, and I regard that as much safer than the use of lag screws. Your
ties may be split, and then you will have derailments
washer on the bottom of a
under those conditions.
I have seen
tie will hold the bolt from falling out.
many derailments through split ties, but only a very
few bolts were out. Under the same conditions, I believe that you w'ill find all of your lag screews will be
torn out, therefore it does not seem to me that the lag
is

:

A

screw

is

We

out,

and we did not get any better

results

from that

than we had with the other.
had never used lag
I
screws until going to the Seaboard Air Line Railway in
1907.
I found it in use there, and at first I was very
skeptical about it, but I watched it for two years, and
found that there were fewer ties bunched on that
I
railroad, where it had at that time something like 60odd miles of wooden trestles, all of which used lag
screws for their rails I found fewer ties bunched than
on any railroad I have known of or been connected with,
and I have been watching them now for a little over

—

II years.

(A motion that the conclusions be adopted and printed
Manual was carried.)
The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the

in the

THE

of

Masonry on page 247 of the
Manual should be added under
column headed "Dressing,
Face or Surfaces," the different

the

finishes of concrete, viz., spaded,

rubbed,

faced,

unfaced,

washed, acid treated, sand blast,
This should be placed
tooled.
opposite "Bridge and Retaining
Wall and Arch."
Opposite
"Culvert" "spaded" should be
placed.
On page 248 the definitions should be changed to
agree with the definitions given
in
the adopted Specificationj
for Cement.
On page 249 under "Dressing" the definitions of concrete surface finishes as follows should be added:
Spaded Finish. Having surface formed by spading
coarse aggregate back from the form into the mass
concrete, so as to bring a surface of mortar next to

—

—

Rubbed Finish. Having surface treated by rubbing
with Carborundum or Cement Bricks, or Wooden
Floats to remove all form marks and irregularities.
Faced Surfaces. Having surface formed by placing a

—

one inch next to the
forms and contiguous with the body concrete.
Unfaced Surface. Having surface formed by careful
grading of the entire mass mixture and spading mixture to prevent voids leaving the coarse aggregate next
special aggregate not less than

—

to the forms.

—

Washed

or Scrubbed Finish. Having surface formed
by rubbing or scrubbing to expose the aggregate.
Acid Tre.\ted Finish. Having surface formed by
dissolving cement with acid together with scrubbing

—

expose the aggregate.
Sand Blast Finish. Having surface formed by the
wearing effect of the sand blast.

—

:

&

Committee on Masonry
of
Tooled I'inish. — Having surface
Classification

Report

to

C. Nelson (S. A. L.)

I happened to be connected
Crescent during this period that the
gentleman menti(jns.
One of our great difliculties at
that time was to keep the nuts on the bolts, and I think I
am safe in saying that after a year's period you can go
to any trestle and pick up 80 or 90 per cent of the nuts.
adopted the plan of turning the bolts with the
heads down, and putting in a slotted washer with a nail
in it.
Even with that, the bolt itself would turn and fall

J.

with the Queen

association.

as safe to use.

the form.
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formed by dressing
with bush hammer, crandall or other desired tool to
a uniform depth and finish.
Page 252 should show after masonry specifications the
new specifications for cement in accordance with the
Supplement to the Manual, of July, 1917.

Report on Cost and Method of Constructing
Concrete Piles and Make Recommendations
on How and Where to Be Used. Present Additional Typical Designs for Concrete Piles
for Different Loading and Rules for Driving Under Various Conditions and Loading

The committee, during

the past year, has revised the

and infonnation as to the manufacture and use of concrete piles which was submitted
last year and presents with other data typical plans for
their construction. The committee has not attempted to
go into the details of design, as each condition of loading
and of sub-soil demands special designs.

definitions, specifications

Advantages of Concrete Piles
In general, the more important advantages gained by
the use of concrete piles are as follows
Foundations can be constructed above ground
(1)

water

level.

As

their size is not limited, piles of large diamebe used in confined areas to reduce size of
foundation and increase supports at points of greatest

(2)

ter

may

pressure.

Concrete piles may be used in trestles where the
such as to permit their use, making possible a
permanent structure at a considerably less cost than the
ordinary type of pier bridge.
Concrete piles may be used to advantage for
(4)
sheet piling for docks and whar\'es where lateral loads
as well as vertical loads are to be resisted.
(3)
height

is

Classification

Concrete
classes

piles

and Description of Concrete

may

be properly

divided

Piles
into

two
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Pre-molded

(A)

piles.

which are molded pre-

Piles

Vol. 64, No. 12a

Specifications for Constructing

Pre-Molded Concrete Piles

vious to driving.

Molded-in-place
in holes in the ground.

(B)

piles.

Piles

which are molded

Pre-Molded Piles

the style of structure the piles are to carry. The square
may best be used where a maximum top section is
required to distribute the load. The octagonal pile, by
reason of its comparative constant diametric section, presents the most suitable shape for general conditions. All
shapes are used in the uniform section and in the tapered
pile.

when the pile
driven through sand
or other similar material which is subject to flow on account of future excavations or from other causes, tending to cause the piles to act as a column. The uniform
section pile is more commonly used for all purposes on
account of its greater strength for handling and lower
cost of construction. The tapered pile possesses advantages over the uniform section pile when conditions require a close spacing, as its smaller volume causes less
displacement of surrounding soil and piles. In general
the tapered pile can be driven advantageously in all cases
where the soil is clay or similar material, where skin friction will serve as a factor in the bearing power of the
The uniform

rests

on

section pile should be used

solid rock or hardpan, or

is

pile.

The typical designs for concrete piles, accompanying
specifications for construction of concrete piles furnish,
in the opinion of the committee, a sufficient variation to
give information in regard to design of pre-molded piles
In
that may be suitable for various classes of work.
general, piles which are designed to withstand handling
The length, deare of sufficient strength for driving.
sign and amount of steel reinforcement required depend
upon the following factors:

(1)
(2)
driven.
(3)

The load which
The nature of

the pile is to carry.
the soil into which

it

is

to

be

tlie

pile

as a single
be obtained.
acts

whether skin friction may
Forces to which the
(4)

pile is

column or

subjecting in han-

dling.

The method employed in driving, including the
(5)
use of the water jet.
The forms for concrete piles are generally supported
on skids and are collapsible, the bottom being left under
the piles until they are sufficiently seasoned to permit
The cost of constructing preturning on the skids.
molded piles depends upon the requirements as to design
and on the manufacturing

The

cations

facilities.

constructing and driving pre-molded
concrete piles varies from 75 cents to $2 per linear foot,
with an average price of about $1 per foot, varying with
the conditions, length and number of piles made. Where
the ordinary method of sheltered curing is employed,
piles should be seasoned not less than 28 to 40 days before handling and driving, depending upon the amount of
driving expected and the season of the year when the
piles are made. The use of steam or other similar methods may be used to reduce the period of seasoning, or as
a means of maintaining a uniform seasoning temperature
during the winter season of the year.
total cost of

:

Aggregates

The coarse aggregate shall consist of ma:terial
3.
such as crushed stone or gravel varying in size from J4

%

in. to

in.

Proportions
4.
The proportions of the concrete shall be one part
cement, two parts fine aggregate and four parts coarse

aggregate.

Forms

The forms

5.

be supported vertically or on skids
prevent sagging of forms.

shall

sufficiently close to

Reinforcement

The longitudinal and transverse reinforcement
be assembled and securely wired together in accordance with plan before being placed in form. Care shall
be taken to maintain the proper position of reinforcing
unit in the form until concrete has been placed and com6.

shall

pacted.

Freezing Weather

In freezing weather concrete materials shall be
and mixing and placing shall be done in a building maintained at a temperature of not less than 40 deg.
F. Piles shall not be exposed to a lower temperature for
at least 10 days after forms are removed.
7.

stored,

Curing

Where the ordinary method of sheltered curing
employed, piles shall be seasoned for a period of not
than three days before being moved on the skids and
not less than twenty-eight days before handling and mov8.

is

less

ing to the site or driving. No method of accelerated seasoning shall be used until approved by the engineer.

Marking
9.

Whether

accordance with the dimen-

shall be in accordance with the Specifications for Plain and Reinforced
Concrete and Steel Reinforcement of the American Railway Engineering Association, with the following modifi2.

pile

in

shown on the drawings.
The workmanship and materials

sions

There are many patented piles that are now available,
many of which vary in some degree from the types submitted, each one having its particular advantages for
some classes of work. The more common shapes used
are the square and octagonal sections, depending upon

made

Piles shall be

1.

of

its

Each

pile shall

be stamped or marked with the date

manufacture.

Handling
10.
Piles shall be handled carefully, avoiding any
dropping or heavy jarring while in horizontal positions.

Explanatory Notes
Longitudinal Reinforcement
Piles not exceeding 30 ft. in length are reinforced
with 8 longitudinal bars, of which 4 are cut so as to stop
at the beginning of the tapered point.
Piles exceeding 30 ft. in length are shown as having
additional reinforcing bars placed midway between the
longer bars throughout the middle third length of the
pile in order to provide for handling.

Specifications for Driving
1.

Pre-Molded Concrete Piles

Piles shall be protected while being driven with

an approved cushion cap.
2.
The driving or jetting of piles shall be governed by
"Pile Driving
Principles of Practice," given in the Specifications for Workmanship for Pile and Frame Trestles
in the Manual of the Association.
3.
In driving, a steam hammer shall be used unless
otherwise specified by the engineer. Where a drop ham-

—
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permitted, a lieavv liamiiKT witli a short drop
be used.
Any pile injured in driving or driven out of place
4.
shall be eiliier replaced by a new pile or pulled and rcdriven, as the case may require.
On slopinjj {jroimd, and wiiere necessary, a suitable
5.
hole shall be dug at the location of each pile, sufticiently
deep to hold the pile in proper position for the first few
blows.
Before driving, tiie piles shall be carefully located
6.

mer

is

shall

The core
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is

and the core
rounding soil

removed. A charge of concrete is placed
is used as a rammer to compress the surat tiic base, thus forming an enlarged base

to the pile.

Under conditions where "moldcd-in-place" piles may
be used, the main advantages over the pre-molded piles
are as follows:
The length of the pile need not be definitely pre(1)
determined on account of being able to vary the lengths
in driving.

on the plan, and the pile
driver leads held in proper position by means of guy lines.
Unless otherwise called for on the plans, piles shall be
Any
driven as nearly as possible in a plumb position.
pile out of plumb more than one-half inch per foot
shall be pulled and redriven if so required by the engi-

Saving in labor and material on account of the
(2)
length of each pile being determined before concrete is
placed, thus saving cut-offs.
The delay resulting from allowing sufficient time
(3)
for piles to season before they are handled is eliminated.
Entire omission of reinforcement against han(4)

neer.

dling.

and

set to the line called for

Reasonable eiTorts shall be made

to drive tiie concrete piles to plan cut-ofT, the lengths of the piles having been determined by borings or test piles. Driving will
be continued until this point is reached or until the following rate of penetration is secured, as specified by
engineer.
(Cases where driving is through soft soil to
hard bottom or rock excepted.)
Piles shall be driven to a point requiring the fol8.
lowing minimum number of blows for the last 2 in. of
penetration of single-action steam hammer (weight of
plunger 5.000 lb., drop 36 in.), or hammer of like mechanical effect.
When piles are to carry 18 net tons 3 blows
(a)
to last 2 in.
When piles are to carrj' 25 net tons 1 blows
(b)
to last 2 in.
When piles are to carry 50 net tons 10 blows
(c)
7.

—

—

—

to last

2

in.

When

piles are to carry a load in excess of 50
of blows will be as specified by the engineer.
9.
When driving is interrupted before final penetration is reached the record for degree of penetration shall
not be taken until after at least 2 in. of penetration has
been obtained. When necessary to obtain the required
penetration, piles may be driven not to exceed 4 in. below
plan cut-off.
Cutting-off Piles

(d)

tons,

number

Where

not possible to drive concrete piles to plan
above this point shall be
removed, but, unless otherwise specified, a variation of
4 in. will be allowed above the plan cut-off for the inequalities of the tops of the piles. .\11 loose parts of the
head of cut-off piles shall be removed. Where reinforcement has to be cut off, it shall be done by a hack saw or
oxy-acetylene torch.
it is

cut-off, the portion of the pile

"Molded-in-Place" Piles
"Molded-in-place" piles may be divided into three general groups, according to their method of construction.
The successive steps in each method are briefly enumerated below:
(a)
A collapsible steel mandrel encased with a spirally reinforced sheet-steel casing is driven to the required
penetration.
The steel mandrel is then withdrawn and
the steel casing w-hich is left in the ground as a form, is
filled with concrete.
(b)
A cylindrical casing with a protecting point is
driven to the required penetration. The casing after being filled with wet concrete is removed, and the space
left by the casing is allowed to fill with concrete, thus
forming the pile.
(c)
.\ cylindrical casing with a core as a protecting
and driving point is driven to the required penetration.

The "moldcd-in-place" piles, by the nature of their
construction, are essentially foundation piles, and may
not in all cases be a substitute for the pre-molded piles.
In the use of "molded-in-place" piles it is necessary to
consider the effects of vibration and soil movement due
to the driving of adjacent piles.
When the core of the
pipe casing is driven for a given pile, it displaces and
compresses the earth adjacent to the hole which is
formed, and the elastic earth tends to relieve its stress by
crowding back. Many rules have been formulated for
driving these piles in order to protect the unseasoned concrete of piles previously placed. As the result of tests,
each of the following rules have been adopted on various
pieces of work:
No concrete shall be deposited in any pile form
(a)
until all driving is completed within a radius of 9 ft. center to center of the pile to be filled.
The setting of the concrete in any pile must
(b)
not, under any consideration, be disturbed by driving another pile or piles within a radius of less than 9 ft. from
it center to center, after a minimum interval of three
hours or before the expiration of seven days from the
time the concrete was mixed with water for that pile.
The contractor may, however, at his own option drive
pile forms within the 9-ft. radius to a depth not more
than 3 ft. from the total estimated penetration inside of
the 3-hour limit, and before the expiration of the sevenday limit, complete the driving of those forms.
The requirements necessary vary with the plans and
the soil encountered. The unseasoned concrete is more
liable to damage on account of the driving of piles when
soil is made up of thin, hard strata alternating with soft
strata.

The above rules for driving of adjacent piles have
been neglected in many cases, on account of the expense
incurred in their operation and the lack of definite knowledge as to their necessity'.
It should also be added that the construction of moldmore careful supervision to secure good results on account of the manner in which concrete is deposited, and the surrounding conditions which
preclude inspection of the pile after the concrete is all
ed-in-place piles requires

in

place.

All "molded-in-place"' piles are patented and are generally driven by companies either owning or controlling
The diameter and shape of the
the patented features.
piles vary; tapered piles average an 8-in. tip and an 18The uniform
in. top diameter for a pile 25 ft. in length.
section piles are circular and average 17 in. in diameter.
No general specifications can be made for their construction, as each type of pile has its individual features demanding special methods of construction.
The cost will vary from 85 cents to $2 per linear foot,
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with an average cost of $1, depending upon the number
of piles driven and their lengths. Lengths of piles are
always measured from cut-off to tip of pile. The expense
of moving and setting up the special equipment necessary
for this type makes them more economical on larger
rather than smaller pieces of work.
Loading of piles may be calculated from the same data
as that given for pre-molded piles.

Typical Design of Foundations for Piers,
Abutments, Retaining Walls and Arches
Water
in Various Soils and Depths of
(Not Including Pneumatic Foundations)
There are a number of important elements entermg
which the coaimitinto the design of foundations and on
found a large divergence of opinion, and it is on
tee has

the following as
these points that the committee presents
designing
to be used
its opinion of the best practice

m

foundations:
( 1 )

means

.

as a
That
values of
of determining character and bearing
for imsoils are not generally reliable. That

for important structures

wash borings

foundation
reliable
portant structures core borings give the most
The borings should in general be carried at least
data.
calyx or
10 ft. into rock, when encountered. Diamond,
of
similar drills furnish cylindrical cores of all stratas
materials
Soil, sand, clay and lighter
hard material.
borings.
will be brought to the surface similar to wash
That for important structures, where there is no
(2)
the safe
reliable data, or where there is any question of
bearing value, soil bearing tests be made the test loads
twice
being increased until settlement occurs or until
has
the bearing load it is proposed to use in the design
been reached. That one-half the ultimate load thus found
of
used in designing the foundation except that
;

^

be

pressthe ultimate load may be used for maximum toe
ures produced by tractive force or wind provided, howthe
ever, that the safe load thus found does not exceed
safe'crushing value of the materials of the substructure.
That pile bearing formulas based on the fall and
(3)
weight of the hammer are not always a true index of
;

in
the safe bearing value of the pile, but are of value
determining the extent to which driving is necessary
important strucin a soil of known resistance. That for
tures where data is lacking or where there is any questhe
tion of the safe bearing value, load tests be made;
loading being increased until settlement occurs or until
twice the load per pile it is proposed to use in the design
is

reached.

That one-half the ultimate load thus found be used
ultiin designing the foundations except that ji of the

mate load may be used for the maximum pressures produced by tractive force and wind; provided, however,
materials
that the safe bearing value of the piling or
of the substructure are not exceeded.
That in general the buoyancy of structures

m

(4)

load
water be not considered as reducing the foundation
to the
except in the case where water has free access
stability from
base of the foundation or when calculating
overturning.

.

,

.

•

be considered in designing
foundations are the total dead load of the substructure
and superstructure, the live load, including an allowance
(5)

That the loads

to

and
for impact, tractive force, wind and ice pressure,
earth pressures in the case of retaining walls and abut-

ments.
in general the cut-ofif of wood foundation
waters shall not be above mean daily tides
and shall not exceed 2 ft. above mean low water. That
waters shall
in general timber in foundations in tidal

(6)

That

piles in tidal
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not be used above mean daily tides nor shall it be used at a
greater elevation than 2 ft. above mean low water. That
in general wood foundation piling and timbers be kept
entirely below the probable lowest ground water level,
except in the case of tidal waters as above noted. That
in all waters where marine borers exist, no untreated
timbers should be used above the permanent mud line
of the bottom.
That the spacing of wooden piling in foundations
(7)
be not less than 2 ft. 6 in., center to center.
That the bottom of foundations should be placed
(8)
entirely below the line of frost action, the depth of foundation depending on the locality.
That the calculations of foundation pressures
(9)
be made in accordance with the rules and formula for
the design of retaining walls published in the Supplement
to the Manual, Vol. 19, No. 197, pp. 47-55.

The Wisdom
in

of the Use of Blast Furnace Slag
Reinforced Concrete Work, Taking Into
Special Consideration Its Probable Duration

The use of slag as an aggregate in concrete covers a
period of 20 years or more, but it is only within recent
years that it has had extended use, particularly in reinforced concrete. Beginning with its utilization for the
concrete structures of the steel companies the greatest
development has been in the communities tributary to
the steel mills. Large quantities of slag are used in building operation, particularly in Birmingham, Cleveland and
Youngstown, Ohio. The use of slag in concrete is sanctioned by the building ordinances of Detroit, Cleveland,
Probably the
Chicago, Philadelphia and Youngstown.
most general use has been at Cleveland, where a large
number of reinforced concrete buildings have been constructed with slag as a coarse aggregate. Specific examples of concrete structures in which slag is used include
the grade separation structures of the Seaboard Air Line
at Birmingham, incolving 11,000 cu. yd. the Rocky River
Bridge at Rocky River, Ohio subway structures of the
Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company and the North
Howard Street I?ridge at Akron, Ohio. The last is an
arch bridge nearly 800 ft. long with a roadway 190 ft.
above the bed stream and required the use of 5,000 cu.
yd. of concrete.
Numerous tests have been made of slag concrete
which show conclusively that a properly selected slag
when used as the coarse aggregate with a good quality
of sand as the fine aggregate will produce a strong concrete.
These tests brought to notice in recent years go
to show that slag concretes are as strong as stone or
gravel concretes containing the same quantity of cement,
The
provided a properly selected material is used.
strength bears little relation to the weight of the slag
used, the porous varieties producing concretes of fully as
great strength as the dense materials for tests at 28 days.
For greater ages the concretes made of denser slags show
Owing to the fact that
a greater increase in strength.
slag is generally more porous than stone it is necessary
to exercise care in proportioning to provide sufficient
mortar to fill the voids in the particles as well as between
them.
So7indness
;

;

A

more important question is that of the soundness
This question is raised by the fact
of slag concrete.
that some slags slake or disintegrate upon exposure to the
It
air and are entirely unsuitable for use as aggregate.
is common practice to allow the slag to weather for a
number of months before removing from the bank. This
results in a hardening or toughening of the stable slags
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ami pi'miits tlic detection of those tliat disiiUeyrato upon
exposure to tlie atmosphere. A considerable difference
of opinion and practice exists as to this seasoning, hut
gooil practice would seem to demand a period in the hank
However, it is a fact that
of six months to a year.
some slags are used after only a few weeks' exposure
with apparently satisfactof}' results.
The most discussed point in the use of slag as an aggregate in concrete arises from the presence of sulphur.
It is contended that a lack of stability of the compounds
of this clement occurring would result in the eventual
disintegration of the concrete and also that its presence
would lead to the formatit)n of sulphuric acid which
would result in the corrosion of embedded steel. Sulphur
usually occurs as a sulphide of calcium, a form in which
it is inactive, but in the presence of water it is contended
On the other hand,
that sulphuric acid would result.
slag concrete has been used extensively in foundation
work and numerous examples arc cited of anchor bolts
and other embedded pieces of iron and steel which have
been in close contact with slag concrete containing sulphur for many years without any sign of injury.

Summary
The strength of concrete in which selected slag is
(1)
used as the coarse aggregate is equal to that of a concrete made of stone if an equal amount of cement is used
per volume of concrete.
The extensive use of slag concrete over a period
(2)
of years has demonstrated its permanence for buildings,
retaining walls, bridges and foundations work where the
structure is exposed to ordinary conditions.
No data on water-tightness, or behavior when
(3)
submerged, were obtained.
No case has been brought to notice where em(4)
bedded steel became corroded in a slag concrete.
In general, slag concretes are superior to stone
(5)
or gravel concretes where exposed to high temperatures.
The user of slag for a concrete aggregate should
(6)
satisfy himself as to suitability of the material tributary'
to his locality, from observation of the method of production and the service records of structures previously
built.

Designs and

Recommended

Specifications

for Construction of Concrete Culvert Pipe

Plans and specifications of concrete pipe were obtained

from

all

known to have plans and
their own, from firms manufacturing
and from the highway departments of
The designs are of four tj'pes as to form

railroad companies

specifications of

concrete pipe
several states.
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and No. 3 siiould have the top plainly
in order that the pipe may be placed so that the
reinforcement is in the proper position to carry the ten-

as in types No. 2

marked

sile stresses.

In designing reinforced concrete culvert pipe the use of
unit stresses per square inch of 700 lb. compression in
the concrete and 16,000 lb. tension in the steel may be

considered good practice, and to develop these stresses
approximately 0.88 per cent of reinforcement is required.
The following formulae arc proposed for the thickness
of the pipe and the area of the reinforcement, in which:

A

(1)

(2)
(3)
(4)

=

distance in inches from the center of the reinforccfflcnt
to the compression face of the concrete,
in inches from the center of the reinforcement
to the tension face of the concrete.
I'
t -(- a
total thickness of the pipe.
:= area of reinforcement in square inches,
d
mean diameter of the pipe in feet.
weight per square foot of the load on the pipe in pounds.
0.83 per cent, of reinforcement.
,^3
16,000 lbs.
unit tensile stress in the reinforcement,
(c
680 lbs. — unit compressive stress in the concrete.
t
0.023d
or
t

a

= distance

—

=
—

=
=
=
=
A=
=
t

t>

=

Vw

0.03dVw
O.lOt
t -I- a

These formula: are derived from those developed
Prof. A. N. Talbot from his experiments and tests
the strength of pipe published in Bulletin No. 22 of
Engineering Experiment Station of the University

by
of
the

of

Illinois.

In view of the possible lack of extreme care in bedding
the pipe and in filling around it, the value of equation
(2) for the value of "t" is recommended, viz.:
t

=

0.03d Vw"

load per square foot "w" will be the weight of the
prism of earth above the pipe, the load from an engine
and the load from impact. The weight of the earth will
increase with the height of the fill while the load from
the engine and from impact will decrease the latter probably need not be considered except for low fills.
It is
evident also that the proportion of the weight of the
prism of earth coming on the pipe decreases as the height
increases.
The committee has given considerable study
to the problem, to find a value for the load per square
foot that would be sufficient for general use, but have
been unable to find enough data to determine this satis-

The

;

factorily.

The desirability of one value for all heights of fill under ordinary conditions is verj' evident, and we ask
that further investigation be made for that purpose.
Specifications for the Construction
of Reinforced Concrete Culvert Pipe

Concrete Material

and reinforcement:

Cement

Circular in cross-section with two concentric layers of reinforcement, one near the outside surface and
the other near the inside surface of the pipe.
2.
Circular in cross-section with one layer of reinforcement placed elliptically so as to pass continuously
through all parts of the pipe that are subject to tension.
3.
Oval in cross-section with one layer of circular
reinforcement placed so as to pass continuously through
all parts of the pipe that are subject to tension.
4.
Circular in cross-section with one layer of concentric reinforcement.
As the points of greatest bending moments in the pipe
are the segments crossed by the vertical and the horizontal diameters with the resulting tensile stress in the inner
portion of the pipe for the vertical and in the outer
portion for the horizontal moments, the fourth type of
design does not provide reinforcement for the tensile
stress from the horizontal moments and is, therefore, not
recommended for use for culverts. Pipes reinforced

be Portland and shall meet the
requirements of the Standard Specifications for Portland
cement of the American Railway Engineering Association.
Cement that has deteriorated or become damaged
during transportation or storage shall not be used.

1.

1.

The cement

shall

Fine Aggregate
2.

The

fine

aggregate shall consist of sand or crushed

from fine to coarse, and passing when dry
a screen having 4 meshes per linear inch. It shall preferably be of hard silicious material, clean, coarse and
free from dust, soft particles, loam and vegetable or
stone, graded

other foreign matter.
Not more than 20 per cent shall pass a sieve having
50 meshes per linear inch and not more than 6 per cent
shall pass a sieve having 100 meshes per linear inch.

Coarse Aggregate
The coarse aggregate shall consist of crushed
3.
stone or gravel which is retained on a screen having 4
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meshes per linear inch and shall not exceed }i in. in
greatest dimension for pipe 4y2 in. or less in thickness,
OB 1 in. in greatest dimension for pipe of thickness greater
than 4J/2 in. The coarse aggregate shall be a gradation
of sizes from the smallest to the largest particles, and
shall be clean, hard, durable and free from all deleterious matter. Aggregates containing dust, soft or elongated particles shall not be used.

Water

The water

4.

shall

be free from

oil,

acid, alkali

and

vegetable matter.
Steel Reinforcement

The

reinforcement shall meet the requirements of the Standard Specifications for Steel Reinforcements of the American Railway Engineering Association.
5.

steel for

IVorkmansJiip
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—Circular cross-section with layer of reinforcement placed
circular layer of
cross-section with
C — Oval
B

in

in

In all classes the location of the reinforcement shall
be so designed that it will receive and carr\' the tensile
stresses.

Thickness and Area Reinforcement
15.
The thickness of the pipe and the area of
reinforcement shall be based upon unit stresses of
lb. per square inch compression in the concrete and
000 lb. per square inch tension in the steel and 0.83
cent, of reinforcement, and shall be determined by
following formulae
f

the materials for the concrete
part Portland cement, 2 parts fine aggregate,
and 4 parts coarse aggregate.
1

Measurement

A

bag
7.
The unit of measure shall be a cubic foot.
containing not less than 94 lb. of cement shall be assumed
to measure one cubic foot of cement. The fine and coarse
aggregate shall be measured as loosely thrown into the
measuring receptacle. The various ingredients, including
the water, shall be measured separately, and by such
methods as to invariably secure the proper proportions.
Mixing

The concrete

materials shall be mixed to the demixer of an approved type.
The mixing shall continue for at least 2 min. after all
the materials, including the water, are in the mixer.
8.

sired consistency in a batch

Consistency
Sufficient water shall be used to produce a con9.
crete of such consistency that it will flow around the
reinforcement, but not enough to allow the coarse aggregate to separate from the mortar.

Retempering
10.
Retempering of mortar or concrete, that is, remixing with water after it has partially set, will not be

permitted.
Placing Concrete

The concrete

be placed in layers so as to
completely fill the entire space between the inner and
the outer forms in one continuous operation; and shall
be well spaded and compacted around the reinforcing
metal, to obtain a concrete of maximum density, thoroughly bonded with the reinforcement, and smooth, dense
watertight surfaces inside and outside of the pipe.
11.

shall

Temperature

=

the

700
16,-

per
the

t-fa

= 0.03dVw
A = O.lOt
t' rr total thickness of the pipe in inches,
d = inean diameter of the pipe in feet,
w = load per square foot on the pipe in pounds,
t

In which:

The proportions of

6.

rein-

1

forcement.

Proportions
shall be:

1

elliptically.

from the center of the reinforcement to the
tension face of the concrete,
distance from the center of the reinforcement to the
compression face of the concrete.
A =^ area of the reinforcement in square inches,
"a" shall not be less than ii in. for pipe less than 4 in. thick, and not
less than 1 in. for pipe of thickness greater than 4 in.
"w" shall be the weight of the earth fill, assumed at 130 lb. per cubic
foot to which shall be added for the engine load an amount obtained by
dividing 4500 lb. by one plus one-half the height of the fill above the pipe
in feet.
In no case shall "w" be less than 2000 lb.
a := distance
t

=

Details of Construction

Reinforcement
16.
The reinforcement shall consist of transverse and
longitudinal rods of the size and spacing required by the
design; or of triangular wire mesh or similar wire mesh
The transverse and
of the size and weight required.
longitudinal rods shall be securely wired together at their
intersections with No. 16 gage soft steel wire.
When 2 layers of reinforcement are used they shall
be connected together at proper intervals by tie struts so

arranged that the two layers

may

be handled as one

member.

The reinforcement shall be thoroughly cleaned of all
rust and scales, accurately placed and rigidly secured
against displacement during the placing of the concrete.
Splicing Reinforcement
17.
All splices shall be made at points of minimum
stress.
The splices in wire mesh shall lap at least two
spaces or not less than 8 in.
Rods shall lap not less
than 24 diameters and the laps shall be tightly wired with
No. 16 gage soft steel wire.
Joints

The

joints shall be of the bell and spigot type.
the thickness of the pipe is sufficient the bell may
have the same external diameter as the body of the pipe;
where the thickness is not sufficient to permit this the
end of the pipe shall be flared out to form the bell.
The reinforcement shall be extended into the bell and
bent to its form with rod reinforcement 2 transverse
rods shall be placed in the bell and the longitudinal rods,
bent if necessary to the form of the bell, shall be securely
wired to these transverse rods.
The top of pipe with reinforcement placed as in Classes
"B" and "C" shall be marked on both ends with the word
"Top" in order to insure the proper placing of the pipe.
Finish
19.
All pipe shall have a clean, smooth finish both inside and outside.
All smoothing, trimming or cleaning
shall be done immediately after the forms are removed.
18.

Where

;

12.
No pipe shall be manufactured in a temperaBoth aggregates shall be heated
ture below 40 deg. F.
if necessary to remove frost and frozen lumps.

Forms
13.

The forms

shall be steel or metal-lined, true to

They shall be kept
plan, substantial and unyielding.
free from rust, carefully cleaned of all adhering concrete
after each use, and well oiled or greased each time before the concrete is placed.
Design
Classes

Reinforced concrete culvert shall be of the following classes or forms
A Circular in cross-section with 2 concentric layers
14.

—

of reinforcement.

Curing
20.
The forms shall not be removed until the concrete
has thoroughly hardened and will not be injured or the
pipe deformed in handling; and in no event in less that
24 hrs. after the concrete is placed.
The pipe shall be kept moist by frequent sprinkling
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water inr not less tlian 7 liays, slielteied Irmn tlie
during liut wcatlier, and allowed to cure for 28 days
before shipping; and shall not be subject to full loading
in less than 45 days after casting.
willi

siin

Patffits

The

contractor or manufacturer shall pay all
royalties for the use of patented designs or devices or
fomis of construction, and shall protect the railroad
company from all claims of infringements or liability
for the use of such patents.
21.

Inspection
All material and all processes of manufacture
be subject to inspection and approval at all times.
Free access shall be provided for all authorized inspectors to all parts of factories and plants in which the pipe
or the materials for the same are made or prepared.
All facilities for the desired inspection of materials
and workmanship shall be furnished free of charge by
In general the cement and
the contractor as requested.
reinforcing material will be inspected at the factory or
mill.
The aggregates and process of manufacture will
be inspected at the pipe plant.
At the time the forms are removed the inspector shall
carefully examine each piece of pipe and sliall stamp or
print the date of manufacture on the bell end of each pipe
22.

shall

accepted.
Pipe that is injured or develops imperfections while
stored at the manufacturer's plant will be rejected, notwithstanding the inspector's previous acceptance.
No
defective pipe shall be loaded for shipment.
All pipe
shall be so loaded and braced that they will not be broken
in transit.

Suggestions for Future

Work

An

investigation of different methods of depositing
concrete under water and disintegration of concrete and
corrosion of reinforcing material in connection with use
of concrete in sea water.
3.
Preparation of specifications for slag concrete.

Committee: F. L. Thompson (I.
(C. R. R. of X. J.), vice-chairman)

C), chairman;
;

R.

Armour

J.

J.

Yates

(G. T.), John

&

C. Beye (A. T.
S. F.), G. E. Boyd (D. L. & W.), H. A.
Cassil (P. M.). C. S. Coe (F. E. C), T. L. Condron (Cons.

K. Conner (L. E. & W.), C. S. Davis (P. L.), J. L.
Harrington (Cons. Engr.), W. K. Hatt (Purdue Univ.), L. J.
Hotchkiss (Cons. Engr.), Richard L. Humphrey (Cons. Engr.),
Xoah Johnson (Wab.), M. S. Ketchum (Univ. of Colo.), W. M.
Kinnev, \V. S. Lacher (Ry. Agc.\ A. E. Owen (C. R. R. of
N. J.)', \V. M. Rav (B, & O.), C. P. Richardson (C. R. I. &
P.), G. H. Scribner. Tr. (Cons. Engr), F. P. Sisson (G. T.),
E. Smith (Univ. of III.), Tob Tuthill (P. M.), B. A. Under.1.
vood (S. X. E.).

Engr.».

J.

Discussion
F. L.

Thompson (Chairman)

jects as assigned to the

:

H. S. Jacoby (Cornell Univ.)
Last year the report of the committee used the term "cast-in-place" for
class B, and I do not recall that a single voice was raised
against its appropriateness,
I therefore move that the
line be amended to read:
(B) Cast-in-place piles. Piles
which are constructed in holes in the ground.
:

The

The committee

President:

will

accept that sug-

gestion.

Mr. Thompson:

I

move

that the specifications

for

constructing pre-molded concrete piles be accepted by
the convention and printed in the Manual.
The President: Unless there is objection, the motion
made by Mr. Thompson will stand approved.
Mr. Thompson: The next thing is the specifications
for driving pre-molded concrete piles.
These specifications have been gone over and revised in accordance with
the suggestions made on the floor last year, and are now
recommended for adoption by the convention and insertion in the Manual.
I move that they be adopted and
printed in the Manual.
A. A. Robinson (Santa Fe)
I want to urge that the
committee, in submitting these specifications either remove or remodel paragraph 8. I do not believe we are
entitled to give any such set of rules for the last two
inches of penetration of the piles that there shall be used
a single-action steam hammer of 5,000 lb., drop 36
in., or a hammer of like mechanical effect.
I do not
think as an association we want to go on record as saying that they shall be driven in a certain manner, if they
are going to have 50 tons load or more, and prescribe
that in the case of 50 tons there shall be 10 blows to the
last 10 in.
The President The committee will accept the suggestion, leaving the paragraph out.
I think the committee was right in the way
Mr. Ford
it prepared this paragraph.
I hope if the paragraph is
dropped that the committee will ultimately bring in something as a guide on the load for concrete piles. The situation is different from wooden piles.
Mr. Robinson
I move that the paragraph be omitted
and passed back to the committee, with tlie suggestion
that they investigate that phase of the matter further
:

:

:

and report

later on.

The President

The committee

:

will

take cognizance

of that.

There is a misunC. P. Richardson (Rock Island)
derstanding here. Paragraph 8 was written as a continuation of paragraph 7. as an alternative method.
Mr. Robinson: Paragraph 8 is misleading and not
clear and it should be left out.
The President: The committee will accept the recommendation and will look after it.
Paragraph 3 does not
I. L. Simmons (Rock Island)
:

:

I

will take

up the sub-

committee.

The changes suggested in connection with the revision
of the Manual are only changes that are necessary to
make it conform to specifications heretofore adopted by
the association.

The President

tee was instructed to resubmit them this year, with a set
of plans. That has been done.

:

Preparation of new specifications for plain and
reinforced concrete and steel reinforcement.
1.

2.
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As this appears to be a matter of dicand uniformity, unless there is some objection these
revisions will be approved and printed in the supplement to the Manual.
Mr. Thompson then read appendix E and said Last
year these specifications were temporarily adopted by
:

tion

:

the convention and later the question came up of submitting these specifications with plans and the commit-

seem to be clear in the last part, which says: "Where a
drop hammer is permitted, a heavy hammer with a short
drop shall be used." Would it not define what we mean
if we said: "and a short drop used?"
The President: The committee will accept that.
(The motion that paragraphs 1 to 9 be approved, with
the exception of paragraph 8. and be included in the
Manual, was carried.)
Mr. Thompson: With relation to the matter on
"molded-in-place piles," this is submitted as information
to be printed in the Proceedings.
(Mr. Thompson then referred to the matter in appendix C, reading a part of the beginning.)
This subject has been before the conMr. Thompson
:
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vention for the past three years, and it is the recommendation of the committee that the matter on pages
731-2-3 be accepted as information and printed in the

Proceedings.
I move that the paragraph marked (3)
Mr. Jacob)'
and the following one be amended to read as follows:
"(3) That the computed bearing value of a pile given by
a formula based upon the fall and weight of the hammer
:

is not always a true index of its actual bearing power,
but is of value in determining the extent to which driving is necessary in a soil of known resistance.
The bearing value of a pile computed by means of a
formula measures the resistance of the pile immediately
after driving ceases. Therefore, in the case of soft soils,
in which the frictional resistance of a pile increases materially after a period of rest, a test should be made
with the hammer after such period of rest, in order that
the computed bearing value may be a fair measure of

Vol. 64, No. 12a

power of the pile when supporting the
Formulas for the bearing power of a pile are

the actual bearing
structure.

not applicable to piles driven through very soft soil to
rock or other hard material, since they act like columns
under those conditions.
The President
The committee will accept that.
Mr. Jacoby: There is one more point that I would
like to make and that is, should not the word "static"
be inserted in the 3rd line from the bottom of p. 732
before the word "load tests?"
In appendix
Yes, that is right.
Mr. Thompson
is given the report, "The wisdom of the use of blast furnace slag in reinforced concrete work, taking into especial
This matter is
consideration its probable duration."
submitted as information.
The President That will be accepted.
(The committee was excused with the thanks of the
:

:

association.)

Report of Committee on
CIRCULAR LETTER was addressed
to representatives of about 50
of the larger roads asking for
the
concerning
information
practice followed in draining
the roadway through station
About 20 replies
grounds.

were received.
After consideration and discussion of the above replies the
were
conclusions
following
drafted and submitted for approval
1.
The drainage of the road-

9.

way through stations
should be treated in accordance
with local conditions.
2.
Surface water should be carried off the roadbed
into drains as quickly as possible.
3.
Items influencing the mode of procedure are Soil
condition, the contour of adjacent grounds, the grade of
:

tracks, the
4.

number of

tracks, the

amount of

Surface water should be taken care of

rainfall, etc.
first

by open

ditches as much as possible, where they will not interfere with the work of employees or the safety of passengers.
Where the subgrade is of such a nature that it will
5.
absorb water and not retain it, a sub-ballast of engine cinders should be used, the surface of which should not be
allowed to become foul, but kept open so that water will
penetrate the subgrade through the cinder. Where the

subgrade will hold water, special effort should be made to
carry it away from the subgrade by means of drains.
Tracks in yards should be so constructed where
6.
practicable that tracks adjacent to main lines will be
about two inches below them and each succeeding track
stepped down to suit the normal trend of drainage, thus
providing drainage laterally as well as longitudinally.
Cross-drains of cast iron pipe, with catch basins
7.
between tracks, should be placed where necessary.
If the subsoil is of such a nature that it retains
8.
water and becomes saturated therewith, place bell and
vitrified drain pipe with open joints between tracks and
about four feet below base of rail, using special care to
put them below frost and deep enough to get below the
movement of the soil these pipes running into cross;

drains leading to natural drainage.

Roadway

If the subsoil is silty or of

such consistency as to

up the pipe quickly, a wide ditch should be dug, preferably between tracks, and filled with large stone, having
pipes leading off from it to the natural drainage.
fill

10.
At station platforms a subdrain of iron pipe, with
catch basins at frequent intervals, should be laid alongside the curbing, or bell end vitrified pipe may be laid
between tracks a sufficient depth to be below frost and
movement of the soil. These drains to be connected by
means of side drains to natural ditches, or in cuts to bell
end vitrified subdrain laid in the ditch line.

Recommendations

for

Next Year's Work

The committee recommended

:

and yards

D

:

that

all

subjects assigned

for consideration this year, except the one reported on

above, be reassigned for next year's work.

W. M. Dawley

(Erie), chairman; J. A. SpielR. W. Ambrose (T. T.), H. E.
W. Brown CL. & N. E.), S. P.
Brown, B. M. Chenev (C. B. & Q.), C. W. Cochran (C. C. C. &
St. L.), W. C. Curd, Paul Didier (B. & O.), S. B. Fisher (M.
K. & T.), W. C. Kegler (C. C. C. & St. L.), F. Ringer (M. K.
& T.), H. W. McLeod (C. P.), C. M. McVav (K. & M."), F. M.
Patterson (I. C), W. H. Petersen (C. R. I. & P.), P. Petri
(B. & O.), W. F. Purdv fP. & W. Va.). R. A. Rutledge (A. T. &
S. F.), W. H. Sellew (M. C), J. M. Sills (St. L.-S. F.), G. R.
Talcott (A. T. & S. F.), W. P. Wiltsee (N. & W.).

Committee:

(B. & O.), vice-chairman;
Astlev (N. Y. N. H. & H.), C.

mann

J.

Discussion
A. Spielmann (Vice Chairman)
Our committee
was assigned to subjects as found on page 403.
are
only able to report on No. 6.
In regard to No. 6 we
sent out inquiries to 50 of the principal railroads in the
country and received 20 replies.
(Mr. Spielmann then read the conclusions).
In number 7, I approve of
C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
the conclusion generally, but I think it ought not to be
confined to cast iron pipe. If the committee would omit
the words "cast iron pipe," the conclusion would be just
J.

:

We

:

as

clear

and

less

restricted.

The same

criticism

will

apply to No. 10, where they specify iron pipe.
The President
The cotninittee will accept that sug:

gestion.
C. W. Baldridge (Santa Fe)
In regard to conclusion No. 8, it seems to me that the committee should make
a little wider provision there for cases where it is not
feasible to place the drain 4 ft. deep.
In such cases it
:

might be advantageous to use a drain composed of a
ditch filled with rock or something of that nature.
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Mr. Spicliuaim: In this
nut specify exact depth, but
frost hne.

Mr. Baldridge

we
it

state

is

about 4

well to get

it

ft.,

we do

below the

not the depth I object to particyou lay pipe that is not deep
enoujjh below the surface of the ground it will be broken
in the winter time by frost, and in that case it might be
better to use some other kind of drain than pipe drain.
W. r. Wiltsee (N. & W.)
we can get
I believe
arouml this if wc would change the wording. Place bell
and vitrified drain pijie with open joints, or other drains
between tracks, and cut out: .\nd about four feet below
base of rail."
Earl Stimson (B. & O.)
I think that it is essential
that mention be made as to the depth the vitrified pipe
drain be placed. I believe the paragraph as it is covers
the situation verv well, and that we ought not to say something anil then modify it so it really does not mean anything, or becomes very indefinite.
I would suggest that
the committee stand pat on this section.
The President
The necessity for putting in drains is
evidcntlv where we disagree, on the kind of drain and
It is

:

frequently,

ularly, hilt

if

:

:

:

Report

of

the depth. That is controlled by local conditions to such
a great extent that I am afraid it will be hard to get a
convention of men from so many different parts of the
country to agree on a depth.
would have to put our
pipe 8 ft. below the surface to keep away from frost.

We

Mr. Spielmann
this clause read:

Your committee now suggests

:

"If the subsoil

that forms

232,026

miles,

Not a single
were received.
road is using them and but 12,
10,approximately
representing
?21 milc'^. contemplate doing
in Use by Various
Railways for Controlling
Tie Renewals

Methods

The committee submitted

as

information a report on the methods in use by various
roads to control tie renewals. The following questions
were sent to all the principal railroads, represented in the
Association

Who

1.

tie

originates the data on which the estimates of

renewals are based

?

Are

these estimates based on
Detailed inspection of the entire track, or,
Detailed inspection of portions of the track, or,

2.

(a)
(b)

Tie renewal
Otherwise?

(c)

(d)

Association.)

field, in

whole or

By whom

4.

in

in the

part?

are these estimates revised before ap-

plies is

appended

Are

individual ties designated to be renewed, or

the estimate merely to determine the

number of

is

ties re-

quired for renewals?
6.

man
7.

What
in

summary of

Per
Cent, of Total
of Roads

Number

Reporting

Renewals based primarily on
tion

or

Per
Cent, of Total
Mileage of Road*
Reporting

detail inspec-

of track

Renewals based partly

these re-

to this report.

exclusi\ely

renewal statistics
Renewals based exclusively on

tie

89

92

16

14

on

tic

renewal

statistics

Detail inspection made by section foremen.
Detail inspection made by others than section foremen
Individual ties for renewal designated by
spots or otherwise
Individual ties for renewal not designated.
Section foremen limited in renewals to ties
authorized except such additional as are
required for safety
Section foremen not limited in renewals to
those authorized
Work of making renewals checked by roadmaster (or supervisor)
Work of making renewals checked by others than roadmaster (or supervisor)....

9
58

4
54

33

42

38
62

52
48

67

67

33

33

77

74

33

19

The committee wishes to point out that the method in
most general use is not necessarily the best, and that
methods may very properly differ on different roads, depending upon the organization, physical conditions, and
other factors. A study of the replies shows that all roads
depend largely upon an inspection of ties removed for the

A

majority of the roads
place the principal responsibility for renewals upon the
section foreman, while a considerable number place this
responsibility primarily upon an inspector working inde-

pendently of the section foreman. The other variations
method represent individual opinions as to the best
method of checking the original source of information.
This checking takes the form of an independent review
of the original check in the field and also checking same
in

proval ?
5.

A

gregate mileage of 223,000.

purpose of checking renewals.

statistics, or,

Are these estimates checked independently

3.

that

of such a nature that

;

and 304 be withdrawn from the
Manual. The membership lines
were asked as to their use of
these forms and 100 replies,
representing

is

and becomes saturated therewith, place
bell and vitrified drain pipe or other drains with open
joints between tracks,' leaving out the words "and about
four feet below base of rail" "using special care to put
them below frost, and deep enough to get below the movement of the soil."
The President: If there is no further discussion, No.
8 will stand as the committee has amended it.
(Mr. Spielmaim read ]>aragraphs 9 and 10, leaving out
the words "of iron pipe" in the first line.
The President: If there are no objections, the conclusions will be adopted and printed in tlie Manual as reported by the committee.
(The committee was dismissed with the thanks of the
retains water,

it

Committee on Ties

COMMITTEE recommended
M. W. 301, 302, 303

HE
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latitude, if any, is allowed the Section Foredeviating from the approved inspection?

What

check

is

made

of

the

Section Foreman's

work?
8.
Please submit any general instructions you may
have covering tie renewals.
Replies were received from 100 railroads, with an ag-

against statistics.

Report on Trials of Substitute Ties

The information furnished by the various railroads
using substitute ties was abstracted as usual, and the results to date were shown on a tabulated statement. This
statement

is

railroads in

intended to include

America reported

all installations

on steam
and is

to the Association,
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thought to cover practically

all

substitute ties used so far

in this country.

M.

The committee recommends

\V. 300, 301, 302, 303,

that

forms Nos.

304 be withdrawn from the

That the report as to methods in use by various
(2)
railroads for controlling tie renewals be received as information.
That the report on substitute ties be received as
(3)
information.

Report

C. Baisinger

(A. T.

&

E.

),

chairman;

H.

S.

C. C. Albright (Purdue
R), M. S. Blaiklock (G.
Boardman (N. Y. C), W. J.
S.

T.), Theo. Bloecher (B. & O.), F.
Burton (M. P.), W. A. Clark (D. & I. R.), S. B. Clement
(T. & N. O.), E. L. Crugar (I. C), L. A. Downs (I. C), G. F.
Hand (N. Y. N. H. & H.), L. C. Hartley (C. & E. I.), E. D.
Tackson (B. & O.), J. B. Myers (B & O.), A. J. Neafie (D. L.
W.), R. R. Paine (N. P.), G. P. Palmer (B. & O. C. T.), Louis
Yager (N. P.).

(The report was accepted without discussion and the
coinmittee was dismissed with the thanks of the association.)

Committee on Iron and

of

HE COMMITTEE

H.\s undertaken

a revision of the subject-matter
of the Association's General
Specifications for Steel Railway
Bridges which were adopted as
part of the committee's report
There
to the 1906 convention.
has been no substantial revision

In this work,
expected to co-operate with
a corresponding committee of
of them since.

it is

the Canadian Society of Civil

Engineers, which has in progress a revision of that society's
specifications. Incidental to the
revision of the specifications,
there will have to be a revision
of the rules and unit stresses for the capacity rating of

'

existing bridges.

The committee is investigating the use of plastic compounds for the protection of steel work exposed to the
blast action from locomotive stacks. The committee this
year has investigated the Schoop metal spraying process
It
for the protection of iron and steel from corrosion.
was found that laboratory tests made by certain railroads
rewas
it
showed unsatisfactory results. In all cases
ported that the coatings were pervious to water. Where
bronze, lead and aluminum coatings were exposed to brine,
the bronze and lead coatings were practically destroyed
after a few weeks' exposure the aluminum coating was
in good condition, but was raised off the plate, showing
;

It is concluded
the action of rust beneath the coating.
from information obtainable to date that the Schoop
metal spraying process does not afiford satisfactory protection from corrosion.
The committee submitted detailed Specifications for
Movable Bridges and recommended that they be printed
The purpose of
in the Proceedings as information.

recommendation was to make the specifications available for use, and to incite constructive criticism, with
the expectation that the specifications may be adopted
in revised and satisfactory form for inclusion in the
Manual a year or two later.
this

Section of the C.

Steel Structures

while of very considerable value, did not have sufficient
range to be as conclusive as might be desired. The results obtained were very satisfactory, so far as they
went, and tended strongly to confirm the opinion previously expressed that impact under well-balanced electric
locomotives would be very small. The value of the results of those tests was very considerably enhanced by
making use on the same structure of two types of steam
locomotives the consolidation type and the Mallet type.
The very great difference between the results obtained
with the steam locomotives and with the electric locomotives, especially on the longer spans, was very significant as tending to show the relatively small impact from
electric locomotives.
However, the limited range of
span length and the limited speed made it very desirable
to continue the tests if possible on longer spans and at
higher speeds. The very best conditions for such tests
were to be obtained on the electrified lines of the C. M.
& St. P. in Montana, and a request by the committee for
the necessary facilities was promptly acceded to by this
;

company.
Character of Structures Tested

The

structures tested consisted of the following types
and span lengths:

First Crossing of Missoula River near Missoula,

Mont.
60-ft.
80-ft.

through girder.
through girder.

pony truss.
Second Crossing of Missoula River near Cyr, Mont.
100-ft. riveted

210-ft.

deck

truss.

Third Crossing of Missoula River near Cyr, Mont.
240- ft. deck truss.

Viaduct near Saltese, Mont.
62-ft.

The

and AGyi-it. span

lengths.

an electric locomotive composed of two units, followed by a sufficient number of
loaded cars to cover the structure. The locomotive had
its motors geared to the driving-wheel axles, no side rods
being used in this type. All rotating parts are presumed
to be balanced, so that any impact effect would be due
to such causes as roughness of wheels and track and
test load consisted of

deflection of structure.

Impact Tests on the Electrified

M. &

The apparatus used

St. P. in 1917

The question of impact under electric locomotives has
been thoroughly studied by the committee, and during
the summer of 1917 some important tests were made on
bridges on the electrified section of the Chicago. Milon the Norinclude sparis exceeding 90 ft. in length, and the speeds available did not
exceed about 29 miles per hour. Those tests, therefore.
folk

W.

&

Manual.

& St. Paul in Montana. The
& Western made in 1916 did not

waukee

Committee: F. R. Layng (B. & L.
Wilgus (P. S. & N.), vice-chairman;
Univ.),

Conclusions
(1)
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tests

in these tests was the same as that
previous tests made by the committee. In addithis apparatus, the committee made use, to a
small extent, of certain extensometers employed by Prof.
A. N. Talbot in the track experiments which he is conducting on behalf of the joint committee established for
the study of track stresses. These extensometers record
directly, without multiplication, the strains in the members to which they are attached. These instruments were
used on a floor beam and on a short stringer. The re-

used

in

tion

to

March
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suits obtained

on the

floor

beam

indicated small impact,

and tended to confirm the results obtained by the other
type of extcnsomcter which was applieil to another beam
of the same bridj;e. The results from the stringer indicated considerable im])act, but many more observations
would be necessary and much more experience with this
type of apparatus before reliable results on the short
spans could be secured.
It is hoped that this field of
experimentation can be adequately covered at some future
time.

The tests were made in the same general manner as
those previously reported, namely, the special test train
was run over the structure a considerable number of
times at various rates of speed. ^lovements were made
at low speeds of 8 to 12 miles per hour so as to secure
readings not affected by impact.
These readings were
considered to represent static stresses, and the excess of
stress resulting from movements at higher speeds was
considered to represent the impact effect. Speeds were
readily obtained up to about 60 miles per hour and above.
No tests were made with steam locomotives. It was
thought the the ver\' numerous experiments heretofore
made with steam locomotives on structures of the kind
herein described were sufficient to furnish a basis of
comparison. The results of these tests, therefore, may
be compared with the general results of those heretofore
presented.

In general, the impact effects were in most cases very
and particularly so in the long truss spans. The
relatively large impact of 23 per cent in the top flange
of the pony truss was probably due more to lateral
In the 60-ft.
movement than to vertical vibration.
girder, instrumental vibration for speeds greater than
about 50 miles per hour made the records valueless, but
the results obtained for speeds below 50 miles per hour
indicate that there was very little impact stress in the
structure. The deflectometcr readings are reliable.
small,

Conclusions

From

on the

electrified section
Paul, the tests made
Westem, and the few tests
made in 1909 at Schenectady, New York, it would appear to be fairly well established that the impact eflfect
from electric locomotives is very much less than from
steam locomotives of the usual type. Comparing results
obtained in tliese tests with the results from steam locomotives, it would appear that the impact from electric
locomotives on structures exceeding, say, 25 ft. span
length, is not more than one-third of the impact produced by steam locomotives.

the results of the tests

of the Chicago, Milwaukee
in 1916 on the Norfolk &

&

St.

Column Tests
The program of column

tests to be made by the Bureau of Standards for this Association was described
fully in Vol. 16, p. 636.
Of the eight column sections
which it was originally decided to have tested, only
Column No. 1 of Series No. 1, consisting of two channels with flanges turned in, has been touched so far.
Complete reports of the tests of the first eighteen
columns tested already have been published.
(Vol. 14,
page 96; Vol. 15, page 435; Vol. 16, page 636, and inset
at back of Volume, and Bulletin No. 173 for January,

1915.)

The present report covers tests of 24 columns made
during 1916 by the Bureau of Standards under the direction of Dr. S. W. Stratton.
These columns are variations of Column No. 1, Series No. 1; the same general
dimensions, area of cross-section, and slenderness ratios
are used, the variations consisting of (1) changes in
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size of rivets and lacing bars; (2) the leaving off of
wing and base plates; (3) the substitution of batten

plates for lacing with varying distances between the
batten plates.
The Bureau of Standards intended to supplement these
tests by a series of compression tests of short specimens,
cut from the channels of the columns, which tests were
intended to bring out the reason why the columns made
of thick material always fail at lower unit stresses
than those made of thin material.
It was hoped that
these short compression tests could have been made during 1917, and, in fact, many of these tests have actually
been made, but, owing to stress of other business, the
Bureau has been unable to complete the series and to furnish the committee with reports of the results.
However, it may be stated that the short specimen tests show
that, in compression, the thin material has a higher
elastic strength than the thick material, although the
original tensile specimen tests on which the material was
accepted, gave practically identical results as regards the
elastic limit in tension for the thick and the thin material.
While the specimen tensile tests, in all cases, gave results
reasonably close to the prescribed limits of 37,000 to
39,000 lb. per sq. in., the short compressive tests showed
yield points varying from below 30,000 lb. per sq. in. to
above 41,000 lb. per sq. in.
This series of column tests proves, as have all the
previous ones both for this Association and for the
American Society of Civil Engineers, that the columns
built of thin material almost invariably show higher unit
stresses at failure than the similar columns built of
thick material. The series also seems to show that, with
lacing bars and rivets somewhat larger than standard
practice calls for, the column will show additional
strength.
As regards the substitution of batten plates instead of
lacing bars, this series of tests shows conclusively that,
in order to develop the full strength of the column,
batten plates should not be used.
It also shows that,
where the distance from center to center of outer rivets
on adjacent battens is fixed so that the 1/r distance for
the individual channel is about the same as that for the
column considered as a whole, the column is weaker than
when this distance is reduced. In all cases, the columns
with battens failed at an ultimate strength from 6,000 to
9,000 lb. per sq. in. less than the corresponding column
with lacing, and, in one case, the heavy section with
120 l/r, as much as 15,000 lb. per sq. in. less.
In all cases, the length for computing the slenderness
ratio of the column was taken as the entire length of
the column, or the length between base plates, where base
plates were used.
When failure is emphasized by the
complete visible destruction of the column, it usually
becomes quite apparent that points of inflection occur
not far from the ends of the column. This is less noticeable in the batten-plated columns, where the method of
failure is usually by sudden bending at the batten plates.

Conclusions

The conclusions that seem warranted from
far made in the proposed series are

the tests so

Columns in which batten plates are substituted
(1)
for lacing bars will not develop the full strength of the
section and should not be used.
The specimen tensile tests on which material is
(2)
ordered and accepted afford no proper criterion for the
strength of a column.
column designed so that it fails as a whole
(3)
and not by reason of local weakness will have an ultimate
strength of which the compressive yield point of the

A
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material of which it is made up is an index, since the
higher this yield point is, the stronger will be the column.

Bronze Bearing Metals for
Turntables and Movable Railroad Bridges

Specifications for

be a homogeneous alloy of
be made from new metals,
except that scrap of known composition produced by
the foundrj' at which the bronze is cast may be used.
The phosphorus shall be
It shall not contain sulphur.
introduced in the form of phosphor-tin or phosphorCastings shall be sound, clean, and free from
copper.
blowholes, porous places, cracks and other defects.
2.
The alloy shall be cast into ingots and allowed to
cool, and the castings shall be poured from the remelted
ingots.
Care shall be exercised that the metal is not
overheated and that the temperature at pouring and the
conditions of cooling are such as will be most likely to
secure dense castings.
There shall be four grades
3.
Grade A is to be used for contact with hardened steel
discs under pressures exceeding 1,500 lb. per sq. in.,
such as are used in turntables and center-bearing swing

Phosphor bronze

1.

crystalline structure.

shall

It shall

bridges.

Grade B is to be used for contact with soft steel at
low speeds under pressures not exceeding 1,500 lb. per
sq. in., such as trunnions and journals of bascule and
lift

bridges.

Grade C is to be used for ordinary machinery bearings.
Grade D is to be used for gears, worm wheels, nuts,
and similar parts which are subjected to other than compressive stresses.
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over 100 lb. finished the prescribed tests shall be made
for each casting.
The hardness of the finished castings shall be
10.
tested by the Brinell ball method and a record of the
The ball shall be of hardened steel
test furnished.
10 mm. in diameter. The load shall be 500 kg. and shall
be applied for 30 seconds to a finished plane surface.
At least two hardness tests shall be made upon each heat.
test shall be made on each trunnion bearing and each

A

disc.

Cracks or other evidence of excessive brittleness in
compression test specimens after load may be cause for
rejection.

Recommendations
The committee recommended
That the conclusion regarding methods of pro(1)
tection of iron and steel structures against corrosion be
approved.

That the Specifications for Movable Bridges be
(2)
received as information and published in the Proceedings,
with a view of revising and adopting them for inclusion
in the Manual a year hence.
That the report on impact tests be received as
(3)
information and published in the Proceedings.
That the report on Column Tests be received as
(4)
information and that the conclusions therein be approved
for publication in the Manual.
That the Specifications for Bronze Bearing
(5)
Metals for Turntables and Movable Railroad Bridges be
approved for publication in the Manual.
Suggestions for Future Work
Examination of the subject-matter in the Manual
and definite recommendations for changes.
1.

The chemical and physical qualities shall conform
4.
with the requirements in the table following:

(a)
Revise the General Specifications for Steel RailBridges.
(b)
Revise the rules and unit stresses for classifying
and rating the capacity of existing bridges.
2.
Methods of Protection of Iron and Steel Structures against Corrosion.
Report upon the use of plastic compounds for the protection of steel work exposed to the blast action from

way

Chemical

juid Physical Quzdities

Alloy of

Copper per cent
20

Tin per cent

n

Lead per cent
Zinc per cent
Phosphorus per cent

1 .0

Other elements per cent

0.5 max.

i

Elastic limit in compression,
24,000 min
pounds per square inch
Permanent set under 160,000 .06 min.
10 max.
pounds
.

Permanent
pounds

set

.

.

under 50.000

Bridges.

18,000 min.
.10 min.
.20 max.

Revise the Specifications for Movable Bridges and

To be

To be

recorded

recorded

recorded
To be
recorded

_

The chemical

locomotive stacks.
3.
Relative Economy of Various Types of Movable

l.Oi
0.7 I
0,5 I

To be

Yield point in tension.pounds
per square inch
Ultimate strength in tension.
pounds per square inch
Elongation in 2 in. per cent

5.

0.5 max.

analysis of each heat shall be fur-

nished.
6.

Test specimens shall be

made from coupons which

are a part of the casting and which have been fed and
cooled under the same conditions as the casting.
Compression test specimens shall be cylinders one
7.
inch high and of one square inch area. The elastic limit
in compression shall be the load which gives a permanent set of 0,001 in.
Tension test specimens shall be turned from a
8.
coupon not less than one inch in diameter to the form
shown in Fig, 2 of the American Railway Engineering
Association, General Specifications for Steel Railway
Bridges. The diameter of the turned specimen shall be
one-half inch.

At least one compression test shall be made from
9.
each melt for grades A, B, and C; and one compression
and one tension test for grade D. For castings weighing

port
4.

re-

them for adoption,
Secondary Stresses and Impact.

(a)
Report definite principles for design to reduce
secondary stresses and rules for computing or allowing
for them.
(b)
Study and draw conclusions from records of impact tests.
(c)
Continue impact tests and stress measurements
as funds may be available.
5.
Column Tests.
Continue with program of column tests as far as the
work of the Bureau of Standards will permit.
6.
Design, Length, and Operation of Turntables.
(a)
Report specifications for the design of turntables
and turntable pits.
(b)
Report specifications for steel for turntable roller
and disc bearings.
Ballast Floor Bridges and Methods in Use for
7.

Waterproofing.

Report principles for detailed design of flashing, drainand reinforcement for waterproofing purposes.

age,

8.

Track

Scales.

Collaborate with the committee on Yards and Terminals in the design of track scale superstructures.
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Selby (C. C. C. & St. I. ). chairman, I'. K.
Committee:
Turneaiire (.L'liiv. of Wis.), vice-chairman; I. A. Bohhind (G.
N.), \V. S. Boulon (B. & O.). A. W. Carpenter (N. Y. C),
Charles Chan.ller (I- C. ). J. E. Crawford ( X. & \V.), F. O.
Dufour. W. R. lidwards (I. C. C), A. C. Irwin (Port. Ccni.
Assoc), J. M. Johnson I. C). B. R. l.elller (N. Y. C). Crosbv
Miller (C- & O.), \V. H. Moore (N. V. N. H. & H.>, P. 1!.
Motlev (C. P. K.), C. n. Piirdon (St. L. S. W.), Albert Keichmann (Am. Br. Co.), J. \V. Rcid (C. & A.), A. F. Robinson
(A. T. & S. F.). H. B. Seaman (Cons. Enpr.). C. E. Smith
(Cons. Engr.), I. F. Stern (Cons. Engr.), II. B. Stuart (G. T.),
G. E. Tebbetts (K. C. T.). L. F. Van Hagan (Univ. of Wis.),
Dr. J. A. L. Waddell (Cons. Engr.), II. T. Welly (N. Y. C).
O. K.

(

Discussion
Reference is made to subO. E. Selbv (Cliainiian)
(Mr. Selby then read this
ject 1, "Revision of Manual."
matter down to "submitted" in the second paragraph.)
I
want to impress that on the members, that these
specifications are 12 years old, far from complete and
more or less out of date in many respects. We cannot
hope to get a complete and satisfactory revision unless
we get the ideas of members who have given the subject
study. The only way to get that in satisfactory form, is
to have them send the matter in to the committee in time
to be incorporated in the draft.
It would be out of the
question to submit specifications to this convention, and
have them acted on in detail. The committee presents
one conclusion, which is as follows
"It is concluded from information obtainable to date
that the Schoop metal spraying process does not afford
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(Mr. .Selbv here read the matter on subject No. 6.)
The President: As these have been before the members for a year, if there is no further discussion, the chair
will entertain a motion ti> ad()j)t them as a whole.
The President: That completes this report, and while
we have a long program, I would suggest that we have
a little general discussion on the subject of carrying over
bridges and maintenance of bridges that probably would
otherwise be replaced, but owing to the present conditions in the world and the difficulty of getting steel, cannot be.
Some of the members may have some valuable
information if they will tell us what they are doing in
this direction.

:

satisfactory

protection

from corrosion."

(After discussion this conclusion was accepted as information only).
(Mr. Selby then read the matter relating to Subject
No. 3).
The President: I must confess that I have not read
these specifications carefully, but they show evidence of
hard work and considerable thought and study.
It is
hoped the members of the association will offer their
criticisms as invited by the committee, as in this way only
can we get the best work done.
(Mr. Selby read the matter under No. 4.)
Mr. Selby: These tests, as you know, are a continuation of tests that have been made bv Prof. Turneaure's
subcommittee for several years past, and the results of
these particular tests are given in the form of a conclusion, although the matter is not presented to the convention in the form of a conclusion for adoption in the

Manual.
(I. C. C)
I ask whether that reference
locomotives includes the kind that have counterbalance and rods like a steam engine, like the Pennsylvania type, does that refer to that type?
Mr. Selby
The committee will revise that conclusion
by the addition of a paragraph showing that there were
no reciprocating parts in the locomotives used.
The President
The members will be interested in
knowing that the Railway Bureau of the Government of
India has requested by cable this week that two of the
extensometers used by this committee and designed by
Prof. Tumeaure, be shipped to Simla. India, for the making of itnpact tests on the locomotives in that country.
(Mr. Selbv read the matter under No. 5.)
Mr. Selby
These tests, as you know, have been continued as a series during several years past at the Bureau
of Standards in Washington, and they have produced
exceedingly valuable results.
(Mr. Selby then read the matter under No. 1, No. 2
and No. 3, on page 793.)
The President
There being no discussion, the matter will be approved and printed in the Manual.

C. P.

Howard

:

to electric

:

:

:

:

P. B. Motley (C. P. R.)
It seems to me that the
Committee on Wooden Trestles and Wooden Stringers
:

should be consulted in regard to the unit stresses in considering carrying over, as far as specifications are concerned, and the subject of over-stress.
The Canadian
Pacific has a long mileage, and about (38 miles of bridges,
if they were all added together.
These structures date
from about 1887 to the present time. Last year we put in
some concrete bridges which are of an extremely interesting character. I refer to two reinforced concrete trestles
over 100 ft. high and (300 ft. long, where we are using
37-foot open spans. These trestles were erected bv the
usual methods of concrete building construction; that is
to say, the towers were put up with the usual form work,
and the slabs or open spans were put in by a l(X)-ton
wrecking crane. The slabs themselves are made in Tsections, the upper part being used as a deck slab, as
well as a compression member.
They weigh about 55
tons, and the system of erection is decidedly interesting.
mention
this
I
to show one of the ways in which we
can carry over. The cost of steel is just now such as to
lead our engineers to consider reinforced concrete, and
these two instances are examples of what can be done.
So that if our respective managements will not buy 3(X)foot spans of arch construction or other orthodox steel
details, we can go to concrete for sucli things as trestle
work. This is, in other words, the season for short spans.
I think that is all I have.
R. H. Ford (C. R. I. & P.)
It seems to me there
are two thoughts that have to be kept in mind. The first
is that we are in, probably, for a very long war.
The
second is that the roads of this country are going to be
placed at a tremendous strain to carry the traffic with
decreased manpower, as they have got to do during that
period.
:

A. F. Robinson (A. T. & S. F.)
Mr. Chairman and
gentlemen
We have got to meet unusual conditions.
It is generally relatively easy to determine as to just
how much unit stress we dare carry in our steel structures.
We may not be able to hold to the unit stress
under these conditions even to reasonable limits. I have
been asked to rate our bridges on the Cooper's series,
with the idea that the Government Committee might be
able to make our ratings, say, to E-50, E-5S, or some:

:

thing of that sort.
have got to consider not always what every one
of us may count absolutely safe.
have got to find
out just how far it is reasonably safe to go, and there
will be different locations, different traffic conditions
which will modify the judgment.
cannot lay down

We

We

We

the rule positively.

There

is one phase of this matter, gentlemen, which
not exactly a part of the work of this Committee, you
may not call it. It is the timber bridges and timber
stringers 7 in. by 8 in. by 16 in. stringers, it is almost
an impossibility to obtain today, because of the shipping
is

;

work.

It

is

an extremely

difficult

matter to lay

down
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fixed rules as to the maxiimim fiber stress permitted on
I have recommended to our people somethe stringers.
do not adopt
thing in the way of a sliding rule.
found that on certain
any maximum fiber stress.
sections of the line we had broken stringers, say with a
3-ply chord, and on other sections of the line with very
similar loading we had almost no broken stringers.
The only rule we can go by, I think, is this matter of
canthe percentage or number of broken stringers.
not always expect to get along without broken ones.
have to consider those
must, however, use the limit.
features, and not attempt to establish a fixed fiber stress.
It is going to vary with the different climatic conditions
and with different traffic conditions.

We

We

We

We

We

Mr. President, it seems to
E. A. Frink (S. A. L.)
that judging the capacity of an existing structure
is perhaps the most important and at the same time the
most difficult problem that the engineer has to face.
You can make formulae for it, you can establish criteria,
but they do not answer the full purpose that you want.
You can establish certain limits of stress beyond which
you ought not to go. But there are so many other
questions that come in, that the unit stresses in themselves bear a comparatively small part.
I realize the
importance at this time of being as liberal as we can
safely in allowing overloading of bridges, but personally
I think that the matter already contained in the Manual,
which establishes the limits which are considered safe for
stresses, will be hard to improve upon, except that it
would be very well, indeed, to make any investigation
possible on the question but I seriously doubt if we will
be able to exceed those limits.
In many structures
W. H. Courtenay (L. & N.)
it is advisable to strengthen them and carry them over
for several years, until the times become better for rebuilding, and a very simple expedient is to put falsework under them.
have had several viaducts we
have treated in that way, and some girder bridges.
Oftentimes it is feasible to strengthen any ordinary truss
bridge by going over it carefully, and if we find the
floor weak, or other parts, or the members subject to
That has been done
counter-stresses, strengthen them.
Also improve the columns,
to a considerable extent.
particularly the top chord sections in some of the older
bridges, triangular trusses, inserting additional columns,
shorten the length of the top chord sections, and also
suspending the web compression members so as to get
(Mr. Courtenay then
rid of the effect of their weight.
described some unique strengthening work done on a
trestle in Rigolets pass, on the Gulf coast.)
It would seem to
(C. R. I. & P.)
I. L. Simmons
me with the material conditions as they are now today,
a
time
when
railroads could
that there has never been
so well afford to spend money on engineering as at the
present time.
You undoubtedly all have a number of
have a great many,
bridges built prior to 1892.
some of these are truss bridges and some of them are
In the case of the truss bridges that
girder bridges.
were designed prior to 1892, you will find imdoubtedly,
even for the main sections in most cases they are very
good, while the details are not strong enough.
It is,
therefore, for the engineer to determine what part of
You can well afford to spend
the structure is weak.
considerable money to find out what is the matter and
what are the determining features as to the rating of
the bridge.
You may find the rivet connections are weak, and that
it is a simple matter to ream out the ^-in. rivet holes,
and put in %-'m. rivets, which will usually take care of
the trouble. After you determine what part of the struc:

me

;

:

We

:

We
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ture is weak, and whether or not it can be repaired and
strengthened, the next question is if the structure has
to be changed, what can you put in, and that is the point
where you can put in good time and money at this time.
Many of the structures cannot be reduced in size. Some,
of course, you will have to lengthen.
I believe we should then make a study to find out
what kind of structure we can put in and where we can
This will lead us into the
get material of bridge size.
use of concrete, of which I am very much in favor. I
am not very much in favor of carrying bridges on falsework. I believe that isn't safe. You are justified in such
a procedure only when the work has to be done and you
do not have the money to do it properly. I believe it
should be worked out gradually.
I believe it would be a good thing for this association
to establish a permissible loading for branch lines, or
recommended loading for branch lines, ^^'e cannot all
make our branch lines the same strength we do our
main lines. If we could work to that, I believe we would
get somewhere with it.

B. R. Leffler (N. Y. C.)

I

:

wish to

call

attention to

some methods of reinforcing old steel trestles. In one
particular case a trestle was about 75 ft. in height, and
an attempt was made to reinforce it by putting timber
bents in the middle of the span. I regard that as a questionable practice.
In fact, it may be absolutely danger-

had a co-efficience of elasticity as high
might work, but being only about one-twentieth
the co-efficient of steel, it can be easily seen that any
load on a high trestle supported or re-enforced by
wooden bents, the wooden bents would not take the load
as might be supposed.
The same applies to re-enforced trusses. We have
seen trusses with framed bents underneath panel points.
ous.

If timber

as steel

it

The idea being to decrease the span. The result is some
eye-bars are placed in compression, and there are a few
of these points which must be borne in mind in using
timber in conjunction with steel.
Think of it in this
way a plate girder is supported rigidly at each end,
and in the middle you attempt to support it by a spring
about one-twentieth the elasticity of steel.
P. B. Motley (C. P.)
If I may be permitted to say
something more, I would like to make one remark about
the question of overloading. One of the speakers spoke
of arriving at a decision as to how we shall allow in our
steel bridges for engines that are heavier than the ideal
engine for which the bridge is designed.
After a long experience, I consider that it was impossible for this association or this committee to state
a definite figure for this purpose.
In our experience the
only way we have found satisfactory is to classify the
floor of a given bridge according to Cooper's loading,
and the trusses likewise. Then the engine is also reduced to Cooper's loading, and then one sees quickly
whether the flooring or the trusses are overstressed and

—

:

how much.
Each bridge has to be considered from the point of
view of its design, and sometimes a certain point is discovered to be the ruling factor, and then the engineer
must use his common sense and fix the limit for the
fiber stresses at that particular point.
It is no easy task,
and especially when the Vice-President and certain other
officials want to run certain heavy engines over the road,
and put up to you the problem of the investment at stake.
W. S. Bouton (B. & O.)
The unit stresses given in
the Manual are 22,000 lb. for iron and 26,000 lb. for
steel, as the maximum limits for bridge spans used on
our road for many years, and we have used those limits
without any trouble.
The bridges are figured on the
:

March
basis of

22,

llic
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!•'

C\x)i)tT

loadiiip

and the engines are rated
loa<ling, and the struc-

accordance with the toopcr

in

of course, necessary
to watch the action of the structures very carefully after
they are put in service for some time, but normally there
I do not think
is lio trouble at all under such loading.
we can go nuicli beyond the 26.000 lb. on steel. I think
that in order to carry structures over during this period,
that possibly the trestling of structures offers the quickest
tures

worked out

in detail.

It

w^-ls,

reniedy.
F. Auryansen (L. I.) described in some
method used for strengthening iron bridges
(

beam

detail

that

a

had

L.
brick jack arches.
J.
Camjibell (E. P. & S. W.) outlined an example of conservation in the case of the viaduct of the Southern PaThis structure is one of the
cific over the Pecos river.
high bridges of the world. It became necessary to have
a heavier structure, and a scheme was \vorked out for
reinforcing the bridge, which was accomplislied by putting in a third truss in the center line of the track and
strengthening the columns by riveting additional angles
steel

carrying

floors

to them.")

Mr.

I.effler;

I

hapiien to think of another important

Report

Committee on

of

AST

TiiK

VF..\K

committec sub-

form

desired, nor

was

it

able

make any study looking

to a

it

recommendation
dimensions

of

for standard
flangeways.

During the year this information has been tabulated showing the dimensions of flangeways in use on the different steam and electric railways.
.\fter a careful consideration of this data, the committee
recommends the following dimensions for flangeways:

M.

(J.

li.

Standard

Width of
Flangeway

Electric Railways

Ui

in.

Depth of
Flangeway

Depth of

Width of

Flange

Flangeway

IHin.

Ji in.
1

in.

U4in.

I

have

IH
IH

Depth of
Flangeway

>n.

i'A in.
154 in.

l«in.

IHin.

>n.

For flangeways in curved tracks of steam railw'ays an
increase in width of 1/16 in. for every 2 deg. of curvature over 2 deg. is recommended.
For flangeways in
curved tracks of electric railways no special increase is
recommended, as the above dimensions cover ordinary
operating conditions. On some roads the width of flangeway is increased as the gage is increased, so as to keep
the distance between the gage line and the wearing surface of the opposite guard rail uniformly 4 ft. 6)4 '"-.
which is good practice and recommended for excessive
curvature.

For flangeways of steam railway tracks located in
paved streets, the reports show widths generally ranging
from 1 y, in. to 2j-< in., with one case each of 3 in. and
4 in. These flangeways are formed by rails laid on side,
rails placed upright with separators, planks and other

mind bridges constructed with

in

my

i^latc

girders.

have not found a plate gilder that
It is nearly
faile<l by direct tension in the bottom (lange.
always a failure, if there is one, by buckling of the top
flange, due to improper lateral bracing.
In many old concrete spans such as were made along in
the 90's. the lateral system did not receive the attention
in designing that it should have received, an<l by reviving the lateral system, which requires a very small
amount of steel, many plate girder spans can be made
In all

experience

I

very serviceable.

Another feature is to inakc old girder spans and douthem up, and it seems to me that right there lies a
field where the different roads could interchange material.
Mr. Auryansen: One simple expedient is to revert to
That immediately reduces our load.
the slow order.
ble

The only

trouble

is

that

it

is

very apt to be overlooked.

These orders have to be observed, and it is not sufficient
Otherwise that method
to have some papers in the file.
would automatically reduce our loads and increase the
capacity of the bridges by just that much.
(The committee was excused with thanks.")

Fences and Crossings

paving materials, and special guard rails. For flangeways
of electric railway tracks, located in paved streets, the
widths generally range between IJ/^ in. and 2 in., although
one case reported a width of 3 in., another 3'/2 in.
The depth of flangeways of steam railway tracks
varies generally from 1J4 in- to 2 in., with two cases of
3 in. while the depth of flangeways of electric railway
;

tracks varies generally from Js

Signs

in.

to ]^i in.

—The Principles of Design

and Rules for Their Use
The committee had prepared a progress report emset of signs for general use, the scheme being
a rather radical departure from Uie signs at present in
use on the railroads of the United States and Canada,
The underlying
in that lettering was largely eliminated.
principle in the design was that signs used in connection
with the operation of trains and for warning the public
at highway crossings should be made as prominent as

bodying a

possible, while those delineating property and marking
corporation limits, mileage, bridges, etc., should be made
less

STRAIGHT TRACK.

Steam Railways
Depth of
Flange

coiuuction with taking care of old bridges.

feature in

Signs,

mitted considerable information
relative to the depth and width
of fiangeways in use on steam
and electric railways throughout the United States. Owing
to the great variety in dimensions of flangeways and to the
great amount of information
submitted by the railroads, the
committee was not able to present this information in the
to

759

conspicuous.
taking the matter up with the committee on Sig-

Upon

nals and Interlocking, it was found that that committee
had given the matter very careful consideration, and
had arrived at the following conclusion
"Some of the so-called signs govern train operation
just as much as the movable semaphore of an interlock-

ing or block signal system, and these signs are recognized
Associain the standard code of the .Xmerican Railway
A note to the definition of fixed signal,
tion as signals.
on page 235 of the Rule Book of the .\merican Railway
'The definition of a
Association, reads as follows:
"Fixed Siqtial" covers such signals as slow boards, stop

boards, yard limits, switch, train order, block, interlocking, semaphore, disc, ball or other means for displaying
indications that govern the movement of a train." Under
this definition, slow boards, stop boards, etc.. are in fact
signals. It seems that the work of this committee should
be confined to designing these signals, and that the designing of information signals is properly a subject to
be handled by committee No. 9, excepting that there
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should be conference between the two committees to the
end of avoiding any confliction which might result in
confusion."
The committee is in accord with the above conclusion
and can see no advantage in submitting another set of
designs at this time.
In view of the fact that we now have government control of railroads, which may lead to the transfer of men
from one road to another, as is being done with equipment, it would seem most desirable that uniform signs
should be adopted by all railroads. As efforts are being
made from year to year to secure more permanent materials for various structures, it is considered most desirable that concrete be utilized for all information signs
and, when possible, for other signs, all suitably marked
to convey the necessary information.

Legal Requirements Relative to
Right-of-Way Fences and Stock-Guards
Last year the committee submitted abstracts from the
laws of the various states of the Union and Canada, on
the legal requirements relative to the provision of fences
In
for right-of-way and installation of stock-guards.
the discussion of the report at that time, it was suggested
that a tabulated statement be prepared, giving the prinwhen the laws
cipal information shown in the abstracts

—

were passed, what constituted a

legal fence,

and other

in-

The committee

therefore
presented, in tabulated form, the information suggested
in the discussion.
The laws of but 19 states and the Dominion of Canada specify the height of a legal fence, and the laws of
but 26 states and the Dominion of Canada specify the
material to be used in their construction. The laws of
a number of the remaining states are entirely silent on
the matter of what constitutes a legal fence, some of
the laws making no mention whatever of the material to
be used or the height, but specifying in a general way
that the right-of-way shall be fenced so as to turn the
In a few instances, the
various kinds of live stock.
railroad companies are obliged to secure the approval of
the railroad commission for both fences and stockguards.
From the above, it would seem apparent that some concerted action should be taken by this Association, or by
some other similar body, looking to the adoption of a
uniform fence law. Under present conditions, it is difficult in many cases to decide damage cases on account
of the uncertainty as to what constitutes a legal fence.

formation of

this character.

Types

of Fences
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Over and Under Grade Crossings
The committee presented

abstracts of laws or regula-

tions of the public utilities commissions of 47 states and
the District of Columbia relative to over and under grade
their method of construction, distribution of
crossings

—

cost, etc.

End

or Strain Posts

does not appear that special devices, which have
been introduced by the manufacturers of steel posts
to avoid the expense attendant upon the use of concrete
with strain and corner posts, have been adopted by railroads to any extent. But one correspondent reports the
use of such devices with tubular posts and, as these were
only installed in 1917, their effectiveness has not been
determined. The cost of the 8 ft. 6 in. No. 9 gage post
in this instance is given at $2.80 and the cost of setting
Two of these devices ai^e shown on the acat 40 cents.
companying drawing. With that marked "A," a hole is
dug for the strain post large enough to admit the anchor
plate.
After backfilling the hole the face plate is driven.
The brace plate is driven after attachment to the brace
rod. It is necessary to dig a trench to receive the lower
end of the brace rod. The post shown at "B" is driven
into the ground as indicated, the post is split at the bottom and is spread out as it nears its final position. This
is accomplished by first driving to proper depth a rod
It

having a wedge-shaped enlargement at the lower end
greater in diameter than the interior of the post. This
arrangement does not work very well in soft ground
because the spreader will be forced down with the post.
Some information has been received from the manusection. These
facturers concerning a steel line post of
posts are about 2 in. square. Rectangular steel pegs about
18 in. long are driven through slots in clips bolted on
to the posts just below the ground surface to hold the

U

fence in line. Strain and corner posts are tubular, 2J/2
horizontal tubular strut is
in. or 3 in. in diameter.
placed between the strain post and the adjacent line post
at about two-thirds the height of the fence and a tie wire
or rod leads from the line post end of this strut to the
strain post at the ground line. The manufacturers report
considerable use of this fence about industrial plants and
two railroad companies are also reported to be users.
This post is also shown in the drawing.
Another form of anchor post is shown at "D." This
post consists of two standard line posts placed back to
back, and either bolted or riveted together, and braced by
a standard line post attached to the anchor post as shown
by the illustration. This style of post has been used considerably for fences subjected to the lighter service, and
has also been used to some extent in railroad right-of-

A

This year the committee collected a number of photographs illustrating special fences suitable for use around

way fences.
Some companies have continued

industrial plants, railroad yards, etc.
The investigation
has disclosed the fact that there is a great variety of

and corner posts with

fences in use at this time for the above purpose, ranging from the ordinary wood picket fence, in general use
years ago, to the solid board fence surmounted by strands
of barbed wire, and from the ordinary iron picket fence
to the heavy galvanized woven wire fence, surmounted by
strands of barbed wire, shown in the accompanying illustrations.
These fences are usually about eight feet in
height, and their use has increased very rapidly within
the last year or two, particularly around industrial plants
engaged in the manufacture of material used in connection with the prosecution of the war.
Another rather common form of fence around railroad property consists of angle iron rails and pickets
with flat iron bars for posts and braces.

the use of

steel line posts.

wood

strain

This has the ad-

vantage of cheaper first cost, but its final economy depends, of course, on the relative length of life of the

wood post, the steel line post and
The ordinary method of setting

the wire.
steel strain

and corner

posts in concrete is well illustrated in the standard fence
There is considerable
of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern.
variation in the amount of concrete used by different
companies. Blocks 8 in. square by 36 in. deep are reported by one company, while another uses a block 20 in.
fair averag'e for such blocks
square and 42 in. deep.
is 18 by 18 by 30 in.
Brace rod blocks have about one-

A

above volume.
Angular strain posts are provided with a cross angle,
similar to a cleat, attached at the bottom by means of a
triangular plate. Brace angles, which are attached to the
half the
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means of a bolt or rivet, arc similarly enlarged
Sufticient information to form an opinbottom.
ion as to the effectiveness of this arrangement has not
been received.
post by

at the

detinite data

as to the annual expenditure of the railroads for fence
posts,

it is

probable that

it

is

extensively have abandoned using concrete posts until
a more satisfactory design has been gotten out or brought
to their attention.

Of

the 18 roads that have tried concrete posts, 10 favor
1
favors steel, 3 favor wood and 4 are undecided. Of the G6 roads that are not using concrete posts,
3 favor the use of concrete posts, 1 favors steel and 8
favor wood. The other 54 roads did not express a preference. Thus, of the 25 roads that did express a preference about 50 per cent favor concrete posts, 10 per cent
favor steel, and 40 per cent favor wood.
The cDinmittee is led to the conclusion that concrete
their use,

Concrete Fence Posts

While the committee does not have any

761

considerably over $1,000,000.

There are more than 250,000 miles of railroad lines in
the United States and, while this committee does not
know just what ])crcentage of this mileage is fenced, it

Type '£'
Several Designs of Fence Construction
is quite certain that there are at least 75 to 100 million
posts in use, costing on the average 15 cents or more each.

Apparently the Pennsylvania Railroad began experimenting with concrete fence posts about five years before
any of the other roads, the first posts being set by them
in 1904.
Such good results were obtained with these first
posts that in 1909 they began to experiment on a larger
scale.
Since 1909 the use of concrete posts by railroads
has gradually increased until at the present time there
are about (SOb,000 in service. \x\ a general way, it may
be said that these posts are giving good satisfaction, although for various reasons a great many failures have
occurred and several roads that have experimented quite

having a strength sufficient to resist a force of
200 lb. acting along or at right angles to the fence line
and applied '60 in. above the ground line, the post acting
as a cantilever beam, are strong enough to give good results.
Too much stress can hardly be laid on the use of
an adequate amount of steel properly placed. In 1914,
under the direction of this committee, 78 concrete line
posts of different types were tested to destruction at the
Lewis Institute, Chicago. In spite of the fact that the

line posts

in the posts varied in its crushing strength
to 3,250 lb. per sq. in., every post failed in
tension.
It is probable that some of the failures were
indirectly due to poor concrete, allowing the steel to slip.

concrete used

from 1,530
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but by far the greater number were due to the failure of
Among the other things that were
the steel itself.
brought out by these tests was that stranded or crimped
reinforcing should not be used, but that the steel, whether
smooth or deformed, should be in the form of a straight,
stiff bar.
The committee also believes that square or
round rods, moderately deformed, are preferable to
strap iron, since the former permit the concentration of
the steel further from the neutral axis and since the latter tend to set up lines of cleavage in the concrete.
The committee, in sending out its inquiry blanks this
year, asked the members to describe the methods used
to fasten the fencing to the line posts and to state what
success they were having with such methods. Ten companies are using tie wires around the posts and 8 of the
10 express themselves as satisfied with this method. Five
are using posts with a hole in the same through which
a wire or a nail is passed and fastened to the reinforcing.
Four of the 5 are satisfied with this method. Three comconcrete,
panies are using staples embedded in the
through which the tie wires or nails are passed for fastening the fencing; this method being satisfactory to all
three.
When posts are tapered, a tie wire around the
post, if properly applied, will prevent stock from crowding the fencing down, but the experience of some roads
indicates that it will not prevent hogs from raising it up,
so that in districts where hogs are raised extensively
some other method of fastening is preferable.
As to the annual cost of concrete line posts, it seems
probable that with prices as high as they now are and
will doubtless be for several years, the minimum will be
about two and a half cents. In the case of materials that
have a comparatively short life, such as wooden fence
posts, anything that materially increases or decreases the
average life will have a considerable effect on the annual
cost.
For example, if a wooden fence post costing 35
cents in place has a life of 10 years, its annual cost will
be 4.55 cents; whereas, if its life were 15 years the annual cost would be only 3.22 cents. On the other hand,
if concrete line posts costing 45 cents have an average life
of 50 years, the annual cost would be 2.47 cents, and
increasing the average life to 60 years would only reduce the annual cost to 2.38 cents. In other words, if we
can produce concrete line posts that will have an average
life of, say, 50 years, we gain very little, as far as annual cost is concerned, by adding a few more years to
their life, and any material decrease in this annual cost
will have to be effected by reducing the first cost.
This
brings out the fact that excessively large and expensive
concrete posts are to be discouraged and that a post
should be built to the size and strength that is economically profitable

and no

larger.

In line with this idea, it appears to this committee that
any specification as to minimum size and reinforcing of
concrete posts is a mistake. In spite of all devices and
safeguards the quality of concrete is and will always be
largely dependent on the human element and on local
conditions, and the committee believes that such posts
should be built to a minimum strength rather than size.
Just what this strength should be, the committee is not
prepared to say at this time, but it is quite certain that
posts capable of withstanding a load of 200 lb. when
tested as a cantilever beam would be strong enough and
it is thought that this strength may be greater than is
necessary, particularly in some localities.

Conclusions

The

conclusions of the committee, based on the information obtained this year, may be summed up as
follows

Vol.

64,

No. 12a

1.
The committee repeats its conclusion of 1914 that,
"Concrete fence posts are practical, economical and a
suitable substitute for wood."
Reinforcement should be placed as near to the sur2.

face of
surface.

the post as practicable,

say y2

in.

from the

3.
Posts should taper from base to top.
Square corners of posts should be rounded off to
4.
radius
of not less than 1 in.
a
Concrete should be made from clean, hard, ag5.
gregates, the percentage of the various sized grains being
such as to produce a dense concrete, using screen analyThe minimum size of the particles of
sis as a guide.
gravel or crushed stone should not be less than J4 innor more than yi in. Concrete should be mixed in the
proportion of one part cement to not more than four
Concrete should be of such
parts of mixed aggregate.
a consistency that water can be brought to the surface
by tamping; the use of an excess of water is detrimental.
Concrete should be very thoroughly mixed in a batch, not
a continuous mixer.
Reinforcing should be in the form of stiff round
6.
or square rods, preferably deformed, made from steel
with a high elastic limit.
Crimped or stranded reinforcing that would be straightened out when brought into
tension should not be used. Some method of positively
holding the reinforcing in its proper place in the post
throughout its entire length should be used.
7.
Jogging or vibrating molds to compact the concrete in the post, or some other method that will accomplish the same purpose, should be employed.
Posts should be carefully made so as to secure a
8.
uniform strength in substantially all posts, and this
strength should usually be such that the post will withstand a force of not less than 180 lb. at right angles to
the axis of the post, the post acting as a cantilever beam
supported at the ground line and the force being applied
60 in. above the ground line. It is not economical to
make posts that will have the strength to resist a force of
over 200 lb. when the post is tested in the manner above
described.
9.
Square, or nearly square, posts are more efficient
than round posts in resisting the forces that ordinarily
cause failure, but the difference is not very great and
may in some cases be offset by an increased resistance to
deterioration and better methods of manufacture.
10.
On account of the rapid failure of reinforced concrete when exposed to air containing salt spray, concrete
fence posts should not be used within twenty or twentyfive miles from large bodies of salt water.
11.
Posts should not be made out of doors in freezing
weather. They should not be exposed to the sun, and
should be sprinkled with water the first eight or ten
days after being made to aid curing.
12.
Molds should be carefully oiled or soaped to prevent concrete sticking to them.
13.
Posts should be cured for not less than 90 days,
when cured naturally, before being set or shipped.
14.
Posts should be carefully handled and packed in
straw, sawdust or other suitable material for shipment.
15.
The study of the results obtained from concrete
line posts should be continued from year to year and the
results tabulated for the information of the Association.

Analysis of Cost

For the purpose of making a revised analysis of the
comparative annual cost. of fences, inquiries were sent
out soliciting data on concrete and steel line posts only,
the intention being to use the data collected in 1915 for
wood posts. In 1913, information was submitted with
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respect to the comparative cost and t-coiiomy of steel and
wood posts. The tijjures relative to steel posts given at
that time were furnished largely l>y the manufacturers.

This year information has been received from 20 users
of about 140,000 steel posts and IS users of about 800,000 concrete posts and a comparison has been made between this and the rather full information relating to
wood line posts, presented in 1913.
From 1915 data it appears that the average cost and
life

of

wood

posts

is

as follows:

Kind of

Wood

Life

Bois D'arc
Calalpa

26 Yrs.
12 Yrs.

Cedar
Chestnut
Cypress

IS Yrs.

Locust

17 Yrs.
9 Yrs.
8 Yrs.

11 Yrs.
11 Yrs.

Oak
Pine

First Cost
14c

17c
16c
14c
20c
20.5c
14.5c

lie

Handling

Setting

1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72
1.72

8.52
8.52
8.52
8.52
8.52
8.52
8.52
8.52

Total Cost

24Wc
27'4c
2654c

24Hc
30!4c

30Hc
243Sc
21'Ac

Of the above the cedar post is the cheapest, with the
exception of the Bois D'arc, and is used in much larger
quantities than any of the others. The steel and concrete
Information received
posts will be compared with it.
this year indicates the average first cost of the steel line
post to be 27 cents and the cost of handling and setting,
7 cents. The average estimate of life is from 15 to 20
The average first cost of concrete line posts is
years.
about 25 cents, and the cost of handling and setting about
20 cents. The estimated life of concrete posts is placed
at 50 years.
As in the 1913 report, interest is assumed at 6 per
cent.
The result of this comparison is as follows:
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A. Swartz (T. & W.). W. D. Warren (N. Y. N. H.
D. Williams (Cin. Nor), K. G Williams (C. H

W.

I

&
*

H.),
I'

>

Discussion
\V. F. Strouse (Chairman)
signed eight dilTcrent subjects.
:

The committee was

:is-

In reference to subject

1, the re]X)rt on this subject appears in appendix
A, and the recommendations of the committee are given
at the end of that section for approval and publication
In connection with that report you will
in the Manual.
find series of tables giving the dimensions of flangeways
of electric railways, steam railways, etc., and the conclusions that are recommended for placing in the Manual.
I move the adoption of the sections concerning flangeways.
(Motion carried.)
I apprehend that there
C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)
might be a possibility in widening the flangeway t\j in.
for everv 2 deg. of curvature that it might in some cases
that is, it might
violate the action of the guard-rail
decrease the distance between the top of the rail and the
frog point so that it would strike.
I would say in answer to that, this
]\ir. Strouse:

number

:

:

contains the statement
(Mr. Strouse read the sentence beginning "on some
roads.")
I think that will take care of it, and that impression
is borne out by the information that was furnished the
committee, a great deal of which was not published in
this report.

That

Mr. Lindsay:

is

obligatory, that

it

shall

not

violate that distance.
Estimated average

Arerage

first

life

cost in place

Wood

Steel

15 yrs.

0.2625

20 yrs.
0.340

0.0157

0.0204

0.0270

0.0113
0.0270
17.28

0.0092
0.0296
18.97

0.0015
0.0285
18.24

Concrete
SO yrs.
0.4500

.\nnual Cost
Interest on first cost at 6 per cent
Amount to be set aside annually to
first cost at end of life
Total annual cost
Cost per mile (640 posts)

reproduce

The above comparison should be considered as roughly
approximate only, when applied to a particular case, because the life of wood, steel and concrete posts is aflfected
by locality and the weight of metal and quality of galAt the present
vanizing must be taken into account.
time steel posts are from 50 per cent to 75 per cent higher
in price than quoted above, and deliveries are vtry indefinite.

The information received

relative to the cost of strain
so meager and variable that

and corner posts in place is
a comparison similar to the above for
seem warranted.
Conclusions

The

conuiiittee

recommended

line posts

does not

in its report:

That the recommendations under "Flangeways"
be approved and published in the Manual.
2.
That the recommendations of the committee in
reference to "Types of Fences" be approved and published in the Manual.
3.
That the recommendations of the committee in
reference to "Concrete Fence Posts"' be approved and
published in the Manual.
4.
That the remainder of the report be accepted as
1.

information.
Committee:
W. F. Strouse (B. & O.'). chairman; Arthur
Cnimpton (G. T.). vice-chairman: F. D. Batchellor (C. H. &
D.I. H. E. Billman (M. P.), C. G. Bryan H. C), G. F. Black
(Mc. C). A. C. Copland (C. & O.). A. S. Buttcrworth (M. P.),
B. J. Dalton (M. K. & T.). F. T. Darrow (C. B. & Q.), G. N.
Edmondson (X. Y. C), R. C. Gowdv (1". \V. & D. C), Paul
Hamilton (C. C. C. & St L.), Maro Tolinson (I. C), L. C.
Lawton (A. T. & S, F), S. L. McClanahan (C. R. I. & P.),
L. A. Mitchell (Un. Tr. Co.), T. E. Rust (\V. C. F. & N.).

Mr. Baldridge: I should like to ask the committee
whether or not it has taken into consideration in fixing
this width of flangeway, the proposal which has been
acted upon, I think, by some other committee, sanctioning the thickening of the flanges of the wheels?
Mr. Strouse: So far as I know that matter has not
been given consideration.
Mr. Baldridge: If I remember correctly, one of the
other committees has in its report a statement sanctioning the proposal of the Master Car Builders' .\ssociation
in.
If that matter
thickening the car wheel flange
has not been considered by this committee, it seems to
me it would be advisable to hold this another year to

%

consider that.
There is no reason why
John R. Leighty (M. P.)
we should defer action on this committee's work on account of the subject just mentioned, .so long as this
report does not violate any of the conditions proposed.
The design of frogs and switches and their flangeways
will be taken care of in the same way as the other.
Mr. Baldridge If I remember our flanges for frogs and
switches, they provide for IJ^r in. on the rail side and
1% in. on the frog side. "That gives 14 '"• more in
Unless
that case than we are providing in this case.
that matter has been considered, I think the committee
other
report
remember,
the
As
I
should take it up.
provided for sanctioning the thickening of the flange of
the wheels, provided the face of the flange of the wheel
extended a certain amount. Why not refer this back and
:

:

have the adjustment made?

The

President:

My

idea

was

that

it

was the

face-to-

face distance, wasn't it?

Mr. Baldridge:
the flange next the

yond

Iicre,

if

understand the face

is

the side of

The point that seems to be dangeryou get up to 25 deg. you have gone beHowever, it is immate-

The President
ous

I

rail.

:

the limit of that equation.

rial.

Mr. Strouse:

Last year copies of the laws relating to
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fences for rights of way were presented, and the committee was asked to tabulate the principal information
contained in those laws.
This has been done, and is
presented as information.
The President
It will be so accepted.
Mr. Strouse
Subject No. 5 is, report on Classification of Fences into Types.
Several years ago the committee revised the specification for fences as given in
the Manual and submitted considerable other information as in connection therewith.
This year we have
some photographs of a number of different styles of
fences that are used.
The committee recommends the
inclusion of these photographs in the Manual as supplementing the sketches that are already in the Manual for
illustrating other styles of fence.
I remember several years ago that in discussing the
specifications for fences, the association was very guarded in recommending any particular type of fence; but
it seems to me that that
point could be covered very
nicely by the passage of uniform fence laws.
As it is
now some of the fences are 4 ft. high, some are 4^ ft.,
some are allowed to be constructed of wood in various
combinations, and others posts of various types, the result being that a different construction might be placed
on what constitutes a legal fence in every state.
Mr. Lindsay: I was going to ask, whether the committee considered that with these illustrations and the
material already in the Manual, they have shown all types
of fences that are used on railroads.
Mr. Strouse: No, I would not say all types.
Your chairman was somewhat in doubt as to just what
was meant by being asked to report on classification of
fences into types. It did not seem to me to be anything
very definite in the wording of the subject.
F. Auryansen (L. I.)
There are two types of fence,
one you can see through and the other that you cannot.
I think the committee ought to get some data regarding
concrete fences.
Mr. Baldridge: As there seems to be divergence of
opinion, I move that this be referred back to the committee for another year.
The President
The committees say they will accept
that suggestion.
R. C. Gray (B. & O.)
Under the title, Ohio, the
statement is made "the power to deal with matters of this
nature is vested in municipalities." I think that statement should be made in counties and municipalities. In
Ohio we have about as many overtures from boards of
county commissioners as we have from municipalities.
:

:

:

:

:

The
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President

The committee

will accept that.
a further study on the
subject of concrete fence posts; in other words, the subject has been brought down to date.
Tables were prepared from information received from various railroads
which have given the use of square posts, round posts,
etc.
The conclusions arrived at by the committee under
the subject of concrete posts are similar to the conclusions that are at present in the Manual, except that they
are somewhat more elaborate.
This is supposed to be
a substitute for what is in the Manual.
Prof. Talbot: In Sec. 10 I find no reference to the
data on which that conclusion was based. Can the committee give us any further information in their report?
Mr. Auryansen
I might say in answer to Prof. Talbot that 25 miles from salt water includes all of Long
Island, and the Long Island Railway built quite a number of fences having 3-in. slabs which were reinforced
and properly held in place so that they could remain in
the center of the slab. The fences are over 10 yrs. old
and there is absolutely no sign of deterioration.
Prof. Talbot: In view of that statement, I make the
motion that that No. 10 be referred back to the com-

Mr. Strouse:

:

G

Appendix

is

:

mittee.

Mr. President, the Navy
A. O. Wilson (S. A. L.)
at Charleston is enclosed with reinforced concrete
and they show no deterioration whatever. This
fence has been up a number of years, and I don't think
that paragraph 10 will hold.
Mr. .Strouse: In regard to that point, I only know in
a {jeneral wav that there have been a good many failures
in concrete exposed to salt water, but whether it is necessary to place such a distance between the salt water
and the structure is another question. I rather feel myself that that is a little too great a distance.
I move that
these conclusions, with the exception of No. 10, be
adopted and placed in the Manual, as revised.
("The motion was carried.)
Mr. Strouse: There is one other subject, number 8.
The committee undertook to revise the cost and bring
it down to date, but found the present time rather a bad
one to attempt anything elaborate in that direction, on
account of the excessive cost of labor and material,
and the cost analysis that is given deals with the cost
of various kinds of posts that have been in vogue the last
few years. It is only submitted as information.
The President: It will be so accepted.
(The committee was dismissed with the thanks of
:

Yard

posts,

the association.)

Report of Special Committee on Stresses in Track
JOINT COMMITTEE of the
TTTE
gineering Association and

American Railway Enthe American Society

of Civil Engineers has been conducting elaborate
experiments on the action of track under standing and
loads for the last five years. An extensive progress report was published in the Proceedings of the
American Society of Civil Engineers for January, 1918.
This same report was also presented to the American
Railway Engineering Association yesterday. This report
was abstracted in the Railway Age of February 22, page

moving

403.

Committee
A. N. Talbot (Univ. of III.), W. M. Dawley (Erie),
S. Baldwin (I. C), G. H. Bremner (I. C. C), W. J. Burton
(M. P.), Chas. S. Churchill (N. & W.), W. C. Cushing (P. L.
W.), Dr. H. P. Dudley (N. Y. C), Robt. W. Hunt (ConT Engr.),
J. B. Jenkin.s (B. & O.), George W. Kittredge (N. Y. C). P. M.
LaBach (C. R. I. & P.), G. J. Ray (D. L. & W,), H. R. Safford
:

A.

(G

R.). Earl Stimson (B. & O.), F.
J. E. Willoughby (A. C. L.).

E.

Turneaure (Univ. of

Wis.),

Discussion

The committee on Stresses
Prof. Talbot (Chairman)
in Track presents its first progress report.
The report
includes first an analysis of the action of track as an
elastic structure; second, the description of the instruments and apparatus used, and the methods of conducting tests and third, the results of the tests.
:

;

that the analysis of the action of the track as
an elastic structure is of value, in giving something to
l^ermit comparison of results, and to add comprehension
to what may be expected in track action.
The ATanual
assumes a uniform elastic support, which, of course, is
not the condition where ties are used, and is not the condition where the track is not well tamped, but it does
It is felt
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sunie nl

inertia of

tl)o

rail

of

cft'ects

ilie

spacing and size of

kind of

iIk-

l>all;LSt,

of

and the clYcct of the nionicnt of
section.
These enter into tlie treatties

ment.

The resnlts of the tests given here are mainly those
relating to stresses in the rail, the work on stresses in
ties,

and

tlepression of the ties

tion of the pressure

conchision of distribnlaterally through the

tlic

downward and

being held for a later report.
In regartl to the stresses in rails, the report gives something on the efTect of the load itself in forming a stress
of the distribution of the load along the rail
in the rail
as in the case of trucks or ilrivers of different spacing;
gives something about the effect of the weight of rail
with reference to the bending moment, as well as to the
weight the moment develops, as well as to the stresses
ballast

;

found in the rail.
Since this re]iort was presented, tests have been made
further, on the matter of the counter-weight.
It seems

Report

one
the head
of

analyses of

for chemical

rails,

the

an upper corner of
one in the interior
head near the web
in

,,
a
V
and ^,
the third in a flange, hxpenence and special tests have
.1
shown that .1
the samples cfrom
.,
r »i
J
J r
the corner ot the head and from
the flange have about the same
chemical composition and for
,

•

,

•

•

,

1

^

,.

1

'

,

.

1

1

purposes the flange
sample may be omitted.
The same page of the Man-

general

shows a drawing for
specimen of
^^
'^

ual also
,

.

^.

.

,

^

^'^^
.

t^"f

best to refer to that here, in order that
may not i)revail that since no differences

f

y,-m. diameter and 2-in. gage length with threaded
ends.
Ihis followed the standard of the American
Society for Testing Materials, which have modified
its
standard by omitting the threaded ends and
allowing the ends to be of any form which will fit the
holders of the testing machine. Our drawing should also
be modified in the same manner to accord with current
practice in testing laboratories.
The Rail Committee
recommends this drawing be substituted for the one on
page 88 of the 1915 Manual.
The 1915 Manual contains "Specifications for High-

committee

will

continue this work and submit another

report at the next convention.

(The committee was dismissed with the very sincere
thanks of the association for the very good work that
apparently has been done.)

while the contract is being executed and shall have all
reasonable facilities afforded them by the manufacturer
to satisfy them that the joint bars have been made in
accordance with the terms of the specifications.
pjace for Tests
^.
j
o
a n .
n u
a
»u«
at the
2.
All
tests and inspection shall
be made
,
.
.
:
u n u
so
be ..„
place of manufacture, prior to loading, and shall
^
j
^ j
^
r
-i
-.i
»u
with
the operconducted
as not to interfere unnecessarily
^
*^
, ^,
.,,
ation of the mill,
.

•

,.

Rejection at Destination

show injurious defects subsequent
acceptance at the place of manufacture or sale
will be rejected and returned to the manufacturer, who
shall pay the freight charges both ways,
Joint bars which

3.

to their

Material

^
Material for joint bars shall be
Qpen-Hearth process or an acceptable

Carbon, per cent
''^^^o'l^.^Iirn

of

per

1.00

rSmtts.'

0.42 to o.ss

"""

r^^^^

^
manufacturer .shall furnish the inspector a
complete report of ladle analysis showing carbon, man,^ phosphorus and sulphur content of each melt
represented in the finished material. The purchaser mav
^^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ analysis from the finished material; such

(c)

Elongation, per cent in 2

analysis shall

Access to
,

•

1

to the re^iuirements of Section 5.

°""^*""'
astic

limit,

lb.

""•

per

''"
sq.

^- "-. 'P'"'"""
in.,

fninimum

in.,

not less than

cl'.'^

''.

Ten. Sir.

Minimum,

Steel Joint Bars
*

,

1

Inspectors representing the purchaser shall have
frAo
_1
r
»
11 ^tree onf,-..
entry »«
to t1,„
the works
ofr 4.U
the manufacturer at all times
1.

i.

.

12 per cent.
.

...

3.soo,ooo

(d) Reduction in area, per cent, not lesi than

Works
•

conform

7Jo'"t bars shall conform to the following physical
requirements:

Specifications for

•^

the

evTnJ o^tiTe'TandVh^^
and 0.35 per cent, respectively, these elemcnu will be
"" '""'''''"' "' °"' "" ""' "' '""•" '" ""

p

"

made by

^
com

L

Quenched Carbon
and Quenched Alloy

steel

allov steel,

Chemical Properties
The chemical composition of each melt of steel
5.
from which joint bars are manufactured shall be within
the following limits:

'Jfnn'e .'.'""stS-

.

i

i

.

W

-r

..

i

•

,

(b)

,

,

in

:

Physical Properties and Tests

,

impression

were found

the tests made as reported here on the effect of the position of the counter-weight of the drivers of the locomotive, that may not be considereil to be the finding of
the committee.
In a case where tests have just been
worked up, rather excessive effects were found from a
locomotive which was undoubtedly cither badly balanced
or poorly designed.
I
would say that this was a little
The I'resident
better than a report, that this was a classic, and judging
from a mere glance at it. it would look as though we
might s])end considerable time in the discussion of it if
the lateness of the hour did not forbid. I understand the

Carbon Steel Joint Bars (page 89) and Specifications
for Heat-Treated. 0.1-Quenched Steel Joint Bars
(page
At the convention of the Association in March,
91)
1916.
the
committee submitted
Specifications
for
yuenched Carbon and Quenched Alloy Steel Joint Bars,"
to be held over for one year.
At the 191/ convention,
some changes were submitted and it was again recommended that the specifications be held over for another
year.
The committee now presents these specifications
as modified last year, with the recommendation that they
be adopted and supersede in the Manual the "Specifica.•
.'
rr,
^•. ^
TT
r~
X
..
tions for Heat-Treated, Oil-Qucnchcd. Steel Joint Bars."
,

tiie

Committee on Rail

of

UK AIanual lOK 1915, page 88,
shows three locations of borings
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Ce)

Ten. Str.
Minimum, 25 per cent.
Cold bending of the quenched bar without rign of fracture on the
outside of the bent portion through 90 deg. around an arc. the
diameter of which is three times the Ihickneas of the test specimen.
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All test specimens shall be cut from finished bars.
The tension test specimens shall be about 4)4 in.
(a)
long with threaded or unthreaded ends, and with the central 2-in. length turned to a ^-j-in. diameter, in accordance with the form and dimensions for tension test specimens of the American Society for Testing Materials.
8.

The bend

test specimens shall be yi-m. square
or a rectangular bar y'j-m. thick with two
parallel faces as rolled.
The elastic limit shall be determined by the use
(c)
of the Berry strain gage, or similar instrument, and will
be the load when the elongation shows a change in the
rate of stretch, the machine being operated at not more
than y^-in. per minute. After the elastic limit is reached
the speed shall not exceed 2 in. per minute.

(b)

in section

Vol. 64, No. 12a

lot represented in finished bars.
One joint bar for
test shall be selected by the inspector for each lot
of 1,000 bars or less presented or from each heat treat-

ment
bend
ment

lot.

Rail Failure Statistics

The

rail failures for the period ending October 31, 1916, were issued in Bulletin 199 for
September, 1917. The average failures per 100 track
miles of the rollings for the several years, including both
Bessemer and open-hearth rails, are given herewith. This
summarv includes statistics from reports for 1913, 1914,

statistics

covering

1915 and 1916:
Service
5

398.1

1909
1910

Quenching
(a)
Joint bars shall be quenched in oil, or water
so specified, from a temperature of about 810 deg. C.
(1490 deg. F.) and shall be kept in the bath until cold
group thus treated is known
enough to be handled.
as a quenching charge.
Material which requires quenching in water will
(b)
be acceptable at the option of the purchaser, provided it
meets the requirements of the specification in all other
9.

124.0
104.4
49.3
44.8

1911

1912

if

1915

A

respects.

General Requirements
Joint bars shall be rolled to dimensions specified
No variation
will be allowed in the dimensions affecting the fit and
the fishing spaces of the rail. The maximum camber in
either plane shall not exceed 1/32-in. in 24 in.
11.
Joint bars shall be sheared to the length prescribed by the purchaser and shall not vary therefrom
10.

drawing furnished by the purchaser.

in

%

by more than

in.

224.1
152.7
133.3
,78.9

277.8
198.5
176.3

8.9

be noted that the four years' rollings from 1908
1911, inclusive, show successively decreased numbers

It will

to

of failures compared on a basis of five years' service and
the later rollings compared on a shorter period of service
also show reductions. The improvement may probably be
ascribed mostly to three things, namely, the gradual replacement of Bessemer by open-hearth rails, the adoption
of heavier rails with stronger bases, and the improve-

ment of the metal used for

rails.

Special Investigations

During the year special reports have been presented by
the Rail committee as follows
No. 6^1 Mill Inspections of Rail in 1915 and 1916, by

—

M. H. Wickhorst.

All joint bars shall be punched, slotted and
shaped at a temperature of not less than 800 deg. C.
(1470 deg. F.).
(b)
All bolt holes shall be punched in one operation
without bulging or distorting the section, and the bars
shall be slotted when required for spikes in accordance
with the purchaser's drawing, the slotting being done in
one operation.
variation of 1/32-in. in location of the
holes will be allowed.
13.
All types of joint bars shall be finished smooth
and true without swelling over or under the bolt holes,
and shall be free from flaws, seams, checks or fins. The
fishing angles shall be fully maintained.

No. 65— Rail Failure Statistics for 1916, by M. H.
Wickhorst.
No. 66 Influence of Gage Length on Elongation in
Drop Test of Rails, by M. H. Wickhorst.
No. 67 Tests of Manganese Steel Rails, by M. H.
Wickhorst.
No. 68 Inhibited or Delayed Transformations in Rail
Heads, by Dr. P. H. Dudley.
No. 69 Intensity of Pressure on Rails, by a Sub-Committee, J. R. Onderdonk, chairman.

Branding

tee submitted "Specifications for

12.

(a)

A

14.

The

rolled bar shall be

identification in the following

marking

branded or marked for

manner and

a portion of

appear on each finished joint bar:
(a)
A portion of the name of the manufacturer, the
year of manufacture, the numbered design and the kind
of material shall be rolled in raised letters and figures
on the outside of the bars.
(b)
The letters "O H" shall be used to indicate
this

shall

"Open-Hearth

Steel."

The letter "O" shall be used to show
(c)
joint bars have been "quenched."
If the joint
also tempered, the letters "Q T" shall be used
that they have been "quenched and tempered."
(d)
The number of the melt shall be plainly
on each lot of bars.

that the
bars are
to

show

stenciled

Inspection
15.
lot

The

shall

from each melt or heat treatment
separately until tested and inspected

joint bars

be piled

by the inspector. One joint bar for tension test shall
be selected by the inspector for each melt or heat treat-

—
—
—
—

Track Bolts and Nutlocks
March, 1916, the Rail commitQuenched Carbon and
Quenched Alloy Steel Track Bolts with Nuts," and "Specifications for Medium Carbon Steel Track Bolts with
Nuts," as shown on pages 490-494, inclusive, of the 1916
The action of the convention was that
Proceedings.
these specifications be "held under consideration during
the coming year with a view to final action next year."
No action was taken on this matter at the 1917 convention. The committee now recommends that the specifications submitted in 1916, with some changes, be adopted
by the Association for insertion in the Manual in place
of the "Specifications for Track Bolts" appearing on
pages 123, 124 and 125 of the 1915 edition.

At the convention

in

for Quenched Carbon and
Quenched Alloy Steel Track Bolts with Nuts

Specifications

Access to Works
1.
Inspectors representing the purchaser shall have
free entry to the works of the manufacturer at all times
while the contract is being executed and shall have all
reasonable facilities afforded them by the manufacturer

March
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22,

til

satisfy thciu

tliat

in

accordance w

ith tlio

tlie

l)()lts and nuts liavc been
terms of tlie specifications.

made

and inspection

All tests

shall

be

made

at the place

of manufacture, jirior to loading, and shall be so conducted as not to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the mill.
Rejection at Destination
lU>lts antl nuts wliich show injurious delects sub,v
sequent to tiieir acceptance at the place of manufacture
will be rejcctetl and returned to the manufacturer,
sale
or
who shall pay the freight charges both ways.

Material

Material for bolts shall be steel made by the Openjirocess or an acceptable alloy steel.
It shall
be homogeneous and wlien broken in tension, shall show
Material for the nuts shall
a imiformly silky fracture.
be soft, untreated steel.
4.

Hearth

Chemical Properties
The chemical composition of each melt of steel
5.
from which track bolts arc manufactured shall be within
the following limit
Phosphorus, per cent, m.-iximum

0.04

The manufacturer

furnish the inspector a
complete report of ladle analysis showing carbon, manganese, phosphorus and sulphur content of each melt,
represented in the finished material and any other elements used to obtain the specified physical properties.
The purchaser may make a check analysis from the finished material
such analysis shall conform to the requirements of Section 5. The drillings for check analysis shall be taken parallel to the axis and from the end
of the finished bolt.
6.

shall

;

Physical Properties and Tests

Track

7.

bolts shall

conform

to the following physi-

(a1 Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in., minimum
(b) Yield point, lb. per sq. in., minimum

Elongation, per cent, in 2

(c)

in.,

Carbon

.Mloy

Steel

Steel
110,000

100,000
70.000
85,000
1,600,000

not less than

Ten. Str.

Minimum,

12 per cent.

3,500,000
(d) Reduction in area, per cent, not less than

Ten. Str.
Cold bending of the unthreaded portion of the finished bolt without
fracture on the outside of the bent portion through 90 deg. around
an arc, the diameter of which is three times the thickness of the
test specimen.

(e)

All test specimens shall be from the finished bolts.
The tension test specimens shall be about 4J4 in(a)
long with threaded or unthreaded ends, and with the central 2-in. length turned to a ^-in. diameter, in accordance with the form and dimensions for tension test specimens of the -American Society for Testing Materials.
8.

The

(b)
gage.

yield point shall be determined by the strain

Quenching
9.
(a
Track bolts shall be treated by quenching in
or water, if so specified, from a temperature of about
810 deg. C. (1490 deg. F.) and shall he kept in the bath
until cold enough to be handled; a group thus treated
being known as a quenching charge.
(b)
Material which requires quenching in water will
be acceptable at the option of the purchaser, provided
it meets the requirements of the specification in all other
I

oil

respects.

General Requirements
10.

Track bolts and nuts shall be made to dimensions
drawing furnished by the purchaser with al-

specified in

H

in.

Diameter of shank, 1/64

in.

1/64 in.
Diameter of rolled thread not more than 1/16 in. over
the diameter of the body of 'ji-in. btjlts.
Diameter of rolled thread not more than 3/32 in. over
the diameter of the body of 1-in. bolts.
Variation in dimensions of elliptical shoulders under
head of bolt of 1/32 in.
11.
The heads and nuts shall be free from checks or
burrs of any kind. All finished pieces shall be smooth,
straight, of uniform size, with wcll-sliaped symmetrical
l)cii(ls and well-filled heads, free from injurious mechanical defects, and be finished in a first-class, workmanlike
manner. The head shall be concentric with and firmly
joined to the bottom of the bolt with the underside of the
head at right angles to the body of the bolt. The threads
on the bolts shall be rolled, unless otherwise specified,
shall be full and clean and shall be made in section and
pitch according to the purchaser's standard.
The fit
between threads on the bolt and nut shall be accurate
and nut shall go on with a 10-in. wrench from second
to fifth turn.
The force to turn the nut completely on
the bolt with a 24-in. wrench shall not be more than 60
nor less than 40 lb.
The nuts shall be made of soft untreated
12.
(a)
steel and shall be %-'\r\. thicker than the standard nuts
They shall be of sufficient
used for untreated bolts.
strength to develop the ultimate breaking strength of
the bolts.
(b)
Xuts of standard thickness will be accepted at the
option of the purchaser if proved to be of sufficient
strength to equal the ultimate breaking strength of the
bolts.
The length of the bolts shall be correspondingly
reduced.
.'^iioulder,

Branding

requirements:

cal

lowai)le variations in dimensitjns of bolts from standard
as follows:

Length,

Place for Tests
2.

767

The heads

13.

of the bolts shall bear the manufac-

The letter "Q" shall be
used to show that the bolts have been "quenched." If
the bolts are also tempered, the letters "QT" shall be
used to show that they have been "quenched and temturer's identification symbol.

pered."

Marking and Shipping
\\'hcn the bolts are shipped they shall have the
14.
nuts applied for at least two threads, be well oiled to
prevent rust, and shall be ]iacked in securely hooped
kegs of 200 lb. net. All kegs shall be plainly marked as
to material, size of bolts and name of manufacturer.
Inspection
15.
Tension and bend tests shall be made of the test
specimens selected by the inspector from each lot of 50
kegs. One specimen shall be selected for each test, and if
the lot
it meets the requirements of the specification,
will be accepted.
If the test specimen fails, two additional specimens shall be tested in the .same manner as
the one which failed, and if they meet the requirements
If, howof the specification, the lot will be accepted.
ever, either one of the pieces fails, the lot will be rejected.
Both tension and bend tests shall pass the requirements

for acceptance.

Specifications for

Medium Carbon
Steel

Access to Works
.Same as above.
1.
Place for Tests

2

.Same as above.

Track Bolts with Nuts
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Rejection at Destination
3.

Same

Material for bolts shall be steel made by the Open4.
Hearth or Bessemer process. It shall be homogeneous
and when broken in tension, shall show a uniformly silky
Material for nuts shall be of soft

steel.

Chemical Properties
5.
The chemical composition of each melt of steel
from which track bolts are manufactured shall be within
following
limits
the
Phosphorus, Maximum.

Per Cent.

Open-Hearth
Bessemer

0.05
0.10

The manufacturer

6.

the mills which were given in the paper on "Mill
Inspections of Rail in 1915 and 1916." This paper gave
the general results of the mill inspections of rail manufactured in 1915 and 1916 for some of the railroads and
also gives some discussion of the specifications on which
the rails were bought.
According to these results the
average top discard from the ingot, of all rails, was 17.9
per cent; the average elongation in the drop test was
14.5 per cent, and the rejections were 6.4 per cent.
Of
all rejections, 42 per cent were
rails.
rail at

as above.

Material

fracture.
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shall

furnish the inspector a

complete report of ladle analysis showing carbon, manganese, prosphorus and sulphur content of each melt
represented in the finished material and any other eleto obtain the specified physical properties.
The purchaser may take a check analysis from the finished material
such analysis shall conform to the requirements of Section 5. The drillings for check analysis shall be taken parallel to the axis and from the
end of the finished bolt.

ments used

A

Intensity of Pressure and Rail Resistance

Extensive tests were made on the reciprocating wheel
load machine at Sparrows Point, Md., dealing with the
crushing efifect on rail metal of various wheel loads.
Small tapered holes were drilled through from side to
side of the head of test rails at various distances below
the top of the head and accurately fitted with tapered
pins.
Any flowage of the metal under rolling wheel
loads would cause a flattening of the holes and its amount
could be measured by the distance the pins lacked of

;

Physical Properties and Tests

Track

7.

bolts shall

conform

to the following physi-

requirements

cal

Laboratory Tests:

in.,

not less than

Ten.

Str.

cent.

2,200,000
(d) Reduction in area not less than

Ten. Str.

Minimum, 30 per
(e)

cent.

Cold bending of the unthreaded part of the finished bolt without sign
of fracture on the outside of the bent portion, through 180 deg.
flat on itself.

All test specimens shall be from the finished bolts,
(a)
The tension test specimens shall be about
in. long with threaded or unthreaded ends, and with the
central 2-in. length turned to a yi-m. diameter, in accordance with the form and dimensions for tension test
specimens of the American Society for Testing Materials.
8.

4%

Same
The

as above.

11.
nuts shall be made of soft, untreated steel
and shall be of sufficient strength to develop the ultimate
breaking strength of the bolts.

Branding
12.
Manufacturers' identification shall appear on the
head of each bolt.

Marking and Shipping
13.

Same

That for this section and composition of rail, iniloads of 30,000 lb. or more per wheel of cast iron
and chilled tread, of 33 in. in diameter, were too great
for the transverse holes, and produced flow or closure at
least J-^-in. below the bearing surface.
2.
That loads of 25,000 lb. produced but slight flow
or closure in the three uppermost transverse holes, and
this extending not more than
in. in depth.
3.
That preliminary light loads, by cold-rolling the
surface, may adapt the material to subsequent heavier
1.

tial

%

loads.

Field Tests:
4.

The diagrams

of the plotted tables

show

stresses in the metals are locally less severe than

General Requirements
9.

rails in track, of the areas of contact and the
distribution of the intensity of the pressure within the
area of contact. For the present, the only conclusions
that can be drawn from the tests which have been made

55,000
break1,500,000

Elongation, per cent in 2

Minimum, 20 per

ments on

are but indications, as follows

(a) Tensile strength, lb. per sq. in., minimum
(b) yield point not less than 50 per cent of the ultimate
ing stress
(c)

going into their original position.
Dr. P. H. Dudley has made some extensive measure-

as above.

Inspection
14.
Tension and bend tests shall be made of the test
specimens selected by the inspector from each lot of 50
kegs. One specimen shall be selected for each test, and
if they meet the requirements of the specifications the
lot will be accepted.
If one of the test specimens fails,
two additional specimens shall be tested in the same manner as the one which failed, and if they meet the requirements of the specifications, the lot will be accepted. If,
however, either one of the specimens fails, the lot will
be rejected. Both tension and bend tests shall pass the
requirements for acceptance.

Mill Practice

Information was gathered from the members of the
Rail committee as to the results of their inspections of

that the

we had

expected to find in the surfaces of the pressure zone contacts of the wheel tread and the rail head.
5.
It is important, as the theory and evidence show,
that the metal of the circumjacent layer of each pressure
zone of contact for the wheel tread, also that of the
rail head, is in position not only to utilize the elasticity
of the metal to help carry a given load, but to increase in
area within the elastic limits of the metals nearly in proportion to the loads applied.
6.
The action of the rolling wheels on the rail heads
is a gradually applied load from zero to the maximum,
then reducing again to zero, both for a unit length in
the wheel tread or rail head, and is not a suddenly apapplied load, even for a mile-a-minute or faster trains.
7.
The round type of area of contact shows the greatest average unit intensity of pressure.
8.
The longitudinal oval, or the transverse oval type
indicates the lowest average unit intensity of pressure.
9.

The

longitudinal elliptical or transverse elliptical,

which the major axis is two or more times the width
of the minor axis, indicates also a favorable average unit
in

intensity of pressure.
10.

The

transverse oval or elliptical under steel or
is more favorable for the rail head than

cast-iron wheels
the round.
11.

The

reciprocal relations of the loads carried on

March

22.
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the iiu-tal of the ulieol treads to tlie metal of the rail
heads should be studied from the voluminous service tests

now

available.

Recommendations
The committee submitted
tions

the following

recommenda-

:

That the locations for the physical test specimens
1.
and for chemical samples from rails as submitted with
this report, be adopted by the Association to replace the
diagrams shown on page 88 of the 1915 Manual.
That the "Specifications for Quenched Carbon and
2.
Quenched Alloy Steel Joint Bars," submitted with this
report, be adopted by the Association and be substituted
for the "Specifications for Heat-Treatcd, Oil-Quenched,
Steel Joint Bars." on pages 91 to 93 of the 1915 Manual.
3.
That the specifications for "Quenched Carbon and
Quenched .\lloy Steel Track Bolts with Nuts"' and the
"Specifications for Medium Carbon Steel Track Bolts
with Nuts," submitted with this report, be adopted by
the Association and be substituted for the "Specifications
for Track Bolts," on pages 123 to 125 of the 1915
Manual.
The committee recommended that the same topics be
reassigned for 1918 as were given the committee for the
past year.

Tohn D. Isaacs (S. P.), chairman; R. Montfort
E. E. Adams (U. P.), E. B.. Ashbv
(L. & N.), vice'-chairman
(L. v.). J. A. Atwood (P. & L. E.). A. S. Baldwin (I. C),
W. C. Barnes (S. P.), Chas. S. Churchill (N. & W.), W. C.
C. & N. W.), Dr.
Cushinc (P. L. VV.), G. M. Davidson
P. H. biidlcv (N. Y. C), T. M. R. Fairbairn (C. P. R.), L. C.
Fritch (S. A. L.). A. W. Gibbs (P. R. R.), Howard G. Kelley
(G. T.), C. F. Loweth (C. M. & St. P.). H. B. MacFarland
(A. T. & S. F.>. C. A. Morse (C. R. I. & P.). A. W. Newton

Committee:

:

(

&

(C. B. & Q.). T. R. Ondcrdonk (B.
O.). G. J. Ray (D. L. &
VV.). H. R. Safford (G. T.). T. P. Snow, F. S. Stevens (P. ct R.),
Earl Stimson (B. &• 0.\ R. Trimble (P. L. W.), M. H. Wickhorst.

The subjects assigned to this commityear are the same as for the year previous, pracit will not be necessary to refer to them.
The

Mr, Churchill:
tically,

first matter upon which the committee desires action is
the revision of the Manual as far as test pieces on rails
are concerned. It will be recalled that the Manual shows
test pieces from three positions, which it has been found
unnecessary to have.
I move that this revision of the
Manual be adopted.

(Motion carried.)

M. H. Wickhorst

The laboratory
being rolled over, and in
order to measure the deformation or flow of the metal,
holes were drilled through the rails from side to side at
different depths, some close to the top surface, and others
lower, and some farther down. These holes were small
in diameter, a little over iV in., fitted with tapered pins,
so that a reduction in diameter of 0.000,01 in. could be
measured by the distance the pin would go into the holes.
The results of these laboratory tests are given in the
paper, and the rails were put into track for a field test.
The rails in the laboratory tests were rolled over with a
load finally of 35,000 lb. on one wheel. When put into
the track the maxiinum load was perhaps 25.000 lb., and
the average load less than that. It was found that there
was considerable closure of the holes after the rails were
(Rail Committee)

:

tests consisted of pieces of rail

in service a short time.

Mr. Churchill: We have prepared a specification on
Track Bolts and Xutlocks. We also submit in appendix
A, Specifications for Quenched Carbon and Quenched
Alloy Steel Joint Bars. I make a motion that these speciadopted and printed in the Manual.

fications be

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Churchill

We

also ofTcr in appendix B,
"Specifications for Quenched Carbon and Quenched
Alloy Steel Track Bolts with Nuts."
move that these specifications be adopted for
I
printing in the Manual.
:

(Motion carried.)
Mr. Churchill We give specifications for "Medium
Carbon Steel Track Bolts with Nuts." I move that
this be adopted for printing' in the Manual.
(The motion was carried and the committee was
:

Discussion
tee this
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and

dismissed with thanks.)

Report of Committee on Track
.NUMBER OF CHANGES in the Manual were suggested of a detailed character and consisting principally in revisions of

dimensions on the plans for
standard turnouts and switches.
Several changes in the spacing
of ties throughout turnouts

were

recommended

to

make

these dimensions agree with
The
those on turnout plans.
committee did not believe it
necessar}' to make any further
changes in the specifications
for tie plates for the present,
but recommended that the revision of the tie plate specifications be given careful consideration by the next committee.

Typical Plans of Turnouts, Crossovers,

Slip-Switches and Double Crossovers

Drawings were submitted showing typical plan of a
No. 10 turnout and a t)-pical layout of a No. 10 crossover
to conform with those now in the Manual for a No. 8
turnout and crossover.

The 16 ft. 6 in., style "A," switch submitted is a development of 16 ft. 6 in. switch shown on page 176 of
the 1915 Manual, with changes that were thought advisable. The throw has been recommended as 4j/> in. at center line of the switchhead rod, which brings the throw at
the end of the point 4^ in. The throw is specified at
the end of the point to be not less than 4 in. or greater
than 5 in. On page 178 in the 1915 Manual the throw
is specified as 5 in. at the center of No. 1 rod, which
would make the throw S-fg in. at the point. The committee considers this excessive. The risers for style "A"
switch are specified t'^-in., which affords a better shoulder
for holding the stock rail in position, especially for heavy
flange rails, than the ,'4-in. specified on pages 178 and 179
of the 1915 Manual. The angle of planing the chamfer
cut has been specified as 78 deg., as the 70-deg. angle
specified on page 179 in the 1915 Manual is generally considered too abrupt and is not in common use. The switch
point planing has been specified in much fuller detail and
conforms to planing extensively used. The detail of slide
plates has been specified to admit the use of a rectangular
plate or of special rolled plates having risers narrower
than the width of the plate, sufficient detail being given
so that the plates and braces will be interchangeable.
The heel plates have been specified to provide a shoulder, both for the lead rails and the stock rails, and the
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tie spacing given so that the same iletail of plates will
apply for turnouts Nos. 7 to 10, inclusive. The bars are
specified 1 in. by ly'i in., instead oi ^\-'m. by 2j.> in., as
specified on page 180 of the 1915 Manual, and other
details to conform to heavier materials now being largely

used.

The style "B" switch has been developed for use where
materials for style "A" switch have been considered
heavier than warranted on class l'> or class C railways,
and also for emcrjjency requirements. On the style "B"
switch the plates have been detailed 6 in. wide and a
lesser quantity than specified for the style "A" switch.
The tie bars are •}4-in. by 2j,2 in., and reinforcing on one
The planing, spacing of tie bars, spread,
side only.
throw and essential details are the same as specified for
the style "A" switch. The style "B" switch is especially
intended where the style "A" switch is considered too
expensive, and where the track is not tie-plated throughout.

The No. 8 frog has been
of 13

ft.

6

in.

detailed 13

long, as specified

ft.

long, instead

on page 184

in the

1915

Manual, the 6 in. difference in length being made on the
heel end of the frog.
This change will not interfere
with the theoretical alinement data heretofore published.
The reason for the change is so that a No. 8 frog will
cut out of a 33 ft. rail without waste in cutting. This is
an important item of economy. If the 13 ft. 6 in. length
is maintained tlie frog would not cut economically out
of a 33 ft. rail, unless the wing rails are made too short
for a first-class frog.

The No. 10 frog has been detailed 16 ft. 6 in. long,
conforming to ,the previous established length, and will
cut out of a 33

ft.

rail

with comparatively

The No. 6 frog has been detailed 10
length provides ample room for splice

little

waste.

long, as this
bars.
longer
ft.

A

frog has been considered objectionable in a sharp turnout.
Plans have been detailed for style "A" and style
"B" frogs in each case. The style ".V' frog, with cast
filling, is similar to what is being used on many of the
large eastern railroads, while the style "B" frog, with
rolled filling, is similar to what is being used on many
of the western railroads. Both styles of frogs are widely
used and are proposed for standard without recommendations as to which is the best. Tiie cost will be practically the same, and there are arguments in favor of
each style.

Reduction of Taper of Tread of Wheel
to 1 in 38 and Canting the Rail Inward

At an early period in the history of car building it
was found that a certain amount of cone in the tread of
a new wheel was advantageous from many viewpoints.
The amount of coning varied until in 1878 the ratio of
1 and 38 was adopted by the M. C. B. Association.
This
remained the standard until
revised the taper, making it
standard.

1907,
1

when

in 20,

the association
is the present

which

When a wheel rests on the rail, the location of the
point of contact depends upon the taper of the wheel and
the radius of the top of the rail.
The normal position
of the rails in track is with the vertical axes parallel and
at right

angles to the plane of the track.
position the point of contact of wheels

In this normal
having a coning

of 1 in 20 and rail of A. R. A. section with a 14-in. top
radius of head is slightly less than ^4-in. inside of the
center of the rail toward the gage side. For wheels having a coning of 1 in 38 the point of contact is slightly
less than ^-in. inside of the center of rail toward the

gage side.
This eccentric loading appears to be a condition that
should be corrected. It has been the practice of section

771

foremen to incline, or cant, the
wear over the top of the head.

rail slightly to

distribute

The result obtained is
bring the point of contact over the center of the rail.
The heavier taper is carried on an inclined surface and
produces stresses on the outside (jf the flange of the rail
40 ijcr cent to 50 per cent greater than the stress on the
inside flange due to outward thrust, as has been shown
by the results obtained by the committee on "Stresses
in Track."
It has been suggested that heavier coning with the
resultant eccentric load on rail accounts for the location
of transverse fissures on the gage side of the rail. While
they are most common on the gage side, their appearance
at the center and outside of the head would seem to
indicate that they are developed in the line of contact
or application of load. With the heavier coning the surface of the rail gradually wears to an inclined surface
similar to the cone of the wheel.
In this condition the
abrasion of metal and slippage resistance is considerably
to

increased.

Car wheel manufacturers have claimed that hea\7^
taper supplies the condition favorable to true rolling
motion and reduces to a minimum sliding of surfaces in
contact.

Excessive wear on frogs is an objection to heavier
coning.
wheel with a heaxy cone trailing through a
frog has its load carried by the narrow frog point and
the load is not transferred to the wing rail until the frog
point is passed. Theoretically, the drop from the frog
point to the wing rail with a 1 in 20 tread having -f^-'m.
chamfer is very near ,':t-in. The result is damage to the
frog point, as the concentrated wheel load is too great
for the narrow section of metal at the point.
Even though the heavy taper is better from the standpoint of wheel-wear, in view of the fact that rail must
be designed for the heaviest w^heel-loads while the wheels
are designed for a definite car capacity, it may be expedient to sacrifice some degree of service of wheel to
favor the factor of safety and life of rail.
The very general use of taper of 1 in 20 makes the
proposed departure from this standard a move needing
to be fully substantiated by theory and practice.
The
use of 1 in 38 taper by the New York Central Railroad
and the use of 1 in 13 taper by the Baltimore & Ohio,
the former being flatter and the latter heavier than M.
C. B. standard, represents some considerable difference
of opinion. In any change of taper it would appear desirable to have the taper uniform from the throat radius
to the radius of the sand chill, or the full width of tread.
Thirty railroads, representing 95,000 miles, report the
use of canted tie-plates.
Of these, four roads, with
15,000 miles, report that the rail is canted by adzing the
Fourteen
ties where canted tie-plates are not used.
roads, w-ith 52,900 miles, report the general use of canted
report
canted
miles,
tie-plates.
Ten roads, with 32.900
Nineteen roads, with
tie-plates used, but not generally.
55,000 miles, report canted tie-plates with slope varying

A

from

1

From

20 to 1 in 174.
these general conditions

in

it would seem that if
and maintained so as to provide a
uniform bearing and wear on the head of rail, the best
results would be obtained from both wheel wear and rail
wear. If the rail does not have the full and proper contact, as well as bearing on the tie-plates or on the tie,
whether the tie-plates are canted or not, the best results

the rail

was

installed

cannot be secured.

Consider Design of Cut Track Spikes

During the past season the committee has made

a care-

canvass of several mills in the United States, and
found a uniformity of opinion among the manufacturers

ful
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that the standard as proposed by the committee in 1917
cannot be made with the automatic machines now in use.
We understand that the main difficulty is overcome by
the Canadian mills by using special rolled bars a little
over-size in one dimension. We can see no reason why
the same practice could not be utilized by United States
Nevertheless, on account of this general commills.
plaint, and because of the present war conditions, the
committee has decided to make a reduction in the amount
of reinforcing under the head, and accordingly submit

a revised design.

The

Effect of Fast Trains
of

Upon

Maintenance of

the Cost

Way

and Equipment

The economic value

of a solution of this question depends upon the desirability of making each class of traffic

Vol. 64, No. 12a

the facilities required by each class of traffic than any
The car mile and train mile were the only two
common units reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission and, taken as a whole, there would be a fairly
definite relation maintained between these two units so
that the conclusions drawn would not be materially different, whichever unit is chosen. In making the analysis,
a determination was made for each road first, of the car
miles per mile of road second, the proportion of those
car miles which were passenger car miles third, the cost
per mile of road for maintenance of way and structures.
In order to eliminate two of these three variables, the
roads were grouped into classes
First, into groups of similar density of traffic, measured in car miles per mile of road.
Second, within each density group, roads of like per
cent of passenger traffic were segregated.
The total car miles on all roads of like density and like
per cent of passenger traffic were added, as were also the
miles of road and the total cost of maintenance of way
and structures. The total miles of road was divided into
the total car miles, to get an average density, and the
total miles of road was divided into the total cost to arrive at an average cost per mile of road for each group
of like density and like per cent of passenger traffic.
From the tables thus produced, there were picked out
groups of like per cent passenger traffic and different
densities of traffic.
These groups of like per cent of
passenger traffic were platted as shown in the accomother.

;

;

;

panying diagram.

A

separate line represents each of the various per cents
of ]iassenger traffic to a horizontal scale of the average
cost of maintenance of way and structures per mile of
road, and the vertical scale represents the density of
traffic in thousands of car miles per mile of road.
Three lines only were platted, representing passenger
traffic of 7.5 per cent, 12.5 per cent and 20.3 per cent of

m

y JY^

no
f.4(;

Revised Design of Track Spike

^

fid

bear

its

own

proportion of the total expense of trans-

There are three general speed classifications
First and lowest
Commodity freight tonnage.
Second and intermediate Merchandise and perish-

portation.

:

ISO

able freight tonnage.

»

^

has given the matter further
study. We have made an analysis of the actual expense
for maintenance of way and structures for the year reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission's report
of 1914 on all of the railroads in the United States having a gross earning of one and one-half million dollars
and over. These roads comprise somewhat over 213,000
miles, so that averages deduced from this one year's experience may be taken as at least indicative of the real
effect on maintenance cost of increasing speeds.
In this analysis, high speed and low speed are considered as synonymous with passenger traffic and freight
traffic.
The committee is conscious that this is not an
entirely true assumption, but it offers the only opportunity for classifying the expense as incurred by the
railroads in accordance with speed differences.
In making the analysis of the expenses, the car mile
was chosen as the common unit of the two classes of
traffic, on the assumption that it measured more nearly
it

Ked

ge.

m
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a conclusive report until

Bala.
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ftff

Third and highest
Passenger traffic or tonnage.
The committee does not feel that it is prepared to offer

?
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:

y

ky ^

1^ y.

/

/ AV
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/
looo

Relation

of

jooo
^Pffo
Cost per Mile of ffoaa

4000

Proportion of Passenger Traffic
Maintenance of Way and Structures

to

Cost of

the total traffic.
These particular percentages were
chosen because a sufficiently large number of roads could
be obtained at these per cents to produce more accurate
platlings than of any other.

Tliere are three factors which influence the cost of
maintenance of way and structures:
(1) The elements, sometimes called weather stress.
(3) Character of traffic,
(2) Density of traffic.
here separated as between passenger and freight.
There may be a fourth factor, i. e., the ability of the

management

to regulate the expenditures in strict accordance with the demand of the traffic.
If there be
this fourth factor, it will lose force or disappear entirely

March
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the consideration of a large nuniber of roads as is
here done.
The three factors are disclosed by this chart, the
weather stress being shown on the line of zero trafTic,
and having a different \alue for roads carrying different
per cents of passenger tralfic as might be expected because of the ditTerent amount and character of material
entering into the construction of the lines doing these
The influence of the indifferent kinds of business.
creased density of traflic on roads carrying a given projKirtion of passenger traffic is shown by all of the lines
on the chart, showing an increased cost per mile of road
The factor of inwith an increased density of traffic.
creased cost due to speed (when used synonymous with
passenger versus freight) is shown by the decreased cost
f)er mile of road for any given density of traffic for the
smaller proportions of passenger traffic.
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Receive as Progress Report

in

The committee asked
only

conclusive

in

so

that this report be considered
far as passenger traffic versus

freight traffic can be considered synonymous with fast
speed versus low speed, and that the subject be referred
back for further investigation and future report.

Report on Whether Widening of the Flanges

Wheels Would Not Be Detrimental

of the

to

the Present Standard of Track Construction

The committee was requested by the Secretary to reBoard on subject 9 before the fall meeting
of the American Railway Association. We submit herewith copv of a letter sent to the Secretary on October
port to the

(To be considered

further at the next convention.)

Subject 2 plans submitted for:
Typical plan of No. 10 luriioul and typical layout
of No. 10 croatover:
16
16
16
16

6
6
6
6

ft.
ft.
ft.

ft.

in.
in.
in.
in.

No. 8
No. 10
No. 6

split awitch, alylc "A."
aplit switch, style
details.
split switch, style "11."
split switch, style
details.

rigid
rigid
rigid
Section.s and

"A"
"B"

frog, style ".\" and style
frog, alyle "A" .ind style
frog, style "A" and style
details for rigid frogs.

For Adoption and Publication
Proposed revisions

Subject (1)

"B."
"B."
"B."

in the

to

be

Manual

made

in

the

Manual.
Subject (5)
Proposed specifications for relayer rails
for various uses.
Subject (7)
Proposed design of cut track spike.

Accept as Information
Subject (3)

Report on reduction of taper of tread of
wheel to 1 in 38, and on canting the rail inward.
Subject (8)
Report upon the effect of fast trains
upon the .cost of maintenance of way and equipment.
Subject (9)
Report on wiiether widening of the
flange of the wheels would not be detrimental to the present standard of track construction.

Future

Work

The

continuation of subjects 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8 and 9.
Committee: G. J. Ray (D. L. & W.), chairman; J. R. Leighty
(M. P.), vice-chairman; M. C. Blanchard (A. T. & S. F.), Geo.
H. Bicmner (I. C. C), H. M. Church B. & O ). Carrctt D;ivis
(C. R. I. & P.), A. L. Grandy (P. M.), G. W. Hegel (C.
J.).
T. H Hickey (M. C), T. T. Ir^-ing (G. T.),
J. B. Jenkins (B.
& O.), H. A. Lloyd (Erie), F. H. McGuigan, Jr., (G. T.), J. V
Neubert (N. Y. C), R. M. Pcarce (P. & L. E.), C. D. Perkins
(N. Y. N. H. & H.), H. T. Porter (B. & L. E.), Thomas Ouigley (1. C), J. B. Strong (Ramapo Iron Works), W. P. Wiltsec
(N. & W.).
(

23, 1917:'

"With reference to the subject assigned to the Assoby the American Railway Association and referred to the Track committee relative to the contour of
chilled car wheels, throat clearances for frogs, guard
rails and crossings, and the effect of an increase of thickciation

ness of wheel flanges, I beg to advise that at the last
meeting of the Track committee, held in Chicago, October 15, the chairman was directed to send you the fol-

lowing communication

"The Track committee

willing to agree that the
flanges can be increased, as recommended by the Chilled
Car Wheel people, without any serious detriment from a
track standpoint, provided:

"(1)

mounted

is

That the wheels are

in

all

cases

accurately

to -^-in. additional spread gage;

removal

"(3)
That more care be used in matching wheels on
any given axle on account of the reduction in play and
the corresponding reduction in compensation from coning;

"(4)
That this flange width be confined- to flanges
of four-wheel freight car trucks
"(5) That this conclusion on the part of the Track
committee be not construed as an invitation to increase
the axle load.

"With the above provisions, it is believed that it will be
unnecessary to make any difference in the width of
flangeway of frogs and crossings, or change the present
method of track construction."
Conclusions

The committee makes the following
mendations to the Association:

:

A

A

Mr. Leighty:

The statement in regard to subject 3
submitted as information only, and we ask you to
receive it as such and have it printed in the Proceedings.
The President: This is an important matter, and we
will be glad to have written discussion on this subject.
Mr. Leighty: As to the fourth subject, this is a matter which has been before the association for some years,
and we have had progress reports on it during the last
few years, and nothing specially important has developed in the past year to warrant taking up time and
space to make a report on it.
With reference to the fifth subject, we are asking that
this subject be referred back to the committee to
is

That the allowable flange wear before wheels
are removed be changed so that wheels will be removed
when the flange is worn to within tV-in. of the present
"(2)

limit of

Discussion
E. R. Leighty (Vice-Chairman)
In connection with
subject No. 2, in preliminary explanation of this plan
for type
switch, I would say that there seemed to be
a demand for a switch which was of somewhat stronger
construction than the switch that is ordinarily used to
meet that demand, and type
switch has been designed
for that purpose. This report is not offered for the purpose of going into the matter this year.

straighten out.

The President
accepted.

recom-

The committee's suggestion

will

be

Mr. Leight)^: With reference to subject 7, the design
of cut track spikes, I move that the matter we present
be adopted for printing in the Manual.

(Motion carried.)
With regard to the 8th subject, the efMr. Leighty
fect of fast trains upon tlie cost of maintenance of way
and equipment, what we present is the beginning of an
:

definite

:
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investigation of this subject and

is

submitted as infor-

are projected down
indication of what could be
expected to be the weather stress cost on the different
character of lines.
Mr. Lindsay:
does the committee use "miles of
road" instead of "miles of track?"
Mr. Leighty: Because we automatically use all the
facilities required for increasing the traffic.
If we used
"miles of track" we would at once have to begin to adjust matters, and what we were after was to find the
overhead or entire average cost.
The matter which we submit covering the 9th subject
It does not properly beis submitted as information.
long in the Manual, and the only action we can take,
under the instruction we had, was that it be submitted as
information to the American Railway Association.
(The committee was dismissed, with the thanks of

where there

is traffic,

to zero traffic

mation only.

The President

:

This seems to be the beginning of an

interesting subject.

The data which are given
111.)
very interesting, and it seems to me it

A. B. Talbot (U. of
in the chart
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is

:

worth while to call attention to the results which come
from this diagram.
Will the committee give
C. E. Lindsay (N. Y. C.)

is

:

a statement regarding the weather stress?
One of the costs of the maintenance
Mr. Leighty
of way structures is called weather stress, which is the
course that would have to be incurred to keep the tracks
and other facilities in operating condition, or in the same
operating condition as when constructed, provided they
were not used for traffic. This cost per mile of road
That is a
is reduced down to the line of zero traffic.
projection carrying the averages found from the roads
:

Report

of

THE

when they

Why

the association.)

Wood

Committee on

COMMITTEE REPORTED PROGRESS on the SubjeCtS
assigned. But little work was accomplished during
the year, as the members were widely scattered and
busily engaged with their regular work, which the war
conditions have made increasingly exacting. Tlie work

but

we have an

The

(1)

Preservation

preservative treatment of Douglas

fir.

Indicators for determining penetration of
(2)
preservative in freshly Burnettized ties and timbers.

the

Committee: Earl Stimson (B. & O.), chairman; C. M.
Taylor (P. & R.), vice-chairman; F. J. Angier (B. & O.), F.
C. L. Bond, E. H. Bowser (I. C), J. F. Burns (L. & N.),

of the committee is now of such a nature that it requires
laborious experimental and research work and subsequent study to arrive at conclusions, all of which must
be done by the individual effort of the members, so that
under conditions such as prevailed during the past year
but little can be accomplished.
It is the recommendation of the committee that the

C), R. H. Howard (Wabash), C. H. R. Howe (B. & O. S
W.), J. E. Johnson (M. C), George E. Rex (A. T. & S. F.),
H. Stephens (N. Y. C), E. A. Sterling, Lowry Smith (N. P.),
O. C. Steinmayer (St. L.-S. F.), C. H. Teesdale, Dr. Hermann
von Schrenk, J. H. Waterman (C. B. & Q.).

program assigned for this year be continued the coming
year and that in addition it should report on

(The report was presented by the chairman by
only and without any discussion.)

Closing Business
Just prior to the installation of officers yesterday
afternoon several resolutions were presented, among
which were the following:

To

W.

A. Fisher, C. F. Ford (C. R.

I.

&

P.), C. J. Graff (N. Y.

title

by the steel companies in such manner that
production will not be interfered with and at the
same time a certain amount of the tar now being
burned can be released to the tar distillers and thereby

coal tar
steel

increase the

amount

of creosote oil available."

Wm.

the Honorable
G. McAdoo,
Director-General, Washington.

The American Railway Engineering Association, in
convention assembled, expresses its desire to render
all possible assistance to you and your staff in maintaining the high degree of efficiency of railway operation and maintenance so essential to an early victory in the great world-wide conflict. The members
are principally officers in railway service, although
some are in government and other branches of engineering service related to railways operating on the
North American continent. They are intensely interested in the many problems incidental to the construction, maintenance and operation of railways and
particularly in the standardization of materials and
methods of doing work. We are hopeful that our efforts may be the means of assistance to the Federal
Government and that you will feel free to call upon us
for such assistance.
Among other resolutions adopted was one calling
attention to the shortage of creosote and to the fact
that large quantities of coal tar are now being burned
as fuel in the steel mills. In view of the importance of
protecting timber against decay this resolution stated,
"In view of the above factors the .A.merican Railway
Engineering Association respectfully suggests to the
Railway Administration at Washington that an investigation be undertaken to determine whether it
will be possible to adjust the burning of the crude

A. R. E. A. Registration
Bacliclder, F. J., Consulting Engineer, Chicago, 111.
Barrett, W. C, Div. Eng., Lehigh Valley R. R., Sayre, Pa.
Bates, Onward, Con. Eng., Chicago.
Billman, H. E., Gen. R. M., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Camp, W. M., Editor, Railway Review, Chicago, 111.
Clement, S. B., Chief Eng., T.'
N. O. Ry., North Bay, Ont.
Conner, J. K., Chief Eng., L. E.
W. R. R., Indianapolis.
Downs, J. L., Roadmastcr, I. C. R. R., Memphis, Tenn.
Gilbert, G. H., Eng. B.
B.. Sou. Ry., Cincinnati, O.
D. Ry., Ft. Worth, Tex.
Gowdy, R. C, Ch. Eng., F. W.
Haggander, G. A., Bridge Eng., C. B.
Q. Ry., Chicago, 111.
W. R. R., Indianapolis, Ind.
Flynes, M. V., Gen. Supt., C. I.
Pres.,
A.
C.
Line,
Gainesville, Fla.
Timber
Laird, H. G., Supt.
McCalman, p. S., Danville, 111.
Mitchell, L. A., Supt. Roadway and Bldgs., Union Tr. Co. of
Ind., Anderson, Ind.
Podmore, J. M., Div. Eng., N. Y. C. R. R., Toledo, Ohio.
Rose, L. S., Eng. in Ch. of Val., Big Four Ry., Cincinnati, O.
Sharvey, O. L., Val. Eng., M. C. R. R., Detroit.
O.
Stimson, Earl (Second Vice-President), Eng. M. W., B.
R. R., Baltimore, Md.
Turneaurc, F. E., Dean, Col. of Engr., U. W., Madison, Wis.

&
&

&

&

&

&

&

Guests
Snyder, J. A., Asst. Eng., M. C. R. R., Chicago, III.
MacNeill, D. A., Can. Govt. Rys., Moncton, N. B., Canada.
Geills, A., Genl.

Roadmaster,

St.

Thomas.

AL, Asst. Eng., Mo. Pac. R. R., St. Louis, Mo.
Res. Eng., Paducah & III. Rv., Metropolis, 111.
McDougall, N. R., C. & W. T. R. R. Co., Chicago, 111.
Idle. H. T., Val. Dept., C. R. I. & P. Ry., Chicago, III.
McEllis, Frank, Asst Secy., A. R. E. A., Chicago, III.

Xeptune,

W.

M.

B.,

Case,

.
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The Message

of the

Torch

Organizing the Supply Industry

Doul)tlc.^s the exact
lie

y^oNCERNs ENGAc.ED in
^^ way e(|uipment and
realization

the manufacture

and

sale of rail-

come

supplies suddenly have

will

to a

tliat

The purpose

meeting to be held

the Hotel

at

La

Salle,

(2)

make it an
common prob-

Two

common

simple statement of what

The

other

it

interests.
etc.,

One

ought to

is

tn.-,

to

and

make
is

trj'ing

to

itself

is

acceptances,

relations

with

the

government,

In other words, the

is

that they

power

for quick

and decisive

new organization should take
The cardinal defect of many

do not give

to those to

whom

they

small scale, in the making or selling of railroad equipment,
materials or supplies should be represented at the meeting in

to

Chicago, and there should be full discussion of

bring about better relations between the railways

all the

portant questions in which the railroad supply industry

This has been the right and desirable thing

and the public.

no one

to formulate.

Every concern or individual engaged, even though on a

and supply

Heretofore the as.sociation has devoted

industry.

which

policies

sary to accomplish them.

going to be to protect the rights and further

is

the legitimate interests of the railway equipment

and broad,

simple, concise

assign specific ta.sks the authority and opportunity neces-

ought to be made clear that the sole purpose of the

organization

Chicago;

Assign broad questions of policy, such as export
trade

associations

able and adequate to attaining the objects sought.
It

of

the form of a board of trade.

trj',

provide means and machinery suit-

is to

now

constitution

.<tatcments

to committees with large

action.

a concise,

going to

effectiveness
in

education of public opinion regarding the railway problem,

things, at least, are essential to fitting the organiza-

tion to accomplish these purposes.

to do.

trade,

the

detail

wise enough

ciation, is to so reorganize tliis association as to

lems and promote these

Make

avoiding

April 8, under the auspices of the Railway Business Asso-

agency for helping effectively to solve these

maximum

be thoroughly discussed at the meeting

(1)

of the

Chicago, on

in

which the association should

in

but here are a few suggestions:

they have many important problems and

man}' important interests in common.

way

reorganized in order to have the

imis

so

vitall\' interested.

to do.
It

has

been

well

but

done,

conditions

have changed.

The
Government control of railways has been adopted.
supply companies consequently find that they have not
merely the railways, but the government

itself to

do business

with.

Furtliermore, as a result of the war, they have got

a large

amount of business abroad which they ought

to

make

concerted and strenuous efforts to hold and increase.

Therefore, while the supply companies should take even

more

interest

than ever

in the solution of the railroad

prob-

lem, they should meet and deal with several problems which
are peculiarly their own.

They can

best help the railways

and the country, as well as themselves, by organizing primarily to protect their

own

particular rights and promote their

owTi particular interests.

The railroads and the public are greatly indebted to railway supply interests for the improvements which they have
made possible in efficient and economical ojieration, as well
as for the cultivation of better relations between the railroad

and the public.
industn,- will

the public

Undoubtedly, however, the railway supply

be in a position to do

still

greater things for

The

liolders of all classes of railroad

organization,

and the railways.

securities are vitally

adequacy of the equipment which the company owns. Slany railroad companies
for the last few years have not been
Equipment
buying new equipment in sufficient
quantities to replace worn-out equipSituation
ment and adequately to provide for a
normal growth in traffic from year to year. In many cases
making public this fact would not have changed the polic)of the management because the company was already making purchases on as large a scale as its net earnings and
On the other hand, even though securcredit would justify.
ity liolders may be powerless to remedy a deplorable situation, they should be kept fully informed by the management as to what the facts actually are. .•Ml companies are
required to rejtort in some detail an inventory of their
equipment to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Some
include a detailed inventory in their annual reports to stockWhile the
holders.
.\ good many others fail to do so.
roads were operating under the control of the Railroad War
Board, L. F. Loree, president of the Delaware & Hudson,
and diaimian of the eastern department of the War Board
interested in the

urged that

all

Cla.«s

.\

roads

l>e

requested

War

set forth

Board to include a detailed inventory of equipment in their annual report. Before action was taken by
the board, the government took control, but it is more im-

supply interests are or-

(lortant tlian ever that railroad security holders be kept in-

ganizing to protect their rights and safeguard their legitimate

formed as to each company's ownership of equipment. Under government orders, not only freight cars but also passenger cars and locomotives will be operated more or less
awav from the hcane roads. The failure to provide new
equipment by a particular company might not be apparent
in the operating figures, as shown in the company's annual

The means
at the start.

that

the

interests

to be used
It will

ought not to be narrowly defined

be enough for the present to

railway equipment and

by every legitimate means.

flexible, effective fighting

needed

is

a

organization: the e.xact methods

it

will be desirable to use will

of developments.

Wliat

is

become clear only

in the course

by the
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Each railroad
president ought, therefore, to make it his duty to see that
during the period of government control his stock and bond
holders are kept fully informed, so tliat when the roads are
returned to their owners there may be no unpleasant surprises.
Copies of a suggested inventory are reproduced elsereport, unless a detailed inventory is given.

where in

this

issue.

What

has become of our American efficiency that both the
Bureau of Mines and people in general should find it necessary to lay such stress upon the excep-

The Nation
tionally poor
ing given the
Must
Have Better Coali''idustries to

grade of fuel that is berailways to haul and our
Now as never be-

Vol. 64, No. 13

ment have had

problems presented to them by the
and of activities of many kinds
According to our experience and observation the postal department has shown far less capacity for
promptly and satisfactorily solving these problems than
difficult

great increases of population

Washington.

at

either the telephone company or the railways.
The postmaster general should be devoting his time to restoring the
service of the postal department to the basis of comparative
efficiency it was on before he took charge instead of seeking
to add other services whose efficiency also probably would
be reduced under his management.

The Railroad Man's Duty

use.

should our industries have the
best coal obtainable and our railways be relieved of hauling more than 50,000,000 tons per year of worthless
E. G. Bailey in a lecture recently before
dirt and slate.
the Johns Hopkins University, which is abstracted elsewhere
in this issue, refers to the large percentage of ash and im-

in

fore

purities in the coal we are
bearings of transportation."

now

receiving as "sand in the

And such it is, clogging our
transportation system with 1,000,000 more car loads a year
tlian if the normal attention was given to cleaning the coal.
The remedy suggested by Mr. Bailey is to give a premium
The consumers
to those mines which produce the best coal.
pay it, for the loss in efficiency and the
maintenance caused by poor coal, costs
the long run than if a higher price were paid for

would be glad

to

increased

of

more

in

cost

Price fixing has resulted in the
the better grade of coal.
working of mines that had previously been abandoned on
It has elimiaccount of the poor grade of coal produced.
nated competition and with it, the incentive for the producMore attention must be paid to the
tion of good coal.
quality of the fuel.

Postmaster General Burleson has recommended and Congress is considering the government acquiring the telephone
exchange in Washington, D. C, and
Postal versus
having it operated by the postoflice de-

into

Telephone

partraent.

Service

h^s had
telephone

and out of Washington.

The Railway Age recently
much experience with both
and postal

We

service

in,

and

are also familiar with the

with them.
The postal
telephone service that to
suggest having the telephone business handled by the postThe local mail service
office department sounds like irony.
The movement of mails in
in Washington is very poor.
and out is slow and uncertain. When, last winter, train
service was demoralized, the postoffice department blamed
Now trains to and from Washington are
the railways.
running about normally, and the mail service is still almost
experience of many other people
service is so much worse than the

This applies to the first class as well as to
as bad as ever.
The delays to all classes of mail
other classes of service.
between New York and Washington are unprecedented; and
meantime the long distance telephone service between these
good as ever. The Railway Age is mailed
The postal department did
on Thursday.
not deliver the issue mailed in New York on Thursday,
cities is just as

in

New York

March 7, to subscribers in Washington until Wednesday,
March 1.3; and it did not deliver the issue mailed in New
York on March 21 to subscribers in Washington until March
Trains run between New York and Washington in five
27.
takes six days for our "efficient" postal dehandle second class mail between the two points!
telephone company, the railways and the postal depart-

hours; but

partment

The

to

it

This Hour of Peril

"T^HE GREAT GERMAN OPFENSiVE has been launched.

It

*

looks as though the Kaiser has elected to risk all on
one determined effort to smash his way through the lines
of the Allies on the Western front.
America and those
with whom she has joined forces are being subjected to the
acid test.
The victory will not be gained without terrible

men and

toll in

huge sums
at

home

—

the

in

money.

—

Without money and money in
supplied. Courage is needed

men cannot be

The whole-hearted

as well as in the trenches.

operation and earnest endeavor of every citizen
at

is

co-

necessary

this time.

A
It

to

third issue of Liberty Bonds is announced for April 6.
should be a point of honor for every patriotic American
see that subscriptions exceed the amount demanded, how-

may

ever large this

Railroad

officers

be.

have a particular duty and privilege in

They have been trained to direct and coThey know the value of team work. If anyone
ordinate.
knows the public, it is the railroad man who serves the public.
He knows his fellow Americans in all their moods.
this

matter.

He has had experience with more delegations than any government official. He has seen Americans irate and difficult;
he has coped with Americans of every character and dis-

Now

is

to

the

man to turn his
good of his country.
If the railroad
country take off their coats and determine to
make this Third Loan a grand success, they can come very
near to doing it.
It is not sufficient that they should subscribe liberally
themselves.
Each must constitute himself a missionary to
spread the gospel of this loan for Liberty.
He must make
the personal appeal in season and out of season.
He must
use every means of advertising that he controls.
All of us
can gain inspiration and increase our zest of living by entering with our whole souls into the campaign.
It is well that
we should get away for a time from the strictly sordid
position.

experience

the time for the railroad

officers of the

aspects of

life.

As missionaries we must be prepared to be educators. All
around us are hundreds and thousands who have been able
as a result of conditions greatly to increase their earning
Few of these know
all records of the past.

power beyond

anything of investments. They should be taught what Liberty Bonds are, what they mean as a method of saving, as
well as what they mean in their higher significance as contributions for the protection of those
lives that the

All railroad

meaning of
come.

cause of freedom

may

who

are offering their

prevail.

men know what service means. All know the
and how they are to be met and over-

difficulties

The greatest opportunity for service that can come
who stay at home is offered by this Liberty Loan

to those

campaign; the best chance to tackle a really difficult task
and see it through presents itself.
"Over there" are hundreds of bovs from all branches of

March

29,
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Let us make
Let us think of them.
the railroad service.
Let us see that these others do more
others think of them.
tlian tliink nf those who but yesterday were working beside
them. Money is needed to feed and clothe and protect these
boys.

should pour in from every railroad centre in a

It

great flood.

United States Standard Cars
WITHIN

MuNiTTS from

time of taking the
railways of the
States, Mr.
McAdoo has approved designs for
I'nited
Specifications have been drawn
standard freight cars.
and drawings made for bodies of a 40 and 50 ton steel
box
single
sheathed
car (the designs are identical for
frame,
both cars, different trucks being used) a 40-ton steel underframe, double sheathed bo.\ car; a 50-ton steel high side
gondola; a 50-ton composite high side gondola; a 70-ton low
side steel gondola; a 50-ton hopper car and a 70-ton hopper
There are three designs of trucks to be used on these
car.
body designs, having capacities of 40 tons, 50 tons and
iTiKEE
of

oftice

director

general

contracts for the cars are made.

The
M. C.

specifications call for friction draft gears and the
B. standard coupler on all of the cars.
Steel ends
and outside steel roofs are required for the box cars. The
arch bar type of truck frame is permitted on the 40 and SO

cast steel

frame either with the removable

journal box or witli the journal box cast integral is permitted on all three designs.
A definite strength requirement
has been made for the cast steel truck side frames, which in
s<Hne cases will require new designs.
The M. C. B. No. 2

brake
the

beam

M.

trucks.

used,

box

is

C. B.

specified for the

No. 3 brake beam

Specifications
for

the

journal

40 and 50 ton trucks and

required for the 70-ton
for the paint to be
packing and for the journal
is

are also given

box

and money.

This feature

will,

of course, create

some

dis-

turbance in the repair forces.

the

70 tons.
A study of the specifications which appear elsewhere in
this i.~sue indicates that the government's standardization program has been along broad and rational lines. Adequate
strength and interchangeability of parts have been given careThe M. C. B. standards have been used
ful consideration.
to a large degree and options have been left for detailed
parts of different designs provided they are made to fit the
limiting dimensions and to conform to the strength requirements. This should be of particular interest to the Railway
Business Association which has sought so earnestly to keep
the field open for further development of the special appliances that form a vital part in the construction of railway
equipment.
There are, of course, certain specialties which
cannot be used on this equipment, either because tliey do not
measure up to the strength or dimension requirements, or
because the committee deemed it inexjjedient to include them
in the designs.
For instance, only the wrought steel wheel
is to be used on the 70-ton truck.
It has been questioned by
some engineers whether or not this was expedient. The allsteel roof has been excluded in favor of the outside metal
roof laid over the roof boards. To be sure, the all-steel roof
is somewhat more expensive than the design specified, but
it
saves approximately 500 lb. per car in weight.
The
specialties to be used are to be determined upon when the

and the

Many parts of the foundation brake gear are common to
all cars and various other details of construction are interchangeable. With the care taken to jjrovide limiting dimen.>;ions for the various optional material used, there should
be little difficulty in properly maintaining the cars.
As
in the case of any new set of standards, however, the railways will be called upon to provide themselves witii new
material with which to repair the cars, which will take time

the

of

;

ton trucks
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oil.

In so far as it is possible to determine from a study of
the drawings, which have only just been released, it is apparent that the railways will be given car equipment of

good design and adequate strength.
While the weights of
the different cars have not as yet been given out. it appears
that they will be fairly heavy, which must always be the case

where designs are more or less of a compromise.
Interchangeability of parts has been given careful consideration.

Canadian Pacific
WAS NO INCREASE in freight business on the
Canadian Pacific in the calendar year 1917 as comwith the previous year and no increase in the
number of passengers carried, although the average passenger journey was about eight miles longer in 1917 than in
The Canadian Pacific earned, however, $1.3,000,000
1916.
more in 1917 than in 1916; the total earnings in 1917
amounting to $152,389,335.
In other words, there was a

T"" II ERE

*

jiarcd

considerable increase in the average rates received for both
freight and passenger.
The ton mileage average in 1917
was 7 mills and in 1916 6.5 mills. The passenger rate per
mile per passenger was 2.03 cents in 1917 and 1.96 cents
in 1916.
The increase in rates, however, was not sufficient to offset the higher rate of wages paid and higher costs of mate-

There was no increase in the amount spent on maintenance of way; the 1917 expenditure being $17,470,000
and the 1916 $17,250,000. It is probably safe to assume,
however, that scarcity of men was the limiting factor in the
amount spent for maintenance of way.
The increased costs of actuall)' moving the business
(transportation expenses) and of maintenance of equiprial.

ment are rather startling. Maintenance of equipment cost
$23,404,000 in 1917 and $18,908,000 in 1916.
Transportation e.xpenses mounted to $53,029,000 in 1917
and $42,385,000 in 1916.
Trainmen, enginemen and
station agent and despatchers' wages and fuel costs make
up the bulk of the transportation expenses. This increase
of 25 per cent in these expenses took place, notwithstanding
the fact that passenger, freight and mixed train mileage all
decreased.

Total train mileage in 1917 was $45,333,000,

or 3.42 per cent less than the train mileage in 1916.
It is remarkable what progress the Canadian Pacific has
made in car-loading and train-loading during the three
years of the war.
In the fiscal year ended June 30, 1915,
the average loading per loaded car was 21.57 tons.
In the
calendar year ended December 31, 1917. this average was
26.19.
In 1915 the average train-load, including both

revenue and company freight, was 463 tons.
In 1917 the
average train-load was 594 tons. When we rememlH?r that
Canada has raised by the volunteer system 400.000 men
and is now to raise another 100,000 by conscription which,
in proportion to population, would be equivalent to raising
an army of 7,000,0()0 men in the United States, we get some
conception of the handicap of scarcity of labor which the
Canadian railways have had to contend with
Increased
train-loading without any large change in the average power
of locomotives or any considerable grade reduction is a matTo show such a marked inter of more skillful operation.
crease in skill of operation as that on the Canadian Pacific
the Canadian Pacific management
is something that both
and the people of Canada may well feel proud of. The

Canadian Pacific management ascribes the better car-loading almost entirely to the success of the company's appeal

One thing that
to the patriotism of shippers.
helped to bring up the average train-load in

undoubtedly
1917 was a
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to the Editor
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Locomotives
Chicago,

III.

To THE Eduok:
I notice on page 394 of the February 22 issue of the
Rjiluay Age, a suggestion from J. L. Coss, that locomotives be broken in after being turned out of tlie shop by
having them handle bad-order cars or other work of a light
nature, as the locomotive would reach the next terminal and
be in condition to handle a full train on return trip.
I believe, if Mr. Coss had taken a second thought before
making this suggestion, it might have occurred to him that
the object in running a locomotive light as is customar}' on
a trial trip, is to give the bearings a chance to find a permanent bearing and to prevent failures from hot boxes, or

the journal heating up, as

would be the case

suggestion were followed.

\'er)-

problem which cannot

efficiently

be solved witliin

the time at the disposal of tliosc with whom is lodged the
responsibility for completion of the contemplated work. The

I

Breaking

colossal

779

task apj)ears to be an impossible one, because the "best"
for the United States cannot be obtained unless the "jjcst"
is also obtained for its various sections, territories or lines.
Tiicre is not nor can there be a common "best" for all these
sections, territories or lines, for many of tlie details to which,
it
appears, it is intended that standardization ije applied.
In approaching this proiilem one first encounters consideration of the type of equipment to be adopted.
It is needless to

suggest anything on

efficiency to the country

instead

of other

the needs of

tlie

more

tiiis

due

subject, because the loss of

to the use of

efficient

territory within

standard tNi^es
adapted to

ones, especially

which they are

to

ije

oper-

must be apparent. The same applies to general dimensions and weights for the equipment t\pes selected.
Tiien comes the details of design and the specialties which
are developed, manufactured and sold to the railroad coml)anies and equipment builders by interests outside the ranks
of railroad managers and employees, who must be accorded
a large amount of the credit for the present state of the development of the art of railroad transportation. The standated,

if Mr. Coss'
often a failure or a hotbox caused from such handling would more than offset the
saving made by utilizing the services of this locomotive for
handling bad-order cars or light equipment.
To make the illustration a little plainer, it is customary
with all manufacturers to break in and run the machines
light before the load is placed on them.
The breaking in
trip also gives the shop organization a chance to correct any

ardization or the adoption of standards covering detail design and tlie selection of specialties will be an easy task for
one vested with authority to make the necessarj- decisions,
ijut the loss of efficiency which must become common throughout the countr}' in connection, particularly with standard-

may have been made, or to discover any imperwork wliich has been done on the machine, thus making it a much safer machine to place in ser\'ice than would
be the case if handled the other way.

the men, immediately busied in repair and operation of
equipment, come personally in contact and to wliich, through

errors that
fect

L. A.
Shop

supt-rintcndcnt,

North.

Illinois

Central.

ized lomomotive equipment, will be enormous.
The details of design and the specialties referred to are
all important factors, because they represent parts with which

have adjusted them.selves, their
design details and the
new specialties are the points where "the shoe will pinch"
years

of

experience,

methods and their

they

tools.

The new

adversely affecting the operating efficiency, because these
masses of men who
have immediately to do with maintenance and operation
of the equipment involved.
The adoption of general standards involves an attempt to reconcile differences, which to
many may appear to be only psychological, between the
ex|)ressions of representatives of various sections on the
matter of what design details or what specialties are most
efficient.
The number of such differences which might be
c'ted even on a single large railroad system would be most
astonishing and such a list would lie greatly expanded if applied to all the lines in the United States. Though .«ome of
these differences might be dismissed as "only psychological."
they must still be reckoned with.
Failure to recognize the
importance of the "human element"' must ver}- seriously and
adversely affect operatins; efficiency.
The maintenance facilities, small and hand tools at shops
and enginchouses. together with the stock of repair materials on hand is. in ever)' section, in keeping with the needs
of specialties and design details obtaining in that section.
The introduction of new details or new specialties will involve immediately the expense of providing new repairing
instruments and materials, a loss in efficiency until such are
provided and the men interested in operation and maintenance accumulate experience and familiaritv with the new.
The rountri- can now ill-afford to suffer the loss of efficiency
and expense of the transitional period.
To summarize the whole situation, it seems that standardization can only he part of an emergency program for
quickly providing this rountr\- with the needed locomotive
and car equipment, or a comprehensive permanent program
which its sponsors believe will operate to the ultimate beneIf the purpose is the former, the standfit of the countPi-.
ardization scheme as applied to the entire countn' appears
to he unnere>~ar\-. detrimental and retarding; if the latter,
ijy

will affect the operating efficiency of the

Why

Standardize

Equipment

Now ?

New York, X. Y.
Editor:
Whatever may be the reason for the standardization of
equipment, whether, as an emergency measure, to provide
equipment for the countr}- quickly, or to inaugurate a comprehensivf and permanent standardization scheme, it seems
that effort is being made to complete, within at most a few
months, standardization work which should require years to

To THE

accomplish.
Standardization means stagnation.
It will remove from
the car and kxomotive construction field a vast amount of
talent and effort heretofore expended upon improvement
therein.
Standardization means retarded development to an
extent proportional to the field covered.
A small line or a
small territory can and does entertain the adoption of improvement much more freely tlian larger lines covering more
extended territory, because the introduction of a new standard always involves a change which is usually expensive in
proportion to the amount of territory covered.
The benefits
to be derived from the new standard must be weighed against
the cost of its adoption more and more carefully the more
widely extended tlie territor\- affected.
The consideration
of a standard of construction or maintenance applying to a
large system receives much more careful consideration than
on the smaller roads for obvious reasons. When the territorj- of standardization
is
extended to the entire United
States, the inertia and delay which must be reckoned with,
in the introduction of equipment design improvements, will
be multiplied many times.

The
in car

determination, for the entire countr>-. of the "best"
and locomotive equipment, to the last detail, is a
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it is ill-advisedly considered now, because there are certainly
greater things at stake than the final solution of this rail-

road equipment standardization problem, which should be
postponed until after the present crisis is passed.

A

Citizen with

An

Some Railroad Experience.

Unsafe Ruling
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same tiling obtains. It follows that tlie occasional failure of the despatcher to issue or properly place orders and
the failure of the operator, at times, to deliver all orders
held, uphold tlie wisdom of the rule which forbids the intlie

clusion in an order of instructions not essential; and upliolds the crew in demanding a copy of an order which it
has been instructed to annul.
G. E. COLLINGWOOD.

Cleveland, Ohio.

To THE

Editor:

Recently the conductor and engineman of a train were
given an order stating, among other things, that a certain
They did not hold a copy of that
order was annulled.
order and protested that they should be given a copy of it.
The superintendent took the position that it was not necessary for the crew to hold the order, and further stated that
if it were necessary for them to have a copy of the order the
despatcher would have given it to them.
The point at issue here is vital to every operating officer
because upon the correct understanding of the rules the
safety of operation under tlie present train order system must
By denying the right of the traiimien to hold a
depend.
copy of the original order the superintendent has placed
himself in the position of having assumed that (a) the despatcher invariably supplies all orders which a train requires
for safe

movement under

the rules

and that (b)

all orders

placed by the despatclier at various points for a train are
delivered to that train without failure; and that (c) such
ruling violates no rule for movement by train order.
The ruling, to be safe, must be upheld by the rules and
If a copy of the
by experience in all three particulars.
original order is denied the crew it must be shown that (a)
the despatcher performs his duty perfectly, which manifestly
But if the despatcher could be deis out of the question.
pended upon to issue all necessary orders there would be
still the possible failure of the operator to deliver them.
The government reports of accidents afford ample evidence

on

this point.

permit such a ruling to stand unRule 201 in defining exactly what can enter
into a train order, says "They must contain neither information nor instructions not essential to such movements";
and an order directing a train to annul an order which it
noes not hold would be "not essential" to the movement of
The superintendent's ruling created a hazard by
that train.
the assumption that the crew could annul an order which it
did not hold, or could take the alternative and disregard that

Nor do

the rules

challenged.

portion of the order without danger.
The exact hazard in the ruling rests no less in the loose
metliod of viewing the contents of a train order than in the
Take an examactual danger which can result therefrom.
ple.
No. 108 is a train moving from A to Z, and is superior by direction.
No. 121 is a train of the same class in
Order No. 4, directed No. 121 to
the opposite direction.
meet No. 108 at B. This order was delivered to both trains.

No. 108 to meet No. 121 at C inThis order was placed for No. 121 at D and
delivered to No. 108 at A.
No. 121 was delayed and the
despatcher issued order No. 16 to No. 121 at E and to No.
108 at C, reading, "Order No. 15 is annulled." When No.
108 received order No. 16, it proceeded on its way without
having any orders in effect concerning No. 121. No. 121
still held order No. 4 to meet No. 108 at B, as it had not
received order No. IS.
The conductor and engineman of
No. 121 received order No. 16 at E, but as they did not
hold order No. 15, they disregarded the annulling portion
of the order, as instructed by the despatcher (after receiving
their protest and conferring with the superintendent) and
proceeded towards D, meeting No. 108 between E and D.
Should the operator fail to deliver a superseding order

Order No.

stead of B.

15, directed

Local Freight Agent Responsible
for Unjust Criticism of Railroads
Washington, D.

C.

To THE Editor:
In spite of denials from authoritative sources a large percentage of the public is still convinced that the railroads
are bent on making a failure of the present experiment of
direct governmental operation of the carriers.
I think no
one acquainted with the situation will fail to agree that the
charge is untrue so far as it concerns the vast majority of
officers of individual lines.
Why, then, the persistency of
this belief?

A careful analysis of the great volume of appeals for
transportation help which reach the United States Department of Agriculture, after due allowance is made for the
abnormal, leads to the conclusion that the opinion is fostered by the attitude of the local freight agent.
He has
before, with less and poorer

more work than he ever had
help to get

it

He

is human enough to follow the
and the imperative duty rests upon
keep before him the whole picture of our

done.

line of least resistance,

higher officers to
transportation problems.
When a patient, but exasperated,
shipper tries to get some information as to the whereabouts
and probable arrival of a shipment which has been out
from six weeks to three months, and which under normal
conditions should have reached destination in six days, and
is met with the statement, "The government is running the
railroads, and we are doing no tracing," what other conclusion can he reach than that somebody is "laying down on
the job?"

Some two years ago the American Railway Association
adopted a resolution looking toward putting an end to the
tracing abuse, an abuse for which, under the competitive
system, the railroads were more responsible than the shippers.

The

resolution

was a move

in the right direction

and

has had the support of all right-thinking people.
It is
recognized that the same conditions which today make the
tracing of some shipments so necessary, militate against their
efficient tracing.
When, however, such commodities as
agricultural implements, spraying material, seeds and fertilizers, imperatively needed at once for spring planting in
order that there may be no curtailment of the production
of food in the United States this year, have been in transit
far beyond the length of time necessary to get them to destination, they should be traced.
If they can't be traced, the
shipper is at least entitled to an intelligent explanation of
why it can't be done.
I cite tracing merely as one example.
There are others.
Are we going to educate the local agent at this crisis and
put him in a position to help to forestall baseless criticism?
it

Charles Brand,
Chief of Bureau of Markets, United States Dept. of Agriculture.

The

Japanese Government R.'vilways with a view to
enormous freight congestion are pushing for-

relieving the

ward

construction of hundreds of freight cars at the
workshops by offering a bonus of Y.300 ($150) a car for
speedy completion.
The Far Eastern Review.
the
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Improvements on the Yazoo
Track Grades on 44 Miles

Been Raised

of Line

FLOOD WATER in the Mississippi river reached a
higher stage early in 1916 than had been recorded previously, submerging the main line of the Yazoo & Mississippi N'alley in the vicinity of \'ick.sburg, Miss., with a
resulting suspension of traffic for a period of three weeks, the
railway undertook an extensive project for raising the grade
of its tracks over a distance of 44 miles.
Of this distance
27 miles was north of Vicksburg and 17 miles south of that
While the

raises

made were

Near Vicksburg Have

to Protect Against Floods

BECAUSE

city.

Mississippi Valley

relatively light, the

work

taken in the aggregate assumed rather large proportions, over
1,500,000 cu. yd. of grading being required. The details of
work, much of which was carried on under traffic, are of
considerable interest and the following account, taken from
an article by M. P. Black, assistant engineer, in the Illinois
Central Magazine of January, 1918, presents the salient

of wliich

was done under traffic. The earthwork amounted
yd., measured in excavation, and tlie raising

216,000 cu.

to

of pile trestles to a total of 1151 lineal vertical feet. Besides
The total cost
351 ft. of old trestle was eliminated.

this,

was $150,000 and, except
ished in December, 1916.

for a

From Vicksburg

few minor details, was

to

fin-

Smedes

The work from the Yazoo river to Smedes was authorized
in March 1917.
The raise on this part of the line was from

South of Vicksburg the proximity of the existing track to
made it possible to obtain the desired raise in
grade more economically by a change of alinement, pushing
the new line farther away from the river, but north of the
city the work was necessarily confined to a raise of grade on
the existing alinement.
After exhaustive surveys, it was decided to raise the top of rail from Vicksburg north to the

It included
one to four feet and was done under traffic.
600,000 cu. yd. of earthwork, 4743 lineal vertical feet of
trestle raised and 637 lin. ft. of additional pile trestle.
On account of inadequate drainage, side borrow for the
embankment was not permissible. A borrow pit was secured
at Kings, in a desirable location, making the average haul
Work on the track lay-out at the pit
for the work 13 miles.
was started on July 13, 1916, and a steam shovel was put at
work on August 1. The pit was opened with a 15C Atlantic
type Bucyrus shovel, but later a 60C Bucyrus shovel was inOther equipment including 40 western automatic
stalled.
steel air dump cars of 20 cu. yd. capacity, thirty 30-cu. yd.
Western cars of an older type, one Mann-McCann steel

Yazoo

spreader and four 60-ton locomotives belonging to the rail-

this

features

the foot hills

river, a distance of 10 miles, to an elevation three feet
above the highest recorded water level.
From the Yazoo
river to Smedes, a distance of 17 miles, it was determined
to raise the top of rail to the elevation of the hydraulic gradient of the 1916 flood.
It was considered unnecessary to
go higher on this part of the line because the United States
Government is contemplating the construction of a levee,
from Terrapin Xeck cut-off to the mouth of the Yazoo canal,
an improvement which, it is thought, will reduce the flood
level in the area north of the Yazoo river.
The work from Vicksburg to the Yazoo river was author-

ized in the early part of 1916 and
raise on this piece of track ranged

begun on July 10. The
from one to five feet, all
781

road.

well adapted to this class of work
to force the dirt back from
the track for the passage of trains, but not so far as to inin the track while it is
placing
the
dirt
of
crease the cost
being raised. The steel dump cars used were also satisfac-

The spreader used was

as the

tory

the

main wings were designed

for this

class of track

raising work, especially where

embankment was not over

eight feet high.

The

30-cu.

same manufacture were too large for a low
embankment, but would he satisfactory on a higher fill. For
yd. cars of the

handling the dump cars, the locomotives were equipped with
three-way valves, connected with the dumping apparatus so
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that the engineman could dump the entire train in either
direction on a signal from the dump foreman.
The maintenance on the steel dump cars was light as one 'ar repairer
ivas sufficient to handle the running repair;, on 70 cars.
The track was raised in one-foot lifts 1000 ft. long using
gangs of 40 men working with ordinary No. 6 track jacks.
The plan followed was to raise the track as high as possible
on the available dirt, and then dump more. In this way the
raising was always ahead of the dumping, giving the track

and the
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dirt pit

by the construction department.

now

practically completed.
cementing gravel type, hauled
is

The

ballast used

from Whittaker

The work
was of a
pit,

106

miles south of Vicksburg.

South of Vicksburg

Of

miles of reconstruction south of Vicksburg,
The terrain being
all but five miles is on new alinement.
such that changes of line were advantageous in obtaining
the desired raise in grade, further benefits in the new location were found in that it relieved the embankment of the
wave wash to which it was subjected on the old location
during high water and because an improved alinement could
These improvements reduced the length of the
\>u secured.
The
line 0.32 miles and eliminated 233 deg. of curvature.
maximum grade used was O.S per cent and the maximum
urve 2 deg. The work was authorized in July 1916, and it
was started in August of the same year.
The work included 739,000 cu. yd. of earthwork, 2,197
the

17

i

lin.

ft.

of

ballast deck

trestle,

210

lin.

ft.

of

open deck

of concrete trestle and 1,173 lineal vertical
feet of pile trestle raised, in addition to a new bridge over
Rig Black river consisting of six 75-ft. girder spans, one
irestle,

80

ft.

for hand operation as a Straus bascule
substructure is of concrete. The entire structure
By the construction of two subways, an
ost .'pl70,000.
iiverhead bridge and one mile of road change, all public
I

if

which was equipped

span.

The

I

urade crossings over the new alinement on the main road
from Vicksburg to Yokena, a distance of 13 miles, have
licen eliminated.

The grading was done by

the

H. W. Nelson Company of

Chicago, and the bridge work was done by company forces
except the masonry work on the Big Black river bridge which
was done by the Union Bridge & Construction Company

Typical Excavating and Hauling Equipment Used on the

Work
drainage, which was of great benefit during bad
weather.
The plans for the work called for an 18-ft.

crown on the embankment with IJ^ to 1 slopes.
An allowance of 10 per cent was made for shrinkage and this
seemed to work out very well for the material used.
To raise the ballast deck trestles, where the raise was
two feet or less, additional caps were inserted, drifting tiiem

Profile of the

the raise was more than two feet it
manner, but greater stability was secured
by driving an additional pile at the ends of each bent and
providing a top cap of sufficient length to bear on the two

was made

new

piles.

in like

Additional sway bracing was also applied.

track raising

City.

Mo.

was handled by the Vicksburg division

grading contractor consisted of
two pumping plants and tanks,
one water distilling plant, one Jordan steel spreader, one

The
forces

of

the

shovels,

wooden dump cars,
and four to eight 60A
ton locomotives, (leased from the railroad company).
night and day shift were operated on the grading work durwooden spreader,

eight 16-cu. yd.

seventy-five 12-cu. yd.

wooden dump

cars,

ing a portion of the time.

Considerable difficulty was

Improvements South

Where

thoroughly.

Kansas

The equipment
three 70C Bucyrus

good

Map and

of

of

e.xperienced

in

three places

Vicksburg

on account of the abrupt rise of the natural surface of the
ground, as heavy as 10 per cent grades being used by dirt
trains in reaching the shovels on the upper lifts.
A very
troublesome blue marl was encountered in several places in
the excavation six feet above grade line, which would not
sustain the load of the upper strata after the lateral pres-

March
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29,

sure IkuI

liteu

raised to

tlie

removoil.

In one case the grade line was
in others

highest point of this material and

the excavation

was wiilencd

until

an angle of repose was

reached.

During the winter of 1910-17 a very higii stuge of the
Missi*sip|)i river ocrurred, which overflowed the Hig Ulack
bottom and caused the failure of a frame bent trestle used

78?

ft. temporary track constructetl through the bottom
from the main track near Galloway.
The first four bents of
1,200-ft. trestle were driven with a track driver, after
which a creeping driver was landed on top and used to
complete the structure.
Pile foundations with a penetration
Wakeof 25 to J.S ft. were re(|uire(l at the river bridge.
held sheet piling was i)laced around each pier as a precaution against high water, but weather conditions and the stage
of water in the Big Black river were entirely favorable
throughout the work, the channel piers being constructed
with only five feet of water in the channel.
The work was well planned and carried through efficient-

a 7,(100
the

The

plant consi.sted of three hoisting engines, three stiff
power saw, a l^S-cu. yd. Ransome mixer, two steam hammers and a compressed air plant
A temporary trestle was driven across the river
complete.
and all material was transported on this. The mixer was
located on the south bank of the river, concrete being moved
across the trestle in dump buckets loaded on a push car and
o]ierated by a continuous cable, attached to the drum of

ly.

leg derricks, one barge, one

A

Section of

New Embankment

(lumping on the main line embankment there.
This
the construction of a temporary pile trestle,
which was driven witli a creeping driver during the high
stage of water.
Through Big Black bottom on a 32-ft. fill,
approximately 4 ft. of subsidence and 10 per cent shrinkfor

necessitated

A

Filling

Trestle for a

New Embankment

one of the hoisting engines. The material was then placed
in forms by a second derrick.
Washed river gravel was used in tlie piers, but on account
of a large percentage of sand it was screened.
A large steel
>creen was rigged over the hoppers and tlie aggregate unloaded onto the screen with a clam shell direct from the cars.
The screen was set at an angle of 40 deg. with tlie horizontal

and distributed the material

to the respective bins.
bridge suf>erstructure was erected by one of the sysTwo temsteel gangs with an ordinary track derrick.
porary pile bents were driven in advance of each pier to
afford sufficient reach for the derrick to land the 7S-ft.

The

um

Building a
age

of

the

New

Line Higher

Up

girders.

on the Hill Side

embankment material took place during

this

overflow.

Big Black River Bridge
The bridge over Big Black
deck

river and a 1,200 ft. ballast
south of it were constructed in advance of the
The material for these bridges was moved over

trestle

grading.

This work is now complete, but as 3,000 ft. of the new
embankment has not sustained an overflow period, the old
main track from Allen to Galloway will be kept in condifor service until after the next overflow to insure the
regular movement of trains in case there is an excessive
subsidence and shrinkage of the fill during high water.
With these improvements complete, the entire line through
the overflow territory i-\i ept the Virksburg terminal is ade-

tion
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change and the conductor compare time with the
who will make a record of it. Train orders are transmitted by telephone and there are telephone
booths not farther than three miles apart, so that this comparison can be made almost immediately after the change
becomes effective.
Have local time inspectors make the change in stand5.

after the

quately protected from probable high water, and plans for
The
improving the latter are now under consideration.
work described was carried on under the direction of A. S.
with
M. P.
Baldwin, chief engineer of the Illinois Central,

train despatcher,

Black, assistant engineer, in direct charge.

ard clocks.

Changing Standard Time

other
be one hour late according to the time table. On the
hand, trains which do not start until after the change
causes.
time naturallv would not be late, except for other
This creates a problem of adjustment to be worked out
arranging meeting points. The instructions are as follows:
2
watches
"At" "a. m., Sunday, March 31, all clocks and
open at
in train despatchers' offices, and in all other offices
m.
that time, must be advanced one hour, to indicate 3 a.
as the
soon
as
"Employees in every open office must,
change has been made, compare time with the train despatchClocks and watches in all offices at the first opening,
er.
must be
at or after the time the change becomes effective,
advanced to conform to the new standard time and employees,
before assuming duties in such offices, must, after the change

m

m

is

arits

employes as to insure that they have been properly changed
to conform to the new standard time.
"Owing to the varying conditions which will prevail on
the railroads of the 'United States, it is not advisable to
issue a uniform rule or order to cover the details involved
standin the movement of trains at the period the change in
Therefore, each railroad must
ard time becomes effective.
adopt such measures as may be necessary to properly safeguard the movement of its trains on the road at the time of
the change."

Instructions for Train Despatchers
a double-track line, with each of the two tracks occupied only by trains moving in one direction, a general
shall
order, directing that, after 2 a. m., all scheduled trains
run one hour late will afford all necessary simplification of
On a single
the despatcher's problems in ordinary cases.

On

track line, worked according to the Standard Code (with
trains in one direction superior to all those of the same or
a lower class moving in the opposite direction) the simplest
plan for fixing meeting points safely is to annul all schedThis is the plan adopted
ules and run the trains as extras.
on a nunilier of roads from whose officers information has
general order, that of the Western
been received.
Mar>'land, places on the despatchers the following require-

A

ments:

tyip\ca.\

.

Annul all regular trains which, according to their
would be on the road at the time of the change,
and run them as extras.
Make no use of time orders for one hour before the
2.
1.

schedules,

change and until twelve hours after the change.
Require trainmen on the road to have a general com3.
parison of time. That is, require the conductor, engineman,

brakeman and middle brakeman to get together and see that they all have the same time; the conductor then to compare time with the flagman.
Require trains to stop at the first telephone booth
4.

fireman, head

Require all train and enginemen, both road and yard,
compare time before starting out after the general change.

6.

to the
DIRECTOR GENERAL McAdoo has issued an order
railroads containing instructions, based on a report
by the Committee on Transportation of the American
Railway Association, to be followed in connection with the
bill,
change in standard time caused by the daylight saving
Imwhich becomes effective at 2 a. m. Sunday, March 31.
be
will
mediately after the change is made, as no change
would
road
made in the time-tables, all trains then on the

made, compare time with the train despatcher.
"Each railroad will issue necessary instructions and
range for such supervision and check of the watches of
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to

The local time inspectors will furnish a man at large
7.
departure points for the first twelve hours after the change,
to compare and record the time of all men before they go
on duty.
Clocks other than standard will be changed by the
8.
clerks in local offices.
It was expected that the commercial telegraph companies
would couple in their master clocks and send time on the
jMorse wires on the first hour after the change, for the benefit

of all within hearing.

On

Erie Railroad the instructions for single track
between terminals at 2 a. m. to be
Before proceeding
at an open telegraph office at that hour.
from such station, the conductor and the engineman are to
compare time with standard clock, or with the train
despatcher; and to proceed only after receiving instructions
from the despatcher. All train orders in effect at 2 a. m.
are automatically annulled; trains holding orders must then
proceed only on new orders.
the

lines require all trains

Absolute Meeting Points
York, New Haven & Hartford all scheduled
trains on the road at 2 a. m. are ordered to run to destination
not less than one hour late. On the single track lines of this
company all scheduled trains have the right to the road to
schedule meeting points unconditionally as regards opposing scheduled trains of the same class, and whichever of two
such trains arrives first must wait for the other. The order
to the despatchers provides, therefore, as regards opposing
trains, simply that the despatchers shall arrange meeting
points for trains not of the same class.
Prior to the change
they must issue no time orders to be in effect after 2 a. m.
After 2 a. m. despatchers must get from all conductors and
enginemen then on the road acknowledgments that they have
changed their watches, using for this purpose train-order
form No. 31.
To provide against any possible misunderstanding the general manager of the New Haven ordered that at each train
terminal and engine terminal a trainmaster, assistant trainmaster, road foreman of engines or other suitable officer
should be on duty from 4 p. m. on Saturday, March 30, until
10 p. m. on Sunday, March 31.

On

the

New

Jaiv.xese to
neer

of

the

Extend Shantung Railway.

Shantung Railway with an

from Tsingtao recently

to

—An

assistant

conduct preliminary surveys for

the extension of the railway

from Tsinan

to

Taokowchen.

South Manchuria Railw^ay to Buy Equipment.
management
the

engi-

started

—The

Manchuria Railway is considering
some Y.6,000,000 ($3,000,000) for

of the South

appropriation

of
freight cars

and 12 locomotives in the
This is at the rate of
Y.1S0,000 ($75,000) per locomotive and Y.7,000 ($3,500)
per freight car. This estimate is of course subject to variation according to the price of iron and steamer freights
and is leased upon a plan to l)uy not materials for conThis is reported to
struction, but ready-made rolling stock.

Ijuying at least

600

estimates for the next fiscal vear.

All
be decidedly cheaper than the purchase of materials.
tiiese purchases are to be made from the United States.
The Far Eastern Review.

specifications for the United States Standard Cars
Seven Types of Bodies for Box, Hopper and Gondola Cars

and Three Types of Trucks Are Provided
DIRECTOR GENERAL has
THEstandard
designed

issucd Specifications for the

M. C. B. specifications. Brakes to be applied
wheels and also arranged to be operated from one
end of the car by hand. Braking power to be about 60 ]jer
cent of liglit weight of car based on 50-lb. cylinder pressure.
Piston travel to be between 5 and 7 in.
Hand brake power
to be approximately the same as the air brake power.
All
piping to be black steel, merchantable, standard weight, and
fittings to be malleable iron.
Draft Gear.
To be of the friction type, having a minimum capacit)' of 150,000 lb. and a maximum travel of 2^4
in., designed so as to fit into the space provided by the
drawings.
Clearance between coupler horn and striking
plate to be 3 in.
The following types may be used: Cardwell, Murray, Sessions type "K," Westinghouse, Miner.
Drawbar Yoke. To be of the vertical plane type of an
approved design, arranged to take the key shown on drawkets to meet

by the government's
car committees and which have been approved by the
cars recently

to

These specifications cover designs for
director general.
bodies of a 40-ton steel underframe, doulile sheathed box
car; a 40 and 50-ton steel frame, single sheathed box car;
a SO-ton steel high side gondola car; a 50-ton composite
high side gondola car; a 70-ton low side steel gondola car
with drop ends, a 55-ton hopper car, and a 70-ton hopper
There are only three designs of trucks for these cars.
car.

—

They are
all

of 40, SO and 70 tons capacity.
Those parts of
designs which could, have been made common to all of

the designs.

Car Body Specifications

The

all

—

has been specified on all
and the following five t>pes may be used: Cardwell,
Murray, Sessions type "K," Westinghouse and Miner. The
M. C. B. Type D standard coupler with the 6-in. by 8-in.
shank
specified on all cars.
M. C. B. specifications have
been followed to a large extent and a complete specification
friction t\-pe of draft gear

cars

ing.

for paint

Coupler.
To be cast steel, in accordance with M. C. B.
contour and specification, having 6-in. by 8-in. shank,
21 J4
in. long, as shown on coupler condition drawing, and
slotted
tail of proper depth to suit draft gear.
CoupUr Operating Device.— To be of the top operating

i.<

is

included to be used for

all cars.

The dimensions

—

General Diue.s'S'Ons or the United States Stanoakd Freicbt Ca«s
40 and
•40-Ton

Length, inside
Width, inside
Height, inside
Length over striking plates
Width over eaves
Width over all
Height from rail to top of car at caves
Height from rail to top of car body
Height from rail to top of brake mast
Height from rail to top of running board
Distance center to center of trucks
Height from rail to center of coupler
Height from rail to bottom of center sill
Cubic capacity level full
Cubic capacity with 30 deg. heap

—

Steel

SOTon
Frame

SOTon

Single

Steel

Sheathed Box

Gondola

40

ft.

40

ft.

8
9

ft.

8
9

ft.

ft.

in
in
in

ft.

in.

42

ft.

l!^in

42

ft.

IViin.
*'A in.
2}i in.

9
10
12
14
13
31
2
2

6
6

4

6
6

in

9

ft.

2'/S in

10

ft.

ft.

10^^ in

12

ft.

lOH

14 ft.
13 ft.
31 ft

6H

ft.

ft.

l}i in,
6?4 in

ft.

1

ft.

ft.
ft.

J^ in

10J4 in
4^4 in

ft.

in.
in.

ft.

6

in

ft.

Mi

ir
ir

42

ft.

8
I0J4

41 ft.
9 ft
4 ft.

in

42 ft I0J4

ft.

10 ft

\ii in.

2H

in.

«

in.

7>iin.

in.

WA

l^in.

2 ft 10 ^
2 ft. 4}4

70-Ton

Composite
Gondola

41
9
4

6

in.

\H\n.

10 ft

in.

2?< in.

SSTon

Steel

Gondola
46
9

ft.

ft.

3

ft.

48

ft.

10 ft

6

in

6

ir

7

in

31 ft
2 ft. I0J4
2 ft 4V,
1,820 cu.
2,310 cu.

in.
in.

of these seven types of cars are shown in the accompanying
Following is a list of the specifications that are common to the bodies of all of the cars:
The center sill construction is
Center Sill Requirements.

3Ji in.

—

—

—

Material Options.
Wherever more than one kind of maor construction is shown on drawing or mentioned
in specification, it is understood that either may be furnished by the builder unless otherwise specified.
Specialties to be as covered in contract.
Bolts and Nuts.
All bolts to have square head and nut
unless otherwise specified.
All bolts for securing steel
against steel to have cotters, lock washers or lock nuts, in
addition to common nut, and all bolts for securing wood

ft.

ft

4M

i'A in.

\0%

in.

31 ft \0'A
2 ft. \0'/,
2 ft
1.770 cu.
2.230 cu.

in.
in.

4M

in.

in

Ijiin
37 ft 7
2 ft lO'A
2 ft 4'A

ft
ft.

6

9 ft

Hopper
ii

SY,

i

39

6

i%

in.
in.

40 ft

5

in.

10 ft

2ii in.

10 ft
1
ft

8
in.
2)i in.

ft.

i

i

1

31 ft 11

i

9 ft

lOft 'iji
10 ft

8

lift

2^

i

in.
in.

21 ft II
in.
2 ft lOK in.
2 ft A<A in.
1,880 cu. ft.
2,235 cu. ft

30 ft S
2 ft \Oii
2 ft 4J4

in.
in.
in.

2.508 cu. ft
2,978 CO. ft.

type without tlie use of clevises, links and pins; that is, to
be direct connected to the locking block.
.Apparatus to be
in accordance with condition drawings.
Center Plate. To be, first, drop forged, or second, cast

table.

designed to meet the M. C. B. requirements, having an
area of not less than 24 sq. in. in cross section and a ratio
of stress to end load not exceeding .06.
Safety Appliances.
To be applied in accordance with
United States safety appliances standard in effect on date

in.
in.
in.

8 ft
8 ft

70Ton

Hopper
30 ft

ir

in.

—

of proposal.

SOTon

Double
Sheathed Box

—
Side Bearing. —To

steel.

be, first, frictionless, or second, plain.
Frictionless side bearings to be of approved type to meet
conditions shown on drawing.
Drawings are arranged so
that plain side bearing can be used in repairs.

—

Material Specifications. The following
cations for materials are to apply:

M.

C. B. specifi-

terial

—

against steel to be riveted over nuts.
Brakes.
Cars to be equippied with

—

10-12
10-12

York

Westinghouse

(the box cars are to be equipped with the
t>'pe) of air brakes of either Westinghouse or

t>-pe

.\ir

Brake Company's manufacture.

New

Hose and gas-

b.nr!

springs.

Plate

Chains.
Couplers.
Helical «pring5.
Tap.Tn

drier.

MalVaMe

iron cislin

and

ttecl

luipmcnt cart.

White lead

Wroupht

for

letierinr.

iron S*r«.

Freight Car Paint Specifications No. 1008

KDKC-

Mcc:

Carl,.in

This material will be bought in
Freight Car Color.
I.
the paste form, and the paste must contain nothing but oil,
and
moisture.
pigment

785
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The proportions of oil, pigment and moisture mu.^t
II.
be as nearly as possible as follows:
7-t per cent by weiglu
IS per cetil by weight
per cent by weight
1

I'igmenl
Oil
Moistviri-

must be pure raw linseed oil, as free as
and well clarified by settling and age.
The pigment desired if it contains sulphate of lime
IV.
It may have
or gypsum should have this fully hydrated.

The

III.

oil

possible from foots,

as inert material sulphate of lime of gypsum fully hydrated,
soapstone or asbestine, or mixtures of any of
The pigment
these, sulphate of lime and silica preferred.
silica, kaolin,

should have the following composition:
Sesquioxide of iron
Inert material
Carbon.nte of lime

i^ per cent by weight
71 !^ per cent by weight
3 '< per cent by weight

fineness of grinding meet test in accordance with approved
method of Standard Railway laboratories.

Shipments will not be accepted which:
Contain less than 23 per cent or more than 27 per

\T.
1.

cent of

oil.

2 per cent volatile matter, including the moisture, the oil being dried to 250 degrees
Fahrenheit, and the pigment dried in air which has been
passed through oil of vitriol, at from 60 degrees to 90 degrees Fahrenheit.
Contain impure or boiled linseed oil.
3.
Contain in the pigment sulphate of lime not full}'
4.
hydrated, less than 20 per cent of sesquioxide of iron, less
than 2 per cent or more than S per cent of carbonates, calculated as carbonate of lime, or have present any barytes,
carbonates of alkalis, aniline colors, lakes or any other organic coloring matter, or any soaps or other emulsifying ma-

Contain more than

2.

Vary from shade.

5.

Do

7.

.\re

not pass fineness of test.
a liver or so stiff when received that they will
not readily mix for spreading.
Carbon Black. I. This material must lie furnished in
paste form.

The material desired under this
made on the following formula:

II.

paste,

Pigment

6.1

Oil

3.'5

specification

is

a

per cent by weight
per cent by w'eight

must be pure raw linseed oil, as free as possible
and well clarified by settling and age.
The pigment desired should consist of:

The
from

oil

foots,

f.ampbl:ick,

Red

or

carbon black

lead

the
7.

pigment desired.
Are a liver, or so

mix

stiff

when

received that they will

for spreading.

Red Lead. This paint shall be furnished in prepared form
It shall contain not less than 64 per
ready for application.
tent or more than 68 per cent of pigment. The pigment porThe red
tion of the paint shall contain 60 per cent red lead.
lead used shall contain not less than 85 per cent PboO^! The
Ijalance of the pigment portion of the paint shall consist of
silicious matter such as magnesium or aluminum silicate or
silica or a mixture thereof.
The vehicle shall consist of not less than 90 per cent linseed oil, the balance to be liquid drier and volatile thinner.
The volatile thinner may be turpentine or mineral spirits
or a mixture of the two.
No rosin shall be present in the
vehicle.

The prepared paint as received must have satisfactory
working qualities and durability.
It must be free from
objectionable caking in the can.
When applied to a smooth
iron surface it must dry in twelve hours without running,
streaking or sagging.

Box Cars
All designs of the box cars will have a steel underframe
and steel ends. The bodies of the 40 and SO-ton single

terial.

6.

than 16 per cent carbon, preferably in the fofjn of lampblack or carbon black, less than 4 per cent of lead representing the red lead, or have present any phosphates,
barytes, sulphate of lime or gypsum, carbonate of lime or
whiting, or any other sulphates or carbonates or any other
caustic substances, such as caustic lime, or any soaps or
other emulsifying materials, or any constituents other than
those given in the formula for the pigment desired.
Do not pass fineness test.
5.
6.
Do not contain asbestine according to the formula of

not readily

Material must conform to shade furnished and in

V.
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15

percent

5

per cent

Asbestine

10 per cent

Silex or other approved material

70 per cei,t

of good quality, and of such a
Ground coal,
character as to produce the standard shade.
Phosphates, barytes, sulphates
etc., will not be considered.
of lime or gypsum, carbonate of lime or whiting or any

The lampblack must be

other carbonates of sulphates, or any constituents other than
those given in the composition of the pigment desired, must
not be used.
III.
Material must conform to shade furnished and in
fineness of grinding meet test in accordance with approved

method of Standard Railway laboratories.
IV.
Shipments will not be accepted which:
1.
Contain less than 32 or more than 38 per cent oil.
2.
Contain more than 2 per cent of volatile matter, in-'
eluding the moisture, the oil being dried at 250 degrees Fahrenheit, and the pigment dried in air which has been passed
through oil of vitriol at from 60 to 90 degrees Fahrenheit.
3.
Contain impure linseed oil.
4.
Contain in the pigment less than 13 per cent or more

sheathed box cars are identical, the only difference is in the
trucks.
The specifications peculiar to the box cars and similar to all of the box car designs are as follows:
Flooring.
To be of fir or long leaf yellow pine, square
edge and sound, 2% in. thick, tongued and grooved, 5^-in.
to 734-in. face width, secured to side and center sills, as
shown on drawing.
End Lining: To be yellow pine. No. 1 common, or fir 1 3/
in. thick, tongued and grooved, 5-in. face width.
To be galvanized steel No. 22 gage, outside metal
Roof.
roof, laid over yellow pine roof boards. No. 1 common, or
fir 13-16 in. thick by 3}^-in. or S34-in. face width as shown
on drawing No. 1337.
(The drawings state that the Murphy, Hutchins, or Chicago-Cleveland outside roofs may be
used if they interchange with the designs shown.)
Steel Ends.- First, horizontal corrugated of three sheets:
top sheet 3-16 in. thick, intermediate and bottom sheets 54 inthick with corrugations 2^4 in- deep. Second, vertical corrugated of two sheets, all j4 in. thick with corrugations 2% indeep.
Third Plain steel end with U-shape vertical stakes,
as shown on drawings.
The following specifications apply only to the 40-ton steel
underframe double sheathed box car:
Framing. All dimension framing to be yellow pine, square
edge and sound grade, or fir of sections shown on draw-

—

—

—

—

—

—

ings.

—

Side Sheathing.
To be long leaf yellow pine, B and better,
or No. 2 clear and better fir 13/16 in. thick, tongued and
grooved, 334-in. or 5j4-in- face width, securing to framing

shown on drawings.
Side Lining.: To be yellow pine, No. 1 common, or fir
13/16 in. thick, tongued and grooved, 314-in. or 5j4-infacc width, secured to framing, as .shown on drawings.
The side lining for the 40 and SO-ton steel frame, single

as

—

March
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29.

shcathi'il box cars is to Ije of, first, fir No. 2 clear and better,
Lumber is to Ijc thoror second, yellow pine B and better.
oughly kiln dried, having nia.\imuni moisture of 5 per cent,

tongued and jjrooved and with a S-in. face.
The underframe for the double sheathed car is of different
construction from that of the single sheathed car.

Gondola Cars

pine or fir, 2-'4 in. thick, having a face of 5J4 in. to
siding for these cars is of long leaf yellow pine or

The

same

7^
fir

in.

and

thick.

in.

The untU-rframe on
in

its

three of these designs

all

There

entirety.

is not the
however, details which are

are,

For instance, the draft sill construction and the
body bolster center brace of both the 50-ton gondolas are the
same as tho.«e used on the single sheathed box cars. The
body bolster center brace and the rear of draft lug on the
70-ton gondolas are the same as those used on the 40-ton
doulile sheathed box car.
There are similarly other details
which are common to the various designs.
similar.

cars are of all-steel construction, the 55-ton

car having doutile hoppers and the 70-ton, triple hoppers.
The four doors forming the center opening in the 70-ton

car are operated by one mechanism and in all other cases the
doors forming the openings are operated in pairs.
These
cars have the same end and draft sill and have the same
design of rear draft lug.
There are many details in the
door opening mechanism which are common to both types
of cars.

The

floor construction is the

construction with the details

is

same and the hopper

common

to both.

The

side

hopper sheets are the same.

trucks for all of the standard cars are covered by
three specifications, one for 40-ton cars, one for 50-ton cars
and one for 70-ton cars. The specification numbers for
these trucks are 1274-B, 1276-B and 1241-B, respectively.

The following table gives the general dimensions of the
three trucks:
40-ton
heel base
I^i^tance center

to

center

journals
Siie of ii.urn.ils
Piameter of wheels

The

5

ft.

6

ft.

6

70ton

SO-ton

in.

5 ft. 6 in.

5 ft. 8 in.

6

6

of
4 in.
5 in. by 9 in.

33

in.

—

Pattern Numbers.- .\11 castings shall have a pattern numshown on drawing, with the initials "U. S. S." as a

ber, as
prefix.

—

Forginfis.
Forgings may be made of either steel or
wrought iron.
Truck Frames. For the 40- and SO-ton trucks, the truck
frames are to be: (1) Cast steel side frame of U-.scction
members with M. C. B. standard removable journal box;
(2) cast steel side frame of U-scction members with journal
box cast integral, or (3) arch bar type. Except for the
exclusion of the arch bar type, the same types of side frame

are specified for the 70-ton truck.
Tie l>ars for cast steel truck side frame to be of the short
type, two per frame.

Cast steel side frame must meet limiting dimensions shown
on limiting dimension drawing, and interchange in all re.-^pects with arch bar truck where this type of truck is permitted.
They must be made in accordance with M. C. B.
specifications and have a transverse section modulus in the
top

member

3'^

in.

ft. 5 in.

bv 10 in.
3>in.

6 in.
6 in. by 11 in.
33 in.
ft.

specifications for all three trucks are similar, the pro-

visions in the majority of cases I)eing identical.

The

trucks

40- and 70-ton cars are each rec|uired to be of ample
strength to carr}- a load 10 per cent above the rated capacity
for the

—

addition to the light weight of the car body.
The 50-ton
nominally for cars of that capacity, is required
to carry a load of 121,000 lb. in addition to the light weight
of the car body, thus making it available for use under 55ton cars.
Except in the case of those sections which are not

Cast
bolsters must interchange with pressed
Cast steel bolsters must have a section modulus vertically 10 per cent greater than pressed steel bolsters.
Built-up bolsters must be as strong vertically as pressed steel

and built-up

All bolsters to have a transverse strength at least
50 per cent of vertical strength.
Center Plates.
To be: (1) Drop forged, or (2) cast
bolsters.

—
Side Bearings. — See body
Brake Beams. —Each 40-ton

steel.

specifications.

Brake Shoes.
plain cast iron.
Wheels.
For

to

is

Sections where differences occur have been
cover all thre trucks and the difference

clearly pointed out.

—

Material Options.
WTierever more than one kind of maor construction is shown on drawing or mentioned in
specification, it is understood that either mav be furnished
terial

50-ton

truck

to

\>e

—

be:

the

(1)

40-ton

With
trucks

reinforced back, or (2)
the

wheels

are

to

be

M.

C. B. standard for cars having axles with 5-in. by 9-in.
journals.
To lie cast iron, weighing about 700 lb. each.

Wheels to be in accordance with M. C. B. specification, and
to be mounted on axles with a pressure of from 40 to 60 tons.
For 55-ton hopper cars, the wheels are to be:
(1)
wrought steel. (1) cast steel, or (3) cast iron. For all other
50-ton cars the wheels are to lie cast iron.
Wheels to be
M. r. B. standard for cars having axles with 5,'/<-in. by
lO-in. journals.
Cast iron wheels to have a nominal weight
of 725 lb. each.
Cast iron wheels to be mounted on axles
with a pressure of from 45 to 65 tons, and steel wheels with a
pressure of from 65 to 85 tons.

The wheels
ard,

wrought

and

\>c M. C. B. standcars having axles with 6-in. by 11 -in.

for the 70-ton truck are to
steel, for

They

fications,

identical for all three trucks, the text of the specifications

and

equipped with two M. C. B. No. 2 brake beams, and each
70-ton truck to be equipped with two M. C. B. No. 3 brake
beams, all conforming to limiting outline and general conditions shown on drawing.

journals.

full.

(1) Cast steel bolster with in-

ing surface of cast steel center plate to be dressed.

steel

in

summarized

truck.

tegral center plate; (2) cast steel bolster with separate center
plate, or (3) pressed steel or built-up bolster.
Inside bear-

truck, while

given in

of eight for the 40-ton truck, 10 for the SO-ton

and 12 for the 70-ton
Truck Bolsters. To be:

truck,

—To

Trucks
The

'.\'

Specialties to be

steel bolsters.

Hopper Cars
The hopper

by the builder unless othenvise specified.
as covered in contract.

—

he gondola cars are designed to carry a concentrated load
of two-thirds of the capacity of the car over a distance of 10
Eight doors are provided on the 50-ton allft. at the center.
Those on the all-steel
steel and composite high side cars.
car are hinged cross-wise of the car, while those on the composite car are hinged along the center sill to dump toward the
The
side.
In both cases the doors are operated in pairs.
flooring for the composite cars is to be of long leaf yellow
1

l'>4
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to

are to be in accordance with M. C. B. specibe mounted on axles with a pressure of from

70 to 95 tons.

—

.\xles.
To be of open hearth steel, smooth forged or rough
turned between wheel seats and journals to be burnished. To
i)e in accordance with M. C. B. specifications with sulphur
and phosphorus content modified to limit of .06.
Journal Boxes. To Ix; of malleable iron, cast or pressed
steel, complete with lids and M. C. B. type reinforced wooden
dust guards suitable for axles with 5-in. by 9-in. journals,
5 '/-in. by 10-in. journals, or 6-in. by 11 -in. journals, as the
.W\ boxes to be thoroughly cleaned and packed
rase may be.

—

RAILWAY AGE
widi journal bo.x packing which has been saturated with
freight car lubricating oil.
Journal Bearings.
To be of brass, lead lined, M. C. B.
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Rules

for Capital

—

specitication grade

Journal Bearing Wedges.—To be: (1) drop forged, or (2)
cast steel,

Expenditures on Railroads

"A."

M.

^^'edges to be

with S-in. by 9-in., 5j4-in.
journals, as the case

—

may

C. B. type, suitable for axles
by 10-in., or 6-in. by 11-in.

Director General

McAdoo

has issued General Order No.
observed with re-

12, prescribing the following rules to be

spect to all railroad

work involving charges

to capital ac-

count, viz.

be.

Painting.
Trucks to receive two coats of carbon black
Paints to be in accordance with United States Standard Specification, No. 1008.
Material Specifications. The following M. C. B. specifications for materials are to apply

paint.

—

In determining what additions and betterments,
First:
including equipment, and what road extensions should be
treated as necessary, and what work already entered upon
should be suspended, please be guided by the following general principles

From the financial standpoint it is highly important
avoid the necessity for raising any new capital which is
not absolutely necessary for the protection and development
of the required transportation facilities to meet the present
and prospective needs of the country's business under war
From the standpoint of the available supply of
conditions.
labor and material, it is likewise highly important that this
supply shall not be absorbed except for the necessary purposes mentioned in the preceding sentence.
(b) Please also bear in mind that it may frequently happen that projects which might be regarded as highly meritorious
and necessary when viewed from the separate
standpoint of a particular company, may not be equally
meritorious or necessary under existing conditions, when the
government has possession and control of the railroads gen(a)

Journal bearings
Malleable iron castings
Mild steel bars

Axles
Bolts and nuts
Boiled linseed

Brake beams
Brake shoes
Carbon
steel

oil

Steel castings

Pressed
bars

Raw

for

Red

springs
Cast iron wheels
Cast steel bolsters
Cast steel truck side frames

steel bolsters

linseed
lead

oil

Rivet steel and rivets
Structural steel, steel plates and steel
sheets for freight equipment cars

Turpentine

Steel wheels
Helical springs
Japan drier

The

to

White lead for

Wrought

lettering
iron bars

following United States Standard Specifications are to

apply:
Journal box packing (Specification No. 1009)
lournal box oil (Specification No. 1010)
Paint (Specification No. 1008)

Journal

The

following

is

Box Packing

erally,

the text of the United States Standard

Specification No. 1009 for journal box packing:
The material desired imder these specifications

is

curled

vegetable fiber so curled as to impart to it the maximum
resiliency; wool and cotton threads free from large lumps of

any one component part and thoroughly machined and intimately mixed with the curled fiber in the following proportions

— \egctable

fiber

(B)— Wool
(C)

—

waste
Cotton waste

—
20
—40
—40

and therefore when the

exclusive

Box

per cent
per cent
per cent

The

oil

oil

The

following is the text:
required shall be well oil, and will not be accepted

(1) flashes from May 1 to October 1, below 298 deg.
from October 1 to May 1, below 249 deg. F. (2) has
a gravity at 60 deg. F. below 28 deg. or above 31 deg.
Beaume; (3) from October 1 to May 1, has a cold test above
10 deg. F., and from May 1 to October 1, has a cold test
above 32 deg. F.; (4) shows any precipitation when five
cubic centimeters are mixed with 95 cubic centimeters of
if it:

;

precipitation test

is

to exclude tarry

and suspended

It is made by putting 95 cubic centimeters of 88 deg.
B. gasolene, which must not be above 80 deg. F. in temperature, into a 100 cubic centimeter graduate, then adding the
prescribed amount of oil and sha^king thoroughly.
Allow to

matter.

stand 10 minutes. With satisfactory
cipitated material can be seen.

Pershing to Use Canals.

oil

no separate or pre-

—The

inland waterway system of France in the region occupied by American troops
will be used for transporting some of General Pershing's

A request from the American commander calls
for the organization here of special engineer units for the
operation and maintenance of the canals.
The new units
supplies.

probably be known as inland waterway companies.
trained on American canals and rivers will be sought
to fill up the ranks of the companies, and canal engineers
will be selected as officers.
will

Men

Work

contracted for or actually commenced prior
1918, and unfinished, may be continued until
judgment of the carrier concerned it may be possible to discontinue or curtail
it without substantial loss, in order to conform to the general
principles outlined in paragraph "First" hereof.
Other work which does not involve charges to
Fifth:
capital account in excess of $25,000 may be contracted for
and commenced without approval of the Director General,
provided that:
(a) it conforms to the policy outlined in paragraph "First"

January

1,

further order, except insofar as in the

hereof; that

(b)

gasolene.

The

facilities heretofore subject to
separate companies are now

approval.

to

F., or

of the

proval.

Oil

United States Standard Specification No. 1010 covers
for journal boxes.

.

available for common use, whenever such common use will
promote the movement of traffic.
Second: The construction of new railroad lines or
branches or extensions of existing lines shall not be entered upon or contracted for without the Director General's

Fourth:

Journal

control

Third: No new locomotives or cars shall be ordered
or .shall be constructed without the Director General's ap-

:

(A)

the

it

also falls clearly within the policy of the particular

carrier as that policy has been applied in practice during the

two calendar years 1916 and 1917; and that
(c) a report giving a brief description of each project involving not less than $5,000 nor more than $25,000 chargeable to capital account and showing also the amount chargeable to operating expenses, shall be made in duplicate to the
Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures at Washington and Regional Director for the District within ten days

work shall be contracted for or commenced.
Sixth: No work involving a charge to capital account in
excess of $25,000 shall be contracted for or commenced subsequent to January 1, 1918, unless
(a) it conforms to the policy outlined in paragraph "First"
hereof; and unless
(h) it he authorized by the Director General.
Seventh:
The Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures is authorized to prescribe such forms, require such
after the

reports and issue such regulations and instructions as
be necessarv to carrv out this order.

may

March
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Wage Adjustment

Railway
plan

Am:\v
iween

for

Board

Commission of Eight, and which apply

adjustment of controversies be-

the

and the organizations of train
growing out of the interpretation

the railruuds

.>eivue cnii)lo_vecs,

or application of the provisions of

wage schedules or agree-

ments, was formulated at a conference between the regional
and the executive oflicers of tlie
four brotherhoods at Washington on March 22 and has been

directors for the railroads

adopted and put into effect by Order No. 16 issued by Director General McAdoo.
The plan provides for the creation
of Railway Hoard of Adjustment No. 1 to deal with relations between the railroads and the brotherhoods.
It is under>toiKl that

announcement

board to deal

witli relations

and

is

was

that the entire plan

to be

with

made

later of a similar

otiier classes of

initiated by

W.

S.

rector of the division of labor of the railroad

employees,
Carter, di-

administra-

tion.

The plan

is

described in the following

memorandum:

"Between A. H. Smith, C. H. :Markham and R. H. Aishregional directors,

ton,

and

respective regions,

representing the railroads in their
S. Stone, grand chief engineer,

\V.

brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers; A. B. Garretson, president. Order of Railway Conductors; W. G. Lee, President
Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen; and Timothy Shea, acting president. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and En-

ginemen
all controversies growing out of
application of the provisions of the
wage schedule or agreements which are not promptly adjusted by the officials and the employees on any one of the
railroads operated by the government, shall be disposed of
in the following manner:
"1.^
^There shall be at once created, a commission to be

"It

the

is

understood that

interpretation

or

—

known

Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, to consist
members; four to be selected by the said Regional
Directors and compensated by the railroads, and one each
as

of eight

by the chief executive officer of each of the four organizations
of employees hereinbefore named, and compensated by such
organizations.
"2.

—This

Board of Adjustment No. 1 shall meet in the
Washington, within 10 days after the selection of its
members, and elect a chairman and vice-chairman, who shall
be members of the board. The chairman or vice chairman
city of

will preside at meetings of the board,

quired

to

vote

upon the adoption of

and both
all

will be re-

decisions of the

board.
"3.

—The

board shall meet regularly,

month, and continue in session until

at stated times
all

each

matters before

it

are considered.
'4.

—Unless

otherwise mutually agreed, all meetings of
the board shall be held in the City of Washington, provided that the board shall have authority- to empower two
or more of its members to conduct hearings and pass
upon controversies, when [jroperly submitted, at any place
designated by the board: provided, further, that such subdivision of the board will not be authorized to make final
decision.
.All decisions shall be made and approved by the
entire board, as herein provided.
"5.
Should a vacancy occur in the board for any cause,
such vacancies shall be immediately filled by the same appointive authority which made the original selection.
"6.
AW authorit}' vested in the Commission of Eight,
to adjust disputes arising out of the application of the eighthour law. is hereby transferred to the Railway Board of
.Adjustment No. 1
in the same manner as ha? heretofore
been done liy the Commission of Eight.
All decisions of
a general character heretofore made by the Commission of
Eicht are hereby confirmed, and shall apply to all railroads
under governmental operation, unless exempted in said
eight-hour law. Decisions which have been rendered bv the

—

.

789
to individual rail-

roads, shall remain in effect until superseded by decisions
of the Railroad Board of Adjustment No. 1 made in accord-

ance

Willi

—

this

understanding.

"7.
The Board of Adjustment No. 1 shall render decisions on all matters in dispute as provided in the preamble
hereof, and when properly submitted to the board.
"8.
The broad question of wages and hours will be con-

—

sidered

Ijy

the Railroad

controversies

arising

Wage Commission,

from

iiilerpretalions

but matters or
wage agree-

of

ments, not including matters jjassed upon by the Railroad
Wage Commission, shall be decided by the Railway Board
of Adjustment No.
1
when properly presented to the
board.
"9.

—Wages

and hours, when fixed by the Director Genshall be incorporated into existing agreements on the
several railroads, and should differences arise between the
management and the employees of any of the railroads, as
eral,

to such incorporation, such questions of difference shall be
decided by the Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, when

properly presented, subject, always, to review by tlie Director General.
"10.
Personal grievances or controversies arising under
interpretation of wage agreements, and all other disputes
arising between officials of a railroad and its employees,
covered by this understanding, will be handled in their
usual manner by general committees of the employees, up
to and including the chief operating officer of the railroad
(or someone officially designated by him) when, if an agreement is not reached, the chairman of the general committee
of employees may refer the matter to the chief executive
officer of the organization concerned, and if the contention
of the employees' committee is approved by such executive
officer, then the chief operating officer of the railroad and
the chief executive officer of the organization concerned
shall refer the matter, with all supporting papers, to the
director of the Division of Labor of the United States Railroad .Administration, who will, in turn, present the case to
the Railway Board of .Adjustment No. 1, which board shall
promptly hear and decide the case, giving due notice to the
chief operating officer of the railroad interested and to tlie
chief executive officer of the organization concerned, of tlie
time set for hearing.
"11.
No matter will be considered by the Railway Board
of Adjustment No. 1 unless officially referred to it in the
manner herein prescribed.
"12.
In hearings before the Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1. in matters properly submitted for its consideration, the railroad shall be represented by such person or
persons as may be designated by the chief operating officer,
and the employees shall be represented by such person or
persons as may be designated by the chief executive officer
of the organization concerned.
"13.
-All clerical and office expenses will be paid bv the
United States Railroad .Administration.
The railroad directly concerned and the organization involved in a hearing,
will respectively assume any expense incurred in presenting
a case.
"14.
In each case, an effort should be made to present a
joint concrete statement of facts as to any controversies, but
the board is fully authorized to require information in addition to the concrete statement of facts, and may call upon
the chief operating officer of the railroad or the chief executive officer of the organization concerned, for additional evidence, either oral or written.
"l."?.
All decisions of the Railway Board of Adjustment
No. 1 shall be approved by a majority vote of all members
of the board.
"16.
After a matter has been considered by the board,
and in the event a majority vote cannot be obtained, then
any four member? of the board may elect to refer the matter

—

—

—

—

—

—

—
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upon which no decision has been reached to the director
general of railroads for a final decision.
"17.
The Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1 shall

Vol. 64, No. 13

The Pennsylvania Railroad

—

keep a complete and accurate record of

matters submitted
for its consideration, and of all decisions made by the board.
"18.- -A report of all cases decided, including the decision, will be filed with the director. Division of Labor of
the United States Railroad Administration; with the chief
operating officer of the railroad affected; the several regional
directors, and with the chief executive officers of the organizations concerned.

—

—

"19.- This understanding shall become effective upon its
approval by the director general of railroads, and shall remain in full force and effect during the period of the present war, and thereafter, unless a majority of the regional
directors, on the one hand, as representing the railroads, or
a majority of the chief executive officers of the organizations, on the other hand, as representing the employees, shall
desire to terminate the same, which can, in these circumstances, be done on 30 days' formal notice, or shall be terminated by the director general himself, at his discretion,
on 30 days' formal notice."
In the order approving the agreement Director General

McAdoo

"In existing circumstances, it is the patriofficers and employees of the railroads under federal control, during the present war, promptly and
equitably to adjust any controversies which may arise, thereby eliminating misunderstandings which tend to lessen the
otic

says:

duty of both

efficiencv of the service."

Pershing Reports Railway
Engineers in Battle

of

Picardy

AMERICAN RAILWAY ENGINEERS, true to the record
they made last fall at the battle of Cambrai, are again

THE

apparently giving a good account of themselves in
the present great drive.

General Pershing in his despatch to Washington Monday,
said:

'Summary

March 24-25

of activities, noon,

"Nothing to report but usual patrol and trench activities,
with some gas shelling by the enemy north of Toul.
"Reference to the German communiques of the 24th
and 25th regarding American troops:
Two regiments of
railway engineers are with the British armies involved in
Three companies of engineers were working in
the areas mentioned in the communique in the vicinity of
the Crozat canal.
"No report other than the German communique yet received regarding these troops."
Associated Press despatches also report that the American
railway engineers are engaged.
An Associated Press despatch from the American headquarters also dated Monday said
"The fact that the enemy
has officially mentioned the presence of Americans on the
battlefield of the Somnie and has repeatedly reported that
some were captured indicates the good account that American
engineers gave of themselves when the Germans attacked.
"They probably threw down their picks and shovels, took
up guns, and fought as they did at Cambrai. Such Americans
as were captured were engineers, who may have fought like
infantry, as they have carried rifles as well as tools since
this battle.

:

Cambrai.
"Official details, telling the part that

have taken

in the battle, are eagerly

American engineers

awaited here."

From British Army Headquarters in France the despatch
"American engineers have again been in the throes
of fierce conflict, in which they have done excellent work in
transportation."
said:

Accident at Elizabethtown

all

FURTHER DETAILS of the dcraibnent of westbound passenger train No. 19, on the Pennsylvania Railroad,
near Elizabethtown, Pa., on the morning of March 15,
when two passengers were killed, increase the wonder that
the number of injuries to persons was not larger. This accident, due to the falling of a mass of rock weighing several
hundred tons, occurred about 1 a. m., and most of the passengers who were injured are said to have been asleep. Of
the total

number

of injuries, 24, a large majority are said

have been classed as not grave. The conductor of the
train, E. E. Edwards, sustained fractures of both legs and
to

also suffered internal injuries.
In one of the day coaches there

was a party of soldiers,
Taylor, Louisville, Ky., who promptly got
rendered
valuable service in
kits
and
out
The physicians gave the
attending to injured passengers.
soldiers credit for manifesting remarkable knowledge of first
going to

their

Camp
first

aid

aid treatment.
The scene of the wreck is shown in the large photographic
The smaller picture of the same scene, viewed
illustration.

from a different point, was taken a little earlier.
The sleeping cars which were wrecked were the Limedale,
The car which is comthe CoUiogton, and the Irvineton.
pletely wrecked at one end, shown in the view where no
wheels are visible, is the Collington; and the other two
views show the right and the left sides, respectively, of the
Limedale.
The train was moving at about 40 or 50 miles an hour.
The fall
There are at this point only two main tracks.
of rock, from the north, struck the side of the Limedale, the
it
across
the
third car in the train, overturned it, and pushed
The next car was partly oversouth track into the ditch.
turned and the next one, the fifth in the train, ran up on
one of the rocks, and, although remaining upright, was inclined about 40 deg. above horizontal.
The fall of rock consisted principally of four large pieces.
The heaviest weighed between 150 and 200 tons, and the
Including smaller
smaller ones from 15 to 20 tons each.
pieces, about 600 tons fell altogether, and 400 lb. of dynapieces
the
large
so that they
mite was used in breaking up
could be removed.
The body of rock which fell did not roll from the top of
the cut but became detached from a larger body of stone;
the upper part being about 27 ft. above the top of the rail.
It fell over toward the track with its base acting as a pivot.
The parting of the rock is thought to have been due to the
action of the extremely severe frost during the winter, followed by heavy rains a few days before the accident.
An officer of the road writes that this track is patroled
by watchmen day and night, every hour; and the records
of the watchman show proper performance on that night.
An investigation was made by the coroner, who exonerated
the company from blame.
In the first sleeping car, the Limedale, there were 25 per-

The mass

sons, all in their berths.

struck the car a glanc-

almost completely upside down. The
came with such appalling swiftness and surprise that the passengers were unable to descril^e the first
ing blow and turned

it

disaster

shock.

The Masonic Home,

at

Elizabethtown, prepared beds to

care for the injured, and sent motorcars to the cut to take
them away; but the machines were not able to get near
enough, so it was decided to send all of the injured to hosThey were sent in the
pitals in Harrisburg and Lancaster.
uninjured cars at the front and the rear of the train, the
rear cars east to Lancaster
risburg.

and the front cars west

to

Har-

March

29,
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After the

Removal

of

Sleeping Car "Limedale"

Two

791

Sleeping Car "Collington"

Cars

— Right

Side

Sleeping Car "Limedale"

Scene of Train Accident at Elizabethtown,
R.r.>'l.-.l

Mar.

:

\ ',.v

;.'-.

Pa.,

March

15

— Left

Side
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Meeting

of the National

Industrial Traffic

League

NATIONAL INDUSTRIAL TRAFFIC LEAGUE held its
spring meeting at the Hotel La Salle, Chicago, on
March 21 and 22, with a good attendance. H. C.
Barlow, chairman of the executive committee, called attention to the proposed switching and spotting charges recommended at a recent joint meeting of Trunk Line, Central
Freight Association and Western Trunk Line representa-

THE

Chicago.
At this meeting it was recommended that
addition to the through rates applying between origin
and destination points, the following charges be made for
(a) For trap cars containing minimum
trap car service:
weight of 10,000 lb. the charge will be $3.50 per car; (b)
containing
less than 10,000 lb. the charge will
cars
for trap
be $8.50 per car; (c) for trap cars containing 15,000 lb. or
more, consigned to one consignee at one' destination, no
charge will be made, with the e.xception that for trap cars

tives, in

in

containing shipments of light and bulky articles no minimum
weight will apply providing the car is loaded to full visible
In order to avoid misuse of equipment carriers
capacity.
prefer not to furnish trap car service for cars containing less
than 10,000 lb. and the charge of $8.50 per car (which
equals the charge of $3.50 per car for trap car service plus
a penalty charge of $5 per day) is recommended to provide a basis for cars containing less than 10,000 lb. which
may be delivered to carriers.
A motion was made and passed to the effect that the chair
appoint a committee to express the opposition of the League
Accordto these proposed spotting and switching charges.
ingly, the president appointed H. G. Wilson, traffic commissioner of the Toledo (Ohio) Commerce Club, chairman of
the committee.
The executive committee announced that it had received a

from Edward Chambers, traffic director to the directorgeneral of railroads suggesting that shippers may now be
expected to show the correct weight on l.c.l. shipments and
that on c. 1. shipments the weight shown by the originating
carrier should govern.
On this point the executive committee called attention to the report of the weighing committee
and added its endorsement. The recommendation of the
weighing committee was as follows:
letter

"The weighing committee

Vol. 64, No. 13

posed changes proved unsatisfactory to the League and subsequent conferences between representatives of the League
and the American Railway Association brought out the suggestion that the following clause be added to the present form
"Under this rule any railroad delay in makof section A:
ing deliveries shall not be computed against the consignee."
in this manner Section A of Demurrage Rule 5
reads as follows:
"When delivery of a car consigned or ordered to an industrial interchange track or to other than a public delivery
track cannot be made on account of the inability of a consignee to receive it or because of any other conditions attributable to the consignee, such car will be held at destina-

As amended

tion,

or if

it

cannot reasonably be accommodated there, at

the nearest available hold point, and written notice that the
car is held and that this railroad is unable to deliver, will
be sent or given to the consignee. This will be considered
constructive placement.
in

making

the service."

A

car

is

weighed

at point of origin

of the weighing rules.

Constructive Placement Under Demurrage Rules

The committee on

car demurrage and storage submitted

amendment to Demurrage Rule 5,
At the annual meeting of the League in New
November, attention was directed to changes in
this rule proposed by the American Railway Association to
make it conform with the decisions of the United States
Supreme Court in the cases of the Menasha Paper Company
vs. the Chicago & North Western and the United States
vs. the Denver & Rio Grande, 41 I. C. C. 712.
These pro-

by a switching line to

ascertain weights for the assessment of freight charges.

is taken by the director-general, the weighing committee of
League and the committee on relations of the American
Railway Association should be called into conference, at
which time those interested might present their views as to
the best method of securing correct weights."
The committee on freight claims submitted new forms for
the reporting of concealed loss and damage claims, one of
which must be executed by the shipper and the otlier by the
consignee.
No definite action was taken at the meeting
concerning these forms, but each member was requested to
send his approval or disapproval of them to the secretary
after he has had an opportunity- to examine them.

the

any railroad delay

The bill of lading committee reported that in accordance
with the instructions of the League at the November meeting, the committee suggested to the Interstate Commerce
Commission that two extra lines be provided in the new
bill of lading, one to show the address of the consignee and
the other to show the terminal delivery desired.
A reply
was received from the commission voicing the sentiment that
no opposition to this amendment was anticipated on the
part of either shippers or carriers and that it would receive
due consideration by the commission in disposing of the bill
of lading case.
The weighing committee reported that the adoption by the
Trunk Lines of the National Code of Weighing Rules had
apparently been shelved because of pressing war time duties.
The committee called attention to the misinterpretation on
the part of some roads of Section A, Rule 9, of the code of
weighing rules and suggested the following interpretation to
eliminate any chance for a misconstruction.
Rule 9, Section A, of the National Code of Weighing Rules
provides:
"When weights are obtained for the assessment
of freight charges no charge will be made by the carrier for

tlie

the

this rule

signee."

present code of
weighing rules should be maintained; that the use of weighing agreements should be extended rather than abolished and
that Mr. Chambers should be advised, that before any action
believes

Under

delivery shall not be computed against the con-

Question:
Can the switching line make a charge against
shipper for the weighing service?
Answer: No. Section A, Rule 9, applies regardless of
whether the service is performed by a switching line or by
a road haul carrier.
Question:
Can the switching line make a charge for the
service against the road haul carrier?
Answer: This is a matter of allowances and divisions
between the railroads and does not come within the purview

Tracing Declared More Important than Ever Before
Tlie special committee on tracing reported that there was
even more need for tracing under present conditions than
ever before.
The committee considered the fundamentals
of the question only, but recommended that detailed rules be
worked out later and that the League should offer to appoint a committee to work with the office of the director
general of railroads on this subject.
The report read in

for approval a proposed

part as follows

Section A.

"Unnecessary tracing is now condemned and discouraged
it has always been by this League.
The necessity for
tracing cannot now be determined by the length of time which
has elapsed from date of shipment, nor by the distance traveled or to be traveled.
No tracer shall be started where
freight has not had a reasonable time to reach its destination,
provided, however, that where the expedition of a particular

York

last

as

March

29.
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shipment is im[X'r;itive because of its relation to the war, or
where the preservation of life or property is involved, tracers
shall be started by the railroad immediately upon request.
Information as to forwarding, routing, passing records at
junction or interchange points, arrival at destination and
other information of record shall be promptly given upon
specific request of consignor or consignee or their accredited
representatives and is not to be construed as tracing.
The committee recommended (a) that whenever the shipwilling to assume the telegraph e.vpense
be handled by wire and the information
furnished promptly; (b) that when the carrier cannot secure and furnish promptly the desired information by mail,
the tracing or expediting shall be done by wire at carrier's
It was the view of the committee that
expense as at present.
a large part of the burden of tracing would be removed and
the expediting of traffic materially aided if the records of
passing at junctions, interchange and terminal points were
maintained by the carriers and it recommends that the
director general instruct the carriers to establish or reinstate
such records.
or consignee

j)er

is

the tracer shall

The Poindexter
The

Bill

League

Commerce Act and

in-

to appoint a

committee
to go to Washington and appear before the committees of
Congress against the Poindexter bill was adopted.
H. C.
Barlow, chairman of the executive committee was appointed
chairman of the special committee for this purpose.
structing the president of the

Luther M. Walter Speaks at Banquet
Luther M. Walter, formerly attorney of the National In-

League and now assistant to C. A. Prouty,
and accounting of the United States
Railroad Administration, addressed the League at dinner on
dustrial Traffic

director of public service

the evening of

March 2L

He

stated that the administration

would make no changes merely for the sake of change, but
would operate the railroads as economically as possible, with
the prime purpose of winning the war.
Rate relations, he
said, would not be upset until shippers interested had opportunity to be heard.
He said the same was true concerning
the matter of uniform classification.
He stated that railroad
traffic men had become unduly alarmed by the turn of events
and that although the duties of soliciting and advertising men
might be seriously modified no one would be thrown out of
emplojTnent. It was his understanding that the present routine methods of making and changing rates would be followed absolutely, except on such occasions as the President
might wish to establish what might be called large percentage
increases.

Austrian ILuLWAYxrEN Strike.

—

Austrian workers on
Railway, the Ferdinand-Northern and
several other lines have struck, according to the Lokal Anzeiger of Berlin.
The military ordered the strikers to return to work, but they refused.

the

Northwestern

Itai.\-'s

Rome

Coai.

FAifixE Acute.

—Press

despatches

report that during interrogations in the

from

Chamber

of

Deputies on February 21 regarding the question of coal,
lack of which is crippling Italy's transportation facilities,
It was showTi that no importations nf American coal
were
expected in view of the arrangement made with the English Government, that only one-third the necessary coal was
arriving in Italy, and that locomotives were being ruined by
burning clinker coal and lignite.
LTnless .America acts to
relieve the situation it will eventually be impossible to distribute food supplies throughout Italy or work mines properly.
W ar industries face a shortage of coal. The present
situation requires action .ind

800 Miles of Railway at Front in 1918
^^^y^Ti. ARE

iiuiLDiNG over here to fight a thirtywar, if necessar)', in order to estaljlish
principles of democracy."
This is the
tiie
of America's director general of transportation,

W/
"
'

answer

W.

W.

year

Pennsylvania
vice-president of the
time when Germany is hammering on
the Western gates, as given in an interview cabled by
Wilkes Forrest to the New York Tribune Tuesday.
America's vast project to feed and equip her army in
France rests on the shoulders of this American civilian.
Next to the man whose responsiljility is ships and then more
ships, his is the responsibility of railroads in France and
then more railroads in France.
Sitting in his map-walled office in a Paris boulevard today, this American civilian, garbed in the uniform of an
American brigadier-general, talked to the Tribune correspondent while shells were falling in the capital. The dull
booms hardly interrupted the conversation.
.\tterbury,

Railroad,

the

at

Like Working

at

Home

"We

report of the executive committee endorsing the pres-

ent fourth section of the Interstate
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not discussion.

and transportation yards
them at home," he said.
"Our task is to make two lines of railroads from the sea
We must
bases to the front, wherever this front may be.
.\mericanize the spurs, sidings, branch lines and yards, and
it is most important that we do not interfere with the l^elts of
French railroads which cross our path.
We arc digging
under or going over these roads whenever we encounter them.
"The French lines have their own problems. The diversion
of traftic due to the war has placed a heavy burden on the
French ])orts, shipping and railway facilities. It is America's
policy not to interfere. The French Government deserves the
highest praise for its administration of the railroads under
war conditions and the constantly depreciating equipment.
"France is giving us every possible assistance, but her
great network of strategic railroads, planned and built for
are building railroads, docks
in France today as we would build

the protection of her frontiers, necessarily fals far short of

the heavy requirements of the constantly growing American
army. America, therefore, must build, and is building, all
the excess lines necessan.- to handle our problem.
"Before the end of 1918 we will have not less than

800

All of our labor, rails and
miles of railroad constructed.
equipment must be shipped from home. We are now getting
some of our ties from American forestry regiments working in

French

forests.

"You have

many

locomotives already here labelled
use about 1,500 locomotives, and of
these 200 have arrived, and have been assembled, and 400
more have been generously contributed by the Belgian government.
We will use about 20,000 American box cars, now
under orders and being constructed. These will be shipped to
'U.

S.

A.'

France and

seen

We

will

rebuilt.

Yards Cover Miles
"Several of our great transportation yards cover many
square miles and thousands of acres of storage space are
being rapidly provided in order to act as a reserve for the

enormous army which we

will have at the front."
Railroad building thousands of miles from America

is an
enormous task. It surpasses e\'en the difficulties of the Hills,
O'Shaughnessys
of
North
America.
and
the
Harrimans
the
They faced the North American wilderness. .America's mili-

tar\'

railway builder faces the wilderness of sea water, weather

and submarines. He faces other things which cannot be told
But .American militar)- railroads are almost as
just now.
vitally important to the American soldiers as ships are.

They are gradually linking the sea to the firing line.
As the army grows, so must the railroads on which the
army depends for the never-ending stream of even-thing that
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keeps a fighting army fighting.
energetic

American

These railroads, with their
depend entirely on ships.

civilian builders,

America's success in this war reverts
depend on the railroads, both the
army and railroads depend on ships."

'Ever}thing

to ships.

As

army

will

He added
ever stop to think that in order to supply
one pair of shoes to a soldier at the front, there must be not
pairs in various stages; from manufour
than
twentyless
facturer to storage on the American side, from storage to docks,
from docks to ships, then the 3,000-mile ocean transportation

"Did any one

with sea and submarine menace, from ships to docks here,
from docks to storage, and then the gradual movement through
the supply depots, and finally to the soldier?
Difficulties

Faced

realize that this situation applies to ever\-thing

that the soldier eats

and wears, and

to all military supplies.

must be recognized wh}- thc?e railroads and storehouses are

necessary.

'Our

vital to

the

"When you

it
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difficulties are great in

down

order to avoid tearing

parts of French towns for the enlargement of our railroad
sometimes are forced to go outside of town and
\ards.

We

rebuild a complete
mar the landscape

new

yard.
Sometimes it is necessary to
and the ancient landmarks which have

made France famous.
"In one case we were

forced to destroy an ancient chateau
and storehouses.
The owners remonstrated, but it was 'c'est la guerre.' "
"Is America's vast project in France of a flimsy, temporary
character?" I asked the general.
"No," he answered, as a German shell broke not far
away. "We are building over here to fight a thirty-year war
if necessar}-, to establish the principles of democracy."
But, like the man at the front, his success depends on

and

fill

the beautiful grounds with tracks

sliips.

Universal Interline Freight Waybill Adopted
To Be Used With

or

Without Through Rates.

Last Road to Be

the Final Arbiter of Rates and Divisions
UNIVERSAL INTERLINE WAYBILL, prescribed by DiGeneral W. G. McAdoo and noticed in the
Rail'ii'ay Age last week, page 728, is shown on the
The director general's order. No. 11, dated
opposite page.

THE

rector

March

16,

is

addressed to the "chief executive

each road and

is

officer''

of

as follows:

May

forwarded from
1.
one point in the United States to another point in the United
States (including freight passing through Canada or Mexico
enroute), and moving over two or more railroads or boat
lines under federal control, must be waybilled through from
Effective

1,

1918,

all

Freight moving on a combination of rates:

6.
tlie

and freight charges to and beyond the rate breaking
must be shown successively, one beneath the other,
and the total of all freight charges indicated. For example,
a sliii>nient from New York to Denver will show:
rate

To Miss. River
Mfs, River to Devvpr

(b)

tation

:

"
car, wayliills mailed to
Junction agents must show stamps on this waybill in the
same manner as provided in Paragraph 4.
4.
Complete routing must be specified on each way1)ill
as and when made, in the space provided therefor.
Each
forwarding junction agent must stamp each waybill in the
space at the bottom of the waybill.
Stamp must
be 1 '/. in. by -J^ in.

"Merchandise

.

.

.

5.
When freight moves on a joint tlirough rate, each
waybill must show freight charges from point of origin to

destination.

'^

$2.H

1.62

3.24

....

$5.35

breaking point, with the movement lieyond indicated.
For example:
rate

River
River to Denver

Mis.s.

Miss.

A

at a lump sum charge for the train, or for shipments
which, on account of their length, require more than one car.
,S.
Waybills for carload freight must move with the cars.
Waybills for less carload freight must be moved with the
cars when practicable; otherwise so as to reach the transfer
point or destination station with or in advance of the cars.
In the event that waybills for solid cars of less carload
freight are mailed direct to destination or transfer stations,
a separate waybill fto go with the car] must be made on
standard form, showing destination of car, and bearing no-

Fieiglit

$1,055

If the billing agent is not in possession of the rates be-

To

moving

Rate

200

yond the rate breaking point, the waybill must be headed to
destination, and the rate and freight charges shown to the
via which the shipment moved, in the following manner:

others not so controlled.

separate waybill must be made for each less carload consignment and for each carload; provided, however,
that a single waybill may be made to cover a special train

Weight

Total

rangements between carriers now under federal control and
2.

If

points

freight

point of origin to destination, regardless of the absence of
When destination station is on a railroad not
joint rates.
under federal control, freight should be waybilled to the
junction point with such road; provided, however, that nothing in this paragraph shall prohibit through waybilling ar-

(a)

billing agent is in possession of all necessary tariffs, the

Weight

Rate

Freight

JOB

$1,055

$2.11

In this case the billing agent will stamp or endorse waybill
follows:
"Shipment not rated through.
Junction or
destination agent will insert charges omitted."
(c) The junction receiving agent must revise rates on inbound Isilling to
the rate breaking point, insert the divisions of revenue accruing to the roads up to the rate breaking point, and certify to their correctness, by use of an appropriate rubber
stamp,
(d) Agents forwarding shipments from rate breaking points must insert rates and freight charges applicable
to destination or to the next rate breaking point.
If in any
case this plan is not practicable arrangements may be made
to have such rates and charges inserted by destination agents.
7.
^\hen miscellaneous charges, of any character, accrue
in transit, and they are to be collected from consignee, they
should be shown as separate items in the freight charges
column on waybills, with notation opposite each item indicating the nature of the charge, the point at which it
accrued, and the road to which due.
In final settlement,
such charges will be allowed as an arbitrar}' to carrier to
as

which they are due.
S.
A standard form of waybill [8V$ in. x 11 in.] is
hereby prescribed, and must be used on and after Ma}- 1,
191S.
(a) This waybill blank must be printed on paper
equal in weight to "80 pound No. 1 Manila, 24 x ,36 in."

March

29,
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(b) Only the original and one copy of waybill shall be made.
original must accompany the shipment as herein provided and the copy must be retained by the company mak-

will be

lish lists of

(c) This waybill shall also be used for
ing the waybill,
(d) This waybill is designed to be folded
astray freight,
vertically; the left side contains all information for the phys-

movement

of the car.

(e)

made,

e.\cept as to advances and prepaid, and to estabunreported waybills.
11.
The following forms must be used in preparing
Audit Office Settlement accounts: (a) Interline abstract.
Form A. A. R. A. O. 104. (b) Division sheet. Form A.
A. R. A. O. 105
(c) Summary of interline accounts.
Form
A. A. R. .\. O. 110. These forms are recommended by the As-

The

ical
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For special classes of traffic,
form may be SJ.'j in. by 22 in.
now on hand may be used

sociation of American Railway Accounting Oflicers, and
samples are shown in that Association's 1917 Synopsis.
12.
Unless and until otherwise ordered revenues shall
for local business.
The Plan of Audit Office Settlement recommended be apportioned among carriers in accordance with the
9.
route via which the shipment
moved, in the following manner:
YARD STAMPS MUST NOT BE SHOWN
NORTH & SOUTH RAILROAD CO.
(a) Where joint through rates are
ON FACE OF THIS WAY-BILL
re<|uiring a larger waybill, the

(f) Supplies of waybill forms

FREIGHT WAY-BILL

in effect, established divisions, or

any simplifications thereof which
may have been perfected, shall lie
used.
(b)
Combination rates
shall be divided as made.
If
one or more of the factors in the

CAR MOVEMENT RECORD

ROUTE Show

combination are joint through
rates, such factors shall be divided as provided in sub-paragraph a preceding,
(c) When
neiUier of the above division
bases can be used, revenues sliall
be divided on twenty mile block
mileage basis, each carrier to be
allowed at least twenty miles, and

Ea^h Junctio

CONSIGNEE AND ADDRESS

IMSTRUCTIOMS ReOAROINO iCIhO. VENTILATION. MILLINO. WEIGH
ETC. if tCEO. SPEOIf Y TO WHOM ICINO SHOULO 8£ CHARGED

originating and terminal carriers
an additional twenty miles each
as constructive mileage.

Grost.

13.
Simplified bases for opportioning inter-road freight revenues are now being considered:

Uf)on their determination carriers
will be advised thereof in a subsequent order.

Immediate steps

14.

taken to

make

lations

effective

shall be

the foregoing Regu-

as

May

of

1.

1918, and to procure supplies of
the prescribed waybill and accounting forms, and to issue the
necessary instructions to all concerned.

British Car Repair Compa.Amalgamate. The an-

—

nies

nual report of the British
JUNCTION FORWARDING AGENTS.WILL

SHOW JUNCTION STAMPS

IN

THE SPACE AND

IN

THE ORDER PROVIDED BELOW.

Company

said that for

past

directors

the

Wagon

some time

have experi-

enced inconvenience in the freight
car
repairing
branch of the
business.
A large numl>er of the
employees are now engaged on
military service, thereby causing
a serious shortage of lalx)r of all
kinds,

United States Standard Interline Way-Bill
RcHu.rd

ob.'Ul .,n,-!l:ir,l in

willh and keicht.

culty

and there
in

Miii>i(Kr:iMf

by the .Association of American Railway Accounting OffiParacers, as outlined in that Associations 1917 S)-iiopsis
graphs 16, 17, 18. 28, 29 and 30 shall govern. This plan

—

make

settlement witli
requires that destination carriers shall
each of the carriers in interest for its proportion of revenue.
10.

carrier,

The

by destination
must be accepted by all

total freight charges, as reported

and the divisions

interested carriers as final.

thereof,

No

recheck of such settlement

is

great

diffi-

obtaining the necessary

materials.

Owing
liil.ix-

to tJK'se facts
lias

occurred

and serious congestion has taken
place in traffic. The Railway Executive Committee appealed
to the car repairing companies to take steps to deal with the
difficult position.
Recognizing the necessity for immediate
action, some of the directors have conferred with directors of
the other principal car repairing companies, and it has been
decided to form a new company, which will take over the
in the repair of freight cars,

freight car repairing business.
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The Coal Problem*
By

E. G. Bailey

THE

LARGEST AND MOST IMPORTANT QUESTION before
the American people today is the coal problem. Some
may disagree and claim that it is transportation
but sift the present situation to the bottom and you will
find that the coal problem, or rather the abnormally high
percentage of ash and impurities in the coal, is like sand in
the bearings of transportation, of ocean shipping and of
practically all industries, slowing them down at the most
time in our history.
ash and impurities in coal, the less number of
tons you need. The greater the demand for coal, the higher
the price and, under present conditions, the poorer its quality.
Price has been regulated; but quality has run riot.
Why have we allowed this to happen just at the time
when we need heat units in their most concentrated form?
Why are the railroads burdened today with hauling millions
of tons of utterly worthless dirt?
To say that this excess
of ash in the coal is worthless, does not describe the situation.
The price paid for this dirt is only a small fraction
of the damage. The rest of its cost is in the decreased efficiency, the lowered capacity, the increased labor and the
excessive repair bills involved in the combustion of this coal,
and in the necessity of closing down industries because of
the lack of the coal which might have been shipped in place
of these so-called "worthless," but costly impurities.
critical

The

less

Coal Shortage or Dirt?
Results show a 10 per cent decrease in quality of coal
delivered to many plants during the past year.
Considering that the navy and other government requirements receive a greatly increased tonnage of the best coal, a very
conservative estimate of 5 per cent is made as representing
the increased demand for coal due solely to the poorer quality of that received.
With a total production of about 600,000,000 tons of coal in 1917 this means that .30,000,000
tons of utterly worthless slate and dirt were loaded into
cars and delivered to the consumer, where it caused additional trouble in burning the coal with which it was mixed.

Cost of Dirty Coal

On

the basis of the average price of coal delivered to the
ton, this excessive amount of impurihas cost the country $120,000,000 during the past year.
Adding to this the various estimates made of the cost of
our'heatless holidays, ranging from $1,000,000,000 on up,
it is obvious that this question of impurities in coal is of
such tremendous importance that an effective remedy must
be found immediately.
Manufacturers would be glad to
pay a dollar per ton more for coal of standard quality.
Competition normally compels the mine operator to clean
his coal, l)ut when the coal shortage began in 1916 manufacturers were so anxious to- get coal that tliey offered and
gladly paid prices of SS to $6 per ton at the mines and took
anything that was black.
For this reason quality went

consumer being $4 per
ties

from had to wor.se. A similar condition existed in the bituminous coal industry during the anthracite strike of 1902
and 1903. Prices went sky high and quality dropped off
decidedly.
The same economic factors which caused this
condition then prevail today.
Under the present system of
paying the operator prices fixed by the government, no dis-

whatever is made between the best and poorest
grades of coal.
So why should one operator go to additional expense of shipping clean coal when he receives no
more pay than his competitor who loads dirt?
To simply appeal to the miners and operators, even on
tinction

the grounds of patriotism,

is

not sufficient.

To

increase the

'.Abstract of lecture delivered at the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md., as one of the J. E. Aldred lectures on engineering practice.
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government price on the present basis of control to $5 per
ton at the mines would not reduce the percentage of impurities in the coal one iota.
The remedy suggested is to establish standards of quality and pay a premium for clean coal.
The price paid to
the operator should be based on standards established by
the Fuel Administration according to different mining districts, etc., with premiums based almost entirely upon percentage of ash, and especially the free ash, as slate and rock
which can and should be eliminated at the mines.
Coal sampling stations should be established by the government at certain central points where large quantities of
coal are received direct from mines such as New York,
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Hampton Roads and the lake loadEach station should be equipped with machinery
ing ports.
for obtaining representative samples from as many individual cars as necessary to determine the average quality of
coal shipped from each mine during each month.

Load Cars with the Cleanest Coal
The

operator would not know what cars were to be sampled, for the Fuel Administration could consign or reconsign any cars in transit to the coal piers or power houses
where the sampling stations were located. The mine operator would therefore have a real incentive to load every car
with as clean coal as possible.
The car distribution at the mines, which is an important
point to the operator, should also be based upon the quality
of coal produced so that there would be an added incentive
to load clean coal, and the market would always be supplied with a greater proportion of the better quality of
coal, than if the empty- cars were pro-rated equally among
the poorer and better mines as at present.
Actual knowledge of the quality of coal would also be of
great benefit to the Fuel Administration in classifying various mines into pools so that the consumer, and particularly

would receive coal of uniform quality, thereby enabling them to obtain maximum capacity and efficiency
in the combustion of this coal.
There is sufficient labor at the mines to clean the coal,
and the railroads can haul enough good coal, but they can
the railroads,

not get the necessary heat units to the consumer

if they must
be burdened with hauling 30,000,000 tons of unnecessary
dirt.
We have our choice of either building thousands of
locomotives and a hundred thousand cars and adding to the
terminal facilities of our railroads within the next few
months or removing the excessive impurities from the coal.
The latter can be done quickly and effectively. It is the
only feasible remedy for our present "Coal Problem."

Clean Coal or Heatless Holidays Next Winter?
we going to have coal enough to see us through the
coming winter?
The present indications are that, unless
some radical steps are taken immediately, the coal shortage
will be much worse than it has been.
To be satisfied with
|)referential shipments and permit many of our basic industries to close down, is to play the quitter's game, when, by
concentrating our efforts on loading clean coal at the mines,
and improving the efficiency of its combustion in furnaces
we can have ample coal for all, thereby helping instead of
hindering the Thrift Campaign.
We have heard the argument that we should be patriotic
and be content with inferior coal, old culm banks and other
refuse fuel the same as we are with wheat substitutes in our
l)read.
But the food and fuel problems are very different.
Economy in their use applies equally to both, but the neck
.^re

of the bottle of the food question is production, while the
weakest link of the coal problem is transportation.
It is a

crime to burden our railroads with hauling dirt when it is
within our power to ship clean coal and supply heat units
in their

most concentrated form.

On

the

PckinKalgau Railway \ear

the Great IVall.

This and following fhotografhs eotyrightcd by Press Illustrating Scrvict.

China s Greatest Need Today

Is

Transportation

This Enormous and Rich Country Has Only 6,000 Miles
of

Railway and Practically

NEEDS MANY THINGS TODAY, but One of the
things that it needs most is means of communication.
Today there are in China with its enormous area of
1,335,000 s(iuare miles and 386,000,000 population, only
3 miles to each 100 square
about 6,000 miles of railroad
In a recent
miles and 0.19 miles to each 10,000 people.
series of three articles in Engineering of London, a writer
examining this situation clearly brings out these facts and

CHINA

—

No Good Roads

ton mile would be greater than either on roads or
standard gage railways, their capacity would not be sufficient and there would also be comparatively costly transshipment required.
But further than that he draws attention to the fact that practically all the railways at present
in China are of standard gage and emphasized that narrow
gage lines would not he proper for a country so enormously
rich and of such great potential traffic as China.

per

An

abstract of the three articles follows:

The war

in Europe has undoubtedly set back the development of China for many years unless the government can
gain the confidence of the people and foster some spirit of
patriotism. China at the outbreak of the war was committed
to the construction of some 6,300 miles of railway, practicalHad this
ly all of which was to be built by foreign loans.
scheme been carried out, the very slow development of the
country would have made great strides. As it is, the country is nearly bankrupt, the government insecure and with-

The people as a conseout the confidence of the country.
quence are very chary of investing in government controlled
It is fairly obvious that China must still look
concerns.
for money abroad, and there is very little doubt that it will
Consequently, the study
be more costly than heretofore.
of economy will he more of a necessity than it has been in
the past.

The Great

Plain

be seen from the above talkie that tlie bulk of the
population is concentrated in the following provinces:
It will

Anhwei, Honan, Hupeh, Chili, Shantung, Kiangsu and
Northern Chekiang. These provinces form what is known

Type

of

Wheelbarrow

in

Common Use

emphasizes the necessity of constructing new lines of standard gage railway and of feeder lines of good roads for use
by steam or motor tractors or motor trucks.
He also discusses the proposal to build light 2 ft. narrow gage lines as
feeders in place of roads, but dismisses the idea as extremely unwise.
There would be small savings in the first cost
of light railway construction, he says, but operating costs

as the Great Plain of China.
Roughly, the area of this plain is 210,000 sq. miles, with
a population of 132,000.000, or 625 persons to the square
In fact, the nine eastern
mile, the densest in the world.
provinces in or near the Great Plain have an area of 502.-

192 .square miles (two-fifths of the whole 18 provinces)
and an average population of 458 persons to the square
mile.

797

The

necessity of railways for the development of this area
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when

mineral wealth, cheap labor
Practically the wliole of the western portion of this plain is one
coalfield,
with
smaller
coalfields
in
central
Shantung
vast
and northern Chili. Other minerals, ironstone in particuis

extremely obvious

also responsible for a large proportion of the coal produc-

its

and present lack of transport

tion of China.

facilities are considered.

ary.

The mineral and

other

on the eastern boundagricultural and

resources,

transport, are as follows:
Chili, the metropolitan province, has
sq. miles.

It

an area of 58,949
salt, and is

produces wheat, maize, oats and

It is

served by the Peking-Hankow, Pekingrailways, the Peking-Mukden

Mukden, and Peking-Kalgan

Railway providing its outlet to the sea via Tientsin and the
This river, the only one of importance, is navigable
Peiho.

The Railways
lar, are also present in large quantity
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of

China

for steamers drawing 15 ft. of water as far as Tientsin, 40
miles from its mouth.
This port is kept ice-free in mild
winters at considerable expense, but is always liable to be
closed from December to March on account of ice.
The
Peiho is tortuous, has a bar at its mouth, and is continually

March
siltiiiK
tlie

29.

up.
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Mi>>t

of

tlic

ai;il

i>roikni(l

i.s

sliippcil

icf-frce jiort of ("liinjjwangtao, the [jfoperty of the

through
Chinese

Enginecriii!; & Minini; ("omjiany, \vho.se accomiiKKlation for
shipping has heen ilcsignod with a view to its own re(|uircments only.
The estimated populations of the 18 provinces of China
proper, together with their areas, are given in the accom-

panying

tables.

799

very poor.

'I'he

[jroviiue

traversed

is

i)y

the

Grand

canal,

which runs from Tientsin to Hangchow, but this in some
places has been allowed to silt up and is generally in pfwr
The Yellow
condition, and of little use as a waterway.
river, the only one of importance, is only navigable in ])arts,
for small steamers as far as Tsinanfu, the provincial capital,
200 miles from the mouth of the river. . This river owing
to its tendency to silt up and burst its banks is of more ex-

Shantung
Sliantung ha> an area of o5,104 sij. miles. It is extremely
("(iiton. tlu- ilothing of the people, silk, straw-braid,
fiTiile.

TiiE Population

A«EA OP THE PHOVINCM OP ClIIMA FlOPEt

Number

.Xri'a,

square

Province
.\nhwci .

48,461

.

Chclciang

Fukicn
Ilonan
Ilunan
ihipch

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

38.500
66.913
74.320
70.450
45.450
72,176
78.250
44,500
79,456
64,554
58,940
116.800
56.258
53.762
67,400
10,706

....
.

.

Kiangsu

.

.

.

.

.

.

KwanRt iiig
Kwcichow
Chili

Szechuan

.

.

Shansi ....

ShantnnR
.Shcnsi

Vunnan

.

.

.

.

.

.

mile
425
296
574
340
282
486
74
340

11.589.000
22.199.000
22,115.000

39.151)

.

Kansu
Kiangsi
KwaiiRSi

10 squire

Population
20,596.000

milrii

21.002.0(10

34,244.000
9,285.000
24,5.14,000
5.858,00(1

1,335.841

65

20,905,000
29,706,000
7.669,000
17,937.000
67.782.000
12,211,000
36,247,000
8,432,000
1,721,000

470
377

386,000,000

292

118

304
406
221
557
126
108

pense than utility, costing the government about 750,0001.
A railway along
(S.i, 750,000) per annum for conservancy.
its banks for efficient handling administration of the conChina's most
be
one
of
appear
to
servancy works would
All railways and mines in the province are
urgent needs.

now worked by

the Japanese.

Honan
A Scene

and bean oil, are some of its products.
has considerable mineral wealth, producing a fair quantity of coal, some gold and copper.
This province prior to the war was the German sphere

glass, earthenware
It

A Heavy Load

for

and has been exploited with the usual thoroughby the trunk line from Tientsin to Pukow,
and has rail connection with the excellent once-German port
of Tsingiau.
.\11 the railways were either German owned
or under German control.
Internal water communication is
of influence
ness.

It is ser\-ed

area of 66,913 sq. miles and is extremely
Its principal agricultural product is beans, and a
fertile.
large amount of coal is produced. It is served by the PekingHankow Railway, which provides its outlet to the sea via

Honan has an

Outside the Peking Wall

Hankow and
to the

same

the Yangtse river.

river via the

Huai

It

river

has also another outlet

and the Tientsin-Pukow

Poor Pavements
Railway, but this route, which would serve much of Central
Honan and Northern Anhwei, is at present undeveloped,
only junks of 80 tons maximum carrying capacity at present
using this river.
.\nliwei has an area of 48.461

sq.

miles,

and

is

said to
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It has never got over the
devastating effect of the Taiping rebellion of 1866, and is
in more of an arrested state of development than the other
provinces of the plain. It produces tea, hides, rice and silk,
and has deposits of coal and copper which have not been
developed.
The province is served by one line of railway,
the Southern Section of the Tientsin-Pukow Railway, which
is a British-built line.
Water communication is poor, the
only navigable rivers being the Yangtse and the Huai, the
latter providing the only outlet to the sea for the northern
part of the province via the above railway. This last river,

be the poorest province in China.
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of canals, of which there are some 50,000 miles.
In addition, they are traversed north and south by the Grand
canal, and east and west by the Yangtse river, so that there
is no very crying need for railways in this section of the
country.

Hupeh
Hupeh has an

area of 70,450 sq. miles, and produces
tea, hides, iron and coal.
It is served by the Peking-Hankow Railway, which provides its outlet to the sea via the
port of Hankow and the Yangtse. Water communication is
indifferent, the only navigable rivers being the Yangtse
forming the southern boundary of the province and the Han
.

The

Railroads

oi-

China

Gage

Road

Mileage

Loco- Freight
motives cars

Chinese Government Rys.

Pekin-Mukden,

Tungchow,

Ting-

how & Moukden
Canton-Hankow (Hupei-Hunan Section)

Canton-Kowloon (Chinese section)
Han-Tueh-Chuan
Hankow-Szechiian
(Hankow-Tchang
.

.

4

ft.

8 ^^

in.

766

132

3,104

4
4

ft.

8}4in.

31

7

50

ft.

8'A

in.

89

13

64

16

...

...

in.
in.

353
841

26
147

in.

79

13

section)

Kaifong Honan

4

ft.

Kin-Han

4

it.

Kirin-Changchun

4

ft.

Lunghai-Pienlo
Pekin-Kalgan and Changsui

854
S'A
8J4

4 h. 8yi in.
in.
4 ft. 8

K

Shanghai-Hanechow Ningpo
Shanghai-Xankmg
Shantung
Swatow and Chao Chou
Taokow-Chinghua
Tcheng T"?-i

4

ft. 8'/S in.

4

ft.

4

ft.

8 "4 in.
8 }4 in.

4

ft.

8)4

234
270
168
203
295
26.5

93
155

in.

Meter

Tientsin-Pukow
Chinese Eastern (Russian)

4

ft.

8^<

in.

5 it.

806
3,024
142

60

843

33

424

3

50
160

10
57

680
1,005

and lack of maintenance on the Grand canal, have been responsible for a series of most disastrous floods and their

To properly conser\-e this river is one
attendant famines.
of the most urgent needs of the province, both for the above
reason and because the usefulness of the river below its
junction with the railway is very limited at present, as it
loses itself in the very e.xtensive but e.xtremely shallow
Hungtse

lake.

Kiangsu and Chekiang

A

Chinese Cart

Whose

Destructive Effect on Roads Can
Readily Appreciated

flowing in a northerly direction from
This province is in the center of the modern iron
industry of China and should, if properly developed, be of
huge importance in the opening-up of the country.
river,

a

tributary,

Hankow.

Resources Enormous

Kiangsu and Chekiang have an area of 45,000 sq. miles
and 39,150 sq. mile^ rcsinrtivrlw and tlic\- produce beans.

From

the above very

silk,

tea

and

salt,

of the

among

American Live Poultry Car

other things agricultural.

Min-

There are practically no railways within this area except the ShanghaiNanking Railway in Northern Chekiang, whose usefulness
is very limited, as it can never compete with a magnificent
waterway like the Yangtse, with which it runs practically
parallel.
At present this line is merely a link in the trunk
system and can only prosper when feeder lines are built.
These provinces have, however, a most wonderful system
erally these provinces are of small value.

— Communications

summary

details

the resources of this area are enormous,
cations are extremely poor.

The Chinese Equivalent

Be

The

it

is

Poor

obvious that

and that communi-

provinces are like watertight compartments as far as communications are concerned.
.\t present there may be famine in one and excess in another, and no attempt is made to manufacture for more than
local needs.
The railway situation in China can be summarized thus.
With some 6,000 miles of railway in operation China proper
has 0.3 miles of railway to each 100 sq. miles and 0.19
miles for each 10,000 people.
For comparative purposes
the United States has 253,000 miles of railway and one
mile to each 360 people, Australia has one mile of railways
for each 250 people, and the United Kingdom one mile to
each 11 sq. miles.
If the length ojt railway is summarized
for the areas under consideration it will be found to amount
to 2,679 miles, or one mile for each 127 sq. miles of country.
Water transport within this area is practically confined to
the Yangtse river, which forms the southern boundary of
the plain.
This river, as far as Hankow, 600 miles from
the mouth, is navigable for ocean-going steamers.
The great
drawback to the river is the enormous variation in the summer and winter levels, amounting to as much as 40 ft. at
Hankow, and rendering navigation above this place difficult
at low water.
Above Hankow, in addition to the lack of
water between Hankow and Ichang, there is also this difficulty coupled with the existence of rapids.
However, small
river steamers run between Hankow and Ichang all the year
and between Ichang and Chunking when water permits;
usually the river is closed from December to April.
Ichang
is 970 miles from the mouth of the river and
Chunking
about 1,400 miles.
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This handicap makes a railway connecting Hankow and
Chengtu, the capital of the enormously populous and rich
province of Szechuan, one of the most urgent needs of the
Another railway of some urgency is a line through
countr\'.
the province of Shansi and Shcnsi to the capital of the isoAll tliese provinces are said to be
lated province of Kansu.
very ricii niinerally, l>ut owing to lack of trans]iort have no
chance of development.
South of the Vangtse the country, with the exception of
the province of Fukien, is less populous and much more
mountainous.
Railway construction would therefore be
more exi>onsive, and is less needed, as the bulk of the wealth
and population is concentrated either on the southern side
of the Yangtse valley or on the seaboard where there is
water communication.
China should, therefore, concentrate
on the Great Plain, the development of which will entail
least investment of much-needed capital and offers more
certain returns than elsewhere.

Road Transportation
One form

of transport has been altogether neglected in
the above summary, namely, road transport, which is of
ver)' little value owing to the neglected state of the roads.
There are >aid to be 2,000 imperial road> in China, but
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cart is only met with north of the Yangtse, with the consequence that the roads in South China have degenerated
Into the cart usually seen in
into tracks of footpath width.
North China the farmer will put a load of 1 ton to l.S tons,
or rather more than is put into the English cart, which has
That
a tire width of 5 in. against 2 in. in the Chinese cart.
roads in a country with 30 in. or more of rain per annum
become impassable in the wet season is not to be wondered
at, when their unmetalled state, their poor drainage and the
traffic they carry are considered.
North China has the great
advantage of so severe a winter that even the.se roads would
this
holds from December
heaviest
traffic,
but
only
take the
to March, for the rest of the year the roads are as much dependent on weather for their usefulness as the rest of the
tiie

country.

In the southern part of the Great Plain the
is pulled by a trace, and carries the same
northern cart, but has even narrower tires in a
The
about twice the rainfall of the north.
is even more destructive of roads, as it is, as
unevenly loaded, causing the wheel to tilt and
it

is used;
loads as the
district with

cart

wheelbarrow
often as not,

thus present
than the normal tire surface. The tire width is usually
about 1J4 in., and the barrow often carries as much as
800 lb. The wheelbarrow is as much used for passenger
traffic as for anything else; it will seat four people the
charge being about 4 cents a mile. The wages of a wheelbarrow coolie vary from about 12 cents a day in North
China to 16 cents in the Yangste valley.
Such ill-designed transport and abominable roads make
the stagnation, ignorance and misery which exist within 30
miles of any railway or treaty port easily understandable.
The civilizing influence of railways in this country needs
little illustration, but it may be stated as an instance, that
previous to the building of the Southern Section of the
Tientsin-Pukow Railway, there were in existence three entirely different systems of coinage in a length of about ISO
miles.
The units of length and capacit)' varied from villess

lage to village, and most men believed their market town
to be the biggest city in the world.
This is typical of conditions in the closed portions of the countr)-.
It should
also be stated that the roads all over the country- are infested

by bandits.

And Then

the

Modern Automobile

with the exception of the courier roads these highways are
mere tracks or footpaths.
The chief roads radiate from
Peking, connecting that place with the various provincial
capitals.
In some places these roads are paved with stone
blocks of large size, and the ruins of signal towers and
military posts at fixed intervals show that one time some
importance was attached to them.
The upkeep of the roads is at the present time in the
hands of local officials, each village taking responsibility for
its own roads.
Only what are considered, according to
local ideas, necessarj' repairs, are undertaken, with the consequence that no real road maintenance has been done for
some centuries.
The roads as built are unmetalled, and
the bridging scanty, so scanty in fact that the majority of
bridges have only been designed to take the dry-weather
flow, with the consequence tliat for most of the year the
approaches are flooded.
In addition, where country of any
difficulty has been encountered, the road has degenerated
into a mere footpath capable of taking only wheelbarrow,
coolie or mule traffic, so that all car-borne goods have to
be transshipped.
On all these so-called roads in the plain goods are circulated by mule, wheelbarrow or carts, but transport is rendered difficult and often impossible by the state of the roads,
which are purely of the dry-weather order. Mule, donkey
and wheelbarrow transport are universal all over China, but

Finally, that this, the richest part of China, has repeatedfrom famine, is another proof of the wretched-

ly suffered

communications.

Thus,

1877-8. a famine in
is estimated to have
wiped out 8.000.000 people. .\lso in 1910-11. famine and
floods in Northern Anhwei and Kiangsu were responsible
for thousands of deaths.
With regard to the cost of the
various modes of transport, this necessarily varies somewhat
in a country where labor increases in cost from north to
south, wages in the Yangtse valley being about SO per cent
and in Canton 100 per cent higher than North China. The
following are fair averages:
ness

of

Honan. Shansi, Shantung and

Type

in

Chili

Remarks

Cost per ton-mile
4 cents to 8 cents per ton-mile.

Cart

Maximum

Mule

is

Edk-

to

can 2S

cut.,

cents per ton-mi'-Sailing boats up !
An extra of 8 c.
for loadinir is ch

270

Railway
It

to

4 cents to 13 cents, according
Maximum load. 800 lb.
to state of roads
Maximum load. 200 lb.
6 cents

2 to .A per ton-mile

...

1.5

15

Water
Wheelbarrow

load.

rn

lish

-

lb.

Cn^t to jroTernment.

4

of some interest to compare the cost of water and
European countries:

rail carriage in

Water

Germany
Austria

France
Belgium

carriafte

per ton-mile

Country
Russia

.84 (Volga)
cent to 2.63 cenu
1
1.74 cents (Danube)

16

282

to

Rail carriajre

per ton-aile
98
110 to .706

22 to 1.56 cenu.
16 to 1.56 cents.

Considering that the price paid for labor generally

is
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about one-tenth that paid in Europe, transport in China is
expensive, uncertain and under present conditions incapable
of handling any large volume of traffic except on the railway's, which are too few.

China Needs Roads and Railways
^\hat China needs most are roads and additional standard
gage railway lines, the roads to act as feeders to the railways and to enable these railways to be operated nearer to
Narrow gage railroads have been proposed, but
capacity.
their savings over roads or standard gage lines are not sufficient to justify their use.

Turning now to the question of economy the most obvious one is for the country to build the railways with the
revenue of the existing lines or to induce the people tliemselves to invest in railways under government control and
Foreign loans increase the cost of Chinese railguarantee.
ways owing to commission and otlier charges, by $5,000 to
$4,000 per mile, according to the cost of the line. It is believed that this, the greatest economy, might be to a large
extent effected by the reorganization of the road system.
These roads might serve as feeders to the existing railwavs, and would be infinitely cheaper both in first cost
and operation than branch lines. The financial position of
the government railways shows that the majority of the lines
Thus, in 1915, of
are not worked to their full capacity.
the 15 government railways, only five were run at a profit,
the net profit on all the railways amounting to about $4,000,000, practically all of which is derived from the PekingMukden, Peking-Kalgan and Peking-Hankow railways.
Even on these lines receipts have apparently reached a
maximum. Not one of the railways, even the paying lines,
has reached the maximum capacity for single-line traffic. It
is then obvious that an enormous source of revenue lies in
Thus, if the
the development of the existing railways.
present mileage of government railways would produce a
revenue from
mile,
the
annual
of
per
net revenue
$3,000
this source would amount to $11,040,000 sufficient to build
300 miles of new line per year. It should be stated that the
net revenue per mile on the Peking-Mukden Railway
amounts to $6,350 at present. This line does not traverse
the richest part of the country by any means, so that a net
revenue of $3,000 per mile can not be called an extravagant
e.xpectation.

Undoubtedly this development would be carried out most
cheaply by road development, and in doing this China
would only be following the example of European nations
in the development of their overseas possessions.
In every
case road construction has gone hand in hand with the construction of railways, roads being built to tap those districts not sufficiently prosperous to be able to afford a railway. China can l)uil<l first-class roads in this part of the country (the Great Plain) at a maximum cost of $5,750 per mile,
proximity to quarries would reduce this to $4,500 per mile,
and in districts where both government land and stone were
available the cast might be still further reduced to $3,600.
On this basis 800 miles of good roads could be built every
year if only the present income from the railways were allocated to this purpose.
Convict labor would still further
reduce the cost if properly handled.
Roads should undoul)tedly be built as pioneers of railways in the hill country south of the Yangtse. In this way
the undouljtedly great mineral wealth of the province of
Yunnan might l)e most cheaply developed; at present this
province is dependent on mule and coolie transport over
the most appalling roads for those districts off the metregage line, traffic on which is regularly interrupted in the
wet season for weeks at a time.
With good roads and motor truck transportation encouraged by the government, it is estimated that freight could be
carried at a cost of something like 6 mills per ton mile.

Vol.

Wages

22 to 30 Cents a

64,

No. 13

Day

Should the government adopt this road policy, it will, at
any rate, have given the people a chance of development
Easy access to the existing railway
they never had before.
zones would be of enormous educational value, and would
probably stimulate trades now stagnant or dying, while it
would render easily possible the absolute suppression of the
brigandage so rife everywhere at present.
The government would of necessity encourage the idea
There is no difficulty about the supply
of motor traction.
The Chinese make e.xcellent
of drivers and mechanics.
drivers, are fair fitters and, best of all, have no trade unions,
The Chinese mechanic is a
strikes or eight-hour days.
sober, quiet, and quite contented person on his magnificent
wage of 22 cents to 30 cents per day. Roads at a maxi-

mum

cost of $6,000 per mile, of unlimited traffic-handling
capacity, are undoubtedly a sounder investment than 2-ft.
gage lines costing $8,000 per mile and with very limited

capacity.

Narrow Gage Railways Not

Justified

On

standard gage railways the cost per ton mile would
probably be about 4 mills, but on 2 ft. gage light railways
Narrow
it would more likely approach twice that amount.
gage railways, can be constructed at from 7 to 12 per cent
cheaper than standard gage railways, but their capacity is
not great and transfer of freight is a comparatively costly
matter even in China.
But what is most important is the fact that 2-ft. gage
railways have no place in a populous and potentially rich
country like China.
When the enormous potential wealth,,
the high order of intelligence of the population, their great
numbers and small wages are considered there is very little
room for doubt that at no very distant date every railway
in this area will be able to work at its full capacity. Breaks
of gage should, therefore, on no account be tolerated here
when the small savings which result are considered. The
future must also be considered from a. strategic point of
view.

In

gage question it is significant
Russo-Japanese war,
at once converted what is now the South Manchuria Railway from 3-ft. 6-in. gage to 4-ft. Syi-in. gage and
shortly afterwards the 2-ft. 6-in. gage line from Antung to Mukden.
The Japanese are also seriously conconnection

with

this

that the Japanese, at the close of the

sidering altering all the lines in Japan from 3-ft. 6-in. to
4-ft. SjA-in. gage.
China has already to cope with the gage
question but not to any serious extent.
.All the lines not of
standard gage are metre, and the only one in the Plain is
the Cheng Tai Railway, but as this may be important in
the future trunk system, and as the country traversed is
minerally rich the break of gage is regrettable.
This line
is at present only
151 miles in length but was exceeding
costly, the countn,' being rather difficult.
The line cost
$57,500 per mile, whereas the standard-gage line from Peking to Kalgan which is through verj' heavy country cost
$41,000 per mile exclusive of interest and financial

charges.

Of other non-standard gage lines the biggest is the
Franch Yunnan Railway of which 289 miles is in Chinese
534 miles. This is an isolated
system, and if ever connected up with the Burmese Railways there would be no break of gage.
Another small
metre-gage line is the Tsi-Tsi-Har Light Railway, 17 miles
in length, which was built at a cost of $8,675 per mile in
country similar to that in the Plain. It has 30-lb. rails and
is run at a loss.
China is thus not so far committed, at any
rate, in the richest part of the country, to more than one
gage and should, therefore, profit by the experience of the
world which is undoubtedly against break of gage in a
populous and potentially wealthy country.
territory out of a total of
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Train Accidents in February'
a list of the most notable train accidents
on the railways of the United Slates in
the month of Februar>', 1918:
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F.
P.
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Dtrailmenti
Cause of Kind of
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Derailment Train
ireensburg
b. wheel
F.
(-Guernsey, Ark.
malice
P.
Chilhowie

Maryland
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Kind of
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Place

1

Kind of
Train

d. eq.
fire

10

Kil'd

F.
P.

Inj'd
1

The

on the

first

of

it.

trains in collision near Nashville, Tenn.,

on the 2nd

were southbound freight No. 53, drawn by two locomotives,
and a part of a preceding freight No. SS, si.xteen cars of
which had run back on a steep grade. These cars had been
detached because of the inability of the locomotive to take
the whole train to the top of the grade, and it appears that
they were left standing without enough handbrakes set to
hold them. One fireman was killed and four other trainmen
were injured.
Both of the locomotives and about fourteen
cars of No. 53, as well as four cars of No. 55 were
wrecked.
The trains in collision at Bristol, Conn., on the evening
of the 2nd. were an ea.^tliound passenger, standing at the
station, and a following freight.
The freight had become
uncontrollable on a steep descending grade. Five passengers

were slightly injured.

The trains in collision near Albert Lea, Minn., on the
3rd. were northbound passenger No. 5 and a soutlibound
freight (E.xtra 450).
Both engines and 3 cars were damaged. Ten passengers and 8 trainmen were slightly injured.

The

collision was due to the error of the conductor and the
engineman of No. 5 in assuming that a train which they
found on the side track at Manchester where they were to
meet No. 450, was that train; whereas, it was No. 96.
The trains in collision on the Bangor & Aroostook near
Caribou. Me., on the 6th, were an eastbound passenger, a
snowplow ahead of the passenger train and another behind it.

and marks used in .Accident List:
collision
be. Ruitin!: cnlli'ion
re. Other collisions
b.
d.
Defective
unf.
T'nforeseen
obstruction
unx.
Unexderail. Open derailing switch
ms. Misplaced switch
ace.
obsl..
Accidental obstruction
m.Tlicc.
M.iliciou? ob-.iruction of track.
f*c.
boiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
fire. Cars burned while
running
P. or P.i55.. Pns'ienger train
F. or Ft.. Freight train finclurting emptv engines, work trains. etc.1
.Asterisk. Wreck wholly or
'

I'he leading plow had been losing time and was run into
by the passenger; and a short time after this collision the
second plow ran into tlie rear of the passenger train. Three
passengers and one employee were killed and 18 passengers
The first snowplow was
;ind three employees were injured.
running as extra (X142) from Houlton to Van Buren, 94
Pas.scnger train No. 9 followed, and had a cojiy of
miles.
The collision occurred about
the orders given to the plow.
15 miles north of Presque Isle, and two miles soutli of Caribou.
The passenger train left Presque Isle at 10:27 p. m.,
ten minutes behind the plow.
E.xtra 142 was running at
about 15 miles an hour; the man in the rear car, attending the
flanger, was killed and the flagman in the caboo^^e was injured. Train No. 9, scheduled at 32 miles an hour, had run
from Presque Isle at about 27 miles an hour. It was several
hours late. The second plow, which was X59, left Presque
Isle 40 minutes behind No. 9.
It ran into the passenger
The flagtrain and killed tliree passengers and injured 21.
man of the passenger train was l)ack a full half-mile on
.straight track, and had put torpedoes on the rail, but it is
thought that they did not e.xplode. There was much ice and
The flagman
the temperature was about 30 deg. l<elow zero.
swung a red lantern with one hand and held up a lightetl
fusee with the other; he threw his lantern at tlie engine; and

of these signals failed to attract the notice of the engineInspectors for the Interstate Commerce
of the plow.
Commission investigated this case on February 8. It appears that the engineman of the passenger train had no notice
of the proximity of the train ahead, as the markers on the
flanger were, it is believed, obscured by snow thrown up l)y
the flanger itself.
all

trains in collision at St. Clair, Pa.,

February were an eastboard freight and a train consisting of
a locomotive and a caboose. The freight had become uncontrollable on a steep descending grade and collided with the
other train at high speed.
Both engines were ditched and
One conductor, one
the caboose and 20 cars were wrecked.
engineman and one brakeman were killed.
The trains in collision at Toledo, Ohio, on the 2nd, were
a northbound freight of the Pennsylvania and a southbound
freight of the Pere Marquette.
One engine and several cars
fell down a bank.
One trainman was killed and two were
injured.
One of the trains had run past a signal set
against
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.Abbreviations

man

The trains in collision near Mangum, Okla., on the 10th,
were northbound freights No. 914 and No. 558. The leading train had been stopped because of failure of steam. Two
cabooses- at the rear of this train were wrecked and destroyed
by fire. Two trainmen were killed and their bodies were
destroyed in the fire.
Three other trainmen were injured.
The cause of the collision was insufficient protection by flag.
The train involved in the collision at Ashley, Pa., on the
22nd, was a northbound freight which had become uncontrollable on a steep descending grade.
It collided with a
standing locomotive in the yard at Ashley and the crash
included also four other standing engines. The engines and
aljout 30 cars were wrecked.
The wreck took fire and 12
loaded cars were mostly burnt up. One trainman was killed
and six were injured, one of the six fatally. The cause of
the runaway was not determined; but the brakes had been
properly tested, and there is no evidence that they were not
properly managed.
The only theory that will account for
the inability of the engineman to control the train is that an
angle cock had been closed or partly closed.
The trains in collision at Frost, S. C, on the 25th, were
southbound passenger trains, a local train which had been
stopped because of failure of an air hose being run into at
the rear by a following through train.
Twelve passengers
were killed and 30 were injured. The cause of the collision
is said to have been the failure of the leading train to protect
itself by torpedoes: that the flagman had been back a sufficient distance but had returned to his. own train without
placing the audible signals, and the e.xpress train came on
just as

The

tlie

local

was

starting.

train derailed near Grecnsburg, Pa.,

an eastbound

helping engines and a cahoasc.

down

re.
Rear
Broker

scalded, the former fatally.

was a broken wheel on one of the

fire

Dacger. One or more passengers

Icillr'l

One

of the locomotives

fell

bank and an engineman, fireman, conductor and two
hrakemcn were injured. The engineman and fireman were
a

plained

partly destroyed by

on the 8th, was
39 cars, 2

freight, consisting of a locomotive,

The

The

cause of the derailment

cars.

train derailed near Guernsey, Ark., on the 17th.

northbound passenger No. 6.
no passengers were injured.

No

was

passenger cars ran off and

The engineman and one

tres-
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passer were killed. The cause of the derailment was malicious
tampering with a switch.
The train derailed near Curtis, Neb., on the 19th, was an
eastbound passenger.
Two coaches were overturned, and
two passengers were killed and four injured.
The train derailed at Chilhowie, Va., on the night of
the 20th, was eastbound passenger No. 42.
Five passengers
and five employees were slightly injured. The cause of the
derailment was the failure of a baggage-car truck equalizer.
The train involved in the accident at Major, Pa., on the
21st, was a southbound passenger.
The only vehicle derailed
was a freight caboose at the rear of the train, which ran off
the track and fell down a bank.
One brakeman was killed
and four other trainmen were injured. The cause of the
derailment was settlement of track due to recent heavy rains
followed immediately by a badly heaved condition due to
zero weather, resulting in an irregularity of about 3 inches in
the surface.

The train derailed at Summerhill, Pa., on the 21st, was
westbound passenger No. 25. The train was running at high
speed and the engine and seven cars left the rails, but the
injuries to persons were reported as slight.
The cause of
the derailment was a broken trailer-truck spring on the
engine.

The train involved in the accident at Georges Creek JuncMd., on the 2Sth, was an eastbound freight.
The
engine and one car had been detached and 59 cars left standing on a grade had not been properl}' held b}' hand brakes
and they ran away, most of the cars being thrown off the
track at a curve. Most of them were loaded with coal.
The train involved in the accident near Hutton, Md., on
the 4th, was eastbound passenger No. 46.
A connecting rod
was broken and the boiler was punctured; the fireman was
tion,

fatally scalded.

The train involved in the accident near Wayland, N. Y.,
on the evening of the 18th, was an eastbound passenger. An
express car was badly damaged, and its contents destroyed
by a fire which is supposed to have been caused by the explosion of an oil lamp. The car was of steel. The express
messenger was partially asphyxiated.
Electric Car Accidents.
The most serious electric car accident reported in February was a rear collision on the elevated
line of the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company, Brooklyn,
N. Y., at Oxford avenue, February 3, in a fog, when 37

—

persons were injured, including a number of passengers
standing on the station platform. Only three of the injured
had to be sent to hospitals.
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Shippers Required to

Rails

Own

and Maintain Industry Tracks
GENER.'iL McAdoo on March 26 issued GenOrder No. IS prescribing the following requirements to be observed in respect of the construction,
maintenance and operation of new industry tracks, and in
respect of the operation and maintenance of existing indus-

DIRECTOR
eral

tracks:

try
1.

As

to

new

industry tracks:

(a) The industry shall pay for, own and maintain that
part of the track beyond the right of way of the railroad.
(b) The railroad company shall pay for, own and maintain that part of the track on the right of way from the

switch point to the clearance point.
(c) Generally speaking, an industry shall pay for and
maintain (although in special cases the railroad company

may do

so)

and the railroad company shall own, that part
way from the clearance point

of the track on the right of
to the right of way line.

(d) If the industry fails to maintain in reasonably safe
condition the part of the track which it is required to maintain, the railroad company may disconnect the track or
refuse to operate over it when not in such condition.
(e) The railroad company shall have the right to use
the track when not to the detriment of the industry.
(f) The foregoing terms and conditions should be embodied in a written contract between the industry and the
railroad company.
2.
Where existing industry tracks are not covered by
written contracts, they shall be maintained and operated in
accordance with the provisions stated in paragraph 1 hereof.
3.
Where industry tracks are covered by written contracts, such contracts shall be adhered to until otherwise
ordered; but where any such contracts appear to work inequalities or injustice the circumstances should be brought
to the regional director's attention, who will report thereon to the director general, if conditions seem to warrant.
4.
The requirements of state statutes and of state commissions in respect of the construction, maintenance and
operation of industry tracks shall be complied with, but in
cases where such compliance involves what appears to be an
unreasonalile burden upon the United States Railroad Administration the circumstances should be brought to the
attention of the regional director, who will report thereon
to the director general if the conditions seem to warrant.

Pholo from Underwood

Y.

Motor Truck on
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Zealand Troops Entrained

of

Tlinwing
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South Amboy. N.

J.

Modern Plant
Severe Winter

Thaw^ing Coal

for

Has Emphasized

Materials

Shipped

By

Scott

Cars

in

the Difficulty of Unloading

Open Top Cars

in

W.

Linn,

General Contractor, Clevtland, Ohio.

THE

CUNUITlOXS EXISXLNG THIS WINTER aS tO
for materials and finished products on
one hand and the difficulty in producing and moving
these products on the other have emphasized a number of
problems which in previous years have l)een considered of
minor imi)ortance.
The specific causes of most of these
troubles are perhaps due to circumstances over which the individual has little or no control. Scarcity of labor and prolonged severely cold weather have had much to do with the
delay in moving materials from producer to consumer, and
very little can be done on short notice to offset the retarding
effect of either of these conditions.
Expense and delay in
handling materials is not due entirely to the inability of the
carrier to make prompt deliver)-, but is often supplemented
and greatly increased by conditions at terminals and other
f.N USUAL

the great

points of deliver}\

In winter, freezing of these materials adds greatly to the
and delay of unloading of coal, ore, sand, gravel or other

cost

material.'^

success from an economical operating standpoint.
I'he plan
mostly used until about seven years ago was the so-called
point system.
Thawing was attempted by driving gas pipes
into the frozen coal and introducing hot steam into the coal
through these pipes. This was an e.xjjensive and awkward
method and was attended by considerable danger to workmen
:i.=
well as carrying the objection that the coiil was left in a

demand

which are usually shipped

in

open top

cars.

When

these commodities are shipped

any considerable distance or
are held on cars for several days, they are in a more or less
frozen condition depending on the severity of the weather
and the amount of moisture in them.
The percentage of
moisture held in the materials varies greatly according to
the coarseness or fineness of the material.
.\ car of sand
freezes harder than a car of stone.
Crushed bituminous coal
or finely divided anthracite coal will freeze harder than the
coarser grades of either.
.\t tide water coal shipping ports, the handling of frozen
coil form? one of the most serious problems in winter operation.
It is necessary at most of these ports where coal is unloaded from cars to boats by car dumper that the work be
canied on in winter weather at about the same rate as in
summer. Much of the coast towns' supply of coal depends
on shipment from these ports. \''arious schemes for thawing
coal in the cars

have been used, most of them without great

saturated condition.
The thawing plants operated by the Eastern Coal Dock
Company at its coal unloading plants at Philadelphia and
at South Amboy, N. J., have been successful in producing
satisfactory results economically.
The unloading equipment
at South Amboy consists of two McMyler car dumpers located on Pennsylvania Railroad property and are under the

management of D. W. Reed, superintendent.

Two

thawing

plants are in use at this place.
The first, built in 1911, is
wooden building, 500 ft. long, with two rooms longitudinally through the building, each room containing one track.
This plant has thawed an average of over 500,000 tons of
coal each winter since it has been in operation.
The principal objections to the use of a frame building for this purpose appear to be the rapid deterioration of the wood under
the high temperatures carried and the fire hazard attending
;i

such construction.

The
1917.

thawing plant was put

latest

the

It is

in of>eration in Januar}'.

same in principle as the other hot air plant*
more modem type of building construction.

but embodies a
latter plant is a building 570 ft. long with three rooms,
each containing one track. The building was constructed on
a new fill, a part of which occupied the location of a former
slip which had been used at one time for the storage of boats

The

when

trestles

The

were u=cd for unloading coal

building

is

at

Amboy.

of pre-cast unit concrete construction

members were cast in a yard near by. The
members comprise columns, girders, beams, roof
all

slabs for walls, ceilings

805

and various

partitions.

and

structural

slabs
.All

and
parts
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806
were reinforced

to suit

requirements and were properly cured

In a l)uilding of this type there are such a
before erection.
great number of duplicate parts that erection can be carried
on ver)' rapidly. A row of piling under each wall carried
the reinforced concrete foundation.
Each room of the building has an inside horizontal clearIn the center of the
ance of 14 ft. and 16 ft. vertically.

building is a two-story part about 50 ft. in length, in which
Two hot-air
the heating and blowing apparatus is located.
ducts and one return air duct for each room lie between the
ceiling and the roof and extend from the apparatus room to
each end of the building. Openings in the bottom of the hot
air ducts connect with flues extending downward along the
walls and under the track. These flues are spaced about S ft.
center to center. Kinnear rolling steel doors are used for end
closures.

400 ft. distant to
Steam is brought from tlie
the apparatus room. Water of condensation from the heaters
boilers about

Vol. 64, No. 13

lonu and, under severe freezing conditions and with the average coal, from lyi to 2 hrs. are required to thaw the coal so
thaf it will unload freely.
Patents covering the hot air system of thawing materials
in transit are held by the Walter S. Newhall Company,
Cleveland, Ohio, which company was the engineer and
general contractor in the design and installation of these
plants.

Car Service Section Urges
the Sailing

THK

Day Plan

CAR SERVICE SECTION of the Railroad Administra-

tion has issued a bulletin to all railroads requesting

those that have not already adopted the plan to make
immediate study of the adoption of the so-called "Sailing
Day Plan" in the handling of less than carload freight in
order to effect further economical use of freight equipment.
The bulletin says that some railroads have found the arrangement productive of very good results, as indicated by
the figures furnished to the car service section by some of
the lines that have adopted the method at some of their
Some examples of the successful operation
larger stations.
of this plan are given in the circular, as follows:
During the month of October the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh effected a decrease of 41 per cent in cars used
and an increase of 83 per cent in weight. The scheduling
of local service for intermediate stations three instead of six
days per week made it possible to effect a reduction of 10
local freight runs.

On the Boston & Maine, during the first week of October,
1917, which was prior to the adoption of the "Sailing Day"
plan, at 13 stations 3955 cars were loaded with 30,761 tons
of freight, an average of 7.77 tons per car, while for the
week ending December 7, 1917, there was loaded at the
same stations 3601 cars witli 31,096 tons, an average of
8.6,1 tons per car, resulting in a saving of 354 cars, or 8.9
per cent, and at the same time an increase in track standing
space at the platforms.
The New York Central

for four months preceding De1917, handled 3,154,699,000 lb. of 1. c. 1.
freight, using 221,688 cars.
The average loading per car
in the period named for 1917 was 14,230 lb. per car, and
in the same period in 1916 was 10,279 lb. per car, an increase in 1917 per car of 38.44 per cent or an average saving per month of 21,305 cars.

cember

Secthn
Sections

/V(>ar

End of Building.

Through the Thawing House

1,

The New York, New Haven & Hartford

The heaters and
returned to the boilers for feed water.
blowers are of B. F. Sturtevant make and are of sufficient
a
size to provide a frequent change of air in the building at
temperature of 250 deg. for the air as it leaves the heaters.
The blowers are the double discharge type and are arranged
Heated
to blow through the heaters into the hot air ducts.
air is carried the full length of the building through the
upwardly
ducts and down through the flues and is discharged
is

toward the bottom of the

cars.

air after contact with the bottom, sides and ends of
the
the cars, enters the return air duct in its passage back to
Frequent openings in the return air
lilowers for re-heating.
It has been found that better results in
the air.

The

duct admit

had when the return air openings near the
incenter of the building are closed and air is admitted at
the ends
tervals some distance from the center and toward
of the building. The system of circulation and re-circulation
aives a very uniform distribution of hot air in the building
>o that the material in cars is thawed well in from all sur-

circulation are

aggregate have been eliminated by reduction in cars to be
handled, particularly in prevailing tonnage direction where
trains are started only when full tonnage is available.
On the Pennsylvania Railroad 600 cars have been saved
daily, and local train service has been reduced on a number of divisions.
The former daily set up has been reduced
to tri-weekl\-, semi-weekly and weekly service, according to
the volume of business, which results in a saving of 25 per
It is also estimated that 25
cent of track standing room.

kept out of transfers.
is no plan incapable of impi-dvement from time to time and the results to \x obtained
in efficiency, reduction in train units, decrease in cost, inper cent of the freight

The

bulletin says:

is

"There

creasing despatch and elimination of freight congestion, will
be of material consequence; and the Car Service Section
suggests that the arrangement be given very prompt and

immediate study is
careful consideration; and
requested, with definite outline of your plans."
.

faces.

This plant has a holding capacity of 42 cars each 40

ft.

reports a saving

of 780 cars a week, with standing room at freight houses
materially improved.
Two freight trains and entire crews
have been discontinued and several train movements in the

.

.
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shown in their annual reports to stockiiolders.
comments elsewhere in this issue.

See

editorial

tukMS
Tutwhich
l)eforf

an

for

was superseded

it

Mr. Lorec made the
.ill

la.v-

>

.\

invcntur)'

of

F. Loroc sent to the

L.

suiijjestion

niad- to

I'V

ciiuipiiicut

are

Director General.

the

War Hoard

that the

thosf

War Board

Railroad

request

lude an inventory in .-uch delail as

iiu

l,.^.Mi.->.-M.x thousKn(.i.isii R.\ii.waymen Cii-TiNAii
and em[ilo\ees of the London & South-Western cultivated

plots of land

tiy

the side of the line last year.
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Power
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Passenirer.

1

Steam

20.000 or less
Over 20,000

•
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6
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Inventory of Steam Railway Locomotives
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Inventory of Steam Railway Passenger Train Cars
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Freight Operations for
BUREAU
THEmonthly

December

27.3 to 26.8.

from 29.8

OF RAILWAY ECONOMICS has isSUed

month

December amounted to 29,050,017,536, a
per cent, as compared with December, 1916.

Total freight train miles decreased 6 per cent, loaded freight
car miles decreased 11.7 per cent, and empty freight car
Freight locomotive miles
miles decreased 15.9 per cent.
The revenue ton miles per freight
decreased 5 per cent.
locomotive amounted to 943,979, a decrease of 2.7 per cent,
and the revenue ton miles per freight car amounted to
The average number
12,509, a decrease of 6.1 per cent.
of freight locomotives in service w^as .2 per cent greater
than December, 1916, and the average number of freight
cars 3.8 per cent greater, and the tons per train increased
3.3 per cent, while the tons per loaded car increased 10.2 per
cent, but the effect of the congestion in eastern territory is
reflected by a decrease in the average miles per locomotive
per day from 65 to 61.6, a reduction of 5.2 per cent, and
a decrease in the average miles per car per day from 25.4
There was a reduction in the
to 21.3, or 16.1 per cent.
average mileage per car and per locomotive in all districts.
For the combined nine months, April to December, which

marks the period during which fhe Railroads' War Board
was in existence, there w'as an increase in revenue ton miles
of 9.8 p)er cent, while the number of freight train miles increased only 2.6 per cent and the loaded freight car miles
increased only .6 per cent. The revenue ton miles per freight
locomotive show an increase of 8.6 per cent and per freight
car of 6.7 per cent. The average number of freight locomo-

shows an increase of 1.1 per cent and there
was a reduction of 7.4 per cent in the average number of

tives in service

freight locomotives in shop or awaiting shop.

The

percentage of empty car miles increased

Cash Disbursements
DIRECTOR

average
nimiber of freight cars in service increased 2.9 per cent,
while the average number of freight cars in shop or awaiting
The tonnage per train was
shop decreased 3.9 per cent.
667 as compared with 624 in the corresponding period of
The tonnage per loaded
1916, an increase of 6.9 per cent.
car was 27.3 as compared with 25, an increase of 9.2 per
cent.
The average miles per locomotive per day increased
from 66.6 to 67.9, an increase of 2 per cent, but the average
miles per car per day had decreased 1.8 per cent, from

GENER-4L

McAdoo

has issued the following

circular to the railroads

of

decrease of 2.6

The

to 30.

itS

report of freight operations of steam railways
for the month of December and the combined months
April to December, 1917, in the series which was compiled
Revenue ton miles handled
for the Railroads' War Board.
in the
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Unless and

except so far as reasonable showing
shall be made to the contrary, the Director General will proceed upon the theory that the total of accounts "cash,"
"demand loans and deposits," and "time drafts and deposits," appearing on the railroad company's books at the close
of business December 31, 1917, was for railroad purposes
and is therefore subject to the control and order of the Director General.
If, and to the extent that, the Director General
shall find it appropriate, in the mobilization and unification
of the resources of the railroad companies, to transfer any
such cash from the control of the officers of the company, full
accounting provision will of course be made for the protection of the

company's

rights.

The

Director General will entertain any applications
which may be made to him to show that any portion of the
cash on hand December 3 1 was not for railroad piuposes and
should not be under the Director General's control.
Carriers subject to federal control must not make disbursements out of the cash represented by tlie accounts above
designated as of December 31, 1918, except as follows:
(a) The payment of interest maturing up to and including
1918, upon obligations of the railroad company.
of dividends not in excess of regular
rate of dividends during the three years ended June 30,
1917, in the regular installments, according to the established practice of the company, payable up to and including

July

1,

(b)

The payment

1, 1918.
(c) The payment for materials and supplies for railroad
Operation to inuse and for other expenses of operation.
clude, both upon the debit and credit side, joint facility rents,
car hire, and all items of that character which accrue out of

July

the operation of the property.

(d) Ta.xes, including

war

taxes.

Expenditures for pennanent improvements.
.\pplication will be entertained for any payments which
the carrier may desire to make out of cash on hand December
31, 1917, for purposes other than those above .specified or,
as to clauses o and b, at dates beyond July 1, 191 S.
(e)

In the Midst of the Fire at Jersey City Tuesday.

Photo by Central News

iiuiiiiuum

a

News Department

General
Among consumers
ha> been
order in

issiuil

by

of fuel
the

I'uel

oil,

classified

in

Administration,

a circular which
prescribing the

and distributors are required to
give priorjl). railroads are placed first.
wliicli

nuiiiulacturers

The sub-committee on war tax of the Association of American Kailwa> Aicuunting Ofticers has issued a pamphlet of 35
pages gn ing linal rules and regulations promulgated by the
commissioner of internal revenue on the application of the war
revenue tax to the transportation of persons and property.

The cost of this
at Zoological Gardens.
been about $1,500,000. The work has taktn a
cost 20 per cent more than
was estimated at the beginning. Difficulty in procuring mateIn connection
rials has been one cause of delay in completion.
with the electrification and the installation of position light signals, twenty signal bridges were put up.
years

ago,

is

made

electrification has
little

more than two years and has

Track Elevation

Work

in

Chicago Checked

of varnish is a subject on which Director-General McAdoo desires information, lie has addressed to the railroads
a questionnaire asking information concerning the use of

The Chicago council committee on track elevation, which
was prepared to recommend track elevation work in the city
to cost about $5,000,000, lias been requested by W. G. Mc-

varnish on

.Adoo, director-general of railroads, to defer further consideration of this work until the conclusion of the war. The
elevation work was planned to be done in the southwestern
section of Chicago on the Grand Trunk Western, the Indiana
Harbor Belt, the Chicago River & Indiana and the .Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe. Mr. McAdoo's ground for his recommendation was that railroad improvements involving large
expenditures should be avoided when they interfere with the
execution of work absolutely essential to the successful
conduct of the war.

Use

cars and locomotives during the calendar year
Reports must show the brand, vendor, manufacturer,
for various purposes, total cost and price per

1917.

amount used
gallon.

No railroad legislation at this session, or until after the
war, is the decision of the Committee on Common Carriers
in the Kentucky legislature: and this rule has been confirmed
by a vote in the Senate, where a bill to extend the powers of
the State Railroad Commission was laid on the table; but not
until after a discussion in which the "strangle-hold of the
railroads" on the business of the state was emphasized with
all due seriousness.
In an explosion and fire at the Jarvis w-arehouse. Jersey
City, N. J., on March 26, the repair shops of the Erie Railroad,
on the north side of the main line near the Jersey City passenger
station, were destroyed; estimated loss, $300,000; loaded freight
cars to tlie value of ?200,000 (estimated) were also destroyed.
The explosion caused, altogether, damage to the amount of about
$1,500,000, and fire brands were blown across the river to New
York. The Erie station and ferry-house on the New York side
were damaged $8,000. The shop buildings destroyed were old,
and it is understood that the company will not rebuild on the

same

site

Ownership of coal mines is the subject of a
Director-General Mc.Xdoo has issued to the

Embargo on Movements East

of Chicago

Removed

H. Aishton, regional director of western railroads removed the embargo on carload freight destined for points
east of the Illinois and Indiana stale lines on March 20, after
The movement of freight to
it had been in effect 10 days.
points east of Chicago is now limited only by the capacity
of the eastern lines. .The special attention which the western
lines have been giving the movements of grain during the
R.

past

two months has evidently taken care of the large
of grain which demanded transportation to prevent
At any rate, Mr. .\ishton has recommended

quantities

deterioration.

Mr. McAdoo that he discontinue giving preference to grain
the loading of box cars, except as to wheat from points
of origin to primary markets.

to

circular

which

railroads.

It

calls for reports concerning osvnership, operation or control
of anthracite, bituminous and lignite mines, lands and operations.
Each road is required to report regarding lands

owned, leased or controlled which are not under development
and which are under development; expenses of operation,
cost per net ton of coal, proportion of production used for
other than railroad purposes, etc. Names of railroad otTicers
or directors who are interested directly or indirectly in any
of the lands or mines are also asked.

"Whole-hearted and loyal support to Director-General Mc.\doo, and the otticcrs of the New York, New Haven
Hartford Railroad," is the keynote of resolutions which have been

&

adopted by the lodges of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers
on the New Haven road, and sent to Mr. McAdoo. The
telegraphers have "resolved not only to do their bit but to
do their best," in maintaining the highest standard of efficiency.
Mr. Mc.'Xdoo, in a reply sent to L. J. Ross, general
chairman, expresses his deep gratification. "Such a spirit."
says Mr. McAdoo, "cannot fail to aid our beloved country
immeasurably, and to enable it to become victorious in this

war for .America's vital rights and for the freedom and
democratization of the world."

great

The Chestnut Hill branch of the Pennsylvania Railroad is
now completely electrified and electric trains are to begin runnmg regularly next week. A test train was run over the line on
March 22. This branch is about six miles long and the passenger trains run through over the New York division, and the
main line to and from the Broad Street Terminal, Philadelphia,
twelve miles.
Connection with the main line, electrified two

in

Reasons

for Mail

Delays

Ryan, president of the Railway Mail .Associatmn, winch
represents employees in the railway mail service, contributes the
E. J.

following in a Washington newspaper to the discussion of the
reasons for delays in the mails.
"The statement that the delay of mails is only between New
York and Washington is an error, as reports show that mails
are being delayed practically throughout the entire service. Delayed mails exist on lines not so congested as the railroads operating on the Atlantic seaboard. The fact is that the policy of
curtailing space for distributing mails en route in the railroad
mail cars, and also reductions in the number of railway postal
clerks, who performed this very important work of the postal
The war is
service, is the real cause for the present situation.
not to blame.
"This policy has been adopted and was actually in cflFcct for
months before this country entered the struggle and before the
abnormal demands arose which now burden the transportation
system. Even now, there should be but very little, if any, delay
Mail cars are atin mails upon their arrival in Washington.
tached to passenger trains, not to freight trains. Frequent regular train ser\'ice exists between New York and Washington.
"Six trains with mail cars arrive in Washington each day from
New York. Twelve trains carrying mails in closed pouches, but
without mail cars or clerks, arrive each day from New York.

Eight trains carr>ing mail, mail cars and clerks, leave Washington each day for New York, and also eight trains carrying closed
pouches u-ittinut mail ,-ars or clerks."
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Railroad Liberty
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Loan Purchases

Director (jtnoral McAdoo has issued a circufar to tlic railroads
calling for the follow iiig information regarding Liberty bonds
1
State the total amount, if any, of Liberty Loan i'A's, and
sefaralcty of Liberty Loan 4's, boufiht by your company or sub2 State agsidiaries, (a) as investment; (b) for employees.
grcjiatc amount now held of each of said issues, (a) as investment; (b) for employees.
Of amounts of each issue disposed of by you, other than bonds
disposed of to employees, please show: (a) amounts sold in the
market, or through brokers; (b) amounts sold at private sale
to investors; U") prices realized for each lot sold; dates of sale.

Traffic

—

News

siiiiiiiiiiiiiriiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiliitiiiuiuililiiiirniiiiiiriiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiB

—

Railroad Bill Signed by President
The
March

bill was signed by President Wilson on
immediately after the passage of the war finance corporation bill by the House. The President held the bill for a
week because if there had been a failure of the finance corporation bill, which provides for loans to railroads and other corporations whose operation is necessary for the war, it would
have been necessary to seek a larger appropriation than the
$5O0,0tX),00O provided for in the railroad bill.
The war finance corporation bill had previously passed the
Senate and is now in conference. It provides for a corporation
of $500,000,000 capital stock to be owned by the government, with
a board of directors consisting of the Secretary of the Treasury
and four others. Under the Senate bill the corporation would be
authorized to issue $4,000,000,000 of bonds, but in the House bill
tliis was reduced to $2,000,000,000 and the corporation is to make
loans or advances direct or through banks for the assistance of
industries whose operations are necessary or contributory to the
prosecution of the war. The bill also provides for a capital-issues
committee to investigate, pass upon and determine whether proposed issues of securities arc compatible with public interest.

railroad control
21,

Contracts for Exchange of Transportation
for Advertising to Be Honored
Contracts for the exchange of intrastate passenger transportawhich are not repugnant to state laws, may
be carried out, provided they do not e.xtcnd beyond the present
calendar year.
This is announced in a modification of General
Order No. 6 issued by Director General McAdoo. The order
prohibited the issuance of free transportation except as expressly
authorized by the federal law-. The carriers, in obedience to the
order, withdrew the passes or mileage books which had been issued for newspaper advertising.
It later came to Mr. McAdoo's attention that contracts for
newspaper advertising to be paid for in transportation at a fixed
rate had been made in various sections of the country that mileage books had been issued pursuant to such contracts and that
the war tax thereon had been paid as required by law.
The
legality of such contracts and a number of other questions Rowing out of General Order No. 6 were thereupon referred to the
Interstate Commerce Commission for consideration, and the commission advised the modification of Order No. 6 to the extent of
I)ermitting a continuance of contracts already made for the exchange of intrastate passenger transportation for advertising to
the termination of such contracts, but in no instance beyond the
end of the current calendar year. It is pointed out that transportation issued under such contract may not be used in connection with other transportation on any interstate journey.
tion for advertising,

;

;

Distribution of anthracite coal has been put in charge of a
supervising committee, announced by the Fuel Administration on
.March 26: J. B. Dickson, S. D. Warring and W. J. Richards.

The Car Service Section of the Railroad Administration
has found considerable delay in transmission of embargo revisions which are sent to zone chairmen by third-class United
It is desired that these notices
States, or railroad mail.
be sent as first-class matter.

Cheap Sunday excursions from Philadelphia to seaside resorts
New Jersey are to be restored. Congressmen from New
jersey have appealed to Director-General McAdoo, and he has
authorized the restoration of certain Sunday trains, run to accommodate round-trip passengers at low rates, which were taken
in

because of freight congestion early in the winter.

off

On Wednesday, March

20, the post-office department made an
run with a motor truck, carrying parcels, from
Lancaster, Pa., to New York City, 180 milts, leaving Lancaster
at 4:17 a. m. and arriving at New York 4:15 p. m.
The merchandise weighed about 2,900 lb., and was made up mainly of
egi;s, butter and honey.
About 20 gal. of gasoline was used and
the postage paid on the goods was $31.61.

experimental

embargo against all l.cl. freight shipments to New York
excepting perishable goods, foods, and other usual excepwas announced on March 23. It was concurred in by all
of the trunk lines, and the notice, signed by George D. Ogden,
chairman of the Freight Traffic Committee, said that it was to
continue one week from Saturday night, March 23. Respondinjj
to recommendations presented by the Merchants' .\ssociation ot
New York, the railroads terminating in Manhattan have agreed
.'Vn

city,

tions,

m

have freight stations open for the delivery of freight at 7 a.
with cashiers and check clerks on hand to allow consignees to
take carload freight from piers after 6 p. m., and to pile inbound
freight on the pier floor with more care, so that teamsters can
locate their shipments more quickly. J. C. Lincoln, manager of
the Traffic Bureau of the Merchants' Association, at the same
time has issued an appeal to merchants and manufacturers to do
their part towards reducing the unparalleled congestion of freight
to

;

in

New York

stations.

Intermediate Rate Association
Representatives of the interniountain territory, including
commercial organizations and slate railroad commissions in
the territory west of Denver, Colo., and immediately east of
the Pacific Coast terminals, have organized the Intermediate
Rate Association with the primary purpose of securing an
amendment to the fourth section of the act to regulate commerce which will prohibit railroads from charging a higher
rate for a shorter than for a longer distance

— when

the shorter

included within the longer and over the same line
same direction for the purpose of bringing about a
change in the freight rate adjustment to the intermountain
territory which has long been the subject of constant litigaHeadquarters have been opened at
tion and controversy.
haul

and

is

in the

—

Washington in charge of J. F. Shanghnessy. a member of
Nevada Railroad Commission, as president, and Charles
W. Smith, commerce attorney, of Washington, as secretary.
President Shaughnessy has issued a statement outlining the
history of the transcontinental rate adjustment and the arguments in favor of the proposed amendment to the law. He
the

Railway Business Association
Indications are that the special meeting of the Railway Business Association, called for April 8 in Chicago, will be well attended, replies to the invitations to the meeting having come in
in a very satisfactory manner.

charge of the meeting are making every effort to
secure the attendance of members of every company engaged in
the manufacture or sale of railway supplies, whether they are
at present members of the association or not.
As has been

declares that because of the discriminatory rale adjustment
capital is withheld from investment in the intermountain
territory and that this condition will continue even if the
Director-General of Railroads should remove the discrimination during the period of government control unless there
is a declaration by Congress that such a policy would be made

previously announced in the Railuvy .-Igc, the discussion will
deal with the matters of present great importance to the railway
and supply field and consideration will be given to the idea of
reorganizing the association to make it better fitted to deal with
the new aspects of the railway situation.

Several bills have been introduced in Congress
the long and short haul clause so as to remove all
discretion in the matter from the Interstate Commerce Commission and hearings have been held before the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce since March 13. .\n active

Those

in

permanent.
to

amend

.
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campaign of letter-writing to Congress has also been carried
on by the representatives of the intermountain territory.
I

Coal Production
The output

of soft coal during the

week ending March

16

was

November 24, according to the weekly bulletin
by tlie Geological Survey, Department of the Interior. The total
bituminous production during the week ending March 9 is estimated at 11,228,000 net tons. The daily average for the week
was exceeded in the week of January 5, but at that time the total
production was reduced by the New Year holiday. The improvement has been made possible, the report says, by relief of the
Anthracite and coke, both beehive
railroad freight congestion.
and by-product, reflect the increase in bituminous production.
The total production for the week ending February 23 was 10,616,000 and for the week ending March 2, 11,111,000. Anthracite
shipments arose to 42,207 cars, the largest since the week of December 1. Bituminous shipments by carloads on 121 roads have
shown a steady increase since the week ending February 2 from
170,552 carloads to 199.582 carloads in the week ending March 9.
The percentage of full time output lost on account of the car
shortage for the last six weeks as shown by the report, has been
as follows: Januarv 26, 26.6; February 2, 29.2: February 9, 27.7;
February 16, 20.2: February 23, 22.3; March 2, 20.8.
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the largest since

Uniform

One

between

Commerce Commission

Louis Chamber of

Commerce has filed a complaint
with the Interstate Commerce Commission, through Joseph
W. Folk, its general counsel, asking for an order requiring
the railroads to cease from charging rates on coal to St.
Louis higher than the rates to East St. Louis and other
Mr. Folk recently
cities in the St. Louis industrial district.
resigned as chief counsel of the Interstate Commerce Commission to conduct a campaign against the arbitrary of 20
cents a ton on coal crossing the Mississippi river, against
which St. Louis has been protesting for many years. The
petition charges that the bridge arbitrary constitutes a discrimination against St. Louis which is a severe handicap to
its

St.

manufacturing interests.

Commissions

State
The New York

Classification of Freight

result of the elimination of competition

Interstate
The

rail-

to be a speeding up of the work which has been in
for years toward a uniform classification of freight.
General Mc.-\doo has appointed a committee, comR. N. Collyer, chairman of the Official Classification
Committee, R. C. Fyfe, chairman of the Western Classification Committee, J. E. Crosland. chairman of the Southern
Classification Committee, J. E. Williams, chairman of the
Uniform Classification Committee, and J. C. Colquitt, classification agent of the Interstate Commerce Commission, to

roads is
progress
Director
posed of

formulate a report as to uniform rules, descriptions and
weights, with a view to completing that part of the work. A
considerable degree of uniformity as to the rules, descriptions
and weights has already been accomplished and as the recommendations of the uniform committee have been made they
have been gradually adopted by the regional classification
committees. Uniformity of ratings has not been attempted.
The committee appointed by the director general has been
sitting in continuous session in Chicago for over two weeks.
The report is to be submitted to the Interstate Commerce
Commission and a public hearing will be had before the final
regulations are put into effect.

State Public Service Commission, second
district, has issued a memorandum, dated March 13, telling
of a rear collision of freight trains, recently investigated,
which resulted from the negligent acts of seven different employees.
One employee was killed in the collision and two
were injured. The date and location of this interesting collision are not given, nor is there any explanation of what was
done or omitted by the different persons charged with responsibility; but the commission in its memorandum makes a
special appeal "to all men engaged in operating trains to acquaint themselves thoroughly with operating rules, to observe
them rigorously and to be vigilant and careful in the per-

formance of their duties."

Court

News

Setting Fires by Locomotives

— Sufficiency of Evidence

was circumstantial that an engine
of the railroad company set the fire which damaged plaintiff's
property. The evidence for the railroad was positive and uncontradicted that the engines alleged to have set the fire were
equipped with proper spark arresters and were not emitting
Evidence for the

plaintiff

and did not emit sparks.

The Georgia Court of Appeals holds
was unauthorized by this eviv. Guann (Ga.l, 94 S. E., 914. De-

that a verdict for the plaintiff

Real-Life in

New

[From

Ihe

York; a Florida View
New York

dence.— Savannah & N.
cided January 29, 1918.

W.

Tribune.]

Carl C. Hutches, of Bradentown, Fla., who came to NewYork a week ago as a representative of about 100 farmers of
Manatee County, Fla., to find out why they were losing money
on produce they sent to New York, declared that he has
solved the mystery.
"Just malicious destruction," he said. "The freight handlers
employed by the Pennsylvania Railroad at Pier 29 have
wasted thousands of dollars' worth of celery and cauliflowers
from Florida during the week I have been here, and I have
seen them do it. They use the longshoremen's hooks to drag
down crates of perishable goods, the packages fall to the
ground, fall to pieces and are tossed aside, to be trampled
under horses' feet." He was asked if he thought the vegetables were destroyed in the attempt to keep food prices up.
"No," he said. "The commission men are glad to get the
Either they are incomstufT.
It's the laborers at the piers.
petent workers or tliey are simply destroying stuflt out of
pure malice. Their wages are too low. They get 28 cents
an hour, and it is raised to 30 cents if they work twenty-two

consecutive days in each month.
"I will say, however, that there is police protection. I saw
a policeman chase away a little boy who tried to snatch a
In a fewcauliflower out of the mud and stuff it in a bag.
minutes the cauliflower was trampled down by horses' hoofs
and waeon wheels."

Elimination of Grade Crossings

Apportionment

of Expenditures

The New York -Appellate Division holds that the Long
Island was entitled to an apportionment of all expenditures
necessarily incurred by it in the elimination of a crossing
pursuant to order of the Public Service Commission, although
such e.xpenditures were in part for moving structures of other
companies, who could have been compelled by the commission to move them; the Long Island having no power to compel these companies to act.
People ex rel. Long Island v.
Commission, 168 N. Y. Supp., 832. Decided February 1, 1918.

—

Power-Brake
The Safety Appliance

Law

2, 1903, §2, as amended,
requires air brakes to be in operation on 85 per cent of the
cars in each train, and more, if more cars properly equipped
are "associated with" the 85 per cent. The Circuit Court of
.\ppeals, Fourth Circuit, holds that if the required 85 per
cent of the cars were operated, it w-as not a violation of the
act to haul other cars in such train, which although powerbraked, had their air brakes cut out, because defective and
not in condition for use. United States v. Chesapeake &
Ohio, 247 Fed. 49. Decided October 8, 1917.

Act. of Alarch

—

March

29.
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Implied Powers
In

.111

action against

.i

in Sales of

Land

railroatl for coiuniissions

on the sale

of land in which it was interested, but which it did not own.
the Circuit Court of Appeals. Eighth Circuit, holds that it is
within the implied powers of a railroad company, whose line
runs through a territory largely unsettled as an aid to its own
business, to encourage settlement of lands tributory to its
road, and to that end it may make a valid contract to pay
a reasonable commission on sales of such lands to settlers,
.illhough it does not own the lands.
Thrailkill v. CrosbytonSouthplains. 246 Fed. 687.
Decided October 15, 1917. Rehearing denied. January 16, 1918.

—

where the proximate cause of the injury is left to conjecture, the plaintiff must fail as a matter of
law.
.Mlhough it were assumed that the deceased came in
contact with the standing car. yet that would not necessarily
exablish the proximate cause of his death. Su|)pose he had
come in contact with the car after he had lost his hold on the
freight car on which he was riding, the proximate cause then
would be the loosening of his handhold and falling from the
moving car. Regarding the evidence from any point of view,
therefore, the result would be the same, namely, that the cause
of death was left wholly to conjecture.— Tremclling v. Southern Fariiic (Utah), 170 Pac. 80. Decided December 4, 1917.
Effect of Interference of Plaintiff's

Law

Automatic Car Coupler

813

cjulil nui stand, since,

Agent

The

Circuit Court if \pi)cals. Fourth Circuit, holds that it
is a compliance with the coupler section of the Safety Appliance .Act. 1893, for a railroad to provide appliances that

would automatically couple by impact when the knuckles
were open and provided with levers extending outside of the
car by means of which the knuckles could be opened, so
that a coupling could

be

made

or cars uncoupled.

Where

a

brakeman went between cars to open tlie knuckle of a coupling, although the lever was in good condition, there could
be no recovery on the theory that the railroad should have
provided automatic couplers the knuckles of which would
at all times be open and ready for coupling.
Chesapeake &
Ohio V. Charlton, 247 Fed. 34. Decided November 9, 1917.

—

Classification of Freight
a

The Alabama Supreme Court holds, by
tank wagon necessary to use with a

a divided court, that
traction engine and

shipped with the engine, both set up, should be shipped under
the same classification as the engine; and it is immaterial that
was not actually attached to the engine during its course of
shipment, nor that each could be used without the other, or
that there was a tank on the engine itself of a limited capacity.
The ground of the dissenting opinion was that the engine was
complete in itself and could be used without such a appendage,
however convenient and desirable the latter might be for
some of the uses to which the engine might be put; therefore.
the tank wagon was complete in itself, and could be used, and
was designed to be used, separate and apart from the engine.
L. & N. V. Newell (Ala.), 77 So., 553.
Decided Tune 7, 1917.
Rehearing denied December 24, 1917.
it

Excess Charge from Passengers Without Tickets
The Mississippi Railroad Commission

1907 prohibited all
railroads from charging passengers who boarded trains without tickets a fare in excess of 3 cents a mile. In 1915 the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley adopted a
rule requiring each passenger who had an opportunity to buy
a ticket to pay 10 cents in excess of the regular fare of 3 cents
a mile. The commission declined to approve the extra charge
of 10 cents, and entered an order directing that if the charge
was made after a given date the railroads would be fined $500
for each oflFense.
The railroads sought to enjoin the imposition and enforcement of such fines. The Mississippi Supreme
Court holds that railroads may require a higher rate from
passengers not having secured tickets, but cannot collect in
«xcess of the fixed maximum rate of 3 cents a mile.
Illinois
Central v. Commission '^Miss.1, 11 So., 314.
Decided January 21. 1918.
in

—

In an action for

damages

to a

in

Loading of Live Stock

shipment of calves, alleged to

have been caused by the negligence of the railroad, the defense
was that the plaintiff, through his agent, undertook to load and
did load the calves that over its protest the car was overloaded
;

and that this and rough handling by the plaintiff's agent caused
the damage. The Texas Court of Civil Appeals held that it was
the duty of the railroad to load the cattle, but if the plaintilf,
by his ak'cnt, undertook to so load them, and as a result of his
negligence in overloading or rough handling the animals were
injured, the defendant was not liable. On the other hand, if the
plaintiff's agent merely assisted the trainmen in the loading, under the control of the conductor, and the car was negligently
overloaded, then the railroad was liable for the resulting damage.
In any event, the railroad would not be liable for any injuries
sustained by rough handling of the cattle by the plaintiff's agent
while loading.
There was no evidence that the conductor authorized any such conduct by him. Judgment for the railroad
was reversed and a new trial ordered on account of the improper
admission of evidence.— Massev v. Texas & Pacific (Tex.), 200

S.

W., 409.

Decided January

17, 1918.

Warning Trespassers

A woman

highway

to walk around a freight train on a
side track blocking the crossing.
There was another freight on
the side track, its engine facing that of the first train. Observing
left

a

that there was a space of about 20 feet between the two engines,
the woman vi'alked between them over the side track and on to
the main track, and in thus attempting to cross the main track
was struck and killed by a passing passenger train. In an action
for her death the petition alleged that her death was caused by
the negligence of the railroad's servants in charge of the freight
trains, in failing to warn her of the danger of going on the main
track immediately before she was struck by the passenger train,
and that the danger was not known to her, but was known to
them. The Kentucky Court of Appeals held that to recover for
such negligence of the freight train crews it would be necessary
to allege that they saw her peril in time to warn her, and that
she could not, by the exercise of ordinary care, have known of
its approach
the trainmen owing no duty to warn a trespasser,
and having the right to believe that she had ordinary intelligence
and would not walk in front of the passenger train or place herself in a perilous position.
There was no complaint that the
passenger train did not give the usual signals for the crossing in
approaching it. or that its rate of speed was unusual. A demurrer to the petition was held properly sustained. Sweat's
Admr. v. L. & N. (Ky.), 200 S. W.. 14. Decided January 25, 1918.
;

—

Effect of Federal Employers' Liability Act

Absence of Showing of Railroad's Negligence
ihc body of a brakeman was found ipi-^nle the track so
that his death might have been caused by his falling from his
moving freight train and crushing his head on the frozen
ground as well as by coming in contact with a car on a side
track while standing in the stirrup of a car of his own train to
look for a hot box. In an action against the railroad for his
death there was evidence that when the body was discovered
the car on the side track was covered by frost which could
not be touched without leaving marks, and yet gave no indication that the deceased had come in contact with it.
The
Utah Supreme Court held that judgment for the plaintiff

on Contract Requiring Notice of Injuries
It

is

definitely settled by the decisions of the

Supreme Court

of the United States that it was the intention of Congress, by
its legislation on the liability of railroads, for injury to employees while engaged in interstate commerce, to take entire and
exclusive control over this subject, with a view to making the
liabilitv in such cases uniform throughout the United States
(N. V.' C. V. Winfield, 244 U. S.. 147). And. as in the case of
liability of the initial carrier in intercstate shipments, this liability is to be determined by the provisions of the legislation
itself and the general common law, as administered by the
Federal courts, unaffected by State legislation and decisions of
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may announce the common law.
of Civil Appeals holds that, under sections 1
and 5 of tlie Federal Employers' Liability Act, the written contract of employment between a railroad and an employee, in so
State courts,

except as they

The Texas Court

provided that the road should not be liable for inemployee gave notice in writing of his claim,
The court held that, in the absence of legislative
was
prohibition, such a contract would be valid at common law.—
Panhandle & Santa Fe v. Brooks (Tex.), 199 S. W., 665. Decided December 5, 1917. Rehearing denied December 19, 1917.
far

as

it

juries unless the

void.

Vol.

Boarding Moving Train
by a passenger for injuries received while attempting to board a moving train with a child in his arms, when
his foot slipped through a defective step, the Indiana Appellate
Court held that the questions of the railroad's negligence and
the plaintiff's contributory negligence were for the jury. It was
prejudicial error to charge the jury that "the defendant owed
to the plaintiff the duty of exercising the highest degree of care
for the plaintiff's safety, and to permit the plaintiff to enter upon
This instruction makes the
the defendant's train m safety."
standard of care due to a person merely on the station platform
about to take passage on a train the same as that due one
already on the train. Under it the railroad was, in effect, required not only to stop the train a reasonable length of time to
allow passengers to get on, but it was also required to see and
know that no one was attempting or intending to get on the
The law recognizes a distinction betrain before starting it.
tween the care due to a passenger on the train and that due to
one who is merely on the platform waiting to get on. To the
former the railroad company owes the highest degree of care,
while to the latter it owes ordinary care not to injure him.
ludgment for the plaintiff was reversed and a new trial ordered.
—Pittsburgh, C, C. & St. L. v. Friend (Ind.), 118 N. E., 598.
action

Decided February

8,

1918.

Injury to

^

Trackman Cutting

Rails

trackman, while cutting a rail with a sledge hammer and
cold chisel, was injured by a piece of steel which was chipped
rule of the company required
off and driven into his eye.
that goggles, provided for that purpose, should be worn when
cutting rails, and goggles were in the toolhouse when the accishort time before the accident, while cutting
dent occurred.
other rails, a piece of steel chipped off and struck this man on
the wrist. On the day of the accident he told his foreman that
he wanted something to protect his eyes, and the foreman reFearing
plied, "Go on, that is all right; we never use them."
In an action for his
to lose his job, he did as he was directed.
injuries the Circuit Court of Appeals, Eighth Circuit, holds that
(1) Because
the plaintiff could not recover, for three reasons:
there was undisputed evidence that the company by adopting the
care
exercised
reasonable
goggles
had
providing
the
rule and by
to discharge its duty; (2) as the work of cutting the rails was
merely operation, the foreman was the plaintiff's fellow servant,
and (3) as
for whose negligence the railroad was not liable
the danger was obvious to the plaintiff, having been brought to
his attention by the previous chip of steel which struck him in
the wrist, he assumed the risk, and the company was not liable,
though the foreman be treated as a vice principal. Union PaDecided October 26, 1917.
cific V. Marone. 246 Fed., 916.

A

A

A

;

—

Redemption

of

Unused Tickets

In an action to recover the value of a ticket and a penalty of
$100 under Iowa Code, Sec. 2,128c., for failure to redeem unused
tickets, it appeared that the plaintiff bought a ticket over the
Chicago & N. "W. from Ottawa to Turin, but because of the lateness of the train abandoned his proposed passage and got there
some other way. Five days later he presented his ticket to the
agent from whom he had bought it and demanded the return of
the fare, 14 cents. His demand not having been complied with
within 10 days he brought action. The principal question was
whether the company's rules were reasonable. The statute requires railroads to redeem unused tickets within 10 days from
date of sale at the place of purchase and six months from date
It requires the
of sale at the general passenger agent's office.
"provision and privilege of redemption" to be conspicuously

No. 13

posted at each office. The defendant company's rules, properly
posted, called for written notice, "stating reason why ticket was
not wholly used and certifying that passage was not received
for any portion stated to be unused." Blank forms were furnished
The Iowa Supreme
to the ticket agent for use by claimants.

Court holds that these rules are a reasonable compliance with
the requirements of the statute. "It would be an idle ceremony
to require the railway to post conspicuous notices for the information of ticket holders if the rules thus published had no

upon the course to be followed
redemption.
The agent proposed
send it to the general passenger agent
plaintiff refused to permit this to be done
influence

.

In an

64,

.

.

by them

demanding
and

in

to take the ticket

The
for redemption.
because the ticket conevidence.
The plaintiff had not, in fact, observed
the posted notice, and did not, in fact, know of the regulations
of the company. This fact would have its importance as bearing
upon the good faith of the plaintiff, which is unquestioned in
this case, but it cannot be made effective to penalize the defendant. The plaintiff was necessarily charged with notice of the
regulations.
While such rule of constructive notice might opstituted

his

erate harshly in some cases where a ticket holder was ignorant
and unable to read, such harshness is absent as to the plaintiff,
who is one of the foremost lawyers in his county." It was

therefore held the plaintiff's suit was premature, as his demand
should have conformed to the company's regulations; and judgPrichard v. Chicago & N. W.
for the plaintiff was reversed.
(Iowa), 166 N. W., 299. Decided February 9, 1918.

—

ment

Loss by Act

of

God; Unprecedented Flood

The New York Court

of Appeals, reversing the judgment
Division (167 A. D., 738, 153 N. Y. Supp.,
374), has decided in favor of the railroad in an action for
the loss of goods destroyed in the New York Central freight
yard at Troy in the flood of March 26, 1913, by fire from a car
The court holds that the Carmack Amendof unslaked lime.
ment, making the railroad liable to the shipper of interstate
freight for loss caused by it and prohibiting relief by contract
from such liability, does not change the common law rule as to
the effect of the act of God in excusing the railroad from loss
The court says
"In both
resulting approximately therefrom.
the state and the United States courts where proof is given that
goods are damaged in the hands of the carrier, the burden is
upon him to show that the damage arose from some cause for
In
which he was not liable. They differ, however, in this:
ihe United States courts where the carrier shows that the loss
was occasioned by the act of God, he has done all that is required.
If the shipper then claims that the carrier's negligence
also directly contributed to the injury, he must show that fact.
In New York, on the other hand, the burden is upon the carrier
to show both the act of God and his own freedom from contributing negligence. Michels v. N. Y. C, 30 N. Y., 564, 86 Am.,
Dec, 415; Read v. Spaulding, 30 N. Y., 630, 86 Am., Dec, 426.
That is the only distinction. Both jurisdictions hold that to
relieve the carrier the act of God must be the immediate, direct
and efficient cause of the loss. Neither excuses him if his own
negligence also directly and proximately contributes to the result.
They may have differed as to when negligence did so
Not as to the rule.
directly contribute, as in the case of delays.
Condict v. Grand Trunk, 54 N. Y..
onlv as to its application.
500'; Cormack v. N. Y., N. H. & H., 196 N. Y., 442, 90 N. E., 56,
24 L. R. A. (U. S.), 1,209. 17 Ann. Cas., 949; St. Louis I. M. &
S. V. Com. Un. Ins. Co., 139 U. S., 223, 11 Sup. Ct., 554 35 L.
As
Ed., 154; R. R. Co. v. Reeves, 10 Wall., 176, 19 L. Ed., 909.
to the question of proximate cause, when we have to do with
interstate shipments we must follow the United States courts."
The court finds that the carrier's negligence did not directly
"We must hold that any alleged delay
contribute to the loss.
on the part of the defendant, or any action on its part in placing
the car near the car of lime, even were there evidence of negligence with regard to such delay, or with regard to placing the
Nor is there any
car. was not the proximate cause of the loss.
evidence that the defendant knew or should have known that
the car was in danger at the time it placed it in the yard, or
The flood was unin time to have permitted its removal.
precedented, as has been said, and no such warning was given,
so far as appears, and no such physical conditions existed, as
Barnet v. N. Y. C.
to allow a jurv to impute this knowledge."
of

the Appellate

:

—

&

H. R. (N. Y.), 118 N.

E., 625.

Decided January

8. 1918.

March
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Equipment and Supplies
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Supply Trade News
This week's Railway Age contains articles of

Locomotives

est to railway

The Canadian Government Railways

are expected to place
orders shortly for ISO locomotives, 100 to the Montreal Locomotive Works, and SO to the Canadian Locomotive Company.

—

United States Government Locomoti\'es. The Central Advisory Purchasing (.ommittce of the Railroad Administration will
hold a meeting in Washington next Monday with the manufacturers of locomotive specialties to consider the specialties to be
used on the government's standard locomotives.

Freight Cars
R.

J.

Walsh, Savannah,

Ga.,

is

The New

Jersey Zinc Company,

Goodwin Class C dump

New

York,

is

inquiring for

cars.

The Roxana Petroleum Company,

—

Tulsa, Okla.,

is

inquiring

of

Warren R. Roberts, president of
Company, wlio has been a major

Schcafer

struction

division

of

the

The Canadian Government has placed orders for 8,150 freight
cars as follows: Canadian Car & Foundry Company, 5.000 40ton steel frame box cars, 450 40-ton, wooden ballast cars and
Eastern Car Company, 750 40-ton
300 30-ton stock cars.
steel frame flat cars and 650 50-ton coal cars; National Steel
Other
steel frame box cars.
tank and passenger cars, are

which were given to builders at a conference that
Probably 50,000 more cars will be ordered in the next six
months.
It is understood that the 100,000 cars to be ordered at this
time will include 50,000 box, 25,000 gondola and 25,000 hopper
specifications

to

his

many
1914,

Watson-Stillman Co.,

home

years.
Upon the completion of 50 years' service in
the Board of Directors of the Watson-Stillman Co.
the event by the presentation of a substantial

celebrated

check and an engrossed copy of the resolution setting forth
the company's appreciation.

Pettibone-MuUiken Company
The Pcttibone-Mullikcn Company, Chicago,

reports net earnings of $1,682,354 for 1917, as compared with $617,751 in 1916.
surplus, after all charges and deferred dividends, amounted
to $628,458, as compared to $178,724 available for dividends on
the common stock in the previous year.
The income accounts

The

for the

two years follow
1917.

The specifications and plans issued by the director general on
Monday cover eight types of cars, as follows
40-ton steel underframc, double sheathed box car.
40-ton steel underframc, single sheathed box car.
50-ton steel undcrframe, single sheathed box car.
gondola with 8 drop doors.
composite high side gondola with 8 drop doors.
steel low side gondola car with drop ends.
hopper car.
hopper car.
specifications
are particularly broad and those parts
These
which are possible of interchange have been made common
An item under "material options" in all
to all of the cars.
steel high side

the specialties to be
used will be as covered in the contract, indicates that the
government intends to maintain a liberal policy in this respect.
Further details concerning the design and specifications
of

the

specifications,

to

the

effect

that

be found elsewhere in this issue.
The car builders met with the purchasing committee on Monday regarding the 100,000 car purchase, and it is reported that
the committee will meet with the car specialty men to consider
the specialties to be used on these cars in the latter part of the
will

week.

Signaling
has ordered from the General Railway
Signal Company, an interlocking machine, to be installed at
Hasten, Pa. 38 working levers, stj'le A.

at

lieutenant-colonel.

cars.

50-ton
50-ton
70-ton
55-ton
70-ton

&

emergency con-

Reserve Corps

Ward

of the

at

ministration on

day.

the

in

prime

Baker, superintendent of outside construcNew York, died March
at Roselle, N. J., at the age of 68 years.
Me spent his entire business life in the services of the WatsonStillman Co., having entered its employ at the age of 14,
finally becoming superintendent, which post he held for
tion,

—

The United States Railroad AdMonday asked car builders to submit prices by
Wednesday, March 27, on 100,000 cars to be built to standard
United States Government.

Richard

Roberts

ilie

Quarterinaster

24,

1,000 40-ton
refrigerator,

797.
will

on the general railway problems that are proving
importance at the present moment.

The Chicago, Milwaikee & St. Pall has been authorized by
the Railroad .\dminisfration to build 5,000 freight cars in its
own shops.

including
also expected.

785.

—

Washington, has been promoted

Car Company,

77S.

contain several articles that railway men will ill afford to
miss. There will be articles on the railway supply industry's
part in the recent developments of the day, a number of articles on export trade in railway supplies a matter which is
receiving increasing attention on the part of progressive
railway supply manufacturers as well as many other articles

for 100 10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

cars,

sp>ccial inter-

as follows:

—

inquirnig lor 5 to 10 8,000-gal.

capacity tank cars.

4

supplymen

Organizing the Supply Industry an editorial, page
Specifications for the United States Standard Cars, page
China's Greatest Need Today Is Transportation, page
Next week's issue will be a Special Quarterly Issue and

Manufacturing profits, less maintenance, taxes,
and administration expenses

Net income
Surplus carried

forward

Total
First preferred dividend, 7

percent

1916.

selling

Interest, dividends, etc., received

*.

$1,669,202
13,151
1,682.354
398.059
2,080,413
112,072

Second preferred dividend,

SO, 890

7 per cent
rjepreciation of plant
First preferred stock sinking fund
Excess profits and income tax

100,709
350,225

(606,152
11,599
617,751
225.335
843,086
122,500
52,500
95,027
175,000

440,000

Surplus

1.026.517

398,059

Trade Publications
Stone-Franklin Lighting EtiUii'MENT is the title of an instruction book and part catalogue just issued by the Franklin
Railway Supply Company, Inc., 30 Church street. New York.
first part of the book contains illustrations and wiring dia-

The

grams of the
ef|uipment.

different

Following

types

of

Stone-I-'ranklin

this there are given

car

lighting

information pertain-

to terminal inspection, some condensed maintenance information, instructions for the application of generators and detailed statements of the principal features to be observed in
The latter part of
operating and maintaining the equipment.
Cross-section
the book is given over to a complete list of parts
drawings of the generators show exactly where these parts are
located. The book contains many illustrations and will be found
to be of much value to all users of Stone-Franklin lighting equipment.
intr

The Lehigh Valley
;

The United

States Navy

used 47,000,000 gallons of

in

oil fuel.

the year ending June 30. 1916.
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Railway Construction
—A

contract has been given to A. T.
The
Brothers, Birmingham, Ala., to build this line.
plans call for building a double track main line between lock 17
on the Warrior river and Birmingham, Ala., also numerous spurs

Alabama Interurban.

Newell

&

—

Cannon, managing

to reach ore, coal and timber lands. T. L.
director, Birmingham (March 1, p. 480).

H.WRE DE Grace & Taneytown Electric Railway.

— Incor-

poration has been granted to this company to build an electric
from Havre de Grace, Md., on the Baltimore & Ohio and
the Pennsylvania Railroad, west via Towson to Finksburg,
thence northwest via Westminster to Taneytown, on the
Pennsylvania Railroad, about 70 miles. C. Stanley Stirling,
president, 423 Calvert building, Baltimore.

line

Morgantown & Wheeling. — This company

is

planning

to

carry out improvements during 1918 to reduce the grades to a
maximum of 1.2 per cent and the curvature to a maximum of
The work will also include relocating the main
16 degrees.
track between Randell and Cassville, and building one steel

bridge 100

ft.

long and another 70

ft.

long.

—

Nashville, Ch.\ttanooga & St. Louis. This company recently completed a line from Hermitage, Tenn., to Hadley's
Bend, 7.1 miles in 28 days. The new line will serve a $60,000,000
powder plant of the government. The work involved 67,000 cu.
yd. of embankment and 8,000 cu. yd. of excavation, as well as
the construction of two large trestles, one over 1.000 ft. and the
The first day's work was done with two
other 800 ft. long.
grading gangs numbering SO men each. Because of the pressing
need of the speedy completion of the line, the forces were
rapidly increased until the number of men employed on work

—

Chesapeake & Ohio. The directors of this company, at their
meeting on March 21, voted to appropriate out of the net earnings for the twenty months ended December 31, 1917, $7,500,000
for property expenditures under the agreement made with
Kuhn, Loeb & Co. and the National City Company in the spring
of 1916 for the purchase of $40,180,000 of the railroad's thirtyyear 5 per cent convertible bonds. By this action the company
anticipated its requirements for expenditures on additions and
betterments by more than a year, as the agreement with the
bankers stipulated that the road had until June 1, 1919, in which
to spend the full $7,500,000.
In all the Chesapeake & Ohio
agreed to spend $15,500,000 to meet the requirements of the
bankers before they would consent to underwrite the convertible bonds. Tlie larger part of this issue was set aside to
pay off $33,000,000 five-year 5 per cent notes that mature on
June 1 next year. Frank A. Trumbull, chairman of the board
of directors, announced after the meeting that the surplus for
the twenty months ended December 31, after the reserve for
betterments had been set aside, amounted to' $1,768,500. "Thus
we have done in twenty months," he said, "what we were
allowed to do in three years."

—

Cincinnati, Findlay & Fort Wayne. This road, which had
been ordered discontinued by the district court at Cincinnati,
will be kept running by the government, having been included

among

Tamiami Railway.

— Construction

work

be started at
once on this projected line, from Miami. Fla., west to Chevelier
about 65 miles, thence northwest to Fort Myers, an additional
75 miles. There will be one steel bridge over the Miami river.
The promoters expect to develop a traffic in lumber, farm prodAshworth,
ucts and sea food.
J. F. Jaudon, president; F. K.
chief engineer, Miami.
is

to

for Japan.

—The

Japanese Railway Council

an extraordinary meeting January 18, adopted in toto
Baron Goto's project for the construction of 589 miles of
cross-country railways in Japan to link the present trunk

at

The Council voted

a special appropriation of nearly
which, added to $62,500,000 previously appropriated, releases $108,500,000 during the next ten years for the
construction of these new lines. In addition to the $121,000,000, which the present railway lines have standing to their
credit in the form of appropriations already made for expenditure in improvements, the Council voted a special appropriation of $9,000,000, totaling $130,000,000 for improvements. Of this $9,000,000, somewhat over half is to provide
for the rising cost of rolling stock, and $4,300,000 is to be expended in the widening of tunnels and in the widening of the
This is
space on the roadbed between the double tracks.
done so that in the future, no physical obstacles will stand
in the way of the installation of a broader gage. The Council's action, combined with previous appropriation yet unspent, provides that an expenditure of $238,789,357 for building new railways and improving the present ones within the
next ten years has been assured. The Far Eastern Review.
lines.

—

Florida. J. F. Lewis, president of the Citizens Bank
of Valdosta, Ga., and his brother, E. S. Lewis, of Montezuma,
Ga., have bought the interests of the Baltimore Trust Co. in
the Georgia & Florida Railroad.

& Northern. — At

the annual meeting of the stock-

company the following directors were elected
for the ensuing year
John W. Platton, Charles K. Beekman,
William H. Cloverdale, Joseph S. Dale, C. H. Murphy, New
York; W. F. Owen, J. C. Rich, Mobile, Ala.; A. H. S. Post,
T. Nelson Strother, Baltimore, Md.
I. B. Tigrett, Jackson,
holders of the

:

;

W.
Oregon Short Line. — W.
Tenn.

Union
SouTii Manchuria Rolling Stock.— The South Manchuria
Railway Company has planned to construct eight hundred
freight cars and three hundred locomotives as a piece of
continuation work extending over the fiscal years of 1918
and 1919. This rolling stock construction program has been
further supplemented by the intended construction of three
hundred freight cars and one hundred locomotives for the exclusive purpose of transporting coal and materials for the
Anshan Steel Works. The Far Eastern Review.

$46,000,000,

government controlled roads.

the

&

Georgia

Gulf, Mobile

totaled 3,300.

New Railways
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utive

;

and Frederick

Scott,

Richmond, Va.

A. Harriman, vice-president of the
Pacific System, has been made a member of the execcommittee and also elected a director of the Oregon

Short Line, succeeding R. S. Lovett, resigned.

& Navigation Company. — C. A.
& Hudson, has been
Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navi-

Oregon- Washington Railroad

Peabody, vice-president of the Delaware

elected a director of the
gation Company, succeeding R. S. Lovett, resigned.

—

Government Control of Copper in Sweden. By a decree
18, effective the same day, the Swedish Govern-

dated January

ment takes control of all trade in copper and copper scrap, including copper unmanufactured or in the rough, electrolytic copper, as well as all scrap or waste containing copper, such as
copper scrap, brass scrap, nickel (white metal) scrap, britannia
(yellow metal) scrap, and all other scrap in which copper forms
a part. Commerce Reports.

—

London Fog Causes Railway Accidents. The densest fog
for over 30 years occurred in the southwestern districts of London on the evening of Thursday, January 31. Road traffic was
practically stopped, and railway transport completely disorganized.
Many railway passengers fell off the platform, and three were
killed from this cause on the Metropolitan District Railway.
The Engineer, London.
Projected Steel

Works

for

Norway.

—The

village of Risor,

Norway, which is between Christiansand and Christiania, is projecting steel wurks and roller mills to turn out 30,000 to 40,000
tons per year.
It will utilize as far as possible electric power
and electric heat for smelting. This will be derived from the

Hoge
power.

Falls,

the

first

transmission project being 22,000 horse-

Commercial Reports.

ANNUAL REPORT
CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY— THIRTY-SEVENTH ANNUAL REPORT
To Iht Shartholiier s
The accounts of the Company
•how the following

nded December

for the

Worlcirj?

1917,

$152,389,334.95
105.843.316.50

Expenses

Net Earninpt
Deducr Fixed

Jlsl.

results:

Gross FariiinR^

Charge*

Surplus
Contribution to Tension

$35,816,875.02

1,968,682.56

$33,848,192.46

From

this there has been charged a halfyearly dividend on Preference Stock of 2
per cent., paid October 1st. 1917
three qu.nrterly dividends on Ordinan,'
Stock of Hi per cent, each, paid Tune 30th.
1917. October 1st, 1917, and December 31st.
1917

And

$1,613,638.42

this
there
h::s
been
declared
.1
second half-yearly dividend on Preference
Slock, payable .\pri| 1st. 1918
And a fourth quarterly dividend on Ordinary
Stock of \\i per cent., payable .April 1st.

"18

13,65P,O00.OO

$1,613,638.42

I.eavinK net ^surplus for the year

$12,420,915.62

In addition to thr above dividend? on

Ordinary Stock, three per cent.

Income

SPECIAL INCOME FOR YE.VR ENDED DECEMBER
Less:

December

at

Net Reveniii
hibit

31st.

1916

Dividend paid March

3l5t.

31st.

1917

$12,872,451.54
1,950.000.00

1917

—

$10,922,451.54

Investments and Available Resources. Ex-

"C"

Interest on Deposit
Securities

"peclivrlv. in VnC.
iral land in the year
f
$18.16 |,er acre.

were 789,055 acres for
Included in this area
ghi $45.99 per acre, wi that Ike

'

nd Interest and Dividends on Other
2,697,087.20
3,724,720.27

Net Earnings Ocean and Coastal Steamship Lines
d

negntiateil the c.incell.Tlion of the contr.icl- n- .; tl
lo Ihe Company.
Some of the«e have alien. iv
through Ihe Company's agency purclwiHi-rs will hr
prices somewhat better thnn those spriilW.l .o '.
canccll.itions h.ive been adjusted in the
5.
Ilesi-lcs the siihslanliai amount a
:.nd loans lo. r.reat Britain. C.inada
scribed to $10,000,000 of the recent C
amount has been set aside to meet the
in the current fisc:l year.

r.

•

txm

•

n

i

.1

!

.iiids

riN.Id to nettli

found tor the
.

.m,

11,^,1

.

hal
eonlr.iti

The

mhI

I

ihe securities of.
ur Company subo.m.
sufficieBt

A

allotment p:iyable

lie

The arrangement

for the creation by Ihe Company of Collateral Trnst
Bonds lo be loaned to His .Majesty's Imperial Treasury wa« abandonnl for
Ihe reasons given at the last Annual Mertins of the Shareholder.
As
slated by the President in his address to thr SharrhoM.rs the Comp:.i v did
however, with due authority. isKue and deposit by way of loan with the
nominees of the Imp-rial Treasury. $40.000.0(K) currency 4% Consolidated
pebcniure Slock. The period of the loan is 5 years from January 1st. 1917
but the Lords of the Treasury reserved the right to return Ihe Stock to the
Company at any time after January 1st, 1919. on giving three months' notice.
or to purchase the Slock in whole or in part at 80% of its face value
in
New York funds or their equivalent. The annual premium of
resulting from this transaction was not taken into the revenue of the year, but
was written off against the face value of the security. Apart from this the
Capital .Xccount remains unchanged, all capital expenditures during the year
liaving been met from surplus revenue.
7.
The gross earnings of your transportation system in the fiscal yemr
1917 exceeded those of the nrevious year by $13,000,000. but the net earnings were less by $4,000,000.
This large addition of $17,000,000 to the
working expenses may be attributed almost entirely to the advance in wages
and in the cost of fuel and materials of every description.
8.
Subject ;o your approval, your Directors have authorixed exiiendilnres
on Capital .Account during the present year of S3. 200.000. apportioned to the
following works, viz. :— Replacement of temporary structures on branch lines
by permanent work, 5512,000; transfer slip at Vancouver, additional coaling
plants, small stations and section houses. $815,000; interlocking and protective signal apparatus. $160,000; additional terminal and side track accommodation. J450.OO0; and a variety of additions and improven»entii to the
property designed lo secure greater convenience and economy, $1,263,000.
9.
The undermentioned Directors will retire from office at the approaching Annual Meeting.
They are eligible for reelection,

K%

4,550,000.00

Balance

bi

n dedaicd |..i>iil,lc April Itt, 1918 $1,950,000.00
for the year amounted to 69.46 per cent, of tlw
rarmng* i<. .10.54 i«-r rent., as compared witk

were 5f.68l acres nf irrigated land which bi
.-iveraRc price of Ihe balance was SIS.QJ |.
4.
Before the adontion in 1913 of th(
only, considerable areas hail been bought
f|>eculative purposes.
Nearly all of the-,
nothing w.is heing done with the lands

6.

From

Speci.il

S14..130.811.

:

,

i

$36,316,875.02
500,000 00

Fund

IVduct Net E.nrninRS of Pacific Coast Steamships, Commercial Teleitraph,
and News Department, transferred to
Special Income .Account

was paid from

gross earnings, and the
f.3.RS and 36.12 per cent
The
of

News Department,

Mr.
Less:

Payments

to

1917. October 1st.

T. K. L. Ross,
Rt. Hon. Lopd Siiai-cxessv, K.C.V.O..
Sir Tmosias Skinner, B.srt.
For the Directors.

.Shareholders in di'
1917. and December

$15,785,750.86

Montreal, March

SuKnanacY.
Chakaas.

President and

11th, 1918.

CANADIAN PACIFIC RAILWAY COMPANY
General Balance Sheat December

31sl. 1917.

ASSETS

LIABILITIES.

Property Investment:
Railway,

Rolling Slock Equipment ami
Lake and River Steamers
OcUN AND Coastal Steausrips. Exhibit ".\"
(Present estimated value, $65,000,000.00)
Acoi:iRED .Secirities (Cost)

$538,510,563.24
26,810,547.40

"B"

123,126,925.85

Advances to Controlled Properties and InsrR.\NCE

Premiuws

6,747,258.86

Investments and Available Resources;
(Including amount held in trust for 6%
Note Certificates, $57,147.628.8n
Deferred Payments on Lands and Townsites $55,826,,198.53
Imperial and Dominion Government Securities

Provincial and Municipal Securities
Dehenlurc Stock loaned to Imperial

Exhibit

•Agents' and Conductors'
Nel Traffic Balances

Mortgage Hon
Equipment
Steamship

Imperial and Dominion Governments.
counts due for Tr.insportation, etc
Mi^cllanrou. Arc.iini. Rece.val.le

Cash

in

Hand

$17,902, 955.51
2.642,,246.96

Balances

5,381,663.76
5,064.658.54
8.821.809.18

Rolls

S3S.025.47
I«,030.00C.OO

Is

(^

RrsERVp.s av:.

ar'-.'.rr, 5.'S.91

Hand

45,000.00000

EofiPMENT
25.465 .452.98
112.373.,923.59
10.586.,733.55

Working Assets:
Material and Supplies on

3,650.000.00
52.000.000.00

Prehii'U on Ordinary Capital Stock Sold.
CVRRENT;
.Audited Vouchers

19,268.131.48

"C,"

Cash

per cent..

5

.Accrued:
Rentals of Leased Lines and Coupons on

40.000,,000.00

Investments,

216,284.88X10

-Algoma Branch 1st Mortgage
Note Certificates 6 Per Cent

Miscellaneous Accounts Payable

Gov-

Lands and Properties. Exhibit "D"

»J4«,68I.92I 12

Stock
Mortgage Bonds:

Pay

33,366,,5(18.97
2.031,,721. J9

ernment
Miscellaneous
Cost
Assets in

$260,000,000.00
80,681,921.12

Four Per Cent. Consolidated Derentuse

:

Exhibit

Capital .Stock:
Ordinary Slock
Four Per Cent. Preference Stock

4,051.021.32
5,033,170.97

i

..imnscncu ^
Fl.n.l t.-.Contingent War Taxes
Fire and Maiine Insurance Fund
Reser\-e

l

.Tn,1

t^r

22,659.908.73
1,483.810.30

33,^7. vi 1.3:

Net Proceeds Lakd« and Towns'tt
SrtPLi'S RivExiE r<o« Operation
SiRPLus IH OTHER Ascrrs

335,,439.71
.Ac-

4.344,,300.35
6,579, 312.86
31,424,,893.61

76.-'^

127
113/

OGDEN,

L»C.

63,229,149.00

1

$1,038,074

.^..'1,

icfPrendtmt.

$1,038,074,983.26
\\<

•'1

income Account

for the year

Montreal, March 8tb. 1918.

81

Chartered .Accountants (England).
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Year Ended December

31st.

1917.

1916

31st.

RECEIPTS:
Surplus Revenue as per sl.itement
S[>eci3l Income as per statement.

$33,848,192.'
10.713,299.32

Passengers

$30,238,986.08

Freight
Mails

103,635,794.74

Total

Lands

.and Townsites:
Proceeds of Sales and Interest
Less Sales Expenses and Irriga-

tion

$152,389,334.95

Transportation Expenses

Irr.

sales.

7,607,426.;
4,387,657.]

11,995,083.;

5,406,343.;

6,588,740.40

Amount

applied
ing Properties,

17.470,069.17

23,404,262.77
3,084.944.08
1,006,037.67
1,054,683.53

5,023,609.14

:

1,770,449.74

Total

Deferred Payments on
reductioii by

the sales of the year after
cancellation as above

$53,029,260.40

Maintenance of Way and Structures
Maintenance of Equipment
Traffic Expenses
Parlor and Sleeping Car Expenses
Expenses of Lake and River Steamers
General Expenses
Commercial Telegraph

33,011.45

Deferred Payments on previous year's
in

17,085,149.52

STATEMENT OF WORKING EXPENSES FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31st. 1917.
$3,004,605.25

&

Cost of Alberta Ry.
Co. l^nd

Amount remaining

1,429,404.61

Sleeping Cars, Expresr, Telegraph and Miscellaneous.

DEPARTMENT:

L.AND
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STATEMENT OF EARNINGS FOR THE YEAR ENDED
DECEMBER 31st, 1917.

RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES.
Cash in hand, December

Vol.

267,944.00

$105,843,316.50

Statement of Equipment at 31st December, 1917.
Locomotives
2,255
•First and second class Passenger Cars, Baggage Cars and Colonist
Cars
2,191
Sleeping
First class Sleeping, Dining and Cafe Cars
468
Cars,
Official
and
Paymasters*
Cars
Parlor
122
Freight and Cattle Cars (all kinds)
87.301
Conductors' Vans
1.359
6.735
Boarding. Tool and Auxiliary Cars and Steam Shovels
•Includes Cars in Line Service as follows:
._

Agents* and Conductors' Balances
Net Traffic Balances
Imperial and Dominion Governments
Miscellaneous Accounts Receivable
Advances to Controlled Properties and Insurance Premiums

Amount

2,642, 246.
335,439.;
4,344,300.;
6, 579,312.

6,747,258.f

ST.

December

at

MONTREAL, AND BOSTON LINE

JOHN AND BOSTON LINE

.>

2 First Class
2 First Class

$153,421,121.65

EXPENDITURES:

4 First Class
4 Second Class

Dividends on Preference Stock;
3 per cent, paid
2 per cent, paid

)ividendfl

March

31st,

October

1st,

&S:noking

1

\

r

Baggage &
Express

J

on Ordinary Stock:
6. 500.000.00

TORONTO. HAMILTON AND BUFFALO LINE

6,500,000.00
6.500,000.00
6,500,000.00

10 First Oass
4 Second Class
4 Baggage and

Expenditures on leased and acquired
Shops and Machinery

lines.

Exhibit "F"....

Ocean and Coastal Steamships:
Payments on Steamships acquired and under
construction
Expenditures in previous years transferred
from Advances on Steamships
Deposited with Trustee, Special Investment

Securities Acouibed:
.\lberta Ry. and Irrigation Co. Stock
-Mbcrta Stock Yards Co. Stock
Public Markets. Ltd., of Manitoba, Stock..
Spokane International Ry. Stock
Trustee Securities
Securities of lines constructed in
years, clearing cash advances:

6,625,067.14
5,896.033.67

Assiniboia

Keewatin
Manitoba

COLUMBIA LAKE AND RIVER

.Aberdeen
Bon
gton
Castlegar

Kuskanook
Minto
Moyie

Rossland

Columbia

Nelson

Slocan

Hosmer

Nasookiii

Valhalla

Kaleden
Kokanee

Naramata
Okanagan

Whatshan
Ymir
York

Mcrtgngc Bonds

Kettle Valley Ry. 1st Mortgage Bonds
Kootenav Central Ry. 1st Mortgage Bonds.
Lake Eric & Northern Ry. 1st Mortgage Bonds

FERRIES
Ontario

Michigan

DESCRIPTION OF FREIGHT FORWARDED.
Years Ended Decbubeh 31st

Flour
Grain

2,675,000.00
13,530,000.00
2,370,000.00
2,265,800.00

8,940,310

11,119,899

Bushels

219.388.358

256,106,690

Feet

Cords

Payment of Equipment Obligations

All other articles

.Mlocation to Investments and
and Propel ties.
Available Re*^)urces heretofore carried as Advances

Barrels

Head

Livestock
Lumber

Securities

.Articles. Tons

Tons

2,524,603

2,172,437

2,190,596

376.174.667

3,017,964,134

3,178,554.667

.

263,384

.

6,570.535

289.471
8,871,928

10,148.568

..

7,367,927

8,487,785

8,788,423

..

Dominion Govt.

T

Interest

on Funded Debt

Reserves and Appropriations

Amount

at

December

31st,

1916

TRAFFIC
1916

1915

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.

53,031,068.27
52,482,393.28

Years Endeb December 31st
1916

in

1917

30,168,798
31,198,685
nber of tons carried
24,895,106
nber of tons carried one mile. 10,602,237,949 14,931,739.090 14,882,991,224
0.70 cents
0.65 cents
0.68 cents
nings per Ion per mile

19,268,131.48
535,025.47
33,227,911.32

.•

295,277

Years Ended Dbcemibee31st
122,544,903.03

Deduct Ihche.ise in Liabilities:
Liabilities

1917
13,727,97S
213,340,507

. .

Increase in Material and Supplies on hand

Current

1916

1915
1,540,000.00

Firewood
Manufactured

subscriptions to Imperial and

Sicamcus

Proctor

10,080.00
150.00
15,000.00
94,694.39
6,335,857.58

previous

Calgary & Edmonton Rv. 1st Mortgage Bonds
Campbellford. Lake Ontario & Western Ry.

Paymen^ on

J

Athabasca

tUTlSH

5,091,298.06

ed by other lines.

I

Alberta

4,569,814.77
7,505,176.12
69,134.12

1,533,769.08

Fund

ano'
\ f.t
°''-^°

LAKE AND RIVER STEAMERS
UPPER LAKES

13,570,024.56

£•"

T

Express

and Smoking

Additions and Improvements, main line and branches, Ex-

Cash

other

4 2nd Class
4

Constmction of branch lines:
Amount expended in previous years and included in advances on lines under construction, transferred to Cost of Railway. 13,239,338.42
Expenditure during 1917
330*686.14

1st

,68.33%

Smoking

other lines.

J

1917
191"

2"^ per cent, paid March 31st. 1917
2J4 per cent, paid Tun- 30th, 1917
2H P«' cent, paid October 1st. 1917
2H per cent, paid December 3Ist, 1917.

hibit

80.04% owned by

Dining and

2

Number
Number

hand.
$153,421,121.65

passengers carried...
of passengers carried one
Earnings per passenger per mile.
of

1917

15,577,652

15,576,721

1,367,273,140

1.488,974,821

1.96 cents

2.03 cents

March

RAILWAY AGE

1918

29,

TKAIN

Eaisinus or

I

AKF »ND RivFK STUMtis NoT Inclidid

III

Tons

of revenue
carried one mile

Tiiis Stateuest.

Tons non-rev.
ried one mile

Increase or
Decrtasc.

Year ended
December

Year ended

Jlil. 1917.

31st, 1916.

Pissenicr trains
"
Freight

18,093,554
25.182.863
2.056.414

18.669,463
26,162,580
2,105,496

575,909

}M

979J1T

3.74

49.0S:

233

45.332,831

46,937,539

1.604,708

S.42

Mix^

••

Total train]

Coaches and P.

.Amount or Per
number. Cent.

of road
Total
(all
classes)
tons
freight carried one mile
per mile of road
Average amount received
per Ion per mile of reve-

nue freight
No.

.Xvcrage

and

D.

S. cars

93.745,444
2,769,677

92.280.927
2,841,521

1,464.517
7l,S44

1.59

Total Passenger cars..

45,327,370

40,816,347

2,511,023

6.15

139.842.491

135.938.795

3,903.696

2.87

Calioae
Total Freight cars

PassenBcr cars
Train Mile
Freight cars per

per

28. 211.955

642,075,295
280,078,704
28.799,621

24,S9S.633
S4.564.9S3
S87.666

S.SS
12.34
2.04

891.205.338

950,953,620

59.748,282

6.28

Mne

'"''*

6.5J

••-•'-

33.64

-\verage

116.589

1.413

1.21

1,249,932

4.148

.39

0.698

0648

o.tso

7.72

538.85

519.42

19.43

3.74

cts.

No.

of

tons

of

N
)

fr

•

.04

1.358,587.541 121,436,331

.

.

mile...cts.
train earnmile
$
train earnof road..$

2.81

3.65

2377

22.87

.90

3.94

2.4;

2.35

.07

2.98

26.19

25.2.'

.97

3.85

16.59

14.83

1.76

11.87

3.76

3.37

.39

11.57

7,885.40

7.349.25

536.15

7.30

.STATEMENT OF CAXAniAN PACIFIC RAILWAY PENSION DE-

9,066

8.65

87.83

7.89

8.98

1.72

.21

12.21

1.95

.07

3.59

.„
„
Payment of, Pension
Allowances
.

Balance

73.45

65.40

8.05

12.31

15.33

14.28

1.05

7.35

.30.98

27.89

3.09

11.08

1.92

1.63

17.79

2.973.92

2.617.25

13.63

in

for yc?r

Nl MP.ER

$690,307.76

ON PENSION ROLL AT DECEMBER
I'ndcr 60 years of age
Between 60 and 70 years of age...
Over 70 years of age

I
•.;

£

$1,147,454.76
257.147.00

,

Cash and Investment."!

;'^^li><

Underuaoi

1917.

$609,887 85
SOoioOO 00
37,564 91

fAdv.l

Cofyriihl by

31st.

Balance to December 3 1st, 1 9 1 6
.\mount contributed by Company
.\mount received as interest

Revenae from passengers per
passenger car
Total passenger
ings per train
Total passenger
ings per mile

I.SO

20.93

PARTMRNT TO DECEMBER

104.866

number

of pastengcrs per train mile..
Average number of passengers per car mile....

Average

8.94

53.43

572.85

of tons of
freight per

revenue

6.12

54.03

593.78

of tons of (^11
iRhl per train

loaded car mile
Average No. of tons of nonrev,
freight per loaded
car mile
Average No. of tons of (:ill
classes) freight per loaded
car mile
Freight train earnings per
loaded car mile
cts.
Freight train earnings per
train mile
$
Freight train earnings per
mile of road
{

PASSENGER TRAFFIC.
Passengers carried (earn1 5.462.270
ing revenne)
Passengers carried (earning revenue) one mile... 1.480,023,872
Passengers carried (earning revenue) one mile
113,932
per mile of road
._
Average journey per pas93./
niiles
fengtr
Average amount received
I'J
-»
per passenger
Average amount received
2.02
per passenger mile. .ct».

.30

n-rev. freight per train

Traffic

^•.Traffic Train

S.4JS

of tons of
freight per train

Ave age

class

^li-tn-r^f
245.513,721

Empty

.95

.12

IIS.17f.

mile

Loaded

14.286,637

19.3Sl,43i

1,245,084

2.5S

Ex*

press cars

14,677,957,266 14,683.022,064
car-

6,188,006
1,5 0,474,643
(all
classes)
tona
freight carried one mile. 16.174,145,!
4,145,272 16.193.496.707
Tons of revenue freight
carried one mile per mile
1,129,908
1,133.343
Tons of nonrev. freight
carried one mile per mile

CAR MILEAGE.

Combination cars
BaKKaffe. Mail and

freight

freight

Total

TRAIN MILEAGE.

I>ecember

819

FREIGHT TRAFFIC.

TRAFFIC STATISTICS— FOR T WELVE MONTHS ENniCU
DFCEMIIER 31ST, 1917 AND 1916.

Underwood. S. Y.

Sending Aeroplanes Back for Repairs

•

92830X
ST
.r

48
439
362

31st,

1917.
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resigned to accept a position witli the sales department of
the Buda Company, with headquarters at Chicago.
A. H.
Keller was apponte'd supervisor of signals, with headquarters
The
at Champaign, 111., to succeed R. J. Frost, resigned.
above changes were effective March 16.
lias

Railway

Officers

R. N. Clark, assistant engineer on the Missouri Pacific, has
promoted to assistant engineer in the office of the
engineer maintenance of wa\', at Kansas City, Mo., succeeding C. A. Hewes, who becomes assistant engineer of the
Kansas City Terminals. E. H. Hawkins, assistant engineer
of the South Kansas division, with headquarters at Coft'ey\ille, Kan., has been transferred to the North Kansas division, succeeding Mr. Clark.
R. H. Hallsted. assistant engineer of the Kansas City Terniiiuil. becomes general roadmaster of the Omaha division witli headquarters at Falls
City, Neb., succeeding C. O. Congdon.
R. P. Hayes has
been appointed assistant engineer of the Joplin division and
Mr. Freeland has been appointed assistant engineer of the

been

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
H. G. Strode has been appointed auditor of tlie Pittsburgh
&. West Virginia and the West Side Belt, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice F. J. Brummer resigned.

Operating
G. W. Nelson lias been appointed superintendent of dining
cars of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St. Paul,
Minn., vice H. J. Titus, resigned to go into other business.

E. L. Gamble, general agent of the Western Pacific at
Stockton, Cal., was appointed manager, in charge of operasame head-

South Kansas division, succeeding Mr. Hawkins.

tion and traffic of the Tidewater Southern, with
quarters, succeeding W. C. Peck, resigned.

Purchasing

Thomas

A. D. Parsons, assistant superintendent of terminals of the
Erie, with office at Jersey City, N. J., has been appointed
superintendent of the Wyoming division, with headquarters
at Dunmore, Pa., succeeding J. W. Foote who is now in the
United States service in the engineering department.

Spratt, assistant purchasing agent of the Norfolk
& Western, with office at Roanoke. Va.. will perform the
duties of purchasing agent.

F. A. Rutherford, trainmaster of the Grand Trunk, with
office at Durand, Mich., has been appointed inspector of
transportation, with headquarters at Montreal. Que., and T. J.
Wrennich has been appointed superintendent of terminals.
with office at Black Rock, N. Y., in place of T. W. Saunders,
resigned to take service with another company.

Lahey, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,
Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago, has been appointed assistant
director of transportation of the Food .Administration, with headquarters at Washington.

E. L. Wise, trainmaster of the Louisville & Nashville, has
been promoted to assistant superintendent with headquarters
at Ravena, Ky.; J. H. Fish, assistant trainmaster of the same
road at Earlington, has been promoted to trainmaster, succeeding Mr. Wise, and Steve Mothershead, general yardmaster at Earlington will become assistant trainmaster.

Traffic

William Fitzgerald, assistant general freight agent of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, the Chesapeake & Ohio of Indiana and
the Chesapeake &: Ohio Northern, with office at Chicago.
having been transferred to Richmond, Va., in tin- same position, H. P. Hathaway will, in addition to his duties as genera!
agent of the Kanawha Dispatch and the Blue Ridge Despatch
Fast Freight Lines, act as general agent of these companies:
effective

March

IS.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Henning has been appointed chief engineer
New Mexico Central, with office at Santa Fe, N. M.
C. S.

of

the

T. Devaney has been appointed master mechanic of the
Toledo, St. Louis & Western, with office at Frankfort, Ind.

W.
with

C.

Pembroke, assistant engineer

office

at

Elkins,

W.

maintenance of way. vice

&

of the Coal
Coke,
Va.. lias been appointed engineer
W. C. Hawkins, resigned.

Thos. B. Dickerson has been appointed acting superintendent of shops of the Central of New Jersey, with office at
Elizabethport. N. J., vice G. L. Van Doren, resigned.
A. R. Eitzen, formerly office engineer in the bridge depart-

ment of the Kansas City Terminal, and more recently witli
the Kansas City Bridge Company, has been appointed bridge
engineer of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters
at Dallas,

Tex.

W.

Peck, signal supervisor of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at Waco, Tex., has been appointed
general signal inspector, of the Chicago Great Western, with
office at Chicago, succeeding W. J. Mullins, who has entered
government service. J. A. Murrell, signal foreman, has been
appointed supervisor to succeed Mr. Peck.
J.

E. E. Goddard has been appointed supervisor of signals of
the St. Louis division, of the Illinois Central, with headquarters at Carbondale, 111., succeeding P. G. Pendorf, who

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

C. A.

F. A. Bushnell, purchasing agent of the Great Northern,
has been appointed a member of the western regional purchasing committee, in place of Ira O. Rhoads, of the Southern
Pacific.

Obituary
W.

McWhirter, division freigln agent of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, Texas Lines, with headquarters at Fort
Worth, Texas, died in that city on January 7.
L.

C. J. Kulp, treasurer of the Lehigh Valley, with office at
Philadelphia, Pa., died at his home in that city on March 23 at
He was born in Philadelphia, and entered the

the age of 55.

service of the Lehigh Valley in 1887 as a clerk in the accounting
department.
In 1910 he became assistant treasurer, and since
1'.'15

had been treasurer of the road.

Francis Fisher Flagg, first vice president of the American
Express Company, and president of the National Express
company, with office at New York, until his resignation on
March 1, 1918, because of ill-health, died on March 26, at
Iiis home in Pelham Manor, N. Y., at the age of 67.
Mr.
Flagg was also a Director of the Westcott Express Company.
S. C.
(iftice

Stickney, assistant to vice-president of the Erie, with
New York, died on February 20, at his home in

at

Englewood, N. J. He was born in 186S, in Minnesota, and
began railway work in 1886 as locating engineer on the
Chicago, St. Paul & Kansas City, now the Chicago Great
Western. From 1894 to 1909, he was general manager of that
road, and from September 1905, to Marcli 1909, also second
vice-president.
He later engaged in special work under the
vice-president of the Erie and at the time of his death was
assistant to vice-president of that road.
Sir Collingwood Schreiber, for 12 years chief engineer of the
department nf railways and canals of the Canadian government
•and for several years before that chief engineer of the Canadian
He was born in Essex,
Pacific, died at Ottawa on March 23.
England, on December 14, 1831. He came to America in 1852,
and his first railroad service was as assistant engineer on the
Hamilton & Toronto, now a part of the Grand Trunk. This was
from 1852 to 1855. In 1860-1862 he was superintending engineer of the Northern Railway, Canada in 1873 was appointed
chief engineer of the Canadian Government Railways, and in
:880 became chief engineer of the Canadian Pacific. From 1893
to 1905 he was deputy minister and chief engineer of the Department of Railw-ays and Canals. He had also served as superintendent of construction on the Grand Trunk Pacific.
:
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campaign

will
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found elsewhere
important

Third

Loan

Liberty

which
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necessary also in order to

It is

ning for the campaign.

One

want

tages of their

to

the

Let each one of us do our

campaign

full

motive leading to

tlie

investment

first
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this*

offerings.

investment
the.se

savings as an investment.

ever

the

tliese

people are

initial

may have

motive

now

Nevertheless, what-

been,

fact

tlie

that

is

investors; they have been given a taste,

and a new appetite has been created.
While the war lasts, this appetite will be fed almost exclusively by the sale of government bonds.
With the end
of the war will come a cessation of government offerings, and
the stimulus of patriotism as an incentive to investment will
be withdrawn.
It would be a national calamity, however,

use their space for telling of the advanthis

spare fully and generously in order to advertise and push
the loan.

well be that

to utilize their

be found

equipment and devices, they have used
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our advertising pages.
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difficult
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war ends.

and the Government
•"The
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solve than they ever
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The public's interest in saving and investment
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So large and
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government.
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otherwise.

Reports from Washington are arousing great af)prehen-

This week's issue of the Railway Age
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first

section

is

way world;

The Investment
Economist
Section

is

in

two

sections.

sion that the government does not intend to treat the rail-

a quarterly review of affairs in the rail-

the second

of the effect

which the

economic events of the
have

had

on

way supply

a discussion

is

political

last

investment
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is

broad

ment

of

this

field

discussion

deals with

and national

The

and cars

all the

it

manu-

and sound
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a

having been done, the
Railroad Administration's purchasing department called the
fair

invest-

n the scope of the paper.

the specifications of the locomotives

preparing to order wide enough open to give

are to be equipped a chance to bid for business.

railway securities, the

of corporation, municipal

securities is included

made

be.*t

The Railroad Administration

facturers of the various kinds of specialties with which they

securities.

While, of course, somewhat the large
part

industry fairly or intelligently, or to the

advantage of the government.

polio'.

But,

makers of locomotive and car

821

this

specialties to

Washington

this
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week, and asked them, in bidding for busines.5, to relinquish
their patents, to forego their royalties

and

to lay before

purpose

The apparent
government must pay down

all their cost accounts.

it

to force the prices the

is

on patented devices,

Twelve years ago the government passed the Hepburn
and began to pursue the policy

railroad rate regulation act,

down

to the lowest basis

Every-

Railroad credit was destroyed;

results.

was stopped;

railroad expansion

could

it

without having the courts hold them confiscatory.

body knows the

in the midst of the greatest

wars, transportation facilities have proved entirely

of all

inadequate to the country's needs; and because of the gov-

own

ernment's

had

stupid,

destructive policy

restrictive,

has

it

and guarantee the

to take control of railroad operation

The
with

still

way supply

industry

prosperity?

Is

farther, and,

it

policy

restrictive

market, the railways.

its

the enter-

owners and managers, and of

initiative of railway

handle

dealing

in

Does the government now

by directly attacking the

cheaper, while paying higher wages than any

traffic

The

other railways in the world.

The withdrawal

of our railroads.

partial withdrawal of the

has stopped the expansion

of prospective profit

incentive

of the

same

incentive from

the railway supply lousiness will speedily interfere with the

bitrary

ment

Unfair and ar-

development of our railroads.

technical

treatment of the supply companies by the govern-

will also speedily affect adversely the welfare of every

community

in

which their plants are located and that of

their employees, as well as of their stockholders.

It will

rail-

is

It

to believe that Director

hard

finally carry out

templated.

a policy such

as

George A. Post, president of the Railway

to

Business Association, as reported in the Railway

so well pleased with the results of

its

March

it

considers

desirable to apply

it

Does the public think

the government's methods in regulating the railways have

conferred such great Ijenefits upon the nation that

will

it

hail with satisfaction the prospect of the prescription of the
for a very important part of the

be

Such a policy would be highly inconsistent with

what he said

its

a like policy to a related industry?

all

General McAdoo will
now seems to be com-

complete the destruction of

itself,

regulation of railways that

same medicine

and

railway supply company owners and managers, the American

railway supply industry has suffered greatly for ten

from the government's

intend to go

To

these risks has been the prospect of profit.
prise

economically harmful as well as morally wrong.

financial return of the railways for the period of the war.

years

Their only incentive in carrying on this work and taking

public owes the fact that today our railways are able to

to the lowest possible basis.

of forcing railway rates
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manufacturing

industry?

15,

should recognize the

them

however, that

fact,

Age

of

railway supply interests
it

is

high time for

They

to strongly organize to protect their interests.

are

engaged in an absolutely legitimate and extremely important
business, a business

whose

efficiency

as important to the nation during the

and prosperity

war as

that of

is

just

mining

They should go

coal, or farming, or operating a railroad.

as far as the

What would

The

1918, page 559.

government can reasonably ask in co-operating

the pooling of patents and the renunciation
The railway
upon patented devices mean?

lic,

but they should not surrender rights which other essen-

supply companies always have done business under condi-

tial

industries are not being asked to surrender,

of

royalties

When,

tions of intense competition.

in a highly competitive

a concern succeeds in developing and securing a sub-

field,

market for a patented device, that

stantial

fallible sign that the device

sold to

has

them

it

has been

worth to the railways what

t:ieen

for

an almost

under private control,

it

the government,

ways, fairly use

its

sold.

If

under government control of

so,

rail-

monopoly power to beat down the prices
To do so would be to deprive numer-

render of which miglit

companies

to

forego

mean

of panic, give

the country.

up what

pub-

and the sur-

not merely temporary adversity

permanent

loss to the indus-

They should

not, in a

the government cannot,

moment

without a

gross and indefeiisible abuse of power, exact.

Will Aircraft Conditions Be
Repeated on the Railroads?
'T~'HE x.\tion's aircraft production program has
for a great deal of notoriety during the last

come in
two weeks

does the government expect supply

because of the disclosures in the Senate relative to the extravagant statements appearing in the captions of some photo-

The

graphs of aircraft production issued by the Committee of

of the enterprise and the ability which have been

How

their interests to those of the

for the supply industry, but a
trial efficiency of

ous companies of profits to which they are entitled by virtue

management.

and subordinating

must be worth an

of railway .supplies?

their

it

has been

it

equal amount to them under government control.

how can

in-

has merit in proportion, or more

than in proportion, to the prices for which
If a device

is

with

their

royalties?

shown

in

com-

various

apparent that the results so far

panies are under contract to pay the royalties to the in-

Public Information.

ventors of the devices; and these contracts can not he abro-

oljtained in the production of aircraft are exceedingly inade-

gated without the consent of the inventors.

quate.

The

officers of the

railways of America deserve the highest

praise for the receptiveness they have always

shown

to

new

devices the adoption of which would promote the technical

development of the railroad machine.

work

of the

of originating

But the greater part

and developing new and improved

devices, whether parts of track, or signalling apparatus, or
rolling stock, has been
'Jliey
tliev

done by the railway supply concerns.

have taken commercial risks

in carrying

on

this

work;

have met with innumerable failures as well as suc-

cesses;

and every

failure has

meant

loss of capital to them.

It

is

After a year of nominal warfare the net result of all
and promises of enormous quantity production

the planning
is

practically nothing.

may

Whatever contributing causes there
it is evident that the scheme of

be to this situation,

standardization

which

expression

found

in

the

so-called

Liberty motor has failed to accomplish the result for which

was adopted,
aircraft.

i.

e.,

enormous and rapid production of

Indeed a suspicion

is

it

effective

beginning to be voiced that

was sought from expert air men and too
mucli from engine builders when the standardization scheme
was formulated.
not enough advice

April

dirt-ctor tji-iuial

lie

i

of

States for three months.
lated a plan for

now

railruuds lui>

ol'

operutiun

the

suiH-Tvising

In that

an innovation

luid the task of

railrouda

the

space he has formu-

sliort

—the

who

men

holds several other important

man.

a very busy

more than

The

offices,

some of the many mat-

sujierficial consideration to

import of which he has the duty of final

ters of vast

Three Months

of

piik

THKEE Mu.vTHS

a very capable but

is

advantages of which appear on a

trol

a plan

locomotives or

In-

su|x*rficial inspection.

But begin to

of aeroplane motors.

The

disappear.

than

in itself

aeroplane.

no more a machine complete
an aeroplane motor without the rest of the

is

strument with

but one part of a vast and complicated in-

ought

to Ije

road the relation of

an attempt

ently

it must mesh if
and produce the kind of
produced now. And on every rail-

the other parts of which

all

be

to

standard locomotives into

make

But appar-

all these parts is different.

is

made

force

to

same

the

of

set

machines and

all of these different

the rest of the parts strain tliemselves into conforming

now appears

possible that conditions similar to those

One

soon exist in the case of the railroads.

needs of the railroads

may

of the great

locomotives: they need them im-

is

mediately and they need

all

and more than they can get
With space soon

not next year, but i)efore next winter.

The Railroad
of

designs

locomotive

are

not yet

in

final

shape and today

there have (jeen no orders placed for material by the builders

After

for u.se in buildini; hxroniotives ordered this year.

for the standard

the details

builders

before

[production

templates and tonners to be
there

is

can begin

made and

;

to

be done by the

there

are

patterns.

castings to be secured,

a variety of material to be secured in a market

already plentifully affected by priorities.

Before production

started, the builders are confronted with all the pre-

new

liminary work reijuired en a number of entirely
of locomotives c'lual to the
tled U(K)n.
of

all

locomotives are finally settled

remains a large amount of work

still

loss

Fn)ni

now on

number

classes

of standards finally set-

every day of delay

locomotive production which

will

is

piling

soon

up

a

overcome

any possible a«lvantage of production offered by the standardization plan. It orders for locomotives of designs already
in service

additional

on the railroads in greatest need
their requirements could
of

power had been placed as soon as
liave been canvassed,

orders for material for

much

of the

might already have been placed and the
builder? assured of being able to take full advantage of
year's production

even,-

vacancy

The

to

pretty clearly

Ije

The

.Administration in January, the

had unprecedented

existence,

its

first

month

overcome.

difficulties to

railways, and especially the eastern railways, were ter-

ribly congested

when

took control, and the movement of

it

had been showed down

traffic

a

to

portentous degree

government priority and preference orders.

b>'

There were the

uncertainty

and confusion unavoidably incidental

to

any

change of such importance; and the weather was as bad as

was ever known. In conscc|uence, the railways during the first
month of control failed to earn enough to pay their operating expenses and taxes. The eastern lines did not even earn
This is the first time this has
their operating expenses.
occurred since the Interstate Commerce Commission began
to

compile monthly reports of railway earnings and expenses

in July.

1907.

in

shop space as

it

Some

favored in January.
ty

incidental

passed.

was

One

to

the adoption

of the

first

fit

local con-

and March as

it

was

dis-

of the confusion and uncertainof government

had

control

acts of the Railroad

.Administra-

and preference orders; and

to set aside all priority

which

it

adopted vigorously the policy of embargoing

it

did not wish to move over certain railways or which

thought

could not

it

move

gestion on the eastern

traffic

it

at all.

In consequence, the con-

lines has

been greatly ameliorated.

Meantime, however, the car shortage has increased.
The railroad control bill has become a law, establishing
a

reasonable basis for compensating the companies for the

use of their properties.

The Railroad .Administration has handled the problem of
It has re.service very skilfully thus far.

passenger train

duced passenger train mileage, and
arranged schedules as to render
travel

in

at the

it

same time so

possible

for people

reti)

reasonable comfort.

The Railroad .Administration has dealt
fully with the railway labor problem.

Commission has not

yet

made

its

Its

report but

fairly

and

Railroad
it

is

skil-

Wage

understood

the result will be advances in the wages of both organized

and non-organized employees proportionate rather to their
needs and desserts than to the amount of force it may be
thought the different classes could put behind their demands.
.Arrangements are also being made by the creation of permanent conciliation boards to settle all questions regarding
wages and conditions of employment as they come up.

The Railroad Administration

occurred.

countr\- needs this vear locomotives to

as peculiarly favored in February

tion
to

l)ecome available in the plants of the builders, the standard

Ik;

now seem

In the matter of weather, the Railroad Admini.stration was

apparently existing in the case of aircraft production

can

general lines along which government con-

defined.

shape.

and

the government has

is

to function smoothl)-

is

results that

and the apparent advantages rapidly

locomotive

It is

the whole

on the whole problem of

cost alone, but

first

railrixid transportation,

there

The

going to be developed

is

of the

all

study the whole l)earing of such a plan, not on |)roduction of

It

A LITTLE OVER

Government Control

ment with public control of railroads which any government
in the world has ever made with public control of any large

deed, they are readily grasped by the public mind, just as

was the standardization

to

been making the most interesting and important experi-

in<lustry.
is

be well adapted

settle-

ment.

The standardization of locomotives

not

will

conditions anywhere.

and

inconceivable that he can have given

It is

enormous production next year of

the

in

also secretary of the treasury

is

rather than an

wholesale locomotives which

which had

in railroad practice

general standardization of locomotives.

director general,

823

ditions,

United

the

of

never l>efore even been seriousl)' discussed by
business

AGE

HAll.WAY

1918

S.

is

adopting, or appears to

be adopting some oihir policies of more dubious character.
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In standardizing freight cars

has done good work from

it

the railroad point of view, and at the same time has left the

wide enough open to give most supply concerns

specifications

a chance to bid for business.

Its

plans for the standardizaFreight cars

more questionable.

tion of locomotives are far

do and must go everywhere and be operated under every

On

variety of conditions.

the other hand, the greatest

ciency in locomotive operation cannot

locomotives

are

effi-

be obtained unless

designed and built to be operated under

A

special conditions.

locomotive designed and built to be

ma-

operated everywhere will hardly be a highly efficient

chine anywhere.

The government, by

first.

locomotives,

making

is

a

attempting to

dangerous

experi-

not break diem

if

At the same time
relinquish

their

it

asking railway supply companies

is

and forego royalties on them.

patents

down

physically.

is

he orders that the presidents of the railroads shall in

28,

future be their operating executives under his direction,
that the

and

chairmen of the boards and the directors shall exer-

cise

no functions connected with operation.

17,

issued on

March

and financial purposes

for corporate

In circular No.

30, he directs that expenses incurred
shall

not be charged

to operating expenses.

These orders

raise

some most interesting and important

Every railway does not have a chairman and

questions.

Evidently on roads which do have both,

also a president.

the cliairman of the board

ment.

to

their efficiency,

an evident tendency on the part of the director
general entirely to sever the railway companies from the
In circular No. 16, issued on March
physical properties.
There

Furthermore, no new type of locomotive

ever works well at

standardize

dermine
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and

operation,
the

is

is

to

have nothing to say about

to get his salary, if

company's guaranteed

he gets

compensation.

it

at all, out of

What

about

a

railwa}'

road whose president performs both corporate and operating

supply companies should have such a request made upon
them than why any other class of business concerns should
be asked to destroy the foundation upon which their busi-

whether he will devote himself exclusively to operating the

ness

corjiorate functions for the

There does not seem

to be

any more reason why the

is built.

The

director general

centralized

organization

new and

creating a

is

in

an

effort

to

about

unified operation of all the railways as a single system.

has appointed able and experienced railway
of the important posts in his organization.

men

He

is,

to

])roperty

Is

he going

for the government,

Central

he

is

performing

chairmen are

He

o])erating functions are to cease to

most

however,

depriving

fail to

to

have nothing to say about the operation of the roads, and

tions,

it

is

services of

who haVe performed

un-

is

both corporate and

perform operatiag func-

evident that the government is going to lose the

some of the ablest railway

not necessarv to disturl.i."

that

If the

man}- -presidents

ineton with an amount of work whidi can hardlv

far

or exclusively

company?

to choose

if

greater than

so

be required

to

to

many
important railway officers of initiative, while loading down
his regional officers and the members of his staft' in Washcarrying centralization

finally

the

highly

ver}-

bring

functions?

officers

and that there

going' to be a revolution of the railroad organizations far

was anticipated when President Wilson said to

Congress, "Nothing will be altered or disturbed which

Xews Photo Ser

Testing the Mechanism of an Allied

Gun

it

is

First

Three Months

Policies Being

of

Government Control

Developed by Railroad Administration
the Railroads Into a Single

KAIIKOADS OF Mil. LMTKI) S A KS luiVC HOW bcCIl
under the possession ;ind control ol the j;ovemment, and under tlie administration of William G.

THK

1

I

opi'ratfd

MiAdoo,

as director general of railroads, for three months.
During that time many important developments have taken
and co-ordinating the roads
mto a single .system and while the time has probably been
too short to warrant any judgment as to the results obtained,
ample opportunity has been afforded by means of the various
statements and orders of the director general, and the various measures he lias already adopted, for a study in a general way of the policies which he is inaugurating and some
of the objects he is seeking to attain.
On the other hand, while a great many things have
already been done under government control which could
not have been done before and considerable progress has
already been made toward substituting a centralized organi-

have become members of Mr. .Nk.Vdoo's organization have
>evered their connection with their railroads and by an
order effective on April 1 the expenses of offices, including
salaries, devoted to financial and corporate purposes as distinguished from operating affairs may no longer lie paid out

the

amount paid

to

them as compensation by the govern-

ment.
This

is on the theory that the functions heretofore performed by such offices are now taken care of by the railroad
administration, as far as their effect on operation is concerned, and that whatever else it is necessary for them to do

management that formerly existed, it
be understood that only a beginning has been made, and
many and perhaps some of the most important developments
of the new regime are still under consideration and have
yet to manifest themselves.
Mr. McAdoo has already gone
far enough to demonstrate that he does not intend to confine
him.<elf to mere supen'ision and a policy of supporting the
separate railroad managements with the authority of the
government, but he is building up an organization to operate the roads as a single system.
While the railroad control
law is e.xpre.ssly declared to be emergency legislation enacted
to meet conditions growing out of the war, it is evident that
the breadth of construction to be placed on such a declaration depends to a considerable degree on the assumption as
to the duration of the emergency, and the policies already
adopted and put into effect by the railroad administration
clearly contemplate much more than a temporarj' status.
At the outset, after accepting the resignation of the Railroads' War Board, Mr. McAdoo appointed a temporary organization, consisting of five railway officers as advisers and
assistants to him, with .\. H. Smith in particular charge of
operation in eastern territory. Later he effected a permanent
organization, which has been described in the.se columns as
it
has developed, consisting of directors of divisions of
finance and purchases, transportation, traffic, capital expenditures, labor and public service and accounting, a general assistant and a general council, and each of these departments has built up its own organization.
Where the
war board, in its organization, had divided the country into
seven districts Mr. McAdoo created three districts, each
under a regional director, and the regional directors have
Numerous special
established organizations of their own.
committees have been appointed to carry on special investigations.
In addition a vast amount of information has been
called for by means of numerous questionnaires that have
been sent out, so that a great deal of detail has been centered
zation for the separate
to

in the offices of the railroad

Welding

of operating revenues, but, to the extent that they are continued, will have to be defrayed by the corporations out of

place in the prcKess of unifying

is

for

System

administration at Washington.

How much

of this centralization and detail is attributable
to the desire for obtaining information necessary for the
inauguration of new policies and to what extent centralization
will be made permanent has not yet been indicated.

is for the benefit of the corporation itself and not properly
chargeable to operating expenses. This idea has been illustrated by the analog}' of a landlord, who, having rented his
Ijroijcrty. naturally ])ays his own operating expenses from
li:s rental income.
There have also been persistent reports, as yet entirely
without confirmation, that the process of centralization will
finally be developed much further, in the effort to reduce
'overhead"' and that the functions of many general and
executive officers will be absorbed in a centralized organi-

zation.
.•\fter the decision had been reached to take over the railroads under the President's war power and the law of
.\ugust 29, 1916, it was considered necessary to act at once,
both Ijecause of the seriousness of the railroad situation
existing at that time and because of the opportunity to make
the change effective for accounting purposes with the opening
of the new year.
Although it is understood that the change
was contemplated as early as the first part of Xovember, the
director general took charge of the railroads with little opportunity for preparation or for the formulation of policies
in advance yet with a great many problems pressing for imme-

diate solution.

Mr. Mc.\doo acted with characteristic promptness in dealing with the emergencies that existed, while perfecting an
organization to carry out the purposes for which the roads
Orders were immediately i.^sued to the
were taken over.
railroads to disregard competitive conditions and to move
Drastic reductions were made
freight by the shortest routes.
Demurrage rates were increased to a
in passenger sers'ice.
scale ranging from $.^ to $10 and instructions were issued to
embargo shippers who would not load and unload cars
promptly. Embargoes were issued on some of the principal
eastern lines against practically all freight except food, fuel
and munitions, and to a considerable extent local embargoes
were placed on other lines.
For the entire month of January unprecedentedly severe
weather was experienced and for a time the activities of the
railroad adm'n'Stration and the individual railroad managements were concentrated almost exclusively on keeping the
ra'lroads open sufficiently to handle the most essential busiWith the improvement of weather conditions there has
ness.
been an enormous improvement; the most pressing cmergenc'es have been met and congestion on the eastern lines has
Ijeen relieved to such an extent that operating conditions are

already

This improvement
basis.
has given further opportunity for the development of more
permanent policies and the past month has witnessed a con-

a separation between the corporate affairs
«f the railroads and their operations.
Railway officers that

siderable development of the permanent organization.
In a general way the objects which Mr. Mc.\doo has in

now on an approximately normal
Separation of Corporate Officers

One

of the

become evident

results of the
is

new regime

that has
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mind may perhaps be best e.xplained by his statement before
the Senate and House committees in January, during their

are i^eing operated as a national system of transportation.
Solicitation was discontinued and in his first general order

consideration of the railroad control bill, regarding the reasons which impelled the administration to take over the rail-

he declared that all terminals, ports, locomotives, rolling stock
and other facilities are to be fully utilized to carry out this
purpose without regard to ownership; that the designation of
routes by shippers is to be disregarded when speed and efficiency of transportation service may be thus promoted; that
contract agreements between carriers must not be permitted
to interfere with expeditious movements; and that through
routes which have not heretofore been esta1;ilished are to be
established and used whenever expedition and efficiency of

Mr. McAdoo said:

roads.

Mr. McAdoo's Purpose

'The administration was confronted with

tlie

necessity of

taking an e.xtraordinary step to solve an extraordinary transWhat I have already said has emphaportation problem.
sized some of the controlling needs which could only be met
of the government back of railroad
the
power
by putting
operations. The absolute co-ordination and, as far as necessary common use of all railroads and their rolling stock
regardless of any private interests; the entire disregard of
established routes for the movement of traffic when other
routes would insure more or quicker service; the necessity

economy in the use of labor and material so as to do all
that might be necessar}- for transportation with the least
drain on the country's other demands for labor and material;
for

the need for insuring the supply of capital necessary, notwithstanding the impaired credit of many railroads; the coordination of the government demands for priority in shipments impossible under private railroad management; the

The purpose has been to
thereby be promoted.
as possible the use of circuitous routes by
which a great deal of freight has been moved as the result of
solicitation by individual carriers and at the request of shippers in order to obtain the benefit of differential rates. Railtraffic will

avoid as

much

were requested to make every possible effort to
by the most convenient and expeditious routes,
and this policy has been carried out thus far mainly as di-

road

officers

move

traffic

by the regional directors and by the stafi of the Railroad Administration as opportunity ha? presented itself in
rected

particular cases.

Re-Routing

—

absolute necessity for assuring railroad labor that its just
demands would be met without necessity for strikes or
All these things and others which I shall
threats of strikes.
not attempt to enumerate made it imperative that the govern-

ment should, without delay, assume possession and control of
It did this, and thereby
the railroads as a war measure.
brought into existence full governmental power to readjust
methods of railroad operations and the currents of railroad
traffic absolutely regardless of the interests of any particular
railroad company or of any private or selfish interest.
"This extraordinary step being necessary, it was essential
that it should be taken in a manner calculated to help rather
than to hurt a financial situation of fundamental importance.
Such action was calculated to cause the gravest disturbance
to the whole financial structure of the country unless unquestioned assurance could be given by the government of an
adequate protection to the holders of railroad securities,
representing something like $16,000,000,000 in bonds and
Even in time of peace the public interest would have
stocks.
made it highly important to avoid any such financial disturbance, but in the present war, when success cannot be
achieved without the raising of unprecedented amounts of
capital, it would have been unthinkable and self-destructive
for the government in taking over the railroads to do so in
such a wav as to disturb ratlier than reassure the general
financial situation."

Car Service
use of the rolling stock of the roads was attained
to a considerable extent under the direction of the Railroads'
War Board, and its subsidiarj', the Commission on Car Service, which ordered cars from one road to another in accordUnder government conance with the demands of traffic.

Common

The Commission
process has been carried further.
on Car Service has been reorganized as the Car Service Sec-

trol this

tion of the Transportation Division of the Railroad Administration and has charge of all matters pertaining to car
service, including the re-location of freight cars as between
Its control over car disindividual railroads and regions.
tribution is more direct than it was before for the reason that
there is no longer any incentive to consider the interests of

individual roads, and the managements of the individual
roads are no longer required to consider the effect on their
earnings.

matters to which Mr. McAdoo directed his
attention was the possibility of eliminating unnecessary ton
miles by re-routing traffic on the principle that the railroads

One

of the

first

However, committees have been appointed by the regional

make

studies of the possibility of securing the

J!

most economical and efficient routing of freight in their territories and a general traffic investigating committee to study
and make recommendations on the entire subject has been
appointed by Mr. McAdoo, with B. L. Winchell, traffic director of the Union Pacific, as chairman, and George F.
Randolph, commissioner for the lines in Official Classification territory, and T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Southem Railway, as the other members.

1

directors to

to secure the best operating results, that
he sent over the shortest line between the point of
origin and the point of destination, provided the short line
It

is

:

j
'

essential,

traffic shall

If the shortest line is congested, traffic
not overloaded.
The
should be routed over the shortest line that is open.
policy of the Railroad Administration is to bring about a
their
proportion
to
lines
in
distribution of traffic over all
capacity.
The difficult}- of effecting a readjustment of the
traffic currents has been greatly complicated by the fact that
is

most of the lines in the eastern part of tlie United States
have been carrying nearly their full capacity, and in many
cases have been attempting to handle more freight than could
lie satisfactorily handled and there have been few lines sufficiently o])en to permit the diversion of a great deal of freight
The committees that have been
to them from other lines.
working on this problem are still engaged in their investigations and have thus far only submitted tentative reports, although something has been accomplished liy diverting traffic
from circuitous routes into more direct channels.

Capital Expenditures
In order to effect economy in the use of labor and material
in view of the demands for them for other purposes than
transportation the director general, through the Division of
Capital Expenditures, has undertaken a survey of the re(|uirements of the roads in the way of improvements and extensions and the budgets submitted by the roads are being
studied to the end that only the most essential work shall be

Without government control a railroad that was
do so might have expended money, labor
and materials on a project fully warranted from its own
standjmint but which, from the standpoint of militar}' necessity or of the public interest in general, might better have
undertaken.

financially able to

been used on some other road. Under the policy adopted the
Railroad Administration will have the decision as to where
the ixpcnditures shall be made.
Tlie policy of the Railroad Administration as to capital

i
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improvements has been outlined in General Order No. 12
March 21. In determining what additions and
hettemunt.-i, intludin" eciuipment and road e.xtensions, should
I.e treate«l as necessary, the foUowini; principles are to be
From tlie financial standpoint it is highly imfollowed:
portant to avoid the necessity for raising any new capital
whiih is not absolutely necessary for tlie jjrotection and development of the required transportation facilities to meet the
f)resent and prospective needs of the country's Ijusiness unissued on

der war conditions.

It is

likewise higlily imj^ortant

tliat

the

supply of labor and material sliall not ije absorbed
tlie most necessary purposes.
Railroads are also asked to bear in mind that projects
which might be regarded as highly meritorious and necessary
wlien viewed from tlie separate standpoint of a particular
company may not be equally meritorious or necessary under
av.iilable

except for

existing conditions, wlien the facilities heretofore subject to
the exclusive control of the separate companies are available
for

common

the

movement of

usv wlienever such

common

use would promote

traffic.

Lowtt, formerly chairman of the executive committee of the I'nion Pacific, has been apjiointcd Director of
the Division of (ai)ital Expenditures and has organized a
To him have been referred budgets prestaff of assistants.
pared by the individual railroad companies outlining their
ideas as to necessary expenditures for the year.
For the
eastern district a sub-committee of engineers has been appointed to go over these estimates for the purpose of making
recommendations.
General Order No. 12 also provided that the construction
of new lines or branches or extensions of existing lines shall
Robert

S.

men

themselves.

Passenger Service
Mr.
train

McAdoo expects that
service may be effected

available

accommodations

a considerable reduction of
without any reduction of the
for the public by eliminating

duplications of service resulting from competition.
A rearrangement of the Chicago-St. Louis passenger service was
put into effect, reducing the number of trains from 15 to 9
while giving the public approximately the same number of
times in the day when trains are available.
Studies have

contracted for or

prior to January 1, 19IS, and unfinished
be continue<i until further order e.xcept in so far as in

Another policy regarding passenger service has already
been put into effect by the consolidation of city ticket offices

approval of the director general.
actually

Work

commenced

it may be possible to disconit without substantial loss.
Work involving
a charge to capital account in excess of 525,000 shall not be
contracted for or commenced unless it conforms to the general j>olicy as to necessity, and unless it has been authorized
by the director general. Other work which does not involve
charges to capital account in excess of $25,000 may be con-

the judgment of the carrier
tinue or curtail

for and commenced without approval, provided it
conforms to the general policy as to necessity and also falls

tracted

within the policy of the particular carrier as that
policy has been applied in practice during 1916 and 1917.
clearly

However, a report regarding work involving between 35,000
and $25,000 is to be made in duplicate to the director of
the division of capital expenditures and to the regional
director.

Where minor
new connections

capital expenditures are needed to establish

use of terminals the regional
authorized to endeavor to get some or
of the interested companies to arrange therefor by voluntar)' action and to refer to him cases of expenditures which
cannot !« so arranged.
•As an example of the policy of the Railroad Administration, the work of track elevation at Indianapolis, which was
half completed, was held up until the director general had
xssigned Interstate Commerce Commissioner Harlan to make
directors

have

for the better

Ijeen

all

rep)ort on it.
On the commission's recommendation an
order was issued permitting the work to be completed in
a modified form.
.\lso the city council of Chicago, which
was prepared to recommend track elevation work at Chicago
to cost about $5,000,000, has been requested by llie director
general to defer further consideration of the work until the
conclusion of the war.
Regarding passenger service the policy of the administration is to curtail the number of trains to the minimum
necessary to afford ample accommodations for necessary

a

while discouraging unnecessary travel.
In England
passenger fares were increased SO per cent to discourage
travel.
It is understood that Mr. McAdoo felt that a policy
of increasing fares would have little effect in this country
in discouraging unnecessary travel while in ?ome cases it
would impose a hardship on persons obliged to travel and
tliat a more effective plan would be to reduce the service to
a degree approaching discomfort. The purpose of reducing
passenger service is to conserve the use of fuel, lalior. Uxomotivc-i and shop capacity for freight service but Mr. Mc.\doo has insisted that due consideration shall lie given to
the public convenience and, for the purpose of avoiding the
local antagonism which might arise if such matters were
decided by the railroad managements, he has ordered that
questions of train service and similar matters l»e referred to
liim for decision.
His idea is that policies which substantially affect the character of the .service rendered the public
or the rights of the public will be more readily accepted if
lie, as tlie direct representative of the government, has the
deciding voice, than if they are decided upon by railroad
travel

made of the possibilit)' of similar rearrangement
of service between other large cities where the various competing roads have maintained competitive schedules.

not be entered upon or contracted for and tliat no new locomotives or cars shall be ordered or contracted for without the

may
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also been

at Washington, D. C, and Atlanta, Ga., therel)y effecting a
considerable saving in rentals while affording the advan-

and studies are being made
making similar changes in other cities.

tages of a centralized location;

of the possibility of

Priority in Transportation
Co-ordination of the government's demands for priority
in transportation which had so much to do with causing the
congestion on the eastern roads during tlie latter part of
1917, was one of the first problems with which the Railroad
.Administration was called upon to deal.
.\s a first step all
priority orders were abolished and a plan was worked out
by the Traffic Division by which experienced traffic officers
have been placed in the War and Navv' departments, the
Shipping Board and the Food and Fuel .Administrations,
reporting to the Traffic Division, for the purpose of co-ordinating the traffic needs of the.se various departments.
.\
new plan of ordering preferential shipments on government
account has also been put into effect, superseding the old
"blue tag" system.

Wages and Labor
The policy of the
made evident within a

administration regarding wages was
very short time after the government
had taken over the railroads. At that time the brotherhoods
representing the firemen and hostlers, the conductors and the
trainmen, had pending demands for a considerable increase
in wages which had been formally declined by the railroads, who had placed the entire question in tlie hands of
President Wilson.
Other classes of employees also had
various demands pending and the railroads had made nam
erous settlements during the year which had to some extent
increased the wages of the lower paid classes of employees.
However, tlie cost of living had been steadily increasing and
tlie railroads were having great difficulty in retaining ex-
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tatives of all classes of

There are also three regional purchasing
road purchases.
committees which are to give consideration to the opportunities for standardizing and consolidating purchases of every
kind that may admit of such treatment, with a view to increasing efficiency and economy.
Most supplies needed for current operations will be purchased, at least for the time being, through the purchasing
departments of the respective roads, but all contracts for
periods of six months or longer must be approved by the reInformation as to
gional committees before completion.
prices paid will be furnished monthly by all roads to the
committees
regional
so that they may be compared and
checked and full statistics as to prices will be exchanged
between the regional committees and the central committee
This will naturally tend to
for comparison and checking.

to present their requests but the investigation

promote standardization.

men

with the muniMr. McAdoo, therefore,
let it be known that the government intended to increase
wages to a point which would represent recognition of the
higher cost of necessities and bring about a greater degree
of contentment on the part of railway employees, and he
appointed a Railroad Wage Commission to investigate the
entire subject of railway wages and make a report to him
perienced

tions plants

in their service in competition

and other

industries.

for his action.

In order to obtain the benefit of the effect on the spirit
of the employees at a time when most of them were being
called upon for special exertion it was promised that any

The
increases awarded would be effective as of January 1.
wage commission held public hearings at which represenemployees were given an opportunity
has not been
conducted as an arbitration proceeding and boards of statisticians and examiners were appointed to aid the commission in a determination, from a study of the available
facts and statistics, of what would be a fair adjustment of
wages.
The commission has now practically completed its
work and will shortly render to Mr. McAdoo a report rec-

ommending general
hundred million

increases which

dollars.

will

aggregate several

Pending action on the report of

Mr. McAdoo has told the railroads that
ought to be no radical change in existing practices
without submitting the matter to him for approval, and that
no interruption of work should be allowed because of any
controversies between employers and employees.
Mr. McAdoo has adopted a conciliatory policy toward
labor and is apparently endeavoring to iron out some of
the causes for friction between the officers and employees.
He has appointed a labor representative, W. S. Carter, president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, as a member of his staff to give special attention
to labor problems, and permanent wage boards will be organized to adjust questions affecting labor which may arise
after the wage commission has rendered its report.
Mr. McAdoo has had frequent conferences with representatives of
labor organizations and recently reached an agreement with
the officers of the railway employees' department of the
American Federation of Labor regarding working conditions in the mechanical department for the purpose of meeting the emergency as to locomotive repairs.

Standardization
Mr.

McAdoo

an important
reform by the adoption of standard designs for cars and
believes that he has inaugurated

and also make
them more quickly. Very early in his
administration he called on committees of car and locomcH
tive builders to submit standard designs and these were later

locomotives, which will reduce their first cost
it

possible to build

the commission,

referred to a committee of mechanical officers, appointed by

tliere

the regional directors, with

Financial Assistance

The

first

railroad
after

the

many

New

step toward rendering financial assistance to a
the director general,

was taken on March 27 when
conferences,

York,

agreed to advance $43,964,000 to

New Haven &

Hartford

to protect its

volving fund consisting of the $500,000,000 appropriation
and any surplus earnings above the guaranteed compensation, which fund is also to be available for expenditures for
improvements.
It is also contemplated that advances may
be made under the terms of the War Finance Corporation
bill.

Purchases
As

far as purchases of materials, supplies

and equipment

for the railroads are concerned, the policy of the administra-

tion contemplates a considerable degree of centralized super-

vision but, for the present at least, by no means complete
All purchases of locomotives, cars and rails

centralization.

are to be made directly through the office of the director of
purchases and he will be assisted by an advisory committee
of three experienced railroad purchasing agents, who will
formulate plans for the co-ordination and supervision of rail-

as-

chairman. After revisions suggested by the railroad committee the designs and
specifications were approved by the regional directors and by
the director general, after which they were turned over to the
builders and bids were asked on March 25.
It is understood
The locomotive
that 100,000 freight cars will be ordered.
designs are also practically approved and a conference between the central advisory purchasing committee and manufacturers of specialties was held at Washington on Monday
of this week.
Considerable apprehension had been aroused among both
railroad men and the supply interests during the progress
of the work on the standard designs lest the standards
adopted should be so rigid as to exclude many patented devices and tend to discourage improvement; but when the
car specifications were finally issued they were found to be
along broad and rational lines.
It is understood that tlie
locomotive designs are equally liberal.
It is also expected that purchases of railway supplies and
materials under government control will show a considerable increase over those of recent years, and Mr. McAdoo
has indicated that his policy will be to keep the door open
for giving full and fair trial to new and improved devices.

matur-

While it is expected that most roads will
ing note issue.
be able to take care of such requirements it is the intention
to give such assistance as may be necessary, either by the
purchase of securities by the government, or from the re-

H. T. Bentley, mechanical

sistant in the transportation division as

Railway Organizations
General Order No.

In

6,

issued

on

January

28,

the

ordered that railway operating revenues
be expended for the payment of persons or
agencies constituting associations of carriers unless such
association is approved in advance by the director general.
This at once raised a question as to the status of a host
of railroad committees and organizations of various kinds,
such as the American Railway Association and the various
general

director

should

not

operating associations that report to it, the traffic associations and such organizations as the Railway Mail Pay Committee, the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee and the
Bureau of Railway Economics. Many of these bodies af>plied to the director general for approval, giving a descrip-

and functions and the amount of
and the subject was turned over to C. A.
Prouty, director of public service and accounting, for investigation.
Pending a decision the various organizations
were given letters authorizing them to continue until April
.30, after which it is expected that some of them will be
tion

of their purposes

their expenses;

told that

if

they are to be continued they will have to be sup-

April

S.
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out of corporalo fuiuls rather than Irom operating
wliile others will be continued and others will
be consolidated.
The general policy is that only those associations whose
portiil

revenues,

work
ways

considered necessary to the operation of the railmay continue to have tlieir exjienses charged
to operating expenses.
Order Xo. (> also provided that
operating revenues shall not bo expended for the payment of
agents or other persons emjiloyed in an\- way to affect legislation, for the emploNTiicnt of attorneys not actually engaged in the performance of necessary legal work, or for
In accordfwlitical purjioscs or to influence any election.
ance with this order the office of the general counsel of the
Railroad Administration has been iiolding conferences with
the representatives of the legal departments of various companies arranging for a readjustment and a considerable reduction of expenses in the legal de|iartmcnt.
A considerable number of lawyers, whose chief function has been to
represent the companies before legislatures and Congress,
will be dropjied from the payroll.
is

as a system

the

tariff- of in< rea.sed

principal

Mr. McAdoo took the position before the bill was passed
the President undoubtedly had tiie [lower to control
rates during the time of federal possession, on the theory that
the Interstate Commerce Commission had no power to regulate the President in the exercise of his war powers
and
that he ouglit to have the power, but that it ought not to be
;

exercised except in such cases as may be necessary in the
public interest.
There was much opposition to any cur-

tailment of the powers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and, as the law was finally passed, it authorized the
President to initiate rates and to put them into effect, sub-

authority of the commission, which was
into consideration the circumstance of!
federal control and a certification of the President that
higher rates were necessary.
Even this compromise has not entirely satisfied the shippers, because rates initiated by the administration may
to

the final

required

to

take

go into effect at once without a hearing or a suspension
and they have been considerably concerned, according to
for fear that arbitrary action will be taken.
Mr.
indicated, however, in his testimony before the
Congressional committees, his opinion that it would be very
onwi.se for him to undertake to pass upon rate questions
except in a general way and that the judgment of the
Interstate Commerce Commission ought to prevail except
in so far as it might be wise for the President to modify
it.
It
is
generally expected that he will consider it
necessary to ask for a general increase in rates to meet
increased expenses, particularly after the wages are increased, and that he thought the President ought to have
full power to make such increases if he considered it necessary, without interference, but that he has no desire to interfere in ordinary rate cases.
Speaking t)efore the Senate
Committee, Mr. McAdoo said the President ought to have
the power, but that the commission ought to hear the cases
just as before and that when they have reached a conclusion
it ought
to be in the form of a recommendation to the

reports,

McAdoo

President.

During the period before the law was passed. Mr. Mc.\doo
to inaugurate several
measures requiring tariff
changes, and he did so by follownng the course pursued by
wished

the railroads of requesting the commission's permission,
which was in ever>' case promptly granted. Since the law
was passed the railroads have followed their usual practice

of

filing

fifteenth

section

applications

much

greater impetus to this

for

permission

to

control.

The

standardization of freight cars represents another
field in which the Railroad Administration has been able
to accc)m|)lish
in
a short time something that railroad
men have been working toward for a long time.

Prospects for the Future

that

ject

rate-

movement has been given by government

sources of difference encountered
during the consideration of the railroad control liill in Congress was the question as to the power of the President, or
rather of the director general acting for him, to make rates.
of

and the Kailruad .Vdinini>lraTlie committee on Uniform Classification lias l>een directed to submit
an early re|K)rt, but it has already been announced that
hearing will be held by the Interstate Commerce Commission
before any action is taken.
Some of the things that have Ijccn accomplished under
government control which have been more or less agitated
in the past but have not been put into effect becau.se of
failure to agree or lack of a central authority to put them
into effect, have been the higher demurrage rates, which
railroads have been agitating for years; a universal interline
waybill, which the accounting officers have Ijeen urging for
many years and which the Railroads' War Hoard strongly
recommended last fall, and uniform rules for jiacking and
marking freight. Railroads at various times have also made
unsuccessful efforts toward a curtailment of competitive
passenger service such as has been put into effect between
Chicago and St. Louis.
They have been somewhat more
successful in efforts to secure greater economy by joint or
file

liou iius not yet attempted to initiate a rate.

centralized ticket offices, but a

Rates

One
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The

had no more than passed under government
when eager discussion ijegan as to whether they

railroads

control

would ever be returned to their owners or to their former
and the discussion then aroused has continued. Both
in the way of criticism and with approval interested men
have commented on each succeeding development of the
director general's policies with remarks that they did not
liear the earmarks of temporary policies.
But Mr. McAdoo
has not dodged Uie issue. He has frankly stated the opin-

status,

ion that

it

is

going to be impossible ever to restore precisely

the railroads that existed before December
1917.
In explaining his reasons for opposing a definite time
limit in the railroad control bill before the House Committee in Januan,', he said:
"I believe that a very much
larger measure of strong, effective, intelligent government
regulation and control of these properties is going to be
inevitable in the future, and I favor such control.
If it
turns out that puldic operation of railroads in the United
States is beneficial to the common interest, to the public interest. I think the people are going to demand that government control be retained upon some terms which Congress must determine at the time and in the light of experience then existing."
During his testimony before the Senate Committee, Mr.
McAdoo was asked whether he personally believed in government ownership of railroads.
"I do not," he replied, "or I have not, at least, felt that
it was neccssar}- to take the actual ownership of the railroads.
I believe that it will lie impossible after the return
of peace to restore the competitive conditions to the same
extent as they existed prior to the outbreak of the war.
"I favor some form of governmental regulation and control of a far stronger, more intelligent and effective character than we have had heretofore, because I am satisfied that
a stronger government control will lie demanded and will
have to be worked out, both in the interest of the pulilic
and in the interest of the .=ecurity-holders of these railroads."
While the President said in his message to Congress on
Januan,- 4, that ''nothing will be disturlted or altered which
it is not necessar}' to disturb," Mr. Mc.\doo made it evident
in his testimony on January 23 that he interpreted that
languge rather broadly. "From the public standpoint it is
the
28,

status

of
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necessary," he said, '"that government possession and control of railroads sliall be employed to remove for the time
being competitive practices and wasteful duplication of

energy shall be mobilized upon
amount of transportation with
the least expenditure of labor, material and money.
"The result of this process of unification will be that
when the war ends the railroads will be, to a large extent,
disabled for the immediate resumption of their old competitive status.
Shippers and the public generally will be
accustomed to new methods of doing business with the
effort to the

end that

ever}-

the production of the greatest

railroads.
They will find that the old methods under which
they have been routing freight and have been doing business will be substantial!}' and perhaps permanently altered."
All this indicates ven,- clearly that Mr. McAdoo is not
going to be deterred from putting into effect some policy

which he believes will result in an improvement, merely
because of any idea that his control of the roads is to be
temporary.
He interpret^ the word "temporary" to contemplate a period of time long enough to enable him to
the railroads as he thinks they ought to be managed; he has confidence in his ability to produce successful
results and he hopes tliat the policies he is putting into
effect will be so successful that ever}body will want them
continued whether or not the period of government control
is prolonged beyond the period contemplated in the law.
Perhaps this may be stated by saying that Mr. McAdoo
is proceeding on the only safe assumption, tliat the war is
likely to last for a long time.
At any rate he has alread)
gone far enough and said enough to give a strong impression that he is not worr}'ing about a time when the govern-

manage

ment

will

no

Ionizer

Plu'lns Copyright by

be in control.

Italians

Are

is

in

control

now

and he is directly concerned now with the prosent problem
of winning the war and of so increasing the efficiency of
Possibly he is
the railroads as to contribute to that result.
doing some things that he would not consider necessary if
he expected the war to be over in six months, because he
does not expect that; and he is trying to do the things which
he Ijelieves will produce the greatest efficiency in transportation and with the greatest possible economy consistent
with that result.
He hopes to be able to effect considerable economies in
railroad operation, but he also knows that many factors
enter into the situation which are likely to increase expenses, and he considers economy secondary to efficiency.
For example, he knows that the report of the Railroad Wage
("ommission will result in a great increase in expenses by
advancing wages, but he considers that higher wages are
necessar}' to promote a better feeling on the part of the
employees; are necessar}' not only to offset in part the increased cost of living, but that they will tend to improve
Testifying before the House Committee, he said:
efficiency.
"It may be possible, through economies that can be practiced under combined and co-ordinated operation of the
railroads of the countr}', to overcome any advances that
ma}- have to be made in wages and in the extra cost of
material and supplies, due to the very high prices prevailing throughout the country.
Certainly every effort will be
made, consistent with good management and with the public
interest, to make the roads earn a surplus.
Naturally we
want to do that, but I have not felt that we ought to rely
too

much upon

that possibility.

If that

be developed.
If it does not develop,
to act without reference to it."

is

the situation

it

will

we must be prepared
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Now

in

Freight Trains Over There, but the Enthusiastic

Mounting Heavy Guns on Barges as Well

as

Welcome Makes Up

Railway Trucks. This Gun Is

in

for It

Use on the Lower Piave

What Government Ownership Would Mean
Effect on Other Businesses and Persons of Establishing a

Gigantic Monopoly, Shall

By Samuel
of us ought, while this war lasts,
and acts, to subordinate every other
otijc-ct to the winning of the war.
If we do not win, it
will make little difference what we think or desire regarding
government ownership of railways or any other economic

O.

We

Prussianize?

Dunn
depend the success we

IKEci>t..Ni/.i; that all
in all our thoughts

solving

or political question.

Never since the destruction of the ancient regime in France
by tlie Great Revolution have the governments of civilized

But we are not going to lose. Xor are wc going to accept
a draw.
are going to win so decisively that we shall
look back with astonishment to the time when we had our
doubts and apprehensions.

countries taken such extensive control of business as in this
war.
Is
government intervention in business to continue after the war on anything approaching the present
scale?
If so, is it going to take the form of ownership and

In all tlie affairs of human life there are imponderable
as well as ponderable, moral as well as physical, values; and

operation of large industries, or of restrictive control of them,
or will it take the form of strict control for the protection
of the public, supplemented by helpful co-operation in solving business problems?
I
believe it is desirable during the war to operate our
railways under a single direction, and that to protect investors while this is being done it is necessary to guarantee
the financial return of the companies.
I do not belie\'e it
was necessary or desirable for the government to assume the
complete control of operation it has.
Now that this has
lieen done, however, it is the duty of every citizen, whether
an officer or employee of the railways, or a user of their service, or, like myself, a humble commentator on their affairs,
to do all possible to make government control a success.
Last winter, .<oon after government control was adopted,
and the railways were struggling with the largest and most
complex traffic, and the most adverse weather condition?
ever known, the charge was made and widelv circulated
that railway officers were "lying down"' to discredit government control.
I know many of the railway officers of
this country, high and low. and I know their attitude and
spirit as well as any man living, and the most fitting comment I can make on that charge is that, in tlie language of
Shakespeare. "It is an odious, damned lie; upon my soul,
a wicked lie." There may be railway officers and em[)loyees
who are so selfi.?h or disloyal that they want to .?ec government control fail; but with negligible exceptions they desire, for patriotic reasons, to see it, and are working to make
it, a success.
Some people contend that if government control is a success it will afford a conclusive argument for government ownThe re-^ults
ership.
It is impossible to accept that view.
of operation of the railways under government control in
ivar should Ije lietter than the results of government operation
probably could be in peace. The officers and employees are
inspired liy more patriotic zeal than they would be in peace,
and the Railroad Administration proljably will not be subjected to the political and other vitiating influences that it
would be in peace. Therefore, the result^ of government

it

You can't throw
and weigh it as you
can Hindenburg's sword, but in the long run men's opinion
proves weightier than any man"? sword.
Germany, by the
things she is seeking and the methods she is using, has convinced a great majority of mankind that her victory would
destroy the liberties and stop the moral and fX)litical progress
of the human race.
Therefore tlie more victories she wins
the more she arouses the fears and opposition of the rest of
the world, and the more certain she makes it that she will
iinally go down in disaster.
You remember what Xapoleon
said of the English. Somebody remarked that they lost many
battles.
NafKjleon replied that was true, but that in every
war they always won the last battle. Democracies such as
ours and those of England and France, when pitted against
in the

long run they are the decisive things.

mankind

into a scale

a military" autocracy such as that of Prussia, are likely to
but it is the last battle which decides,
and no man who understands the spirit of the world, and
especially that of Italy, France, England and America, doubts
on what country's soil the last struggle of tliis war will
be fought, or what nation it will bring to its knees.
lose the early battles,

When we have won, as win w-e shall, we shall have the
opportunity and duty, in fact be under the necessity, of
solving rapidly a number of great problems, and foremost
among these will be our railroad problem. We are making a
most interesting experiment with government control of
railways during the war; we must settle the railroad question soon after it is ended: and, therefore, while we are devoting ourselves primarily to winning tlie war, we ought
to give all the study, all the discussion, to the railway question that we can.
"In time of peace prepare for war," said
Washington. He might have added, "In time of war prepare
for peace."
This is especially good advice now, for it is
plain to every observing and far-.?eeing man that the condinational and international, which will exist after the
subject our economic and political institutions to
strains different from, but hardly less severe than, those to
shall have
which they are being subjected by the war.
problems created by the economic and political conflicts of
class with class, of section with section, of nation with nation.
We shall have problems regarding the production of wealth,
regarding its division between capital and labor; problems
tions,

war

will

We

regarding the assimilation of soldiers into civil life, and of
domestic and foreign trade
in brief, problems of peace unprecedented in their number, their complexity^ and their magnitude.
It is so important that we should be studying and
thinking about the railway question now because on the way

—
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Government and Business After

We

the opinion of

is

the

War

'

control cannot

afford a

basis

for a

rational

argument for

government ownership.
EfiFect of

Government Ownership on Other Industries

government ownership of railway? -hould b< adopted,
the railways would not be the only class of concern? directly
and indirectly affected. No argument can be made for government ownership of them which cannot be made with equal
I'orce for government ownership of telegraphs, telephones,
local public utilities, coal mines, lake and ocean shipping,
and many other line? of industry. If. by adopting government ownership of railways, we break down the dam which
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holds back the rising tide of radicalism, the country will be
fortunate if it is not speedily overwhelmed with a flood of
socialistic measures which will revolutionize our economic
and industrial system. The railways constitute in value onetwelftl] of all the property in this country.
If the public
could be convinced tliey should be taken over, what argument could be effectively made against government acquisition of other large classes of property whose purchase and
management would present problems much less complex

and difficult?
Even tliough state socialism should be carried only as far
as the ownership and management of the railways, the effects
would be felt by every kind of business concern and every
class of our people.
The railways are the largest consumers
of coal, of lumber and of iron and steel.
They are among
the largest advertisers in the newspapers and magazines.
Since government control was adopted, many of those who
produce and sell to the railways have become aroused to the
fact that that control has given the government a power
almost of life and death over their businesses. When a large
number of concerns are buying things, and a large number
are selling them, there is competition on both sides.
When
one concern is doing all tlie buying and many are competing
in selling, all the advantages in the negotiations are on one
side.
The situation which has developed under government
control

has caused

great

anxiety

among concerns having

and hundreds of thousands of employees which have Ijeen established and built up to produce
and sell goods to railways. They have become aware that
a permanent government monopoly of railroads would have
a meaning and an effect for them which had never entered
the minds of most of them before.
billions of invested capital

A

Gigantic Government Monopoly?

On

the other side are the patrons of the railways, the
traveling and the shipping public.
Under government ownership they also would have to do business with a single
gigantic railroad monopoly.
Now, most of us believe that
there has been too much of certain kinds of competition be-

tween railways, and that
evils.

Many,

regulation and

was extremely

it has resulted in wastes and other
in fact, believe that the system of railroad

management which prevailed before the war
and that if the railways are to be

deficient,

returned to the operation of private companies both oui
system of ownership and our system of regulation should
be changed.
But there are few who, as patrons of the
roads, can contemplate with equanimity the prospect of their
being welded permanently into a single great monopoly owned
and managed by the government.
What effective means of protecting their rights and legitimate interests would those who sell goods to the railways
and those who buy transportation from them have if this
great monopoly were disposed to abuse its power?
None,
except that of resorting to political action of some kind.
What means would railway employees have of protecting
themselves if this great monopoly should be disposed to
abuse its power? None, apparently, except strikes or political action of some kind.
Looking at the matter from the standpoint of the public
as a whole, it is evident that the main thing it wants from
railways is transportation service adequate to move the
available traffic satisfactorily and to develop the resources
of the country.
The nation has suffered recently from inadequate serv'ce; and the losses it has incurred as a result
have exceeded what a higher scale of freight rates would
have cost it over a long period of years.
No system of railways can be said to be a success which
does not maintain a fair and reasonable relationship between the rates it charges and the service it renders to its
patrons, the wages it pays to its employees and the return
which it earns for its owners. This is true whether the railways are owned by private companies or by a government.
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Xow, what one thing is absolutely essential to enable a
railway system to render good and adequate service, to make
reasonable rates, to pay reasonable wages and to earn a fair
return? The answer, of course, is far-sighted, enterprising
and efficient management. But it is contended government
ownership would possess some advantages which private ownership cannot have.
The goverimient, it has been argued,
could raise at 3 per cent all the capital required to buy the
railways and increase their facilities. Facts recently have exploded this theory.
The goverimnent since we entered the
war has not raised one-fourth as much capital as would be
required to buy the railways, but already it is preparing to
float a large loan at
per cent, and it would have to pay
more if the people were not impelled by patriotism to make
it loans at an artificially low rate.
There is not, as some
seem to think, an unlimited supply of 3 per cent, or even
4 per cent, capital.
Most capital in this country prefers
investment in speculative enterprises offering a chance of
large returns to investments offering a certain but low re-

4^

turn.

Good Management Absolutely

Essential

questionable whether even before the war our government could have raised enough caital to buy the railways
for less than 4J/2 per cent.
On this basis the saving made.
by substituting the government's credit for that of private
companies would have been small.
Furthermore, for some
years the prevailing rate of interest probably will be high,
and for the government to acquire the railways soon after
the war would be to saddle itself with inflated fixed charges
for many years to come.
Again, it is said the government could operate the railways
as a single system and avoid the wastes incidental to competition.
But it is extremely doubtful if centralized management of the railways as a single huge monopoly in time of
peace would have any advantages. Our railway system includes 260,000 miles of line.
This is five times more mileage than there is in any other country.
It is one-third the
mileage of the entire globe. Perhaps the present system of
centralized control will point the way, but the problem of
organizing and managing such an immense mileage operating
over such a vast area as a single unit so as to get good results seems almost insoluble.
Even under government ownership it probaljly would be necessary, in order to get the
best results, to divide this system into several parts and operIf you should divide our
ate them almost independently.
railways into ten units of equal mileage, each unit would
have more mileage than the railways of France, or those of
Great Britain and Ireland, or those of Prussia.
If you
should divide them into five units of equal mileage each unit
would have more mileage than the railways of any entire
country except the United States.
Even under the most
skillful and energetic management possible all the benefits
gained by complete consolidation of our railways probably
would be more than nullified by disadvantages inevitably
arising from the unwieldy magnitude of the undertaking.
It is

Furthermore, whatever rate might be paid for capital, and
whatever might be the advantages of consolidation, there is
no adequate substitute, in the railroad or any other business,

A
and efficient management.
management will always fail to profit
increase
by its advantages, and at the same time will fail to
economy and efficiency in many directions in which a strong
management would increase them. After all, therefore, the
for

far-seeing,

weak and

enterprising

short-sighted

whether private management, if given a fair
government regulation, probably would be more
or less far-seeing, enterprising and efficient than government management. If private management, if given a fair
chance by regulation, would be the more efficient, the Amervital question is

chance

lay

ican public's duty to itself

is

to preserve private

management

and cause government regulation to give it a fair chance.
Recent experience has demonstrated that the transportation
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countn' liave become inadequate. They are
move the available traffic, especially in eastern territory, despite the fact tliat in eastern
territor)- the capacity of the railways in proportion to area
ami population is larj;er tiian an>\vhere else in the world.
There have been no such congestions in the south and west
as in the east; but even in those territories there is need of
much additional mileage to enable them to supp)ort a larger
both the
population and to develop their natural resources,
intensive and the extensive development of the railways has
A few years ago the average annual ingreatly declined.
Before the war
ve>tnunt in them was about $750,000,000.
Wiinn it h;id declined to S.> 10,000,000. In 1916 it was onlv
'I'his decline of railway investment is the
$280,000,000.
main cause of our present transportation plight.
faiilitics of tliis

insufficient satisfactorily to

Would Government Management Be

Efficient?

The

public must consider whether the expansion of our
railway facilities is more likely to be adequate, and to be
Mturtxl with reasonable economy, under private or under
government management. There are certain incontrovertible
facts which bear upon this question.
One is that until the
present restrictive policy of regulation was adopted the facilities of our railways were relatively greater, and were being
increased faster, than those of any other railways in the
world.
Prior to the war our railways had almost six times
as much freight carrying capacity in proportion to our pop-
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answer
wages paid
this

ovcrlo<jk the important

high
expenses as

fact that the ver>'

in this country enter into terminal

and tliat, therefore, assuramg that
same number of men arc employed, it costs more in wages

well as road expenses;
the

to ojx'rate

one terminal

in this countr}-

than to operate two in

Germany.

Why

Has Railway Development Stopped?

Until recent years, in spite of the high wages they paid,
the low rates they charged and the scr%'ice tliey provided,
the managements of our railways were able to attract enough
capital into the business to go on increasing their facilities.
Why has the development of facilities been almost stopped?
There have been various causes, but the main one has been
punitive and restrictive regulation. In 1916, when there was
a sudden abnormal increa.se in business, the railways earned
a large net return, but the tendency of net return for a long
period had been downward, and this tendency was renewed
at an accelerated pace in 1917.
To return the railways to
their owners after the war subject to the kind of regulation
which has prevailed would be di.>iastrous to both the companies and the country. Private owTiership and management

cannot be made a success from the standpoint either of the
owners of the railways or of the public unless the owners
and managers are given incentives and opportunities to increase the facilities of the railroads and to operate them
efficiently.

ulation as those of Germany; and the railways of Germany
had the greatest freight-carrj-ing capacity in proportion to

Suppose, however, that our policy of regulation should be
so altered as to afford reasonable incentives to investment and

population of any system of government railways in the
(^ur freight-carrying capacity was 8,662 tons
10.000 inhat)itants; that of Germany about 1,500
tons.
We had car shortages, it is true: but they had relatively wor.se ones in Germany.
Our railways actually moved
almost five times as much freight traffic in proportion to our
population as did those of Germany.

to efficient

World.

per

N"ot only have our railways, under private ownership,
furnished larger facilities in proportion to population than
those of other countries, but tliey have furnished them more
economically.
Some people charge that our railways are
over-capitalized.
Some individual companies are, but the
average capitalization of all, which is about $66,500 a mile,
is lower than the average cost of construction or capitalization
The
of any other important system, government or private.
railwavs of Germany, most of which are government owned.
have cost S120,000'a mile.
Those of New South Wales.
Australia, which always have been owned by the government, which have been t)uilt and developed in a new country, and which have nowhere near the capacity per mile that
ours have, have cost $90,000 a mile.

When we

turn to the operating results of our railways,
have made and to the wages they have paid,
we find similar facts. Their average wage in 191.i was
higher than that in any other country, except one of the
Australian states.
Between 191,i and 1916 the average
railway wage in this countri- increased from S7S7 to $869:
probably at [)resent it is at least S900. and increases now
in contemplation prol>ably will advance it to $1,100.
The
average wage in Germany in 1913. the latest year for which
the information is available, was $409.

to the rates they

Similarly as to rates.
Our average freight rate per ton
mile in 191.^. 7.29 mills, was the lowest in any country
except in India, where the wages paid arc measured in cents,
(>er

The only European countr>- in which the average was less than 1 2 mills was France, and most of the railways of France are privately managed.
The average in
not dollars.

Germany was 12'

The answer is often made, when
S mills.
the average rate of Germany is compared with that of the
I'nited States, that the average haul is shorter there than
here: and, of course, you always have two terminal expenses, whatever the length of the haul.

Those who make

management.

Would

private

management under

such a policy probably be better or worse for the public than
government management? There is nothing in the experience of our own or any other countr)- on which to base a
rational argument that government ownership and management would produce better results for the public than private
ownership and management, under sane and fair regulation.
Even if you exclude our railways from consideration, a
comparison of the results of private and government management in other countries argues strongly in favor of private management.
Most of tlie raihvays of Germany are
state managed, while most of those of Fnince are privately
managed. On any fair basis of comparison the private railways of France can be shown to be more efficiently operated
than the state railways of Germany, .\ustralia and Canada
are the two greatest Englisli-speaking pos.si'ssions of the

British Empire.

In Australia government man.igcment has
Canada private management has preponderated.
The private railways of Canada have made a record of efficient operation which far surpas.^es the record of
any of the state railways of .-Vustralia.
It is only reasonable to a.-sume that if private ownership
and management are retained in this country, and our
policy of regulation is so altered as to make investment in
railways attractive, and to give the managements ri-asonable
frc>edom of initiative and action, the expansion of railwav
facilities will be revived on a large scale, and the roads will
be as efficiently operated as ever.
On the other hand, if
government ownership is adopted, doubtless the government
will recognize the need for investing large sum.s in new facilities.
But will these facilities be pro\'ided with the wisdom
and economy they would he under private management?
Private management would, of course, aim to firovidc them
where the new investment would earn the largest return, and
that would be where there was the largest available or pro.spective traffic to be handled or developed, and where, therefore, the facilities were most needed.
Is there not ver>- great
danger that, under government management, the places where
the additional capital would be invested would t>e determined
not by business but by political considerations?
We have
had a wealth of experience with expK-nditures for rivers and
harbors, public buildings, and army and nav>' po^ts.
"Soprevailed, while in
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bod\' would contend that the expenditures have been made regardless of political considerations and where they would
do the most good.

Why

Government Management Would Be

Again, what reason

is

Inefficient

there for believing that under gov-

ermnent management the railways would be operated with
as much efficiency and economy as under private management? The efficiency with which any business is conducted
depends mainly on die extent to which able men are attracted into it, are given positions whose importance is in
proportion to their fitness, and are afforded incentives to do
The railways of
the best work of which they are capable.
this country have almost two million emplo)ees and about
per cent
only
officers
get
The
3
officers.
twenty thousand
of the billion and a half dollars paid in salaries and wages,
But the
w^hile the employees get the other 96 ^j per cent.
efficiency with which the railways will be operated in future
will depend mainly on the men who are put in those twentv^
thousand offices and on the incentives and opportunity they
are given to organize and direct to the best of their ability
the work of the two million employees.
Does any man familiar with the facts have any doubt
as to whether, on the whole, the policy followed by the railways or that followed by our govermnent departments has
been better adapted to securing and putting into official positions the men who are the best fitted to fill them? We have
heard much recenth" about the alleged fancy salaries paid by
.As a matter of fact, the highest salaries paid
the railways.
by the railways are small compared with the incomes derived by many successful men from other lines of lousiness

^

and professional

activity.

It

goes without saying, however,

under government ownership the salaries of the higher
Would the abolition of
officers would be sharply reduced.
that

all the larger prizes in railway service increase the attractiveness of that service to men of ability and ambition? Excepting cabinet offices, with the great honor attaching to
them, do we find many able and ambitious men struggling
to secure appointments to offices in the government service,

with the small salaries they pay? We do not; and if we
adopt government ownership we shall see an exodus of men
of ability out of the railroad business, rather than into it.
Even if men of ambition and ability did seek appointment
and advancement solely on the ground of merit, they would
In all the government departments, except
not secure them.
the anny and navy, appointments and promotions to important offices are detemiined liy politics, not l)y fitness.
Government control of the railways as a measure of war lias
not resulted and probably will not result in political appointments, but that it would in time of peace all our experience indicates.

answer often made to such arguments is that the postdepartment is efficiently managed. Where is the evidence? The postal department keeps its books so that nobody can tell what is the total cost of rendering its service, and
conditions
it shows far less ability to meet new and difficult
than concerns imder private management. I have spent the
The great changes which
last five months in Washington.
have taken place there have imposed heav^' new burdens on
railway service, on telephone service and on postal servBoth the railway and the telephone service have
ice.
met the new conditions far better than the postal servThe paper of which I am editor is printed in New
ice.
York. I have never had a serious delay in getting a long distance call through to New York, and the railways run trains
between New York and Washington in five hours, but
recently it has been taking six days for the postal department
.\n

office

to set the Railway ^g*" from the postoffice in New York
The first-class mail .service,
to our office in Washington.
as well as the local service in Washington, have become so
unreliable as almost to justify the charge that they have
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Congress

broken down.

considering turning the telephone
The
to the postal department.
the telephone service
that the proposal to turn the telephone service over to the
service in

is

Washington over

postal service is so

much worse than

postal department sounds like irony.
If, as seems certain, there would be under government
ownership a deterioration of the official personnel of the
railways and an impairment of the incentives of the officials
to energetic and efficient work, the inevitable result would

be a decline of the efficiency of management and operation.

The adoption

of

improved machinery and better methods

of operation, the increases in the amount of traffic handled
per car, per train, per mile of track, and per employee, which

have been the outstanding features of our railway operation,
It was the large economies due to
would be arrested.
these things which long made it possible for our railways
to pay ever increasing wages without advancing rates.

The Certainty
If there

in

of Political Interference

should be under government ownership a decline

the efficiency of

would have

to

management and

pay the

bill.

It

operation,

would have

to

somebodv

be paid either

railway employees in lower wages, or by travelers and
shippers in higher rates, or by the public in taxes to defray a
railway deficit.
Who would determine what the wages, the
b\-

and the taxes should be? It would have to be done
government officials, and in the last resort by Congress.
But Congress is a political body. Inevitably, under normal
conditions, it is influenced chiefly by political considerations.
.A.nd so the unavoidable outcome would be that under government ownership in time of peace we should have the questions of what expenditures the railways should make for
improvements and where they should be made, of the wages
and conditions of work of their employees, of the appointments and promotions of their officers, of the freight and
passenger rates they should charge, of who should pay the
taxes to meet a railway deficit, if there was one, thrown into
the maelstrom of politics. I do not say that any man or class
of men would purposely throw these questions into politics. I
simply say that under a democratic government such as ours,
they inevitably would get into politics whether anybody
wanted them to or not, and even though most people tried
rates
1)\"

to prevent

it.

The

railways of this country employ one and three-quarter
million men, to whom in 1916 they paid almost a billion
and a half in wages; and an increase of $350,000,000 in

The railways, under
wages is now under consideration.
normal conditions, spend over a billion dollars annually ioc
fuel, equipment and supplies, and the concerns which sell
them fuel, equipment and supplies employ many hundred.^
of thousands of men.
The effect which the introduction
of politics into the management of the railways would have
upon their efficiency would be bad enough for the country.
How much worse for the country might be the throwing into
politics of the governmental power to employ, promote or
discharge millions of men. and to spend billions of dollars.
You may sav the government in carrying on the war is employing literaly millions of men and spending billions of
money. But the conditions of war, the motives and infli^nccs
Iw wiiich people are directed and controlled in time of war.
are not those of peace.

Shall

We

Prussianize

Our Government?

You frequently encounter the argument that Germany has
made a success of government ownership of railways, and
that we should adopt it and could make a success of it Decause Germany has.
If you bar Germany from the discussion, tlie advocate of

government ownership

is

rendered un-

upon earth a country in which government ownership has had results aft"ording any reasonable
!)asis for contending that government management has been
able to find anywhere
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Atceptinj:; it at its full face value, what
proves too mucli.
it proves is not that govornnient management can be made
a success ever>'\vhere, Itut that it can be maile a success under
an aut(X'ratic government. Now, dt)ubtless l)y Pru.'^^ianizing
our government, we could t"it it to do many things which it is
not tit to do now. Tiie characteristics of Prussia in tiie management of railways are the same as its cliaracte'istics in
the management of many other things.
The Prussian Minister of Public Works, who is the manager of the railways,
is absolutely iieyond the
is appointed l)y the Kaiser and
reach of public opinion or of Parliament.
The Prussian
Giivernment forbids its railway employees to belong to labor
unions, and arbitrarily keeps wages low and freiglit rates
high to get a large revenue for its militani' purpi^ses.
ll
treats the railways as primarily a part of its war rnarhine
and applies to their employees a military discipline. For
obvious reasons there are no strikes or threats of strikes
over there.
Do we want to Prussianize our government to fit it for
Prussianizing our railways?
I have never heard anyljody
say so.
But if we are not going to Prussianize our government, we cannot Prussianize our railways, and if we are not
going to Prussianize our railways, arguments drawn from
the experience of Germany with government ownership Iiave
no place in the discussion of that subject in this country.
Private ownership of railways is a democratic oolicy.
Government ownership is an undemocratic policy. In ever>'
leading country which is fighting under the leadership of the
Kaiser Germany. .Austria-Hungary, Bulgaria, Turkey
government ownership prevails.
In almost every leading
country which is fighting against the Kaiser, including the
United States, England, France and Canada, private ownership is preponderant. The natural policy for an autocratic
state is to prevent its citizens from doing anytliing which
The appropriate policy for a democratic
the state can do.
state is to do nothing which its citizens can do as well as

—
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or better than the state.
If, as we are invited to do, we are
going to embark upon a jiolicy of state .socialism in imitation
of Germany, tiicn let us .<et up an autocratic government in
place of our democratic government, so that we can get the
efficiency in our government necessary to enable it to manage
our socialistic projects efficiently.
If we are not going to
set up an efficient autocracy, then let us leave our business
enterprises in tiie hands of private concerns which can and
will

manage them

Surely the fact

eftuientl)'.
is

not without significance tliat the most
in the world has made the greatest

autocratic government

success of government management of railways, and that
the failure of government managi-mt-nt in other countries has
been almost in proportion to the degree of Democracy of
their governments.
One may sincerely and ardently believe
that democracy is the best form of government to secure to

the citizen the inalienal>lc rights to life, liberty and the
pursuit of happiness, and ije willing to fight for that belief;
one may have confidence that democracy can succeed in so
regulating the relations between Imsiness concerns and the
public as well as between individuals and individual as to

and further the interests of all; and in
one may be convinced that so far as demogovernment is as yet developed in most parts of the
world, it is not a good form of government for managing
commercial enterprises.
Many go much further and fear
that under government ownership in this country politics
would so corrupt the railroads and the railroads would so
protect the rights
spite of all this

cratic

of regulation the continuance in this country of private
corrupt politics as not only to destroy the efficiency of the
railroads, but as to destroy democratic government itself.
I ask you, is it worth while to take the enormous risks involved in a change to government ownership when past experience justifies the belief that under a wise and just system
ownership and management will continue to result in the
provision of the most ample facilities and in the most efficient manasiement of railwavs that can t)e found in the world?

NEXT!
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The Best Cure

for

Such Bad Dreams

Is to

Wake Up
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and Buy Liberty Bonds

Every Railroad

Officer a Liberty

Three Regional Committees
to

AN
Willi
ik-ttcd

KNTHUSIASM,

if

|ii)ssil)le

iiKitiliin.n

tli;it

re-

miles overseas from our boys now
hurrying to take their part in the pending counter
with a solemn determination to
drive against the Hun
show themselves worthy of those railway engineers who were

—

—

the su])ervising officers
with the British armies in Picardy
of the railways of this country arc waiting the opportunity
to subscribe for Liberty Bonds and the signal to begin the
drive for subscriptions among the men in their shops and
offices.

Railway officers have a three-fold duty in a Liberty Bond
campaign to subscribe themselves, to encourage their employees and friends to subscribe and to vie witli the honor
that has come to our railwaymen overseas.
Just what plans the railroad Libert)' Loan campaign is

—

to follow are not vet definite.

To

encourage railway

officers

Railway Presidents

of

Campaign

Assist in Third

.1,000

Bond Salesman

may Ijcgin not later tiian three month.s from
which even the ten months shall date from the time
payments shall begin on the new subscription.
When the Third Liberty Loan Campaign begins the railways of this country are going to be even better organized
than ever to assist their employees to subscribe for bonds.
One committee in the first two campaigns succeeded with
the co-operation of the railway officers and employees the
country over in raising $56,000,000
20 million in the first
campaign and 36 million in the second. This time there
one for
will be not one committee but three committees
suliscriptions

now

in

—

—

each railway regional district.
The committee in the eastern district will be headed by
F. D. L'nderwood, president of the Erie, and will consist,
in addition to the chairman, of Frank Trumbull, chairman
of the Chesapeake & Ohio; E. E. Loomis, president of the
Lehigh Valley; L. F. Loree, president of tlie Delaware &
Hudson; Howard Elliott, chairman of the committee on
inter-corporate relations of the New Haven, and J. B. Dennis, of Hlair & Co., bankers of New York.
The committee
has been appointed only a few days at this writing and its
plans have not yet reached concrete form.
But it is significant that the committee is getting on the job early in the
i;ame, much earlier in fact than the committee was able to
in the first two campaigns.
Similarly there is a committee for the western regional
district with office in Chicago and one for the southern district, the headquarters of which are in Atlanta, Ga.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of the western railroads,
has appointed a standing committee of presidents of western
lines as his Liberty Loan Committee as follows: Chairman,
\V. G. Bierd, president of the Chicago & Alton; J. E. Gorman,
president of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; H. E.
Byram, president of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
H. G. Hetzler, president of the Chicago & Western Indiana;
(\ H. Markham, president of the Illinois Central; A. M.
Schoyer, resident vice-president, of the Pennsylvania Lines;
C. G. Bumham, executive vice-president of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy.

H. Markham, regional director of the Soutliern railis sending out two special war relic trains, leaving
Atlanta at 7 :30 a. m.. April 6, on a tour to last twenty-seven
One train will cover central and eastern Tennessee,
days.
The .second train
all of Georgia and a large part of Florida.
will cover portions of central Tennessee, all of Alabama,
Each train
southern Mississippi and southern Louisiana.
will carry ten American artillery officers accompanied by
French and Canadian soldiers and officers and Liberty Loan
C.

roads,

speakers.

—

XOML ACROSS ORTHLKAlSLRWlLLi:

in

Nippon Yusen Kaisha to Brave U-boats. Merchants
Japan who are engaged in trade with France and Italy
Japan Advertiser, that

the

brave the submarines and

re-

will be glad to learn, says the

and employees

Third

Liberty Loan,
Director-General McAdoo has issued a circular authorizing
carriers to take such amount of bonds as may be necessary
to care for such subscriptions and to use current operating
revenues as far as necessary in paying for such bonds.
In
paying for such bonds officers and employees may be permitted to pay in installments covering a period not exceeding
ten months.
In case they have not completed pa)Tnents on
prior subscriptions and in order to avoid making paj-ments
on both subscriptions at the same time, pa)Tnents on new
to

subscribe

to

the

Nippon Yusen has decided
vive

its

direct line between

to

Yokohama and

Marseilles, which

has been suspended for some time because of U-boats' activThe Nippon Yusen Kaisha rein the Alediterranean.
cently decided to start a line between Yokohama and Port
Said, with the object of helping trade between Japan and
Owing to the submarine dangers, the company
France.
proposed to dispatch steamers only as far as Port Said.
But now the company has put on a connecting steamer and
ity

will
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land c:\nzn at ^iarseilles.

The World Market

American Railway Supplies

for

Like England, France, Japan and Germany We Must Prepare
Now for This After-the-War Business

By

A. Stephens

AFTER THE FOREIGN MARKET in railroad supplies
buying Liberty Bonds good business and at
The business is
the same time a patriotic duty.
there and our railway supply manufacturers will be missing the chance of a lifetime for themselves and will fail to
do their duty by their country if they do not make the most
The foreign market offers new and profitable busiof it.
ness and the present moment is the time to lay our plans.
England, France and even Germany, despite their tremen-

GOING

France are sufi'ering, although there the needs of war have
compelled a- continued high efficiency of railway operation
behind the fighting fronts.
Trains in all these countries are still running and commerce has not been brought to a stop by any means, but
one can realize what this means to the countries that will
have the facilities for manufacturing railway equipment on
The real significance of the
a large scale after the war.
world shortage of railroad supplies is for "after the war"
business.
That practically the whole world is looking to us
for relief is not so important as that it still must look to us

—

like

is

dous efforts in the war, already realize the necessity of preparing for the war after the war the battle of trade that
and are making most
will begin with the treaty of peace
The most progressive manuextensive plans to that end.
It is just as
this 'country are doing likewise.
facturers
much our duty to prepare for this great expansion in trade

—
—

much of its supplies after the war is over. While present conditions forbid a great development of export, excepting, of course, on allied government orders, it is evident that
the great rehabilitation of the "run down" railroad systems
for

m

as

it is

of the world will have to

theirs.

of supply.

As Manuel Gonzales, a

foreign trade authority puts it,
"Because they can get it is the reason why our railway
supply manufacturers will seek export trade. Coupled with
the fact that foreign business is Just as profitable as domestic

be our competitors

Germany
The

business this is certainly a good enough reason for an AmerYet if this opportunity of
ican business man at any time.
profit did not exist many sound reasons point to the conclusion that the American manufacturer should develop the foreign market as a patriotic duty to his country."

come

largely from the greatest source

The manufacturing
is

capacity of those who will
not sufficient to meet the demand.

as Railroad Supply Exporter

is perhaps the most pronounced in enemy countries. Germany was a great factor
in the export of nearly all kinds of railway supplies, particularly locomotives, before the war, but in the judgment
of our leading business men Germany has received a set back

dearth of railway supplies

that will almost nullify her efforts for

No Mystery
There

is

in

Foreign Trade

no mystery about the profitable business

secured in the foreign

field.

If

we

to be

will consider the rest

the world merely an extension of the territory of the
United States, stretching north, south, east and west and
then realize tliat much of this territory is suffering from a
verv acute shortage of railroad supplies there would be no
difficulty in projecting the mind over the imaginary boundThe fact that there are seas to cross, new languages to
ary.
learn, new customs to study and new competitors to fight
Yet these conditions
obscures the opportunity, it is true.
are merely human conditions to meet and overcome by ordiof

human effort. Fundamentally they are not different
from the conditions we meet every day. They are simply
new conditions and offer perplexities because they are
At the same time the facts point to conclusions
strange.

narj'

that are sure.

A

World Famine

many

years after the

Outside of military roads the railway situation in
Germany must be desperate. Because of the chaotic condition
of Germany's railroad industry it took nine months to get
the captured supplies out qf Rumania.
For the same reason wheat is rotting in improvised warehouses in Russia,
while children are dying of malnutrition in Berlin and Vienna.
As the war goes on this shortage in the Teutonic
war.

in Railroad Supplies

Readers of the Railway Age know that the world is facing
nothing less than a severe famine in railway supplies today.
In many localities the famine already exists, the result either
of diversion of equipment and manufacturing capacity to the
needs of war or of the lack of shipping, depending upon
whether the country is a manufacturing or an importing
nation. Spain's railways are in fearful shape; Mexico's lines
The statement is made as to South Africa that
are worse.

a large percentage of the locomotives are laid up for lack
of materials and repair parts. The railways of South AmerEven Japan in its adica are similarly suffering severely.
vantageous position has had to offer a bonus to manufacRailway
turers to hurry the construction of freight cars.
development in China has been brought almost to a complete standstill and China has only 6,000 miles of railway
Even England and
to serv'e nearly 400,000,000 people.

countries will doubtless

become more

acute.

In fact, Germany's weakest spot today is her railway rolling stock, according to Maurice Bavies writing in the Echo
de Paris.
Every locomotive of hers our airmen destroy, he
says, is a vital injury to her, because she cannot replace
them.
He quotes the statement of a German general who
said Germany could always manufacture sufficient munitions but, if she must go under it would be due to lack of
railway material.
When peace arrives a bankrupt Germany will face the
prospect of rebuilding her wornout railways before seeking
export in an unfriendly world.
Despite these paralyzing conditions Germany is expected
to make efforts to regain her foreign trade that are unprecedented in any scheme of national trade development hitherto
attempted.
Isaac F. Marcosson said recently:
"Germany today has secret hoards of raw material wher-

The moment
has been possible to mobilize them.
is over she is going to be a going business concern.
She is a going concern in Spain today. If you could slip
off the roofs of ISO warehouses in Spain you would find
them packed to the doors with the oil and copper and all the
otlicr resources with which to do business, everything which
Germany has mobilized in Spain as she has been mobilizing
in this country from the day the war began."
Belgium's great manufacturing capacity in industrial railroad cars unfortunately has been practically wiped out.
Belgium's chances of coming back are infinitely less than
ever
the
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She will enter the calculation only as an importer of railroad supplies from Great Uritain, the United
States or other countries of the allied group,
Germany's.
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of railroad construction in

has the money

end

tion at the

new

countries.

now and ^hnuhl have

The United

States

a relatively strong posi-

of the war.

France Will Import Railway Supplies

Will Capture the World Car Market

France was not one of the greatcit competitors in railway
Afterwards she will have her hands
export before the war.
in fact, the members of the l-'rcnch Purchasfull at home,
ing Commission now in this countr)- expect that they will
continue to buy large amounts of American railroad supCaptain Raymond Michel, head of the
plies after the war.
railroad department of the French Commission said recently:

"Provided we come out of the war in strong financial
condition and provided Germany comes out with financial
strength broken the American railroad car manufacturers exI'his opinion was expressed
pect to capture the market."
by one of our greatest car manufacturers who has had years
of experience in selling in foreign countries. Manufacturers
of most other railroad .supplies are not in such strong positior.s as the car manufacturers, but their thoughts are run-

The

salesman of American railroad supplies will have no
France after the war. He may
have difficulty in tilling them because we shall be in the
market for nearly eventhing used on a railroad. The American manufacturer who will establish a branch plant in
France and do business on a French basis will stand a particularly good opportunity of getting a large amount of busiThe French government and French Ijusincss men will
ness.
The export eftbrts of the
encourage such enterprises."
French will be in other things than railway supplies.
These conditions are expected to eliminate much of the
international competition in selling to the railroad market of
The United States, and Great Britain should
the world.
difficulty in getting orders in

Japan and Germany lesser
war scramble for railroad business.

be the principal factors and
tors in the after the

fat-

England Our Biggest Competitor
Britain will be our great competitor, not only because of
what her manufacturers could turn out before the war, but
also because of what she may be able to produce as the result
of her great plans to transform war industries into peace
Britain was never a great producer of railroad
she has been one of the largest exporters of locomotives, rails and other heavy materials.
On the basis of before the war manufacturing capacity
the entire output of the British railway supply industry for
one year's time would be required to provide for the immediBritish efforts
ace wants of the railroads of India alone.
will be great but cannot be expected to rise to filling all the
accumulated needs of her colonies and her home railways.
industries.

cars, but

and

be another real competitor.
Japan's
activity in railroad supplies will be felt principally in the
is

Her

will

and iron and manufacturing capacity before the war permitted Japan to export one-

Far East.

resources in coal

The railroad
third of her production of railway supplies.
supply industry in Japan has expanded considerably during
the war, but it is still too small to offer serious competition
in all parts of the world.
In the course of time Chinese
coal and iron mines and Chinese steel mills may be developed
to the point of furnishing Japan with the materials to become
a great factor in producing railway supplies.

We
Of

Have

foot,

and

it

have

Our own export and

is

not unlikely that some of the con-

to be broken.

financial interests have adopted this

somewhat different form to a number of proIn our
jects, many of which are now held up by the war.
case, however, the practice seems to depend on the specifications
they are so made that only an American fimi can
fill them to advantage.
method

in a

Our

great financial institutions have put their shoulder to

the wheel in promoting export by the investment of American capital.
A leading investment banker said recently:
"Americans have shown a new interest in investing in

American

built foreign railroads.

We

believe that

when

the

and

ination.

supply the domestic market at the same time.

we have

a capacity that is
re((uirements in ordinary times and

In

rails,

car

which no other nation
approaches.
The market open for our manufacturers will
include nearly the whole world.
Our financial condition is perhaps the heart of our future
export situation.

hand and

tracts at least will

own

Our

plates,

'1

ticularly the

vastly beyond our

and probably the greatest surplus of investing capital.
car manufacturing capacity is 350,000 per annum, something like 150,000 in excess of normal domestic production.
\Ve can easily deliver abroad 3,000 locomotives annually and
rials

and

he investors in European countries, and parGermans, took great care, however, to guarantee the continuance of this railway supply business.
The
English investors, for instance, sent over British engineers
and operating men to run their railways and the latter brought
with them a familiarity with British standards and equipment which resulted in their purchasing that kind of ecjuipment from home in England. The Germans usually embodied in their loans a strict proviso tliat all materials and
supplies for the construction and equipment of the railroad
should be purchased of German interests. In this way they
tied up the investment forever and a day and made every
mark invested in a railway abroad show a quick and conThe plight
tinued return in the sale of railway supplies.
of many of these German built railways today is evident.
Several lines in South America and some in China are bound
struction.

structural steel, parts

Greatest Manufacturing Capacity

nations, the United States will have the greatest
manufacturing capacity, the greatest resources in raw mate-

wheels, axles, sheets

is as interesting as it is important.
Almo.-t invariably a foreign railway buys its materials fronj
that country whose investors supplied the capital for its con-

ness in railroad supplies

time comes, they will put their money into railroads in South
America or China, etc., just as readily as they will into a
promising industrial in Ohio."'
Although we cannot let the money go out of the country
at this time, tentative contracts for financing and building
railroads in nearly all parts of the world have been entered
Construction work
into by various large American interests.
.\s far as
awaits only the signing of the treaty of peace.
anyone can see into the future projected .\merican built
railroads are certainties in South America, Africa, China,
Central America and Mexico and, if conditions permit, in
Russia and Siberia.
To leave the realm of practical certainties and contemplate what are only strong possibilities, there are several
large American projects that appeal powerfully to tlic imag-

all

specialties

American Investments Bring Export Business
TIk- financial side of the development of our export busi-

—

Japan Another Competitor
Japan

ning in the same direction though they cannot expect to
dominate the foreign field as the car manufacturers may.

Investing capital

is

the

first

requirement

One group of our financiers and business men is looking
forward to the construction of the railroad that will link the
Americas, North, Central and South, with continuous standard gape mileage. This road would utilize existing lines for
I' would doubtless be in operation today
most of the " "
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if it were not for the difference in gage on many of the railroads to the south of us.
Hitherto Africa has been the domain of the English,
French, German or Belgian railroad promoter, but today
some American built and owned standard gage mileage is
assured and more projected.
A plan to connect the French railway system that goes
southward from the Mediterranean with an American railroad that will continue it to the Atlantic coast in Liberia
is another dream that is near to being a reality.
In China our railroad builders are prepared to build
They are al2,600 miles of standard American railroad.
ready looking forward to the day when American built mileage will handle much of the passenger and freight traffic
in some of the richest provinces of a country that supports
400,000,000 people.
The importance of these American projects is the business
it guarantees in the future for American railway supply
manufacturers.
The American built railroads in foreign
lands will supply a large part of our export market in railroad materials and equipment.

Now

the

Time

to Prepare

The

export houses and investment firms realize one thing
more than anything else and that is that now is the time
are
to lay the plans for export trade after the war.
fighting a war that affects the prosperity as well as the polit-

We

ical security of the

American nation.

England and France

thus far have been far more heavily engaged than we, but
they are making tremendous plans for their export busiIt is to our unending advantage that
ness after the war.
our war preparations will also be of value for the preparaThe exports of railway supplies that
tions for export trade.
we have been making to the warring nations have brought
us in contact with the foreign ways of doing business, and
no one doubts that our railway engineers in France will return with ideas that will prove of great advantage from the
standpoint of export trade and our commercial dealings with
our friends overseas or in the other parts of the world. The
shipping program has perhaps even a greater advantage, for
if there is one thing that has handicapped our export trade
hitherto it has been the lack of shipping under the American flag or over trade routes that were typically American.
After the war we are still going to be able to use the ships
that during the war will be used to carry our men and
supplies to France.

Ships Are Half the Battle
half the battle at any time in securing export
trade" is the way a large exporter of American made railway
supplies put it recently. This concern had just lost a large
Argentine order for locomotive tires because the freight rate

"Shipping

is

from London to Buenos Ayres was $20 less per ton than the
from New York. The reason was not that the English
had established unjustly discriminatory rates. It was for no
rate

main trade routes of the world
converge at London and Liverpool and because the route
from London to Argentine had far more shipping than that
from New York to the Argentine ports.
What are some of the great export plans that our allies
Great Britain and her dominions
are already at work on?
and colonies are working out a plan of great trade routes,
joining all parts of the empire with direct trunk lines
whereby the great volume of tonnage will provide the lowest
rates, thereby protecting the British shipper as effectively as
The Dominhigh import and export preferential tariffs.
ion's Royal Commission is working out this protective measure in a broad and impressive manner. The February issue
other reason than that the

of

The Americas

says:

"If the idea is carried out, we will see in the future, a
great empire that, instead of using political power in the

Vol. 64, No. 14

form of restraint of commerce for national purposes, will
use its wealth as a great business corporation would in
building up a great mechanical plant for the use of its
commerce with efficiencies so great that its economies will
be irresistible. The master builders of England's great shipyards have contributed their expert advice to the commission,
and in one of its recent reports it is shown in tabular form
how the cost per ton of freight transportation can be cut to
a fraction of the tramp steamer's cost by the use of immense
vessels, of steam or motor type, that the commission recommends. The future may see these ships running regularly,
with seasonable variations from one route to another on
lines stretching out from London to the Far East by way of
the

Cape

of

Good Hope, on

fast mail

and

freight lines in-

volving a transfer to rail on the imperial line from London
to Halifax or Quebec, thence by rail to Vancouver, thence
by great steamer again to Honolulu, Sydney or to Hongkong.
Or it may be along a third projected all-sea route
via London, Liverpool, Halifax, Bermuda, Kingston, Panama, Tahiti, Auckland and Sydney, with alternates to Sing-

apore and Hongkong. These will be the heavy 'trunk lines'
to the Far East, with others through the Suez Canal to India

and Hongkong."
This plan includes a reorganization of rates of English
and colonial and Dominion railways for the benefit of the
importer and the exporter.
German railroads by means of
government support give generous rebates to exporters and
to importers of raw materials to be exported after manufacture.

The English system

similarly will include both the rail-

ways and steamships and reduce
both exporter and importer.

all

transportation rates to

Great Britain's Big Plans
Development of shipping is only part of the program of
the Dominion's Royal Commission which is working to unify
the efforts of the empire. Other important measures are
1. An empire policy of preference for British industry in
the supply of raw materials of which the empire has a monopoly or dominant position.
2. The establishment by government ownership or subsidy
of several great steamship lines connecting the ports of the
empire and an inter-imperial scheme of deep-harbor devel-

opment to accommodate the ships, 660 ft. long, and 38 ft.
draught, calculated to have the ultimate practical economies
of freight transportation.
Ihis would make tariff discrimination unessential.
3. Government control of at least one independent telegraph and cable line connecting all parts of the empire.
4. An English national and British imperial policy of pref-

erential

employment of British capital and British

institu-

development of empire resources including the
encouragement of home establishments for the primar}' treatment and manufacture of Dominion ores, materials, etc.
5. The foundation of the British Trade Corporation is
not only to assist in the general expansion of British commerce, iDut to work out the financial phases of inter-imperial
tions in the

developments.
These are only a few planks of the broad platform of the
British trade battle that will begin with the treaty of peace.
Most of the measures which the British have set out to accomplish are already largely worked out. Other plans that
cannot be put into operation at this time have been thoroughly mapped out and are ready to be put in operation on
very short notice.

Foreign Agents Active Everywhere
England and France are not only doing now

they can
maintaining as great an export trade as is possible without reducing
their efforts in the war.
England's preparations for future
all

to prepare for future foreign business but also are

April
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business arc beini; carried out on a scale hitlurto unAll of her industries are being
by any country.
organized for bringing tiie whole national resources manufacturing and financial to bear on tlic export field as soon
Kngland is a practical foreign trade counas llie war ends.
Like
try and her preparations arc i)ased on experience.
Germany, she believes in the potency of the man on the
ground. Her commercial agents swarm in all the great capit'.xpurt

iHluallcd

—

and centers of the world. New York is full of them.
part the Frcndi will play is a minor one indeed compared
to tiie I'.nglisii, but 1' ranee also is active.
The Hritisli preparations are literally an economic mobilitals

The

zation of

tiie

resources of the whole empire.

The parliament

Resiilvkd, That with a view to increasing the power of the
AlHes in the prosecution of the war his Majesty's Government
should enter into immediate consultation with the governments of
the Dominions in order with their aid to bring the whole economic
strength of the Knipirc into co-operation with our Allies in a

policy directed again^t the enemy.

Bodes
polic)-

that bodes

ill

111

for

German Trade

has since been worked out with a thoroughness
for

Germany's foreign trade aspirations.

All

of the Allies have entered heart and soul into this preparation.
The United States is a great asset to this program. The
primar}- purpose at present is to break down the Germanic
commercial organization and influence in all parts of the
world and to shut off every form of aid to Germany.

The

inauguraticJn of this policy in Britain

How the
he adopted is another duty of this commission.
machinery may be adapted to other uses and the suitability
of the labor of existing munitions factories for other indusIn eacli case, this commission will
trial work will be shown.
show whether skilled or unskilled labor is needed, and if
female labor can be used.
Other preparations dealing with finance, demobilization
of the army, fixKlstuffs, control of raw materials, etc., etc.,
are organized under these commissions with a searching
viewpoint of leaving nothing undone.
Japan Has Great Plans

What

prepared to do in foreign trade has a
what the Japanese will do and
to a considerable extent are doing now.
Japanese manufactured goods arc pouring out from the island empire in
unprecedented volume to new markets in all parts of the
world. Our Pacific Coast merchants are buying textiles and
jewelry, novelties, light metal goods, etc., from Japan because our own manufacturers cannot meet the Japanese
prices.
Japanese goods of all kinds are being sold in great
quantities in South America, Australia, Africa, India and
even compete with British goods in England itself.
Japan is a formidable competitor in the export of railway
supplies to the Far East. Her manufacturing capacity is not
sufficient to endanger the development of American or British
railway exports, but possibilities of Japanese development of
these resources are great.
The vast Chinese iron and coal
mines are being organized under her direction. Grown enormously rich by the war Japan is preparing to father the industrial development of China.
Her first activities will be railroad and mining development. She will manufacture much
of the finished products at home.
Her domestic railway
supply manufacturing industry had a capacity of one-third
in excess of her own needs at the beginning of the war but it
has been greatly expanded.
Japan hopes to get the raw
materials such as iron and steel, sheets and plates, structural
steel from the United States until she can develop Chinese
iron and steel resources sufficiently to meet her needs.
The
whole world is preparing for a new industrial era, and Spain
and Australia are striving for locomotive building capacity,
Chile and Brazil are building railroad shops. Italy is looking forward to the end of the war as the time when she will
harness her water powder to a reorganized and electrified system of railroads when machinerj' will be manufactured in
hydro-electrical driven plants. Brazil is pushing the applicaBritain

is

parallel on a lesser scale in

of Great Britain in January, 1916, debated a resolution:

This
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was the be-

ginning of a world-wide movement including the United
States, in which German firms have been black-listed, German trade boycotted, exports restricted by license, the sale
of raw products controlled, and coal refused for ships that
were indirectly aiding Germany.
In British colonies and dominions this policy has resulted
in tlie cancellation by law of contracts with Germans, the
expulsion of all resident and even naturalized Germans from
all public trade bodies, the closing of telegraphs and mails
and the working out of a world-wide boycott that effected
not only the German mercantile establishments, but also
neutral concerns that maintained close business relations
with them.
The control of raw material is the most vital power in
the hands of Great Britain in carrj'ing on a war against
German commercial aggression.
Joined %vith the United
States the entente Allied group could exert such a control
over raw materials,

shipping, trade routes, etc., that it is
difficult to see
the Central Powers could maintain their
existence as powerful industrial countries in a trade war

how

after the w.ir.

Eighty-seven British Reconstruction Commissions

and industrial plants
available the large deposits of lignite

tion of pulverized fuel for locomotives

because that will

make

Siberia is awakening to her needs
for industrial purposes.
Wherever we look we
of transportation and manufacturing.
see a world full of new ideas getting ready for an era of
industrial development.

Everywhere railroads will play the

part in this great development, because transportation
the forerimner of all material progress.
first

All told 87 commissions and committees are working under
the direction of the British JMinistr>- of Reconstruction for
the regeneration of British industry.
This vast scheme includes provision for every conceivable phase of commercial

To

determine what steps should be taken to recover
lost during the war and to secure
the objective of one of these commissions of which the prime minister is chairman. Devising
ways and means whereby the sources of supply within the
empire can be prevented from falling under foreign control,
is another duty of the same commission.
The commission on trade relations after the war is actively
taking measures for the promotion of British trade and with
equal enthusiasm is devising means lor the prevention of the
resumption of Germany's policy of peaceful penetration.

activit)-.

home and foreign trade
new markets is part of

Methods whereby the endless munitions factories can be
adapted to industrial purposes is an activity of the commission in the engineering trades.
Seeking new industries to

Our

Own

is

Part in This Expansion

Our

railroad supply manufacturers will play a big part in
Aluch business will come to them almost
this reconstruction.
without their seeking, but with so many competing interests
this first rush of business is likely to be transitory unless we
are prepared to give service as well as products.

The American made car, the American made locomotive
and other American railroad supplies are well suited to the
needs of many countries. Large unit equipment is the kind
that will probably be used in future railroad construction in
most of the large continental countries of Australia, Africa,

South America and Asia, because the grades, long hauls and
materials to be handled make for conditions similar to those
in the United States for which this equipment was evolved.
European equipment is generally designed for short trips.
Speedy delivery in small lots is more imjwrtant than large
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carrying capacity. Therefore, Europe is handicapped, at the
start, at least as far as competition with us is concerned, in
the attempt to sell its kind of equipment in the great continental areas.

For these much of our equipment can be sold just as it is
On the other hand foreigners have many
foreign use.
preferences that are founded on conditions peculiar to their
for

own countries. It is to the credit of our railway supply
manufacturers that they have keenly realized this fact. They
have in many cases shown the engineers on the foreign railways that many American practices could be adapted most
advantageously to their problem and many cars and locomotives are going abroad with American ideas and devices on
them that should be well received. On the other hand, the
American manufacturers have apparently been most careful
not to overstep the line. The American Car & Foundr}' Company is very careful not to try to run counter to any of the
In supplying
natural preferences of the foreign purchaser.
passenger cars to Italian railroads this company recommended
that the cars should be built on the compartment system
rather than the American seat arrangement although the
Italians liad asked for cars built entirely on the American
The American company knew that the compartment
arrangement was better suited to Italian needs and wanted
to avoid a come-back.
Perhaps the most notable question that has come up has
We have supplied
been that of journal box lubrication.
American M. C. B. journal boxes on an order for Italian
locomotives.
The Russian cars were built very largely to
M. C. B. standards and had M. C. B. journal boxes even on a
We have supplied
large proportion of the four-wheel cars.
large eight-wheel cars with M. C. B. journal boxes to companies in France. The French use a scheme of journal box
American raillubrication in which they have a felt pad.
way supply companies have essayed to show the French meadvantages
of our M. C. B. lubrication,
chanical officers the
but American railroad engineers now in France have conceived a great admiration for the French felt pad arrangeWhen these railroad engineers come back it is even
ment.
predicted that they will make recommendations that this
method be considered for adoption in this country. However,

system.
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United States develops an export trade that sizes up to the
immensity of her resources, bad times or boom times will no
longer exist. An even measure of prosperity will be our conExport trade is already bringing the Ameristant condition.
can in contact with other people with a consequent breaking

down
ships

and the establishment of new friendand also a broadening of the culture hitherto provin-

of old prejudices

cial.

The Latin

beginning to think financially in terms of
is looking to America to get the dollars for
financing railway developments of his country. Export trade
is needed to fill the ships that will travel abroad from the
Atlantic and Pacific or Gulf ports to all parts of the world,
so that by establishing a great volume of shipping to and
from the United States we all may benefit by the cheapening
dollars

is

and he

This means the end of the Chinese wall of high
of rates.
freight rates that has cut us off from a full realization of
our opportunity as a great industrial country. What Great
Britain would be without ships is as easy to imagine as what
the United States should be with an adequate merchant marine
and a volume of export trade in proportion to our great
resources and our national traits of initiative and business
talent.

That the position of the United States is such that our
preparations are sure to result in a great development of
our export business is the opinion of Burwell S. Cutler, chief
of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, who voiced
this opinion recently by saying:
"I, myself, have supreme
faith in the genius of our commercial public to use good common sense in the contemplation of after-the-war trade. You
can not make me believe that the sturdy figures who have in
the last SO years won a place for us as one of the three or
four greatest world powers will ever be stampeded into fear
or uncertainty on account of what competition will do. When
reconstruction is actually at hand, the American business
man will find perfectly normal ways of holding his own in
every market of the world without recourse to any selfish
national schemes designed to hoodwink our commercial
brethren abroad. Indeed, it may be assumed that our trouble
will be one chiefly of satisfying the tremendous demand for
our goods both at home and abroad."

true this prediction may prove, the point is that both sides
The education that will reare learning with open minds.
sult for us, whatever the outcome, will prove of untold ad-

vantage in the trade campaign later on.
There are thus many instances in which the preferences of
the foreign buyer should be followed and others where the
efforts of our supply trade should be to sell its own designs.

Thinking Financially in Dollars

The purpose

of this article

is

not so

much

to describe the

methods of getting export business as to show that the business is there and can be had by practical business methods,
and that to go after it is so important that it can be said to be
a patriotic duty.
Despite the scarcity of ships

much of this business is available today.
This is evident from the monthly reports of
railway supplies from several countries, including the United
States.
No matter how scarce shipping is, it is necessary to
keep commerce moving on the ocean routes and railroad supplies are a necessary part of this traffic.
That the development of export is for the best interests of
the country is evident when we look ahead to the end of the
war.
Then is when our present preparations will show a
Development of our export trade is developing
dividend.
the resources of the country to be utilized in time of war.
In times of peace export trade in railway supplies will serve
to balance the volume of production of our supply factories.
When bad times exist in the United States the demand for
railway material is likely to he particularly brisk in South
Africa, Italy or the Far East.
Economists say that when the
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THEY'VE GOT OUR RANGE AGAIN'

Why

Locomotives Should Not Be Standardized
Tliere

Can Be No

Justification Either in

for the

THiKK

AKt su

MANY REASONS

against

tile

standardiza-

of locomotives for the rail\v;iys of the United
States that it is hard to understand why so much con-

tion

being given by the Railway Administration to
Unlike cars,
this particular phase of railway operation.
locomotives are built to meet specific operatmg and physical
conditions.
Upon the size and design of the locomotive
depends to a very great degree the efficiency of railroad
operation.
A design adapted to the physical and traffic
conditions of one road, or even to one division of a road.
sideration

Time

or

Money

Standard Locomotives

is

of

same design are Imilt, tliun the cost per locomotive
same number of locomotives arc built to the same

liie

when

the

general

weight, but of different designs, provided that in
both cases all of the designs are new. It is, however, a grave
question whether locomotives of a new design, of a number
which will probably be built this year, can be built any
cheaper than locomotives of existing designs for which all
the manufacturing equipment has been provided.
In building any new design of locomotives, such as the new standard
locomotives, there will be a large expense for the time taken
to develop the designs, for making new drawings, patterns,
templates and jigs, and other manufacturing efjuipment
which is necessary to the construction of any locomotive.
Prices for such locomotives must in all fairness to the builder,
include the extra cost occasioned by developing the new
Were locomotives of existing designs built, this
design.
extra cost would not have to be considered, as it has already
been absorbed by the first locomotives built to those designs.

First Cost
another point concerning which but little has
been said and which will add a considerable amount to the
first cost of the standard locomotives.
The following argu-

There

is

zoo
Total yVeightin I.OOO Lb.

—

1
Number of Six and Eight-Wheel Switchers Ordered
During the Past Five Years According to the Weights

Fig.

may be unsuited to the conditions of another road, or another division of the same road. To effect greater increases
in the efficiency and economy of operation, the railroads
have uiven much study to the proper characteristics of the
locomotives to be used, and to upset such carefully laid
plans by the introduction of standard locomotives, which at
best must be of a compromise design and can only be made
to meet average conditions, is a decided step backward.
There

is

freight cars.

ample

Due

justification

for

to the extent to

standardization

of

which such cars are

in-

the

terchanged between roads and because of
a large

tlie

fact that such

amount of repairs are made on foreign

lines,

it

lotol Wiighf in

is

proper that a certain degree of standardization
ol)tain in order that these repairs may be made promptly and
that the repaired parts be interchangeable, so that the number of such repair parts to be carried in stock may be maintained at a minimum.
This, the chief argument in favor
of standard cars, does not apply to locomotives.
Locomotives have not and should not to any great extent be interchanged between roads if the best results in train operation
are to obtain.
The experience of the past few months with
locomotives that have already been interchanged will show
clearly the inexpediency of such practice.
There are six distinct problems that must be considered
carefully in the discussion of standard locomotives today.
They are first cost, increased locomotive production, operating efficiency, development in design, locomotive repairs, and
the exp)ediency of such an experiment in time of war.
It is. of course, an indisputable fact that the cost per
locomotive will be less when a large number of locomotives

entirely

— Number

Fig. 2

of
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Mikado and Santa Fe Type Locomotives

Ordered During the Past Five Years
based on what is believed to be the government's
plans, namely, that 12 designs are to be built, having approximately the following total weights:
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The manner

in which the first ten locomotives will fit
into the requirements of the country is well illustrated in
Fig. 1 shows the number of locomotives
Figs. 1, 2 and 3.

ordered during the past five years, by weights, for the six-
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wheel and eight-wheel switchers.

drawn

at points representing the

standard switchers.

Mountain types in
Fe types in Fig. 3.
if

the government

The same
Fig. 2,

From

Heav}- vertical lines are

approximate weights of the

is

shown

for the Pacific

and

and for the Mikado and Santa
these charts

it will be seen that
builds only those standard locomotives
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would not be required for these locomotives.
If the work
all of these 367 locomotives were concentrated at one
would undoubtedly be true, but these locomotives
were purchased for use in various parts of the country and
they were not built as heavy as the standard locomotives, as
of

point, this

the conditions did not require locomotives of such capacity.
This same line of argument can be applied in the case of
all the other types to the extent that it will be safe to say
that millions will have to be spent for excess locomotive
material if the standard locomotives obtain.
It is hardly
conceivable that any savings that could be made in manu-

facture, could be

enough

to counteract these additonal costs.

Increased Production by Standardization

!20

?co

Fig. 3
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— Number

whicli

the

of Pacific and Mountain Type Locomotives
Ordered During the Past Five Years

it

is

now

considering,

same requirements

many roads
obtain

will be furnished,

with
power that is either too heavy for its demands, or of a
more complicated construction.
For instance, those roads
that could economically use Pacific type locomotives weighing less than 270,000 lb.
and as the curves show there will
be quite a number will be obliged to use a heavier
locomotive.
Those roads that have found it desirable to
u.se Pacific type locomotives w-eighing over 300,000 lb. will
either have to take the standard Pacific weighing 295,000
lb., which will be deficient in tractive effort, or take the
more complicated design of the 325,000-lb. Mountain type.
The first cost of the locomotives will from such an
analysis appear to be greater inasmuch as heavier and more
complicated locomotives will be required for services in
which locomotives of less weight could be used. For instance, last year there were 367 Mikado type locomotives
ordered, each of which had a total weight below the 295,000
lb. standard.
The sum total weight of these locomotives was
in the neighborhood of 97,000,000 lb.
If the same requirements obtain this year, and there is no question but what
they will, the need for the 367 locomotives would undoubtedly
be filled by 367 standard locomotives which would have a
sum total weight of about 108,000,000 lb. In other words,
about 10,000,000 lb. of locomotive material— 1,000,000
being subtracted for water in the boiler would be required
to fill these requirements under the standardization program.
Taking a conservative cost of locomotives at the present
time as 15 cents per pound, in this particular case the increase in first cost, due to the fact that standard locomotives
There is no
are being used, would amount to $1,500,000.
question but what last year's requirements will be doubled
this year and it can safely be said that the loss in first cost
of the lighter Mikado types will easily reach $3,000,000,
This
if they are to be supplied by the standard locomotive.
does not take into consideration requirements for Consolidation locomotives which will still further increase this sum.
It may be argued that on account of the increase in tractive effort, an equivalent number of standard locomotives
if

—

as

in

—

—

the

past,

As an abstract proposition, the output of any plant can
be increased if the work done in that plant is systematized
to the extent that it produces but one product year in and
year out.
In the case of locomotive construction, standardization will to some extent aid in reducing the time taken
for making the various parts after the program gets thoroughly started.
But will this mean increased locomotive
production?
The foundation upon which the locomotive
builder's plants and the locomotive repair shops is based
is the number of pits, or the erecting shop space.
In other
words, the erecting shop is the neck of the bottle in locomotive construction.
The various manufacturing departments have been designed and arranged to keep the erecting
shop working to full capacity. The question then is, how
much can the erecting shop forces speed up their work if
they have large numbers of one design to assemble rather
than small numbers of different designs. Men in authority
have expressed the opinion that this would have but little
effect on increased output, but that it may have some.

With conditions

as they exist today, however, the inaugustandard locomotives at this time bids fair to
with the output of locomotives this year.
About the time the Railroad Administration decided to investigate the problem of standard locomotives, the railways
were forbidden to place orders for new locomotives.
Instructions were given the builders to place existing domestic
orders ahead of all foreign orders. As the matter stands toration

of

interfere greatly

orders and the fact that
has been held up, have
Unless orders are
July.
cannot be assembled or
made ready for erection by that time. It has been estimated
by those who know that from the first of April every day's
delay in placing orders for locomotives means a decrease of
day, the builders due to lack of
the work on foreign locomotives
open space beginning in June or
placed immediately, the materials

about ten locomotives in the year's output.
It has been said by some that deliveries of the standard
locomotive can be made within two months after designs
have been definitely determined upon.
Such a statement
represents the utmost optimism.
It is difficult to see how
with all the detail work that must be done in connection
with any new design, together with the condition of the material market today, the innumerable details can be designed,
the patterns, jigs, templates and castings made, machine
work done and the locomotive erected in two months. Others
say that this can be done in three months, but even that is
optimistic.
Until such time as the standard designs can
be determined upon, and this by no means should be done
in a hurry, the locomotive builders should be kept working

by orders from the individual lines.
business of the railroad is transportation. Its measure
It
of efficiency is the cost for transportation per ton-mile.
was the aim of ever}- road to bring this cost per ton-mile
to a minimum.
The locomotive plays a very important part
in reducing this cost.
The many different conditions surrounding railroad operation make it necessary carefullv to
design the hauling unit if the different conditions are to
be met economically.
A locomotive usually operates over
to capacity, if necessary

The

a distance of not

more than 150

miles.

There are probably

April
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Many
2,000 such engine divisions tliroughout the country.
of these, of course, are similar in nature, hut each witli its
physical limitations and its traffic conditions must be jjivcn
careful study that the most economical mctluxl l)e followed
in gettinj; tlie trains over the road.
Water and fuel conditions affect the detail design of the

power

to he used.

Operating Efficiency
would be folly to place jx)werful locomotives on single
whose sidings would not permit the length of
a train tliat could be hauled by the locomotive.
It would
It

track lines

money

be a waste of

wheel engine of
mountains, simply
for the sake of standardization.
Considiraljle money has
been spent to strengthen tracks and bridges for the purpose
of using more powerful locomotives which have wheel loads
heavier than those contemplated by the government.
It
would be impractical for the sake of standardization not
to take advantage of these improvements by using the heavier
axle load locomotives which can be operated more economically.
There are many, many cases where locomotives of
special design, built to meet the special requirements of
division or road, have made possible a material decrease in
operating costs.
To upset such carefully laid plans by
requiring the use of a locomotive which must of necessity
be a compromise design, removes the incentive for further
study along these lines, and increases the o[)erating costs.
It has been said that many roads today are operating
locomotives of similar design, the only difference being in
the plain for the

to sacrifice the high

low wheel engine of

tlie

detail which was more or less a hobby of the
mechanical officer.
In such instances there is no
question but that the same design of locomotive could be
used on such roads, but there are many other instances
where the operating conditions are so different that to insist
upon the use of standard locomotives would l:)e to give the
operating men inadequate tools with which to do their work.

some minor

chief

Development
With the
be a

fixing of

feeling

that

it

in

Locomotive Design

any standards there cannot help but
is hopeless to further improve "our

merit and tiie courage to try it.
This has been necessary
in order that the device be properly developed.
Such prac-

should not he discontinued even tliough all the railroads are compelled to purchase none but standard locomotives.
If it is, the development work which has done so
much for locomotives during the past five years will be
greatly handicapped.
Further, after such experiments have
lici-n
made and proven practical, experiments should be
continued on a larger scale, such as by equipping new locomotives for perhaps one road with tlie device that it may
be still further developed.
To equip any large quantities
of locomotives, such as would undoubtedly be ordered if the
standard locomotives are to obtain, would be perhaps impractical on account of the extent to which the particular
device in question has been developed.
To this end, therefore, it is highly desirable to permit the roads for which
locomotives are to be purchased by the government to specify
the appliances to be used on those locomotives.
Naturally, if development is to continue along these lines
as it lias in the past, standardization should not be carried
beyond the basic locomotive design. While it is understood
that the plans and specifications are about to be submitted
by the government, it is not known just the extent to which
the standardization has been carried.
If the same policy is
to be followed as was followed in the development of the
designs for standard cars, there need be no fear for any
serious restrictions on this point.
If by standardization any
incentive is removed from either the railroad men or the
railway supply men, future development will suffer.
It is hard to believe that good designs of a set of locomotives which are so radically new, could be developed in
the time allotted to the designing committee by the Railread Administration. The proi)lem is such an all-important
one and bears such a vital relation to the future efficiencv
of our railroads that it is deserving of the most careful
attention and painstaking investigation.
According to report, as soon as the designs have been completed and
approved, large orders will be placed immediately.
If by
any chance a mistake has been made in any design, the
effect on the railroads would be that many times worse.
tices

The

quotations are used advisedly, for there is
nothing so close to the heart of a railroad mechanical man
as the locomotives he has under his jurisdiction.
He is
constantly seeking to further improve their efficiency and
capacity, and make them operate better and do more work.
This, of course, results in a number of idiosyncrasies and
whimsical things which find their way on locomotives
throughout the country, but be that as it may, the careful
study and interest that has been taken in the locomotive by
the men that operate it, has made it as efficient as it is
today.
By standardizing, the initiative for further improvements and betterments is removed from these men. It
is no longer "their" locomotive, but ".something somebody
has designed who does not know our conditions."
power.''

This psychological view of the situation is one that enters
into the problem of standard locomotives to a large extent.
There is hardly a railroad mechanical man who does not
It is
think his power is iietter than that of his neighbor.
this attraction in the railroad game that keeps the men on
the job at, in many cases, ridiculously low wages.
It is
these men who from their practical experience in handling
the locomotives, provide their roads with power whicli on
other roads would not make nearly as good showing.
The railway supply concerns have been a great factor in
developin? the locomotive to its present standing. This industry has devoted large sums of money to development
work and has among its organization the experts in their
respective lines.
The country cannot afford to standardize
locomotives to the extent that anv incentive for the.«e companies to still further improve their products be removed.
In most cases, a new device that is develojied is experimented
upon on locomotives of roads that had the conviction of its
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Locomotive Repairs

The

railroads have in the past standardized to a certain
extent the various details of their locomotives in order that
repairs may be easily made and that the amount of material

be carried in stock may be reduced to a minimum, .\lmost
every road has what is called standard practices, which are
described both by drawings and instructions in folio form,
in order that the standards of repairs will be the same in
all of the main shops and enginehouses. Their locomotives
to

Special fofils. dies,
are built to meet these detail standards.
patterns, templates, jigs, etc., have been developed to meet
the.«e standards so that repairs may i)e made at less cost.

With the introduction of standard locomotives, these
standard practices would have to be revised to a very large
New facilities for making repairs would have to
be created and the foremen and men in the shops would be
obliged to readjust themselves to many little detail changes
that would he found in the standard locomotives, all of which
would materially interfere with the output of the shops and
create a confusion that the countn- could ill afford to experience at this time. This matter is a tremendou.sly important
one and must be given very careful thought. Tlic railway
shops of today, taking the country over, are wholly inadequate for handling the repair work on the locomotives the
There is hardly a road in the eastern
roads now have.
territorv but that will own up to a deficiency in this reThe shop and terminal facilities for maintaining
spect.
locomotives have not kept pace with the improvements to
To overtax the.«e shops further by calling
the locomotives.
upon them to repair locomotives with which they are not
familiar and for which they have not the proper facilities
extent.
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will greatly
facilities.

increase the burden of the already overtaxed
excellent illustration of the difficulties that

An

found in the repairing of the standard locomotives
be found in any railway shop that is now called upon

will be

may

to repair locomotives for other roads.
The fact that an\- standard locomotive would be a foreign
locomotive to all roads makes the problem increasingly
Furthermore, as was pointed out above, in a large
serious.
number of cases heavier locomotives will be provided for

work which was done before with smaller power.
This again will increase the difficulties in making repairs.
With tlie introduction of any large number of heavy locomotives on the railways must come a material improvement in
Some roads have adopted larger power
the shop facilities.
certain

without increasing their

what

exactly

this

means

facilities

and are well able to
shop output and

in decreased
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and the second is a reduction in the cost of locomotives.
The answer to the first question may be found in the section
discussing the production.
The answer to the second question is found in the section discussing the first cost.
The
condition in the locomotive market today is such that the
very consideration of standard locomotives is in danger of
decreasing the output of the builders for the year.
In the
matter of first cost it is shown that money will be wasted,
because the locomotives will be provided that are heavier
than necessary and, therefore, more expensive.
Added to
this, the increased cost of operation of the locomotives and
the increased cost that must arise from their repair

would

make
at

it appear that the introduction of standard locomotives
any time would result in a net loss rather than a saving.

testify

Conclusions

ineffi-

maintained power. While, of course, the repairs to the
standard locomotives do not loom up as being a vital question in the immediate future, it must be remembered that
it is a question which will have to be met about a year hence.
The lack of repair facilities during the past winter was
responsible to some extent for the deficiency in motive power.
With a design of locomotive which is new to all of the roads
demanding repairs a year from now, which perhaps might
be a more critical period than the present, it behooves every
one who has to do with the establishing of the standard
locomotives, to give this matter the most careful thought.
Regardless of the arguments against the standardization
of locomotives as an abstract proposition, and assuming for
the moment that there are certain substantial benefits to be
obtained by standardizing locomotives which make it expedient at least to build from 4,000 to 5,000 of them, should
we undertake such a gigantic experiment at this time when
There can be only two logical
the countr>' is at war?
reasons for building standard locomotives as a war measure.
The first is an increase in the production of new locomotives,
ciently

Signal

Vol.

would be far from constructive if this article should
close without offering some suggestions as to what can be
done to do what the government is evidently trying to do
by the inauguration of standard locomotives, namely, improving the motive power situation the country over. The
motive power situation of the railroads of this country C£in
be improved; (1), by properly maintaining the locomotives
that are in service at the present time and bringing them
up to serviceable condition; (2), by increasing their capacity
by the addition of devices, which have been found to increase
the service and give more power to the locomotives; (3),
by improving engine terminals in order that locomotives
may be turned more promptly than they are now; (4), by
properly loading locomotives to their full capacity; (5), by
properly despatching locomotives over the road; (6), by
It

giving the railroads locomotives best suited to their conditions and which may be easily repaired by them; (7), by
giving priority orders so that the builders may obtain material for new locomotives; and (8), by placing orders for
locomotives immediateh'.

Department Encounters

New

Problems

Shortage of Labor and Delayed Deliveries of Materials Hinder

Work.

Outlook Good for

This
the signal field is quiet.
a result of the uncertainty regarding railway affairs, although this uncertainty is disappeardepartment oring rapidly and the outlook for the signal
As the director
ganizations and work is decidedly bright.
general expects to spend from one to two billion dollars on
signal
the railroads this year, it is to be expected that the
departments of the country will come in for their share of

AT THE

PRESENT TIME

condition

is

The location, class and kind of work will
depend upon the necessity for the protection and development of facilities to meet the country's present and expected
Another consideration that
needs under war conditions.
will also govern will be the needs of the lines under unified

this expenditure.

operation rather than their needs as individual carriers.
The greatest opportunity in the history of American railways is presented to the signal engineers of the country today to demonstrate the value of signals in the movement of
The future progress in the sigthe heavy war-time traffic.
nal field very largely depends on the manner in which the

Much New Work

months has been mainly that which had been
January 1. Very little new work has been
General order No.
contracted for or authorized this year.
12, issued by the director general, will be the guide in determining the kind of signal as well as other work which
should be installed. The work which should be undertaken
first is that in connection with unsignaled lines which have
reached their maximum track capacity and over which it is
necessary to move still more traffic. The importance of the
the last three

started prior to

installation of interlocking plants should also not be over-

looked, as material savings may be effected at a large number of busy points by the elimination of stops by heavy
trains, facilitating train movement and preventing consid-

erable wear and tear on rolling stock.
Possibilities for economy in the handling of traffic should
be considered very thoroughly and where it is found that

short a length of time, with less expense and with less labor,
which will increase the traffic capacity of existing tracks to

an installation of signals will better conditions materially,
even though the track capacity has not been reached, it is
While work
important that such installations be made.
which has been under way for some time has been hampered
by the delay in receipt of materials, this is a problem which
can and no doubt will be remedied by the priorities board.
Construction work can also be greatly facilitated by the
ordering of material, where practicable, a year or two in

an equal extent.

advance.

It is logical
present situation is handled by signal officers.
to assume that an optimistic view is warranted when it is
considered that no other class of work can be installed in as

The

construction

work

that has been carried on during

Some

of the

work now under way, nearing completion,
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While it is not comor contemplaicd, is referred to below.
plete for the country, it is indicative of the class and character of work wiiich will undoubtedly be undertaken in connection with new programs.

riie

Alabama

c'r

Vicbsbtir);

if.

just

completing automatic

& Santa

Atchison, Topfka

Fe

is

to install

mechanical

interlockings at Atchison, Kan., orders for which were recently noticed.

The
the

Atlantic Coast

construction

of

a

Line has authority outstanding for
mechanical interlocking plant near

Marion, S. C, with six levers of tlie cabin door lock type;
one at the Roanoke river draw with a five lever mechanical machine, and one at Orient, Fla., with a nine lever
mechanical machine of the cabin door lock type.
Maine has completed one interlocking plant
The Boston
during the past three months. Plans are ready for the early

&

installation of a

number

of other interlockings,

and also some

semi-automatic signals at entrances to yards; also several
"automatic flagmen" for highway crossings; but the difficulties of the manufacturers in securing raw material and the
impossibility of agreeing on price? except where the contracts can be closed at once, have greatly enhanced costs,
delays and other difficulties.

The Boston F.lrvated, in connection with its extension
northward to Everett, Mass., 3 miles, is installing 14 automatic block signals and is making extensive changes and
additions

to

its

interlocking

at

Sullivan

square,

Boston,

where the new extension leaves the existing line. Light signals are used throughout this improvement.
Pittsburgh work has proOn the Buffalo, Rochester
gressed on interlockings at C. & !M. Junction, Pa., and at
Brockwayville. Pa., since January 1, and on the installation of signals on the second track between Marion Center,
This work will all be completed in the
Pa., and Home.

&

near future.

&

During the past three months the Baltimore
Ohio has
completed two temporary interlocking plants at Annapolis
Junction. Md.. which were needed in connection with the
and from Camp Meade; a 48-lever
end of the Magnolia cutoff; the
changing of the signals on a single track line to double

movement of
interlocking

traffic

at

to

the west

track for about 23 miles in Indiana, including interlocking

passing track at Bremen and automatic signals between
Hamilton. Ohio, and Toledo, on the Toledo division, sufficient to provide continuous automatic block signal operation from Cincinnati to South Lima, 130 miles, with the
exception of one short section in Dayton.
At Bremen, Ind.,
take-siding indicators and leave-siding indicators have been
provided, both of which are controlled from LaPaz Junction.
Every effort is being made to complete extensive additions to the automatic signals between Cumberland, Md.,
and Connellsville, Pa., between Willard, Ohio, and Greenwich, and between Willard and Attica; Imt the progress of
this work has been hampered by the scarcity of labor and
by slow delivery of material.
On the Chicago. Burlington &• Qtiincy 47 miles of double
track automatic signals between Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, and
at a

Ottumwa, which have been under construction for some
are now approximately 90 per cent completed.
A
number of interlocking plants on this road are also being
repaired or rebuilt and are about readv to go into service

time,

again.

The Erie has completed automatic block signals on 35
Lomax. Ind., to Griffith
is also hoped to start work

miles of double track line from
during the past three months. It

is

installing automatic block signals

Maine, about 30 miles, single
of materials and shortage of labor have

its

vented

block signals on 11 miles of roacl, with the expectation of
putting them in service within 60 days.
The management
proposes to install automatic signals on 11 miles additional,
but has taken no action thus far except to recommend this
improvement to the director general.

The

The Grand Trunk
on
cost

Work Now Under Way

847

during the present niontli on an extensive interlocking plant
at Salamanca, N. Y., and at three other large plants.
line in

High

track.
tlius

far pre-

completion of further plans.
The Great Northern, as noted in the Railway Age of February S, is to install automatic bltxk signals on its line in
Montana, 31 miles, and in Minnesota, 11 miles.
The Illinois Central has been building automatic signals
on 198 miles of single track and 12 miles of double track
tiie

wiiich

will he put in service about July 1.
.\n electric
interlocking plant at a junction with the Michigan Central
Pullman Junction, Chicago, will be ready for service
about April 20, while an interlocking plant at Baton Rouge,
La., will be completed about the middle of the summer.
at

The Jacksonville Terminal Company, Jacksonville, Fla.,
has ordered material for two interlockings, tower 1, and
tower 2, at its new terminal.
Tlie Lehigh

Valley has ordered a 38-lever interlocking

for Easton, Pa.

The
to

its

Louisville
electric

& Nashville

is

making extensive additions
at Louisville, Ky., and

interlocking plants

.•\mqui, Tenn.
The Missouri, Kansas
Texas has ordered materials for
an interlocking plant, 12 levers, at Clinton, Mo.
The Nevj York Municipal Railways has substantially completed all of the signaling in the Broadway subway, Manhattan, and across the Manhattan bridge between 42nd street
and the Brooklyn end of the bridge.
The New York, New Haven
Hartford has under construction about 80 miles of automatic block signalling, of
which a small part is four-track line and the rest two-track;
and in addition has prepared plans for about 72 miles additional; but in the present situation as to scarcity of help and
delays in delivery of raw and manufactured material, no
definite calculations can be made as to when this work can

&

&

be completed.

The additional lines
made in January

included in

tlie budget
from Boston
Switch, near Providence, R. I., to Readville, Mass.; from
Devon, Conn., northward to Waterbury Conn.; and from
Hopewell, N. Y., to West Pawling, N. Y.
The extensive
improvements in existing interlocking plants, reported in
January, are still under construction, rather slow progress
being made.
In connection with passing sidings on the main line between New Haven, Conn., and Boston, Mass., 157 miles,
operated by the controlled manual block system, about 25

since

the

report

are those

outlying switches are to be provided with low-voltage switch
movements, and operated and controlled from towers, usually
about one mile from the switches. These switches will be
provided with home signals.
Tlie Norfolk
Western has completed the installation
of automatic signals between East Radford, Va., and Atkins, a distance of about 58 miles, during the first quarter
of 1918.
It is expected that automatic signals will also be

&

•'
completed between Atkins and Bristol dur:'few
months. The following work was also aut'
'17:
installation of automatic signals between
W.
Va., and Fort Gay for tlie purpose of shortening tlie present blocks from two miles to one mile in length; installation of automatic signals in connection with the extension
of the electrification from East Vivian, W. Va., to Farm
and Wilcox; installation of double track in North yard,
approximately 4 miles. Additions to the interlocking plant
at Glen Jean, Ohio, to take care of the C. & O. N. connection.
St. Louis is engaged on
The Nashville, Chattanooga
•

-

'

,

&

the construction of the large electro-pneumatic interlocking
plants at Nashville, noticed in our Annual Review Number

of January 4, but material is being received so slowly that
only a small gang of workmen can be kept busy.
The Pennsylvania has been able to complete some of the
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work

started

in

1917

and

in

1916,

notwithstanding the

This includes the Woodlands Tower interlocking on the Philadelphia Terminal division and an 8-lever mechanical plant at Phelps Junction, N. Y., on the Elraira division.
Automatic signals of
the position-light type are now in service between Rahway
and South Elizabeth, Sunbury and Selinsgrove Junction,
Schuylkill River bridge and North Philadelphia. The Chestnut Hill branch installation is coincident with the extension
of the electric train service on that portion of the system
and carries with it the building of a new electro-mechanical style P-4 U. S. & S. Co. interlocking at Chestnut
Hill.
This plant will have eight electric and four mechangenerally slow receipt of material.

Thirty miles of position-light automatic signals
& N. are about ready to go into service.
In addition to the above work, a number of changes have
been made in existing installations and plants.
The Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh will install a
mechanical interlocking, 35 levers, at Boone, Ind.
On the Philadelphia
Reading construction will soon
start on an A. C. signal installation between Delaware river
An extension of the present sigbridge and Hillman, Pa.
nal system to Bound Brook Junction, N. J., an addition of
Con12.6 miles of four track road is also contemplated.
struction will soon be started on five new interlocking plants,
while changes or additions will be made to the present
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ing restricted to a certain extent by the officers on their
In general, plans are being made to carry on the
maintenance work as it has been handled heretofore.
roads.

The worst
months was

condition encountered during the past three
in connection with the operation of interlock-

The main

trouble experienced was in keeping
snow and ice and open for operation.
This condition was brought about by the lack of labor more
than any other one contributing cause, although even with
this shortage of labor the signal departments generally were
able to keep interlocking open ahead of any necessan.- traffic
moves that were to be made over them. Some of the roads
utilized their construction forces on interlocking plants dur-

ing plants.

the plants cleared of

ical levers.

ing this

on the N. Y. P.

arrive to continue

&

plants at five other points.

The

Louis-San Francisco has ordered a mechanical inworking levers, to be installed at Durant, Okla.
{C. N. O.
T. P.) has ordered,
as noticed in the Railway Age February 8, automatic block
signals for its lines in Kentucky and Tennessee, 46 miles, to
St.

terlocking, 35

&

The Southern Railway

take the place of automatic signals of earlier types.

&

Annapolis is to install autoThe Washington, Baltimore
matic block signals on 14 miles of its (electric) line, doubletrack, to

accommodate the increased
Camp Meade.

traffic

due to the estab-

lishment of

period,

while waiting

tliree

months the railroads of the United

have passed through one of the worst wirters in
their history, marked by extreme cold weather over the
greater part of the country and by very heavy snowfalls
In spite of the combination of
through the middle west.
the extreme weather and the heavy transportation requirements the signal property at the close of winter was
normal in practically all cases. This condition is the result primarily of the fact that maintenance work is taken
care of during the summer and the late fall in order to get
all signal apparatus in shape so that the least amount of work
The needs for
will be recjuired during the winter months.
the present year are with verj- few exceptions practically
the same as have confronted the railroads in previous years
at this time and no extraordinary measures should be necesThe mainsar}' to maintain the signals in proper condition.
tenance programs on a large number of the roads are practically up to schedule owing to the fact that safety in signal
operation depends primarily upon such care, and this work
can not be deferred.
The extent of the maintenance work to be undertaken
during the present year necessarily depends upon the attitude which the government will take toward such work, this
attitude no doubt conforming to such recommendations as
may be made through the regional directors to the director
States

general.

Some roads

are

making

requests for their regular

maintenance appropriations and are outlining their work
accordingly until such time as definite information may be
obtained as to whether the appropriations will be authorized.
Other signal department organizations, w'hile submitting
their regular maintenance programs for the coming year and
asking for appropriations to cover, find that these are be-

necessary materials to

Material Situation

While the material

situation confronting the signal departments of the country looks bad, the prospects are bright
for an early solution of this trouble.
On a number of roads
new work has been sufiering for a lack of material, and
maintenance work has also been interfered with to a certain
extent.
Some roads have had material ordered for over a
year which they have not yet received.
Other roads report
no great difficulty with delayed material as they have anticipated their wants as much as a year and a half or two
years ahead and as a consequence have been able to keep
the work moving.
The troubles encountered in securing
material are due primarily to three conditions, the difficulty
the manufacturers are encountering in obtaining raw materials, the labor situation and the effect of priority orders.
While the situation at present is bad, the future may be
considered as bright since the government can arrange for
manufacturers to obtain the raw materials necessary, and
the priority orders can be used to the advantage instead of
to the detriment of this class of work.

Labor Situation

General Maintenance Conditions
During the past

for

work which was under way.

The

signal department,

in

hard

hit

of railway service,

is

common with other branches
by the shortage of experienced

For the class and nature of work the labor turnover is
Maintenance work is beginning to suffer
on many roads. The new men coming into the service often
regard the work as temporary until something better ofifers.
men.

entirely too great.

It is impossible to get such men enthusiastic over their work
and unless they are enthusiastic and interested, the work
suffers.
It has been found necessary in some cases to lengthen the territories of the maintainers in order to put an

experienced man over each section, giving him inexperienced men as helpers and lampmen.
It has been found
necessary on some roads to conduct an educational campaign

among

the new men entering employment, this taking the
form of lessons and practical questions which may be considered as part of their regular work.

Federal Valuation
During the past three months the work carried on by the
government in the valuation of signals and interlocking has
been mostly in the southern part of the country where the
average mileage of line inventoried per month is greater
than that covered in the north. This is because signaling
on the southern lines is not as heavy as that on the trunk
lines in the central west and the east.
The railroads are now

men in the valuation department
handicapped accordingly. Unless it is intended to place final figures of value on the railways on
which inventories have been made, many railway men consider it advisable under present conditions to postpone such
work, employing the men engaged on valuation in other
capacities more essential to the winning of the war.
confronted with a lack of

and the work

is

Sir Urn.

Muckra:
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Winter

of Unparalleled Severity;
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War Boar J

for

Canadian Roads

Shortage of Equipment;

Unprecedented Business
By
Comptroller of

TkAtnc-

AT ALL TIMES being the

Statistics,

J.

L. Payne

Department of Railways and Canals, Ottawa, Canada.

reflection of

They are inseparable from our northern climate. But
we have never had such prolonged periods of low temperature.
It was peculiarly difficult to maintain a free movement of
trains under such circumstances.
Even though the overworked boiler was willing to keep up an adequate supply
of steam against an abnormal condensing pressure from

commerce,

past.

surprising that the railways of Canada
throughout the year 1917. and down to the end of
March, enjoyed uninterrupted, though qualified, prosperity.
Their gross earnings for the past 15 months have been
unprecedented as to volume, which is another way of saying
it

that
scale.

is

not

freight tonnage has been

The

official

would be unsafe

statistics

moved on a

steadily

rising

are not yet available, and

to speculate in terms of dollars as to

it

what

has been won by way of net operating revenue; but it is unnecessar)- to have definite figures in hand in order to forecast a decline in the final credit lialance.
Railways have
no occult nor other means of working miracles, and therefore, wliile business has been exceedingly active, profits
have been undoubtedly reduced by conditions.
There was
no escape from the stern forces which have operated to
make the movement of traffic unusually difficult and costly.
The winter of 1917-18 was unparalleled in severity, from
the railway .standpoint.
We have had cold dips in the

J.

H. H

without, the human factor at all times has its limitations.
Men could not do their full part in such a struggle against
paralyzing cold. The fall of snow has also been above the
average, but not seriously beyond it.
Drifting gave more
trouble than mere depth of snow.
Long spells of intense
cold, however, created the most serious olistacle to comfortable and satisfactor>' operating conditions.
Nature was
in a hostile mood, and made the railways pay her price.

Shortage of Equipment
Trying as was the

cold, deep as were the drifts, chilled as
were the men who carried on the freight, there was another
adverse force acainst which couraye. i-ndurancc and skill

Mr Ceorcc Bury

ahl,

Members

of Administration

r. E. Cilirn

Committee

of the
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were unavailing.
There were not enough locomotives and
Dominion to meet the demands upon the railways. In mathematics three will not go twice into five. In
the railway realm an equally inexorable law prevails. It was
impossible to make three cars serve where four were imperatively needed; and that about sums up the situation
during the past 15 months.
In 1914 the railways of
Canada made a very substantial addition to equipment, following the prosperous year 1913. Then came the most severe
pinch of adversity within two decades, without any reference
whatever to the war. It all happened before the mad dog
of Europe broke loose.
The year 1915 brought the reverse
pretty well up to the magnitude of a di-sas^ter.
The war did
that; and, of course, it would have been madness under such
circumstances to add to rolling stock.
In 1916 gross earnings went over the top, and in 1917 created an entirely new
and conspicuous peak.
More earnings meant more tons,
more train miles, more ever3rthing.
They sent out their
own S. O. S. for more motive power and for more cars:
but the most insistent call for help could not be answered in 1917. The war glutton was gobbling everything in
cars in the

The equipment

situation at this time of writing presents
the following equation: With nearly 30 per cent more tonto be moved there are actually fewer locomotives and
The answer should be, "It
with which to move it.
cannot be done." Nevertheless it is being done; but it is
being done under conditions which give a pungent meaning
to the term "qualified prosperity" with which the cursory
review opens. It is being done under a terrific and perilous
Embargoes were
strain on every department of operation.
The repair
almost constant throughout the long winter.
shops were despair shops; for the problem of keeping enough
wheels on the tracks seemed at all times beyond human
The situation, however, gave vital meaning to
capacity.
"You never know what you can do
the familiar saying:
Efficient co-ordination of all
until you've got to do it."
departments accomplished what would have been impossible
on the part of any single department. All the courage of
the countn- had not gone overseas, and there ought to be a
barrel of military crosses somewhere for the men who
helped out by increasing the trainload and carload, as well
as for the other fellows who did wonderful things in the
shops, in the car distribution offices and in every branch
The railways certainly did their bit, and
of the service.
what they did bore its relationship to the war in only minor
degree to what was being done in Flanders and France.

nage
•cars

No

frontier

son that the position of practically every other road was
undeniably in the nature of distress. The Canadian Pacific
stood out alone as an abundantly prosperous system, and
there was a positive feeling against giving it higher rates.
Yet the dissidents were impotent against the obvious question from the commission: "How can we help the struggling
roads without at the same time increasing the earnings of the
Canadian Pacific?" To meet that question there was put up
to the conmiissioners a greater variety of impracticable sug-

gestions than

Whether

or not the extreme pressure will relax is a matDuring the past
of sheer conjecture at this moment.
three months the weekly traffic returns do not show tlie
1917 bulge; but they are nevertheless in advance of the

The coal situation and the priority
corresponding period.
claims of war shipments have eased up; but both suggest
abundant cause for anxiety in the outlook. E.xperience is
a stern teacher, and the railways quite naturally feel compelled to make large plans for the possible demands of next
winter, plus the prospect of a larger movement of food for
export.
At this juncture commerce, which creates traffic,
is exceedingly active and gives no indication of a let up.
either a prolongation of the war or the
altogether,
Taken
coming of peace will keep the railway offices occupied with
brain-racking problems. Happily, there are big men on the
job.

Within the past month

effect

has been given by the Rail-

to the appeal of the railways for higher

While the advance is nominally 15
transportation rates.
per cent in freight and passenger tolls, the former are
subject to qualifications which bring the increase down to
For example, wheat in the West
practically 12J4 per cent.

is

usual in a railway rates case.

As

a matter

no sound answer was possible. Some way had to
be found of satisfying public feeling while permitting all
of fact,

lines to share in the increase of rates.

Special Taxes for Canadian Pacific

was found in imposing special taxes on the
Canadian Pacific in the following measure: One-half of
its net earnings from railway operation in excess of 7 per
cent on its common stock, after paying fixed charges, appropriation for pension fund and dividends on preferred stock;
and income tax on the company's special income, inclusive of all its income except earnings from railway operations, under the Income War Tax Act.
It is also provided
that the total amount to be paid by the company each year
wa}- out

shall not be less than

(1)

its

net earnings

in

such year

from railway operations, and from special income, in excess of 10 per cent of its common stock, after paying fixed
charges, appropriations for pensions and dividends on preferred stock, up to $7,000,000, or (2) the amount by which
its net earnings from railway operations exceed the net earnings from railway operations for the fiscal year ended
December 31, 1917, due to the increase in freight and
passenger rates, just allowed.
This action must be accepted as indicating the situation
which has been created by the exigencies of war. Those
who are gifted with a spirit of divination may see a great
deal more in it than that. To say the least, we are all living
in grave times.

Getting Practical Results
Turning

Canadian Railway AssoDefence, it may be said that a vast
amount of useful, necessary and effective work has been
done.
This is not essentially a body created by government
and operating under government control.
It is rather a
voluntary association, organized by the railways and having powers from within itself; yet it has the direct approval
and co-operation of government, and lacks little which
wholly official control could give.
In some respects it is
Under
able to do what government could not very well do.
its comprehensive name are grouped a Special Committee
on War and National Defence, an Administrative Committee, a Commission on Car Service, a Committee on Passenger Transportation, a Committee on Tariffs and Statistics
and a Committee on Materials and Supplies. As the work
of the Association is of considerable interest to American
railways a summary may be given of what has been accomplished during the recent months:
1
Great assistance has been given to shippers in the
handling of freight traffic during a season of such unprecedented severity as to cause persistent hindrances.
ciation

Relief in Sight

ter

way Conmiission

pay but 10 per cent more, while coal between the Niagara
and Toronto will pay about 27 per cent more. This
long-deferred concession was given in the face of determined opposition, chiefly from the West, and that opposition had really a single aspect.
It was directed almost
wholly against the Canadian Pacific; for the sufficient reawill

The

sight.
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to the activities of the

for National

2.
The construction of freight cars in Canada was imperiled because of the inability of manufacturers to obtain
materials from the southern states on account of embargoes.

Arrangements were made with the regional directors of the

April

S,
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United States Railroad Administration whereby the acceptance of such consignments was bnaijjht about.
The diversion of freiglit has given great relief to con3.
gested lines, facilitated the movement of foodstuffs to the
seaboard and saved much delay to vessels.
The handling
of troops was improved by the same process.
4.
The net balance against Canada on freight car exchange with the United States has been decreased from
22.219 on December 15 last to 16,058.
The average load per car has been bettered. As com5.
pared with January of last year the carload to St. John,
New Brunswick, was this year raised from 26.4 to 32.3
tons.
The saving was equal to 1,313 cars, 7,300 tons of
coal, and a month's time of eleven locomotives.

Snappy Bulletin
what this association has done, it is now
thing to see a Canadian Pacific locomotive on
other line.
The bulletin which
is periodically sent out contains a good deal of snappy and
appealing matter, as the following excerpts will show:
"The average freight car, carrying your goods, Mr. Canadian shipper, goes only half-filled this is a fact, government statistics show that Canadian cars are loaded to
an average of only 46 per cent of their weight-carrying
capacity.
You may perhaps be loading a little better than
that average.
You may think it is 'nobody's funeral but
your own,' since you pay the railways the legal rate and
should be allowed to waste space if you like.
But the fact
is that all Canada is vitally concerned with your treatment
of the freight car."
".Attention of the shipping public is directed to changes
ordered by the War Board in methods of loading 1. c. 1.
The custom which prevailed
(less than carload lot) freight.
until recentlv was to load a car for, say, 'Xboro and

As

a

a result of

common

the

Grand Trunk or any

—

Severe Winter
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points east.'
This car might contain freight even for St.
B
at the far end of that line.
The shed was 'pulled'
probably ever)' day.
The car for Xboro 'and points east'
reached Xboro, we will say, in 24 hours.
It was placed at
the freight shed.
The goods for Xljoro were unloaded and
car forwarded in possibly 24 hours after its arrival.
The
car proceeded then to Yville Junction.
Here it lost another
24 hours in switching and unloading.
This process was
repeated at perhaps another point between Yville Jet. and
.

St.

B

The car reached
The cargo for St. B
.

St.

B

in five

days instead

meantime had been
subjected to the usual strain of over-much shunting and
switching.
The car had lost three days' working time.
"The new method was put in force in December. The
of two.

in the

sheds may not be 'pulled' as often.
The cars are now
held long enough to obtain a full cargo for some definite
point.
Each car then prfxreeds to its destination, is unloaded at one time, and is released within 24 hours of its
arrival!
The time it lost waiting for a full load at the
point of shipment is much less than it previously would
have occupied in being switched to the freight sheds at several terminals.
This economizes the time of the car, saves
time for the 1. c. 1. shipper, and reduces the wear and tear
on his shipment.
"In November, before the new system was put into general effect, 34,829 cars of 1. c. 1. freight were loaded at points
loading five cars and upwards of such freight per day. The
average weight of the contents of a car was then 11,442

The change in methods brought into effect in December increased the average load per car to 12,407 lb.
A gain of 965 lb. per car. There were in this month,
11).

29,647 cars loaded at points, such as the above.

Had

the

same average per car obtained in December as in November, 32,149 cars would have been required. Therefore 2,502
cars were saved by the better handling of the cars."

Hampers Railway Operation

Unprecedented Season of Storms Complicates Transportation

Under Government Control
GOVERXMEXT had

'~|~'HE

Scarcely

assumed control of the

a succession of record breaking snow
storms and a protracted period of extreme cold created
unprecedented operating difficulties in the larger part of the
I

railroads

when

Most of this extreme weather was experienced in
which was a most unusual month in many ways.
Statistics recorded at Chicago show that 40.9 in. of snow,
or four more inches than falls in an average winter, fell in

countrj'.

Januar)',

that cit\' in January, 1918.
The mean temperature for the
nnonth was 13.3 deg. F., as compared with an average of all
records in January of 23.7 deg.
Only once during the
month did the thermometer rise above freezing. The "snow
map" of the country on the first of February showed that
only a little strip of the lower .Atlantic coast, Florida, the
shores of the Gulf of Mexico, and a thin strip west of the
'

Cascade mountains on the Pacific coast were free from snow.
Miami, Fla., had snow for the first time on record and
Houston, Tex., for the first time in 23 years; in New Orleans. La., the thermometer fell as low as 16 deg.

A
The

first

Succession of Severe Storms

severe storm swept over the Central

West and

passed on east, beginning on the evening of January 5.
This storm was accompanied by a snowfall of 15 in. and
by a gale which at times registered a velocitv of 55 miles an

hour.
I he storm was confined to a zone within about 100
miles of Chicago and paralyzed transportation in that territorj- for from 24 to 48 hours.
The railroads had hardly
cleared the rails and yards of snow when a second storm
passed through the same section of tlie country and swept
on through the eastern states. It started on Friday evening,
Januar}' 11, and while not accompanied by as heavy a snow
fall
the maximum being eight inches and in many localities not exceeding three inches
it was of longer duration
driven
and
by a gale as severe, if not worse, than that which
accompanied the first storm. This second blizzard practically stopped the wheels of the railroads in the territor)'
affected, on the 12th and 13th, but passenger service began
to be resumed on something approaching normal schedules
on January 14. The first break in Chicago's isolation from
the East came when the Twentieth Century on the New
York Central arrived at 10 a. m. January 13, a little over
The New York-Chicago Limited of the
24 hours late.
Baltimore & Ohio, due at 9 a. m. on the 13th. arrived at
1:30 p. m. on the 14th. The Manhattan Limited and the
Mercantile Express on the Pennsylvania, due in Chicago
on the afternoon of the 12th, did not reach their destination

—

until

—

Januan.- 14.

The two remaining storms were more
than in the West,

severe in the East
.\lthoueh a blizzard -which threatened to
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rival

those

earlier

on January 26,

it

day and had no

in the month struck the Central West
practically disappeared on the following
ill
effects on transportation other than

delaying the arrival of trains in Chicago from one to six
hours and causing the annulment of a number of trains
scheduled to leave that city. Farther east the storm proved
The new snowfall and low
far more serious in its results.
temperature neutralized all the gains made by the operating

Throughout
departments following the previous storms.
eastern territory freight traffic was generally suspended and
The Pennsylvania
passenger trains were many hours late.
Railroad on the 28th found itself in the most difficult posiPassenger trains were stalled all along
tion in many years.
the line between Philadelphia, Pa., and Pittsburgh, and
even at Broad street station, Philadelphia, train movements
were seriously hampered liy a shortage of men to keep the
switches in working order.

In Kentucky and throughout a large area tributary' to the
river floods and floating ice did extensive damage at
In eastern Kentucky a number of railroad bridges
this time.
were carried away. On the Pocahontas division of the Norfolk & Western traffic was suspended because of washouts.

Ohio

Considerable sections of other roads in that territory were
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The problem of removing snow and ice was one of large
in Chicago, the countr}''s largest railroad center.
Aside from the men recruited from their own forces or loaned
to them by industries, the roads had to secure additional
forces from regular employment agencies, free labor agencies,
To encourage
or direct from the streets and lodging houses.
men to offer their services for this work, arrangements were
made to pay them daily, a measure which seriously comOn account of the
plicated time-keeping and accounting.
severity of the weather and the arduousness of the work it
was necessary to feed the men one or more meals a day and
Some
to supply them with hot coffee at frequent intervals.
lines were able to billet their men at nearby restaurants or
boarding houses, while others ran special trains with sandwiches and coffee to the men at intervals.
The supervision of the snow removal work in the Chicago terminals constituted an administrative problem of no
mean proportions. In this connection the Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal improvised a most interesting organization.
Men experienced in fighting snow were placed in
charge of various sections of the terminals and were made
scope

responsible

for the progress

tracks to operation.

An

of the

work

of restoring the

bureau was established
engineer where telephone connec-

intelligence

also closed to traffic for similar reasons.

in the office of the district

storm of the winter started on FebruFreight traffic had
ary 3 and continued until February 6.
to be suspended on the New York Central main line west
of Albany and the difficulties on the other trunk lines were
almost as severe.
On the morning of February S, A. H.
Smith, regional director of eastern railroads, reported that
the weather was seriously impeding operations all the way
from Albany, N. Y., to Elkhart, Ind. (101 miles east of
Data gathered at his office on the same day
Chicago).
indicated a reduction of freight tonnage, because of severe
weather conditions, of from 20 to SO per cent throughout the
The Lake Shore Limited of the
entire eastern district.

tions were available to all parts of the terminals.

The

last serious

was due to arrive in New York
was stalled in a drift for 24 hours. Throughout New England high winds frustrated all attempts to keep
tracks open, and practically all freight trains that started
The snow was so hard and
out were held up in snow.
packed so solid that a number of serious derailments of
plows, locomotives and cars further impeded operations.
In northwestern New York six to eight inches of new snow
had fallen by February 6, with the result that no freight
In the coal regions of Penntrains operated in that section.

New York

Central, which

on February

4,

sylvania cuts were blocked with drifts 16 to 20

Emergency Measures

Remove

to

ft.

the

deep.

Snow

The heavy

snowfalls and high winds and the almost inmade the clearing of tracks and
Railroads throughout the
yards a most difficult problem.
territory most seriously affected withdrew large numbers of
their employees from their regular work for ".shovel" servIn some instances the shutice when occasion demanded.
ting down of industrial plants on account of the snow blockade made large forces of men available for work on the
railroads.
Some of these industries voluntarily loaned men
to the carriers for snow work.
cessant cold between storms

In Chicago the railways recruited a large share of their

men from freight handlers, office clerks and draftsmen,
many of whom could not be employed at their regular work
on account of the suspension of

traffic.

classes of employees were used.

The Pennsylvania

which had unusual

In the East similar
Railroad,

overcome in the Allegheny
mountains, drafted large numbers of .shop employees for
snow shoveling. Between December 20 and January 21, the
men of the AJtoona (Pa.) shops spent 9,225 ten-hour days
in snow-shoveling and switch-clearing.
On the Bellwood
division, a shop force of only 259 spent 11,000 hours in
shoveling snow during the same period.
difficulties to

To

facili-

work all the telephones in this office were assembled on a single table where a staff of men received and
answered calls while the information given and received was
recorded on an improvised chart. By this method the needs
tate this

of the

men engaged

in

removing the snow were taken care

of expeditiously.

Most of the snow was handled by shovels, although snow
plows were used on the main tracks and locomotive cranes
with clam-shell buckets were employed to a limited extent
for excavating snow and for unloading snow from cars.
By no means all the difficulties arising during the winter
were snow troubles.
The freezing of coal in cars and of
the lubrication in the journal boxes, frozen switches and
frozen ash pans, the wear and tear on locomotives and cars
because of the unyielding character of the frozen roadbed,
the freezing of air hose, hot boxes due to the stripping off
of journal boxes by snow and ice. broken rails, frozen
signals and signal wires, the failure of interlocking plants

—

all these were factors contributing to the trials of the
roads during the protracted period of severe weather.
In spite of the unprecedented difficulties developed dur-

ing the winter, the loyal

and indefatigable efforts of railand employees kept traffic moving as much as
and enabled the government to suspend its coalless
holidays several weeks before it was at first thought feasible.
The government could not have taken over the railroads
at any better time to learn at first hand the difficulties of
road

officers

possible

operation confronting the roads during the periods of extreme weather.
Director General McAdoo, however, took
a philosophic view of the situation and labored as determinedly as the operating executives under him to meet the
difficulties as they arose.
Preliminary reports from 172 of
the 196 large roads in the countr}' show a deficit in railway
operating income for January of $2,227,000 as compared
with earnings in January of last year.
To the discerning
observer, these figures neither prove the superiority of government operation or private ownership, but simply indicate that the railroads passed through a most unprecedented
winter, one which would slow up the wheels of transportation

under any form of operation.

ScR.\p Iron Export has been prohibited entirely by the
Canadian Government with a view to conserving in Canada
the limited supplies of iron and steel raw material easily
convertible for manufacturing purposes.
The United States
prohibited export of scrap iron some time ago.

Railroads Need Large Quantities of Material
Exercise

of

Priority

Orders

Should

Maintenance Supplies
IS xiAiNiAiNi-.o iiv

II and

sttrl

so.Mt thai

ilu

innuis in t\u< naintry

and

existing sliops

|ir(KJuctiiin of

txniils

tlic

is

and spikes,
and a number of item.- of scrap sold by
All of the prices established are materially lower
than those in effect some months previous.
The President
has just aitjiroved the recommendations of the price fixing
railroads.

no occasion

an increase in the i)r(xluction of tlie completed articles
because the railroads are now taxed to the utmost in transporting the present output.
Such a broad statement is, of

committee lor a reduction of ?I
iron

and may be seriously cjuestioned

it

l>e

probably represents as nearly an accurate statement as can
hazarded on any nuestion subject to such serious compliIf

we

pig

Rails

The

history of rail purchases by the railroads during the
last four years is of unusual interest.
Following the lean
year of 1914 when rail orders amounted to only aljout

The procuring and distribution of rails to the various carnow definitely in the hands of the director-general.
The purchasing section of the Division of Finances and Purriers is

1,000,000 tons, the revival of business late in 191 S' caused
orders to increase to about 2,200,000. During 1916 the
business of the steel industry grew so rapidly from month to
month that it l»ecamc apparent that there would be serious
delays in deliveries.
Many of the roads placed orders for

chases under the general supervision of John Skelton Williams, will not only purchase and distribute rails, but also
ties and lumber on those roads which do not traverse timber

rail

country in which they can purchase these materials locally.
While rails, ties and lumber represent large items in the railroad purchases, both from the standpoint of the quantity of
materials and the money value involved, there are still larger
amounts of other materials which will lie purchased by the

dates

the approval of the regional purchasing committees.
Such purchases will no doubt also receive whatever priority
ratings are necessary to insure reasonable deliveries in all

conduct of the transportation business.

Iron and Steel
and steel in the United States has
remarkably since the outbreak of the European
war, so that the output of this country is now about 50,000,000 tons per annum, or fully one-half of the total production of the world. This represents an increase of 25 per
cent in production in the past two years.
However, the
severe winter just past imposed such enormous obstacles,
largely through the curtailment of fuel and ore supplies,
that the production was seriously reduced during the winter
of iron

increased

As this great industry is probably more closely allied than
any other with the conduct of the war, it was the first to be
considered in plans for price fixing.
After three years of
almost continuous advances from month to month, prices were
established for pig iron, bars, plates and shapes on Septemher 24, 1917.
Other prices have been established from time
to time but it was not until late in December that any items
of vital concern to the railroads were affected.
At that time

was

no rail orders were placed after
the total domestic orders during the entire
year aggregated less than 1 ,000,000 tons.
In April, 1916, after almost 15 years of fixed prices for
steel rails, the quotations were advanced from $28 and $30
per gross ton for Bessemer and open hearth rails respectively
to $33 and $35.
In November of that year the second raise
brought the prices to S38 and $40 respectively, and these
result

that practically

May, 1917, and

where the supplies are necessary for the expeditious

enced.

and as a

1917 requirements, but for their needs for the year followring.
In 1917 the remaining requirements for 1918 were placed.
but when some of tlie roads attempted to place orders for
rails for 1919 delivery the mills declined to take them.
The

ject to

months, particularly in January-, when pig iron production
aggregated only 2,403,000 ton's as compared to 3.198,000
tons for November.
In all there has been a set back of
1,500,000 to 2,000,000 tons at the beginning of this year,
which has had a marked influence on the program outlined
for the production of all finished materials in which iron or
steel are used, and undoubtedly this accounts for some of the
irregularities in production schedules now being experi-

much

farther in advance than had ever been done beresult nearly 4,000,000 tons of rails were ordered in 1916, most of the roads arranging not only for their
fore,

railroads through their regular purchasing departments sub-

The production

in the prices of basic

and those previously estab-

amounts of products wlrich the manufacturers had to sell.
This competition has now been virtually
done away with through the institution of the priority orders,
and it is in the iron and steel industry more than in any other
that resort must be had to this means of securing deliveries.

tlie

capacit}'.

cases

scraj) steel, these prices

ers for tlie limited

are to assume from this that the railroads

crux of the situation, there can be no question
but that the government, in making every effort to increase
the production of war materials and domestic necessities, will
see that they do not want for equipment and materials required to attain and maintain a maximum transportation
represent

and

lished to remain in effect until July 1, 1918.
The unprecedented prices attainc-d before they were fixed
were largely caused Ia' the keen competition between the buy-

as applied to certain areas, liut taking the country as a whole,

cations.

Carriers

rolled stiel tie plates

for

course, subject to controversy

the

prices were established for angle bar.-, traik bolls

pig iron

iap;icity of

factories to lonvtrt the plain materials

into finished prtKluets, anil further tiiat there

Afford

Adequate Amounts

in

were maintained as the nominal prices all through 1917.
However, these prices have meant little or nothing since earlv
year and the few orders that were taken from time to
time during the later months were placed at considerable
premiums over these nominal figures.
last

Since the first of the year there has been a tendency to
drop the old nominal prices and higher figures are being
quoted, but owing to the limited number of orders placed
is no definite price for standard rails today.
Inability
buy new rails has sent the roads into the market for relayer and re-rolling rails, with the result that the prices of
these have attained unusual heights.
The real problem at the present time lies not in the placing

there
to

of new orders for rails, but in securing the deliverv of rails
ordered 12 to 18 months ago.
Because of the necessity of
rolling rounds for shells and structural material for ships,
the mills are now rolling rails to less than one-third of normal capacity and for this reason are far behind their schedules.
The rail laying season is at hand and the roads have
not received their allotments.
Clearly the situation is one
for the Railroad .Administration to handle.
The subject is
now under consideration, for the various roads have already

been asked to report on their

853

minimum

requirements in rails
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for the

made

to

coming year, and presumably arrangements will be
supply them with this most necessary material.
Structural Steel

On

account of the high price of structural steel the roads
have avoided the construction of new steel bridges wherever
For the most part, the
possible during the last two years.
bridge shops have not been working to capacity, since the
high prices have deterred all classes of builders or have

caused them to divert their activities to forms of structures
There are, of course, cases where the
not requiring steel.
use of structural steel has been imperative and tlie mills have
not been so congested but that tlie structural shops could
With the inception of
secure the necessary plain material.
the ship building campaign the bridge shops have been restandard steel ships,
fabrication
of
parts
for
the
cruited in
but even with this additional business the shops are not working to more than 75 per cent of capacity at the present time
and new business taken in February amounted to only 55
per cent of capacity. They are therefore in a position to take
any reasonable amount of domestic work offered them, provided the necessary priority orders can be obtained to secure

Acthe plain material, where prompt delivery is required.
cording to an opinion expressed recently by the officer of one
of the large fabricating companies, the shops of the Middle
We.st can take at least 100,000 tons of domestic construction

work during the coming season.

Like the steel industry, the lumber business has been occupied extensively with war contracts. During the first nine
months of our participation in the War, the southern pine
manufacturers supplied 750,000,000 ft. b. m. of lumber to
the government, a large part of which was used in building
the cantonments. These mills are now engaged in filling an
order for 365,000,000 ft. b. m. for the wooden ship building program, and up to March 1 had delivered 240,000,000

When these amounts are compared
b. m. of this total.
with 12,226,000,000 ft. b. m. cut in the United States in
1917, and 12,749,000,000 ft. b. ra. cut in 1916, it is seen
ft.

consumption of wood

is

own

lines at prices equal or less tlian were paid
This order has the effect of restricting the roads
to the purchase of ties from the small producer who cuts
them on his own wood lot. The production of ties during

along their
last }ear.

the last year has decreased materially; enlistments
draft seem to have caused a material reduction in the

men engaged in
result many of the
much further afield
of

and the
number

this industry as small producers.

As a

railways' the purchasers have had to go
in securing their requirements than was

There is also much doubt as to
whether the railroads will be able to obtain ties at the same
prices that were paid last year.
The large producer who must now deal largely with the
Railroad Administration has also been hampered by a shortage of labor and a decided increase in the cost of operation
through higher costs of tools and equipment and the scarcity
In at least
of horses and mules with which to move the ties.
a few instances the tie operators have been diverted to lumbering on a small scale since it was found profitable to cut
tie logs into certain small sizes of lumber.
the case in years past.

Concrete Materials

No

more favorable market

for the buyer

is

available at

Decreased
the present time than that of concrete materials.
building operations has curtailed the demand for these mateProduction has been affected
rials to a considerable extent.

some extent by a shortage cf labor and materials and the
shortage of cars needed for delivery. The latter has been the
most serious problem, particularly during the winter months
when embargoes were issued at different times against the
use of open top cars for the handling of sand, stone and
to

Lumber

that the
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In the case of cement there is a greater argument
than ever before for the use of bulk material since the high
price of cotton makes the use of cement sacks much more exWhile subject to inpensive than during normal times.
creases in manufacturing costs encountered in all work carried on in this country the advances in the price of cement
have been moderate, and following a reduction of about 10
cents per barrel taking place last summer the price of cement
has been practically stationary.
gravel.

largely affected by other inIt is true that owing

Conclusions

fluences than government requirements.

used in ship construction, it was
necessary to place prohibitions on the use for other than government work of southern pine 12 in. by 12 in. in section
or larger, and of Douglas fir timber 12 in. or more on one
These restrictions have naturally influenced the supply
face.
of posts, caps and stringers for use in railway trestles, but
owing to the progress which has been made on the government work, and the movement toward the use of built-up or
laminated timbers some of these restrictions on the use of
large sizes have been modified.
Building work for other than government purposes has
decreased materially since our entrance into the War. This
has tended to reduce the use of the smaller size timbers with
the result that there is a good supply of this class of material
available. Lumber manufacturers and others have been more
or less exercised by the movement on foot in some quarters
to discourage if not prohibit all building work unnecessary
for the prosecution of the war, and it is pointed out that the
building operations in the United States for 1917 aggregated
somewhere in the neighborhood of $3,000,000,000 worth of
work, whereas government building operations during the
past year amounted to only $300,000,000, or one-tenth of the
Whether or not any steps are taken to restrict
total activity.
building operations, the present indications in the lumber
market are that there will be a plentiful supply of this buildto the large sized pieces

ing material for all anticipated requirements.
As mentioned above the Railway Administration has notified the railroads that it will purchase ties for the roads in
all cases where the latter are unable to secure them locally

Purchases of supplies and materials for the railroads involving the steel market will in most cases require the use
of priority orders which, because of the urgent needs of the
As regards lumber and
railroads, ought to be forthcoming.
concrete materials the problem is largely one of the cars
necessary for delivery, for the supply of these materials is
The situation as readequate for any reasonable needs.
gards rails and ties and to a certain extent regarding lumber
is

now

volves

in the hands of the Railway Administration, and inan apportionment of the available supply, taking into

account the relative needs of the railroads, the

War

Depart-

ment and the ship building program.

—

Railway's War RELiEr Service. Of the
Great Eastern Railway 8,800, or 25 per cent,
have joined the colors, of whom 671 have been killed and
470 have been discharged and have re-entered the company's
service.
At the annual meeting of the company the chairman said that much useful work had been done in assisting those who had been discharged from the army to obtain
their proper pensions and gratuities, and what was, perhaps,

An English

staff of the

still, no dependents of those who are serving
with the colors are allowed to get out of touch with the

more important

railway.
The services of the company's war relief committee were always freely at the disposal of the dependents
in any troubles and difficulties which arose, and in regard
to which, in the ordinary way, they would depend on their

husbands and

relatives.

Improve the Equipment
Earning Power

of

Modern Locomotives

by the Lack of Repair
By H.

We

Easy
"That was the
it

is

first

the easiest one for

"While

it is

consideratily.

to

Answer

objection

me

to

I e.xpected

you

to

make, and

answer," was the quick reply.

admitted that machine tool prices have advanced
have you overlooked the fact that your own

labor has also advanced in cost

—

in

many

cases proportion-

more than the advance in machine tools? Where you
formerly could figure an approximate saving of 20 per cent
on the investment of a new machine tool, you are now able
to easily show this saving to be from 25 per cent to 30 per
cent under the new prices, because of the many wage increases
you have granted your workmen. And here is another item
ately

—

you have overlooked the value of a locomotive service
day now, as compared with a service day several years
ago.

"Today
a large

sum

when an

much

the locomotives are so
of invested

money

is

when idle,
There was a time

larger that,

tied up.

idle locomotive represented only

about 25 or 30 cars.

Limited Greatly

but today one of our modern engines

4

Bringing the
tend to increase the value of that property?
argument hack to our subject, don't you believe that a railroad
property whose equipment is modem and kept up in good
shape will bring a better return than a property that is far
inadequate for its needs?
Irrespective of whether or not
you expect to soon turn your property over to the government, you should not leave any stone unturned to bring your
shop up to the most efficient and economical condition."
"Well, so far you have gotten the best of the argument,"
answered the foreman, "but here is one objection you cannot get around.
Everj-thing is so high right now that it
would be madness to purchase any machine tools at their
present hiuh prices.
have gotten along so far without
the planer, and, until machine tool prices come down to a
reasonable figure, I would not like to be the one responsible
for making requests for new machine tool equipment."

Is

Facilities

Burrhus

L.

4'\.^is. wc do need a now planer, and, if we could get
one, we would save our company more than $10 a
I
day in machine work alone," said a machine shop
foreman on a busy Eastern road.
"Why don't you speak to your master mechanic about
your conditions and have him make a requisition for a new
machine?" he was asked.
"I have done so already, but the machine tool builders
are so tied up with Government work, they wouldn't even
listen to a request from our railroad for a new tool," replied
the machine shop foreman.
"You are entirely mistaken about the delivery conditions
of the machine tool builders, as many of the largest companies are prepared right now to make deliveries in from 60
days to seven months of such standard tools as planers,
lathes, shapers, slotters, drill presses, etc.," he was told.
"Well, granting that the machine tool builders might be
able to build us a machine, the 'old man' (meaning the
master mechanic) wouldn't take any action right now, for you
know we are under government control, and he is not just
sure where we stand," continued the foreman.
"To answer this objection," replied the questioner, "let me
ask you to imagine that you own a house and lot. You want
to sell, but just because you e.xpect to get the property off
your hands soon, will you stand idly by while the house
goes to ruin, or will you make such improvements as will

Railway Shops

of the

100

you

is

capable of haulinj?

an engine waiting for repairs also
means 100 cars standing still, while, in turn, perhaps affects
the working of some big factory which is depending on that
freight.
You have admitted there are several jobs which require two days to machine with your present equipment,
while with modern equipment you could turn the work out
of your department in five hours, thus giving your company
the services of a high-power locomotive for one and one-half
days which is now uimecessarily lost. How many of these
additional service days do you think it would take to buy one
or two modem machines?"
This is a t>'pical conditon on many railroads today, for the
maintaining of power is the keynote of successful transportacars.

So,

see,

New

locomotives will not altogether solve the problem,
new locomotives will require attention, and unless proper facilities are provided, the cost of
upkeep and the revenue loss of locomotives out of service
will be excessively high.
There is a big opportunity right now for the purchase of
tion.

as in

short time even

.a

machine

tools.
Whether the railroads will look the issue
squarely in the face and take immediate steps to protect their
interests is a question.
While there are many large modem
up-to-date shops and terminals, it is a fact that the majority
of shops and terminals are small and inadequately equipped.
This has never been so well illustrated as during the past
winter.
On some roads the roundhouses were so small that
it was impossible to get the engines in the house and
shut
the doors. This meant that tlie locomotives had to stand outside, where it was impossible for the workmen to give them
proper attention, and where it was a very easy matter to
freeze up.
Even where the engines were pushed partly into
the roundhouse, working conditions were such that the locomotives soon showed what attention they received by their
performance on the divisions.

Inadequate Machine Tool Equipment

And

roundhouse conditions is that
of the machine tool equipment.
Machine tools were old
or in many cases the size of the jobs has far outgrown their
just as true as these

Yet the railroads
quests made by the machine
the joli ^are side-tracked on
attention or thought given to

capacities.

—

department.

—

hesitate to purchase.

—

The

re-

shop foreman the fellows on
one excuse or another and no
the steady daily loss from this

—

Many railroads in fact, all railroads keep accurate
records of coal consumption, lubrication and many other
items of daily use, yet overlook the one big item of machine
shop output.
We are all .guilt)' of looking upon the machine shop foreman as a "kicker" pr upon a machine tool
salesman as a person who is simply trying to get our money.
Yet the machine tool salesman is many times the good Samaritan in disguise.

The recommendations and purchase of machine tools on
the railroads should be handled and should receive the same
attention as in privately owned factories.
How often we
pick up a magazine and read of some factor>' that has installed a modem machine to speed up its output or to produce mechanically a job that was formerly done by hand,
but where, due to the shortage of help, it was necessary to inThen compare these conditions bv visitstall a machine.
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ing a railroad shop in almost any part of the country and
husky men pounding a piece of iron
into shape in the blacksmith shop, where a power operated
hammer would do the trick in much less time; notice boilermakers driving rivets by hand or putting in staybolts by
hand all jobs of frequent occurrence and which can be
liandled much quicker and better by power tools; and in the
machine department there are so many comparisons it is a
notice three or four

—

hard matter to select any one.
However, let us look at just

this

one

case.

During one

when engines were so
high-power locomotive reached a certain roundhouse at seven o'clock in the morning with a loose piston
Outside of this one job the engine could have been
head.
turned and despatched by nine o'clock, but it was necessary
By eight o'clock the machine
to make a new piston head.
department had started to machine the new head, but due
to antiquated machine equipment, the new head was not completed and ready for application until after seven o'clock that
night, with the result that it was necessary to work men at
overtime rates to complete the job, besides unnecessarily holdAll
ing an engine which could have been earning money.
this delay and increased costs were directly traceable to inefficient machine tool equipment, for a modern machine could
have completed that head in five hours less time, which would
have saved the overtime rates paid the workmen and would
also have given these five hours to the locomotive for revenue service, instead of a dead loss standing in the roimdof the cold spells this past winter,

scarce, a big,

house.

The

machine tool purchases is obvious, and the
whether the railroads will take steps to build
up their equipment or whether they will allow conditions to
necessity of

only question

is

and then, over

exist as at present

night, try to

make

all the

corrections at once.

We

are just emerging from a hard winter, and with our
past experiences fresh in mind, now is the logical time not
only to lay plans to prevent a recurrence, but also to take
immediate action. It is so easy to offer the old excuse that
roads have gotten along so far without making purchases,
and they can still get along. But every day's delay means
that

much more

loss

and confusion eventually.

Not an Unusual Case
As conclusive proof

of the fallacy of

new equipment

solv-

us look at the
results on one road which secured SO new heavy type
locomotives, but paid no attention to providing proper housing or machine tool equipment to keep these engines in repair.
For a time there was no shortage of power, but eventually one could find locomotives in the roundhouse tied up
for poor tire flanges, but no machine on hand to turn the tires.
Or it was a broken guide bar. or side rod or driving box;
however, there was no machine tool equipment to make emergency repairs, and the engines had to wait that much longer
while these parts were made up at some other shop and
shipped in by way of the congested freight route, in one specific ca.se taking over two weeks for a repair part to be reing transportation problems

altogether,

let

ceived.

As

tools are required for immediate use it is
a satisfactory list. Planers, shapers, lathes,
drill presses, etc., are in many cases so old and unfit for
u.se that it would appear as if some shops ought to put in
Then again it is not necessary'
a complete new equipment.
to purchase new tools altogether, for the roads are, in some
rare cases, in a position to help themselves upon the introduction of heavy- power, as proven by one road. In this case
it was found that there was not a lathe on the road with a
V)ed of sufficient length to enable the turning of extended
This matter was
piston rods used on the new locomotives.
easily taken care of by making and applying extensions on one
lathe at each terminal.
On another road, after it had been

hard

to just

to

what

make up
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decided to apply cylinder bushings in all cylinders, it was
found that there was not a lathe of sufficient swing to permit
the turning of the bushing to fit the cylinders.
In this
case the raising of the head and tailstock on filler blocks was
a very unsatisfactory arrangement, for the lathes so equipped
were not rigged enough to do efficient work, and even,' bushing turned really cost three times as much as it should.

Poor Tools Cause Waste of Fuel
Another road made a big campaign on coal saving, but lost
sight entirely of its greatest waste.
In this case, the equipment for machining piston heads was very poor, and piston
heads were changed only as a last resort, which meant that
tlie amount of steam wasted by small heads really amounted
to a big waste in the coal pile

and

in the efficiency of the

engines.

As before

few large modern shops
are quite well equipped \vith modern machinery, but the innumerable medium sized shops and roimdhouses are, as a
rule, very much in need of new machine tools. To keep down
the percentage of power under repairs for more than 1 2 hours
means quick and accurate machine work. To purchase
needed tools for this will require the investment of a large
sum of money, but there is no investment more profitable right
now for any railroad than to put in new machine tool equipstated, the comparatively

ment.

The

is important, for good workmen
and quit because of poor machine equipment. A good workman has pride in his work and his ability
to produce, but when you tie his hands by giving him a machine to run that was built before the Civil War. he will soon
throw up the sponge and leave.

effect

on the workmen

often get disgusted

The Value

of

Good Tools

In conclusion let us quote the stand taken by one successful master mechanic who realizes the value of good machine
tool equipment.
He said: "We speak of the work of a locomotive in terms of horsepower, yet some people abuse their
power worse than they would a horse. They let their engines
stand outdoors in all kinds of weather and feed them sawNow, common
dust, yet e.xpect a full horse-power return.
sense tells us that no horse would stand these conditions, so
why expect it from a locomotive? I want my locomotives
under cover and fed with the best materials possible, together with good workmanship.
To get good workmanship,
you must have good tools, and I have been here 23 years, and
so far have not been refused a single item I have put on my
requisition.
And as to my costs, you can see we have the
is modern and our power up in
A-No. 1 condition, yet my cost per locomotive-mile is not
more than, or is lower than, that of neighboring roads. When
we start a locomotive from the roundhouse, we know it will
I figure
give perfect service, for we give it good attention.
our success is due to good materials, good machine tool equipment and good workmanship."
It might be well to draw attention to the fact that right now
is the logical time to place machine tool requisitions because of the valuation work which is being so extensively carried on. This work has developed some interesting data as to
the age of various machine tool installations, and officials
who have occasion to check up the findings of their various

best of everything; our shop

valuation committees will be astonished to learn

how

anti-

quated and inefficient their machine tool installations are.
Brought face to face with the facts that shops are trying efficiently and economically to maintain modem power with
machinery that is 30, 40 or SO years old is sufficient reason
It may
for the immediate purchase of modem machine tools.
be a question of borrowing money to make purchases, but
money cannot be expended to any better advantage than to
protect efficient and economical locomotive ser\-ice with efficient and economical machine tools.

The Assistance Available
A Government

for the

Exporter

Bureau, Export Associations, Commission

Houses and Banks All Want

WHKN

...NcK
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has been converted to the idea of export trade the
tirst i|uestion he will ask himself is "What steps
should I take to secure and maintain an export business?"
The agencies that stand prepared to help the exporter, experienced or new to the ex[iort field, are legion.
There is
the government's very efficient Bureau of Foreign and
Domestic Commerce. There are several export associations
such as the American Manufacturers' Export Association,
as well as a number of other bodies such as the National
Association of Manufacturers, or the Philadelphia Commercial Museum which have extensive export departments.
There are likewise a large number of export or commission houses many of them with very extensive financial
backing which are prepared to advise the manufacturer or
practically handle for him his export business in a particular country or perhaps throughout the world.
The banks also have been leaders in American export
activities.
A number of them, as will be noted later, have
built up important export service departmenti and are in a
position to advise and to extend the financial credit neces-

making

to

Help

Him

kirgi- |)urtii,i>es

Irtc as soon as material and ship-

ping space can be secured.

One

cxjiort authority stated to a

Railway Age representa-

were three ways in which an American manufacturer unacquainted with export trade might go about

tive tliat there

establishing a foreign trade.
First, and for many manufacturers best, he said, the
manufacturer should go himself or send a competent man
to the countries lie wishes to do business with.
'I'his representative should investigate and study conditions, possibly

and establish agencies.
the manufacturer caimot send a competent representative he can efficiently build up a foreign trade through
a good commission house or reliable export firm.
In such
try to secure orders

Second,

if

case, of course, he should deal only with well-known houses.
of them have offices in New York.
They know their
markets thoroughly and if treated generously will build up
an export trade for the manufacturer, handling his missionary work, the placing of the orders, the shipments and the

Most

financing.

The

third

way

to build

and circular matter.

up an export trade is by adverThis method is slower but will

sary.

tising

And last, but not least, there are today in this country
purchasing commissions whose offices have been
buying war necessities for their governments, or who are
keeping in touch with the American market with a view to

achieve results.
It is usually advisable to start an export
business through circular matter and advertising so that

several

Bureau

of

when

Foreign

Railway supply manufacturers have not begun to realize
that are available to them practically free of
cost through the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce. The Bureau is doing a big work and with the present
growing interest in export trade its value to American in-

formation relating to the trade of their

Mr. Cutler's remarks.
Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce is
charged by law with the duty of "developing the various
manufacturing industries of the United States and markets
for their products at home and abroad, by gathering and
publishing useful information, or by any other available
method."
The bureau

a clearing house for commercial informaand has a well-organized and efficient syscollection and distribution.
is

tion of all kinds,

tem for

its

Consular Service
There

principal sources through which the
bureau secures foreign trade information
through the consular service, through commercial agents and through comare

three

mercial attaches.

—

including

Commercial Agents
Most of the commercial agents are taken from active
work in some particular industr)- or some special branch
of commerce and are experts in their respective lines.
They
travel widely and make reports as to methods of manufacture

and special requirements

in

the lines that tliey are in-

vestigating.

Commercial Attaches

will bear out

The

districts,

annual reviews of commerce, special reports called for by
the Department of Commerce, lists of importers, notices of
bids for contract work, requests of merchants to be placed
in communication witii .\merican exporters, etc.

dustry will be better understood and its services utilized to
a greater extent.
Burwell S. Cutler, chief of the Bureau, made the statement at a meeting in Boston last week that as a trade promoting agency the bureau was equal, if not superior, to the
corresponding organizations in foreign governments, the
truth of which statement, he added, has been conceded by
foreign officials themselves.
Those railway supply manufacturers who have seen Frank Rhea's report on markets for
American railway materials in Australia and New Zealand,
or the abstract of his conclusions in a recent issue of the
Raihcvay Age, have come to realize the value of the Bureau

Commerce

The United States Government maintains abroad nearly
300 consular offices and in addition many agencies. These
consular officers furnish the bureau a great fund of in-

the services

and

representatives are sent out they will have less mis-

sionarv w-ork to do.

Wliile stationed at one post like the consular officer, the
commercial attache is free to travel within the field to which
he is assigned. He has but one function the facilitation

—

of commerce bet^veen the United States and the country to
which he is assigned. Each attache speaks the language of
the country in which he is located and is thoroughly conversant with its commercial usages.
In addition, the bureau receives numerous official and
other publications from foreign countries, whicli are utilized
in answering requests for information.
It also avails itself
of trade journals published in this country and of the assistance of commercial organizations.

But the method of making
as important as
of the

lications

857

its

gathering.

bureau

is

this

information available

is

Most important of the pubdaily Commerce Reports.

the
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These contain articles submitted by consular officers and
commercial agents of the Department of Commerce and
It is the organ
trade information through other sources.
through which current information on foreign trade matIt is sold by
ters is distributed to American business men.
the superintendent of documents, Government Printing
(SubscripOffice, Washington, D. C, for $2.50 per year.

The anformerly published in this

tions will also be received at the district offices.)

nual reports of consular

officers,

daily journal are now issued as supplements to
all subscribers to Commerce Reports.

it

Not the least important section in Commerce Reports is
Announcements of specific
the trade opportunity service.
opportunities for the sale of American goods abroad are
published in Commerce Reports. The names and addresses
of the foreign importers desiring the goods are not given
in these announcements, but are furnished to bona fide
American firms upon application to the bureau at Washington, or to any of the district offices.
In applying for such names and addresses the inquirer
need refer only to the number of the announcement as pub-

separate application on the firm's

letterhead should be made for each "opportunity" desired.
When the confidential information furnished regarding
an opportunity for sales in foreign countries is too detailed
to be given

embodied

in

These bulletins are issued from
in Australia is typical.
time to time on all kinds of commodities, but it is of great
interest to railway supply men to know that in addition to
Mr. Rhea's first report, another will soon follow on markets
for American railway materials, equipment and supplies in
China and Japan.

No

Daily Commerce Reports

A

those of most interest to railway supply men are the special
bulletins, of which Frank Rhea's report on railway supplies

and are

mailed to

lished in the Daily.
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a "trade opportunity" announcement,

it

is

which is sent
the trade index files maintained

in a confidential bulletin or circular,

to firms that are listed in
by the bureau and its district offices.

There are also many other publications of the bureau but

railway supply

Use the Bureau
man who is going

after foreign trade
can neglect the opportunities offered him by the Bureau of
Foreign and Domestic Commerce. As Mr. Cutler says:
"Exporters should learn to utilize more fully the economic
laboratory which the bureau has built up during the last
six years.
If used continuously, the public will acquire
habits of scientific precision, which will prove a surer means
It isn't enough
to successful foreign trade than any other.
to be satisfied with casual applications for data from the
Requests for information should automatically rebureau.
new themselves, so that the exporter is currently informed
on the slighte.st change which affects his business abroad.
If German efficiency comes from any one thing, it is just
that habit of laboratory thoroughness.
"You may look upon your Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce as the headquarters for American business.
Our success will be proportionate only to the use which you
make of us, and I may state confidently that the Department of Commerce will receive from Congress funds and
authority to exercise its functions up to the limit of your
requirements so long as you let them be known with the
positive voice of people who have the right to command us."

The Philadelphia Commercial Museum
The Philadelphia Commercial Museum

is more or less
of a number of large and efficient agencies assistPan-.\merican
Union
the
ing in foreign trade, including
at Washington which has proved itself of particular service

tj-pical

and Central America; the National
Association of Manufacturers, the American Manufacturers'
Export Association, and to a lesser degree, the Chicago Association of Commerce, the Business Men's League of St.

to exporters to South

Louis,

etc.

The Commercial Museum's

efforts in foreign trade are
centered in its foreign trade bureau. This bureau publishes
a foreign trade paper, Commercial America, a Spanish ediIn addition it suption of which is sent to South America.
plies the following services to its members:
Compiles lists of established business houses in foreign

countries.

Translates business correspondence.

Publishes a weekly export bulletin, containing inquiries
from foreign firms, general export news, changes in tariff,
trade mark and patent laws, travelers' regulations, business
suggestions and trade openings, a schedule of steamship
sailings for the month, etc.

Offers

assistance

in

securing

selling

representatives

in

foreign countries.

Replies to inquiries about foreign firms.

Answers

commercial

inquiries for information
consular invoices, regulations,
duties, and more general matters such as the character and
possibilities of particular markets and the development of
business in any foreign country.
Circulates among foreign buyers typewritten and printed

covering

special

such

subjects

as

of members, etc.
Assists in the collection of accounts.

lists

National Foreign Trade Council

The National Foreign Trade Council

will hold its fourth
annual convention in Cincinnati, April 18 to 20. At this
convention there will be brought together the leaders in

thought in the foreign trade activities of the nation and
questions will be brought up of vital interest to the manufacturer or exporter.
A considerable number of supply men
are planning to attend the meeting, and they may later obtain

a copy of the proceedings of the meeting from the
K. Davis, 1 Hanover square. New York.

secretary, L.

The Commission Houses
It is through the commission house or export firm that
most manufacturers of railway supplies will probably find
it most advisable to carrj' on their direct export activities.
As would naturally have been expected from our vastly increased export trade of late, the commission houses have
seen a tremendous development within the last two or three
years.
New companies have been organized and have at-

tained an enormous growth in a space of only a few months.
The commission houses and export firms are of many
kinds and carry on their businesses in different ways. Some
with powerful financial backing are able to conduct a com-

bined import and e.xport business in all kinds of commodities with almost the entire world for their bailiwick, combining in many cases with their extensive corps of foreign

April

5,
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representatives, a Annncial or even a shipping service tliat
Other export
proves of great advantage to their clients.
firms specialize on purticuhir countries or markets and offer
to the exporter the services of a trained corps of experts
with special knowledge of markets and conditions in their
There arc further a number of companies
special fields.
that specialize in certain commodities such as steel or railway supplies, having the advantage of a corps of engineers
versed not only in the conditions in their markets l)ut with
a detailed knowledge of the steel or railway supply indu'sThe manufacturer of a particular commodity may find
tr)'.
it to his advantage to tie up with one or with another kind
of export houses, depending upon the market he desires to

prmluct or his organization.
Many manufaca well organized export department of their
owTi and with representatives abroad often find it to their
advantage to secure also the assistance available tlirough an

of railway material and supplies.
The Allied Machinery
Company of America was organized to export machine
tools; the Allied Construction Machinery Corporation to

export construction machiner)'; and the American International Steel Corporation to export iron and steel, and

who have

—

and steel products including locomotives, cars, and
railway supplies.
These three companies have formed large foreign distributing organizations which include executives, salesmen,
and demonstrators of ability. Offices have been opened in
the principal markets of Europe, and the companies are extending eventually to cover every important market of the
world.
iron

One

cultivate, his

turers

859

their
tion.

of the interesting features of these organizations is
with the American International Corpora-

affiliation

This connection

because

of

that

is

necessarily of distinct advantage

world-wide activities in
managing, trading, and construction and engicorporation's

export firm.

financing,

T)-pical, more or less, of a considerable number of the export houses that are in a position to be of service to the
railway supply manufacturer are three export organizations
connected with the American International Corporation.

neering work.
Like other exporting companies, they render such service
to the manufacturer of American products as the assumption of exchange liabilities, insurance risks, and the negotiations for shipping space, as well as making shipping collections and obtaining the export licenses necessarv under the
present national emergency.
They are also in a position
to extend credits to customers abroad.
With a view to showing even more definitely what the export firm can do to help the railway supply manufacturer
obtain and conduct his export trade, the Railway Age reproduces on another page an article on "How the Export

American International Corporation
This corporation was organized in 1915 to develop interboth domestic and
national trade, American enterprises
foreign
and to promote organizations of mutual advantage
to .\merican bankers, business men and engineers.
.\mong the important undertakings since its organization,
the corporation lias formed several exporting companies, of
which three are of particular interest to the manufacturer

—

—

They say

The Export Services
—they ought add

tliat trade follows the flag
to
When one realfollows the banking facilities.
izes how far reaching are tlie plans now being made to further export business by some of America's leading banking
houses, he begins to see in a clearer light how favorably the
bankers and the progressive business men in general of this
nation look on foreign trade.
It has been generally conceded that Ejigland, Germany, France and Japan had as
one of their best weapons in foreign trade their efficient foreign banking systems and the means for financing long term

also that

credits.

it

The American bankers today

are fast putting them-

selves in as favorable a position in foreign trade as the

Europe and the

banks

being manifested by them
in this matter augurs well for our future position in export
in

Houses Help in Foreign Trade."

interest that is

trade.

The expansion "foreignwards" of American banking has
accompanied an increase in our foreign commerce, including both imports and exports, from $3,902,900,051 in 1914
to the huge total of 59,183,712,931 in 1917, an increase that
in three short years has made us the greatest exporting
nation in the world.
One cannot yet say that American
bankers the country over have taken the keen interest in expert trade tliat should be commensurate with this expansion
but such powerful financial houses can be named as the
National Bank of Commerce in New York, the National
City Bank and its affiliate the International Banking Corporation, the Guaranty Trust Company, New York; the
Irving National Bank of New York, the Chase National
Bank of New York, the Mercantile Bank of the .Americas,
the .\merican Foreign Banking Corporation, the. National
Shawmut Bank of Boston, the First National Bank of Boston, the Hibemia Bank & Trust Company of New Orleans,
the recently organized Foreign Trade Banking Corporation,
etc.

These banks are leaving no stone unturned to emphasize

of the

Banks

to their clients the advantages of foreign trade;

they have
established foreign trade service departments to advise and
assist their customers and they stand ready with the capital
to arm the exporter who goes forth in quest of foreign busi-

ness.

What can

these

banks do

National

"The National Bank
an

to assist the exporter?

Bank
of

of

Commerce
in New

Commerce

York," said

bank, "established its foreign department
years ago.
During the course of years connections
have been established with practically all the leading banks
throughout the world, many of them government institutions.
By adopting the policy of establishing connections
with the leading banks of the various countries, the bank's
officer of that

many

clients receive service in the

form of close co-operation with
large local banks that are tlioroughly conversant with local
conditions.
"Until the outbreak of the war in August, 1914, London
financial center of the world for exporters and imThe war caused a disastrous disruption in foreign
trade, with hea\7 fluctuations in all foreign exchanges.

was the
porters.

The American

dollar was practically the only stable medium
of exchange.
The dollar letter of credit was created and
gradually a dollar exchange market developed throughout
the world.
The National Bank of Commerce in New York

has played a large part in the establishment of dollar exchange.
Its forei.gn department has been developed with a
view to the offering of personal service of all kinds both to
importers and exporters. It is prepared to suggest new markets to exporters and to provide adequate facilities for the
development of such markets.
It obtains from its foreign
affiliations lists of reliable merchants for firms amons: its
customers who have not deemed it advisable to send a representative abroad.
It secures information regarding their
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prospective customers, suggests the terms under which shipments should be made, assists in the details of actual shipment and forwards and collects their drafts through its for-

eign correspondents.
"The relations with correspondents abroad permit the bank
to offer to its customers a wide range of facilities, among

which may be enumerated the transfer of funds abroad by
cable or clieck, purchase and sale of securities, negotiations
of drafts or checks on foreign banks, firms or individuals,
A method which the foreign department of the Naetc.
tional Bank of Commerce in New York has developed with
especial success is that by which the foreign importer instructs his bank to open letters of credit through its New
York correspondent in favor of the American exporter. The
latter presents his documents and payment of the amount
In making these
prescribed in the credit is made to him.
liberal as possible, consistent with
foreign correspondents under whose
To the traveller overinstruction it acts, has been adopted.
seas the National Bank of Commerce in New York offers

payments an attitude as
interests of the bank's

travelers' checks

which may be exchanged for

local currency

which
in all foreign countries, or travelers' letters of credit,
can be cashed at the many offices of the various corresponIf he is a commercial traveler
dents throughout the world.
bank can furnish him with letters of introductionto the
the
leading correspondents in the cities he intends to visit, can
make arrangements with the correspondents to put him in
touch with the leading merchants in his line, and furnish

him with

credit reports regarding his prospective customers."

National City

The National

City

Bank

Bank has done more

in foreign

branch

banks than most of the other banks. It now has branches
which do a regular deposit banking business in 13 foreign
cities and its affiliated institution, the International Banking Corporation, does what is better known as exchange
banking in something like 18 cities, principally situated in
Far East. The branches of the National City Bank are
located at Havana; Santiago de Cuba; Caracas, Venezuela;
Bahia, Rio de Janeiro, Sao Taulo, and Santos. Brazil; Montevideo, Paraguay; Buenos Aires, Argentina; Valparaiso,
Chile; Genoa, Italy, and Pctrograd and Moscow, Russia.
It also has representatives in London, Copenhagen and Mithe

Banking Corporation, in addition
to its offices in New York and San Francisco, has four
branches in the West Indies, and at Panama and Colon in
the Canal Zone; Medellin, Colombia; Bombay and Calcutta, India; Singapore, Borneo; Batavia, Java; Manila and
Cebu in the Philippine Islands; Kobe and Yokohoma in
Japan; and Peking, Tientsin, Shanghai, Hankow, Canton
and Hongkong in China.
When asked to explain what services the National City
lan.

The

International

could render to an exporter of railway supplies, a
representative of the bank's foreign trade division said:
"The National City Bank of New York is ready to be of
se^^•ice to manufacturers of railway material and equipment,
and to engineering and construction enterprises, in handling
foreign business and contracts. The bank's foreign branches
are in close business touch with foreign interests where they

Bank

are located.

"The bank

is

here, in order to

able, after conference with manufacturers
have a comprehensive enough grasp of the

details of their production, plans and policies to enable our
managers and commercial representatives abroad to discuss
affair intelligently, to obtain preliminary information
for them, and get them in touch with foreign possibilities.
"Any large financing that would be required for increase
of manufacturing, or long-term credit arrangements in the
case of large foreign contracts or semi-public works, would
be matters for special negotiations, as every manufacturer
knows.
The commercial financing of the business would

the
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be easily handled in the foreign division of The National
The bank's organization is so
City Bank of New York.
extensive, handling the immense volume of foreign business
as it does, that it has special machinery ready for the many
variations of foreign business conditions, extraordinary or
accidental, that have in the past made the handling of foreign business settlements through banks that were not
equipped for it the occasion of American manufacturers'
keeping away from export and import business. The bank
has direct sources of credit information. It handles all foreign business either completely through its own organization, with the obvious advantages of safety, secrecy and care,
or through its direct correspondents.

"The National

City

Bank

of

New York commands

tlie

most economical financing of sound foreign
business transactions, no matter how big. Based, of course,
upon negotiations by which manufacturers would establish
their credit, the bank is able to arrange the financing of
shipments on terms to fit the conditions of the business,
whether by loans, discounting of individual bills, or refinancing by means of acceptances, according to the circumstances of the individual manufacturer's affairs and the
facilities for the

In business as extensive as that of
transactions concerned.
selling railway materials, equipment, or construction abroad,
the organization represented in the foreign division of the

National City Bank of New York would probably be of
more than ordinary assistance, since the bank is in a position to open foreign deposit accounts for the receipt of foreign payments, thus avoiding the cost and uncertainty of
many exchange transactions. In other words, through the
National City Bank of New York's world-wide banking
organization, such big exportation as is involved in foreign
business in railway materials would be carried on with the
banking transactions hardly more intricate than in the case
of extensive business inside the United States."

Foreign Trade Banks

A

bank

organized to take charge of a manufacforeign trade and handle it entirely without assistance from the manufacturer is a new development for
America, but is an old idea to many business men in forthat

is

turer's

eign countries.
The foreign trade banks of Germany are
credited with being one of the most active agencies in se-

curing the great volume of export business that that country enjoyed before the war.

Such a bank is the Mercantile Bank of the Americas
organized about two years ago and now having headquarters
at 38 Pine street, New York, with branches all over the
world.
The American Foreign Banking Corporation of 56
Wall street, is another trade bank that was organized recently and the 'Canadians have also formed at least one

bank of

The

this kind.

bank is that it has
world-wide organization with branches and agencies in all
parts of the world. The men in these branches and agencies
are seasoned business men and capable of undertaking almost any kind of business transaction in the interest of the
clients of the bank.
They make reports of all kinds, ranging from the financial standing of a single foreign dealer to
the trend of business in a whole country or the state of a
given industr)', and can give expert advice on the prospects
of success for a projected foreign railroad, etc. This service
is maintained for the benefit of the clients of the bank and
secret of the strength of the trade

a

addition the client has the opportunity of consulting the
bank at the American headquarters. The home
staff includes an adequate number of men who have had extensive experience in doing export business and who are well
acquainted with conditions in foreign countries. A little of
the time of such men is worth a great deal to the manufacin

staff of the

turer
ness.

who

is trying to organize an export branch to his busiIn fact concerns with years of experience in dealing
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with foreign markets do not hesitate to consult the foreign
trade hanks when in need of information.

tlie

his factory.

"When

a manufacturer wants to develop an export busi-

ness, but does not

know how

to

go about

it,

we

will

show

We

are creating brandies and connections in all counorder to give a complete service to clients.
will
help a manufacturer find customers, establish his connec-

him.

We

tries in

his market is, and make up for his
an exporter in any respect.
"We have one branch in Paris and in Barcelona; one
branch in Lima, Peru, and ten agents in other Peruvian
cities: one branch in Ecuador and agents in six cities of
Ecuador: seven agents in Colombia; four banking connections,

tell

him where

deficiencies as

tions in Chile. Venezuela, Costa Rica, Salvador,

Guatemala

and Honduras;

one branch in Brazil and close banking
connections in Bolivia.
Other branches and agencies will
be established as rapidly as there is need for them."

American Foreign Banking Corporation
The -American Foreign Banking Corporation was organized for the same purposes as the Mercantile Bank of the
Americas. The directors of the American Foreign Banking
Corporation are tlie presidents of the following; Chase National Bank, New York: Trust Company of Cuba, Havana;
Essex County National Bank, Newark; Com Exchange
National Bank, Chicago; Fifth-Third National Bank of
Cincinnati; Canal Bank & Trust Company, New Orleans;

& Security National Bank, Minneapolis; National
of Commerce, St. Louis: Philadelphia National
Bank; First National Bank of Cleveland: Merchants' National Bank, Boston; First National Bank. Milwaukee;
Merchants-Mechanics First National Bank of Baltimore.
The Foreign Trade Banking Corporation is a very recent development, the announcement of its organization having been made only a week ago.
The bank is a discount
First

Bank

The

So many railway supply men are already familiar with
railroad purchasing commissions that are now
in this country that but a few words concerning them will

suffice.

have

been

here

not

only

first of the kind to be organized in the United
president is George A. Gaston, head of Gaston,

tlie

Its

foreign exchange dei»artment of

to

place

much needed railway supplies for their country's
railroads, liut to inspect the material ordered, to assist and

orders for

superintend its shipping and in some cases to keep in touch
with the market here with a view to placing orders for requirements after the war. The personnel of the commissions

tlie

Guaranty

Trust

Com-

pany.

Foreign Trade Banking Corporation
In

stating

the

purpose of

tlie

bank

tlie

announcement

said:

"The company will be operated along the same lines as
similar institutions have been conducted for years in England and France and whicii have done so much toward
building up the large and profitable overseas patronage of
those countries prior to the war.
Comparatively little was
known of trade acceptance in this country before the war,
but during the last two or three years its impiortance and
value in international business relations have become widely
recognized, and it is now one of the most popular and helpful financial instruments.
On the surface it appears strange
banking institution of this kind has not been organized in this country earlier.
There are a considerable number of them operating in London^ and in addition to being
highly profitable to their owners they have proved of great
that a

—

assistance to all parties concerned
the buyer and seller, as
well as regular banking institutions, tiirough creating a
larger volume of remunerative business for them."

George A. Gaston, the president, said in commenting on the
these days about rendering service for the purpose of fixing up and holding our foreign
patronage.
Most of this propaganda consists of statements
relative to proper packing and other features
important,
but matters of detail.
Of greatest importance is the matter
of credit to help us achieve this most desirable result. What
this country needs to maintain its recently won supremacy
as an exporter is adequate shipping facilities and a more
elastic credit system.
It appears now that in the future we
will have less trouble about overseas shipping, so the matter resolves itself more or less down to one of credits and

new bank: "We hear much

—

proper or beneficial financing. The new discount company
will not accept deposits like banks, nor transact a general
banking business. In other words, it will not compete in
any way with the established banking institutions. Naturally enough a great amount of educational work must be
done among the banking institutions generally throughout
the country, so they will understand fully the value of trade
acceptances.
Such knowledge will enable them to render

and constructive sen'ice to their own patrons.
"Beyond dispute the establishment of the Federal Reserve Bank was the most progressive step taken by this

a

real

many years. It has proved a great boon t(j the
and commercial life of the country, and while it
needed elasticity to the country's banking capacity
through its discounts of commercial paper, it maintains
Our rediscount b.ink will
direct relations only with banks.
offer rediscount facilities to banks, and will go even a step
further bv extending ser\'ice to firms and individuals."
country- in

industrial

gives

Visiting Purchasing

the foreign

The commissions

States.

& Wigmore, Inc., and its managing director is
Max May, until recently vice-president and manager of the

Americas was organized by
Brown Hros. & Co., J. W. Seligman & Co., and the Guaranty Trust Company of New York and is closely connected
with the National Shawmut Rank of Boston, the Anglo
London, Paris National Bank of San Francisco and the HiU-mia Bank & Trust Company of New Orleans.
In reply to a question as to what service tlie bank offered to
the exporter, Mr. Van Deusan of the bank said:
"We have organized especially to finance e.xport orders.
Where the foreign customer wants long credits we will
finance the transaction.
We give the American manufacturer cash as soon as the goods are shipped and the customer
has accepted the shipment.
This is done by cable so that
the manufacturer is paid almost immediately after shipping
his goods.
This is called financing acceptances.
"If a manufacturer with an attractive export proposition
does not want to go after export business we will do it for
him.
All he needs to do is make his product, pack it, as
we direct him, address it and load it onto a freight car at
he Mercantile liank of

bank and
Williams

Mercantile Bank of the Americas
1
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Commissions

consists as a rule of important railway

government

officials.

been in New York with
Akio Kasama, secreheadquarters at 17 Madison avenue.
tary of the Imperial Government Railways who has l)een in
charge since Dr. Shima left for Japan last December is,
however, also about to leave for Japan.
Captain Raymond Michel, a distinguished French officer,
is in charge of the railroad department of the French High

The Japanese Commission has

Commission.
The purchasing board of the railroads of Italy

is

headed
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by V.

Pizzorno, president of the

Italian

State

Railways'

Commission of Inspection at 291 Broadway, New York.
A Palanca, at 291 Broadway, is head of the Italian Mmis-

General Tozzi of the Italian Military
try of Shipping.
is
Commission in the Metropolitan building, New York,
supplies.
also interested in the buying of railway

Russia
Communications has
It consists
in Washington, D. C.
Shulenberg,
I.
S.
of Professor G. Lomonossoff, Count
Professor LomoAlphonse I. Lipetz, and M. N. Groten.
with headquarters in
nossoff is president of the commission

The Russian Mission
offices in New York and

New York

He

is

a

of

Ways

member

of

of the council of engineers of

m

PetroCommunications
the Russian Ministry of Ways of
of the
Mr. Lipetz, head of the locomotive department
srad
the
of
officer
Russian Mission and formerly an important
design
the
for
Russian Government Railwavs is responsible
built in this country as
of the Ru«ian Decapod locomotive
October 12 1917.
described in the Railway Age Gazette of
the Russian
Mr Groten is chief of the car department of
responsible for
Mission of Ways of Communication and is
this counRussian railroad cars built

m

the desic-n of the

The mission has a large staff
who have been in charge of

try
tors

of engineers and inspecthis
the construction

m
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Canadian Engineers in
France
4 4

'

I

of Stern Stuff

who

drive the big mogul engines of Canmen
ada's ocean-to-ocean trains across tlie prairies and
through the mountains are made of stern stuff and

'he

I

have nerves as stead}' as the steel roads they travel.
You
meet many of them here at the war."
So writes Roland Hill, from war correspondents' headC|uarters in France, regarding the operations of the Canadian
railway troops.
The story was received by the Canadian
Militia Department and published in press despatches.
"There is the story of one of these engineers in charge,
too, of a 'built-in-Canada" engine
whose great hospital
train had just completed lading at a siding when the Huns
opened deliberate fire on the casualty clearing station. They
said it was a reprisal for the 'bombing of German hospitals'
by British airmen (British airmen, of course do not bomb
hospitals).
The track ahead had been hit but not broken
by the shells which were ranging closer to the hospital with

—

—

the Canadian engineer
damaged track to a clear
line ahead and hundreds of helpless wounded were carried
to safety.
If the engine had ditched it meant certain de-

every

shot.

Without

hesitation

piloted his train safely over the

struction for the train.

country.

Aid Salvage Corps
Netherlands

The

purchasing

.'overnment of the Netherlands has a
buildEast Indian possessions in the Whitehall
This office has been purchasing railway

office for the

in" New York.
Pacific Coast ports.
supplies which have been shipped from
Hollanders
As an indication of what the future policy of the
of railway supplies in this
will be in regard to the purchase
said:
country a member of this commission
" \fter the war Holland will make every effort to continue
will do this reThey
States.
to buy supplies in the United
is not desirable
gardless of the price of supplies, because it
continue to
let either England or Germany

Holland to
railthem all their supplies. Holland does not build
Engway supplies and formerly bought almost wholly
By buying at least part of our supland and Germanv.
prevent either Germany
plies in the United States we shall
the
an interest
or Great Britain from getting too great
for

sell

m

m

business of our Colonial possessions."

French High Commission
offices of the French High Commission

The New York

which occupv two floors of the American Express building
intense office activity.
at 65 Broadwav, present a scene of
Speed and brevity are the order of the day, although all
proceedings are tempered by delightful French courtesy.
new
Selling to railroad commissions forms a practically
experience to railroad supply concerns, and certainty not an
By comundesirable method of securing foreign business.
ing to this country and doing business here with many
American concerns the commissions have gone a great way
of doing
in bridging the gulf between their and our methods
Although the commissions may be discontinued
business.

have been a great
boon to the supply industr)-. In numerous cases American
specialties have been purchased, and the American supply
concerns have secured a foothold in the foreign market.
after the war, their

coming

"Another driver, who had charge of a Canadian construction train at Gouzeaucourt when the Huns broke through
after Cambrai, stayed with full steam up until all possible
men and material had been loaded, and although the enemy
were actually on the track behind him, tore down the grade
to a safe siding well behind the new British line.
"The Canadian railway troops in their spare time have
been assisting the hard-worked salvage corps. After Passchcndaele they collected thousands of pounds' worth of British
and German shells and hauled them back to the rear on their
now famous light railways. Late one afternoon one large
dump caught fire through spontaneous combustion or perhaps
a defective shell, and in the first explosion half a score of
men were wounded. A young Canadian engineer, a sergeant,
who in peaceful days used to drive the Canadian Pacific
Imperial Limited from Moose Jaw to the west, in spite of
the bursting ammunition backed his little engine into the
middle of the dump where the fire was blazing most fiercely.
He connected up a hose with his main steam pipe and for
half an hour pumped a stream into the burning mass, finally
His little engine was pitted
getting the fire under control.
with shrapnel holes and his own escape was nothing short
Several of the flying fragments tore his
of miraculous.
clothes.
His example rallied other men and the fire was
subdued before very great damage had been done.
" 'There was two hundred thousand dollars' worth of BritWe couldn't stand by and see that
ish shells in that dump.
go up,' he explained afterwards.

"And when the dump was safe he and his companions
gathered the wounded into empty dinky cars and rushed
them back along the little steel line to the safety of a dressing station."

will at least

Employment tor England's Disabled Railwaymen.
at the annual meeting of the Lancashire &

— Speaking

Yorkshire Railway, on February

—

Sales of War Savings
IN M.\RCH.
and Thrift Stamps in March were $54,000,000, and brought
the total receipts from that source in the four months since

$54,000,000

W.

S.

S.

the War Savings campaign started to $1 28,000,000. Officials
estimated, however, that actual sales, some of which have
not been reported, have been about $150,000,000.

1,3,

Sir

George Armytage,

the chairman, said with reference to those members of the
company's staff who were crippled while serving their country: "These men. I need hardly say, receive the most symis made, in accordance with the terms of our promise, to reinstate those concerned in their former positions, and in any case every

pathetic treatment, and ever\' endeavor

effort is

made

to find

employment

for

them."

The Locomotive Repair Shop

Situation

The Railways Need Increased Facilities for Maintaining Power;
Labor Must Give Its Best
THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE

TAKING
ricient

in

repair shop capacity

the railroads are de-

and

facilities.

It

is

here Uiat the government can, during its control of
the railways, make the greatest showing in improvements to
railway equipment. The lack of proper facilities for making
both general and running repairs to locomotives was responsible to a large extent for the condition of the motive
power last winter. While it was not the sole cause, it contributed very largely to the conditions. Some prominent men
In the railway mechanical field have made the statement that
it is not new locomotives the country needs, but properly reFacilities must
paired and well maintained locomotives.
However, \-er)- few roads
be provided for this purpose.
have made anywhere near in proportion the improvements
Heavy
in their shops that they have in their locomotives.
p)ower has been purchased with no provision for properly
handling the repairs. This has not only made it necessary
to hold these large locomotives with their proportionately
increasing earning capacity out of service longer than should
be necessary, but it has made it impossible to maintain them
properly. The old saying, "a stitch in time saves nine," applies most aptly to repairing the large locomotives.
Let
them begin to pound or have excessive wear in their running
parts and they soon hammer themselves to pieces.
What is needed most, particularly in the east, and far
more than standard locomotives, is increased shop facilities
for maintaining the power which has and will in the next
few years be called upon to do a greater amount of work
than ever before in the history of the country. Back shops
are needed with adequate crane service and machine tool
equipment for handling the heavy repairs.
Improved terminal facilities are required that the light running repairs
may be properly made. One road owning over 2,000 locomotives estimates that its repair facilities can only be brought
up to the proper standard by an expenditure of over $10,000.000.
.\nother road located in the east operating about
1,500 locomotives has only repair facilities for 750 and
these are old ?hops with inadequate facilities.
So great is
the demand that one road is planning to equip various buildings with temporary facilities for repairing the lighter class
X)f power, such as switch engines, and keep the larger shops
free to handle repairs to the heavier power.
Those roads, which, because of lack of proper back shop
facilities, followed the practice of making most of the light
repairs in the engine houses, suffered greatly during the extremely cold winter because of this fact, their roundhouses
being crowded with locomotives under repair and no house
room being available for making the running repairs to the
road locomotives.
This necessitated keeping them outside
where it was impossible for the men to do efficient work and
where it was impossible to prevent locomotives freezing.

The moti\e power of the country, taken as a whole, is
perhaps in worse condition than it has ever been before. It
has been estimated that during the next seven months 60 per
cent of the power must pass through the liack shops for repairs, if the railroads are going into the next winter in
proper shape. This means that almost heroic work must be
done.
Facilities should be improved to better meet the demands. Extensions to roundhouses which will permit more
locomotives being taken under cover during the winter
months will be money well invested. Additional insjjection
pits, strategically located,

pairs.

.\

facilities

for

modem

removing the cinders

is

of

conditions as they exist

tlie

and improvements made where they will do the most good.
It is useless still further to overcrowd our shops and
engine terminals with new locomotives unless provision is
provided to take care of them. It may be possible to build
during the next few months a well equipped, modem shop
at some centralized point in the east to provide facilities for
repairing locomotives for those roads whose repair facilities
are so greatly overtaxed.
No stone should be left unturned
which will lead toward improved shop conditions that the
roads may better maintain their power.

Repairing Locomotives in Foreign Shops

M the

present time about 225 locomotives have l^en sent
roads which are in a position to handle repairs to
other than their own locomotives.
It is a question as to how
far such practice should be followed.
In no case should a
road l)e asked to sacrifice repairs to its own equipment for
the purpose of helping out other roads, as the difficulties encountered in repairing locomotives of a design different from
those of the roads to which they are sent make this practice
costly Ijoth in time and money.
Wherever this is done, the
repairing road finds it necessar)' to obtain most of the repair
parts from the owning road.
The practices followed in the
general details of construction are usually different and considerable time is required for the repairing forces to acquaint
themselves with the peculiarities of the foreign locomotives.
to those

The following while not strictly up to date will give some
idea of the extent to which locomotives have been sent to foreign roads for repair since Januarj- 1
:

A. T. & S.
A. & N.
A. C. L

M

B.
B.
B.

F
I

?

& L. E
& O. C. T
R. & P

2
1

.

A

Erie
flrand
n. C.
G. M.
I.

St

W

& A

S.

I..

M.

1

5

& E
Trunk

& N
..

W
L.

10
2

W
St

H

3
lb
3
4
2
3
S
1

E

7

Pennsylvania (West)

8

So.

2
8

St.
St.
St.

Pacific
S. F.
& S.

I..

& T

L.

F

Louis So.
Southern
T. & P

W

Pacific

4
1

U
1

4
1

ToUl
Am. Loco. Co
Bald. Loco. Works
Rome Loco. Work?

5

Total

1

Grand

V

St.

&

Virginia

..15

M

222
10

24
21

2

& N
S:

I..

P.

Union

2

C

M

P.
p.

8

3

S.

1

N. Y. C
N. Y. O. &
N. C. & St. L
N. & \V
X. Y. N. H.

1

1

L

K. C. S
L.

7
13
2
3

O

W

N

1

20

W
Q

C.
C. &
n. L.
D. S.
E. J.

1

S.

P

N.

Belt Rv. of Chi
C. R. I. & P
C. & W. C
C. C. C. & St. L
C. &
c. n. &
C. St. p.. M. &
C. G.
C. M. & St. P

N

M. I'
M. St. p.
M. K. & T

r

55
lolal

277

Of this number 26 have been repaired and returned to the
owning road.
When this practice was first started locomotives were sent
indiscriminately throughout the country.
It was discovered
that some eastern locomotives were being sent to repair points
2,000 miles away. This, of course, was entirely impractical
and with a concentration of such work in the hands of the
Manager of the Locomotive Section, such occurrences need
not now exist. It is the plan of Mr. McManamy, and a most
logical one too, so to systematize repairs to foreign locomotives that

one shop will handle only repairs for one road beGreat care must be exercised in making inspec-

sides itself.

re-

tion of locomotives that are sent to other roads for repairs,

ashpit with adequate

so that a full complement of repair parts will accompany
Occasions have been found
the locomotives to the shop.

will contribute

well designed and

made immediately

siiould be

toward prompt

impiortant.

\

study
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full sets of detail prints

The success with which this order
others have not.
can be met depends a great deal upon the manner in which
One road on which it was attempted to put
it is handled.
this order into effect, issued a notice to the men an hour or
two before closing time, requiring the men to start that
night on the 70-hour schedule. This was manifestly unfair
to the men, and as might be expected, was met with a great
After two days' trial the plan was condeal of opposition.

road to the shops

sidered a failure and discontinued.

where the work has been materially delayed because the
more rigid inspection made when the locomotive was stripped,
that were not reported.
shops become accustomed
to the requirements of the road for which they are making
In some
repairs, the difficulties and delays will be reduced.
cases it has been found necessary to send inspectors with

developed

As

the

These

the

need

workmen

in

at

for

repairs

the

repair

and standard practices of the home
which the locomotives are to be repaired.
work with the shop forces and be

inspectors should

given definite gangs, so that the

workmen may be educated

owning roads, and these gangs
should be kept solely on this work. They will soon become
accustomed to the road's requirements and will be able to

in the recjuirements of the

make

the repairs with less confusion in the shop.
Cases have been reported of locomotives being sent as far
west as Parsons, Kan.; Brainerd, Minn., and Ogden, Utah,
to be repaired, all these locomotives coming from eastern
roads.

It

would be

far better practice to "step" the repairs

westward, than to require the locomotives to travel such great
distances for repairs.
Repairing locomotives in foreign shops is at best only a
makeshift proposition and should not be done except in case
of absolute necessity because of the hardships it will impose
upon the repairing roads and the increased length of time a
locomotive will have to be held out of service from the home
If it is possible to increase the repair facilities of
road.

owning road, this should be done by all means, as a
great deal of confusion will be eliminated and there will be
a net gain in locomotives repaired throughout the country.

the

The Labor

Situation

Perhaps the greatest trial the railway mechanical officers
have borne during the past year has been the difficulty of
securing a sufficient amount of efficient shop mechanics and
Because of the e.xtreme demand for mechanics of all
labor.
kinds by the navy yards, munition works and on account of
the draft, the railway shops throughout the country have
been sorely hit. While it is true that the larger roads, taken
as a whole, have about eight per cent more men working on
locomotive repairs than last year, a large number of the men
employed represent a class of labor that is unfamiliar with
railway shop practice. This is particularly true in the East.
It has been necessary to educate these men and generally
speaking they have not been able to do the work efficiently.
The labor situation, however, is becoming more stabilized
and with the promise of consideration being given the workmen by the Railroad Wage Commission, the men have been
more willing to remain on the job.
Due to the law of supply and demand, the railroads have
been forced to increase the wages to the men in order to hold
them. With these increases in wages, however, it has been
To
increasingly difficult to keep the men from laying off.
overcome this situation one road has granted a bonus of one
minute per liour to men who have not absented themselves
from work during the week. The matter of absentees is an
important one and every possible attempt should be made to
appeal to the patriotic duty of the men to remain at work.
It is no longer necessary for each one in this country to do
his "bit," but each one of us must do all that is possible to
The men must be made to
the limit of physical endurance.
They must be made
realize the seriousness of the situation.
to feel that the government is depending upon them to provide the railways with adequate power.
It is necessar}', if the roads are to go into the next winter
In fact,
in good condition, for labor to give its full time.
the matter is so tremendously important that the Manager
of the Locomotive Section of the Railroad Administration
has issued orders to increase the working hours of railway
shops, where necessary, for making proper repairs to the
locomotives, to 70 hours a week.
Some roads have done

this;

A

representative of the

Railroad Administration, however, consulted the representatives of tlie shop men and even addressed the men en
After explaining to them the necessity for the overmasse.
time and the importance of properly repairing the locomotives, the system was again scheduled to go into effect a few
days later with lasting results. To obtain the 70 hours a
week, some shops are operating 10 hours a day for the entire seven days.
Other shops are working 14 hours on Monday, Tuesday and Thursday, 10 hours on Wednesday and
Friday and nine hours on Saturday, leaving Sunday freefor the

workmen.

Labor Must Do

Its

Part

Some shops are arranging to provide for the increased
output where men can be obtained, by working night shifts.
This, of course, is a desirable thing to do where possible.
In every case, however, all shops, regardless of the condition
of the motive power on their particular road, should increase the working hours in order that they may lend assistance to roads whose repair facilities may not be sufficient
It is a time for the closest co-operation
to meet their needs.
and every assistance must be given to the weaker roads.
Labor must be ready to do its part in this gigantic world
struggle.
Those roads that have become strongly unionized
are bound hand and foot by agreements with organized
labor, which make it practically impossible for overtime to
be obtained without greatly increasing the cost of labor.
One labor agreement which was put into effect the middle
of last year, which is distinctly unfair to the railroads and
may be justly termed unpatriotic at the present time, reads
as follows: "Overtime shall be paid for at the rate of time
and one-half for all service after the hours in force (eighthour day) up to the end of the first hour immediately following the shift upon whicli employed. If required to work
after the first hour immediately following the shift upon
five hours will be allowed for 3 hours and
20 minutes, or less service." Here the road, if it attempts
to even work a 10-hour day, is required to pay for 14J/^
hours, and this contract was made while our nation was at
war. This same contract also reads: "When vacancies occur
in foreman or gang boss positions, men from the class represented in this agreement will be given preference in proThis
motion, seniority, character and ability to govern."

which employed,

rule certainly removes the incentive for good
practically impossible to secure the
it

makes

vision.

work and
best

it

super-

the Railroad Wage Commission
agreements to exist, remains to be seen,

Whether or not

will permit such

view of the necessity of the government for this class
it seems hardly possible that even the government
absurd labor contracts.
Throughout the past winter labor has been subjected to
very tr}'ing circumstances.
Due to the lack of adequate
facilities, much of the repair work had to be done outdoors,
which during the exceptionally cold winter made it a physical impossibility to have the work done properly.
Even inside in some places, with the average arrangements for
heating roundhouses, it was not possible for a man to perform an efficient day's work. In addition to this there were
natural losses of efficiency because of many of the men
laying off on account of sickness due to the extreme weather
Ijut in

of labor,

will permit such

conditions.

Laborers

in

the

mechanical department

have been ex-

April
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trenK'lv ililliiult K) ol)t;iin.

south,

where

negro

hilior

This

luis

obtains,

bei'ii

than

fell

ever

more

in

the

before

on

account of the increase in hihorers' wages paid by industries
and the fact that a large number of negroes were brought
fill in the gaps there.
Throughout the winter extreme

north to

difticulty has been exmaintaining proper roundhouse forces.
The
conditions have been so trying tliat it has been almost impossible to get the men to stick and the percentage of absentees mounted to a very large figure
for some roads at
some periods during the winter, being as high as 40 and 50
cent.
The
aslipit
particularly
per
men were
hard hit and it
was not an uncommon occurrence for a wliole ashpit crew
to quit in the middle of tiie night or during the day through
some of the extremely cold weather. This all makes nccessar)' the provision of adequate facilities for handling this
class of work in order that it can be done with a minimum
of discomfiture to the men.
The discipline maintained at some of the shops has, on
account of the dilViculty that has occured in keeping the
men at work, been allowed to sag. This is disastrous in
any organization and will do more to decrease the efficiency
of the shop than most any other one tiling.
The class of
supervision obtaining is generally responsible for such conTlie supervising officers must insist upon proper
ditions.
resjject and hold tlie men strictly to their tasks.

perienced

in

—

The Labor Shortage
A Resume

in the

It lias been found necess.iry througliout ahno.st the entire
country, and particularly where the lalior turnover has been
very large, to increase tlie number of foremen or sujiervising officers in the shops.
The class of labor now being
obtained is such that unless adequate supervision is provided, either through gang foremen or demonstrators, it
will take a long time to bring the quality of work up to the
pro|)er grade.
Some roads have complained of the difficulty
of obtaining competent foremen and of even retaining the

foremen in their positions. In a very large number of cases,
the difficulty thus encountered is due to the fact that the
supervising officers have not been granted an increase in
wages in proportion to the mechanics or men working under
them.
It is impossible to expect a man, undoubtedly a
good mechanic, who is capable of holding the position of
foreman, to give his best work and remain satisfied when
the men under him are receiving more in wages than he obtains in salary.
Some roads have been quick to recognize
this and have granted the supervising officers increases of
even a larger per cent than was given the men. Such roads
have had no difficulty in retaining the foremen and they
have been willing to work as never before to pull their roads
out of a serious situation.
Full cognizance must be given
to this condition and it must he remembered that labor or
workmen without a competent leader will never jive maxi-

mum

output.

Maintenance Department

of Possible Sources of Supply

Reducing the Demand
OF
THEyearAMOUNT
depends

WORK which

directly

on the

S03

the railways can

do this
which

quantit)' of labor

can be secured. The supply of materials of certain
kinds is inadequate, but priority regulations can be so adHowever,
ministered as to meet the most pressing needs.
there are no priorities as to labor. The shortage is universal.
working with only partial effectiveness beIndustries are
cause of a lack of men. The shipyards are handicapped for
It is not therefore surprising that the
the same reason.
roads, which employ normally about 450,000 men in maintenance of way work, are short from 10 to SO per cent of
their forces, depending on localities.
Not only are the railways facing a shortage of track and other maintenance labor
now but this condition will continue. The problem is therefore to prepare for the future as well as for the present and
to adopt those measures which will be of most lasting benefit.
The causes of the labor shortage are those common to all
industries
a demand far exceeding the supply, supplemented
by the withdrawal from productive work of large numbers
of men for military activities. The result has been a general
moving up into the better paying trades of the men formerly
classed as unskilled laborers, leaving these ranks most depleted.
In those industries employing skilled mechanics such
shortages as have existed have been caused by increased demands for men more than by desertions to other work, while
in maintenance of way work the reverse has been true and it
has been impossible to retain even normal forces.
The shortage varies widely from one locality to another.
It is least evident in the agricultural communities and those
removed from industrial activities.
In such places it has
generally been possible to maintain normal forces and in
some instances to recruit floating gangs for service in dis-

—

tricts less fortunately placed.
The greatest difficulty is being
encountered in the industrial centers in the east where men
cannot he held in the face of the high wages offered by industries
In manv such i^laces the forces have been so de-

pleted that
tracks and

and of Means

of

Men

for

has been impossible to do more than patrol the
do the most urgent repair work, postponing all

it

other work.

With

the shortage over the country becoming steadily

acute, little

more
for relief this summer.
up of the ship building program

hope can be held out

Instead, with the speeding

and with the continued withdrawal of men for militar)* sermay be expected to become more acute. The
problem confronting railway men is that of developing new
sources of supply of labor and of using the men available
more efficiently to increase the unit output of work per man.
vice, the shortage

Increasing Sources of Supply
For many years track forces have been recruited largely
from the immigrants coming from Europe, but with the outbreak of the war in 1914 this source was closed. As a matter of fact the number who have returned to Europe since
August, 1914, has greatly exceeded that of men entering the
United States, so that the net result has been a severe drain
on the labor supply of the country. No relief can be expected from this source until the close of the war.
The next most inviting source of labor is Mexico. Up to
a year ago Mexicans were coming into this country in increasing numbers and were the main reliance of the roads in
the Southwest, but with the imposition of a head tax, and a
literacy test by our government in legislation which became
effective on >iay 1. 1017. this source of labor was shut off.
for almost none of the Mexicans can pass these requirements.
It is understood that large numbers of Mexicans are willing
to work in the United States if it were made possible for
them to do so, but in spite of the urgent need for them, the
government has taken no step publicly to bring them in.
Many railway men have urged that the restrictions
against the importation of Chinese labor be raised for the
Large numlsers of men can be secured
period of the war.
England
in China of a class which makes good workmen.
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has transported over 150,000 across Canada to France,
where the}' are employed in civilian work in the interior.
China possesses a surplus of labor sufficient for our needs.
However, public sentiment, particularly in the western
states, is so strong

against Oriental labor that there

is

little

hope of securing relief from this source.
The most promising field for the importation of labor is
Investigations of the United States department
Porto Rico.
of labor have shown a large surplus there and statements
have been made from time to time that as many as 100,000
to 150,000 men would be brought into this country in the
As early as last fall it was announced that
near future.
plans had been perfected to bring these men in but so far
If they are secured, these men will
none have arrived.
necessarily be distributed mainly in the south where climatic
conditions approach those to which the men are accustomed.
It is doubtful if any noticeable relief will be secured from
this source in the north.
It would seem therefore that no great relief can be expected from outside the United States except in so far as help
may be secured from Porto Rico. Within our own borders
much comment has been made regarding the employment of
women in the maintenance of way department. Some roads
have hired considerable numbers for a short time but in
general they have not proved successful. While they can be
employed in clerical positions they will not offer any material relief in the general run of maintenance of way work.

A

greater benefit can be secured through the recruiting
While the
of boys 16 to 18 years of age for track work.
agitation for the enlistment of boys in farm work will draw
many in this direction this year, a number of boys of high

school age are to be found in almost every village for whom
By taking the proper
railroad work holds a fascination.

measures, many of these boys can be recruited for maintenance work, either as members of regular gangs or in
gangs by themselves. One eastern road which gave this subject

special

attention

last

spring,

sent

its

supervisors
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long as this practice is followed, certain classes of men
out for work far removed from the
The waste of time and of transportapoint of employment.
tion in hauling large numbers of men across the country in
At the same time, it cannot be eliminated
this way is great.
entirely for it is necessary to take tlie men from their headquarters to the site of the work if the work is to be done.
Any proposal to prohibit the shipment of men to work will
create a hardship on the job away from the city which it will
be difficult if not impossible to overcome.
.As

will continue to hire

The wage

question assumed a prominent place in all studies
labor situation last year and it will be even more important this year. It is to be expected that wages will rise in
any period of labor shortage. It is also the experience that this
rise is facilitated in every such period by the bidding of one
road against another, the only effect of which is to increase
the cost to all, without benefiting any one, as few new men
are drawn into the work.
To overcome this practice there
of

tlie

among many railway men at the present time
roads are now operated under a common control,
a uniform rate should be paid on all roads, at least in a
common territory. This will effectively stop all bidding of
one road against another with its resulting demoralization.
However, once established, the tendency will be to standardize this wage over too wide an area and to place too
great an impediment to its change, with the result that
authority will have been taken from local officers to make
changes on their own initiative to meet local conditions
quickly as they arrive.
While it is not desirable for one
road to compete with another for men, particularly under
present conditions, each road must compete with the farmers and the industries along its lines for men. Any regulation which removes from the men on the local road the
authority to meet this competition gives all the advantage to
the industry with the result that the roads will be more
seriously handicapped than before.
is

a feeling

that, as the

to

speak before the older boys of the high schools in the towns
along its line, pointing out the advantages of track work
during the summer. As a result as many as 150 boys were
employed on single divisions. These boys were organized
into separate gangs and were assigned to ditching and simIn
ilar work, but in general were kept off the track itself.
this way it was possible to keep the men working on the
If this
track and still to complete much of the other work.
plan were developed throughout the country it would mean
a considerable addition to the available track forces of the
country.

Working Conditions
In general maintenance forces are recruited by the individual roads through their foremen locally and through
labor agents in the larger centers who are either directly in
This year
the employ of the roads or work on a fee basis.
the government has stated that it is prepared to secure the
men desired iiy the roads through its national and the state
It has intimated further
agencies with which it is affiliated.
in some instances that it is prepared to supplant the organizations maintained by the roads in previous years to secure
men. Railway officers are inclined to look at this suggestion
with some apprehension, for in spite of frequent assertions
to the contrary the government-operated labor bureaus have
not shown any marked ability to supply experienced railway
Railway men will welcome any help
labor in the past.
which the government-operated bureaus can render them this
year but it would appear highly advisable to retain those
methods in use previously until the ability of the government to provide the desired men has been demonstrated.
One wasteful practice incident to the present methods of
hiring men for which a practical remedy has not yet been
.secured is that resulting from shipping labor long distances.

Conserving
With

the scarcity of

men, which

Men
is

certain to prevail this

it is to be expected that they will be harder to hold
on the work than ever and that the turnover will be higher
even than last year. Men will leave on the least complaint,
High wages foster rather than
or on no complaint at all.
arrest such tendencies, for those men whose sole ambition
is to earn a stake will get it quicker and therefore work

year,

a shorter time.

A feature which will be given greater prominence than
previously will be the provision of more comfortable housing facilities and more attention to boarding.
A great improvement has been made in the character of many of the
camps, but these modern camps are still so few as to constitute the exception.
When the men have the power of selection as they have this year, it is to be expected that they
will prefer to work at those places where modern conveniences are provided and will refuse to stay at other camps.
This will lead to the more general installation of modern
conveniences, first at those points where labor is most difficult
hold and then to points of less difficulty.
the lack of an adequate supply of labor this year
Ibere will need to be more supervision to get the best results
from that which is available.
Division engineers, supervisors and foremen will need to employ their men so as to
get the most work from them and create the least lost motion.
Jobs should be planned well in advance and even' opporto

With

tunity taken to secure the most efficiency from the forces.
Of equal or greater importance is the necessity of substituting mechanical equipment for men wherever possible.

The maintenance

of

wav department has been very back-

work and as a result railway men and manufacturers alike have made little progress in the development of
labor saving equipment.
It is true that the motor cars and
ward

in this

April

S,
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certain other devices have come into general use but these
when labor
are exceptions to the general practice.

Now

cannot be secured, there

demand

a great

is

which will do the work of men and
see the introduction of

many new

for

machinery

probably
In the meantime

this year will

devices.

in place of men
is important that equipment be used
wherever possible, even where there is no reduction, in the
in
nearly
all cases the
although
cost of doing the work,
adoption of mechanical equipment is accompanied by a decrease in the cost of doing work.
it
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Men

are availalile in Mexico, but the immigration
prevent those who are willing to come from
entering this country. China has a surplus of labor, but the
sentiment in the west will not permit any letting down of
the bars against their entrance.
Some relief may be secured
gration.

restrictions

from I'orto Rico. However, the most ready means of assistlies in the employment of boys in the work for which
they arc best suited.
With the inadequate forces under 'the
most favorable conditions railway men can also conserve
ance

own

by providing such arrangements for the
as will tend to hold them on their work.
Material relief can also be secured through tlie adoption of
labor saving equipment wherever it can be adapted to the
their

interests

fare of the

Conclusions
In brief, the supply of

demands.

No

men

is

insufficient for this year's

help can be expected from European immi-

How

Reliable Export Firms
to the

Steel

& Railway Supply

RiTtR HAS BEEN REQUESTED

to Outline the

through the aid of the reliable export lirms of this

The

first question that confronts the manufacturer, and
a serious one, is how to introduce his goods to foreign
markets.
There are several ways. The first that suggests
itself is to place advertisements in foreign papers, in the
language of the country, setting forth the desirability of
his particular product.
This necessitates considerable initial
is

exjjense
tried

and the results obtained by manufacturers who have
method have been very unsatisfactory, for they

this

find that, even though the advertisement arouses interest in

the product advertised, by the time a letter of inquir)', written in the language of the country and necessitating transis received here and replied to, several months have
elapsed and the interest of the inquirer has waned.
Even
should an inquirj- develop into an order, the manufacturer
is generally unacquainted with the metliods of packing goods
for foreign shipment, with the ways and means of getting
steamship space at a rate on which he can count and with
money values in foreign countries. Also, he is handicapped
in ascertaining the credit of the concern to which he is
shipping, in consequence of which he is left with an indefi-

lation,

nite idea as to the actual

sum

of

money he

will

make on

goes through, and is, therefore, compelled to demand money deposited in a bank in this country
to make safe the financial end.
All of this process covers a long period, if it is done by
writing, and costs a good deal of money if done by cable,
making the transaction unsatisfactorj- in the long run and
ven,- slow in operation.
There is another method which has been tried without
showing returns for the expenditure involved.
This has
been to send a special man to a certain countn,\
He calls
upon the trade and immediately finds himself handicapfjed
if he does not speak the language of the country.
WTiile he
may take a small initial order, he is very soon forgotten
when he goes away, as is also his product. The writer
has known firms to spend a good many thousands of dollars in endeavoring to introduce their products in this way
and. after several years, find th, T-ftnrn; but a small fraction
the transaction,

of the

if

it

money expanded.

C. Johnstone

The modern export company

advan-

country.

it

Can Offer Many Advantages

Department, Gaston, Williams and Wigmore,

tages presented to the manufacturers of railway supplies for extending their business into foreign coun-

tries

hand.

Railway Supply Manufacturer
By Homer

Manager
\\

in

the Export Houses Help in Foreign Trade
The

THE

work

men

Inc.

of today, with

its

organiza-

tions in various trade centers of the different countries, of-

manufacturer the following facilities:
generally, with an American manager
having under him salesmen of the countn,' in which the
office is located, and, therefore, speaking the language.
These salesmen go out and call upon the trade, having lists
of various customers in the various lines.
They, of course,
by their frequent calls, have become acquainted with the
trade and are able to present to customers, in an intelligent
manner, the advantages of the product they wish to introduce.
If the product is a specialty, they have to depend
upon the information they have received from the manufacturer, through the home office, catalogues and other literature.
Should the device be so special that it needs a man
from its own factory to introduce it, this man could be sent
over, accompany the salesman who speaks the language and
introduce the product in that way.
When he left, the salesman would have absorbed sufficient information to carry
on the campaign in the future.
These foreign offices of the large export companies handle
fers to the

Offices equipped,

'

a great deal of material

and advertise

in the countries

in

which they are located, so they become a sort of center for
inquiries regarding American products.
Also, the export
companies handle imports and are, therefore, buying and
trading with the various merchants abroad, which keeps
ihem in closer touch. They are able to make a price, as

money of the countn,', and the purchaser
knows exactly what the material is going to cost when it

expressed in the
arrives.

loth to

Buyers in foreign countries, in. ordinary times, are
pay for material until it has been delivered. This

company can extend
acquaintance with the financial standing of concerns abroad.
facility the foreign office of the export

to

them because of

its

Starting a Foreign Trade

The modus

ojjerandi of starting a foreign trade through

one of these export companies would be as follows:
The manufacturer would first get in communication with
tlie

export

company and

state the countn.-

which he desires to introduce his product.

or countries in

If the export
not ver.=ed in the appliances of a similar natxire
used
in
the
or design
countr}- or countries in which it is to
be introduced, it can, by correspondence with headquarters

company

is
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have the situation canvassed and, in a
manufacturer with an intelligent
statement as to the possibility of placing his product on the
After »liis information is obtained, if it is
foreign markets.
the manufacturer
still desirable to acquire the business,
can, through the export company, send abroad a letter,
enough
to give the
written by his expert and descriptive
salesman on the other side a working knowledge. Then, the
salesman of the export company abroad can start his campaign.
On the orders which might result from this, the
export company will buy the the material direct from the
manufacturer and take all the risk of shipping and safe
in

those countries,

month or

so,

furnisli the

arrival of the material, as well as the risk of the credit.
will get his money at the mill, and know

The manufacturer

He will,
profit he will make in each instance.
save a large expense in advertising abroad and
in the cost of sending representatives to canvass the foreign
market.
The exporters or, as some firms call themselves, international traders, who have these foreign offices fully equipped
for handling export and import trade, offer facilities along
the line above mentioned that have never before been preThe volume of their
sented to the people of any country.
business enables them to obtain these various offices, and
the salesmen in connection therewith, at a minimum e.xpense
compared with that which any single company, regardless
The
of its size, could do in handling only one product.
cost to the manufacturer in introducing his product to the
foreign trade is, therefore, very small.
The writer knows of one manufacturing concern in the
West which spent a number of years and a good deal of
money, advertising abroad in an effort to introduce its machine.
The only result was a casual letter, in some foreign
When the letter had been translated and anlanguage.
swered, in 99 cases out of 100, nothing further was ever
heard from it. After a number of years, therefore, they had
sold a few machines.
Then they went to an international
trading company and, as a result, their descriptive matter
(including a letter sufficient to acquaint the foreign offices
with the advantage of the product to be introduced) went
to every office of the trading company abroad, immediately,
from Tokyo to Capetown and from Rome to Valparaiso.
exactly

what

therefore,

,od.

A'.
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.\icurdingly, 14 oftices, distributed all over the world, right

away took up the pushing of this machine and
been a large number of cabled inquiries and of
about the machine,

its

price, terms, etc.

of

letters asking
In a few months,

manufacturer has had an introduction to the
world that he could not have acquired through an\- other
source or means.
We have known of manufacturers, who have either paid
the entire expense of a man to cover a country, or a considerable part of it, and allowed the man to carry several
other accounts, endeavoring to market their railway equipment in a country that had no cars on which the equipment
could be used, under any circumstances, and the net result
of their ventures was simply a large expense account.
If the manufacturer of railway supplies in this countrywill co-operate with the large, reliable merchants who are
able to offer these facilities, it will simply be a question of
time when these concerns can afford to establish specialty
men on railway equipment in a large number of their offices
abroad and the interests of the manufacturer would be
taken care of just as carefully as they are in his various
offices in this country.
Keep in mind that the magnitude of the business of these
international merchants enables them to handle a product
on a very small percentage of profit, probably less than a
manufacturer might pay in extra freight and handling
charges, being unaccustomed to the shipping proposition, to
say nothing of the losses that would come to the manufacturer from credits which he would have to give abroad, in
ordinary times.
The position at the present time, because of shortage nf
therefore, this

shipping and abnormal conditions
of course, exceptional

all

over the

world

and what the writer has said

is

is,

not

applicable to a crucial time like the present in the same
proportion to which it would apply under normal conditions.
However, now is the time for a manufacturer to lay his plans
to obtain information and to get in touch with the foreign
situation so that, when ordinary business methods are again
assumed, foreign trade will have a foundation laid.
Of
course, after the start, the future of the product depends
upon its own intrinsic worth, as well as the manner in which
it is kept before the eyes of the consumer.

Y.

The Ruins

the result has

an Ammunition Train Hit by a Shell

Designs of the United States Standard Cars
Simple Construction, Interchangeable Parts and Use of
Pressed Steel Noteworthy Features
I

1%

is

i

these
in

si.i

the

t"^

Mareh

for

.l^'c

J'',

tiie

United

t strong.

made

been

make

to

sills,

standard

States

;

that

are made up of 9-in., 17.44-lb. shipbuilding channels.
In the open-top cars a lj.2-lb. bulb angle is used on practically ail tlie designs.
The draft sill arrangement is iden-

the

box cars
The principal drawings of
on page 785.
ars have been reproduced and arc siiown
pages.
From a study of the.se drawings
1\
the specifications, it is quite apparent
•It's
standardization committee has profear to operate.
The
1 no railroad need
lor

connrt
the s;
vided some l
designs are suihj'u
Every attempt 1
in

Railway

iiiK

111-

many

as

of

i)arts

tical, with the excejjtion of some details, to all cars, and a
standard distance of I2jg, in. is maintained between the center
sills.

In addition to this, detail parts have been made of the
same designs where it has been possible to do so, among
which may be mentioned the body center plate, body side
bearing, front draft lug, striking plate, coupler yoke key and
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order to reduce the

1

— Underframe

for the

Standard 50-Ton Steel Gondola Car

adaptable to more llian one design, in

the cars as possible

number

of dies, patterns, etc., the buildin constructing the cars.
It is noteworthy

must make
the amount of pressed steel shapes that have been used in
the designs and the small amount of commercial shapes.
Where commercial shapes have been used, however, a strenuous attempt has l)een made to use the same shapes.
For in-

ers

!, .

stance, the 12-in.. .o-lb.
for the center sills.

channels are used to a large extent

The end

sills,

and

in

some cases side

cotter,

coupler carrying iron and ladder rounds and grab

These are common to all of the designs. There are
also other parts which are common to more than one design.
For instance, one design of body bolster, center brace, rear
draft lug and draft sill is used for the 40- and 50-ton single
sheathed box cars, the SO-ton steel gondola and the 50-ton
irons.

The trucks are similar in construction
composite gondola.
and have a center plate and center plate support common to
The limiting dimensions for brake beams is also
all three.
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of construction of the cars,

stakes on each side and six braces of the same material. These
arc made from J.i-in. plates and are 7^-in. wide and ^yi in.

the drawings.

deep.

sanii-.

till'

Following

is

a brief description of the details
which will facilitate a study of

Tlie end l)races are al.so pressed from a steel plate in
U-section, being T/i in. wide, 4 in. deep and V^ in. thick.

Gondola Cars
riiere

namely
all-steel

shown
in tlie

were three different designs of gondola cars adopted,
high side composite car, a SO-ton high side
car, and a 70-ton low side all-steel car.
These are

a 50-ton

a marked similarity
general dimensions between the 50-ton steel and comin Figs. 1, 2,

,^,

posite cars.

4 and

5.

There

is

—

This car has an estimated
Fifty-Ton Composite Gondola.
lb.
It has eight drop doors swinging from
sill,
the general plan being shown in Fig. 3.
the center
The underfranie in common with the other designs is made
weight of 40,000

There is a 5-in. by 3J/2-in. by -^ii-in., I.v2 lb. bulb angle,
extending around the top sides and ends. The llajr lioards
used on these cars are 2)4 in. thick and tlie side boards are
1 lii

in.

thick.

—

Gondola Car. This car has an esti42,000 lb. As in the com])osite design, it
has eight drop doors which are set flush with the floor. The
general plan of this car is shown in Fig. 2, and the underframe is shown in Fig. 1.
The chief difference between the underframe of this car
and that of the composite gondola is in the crossbearers and
I'ifly-Tun

mated

Steel

weiglit of

37-7'TnKk Cenfvj
'StnkirtfPhfei

Fig. 5

up

of a numl>er of steel pressings.

The

— Underframe

for the

center sills are 12-in.

having a standard distance of 12^s in. between
the webs and a top cover plate l^Yz in. by I14 in.
There

channels,

are four crossbearers of the lish-belly type, made up of 54 -in.
pressed steel diaphragms, having top and bottom cover plates
of 8-in. by -^g-in. material.
The side sills are 9-in., 17.44-lb.

shipbuilding channels.

The body bolsters are built up of
diaphragms made from 5, 16. -in. steel plate, having
tq) and bottom cover plates of ?,s-in. steel.
The end sills
steel

are 9-in.,

1 7.44-lb. ship channels, the same as the side sills.
The body of the car has eight U-shaped pressed steel

70-Ton Steel Gondola Car
side

sills.

1

'4 -in. pressed

he crossbearers
steel pans 12

are
in.

being made of
They have bottom

straight,

deep.

cover plates Yi in. thick and 5 ft. SVj in. long, with no tc^
The side construction consists of 3^S-in. by
cover plate.
3-in. by J/2-in. angles and side stakes of the same dimensions as those used in the comp>osite car, but made from
The end braces and the end sills are the
5/16-in. plate.
same as used in the composite car. Both the floor and side
plates for this car are J4 in- sheets, and the same bulb angle
is used at the top of the sides as on the composite car.
Seventy-Ton Steel Gondola. This design has an esti-

—
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mated weight of 49,500 lb. It is to be built entirely of steel
and is provided with drop ends. The general plan of this
car is shown in Fig. 4, and the underframe is shown in
Fig.

5.

This car has a center sill of the fish-belly type, being
2 ft. 6 in. deep at the center.
The center sill girder has a
^-in. web plate with a top flange angle 4 in. by 3^2 by }i
in., bottom flange angles on each side of the webs 4 in. by
3y2 in. by 7/16 in. and a top cover plate 21 in. wide
The crossbearers are '^-in. pressed steel
by J4 in. thick.
diaphragms 16J^ in. deep at the center, reinforced at the
bottom by a 6-in. by ^,-m. cover plate which passes through
The body bolsters are of the same
the web of the center sill.
general construction as those used on the other gondola cars,
having 5'S-in. top and bottom cover plates. The bottom side
angle used in this design is 4 in. by Syi in. by yi in., and
the same bulb angle is used at the top of the sides.
The
side, end and door sheets of the car are '4 in- thick.
There
are 1 2 pressed steel stakes on each side of the car made
from 5/16-in. plate.

Box Cars
The designs include

4U-ton steel underframe, double
sheathed box car and a 40- and 50-ton single sheathed box
car, and are illustrated in Figs. 6. 7, S, 9, 10 and 11.
The
40- and 50-ton steel frame cars have identical body construction, the only difference being in the trucks.
There are certain details in the construction of the bodies of the doublesheathed and single-sheathed cars which are the same in
a

Steel ends are specified for nil box cars, and these
be either of the Murphy, vertically corrugated or the
plain steel end type. Outside .steel roofs are required, which
may be either of the Murphy, Hutchins or Chicago-Cleveland
type.
In many cases the same steel pressings and commercial shapes are common to both types of cars.
A brief de-

both.

may

scription of these cars follows:

—

Forty-Ton Double Sheathed Box Car. This design has
an estimated weight of 44,000 lb. The underframe has a
center sill of the fish-belly type, which is 2 ft. 2 in. deep at
the center.
It is made up of 5/16-in. web plates, with a
top 4-in. by 3^-in. by 5/16-in. angle and a bottom 4-in. by

jK'-in. by }i-in. angle on the outside and a 4-in. by .33^-in.
by 7/1 6-in. angle on the inside of the wel) plate. There is
There are
a top cover plate 20JX in. wide by 34 in. thick.
two crossbearer* made up of '4-in. pressed steel diaphragms,
having a top cover plate 6 in. by 7/16 in. and a l)ottom
cover plate which extends through the webs of the sills, of

by %-in. plate. The Ijody bolsters are built up of 34-inpressed steel diaphragms and have top and bottom cover
plates 14 in. by ^i in., which extend almost out to the side
sills.
The side and end sills are 9-in. shipbuilding channels,
which are used so commonly throughout the design of these
cars.
The end sills are made from the standard 9-in. shipbuilding channels. There is a diagonal brace extending from
the junction of the center sill with the body bolster to the
6-in.

comers made of 5/16-in. plate. A 6-in. by j4-in- plate extends between the body bolsters and the end sill midway between the center sills and the side sills to further reinforce
the ends.
These are riveted to the diagonal brace mentioned above.

The superstructure of the car is of standard double
sheathed construction, with 3>4-in. by 3-in. posts and 5-in.
by 3-in. braces. The side posts are reinforced by the 3-in.
4-lb. channel, which fits over the po.st, being bolted to it,
and by a 5-^-in. tie rod which extends between the side plate
and tiic side sill. The last intermediate side post is tied
The
to the corner post by %-in. rods at the upper belt rail.
Ijrace and side post pocket casting of the same post is tied
in. in diameto the end of the car by a diagonal tie rod 1

%

The side plates are 6^
The doors are made up of

ter.

in.

by

3J/> in.

7i4-in. by 13/16-in. transverse

April

S.
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framing, with Syi-in. by 13/16-in. diagonal
They are of the underhung type. A ll-j-in. by 1J.>braces.
16-in. angle is placed on the outside for additional
in. by l.>

6-in. l)y Vs-in. top cover plate

stiffness.

cover plate.

anil

vt-rtical

—

Forty and I'ifly-Ton Sing,lc Sheathed Box Cars. Tliese
cars weigh 44,000 lb,, the same as tlie double sheathed car.
In common with the doulile sheathed car, they have the underhuns; door and the same draft sills.
The center sills are

These care have two crossof ,'4-'n. pressed steel diaphragms with a

12-in. .ship-building channels.
i>earers

steel

made up
The

bolsters are

diaphragms with a

cover plate. The side
ing channels.

and a

14-in.

sills

6-in. by 7/16-in. txjttom

made up
l)y

and end

sills

-4/'-4i OvcrEntt-Sills-

-42-1^* Ov€r Striking Castings

— Underframe of the

40-

top and bottom
are 9-in. shipbuild-

The side posts and braces are of pressed

K-20^ >/.—>]

Fig. 10

of lS/16-in. pressed

5l4-in.

and 50-Ton Standard Single Sheathed Box Car

steel

U-sections,
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made from
and

Hopper Cars

These are riveted to the side sill
by ^-in. angle, which forms the
The sheathing used for these cars is S-in. wide
thick.
The roof construction is the same in gen-

J4-in. plate.
to a 6 -in. by 3>^-in.

side plate.

by lyi

in.

Vol. 64, No. 14

Two

designs of all-steel hopper cars have been made, one
of 55 tons capacity, which has a double hopper bottom, and
one of 70 tons capacity, having a triple hopper bottom. The
S5-ton car is to be carried on the standard 50-ton truck, which
is designed to carry an overload equivalent to this rating.

The carlines are
of 5/32-in. open hearth steel pressed to a U-shape,
45^ in. deep.

eral as that of the double sheathed car.

made

The

and

elevation

sections of the 55-ton car are

shown

in
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and those

As

lor the 70-ton car arc

in the yondohis, there are

cars, particularly in the

common
lows

to hoth.

A

in Fi^s-

with reinforcing plates

!>

in.

door operating mechanism, that are

Ton Hopper.

-^^-in.

thick

There

and

Ijottom angles i'/i-

a bottom cover plate
The end sills are 9-in. ship14 in. wide of Ij-in. plate.
The standard S-in. bulb angle is used
building channels.
There are six side stakes
at the top of tlie sides and ends.
The >ide, end and
of U-scction pressed from '.^-in. plate.

parts of these

brief description of tliese designs fol-

:

Fifty-jivt-

shown

many

881

—This car has an estimated weight

by

.>J/2-in.

by

}-i

in.

is

<7>/'
-

S'-Si'lnsHir •'idlh

-

Copaci/y Level Full 2S0S Cu. Ff
CoFacily mlh 30' Heap 2978 Cu. Ft.

SUCTION THROUCH END HOPPER

_3-Si
SECTION THWUOH CENTER HOPPER

Fig.

14

— Sections

of the

which
of 40,000 lb.
It has the 12-in. channel center
are reinforced at tlie ends by a 4-in. by 3J^-in. by ^-in.
angle. The center sills cover plate is 123^ in. wide by 15/16
in. thick.
The body bolster is built up of a 5/16-in. plate,
sills,

Fig.

15— General Plan

Standard 70-Ton Hopper Car
floor plates are "4 in. tliick, with the exception of the last
panel at the sides and the top panel on the ends, which is
j/I6 in. thick. Two 6-in., S-lb. channels form the end |)osts.
This car has an estimated
Seventy-Toti Hopper Car.

of the Standard 70-Ton

—

Truck

RAILWAY AGE
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Fig. 18

— Pressed

Steel Bolster for the Standard 50-Ton
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Truck
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Tlic center sill and plates are very
weight of 49,500 lb.
The ixxly bolsters arc made up
similar to the 5 5 -ton car.
with
is-in. reinforcing plates, 3Jj-in. by
plates
of 5, 10 wei)
3 '.-in. by is-'n. Iiottom angles and a 14-in. by '/l-in. bot-

883

In general, the trucks have been so designed that a numFor instance, the
ber of the parts are made similar to all.
truck center plate, the suspension spring clamp, truck center
plate su])p()rt and cither minor details are the same.

tom cover plate. The side stakes are pressed from j4-in.
plate, and the end posts are 0-in., 8-lb. channels with JJ^in.

by

3l'j-in.

construction

is

by S/16-in. angle corner posts.
in general

common

Jlie

floor

The

and in the
a sorry picture, says
Except
for the
spondent in the
trains there are but few ordinary trains, and these
Timi;-t.\i)i.i >

territory

to both cars.

of

France

IJki.i;il'm

i.v

pre.sent

occupied
a corre-

London Times.

Trucks
There have

Ijeen tiiree general

for use with the standard car.

designs of trucks developed

They have
jtlittlh

capacities of 40,

military
are stop-

ping (accommodation) trains. The journey from Ostend to
Brussels takes about five hours instead of one hour and
These Comtrs mvsr
*e sharp

of Top Stcrion
/>_'// rv

m

Pkcss to e?e pfoced SiOt Frame
for 70 Ton Trucks only to dear Truck
This

Spring

Bolt.

Tabic of D mens lO IS tTol

Fig. 19

— Limiting

Dimensions

The 40-ton truck calls for arch bars of IJ^-in.
material, while the 50-ton truck calls for arch bars of \%-\n.
illustrations.

The 70-ton truck is shown with the cast steel side
frame, as the arch bar tyjje is not permitted to be used on
this truck.
The limiting dimensions which all side frames

material.

The

is

shown

pressed steel

in Fig. 19.
liolsters

for the 40-

Fig. 20

and 50-ton trucks

— Limiting

The bottom

plate is y^ in. thick in the 50-ton
thick in the 40-ton.
The 70-ton truck bolster,
which is shown in Fig. 17, it will be noted, is of somewhat
different design.
Cast steel and built-up bolsters may be used
instead of the pressed steel bolster. All of the brake beams

md
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Truck Side Frames
as in peace time.

restrictions are in force,

Moreover,

all

sorts

of

and no journey can be made without

a permit from the military authorities.

—

Modern Ixdustries in China. With regard to the
question of newer industries in China, modern shipbuilding
and the other departments of mechanical engineering have
received very little attention.
There are 23 shipbuilding
and engineering works on the coast, of which three only are
Chinese property.
all
these
Of
works, only three build
ships, the remainder confining themselves to repairs and
general engineering work.
There are about 12 railway
works in the country, but with the exception of those belonging to the Peking-Mukden and Shanghai-Nanking railways, the shops are employed on general maintenance work,
and verv little outside work is done. All machiner\- used

Outline for the Standard Brake

are of similar design, the chief difference being in the weight
of material used.
The 50-ton bolster design is shown in
Fig.

A B c D E F e H

40 Ton

for the Cast Steel

5u and 70 tons.
Illustrations showing the designs will be
found in Figs. 15, 16, 17, 18, 19 and 20. Both the 40- and
70-ton trucks are required to carry an overload of 10 per
cent above the rated capacity, while the 50-ton truck is
designed to carry a load of 121,000 lb., in addition to the
light weight of the car body, thus making it available for
use under the 50-ton cars.
There is a marked similarity between the 40- and 50-ton
trucks, and for that reason but one has been shown in the

must meet

Frome

Beams

This
is imported, as is also all steel for structural purpHJses.
market was in the hands of Great Britain and Germany
before the war, the latter dealing principally in electrical
In this department Germany had attained a
machinery.
paramount position, largely owing to the long credit system
and curious notions of commercial morality, also by the emplo)-ment of men with a knowledge of the country, who did
not stick to the treaty ports, but went to look for orders.

The Powerful Foreign Trade Combinations of Europe
We

Must Form Combines of Equal Fighting Power
Maintain Our Export Trade After the War
By

P.

to

Harvey Middleton

Executive Assistant, Railway Business Association

iij^
I

It will act primarily as a syndicate for exploring foreign
markets, and when advantageous opportunities present them.selves will fulfill the functions of a financial promoting
company. It will take up, on behalf of all German interests
concerned, promising projects abroad, such as waterworks
construction and operation, railway building, harbor and
dock works, and transactions of similar magnitude. These
the company will not only promote and carr\' out, but if
necessary provide the money for.
The initial capital of

YOU CAN IMAGINE a scjuad of recruits, responding
patriotically to their country's call for foreign service,
paying for their equipment and training out of their

pockets, studying their equipment without any aid from
the government except a correspondence course of instruction,
and then, without any company or battalion drill, being sent
to the front with the plaudits and best wishes of their country,

own

and with the warning that if they ever drill or fight, as a
co-ordinated army, or in any way, except as unrelated individuals, they will be liable to court-martial and public
punishment upon their return, you have a verj' good idea

is wholly provisional.
It will be multiplied
times over as required."
But perhaps you are deluding yourself with the belief
that Germany won't have an}' ships, that we have captured
all tlieir big ones, and that embargoes have prevented their
getting the materials to replace them.
Wrong again. The
Berlin Tageblatt publishes details of the development of
the German shipbuilding yards, showing tliat in 1916 and
1917 all the private yards, except some of the largest, like
the Vulkan concern, increased their capital.
Blohm & Voss

$5,000,000

many

what your predicament is now."
That was how a New York lawyer described the present
position of American exporters under the existing anti-trust

of

He

might have gone still further with his striking
and depicted what actually happens when our
soldier of commerce practises the role of individual fighter
One man with
against the "mass formations" of Europe.
a machine gun in No Man's Land can tear tragic gaps in the
onrushing hordes, but one American railway supply manufacturer competing in foreign markets with a German cartel
or a French comptoir has as much chance of capturing a

laws.

analogy,

Hamburg raised their capital from $3,000,000 to $5,000.000, and the Howaldt yards at Kiel raised theirs from
In other respects the German
$1,000,000 to $2,500,000.
concerns have anticipated the needs for the reconstruction
of the Gennan merchant marine.
The Hamburg American
Line and the Allgemeine F.lektricitats Gesellschaft have
founded the new Hamburg Shipbuilding Company, and
among the new establishment and projects are two at Lubeck,
one at Hamburg, several vt Stettin and Emden, and one at
of

profitable order as a snowball has of remaining five minutes
in the ultimate destination of the Kaiser.
Half the trade of the world has, during the war, been

cut loose from
the new.

Do

its Old World moorings, and has drifted to
you think that the eighteen billions of dollars

^

invested by the British in foreign countries, the eight billions
of dollars of French foreign inve.stments, or the nine billions
of Germany, will let it remain here without a mighty struggle?
Not on your life. Signs multiply that the bitterest com-

Tonning.

mercial fight in the history of the world will follow the war,
and if .\mericans are to have a sporting chance they will
need all the powers provided in the Webb-Pomerene bill
a measure which
permitting combinations in export trade
may be signed by President Wilson before this goes to press.

—

Germany Already Making Plans

to

Regain Her

Foreign Trade
If you think for a moment that the Germans will be so
crippled at the close of hostilities that they will be unable
to turn their attention to reknitting the rents which have
been torn by American and British manufacturers in the
foreign trade net of the German Empire, ponder for a moment over the fact that there has just been launched in
Hamburg the Corporation for the Promotion of German
Foreign Trade, %vith an initial capital of $5,000,000, for the
purpose of exploring foreign markets and building new
foreign railways. The Kolnische Zeitung gives the following

summary

of this Association's plans;
new concern is to occupy itself exclusively
with the development of German overseas trade. Important
export houses, manufacturing corporations, shipping lines,
and banks in Hamburg and all the other commercial and
"Thi.- great

The
the Empire will be interested.
company is to serve as an active and efficient axis, round
which all Germany's efforts to reknit her old relations and
It is not to be a bank in
establish new ones will revolve
It will, on the conthe ordinary' sense or an export bank.
of the usual sort.
operations
banking
from
trary, refrain
industrial

centres

of

.

the

.\t

Vulkan yards njar Bremen the Hamburg American

launched a 16,000-ton steel vessel, christened
Rhineland, which is the largest ship ever laid down in Germany for purely freight carrying purposes. The German
press acclaims the launching not only as a sign of Germany's
determination to make her presence felt in world trade after
the war, but because, despite the strain imposed on her
industries for purely war purposes, her shipyards are able
The Hamto turn out this "record-breaking" merchantman.
burg American Line's SO, 000-ton sister ship of the Vaterland,
the Bismarck, has been completed, and this same line is
credited with having at least one other giant and a flock of
line recently

two-score or more medium and small-calibred ships built
and building. The North German Lloyd has completed a
,S 5, 000-ton
express steamer, the Hindenburg, and is pushing work on an ambitious building program.

The German

Cartel

Do

you know what a cartel is? It is the application of
The concerns enteriirute force to commercial enterprise.
ing it renounce a part of their industrial and commercial
of cohesion. The
advantages
the
autonomy in' order to secure
cartel differs from the American trust in that it allows the
individual enterprises attached to it to remain independent,
enforcing certain controlling principles
and competition. It aims at
removing conflicts and losses resulting from ruinous comA uniform system of cost
petition and lack of organization.
accounting and standardization of products eliminates waste.
Only the strongest cartels undertake to influence foreign
business, maintaining a firm export policy and exporting at

and

restricts itself to

in regard to production, prices,

884
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than arc cliargcil lionic customer.-., liiuiiii);
foreign markets an excellent outlet for excess prCKluction.
The Stahlwerksverband or steel syndicate is, next to the
coal syndicate, the leading Gennan cartel.
It monopolizes
the production and distrihution of steel in Germany.
At the
time of its foundation in 1*H)4 it had a total output of
7,900,000 metric tons.
Its products include rails, ties, fishprices

plates, spikes, hedplates, structural steel, railroad axles,
steel forgings.

and

The

administration of the syndicate is vested
in a general assembly of all the members, a supervisory

council,
in

the

and managing directors. The stock is exclusively
hands of the owners of the steel works, and may

be transferred only with the con.*ent of the general assembly.
Kach member has one vote in the assemiily for every 10,000
tons quota of production.

foreign

885

They have formed the British Trade Corjjoration, with a capital of $50,000,000, which will devote
its energies to expanding the trade of the British Empire
in every part of the world, and will grant loans to cxiwrters
with more distant maturities than the banks can offer.
The
Hritisli Manufacturers Corjioration was also formed recently
with a thousand members, each subscriljing from $500 to
$1,000 annually, and will employ high grade men as resident representatives in all foreign countries, whose business
it will
be to find and appoint local selling agents for infield.

dividual firms, to look out for new trade openings, to report
on the general reputation of prospective customers, and generally sujjcrintend the business interests of all firms in the
organization.
Then there is the newly created British Commercial Intelligence Department, with 7.58 officials in the

The Germans, through the Stahlwerksveri)and, are formidable competitors, not only because of the advantages of export lx)unties and freight rebates, but liccause they keep in

London

close touch with the requirements of foreign

tributing to make British commerce a greater world power
than ever.
Here, too, we find special organizations of railway supply
manufacturers, such as the North British Locomotive Company, Ltd., capitalized at $9,000,000, a combination of
eight plants which handles nearly the whole private production of British locomotives. .\s the British railway companies build and repair most of their own rolling stock, this
company is engaged almost entirely in export trade. .Another
amalgamation is the Metropolitan Carriage Wagon & Finance

markets through

and expensive representation on the ground, and
because the syndicate backs up the credits granted by individual manufacturers to secure initial l)usiness.
This
cartel believes in dumping in order to keep its plants workeffective

ing without interruption at maximum capacity.
It controls
over 90 per cent of the prtxluction in Germany of .«teel
products.
Before the war this cartel had an annual turnover of ^2.38,000,000, and held down F.nglish steel production by delivering steel billets in England at lower prices
than the English could produce steel.
In 1914 steel bars
were offered in New Orleans at S6 per ton below the lowest
figure at which an .American firm could manufacture them.
This steel cartel controls the sale of its products b}' merchants in Germany, Au.'=tria. Switzerland. Belgium, and
France.
It has been aptly termed a giant octopus, whose
eyes are at Bremen, at Dusseldorf and at Berlin, with tentacles, armed with innumerable suckers, reaching out to Asia
Minor, by way of Constantinople, threatening I-ondon through
Rotterdam and Antwerp, stretching across Switzerland into
Italy, extending over the .\tlantic and South America, embracing Chile, spreading out over Brazil, Argentina, and
Mexico, and in another direction to the Indian Ocean and
the China seas, and fixing themselves firmly on the Far
Eastern strands.
There are other German organizations for .securing foreign
trade in railway supplies.
The Orenstein Koppcl Aktien
Gesellschaft represents a syndicate of producers of Decauville (narrow gage) railway materials.
This combination
has practically stamped out the French and Belgian competition which formerly controlled the supply to Turkey.
The Verband Dcutscher Waggon Fabrikanten controls 90 per
cent of the total German production of railway cars.

The .Association
has made a study
the competition of

of

German Machine Tool Manufacturers

of export trade with special reference to
whom they have

American manufacturers,

The Gennan Electrical Manufacturers
opposed.
Association has made a special study of tariffs and commercial treaties, and .secured many changes in both for the
It
benefit of German exporters of electrical equipment.
keeps its memliers informed of new street railway and power
suggests
valuable
plant projects in other countries, and
foreign connections.
German business men have realized
the great importance of commercial treaties and there is a
the Comspecial organization for this particular purpose
mercial Treaty Association (Handelsvertrag.sverein) with
actively

—

9,000

members and 150

equipment
Allgemeine

affiliated

associations.

Electrical

by two powerful syndicates, the
Elektricitats Gesellschaft. and the Siemens-

is

controlled

Schukert.

Great Britain's Commercial CounterofFensive

The

British are preparing a commercial counteroffensive
which will make thinss interesting for the Germans in the

office and a multitude of assistants in the principal
centres of the world.
All this army of officials is in constant contact with the British Government, and all are con-

Company, a comljine of five comjjanies making rolling st<Kk
for export.
This company also has a capital of $9,000,000,
and owns a blast furnace and steel smelting concern, enabling
the company to make its own axles and tires. There is known
to be a very close and monopolistic combination amoniz
British lirms manufacturing cal)les for street railways, and
railway equipment industries are understood
have a complete understanding as to many important trade
Practically all the rail manufacturers of Great
Britain belong to the British Rail Makers' Association,
which enjoys almost a monopoly in colonial markets and
in those countries in which a great deal of railway con-

other British
to

policies.

structicn

is

c::rried

out with British capital.

The French Comptoirs
In France there are various "comptoirs" or central selling
organizations, such as the Comptoir for the Exportation of
Metallurgical Products, which exports rails and their accessories, ties, girders,

and channels.

All business

is

secured

by means of established agencies in various cities, such as
Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro. Each agency is placed
in charge of a large exhibit of samples, consisting of cross

beams and channels,
wooden frame, and each agency has advertis-

section cuttings of various sizes of rails,

mounted on

a

ing matter for distribution at the expense of the comptoir.
sales are made by the comptoir outright to the agency,
which finds the customers and carries the accounts in the
Business is conducted on a purely
district allotted to it.

The

commission

basis.

The comptoir

takes all the export output

members for sale abroad and reimburses them when
payment has been made by the customer. Brazil, Argentina,
and China have been the principal fields of operation of
of

its

this combine, and in six years the exports of the articles in
which it is interested increased from 40,000 to 200,000 tons.
There are also axle and car spring comptoirs.
There is a French association of manufacturers of locomotives which fixes the price on the various t>-pes, orders
being apportioned among all the manufacturers in proporThe association has had a successful
tion to their output.
There is also a railway materials
career for ten years.
syndicate which is one of the principal constituents of the
central organization of the metal industries. Union des

Industries Metallurgiques et Minieres.
In Egypt, China and Japan export combinations of Gcr-
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man and

British engineering concerns have fought each other
and nail for the profitable business of those countries
liow profitable may be gathered from the fact that in three
years engineering contracts valued at $450,000,000 were obtooth

tained in the Chinese market.

The

report of the Federal

in American Export
Trade, published in 1916, points out that in the Chinese
market it would be difficult for a single firm manufacturing
machinery or railway supplies to represent itself. It states
that one German organization embraced 47 engineering firms,
besides Krupps, two shipping houses, one marine insurance
company, one life insurance company, and one fire and
building insurance firm. It had branches with one or more
Chinese-speaking Germans in charge at all important Chinese

Trade Commission on Co-operation

cities.

The Enormous Markets

in

foreign agencies of the members and would assume
Such an organization could secure ocean transportation to best advantage and undertake with the aid of
experts all the miscellaneous details connected with export
credit risks.

While American and British competitors were endeavoring
sell their products individually the Germans began by
Thus, if there was a mining
saving the Chinese trouble.
venture, the representative of the allied German manufacor parties interested
governors
local
turers would go to the
and offer to take the whole job, i.e. sink the shafts, develop
the mines, put in all the equipment, build the railways or

boat lines, erect power plants and equip them, put up workSuch an
finance the undertaking.
organization could sell a Chinaman a five-cent handsaw or
develop an entire province.
In 1915 the Anglo-Chinese Engineers' Association was
formed for the purpose of securing an outlet for British

men's dwellings and

It
machinePi- and engineering supplies of all descriptions.
is strictly a non-competing group of 75 concerns making
machinery, railway supplies, engineering material and tools.
Each of these firms was required to take stock in the comIjine, the value of which was determined in each instance
bv the ratio that the line bore to the whole of the imports

and engineering supplies to China in any one
Each of the firms was bound to an agreement to work in unison with other members of the combine
in the case of contracts for combined plant, and no firm
was accepted for more than two lines of its manufactures,
and no two firms in the combination were accepted for simFor instance, if A. B. is represented by the comilar plants.
bine for te.xtile machinery-, no other house will be repreof machinerj'
average year.

The organization has branch houses
charge of Chinese-speaking European assistants at selected ports and industrial centres, with a managing director
In large cities such as Peking, Hankow and
in Peking.
Canton, there are competent mechanical engineers with Chinese experience, while the selling staff includes men with
intimate knowledge of the localities in which they are used.
sented for this line.
in

States

By such an organization the smaller
selling organization.
producers in the United States believe they could materially
extend their export trade.
At the Fourth National Foreign Trade Convention, held in
Pittsburgh in January, 1917, several methods were suggested for co-operation in foreign trade by a committee which
included E. P. Thomas, president of the United States Steel
Products Company, and Charles ]M. Muchnic, vice-president
These plans
of the American Locomotive Sales Corporation.
were predicated on the passing of the Webb bill. One plan
was for a group of large manufacturers closely identified
making kindred but generally non-competing products. A
general fund was to be formed and shares issued to each
manufacturer in proportion to his contribution. There was
to be a selling organization which would consolidate all existing

China

to

The United
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Must Make Similar Plans

business.

Another plan was for five or ten concerns making allied
products to get together, each company subscribing from
A manager would
$2,000 to $4,000 for initial expenses.
be hired who would familiarize himself with territories and
decide upon the best markets in which to commence operations.
Each concern would consign its goods at lowest export
prices, payment to be made as received from the purchaser.
three
or four years the capital could be increased and
After
Another plan was for a
the consignment accounts cut out.
number of manufacturers to divide the expense of sending
a competent man to investigate certain markets and then either
to raise capital among themselves or interest a responsible
commission house with foreign connections to put in a local
stock of goods.
At the Fifth National Foreign Trade Convention to be
held in Cincinnati on April 18, 19 and 20, the subject of
combinations in foreign trade will be again discussed, one
of the speakers being George H. Charls, vice-president of
the

American Rolling Mill Company, of Middletown, Ohio,
recently returned from a trip to England and South

who has

America.
only one avenue to success," says Mr. Charls,
in co-operation; if possible, the forming of
syndicates equally as strong and well organized as those of
our foreign competitors. Under present conditions, if 20 steel
companies are persuaded to go after export business in
If 20
Brazil, at least 20 men must be sent to that country.
countries offer a field, at least 400 men must be sent abroad,
and they will have to compete with one another. If 20 steel
companies co-operate under the provisions of the Webb bill,
one man can accomplish the result of 20. In the name of
pure economy and self-defence we cannot safely pursue any
other course. The same plan will permit the joint co-operative

"There
"and that

is

lies

American manufacturers and exporters of blast furnace
and rolling mill products have expressed themselves to the
Federal Trade Commission generally in favor of some further measure of co-operation among themselves for the export
Three of the largest of such
trade than at present exists.
manufacturers have stated their conviction that their export
trade would be increased if they could join with all, or a

advertising of all members."
It has been suggested by an American consul that an association of American manufacturers of non-competing articles
could profitably form an organization, dividing the expenses
and being represented in Shanghai, Hankow and possibly

large part, of the other independent producers in a company
organized along similar lines to those of the United States
AnSteel Products Company, and empowered to fix prices.

motives, railway rolling stock, electrical supplies, flour-mill
machinery, oil-mill machinery, coal-mining machinery, iron-

other concern which favors a voluntary export combination
or association in its line advocated that activities should be

material, heating plants, plumbing, arsenal equipment, rolling-mill machinery, cotton-mill machinery, and desiccated-

confined strictly to joint selling.

egg mills.

the advantages which were hoped from such increased co-operation is a broader market, which would stabilize prices, keep the furnaces and mills in more continuous
operation, and by running the plants at capacity lessen overhead expenses. Lower selling costs could also be expected

to

mining machinery, motor

The

Among

through

the

greater

economies

resulting

from

a

common

As a list of manufacturers upon which
form the basis he suggests the following: Railway loco-

other places in China.

cost of

—

cars,

maintaining

motor engines, structural

offices in

Hankow

—

steel

the Pittsburgh

China for such an association of manufacturers would
be something like the following: Local manager, $5,000;
office rent, $1,440; clerical and Chinese staff, $4,000; other
The total expense might be $1,000
office e.xpenditure, $400.
per month. An office could be run on less, but this is con-

of

April
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5.

sidt-red conservative for efficiency.

Shangliai would cost more,

office in

The nuintenunce of an
hut even should the cost
very lightly upon each in-

be double liiis amount, it will fall
dividual member of the association of manufacturers.
There are many ways in which money might be lent with
perfect safety to assist in developing fhinese industry and
extending .American sales. .\n association of manufacturers
on the spot would be able to determine which would be safe
and whicii would best develop the American export trade.
The first year would not \>c profitalile, but this association
would build up a reputation for American interests and would
receive many inquiries that at present do not reach American

manufacturers or exporters.

We
One

thing

is

Cannot

certain:

Sit

by Placidly

we cannot

sit

by placidly while our

industrial strongholds are assaulted by the long-range guns
The European international
of London, Paris and Berlin.

war with a wallop which
to Peking, from London to Cairo,
will be felt
and from Paris to Timbuctoo. Every market between the
Mexican border and the Land of Fire will be invaded. Well
trader will

"come back"
from Berlin

after the

drilled emissaries speaking the languages of the countries to

887

which

tiiey arc accredited will Ijc sent to secure the highly
remunerative engineering contracts of the F"ar East.
The
European will "dig in" for a throat-cutting trade war, armed
with all the weapons developed by tlie German cartel,
the French comptoir and the British monoijoly in half a century of foreign trading.
Unless America develops combinations of manufacturers of real fighting power, and is ready to
invest money in the construction of railroads and other public
utilities, it will be hard indeed to dislodge competitors so

firmly entrenched.

Secretary William C. Redfield, of the Department of Commerce, summed up the situation when he said:
"We have

learned tiie lesson that our factories are so large that their
output at full time is greater than America's markets can
continuously and regularly absorb. We know now that if we
run full time all the time, we must do it by reason of the
orders we take from lands beyond the sea. To do less than
that

means homes in America
it means factories

out work;

in

which the husbands are with-

that are shut

Railroad Construction as Affected by the
Review

of the Situation

and Discussion

of Different Classes of

ONE

or

THE MOST IMPORTANT PROBLEMS which

the

railwa)s of the country are facing now is the decision regarding the extent to which construction
shall
be carried on during the war. There now exists
work
a need for more improvement work than can possibly be
completed under the existing conditions, and the problem

work which by its
nature will bring the most icMnediate relief.
This consists
primarily in the amplification of existing facilities and the
indications are that work of this character will be carried on
to as great an extent as the supply of labor and materials
will permit.
While the construction of extensions and new
lines can and doubtless will be curtailed it is probable that
the total expenditures this year for railroad construction and
improvement will exceed those of any recent year.
For the past three years new construction work has been
resolves itself into the selection of that

light, particularly with reference to new lines,
terminals and other projects of an extensive character.
This
has resulted primarily from the uncertainty regarding the
future of the railways and a lack of capital to carry on the

relatively

work ratlier than from the fact that railway construction
had outstripped the industrial development of the country.
Also the labor shortage and the increased costs of both labor
and materials since 1914 have contributed to this inactivity.
During 1917 the situation became acute and many of the
roads found it impossible to complete their programs, even
for improvements of a lesser nature.
Work of all kinds was
ddayed through priority orders and the scarcity of labor
and at the close of the year it was the common experience of
roads in the territories where the conditions were especially
adverse that a considerable proportion of the year's program
of improvements was incomplete.
In particular instances
more than 50 per cent of the work planned for 1917 was
not finished.
With the additional traffic that the roads will
be called upon to bear this year the situation is serious
and demands special study in order that advantage may be
taken of all opportunities to improve operating conditions
and to provide the necessary facilities. Also for this same

down

part of the

And

because the markets of the world are greater and
steadier than the markets of any one country can be, and
because we are strong, we are going to go out into the markets
of the world and get our share."
time.

of Relative

War

Importance

Work

reason special care should be exercised in grading, selecting and concentrating on the most essential work.
Under normal conditions railroad construction work may
be divided into two general classes: extensive development
or the building of new lines and extensions, and intensive

development or the improvement of existing facilities. This
last class may also be divided into (1) the amplification of
existing facilities by the enlargement of yards and terminals,
the building of additional tracks or shop facilities, the
installation of signals, etc., and, (2) the construction of new
passenger stations, grade separation projects and other work
of similar character which add little or nothing to the capacit)' or economy of operation of a road.
While the same
general division may be made, in times such as the present,
there sliould be the further division of projects into those
essential and non-essential to the prosecution of the war.
Under normal conditions new lines or extensions are constructed to reach traffic centers already served by other roads
or to open up new territory not yet provided wnth railway
facilities.
Under the present scheme of non-comp)etitive
operation of the railways there is no good business reason
for building new lines to points where adequate service is
already provided.
On the other hand it has been demonstrated that railroad construction into new territories is
Eventually the
essential to the development of the country.
work of building new lines or extensions into territory withThe postponeout railway facilities will have to be done.
ment of such construction only adds to the burden to be
borne after the war and the advantage gained by deferring the
work, thus making the capital, money and labor it would
require available for other purposes is only temporary.
Under the existing conditions this temporary advantage
should be considered in so far as new projects are concerned.
It may also be advisable in some cases to discontinue construction projects of this character that are already under
way. On the other hand the work may be so far advanced
that it may be more economical to complete the work than to
drop it and leave idle the investment made. As an example
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work of this character may be cited certain extensions
construction by the Santa Fe in the Southwest.
Construction work of any character at the present time
brings the builder in direct competition with the government
for materials and labor needed in the prosecution of war
work. It also requires money needed for the purposes of the
government. However, in favor of much of the railway construction work should be weighed the importance of adequate transportation facilities to the industries and the
This applies particularly to the intensive
country at large.

Government Supervision

of

now under

development of

facilities in so far as these

improvements will

roads and increase their caThis includes the amplification of yard and terpacity.
minal facilities, additional signals, engine house facilities
and similar work. The importance of work of this character
to our economic, industrial and military welfare was demonstrated last winter more fully than ever before when the
slowing up in the operation of the roads through the combination of inadequate yards and terminals to handle the
unprecedented traffic and extreme weather conditions was
reflected in the very general retardation of industrial activities and in delay in shipment of food and supplies to our
army in France and to the Allies. Such work should without question be carried on to the greatest possible extent.
In contrast with this, much work such as the building of
new passenger stations, the separation of grades and other
projects of a similar character which may be entirely justifiable under normal conditions, must now be classed as nonfacilitate the operation of the

essential.

When

at all possible the starting of

new

projects
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of

Improvements

the recently created

Division of Capital
Expenditures of the Railroad Administration, R. S. Lovett
will receive and pass upon the reports made by the railroads
as to their budgets of necessary expenditures for improvements.
It has been ordered that the following rules be
observed for work involving charges to capital account:
.\s

director

of

First: In determining what additions and betterments, including equipment, and what road extensions should be treated as
necessary, and what work already entered upon should be susper.ded, please be guided

by the following general principles
(a) From the financial standpoint it is highly important to
avoid the necessity for raising any new capital which is not absolutely necessary for the protection and development of the
required transportation facilities to meet the present and prospective needs of the country's business under war conditions.
From the Standpoint of the available supply of labor and material it is likewise highly important that this supply shall not be
absorbed except for the necessary purposes mentioned in the
preceding sentence.
(b) Please also bear in mind that it may frequently happen
that projects which might be regarded as highly meritorious and
necessary when viewed from the separate standpoint of a parand control of the railroads generally, and therefore when the
facilities heretofore subject to the exclusive control of the separate companies are now available for common use, whenever
such common use will promote the movement of trafific.
The construction of new lines or branches or exSecond
tensions of existing lines shall not be entered upon or contracted
for without the director-general's approval.
Fourth
Work contracted for or actually commenced prior
to January 1, 1918, and unfinished, may be continued until
further order, except in so far as in the judgment of the carrier
concerned it may be possible to discontinue or curtail it without
substantial loss, in order to conform to the general pruiciples
:

:

although where such
work is already under way and may have progressed to such
a state that to abandon operation would be an economic
w'aste it should be completed.
of this character should be avoided,

This suggests that the construction program for an individual road for this year should give preference to work that
will provide increases to existing facilities, followed by the
work now' under way which ma}- not be considered essential
but which may be more costly to discontinue than to comWhere new lines or extensions are included in the
plete.
program the justification of their construction at present
should lie in the extent to which they are essential to the
economic welfare of the country as a whole and not in any
advantage that might accrue to the particular road. In general all work of this character must be considered secondary
in importance to that outlined by the government as essential
to the operation of the roads as a single system.

This unified control brings in a new class of work to be
done, for a particular road or roads may be ordered to
build certain facilities which under normal conditions would
As an example, it may and will become
not be justifial)le.
advisable in many instances to provide interchange facilities
or inter-line connections which may simplify the operation
of the roads as a system for which there would be little or

no occasion under individual operation. Railway construction
work for the near future will consist largely of improvement
Particular
amplify existing facilities.
paid to increased facilities for the care of
additional and lengthened passing tracks,
in fact all work which will facilitate and
to

attention will be

motive power and

more

signals,

and

lessen the cost of

That work already
the operation of the existing properties.
under way which in the full sense of the word must be
classed as unessential, will be completed is indicated by the
announcement that the grade separation project of the
Indianapolis Union railway at Indianapolis, Ind., will be

Conversely the order of the director-general
completed.
that certain grade separation projects in the city of Chicago
should not be started is indicative of the trend concerning

work of this character which has not been begun.
These conclusions are supported to a certain extent by the
recent

order of the director-general

railroad

work involving charges

with

reference to

to capital account.

all

outlined in paragraph First hereof.

Fifth

Other work which does not involve charges

:

account

in

to capital

may be contracted for and comof the director-general provided that
to the policy outlined in paragraph "First"

excess of $25,000

mended without approval
(

a)

conforms

it

hereof; that
(b) it also falls clearly within the policy of the particular
Carrier as that policy has been applied in practice during the
tuo calendar years 1916 and 1917; and that
(c) a report giving a brief description of each project inticnlar company, may not be equally meritorious or necessary
under existing conditions, when the government has possession
volving not less than $5,000 nor more than $25,000 chargeable
to capital account and showing also the amount chargeable to

operating expenses, shall be made in duplicate to the director
of the division of capital expenditures at Washington and the
regional director for the district within ten days after the work
shall be contracted for or commended.
Sixth
No work involving a charge to capital account and
in excess of $25,000 shall be contracted for or commenced
subsequent to January 1, 1918, unless
(a) it conforms to the policy outlined in paragraph "First"
:

and unless

hereof,

be authorized by the director-general.
Seventh: The director of the division of capital expenditures
authorized to prescribe such forms, require such reports and
issue such regulations and instructions as may be necessary to
carry out this Order.
(1))

it

is

In the eastern territory where the congestion was most
last winter a committee of engineers consisting of
Francis Lee Stuart, former chief engineer of the Baltimore
& Ohio (chairman), A. C. Shand, chief engineer of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and H. A. Lane, chief engineer of the
Baltimore &: Ohio, has been appointed and attached to the
regional directors' staff. The duties of this committee are to
review the budgets submitted by the roads in this territory,
separating the essential work from the unessential and grading the various projects in the order of their importance.
The findings of this committee are submitted through the
severe

regional director to the director of the division of capital

expenditures for final action.

Railroad

Y.

M.

A. Building, at Anchorage, Alaska

Remarkable Progress Being Made by R.

R. Y. M. C. A.

Regular Program Not Only Extended and Intensified, But
Doing a Big Service in War Work
By John
General

THE

Railroad

Secrctarv.

Dfi)arlnicnt,

RAILRUAD VOfXG MEX's CHRISTLVN ASSOCUTION,

Buildings

;

;

such as.sociations were: Douglas, .\rizona; Pocatello,
Chicago Junction, O. Shenandoah, Va.; Handley, \V.
Va.; Bridgeport, Ontario; Haselton,0. Two Harbors, Minn.
Parsons, Kan.; Rochester, X. Y.
and Binghamton, N. Y.
Ida.;

;

;

;

Vounj;

Men 'j

Christian Association.

above are partial lists of liuildings and additions
definitely opened during 1917.
In addition to these, new
-Structures are already assured during I'MS and 1919 at
Lexington, Ky.; Pine \alley and Cleveland, Ohio; Bellwood, Pa.; Brownsville Junction, Maine; Pen .-Vrgyl, Pa.;
Knoxville, Tenn.; Channing, Mich.; Clifton Forge, Va.;
Hulburt, Ark.; Lamberts Point, Va.; Glassport, Pa., and
Cane Fork, W. Va., while at Fort Worth, Texas, $40,000
has Ijeen raised toward an association building witliout any
gifts thus far; and at Kansas City four loL<
valued at $50,000 have been .-^et aside by the Terminal
Coni])any as site for a railroad Association building.
'I his
significant list of new buildings and enlargements
either recently completed, now under construction, or definitely assured for the early future, indicates the degree in
which the Railnwd Association has by its work won the
confidence of railroad administrations and railroad men
alike.
It is significant that, after being under close scrutiny

cor])oration

for nearly half a centur\-, ap|)ro|)riations

During 1917 new tiuildings and extensive additions were
numerous, .\mong the former were those at Wilcoe, W. Va.
Hellniead, Texas;
Henwood, W. Va.
Voungwoo<l, Pa.;
Groveland, N. Y.; Newell, Pa.; Brewster, Ohio; Gillen,
Mich.: Turcott. Canada; Urbana, 111.: Corbin. Ky. Sharonville, Ohio: Segundo, Colo.; and Sunrise, Wyoming.
During the year many buildings completed in other days
became inadequate, because of the ever-increasing demands
made upon them, necessitating large and important additions.

Among

Moore
('omni.ttt.r of

Tile

in operation for less than half a centur\-, now has
270 branches established on the railroads which control 80 per cent of the total mileage of North America.
These associations operate upon a co-operative basis.
Railraid managements and employees meet in their rooms
upon a common platform. As a rule railroad corporations
make reasonable monthly appropriations toward maintaining the associations, such appropriations being supplemented
by membership dues and other revenues from the men.
Not many years ago approximately 70 per cent of all
moneys expended in the conduct of these associations came
as contributions from railroad companies and the remainder
from the membership. This percentage has steadily changed
in recent years until last year, out of ever)' dollar expended
approximately 65 per cent came from the men and not to
exceed .^5 per cent from corporations.

New

F.

Inlernational

and

gifts

from corporations
from friends mounting into hundreds of thousands

made for its extension.
In the early days the Railro;id .Association confined itself
largely, though never exclusively, to men in train service,
and this field continues to constitute its largest single field
Nevertheless, with the year.s, the .scope of
of operation.
of dollars should be

endeavor has constantly been extended, until now its
is adapted to meet the requirements of all railroad
In fact, it has within its membership thousands of
men related to affiliate<1 interests; as for example, express
company and mail .ser\ice employees.
In addition to opening new buildings, the work of the
Railroad Department of the Young Men's Chri.stian Assoits

work

men.

S89
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ciation has witliin the past year been intensively developed

along

tlie

following lines:

Employees

Street Car

Railway Young Men's Christian Associations are
operation in a number of cities, more
especially in the South, and it is planned that after the
experienced
traveling secretary will be assigned to
war an
devote his entire time to the development of this interesting
Street

now

in

successful
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ciation has a rare opportunity, by helping the sons of rail-

road men, to assist in tiding tliem over the critical period of
boyhood and ushering them safely into strong, useful manhood.
Sixty-one railroad associations now do work of this character, and no fewer than 22 of that number have on their
employed force secretaries giving their entire time to this
definite work.

Railroad

field.

A new

association of this character was recently organized
at Norfolk, Va., in a building leased for that purpose by
the Virginia

& Power Company.

Railway

Colored Railroad Employees

An

investigation

was

of colored employees

report

made by one of the colored
Committee into the condition

recently

secretaries of the International

on a great railroad system.

was submitted, looking

A

to further co-operation

detailed

The work

Men

in

Other Lands

Association in America has
attracted attention in other countries, with the result that
similar related organizations are now in successful operation
in India, Japan, Korea and Manchuria, while an experienced
American secretary is in China studying the language, so
as to be equipped to promote this movement among the railroads of the great eastern republic.
In a recent address to a group of men at the Bankers' Club
of the Railroad

by this

organization in the solution of this difficult problem.
A small building was opened during the year at Chicago
Junction for the exclusive use of colored railroad employees,
and several associations are now experimenting along this
line.

Women

Railroad Employees

question of how to be of service to the women employees on railroads has been given consideration, and experiments have been made. A number of associations have
made special membership rates for such employees and have
For example, at
established special privileges for them.
Albany, N. Y., educational classes and practical talks are
being conducted for young women studying railway telegraphy, while at Brewster, Ohio, an annex association build-

The

Railroad

Y.

M.

C.

A.

Building

Colored

at

Chicago

Junction

for

Employees

in New York City, Major General Hibiki, of Japan, a member of the Railroad Committee of the National Council of
Young Men's Christian Associations of that country, made

the following statement:

Opening

of

New

Railroad Y. M. C. A. Building at Brewster,

Ohio

"I bring greetings from the Japanese Railroad Young
Men's Christian Associations to the secretaries and members
of the American organization.
"Our Japanese Railroad Association was organized after
We have
studying your work in America 14 years ago.
now more than 30,000 out of the 100,000 railroad workers in
Japan as members of our Japanese Railroad Association,
and our National Secretar}-. Mr. Masutomi, is with me in
tliis country, studying your work and aiming to secure your
co-operation in

ing has been erected for the exclusive use of women railway
employees, the wife of the secretary of the Railroad Association acting as matron.

Boys

of

It is increasingly

Railway Communities

recognized that

many

railroad associa-

without impairment of service for railroad men, might
render an inestimable contribution to the whole life of
railway communities by relating themselves to the life of
It is clearly recognized that any
boys in railroad homes.
work of this character needs to be conducted with the utmost
caution, so as not to conflict with the rights and privileges of
railroad men.
An experienced railroad secretary of the International
Committee recently made a careful study of this question
and his report made clear the fact that the Railroad Assotions,

its

further extension."

At Jamalpur, in India, the association furnishes an
tration of

how

a railway

illus-

community may be served on an

adequate scale. The building is furnished by the East Indian Railway and operated by the Young Men's Christian

—

How the life of the community physical,
is stimulated, is indicated by the folmental, and moral
lowing quotation from a recent report of the secretary
"The four football fields, cricket ground, golf course, rifle
range, tennis courts, bowling green (lighted by electricity),
swimmins pool, reading room and library of 1,500 volumes
are mostly in frequent me and perform a distinct social work
in bringing together the members on terms of good fellowship.
First-class bioscope shows are held every week in our
Association.

—

fine Y. M. C. A. auditorium, and I am about to start a series of
weekly or fortnightly popular lectures, generally illustrated,
on various topics of interest, scientific and scenic. Y. M. C. A.
socials and teas are occasionally held, and we have band con-
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Nearly all the Europeans of Jamalpiir
twice a month.
belong to the association, and we rIvc some of its privileges
even the youngest Boy Scouts."

certs
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spirit of the

Rockies and secured more

Conduct of Campaigns
In these stirring days when uovorniuents are emphasizing
campaigns as a safe and sane method for stimu-

interest and securing results, the Railroad Department has continuously conducted, in all parts of Canada
and the United States, thrift, safety first, temperance, first
aid and healtli campaigns among railroad men and their

lating

families.

On

one important system a campaign to encourage apprenboys in railrocid shops to clean living proved most beneCarefully selectcxl lecturers visited important shop
ficial.
centers, specially prepared literature was freely distributed,
and scientific charts were exhibited, all with most satisfactory
tice

results.

of

than in the year

The Work

in a

Nutshell

The

the value of

Growth

men

preceding.

to

Membership

Near the close of 1916 a ten-day national membership
campaign resulted in securing over 38,000 new members for

following brief summary of facts suggests the history
and status of the Railroad Department of the Young Men's
Christian Association:
First.
The first railroad a>s(xiation was organized in
Cleveland in 1872.
Second.
At present there are 270 railroad associations
in operation in Canada and the United States, and at least
15 additional new associations assured of organization during 1918.
Third.
This organization has been extended until there
are now railroad associations located in many parts of the
world.
Fourth.
The present membership is appro.ximately 125.000.
Annual dues vary from $.5 to $10, depending u|X)n
location and advantages offered.
Added charges are made
for dormitory and other special privileges. Wherever equipbuildings
ment is adequate and
not overcrowded by memliers. privileges are open to all railroad men.
Membership is open to all self-respecting railroad
Fifth.
Each
men. irrespective of creed, position, or nationality.
local association is conducted by a committee of management, composed of men from the membership.
As a rule,
these committees have on them both local railroad officials

and men from the rank and

The work

file.

of the railroad association

is

supervised in part

by the International Railroad secretaries, who devote their
entire time to this work and in part by supervising state
railroad

secretaries,

who

are

definitely

assigned

to

this

specific task.

Seventh.

More than 600

trained railroad secretaries detime to promoting the physical, mental,
social, moral, and religious welfare of railway men. These
secretaries have been carefully selected; some among them
have had four years of preparatory technical training in
association colleges, and nearly all take yearly special training at some one of the six summer schools conducted for railroad secretaries.
Eighth. The work of the railroad association is four-fold
in character, social, physical, mental, and moral.
To these
ends it maintains reading rooms, libraries, educational
classes, practical talks, baths, gymnasium, outdoor and indoor ahtletics, entertainments, socials, games, correspondence
(attendance opfacilities, non-sectarian religious services
tional), dormitories, restaurants, and lunch rooms, and also
line
first
aid, safety first,
along
the
of
promotes campaigns
thrift, temperance, health, etc.
The 270 railroad associations already organized
Ninth.
operate in a variety of types of buildings and with varying
degrees of equipment, ranging from the splendid home of
vote their

A

Japanese Railroad Y. M. C. A. Secretary

how

far these

Young Men's Christian Association, although
men would renew memberships after the en-

thusiasm of the national campaign had passed was a quesThe test has
tion difficult to answer until submitted to test.
been made and most successfully met: a few instances will
illustrate the manner in which railroad men have responded
to the call for renewal.

At Jersey City the Railroad Association, which in 1916
secured 789 new members in ten days, secured 1,051 renewals
and new members in ten days in 1917. At Clifton Forge,
Va., where nearly 1,000 new member? were secured a year
ago, 1,100 new members were secured in a single day in
November, 1917. At Louisville, Ky.. three of the 678 new
members secured in 1916 secured 672 new members them-

campaign of 1917.
The Pueblo. Colorado, association caught

selves in the

the conquering

New York Central and New Haven emNew York City, to the cars set apart as a temporary

the as.«ociation for

plovees in
the Railroad

entire

and inadequate association plant

at

some needy railway

terminal.

Tenth. Buildings operated by the railroad association are
sometimes owned by that organization, sometimes owned
jointlv by railroad association and railroad corporation:
and in still other instances, owned by the railroad company

and leased or given to the association for operation.
Ekventh. The approximate value of property now owned
bv the Railroad Young Men"s Christian .\ssociation exceeds
S4,000,000, while the value of property owned by railroad
companies and lea.sed or given to associations for operation
even larger.
In 1917 North American railroads appropriated toward the maintenance of railroad associations approximately S.^50.000. In the same year receipts from membership fees exceeded $400,000 while large additional sums
is

Twelfth.
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were .secured from use of special privileges such as dormitory, games, etc.
Effect of

Government Control

of Railroads

The question as to how far, if at all, government
may affect the future of the Railroad Young Men's

control

Chris-

However, astian Association has arisen in some quarters.
surance has already been received from the government that
the work of this organization will continue as heretofore

and

it

is

tion will

confidently believed that the status of the associa-

remain unimpaired, for the following, among many

reasons

The Interstate Commerce Commission has made
allowance for expenditures by railroads for the
organization, equipment, and conduct of Railroad Young
First.

<lefinite

Men's Christian Associations.
In the history of railroad receiverships receivers
Second.
have almost without e.xception continued association appropriations as necessary and legitimate items of expenditure.
On the only government-owned railroad in the
Third.
United States, that in Alaska, a Railroad Association has
been conducting successful work, with an appropriation
from the government toward its maintenance.
A successful experience of more than 40 years
Fourth.
has adequately demonstrated that the Railroad Young

Men's Christian Association is not a thing apart from, but
an integral and essential factor in, the successful operation
of a railroad.

Association is the only organization
of its character known, with international relationships; a
trained personnel; a proven power of adaptation; a scientific and comprehensive program of work; and a practically
unbroken record of striking accomplishments.
The religious basis and motive of the Young Men's Christian Association is the secret of the great strength of the
Fifth.

The Railroad

organization; for, because of it, men of high gifts enter its
secretarial service and it gives to the movement a cohesion
and permanence that enables it to continue unshaken through
the vicissitudes of the years.

War Work

M.

C. A.

The great world war brought to the Railroad .Association
It was called upon
new and unexpected responsibilities.
to enter new and vital fields and responded promptly.
Young
Men's Christian
the
Council
of
Work
The War
.Association

organized

a

Bureau

of

Transportation,

with

special relation to soldiers and sailors in transit on land and
This bureau instinctively turned to the Railroad .Assea.
sociation for leadership

and co-operation.

quota of the new National .Army was summoned from home to cantonment, the railroads were called
upon to undertake a difficult task and, in a manner challenging admiration, carried hundreds of thousands of these
new soldiers with a minimum of friction and slight impair-

When

the

One such letter, written by H. O. Williams, an
Citv.
International Railroad Secretary, who recently accompanied
one of these trains, is typical of all:
It was like any one of the great number of selective draft
troop trains that the Railroad Y. M. C. -A. secretaries have accompanied to cantonments the past fall and winter. This one
left Long Island City one bleak, raw, snowy winter morning
with twelve cars well crowded with mothers' boys, many of
whom were leaving home for the first time to meet the call of
onr government as soldiers of the .American flag.
With two associates I went through the train, telling the
boys aliout the value of the .Army "Y" and how large an opportunity at Vaphank awaited them' and of the benefits and bless.After an informal talk of a few minings they would receive.
utes in each of the dozen cars, I went back to the forward end
of the train in order to have interviews with a number of these
young men. Before the journey was ended I sat down and
York

The first was a repregang and was already prepared to
Germans single-handed. He embraced me affectionand was insistent that I should share the contents of a

talked with twelve or fifteen of them.
sentative of the gas house

the

figlit

ately

had with him. After a heated argument, I convinced
bim that it would be better if I did not share in his conviviality,
and so he played the part alone. He promised, however, that
this would be his last drink, no matter whether the government
interfered with him or not.
In the second car I saw a young Jewish boy, possibly twentybottle he

one
and
and
had

or twenty-two years of age, sitting alone, his
the tears coursing

he told

first

ment of regular service.
When it was learned these embryo soldiers were to be
moved. Railroad Associations promptly made arrangements
to have their secretaries accompany them from their homes
on their journey to khaki and camp, and on more than 800
trains representatives of Railroad .Associations were at work.
These .secretaries passed through the trains, telling the boys

about the camps to which they were assigned and also of the
huts of the Young Men's Christian .Association and the

Knights of Columbus, reminding them also of the fine work
of the Young Men's Hebrew .Association. The men in each
car were told that they would be made welcome by all these
agencies that w-ere working as one and that they would
find in the association and other huts a friendly greeting
and a sure cure for homesickness and blues.
The value of this service is indicated in hundreds of letters that have been sent to the International office in New

me

down

his cheeks.

I sat

lip

trembling,

down with

was a young musician, a

hira

and
was glad to
be called to the colors and the only reason he hated to go was
because he would have no opportunity to play the piano, or, as
be said, to live with his music. When I assured him that he
would find a piano in every .Army Y. M. C. A. bungalow in the
that he

been giving concerts

in

New York

City.

pianist,

He

cantonments, his face brightened and be said, "It's all right if
I can have my piano and an opportunity once in a while to
toucli

In

it
up a bit."
another car,

I

noticed

a

line,

red-checked,

bright-eyed,

and when I sat down
with bim he told me that he was the most prominent real estate
man north of 110th street in the city of New York. He had
made a large income for several years, had left his mother and
sister in good circumstances, and was ready to do his part.
He
only hoped he would pass the final physical examination, but
was a little worried for fear some slight heart trouble might
cause his rejection after reaching camp. He had known something of the work of the Association in Harlem and appreciated its advantages and benefits.
.A young fellow with whom I sat said. "I am going to send
the folder you handed me to my parents, because it portrays
the comprehensive work of the Association.
I am a traveling
man and have been on the road for the last seven or eight
years, representing one of the largest linen houses in New
York City. I have been a member of the Association for all
tbat time and in many cities have taken advantage of the privileges offered.
My parents live in San Francisco and I have
often written them about the great blessings and benefits that
have Come to me through the Associations which I have visited
in my territory.
.As soon as I reach camp and have an opportunity to tie up to one of the Associations there, I shall do so
and do anything I am asked to help promote the work."
.Another bad been a policeman in the 22d Street District in
this city; had already received his discharge from the army
after six years of service had served three years on the police
force: and had just been enrolled in the selective draft.
He
knew the work of the New A'ork City branches and was enthusiastic about its benefits and ready to co-operate in the
camp.
With the exception of the first car there was no drinking on
the train.
The young fellows were resolute, determined, hope-

clear-faced

of R. R. Y.
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young fellow

sitting

;

alone,
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S.

ami naily

till,

dom and

do

to

part in winning this

tlii-ir

war

for

free-

Bureau of Transportation,
unifomu'd men as they
jcximey from camp to camp or from camp to jiort of emliarkation, and conducts work at ports of eml)arkation, such
as Holioken and Newport News and at great transfer centers such as St. Louis and Chicago.
direction

the

I'ndor

secretaries also

the

of

accompany

trains of

does not retjuire much e.xercise of imagination to
It
recognize the value of service such as this to the sorely
pressed railroads, to the men themselves in a difficult and
trying hour of their lives, and to the country now at war.
Niany railroad officials have frankly expressed their cordial
appreciation of the aid these secretaries have given in helping to keep

men

restlessness

of

contented and busy during long hours in
to reduce to a minimum that spirit
which, unemployed, might easily develop

and so helping

transit

embarrassment,

troul)le,

and dela\.

Association, alive, as ever, to its responsimen here at home, has not only thus mani-

in the manner in which it has
of service among men in transit here at
home, but is also proving equal to a call made upon it by
railroad engineers overseas.
Thousands of American railroad men are now at the
front and the difficult}- of working ;unong these men, scattered, as in many instances they are, seemed for a time almost insuperable. Progress, however, is being made rapidly, as is indicated in the following letter recently received

fested

its

power of adaptation

tlie

field

from France:

am

I

look toward you to use your influence to keep him
he is just the man we have wanted since the

all

us,

as

His name is R. R.
with us in France.
from some railroad junction near Chicago, the
name of which was changed to Willard. I just was visiting
him in his room and he is a very pleasant man to talk to and
seems well satisfied here with the boys. He has already proved
his worth to his regiment.
V. M. C. A. has been

Jenkins.

He

is

In Conclusion
1

he Railroad

Young Men's

Christian

A.ssociation

is

a

great and growing organization, although it makes no idle
claim to [lerfedion. Those most familiar witli its activitieNevertheless,
are most conscious of its occasional failures.

when

its

hi.story

and accomplishment are

fairly

stands out as the most successful organization of

judged, it
character

its

known.
have been due to the human equation, but
although occasional men have not been equal to their great
responsibility, the high puri>f)se. the unselfish devotion, and
the fine organization of the Railroad .Association have ever
carried it onward.
Less than fifty years ago a small group of railroad men
met at Cleveland to organize the first Railroad Young Men's
Christian Association. Today, within the life span of men
wlio were active then, these asstxiations have become located
on practically all of the great railroads of North .\merica.
while outposts are established in distant lands and on the
failures

islands of the sea.
Its niemliership grows constantly;

its

leadership increases

numbers, experience, and efficiency; its property holdings
are considerable: its motive is unselfish: its symi)athies are
broad and practical; and in what has been accomplished
already in these relatively few years there is abundant
in

pleased to report that since January 1st there have been

and interesting developments in connection with our
men engaged in railway construction and operation.
.\lthough several of these regiments are broken up into small
units of one or two companies each, the Association is now
working with approximately 75 per cent of the men in this
branch of service in France and in another 30 or fiO days our
work will be practically upon a 100 per cent basis in this matter.
For one regiment which is intact we have provided a splendid double hut, with full equipment.
Our service to most of
the other railway regiments is now being carried on in canvas
buildings with demountable frames, so that we may move quickly as companies or regiments move.

special

service for

We

with

Its

bility for railroad

entered

and we

that the world has

Railroad Secretaries at the Front

The Railroad

with us very long, but has made a great impression on
and is sure to make a great success witli us

been

the boys already

perpetuation of Democracy.

till-
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{>romise that the .\ssociation stands upon the threshold of
and more striking achievement.

larger opportunity

are also serving the engineer units attached to the larger

commands.

One

of the railroad secretaries reaching here

re-

cently has been assigned to service with a railway regiment re-

from the west and now engaged in railroad operation
a most interesting section immediately back of the French

cruited
in

lines.

Among

the experienced railroad secretaries already selected

for this service

men

and now

are the following:

France working among railroad

in

F.

G. Smith. A. B. .\dams, B. T.
J. Tubbs, E. Dow Bancroft, \V.

Stone, S. L. Thomas. W.
A. Cochran, C. C. Kent. R. R. Jenkins. E. F. Gailev. Roland
Swift, Fred T. Harshaw, W. L. McKinlev, Georsje E. Burgess, Sydney Morse, C. B. Flagg.
\ letter from a railroad man at the front to \V. X. Xorthcott. associate secretary of the Transportation Bureau of the
War Work Council, illustrates the appreciation of what the
Association is doing for men on or near the battle line:

The Thirteenth Engineers are doing some great work here
behind the French lines and all of the boys have their heart and
soul connected with the work.
are the only regiment of
engineers attached to the French and we have sure picked up

We

the

French method of railroading very fast. Their method is
it is odd.
TTie hook and eye couplers as we call
it is.
We have one of the Chicago Y. M. C. A. secretaries with us now. and he is sure a live wire.
He has not

very different,
It,

which

"To Make the World Safe for Democracy— This Thing Must
Be Crushed" President Wilson

—

The Future

Work

of the Federal Valuation

The Shortage of Engineers, Government Control and Decision
Not to Report Final Value Introduce Uncertainties

ONE

OY THE FIRST QUESTIONS vvhich was raised when
the government took over the railroads concerned the
effect of this action on the federal valuation work.

This question still continues to be raised and still remains
unanswered. The future of the valuation work therefore remains a matter of conjecture, although certain tendencies are
becoming evident. It is to be e.xpected that a definite statement will soon be made by the Railroad Administration outlining its attitude towards this work.
The federal valuation work has now been in progress for five
vears, the bill providing for it having been signed on March
The remainder of that year was spent in organiz1, 1913.
ing forces and preparing plans and it was early in 1914 beSince
fore the government undertook field work actively.
that time the roadway and track parties have inventoried
over 150,000 miles of line, or 60 per cent of the mileage of
the country. Approximately 53,000 miles of line was covered
Based on this progin the year ending September 30, 1917.
ress the

Interstate

Commerce Commission estimated

in

its

annual report that the engineering forces should practically complete the field work during 1919 and should finish
It was also stated that
this and the office work during 1920.
the work of the land and accounting sections should be completed at the same time.
Less progress has been made in completing the reports on
individual properties. Tentative valuations have been served
on several of the smaller carriers and hearings have been
held on these reports but no final figures have been turned
over to the commission by the Division of Valuation as its
conclusions regarding the value of those properties or of any
In fact, it developed a year ago that the
portions of them.
Division of Valuation now interprets the law as not requiring it to determine a final and complete valuation of any
last

propert)- but only to report to the Interstate Commerce ComThe announcemission on the various elements of value.
ment of this attitude which, in the opinion of the director as
well as most railway men, does not comply with the intent of
those who prepared the bill and supported its passage
tlirough Congress, has caused many railway men to lose interest in the work and to raise serious doubts regarding the
value of the results which will be secured.

While railway men in general did not oppo.se the passage
of the valuation law actively few of them received it with
any degree of enthusiasm. With certain e.\ceptions, the general feeling ha.s prevailed that the results to be secured would
not be commensurate with the heavy expenditure involved
and that the main benefit to the roads would be the indirect
one of quieting the harangue of the agitators regarding overIn spite of skepticism regarding the value of the
consistently in its prosecutheir individual capacities and through the
Presidents' Conference Committee, which was organized to
harmonize the conflicting ideas of the roads and to provide
a common agency to represent the roads as a whole in
negotiations with the government.
valuation.

work the roads have co-operated
tion,

both

With
ago,

work

a

—

in

the entrance of the United States into the war a year
new question was raised regarding the valuation

w'hether it should be classed as essential or non-essenthe winning of the war.
The valuation work is requiring a large force of men, almost all of whom are technically-trained engineers and most of whom are of military
age.
The Division of Valuation employs over 1,500 men.
The roads in the eastern group alone employ an equal numtial to

ber.

On

this basis over

in valuation

work by

now employed
and by the roads.
valuation work at a time

5,000 engineers are

the government

This large force is engaged in
there is an acute shortage of engineers throughout the
The intricate science into which warfare has decountry.
veloped has created a heavy demand for engineers and they
have been called into military service in larger numbers than
Many railway organizations have
in any previous conflict.
been very seriously depleted in this way and in numerous instances valuation forces have been almost entirely wiped out
In order to meet the deby enlistment and conscription.
mands of the government for men it has been necessary to
transfer engineers from maintenance and construction, frequently to the serious detriment and delay of work under way.

when

It was a common experience last year for work to be held up
pending the completion of plans, delayed by a shortage of
draftsmen, while on at least one western system contractors
were delayed in many instances because of the inability of
the engineers on the road to set the necessary stakes.
Under
such conditions it is not surprising that there has been a
strong feeling that this work, which demands so many engineers, should be called off for the duration of the war in
order that these men may be employed in the routine maintenance and improvement work which is so necessary to the

operation of the railroads at the present time.

The feeling that the valuation work should be discontinued
during the war has not risen solely because of the shortage of
men, for there has been a further feeling that in view of the
government's plea for economy in expenditures it was unwise to continue work for which the annual government expenditure is $3,500,000, and for which the railways must
spend probably $5,000,000 more. The position now taken by
certain ofticers of the Division of Valuation that the railways should not be concerned with the expense of this work
as the government is now paying the railways' share of the
cost through its guarantee of earnings is not a reply to this
criticism for if the work is to be continued the money must
he spent and if the government pays for it it must come out
of the

The

same treasury

that

is

financing the war.

feeling that the valuation

work should be

classed as

non-essential prompted the introduction of a bill into Congress recently calling for the discontinuance of this work.
It has also led the directors of the Philadelphia Bourse to

adopt and forward to Washington vigorous resolutions asking
that Congress repeal the law and requesting early action on
tlie bill now before Congress.
With the taking over of the railways by the government
on December 28, still another element was introduced into
this problem.
Regardless of the attitude of the Railroad
Administration toward government ownership, the assumption of direct control of the operation of the roads by the
director general has brought government ownership more diFor this reason some railway men
rectly tjefore the people.
who have been lukewarm regarding valuation work previous-

now feel that a complete inventory of their properties will
be important in the event that the government takes over the
roads permanently. This has led to agitation in some quarters for the continuance of the work, at least to the point
that the inventory of the physical property should be com-

ly,

pleted.

Up to the present time the administration and the Division
of Valuation have announced no change in the program of
work and it is being continued just as before government

894
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control l)ecanie a reality.

The

director ^c'licral has appointed

wliich will insure its continuance until completion.
The
question will undoubtedly come up for final decision before
Congress when the apjjrojiriation for the coming year is
passed upon this S|)ring.
In the mean time the division is
prtKeeding witii its autiiorit)' to omplete tiic work.

the director of the Division of N'aiuation as a member of his
immediate staff, wliich may have no significance whatever,

but whiili

between

may

tlie

895

also be taken to indicate a close affiliation
and the valuation work

R.iilw.iv Administration

<

The Railway Supply Field— Prospects
Realization That Railroads Are

Transportation Means

TllKDecemberAYM.si'PI'I.Y
1917,
K.\II.\\

histor)-,

Flia.l) eiijoxed in llie year ended
one of the most prosperous in its

as lias been evidenced by the recently issued

annual reports which have shown the greatest earnings, for
for any year in their entire history. There
is ])rospect of a large l)usiness the rest of 1918, although its
profitableness will depend on the price policy of the Railroad

many companies,

Administration.

Thus far this year tiie orders for cars and locomotives have
been few, i)ut the car and locomotive plants have been able
to continue at work, under severe difficulties from the standpoint of labor and materials, it is true, on railway equipment
orders placed many months ago or on guns, shells or other
Now there are soon about to
material for the government.
be added to this business, large orders for cars and locomotives for the government, and conditions will be further improved by the priority that will be given to material for these
orders for the very reason that tiiey are on government work.
If there were nothing else in the situation that should lend
optimism to the supply field there is the fact that at last the
government has seen the urgent necessity of providing at once
for the needs ot our .\merican railroad system.
This brings up the interesting question of what is likely
further to develop along this line in the future.
"It has become perfectly evident to all observers," says an
editorial in last week's Coal Age, "that the capacity of the
nation for production of war material is enormously greater
than its capacity for shipping it to Europe, and that we must
at once not only balance this production, but slow it down
in order to prevent such a choking of our eastern ports as
may produce an impossible condition. The answer comes
that if we are making too much war material we had better
turn some of our activities into the manufacture of articles
Immediately we run into the financial situation,
which now seems to hamper seriously new undertakings.
"It would seem that the claim of the railroads that they
need SI. 000,000,000 worth of improvements should at this
juncture be considered.
Here is one organization now devoted exclusively to the service of the community, which,
being under the control of the Federal Government, can be
financed directly by that government, and there would seem
no reason why the production programs of war material
should not be limited, and a certain amount of the energy
now being expended in that direction turned at once toward
the improvement of our transportation facilities."
No less important than munitions and supplies in this
war is transportation at the front, behind the lines, on the
sea or behind the seaboard at home.
It is a very apt cartoon
that recently appeared in .some of the metropolitan newspapers showing a camel heavily laden with munitions of war
essaying to go through a wall the entrance through which,
representing the shipping, was only large enough to permit
the passage of its head and neck.
The same analog)' might
he well applied, although in a smaller measure, to the rail-

of peace.

road situation

Our Third Line

Much

for 1918

of Defence in

Manufacturers

to

men

k^ulroud

rc<ogn)zed

years ago, but

it

recently that the authorities at

has been only
it.
For
plants were turning
France and for our
engines that were
home were held up
it

Washington have seen

months

last year our car and locomotive
out cars and locomotives for Russia and
own military forces in France, while
urgently needed for our own railroads at

until in the heart of winter

it developed that for lack of boats
not ship all the material tiiat was ready, overseas,
while the .Ameriian railroads tiiemselves were
crippled
for want of cars and motive power.
This, we are all agreed,
must not happen again.
must take no further

we could

We

with our railroads.

Germany today

is

chances
tremendously handi-

Eaxkincs of Representative Companie.s— 1917
1917
.American Steel Foundries:
Gross earnings
P-et

income

Tolal surplus
Jialdwin Locomotive

$49,169,584
5,531.839
6,429,228

$31,361,006
3.418.057
3.651.670

98,263.865
8 305 7'''
15,'855!346

59.219.057
2.619,466
8.949,624

298.929.531
27,320,737
28.513.615

216.284.556
43,593,968
44,370.198

Works:

Gross earnings
INet income
Total surplus

.'.'.';.'

Bethlehem Steel Corporation:
Gross earnings
Net income
Total surplus

American

Company

Locomotive
annual report):
Gross earnings
Net income

(semi-

35.959.126
6,010.009

Total surplus

Pressed Steel Car Company:
Gross earnings

Net income

44.034.843
2,130,308

31.202,646
2.751,152
10,217,069

10.157,038
1,893,826
9,976.4 16

24,051.103
8,214,962
8,082.591

23.905,714
4,307,860
8,657.801

14.086,499
2.710,806
5.969,942

78,325.461
16.616,532
1 2.475.737

52,844,018
15.647,900
9.881,298

1.683,962,552
224,219.565

1.231.473.779
271.531.730
381.360.914

Total surplus

New York

.\ir

Brake Company:

Gross earnings
Net income
Total surplus

Railway Steel Spring Company:
Gross earnings
Net income
Total surrilus

Republic Iron & Steel Company:
Gross earnings

Net income
Total surplus

United States Steel Corporation:
Gross earnings
Net income
Total surplus

43L660.804

capped for lack of

motives.
In fact, one French
quoted elsewhere in this issue, says that
one of the best things the allied airmen could do would be to
destroy German locomotives, for they cannot be replaced.
There is no reason why we should ever reach a serious condition such as that.
Xo one doubts that the first thing we must do, however
is to do our utmost to provide material for the new ships.
They are our first line of defence in transportation. The
railways now being used l)ehind the lines in France, by the
soldiers of England, France and the United States make up
the second line, while the railways here at home supply the
third.
.\11 must be in first-class condition to cuarantee a
authority,

who

is

^
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steady stream of munitions, supplies and men to France. We
can neglect none of them.
The supply field naturally wants to see the railways of this
rountn,- kept' in first class condition,— it is the railway supply business that our manufacturing companies are most

Presumably
familiar with and best equipped to handle.
thev will be guaranteed a continuation and possibly an extension of this part of their activities during the coming
months.

There has been a very evident change in the railway
supply field, a tendency towards diversification, and a very
The average railway suphealthy broadening of interests.
plv company not so many years ago specialized on railway
supplies alone and perhaps on a single line of products.
Today the. fact is the reverse. On the one hand, some companies have expanded into other lines of endeavor, and several of the

most successful companies have also added many

On
other and rather dissimilar lines of railway specialties.
the other hand, there have been many outside companies,
possibiliimmense
the
realized
new to the field, who have
ties attendant upon the sale of supplies to railways.

We

can omit guns, shells and other war material as special
war-time factors, although a very large number of companies in the supply field are now engaged in their producBut we can notice that the Baldwin Locomotive
tion.
Works, some time since, bought the Southwark Foundr}- &
Machine Company to add to its line gasoline engines and
similar products; that the American Car & Foundry Company has so diversified its w-ork that now it is in a very
advantageous position when it comes to handling an enormous order for shrapnel helmets; that the Locomotive Superheater Company is building up a large business in marine
the

Chicago Railway Equipment Com-

superheaters;

that

pany has so

diversified

its

work

that

now 70

per

cent

And
business is in other than railway specialties.
but by no means least, there is the steel industry which
the
its
products
to
cent
of
40
per
over
supplied
at one time
The pecurailways and now supplies nearer 10 per cent.
liar buying methods of the railways, be it repeated, are
not the only reason for such diversification, but they are
a big reason, particularly since regulation tightened down
too much to permit of the extent of progress and expansion
that was necessary to the railway industr}'.
On the other hand, there are other companies which have
taken on railways as additional customers. Among such companies can Ix: instanced the Barrett Company, the Carborun-

of

its
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Export trade, because diversification
railway demands.
alone will not suffice and because it, too, will help to take
up the slack in domestic railway demands.
But there is far more to the export proposition than that,
and any manufacturer must fully realize this condition
before he can ever hope for a continued and successful
export business. The point, in short, is that there will be a
tremendous opportunity for American railway supply houses
For many years after the war there will be
in export trade.
but two countries in the world which can hope to secure an

CAR AXD LOCOMOTIVE ORDERS OF THREE MONTHS

TH":

Locomotives (Domestic)
Canadian Government Rys
6 0-6-0
4 Ten-wheel
2-6-6-2
Chesapeake & Ohio
15
10 Ten-wheel
Delaware River Steel Company...
1
Four-wheel
Grand Trunk
25 Switching
Hocking Valley
20 2-6-6-2
Hudson Coal Company
Four-wheel
1
Illinois Central
4
Santa Fe
l.ons Island

4

Maine Central

Miami Conservancy
Minneapolis &

District,

Louis

St.

ville

Company,

the
a

Norton Company, the H. W. Johns-Man-

number

of paint concerns, several belting

manufacturers and an exceptionally large number of machine
tool builders, all companies which have realized the immense
possibilities of selling to an industry that purchases a billion
dollars' worth of goods a year, but all of them companies

whose industry was already
the railway supply

is

the ultimate answer?

What

Delaware

Sc

Four-wheel
Four-wheel

Mikado

5

Hudson

Delaware. Lackawanna & Western.

Long Island

Pacific

Mikado

Co. shops

Mikado

20

Consolidation

15
4

Mikado
0-8-0

Portland Terminal

2

11-6-0

Western

5

Mikado

Pacific

Chilean State Rys
Rliodesian Rys

South .Vfrican Rys
South Manchurian Ry

111

Locomotives (for Export)
20 Mikado
Mountain
9
20 Mountain
Mikado
25

icr

Hill Iron

&

Steel

liiUterworth-Judson

Co

Company

"5
5.000

450
300
750
650
riuiago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.
DnPont dc Nemours & Co., E.

1.000
.5.000
35
14

.

.

T

.

.

.

.

44
100

Stock
Flat

Coal

Box

National Steel
Co. shops

Flat

Am.
Am.
Am.

Box
Shell

Works

5

8
8

200

Coke

3

Tank
Box

.

Colcimlii.in Northern
(;u.intan,nmii & Western

tana.H.iu

950
500
250
500
200
750
250
100
500
375
200

Refrigerator

Box

Government Rys

& Iron Range

Coiombian Northern

Box

Passenger Cars
Dining
7

C.

Am.
Am.

C.
C.

5

Coaches

E"''™^"
Pullman
Pullman

3rd class

.^m.

Sleeping

extensive export trade in railway supplies

&

F.
F.
F.

&

F.

Standard Steel
Standard Steel
Has. & Barker
St. Louis Car
Has. & Barker
Standard Steel
Standard Steel

2

14
luluth

Am.

Gondola
Gondola
Gondola

&
&

Cambria
Mt. Vernon
Pullman

Box
Box
Box
Box

C.
C.
C.

Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Penn. Tank Car
Pressed Steel
Penn. Tank Car

Gondola

Freiomt Cars (for Export)
Gondola
6
25

Cambria
Canadian C. & F.
Canadian C. & F.
Canadian C. & F.
Eastern Car
Eastern Car

Ballast

i'enn American Refining Company.
I lioenix
Cotton Oil Company
Republic Iron & Steel Company..
I'nited Gas Improvement Company.
United States Government
(for France)

Iron

American
American
American
American

Tank
Box

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

Kansas City Structural Steel Co.
LaBelle

American
American
American
American
American
American

Freihiit Cars
Pressed Steel
40 Hopper
Pressed Steel
10 Gondola
25 General service Clark Car Co.

Canadian Government Rvs

I

is

10
15

25
15

Central Vermont

field.

going to be
done when the orders for the government are completed
and after the Kaiser's defeat makes no longer necessary the
continued manufacture of guns and shells? There are two
answers:
(1) A continued diversification to take care of
the natural expansion that cannot be utilized by the demands for railway supplies at home.
(2) Export trade.
Both are necessary', one as much as the other. Diversification because it will help to produce economies.
A foundn,', a forge shop or a machine shop can be used for other
things besides the manufacture of railway material, and
particularly may it be so used to take up the slack in

what

0-6-n

3

American
American
Canadian
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American
American

locomotives:

following

The pending Government

Now

Ten-wheel

4

."American

Locomotives
During the three rnontlis sp-.'cifications were determined on orders received by the Americnn Locomotive Company some months ago for the

diversified before they entered

orders for cars and locomotives
w'ill naturally have a tremendous influence in the railway
supplv field, as has been discus.sed previously in this paper.
But they will by no means take up all the country's capacity
for an extended period of time, nor wall they change seriously the tendencies that are mentioned above.

0-8-0

8

5

Missouri. Kansas & Texas
Philadelphia & Reading

last,

dum Company,

O...

Canadian
Canadian

C.

&
&

&

F.
F.

F.

— England and the

wise American railway supply manufacturer, or at least he who did not have a large business in
foreign lands before the war, is already beginning to realize
that there is a tremendous opportunity in export trade, that
will help take up his increased capacity and will yield him

United

States.

The

and the wisest manufacturers among them
are now making their plans and getting
missionary work in favor of American equipment and

profitable returns;
all are

in the

those

who

.\merican standards.

Fid

Poliblr

ion

Electric
Difficult

Equipment

for

Operating Problems Are Solved by Electric Trucks,
Electric Locomotives,

ALL OTHERS

LIKK

ill

ilie

rnen are extremely i)usy.

steaiii

'I'he

railroad

licld,

present crisis

electrical
is

afford-

inu them the opportunity to prove that much electrical
The
equipment is prerequisite for efficient operation.
branches of the electrical tield which are now demanding
light,
handling
of
particular attention are shop power and
freight in terminals, heavy electric traction, and electric arc
Car lighting and headlights are sultjects which
welding.

The incandescent lamp
also demanding recognition.
has become the standard for locomotive headlights and the
greater number of railroads are replacing all other forms
of light for coaches with electric light as rapidly as circumare

stances ])emiit.

Shop Power and Light
The

Steam Railroads

and Electric Welding
material in the terminal with hand-trucks, even though a
sufficient number of trucks and men were available.
The
reason for this is that the greater amount of s|)ace required
is not available.

Electric Traction

Those roads with electrified sections have a great advantage, for with electric locomotives as against steam locomotives, almost twice as many cars can be handled over a
given amount of track. There are at present four new tyjjes
of electric locomotives under construction
two of these are
being iiuilt by the General Klectric Company for the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul and the New York Central.
The other two are being built by the \Vestinghou.se Electric
Manufacturing Coni|)any. for the Chicago, Milwaukee
&;
;

motor has long since proved to be the best
sort of power for driving machine tools in the railroad
shops.
repair shops and repairmen for the
.\t present,
electric motor equipment are at a premium.
This has led
in a nuniljer of cases to the demand for |)ortable motors to
take the place of those in trouble until they can be repaired.
These motors employ belts or flexible coupling drive and
electric

so far as developed are limited to 15 h. p.
It is generally accepted that anti-friction bearings are the

motor trouble and their use has simmaintenance.
Attention to lubrication twice a year
will suffice to keep them in good condition.
The car repair shop shown in the illu.<tration presents an
example of working conditions which can be obtained with
proper illumination. Much is being said, and in good cause,
alx>ut lighting curtailment, but this should be applied to the
shop with discretion.
It has been shown in a number of
cases that burning more light may actually effect a saving
of coal.
With good light the workman can perform a given
piece of work in much less time than he could if the light
were inadequate; the motor used to drive the tool which
he is working with is u.sed for a shorter period of time and
the power consumjition of the motor is relatively large as
comparefl with that of the light.
best preventative for
plified

Electric

The handling of

Trucks

more

difficulty

Well Lighted Shop

St. Paul, and the New York, New Haven &: Hartford.
These four locomotives were descrilxxl in the Railway Age,

&

freight in tenninals has been the cause
than has the shipping of freight over the
road.
The use of electric trucks has served greatly to reduce the congestion in terminals.
.\
large eastern road
reports it would be impossible to handle the transfers of
of

A

March 22, 191S.
Some interesting information
and operating

costs

of the Norfolk

897

&

pertaining to maintenance

was contained

Western.

The

in the last annual report
average maintenance cost
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— including

—

repairs, retirements and depreciation
per 1000
ton-miles for steam locomotives was 32 cents, while that for
electric locomotives was only 10 cents.
The following statement was contained in the report pertaining to operating
costs:
in

the

"The
month

movement
October, 1917, when

cost of freight

of

normal, was 26 per cent less than
been used."

Electric

Welding

is

if

zone
the conditions were
steam power alone had
in the electric

and

of rivets,

and

has become quite

it

useless,

After

it

electrical field.

This practice

not limited to

is

attention than any other

r

It is

steadily extended.

In the locomotive repair shop, arc-welding

is

VNii'

used for

Cross-head Guide Built Up by the Metal Electrode
Process of Arc Welding

Broken locomotive
of repair.
frames are repaired quickly, and with little cost; cracked
and broken cylinders are repaired without removing the
cylinders from the locomotives; broken fireboxes are repaired; flue sheets are welded into boilers without the use

Central

News Photo

flat

surfaces only but applies

•fc^

^
^^He-'.

Electric Trucks

making almost every kind

practice to weld

and then built up by the metal electrode process.
has been machined it will be put into service again.

cast-iron,

Worn

common

The
the flues to the sheet at the fire-box end of the boilers.
cross-head guide illustrated was worn. down until practically

Arc Welding

now demanding more

used effectively on steel
and experiments on other metals, such as
bell metal, have proven that the use of arc welding is not
limited to iron and steel.
Its use on railroads is being

branch of the
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Can Operate In and Out

of

Box Cars

equally well to cylindrical forms, which are in need of bushing.
Extensive tests have shown that it is possible to make
This statement is
a weld stronger than the original metal.
true for cast-iron as well as for steel.
The savings made possible by the use of electric arcwelding are apparent to anyone who has seen it in use. The
superintendent of a large eastern shop recently said that by
the use of improved shop methods and electric arc-welding,
they had been able to maintain total operating costs constant
in spite of the tremendous increases in cost of labor and material.

Serri

Helping a Railroad Out

of Its Difficulties

The

Shifting of Motive
The

Practice Leads to

Power From Road

Many

Difficulties,

Some

of

to

Road

Which May

Be Overcome; Should Be Curtailed

THKroads

I'LAN

OK TRAXSFKKKINU LOCOMOTIVES from those

surplus of power to those suffering
congestion and power shortage
was first considered liy the Railroads" War Board. Under
llie direction of that body, arrangements were made in December for the transfer of 100 locomotives from 20 railroads
in the west to a number of eastern lines, the transfer to be
carried out through the St. Louis and Chicago gateways.
Since the control of the operation of the railroads has been
taken over by the President, the application of tlie plan has
been somewhat extended by Director General McAdoo, not
without numerous difficulties, but in the main with success,
when considered as an emergency measure.
At the present time there are more then 40 railroads in
the United States using from one to 75 borrowed locomotives each, which are being paid for on tlie rental basis of
All of these locomotives, however, were not
$50 a day.
borrowed directly from other railroads. About 200 of them
either
Consolidation
are
type locomotives of the design built
for our army in France or the Russian Decapod type, some
200 of which are reported as being converted to standard
gage by the use of wide tires, and loaned to the railroads by
the United States Government.
There is also an increasing
output of new locomotives delivered on domestic orders, all
of which are being taken from the builders and placed in
service wherever the greatest needs e.\ist, irrespective of
ownership.
As announced early in February, this practice
was to be followed for the entire output of the builders during January, February and March, amounting in all to
about 700 locomotives.
It is estimated that about 600 foreign engines from all sources were being operated on .\pril 1.
Iiaving

seriously

from

a

traffic

Do

Locomotives

Much

Best at

Home

that has been said about this subject indicates very

mind any locomotive is a good locojust as good in California as in Maine.
But to those who have directly to do with the operation and
maintenance of locomotives they come to be considered almost as much a part of the fi.xed transportation plant as
yards and roundhouses.
Whole systems of repair practice
and shop organization grow up around the types of locomotives and even details of construction which become more
Smokebo.x design
or less standardized on each railroad.
and adjustment and grate design are influenced by the characteristics of the fuel in the districts in which Icxromotives
regularly operate.
If such locomotives are suddenly replaced
by others developed under other conditions, neither the
locomotives nor the organizations handling them fit and a conclearly that to the lay

—

motive anywhere

siderable

amount of adjustment

The movement

of both

is

required.

of greater importance, however,
than either convenience of operation or the greatest efficiency
of maintenance.
Under the conditions which have been
faced by many of the railroads during the past winter it has
been imperative that they secure all the motive power that
could possibly be made available.
In such a situation, on
of traffic

is

the principle that half a loaf is better than none, railroad

men have been
of almost

willing and even eager to secure locomotives
any type from any available source.

Unnecessary Confusion
As

the situation stands at the present time, there

ent a lack of co-ordination

in

is

appar-

the distribution of the bor-

rowed locomotives which should be remedied.
Indeed, the
practice of transferring locomotives has now reached a point

where there

is

danger of

railroads operating

its being carried to extremes.
locomotives foreign to tlieir own

The
line,

and hence most affected by the practice, are those in the
eastern and southern sections of the country and a few in
tiie
southwest.
Some of these railroads are operating a
miscellaneous collection of one or two locomotives received
from each of several other railroads.
Conversely, locomotives of the loaning roads are being scattered one or two
in a place, when they might better be kept together.
There

are cases where railroads are receiving foreign locomotives
to make up their own shortage of power and are having their
own new power scattered about on other railroads. It is
possible that there are cases in which each one of these conditions

may

be justified, but the unhindered practice of such
laying the foundation for a tangle later on when
the need for repair parts becomes urgent, which will not
only be exceedingly annoying, but expensive as well.
Even under the best of conditions there are many difficulties incident to the transfer of locomotives to foreign lines.
One of the difficulties is to secure proper material from the

methods

is

owning road with which

to

make

essential

ruiming repairs.

The most common

instance of this is the failure to secure
grates, a part of the locomotive very frequently requiring
renewals. There are instances where locomotives have been
held out of service for as much as 10 days by the borrowing

road awaiting grate bars, which had to be secured from the
owners.
In one case, after the locomotive had been held
for some time awaiting material, the defective grates were
patched up and tlie locomotives sent back to the owning
road.
In another case, the borrowing road, in order to protect itself against such delays, ordered sufficient material
from the owning road to seriously cripple the latter's store
stock of this material.
All of these difficulties present themselves at the outset
of the transfer and, as such transfers are only resorted to
as emergency measures, will probably never be wholly
eliminated during the comparatively short periods in which
the locomotives remain away from home.
If the borrowing
road is using locomotives from several different railroads,
instead of securing them all from one line, it is evident that
the difficulties of the situation are multiplied.
On the other
hand, if the locomotives of the loaning road are scattered
over a number of other lines, instead of being kept together
on one road, the difiicultj' of providing the necessary stock
for running repairs to protect tlie borrowing roads is materially increased.

In considering the transfer of locomotives from one railroad to another, the fact should not be overlooked that there
is always a tendency for borrowed power to run down. This
does not imply any lack of conscientious attention on the
part of the officers or men of the borrowing road: it is due
to the difficulty of securing needed repair parts and material
which must come from the owner, and al.so to the fact that
frequently such locomotives are not adapted to the regular
routine metliods of handling its own power in force on the
liorrowing road.
In such a case it is a natural consequence
that the more popular home locomtivcs and, therefore, those
considered the best, can be kept in service longer with running repairs before requiring a trip to the back shop.
Clearance limitations should never be overlooked when
transferring locomotives from one road to another.
Some
instances which have occurred during the past winter indicate that this important matter has not always received the
In one such case the clearance liraitaattention it should.

899
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on the borrowing road were such that after receiving
locomotives from another line, it was found impossible to
operate them except in a restricted territory only 50 miles
in length.
In another similar case it was found that Russian locomotives would not clear a viaduct on the line of the
railroad on which they were placed in service, this fact only
being determined after the locomotives were placed in service.

tions

Keep

the Transfers

Within Reasonable Limits

evident, therefore, that the practice of transferring
One of
locomotives should have rather narrow limitations.
It

is

to make the plan
keep the locomotives near the home road,
preferably on a line directly connecting with the home road,
and on a division directly adjoining the home road connection.
If this practice were strictly followed, the difficulty
of securing repair parts and necessary material for the maintenance of the locomotives would be very much reduced. Long

the

first

and most important considerations

successful

is

to

delays incident to the transportation of the material long
distances would be eliminated.
Every effort should be made to keep together the locomotives of each loaning railroad, and, on the other hand, to
give each railroad borrowing locomotives, those from as few
lending roads as the available number of locomotives which
This will
can be spared by the latter roads will pemiit.
materially simplify the problem of furnishing and securing
material for running repairs and will save what otherwise
is more than likely to become a ver\^ confused situation; furIt takes but a
thermore, it will conserve material stocks.
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Finally, one of the most important limitations which
should be placed upon this practice is the length of time the
In an emerlocomotives remain away from the home roads.
genc}' the practice can onl)' be adopted as a temporary expedient to effect an improved distribution of motive power
until a more permanent equalization can be effected. Every
effort should be bent to the end that the locomotives now
being used on foreign lines be returned home at the earliest
\Vith the contemplated control of the placpossiljle moment.
ing of orders for the various railroads, or of the distribution
of new motive power, the need for the general shifting of
motive power from one railroad to another should be past
Not unlike the more
before the advent of another winter.
fixed facilities of the railroads, the locomotive performs its
even within the narrow limbest service on its home system

—

its

of

its

own

Unlike the

car,

division

and

which

at

is

in the

hands of

home anywhere,

the locomotive should be maintained as a

its

own

crew.

for best results

permanent

facility.

Provide Central Direction

very small amount more of stock to protect ten or a dozen
Obviously,
locomotives than it does to protect one or two.
therefore, if a railroad has 10 or 12 of its locomotives loaned,
half
dozen
other railservice
on
a
a
and these engines are in

In order that the least difficulty should arise from the
maintenance and operation of the borrowed locomotives and
later from the transfer of these locomotives back to the homff
roads, all of the details should be co-ordinated in the hands of
a single agency. The agency best adapted to handle this situation and the one to which it most logically belongs, is the Locomotive Section of the Railway Administration. The information in the hands of the Manager of the Locomotive Section
and his facilities for securing such additional information as
mav be required, are such that he should be in a position to
give each factor entering into every case which presents itself
Each case may then be settled in its proper
its due weight.
relation to all other cases now existing or which may arise

upon its store stock by the borrowing railroads for material to protect themselves will be much more
burdensome than if all of these locomotives were in service
on one line and one divnsion.

in this way may the confusion now evident gradually
be eliminated and, what is of equal importance, may the locomotive be directed toward the home roads just as rapidly
as conditions will permit.

roads, the calls

Railroads

Onlv

Need Better Machine Tool Equipment
Must Not Postpone Ordering; Builders Offer
Good Deliveries In Most Cases

DURixc; THE
of

tlie

VE.A-RS

immediately preceding the outbreak

European war, the railroads of the United

$12,000,000 annually
States spent approximately
shop machinery and tools. In the year 1914 there was a
serious falling off in the net operating revenue of the roads,
and as a result the expenditures were reduced wherever
Consequently only $9,000,000 was spent for mapossible.
Throughout the past two
chinery and tools during 1915.
years there has been an unusually strong demand for machine tools for war work and the railroads have confined
their purchases principally to tools which were urgently
Although no general statistics are available, it is
needed.
safe to say that the expenditures for tools have been even
With the
smaller during the past two )'ears than in 1915.
great advance in prices, a given expenditure of course repTaking
resents a much smaller amount of shop equipment.
this into account and considering also that the roads are
handling far more traffic than ever before, it is quite evident that they are in need of a large number of machine
for

tools at present.

Altliough there has been no reduction in the prices of
tools, other changes have taken place which should
not be overlooked when considering the advisability of
making purchases. The past year has brought large wage
increases to all classes of mechanics. While in 1915 the total

machine

Fairly

ijy the roads to mechanics, helpers and
apprentices was over $90,000,000, for the present year it
will probably be 40 per cent higher, or about $125,000,000.
There are but few methods that can be used to offset this
increase.
One that deserves attention is the use of improved
machine tools to increase the output per man. Suppose only

compensation paid

per cent more output could be secured by providing better
Figuring interest and depreciation at the rate of 12
per cent annuallv this saving Avould justify the expenditure
All who are familiar with shop
of more than $20,000,000.
2

tools.

conditions will agree that with improved equipment much
Aside from the direct
greater economics could be effected.
saving in labor there would be opportunities for increasing
the efficiency of operation by reducing delays
it possible to get more service from equipment.

and making

During the past winter it was impossible to care for
e(|uipment properly at some points, due largely to the inThe machine tool
adequacy of the roundhouse facilities.
equipment of engine terminals is usually made up of tools
that have outlived their usefulness in the shop and should
have been sent to the scrap pile instead of to the roundhouse,
where minutes lost in doing machine work may result in
costlv delavs.

The need of first-class tool equipment in roundhouses has
been recognized for some time. One superintendent of mo-
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power recently stated that he thought with the large
Imomotives now in use requiring freijuent iieavy work,
every roundhouse should have a few pits equipix'd for
handling heavy repairs in order that the heavy roundhouse
The ncvessity for
jol)S could Ijc taken care of promptly.
keeping down the expenditures has prevented roads from
buying the e<iuipment they have required in tl;e engine

live

houses.

vent

Better facilities at these points will help to pre-

such

congestion

costly

as

occurred

last

winter,

and

.*hould certainly be provided.

Although
those

the

required

machine tools most urgently needed are
roundhouse work, many shops should

for

have additions for their equipment, or replacements for obsolete tools.
There are wide variations in the conditions on
different roads.
Some have followed a consistent policy of
buying shop machinery regularly as additional rolling stock
was secured. On other roads the repair facilities are not
sufficient

to take

conditions.

It

tives repaired

is,

care of the equipment under the present
of course, advisable to have all locomo-

on the home road

if

possible.

While

it

may

not be feasible to build additional shops at this time, the
is usually limited, not by the
of pits but by the machine facilities and in most
cases a few tools, judiciously chosen, will make it possible
to increase the output considerably.

capacity of e.xisting shops

number

The question of providing good repair facilities is of such
importance that it should receive first consideration when
ordering tools.
Under the present conditions, however, the
reclamation of materials offers such unusual opportunities
for reducing expenses that it may be found advisable to
include a considerable amount of machinery in the tool program for such work. As specific instances of equipment
that is being reclaimed to good advantage at this time flues,
rails and bar iron may be mentioned.
Granting that tlie roads need a great many machine tools
at this time, the question of their ability to secure them
naturally suggests itself.
There seems to be a general
opinion among railroad men that tools of all classes are
hard to get and deliveries are verv- slow. While it is true
that in the past there have been delays in securing tools, the
situation has improved and reasonable deliveries are now
being promised on practically all types of machines.
Before going into the subject more in detail, it may be
well to give a Awn account of the work of the machine tool
section of the War Industries Board.
Although an advisory
body without executive authority, the board has done much
good in directing the manufacture and distribution of machine tools.
A schedule of production was secured from
every shop and from the data furnished it was determined
whether the production of various machines was greater or
less
than the demand.
This made it possible to commandeer tools with the minimum of inconvenience to private
industries.
The requirements of munition plants are being
estimated and a reserve of tools set up for such work. Companies which formerly did not manufacture machine tools
have been induced to enter the field, thus increasing the
production of machines that were badly needed.
By preventing speculation in machine tools the board has helped
to keep the prices on a reasonable basis.
W'hile there has
lieen some costly duplication of facilities, the production and
the demand have been controlled as much as possible and
the conditions are fast ijecoming normal.
The commandeering of tools for government work has not

any great
Since the roads are now under government control
probably be given preference in arranging for
priority of orders.
Some of the tools which the railroads use
in large number can now be delivered from stock, and nearly
all can be secured within six months from the date ordered.
In fact the only classes of equipment on which deliveries
are much slower than usual are the extremely heavv* tools
and special equipment of which small numbers are built.

interfered witii the delivery of tools to railroads to
extent.

they

will

yoi

Information received from the manufacturers of tools
indicates that the conditions as regards deliveries are at the
present time about as follows:

Good
Lathes:

Deliveries in

Most Cases

A

few of the smaller sizes can be delivered from
from stock. On the larger sizes deliveries vary from two
to seven months depending on the swing and length of bed.
It is almost impossible to secure whcrl lathes, as plants
e(]uipiK'd to manufacture large tools are devoting all their
time to working on government orders.
Turret lathers: All sizes and types can be furnished in
from two to five months" time.
Boring mills: With the exception of the larger sizes used
for tires and wheel centers, deliveries can be secured in from
two to three months. The larger machines are not available
at this time and probably cannot be secured for some time
to come.
Planers: No class of equipment has been more in demand
than large planers. The urgent need for these tools for war
work has led to the introduction of a new type of machine
which has a concrete base. The medium and smaller sizes
can be secured in from four to twelve months, however.
Milling machines:
Deliveries of the ordinary sizes of
plain and universal milling machines can be made within
six to twelve months, while for heavy milling machines th»
time is somewhat longer.
Shapers: Deliveries varj- from four to eight montlis.
Drill presses: Sizes up to six feet can be secured in from
three to eight months; on radial drill presses and on the
other types the time required is even shorter.

of

Cylindrical and surface grinding machities: Small stocks
some sizes are on hand and other machines can be sup-

from two to eight months.
Portable tools: All types and sizes can
within two months from the date ordered.
plied in

Electric welding equipment: Deliveries can
from one to three months.

be
be

furnished

made

in

Electric tnotars:

All sizes required for driving machine
tools can be furnished within tw-o months.

Blacksmith and boiler shop equipment: Steam and power
hammers can be supplied in from two to four months,
forging machines in six months and bolt machinerv- in three
five months.
Deliveries of punches and shears can be
made within one month; flangers are available within four
to

months.

Wood working tnachinrry: Deliveries are practically normal, one to three months being required to (ill orders depending on the type of machine wanted.
From the data given above it is evident that while some
difficulty might be experienced in securing complete equipment for new shops owing to the great demand for certain
types of machines, the ordinary- requirements can be met
with but little delay.
Machine tool prices are stable and
there is no longer any thought of postponing buying in anticipation of a possible decrease in prices.
The railroads
have everj-thing to lose and nothing to gain if they restrict
With labor costs continually
their orders for machine tools.
rising, they have even,- inducement for replacing the old
The roads must
e(|uipment with modem machine tools.
operate at the highest efficiency in order to handle the presBetter shop equipment will help them
ent enormous traffic.
Their purcha.'es in the past three years
to realize that aim.
have been entirely inadequate, but this year the roads should
make up for it and should place larger orders for machine
tools than duing any previous year.

—

Bridge to Connect ErRopE with Asia. According
Vossiche Zeitung the Turkish government has introduced in the Chamber a bill asking for a credit for the ex.\

to the

amination of the question of the con.struction of a bridge or
tunnel connecting Europe with Asia.

York

Is Urgently Reco'ntnended for a

Is the

Free Port

District.

Supply Field Interested in "Free Ports"?
No Advantages

Apparently the Idea Will Have

for the

Manufacturers of Railway Materials

By
or THE DEsiR.\BiLiTY
THiiof guESTiox
free ports
districts

—

for the

E.

S.

United States

set outside of the jurisdiction of

the customs into which foreign merchandise may be
brought for storing, handling, manufacture and re-export
has been the subject of more or less discussion, particularly
during the last few months. The United States Tariff Commission has conducted hearings in several cities for the purpose of finding out how useful these free ports would be in
developipg our foreign commerce; and legislation has been
introduced in Congress providing for free ports.

The

railwaymen centers largely in the part that
would play in the whole problem of port de-

interest of

these free ports

velopment, particularly at

New

York.

It is, however, not probable that free ports would prove of
any special assistance to the manufacturer of railway equipment and supplies, for the reason that his raw materials are
entirely domestic. They might, on the other hand, even prove
to his disadvantage, by way of being of greater assistance to
the foreign manufacturer of these products in facilitating his
sales to, for example, the Latin American countries.
The free port problem is, nevertheless, one of fundamental
interest to those whose attention is turning to foreign trade
and one about which far too little is known as to its practical adaptability to existing and probable future conditions
in this countr}'.
The very fact that the minds of the leaders

in the railway supply field are turning to a discussion of the
of the day is the best reason why a discussion
of the arguments for and against the free port should be of

new problems

interest to railway

supply men.

and mechanical devices for the economical handling and
transportation of merchandise.
It is a district which all
ships, irrespective of flag or cargo, may enter and depart from
tions

unmolested and where all sorts of activity in commerce and
industry, including sorting, refining, grading, mixing, assembling, manufacturing and selling may be carried on without
customs charges, supervision or formalities.
The territory
set aside as a free port is intended to be a great market and
the center for the transshipment trade of the region.
The value of a free port district bears a direct relation to
the extent of tariff restrictions existing in the country in
which the district is located. Recent discussion of the desirability of free ports for the United States seems to have
very largely omitted any cletailed consideration of what part
of our trade would be benefited by such an arrangement.

Hamburg
The example

of

Hamburg

Glibly Cited
is

glibly cited to

show

the bene-

which
merchandise may be stored, handled, manufactured, or reshipped without the inconvenience of customs regulation.
The Hamburg free port has been undoubtedly successful, but
Germany has a high protective tariff.
On the other hand, England, a free trade country, has in
Liverpool and London, two of the greatest transshipping
ports of the world, and handles successfully through her
bonded warehouse system, dutiable commodities, such as tea
fits

that accrue

from the establishing of a

locality in

and similar luxuries.
Between these two extremes lie the conditions existing in
the United States
raw materials, very largely free of import duty, semi-finished and manufactured goods, more or
less subject to a duty that is partly protective, and partly for

—

Definition

A

Swazey

has been defined as a district in or adjacent
to a port, within which the customs authorities do not enter
but confine their activities to guarding its boundaries and imposing the usual formalities and charges upon all goods w-hich
leave it for the interior.
It is designed to counteract the
restrictive effects of customs supervision and at the same time
retain all the protective and revenue-producing features of
the tariff system.
It usually consists of a large district, isolated from the remainder of the port by natural or artificial
barriers, equipped with wharves, warehouses, industrial locafree port

902

the purpose of revenue.

Three Fundamental Conditions
Tliree other fundamental conditions must be borne in mind
in a consideration of the problem, particularly if undue em-

phasis

is

not to be laid on the success of the European free

ports:

bulk of the raw materials entering into our
manufacturing are of domestic origin (this applies to our inFirst, the great
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creasing protluction for export as well as to protluctioii for
our own needs and includes particularly railway materials)
and that of those materials that are of foreign origin, a large
part comes in free of duty

assistance to the manufacturer preparing goods for export,
note that dutiable crude materials and dutiable manufactures
for further use in manufacturing, each run under the new

Second, we are located geographically not only at considerable distance from the sources of important foreign raw materials, but we are also far from any foreign consuming markets with such concentrated purchasing power as exists in the

imports.

foreign markets nearby

Hamburg;

line, though it has the one predominating port of New York, has also a large number of
smaller ports competing among themselves even now for a
share in the free port privilege, which, if granted liberally
would, by decentralizaas it would have to be or not at all
tion, lessen the benefits that might otherwise be gained by
one large trade center.
The idea of making the United States less dependent on
the European transshipment raw material markets, and even
of setting up such marketing centers in this countrj- to which
other nations will come as we have gone to them, is now very
Possibly, with our enlarged' merchant marine, greater
vital.
financing power and increased prominence in foreign fields,
we may be able to overcome the handicap of distance and the

Third, our extensive coast

—

inertia of established trade channels, and obtain some of the
How would the establishing of free ports
results desired.
assist in this

only between 4 per cent and S per cent of our total
Even with a remarkaljle development of our export
trade, the part of these dutiable materials that would enter
into our exports would be a ver)- negligible quantity.
Free ports may, of course, be used for the liandliiig of
merchandise that is not subject to duty. A steamer bringing
both dutiable and non-dutiable goods might use the facilities
tariff

of a free port for botli classes of goods.

Any

free port dis-

would be developed would probably be very modern
in equipment and as low in charges as existing facilities, so
that the district might attract a merchandise movement con-

tricts that

Table

II

Ratio op the Dutiable Imports i.v Each Croup to the Total
OP All U. S. Imports
Years Ending June 30

Crude

materials

for

use

'l912

1913

1914

1915

1916

6.9

6.9

4.4

4.1

4.4

3.8

1.8

2.4

1.6

1.5

2 3

11.4

1917

in

manufacture

Foodstutfs in crude condition
3.0
and food animals
Foodstuffs partly or wholly
10.9
manufacturc.l
.Manufactures for further use

10.1

lO.l

14.0

12.5

8.5

9.3

6.2

4.5

4.6

4.4

17.1
0.3

16.9
0.3

13.7
0.4

8.8
0.3

8.2

Miscellaneous

17.1
0.2

ToUl

46.6

45.5

40.5

38.3

32.1

30.5

manufacturing
Manufactures ready
sumption
in

development?

for

con0.2

Free and Dutiable Merchandise
Tables I and II show the relations that exist between free
and dutiable merchandise as grouped into six classifications
The first three of these years (ending
for the last six years.
June 30) are pre-war. The first two years, 1912 and 1913,
The
represent imports under the old PajTie-Aldrich tariff.
figures for 1914 show clearly the effects of the new tariff, although industry can hardly be said to have adjusted itself
The effects of the war during the
to the new rates of duty.
Table

I

Percentage

Dutiable Mescha.ndise
United States Imports

or

is

Each

Group or

siderahly in excess of the amount of dutiable merchandise
would actually benefit by the absence of customs restrictions and which would not be a full measure of the use that
would be made of the districts. But this suggests the more imthat

portant problem of the proper development of the entire port
and terminal facilities of our seacost, irrespective of whether
or not free ports are permitted. As a matter of practical operation, it would be ven,- difficult to import the small propor-

A

Years Ending June 30

The

I9I2
materials for use in
manuf.icfire
:• 20.6
Foodstufis in crude condition
21.8
and food animals
Foodstuffs partly or wholly
91.5
manufactured
Manufactures for further use

1913

1914

1915

1916

19.8

13.2

11.9

10.2

9.1

15.1

18.6

12.1

13.8

19.9

94.4

83.7

82.1

88.3

88.1

msnufacturine
Manufactures ready
sumption

47.8.

48.3

37.1

31.8

28.4

24.3

78.4
26.01

76.2
34.1

71.6
35.2

68.2
35.3

61.4
34.6

57.5
37.3

45.5

40.5

38.3

32.1

30.5

1917

Crude

in

Miscellaneous
Total

for

con-

46.7

merchandise in the
would discharge in the free port

tion of actual free port
vessels that

years are also to be borne in mind, though they
do not materially alter the conclusions to be drawn.
Table I shows for each of the years the percentage of the

as well as in point of free port interest is of most importance
in this analysis, the percentage of dutiable imports was but

20.6 per cent and 19.8 per cent in 1912 and 1913, and under
the new tariff dropped to 10.2 per cent and 9.1 per cent in

1916 and 1917.
Table II shows for each of the years the percentage of dutiable imports in each group to the total of the imports of all
groups, both dutiable and free, in order to show the relative
importance of the dutiable imports, to a small part of which
a free port would cater, to our total import trade.
Bearing
in mind the argument that free ports would be of material

few

Free Port's Activities

activities of a free port fall in

two main

categories, re-

exporting merchandise largely in the form in which it is imported, and manufacturing for export products of which imported materials form a part. It would seem from the above
figures that only a limited use would be made of free port
facilities for manufacturing purposes, although inquirj- may
develop specific industries whose use of imported dutiable
raw or partly manufactured materials in products for export
would warrant their taking up manufacturing quarters in a
free port zone.
The re-export of foreign merchandise, with

last three

imports in each of Uie groups of merchandise that is dutiable.
"Foodstuffs partly or wholly manufactured" is the group in
which the greatest percentage is dutiable, ranging fom 94.4
per cent in 1913 to 82.1 per cent in 1915. The next group in
point of proportion of dutiable merchandise is "manufactures ready for consumption."
Of the "crude materials for
use in manufacturing" group, which in total volume of trade

relatively
districts.

Table

Imports and Re-Exports or Foreign Merchandise

III

Ratio

ReExp. Re-Erportt
Total

1912
1913
1914
1915

1916
1917
•

Total Imports

Re-Exports

$1,653,264,934
1.813,008,234
1.893.925.657
1,674.169,740
2,197,883.510
2.659,355,185

$34,002,581
37.377,791
34,895.123
52,410.875
61.305,306
63,036.795

Raiin
from Bonded to Tt.i.il
to
Imports Warehouses Rc-Exj'.
2.1

2.1
1.8
3.1
2.8
2.4

$10,585,801
12.142,113
10,514,100
12.289.008

31.1
.'.'.5

30.1

23.4

Not reported.

oncemed, is
which a free port would apparent!
then to be considered.
Table III gives an indication of what has been done under
The percentage of
the existing bonded warehouse system.
total re-exports to imports is small, although the war has
and
actual
the
percentage
the
amount. The
both
increased
portion of these re-exports representing merchandise dutiable
when imported cannot be ascertained exactly. An indication
is seen in the re-exports from bonded warehouses, which have
been about 30 per cent of the re-exports. Or if we take the
same proportion that is dutiable when imported, the amount
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which would be available for free port handling has apparently been worth about $20,000,000 in 1916 and 1917.
The existence of free ports would facilitate this transshipment
movement. Let us see what commodities would be favorably
affected by such a plan.
The world's great commodity markets in London, LiverRotterdam, Hamburg and other European ports are

pool,

those of raw materials such as rubber, cacao, coffee, cotton,
Hope has been expressed that the United
•silk, jute, and tea.
States would become the distributing center for one or more

—

—

but free
of these products- say rubber, coffee, and cacao
ports would hardly help in this development, since each of
possibly
except
and
tliese commodities now enter free of duty,
for the formality of "entering,'" which would be necessary
even in a free port for record purposes, and except for certain sampling, are not

Easier

handicapped by customs regulations.

Means

to Secure

Same

Results

Even if these raw materials were dutiable, the difficulties
of bonded warehouses and drawbacks could be more easily
overcome than the more dominating factors in determining
world markets of geographical location, established channels
of trade, financing and insurance, and our own lack of world
trading knowledge.
The most important of the commodities re-exported that
are subject to import duty are: Antimony, chicle, jute
manufactures, dried peas, precious stones and imitations of,
cleaned rice, sugar, and leaf tobacco, of which the total value
of the re-exports in 1916 was about $10,000,000.
With free ports, the amount of dutiable commodities reexported would, of course, be greater, and in considering the
desirability of such districts, it is not entirely fair to measure
their value by the experience recorded under customs conditions, which the ports would eliminate.
A list is given below of the most important raw and partly
or wholly manufactured materials that are imported into the
United States subject to duty in order to call them- definitely
to the attention of those who, under free port conditions, might
import these products for re-export to other countries. Note
the absence of railwav materials.

Raw Materials
Aluminum
Argols

an<!

Antimony
wine Ux'S

Chicle
Vanilla beans

Glycerin
Indigo natural

—

Lead

nreadstuffs
crude, natural
Licorice root
Fruits and nuts
Precious stones (unset)

Camphor

—

Sugar

Flaxseed or linsecJ
Tobacco

Partly or Whoi-ly Manufactured
Flour
Silk and woolen nifgrs. Laces, embroideries, etc.
Dycs, chemicals. drng«. Bristles
Furs dressed and mfp-s.
etc.
Cotton thread and yarn
of
Earthen,
Mfgrs, of fibers
stone.
a; d
ALatekiai.s

—

chinawarc

Brushes

"What in general are the trade movements in which the
United States could figure to any extent as a distributing
center? Geographical location to ensure the shortest distance
between producer and consumer is an important factor, although there are notable exceptions, such as the tea and rub"ber movement through England.
Even granted the shorter
distance, steamship lines or the tramp movement of ships

must

create

new

channels.

First, there is the possibility of the distribution of

pean products

Euro-

via the United States to Latin-America (par-

Caribbean and West Coast countries, as little
and the Argentine could be expected via
New York), and the return movement of raw materials from
Tatin- America.
Second, there is similarly a possible trade channel via our
Pacific ports between the Far East and the Latin-American
ticularly to the

movement

to Brazil

countries.

Third, there is the exchange of European with Far Eastern
products via this countr)-, insofar as this mij^ht compete with
the direct more via the Suez.
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would be very desirable to possess the controlling marraw materials, such as rubber, which this country
does not produce, and particularly those that enter largely
But as has been noted, these are for
into our requirements.
the most part free of duty, and would be benefited by free
ports only to the extent to which these ports might assist in
It

kets of

developing the desired new trade channels.
Raw materials which the country does produce and which
are dutiable, such as rice, wheat and other breadstuffs, sugar,
tobacco, and certain vegetable oils, would be directly benefited
to the extent that the free port system would release the transfrom the burden of red
shipper agent, refinery, factory
Though, as Irving T. Bush
tape and attendant expenses.
has suggested, the simpler remedy here would lie more naturally in an overhauling of the present bonded warehouse and
draw-back systems.
Materials required in the manufacture of merchandise
which we w'ould be able to sell abroad would be advantageously handled through free ports where these materials are
either not available in this country or are in insufficient
quantity. To what an extent these would enter into our growing export trade in manufactured articles it is diSicult to
determine from data available probably only in relatively
small amounts.

—

—

—

The Danger
The transshipping

in

Free Ports

of foreign manufactured articles to the

possible detriment of our

own manufacturers would seem

require most careful economic consideration.

A

free

to

jwrt

would not, of course, do more than simplify a trade movement now fully possible. But it might prove to be a deciding
factor in a competition between a United States and a foreign
manufacturer in the sale of goods to a country in which the
foreign seller did not have direct sales or shipping connections.
To take a very possible case as an example suppose
that a group of European railway supply manufacturers,
availing of the facilities of a United States free port, were to
have in stock there a complete line of their products, any
selection from which could be offered to a foreign buyer
say from the west coast of South America.
(Goods in bonded
warehouses, where this merchandise would now be stored,
may only be removed intact in the lots in which it is entered.)
The foreign manufacturer would then have an equal advantage with our manufacturer in point of quick delivery.
Free port legislation would apparently be of benefit only
to a small part of our foreign trade, and that part certainly

—

does not include raihvay supplies.
Suppose, however, that
those few who would be directly benefited were to make their
case sufficiently strong to warrant the support of those who
would have no real use for the facilities. The legislation
might conceivably be passed on the basis that every encouragement, however slight, should be given to our foreign trade.
\\'hat might be the working out of the plan ?
Certain benefits do accrue to the immediate locality in

which a

free port

is

located

—the manufacturing

interests at-

dock labor, and real
estate values appreciate; the movement of ships and their
cargoes, with attendant expenses, and the banking, insurance,
and other trade features are at least of local benefit. If the
tract labor in addition to the necessary

number

of free port districts is restricted, the competition for
the part of local chambers of commerce

these districts on

would undoubtedly open the way for political preferment
and dissatisfaction. If the number is not restricted in view
of the necessarily expensive customs guard around each district, this is hardly conceivable
the benefits that might be
gained by one, two, or even three large ports would with
a larger number be "spread so thin" that they would not be
worth while.

—

—

New York

stands out pre-eminently as a location for one
it be proved that they are of advantage
to the country as a whole.
Criticism has been expressed of
of the ports, should

(

April

5,

tlic alrc.iil\

theless
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conyt'sti'd coiulition of tlic port, but the fact never-

remains,

tluit

United States imports

50

the ])ort liamllinf^

i^er

cent of the

the natural radiating point for steam-

is

ship lines to and from the greater |)art of tiie world, cind
that the selection of any smaller port on tiie Atlantic would
be an attempt to divert trade much further from its natural
channels than we are already trying to do in our attempt to
establish the United States as a transshipping country in comProper port develop{xnition with England and Germany.
ment wt)uld allow a free port district to be accommodated.

New

York, one

com-

recommends the free port idea and Congress
passes it, would probaidy be of advantage on the Pacific
CcKist, and another on the Gulf.
Neither of them would be
large; each would cater to a relatively small number of commodities.
of

New York

has remarked

that the protectionists in Congress are against the free port

idea because they think

it

will let materials in free of duty;

opposed

presupposes the
continuance of tariffs. In general, there is a very great lack
of public understanding as to what free ports are intended to
do, and how much they will be able to accomplish for the
benefit of our foreign trade.
Many have spoken in favor of
the idea, some of them, it must be stated, without a ven- clear
conception of the volume of our trade that would be affected.
And certain importers whose raw materials are not subject to
the free traders are

to

it

because

it would to that e.xtent still be a good
But the burden of proof does very definitely lie with

thing.

district, if the tariff

inission finally

Dock Commissioner Hurlburt

duty and who would, therefore, be only directly benelited,
liave urged ihe ports apparently on the ground that some time
their commodities might be made dutiable.
A very few,
among them Mr. Bush, have expressed disapproval of the
idea instead of taking for granted the general ;md untonlirmed statement that "it would be .itgood thing for the country, and, therefore, I am in favor of it."
If most of our merchandise were subject to duty, free ports
would probably be a good thing for the country; if under existing tariffs it can be proved that it would be of enough
use to the country,

Possible Free Ports
In addition to

905

it

those

who would make

use of the facilities. Unless the tariff
commission has already done so, the next step would appear
to be a thorough referendum among those who would be
affected to determine how much the free ports could be used
on the basis of present trade tendencies. This would seem
to be more productive of tangible results than any number of

hearings.

The hearings

held this past winter in various cities were
in the necessary

advantageous in that they represent a part

campaign of education as to the functions of a free
Such a campaign sliould be carried on in any event.
the remarks at the

War Board

Remarkable Seven Months' Record, Partly Neutralized by
Intolerable Conditions in
NINE MONTHS April

railroads of the United
more ton miles of revenue

to

States

December, 1917, the

moved

9.8

per cent

freight than during the cor-

responding period of 1916 with an increase of only 1.1 per
cent in the average number of freight locomotives in service
and of only 2.9 per cent in the number of freight cars. This
period covers that part of the year after tlie United States
declared war against Germany and corresponds closely with
the period during which the railroads were operated under
the general direction of tlie Railroads' War Board.
The war board was organized at a meeting in WashingFor the purpose of recording the results
ton on .^pril 11.
obtained from its campaign for increasing the efficiency of
the American transportation system it inaugurated a series
of monthly reports of freight operations containing information whidi formerly was not available except in annual
statistics.
These reports were compiled by the Bureau of

Railway Economics and that for the month of December,
with a combined summan,' for the nine months, has recently
been issued, as noted in last week's issue.
The combined report for the nine months, which is reproduced herewith, is of special interest as an indication of
the results accomplished by the roads under the direction of
the War Board.
It covers the operation of 227,651 miles of
line, or about 98 per cent of the operated mileage of Class 1
roads.

War

The primary purpose of the Railroads'
increase the efficiency of the roads to enable
the

maximum

of freight

Board was to
them to handle
with the available facilities; and to

accomplish this purpose it devoted its efforts largely to obtaining a heavier loading of cars, the maximum tonnage per
train, the elimination of delays in loading and unloading of

But

hearing were very general indeed, seeming to lack entiMy any concrete data as to who
and what would be benefited. Until the tariff commission
or some other body can give us more definite facts, let us
not be so hasty in urging free port legislation as the great
panacea with which to develop foreign trade.

Freight Operations Under the Railroads'

Di'RiNG THE

port.

New York

cars, greater

an increase

mileage per car and per locomotive per day and
by proper

in the available transportation capacity

attention to repairs of cars

During

«

November

and locomotives.

the nine months' period under

its

direction the rail-

roads represented in the table handled 303,751,995,337 ton
miles of revenue freight, which is more than the entire revenue traffic of all the roads for any preceding full year exIn the calendar year 1916 the
cept the record year 1916.
total for the Class 1 roads was 362,134,291,397 and in the
year ending June 30 it was 339,883,189,699, but the largest
previous total was 301,398,752,108 in 1913.
The freight
earnings in the calendar year 1916 were 19.1 per cent greater
than in 1915.
The table also shows how the increase was accomplished.
The average tonnage per train was increased from 624 to
667, or 6.9 per cent and the tonnage per loaded car was increased from 25 to 27.3, or 9.2 per cent. The average mileage
per locomotive per day was increased from 66.6 to 67.9, or
2 per cent, but tlie average miles per car per day decreased
1.8 per cent, from 27.3 to 26.8, so it is apparent that most
of the net increase in efficiency resulted from the campaign
in which the shippers co-operated for heavier loading of
cars.

When examined

in

comparison with the earlier monthly

reports the table also shows the effect of the increasing congestion of freight during the later months of the year in the

eastern district which resulted from the confusion rause<l by
indiscriminate use of preference orders and the concentration

The deof export freight at a few North .\tlantic ports.
crease in miles per car per day for the nine-months p)eriod is
the result entirely of the conditions on the eastern lines,
where the reduction was 5.5 per cent. The southern lines
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showed an increase of
.3

.9

In
of 17 per cent over April, 1916.
16.1 per cent, in June 23.2 per cent

per cent and the western lines of

May

For the six months, April to October inclusive, the increase in revenue ton miles handled had been 14 per cent,
and there had been an increase in miles per car per day of
2.2 per cent.

reduction in the rate of increase

average mileage per locomotive per day had also in-

partly attributable to the

is

FREIGHT TRAFFIC OF STEAM RAILWAYS. NINE MONTHS, APRIL TO DECEMBER, INCLUSIVE;

227,651

Increase or decrease

495,283,718

Freight traintriles
fV^'ghrcaJ-niijes
FmDtv freieht car-miles

LoX'
T^ta

l^l*

Amount

Per cent

482,658,258

12,625,460
67,860,161
81,020,611
148,880,772
17,395,415

2.6

1917

freight car-miles-loaded

and empty...

Freieh- locomotive-miles
"

Revenue ton^iles
NonPevenSe Ton miles
Average number of freight locomotives
service

m
:

Average number of freight locomotives

of freighi cars in service..
of freight cars in shop or

.

d347

13,202

83

0.6

2,029
1,192,433

d 102
26,024

dS.O

72,751
54,569
18,182

d 1,459
d 4,237
2.778
65

d2.0

774

74.210
58,806
15,404
709
26.6
71.3
23.6
31.3

2.9

10,144.373
112,313
58.196.40

d3.9
d8.6

Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight Incoinotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
shop

4,118
43

667

624

27.3
67.9
26.8
3U."

25.0
66.6
-7.3

1.3

14.4
6.9
9.2
2.0

dO.5

dl.8

-''•»

0.2

0.7

29.5
71.0
22.3
30.8

".'0,7! 9

8.6
6.7
0.1

10,851,492
118,315
58.024.84

13*

1

5-7

6.1

8,913,089
121,180
227,432.32

1??',3}7

227,651.17

2.3

Southern

8,137
2.S.6D

Loaded freight car.miles

Empty freight car-miles
Total' freigiit car-miles— loaded and empty..
Freight locomotive-miles
Rc«i,ue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives in
service
Average number of freight locomotives in
shop or awaiting shop
Averag- number of freight cars in service..
Average number of freight cars in shop or
._

awaiting shop

••••.•.•.•;.•.•.•..•;.•.•.•.•.•;.•.•.

Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
freight

Per cent of
awaiting shop

1916

Amount

83,351,045

Per cent

„?2'5Z?-!?^
2,027,373.856
953,110,222
2.980.484.078
98.568.060
51,691,542,697
4,928,382,092

865,317,073

6,228.828
78.327.348
87,693.149
166,120.497

46.101.539,024
4.426,221,697

5,590.003.673
502.160.395

5.456

5,376

1917

7.5
208,539,841
4.0
4.908,540,091
10.1
1,939,083,256
5.9
6,847,623,347
7.6
228,083.955
12.1 107,898.380,673
11.3
13,328,329.655

d 1.3

dO.5

d 1.6

707,119
6,002
d 171,56

dO.3

1916
199,902,044
4,778,294.106

.•.-•

in

shop or awaiting

shop

1,833,183,236
6,611,477,342
217.917,048
96,527.758.529
12,929.186.408

Amount Pe r

Average miles operated— single track

cent
4.3
2.7
5.8
3.6

11.8
3.1

SO

1.5

12,626

12.450

176

d2S

d4.I

1.738
804,861

1,955

5.0

779,668

d 217
25,193

d 2.690
d 3,272

dl3.8
d20.2

45,938
36.103

d 1,279
d 2,037

9,835

"^

758

5.6
7.7

26

548

33

60

^'-^
65.7
33.3
32.0

2.0
3,7
0.3

4.3
7.7
6.0
0.9
4.2

44.659
34,066
10,593
581
24.7
65.7
30.9
28.3

22.9
63.6
30.8
27.7

1.8
2.1
O.I
0.6

2:2

15.7

tco-n:

\%%

683

19.526^

16,16S

1.3

1—

dO.7

_ ^
'•"

Revenue ton-milea:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car

5.3

8,637.797
130.245.985
105.900.020
236,146,005
10,166.907
11.370.622.144
399.143.24"

locomotives in shop or

Per cent of freight cars

7.0

15,492

,„??.„

325,:>80

3,940

ForTign ;:;.;
Tons per tram
Tons per loaded car

18.0
9.2
10.9

dO.4
dS.S

dO.3

Increase or decrease

c

1917

<\7.?.

Western District

D:[STRICT

Increase or lecrease

Item
.
Freight train-miles

2.2

^^

9,683,808

Revenue ton-miles:
,

d 9,546

0.1
7.6
15.2

13,285

d 5,428

28,597

Per cent
dl.l
d2.6
d4.7
d3.3

d 2,241,165
d 140,713,172
d 112,672.558
d 253,385,730
296,946
10,236,057.942
1,115.709,925

1.927
1,218,457

iio^r..

VnUt

Amount

1916

1.1

,,,.,-

IK

Increase or dec:rc-ase
1917

197,164.004
199,405,169
5,175,958,224
5,316,671,396
2,306,158,415
2.418,830,973
7,482.116,639
7,735.502.369
259.261.771
258,964.825
1 44.162,071.967
133.926,014.025
8,478,053.202
7,362,343.277

d7.4
2.9

,.

—

339

,,,

66,709

:

Per freight locomotive...
Per freight car
Average miles operated single track

3.1

9.8
8.2

^„'l'°ll
2,282,1.89

32,715

Fo"fgn
Tons per traii;::::.
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day

1.6

0.9

4,320
2,348,898

;•::::::::::::::::

n!T'''''^°'

,.,„

.

0.6

7,196,683,759
2,017,013,567

31,u^s

31.j67

•

in

shop or awaiting shop

Average number
Average number

'HVAlfU,\
'liVA\\fs°2
5,117,331,282
5,198,351,893
17,161,343,292
17,310.224.064
568.518.367
585,913.786
303,751,995,337 276.555,311,578
24,717.751,382
26,734,764,949

MILES

E.\sterk District

United States

Item

the increase w^as

and in July 20.2 per
By August, however, the increase had fallen to 8.4 per
cent.
In
cent, in September to 2.9 and in October it was 5.3.
November there was an increase of only 2.9 per cent and in
December there was an actual decrease of 2.6 per cent. The

per cent.

The
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''fiHJo
158,768
41,950.30

d
8.575.435
148.672
41,733.22

1.1

898.821
10.096
217.08

d5.5

13.8

d 17.5

5.6

5.9

10.5
6.8

8,545.729
134,058
127.676.03

7.753.234
123.806
127,502.70

0.5

1.4

J

11

1

3.2

d 2.8

d

3.3
0.3

792.495
10.252
173.33

d Decrease.

creased by 4 per cent. But the report for October and seven
months showed decreases in the mileage per car and per locomotive. In both of these items the best record was shown in
the month of May, when average mileage per locomotive per
day reached 71.3 and the mileage per car per day was 29.6.
In October the mileage per locomotive per day was as high
In Deas 69.8 but by December it had fallen off to 61.6.
cember the mileage per car per day had fallen to 21.3 and in
the eastern district to 16.7 as compared with 21 in December,
1916.
These figures illustrate how the remarkable record made
during the first six months was to a considerable extent offNovemset by the conditions of October and particularly of

ber and December.
In .April the revenue ton miles

moved showed an

increase

fact that the figures for the later

with the
volume.

Coal

period

of

1916

Exportation

—

when

months are in comparison
traffic was increasing in

Agreement Between

CENTR.iU,

Powers. According to an article published in the Bohemia, at Prague, it was agreed at a meeting held in Berlin
between the German, Austrian, and Hungarian coal distribution officials, that for the months of March and April
there shall be sent monthly to Austria a total of 572,500 tons
of coal and coke from Silesia, and to Hungary 243,500 tons.
In return, 275,000 tons of brown coal from the northwest
Bohemian fields and 8,000 tons of hard coal from the
Kladi)o and west Bohemian fields are to be sent to Germany.

Motive Power Conditions During the Past Winter
A

Shortage of Locomotives Aggravated by Causes Mainly

Produced by Weather Conditions
THE t)NE TllINt. td which till- iiuihilitv of tho
railroads to meet full\ tlie extraordinary demands
which have been phiced ui)on them during the past
winter has been attril)uted most cominonly is a shortage of
locomotives.
There has been a shortage of motive power
and undoul)tedly this has been due partly to an actual

PROUAULV

shortage of locomotives.

It

is

true,

however, that

much

15 per cent and upwards in maximum train loading.
Ordinarily, tiie aggregate loss of capacity to tlie railroads in
the greater part of the country is not large from this cause
because the heavily reduced ratings arc in effect for comparatively short periods and but a few times in the course
of the winter.
During the past winter, however, extremely
low temperatures prevailed over practically all of the eastern
section of the countrj-, where traffic conditions were densest,
for the greater part of two months and tiie snowstorms
rapidly succeeding each other necessitated even greater reof

of

which has been attributed to a shortage of
locomotives, has been due directly or indirectly to conditions
which more locomotives could not have overcome.
A study of the orders for locomotives placed annually
during the last decade indicates that there is an actual
shortage of locomotives.
A comparison of the number of
locomotives ordered during the years 1909 to 1913, inclusive,
with the growth of traffic and locomotive mileage performance
during those years, indicates that the orders were about
normal. The average orders placed during that peri(xl were
for about .5,600 locomotives per year, while in 1914 orders
were placed for but 1,265 locomotives, and in 1915 for
1,612 locomotives.
An improvement was shown in 1916,
when about 2,900 locomotives were ordered, but the number
fell off again by about 200 locomotives in.l917.
While the number of locomotives ordered in 1914 and
1915 was very small, it was not an undue reduction when
considered in comparison with the actual business handled
during tliose years.
But it left the railroads unprepared,
for the sudden and rapid increase in traffic which began
during the fiscal year 1916 and has continued ever since,
and the e.xceedingly slow deliveries which have been the
general rule since have given the roads little opportunity to
catch up.
Furthermore, the conditions are not fully indicated by a study of data applying to the countn' as a whole,
owing to the fact that the e.xtraordinar)- increase in the
amount of traffic handled during the past year has not been
uniformly distributed.
In a large measure it has fallen
upon the railroads in the eastern section of the countr>-, all
of whose facilities have been strained far beyond the extent
indicated by general averages.
The motive power shortage which has been so acute during
the past winter has been due, however, much more to
the difticulty

causes decrca.~ing the capacity of the locomotives actually
available, than directly to a shortage of locomotives.
The
past winter was the second through which the railroads
have been operating under extraordinary traffic conditions.
While a tew roads were able to enter the winter with their
power in better shajse than it was just prior to the preceding
winter, in general there was a lack of a normal reserve in
the average condition of the locomotives of the countr)'. The
effect of the exceedingly severe weather conditions would
have been dire even with all the power in the best possible
condition.

Effect of Severe Winter
In considering this matter, it should not be overlooked
that winter conditions :ilways affect the capacity and efficiency of motive power in two ways:
First, by decreasing
the tonnage rating during storms and cold snaps; second, by
materially increasing the number of engine failures.
Without considering the effect of snow, which may decrease the
hauling capacity anpvhere from zero to 100 per cent, the
low temjjoratures prevailing in the eastern section of the
countr>-, and even in some sections of the south usually but
slightly affected by winter conditions, required a reduction

ductions in trainloading.
It is therefore evident that even
though operation had otherwise been normal, the effect of
the winter must have Ijeen an abnormally large loss in
locomotive capacity.

Anyone who lias followed the course of locomotive failures
has obser\ed the marked increase in their number during
the winter niontlis, even under average winter conditions.
Tiiat engine failures should increase far beyond the normal
winter average during the past winter was inevitable, even
with all other factors affecting the condition of motive power
remaining normal. But other factors were not normal. The
capacity of locomotive terminals was decreased; for several
months there has been an excessive turnover of firemen,
resulting in a large number of inexperienced men being in
service during the past winter, and the railroads have
suffered their full share of the difficulties incident to any
attempt to make steam from the kind of coal mined last
winter.

While there may have been but little, if any, actual
decrease in the number of men employed in the maintenance
of locomotives during the winter, there has been a sufficient
loss of experienced mechanics to materially slow up the
operation of locomotive terminals.
Added to this was the
disorganizing effect of two months of continuous winter

weather conditions, unprecedented both in the severit>- of
the cold and in the quantity and frequency of the snowfall.
Xot only was the efficiency of labor greatly reduced, but it
was practically impossible to maintain the usual number
of men in service, especially on the exceedingly important,
but disagreeable outside work around engine terminals.
The delays to the movement of power at engine terminals
caused by these conditions resulted in the freezing up of
many locomotives and increased the amount of running re-

While it is not impossible to operate locomotives without frceze-ups under the most severe weather
conditions, even where tliey must frequently be stored outdoors in the winter, such a result can only be attained at
the. price of eternal vigilance on the part of engine terminal
forces accustomed to such weather conditions.
Where such
conditions are not ordinarily experienced, however, and
where more or less inexperienced labor is employed, an excessive number of locomotive freeze-ups, resulting in broken
cylinders, liurst branch pipes, etc., is inevitalile.
These conditions all resulted in decreasing the amount and
condition of the power available for the use of the trans.-Ml
of them directly affected the
portation department.
mechanical department or operations under its control. There
were unusual operating conditions which had either a diriKt
influence on the effectiveness of the locomotives while in
ser\-ice or indirectly produced similar results by hindering the
proper maintenance of the power.
For a year or more there has been an excessive turnover
of firemen, as a consequence of which there are a large
pairs required.
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men employed

number

of comparatively inexperienced men in the engine
many roads. At any time such a condition is a
handicap and it was unusually so last winter. Low temperatures and snow always increase the difficulty of maintaining
steam pressure and become a severe test of the skill of the

eral

service of

work of
in hand

most experienced firemen, and coal to the uniformly low

problem, undoubtedly will have a very beneficial effect in
increasing the general efficiency of locomotive shop operaThe working of longer hours already has had its
tions.
effect in many shops and as the plan of working becomes
more generally adopted a material increase in the aggregate
output of the railroad shops of the country may be confi-

A
quality available last winter does not help matters any.
slowing down of train movement, a loss of engine capacity
and an increase of engine failures can only be the result of
such a combination.

A regulation of the Fuel Administration requiring railroads to use coal on a pro rata basis from all mines which
thev served had a disturbing influence upon the quality and
grades of coal which some of them were able to obtain. In
one case this increased the number of mines from which the
coal by several hundred and resulted in a
loss of control over the distribution of the several kinds of
coal mined in the district.
The exceptionally high traffic density prevailing on the

road received

its

eastern railroads for the past year has resulted in the utilization of yard and terminal facilities practically to capacity.
But little additional burden was necessary to cause con-

gestion at these points, which immediately resulted in a genThe additional
slowing up of the traffic movement.
burden was supplied by the weather conditions. Again, one
The congestion
of the effects was a loss of motive power.
at terminals caused long delays to trains waiting to enter

eral

has not been an uncommon occurrence
by the 16-hour law almost within
Ever)- hour of delay on the
sight of the home terminal.
road means one less hour for the locomotive in the hands
of the mechanical department for needed attention, as well
the yards.

Indeed,

it

for crews to be caught

as a probability of a considerable increase in the

amount

of

good condition.
Furtherrpore, the long delays to locomotives caught in the
storms, which followed each other in such rapid successsion,
In fact, as one railresulted in very rapid deterioration.

work required

road

man

to

keep the locomotive

expressed

it,

in

the best wa)- to operate a railroad

under such conditions is "to put the locomotives in the
roundhouse and lock the doors" until the storm has subsided.

Getting Ready for Next Winter

The foregoing paragraphs indicate that there were many
contributing causes other than an actual shortage of locomotives to the shortage of motive power which has been so
keenly felt during the past winter, and that practically all
of them had their origin in the unprecedented severity of
With the smooth running of locomotive terthe winter.
minals and regularity of road operating conditions following
the winter weather there is evident a general catching up
on running repairs and a marked improvement in motive
far as the present and immediate future
Probably the greatest immediate need for
are concerned.
motive power is in yard .service to facilitate the clearing of
terminals of the accumulation of cars encroaching upon their

power condition so

working capacity.
In order that the railroads may enter next winter with an
adequate reserve of power, however, it is probalsle that not
less than 60 per cent of the locomotives of the country will
require general overhauling within the next seven months.
This is an unusually large program and its accomplishment
will necessitate extraordinary effort and the most effective
use of every available facility for locomotive repairs.
Of the greatest value in meeting this demand for repairs
The best information
will be more stable labor conditions.
available indicates that the number of men employed in the
maintenance of locomotives is larger now than it was a year
This, toago, which is a hopeful sign for future output.

gether with a decrease in labor turnover, due to a gradual
stabilizing of the demand for labor in all industries, a gen-

realization on

the part of

in

railroad

the importance to the country of the work they have
in their present positions, and the confidence that

they will receive full justice which should be inspired by
the Railroad Administration's handling of the whole wage

dently expected.
Many railroads do not have adequate facilities for taking care of their requirements for power for general overhauling' even under

normal conditions, and under the ex-

demands upon shop

facilities obtaining in the
they are finding it impossible to bring
their power back to a condition in which there will be a
normal reserve with which to face another winter. While
it
is doubtful if there is any railroad with what actually
may be considered a surplus of shop capacity, there are a
number of railroads with such relatively large shop capacity
that in the present emergency they are fully justified in
The railhelping out those roads which are less fortunate.
roads have already taken advantage of such possibilities
and at the present time over 100 locomotives are being repaired in shops other than those of the owning roads. Until

traordinar}'

present

situation,

recently, however, this matter has been handled in a haphazard manner. It is now in the hands of the Manager of
the Locomotive Section of the Railway Administration, un-

whom, as pointed out elsewhere in this issue, the fullest
advantage will be taken of the countr^-'s aggregate shop

der

capacity.

As was indicated

at the beginning of this discussion,
acute shortage of motive power obtaining during the
winter may be attributed perhaps as much to an unusual
decrease in the effectiveness of the locomotives already available, brought about by conditions which could not altogether
be overcome by the addition of new locomotives, as to an
The imactual shortage in the number of locomotives.
portance of bending every effort to putting existing loco-

the

motives back into the best possible condition

is

therefore

evident.

are in service a large number of locomotives
before the general adoption of the superheater.
Many of these locomotives are still of too great economic
value, even under normal conditions, to be retired from
service.
The added capacity which may be obtained by
the conversion of these locomotives should not be overlooked
in an attempt to keep down expenditures or to expedite the
turning of power through the shops.
For the additional
expenditure of money and labor required to make the conversion, as much additional hauling capacity could not be

There

built

obtained in any other way.

There will be little difficulty in using all of the new locoThe Imilders
motives the builders can turn out this year.
will probably be able to turn out between 3,500 and 4,000
locomotives for domestic use during the year 1918, a number considerably more than 1,000 in excess of the number
These locomotives, the
built for home railroads last year.
which will more closely conform to the actual
new power than has ordinarily been
add materially to next winter's reser\-e.
Indeed with the added relief which smoother working and
better co-ordinated traffic arrangements have already offered,
distribution of

local requirements for

possible, will

is every reason to believe that the railroads will be in a
far better position to meet the essential demands of the country next winter than they were last. Just what the weather will

there

do
It

to
is

transportation, the country can only wait and see.
a safe assumption, however, that it has few terrors

which we have not already experienced.

Government Control

of Railway Traffic

Departments

of Solicitation and Advertising Among the
Changes Introduced by New Regime

Abandonment

GUVEKNMKM
;ibly

on the
railroad

iIk-

(.ONTKOL OF RAILWAYS

will continue to luive,
traffic

departments

onjaniz-ations.

liaS

lud,

Illld

and locomotives for the movement of freight traffic.
While the Railroad Administration has caused the removal

prol)-

fuel

more far-reaching effects
any other branch of

The

big

outstanding

of trains throughout the country, and parfirst case of the revision of tlie
schedules of all railroads operating between two large cities
was the rearrangement of service between Chicago and St.
ticularly

fact

out by the assumption of the control of the carriers
by the government is the unification of the transportation
This, added
system of the country for operating purjwses.
liruusiht

conilition

a

to

of

superabundant

traffic

resulting

derstanding of those in close touch with the Railroad Administration that every effort will be made to take care of
the soliciting forces in other railroad work.
It has been pointed out by many traffic men that the elim-

any way alter the necessity,
tor informative work on the part of the traffic departments.
In other words, under any method of operation the public
ination of solicitation will not in

will

demand

routes,

certain

classifications,

information in regard to fares, rates,
sers'ice,

etc.

According to the

latest

information all outside traffic agencies throughout the country will be closed and the informative work done by them
will be taken over by resident lines.
For this purpose it will
probalily be necessary for the local lines to emplo)- agents
of outside offices to take care of business destined to the terIn
ritory with which their work has made them familiar.
the passenger field it seems to be the intention of the Rail-

road Administration to centralize all city ticket offices, thereby saving the e.\[x>nse of maintaining separate offices in
choice locations in the larger cities.
Up to the present time
ticket offices in both Washington, D. C., and .Atlanta, Ga.,
have been combined.
.\n expected corollary of the order to discontinue solicitation was the order to stop advertising.
Although the railroad administration has not specified what it means by "advertising." a literal interpretation of its order would mean
the discontinuance of all efforts to increase passenger travel
and freight traffic through the medium of publicity. While
it is generally understood that this order will mean the end
of campaigns to encourage pleasure tours to national parks,
national monuments, summer and winter resorts, it is not
interpreted as meaning the discontinuance of agricultural
and industrial development work carried on for the purpose
of creating new sources of freight traffic.
It is pointed out
that

the

agricultural

work carried on by the railroads

is

particularly valuable at the present time to increase the food
production of the country during the war.
The fruitful
efforts of the roads in this direction last year are pointed
to

with justifiable pride.

One

of the advantages which

it

hopetl will develop from the elimination of competition is
further attention on the part of the railroads to the needs of
IS

all

their patrons regardless of their size and importance.
Under competitive conditions the railroads necessarily gave
the l)est service to the large shippers and undoubtedlv in

many instances the small shippers at local points sufferetl.
One of the most radical changes ushered in by the new
regime is the re-schedule of passenger ser\'ice between the
large cities of the country, with absolute disregard of former
competitive conditions and with the one purpose in view of
redurini; passenger service to the

minimum

in order to save

in

the

Kast, the

Louis, effective March 17.
The new plan resulted in a
reduction from 15 daily trains Ijetween the two cities to 9,
more evenly distributed throughout the day. The plan also
provides that tickets between these two points are inter-

from

war conditions, made the continuance of freight anil ])assenger solicitation questionable.
On the other hand, it has
been the general consensus of opinion that traffic representatives who have devoted their lives to the solicitation of comWhile the
petitive business cannot Ije lightly considered.
situation has reached the jwint where the director-general
has ordered the discontinuance of solicitation, it is the un-

number

of a large

tlian in

changeable, thereby enabling passengers to use other roads
it tlie train they intended to take is overcrowded.
While
the Railroad .Administration has made no definite announcement to that effect, it seems to be the general opinion that
passenger tickets throughout the country will be made interchangeable.
The director-general's staff is now working
on the re-schcdulc of train service Ijetween other large points
in the country, and in the course of time, no doubt, passenger
service will be reduced to the

minimum

needs of the travel-

ing public.

There is considerable speculation as to the future of the
various territorial rate committees.
In view of the further
elimination of com|)etition between roads, the logic of the
situation would seem to demand a further e.xtension of the
work of these bodies rather than a curtailment of their work.
There is some study of the possibilities of creating .superior
regional rate committees to take care of the larger questions
affecting the three railroad regions of the countrv'.
These
committees as well as the territorial committees will undoubtedly consist of railroad traffic officers of prominence who
will have more real authority than the present committees and
will hold sessions whenever necessarx- to consider the applications and complaints of the shippers and consignees in their
jurisdictions.
Under the present arrangement the negative
vote of one road will nullify any action under consideration
by a committee. Under the new plan all questions will be
determined by majority vote.
Under the new plans, if
worked out. it is probable that joint tariffs will be issued in
much greater numliers than in the past, and this will call for
increased activity on the part of the committees.
This viewseems to be reaffirmed by the plans the Railroad Adiministration is understood to be preparing for the routini;' of
freight.
These plans, it is believed, include tlie working out
of routes in the main avenues of traffic without regard to
any principles except such physical facts as distance, grade,
the condition of roadbed and rails, etc.
This will mean
that company lines will be ignored and the liusiness which
individual roads have spent years to build up will go over
the roads which can handle it most economically.
All in all, the effects of government control on the personnel and methods of the traffic departments of the .American railroads have been most profound, but we are still in
the transition period with many problems yet unsolved.
It
is therefore only possible to outline what has been done up
to this time and to indicate the probable developments of the
future.
The Railroad Administration is working out these
problems carefully and deliberately with the greatest, possible deference to the continued stability of traffic, relationships and the rights of railroad employees and officers who
have spent their lives in competitive activity.
For this
work Director-General McAdoo has selected some of the
foremost traffic executives of the country to assist him, and
it is unlikely that he will take any steps that are ill-advised
or unsound.
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Corporate and Operating
Organizations Separated
or THE RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION,
THE POLICY and
railways
operating

that the
functions of the
are to be distinctly separated under federal control of
the roads, the corporate functions to be under the control of
the companies and paid for out of the compensation to be
guaranteed by the government for the use of the properties,
and the operating functions to be under the control of the
director general and his organization and paid for out of

corporate

the

operating revenues, was more definitely indicated than it has
been heretofore by a general order and a circular issued by
Director General McAdoo on IMarch 28 and March 30. The
general order provides that the president of each company
shall be treated as the principal executive authority in all
matters of operation and that the chairmen of boards of directors, or of committees of boards of directors, shall not
exercise functions connected with the operation of the roads
The circular expresses the opinion
under federal control.
that the government ought not to pay the salaries and expenses of officers whose services are not reasonably required
for the operation of the roads.
This idea was expressed in a general

way

in Circular

No.

10 issued on March IS, which provided that after April 1
expenses of offices, including salaries, devoted to financial
affairs as distinguished from operation, might not be charged
This
to operating expenses except as expressly authorized.
circular applied particularly to the financial offices in New
York and elsewhere but it was understood as indicating the
separation which was to be made between corporate and
operating functions. It provided, however, that each carrier
should present a statement showing the amount of such expense which it was claimed should fairly be chargeable to
the government, with the reasons therefor.
General Order No. 16 and circular No. 17 are more explicit in indicating the policy to be followed although no
order is made except as to chairmen of boards or of executive
committees. It is stated that the entire subject is still under
consideration and that the government may charge back
against the corporate funds of the company any amounts
charged to operating expenses after April 1 which it does
The cirnot consider are properly chargeable to operation.
cular applies not only to financial officers but to traffic officers, counsel, and practically retired officers who have been
continued on a salary in recognition of past services. Many
of the railroad companies have already given consideration
to these questions and it is understood that arrangements
have already been made to transfer a considerable number
of officers from the operating to the corporate accounts.

The

order and the circular are as follows:

General Order No. 16
some doubt
which, if at all,
the executive authority in operating matters is divided between the president of the company and the chairman of its
board of directors, or of some committee thereof.
"For the purpose of simplification and definiteness it is
ordered that the president of each company shall be treated
by the United States Railroad Administration as the company's principal executive authority (subject to the director
general), in all matters of operation under federal control
and ^Jiat chairmen of boards of directors, or of committees
thereof, shall not exercise functions connected with the operation of the railroads under federal control."
"In the organization of the various

appears

for the operation of the railroads.

It is, of course, evident
that in the past the railroad companies, in establishing and
staffs of officers, have provided not only

maintaining their

for the actual necessities of operation, but in addition have
provided (a) for financial and corporate functions beyond
what is necessarily connected with operation for example,
functions calling for chairmen of boards of directors and of

—

executive committees,
the

director general

etc.;

(b) for other activities in which

company may be lawfully engaged, but whose operation

not to be conducted by the government;

(c) for operating
functions which were natural when railroads were operated
under the competitive system, but which are unnecessar}' under existing conditions
for example, traffic functions conis

—

nected with the obtaining of traffic rather than with the giving of adequate and convenient information and assistance
to the public; (d) for officers who have practically retired

from service and whose

salaries

have been continued because

of their past services rather than because of their need for

current operation; (e) for counsel whose services have not
been needed for the conduct of ordinary operating activities
of the

company but who

to a large extent,

if

not entirely,

have devoted themselves to matters of a corporate character;
(for example, many of whom are now devoting themselves to
the problems in connection with the making of tlie contracts
with the government for the use of the railroads).
"It will be necessary for the government to make a careful study to determine the extent to which operating expenses
under government control should be relieved, of charges for
the salaries and office and traveling expenses of officers not
necessary to carry on operating functions, and this circular
is to give notice that this subject is and will be under consideration, and that in clear cases the government may charge
back against the company any amounts charged into operating expenses on and after April 1. 1918, for the salaries and
office and traveling expenses of officers who are not required
to conduct railroad operations.
"This policy will not affect the positions of any officers
whom the company itself may desire to continue to pay out
of

its

own

funds, but

who

are not

necessary to railroad

operations.

"It is the purpose of the government to carry out the above
policy in a reasonable and considerate way and not to dis-

turb unnecessarily the operating forces of the railroads.
In
general it is anticipated that the rank and file of railroad

are needed for the conduct of the company's business
and that practically all railroad employees, as distinguished
from officers, can be continued in service even though the
offices in which they now work may no longer be continued.
officers

It is' believed that the readjustment of operating charges
above suggested will be called for almost, if not entirely,
with reference to general officers of the character illustrated
by clauses a to e, whose functions are not necessarily
connected with operation."

carriers,

German Freight Robberies Continue.

at times to exist as to the extent to

Circular No. 17

"The
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is of opinion that the government
ought not to pay the salaries and office and traveling expenses of officers whose services are not reasonably required

—According

to

statement in the Prussian Diet concerning robberies on the State railways during 1917, merchandise to
the value of $14,250,000 had been stolen from freight trains
and depots alone. The Minister of Public Works said that

an

official

In
1914 only $1,175,000 worth of freight was stolen.
1916 the amount rose to $4,450,000, and by the end of
1917 it had increased by more than 300 per cent over the
preceding year. Within a certain period, which the Minister
did not detail, 1,343 ordinary civilians and 2,622 railway
employees, mostly "National Service" recruits were punished
for tlieft.
The authorities, says the London Daily !Mail,
found themselves powerless to check the carnival of robbery.
They were compelled to regard it as a "war evil" which
time alone would eradicate.
Meantime they were forced to
acknowledge that the security of freight entrusted to the
in

State railways could not be guaranteed.
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Large Expenditures Needed
There Has Been

a

for

Maintenance of Way

Marked Deficiency in tlie Outlay
Are Far in Arrears

for

Upkeep:

Rail Renewals
IS

MATTKK OF COMMON KNOW

A

II nun

among

LiiucK

railroad

tile

the

condition

present

of

I

procuring three commodities typical of maintenance of

xpenditurcs
for mainte nan ce of

Year

Amount

1912
1913
1914
1915
1916
1916"
1917*

J.;44.342,277
3.043,324,782
2.969.S98.838
2,871.563,047
3.381.945.764
3.592,591,023
4.041,014,239

$348,470,704
405,840.494
403,682,593
364,004,178
404,554,315
421,193.640
.444,458,855

^
^
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rs are for tlic fiscal year
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ng revenues
12.7
13.3
13.6
12.7
I2.C
11.7
11.0

ending June

f
Is
*^

Relation of Maintenance of
Re
Revenues with Indexes

30.

Operating revenues are given here because of the relatively
simple ratio they bear to the traffic carried by the tracks.
From an examination of the table it is seen that the percentage relation of the maintenance of way expenditures "to
operating revenues has decreased from 13.6 per cent in 1914
per cent in 1917.

way

Roads

Operating
revenues

to 11.0

added which

expenditures, namely: rails, track spikes and labor. These
are expressed in percentages, taking the quantity tliat a dollar would purchase of each of these commfKlities in 1915
as 100 per cent.
In the case of rails and track spikes the
figures are based on the current quotations, while in the case

—

Class

conijiarison the three dotted lines have been

sliow the reduction in the purchase value of the dollar in

railway tracks and
structures in the United States is not in conformity with
In other words, tliere is an appreestablislied standards.
ciable amount of what is known as deferred maintenance.
This is apparent to any seasoned traveler wlio has noticed
the deterioration in the riding qualities of the tracks, even
on some of the highest grade main lines lines which in the
past enjoyed reputations for smooth riding and perfection of
upkeep. Such purely qualitative comments are of value only
as indicating a general tendency, hut on the other hand any
attempt at a quantitative analysis of anytliing so intangible
as a condition of maintenance is beset with serious difficulties.
It is possible to make a detailed inspection of a
given piece of track and prepare a reasonably exact estimate
of what would be necessarj' to restore it to standard condition, but a similar study of the conditions throughout the
country covering all classes of property, including main lines,
and terminals as well, would lead nowhere.
There are, however, a few indexes which may be applied
to indicate the relative condition of railway structures and
roadways today as compared to what it has been in the past,
and of such indications probably the most important is to be
obtained by a study of the amount of money spent from year
to year for maintenance of way by the railroads of the countr\'.
For this purpose, a table is given below showing the
esjjenditures for maintenance of way with the total operating revenues for the years 1913 to 1917 inclusive, and a
column showing the per cent of maintenance of way e.xpenses
to operating revenues.
that

Many

of the items

Power

Way

Expenditures to Operating

of the Decreasing Purchase

of a Dollar

of labor the computations were based on the average hourly
rates paid by a middle-western railroad for section laborers
in typical rural

making up

communities.

These examples are given merely as indicating tendencies
and it is not to be expected that these decreasing percentages
may be applied directly to the expenditure for maintenance
of way to determine the relative amount of effective work
done in 1917 as compared to 1914. Nevertheless they give
some indication of the decrease in the effectiveness of the

maintenance of way expenditures are independent of the
volume of traffic, so that it is not to be expected that expenditures for maintenance will vary in direct proportion to
the amount of traffic carrried. Consequently, the decrease in
relative proportion of maintenance expenditures from 13.6
per cent to 11.0 per cent, as noted above, is not in itself
indicative of any deficiency in the expenditures, were it not
for the unfortunate fact that the value of a dollar suffered a

expenditures made.

remarkable decrease during the period in question.
This is demonstrated in the diagram on which the gross
operating revenues have been plotted in relation to the maintenance of way expenditures.
Superficially this shows that
the maintenance expenditures have increased and decreased
relatively from year to year with the variation in the revenues, but to a somewhat less pronounced extent.
However,
this does not take into account the reduction in the purchasing power of the dollar expended, and to introduce this into

form the all-important part of the track structure
and as their purchase constitutes one of the large items of
expense in maintenance of way, a study of rail purchases
furnishes another insight into general maintenance condiHowever, a comparison of the rail renewals in any
tions.
two vears does not necessarily furnish a conclusive indication of the relative degree to which the tracks are being restored to standard condition, since a certain part of the
tonnage has been purchased each year to be used in or as

Rail
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newly constructed lines. Neither is it
compare rail renewals from year to year

indirect result of

safe to

entirely

tile traffic (operating revenues) or mileage because the
increase in wheel loads, the use of heavier rail sections, and
the change from Bessemer to open hearth rails, have with-

with

out doubt produced some material modification in the relation of traffic to rail wear.
With these limitations in mind, attention is directed to
the table given below which shows the tonnage of rails pur-

Con SUMPTION OF Rails, Total Mileage AND Gross Earnings
Gross earnings

Tonnage

1893
1894
1895
1896
1897
1898

1899
1900
1901

1902
19C,S

1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910

Total

used

rr.ileage

Gross
earnings

1,119,470

$1,220,751,874

1,090

.

221,863

.

1,008,516

229.795

1.073.361,797

1,064

1.291,983

1.075.371.462

S32

1,150.169,376

1,088

r ails

consumed

.

1,056.675

233.275
239.140

.

1,500,086

242,013

1.122.089.773

.

1,879,.538

245.333
250.142

1.247.325.621

1,313.610,118

74S
742
658

258.784
265.352

1.487,044,814

734

2,557,588

1,588,526,037

621

.

2.943,789

274.195

1,726,380.267

..

1,997,120

.

2,025,511

.

..

.

3,057,195

283.821

1.900.846.907

586
621

.

1.906.237

297,073

1.975,174.091

1,036

.

3,0.98,184

2,082,482,406

.

3,654.794

306,796
317.083

672
636

.

3,298,500

2,589,105,578

785

2,440.638.832

1,413

2.325.765.167

.

1,726.224

327,975
333,645

.

2,725,847

342,351

2,473,205.301

351,766
362,824

2.812.141.575

907
854

2,852.854.721

1.186

371,237
379,508

2.906.415,869

1,007

3.208.427,649

1,051

3.127.729.388

1,744

2.994.055,110

1.583

3,625.252.371

1,549

.

3,290.712

1911

.

2,405,330

1912

.

2,885,222

1913

.

3,052,635

.

1,792,986

.

1,891,349

387.208
391.141

.

2,340.468

.•?94.944

1914
1915
1916

per ton of

ot rails

Year

Xews Photo

Ser-Ace.

Something

New

were depressed in 1914, were curtailed at least in a measure
from what good judgment would have indicated as requisite
for adequate maintenance, if the money had been available.
Some indication of this tendency may be had by studying
the last column in the table, which shows the number of
dollars of gross earnings per ton of rails purchased.
It is

seen that this amount ranged between $586 and $785 in all
the years from 1897 to 1907 with the exception of the single

year of 1904, while between 1908 and 1913 this same quantity averaged well above $1,000 and was more than $1,500
throughout 1914, 1915 and 1916. This sliows that inasfar
as earnings were concerned, rails were purchased in larger
proportion in earlier years, although it must be remembered
that new mileage entered somewhat more largely into consideration during former years that it has more recently.

However, in spite of these uncertainties the fact remains that
on the most liberal basis the rail renewals at the present time
are seriously in arrears without any consideration of 1917,
for which statistics are nor yet available.

General Conditions

chased by the railroads between 1893 and 1916 inclusive, in
comparison with the total mileage of all tracks and the gross
Considering the tonnage of rail purchases alone,
earnings.
it is seen that the rails purchased in 1914, 191S and 1916
aggregated 6,024,803 tons, which is less by 1,717,980 tons
than the tonnage purchased in any three consecutive years
The average for the three years 1914, 1915
since 1902.
and 1916 is only 2,008,268 tons as compared with an average of 2,837,055 tons for the years 1902 to 1913 inclusive.
Assuming that this average represents a fulfillment of normal requirements and allowing for the 20 per cent increase
in the mileage of tracks since 1907, the mid-year of this
period, it is seen that rail renewals in 1914, 1915 and 1916
were deficient by 4,000,000 tons.
The chances are that the deficiency in rail renewals is
really greater than this, as there is reason to believe that rail
renewals from 1908 to 1913, during which railway finances
were gradually approaching the condition to which they

Crntrol
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Aside from any attempt at mathematical demonstration,
the general deficiency in maintenance of way is manifested
in various ways.
With the growing scarcit}' and increased
cost of labor, it is obvious that a large number of inexperienced and inefficient men have been employed in maintenance work, so that aside from the decreased value of a
dollar in the purchase of hours of labor, there is no question
but that the roads received less effective output for each hour
Shortage of materials and difficulty in
of labor purchased.
securing delivery has also had some effect in slowing up
work, although as a general rule the shortage of labor has
been the most serious difficulty.
As a climax to the adverse conditions, the winter of 19171918 added not a little to the troubles of the men responsible
Going into the winter with the
for the condition of track.
tracks in none too good condition to withstand low temperature conditions, the Middle West and the East experienced
unusually severe winters. In some localities the severity of
the storms and the
prolonged low temperatures have not
been equalled in a great many years, while added to all
these adverse circumstances, most lines have been compelled
to carry a traffic exceeding anything previously imposed.
The fact tliat some of the lines have stood up as well as they
have under the enormous traffic, in spite of the inadequate
maintenance, is owing to the high standards of condition in
which they had been kept previous to the present emergency.
However, there is a detinite limit to the time that the track
may be neglected with safety and the penalty which must be
paid as a result of this neglect, coupled with the burden of
heavy traffic is now becoming manifest. There is only one
cure for this condition
increased expenditures for maintenance of wav.

—

Light Railway Cars

Can

Be Improved?

the Freight Car Situation
Many New

Cars Will Be Built, But the Maintenance

Problem

Is

Exceedingly Serious

STATES
THK RAILROADS OF THE ixiTED
number
untiUed

mally bad condition has had its effect in increasing the
wear and tear on rolling stock, besides causing an unusual
amount of damage through derailments. 'I'here has been a
widespread shortage of labor in tiie car department and the
output has been still further reduced by the e.xtreme told

entered the year
19 IS with the greatest
of
car orders
ever reported at that season.
During the first months
year
the
roads
struggled
with
of the
the worst weather conditions they had ever experienced.
Tlie movement of traftic
was hindered by the severe storms and freight accumulated
As a result the siiortage of cars
on the originating lines.
is now even more acute than it was at the corresponding
The excess of unfilled car orders over surtime last year.
plus cars on March 1 was 138,102, which is more than 8,000
greater than the shortage for the same date last year, and
with the exception of three months, .-^pril, May and November, 1917, is the greatest net shortage on record.
The demand for cars is not confined to any particular class of
equipment but the shortage of box cars in the middle west
is particularly serious as it tlireatens to result in the loss of
large c|uantitics of foodstuffs which are in such condition
that they will spoil unless marketed at once.
For more than a year and a half the unfilled demands
for cars have been in excess of the number of surplus cars.
Though the need for additional facilities has been universally recognized the roads have not been able to secure the
Despite the fact
capital necessan,- to provide the ecjuipment.
that there was a shortage of cars throughout 1917, the
number ordered during that year was less than for any previous year since 1908.
The capacity and efficiency of the
transf)ortation system are of vital importance during the
period of the war.
The supply of cars has an important
influence on the ability of the roads to handle the traffic
that is offered to them.
.\t present the supply of cars is not
sufficient to meet the demand.
A\"hat are the prospects for
the future?
From present indications it seems likely that more newcars will be placed in service on the railroads of this country
during the present year than they have received in any year
since 1912.
The Railroad Administration has announced
The
that orders will soon be placed for 100,000 cars.
builders are now in a position to make prompt deliveries.
They have comparatively few cars on order and while the
material situation has caused some delay in deliveries during the past six months, the conditions at the present time
are such that little difficulty should be experienced on acReports
count of inability to secure either wood or steel.
received from the railroads indicate tliat while some intend
to keep the entire force of car men on repair work, the aggregate number of cars built in company shops will probably
It seems reasonable
be as great in 1918 as it was in 1917.
to anticipate that 200,000 new freight cars can be supplied

This amount of new equipment will
do much toward improving the situation as far as car shortage is concerned. However, unless additional tracks, motive
power and terminal facilities are provided, an increase in
the number of cars will do little to improve the operating
conditions and in fact may make them worse.
Even though an exceptionally large number of new cars
may be built the greater part of the tiusiness must be
handled by the equipment now in .service. For that reason
to the roads this year.

the condition of the existing rolling stock is quite as important as the amount of new equipment that can be secured.
The great increase in the ton miles per car during the last

two years has made more than the usual amount of repairs
The
necessary to keep the equipment in good condition.
track has deteriorated during the past year and the abnor-

One

weatlier.

month

the

9,000

over

days shoveling snow and cleaning
has been that car repairs have of

ten-hour

The

switches.

road, for instance, reported that in a single
at one of the large repair points spent

shopmen

result

necessity been neglected.

The equipment is far from being in good condition. The
draft gear and other parts which must be kept up if the cars
are to remain in service are getting most of the attention.
Doors and roofs are neglected

to such an extent that it is diffifit to load with high class commodities.
One
of the large eastern lines reported that in 30 days it had 200
truck failures due to such minor defects as nuts working off,
cotter pins falling out and brake beams dropping,
("are in

cult to get cars

the

application

costly failures.

extent that

makes

heavy grade
to

exist

lines.

as

it

parts would have prevented these
repairs to air brakes are neglected to an

the

of

The

necessary to use extra precautions on
Such a condition should not be allowed

it

creates

a

possibility

for

.«erious

Under the car service rules now in effect cars
the tracks of the owning roads for long periods.
work which

accidents.

may

stay off

As

a result

usually done at regular intervals by the owner
is neglected by the handling line because it cannot readily
do it. It is seldom that a car is completely repainted except
when on the home road. A great deal of steel equipment
is now badly in need of painting and unless this is attended
to promptly deterioration of the equipment is sure to be
is

rapid.

The condition of equipment is not reflected by the percentage of cars in shop, which is practically the same as last
year.
For some time every effort has been put forth to move
the traffic.
The shippers have been willing to load any car
that was placed on their tracks regardless of its condition
and the railroads have accepted cars which formerly would
not have been allowed to pass in interchange.
These tendencies cannot go on indefinitely.
Unless tlie equipment is
maintained in good condition there will be a large increase
in the losses in transit

and

if

carried too far safet)' of opera-

tion will be sacrificed.

The
well to

work of the car department does not lend itself
the application of machiner}- or improved methods,

repair

therefore, the question of car repairs

is largely a matter of
securing the proper kind of laborers in si^fiicient numbers.
The conditions vary widely in different sections of the
country- but on nearly every- road there is now a marked
shortage of car repairers.
The wage increases on the railroads have not kept pace with the advances in other lines
of work and in some places common laborers are paid practically the same rate as car repairers.
In many sections the
wages paid to laborers in the -car department are far lower
than in most industries.
For instance, in one southern district the rate for laborers in the car department was 22 cents
an hour while the prevailing wage scale among industries

and contractors was

,>0 cents.

The

result

was

that the rail-

road secured an inferior class of lalmr and was often unable
To what extent the increa.*es which
to maintain a full force.
will be authorized by the wage commission will improve
the labor situation it is impossible to state.
The working
conditions in manv car vards are far from ideal.
Better
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would increase the production per man and make
up the force.
Since the government assumed control of tlie roads the

facilities
it

easier to keep

M.

C. B. rules of interchange has been radiit
is really the government that does
all the bills there is really no necessity for keeping a record of repairs, except as it may affect
private car lines or thi; railroads of Canada and Mexico.
status of the

cally changed.
all the

As

work and pays

has been suggested that the labor involved in making
for repairs and in settling the charges might be reduced by establishing regional billing departments.
Some
have favored even more radical measures and advocated
that the rules be suspended for the period of .the war.
It seems, however, that this would be a step in the wrong
direction.
The M. C. B. code of interchange rules performs the important function of distributing the cost of
equipment maintenance on an equitable basis between the
It

bills

roads.

Aside from this the enforcement of the rules insures that
unsafe practices will not be adopted in the construction,
repair or operation of cars. Those responsible for the operation of the roads cannot afford to do away with regulations
which promote safety. If no record of repairs were kept it
would be a difficult matter to insure that every one lived
up to the provision of the M. C. B. code. There is no
•question that some of the rules might well be modified to
take care of the changed conditions.
For instance. Rule
120, as it now stands, provides that if the labor cost of
•making repairs to cars, for which the owner is responsible,
-exceeds a certain fixed amount, varying with the type of
car, authority must be secured from the owner before the
car is repaired. Under the present conditions no road would
attempt to repair a car w-hich would not be worth the labor
and material spent upon it, and the work would be expedited
af the handling line was not required to secure authority
before proceeding with the repairs.
Many cars of weak construction have been given a newlease of life by reinforcement of members which could not
meet the requirements of modern service. A great deal still
remains to be done along this line. The work of reinforcing
cars .should be kept up as it offers an opportunity to in-
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serviceable ecjuipment at

a comparatively small
impracticable to attempt to reinforce cars except
in the shops of the home road and unrestricted routing of
Although everything possible
cars will hamper the work.
should be done toward strengthening cars, most roads will
find this an inopportune time to attempt to carry out an
ambitious program for the reinforcing of weak equipment.
One large road in the middle west had planned to put steel
underframes on about 1,000 cars.
There was some delay
in securing delivery and when the underframes were received
the equipment was so scattered that very few cars of the
classes that were to be reinforced could be found on the
home lines. The records showed that there were 89 per cent
crease the
cost.

It

is

As this is apt to increase rather
of foreign cars on the road.
than diminish, the betterment work will necessarily proceed
but slowly.
The high percentage of foreign equipment on the lines
promises to make the car repair problem increasingly difficult.
The shop men are familiar vv'ith the equipment of the
home road and on many classes of work their production
when working on foreign cars will show a considerable
decrease. The forces should be increased to bring the output
up to the point where equipment with which the men are
not familiar, as well as that owned by the roads on which
It is, of course,
they work, will be properly maintained.
essential that all in the car department, as in all other departments, should realize that the roads are now a unit, and
that there are no longer any foreign cars in the formerly
accepted sense of the word.
Government control of the roads introduces new conditions in the car department.
To meet these conditions suc-

men who are resourceful and energetic,
what the new order of things means and

cessfully will require

men who

realize

can act accordingly. Some are still clinging to the practices
of former years and in making repairs are giving preference
This
to cars belonging to the roads for which they work.
attitude must change.
Every man in the car department
must do his part to keep up the condition of all equipment
regardless of ownership marks in order that every car may
do its sliare toward produc'ng the maximum of transportation efficiency.

En Route

for the

Front Line
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New Embargo

Instructions

and Car Service Bulletins

THE

CAR si-kvat sKciio.v of
tion ha? issued circular Xo.

Railroad Adininistra(_".
S. 1-A, a revision of
No.
L".
circular
S. 1, dated February 11, 1918, containing the following new instructions to be observed in the
handling of embargoes. These instructions supplenient and
do not supersede those contained in General Order Xo.
C. S. 17, dated January 15, 1918, which was issued by the
Commission on Car Service.
tia-

Place embargo without delay against consignees who
1.
do not unload freight promptly upon arrival.
2.
When other than an absolute embargo is placed:
Exemptions must include as many of items in para(a)
graph 6 as circumstances warrant.
Such exemptions must be in the order listed.
(b)
When necessary to place embargo varying from
(c)
these provisions request, with supporting detail, must first be
submitted to the Car Ser\'ice Section for approval.
(d)

Freight

export

for

freight for port cities

subject

to

the rules

ocean

via

vessels

or

domestic

and their outlying terminals shall be
and regulations of the freight traffic

committees having jurisdiction over such trafiic, also subject
to requirements with respect to export licenses as provided
for in Car Service Section Circular No. C. S. 2 of February
15, 1918, or supplements thereto.
The committees already created are: Freight Traffic Committee,

North Atlantic Ports,

Broadway,

141

New York

Southern Export Committee, Healy Building, Atlanta, Ga.
It is understood that permits for export traffic will be
honored against all e.xcept general embargoes, or w'here
City:

specifically

restricted:

also that permits will not be issued

for domestic traffic to port cities

such permits are in con-

if

with outstanding embargoes.
,1.
It
should be understood that an embargo placed
against carload freight includes less carload shipments
which are ordinarily forwarded in carload lots.
4.
Cars must not Ije loaded in violation of embargoes.
\\'hen shippers disregard embargoes, agents must not issue
bills of ladintr. and cars will be held at points of origin,
flict

.

subject to current

The

demurrage charges,

until released.

do not in any way
authorize preference in car supply for freight exempted from
5.

instructions herein contained

embargoes.
6.
E.xempted commodities (code word in
Embassy.
Live stock, perishable.
(a)

—
Emblem. — (b)

ammoniacal
lin,

italics).

Coal, coke and charcoal; acids, alcohol,
(benzol and' toluol), naphtha-

liquor, light oil

petroleum and

its

metal, glass, or jacketed

—

products;
oil,

empt\'

acid, gas or

tank cars; empty

ammonia

containers.

Food, domestic (not export), for human
consumption, including wheat, corn, oats, rye, barley, rice,
cereal products, salt, canned goods, sugar, syrup, molasses,
peanuts, vegetaiile oils and lard substitutes; feed, domestic
(not export), for animals and poultry, not including hay
and straw.

Embank.

(c)

—

Embower.
(d)
Government

States

consigned
Materials
to
the
United
its authorized agents or officers, in-

or

cluding: The Public Printer: the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing: the Post Office Department; *the War Depart-

ment (.\rmy); the X'a\-y Department, nav)- yards and naval
stations; the marine corps; shipments consigned to or for
account of the United States Shipping Board, Emergency
Fleet Corporation; shipments to the .\merican Red Cross;
the Imperial Munitions Board of Canada.
*Xote.
Shipments for the War Department, destined to
points named in Section 1 of Order No. 2, issued by the
Director of Inland Transportation, War Department, Feb-

—

915

ruar> 16, 1918, will be handled in accordance with the
terms of that order.
Emboss.
(e)
Railroad material and supplies (other
than coal and coke) consigned to an officer of the jjurcliasing
road at a point on such road; materials and supplies for the
maintenance and operation of Pullman cars; materials and
supplies consigned to locomotive and car manufacturers for
the construction and repair of locomotives and freight and
passenger cars.
Embed.- (f)
Printing paper and printing ink; empty
ink drums.

—

—

Embolden.

—

Acetate
of
lime,
acetone,
(g)
methyl
chemical wood, ketone, carbide, carbon black,
chrome, graphite, manganese, pyrites, ores, copper, lead zinc,
fertilizer, fertilizer materials, including agricultural lime,
pulverized limestone phosphate rock, fuller's earth, liquid
chlorine, alum, sulphate of iron and similar chemicals when
to be used for purification of public water supply, and when
consigned to municipal authorities, medicines, drugs, surgical instruments, surgical dressings, spraying materials, including arsenic (basis for insecticide), and implements for
spraying, sulphur, tanners' extract, agricultural implements
and farm machinery required for preparing the soil, binder
tw-ine,
canning machinery, electrodes for smelting purposes,
field and garden seeds, seed grain, nursery stock, food containers, laundry soap and soap powder, mine props, mine
wagons, powder, and other materials and supplies necessary
in the operation of coal mines, supplies for oil refineries,
scrap and waste paper and other scrap stock for paper
manufacture when consigned direct to paper mills or paper
manufacturers, supplies for oil and natural gas wells, tin
acetone,

plate for manufacture of tin cans,

wood pulp.

Distribution of Cars

The

car service section has also issued the following bulregarding the distribution of cars:
"Please cancel any conflicting instructions, and effective
at once discontinue the use of A. R. T. and D. S. D. refrigerator cars for packing house products.
Deliver all
A. R. T. and D. S. D. cars released west of Missouri river
to D. & R. G.
Deliver all such cars released east of the
Missouri river to the Wabash and Missouri Pacific, except
cars released on Texas lines, including M. K. & T. System
and St. L. S. W. System, which will be delivered to the
I. & G. N.
"Wabash, Missouri Pacific, and I. & G. N. railways will
accept out of route all A. R. T. and D. S. D. cars via any
junction jioint.
Cars released by roads having no direct
connection with these roads will route via direct lines, who
will arrange for acceptance.
Prompt movement is necessary
to get these cars into Texas territory for the immediate protection of vegetables.
We are advising railroads direct."
"The prospects are favorable for a large vegetable and
fruit crop, and an unusually hea\'y movement of meat and
dairy products.
All available refrigerator, insulated and
ventilated cars will be required for this loading, and it is
therefore important that the use of these cars be confined
.strictly to the loading of commodities which require this
class of equipment.
Also that all such cars available be
kept in constant service.
".\ny railroad having at any time a surplus will report
same to the Car Service Section, in order that such surplus
may be directed to territory where assistance is necessary in
order to move foodstuffs which othervvisc cannot be taken
letins

care of."

"Reports from potato loading territory are to the effect
is in general a sufficient supply of refrigerator
Please cancel all restrictions
cars to meet requirements.
against the application of railroad owned cars for packing
house product loading, except Great Northern, Northern
Pacific. Soo Line and Illinois Central refrigerator cars,
that there
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which should continue to go to owners. This arrangement
does not change instructions that Pacific Fruit Express cars
move to Union Pacific, American Refrigerator Transit and
D. S. D. cars to Mo. Pac. and I. & G. N., Union Refriger1000 to 1999) to
Ohio, and other U. R. T. cars
Please also arrange that S. F. R. D.
roads.
that F. R. L. cars shall go
to the Santa Fe
Mo. Pac. or I. & G. N. for Texas; and that
be returned to A. C. L. and S. A. L. for fruit

banana
and Mobile

ator Transit cars in

service (series

Illinois Central

&

to

Wisconsin

cars shall go
to the Frisco,

F. G. E. cars

and vegetable loading

has denied a report that his company would not enter upon
an agreement with the government but would appeal to the
He said that a resolution
courts to fix its compensation.
authorizing an agreement upon the terms proposed by President Wilson had been prepared tor presentation to the stockholders on April 3.

:

State Commissioner for

Unqualified Support of

in Florida."

Director General

McAdoo

Authorized to Represent President
on April 1 issued a proclamation
formally vesting in Director General W. G. McAdoo
authority to make agreements with the railroad companies for the compensation for the use of their property
durii^ government control and otherwise to represent the
President as provided for in the railroad control law apThe proclamation authorizes Mr.
proved on March 21.
McAdoo "either personally or through such divisions, agencies, or persons as he may appoint, and in his own name or
in the name of such divisions, agencies or persons, or in the
name of the President, to agree with the carriers, or any of
them, or with any other person in interest, upon the amount
of compensation to be paid pursuant to law, and to sign,
seal and deliver in his own name, or in the name of the
President, or in the name of the United States, such agreements as may be necessary and expedient with the several

PRESIDENT Wilson

persons in interest respecting compensamatter concerning which it may be necesto deal, and to make any and all conor obligations necessary or expedient, and
to issue any and all orders which may in any way be found
necessary and expedient in connection with the federal conrailroads and inland
trol of systems of transportation,
waterways, as fully in all respects as the President is authorized to do, and generally to do and perform all and singular
all acts and things and to exercise all and singular the

other
tion, or any other
sar}^ or expedient
tracts, agreements,
carriers
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or

powers and duties which

in

and by the said Act, or any

other .^ct in relation to the subject hereof, the President is
authorized to do and perform."
Negotiations are still in progress between the counsel for
the railroad companies and the legal department of the Railroad Administration regarding a standard form of contract
agreement for the compensation of the companies for the use

A proposed form of contract was first
their property.
drawn by John Barton Payne, general counsel; Nathan
Matthews, assistant to the general counsel; and C. A. Prouty,
director of the division of public service and accounting of
of

the Railroad Administration, with the co-operation of a
committee including Commissioners Hall, Meyer, Clark and
This
Anderson of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
was placed before the railway counsel and they in turn
drafted another proposed form which was submitted on
March 23, through a sub-committee headed by Alfred P.
Thom, counsel for the Railway Executives' Advisory Committee, and including A. H. Harris, of the New York Central; George Stuart Patterson, of the Pennsylvania; C. W.
Bunn. of the Northern Pacific; S. T. Bledsoe, of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, and Burton Hanson, of the ChiA joint conference between
cago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.
the representatives of the Railroad Administration and the
Interstate Commerce Commission committee and the railroad
committee was held last Thursday to discuss details of the
proposed contract and further conferences will be held.
Milton H. Smith, president of the Louisville & Nashville,

McAdoo

SPECIAL P.4TRIOTIC MEETING of the Pacific Railway
Club at San Francisco, Cal., on Februarj- 14, the
proceedings of which were briefly noted in tlie Railway
Age of March 1, page 473, Edwin O. Edgerton, railroad
commissioner of California, declared himself in favor of unqualified support of the United States Railroad Administration.
He deplored the attitude of certain state commissioners
who brought political influence to bear upon Congress in an
eft'ort to secure an amendment to the administration's railroad bill whereby the state commissions in every state might
issue mandatory orders binding upon the director general as
well as upon the railroads. He said that such a course would
have immediately plunged the country back into the difficulties imder which it was laboring when the government
took over the railroads. 'Tn such a great emergency as this,"
he said, "these regulatory laws do not accomplish their purpose and it w-ould be a fatal error for Congress to inject into
the law, or pass any measures that restrict the full power of
the director general in running the railroads."
Mr. Edgerton was likewise opposed to giving the Inter-

AT

state

stated

.4

Commerce Commission

He

the final voice in rates.

that government control

which might require the fixing

would bring new problems
of new rates promptly and

that to force upon tlie director general a hearing before
ing such changes would be fatal to effectiveness.

mak-

Explaining his own attitude as a state commissioner, he
"If I see fit to express an opinion to the director general, I shall feel free to do so just as any railroad man should
feel free to do.
If he does not accept the advice I propose
to line up with his decision.
I propose to obey promptly any
said:

order that the director general

on that subject
is

—

my judgment

that

if

the

that

it

is

may

issue.

power of the

I feel

so strongly

state is retained,

the duty of the states to line

it

up

with the orders or suggestions of the director general.
]\Iy
conception is that the railroad problem is a national problem.
I do not believe it is a state problem.
The operations of
railroads are so inter-connected, even in state movements,
that they can be dealt with only as a national problem, and
the whole authority should be centered in one place and under one man.
It would seem to me that one
organization, one great system, under one control ought to
be able to handle the huge job before it better than many
separate organizations under many separate heads."
At the same meeting W. S. Palmer, president and general
manager of the Northwestern Pacific, called upon all railroad
men to get behind the director general and the government
and work as they have never worked before to the end that
the war may be won.
He said there was no room at the
present time for such labor-wasting laws as the full crew bill,
and on this point said: "Why expend money uselessly to
provide positions in the service when man power is needed
elsewhere? As to the safety feature: I will only suggest that

...

wage of every extra brakeman employed under
such law would equip at least two miles of track with automatic block signals; that the extra money paid under such
regulation, since the first of such laws w-as enacted, would
have equipped nearly every main trunk line in the United
States with automatic block signals, and the additional safety
gained over that secured by the employment of such men
the annual

April

5,
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would have hein a thousandfold. Once installed, their value
continued indolinitely, whereas, when the wage was j)aid, the
service was ended."
He also stated that many branch lines in the United
States should Ix' abandoned in the interest of the conservation
Highway motor car service,
of cars, motive pwwer and men.
he stated, would suffice for these communities.
"Now that the stimulus of comjietition and the necessity
for hunting traffic has been in a measure removed," he said,
"the traffic people are in a position to exercise what has
always bct?n one of their chief functions.
They form the
intelligence department of the railroads.
They come in conThey meet the shippers; they are in a
tact with the public.
position to educate them
to prove to them that transportation ayencies are anxious to work with them and for them,
and that they must drop the selfish motives which have underlain much of their reluctance to comply with regulations
the enforcement of which would ultimately result to their own
benefit.
They must teach the dcxrtrine of the greatest good
to the greatest number.
Shippers must show their patriotism
by enabling the railroad men to double or quadruple the
loaded mileage of their cars, to rapidly unload and load cars
placed at their establishments to avoid concentration of their
shipments in certain seasons."
Professor D. M. Folsom. chairman of the oil committee
of the Federal Fuel Administration, addressed the club on
the need for fuel conserv'ation on the railroads.
He pointed
out that California had reached its maximum production of
oil and that out of 8,000 oil wells in the state 2,000 were
required to furnish fuel for railroads terminating in Cali-

—
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Government-Owned Telephones in
Tokyo Ten Years Behind Demands
oWNKKSllic of tele|)hones is working out
in Japan that at the present time
there are 30 per cent more people waiting to have

GM\M<\MKN'T
so

far

from well

telephone service put in than there are subscribers.
ho|)e to catch up with the demand by 1929
in not less than 10 years.
In the meantime telephone
brokers have bought up such telephones as are available,
and any one who really must have a telephone in a hurry
can obtain one for from $.w5 to $500.
These facts are
taken from the Japan Times and were forwarded for ])ublication in Comniercc Reports by Consul General George H.
Scidmore at Vokohoma. His extract follows:
The number of telephone instruments installed in Tokyo
is 45,000.
The number of persons who have applied for
installations is now 60,000, and will continue to increase.
.An officer of the dejjartment of communications has stated
that the authorities are of the opinion that it will be jiossible
to satisfy everyone of these applicants within 10 years, not
a very brief period.
He was unable to give concrete plans
of the government, since they are subject to revision in accordance with any change of conditions in the city. The
government, however, is at least resolved to meet the demand
within about 10 years.
In order to satisfy the demand for telephones it will be
necessary to trelile or quadruple the present number of new
installations, which calls for great effort on the part of the
their

The authorities

—

authorities.

fornia.

There are many reasons why the telephone system of Japan
has so much trouble in meeting the demand.
In providing
for the expense consideration must be given to the time best
for the flotation of loans.
Thus it is impossible to
obtain the capital at will, and work is postponed whenever
the money market is hard.
There is also the question of
employees.
Since the work involves the handling of delicate mechanism, experience and efficiency are necessary before the workmen can do the work satisfactorily.
The shortage of hands naturally delays installation.
The exchange
apparatus used in Japan is imported, and being made for
foreign operators, is rather too high or too wide for the
Japanese telephone girls, so that its full working capacity
can not be attained.
These conditions do not exist in other countries. There
is no other city where there is such an accumulation of applications.
Tokyo has only 2 telephones to 100 persons,
whereas the city of Chicago maintains 20 to 100 population.
Elsewhere there are no telephone dealers who make a profit
on telephone transactions as in Japan.
The telephone is a government monopoly in Japan, and
if the government transacted the business itself, these brokers would be unnecessary; but as it is they are a necessary
evil.
The establishment of this brokerage market has
brought telephones, like company stock, on the exchange.
Like the stock-market price riggers, the telephone dealers
attempt various manipulations to bolster the prices.
Tokyo is not the only place where such dealers are active,
and they may be seen in all the large cities of the country,
especially in Osaka, where prices even higher than in Tokyo
Today a good call number costs more
are often quoted.
than 1,000 yen ($498.50). while the minimum may be said

suited

to

be about 750 to 800 yen ($374 to $399).

Shorten the

UNCLE SAM
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sooner the irresistible might

of this great republic is organized and put into full action
Every dollar invested in govthe sooner the war will end.
a

He Won't Destroy

SCRAP
in a

o'

PAPER

Hurry"

ernment securities works to shorten the war, to save the
Buv Libertv Bonds.
of American soldiers and sailors.
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News Department

General

I

Angus D. McDonald,

deal fairly and honestly with all employers
to investigate and adjust difficulties."

vice-president and comptroller, soutli-

ern Pacific Company, has been temporarily detailed to Washington as acting treasurer for the Railroad Administration under
immediate supervision of the director of finance and purchases.

Three thousand

six

:

Economy in Using Fuel Oil is recognized on the Southern
Pacific, Pacific system, by a distinctive mark, on the locomotive, of each class, which makes the best showing on its
division. This decoration consists of bright red paint on the
number

plate

which

is

who

are willing

Charles P. Neill, manager of the Bureau of Information,
Southeastern Railways, and former United States Commissioner
of Labor, has been appointed chief of the Industrial Service
Section of the Signal Corps and W. Jett Lauck, of Washington,
D. C, editor of the Labor Gazette, and former consulting statistician of the United States Commission on Industrial Relations,
This completes the War
has been appointed as his assistant.
Department's program of creating in each important procuring
development
and maintenance of
bureau an organization for the

hundred gardens, averaging one-half
acre each in size, were cultivated en the Burlington road's
and the company has distributed
right-of-way. last year
posters urging employees and the public to utilize the idle
land of the company for war gardens again this year.

circular

|

borne on the front of the

satisfactory relations between employers and employees engaged
The work of these sections is being
in production for the Army.
carried on in close co-operation with the Department of Labor
and is being co-ordinated through the office of the secretary of

boiler.

war with the labor administration.
Medals, recognizing 25 years of acceptable service, are now
worn, or at least possessed, b\' 3,887 employees of the Southern Railwaj-. President Fairfax Harrison has just made the
third annual distribution, giving medals to employees who
have completed 25 years' service since the last preceding

Car Builders Confer

distribution.

The existing standard time zones have been recognized by
the Interstate Commerce Commission. Under the Daylight
Saving Law the commission was required to define the limits
of the five zones in which should be used, respectively, the
times of the 75th, 90th, lOSth, 120th and ISOth meridians: but
there was not time, before the day on which the law went into
and that
effect, to do other than recognize the existing limits
The 150th meridian is the standard for all
has been done.
Alaska.

"You Have Chosen
is

a

Dangerous Place

the heading on a card which the

to

Walk"

New

Inspection and Test Section

Herbert A. Meyer, assistant to F. K. Lane, Secretary of the
who has had charge (at Washington) of affairs in
connection with the construction of the government railroad
in Alaska, has been commissioned as a captain in the aviation
branch of the Signal Corps and assigned to active duty in the
field.
The duties performed by Mr. Meyer in the Interior Department will be handled by Assistant to the Secretary E. C.

The Director General has announced

Interior,

the creation of the Inspec-

and Test Section of the Division of Transportation, with C. B.
Young, mechanical engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy,
as manager, with office in the Southern Railway building, Washington. D. C.
The manager of this section will have charge of
the test and inspection of materials and work in connection with
the construction of standard locomotives and cars.

tion

Bradley.

The Rock Island Lines report an excellent record for increased carloading in the year 1917 as the result of an educational
campaign among shippers and railroad employees. The net increase per car in all commodities was 20.5 per cent for the year,
as compared with 1916. The average load per car was 51,800 lb.,
compared with 43,000 lb. in 1916 and 43,000 lb. in 1915. This includes all commodities loaded on the Rock Island lines. The increase in the loading of flour was 14.6 per cent.

Freight Car Repair Section
The Director General has announced

the

creation

of

the

Freight Car Repair Section of the Division of Transportation
w'ith J. J. Tatum, superintendent of the freight car repair department of the Baltimore & Ohio, as manager, with office in
the Southern Railway building, Washington, D. C. The manager
of the section will supervise the condition of and repairs to
freight and passenger cars in all existing railway shops and at

Holdings of Oil Laws must be reported by railroads, in accordance with a circular which has been issued by Director
General W. G. McAdoo. This circular calls for information concerning lands, wells and operations in which railroads have any
direct or indirect interest; the estimated quantity of crude oil
that could be produced within one year from April 1, 1918; the
number of wells in operation, estimated cost of additional development necessary to obtain greatest production, proportion of
present production used by respondent for fuel purposes, and
otherwise disposed of, and other details.

outside shops.

Railroads
For the

first

Show

Deficit for

time since the Interstate

began requiring the

January

Commerce Commission

monthly reports of earnings in 1907,
United States showed a deficit after the
payment of operating expenses and taxes for the month of January, according to a preliminary summary covering 172 roads
issued by the commission on March 28.
Returns were still to
be received from 24 additional roads, but those reporting, cover-

Bulletin for March conveys the
association of train despatchers is being
formed. The Train Despatchers' .Association of America, of
which the Bulletin is the organ, is devoted lo the improvement
of the service and has a constitution which forbids strikes.
The rival association, spoken of as the Western Train Despatchers' -Association, came to the notice of the editor of the

the

The Train Despatchers'
that a

Washington

York, New
Haven & Hartford, through its trackmen and crossing watchmen, gives to people who walk on the tracks. The card tells
of the dangers of the tracks and points out how easily a safer
way may be found. About 40,000 cards have been given out.
This

;

news

in

Car builders, who had submitted tentative prices on standard
freight cars to be ordered by the government, were called into
conference Wednesday afternoon by John Skelton Williams,
director of finance and purchases, to discuss the tentative figures.

railroads

filing of

of the

ing 215,456 miles of line, show a deficit in the place of operating
income of $2,227,535, as compared with an income of $67,279,659
in 1917.
This report strikingly reflects the influence of the unprecedented weather experienced in January, particularly in the

rival

Bulletin by means of a circular mailed from Spokane, Wash.,
and one of the objects of the movement is to teach despatchers to "take advantage of their industrial position and to build

Railway operating revenues amounted to $270,compared with $283,000,000 in January, 1917, and railway operating expenses were $257,868,006 as compared with
$203,000,000 in 1917. Tax accruals were $14,551,790 as compared
The revenues per mile were $1,254,
with $13,000,000 in 1917.

and to

expenses per mile $1,197, net revenue per mile $57, tax accruals

up and protect an

impregnable

organization

;

,

.

.
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eastern section.
231,812, as

April

S.
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The rcKular sworn
per mile |67, and tlie deficit per mile $10.
reports have not yet been rendered for the month of January as
the printing of the forms was held in abeyance pending the enactment of ilie railroad law, which bLcanic effective on March 21.
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roads, and secret service men employed by the roads are especially
required to co-operate with this section, both in preventing and
investigating thefts, making arrests, or prosecuting offenders, and
railroad attorneys and all other officers are required to give all
possible aid.

Safety First on the Canadian

Government Railways

Lung, saiety engineer of the Intercolonial Railway
J.
(including also the I'rince Edward's Island) reports that during 1917 on those lines 1 passenger, 9 employees and 20 other
persons were killed, and 13 passengers, 704 employees and 21
There has been a steady deother persons were injured.
crease in casualties since the "salely-lirst" department was
In
1913
the number of employees
1914.
in
January,
started
killed was 19; and taking the annual average of the last four
years and comparing with what the record would have been
it
there had been no improvement over the record for 1913, it
appears that the decrease in the number of employes killed
is 50 per cent; employees injured, 19 per cent; passengers
The
killed. 58 per cent, and passengers injured, 10 per cent.
record of trespassers killed shows, in this comparison, a decrease of only 2 per cent, while trespassers injured increased
40 per cent. This four-year record of the safety-first department covers a period of very heavy traffic a movement
L;reater than in any similar period in the history of the roads.
E.

—

Railroad Associations Approved

The Committee on Mail Pay, of which Ralph Peters,
president of the Long Island, is chairman, which has been
conducting the campaign for the railroads for a more equitasystem of railway mail compensation, has been authorized
by the Railroad .\dministration to continue its work, for
This and
the balance of the year and until further order.
other railroad associations had been given a temporary appro\al until .April 30 pending a permanent decision, which
The entire
has now been reached as to this committee.
question of railway mail pay is now before the Interstate
Commerce Commission for decision and the committee has
represented the railroads in presenting evidence to the comble

mission.

.Anyone having knowledge of any such offence should report
the same to the nearest railro.id officer or to Mr. Doherty, in
order that indictment of the guilty parties may be had under the
federal law, which carries a maximum penalty of ten years' imprisonment.
Railroad officers and employees are reminded that all property
being transported by the railroads is in the custody of the United
States and that they owe an especial duty to guard and protect
the same and to report promptly any person who tampers therewith; and the United States looks to the officers and employees
to do their duty in this behalf.

Railway Regiments' Thanks

A number

for the Safe Transportation of Explosives

other Dangerous Articles and the Railway
Association have also been approved.

Railway

and

Fire Protection

Wage Adjustment Board

Announcement has been made of the personnel of Railway
Board of Adjustment Xo. 1 created by the Railroad Administrato deal with controversies between the railroads and the
organizations of train service employees growing out of the interpretation or application of the provisions of wage schedules or
agreements.
The board will consist of four representatives of
the railroads and four officers of the brotherhoods, as follows:
E. T. Whiter, assistant general manager of the Pennsylvania,
Western Lines J. G. Walber, secretary of the Bureau of Information of the Eastern Railroads; J. W. Higgins, executive
C. P. Neill,
secretary of the Association of Western Railways
manager of the Bureau of Information of the Southeastern Railroads; L. E. Sheppard, vice-president, Order of Railway Conductors
F. A. Burgess, assistant grand chief, Brotherhood of
Locomotive Engineers .Mbert Phillips, vice-president. Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen and Enginemen, and W. N. Doak,

tion

Tobacco

letters

—

States.

.

.

—

."

Major John A.

The Bureau

for

have been received expressing the appreciation of the men in the railway regiments now in France
for the tobacco which they have received as a result of the contributions to the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund, by railway
C. \V. Kutz, colonel
supply companies in the United States.
commanding the Thirteenth Engineers, writing on March 1 says:
when
I
acknowledged
receipt of your
"Ever since December 21
letter, we have been on the lookout for the shipment of tobacco
which you had made. Yesterday our patience was rewarded by
the receipt of three cases of smoking tobacco, each containing 12
1,096 packages;
full cartons and 4 mixed cartons of Bull Durham
and 16 full cartons and 4 mixed cartons of Lucky Strike 424
cans— the total shipment being 3,288 bags of Bull Durham and
1,272 cans of Lucky Strike. The tobacco will at once be distributed among the companies of the regiment in proportion to the
strength of each and then issued to the men by the company commanders from time to time. The members of this regiment feel
very fortunate in having such friends as the contributors to the
"Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund," and hope by their actions
to fully justify the interest of their friends in the United
of

Laird,

commanding

the 12th Engineers, writing

on F'cbruary 27. expresses similar hearty thanks for three cases
received on February 26.
V. J. Jaeger, Co. F, 13th Engineers, writing on March 4,
acknowledges receipt of the first consignment of "generosity*' from
"Words fail to express
the Railway Supply Companies' Fund.
our appreciation. The smokes are the answer to our difficulties
and a solace to the ills engendered in dovetailing railroading
with the military end of this war game. In the language of our
French comrades we simply say 'Je vous remercie.'
Col. W. P. Wooten, of the 14th Engineers, acknowledging
receipt of three cases of tobacco scnils thanks to the donors and
says that the men's enjoyment of the gift has Inren very great.

War

Finance Corporation

;

;

;

of the conferees on the administration bill establishing the War Finance Corporation with a capitalization of $500,000.000 and empowered to issue $3,000,000,000 of bonds to assist
in the financing of war industries, including railroads, was suband was also
mitted to the Senate and passed, on .April 1

The report

;

vice-president.

passed bv the House on .April 2. As the Senate passed the bill it
provided for the issuance of $4,000,000,000 of bonds, while the
House bill provided for only $2,000,000,000. The conferees agreed

will

on $3,000,000,000 as a compromise.

;

will

Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen. The board
hold a meeting at Washington on Monday to organize and
proceed immediately to consider a number of pending

disputes.

Government Action Against Thieves
Director General Mc.\doo has announced that a section for the
Protection of Railroad Property and property of shippers in
transit has been established in the Division of Law to enforce
rigorously the federal law against theft from cars, stations, sidings, and wharves, and to take all necessary measures in cooperation with carriers to prevent loss from this cause, which in
past years has been enormous.
Philip J. Doherty has been appointed manager of the section.
Full co-operation with this
section is required from all officers and employees of the rail-

The corporation is authorized to make advances for periods
not exceeding five years to any hank, banker or trust company
in the United States having outstanding loans to persons, firms,
corporations or associations conducting an established and going
business in the United States whose operations shall be necessary or contributory to the prosecution of the war, but no such
advance shall exceed 75 per cent of the face value of the loan
also to banks which shall have rendered financial assistance to
The advances arc to be made
persons, firms or corporations.
upon the promissory note or notes of the banks secured by notes,
bonds or other obligations which are the basis of the advance by
the corporation, together with securities held as collateral for

The corporation is
make advances directly

such obligations.
tional cases to

also authorized in excepany person, firm or cor-

to
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poration or association conducting an established and going business in the United States whose operation shall be necessary or
contributary to the prosecution of the war, but only for the
purpose of conducting such business and only when in the
opinion of the board of directors of the corporation the person,
firm, corporation or association is unable to obtain funds upon
reasonable terms through banking channels or from the general
public.
Such advances shall be for periods not exceeding five
years and in no case shall the aggregate amount exceed at any
one time IZH per cent of the authorized capital stock of the corporation, plus the aggregate amount of bonds of the corporation authorized to be outstanding at any one time. Such advance
shall be secured by adequate security of such character as shall
be prescribed by the board of directors, equal to (except in cases
of an advance made to a railroad in the possession and control of
the President for the purpose of making additions, betterments
or road extensions to such railroad) at least 125 per cent of the
amount advanced by the corporation.
The bill also provides for a Capital Issues Committee to investigate and determine whether it is compatible with the nation's
interest that securities shall be issued by any person, firm, corporation or association in excess of $100,000. The bill provides
that this shall not be construed to authorize the committee to pass
upon any securities issued by any railroad corporation, the

property of which

may

be in control of the government.

Traffic
The

courtesy

of

the

Railroad

Administration,

the

at Washington between the purchasing
and the car specialty manufacturers will be fixed for
a date which will give members of the Railway Business Association ample opportunity to attend the convention of the
association at Chicago on April 8.

forthcoming conference
authorities

specialty conference will be held not earlier than
Director of Purchases Williams, when
April 11.
President Post laid the situation before him, promptly wired that
he would endeavor to arrange the car specialty meeting so as to
enable members to attend the convention and Chairman Spencer
of the Central Advisory Committee on Purchases telegraphs
"You can say that meeting will not be held before Thursday of

The

car

Thursday,

next week."
Following

is the program for the Railway Business Association
convention, which will be held at the Hotel La Salle:
(Red Room). President's address and report of
11 a. m.
general executive committee on future activities of the associa-

—

tion.

—

(Luncheon, ball room). Lewis E. Pierson, chairman
2 p. m.
of the Irving National Bank of New York and chairman of the
American Trade Acceptance Council, on prompter remittances
for railway purchases.

2 p. m. (Red room).— Frank Rhea, of the Department of
Commerce on Foreign Trade; on Opportunities in Railway Supplies,

and report of committee on resolutions.
m. (Dinner, ball room).— Speaker to be announced.

6.30 p.

U.

Chamber

S.

of

Commerce Meets

at

Chicago

States Chamber of Commerce will hold its sixth
annual meeting at the Auditorium, Chicago, on April 10, 11 and
12.
Representatives of more than 1,000 commercial organizations with a combined membership in excess of 500,000 business
executives are expected to gather to discuss the further part
business is to play in the war. One of the four chief subjects
to be considered is Railroads and Highway Transportation. This
discussion will be held on Thursday and will be under the leader-

The United

Harry A. Wheeler, chairman of the National Chamber's
Committee on Railroads. Among the speakers on this topic are
Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
who will speak on Motive Power John F. Wallace, chairman
of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, who will discuss
ship of

;

Terminals K. F. Carry, director of operations for the United
States Shipping Board and president of the Haskell & Barker
Car Company, who will speak on the subject of Car Supply, and
Roy D. Chapin, chairman of the Highway Transport Committee
of the Counsel of National Defense and also prominent in the
automobile world, who will present the Possibilities of Highway
:

Transportation.

centering in

Scranton,

Pa.,

have agreed that

their freight stations shall be closed at 5 p. m., instead of 6 p. m.
The closing time on Saturdays will be 3 o'clock.
as heretofore.

The Railroad Administration and members

of

Congress

numerous letters of protest from
commerce and other representatives of shippers
protesting against the proposal in Trunk line, Central Freight
.Association and Western Trunk Line territories, to impose
have

been

chambers

receiving

of

charges ranging from $3.50 to $8.50 per day for trap-car
service.

Representatives of southwestern lines serving oil-producing
representatives of oil interests and of the U. S. Fuel
Administration held a conference at Chicago on April 2 to work
out schedules for train-lot movements of fuel oil, gasoline and
naphtha oil for naval and military use. The present demands on
oil cars are in excess of the supply and the object of the meeting
was to work out schedules which will conserve cars to the greatterritory,

tlie House Committee on Interstate Comto make the fourth section of the intercommerce law an absolute prohibition against charging

Hearings before
merce on the bill
state

the

railroads

News

est possible extent.

Railway Business Association Meeting at Chicago
Through

Vol. 64, No. 14

higher rates for a longer haul than for the shorter haul over
the same line in the same direction, were continued last week.
H. C. Barlow, chairman of the executive committee and other
representatives' of the National Industrial Traffic League,
testified in opposition to the proposed amendment.
United States Fuel Administrator Garfield has issued the
formal orders instituting the zone system of distribution for
Twelve general orders, imposing upon the
bituminous coal.
movement of coal the limitations arranged by the fuel adminis-

and the director general of railroads were issued. Each
order covers a single consuming zope. The orders of the fuel
administrator are supported by embargoes imposed by the director general of railroads on all coal movement except in accordance with the zone system plan.
trator

R. G. Fagan, acting assistant superintendent of transportation of the Southern Pacific, reports that in 1917 his office
had to deal with inquiries concerning more than 2,000 shipments of freight which went astray or were delayed because
the marks on the goods were imperfect or had been lost.
At the expense of much time and labor about 1,000 of these
consignments were identified and delivered to their owners.
There were 942 consignees who did not get their freight
at all because the packages could not be identified.

The Food -Administration has issued a circular urging shippers of eggs to load refrigerator cars to the maximum. The
carload minimum is placed at 24,000 lbs. The Food Administration believes that this may be generally attained without
increased breakage or without using a more expensive package.
The Food Administration also calls attention to the fact that
heavy production of perishables will create a strong demand
for refrigerator cars, this year, denying that they will be so
readily available as to allow extravagant use by any trades.
The round-trip excursion rate from Philadelphia to Atlantic
City and other seashore resorts, used by many thousands of
people in warm weather, has been advanced from $1.00 to
$1.25, both by the Pennsylvania and the Philadelphia & Reading lines. It is said that the new rate includes the war tax
of 8 per cent; which means that the railroad fare is $1.16 and
the tax 9 cents. It is expected that these tickets will be sold
Low-fare Sunday excursion trains have
only on Sundays.
been suspended since January 6 as a part of the conservation
of railroad men and locomotives for the movcinent of freight;
but trains were run on Palm Sunday and on Easter.
-At the annual meeting of the Traffic Club of Chicago on
March 26. the following officers and directors were elected:
President. Robert C. Ross, traffic manager, Joseph T. Ryerson & Son; first vice-president. E R.. Newman, assistant
general freight agent of the Wabash; second vice-president,

April

5.
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Thomas J. Dixon, general manager, Art'uir Dixon Transfer
Company; third vice-president, E. A. Stedman, vice-president,
Wells, Fargo & Co.; secretary, C. B, Signer, agent. Delaware.
Lackawanna & Western: tre.isurer, Willar<i E. lirown,

western passenger agent. Florida Fast I'oast; directors lor
two years: Chas. B. Hopper, gencr.il freight agent, tioodricli
Transit Company: Murray N. Billings, assistant traffic manager, Illinois Steel Company; E. L. Dalton, traffic manager,
Montgomery Ward & Co.; Albert G. Francis, railroad agent,

Chicago Telephone Company.

Coal Production

The production of bituminous coal increased slightly during
the week ended March 23. according to the bulletin of the
I'nited States Geological Survey.
The total production, including lignite and coal made into coke, is estimated at 10,972.t)00 net tons.
The average production per working day
is estimated at 1,828,000 net tons, as compared with 1.729,000
during March, 1917. Bituminous coal shipments on 123 roads
were 191,525 carloads, .\ntliracite shipments increased from
42,2o5 to 42,487 cars. The percentage of full time output lost
on account of car shortage during the week ended March
16 was 22.9 per cent, as compared with 33.2 per cent lost from

all

causes.

Proposed Standard Fruit Crates
Eight standard crates for fruits and vegetables are described
in a circular which has been issued by the Fruit & Vegetable
Transportation Association of the South and East; and growers and shippers of fruits and vegetables are asked to see that
their goods are put up in good shape to stand transportation.
These proposed containers are described in great detail, so
that any competent workman can make one of them exactly
to standard. They are a lettuce crate, a lettuce crate, cleated;
pineapple crate, cabbage ""barrel" crate (XorfolkL cabbage
"barrel" crate (Florida, and asparagus crate; standard bushel
crate and standard bushel crate, cleated.
The Fruit
\"egetable Transportation .Association of the
South and East, embraces in its membership all of the principal railroads carrying perishable freight from Florida and
other southern states to northern cities, and also the Old Dominion Steamship Company. The chairman is H. C. Bixler.
Pennsylvania Railroad, Broad street station, Philadelphia. In
the circular he calls upon all interested to use sound containers, to select and pack their products with care and to
mark each shipment plainly. The proposed standards have
been decided upon in conference with all interests, including
crate manufacturers and the I'nitcd States Department of

&

Agriculture

No

Sitting

Up

Nights to Fret

One thousand tons is the estimated daily wci.ght of merchandise
now being carried between Xew York and Philadelphia. 90 miles,
by automobile trucks.
Two new concerns have lately entered
this field and it is said that about 150 large trucks are already
in service.
The rates are said to be aliout the same as those
charged by the regular express companies, while in promptness
and regularity the automobiles claim to be superior.
One concern, in a letter addressed to merchants, credits itself
with the following merits
"The most dependable and reliable trucking service between
New York and Philadelphia. High-powered 5-ton Pierce-Arrow
motor trucks, equipped with the latest windlasses.
"Trucks leave every day. ^'ou do not have to sit up nights
fretting about merchandise being side-tracked in some freight

yard.

"Our carefully trained drivers look after your interests, rather
than our own convenience.
By entrusting the delivery of your
goods to us. regardless of size, shape or weight, you can do so
with perfect contidence
and besides, you do not have to crate
them, if you ship through us.
Special monthly rate to manu-
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Further Curtailment of Advertising
riie

three regional directors of the Kailmad .Administration,

11.

Smith, R. H. Aishton and C. H. .Markham, have each

.\.

issued a circular directing the discontinuance of traffic solicitation.
General orders directing the discontinuance of solicitation had been issued earlier in the year, but the following
order was issued to avoid misunderstanding and to fiutline
llie policy more definitely:
"It is directed that immediately on receipt of this notice:
I'irst: The solicitation of traffic, both freight and passenger,
be eliminated.
Second: That men employed exclusively in solicitation be
transferred, where needed, to other departments.
Third: It is suggested that the men employed exclusively in
solicitation can be used to good advantage in the operating
department in extcjiding supervision to accelerate unloading
of cars and movement of freight trafftt."
Western Regional Director .Aishton has also issued the
following order to all lines within his jurisdiction:
'"1.
Discontinue the custom of exploiting train service,
jilcasure or health resorts and the like until further notice.
2.
Discontinue all forms of advertising such as pictures,
calendars, wall maps, etc.
3.
Confine newspaper and other advertising to giving of
necessary information to the public.
4.
Standardize all time-table folders and limit their distribution, to avoid waste.
5.
Folders must be purely informative and contaiti no
advertising of luxurious trains, claims of superior service or
extraneous matter of any description."

Transportation of Food Stuffs
Since early in February the Railroad .Administration has been
making constant efforts to expedite the transportation of grain,
livestock, and other food stuffs at the request of the Food Administration, and according to daily and weekly reports compiled
in the office of the Division of Transportation, has shown some
very large increases in the movement of these commodities, as
compared with the corresponding period of the preceding year.
Daily reports are received of the grain receipts at eleven primary
markets in the western district Giicago, Cincinnati, Detroit,
Duluth, Indianapolis. Kansas City, Milwaukee, Minneapolis,
Omalia, Peoria and St. Louis of the grain in elevators at the
primary markets, and of the grain loading by cars; and these are
tabulated weekly and kept in comparative form for reference.
From February 11 to March 23. 73,760.000 bushels of grain
were received at the primary markets, as compared with 32,512,000
in the corresponding period of 1917, an increase of over 41,000,000
bi!shels.
Special efforts were made to get the grain into the
elevators for drymg, as approximately 60 per cent of the crop
was soft. The receipts of oats during the same period ranged
from over 6 million to over 8 million bushels weekly, a total of
42,771,000, which was an increase of about 15,000 bushels; but
the wheat receipts were only 8.821.000, a decrease of 18.242,000
bushels, the movement of wheat to market. being slack at that
time.
The total grain receipts were 124,352,000 bushels, an increase of 37,767,000.
The report of grain in elevators at primary markets shows an
increase in grain from 3,584,000 bushels on February 2 to 12,These figures correspond approximately
333,000 on March 23.
with the usual weekly receipts, showing that the grain had been
moved out of the elevators for consumption and export. The
oats in elevators had increased from 10,853.000 bushels to 14,130,000. showing that out of total receipts of 42.000.000 bushels only

—

—

4.000.000 had remained in the elevators. The wheat in elevators
on Mnrch 23 amounted to 3.621.000 bushels as against 5,425,000
bushels on February 2, and the total grain in elevators was

30,084.000

ary

bushels,

as

compared

with

19,964.000

on

Febru-

2.

us. and our representative will call with. valuable sugand quote prices. Freight received before 5 p. m. will
be delivered the following day Cexcept in cases beyond our

loaded in the period March 11 to March 23 in
The
eastern, southern and western districts had averaged over 4,000
cars a day. From February 10 until March 23 a total of 37,456
cars of livestock, dressed beef and perishables were forwarded
east from Chicago and from February 12 until March 23 a total
of 10.806 cars were moved in special food trains from Chicago
and East St. Louis to New York, Philadelphia and Boston for

control)."

export.

:

facturers.

"Phone

gestions,

total grain
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Supply Trade

over a number of shop buildings formerly used lor other purWhere space has been available in these various buildposes.
ings, modern machines have recently been installed.
A power
house and hydro-electric station generating power from the Fox
river has recently been placed in service. These increased manufacturing facilities have been added with the view of producing
a more extensive line of signal apparatus and supplies.

News

United States Government Locomotives
Specifications have been prepared by tbe Railroad Administration for 8 types of locomotives

Light and
Light and
Light and
Six-wheel

director-general will determine the number of each type
ordered for use in the different regions. The propo-=ed standard specifications for locomotives although still subwere given to locomotive builders some
slight
revisions,
ject to
time ago and they have submitted their prices, which are being
If the costs for any item
carefully scrutinized and checked.
seem high, the reason for it will be ascertained, and if necessary
the government will arrange to purchase certain materials for
builders where it can do so more cheaply. A meeting was held
at

will be

Washington on Monday with the manufacturers

of locomotive

informally the specialties to be used on
the standard locomotives to be ordered. A similar meeting will
Debe held shortly with the manufacturers of car specialties.
tailed prices on the cars have been received and will be checked
before a decision is reached as to the number of each type to be
specialties to consider

ordered.

the Chicago office of
to join the Railway
Grant, 111.

Henry A. Hawes, representative in
P. & M. Company, has resigned

the

Engineering Regiment,

Camp

at

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company advises that its office
in Memphis. Tenn.. has been removed to 804-5 Exchange
building,

at

W. S. Bartholomew, president of the Locomotive Stoker
Company, has been elected vice-president of the Westinghouse
.-Kir

heavy mountain types.
heavy Mikado types.
heavy Pacific types.
and eight-wheel switching locomotives.

The

which

Madison avenue and Second

street.

The Asbestos Protected Metal Company,

Pittsburgh, an-

Brake Company

has resigned his position as viceof sales of the Carnegie Steel
1918.
He has been succeeded by

manager
1,

Laura G. Edwards, for ten years connected with the advertising department of the National Tube Company, has
resigned, effective April 1, to enter the service of the publicity
department of the A. M. Byers Company.

He entered business
with Geo. B. Carpenter & Co., leaving
that

company

the service of

to

enter

Adams &

Westlake, in course of
time becoming eastern
In 1903 he en-

manager.

tered the service of the

Westinghouse Air Brake
as New Eng-

Company

land
representative
Boston, Mass.
He

mained

here

at

re-

The Pittsburgh Testing Laboratory has turned over

Mr. Jones has been connected with the General
1.
Railway Signal Company since the time of its organization
During this period, he has held a number of the
in 1904.
important positions with the company including assistant
resident manager of the Chicago office and resident manager
of the San Francisco office.

May

The Chicago Railway Signal & Supply Company, Chicago,
has increased the size of

its

plant at Carpentersville,

111.,

by taking

s.

artholo

H. D. Savage has been elected vice-president of the LocomoPulverized Fuel Company. He will also continue as viceof the .American Arch Company.
Mr. Savage was
born at Memphis, Tenn.
He was educated in the
public schools at Ashland. Ky., and at the
Kenypn Military Acad-

He

emy.

business
.Ashland

started

his

with the
Fire
Brick

life

Company

in

facturing
serving in

manu-

the

department

various caLater he was

pacities.

manager of
and during his ten

appointed
sales

years

in this position

he

made

great strides towards putting the manufacture of high grade

its

Fred H. Jones has been appointed resident manager for
the General Railway Signal Company, in charge of eastern
territory, with office at 30 Church St., New York, effective

w.

1905
when he was made western manager of the same company at 'Chicago. 111.
He was
transferred in 1913 to the Locomotive Stoker Company, being
elected president, and ever since has actively directed the development of the Street stoker and its distribution to the railroads throughout the country. He still retains his office as president of the Locomotive Stoker Company.
until

R. W. Hunt & Co., Limited, Montreal, have been commissioned by the Canadian Government to inspect 100,000 tons
of rails which that government has ordered from the Dominion Iron & Steel Company for distribution among the four
This commission includes the
principal roads of Canada.
special inspection which necessitates the sending of a corps of
inspectors to the mill at Sidney, N. S.
building and equipment at Seventh and Bedford avenues,
Pittsburgh, to the United States Government for the duration
From April 1 until about June 15 its offices will
of the war.
be in the B. F. Jones Law^ building. Fourth avenue and Ross
After June 15 its offices and laboratories will be
street.
located at 612-620 Grant street, the buildings being remodelled and fully equipped for the company's special needs.

of the

activities

life

president

Bope

of the

ity.

tive

.Xpril

direct charge

North-Western Univers-

building.

Companv. effective
William G. Clyde.

in

stoker company and to
such
other
attend
to
duties as may be assigned
Mr. Bartholoto him.
mew received his education in the public schools
of Chicago and in the

nounces the appointment of Herbert Longstaff as manager
of its St. Louis office, located in the Boatman's Bank
Colonel Henry P.
president and general
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refractories
tific

largely

Savage

scien-

a

He

instrumental

making
most

on

basis.

Ashland

modern

was
in

the

brick

in the country at that time introducing may features
Tofor uniformity of product and increased output.
gether with the late E. S. Kitchens he organized the Refractory Manufacturers' Association of which he was elected the first
president.
This association includes in its membership practically all the manufacturers and users of refractory materials.
Mr. Savage's work as sales manager gave him opportunity to
thoroughly study the application of refractories to the metallurgical field and he enjoys a wide acquaintance in the metallurgical industry of this country.
In 1914 he was elected
vice-president of the -American .Arch Company in charge of
manufacturing. In this position he organized the manufacturing
department of this company so that close supervision by trained
I)lant

making

April
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1918

5.

inspcclion

kIvcii

is

the

iin-

hruk

at

the

Arch company

s

plants.

In
in hijjhcr grade brick and greater service life.
1917 in addition to his duties as vice-president of the American
Company he was appointed manager of sales of the Loco-

This resulted
.\rch

motive Pulverized Fuel Company.

The

of

firm

New

City and

& Son, wliich has offices in Kansas
York, has lately become incorporated. The

Waddell

firm of Waddell & Son, Inc., includes besides Dr. Wadand N. Everett Waddell, tlieir former assistant engineers,
H. Frankland, Shortridge Hardesty, and L. C. Lashmet.
These five constitute tlie board of directors, the officers being J. A. L. Waddell, president; N. Everett Waddell, vicepresident, and L. C. Lashmet, secretary and treasurer.
Mr.
Frankland is managing engineer; Mr. Hardesty, designing
engineer, and Mr. Lashmet, office engineer.

new

923

1907 he served as assistant -upcrinteiiden; of motive
power of the Lehigh Valley, and then left that road to accept
the position as mechanical superintendent of the New Haven.
In May. 1917 he was promoted to general mechanical superintendent, and in September of the same year was again
promoted to the position of general manager. Mr. Wildin
was president of the American Railway Master Mechanics'
.Association in 1910.

July,

dell

F.

On

growth of the Interstate Iron & Steel
it
has been found necessary to enlarge
Because space was not available in the First
its offices.
National Bank building, the company has leased the east
half of the 14th floor of the Monroe building, 104 South
Michigan avenue, Chicago.
The sales department at the
Grand Crossing plant, which was recently made a part of the
Interstate Iron & Steel Company, will be combined with the
general sales offices and will also be moved to the Monroe
building. It is expected that the change will be completed by
account

Company

April

of

of

the

Chicago,

War

Industries Board

Approved

the recommendation oi the
price-fixing committee of the War Industries Board that the
maximuin prices heretofore fixed by the President upon the
recommendation of the board upon ore, coke, steel and steel
products, subject to revision on .April 1, 1918, be continued
in effect until July I, 1918; from April 1 to July 1, however,
the maximum -price of basic pig iron be reduced from $33 to
$32 per gross ton. and that the maximum price of scrap steel

be reduced from $30 to $29 per gross ton.

No new

contracts

calling for delivery of any of said commodities or articles on
or after July 1, 1918, are to specify a price unless coupled
with a clause making the price subject to a revision by any

authorized United States government agency, so that all deliveries after that date shall be within the maximum price
then in force, although ordered or contracted for in the meantime.

6.

W.

O. Duntley, president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool
Company, Chicago, resigned, effective .•Kpril 1, According
to a statement issued by the company, Mr. Duntley tendered
his resignation in order to secure more time to look after his
private business and also to take a long needed rest after 22
years in active service with the corporation. He will retain
his interest in the company and will also remain a director
and a member of the executive committee, and will continue
to assist in an advisory capacity.
No successor to Mr.
Duntley has been elected, but J. G. Osgood, first vice-president will act as president.

George W. WUdin has resigned as general manager of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad to enter the
employ of the Westinghouse Air Brake Company as general
manager of the Locomotive Stoker Company,

with

ters

at

headquar-

Pittsburgh,
Penn. He brings to his
new position extensive
railroad experience and
a well rounded out mechanical and managerial career.

catur.

ary

Born

Illinois,

•

28,

1870.

at

De-

Febru-

he studied

the city schools and
was graduated from the
Kansas State Agricul-

at

College in June,
degree of
Bachelor of Science.
He entered railway service shortly afterwards
as mechanical draftstural

1892, with the

WUdii

man

in

the

Topeka

shops of the .\tchison,
subsequently became a machinist
and a locomotive fireman on the Santa Fe and later an
engineman on the Mexican Central. Leaving railway service
he was for a time superintendent of the .Xerniotor Company,
of Chicago.
He soon returned to railway service however,
as an engineman on the Chicago & .Alton and then went to
the Plant System, now a part of the .Atlantic Coast Line,
where he served successively as a mechinist, locomotive and
car inspector and as mechanical engineer.
From April 1.
1901 to March 1, 1904 he was mechanical engineer for the

Topeka

Price Fixing by

The President has approved

&

Santa Fe.

He

Central Railroad of New Jersey.
On March 1, 1904, he left
that company to become assistant mechanical superintendent
of the Erie, being promoted on April 1 of the same year to

mechanical superintendent at Meadville.

From January

to

It is expected that all manufacturers and producers will
observe t^e maximum prices now fi.xed.

Dr.

Snowden Returns from Australia

Dr. Albert A. Snowden, an exporter with offices at 149 Broadway, New York, has just returned from a business trip to
.Australia where he established a branch of his railway supply
business in charge, as manager, of Hon. H. C. Hoyle, formerly
minister of railways for New South Wales.
Mr. Hoyle will be

remembered

as the special commissioner on railways who represented the .Australian Government in this country last autumn
when he addressed the Railway Business Association and other
commercial bodies. Dr. Snowden is desirous of securing agencies
for -Australia and New Zealand for railway supplies and materials.
He represents the Simmons-Boardman publications
there.

Dr. Snowden reports that .Australia at the present time is very
prosperous due to the enormous production of primary products
such as wool, wheat, meat, etc. While there has been a lack of
sufficient ships to carry the surplus of these goods to foreign
markets the British Government takes the entire wheat and wool
production paying for it in advance and this brings plenty of

money

into circulation.
.Australia's mining interests have also
benefited greatly by the war time prices.
Shipments to Australia are being made though not without
difficulties.
The recent allotment to the .Australian trade of a
large number of sailing vessels and other slow moving craft

which have been taken from the eastern Atlantic to bring wheat
from .Australia to the L'nited States affords the opportunity of
further shipments from the States.

The

.Australian railways are in very fair condition, says Dr.

Snowden. but as everywhere

else in the world, there has been
considerable depreciation of roadbed, and equipment, because the
Relocal manufacturer cannot begin to meet the requirements.
ports hy Mr. Hoy'c and Mr. Henderson, chief engineer of the
Commonwealth Railways, and of other .Australian railway experts who have visited the United States have aroused great interest in .American methods and goods, so that with the shortage
of materials and the liking for .American materials the outlook for
export trade in American railway supplies is very encouraging.

Trade Publications

—

Motor Cars. Mudge & Co., Chicago, have issued an attractive 2&-page booklet illustrating and describing the difThe
ferent types of motor cars made by this company.
booklet contains copies of advertisements which have appeared in technical papers recently, pointing out the advantages of this make of cars, and the names of a number
of railroads using Mudge cars.
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W. B. Stokes has been appointed master mechanic of the
Wrightsville & Tennille, with headquarters at Tennille, Ga.,
vice M. G. Brown, resigned to enter the service of the
Georgia, Florida & Alabama, with headquarters at Bainbridge,
Ga.

Executive, Financial. Legal and Accounting
William Morris Imbrie, Jr., has been elected treasurer of
the Savannah & Atlanta, with office at Savannah, Ga., vice
Thomas Goodbody.
Bledsoe, assistant general solicitor of the Atchison,
Fe, has been appointed general counsel with
office at Chicago, succeeding Walker D. Hines.
O. D. Dalton has been elected first vice-president of the
Valdosta, Moultrie & Western, and S. W. Jones has been
elected treasurer; both with headquarters at Valdosta, Ga.
S. T.

Topcka & Santa

L. R. Deevers, acting auditor of the Wheeling & Lake Erie,
with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, was appointed auditor,
with same headquarters, succeeding C. H. Holmes, resigned,
effective April 1.

H. P. Anderson, mechanical engineer of the Missouri
Kansas & Texas of Texas, was appointed superintendent of
motive power, with headquarters at Denison, Tex., succeeding F. W. Taylor, promoted to general manager, effective

March

Purchasing

W.

Operating
A. B.

Woodward was

appointed chief despatcher of the Salt

division of the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters
at Salt Lake City, Utah, succeeding C. E. Leverich, promoted,
effective March 14.

1.

E. C. Anderson, mechanical engineer of the Colorado &
Southern, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been appointed assistant mechanical engineer of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, with office at Chicago. H. E. Hines, draftsman in the office of the mechanical engineer, of the Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, has been appointed mechanical engineer of the Colorado & Southern, succeeding Mr. Anderson.
G. G. Gilpin, chief draftsman of the mechanical department
of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has resigned to accept
service with another company.

Lake

L. E. Jones, secretary and treasurer of the Valdosta Moul& Western, with office at Valdosta, Ga., has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Valdosta, suctrie

ceeding

•

W. M.

Legg.

A. B. Scates. trainmaster of the Louisville & Nashville,
with office at Paris, Tenn., has been appointed superintendent
of the Memphis division, with headquarters at Memphis, vice
F. N. Fisher, resigned.
L. A. David, assistant superintendent of the Missouri Paacting
cific, with office at Atchison, Kan., has been appointed
superintendent of the Southern Kansas division, with headquarters at Coflfeyville, Kan.

W. L. Robinson, supervisor of fuel consumption. Baltimore &
Ohio, has resigned to accept a position in the operating department of the E. 1. du Pont de Nemours Company, Wilmington,
-Mr. Robinson is one of the best-informed men in railway
Del.
the
fuel matters and is at the present time vice-president of
International Railway Fuel Association and the Smoke Prevention Association.

E. Flynn, division superintendent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Chicago, has been promoted to general
superintendent of the Nebraska district, with headquarters at
Lincoln, Nebr., succeeding A. G. Smart, who was transferred
to the Wyoming District, with headquarters at Alliance,
Nebr., succeeding E. E. Young, who was appointed superintendent of the McCook division, with headquarters at McCook, Nebr., in place of H. W. Maxwell, who has been appointed superintendent of terminals at Kansas City, Mo., to
succeed J. P. Falk, who was promoted to superintendent of
the Chicago division, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding Mr. Flynn. N. C. Allen, superintendent of the Casper
division, with lieadquarters at Casper, Wyo., was transferred
to the Omaha division, with headquarters at Omaha, Nebr.,
succeeding J. H. Aydelott, who takes Mr. Allen's place on
the Casper division. The above changes were effective April
1.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
R. A. Winser, engineer of tests and fuel inspector of the
Chicago & -Mton, with headquarters at Bloomington, 111.,
resigned, effective April 1.
G. O. Huckett, master mechanic of the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy, with office at Sterling, Colo., has been appointed
master mechanic, with office at .Mliance, Neb., vice J. G.
Dole, resigned, and C. O. Davenport, road foreman, with
office at .Alliance, has been appointed master mechanic, with
office at Sterling, vice Mr. Huckett.

Lamb

has been appointed division storekeeper of the
Southern Railway, with office at South Richmond, Va.. vice
Angel,
E.
promoted.
J.
F.

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

T. C. Powell, vice president of the Southern Railway at
Cincinnati, has been appointed traffic representative of the

War

Industries

Board

at

Washington.

Ralph Budd, executive vice-president of the Great Northern. St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed assistant to the
regional director of western railroads in charge of capital
expenditures, with headquarters at Chicago.

Charles Barham, general freight agent of the Nashville,
Chattanooga & St. Louis, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,
has been appointed regional director under the National Food
Administration, with headquarters in Atlanta, Ga.
C. S. Albert, attorney for the Great Northern in Idaho and
eastern Washington, with headquarters at Spokane, Wash., has
been commissioned a major and assigned to the judge advocate's
staff of the army.
He will leave shortly for France.

D. L. Gray, assistant general traffic manager of the Erie
has been appointed traffic representative of the Railroad Administration in co-operation with the Shipping Board, succeeding
J. F. Holden, who has been assigned to special traffic work
under Edward Chambers, director of traffic, of the Railroad
Administration,
J. M. Herbert, president of the St. Louis Southwestern, has
been appointed chairman of the inter-regional committee in
charge of railroad operations at St. Louis and East St. Louis.

He

will issue such orders atid instructions as will be necessary with the approval of the three regional directors of railroads, each of whom has lines under his jurisdiction entering St. Louis. J. D. Watson, assistant to the president of
the St. Louis Southwestern has been designated by Mr.
Herbert as his assistant and has relinquished his duties with
the Cotton Belt in order to assume active charge of the new

work.

Obituary
W. W.

Cotton, counsel of the Oregon- Washington Railroad
& Navigation Company, with office in Portland, Ore., died in
Los -Angeles, Cal., on March 13, at the age of 59.

Alexander MUlar, who was seccrtary of the Union Pacific
from 1888 to July 1917, died at his home in Plainfield, N. J.,
on March 31. He was born in Scotland and began railway
in 1872, as a stenographer with the LTnion Pacific.
He
subsequently served consecutively as bookkeeper, chief clerk
in the controller's office and as assistant secretary.
In 1888
he was appointed secretary of the Union Pacific; from October. 1893, to December, 1897. he was secretary and assistant
controller and then served as secretary until July, 1917, when
he resigned on account of ill health.

work

Contributors to the Financial Section
pRANK A. VANDERLIP
War

of the sale of Thrift

United

for the

is

the originator o( the

Savings Stamp idea, and has been

in

charge

Stamps and War Savings Stamps

States

The

CJovernment.

these stamps has brought

into the

sale

of

United States

Treasury up to date more than $75,000,000. Mr.
Vandcrlij^'s salar\ as director of this
$1

He

a year.

City Bank of

is

work has been

also president of the National

New

He

York.

("hicagt) Street Rail\\a\s,

is

author of

the

The .American (Commercial

ln\asion of Iiurope, Business and Education, and

Problems of Europe.

Political

He was

a reporter

the Chicago Tribune in i88q and at one time

on

was

financial editor.
He was editor of the Economist of
Chicago from 1804 to 1897. From 1897 to igoi he
was .Assistant Secretary of the Treasury. He has
been president of the National City liank since

January

iqoc).

Frank A. Vand.rii

TEONOR
-^-^

I".

LOREE

president of the Delaware

is

& Hudson Company and

chairman of the board
and chairman of the executive committee of ttie Kansas City Southern Railway.
He
was a close friend and valued ad\iser of the late

of directors

E. H. Harriman, and a
interests,

botti

man

of extraordinarily broad

and

literary

financial.

bines both in his attitude toward other

He commen and

toward economic problems, a keen sense of humor
with uncompromising fighting qualities, a combination rare to a degree.
CCollege,

He

is

a graduate of Rutgers

and began work as an assistant

in

an engi-

neering corps on the Pennsylvania, and later was

transitman on the topographical preliminary survey

and location of the Mexican National Railway from
the Rio Cjrande Riser to Saltillo, Mexico.
He was
president of the Baltimore
Lconor

F. Lorcc

& Ohio from

iqoi to iqo4.
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SIR GEORGE PAISH

is

the author of

The

British

Railway Position, The Railways of Great Britain,
The Railroads of the United States, Capital Investment in Other Lands, and Savings and The Social
He was adviser to the chancellor of the
Welfare.
exchequer and the British treasury on financing and
economic questions in 1914 to iqi5. In this connection, he came to America and helped in the adjust-

ment

of the crisis in the international

money

situa-

which had been brought about by the war. It
is difficult to overrate the importance of his work at
From 1881 to 1888, he was secretary
that time.

tion

He was

to the editor of the Statist.

sub-editor of

the Statist from 1888 to i8q4, assistant editor from

i8q4 to iqoo and since iqoo has been joint editor.

He

is governor of the London School of Economics
and was a member of the Departmental Committee of
the Board of Trade on Railway Accounts and Statistics.
He was knighted in iqii in recognition of his
work in connection with the revision of the accounts
and statistics systems of British railways.
Sir

George Paish

ALBERT BRETON

began

his

banking career

in

i8q2 with the Comptoir National d'Escompte in
Paris and was connected in various official capacities
with their foreign branches in London, Calcutta and
Bombay. He also has had business experience in
In iqoj he associated
Japan, China and Brazil.
himself with American banking interests in New
Orleans, and was up to iqi6 first vice-president and
a director of the Canal Bank and Trust Company.
Mr. Breton has been active in the Louisiana Bankers
its vice-president in iqo8 and
During the three years previous
to his connection with the Guaranty Trust Company,
he made a special study of Central and South American banking business, and in iq 3 organized the Banco
Atlantida, which has branches in the principal comIn
mercial centers of Spanish Honduras, C. A.
February, iqib, Mr. Breton became associated with
the Guaranty Trust Company of New York as special
foreign representative, and in March of that year
was made a vice-president.

Association, serving as
as president in iqoq.

1

Albert Breton
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ROBERTS WALKER
the

-

on

("irm

White

of

&

general

counsel

make

and

1Q04,

for the

St.

in

Columbia Law School

in

law firm of Seward,
assistant to the

Rock

Chicago,

the

of

in

\i\idly ali\e the

He was made

Steele.

Railway and the

Pacific

of

a writer

graduated from Amherst

and went to work

in iSqo.

Guthrie

in

He

of them.

and took an LL.B.

i8c)6

New '^I'ork.

which he treats with so much of

dull subjects,

imagination and wit as to
dullest

member

a lawyer, a

is

Case of

&:

Louis

&:

&

Island

San Francisco

January iqio was made general

counsel, chairman of the executive committee and

president of the

a

member

rank

of

amount

of

a

Rock

White

Island

&

profession

of reading,

other subjects

is

He became

Company.

Case

in

that

the

In

iqi2.

a

requires

first

prodigious

Mr. Walker's acquaintance with

extraordinarily broad.
Roberts Walker

JOHN

E.

Merrill,

He

OLDHAM

is

a partner in the firm of

Oldham & Company

of Boston, Mass.

has been in the investment business since his

graduation from Amherst College

been

active

in

in

with

connection

He

1888.

the

has

Investment

Bankers Association of America and at present
one of the vice-presidents.

has been for several years chairman of the
mittee on Public Utilities and
of the
also a

is

Committee on Railroad

at present

i,

Com-

chairman

Securities.

member of the sub-committee on capital

Federal Reserve District No.

is

In this organization he

He

is

Issues-

Boston.

John E.OIdhim
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JOHN
ment

HALL

R.

manager of the bond departtwo or

is

& Company, one of the

of Hallgarten

three larger progressive private banking houses
which have been prominent in recent reorganizations
of railroad companies.
He is a graduate of Hotchkiss School and of Yale University (1Q02).
He
began work as a messenger in the First National
Bank, New York; later got a clerical position in the
Bankers Trust Company, and then became the
secretary to Robert C. Pruyn, who was president of
the National Commercial Bank of Albany.
He
was with Crawford, Patton & Cannon of New
York, before going to Hallgarten & Company.
Mr. Hall is a member of the Committee on
Railroad Securities of the Investment Bankers Association of America and has taken an active interest
in the work of this committee, especially in the
proposals which the committee made suggesting
that, at the time of the sale of an issue of bonds, a
committee be formed for the protection of the bond
holders' interest.
John R. Hall

M. W. SPRAGUE

is

Edmund

the

O. Converse Professor of Banking and
the

Harvard

Graduate

He

Finance.

is

School

Cogswell

Finance at

Business

of

and

the author of History of Crises

Under the National Banking System, and Banking

Reform
fessor

in

the United States.

He

served as pro-

of economics at the Imperial University of

Tokio, Japan,

from

igo)

to

iqo8.

degree of A.B. at Harvard in 1894, of

and of Ph.D.
an instructor

in

in

1897.

From

He

took the

A.M.

in 1895

iqoo to IQ04 he was

economics at Harvard and was then

made an assistant professor. A year later he was
made professor at the Imperial University of Tokio.

A
in

banker having personal interests involved would
all

probability find

it

\'iews as fully, as frankly

fessor

M.

\V.

Spranue

and as

fearlessly as Pro-

Sprague does about the much discussed

Finance Corporation.
O.

impossible to express his

War

FOREWORD
By Frank A. V'andcrlip
President, National City Bank,

New York

'T^HE Railway Age, by reason of the able and thorough manner in
which for many years it has covered thelfield of railway affairs, has
made itself well-nigh indispensable to persons desiring to keep themselves well-informed upon the transportation industry.
Its competent
staff

has dealt instructively with every phase of the railway business,

including technical matters of special interest to operating

officials,

economic problems and all of the numerous and
intricate questions which have arisen out of the relations between the
railways and the public.

financial intelligence,

In view of the responsible character of the publication

and the

ability

with which its editorial policies have been directed, the announcement
that it will broaden its field by adding to the regular departments which
it

has heretofore maintained

'a

financial investment conditions,

much

as the railroads

up

quarterly section devoted
is

to this time have supplied

much

single class of securities appearing in the investment market,

a natural departure for the Railway

comments

to general

a matter of public interest.

Age

to extend

its

Inas-

the largest
it is

rather

inquiries

and

to the fundamental conditions affecting investments.

The announcement says

that the section "will be devoted to the science

There has never been a time
was more important that the public should be impressed with
the community value of capital than now. The waste of wealth going
of the utilization of wealth as capital."

when

it

is appalling.
Enormous debts are being piled
payment of which the good faith of the nations is sacredly
pledged. Economic relations are being radically changed by the pressure of conditions which are themselves temporary, and there is evident
danger of reaction when these conditions disappear. To meet this
situation without disaster industry must be sustained after the war by
large new investments in constructive work.
There never is full employment for the industries except when such investments are being

on

at the present time

up, for the

made. The almost complete absorption of surplus incomes by public
loans during the period of the war will throw the country behind its
normal development, and in order to recover^this lost ground, as well
as to provide immediate employment for the country's wage-earners, it
will be important promptly to organize our resources to finance these
new operations. That the wastes of war shall be made good, that the
debts of the war shall be paid, that every man and woman wanting
employment shall be able to find it, and that the efficiency and produc
tiveness of industry shall be so increased that wages may be sustained
and the costs of living at the same time reduced these are the aims to
which we must unitedly set ourselves when the war is over.

—

There is need for all the agencies we can have to spread correct
knowledge of the part which capital plays in community progress and
of the patriotic ser\'ice which it can render in times of peace as well as
I am sure that the Railway Age will do good work
in times of war.
in

its

new

field.

The Investment

American Railroads

in

What Has Happened and

Happening

Is

to Invested Capital,

and the Relations of the Railroads Thereto
By

L. F. Loree

President Delaware

WEALTH of the United States as of the year
which was that of the latest official inventor>','is stated by the bureau of census as amounting
$187,739,071,090, and may be divided as follows:

THE

TOT.\L

1912,

to

'.

Real cnat'e and improvements
Furniture, carriages, etc
Ciothing and personal ornaments

Weaith

subject

to

$71,801,428,367
8,463.216.222

._4.-95,oo..593
^^^ 55,^53 jg^

regulation:

tie 148 532 502

Street railway's

'..'.'.'.'.".'.'

'''^?^'5c^'c'fi

Telephones '.'.'.'.'.....'.'....
Pullman and private cars

Waterworks privately owned.'.'!!.'.'.'.'. ..
Light and power plants privately owned..

.

Wealth not subject to regulation:
''™''""'°"^
^
L^and"""'
Buildings..'
Products

1,081^433,227

U3,362.70i
^

'29o!ooo!ooo
2,098.613.122

2^^^5,3.^553

$28,475,674,169
5'^^^'^5!!,J?f

Implements and machinery
ir:iga:ion enterpriseF
Live stock, including range stock

5,240,019,651
1.368,224,548
360,865,270
6.238,388,985

products".'.'..'.'..!

Mininlp^rduc'ts' !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gold and

silver coin

Totai

,

.^

„.

and bullion

and

state,

an ever-increasing mass of
as well by commissions,

and

,„..„,,,,-,

48,008.624,151

i4',693!866!489
""8i6!s52',233

legislation, fed-

either federal or

serving as deputy-legislatures or a deputy-congress,

state,

At a time when capital invested in groups "A" and "B"
'S profitable to an unusual and amazing degree, capital invested in group '"C" is embarrassed and too frequently threat^^^^ ^^j.^ destruction.
A Condition that involves in difficulties Steam railways lying in Missouri, Kansas and Texas
^'^'^> ^^ Well, in Maine, New Hampshire and Massachusetts,
urban and interurban traction lines on the Pacific Coast
j^Tg^^y
gjj^ jjj
York, gas companies in Illinois and Maryland,
water Companies in Ohio and Pennsylvania, telephone companies in Ohio, Indiana and Illinois, and the United States
Express Company, is too widespread and involves too great
a Variety of business experience and association to be the
accident either of corporate management, character of the
1
iS'
service, or geographical location.
We must1 look lor an ex1

_

'^o'fUk'f.l^'V^'i
2,616,642,734

•

1

i

1

j-

7—

and the commission upon whom the responsibility is now
clearly seen to rest and to whom we must look for a speedy
ij
1
solution of our problems unless we are to be involved in dis.

$187,739,071,090

This accumulation of $188,000,000,000 represents the

^^^^^
total

savings of the entire 300 years of settlement in this countr)'.
There is no official statement of the annual income. Estimates have been made by several authorities. !From them it
may be inferred that the total value of the national product

and of all productive services in the year 1912 was in excess
accumulaof $35,000,000,000. It is startling to reflect that the
of
lions of three centuries are no more than the income
ample
gives
five years of our present time, and reflection
inlieritance
and
income
of the dangers inherent in
warning

taxes that strike directly at the productive capital fund.
The residence of man upon this earth has been estimated
by the scientists at from 300,000 to 1,000,000 years. Evidences of civilization, whether in Greece, Egypt or Assyria,
so
are told, do not date back more than 10,000 years,
And what is
is this precious possession of the race.
it,
upon
have
we
of even greater importance, the slender hold
lost
seeing that in the 800 years of the "dark ages" we almost
In the view of that experience we would do well in these

we

recent

it.

parlous times to test out all our methods to eliminate anv

found menacing.
Industries Subject to Legislative Regulation
Rou-'hlv the investments of potential capital (bv which

^^^ quarrel pictured in fable between the parts of the
which was the most important need not be imported
jj^^^ {|.,;5 question to justify a discrimination among the three
groups nor of the elements comprising them, for in the light
gf the world war, involving both the principles and the char^^.fgj. of our government, the steam transportation facilities
become for the moment of commanding importance. It was
^ maxim of the great Napoleon that "for one thought that a
-pi^g

j^^jy ^g ^^

general gives to his enemy, he casts a thousand anxious
glances to the rear," so important to the existence of an army
and the conduct of war are the lines of communication. The
jfeam railroads of this country constitute at this time its first
The army on the battle-front cany^^^ ^f communication.
j^^j ^e maintained there unless the railroads are strong and
If they fail
vigorous and work at their higliest efficiency.
j^e army fails, and he would be a bold man who would say
^^^^^

^^j^j^

Gained.

j^g

The

failure the

government

responsibility

is

itself

now with

could be main-

the legislatures

Having grasped these
commissions.
^j.^^^ ^j^j^^ ^^^ determine whether these
^]^^

utilities,

utilities

and

they and
are to be

strangled or energized.

an exact aphappening, and
Our railroads have been
tlie relation of the railroads thereto.
in private hands since their construction began now nearly
ninety years ago, and though during late years the control
°^'^'^ *^^''' affairs has been extreme, and the liljerty of action
of their officers has been tremendously curtailed, these officers
it is

I

productively employed) divide into three prin25. 9 per cent)
cipal groups of which one- fourth (actually
the legislative regulation
is invented in industries subject to

mean wealth

of nrices or rates-

Those devoted to agricultural production;
Those devoted to manufacturing and mining; and,
Those devoted to steam transportation, traction lines,
companies, water
electric light and power companies, gas
comnanie'T telegraph and telephone companies, express comnanies etc —a group loosely described as public utilities and
are
distineuished by the fact that, unlike the others, which
their management, these
left substantially to the control of
(\)
(B)
(C)

are regulated by
eral

planation to the difference in circumstancc; to the regulation
r
.
.
.
j
-cxU
iiU
of statute and commission. For more than a generation these
Public Utilities, so-called, have been the subject of public atIt is the legislature
tack and have been on the defensive.

^MrnuVrti."rin''"pi"'t"/"^ ^'.°'!T'.°".^.. $8,097,113,448

Manufacturing

& Hudson Company.

of the first importance to try to arrive at

preciation of just

what has happened and

is

still held responsible and still feel responsible for their
operation and its results. It would be a reflection upon their
ability and responsibility if the railroads reflected any neglect
Their vindication is that
or inadequacy of their own effort.
it is admitted on all sides that these instruments of transportation have steadily improved in their character and efficiency,
and that whether we consider the capital involved per mile

are

930

"
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5,

open, cast of

tlic

niuvciiiciu per passciinor or per ion

of frt-iglit carried, or tlie declininj; ratio of ilie amount of
capital involved to the unit of .Sl^^'ice rendered, their history
ij the envy of tlie civilized world.

At

moment

this

the physical condition of these properties,
is better than at any time in their his-

the steam railroads,

Their locomotives and cars are of the

ton,-.

type,

are

mo.-t advanced
and are ample for the present
There is no occasion in my judgment
regarding eitJier the permanent way or the equip-

well maintaincxl

demands upon diem.
for an.xiety

ment for the next eighteen months. 'I'iie matter for an.xiety.
and an.xiety of the gravest ciiaracter, is the supply of labor,
the freetlom of management, the maintenance of working
capital

and the

integrity of crcxlit.*

The Labor

Situation

The rtxluction of the working time of some labor from 12!..'
fx-r cent to 25 per cent, the withdrawal of large numbers for
sen-ice in tlie army, when there is suddenly additional demands
to supply the wants of our own armed forces and the needs
of our allies, places a great strain upon all productive enterprises and especially upon those re(|uiring a high degree of
skill

and

training, as

do the

railroads.

In sometiiing less than three generations there has been
built up in the railroad service of this country a practice
and a personnel that for efficiency and character stands without parallel in the world.
Men entering the serv'ice are subjected at tlie outi^et to a careful physical examination
thev
receive systematic instruction and arc held to a high state of
discipline.
In the main they are subject to be called upon
for duty at all hours of die day and on all days of the year.
They are under control not only as to the disposition of their
time but as to their personal habits. They are engaged in a
hazardous occupation. Having in mind the character of the
force so assembled, it is of the highest importance that relatively the rate of wages paid and the conditions of employment should be such as to attract and retain in this service
the pick of the industrial community.
Swift's picture of "Gulliver'' reduced to immobility bv
the 10.000 threads by which he was fastened to the ground
by the '"Lilliputians" is not an e.xaggerated illustration of
the condition to which the railraids have been reduced.
Lloyd George, then Minister of Munitions of Great Britain,
said to a trades union congress in December, 1915:
;

direction in which trade unionists can help us is
by suspending during the war again all practices and customs
have
the
effect of preventing men from turning out as
which
much work as their skill and strength permit. I am going to
speak about that very plainly later on. What I will tell you
now is that the reports we get from our own offices, the .'\dmiralty. the War Office and the Munitions Department, show
that if we had a suspension during the war of these customs
which keep down the output, we could increase it in some
other places by 200 per cent.
places by 30 per cent,
Bewell, you know that makes the
tween .^0 and 200 per cent
diflFerence between victory and defeat in the quantity which
you turn out and place at the disposal of our armies."

"The next

m

—

.

The
it, may

—

and defeat that. I take
in Uie end depend upon the relief which the railroads
are able to get from labor union restrictions and legislative
and commission restrictions, limiting output, piling up burdifference between victor\-

dens, reducing resources, assailing credit.

business enterprise what blood is to the
human body: without it life ends. Credit is to a business
enterprise what virtue is to a woman: it is not sufficient that
it be good: it must meet Caesar's demand of his wife and be

Cash

is

to

a

alKive suspicion.

The income account

.statements

the ability of the railroad to meet

do not necessarilv
its ca.sh

obligations.

reflect

The

•GoTcrnment control temporarily may shelve the question of workinff capita! and chanRe somewhat tlie techniqre of Healing with labor problems: bin
the fundamental principles which are the foundation from which raiiroad
problems should be vi-wc4 are not changed by the war expedient of irovernment control.
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term "t.i>h," >o Loncise and so inntMcnt, may embrace not
only free working caj^ital but moneys definitely required for
sinking fund and other jjayments.
It is a condition ni.sleading alike to the commi.ssions, to the corporate exi-cutive

for

and
the

investor.
The working capital "necessary
and c(jnvenient londuct <jf the business" of
may be taken rougldv at 10 per cent of it.- annual

to the

safe

a railroiid
gross earnings.

The Uradstreet Company re|Kjrls that during
1916 "lack of capital" was responsible for 4,995 failures,
being 30J per cent of the total failures during that year.
Few things have so seriously involved business enterprises as
the failure to provide working capital in adequate amount.
.•\mong the railroads, when the business is organized and
under way, important as this resource is and suliject as it is
to varying and serious encroachments, it can in the main
be nourislied only from current income.
Under the laws of
most of the states, additional securities may be i.ssued onlv
for the purpo.se of acquisition of property, the construction,
completion, extension or imi)rovenient of facilities, the discharge of refunding of lawful obligations, or the reimbursement of moneys actually expended for the foregoing purposes.
This fund of working capital, its integrity dependent
solely upon surplus income, may be drawn upon extensively
by the hazards of business, such as washouts, tires, earth(|uakes and other catastrophes, and just now is being seriouslv
impaired by the great rise in the prices of materials and supplies and the delays in their receipt, requiring the carr)'ing of
increased quantities in stock, .^n amount equivalent to about
one-half the working capital of the railroads has been so
absorbed in the inventor,-, and this condition constitutes a
real menace in the situation.

Railroad Credit

The

the exercise of

means

—

its

moneys

for the use of a railroad through
credit is limited to a very small number of

ijrovision of

the first mortgage bonds; junior mortgage securities:
income and debenture bonds; equipment bonds; short term

and common stock.
The number of railroads upon which first mortgage
bonds can now be issued can be counted upon the fingers,

notes: preferred

(a)

.<o

that at this time the issue of this class of securities

is

negligible.

(b)
to

pay

Junior securities, whether foreclosable upon failure
interest thereon or lacking such provision, as in the

case of incomes and deljentures. may be issued only and to
extent that the railroad shows a rate of growth in its
[irofits commensurate with the additional capital so to be
vested in its properties.
Such bonds become Sfjeculative

the
net
inse-

become barely sufficient to pay the
interest thereon.
The ability to market securities of this
character, if they can be marketed at all or upon reasonable
terms, depends largely upon the net profits remaining after
providing for the payment of interest upon them, and it is
upon this margin of safety that investors determine whether
curities if the net profits

:'ny given securit\' affords a safe

of their funds.

medium

for the investment

If the interest is twice earned, the securitv

generally so as to give an annual
may be expected
yield approximately 1 per cent higher than the first mortgage
lionds.
If earning not more than one and one-half time
to sell

then the rate must be considerably greater. Unless there Ik
a substantial margin, they can be sold only at a great sacrifice in price and the pa\Tnent of a correspondincly high
rate, if salable at all, which depends upon varj-ing conditions and circumstances.

The principle of the equipment bond is identical with
(c)
that of the purcha.=e of furniture upon the "instalment r>lan."'
•ind to the poorer companies involves similar hazards and
Perhaps no one financial practice has so frehardships.
quently involved the railroads in disaster as the free use of
Under ordinar\- conditions monevs so
this method of credit.
obtained involve the paj-ment of 20 per cent down and
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anual payments of 10 per cent of the remainder, as well as

payment of interest, so that the liquidation of the loan
thus obtained imposes upon the railroads the obligation to
pay it off at the ver)- burdensome rate of 14 per cent a year.
At the present time, with the very high cost of equipment,
running in some cases 150 per cent in excess of that prior to
the war, these instruments cannot be generally utilized.
Short-term notes are temporary borrowings running
(d)
usually from six months to three years, the cost of which
increases with the increased length of duration.
They are
at the present time practically the only instrument of credit
available to the railroads and are, in essence, a bankers'
accommodation rather than an investors' lodgment.
(e)
The margin of credit for preferred stock may be
approximated by combining the interest and dividend charges
considering
and
the ratio between these combined charges
and the net earnings available for their payment. If the
combined interest and preferred dividend requirements are
earned one and one-half times, a fair basis of credit is estabIf the net earnings are double the amount, the credit
lished.
basis would be high.
(f)
At a time when the public was not only invited but
urged to put its money into railroad properties, the common
stock was offered as an opportunity for speculative profit.
If it be assumed that, as distinguished from this, some fixed
dividend rate is to be looked for, then it is obvious that both
such dividend rate and the margin of safety in respect to
earnings for common stock would necessarily, by reason of
the greater risk of capital, be greater than that for the preHow much can only be determined by experiferred stock.
ence and by a consideration of other opportunities for investment open to prospective purchasers.
Any consideration of the subject of credit would be
(g)
incomplete that, besides noting the payments of the principal of equipment trust notes, failed to call attention to the
amortization of bond and preferred stock discount and expense; to sinking funds for the extinguishing of mortgage
and other securities; and to the effect of the provision for
these payments upon the cash situation of the railroads.
the

Competition for Investment Funds

The

railroads seeking to attract a portion of the investment funds are not monopolies but competitive enterprises.
The rate of growth in their passenger business for the past
ten years has not kept pace with that of the freight business,- notwithstanding a heavy reduction in their rates of
to the development of the automobile, the
capacity of the pleasure automobiles today being
greater than the aggregate seating capacity of all railroad

due largely

fare,

seating

and

traction cars.

The

parcel post has invaded the field of the express and
merchandise movement. The law contemplating a handling
here similar to that in European countries of maximum packages of llj^ lb. has been so construed by the postmastergeneral as to promote shipments of SO lb. and further increases are in contemplation.
Road competes against road, facility against facility, commodity against commodity, community against community,

while some agencies, such as the shallow waterways, are maintained at public expense, not as legitimate means of transport, but for the sinister purpose of breaking down railroad
rates through their subsidized activities.
In few fields of enterprise is competition keener or the
hazard of investment more dependent upon competence of

management.

The railroad once constructed must remain where it is,
notwithstanding conditions that may reduce or totally dissipate its profits, while capital once invested in it is immovably
fixed.

Additions to plant and enlargements of service may be
arbitrarily required by lawful authority, while all the advantages of large business, improved methods and econom-

Vol. 64, No. 14

may be swept away by arbitrary though lawful
reductions in rates.
The natural timidity of the investor in railroad securities
is excited to a panic condition by two prime causes.
He
ical devices

sees:

Per Cent,
the United States Government, through the Fuel
Administrator, fixing- the price of coke at an

advance of

216

the United States Government, through the President, fixing the price of wheat at an advance of 156
the United States Government, through the President, fixing the price of bituminous coal at an
advance of
115
the United States Government, through the President, fixing the price of pig iron at an advance
of
105
and the United States Government, through the
Interstate Commerce Commission, fixing the
freight rates of the railroads at an advance of. ...
4

So much he feels for the prospects of the future return
upon the investment.
He sees, also, the United States Government engaged in
a valuation of the railroads; a valuation that sees no value
in cash on hand, the lawful money of the United States; no
value in material and supplies on hand; no value in terminal
facilities if organized under joint corporate enterprises;
in fact, a valuation radical in origin radically administered.

So much he
the property

feels for the prospects of the future value of

upon which the investment

is

invited.

Capital Requirements

moneys availalile for investment represent savings. It
fashionable in some quarters to decry the institution of
property, but it is upon the institution of property that our
industrial civilization rests. The important fact about capital
is not its unequal distribution or that some possess it in great
amounts, but rather that some have had the wish, the determination, the self-sacrifice to save and that they have been
willing to put their savings to the general use.
The total of railway capital outstanding in the hands of
the public is reported by the Interstate Commerce Commission to have been in 1915 in excess of $16,000,000,000. The
number of employees reported by the conamission is close to
1,500,000, so that for each name on the payrolls of the
railroads there is an approximate investment of $10,000, and
each additional name added thereto must be predicated upon
the provision of an additional sum of $10,000.
At the extremes of the list of those making investments
stand the conservative and the speculative investor. Among
the first are a large number (banks, insurance companies,
trustees, executors, etc.) who by law are limited to securities
meeting certain requirements, including usually, in the case
of railroad bonds, the maintenance of minimum dividend
payments upon stock for a series of years. A suspension of
dividends would close this market and may lead to extensive
selling.
On the other hand, a forced recognition of the loss
of all the equities from which speculative value rises would
All

is

destroy the worth of the
final

margin of

credit

common

stock,

upon which

which constitutes that

all

the other securities

depend.

The

Vital

Need

Exaggerated statements are much in vogue as to the financial needs of the railroads.
There is about $200,000,000
of maturing securities falling due in each of the next three
years.
If necessary, these could be extended by legislative
enactment.
I do not believe that ucder present conditions the railroads
can obtain, need, should have or could use any very considerable sums of capital funds. Their activities should primarily be devoted to and definitely subordinated to the winning of the war, and that is true also of the public they serve.

AprU
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purpose no considerable additions to their fixed
plant or ei|uipment are necessary.
Were they able to pay for
and disposed to make such additions, the country would not
be warranted in now taking on such additional burdens.
Certainly no more >hould be spent for such purposes than can
be paid for through the use of short-term notes or provided
from surplus earnings under a proper rate structure. Should
the margin for increased movement be exhausted, then in this
countr)', as among our allies, shipments should be resolutely
We are at war, at war for
and remorselessly restricted.
For

this

World s Money Markets,

uur ver\

What

is vital is that the rate structure should be so fixed
as to set at rest the fears of security holders, relieve the
minds of the management of the fear of disaster, make the
finances of the companies secure, their funds ample, their
circumstances easy, their movements free.

Now

and After the

The Greatest Wisdom and Foresight Will Have to Be Exercised
Meet the Delicate Situation That War Has Brought About
By
R.A.RELV HAS THERE BEEN
any

greater difficulty

in

Sir

definite

War

to

George Paish

coming

conclusions as to the future course
of the world's money markets, and were it not that
the world's common interest was likely to induce, indeed to
compel everyone to act with great consideration and with
a quite unusual degree of wisdom, one would not be so
hopeful about the future as the facts of the situation now
justify.
Actual experience of what has been accomplished
during the present war fully warrants one in anticipating that
any further difficulties will be safely overcome and that the
world's credit system will emerge from the extraordinarily
tn-ing ordeal to which it has been subjected not only unOn every
injured but greatly widened and strengtliened.
hand admiration is expressed for the wonderful manner in
which money has been provided for war in all the belligerent countries and everyone now recognizes that such
things would not have been possible but for the growth of
banking and investment which had rendered the credit system prior to the war so powerful and so efficacious in supplying the world w-ith the capital it needed for the development of its natural wealth and manufacturing power, as
well as for the provision of the machinery of transportation
and of distribution.
No more convincing testimony to the efficiency of the
credit system in providing money for war is required than the
fact that all the money needed to finance the colossal expenditures of this war has been supplied on the general comment that if so much money can be found for war then why
not for improving the condition of the great mass of the
people in all countries.
Certainly the credit system has attained a reputation in
war which it will not be easy to live up to in peace, and it
is partly because everyone now recognizes that bankers and
investors in giving credit are able to create wealth that
there is some uncertainty about the future.
All the old
landmarks and tide levels upon which bankers used to
rely for guidance have been swept away by the great torrent
of credit now sweeping over the world.
It is obvious that
the credit system of the past was merely a child in comparison with what it will be in future now that in the
present emergency it has become fully grown.
When one considers how greatly credit has contributed
to the expansion of the world's wealth in general and to
the well-being of these countries in particular in which it
was most highly developed before the war one realizes that
after the war is over the well-being of the race will show
a rate of progress never hitherto wtnessed now that the
possibilities of the credit system are so widely recognized
to
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and the railroads must be accomm(xluted to
this condition, strengthened where strengthening is necessar)', their use restricted where such restriction is necessary.
At this time of war, "on the minute" service for pleasure and
civil commerce is as much out of place as is wasteful living.
lile,

is,
provided that the war is ended by a democratic,
clean and good peace.
To appreciate the course of the money market not only
during the war, but after the war is over, it is essential to
take the experience that is now being gained by the public
into account.

that

The
with

experience gained of war in these days shows that
co-operating and with everything possible

everj'one

Ijeing done to facilitate the creation of credit both nationally
and internationally there is practically no limit to the
amount of money that can be borrowed both from bankers
and from the investing public.

Of

is essential that we should all realize that
time these vast credits are not adding to the
permanent wealth of the world and that for the greater part
they are pure inflation, forcing up the prices of commodi-

course,

it

at the present

wages and profits. Nevertheless, they are attaining the
end in view, the stimulation of human effort to produce
things needed in a great crisis and to enable war to be
waged on a scale never hitherto regarded as possible. Nor
can it be denied that if the object in view had been the creaties,

tion

instead of the destruction of wealth that the world's
well-being could have been enhanced in a most remarkable

manner by such a vast creation of credit.
And no one can doubt that the world having had such
an object lesson in the possibilities of credit will seek to
apply its advantages after the war to the production of
wealth and that as a result of this wider knowledge and appreciation of the power and the value of credit, wealth will
increase

much more

over than

it

rapidly in the future when the war
did in the past.

is

Future of Money Market
the situation thus created that renders any forecast
of the future of the money market a matter of ver>' great
It

is

difficulty.

—

One tiling, however, is clear that there will be no lack
demand for banking and investment money in all countries, both for the purpose of pursuing the war and. when
peace comes, carrying out the work of reconstruction. The
proportions of the sum required that will be provided by
of

bankers and investors respectively cannot yet be decided.
That depends upon many considerations. Just now investors in Europe are disposed to think that the war has entered upon its last stages and that the economic pressure
upon Germany and Austria will at last have the desired
result, and are rather more disposed to allow their money
to

accumulate in the hands of bankers until thev can form
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a clearer idea of

how long

consequence of this

money

in

is

London and

the

war

is

likely to last.

to bring about a plethora of
to

The

banking

cause bankers to reduce the rates
its rate for treasury bills.

and the government

of discount

But already a greater attractiveness of government bonds in
comparison with bankers' deposit rates and treasury bills is
again causing investors to subscribe to the government loans

more

freely.

Fluctuations of this kind are, of course, inevitable and
less ignored, the essential factors in the
situation being the constant need of all the money that can
be supplied both by bankers and investors in all parts of

can be more or

war

the world until the

After the

is

over.

War

is

likely

to

happen

is

that these countries

In Russia we see that food

is

plenti-

some parts of the country, while in other parts vast
numbers of people are starving because they have not the
means of purchasing the food they need. No very great
difficulty would have been experienced in adjusting this
situation had the rulers of Russia really wished to do so,
had given a reasonable amount of thought and good will
to the matter, and had applied themselves to adapting the
country's financial machinery to its economic needs.
It is of supreme importance that a situation such as that
now existing in Russia should not be allowed to arise in
the world at large after the war, with consequences as appalling as, or even more appalling, that have been witnessed
ful in

in

Conditions

In considering tlie post war situation, account must first
be had of the position that the war will leave. First of all,
we shall have the fact that the belligerent nations will be
heavily indebted to the rest of the world for produce and
foods supplied during the war, the payment of which they
have been allowed to finance temporarily in the countries
from which the things have lieen bought.
Of course, if the countries in which these temporary loans
are incurred w^ere to demand immediate payment of the
monev due to them a ver}- aw'kward situation would arise.
But they are likely to do nothing of the sort. In the past,
these countries have obtained ver\' valuable help from
France and Great Britain in the shape of immense loans of
permanent capital for the development of their resources
and now- that the situation is reversed they are likely to act
with the same consideration as was shown to them, and to
make no demand for payment which cannot be readily met.

What

economic situation.
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Russia.

Already suggestions have been made to bring about an
understanding between all the nations of the world for the
purpose not only of mutual defense and protection against
any aggressive country in future but also to deal with the
grave economic situation likely to arise after the war when
the peoples of the enemy countries will be prepared to bid
for food and raw material at any price unless an arrangement has been already reached for distributing the world's
supplies of the essentials of life equitably between the naAnd it is obvious that a similar understanding is
tions.
demanded for dealing with the financial situation not merely for the purpose of dealing with the problems directly
arising from the war but in order to provide the poorer
nations of the world with the financial assistance they will
urgently need in order to enable them to pay for the food
and raw material the}- will want to preserve them from
starvation.

which

noimally are borrowers and not lenders and need to import
more goods than they can usually pay for by exports will,
after the war is over, again begin to go ahead and will take
payment of the loans they have made to other countries during the war in the goods they need for their development.
In other words, they will gradually take back the capital
which they have accumulated abroad during the war from
their great sales of goods and produce and will not need
to borrow from other lands until the money due to them is
liquidated.
In this way the balance of trade against the
belligerent nations that has piled up during the war will
Ije gradually adjusted until eventually the effect of the war
entirely disappears and the world resumes business as usual.
The inevitable effect of this situation will be to maintain
prosperity and the volume of business in the countries that
are now greatly adding to their wealth and are in a position
to ask for

payment

after the

war

for the produce

sold to the belligerents during the war.

On

and goods

the other hand,

the need to repay these loans will compel the belligerent
nations to become both economical and efficient in order to
produce the goods they will require to e.xport in order to
redeem the debt they have incurred to other nations as
speedily as possible.

Maintaining Present Prosperity
Possibly, but not probably, this temporary debt will be

liquidated by sales of securities possessed by the warring
countries whose holdings of foreign securities alone amount
to

some £7,000,000,000 ($35,000,000,000). But inasmuch
whom the money is due will for the most

as the countries to

part need it for new capital expenditures not much of the
debt is likely to be liquidated in this manner.
But whatever view in taken it is obvious that the international financial situation after the war will be a very
complicated, not to say a delicate one, and will need to be
handled w'ith the greatest wisdom and circumspection.
Indeed, the importance of adjusting the financial situation will not be inferior to that of finding a solution of the

AiNT

IT

A Grand and Glorious

Feeling ?

Making Our Resources Available
The Duty and

Prosecution of the

By John
Morrill,

E.

responsibility which the United States asU\ its entrance into the war, while not fully
appreciated at the outset, is becoming more generally recognized with the progress of events from day to
day. That the government has enormous tasks before it the
necessities of which must be stated in millions of men and
yrcat

money is a fact of which the significance is not
comprehended.
It is vaguely understood that the resources of the country
must be mobilized, organized and regulated, and that this
involves a change from a nation of individual effort to a
billions of

easily

not a desperate struggle
not difficult to understand
how the work which is to be done l)y the ami)- and navy
will contribute to winning the war and to understand the
importance of the activities that support them in the way
of supplies, ships and hospitals.
It is, however, difficult to
for its

own

preservation.

It

and appreciate the extent

see

if

is

to

which these

dependent for their success on the everyday

activities

are

activities of cue

balance of the people.
It is obvious that activities directly connected with the

war

will require

tlie

an immense numnumber of persons
former occupations and taking up

combined

efforts of

of people, and every day sees a great

l)er

in civil life leaving their

posts in the service of the countr\'; placing themselves be-

hind the army and navy

in various

ways and becoming part

Yet, except as war activities occasionally reach out to the individual in the form of
of a great national organization.

a suggestion by some regulating body as to conservation of
coal or food, or an appeal for funds or supplies for hospitals
or relief work, the average man or woman has a feeling of

detachment and of bewilderment
that are taking place,

in the magnitude of eventand of insignificance and helpless-

ness in finding any definite

way

to be of service.

Neverthe-

individual cannot be
directly associated with government activities or with great
organizations which supplement the government, he can be
a part of the machine w'hich is to carry on the war.
On
his own initiative and without association with others he
can give as much faithful service, and as much assistance,
and tiear as much responsibility a? if he wore a uniform or
received his orders directly from a superior in the government
employ.
The part which individual service accomplishes is difficult to understand unless considered in relation to the whole
situation.
Considered in this way it should be evident that
effective ser\-ice at the front is made possible only by service
Ijehind the lines; and the most valuable service behind the
lines consist? in making the resources of the country available for war.
less,

in

spite of

the

fact

Everi' effort, therefore,

—whether

that everj-

which serves

to

make them

avail-

—

an effort to produce or conserve is a
winning the war. To make resources
available which otherwise might he lost through waste, extravagance, or imprudent use is the primar}' purpose of the
nation-wide campaign for thrift and economy; for resources
which are made availalde through savings are as valuable
a= those which result from increased production.
The importance of thrift and economy in effectively organizing the countrv for war becomes evident "if we think
able

it

is

War

Oldham

Oldham & ("ompanv.

THKsumed

nation preparing for a serious,

War

Responsibility of the Individual American

the Successful

for

for

direct contribution to
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of finance in terms of laljor instead of in dollars,'" as suggested by Mr. Everett Morss, of Boston, in his pamphlet
entitled "Patriotic Economy'; the term labor as used and

him being understood to mean "[personal scrvi.e,
whether of brain or of brawn, of the forty million of us
who are engaged in gainful occupations."
The resources of the country can be made available for
war only by the use of labor, and it is therefore dear that
labor which is employed to perform tasks which are not
absolutely necessary, which benefit the individual only, or
which might be deferred, cannot, at the same time, be at the
disposal of the government.
While the amount which can be contributed by the efforts of any one individual when considered by itself may
not appear to be of great importance to the situation, yet it
must be recognized that the efforts of millions of people
when combmed and taken collectively become a tremendous
force.
Failure to recognize that these facts apply to the
present situation would appear to account largely for the
difference of opinion on the part of the advocates of "business as usual" in war times, and those who contend that
defined by

economy and

thrift are factors of the greatest importance in
the prosecution of the war.

The

following illustrations are presented widi a view to
it means
in a practical way to utilize the
full resources of a community or nation, and with the hope
that they may serve to Ijring about a better understanding
of the valuable and helpful service which can l>e performed
by those not engaged directly in war activities.
Let us assume a community with no purpose except ex-

showing what

from day to day, making it necessary only to provide
and clothing. Let us further assume that the
required both for production and distribution prorated over the whole population accomplishes the desired
results by all working four hours a day.
If one-half cf the people of this community were willing
to work eight hours a day, this would permit the other half
istence

food, shelter

labor

remain idle.
Again, let us assume that one-half of the people are willing to work eight hours a day and continue to have no
thought i)eyond their day-to-day requirements, but that these
requirements are extended to include some kind of pleasure
or luxury which does not increase efficiency or add to the
general welfare of the people as a whole.
Further, that the
services of one-half of the people for eight hours a day are
necessar>' for this additional requirement.
In this community we would have labor fully employed: eight hours
of labor being required of one-half of the people to providr
the necessities and eight hours of labor being required of
the other half to provide luxury and pleasure.
Now let us assume a community of more progressive people with aims beyond the immediate satisfaction of their
daily necessities, denying themselves pleasures and luxuries,
and unwilling that any part of the population should remain
We might again have one-half working eight hours a
idle.
day to supply the physical necessities of the whole populainstead of staying idle or intion, and the remaining half
stead of being employed in furnishing pleasure and luxuries
devoting its efforts to furnishing better living conditions,
rnd ways and means of increasing production which will
to

—

—
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eventually save labor, and producing a variety of other
things which will serve some useful purpose in the future.
With increased productive capacity the necessities of living
would be supplied with less effort in the future, thus requiring the efforts of a smaller part of the population; the
number available for employment in doing things which

add to the comfort and welfare of the whole community
would be automatically increased; the cumulative efforts of
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amount of labor without compensation and is comThe purchase of war loan
and not voluntary.
bonds, on the other hand, is a voluntary act and consists

a givL-n

pulsory,

of a temporary surrender of labor with compensation for its
use; the right to this use to be restored at some future
time.

This transfer

to the

government of the right

of labor involves a financial transaction

that part of the population not required to furnish the necessities would be the surplus production or savings of the
community put into a form which would represent per-

complished by the use of banking

manent wealth.

method

cial transactions of large
it

will suffice for the

as

and

facilities.

is

to the use
usually ac-

As

amounts are handled

all

finan-

in this

way

purpose of illustration to consider this

covering all transactions.
A practical applicamay be seen from the following illus-

tion of the foregoing

In the Case of

Emergency

Let us consider that a disaster of some kind threatens
these communities and for protection it is necssary in each
In coninstance to make use of every available resource.
sidering this matter let us assume for the purpose of illuscapacity
of
the
limit
tration that an eight-hour day is the
of the individual for the most efficient service and, further,
that the resources

when made

available are most efficiently

used.

In the first illustration the hours of labor would be increased for the whole population from four to eight hours.
In the second a day's labor would be required of one-half
In the
of the population which would otherwise be idle.
third labor would be diverted from the requirements of pleasdiverted
would
be
labor
fourth
ure and luxury, and in the
from activities which for the most part are devoted to the
increase of permanent wealth.
This broad classification of the
plies as well to

employment of labor ap-

communities whose activities are varied and
does to those where the activities are more

complex as it
The composite of the
limited and simpler in character.
four illustrations above results in a situation which is not
There is need
country
to-day.
unlike the situation of this
for mobilizing our entire resources, and if we exclude for
the time being such important additions as would result
from the elimination of waste and an increase in hours of
labor, the extent to which the resources of the country are
made available for the prosecution of the war will be measured by the extent that labor now devoted to purposes other
than the necessities of everyday life is made available for
use by the government.
A difterence of opinion may well exist as to what constitutes the actual necessities, what amount of effort should go
to furnish necessary recreation and pleasure which serve to

maintain health and to further efficiency; what enterprises
sliould be promoted and what should be postponed; whether
the curtailment of the production of things which are not
essential to carr>-ing on the war should take place immedi-

Whatever difficulties are presented by these considerations are difficulties which have to
do with the application of the principle and do not involve
the principle itself.
ately or develop gradually.

A

Service Everyone

Can Render

conclusion is inevitable that it is possible for everyone to render the government a service of first importance
not only by reducing his personal requirements to the necessities, but also by the frugal use of these necessities, in
order that the labor of the country as far as possible may
be devoted to industries connected with the war.
A further service is the transfer of the control of labor
which is thus made available, for it cannot serve the pur-

The

poses of the government until the right to its use has been
relinquished by the individual and transferred to the govThis service is the help which is contributed
ernment.
through the payment of taxes and by the purchase of government bonds. It may be noted that the payment of taxes
calls for the permanent surrender of the right to the use of

an income of $5,000.
say that a man has an income of $5,000, we
mean that he will receive in the course of the year the
right to use labor for such purposes as he may choose to
He may find that onethe extent of that sum of money.
half of this amount, or $2,500, will be required for labor
to provide his necessities.
Perhaps he will be required toturn over a further amount
of $200 worth of labor to the government in payment of his
With $1,300 of the balance he may purchase labor
taxes.
to provide him with luxuries and pleasures, and the balance
of $1,000, for which he had no immediate use, he may keep
in the form of a deposit in his bank to be assigned temporarily to the use of the bank's customers; or he may decide
to turn this amount over to a railroad or to a municipality
by purchasing a $1,000 railroad or city bond; thus lending
to the railroad or the city the use of $1,000 worth of labor
which will probably be used for construction of a permanent nature and thus add to the wealth of the community.

tration adapted to

When we

Disposition of the Surplus
for the labor which
supplies his necessities and the labor which he is required
to contribute for the support of the government, he has the
It

will be seen that after providing

disposal of $1,300 worth of labor, which may be used for
luxuries and pleasures, and $1,000 worth of labor for which

he has no immediate use. It is the labor which can be used
for these purposes, which in this case amounts to $2,300,
that the individual can put at the disposal of the government, in one form or another, and if he can reduce his
necessities this amount may be still further increased.
Assuming that this $2,300 exists as a bank deposit and
is to be placed at the disposal of the government, the transaction is accomplished by the purchase of government
bonds. This is equivalent to a transaction which results in
transferring to the government the right to check against the
bank account and the consequent release of any claim upon
labor which it carried with it.
The amount in the bank
account remains unchanged by the transfer. It will still be
used for the employment of labor, but the labor will be used
by the government for purposes connected with the war. As
a matter of fact, in its final effect a purchaser of government
bonds temporarily loans labor to the government and merely
postpones until a later date the full use and enjoyment of
that labor for his own purposes.
It is obvious that money
enters into the transaction merely to facilitate the transfer
of the right to the use of the labor.
With these principles in mind it seems clear that the individual
even though he is not directly connected with war
industries or activities which are primarily war activities
is, nevertheless, a most important and necessary part of the
machinery for carrying on the war; and that the measure
of his contribution to winning the war will be determined
by the extent to which he conserves his resources and makes
them available for the use of the government.
While great emphasis was placed upon the importance of
everyone subscribing to our recent war loans to the extent
of his ability, the fact should be kept in mind that these

—
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subscriptions serve only as the agency for transferring labor
resources from the individual to the government, and cannot be of real value unless they fulfill this purjiose.

Subscriptions based on

money

liorrowed

It

follows that sub-

which were made with the intention of liquidating
the loans by selling the bonds, instead of by accumulated
savings have not served directly, at least, a permanently
These subscriptions have merely resulted
useful purpose.
in placing the government in a position to enter the market
in competition for the existing labor supply, and tliis could
have been accomplished as well by the government making
arrangements to borrow from the banks without the intervention of the individual. The economic effect is the same,
whether the government borrows directly or through the inscrijitions

In either case the demands for labor result in
higher costs for labor and higher prices for the things into
dividual.

Government Operation

enters, thus correspondingly increasing the cost

of carrying on the war.

At

from the banks

make no transfer of this kind at the time of the sul)scription
and consequently do not increase the resources of the government in any way unless and until the loans themselves
are liquitlated by areumul.ited savings.

which labor

937

best, these increasing costs cannot be avoided entirely
the supply of labor during the war will be unwiual to
the demands of both the individual and the government, but
tliey can be substantially minimized by tlie individual dereasing his demands for lalior for his own purpose.
When

as

(

this

is

fully accomplished,

that the country

business of war

is
is

and not

efficiently

until then can it be said
organized for war and that the

the sole liusiness of the country.

Vast as are the resources of this country they are not unlimited.
They cannot be made to do double duty; they
cannot supply tiie luxuries and comforts of living to which
people are accustomed in times of peace and at the same
time provide for the necessities of war.
The responsibility
of

making

these resources available for the purpose of the
rests on no iniiividual or group of individuals.
a responsibility wliich concerns the whole people and
can be met only by personal sacrifice and self-denial on the
part of each and every one.

government
It

is

Legal Aspects

of Railroads:

Owners' and Creditors' Rights Are Almost Wholly Subordinated
to

Expediencies of the Government

By Roberts Walker,
White and Case.

THoi'OHT
THE FIRST
ho

of the average lawjer

is

"The President, in time of
through the Secretary of War, to
assume control of any system or
tation, or any part thereof, and

that there

governmental conThe actual taking over was a matter

legal aspects to our present

are

trol of railroads.

Built
war necessity, not of constitutional prerogative.
upon this undeterminable power, the superstructure may
or may not bear some resemblance to the body of adjudicated and statutor)- rights with which lawyers are conversant.
At any point the paramount Federal authority
may change or ignore some rule of law, no matter how
definitely established.
And in so doing, the Federal power
might nevertheless be functioning in accordance with what
was best for the nation and the railroads alike.
It would be hazardous to forecast the future of our
It has not proceeded far enough
Federal commandeering.
of

It
is
still largely
to develop settled principles.
in the
phase of investigation and correlation.
The direction of
the entity has hardly begun; the vertebrae and ribs of the
Government's transportation beast are not definitely located.
The statutes and a few instances are all that we can examine.

the exclusion,

as far
otiier traffic thereon, for
of troops, war material
other purposes connected
be needful or desirable."
to

as

may

war, is empowered,
take possession and
systems of transporto utilize the same,
be necessary, of all

die transfer or transportation

and equipment, or for such
with the emergency as may

The mental picture evoked is tlie temporary, emergency
use of a route of travel
railroad, steamship or highway
to carry troops or munitions from Waco to Galveston, or
from Pittsburgh to New York. There is no suggestion that
railroads off the usual routes of such movements will be
taken.
All "other" purposes are "purposes connected with

—

the emergency."

The

statute used three basic words:

Possession,

Contemporary Statutes
The

general appropriations act of July

Control,
1,

1916,'

Utilize.

gave

Interstate
Commerce Commission $.>, 500,000 with
which to continue valuation work and secure information
as to "stocks,
bonds and other securities," carrying
forward this dubious task.
The Newlands Commission
was created- to investigate the carriers.
The Council of
National Defense was" required to investigate the railroads, looking to their co-ordination for defense and com-

The

merce.
.\11
this legislation was passed eight montlis or
more before the United States declared war.

should be exercised by the director general.
The only purported authority for the commandeering of
railroads generally, as far as this proclamation di.scloses,
is the quoted language from the two joint resolutions" declaring a state of war with Germany and Austria-Hungary,
wherein "all of the resources of the country are hereby
pledged by the Congress of the United States." These words
cannot be said to constitute a taking-over; they doubtless

the

Controlling Statutes
Inserted' between provisions for a bridge at Fort Riley
and for horses for the militia, is the following:
'39

Stat 262. 281.

'Joint RfS, Tuly 20. 1916; 39 Slat. 387.
•Act of .Aupust 29. 1916: 39 St»t. 619. 645.
•39 Stat.

649.

President's proclamation of December 26, 1917, added
fourth word, "operation," and directed that the

a weighty

Possession,
Control,

Operation and
Utilization

•Of AprM

6

.-ind

December

7.

1917, rcjpectively.
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every right-minded citizen, but, viewed
they lack all requisite provisions respecting

reflect tlie feelings of

as

a

statute,

compensation, without which such an enactment is idle unThus the initial operation of railder our constitution.
roads, in so far as not clearly for "purposes connected with
the emergency," had no statutory warrant. Nor, it is hardly
necessar}' to add, has it any constitutional foundation:
the Congressional rights "to regulate commerce" and "to
post roads," even if pertinent, have not
establish
been invoked by Congress.
Such was the statutory situation on December 28, 1917,
.

.

.

railroads were actually taken over.
These comments are made in no controversial spirit, but
we should realize how far the executive took unto itself
powers not wholly supported by legislation. From its prac-

when

tlie

tical side, it

was

better to

commandeer

the railroads "all or

governmental view-point, the effective
wav, and the fairest method to each railroad, was to take
none."
tliem

From

the

all.

plain that those in authority have themselves given
In the compensation
to these conditions.
statute," passed nearly three months after actual possession
It

is

The corporations are all kept alive. They are merely
ousted, temporarily, from the possession of their properties.
Counsel for the director general likens his possession to
While not a totally correct picture,
a "lessee interest."
Each carrier corporation has
the analogy is close enough.
It trusts that it owns a reversionary
become a landlord.
Considering the involuntary
interest, but is not certain.
nature

of

arrangement,

the

and heretofore conferred. The provisions of this act shall
also applv to any carriers to which federal control may be
hereafter extended."
Thus the statutory state of affairs, in somewhat backhanded and nicnc pro tunc fashion, has been made nearly
That to which Congress expressly submits
satisfactory.

be deemed to be that which Congress expressly
constitutional objection is met at the
threshold by the manifest effort to provide adequate compensation and due hearing as to its adequacy. Federal operation is in the saddle, under conditions which no one will
For the best prosecution of the war, this
or should attack.
In a
great experiment must be given most thorough trial.

may perhaps
authorizes.

And any

of cases, the compensation formula would work injustice, but means are provided for special treatment of
special cases. There is likely to be some friction as to what
may properly be charged to expenses; a symptom of this is

number

the attitude already announced regarding fiscal offices in
It is only natural
metropolitan cities, off-line counsel, etc.
that the Government, being entitled to the net revenues,
should seek to enhance them by forbidding questionable deWhether it necessarily folductions from gross revenues.
lows that proper expenses disallowed by the director may

be saddled upon the railroad's compensation is a
It may well be that the fedquestion awaiting settlement.
eral authorities will discover that successful operations will
not by themselves restore railroad securities to the favor of
investors.
If the government should contemplate public sales
justly

of railroad bonds, it must give heed to the marketwise features to which investors are now thoroughly wonted, and
provide (in the same spirit with which it has handled the

the

general's

director

estate

more like that of a receiver; but reasons appearing elsewhere will indicate why that analogy may be distasteful:
is

it
involves possible clash with receivers already existing,
while the government must assert paramountcy.
At all events, the corporation is to receive a cash compensation, which its directors in proper cases may distribute
Prudence will dicto stockholders by way of dividencls.
tate what part, if any, of the compensation must be accumulated against the day when the carrier gets back its
The policy exercised by the director as to addiproperty.
tions and improvements, in a given case, may thus be
reflected in the rate of the dividends distributed.

some thought

and operation had begun, there are patent efforts to correct
the statutory situation by express ratification or acquiescence.
"The President having in time of war taken over the possession, use, control and operation," are the first words of
By section 9, the provisions of the act of August
section 1.
29, 1916, "except as expressly modified and restricted by
this act," are kept in full force and effect, "and the President in addition to the powers conferred by this act, shall
have and is hereby given such other and further powers
necessary or appropriate to give effect to the powers herein
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Rights of Bondholders

The

of those in authority seems to be that
It is true
the rights of bondholders shall not be affected.
that of holding the mortgagor accountthat one great right
has been
able under its covenants to repair and improve

intention

—

swept aside.

—

But the right

to receive

and principal remains unaffected.

payment

of

interest

So, also, probably does

We

say "probably."
the right to foreclose in event of default.
On the analogy of the lessee estate, there should be no difficulty in foreclosing

and

As

selling subject thereto.

a bare

But as a practical matter, there
may well be a distinction and a difference. The courts will
give weight to the fact of the director's possession, and
presumably to his wishes as to the form and manner of
sale.
There may be questions as to whether improvements,
not paid for by the carrier but by the director, though
clearly intended to be covered by tlie granting clauses of
the mortgage, will pass under the sale.
And, as foreclosure
theoretical matter, that

is.

usually involves reorganization, the director will be a further party to be consulted as to the form and terms of
new securities, and the application of their proceeds.

Effect on Receiverships

When

general assumed possession, several
On its face, the
railroads were in the hands of receivers.
judiciary had control of these railroads, to the e.xclusion,
on the theory of concurrent jurisdiction, of the executive,
the

director

No
because the judiciary had exercised its power earliest.
is likely, it would seem, to develop on this point.
The
judiciary will probably lay aside its technical position, and
look at the matter from a national viewpoint, recognizing
a paramount right in the executive in the stress of war.
A subservient attitude on the part of the courts would not,
however, fully meet the equities of the occasion.
Suits are
in progress to enforce bonds or equipment trusts
real contract rights, acquired for value in good faith, which the
government should be no less anxious to safeguard than
clash

—

mainThese litigations will of necessity proceed and must some day reach
the stage of decree.
Perhaps the next development will
be in the form of decree.
Instead of the foreclosure and

are the courts,
tain

if

and improve

the securities of railroads are to

their investment position.

may

Liberty Loans) convenient paying offices, registration, "splitThe modest cost of the
ting" facilities, and all the rest.
average eastern fiscal agency of a southern or western railroad is ordinarily quite justified by its importance to the
general standing and marketabilitv of the securities.
These and other areas of irritation are, however, only the

sale,

growing pains of a nation just attaining stature as a warrior.

rehabilitation expenditure

~^.\ct nr>Iarch 21. 1918.

of the reorganizers.

the courts

decree

the reorganization,

providing

what new securities shall issue and on what terms they
shall be exchanged for the old ones.
Such a decree would
nccomplish evert^thing possible during possession by the
director

general,

would be a rather

since

a

sale

subject

to

his

possession

and the question of
his hands rather than those

fruitless proceeding,
is

The

in

fear of not barring

dissentient

April
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5,

boiulholilers unless a sale be had,

which

that

autliorities

when

or

is

should be largely abated
adjudicated with the sanction of the federal
hardly be attacked successfully if and,

will

federal control shall have ceased.

Closer at hand is the question of the correct posture of
the receiver himself, vis-a-i'Ls the director general..
Theoretically the receiver is an "indifferent person" tlirough
wlioni tlie court ,>;i'eks to manajje justly for all interests concerned; practically, he responds to tlie preponderant groups

who

are .seeking the court's aid.
In either
case, he represents a viewpoint athwart that of the director
general, who is operating for the nation during a crisis.
Receivers will therefore have to decide whether to become
the operating subordinate of the director, or to remain the
of securityholders

manager

U|ion electing the latter,
and powers,
for these the director must control, and will become the
custodian of non-operating assets, some few other sticks
and chattels, and possibly of the government compensation.
The courts will probably be amenable to suggestions of this
for court or crciiitors.

the receiver will be shorn of all operating duties

one destination and another, or one protlucer and another.
But tiie real problem has never been touchi*d.
There has

no disinterested manner in wliicii rates could be fixed
as i)etween one commo<lity and another, no authority which
keep desirable water comi>etition from being killed
out, no ]jower to eliminate many underlying principles sanclicen

could

tioned by long practice, but not invarialjly just or reasonal)le.
Tile op|)ortunity for scientifii treatment of rates and

has at last arrived, and the greatest good or evil
shipping ])ui>lic will depend on the use made of these
tremendous powers.
l)ractices

to the

The \> per cent increase granted by the commission about
the middle of March, while welcome, is an illustration of
wiiat ought soon to be regarded as an anti(|uated and barbarous method of dealing witii the rate fabric.
A general
15 per cent raise cannot fail to intensify every e.xi.sting disparity as between commodity and commodity, classification
and classification. It is to be hoiied that this will be the
last rate increase of the "horizontal" variety.

General

character.

The Case

of

He

"Denver"

had assumed jiossession before the
application for a receiver of the Denver & Rio Grande
Railroad.
The court proceedings then marched up the hill
and down again.
.•\
general creditor filed a bill for a receiver, and the
railroad answered, confessing and consenting.
A hearing
on the appointment was ordered. At the hearing, the Equitable Trust Company, with its SJS.000,000 judgment on
the Western Pacific guaranties, was present.
The director
was represented only by a letter from his counsel.
The
court order was prefaced with a paragraph recognizing the
possession of the director general, and went on to appoint
This did not suit the
receivers in the customan,- manner.
director, whose counsel wrote to the court stating it to be
riie

direilor general

who

and bold who will, prophesy the
course of events in railroad properties.
Inspection of the
present factors, however, indicate a few principles:
(a) Each corporation is being preserved as such;
(b) Securities are being recognized and not disturljed;
is

wise

can,

(c) There is no talk, as yet, of conveyances or consolidations or mergers, of reincorporation, or of dissolutions;

(d) The regulative methods are built upon the e.\isting
scheme of things, and no upsets or sweeping changes are
suggested.

These and other signs can be read to indicate that the
properties will go hack to their owners when the war emergency is passed. They are not symptomatic of government
ownership, but merely of ixovernnient rental and tenan^v.

"necessary that a line be drawn between the federal control
and the receivership; that is, that the receivership deal with
the corpus and with the assets belonging to the road at the
time of the effective date of the proclamation.
That the
operation
of the railroad a.s a going concern shall
be under the direct charge of the director general and not
The counsel outin any way affected by the receivershiji."
lined the precise steps desired, and the court obediently
entered a new order, pursuant to which one receiver resigned
to become the director's operating agent, while the other
receiver was relegated to a custodianship of non-operating
assets and of government compensation.'
This l)rief history is e.xpressive of the director's policy
toward receivershi[)s.
While to the conventionally minded
it would seem to ignore established rights of securityholders
and creditors to the administration of their debtor's affairs
by courts of equity, the necessity from the government's
view-point of unified complete control will probably be accepted as entitled to the right of way over all usual consid-

MA

...

erations.

Rates
By

the compensation act, the President

fares, charges, classifications, regulations

"may
and

initiate rates,

practices," im-

mune from

suspension.
The Interstate Commerce Commission may, however, hold hearings on such tariffs, upon complaint, and make and enforce orders respecting same; but
the commission must give weight to any recommendation the
President may transmit as to the need for this or that increase.

This is a great step toward equitable tariffs in this counFor years we have gone on adjudicating as between

/Vi^Hiv^ 7>i:-.i-l,

try-.

prnvidcd by statuir: the court's phrase was "all rights and
powers which may be hereafter created in favor of said
.
Railroad
by .\cl of Congress or otherwise."
•Not then

.

.

.

.
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"THIS IS YOUR SECURITY

Banking

Institutions to

Finance Our Future Abroad

Establishing Foreign Branches Is Not as Effective as Forming
AffiHations or Partnerships

By

Albert Breton,

Vice-President in Charge of the Foreign Department of

CONTINUE TO HOLD the commercial and financial
supremacy we have gained through the war, our merchants and manufacturers must become thoroughly
and practically acquainted with the financial machinery for
marketing and distributing their goods both at home and

To

abroad.

One of the chief obstacles to the extensive development
of our overseas commerce, in fact, has been a more or less
general unfamiliarity on the part of our manufacturers with
the means that our banks afford for the financing of this
Another handicap to our progress in the lucrative
business.
fields abroad, which will be more important than ever when
peace is established, has been the inability or disinclination
of our exporters to grant the credit terms demanded by forIt is certain, for instance, that our
eign reliable buyers.
exports to Latin America will not reach their peak until we
extend as favorable terms as our competitors.
Bank credit bridges the gap between the raw material and

—between

production and distribution.
complexity about financing
The principles are the same as in domestic
foreign trade.
business. There are only the differences of language, differA shipment
ences of currencies, and the greater distances.
the finished product

There

is

no mystery and

little

of cotton from the United States to England will illustrate
the financing of exports is conducted under ordinary

how

circumstances.

How

With Separate Banks

Exports Are Financed

An importer in England desiring to purchase cotton
in this country first goes to his bank in England and establishes a credit for a certain amount of money, which he
estimates will be sufficient to cover the purchases he is about
He next instructs his agent in this country to purto make.
chase for him a certain amount of cotton and to draw sixty
and ninety day drafts on the English bank where he has pre-

These drafts are drawn in
viously established his credit.
As a ninety day
English currency, viz., pounds sterling.
draft in pounds, shillings and pence, payable in London,
would not be acceptable to the cotton grower in payment for
his cotton, the American buyer arranges with one of the
large banks in New York, New Orleans, Galveston, Savannah, or some of the larger cities to take these drafts and
pay for them in United States currency, so the grower can
The
immediately receive paj-ment in money he can use.
buyer may make such arrangement with a local bank and
the local bank may in turn make the arrangemen-ts with the
larger bank, but this is a minor detail.
So far the transaction is simple, but now comes the phases
which require expert knowledge, foresight and sound judgThese sixty and ninety day drafts carry no interest
ment.
and the sixty or ninety days begin only from the time such
drafts are accepted by the manufacturer in England. Therefore, the bank purchasing such drafts must calculate the
number of days it will be "out" the use of the money; that
is, the time which will be required to send the drafts to England and have them accepted, in addition to the sixty or
This calculaninety days they must run after acceptance.
tion is necessary not only to include a sufficient interest
charge during the time the bank is "out" the money, but
also for reimbursement of the principal itself, .\fter the New

The Guaranty Trust Company

York bank has made

of

these calculations,

New
it

York.

is

then in posi-

tion to advise the cotton buyer, or the local bank, of the rate

of exchange or the amount in United States currency it is
prepared to pay for the draft drawn in foreign currency.
The grower does not care an}'thing about all this foreign
figuring and calculation, as he simply sells his cotton at so
much per pound, yet this process must all be gone through
with and the machinery must be there or he could not get
his money without great delays and unwarranted risks.

Larger Banks Have Better

Facilities

question is not infrequently asked, "Why could not
the local country banks send the drafts direct to the English
banks without making use of the large banks in New York,
Chicago, New Orleans and other cities?"
There are many reasons why the local country banks are
unable to do this, the principal reasons being the following:
The local banks have not sufficient capital and deposits
to await the maturity of any considerable amount of drafts
or even the time necessary to send them to Europe for
acceptance, so that it is to their advantage to handle a
greater amount and turn them over quickly at a moderate
profit.
Even the largest banks in the United States have
not sufficient resources to hold all of these drafts until
maturity.
They sell, or discount them in Europe at every
favorable opportunity, so they can be in position to take
care of the constantly increasing demands on them.
These drafts are drawn by a great many people on a great
many banks, and the credit and standing of the drawers,
the drawees, and foreign banks must all be carefully looked
into and watched, so that loss is not sustained through fraud
or failure.
This requires a credit department and extensive
system of credit reports which a small bank could not sup-

The

port.
It requires the undivided attention of a highly trained
expert to deal successfully in foreign exchange and a small
or even a moderate size bank could not afford to pay for the
services of such a man.
The larger the bank, the better facilities and the more

economical in conducting the transactions, with resultant
good to business generally.
While a comparatively small
number of banks deal directly with the European banks,
there is hardly a bank in the United States which does not
have transactions that are a direct result of exports or imports and the larger banks are the channels through which
these transactions ultimately find their way to foreign countries and make it safe for the bankers of the country at
large to finance shipments of products to foreign countries.

Necessity for Co-operation
Unless American bankers extend their foreign banking
business our manufacturers, exporters and all those who are
directly or indirectly allied with them will be seriously
handicapped not only in promoting our foreign trade but
also our domestic commerce, for the two latter are interdependent.
But before foreign banking can be extended and
before we can reach the object we wish to attain, many
things must be done.
Some of them are now being accomplished.

To
940

extend our foreign banking

we

need,

first

of

all,

co-
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We

must not attempt to e.xteud our foreign bankoperation.
Our bankers must go abroad
ing by indiviiiuul ell'urts.
a common
cause, presenting a solidly united front, joining hands to
Unfortunately the principles of
build our foreign trade.
This govdemocracy sometimes are opposed to co-operation.
ernment has been built on principles of decentralisation,
and tliis independence of powers and rights sometimes means
antagonism to co-operation when it comes to foreign trade and
international finance.
Our Sherman anti-trust law, for inIt has
stance, prohibits co-operation among manufacturers.
been a criminal offense for manufacturers, producing a simi-

hand-in-hand,

like

brothers,

like

soldiers

in

lar line of goods, to combine to sell their products in a foreign country, even though diey do not agree to uphold prices,
but simply desire to build up their business for their mutual
benefit.
The new Webb bill, however, provides very
judiciously and patriotically that manufacturers may go
abroad and work together in foreign commercial fields.

Merchant Navy Needed
Another thing that we need is a merchant marine second
to none.
We cannot have foreign banking without foreign
trade, and foreign trade cannot be obtained without a merchant marine.

We

are building great

fleets

of ships, and,

American merchant marine will be one
of tlie most important benefits conferred upon us by the
war.
Strange to say, every calamity has some good result.
The Spanish-American war, for instance, disclosed to us
tlie need for the Panama canal when the Oregon had to go
around Cape Horn. Our panic in 1907 showed the necessity for the Federal Reserve s)stem, and by good fortune
the Federal Reserve system had just been put into operation when tliis country was called upon to play such an imI

believe, that the

portant part in handling the finances of the Allies.
Now
this war has come, and this country is paying its very large
part of the bill, but w-e are going to have a merchant
marine, which will insure foreign trade, and consequently,
The day the United States is rendered
foreign banking.
independent of foreign shipping by its merchant marine, as
its accumulation of gold makes it independent today of foreign credit, we will have no difficulty in maintaining our
place in the first rank among the great nations of the world.

American Leadership
I am firmly convinced that after the war we will play a
prominent part in international banking and financing.
We cannot expect our Allies to be able to pay on demand
all the loans they owe to the United States.
Our power
arising therefrom will not be abused, but it certainly will
entitle us to considerable influence in international conferences.
Countries like Argentina, Brazil, China, and others
will seek the co-operation of the United States, and will
come to us because we will be in the best position to supply
them with the things they may need commercially and
financially.
We will play, therefore, a very important part
in foreign finance, and handle a large volume of foreign
banking business. Instead of British, French, Belgian and
German banking sjTidicates financing China exclusively,
and instead of international industrial groups in China,
composed only of Japanese, British, French, Swiss and
German concerns, there will certainly be .American participants.
The British, French, Japanese and other foreign
bankers will be glad to take us in as their partner^. As it
is our duty to help them today as our Allies, it will be our
reward after the war to have them recognize our financial
institutions as entitled to a prominent place in the world's

finances.

There are opportunities for foreign banking in every counThere are many different ways in which business can
be developed.
One of them is the branch banking system
which is ven.- well developed in Great Britain, in Canada,
tr}-.

>41

1- ranee
and in lial). In Canada Uierc arc half a dozen
leading banks which have branches all over the country.
In England Uie big clearing house banks are established
everywhere.
They are daily increasing the number of tlieir
branches in every town, by absorbing local banks or by setting up new offices.
In France tliere are three or four banks
with branches all over that country.

in

Foreign Branches

The

national

bank

act of the United States, however,
does not permit a national bank to establish domestic
branches, neither does the banking law of New York state
permit a state bank to have branches in the state. But New

York

state

banks or

trust

companies may establish foreign

branches after obtaining the approval of the state banking
department. National banks may establish foreign branches,
too, with the approval of the Federal Reserve Board.
The branch bank system which has proved a great success in Great Britain, Canada, France, and Italy, so far as
local business in those countries is concerned, has not proved
so satisfactory when e.\tended abroad.
On the other hand,
foreign trade banks with foreign branches have been quite
successful.

The large British banks have very few foreign branches,
although an erroneous impression to the contrary seems to
e.xist here.
Lloyds Bank has a branch in Paris, which is
really a separate company, although it bears the same name.
The London City and Midland Bank, the largest commercial bank in Great Britain today, has no foreign branch.
The Bank of Montreal, and the Canadian Bank of Commerce have no foreign branches outside of the United
States
and Mexico.
The Royal Bank of Tanada
has branches in the West Indies, and has specialized in
certain territories under the protectorate of Great Britain
and the United States.
It is only lately that it has been
going to other foreign countries, such as Venezuela, Costa
Rica and Spain.
The French and

Italian banks have few foreign branches;
big banks of these two countries have affiliated
In other words, they work on the principle
that the world is divided into different races, into different

but

all the

institutions.

commercial

and that to handle business in different
Latin-America, the Orient, and in the colonies,
it is better to establish a bank specially fitted
and organized
to handle business in the countries pertaining to each of the
foreign groups.
The American banker today is confronted with the problem of how to extend his foreign banking business. He can
solve the problem by establishing his owti foreign branches,
or by establishing special banks in the different countries
of the world, or by forming partnerships or affiliations with
foreign local banks. Which of these methods is best ? When
it comes to management and handling of business.
I believe,
as stated above, that each section of the world should be
considered separately, according to its race, its laws, its customs, and its commerce.
There is the Mercantile Bank of the Americas, for example, which has been established to handle business principally in Latin-.\merica, with branches in Paris. Genoa,
and Barcelona. It has banks affiliated with it not branches
which it controls in North Brazil, Venezuela, Ecuador,
Peru, Nicaragua, and Colombia.
The Mercantile Bank of the Americas is composed of the
Guaranty Trust Company. Brown Brothers, J. & W. Scligman and Company, the National ShawTnut Bank of Boston,
the .Anglo and London, Paris National Bank of San Francisco, and the Hibemia Bank and Trust Company of New
Orleans.
Thus it is an association of banks controlling exsections,

sections, like

—

—

business, and I am inclined to think that
system is going to grow to a much larger extent as soon
as the laws of the different states are amended so as to allow
tensive foreign

this
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banks to work in co-operation and join their efforts
develop our foreign trade.

different
to

Neglected Possibilities

Our

general lack of knowledge regarding foreign bank-

ing has been largely due to the fact that this is relatively
Prior to the beginning of the great war we
a new country.
were occupied in developing our own business, our own resources, in building new factories, and in constructing new

We were busy in the making of this wonderful
commonwealth, which today has attained a pinnacle among
Therefore we may be excused to
the powers of the world.
have overlooked the possibilities of foreign banking.
American bankers in general looked upon foreign banking as a special science having no points in common with
railroads.

domestic banking. They thought it required different business methods, and that it would require much study to
Even today, outside of New York and
understand them.
some of the other big cities, most of the bankers think of
Apparently they
foreign banking as something wonderful.
believe that unless they can speak Chinese, or Japanese, or

some other strange language, they cannot tackle foreign
banking. This, however, is not so. There is no wide difference between foreign banking and domestic banking.
There are differences in laws, in customs, and there are differences in moneys; but fundamentally, the principles of
foreign banking and domestic banking are the same.
Banking is a matter of receiving deposits, of extending
There is
credit, and of making loans and collecting them.
no difference between making a collection on San Francisco
amounts
to the
It
and in making a collection on London.
same thing. There is no difference between lending money
on an ocean bill of lading covering cotton afloat to Liverpool, and in lending money on cotton warehoused in Memphis or Dallas or Savannah.
whom you are dealing with.

It

is

simply a question of

Functions of the Foreign Bank

What
tends

does a foreign bank do?

documents.

There

is

It

lends money,

e.x-

and makes

properly signed and endorsed, and
lading to see if it is properly
drawn and endorsed. Up to 1914, when the Federal Reserve Act became effective, American banks loaned money,
The Federal Reserve
but they did not lend their credit.
system has introduced and put into operation in this counis
try' the acceptance system used by foreign banks, which
nothing more or less than a loan of credit instead of a loan
receipt, seeing that

in looking at

it

an ocean

is

bill of

of money.

Requisites of Foreign Banking

To become

familiar with foreign banking

it

is

necessary

few subjects.
First of all it is necessary to learn commercial geography.
That is one of the things we have neglected. A clerk who
comes into the foreign department of an American bank
may know that Brazil is in South America, or that Buenos
Aires is in Argentina, but it is almost certain that he will
not know the names of smaller towns or the way to reach
to study only a comparatively

them.

Commercial Geography

A knowledge

is absolutely essential in handhave known of clerks sending collections
on Merida, Yucatan, to Mexico City. It took two days for
the collection to get to Mexico City from New Orleans, and
two days to get back, and then it had to be sent direct to
Merida. Collections on Para, which is in the northern part
of Brazil, may be frequently sent to Rio de Janeiro simply

ling collections.

of geography
I

I remembecause Rio de Janeiro is the capital of Brazil.
ber one clerk sending a collection on Baranquilla, ColomBaranquilla is about five days
bia, to Medellin, Colombia.
from New York by boat, and Medellin is away off in the
interior, a two weeks' additional journey from Baranquilla.
These are only a few instances, but they illustrate details
that are very important, because lack of knowledge or lack
of attention to them means poor service to cu.stomers and
loss of interest, as well as the possibility of ultimately being responsible for the amount of the collections so mis-

handled.

Knowledge

of

Languages Needed

of modem languages is another essential
have been neglecting modern
factor in foreign banking.
are all interested today in South American
languages.

Knowledge

We

We

countries, but very

or

how

to

do as soon as

to translate

few of us know how to speak Spanish,
That is something we should learn
it.

possible.

to talk or to write

It is

not necessary to

Spanish like Cervantes,

French, to write poetry like Moliere, but

or,

know how
we learn

if

we should

learn

to translate commercial letters, so that we may make
entries in our books according to the contents of such letters.

how

Another requisite of successful foreign banking is a condensed knowledge of international law.
We should know
more about that subject, particularly about commercial law
and local customs.

Dearth of Trained

Men

We

have enough capital, but not enough trained men. It
is the lack of such men that is principally militating against
our development in foreign countries. The chief reason for
the slow penetration of our banks abroad is that we have
so few men of experience to send abroad
men who can meet
the people, men who are familiar with the language and
customs of other lands, and who at the same time know
our policies. There are plenty of men able thus to equip
themselves, but they hesitate; they seem to think that for-

—

eign banking
it

advances on
no difference in handling a warehouse
deposits,

receives

credits,
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is very difficult, and that they are not fit for
This attitude is a mistake. Learn the language of the
country you intend to go to, and a few of the other things
I have mentioned.
Absorb the policy of our banks, study
foreign markets and get somewhat familiar with their customs and regulations.
Our representatives abroad must be
it.

educated to these essentials.

The Future
There

be enough foreign banking business for all
of us, not only for New York banks but also for banks of
Philadelphia, Boston, Chicago, San Francisco and other
commercial centers.
There will be plenty of business for
all of us, and we can obtain reasonable returns without
cutting rates and competing foolishly against one another.
Our banks have to build new annexes abroad to
help this country to keep its foreign trade, and to maintain
its

will

financial prestige

The

in

foreign countries.

do is for them to get together, think
and work together.

right thing to

together,

Anticipating a Timber Shortage in England, Mr.
Thornton, the general manager and chief engineer of the
Great Eastern Railway, arranged contracts for a supply of
sleepers from the pine forests in the south of France, to be
delivered on the quay of Bordeaux.
Soon after the first
ship-load was ready for transhipment to England the British Government authorities asked to have the timber transferred to them.
They have been so pleased with the quality
that they have asked the railway company to relinquish the
whole of the contract in their favor, and this has been done,
as the timber was for the armies in France.
The Engineer.

Co-ordination of All Transportation Facilities
Under Private Operation Competition Could Be Eliminated and
a Federal System of All Transportation Be Effected
By John R. Hall,
Manager Bond Department, Ilallgarten

Till,

many economic

precipitation of

mediate

disposition

is

one

of

tlie

questions for im-

most

We

belief that tiie preliminary steps taken by the government
should be regarded as the groundwork of a new and permanent railroad institution. By extending and perfecting the

work of the government a unified American railroad system
can be created in conformity with the purposes and requirements of a progressive jjeople who, while ridding themselves
of a continuous quarrel which has been a menace to business
and a reproach to our democratic polity, are determined to
have a transportation system capable of serving the whole
country in the most efficient manner possible.

only when difficulties take an acute form.
Instead we, ourselves, must courageously take the initial steps, particularly
at this time, in coping with problems which if not wholly
new are bound up with conditions in many respects quite
different from those existing in pre-war times.
There is a hopeful belief among some that the happy
day which sees the end of the world convulsion will witness
the reestablishment of general pre-war conditions, but it is
doubtful whether the fulfillment of such a hope is either
desirable or possible.
The generations to come, freer from
traditions which control contemporary thought and action,
will find it easier to complete readjustments than it will be
for us of the present day to launch them.
But if the fact
can be made plain to this generation that the old order has
changed, to an extent as yet unknown, just in so far will
it be possible for the nation as a whole to retain the best
that we have built up as a foundation for the future.
The treatment of the railroad situation in this article, as
the most important single factor in our national business life,
is necessarily broad in outline without attempt at detail.
There are too many questions involved to permit more than
drawing outlines of various phases and conditions which
must be so adjusted and rearranged that the new order may
be workalilc. efficient and economically sound.

Permanent Change

in

There are numerous reasons which make

The Waste
The

wasteful

of Competition

expense of maintaining

and operating a
engaged in the
same business, with complete executive, transf)onati<jn. maintenance and traffic organizations, and fully equipped with
large

number

of separate corporations,

all

tracks, terminals, cars, motive power, stations, offices, machine and repair shops and other facilities essential to the
operation of each as a complete entity is inherent in the
competitive system.
The extravagant use of labor under
such conditions is unavoidable. Capital required to finance
the improvement and betterment of numerous separate rail-

roads, which in too many cases are facilities duplicated for
competitive purposes, does not produce licnefits commensurate
with the cost. The roads which are well equipped physically

and financially attract tiie lost business and can be run more
profitably than roads ])oorly equipped in these respects. Generally speaking and with due regard for exceptions, the high
standards of service given the public can be kept up or bettered in the one case

and the lower standards tend

to

remain

stationary or are lowered until disaster comes in the other.
Communities served by the poor roads, therefore, must suffer
under the burden of unfair and unwarranted handica])s.

it

Fast passenger and freight service, calling for the right of
the highest standards in roadbed and
equipment on many lines, are wastefully duplicated Ijetween
competing centers. The capacity of cars and motive power
must be kept by each road largely in excess of traffic requirements.
Lasses due to the competitive demand for
equipment, supplies and labor are inevitable. The develop-

way and requiring

of co-operation.

The Director-General

seem unwise

system of competitive railroad units.
Many
of these have to do with weaknesses inherent in the system
itself and cannot be eliminated e.xcept by abolishing it.
The
necessity for such an extraordinarj' measure will be more
readily appreciated by an examination of a few of the disadvantages associated with competitive railroad operation.

Organization

involves in effect the substitution of a unified national system for a competitive system, and, by virtue of the substitution, adopts the principle

it

to return to a

The government in assuming control of railroad operations has taken a step which is likely to mark the beginning
of a permanent change in railroad organization and operation, as well as in the plans for development of all transThis step is
portation facilities within the United States.
particularly significant in that

Company.

co-ordinated system which for all practical purposes will
constitute an absolute railroad monopoly.
It is the purpose of this paper to give expression to tlie

important

and bewildering results of the struggle in which the
nations of the world are involveil.
have for many years
been so content to see problems settled by the slow methods
of evolution, by discussions gradually tieveloping public
opinion, or by the action of the forces of economic necessity,
that it is exceedingly difficult for us to realize that we can
no longer be satisfied with a hand-to-mouth policy in anything that is vital to our interests or with seeking solutions

A

&:

in

a

statement before the Senate

and House committee, shortly after his appointment, said:
"It was evident that under the competititve system it was
impossible to get the co-ordination which was necessary to
.Acting on this belief Mr.
the efficient conduct of the war."
Mc.\doo is reorganizing the operations of many competing
railroads along lines adapted to their operation as a single

ment of vast

stretches of rich territor}-

is

neglected to in-

tensively overdevelop the facilities of districts

where competi-

unit.

tion is keen.

Orders are being issued which are calculated to co-ordinate the use of all transportation facilities with little or no
regard to the effect they may have on the position of indiIf sufficient time permits him to carry
vidual companies.
out his policies Mr. Mf.\doo will have reformed the operations of a great many separate corporations into a unified

While the foregoing items by no means cover the field, it
evident that many things which would be wasteful in a
unified system must be done by competing lines as matters
is

In fact they are such vitally es.«ential
of self protection.
attributes of successful competition as to make any suggesYet. to continue the
tion for their elimination untenable.
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system

is

only to enlarge unnecessary capital costs, wastes

and inefficiencies to a prohibitive degree.
Because there does not appear to be any practical way of
harmonizing the conflicting interests of independently operated railroad companies composing a competitive system,
and because it is so vitally important that transportation
facilities be co-ordinated, the perpetuation of the system cannot be justified on the ground of economy, efficiency or pubIn order, therefore, to obtain the benefits of a
lic interest.

S}stem better

fitted

to provide adequate

facilities

for han-

dling the rapidly expanding business of the country it will
be worth while to give attention to a form of organization
which adopts the principle of co-operation as the base of its
business structure.

Co-operation in Industry
For the past twenty-five years the principle of co-operacombination with the control or elimination
has been developed particularly in other
The
countries to the advantage of many forms of industry.
soundness of this principle has been fully demonstrated. By
recognizing it as a natural evolution of sane business praction, alone or in

competition,

of

tice

and

business

and regulatory and superEngland and Germany have encouraged
activities
to all parts of the
expand their

men

to

In the United States our legislators in failing to
take account of changing conditions have enacted laws
which have discouraged co-operation and in general hampered business of all kinds and especially that of transporThe war crisis has merely accelerated the coming
tation.
of the time when it would be realized that the measures we
globe.

in force are, when judged by results, destructive and
cannot be continued except to the detriment of the country.
The desirability of co-operation has for many years been
appreciated by railroad men. They attempted to secure its full
benefits by pooling and traffic agreements, mergers, control
through stock ownership, and otherwise, and have only been

have

prevented from doing so by the interposition of uneconomic
laws upholding the theory- of forced competition. If, in the
effort to secure the maximum of efficiency and economy,
railroad

men had been

left free to

follow their

own

devices,

they must ultimately have reached the goal towards which
Whether or not
the government itself is now hastening.
financially profitable the procedure of the government is
likely to be so farreaching in

its effects

as to raise an issue

be determined on considerations involving the
feasibility and desirability of unification under private or
government ownership, and in no way involving a return
If this question can
of competitive units to their owners.
be calmly dealt with there is at present good reason to believe that the principle of private ownership will be upheld

Avhich

ganized under a federal charter, and operated by means of
a central controlling body with regional direction and supervision, would make it possible to save a great part of the
heavy expense involved in maintaining hundreds of sepaRates could be made and adjusted on a
rate organizations.
broad basis of practical business considerations instead of on
Vexing and conflicting laws of the
a competitive theory.
states and the regulations of the many public service bodies
affecting rates, labor, material and operations could be
largely superseded by the powers of a single federal commission.

The

use of parallel tracks as double tracks; tlie linking
now physically connected; the pooling of
the use of terminals, stations, docks, warehouses, cars, loco
motives, machinery, repair shops, floating equipment and
many other facilities would greatly increase capacity and
efficiency, reduce operating and maintenance expense, and
save the cost of all forms of new construction of a competiStandardization of types of cars and locomotive nature.
tives and many other supplies could be introduced and competitive purchasing stopped.

up of

lines not

The

in establishing policies

visory laws, both

will

in this country.

The Present Opportunity
The opportunity

for

Combination

The expense
the

tariff

voluntary action of the owners, has never before
seemed so possible and certainly could not have been accomplished under such favorable circumstances. The most difficult and costly part of the task, that of co-ordinating facilities, has been assumed by the government, and while this is
being accomplished the owners are relieved of the danger
of financial disaster and are guaranteed a return that may

be regarded as fair.
In view of the probability that neither the government
nor the people will consent to a return to the old form of
competitive operation, and of the possibility that an opportunit}' will be offered for the formation of a unified system
under private ownership, it is fitting to take note of some
of the more obvious benefits which may be expected to accrue therefrom.
A unified system of railroads physically merged and or-

Traffic

Department

of traffic departments with the exception of

bureau and the industrial department could be
the expense of competitive advertising

largely eliminated;

could be cut off; circuitous routes now enjoying differentials
would discontinue such business except for overflow traffic;
unnecessary duplication of competitive service in all parts
of the country could be stopped, and fast passenger and
Cars and locomotives
freight mileage materially reduced.
could be used to greater advantage, and freight and passenger mileage reduced, which would tend to increase the
carrying capacity of existing facilities without additional
A better use of
capital outlay and at greatly lowered cost.
labor could be arranged and its waste largely diminished;
and the expense of unnecessary duplications of auditing, reports to commissioners, intercompany records, inspection,
supervision and many other similar items could be curtailed
to a considerable extent.
A studied policy could be inaugurated for national upbuilding; many miles of road into new territories could be
built on the savings made by eliminating competitive construction; central electric generating stations could be built
and many miles of road electrified in congested traffic districts from the same savings; a comprehensive study of labor
unrest could be made by experts and their findings used to
enable railroad officials to deal with the subject intelligently;
a broad educational policy could be adopted by establishing a system for the careful training of men for skilled labor and executive positions, thus providing a continuous
supply of capable progressive young men to solve the prob-

lems of advancing times.

Extent of the Saving

of combining all the railroads, through

the
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weak with strong roads has in the past
Unification is, in principle, a
proved beneficial to both.
general extension of this practice to all railroads and should
Consolidation of

result in like advantages.

The

elaboration in detail of the foregoing and the addimany items not included would only serve to emphasize the fact that under the competitive system railroads
are compelled to carry many heavy burdens by reason of
tion of

duplicated facilities and inability to use labor and equipLosses sustained as a
in the most effective manner.
result of operating under a competitive system are pure
wastes which should in large part be saved by unification.
While it would be quite impossible to definitely figure
the money advantages of operating the railroad lines on a

ment

unified instead of a competitive basis, it seems safe to estimate that net earnings alone could be increased in due

•
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course by liumlrcils ol niilliuiis ol dollars per unnum, and
capital expciuliturcs curtailed almost immediately.
It should not take many years to suftkiently perfect the
workings of a unified co-ordinated railroad system so as to
make its net earnings from operation larger than any yet
produced under tlie comjx'titive system.
However, to secure
the lull advantages of such a system will take probably ten
All that should lie hoped for from the govto fifteen years.
ernment's etTorts is an indication of the efficiency that can
be attained under normal conditions when it will be possible with private control to include both economy and effiUnder present conditions efficiency in measuring success.
ciency in moving men and materials for war puqjoses is
necessary above all other things, for the government cannot
now sacrifice anything for the sake of economy.

Not

a Railroad

Problem Alone

must not be assumed, as

in the past, that the problems
up by solving the railroad
The railroads, waterways, highways, port
problem alone.
and shipping facilities are all interdependent in important
respects, and it is vital that none of them be dealt with except
while giving full consideration to its relation with the
It

of transportation can be cleared

others.

For the

last

half centurj'

fully occupied in developing

the
its

United

own

States

has

been

resources and internal

now come when, in dealing with the
problem, it is of considerable consequence
given
weight
that
be
to the bearing that the overseas
commerce of tliis and foreign nations may have on it.
England and Germany by virtue of possession, or political or financial control, enjoy special privileges in most of
To
the best markets of the world outside of this country.
their credit it must be said that the commercial power which
they have attained has been won by a thoroughness of treatment and a wise forethought, based on sound business
principles and e.xact knowledge, which w-e will do well to
By control of these markets, and in other reemulate.
spects, England and Germany have commercial advantages
over us which can only be overcome under the protection
and encouragement of a constructive governmental policv
and by our business men making better use of available resources and originating new^ means for successful competition.
No satisfactory results, however, can be obtained without a government policy which will address itself to tht
solution of the transportation problem as a whole, based on
broad considerations of internal development and world wide
commerce.
trade, but the time has

transportation

need of attention by the government in co-operation
with tJiosc who can, from their experience, forecast the trend
of foreign trade and its future requirements.
Negltxted
ports should be built up and new jiorts developed to provide facilities for a more economical distribution of traffic
arising from foreign trade.
A careful study of the relation
of a strong mercantile marine to our military and commeris
essential
and
should
result in such government
cial needs
in great

action as will encourage

Other Agencies of Transportation
from being permitted to form a uniwith the assistance of federal, state
and municipal governments, be allowed to co-operate with
the steamship companies in constructing, financing and operating floating equipment, warehouses and other port facilities, in order that traffic may be efficiently handled at low
cost.
The advisability of giving encouragement to the extension of e.xport and import trade by making special ratci
A
on this business should be given careful consideration.
thorough study of the waterways of the country should be
made by the joint action of the federal and state authorities
to determine what water courses may be widened, deepened
canalized or connected to the advantage of commerce and
trade.
Acting on the theor\' that it would not be wise to
attempt to extend railways into even.- square mile of the country, federal and state authorities by joint action could greatly
advance the interests of labor, commerce and wealth by acting on a studied plan to place a complete system of well
fied

railroads, aside

system,

should,

motor highways at the service of those whose interests
would be promoted by being thus brought closer to the rail
and water systems. Port facilities are unorganized and are

built

American shipowners and investors

much enthusiasm as accorded
by the same classes of people in other progressive na-

to regard this business with as
to

it

tions.

The consolidation of the railroads under a federal charter
enactment of a complete new
code of laws covering the ownership, operation and development of all rail and water transportation facilities in
The purpose of the new laws being to inthe United States.
sure for the people all of the advantages of unified railroad
operation, without incurring any of the dangers of government ownersliij), they will have to provide for supervision
and regulation by a government commission which will assist
rather than hinder the development of the system.
From
commissions now in existence must be taken away the arbitrary power to modify rates; and, in fact, the adjustment of
rate questions should be made as free from governmental
interference as is consistent with the necessity of reserving to
a regulatory body the power to handle effectively exceptional
needs for rate adjustments.
will, of course, necessitate the

full

The
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Changes

in

Rates

conditions beyond the control of the managers of the roads would be sufficient cause for a change in
rates; but savings effected through greater efficiency, or
losses through lower efficiency, would result in benefit or

Changes

in

detriment to the railroad stockholders.
It is undoubtedly
possible to make a fairly sharp distinction between items
managers
which would
not under the entire control of the
notably include wages, cost of materials, maintenance, taxes
and interest and those which, depending up>on increased or

—

—

Changes in
decreased efficiency, are under their control.
the former would automatically cause an adjustment of
rates, though in respect to certain items, such as wages and
maintenance, standards should be set up below which the
road could not go. As regards the latter, however, savings
would not influence rates,
but would go to swell the net income of the railroad corpoprovision
wisely
be made that there be
ration, although
may
a fair rate adjustment whenever earnings conservatively distributable to the stock of the corporation exceed a stated
percentage per annum.
The savings, which will result under private operation
of the roads as a unified system after they have left the

effected as a result of efficiency

hands of the government and have been relieved from

giv-

ing priority to war transportation, will unquestionably be so
large that it will be advisable to give the government a share
in the profits of the carriers when they rise above a certain
point; and it may even be wise to do the same in the case
of the operatives.
it is undoubtedly possible to work out
plan for the semi-automatic adjustment of rates,
and thereby eliminate the danger of rate inflexibility. Substantial changes in wages, cost of materials, etc., effective
for long periods, would cause automatically an adjustment
of the rate structure, so that the paj-ment of dividends in
excess of the percentage possible under earnings obtained
while the roads arc under government control could only
With labor and
result from increased operating efficiency.
stockholders sharing in the benefits accruing from operating
cconomv the incentive for personal initiative, which is of
course the main advantage of private ownership, would be
maintained, while the public through the government would

Though

in detail a

difficult,
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get
in

option being given to the holders to exchange them for
bonds of the federal company bearing a slightly lower rate
than the bonds refunded, but with redemption terms added
A cumulative sinking fund
to make the exchange desirable.
of approximately nine million dollars per annum com-

its share of the profits resulting from the unified system,
addition to having at its command a vastly superior

ity,

service.

The government in dealing with the rate question should
consider the wisdom of permitting the railroads to earn a
surplus in excess of the amount required for dividends, to
allow for the sinking fund mentioned below, and to pay for
all or part of the many improvements which are wholly or
partly non-productive and which might better remain un-

pounded

exchange of stock of the various railroads
perhaps be chiefly
based on the earnings guaranteed by the government during
control.
probably
more
its
This would
be
than fair to security holders as the system unquestionably cannot attain
for the

roads must incur losses during war which would be saved
for the stockholders during peace.
In taking over the railroads only the stock of the individual companies need be dealt w'ith and its acquisition
would be effected by exchanging the stock of the individual
roads for that of the new federal railroad corporation.
Stock of this company should be issued to an amount which
would permit the conservative distribution of regular diviat a rate sufficient to attract capital under most
The
conditions when funds are needed for development.
eleven billion dollars of mortgage bonds and other funded
debt would remain outstanding! and unchan^d as to secur-

dends

The
Inflation

War

four per cent would discharge the present ex-

end of one hundred years. Were such a
fund created and used first to retire the bonds of the federal
company an incentive would be given to present bondholders
to exchange their securities for those of the new company.
All financing and refunding that could not be accomplished
through the sale or exchange of stock of the federal company
would Ije provided for by the issuance of bonds which would

for that of the federal corporation could

the highest degree of operating economy while the transportation of war materials is paramount, and consequently the

at

isting debt at the

capitalized.

The plan

be the direct obligation of the federal company but secured
only by a charge on its earnings.
The obstacles in the way of securing a workable and satisfactory transportation system by means of an attempt to coordinate the facilities of competitive units appear insurmountable.
The task of consolidating the railroads into a single
system and of co-ordinating the operations of all the transportation facilities in the country is a great one. The easiest
and most dangerous way to accomplish it is by accepting
government ownership. The most difficult, but in every respect the most satisfactory way, is that which contemplates
the retention of the policy of private ownership.
Surely
this country is not lacking in men in the government service, in business, and among labor groups who can and will
rise to the occasion!

Finance Corporation

Can Be Prevented Only By Saving Drastic Enough
the Government's Extraordinary

By
Edmund

THE

O. M.

W.

—

to Offset

Demands

Sprague.

Cogswell Converse Professor of Banking, Harvard University

riN.\NCE coRPOR,A.TioN to be established under
measure which has been passing
through Congress during the month of March is designed to meet four distinct financial requirements which
have become increasingly evident with each month of the
war. I>arge resources will be at the disposal of the organization
five hundred million dollars of government funds from
the treasury as capital and at least three billion dollars to be
secured through the sale of notes or short term bonds.
Whether all or only a part of these resources will be
needed cannot now lie determined. One of the functions of
the corporation will presumably involve the employment of no
large amount of money.
The corporation is empowered to
buy and sell liberty bonds, the object in view being the
stabilization of their market price through the establishment
of a broader market for them.
In the exercise of this function no effort should be made to establish an artificial price
for the bonds.
The corporation will hardly be prepared to
take indefinitely large offerings since the very fact of such
offerings would indicate that the yield of the bonds was
insufficient and that a stable price could only be found at
a lower quotation. Owing to the fact that practically everybody with funds at his disposal has purchased the bonds,
comparatively small sales have at times occasioned a considerable drop in market quotations.
Handled with judgment, no large amount of money should be needed to prevent
extreme declines due to temporary causes, declines which are
apt to prove permanent as a result of the uneasiness which
\v.\R

the provisions of the
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minds of many inexperienced holders.
The second object of the measure is to conserve the available capital of the country for government use during the

they occasion in the

war by obstructing its employment for other purposes. Government war expenditure vastly exceeds the normal savings
which have been available for investment during recent years.
These savings are estimated at something like five billion
dollars while the expenditure of the Government will apparently run between fifteen and twenty billion dollars.
In these
circumstances the drastic contraction of the employment of
for other than war purposes is essential though it
will not greatly lessen the absolute necessity for abnormal
saving on the part of all classes of people.
The measure in its original form gave the directors of the
corporation a veto power over all issues of capital in excess
of one hundred thousand dollars other than those by states
and municipalities. The grant of this great power was not
regarded with favor by Congress. In its present form, only
supervisory power has been granted, and this power has been
lodged with a separate Capital Issues committee which may
merely express its approval or disapproval of proposed security issues.
It is to be hoped that the expression of opinion
by this committee will he sufficient to prevent in large measure
the use of capital for non-essential purposes.
If such proves
not to be the case, it will clearly be necessary to grant more
drastic control over the situation.
The third object of the war finance measure is distinctly
opposite in character. Patriotism stimulated bv liberty loan
capital

April

S.

iaiiiji.u,nn.>
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imiK'ls

most pcu[)lc

to tlcvotc all availalilc

to the puri'luisc of novernnu-nt hoiiils.

It

has proved

luiuls

difticult,

consequently, to refund maturing obligations of all classes of
business corjiorations and to secure additional funds even by

|jrciinpicii the ~u|i|ii\

i.i available investment funds and having al.-'O resorted extensively to borrowings from the Ijanks,
both business corporations and savings institution-- lind
themselves in a difticult situation.

'I'lie War Finance Corporation
those engaged in war work.
will not tap resources which were not already available to

Whatever funds it cm])lo\s will by that
amount reduce the funds which the Government will have at
This is evidently true of
its disjjosal for other purposes.
the cajiital of the corporation since it is to come from the
Treasury. It is no less true of the funds which the corpora-

Alternatives

The War Finance

the Government.

Purtion will secure through the sale of its notes or bonds.
chasers of the .securities of the corixiration will have less for
Vbc ol)ject of the arrangement is simply to provide machinery somewhat more effective

the purchase of government l)onds.

than the treasury department through which both banks
lending to war industries as well as those engaged directly
in war work may secure needed funds.

Savings Banks
the

ference is made up to a moderate extent by the withdrawal
from savings institutions of the savings of former years which

have already been invested, and

an even greater extent by
banks
and trust companies. The withdrawal of funds from savings
banks, if one may judge from the experience of other countries, will perhaps not be sufficiently great to cause serious
trouble.
It is, however, desirable to make provision for a
contingency of this nature.
Consequently the War Finance
Corporation is authorized to make advances for periods of a
year to savings banks and trust companies, though at rates
which properly are somewhat higher than the average rate
of return on tlieir investments.
Objection to the establishment of the W'ar Finance Corporation has been raised on the ground that it may lead to
inflation.
Possibilities of inflation through the activities of
the corporation are undoubtedly present, but this is not a
to

the expansion of credit on the part of the commercial

A

valid objection to the measure.

condition of inflation is
more rapidly than the
volume of trade. It has been going on since the beginning of
the war, owing to the fact that the savings of tlie people are
far less than the expenditures of the Government.
It has,
however, been a one-sided sort of inflation.
have had
inflation through the commercial Ijanks based upon commercial loans and loans on Liljerty Bonds, and as a result of
purchases of the bonds and government certificates of indebtedness by tliem. The effects of this inflation are seen in
the rapid advance of prices. A moderate amount of inflation
can continue almost indefinitely because the necessary slight
adjustments which it involves can be made without much
difficulty.
Rapid inflation, on the other hand, threatens the
complete disorganization of the entire industrial mechanism
as was witnessed in Russia just before the revolution.
present whenever credit expands far

We

Uniformity in Expansion

How

possible to go on

road of inflation cannot
clear that one-sided
inflation will lead to collapse at an earlier date than somewhat more rapid inflation affecting all classes in the communit}-.
Owing to the fact that the federal reserve banks
may only rediscount commercial paper and loans based on
Liberty Bonds and government certificates, there has been a
tendency for the banks to curtail accommodation for investi)e

far

it

is

determined

in

advance,

but

ment and refunding purposes.

ilie
it

Corporati(jn

is

But the Go\'emment having

is

simply a palliative for

some of the consequences resulting from inflation. It provides an arrangement by which the Government will jjrovide
directly some of the funds which in ordinary circumstances
would have been secured through private channels.
The
Government might have used a part of the proceeds of its
sales of Liberty Bonds for this ])ur])ose.
It would then have
been necessary to float a somewhat larger amount of such
bonds than will now be necessary, bonds of the linance
corporation taking their place.
The 1-iberty iionds would
have been available at the reserve banks for loans and might
have been purchased by them.
The situation is not fundamentally changed by giving the bonds of the finance corporation a similar quality.

corporation is empowered to assist savings
banks and building and loan associations quite regardless of
whether they are employing funds in war work.
These
institutions are subjected to strain on account of the unfavorable effects upon them of the failure of the people up to the
present time to provide from current savings the full amount
The difof the funds which the Government is expending.
Finally
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The

extent of inflation will be

measured by the extent to which the total expenditure of the
Government exceeds current savings.
There is but one
remedy for inflation the desirable but painful remedy of
drastic economy on the part of all citizens to an amount which

—

will approach,

not fully cover, the requirements of the
Government for funds.
Some of the results of inadequate economy and the consequent resort to the financing of the war largely by inflation
are familiar.
Others are not as yet very generally perceived.
The burden which will fall ujwn persons with stationary
incomes if the war is largely financed by credit expansion is
well understood.
The rise of prices will seriously damage
such people and also of course greatly increase the money
cost of the war.
It is not generally recognized, however, that
inflation and the consequent rise of prices may have very
serious consequences upon the solvency of many corporations
and impose heavy burdens upon the holders of large classes
of securities.
if

Difficulty of

Making Adjustments

During the ( ivil War there was a comparatively small
amount of outstanding securities bonds and preferred stocks
having a fixed rate of return. Moreover, there was then
no considerable number of concerns engaged in supplying

—

—

commodities or services at a fixed or customary price, as is
the case now with the bulk of public service corp>orations,
and also of a considerable number of concerns producing
goods sold at a standardized price. Nearly everyone except
salaried people in former times could adjust himself to
rising prices by advancing the price of his own product or
services.
If there should be a further advance in prices of,
say, 100 per cent or even 50 per cent, the effect upon all
those whose investments consist mainly of bonds and preferred stocks of every variety and also of common stock of
public service corporations will be most serious.
It would

seem that

this is a

home

the

to

consequence of inflation which, if brought
investment classes, and investment bankers,

would induce them
inflation.

An

to set their face sternly against further

effective check,

however, upon inflation can-

not be found in piece-meal restrictions.

The

necessitv for

inflation can only be avoided

by the adoption of measures
which will induce universal economy on the part of all
classes of citizens.

Wliile the War Finance Corporation is necessary on account
of the inflation which is taking place, there is a danger that
by making the policy of inflation temporarily somewhat more
feasible, its establishment may work against due economy.
This danger can only be met by renewed efforts directed
toward impressing upon the public the vital importance of
a vastly greater curtailment of civilian consumption than has
been generally adopted up to the present time.
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invested in fixed interest-bearing securities of corporations

and in mortgages. A high rate of interest, therefore, would
work a double hardship: it would tend to increase the
amount of deposits withdrawn and to lower the margin of
safety

WILLI.^M

Financial Editor.

There are two signed articles in this issue of the Financial
Section which deal directly with the Liberty Loan. Railroad

men
Understand

What the

Liberty

Loan

been liberal subscribers to
the first two Liberty Loans and will
undoubtedly be liberal subscribers to
liave

the tliird one.

Is

It

is

right

and

it

is

something to be proud of that it is patriotism more than anything else which has led to previous
Liberty

Loan

subscriptions

and

will lead

to

subscriptions

United States bonds. Nevertheless,
every man owes it to himself and to his family to make
an effort at least to understand something about the nature of
the investment which he makes when he buys Liberty Bonds.
While, in a broad way, most of the articles in the Investment.
Economist section deal directly or indirectly with investment,
the one by John E. Oldham, a Boston
there are two articles
banker, and the other by Professor Sprague of Harvard Unithat every railroad man who has bought or intends
versity
and that should mean every railroad
to buy Liberty Bonds
man without exception should read with care. Professor
Sprague's article deals with the War Finance Corporation,
which, like the War Savings Stamps, is a device in addition
to the sale of Liberty Bonds which the Government is using
to raise funds and credit to finance the war; but a correct
understanding of the functions of this War Finance Corporation is of the greatest value in correctly understanding the
part the Liberty Loan plays in financing the war. Mr. Oldfor the present issue of

—

—

—
—

ham's clear, simple, illuminating exposition of the dut\which each one of us owes to his country in the way of
investment in Liberty Bonds should be read equally care-

Lack
fully by the trainman and by the railroad president.
of clear thinking about the right way and the wrong way
executive
to buy Liberty Bonds is just as possible in the
The point which Mr.
offices' as it is' in the cab or caboose.
that unless you purchase your Liberty Bond
out of your savings and hold it without borrowing against
rather aiding init, you are not helping your country, but
jacking up prices against yourself and ever\'one
flation

Oldham makes

— be overemphasized,
— cannot

else

it

is

fundamental.

Secretary McAdoo has recommended, and presumably Congress will follow his recommendations, that the third Liberty
Loan bear interest at 434 per cent and

Terms

of the

Liberty

Loan

the bonds will not be convertible into
any other issue of bonds made later.
This is a lower rate of interest than

that expected by many bankers and if
marks, as it possibly does, the limit beyond which the
government interest rate will not go on bonds issued for
this country, it compares with the limit fixed by the EngIt is very desirable that
lish government of 5 per cent.
the interest rate on Liberty Bonds should be kept as low as
possible and still have them eagerly sought after both as
it

The higher
investments and as expressions of patriotism.
the rate of interest fi.xed on Liberty Bonds, the more temptation there is for people who have money in the savings bank
to draw it out to buy Liberty Bonds rather than to make
The higher the infresh savings to purchase these bonds.
on Liberty Bonds, the further downward will the
bonds drive the prices of all classes
of fixed interest-bearing corporation securities, and also the
Savings banks' funds are very largely
prices of mortgages.

terest rate

sale of billions of these

The

fact

that Secretary

and

McAdoo

which
warp and woof of the fabric of the sale of Liberty
Bonds, is 434 per cent as compared with England's 5 per
cent shows a courage and a belief in the American people
It will be remembered
that it is now up to them to justify.
is

HOOPER,

E.

behind deposits.

believes tliat the combination of patriotism
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credit,

the

that the

Liberty Loan, that bearing interest at 3^4 per
any later issue; the second Liberty

first

cent, is convertible into

Loan is convertible only into this, the third Liberty Loan.
The second Liberty Loan bore interest at 4 per cent. There
would appear

to be

an

incentive, therefore,

for holders of

the second loan immediately to convert their

bonds into the
is something in the detailed enactment of the law which makes the
4 per cent bonds desirable for some specific reason as compared with the 434 per cent bonds.
On the other hand,
holders of 33^ per cent bonds may well hesitate to exchange
them for the 43,4 per cent bonds. If these 334's are not exchanged, they carry the privilege of conversion into any later
issue.
If, therefore, a year from now, or two years from now,
if the war unhappily lasts as long as that and conditions have
changed so materially that it becomes necessary to issue a
5 per cent, bond as the British government has done, then
the holders of 334's who have not exchanged can make the
exchange into the 5's and will have lost only 34 of 1 per
cent interest for a year or two years and will gain ^4 of 1
per cent the difference between the 4^4 and the S per cent
that might be issued
for the full number of years which
the new bonds will run.

new 434 per

cent bonds, unless, of course, there

—

—

New

The government has decided

New Haven

A
the

York,
to advance to the
&' Hartford the $40,000,000 necessary to meet
the short time notes which mature in

Forecast of

April.
This has been hailed as an indication that the Government intends
with holders of railroad

Government's

to deal fairly

Attitude

securities

titude

toward

all

and also forecasts a

investors in corporation securities.

somewhat

fair at-

As

a

back-hand compliment
to show pleased surprise that the government is going to
play square. It could do nothing less than this. The banking resources and the investment resources of the country

matter of

fact,

it

is

of a

are being placed unreservedly at the disposal of the government in its efforts to finance the war. It is not a matter of

surprise that

New Haven
England,

all

the government should lend its aid in the
In
it is rather a matter of course.
the financial machiner)' of the country was

situation

—

placed at the disposal of the government and the government has reciprocated by lending its help and advice
wherever this was necessary to keep the machinery in good
working order.
Co-operation between Washington and
Wall street will be a good thing for both. Washington
should not accept with suspicion the whole-hearted aid which
the financial interests of the whole country have tendered
and, on the other hand. Wall street should not hail fair dealing on the part of the government as something to be surprised

at.

It is to be hoped that the article by John R. Hall on a uniform
transportation S)'stem, which is published in tiiis issue of

the Investment Economist section, will
Unified System draw forth extended discussion from
of
bankers, railroad men, insurance cornpany officers, and, above all, from fedTransportation
There is
eral and state legislators.
hardl_\- a paragraph of it that could not profitably be expanded and discussed pro and con. In one sense, Mr. Hall

A

April
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discusses railroad matters from an outsider's point of view,
hut, on the other hand, he has had a far more varied experience with railroad affiiirs than the average ofticer, even one
who has risen to an executive position because his experience

has been with many different roads. He has had the responsibility of passing upon the question of whether or not his
house should offer securities of various railroads to their
customers, and lie has been actively engaged in working out
the reorganization plans of roads that have rccentlv been
in the hands of receivers or are now in receivers' hands.
If .some of his suggestions seem impracti(al to men who
have spent their lifetime in railroad work, let us by all means
have tlie reason whv they are impractical set forth. If there
are parts of his outline which seem vague or inconclusive
to congressmen or newspaper editor.*, or students of the transportation problem of this countn.-, let us have a full discusAs a starter, would it be possible to
sion of these points.
administer, even under the most highly perfected form of
private management, such a huge industrial activity as the
operation of 260,000 miles of railroad from one central
point without the evils of red tape and formalism which
would be a bar to progress and individual initiative?

A

Confession of Faith

HIS roRWOKD to the Investment Economist
the Kail-ii-ay Age, Frank A. X'anderlip says:
need for all the agencies we can have to spread
knowledge of the part which capital plays in

IN

We

believe that

no part of the present difficulties
is due to this enforced pub-

estate of the railroads

In

fact, railroads

ered by investors,

despite

It

is

theoretical

—

an incontrovertible

tion, however, go hand 'in hand.
It is in the interest of the
investors who are not allured by secrecy, but are desirous
of forming an opinion of their own on the merits of their
investments, that the Investment Economist section of the

Railway Age

will be edited.

Wages

Increased

'T~'HE SXAND.\KD OIL COMIUNY has
announced an in1
crease of 10 per cent in wages, making a total increase
since August 1, 1915, of 62.8 per cent in general wages,

made in 1915 in hours of labor from 9 to 8,
or the equivalent of a further increase in wages of 19.37
per cent.
Furthermore, the Standard Oil Company has

the correct

continued to be favorably considadverse regulation, amounting
sometimes to confiscation, long after their dividend declarations would have warranted almost complete withdrawal on
This was due in part probably to
the part of investors.
tradition, but in even greater part to the fact that the investor
felt that at least he knew what he was getting into.
Public uilities have, on the whole, had less salutary frankHolding company devices are the
ness forced on them.
almost universal rule. State public utility commissions have
to .«ome extent compelled accounting that is intelligible and
illuminating, but the primary object of most of these commissions has been the lowering or at least the holding down
of rates.
Unless this also is changed, it would appear that
many public utilities may have to go through some of the
Possibly it is not the proper
experiences of the railroads.
function of the government to compel frankness in the inIt is, however, our conception that it
terests of the investor.
is the duty of the banker who recommends an investment to
his customers, and that it is the duty of a paper which discus.ses financial subjects to demand a plain statement of conditions where possible, to give confidence to corporation offerings of securities in the measure of the frankness with which
their business condition is stated.
The man who is in business only for himself, using onlv
his own capital, has a right, except in his income tax statelicity.

—not

disclosure of valuable trade sefact that, if investors were
repulsed by secrecy, not allured by it, they could very soon
compel industrial corporations as well as public utilities
and railroads to come out into the open. Secrecy and speculacrets.

and 80.57 per cent

is

faith.
It is in the ordinary acceptance of the term a pure
gamble. Judgment based upon facts is entirely lacking.
For years the American railroads, which have formed the
backbone of private investment in American corporations,
have been compelled to make available to the investor and
to the general public the intimate details of their financial

affairs.

an actual

"There

community
There are not few but many very successful businesses founded upon the bedrock principle of
secrecy.
Nearly every banker in the larger tinancial centers
of the country would probably hazard the opinion that the
Standard Oil Company is a highly efficient commercial
organization, that it is well managed to an extraordinary degree: but do any of us know anything about it?
Hardly
anything at all, except the amount of dividends that are paid.
An investment in Standard Oil is an investment made on

and low

ment, to conceal from others all the facts.
But just as soon
as a business has been incorporated, leaving tiie manager and
directors without personal liability lieyond the amount they
iiave paid for stock, the toncern asks the investing puljlic to
take a share in its business through the purchase of stock or
to lend it money through the purchase of bonds, it should
give to the public all the facts connected with the conduct
of the business that can consistently be made public, without

section of

"

progress.
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in

wages of common labor,

in addition

to a reduction

given to all employees without contribution on tlieir part
individual life insurance policies with benefits ranging from
a sum equal to three months wages to $2,000. The company
has also made very liberal provision for accident disability,
allowing half pay for sickness of more than seven days and
continuing this pay for, in some cases, six months and in
other cases one year.
There are three points of view from which this subject
may most profitably be discussed. Will it benefit the community as a whole?
In other words, is it economically
sound? Second, is it a good thing for the employees themselves individually?
Third, is it a good thing for the

company ?
If, in

the aggregate, the employees

who

receive these

wage

increases consume no more than they did in 1915 and the
surplus which they are now receiving, as compared with
1915, is devoted to some productive use such as better education for their children, investment directly or indirectly in
such a way as to have this surplus used productively, it will
certainly do the community as a whole no harm and presumably be a benefit. There are only two ways in which the
higher wages can be paid. One is by a higher price being
paid for Standard Oil products by the consuming public or
a less profit taken by the stockholders of the Standard Oil
Company. It is getting a little into the realm of speculation
to try to determine whether the surplus wealth which is
now being assigned to the employees would have been consumed or saved if it represents wealth taken away from
the consumers of Standard Oil products. On the other hand,
it may be said with a fair degree of certainty that if this
wealth assigned employees represents profits which would
have been assigned to stockholders of the Standard Oil Company, it very largely is wealth that would have been used
productively and not consumed had it been continued to be
assigned to stockholders instcd of to labor. The point that
should be understood is that it diis surplus of wealth assigned
to employees, is consumed by them, instead of being used
productively, a loss to the community as a whole will result.
If wages are sufficient for the worker to gratify his normal
wants for food, drink, clothing, and pleasure, an increase
of wages, which is consumed entirely by larger purchases of
some of these things, is an economic loss to the world.
From the point of view of the individual employee, it
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would

SL'cm, al

fir.-^t

sight, that

an increase

in

wages was pure

gain; but even here it will depend entirely on how this increase is used as to the extent of the gain to the individual.
If it were to be u.sed entirely to pay for an increased consumption of beer, for in.stance, it might result in an actual
Furthermore, if it is
loss, not a gain, to the individual.
out of proportion to the worth of the individual as a worker,
If
it,
at least potentially, works hann to the individual.
the laborer gets something for nothing, by just so much is
his moral fibre and his incentive to better his condition

depleted.

provision of free life insurance, without any conon the part of the insured, appears to be in the
nature of something for nothing, which is potentially harmThe desire to save, in order to protect one's family
ful.
against want in case of the worker's death, is one of the inTo do
centives to better labor and to greater production.
anything to lesson this incentive would seem to be economicIf the employee is not asked to contribute anyally wrong.
thing toward his life insurance, something of the incentive

The

tribution

removed. On the other hand, had
the insurance been conditioned by some contribution on the
part of the employee, the incentive to greater production
If you tell a
would have been very much strengthened.
to greater production is

Whether the security holder is aware of
very heavy loss.
the facts or not, the financial markets will have adjusted
themselves to the basis of the earning power, regardless ot
their owners, the

from

The

THK

Until

It

Is

Too Late

individual investors in railIXDU-FERKXCE
road securities has, in the past, been a source of financial
If railroad security
loss of a magnitude hard to calculate.
holders and those indirectly, but none the less vitally, interested in railroad security values are indifferent to their own
interests in the present crisis, there may be a bitterly sad
awakening awaiting them when it is time to return the roads
Savings banks in nearly all the eastern
to their owners.
states and many of the middle and western states are large
holders of railroad securities. The larger life insurance companies have a very large part of their assets invested in railroad securities. Few savings bank depositors or holders of
life insurance realize how utterly they are at the mercy of
the government in its treatment of the railroads in the present
The stockholder or bondholder or the insurance bank
crisis.
depositor who thinks that now that the government is to
guarantee a certain fixed sum to be made available for the
payment of interest and dividends on railroad bonds and
stock there is no longer a need to .scrutinize the earnings of
his road, is laying himself open to a rude shock and a
i>.\KT uf

serious loss.

If rates are not so adjusted as to yield enough from the
earnings of any particular road to meet the government's
guarantee, the security holder of this road, if he stays ignorant of conditions till his company resumes uncontrolled
and unguaranteed operation, may find himself let in for a

moment

of returning the roads to
deficit

is

son that the suggestion which was made to discontinue accounting as between different companies for the allocation of
the divisions of freight and passenger rates is so full of
danger. At first sight it would seem that a large amount of
work in the accounting offices might be eliminated and, since
the only interest of the government is to get a lump sum
large enough to cover the lump sum of its guarantees, it
would not be of any particular value to know which road was
earning more and which less than its proper proportion.
Even in the case of the government, this would be a shortsighted way to make a comparatively small saving. No system of cost accounting can properly be worked out without
A knowlthe allocation of revenues as well as of expenses.
edge of earnings is necessary to railroad executive officers for
proper control of their expenses and it is just as necessary

(.)N'

the

government has been making up a

that the railroad security holder owes it to
himself to watch with greater care than ever the earnings of
It is for this reathe property in which he has his money.
truth

ever was.

Wait

till

operation.

it,

Don't

up

the fact that

man

that if he will save one dollar, you will add five to
you have very greatly added to his incentive to save. If
the Standard Oil Company had told its employees that for
every dollar each of them saved toward life insurance the
company would add five dollars of life insurance, saving
would have been encouraged and there would have been less
of the element of danger of corruption of moral fibre lurking
in the "getting of something for nothing."
From the point of view of the company, and as a business
proposition purely and simply, this wage increase, reduction
of hours of service, and free life and accident insurance and
sick benefits, is probably an attempt to bind the employees
closer to the Standard Oil Company, to offset the influence
of the labor union, and to compete more strongly in the
If the object
general labor market against other employers.
which the company has in view can be accomplished in this
wav, it is surely thoroughly good business.
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now

that these officers report to the government as

it

If the comparatively few people who are close to the stock
market and financial news sources are the only ones to follow
carefully and intelligently the earnings of individual properties under government operation, it is probable that the

bank deinsurance, will be left to get
caught in the trap of their own indift'erence. Protest of the
few wise observers of the course of events to the government
would have little effect even if they were to make the protest,
and generally they are not the ones who do the protesting.
great majority of investors, together with savings

and holders of

positors

life

The security holder himself has got to watch the course of
if the earnings of his particular road are not adequate to cover the government's guarantee, he should protest
most vigorously to the government.
A detailed list of the holdings of bonds and mortgages by
each individual life insurance company doing business in
New York is published by the State each year yet how many
holders of life insurance ever try to check up for themselves
to see what the value of the assets of their company is?
Savings banks have to make an individual report in detail of
their holdings of corporation securities and mortgages in
Massachusetts; yet how many savings bank depositors ever
look at this report which may be had for the cost of postage
from the commonwealth of Massachusetts?
These people,
the individual investor, the savings bank depositor, and the
holder of life insurance are in a position to protest now
against rates or practices which are not remunerative to the
particular company or companies in which they have a direct
or indirect interest with an effectiveness that they little realize
events and

;

the

power

of.

believe that

it

We

believe

and most students of the subject
government to so

will be to the interest of the

adiust rates as to amply cover its guarantees to railroad security holders; but the duty and responsibility rests upon the

individual
ticular

investor to see that the guarantees to his par-

company

are being earned not in part by the surplus
from some other company but by his own company.
There is another angle to this .subject: If, by misfortune,
government ownership should become a fact, the securities of
those roads which, under government control, did not earn
sufficient to cover the government's guarantee are going to
fare pretty badly.
It will be through no fault but that of
their own if this turns out to be the case because securitv
holders have not followed monthly and yearly earnings and
have not protested against inadequate earnings.

April
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Annual Reports
American Car
Foundry Company
AioMiMAN'iE of hir^c i;irninj;s to the American Car
^ij

&

Fouiulry

lithiT in

Company would

ilie

i-vi-iit

of

ap])oar to

war continuing

l)C

for

probable

an

indefi-

nite period, or in the event of peace witliin six months.

fore the

war almost the

entire business of the

Be-

company was

the manufacture of freight

and i)assenger cars, car parts,
and small industrial cars.
At present a ven' considerable
part of its business is the manufacture of munitions, trench
helmets and the like for the Government.
This business is
proving vvn,' profitable to the .\merican Car & Foundry Company, and in the year ended April 30, 1917, during which
time the company was turning out similar work for the allies, earnings were very much greater than for any other
year since the comjjany's organization.

Earnings from all sources, after the payment for materials
consumed and operating expenses, exclusive of repairs and
renewals, amounted to $17,522,909.
From this there was
charged off $7,212,037 for renewals, replacements and repairs, and the cost (entire cost) of special equipment for
the production of munitions. This left $10,313,872 available
for dividends, since the American Car & Foundry Company
has no outstanding bonds. The regular 7 per cent dividends
on the $30,000,000 preferred stock called for $2,100,000,
and in addition the company paid 6^ per cent, calling for
$1,950,000 on its $30,000,000 common stock. There is appropriated as a reserve for dividends on the common $2,250,000, which, together with the $150,000 heretofore appropriated
for this reserve, makes a total reserve equivalent to 8 per cent
Appropriation of $2,500,000 was made
on the common.
for general overhauling and improvements, and of $500,000
for improving working conditions of employees, and there
was $1,010,872 to be carried to surplus account.
On April 30, 1917. the company had $6,017,220 cash, $17,713,438 accounts and notes receivable, and $19,211,221 materials on hand inventoried at cost or less.
Accounts payable amounted to $16,225,942.
The American Car & Foundry Company was organized in
1899. Its plant consists of 16 freight car shops, 4 passenger
car shops, 11 wheel foundries, 12 gray iron foundries, 3 rolling mills and forges, 3 saw mills, 1 malleable foundry and
1 brass foundry and auxiliary shops.
In the first year or two after the organization of the com-

pany, the principal efforts of the management were directed
toward the development of a flexible and compact organization.
The business was concentrated in those plants where
the most effective work could be done, and some of the comparatively obsolete plants were dismantled and sold. By 1909,
ten years after its organization, the combined plants had a
capacity of 125,000 freight cars, 1,500 passenger cars, 350,000 tons of wheels, 300,000 tons of forgings, and 300,000
During the calendar year 1917, United
tons of bar iron.
States and Canadian companies' orders for freight cars from
The
the .American Car & Foundry Company totaled 11,688.
United States Government orders for France totaled 4,018,
Russia had ordered
and the French Government 1,850.
16,500 freight cars, but the order for 10,000 of these cars

was still the subject of negotiation when the Russian Government collapsed, so that there was no loss here to the
.\merican Car & Foundr)' Company-. The order for the other
6,500 was only placed in June, and comparatively little work
had been done on these cars, which were all to have been
four-wheel, so that there is possibly some small loss on that
order.

The

total

number

of

passenger cars ordered

from the

951

American Car & Foundr\' Company in the calendar year
1917 was 186.
If it is true then that the company is making large profits
from war business, as its income account for the year ended
April 30, 1917, would indicate, a continuation of the war
would mean a piling up of large sums available for common
dividends. On the other hand, there has accumulated in the
past few years a very great need for both freight and passenger cars on American railroads, and this need will continue to grow at an even greater rate than heretofore.
The
American Car & Foundry ought also to be in a particularly
good position to get a large volume of foreign orders. When
peace comes, therefore, there will be an enormous latent demand for cars, car whcvls and car parts. When the railroads
are restored to their owners, their credit will have to be ver)this is a necessity
greath strengthened
and new equipment and repairs to etjuipment will be one of the first u.ses
to which new money raised by the railroads will have to be
Peace, therefore, ought to as surely continue large
put.
profits for the .American Car & Foundr>' as would a continuance of war.

—

—

The Western Union Telegraph
WESTERN iN'iox a pcacc stock as well as a war stock?
Is That is a question about which opinion may well differ.
The war has benefited the Western Union very greatly, but
it

is

only fair to say that a large part of the profit which has

come in the last two years could not have been made had not
tile management of the Western Union pursued a far-sighted,
progressive and courageous policy for some years before the
war. The volume of land line and cable service in the calendar year 1917 was 66 per cent greater than in 1914. Gross
operating revenues in 1917 amounted to $76,995,511.
This
compares with $61,919,141 in 1916, $51,171,795 in 1915,
and $46,264,777 in 1914. The unprecedented industrial activity in 1916, and the entr\- of the United States into the
war in 1917, account for the increase in the number and
There
length of telegrams handled by the Western Union.
have been literally thousands of messages sent each day
during the past two years by telegram that under ordinary
circumstances would in all likelihood have gone by mail.
When peace comes, will the people who have been telegraphing return to the use of the mails? Probably a great
many of them will. Some falling off in business of the Westem Union would appear probable, but there is another angle
from which to look at this. There are a great many people
now telephoning messages which would, under ordinars' cirThis class of message, coming
cumstances, be telegraphed.
back to the Western Union with the return to normal conditions, ought in part to oft'set the loss of the messages now
being telegraphed which in peace times would be sent bv
mail.
Furthermore, the Western Union is now doing a huge
business for the Government. The rate on Government messages is only 40 per cent of the commercial tolls, and, whereas
the Government paid $3,000,000 for its telegrams in 1917,
if the commercial rate had been charged for these messages,
they would have cost $7,500,000. The Western Union claims,
apparently with a great deal of justice, that its Government
business is done at an actual loss. If that is so. when peace
is declared the loss from the cessation of Government business in gross earnings will be more than offset by a decrease
in expenses.

In 1917 operating expenses, including repairs, rentals and
amounted to $62,783,006 and, after the pa>Tncnt of
interest on bonds and the deduction of S2.650.000 for reThis
ser\'es, there was $11,715,366 available for dividends.
taxes,

equal to 11.7 per cent on the outstanding stock. The regular 6 per cent dividends were paid and an extra dividend
of 1 per cent was paid, calling for $6,982,298. The amount
available for dividends at the end of 1916 was 512,395,405;
is
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at

tlie

l')15 $10,167,592; and at the end of 1914
In no one of the years prior to 1917, however,

end of

$S,371,J95.

was

there a deduction on account of reserves.
The Western Union is, of course, affected by labor scarcity
and the high cost of materials. Over 1,200 employees have

already gone into military and naval service.
In 1917 there
was an increase in salaries and wages of $3,380,000 and, in
addition, the company made a special payment to employees
receiving $2,000 a )'ear or less, on the same basis as the
special payment made in 1916.
This special payment consisted of the flat sum of $25 to all messengers at independent
offices, 7 per cent of the regular annual wages to employees
receiving less than $1,200, and 6 per cent of regular wages to
This special
employees receiving from $1,200 to $2,000.
paNTnent, meant to offset the high cost of living for the small
salaried employees, called for $2,170,000 in 1917, and is, of
course, included in expenses.
Even before the increased business due to the European

war added so much to its revenues, the Western Union was
making a considerable progress in net earnings. The adoption of the night letter, tlie day letter and the delayed cable
message, at reduced rates, all made for a fuller utilization of
the plant during what would have otherwise been a slack
time.
It is easy to look back now and say that it was an
obvious thing to do to put in the cheap night letter and the
comparatively cheap day letter and delayed cable, but actIt was not so obvious
ually it took a good deal of courage.
when it was done that this service might not make serious
inroads into the more expensive expedited service. Such has
not, however, proved to be the case.
In 1914 the Western Union had 25,784 offices and operated 1,581,571 miles of iron wire, 676,196 miles of copper
wire and 2,875 miles of land line cables. The miles of pole
There was 22,915 nautical miles of
line totaled 199,473.
ocean cables. During 1917 the company spent net $5,218,054
on additions and betterments to plant and equipment, and included in this was $250,000 for property in Chicago on which
the company is this year putting up a building which will
co.st approximately $1,500,000.
Current liabilities at the end of 1917 totaled $14,169,906,
and this included $7,683,490 audited vouchers and accounts
payable. There was $5,635,124 cash on hand, $13,561,005
accounts receivable, and $15,869,654 marketable securities.

and

profits,

Of

after

the
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deduction of taxes, to $53,979,360.

any comparison between the value of Bethlehem
Iron & Steel would have to take into
consideration a great many other factors than those mentioned
the huge additions which Bethlehem has made to
its assets, for instance; but the figures quoted are meant
only to call attention to what the Republic Iron & Steel
course,

stock and Republic

—

Company

is

doing.

allowing approximately $2,000,000 for depreciation and renewals and $274,072 for exhaustion of minerals
and allowing the previously mentioned $9,878,657 for excess profits taxes, there was $16,616,532 net profits in 1917.
From this was deducted $759,335 interest on bonds, and
the 7 per cent dividends on the $25,000,000 preferred stock,
calling for $1,750,000, and 6 per cent dividends on the
There
$27,191,000 common stock, calling for $1,631,460.
was left a balance of $12,475,737 to be carried to profit and
In
a
total
of
loss.
1916,
18 per cent was paid on the preferred stock, so wiping out the cumulated back dividends,
and 1^ per cent was paid on the common and $9,881,298
After

was carried

to profit

and

loss.

The

following table shows a comparison of the production in gross or net tons of the Republic Iron & Steel in

1917 and 1914:
Tons

1917
1,706,555
1„129,S09
106,306
1.062,657

Iron ore (gross)

Coke

(net)

Limestone (gross)
Pie iron (gross)
Bessemer steel ingots (gross)
Open-hearth steel in<rots (gross)
Total ^teel ingots (gross)
Finished and semi-finished products (net)

As

675,182

..

486,601
1,161.783
1.109,829

a matter of fact, production in 1917

was

1914
1,253,105
850,911
28,755
777,811
391,826
371,409
763.235

760.054

restricted in

the second quarter of the year by an explosion which destroyed one of the principal power stations of the company,

and in the fourth quarter of the year by a shortage in fuel
and in transportation facilities.
During the year $7,277,461 was spent for new constructions and additions to the property.
To insure an adequate
supply of fuel, new mines were bought, against which there
is outstanding $1,000,000, 6 per cent first mortgage bonds.
A new blast furnace was completed during the year and
was blown in in September, 1917. The company now has
a capacity for the production of pig iron, totaling

000

tons.

The

actual production

in

1,425,-

1917 was 1,062,657

tons.

Republic Iron

WHERE.^S

THE

& Steel Company

BETHLEHEM

STEEL

CORPORATION'S

income was about six times as great, after
allowing for federal taxes, in 1917 as in 1914,
the Republic Iron & Steel Company's total income, after
making provision for "excess profits, taxes, and other contingencies," was more than seven times as great in 1917 as
The increase in gross business was very much
in 1914.
greater for Bethlehem than for Republic and, while the comparison of total profits is not an exact and, in detail, accurate comparison, it does show in a striking way how great
has been the prosperity of Republic Iron & Steel under war
conditions.
It is an interesting and a somewhat curious
fact, however, that the market price of neither the 7 per cent
cumulative preferred stock of the Republic Iron & Steel or
of its common stock reflects fully the change that has taken
place in the income account from the beginning of 1914 to
the end of 1917.
The gross volume of business in 1914 was $21,366,249.
Total profits in 1914
In 1917 it was $78,325,461.
amounted to $2,407,552 and in 1917, before the deduction
The company subtracted
for excess profits, to $28,769,021.
$9,878,657 for excess profits taxes, etc., leaving total profits,
after the payment of taxes, of approximately $18,460,000,
Bethlehem's
or more than l]^ times the profits in 1914.
gross sales in 1914 were $47,500,000 and its net profits $9,649,668.
In 1917 gross sales amounted to $298,929,531
total

The striking thing about the growth in prosperity of the
Republic Iron & Steel is the great increase in the percentage
of net earnings to gross volume of business.
In 1914 it was
less than 10 per cent; in 1917, even after subtracting excess
profits, taxes, it was over 23 per cent.
The Republic Iron & Steel, however, has had its troubles
with labor as have other steel companies and industry in
general.
Payrolls in 1917 amounted to $17,574,481, or an
average of $1,211 per man.
In 1915 payrolls totaled $8,558,574, or an average of $771 per man. These figures do

men working in the coal mine which was
purchased during 1917. Notwithstanding the much higher
rate of wages paid per man, actually a less efficient class
of labor is employed.
If, for no other reason, lack of exnot include the

perience is a large factor.
Tlie balance sheet of the Republic Iron & Steel shows
the company in a very strong position as regards working
capital and liquid assets.
Total current liabilities amount
to

$13,145,000, but of this only $3,475,000 are accounts
payable and the greater part of it is made up of the $8,597,086 accrued excess profits taxes and $845,365 provision
for the dividends payable January 1
and February 1.
Total current assets amount to $39,090,580, which includes
$4,367,794 cash and $14,358,265 United States certificates
of indebtedness and Liberty Bonds, and $13,475,652 inventories of manufactured products and materials and supplies
at cost or less, and $908,863 ore at docks and only $5,980,005 accounts and notes receivable.
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The Baldwin Locomotive Works

953

lirst mortgage
bonds and $20,000,000 preferred
and $20,000,000 common stock. Regular dividends
of seven per cent on the preferred stock (on which dividends

4()(),(IUU

slock

TiiRoi'iai
last

the profits whidi huve accrued to

two years,

tlic

it

duriufj the

Baldwin Locnniotivc Works has

are cumulative)

down

the present

the book-value at wiiich
been able to write
patents and got)d-will have been carried from $10,699,299
In other
to the comparatively nominal amount of $899,299.
words, with the exception of this amount the assets, as shown
on the balance sheet, are a considerable value of tangible
machinery, and tools is carried at
Real estate,
property.
$27, 467, 201, and during the calendar year there was spent
on additions to this plant $1,187,207.
The Baldwin Locomotive Works has been building locomotives since 1831.
It has a manufacturing plant in the
fifteenth ward of Philadelphia covering 16 acres.
The company has bought or secured option on ,^70 acres of land at
East Chicago and, furthermore, the iioard of directors has
authorized die purchase of land adjoining the Eddystone,
Penn.sylvania, plant at a cost of approximately $2,500,000.
The Eddystone property consists of 225 acres of land, with
a plant now being used to manufacture munitions, but which
can eventually be adapted to the manufacture of locomotives.
The Eddystone property is leased to a subsidiary corpora-

Eddystone Munitions Company, all of the capital
($100,000) is owned by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.
In 1913 the output of locomotives was 2,025.
This
dropped off very sharply in 1914 to 1.804. In 1915 it was
1.S69, and in 1916. 1,989. In 1917 the entire plant was being
worked nearly to capacity. There w^ere 2,748 locomotives
built, and, in additon, $13,835,707 of other regular work was
In additon, contracts for shells and other specompleted.
cial work amounting to $20,972,584 were completed.
Thus
the gross sales in the calendar year 1917 amounted to $98,This compares with $59,219,058 in 1916, $22,263,865.
083.011 in 1915, $13,616,163 in 1914, and $37,630,969 in
tion, the

stock of which

liave been

paid since the incorporation of
From 1912 to 1914, inclusive,
two per cent dividends annually were paid on the common
stock; but since 1914 no common stock dividends have been

company

in 1911.

declared.

The common

stock is now selling at 77 and the preferred
neighborhood of 100. The first mortgage bonds are
.-idling at about 100.
In February and March of 1914, l>efore the declaration of war and after the prosperous year of
in the

1913, Baldwin

common was

Baldwin preferred
mortgage bonds at 104.
The balance sheet of December 31, 1913, showed plant
and etjuipment, which we now know included $16,699,299
patents and good-will, carried at $37,081,026, current assets
at $15,735,635, which included $4,563,848 cash and $3,155,175 inventories.
There were only $449,442 accounts
payable. At the end of 1917, plant and machiner>', excluding any good-will and patents, was carried at $28,254,408
and current assets at $38,811,325. This included $6,757,339
cash
and $20,434,766 inventories.
Accounts payable
amounted to $5,768,698, and bills payable to $8,250,000.
The market now puts a value of $15,400,000 on the $20,000,000 Baldwin Locomotive common, on which in 1914
it put a value of $10,000,000.
If we should subtract from
the assets the $30,000,000 par value of preferred stock and
lirst mortgage bonds and subtract also the patents and goodat 108,

and the

will, the

and

live

amount

per cent

of current liabilities, debt to the

interest accrued

assets

selling at 50,

first

allocatable to the

common

Cities Service

1916 $6,361,811, in
in 1913 $3,886,475.

1917 was $11,779,020, in
1915 $2,725,573, in 1914 $320,609, and
profit

stock

in

1917, and S8,-

188,492 in 1913.

1913.

The manufacturing

Government

on bonds, we get $22,361,048, the net

Company

in

THE

CITIES SERVICE

COMPANY

The percentage of manufacturing profit to gross sales compares as follows:
KI7

12.0
10.7
12.3
2.4

1916
1915
1"14
1913

10.3

The Baldwin Locomotive Works has outstanding

$9,-

Central Nevis Photo Sen-ice

The King

is

a

holding company

companies doing a considerable variety of public
utility and other businesses and the plants of
these public utilities are scattered broadly over the counFor instance, one of the subsidiary companies is
try.
the Denver Gas & Electric Light Company of Denver. Colo., one the Empire District Electric Company of
Electric
Joplin, Mo., the Danbury & Bethel Gas &
Light Company and the Empire Ga« & Fuel Company,
for

of the Belgians Inspects a Belgian

Heavy Battery
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witli

of

11

large

course,

had

number

the

public

to face the great

of sub.sidiur)' oil companies.

While,

utilities part of the business has
increase in cost of labor and mate-

without in most cases, any opportunity to raise rates,
astonishing increase in oil production has, together with
a great increase in fuel consumption, because of industrial
activities, added very greatly to the gross income of the
Cities Service Company.
Gross earnings in the calendar year 1917 totaled $19,252,rials,

The United

492, comparing with gross earnings of $10,110,343 in 1916.
This is an increase of over 90 per cent. Earnings available
for dividends on the common stock, amounted to $60.73 a
share.
Only $6 in cash and $6 in stock was paid out in
dividends.
It is a rather remarkable fact that although the
company has expanded its operations on a very large scale
and at a very rapid rate, the bonds outstanding against the
subsidiary companies are equal to only $1.42 for each one
dollar of annual subsidiary gross earnings.
The combined capital assets of the subsidiary companies
are carried at $345,247,763.
The Cities Service Company
itself has outstanding in the hands of the public $25,666,300
common stock and $66,494,800 preferred stock, and of the
suljsidiary companies there is $3,685,869 common stock
outstanding in the hands of the public and $5,975,144 preferred stock outstanding in the hands of the public.
The
Cities Service Company itself on January 10, 1918, had on
hand $2,191,552 cash, witli only a nominal amount of current liabilities.
The balance sheet for the combined subsidiary companies is for December 31, 1917,
date the subsidiaries had $1,621,964 cash in

and on that
local banks
out-of-town depositories.
There

and $1,501,314 cash in
were $4,524,867 current accounts payable, $19,544,818 bills
payable and $4,580,171 taxes accrued.
The total current
liabilities of the subsidiary ocmpanies including the items
just mentioned, amounted to $32,916,097.
The total current assets of the subsidiaries, including the cash previously
mentioned, was $36,602,334, of which the two largest item's
were crude and refined oil stock $11,013,489, and stores and

supplies $8,228,545.
The combined statement of earnings of the Cities Service
Company and its subsidiaries is especially interesting. In
1914, gross earnings amounted to $19,093,653, e.xpenses to
SI 1,577.582, and interest charges to $3,069,327, leaving
$4,446,744 available for dividends.
By 1916 gross earnings had increased to $48,052,573, operating expenses to
$28,908,646, interest charges to $5,076,074, and the amount
available for dividends to $14,067,853.
In 1917 the combined gross earnings were $69,634,872, operating expenses
$44,180,841, interest charges $5,976,506, leaving $19,477,526 available for dividends.

the calendar year 1917.
table gives the

The following

^^

EN0U6H
FOP ME",

31,

income account
1917 and 1916:

1917

E.VRNINGS— Before

for

the

1916

charg-

on bonds
and mortgages of subsidiary companies:
ing

interest

First quarter
Sccorid quarter

$78,994,.'i71.04

$63,110,720.27 -f $15,883,650.77
83.501,065.24+
7,091.636.64
88,159.733.30— 15,152,43=; 73
108,225,573.63— 46,658,472.59

90,592,701.88
73,007,297.57
61,567,101.04

Third quarter
Fourth quarter

Total for year
*$304,161.471.53 $342,997,092.44
interest on outstanding bonds and mortgages
of the subsidiary companies
8,869,291.50
9.422,914.94

$38,835,620.91

Less,

Balance of earnings. .$295,292,180.03 $333,574,177.50
charges and allowances for depreciation
.

553,623.44

—

$38,281,997 47

+

10,533,965.88

Less,

applied as follows, viz.
depreciation and extraordinary replacement

To

funds and sinking
funds on bonds of subcompanies
To sinking funds on U.
S.
Steel
Corporation
bonds
sidiary

Net

43.296.038.;

32,762,072.38

7,257,233.^

6.785,540.27 -f

471.693.14

—

$49,287,656.49

the

year

$244,738,908.36 $294,026,564.85

Deduct
Interest on U. S. Steel Cor
poration bonds outstand
ing
Premium paid on bonds re

deemed

On

21,256.303.17

21,602,852.90

t

subsidiary companies

bonds

On U.

S.

Steel

117.914.50

146,277.11

745,933.69

870,673.57

Corpora
.$222,618,757.00 $271,406,761.27

Add: Net
charges
cluding

—
28,362.61
— 124,739.88
— $48,788,004.27

lialance of sundry
and credits, in-

adjustments

of
124.969.11

+

1,475,838.43

$224,219,564.54 $271,531,730.38

—

$47,312,165.84

1,600,807.54

Balanc

on U. S. Steel
Corporation stocks:
Preferred, 7 pel cent...
Common: 1917, legular
5 per cent, extra 13 per
cent: 1916, regular 5
per cent, extra 3^4 per
cent

)ividends

Net income

25,219,67

25,219,677.00

91,494,450.00

44.476,468.75

+

$107,505,437.54

S201, 835. 584.63

—

$94,330,147.09

-f

55,000,000.00

47,017

51.25

from net
income on account of expenditures made and to
be made on authorized

Less, Appropriated

appropriations

for

tional property,

new

addiplants

and construction
divided

,^_

December

years ended

Balance

"THATv5 GOOD

States Steel Corporation

ATTEiiPT will be made here to comment on the showing made by the United States Steel Corporation in

No

tlie
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55,000,000.00

carried to
surplus
.

.

$52,505,437.54 $201,835,584.63

lance of earnings after making allow
income and war excess profits taxes.

-$149,330,147.09
ated

amount

of

al

Chairman E. H. Gary
The large demand for

annual report says in part:
iron and steel products which exThis
isted during 1916 continued during the year 1917.
was increased after the entrance of the United States into
the European war, especially for certain lines of products
required for the war program.
These demands largely exceeded the producing capacity of the manufacturers and, bein his

cause of the largely increased cost of labor, raw material
and supplies, the prices for steel products advanced materially.

Two general advances in wage rates of employees of 10
per cent were made on May 1 and October 1, respectively.
These followed three increases in 1916, each of substantially
the same percentages and resulted in making the wage rates
in effect at close of the year 65 per cent above the rates prevailing at the close of 1915 in the case of unskilled labor
and an average of 58 per cent higher in respect of all employees.
In December, 1917, the average earnings per em-

April

|)lo\ii-

S.
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per day of

includinj"

all

llii-

cinployccs, cxilusivi- of the ;ul-

was 5!4,oO: and of the
the administrative and selling staff, $4.65.

niini>trativc'

and

selling fono.

total,
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ing 1917. ill comparison with the >hij)ments during the preceding year, were as follows:
IncrciKe or
]Jecrra»e

The

smallest numlier of emi)loyees in the service of the
corporation and its sulisidiary companies during the year

any month was 250.S.Ui, and the highest number 277,52<i.
Ihe average number employeil during the entire year
and the total |)ayroll in comparison with ri-ults for 1916
in

were as follows

Average number of employe
during the entire year....
Total amoiim of payrolls...

3S2.668
$:63.385.50J

During the year 11,486 employees of the United States
Steel Corporation and its subsidiary companies entered the
regular war service of the United States.
At December M, 1017, the tonnage of unfilled orders of
the subsidiary companies was 9,.>S1,71S tons of rolled steel
products, a decrease in comparison with December 31, 1916.

The conditions prevailing in respect of
of 2.165,568 tons.
governmental regulation of prices, priority orders on production and the demands for war purposes directly and indirectly of a large percentage of the output of the mills,
naturally interferes witli forward buying by customers.
The output of the properties and plants of the subsidiary
companies in 1917 did not quite reach the record figures of
the previous year, notwitlistanding additions and extensions
completed and placed in operation increased somewhat the
The dtx:Tease in production and output in 1917,
capacity.
compared with 1916, is attributable principally to inability
to secure suflicient employees to fully man the plants and to
the lack of ample transportation service to furnish the plants
with necessary raw materials and supplies. The production
during the year, in comparison with results in 1916, of basic
raw materials and of semi-finished and of rolled and other
finished products for sale to customers was as follows:
191/

Tons

1916

icrcase or decrease
Tons
Tons Per cent
33.355,169
1.573.400
4.7

26.606,041
6.162.340

2.051.516
779,958

31.496,823
17.461.675
6.494.917
15,652.928

32.768.381
18,901.962
7.023.474
17.607.637

1.271.558
1.440.287
528.557
1.954.709

20,285.061

20.910,589

625.528

14,942.911

15.460.792

517,881

Bhls
10.917.00n

nbls.

Bbls.

10.425.600

491.400

spiegel

ingots (bessemer and
hearth)
Rolled and other finished
products for sale
Steel

Universal Portland -cment

The sh'pments

^frrigiil

tv

:lu-

oiicn
steel

—
—

7.7

4-12.7

—
—
—
—11.1
—
—

3.9
7.6
7.5

3.0
3.3

+

4.7

of all classes of products to customers dur-

Iniernaiien^l i-iim

i^ci-.ici:.

1917.
Toi'«

Ton*

Ton«

13,196.910

13,075.295

121,615

534.768
999,590
139,998

524,885
1,I7>,958
160,483

Total tons all kinds of materials, except cement
14.871,266
Universal Portland cement (bhls.). 10,398,759

Uomentic .Shipment*
and jtlirr liniahed

KoMrcl

steel
pru.liiris

I'lK

npiegel,

ingot*,

iriiii,

Iron ore, coal and c.ike
Sundry materials and byproduct!.

Export ShipjncntB
steel
Kolled
and other
prodicLs
PiK iron, ingots and scrap

9,883
173.J6K
20,485

1.9

—14.8
—12.8

14,933,621
10,861,426

62,3SS
462.667

—
—

4.3

2,466.793
32.636
2.19S

293,598

—11.9

13.157

1,911

(0.3
13.1

all

kinds

2,194,585

2,501.627

307.042

—12.3

171,983

—

.9

.4

finished

2,173.195
19.479

Sundry materials and byproducts.
tons

Per'

Cent

+
+

ferro and

>c-.i!i

Total

1916,

uf

—
—

287

mate-

rials

Aggregate tonnage of rolled
steel
other
finished
and
products shipped to both domestic and export trade
15.370,105

Total
value
(covering

of
all

business
of above

tonnage)
Dcmeslic
Export
Tot-il

1917

15.542,088

Increase

1916

1.1

Per
Cent

$1,026,393,678
179.488.730

$702,801,167
150.463,290

$323,592,511
29,025,440

46.0

$1,205,882,403

$853,264,457

$352,617,951

41.3

19.3

The expenditures made during the year for repairs, maintenance and general up-keep of the properties in comparison with outlays for similar purposes during the preceding
year were as follows:
Per
1917

1916

Increase

C"enl

Ordinary repairs and maintenance
Extraordinary

and

general

$84,666,857

$63,313,553

$21,353,304

33.7

7.957,472

6,079,074

1.878.398

30.9

$92,624,329

$69,392,627

$23,231,702

33.5

replacements
rehabilitation

Total

1

31,781.769
Iron ore mined
Coal Mined:
24.."54,523
For use in m.iking coke
For steam, gas and other pi-rposes 6.942.298

Coke manufactured
Limestone quarried
Pig iron, ferro and

'

The

large increase over previous year in the expenditures

for current

and ordinary maintenance

is

accounted for to

a considerable extent by greater cost of labor and material.
The total of all charges to and allowances from gross
earnings for the year to cover exhaustion of minerals and
deterioration arising from wear and tear of improvements
amounted to $136,057,605, an increase of $31,481,226, or
30.1 per cent, in comparison with similar charges and al-

lowances in 1916.
The total charges to income account for the year for taxes
against the Corporation and its subsidiary compa-

levied

In

Turkish Prisoners Loading Barges

in

Egypt
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income and excess profits ta.xes,
comparison with $16,907,712
Charges were made against 1917 earnings for
for 1916.
an estimated alfowance of $233,465,435 for account of
Federal income, war income and excess profits taxes for the
The exact amount of these taxes which may be due
year.
and payable cannot be fully determined at tlie date of writing this report, and it is possible that upon final compilation of tax returns, based on the latest Treasury interpretations of the law, subsequent adjustments may be necessary.
It is believed the charges stated will be sufficient to cover

The total amount expended by the Corporation and the
subsidiary companies during the year for safety work was
$998,806, in comparison with $848,080 in the previous
Compared with results in 1916, the fatal and serious
year.
accidents per 100 employees showed a decrease of 14.67
per cent, and, compared with 1906, a decrease of 41.63 per
The reduction in the relative number of accidents in
cent.
1917, compared with previous year, is notable in view of
the increased force employed during 1917, which included
many new employees not familiar with safety rules and regu-

the final figures.
During the year there were purchased or constructed by
the subsidiary manufacturing, coal and railroad companies
additional railroad equipment for general transportation
service, as follows: 31 locomotives, 4,280 steel freight cars,

The total amount disbursed by all the companies during
1917 in connection with work accidents was $3,171,994.
Of this sum 87 per cent was paid directly to the injured employees or their families or in taking care of them. These
payments were made either in accordance with the provi-

324 box and dump

sions of the

nies,

exclusive of Federal

amounted

to $18,800,260, in

and 28 road cars of various kinds,
Three 12,700-ton capacity ore
were purchased and placed in commission
One additional steamer of same type was
cars,

costing in all $10,002,070.
carr}-ing vessels

during the year.
ordered for deliver}- in 1918.

At the date of writing this report the total amount unexpended on authorized appropriations for new plants, extensions and additions and betterments, including iron ore
mine stripping operations for 1918, equaled approximately
$187,000,000.

It

this total will be

is

estimated that about $110,000,000 of

expended in 1918.

In Januan.', 1918, there was offered to the employees of
the United States Steel Corporation and of the subsidiary
companies the privilege of subscribing for shares of Common Stock of tlie Corporation, at the price of $92 per share.
Subscriptions were received from 43,258 employees for an
These subscriptions represent
aggregate of 95,437 shares.
an increase of 10.7 per cent in respect of number of subscribers, and 41.5 per cent in the number of shares subThe conditions attached to
scribed over the previous year.
the offer and subscription, aside from the feature of price,
were generally similar to those under which stock has been
The usual distribution of
heretofore oft'ercd to employees.
special compensation to employees on the basis of the plan

adopted in 1903 was also made.
The Trustees of the United States Steel and Carnegie
Pension Fund disbursed during the year 1917, in pensions
Pensions
to retired employees, the sum of $712,506.65.
were granted during 1917 to 241 retiring employees.

Central

Acaj Photo

lations.

Workmen's Compensation Laws enacted by

In furtherance of the established policy of providing
sanitary facilities for the health and comfort of the
employees, much additional equipment was installed throughout the plants and mines during tlie year.
This added
equipment included drinking water systems and sanitary
drinking fountains, closets, wash and locker rooms, including 496 shower baths and 15,763 lockers.
The efforts of the Corporation and its subsidiary companies toward the improvement of the material welfare of
the employees and their families referred to in previous
annual reports have been systematically continued. Due to
the increased labor forces and the scarcity of dwellings, it
has been necessary for the subsidiary companies to build a
large number of houses to accommodate the workmen.
Much thought and study has been given to the design and
plans of these houses, with a view to furnishing the workmen homes with modern conveniences and at a moderate
rental.
Through the aid of the subsidiary companies, emplo}-ees were enabled to increase largely the number of
vegetal^le gardens planted by them during the past year.
Considerable unoccupied land adjoining the plants was laid
out in plots, which employees were permitted to use for
Altogether, the area utilized by emraising vegetables.
ployees for this purpose equaled 2,082 acres and comprised
15,705 gardens.

modem

Service

British

the

which the subsidiary companies are operating, or under the Corporation's Voluntary Accident Relief
Plan where there is no statutory law applicable.

several states in

Troops Build Light Railways As They Advance
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imjtimnnHtiiimiminniiii'^

the iin|>airinL'nt of the value back of your $50 is so slight
1- to be negligible.
To put money in a savings bank, thereHiie, is one of the safest ways of making an inve.siment.
^ince, however, the risk of loss is one of the elements which

^iimiiiiiimtiiiiiiiiiinmiimiiiiiin

be the object of the Investment Economist section
of the Railway Ajje to avoid columns of statistics. The
quotation, thcreft>re, of stock and bond prices will not be
included; but every subscriber to the Railway Age has the
privilege of writing in to the Small Investor and asking
for price quotations on either listed or unlisted securities.
The Railway A'je will undertake to furnish an approximate
quotation ot all securities listed on the New York Stock
Exchange as of the day of the receipt of the inquiry and
will do its best to turnish a bid and asked price for
unlisted securities with such intormation as is available
will

from

We

nurs into the price which you can
-I
for the use of your money, the

ings

bank

answer inquiries, which we will treat
as confidential, about investment securities and while, of
course, such quotations of prices and answers to inquiries
cannot be guaranteed, they will be obtained in all cases
from sources which we believe to be reliable and impartial.

willing to
it

certain amount of thought and study into it,
In this dejKirtment of the Financial (Quarterly

jjut a

is ])Ossible.

Railway Agi; there will be discus.scd in the simplest
terms and in consideraide detail the general principles which
can be apidied to fomiing a judgment of the worth of an
investment in corporation securities.

an Investment

?

a penny into a little iron bank from which it cannot be extracted is not an investment, but it contains
one of tlie elements necessary to making an invesmient

PfTTiNG

psychology of it is worth examining. Why is it that
bank should play so important a part in making it
easier to save?
It is just as much a saving if the penny is
kept in the small boy's trousers pocket as it is if it is put
into the iron bank.
For one thing, however, the boy has to
save tlie same penny over and over again if he carries it in
his pocket.
Every time he passes a candy store he has to
perform an act of self-denial. On the other hand, when he
puts the penny into the bank, he makes one act only of self-

and

tlie

the iron

denial.

The Century

Dictionary defines invest as "to employ for
some other form of wealth
The distinction between saving and investment is
the difference between unemployment and employment of
money but still the psychology of the boy's penny bank enters
into investment.
When you save and make an investment,
your saving or act of self-denial is completed. You do not
have to save the same money every time that you wish to
go to the theatre or to indulge in any pleasure that costs

some

profitable use; convert into

.

."

.

.

money.
of course, this perfectly well recognized trait of
nature that makes it easier to sell almost anything
on the instalment plan; but in investment the saving is made
with the expectation of profit either through wages which
someone else is willing to pay you for the use of your money
or enhancement of the value of the other form of wealth, in
which you have invested your money, measured in terms
It

is,

human

of

monew

ways in which the man or
can make an investment. Money put
in the savings bank is in the final analysis money which is
intrusted to someone else to invest.
It is only in degree that
it differs from direct investment in mortgages or bonds on
the advice of someone in whom you have confidence. When
you put $50 in a savings bank, however, you are indirectly
There

is

woman who

making a
ings bank

a great variety of
will save

diversified investment.

are used to

tion securities

and

munities, so that,

bad judgment

if

buy many

to loan

deposits of the sav-

in different combank management has used

on real estate

the savings

in a single

The

different kinds of corpora-

instance or a few scattered instances.

In this

first article,

the

barest outline only of these principles will be given.
first

question

The

is

as to what constitutes security for an

and bond is the
distinction between a partnership in a business and being a
creditor of the business.
If you buy stock of any corporation, you are buying a right to share in the [irofits of that
investment.

distinction between stock

business and are intrusting your

used to meet losses

is

inter-

of the

of the business with the

What

form of

is

m

The

reliable sources.

will be glad to

get in the

interest paid by the savcomjjaratively low.
i-et us a.ssume that you can make a regular investment of
$50 every two months. Is it possible to invest tJiis money
directly
securities of corporations and in time get a diversilied investment based on your own judgment?
If you are
I

TT
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money

knowledge that

there are losses.

management
money will be

to the

this

you buy bonds, you
lend your money to the business and as long as the business
can pay its debts, you will receive a certain fixed amount every
three months or every six months as wages for the use of
\ our money.
Broadly and roughly, the large corporations in which you
might consider making an investment, that is, buying their
stock or their bonds, may be divided between (1) railroads,
if

If

(2) public utilities and (3) industrials.

Whether you invest in the stock or in the bonds of a railroad company, the only real security for your investment lies
in the net earning pow-er of the railroad.
Even if the investment is in first mortgage bonds where, if the railroad
should default in interest, the bondholders could step in and
take the road, wiping out the interest of stockholders to the
full extent necessary to get the par value of their bonds, it
still remains true that net earning power is about all the
security that the bondholder has.
If operating the railroad
as a railroad will not earn net enough to pay the interest on
the first mortgage bonds, the right to sell the road is of almost negligible value where the amount of bonds per mile of
road is nothing more than the merest fraction of the cost of
building such a road.
I'ndcr the heading public utility, come street railway comand electric companies and the like. Security
in this case rests on the type of franchise which the company
has, the potential and actual consumer demand for its services and the freedom which it enjoys from competition. There
is also, of course, the question of the fairness with which the
company is likely to be treated by tlie authorities which have
the power of regulating it. If a gas company has a perpetual
franchise, exclusive right to lay gas mains in a growing and
prosperous town, and is subject to jurisdiction of a public
utility commission which has a record for fair dealing, the
security of its bonds or stock is. other things being equal,
comparatively high. With the public utility as with the railroad it is primarily net earning power which forms the security for the bondholders as well as the stockholders.
Industrials, so called, are the companies which do a manufacturing or selling business as, for instance, the Republic
Iron & Steel Company, the American Woolen Company, or
Sears Roebuck & Co. With these companies, the first question of security of investment must be answered from a study
Has the comof the assets and liabilities of the company.
pany sufficient cash to give it ample working capital? What
is the value of its liquid assets?
By I'quid assets is meant
panies, gas
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which can he sold conii)ar;itivL'ly readily and the sale
which would not mean the discontinuance of the husiness;
for instance, stocks of raw material and all manufactured articles on hand would be liquid assets of a manufacturing company in contra-distinction to its manufacturing plant, which
tilings

of

latter, while it might be saleable and usable for other manufacturing purposes, is indispensable for carrying on the busiThe next question is as to the conservation of the
ness.
valuation of assets. Is a fictitious value placed on good will
and patents, and by fictitious in this case is meant too high a

Relation

If good will and patent are carried at a nominal sum,
$1 or $100, it is true that this may be a liction but it is a
fiction in the interests of conservatism.
The industrial, unlike the public utility with an exclusive
The protection
franchise, is always subject to competition.
against competition must lie in an organization and plant

valuer

which permit of a low manufacturing cost.
This outline is not intended to be anything more than indicative of the method of approach of an investigation as to
the value of an investment.

Between the Stock Market and Investment
The

Difference Between Speculation and Investment Is

Fundamentally a Difference
that all Americans who buy corsecurities are at heart speculators, not investors.

SOMETIMES SAID

IS

IT poration

This is not strictly true, but it is true that very often
and investment
the. American investor confuses speculation
does not. The
in a way in which the French investor
in
French investor, and to a great extent also the English
wants to do is
vestor, thoroughly understands that what he
concern

primary
to purchase a fixed income and that his
surely and regularto make certain that this income will be
The American investor, and this is equally
ly paid him.
is

are in circumstances which should lead
adopt the French view without reservation, contheir infuses the market price at which from time to time
vestment securities are quoted with the value and security
to them of the income which they have purchased.
An open security market is of value to investors as well
profit
as speculators but, whereas the speculator makes his
true of

them

women who

to

from the fluctuations in the price at which securities are
bought and sold in this market, the investor uses the market "as a place in which to buy the securities which yield the
income which he desires, or to sell these securities if necessity

arises.

In the ordinary use of the term investment, is meant,
either a purchase of securities with the sole object of receiving an income from the interest thereon or the dividends
thereon, or a purchase with the expectation of enhancement
in

market value.

ever,

For the purposes of

when investment

variety

—purchase

therefore,

of

is spoken
income is

—

in this sense,

is

this discussion,

how-

only the simon pure
The investor,
meant.

of,

interested in the fluctuations in

market price only as they offer a more or less propitious
After deciding that
time to make a purchase of securities.
a particular time appears to be propitious to buy a certain
security,

the

investor

may

well

forget

entirely

the

daily

What he should continue to
quoted price of his security.
watch is the earnings of the corporation w'hose security he
has bought.
The speculator is concerned with a number of elements
of varying importance, and by speculator is meant the purchaser of corporation securities who is not concerned solely
with the income which they yield him but is also desirous
of making a profit through the sale of his securities at a
The two principal
higher price than he paid for them.
factors which he must study are the general trend of all
the general trend of the market as it is
security prices

—

The

other factor is the relative trend of the price
of the particular security which he is considering buying
as compared with the general trend of prices.
The trend of the general market for so-called standard

called.
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in the

Mental Attitude

railroad stocks has been slightly

upward

since the begin-

ning of 1918 and of the industrial stocks, most dealt in on
the New York Stock Exchange, upward. On the other hand,
the trend of prices of railroad bonds has been slightly
downward, of industrial bonds, slightly upward, and of
public utility bonds downward during January and nearly
Both Ijonds and stocks
stationary in February and March.
have been lower in price in the first three months of 1918
than they were in either 1917 or 1916, and bond prices have
been lower than they were in 1915. It would appear, therefore, that the present is a propitious time for the investor
who desires to buy income to make an investment, regardless of the fact, which he must recognize, that if the war
continues for a considerable period, the market price at
which the securities he may buy will be quoted may and
probably will be lower than the price which he pays for

them now.

To the speculator who is looking for an enhancement in
value reflected in a higher quoted price, this possibility cannot be disregarded.
Prices are low now but it is quite conceivable that they may go lower still.
For speculative purposes, the industrial stocks would appear to be in a much
more favorable position in general than railroad stocks.
There are many industrial companies which are making
large profits out of the manufacture of articles required for
the conduct of the war and some of these companies will be
in a position to continue to make large profits out of the
deferred need for their products in times of peace.
With
the railroad stocks, however, the outlook is not at present
encouraging.

While Director General McAdoo denies any desire ta
have the Government retain the railroads after the elapse
of twenty months after the declaration of peace, it is not at
all unthinkable that the Democratic party would go to the
country in 1920 with one of the planks in its platform advocating a retention of the railroads, either by a continuation of control and operation or the further .step of outright
government ownership of the railroads.
If government
ownership were to be the issue and the country should have
the misfortune to adopt it, owners of railroad securities
would be, it appears now, in an unenviable position.
While the courts follow public opinion more slowly and
conservatively than Congress, after all public opinion is the
ground w-ork on which court decisions are founded, even
though the legal justification of these decisions is based on
previous legal decisions. If the country should vote for government ownership, there is an imminent danger of a huge
confiscation of equities of the holders of railroad securities,,
the c^jurts notwithstanding.

Francis S. I'l-abcxly. liiairnian ol' the rcalxKiy Coal Company, has written tor tlio A'<ii7u'uy Aj^c a brief but important
article, which we publish elsewhere in
_
^
Transportation
^^^^ -^^^^^ ^^ j,,^. transportation of coal
of Railway
for railway use during the period of

I'he

repre>elltatives

of

design

.

government control. ^Ir. Peabody was
formerly chairman of the Committee
on Coal Production of the Council of National Defense, and
of
the
largest
coal
one
operators in the United States. He
is
worked out for the Railroads' War Board a zone system for
the distribution of coal for commercial and domestic use
which was the l)asis for the zone system which has been
adopted by the Fuel Administration. The railways are very
much the largest consumers of coal. Mr. Peabody estimates
that they use one-third of all that is produced in the counRailway men need hardly be told that under the comtry.
petitive system of railway operation there was a large waste
of transportation in the handling of coal for the use of the
roads themselves. This was mainly due to the fact that each

Express Your
Vievifs on

p__i

road sought to get for itself as large a part as possible of
each haul of coal intended for its use because this tended
to swell its own earnings and at the same time kept down
the amount of freight charges it had to pay, directly or inThis system, natural but e.xpensive
directly, to other roads.
under competitive operation, is needlessly expensive and
The
wasteful of transportation under unified operation.
remedy, Mr. Peabody contends, is a zone system of production and distribution similar to that adopted for commercial
coal.
His suggestions are earnestly recommended to the consideration of the Railroad Administration and the managers
of the individual railwavs.

The waste

and

steel that will be occasioned by
locomotives amounts to such a large
sum that it must be given serious conStandard Locomo- sideration, particularly when this matives Will Mean a terial is in such demand for purely
Waste of Material ^"-'^^ purposes. In the last week's issue

the

in

iron

use of standard

of
called to this fact

further

if

the

Rail'J.'ay

on page 843.

the recjuirements for

The

Age

attention

was

study has been carried

Mikado, Santa Fe, Mallet,

Pacific, Mountain and switching types of locomotives last
year were to be fulfilled with the proposed standards, of
the weights given by Alba B. Johnson in a paper on the
Railroad Administration's Motive Power Problems, published elsewhere in tliis issue, there would be over 25,000,000 lb. more of locomotive material used than was u.«ed
last year.
The requirements this year will undoubtedly
be twice fliose of last, and it can be safely said that if
standard locomotives are adopted, 50,000,000 lb. more of
iron and steel will be used than would be necessary if the
roads were permitted to order locomotives best suited for
their requirements.
Based on a cost price of 15 cents per

pound, this means that the increa.^e in the cost for locomotives this year would amount to some 57,500.000.
Can the
Railroad .Administration afford such extravagance?
Is
there any excuse for such extravagance, particularly when
the adoption of standard locomotives will give many roads
power which is unsuitable for their conditions and power
which tliey are not prepared to maintain? Will any slight
increase in the output of the locomotive builders warrant
any such increase in the cost for locomotives?

the

Railu-ay

iiavc

.l,i,v

invariably

found when talking with men conversant with locomotive

and operation that there

is

a

distinct feeling against tlie adoption of

standard locomotives for all the railroads in this countr), [larticularly at

Standardization

this time.

So general

is

this feeling that

beginning to ajijiear that the director general has not
been getting the consensus of opinion on this very important
it

is

The railroad men particularly seem to hesitate
speak their minds.
Every interview on the subject is
with an admonition from them
"Now don't quote
me.
I am working
for the government and I intend to
be a good soldier."
They cannot better perfomi tluir
duty to their country than by doing what they can to
prevent the Railroad Adminisration from making a mistake which is so full of disastrous possibilities.
It is the
duty of every railroad man who knows, to speak through the
most direct channel he has either through the regional
subject.
to

—

closed

—

—

standardization commiUee,
and give his
honest and just opinion on the practicability of standard
locomotives.
Alba B. Johnson, president of the Baldwin
Locomotive Works, in a paper before the U. S. Chamber of
Commerce, which is published elsewhere in this issue, has
availed himself of an opjwrtunity of saying what he thinks
on standardization.
He says: "It may be said that the
workman who is responsible for the best workmanship
should be entitled to the selection of his own tools, and
similarly, that the railroad manager who is responsible for
his record of efficiency and economy, should be permitted
the widest discretion in selecting the locomotives which he
regards as best fitted for the conditions of service upon his
line."
.And further: "Thus, instead of simplifying the problem of locomotive maintenance, the introduction of government standards would complicate it." He closes his discussion with the admonition that: "Especially should this
(standard locomotives) be considered most carefully when
directors

or

the

war is upon us." There are
as well able to speak on this subject as is Mr.
men in the railroad field, who know just what

the world-wide danger of this

other

men

Johnson

—

standard locomotives will mean to them.
before

it

is

too late

.An interpretation of the Hours-of-Service

of reason

"

Let them speak

I

law by the "rule

instead of on the basis of the strictest possible
construction, is one of the unusual

Ameliorative

Words from

things

recorded

in

our

Court

News

column this week. It is in a decision
by Judge Buffington in the United
the Bench
States Circuit Court of Appeals at
Philadelphia. The engineman and fireman of a helping
engine had a good deal of time off between runs and the
judge suggested that now, when evenibody is in duty lx)und
to work to his utmost to win the war, there ought to be some
reasonable way in which this rest-time should be allowed
Whether or not this view will be sustained, under the
for.
cold scrutiny of the full bench of the higher court, we do
Indeed, the declaration is perhaps to be classed
not know.
onlv as an obilrr dictum, and so of only temporary interest;
l)Ut it is at least a refreshing variation in the dreary and
unending succession of strict constructions bv which, dur-
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ing tlic past dozen )cars, the courts have converted the rules
of freight-train running into a petrified strait-jacket, in
whicli no one lias a chance to Isreathe.
In essence, the controvcr.sios over hours of .service are only a part of the camjjuign of the brotherhoods for higher pay; but, nevertheless, every airing of the subject helps to impress the fact
that every railroadman's duty at the present time is to put

work
His own

forth his best efforts for efficiency, whether his day's
is

done

in 8 hours, or is scattered over 18 hours.

and mental, as related to his personal
only justifiable limitation.
Another signithis decision is that wherein the judge
sa}'s that the Interstate Commerce Commission, instead of
prosecuting the railroads in the courts for their infractions
of laws which in some respects are almost unworkable, ought
to formulate and prescribe reasonable rules under which the
laws could be complied with according to the normal dictates
of common .sense.
What could be more rational?
health,

physical

efficiency, is the

ficant obiter

dictum of

heavy
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also this form of failure is more prevalent
from some mills than from others and cershow man}' more failures than other heats from

traffic;

in rails secured

tain heats

same mill.
While transverse

the

fissures are relatively few,

measured

in

terms of the total number of rails in track, as pointed out
l)y several railway men, the inherent possibility of a serious
accident resulting from a failure is so great and the probability of detection is so limited that a study of this subject
warrants the closest attention in order that the causes may
be determined and the conditions leading to the development
of this

form of

rail failure in the mill

and in the track may

be removed.

George A. Post and the
Railway Business Association
T-HE

The Transverse Fissure Problem
qPiih DETER MiNATiuN

of the Conditions leading to the de-

^

velopment of interior transverse fissures in steel rails
has proved one of the most baffling problems with which
railwa)- men and metallurgists have been confronted for
many years. Although brought prominently to light in the
investigation of the I.ehigh \"alley wreck at Manchester,
N. v., in 1^11, little really definite information has been
developed regarding the causes of this type of rail failure,
in spite of the fact that it has been given close study by
many rail experts since that time. However, the attention
which is being given to this problem, and the data which
are being collected have demonstrated the fallacy of certain
theories that have been advanced and are narrowing down
the range of possible causes and thereby bringing nearer
the final solution.

The most

recent contribution to this subject

is

the paper

James E. Howard, presented before the American Institute of Mining Engineers in New York on February 20
(abstracted in the Railway Age Gazette of November
30, 1917) and the discussions of this paper, several of
which are published in part on another page in this issue.
In his paper Mr. Howard repeats the conclusion advanced
Ijy

frequently in his reports to the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission that transverse fissures are fatigue fractures which
may develop in rails which are structurally free from any
known defects. In other words, he believes that they are
In this position he
the result solely of service conditions.
is supported by the manufacturers, but opposed by railway
cleavage
particularly
evident in
men. and this line of
was
the discussion at New York.
Representatives of the manufacturers have advocated decreasing the loads to which the rails are subjected, or inTo the first suggestion
creasing the section of the rail.
railway men reply that it is imjiracticable, while maintaining that the necessity for the .second has not yet been dem-

That some of the manufacturers are alive to the
importance of the problem is indicated by the statement
of a representative of one of the large steel companies that
his firm is planning to build a machine in the near future
which will test full sized rails to determine the eftect of
section, chemical composition and methods of manufacture
on the ability of the rails to withstand the stresses to which
they are subjected in track.
In support of their contention that tran.sverse fissures are
not fatigue fractures arising primarily from the overstressing of the rail in service, but arise from defects originating
in the mills, a number of the railway men presented data to
show that transverse fissures have occurred in rails which
have been subjected to very limited service, while they
have not been found in other rails which have carried a very
onstrated.

T\\ U .MOST IMPORTANT E\ E.NTS which tOok plaCC at
Railway Business Association in ChiMonday were the announcement of the fact that
on
cago
George .\. Post intends to retire as president of the association and the reference to the present e.xecutive committee of

A

the meeting of the

the duty of reoiganizing the association

and appointing

its

future officers.

Mr. Post was the father of the association.

He

has been
purpose in the past has been to promote good relations between
the railways and the railway supply companies and to educate public opinion and public officials regarding the railway question. For the leadership of the association, while
seeking to accomplish these purposes, Mr. Post has shown
that he possesses an excellent equipment.
He is a public
speaker of rare ability. He is a diplomatist of consummate
tact.
While always willing to lead, he has always been
equally willing and even anxious to take counsel with and
l)e guided by the judgment of his associates.
The association under his presidency has done well the things it set out
to do.
Recently new conditions have developed in both the
railway and railway supply business.
The railway supply
business lias been confronted by entirely new problems. Mr.
Post has never rendered such able and valuable service to it
as he has within recent weeks in presenting the point of
view, the rights and the problems of its members to Director
General Mc.\doo and other officers of the Railroad Administration at Washington.
The new problems which government control of the railroads have presented to the railroad supply business, together
with Mr. Post's impending retirement from the presidency
of the Railway Business Association, have made clear the
necessity for greatly broadening the scope of this organization
and reorganizing it. The association at its meeting in Chicago adopted a change in its constitution, delegating to its
executive committee the determination of the scope of its
work and the way it should be done in the future and the
task of working out the reorganization.
This sweeping delegation of power gives to the executive
committee a very important duty and imposes on it a very
heavy responsibility. The way in which the executive committee performs its duty and discharges its responsibility may
largely .shape the entire future of the railway materials
president of

it

ever since

its

organization.

Its principal

business in this country.
In every body of men there always are some who believe
in the use of conservative methods and some who believe in
the use of aggressive measures.
The thing which makes an
efficient and useful organization is the combination in judicious proportions of conservatism and caution on the one
hand with aggressiveness and courage on the other. The
Railway Business .\ssociation desires and will need the generous, whole-he -irted support of all the manufacturers of

dealers in railway materials

who have

and

rights to be protected

I

April

and
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ization
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imereits to U- promoted.

form an organ-

and further tlieir
rocognizinu and proniotint; the riijlils and interests of
i> the proljlem and tlie opportunity of tiie
interests while at

wliiili will protect

tinie^

'I'o

will secure the support of all tlicsf interests
all

%1

tiH) good reason to know it; and witii the di^a.stroub experience of tiieir customers, the railways, so fresh in mind, they
naturally become greatly disturbed when they think they .see
government control beginning to assume toward tiieir busi-

the pul)lic also,

ness an attitude similar to

executive committee.
Governinent control has raised tlie new problems with
which the railway materials concerns are now confronted.
Government ownershi|i would-be a menace to the rights and
A broad
welfare of the entire railway materials business.
view of tlie situation should be taken and it should be hanviijorously,
diplomatically
but couragedled lautiously but

l)egan to

ously

Two

Great Industries

— An

Analogy

THK

(iovEKNMEXT. having assumed control of railway
and guaranteed the net return of the companies, has become responsible for railway operating exThe prices paid for equipment and supplies enter
penses.
Therefore, the government naturalinto ojjerating expenses.
It ought to do
Iv wishes to avoid paying excessive prices.
u|ieration,

this.

It

public

is

tiiat

it is the right, of the
operated, under government

not only to the interest, but
the railways shall

i)e

control, as economically as is consistent with the rendering

of service appropriate to present conditions, and with the
payment of reasonable wages to lal)or and reasonable prices
to the concern-; from which e(|uipment and sup|)lies are

bought.

But ex|)erience in the regulation of railway rates has shown
that the word "reasonable" is susceptible of widely varying
To owners and managers of railways "reainter|iretations.
sonable" rates have meant rates high enough to keep the
companies in a prosperous condition and enable them to raise
sufficient capital

adequately to develop their

facilities.

To

most of the regulating authorities "reasonable" rates have
meant the lowest rates that could be made which the courts
would not hold confiscatory. The latter theory has prevailed
in regulation, and in consequence we have seen numerous
railways

reduced

to

iiankruptcy;

capital

frightened

away

from the transportation business; and both the extensive and
intensive development of the railways almost entirely stopped.

We

have seen the railways, in the midst of the greatest of
wars, become unable to finance their requirements or adequately .serve the government and people; and we have seen
it become necessary, as a war measure, to suspend the entire
sy.stem of regulation and to guarantee the financial returns
of the railway companies.
all

In view of our experience with government regulation of
railways there need be no surprise that the railway supply
companies Ijecame filled with suspicion and apprehension
when officers of the government Railroad Administration begin to suggest the elimination of patents and royalties in the
sale of their goods, to ask to see their cost accounts, to inquire how large their capitalizations and investments are,
and what percentages of profit they have been making. Nor
is it surprising that the supply companies are not restored to
a sense of complete security when officials of the Railroad
Administration give assurances that the government will be
fair in dealing with them.
They recall that the railways have always been given assurances from official sources that they would be fairly
treated.
In most cases, these assurances have been sincere.
Probably most of the regulating officials honestly believe today that the railways always have been fairly treated, and
that the ces.sation of railway development with the consequent
acute congestions of traffic and demoralization of business,
have been due to cau.ses other than regulation. But business
men and the puldic know that the kind of regulation which
has been applied to the railways has been the chief cause of
these condition^.
The railway supply concerns have only

tiiat

whicli goveninient regulation

assume some years ago toward

tiie

railroad business.

Purchases in the Railroad .\dministration
is John Skelton Williams, controller of the currencv.
Nobody has ever described the destruction of railroad credit
I'he Director of

more graphically, or stated the reasons for it more forcibh
and accurately than Mr. Williams did in a letter which he
wrote to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and which
was published in the issue of the Railway Af^e lor Novemljcr
16, 1917, page S91.
As an experienced business man and
an important government ofticer INIr. Williams saw very clearwhat the destruction of the credit of the railways and tininterruption of their develo])ment meant to the country.
He
also saw clearly that what had caused the.sc things was the
unjust and excessive reduction and limitation of profits in
the railroad industry.
ly

Mr. Williams can hardly fail to see that similar reduction
and limitation of profits in the railway supply business must
and will have similar effects upon that industry; and that it
is impossible to arrest the development of this or any other
large industry without harmful effects upon the entire country.
Patriotism forbids that any class of men or concerns
should raise their prices excessively and practise profiteering
during the war. These things the governnient should prevent.
But patriotism dtx!s not require that concerns engaged in any
essential industry shall forego normal, rca.sonable profits during the war; and certainly no essential industry should be

singled out from
It

all others,

and required

has been pointed out many,

many

to

do

this.

times, with reference

to the railroad business, that reasonable profits, from the
standpoint lioth of the welfare of the companies and the
country, are profits which will maintain the industry in a
healthy condition and cause it to grow sufficiently to meet
the increasing demands of the country upon it.
Exactly the
same thing is true of the railway equipment and supply
business.
This argument, with respect to the railroad business has fallen on deaf cars, and today the nation is paying
for its mistakes in dealing with the railways, and paying
dearly. Let us hope that it will not have to be said in future
years that government control initiated a policy as ruinous to
the railway supply industry as government regulation has
proved to be to the railway industry.

Lehigh Valley
•nPHERE WAS LESS coKGESTiox on the Lehigh Valley in
*
1917 than in 1916. In fact, it was one of the few eastern roads which, in 1917, was not at one time or other pretty
badly tied up.
A remarkably good showing in operation
was made. The train load in 1917 averaged 102 tons more
than in 1916.
The 1917 average for all freight was 778
tons.
Carloading was considerably better, the average jser
loaded car being 29.10 tons in 1917 as against 26.64 tons
in 1916; an increase of over 9 per cent.
Whereas in 1910
the Lehigh \'alley had a debit balance of $512,000 for hire
of freight cars, there was a credit balance of $195,000 in
1917.
The Lehigh Valley should, under normal conditions,
have a credit balance for hire of freight cars; it is one of the
roads which have followed the policy of buying a liberal
supply of cars and the situation that arose in 1916 was
brou.sht about by the inability of the Lehigh Valley to get
rid of other companies' cars which had been sent loaded
on to its line. As an instance of this, large equipment orders
for Russia were shipped to the Lehigh Valley and had to
be held under load for a long period of time. Eventually,
the cars were unloaded where they stood and released for
sen-ice. but this long delay ran up the per diem to an
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abnormal extent. In the matter of getting coal shipments
through, the Lehigh Valley made a most creditable showing
The road was never, during the entire year,
in 1917.
stopped to coal shipments.
The gain in train loading and car loading, the freedom
from congestion, the successful efforts to keep coal moving,
more creditable because of the almost unbearable labor conditions which existed for the Lehigh Valley
are all the

The
and, of course, also for other roads in its teiTitory.
expenses ran up to an abnormal extent. Transportation expenses amounted to $23,343,000, an increase of $5,767,000
over 1916; while the increase in operating revenues was only
$4,499,000; the total operating revenues in 1917 being
The Lehigh Valley's 10 per cent dividend
$53,358,000.
emails for $6,061,000 and, had it not been for the declaration
of a $2,398,000 dividend (a dividend of about 25 per cent)
on the Lehigh Valley Coal Company stock, which the Lehigh
Valley Railroad owns in its entirety, the railroad company
would not have fully earned its dividends. The net income.

LAKE
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1902, became chairman of the board of directors and E. E.
Loomis, vice-president of the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western, was elected president of the Lehigh. Mr. Loomis
was' a man very much respected and liked by all classes
of officers and employees on the Lackawanna, and the operating results obtained under the rather staggering labor conditions of 1917 would appear to indicate that he has already
succeeded in getting a fine spirit of team work on the
Lehigh Valley. As a matter of fact, it was largely intensive
supervision on the part of the higher officers which kept the
road open during the entire year. There were times during
the year when general officers went out to larger yards and
lived there for weeks on end.
The Lehigh Valley, at the beginning of 1917, was a well
maintained eastern trunk line which, however, compared to

neighbor, the Lackawanna, or its neighbor, the
little spent on it in recent years for additions
The great pressure of business in 1916
and betterments.
demonstrated, beyond a further question of doubt, the imperative necessity of the provision of some additional facilities.
While it is true that a dollar spent for additions and
betterments in 1917 accomplished about two-thirds of the
work or less than could have been accomplished for a dollar
spent in 1914, the Lehigh simply had to have certain additions made to it.
It took courage to spend $7,104,000 for
additions and betterments in 1917, but the Lehigh Valley
management had the necessary courage.
Of this total
of $7,104,000, $2,872,000 was for locomotives.
There wrere
52 freight locomotives bought and 10 passenger locomotives.
either

Erie,

its

had had

The

NAPLES

fFlfEEf/lLe

W

next largest item of additions was $1,162,000 spent for
shops and engine houses, $611,000 was spent for bridges,
trestles and culverts; fitting the road for the heavier locomotives.

was apparently necessary

part of this
At the
end of 1916 there were no loans and bills payable and there
was $11,423,000 cash on hand. At the end of 1917 there
was $4,000,000 loans and bills payable and $4,573,000
cash and $200,000 time drafts. The materials and supplies
It

to

finance

a

capital expenditure through short term borrowing.

PENNSVLVANIA
.'^

TVvo

or

more fracas

NEW

fjEAsro//

-

Sin^/e frack
ALLEfi/rOWN

\

The Lehigh Valley
company dividend and paying fixed
available for dividends, were $7,152,000 in

after including the coal

charges,

etc.,

1917, and in 1916, without the inclusion of any dividends on
the coal company's stock, was $7,828,000.
Some conception of the difficulties under which the management worked may be had from the fact that 2,108 new
men were hired as locomotive firemen, although the normal
force was but 1,343 and 3,123 new trainmen were hired
to

maintain a regular force of 2,404.

of fuel alone

amounted

The

increased cost

to $2,036,000.

a result of the increase in freight rates granted by the
Interstate Commerce Commission on June 27, 1917, the
average ton mile rate on merchandise freight was 0.017

As

one hundredths of a mill greater in
1917 than in 1916, and the freight rate increase netted the
company less than $609,000.
During the early part of the calendar year, 1917, E. B.
Thomas, who had been president of the Lehigh Valley since
cents, that is seventeen

account had increased from $3,563,000 to $6,229,000 but
the increase in the value of supplies must account for a
large part of this apparent increase.
The same supplies,
valued at $6,229,000 at the end of 1917, would have been
valued on June 30, 1914, at $2,062,000 less.
The table shows principal figures for 1917 and 1916:
1917
-Average mileage operated
Cnal freight revcr.ue

Merchandise freight revenue
Passenger revenue
Total operating revenues
M.Tintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses (rail line)
Transportation expenses (water line)
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
OperatinK income
Cross income
Net income
nividcnds
Surplus

1916

1,443

1,444

$20,402,226
22,705.556
4,894,990
53,358.446
5.353,466
9.999,610

$18,330,880
21,478,421
4,598,212
48,859,909
4,967,202
9,118,815

1,013,395
23,343,165
798.534
1,147,267
41,826,166
2,126,626
9,403,324
14,480,480
7,151.859
6,060,800
1.091,059

1,009,061
17,576.066
870,079
1,075,199
34,764,977
1,804,812
12,279,778
15,267,045
7,827,771
6,060.800
1.766,971

Urges

MIKTING
TiiKtionANNi'Ai.
was lield in the

Commends Conduct
for McAdoo

Inviolability of Patent Rights.

War

of

and Asks Loyal Support

tlic Railway business AspcxiaHotel l.aSalle, Chicago, on Monday of this week, the entire day heing given over to the
Owing to the very general interest in the
business sessions.
problems of the railway su[iply field the attendance exceeded
all previous records for similar meetings of this organization,
over JiOO railway supply men being present.

of

George .\. I'ost. president of the association, called the
meeting to order at 11 o'clock.
In his opening address he
dwelt upon the problems now confronting the railway supply
industry, referring to the more important ones specifically
in considerable detail.
He outlined the conferences which
he has had with the tlirector general and the director of purchases relative to their attitude towards tiie railway supply
Mr. Post urged those present to refrain from critiindustry.
cism of the administration for apparent delays and emphasized the fact that while "the name of tlie firm may have been
changed, the same people are doing liusiness inside as be-

and

fore."

lands, and particularly in the Orient from which he recently
returned after making a careful study of commercial conditions in that part of the world.

The

results of his investiga-

have already been covered quite exhaustively in the Railway Age of March 19, page 585, and the issue of March 22,
page 697.
In his remarks to the Railway Business Association he pointed out the great opportunity presented to that
body to take a leading part in the development of foreign
trade for American railway devices.
He was particularly emphatic in pointing out that foreign
trade requires long preparation with deferred returns, and a
most painstaking study of conditions peculiar to other countries.
He stated that the United States would have to expect
severe competition from other manufacturing nations, and
mentioned in particular the careful and scientific preparation
tions

of the British to prosecute a vigorous,

campaign

for

commerce

conclusion of the war.
The British, he
said, had made foreign commerce a profession, and the best
of their young men entered the field with the expectation of
in the

Orient

at the

spending their whole lives

Pierson Talks on Trade Acceptances

in

it.

He

Mr. Post's address the meeting adjourned to an adjoining room for lunch, during which Lewis
E. Pierson, president of the Irving National Bank, New York,
and chairman of the .\merican Trade Acceptance Council,
spoke on "'Proper Remittances for Goods Delivered." Mr.
.\t

Discusses Problems

Business Association

Rail^A/^ay

the conclusion of

Pierson advocated the use of trade acceptances in place of
open accounts in credit transactions in the railway supply
(This plan of handling credits was described in
business.
Mr. Pierson emphathe Railway Age of March 1, p. 463.)
sized the fact that the trade acceptance method is a plan for
handling
the
of credits and is not concerned with cash transactions.
Trade acceptances represent value and usability.
Being self licjuidating with definite maturities their absorption is accomplished readily and automatically.
Mr. Pierson
stated that experience has shown that trade acceptances are
paid promptly on maturity, while open accounts are not.
Detailed investigation has disclosed that there is probably no
industry in the countr>- in which 75 per cent of the open accounts are paid on or before maturity, while the cases in
which trade acceptances are not paid when due are so rare as
to be negligible.
With open accounts, a careful business man
must make provision for slow payment.
Mr. Pierson emphasized particularly the opportunity for
the introduction of trade acceptances by the railway supply
industry- at the present time.
He called attention to the fact
that although the railways are commonly able to meet their
obligations when due, it is very generally true that they extend
their pa)'ments beyond the specified dates.
Trade acceptance
will overcome this for no road will desire to weaken its credit
by failing to make provision to pay the acceptances at maturity. At the present time when the government is in charge
of the operation of the roads, and when it is also actively
promoting the Federal Reserve plan, of which the trade acceptance is a feature, and when the Railroad Administration
and the Treasury department are under a common head, it
would appear to be a most favoral)le time to introduce the
trade acceptance idea among the railroads.

Frank Rhea Speaks on Foreign Trade Opportunities
Frank Rhea of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce addres.sed the association at luncheon on the opportunities for the sale of .\raerican railroad supplies in foreign

way

described the various methods in which American railsupplies have been marketed in the Orient in the past,

which have already been outlined in the articles above mentioned in the Railway Age.
In this connection he stated that
he found the Locomotive and Car Builders' dictionaries to be
an important factor in promoting American railway supply
materials in Australasia and the Far East.
He also stated
that .\merican railway and technical journals circulated in
those countries and were held in high esteem.
One of the peculiarities of the Oriental market which he
brought out is that the distance from the sources of supply

makes

it

necessary for railroads to anticipate their require-

ments far ahead. New Zealand lines, for instance, contract
for materials and supplies in some instances three years
ahead.
This condition, he pointed out, made it much more
serious for those countries to change standards, and hence the
life of equipment there was much longer than in this country.
Foreign business cannot be successfully carried on by indiCompeting American firms will find it
vidual companies.
advantageous to comliine for purposes of foreign trade expansion, and in some instances may find it advantageous to
pool their patents. The government can give some practical
assistance to American manufacturers by selecting and tabulating information received from consuls in other countries,
but at best the work of the government is more or less academic; practical details of definitely determining the requirements of foreign markets and painstakingly fulfilling tliem,
will have to be worked out by tlie railway supply industry.
Although tliere is some truth in the statement that "business
follows the investment," Mr. Rhea pointed out that a large
proportion of the foreign roads are Government-owned, and
therefore not tied by financial strings, while many privately
owned lines are paying off their indebtedncjss and thereby
becoming free to make their purchases wherever they please.
.American products stand high in the estimation of foreign
and only need intelligent marketing to win a large
In this connection he mentioned the Chinese
foreign trade.
lines which are in great need of new equipment and new
This, he said, could not be secured because of the
facilities.
difficulty of financing new purchases, and he suggested that
.American manufacturers might introduce the equipment trust
scheme in that countn,- with success.
Mr. Rhea is strongly of the opinion that a development of

countries,

963
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Progress and Patents
The most important resolution passed by

and the building up of a commercial fleet to carry
arms of our national de-

will prove one of the strongest

Our

fense in the future.
will

demand our

entrance into that field, however,
and our whole-hearted atten-

best efforts

tion.

Afternoon Session
large part of the afternoon session was devoted to a
discussion of the policy of the director general with referOn this subject President Post
ence to railroad purchases.
.-\

remarks during the morning session, based on
At the inception of the standinterviews with Mr. McAdoo.
ardization movement, Mr. Post said, there was considerable
misunderstanding of the purposes of the Railroad Administration and many of the manufacturers gathered the idea
that it would mean the use of only one or a few devices to
On the conthe exclusion of competing supply companies.
trary, standardization means uniformity of dimensions and
manufacturer
exclude
any
not
and
does
locations of devices,
who is willing to conform to these requirements. He further
amplified his

pointed out that the director general's office will only concern
itself w^ith major purchases running into millions of dollars,
w'hereas the regional directors will supervise purchases of
medium proportions and the individual purchasing agents of
the various railroads will continue to make smaller purthe main of current supplies bought
from month to month and those materials which have a
fixity of use on their lines.

chases, consisting in

In discussing the effects of standardization attention was
called to the fact that even if orders were placed at the
present time, several months would elapse before many
manufacturers could change their patterns to conform with
The di.scussion closed ,with a brief
these new standards.
In response to a reconsideration of the patent situation.
cjuest of the president for those men present to rise whose
business rested largely on patent rights for which royalties
to be paid, it developed that a large number of those in

had

attendance responded.
At the conclusion of the deliberations the Resolutions Committee, A. L. Humphrey, chainnan, offered a number of
The first
resolutions which were passed by the organization.
matter taken up was an amendment to the constitution providing for the insertion of a

new

Article II after Article

I,

as follows
of this organization shall be vested in
determined by the general executive committee as constituted in accordance with the by-laws." Mr.
Humphrey explained that the purpose of this amendment
was to facilitate quick action under the present uncertain
conditions, and to make possible the formulation of policies

"The government

and

its

policy

and plans

befitting the association's

expanding opportunities

for service.

Supply Manufacturers' Liberty Loan Day
second resolution offered called attention to the fact
about 50,000 men were reported l)y railway supply
companies to be in the .service of the United States and
recommended that the thousands w-ho remain behind should
back up the colors by purchasing Liberty Bonds. The sug-

The

that

gestion

that

the

director

general

of

railroads

designate

20 as Railway and Railway Materials Manufacturers'
Liberty Loan Day, was heartily approved.
The loyal support of the association to the President of
the United States in the performance of his difficult responsibilities of prosecuting the war was pledged anew,
and the work of the director general and the railways was
.\pril

commended.
Resolutions of thanks to Lewis E. Pierson and Frank
All
for their addresses were passed unanimously.
manufacturers of railway supplies were invited to join the
Railwav Business Association in order to profit by the joint
activities of that bodv.

Rhea
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the association

the patent rights of railway supply
reads as follows
manufacturers.
"With satisfaction we observe that the evident aim in constructing the government standard equipment designs and
specifications was to admit a broad scope of interchangeable
welcome also the assurance by the director
appliances.

was that relating

to

It

We

general that the purpose
yet established.

to encourage during government
and adoption of improvements not

is

control the demonstration

These are

policies of progress.

They

will

preserve and stimulate the industrial enterprises
whose occupation it is to achieve mechanical advance in
tend

to

transportation science.

We

earnestly

commend

general's consideration the fact that a

to the director
large proportion of

is founded upon patent rights and that an
indispensable essential to preserving the enterprises them-

these, enterprises

maintain unimpaired the normal status of patents.
of the patent who leases to a manufacturer has a
contract which cannot be abrogated without his consent and
which he may not be in position to abrogate. The royalties are
The enterprise which owns patthe earnings of his genius.
ents has for an asset, in some cases its chief asset, as a going
business the right to protection against under-bidding Ijy
concerns whose overhead cost has not included the e.xperimentation, demonstration, development and improvement of
selves

is

to

The owner

the device."

Resignation of Mr. Post
At the annual dinner it was announced that George A.
Post, president of the Railway Business .\ssociation since
would decline re-election. This occasioned
its formation,
the presentation of the resolution expressing the deep appreciation of the Association for Mr. Post's able and indefatigable efforts in its interests and the sincere regret of the organization that the pressure of his private business demands his
retirement.
The resolution reads in part as follows:
"It wall be impossible to measure the obligation which i^
owed to Mr. Post by the group of industries interested in the
.Association

of

its

he has so ably fostered during the twelve years
It was he who first drew for us the picture

existence.

of the isolated industrial craft units, each in its community
possessing latent influence, but none of them using that influence upon the common problem; the picture of those crafts
then portrayed illustrated how they might become with a
common center of action. To unite those unco-ordinated
units, this far-sighted leader perceived, would mobilize their

knowledge, their wisdom and their strength and through
The
organization apply their energy to beneficial activity.
Association which resulted from that suggestion has ampl\
justified the prophecy.
"Serving without salary, a condition which he regarded
as essential to his influence, Mr. Post has devoted himself to
this movement with a prodigality of self-sacrifice that seems
incredible to those who find it difficult to make much smaller
contributions of time and energy to similar movements.
deplore that any circumstance should deprive us of his

We

leadership.

We

rejoice to

know

that this actual circumstance

another and imperative activity and not age or infirmity.
To us, under whatever leadership, his past example and
present wisdom will always be as a beacon protecting us
from hidden rocks. With one voice we fervently pray for
his health, long life, prosperity and happiness."
The passing of this resolution was followed by an ovation
is

Mr. Post. Letters eloquent of appreciation regarding Mr.
work were read from H. H. Westinghouse. G. M.
Basford, Samuel Rea and Frank W. Noxon.
The Committee on Nominations and Organizations (A.
H. Mulliken, chairman), recommended that the plan for the
reorganization of the association and election of officers
for the coming year be referred to the present Executive
Committee for action later; this resolution was adopted.

to

Post's

Railroad Administration's Motive
The Development

of

the American

Power Problems

Locomotive and the

Possible Effects of Standardization

By Alba
I'ri'^Hliiil,

iiisinK\

Till
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KMi

KiiAii
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ilfvclopmcnt
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lialilwin

luis Ijccii

one of

and power and in
from the beginning of locomotive construction in Kngland and America
until the present time.
The Rainhill trials conducted on the
Liverpcx)l & Manchester in 1829 tlemonstrated the pracrontinuous

size

in

details

Stephenson's "Rocket," which, in its essencombined most of the features of present day locomo-

ticability
tials,

im|)ruviim'nt

and economy of

perfection

of

tives.

The

and Old Ironsides, Mr. Baldwin's lirst locoweighed about five tons each, and were scarcely
the
motor trucks now commonly used on highlarger than
ways.
It would be without the scope of this paper to
trace the development of locomotives from Old Ironsides of
KS.i2, to the latest triple compound Mallet, or the most
approved Decapod of the present day. The 85 years which
have elapsed since the successful trials of the John Bull on
the t'amden & Amboy; the DeWitt Clinton on the Mohawk
& Hudson and the Old Ironsides on the Philadelphia,
Germantown & Xorristown, have been years of constant
experiments and improvements, whilst corresponding experiments and improvements have been going on concurrently
in the various countries of Europe.
Each railway has enRiK'ket

motive,

tieavored to e.xcel others in efficiency

and power, and each

lixomotive builder has striven to excel his competitor.

Development

of the

Locomotive

X'iewing the whole progress of locomotive development,
one general fact is apparent in years of excessive business
the time and thought of railroad men have been so fully
occupied with the movements of traffic as to leave little op;

problems of improving methods and applifollow successively waves of
expansion, and during years when earnings are small and
the necessity for economies is urgent, much attention is
The result
concentrated upon problems of improvement.
has been that each |)eriod of business depression has been
followed by new developments in the art of transportation.
portunit)' for the

ances.

Waves

of depression

would not be difficult to trace the periods of minimum
which resulted in the changes in track from the
40-lb. to the 60-lb., the 60-lb. to the 80-lb., and the 80-lb.
o the 100-lb. rail and now even to the 1.50-lb. rail; in the
ir, from the 20-ton to the 30-ton, the 30-ton to the 40-ton
nd the 40-ton to the 50-ton and 70-ton capacity and now
n some cases to the 100-ton capacity: and in the locomotive
trom the 15-in. by 24-in. 30-ton locomotive of the '70s
to the 17-in. by 24-in. 40-ton locomotive of the '80s; the
20-in. by 24-in. 60-ton locomotive of the "90s to the 22-in.
by 28-in. 100-ton locomotive of the first decade of this
century; and the development of the larger tj-pes of Mikado. Santa Fe and Mallet
ranging from .500,000 to 500,'iiO lb. weight
which have been built during the pre.sent
It

traffic

—

—

'Iccade.

The process of development has in each instance been
«onicwhat as follows.
It has been found that the readiest
means of increasing revenues is to increase the carrying
capacity of cars, so that a greater amount of revenue freight
can be hauled for each unit of car mileage. The increase in
car loading reduced the number of cars which could be
Read

hrfi.rr

thr

I

ni

.1

Sf.iin

rir.nt.i^r

.,1

("..mnitrcc

iiiccting

at

Johnson

B.

l.ocoincilivr

Chi-

Works,

I'liil.idcli^liia.

hauled per train, and re.-ulted in a diin.niu lor larger Ictcomotives capable of hauling no l(s> a number of cars than
This found its limit in the capacity of rails and
before.
bridges

again

sustain

to

the

increased

axle

loads.

and bridges have been replaced

rails

Again and

to permit of the

constantly increasing axle loads from 10 to 15 tons, from
15

from 20

M) and

about 35 tons, the
stop to consider for a
moment what this has meant to the industry of the country,
we will realize that each change has involved practically
to 20,

present

maximum

to

axle load.

finally to
If

we

the total replacement of rails, bridges, cars, and locomotives on existing lines throughout the whole country, and
each step has resulted in a reduction of the cost per ton
mile until the cost of transportation in the I'nited States
has gone far below that existing in any other country.
In
the majority of instances each contract for cars and Icxromotives has been made to new specifications, and in comparatively few instances have existing contracts for either
cars or locomotives been duplicated without incorporating
the changes w-hich have resulted from the combined causes
of experience and competition.

Standardization of Locomotives
Standardization has been an ideal much talked of but
never realized in actual practice, because standardization
implies the cry.stallization of present practice as the practice of the future, and means that no further changes shall
be made as the result of experience or invention.
Carried
to its logical extreme, the adoption of inflexible standards
at any time during the hi.story of locomotive development
would have involved the stoppage of progress at that
point.
Many attempts have been made to fix standards for
particular railroads and groups of roads, but in every instance these have given way to the urgency of keeping pace
with other roads which have not attempted to bind themselves with the iron bands of standardization.
The practical result of such attempts has \>een that those lines most
rigidly adhering to their standards have lagged behind their
competitors.

The result of more than eighty years of experience lias
convinced railroad men that the most advantageous field for
standardization is in details rather than in the complete
locomotive or car as a unit. Most of the advantages sought
through standardization have been ol)tained by unifying
or standardizing the design of various parts common to a
Whilst the American
considerable number of classes.
Railway Master Mechanics" Association and the Master
Car Builders' Association have perhaps accomplished less
in procuring the adoption of complete standard units than
advocates of standarclization would have liked to .see. they
have done splendid service to the transportation interests
of the country by the adoption .of the numerous standard
details, by their discussions and by their interchange of
experiences.
It may be .said that their .iccomplishments
have been as great as it was humanly possible to achieve
under the conclitions of diversity of managements, diversity
of ideas and the necessity of constantly keeping abreast of
.\merican railrcxid men need
the march of improvement,
have no fear of comparison with other countries, cither in
the practical common sense which has been showTi in the
conservative encouragement given to improvements in en-
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<;ineering

or

practice,

in

the

reductions

which have been

They have been
achieved in the cost of transportation.
quick to" adapt to American conditions improvements which
have been worked out abroad; they have maintained the
suitability of American locomotives, not only for American
conditions of operating, but they have also maintained the
adaptability of American standards for all countries where
the conditions approximate to those existing in the United
States, thus developing a large foreign trade in railway
equipment and materials.

War

Brings

New

Conditions

participation of the United States in the world-war
A mass of legislation
has brought about new conditions.
and regulation which had accumulated during years of
peace and which was predicated upon certain popular fears
and prejudices resulted in the failure to allow increase in

The

The necessities
revenues corresponding to increased costs.
of the war soon demonstrated that these regulations which
prevented co-operation by insisting upon competition, did
not make for efficiency, but prevented many measures of
improved service which the railroad managers were themwhich had been made prohibitive.

selves eager to adopt but

In order at a single stroke to untangle this situation, the

government of the United States decided that it was wise to
assume control of transportation by placing all the principal
lines in the control of a director general of railways, and to
operate the roads as a unit during the period of the war
and for a fixed time thereafter. For the first time in the
history of the country all of the railroads became subject
to a unity of management and to a unity of control in
For the first time it became practicable
their purchases.
The
to adopt and to enforce standards to a large extent.
very forces of competition had brought about a uniformity
of general dimensions and weights of locomotives for trunk
service.
Inasmuch as all kinds of cars were being
hauled indiscriminately over all railroad lines, there could
be no reason why a diversity of details should exist amongst
To a lesser degree,
those belonging to different railroads.
perhaps, these considerations apply also to motive power.
If one type of locomotive could haul a given train across

line

bank

Mississippi river,
there appeared to be no adequate reason why a locomotive
of different t\'pe or different details should be required to
haul the same train from the east bank where the grades
the

continent

to

the

west

of

the

and working conditions were not too divergent.
In the early days of railroading it was quite common for
the same line to have different types of locomotives to haul
The same
its trains over different divisions of the road.
Notwithstanding
conditions now exist upon a larger scale.
a certain amount of standardization of the locomotives on
each road, there is a large diversity amongst different roads
The
having practically the same operating conditions.
opportunity given to the director general of railways to unify
the motive power of all railroads, was unique, and the conThe work of preparing standard
ception a fascinating one.
specifications and draw'ings was entrusted to a committee
comprising eleven railroad officials who collaborated with
representatives of the three principal locomotive builders.
As the result of their diligent and continued work, twelve
standard specifications have been agreed upon and recommended as follows, and their final approval is now under
consideration. They are of the following types and weights:
Type
Mikado
Mikado
Santa Fe
Santa Fe
Mallet C2-6-6-2)
Mallet (2.8.8-2)
Pacific
Pacific

Mountain
Mountain
Switcher (0-60)
Switcher fO-SO)

Axle load
55,000
60,000
55.000
60.000
60.000
60,000
55.000
60.000
55.000
60.000
55,000
55.000

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.
1b.
1b.

lb.
lb.
lb.

Total weight
290,000 1b.
325,000 lb.
360,000 lb.
390,000 lb.
440,000 lb.
540,000 lb.
270,000 1b.
300.000 1b.
320.000 1b.
350.000 lb.
165.000 1b.
22ff.O0O

lb.
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The tenders have been standardized with tanks of 8,000,
10,000 ,ind 12,000 gal. respectively.
No one railroad will be compelled to order all of these 12
standards; even the largest trunk lines may find half that

number

sufficient.

Extent to Which Standardization Should Be Carried

A

delicate and interesting cjuestion of policy is to what
extent these standards should be confined to the essential
elements of the locomotive, and to what extent they should
be confined to its accessories. The committee wisely adopted
the principle of defining only the essential locomotive, leaving

a certain freedom to the railroads to maintain their standard
accessories, and a certain freedom of competition among
It must be borne in
manufacturers of railway equipment.
that the railway equipment business itself is a most
important one, embodying as it does several hundred separate manufacturers, with invested capital running into the

mind

hundreds of millions and employing several hundred
thousand men. These separate manufacturers have studied
incessantly to improve their appliances and to reduce costs.
Their productions are of two classes, first, those materials
or devices which have become essential parts of locomotives,
such as air brakes, tires, headlights, injectors, steam gages,
etc., etc.; and second, those which are not strictly essential
to locomotive operation but which contribute to efficiency
and economy. Amongst the latter are such things as mechanical stokers, superheaters, feed water heaters, power
These devices are constantly shifting
reverse gears, etc.
from the second to the first class. Most of those now universally conceded to be in the first class were at one time
probationary. Many of those now rated in the second class
are rapidly achieving recognition as essentials to be regarded
To carry standardization to its extreme
as in the first class.
limit would involve a determination of the most desirable

among many competing
market for

all

and would destroy thfe
and throw their makers out of

devices,

the others

business.
It would check the transfer into the first class
of those items enumerated as of the second class and would
also paralyze every effort toward the invention and introduc-

new improvements.
The committee has wisely

tion of

refrained from attempting a
problems, and its further course with
Some policy must
respect to them is yet to be ascertained.
eventually be adopted, however, either of leaving the railroads which are to receive and operate the standard locomotives, latitude to designate such specialties as in their
experience have proved worthy of adoption, or for the
director general of railways, through his advisers, to make a
selection.
The former would appear to be in every way the
wiser course.
solution

of

these

|

j

Standard Locomotives Will Complicate Repair

Problems
have stated above that the standard specifications have
They have not yet been
been recommended for approval.
finally adopted, as a strong plea is made on behalf of the
railroads similar in principle to that applicable to locomotive accessories, that each railroad should be allowed to
The
continue to adhere to the standards already adopted.
choice of course involves the weighing of the respective adI

It may be said for the railroads' contention, that
under normal conditions locomotives are not shifted from
one road to another, but are generally used continuously
upon the same division to keep the traffic movement balanced, and are kept in repair continuously
b\- the same shops.
These shops are supplied with stand-

vantages.

ard repair parts and the workmen are proficient in maintaining the repairs of these existing standard locomotivts.

line^

To
as

introduce a new government standard upon all
clean proposition would be simple

an entirely

'

j
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12,

ti> inlrodiRc it on lines and conditions affecting
an entire continent and already equijjped is quite a different
|)rol)lcni.
It necessarily compels all lines to provide them>elves with stores of rei)air parts .ula|)te(l to the mivcrnment stanilard locomotives. Thus, instead of simplifying
the problem of locomotive maintenance, the introduc-

cnuugli, but

tion of government standards would complicate it.*
liese complications would last far lieyond the period of
.^Dvernment control and would continue as long as tlie railroad standard and the government standard locomotives
operated side tiy side upon the same lines.
1

Managers Should Be Allowed to Choose
Locomotives Best Suited to Their Conditions

Railroad

may

It

be said that the

workman who

is

responsible for

workmanship, should be entitleti to the selection
ol his own tools, and similarly, that the railroad manager
who is responsible for his record of efficiency and
economy, should be permitted the widest discretion in
selecting locomotives which he regards as best fitted
If, howfor the conditions of service upon his line."
the

best

should be urued tliat the advantages of standardwhich the roads can work, would in the long run
be sufficient to compensate for the disadvantages of present
increased confusion, then some principle must be discovered
by which standardization shall avoid the cessation, if not
Every improvement in some
tlie e.xtinction of improvements.
ever,

it

ization to

sense invt)lves the destruction of standardization.
It would
be an evil day for .\merican engineering and for .American
progress in the art of transportation, which would involve a
policy of discouragement to new and useful improvements in

We

should therefore look carefully before we leap,
we are not giving up the substance of
continued growth in efficiency and economy, to grasp the
chimera of standardization.
Especially should this be
considered most carefully when the world-wide danger
the art.
to

make

sure that

war

of this

is

upon

Electric

Any

upon

us.""'

&

Seashore OS-mile line to Atlantic City from

Long Island; and the Grand Trunk tununder the Detroit river.
Nearly simultaneously the
Norfolk & Western and Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
nel

decided ujjon extensive installations of electric jiower, both
of which are now completed and are showing marked
success.

The necessity of avoiding smoke and ga.ses in railway
operations in cities .'^oon induced the adoption of ele(trification for reasons entirely independent of any economies.
The
elevated lines in New York City were the first and were
soon followed by the New York Central and the New Haven
Lines, forced thereto by the operation of the tunnels to the
Grand Central station. Then when the Pennsylvania decided upon the construction of its e.xtensive system of tunnels to give a continuous line under and through New York
power was unavoidable.
The third cause for the introduction of electric power has
been the necessities of suburban traffic in and aljout New
York, Philadelphia and other cities.
Practically all these
electric railway enterprises have involved different sets of
conditions and have resulted in a study of their peculiar
problems which has worked out a motive power well adapted
to each case.
So large a volume of experience has now been
gathered that it may be said that electric transmission of
power to railway service has largely passed the experimental
stage and the efficiencies predetermined are realized.
The question arises as to what is to be the future relationship between steam and electricity.
Doubtless the electrification of suburban lines and the application of electricity to
lines having great density of traffic will be financially justified, and as these grow in number and join themselves
together, electric zones will be created in which it will be
more economical to adopt electricity exclusively as the
motive power.
.\ny question of rivalry between the steam and electric
locomotive may be set aside.
The problem is wholly an
economic one, the only question being as to which is the
City, the adoption of electric

and suitable

for the particular conditions, and
of one or the other is dependent
the geographical or other circumstances governing each

efficient

the consequent adoption
the

subject

of

railway

service.

upon
case.

The

introduction of electric locomotives by reason of the
installation must be a gradual one.
The increase
of efficiency and economy must be clearly shown before
capital can be induced to make the necessary investment.
As these advantages are conclusively shown, so will the development of electrification grow, but it would appear that
the great transportation problem of the country as a whole,
outside of the larger cities and their suburban territory,
must for some time rely upon steam locomotion as its most
available and economical motive power.
cost of

Money

for

The motive power

Improvements Restricted

of the country

is

admittedly inadequate

demanded of it under the present war condiDuring the depression preceding the war there was
a small surplus of power which, as should have been foreseen, would be absorbed in traffic with the first increase of
activity.
As a rule, railroads have purchased locomotives
largely under the spur of exce-^sive traffic and have abstained from purchasing during periods of reduced earnings.
This is contrary to the economics of the situation.
Ento the service
tions.

Shortly after this the Baltimore &: Ohio undertook the
construction of its tunnels under tlie city of Baltimore and
contracted with the General Electric Company for locomotives with large power to handle its trains through these
tunnels for the purpose of avoiding smoke and gases. These

locomotives proved to be highly successful, but it was several years after their construction before other electric

developments succeeded.
Meanwhile, however, there had
been a continual growih in the adaptation of electric power
to interurban trolley lines, to small industrial locomotive
units and to mining and other underground problems.
Then
followed

Jer.^ey

I'hilatlelphia; the

more

Locomotive Development

motive power
under the national administration would be incomplete
which did not touch upon the remarkalde growth and development of electric power transmission in transportation
service during recent years.
At the Chicago World's Exposition in 1893, the first electric switching lomomotive was
shown suitable for industrial purposes, and tests were made
of its hauling capacity in comparison with a steam switching locomotive of similar weight in which the advantage
was shown to be decidedly in favor of the electric locomotive.
Shortly thereafter the Xorth American Company caused the
construction, under the supervision of Sprague, Duncan &
Hutchinson, of an electric locomotive for use on the Northem Pacific, but the failure of that company and the fact
that it was far in advance of the general development of the
times, caused its abandonment before it came into practical
pajjer

West

967

the

application of electric

Tunnel Line, the
•Tht rmpha

is

New

ours.

York,

— EoiTon.

power

Xew Haven

&:

to

the

Hoosac

Hartford; the

facilities should be made in times of depression, because, first, that is the cheapest time to do it; second, it is the most convenient time to do it; and third, it is
the time when the managers can give most attention to doing
it: and fourth, the employment of labor arising out of large
railway purchases tends to mitigate the severit>- of a general
depression.
The reason the railroads have not done this
since 1907 is. that under the regulatory policy which went

largements of
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Sert-i

Triple

Wreck Near Amsterdam,

N. Y., April

1918

several times as many moving freight trains
would be met on a two-track road. And it is the fact
is four-track which makes this accident spe-

into effect at that time, railway

(or passing)

to

as

managers have not been able
accumulate surplu.ses sufficient in their judgment to
times
of small earnings, and
warrant bold construction in
especially because future earnings have not been susceptible
of approximate calculation even where the volume of traffic
Adecjuate provision of mocould be estimated in advance.
tive power, like adecjuate provision of other rolling-stock and
other facilities, can only be assured when Congress places
upon the functionary charged with the duty of regulating
rates, the definite responsibility of making such rates as
will yield earnings sufficient for thorough maintenance, for
adequate improvements and sufficient to attract the capital
necessary for providing additions and extensions.

8,

that the road

for three trains were involved.
accident was to an eastbound freight.

cially notable,

The

tirst

A

car in

was derailed by the breaking of a truck and several cars fell across the westbound passenger track.
The
Empire State Express (train No. 51) ran into this obstruction, and the engineman was killed and the fireman injured.

this train

The

freight cars

already blocked the northerly part of the

roadway and the first two cars of the passenger train were
thrown to the southward and across the eastbound passenger track, and one car lodged several rods south of the right
Into this obstruction, eastbound express passenger
No. 16 ran and its engine was partly overturned. The
engineman and fireman were injured.
The reports show
that about 20 passengers in the westbound train were injured, but none seriously in the eastbound.
of way.
train

Spectacular

Wreck
Near Amsterdam, N. Y.

Emf^re

THLwas

Sl-vte

Express

of the

New York

Central

wrecked at a point about lyi miles west of Amsterdam, N. v.. and 35 miles west of Albany, on
Monday, April 8, and its engineman, John R. Botts, was
killed; but the passengers and the rest of the trainmen all
escaped with their lives, though the train was running at
This train, first established in 1891, and for
full speed.
some time the most noted fast long-distance train in the
world, has been said never to have had a derailment or
collision in which a passenger was fatally injured; and this
statement appears still to be true.
And the train has made
this remarkable record of 26 years, while running for nearly
the whole of its route over a four-track railroad, meeting

—

Will Beautii'y Scenery Along Chinese Railway.The Empire Line, as the Peking-Hankow railway is known,
one of China's attractions to foreign travel, according
Dr. C. C. Wang, its enterprising managing director.
A
landscape gardener under Dr. Wang's direction is already
drawing plans for a system of flower gardens and banks of
shrubbery at the stations, and it is also intended to reforest
the hills along the line so that the scenery everywhere will
be attractive.
Within a year or so Dr. Wang feels he will
be able to get out an advertising folder that will attract the
tourist traveler to a trip through the heart of China
Oriis

to be

to

ental N'l'u's

and Comment.

Eastbound and Westbound Passenger Trains Derailed by Obstructions Almost

at

the

Same Moment

April

12.
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Railroad Traffic Activities
Consolidated or Discontinued
witli tlie sciuTul policy of discontinuing
compctitivf activities of the railroads, all traffic soliciDirector Gentation ,ind must of tlic traffic advertising.
ral Mc.AdtM) has issued the following instructions to tlie re-

\inikt>ANiK.

IN
.

ill

^ional ilirectors. who. in turn, have issued

them

in circulars

to tile nxuis.

the puhlic.
.>.
Cancel all arrangements with tourist or other similar
agencies for solicitations of passenger traffic or sale of ticki ts.

5.

Discontinue all off-line traffic offices.
Em|)loyees released as result of al)ove to be assigned

Some now employed in
needed lay the local line to strengthen
its traffic forces in order to properly care for the additional
work whicli w'ill result from the above changes.
The functions and ser\'ices formerly jierfomied by the offline offices in protecting liie needs of the public will lie

to other duties to the extent jiossible.

off-line offices will be

incorporated in the offices of the initial lines.

Separate off-line traffic offices were created by the various trans[)ortation interests on account of existing keen competition
for passen.uer and freight traffic, and were primarily headcjuarters for soliciting agents who were stationed in
ill
commercial districts for the purpose of protecting the
interests of the carrier by whom they were employed.
Now
tliere is no competition, wiiich eliminates need for solicitation l)y the individual carriers.
The ])olicy is stated to be
one of efficiency with all |X)ssii)le retrenchment and economy
consistent with pirotecting the best interests of the public.
The employees released from their present duties as a
result of this, are to be assigned to other duties as far as

same roads. Some now employed in offneeded by local lines to strengthen other
traffic forces to |)roperly take care of the additional work
entailed upon the initial lines on account of this change.
In
making this readjustment, it is intended to work as little
hardship as po.ssible upon the employees concerned. Many
possilile. witii the

line offices will be

of these

men have been

for long periods,

and

in the .service of their respective lines

their railroad insurance

and pension

rights will be protected.
It

is

will IrIt
connected with pas.senger and freigiil ser\'ice.
necessary for the lines directly serving each locality to see
that their oftices are manned and equipped to furnish the
needed information and advice. Tiiis will indude the issuance of tiirougli bills of lading, (juotation of rates, passing
reports of cars en route, atlvice to prospective pas.sengers,
and all other necessary information heretofore furnished by

the off-line offices.

A

circular issued liy K. H, .\ishlon, regional director for
western roads, ordering the (b.'^cimtinuance of general
advertising by the railroads, was noted in last week's issue.
Similar orders have been issued Ijy the other regional directors in res])onse to an order issued by Director General
McAdoo. Mr. McAdoo stated tiiat during the period of
government operation and control of railroads it is apparent tliat the large expenditures hitherto made by the carriers
for various forms of pul>licity arc unnecessary, and that the
custom of exploiting train .service, pleasure or health resorts
and the like, must be discontinued until further notice. The
orders affect all forms of general advertising, such as pictures, calendars, wall maps, etc., and newspaper and other
advertising must be confined to the giving of necessary information to the puljlic.
A recommendation was asked as
to the quantity and character of necessary newspaper advertising in each territory.
Time-table folders are also to lje standardized and their
distribution carefully checked to avoid waste.
All advertising of luxurious trains, claims of superior service and
extraneous matter of every description is to be omitted and
the folders made purely informative.
To bring about this
standardization, committees of passenger traffic officers from
the eastern, western and soutiiern districts, with A. L. Craig,
general passenger agent of the Chicago Great Western, as
chairman, has been appointed to work with the division of
traffic.
The committee is now in session at New York, and
although rei)resentatives from the various departments who
are familiar with the compilation of folders may be delegated to represent the members of the committee, the sessions
will be continued until the work is completed and submitted
to the Railroad Administration for approval.
.\ccording to the Interstate Commerce Commission's report for 1910, the total expense of the class I roads for
"outside agencies" was $24,471,940 and for advertising the
expense was $7,781,776. Not all of these expenses will be
saved by the new orders because the salaries will be continued but there will lie a very large saving in rentals and
office expenses generally.
In 1916 there were 6,043 traveling agents and solicitors and their compensation was nearlv
$9,000,000.
There were also 1,998 employees of outside
agencies whose compensation was nearly $2,000,000 and 705
the

Discontinue the separate city freight or passenger offiles where tiie pulilic may he adecjuately served at the depot.
This applies particularly to the smaller cities.
2.
Consolidate or i;roup all city ticket offices, placing
tlie union office in convenient location where rental is reasonahle providini; sufficient space to i)roperly accommodate
1.

4.

96"

announced that no community

idequate sources of infoniiation and

will be deprived of
advice as to matters

other traffic employees whose compensation

was $785,9,S0.

IT^^^

Getting the Goulash Cannon Aboard

French Chasseurs Off

for

Duty

in

a

New

Sector
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Accounting Under Federal Control
DiREcniK

GKNKR.AL jMc.Auoo

luis

No. 17 to the chief executive

issucci

General Order

officers of carriers subject

to federal control, prescribing the following rules and
regulations to govern the recording of and accounting for all

transactions which arise during federal control:
For accounting purposes federal control began as of
( 1 )

Immediate steps shall be taken by each
new and separate books of
accounts, such as cash books, general and subsidiary ledgers
and journals, and all supporting and subsidiary books and
records incident thereto, upon which shall be recorded transactions which arise under and are incident to federal control
on and after January 1, 191S. Such books shall be designated and are herinafter referred to as "Federal Books."
The totals of the accounts "Cash," "Demand loans
(2)
and deposits," and "Time drafts and deposits" appearing on
the corporation's books as of December 31, 1917, shall be
January

1,

1918.

carrier subject thereto, to open

transferred io the federal books, debited to accounts of the
same titles, and credited to a deferred liability account styled
"(Name of corporation) Cash December 31, 1917." On

—

—

the corporate books the amount of such balances should be
transferred to a deferred asset account styled "U. S. GovemCash December 31, 1917." All cash transactions
inent
subsequent to December 31, 1917, relating to operations

—

—

prior or subsequent thereto, shall be recorded in the federal
cash book opened as of January 1, 1918.
The total of account "Net balance receivable from
(3)

agents and conductors" appearing on the corporation's books
as of December 31, 1917, shall be transferred to the federal
books, debited to an account of the same title, and credited
to a deferred liability account styled "(Name of corporation)
December 31, 1917."
Agents' and Conductors' balances

—

—

the corporate books the amount of such balances should
be transferred to a deferred asset account styled "U. S. Government Agents' and Conductors' balances December 31,

On

—

—

1917."

The total of account "Materials and Supplies" ap(4)
pearing on the corporation's books as of December 31, 1917,
shall be transferred to the federal books, debited to an
account of the same title, and credited to a deferred liability

—

^Materials and Supof corporation)
1917."
On the corporate books the
amount of such balance should be transferred to a deferred
Material and Supasset account styled "U. S. Government
December 31, 1917."
plies
In addition to the assets above specified, there shall
(5)

account styled
plies

"(Name

—December

—

31,

—

be likewise transferred to the federal books and similarly
recorded thereon, such other working assets of the corporation as may be mutually agreed upon.
There shall be currently entered, upon such federal
(6)
books, in the manner and under the rules and regulations
prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission or which
may hereafter be prescribed, all transactions involving revenues, expenses, ta.xes and rentals, and other items corresponding to those which constitute the basis upon which
Such
the standard return to the carrier shall be determined.
entries shall include corresponding assets and liabilities and
the cash settlement thereof; also all transactions involving

materials and supplies subsequent to December 31, 1917.
Transactions of the corporation, including those
(7)
arising out of cash receipts or disbursements, which do not
which do not enter into and form a part
affect or

used in determining the basis of standard resuch as interest and. dividends received or paid,
miscellaneous rents, and other similar corporate transincluding additions and betterments, shall not
actions,
be recorded on or passed through such federal books
and conducted
unless such transactions be negotiated
of

those

turn,

of
for account of the corporation by or under the direction
Where such income transactions are
the Director General.
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negotiated and conducted by or under the direction of the
Director General the transactions shall be recorded on the
federal books but credited or charged to an account to be

—

"(Name

of corporation)
Corporate income
Concurrently, corresponding entries should
1)6 made on the corporate books charging or crediting the
accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission
or which may hereafter be prescribed, the offset being in an
Corporate income transaccount styled "U. S. Government
Where additions and betterments are made by or
actions."
Director
direction
of
the
General,
the
the expenditures
under
shall be charged on the federal books to a deferred asset
Additions and Betteraccount "(Name of corporation)
Concurrently, entries should be made on the corments."
porate books, charging the appropriate accounts and crediting a deferred liability account "U. S. Government
Additions and Betterments."
Current or operating assets, other than those pre(8)
scribed in paragraphs 2, 3, 4 and 5 hereof, such as,
balances due from individuals and companies, and liabilities, such as, vouchers, payrolls, etc., which were due to or
by the corporation as of December 31, 1917, shall not be
transferred in detail to the federal books; but as and when
such assets are collected or the liabilities are paid, they
shall be credited or debited as the case may be, on the
federal books to a deferred liability account styled "(Name
of corporation)
Assets, December 31, 1917, collected," or
Liato a deferred asset account "(Name of corporation)
bilities, December 31, 1917, paid."
There should be concurrently made, on the corporate books, corresponding entries debiting and crediting the U. S. Government with assets
collected and liabilities paid.

opened, styled
transactions."

—

—

—

—

—

Transactions relating to operations, as defined in
9 )
paragraph 6 hereof, if not previously accrued, shall be
included in and shall form a part of the operating results
Items clearly
of each carrier regardless of the date thereof.
applicable to the period prior to January 1, 1918, com(

monly called "lap-overs," shall be ascertained currently, set
up on the federal books, and included in the appropriate
accounts as heretofore.
At the end of each month, the total
of "lap-over" credit items shall be charged to an unadjusted
debit account styled "Revenue prior to January 1, 1918,"
and credited to a deferred liability account styled "(Name
of corporation)
Revenue prior to January 1, 1918." The
total of "lap-over" debit items shall be credited to an
unadjusted credit account styled "Expense prior to January
1918," and charged to a deferred asset account styled
1,
"(Name of corporation) Expense prior to January 1,
1918."
Operating revenues which have been accrued cur-

—

—

rently

in

carrier,

accordance with the established practice of the
be considered as current revenues and not

shall

as "lap-over" items.

(10)

The

accounts between the U. S. Government and
which provision is made herein, shall
in such manner as may be hereafter agreed

the corporation, for

be adjusted
upon.
Inquiries as to the interpretation and application
(11)
of the provisions of this order and the procedure to be
observed under its requirements shall be addressed to the
Director of Public Service and Accounting.

—

Thefts on German Railways. It is hard to be hungry and remain honest, as the Prussian railway authorities
have discovered.
The Railway Minister has recently sent
a circular letter to his chief directors of traffic calling attention to the fact that thefts of freight on the railways "are
still
increasing at a frightful pace"; and he announces
methods for combating them. Railway stations and storage
warehouses are to be better watched by military and police
officials.

.^pected

Cars must be sealed and the seals regularly inby superior officials. N. V. Trihiinc.

Late Developments Regarding Transverse Fissures
Data Presented by Engineers Points

Than

Mill Practice Rather

ONE

THK

prestnud at the annual meetAmerican Institute of Mining EngiNew York, on February 20, was a disneers,
\i\
cussion of transverse fissures
James E. Howard,
•I'^ineer jjhysicist of tlie Interstate Commerce Commission
OK

ing

ilistracted
1

in

1-Ai'KRs

the

tlie

K,iil-j.ay

Age Gazelle

of

Mr. Howard's conclusion expressed

'17).

was

of

November
in

this

that "transverse fissures are fatigue fractures

fissure.

It

constitutes

the

(Southern Pacific

rare

rails

in those of others.

I- IIvroiiiETiCAL Cases of Loading a Rail in
Strains Pse-existcd

,

.

load
15,300 1b. tension
30,600 1b. tension
40.000 1b. tension
Range
of
repeated
stresses

Which Ikteinal

Longitudinal FiLer stress, pounds per square inch

under as.sumed

el

Ku

ing

element
region
of transverse fissu

Inl

of head
compression
lb. compression
1b. compression
15.3001b. compression
Zero stress

26.755
19,235
6,995
45
17,485
29.725
37,245

lb.

or 125 per cent 64,000

1b.

15,300 lb. tension
24,7001b. tension

80.000

1b.

.

lb.

compression.
cQmprcssion.
compression.

lb.

tension.

1b.
lb.

tension
tension'
tension'

lb.

or 100 per cent.

lb.

1b.

seen that the range of stresses at the region of transverse fissures is 64,000 lb. and 25 per cent more than this,
or 80,000 lb. at the surface of the head.
The effect of
fatigue of metal should be greatest where the range of stress
is greatest and if the rail failed from this cause, the break
It is

interest

should start at the surface. This disposes of the principal
argument upon which Mr. Howard's theory is based.
6.
Mr. Howard could not locate transverse fissures "at
will" lengthwise of the rail by progressive gagging nor could
he produce transverse fissures in any specific plane, indicating that some inherent defect starts the fissure.
Transverse
fissures

places
7.

lending stresses, the magnitude of which depends upon magnitude of wheel loads.
Cooling stresses exist in rails from the time of manu3.
facture; these are compression on surface and tension in
1

to develop

is

any

sort of

a defect into

The

stresses

relation that exists between wheel loads and track
has not been even approximately determined.
Lim-

itation

to

8.

Steel rails in track are subjected to repeated alternate

were developed by him by groping for the weak

progressive gagging.
—Service
required

a failure.

of steel.

a

definite

intensity

is

therefore

impossible

at

present.

In conclusion Mr. Howard's theon.- that transverse fissures are fatigue fractures caused by excessive and repeated
reversed stresses has not been proved and cannot be true
in the face of the above facts.
A limit cannot be put uf>on
the fiber stresses in rails in track until the relation of wheel
loads and track stresses has been estaiilished beyond a doubt.
Until this relation is known, the present practice, that of
laying rails which experience shows will satisfy the traffic
conditions, must be continued and reliance must still be
placed upon failed-rail statistics, to show where caution is
necessary and where reasonable safety is not provided.

interior.

Cold-rolling in service increases the surface compres-

sion.
5.
Eighty per cent of the transverse fissures have occurred on the gage side, 20 f)er cent over the web and none

on the outside.
Fissures have been located at will on the right or left
head by progressive gagging.
7.
In the metal surrounding transverse fissures, neither
microscope nor chemical analysis shows anything unusual.
8.
No other theory as to the cause of transverse fissures
has been proved.
From these facts Mr. Howard draws the following conclusion Transverse fissures are fatigue fractures caused by
excessively great repeated reversed stresses.
He recommends
6.

-:de or central in the

Robert Trimble

:

that fiber stresses in rails be restricted to less than 40,000 lb.

The

very

114,000

The range

1

John D. Isaacs, consulting engineer, Southern Pacific,
N'fw York City, submitted the following discussion.
In brief, Mr. Howard liases his conclusion upon the following facts:
1.
The law of fatigue of metal was established 50 years
ago.
Repeated reversed stresses above 30,000 lb. per sq.
in. cause failure of iron; and above 40,000 lb. cause failure

per sq.

some mills than

.

John D. Isaacs

4.

in

Transverse fissures are more prevalent in the product

4.

Kail

below.

2.

are

failure

pounds per square inch
40.000 lb. compression ..55.300
.10.600 lb. compression
..45.900
5,300 lb. compression
..30.600
_

to railway men,
which have just been made available for publication, appear

special

fissures

t-endini; stresses in head,

the

•

other discussions of

ransverse

show one

per year).
If
fatigue were the cause, all of the old rails in heavy service
should be breaking from this cause.

Tafile

introduction of the term transverse fissure was intended to
emphasize over the common type of fatigue fracture in which
this component is absent and which in consequence thereof
has an e.xterior origin."
This papier brought out considerable discussion on the
part of railway men and the representatives of the rail
manufacturers who have given this subject particular study.
The discussion of C. W. Gennett, Jr., was abstracted in the
Railway Age of February 22, page 421. Abstracts of several

1

of repeated stresses is greatest at the surface of the rail, as shown by Mr. Howard's table, which may
be extended as shown in the accompanying Table 1.

and that
from any

difference which

3.

5.

they develop in rails which are structurally free
known defect. It is a modified type of fatigue fracture in
which there is a compressive component in the rail ne.xt the
running surface of the head.
The presence of this compressive component accounts for the interior origin of the
transver.-ie

Service in Track

reports

of

30,

paper

to Origin of Defects in

in.

following facts appear to controvert this conclusion:
1.
Transverse fissures have occurred in rails which
showed very little wear.
2.
Mere increase in the weight of rails has not brought
immunity from transverse fissures and rails of the heavier
sections have displayed transverse fissures after short service.

Ribert Trimble, chief engineer maintenance of way, Pennsylvania Railroad. Western Lines, Pittsburgh, Pa., submitted a table and a graphic chart containing information
that he had accumulated regarding some rails manufactured
by two steel companies, and laid in the main tracks of a
railroad system under as nearly uniform conditions as it is
possible to find, with reference to alinement, grades, road-

bed and

traffic conditions.

and chart were
manufactured by the open-hearth process under the same
mills used the
that
is,
for
any
one
year
both
specifications;
same specifications. The rails are all 100 lb. p>er yard, and

971

All of the rails referred to in the statement
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of a

there

1Q13, 6,251 tons, a total of 16.245 tons of Bessemer rail.
This rail is of the same section and is laid in the same tracks
under the same conditions as the open-heartli rail, and none
of this rail has disclosed transverse fissures so far.
A large tonnage of Bessemer rail rolled previous to 1909

In regard to service, if
uniform section throughout.
was any difference at all it was in favor of the rails

loUed at mill A.
Mill A furnished, during the period, 83,100 tons, of which
108 rails have been removed because of the discovery of
Mill B furnished, during the same
transverse fissures.
period, 101,300 tons, of which 12 rails were removed be-

is

due to fatigue, why do we not have as many failfrom this cause in Bessemer rail as in open-hearth
This question has not been answered by the mill men
rail?
A mill man's reply to this question
nor bv Mr. Howard.
was "open-hearth rail is not ductile enough to stand the
It is reasonable to ask, is Bessemer rail
heavy loads."
more ductile than open-hearth ? I do not understand that
sures are

ures

failures per 1,000 rails as mill B.
2.

Mill

30

A

rails

and mill B

have disclosed failures in 13 out of 33
rails have disclosed failures in 5 out of

it

rollings.

4.

Mill

Mill

A

A

There

rails

shows great variation
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sraphicau Record ofTransverse hssure Rails.
STEEL WORK3 B'

Time 0^
ROLLINS

-

from

in the results

is.

information in regard to two specific heats of
One "heat, rolled in March, 1910,
at Mill A.
was removed from the track in January, 1916, because of
Seventy-eight rails
disclosing numerous transverse fissures.
from this heat were investigated; 10 disclosed transverse

furnished prior to February, 1913, show
that 13 rollings out of 18 have disclosed transverse fissures;
while mill B rails furnished during the same period show
that 4 rollings out of 13 have di-sclosed transverse fissures.
3.

in the tracks, subjected to the same service as the
rails, and the question arises: If transverse fis-

still

open-hearth

cause of the discovery of transverse fissures.
A study of the chart showed:
A relatively small number of failures of mill B rails
1.
compared with mill A rails: mill A has six times as many

rollings;
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CoTcet haD^eemborai, 1917.
Fla,lsaraaUioOLb PS SEctlon.

A

Graphic Comparison of Transverse Fissures from

One rolling of 1,700 tons in May, 1910, showing
rollings.
33 fissured rails; a rolling of 2,600 tons in March, 1909,
which had been in service 14 months longer, shows one
fissured rail; and in another case of 4,600 tons rolled in
February, 1910, there is but one fissured rail.
The rails from mill A show a very much more fre5.
quent occurrence of transverse fissures than the rails from
mill B, with a correspondingly w-ider range of variation in
regard to the failures developed in the various rollings.
in regard to the rails whicli have been found with fissures,
there is information to show that the material furnished did
not meet the specifications in some respects.
During all of this period there has not been brought to
my attention a single failure of Bessemer rail with a transverse fissure on the mileage of road, covered by the stareferred to above, and laid to open-hearth rails.
Mill A furnished, in 1909, 4,812 tons, and in 1911, 450
Mill B furtons, a total of 5,262 tons of Bessemer rail.
nished in 1909, 8,544 tons; in 1911, 1,500 tons; and in
tistics

Two

Mills

Another heat,
while the other 68 rails did not.
December, 1912, was removed from the track between February and May, 1917; 61 rails were examined, 21
disclosing transverse fissures, and 40 not disclosing them.
In the case of this heat, the A rails were rejected at the mill,
making this heat a suspicious one. All of these rails were
in the track, the rails of each heat being subjected to substantially the same service for the same period of time.
The 78 rails rolled in March. 1910, taken from track,
were examined by means of bending tests in a rail-gagging
press.
One purpose of the examination was to determine
to what extent other fissures occurred in this heat of rails,
and it w'as thought that this could best be done b>' gagging
the rails with the head down so as to put this member in
tension.
The method adopted was to break the rails in two
by nicking and bending in the gag press, and then to give
Starting at one end, the
each half a bend of about 4 in.
rail was gagged at short intervals until the other end of the
half length was reached, and if the rail stood this test withfissures,

rolled in

April

12.
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out brcakiiij;, the gaj^ging was repeated in the other iliretliou.
The amount of the gagging was such as to produce a bend
r aliout 4 ill... incasuri'd as the distance or ordinate from a
ring si)aiuiing aliout Id'j ft. of rail, to the middle of its
.

liiigth.
\\ hen subjected to this test, 5S of the 78 rails stood
llu- bending without breaking.
The other 20 rails broke in
one or more phices, and 10 of them showed transverse fis-

from some scarcely recognizable to some
In the 10 rails that broke witliout showing fissures, the fracture radiated from a "gray spot" in the interior
of the head, except in the case of rail No. .^4. in whidi one
break cKCurred 29 ft. 7 in. from the head end, the Ijrcak
seeming to start from the top surface; and in the case of
rail N'o. 66, which had a horizontal flaw about J4 '"• from
sures, varj'ing in size

of large size.

and

the top of the head

several

inches along

tlie

side of

the head.

summary

.A

of results
TvuiE

2

is

Kail Ittrcr

ken,
.ktii,

.il
:

shuwing

fis.stires

without fissures

111

.\

B

C

P

I

4

2

3

3
5

5

9
8
17
2i

.'

7

10
22

rails reniovcti
in heat

2.

6

tons of 8S-lb.

14(j,()UU

F

11

14

12
12

22

22

22

14
14
21

Total
10
10
20
58
78
131

rail,

.\ssuming the

rails

to be

i3

would mean about "KS.OOO rails in the track,
is that there is a larger number, by reason of
short rails.
During the year 1917, tiierc were 451 breakages
of these rails, or one to about every 1,700 rails. These breakft.

long, this

ihe

proljability

ages cover the oldest as well as the latest rails laid. Again, it
.-hould be a higher ratio of breakages if these rail^ are nuu li overstressi-d b\ tin i- i.ri-,iii

would api)ear that there
loads.

Dr. P. H. Dudley

H. Dudley, consulting engineer, New York Cciiiral
Lines, New York, submitted a written discussion, of which
P.

There
E

J

U

the cause of such fissures cannot be definitely attributed to
tlie jire.sent wheel loads.
On two of the systems of tiie Pennsylvania Line.'-, we had
In track January 1, 1917, 219,000 tons of lOO-lb rail and

overstress in the rail caused by

the following

OF CAr.ciSG Tests

2

broken
broken

i.il

given in Table

— Si*MM\RV

'175

is

a

is

an

aljstract:

marked reduction

in

the

number

of

interior

developed in the rails manufactured in
The two main tracks of the New York
Central between New York and Chicago contain about
625,000 rails, figured on a 3.?-ft. basis. We have had .il3
transverse

fissures

the past few years.

from interior transverse fissures in the.se two main
tracks in the last 5 years.
Of the.se rails, 176 are from
three small lots made by direct rolling in November and
rails fail

One

noticeable feature of these results

no breakage of any of the
4.> in tlie heat were tested.

E

is

that there

F rails, of which 26
None of the E or F rails
or

was

of the

broke,

were found in any of them. The
highest breakage ratio was found in the B rails and the next

and thus,

no

also,

highest in the

C

fissures

rails.

will be noted that

It

Twenty

20 rails broke, with a total of 49

December. 1910. and January and February, 1911, amounting to about 15,000 tons.
Should we subtract these 176
failures from the total, it leaves only 137 breakages during
5 years for the great majority of the rails, most of them made
by direct rolling.

showed fissures, distributed
and 29 of the breaks were without fissures,
distributed among 14 rails; thus 4 of the rails showed
It is interesting to
breaks both with and without fissures.
note that 14 of the 20 fissures occurred in B rails and that
2b of the 29 breaks occurred in B and C rails. One C rail
Liave 7 breaks, and if we e.xclude this rail. 14 of the 22 plain
The A. C and D rails which
hreaks occurred in B rails.
showed fissures each showed 1 fissure, while the B rails
which showed fissures aveaged 3J/> fissures per rail.
It would apjDear that we have well-founded reasons, from
breaks.

among 10

of the breaks

rails,

the facts hereinbefore set
sions

forth,

for

the

following conclu-

:

Obviously a large percentage of rails laid should show
failure from transverse fissures if these are caused by fatigue
uc to a repetition of wheel loads.
I"or example, the figures herewith indicate one failure to
.lut even.- 3,000 rails out of the entire lot, or 1/30 per
nt.
The other 2.999 rails were subjected to the same
petitions of the same wheel loads, and consequently to the
me fatigue, and if failure is caused by fatigue, we are
1.

:

expecting a very much larger number
than we actually find, especially
he material is overstressed, as has been suggested.
It may be said that the above figures are unfair by reason
the fact that a large proportion of the rails had not been
service long enough to develop transverse fissures.
To
nn.et this case, let us take, for example, the average of the
r.iils from 1909 to 1912, inclusive, in which case we have
e failure to each 1.100 rails.
This is about 0.1 per cent.
Imaintain that we should expect to find a higher percent-;e of failures than this if they are caused by fatigue from
,irly

justified

failures

from

I

•

overstress.

As a corollary from conclusion No. 1, many rollings of
have not disclosed transverse fissures after having been
in service a longer time than rollings of rails which have
disclosed transverse fissures.
This would indicate that the
latter rails must have contained some inherent tendency
toward transverse fissures before being placed in the track.
The above discussion may not throw much light on the
luse of transverse fissures, but it does seem to indicate that
2.

rails

A

Magnified View of a Transverse Fissure

in

this cause

average service of rails in the main line i^ 6 to 10
years, and the rate of failures for the present larger tonnage
will about double the former figure, or. say, 275 for the
main line. In 625,000 rails, 275 failures is at the rate of
one in 2,250, per 10-year period, or one in 22,500 rails per
year.
Stated another way, this rate is one failure per 7
miles of track per 10-year period, or one failure per 70
miles of track per year. On a percentage basis, this is 0.044
per cent per 10-year period; yet successful efforts are being
made to eliminate this small percentage in future rollings.
I have spent the parts of several years at the steel mills
engaged in the manufacture of rails, and have then followed
I have measured the
their service in the track year by year.
unit strains in the rails under moving locomotives and cars
by my stremmatograph and have found some of the favorable
relations which can exist between them and the rail? in the
roadbed.
It should be stated that the maximum strains in
the base of the rail occur directly under the wheels; also the
maximum compression in the head of the rail. At the point
1 lie
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of flexure in the rail, these reverse to tension in the head,
which may be one-fourth and sometimes one-third of that

under the wheels.
The wheel spacing governs the spans of the bending rails
rather than the tie spacing, which is not generally underI do not find in the many tests of the unit strains in
stood.
rails with ray stremmatograph, wliich autographically records
those under the wheels in the base and also in the wheel
spacing, that our rails are overstrained.
Personally, as one of the engineers who has had the
responsibility of rail manufacture and the investigations of
interior transverse fissures, I find so much that Mr. Howard
has evidently overlooked that I am unable to accept his

conclusions of their origin, or agree that they are fatigue
fractures.

G.

He said in part:
the transverse fissure.
found, in practice, that open-hearth steel rail
0.75 to 0.85 carbon or thereabouts, does not show any flow
of metal to speak of under the present wheel loading and
heavy traffic. We have also found, to our sorrow, that transverse fissures are most sure to occur in steel rail with carbon
above 0.80 and, in order to reduce the number of failures
by transverse fissures, we have very materially lowered the
average carbon with correspondingly good results in reducing
the number of transverse fissures and in extending the life
of the rail before such failures begin to make their appearIt seems to me this is pretty good evidence that pracance.
tical results on the track do not in all cases correspond with

We

influence

have

Mr. Howard's laboratory

results.

prevailing rail section, or the present track
structure is wrong, the manufacturers and other critics have
not as yet suggested a practical modification of either to
overcome the trouble. If we have reached the point where
the present wheel loading is too great for the steel, regardless
If

the

of the weight or

form of the

rail,

we

are certainly in a de-

plorable situation.

Howard

We

do know

states:

"Next,

it

that certain heats are

is

more susceptible

to trans-

verse fissures than others.

In 1913, the Lackawanna had 46 heats of steel rolled at
Before this
one steel mill during the month of January.
rail had been in service a year, transverse fissures had occurred in one heat and it became necessary to remove that
heat from the track by the time the rail had been in service
two years. Until the spring of 1917, or after four years'
service, no other transverse fissures had shovra up in any
of the remaining 45 heats, although the rail was all laid in
The heat which failed was very low in
the same track.
ductility

as

compared with the average of the remaining

heats.
I have noted many other similar instances to convince me
that certain heats are subject to transverse fissures, at least
to such an extent that they tend to develop earlier in the life
rail.
Very careful observation of a mass of data has
shown conclusively that the per cent of elongation developed

of the

we never had

a

transverse fissure,

although

of this rail was still in service and carrying heavy
wheel loads and big tonnage up to within the last few years.
Not only did transverse fissures never appear, but the rail

much

If such rail
never did give any trouble from breakage.
could be manufactured in the '90s, why is it that it cannot be

manufactured now?

My first experience with the transverse fissure was in
1909, some two years prior to the date of the wreck referred
Ever since that time, I have been makearnest effort to ascertain how to avoid accepting

by Mr. Howard.

heats of steel in which transverse fissures are liable to occur.
The more I study the subject, the more I am convinced that
mill practice and chemistry do influence this type of failure.
I am also convinced that it is entirely within the range of

manufacture rail with reasonably good wearand at the same time not be liable to failure

possibilities to

ing qualities

to transverse fissure, within a reasonable life of the
under the present wheel loading and dense traffic. With
mill putting out many thousand tons of rail rolled
since 1911, we have had only one transverse fissure, and that

due

rail,

one

.steel

was

in 101-lb. rail rolled in 1913, after five years' service.

A.

W.

Gibbs

mechanical engineer, Pennsylvania
Railroad, Philadelphia, Pa., submitted a written discussion,
of which the following is an abstract:
It must. I think, be admitted that the service does very
greatly affect the development, in the rail, of this as well as
other kinds of failures, and that where the greatest density
of traffic in combination with the greatest intensity of loading
is found, the greatest number of rail failures of all kinds are
Mr. Howard's paper does not give proper
to be expected.
.\.

W.

Giljbs,

chief

consideration to the fact that in the same stretch of track,
subject to identical service as to tonnage and speed, certain

show one or a number of transverse fissures, while their
Is it not true, therefore, that it is
neighbors remain sound.
the service which has the selective property of picking out
these rails which are predisposed to failure of this kind?
While not claiming that transverse fissures existed originally
in the rail, I do claim that certain rails are predisposed, from
the time they leave the mill, to the development of this kind
rails

important to ascertain
the limit of endurance of rails which have been in the track
and have acquired a state of internal strain. There is no
apparent reason why this barrenness of fundamental data
upon steel rails should longer continue." The Lackawanna
has lots of data for rails rolled back as far as 1908, and
much evidence to show the limit of endurance in actual
service, but. of course, we do not know anything about the
internal strains acquired by the various rollings except in
so far as they have been determined by Mr. Howard in
certain samples furnished him for experimental purposes.
Air.

Scranton,

at

ing an

I.

other

under the drop hammer is uniformly less with the heats in
which transverse fissures have developed than with heats in
wliich no transverse fissures have occurred.
It is undoubtedly a fact, as stated by Mr. Howard, that transverse fissures
have occurred with rail of all weights and ages.
Nevertheless, in my experience with 80-lb. Bessemer rail, rolled

to

Ray

J.

Ray, chief engineer, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, Hoboken, N. J., also submitted a written discussion in
which he stated that it was his opinion that there is ample
evidence to show that mill practice does in some manner or
G.
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of failure

when exposed

to service.

not practicable to make an investigation of the interior condition of any given rail and afterward
subject that rail to service, and a post-mortem in case it de-

Unfortunately,

it is

velops a transverse fissure. Therefore, the best that we have
been able to do is to examine representative rails when new

and others, associated in the same heats, which have failed
from this cause. I cannot but believe that there is initially
a difference in the rails which fail as compared with others
in the same heat and service which do not fail, and until our
investigations show us what this difference really is, we shall
make no real progress toward applying a remedy.
Our records very clearly show that certain rollings have
been entirely immune from this kind of failure, while other
rollings have shown so large a number of them that it is impossible to believe that it is the service condition which accounts for it. To illustrate: Several years ago in the rolling
of our heavy section, two mills each furnished almost exactly
10 per cent of the rails received for the year. One mill's rail
has no failures to date; the other has closely 60 per cent of
all failures for all mills rolling that section that year, and 63
per cent of the transverse fissures.
There have been other
instances almost as marked.
It seems to me, therefore, that

April
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instanced by Dr. Dudley, in tracing back
cause of the failure, is
the onl\ iKlpful line of progress leading to a remedy.
One .--iK-aker suggested three remedies; Perfect track; reing the weights of ec|uipnient and heavier rail.
This is
iiply begging the question.
Perfect track has never existed.
can never be c.\|H"Cted. No more can perfect equipment
obtained by any practical maintenance. Weights of equip.1 lit cannot be reduced unless we are to retrograde. Heavier
.IS

tliat

lo tlic mill in the effort to identify the

;

i

:

by a marked reduction in failures of
'1
kinds; at present it is on trial.
It must be said that the
rail we are now getting is good enough, judging by
-t
\ice results.
On the other hand, we are getting, under the
;io
specifKations, rail which we cannot believe is good
ugh. judging by the results. Our prolilem is to detect, be-

must justify

111

failure,

1

the

bad

itself

what prcxluces

this difference

and

appl\' a rcniedv

rail.

H. D. Hibbard
11.

1).

Hil>bard, I'lainfield, N.

ai~sum which

is

J.,

submitted a written dis-

abstracted below;

.\dmitting with the author that "brittleness of fracture in
is characteristic of fatigue tests" we may
look farther back to find out, if possible, why some rails
some steels are more prone to have transverse fissures

n grades of steel

1

it has been found that rails
from certain
of steel developed these fissures under a service which
fissure
rails
heats.
aid not
of other
This demonstrates that

n others, for

its

some

Assuring conditions better than others, or
to put it otherwise, that they are better.
It seems to me that a quickly developed transverse fissure
in a rail results from a combination of causes which begin
th the treatment of the molten metal in the furnace and end
:h the fissuring of the rail in the track.
Brietly, these are
>r steel, massive head, internal stresses in the head, and,
cTi such conditions, to the wheel action in binding the rail
stretching the top surface metal of the head by cold rollj. as the author has described, the tendency being aggra•<'d by gagging, which may at least determine the location
the fissures, or some of them.
Thus the service stresses,
-tead of being the fundamental cause, may be, as it were,
:-.c last straw, and in the absence of internal stresses in the
head, they might not be great enough to fissure the rail.
The quality of the steel is determined largely by the way
it is finished in the furnace, a well worked, easily killed
bath, not readily described in words, being wanted; this de":rinds niori- time than furnacenien. who are paid for the tonje produced, are sometimes willing to allow.
Then suffint time must be allowed after the final additions for the
lies and silicates (sonims) resulting from the consequent
H tions at least to agglomerate into drops, and preferably
'Ugh time for the drops to rise to the top.
I'he heating and rolling which, of cour.se, must be prop;\
done are now rarely responsible for poor steel and

'sumably

for transverse fissures.

Nevertheless,

it

is

quite

nceivable that in rapid heating and rolling ingotism is not
^olly obliterated and that cementite remaining undissolved

tween the grain? weakens the metal.

The

additional time

when

the blooms are reheated before going
•" the fini.shing mill may cause the diffusion of more carbon
the cementite, and so justify in a measure the opinion of
r

this afforded

i"

'

who

think such reheating prevents transverse fissures.
of fissures in open-hearth steel may be
the more massive heads, which became common
about the same time that the use of open-hearth steel for
The interior
Is became general, rather than to the process.

'se

part of the head, exceeds the strength of

tral

fissuring begins to
the steel the better
If this

grow under continued
it

it

better

explanation of the genesis of transverse fissures be
to the

minimum,

is

of heats poorly

method

for re-

fairly obvious:

have the steel well made, so that
severe drop test than is now prescribed;
First,

rejection

The

will resist.

correct, the cure for the trouble, or at least a

ducing

metal,

tlie

service.

made and

it

will pass a

more

this will cause the

therefore

immediately

liable to transverse fissures.

Second, heat properly and finish the rolling of the rail
at a temperature near, but above, the recalesccnce point.
Third, retard the ctK)ling of the rail after rolling so that
it shall cool at a substantially uniform rate throughout; this
will prevent internal stresses in the head and elsewhere.
Kails to be so cooled would be hot-straightened and would
not require to be cambered after rolling, as is necessary when
they are to cool in the open air according to present practice.
Then cold-straightening would be diminished, if not avoided.
Of course, rails thus dealt with could not be heat-treated
by any process involving accelerated Cfxjling unless it were
followed by annealing. Rails so made could be safely made
of higher-carbon steel than now, and for that reason would
better resist cold-flowing and stretching of the surface.
Heavier sections could also be employed, which would better
resist the wheel action, which contriliutes toward the develop-

when wholly

ment of transverse

fissures.

steels resist the

I

'

975

The occurrence
irly laid to

the head of a rail, which cools last,

is in a state of tenothers have found; this is true of the
interior of even.- piece of steel cooled in the open, and the
more massive the piece the greater the tension. \Mien the
stresses from wheel action, added to that initially in the cen

n. as

Howard and

Railroad Engineers in the

War

on public information
of the first year of America's participation in the war, based on authorized statements
by officials of the government departments concerned, which
contains some information regarding the work of the railroad engineers, one of wliose first tasks was the reconstructon
and extension of a railroad 000 miles long from ports of

COMMITTEE
THKhasgovernment's
a review
issued

embarkation to general bases of operation.

Of

the special engineer units recruited for service on railin the maintenance of lines of communication,

ways and

many
ment

are already in France

The

ice.

and others are awaiting

recruit-

be ready for over-seas servengineer troops, 1.100 strong, to be sent

to full strength in order to
first

abroad, arrived in France aliout three months after war was
Since that time the number has l>een greatly augdeclared.
mented. These troops have lieen constantly engaged in general engineering work, including the construction of railways, docks, wharves, cantonments, and ho.spitals for the
They have, in
use of the .American Exi)editionary Forces.

engased
combat with the enemy.
Through the inability of the Russian government to accept certain railroad equipment and supplies ordered in this
country, the Engineer department has been able to secure
200 locomotives, by assuming a liabilit}' of $11,000,000
therefor, with the understanding that the Russian government could purchase them later if desired. The.se locomotives have been rented to American railroads, and have thus
assisted in reducing the shortage of motive power in this

some
in

instances, in the performance of their duties,

active

country.

Rails were obtained in the same way and in great part
France in return for rails loaned by the French government to the .\mcrican Expeditionary Forces.
sent to

The office of the Director General of Military
from the beginning of the war to February 20,
placed orders for railway supplies having an
weight of 754,000 long ton's and a value of alxiut
000.

Railways,
1918. had
aggregate
SI 42.000,-
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Maps

of

THEform

iM.-\rs

the Bituminous
on

this

Coal Zones

and the following page show

the zones for

tlie

in graphic

distribution of bituminous coal

which were announced by the Fuel Administration in
the latter part of last month.
Each of the maps shows both the producing section and
the zone to which it is allowed to ship coal following the
It will be
order the first of this month.
noticed that in some cases the distributing zones overlap. No
producing section is shown on the map for Zone B, coal for
that zone being supplied from Lake Superior and Lake

taking

effect of the

Michigan ports.
This series of maps has been compiled by the United
It supplements
States Railroad and Fuel Administrations.
the announcement of the Fuel Administrator made last
month, a detailed report of which, with the complete descrip-

was given in the Railway Age of
Complete copies of the announcement
may also be obtained in Publication No. 21 of the Fuel Ad-

tion of the various zones,

March

22,

page 723.

ministration, published March 22.
The producing sections for the several zones are as follows

— All producing
B — Supplied through
coal docks.
C —All producing
D — All producing
A

districts in Missouri,

Arkansas, Kansas,

()l<lahuma and Iowa.

Lake Michigan and Lake Superior

districts in Illinois.

E

—Producing

districts in Indiana.

districts in

western Kentucky on the Illinois

Central, Louisville & Nashville and Louisville,
&: St. Louis and short line connections.

Henderson

—

F Producing districts in Virginia on the Louisville &
Nashville, only all producing districts in eastern Kentucky
on the Louisville & Nashville, and the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific and short line connections, Tennessee mines on the Cumberland Valley division of the Louis-

&

Nashville and on the Middleborough Railroad.
producing districts in Tennessee and Georgia;
Kentucky mines on the Louisville & Nashville main line and
liranches connecting at and south of Corbin and on the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific south of Somerset;
all Black Mountain and Stonega districts in Lee, Wise and
Western Russell counties of Virginia located on the Louisville & Nashville, Virginia & Southwestern, Norfolk &
ville

G —^All

Zone

Zone B

Zone

Vol. 64, No. 15

N

H

Zone P

The Bituminous Coal Zones
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12.
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Zone C

Zone

D

'

Zone

E

Zone F

Zone

G

Zone

K

Zone L

Zone

M

The Bituminous Coal Zones
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& Ohio and

Western, Carolina, Clinchfield

short line con-

H — All
K — All

now been possible
When the German attack

prcxlucing districts in Alabama.

producing

— In the West

districts in

Ohio.

mines on the

and on the Coal

the Kanawha & West Virginia
(west of Dundon) and short line

& Coke

connections.

M—

In the high volatile fields of West Virginia and
Kentucky, mines in West Virginia and Kentucky, in the
Thacker-Kenova and Kanawha districts on the Norfolk &
^^"estern and the Chesapeake & Ohio and Kentucky mines in
the eastern Kentucky districts on the Chesapeake & Ohio

&

Elkhorn- and connections.
West Virginia and Virginia mines in the Pocahontas, Tug River and New River
districts on the Norfolk & Western, the Chesapeake & Ohio
and the Virginian and short line connections and also mines
in the high volatile Clinch Valley districts in Tazewell and
Eastern Russell counties along the Norfolk & Western and
on the Virginian.
P All mines in Northern West A'irginia, Pennsylvania
and ^Maryland on the Baltimore & Ohio, Western ^Maryland,
and the Coal & Coke east of Dundon and short line connec-

and the Sandy

^^alley

the low volatile fields of

—

tions as well as all of the

lowed to ship eastbound

mines north of these lines are

N'irginia, ^laryland. District

sylvania.

New

Jersey,

al-

West
of Columbia, Delaware, PennYork and the New England

to all points in the states of

New

reached by customarj- eastbound routes, including coal
They are allowed
for transshipment to vessels at tidewater.
to ship westbound except to all Lake Erie ports for lake
transshipment only, with the further exception that Pennsylvania producing districts are allowed to ship as far west
in Ohio as the line of the Pittsburgh & West Virginia and
the Wheeling & Lake Erie through Wellington to Lorain
and the Pan Handle \\est Virginia producing district in
states

Broke. Marshall, Hancock and Ohio Counfes, W. Va., as
far west as the line of the Baltimore & Ohio, Cleveland,
Lorain & Western liranch, Bridgeport to Lorain, Ohio.

details of their

exploits

it

to secure.

jjegan the .\mericans were work-

Canadian
and seized
armed for some
tlie weapons with which they had been
months and formed themselves into a fighting unit. The
Germans came on and finally reached the positions where the
ing

\'irginia high volatile tields,

Kanawha & Michigan and

N— In

communiques, but these

has only

nections.

L

oflicial
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in

the rear lines with the Canadians under

They quickly threw down

rcniniand.

their tools

.Americans were waiting.
The exact number of the engineers cannot be given, but
They had no intention of rethev were comparatively few.
treating, and were bent upon killing all the Germans possible.

Held Their Fire
gray enemy wave advanced the American forces
let them come until they were within certain range, then
opened fire, pouring in a storm of bullets. Gaps appeared
in the advancing lines at many places, some of them large,
Still the
where the machine guns had chewed through.
German waves came on, without firing a single shot just
advancing.
Americans were unable to understand these tactics,
i he
but nevertheless were certain that it was a question of slaughtering the enemy or being themselves smothered under the
advance.
By this time their weapons were so hot, that they
iGuld not be used effectively, and the enemy was close, so
that the engineers retired, fighting, took up another position,
A British officer
then turned and began operations again.
wiio witnessed the engagement is reported to have said:
'They held on by their teeth until the last moment, inThen they moved
flicting terrific casualties on the enemy.
back, waited for the Germans and repeated the performance."
.\s

the

first

—

Sample

for the

Germans

By the time the engineers reached a place somewhere near
Xoynn they were nearly exhausted and almost without equipment.
There they were given a chance to rest and re-equip.
.According to all reports, they were entitled to it, for certainl\'
they gave the Germans a generous sample of what the enem\'

from the American army.
battle unusual stories always crop up, but the
following is one which the correspondent heard from an
uiKjuestionable source, and it is said to have been verified:
In one of the periods when the American engineers and
their Canadian comrades in amis were holding a position
what appeared to be a British staff motor drove up. The
driver was in the uniform of a British soldier, and the man
in the tonneau was in the uniform of a British staff officer.
The officer stepped out and asked for the commanding officer.
He was taken to a Canadian officer near by. The staff officer

is

to expect

During a

Railway Engineers Fought Shoulder
to Shoulder With Canadians

THE

American

av exgixeers who helped stem
Germans during the opening
now in progress fought shoulder to

r.aiea\

the tide of the onru.shing

days of the battle

shoulder with Canadian engineers in carrying out their task,
according to Associated Press despatches last Monday from
the American Arm)- in France.
They held their ground subbornly and retired to previously prepared positions only when forced to do so and inflicted casualties by the thousand upon the Germans as they
advanced in close formation, in one place as many as seven
waves, each wave ten men deep with one hundred \ards be-

tween the waves.
The Americans with the Canadians had all the ammunition thev needed, and although they were unsupported by the
artillery and armed only with rifles and with a few machine
guns they poured scythelike streams of bullets into the enemy
at several different times until their weapons were so hot as

the
cut

off.

For .some reason the Canadian commander became susjiicious.

He had

the staff officer searched

when

the latter

produce his authority, and papers were found on
him proving that he was a German officer. He and his
(hauft'eurs were immediately shot.
.American engineers are said to have been present when
failed to

this incident occurred.

—

R.\TES Incre.4sed IN GREECE.
By Royal
published in the Greek Government Gazette of
December IS, 1917, all railways in Greece are authorized
for the duration of the war, and for the period of one year
after the conclusion of peace terms, to increase all passenger
and freight rates by 30 per cent over rates existing as of
December IS, 1917. .All special discounts for freight trans-

R.AiLWAY

Decree

to be useless.

Fought Furiously
This handful of American
ened to such

commander to retire four kilometres, saying that
Germans were pressing on both flanks and he might Ije

ordered the

for

terrific slaughter,

Days
who were

not hardwere sickened by the sham-

.soldiers,

bles they created, but fought furiously for several days, helping to hold the enemy all the way from near St. Quentin to

the vicinity of Noyon.
These were the .Americans mentioned at the time in the

portation are to be abolished, and all classes of freight and
express will be charged at 30 per cent more than the regular

schedules

obtaining on

December

IS.

April

12,
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Commiliee on Puhlic Inforinatton

American Railway Engineers Assembling Their

New Locomotives

in

France

The Railroad Drive
Nothing

to

for

Liberty Loan Subscriptions

Be Permitted

to

THE LEADERSHIP of three railroad presidents,
UNDER
chairmen respectively of committees of other railroad

pay part of the expenses of the war, and will go far toward
winning a victory for world freedom.
"In the previous two campaigns for the sale of Liberty
Bonds nearly 650,000 railroad men demonstrated their loyalty in a substantial manner, and there is every reason to
believe them to be even more fully impressed at this time
with the necessity of participating in the government's plan
to borrow for war purposes $3,000,000,000.
"Thousands of railroad men have gone to the trenches, many
sacrificing good positions, some

the Railroad Liberty Loan Campaign a maximum success.
In this drive as in the other two campaigns, subscriptions

installments, to be deducted from the payroll if desired, over a period not to ex-

By

In"
months.
where payments covering prior
Liberty Loans are as yet uncompleted, the ten months'
payments on the forthcoming

loan may commence from the
completion of the present payments, but not later than three

months from now.

The

director

general

has

announced his willingness that
current operating revenues of
the carriers should be used as
far as may be necessary in advancing the payment for subscriptions pending reimbursement by officers and employees.

In

tlie

President

case of carriers

whose

current operating revenues are
not adequate to permit of their
making payment in cash for
the amount of bonds necessary
to cover subscriptions of their
officers and employees, arrangements will be made through
the Regional

Committee

of the Lehigh Valley, and a Member
Railroad Liberty Loan Committee for the
Eastern Regional District.

organiation.
Special opportunities to subscribe are offered
They may buy bonds on the installment plan through monthly deductions from
their pay. They do not have to begin paying for
the third issue until payments for the first loan
railroad men.

are completed.
all

as

bond

particularly,

must

their

duty

the greater.

To my mind railroad men,
answer the call.
"Fight or Buy Bonds."

—

the

Such co-operaprevious loan campaigns had a wholesome matein

rial and moral effect.
It is
hoped that the effort to make
a good showing will be doubly
renewed, and that the repu-

tation of railroad

men

as loyal

and patriotic citizens will be
permanently and firmly established when the Third Liberty
Loan drive closes on May 4.
"The Liberty Loan Committee has been formed at the reof the secretary of the

cjuest

treasury to aid in providing
the machinery for the men to

the bonds and
in installments
out of their future earnings
and in a manner that will promote the general welfare and
cause little hardship.
subscribe

pay

These advantages make

in

posts are no less loyal and
willing to do their part, which
they can do in buying Liberty
tion

This is as it should be. Skilled and
experienced railroad men, conscientiously giving
is in them at their daily tasks, are
rendering the nation as great a service as would
be possible in the army itself. They go to make
up the most vital force behind our fighting

buyers

lives,

Loan Bonds.

the best that

for

"It

is

for

them

hoped your company

will actively co-operate in plac-

ing before all

Banks

or other channels.

The work of tha committees during the past week or 10
days has dealt with bringing to tlie attention of every railroad
president the importance of the campaign and in explaining
the best methods to be followed to secure maximum results.
In a letter to the presidents of the eastern railroads, F. D.
Underwood, president of the Erie and chairman of the Liberty Loan Committee for the Eastern Regional District, said:
this, the iirst

the

tary service.

The Eastern Committee

'On

of

Every railroad man should be a subscriber to
the Third Liberty Loan. Through the efforts of
the Director General, it seems certain that they
will be placed in deferred classifications for mili-

to se-

cure loans through Federal Reserve

Loomis

E. E.

their

cause of freedom; other thousands who remain at their

"Fight— or Buy Bonds"

cases

10

them

of

or by

ceed

Success

to

presidents in the three railroad regional districts, the
It
drive for Liberty Loan subscriptions is on in full swing.
is the intention of the raihvaymen to reacli by personal solicitation every employee on every railroad the country over, and
nothing is going to be permitted to interfere with making

by employees on a partial payment plan will be a leading
Employees will be
feature.
allowed either to pay for their
bonds in full in one payment

With Making

Interfere

Maximum

Railroad Campaign a

anniversary of .America's entry into the

world war, our Government offers the people a third opportunity to display their loyalty by subscribing for Liberty
Bonds.
An immediate response will be nece.ssar\- to win the
war for democracy. A wide distribution of the Third Liberty Loan, paid for out of current and future earnings of the
people, will be necessarj' to make it a success.
A greatly
enlarged sentiment in favor of the practice of economy, and a
renewal of the spirit of self-denial and patriotism is looked
for and urged.
Economy practiced by everyone will help

its

officers

and

employees the opportunity to
I)erform this patriotic service.
Reports to the committee during the progress of the former subscriptions indicated that
tlie results did not come up to expectations until the effect
of the efforts of special organizations or committees of officers and employees had become manifest.
Too much stress
cannot be made upon the importance of organization into
various committees to make special efforts to appeal personally to each employee.
Almost everyone can subscribe something, and it would be a failure in their bounden duty not
to do so.
The work, to be helpful, must be immediate and
thorough.
While each company will probably find it desirable to adopt machinery and methods of appeal suited to its
own organization, we enclose by way of suggestion a draft of
a circular to be brought promptly to the attention of officers
and employees, and a draft of subscription blank for the
subscriber to sign and indicate the denomination and amount
of bonds subscribed for, and method of payment.
"Tliese forms should be forwarded to the treasurer of your
company, who will draw therefrom a list of the denominations of bonds required to cover the subscriptions made, for

980

April

tiling

12.

with
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bank with which he has made

llie

his subscrip-

tion arrant;cnKnt.

"Ahhough

tlic

and it has been
form of organization should be
immediately formulated upon each railroad, upon whom the
importance of the work should be thoroughly impressed and
by whom .substantially the same methods and procedure will
be followed by all lines in the Western Regional District:

committee can supply certain posters and
it seems necessary tiiat

each company shall print its own circular letters and subscription blanks, prepare and distribute its own advertisements, and arrange with its own banks, or otherwise to purchase and carry the amount of bonds required to meet the

executive

subscriptions made.

tions.

"This committee will ccv-operate, and will heartily appreIn view of tlie shortness of the time, it will
be desirable for each company to at once adopt such plans as
seem best to accomplish the desired object. The committee requests advice as to the particular plan adopted.
It should be
advised weekly as to the amount of subscriptions received."

The Western Campaign
"Reports from presidents of the railroads in western terindicate most patriotic support of the Third Liberty
Loan by railways officers and employees," said \V. G. Bierd,
chairman of the Railroad Lilierty Loan Campaign Committee for the western regional district, last Monday.
"Under a plan approved by W. G. McAdoo, Secretan,- of
the Treasun," and Director General of Railroads, all Liberty
Loan subscriptions by railway officers and employees are to
be solicited through railroad committees and representatives."
continued Mr. Bierd.
"The campaign organization which

-

— Headed

will issue

with him.

General

II.

eral officers,

personal

office

who

effort,

jjy

—

Three representative genmust devote a portion of their
turn shall appoint captains under their

committee.

necessarily

and

in

jurisdiction in the various general office departments.
III.
Diz-lsional committees.
Three or more representative division officers or employees.

—

officials or employees can devote only a portion of their personal time, they must realize the importance
of the ultimate success of this railroad campaign and follow
up daily the work of such captains and leaders under their

jurisdiction in the respective branches of the service, as they
may see fit to appoint. It is suggested that all brotherhood

representatives in the various crafts, both general chairmen,

chairmen, and local chairmen, be utilized to the
campaign.
\\.
Terminal committees. This committee should be
composed of three or more such employees as station agent.
division

fullest extent in the furtherance of this

—
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Subscription Card Suggested by Western Regional Committee

has been effected on every western railroad insures every
person on its pa)Tolls being personally solicited to subscribe
to this Liberty Loan.
A record will be kept by every railroad of the subscription of each employee.
A summarj- of
these records will

show exactly how much the railway em-

ployees have contributed to this loan.
"It is the aim of every railroad president to have every
.

.

.

and employee subscribe to this bond issue. It is already apparent that there will be keen rivalry between the
western roads not only to reach the 100 per cent mark, but
to have the largest subscription in proportion to the number
of employees.

officer

"In round numbers on the four hundred railroads in the
Western Regional District, there are 800,000 officers and
employees, and their annual wages are about $850,000,000.
Watch the railroad men go 'over the top' in this Libert)'

Loan Campaign."

The Use

of

however,

The

best

is

the plan suggested by

methods for securing the

Mr. Bierd:

maximum

—

of three or more of the officers in charge, such as superintendent of motive power, master mechanic, master car builder,
shop superintendent, general storekeeper, etc.
It may be necessary that further sub-committees be ap-

pointed in the mechanical department to cover all outlying
shops and tliat numerous sub-committees and captains thereof be appointed in all large shops and repair yards.
The divisional committees, of which the chairman
VI.
would undoubtedly be the division superintendent, shall see
that all other classes of employees not specifically covered are
properly organized under their jurisdiction, such as local
agents, track foremen and track men, bridge and building department employees, signal department employees, miscellaneous telegraph and telephone linemen and maintainers.
It is

Committees

In all three regional district campaigns, particular stress
has been put on the necessity of using committees and of
reaching ever}- man.
The organizations suggested by the
Eastern and Western committees are similar.
That following,

yardmaster, roundhouse foreman, car repair foreman, storekeeper, and such other employees in charge of large forces.
V.
Shop committees. A committee at each shop composed

results in this

the intention that ever)- employee of the railroads shall

be personally urged to subscribe for as large an amount of
Liberty Loan Bonds as possible by the officer on whose payroll he is carried, each such officer in turn reporting to his
superior officer, and they in turn to the various committees

having jurisdiction in this campaign over such officers and
employees. It is important that no employee should be overlooked and that they should be solicited repeatedly by the
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captain or leader having jurisdiction until such subscriptions
as they may be willing to make have been secured.
A daily record should be made and turned in to each of the
sub-committees, and in turn to the general committee, showAs
ing the amount of subscriptions received for the day.

comshould be concentrated upon all em-

these records are turned in
mittees,

renewed

efforts

from day

to

day

to local

ployees not making subscriptions or not making sufficiently
large subscriptions, and continued until it is definitely determined that no subscription can be secured from such em-
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Pullman Company; T. W. Aishton, National Malleable Castings Company, P. R. Smith, Ayer & Lord Tie Company; E.
r.°\\ells, Charles H. Besly & Co., and G. K. Sage, Fairbanks, Morse & Co. The following supply trade men have
volunteered their services in support of the drive: A. S.
Goble, Baldwin Locomotive Works; C. S. Palmer, Pittsburgh
Steel Company; John Ritchie, P. & M. Company; W. J.
Pierson, C. B. Carson, H. G. Turney, A. S. Anderson, and
F. L Stender, Adams & Westlake Company; L. R. Dewey,
C. P. Wright, J. G.

Tawse, A. G. Delany, American Brake

& Foundry Company; Eugene L. Williams, G. D. Casgrain, A. W. Brown, Griffin Wheel Company; Jack Patton,
Shoe

ployee.

With the elimination of all competition for traffic and the
consequent reduction now being made in solicitation forces,
diere are quite a number of older traffic employees being
It is suggested
transferred for duty in other departments.

Ajax Forge Company; H. A. Smith,

J.

E.

Gougeon and

C.

that of these

L. Bates, Railway Review; E. A. LeBeau, Chicago Railway
Equipment Company; G. K. Sage, F. E. Church and F. F.
French, Fairbanks, Morse & Co.; W. J. Morden, Morden

least

Frog

men, a sufficient number, and consisting of at
one man, should be delegated to each of the above named
committees on each line, and if men are available that a
greater number of such traffic officers be assigned to the committees most needed, these men to act in the way of a flying
scjuadron, to be fully posted on all features connected with
the Liberty Bond Campaign and in position to address gatherings of employees and members of tJie respective committees,
and thereby give any desired information that may be required and stimulate a patriotic interest that should exist
among all officers and employees. These men are generally
t\-pe, and tlieir experience has been such that they should
be well fitted for undertaking work of this character. They
can readily acquaint themselves with all the details of the
campaign by carefully reading the literature and attending
some of the general meetings that will be held in various

of a

communities for that purpose.

It is

the intention that these

will be subject to the instructions of the various committee chairmen, and will be despatched from one location to

men

another as
terest

may appear

necessary to stimulate the desired in-

and accomplish the maximum

& Crossing Company; N. C. Naylor, Railway SteelSpring Company and C. S. Boggs, A. W. Clarke and W. W.
Tavlor from the Central Liberty Loan Committee.
Rainbow Division Committee

in

New York

The railway supply firms in New York are organized for
the Third Liberty Loan Campaign through the Rainbow
Division's Special Liberty Loan Committee for the Machinery
and Machine Tool Trades. The committee is headed by J.
^^'. Lane, president of the E. \\'.
Bliss Company.
R. L.
Patterson, president of the American Machine & Foundry
Company is vice-chairman; Charles B. Houston of the E.
Bliss Company is secretary and Charles A. Hirschberg, publicity manager of the Ingersoll-Rand Company, is publicity
The committee itself is composed of over 40 memdirector.

W

bers of which about 12 are associated with companies in the
supply field. These 12 include L, Barron, secretary of the
De La ^'ergne Machine Company; Leigh Best, vice-president

American Locomotive Company; G. D. Branston,
Manning, Maxwell & ^Moore; C. I. Cornell, treasurer of the Pratt & Whitney Corporation; F. S. DeLano,
treasurer of the American Car & Foundry Company; George

of

the

treasurer of

results.

Chicago Supply Trade Organizes to Push Liberty Loan

& M. Company; C. H. Riddell, Baldwin Locomotive
Works; H. W. Wolf, American Car & Foundry Company;
Thomas Finigan, American Brake Shoe & Foundry Com-

Doubleday, president of the Ingersoll-Rand Company; F. F.
Fitzpatrick, president of the Railway Steel Spring Company:
Henry Fuller, vice-president of the Fairbanks-Morse Company; H. C. Knox, treasurer of the American Brake Shoe &
Foundry Company; John Lidgerwood, president of the Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company T. Frank Manville, president of H. W. Johns-Manville Company and E. A. Stillman,

pany; R. H. Ripley, .American Steel Foundries; A. P. Bowen,

president of the ^^'atson-Stillman

The railway supply trade in Cook county, Illinois, has
C. K.
been organized to push the Third Liberty Loan.
Knickerbocker, Griffin Wheel Company, is general chairman
of the committee. Vice-chairmen are as follows F. A. Poor,
:

P.

Copvrifiht,

Vnder-ifood

&

;

Viideruood. N. Y.

Captured by the British

in

Palestine

Company.

Our Foreign Trade
An

in

Railway

Commissions and

"Exploration" of the Purchasing

Export Houses
By

P.

in

Supplies'

New York

Harvey Middlcton

Mxocutive Assistant, Railway Business Association

INFORMATION of value to tliose members of
railway supply craft who may desire to enter the
foreign field, I was requested Ijy our Association to go
down the line in New York. I was to imagine myself as a
railway supply man who had never dealt in foreign accounts
and who was disposed to explore the possihilities in that diWhen I had lieconie somewhat saturated with the
rection.
spirit of the character which I was to enact, my first impulse
was a curiosity to see whether I could sell railway supplies
withto foreign railroiids just as I could to domestic roads
out setting foot outside the country or risking the lives of
niemhers of my sales force on a trip through the haunts of the
sulmiarine.
I found that starting from our New York office
-ould call upon the actual purchasing agents of some 20
reign railways without going outside a belt of Manhattan
unded on the south hv the Batterv and on the nortli bv the

Tn

—

!

tv

republic where the United States marines are industriously

niiTAiN

till'

Hall.

The Direct Method
I sent in my card

At 17 Battery Place

to A.

—

;)n.

have 513 engines

also

anti-cree])ers, superheaters, jjower reverse gears, block signals,

and sLx-wheel trucks. We haven't any use for these things.
Our trains do not operate at high speeds and the weights
carried are not heavy.
All our trains are run on train
In this case also the buyer attends to the shipping.
next called upon A. Palanca, an engineer representing
the Italian State Railways, whose office is at 291 Broadway.
"You can tell your people," said Mr. Palanca, "that we bu\
cars, car wheels, boiler plates, boiler tubes, lubricating and
fuel oils and other miscellaneous supplies.
All material is
forwarded on our own ships and the Italian Ministry of
Shipping maintains an office here."

orders."
I

Ankersmit,

nho is the American representative of the Netherlands Government and who buys supplies for the railways of the Dutch
Mr. Ankersmit, whatever the custom in the
East Indies.
land of dikes, conforms while among us to a gracious practice which I understand is universal among railway purchasing agents in America
he hurried out to greet me and con"We have
ducted me immediately to his private office.
bought in this countrj-," said Mr. Ankersmit, "locomotives,
freight cars, rails and accessories, also general equipment for
the state railways in Java and Sumatra to an amount which
I should estimate at about $4,000,000 during the past two
years.
My government operates in Java and Sumatra 2,485
kilometers of standard gage track and 87 kilometers of nar\v gage track, and we have 700 kilometers under construc-

"We

American interests. The J. G. White Corporation,
manages the Philippine Railway, which operates in the
islands of Panay and Cebu.
"All the jiurchases for these
two roads are made from this office, " said Mr. Ripley, "and
we are always more than glad to meet railway supply salesmen. We buy aljout everything except rail braces, tie plates,
protecting

1,600 passenger cars
and about 10,000 freight cars. When we buy material it is
-^n the basis of f. o. b. factory.
We attend to all the shipping
tails.
This arrangement is during the war. In times of
.ice we would buy f. o. b. New York and I would attend to
the shipments.
I have placed orders recently with one company for about 9,000 tons of rails and have also ordered
4.500 tons from two other companies.
I can tell American
manufacturers that there is considerable business awaiting
them in Java.
Before the war the business went to England, France and Belgium.
Holland does not export a
great deal.
With a population of 34,000,000', with 200
sugar jilantations, with coal mines, with coffee and cotton plantations, and with lines of steamships connecting
lava directly with New York and San Francisco, there is no
reason in the world wli\- Americans should not obtain valuable trade there."
I was assured by Mr. Ankersmit that railway supply salesmen would always receive a hearty welcome at his hands.
in operation,

Good Demand
At 17 Madison Avenue

in

Far East

interviewed Mr. lyama, the purchasing agent of the Imperial Government Railways of
"We have our own car and locomotive plants in
Japan.
Japan," he said, "which produce one-third more than we can
use, the surplus going to China.
We do, however, buy from

American manufacturers
cators,

injectors, gages,

I

steel

spring

shapes,

plates,

Specialties

75-lb. rails."

Purchases for the government lines and for the

privatel)'

operated raihvays of Japan and China are also made by
Mitsui & Co., the most powerful commercial concern in

Japan, whose New York manager is Konosuke Seko. "In
1917." said Mr. Seko, "we made purchases in the United
States of railway equipment 52.300,000, of electrical machinery and appliances $2,900,000, of steel products $3,200.000 and of general machinery $3,500,000." The Okura

Company, whose

New York manager

is

B. Imai,

another

is

I called upon Mr. Imai
Church street. "We are changing from 60
to 75-lb. rails as fast as we can throughout Japan." he said,
"and we are also going to widen our gage, which is at present 3 ft. 6 in.
This will of course necessitate large buying
of supplies."
I glanced over Mr. Imai's record of recent
orders, which included boiler tubes, buffers, cast steel
forgings and steel castings, rolled steel wheel centers, couplings, plate glass, steel axles, steel bars and plates, boiler
plate and firebox plate, steel channel and flat bars, steel

active Japanese railway purchaser.
at his office in 30

frame plate for locomotives, steel round bars, steel rails, tires.
bridse material, electric railway cars and equipment, etc.

Good Market

in

Cuba

railway siijiply salesman will find a
foreign railways in the downtown district of

Not Bought

lubri-

factured commodities.
We recently placed an order with a
Colorado company for 20,000 tons of standard American

.V

Some

rails,

and other semi-manu-

steel

."^ore

of

other

Then I went over to 4.3 Exchange Place to see J. P. Ripley
White Engineering Corporation, which has the
management of the Pacific Railway of Nicaragua, a little

New York. At
280 Broadway, for instance. I found the purchasing agent of
the Bolivia Railway, an American corporation which has
done considerable buying in this country for the new lines

* From
a pamphlet written ior ilistrilnili
Association meeting in Chicago on Monday.

viewed was H. Bellefeuille. secretary of the Havana Central

of the J. G.

:it

the

Railway

Businc

now

9S3

lieing

constructed

in

Bolivia.

Among

others

inter-
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Railroad at 42 Broadway. This company acts as purchasing
"The supplies
agent for six railway companies in Cuba.
purchased for our companies," he said, "include every class
of material used by steam and electric roads, and also all
materials necessary for the maintenance and operation of
electric power houses and lighting systems along our lines."
The National Railway of Tehuantepec (which, in case you
don't know it, is an isthmus in Southern Mexico) is at 65

Other countries represented in New York are
Peru, all the republics of Central America, Brazil, Haiti,
Ecuador, and Panama.
A list of all purchasing agents of foreign railways with
offices in the United States can be furnished by the Railway

Broadway.

Business Association.
This gives a clear idea of the opportunities offered by the
Another opportunit>- for securing direct orders
direct method.
is afforded by the occasional visit of railway purchasing
For
agents sent here by foteign companies or governments.
instance, Justiniano Sotomayor, vice-general
lic works of Chile, recently arrived at the

manager of pubMcAlpin Hotel,

having been sent to this country to buy railway supplies.
Judicious enquiries at the principal hotels in various large
cities will reveal the presence of these gentlemen from time
to time.

The Commission House

the export commission house.
C. Johnstone, manager of the steel
department of Gaston, Williams & Wigmore, Inc., one of the
largest export houses, with established offices and sales forces
nearly all over the world. Some idea of the size of this com-

facturer.

This

I called

pany may be gathered from the
its

New York

fact that

office

it

has over 400

and over 1,000 in

its

of Mr. Johnstone's remarks as reported
gist
Middleton was given in Mr. Johnstone's article
in last week's Railway Age on "How the Export Houses
Help in Foreign Trade." In addition, however, to some
of the things mentioned in his article Mr. Johnstone
told Mr. Middleton, "We have supplied all our branches
with copies of the Locomotive Dictionary and the Car Builders' Dictionary, so that our men in the iield can familiarize

(The

by Mr.

—

Editor.)
themselves with the subject.
I next visited W. A. Will of Dutilh-Smith McMillan Co.,
SO Broad street, an export commission house which purchases railway equipment for various countries in Latin
America. "Our Buenos Aires office was opened especially
"If
to take care of railway supply business," said Mr. Will.

a railway supply manufacturer desired us to take up the introduction of his products into the foreign markets served
by us we would place the matter in the hands of our branch
offices in Buenos Aires and Rio de Janeiro and instruct them
They are seeing buyers
to put their salesmen to work on it.
all the time and have the advantage in dealing with them
which a railway supply manufacturer dealing direct would
that they not only sell them American goods but
not have
buy their products for the American market. On receiving
an order we would pay cash for the goods at the plant of
the railway supply manufacturer and he would have nothing
further to do with it. The troubles connected with transporting the goods from his plant to destination and the extension of credits would be up to us."

—

The African Market
Then

I called

upon L. P. Lawrence,

secretary of Arkell

of 44 Whitehall street. New York, an export commission house with branches or agencies in many foreign
countries.
"Our purchasers of railway material," said Mr.

& Douglas

greatly

The

simplified.

foreign

buyer,

instead

of

cor-

responding with a score of manufacturers in the United
States, located at various places, writes a letter to one comThe commission
mission house, combining the orders.
house distributes the order to the various manufacturers,
collects the goods in one shipment, makes one bill of lading
and one draft on the buyer. Only one set of shipping papers
necessaiy

for

the

entire

transaction.

The commission

house adds a percentage to die manufacturer's price to pay
for its service.

Foreign Investments

is

upon Homer

employees in
Paris branch.

Lawrence, "are exceedingly large, particularly for British
and Portuguese South and East Africa. We purchase also
for Australia, Mauritius, India and South America, but our
African purchases are very much the largest, as we are the
purchasing agents for this country and Canada for the
Union of South Africa government. To give you an idea of
the volume of this business, we might mention that we have
on hand at the present time orders which will amount to over
$550,000." A call was also made upon Jardine, Matheson &
Co., of 25 Madison avenue, who have 25 branches in China
and Japan.
These are typical export commission houses. There are
many reliable houses of this character in New York, Boston,
New Orleans and other seaports. A list of such houses with
their trade ratings and foreign connections can be furnished
by the Railway Business Association.
The export commission house serves equally the foreign
Transactions are
buyer and the exporting manufacturer.

is

the possibilities of dealing direct with
the agents of foreign railways located in this country, I
turned to another avenue at home which is open to the manu-

Having exhausted
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make an excursion into the realm of
out just what the foreign trade in railway
I returned to the Association office
supplies amounted to.
and waded through the statistics of exports of domestic merchandise, picking out those articles which were obviously
railway supplies, such as locomotives, cars and wheels,
I found that for the 12 months
spikes, switches, ties, etc.
ending December, 1917, the exports of these articles totaled
$103,616,813. This figure would be materially increased if
now decided

I

to

statistics to find

were possible to separate railway purchases included under
and steel, machinery, hardware, tools, etc. It was thus
that considerably over $100,000,000 a year of
American supplies were exported to foreign railways in spite
of the heavy investments of Europe in those enterprises.
I called at the National City Bank to learn just what
Americans were doing to overcome this handicap of foreign
investments.
Over 60 per cent of the railroads of South
.'Vmerica are controlled by British capital.
"A railroad constructed with British capital will buy its equipment and supplies in England," said Beverly D. Harris, vice-president of
the Bank.
"A debtor country must naturally make its purchases largely in the market of the country where credit may
be obtained in some form or other for the settlement of trade
lialances.
Recognizing this condition as fundamental, the
.\merican International Corporation with a capitalization of
$50,000,000 was created by the National City Bank for the
permanent expansion of American foreign trade. Under its
charter it can own and operate railway and street car lines
and other public utilities and manufacturing establishit

iron

apparent

ments."
Following the lead given by Mr. Harris I went over to
the Equitable building to the office of the American International Corporation, where I was informed that the Siems("arey Railway & Canal Co. of St. Paul, Minn., will construct as soon as possible with money furnished by the American International Corporation over 3,000 miles of lines in
the rich Chinese provinces of Szechuen, Hunan and Chihli
provinces with a population much larger than that of the
entire United States
which will be opened up to foreign

—

—

new American owned railways.
Having now personally investigated the various avenues

trade by these

April
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of export trade opened to railway supply manufacturers at
home, my next inquiry was directed at the methods adopted
in securing orders by direct contact with the buyers in
1
put the question up to George H.
foreij;n countries.

Charls, vice-president of the American Rolling Mill Company, who has recently returned from a trip to England and

South America.
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Company, the Parsons Company, the Austin ManuCompany, the Western Wheeled Scraper Company
and the Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company.

Sliovel

facturing

This little story describing a tour of observation only
Every manufacturer of railway
touches a few high spots.
supplies has his own problems and prol>ably no two would
want answers to the same questions. Certainly there is no
single place where all the (|uestions of all concerned on this

Co-operation

in

Foreign Trade

only one avenue to success," he said, "and that
lies in co-operation, if possible the forming of syndicates
quite as strong and well organized as those of our foreign
Under present conditions if 20 steel companies
competitors.

"There

is

are persuaded to go after e.xjiort l>usiness in Brazil, at least
20 men must be sent to that country. If 20 countries offer a
field, at least 400 men must be sent abroad, and they will

have to compete with one another. It 20 steel companies cooperate under the provisions of the Weblj bill, one man can
accomplish the result of 20. In the name of pure economy
and self defense we cannot safely pursue any other course.
The same plan will permit the joint co-operative advertising
of all

members."

seem to agree that the American manufacturer must combine to secure his share of foreign trade
I went back to the American International Coqjoration to
have a talk with W. S. Kies, vice-president, who is regarded
"Can you give me
as an authority on export combinations.
a rough outline," I asked Mr. Kies, "of how railway supply
manufacturers could proceed in forming an export combination?" Mr. Kies replied as follows:

As

all

authorities

How

to

Form

a Combination

"After the passage of tlie Webb bill," he said, "a group
of both competing and non-competing manufacturers could
form a railway supply exporting corporation, with branches
The leaders in
in the strategic trade centers of the world.
the industry should be at the head of such a combination to
make it successful. Each member at the beginning of the
year would report to the corporation the amount of his
product available for export during the year, conditions of
delivery and acceptance of orders, and price at which he
would sell in a foreign market. The sales force of the corporation would undertake the disposal of exportable surplus
of its members on the terms and conditions specified, obtaining the best price possible, making use of its own branches,
of export commission houses, trained salesmen, and every
other agency of demonstrated value in building up foreign
trade.
The difference between the price quoted and the price
obtained would belong to the export corporation as a profit,
and upon all sales all members w^ould pay to the export corWTienporation a minimum percentage as a commission.
ever a demand was found to exist in a particular market
for a certain quantity of goods which must be sold at a lower
price than quoted by any of the members, in order to meet
foreign competition, all members would be notified of the
possible order

and given an opportunity

to

meet the foreign

bidder or bidders receiving the order. The
export corporation would provide an expert to gather statistical and other data of value to the industry, which would be
price, the lowest

distributed promptly to all members.

"If such an organization were created, with men of the
head of it, the .\merican International
In this
Corporation would be glad to co-operate with it."

right calibre at the

should be borne in mind that the American International Corporation already owns the Allied Machinery
Company of America, which does a large foreign business
in machine tools, and also owns the Allied Construction
Machinery Corporation, representing a group of non-competing manufacturers.
This last company acts as sole direct
foreign selling agent and representative for the products of
the Lakewood Engineering Company, the Thew Automatic
connection

it

The Railway Business Association
does not pretend to be so thoroughly equipped with information that all inquirers can be answered out of our own
resources.
It is prolxible, however, that any member who is
afflicted with perplexity can save time by making use of our
office which will cither respond forthwith, or obtain the
information for him, or advise him where he can get it.
subject can he answered.

office

New

England Railroad
Executives' Committee

RAILROAD Ai FAIRS
WHILE
process of centralization

are undergoing a rapid
under Uie direction of the

Railroad Administration, a considerable degree of
decentralization has been introduced in the eastern district
by the organization of local district committees of railroad
executives for the purpose of settling locally many problems

The first
affect the roads serving various districts.
of these district committees to be organized was that of the
Xew England roads, which was suggested to the regional
director, A. H. Smith, as the result of a conversation bewhich

tween the executives of two of the New England roads,
Percy R. Todd, president of the Bangor & Aroostook, and
H. Hustis, receiver of the Boston & Maine, on New
I.
Later similar committees were organized for
Year's day.
the New- York & Niagara, Central, Philadelphia, Baltimore
& Pittsburgh, Hampton Roads, Michigan and International

Boundary

districts.

is known as the New EngExecutives' Committee and comprises the
chief r.xecutive officers of the following roads: New York,
New Haven & Hartford, Boston &: Maine, Boston & Albany,
Central New England, Maine Central. Bangor & Aroostook,
Rutland, Central Vermont, Grand Trunk, Canadian Pacific

The New England committee

land

Railroad

Lines in Maine and the president of the New England
Steamship Company. J. H. Hustis, receiver of the Boston
& Maine, is chairman of the committee. Immediately after
the formation of the committee representatives of the most
important industrial organizations in New England, at the
suggestion of Chairman Hustis, formed a committee composed of such men as the president of the Boston Chamber
of Commerce, the chairman of the board of directors of the
Old Colony Trust Company, the chairman of the Associated
Manufacturers of Massachusetts, an officer of the Arkwright Club, composed of 100 cotton mills, and other men of
that t}-pe. about 12 in number. This committee is known as
the New England Transportation Conference and its object
is similar to that of the Railroad Committee, to deal with
the railroad in settling at home if possible all questions
arising between the commercial organizations in New England and the railroads of that territon,'. The conference requested the Railroad Committee to appoint one of its members to

sit

with

it

each week at

its

meeting

in

Boston and to

of communication between the commercial
and railroad interests. Mr. Todd was selected by the Railroad Committee a? its representative for this purpose.
It is stated that the business men have displayed a splenact as the

medium

did spirit in co-operating with the railroad executives to
control of railroads during the war a suc-

make government

cess, and it is believed that they have set an example which
could be followed with results mutually satisfacton,- to both
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men and

representatives of the shippers in all parts
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divided mto classes on Form
fication given on D. C. E.

1,

in accordance with the classi-

As an illustration of the character of the matters discussed at these meetings, at the first meeting of the conference a representative of the Arkwright Club set forth the
condition of the cotton mills, due to the fact that they had
from 6.000 to 8,000 carloads of cotton in transit from
Arkansas and other southwestern points to New England

Form lA. There should be a
recapitulation on D. C. E. Form lA of the schedules given
on D. C. E. Form 1. Copies of said forms are transmitted
All projects involving a
herewith and made part hereof.
charge of $5,000 or more to capital account subsequent to
January 1, 1918, should be shown as separate items on D. C.
E. Form 1, and projects involving a charge of less than

since the latter part of October and early in November, none
of which had reached destination, but all of which had been

$5,000 to capital account should be reported as a single item
at the foot of the schedule of each class of work and included

The aggregate amount
had paid out on this account was
member of the
banker
approximately $80,000,000, and a
conference added that for the first time in twelve or fifteen
years the New England cotton mills were borrowing money
on short term notes to pay their current expenses because of
their failure to receive the cotton and secure a return from
This matter was taken up with the railits manufacture.
roads and an arrangement reached by which one trainload
a da}- was forwarded regularly out of the accumulation at
St. Louis via the New York Central, as originally billed.
But as a result of one of the possibilities under government control most of the accumulation was handled via
Memphis. Tenn., instead of via the New York Central, and
Arrangements were made
forwarded to Savannah, Ga.
through the director general's office for the Shipping Board
to furnish steamers to carry the cotton to New England
ports.
There were no through rates or divisions in existence
from iSIemphis via the port mentioned to New England and
the diversion could hardly have been made under private
management of the railroads. But under the arrangement
made the cotton was brought forward with such promptness
Most of the cotthat the situation was materially relieved.
ton mills were engaged in manufacturing for government
purposes and if some such arrangement had not been made
The movement of cotthey would have had to close down.
ton via Savannah was mentioned in a recent issue of the
Railway Age. A large number of more or less similar matters, many of them purely local to New England, have been
taken up and disposed of through the medium of this weekly
conference between the commercial and railroad interests.

in the total of the class.

of the country.

paid for on order
that

members

Reports

bills

of lading.

of the club

of Capital

Expenditures Required
12, issued by the diwork involving
division
of capital exthe
account,
charges to capital
iicnditures has issued a series of forms on which railroads
are to report their schedules of proposed work for the recommendation of the regional directors and the approval of
The
the director of the division of capital expenditures.
budgets of most of the roads for 1918 had already been subof
this
mitted in preliminary form prior to the organization
division and most of those for the larger roads have already

PCRSU.\NT

TO GENER.^L ORDER NO.

rector general with respect to railroad

The instructions regarding the
been tentatively approved.
reports, as given in D. C. E. circular No. 1 are as follows
Please prepare promptly and forward not later
First.
than April 30, 1918, a schedule by class of work, of all uncompleted work contracted for or commenced prior to January 1, 1918. which involves charges to capital account after
Such schedule should he on D. C. E. Form 1
that date.
and should show location of work, brief general description,
total estimated expenditure, value of salvage recovered from
property retired, amount chargeable to operating expenses,
amount' chargeable to capital account, amount' expended to
December .31, 1917, chargeable to operating expenses and
to capital account, respectively, amount required subsequent
to December 31, 1917, to complete the work divided as between operating expenses and capital account, and should be
,

Second.

A

monthly

commencing with the month
work contracted for or commenced

report,

of January, 1918, of all

during the month involving a charge to capital accoimt for
any single project of less than $5,000 should be made on D.
C. E. Form 2, giving total estimated expenditure, value of
salvage recovered from property retired, amount chargeable
to operating expenses, and amount chargeable to capital account: and should be reported by classes as indicated on said
D. C. E. Form 2. Reports for the months of January, February, and March should be forwarded promptly and before
April 30, 1918, and reports for subsequent months should
be prepared promptly and forwarded before the 15th day of
Copy of D. C. E. Form 2 is transthe succeeding month.
mitted herewith and made part hereof.
Third.
A separate report for each project contracted for
or commenced subsequent to Januar}' 1, 1918, involving a
charge to capital account of not less than $5,000 or more
than $25,000 should be made within 10 days after the work
has been or shall be contracted for or commenced on D. C. E.
Form 3, and a separate blank should be used for each report.

Projects of this description

commenced

or contracted

during January, February, or 3ilarch should be reported
as promptly as practicable before April 15, 191S. Copy of D.
& E. Form 3 is transmitted herewith and made part hereof.
Fourth.
To obtain the authority required by section
"Second" (for the construction of new lines, etc.), section
"Third" (for purchasing or building new equipment), and
by section "Sixth" (for work involving a charge to capital
account in excess of $25,000) of General Order No. 12
issued by the director general, application should be made
on D. C. E. Form 4 and a separate blank should be used
for each application.
This requirement applies to all work
involving a charge to capital account in excess of $25,000
contracted for or commenced subsequent to December 31,
1917, even though included in the answer to the director general's questionnaire of February 2, 1918, and covered by any
general approval of the budget embraced in such answer.
Projects contracted for or commenced during January, February, or !March should be rejwrted as promptly as practicable and before April 15, 1918.
Copy of D. C' E. Form 4
is transmitted herewith and made part hereof.
Fifth.
D. C. E. Form 3 and D. C. E. Form 4 should bear
separate serial numbers, each beginning with No. 1 and confor

tinuing consecutively; and these numbers will represent the
record numbers of the Division of Capital Expenditures and
tile regional director as well as the carrier, and will constitute the reference for all correspondence in connection with
tlie work covered thereby.
The information given on these
forms should be sufficient to afford an understanding of the
general character of the work and the necessity therefor but
need not be elaborate or in detail. Where the work was included in the answer to the director's questionnaire of February 2, 1918, reference should be made thereto.
Sixth.
monthly report commencing with the month of
January, 1918, should be made on D. C. E. Form 5 of the
total authorizations and expenditures to the end of the month,
for capital account.
The reports should embrace alluncompleted work contracted for or commenced prior to January 1,
1918, and all work subsequently contracted for, commenced
or authorized which involves charges to capital account after
Janua-y 1, 1918. The repcr: should divide the work into

A

April

12.
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classes in accordancf witli

Form

and

5

siioukl

llic

show

classification given

on D.

(.'.

E.

ihe total estimated expenditure;

value of salvage rcvovered from property retired; amount
to operating exix-nses; amount chargeable to
1918,
account; exi)enditures prior to January,
cai)ital
chargeable to operating expenses and to capital account respcH lively; exi)enditures for the month chargeable to operat-

ciiargeable

ing expenses

and

to capital account respectively;

and expen-

1918, to the end of the month
expenses and to capital account respectively, in accordance with said D. C. E. Form 5. Reports
lor the months of January, February, and March, 1918, shall
be forwarded jjroniptly before April M), 1918, reports for
subscHiucnt moiuiis sliould l)e prepared promptly and forwarded before the 25th day of the succeeding month. Copy
of said form is transmitted iierewith and made part hereof.
D. C. K. Forms 1, \A, 2, and 5 should be preSeventh.
pared in triplicate and two should l)c sent direct to the Director of the Division of Capital Kxpenditures at Washington, and the other should be sent to tlie regional director for
D. C. E. Forms 3 and 4 should be prepared in
tiie district.
ditures

from January

1,

chargeaiile to operating

triplicate

and

lie

sent to the regional director for the district.

The regional director should at once transmit to the Director
of the Division of Capital Expenditures the original and one
copv, retaining the other copy for his t'lle and information.
In case he approves without qualification, he should sign the
form accordingly. In ca.-^e he disapproves, he should transmit witli Uie form a memorandum of his views. One copy of
each form will be returned to the carrier through the regional
director, who should note on his copy the action taken by the
Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures.
Eighth.
Each carrier should immediately cause to be
printed the lilank forms necessary for him to comply herewith, upon a fairly good quality of paper, of sheets of the

9ii7

exact size and following the style of type and ruling indicated by the sample blank forms transmitted herewith.
Ninth.
The at counting methods i^rc^cribed by the Intcr-

Commerce Commis.•^ion and now in force afford tiie data
making tiie reports herein required, and prompt

.•-tate

required for

Uniformity
and return in all cases is urged.
>hould be maintained, and when in doubt in connection with
the use of these blanks, the question should be submitted to
The
the Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures.
classificati( n of work as given on the forms is deemed sufficient for the purposes for which reports arc reijuired: but
there may be some large and exceptional work which, in the
tasc of some lines, migiit well be shown separately, and blank
numbers are left in the classification for such cases. It is
lioped, however, that these cases will be rare.
For the purpose of securing unifonnity in reporting all
work involving a charge to capital account a schedule is
prescribed for the use of all roads under federal control. So
far as is practicable while maintaining the identity of each
separate improvement this conforms to the classification of
investment in road and equipment as prescribed by the Inter-

itjinpilation

state

Commerce Commission.

In order that the division
tlie

amount expended by

may

be correctly informed of

carriers, chargeable to capital ac-

1915, 1916 and 1917. carriers are
requested to submit a report showing separately for each year
and betterments excluding equipment, total expenditures by classes for equipment,
total expenditures for construction of new extensions and
branches, also new lines, total expenditures ciiargeable to
capital account and miles of road operated at the close of

count, during the years

the total expenditures for additions

the year.
directors

These reports are to be sent both to the regional
and to the director of the division of capital ex-

penditures.

United States Standard Steel Sheathed Box Car
Specifications

and Designs Are Similar

Wooden

K.Aii.Ko.AD .AD.MINISTR.MION issucd during the
TiiKweek
specifications and drawings for a 50-ton

past
steel

frame, steel sheathed box car having an estimated
weight of 46,000 lb. As in other designs, every attempt has
been made to have the details of these cars the same as the

One Type

of

I

ingtli

is to be cariied on the standard 50-ton truck and
has the following "eneral dimensions:

40ft.
8 ft.
9 ft.
42 ft.
8 ft.
9 ft.

ii.si.lc

Widih inside'
Mciclit

inside*

Length over striking plate*
Width over looi sheets

Width over
Width over
Height (roin

Roof Construction Permitted on the

other standard box cars.
The underframe is practically a
duplicate of tlie single sheathed car, several of tlie door details
are the same and the draft sill is the same with the exception of minor changes necessitated by the design of the car.
The l>ody specifications are the same as those for the box
cars published in the Railway Age of March 29, page 785.

This car

Other Box Cars,

to

Lining on Sides and Ends

sirJe

plates

all

rail

to

top of car at eaves

Steel Sheathed

K^tiniateil

10
12

7Hin.
6

in.

1

J< in.

in.

8H
4

ft.

ft.

9

in.
in.
in.
in.

Box Car

wcigl:'

—

Underframe. The underframe is very simibr to that
used for the single sheathed box car, having 12-in. channel
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Steel

Door

for the

United States Standard Steel Box Car

989
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center sills with a 20^-in. by 34-in- cover plate, 9-in. chansills, l^-'va. pressed steel floor supports, pressed steel

nel side

diaphragm

and 5/16-in. pressed

steel corner braces.
same, with the exception of the cover
The end
plates, which are slightly heavier for these cars.

The

bolsters

crossbearers are

tlie

are 6-in. by 4-in. by ^-in. angles, on the outside of
The draft sills are practiis riveted the steel end.
cally identical with those of tlie other box cars, the only
change being in unimportant details made necessary for
On account of
supporting the steel sheathing of the car.
the similarity in the designs of the underframes a repro-
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by 1^-in. by 1%-in. by 3/16-in. Z-bar at the
and bottom, and by a 3-in. by 2-in. by 3/16-in.
The rollers are carried on a 2j4-in- by
;ingk' at the back.
I'j-in. by J^-in. angle.
There are many of the details of
the door common to the doors used on the other box cars.
of a l;54-in.
front, top

sills

which

duction of the underframe for this car is not shown.
The designs for this car call for a ]/%Superstriicttire.
in. steel sheathing with a 13/16-in. lining at the sides and
The same deends, and a steel roof of 3/32-in. plates.
signs of steel ends are permitted as for the other box cars.
The side framing is well illustrated in the view showing

Transporting Railway Coal

Under Government Control*
By

—

Chairman

Francis S. Peabody
Peabody Coal Company.

of the

OF COM. in the United States during the
year 1917, although the greatest in the history of the
Producindustry, was far short of the requirements.
ing capacity of mines now in operation is in excess of the
demands of the consumers in this and other countries re-

PRODUCTION

lying on

American coal

for their supplies.

The 1917 production was

limited very largely by transportation facilities, which, by reason of shortage of labor
early
delivery of material, cannot
and inability to secure

promptly be increased.
is logical that any substantial increase
must come through increased efficiency of the
Every car in
existing instrumentalities of transportation.
coal service must handle more coal than during last year.
An exhaustive study of the movement of commercial coal
has shovm conclusively that saving of transportation with
consequent greater car supply at mines and increased production can be secured by a system of zones, restricting the
movement of cars to shorter distances, avoiding cross-hauling
and preventing the movement of coal from far distant producing districts to consuming centers more accessible to other

The conclusion

in production

producing

districts.

A

system of zones, with this object in

view, has been put into effect by the fuel administrator to
govern the movement of commercial coal, but this will apply
to only two-thirds of the total production.

a'-^V-^

.

J
Post Cenfer

Plain Steel

End

for the Standard Steel

Box Car

There are six pressed
on each side of the car made from y4-\n. plate.
These are 8 in. wide and 3^ in. deep. In addition to these
there are eight 3-in. by 33^-in. wooden side posts to which
is nailed the inside lining.
The end posts for the plain
end construction, which are shown in one of the illustrations, are pressed from %-m. plate and are 7^ in. wide
by 3% in. deep. The corner posts are of wood. The sideplates are 4-in., 10.3-lb. Z-bars, to which are riveted the
side sheathing and the roof sheets. The end plate is a 5-in.
by 3-in. by S/16-in. angle.
There are two designs of roof permitted, that shown in
the general plan and one shown in the roof section which
the general plan of the car body.

steel posts

In both cases a 3/32-in. roof sheet
has been reproduced.
is required.
A pressed steel carline is used on the arrangement shown in the general plan and the running board is
su]jportcd by angles bolted to a pressed angle curved to conform to the contour of the roof. In the other plan the roof
sheets are supported by outside carlines pressed from 5/16in. steel, which also support the running board.
An all-steel door of the underhung type is used, providing
an opening 6 ft. wide by 8 ft. 5-11/16 in. high. This door
is made up of three pieces of No. 15 gage steel, pressed as
indicated in the drawings.
The door framing is made up

Railroads consume approximately one-third of the total
bituminous coal production of the country. Economies can
be secured by restrictions on the movement of cars used in
handling railroad fuel, by the adoption of a plan somewhat
similar to that under which commercial coal is moving.
At present purchases of railroad fuel seem to be made
with regard only to quality or convenience from a transportation standpoint, with very little, if any, consideration to
the distances involved in delivery and demoralization of
labor conditions at mines.
Many mines are given 100 per
cent running time supplying railroad fuel only, as against
a much lower running time for mines supplying commercial
coal.
The result of this practice is to demoralize labor conditions, as mine employees naturally seek those mines giving the greatest number of hours per week.
This practice
also reduces the producing capacity of commercial mines
on which the public depends for their fuel supply, with
consequent increased costs. All of this could be avoided by
a more equitable distribution of the loading of railroad fuel.
The practice of coal originating railroads in securing their
entire supply from a small number of mines and handling
tills coal to far distant terminals should be discontinued.
A distribution of the entire requirements should be made
proportionately with all mines located on their lines, except in cases in which coal from adjacent coal fields located
on other roads could be handled with a much shorter haul.
ilie erection for temporary use of coaling stations nearer
to producing districts would effect further saving.
("oal for non-originating coal roads should be procured
from the producing districts nearest to the coaling stations;
*Mr. Peabody formerly was chairman of the Committee on Coal Producof the Council of National Defense.
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12,
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a clivisiim pro r.it;i to Ix' niaiio aliuint; all toal oiH-rators in
In the case oi two or three non-coal-producing
the district.
railroads reiiuiring coal from the same or nearby coal pro-

ducinn centers, for the purpose of efficient and economical
handling of trains, tlie orders for each railroad could be
concentrated in certain definite sections so that movement
could l>e by train-load rather than in smaller quantities.
As most railroads consume more coal in winter months
than during summer months, shipments should be made
during the months of April, May, June and July of not
only the requirements for those months, but in addition an
amount equal to the storage capacity, for use during the
four winter months of Xovembcr, December, Januar)' and
February.
It should be as much the duty of the railroads
to store this coal to provide against extra winter demand,
as it should be the duty of the coal operators to load it.
During the months of .August, September and October the

Wl

r.iilni.ids should be shipped and
During the months of November,
December, January' and February the tonnage ordered should

lurrent reiiuirenuiii^ nl
the storage left

ilu-

intact.

be only that required for u.se during those months, less tlic
already stored during the summer months.
There
should be no difliiulty in ."securing by daily shipment during

coal

month of March the current requirements.
Railroads should be required to repair during the

the

summer

months the old and useless (from the standpoint of regular
shipments) coal and flat cars, for utilization during the
winter montlis in handling storage coal to such points on
the line as necessity requires, thereby releasing serviceable
equipment for commercial use at that time.
.\ plan of this kind would not only bring aliout great
economy in the use of cc|uipment but would do away with
the present disastrous condition and most effectively help

the labor situation.

Regulations for Reconsignment of Carload Freight
Elaborate Provisions for All Reasonable Demands. Separate

Rules for Inspection and for Coal
I.NTERSIATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
THEapproval
new
and charges
of

has given

itS

for the diversion

rules

and reconsignment of carload freight proposed by
certain carriers in response to the commission's decision in
the reconsignment case
rail

to establish

tliem,

and has authorized
effective

May

on

all

carriers

by

The approval

1.

docs not authorize Uie cancellation of diversion or reconsignment rules applicable to less tlian carload freight. The
rules an" as follows:

Application
Freight

in

carloads,

except

as

provided below

may

ment, but will not be responsible for failure to effect the diversion or reconsignment desired unless such failure is due
to tlie negligence of its employees.

Definition

For the purpose of applying these rules, the term "Diversion" or "Reconsignment" means:
A change in the name of the consignee.
(a)
(b)
A change in the name of tlie consignor (See Rule 6).
(c)
A change in destination (See Rule 5).
A change in route at the request of consignor, con(d)
signee or owner.

.\ny other instructions given by consignor, consignee
which requires a change
in billing or an additional movement of the car, or both (see
Section / of Exceptions).
(e)

or owTier necessarj- to effect delivery

Conditions
to the following

conditions:
(a)

That shipments have not broken bulk.

(b)
Orders for diversion or reconsignment will not be
accepted under these rules at or to a station or to a point of
delivery against which an embargo is in force.

On

"Straight" consignments the original bill of lading should be surrendered or other proof of ownership established.
On shipments consigned "to order" original bill of
(c)

(e)
Prepayment or guarantee of charges: All charges
accruing under these rules must be paid or guaranteed to
the satisfaction of the carrier by the person or persons requesting the diversion or reconsignment or reforwarding before shipments are forwarded.

be

diverted or reconsigned on this company's lines, subject to
the following rules, regulations and charges.
If rt>quest is made for the diversion or reconsignment of
freight, in carloads, this company will make diligent effort
to locate the shipment and effect diversion or reconsign-

Ihe services herein autliorized are subject

lading should be surrendered, or in its absence, satisfactory
bond of indemnity executed in lieu thereof, or other approved
security given at the time the diversion or reconsignment order is placed.
(d)
Request for diversion or reconsignment must be
made or confirmed in writing.

Exceptions
These rules will not apply to:
(a)
Ex-lake grain from lake ports or e.\-lake rates. (For
Central Freight and Trunk Line Associations' roads only.)
(b)
Grain, hay, straw or grass and field seeds held or
stopped for official in.spection.
(General Diversion or Reconsignment Rules will be applied by Southern roads.)
(c)
Fresh or green fruits; fresh or green vegetables (including potatoes and onions): fresh berries and melons.
(d)
Coal and coke (not including petroleum coke).
(General Diversion or Reconsignment Rules will Ik; applied
by Southern and Southwestern roads on Coal and Coke.)
Xo charge u-ill be made:
(e)
For a single diversion or reconsignment if order for
such diversion or reconsignment is received at initial billing
point before car leaves the yard at such initial billing point,
provided the change involves no extra movement of the car.
(f)
Where a car is placed for deliver}- at destination, and
an order for the delivery of the contents thereof to other
than the billed consignee is or has been presented to and accepted by the agent of this company at destination, and no
change is involved in billing records, nor additional move-

ment of car required.
\\here a change
(g)

in route is made necessary by embargo placed against the billed destination or route thereto
subsequent to acceptance of the shipment by carrier at point

of origin.

Rules and Charges
Rule 1.
Transfers and waybills covering shipments which
have been diverted or reconsigned under these rules, should
bear separate notation stating where and when the diversion
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or rcconsignment was effected, and charges if any were made.
Freight rate applicable: These rules and charges,
Rjile 2.
will apply whether shipments are handled at local rates,

The

rates, or combination
through rate to be applied under these rules is the rate from
point of origin via the diversion, reconsigning or reforwarding point to tinal destination in effect on date of shipment
from point of origin. If the rate from original point of shipment to final destination is not applicable through the point
at which the car is diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded, in
connection with this line, the Tariff rates in effect to and
from the diversion, reconsigning or reforwarding point will
apply, plus diversion or reconsigning charges.
Freight
Rule 3. Demurrage and track storage rules.
stopped, diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded under these
rules will in addition be subject to demurrage and track
storage charges lawfully in effect at point where stopping,
diversion, reconsignment or reforwarding is accomplished.
Application: The rules published herein,
(a)
Rule 4.
governing the diversion or reconsignment of freight, are applicable while the freight is in possession of this company
also when it has reached billed destination on this line and
has been delivered to switching road for placement.
Switching charges additional: If diversion or recon(b)
signment is made after arrival of car at billed destination
and the car has been delivered to a connecting road, the
switching charges of connecting road will be in addition to
any other charge named herein.
Diversions or reconsignments beyond rails of this
(c)
company: \A'hen diversion or reconsignment is requested
after shipment has passed out of possession of this company,

joint

of

intermediate

rates.

when request is received too late for this company to effect
the change desired, such request will be transmitted to direct connecting carrier to which shipment was delivered,
when the responsibility of this company will end; and the
or

shipment will be subject to rules of the carrier on whose
rails the diversion or reconsignment is accomplished (Except as per section a of this rule).
Rule 5.
(a) Only one change in destination will be permitted by this company under these rules, except as provided
in section b, and then only provided the car has not had a
previous change in destination after leaving the initial billing
point.
If the consignor, consignee or owner requests a sub(b)
sequent change necessitating movement of the car, the shipment will be treated as a reshipment from point of reforwarding and will be charged at the tariff rate therefrom,
plus $5 per car.
If a car is stopped short of billed destination after
(c)
it has had one diversion or reconsignment under these rules,
charges will be made on basis of the tariff rates to and from
the point at which the first diversion or reconsignment was
accomplished plus five dollars ($5) per car in addition to
the other diversion or reconsignment charges previously
accrued.
Rule 6. Change in name of consignor. The charge for a
change in the name of consignor with no further change in
billing instructions, will be $1 per car, except as provided in
Exceptions paragraph c.
Rule 7. Diversion or reconsignment in transit: If a car
is diverted or reconsigned in transit prior to arrival at original destination, or if the original destination is served by a
terminal yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard, a
charge of $2 per car will be made for such service.
Rule 8. Stopping in transit: If a car is stopped for orders for the purpose of delivery or diversion or reconsignment or reforwarding prior to the arrival at original billed
destination, or if such destination is served by a terminal
yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard, on request of consignor, consignee or owner, a charge of $2 per
car will be made for such service and the point where the

car

is
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stopped

freight.

will

be

considered

If the car is subsequently

which held, the Provisions of Rules
case

may

be, will also be applied.

the

destination

of

the

forwarded from point
9,

at

10, 11 or 12, as the

The

service of stopping

as provided in this rule will not prevent one change of destination under the provisions of section c of Rule 5.
Rule 9. Changed at destination on orders given before
arrival: If order for diversion or reconsignment is placed
with local freight agent at billed destination or other designated officer, in time to permit instructions being given to
yard employees prior to arrival at such billed destination, or
if tlie original destination is served by a terminal yard, then
prior to arrival at such terminal yard, a charge of $2 per
car will be made for such service.
Rule 10. Diversion or reconsignment to points outside
switching limits before placement: If a car is diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded on orders placed with local freight
agent or other designated officer after arrival of car at
original destination, but before placement for unloading, or
if the original destination is served by a terminal yard, then
after arrival at such terminal yard, a charge of $5 per car
will be made if car is diverted reconsigned or reforwarded to
a point outside of switching limits of original destination.
Rule 1 1
Diversion or reconsignmeni to points within
switching limits before placement: A single change in the
name of consignee at destination and (or) a single change
in or a single addition to the destination of his place of delivery at destination will be allowed:
(a)
without charge, if order is received in time to permit
instructions to be given yard employees prior to arrival of car
at destination, or if the destination is served by a terminal
yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard.
(b)
At a charge of $2 per car if such orders are received in time to permit instructions to be given to yard employees within twenty-four (24) hours after arrival of car
at destination, or if the destination is served by a terminal
yard, then within twenty-four (24) hours after arrival at
such terminal yard.
(See Note).
(c)
At a charge of $5 per car if such orders are received subsequent to twenty-four (24) hours after arrival of
the car at destination, or if the destination is served by a
terminal yard, then subsequent to twenty-four (24) hours
after arrival at such terminal yard.*
Ride 12. Diversion or reconsignment to points outside
switching limits after placement: If a car has been placed
for unloading at original billed destination and reforwarded
therefrom without being unloaded, to a point outside of the
switching limits, it will be subject to the published rates to
and from the point of reconsignment, plus five dollars ($5)
per car reconsignment charge, except that in no case shall
the total charge be less than the charge based on the through
rate from point of origin to final destination, plus $5 per
car reconsignment charge.
Rule 13. Diversion or reconsignment to points within
switching limits after placement: Cars that have been placed
for unloading and which are subsequently reforwarded without being unloaded, to a point within the switching limits of
the billed destination will not be subject to diversion or reconsignment charge, but will be subject to the switching or
Inral rate in addition to the rate from point of origin to
.

billed destination.

Rules and charges governing grain,
(grass),

seed

(field),

seed

hay or straw, carloads, held in cars on track for
and disposition orders incident thereto at billed

inspection

destination or at point intermediate thereto.
Grain, seed (field), seed (grass), hay or straw, carloads,

may

be held in cars on track for the privilege of National,
Board of Trade or other official inspection and disposition orders incident thereto at billed destination or at a

State,

'In
(imputing time. Sundavs and leeal iiolidays
mi.nici|.,,n will he excluded.
'fWhen a Iccal holiday
followinjr Monday will be excluded.)

(national,
falls

state

and

on Sunday the

April
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12,

tlic following rules and
These charges shall be made in addition to demurrage, track, storage and other lawful cliarges, and shall
M crue to the road performing tlie service and be noted on

point intcrniediate thereto, suljjcct to
charj;es.

in billing or

an additional movement of the

The term grain as used herein includes

Conditions

reenings.

—

The Southern Roads will apply the general diand reconsignment rules on commodities, specified
and south of
Ohio river and Potomac Yards).

(Note.
version

above, diverted or reconsigned on their rails, at
the

Charge

Rules
A*i«/f 1.

der

When

(See Note 1).

disposition or-

received prior to expira-

is

tion of twenty-fuur

after first

:00

7

a.

(24) hours
m. after ar-

(See

corn, barley, oats,

wheat, buckwheat, popcorn, grain screenings and seed

:\e,

car, or both

section b of e.xccplicjns.)

waybill.

lie

-.

y.'J

Any

other instructions given by consignor, consignee,
or owner necessary to effect delivery which requires a change
(c)

$2 per car.

Orders for reconsignmenls or diversion will not be
accepted under these rules at or to a station or to a point of
delivery against which an embargo is in force.
Request for diversion or reconsignment must be
(b)
made or confirmed in writing, and be accompanied by satisfactory evidence of ownership.
Prepaymiul or guarantee of charges: All charges
(c)
accruing under these rules must be paid or guaranteed to the
satisfaction of the carrier by the person or ])ersons requesting the diversion or reconsignment or reforwarding before
shipments are forwarded.
(a)

Exceptions

rival,

Rulf
is

If disposition order

2.

received subsequent to the pe-

riod prescribed in

Rule

but
hours

1,

within seventy-two (72)
.ifter first 7 :00 a. m. after ar-

$2 per car for the first
24 hours plus a charge of
$1 per car for each additional 24 hours or fraction thereof,

rival,

Rule

If disposition order

3.

not received within the seventy-two (72) hour period preIS

$5 per

car.

scribed in Rule 2,

Note

1.

—

If delivery is

taken and car

track where inspected the above charges

md

is

unloaded from
in Rules 1, 2

named

3 will not apply.

RuU

In computing time, Sundays and legal holidays
and municipal) will be excluded. When a
legal holiday falls on a Sunday, the following Monday will
be excluded.
Ruk 5. For the purpose of disposing of car after it has
lieen officially inspected the disposition order received after
fficial inspection will be considered as being in lieu of con4.

No

charge will be made:

For a single diversion or reconsignment if order for
(a)
such diversion or reconsignment is received at initial billing
point before car leaves the yard at such initial billing point,
provided the change involves no extra movement of the car.
Where a car is placed for delivery at destination,
(b)
and an order for the delivery of the contents thereof to other
than the billed consignee is or has been presented to and accepted by the agent of this company at destination, and no
change is involved in billing records, nor additional movement of car required.
(c)
Where a change in route is made necessary by embargo placed against the billed destination or route thereto
subsequent to acceptance of the shipment by carrier at point
of origin.

Rules and Charges

(national, state

-i£;nment instructions under

which car arrived

at official in-

-pection point.

Ruk

If grain, hay, straw, field seed or grass seed,

6.

c.

held on track except for official inspection the general
li version
and reconsignment rules published in I. C. C.
.\"o.
or subsequent issue, will apply.

1.,

is

Rules and charges governing the diversion or reconsignment of coal and coke.

(To govern in the territory north of the Ohio and Potomac
and east of the Mississippi, including Kentucky, West

rivers

Virginia and Virginia).

Application

Lake Cargo and Tidewater Coal, Boulets or
Coke (except Petroleum Coke) in carloads, may
be diverted or reconsigned on this Company's lines, subject
to the following rules, regulations and charges.
Coal, except

Briquets, or

If

request
will

company

is made for diversion or reconsignment this
make diligent effort to locate the shipment and

effect diversion or

reconsignment. but will not be responsible

for failure to effect the diversion or reconsignment desired

unless such failure

is

due

to the negligence of its employees.

Definition

For the purpose of applying these rules, the term "Diversion" or "Reconsignment" means:
(a)
A change in the name of the consignee.
A change in the name of consignor (See Rule 6).
(b)
(c)

(d)

A
A

change
change

signee or owner.

in destination (See

Rule 5).

in route at the request of consignor, con-

Rule 1.
Transfers and waybUls covering shipments which
have been diverted or reconsigned under these rules, should
bear separate notation stating where and when the diversion
or reconsignment was effected, and charges if any were made.
Rule 2. Freight rate applicable: These rules and charges
will apply whether shipments are handled at local rates,
joint rates, or combination of intermediate rates.
The
through rate to be applied under these rules is the rate from
point of origin via the diversion, reconsigning, or reforwarding point to final destination in effect on date of shipment
from point of origin.
If the rate from original point of
shipment to final destination is not applicable through the
point at which the car is diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded. in connection with this line, the Tariff rates in
effect to and from the diversion, reconsigning or reforwarding point will apply, plus diversion or reconsigning charges.

Demurrage and track storage rules: Shipments
Rul-e 3.
stopped, diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded under these
rules will in addition be subject to demurrage and track
storage charges lawfully in effect at point where stopping,
diversion, reconsignment or refonvarding is accomplished.
Application: The rules published herein
Rule 4.
(a)
are applicable while the shipment is in possession of this
company also when it has reached billed destination on this
line and has been delivered to switching road for placement.
Switching charges additional: If diversion or re(b)
consignment is made after arrival of car at billed destination
and the car has been delivered to a connecting road, all
switching charges of connecting road will be in addition to
any other charge named herein.
Diversions or reconsignment s beyond
(c)
company: When shipment has been delivered

rails

of this

to connecting

line before diversion or reconsignment can he accomplished,
request to divert or reconsign should be made direct to such

connecting

Ruk

5.

line,

(a)

except as provided in section a of this rule.
Only
change in destination will be

om
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permitted under these rules by this company, except as provided in section b, and then only provided the car has not
had a previous change in destination after leaving the initial
billing point.

consignor, consignee or owner requests a
subsequent change necessitating movement of the car, the
shipment will be treated as a reshipment from point of reforwarding, and will be charged at the tariff rate therefrom,

(b)

If

the

plus $5 per car.
If a car is stopped short of billed destination after
(c)
has had one diversion or reconsignment under these rules,
charges will be made on basis of the tariff rates to and from
the points at which the first diversion or reconsignment was
accomplished plus five dollars ($5) per car in addition to
the other diversion or reconsignments charges previously
it

accrued.

name of consignor: The charge for
of consignor with no further change
in billing instructions, will be $1.00 per car, except as proRule

a

6.

Change

cliange in the

in

name

vided in section a of Exceptions.
Rule 7. Diversion or reconsignment in transit: If a car
is diverted or reconsigned in transit prior to arrival at oi iginal destination, or if the original destination is served by
a terminal yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard,
a charge of $2.00 per car will be made for the service.
Rule 8. Stopping in transit: If a car is stopped for orders for the purpose of deliven.- or reconsignment or diversion or reforwarding prior to the arrival at original billed
destination, or if such destination is served by a terminal
yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard, on request
of consignor, consignee or owner, a charge of $2.00 per car

made for such service and the point where the car
stopped will be considered the destination of the freight.
If the car is subsequently forwarded from point at which
held, the provisions of Rules 9, 10, 11 or 12, as the case may
The service of stopping as proi)e, will also be applied.
vided in this rule will not prevent one change of destination
under the provisions of section c of Rule 5.
Rule 9. Changed at destination on orders given before
arrival: If order for diversion or reconsignment is placed
with local freight agent at billed destination, or other designated officer, in time to permit instructions being given the
yard employees prior to arrival at such billed destination,
or if the original destination is served by a terminal yard,
liu-n prior to arrival at such terminal yard, a charge of $2.00
per car will be made for such service.
Rule 10. Diversion or reconsignment to points outside
switching limits before placement: If a car is diverted, reconsigned or reforwarded on orders placed with local freight
agent or other designated officer after arrival of car at original destination, but before placement for unloading, or if
the original destination is served by a terminal yard, then
after arrival at such ternv'nal yard, a charge of $5.00 per
will be
is

y-dood

&

TJndcrwood

.V.
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lar will be

warded

to

made if car is diverted, reconsigned or refora point outside of switching limits of original

destination.

Rule 11. Diversion or reconsignment to points within
switching limits before placement: A single change in the
name of consignee at destination and (or) a single change
in or a single addition to the designation of his place of deliver)- at destination will be allowed:
(a) Without charge, if order is received in time to permit instructions to be given yard employees prior to arrival
of car at destination, or if the destination is served by a
terminal yard, then prior to arrival at such terminal yard.
(b) At a charge of $2.00 per car if such orders are received in time to permit instructions to be given to yard
employees within twenty-four (24) hours after arrival of car
at destination, or if the destination is served by a terminal
}ard, then within twenty-four (24) hours after arrival at
such terminal yard.
Except that on shipments of coal originally consigned to
accredited terminal coal pool associations and ordered delivered to final consignee within twenty-four (24) hours after
arrival of car at terminal yard, there will be no charge.
(To be published only by roads reaching such pool points.)
(c) A charge of $5.00 per car if such orders are received
.subsequent to twenty-four (24) hours after arrival of the
car at destination, or if the destination is served by a terminal yard, then subsequent to twenty-four (24) hours after
arrival at such terminal yard.
Note.
In computing time, Sundays and legal holidays,
(national, state and municipal) will be excluded.
When a
holiday falls on Sunday, the following Monday will be excluded.
Rule 12. Diversion or reconsignment to points outside
s'd'itching limits after placement:
If a car has been placed
for unloading at original destination and forwarded therefrom without being unloaded to a point outside of the switching limits, it will jje subject to the published rates to and
from the point of reshipment, plus five dollars ($5.00) per
car reconsignment charge, except that in no case shall the
total charge be less than the charge based on the through
rate from point of origin to final destination, plus $5.00 per
lar reconsignment charge.
Rule 13. Diversion or reconsignment to points within
switching limits after placement: Cars that have been placed
for unloading and which are subsequently reforwarded without being unloaded to a point within the switching limits of
the billed destination will not be subject to diversion or relonsignment charge, but will be subject to the switching or
local rate in addition to the rate from point of origin to

—

destination.

liilled

Note.
will

lie

— Where

no switching

V.

A

British

Working Party on

a

tarift"

is

ten cents a ton of 2,000 pounds,

Light Railway

in effect, the

minimum

charge

five dollars

News Department

General
The

The three roails will
r.irmingiiam it .\tlanlic for inbound.
use the passenger station of the .\tlanlic Coast Line; and that
of the Atlanta, Birmingham & .Vtlantic will be abandoned.
T. J. Wright, general agent of the .'Vtlaiiiic Coast Line, has
been appointed general agent of all three lines. A similar consolidation has been made at W'aycross, Ga.

station of the Southern Railway at .Slicfliclil, Ala., was
nii'l\t of \|iril (i: cstiniattvl loss $50.ol' settinn ilic lire have been arrested.

strnyeil l>y tiro .mi tlunO. Two inoii suspected
.

Express companies, it is iiiulerstood, are nesoliating with the
government on a plan by which instead of being taken over
be allowed to consolidate and enter into a contract with
the government.
iliey will

Garland P. Robinson, assistant

Representative Esch, of Wisconsin, has introduced in Congress a bill, II. R. 11243, to amend section 5 of the interstate
commerce act, (the Panama Canal act), in accordance with
the recommendations made by the Interstate Commerce Commission in its annual report, to authorize the Commission to
permit continuance of the railroad ownership, control or
operation of water lines when the commission finds that the
discontinuance of such service will be of substantial disadvantage to the convenience and commerce of the people
and localities affected. As the law now stands the commission, before authorizing the continuance of such control, must
find that it will not reduce competition.

inspector of loco..ti\es l'.>r the Interstate Commerce Commission has been
.;ip(Mmed assistant nuuiai;er of the locomotive section of the
Railroad .\d ministration
chief

The

!'

Interstate Commerce Commission has announced that
investigation to determine the proper liinits of
second, third and fourth zones of standard time creed by the Daylisht Saving law.
will

make an

first,

The Minneapolis,
to

i-e

persons

Paul & Sault Ste.
desire to cultivate it

St.

who

The

in

ten

women

train auditors

Marie

— more

—

small parcels along its lines,
tnployees will receive first consideration.
res

oflfers land
than 50,000

.'\pplications

A

from

Louisville

who have been working on

I'c trains of the St. Louis-San I'rancisco during the past si.x
:i'.onths are said to have found the work too hard, and the
company intends to set them at work in some other depart-

ment.

Employees of the Chesapeake & Ohio have given to the
tross two army ambulances to be sent to France. The
Miey for this gift, about $3,600, was contributed at various
•ints on the company's lines all the way from Old Point
mfort to Chicago.

\Lil
•

'

The

senate committee on territories has announced that it
hold hearings on charges of mismanagement in the affairs
on the nomination of
Thomas Riggs, Jr., a member of the Alaskan Engineering Com"iHsion, as governor of Alaska.
\\\i\

•i the -Maska Railroad before taking action

The Ann Arbor Railroad announces

resume car
crry service between I'rankfort,
and Menominee.
lich., and Marinette. Wis., on April 15.
Connecting lines are
cciuested to supplement their tariffs immediately as provided
r by Rule 12, I. C. C. Tariff Circular No. 18A.
that
Mich.,

it

will

A. H. Smith, regional director, has issued an order to the
residents of the eastern railroads calling for advice as to
amount of their payments in 1917 for subscriptions to
lagazines and periodicals for distribution to officers and
!!iployees. showing the names of the publications, to whom
urnished, and total cost.
lie

•

At the request of the director general, the Interstate ComCommission has addressed a circular to the presidents
Class 1 carriers, asking them to furnish promptly informaiion as to the deposit balances and cash on hand as of March
31, together with the amount of interest and dividend maturilerce

'I

ties

on April

"irted as of

•

I

which were to be paid out of the balances

March

fine of $8,420 was ordered by a jury in the county court
Lexington, Ky., -Xpril 4, as a penalty to be paid by the
& Nashville Railroad for maintaining a common
nuisance; this was the result of a trial of the road for allowing
its trains to be run through the town of Sheperdsville at
It appears that there is no statute
uncontrollable speed.
under which a satisfactory prosecution of the road could be
made, and this suit was brought under common law procedure.
The case against Engineman Wolfenberger, who was the runner of the express train which caused the Shepherdsville
collision, was continued until the .-Xugust term of the court, as
some of the witnesses could not be brought into court at this
time. The charge against Wolfenberger is involuntary manslaughter. The suit against the road was heard before Judge
McCandless, and a motion for a new trial has been made.
.\cting on instructions by the judge, the jury dismissed the
indictments against officers of the company.
at

Purchases of bituminous coal for the railroads, according to
an announcement made at Washington this week, are to be
managed exclusively through the office of the director general, at Washington, in co-operation with the Fuel .Administration and with Bernard Baruch, chairman of the War Industries Board. How soon action will be taken is a question
which, however, is left in the dark, as a difference of opinion
is said to have arisen as to what prices should be paid.
It is
understood that when, recently, a number of railroads endeavored to renew their coal contracts at prices lower than
those now prescribed by the government. Dr. Garfield took
the position that the regular government prices should be
paid.
John Skelton Williams, director of purchases for the
Railroad .Administration, is said to have asked the coal operators to make new contracts with the railroads on the basis
of about ten cents a ton above the cost of production.

Western Railway Club Meeting

re-

monthly meeting of the Western Railway Qub, which
will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on .April IS, C. A.
Greenough of the Baldwin Locomotive Works will present a
paper on "Economy in Maintenance and Operation of Loco-At the

31.

The railroad engineers in France are to be armed. In
recognition of the excellent showing made by American
railroad engineer troops in the battle of Cambrai and in
recent engagements in Picardy, the War department has an••unced that special and auxiliary units of the army hereiiter are to be armed.
The railroad engineer units will be
provided with rifles on the basis of 20 per cent of their enlisted personnel.

motives."

:

At Brunswick, Ga., the three principal railroads have conboth passenger and freight stations.
The large
reight houses of the Southern Railwa)- arc to be abandoned.
the freight station of the .\tlantic Coast Line will be used
exclusively for outbound freight, and that of the .Atlanta,
solidated

New York

"Return-Loads Bureau"

.Association of New York city is lo est.^blish a bureau for the benefit of long distance automobile
truckmen and the merchants and manufacturers for whom
they carry freight. F'ollowing the example which has been
successfully carried out at Hartford and some other places,
the bureau will provide telephone facilities so that a truckman
bringing a load to New York can. with the least loss of time.

9*':

The Merchants'
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learn where he can find a load back to his starting point. The
bureau will be simply a means of communication; it will have
nothing to do w'ith prices for transportation, and will not be
liable either to truck owners or to merchants for safety of
goods, insurance or anything else.

Car 302
government railroad administration
for the next couple of weeks will be in Car No. 302, in which
Director General McAdoo is touring the country speaking on
behalf of the Third Liberty Loan. Mr. McAdoo will be kept in
constant touch by wire with the general headquarters in Washington, the car being fitted up as an office.

The headquarters

of

the

been the practice to build any portion of the new equipment
necessary to replace destroyed or retired locomotives or cars,
the present monthly capacity of the shops for the construction
of new equipment by classes, whether all necessary current
repairs are made at company shops or by other railroads or
If such repairs have been made
at other than railroad shops.
by other railroads during the past three years information is
desired as to the terms under which the work was done.
If they have been made by contractors information is requested as to the names of the contractors, the amount of
work done and the detailed costs. If the repairs have been
performed under express contracts complete information is
asked regarding the contracts and in addition relating to
prices

Webb

Bill

Passed

permitting American exporters
to form combinations for the purpose of extending their
foreign commerce, has finally been passed by both househ of
Congress and was sent to the President on .'Vpril 5. Export
associations are made subject to the supervision of the Federal Trade Commission, which is given power to prosecute
those guilty of unfair practices.
bill,

$2,500,000 in First Three

Days

the western regional district. If this subscription average keeps
up, the total for the western lines should reach close to $70,-

which

supervision

work

of

per-

aggregate costs of the work
and will enable a comparison to be made with ordinary
railroad shop operations, for the purpose of indicating
economy on such repair work. Information is also asked as
to repairs made at company shops for other railroads.
etc.,

affect the

Government Investigating Railroad Insurance
government may take over the business
No. 21, issued
by the Director General of Railroads, calling for information, covering the past three years, as to the general practice followed in the matter of insurance against loss or damage
by fire both to railroad property and to other property in railroad custody. Pending a decision on this question, carriers are
ordered not to negotiate any contracts of fire insurance covering
a longer period than has heretofore been customary, nor in any
event covering a period of more than one year, without special
Possibilities that the

of insuring railroad property are seen in Circular

on April

Although the Liberty Loan campaign inaugurated by the western regional directors' committee was not yet in full swing, in
the first three days of the campaign seven roads reported subscriptions for $2,500,000, or an average of 85 dollars per emThere are approximately 800,000 railroad employees in
ployee.

labor costs,

materials,

of

formed,

The Webb export trade
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8,

authority.

000,000.

Extensive Use of Borrowed Locomotives
Conferences on Railroad Compensation
of contract for the compensation
to be paid by the government to the railways is still the subject
of numerous conferences between the lawyers representing the
railroad companies and the representatives of the legal department

The proposed standard form

of the Railroad Administration. Last week the conferences were
on the proposed draft submitted by the railroad counsel. Beginning on Monday conferences have been held on another draft
by Nathan Matthews, assistant to John Barton Payne, general

counsel of the Railroad Administration.

The following table while not
some idea of the extent to wl ich
locomotives:
Number

of LocomoU. S. A.
lives be rrowed Locoraofrom other roads lives

Xame
of road

O

B. &
B. &
C. R. R. of N. T...
C. &
C. C. C. & St. L..

A

D.

H

&

Erie

H. W. Belnap, manager of the safety section, is perfecting his
organization to supervise, correlate and organize the safety first
work on all railroads utilizing the organizations already in existence and calling on safety officers of various railroads to co-

Rufus

F. Jarnigan,

assistant

operate in a consulting capacity.
M.
to the general safety agent of the New York Central; C.
Anderson, safety superintendent of the Nashville, Chattanooga
&
Chicago
the
inspector
of
& St. Louis, and Harry J. Bell, safety
Northwestern, have been appointed supervisors of safety for
been
eastern, southern and western regions. A questionnaire has

work,
sent to all railroads to ascertain the extent of safety first
and reports sent in by the roads are being studied. The principal
held
safety first officers recently were called to Washington and
an all-day conference with Mr. Belnap.

Questionnaire on Equipment Construction and Repair
request of the Director General of Railroads the
.•\t the
Interstate Commerce Commission has addressed to the railroads a questionnaire asking for complete detailed informaequipment.
tion relating to repairs to and construction of
Roads are asked to report whether their present shop facilinecessary reties permit, in addition to properly making all
pairs to the present equipment, the construction of new loco-

motives, freight cars and passenger cars, whether they own
or operate under subsidiary companies shops at which locomotives or cars are built or repaired, together with the
normal monthly capacity of such shops and the period for
which the capacity is engaged on work now in hand or
authorized. Information is also desired as to whether it has

12
17
6
6
3

W

Mich.
N. Y.
N. Y.
N. &
Penn.
Penn.

7

5

25

7

3
2

Cent
C. Lines....
N. H. & H..

W

2
3
12

Lines

West. 64

R

35

R.

11

2
3

I

Grand Trunk
L. E. &
Look Island

P.
P.

38

27

G R &

Railroad Administration Safety First Section

strictly up-to-date w 11 give
the railways are using other

own

than their

& R
& L. E

1

15
11

28
45

Number
of Locomo
U. S. A.
Name
lives borrow pd Locomofrom other road s lives
of road
T. & O. C
22
Virginian
4
10
W. & L. E
11
HockinR Valley
10

A. C. L
Mobile & Ohio
N. C. & St. L
S A L
Southern
C. & E. 1
C. M. & St. Paul..
C. R. I. & P
E. J. & E
St. L. & S. F
St. L. S.
S. P.— P. Sys

W

Tex.

& Pac

Union

Pacific

2
2

2

3
1

(1

3

n

18
5

5
6
1

(1

2
11
3
5

12

359

Totals

North Western's Contributions

to

199

Men Abroad

announcement to all officers and employees of
Chicago & North Western, R. H. Aishton, president,

In a recent

the
states that total contributions to the Christmas fund for the
of Company E, Thirteenth Engineers, made up of former
North Western employees, amounted to $5,165. The cost
of the Christmas presents forwarded to the men totaled
."Xt the suggestion of the commanding officer of the
$1,247.
company $1,005 additional was remitted to his credit to be

men

used
the

in

buying extra kitchen equipment and to supplement
A more recent letter from him advises

company mess.

a ballot has been taken of the men in the company
and that a large majority voted favorably on the proposition
that the balance of the money be placed to the credit of
''Company Fund, Company E, Thirteenth Engineers, order
of tlie Commanding Officer, and used to supplement the mess
tliat

and in purchasing things not furnished by the Government."
In accord with that request the balance of the fund amountIn conclusion,
ing til $2,913 has been remitted to the men.
Mr. Aishton says, "I have received word as to the receipt
of the articles sent them (Company E) at Christmas, ex-
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pressing the ^rcat pleasure and comfort afforded to them by
Christmas remembrance, and I take pleasure in extending to every subscriber of tliis fund on behalt of the men of
Company E, thanks and appreciation."

this

New Quarters for the Railroad Administration
The I'nited States Railroad Administration expects to liave
more commoilious oftice quarters by the fall of this year. The
government has bought tlie Arlington building in Washington, now under construction at the corner of H street and
\'ermont avenue, which will be used for the offices of a number
of departments alliliated with the Treasury Department, and
a considerable portion of the space is to be used lor the Railroad .Administration. Director General Mc.'\doo and his staff

now located temporarily in the Interstate Commerce Commission building, but tlie space available is insufficient for the
rapidly growing organization. In his letter to the President,
recommending the purchase of the building, Mr. McAdoo
said that the administration is seriously hampered even now
!or want of space and that this condition will grow more
acute each day.
.ire

Regulation of

Damage

Suits Against Railroads

Director General McAdoo has issued an order designed to put
a stop to the practice, so frequently resorted to by damage suit
lawyers, of bringing suits against carriers in distant places. The
order sets forth that the railroad control law provides (Section
10) "That carriers while under federal control shall be subject
to all laws and liabilities as common carriers, whether arising
under State or federal laws or at common law, except in so far
as may be inconsistent with the provisions of this act or with
any order of the President.
But no process, mesne or final,
shall be levied against any property under such federal control";
and continues
"Whereas it appears that suits against the carriers for personal
injuries and freight and damage claims, are being brought in
States and jurisdictions remote from the place where plaintiffs
reside or where the cause of action arose the effect thereof being
that men operating the trains engaged in hauling war materials,
troops, munitions, or supplies, are required to leave their trains
and attend court as witnesses, and travel sometimes for hundreds
if miles from their work, necessitating absence from their trains
which practice is
for days and sometimes for a week or more
liighly prejudicial to the just interests of the government and
seriously interferes with the physical operation of the railroads;
am! the practice of suing in remote jurisdictions is not necessary
for the protection of the rights or the just interests of plaintiffs
"It is therefore ordered, That all suits against carriers while
under federal control must be brought in the county or district
where the plaintiff resides, or in the county or district where the
.

.

.

;

;

cause of action arose."

MiplKirt
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have been receiving from railroad employees cim-

I

iiccled with all kinds of railroad

work

since the

government

look possession and control of the railroads. With the spirit
of high purpose animating us all, from the humblest to the
highest, I know that we can do a mighty work for America,
and that we can win this war for liberty and democracy.
"Please bulletin this circular."

States

Asked to Tax Roads Lightly
McAdoo has addressed a letter

Director General

to

the

governors of all the states, asking them to see that the fax
burden on the railroads be made as light as consistent with
the necessities of the stales and their sub-divisions.
He also
made a plea for economy in state and local public expenditures requiring new capital.
An effort was made to secure
a provision in the railroad control bill prohibiting an increase
of taxation during the period of federal control, but it was

defeated in Congress.
"Heretofore," wrote the director
general, "railroad taxes have been paid entirely by the private owners of the railroads, but now these taxes will be
paid by the government. * * * Manifestly in such circumstances the imposition of unnecessary state and local taxation
on the railroads will be a distinct impediment to the carrying
on of the war and an added burden upon the government."

Asks L.

&

N.

Men

to

Be Good

Soldiers

In an open letter to officers and employees of the Louisville
& Nashville under date of March 29, Milton H. Smith, president, points to the importance of the railroads as carriers of
troops and supplies during the war, and urges every employee
to serve the government as loyally and as efficiently as he
did the company under former conditions. The letter reads
in part as follows:

"The property of

this company will belong to the government as leasee
and every Hollai now received or expended is the governmcnt'i
But with the property there passed as an asset of equal value the
efficiency of an army of trained railroad men.
Accordingly, the old organization of our company
its officials and employees
now constitutes a governmental agency eni^ged for the time being in the operation of this
particular railroad system, but entirely subject to the supervision and direc.

money.

—

—

tion of the director geneial or his duly constituted representatives.
"Necessarily, thinRs will not be as they were.
Mistakes, too. may occur
but let there be no adverse criticism or disloyal spirit.
If

as heretofore;

you have any suggestion which, in your opinion, will improve the service,
it to your superior officer, who will report it to this department.
If
it will be brought to the attention of the regional director.
The
fcTovernmcnt will doubtless effect combinations of positions and adopt other
methods of consolidation and retrenchment, which may necessitate dispensing
with the services of some persons now in the company's employ. Regrctable
as this would be, it should be accepted as one of the exigencies of the war.
for the winning of which each one of us must make whatever sacrifice is
tell

meritorious

required.

"My chief pride in administering the affairs of this company in the past
has been the splendid loyalty and efficiency of its officials and emplorees.
It is still my earnest desire that, in this new relation, you maintain these
The one great
distinctive characteris'ics to the highest degree.
necessity that stands out pre-eminent above all others at home is an adequate
In undertaking itself to supply this the government
transportation system.
has entered upon a huge experiment, Itie success of which is of vital importance.
It must succeed, but it can io so only by the complete co-operation, absolute loyalty and devoted service of you and of men like you."
.

Circular on Relations with Labor
Director General

McAdoo

has issued the following circular

railroads:
"My attention has been called to a report in reference to
my General Order No. 8. in which it is stated that many
officials of the railroads are filing strong protests with the
Director General of Railroads because of the position he has
'

all

in Official Order No. 8.
"It is only just that I should say that I have not received
any protests from railroad officials because of Order No. 8.
"I feel that it is most important in this new era of railroading in America that railroad officials and lailroad employees
-hall not live any longer in an atmosphere of suspicion and
earnestly desire to see them brought together
istrust.
I
upon a plane of mutual understanding and helpfulness because
I believe that it is to the interest of both that this shall be
accomplished and because I know that it will promote the
efficient and safe operation of the railroads, and, more than
all, that it will help the country immeasurably in this time
of national peril. In my Order No. 8 I emphasized my desire
that the old enmities of the past should be obliterated and

taken

that the common peril now confronting America should make
friends and comrades of us all.
"I deeply appreciate the assurances of loyalty and patriotic

"Exceptional Fictional Instruction"
the railway folder gor The director of railways has
ordered that "folders must be purely informative and contain
no advertising of luxurious trains, claims of superior service
or extraneous matter of any description." Thus another of
the works of peace feels the blight of the war. The railway
folder was a characteristic and highly developed expression of
American literary genius. It was in the best sense educational as well. Many persons learned most of what they knew
of American geography from a rapt perusal of folders while
traveling or waiting for trains, and it was possible from a
judicious selection of them to gain a liberal education in picextorial art and literature and .Xmerican history as well as

Must

ceptional

fictional

instruction.

It

educational uses will save ihem
Railway folders have contributed
travel and the increase of popular
to anything but the most urgent

World.

is

to

be

hoped

that

their

from complete denaturing.
too much to the gayely of
intelligence to be sacrificed
of economies.— ATrtw York
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Dictator General on Relations with Labor
Director General McAdoo has given out the following letter written by him on April 2 to President Wharton of the
Railway Emploj'ees Department of the American Federatioti
of Labor:

attention has been called to a circular sent out by you
* * * in which it is stated that 'it has come to our knowledge that many officials of the railroads are filing strong protests with the director general of railroads because of the position he has taken in Official Order No. 8.
'•It is only just that 1 should tell you that I have not received a single protest from any railroad official because of
Order No. 8. I should be glad if you would let your membership know that this is true.
"I feel that it is most important in this new era of 'railroading' in .'America that railroad officials and railroad employees shall not live any longer in an atmosphere of suspicion
and' distrust. I earnestly desire to see them brought together
upon a plane of mutual understanding and helpfulness, because
I believe that it is to the interest of both that this shall be
accomplished and because I know that it will promote the
efficient and safe operation of the railroads, and, more than all,
that it will help the country immeasurably in this time of
national peril. You will recall that in my Order No. 8 I emphasized my desire that the old enmities of the past should be
obliterated and that the common peril now confronting
.America should make friends and comrades of us all.
"I need not tell you how deeply I appreciate the assurances
of loyalty and patriotic support I have been receiving from
railroad employees connected with all kinds of railroad work
since the government took possession and control of the railroads. With the spirit of high purpose animating us all, from
the humblest to the highest, I know that we can do a mighty
work for America, and that we can win this war for liberty

"My

and democracy.
"Will you

among

all

now be good enough to circulate
members of your organization? I

the

direct the officers of the railroads to put

it

on
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the Prc-iilent the

power

to transfer the autl'.ority of the Interto some individual, and referred
to the significance of the fact that members of the committee
had voted against an amendment specifically intended to exstate

Commerce Commission

clude the Interstate Commerce Commission from the operaSenator Lewis of Illinois declared that the
tion of the bill.
Interstate Commerce Commission had reached the end of its
usefulness when the government took over the railroads, and
tliat in many instances the commission might be an obstruction which would defeat the very object of the law putting the
railroads in the hands of the President.
"I wish to express my concurrence in the view of the Senator from Minnesota," he said, "that the privilege that remains
in the hands of the President under the bill presented by the
Senator from North Carolina should not be interfered with
by any power previously granted to the Interstate Commerce

Commission."
International Railway General Foremen's Association

At a meeting of the executive committee of the International
Railway General Foremen's Association it was decided to postpone the annual convention for 1918. This action was taken in
consideration of the great demand for locomotives and cars and
the need under present conditions of constant and increased supervision in the railroad shops. In order to maintain the continuity of the annual publications of the society, it was decided
Five questions have been
to compile and publish a year book.
submitted to the members, each of whom is requested to express
his opinion or give his experience on each question in writing
to the secretary.

Foreign Trade Convention Next
One

tion of the Fifth National

letter
shall also
the bulletin
this

boards of their respective systems."

Week

of the interesting facts in connection with the organiza-

Foreign Trade Convention, which will

the Gibson Hotel, Cincinnati, Ohio, April 18, 19 and
20, will he the further organization this year of the group sessions idea, with a view to having as many subjects handled by
the case method as possible. By this group session method it is

be

lield at

planned to make further use of the practical and personal ex-

The

I.

C. C.

and the Overman

Possibility of the exercise

by the President

Bill
of the

powers

by the Overman bill to destroy the Interstate
Commerce Commission was discussed in the Senate during the
debate on the bill on .April 3 and 4. The bill would authorize
conferred

•

the President to co-ordinate or consolidate executive bureaus,
agencies and offices in the interest of economy in the more
efficient concentration of the government by making a redisProvision is made that the act
tribution of their functions.
shall remain in force only during the continuance of the war
and for a j'ear after its termination. Senator Cummins declared that under this bill the President could transfer all the
powers and functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission
to the Federal Reserve Board or the Federal Trade Commission, or to any officer, agency or department of the government; and that he might transfer the functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission in the valuation of railroad property to any person he might select for that purpose. It was
intimated during the debate that since the Interstate Commerce Commission by the provisions of tiie railroad control

law was specifically given final authority in rate-making matters, the President might desire to have the power over the
commission which the bill would provide. Senator Cummins
had introduced an amendment to confine the possible reorganization under the bill to the executive departments, with
the exception of the department of justice, but it had been
voted down in the committee, as had an amendment proposed
by Senator Reed of Missouri, specifically excluding the Interstate Commerce Commission. Senator Overman, who defended the bill, insisted it was necessary to give the President the
power to take such action as necessary during the war, although he would not say that it would be necessary for the
purposes of the war to interfere with the Interstate Commerce
Commission. He declared that in the railroad bill Congress
has given the President much greater powers than it is proposed to give him in this bill, but so far as the valuation is
concerned, he said that $12,000,000 had been wasted. Senator
Reed insisted that no reason had been offered for granting

perience of participants in foreign trade, and also to interest a
larger number of the smaller manufacturers in the opportunity
for foreign trade.
.Another special feature in connection with the convention this
year will be the greater use of the volunteer trade advisers and
of the government representatives. There will be a special committee in charge of the work of the government and volunteer
trade advisers, who will be available for consultation during the

period of the convention.
The theme of the convention is "The Part of Foreign Trade in
Winning the War," and the program as announced gives many
James A. Farrell.
speakers of national prominence, including
Edward N.
president of the United States Steel Corporation
Hurley, chairman of the United States Shipping Board; Fred T.
Kent, of the Bankers Trust Company, New York; J. J. Donovan,
of the Blodel-Donovan Lumber Mills, Bellingham, Wash. E. .\.
:

;

;

S. ("larke, president, Lackawanna Steel Company; C. A. Hinscli,
president of the American Bankers .Association; A. C. Bedford,
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey; M. E. Farr, president,
.American Shipbuilding Company, Cleveland George H. Charls,
American Rolling Mills, of Middletown, Ohio; John Clausen,
of the Crocker National Bank of San Francisco; George H.
Smith, president of the American Manufacturers' Export Association
J. K. Armsby, president, California Packing Corporation W. D. Wheelwright, president. Pacific Export Lumber Company, of Portland, Ore.
Frederick J. Koster, president. Asso;

;

;

;

of Commerce of the Pacific Coast; J. Louis
R. Grace & Co.; W. E. Tarlton, of the Brown
Shoe Company of St. Louis; Percival Farquhar, president of
the Brazil Railways Company; Thomas L. Chadbourne, counselor

ciated

Chambers

Schaefer, of

to the

W.

War Trade Bo?rd; Burwell S. Cutler, chief of the Bureau
& Domestic Commerce, and F. W. Tausig, chairman

of Foreign

of the L'nited States Tariff Commission.
Merchants and manufacturers who are desirous of receiving
invitations to attend the convention at Cincinnati are requested
to send their names and addresses to O. K. Davis, secretary,

National I'oreign Trade Council,
Citv.

1

Hanover Square, New York

April

12,
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Traffic

Commission and Court News

News

The eighteen passenger and freight agents of American railways having offices in Toronto have called in their traveling
agents;

it is

expected that shortly their

offices will

be closed.

of the director general of railroads, calling for the discontinuance of outside traffic agencies,
the Texas & Pacific and the International & Great Northern
have closed all offices off their lines.

Complying with the order

The Long

Island Railroad has announced that freight

in

less than carload lots will be received on only three days a
week. This rule applies at all of the company's stations, the
days for receiving at different stations being announced in

circulars to all interested. Where a shipping
legal holiday freight will be accepted on the

Vol. 64, No. 15

day falls on a
day preceding.

Interstate

Commerce Commission

The application proposes increases in the present rates on
lumber to Omaha, South Omaha, Lincoln, Neb., Council Bluffs
and Des Moines, Iowa, and to certain intermediate points.

The commission has issued an amended order outlining the
procedure to be followed in filing fifteenth section applications for permission to file tariffs containing increased rates.
The Commission has

further postponed

consignment case from April

1

to

May

1

its

order

in

the re-

on account of the

inability of the carriers to get their tariffs ready for filing.

Fifteenth Section Application No. 4829, filed by F. A. Leland
behalf of Southwestern Lines for authority to make increases
rates on lumber in order that petitioners may comply with
the order of the commission in Docket No. 8301, has by direction
of the commission been assigned to tlie formal docket under
in

The

Fuel Administration officials are again complaining of a
shortage of cars, although the Geological Survey reports show
an increase in production compared with last year since the early
part of February, and an almost steady increase since January
19.
In the week ended March 23, the percentage of full time
output lost on account of car shortage was 20.6, which is no
greater than it has been for a long time.

The car service section of the United States Railroad Administration has issued a bulletin to all railroads calling their attention to the fact that the situation in the Southeast with respect
to ventilated and refrigerator cars for the transportation of the
early perishable crops is fast becoming acute and that energetic
measures must be taken in order to keep up the supply of suitable
cars.

The

necessity for returning promptly the cars
is strongly urged.

owned by

roads in that territory

(including
to the bulGeological Survey, is estimated at 42,438,000 net
tons, an increase of 2.126.000 tons, or 5 per cent, compared
with February, 1917. The production in the first two months
of 1918 was. however, approximately 3,000,000 tons less than
in the satne months of 1917, because of the very low production in January, 1918. compared with the record month of
January. 1917. The estimated average production per working
day in February, 1918, was 1,783,000 net tons, compared with
1,643,000 tons in January, 1918, and 1,753,000 net tons in
February, 1917. The average daily production in February,
1918, was slightly greater than the average for all 1917.

The production of bituminous coal and lignite
made into coke) in February, 1918, according

coal

letin of the

in

Docket No. 10121.
Fifteenth Section applications filed by the Michigan Central for
authority to file increased switching charges at Detroit, Mich.,
and to establish a charge of 25 cents per 100 lb. on 1. c. 1. shipments of freight between stations in the Detroit, Mich., switching
district have been consolidated and assigned to the formal docket

under Docket No. 10116.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has filed applications with the
for permission to cancel its special-train excursion fares from Philadelphia and Camden to Atlantic City,
Egg Harbor and Ocean City, N. J., also its special one day
excursion fares from New York to Asbury Park, Ocean
Grove. Point Pleasant or Sea Girt, N. J., also to cancel the
week-end roundtrip excursion rates of $1.50 between Washington and Baltimore.
Commission

The Pennsylvania has also filed an application for permission to file a tariff establishing an excess train fare of S
cents, to be retained by the railroad, in addition to the usual
one-way ticket fare, for passengers boarding trains without
valid tickets or equivalents, in lieu of the present charge of
10 cents in addition to the regular tariff fare, which is redeemable on presentation of the excess check. The proposed excess fare would not be collected from stations
where tickets could not be bought.

General Travel Conditions
In these days the traveler is jostled on every hand. Street
cars seem everywhere filled to strap-hanging capacity; elevators are speeded to care for unusual numbers; automobiles,
public and private, rush through crowded streets in increasmg volume; sidewalks seem to have rush-hour crowds at all
hours of the day; stores are filled with bargain counter patronage; theatres offer standing room only to late comers;
railway coaches and Pullmans often have no space for belated
passengers. Such is the traveler's barometer of the speed to

which our national life has attained.
No doubt we are, as a people, going the pace that exhausts
but luckily, the usual vacation season, with
to leisure, will be upon us soon,
and in the meantime our social and economic life has been in
the new conditions which the
to
readjusted
large measure
war has thrust upon us. The new grooves are being worn to
a point where some sense of stability is acquired, and we shall
dare to relax and accept the opportunity for necessary respite.
The interest of the transportation world is naturally centered
if

its

it

does not

kill,

customary temptations

upon the development of the railroads under government
control. The public has evinced not only a lively but a sympathetic and helpful interest in the government's work.
The government has moved with skill and rare good judgment, carrying with it the confidence and the loyal support of
the railway officials and employees and of the traveling public.

—American Express

Co.'s Travel Bulletin.

Court

News

Twenty-eight Hour

Law

Circuit Court of Appeals, Third Circuit, holds that, under
the Twenty-eight Hour Law, a railroad company which, knowing that its lines were congested and delays were imminent, took
a chance when the margin of safety was small, in attempting

The

through to their destination without unloading
and feeding, must, the animals having been confined beyond the
to transport cattle

prescribed time before they reached the destination, be deemed
to have knowingly and wilfully violated the act, and so was
466.
liable for the penalty.— P. & R. v. United States, 247 Fed.,

Decided January

16,

1918.

Conductor's Power to Arrest
The West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals holds

in

an

action against a railroad for false arrest that a conductor, as
a conservator of the peace, has authority under the West
Virginia statute to arrest without a warrant and eject from a
car conveying passengers any person who in his presence and
the presence of passengers contends with angry words to the
disturbance of the public peace and tranquility; and an instruction telling the jury a conductor has no such right is
erroneous. The passenger arrested had twice attempted to
force his way into a coach while the vestibule, platform and

April

12,
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steps were occupied by passengers in the act of alighting, and
on being detained by the conductor used the abusive language
which led to his arrest. Judgment for the plaintiff was reMarcuchi v. Norfolk & Western (W. Va.), 94 S. E.,
versed.
Decided January 29. 1918.
979.

Equipment and Supplies

—

Loss of Valuables

in

Dining Car
Contributory Negligence

In an action to recover for jewelry left in a dining car the
claimed that she put the jewelry, of the value of about

plaintiff

handkerchief and tied up the handkerchief, and while
She
in the dining car put the package on the dining table.
previously had it in a mesh bag, but had taken it out, apparently
to use the handkerchief, although it contained the diamonds.
She swore that when she left the dining table she left the
handkerchief, with the diamonds in it, on the table, having
thrown her napkin over it without noticing it.
In about 20
minutes she discovered her loss and came back.
She claimed
to have shown that no one else could have come near this table,
or taken these diamonds, except the defendant's servants, and
therefore theft was shown on their part
and that, as well as
the defendant's negligence, was the basis of a verdict and judgment in her favor. This has been reversed and a new trial
granted by the \ew York Appellate Division for the following
reason:
"There is no sufficient proof of theft.
No man is
presumed to have committed a crime the presumption is other-e.
Even if there be some evidence of the defendant's negli:xe, it is very slight, and I doubt if there be enough here to
charge defendant with the loss of the diamonds. It is not at
all impossible that she may have taken the handkerchief back
with her into the other car and lost it on the way, or dropped
it, or that the handkerchief may have been taken by the woman
companion, even after she got back into the other car. The
plaintiff's only cause of action here is for negligence, and I am
unable to see why the contributory negligence of the plaintiff
is not a complete defense
if not so as matter of law, certainly
shown by the great weight of evidence. The jury might say
that it was contributory negligence en her part to place a handkerchief containing $1,500 worth of jewelry on the table and
leave it in the dining room upon returning therefrom." Barden
V. New York Central, 168 N. Y. Supp., 742.
Decided January
$1,500, in a
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Railway supplymen will be particularly interested in the following articles in this week's issue:
Standard Locomotives Will Mean a Waste of Material,
page 959.
Express Your Views on Standardization, page 959.
George A. Post and the Railway Business Association,
page 960.
"Two Great Industries An Analogy, page 961.
Railway Business Association Discusses Problems, page 963.
Railroad Administration's Motive Power Problems, page

—

965.

Our Foreign Trade

in

Railway Supplies, page

983.

Government Cars and Locomotives

;

—

;

—

IR

1918.

Hours

of Service Act:

Effect of

War

In an action under section 2 of the Hours of Service Act
it appeared that enginemen and firemen employed on pushing
engines, had much unoccupied time, and the plan was adopted
of relieving them entirely, between trains, from all work or
care of their engines. Though subject to call they were given
portunity to recuperate in rest houses, and in some place.«
•e allowed, though subject to call, to fro to lodgings and
elsewhere. The Circuit Court of .'\ppeals, Third Circuit, held
that, though the Hours of Service .^ct is remedial and for
the benefit of travelers, yet, in view of the adoption of the
plan while the United States was engaged in the prosecution
of a war, making great demands upon its railroads, and of the
fact that the crews of the pushing engines were relieved
of all duties while awaiting other trains, it cannot, as a matter
of law be declared that the defendant violated the act, although such employees, if the rest periods during which
they received pay and were subject to call be counted, worked
more than 16 consecutive hours a day; but that question can
only be determined by consideration whether the periods off
were restful. As the act declares that it shall be the duty
of the Interstate Commerce Commission to enforce its provisions, and all powers granted to the commission are extended to it in the execution of such act. it was said that the
commission should promulgate a practical working scheme for
compliance with the act, instead of leaving railroad companies
to determine at their peril whether their plan violates the act;
and such procedure should be followed in preference to prosthis being particularly true where, as
ecutions under the act
a war measure, a railroad company is attempting to operate
at maximum capacity.
Judgment against the railroad was
reversed and the cause remanded for further proceedings.
Pennsylvania v. United States. 246 Fed. 881. Decided De;

cember

19,

1917.

The

placing of contracts for government cars is being somewhat delayed by conferences with the War Industries Board as
to the possibility of using steel and lumber which may be needed
for ship building. The War Industries Board has the determination of priority on such matters. The question of prices for cars
is

also

still

under consideration between the builders and the

division of purchases.

was expected

that contracts for approximately 100,000 freight
to be ordered by the Railroad Administration from the
standard specifications which have been described in these
columns, might be placed by the end of this week, but there have
been some delays incident to the negotiations as to prices between
the car builders and the Division of Purchases, which apparently
is making an effort to drive a close bargain, and to the conferences which have been held with the War Industries Board regarding the procurement of the steel and other materials. The
War Industries Board has charge of the co-ordination of the
demands of various departments of the government for rawmaterials and the requirements of lumber and steel for the cars
must be considered in connection with the requirements of materials for shipbuilding, as 100,000 cars would require approximately 575,000 tons of steel plates alone, to say nothing of the
It

cars,

shapes, bars. etc.
Tentative prices

were submitted by the car builders, and a
meeting to consider them was held between the builders and John
Skelton Williams, director of the Division of Purchases, last
week. Another meeting was held on Tuesday of this week at the
call of Mr. Williams, who, it is understood, made numerous inquiries as to the profits and cost of the various companies.
A conference with the manufacturers of car specialties is expected to be held at an early date at which they will be asked to
submit figures as to their costs. .\t a similar meeting held last
week with the manufacturers of locomotive specialties at the call
of the central purchasing committee of the Railroad .Administration, they were asked to pool their patents and allow various
plants to turn out patented devices without royalties.
This idea
aroused considerable opposition at the meeting and information
was asked as to whether the suggestion came in the form of a
request or whether it represented a definite policy.
A final
answer to the question was not forthcoming and it is understood
that the matter has not yet been definitely determined, but it is
said that Mr. Williams expects to take advantage of the fact that
the government is now practically the sole purchaser to depress
prices to a minimum 6 per cent above cost has been suggested.
Some manufacturers have raised the point that they are under
contractual obligations to pay royalties to the inventor, while
others own their own patents and make no calculation for any
royalty except as is represented by a return on their capitalization.
Whether the purpose of the .Administration extends to cases
where the manufacturer is under contract to pay royalties or
whether it contemplates merely a plan by which the owners of
patents would be required to permit their devices to be manufactured in a number of plants without the paj-ment of ro)'alties,
has not been announced, but it is believed that the first example

—

was not taken

into consideration.

The various

builders of cars

and locomotives submitting their bids were asked to state their
profits for the lar.t year, the previous year and the most profitable
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year in their business, and other detailed costs as separated between material, labor and general expenses, together with a statement of the profit desired. They were also asked to express their
attitude in case the government should furnish all materials.
Later in the week the builders were asked to submit bids on 50ton all-steel box cars in addition to the cars for which specifications had already been issued and bids will be asked later on
refrigerator, flat, and general service cars.
The car builders were in session with Mr. Williams late Tuesday evening and adjourned to meet again Monday. The demands of the shipping board for priority in the use of steel may
bring about a decision to decrease the number of steel cars and
to use

wood

instead.

Locomotives
The

Nevad.\ Northern

is

inquiring for a

number

of Consoli-

dation locomotives.

The Central Railway

of Brazil has ordered from the .-Xmeri-

three Consolidation locomotives, weighing 165,000 lb.; one mallet (0-8-8-0) type locomotive, weighing
locomotives, weighing 167.000
Consolidation
two
280,000 lb., and
.Ml these locomotives will be equipped with superheaters.
lb.

can Locomotive

Company

Freight Cars
The

Del.\ware

& Hudson

is

inquiring for 50 steel caboose

underframes.

Wiggins, Miss.,

is

inquiring

Bridge Company, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

is

inquiring

The Finkbine Lumber Company,
for 5 tank cars.

The American

for 108 50-ton trucks.

The Acme Petroleum Company,

Tulsa,

Okla.,

is

inquiring

for 25 to 50 tank cars.

The Anaconda

Copper Mining Company,

New

York,

in-

is

quiring for 3 90-ton ore cars.

The American Nitrogen Product Company,
is

Supply Trade

Seattle,

D. B. Clark, who was formerly superintendent of the shell
liepartment at the -American Brake Shoe & Foundry Company
at Erie, Pa., is now general superintendent of the Watervliet
.\rsenal, Watervliet, New York. This Arsenal is the largest
and oldest Arsenal in the United States and Mr. Clark has
charge of the entire production of this plant.

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company announces
street.

Manville products.
rapid expansion of the business done by the W. J.
steel exporters, of 253 Broadway, New
York, has necessitated the company's taking larger and better
equipped quarters than those now occupied. It has leased
for a period of years, the whole of the fifteenth floor at 68
William street, corner of Cedar street, where it will be
located as and from April 29.

The

Crouch Company,

The Abell-Howe Company, 332 South Michigan avenue.
Chicago, has been appointed representative of the Standard
Malleable Iron Company, Muskegon, Mich., for the sale of
malleable castings through its several offices located at
Chicago, Pittsburgh, Cleveland and New York.
The comliany has also been appointed representative of the Northern
Engineering Works, Detroit, Mich., builders of electric overhead traveling cranes, electric hoists and foundry equipment,
lor the sale of these products in the territory tributary to
Chicago.

Wash.,

Carnegie Steel

Mo.,

is

City,

inquiring for 100 to 200 tank cars.

The Houston Railway Car Company,

Houston, Tex.,

in-

is

quiring for 25 to 50, SO-ton, 8,000-gaI. tank cars.

The New
leans, La.,

is

The Hazel Atlas Glass Company, Washington,

D. C,

is

inquiring for 3 to 4 8,000 to 10,000-gal. steel underframe tank
cars.

The Evans-Ttiwing Refining Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
has ordered 50 8,000-gal. capacity, 40-ton tank cars from the

Company Changes

Henry P. Bope has resigned his position as vice-president and general manager of
sales with Carnegie Steel Company to devote his time to private
Ert'ective as of April

1,

1918, Colonel

interests.

CoI'>nel

Orlean.'? Industrial Alcohol Company, New- Orinquiring for 18 40-ton 8,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

that after

Youngstown, O., office w-ill be located at 520
The same company lias also found it necessary, owing to increased business on the Pacific coast, to
open new offices at Tacoma, Wash. The office will be located
at 1015 A street and will carry a complete stock of Johnsits

1,

Market

inquiring for 8 to 10 tank cars.

The Great Western Contracting Company, Kansas

News

Frank O. Bolton, chief inspector for Robert W. Hunt &
Co.. at the Edgar Thomson Steel Works, Pittsburali, Pa.,
died in that city on April 1.
He had been connected witli
Hunt & Co. for over 17 years.

April

Paris, Lyons & Mediterranean has ordered 100 Mikado
locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The
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Bopc was

liorn

and educated at Lancaster, Ohio, and

stenographic reporting in the Ohio
In November, 1879, he became connected with
Carnegie Brothers & Co. and has remained continuously in the
sales work of that company and its successors up to the present
time. His period of service has thus covered the wide expansion
of the use of steel and the growth of great commercial and business organizations, in all of which he has had a most active part.
In addition to these commercial activities he has been active in

devoted himself at

first

to

legislature.

the social life of the community.
He has been succeeded in his office with Carnegie Steel Company by William G. Clyde. Mr. Clyde was educated in the Penn-

American Car & Foundry Company.

Signaling

sylvania Military College, at Chester, Pa.
He first entered the
& McDonald, contractors of Baltimore, Md., was
then associated with Robert Wetherill & Co., machinists and
founders, and was later superintendent of the plate mills of the
Wellman Steel & Iron Company, in Thurlow, Pa. His connection with the United States Steel Corporation and its subsidiaries
dates from 1894 when he became superintendent of the plate mills
"f the Illinois Steel Company at South Chicago.
On the formation of the American Steel Hoop Company he

employ of Ryan

The Baltimore & Ohio has ordered
& Signal Company a Saxby & Farmer

from the Union Switch
interlocking, 48 levers,

for Outville, Ohio.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has ordered from the
Union Switch & Signal Company a Saxby & Farmer interlocking, 16 levers, for Floyd, Mo.
The Pennsylvania Lines West

will

have a new interlocking

Smith ville, Ohio, 32 levers; Saxby & Farmer machine,
nished by the Union Switch & Signal Company.

at

fur-

of Georgia has completed the 9 miles of autoHapeville to Atlanta, reported three months
and now has under construction
construction;
ago as under
3 miles between Cuthbert, Ga., and Cuthberc Junction, single
track, and one mile from Macon, Ga., to Macon Junction,

The Central

matic

signaling

double track.

became traveling salesman for that company in Chicago, and five
months later was made manager of sales at Philadelphia where
lie remained until 1902, when, after the formation of the United
States Steel Corporation, the American Steel Hoop Company was
merged with the Carnegie Steel Company. For the next three
years Mr. Clyde was traveling salesman for the Carnegie Steel
Company at Cleveland. In September, 1905, he was made assistant general manager of sales at Pittsburgh in charge of the
bureau of bars and hoops, which office he retained until his
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:^^elu prumolioii.

Mr.

(.'lyjc In

the proiiuiiion lias also l)ccome

incnibcr of the board of directors of

Mr,

llic coiiniaiiy,

the youiiKer K^'ntTatioii of steel
his experience in the actual nianulaclure of steel, his

\\ liili-

..-.ikers.

(."lydo

loloiiKS

<

i^tic
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istic
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Trade Publications
— A ncw kind of car waste

that

is

Car Waste Company, Philadelphia. Pa.

—

Car Appli.vnxes. The Wine Railway Appliance
mpany, Toledo, Ohio, has recently issued three circulars
-cribing devices manufactured by the company for use on
right cars. .^--40 Square Shaft Hand Brakes: .•\-41, Ratchet
•

^er Hand Brakes and A-50 Drop Door and Hopper Door
oohanism.

—

Milling Cutters. The "Stock List of Cutters," issued by the
cveland Milling Machine Company, Cleveland, Ohio, under
date of March 15, 1918, contains a list of the different kinds
sizes of milling cutters made by that company.
Various

c
•

1

;!ul5 <pf
I-

angxilar cutters, end mills, slotting and concave cutters

also listed.

—

IvvL Holders. Under the title of "How to Save Money on
jh Speed Steel," the Gisholt Machine Company, Madison, Wis.,
issued a pamphlet showing three kinds of tool holders which
ly be used to advantage with high speed tool bits made by
Mwing out pieces of high speed steel which w-ould otherwise
ive been scrapped.
1-

—

Dyx.\>!ic B.\l.\xce. The Norton Grinding Company, Worceshas issued "A Treatise on Dynamic Balance'' which
be of interest to all who do not understand the difference
tween the standing and running balance of machine parts
hich revolve at a high speed. The need of a running balance
:.l a special machine to test it is very evident.
', Mass..
ill

—

He.\tixc Appliances. The Macleod Company. 213 East Pearl
eet, Cincinnati, Ohio, has issued Buckeye Catalogue E, denow manufactured by the company,
These
hich use crude oil in the heating of locomotive parts.
pliances include a Buckeye flood-light locomotive fire kindler.
.mt sprayer, locomotive tire heater and several kinds of furloes.
The Buckeye oxy-acetylene welding outf't is also illusribing several appliances

•

Mted.

— The

Company, of Winona,
"Insulation of Railway
Fquipment," which takes up in considerable detail the insulation
The front of the booklet conrefrigerator and other cars.
ains an interesting account of the beginning and evolution of the
refrigerator car and a development of the theory of insulation.
Further on a description is given of the manufacture of Linofelt,

Car Insl'Latiox.

Minn.,

has

issued

a

Union

booklet,

I

Fibre

entitled

:'

which is composed mostly of flax fibre and is a good insulator.
be back of the booklet is devoted to the discussion of a series
actual tests, conducted in 1908 by several railroads, with a
ew to determining the best practice in refrigerator car con! ruction.

|
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Atchison, Tofeka & Santa Fe.— W. D. Mines has resigned as
chairman of the board of directors. Carl K. Gray has also resigned as director.

Chicago. Milwavkee & St. Paul.- For the third time since the
first of the year, the directors have voted to defer action on
the regular common and preferred stock dividends.

Denver & Rio Graxuk.— It

is understood that this company will
file with the director general of railroads an application
for an
advance of S2,500,000 to pay the interest, due l-'ebruary I
and April 1, on its bonds. This represents about ninety per
cent of the government guarantee for January, February and
March.

Cextrai..— The State Public Utilities Commission of
held a hearing on April 9 at Chicago to consider the
of the Illinois Central for an order authorizing the
ac(|uirement of the capital slock of the Golconda .N'orthcrn, a
new road between Golconda, 111., and Elizabethtnwn, Hardin
county, about 12 miles.

Illinois

Illinois

petition

\ew

kept
and in contact with the journal, by means of interwoven
spring wire, is described in a pamphlet issued by the
P.vcKi.NG.

REicHT
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to

wide experience in sales work, grasp of details, indefatigable
energy and strength of character indicate that he will be a
tent factor in the commercial activities of Carnegie Steel Comly and the steel industry.
Charles L. Wood, long assistant to Mr. Clyde, has been promoted to be assistant general manager of sales in charge of the
bureau of bars and hoops. Mr. Wood was born in Voungstown,
>hio, in the atmosphere of iron and steel manufacture,
lie was
liicated as a mining engineer at the Ohio State University and
^ first employment
was with the Calumet Furnace Company, of
I liicago. as chemist,
followed by several years' experience in the
practice of mining engineering in Colorado and the West.
Mr. Wood became associated with the .\merican Steel Hoop
mpany on its formation, lirst in the order department. On the
rger of the Hoop Company with Carnegie Steel Company his
litics caused his transfer to the sales department where, in the
:reau of bars and hoops, he has long been Mr. Clyde's most
'cient assistant.
His promotion, therefore, comes as a logical
cognition of his large experience in the sale of bar mill pro•ts and his wide acquaintance with their users.
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York,

New H wen &

Hartkoko.— Director-General Mc-

.\doo, after conference with officials of the

Haven & Hartford, has announced
lend

that the

Xew Y'ork, Newgovernment would

road $43,964,000 for one year at 6 per cent to enable
it to meet a like amount of its one-year collateral
trust notes
which mature April 15. The funds for this purpose will be
advanced out of the $500,000,000 appropriation in the railroad
bill.
The notes will be discounted through the Federal Retb.e

banks.
The government will accept as security the
same collateral as was pledged under the original issue, which
consists of stocks and bonds of various subsidiary companies,
totaling about $95,000,000 par value.
Under the terms of the
loan, the government reserves the right to sell any part, or
serve

all

of the collateral,

at

such

price

as

the

Secretary of the

Treasury may determine and apply the proceeds to the retirement of the notes. This action on the part of the government
relieves the .\ew Haven of the necessity of selling the collateral pledged under the original notes, the sale of which in
the present market would involve a heavy sacrifice on the part
of the road.
Efforts to meet the notes at maturity, it is understood, met with but little encouragement in banking circles,
and although an issue of preferred stock was authorized by
stockholders it was thought that the full amount of the notes
could not be readily absorbed in this way.
The directorgeneral also announced that the road would receive a rental
sufficient to pay all fixed charges and leave a substantial surplus during the period of government control.
In making the

McAdoo said
"The director-general has
investigated this subject carefully and has given due consideration to past and present records and earnings and to the future
prospects of the New Haven system, whose gross operating
revenues for the calendar year 1917 amounted to more than
$85,000,000. exclusive of the earnings of several allied companies.
Realizing the high importance of maintaining the
physical and financial integrity of this railroad system, which
controls so largely the entire transportation facilities of several
leading industrial states, which are essential to the war-making
functions of the nation, and whose lines are already being
taxed to perform service which is now more important than
ever, and having a proper regard to the security offered for
the loan desired, the director-general has decided to extend
the relief needed. The road will have the right to renew the
loan for one year more on the same terms."
announcement. Mr.

San Diego & Southeastern. — In

:

a

recent order the Railroad

Commission of California has authorized the San Diego &
.\rizona to purchase the capital stock of the San Diego &
Southeastern, a 68-mile line running out of San Diego, California, and to issue bonds for $1,500,000 to cover the pur-

i

chase.

•

Wabash.

—

Action on the dividend on the preferred stock
been delayed.

A

has
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Railway

Officers

Edwin M. Kindler, chief clerk in the office of the secretary
of the Union Pacific, at New York, has been elected assistant
secretary of the Union Pacific and subsidiary companies.

nliiirtiiiiitiiiitiiini

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
H. Doescher has been elected secretary and treasurer of
the Western .Allegheny, with office at Pittsburgh, Pa., vice
C. A. Young.

John T. Reid has been elected treasurer of the Charleston
& Western Carolina, with office at Wilmington, N. C, succeeding

J.

F. Post.

Mann, auditor

of disbursements of the Lehigh Valley,
with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been elected treasurer to
succeed C. J. Kulp, deceased. Mr. Mann was born in 1868 at
Altoona, Pa., and was
educated in the public
schools of his native
town. He entered the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad as a
E. C.

motive
power department in
1896. Three years later
he went to the Lehigh
Valley as a clerk in
the accounting department in the genclerk

in
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A. W. Amis has been appointed auditor, of the Gulf &
Ship Island and G. R. Kemp has been appointed claim agent;
both with headquarters at Gulfport, Miss.

the

J. B. Andrews, assistant secretary of the Denver & Rio
Grande, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been appointed assistant to the president with the same headquarters.

E. H. RadcliSfe, general accountant of the Lehigh Valley,
with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed auditor
of disbursements, with headquarters at Philadelphia, to succeed E. C. Mann, promoted.
E. E. Lloyd, auditor of stores and mechanical accounts of
the Canadian Pacific, with office at Montreal, Que., has been
appointed auditor of disbursements, vice W. H. Mouler, pro-

moted, and

W. H. Langridge

Lawrence Greer, vice-president and general counsel of the
Western Maryland, with headquarters at New York, lias
been elected president and chairman of the board to succeed
Carl R. Gray, who has been appointed director of the division
of transportation in the United States Railroad .Administration.

George T. Slade, first vice-president in charge of operation
of the Northern Pacific, having been granted an indefinite
leave of absence to enter military service, John M. Rapelje,
general manager of the lines east, with office at St. Paul,
Minn., has been appointed acting vice-president in charge of
operation.

eral offices at Philadelphia,
Pa.
steadily

He was
promoted

Operating

through

various positions in that department
until in March, 1912, he
was appointed auditor
of disbursements which
position he held at the
time of his recent appointment as treasurer of the same road
at Philadelphia as above noted.

succeeds Mr. Lloyd; both with

lieadquarters at Montreal.

G. F. Morse has been appointed general superintendent of
the Mississippi Eastern, with office at Quitman, Miss., vice
G. H. Fordham.

with headquarters

C. C. Higgins, whose appointment as assistant to the vicepresident of the St. Louis San Francisco, with office at St.
Louis, Mo., was announced in these columns March 22, was

L. L. Lamar has been appointed assistant superintendent
of the Waycross & Southern, with office at Waycross, Ga.,
vice F. S. L. Grundy, resigned.
J. S. Reddock has been appointed superintendent of transportation of the Missouri & North Arkansas, with office at
Harrison, .Ark., succeeding H. S. Baumgardner, resigned.

born at Aurora, 111. He
graduated from the me-

E. E. Ramey, supervisor of trains of the Baltimore & Ohio,
with office at Philadelphia, Pa., has been appointed supervisor of fuel consumption of the same road, vice W. L.

chanical
engineering
course at the University

Robinson, resigned.

of

Minnesota

in

1900,

following which he
entered the employ of
the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy

as a special

apprentice.

He

r

e

-

mained with that road
years, serving
consecutively as assistant in the laboratory,
for

five

roundhouse foreman and
general foreman at various division points on
the line. He was with
the

Shoe

American Brake
& Foundry Com-

pany, Chicago for the
following four years,
Hisrgins
serving as sales engineer and salesman. Subsequently he was employed by the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Topeka,
Kan., for three years, doing special work in connection with
the bonus schedules in the mechanical department.
After
leaving the Santa Fe he became associated with J. W. Kendrick, consulting railway expert, Chicago, and during the following six years was engaged in making reports on various
railroads in connection with valuation and rehabilitation. His
present position with the Frisco was newly created and be-

came

effective

March

IS.

A. M. Burt, chief engineer maintenance of way, of the
Northern Pacific, with office at St. Paul, Minn., has been appointed acting general manager of the lines east of Paradise,
vice John M. Rapelje.
(See Executive, Financial, Legal and
.Accounting.)

Charles P. Angell, trainmaster of the New Castle division
of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at New Castle Junction,
Pa., has been appointed assistant superintendent in charge
of terminals, on the Pittsburgh division, with headquarters
at

Pittsburgh.

W. Taylor, superintendent of motive power of the
Missouri. Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at Denison,
Tex., has been appointed general manager, with headquarters
at Parsons, Kan., succeeding H. F. Anderson, who was transferred to San Antonio, Tex., as superintendent of terminals
of the Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas, effective March 1.
F.

George Masten, who has been appointed superintendent of
the Tennessee Central, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn.,
as lias already been announced in these columns, was born on
December 6, 1874, at Lincoln City, Del. He began railway
work in October, 1891, with the Atlantic & Danville, now
the Norfolk division of the Southern Railway and subsequently served first as agent and then as despatcher.
From 1898,
to 1902, he was consecutively despatcher and chief despatcher
on the Denver & Rio Grande and in 1904 became chief
despatcher on the El Paso & Northeastern, now a part of the
El Paso & Southwestern system, at Alamogordo, N. M. In
1906, he went to the Seaboard Air Line, as despatcher and
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the following year was apiiointed duel dcsiiatclicr on the
Florida division.
He subsc(iucntly served as trainmaster on
different divisions of the same road until his recent appointment as superintendent of the Tennessee Central as above
noted.

E. E. Regan, superintendent of the

New London

division

York, New Haven & Hartford with ollice at
New London, Conn., has been appointed superintendent of
the New Haven di\ision, with office at New Haven, vice
F. S. Hobbs; F. M. Clark, superintendent of the Old Colony
division, with olVice at Taunton, Mass., has been appointed
superintendent of the New London division, with olfice at
New London, vice Mr. Kegan, and F. S. Hobbs lias been
appointed superintendent of the Old Colony division with
olfice at Taunton, vice Mr. Clark.
of

the

New
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chanic, with olfice at Sayre, has been transferred to South
Easton, I'a., vice D. D. Robertson, resigned, and E. J. Kleinkauf, general foreman at South Easton, has been promoted to
master meclianic, with olVice at Sayre.

William Earle Barnes, whose appointment as general
master mechanic of the Canadian Government Railways, with
headquarters at Moncton, N. B., has already been announced
in these columns, was
born on July 24, 1879,
at Shediac, N. B., and
was educated in the
public schools. He began railway work on
April 20, 1899, as draftsman apprentice on the

Canadian

A. J. Dimaline, car accountant of the San Antonio & Aransas Pass, with headquarters at San Antonio, Tex., has been
appointed division superintendent, with the same headquarters, and with jurisdiction over all employees of the transportation department, north and soutli of Kenedy, and including Kenedy Yard. H. C. Franks, general agent of the
freight department, with headquarters at San Antonio, has
been appoir.tccl assistant superintendent, with the same head([uartcrs and witli jurisdiction over the entire line.
The
territory of J. H. Smith, division superintendent, with headquarters at
clusive

of

chinist

following a grant of a leave of absence to C. A. Maxwell,
division superintendent at Kenedy, to enter governiiieiit service, and became effective March 27.

was born at Monroe.
Iowa, on May 16. 1868.
.•\t

^B^V

«|

the

age of

17

he

learned telegraphy and
he entered the service
of the Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific as an
operator in July, 1887.
lie
stayed with
the
Rock Island during the

subsequent

years,

six

being promoted

t

o

and later to
Later he com-

ticket clerk

agent.
pleted a course at Hess
Business College, fol-

which he was
employed for one year
Kenyon,
M.
by
G.
lowing

railway supply broker,
St.

G.

w.

Nelson

Paul,

Minn.

He

entered the service of

the Northern Pacific in
and operator for the superintendent of
ning cars and in .April, 1903, was appointed assistant supertendent of that department. Upon the appointment of H.
Titus as superintendent in July, 1908. Mr. Nelson was
..iced in charge of the headquarters' office at St. Paul and
•on the resignation of Mr. Titus, he was promoted to supertcndent. as above stated, effective .April 1

^94 as stenographer

•

Engineering and Rolling Stock
T. Boles has been appointed chief engineer of the Ft. Smith
& Western, with office at Ft. Smith, Ark., succeeding B. F.
Beckman, resigned, effective March 1.

W. H. Winterrowd, assistant chief mechanical engineer of
the Canadian Pacific, with oflfice at Montreal. Que., has been
appointed chief mechanical engineer in place of W. E. Woodhouse, who has resigned.
A. L. Roberts, mechanical engineer of the Lehigh
has been promoted to master meclianic. with office at WilkesBarre, Pa., vice M. R. Smith, resigned. W. I. Cantley, assistant
mechanical engineer, with office at South Bethlehem, has
been appointed mechanical engineer; J. P. Laux, master meV.illey.

and

later

as

draftsman. In October,
1907, he was appointed
litter and in January,
1909, again served as
draftsman.
In April,
1910, he was appointed
enginehouse inspector
and the following Jan-

Yoakum, Te.x., has been extended to Kenedy, exKenedy Yard. The above changes were made

G. W. Nelson, whose appointment as superintendent of
dining cars of the Northern Pacific, with headquarters at St.
Paul. Minn., was announced in these columns on March 29.

Government

Railways.
In 1902 he
served as draftsman,
and in 1906 first as ma-

W.

E.

Barnn

u a r y became acting
master mechanic.
He

was appointed master mechanic, in September, 1912; and
since August, 1917, was acting general master mechanic until
his recent appointment as general master mechanic as above
noted.

The offices of chief engineer and chief engineer maintenance
of way, of the Northern Pacific, have been consolidated in
charge of H. E. Stevens, chief engineer, with headquarters at
(See Operating Officers.)
St. Paul, Minn.

M. J. Powers, master mechanic of the Denver & Rio Grande,
Colorado lines, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., has been
appointed superintendent of motive power of the Colorado
Midland, with office at Colorado Springs, Colo.
George A. Kirley, assistant signal engineer of the Boston
& .Albany, has been appointed signal engineer, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., vice F. E. Whitcomb, resigned to
go with the Federal Signal Company; E. I. Gardiner, draftsman in the signal department, succeeds Mr. Kirley.
S. Wall, superintendent of shops of the .Atchison, Topeka
Santa Fe Coast Lines, at San Bernardino, Cal.. was appointed mechanical superintendent, succeeding S. L. Bean,
deceased, with headquarters at Los Angeles. Cal., effective
A. B. Armstrong, master mechanic at San Bernard.April 1.
ino, Cal., has been appointed superintendent of shops, succeeding Mr. Wall, with the same headquarters, and John
Pullar, master mechanic at Fresno, Cal., has been transferred
to the Los -Angeles division, with headquarters at San Bernardino, succeeding Mr. Arnistmnc. effective .April 1.

H.

&

Traffic

W. Robinson

has been appointed general agent of the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding F. A. DeZotell.
F.

G. H. Dougherty, general agent of the Kansas City Southern, with office at Tulsa, Okla.. has been assigned to other
duties, and the general agency at Tulsa has been abolished.

agent of the Western
J. A. S. Wallace, commercial freight
Maryland, with office at Pittsburgh, Fa., has been appointed
general western agent, with olfice at Chicago, vice E. B.

Webb.

W.

D. Burr, assistant general freight agent of the Chicago,
Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, with office at Minneapolis,
Minn., has resigned and his office was abolished, effective

St.

April
A.

1.

R.

Malcolm, general agent

for

the

Missouri

Pacific,
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ment

as regional director
tration as above noted.

San Francisco, Cal., has been appointed acting assistant
manager, with office at New Orleans, La., succeeding

at

traffic

M.

B.

Flippin.

with headquarters at

traffic,

March

St.

Louis, Mo.,

New England agent of the Chicago,
with headquarters at Boston, Mass.,
has been appointed commercial agent at St. Joseph, Mo.,
succeeding J. I. Johnson.
S. L. Parrott,

City,

Mo.

Sullivan, formerly in the office of vice-president and
general manager of the Southern Pacific, and until March 1,
1918 general agent of the American Railway .Association at
Camp Cody, Deming, N. Mex., has received a commission as
first lieutenant, and has been assigned to duty with the
Thirty-sixth Engineers, at Camp Grant, Rockford, 111.

John

25.

Kock L^land &

Kansas

at

C. T. Slauson, foreign freight agent for the Missouri Pacific,
with headquarters at Chicago, was promoted to manager of

foreign freight

under the National Food -Xdminis-

B. L. Swearingen, assistant general freight agent of the
Missouri Pacific, has been appointed supervisor of oil traffic
by the regional director of western roads, with headquarters

P. Harkins has been appointed general agent of the
\\ estern Pacific at Stockton, Cal., succeeding E. L. Gamble,
resigned to go with another company.
J.

effective
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general

J.

Pacific,

Purchasing
G. H. Robison, general storekeeper of the Oregon Short
Line, with office at Pocatello, Idaho, has been appointed acting purchasing agent in addition to his duties as general storekeeper, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, succeeding
A. E. Hutchinson, deceased.

division freight
J. T. Wray has been appointed acting
agent, of the Central and Northern divisions of the PennErie,
Pa.,
vice
E. S. Neilson,
with
office
at
sylvania Railroad,
who was division freight agent of the Central and Northern
divisions.

E. S. Center, assistant general freight agent of the Atlanta &
the Western Railway of Alabama, with headquarters at .Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed general industrial
agent of the Georgia Railroad, with headquarters at Atlanta, and
his former position has been abolished.

Obituary

West Point and

E. R. Cobb has been appointed traffic manager and acting
auditor of the Valdosta, Moultrie & Western, with office at
The traffic and accounting departments have
\'aldosta, Ga.
been removed from Albany to Valdosta, and the office of
general freight and passenger agent at Albany has been
abolished.
E.

Garland, general agent of the passenger department

J.

&

Omaha, with headof the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
quarters at Duluth. Minn., was appointed acting general
agent, succeeding J. D. Mahon, who was returned to Superior,
Wis., in charee of freight and passenger traffic, eflfective
April

1.

E. A. Donnelly, commercial agent of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, at Minneapolis, Minn., was appointed
general agent of the freight department, with same headT. J. Kenniff, commercial agent
quarters, eflfective .April 1.
at Minneapolis, has been assigned to other duties and the
office discontinued, eflfective April

Railway Officers

in

1.

Government Service

Charles Barham, who has been appointed regional director
under the National Food Administration, with headquarters
Atlanta, Ga., as has already been announced in these
columns, was born on
April 16, 1867, and began railway work in
1887 on the Richmond

at

& Danville, now a part
of the Southern Rail-

Richmond and

New

York.

sequently
was
freight agent

same road

at

later

He

subforeign
of the

Norfolk,

August

Va.,

until

1898,

when he went

the

Nashville,

nooga

&

St.

1,

to

Chatta-

office at

and weighing of the

Balti-

Baltimore, Md., died on April

2.

W.

G. Neimyer, general agent for the Southern Pacific,
with headquarters at Chicago, died in that city on .April 4,
aged 64 years,

Joseph H. Meglemry, assistant general freight agent of the
Michigan Central, with office at Buflfalo, N. Y., died in that
city on April 2.
A. E. Hutchinson, general purchasing agent, of the Oregon
Short Line, with headquarters at Salt Lake City, Utah, died
in that city on April 3.

Dennis C. Zook, who was for the last 20 years master carpenter on the Western division of the Pennsylvania Railroad,
Lines West, witli headquarters at Fort Wayne, Ind., died on

March

28, 1918,

traffic manager of the Richmond, Fred& Potomac, and secretary and treasurer of the
Claim Association, died on April 4 at Richmond, Va,,
He was born in September, 1868, and began railway work
in 1884, as a clerk on the Richmond & Danville, now a part
of the Southern Railway.
In December, 1889, he entered
the service of the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac as
chief clerk to the traffic manager, and since September 1,
1898 had been traffic manager of the same road. He was traffic
manager also of the Washington Southern operated in connection with the Richmond, Fredericksburg & Potomac. He
had served as secretary and treasurer of the Freight Claim

Warren P. Taylor,

ericksburg
I'reight

.Association since

May,

1897.

H. Hardwick, who "was passenger traffic manager of the
Southern Railway from May, 1904 to June, 1915, died on
S.

Montgomery, Ala. Mr. Hardwick served for
prior to January, 1889, as general eastern
passenger agent of the Virginia, Tennessee & Georgia Air
Line, at New York. In August, 1889, he was appointed general passenger agent of the Georgia Pacific. From September.
1891 to June, 1892, he was assistant general passenger agent
of the Richmond & Danville in charge of the Second division
of the Central of Georgia.
Then to January, 1901, he was
assistant general passenger agent of the Richmond & Danville and its successor, the Southern Railway, at Atlanta, Ga.
I'roin January, 1901, to May, 1904, he was general passenger
agent of the same road and then was appointed passenger
traffic manager resigning from the latter position on account
of ill health in 1915.
He was then appointed general agent
of the passenger department of the same road, with office

Associated Railways of
Virginia and the Carolinas, and then was soliciting freight agent of
the Southern Railway
at

more & Ohio, with

.March 26. at
several years

way.
He then served
as stenographer to the
commissioner of the

at

L. D. Davis, supervisor of scales
.

Barha

at

Montgomery, Ala.

Louis as

chief clerk to traffic manager at Nashville, Tenn. From January, 1900, to September, 1906, he was assistant general freight
agent, and then was made general freight agent of the same
road, which position he held at the time of his recent appoint-

Mukden-Antung Line Cut-Off,
way plans to construct a new ten
Line

in

—

The South Manchuria Railmile line between Suchiatun
Chenhsiangtun
on the Mukden-Antung
line and
The Far Eastern Reviezv.
the next fiscal year,

on the main
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— More

Power

than ask every railroad to operate locomotives of a design
which is foreign to its line and which will complicate both
the rejwir and operating problems?
Increased production of
locomotives and liquid reserve of power are not the only
things to be considered in standardizing locomotives.

!

Miikc existing power

lu will the w.ir.

do more work.

Make

it

work longer hours.
must be improved so

Sliop facilities

that the

power may

A

be promptly repaired.

Engine tenninals must be improved so that the power

may

practice whicli the railroads can justly be criticised for
is the purchasing of large and heavy

following in the past

locomotives

without

providing proper
and maintaining
Before
A few years ago the president
'^^ ""^ ^•'stern road consulted tlie officer
the Horse
in charge of the mechanical department
on the matter of purchasing some of this heavy power, calling attention to the fact that one of the neighboring roads,
which, by the way, had shop facilities far inferior to those
on his own road, was purchasing such equipment.
The
mechanical department officer argued strongly against such
a jirogram until the road's shop facilities were improved to

^,

be promptly turned.

_,

e l^art

facilities

for housing

them.

Existing power must be improved so that

work

at

less cost

and with

it

will

do more

demands on

physical

less

the

engine crew.

Be sure

the

Improve the
Locomotives

power

is

carrying

utilization of the

must

be

its

full load.

power by

ordered

novj

better despatching.

for

next

winter!

maintain the larger power. His advice was followed. Today the president, watching the results of the heav)- power on
the other road, has become fully convinced that the decision
was wise. The poorly equip|ied road with the hea^7 power
is repairing it at a cost twice what it would be had it been
provided with proper facilities; indeed it is having some of
the work done by outside plants equipped to handle repairs
to heavy locomotives.
Is the Railroad Administration going
to make the same mistake?
It is of vital importance that
provision be made for maintaining new and additional power
before it is received. Let us not put the cart before the horse.

Further delay will be dangerous.

The two

principal arguments put fortii
for standard locomotives

ministration

Arguments

for

ijy

the Railroad

are

tremendous

Adin-

crease in locomotive production and a
jj^^j^ ^^.^^^.^ ^j- p^^^.^^
^y^ j^^^^ j^

Standard

on good authority that no increase in
production of locom.otives can be expected this year if standard locomotives are adopted and that perhaps next year it may be possible to increase the output 10 per cent.
There is every possibilit}- of a decrease in locomotive production this year if
orders for new locomotives are not placed immediately, and
now is the time we need locomotives. By building locomotives to existing designs and by bringing the same pressure to
bear on their production as would be brought to bear on the
standard locomotives, the output of locomotives this year will
be increased. The 10 per cent increase in locomotive production next year is open to question, as we are informed that
a large part of the builders' manufacturing capacity will be
taken up in making repair parts, with their new jigs, patterns and templates, for the roads on which the standard
locomotives are to be used.
We are also told the builders
will have to provide space for repairing locomotives due to
the lack of railway shop facilities!
By building locomotives
to existing designs and permitting the roads to supply their
own repair parts, the builders' plants can concentrate on
building new locomotives.
The 10 per cent increase in production is, therefore, open to question, but the largest question is, will any increase justify the increased burden which
will be placed on the railroads in maintaining and operating
these standard locomotives.
A liquid reserve of power has
its
advantages.
Some 600 locomotives have been interchanged between roads, including the U. S. A. and Russian
engines.
Why? Because the railways have found it impossible properly to maintain their own power.
At no time,
particularly if the roads had their power in shape, should
there be a xery great demand for such locomotives.
Would
it. therefore, not be more logical to build only that number
which would answer the purpose of a liquid reserve, rather

Locomotives?

—

The

facilities for repairing and maintaining locomotives
must be improved immediately. It is of the greatest importance that the improvement work be
cwi
TT
T*i>nop
i< acuities
^^^^ .^^

^^^^^^^ ^,

of

Paramount

Importance

ways

will

neces.'^ary

winter.

man

^^^^^ ^^^^ ^j^^ ^^j,_
be in shape to handle the

repairs

Every

in the country will agree that his

to

equipment next
mechanical

railroad

shop facilities are not
Erie and the Baltimore & Ohio, for instance,
necessary to send some of their locomotives to
the locomotive builders to be repaired because their facilities
are inadequate.
This not only takes up valuable space of
the locomotive builders' plants which should properly be used
in building new locomotives, but it also increases the cost of
repairs some two or three times, as the builders cannot repair power as economically as the owning roads, \\ith the
new and heavier locomotives that will he introduced this year
the repair problems will become more serious.
Much has
been done already to increase the output of locomotive repair
shops by working longer hours. Reports from 101 of the
principal railroads of the countn.- show that during February,
1918, the shop output was 8,390 as compared with 6,824 during the same month of 1917, an increase of 1,566.
While
this figure does not represent accurately the increase in production because of the classifications used in the different
shops, it docs represent the actual increase in locomotives
which were repaired and put into service during that time.
The return on the investment in improved shop and roundadequate.

have found

1007
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house facilities will be much greater now than ever before.
The engine terminals particularly are sadly in need of improvement. Lack of facilities here was responsible to a very
large extent for the condition of the motive power last winter.
Let everyone concentrate on providing facilities properly to
maintain the power. It is far more important to the railways
at this time than the development of standard locomotives.

For the past week the Fuel Administration has been renewing its complaints that coal production is being retarded by
the shortage of the car supply.

Increase

Coal

No

j-.^^^j

\^^^ ^^^^

Fuel
facts seems calculated for the purpose
Loadinc
of placing the blame on some one else
rather than as an effort to explain what the true situation is.
The Railroad Administration apparently has refrained from
engaging in a controversy on the subject, but on Monday of
this week, after Dr. Garfield had issued a statement based
in

the

on a sharp reduction during the first week in April, it issued
ligures showing the number of cars of coal of all kinds
loaded since the first of the year, which indicate a rather
creditable performance in overcoming the handicap of the
During the week endunprecedented weather of January.
ing April 6, accordmg to the Geological Survey preliminary
ligures, there was a reduction of 14 per cent in the production of bituminous coal as compared with the previous week.
This was attributed in the report largely to the holiday on
of
it largely to shortage
report shows that with the exception of
that week coal production had been above last year's average
since the middle of February and the Railroad Administration's figures show that although there was a decrease of

April

1.

Dr. Garfield attributes

transportation.

The

79,000 carloads in the volume of coal loaded in January,
was an increase of 31,000 cars in Februar\-, of 46,000
cars in March, and of 7,750 cars in the first week of April.
There has, therefore, been an increase of 6,441 cars so far
While the increase is small, it should count for
this year.
more than the figures for one week's loss to which Dr.

there

Garfield calls public attention.

No

war demands may be handled expediand w'ithout hindrance to the steady flow of supplies to
seaboard for shipment to Europe. In questioning the advisability of further delay to locomotive and car manufacture
resulting from

traffic

tiously'

through standardization, the Chamber has courageously struck
crux of a problem which is w^eighing heavih- upon the
minds of both railroad officers and railway supply manufacIts recommendations should and
turers at the present time.
will, no doul)t, gain the attention of the director general of
at the

railroads.

one

^^^y i^ „hich
Administration handles the

^^^^ j^j^^ ^^^^
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organization has been more emphatic in its expressions of
government in the prosecution of the war than
the Chamber of ("onimerce of the
Chamber of
United States, which held its sixth an-

lovaltx- to the

nual meeting at Chicago last week. No
class of men recognize more keenly the
necessity for unified support of the administration in whatever policy it pursues than the business
men of the country. Nevertheless, the transportation prot)lem is such a vital one at this time and so far-reaching in its
effects on the life of all interests in the nation that the business world has come to recognize it as a question intimately
connected with its affairs and one demanding its closest atIt was therefore not in the spirit of crititention and study.
cism but in the hope of offering helpful suggestions to the

Commerce on
Railroads

Railroad Administration in meeting the complex difficulties
confronting it that the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States passed certain resolutions voicing the sentiment of the
organization on the railroad problem as it exists at the present time. The resolutions point out that railroad equipment
is inadequate for present traffic and threatens to become so
in.sufficient during the coming autumn and w-inter as seriouslv to restrict the industries and trade of the countr)-.
While standardization of cars and locomotives is recognized
as important and meriting careful consideration, the Chamber urges the imperative necessity of placing orders for equipment at the earliest possible moment so that the increasing

.\

meeting of various representatives of short line railroads

was held with John Barton Payne at Baltimore on April 11.
Mr. Payne, as the general counsel to

on the
cu _<- Lines
T ;_„„
Snort

.

the director general of railroads, discussed with the representatives of the

short lines
,

some of the problems that
,

,

,

•,,

r

^^

are nivolved under the bill as finally
passed, providing for the government taking over the railWhen the bill was under discussion. Director Genroads.
eral McAdoo made it plain that his intention was to take

over only such short line railroads as would prove necessary or profitable to the government. Congress then amended
section 14 with the evident intention of providing that the
go\-ernment must take over the short lines as well as the
It would appear, however, from the somewhat general and rather indefinite statements of Mr. Payne,
that the government believes that under the clause which
provides that it can give up roads which it does not need if
action is taken before July 1, in practice the government
Under
can avoid being burdened with the short lines.
private management the short lines were able to drive
a fair bargain with the larger roads with which they connected for a division of rates by threatening to divert traffic
With
or to appeal to the Interstate Commerce Commission.
the government in control of the large roads, neither of these
Quite a number of the
alternatives would be available.
short lines are now unprofitable and, if the present comparatively fair division of rates were to be abandoned, as
'Mr. Pax'ne implied would probably be the case, man\- more
would be unprofitable. Is the government going to prevent
the owners of these roads from tearing them up and selling
them as junk? To refuse to support them and yet to refuse
to permit their abandonment would seem less than just.
This is the question which ought to be decided at once. It
would appear only fair that the government make some
equitable arrangement with the short lines in accordance

larger roads.

with the spirit of the amended
roads are not necessary to the
abandonment and sale as junk.

.section

or else,

14,

government,

if

the

permit their

C. A. Greenough, vice-president of the Baldwin Locomotive
Works, in a paper on Economy in Maintenance and Operation of Locomotives read before the
Another Baldwin Western Railway Club, presents in a
diplomatic manner arguments in favor
Man Speaks
of and against locomotive standardizao.
J
Jion Standardization
,.
^f parts
.
r i
u- u
of his paper which
tion.
The
•

deal

with the subject are published elsewhere in
For standardization he says: "Interchangeability

directly

this issue.

between railroads, the possibility of some rapidity of construction, interchangeability of parts, and a somewhat lower
cost.''
His arguments against standardization deal with the
inadequacy of the standard locomotives to meet some requirements. He suggests the possibility of "discarded power"
l)eing purchased to meet conditions requiring lighter locomotives than those contemplated in the standardization program.
He classes as "negative economy" the use of the

April

19,
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heavy ({ovcrnnu-nt standard kKonnitives for roads which have
been in the past and are now equipped to use heavier locomotives tlian those considered by the government.
He speaks
of the radical changes that will be necessary in the construction of the standard locomotives for roads burning anHe also mentions the fact that the standard
thracite call.
designs have necessarily been crampetl to conform to tlie
minimum clearances of all roads. He says standardization
ignores the various physical and climatic conditions which
exist in this country.
He tells of how standardization on
the Pennsylvania and the Harriman Lines has not been entirely successful "liecause growing needs for larger and more
efficient

have

power and the improvements in the permanent
and made possible increases in the sizes
The Railway Age joins with
final statement: "The problem now before the

invitcxi

capacity of locomotives."
in

his

way
and
him
ad-

decide whether or not the criticisms in
favor outweigh those against the proposed standardization,
and we all await the decision with the keenest interest and
we all hope the decision, whatever it may be, will prove for
ministration

is

to

We sincerely hope that as much consideration
be given arguments against standardization as for it.
sincerely hope that the whole problem of standardization

the iiest."
will

We

will lie considered from the broadest angle, and that the
decision will be governed by the part the railways are to

play in winning the w-ar.
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"Our hearts, our reason," said Kipling recently to the
people of Folkestone, "every instinct in us that lifts us above
the mere brute, show us that the war must go on.
Otlierwise
earth becomes a hell without hope.
The men, the ships,
the munitions must go forward to the war, and behind them
must come the money, without which nothing can move.
Where our hearts are there must our treasure be also."

The Rising Flood

of Railroad

Expenses

DEioRK GuvERXMENT CONTROL was

Stand to the Colors!

THE

Germ.'VNS, as if by pre-arrangement with the Liberty Loan Committee, are staging today history's most
impressive demonstration of the price of liberty. While we
at home are being importuned to invest to our individual
limits in a third Liberty Loan, the super battle in Flanders
"Liberty
is lighting the eastern sky with letters of flame.
needs every man and even' dollar. Stand to your colors now,
lie

prostrate in

the

muck

of

Prussian dominion."
It is impossible to exaggerate the crisis before us; it is
impossible to overestimate the value in such a crisis of huge
For the puroversubscription to the Third Liberty Loan.
poses of the present battle it will provide an irresistible
moral stimulus so vital in that last quarter of an hour in
which battles are won.
For future battles, possibly even
for this one if it lasts as long as some military experts are
predicting, it will furnish an abundance of the men and
materials without which we must wage war with gestures.
We do not need to go about wringing our hands in apprehension of the doom that threatens in Flanders and
Picardy, nor need we permit our anxiety to interfere with
food or sleep.
A stiff upper lip and a serene attention to
the task in hand arc the American's duty in the present
hour.
But at the same time he should face the facts like a
man and not like an ostrich. And the facts are grave.
Germany is plunging for the channel ports as she did
after Antwerp, only with vastly greater force and a more
desperate determination.
Could she gain control of these
she could so seriously interfere with further British efforts
in France as to render them negligible.
She might then
turn her military steam roller to the business of crushing
the unspeakably heroic French army, and from her multiplied bases she might unleash such a cloud of U-boats as

would starve the United Kingdom and sever America from
Europe.

These are the immediate possibilities of German victory
Like the desperate military gambler he is, the Kaiser is playing for huge stakes.
He is
pyramiding his bets in men with every reverse. He is committed irrevocably to a triumph on the western front, and
in the present offensive.

liis

resist the plea.

adopted the operating
the railways of the country were in-

D

children of light, or forever

dash

hordes against that barrier of
brave men which stands between us and the hideous night
of Prussian tyranny until his defeat is too conclusive to
permit of furtiier argument.
riie United States has its own men in that first line of
defense.
General Foch, commander-in-chief of the forces of
liberty and civilization, has briga(h,'d them with the British
and French. The forces of the Allies at the front have been
pooled to meet the shock, and now we at home are asked
not only to back up our boys in the hell of Picardy and
Flanders but to pool our unimpaired resources with the vast
accumulation of Allied material built up through more than
three years of the kind of pressure which we arc experiencing today.
We cannot be blind to the urgency; we cannot
will not cease to

lie

expenses of all
creasing at a portentous rate.
It was anticipated that this
increase would continue, whether private control was continued or government control was adopted.
This anticipation is being fully verified. In January 172
roads had a decrease of $13,605,871 in operating revenue
and an increase of $54,368,138 in operating expenses,

compared with the same month of last year, resulting in
a decrease of $67,974,009 in net revenue. Both the decrease
in earnings and the increase in exjjenses were largely due to
weather conditions, but a large increase in expenses would
as

have been shown if the weather had been normal. In February 117 roads, for which statistics are available, had an
increase of $14,127,521 in operating revenues.
This indicates that these roads handled more business than in February, 1917.
The weather in February, 1918, was better
than it was in the same month of 1917. Nevertheless, in
February of this year the operating expenses of these roads
were $31,430,210 more than in the same month of last year,
the result being that their net revenue was $17,302,689 less
than last year
In the two months 1 1 7 roads had an increase
.

operating expenses of 564,300,000.
a significant fact that in both months large increases
in expenses were shown by the railways in each territory
eastern, southern and western
the result being that in eastem territory the railways failed by large amounts to earn
their operating expenses, while in both the south and the
west there were heavy reductions of net revenue.
Ever)'body agrees that the main thing for the railways to
do now is to move as much business as possible, and it is
gratifying to find that they actually did move more in Februar\-, 1918, than in February, 1917.
But second only to
the moving of the maximum possible business is the importance of keeping down operating expenses. With expenses mounting as they have been, and with large advances of
wages impending, it is evident that the Railroad Administration is in danger of being confronted with a huge deficit.
The Railroad .Administration has ordered various changes
which will tend to save money. The most important of these,
from the standpoint of economy, is the abolition of the outside traffic agencies, which have been maintained for competitive purposes, and which have cost the railwavs about
in

It is

—

$25,000,000 a year.

But

in the face of the rising flood of expenses,

such sav-
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ings as can be

made by

eliminating advertising, closing out-

side agencies, and requiring the companies to pay corporate
and financial expenses from their guaranteed compensation
will be comparatively negligible.

The

reall)'

large economies always have been effected in
The
by increasing carloads and trainloads.

country
Railroad Administration can continue to do these things;
and it also has the advantages, which the railway managements under private control did not have, of being able to
operate terminals jointly and to send traffic over the most
this

direct routes.

For the last twelve years the railway managements have
been engaged in an incessant struggle to effect economies
which would offset the enormous advances in wages. Within recent years, to continued advances in wages, there have
been added great increases in the prices of fuel, equipment
and materials. The railway managements long were largely
Before govsuccessful in effecting the needed economies.
ernment control was adopted, however, the increases in exoverwhelming.
be
penses had begun to come so fast as to
The railway managements repeatedly appealed to the gov-

ernment regulating authorities for assistance and
they either did not get adequate

assistance

and

but

relief,

relief,

or

they always failed to get them in time. Now that the government itself has assumed control of and responsibility for
railroad operation, perhaps government officers will come to
a fuller and juster appreciation of the ever-increasing difficulty of the problems with

which railway

officers

have been

wrestling.

Meantime, railway officers, as far as they are given opportunity, should apply themselves with their old-time energy
and efficiency to fighting expenses. That a large advance in
rates will be required to save the government from having a
heav}' deficit appears certain; but railway managers should
and undoubtedly will strive to make the advance in rates reThe well-being of the public.
quired as small as possible.

the reputations of railway officers themselves, and the future
welfare of the railways demand that they shall do so. As to
the Railroad Administration, it should recognize the fact
that the railway managers cannot do their best without ade-

quate incentive and full opportunity.

Expedite the Rail
YE.\ES, at this
IN NORMAL
part, if not all of

large

Program

time, most of the roads have a
their season's purchases, of

new

on hand and distributed and have gangs at work putting
This year almost nothit into the track as fast as possible.
ing is being done in this direction at present, although there
As the
is a greater need for prompt action than ever before.

rail

ordering of new rail and the authorization of programs of
renewals involving charges to capital of any magnitude are
now concentrated in the hands of the director general, the
railways are unable to proceed with much of this urgent work
until permission is received from Washington.
The roads have emerged from one of the most severe winters in their history, as a result of which the wear and tear
on tracks has been particularly heavy. Furthermore, for the

have been handling an enormous traffic
proportionate to the tonnage
passing over it the depreciation has been more rapid than
normal. This condition follows several years of inadequate
.\s indicated in our issue of April 5, page
rail replacements.
912, the rails rolled for domestic consumption during 1914,
1915 and 1916 averaged over 825,000 tons, or 28 per cent
less than the average for the period of 1902 to 1913 inclusive.
Considering the fact that the latter part of the period ending
with 1913 was one of reduced railway earnings and that the
mileage of tracks is increasing each year, it is evident that
there is now an accumulated deficiency of several million
One close student of this subject has placed
tons of rails.

last year the roads

and as wear on

rail is largely

tliis

Vol.

figure as high as 10,000,000 tons, or

64,

No. 16

more thon the nor-

mal tonnage rolled in three years.

The present inactivity is disquieting in view of this large
accumulation of deferred maintenance. The steel mills still
have on their books a considerable tonnage of rails contracted
for 1918 delivery.
However, many roads have no rails on
order and the director general has issued instructions that
all rails will be ordered though the central purchasing department so that these roads are now without authority to
order the rails so sorely needed. Furthermore, the steel mills
themselves are working very largely under priority instructions, which determine the products to which they shall give
attention.
As a result, in .spite of the fact that this is the
season at which they should normally be rolling rails to ca[lacity in order that the roads might get them into the tracks,
they are now turning them out only to about 25 per cent of
rheir capacity.

may

be worth while in this connection to call attention
which Canada has been forced to take to meet a
similar,
although somewhat more aggravated, situation,
which has resulted from failure to make the normal renewals
during the last three years. Following the outbreak of the
European war in 1914 the Canadian steel mills came under
the direction of the Canadian government to the extent that
the products which they should turn out were specified.
As
a result attention was concentrated almost entirely on war
materials to the exclusion of rails and other railway supplies.
Last year the roads secured an emergency order for
the rolling of a small tonnage of rails to tide them over.
However, conditions have continued to become so acute that
many tracks have been taken up to supply materials for service in others.
Within the last few weeks the Canadian Minister of Railways has bought 37,375 tons of steel rails of 67.5
lb. section which were rolled in the United States for the
Russian government, but which have been held at the eastern
seaboard undelivered for some time.
Although these rails
are of a different section from any now used in Canada,
they are being taken to relay branch lines from which heavier
rails may in turn be released for main line use.
Likewise
the Canadian Minister of Railways has ordered 100,000 tons
of 85-lb. steel rails from the Dominion Iron & Steel Company, which will be divided between the four principal roads
of Canada, and has instructed this mill to work on them
It

to

steps

continuously until the order is completed.
While the railways of the United States have not yet been
reduced to such sore .straits a continuation of the present
inactivity will hasten this condition very speedily.
If the
delay in ordering rails, in rolling those which are now orgranting
authority
for
the
laying
dered, and in
of those
which are now available is long continued it will be extremely difficult if not impossible to get the requisite tonnage
into the tracks this year.

Furthermore, with the prevailing shortage of labor which
become more acute as the season advances, it will be
impossible for the roads to build up and retain adequate
forces if they come into the market after other employers
have secured the best, if not all of the men.
Even where
it may he possible to recruit the necessary forces later, the
decreased efficiency of the men then available and the more
adverse working conditions during the hot summer months
will add materially to the cost of the work.
Maintenance of way work of all classes is being allowed
to lag this year, when of all years it should be pushed to
the maximum.
While the time already lost cannot now be
recovered it is imperative that every possible step be taken to
will

expedite the work from now on in order that the roadway and
tracks may be placed in as good condition as possible to
handle the abnormally heavy traffic which it now has and
probably will continue to be called upon to carry.
large
part of the more important maintenance of work is seasonal
in character and a day lost now is more important than a

A

week

in

the fall

or winter.

Chamber

Commerce

of

Points

to

Danger

of U. S.

Further

of

Delay

to

Sounds Warning
Manufacture of

Railroad Equipment Through Standardization

RtsuLi'UoNS
the

I'ASSED

the Cliaiuher of

Ijv

States at

I'nited

its

Commerce

annual meeting

at

Ncsolfed, That the

Board of Directors of the Chamber of
of the United States be requested to call a conference
shall be truly representative of all the interests of the

of

Commerce

Chicago

which
Nation— financial, industrial, commercial, agricultural, civic and
social— affected by transportation, such conference to be called
for such time and place as in the judgment of the Board seems

week indicate that business men recognize the
problem as a vital one in our national life and
that they are taking a keener and more intelligent interest
in tranjporlation ihan ever i)efore.
They see the necessity
last

railroad

advisable.

of providing against a reiR'tition of the railway crisis of
tlie past winter and urge that standardization is secondary
in

The purpose of this conference shall be to consider the broad
aspects of the transportation problem and the formulation of a
basis for the control and operation of the transportation facilities
of the United States after the conclusion of the present govern-

importance to the prompt jilacing of orders for locomo-

tives

and

They

cars.

also

recommend

the unified operation

of railway terminals and the
calling of a conference at some
future date at which representatives

of

all

interests

ment

Supreme Devotion

af-

can
voice their views on the proper
fected

by

An

which

bear

on

Inspiration

Buy Bonds!

It

is

apparent that

;

Sacrifice Till It Hurts!

.Ml of the resolutions

passed

It'lu-rciis,

the present traffic burden is beyond the capacity of the railroads, and that the vigorous and
successful prosecution of the war
is hampered thereby
that it is

transportation

organization and control of
the railways following the termination of government operation.

control.

Waterways and Highways

therefore imperative that our
great rivers, canals and inter-

the

transportation question follow:

Washington, D, C, November

21,

1864.

oastal water routes, as well as
"iir main highways, should be
Tthwith used to move freight
I

Transportation Necessities
R,-soht-d. That the Chamber
United
of the
of Commerce
States urge upon the DirectorGeneral of Railways the favorable consideration of the follow-

suggestions
present pressing
ing

relating

to

transportation

problems

The efficiency of the rail{ 1 )
roads depends in large measure
upon the unified control and operation of terminal facilities. To
accomplish this effectively it is
reci^mmended that the operation
and use of the railroad terminal
facilities in each large city be
placed under the supervision and
control of a single competent
individual.

equipment, inmotive power and car
inadequate for present
traffic and threatens to become
so insufficient during the coming
autumn and winter as seriously to
(2)

Railroad

Mrs. Bixley,
Boston, Mass.

He

Dear Madam:
I have been shown in the files of the War Department a statement of the Adjutant General of
Massachusetts that you are the mother of five
sons who have died gloriously on the field of batI feel how weak and fruitless must be any
tle,
words of mine which should attempt to beguile
you from the grief of a loss so overwhelming.
But I can not refrain from tendering to you the
consolation that may be found in the thanks of
the Republic they died to save.
I pray that our
Heavenly Father may assuage the anguish of
your bereavement, and leave you only the cherished memory of the loved and lost, and the
solemn pride that must be yours to have laid so
costly a sacrifice upon the altar of freedom.
Yours very sincerely and respectfully,

Abraham

cluding
supply,

roads, be petitioned

(1) To organize and operate
existing equipment and construct

new equipment

for use upon the
inland and coastwise waterways
in accordance with the authority
recently conferred by Congress

the Transportation bill.
(2) To complete trunk highways for heavy traffic where
ll;ey can be useful in relieving
railroad congestion.
in

(3)
pi'Iicy,

To adopt a permanent
assuring co-ordination of
and high-

railroads, water routes

uavs for

traffic service.

Lincoln.
jiortation section of the

restrict

The public interests urgently require the
promptest possible placing of orders for locomotives and cars in
sufficient numbers to provide the transportation that the country
must have in order to prosecute the war vigorously.
(3) While the standardization of railroad equipment is important and merits careful consideration, it should be recognized
that standardization is secondary in importance to securing as
quickly as possible the locomotives and cars required to handle
the increasing traffic that must be transported in order to keep
the industrifs of the country in full operation and to maintain
the steady flow of materials to the seaboard for shipment to
Europe.

Chicago, on .April 11, with an attendance of about
Harry A. Wheeler, chairman of the Committee on
Railroads of the Chamber, presided at the session devoted to railway transportation, and F. A, Seiberling,
president of the Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, was
chairman of the subsequent session on highway transportation.
Four papers were read at the railway session,
one of which, on "Motive Power" by .•Mba B. Johnson,
hotel,

250.

president of the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
lished in the Railway Age of April 12, page 965,

of Commerce of the United States
recognizes the vital importance of developing a definite public
opinion as to the best methods of conducting the transportation
service of the Nation, after the conclusion of the present government control

was pub-

The other
addresses were on "Terminals" by John JF". Wallace, chairof the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission: "Car
Supply" by Samuel O, Dunn, editor of the Railway Age,
and "Extensions" by Francis H, Sisson, vice-president of
the Guaranty Trust Company, New York, and formerly assistant to the chairman of the Railway Presidents' .\dvisory
Committee at Washington, D. C.

man

Railroad Conference

Cham-

ber of Commerce of the United
States took place in the Elizabethan rtxim of the Congress

the industries and

trade of the country.

The Chamber

therefore resolved by the
of Commerce of the

United States that the government, through the President and
the
Director-General of Rail-

The meeting of the trans-

is

H'lieri-as.

it

Chamber
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Francis H. Sisson's paper on Extensions

is

given below:

tivity to

Vol. 64, No. 16

meet

this

growth and the new conditions we face

will require a proportionate increase of ton mileage per capita

Laying the Rails for Future Business
Francis H. Sisson,
York.
Vice-President, Guaranty Trust Company of New
increasing intensity
an
with
years,
30
of
period
For a
the policy of constriction
of action, this country has pursued
towards its arteries of commerce, through

By

and starvation
Scleflow.
which the life blood of the body economic must
followed.
rosis and paralysis inevitably
while
The present government control of the railroads,
be considered as ofrepresenting a progressive step, cannot
and extreme measure,
fering a solution; it is a temporary
crisis for which there
forced by the exigencies of a great

had been no preparation.

m
.

every
The incalculable importance of the railroads
existence was dramatphase of our individual and national
tragically, demonstrated last winter
ically I might even say
want stalked
when 'the grim spectres of cold, hunger and
in the

wake

of transportation paralysis.

Never before

m

appreciated the imporour history have we so thoroughly
It is to be
factor.
tance of distribution as an economic
experience.
hoped that we shall never forget this costly
are,
The demands of war, sudden and colossal as they
state of affairs;
have not been responsible for this deplorable
reinevitable
the
accentuated
tliey merely accelerated and
sooner or later under existing
sult which would have come
We are simply reaping the harvest of a decade
conditions.

prejudice and political
of railroad baiting born of ignorance,
understand, and
expediency, which, as a people, we did not
anticipate.
the consequences of which we did not
Punishment visited on the many for the sins of the few,
rates, the multiplication of
the reduction and limitation of
increase of taxes and
regulations and regulating bodies, the
material, have for
impositions, the rising costs of labor and

to bind this modern
the last 10 years added new bonds
victim of those
Gulliver of ours, until he lay helpless, the
of the governhe should live to serve. The strong hand
over the railroad situation, has released

ment, in taking

direction and
of these shackles, and by co-ordinating
had been
operation is restoring that ability to serve which
denied the achievement of its purpose.
strugeconomic
unprecedented
But the foundations for the
present armed conflict
gle which inevitably will follow the
must be laid now. 'We were woefully unprepared for war;
we dare not be equally unready for peace. And one of the
unquestionably is
chief factors in preparing for the future

many

will play as imthat of railwav extension; for the carriers
prospective
portant a part 'in helping to win tlie battles of the
in
international combat in trade fields as they are today
freedom
of
battleline
speeding our military strength to the

will win.
for the victory which democracy must- and
Are these great weapons in our commercial warfare

to

Why have
be privately or publicly owned and operated?
they be
they not been equal to the occasion and how can
made so? Can preparations for the future be made in the
light of the past?
of trans"it is certain, if we are to have private ownership
portation, the cornerstone of the foundation of our future
The
credit.
facilities must be the restoration of railway
companies must be enabled to raise the means to develop
much needed facilities adequately. The folly of the

those

government's attitude toward the railroads in the past has
been strikingly exemplified in the policy of restricting the
earnings of the roads without any guarantee of return to
them. Naturally the result was to undermine railway credit
and to rob the companies of the only source at their disposal
for increasing their services to the public.
The increase in the population of the country in the ten

years from 1908 to 1916 was a little less than 20 per cent.
A commensurate increase in commercial and industrial ac-

which can only be made possible by an increase in railroad
Such extension can be made possible only with
private capital, which will not be attracted to the railroad
field until that field is put on a par with others.
The demands of war must be met at whatever price they
exact, and there is no doubt that the government will proIt is
reed as far and as rapidly as possible to meet them.
imperative to do so.
But one cannot help thinking of the
incalculable advantage which the government would have at
trackage.

present in speeding

up our martial

activities

if

the roads

had been allowed sufficient return on the capital invested
in them to have made the proper extensions and to have
Money, materials and
provided the necessary equipment.
men which now could be devoted to the production of munitions will have to be allocated to the improvement of our
transportation
every minute,

But

facilities.
is

And

every

productive

resource,

precious.

this unfortunate state of affairs should

have a bene-

ought to impress upon us the need for wiser
provisions, particularly with reference to intensive developin
order
to
cope with the problems which will be
ment
created as soon as peace is declared.
Unless the government's future policy toward the railroads is such as to insure fair regulations and just returns,
which will be absolutely essential if new capital in sufficient
quantity is to be attracted to the extension of our transportation facilities, the development of our great resources in
And
the West, Northwest and Southwest will be arrested.
the retarding of such development now, of all times, would
Ije a national economic disaster.
During the remainder of the war, the government and
industry will not be able to spare the productive energy to
make these extensions. At best there will be an increase
in the amount of equipment, and a co-ordination of railway
lines and of terminal facilities will undoubtedly increase the
ability of the railway system to carry a larger amount of
ficial effect.

It

traffic.

Under-maintenance of the existing roads is likely to be
the characteristic feature of the operation of the railroads
during the war, and it will mean that on the return of peace
.\merican railways will have to put a great deal of money
into improvements and betterments and into extensions of
the lines in order to catch up to the demands of the business
It is roughly estimated that for every dollar
of the country.
of increased gross return, $5 should be spent in extensions

and improvements.
Construction work of any character at the present time
would draw money, materials and labor from the more pressBut we can and should
ing and immediate needs of war.
plan for them at the earliest possible moment, and in the
meantime we should make adequate provision for the maintenance of the roads, for unless the roads are properly maintained, new extensions would be almost futile.
The government should definitely protect holders of American railway stock by providing that the money equivalent
of maintenance expenditures, plus a deferred maintenance
reserve (which ought to be established) for each year of
government operation, should bear a relationship to the
average monetary expenditures of the railways for maintenance for 1915, 1916 and 1917, as indicated by the increased
cost of maintenance materials in each year of government
operation, as compared with the average cost for those three
j^ears.

One vital fact is apparent today above all others; the
scepter in the railroad world has passed out of the hands
of the railroads' executives and the bankers who financed
them.
The American people control the situation through
their political representatives, and they will determine the
wliole course of the future.
The burden of right decision

AtJril
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private interest need

with them, and they will suffer, or prosper, in accordance with the wisdom shown.
No class of people will exercise so powerful an influence
in reaching this decision as the shippers; they must learn,
vital
if they have not learned already, that the thing of most
The
imiwrtance to them is getting their goods to market.
prices at which this service is rendered are incidental to havstruggle
The long
ing such service prompt and adequate.
of the shippers to hold down rates in defiance of the ecoand
the
obvious
necessities of the
the
times,
of
trend
nomic
railroad situation, lias worked the undoing of the shippers,
lies

as

well

as

of
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not be

situation

largel)- caused.

their

own ends

they

To

ser\'e

Railway

Problem
Mr.

Dunn

spoke on

of
tlie

in

must take a constructive
toward the transportaquestion, and lend a hand

the

successful

solution

of

the problem.
It is obvious that we should
adopt a definite, comprehensive and adequate policy for
developing our railroad e.xtensions,
a policy based upon
factors.
definite, determining
Our railroads must keep pace

with our industrial e.\pansion;
it is imperative that this relationship

be

tained.

Our

strictly

main-

transportation

must not be outstripped by the growth of our
facilities

population; they must, in fact,
respond fully to the increasing
In other
needs of our people.
words, if we would avoid a

economic
strain through which we have
just passed as a consequence
repietition

will

Do Their Share

in the future,

By William Sproule
President,

attitude
tion

Men

of

the

of the transportation situation,

our railway extension policy
must be directly predicated
upon the increases in our population and our business.
Various suggestions of a

Southern Pacific

The Third Liberty Loan is the third line of
reinforcements in money for the support of the
The rank and file of railroad
fighting fronts.
men know that it costs daily an immense sum
upkeep of a railway system, and a railway
system is not unlike an army system. A railway
system combines large organization and healthy
discipline with commercial flexibility; hence to
for the

the appeal is specially strong that
It is further enthe sinews of war.
forced by the constant lessons they receive and
practice in operating economies to avoid the
waste of money. It finds them ready to perceive

men

railroad

money

is

takes money to organize and maintain
As trained men in a system of highly developed organization intended for the pursuits of
peace they are quick to realize the importance of
adapting the organization now to pursuits of war
also, and they are quick to see that military organization for purposes of war is akin to railroad
but on a complex, vast and
organization,

that

it

armies.

strenuous scale.
natural process, therefore, the mind of the
man gives easy access to the idea that
underlies the Liberty Bond; namely, that we are

By

railroad

Car Supply as follows:
Business men naturally are
profoundly concerned at this
time regarding the question of
how nearly adequate to the
demands the supply of railroad transportation will be the
rest of this year, and, in fact,
during the rest of the war.
The subject assigned to me,
as it appears on the program,
is "Car Supply."
I assume it
was intended that I should

subject of

discuss

this

subject

in

its

broader rather than
narrower aspects.

in

its

During the
become

tion
sense.

seem to the uninitiated, you
might actually have an excessive supply of cars upon the
railways, and at the same time
have reports and complaints
of car "shortage" throughout

unloading,

quently
Somewhere
made.
along this line of thought lies

call in

regional

a rational solution.

It is ven.'

certain that the old

days of en-

in the

a way that shows they will do their share
Third Liberty Loan and will do it heartily.

forced competition, anti-trust
laws, anti-pooling laws, conflicting stale regulation,

waste-

competition, duplication of ser^•ice, would not be permitted by a public alive to its own interests.
ful

It seems equally certain that government ownership would
not be permitted if the public were equally alive to its real
interests.
The hour has arrived for the suggestion of some
plan which will be ready for adoption when the crisis of

war has passed, and the pressing needs of business demand
the return of normal business conditions, and the operation
Somewhere, within
of economic, rather than martial law.
the meaning of the words "co-operation"' and "partnership"

The

public interest in transportation is
paramount and must be protected, but public interest and

lies

the

answer.

we

supply in the broadest
Paradoxical as it may

the essence of love.
The men of the rail have volunteered for the
railway regiments and have met their country's

corporation,

in

years

plus" and "car shortage." The
transportation conditions denoted by these terms have not,
however, been solel)- conditions
of car supply.
They have
been conditions of transporta-

plans calling for profit sharing
with the government above a
fixed return have been fre-

federal

money

1 1

accustomed to
the use of the terms "car sur-

holding companies,
government guarantees and

central

takes

last

have

the country.

it

re-

Car Supply Serious

and industrial freedom
continuous flow to win
railroad
man travels freely by
The
the fight.
knows
the great extent
calling
and
of
his
virtue
and resources of this nation better than the average man, and he is a dullard who does not soon
acquire for his country that admiration which is

fighting for our personal

and that

intelligently

antee would seem to assure the necessary extension of railIn unity of interest and understanding
road facilities.
progress towards the desired goal should be possible.

themselves

they

have

if

Regional companies representing both private and public
under private operation with governmental participation in the management and earnings above a just guar-

and they are suffering under
the

conflict

capital

railroads,

the

in

garded.

You may

have

retically

theo-

sufficient

cars

for all transportation purposes,

and

yet

have so many accumu-

lated at seaboard ports or in

terminal yards, or in the hands
af

.-ihippcrs,

quisitions

for loading

that

the total

made by
number

will exceed the

and
re-

shipjjers

of cars

railways can furnish to
These conditions may
them.
be due to inadequate facilities
and unloading
for loading
cars, or to inadequate locomothe

Such
tive power; or to inadequate trackage or tcmiinals.
conditions actually have existed repeatedly.
supply.
In other words', car supply is not transportation
transportaIt is, however, an indication of the condition of
tion supplv, and. in fact, is the best indication of it that
we have. Now, it is hardly necessary to tell this body that,
as indicated by the freight car supply, there has been in this
coimtrv for tw'o years a serious deficiency of railroad faciliOn March'l, 1916, for the first time in 2J'2 years, the
ties.
American Railway Association reported a net shortage of
This was due mainly to weather conditions and to an
acute congestion at the eastern seaports. It soon disappeared
and did not return for five months. On September 1. 1916,

cars.
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however, a net shortage was reported again; and net shortages varying from 34,000 to 149,000 cars have been reported
This unbroken continuance of car
in every month since.
shortage for over 20 months is without precedent in the
histor}' of

American

railroads.

it become apparent when tlie records of
on the one side, and of development of
Never were there
facilities, on the other side, are compared.
known such augmentations in the volume of business offered
to the railways as have occurred since tlie fall of 1915. The
freight traffic actually moved in the calendar year 1916 exceeded that handled in 1915 by 25 per cent, and exceeded
that handled in the previous record year, 1913, by 20 per
Never before had there been an increase in one year
cent.
In 1917 there was a further inexceeding 16.5 per cent.
crease over 1916 of about 10 per cent. The increase of 1917
over 1915 was 40 per cent and over 1913, 23 per cent.
What changes were occurring, meantime, in the car supply? As you know, there was a heavy decline in railway
traffic and earnings in 1914, and a further decline in 1915.
Owing to the fact that this was accompanied by advances in
wages and other expenses, the net return earned by the companies on their cost of road and equipment was reduced in
1914 and 1915 to the lowest basis that had been reached
This reduction in net return caused the railsince 1899.
ways to buy such a small amount of equipment that in 1915

The

reasons for

increase in

traffic,

there were 7,343 less cars in service than in 1914, while in
1916 there were 22,292 less than in 1915. The average capacity per car advanced meantime, and in each year there

was an increase in the total tonnage capacity of all cars.
But the increase in the total tonnage capacity in 1916 over
1914 was less than 2 per cent, while the increase in 1916
over 1915 was less than 1 per cent. It was not a coincidence,
but a correlative development that in 1915 the number of
In 1916
locomotives in service was 815 less than in 1914.
There was a small
the number was 946 less than in 1915.
increase in the aggregate tractive power of locomotives.
Considering the tremendous increase in traffic in 1916,
and the actual two years' decrease in the number of cars and
locomotives in service, it was not surprising that there developed in 1916 an acute congestion of traffic and shortage
In the latter part of the year 1916 and the early
of cars.
part of 1917 there was considerable activity in the construction of equipment, and consequently the statistics show that
on the average the number of cars and locomotives in service in 1917 w'as greater than in 1916; but, compared with
the increases in volume of traffic, the increment in cars and
In 1917 there were only
locomotives was almost negligible.
3 per cent more freight cars and 1 per cent more locomotives
After this country entered the war,
in service than in 1916.
for reasons which all know, it became impossible for the
It is almost
railways to get many new cars and locomotives.
strictly accurate to say that the roads handled the enormous
traffic of 1917 without any more cars and locomotives than
Furthermore, many of the cars
the\- had three years before.
and locomotives used were such as under normal conditions
would have been sent to the scrap heap.
We come now to the conditions of 1918. At this point we
open a new- chapter in the history of American railways, for
here their operation was placed under government control.
There are not as yet available any statistics .showing the
amount of traffic which has been handled thus far this year.
W'e do know, however, that owing to weather and other conditions, the business handled in January was less than in
We also know that on March 1, the net
January, 1917.
This is one of
shortage reported was over 138,000 cars.
Furthermore, it exthe largest net shortages ever reported.
isted in spite of the fact that numerous embargoes are being enforced which cause shippers to refrain from ordering
In other w^ords,
cars which they otherwise would requisition.
if it were not that many shippers know that it would do

tlicm
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no good

to

of cars asked for

ask for cars, it is probable that the number
would be much larger than it is, and that
reported would be much greater.

tlierefore the net shortage

Are

w-e

going to get any

relief

from

this situation,

and

if

how and when?

Theoretically, relief might be obtained
by operating the present facilities more efficiently, or by providing additional facilities, or by both means.
It would seem that it ought to be possible under governso,

ment control and unified operation to utilize the existing
If more efficient utilization is
facilities more efficiently.
secured, it must and will be expressed in terms of more
You
traffic handled with each locomotive and each car.
may secure this greater service from each locomotive and car
either by moving traffic over routes which are shorter between
the points of origin and of destination than those heretofore
used, or by loading each car and each locomotive heavier
without reducing the average speed with which they are
moved, or by both means. Many people believe that a large
increase in efficiency will be secured by moving traffic over
the shortest practicable routes.
But in periods of heavy
traffic the shortest routes between important temiinals can
handle only a comparatively small part of the total business; and the bulk of the business must be allowed to overflow into longer and longer routes until all routes may be
filled up.
While a gain may be made by re-routing traffic
it would
be easy to exaggerate the increase in efficiency
which will or can be obtained by this means.
It probably is still true, as it has been in the past, that
the most sure and feasible means of increasing the efficiency
with which facilities are utilized is to load and unload cars
as promptly as practicable, and to load both cars and locomotives as nearly as practicable to their maximum capacity.
Doubtless more can be done along this line, but those who
have closely followed the tremendous efforts which have been

made

by year, and especially during the last two years,
amount of traffic handled with each car and
locomotive are likely to conclude that it is going to be a very
)'ear

to increase the

difficult

them

matter to so operate existing

facilities

as to cause

handle any considerable larger amount of traffic in
the near future.
The facts appear to be that, as a result of
developments during the last dozen years, and especially
within recent years, with which you are all familiar, the
growth of the country's transportation capacity has been
much less than the growth of its productive capacity, and
that there is no real remedy for the conditions resulting except an increase of transportation facilities.
What are the prospects of an early increase of facilities?
Let us survey especially the situation with respect to freight
cars.
Cars, like most other things, wear out, and the statistics bearing on this matter indicate that in order merely to
prevent an actual reduction in the number of really useful
cars in service it is necessary to build at least 125,000 cars
a year.
The number built in 1917 was 119,000. Consequently, there are just about as many cars in service now as
there were last year.
Under normal conditions our car
building plants could, perhaps, turn out upward of 250,000
to

cars in a year, but practically their capacity is limited at
present by their ability to get materials and labor, especially
materials.
As I have already remarked, we have a large car
shortage at present. The crucial period in every year's rail-

road operation comes in the fall and winter. Will there be
before that critical period comes this year any considerable
increase in the number of cars available?
Since January 1
only 5,000 cars have been ordered, and they have been
ordered to be built in the shops of one of the railways which
has not yet financed the undertaking.
The car builders
have been working thus far this year on orders, both foreign

and domestic, received

last year.
Practically all orders will
soon be filled.
The total cars built under them for domestic use this year may amount to 25,000.
The Railroad Administration, as you know, is preparing
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The material situation
onlcr for 100,000 cars.
if tills entire order were placed today it would
turn
be practically inipossilile for the builders to begin to
It would take them three
out the now cars before Au.uu>t 1.
months to procure their materials and get to work. They
to plaic ;in
is

such that

It has been
si.\ months of the year left.
by a very high authority that it is highly
improbable that all the car builders can build more than
It would ajipear then that if
8,000 or 10,000 cars a month.
tliev should be given the order for 100,000 cars now they
could hardh build more than 50,000 or 60,000 of them beThis would make the total year's output
fore January 1.

would then have
estimated to

me

of cars

for domestic use 75,-

000

85,000,

to

with the

1916, an actual reduction of
the number of cars in service.

Furthermore, not more than
30,000 to 40,000 of the new
cars the Railroad Administration is planning to order can
possibly be built in time to be
available for ser\'ice when the
transportation
the
crisis
in

and

comes

early

general

in the late fall

winter.

conditions

Similar
prevail

in

the locomotive field.

government
adopted it was

Ver}- soon after

control
forcibly

cars or liKonmlivo lu- is e.xpccted to build.
These things take time, and never did lliey take so much
Whether the Railroad Administration
time as at present.
will in the long run save any money to the public by taking
precious time to consider such questions as locomotive
standardization and the relintiuishment by manufacturers
and inventors of their patent and royalty rights, is extremely doubtful; but that by doing so it is going to cause a slowing down rather than a speeding u|i (jf the transportation
maciiine, when speeding up will be most necessary,
While I have dwelt chiefly on the car situation, because
that is the subject specifically assigned to me, the locomotive
situation

was
and repeatedly pointed

out by persons familiar with
conditions and with the nor-

mal course of events, in the
transportation and the railway
material fields, that it was extremely desirable for orders for
locomotives and cars to be
placed as early as practicable.
The reasons for this were
pointed out.
What actually
has been done? The Railroad

as

fully

is

serious.

large part of the delays and
congestions last winter was due
to shortage of serviceable loco.\

of 125,000

which it is necessary to build
merely to maintain the existIt
ing supply of equipment.
would appear, therefore, that
there is likely to be during this
,ear, as there was in 1915 and

situation

know how many

compared

as

minimum
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"Fight for Liberty
By
Vice

'

District

Western Regional

The Third Liberty Loan gives us another opportunity to show our President and our leaders
that the railroad
the

—are behind

men— officers
Government

and. employes alike
great "Fight

in this

for Liberty" to the limit of their resources

and

ability.

This Loan appeals to us even more than the
others, because now we have our brothers and
our friends at the front in engineer corps and
fighting lines alike because we cannot go ourselves, but must stay behind to keep the wheels
moving in our efforts to move the food and munitions they need and, because, being now ourselves cogs in the machinery of the United States,
we are helping to make our own Government

—

—

successful in

From

a

its

supreme

selfish

done, but which is not
done, to speed up the production of locomotives adapted
primarily to the conditions
under which they are to be
operated will tend to cause a
recurrence of the conditions
which existed on our railways

to be

President of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, and Member of Liberty Loan Committee
of

Everything that ought

motives.

A. M. Schoyer

effort.

standpoint, the Third Liberty

last winter.

We

the midst of a

are in

revolution

in

the

transporta-

Government
was adopted to save

tion

business.

control

from financial
and to speed up their
operation and development so

the

railways

disaster
that

should

they

handle

traffic

all

carr}-ing

be

able

to

essential

to

on the war and in ad-

dition as

much

practicable.

other traffic as

Perhaps

Loan offers us an opportunity for a solid investment with an adequate interest; and the Government's arrangements for subscription from rail-

fair to say so, but to

road employes are so liberal that having saved
money through our economies we can pay it
through the payrolls.
If we could make the railroad men's contribu-

being

the

tion to this
ber,

and could

families

100 per cent in point of numsee that every member of our

Loan

was represented

in the list of contribu-

we would be doing what must

help encourage the Government and forward the great end of

.\dministration

has prevented
individual railroads from or-

tors,

dering cars and locomotives,
and has spent several weeks
in considering the question of
standardization of equipment.

"Victory."

Having formulated its standard specifications, it is nowspending additional weeks in negotiating with the railway
equipment and supply manufacturers regarding the relinquishment of patents, the foregoing of royalties, and kindred
matters which it seems neither right nor necessary to raise
at this time.
The.se delays in ordering cars are going to have
a serious effect upon the number of cars built this year unless the orders for locomotives are placed soon.
A similar
tfect will be produced in the locomotive field.
If at the
i.irt
the Railroad .\dministration had authorized the individual railways to purchase their normal requirements of
locomotives and cars in the usual way, giving them the backing of the government's credit, the prospect of an increase
instead of a decline in the amount of available equipment
during the year would be much brighter.
The builder, before he can begin to build, must assemble his material and
get his labor, and before he can do these things he must

serv'ers

it

it is unsome ob-

appears that

tain high places

made

more

in cereffort is

to effect a drastic

and permanent change in the
organization and methods of
the railways than to so equip

and operate them as to make
them as rapidly as possible the
most efficient transportation instrumentality possible for helping win the war.

What

I

have

said

about

present and prospective conditions with respect to car supply is not adapted to cause
optinii^in regarding the transportation situation which is
going to exist the rest of this year and in the early part of
next year.
It has not been intended to inspire optimism,
The two outstanding points with
but to present the facts.
regard to the transportation situation seem to be that, first,
the available freight traffic of the country is vastly larger

than the railways can handle with present facilities and that,
second, we cannot reasonably hope tliat under present conditions and with present methods the facilities will be materially increased for months to come.
In these circumstances it is necessary to do two things,
first, for the railways and the shipping public to co-operate
as closely and vigorously as they can to secure the best pos-

and other faciliand second, for the Railroad Administration, by vigorother
methods,
give preference
and
to
embargoes
ous use of
to traffic essential to carrying on the war and to providing

sible utilization of existing locomotives, cars
ties,
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the public with commodities required for its subsistence and
This will involve continuance of the denial of
comfort.
transportation to a large part of the non-essential businesses.
The nation, by a narrow, unwise and unfair policy of railway regulation, prevented needed increases of railway facilities

when they could have been made.

It

refused to listen

and repeated warnings as to the inevitable consequences. It must now in tliis terrible crisis pay the penalty
for the injustices it has committed and the short-sightedness
with which it has acted.
Now that the nation is paying the price of the policy of
regulation it has followed, many persons who have a large
and grave responsibility for having influenced the public to
follow this policy are complaining that the railways have
"broken down," and are attempting to put the entire blame
for the alleged breakdown upon their owners and managers.
to loud

Some

of these architects of ruin are alleging that railway
are "lying down" to discredit government control,

officers

an allegation equivalent under present conditions to a charge
of treason, and advocating government ownership as the only
The old order which they
solution of our railroad problem.
established having proved a melancholy and disastrous
failure, they are becoming the prophets of a new, and as they
contend, a holier dispensation.
It is rather difficult to believe that the American people
So long as the development of
will follow them farther.
our railways under private ownership received encourage-

ment instead of discouragement the expansion of railway
facilities went on faster in this country than in any other in
In 191.3 the freight cars of our railways had
the world.
six times as much carrying capacity in proportion to our
population as those of the railways of Germany, and they
actually handled five times as much freight traffic in proporand the
tion to our population as did those of Germany
railways of Germany have relatively the greatest freight
carrying capacity of any government-owned railways in the
During the war we can do little to repair the harm
world.
our restrictive and repressive policy of regulation had done
before the war. We can, however, inform ourselves of and
disseminate the facts which demonstrate that private management is more conducive than government management to
efficient operation and adequate development of railway
facilities.
We can insist that government control shall be
used solely as a war measure, and not so as to make a return of the railways to private management almost impossible; we can apply ourselves to formulating a policy of
private ownership and public regulation which, if adopted
after the war, will cause the needed revival of the expansion
of railway facilities; and we can devote some of our time to
educating public opinion so that after the war tliere will be
a chance to get a sane and constructive policy adopted.
Surely our transportation experience in the year before
we entered the war, and in the year since we entered it, has
taught us a lesson which we shall not forget after the war.
This great body, representing all the large and important
business interests of America, is ideally situated and ideally
fitted to so educate and lead public opinion that the transportation conditions which now so greatly trouble us will be
remedied, and their recurrence will be forever prevented.

—

Wallace on Terminals
Because of the unavoidable absence from the meeting of
John F. Wallace, chairman of the Chicago Railway Terminal Commission, Edward L. Noonan, chief engineer of

Terminal Commission, read Mr. Wallace's paper on
Terminals.
An abstract of the address follows:
The terminal problem is really the big problem of our
railroad transportation system and its solution will automatically solve most of our transportation complexities.
While
the total mileage of terminal tracks may not be too much
and in certain localities may even be insufficient the remthe

—
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not entirely in additional tracks but in a co-relafacilities and the operation within the terminal zone along lines that will secure

edy

tion

lies

and readjustment of existing

maximum of efficiency.
Tlie investment in terminals more than equals the total
investment in all of the railroad property outside the terminals.
The investment in a recently constructed passenger
terminal represented an amount sufficient to build a double
the

—

—

track railroad
exclusive of secondary tenninals
of a
length equal to the length of all of the railroads entering
that terminal.
Viewed from the standpoint of delays, the railway terminal becomes even a larger factor in the transportation
problem. The average freight car travels about 25 miles a
day. The average speed of a freight train between terminals
is 10 or 15 miles an hour.
It is therefore evident that the
average freight car spends 12 hours in the terminal for every
hour it spends between terminals.
Heretofore discussions as to the solution of the terminal
problems of our country have been more or less academic.
.\11 of these discussions clearly pointed to the necessity of
co-operative operation of railroad terminals and, in fact,
of the railroad transportation system as a whole, but the
railroads were without the legal authority to inaugurate this
change.
With the taking over of the railroads by the
government it will now seem that if a proper treatment
of the railroad terminal problem were worked out now the
means were at hand to place this solution into practical
operation.
Important that the general public comprehend
the fundamentals of the present transportation situation and
the general nature of the changes in operation and control
necessary to' bring about a more efficiently operated transportation system.
These changes will necessarily be of two
kinds: First, physical changes in terminal facilities, and,
second, changes in metliod of operation.
Following a discussion of the passenger terminal problem,
Mr. Wallace took up the question of freight terminals.
In all modern city planning consideration has been given
to the proper treatment of railroad properties.
But more
attention has been paid to the passenger than to the freight
terminal.
This has been due to the fact that the passenger
station has always been more or less monumental and lends
itself readily to harmonious architectural treatment in connection with other civic and governmental structures, while
facilities have usually been accommodated in onesimple structures, intermixed with surface tracks.
Another reason has been if this phrase can be permitted
that the passenger station has been in the front yard and
the freight station in the back yard.
Yet, as a matter of
fact, in many localities existing superficial freight development has been the great barrier to the healthy and logical
growth of municipalities.
The freight traffic of a railroad terminal is divided into
c. 1. freight and 1. c. 1.
freight.
Carload freight is divided

freight

story,

—

—

into that which originates in or is destined to points in the
terminal zone and that which is transferred from one railroad to another for hauling to points more or less distant
from the terminal zone.
This interchange freight should receive first consideration.
It frequently happens that a car of commodities consigned from a point in the West to a point in the East is
handled successively by several railroads and at every place
where it passes from one railroad to another it goes through
a terminal, often passing through the hands of an intermediate company, occupying space in several yards, congesting interchange tracks and encountering days of delay.
The remedy for this condition is more direct routing and
a routing that will pass the car around rather than through
the larger railroad terminals.
Under present practice a car
may be handled miles out of its direct course to destination in
order to give a greater mileage to a preferential railroad. Frequently the shipper is equally guilty with the railroad for

—
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this conJition.

Tlie

intenst of economy

demands

Tlie railroads referred to occupy a restricted area and were
prevented from expanding this area. As a consequence, they
were compelled to resort to the utilization of more than one
level, tiiereby marking tiie first real advance in this country
in tiie metiiod of handling 1. c. 1. freight.
The conditions which brought aljout these changes exist

that the

car should pass in as direct a line as possible and with a
minimum of delay from the point of origin to destination,

over the most economic route.
The car originating in or destined to a point within the
terminal zone is another problem, the solution for which is
unified operation of railroad terminals.
At present each
railroad has

own system

its

the terminal zone

and seeks

of tracks

in other sections of this same city and in many of the larger
terminals of the country, and it is believed that the operation
of tliese freigiit facilities will Ije helpful in causing railroads
to adopt similar treatment in other localities.
liut this development in this particular territory^ would
not lie possible except through tiie co-operation of the railroads owning property in the district.
It happened that
tl)ese railroads did not serve competitive territory, so that
while construction was along co-operative lines there was no
necessity to take up the consideration of co-operative operation as applied to handling of freight to joint competitive

and terminals within

to operate traffic to

its

individual

advantage without regard to the ultimate economy of complete terminal operation.
To inaugurate unified operation it should be possible
even during the temporary period of government control
to provide that each railroad terminal zone should be operated as a unit by one local manager.
This local manager
should take over all of the railroad facilities witliin the
terminal zone and handle all the traffic therein.
Railroads entering the terminal zone should turn over
their

traffic

the local

to

manager

at
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territory.

These conditions

points designated by

will not exist in other localities so that

him, and he should proceed to
handle this traffic to its destination within the terminal
zone along the most direct and
economic routes and with a
minimum of switching and
Originating
traffic
delays.

ultimately the full principle of
co-operative
operation
will

have

Why

You Should Buy Liberty
Bonds
By Howard

should be handled in the same
Chairman
If such a plan were put in
operation^using only exist-

ing

facilities

—

beneficial

the

Pacific,

the

of

and

Executive

Member

of the

Elliott

Committee of the Northern
Liberty Loan Committee

for the Eastern Regional District

that

would promote and not hinder
this unified operation of terminals.

Competitive operation has
been the principal factor in
shaping the development of
the present system of handling
1. c.

the

L

freight.

Fundamentally,

application

of

operative principle
solution

of

the

is

the

co-

ployees
will

is

em-

hope and believe this
a prompt and generous re-

un-

satisfactory condition, yet the
application of tliis principle is most difficult because it involves a complete cliange in the present method of handling
this class of business and requires the construction of facili-

along radically different lines than now oljtaining.
In the handling of 1. c. 1. freight three interests are involved: the shipper, the railroad and the municipality.
The shipper is interested in expedition of shipments, convenience of trucking and cost of service; the railroad is interested in the investment required to furnish the necessary
facilities and economy of operation; the municipality is interested because facilities for handling 1. c. 1. freight are
usually located contiguous to congested business centers and
if not properl)- developed may restrict the logical growth of
the city and cause congestion of street traffic.
.\ny solution that is put forward for handling this class
of traffic must provide a well balanced scheme in which due
consideration has been given to all of these interests.
This solution will require such an arrangement of facilities as will permit of a free flow of street traffic, economical
railroad operation, expeditious handling of freight, and utilization of expensive real estate to the fullest possible degree.
With the possible exception of the freight facilities being
constructed in Chicago at the present time by groups of railroads entering the Union station, there has been no advance
in the past 40 years in the handling of the 1. c. 1. freight.
ties

much

not excelled by any class of people in
I

—

The

the only

present

is

town and in the interests of
economy and efficiency the
commodities
to
this
town
should be handled over the
most economic route.

the United States, and

lines

center

various railroads.
Only a few of us can go to the front and fight,
but nearly all of us can practice self-denial and
support those who do, and it is our duty to give
this support to the limit of our ability.

citizen should subscribe as

should

along

distributing

be reflected in
sponse to the requests for subscriptions to the
Third Liberty Loan now being made by the
Government through the managements of the

Every loyal

as he or she can to the Liberty Loan.
The loyalty and patriotism of railroad

be

main

reached by two railroads, each
of which reach the same distributing center, that one of
these roads is the more economic distance and grades
considered.
In other words,
it will cost more to transport
a car of commodities over one
of these railroads than over
the other to this particular

would be immediately
apparent and future investment in terminal improvements

results

to be put into effect be-

fore a complete solution of the
whole terminal problem can be
brought about.
It is a safe general deduction that where a town situated some distance from a

full

application

of

cannot be made
until there is unified operation of transportation systems, either through government
ownership, through the unified control of all of tiie railroad
properties under one operating management or in groups
serving natural traffic divisions, or until some form of
pooling of earnings and expenses is legalized.
As an example: Under average conditions about 40 cars
of 1. c. 1. freight are shipped each day from Chicago to Kansas City and tliese 40 cars are shipped over seven different
railroads.
.\11 of these seven railroads are not of the same
length between Kansas City and Chicago, nor have all of
them equally low grades, nor are they all on a parity in regard to the other facilities which may make for economy of
this principle

operation.

It is therefore evident that the cars between these
two towns tliat are not handled over the most economic route
are handled at a loss and that this loss must be absorljed by
all of the roads since, as a rule, advances in freight rates are
predicated on the showing of groups and not of individual
roads. This is but a single example. When it is remembered
that, on an average, over 2,000 cars are shipped from Chicago daily and of these over 1,200 are shipped to competitive
points, some appreciation can be had of the importance of
applying a roper .solution to this phase of the problem.

The average loading of 1. c. 1. cars is about seven tons,
while the capacity of the car is usually several times this
figure.
By combining shipments, as outlined above, a
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heavier loading can be secured, which would be reflected in
reduced operating expenses and relief in car shortage.
Thi.s heavier loading could be secured even under existing routing if, instead of loading cars to destination at the
main terminal, shipments were grouped with reference to
operating divisions of the railroad and handled in fully
loaded cars to one or more division points distant from the
main terminal and there sorted and reloaded in order of
destination in the next division.

In conclusion it may be safely stated that the solution of
railway terminal problems as well as the operation of
our transportation system as a whole must be predicated on
a clear conception of the principle that there can be no conflict between the interests representing the railroads and the
Each is dependent on the
interests representing the public.
An injury to one will be an injury to the other.
other.
Existing investments in railroad properties are entitled to
The railroads must be permitted to make such
protection.
a financial showing as will enable them to secure capital for
future improvements at reasonable rates.
On the other hand, the public has a right to demand such
reorganization of the transportation system as will permit
the maximum of economy and efficiency. This can only be accomplished through joint or co-operative operation and such
operation will eventually permit of a more scientific determination of freight rates and a readjustment of these rates
It is sincerely to be hoped that before the
along just lines.
present governmental control is surrendered, a full discussion will be entered into on all of these matters and a method
of treatment evolved that will be in harmony with these
all

fundamental principles.

Discussion
There was considerable discussion of Mr. Wallace's paper.
Emory R. Johnson, professor of transportation and commerce of the University of Pennsylvania, expressed the opinion that it was practicable to join roads in the large cities
by laying connecting tracks and to introduce joint operation
of terminals, but he believed that real unification in the
physical sense of the term was not possible until the termination of the war.
Mr. Noonan agreed with this view, but
was confident that appreciable economies were available to
if they would place one local manager in charge
of a terminal with authority to introduce unified practices
regardless of the separate interests of the roads involved.
Carload traffic destined to particular points could be concen-

the railways

and moved over a single line with
under conditions of individual operation.

delay than
Less than carload freight could be distributed among the various houses
to prevent congestion on any line or lines.
Certain stretches
of track might be laid to complete existing belt lines, thereby facilitating the routing of freight around, rather than
trated

less

through, a city.
A. E. Beck, of the Merchants' & Manufacturers' Association, Baltimore, and N. B. Kelly, of the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, told of the unified practices which
had been introduced in their cities. In both instances war
emergency committees composed of business men and railway operating executives were formed previous to introduction of government control and freight traffic, both c. 1. and
1. c. 1.,
was pooled to prevent congestion on one line while
another line was open.
The work of these committees has
since been taken over by sub-committees of railroad officers
reporting to the regional director of eastern railroads.
In
this connection, Mr. Kelly remarked that government control was, in effect, the legalization of pooling, and that pooling under private operation would have accomplished practically the same results that are now being achieved with
the concentration of authority in the director-general.
F. C. Batchelder, president of the Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal, stated that railway operation was now
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unified in the Chicago terminal district and that while no
one man was in charge, an equivalent result had been

achieved by placing control in the hands of a single commade up of men thoroughly familiar with conditions
and with power to inaugurate any and all changes
in practice that they deem advisable.
mittee,

in tlie city

Discussion of Alba B. Johnson's Paper
The address of Alba B. Johnson, published in the Railway Age of a week ago, was followed by informal remarks
which the speaker made in response to questions by his
Chairman Wheeler inquired whether the capacity
hearers.
of locomotive shops in this countn,' was adequate for the
On this point,
future needs of this country and her allies.
Mr. Johnson stated that the total capacity of locomotive
shops in the United States was roughly 7,000 locomotives

In the past the existing shops have rarely been
per year.
taxed beyond capacity, and most of the time have been
worked far below their capacity. The extraordinary expansion of the locomotive companies resulting from the increased
foreign demands since 1915 would, he believed, provide
capacity sufficient to take care of any probable demands by
this country and her allies either for the present or for many
These demands, however, will not be light.
years to come.
The wear and tear of the war has been particularly hard on
motive power. The English have bled their roads of locomotives to supply the needs of their front in France. It will
require the addition of 5,000 locomotives to put the French
railways in good working order at the conclusion of tlie war.
Disregarding a period of economic readjustment from war
to peace conditions the productive capacity of the country will be taxed to the utmost for the next decade.
Xothing, he said, is more vital in war than an efficient
transportation system, and good railroads are an impossibility without adequate motive power.
The downfall of the
Russian government was the direct result of its blindness
in failing to maintain its railroads.
While the needs of the
Russian lines, according to their own engineers, demanded
the construction of between 1,000 and 2,000 locomotives a
year in the decade previous to the war, only about one-tenth
of that number were actjaally built.
In reply to an inquiry as to the present output of the
Baldwin plant as compared with its average production before the war, Mr. Johnson stated that in 1914 the company
felt fortunate if it had orders for four or five locomotives
per week, while in December, 1917, production averaged
from 16 to 20 engines per day.

Water Transportation
conclusion of the Railroad Session Chairman
Wheeler entertained the introduction of a resolution asking
for more extended use of our waterway facilities, which was
later passed and is published with the other resolutions in
the forepart of this article.
In the discussion of this subject it was pointed out that additional means of transportation of any and every kind should be used to insure a vigorous and successful prosecution of the war. The Erie canal
and the Mississippi river between St. Louis and the Gulf of
Mexico constitute two important existing watenvays which,
if properly utilized, can add ,^,000,000,000 ton-miles to the
freight movement of the country within 1 2 months.
.\t

the

Wheeler Speaks Before Chamber
.'\t

a meeting of the

Chamber

of

as a

Commerce

Whole
of the United

.Auditorium theatre on .\pril 10,
of the Committee on Railroads,
discussed the transportation problem from the point of view
of the business man and the proper attitude to assume
toward the question at the present time. He stated that the
Chamber's advocacy of federal incorporation of carriers.
federal regulation of securities and further centralization of
rate regulation was for the time being unnecessary because
States as a

whole

in the

Harry A. Wheeler, chairman

April

of

19,
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present selieme of railrtxid control by the federal govW'liile the immediate prohlem confronting the

tin-

ernment.

countn was how

to win tlie war, it i> also imperative to look
needs of the peace to come and to prepare a sound
foundation upon which to build the scheme of transportaTwo groups of
tion which will follow government control.
public men, he said, have l)een particularly active since Secretarx McAdoo assumed the reins of railway management,
to the

one composed of these who insistently champion government
ownership and the otlier comprised of those who just as
The solution, he believes, must lie somestrongly oppose it.
where between government ownership and the old condition
of private ojieration.
It is too early to urge

any particular program and the
of Commerce of the United States, representing
American business men whose only interest is the most
efficient system of operation, has the very definite responsi-

Chamber

bility of studying the problem carefully
with the .sole purpose of chamas
course
pioning such a
seems to l)e to the best inter-

and assiduously

By

government ownership
Chamber should
have the courage to support it.
If a return to private ownerproper, the

or

ship,

organization

outspwken

equally

should
in

Preconceptions,

vor.

its

be
fa-

preju-

and serious
stud\- of the problem may be
undertaken and sound, prac-

may

Rhode

in

New York

the j)roblem of

arteries

be

who

& Texas

The

making the Third Liberty Loan a tremendous
popular success is to the railroad rank and file a

group

discussion of
transportation
was
followed by a session devoted
to
the subject of highway
railroad

ling,

F. A.
of

With good highways automobiles could, he
more than compete on even terms with the railroads
within a range of from 50 to 100 miles.
There are now
approximately 400,000 motor trucks in the country- and this
number will be increased ten times within a few years unless highway development is unreasonably retarded.

Chapin on Motor Truck Transportation
Roy D. Chapin, chairman

of the

Highway Transporta-

Committee of the Council of National Defense, delivered an extended address on what is being done in the
way of freight movement by motor truck at the present time
and what steps are being taken to make this instrument of
transportation a more important factor.
He pointed to the
experience of England which has found it necessarv- to contion

utmost every means of transportation.
In that
he said, all vehicles on the highways are registered

made

the trip

from

Detroit to Baltimore in 854
days.
This record was made
possible by the patriotism of
the

future.

countr)-,

of trucks

Seiber-

thought,

serve to the

February, when the countr>was in the grip of unprecedented winter weather, a train

call to

the

remarks Mr.
the

plying our highways
from points of manufacture to
seaboard.
In the middle of

special call to duty.

&
In his opening
Seiberling expressed the opinion that motor
truck service would dominate short haul transportation in

year Tire

The

cited the trains

ously

citizens to participate to the fullest extent in

GoodRubber Company, presided.

president

Mr. Chapin

of loaded trucks destined for
the front which are continu-

enjoy special opportunity for

service special contributions are due.

transportation.

extension.

mili-

Session on Highway
Transportation

all

are

cause they reach many farms
not on railroads or on interurban lines and permit the
farmers to stay on the farm
a ver}- important matter during a time of acute labor
shortage.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture now has
corps
a
of investigators studying this rural express scheme
and the pwssibilities of its

C. E. Schafr

through which supplies essential to
those

They

miles.

particularly advantageous be-

tary efficiency flow to the fighting front.

From

as 47

tant

Duty

We

earnest

conclusions
reached.

In

while serving at home posts devoting our time
and talents to the pursuits we have followed in
peace, enjoying the comfort, safety and opportunity of home surroundings, we daily render
vital service to the Nation in keeping open the

born of the war should be forgotten to tlie end that an open-

tical

Island, New Jersey and Philadelphia.
City particular attention has been directed to
moving freight from the freight platform to
the consignee and from the shipper to the platform.
The
store-door delivery plan, which will be introduced in that
city, will have the effect of clearing the freight platforms
every night and increasing the flow of business into and out
of New York by 50 per cent.
Motor trucks can be of great sen'ice in moving the food
supply from the country to the city.
An efficient system
of rural express lines is now in operation in Marjland.
These operate every day into

and also

lends them to the government adds steadily to
the Nation's power to prosecute the war.
The Liberty Loan appeal should therefore meet
with special response from the men who make
up the rank and file of the American railroad
army.
are specially favored in the fact that

dices, extraordinar)' conditions

minded,

come, and vice-versa.
This plan was introduced in Connecticut during the transportation crisis of the past winter

The citizen employed in an essential industry
who makes steady savings from his earnings and

some new scheme of operation
and control seems advisable,
the

to

Receiver of the Missouri, Kansas

of

introduction

the

tile

Special Call to

tion of
is

jiurpose of regulating and co-ordinating their activieliminate waste hauls.
It i> now alniost a misdemeanor to operate a motor truck empty. Bureaus have been
established which sec to it that trucks bringing loads to a
city are provided with loads to the points from which they
lor

ties

Washington, Baltimore and
other cities from points as dis-

A

If it
of the country.
should appear that the adop-

ests
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communities

route

who saw

along

to

it

their

that the

highways were cleared of snow.
A time is coming, Mr.
Chapin prophesied, when main highways will be cleared
365 days in the year. The Council of National Defense, he
said,

recently passed a resolution recognizing the value of

motor truck transportation and recommending that

all obway of properly utilizing it lie removed.
A. C. Bedford, chairman of the board of directors of the
Standard Oil Company of New Jersey and chairman of the
Petroleum War Serv'ice Committee of the Council of National
Defense, addressed the group on the importance of oil conservation during the war.
"Oil production," he said, "must

stacles in the

meet the demands of the United States and
will meet them."

M. H. G.

mission of
taken to determine the

ways of

its

allies

and

Shirley, chief engineer of the state roads comMarj'land. outlined the studies he had undertraffic

passing over the various high-

and the extent of the improvement demanded liy each to make for unimpeded and expeditious
vehicle movement.
Marjland, he said, was carrying rmt an
extensive highway program because it believed good roads
as important as good rail lines during the world conflict.
his state

Ho£

Island Shipbuilding Yards in Course of Construction

A

Big Transportation Problem at
Rapid Construction

of

Hog

Island

World's Greatest Ship Yard Dependent on
Men and Materials

Ability to Deliver

ON

M.-utCH 20 the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company
executed a contract with the Emergency Fleet Corporation for the construction of an extension from Eastwick Avenue to the Hog Island shipyard on the extension of
Island Avenue, to be constructed by the City of Philadelphia,
and has undertaken that it shall be in operation by July 1,
1918.
The contract provides for the operation of one hundred new cars between Hog Island and the subway and elevated terminals of the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company.
The Fleet Corporation will advance funds to the transit com-

pany

to the

MDount

of the cost of the

new

construction and

equipment, and at the close of the war this property will be
taken over by the Philadelphia Rapid Transit Company at
the appraised value for operation.
The fares to be charged
will be settled by the Public Service Commission.
On !March 28 the Philadelphia Railways Company agreed
to rehabilitate its line from Third Street over the Penrose
Ferry Bridge and put down double tracks from there to Hog
Island; the new lines are expected to be in operation in sixty
days.
The Street Corporation is advancing the money for
the

new

work of the Railways Company, which
new tracks, new power station and 25 addiThe cars will not be as heavy as those used on

construction

will consist of
tional cars.

the Philadelphia streets for the reason that the Penrose Ferry

Bridge cannot stand the weight; but the new cars will be
now in use. The Railways Company also
agrees to take over all the property at the end of the war at
its appraised value.
Both of the above agreements were executed by RearAdmiral F. T. Bowles, assistant general manager of the

A

Remarkable Feat

is

In ordinary times the installation, within a few months and
under extremely unfavorable circumstances, of a transportation scheme involving the building of between 70 and 80 miles
of track, the furnishing of a complete railway equipment and
the development of an organization to operate it would be a
noteworthy task. When, in addition to this, it was necessary
to secure co-operation from street railways, steam roads and
steamers to carry back and forth each day, through congested freight districts and with inadequate facilities and
equipment, from iifteen to twenty thousand men and to insure the delivery and handling of from 200 to 300, or even
more, carloads of freight each day, the task would seem to
be almost superhuman.
Such was the situation which confronted the American International Shipbuilding Corporation
in

the construction

l)uil(ling plant,

and operation of the Hog Island ship

located on the banks of the Delaware river

about six miles south of the center of Philadelphia.
.\lmost immediately after the entrance of the United States
into the war, it was realized that the issue depended on the
construction of ships on a scale hitherto unthought of.
It
was realized that ordinary methods would not meet the

larger than those

Emergency Fleet Corporation, who

very 'heart of the East, should have been almost overlooked,
not alone by the public but by the railway world as well.

located in Philadelphia.

of Transportation

Possibly it is not strange that in these days of great accomplishments, a remarkable feat of transportation, in the

emergency, and Americans naturally turned their thoughts
towards quantity production of units of a single type.
It
was therefore necessary to break away from ordinary shipl)uilding methods, and develop an organization, which, would
combine not only shipbuilding skill, but knowledge of the
manufacturing resources of the country and ability to lay out

tremendous scale.
through its Emergency Fleet
contract with the American International
Corporation to build a yard, with 50 ways, so that SO ships
could be under construction at the same time. The original
plan contemplated also the construction of 200 ships of a

a construction

program on a

The government,
Corporation, made a
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similar type to have a capacity of 7,500 tons dead weight.

The

ships were to be of steel of standard construction, so
that the parts would be absolutely interchangeable.
In this
wa\- the thousands of different parts could be fabricated al

manufacturing plants throughout the country and be rapidly
assembled at a central plant. A great amount of time could
thus be saved compared with the general method of building
ships in which the different parts are fabricated at the shipyard and carefully and laboriously fitted into place.
By
concentrating on the building of a standard design in a shipyard especially constructed for this particular design, the
problem would be largely to arrange for the steady supply
and distribution of material, to provide special facilities for
handling the work e.\peditiou.sly and to supply an adequate
numijer of properly trained workmen to assemble the parts.
The parts being fabricated elsewhere would make it possible
to .secure a maximum output from a given size plant wMth a
minimum amount of labor; or, in other words, an erecting
plant could be designed which would, with a limited number
of men. say, .-iO.OOO or 40.000. utibze the work of several
hundred thousand workers scattered in small groups throughout the country
a total force so large that it would be impossible to house and take care of it at a central point in the
short time available for preparation.

^tance,

75,000,000

ft.

of lumlier will

The

contract between the Emergency Fleet Corporation and
American International Corporation was signed on September 1,5, 1917, and called for the construction of the yard
and fifty 11 J/J knot, 7,500 ton cargo vessels, each 400 feet
long.
A little over a month later on October 23. it was decided to build also seventy 15 knot 8,000 ton combined transport and freight vessels, each 450 feet long.
This second t)-pe required some modifications of the plans

Difficulties

the

of the yard, as will be noted hereafter, but did not greatly, if
at all, delay the work, though it did materially increase the
cost of the yard.

To build these ships will require a steady force of about
jO.OOn men; 25 acres of covered buildings; 50 shipways,
each 500 ft. long; and 7 outfitting piers, each 1,000 ft. long.
Each outfitting pier or wet basin will accommodate 4 ships
In the neighso that 28 ships may be fitted out at one time.
borhood of 1,000 shops throughout the country, employing
over 300,000 people, will build the various parts.
For in-

570

be required, 400,000

and over half a
million horse power of turbines.
Hog Island at the time of the awarding of the contract
was a rough desert, tliickly overgrown with underbrush. The
island is two miles long, a mile wide and contains 900 acres.
There were no freight or passenger lines reaching it, and the
nearest approach by trolley w^as a mile and a half distant
Tlic only way in which one could travel about the island was
on horseljack and there was no water supply and no source of
power.
The problem which confronted the shipbuilding
company was to build and get into operation in a few months
a shipyard which would have to build ships on a larger
scale and at a greater speed than ever before attempted. Remember too, that this was at a lime when the freight congestion was acute, construction materials were scarce, and skilled
The contract
or unskilled labor almost impossible to get.
was let late in the fall and it was necessary to carry it on at
most
severe
winter
high speed throughout the coldest and
When the contract was
that has been experienced for years.
signed, no surveys had been made nor were any but general
sketch plans of the layout available. Plans were developed,
and surveys and office work pushed to such an extent that
construction was under way by tlie middle of October.
tons of steel, 40,000,000 rivets,

The

difficulties

boilers,

Encountered

under which

it

was

necessan.' to build

up

the transportation system may be realized to some extent when
it is known that in some cases angle bolts for the track were
put on by using ordinan,' monkey wrenches with the nuts 8

or 10 inches below the water.

Under normal

conditions, a

contractor would not attempt for a moment to put through a
big project such as the Hog Island shipbuilding yard in cold
or unfavorable weather and yet it was necessar>- to do so in
this case in spite of the fact that the ground during midwinter was frozen several feet deep and had to be d>-namited
in order to lay the water pipes and wire conduits; it had to
About
be steamed out before the piles could be driven.
for the completed plant most
1 20.000 piles will be required
driven.
already
being
of these
When the work was first started, it was necessary to build
a road I'j miles long to the nearest avenue and to bring

1021
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materials and men by auto truck
from the city. As the work
developed, a study was made of the
location of the homes of
he class of men who would be
employed and of means to
transport them to and from the
worL The Philadefph a
'^'^'"'^ ^'^^^^d- ''^' the °"ly line
fh.Tcouir^^?' "f'""
island.

rh.s Ime however, was entirely
inadequate be'^^Ph>^'.^^V°"^'''°"• ^^^* °^ equipmen' and the
fact^'th
fac
thatt only a smgle track could
be operated over one of
It. bridges.
By the end of September, 2^00 men
were em.it
proved necessary to call on the
fte?^ roads
r^H for
f 'ff.^""^
steam
help in spite of the fact that
it

would neces-

" ''''^^

t'rminaTr'""'
The railroads

*'°"-"'^ ^""^^^ '^^'^g^^ted

freight

finally consented to operate
one train out of
the Pennsylvania station at
Broad and Washington Streets

Street"rniT-''H''i^''^''^P'^^^'
Street
and Girard Avenue.

'"

&

'^^d^^Phia

^^^^^'^g station at 31

These ran over the Chester
Reading to North Essington

andTtv
,f Pennsylvania to a point
and
back over the
near Hog Island
The Pennsylvania track was part of a
branch being built by
.\^^^- '° "°S Island and connecting with the main

line

Eddystone.

at

The trains were operated with ™rea"
"^ the crowded condition of the Baltimore

OhioiS:"''
tracks over which
& Ohio

it was necessary
to run for a short
distance because the Chester
branch was single track and because of the Pennsylvania branch
to Hog Island being only
'^^' arrangement's for
handling
trains at ^"""tl"^-North Essmgton were also poor
and the workmen
were^greatly discouraged by the
loss of time and the

S

Zlfl.

pS

this critical situation, the

American International
ShS""!!?^
S^iipbu.lding
Corporation built a track
\^ mi lon<. from
Hog Island to the Chester branch at
94th Street over^hTch
the trains from the city
could be operated and run
to he
center ot the plant and over
which shuttle trains were nan
to carry the passengers
which came to 94th St. on the
street
'

Trov.

,SS°*&"'

The

"- '" "-

transportation facilities

•"'

—

.o

S

being inadequate water
^"'
were' made with
the Wilson Line to operate
one of its steamers from the
Chestnut street ^vharf-a run of
about 40 min. Soon
sec!

he'wiC ZTr''"

still

---«ts

T

'"'' "''''^Three boarbeing a ]
the
he Vvlfson
Wilson r-'
Line''"1J^°''
could spare, additional boats
were leased a
a high cost.
Boats were also chartered for
ferry service to
Billingsport on the Jersey side
of the river
Additional trains were steadily
added to the steam lines
until five trains are now
run out of the Broad and wTshinl
ton street station three from
Girard avenue and two from
49th street on the Philadelphia
& Reading. The ext em"
weather this winter interfered
to a greater or less extent
whh
the schedules on the steam
and electric roads, and for the
first
time
37 years it was impossible for
ste;mers to lerate
the Delaware river,
operation being discontinued
for a
period of about ten days.
Operation on^he P. & R has
been
''';'' '""'^''^ ^''''^"^ ^' that line and
P B
w'Zs'
^^^s under construction
a line from Ho-

m

m

r

V

Island

;
t^"Ar.;.r
to 60th street

which will add greatlv to the
present ^acliSes
«t Hog Island ^vhich wiU
house
6 00'™en' I^ •^f,^""-^^^^
'^''' *" "^' "^ Philadelphia is
work^nT on
provide for several thousand
''""
^
workman «ithin
workmen
"thin
f'^l

.V

V°

a couple of miles north
of Ho? Island The
facilities, however, will
be crowded to the limt when
The
plant IS completed and
a full force is at work
buildinrshins
more than 30.000 men will
"
^
then be required
'

°^"
^^ ^- ^ ^- b^^nch which
connects
connects"with
u ith tt""''''
the main ''r
line at t'.
Eddystone. Great difficulties
were experienced in the
earlier stages of the work
but the

kf

TT

ru
trucks,
ha solved
has

^"PPl^T"^^^ ^y

most of the

'^^tter

difficulties.
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Intra-Plant Transportation
1

ho IVnnsylvania Railroad

(

I'liiladcliiliia,

liallimore

&

Washington) runs along the noriht-rn side ot the island.*
The pasM-ngt-r trains coming irom the north over the A. I.
S. C. shuttle line unloail at a station

near the center of the

At the west end of the yard are inbound and outbound interchange yards. Alongside of llie inbound yard is
The inbound intercliange yard has a
a classification yard.
capacity for 2S2 cars; the outbound a capacity for 252; and
the classification yard a capacity for .i4o cars.
Two material storage yards have been provided; one for
the 7,500-ton vessels, and the other for the 8,000-ton vessels.
These are arranged in such a way tliat definite locations are
specified for each piece of material. There are at least 20,000
important parts required on each ship so that the planning
The
of the storage yard and facilities was no small task.
material yards have a capacity for a two-weeks' supply of
parts.
The material storage spaces are separated by groups
plant.

of three tracks with single tracks alternating.
The single
track is used by S5-ton Brownhoist cranes, with sufficient

reach (50 ft.) to unload the cars on the opposite sides of the
material spaces.
The loaded cars are placed on the two
outside tracks in each set of three tracks; the middle track,
with its cross-overs being used to pull out cars which have

been unlo;xded, or which it is necessary to place elsewhere.
Some 30.000 tons of material will have to be handled
weekly at the time of ma.ximum production five ships per
week besides the coal, lumber, commissary supplies, etc.,

—

—

for the opieration of the yard.

This material comes from a thousand different sources, and
while some of the manufacturers can deliver parts for 5 or
10 ships at a time, some can only arrange to make and
deliver not less than the whole quota of 50 or 100 parts. The
material storage yards, therefore, act as storage reservoirs to
hold the material as it is received, and facilitate its distriiiution to the ships.

At the eastern end of the yard is what is known as a holding yard.
Every day such material as may be reqoired for
use at the shipways on the following day is loaded on flat
cars in the material storage yards and placed in the holding
yard until it is needed.
From the holding yard it can
easily he switched to any one of the shipways.
South of one
of the material storage yards near the center of the plant
are a number of warehouses in which material is stored
which cannot safely be left in the open. A track extends to
each one of these warehouses so that at the proper time the
material may be loaded and sent either to the holding yard

The small shops directly back of the
shipways and between this material storage yard and the
holding yard are not provided for the fabrication of material
but more or less as an emergency measure to take care of
any work that may have to be done in the way of modificaor to the shipways.

In other words, they are largely an
insurance against delay. A small holding yard is also provided for at the western end of the plant for cars containing
material that is to be stored in the warehouses back of the
wet basins or which is to be delivered direct to the piers
alongside of the wet basins.
.At the west end of the yard are the receiving and despatching yards for inbound and outbound cars from, and to, the
Pennsylvania Railroad.
From the inbound yard, the cars
are classified and then distributed to the material yards and
warehouses, where they are unloaded and returned to the outbound yard. The distribution from the material yards and
warehouses through the holding yard to the ships, is done
with the yard equipment.
It is expected therefore that the
railroad cars will be held for the minimum possible length
of time.
An interesting feature of the yard layout is the provision

thoroughfare tracks, throughout the yard,
two tracks in each direction.
Ample provision for Ixilh
storage and against delay in moving from one part of the
yard to the other, is absolutely necessary in order to secure
the necessary continuity of operation.
Ihe schedule of construction is so laid out that any break in the supply of materials will tend to more or less serious disorganization, so that

map which accom-

.^et

oi

ample provision to guard against this is an absolute necessity and has very largely controlled the design of the yard.
It was thought at first that some of the trackage provided
might not be absolutely necessary, but in view of the seriousness of delay, either in case of an insufficient stock of parts
on hand or in distributing them to the ships, much more
ample facilities will be required than would be necessary under ordinary conditions.

There are 50 shipways arranged in 5 groups of 10 each
and extending one mile along the water front. The first keel
was laid about the middle of February and it is estimated
that 25 of the ships will be ready for delivery about the first
of November of this year.
One ship will be delivered for
every two days during the 8J^2 months following the deliver)'
of the first ships; at the time of maximum prixluction it is
expected that 5 ships will be launched each week.

During the construction period it was necessary to have 22
locomotives in service; several of these being leased.
The
final equipment will include 14 locomotives, of which three
are heavy six-wheel switching locomotives for use in the
classification yard.
These are being built by the Lima Locomotive Works. They weigh 170,000 lb., have 57 in. drivers,
carry ISO lb. of steam and have 21 x 28 in. cylinders.
The
permanent equipment will also include four eight-wheel
passenger locomotives, three saddle tank locomotives and four
six-wheel switchers.
.•Automatic signals are provided and an interlocking plant
has been placed at the intersection with the Pennsylvania
Railroad. The rolling stock equipment consists of 20 passenger coaches, which were purchased from the Central Railroad of New Jersey, 300 30-ton, fiat cars, 100 new SO-ton
flat cars and 50
40-ton box cars. The passenger coaches
are used for shuttle service.
At present these shuttle trains
are making the round trip in 25 minutes but another train is
about to be added and the trains will be operated under a 5
min. headway. The passenger yard at West 4th street has a
capacity for 125 to 130 coaches with facilities for cleaning
and maintaining them. The engine house to the west of this
yard has a capacity for twelve engines at one time and is
equipped with small tools for making running repairs.

—

—

The

following table shows the extent of the track

facilities.

Freiciit Lines

Miles of

Turn

track

IntcrchanBc y.ird';
Interchange yards

— inbound
— outbound

Hauling yard
Shipwavs warehouse tracks
Shipways trackf
V\*et bn^in warehouse tracks

Wet
Wet

basin pier tracks
basin scn'rv tracks
Machine shop tracks

Engine vard
Co.ich
Tot:»1
T.>tnl

15

<8

W
12

59

0.82
11.24
2.65

6
81

1.28
2.24

6
20
9

2.11

v.nrd

shipyard

School

milMge of
nnmher of

P.V.SSKXCE11

3

0.41
77.4

freight line tracks
freight line turn^)ut»

outs

18

3.86
3.35
6.68
3.05
1.88
13.87

M.iin classification y.nrds

tions to parts or repairs.

•It is regretted that the censor asked that the detail
panied this article be left out.
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of a double

488

I.IXES

Miles of
track
Shuttle
.\11

line.

So.

of

P.

R.

throughout
track is of standard gage 85

R.,

double

Turn outs

track

«08
lb.

A. S. C. E.

rail; balLisI

22

6

io.

below

While the road is not a very large one. it will operate under intense conditions and will probably have to live up to
In other
the size of its name: U. S.-E. F. C.-A. I. S. C.
words, the equipment is in the service of the U. S. GovernFleet
Corporation
and the
Emergency
the
through
ment
.\merican International Shipbuilding Corporation.
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"They Shall Not Pass"
By
President.

Union Switch & Signal Company;

.

Employers" Asso

These are days that try men's souls and afford a
supreme test of the Nation's resourcefulness, loyalty
and patriotism. At this writing the enemy's guns

hammering at the very gate-ways of Calais.
Haig's valiant army is fighting with its back to the
The Hun hordes, drunken with lust and
wall.
power, and with reckless disregard of human sacrifices, are pushing back the forces of civilization at
practically every point on the Western Front. It is

are

indeed a solemn hour for the friends of Liberty.

Optimism

is

a

characteristic

of

the

American

people and is a quality of mind that has grown on
us with the expansion of our population and with
the increase in our industrial and material resources.
It has as its basis also our fancied security from
foreign aggression, and the historical fact that our
flag has never gone down to defeat. Just the same,
it behooves us to recognize that we are threatened
by the most formidable foe of all times, one that in
all history has not been surpassed in diabolical ingenuity and cunning and who is ready and willing
to stake his all on the triumph of autocracy over
democracy, of force over decency and justice. I do
not want to be considered an alarmist or pessimist,
but, at the same time, we might as well look the
facts squarely in the face, and if my note of warning
does nothing else than bring home to a single
lethargic person the serious situation that would
confront the Allies in case the battles of Picardy
and Flanders went against them, I shall consider
these words as not having been written in vain.

Those

of

us

who

States and comprise

live

in security in the

United

what may be termed the "third

have to adopt the slogan of the
shall not pass," and do
all we possibly can, in our limited way, to back the
boys in the front line, morally and financially. At
the moment there is no better way to do this than
Don't let us buy them perto buy Liberty Bonds.
functorily, but in a "win the war spirit," which calls
for actual sacrifice and hardship.
In this era of rapid transit we have learned to look
upon the steam railroads of the world as a potent
factor in the conduct of the war, and it is hardly
necessary for me to dwell upon the splendid, the
magnificent support given the Federal Administration by the American railroads, from the highest official down to the laborer on the track.
Unselfish
devotion to duty is the order of the day, and if their
purchases of Liberty Bonds of the preceding series
can be taken as a criterion, they will surely "go over
the top" in the present campaign with flying colors.
Closely identified with and vital to the railroads of
the country, the railway supply manufacturers are
giving and will continue to give the best that is in
them towards a successful prosecution of the war.
Seriously crippled in man power, thousands of their
employees having joined the military forces of the
United States and of our Allies, the manufacturers
may not be able always to render the high grade
line of defense" will

gallant

Frenchmen: "They

Humphrey

A. L.

Vice-President

:

General

:iation

of

Manager, Westinghouse

Aii

rake

Company;

Pr

Pittsburgh.

service heretofore the rule.

They

ask the railroads

mind the difficulites the railway supply
manufacturers, in common with all other interests,
are laboring under and that we are doing our utmost
to keep the wheels going around and backing up
those who are fighting our battles at the Front.
to bear in

Speaking especially of conditions

in large

facturing plants of Greater Pittsburgh,

I

manu-

know from

personal experience that in connection with the
Third Liberty Loan campaign it is not a question
of whether the quota is going to be subscribed, but
rather, whether it is going to be doubled or trebled.
The apathy in certain quarters which characterized
the first campaign has given way to unbounded enthusiasm, and if shipments get somewhat behind in
the next few weeks, it will be because every workman has temporarily left his workbench and constituted himself a committee of one to make the Third

Loan a huge success.
Apropos of the resolution passed

at the last annual meeting of the Railway Business Association to
ask the Director General of Railways to designate
April 20th as "Railway and Railway Materials Manufacturers' Liberty Loan Day," permit me to call

the attention of those concerned to the patriotic and

wonderfully effective work done by the so-called
Liberty Loan Loyal Legion, which has for its purpose the promotion of loyalty among the subscribers to Liberty Bonds, teaching the value of the
bonds as an investment and obtaining pledges from
the purchasers that they will not offer government
securities for sale at less than par and interest, until
three months after peace has been declared. The
pledge exacted from members is as follows:
"I, the undersigned, as Subscriber to the
Liberty Loan, hereby solemnly pledge my
word and honor not to offer for sale any
bonds or other evidences of indebtedness of
the United States owned by me, at less than
par and interest, except in case of extreme
necessity, until three months after peace has

been declared."
February 7, 1918, Liberty Loan Loyal Legion
No. 1 was formed in one of the large railway supply
plants of the Pittsburgh district and four-minute
men were recruited from the shop to give impetus
to the movement. Today Legion No. 1 boasts practically 100 per cent membership and has become the
nucleus of dozens of similar organizations throughout the Greater Pittsburgh district. May I not then,
by way of a message to fellow members of the supply fraternity, urge the formation among their employees of Liberty Loan Loyal Legions throughout
the length and breadth of this land? Once duly organized and in working condition, the Legions are
certain to give a splendid account of themselves and
will work wonders not only in the encouragement of
thrift and Liberty Bond purchases, but also in the
promotion of loyalty and the "will to win the war."
Kultur Bar its progress with Liberty Bonds.

On

—

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Coastwise Steamships Taken; Comprehensive Statistical Studies
tu

Be Made; Police Meet

Government Takes Over Coastwise Steamship Lines

PkKsiuiN

I

w iLsoN

issued a proclamation
government the property of the

April

oil

taking over for the

over all coastwise lines under control of the United Status
kailroad Administration.

1 1

Steamship t'ompany, the Mallory Steamship
("ompan\', the Merchants' & Miners' Transportation Cornpany, and the Southern Steamship Conijiany, which operate
The steamship lines owned
()•>
vessels in coastwise service.
liv railroad companies had already been taken over under
the proclamation by which the
government assumed control of

Wage-Adjustment Board

tlvde

the railroads.
in

The

rects that the control

and

util-

ization of the steamship lines

shall

exercised

l)e

of directors, officers and employees of the companies. The
l)roclamation is similar to that
under which the railroads

were taken over and provides
that the director general shall

upon negotiations with

to
looking
companies
agreements for compensation

the

for the use of the properties.

The

government's operation
effective on April 13.
In General Order No. 19
the director general announces
that pursuant to the proclamation of the President he lias
taken possession and assumed
control of the steamship companies named, and until fu.-

became

ther order

it

is

directed that

agents and
employees shall continue in
the performance of their pres-

all of their officers,

ent

regular

duties,

brotherhoods,

By

reporting

t

chairman,

Chairman

Loan Committee,

is

seems redundant to send to anyone
The billexhortations to buy Liberty Bonds.
boards, the daily papers, the moving pictures,
and every other means of reaching the public, are

—

now ready

for the transac-

may

general directs that
every case submitted, except
the unfinished business of the
Commission of Eight, which
is transferred
to this board,
should be accompanied by evi-

dence that its submission is
approved liy the chief operating officer of the railroad

which

upon

controversy
has
arisen, and by the chief executive officer of the labor orWhere
ganization concerned.
two or more organizations are
jointly concerned, the submission should be joint, if prac-

—

the

ticable.

Article

expressly

1 1

pre-

cludes a consideration by this
Board of any matter unless
officially refererd to it in the

manner prescriijcd in the memorandum of understanding.
Article 14 requires that in
each case an effort should be
made to present a joint concrete statement of facts as to
Statements
any controversy.

feeling of satisfaction
is

the

director

charged with exhortations to that end. All of the
invitations are good.
Some of them should be
preserved. This morning I noticed two in particular: "Come across, or the Kaiser will" and
"If you can't shoot, buy Liberty Bonds."
It devolves on the railway fraternity to back up
their fellows in France.
The railway and engineering professions are almost in a class by themselves, in that they have recruited battalions. We
owe it to our fellows abroad and I am sure we
will pay the debt, and without this reminder
to
see that so far as money will buy the things they
need, and crave beyond their needs, they are
furnished them in abundance.
The rank and file of railroad men are free
spenders, generous to a fault. Let us all further
indulge our propensities in this direction, and
for once feel proud of it.
Let us all "go broke"
for the time being in buying Liberty Bonds.
from
Aside
doing our brothers good, we are do-

The

of

The board

come before it, as provided in
General Order No. 13.
Circular No. 22 issued by the

of the Liberty

from making a good sound investment
worth getting.

vice-president

as

Shep-

E.

tion of such business as

it

ing ourselves good.

railroads,

L.

as vice-chairman.

Regional District

East<

and

Order of Railway Conductors,

Underwood

Frederick D.

of the Erie Railroad.

To me

organiz(
zed

the southeastern

pard,

through

general of railroads, who may
perform the duties, so long
and to such extent as he shall
determine, through the boards

has

by electing
Charles P. Neill, manager of the Bureau of Information of
trainmen's

Let Us All "Go Broke" Buying
Liberty Bonds

William G. McAdoo, director

enter

'

the

President,

proclamation, also di-

his

Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, which is to adjust
controversies between railroad companies aind members of

a thrill

same officers as heretofore, and on the same terms of
emplo>Tnent
and that any
officer, agent or employee desiring to retire from his employment shall give the usual
and seasonable notice to the proper officer, to the end that
there may be neither any interruption nor impairment of

should l)e suft'icicntly
arate,
comprehensive to give an understanding of the controversy
Where briefs, or
that the board is called upon to decide.
additional evidence, are to follow, notice thereof should ac-

the ser\"ice.

company

to the

of fact, whether joint or sep-

:

For the administration of the coastwise steamship lines
the Coastwise Steamship Advisory Committee has been
created, as announced in Circular Xo. 23, with office at 165
L. J. Spence, director of
Broadway, New York City.
traffic of the Southern Pacific, is appointed chairman witli
authority to fomi the committee from the officers of the following

steamship

Miners', Ocean,

lines:

Clyde,

Mallory,

Old Dominion, Southern

Merchants' &
and South-

Pacific,

ern.

of the Coastwise Steamship Advisory Commanager of the Marine Section of
the Division of Transportation and will exercise supervision

The chairman

mittee will report to the

the submission.

Where

additional matter

is

to fol-

low the submission, the ca.<e will not be transmitted to the
Board of Adjustment by the Division of Labor until the
additional data shall have been received.

Monthly

Statistics Called

For

requested that three copies of the joint concrete statement be filed with the Division of Labor for matter of record
and for the information of the board. Briefs and documentar)- evidence need not be furnished in duplicate, but whenever possible, should be attached to the three copies of the
It is

joint statement.

1025

The Railroad Administration has taken

steps to secure
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througli

regional directors information on the performances of individual carriers to enable comparisons between
railroad operation under government and under private contlie

Orders have been issued by the regional directors that
monthly reports be sent to the director of transportation, including (a) detailed income reports showing comparisons
with the previous year and indicating the expenses by primtrol.

accounts; (b) each report or statement used bv transportation officers to measure efficiency and cost of operation;
(c)
reports
used to
ar}-

measure

efficiency

and

Section 1 provides that ever)- railroad not owned,
or operated by anotlier carrier company and
which has heretofore competed for traffic with a railroad
or railroads of which the President has taken the possession,
or which connects with such railroads and is engaged as a

ment.

controlled

common

carrier in general transportation, shall be held and
considered as within the federal control.
Section 14 of the
law, however, contains a provision that the President may,
prior to Tulv 1, 191S, relinquish control of all or part of

anv railroad system of trans-

cost of

locomotive performance, also
(d) usual explanations provided for president or chief
operating officer covering increases or decreases as shown
in the above-mentioned
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portation.

"As Sound As the Rock
By

state-

R. H. Aishton
and Regional

The government
Loan is giving us

Chief

some

special

agents

of

of the principal railroads

Third Liberty
another opportunity to be

in floating the
all

of further service to the nation
righteous cause we are fighting

in

the great and

Every

for.

rail-

of the country held a conference last week with P. J. Doherty, manager of the Section

road

Administrawhich deals with the
tion
Protection of Railroad Propert)', with a view to co-opera-

of work, in order that the transportation systems
may successfully perform their part and it is a
large part of the burdens that the nation is being

of

the

Railroad

tion in the

work

of theft-pre-

vention at railroad yards and
terminals.
An advisory committee was selected, to cooperate with the representative
of the Railroad Administration, consisting of Chief SpeJ. W.
the Southern, W.
of the Norfolk &

cial

Agents

Connelly of
G. Baldwin
Western, T.

T.

Keliher of the Illinois
Central, R. S. Mitchell of the
Missouri Pacific, and J. R.

McMahon of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford.
Locomotive Service Data
Information with respect to
and
locomotive
performances
for
the
year
ended December 31 and for
locomotives

the three

months ended March

officer

cally

and employee is now striving energetigovernment by satisfactorily and

for the

efficiently carrying out

—

their duties in their line

—

upon to face.
However, there is still a further duty that each
railroad officer and employee owes to his country
at this time and that is from the standpoint of a
patriotic American citizen; namely, to preserve
our great country inviolate from any invasion of
a foreign foe, and to assist in the prosecution of
the noble work now being carried on by our boys
across the water, and to the end that those who
have died fighting for our liberty, side by side
with their British, French and Italian comrades
and Allies, should not have died in vain, and to
provide them with arms, ammunition and food.
We, who are left behind here at home, should
called

each, individually, feel it our duty to subscribe to
these bonds, which without a doubt, are the safest
investment on earth, for the reason that they are
safeguards of the future of the greatest nation in
the world. It is indeed a privilege, as well as an
act of wisdom, to put our money into an investment at an excellent rate of interest, when we
know that this investment is as sound as the

"Rock

of Gibraltar."

of

not

The

short lines had provigorously against the
attitude taken by the Railroad
Administration prior to the
passage of the law, that many

would not be connecessary and therewould be excluded. These

short lines

Meeting of Railroad Police
Officers

control

tested

President of the Chicago & North Western,
Director of Western Railroads.

ment.

of

Gibraltar"

further

which shall be deemed
needful or desirable.

sidered
fore

railroads

declared

would be placed
condition
ed.

if

They

that

in a

they

serious

they were exclud-

were

apparently

satisfied with the provision of

the law as

it

they have

since

was enacted; but

learned that
Railroad Administration
apparently does not intend to
exercise jurisdiction over some
of the smaller roads until the
question as to whether they
shall be retained under fedthe

eral control after July

1

have been determined.

shall

Rep-

resentatives of the short lines

attended a meeting in Washington on April 11 and 12 at
the call of the

American

Short-

Line

Railroad
Association,
and they held a conference
with John Barton Payne, general counsel of the Railroad
Administration, on the subject.
Many short lines have
been released, both before and
since the passage of the law, at
their own request, but most of
the officers of short lines take
the position that all should be
included under federal control

31 is called for from all railLet us all, both officers and employees, without
and that that was the intention
roads under federal control.
exception, stand" shoulder to shoulder on this
of Congress.
Some of them
This is by Circular D. C. E.
side, as are our boys on the other side, and
say that if they are not to be
subNo. S, issued by R. S. Lovett,
scribe to the greatest extent of our ability.
included in the federal system
director of the division of captheir tracks should be taken
ital expenditures, which asks
up and operation abandoned;
for the number, weight and
but they foresee difficulties
tractive capacity of locomotives owned or leased; number
witli slate laws and state commissions in any attempt
to
of serviceable locomotives, number contracted for and undedo so. It is possible that a plan may be worked out by
livered; locomotive miles in transportation and work train
which the Railroad Administration can take over certain
service, gross and net ton miles of revenue and non-revenue
lines and then order their tracks taken up.
freight; pounds of tractive power available per 1,000 locoThe decision of the Railroad Administration as to its
motive miles, per 1,000 gross ton miles and per 1,000 net
course toward the short lines will be based mainly on inton miles.
formation secured by the regional directors from the trunk
lines in their territory-; but the short railroad lines have
The Short Lines
been told that no line will be excluded without a hearOfficers of the short line railroads are greatly concerned
ing.
because of the attitude of the Railroad Administration in
In order to insure that coal mines may be operated to
its interpretation of sections of the railroad control law recapacit}- and to provide a store of coal for the -winter months,
garding the lines to be taken over by the federal governR. H. Aifhton, regional director of western roads, has re-

April

quc>ltd
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19.

1918

llic

lines

under

jurisditlion to use toul cars only

liis

for coal traftic, except that tliey

the oil producers are being urgently pressed by

may

lo;iding

is

on

tlie

available.

tain loading.

homeward

If

it

owning line, provided that immediate
Cars must not be back-hauled to obis found that loading coal cars in the
delaystheni to the extent

direction

impassible to
quirements for

coal

return the cars empty.

Back Up the Boys "Over There"
and Employees of the
Western Regional District

To Railway

In anotlier communication
Mr. Aishton points out that

movement

states

of

perishable

from

freight
is

southeastern
increasing rapidly

should
be made to return promptly
all ventilated cars belonging
to roads in that territory.
The western regional director is taking steps to eliminate the service of one road
where there is duplicate local
freight service on lines jointly
Up to date, such
operated.
reductions in service have resulted in a monthly saving of
8,080 train-miles.
All western lines have been
asked to supply accurate information in detail concerning
reductions in passenger train
between
mileage (1)
lune,
1917, and December 28, 1917,

and that every

and

effort

from December 29,

(2)

1917,

to

March

31,

1918.

They are also requested to
advise the regional director of
western roads of further passenger train mileage which
can be eliminated, having in
view the operation of all roads
as one system.

Plan to Expedite Oil

Movement
Because of complaints that
and sailors have been
overcharged by railroad news

and

in

hotels

and

lunch rooms, the lines in westem territory have been requested to take steps to insure
the
discontinuance
this
of
practice so far as it is within

Officers

that a representative of the
regional director of western
railroads be appointed to be
as.sociatcd

G. Bierd

President of the Chicago & Alton, and
Railroad Liberty Loan Campaign

Chairman

of

the

Committee,

Western Regional District

A

has come in the war which the United

crisis

States and

its

Allies are

ideals of humanity.
tion

of

stake.

waging

for the highest

Our very existence

as a na-

freedom and liberty-loving people is at
We must win this war, no matter what

the cost.

Those who are fighting "over there" must be
maintained by the money of those who must stay
here. This is why the government of the United
States is offering Third Liberty Loan bonds with
per cent per year, on the best
security in the world today.
In this crisis it is the patriotic duty of every
American citizen to subscribe to this bond issue
to the full extent of his ability.
The Director
interest at

General

4' 4

with

represen-

the

United States
Fuel Administration and the

tatives

oil

By W.

of

the

interests

the

in

mid-continental
this end, B. L.

so-called

To

field.

Swearingen,
assistant freight agent of the
Missouri
Pacific,
was appointed

supervisor
of
oil
with headquarters at
Kansas City, Mo., as mentraffic,

tioned in the Railway

Age

of

April 12, page 1006.' He will
arrange to concentrate the oil

movement so
in

trainload

be

moved

far
lots

as

possible

which will

intact via one des-

tination or distributing center.

The

oil producers have agreed
discourage the reconsignment of oil, which is now the
cause of considerable delay,
to cars and will impress upon

to

Railroads has approved a plan
in railway service are offered
easier terms of payment than any other class of

sity

citizens.

prompt unloading and a sup-

In the Western Regional District there are in
round numbers 800,000 railroad officers and em-

ply of oil for use during times
of traffic interruption by win-

ployees whose yearly wages amount to $850,000,000 a year. It is anticipated that a large share of
a general wage increase impending will be devoted to the purchase of Third Liberty Loan
bonds.
There are over 70,000 American railway men
fighting in France today in this war for Freedom.

ter

of

whereby those

They

are offering a

supreme

They and those

and

fighting with

its

them

not fail for lack of the financial support of
railway officers and employees at home.
Everyone in the Western Regional District will
be personally solicited to subscribe to this Liberty Loan. The response will be another demonstration of the unfailing loyalty and patriotism
of the railway forces of the nation.
will

the

their control.

M

a meeting between representatives of the railroads, the
mid-continental oil interests and tlie United States Fuel Ad-

ministration at the office of the regional director of western
railroads on April 2 the importance of prompt movement of
oil was given full consideration.
It was disclosed that there

has been a considerable reduction in the number of tank
steamers available for the movement of oil from southern
ports to the Atlantic seaboard.
This condition, as well as a
heavy increase in the consumption of oil by the goverrunent
and various manufacturing plants engaged in war work, has
greatly increased the demand for tank cars.
In addition,

all

receivers of oil the necesfor providing additional

storage

capacity

insure

to

weather or otherwise. The
railroads have been requested
to arrange for a systematic
daily service for the return of
tank cars and in solid trains,

so far as is practicable,
distributing centers.

to

sacrifice of life for

their ideals, for their country, its people
institutions.

soldiers

agents

of all concerned in the use of tank cars.
To bring about the closest co-operation between all interested it was tliouglit advisable

is

loading,

Recent Orders of Western
Regional Director

the

to

be issued to

will

instructions

it

re-

all

fultill

tliat

govern-

tlie

make

every effort to increase their output.
Owing
to the shortage of material and delays in deliveries it will
nut lie possible to m.ikc any considerable additions to the
availalile supply of tank cars in the near future.
The only
sulutit)n of tlie proljlem is tlie strictest economy on the part

ment

be loaded loyally in the
direction of the nearest junction point of the owning line,
or in the direction of the mines on the owner road, or to a
destination
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Prisoners

Britisii

Working

i>n

Are

Light Rail-

w.AVS within si.\ miles of the
front, according to a correspondent of the Philadelphia
Public Ledger.

British
Railway.

—

Wreck
British

Medina
mounted

troops have destroyed several
miles of the track of the Hedjaz Railway, east of tlie River

Jordan, on the Palestine borannounced in London on March 30. The
cutting of the Hedjaz Railway line severs the communication
of the Turks with any of their forces that may be in the
region southeast of the Dead Sea and with those in Western
Arabia.
The revolting Arabs in the Hedjaz district have
been masters of the lower part of this railway for some time,
but the destruction of the line at this far more northerly
point will, it seems probable, prove a far more serious blow
to the Turks.
The only rail route to Medina, just to the
north of Mecca, the Mahometan shrine, is also destroyed by
der,

this

it

was

blow

officially

Maf and

Profile of (he

Track Elevation District

Baltimore

&

Ohio Grade Separation at Pittsburgh

The Main Tracks Are Raised on an Earth Fill and
Viaduct for More Than a Mile

WORKING

THROUGH A

DISTRICT Subjected to a very
the work complicated by the
reconstruction at a new grade of a double-track
steel viaduct, approximately one-half mile long, in a space
so constricted as to make necessary the use of special construction equipment, the Pittsburgh Junction Railway, a subsidiary of the Baltimore & Ohio System, recently completed
a grade separation project at Liberty avenue, Pittsburgh,
Pa., which involved the expenditure of more than $750,000.
lieavy traffic

The work

and with

consisted of the elevation of the

main

line tracks

avenue to the east end
of the railroad bridge over the Allegheny river, a distance
of more than a mile. From the east end of the improvement

from a point 4,150

ft.

east of Liberty

the .\llegheny river Ijridge.

Steel

Tlie line also involved a 9 deg.

and 30 min. curve across Liberty avenue.
East of Liberty avenue the only intersecting street, Forfar street, was carried over the tracks by means of the socalled Herron avenue bridge, while west of Liberty avenue
all intersecting streets crossed under the elevated structure.
Liberty avenue which crossed the railroad at grade with the
trucks is the most important of any of the streets in the
locality and one of the most important thoroughfares of the
entire city, being the direct route from the center of the city
to the Bloomfield and east end districts.
At its intersection
with the railroad it carries a double-track trolley line. The
double-track main line of the railroad which crosses Libertv

point .SSO ft. east of Liberty avenue, a distance of
ft., the tracks were raised on a till supported by conwalls, while from Liberty avenue west they
retaining
crete
were raised on a steel viaduct w-hich replaced an existing
to

a

3,800

structure.

Reasons

for the

Improvement

The improvement was made primarily

to

renew the old

viaduct west of Liberty avenue, which, if rebuilt at
the old grade, would have committed the railroad for many
years to come to the objectionable features of the old layout
which can be best pointed out by a description of the old
steel

line.

district affected by the improvement the old
way from the eastern limits
avenue w-here it entered Thirty-third street, on
which it continued to the river. East of Liberty avenue the
line was built on earth cuts and fills, while w-est of Liberty
avenue it was carried on a steel viaduct. The line involved
excessive grades and curvature.
Again, beginning at the
east the grade descended from the level of the Pennsylvania
crossing
Railroad crossing to a
at grade with Liberty avenue on grades ranging from 1.45 per cent to 0.06 per cent.
Leaving Liberty avenue an ascending grade of 0.,35 per cent
was encountered for 800 ft.; then a level stretch for 200 ft.,
before descending on a 0.58 per cent grade to the level of

Within the

line occupied a private right of

to Liberty

Specially Designed Trestle Bents at the Carnegie Tracks

avenue carries all through freight and passenger traffic east
and westbound between Pittsburgh and Youngstown, Akron,
Cleveland, Chicago and all other points on the line west of
Pittsburgh.
For a 24-hr. period a traffic record taken for
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avenue.
East of Liberty avenue the old main line
tracks were at a level with the industrial and other tracks,
while west of Liberty avenue ramp tracks formed the connections witii the other roads, which crossed under the eleerty

vated structure in Thirty-tliird street.
Last of Liberty avenue tlie plans for the improvement
provided for 350 ft. of steel construction and raising the
main tracks on an earth fill, leaving the yard and industrial
tracks at the old level, making necessar)' the construction of

one day showed o4 engines with trains and 41 light engines
as passing over the crossing.
During the same period 4,092
pedestrians. 1,70j vehicles and .>58 street cars crossed the

.1,400

lin.

ft.

of retaining walls

to

sustain the

fill

under

main tracks. It also made it necessary to relocate the
main line connections to the industrial and yard tracks. The
ma.ximum raise in grade in this section approximated 17 ft.
the

tracks.

By constructing the steel viaduct at a grade 7 ft. higher
than the old one at the point of greatest change, it was pos-

and,

to secure adequate overhead clearance, the grade of
the Herron avenue bridge was raised.
West of Liberty ave-

nue the plans provided for the renewal of the steel viaduct
in Tliirty-third street at a grade above tiie old, the greatest
grade change being approximately 7 ft. This change necessitated the reconstruction of the ramp connection tracks before mentioned and the raising of the track on the two

easterly spans of the Allegheny river bridge.
The construction plan adojjted was hinged on the necessity of maintaining the heavy through traffic as well as the service to the

various industries, yards, and connection tracks during the
progress of the work.
The restricted space in Thirty-third

added to the difficulties of construction under
and made necessary the use of special equipment.
street

traffic

The Improved Line
shown in the map and profile of the improvement,
the new and old grades diverge just west of the Pennsylvania Railroad crossing.
The connection between the two
was made by means of a vertical curve, 1,100 ft. long at the
.\s

is

west end of which the new grade is 8.21 ft. above the old.
The divergence of grades continues until the maximum
separation of 17 ft. is made near Forfar street.
Leaving
Liberty avenue the grades converge gradually and join. on
the Allegheny river bridge.
raised to the new grades.

A

Section of the Retaining Wall

to eliminate the

dangerous grade crossing at Liberty
avenue, and secure an improved grade line for the entire distance.
The plans were made accordingly. These plans also
provided for a change in alinement to secure a better locasible

tion for the main tracks and for the substitution of a 6
deg. .>0 min. curve across Liberty avenue for the 9 deg. oO
min. curve in the old location.
As Ijuilt, the project in-

volved 50,000 cu. yd. of fill, 50,000 lin. ft. of concrete piling, 25,000 cu. yd. of concrete and the erection of 4,000
tons of steel.

Unusual Conditions Encountered
In the district affected by the improvement- numerous in'lustrial plants join the right-of-way.
gantry yard also

A

I'ljoins the main line just east of Liberty avenue.
Inter"liange tracks were in .«er\'ice lietween the Pittsburgh func-

main

line tracks and the Pennsylvania Railroad east of
avenue and connection tracks with the .-Mlegheny
Valley Railroad, a part of the Penn.-ylvania system, and the
river line of the Pittsburgh Junction Railroad west of Lib-

tion

Liljerty

Only

the two main tracks were
the north the main line connections to the industrial tracks were changed only in location, while on the .south a ramp track was provideid between
the main and the low level yards at Liberty avenue.

On

To build the double-track line at the new grade it was
necessar} to provide a detour track and to operate a single
track for a distance of 5,000 ft. during construction.
Lack
of space precluded tlie construction of two temporary tracks
in Thirty-third street.
Consequently the temporan- track
built by the .\merican Bridge Company, contractors for tlie
erection of the steel, from a point east of Lil«^rty avenue to
the river bridge

was used

for traffic purposes through this

This track was constructed on the north side of the
old tracks and of Thirty-third street, the detour l>eing completed l«y liuilding a temporary track al>out 600 ft. long
lietween the .\merican Bridge Company's high level track
and the industrial tracks located on the north side of the
main tracks. \ ramp on a 1.5 per cent grade was provided between the high level track and the industrial
tracks, and a gap was left in the north retaining wall to
section.

permit main track connections to be made with this detour tr.ick.
The traffic over the singk- tr.ick detour was
handled \>y an exjx'rienced telegrajjh ojierator stationed at
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its easterly end who had control of train movements over
the entire line.
At the westerly end of the single track a
switch tender and a signal operator worked under the direction of the operator at the other end.

Construction Progress

Work was begun on

this project in September, 1915,
without serious interruption till its
completion early in 1917.
As may be seen on the profile
and map the change in the grade of the main track involved a maximum lift of approximately 17 ft. in the vicinity of the Herron avenue bridge.
Approximately 50,000
cu. yd. of filling was placed by company forces in making
this change in grade; 5,000 cu. yd. of which was secured
from the excavation for the retaining walls and the remaining 45,000 cu. yd. was granulated slag and other materials
secured from mills located along the lines of the system.
In raising the main tracks to the new grade the traffic was
diverted to the detour track and the tracks were jacked up
in sections to permit the filling to be placed.
No trestles

was continued

and
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dation piling for the steel viaduct in Thirty-third street
were complicated both by surface and sub-surface condiBeneath the surface were city water and gas mains
and an 8-ft. circular brick sewer, while in the street were located the tracks leading to the Carnegie Upper Union mills
and the substructure for the old steel viaduct which occupied
nearly the entire width of the street.
The surface conditions were further complicated by the necessity of maintaining the high level detour track trestle on the north side of
tions.

the viaduct.

bents and

The

trestle

consisted of single timber frame

I-beam stringers ranging from 20

to

30

in.

in

were used.
In the old line, deck trusses were used to span tlie tracks
at Herron avenue.
These trusses cleared the top of the
rail by only 24 ft.
As the proposed raise in the tracks at
the bridge was 16.8 ft., it was necessary to raise the bridgebefore the change in the grade of the tracks could be comIn making the changes the clearance at the bridgeto 21 ft., leaving a net raise of 13.8 ft. to be
made.
To avoid a corresponding raise in the roadwa}',
through trusses were substituted in the span over the tracks.
pleted.

was reduced

Special Rigs Required for Driving Piles

In

preparing the foundations for the retaining walls.
bridge abutments and the pedestals supporting the steel via-

Arrangement

of the

Receiving Hopper and Delivery Pipes
Concrete Wall

in Building the

depth according to the length of the span except at Liberty
avenue where double bents were erected to carry the temporary girders used in closing the opening over the street,
and at the crossing of the Carnegie tracks. At the last point
it was necessary to relocate the tracks to clear the falsework

and

to erect specially

tion

is

shown

designed bents.

The

special construc-

in one of the photographs.

Before locating the pedestals for the new viaduct a comand a map of sub-surface conditions were made.

plete survey

Once the pedestals were located their construction was hampered by the surface conditions.
Because of the limited
headroom available it was necessary to employ a special rig
in driving the foundation piles.
This rig, which is shown
in a photograph, was provided with 12-ft. leads and handled
the steel shells in 8 ft. sections, leaving only 4 ft. available
for the hammer.
The shells were driven to depths as great
as 56 ft. and the rig was equipped with a 6,000-lb. hammer

increase the

to

efficiency

headroom was so
pits

The
ducts,

Special Pile Driving Rig

50,000

lin.

Used

in Thirty-third Street

was driven.
The
and pedestals were cast-in-place
were u.sed in the piers and east abutment.
ft.

of conciH,'tc piling

piles for the retaining walls

and pre-cast

piles

were driven for a 30-ton loading. The steel shells
were furnished and driven by the Cranford Construction
Company, Cincinnati, Ohio. The shells were withdrawn by
means of six-way blocks.
The locating of the pedestals and the driving of the foun-

The

piles

of

the driving.

restricted that

for the rig to secure

it

Frequently the
to dig

became necessary

ample clearance

for its operation.

Concrete for Retaining Wall Distributed by Air
The change in the grade of the tracks east of Liberty avenue made necessary the construction of 3,450 lin. ft. of
retaining walls of the gravity type.
In considering means
of placing the concrete the length of the wall influenced the
decision to adopt the plan of utilizing compressed air.

This plan was followed out with complete success.
By
referring to the map it will be seen that the north wall extends 2,800 ft. east from the east abutment of the viaduct,
wliile the south wall is about 600 ft. in length.
Including
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U-nt;lli of the .iIhuiiutU tlie distance from end to end of
walls measured ulonu; the wall is approximately 3,45U ft.
To distrilmte the concrete through this distance by air pressure from a single central jjlant involved a maximum forcing distance of more than 1,500 ft.

The work was inaugurated under

till'

The

plant,

which consisted of the mixers, boilers and the

was located on the north side of the main
tracks near the center of the north wall.
An 8-in. pipe was
utilized to deliver the concrete from the plant to tlie fomis.
air compressor,

Blaw

steel

work.

forms

in 55-ft. sections

were used throughout

These were mounted on wheels and were

The concrete was delivered to the forms under a pressure
varying from SO to 100 lb. At the start of the work the concrete was discharged directly into the forms, but the force
of delivery was found to be too great for this practice and
timber receiving hoppers were provided.
These hoppers

The structural steel for the viaduct was delivered and
stored in a storage yard just south of the west end of the
viaduct, and. with traffic diverted over the detour trestle,
work between the

end of the river spans and
was erected under traffic: that is, the old steel was removed and the new
steel placed between trains.
From this point to the east end
of the improvement, the old structure was removed and the
new structure placed without direct interference from traffic,
east

the clearance line of the temporary' structure

by means of derrick cars and locomotive cranes, operating
on the new structure, and removing the old steel and placing the

new

Stuart,

English "Double-Home Railwaymen."

as they advanced.

—A deputation

railwaymen was recently introduced to Lord Rhondda,
the British Food Controller, by G. H. Thomas, general secretary of the National Union of Railwaymen, to point
out the difficulties of about 43,000 trainmen, known as
"double-home men," who had to sleep away from home
probalily every other night.
In some few of these cases the
of

Forms Were Mounted on Wheels and Rolled

were placed on the top of the forms and were fitted witii
flexible gravity discharge pipes by means of which the delivery of the concrete to the forms was controlled.
The
arrangement of the hoppers, and delivery and discharge pipes
in reference to the forms is shown in one of the photographs.

the steel

L.

tiic

ward by locomotive cranes as soon as a section of wall was

Steel

the general direction of

former chief engineer of the Baltimore and
Oiiio, and completed by R. N. Hegien, his successor in office;
W. S. Uouton, engineer of bridges, and Paul Didier, principal assistant engineer, were in direct charge of tiie work.
I he
American Bridge Company was the contractor for the
delivery and erection of the sujierslruclure, the Cranford
Construction Company, of Cincinnati, O., for the pile driving, and P. J. Joyce & Co.. of Xcw York, for the nia>onrv.
r.

rolled for-

sufticiently set to ,~upi)ort the tilling material.

The
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men

to Place

by

a

Locomotive Crane

stayed in barracks or hostels provided

comijanies, but the majority of the
(Ordinarily they took their food with

men

liy the railway
stayed in lodgings.

them and had

it

cooked

at tlie other end, but now there was a difficulty in their
obtaining the food at home, and the landladies could not buy
for them, as they had not enough for themselves.
it
Mr.
Thomas suggested that the railway companies themselves
might supply the men with food from* their refreshment
rooms, or from specially accumulated stocks. He also urged
that, as a railwayman was frequently called upon to do nine
or ten shifts a week, no system of rationing would be fair
which did not take into account the necessary dividing up
of his week into practically nine or ten days.
Lord
Rhondda. in reply, said that he fully realized the very exceptional circumstances and he hoped it would be possible to
make arrangements to meet the difficulties of railwajTnen

who had

to sleep

from home.

^

'-'-'-—-
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Gciicriil lirrc of

.Uiihuhnce Tniin Xo. 59 fnr the Uintcd Stales

An Ambulance

for the

LANCASHIRE & YORKSHIRE RAILWAY haS jUSt Comambulance train for the United States army,

The

the sixth ambulance train constructed by this
company since the war began. Two of these have been
in constant use in Great Britain and four have been built
The company also has in progress
for use on the continent.

army which

will

shortly be completed.

The

latest train,

which

is

Jill

United States

description of the train

are here reproduced have been

is

States

1

1

1.1-17

Army

& Yorkshire Railway

pleted an

two further trains for the United

njH'

the Front and Base Hospitals in France;

Built by Lancashire

which

afiniii

^^

Army

Train

Runs Between

THE

^«

^,

intended for the conveyance of

and the photographs which

made

courtesy of Sir John Aspinall, general
cashire & Yorkshire.

The

available through the

manager

of the

Lan-

16 cars and has a total length of
and weighs 442 (British) tons, when unloaded. It
is vestibuled throughout and fitted with electric lights and
fans, and there is a total water supply on the train of 3,100

948

train consists of

ft.

The exterior of the train is painted khaki, with a
Red Cross and the letters ''U. S." on both sides of each

gallons.

and medical numbers. The
heated throughout by steam and each car is fitted
with a hand brake and the Westinghouse automatic air
brake. There are altogether 418 cots and berths in the train
for patients and personnel, and when the bottom cots are
used for sitting-up cases accommodation is provided for a
total of 650 persons.
Emergency salvage tools such as saws,
axes, hammers and crowbars, are carried on the train, and
extincteurs in all ward cars, kitchens, and the pharmacy.
A set of workmen's tools is also provided in the stores van.
vehicle,

train

together with the car

is

Ward

Cars

There are ten ward cars on the train, nine of which are
fitted with 36 cots each for lying-down cases, or a total of
324 beds, and the other being divided into four sections

Ward

Car, with Cots

Arranged

for

Lying-down Cases

wounded United States soldiers from the front to the base
hospitals on the Continent is similar in general design to
the ambulance trains previously built for the British War
Office, but as the result of experience gained in the construction of the.sc trains improvements have been made with
a view to adding to the comfort and alleviating the suffer-

Everything possible
ings of the sick and wounded soldiers.
has been arranged for ease in the transport of the wounded
men, and for their welfare and treatment while on the journey to the base hospital, the equipment of the train being of
the most complete description, and the workmanship and
At the same time
finish of the cars of the highest quality.
every attention has been paid to providing the best arrangements for the accommodation and convenience of the medical officers, nurses, non-commissioned officers, and orderlies
who travel with the train to look after the patients.

with a total of 24 cots for infectious cases.
The cars are each 56 ft. long and 9 ft. wide, a pair of
double doors being arranged on either side near the center
of the car with ample space for the easy manipulation of
stretchers.
Each car has its interior finished throughout in
white enamel which tends to give the wards a bright and
cheerful appearance.
A supply of water is carried on each
car in tanks with a capacity of 150 gal. each, which are
built in the roof of the vehicle, and a six-gallon tank for
drinking water is fixed near the center of each ward.
Eor ventilation purposes both fixed and portable electric
fans are provided; a small bracket and electric plug are

arranged opposite- each cot for the portable fans to be used
for gas cases.
Further ventilation of the car is secured by
means of side drop windows and a large number of air extractors placed in the roof.
The ccts in all the ward cars are arranged in three tiers,

and owing

to the variation in the cases received for transfer

have been designed so that the
be hinged down to form a back to allow of
the bottom cots being used as seats, thus doubling the accommodation; at the same time the top tier of beds may be
to the hospital bases, the cots

center tier

10.32

may
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for lyini;-iio\vn patients.
All the mutlrcsscs are filled
with wixxl tilxT, and one rto«.k and one feather pillow is
supplied for each cot.
In order to safefjuard the tran.sit of
patients, two straps are tixed on tiie outside of each bed.
The cots are numbered the same as in ordinary hospitals,
and eacii ward is >upplicd with cam[) sttxils for the use of
the nurses and portable stools for use when lifting patients
uscit

One
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of the special features of the train

is

that patients

(an be carried on a stretcher from any of the nine ward cars
into tlie pharmacy, the minimum gangway being 2 ft. 6 in.
wide.
The |)harniacy car has water tanks of .>00 gal. capacity,
and two drinking water tanks each of si.\ gallons capacity.
The oflice is jjrovided with a table, chair, cupboards, safe,

and other necessary fittings.
A soiled linen cupboard is
fitted at the end of tlie car opposite the stores,
ihe center
jiharmacy portion of this car consists of
a cluster of five lamps, all of which can be brought into
use at once to give a greater amount of ligiit when required
for operations.
electric light in the

Kitchen Cars
There are two well

apjioiiited

kitchen cars on the train,

each 56 ft. long by 9 ft. wide, containing kitchens, 20 ft.
long by 8 ft. ,^ in. wide insidi.
On, car ha.- a limn .-tore,

Ward

Car, with

Bottom Cots Arranged

into the top berili^.

.\

small drop table

for Sitting-up Cases

is

fitted to the side

of the car.

At the corners of the floor the linoleum is well rounded;
this method is ado|)ted throughout the train for hygenic jmrposes.
Lavatory and cupl)oard accommodation are provided at tlie end of each of tlie ward cars, .^mple provision
has been made in the l)rake van and stores car for the conveyance of food, a desk also being fitted for the use of the
storekeeper.
Other little details have also been considered
for the convenience of the patients, such as the provision of

Nurses' Dining

Interior of the

paper

racks,

portable

electric

Pharmacy Car
lamps,

cuspidors

and

trays.

Pharmacy Car
Thrs car

divided into five compartments consisting of
a ward fitted with twelve cots, pharmacy, office, emergencv
room and stores. The car is placed in the center o^ the
train with ward cars on either side.
It has ample space for
patients waiting to be dressed, and is fitted with cupboards,
a folding table, hot water heater, sterilizer and sink.
is

Room

in the Staff

Car

officers' pantr)-, cooks' room, sitting room for sick officers
and bath room, and the other has, in addition to the kitchen,
a i)ersonnel mess room, stores for officers' kits, and a mess
room and lavatory for non-commissioned officers.
The kitdicns are fitted with the French standard army
range to burn coal, coke, or anthracite.
This range has a
copper boiler and hot water installation to keep a constant
supply of 50 gal. of hot water.
On the range are boiling
pans recessed into the top plate and at the back over these
pans is a water tap for filling purposes. A dre.sser, washing-up sink, hot and cold water supplies, and refrigerator
are also fitted.
A Soyers stove is jirovided for u.se in case
of emergency.
The water tanks arranged in the roof have
a capacity in each of these cars of 400 and 350 gal. respectively, and are fitted with gages, this feature applving

to all water tanks throughout the train.
F.lectric

fans are fitted in the kitchens, sitting room for
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sick

officers,

cooks",

and

personnel,

non-comniisioned

mess rooms, the latter being provided with a seat
The
which can be arranged to form two sleeping berths.
bath room has a white enamelled bath with hot and cold
water supply, a folding wash basin, chair, sponge racks
and other fittings.
In addition, water may be heated by
means of a steam jet from the engine.
officers'

Staff

Vol. 64, No. 16

the ordinary heating apparatus a self-contained stove

hot water system

carrying patients in emergency.
The staff car
vided with a self-contained heating apparatus.

Car

This car gives accommodation for four medical officers
and four nurses, and is provided with day and sleeping

is

This train, as well as the other hospital trains which have
fitted up by the Lancashire & Yorkshire,' was built
under the supervision of Geo. Hughes, chief mechanical
engineer, at the road's carriage and wagon works at Newton
Heath, Manchester. The composition of the train, which is
designated as No. 59, is shown in the table:
Number

.Accommodations for

of cars

Brake van with four infectious wards.

|

--J
I

I

1
I

<^t-,ff car
fnr
^tart

1

Kitchen car with sitting room for sick

4

Ward

officers

Ward

16

^

^ Nurses.

f

3

officers.

Cooks,

10 Officers.

144 Lying-down cases.

5

1

Medical

f

)

Pharmacy car

1

Infectious lying-down cases
Train guard.

^

cars

1

1

Lying-down serious cases.
ISO Lying-down cases.
12

cars

Kitchen car
Personnel car
Brake van and stores car

2

Non-commissioned

1

Train guard.

418 Persons.

Cars

cases, the ac-

The Most Remarkable

Towards the Range and

Soyer's Stove

Picture of the
compartments.

The medical

officers'

mess room

at

officers.

33 Orderlies.

With the bottom beds in the ward cars used for sitting-up
commodation is increased to 650.

— Looking

also pro-

lieen

1

Kitchen Car

and

provided to heat the car when standing

is

This has been arranged on account of the staff
being regularly on the train.
The remainder of the personnel has accommodation in a
separate car, and 33 cots are provided of a similar design
to those in the ward cars so that the car can be used for
in sidings.

one end

is fitted with a dining table and chairs, together
with cupboards and shelves, and an electric fan.
At one
end is a lounge which can be arranged as a bed if required.
There are three compartments with berths for the medical
officers immediately adjacent to their mess room and entered
from a side corridor. The berths are arranged on one side

of the car

STARTLING
MANY
war
but
zone,

ing that

it

PICTURES have come

to

War

us from the

the one on the facing page, considershows the activities behind the German

a French obser\'er, is probably the most
remarkable.
The view shows a military railway destroyed
by 420 mm. French shells and a new railway line which
was built to replace it.
The following key is the identical information which was

viewed by

lines as

The photograph
transferred to the French army staff.
practically the first of its kind to reach this country.

Key

is

to Airplane Picture

1.

Supply railway trains running on newly laid tracks.

2.

Piles of supplies, chiefly timbers for use in building

dugouts.
.1.

Rolls of barbed wire.

4.

Piles of iron stakes for stringing barbed wire.

5.

Steel roofing

for dugouts.

station before it was destroyed by
Note the big shell craters (about 60 ft.
across) caused by 420 mm. shells.
7-8-9.
Remains of former railway tracks where they
6.

Site

French

of

railroad

artillery.

entered the station.
10.
11.

Broken

ties of former railway tracks.
Other supplies piled up. Perishable goods covered

with tent cloth.

Kitchen Car

— Sitting

and Dining

Room

for Sick Officers

12.
IS.

of each compartment, and a seat portion can be drawn forward to make up a berth. On the opposite side is arranged
a wardrobe, writing table, net rack, book shelves and a chair.

For the use of the nurses a mess room has been provided
the other end of the car.

One

of the features in this vehicle

is

at

that in addition to

14.

Battery of four guns, with abris for the gunners.

Commander's dugout.
Note the German

.Ammunition park.

soldiers stand-

ing around.
15.

German

soldiers standing

in the

road watching the

Frencli airplane.

The
Service.

photograph

is

copyright

by

International

Film

April 19, 1918
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Under Government Control

Railvs^ay Personnel

Corporate Organizations Separated from Operating Functions;
Policy of the Railroad Administration
Washington. D.

OF THE MOST INTERESTING
ONEgovernment

features of the plan of

control of the railroads

it

is

having and

is

likely to

the effect that

is

have on the personnel of

the railroad organizations.
The process of railroad unification under government con-

has already progressed far enough to have an important
and as the policies of the director genand put into practice it is
becoming apparent that some of the effects are likely to be
even more far-reaching than
trol

effect in this respect

eral are being gradually developed

was

fully realized at the out-

set.

While

made

the policy
specific

is

clear

just

how

to be applied in

instances,

now been enough

there

have

A
To

Officers

indications

Regional

personnel was the drawing into

scribe but

government

service

number

of

a

of promi-

nent railway officers as

mem-

bers of the organization of the
Railroad Administration. !Most

appointments have
been announced from time to
time in the Railway Age, although there are .several men
who have been serving in the
of

As

these

Washington
organization
at
and elsewhere whose status
has not been made permanent.
In most cases the railroad offiwho have been appointed
to positions in the government
cers

organization have resigned all
their
railconnection with
road companies and other corporations and in some instances the positions they for-

Dii

ctor,

C. H.

pay the com-

the companies free to continue
it, if they desire to do so, by

charging
counts

Markham

to the corporate ac-

be

defrayed

from

pensation for the use of their
properties.

we regard it as our patriotic duty to subwe should consider it a great privilege

to be able to contribute substantially

it

to

amounts they will receive
from tlie government as com-

It

should

to

is

the

The honor and the resources of the richest
government on earth are security for the Liberty
Bonds and both are unimpeachable. Not only

toward sus-

our brave soldiers and sailors who are
fighting for our safety and our honor.
also owe it to our gallant Allies, who for
four years have shed their blood and severely
taxed their resources in defense of the liberties
of the world, that they should be supported to
the limit of our resources, not only in men but in
taining

We

money.

The obligation rests upon each and all of us to
do and to contribute without stint. Do not stop
with what you can readily spare. Only by united and constant sacrifice can we hope or shall
we deserve to win.
There is no more important government service than rail transportation, and while you are
faithful and efficient in this, the occasion demands
more than mere performance of duty; it demands
a sacrifice. I confidently appeal to you to sub-

is

assumed that the com-

panies will consider it necessary to retain most of their
general officers thus released,
even though they may not be
necessary to the purposes of
the government.
To the extent that they do retain thern,
the

amount

the

the

government

therefore

purposes
be reduced by

amount of

the salaries and

availaljle

will

of their compensa-

from

tion

for

other

expenses involved that were
formerly charged to operation.
While the total expense of
this kind would be smaller as
compared with the total compensation it would be proportionately four times as large in
comparison with a corporate
income of $950,000,000 as in
comparison with total operating revenues of approximatelv
$4,000,000,000.

scribe to the fullest extent of your ability.

General Order No. 6

have been
occupied
filled by promotions.
Man\- of the other changes which are taking place or are
under consideration result from the elimination of competition between railroads and their effect will be most noticeOthers result from the sepal)lc in the traffic department.
aration of the financial and cori)orate organization of the
companies from all connection with the operation of the
still

Railroads

United States Railroad
Southern Territory

The

merly

properties, while

the government

concerned is no longer to be
charged to operation, leaving

and Employees of
Southern Territory

By

way, although there
are many rumors as to still
more drastic changes concerning which it is still impossible
to speak with certainty.
The first effect on railroad

general

the

for tliem.

Liberty Loan Message

to give a fairly clear idea of
what is to be expected in a

consiiderable

ment pay

panies a fixed compensation for the use of their properties
and is to collect the revenues and pay the expenses, it is
apparent that all items of operating expense are in effect
paid by the government.
Mr. McAdoo's decisions on this
suljject, therefore, take the form of an order that the e.xpense

ha; not yet been

it

entirely

C.

ment's standpoint, many functions formerly carried on by
the railway companies, and Director General McAdoo has
made it clear that he does not intend to have the govern-

others result from the change in the

Practically all of
relations of the roads to the government.
them are more or less influenced by the desire of the Rail-

road Administration to take advantage of the possibilities
of unified operation to effect economies in operation, to offset
in part, at least, the effect of the constantly increasing tendency toward increased expenses in nearly every direction, including the e.xpected large increase in wages.

The fact that the government is directing the operation
of the railroads has made unnecessary, from the govern-

first

announcement

of

the
policy of reduction of
operating expenses by curtailing payments of salaries and
expenses of officers and organizations came in General
Order No. 6, issued in Januar}', which provided that operating revenues should not be expended for the employment of
attorneys not actually engaged in necessary legal work,
legislative agents, or associations or organizations of carriers except as approved by the director general.
Because this order was not entirely specific and because
of the difficulty of deciding what organizations were to be
considered necessary most of them were authorized to continue until April 30, pending an investigation, which is still
in progress, as to whether they are necessary to the operation of the roads under the circumstances.
The next manifestation of the same tendency was the issuance of a circular calling for information regarding the expenses of financial and corporate offices in New York and
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W'iiethcr or not the term "conlrol" was regarded as
preferaide to "operation" during the jieriod when tran.sportation was in a state of semi-paralysis caused by the unprecedenteil weatiier of January, it is now evident that the government is actually operating the properties. It is enforcing
its own policies, it has formed its own organization, and instead of treating the corfxirations as its agencies it is treating them as landlords with whicli it ha> no relation except
the obligation to pay the guaranteed comitensation, (the

This was followed by an order on March 18

rlsiwlun-.

tion.

of railroad oftiees, including salaries of
officers devoted to financial and corporate affairs as distinguished from operation, should not lie charged to operating
expenses after April 1, except as expressly authorized by
The circular stated that carthe Railroad Administration.
that

riers

the expenses

claiming that a part of such expense should be chargegovernment operation might tile a statement of such

able to

claim for consideration.

amount of which

under<t(K)d tiiat for a time the Railroad .Adminiscontemplated a plan by which a part of certain office
exi)enses or salaries might be charged to operation and a
jwrt to the corporate accounts, but that later this plan W'as
It

1037

is

is

still

to a consideraijle extent within its

subject to the right of court review) and to adequately maintain the properties or pay for any failure to do
In General Order No. 17 provision was made for keepso.

tration

control,

det'med impracticable.
riie policy as to the separation of the financial and corporate organization from the

ing two sets of books for each comiiany, one set to be known
as federal books and to contain the operating accounts, and
one .set for the corporate acounts.

operating organization of the
was further out-

While

companies

a general order that
chairmen of boards of directors or of committees thereof
lined

in

not exercise functions
connected with the operation
of the railroads under federal
in the circular
control and
stating that the director gen-

"While My Brother Suffered for
Me, I, Too, Made Sacrifices"

shall

opinion that the government ought not to pay the

eral is of

salaries

and

office

and

ing expenses of officers

travel-

whose

services are not reasonably re-

quired for the operation of the
railroads.

Corporations Separated
from Properties
Ihis

makes

it

perfectly

clear that the corporations are

separated from all
control over their properties
for the period of government

definitely

Their situation has
illustrated by the analogy

control.
l)een

of a landlord

who has

leased

property to a tenant and
who naturally expects to pay
his own office and other operhis

ating expenses from his

income

By Wm.

J.

Harahan

The part the one and a half million railway employes with a daily wage of $4,000,000 should play
in the present crisis is to match with service and
money the sacrifices of those from our ranks
who with their bodies and brains shall free us
from threatened autocracy and deliver us a guar-

money and of their credit.
The offer made by the railroads of

this country
by direction of the Director General to purchase
for employes bonds to be repaid in monthly payments from future wages should meet with such
joyous and liberal response that each may say,
"While my brother suffered for me, I, too, made

from the rental. His contract
sacrifices."
may provide for his
making additions and improvements to the property
from time to time and also that the tenant shall maintain the
In
property in good repair or pay for any failure to do so.
the case of the railroads the situation is somewhat complicated by the fact that the roads were taken over under the
supreme war powers of the President, without any contract
or conditions, and that tlie contracts are being negotiated
after the property has been in the control of the government for over three months.
In some of the preliminary discussions of the subject,
such as those which took place during the hearings before
the congressional committees before the enactment of the

or lease

railroad control law,
the situation

some of the statements made to describe
At one time Mr. McAdoo

were somewhat hazy.

having been superimposed
upon that of the railroads and of the corporations as the
agencies of the government to carr\- on the operation of the
roads.
He and other representatives of the administration
consistently referred to the new regime as "government control" of railroad operation, rather than as government operareferred to his administration as

.

knowledge

of

each

to

case,

cision

.

the

de-

the

themselves

for

in

facts

make

as

to

which
officers
and
offices
were reasonably necessary to
while

operation,
itself

reserving

power

the

of

to

ulti-

mate determination after conof

sideration

circum-

the

stances.

At any

would appear
government
does not expect to pay the excertain

of their

interpreta-

on the vari-

ous orders that coqwrate ex|)enses are not to be charged to
operation has not been made
clear, the administration has
•served notice that any expense
which it considers to have been
improperly charged may be
charged back against the corporation after April 1
This
indicates that it expects the
companies, with
their
own

President, Seaboard Air Line

anty of safety as a free people. The blow that is
necessary to accomplish this end must be backed
by the concentrated power of one hundred million people. The Third Liberty Loan is an arch
stone upon which all else depends. Food, ships,
clothing, ammuntion, guns, aeroplanes and all
those things of which our men must have a neverending supply cannot materialize without money.
The third issue is for more than one-half the
coined and paper money of the United States.
The railroad employes must therefore give freely

the exact

tion to be placed

rate

that

it

the

penses of such

offices

as stock

and bond registc+ing
offices or any of the expenses
incident to the payment of dividends and interest, which in
the case of an operating company were naturally included
transfer

in

operating expenses.

also clear

tiiat

It

is

the salaries of

chairmen of boards and of executive committees, and of the
boards of directors themselves, are to be charged to the corporate accounts.
In the case of roads that have financial
vice-presidents it would naturally be assumed that tliey
would also remain with the corporation and the same would
be true of counsel with offices in New York whose principal
There are numerfunctions were to advise the directors.
ous instances, however, where counsel located in New York
in the case of eastern roads, were actually in charge of the
legal work of the company pertaining to operation and
where the general counsel or legal vice-president, although
located at
tion

headquarters of the road, devoted his attencorporate affairs and perhaps received a
by reason of that fact than he otherwise would

tiie

mainly

to

larger salan,have been paid.
It is

many of these instances in the "twiwere, have been decided by the companies
or without the advice of officers of the

understood that

light zone," as

it

themselves, with
Railroad .\dministration,

and that others are being con-
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For example, word has
sidered In- the administration.
occasionally been brought to Washington by railroad officers
that this or that officer will probably remain with the corporation w'hile certain others will remain with the operating organization; and Mr. McAdoo's circular has made it
plain that he expects the counsel w-ho are now representing
the companies in the negotiations with the law department
of the administration, regarding the form of contract covering the compensation, to be charged to the corporate accounts.

Executive Officers
As
what

the question

to the executive officers

raised

is

as to

done in the cases where there is no chairman
of the board or of the executive committee other than the
Herewith is a list of SO leading railroad compapresident.
nies with the names of the chairmen or presidents or both.
Under Mr. McAdoo's order the chairmen are definitely
Apparently it
separated from the operating organizations.
will be

Company

Boston

President

Cli.iirnian

P. Ripley.
R.,.Kenly.
D. Willard.

E.

Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe
Atlantic Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio

Henry Walters

J.

H- Hustis (Temp.
Receiver).
A. Winburn.
\V. SJevens.
W. G. Bierd.
W. J. J ackson ( Ke-

& Maine

J.

C.
F.

Central of Georgia

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & -Mton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois

W.

H. Markham
Trumbull

G

R. H. .^ishton.
Hale Holden.

Chicago & North Western
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. .Geo. B. Harris
Chicago Great Western
Chicago, Milwaukee & S't. Paul.. A. J. Earling
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacillc.. John G. Shedd
.

Cleveland, Cincin.. Chic. & St. L
Delaware, Lackawanna & West'n

Delaware
El Paso
Erie

S: Hudson
& Southwestern

i!

H.
J.

Great Northern

&

H. Smith.

W. H.
L.
T.

F.

E.

D.

Truesdale,
Loree.

M.

Schumacher.

Underwood.

Z' S'
l'^-''^^'^^'W.
P. Kenney.

t-.

\\

Hill

L.
E.

F.
B.

Loree

C. H. Markham.
James A. Baker (Re-

Illinois Central

International

Felton.

Byram.
Gorman.

A.
R- M. Olyphant
James Douglas

••,/•„;,,

Florida'i-ast Coast

M.
E.
E.

Great Northern

ceiver).

Kansas Citv Southern
Lehigh Valley
Los Angeles & Salt Lake
Louisville

&

Thomas

J.

A.

E

E

W.
Henry Walters

Nashville

H

Michigan Central
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Missouri, Kansas Si Texas

Chas.

A

Ledyard

B.

Edson.
Loomis.

I|^

Clark.

Smith.

W. H. Bremm-r.

Hayden

C.

„

A.

M. H. Smith.
E.
Schaff
ceiver).

(Re-

,
Missouri Pacific
?• K' ^"''^
^ ;
>V.V
H. Peyton.
J.
Nashville. Chattanooga & St. L..\V. R. Cole
C. M. Depew
A. H. Smith.
New York Central
Elliott (Com.
New York, New Haven & Hartf'd. Howard
on
Intercorporate
Relations)
E. J. Pearson.
L E Johnson
N. D Maher.
Norfolk & Western
M.
Perry
Jos. H. Young.
J.
Southern
Norfolk
Howard
Elliott
L M. Hannaford.
Northern Pacific
Samuel Rea.
Pennsylvania
E. N. Brown
Frank H. .-Mfred.
Pere Marguette
E. T. Stotesbury.
A. T Dice
Philadelphia & Reading
St. Louis-San Francisco
^.-'Wij
t
^P' Herbert.
u
E.
(lould
M.
,
Southwestern
J.
Louis
St.
S.
D.
field
Seaboard Air Line
(Chmn. of Brd. and
Ex. Com.)
W. J. Harahan.
Fairfax Harrison.
•.
;
Southern
Kruttschnitt
J.
Southern Pacific System
(Chmn. Ex. Com.)
'

•

"

'

.

.

.

.

•

Pacific

.

S

.

•, •

Wm.

S'proule.
B. Scott.
E. Randolph.

System

^.

Texas & Louisiana Lines
Southern Pacific of Mexico
Texas St Pacific

Union Pacific System
Union Pacific R. R
Oregon Short Line R. R
Oregon- Wash. R. R. S: N. Co

Wabash
Western Maryland
Western Pacific
Wheeling & Lake Erie

J.

I-.

Lancaster

(Re-

ceiver).

C.

B.

Seger

W. H.
f,.

Greer

Williams.

on the subject the opinion was expressed by some railroad
officers that men working either in Mr. McAdoo's own
organization or under his control in charge of a railroad
would eventually find it necessary to separate themselves
from their corporations. There have been some rumors, as
yet without confirmation, that Mr. McAdoo would decide
eventually to dispense with the services of the presidents
altogether on the theory that he and his staff are assuming
the executive responsibility and functions which formerly
rested with the head of each company.
In some cases the boards of directors have elected chairmen to succeed men who have resigned to become connected
The Union Pacific
with the Railroad .Administration.
elected C. B. Seger, chairman of the executive committee in
place of Judge Lovett, and the Western Maryland elected
L. Greer both chairman and president succeeding Carl R.
Gray. The Atchison did not elect a successor to Walker D.
Marvin Hughitt has resigned as chairman of the
Hines.
Chicago & North W'estern and no successor was elected.
Many chairmen, such as George B. Harris of the Burlington, are men advanced in years who have served as
presidents and have practically retired from active affairs.
Others, such as Frank Trumbull of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
are active but devote their attention primarily to the larger
Others, such as John G.
questions of finance and policy.
Shedd of the Rock Island, are not practical railroad men
financial
interests
in
the road.
represent
but
Julius Kruttschnitt is the active operating executive of the Southern
Pacific with three presidents under him.
If the presidents should be displaced undoubtedly some
of the inactive chairmen might retire and the presidents
could be elected chairmen, but this would remove from the
field of railroad operations some of the ablest railroad
officers and would be a distinct loss to the service.
An article outlining the policy already indicated or expected to be followed as to the reorganization of the traffic
department was published in the Railway Age of April S.
This policy has since been confirmed by the issuance of
definite orders by the regional directors, ordering the discontinuance of all off-line traffic offices and the discontinuance or consolidation of city freight and ticket offices. A
previous order had discontinued most of the advertising and
publicity work.
Orders were issued by Mr. McAdoo, that
the employees released by these orders were to be assigned
to other duties to the extent possible, but to what extent he
expects to be able to continue the services of traffic officers
has not vet been announced.

.

'

.

War

...

Ca

E.
E.

E.
E.

J.

D.

Calvin.
Farrell.

E.

F.

Kearney.

L.

Greer.
Levey.

vin.

CM.

W. M. Duncan.

will be necessary for each company which has a president
as its chief executive officer to decide whether it wishes to
retain him as the head of the corporation or whether to allow him to remain as the operating head under Mr.
McAdoo's control. .At present such men are in what may

sometimes be an embarrassing position of divided allegiance,
to the company that engaged their services and to the government that is now operating the property and paying the
Even before the director general issued any order
salaries.
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French Railways Aid Defense of Amiens. The disappointment of Germany at the check to the offensive which
was to end the war is considerable, says a correspondent of
the New York Globe in a cable from Paris dated April 9.
He says that the skill and rapidity with which the French
troops were transported during those critical days is deserving of the highest praise.
The camion service plied on all
the roads day and night without a single hitch. The routing
had to be done long before to meet every possible contingency.
The chauffeurs drove night and day until they
dropped from the seats. Even more important was the work
of the railways, which were ready in advance for every emergency. The lines used by the Germans descend fanlike from
Belgium into France, giving a considerable advantage over
the French, whose roads parallel the front, and require transport for greater distances.
The French roads were used to
their absolute maximum, the equipment being supplemented
from
lines
by material borrowed
not immediately concerned.
The railway men all worked at the greatest good humor for
several days without sleep, carrying men, horses, guns, wagons, munitions, and supplies of every kind to the front
and bringing back the wounded and the fleeing civil population.

Tentative Specifications for Standard Locomotives
Have Been
Number Desired

General Dimensions of the Proposed Standards
Issued with Request for

Wiiii.F

THE DETAILS

of

tho

(ie.<ij;n>

the

<)1

standard

coal capa( ily of

locomotives for the United States government have
not l)een completed, a tentative specification has
been drawn up givins; the general dimensions of the 12 locomotives proposed. These have lieen sent to the railway companies with a request for the numlier of each design the road
will

need

to

meet

its

reason

tons.

l()

some

I'nlcss

H')<'d

and

sufficient

given with the order for the different locomotives,
tiie tenders shown with the specifications of the locomotives
will he provided.
Tile circular accompanyinj^ tiie specifications included a statement to the effect that special designs
for extreme grades or other ojicrating features which require
heavier locomotives than those included in the specifications

requirements for new locomotives this

is

General Dimensions of the Mikado, Santa Fe and Mallet Standard Locomotives for the
Railroad Administration
Tvpc
Axle load
Specification

Mikado

Mikado

60,000

55.1)00 lb.

Number

1-A
4fl. S^Sin.

C;.iRe

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

WeiRht in working order
Wcisht on drivers
WeiBht on le.idim; truck
Weisht on trailinc truck
Wcisrht of cnRinc and tender in working order.
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, ripid
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

36
71

5!4

fi.

.125.00011).

.160.000

240.000 lb.
27.0001b.
58.000 lb.
497.000 lb.
16 ft. 9 in.

275,000 lb.
30.000 1b.
55.000 lb.
532 000 Ih.

31 ft.
71 ft.

ft. 1 in.

in.

1

in.

9H

A

ft. 8'/, in.

Freichi
Hit. Coal
69.400 lb.

nit.

54.600 lb.
200.000 lb.
J.'O.OW lb.
23.000 1b.
47.000 lb.
466.000 lb.
16 ft. 9 in.

60,000 lb.
8
ft. 8'A in.
Freight
Hit. Coal
74.000 1b.
390,0001b.
300.000 lb.
30.0001b.
60,000 Ih.

lb.

7
4

ft. 8f/S in.

Freicht
Coal
60.0001b.

Freight
nit. coal

2-10-'

2-10-2

55.000

lb.

2-

4

in.

1b.

21

ft.

40

ft.

4 in.

76

ft.

i^J

60,000

in.

i'A in.
Freight

4

ft.

ft.

2

10

ft.

4 in.

11

nit.

53,000 lb.
646,000 lb.
31

fl. h'J.

Freicht
Coal
106.000 lb.
540,000 lb.
480.000 lb.
30,000 lb.
30,000 lb.

Coal
80,300 lb.
440,000 lb.
360.000 lb.
27,000 lb.
nil.

596.(100 lb.
22 ft. 4 in.

42 ft. 2 in.
82 ft. 10!i in.

lb.

11

4

746.000 lb.
42 ft 1 in.

in.

50 ft. 2 in.
88 ft. 10 in.

15

ft.

6

57
93

fl.

4 in.
3 iti

ft.

in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers H- tractive effort
Total weight -=- tractive effort
Tractive effort X diam. drivers -f- equivalent
heating surface*
Equivalent heating surface* -4- grate area
Firebox heating surface -7- equivalent heating
surface,* per cent
Weight on drivers -r- equiv. heating surface*..
Total weight -^ equivalent heating surface*..
Volume both cvlinders
Equivalent heating surface* -^ vol. cylinders..
Grate area -7- vol. cylinders

4.0
5.4

4.0
5.2

4.1

5.3

730.9
70.6

653.2
81.7

629.6
82.5

665.9

4.0

5.9
43.8
57.3
21.2 cu.
296.3
i.6

5.5

6.1

46.8
61.6
1S.4 cu.

41.5
56.2
21.2 cu.
272.9

ft.

255.3
3.6

5.3

ft.

3.3

623.1
96.3

79.4
6.1

5.8

42.9
56.2
26.4 cu.
265.2

ft.

717.6
87.5

ft.

5.1

49.0
59.9
21.9 cu.
336.1

3.3

57.0
64.1
26.9 cu.
312.7

ft.

3.5

ft.

3.6

Cylinders

Simple
by 30

Kind
Diameter and

26

stroke

in.

in.

Simple
by 32

27

in.

27

in.

Simple
by 32

in.

30

in.

Simple
by 32

in.

in.

Compound
in. & 35 in.

23

by 32

25

& 39

in.

by 32

in.

it

in.

i'ali'cs

Kind
Diameter

Piston

Piston

Piston

Piston

Piston

14 in.

14 in.

14 in.

14 in.

14 in.

14 in.

57

63

57

57

Piston

linieels

63

Driving, diameter over tires

63

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

in.

Boiler

Con. Wag. Top
200 Ib^per sq in.

Stvle

Working pressure

78

Outside diameter of first ring
Firebox
rircDox, lengtn
lenirth and
width
ana wiatn

in.

IM'^in. by

Tubes, number and ouUide diameter
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes and flues, length
Heating surf,-;ce, tubes
Heating surface, flues

Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface

SA'A in.
216 2'^ in.
40 5 54 in.

—
—19

ft.

2,407 sq. ft.
1.O90 sq.ft.

286 sq.
3,783 sq.

190 1b.
86 in.
20 '/d in. by
84Ji in.
247 25ii in.
45— 55^ in.
19 ft.
2.752 sq. ft.
1

—

319

882 sq. ft.
4.706 sq. ft.

Equivalent heating surface*
Grate area

66.7 sq.

ft.

*Equivalent

heating surface =:

50— 5 ^i
20

in.

2,970 sq.

ft.

1.323 sq.

ft.

373

sq. ft.
5.787 sq. ft.
70.8 sq. ft.

ft.

in.

6 in.

3.258 sq. ft.
1.469 sq.ft.

429

sq. ft.

sq. fl.

5,156 sq.ft.
1.230 sq.ft.

Top

247— 2 '4
45-5!^

98 in.
176'iin. by
96|,i in.

274— 2 Vi

in.
in.

24 ft.
3.478 sq. ft.
1.549 sq.^

429

T

Con. Wag.
240 lb.

225 lb.
90 in.
Il4!i in. by
96 5i in.

in.

24 ft.
3.960 sq.

ft.

1,825 »q.

ft.

432

sq. ft.

5,456 sq. ft.
1.260 sq.ft.
1.346 sq. ft.
76.3 sq. ft.

in

53— 5 «

K). ft.

6.217 sq.
1,475 sq.

ft.
ft.

ft.

7.001 sq. ft.
88.2 sq. ft.

Wat. Dot.
172.0001b.
10.000 gal.
16 tons

Wat. Bot.

Wat. BoL

Wat. Bot.

206.000 1b.
12,000 lb.
16 tons

206.000

206.000

76.3 sq.

total evaporative heating surface

Wat. Got.
172.000 1b.
10,000 gal.
16 tons
-!-

1.5

No discussion of the designs was requested. The
roads were cautioned to check the limiting dimensions carefully and to allow for axle loads slightly heavier than those
shown, as an added precaution, for it may be possible that
after the locomotives are built the a.xle loads will be higher
than those shown in the tentative specifications.
There are three designs of tenders to be used with the 12
different locomotives, one having a capacity of 8,000 gal.,
another 10,000 gal., and the third 12,000 gal., all having a
year.

6

Straight

8,420

sq.

96.2 sq.

ft.

fl.

Tender
Wat. Bol.
172.0001b.
10.000 gal.
16 tons

Coal capacity

ft.

4,666 sq. ft.
1.078 sq.ft.
6,283 sq. ft.

ft.

993

'

Tank
Weight
Water capacity

20

sq. ft.

4.297 sq.

Con. Wag. Top
190 1b.
88 in.
132'«in. by
96 '-4 in.
271— 2iiin.

247— 2'4 in.
45— 5!4 in.

1.226 sq.ft.

ft.

ft.

Con. Wag. Top
200 1b.
86 in.
114"^ in. by
96Vi in.

Con. Wag. Top

times

il

r

»

;

.

!

•

.iiint-

lb.

12.000 gal.

111
•

l.'.non

16 ton's

I-

It, t..f

surface.

\treme to require standardizing.
It was
requirements for locomotives for roads which
could not operate locomotives of the wheel loads of the standard locomotives would be filled with locomotives of lighter
axle load, which would be released by the standard locomo\\'

also staled

lliat

tives.

A

general outline of the different t}pe= of locomotives prolist of the general dimensions and data is given

posed and a

in the illustrations

1039

and

tables.

In the

main

it

has been the
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desire of the committee designing the locomotives to provide
be.st meet average conditions. For instance,
freight locomotives of the Mikado, Santa Fe and Mallet types

The

creasing the boiler pressure.

designs wliich will

Outline of U. S. Standard Mikado

Vol. 64, No. 16

40,700

and Mountain type

Pacific

for passenger service have

locomotives

4.^,800

11).,

Type Locomotive

53,900

lb.,

tractive

and 58,000

lb.

efforts

The

lb.

Outline of Standard 2-6-6-2 Mallet

have been evolved which have the following tractive efforts:
54,600 lb., 60,000 lb., 69,400 lb., 74,000 lb., 80,300 lb. and
This covers the range of tractive efforts for
106,000 lb.

wheel and eight-wheel switchers have tractive efforts of
39,100 lb. and 51,200 lb. respectively.
There are two sizes of drivers used on the freight engines:

^

^-^ ^44'

Outline of Standard 2-10-2

Type Locomotive

Outline of Standard 2-8-8-2 Mallet

The

diameter for ijoth Alikados and the heavy Santa Fe
in. in diameter for the light Santa Fe and both
the Mallet types.
The light Pacific type locomotive has a

63

boiler factors of the heavy
Santa Fe type locomotives are
sufficiently high to permit increased tractive effort by infreight service fairly well.

Mikado and

of both of

of
six-

in. in

type and 57

tlie

General Dimensions of the Pacific, Mountain and Switcher Standard Locomotives for the
Railroad Administration
Type
load

55.000

No

60.000

lb.

4

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

85^

ft.

4

in.

Passenger
Bit. Coal

Weight in working order
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailing truck
Weight of engine and tender in working order.
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

68

444.000

13ft.
ft. 9 in.
ft.

7K

14

36

4

70

in.

ft.

1b.

H

in.

4

40

18

ft.

3 in,

40

ft.

in.

it.

S'A m.

4

Switching
Bit. Coal

Coal
58.000 1b.
350.000 lb.
240,000 1b.
55,000 1b,
55.000 lb.
522,000 lb,

75

0-8-0

55,000 lb

1b.

9
4

Bit.

in.

ft.

75ft.8!.<in.

in.

0-6-0

55,000

lb.

8 "^ in.

ft.

Passenger

53.900 1b.
320,000 lb,
220,000 1b.
50,000 lb.
50,000 lb.
492.000 1b.
18ft, 3in.

2 in.

8

60.000
4-.-\

8!^

ft.

Passenger
Bit. Coal

ft.

ft.

Mountain

lb.

3-A

8Hin.

ft.

Pa.ssenger
Bit. Coal
43,800 lb.
300,000 Ih.
180,000 lb.
60,000 1b.
60,000 lb,

40,700 lb.
270.000 lb.
165.000 1b.
52.000 1b.
53,000 lb.
414.000 1b.
34

55,000

1b.

6-A

S-.'X

Gage

JWouiitain

Pacific

Pacific

Driving axle
Specification

Switching
Bit Coal
5] '001b
'ni 000 lb
"0 000 lb'

39,100 1b.
165,000 lb.
165,000 1b.

309,000 1b
11
11

ft,

ft. 8;'2 in.

364 OOO lb
15ft Oin
15 ft Oin'

in.

in.
4.S ft. lOJS i".

10
8 '/i in.

ft.

ft.

52

10^

ft.

i'n.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

^

~-

tractive effort
tractive effort
diatn. drivers -H equivalent

Total weight
Tractive effort X
heating surface"
Equivalent heating surface* -=- grate area
Firebox heating surface -4- equivalent heating
surface,* percent
Weight on drivers -r- equiv. heating surface*..
Total weight H- equivalent heating surface*...
Volume both cylinders
Fquivalent heating surface* -=- vol. cylinders..
Grate area -i- vol. cylinders

Kind
Diameter and stroke

4.1

6.8

5.9

656.7
67.8

674.1
72.5

668.2

5.8
36.5
59.7

6.1
35.1
58.5

15.9cu.ft.

18.6cu.ft.
276.6

6.4
39.5
57.5
19.9 cu.

284.4
4.2

25

Kind
Diameter

4.1
6.6

78.6

Simple
by 28

in,

700

5.9

ft.

14 in.

by 30

in.

in.

28

4.3

80.1

5,6

5.7

63.3

63 3
11.2cu.ft.
232 3

ft.

3.6

Simple
27

Valves
Piston

14 in.

607.6
79.0

3.6

Cylinders
Simple
27 in. by 28 in,

Piston

637,0
82.4

38.2
55.7
21.4 cu.
293.9

2R0.O

3.8

in,

4 3

6.0

4,2
4.2

4,1

4.1

58 9
58 9
1 S

9 cii

244

2.9

Simple
by 30

in.

Simple
by 28

21 in.

in.

Piston

Piston

Piston

14 in.

14 in.

10 in.

69

69

ft

5

2.9

Simple
in.

25 in. by 28 in.

Piston
14 in.

Wheels
Driving, diameter over tires

73

79

in.

in.

in.

Boiler

W.

Con.

Style

Working

Con W. T.

T.

200
78 in.

200

per sq. in..^^
Outside diameter of first ring
pressure,

lb.

76

Firebox, length and width

in.

^^iYl"^'^^
84^4 in.

Tubes, number and outside diameter
Flues, number and outside diamLter
Tubes and flues, length
Heating surface, tubes
Heating surface, flues

188
36

^'S;?-'"'^^
84^1 in.
216 2'A in.
40
5 5-<in.

—

254 in.
S'A in.
in.
19 ft.
2.091 sq. ft.
981 sq. ft.

Heating surface, firebox
Heating surface, arch tubes
Heating surface, total

3.333 sq.

.Superheater heating surfaces
Equivalent heating surface
Grate area

794 sq. ft.
4,524 sq. ft.
66.7 in.

Tank

Water

234 sq.
27 sq.

—

in.
19 ft.
2,407 sq, ft.
1.090 sq.ft.

284 sq.

ft.

ft.

27 sq. ft.
3,808 sq, ft.

ft.
ft.

882

sq. ft.

5,133 sq.ft.
70.8 sq. ft.

51 in.

51 in.

Straight top
190
66 in

Straight top

in.
«

Con. W. T.
200
78 In.
120!^ ill. by
84!4 in.
216 214 in.
40 5 54 in
20 ft. 6 in.
2,598 sq. ft.
1.176 sq.ft.

—

329 sq,
27 sq.

ft.
ft.

4,130 sq.

957

sq.

5.566 sq.
70.8 sq.

ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

Con. W. T.
200
86 iii.
1 14-.^ in. by
9614 in.
247 2'/i in.
45'

—

5 5^ in

20 ft. 6 in
2,970 sq. ft.
1,323 sq.

66!4 in.
158 2 in
'4

ft.
ft.
ft.

SJ^in

15ft Oin'
1,233 sq.

ft.

515 sq. ft.
130 sq. ft
16 sq. ft

ft.

346 sq. ft.
27 sq. ft.
4 666 sq. ft
1,078 sq.
6,283 sq.
76.3 sq.

72;8in.by

894 <iq ft
475 sq. ft.
2,607 sq. ft
33 sq. ft.
1

175

80 in
102'Sin'.by
6654 in
'30
36

'

iii

S'A in

"l5ft0in'
1.796 sq. ft

773 sq.

ft.

190sq

ft

'2 sq

ft'

'

781 sq

637

ft

sq.'ft.'
ft

3,737 sq
46.6 sq.

ft.

Tender
1440001b.

Weight
Water capacity
Coal

8,000 gal.
16 tons

capac ity

•Equivalent heating surface

Bot.

=

total

evaporative heating surface

W'at. Bot.
" ''>•
'j':'u<'f

8.000 gal,
16 tons
-I-

1.5

times the

Wat. Bot.

Wat. Bot.

Wat. Hot.

172.000 1b.
10,000 gal,
16 tons

172,000 1b.
10.000 gal.
16 tons

144,0001b.
8.000 gal
16 tons

superheating surface.

Wat

Bot.
144.0001b.
8.000 gal.
16 tons

April

7J-iii.

19.
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wIutI,

tlu-

Mountain types a

lii'avv

I'aiitic a

wlicel

7'J-in.

and

botli the

Tlie wliwls of Ixjth switchSuperheaters and lirick arches
are used on all of the locomotives, and it lias heen said that
the Santa Fe and Mallet types will he e(|uipped with stokers.
All designs except the switchers are provided with combusIt may be said that with a possible exception
tion chambers.

ers arc 51

in.

(>'>-in.

wliccl.

in iliametiT.

^^^^^H
PPt?^^
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mountainous territory and it will be impossible to use cither
the heavy Santa Fe type or the 2-8-8-2 Mallet.
The 2-6-6-2
Mallet will, liowever, come witliin these limitations.
The
Hoosic tunnel of the Hoston & Maine has a height clearance
of 14 ft. 8 in., which will prevent any of these standard
locomotives pa.ssing through this tunnel.
It has been said that all roads requiring new locomotives
are to be supplied with these standard designs and that any
change that will be required to meet local conditions, .such
as will be necessary according to the grades of coal used,
will have to be made by the railroads, as the locomotives are
received from the builders.

Outline of Standard Pacific

Type

Electric Switch
of the two Pacilic t\pc locomotives, the boilers are of
capacity.

The locomotives

are all designed to traverse 19 deg. curves
and grades of two per cent. The clearance limitations are
practically alike, the over-all height being 15 ft., with the
exception of the heavy Santa Fe type and the 2-8-8-2 Mallet,

which have height clearance of 15

ft.

9

in.

Outline of Standard Mountain

The width

over

Type

is 10 ft. 4 in. for all designs, with the exception of
hea\T Santa Fe tj-pe and the large Mallet, which is 10 ft.
in. and the smaller Mallet, which is 10 ft. 6 in.
The
width over cab body an(l over cab eaves, including the cab
handles, is the same for all designs, being 10 ft. in the first
case and 10 ft. 2 in. in the second.

o'linders
the

9

.\

casual studv of these limitations indicates that there

^M

^Iv-ft^

With

some

difficulties, particularly

I.i^lW -VOLTAGE SWITCH
M.^CIIIM.
more extensively appreciated. The

Haven & Hartford

i.-

coming

New

these

York,

to

be

New

machines

at

from the nearest signal station, and in their use will be able
to save from five to ten or more minutes" time for each of
numerous heavy freight trains, every day. by doing awav
with the stops which hitherto have been necessary, for sucJi
trains, to allow a trainman to set switches by hand preparatory to entering side tracks.
This time, say an average of 7
minutes, is the estimated loss every time that a train has to
go into a passing track to make way for a faster train. The
switch machines are to be placed at all of the passing-track
switches between New Haven and Boston which are not alread\- operated from towers.
This investment of the New Haven road, amounting with
signal changes to perhaps $100,000, affords an interesting
illustration of careful adaptation of the best methods and
facilities under rather unfavoraljle circumstances.
The portion of the line on which these machines are to be installed
is that from New Haven, Conn., to Readville, Mass., 147
miles; that portion of the main line between New York and
Boston which has not been four-tracked.
This section is
operated by the controlled manual block system, the signal
towers in most cases being in the same locations at which

o

around terminals, due

Outline of Standard Eight-Wheel Switcher
14 ft. 10 in. and on the C. B. & Q. between
Louis and East St. Louis the limitations are 14 ft. 7 in.
the Michigan Central at Detroit the minimum clearance
•s 14 ft. 3 in.
On the main line of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
I'etween Charlotteville and Clifton Forge, Va., a distance
of 116 miles, the minimum clearance is 15 ft.
This is in a
St.

installing

-^^-^

low bridges.
The Boston & Maine has three bridges
around Boston with a clearance of 14 ft. 9 in. There are
the same limitations on some bridges in the vicinity of the
Union Station in Cincinnati; between the Chicago Terminal
and the California vards of the North Western there is a

On

is

about 25 switches which are approximately one mile distant

Fig.

to

limitation of

Distant Control

Till;

Outline of Standard Six-Wheel Switcher
will be

Machines

ample

they

1.

— Signal

Station with

Two

Passing Tracks.

were placed when the system was put

in

operation

about 25 years ago.

Nearly or quite

passing sidings on these divisions are so located that their outlets are at or near the block
signal tower; and originally they were connected with the
main track only at the outgoing end: all trains had to be
Ijacked in.
(See Fig. 1.)
As traffic has increased, these
tracks have had to be lengthened, and facing-point switches
have been added, by which to let freight trains into the sidings; and to insure safety, under the manual block operation
these switches, hand-operated, have been electrically locked,
the lock being controlled by the signal station in the rear.
These sidings, 20 or more in numlier, are now provided
liberally for both eastbound and westbound trains.
Thev
are long enough to hold 100-car trains, and their locations
are roughly indicated on the large drawing.
(A few of the
switches were already electrically operated.)
With handthrown switches the ordinar>' procedure, with a train having
to make way for a passenger train, is to bring it to a stop
before reaching the switch and to communicate bv Ijell code
all of the
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or telephone with the signal cabin; and, having got the
switch unlocked, to move the train into the siding; the trainman at the rear of the train must then set the switch straight,
and advise the signalman in the cabin that the main track is
clear.
With the long and heavy trains now common in

through freight service
process at best; and

if,

this, of course, is a time-consuming
because of difficulty in starting, or for
is broken, the delay may be con-

any reason, a coupling
siderable.

The
the

which these long sidings are situated, some
having two and others having one, are as follows,

stations at

stations

being in Connecticut, the next six in Rhode Is-

first si.x

Fig.

2.

— Passing

Tracks

at

land and the other four in Massachusetts:
East Haven,
Madison, Clinton, Sound View, Midway, Stonington, Westerly, Bradford, Wood River Junction, Kingston, Wickford
Junction, East Greenwich, East Junction, Attleboro, Mansfield and Sharon Heights.
At Westerly there is an electric
interlocking, but at all of the other cabins at which the long
sidings are to be signaled the interlocking is mechanical.
A low-voltage switch machine has been in operation at
East Greenwich for about two years, with satisfactory results.
Electric power at 110 volts or higher is not conveniently
available at this point and the use of a low voltage current,
which can be supplied by either a primary or a storage battery, affords substantially all of the advantages of remote
operation (making hand-throwing of switches unnecessary)
at a reasonable cost.
The only disadvantage, the slow movement of the switch, is no disadvantage at all, as the signalman has several minutes in which to make each movement.

A

Vol. 64, No. 16

typical station, that at East Haven, six miles from New
is shown in Fig. 2.
The switches remotely operated

Haven,

are those at the extreme left (or west) end of the drawing,
about 4,200 ft. from the tower.
The signals for these
switches. A, B and F, are also operated by low-voltage ma-

The Hayes

derails, C and F, are operated with the
and the same is true of the three pot-signals at this
These pot-signals, for westbound movements on
track 6, westbound movements on track 2 and eastbound
movements on track 1, are used very infrequently.
At electric interlockings, the new switches and signals to
be added will be operated at 110 volts, the same as the ma-

chines.

switches,

location.

East Haven, Connecticut.
chines and signals now in SL-rvice, and power at 110 volts
available at one other place.

At

is

all of the locations

track circuits are to be installed to
provide complete approach and detector locking. Whenever
automatic block signals shall be introduced on this part of
the road, the direct current motors, and other apparatus, can
be replaced with alternating current equipment, and the arrangement of track circuits can remain practically unchanged.
The switch-and-lock movements are operated at
20 volts, and they are about equally divided between
the Union Switch & Signal Company's type
and the
General Railway Signal Company's model 5.
All of the
signals are of the General Railway Signal Company's
2A type. Power for the low-voltage machines is supplied
from three sets of four cells each of Exide storage battery.
Facilities have been provided at division headquarters
for recharging these batteries at stated intervals.
It is cal-

M

=^

Nen Hofen
fo

New London

N€tv London

n.L.^

My.

/lufomafic
/feadfille fo

E Oreenivich

y^

fo

Boston

X

Bosfon

^o.
«

BE

X

Fig. 3

— Distant

New Haven

eastward

to

New

aax

"

Switch-Machines Between
I

Distances:

*

London. 51 miles;

x

New Haven

^

and Readville

o-ations Indicated by Crosses (.X).

New London

to

East Greenwich, 50

ch

to

Readznlle, 47 miles,

and

to

Bostvn, 57 miles.

It is

the

the favorable experience at this point which has led to
To secure the benefits

more extensive use here described.

by any other means
would be practically out of the question. To establish and
maintain power plants at each station would involve prohibitive cost, while the purchase of power from local sources
(where practicable) would introduce undesiraljle complicaof electrical operation of distant switches

tions.

These long sidings do not comprise the whole of the facilirunning fast trains past slow trains, as there are sevThe entrances to (and
exits from) the sidings are in all cases through No. 20 turnouts, allowing speeds of 25 miles an hour and even faster.
ties for

eral short sections of four-track line.

—

culated that with the normal load
switch, switch lock, derail (pipe connected) and detector bar
a movement will be
in 35 seconds.
The low-voltage machine will clear a
signal in about 15 seconds.
The stations between New Haven and Boston, so far as

—

made

they are of interest in connection with this article, are shown
in the table, with the distances from New Haven.
The sketch of the line, shown below, is intended merely to
show the relative locations of the passing tracks; and the stations are indicated by initials only. Each signal station (tower) is indicated by a small square, and the electric switch

movements are indicated by small crosses. For example, at
East Greenwich there are operated from the tower three low-

April

19.
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voltai;^ mmliines; two on the west (one for eustliound trains
entorinu the eastliound siding, one for westbound trains leaving the westbound, and one machine on the cast for eastbound trains leaving). The letter E at a station, shown bc-

\..v

/fiii.-.i

r>h-iiioi%

.Vrtt'

London Division Conliirufd
Miles
90
96
98

Miles

Nov

lUvcii

KinRston

Ea»! Haven
C.uillord

6
17
19
21

East River
Ma.lison

Chmon
Wrstbrook
Savbrook Junction
Sound View
Walcrford

Groton

llavisville

Ka»t Oreenwich
Ilill< (Irove

25
29
33

.\iil.urn

J8
48

Woodlawn

51

Kast lunction
\tt1cboro

Mid«av

52
55

Mansfield
Kast Foxboro

60

Sharon Heiithts

SlonniKl.iii

67
73
78
82

Readville

Wood Rvcr

lunction

!06

108
113
117
118

Providence

Mvstic
Wesicrlv
Bradford

101

Provitlciti-f Divijion

Iloston Switch

.Wit London Division

New London

Wickford Junction

121

123
132
134
137
147
157

lioston
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Pneumatic Tampers
Break Up Frozen
By H.

THE RECENT Severely told weather there lias
been develojjed a novel and very interesting adaptation of the )jneumatic tie tamper to break up iro-ten
coal in unloading hopjier bottom cars, and it is said that
excellent results have been obtained at coal depots anjund
New York, Chicago and several of the lake ports whcrc
At Chicago the tampers
the sciienie lias been intnxluced.
have also been ajjplied to picking frozen ore in cars, clearing

DURING

mill scale from the chutes at steel mills and l)reaking

up

gondola cars.
.At one point
where the
tampers were being used the experiment was tried of putting
the tamper against the side of a car of unfrozen soft coal.
The vibration set up caused the coal to let go and move out
frozen

scale

in

of the car with a rush.

For

this

work the tamping machines have been

pointed jiicks in place of the usual tamping bars.

low the track line, indicates an
switches and signals worked by 110-volt motors.

electric interlocking,

The Tamping Points

Cc-al

L. Hicks

No

with

all

sidings

shown in the sketch. Those sections where more than
two tracks are shown on the drawing indicate short pieces of
road operated as four-track from one signal station to another (or, as at Wickford Junction and Mansfield, a
freight running track extending from one station to the next
station).

Emptying

(Bottom)

(Top) Starting to Loosen a Car of Coal.
Keeping the Hoppers Open

are

fitted witli

The

tools

are of sufficiently light weight to afford convenient handling
regardless of the work or its location.
The two center pho-

tographs show the starting and the
solidly frozen car of

a

Car of Coal

last stage in unltxidlng a

imckwheat anthracite

after the usual

.\X this coal dock it was
steam thawing had
found advantageous to station one man outside the car, ashown in the photograph at the left, to break up the lumpwhich clogged the chute. The general opinion is that the
tampers are most effective in frozen bituminous and the

t)een

completed.

smaller sizes of anthracite coal.

Swedish Find for Sitimrtinc. Foreign Tr.ade .After
The Finance Minister has made a suggestion to the

\V.\R.

—

Swedish Parliament that the government create a fund for the
operation and guaranteeing of a company to support foreign
trade after the war, and especially to arrange for the import
It is proposed that the company have a
of necessar}- goods.
capital stock of S2.680.000. and that this stock be offered to a
s\Tidicate of banks which have already expressed a wish to
subscribe.
The stock is to be guaranteed by deposit of government bonds.

Commerce

Reports.

—

Freight C.\rs Take Wounded to Germany. Trainwounded Germans from the battle front in France

carrv'ing

are proceeding continuously along the frontier l)etween Geraccording to a despatch to the Telegraaf

many and Holland,
from Kerkrade.
cars

In-

It

has been necessarj- to replace hospital
which the wounded lie on straw and

freight cars, in

shavings.

Hughitt Retires as North Western Chairman
Resigns After 46 Years of Service, Including

Head

THE RESIGNATION
board

of

Board

of Directors

OF iiAK\ IX HVOHITT US chairman of

of directors of the Chicago & North Western
marks the close of a career of nearly half a century
with that company, during more than 30 \ears of which he
This alone is an unusual record,
has directed its affairs.

the

which is rendered more remarkable by the consistently sound
and excellent management of the propert}- during the period
In fact, it may well be said that in guidof his leadership.
ing the development of the North Western System Mr.
Hughitt has built a great living monument to his own genius,
of
source
justifiable
a

—

pride
reins

7^ 2

Years as

and 23 Years as President
Mr. Hughitt's unfailing adherence
whom he came in
in the

aggressiveness, his broad vision and lucid analysis have
been generally justified by subsequent experience.
With a keen sense of responsibility to the owners of the

North Western and an innate aversion to unclean practices,
he protected his charge from the curse of stock speculation
and manipulation. As a result, not one share of North
Western stock has been issued during his administration except in exchange for hard

is

difficult

to

tion

ways entertained a distaste
for overdrawn publicity and
has

He

has never undertaken any

of

his

vouched for bv the
high standing of C. & N. W.
stocks today.
Mr. Hughitt
spent millions
from both
earnings and from capital to
improve the physical condicourse

avoid tlie use of superlatives
in passing judgment on his
work, Mr. Hughitt has al-

discharge

The wisdom

cash.

men.
it

contact.

support of his conclusions, sometimes to the point of

as he lays down the
favor of younger
in

While

word won the reWhile positive

to his

spect of all with

which

is

of

his

a

line,

him much

cost

policy
crit-

although
time
has
proved the soundness of his
judgment.
.\t
the present time the
North Western is one of the
best maintained and equipped lines in the world. It
has been double-tracked from
icism

preferred to
his duties quietly and energetically with the one end in
view of serving the public
and strengthening his road.

project or initiated any policy for the purpose of firing

Chicago to Omaha and almost all of the way from
Chicago to St. Paul and
Minneapolis, and has four
tracks between Chicago and
Milwaukee.
The development of the road has been
carried
on carefully and
steadily in conformance with

popular imagination nor has
he ever yielded to the pressure of the political passions
He
or fads of the moment.

has never sought the public
eye and has yet to learn the
meaning of the word "exThe growth of
pediency."
the North Western System,
is
explains,
he modestly
nothing unusual, but represents a consi-stent adherence

the increasing transportation

demands

of

the

section

of

Extensions and improvements have
been added from time to
time to develop the maximum
traffic and to enable it to be
economy, with the double purthe country served.

sound policy of financMarvin
ing and operation throughNeiout a period of years.
ther does it represent the
work of one man but rather the joint efforts of an aggregation of loyal and conscientious officers and employees.
There is no doubt that the excellent esprit de corps of both
to a

the officers and the men in the ranks explains, in considerable measure, the high standing of the road today, but
there is no discounting the quality of the leadership which
encouraged that spirit of co-operation and unfailing fidelity
Mr. Hughitt's personality is a strong one, and he
to duty.
has projected his ideals and his policies into the work of
his subordinates.
A keen thinker, endowed with the power of clear analysis,
he has never vacillated after working out the jjroblems presented to him, but relying on his decisions once they were
made, he has acted accordingly. While he has valued the
opinions of his business asscx:iates and assistants he has
never hesitated to stand alone if his judgment demanded
such a course.
He has carried on all his business dealings
on the highest plane of honor. A prominent Chicago business man who has known him since the 70's, declares that

Hughitt

handled with the

maximum

pose of giving the public the best service it is possible to
render and of making the property as profitable as possible
to those who invested in it.
While the North Western has
not made investments without prospects of increased business, its management has generally anticipated the need
for increased facilities.
The company has felt that its responsibility consisted of
pcrfomiing the best possible service and providing such
extensions and improvements as were justified by the growth
in po[)ulation and production of the territory it traversed.
It has not initiatecl new projects when existing facilities

This sound business policy is illustrated by the
Mr. Hughitt never allowed himself to be tempted
into building an e.xtension to the Pacific coast
The North
Western for years has had satisfactory through traffic arrangements with the Union Pacific and other Harriman lines;
the construction of a line to the coast would have made it
sufficed.

fact that

a competitor of
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in.stead

of a connection

with those roads.
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1918

19.

WliiK- ilk

piiluy

ami souml from

(jf

the Norlli Wi-sli-m lias l)Con ciiaful
been
it has not

direitor

road.

a Imsines.s point of view,

When Mr. HuKhitt la-came president
1887 the total ojierated mileage of the North Western was
4.000
miles,
while that of the ChicaRo, St. Paul,
less than
Minneapolis & Omaha was 1,.>40 miles.
the ])resent
.\t
time the North Western ojierates 8.108 miles and the Omaha
1.75.> miles, while other subsidiaries have an operated mileage in excess of 300 miles.
As a conse(|uence of its steady l)ut never sensational development, the North Western has never been to any conHardsiderable extent burdened by unprofitable branches.
ly a railway in tlie I'nited States has a finer ilividend record.
It has never failed to pay a dividend in any year since 1878.
From 1887 (when Mr. Hughitt became president) to 1804,
it paid (> per cent on its common stock; in 1895 it paid 4
per cent; from 1806 to 1899 it paid S per cent; in 1900 it
paid () per cent, and ever since has paid 7 per cent.
.\ltlu)U!jh Mr. HuRhitt has not yet resigned as chairman
of the board of the Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha,
it is understixid that lie will take such action as soon as the
annual meetiniz of the stockholders of that road takes place.
While resiynins; as the head of the board of the North
Western. Mr. Hughitt is not giving up entirely his active
connection with the company.
He will continue to be ;i
ultra-ionservativi-

in
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and

.i

member

.Although he

lias

of the executive committee of the
passed his eightieth birthday, Mr.

Hughitt retains all his faculties unim|>aired.
Mr. Hughitt was born in Genoa township, Cayuga county. New York, on August 9,
\HM. He entered railway
service in 185(> on tlie St. Louis. .Alton &: Chicago, now
the Chicago & .Alton, which line he served as superintendent of tclegrapli and trainmaster.
From 1862 to 1864,
he was superintendent of the Southern division of the Illinois Central, following which he was promoted to general
superintendent of the same road.
In 1870 he was appointed assistant general manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and from 1871 to 1872, was general
manager of the Pullman Palace Car Company.
In 1872
he entered the service of the Chicago & North Western as
general superintendent.
He was promoted to general manager in 1876 and to vice-president and general manager
in 1880.
From 1887 to October. 1010, he was president
of the road, and from the latter date up to the present time
lias been chairman of the board of directors.
He has also
.served on the Chicigo. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha since
1882, when he was elected president.
In 1907 he was
elected chairman of the executive committee of that road,
and from 1910 to date, has been chairman of the board of
directors.

Arguments on the Standardization

of

Locomotives

Robert Quayle and C. A. Greenough Speak on the Question
at the

AT

.\

Western Railway Club

MEETi.Ni. of the Western Railway Club held in
.April 15, Robert Quayle, general super-

Mr. Greenough presented arguments for and against
standardization, his remarks being given practically verbatim as follows:

Chicago on

intendent of motive power of the Chicago & North
Western and C. .A. Greenough, vice-president of the BaldWorks, took occasion to make a few reLocomotive
win
marks on kxomotive .standardization in connection with a
paper on Econom\' in Locomotive Operation and MaintenMr. Quayle spoke in
ance.

"I want to say a word about
I
the standard locomotives.

By George

was a member of the committee of nine that was called on

was

big

a

It
these designs.
job to reconcile

every member of the committee
to each particular thing that
.All the rouils
was adopted.
had their own
represented
standards, and they were all
Many had to give
different.

up

notions they
cherished and had to take up
in
else,
someone
notions of
order that the committee might

fancy

the

agree.

.As

a

member

to say that each

I

man on

want

"Back up your own by purchasing Liberty
That is what the Railway Business Association at its Chicago convention said to the
railway supply craft, more than 50,000 of whose
Bonds."

are reported in the service of the United

States.

Wherever American
projects for the

members of
among the
community

citizens are cooperating in

common

livest

find

They

are

leaders

and members

of

the

It will be our
loan drive teams.
pride to carry the subscriptions from our ranks
up to the full measure of our means.

that

We

saw that we could
not bring in localism or sectionalism; what we did
It was essential that
be for the good of the nation.

had

we

to

get

It is such
together and do what we could to help out.
sacrifice that brings results, and when men are ready to
give up in order that democracy may prevail, we will get

results."

weal there will you

the railway supply craft.

committee did his job splendidly.

A. Post

President of the Railway Business Association

men

I refer to the
standardization of
the locomotive as a unit. The
railroad administration, primarily to reduce the first cost
of locomotives and with a view
to effecting an
interchangeability in repair parts which
\vould enable locomotives to
be
transferred
conveniently
from one section of the country where transportation might
reach a low ebb to another
more congested district, has
through conferences with the
railroad
builders
and
the
committee proposed to bring
about a series of standard
locomotives.
The committees
appointed
have done their
work efficiently and there are
under consideration twelve designs of locomotives, in some

of the possible.

proposed

"Back Up Your Own"

part, as follows:

to prepare

"The recent change in the controlling power of railroads
has brought about the possibility of experimenting along
lines whirli h:\\v long been under contemplation, but have
been deemed outside the realms

and one light. The
hea\T locomotives are designed to develop the greatest averwith
a
weight
limited
efficiency
possible
to 60,000 lb.
age
lases two of a single class, one heavj-

per driving axle, while the light locomotives are limited to
55.000 lb. per driving axle.
"The arguments in favor of such standardization are in-
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terchangeability between railroads, the possibility of some
rapidity of construction, interchangeability of repairs and
It is probable that the possibility
a somewhat lower cost.
of construction has been lost for this
\ear, because of the length of time which the administration
could
has required to give consideration to the project.
doubtless have built a larger number of locomotives, exact

of greater

rapidity

We

duplicates of those now on the railroads, had orders been
placed two months ago, in a shorter time than we will be
able to build the new types of locomotives, details concerning which are not yet settled.
"The arguments against standardization may be summed
up as follows: The capacities of the locomotives are based
upon average conditions; hence there is no provision for the

extreme requirements which these locomotives do not cover.
Where even the light locomotives are too hea\'}- for service
and where the heavy locomotives are not of sufficient capacity special locomotives will have to be provided unless those
requiring lighter engines purchase from other roads dis-

carded power, and those requiring the heavier locomotives
change their system of operation so as to use the heav^
In such instances where
standard government locomotive.
railroads have been equipped from one end to the other to
use power of maximum capacity for the purpose of reducing train movements such action would prove a negative
economy.
"The standard locomotives are designed for bituminous
coal fuel and radical changes in their construction will be
required for burning anthracite or an appreciable percentage
Oil
of anthracite or for properly burning pulverized fuel.

The limiting sizes
fortunately requires no basic change.
of the locomotives of length, height and width must necesfound
on the various
minimum
to
be
sarily conform to the
roads over which the locomotives are designed to operate.
These

restrictions necessarily

cramp the designs and

their efficiency to the restrictions of the fuel.

A

limit

limit of

height of IS feet has been proposed for all except the heavy
Santa Fe and consolidation Mallet type locomotives; consequently steam space, domes and smoke stacks are mere
shadows of what they would naturally be. In a country

Central

Xews Photo

as
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ours various physical and climatic conditions
which the proposed standardization ignores; conse-

large as

exist

quently the locomotives will afford maximum efficiency in
some localities with a corresponding loss in others.
"No standardization of this extent has been dreamed of
The
in the past; hence the task is relatively momentous.
Pennsylvania has for years given serious consideration and
effort to the standardization of their equipment; likewise
the Harriman Lines in 1905 proposed a series of standard
Both of these
locomotives for all roads controlled by them.
efforts have resulted in an extensive standardization of
parts, but not in a complete standardization of equipment,
because growing needs for larger and more efficient power

and the improvements in the permanent way have invited
and made possible increases in the size and capacity of locomotives which have thrown to the winds an)' idea of standardization of locomotives which would extend over an apIn both instances the standard
to the standard
locomotives of ten years ago.
The conservation of our rewill
permit
sources
not
of a system of standardization which
is so inflexible as to choke further improvements and thus
discourage the inventions which may now be in their incipiency.
Yet how can we maintain a standard which is
permitted to change, and how can we progress without
change.
If standardization of locomotives as units is a war
measure; if it will help us win, let us have standardization
quickly and regard it as a war measure; but if it is an economic experiment the final net result may be the addition of
just so many classes of locomotives to those now existing.
"The ideal standardization provides for the elimination
of unnecessary diversity and progress invites and necessitates diversity, hence in spite of our ideals the standardization of locomotives may be limited to the standardization
preciable period of time.
locomotives of today bear

no comparison

maximum number of parts.
"The problem now before the administration

of the

is

to

decide

whether or not the criticisms in favor outweigh those against
the proposed standardization, and we all await the decision
with the keenest interest, and we all hope the decision, whatever it may be, will prove for the best."

Service

Small Ammunition Train on the Western Front

I

f

General
The use

of coal

News Department

from Alberta, by the Grand Trunk

formation about the time and place of

Pacific

Railway, will this year lie more than twice as extensive as last
year, onlers haviiii; been Kiveii recently lor tiOO.OOO tons.

and annual meetings

as early as practicable.

The

I

car builders held another conference with John
Williams, Wednesday and adjourned to meet again
Thursday without reaching any settlement on proposed

Charles M. Schwab, chairman of the Bethlehem Steel Company has been appointed Director General of the Emergency

Skelton

on

contracts

for

freight

F'leet Corpc)ration.
.At the suggestion of Charles Pie/., the
position of general manager, which he held, will be abolished

cars.

order that Mr. Schwab may be wholly unhampered in his
control of production at all yards doing work for the* EmerMr. Picz still retains his position
gency Fleet Corporation.
Mr. Schwab is said to
as vice president of the corporation.
have assured the President, at a White House conference
preceding the announcement of his appointment that there
would be no lack of steel for the carrying out of the shipbuilding program.
in

Several railroads have turned over to the Railroad .Administration the excess revenue earned by them since January 1
that
is to say, the net revenue above their estimate of the amount of
;

compensation due from the government.

The United States War Department has ordered for use in
France 80 light locomoti\cs. CHI centimeter gage. weij;hing 35,000 lbs., from the Davenport Locomotive Works, also 67 50
h.p. and 70 35 h.p. gasoline locomotives from the George P.
Whitcomb Co.
Twenty-four inches of snow, reported

at Sand Patch, Pa.,
supposed to be the linal kick of the winter. The
reports say that gangs of workmen had to be sent out with
shovels to release 150 cars of coal at several points on branches
of the Baltimore & Ohio.

on

.\pril

11, is

Floors, good and bad, are the subject of the latest "Safe
Practices" pamphlet, issued by the National Safety Council,
Chicago. This is an eight-page leaflet, numbered 11, with numerous illustrations. It gives in detail the requirements of a

good floor, and the dangers of broken, obstructed, slippery or
uneven floors.

The Chesapeake & Ohio Employees' Magazine has been
discontinued.
The March number will be the last to be issued
for the present.
The meetings of the Safety First committees
and such other data as

it

may

be found advantageous to diswork will be published in

tribute in the interest of safety-first

some other manner.

Thomas

been confirmed as governor of
on recommendation of the
Committee on Territories, which had delayed action until it had
Alaska.

Riggs,

Jr.,

has

The Senate took

this action

made by J. E. Ballaine, of Seattle. Wash.,
alleged that Mr. Riggs. as a member of the .Maskan
Railroad Commission, had been guilty of mismanagement in the

investigated charges

who had

construction of the Alaska railroad.

The United States

Steel

Corporation

is

expending from

$13,000,000 to $14,000,000 a month on extensions to plants, almost all of which are for war work, according to the statement
of Judge E. H. Gary chairman of the board of directors, at
Mr.
the annual meeting held in Hoboken, N. J., Monday.
Gary said that the company would be able to continue the

present dividends in addition to
itures

from

making the above expend-

profits.

The quantity

of rails needed by different important railroads has been under discussion both in the Railroad .Administration and in the War Industries Board, and also the
capacity of the mills to produce the rails in connection with
other requirements of the government.
It is understood to
be probable that the amount of open-hearth rails must be
reduced because of the amount of open-hearth steel required
for munitions, and that the railroad companies have been asked
through the regional directors to report as to what extent Bessemer rails can be used for all but important main track
lines.

The Engineering Council, Engineering

Societies building,

street. New York, is compiling a calendar
and other important meetings of engineering and
related societies in order that information may be available in
one place for the answering of inquiries and that the unnecessary conflict of dates be avoided.
To assist in making this
calendar complete and keeping it up to date, secretaries of engineering and scientific organizations are requested to send in-

29

West Thirty-ninth

of conventions

proposed conventions
Engineering Council

to the secretary of the

The Third Liberty Loan
up to noon, April 17, show that 281,958
and employees of western lines have subscribed for a
total of $21,817,835 in Liberty Loan bonds; this is an increase
in subscriptions of $4,153,150 in 24 hours, and an increase of
The Rock Island System still leads the
54,775 subscribers.
list with subscriptions amounting to $2,487,200, representing 90
per cent, of its employees.
W. G. Bierd. chairman of the
loan committee, western lines, predicts that by Saturday the
western roads will have subscribed for $30,000,000, or one per
Reports

received

officers

cent, of the total loan.

Valuation of Telegraph Companies
Interstate Commerce Commission has instituted an
investigation on its own motion of the property owned or
used by the telegraph and cable properties of the Mackay
system, the value of the property and the history and organization of the companies. The order covers increases or decreases of stocks, bonds or other securities in any reorganizations; moneys received by any of the corporations by reason
of any issues of stocks, bonds or other securities; the syndicating, banking and other financial arrangements under which
such issues were made and the expenses thereof; net and
gross earnings; the expenditure of all moneys and the purposes for which the same were expended, and any other
transactions which may give any information as to the history or present value of the property.

The

Publicity for Crossing Dangers

The expenditure

of $275,000. to carry on a campaign of pubthe prevention of accidents at highway grade crossings, is the main topic of a circular which has been issued by
the Steam Railroad Section of the National Safety Council,
and the author of which is H. E. Reisman. Mr. Reisman
presented his argument to a meeting of the Chicago Steam
licity for

Railways Claim Conference on January

7 last.

He would

ex-

tend his campaign over a period of four months and would
make use of 300 Sunday newspapers and 5,000 billboards. He
estimates that about three-fourths of the population of the
country live in 23 states and that by the use of the newspapers
mentioned, together with two or three agricultural papers, he
would reach a large portion of the population of the country.
He says that the number of automobiles and auto trucks in
use in the United States on December 31 was 5,148,063, and
that about 86 per cent of these cars were registered in the 23
states, which contain over 72.000,000 of population.

Observing that the New York Central, the Union Pacific,
the Southern Pacific and the Santa Fc spend annually from
$400,000 to $600,000 each for advertising and that the estimated expense of his propaganda amounts to not much more
than SI per mile of road, he thinks that the scheme should be
accepted as very reasonable. He thinks that the saving will

1047
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be great, for the number of casualties at grade crossings is
increasing.
In 1917 the figures were nearly 100 per cent
greater than in I9I6. and he looks forward to nearly the same
ratio of increase in 191S.
Calculating the total number of
casualties this year at between 3,000 and 4,000, he thinks that
the railroads will have to pay from six millions to eight millions of dollars on this account; and any campaign which
should reduce or check this loss, even in a small degree, would
be a handsome success.

A

and for that reason all tobacco received is all the more acceptable.
We all thank you very much."
A letter has also Ijeen received from Morton Russell, captain
adjutant of the Eighteenth Engineers (Railway) Regiment, written by order of Colonel Cavanaugh, acknowledging receipt of
three cases which contained twelve 20-lb. packages of tobacco,
which have been distributed to the regiment; and expressing the
appreciation of the

for business

(for

;

man, now living, who took part in the
construction of the track
This man is John Bottomley, of
Franklin, Ky.
However, he is not a centenarian; his work on
the road was carrying water and luncheons to his father, who
was a stonemason, engaged in making and laying the stone blocks
which served as supports for the rails and the boy, now 92 years
It is not to be supposed that his name
old, was then only four.
appeared on the payroll but no one who is familiar with railroad officers' biographies will deny that then, as now, a water
boy was an important figure in railroad construction work. Railroad managers, and presidents, whose first railroad position was
that of water boy, are quite familiar figures in American railroad
prints the portrait of a

!

;

;

history.

for Stenographers at

Washington

of Railways of Canada has ordered 100,000 tons
of 8S-lb. steel rails from the Dominion Iron & Steel Company,
Sidney, N. S., for distribution among the four principal railways
of Canada. Rolhng was begun on .^pril 1, and will continue at
the full capacity of the mill until the entire order is completed.
It is understood that the rails are being rolled on a cost plus
percentage basis. The Canadian Pacific will receive 3(X) miles,
the Canadian Northern 170 miles and the Grand Trunk and the
Canadian Government 140 miles each of these new rails.
The Minister of Railways has also bought for the Dominion

Government

37.375 tons of steel rails, which were rolled in the
United States for the Russian Government, but which were not
sent to Russia.
These rails have been stored at the -Atlantic
seaboard for several months. They are of a section weighing
67'4 lb. to the yard, and will be sufficient to lay approximately
355 miles of track. These rails will be laid in branch lines and
sidings on the Canadian Northern and the Canadian Government Railways, to release heavier rails which will be transferred
to

main

lines.

The United

States Civil Service Commission is making a nacampaign to obtain candidates for typewriter opera-

and stenographers, numbers of new places being announced
daily in connection with the great expansion of government
work. Women are being engaged in large numbers and many
more or wanted. Persons who need further training to fit them
for the work are appealed to to take, without delay, whatever
Examinations are held in 450 prininstruction may be needed.
cipal cities of the country every Tuesday.
The pay is from
year,
competent operators are assured
to
$1,200
a
and
$1,000
tors

reasonably rapid promotion. Information in regard to the scope
and character of the examination can be had from the Civil
Service Commission at Washington, or from the examiners at
Boston, New York, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Cincinnati, Chicago,
St. Paul, St. Louis, New Orleans, Seattle, San Francisco, Honolulu and San Juan.

Machinery and Tool Convention
The enormous problem

of manufacturing and supplying machinery and tools sufficient for the carrying out of the government
program for the production of ships, shells, guns and aircraft
will be the subject considered at the great "War Convention" of
the machinery, tool and supply industry of the country to be
held in Cleveland the week of May 13.
One thousand men who are bearing the lirunt of the unprecedented demand for machinery will gather from all parts of
the country to lay out a plan, with the aid of government officials,
to keep the great munition program going at top speed. The big war
convention will be a joint meeting of four great national associations, the American Supply & Machinery Manufacturers' Assocition, the National Supply & Machinery Dealers' Association, the
Southern Supply & Machinery Dealers' Association and the
National Pipe & Supplies Association, which will meet together
in order to co-ordinate their efiforts toward one goal, "More
Ships,

More

in that unit.

The Minister

15 miles, Baltimore to EUicott -Mills) in May, 1830, almost eightyeight years ago yet the Baltimore & Ohio Employees' Magazine

tion-wide

men

Canadian Government Orders Rails
Railroad Builder of 1830

The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad was opened

Urgent Calls

Vol. 64, No. 16

Railway Revenues

Samuel O. Dunn, secretary of the Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund, has received a letter from R. L. James, first lieutenant and acting adjutant of the Seventeenth Engineers (Railway) Regiment, now in France, dated March 16, acknowledging
receipt of a shipment of tobacco which has been distributed
among the men. He said in part: "We appreciate very much
the kindness of the different railroad organizations who are
participating in making these tobacco shipments to the railroad
men here in France. The supply of tobacco in France is limited.

February

preliminary bulletin of the revenues and expenses of 117
roads for February shows railway operating income of $6,242,415 as compared with $24,095,466 in February, 1917, which
was one of the most unfavorable months in railroad liistory.
In the month of January preliminary returns for 172 roads
showed a deficit of over $2,000,000. If a similar result is
shown by the complete figures this will be the first time that
the railroads have failed to pay operating expenses and taxes
for a month since the monthly reports of the Interstate Commerce Commission were begun, in 1907. For the first two
months of the calendar year the 117 roads for which the
February returns are issued had operating income amounting
to $4,202,629 as against $64,932,558 in 1917. To earn the compensation proposed to be guaranteed to the railroads on the
estimated basis of $945,000,000 for the year would require an
average operating income of about $78,000,000 a month, so
that it is apparent that the Railroad Administration has begun the year with a heavy handicap. CJperating revenues of
the 117 roads, which operated 138,000 miles of line, amounted
In
to $166,034,510, as compared with $151,906,989 in 1917.
January operating revenues showed a decrease. Expenses
in February increased by over $30,000,000, from $129,089,920 to
The two months' figures for the same roads
$151,520,130.
show an increase in revenues from $324,000,000 to $329,000,000, while expenses increased from $244,000,000 to $308,000,000. The decrease in operating income of approximately $60,000,000 in the two months is, therefore, practically due to
The railroads of the eastern district
increased expenses.

show a deficit of $4,869,418 for February and of $14,038,785
for the two months.
With a reduction of approximately
$6,000,000 in revenues, the eastern roads for the two months
failed to pay operating expenses by nearly $8,000,000.

Shells."

The Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund

for

A

Track Labor on Western Lines
As

the result of a general conference of interested lines, the
regional director of Western railroads has issued a number of
instructions with reference to the employment of track labor
during the present season. All lines are asked to make the fullest
use possible of the United States government labor agencies.
The standard day for all track labor will be 10 hours and the

maximum

Central territory, 25 cents per
rate of pay as follows
southwestern territory, 25 cents per hour northwestern
territory, llYi cents per hour; all large terminals, 27j4 cents per
hour, and overtime pro rata. The present rates of pay will not be
increased except in cases of necessity on account of the shortage

hour

;

:

;
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ami wlirii mj increased will iint ixcitd the iiui\irmiiii
N'o alluwaiices of any kind will be made
rates above speiilied.
for board or for any other reason that will have the elTeit of in-

oi lalior,

creasing cnnipensation.

Lines

now

payinv;

hij;lur rates

in

Traffic

cer-

may, if they so desire, continue these rates, but
1-aborers called
there must be no extension of such excess rates.
(or nijiltt service after being relieved from duty or performing
Siniday inspection will be paid a minimum of live hours. Koads
now paying or under contract to pa> track men time and a lialf
(or Sunday and night work may continue this practice, and other
roads in the same territory may adopt the same practice if they

News

localities

tain

so desire.

iiiiiiiiiiii<

may

be allowed, and for each additional 25 men one waiter
Railroads may transport free of charge food and
essential camp supplies necessary, but this will not include food
supplies for other than men employed in the camps, and does
not include commissary supplies sold to the men.
Payment of the fare for laborers from the labor markets to the
points needed and their return fare to the point where employed
may be continued. The practice of labor agents recruiting laborers from the forces of any other roads is prohibited.

may be added.

<•<

MHiMiiiiiinuiiiiniiiB

Van Dyke Norman, an interstate commerce attorney,
J.
addressed the Transportation Club of Louisville at a noon
day luncheon on .April 8, at the Henry VVattcrson hotel,
Louisville, Ky,, on "Govcrnnicnl C)peration of Railroads."
In a circular under date of April

for good service that clean, sanitary housing
It is essential
conditions for extra gangs or floating labor be provided.
For
this purpose railroads may provide at laborers' rates one man
for every 75 men, or less, for the proper upkeep of the camps
and also for one night watchman. For each gang of 10 men one

cook

qiltiiiiiliirtililiiiiillHiiiilliiililliiriiiiiiliilliiriiiiiiiinniiiiiiuiiii

12,

the regional director of

Western railroads announces new routes and schedules for the
movement of fruit and vegetables from
alifornia points to
(

Chicago.
This tralhc will move in trains consisting of a minimum of 25 cars from various concentrating points in California.
L'ndcr the plan, all carloads of fruits and vegetables loaded
in time to reach the proper concentration point before the time
of departure will arrive in Chicago in time for morning team
track placement, including delivery to auction houses, on the
ninth day from loading station.

The Department of Agriculture announces that I'nited
States standard containers must be used for fruits and vegetables
shipped this year
ages,

must conform

ard

Container

interstate traffic.
That is to say, all packto the provisions of the L'nited States Stand-

in

.Act.

The

baskets,

crates,

hampers and boxes

must be

Preference

List

for

Fuel

Distribution

in sizes containing half-pints, pints, quarts or multiples
of quarts
though slight variations, either over or under size,
may be allowed provided the average for any shipment conforms
to the standards.
Many manufacturers have arranged to make
no containers except those that comply with the statutory requirements, and even shippers whose products are usually consumed in their own state are said to favor packages complying
with the federal law.
;

1

iio

W ar

Industries Board ol

tlic

Council of National Defense

has issued a statement announcing the adoption by its Priorities
Board of Preference List No. 1 for the guidance of all govern-

mental agencies in the supply and in the distribution, by rail or
The board has not undertaken to
water, of coal and coke.
any industry as non-essential or at this time to limit the
qtiantity of fuel which any particular industry or plant shall receive; but it has listed certain industries whose operation is of
exceptional importance, measured by the extent of their direct
or indirect contribution, either toward winning the war or toward pnniotini; the national welfare; and these industries will
be accorded preferential treatment by the Fuel Administration
in the shipment of coal and coke, and also in the transportation
of such coal and coke by the railroads.
The same plan will be
followed in according preferential treatment to war industries
an-^ plants in the transportation of raw materials and supplies
r.d by them in their manufacturing operations. The list as
is not complete, but provision is made for certifying ad.il
classes of industries and also individual plants whose
«)pcralions are necessary as a war measure.
In determining what industries or plants are entitled to be
certified, it is stated that two factors will control:
(1) The
relative urgency of the use or purpose for which the product is
utilized, and (2) the per cent of the product utilized in war work
or work of exceptional or national importance.
No plant a very
substantial per cent of whose product is not of exceptional importance can be accorded preferential treatment.
No distinction
is made between any of the industries or plants which are or
may be included in the preference list, and no significance attaches to the order in which the industries or plants appear in
the list.
The list includes railways and shops making locomotives, freight cars and rails, and other plants engaged exclusively
in the manufacture of railway supplies.
It also includes the
classify

following:

.Aircraft,

ammunition, army and navy cantonments

and camps, arms, chemicals, coke plants, domestic consumers,
electrical equipment,
electrodes, explosives, farm implements,
feed, ferroalloys, fertilizers, fire brick, food, food containers, gas,
guns; hemp, jute and cotton bags, insecticides, iron and steel,
laundries,

machine

tools, rrines,

newspapers and periodicals,

oil,

production, public institutions and buildings, public utilities,
railways, plants manufacturing railway supplies, refrigeration,

oil

5eeds, ships,

shipbuilding plants, soap, steel, tanners, tanning extwine and rope, and wire rope and rope wire.

tracts, tin plate,

Live Stock Receipts
Receipts of live stock at markets in the western district, as
reported by the United States Railroad Administration for
the month of March were approximately 44 per cent greater
than during March, 1917.

The

receipts in carloads,

Chicago
Paul

St.

Omaha
Sioux City
St. Joseph

Kansas City
Denver
Milwaukee

were as follows:
1918

1917

Increase

28.?3I
5.150
12,445
7,433
5,774
10,921
2,112
1,037

17,417
4,162
9,322
4,791
4,093
8,285
1,900

11,314

912

212
325

73,603

5gjS82

22,921

988
3.123
2,642
1.681

2,636

Coal Production

A

decrease of 1.500,000 tons in the total output of bituminous
coal during the week ending April 6. or 14 per cent as compared
with the preceding week, as reported by the Geological Survey,
has brought out an exchange of statements from the Fuel and
Railroad Admmistrations as to the coal situation.
The coal
production lor the week, including lignite and coal made into
coke, was estimated at 9,395.000 net tons. The decrease was attributed by the Geological Survey partly to the observance of
Mitchell day, April 1, the anniversary of the enactment of the
eight-hour law, as a holiday. It is also understood that .April 6,
the day of the opening of the Liberty Loan campaign, was observed as a holiday in many districts,
A chart showing the
average total production per working day of bituminous coal,
including coal coked, published with the report, shows an almost
steady increase from January 19 to March 30, but a falling off
for the week ending April 6 to the lowest point since last June
with the exception of the week of December 15 nnd tho week of
the
January 19. The percentage of full time outpu;
per
week ending March 30 was 662 per cent, anil
of
cent was attributed to car shortage. Complaii:^
increasing car shortage on the production of c^al lirtVc been renewed by thf representatives of the Fuel .Administration during
the past week, but no statement was made by the Railroad Administration until Monday, when, after Dr. Garfield had issued a
!

—

ANTS Army of Sa\-ers. The purpose of the War Savings
Committee is to create an army of savers who will, by saving,
\V

release labor and materials for the use of the Government in the
war, and who will lend their savings to the Government to
prosecute the war.

.

t
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statement referring to the Geological Survey figures and attributing it to shortage of cars, the Railroad Administration issued a
statement showing that up to April 6 the railroads had handled
this year 6,441 cars of coal more than was handled during the
corresponding period of 1917, in spite of the decrease of 79,172
cars in January.
At a conference of the state fuel administrators from all
states east of the Mississippi, held at Washington on April 11,
a resolution was unanimously adopted and presented to the
United States Fuel Administrator, stating that due to the present

over-burdened condition of the railroads, unless effective measures of relief are at once taken the supply of coal ore for the coal
year beginning April 1 will fall seriously short of the needs of
All individuals, industries and communities were
the country.
called upon unselfishly to endorse and support such acts of the
government as may be needed to clear the railway tracks of any
unimportant or unnecessary traffic congesting the railways and
interfering with the prosecution of the war.
The National Coal Association also issued a statement stating that bituminous coal production during the first three months
of 1918 has failed to keep pace with the growing demands of industrial and domestic users and that reports from virtually every
bituminous field in the United States show that mine operations
have been restricted by the lack of railroad cars.
In his statement Dr. Garfield said, "A large part of the shortage is due to the continued lack of transportation service as
evidenced by the shortage of cars placed at the mines to be
loaded. This is due to the general pressure of war traffic on the
railroads.
Continued shortage of cars at the mines in the fields
supplying the eastern industrial territory has had the effect of
keeping mine labor idle for days at a time and in some of the

The
fields has cut the working time to one or two days a week.
Fuel Administration is gravely apprehensive lest tliis condition
supply
of the
result in the complete demoralization of the labor
bituminous mining industry. The Fuel Administration is convinced that unless there is immediate and material improvement
in car supply efficiency the country faces the certainty of a serious
shortage of coal." Among the causes of disturbance curtailing
production. Dr. Garfield referred to the unsettled situation reHe said this question is
garding contracts for railroad fuel.
under consideration by the Railroad and Fuel Administrators
and will be settled at the earliest moment possible.
The Railroad Administration statement showed the number of
cars of coal of all kinds loaded on all lines during the months
of January, February, March and for the first week in April,
for the years 1918 and 1917 comparatively, as follows:

Month

of January

—

Anthracite
Lignite

Bituminous
Tot.il

Month

of

No. 16

Commission and Court News
Interstate

I

Commerce Commission

The commission has approved

the application of the Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio to increase storage charges by reducing free time allowed on less than carload freight at Philadelphia.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued supplemental orders by which the increases of not to exceed IS
cents a ton on anthracite coal allowed in its orders of March
12 will apply to points in Official Classification territory and
Canadian points not covered in the original order.
Fifteenth Section Application Xo. 3380 filed by Agent E. B.
Boyd seeking authority to increase rates on hay and straw due
to the cancellation of commodity rates in Western Trunk Line

and the application of class rates in lieu thereof has, by
direction of the commission, been placed on the formal docket
10100.

territory

and has been given docket No.

Application for a general investigation of the rates on
petroleum and its products has been made to the commission
by the National Petroleum .Association, Western Refiners'
Association and the Western Jobbers' Association, which also
asked for a postponement of the operative date of the commission's decision in the supplemental IS per cent case.
Fifteenth Section Application No. 3307 filed by E. B. Boyd as
agent to increase rates on lumber and articles taking same rates,
from points in Minnesota, Wisconsin, the Northern Peninsula of
Michigan and Canada to Chicago, Racine. Milwaukee, Manitowoc,
Sheboygan and related points, has, by direction of the commission, been placed on the formal docket and has been given docket
Xo. 10099.
Fifteenth Section applications filed by western railroads for
authority to establish the same rates on nut coal as applies on
lump coa! from Colorado, Wyoming and New Mexico mines on
the lines of these carriers to all destinations in Nebraska, Iowa,
Kansas, Missouri and Oklahoma, and to certain points on the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in Nebraska, have been consolidated and assigned to the formal docket under Docket No.
10117.

140,927
16,870
726,367

D

804,992

884,164

P

1918
143,766
727,710

1917
136,882
15,300
705,519

Increase
6,884
2,175
22,191

888,951

857,701

31,250

1918
210.076
13,189
960,202

1917
201,665
16,269
918,920

1,183,467

1,136,854

1918
43,642
2,083
187,463

1917
41,526
2,744
181,168

233,188

225,438

17,475

Bituminous

64,

Inc. or Dec.

1918
127,049
19,707
658,236

1"517

D
I

13,878
2.837
68,131
79,172

February—

Anthracite
Lignite

I

Vol.

Fifteenth Section Application No. 570 filed by Agent Gomph
increase rates on forest products from points in Oregon,
Washington, California and Nevada to points on the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, in California, has by direction of the commission been assigned to the formal docket to be considered and
disposed of in connection with the record made in I. & S. docket
No. 912, which proceeding has been reopened for further conto

sideration.
Total

Month

of Marcli

—

Anthracite
Lignit-

Bituminous
Total
First

Week

—

Bituminous
Total
to date

—

Decrease
Cars

Month
Month
Month

of January
of February
of March
First week in April

Total

I

8,411
3,080
41,282

I

46,613

I

D

in April

Anthracite
Lignite

Year

Inc. or Dec.

Inc. or Dec.
1
2,116

D
I

661
6,295

I

7,750

Increase

Cars

79,172
31,250
46,613
7,750
79.172

85,613

was Stated that the unprecedented weather conditions in
January were responsible for the decrease in coal loading in that

It

that notwithstanding the very heavy loss in loading
January, the loading since has increased until the production,
at the end of the first week in April, shows an increase over last
year of 6,441 cars.

month and
in

The commission has ordered an investigation into the rates
and practices of common carriers governing transportation of
petroleum and its products between points in official classification territory, with a view to prescribing just and reasonable
rates. The recent increases in the rates on these commodities
include wide variance in the amount and percentages of increase as between various localities and complaint has come
to the commission concerning both the amount of the increases and the changes in relationship.
X^o. 4560 filed by carriers, for
Leland is agent, for authority to cancel the effective
commodity rates on pressed cloth, in carloads from Houston and
Houston Heights to Memphis. Tenn,, and from Clinton, Fidelity,
Houston, Houston Heights and Port Houston, Texas, to Algiers,
New Orleans and other points, class rates to apply in lieu thereof,
has by the direction of the commission been assigned to the
formal docket and will be set down for hearing as soon as the
engagements of the commission will permit.

T^ifteenth

whom

Section Application

F. A.

The commission is to investigate carload minimum weights on
lumber and lumber products in all parts of the United States.
Carriers serving North Pacific Coast points and points in the
''inland empire" have prescribed carload minima based on the

April

19.
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cubical capacity of tlie cars, while carriers serving other lumber
producing regions use other minima. There have been numerous
complaints as to discriminations caused by this difference and by
difficulties as to the application of rules based on the cubical
capacity and the commission will seek to ascertain whether the
variations are reasonable.
;

Fifteenth Section .\pplication No. 2516 filed by the Pennsylvania Railroad Company for itself and on behalf of other carriers participating in its tariffs for authority to cancel the present
water competitive rates on certain kinds of lumber, and to apply
in lieu thereof the so-called normal lumber rates applicable on
forest products, and Fifteenth Section -Application No. 2530 filed
by .Agent Chalcnor in behalf of Southern Lines, also seeking
authority to cancel water competitive rates on certain kinds of
lumber and to apply in lieu thereof the normal lumber rates, have,
by direction of the commission, been consolidated under formal
docket No. 10098, and will be set down for hearing as soon as
the engagements of the commission will permit.

The

Commerce Commission has ordered

Interstate

a hearing

Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on' April 22, before
Examiner R. H. Kimball, on the protest of the New Orleans,
Texas & Mexico to the tentative valuation of its property made
to be held at the

by the Division of \'aluation. The hearing will be devoted to
matters drawn in question by the protest, except matters
pertaining to land.
At the conclusion the hearing will be
adjourned to some point on the lines of the road where
evidence will be received on values and classit'ication of lands,
but no evidence will be received as to cost of condemnation
and damages or of purchase. All parties are expected to
produce their entire evidence at these hearings.
all

State

The new rate goes into effect May 1.
the rate $22.50.
similar increase has been authorized in the prices of party

For

Books of two thousand miles

will

no longer be

sold.

interstate travel, the $22.50 rate already prevails.

Court

News

Excessive Damages
The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that where a conductor, on the ground that his ticket had expired, ejected an
aged man, whose ticket was valid, at a point six miles from the
on a dark night, in a driving ram. and he suflfered mental
anguish and fear, and was threatened with pneumonia, though
not confined, a verdict of $2,000 was excessive, and was reduced
to $1.000.— Houston East & West Texas v. Snow (Tex.), 201
5. W., 224.
Decided February 15, 1918. Rehearing denied March
station,

6,

1918.

Service of Process on Station Agent

The Kansas Supreme Court holds

that where a railroad has
hands of a receiver under an order directing
him to take into his possession and control all the assets and
property of the corporation and to operate the railroad, service
of summons, in an action against the railroad corporation, upon
a station agent who is in the employ of the receiver and had

been placed

case.
Those who are engaged in the active
of railroad operation are not only required to be watchful
to conserve their own safety, but owe a similar duty

cumstances of the

work

and vigilant

to all others whose duties expose them to the same dangers; and
all such employees have a right to rely to some extent on the
care of each other and to assume that each one thus employed
will use reasonable care to avoid injuring the others.— Chicago &
Frie v. Steele (Ind.), 118 X. E.. 824. Decided February 27. 1918.

Expense

of Crossing

Another Railroad's Tracks

In an action by a street railway to recover from a railroad
one-half the cost of renewing certain highway crossings where
the tracks of the two companies crossed in a city, the Indiana

Appellate Court holds that a contract whereby the railroad
granted to the street railway right to forever maintain a single
track across the tracks and right of way of the railroad in consideration that the street railway at its own expense maintain
the necessary crossings, is invalid as against public policy, and in
violation of the state statute providing that each company respectively shall keep and repair its own tracks so as at all times
to provide a safe and convenient crossing.
.Xs the only consideration for the promise of the street railway to maintain the
crossing was the privilege of crossing the railroad's tracks, a
right which the former had without the latter's consent, there
was no sufficient consideration to support a verdict. Vandalia v.
Ft. Wayne, etc., Traction Co. (Ind.). 118 N. E., 839.
Decided
February 26, 1918

—

Pennsylvania Stop, Look and Listen Rule

making
tickets.

or about such tracks, and the failure of such an employee, while
in the discharge of his duties, to look and listen for approaching
trains, may or may not be negligence under the particular cir-

Commissions

The Railroad Commission of Georgia has authorized an increase of 2V2 mills a mile in the prices of thousand-mile tickets,

A
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in the

formerly occupied the same position for the corporation, is not
good service as to the corporation. The same question has arisen
in a number of cases.
The decisions, however, are controlled by
statutes, some of which differ from the Kansas statute as to the
manner of service on a railroad company. Chilletti v. M. K. &
T. (Kan ». 171 Pac. 14. Decided January 12. 19ia Rehearing
denied March 1?. 1918.

—

Employees Crossing Tracks ;Contributory Negligence
The Indiana Supreme Court holds that the rule which exacts
of a traveler or other person about to cross a track the precaution to look in both directions, and also to listen, in order to
ascertain whether a train is approaching, is not applied in all
its strictness to railroad employees who are required to be on

In an action against a railroad company for damages for
injuries resulting from a crossing accident, the United States
Circuit Court of Appeals, Second Circuit, says that the law
of Pennsylvania, where the accident occurred, and which lawgoverns the right of action, "makes it an obligation to stop,
look and listen before crossing the tracks of a railroad company.
This is not a rule of evidence, but a rule of law.
peremptory, absolute and unbending, which the jury should
never be permitted to ignore or evade or pare away by disjunctions and exceptions.
Not to stop, look and listen is
negligence per se. The decisions of the Supreme Court of
Pennsylvania fully establish this." The plaintiff was struck
in the nighttime by a train coming down grade by force of
gravity merely. The train bore no light and the locomotive
tender first. It was held that the plaintiff's testimony that
he did stop, look and listen could not be rejected as incredible
and contrary to the physical facts, and a verdict by the jury
based thereon overturned. P. & R. v. Skerman. 247 Fed

—

269.

Decided December

11.

,

1917.

Federal Employers' Liability Act Decisions
company engaged in intrastate and interstate commerce accepted the Michigan Workmen's Compensation .Act,

A

railroad

which, in part 6, §4. declares that the provisions of the act shall
apply to employees and workmen engaged in intrastate commerce, and also to those engaged in interstate commerce or foreign commerce for whom a rule of liability, or method of compensation, has been or may be established by Congress only to
the extent that their mutual connection with intrastate work
may and shall be clearly separable and distinguishable from interstate and foreign commerce, but that any employer or employee may, subject to the approval of the Industrial .Accident
Board, and so far as not forbidden by any act of Congress,
voluntarily accept and become bound by the provisions of the

conductor on one of the company's interstate trains sufHis wife instituted proceedings under the state Workmen's Compensation .Act.
The
Michigan Supreme Court holds that, in view of the federal Employers' Liability .Act. which was passed prior to the Compensation .Act, and by which Congress indicated an intention to cover
the whole field of compensation or relief for injuries suffered by
railroad employees engaged in interstate commerce, no award
could be made. The fact that the railroad accepted the act did
not show a consent that the .<;t.itut(> -hould .nntilv to interstate
act.

fered

.A

injuries resulting in his death.
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commerce

transaction.s.

cepted by the

company

intrastate

of

Obviously the act might liave been acas applicable only to injuries arising out

commerce.

— Carey

v.

Trunk

Grand

Western

(Mich.), 166 N. VV., 492. Decided February 19, 1918.
Where an engine has been specifically designated for a certain
interstate train, and a hostler was told to fire and prepare the
engine for such train, and while doing so was injured, he was
held within the act.— Cincinnati, N. O. & T. P. (Tenn.), 201
S.

Decided February 11, 1918.
brakeman on a freight car loaded with cotton shipped

W.,

A

It is held that the commission had no jurisdiction to make the
order, and the railroad's application for a writ of prohibition was
granted. Atchison, T. & S. F. v. Commission (Okla.), 170 Pac,

—

Decided December

1156.

to a

Decided March

5,

1918.

—

The Arkansas Supreme Court holds

that

of

damages

Way

in

con-

demnation proceedings must be determined in the circuit court,
the proceedings being strictly statutory and legal, and equity will
interfere only when an attempt is made to take property for
private instead of public purposes. In order to invoke equitable
interference on this ground the cross-bill must state facts and

not conclusions. .^ cross-bill in condemnation proceedings where
a railroad was seeking to put a spur track across the right of
way of another railroad, which stated that the purpose was only
for private purposes and that the two roads were connected and
had established switching charges, and that the defendant railroad could properly serve industries to be served by the proposed spur, merely stated conclusions, and did not give equity
jurisdiction.
It was also held that the evidence established the

when

1917.

Rehearing denied February

Methods

Acquiring Rights of
Way and Station Grounds

of

Under

the

act

of

Stat.. 482), a railroad

(Act March
company may acquire

Congress

3.

1875.

right of

c.

152,

way by

18
the

or,
actual construction of the railroad over the public domain
under the fourth section, the right of way and station grounds
;

may

Condemnation Proceedings Spur Track
Crossing Another Road's Right

would be for a public use. It
would serve .several industries and the shipping public in a more
convenient and expeditious manner.' Decree dismissing the complaint was therefore reversed, and the cause remanded for the
ascertainment by the circuit court of the damages to which the
defendant railroad was entitled. Butler County R. Co. v. St.
DeLouis, Kennett & Southeastern (Ark.), 200 S. W., 1007.
cided February 11, 1918.
that the spur,

IS,

26, 1918.

128.

point in another slate, but to be taken to a point within the state
to be compressed in transit, was held to be engaged in interstate
commerce.— Rock Island v. Hessenflow (Okla.), 170 Pac, 1161.

fact
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built,

—

Duty to Record Delivery of Intoxicating Liquors
An express company was indicted for a violation of the
Kentucky statute relating to the keeping of books recording
particulars of the delivery of intoxicating liquors. The trial
court sustained a demurrer to the indictment. The Kentucky
Court of Appeals has set aside the trial court's order. The
statute declares that the book to be kept shall be open to
public inspection at any time during the business hours of
the carrier and shall constitute prima facie evidence; failure
or neglect to keep the record is a misdemeanor. An express
company provided an appropriate book, but its local agent
delivered liquors without requiring the consignee to sign his
name. The Appellate Court holds that tlie carrier cannot
avoid liability on the ground that its duty was fulfilled when
it provided the book, and that the offense was committed only
by the agent; the use of the disjunctive "or" in the penal
provisions does not show any intent to relieve transportation
companies and cast all burdens on their agents. Com. v.
Adams Express Co. (Ky.), 200 S. W., 648. Decided February

be acquired by (1) location of the road; (2) filing a profile
of it in the local land office; and (3) the approval thereof by the
Secretary of the Interior. If, at the time the railroad seeks to
appropriate public lands of the United States, such land is subject to entry and sale, the road is entitled to the benefit of the
act, notwithstanding that such land may have been reserved from
The
entry and sale at the date of the law (March 3. 1875).
status of the land at the date the appropriation is sought controls the right of the railroad company; not its status at the date
of such act. The Supreme Court of New Mexico holds that the
provision of section 4, requiring a profile to be filed, is directory,
and a railroad may file such map and secure the benefits of the
act after the stipulated period (12 months) has elapsed, if it so
elects.
The fact that it has completed its railroad does not prevent it from obtaining station grounds under the act if the land
is public land, subject to entry and sale, at the time it applies
therefor.
The approval by the Secretary of the Interior of the
profile

filed

Atchison, T.
ary 14, 1918.

conclusive against collateral attack.

is

— Jackman

v.

Decided JanuS. F. (New Mex.), 170 Pac, 1036.
Rehearing denied February 23, 1918.

&

Trespass on Adjoining Land
Cutting Brush and Diverting Water
In a suit by an abutting owner against a railroad to enjoin
trespass the evidence tended to show that brush left on the
plaintiff's land was cut with her permission along the right
of way by the railroad's agents, in order that a better view of
a semaphore signal might be obtained by locomotive engineers.
The Oregon Supreme Court therefore held that the
cutting of the brush was not a trespass. If by leaving it on
the land when it should have been burned after it was cut
the land owner was injured her remedy was the expense reasonably to be incurred in removing it and not the damages
which might result by reason of her inability to use the land
for grazing.
An action at law to recover the outlay thus
necessitated affords an adequate remedy and no exigency
In changing its
exists for resorting to a court of equity.
roadbed the railroad diverted the water of a brook so that it
seeped through the embankment and damaged the plaintiff's
land.
It was held that such act constituted a continuing
trespass; but as the plaintiff for seven years asserted no
rights and sought no relief her long delay precluded equitable
intervention.— O.-W. R. & Nav. Co. v. Reed (Ore.), 170 Pac.

Decided January

300.

29, 1918.

—

Limiting Liability of Connecting Carrier

19, 1918.

Tennessee Suprem.e Court holds that an agreement by the
a^cnt of a carrier to pay damages, not occurring on its lines, to
s;o.;(ls shipped under a bill of lading providing that no carrier
shall Ije liable for loss other than on its own lines, is a discrimi'I'lic

State Commission's Authority at Crossings

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds

tliat

the

Corporation

Commission has no authority to require the performance by railroads of public duties which have no bearing on or relation to
the transportation of either persons or property, or which do
not relate in any way to the transaction of business by the public

with such companies.

The

attorney general complained be-

fore the commission that the defendant did not maintain safe
and suitable crossings where its tracks crossed two certain avenues.
It was not claimed that the condition of the crossing
affected the safety of either persons or property on defendant's
trains, or that the improvements sought were necessary for the

use of the public in transacting business with the defendant company. The commission made an order requiring the defendant
to build a viaduct across one or the other of the two avenues.

nation against the uniformity of responsibility required of carThe
and is unenforceable.
of
interstate commerce,
Carmack Amendment, making the initial carrier responsible for
transiiortation to destination, does not preclude limiting the re-

riers

sponsibility to

on

its

own

the shipper by a connecting carrier to damages
and such limitation is good at common law.

lines,

connecting carrier is not estopped by a promise to settle, to
rely on a provision in a bill of lading limiting liability to loss
occurring on its own lines, to defeat recovery on an unlawful
contract made by its agent to pay such loss on interstate shipments. The carrier cannot waive the terms of the bill of lading
contract.
Under the acts of Congress it is unlawful for any
shipper to receive any benefit or advantage to which all other
-A
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shippers are not ciititU'il at tlic liaiuls nl a tarriiT. An estoppel
cannot be invoked to btaiii for a slii|)per an inilawliil preference.
Sonthern v. Lewis (Tenn.), 201 S. W., 131. Uecided l-'ebruary

—

11,

1')1S

Government Control and State Commissions' Orders
The Oklahoma Corporation Commission made an order

re-

Louis-San l-rancisco to remove its present station
The
it by a modern fireproof structure.
Since the submission of the case in the Surailroad appealed.
preme Court the L'nited States has taken control of the railroad,
and the Supreme Court continued the cause until the further
order of the court. The court said it ki\e\v judicially, as everyone knows, "that it will require the utmost conservation of the
resources and enerfjies of this country and will require vast,
stores of supplies and materials, such as will be required to comply with the order appealed from, to carry on the prosecution of
the war to a successful termination, and that the revenues of the
railroads, their rolling stock, and the services of their employees
will be taxed to the utmost in the speedy and efficient transportation of troiips. munitions, and other war supplies. Matters
of this kind must and will have precedence over matters of priwe are of
vate convenience and local ambition, and
opinion that compliance with said order should be suspended
until the further orders of this court."
St. Louis-San Francisco
V. State (Okla.l. 170 Pac, 1146.
Decided P'cbruary 12, 1918.
quirint; the St.
in

Miami and

to replace

105.^

decided Ml any reported case, or to have been treated by any
Iroiii a venlict and judgment for the plaintilT the
text-writer.
defendant appealed.
The New York .Appellate Division has
It holds
reversed the judgment and dismissed the complaint.
that a railroad running alongside a highway may maintain snow
they
cause
guards on the line of the right of way, although
snow to drift in the highway, obstructing and making it dangerous, as anyone can erect structures wholly on his own land
without incurring liability for its incidental effect on the adThe court said:
joining highways or landowners.
"It would seem that the railroad companies would have the
same right to erect fences and other structures upon their right
of way as to raise embankments, although the effect of the embankment would be to cause snowdrifts in the a<ljoining highway. A farmer's barn may cause drifts in the highway, \nn it
has never, so far as I am aware, been contende<l that this would
subject the farmer to liability for creating a nuisance in the
highway. .AH highway fences do tend to produce drifts, except,
perhaps, the modern wire fence." Cooney v. Northern Central,
Decided November 14, 1917.
167 \. V. Supp., 86.S.

—

Assignability of Contracts Between Railroad and

Telegraph Companies for Maintenance of Wires

.

—

Reasonableness of State Commission's Rate Order
In response to a rule to show cause why the Oklahoma Corporation Commission should not issue an order providing that
rates now charged for freight and passenger service shall not
be advanced by any carrier until such advance is approved by
the commission, several railroads appeared and fded a protest
denying the jurisdiction of the commission to make such order.
Thereafter, and without taking any extrinsic evidence tending
to show the necessity for or reasonableness thereof, a final order
was issued, providing tb.at the railroads "shall not advance the
rates now charged for freight or passenger service until such
advance is approved by the commission and tariffs regularly filed
with the commission." The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that
the order was a reasonable exercise of the power and authority
conferred on the commission by the constitution and laws of the
state, and invades no substantial right of the railroads, either
state or federal.
It also holds that the taking of extrinsic evidence is not necessary to support the order where its necessity
and reasonableness are apparent from the mere statement of
conditions contained in the record, of which the courts and the
commission may take notice. The court adds
"Of course, this
and all other general rules and orders of a similar nature promulgated by the Corporation Commission, prior to the taking
over of the railroads by the federal government as a war measure, must be administered in the light of these changed conditions."— .Atchison, T. & S. F. V. State (Okla.), 171 Pac. 43.
:

Decided February

12,

1918.

Right to Maintain

Snow Fences Along Highways

was brought against a railroad for the death of the
driver of a sleigh by being precipitated from the top of a load
of straw on the sleigh which he was driving along the highway
adjoining the railroad.
The accident happened when the forward part of the sleigh descended into a hole in the snow in
the highway, overturning the sleigh and its load.
The railroad
•Action

maintained a tight board fence, about 7 feet high, along the
line between its road and the highway, to keep snow
from blowing on the track. The highway passes over an elevation, and the tracks are in a cut from 4 to 6 feet deep.
Prior
to the building of the fence the snow did not drift into the
highway at this point, but the effect of the fence was to cause
the snow to drift and to a considerable extent obstruct the
highway, contributing to the development of pitch holes between the drifts. The complaint charged negligence in maintaining the fence and thereby creating a nuisance. The question
left to the jury was as to whether the fence was a nuisance, in
that it obstructed the highway by causing an accumulation and
piling of snow, which but for the fence would not have occurred.
The precise question presented docs not appear to have been

division

.\

lelegrupl) coiiipany entered

company

for the construction

iiitii

a contract

and maintenance

with a railroad
of a telegraph

line along the railroad right of way, the railroad company
to furnish an easement over its right of way, furnish the labor
and maintain and operate the line, giving ofiice room at stations. Employees of the railroad were to act as custodians of
moneys received for commercial messages. The railroad company became insolvent and the receiver operated the railway
and telegraph systems, discharging the contract obligations
of the railroad company.
On the expiration of the receivership the property was sold to another railroad company and
the court's order of sale, which included all rights of the railroad company as well as the rights of the mortgagees, gave the
plaintilT 90 days in which to disavow contracts by its predecessors. After the purchaser took possession of the road it was
notified by the telegraph company that it elected to terminate
the contract on account of the foreclosure proceedings and
threatened to discontinue service and remove its line. To prevent it from carrying its threats into execution the railroad

company

filed a

were; (1)

and the

Was

The questions involved
bill for injunction.
the contract between the telegraph company
predecessor assignable? (2) Was the con-

plaintiff's

tract assigned?

The Michigan Supreme Court holds that as the contract
was obviously made by the telegraph company to obtain a
right of way for its telegraph system, and by the railroad
to obtain a telegraph

the contract

system for the operation of

its

trains,

was assignable; an executory contract not neces-

being assignable when it can.
consistent with the rights and wishes of the parties, be fairly
and sufficiently executed as well by the assignee as by the
sarily personal in its character

original contractor.

As

the plaintiff did not within the 90-

day period disavow liability on the contract, hut instead
used the telegraph system, which was essential to the operation of the road, the contract must be treated as having been
adopted by the plaintiff, and hence the telegraph company
could not after the expiration of the 90-day period rescind the
contract on the ground that the insolvency of the original
company destroyed the mutuality of the agreement. Moreover, as the telegraph company abided by the agreement
while the road was in the receiver's hands, and made no
attempt to disavow it on account of mutuality until he
property had passed to the plaintiff, it would not. because
inequitable, be allowed thereafter to disavow the contract on
the ground of want of mutuality.

Though

the original

rail-

road company had mortgaged its property before contracting
with the telegraph company for the construction of the line,
yet as the contract was assignable, and as the order for the
sale of the railroad property contemplated not only the
disposition of the rights of the mortgagees but of the rights
of the railroad company and the receiver, the contract passed
Decree for the
to the plaintiff, the purchaser at the sale.
Detroit. Toledo & fronton v. Western
plaintiff was affirmed.
Inion Tel. Co., (Mich.l, 166 N. W. 494. Decided February

—

19. 1918.
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H. Arnold Jackson,

Freight Cars

pany,

F. M. Pease, Philadelphia, Pa., has ordered 500 tank cars from

the

Cambria Steel Company.

The Mutu.m. S.\les Comp.iny,
10 40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars.

Warren,

Pa.,

Thompson & Starret Company, Charleston,
dered 400 gun cotton cars from the Kilbourne

is

inquiring for

W. Va., has or& Jacobs Manu-

facturing Company.

The J. G. White Engineering Corporation, New York, is
inquiring for 40 to 50 10,000-gal., 50-ton steel underframe tank
cars for the Gulf Sulphur Company.
States Government has ordered 76 flat, 8 box,
cars and 36 transfer trucks from the American
Car & Foundry Company; and 10, 30-ton, insulated tank cars
for the Ordnance Department from the American Car & Foundry

The United

4 narrow gage

Company.

flat

In addition the government

steel flat cars for the
flat

Navy, and

is

is

inquiring for

asking for prices on

4,

20,

75-ton
40-ton

Boston,

at

Pneumatic

W.

A statement of recent orders for equipment, presented in
Parliament at Ottawa on April 9, by Hon. J. D. Reid, Minister
of Railways, shows the following contracts
Canada Car & Foundry Company, 5,000 forty-ton steel frame

Tool

has

sales agent of the

been

Company,

elected

with

office

The Liberty Car & Equipment Company,

20 West Jackson
P. H. Joyce as
and has bought the freight car plant of the Central
Locomotive & Car Works, Chicago. The locomotive plant of
the latter is being utilized for the manufacture of farm tractors.

lioulevard, Chicago, has been incorporated w'ith

president,

M.

Emrich, formerly of the Glidden Company, Cleveland,
has been appointed assistant general manager for Berry
Brothers, Detroit, Mich. Mr. Emrich was with the Glidden Company for 28 years, having filled various positions, from the botF.

C)l;io.

tom up

to the position of assistant to the president.

with Berry Brothers on April

began

Rufus Franklin Emery, secretary and treasurer of the WestAir Brake Company, died suddenly on April 11,
in Iiis office at Wilmerding,
Pa.
He was born in 1869 at
Chatham,
Mass..
and
was educated in the

grammar

and high

schools of his native
town. He entered business life at an early age
and after service with
several business interests in the Pittsburgh
entered

district,

the

the Westinghouse Air Brake Company
n
September,
1892, where he held va-

service of

i

rious

switching engines, $405,000; 30 Pacific type engines,
60 Mikado type engines. $3,720,000; Canada Locomotive Company, six switching engines, $246,000; four narrow
gauge engines, $136,080. Total cost of all equipment ordered,
This does not include the 100,000 tons of rails
$32,966,515.
10

$1,800,000;

positions

of

trust

and responsibility,

until

1909 when he was elected secretary and treasurer. At the time of his

recently purchased.
In reply to a question. Dr. Reid

said he might yet have to
ploughs at a cost of $100,000, while

The Chicago, St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha has ordered
112 tons of steel for the construction of deck and through plate
girder spans for use at Palisade, Minn., and Waukesha, Wis.

He

1.

inghouse

Car Company, 25 water service tanks, $129,593; Canada Car &
Foundry Company, 250 refrigerator cars, $1,024,250; Pullman
Car Company, 14 sleeping cars, $502,460; Pullman Car Company,
7 dining cars, $238,700; Montreal Locomotive Works and Canada
Locomotive Company, 50 consolidation freight engines, $2,900,-

Iron and Steel

vice

Major Warren R. Roberts, Quartermaster's Reserve Corps,

cars. $13,750,000;

purchase ten or fifteen snow
the National Railway Defense .Association was asking him to
buy 100 tourist cars for carrying troops. He might also have to
purchase 19 baggage cars.

Chicago,

at

president of the Roberts & Schaefer & Co., Chicago, has been
promoted to lieutenant-colonel. At present he is an executive
officer for the constructing branch of the construction division
of the United States Army.

National Steel Car Company, 1,000 cars,
$2,750,000; Eastern Car Company. 750 forty-ton flat cars. $1,777,800; Eastern Car Company, 650 fifty-ton coal cars, $2,066,675;
Hart-Otis Company, 250 side-dump cars, $760,000; Hart-Otis
Company, 200 side and centre-dump cars, $625,000; Pressed Steel
Car Company, 25 general service tanks, $134,956; Pressed Steel

000;

Bethlehem Steel Comof the Chiacgo

president

O. Duntley, resigned.

his services

cars.

Canadian Orders for Cars and Engines

box

News

Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies

R. F.

Emery

death. Mr.
an officer
in a

and

Emery was
and director

number

of business
financial
institu-

tions in the Pittsburgh district.

The International Oxygen Company, 115 Broadway, New
York, announces the appointment of A. E. Ward as sales manMr. Ward was formerly associated with the Prest-O-Lite
Company, and in the course of years of association with the
compressed gas industries has gained recognition as an expert
in the industrial applications of oxygen, hydrogen and acetylene.
ager.

George W. Bender, assistant to the vice-president of Mudge
Co., Chicago, has been appointed eastern manager of that
company, with office at 30 Church street. New York and Clyde
P. Banning, assistant to the vice-president, has been appointed
western manager, with office in the Crocker building, San Francisco, Cal., and will have charge of the business of Mudge &
Co., in the Pacific Coast states.

&

;

Miscellaneous
Chicago, Burlington

&

Quincy.

— This

company has ordered

six ISO-ton steel coal chutes from the Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, to be installed at Clayton, Wyo., Powder River,

Orin Junction, Echeta, Lysite and Seneca, Neb.

F. E.

Signaling
The Southern Pacific has ordered

50 automatic block sig-

two-arm, to be kept in stock to fill shortnotice requisitions for use on small jobs, such as additional
nals, L'nion, style B,

signals

where

a side-track is

lengthened.

Whitcomb, whose resignation

as signal engineer of
week, has become
special representative of the Federal Signal Company, with headquarters at New York.
Mr. Whitcomb has been in railroad
service about 21 years, having entered the employ of the Boston
& Albany as a lineman in October, 1898. In 1902 he was promoted to foreman and two years later was made electrical assistant to the signal engineer.
In February, 1905, he was appointed division foreman of the signal department of the Althe

Boston

& Albany was announced

last

I
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Siiriiigfield, Mass.
lii 1910
of maintenance of
Boston: and the followiiiK year was made
signal enniiicer, which position he has just resigni-d
!

o

loss

with licadqiuiriers at

tiany ilivi>,iun.

was again promoted, becoming engineer

ii^nals,

with

office at

Financial and Construction
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Supply Exhibit at Convention of Fuel Association

At a recent

nuetin.L; ot the liitiriiatiuiial

Railway Financial News

Railway Supply Men's

Association at the IK'tcl Sherman, Chicano, resolutions were
passed suspending dues for the year 1918.
This action was
taken following a re<iuest by the International Railway Fuel
Association that no exhibit be held at the coming convention
of that organization.
All entertainment features by the supply
associatiiiii will also be dispensed with.

Chicago & North Western.— E. D. Hulbert, president of the
Merchants Loan and Trust Company of Chicago, and Henry
C. McEldowncy have been elected to succeed Zenas Crane and
James Stillman as directors. Marvin Hughitt has resigned as
chairman of the board.

& Florida.—John F. Lewis, president of the Citizens
of Valdosta, has been appointed as one of the receivers
of this road, to succeed Harry K. Warfield of Baltimore, resigned.
A few weeks ago Mr. Lewis, with his brother, E. B.
Lewis of Montezuma, Ga., purchased the holdings of the Balti-

Georgia

Bank

The Haskell & Barker Car Company
The financial statement of the Haskell & Barker Car Company, Michigan Citj', Ind., for the year ended January 31. 1918,
public at the annual meeting of the stockholders held in
New York last week, shows net earnings nearly three times
those of the previous year. The balance, after making deductions for repairs, renewals, etc., reached the figure of $2,340,859,
as compared with $829,617 in the previous 12 months.
Applied
to each of the 220.000 shares of the company's stock outstanding,
the net earnings were equal to $10.64, as against $3.77 a share
for the preceding fiscal period.
.After deducting reserves for
extraordinary replacements the surplus was equal to $9.27 a
share, as against $3.15 for the preceding 12 months.
The income account and balance sheet as of January 31, 1918,
with comparisons, follow

made

1918
$2,634,192
293,333
2,340.859
660,000
1,680.859
300,000
1,380,859

c-irnings

renewals,

Repairs,

elc

Net earnings
Dividends
Balance
Reserve for renewals
Surplus

1917
$1,135,366
305,749
829,617
165,000
664,617
1 35,000
529,617

B.ALAHCE Sheet
.ASSETS

Cash
$1,411,951
Accounts receivable
1,538.118
Empioyees' liberty loan subscriptions
133,450
Securities

owned

984.815

$680,885
2.054,175

3.082,739
5.121.121

45,578
3.368,298
5,067,045

$12,272,197

$11,215,983

$9,332,000
Audited vouchers, pavrolls, taxes, etc.
552.788
476.932
Reserves
Surplus
1,910.275

$9,332,000
1,189,794
164,572
529,617

Inventories
Property and

plant

account

Tot.ils

LIABILITIES
Capital

stock

Totnls
.\t

$12,272,197

$11,215,983

the annual meeting of the stockholders, A. J. McAllister
to the vacancy in the board. The retiring directors

was elected

were re-elected.

Trade Publications
Self-Openi.vg Dies.— .a booklet, entitled Wells Self-Opening
Dies," has been issued recently by the Greenfield Tap & Die
Corporation, Greenfield, Mass. It contains a detailed description
and illustration of the self-opening die manufactured by that
company and shows the tool to be very serviceable and adaptable
to widely varying conditions.
The different kinds of tripping
arrangements, including the pull trip, rim trip, face and lever
trip are illustrated.

The Baker Locomotive Vaut

—

Gear. Under this title a book
bound in stiff paper covers, has been published
Company, 30 Church street. New York. This
publication is a treatise on the Baker locomotive valve gear,
which is completely described and illustrated and for which a
large amount of data is given in tabular form as to valve events,
proportions of parts, etc.
.About one-half of the book is devoted to a description of the methods of setting the valves, each
step in the explanation being accompanied with an example.

of pocket size,
by the Pilliod

Several pages are also devoted to the Sentinel low water alarm,
is manufactured by the
For general
Pilliod Company.

which

distribution a price of 25 cents

is

in the

&

Georgia

St.

&

Florida.

Louis.— J.

B.

has been elected a director to succeed
York, resigned.
ville

Morgan
J.

of Nash-

H. Fall of

New

—

New York

Central. The directors have declared the regular
dividend of UiJ per cent payable May 1 to stock of record
April 13. A special meeting of stockholders will be held June
5 to authorize or ratify an agreement between the company and
the United States Railroad Administration.
Special meetings
of the companies controlled by the New York Central will be
held on or about May 22 for the same purpose.

Northern Pacific— Howard

I.NCOME ACCOl'NT

Cross

more Trust Company

Nashville, Chattanooga

quoted.

Elliott and George F. Slade have
been elected directors to succeed, respectively, William S. Tod,

resigned, and Grant B. Schley, deceased,

Oregon Short Line.

—

At the annual meeting of this company old
board of directors was re-elected with the exception of Marvin
Hughitt, who was succeeded by his son Marvin Hughitt, Jr.
At the organization meeting of the directors the election of
W. A. Harriman to the executive committee was to fill the
vacancy caused by the retirement of Marvin Hughitt.

Railway Construction
— Contracts have been given

Canadian Northern.

by this company for building a steel bridge, with concrete piers and abutments, over the St. Maurice river at Grand Mere, Quebec, as follows
For the foundations, to Joseph Gasselin, Quebec; and for
:

fabricating and erecting the steel, to the Dominion Bridge Company, Lachine. The cost of the improvements, including grading

approaches, steel and masonry work, will be about $170,000.

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincv. This company has awarded
a contract for the construction of a freight house at Scott's Bluff,
Neb., to Harvey Wood, Aurora, Neb.
The building will be a
wooden frame, brick structure, 40 ft. by 120 ft., with asbestos
shingle roof.

Chicago & North Western.— The stockholders of

this

company

have authorized the directors to appropriate $1,500,000 for completing the construction of the Milwaukee Connecting Railway,
comprising a belt line of 12 miles on the western and southern
sections of Milwaukee.

Kanawha &

—

This company has started work on
of a 15-mile double-tracking project between
Charleston. W. Va., and Nitre
The first work consists of building
miles of new line between Charleston and West Charleston, connecting with existing passing sidings.
The work is
being carried out by company forces and includes constructing
a gauntlet over the Elk River bridge.
the

first

Michigan.

section

m

—

Kansas Citv, Mexico & Orient. The Texas legislature recently passed a resolution asking the director general of railroads to authorize the extension of this line from San Angelo,
Tex., to Del Rio on the Rio Grande border, a distance of
about 155 miles. The resolution points out that the grading
of the proposed line has been completed from San Angelo
to a point 80 miles south and from Del Rio north 25 miles,
leaving a gap of 50 miles yet to be graded.
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Co., Inc.,

New York

of foreign passenger agent of the
abolished.

Officers

City, and the office
Pacific has been

Union

The title of Archibald Fries, assistant general freight traffic
of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md.,
has been changed to general freight traffic manager.
manager

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
E.
cago

M. Hyzer,

&

vice-president and general counsel of the ChiXorth Western, with office at Chicago, has resigned.

resignation of Marvin Hughitt as chairman of the board
of directors of the Chicago & North Western is commented on

The

elsewhere in this issue.

The duties of C. A. Gormaly, commercial agent of the Grand
Trunk, with office at Chicago, and the duties of H. W. Ploss,
commercial agent of the Grand Trunk, with office at Milwaukee,
Wis., have been extended to include traffic, except bulk grain,
Canada Atlantic Transit Company.

\ia the

Lyman

Sholes, division freight and passenger agent of the
Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at Omaha, Neb., reeffective April IS, on account of ill health, after 45
years of service with the North Western lines.
The office of
division freight and passenger agent at Omaha has been
Edgar A. Gray, general agent at Helma, Mont.,
abolished.
has been transferred to Omaha, effective April 16.
signed,

Operating
E. T. Campbell, general traflic manager of the Erie, with
office at Chicago, has been appointed assistant general manager, with office at New York, and his former position has

been abolished.

Special

D. B. Fleming, superintendent of the Buffalo division of the
Central, with office at Buffalo, N. Y., has been appointed superintendent of the Mohawk division, with headquarters at Albany, N. Y., succeeding D. L. Sommerville; L. S.

W.

Dudley, assistant superintendent of the

of the St. Lawrence division, with office
Watertown. succeeds Mr. Fleming; J. W. Evans, superin-

relief departOhio, with office at Baltimore. Md., has
been promoted to superintendent of that department, succeeding
the late S. R. Barr, and W. M. Kennedy has been appointed
assistant superintendent of tlie same department.

tendent of the Rochester division, with office at Rochester, succeeds Mr. Emery, and D. L. Sommerville, superintendent of
the Mohawk division, with office at Albany, N. Y., succeeds Mr.

George E. Tebbetts, bridge engineer of the Kansas City

New York

Emery, superintendent
at

Evans.
Brant, master of trains of the Louisville & Nashville,
with office at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed assistant
superintendent of the Nashville division, with headquarters at
Nashville; J. P. Polk, assistant master of trains, has been appointed master of trains, with office at Nashville, vice Mr. Brant
B. F. Burrell has been appointed assistant master of trains of
the main stem second, Nashville & Decatur and Lewisburg divisions, vice Mr. Polk, and the territory of T. C. Sullivan, assistant master of trains, with office at Nashville, has been extended to the Nashville & Decatur and Lewisburg divisions.

A.

W.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
George A. Kirley, whose appointment as signal engineer
Boston & Albany, with headquarters at Boston, Mass.,
has already been announced in tliese columns, was born on

ment

J.

of the Baltimore

&

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

Terminal, Kansas City, Mo., has received a leave of absence to
assume a civilian position with the Emergency Fleet Corporation,
Washington, D. C.

Major F. E. Lamphere, Quartermaster's
formerly assistant engineer of the Baltimore
Terminal, has been promoted to colonel. He
at Port Newark Terminal, Newark, N. J.

Reserve Corps,

& Ohio
is

now

Chicago
stationed

Obituary
Albert A. Burleigh, who was president of the Bangor &
Aroostook previous to 1900, and then to January, 1907, served as
vice-president of that road, died on April 8, at Houlton, Me., at
the age of 77.

of the

August
field,

31, 1880, at Fair-

Vt.,

and

received

educa-

preparatory

his

Brigham Acad-

at

tion

\

Bakersfield,

emy,

t.,

following which he took
a course in engineering
of
University
the
at
Michigan, graduating in
he
The same year
1507.

New York

the
as

service

the

entered
a

draftsman

of

Central
in

the

signal department at
New York. In May.
1909,

Boston

he

&

to

the

Albany,

and

went

CoNTEMPL,«iTED

since that time has been
in the continuous service
of the signal department

of that road.
consecutively

He

served

as

drafts-

Frank L. Sheppard, resident assistant to vice-president in
charge of operation, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at New York, died on April 13, at his home in New
York. He was born in 1851 at Bridgeton, N. J., and entered the
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in 1868 as an apprentice
He subsequently served in various
at the Altoona (Pa.) shops.
capacities until 1881, when he was appointed superintendent of
the Sunbury division of the Philadelphia & Erie, and then was
consecutively superintendent of motive power at Altoona, general superintendent of the Pennsylvania Railroad division, general
superintendent of the United Railroads of New Jersey division,
which was later changed to the New Jersey division and included the Pennsylvania tunnel and terminal line; also, as genOn May 1,
eral superintendent of the West Jersey & Seashore.
1916. he svas appointed to the newly created position of assistant
to vice-president in charge of operation.

Htghw.w DEVELOPMENT

IX

1918.— Combined

forces of the government, states and counties will spend for highThis
in 1918 the amazing total of $263,096,610.
the
is the announcement contained in the first detailed survey of
touring
the
officials
of
nation's road building plan issued by

way improvement
Kirley

man, as chief draftsman,
and later as assistant engineer, until his recent appointment
signal engineer of the same road as above noted.

as

Traffic

Charles B. Irwin, livestock agent of the I'nion Pacific with
office at Omaha, Neb., has been appointed general agent, with
headquarters at Cheyenne, Wyo.
G. H. Corse, Jr., resigned on April 1 as foreign passenger
agent of the Union Pacific System to become traffic manager

bureau of the B. F. Goodrich Rubber Company, who have been
in contact daily for two months with highway commissioners of
the states. While this sum seems staggering, eclipsing by eightytwo per cent the expenditures of any previous year and in money
figures that of 1917 by $118,797,750, road officials of the government and states said it represented merely a "drop in the bucket'

what should be spent before the war was concluded. Calcula-.
government officials are that with good highways, motor
trucks and motor vehicles are capable of carrying approximately
200 per cent more freight than the railroads. In these same calculations they estimate the value of our highways at $6,240,000,000.
of

tions by

|
I

Railway Age
On

anotluT page

publish an article Loneerning

\vc

latest

tlie

developments regarding the <itandardi/.ation of locomotives.

The
Standardization
of

A fir has

Railwtiy

i.een

earnestly.

It

has not been inspired

doing so by any

Locomotives

some weeks
fully and

for

discussing the subject

to the

railways must be operated efficiently

of antagonism

sjiirit

Railroad

.\merica

to play

is

part in the war; the Railroad .Administration

its

The

.Vdministration.
if

in

now has

the jirimary responsibility for the operation of the railroads,

and

therefore entitled to the loyal

is

it

and energetic sup-

1 urthermore,
the activities of this connnittee will undoubtlead to the development of valuable information for
inclusion in the proceedings.
This in turn should prove an
incentive to other operating men to enroll in its membership

edl_\

to secure access to this data.

In covering this field of activ-

American Railway Engineering Ass(x;iation is entering a sphere not occupied by any other organization.
It is
to be hoped that operating men will avail themselves genity

the

erally of the privilege of membershi[)

in this organization
an operating nature which
the most valuable and mav be

in order that the investigations of

are undertaken
l)!aced

in the

may

be

made

hands of the

largest

number

of interested rail-

way men.

port of ever)- concern, jierson or publication in a position
to affect

of

making

the

Railroad

in the

any person or publiis

danger

in

to

it

is

that person's or publica-

so and told the reasons for

its

locomotives should be placed.

belief.

it

has said

The time has now

It

to be hoped, however,

is

standardized locomotives will be treated as what

they are actually, viz.: an experiment; that the

them ordered
lines

will not be excessive;

which require other t\pes

number

and that the individual

will be given

an early

o])]>or-

Although the American Railway Engineering .Association
jirimarily an engineering organization, it includes in

for

Operating Studies

tive positions.

Some

^;''» i^''}*'^ ^^'^

association

the
liavi-

tions.

is

its

membershii) a considerable number of
^.^j,^^.^^,
^^^ -^^ operating and execu-

.

of these are

when

''^*^

it

—

ways of an average of 30 persons ever\ day in the vear.
With the railways being operated under government control,
there

is another pha.se of the matter which should
appeal
public officials.
Trespassers on the railroads in many
instances interfere with operation and do damage to railroad property.
In many ca.ses the killing and injuring of

men

them results in damage suits. While the railways are under
government control the expense which directly and indirectly
results from trespassing must be borne by the government
itself.
The Interstate Commerce Commission, before government control was adopted, recommended the consideration l)y Congress of federal legislation to prevent
trespassing.
The arguments for legislation on this subject and for
its strict enforcement always have been strong,
but thev are
stronger

now than

ever before.

engmeermg department, and who

identified with this organization in order

to participate directly in the benefits resulting

from memiter-

With

the continually increasing necessity for the application of more scientific methods of operation there is a
ship.

nation

needs all its mannever needed it before
and, let us hope, will never need it again
no reasonable
effort should be spared to sto|) the careless or reckless conduct which results in the killing and maiming on the rail"''''^"

power as

in the

>ince been transferred or promoted into operating posiOthers who have risen through the operating depart-

ment have become

About 5,0f)0 persons are killed
and 5,000 seriously injured annually
as a result of this practice.
At a time
ditions.

to

of

tunitv to obtain them.

An Opportunity

Under Government Control

believed that the Railroad .Admini-

has been in danger of making a serious mistake

matter of locomotive standardization, and

the

Tresoassine
^
^

say so and give the reasons for the belief.

come when the i|uestion should, for the present, be settled
in some way, and that orders for some kind or kinds of
that

The matter of tres|)assing on railways is an important one
an\ time.
It is especially imjwrtant under present con-

at

The Railway Agf has
stration

if

.Administration

a serious mistake,

duty

tion's

Hut

railroad o[)eration.

believes

cation

growing realization of the value of accurate analyses of grade
and other operating
lines, train loading, track capacities
The American Railway Kngineering Associaconditions.
tion has given consideration to the engineering phases of
such problems in the past through its Committee
on
Economics of Railway Location, while other committees such
as that on Yards and Terminals, have studied .special pha.«e.s
Last year the association went a step further
of operation.
and created a new standing Committee on Economics of Railway Operation.
It now has, therefore, an organization,
through which studies of operating problems of other than
an engineering nature may be undertaken. This committee
offers a medium through which operating men can work
together to solve the problems which arc confronting them.
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Keeping highway crossing gates clo'^ed, except when the
highway must be opened for traffic, has proved verv satisThis is the conclusion of the
Increased Safety
^l'^'.'
chief
mspector of the New \ork State
at

Highway

Crossings

Public Ser%'ice Commi.ssion

(first

dis-

'^'^'^'' ^ rt-view of six months' experimental operation of this rule at 144

*'^''-''

in New York Cit>-.
The rule, which went into
August 22, is in force from midnight to 5 a. m. One
taxi-cab has broken through a gate, but the driver was
called into court and pleaded guilty.
No person has been
injured, during the five-hour period, at any of tliese crossings.
At the hearing given by the Commission, prior to the
issuance of its order, some one j)resented the theoretical objection that to keep gates closed when no train was coming
would invade the constitutional rights of travelers on the
highway; but the only request received by the commission
for a suspension of the rule was one from the Statcn Island
Civic League, saying that in their tcrritor)- there are no
scheduled trains after midnight;
it
was not granted.

cro>sing>
effect
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the members of this league are particularly addicted to traveling in the "small hours" does not appear;
but the commission called attention to the obvious fact that
extra trains, tliough infrequent, introduce more risk than do

Whether

the regular trains.

The

prevention of accidents to persons

a sufficient justification for keeping gates normally closed
no one has discovered any better way of dealing with the sleepy attendant; but the rule has also proved
a much-appreciated relief to enginemen; they have a feeling of security where, before, they frequently observed gates
Now, the attendant
left open and attendants asleep or lazy.
who does not promptly open the gates for motorists, or
is

at night, for

others, not only risks being

complained of by the travelers

but also risks censure from his superior for not preventing
More than two-thirds
to gates, as in the case noted.
of the 144 crossings covered by this rule are on Long Island.

damage

A
THE

Good Record

COMPLAINT

in

Moving Coal

of the fuel administrator, Dr. Garfield,
moved less coal in the week of April

that the railways
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shortage, in all fields reported with the particular exception
of Oliio and New River districts."
It is unfortunately true that the railways are and long
have been unable to transport as much coal as the mines
can produce.
It is probable that tliis condition will continue indefinitely.
But neither the Railroad Administration
nor the railway companies are responsible for the existing
inadequacy of railway facilities.
The present transportation situation is mainly the result of the nation's persistence
for over ten years in pursuing a policy of repressive regulation which rendered it impossible adequately to increase rail-

way

facilities.

Furthermore, nothing is to be gained by picking out exceptional weeks, as was done in this instance, as a basis for
criticising the railways, and ignoring the fact that, excepting in occasional brief periods, they are loading more coal
than in corresponding periods of previous years. And certainly nobody is going to be benefited by attempts to put on
the railways the blame for failure in exceptional weeks to
increase the loading of coal when the facts show, as do those
for the week on which Dr. Garfield based his complaint,
that most of the failure to secure greater production of coal

was not due

to transportation conditions.

6 than in previous weeks has directed attention once more
The stato the important problem of coal transportation.

regarding the coal moved thus far this year which
have been made public by the Railroad Administration show
that while the complaint of the fuel administrator was
based on facts it was also very unjust.
The Railway Age published in its issue for April 19
statistics showing that to the end of the first week in April
the railways had moved a total of 6,441 more carloads of
coal this year than they did during the corresponding period

tistics

Statistics regarding the coal movement for the
1917.
They show that
second week in April are now available.
to the end of the second week in April the railways had
the
corresponding
during
loaded 28,660 carloads more than
In other words, while there was a
period of last year.
decline in the amount of coal loaded in the single week
ending on April 6, there has been in the entire period since
January 1 an increase over last year in the total number
of cars loaded of almost 29,000 cars.
The record made by the railways thus far this year is
Nobody has foreven better than these figures indicate.
gotten that the weather of January, 1918, was the most
Princimany
years.
experienced
in
been
has
severe that
pally because of this there was in that month an actual
On the
decrease of 79,172 in the number of cars loaded.
other hand, in the months of February and March and in
the first two weeks of April there was an increase in the
number of cars loaded over the same period of last year of
107,832 cars, or ^yi per cent. In other words, the net increase of 28,660 in the number of cars loaded in the first
three and one-half months of the year was made in spite of
a large reduction in the amount of coal moved in Januarj'.
In a statement regarding the decline in the amount of
coal loaded in the week ending April 6, Dr. Garfield said,
"A large part of the shortage is due to the continued lack
of transportation service, as evidenced by the shortage of
His statement recars placed at the mines to be loaded."
ferred especially to the situation in the bituminous coal
Since then statistics of the United States Geological
fields.
Survey for the week to which he referred have become availThese do not support his statement. The)- show, on
able.
the contrary, that while the bituminous mines produced 38.1
per cent less than their maximum capacity, only 12. S percent
of this failure was due to car shortage, while 25.6 per cent of
The
it was due to labor shortage, strikes and other causes.
United States Geological Survey specifically says, "The
exceptional loss of production in the week of April 6 is
therefore to be attributed to labor shortage rather than car

of

Railroad Influence in
National

Movements

UNIQUE FUEL CONSERVATION CAMPAIGN now being

A

car-

on by the Northern Pacific is described elsewhere
This adds another item to the long list of
in this issue.
worthy movements which the railroads have been active in
fostering, not only as they affect the interests of the companies
and their employees, but designed in a broad way to promote
In
the best interests of the country and the public at large.
the past the railroads have lent their support to colonization work, to the movement for the conservation of
natural resources, to the safety first propaganda, to pubAlthough
lic sanitation work and other similar activities.
ried

work of the railroads in furthering
movements was in most cases undertaken because it
was felt that it would be of advantage to the roads, in the
majority of instances it has been carried to the point where it
involved the interests of large classes of people, or whole sections of the country, or even assumed importance as a nationwide movement.
in

their inception the

these

The advantages of a broad policy in such matters can
It is important for the railroads
hardly be overestimated.
to know the attitude of the public and also to bring
the people to see the viewpoint of the road. Such educational
campaigns furnish one of the best means at their disposal
for bringing home to the people the fact that in the broad
questions of public policy, the interests of the railroads are
Unselfish
identical with those of the country as a whole.
work for national movements is one of the best methods
that can be adopted for promoting good feeling in the pub-

mind toward the carriers. Public sentiment in matters
concerning the railroads is less antagonistic than it was a
few years ago, and this good feeling should be fostered in
It may be necessary to make reducever}' way possible.
tions in passenger service and to use other means of saving
fuel which may cause inconvenience to the patrons of the
roads.
Despite the fact that the responsibility for the
operation of the roads has been assumed by the government,
lic

Such
unpopular measures will still react on the carriers.
campaigns as that now in progress on the Northern Pacific
will do much to assure an understanding and a sympathetic
co-operation by the general public under such circumstances
and deserve the railroads' hearty support.
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Prices of Coal for Railroads
T'HKkK RECENTLY
^
tion,

the

luis

llivtl

noiiiji

oil

;i

controviTSV

lic-

Giirtielil. tin- luad of ilio Fud Atlministraand John Skellon Williams, director of purchases of
Railroad Administration, regarding the prices which

tween Dr.

railroads should Ijc required to pay for coal.
Dr. Garfield
has contended that the railways should pay the same prices
as other large consumers.
Mr. Williams has contended
that the railways should be sold coal at lower prices than
other large consumers.
Dr. Garfield bases his stand largely on theoretical considerations of equity.
He seems to think it is morally wrong
for railways to he given coal for less than other users.
He
also argues, it is understood, that the payment by railways
of the regular government prices is necessary to kcY^p all
mines now operated open and to secure maximum output.
There seems to be an impression that Mr. W'illiams in
.isking for differential prices for the railways is asking for
something new and even revolutionary.
As a matter of
fact, he is seeking a continuance of practices which have
prevailed in the past and which always have been recognized as based on sound commercial principles.
Just how
much less railways should be charged for coal than other
onsumers is an open question, but that they should not he
required to pay prices which have been fi.xed as reasonable
for other consumers seems clear.
The railways in the past
have been made lower prices than other consumers for
several reasons.
In the first place, they are wholesale cusThey use from one-fourth to one-third of all the
tomers.
coal produced.
Now, obviously, regardless of the matter
of car supply, it does not cost a coal operator as much per
ton to furnish coal to a single very large customer, such as
a railway, as to furnish it to many smaller customers. Most
of the selling and overhead expenses he incurs in furnishing coal to a railway are relatively less than those he incurs in selling to smaller customers.
Furthermore, the railway furnishes to the coal operator
the means of transporting his product, and when he has
a railway for a customer it can arrange to furnish him as
many cars as he requires in order to fill his contract with
it.
With an ampler car supply than he otherwise would
have he can secure a larger output than he otherwise could
obtain, and the larger and more regular the output he can
obtain the cheaper he can produce the coal.
It is argued
that the railway should distribute its cars equitably among
the mines along its line and should not be allowed to use
its power to furnish cars as a means of forcing down the
price.
But each railway must, as a matter of public necessity, be furnished all the coal that it requires.
If the railways do not get all the coal they need they will be rendered
unable to operate to their maximum capacity; and if they are
unable to operate to their maximum capacity they cannot
haul the greatest practicable amount of freight, including
coal.
Since in order to enable the railway to handle the
maximum amount of coal and other traffic for other persons
it is necessary that it shall be furnished all the coal that it
requires, and since when it furnishes a full supply of cars
to a mine it becomes possible to operate that mine more
regularly and therefore to produce coal from it more cheaply, it seems to follow that the coal produced for the railway
should be sold to it at a lower price than coal is sold to
other customers who are smaller purchasers and who do
not furnish the car supply which makes it possible to operate the mine more economically.
If a railway were a concern which entered into competition with other concerns to which the coal was sold, the
objection to selling to it at a lower price than to other customers could be urged with more force.
But the railway
is not a commercial competitor of other consumers of coal,
and the actual effect of selling it coal cheaper than other
consumers is to enable it to operate more economically, and

1059

ilureby to render transjwrlatiou service elieaijer than it
oiherwi.se could to other users of coal.
do not understand that the present government prices
for coal originally were fi.ved with the intention that they

We

should be paid by the railways as well as by commercial
consumers.
They were fixed with a knowledge of the fact
that the railways were getting and always iiad got their
coal cheaper than other consumers.
Therefore, to require
the railways to pay the government prices would be to raise
the cost of coal to

them without reducing

it to other conwhile the railways are being operated
under government control, would be to increase their operating expenses at the expense of the government itself.
It would seem that it ought to be possible for the Railroad .\dministration and the Fuel Administration to reach
some agreement under which the railways would be granted
reasonable, differential prices for coal.
If, however, theoretical principles of equity rather than commercial principles of long standing are to prevail and the prices charged
railways are to be made the same as those charged other
consumers, it would seem that the increase in prices to the
railways siiould be accompanied by some reduction in the
prices to the public, provided this would not interfere with
securing the largest output of coal which the railways can
transport.
So necessary is it to secure the maximum practicable output of coal that the question of prices ought,
of
course, to be subordinated to the question of the l)est means
of securing maximum production.

sumers.

The

effect,

Norfolk

& Western

li.AD IT NOT BEEN for the increase of over lOU per cent in
taxes, the Norfolk & Western would have had almost as

n

much

available for dividends in the calendar year 1917 as

its banner year 1916.
Briefly summarized^ the reasons
for this rather extraordinary result are the increase of 7.35
per cent in the average revenue per ton per mile and the increase of 4.21 per cent in tons carried per train; a slight
decrease in the amount spent for maintenance of way; the

in

large increase in the credit balance for hire of equipment
rent of other equipment; and an increase of nearly 18

and

per cent in passenger revenue with an increase of only about
2.28 per cent in passenger train mileage.
Norfolk & Western's cost of moving the business ran up
in much the same way as with other eastern roads.
Transportation expenses amounted to $20,808,000, an increase over

1916 of $6,030,000, or 40.81 per cent.
Maintenance of
equipment also cost more, the total in 1917 being $12,052,000,
an increase of 16.53 per cent over the previous year. Thesp
increased labor and material costs were nearly ofifset bv the
factors mentioned above.
There was charged to taxes, however, $5,095,000, or $2,615,000 more than in 1916. an increase of over 105 per cent. It would appear that this charge
to taxes makes ample provision for all new federal taxes imposed during 1917. .\fter paying interest charges and rentals,
Norfolk & Western had $18,946,000 available for dividends,
as compared with $21,800,000 in 1916. The 4 per cent dividends on the preferred calls for $920,000; the company paid
a total of 8 per cent, which includes an extra dividend of 1
per cent declared in March, on its common stock, making a
total dividend payment on lioth common and preferred of
approximately $10,500,000.
There was actually less coal carried by the Norfolk &
Western in 1917 than in 1916, and the average length of
haul was shorter.
The bituminous coal carried in 1917
was 29,005,000 tons, or only 60.18 per cent of the total
revenue freight carried.
In the three years preceding 1916,
bituminous coal has furnished more than 68 per cent of the
total revenue freight tonnage and in the fiscal year ended
June 30, 1915, it formed over 71 per cent of the total ton-
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nage.

In 1916

it

was over 66 per cent of the

The average revenue

total tonnage.

was 4.53
As an offset

for coal per ton mile, however,

mills in 1917, as against 4.43 mills in 1916.
to the .smaller coal traffic, there was an increase of 397,000
the total in 1917 being 2,359,000 tons
tons of coke carried

—

—and

of 440,000 tons of ore

—

the total in 1917 being 1,756,-

—and a very large increase

tonnage of manufactured products, the total in 1917 being 6,987,000 tons, an
increase of 1,357,000 tons over 1916.
These changes in traffic conditions gave the Norfolk &
Western a better balanced freight movement, so that with
an average freight train, excluding the caboose, of 45.77 cars
in 1917, 29.27 of these were loaded and 16.50 empty; while
in 1916, with an average train of 46.73 cars, 28.86 were
loaded and 17.87 empty. This was a factor favorable to a
heavier trainload, but, on the other hand, the fact that there
was a smaller proportion of coal and a larger proportion of
manufactures, made it more difficult to get an increased
trainload. The Norfolk & Western, however, has now joined
the class of the Chesapeake & Ohio, with an average revenue
In 1917 the revenue trainload
trainload of over 1,000 tons.
averaged 1,021 tons and the loading per loaded freight car

000 tons

in the
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On this division steam locomotive repairs average
$19.03 and fuel cost $30.54, or considerably more than the
average for all steam locomotives. The Norfolk & Western
division.

management

figures the cost of repairs, retirements

preciations of

miles

moved

at

and de-

steam locomotives per thousand ton
32 cents in 1917 and 29 cents in 1916 and the
freight

and depreciations of the electric freight
locomotives at 10 cents per thousand ton miles in 1917 and 8
cents in 1916.
In 1917 the Norfolk & Western spent $8,573,000 on additions and betterments, which included $2,584,000 for new
repairs, retirements

equipment completed or under construction during the year.
received included eight steam passenger
locomotives, 20 steam freight locomotives, tifty 90-ton steel
Siyz-ton drop bottom,
flat bottom, gondola cars, and 438
The largest single item of expenditure for
gondola cars.
roadway and track was $886,000 for sidings and spur tracks.
There was $495,000 spent for block and other signal ap-

The new equipment

paratus.

Norfolk & Western has bought the leasehold interests in
3.800 acres of coal lands in Mingo Count}', W'est Virginia,
and Pike County, Kentucky. This will furnish about one-

The Norfolk & Western
mile averaged 34.87 tons. The Norfolk & Western's grades
are not so good as the Chesapeake & Ohio's but it is believed
that the electrified portion of the Norfolk & Western has
greatly aided both in facility of movement and economical
It is estimated that the cost of freight movement
operation.
on the electrified division in October, 1917, was 26 per cent
This
less than if steam locomotives alone had been used.
does not presumably, of course, take into consideration any

overhead (capital) charges.
It is rather interesting to note that the average cost of
repairs of electric locomotives per 100 miles was $38.96 in
1917, as against $28.21 in 1916, and of steam locomotives,

Fuel ccst per 100 miles
in 1917 and $27.74
in 1916, and for steam locomotives, $24.14 in 1917 and
$11.48 in 1916. It mu.st be remembered, however, that these
comparisons are not fair to the electric locomotive, because
of the inclusion of a large number of light steam locomotives.
The electric locomotives are used on the Po<"ah()ntas

$15 in 1917 and $12.72

in 1916.

for the electric locomotives

was $44.95

sixth of the fuel coal

consumed and

this coal

especially

is

mechanical stokers.
There was a decrease of $1,270,000 in the amount of available bonds outstanding, these bonds having been exchanged
for stock.
There was also $1,300,000 equipment trusts
which fell due and were paid off. At the end of the year the
company had on hand $4,214,000 and no loans and bills payadapted

to the use of

able.
The following table shows the principal figures for
operation in 1917 and 1916:
1917
.\verase mileage operated
Freight revenues

2.085
$56,381,036
7,023,153
Passerger revenues
65,910,242
Total operating revenues
Maintenance of way and structures 6.176,369

Maintenance
Traffic

of

equipment

expenses

expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenses
I'ransportation

Taxes
Operating income
r.ross income
Net income
Dividends

1_'.051,912

809,723
20.808,290
1,217.101
41,161.503
5,095,000
19.651,816
23,182,056
18,946.137
10,552,297

I

OK,
J.OSI)

$51,114,186
5,956,081
59,449,982
6,771.473
10,342,501
739,052
14,778,086
977,998
33.508,732
J.480,000
23,459,266
26,160,572
21.800.074
10,013,856
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wiNMNi; 1111 WAK. till' iiidsl imporlaiil
AnuTiian Imsiiu'ss tiMlay is to prcpari- for
the enormous foreign trade tliat will lie open to
America at tiie dose of the war, was tile sentiment of everyone of the thousand or more leaders of Ameriian husiness

own

who

.Association, in

"

tlie

Tlieme

Week

For these ri-.i«uiiv uri;i iit pic.i> were mlide
most obnoxious of tlie-e laws.
That of
Mr. Dollar's was one such plea. .Another was made at the
group meeting on Banking Facilities, over which he pre-

111

iiilere^ls.

for the repeal of the

lii'fori'

sided, by C.

attended the Fifth Aniuial l"oreit;ii Trade fonvention
in Cincinnati last week.
Part of Foreign Trade in Winniiig the War." was the
theme of the most successful Foreign 'Trade fonvention that
has yet heen held, hut again and again in the sessions it

.A.

Hinsch. president of the .American Bankers'

which he

.said:

"We

The

was lirought out that we shall
ha\e no more excuse for heing un|)repared for the com-

War,

the

Cincinnati Last

if

are in the midst of a shijjbuilding program, which
carried forward to a logical conclusion will provide this

nation with a tremendous

fleet

^

peact

become of

the part tliat
Shijiping.
industry is playing in helping win the war, the work
of the War Trade Board,
being
assistance now
the<
given to .American e.\i>orters

at

foreign credits, and cooperation in foreign trade,
were among the important

every

liending

war work.
how much
in

.Act.

shipping

of

other

na-

Xever again should
we be ])laced in the embarrassing position in which we

tions.

vention.

i

the
Bill,

the

matters ))rought up for extended discussion at the conS[)eakers hrou.ght out
industry
c a n

of

The La Follette
known as the Seaman's

government subsidy in some
form should be provided
which will place the shipping of this country on a
basis which will enalile it to
compete
successfully
with

ties,

mer

tu

tieet

should be eliminated from
our statute Inniks, and a

government Bureau
Foreign and Domestic
of
Commerce, hanking facili-

.\

termination

the

our
is

this splendid

war.'

the

i>y

i)eri<Kl

our allies, but unless
laws are changed, what

than we were
for the coining of war.
ing of

which will be of
of the war, in carrving supplies of all kinds to
our boys at the front and to
of ships,

great benefit for and during the

how

found ourselves when ships

was

flying

energy today

the

countries

They showed
work
of vhis

flags

were

of

other

comman-

deered by those nations to
carry
supplies
needed by

would have a lasting value

them

of peace,
particularly from the standjK)int of foreign trade and

jirosecution of the war. thus

with

the

return

for

the

successful

leaving us completely
stranded and at the mercy of
other nations for the transJames A. Farrell
nition of that fact iiy the
lX)rtation of our jiroducts to
riiud Slates S .<-! Coriioralioii ami Clia
.\merican people and their
all
parts
of
the
world.
National Fori iRii Trade i'ouncil
constituted authority in Con'There is no time like the
gress.
Tlius in speaking of
jjresent to take an
inventhe shi|)ping situation, experts jiointed with jjride to the
tory of our needs, and to jiroceed at once to place ourselves in
progress thai has ijeen made with our shipping program and to
an impregnable position so that we can hope to compete
the rapid expansion that has taken place and to tlie more rajiid
successfully with other nations when peace shall be reexpansion that will take place in .America's merchant marine
established."
and in our shipbuilding capacity. .Attention was drawn to
Particular attention was ])aid by several .sj>eakers to the
jileas

were made tor a recog-

the fact that this

merchant marine

We have had to work with might and main to liuild ships
enough in a few months to carry our men to France, whereas
with more et|uitable laws a sufficient merchant marine w-ould
have l)een on hand when war began.
Similarly so drastic
have been the laws that .American shipping has been
practically driven from the Pacific, so that Japan now has
an absolute monopoly of shipping on that ocean and is in

urgent ntressity of making plans now for foreign trade after
the war, and in every case their arguments met with the
most hearty approval.
It was shown how Kngland. France,
Canada. Japan and Germany were already laying their plans
despite the tremendous demands upon them for war-time
work.
The argument was made that we must similarly ])repare. 'The great sums of money that we have sent abroad.- the
fact that we are now a creditor instead of a debtor nation, the
enormous increase in our factory production, far Ix-vond
our peace time needs, and the urgent demands that will l>e
made upon us for the materials of reconstruction leave no
doubt that we are .eoing to have an export trade of great
volume or of the great neces.«ity of preparing now to expand

a position to direct

and maintain that

the

war

for .American

exjiort

will all

trade,

but

lie
it

available after

was shown

that

use of this merchant marine could not be made with
against .American shipping
now on the statute books of Congress. It has been on aclount of these laws, said Robert Dollar, in his paper, that
full

the present discriminatory laws

foreign trade over

it

as best suits her
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trade.

The

steps that England, France,
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Japan and Germany are taking .similarly to prepare for
trade after the war leave no doubt that we are only going to
hold our export trade against keen competition.
"At this critical time," .said Mr. Hinsch, "a great many
people do not see the necessity or desirability of discussing
the subject of foreign trade, but there is an old adage that
'in time of peace prepare for war,' and I think we can,
therefore, very properly reverse the saying, and 'in time of

war prepare

for peace.'

"This struggle has already been instrumental in bringing
us to a full sense of realization of our inefficient, haphazard
methods of doing business. If we would profit by our own
experience, we should begin now to prepare for the struggle
for commercial supremacy that will obtain when peace shall
liave been re-established in this troubled world."
Anodier important and similar aspect of this necessity of
preparing now was brought by M. A. Oudin of the General

Company, speaking at one of the general sessions on
".\merican Economic Interests in the Asiatic East." He said:

Electric

"In the United States there is a disposition to push aside
problems except the vitally important one of how to win

all

We are confident of the unselfishness of our moand the disinterestedness of our aims. But no one can
predict how far these policies and these principles will preThese principles must be
vail at the peace conference.
backed up by more than a conviction on our part of their
high moral character, by more than powerful naval and
We will invite embarrassment if we do
military forces.
not take stock of our economic and industrial and of our
We will court disaster
agricultural and mineral resources.
if we unduly delay taking the necessary constructive measIt is
ures for the improvement of our economic position.
certain that at the peace table a knowledge of the exact
state of our resources and those of our Allies and the posthe war.
tives

session

trump

of

a

cards.

ourselves

and

strongly fortified economic position will be
They will help us secure a better peace for
for the world, in which our role is that of a

leader of democratic peoples."

General Sessions
importance that is being placed on foreign
trade by the business men of America today is evidenced b>the attendance at the convention of the representative leadThose who took part in the coners of American industry.
vention's deliberations included the leaders of all branches

The

great

of American business, and despite the fact that so many of
our industrial captains are now busily engaged on war work,
the Eifth National Foreign Trade Convention was the best
attended and most successful yet held.
The first session of the great meeting was called to order

The
18, at the Hotel Gibson.
is James A. Earrell, president of
Mr.
Earrell
Corporation.
attended
the United States Steel
all of the three days' sessions, but the work of presiding
over the meeting was in charge of E. A. S. Clarke, presiTuesday morning, April
chairman of the Council

dent of the Lackawanna Steel Company, who was later
assisted by George Ed. Smith, president of the Royal Typewriter Company, and head of tlie American Manufacturers'
Export Association. O. K. Davis, secretary of the National
Foreign Trade Council, was secretary of the convention.
The sessions of the convention were divided into three
general sessions and eight group sessions, the latter to disAt the opening
cuss particular problems of export trade.
general session there were presented nine reports, detailing
the war contributions of various factors of foreign trade.
These papers were given by men high up in their respective
industries and included reports on textiles, lumber, chemicals,
automobiles, finance, metals, oil, agriculture and coal.
The second general session was devoted almost entirely to
the Bureau of Forthe activities of two government bodies
eign and Domestic Commerce and the War Trade Board.
Bur^vell S. Cutler, chief of the Bureau, read a paper on

—
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"American and Foreign Government Trade Encouragement
Agencies," and another paper following detailed the trade
promotion work of the consular service.
Tlic work of the War Trade Board was explained in an
exceedingly well received paper by Thomas L. Chadbourne,
counselor to the War Trade Board, who was followed by
three department chiefs of the Board, who explained the

work respectively of the Contraband Committee, the Bureau
of Exports and the Bureau of Imports.
The meeting was
enlivened by a period following in which the three department
chiefs were called upon to answer questions concerning the
work of the Board in licensing imports and exports.
The topic of the third general session, Friday morning
was "The American Merchant Marine." Papers were presented on "The Relation of Inland Water Ways to the Development of Foreign Trade," by Walter Parker, general manager of the New Orleans Chamber of Commerce; on "American Economic Interests in the Asiatic East," by M. A. Oudin
of the General Electric Company; on "Trade Follows the
Flag," by Frank Waterhouse of Frank Waterhouse & Co..
Seattle; on the "Development of an American System of
Marine Insurance," by Hendon Chubb of Chubb & Son, New
York.
Robert Dollar was unable to attend but an able
paper v\Titten by him was read by the secretary.

Group Sessions
The group

four of which were held Thursday
evening and four Friday afternoon, saw the presentation of
sessions,

several interesting papers.

Group

I

directed

its

attention to

Banking

Facilities

for

Several interesting papers
Foreign Trade and Investment.
were presented, that of Mr. Hinsch, who presided, having
already been mentioned above.
Group II, dealing with Initiatory Problems in Foreign
Trade, had as the feature of its meeting, the discussion by
several members on "What Beginning in Foreign Trade
Can Be Made with $10,000, and How?" Some interesting
facts were also brought out by the chairman, who, in opening the meeting, brought out some general suggestions with
reference to foreign trade. He pointed out that it was necessary; first, to know the markets; second, to know the people;
third, to know the seasons in foreign countries; fourth, to
differentiate between different sections of comparatively
large countries; and fifth, to know the language of the
country to which it is desired to export.
Group III was devoted to Commercial Education for Foreign Trade.
Group IV's problem was Co-operation in Foreign Trade.
Reviews of the systems to be inaugurated in Great Britain
and Germany for foreign trade after the war aroused the
members present to the character of the competition that
the United States exporters will have to meet in the struggle
Papers, prepared
for the world's commercial supremacy.
by officials of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, on German and British organization, plainly indicated the care and attention which those countries have given
to this matter.

—

governIn Germany there may be mandatory monopoly
ment or otherwise; in England, co-operation which will persupervision
and
governmental
urged
by the
haps be under
government.
In this country we have no definite policy
as yet.

The need

for co-operation in foreign trade

and of a con-

of action on the part of the exporters of this
country in enlarging foreign trade activities, was strongly
certed plan

emphasized.

A

great part of the discussion followed the suggestion as
an export association under

to the practical organization of

the

Webb-Pomerene

as

to

certain

Bill.

A

number

provisions of the

bill,

of inquiries were

and much

light

made
was

thrown on the probable working of this measure.
Group V dealt with Foreign Credits and Credit Inforraa-
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tioii

ami

\va^ lu'M in co-DpcraiKiii with tlie

National Associa-

tion of C'rctlit MiTi.

tiroup \l, liiKl in co-operation with the American Manufactunrs' Export Association, took up the I'rolikms of the
Smaller Manufacturer and Merchant.
After a thorough discussion of the export situation now
and after the war, the session addressed itself in particular
to a consideration of several of its more important phases.
Attention was called to the difficulty of liuilding up a successful overseas trade without extending to foreign purchasers the long-time credit to which they are accustomed,
and the difficulty of obtaining accurate credit information
through foreign sources.
Groui> Nil. wliich discussed Pacific Overseas Trade Extension was lirought sharply up against the replacement of
.American and other shipping on the Pacific by vessels under
the Japanese flag.

The

discussion of this subject brought out the fact that
which transports products across the ocean
very largely controls the commodity, not only while it is in
its custody as freight but from its point of origin to its ultimate destination, and that it dictates who shall buy and who
shall sell.
.And the ocean lines in the Pacific being principally in the hands of the Japanese, it has come to pass that
the Japane.«e buy our cotton, for example at interior points
in the Soutli. and sell it to the user in Japan.
They are
the steamship

doing the business that a few years ago was done by
.American commercial houses located in this country through
their branches in foreign lands.
The only remedy for this situation lies in the maintenance of a substantial fleet of steamers operated under the
.American flag.
Now the situation (prospectively at least)
has changed.
The United States will find itself possessed
at the close of the war of a large fleet of merchant steamers,
and die suggestion was made that the government retain
that ownership and lease the ships to its citizens under the
Government form of time charter.
.Another of the features of Group VII was an able paper
l)y Frank Rhea on "Transportation Facilities in the Far
East." A detailed abstract of this paper will appear in an
early issue of the Railway Age.
Group VIII dealt with Latin American Trade Relations.
One of the best papers presented at this group meeting was
by Robert H. Patchin of W. R. Grace & Co., on "Essential
and Non-Essential Foreign Trade."
tlius

The Banquet
feature of the entire convention, however, was the
banquet held Friday evening.
Over 900 were present, but
the patriotic enthusiasm that was manifested for the rethe speakers

number.

Taking

would have done
from L. .A.

their cue

justice to twice that
.Ault of .Ault

&

\Vi-

borg, Cincinnati, the toastmaster, the speakers directed their

remarks

comment on

war

suggestions that a
constructive plan for peace conditions should be in process
of formation now.
All laid stress on the necessity of a
victorious peace and spoke against any compromise with
those who had started the world conflagration.
Edward N. Hurley, who was to have been the leading
speaker at the banquet, was unable to attend, but he sent
the following telegram, which was read by Mr. Farrell:
"Please convey my sincere regret to the members of the
to

the

lill our trade luiiciiDii
in the future,
can return to the jirovincial altitude
become a world leader in war, and
world jiosition in peace. The share
which the United States aspires is

sources,

the

.\merica never again
of the past.

We

hav.-

we must maintain our
of world commerce to

that to which the re
and the resourcefulness of our people
and friendly competition with the nation>
once our customers, and our suppliers of mateskill,

entitle us in fair

who
rials

are at

and merchandise.

"We

are building ships first and foremost for the war,
but they will be useful for the future world trade as well.
Rememl)er that once tiieir part in the winning of the war i^
ended a large number of them will lie engaged in bringing

back

to

home and

transporting

to

industr) the victorious soldiers, and in
Eurojie the materials necessary for recon-

normal life freed from the menace of avaricious
autocracy.
These vessels will serve the commerce of otlier
nations equally with our own, their facilitation of the trade
of the world will be the corollary of the freedom of the .seas
we fight to assure. .And if there are any men among you
who doubt that wc are going to have a vast fleet I will simply
ask whether you have heard of a well-known man in our
organization whose name is Charles M. Schwab."
To make up for Mr. Hurley's absence also extracts from
anoth'T of his speeclies showing the recent ra[)id progress ol
the sliipl)uilding program were read by another sjieaker.
The most important paper read at the banquet was that
of Mr. Farrell, the chairman of the Council on "Foreign
Trade Aspects." .An abstract of this paper is given below.
The closing session of the convention was on Saturday
morning. The feature of this session was the presentation
struction of

of a Declaration of Principles, prepared by the general convention committee.

Foreign Trade Aspects
By James
Chairman

A. Farrell

National Foreign Trade Council;
United States Steel Corporation

Prcsiilent

When President Wilson declared that the freedom of the
seas must be maintained and that the ocean-borne commerce
of tlie United States must be allowed to be carried on without
molestation, national recognition was given to the fact that
our export and import trade was a controlling factor in our
national existence.
Then too, it quickly became obvious that
was dependent as never before upon the products
which we could send them. Exports which in any year prior
to 1915 had not exceeded two and a half billion dollars,
reached in 1916, before our cntrj' into the war, an aggregate
of four and one-third billions, while in 1917, notwithstanding
the destruction of shipping and the reduced tonnage availthe world
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witli

National Foreign Trade Council that I am unable to be
with them.
I
hoped until the last minute to be able to
get away from Washington, but find now that it is impossible.
I wanted to be with you because I knew that all of
you are working for your country: that you are all helping
the nation to win the war against Germany.
"In Washington we are all deep in this immediate task.
We are so deep in it that some of us forget that if the
righteous purposes of this war are to be achieved we must

able

for

transport,

hundred millions of

Under

they

totaled

nearly

six

billions

three

dollars.

the conditions that confronted this nation a year
did not require a prophet to tell us that unless a
comprehensive shipbuilding program should be adopted and
pressed to completion at no distant date, our future participation in the commerce of the world would Ije negligible.
It had, indeed, become patent, long before our entry into the
war, that the future of our foreign commerce was indissolubly
associated with tlie up-building of our mercantile marine.
No discussions have figured more prominently at these
Foreign Trade conventions during the past four years than
those whose subject and motive have been the great question
When the war has been won and a
of .American shipping.
vast fleet of modern steamers return to the use of peaceful
ocean commerce, the danger of our foreign trade being hampered l>y the lack of bottoms to carry it will have finally
passed away.
Rut autonomous control of our foreign-going shipping is

ago,

it
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only one of the rcqui-'^iti.'S for the gaining and keeping of
By all the industrial nations of the
overseas commerce.
world vast preparations are already being made for participation in the economic contest that will ensue for trade in the
There can hardly be a question tliat for
world's markets.
a good many years after peace is restored the rehabilitation
of the vast territory wasted by war, and the replacement in
neutral countries of equipment which has necessarily suffered from deterioration while replacements have been impossible, will provide a large outlet for surplus production.
Moreover, the creation of conditions hitherto non-existent of

equal opportunity for international commerce and industrial
enterprise, should so quicken the world's demand for manufactured products as to insure a long period of industrial
prosperity.

America,

it

may

be hoped, will maintain the position of
its recjuirements which can be sup-

offering to the world all

and just.
undue
advantage of our economic and productive strength, and we
and conditions that are
no evidence now of any intention

plied here, on terms

There

is

fair

to take

shall in the future be as little disposed to turn to personal
profits the necessities of a war-worn world, or the exceptional influence of our jjosition as exporters and importers.

The sacrifices that are being cheerfully endured today by
men engaged in foreign commerce in the necessar\- curtailbusiness through the conservation of shipping, are an earnest of the elevation of method and of purpose which will control the conduct of our external trade
Now that Congress has at last recogin the near future.
nized the necessity of legalizing combinations for export
trade, the field ought to be open for the participation of

ment of

their

hundreds of small manufacturers who have not hitherto been
One of the greatest of after-war problems
aV)le to enter it.
must be the employment of surplus laljor and the utilization
Organizations should
of the surplus products of industry.
ije perfected in every line of American production seeking
foreign trade so that no matter to w^hat extent they may
desire to co-operate under the provisions of the Webb-

Pomerene law, they may at least co-operate to the fullest
extent in securing information respecting foreign conditions
and competition, "in regard to the demand for our products
abroad and the proper utilization in import and export trade
merchant marine.
At the present moment, our foreign trade, both export and
import, is inevitably restricted by the scarcity of steamers

alike of our enlarged

for service other than that of transporting our
armies to France and of keeping them and our Allies supplied with necessary food and munitions. This condition is
likely to continue until the additional tonnage under conThere are, however, certain
struction becomes available.
commodities, procurable only from overseas countries, which
We
are essential to the successful prosecution of the war.
con.stantly need as raw materials in our manufactures and

available

particularly for the production in sufficient volume of munitions, as well as for the consumption of our ow-n people,
replacing domestic products which we send to our Allies:
coffee, cocoa, hides and manganese ore from
Brazil; wool, meat, hides and wheat from .\rgentina; copper, cotton (of the long stapled variety) and sugar from
Peru; copper, tin and rubber from Bolivia; nitrates, copper,
wolfram, tungsten and other ores from Chile; tin and rub-

Meat, rubber,

ber from the Malay peninsula; jute and jute bags from
Such is
India, and this by no means exhausts the category.
the usual urgency of our need of these commodities, or most
of them, that the government must provide, to the extent
])ermitted by the other requirements of the war, steamers
The possible export
for the purpose of importing them.
trade with the countries from which these products must
come is, therefore, at present limited to the availal)le space

on such steamers as the government may be a1)le to provide
for the import trade, and until such time as new tonnage
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i)econies available, there can he no increase or expansion of
our export trade with these markets.

We

Should Prepare

In the meantime there
jirepare against the time

is

obvious necessity that we should

when

the present restrictions have

and adequate transportation facilities are
With our enormously increased capacity
again available.
in manufactures, and the natural products of the mines,
farms and forests, we shall have to spare, added to the
necessit}' for the employment of our merchant marine which
should amount by the end of next year to at least ten milJjeen

removed

we shall be urgently in need of foreign
markets.
Our European competitors, past and future, notwithstanding the tremendous demands upon their energies
and resources which the prosecution of the war involves, are
not neglecting to prepare for the foreign trade of a time of
peace.
It is said that Germany has already taken steps, in
the building of a new merchant marine, to render herself
independent of the shipping of foreign countries, even
though she should find herself at the end of the war bereft
of that large part of her fleet which was interned in foreign
It is certain that the German organization of banks
ports.
and mercantile houses which, before the war, was co-extenlion tons of shipping,

sive

with

the

world,

still

is

America and other markets

in

intact in South
which we are particularly

practically

We may

reasonably expect that to the extent she
it soon or late, her trade connections
and to repair the diminished man power, Germany will be
as potent a competitor for the markets of the world as she
interested.
is

able to recover, be

was

before.

One

imperative duty of gathering? like this is therefore to
impress upon the people of the United States the immediate
necessity of mobilizing their surplus resources as a preparation for the demands of the foreign trade of the immediate
future.
It may well be that after the war has been brought
to a successful termination, we may be able to speak in terms
of co-operation, on the broadest and most generous scale,
with the manufacturers and producers of our present Allies,
But effective
rather than in terms of keen competition.
co-operation can be rendered only if we have first organized
among ourselves a co-operative system of foreign commerce.
It is reasonable to expect that with a secure peace established among nations divested equally of the power and the
desire to make war on each other, great world enteqjrises
will be undertaken under the stimulus of international combinations of capital, and of a common surplus of materials
No longer
available for improvement and reconstruction.
it be the case in future years, when it may become
possible for us to lend financial aid to the present neutral
countries of the world for the development of their enterprises, that America should withhold its proper participation

should

and expect the European countries to carry the entire load of
foreign financing.
Neither would it seem just or equitable,
should we emerge from this war w'ith sufficient surplus capital to warrant generous investment in foreign enterprises,
that we should selfishly disregard the claims of our present
allies to that participation in such financing which insures
an adequate share of resulting trade.
Whatever may be the eventual terms of peace, one conWe and our
clusion would seem to be reasonaljly certain
allies will have sacrificed our Ijlood and treasure in vain if
we have not succeeded in insuring hereafter conditions of
peace under which we shall be free to carry on our domestic
and foreign commerce without the fear of military dictation
:

or aggression.
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Modern Versus Standardized Railway Equipment
Provide Standard Equipment Only for an Emergency Fleet;
Speed Up Repair and Im])rovement Work
By

J.

E. Miihlfeld

Vdi'K Ai'Kii. 12 issi
you rc(|iK'st an cxpretision ol vicw>
I.Non the adojition of comjik'tc standard types of Imonio!•;

for

tives

this

.\t

)H)rtati()n

and

It

the

railroads

in

this

country.

time when we are waging a war of the iranstonnage against tonnage of men. munitions

of

su|ii>lies

fronts.

all

is

for

well

tiie

to

nia.<sing

carefully

and proteitiun of the
consider just

iiow

battle

far

the

government and tile railroads can safely go in a policy as
yet untrietl by any country in the world, without the risk of
failure.

Why should the mechanism of mobile power used as a
of transportation, such as water and air ships and
kKumotives, be selected for complete standardization and its
progressive develo])ment throttled, any more than that of the
automobile, sationar)- power plant and the machinery of
mdustries which prixlucc foodstuffs, wearing apparel, building materials and the other living necessities, all of which
are dependent upon rail and water transportation for their
means

distriliution?

Had

the mechanism essential to wire and wireless teleand telephone, lighting, heating, mining, agricultural and industrial equipment been standardized ten or
even five years ago in what condition would the United
States be today to combat Germany's machine power?
And
what would be the present state of the art of the automobile
and auto truck had standardization been inaugurated even
three years ago?
Cheap wotxl. coal, gas and oil have made us prodigal
in the use and utilization of the energy generated by our
natural fuel resources for transportation and industrial purposes, but this condition has now changed.
The fuel bill
has almo>t doubled it.self during the past year; wood and
gas are practically unavailal)le; oil is going, and coal will
annually become of average poorer quality and higher cost.
With cither .>team or electric locomotives converting only
from 4 to 7 per cent of the heat value in the fuel into
effective work at the track rail, how can we expect to keep

graph

pace with the economics of the situation without the daily
development of the railway prime mover, particularly in
this countn.- where it consumes aljout one-third of all the coal
produced ?
Railway equipment orders have not kept ])ace with the
locomotive.^ and cars put out of service on account of ob.solescenre and inadequacy, to say nothing of meeting the
This
requirements of expansion and increased business.
applies ijrincijially to locomotives and freight cars, as while
those newly built have been of progressively greater capacity

than the existing ec|uii)ment. that factor has not been sufficient to meet the requirements, and modernized freight lorortiotives and nirs must be provided as rapidl>' as the railway
shops can repair and the builders can ])roduce them if the
war plans of the government are to be carried out expeditiously.

Would
Mikado

not the adoption of a single government standard
tjpe locomotive and box. coal, passenger, postal

—
—

and baggage and express car or a total of six (6) standard
piecc> of railway equipment
for the purpose of providing
an "Emergency P'leet" of equipment for such distriljution
and diversion as the seasonal traffic and other abnormal conditions re<|uire on each railroad be the most feasible
plan for government standard equipment?
Then by per1065

mitting the various railway lines and >ystems to order the
most modern design that they have in use. or for which the
liuildcrs now have the necessary drawings, jialterns, formers,

and other sho]) e<|ui|)ment for their construction, and
which the railways have the necessar) shop and engineliou.se equipment for their maintenance and handling, for
their normal traffic requirements, the local conditions could
be most succe.-isfuUy met with the lea>t confu>ion. the properties could Jje continued in operation on the most effective
;ind economical working and up-keep basis, the greatest prodies
lor

ductive capacity of the builders' jdants could be oi)taincd
with the least cost for the outj>ut, and the time and waste
in con.strmtion and maintenance, as well as tile railway

and operating expense, would be substantially reduced.
However, at the moment, there are many other factors be-

capital

side the complete standardization of the various types of locomotives as units that must be given ])rompt consideration if
a repetition of the past four montiis' rail traffic condition is
to be avoided, as the immediate necessity is for modernized

prod ml ion,

miiiiitetuiucr mid opirutiou of both existing as
new equipment, rather than standardization, ail of

well as

which can

—

best be Ijrought about by

Appropriations and authority for speeding general
and modernization work on existing equipment at

First.
rei)air

railway shops.
Second.
Appropriations and authority for producing
maximum output from builders' plants of new hxomotive-

—

from existing designs,
and shop equipment.
Third.

— .\uthority

patterns, templets, formers, dies, jigs
for the use of

the

regional materials

most readily available and for such distribution of the orders
tor materials and devices entering into locomotive and car
construction, renewals and repairs, that the capacity of the
largest number of producing concerns will be utilized to
the fullest extent.
Fourth.
\n emergenc)- fleet of a single modern design
of government standard locomotive, lx)x car and coal car
>uituljle for any trunk line carrier which can be most ex|X"di-

—

tiously

produced by the builders in the largest quantities,
lost motion and waste from the most readily

with the least
available and

suitable materials and appliances,
tribution to those lines requiring assistance during

for

dis-

abnormal
maintenance or o|)erating conditions.
.A.n adequate supply of repair and renewal parts
Fifth.
for the government standard equipment for the railways on
which they will be operated.
Si.xth.
.\dequatc and suitable locomotive and car handling, supplying, inspection and repair facilities.
.VptrH///.— Single, double and swing crew all locomotives
practicable and provide for less arduous lal)or and greater
convenience, cleanliness and comfort in their operation for
traffic,

—
—

engineers and firemen.
FAghth.
Provision
for
equitable compensation,
stock
ownership in property, fair and full adjustment of grievances,
and for projicr standards of working, living, education and
saving for employees.

—

—

Ninth.
Improvement
equipment and methods

and water supply and in
for the purpose of
eliminating avoidatflc delays, waste and ex]>ense.
Elimination of divided resjxmsibility by concenTenth.
in

for

fuel

utilization

—

trating

authoritative

direction,

other than

for

the

govem-
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ment standard

c<iuij)nieiU designs, of the mechanical design,
operation and maintenance of locomotives and cars in a vicepresident in direct charge of both the locomotive and car
departments on each railroad.
Alba B. Johnson, president, and Grafton Greenough, vicepresident, of the Baldwin Locomotive Works, in their recent
papers before the United States Chamber of Commerce and
the Western Railway Club, respectively, have not only set

forth the probable consensus of opinion of the officials of
one of the largest locomotive building plants iii the country, but also that of many other builders and railways with
Of the many reasons stated by
respect to standardization.
them for and against complete locomotive standardization,
the advantages are greatly overbalanced by the disadvantages.
The complete standardization of locomotives as applied to
500 or 1,000 mile regional units of railway may be consistent, successful and economical so long as progress is
not retarded. The Virginian Railway practically new built
and equipped during recent years from the Atlantic tidewater to the West Virginia coal mines had an ideal opportunity, and as I understand it, attempted to standardize locoA report as to what has actually been
motives and cars.
accomplished in tliat direction and the reasons therefor.
would be most interesting.
As applied to any considerable mileage which involves

—
—

different bridge limitations, tunnel clearances, track strength,
gradient, alignment, climatic, fuel, water, labor, enginehouse,

shop, length of run, train loading, passing track, divisional
and terminal yard and other operating conditions, complete locomotive standardization is not consistent for the
most effective and economical transportation or maintenance
results, and standardization must then be limited to the
interchangeability of the maximum number of detailed repair and renewal parts. The Harriman lines undertook the
complete standardization of locomotives and cars in the
most serious and drastic manner that this problem has ever
been attacked in the United States, but soon found it necessary to deviate from the adopted complete unit standards
and confine their practice to the interchangeability of detailed parts, or otherwise assume tlie burden of increased
transportation and maintenance costs.
On the 120,000 miles of government, and 100,000 miles
of privately owned or controlled steam railways in Europe
no scheme of complete locomotive standardization has as
This applies as well to Canada, Ausyet been worked out.
tralia, Brazil, Argentine and other countries where the steam
roads are both state and privately owned or controlled.
Locomotives and cars for steam railways are usually a
combination of the results of specialized invention, designing
and development of tj'pes, materials and appliances that

have been found to best meet the requirements of progress
and to be most adaptable for the various needs, local requirements and conditions, and so long as advancement and
progress along mechanical and operating lines is to be
made, this same process in the development and building
of motive power and cars must be followed out.
The factors of waste in construction and haulage of unnecessary material as compared with the use of locomotive
1)^65 and designs best suited to the local height, width,
length and weight limitations must certainly not be overlooked, as one of the most severe, and in many cases just,
criticisms to which steam railway equipment designers have
been subjected in recent years is that of too great a percentage
of non-productive as compared with total weight. For example, why should Pacific or Mikado types of locomotives be
used when Ten-Wheel and Consolidation types, respectively,
would be more suitable?

While the

first cost

of the most modern, effective

new

equipment

may

and eco-

somewliat
higher than that of less modern suitable equipment,
the results from a railway operating and maintenance standpoint will many times over justify the increased cost for

nomical

designs

of

be
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the interest

on the investment. In
and inadequacy

tor obsolescence

fact, the lesser

will,

in

depreciation

itself,

more than

make up the difference in the fixed charge. Therefore,
logical way to purchase new equipment is to disregard

the

the
item of first cost so long as extravagance is eliminated, and
give due consideration to those factors that will best meet
the requirements from an operating standpoint and give
the greatest average effectiveness and economy for its entire
Furthermore, if the builders, or rather the assemblers
life.
of the detailed designs, materials and devices are to provide lor the greatest possible production it is essential that
the parts entering into each completed piece of equipment
shall be distributed among the greatest number of manufacturers practicable in order that the erecting capacity of
the plants can be fully utilized.
If the traffic ofiering is to be

moved

safely

and expedi-

tiously and the operation is to be performed with any degree of economy, the railway situation must be improved,
whether by an increase in rates, or by taxation or by both,

and railway

credit is

government

credit.

making up about 55
per cent, a "maintenance of equipment" 25 per cent, "maintenance of way" 15 per cent, and "traffic and general" 5
per cent of the total United States railway operating expense, and with taxes equal to about 8 per cent of this total
in addition, it is easy to recognize the importance of a high
average revenue trainload if the railways are to meet with any
degree of success in moving the traffic now offering with the
During the last
existing facilities and at the present rates.
10 years the average revenue freight trainload has increased
about 40 per cent, and during the past 20 years it has increased about 140 per cent, while the revenue per passenger
and ton mile has gradually decreased. Had locomotives been
standardized such a record would have been impossible.

With

The

the "transportation expense"

Pacific,

Mikado, Mountain, Santa Fe and Mallet

make up 10 of the 12 proposed
government standards, have all been originated and developed
in the United States during the past 15 years, and many of
these have had to undergo continued change in detailed
equipment to maintain them in a modernized and effective
This applies particularly to those
condition for operation.
devices that affect the work of the locomotive engineers and

types of locomotives, which

who are certainly entitled to the results of progress
way of developing practical improvements, and to as

firemen
in the

much, if not more, consideration in this regard as stationery
The necessity for hazardous and
power plant operators.
arduous manual labor in the operation of steam locomotives
can and should be substantially reduced, and while a great
deal has been accomplished in this direction during the past
IS years, much more remains to be done.

As the

relation between cost, weight

and

tractive

power

locomotives is practically constant, the measuring stick
to determine relatively what they are accomplishing in repayment for the money, labor and material that has gone towards
their creation and maintenance, is available hauling capacity.
It is a lamentable fact that the locomotives of the United
States as a whole have depreciated in the revenue tons hauled
of

one mile per pound of tractive power available, largely due
to insufficient maintenance, modernization and mileage, all
of which demands that adequate appropriations and authority
for equipment repair and improvement work and maintenance
of facilities shall be provided.
The fact that the direct
maintenance and operation of locomotives and cars makes
up about one-half of the total railway operating expense
justifies that

each item pertaining to equipment upkeep and

working shall be given

The

full consideration

and

attention.

other than the "emergency
fleet" locomotives from one railway division, operating district, or shop to another must be avoided if the disadvantages
resulting from different rail, fuel, water, engine-crew and
like factors are to be minimized and the interest of the men
practice of transferring

responsible for their safe, effective and economical upkeep

I
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Kurtliermore, provision
.iiul working is to In: maintuined.
must now be miule so that all possible hxomotives will be in
iirst-ilass condition for next winter'-, use, and as a proper
safeguard, every existing and new loKiniotive as it is turned
out of the shop, and can be spared from service, should be
stored until that time.

Railway operating ex[)enscs, due to a combination of
weather and physical contlitions, have, during the

traffic,

\0C>7

few months, brought alx)ut heavy reduction in net
revenues and in many cases operating expenses have not
lieen earned.
As the general and traffic expenses offer neg-

past

ligible oi)portunities for large savings,

and maintenance must

be increased, transjiortation expense, which represents about
55 per cent of the total, must be looked to for improvement
through increased train and carloads and reduced fuel, water
and non-jiroductive costs.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
The Week Has Been

a Notable

One Because

of

Many

Important Developments Which Have Taken Place
WASIIINCTOIf, D.

Negotiations on Contract for Railroad Compensation
.xccoRD.ANcF. WITH THE PROvisio.vs uf the federal railroad control act of March 21, a committee representing
the government, headed by John Barton Payne, general
counsel of the Railroad Administration, and a committee
representing the railways, headed by Alfred P. Thom, general counsel of the Railway Executives' Advisorj' Committee, have had several conferences respecting the agreement
which the act provides tlie President may make with the
railways for the compensation for the use of their property
during the period of federal control. At these conferences
various phases of the act and of the form which the agreement shall take have been under consideration. The general
conditions which are to govern the agreement are provided
in the act, but the entire subject is of such great importance,
and there are so many complicated questions involved in
the proposed terms of the contract, that the negotiations have
l)oen protracted and are likely to continue for some time

IN

before settlement

M

is

reached.

and submitted a tentastandard form of contract intended to take
care of a majority of the cases involved.
Naturally, the
original drafts were rather far apart as to some of the dethe outset each side prepared

tive draft of a

tails

some extent as to
but as the conferences have pro-

of the provisions included,

fundamental principles,

and

to

gressed both drafts have been extensively modified.
One question under consideration is whether the certificate of the Interstate Commerce Commission as to the
amount of the just comjiensation which the companies are

be absolute or whether the commission shall
reserve the right to change the amount either in favor of
the government or of the railways, provided on further examination of the reports of the companies it shall be found

to receive shall

that wrong computations have been made or reports have
not been made, either by mistake or otherwise, in strict compliance with the classification and rules of accounting of the

There are so many companies involved that if
have to await the re-examination of all the
reports it would be some time before the commission could
safel)- certify the amount of the compensation which each
company should receive under the act, and it is quite probable that an agreement will be reached reserving to the com-

commission.

these certificates

mission the right to make such corrections as are necessary.
.\nother subject as to which a great deal of consideration
has been given involves the question as to what deductions
are to be made from the just compensation, allowed any
company, to reimburse the United States for the cost of any
additions and betterments made to the propert)-, which are
considered not justly chargeable to the United States. Under
the act the government is required to return the railroads in
substantially as good repair and in substantially as complete equipment at the end of the period of federal control

as they were in the beginning,

and

C

maintaining the property up to the required standard it is probable that in some
cases the government will be obliged to expend money for
certain additions and improvements, and such part of the
cost thereof as is not considered properly chargeable to the
government, but properly to be borne by the company, may
be deducted from the compensation before the payment of

any installment thereon.

in

This problem involves particumaintenance accord-

larly the case of a road having deferred

ing to its own standards, as in such case the net income of
the road will have been increased by the amount which it
failed to put into adequate maintenance.

Another question involves the rate of interest which should
be allowed to any company in case any part of the annual
compensation over and above what is necessary to pay interest charges, federal taxes, rentals, corporate expenses and
the rate of dividends which had been paid during the three
years ended June 30, 1917, is used by the government in
making additions, improvements, road extensions, terminal
improvements, etc., during the period of federal control. The
act provides that the President may allow such reasonable
rate of interest on the amount so expended as in his judg-

ment may seem proper.

There is also involved the question
for so-called non-productive improvements
which do not add to the earning capacity.
There has been a proposal that the government should
pay interest on the cost of additions or improvements made
on order of the director general only up to a point not
exceeding a certain percentage of the net income, which
of expenditures

should be taken as representing the amount fairly to be
devoted to non-productive improvements, and IS per cent
has been tentatively suggested.
A great deal of consideration has been given to the exact
statement of what shall be charged to the corporate expenses.
It is expected that the government will agree on the basis
of compensation which will be sufficient to cover necessarjinterest, federal taxes, dividends and the corporate expenditures necessary to maintain the existence of the corporation,
but that investments in non-operating property shall not be
deemed proper corporate expenses unless approved by the
President.
It has also been proposed that the government shall take
care of the usual losses, such as those incident to fires and
floods, but that an exception shall he made so that the
government will not be held respwnsilile for the resulU of
extraordinary losses, such as would result from an earthfire or an invasion.
There have been other questions of lesser importance respecting what shall be treated as a compliance by the government with its obligation to maintain the prof>crty during

quake, a great

the period of federal control so that it may be returned to
the carrier at the end of federal control in substantial! v as
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good condition as when

it

was taken.

amount

This involves the
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may then be due for excess payments or credits
the director general for maintenance, repairs, re-

as

depreciation charges and how they shall be
made, reserve funds, etc. It is thought that if any controversy arises at any time between any railway company and
the government as to whether this maintenance is being properly done, the question of fact may be referred to the Interstate Commerce Commission for investigation and decision.
There are other questions arising from the adjustment of
overlapping accounts which existed at the beginning of the

made by

period of federal control, and which will occur at the end of
the period when the roads are turned back to their owners.
The latest form of the tentative draft of the contract as
proposed by the government, and after many modifications
had been made as a result of the discussion, is dated April

reasonably necessary to support the compan\-'s corporate organization or to carry out the lawful corporate purposes of

23.
It contains a preamble and recitals of the fact that the
government has taken over the railroads, etc., eight sections
on alterations, .definitions, controversies, etc. property taken
over; acceptance; accounts during federal control; upkeep;
taxes; compensation; and final accounting, and forms for

director general

the execution of the contract, call for the stockholders' meeting to ratify the agreement and a certificate of the stock-

the

question

of

newals and depreciation. The net quarterly compensation,
together with the company's other income, shall be applied
by the company to sinking fund payments as may be required by any contract in force December 31, 1917, such as
for leased roads and properties, interest, taxes and assessments pajable by the company, dividends lawfully payable
under the federal control act, and such sums as may be

;

holders' vote.

Section one provides that the provisions of the agreement
altered, amended or added to, Imt only by an instrument in writing signed b}- the director general and by some

may be

officer of the

compan}- duly authorized by the directors.

It

also provided that in case of questions arising as to the
interpretation of provisions of the agreement, the matter

is

shall be referred

upon application

either of the director gen-

eral or of the compan)-. to the Interstate

Commerce Com-

mission.

In the section regarding accounts during federal control
is provided that "all salaries and expenditures incurred
by the company during federal control for purposes which

the company.

provided, however, that no part of such compensation
income shall be invested without the approval of the
and the balance of the compensation and
other income shall be used to pay tlie cost of such additions,
betterments and extensions as shall be made to the property
of the company during federal control with the approval or
It is

or

Liy

During federal control
the order of the director general.
company shall not, without the approval of the director

make or take any lease of any
railroad or system of transportation or enter into any contracts or agree to pay any larger amount of interest on its

general, issue securities or

debt or for the rent of leased roads and property or for
dividends on its stock than the amounts payable as of December 31, 1917. On additions, betterments and extensions
made by the company interest shall be paid at rates fixed
by the director general and on additions, betterments and
extensions made by order or approval of the director general
out of the fixed compensation or other income interested shall
1)6 paid the company at such rate, not exceeding 3 per cent,
as the director general shall

it

are incidental to the existence

and maintenance of the

cor-

has issued General Order No. 21
Bases for Apportioning Inter-road
Freight Revenues to Carriers Perfomiing the Service, as

The

director general

prescribing

nected with negotiations, contracts, valuations, or any business or controversy with the government or any branch thereof, and which are not specifically authorized by the director

follows

paid b}- the company; except that all
and accounting expenses connected with
the valuation now being carried on by the company in cooperation with the valuation bureau of the commission shall
be paid by the director general and charged to railway opershall

be

engineering, land

ating expense, to the extent that said expenses are in the
opinion of the commission necessary for the purpose."
Section 5 provides that Ihe director shall provide for the

maintenance of the property in order that it may be returned
in substantially as good repair and complete equipment as
on Januarys 1, 1918, and that an annual expenditure for
such purposes of an amount equal, subject to certain allowances, to the average annual expenditure for such purposes
during the test period shall be taken as a full compliance
In comparing the amounts expended
with this covenant.
with those expended during the test period, due allowance
shall be made for any difference that may exist between
the price of labor and materials and between the amount of
property operated during federal control and tlie average for
the test period, so that the comparison may be reduced as
nearly as may be to a basis of relative physical reparation.
The company shall have the right to inspect its property at
all reasonable times during federal control.
One of the most important features of the proposed contract

is

the .section

provided,

shall

relating to

be paid to the

compensation.

This,

it

is

company quarterly on the

days of April, July. October and January, except that
installment shall be due upon the execution of the
agreement and shall include all prior installments then unpaid, but from each installment there shall be deducted such

first

the

first

fix.

Universal Interline Way-billing

poration, or which are connected with any property of the
compan}- not taken over by the President, or which are con-

general,

f

Simplified

Pursuant to the provisions of paragraph 13 of
(1)
General Order No. 11, dated March 16, 1918, with respect
to the adoption of universal interline waybilling, the following regulations will be observed beginning with the May,
1918, accounts in apportioning freight revenues to individual carriers subject to federal control which perform
inter-road freight service.

In cases where interline billing has been in effect
(2)
covering all or a major portion of freight traffic interchanged
between two or more carriers via the same route, althougli
the interline waybill may not cover the movement from origin
to final destination of the traffic:

(a)

The waybill

destination

carrier

shall

determine,

from interline division statements for the period of twelve
months ended December 31, 1917, the aggregate freight
revenue on interline freight traffic from each initial waybilling carrier separately via each route.

There

shall like-

wise be determined the amount apportioned to each inThere shall l)e
dividual carrier separately via each route.
included in such aggregate freight revenue, and in the
interests
may appear,
amounts due to each carrier, as their
terminal allowances, bridge tolls, lighterage, insurance, and
other arbitraries.
If the interline method of accounting became effective via any route subsequent to January 1, 1917,
the division statements for the longest period obtainable
(not exceeding twelve months) prior to May 1, 1918, shall
be used.
(b)
From the aggregate freight revenue, and the revenue due to each carrier via each route, ascertained in the
manner prescribed in the preceding paragraph, the ratio of
the revenue allotted to each carrier via each route to the
total revenue shall be determined and stated in two figure

M
I
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such percent^ shall he designated as ''rcKid to road"
The jx-rceiits thus determined for each route shall
be used for apportinninn tlio revenue from the trafl'ic moving
over it iin interline wayliilU to he accounted for beginning
with Ma>. I'MS, account.-, until and unless otherwise

pcrcciUs

;

percents.

ordered.
(c)
\\ hen tiie account.- fur commodities moving in large
volumes, such as coal, have, as a matter of general practice,
i>een kept separately, separate ro;id to road percents, based
on revenues from that class of traffic, may lie determined as
aln)ve |>rescribcd and used in apportioning the revenues
tiierefrom.

In cases where interline waybilling has not been in
or where it lias l>een ap|>lied to only a small part of
the traffic moved hotwivn two or more carriers via the same

(i)

effect

route:

Destination carriers of the freight shall apportion
revenues on interline wayi)ills to he accounted
for in May, 1''18, accounts on i)ases of estal>lished divisions.
F"rom the totals oi proportions thus settled, destination carriers shall compute two figure ]>ercents for traffic from each
initial carrier via each route.
Such percents are herein
designated as "raid to road" |jercents and shall l)e used
thereafter to apportion revenues via such roads and routes
respiectively. on that ola.ss of traffic unlc.-s and until otherwise ordered.
When traftic moves only in small volume,
destination carriers may compute two figure station to station [lercents l)ase(l on revenue- produced Ijy the application
of established division basej, and use such station to station
percents instead of the road to road percents.
(e)
In the event freight traffic moves during the month
of June, 1918, or thereafter via routes over which there
were no freight movements covered Ity interline wayljills prior
thereto, destination carrier- sliall a|)[)ly the L»stablished divisions in ajjportioning the revenue on sucii shipments during
the month in which the traffic first moves.
Thereafter, the
revenue on such traffic shall be divided on either road to
road or station to .-tation p)ercents as may be applicable.
(f)
When the accounts for commodities moving in large
volumes, such as c(ki1. iiave, as a matter of general ])ractice,
been kept .separately, separate road to road percents based on
revenues from that class of traffic may be determined as
herein pre.scribed and used in apportioning the revenues
therefrom.
In cases where freight traffic moves via unusual or
4
diverted routes over wiiich no divisions apply and via which
no experience can be obtained, destination carriers shall apportion the revenues therefrom on a twent\- mile block mileage liasis, each carrier to he allowed at least twenty miles
and originating and tenninal carriers an additional twenty
miles each as constructive mileage.
The formulae prescribed lierein for apportioning
(5)
interline freight revenues to carriers performing the sen-ice,
are intended to pre.-er\-e, as equitably as practicable, the
integrity of the revenues of individual carriers, and their
use shall be generally oi)Sen-ed.
If liy reason of new traffic
developments, or the abnormal shifting of traffic, the continued application of the road to road percent- herein provided for might seriou.-ly distort the revenues of interested
carriers, the destination carrier ma)-, upon its own initiative
or by request, test apjwrtionment of revenues for a specific
month or period by applying the estal>lished division bases
thereto.
If results thus obtained vary substantially from the
results obtained by the application of road to road percents
as herein provided for, and the change appear* to be permanent, application may be made to the Director of Public
Service and Accounting to adjust the divisions to such bases
as will produce more equitable results.
Applications for
changed apportionment bases based upon ordinary traffic
fluctuations will not l>e considered.
(d)

and

(

settle the

)
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Modification of Practices in Accounting for Freight
and Related Revenues:
Destination carriers shall completely revise waybiil(0)
as to rates, classifications, extensions, f(X)tmgs, weights, etc.,
tiius insuring the correctness of the revenues based on tariffs

and they siiall account to interested carriers for
res|Kctive jiroportions of .such revenues in the nianner
hereinbefore pre.scribed.
If flagrant or continued use of
erroneous rates or classifications |je observed by destination

a|)plicable,
tiieir

carriers,

the attention of billing carriers

Where ordinary changes

called thereto.

made

must be

s|)ecian>

or corrections are

waybillcd revenue i)y destination agents, correction
made to intermediate or originating carunless advances or |)repaid charges be involved.
I'aragra|)ii It) of General Order No. II provide(7)
in

notices need not be
riers,

tiiat .settlements liy destination carriers with all other interested carriers shall be accepted as final.
Thi;5 provision discontinues the adjustment among carriers of overcharges and

undercharges

revenue, but docs not proliibit the adjustin advances and prepaid items; clerical
errors, in addition and divisions, or errors due to omission-,
diversions, etc.
in

ment of diflVrences

j;ffective at once no apportionment shall be made
(8)
carriers of charges ab.sorbcd, such as switching, elevation, transfer charges, terminal deliver}' charges, icing, cost
of grain and coal doors and other similar items accruing

among

during federal control; such absorl)ed charges shall be borne
by paying carrier.
The order also mcludes the following modifications and
interpretations of General Order No. 1 1
Paragraph 11 of General Order No. 11 pre(9)
scribes certain forms to be used in preparing Audit Office
settlement

accounts.
Until further ordered, carriers ma\use such prescribed forms, or they may use those now in use

them in settlement of interline freight accounts until such
time as a more complete study is made of the forms which
will later be jirescribed.

l)y

Sub-paragraph ii. of Paragraph 8 of General
(10)
Order No. 11, provides that: "Only the original and one
copy of the waybill shall lie made." This provision is hereby amended to the e.xtent of |iennitting carriers taking such
additional copies of waybills as may i>e necessary to maintain the integrity of the accounts.
The first copy must Ih?

printed in the

same fonn as the

original, i)ut may be on a
additional copies beyond the
be prepared on blank paper.
While Paragraph 8 of General Order No. 11

lighter weight of paper.
first

may

Any

(11)
provides for a standard fonn of waybill, such order docs no;
prohibit the continuation or adoption of a color scheme for
waybills for specific or special traffic when such color scheme
tends to expedite or protect the freight.
If, under prevailing practices, freights originating
(12)
on or destined to points on switching or tap lines are wa%billed from or to trunk line junctions or connections wiili
such switching or tap lines, and junction settlements are made
at such points of connection, such jiractice- may, until fiirtlier

ordered, be continued.

Many

Railroad Associations Abolished or Reorganized

and committees heretofore
by the railroads and charged to operating
ex[)enses. jjut which the Railroad .Administration doe- not
consider necessary to operation under government control,
will go out of existence on April .>0 or shortly thereafter, except such as the railroads may see fit to maintain and charge
to corporate expenses to be paid out of the amounts they
receive from the government as compensation.
Others will
i)e retained and may be charged to operating expenses, but
.A

large numi)er of association-

maintained

in

many

cases will

\>e

General Order No.

reorganized or con.solidated.
6, issued by the director general on
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Railway Surgeons, .American Railway Engineering AssoAmerican Railway Perishable Freight Association,
American Refrigeration Association, Association of Railway
Electrical Engineers, Association of Western Railways,
Bureau of Information of the Eastern Railroads, Bu-

lanuary 28, provided thai operating revenues should not
be expended "for the payment of the expenses of persons
or agencies constituting associations of carriers unless such
association is approved in advance by the director general."

of

ciation,

This includes many organizations which were maintained
dues paid by individual railroad officers but which were
charged by them to their expense accounts.
Most of the organizations were authorized to continue until
April 30 pending an investigation of the circumstances in
each case by the division of public service and accounts, of
which C. A. Prouty is director, and Luther Walter, assistMost of the cases have now been passed upon
ant director.
and letters have been sent out either authorizing the rail-

reau of Information of the Southeastern Railroads, Eastern
Association of Car Service Officers, International Association
of Ticket Agents, Master Car and Locomotive Painters'
Association, Perishable Freight Association, Railroad Young
Men's Christian Association, Railway Signal Association
and Train Despatchers' Association.

Ijy

Wage Commission

all

increase in wages

become

made

as a re-

January 1, 1918.
"The task confronting the Railroad Wage Commission
was greater in magnitude than any task of a similar character
"The commission imever undertaken," said Mr. McAdoo.
mediately applied itself to the work with great energy and
with unremitting labor to a study of the large and complex
In matters of such magnitude adequate
questions involved.
time is essential to intelligent consideration and wise conMeanwhile, no employee's interest is being hurt
clusions.
or prejudiced, because whatever increases may be granted will
accumulate in the form of savings and will not have been
spent in the meantime as might otherwise have been the case."
sult of the report will

The

effective as of

director general takes this occasion to appeal to rail-

road employees

coming

to

them

who
in a

will

have several months' back pay
to take advantage of the op-

lump sum

portunity to invest in Liberty bonds.
"I hope," he says in the circular, "that every railroad
employee in the United States will lend all the money he
can, consistently with his individual circumstances, to his
government by buying Liberty bonds; they pay four and
one-fourth per cent interest per annum and are the safest
investment in the world
as safe as the money of the United
In lending your
States and safer than deposits in banks.
money to the government you not only save the money for
yourselves, but you help every gallant American soldier and
sailor who is fighting in this war now to save your lives and

—

accounting committees

except the national association, the Association of American
Railway Accounting Officers, and the Committee of Railway
Accounting Officers on Accounts of Express Companies, are
Such organizations as the Railway Executo be abolished.
tives' Advisory Committee, the Bureau of Railway Economics,
the Bureau of Railway News and Statistics may no longer be
charged to operating expenses. The statistical bureau of the
western lines will be discontinued except as to a part of its
work, which will be amalgamated in some form with other
The Presidents'
organizations to maintain traffic statistics.

Conference Committee on Federal Valuation is still under
Coal pools are under consideration.
The
Freight Claim Association is approved from month to month
pending reorganization. The Southern Iron Committee and
the Coal Traffic Bureau are not approved. The Special Committee on Relations of Railway Operation to Legislation
will be discontinued.
The Eastern Railroad Association
and the Western Railroad Association, which devote their
Various other
attention to patent matters, are approved.
associations and organizations have not yet been passed upon,
but will be within a few days.
Some of the organizations specifically approved are as
American Association of General Baggage Agents,
follows:
Association of Dining Car Superintendents, American Association of Passenger Traffic Officers. American Association

Any

and recommendations.

be subject to a reorganization that will fit in with the regional organization of the roads under federal control.
Railroads may continue to be members of chambers of
commerce, commercial clubs and traffic clubs in communities
reached by their rails on the same basis as industrial conIn the case of
cerns, but may have only one membership.
traffic clubs, if they desire to pay the dues of more than
one officer the approval of the director general must be
secured, but this will probably follow as a matter of course.
A railroad may have one membership in the Chamber of
Commerce of the United States. Special contributions to
such organizations will not be allowed.
Industrial development bureaus are to be discontinued,
but agricultural development bureaus are approved.
Local freight associations, collection bureaus, and car interchange associations and similar organizations engaged
in working out the problem of unifying terminal operation
Fast freight lines are to be abolished.
are to be continued.
The various superintendents' associations, the various general managers' associations, such as those at Chicago, New

Louis and in Texas,

Soon

return to Washington upon the conclusion of the present
Liberty Loan campaign on May 4, when he will promptly
review the report and render a decision upon its findings

and demurrage
bureaus, are approved from month to month, pending the
working out of plans for a reorganization and simplification
of their work by the division of public service and accoimts
and the division of traffic.
The American Railway Association and some of the other
operating associations are also approved but will probably

classification committees, weighing, inspection

St.

to Report

In Circular No. 24 Director General McAdoo announces
that the Railroad Wage Commission appointed for the purpose of making a thorough investigation of the wages paid
to all railroad employees, whether members of labor organizations or not, expects to submit its report on Mr. McAdoo's

roads to continue to contribute to the expenses of the organizations in the form of assessments or dues, or ordering
that operating revenues shall be no longer expended for
In some cases the approval is temporary,
the purpose.
pending the working out of plans for a reorganization.
The various traffic associations, tariff issuing bureaus,

York,
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liberties

and

to

make

the world safe for

Democracy."

Prices for Railroad Fuel Coal
understood to have settled the conand fuel administrations regarding the prices to be paid for railroad fuel coal and although no official announcement has been made an order
is expected by which the railroads will pay more for their
coal than formerly, although somewhat less than the regular
government price, while the Fuel Administration will be
given complete jurisdiction over questions of distribution of
fuel.
Heretofore railroads have paid a much lower price for
coal than other consumers, partly for the reason that a full
car supply was guaranteed for such shipments and because
the railroads were large consumers and there was no selling
expense for the coal companies on the business. The railroads had made their contracts for coal last year before the
general government prices had been fixed, but after the government took over the railroads the fuel administrator. Dr.
Garfield, took the position that the railroads should pay the
full price.
This position was controverted by the Railroad
Administration, represented by John Skelton Williams, director of finance and purchases, and numerous conferences
on the subject were held with coal operators and representaPresident Wilson

is

troversy between the railroad

consideration.

-
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of the Fuel

lives

Board.
dent at

The

Administration and

dispute

was

finally

tlie

laid

War

before

Industries
the

Presi-

a meeting; of the war council last week. The
exact decision has not yet been made i)ublic, but it is underrailroads will be required to distribute the car
that
stood
supply ratabl\' among all mines, witliout preference for railroiid fuel, anil that they will lie alloweil a lontession from
the tjeneral price on account of their being the largest con-

has been estimated that at the guvermnent prices
for ccxxl the railrtwds' fuel bill would be increased by appro.ximately 540.000,000 annuall>.
sumers.

It

Passenger Fares to Be Based on Mileage
between railroads is going
to result in an important readjustment of passenger fares
throughout the United States. Passenger rate clerks representing ro;ids in various parts of the country have been at
work in Washington this week for the purpose of compiling
a nation-wide talile of distances as the foundation for a plan
oi basing passenger fares mainly on mileage without regard
to the comjx-titive conditions under which tlie rates have
been made by the short line between any two points, regardTiie elimination of competition

less of the distance in

many

cases.

This

will result in

many

For example
the rates from Chicago to Pacific Coast points have been in
general the same via the Southern routes or Xortliern routes
as via the direct lines but under the new plan the rate will
increases in fares for travel via circuitous routes.

\k proportionately higher for the longer route. It is not proposed to adhere rigidly to the mileage plan but rates will be
made the same via different routes which are of approxi-

mately the same length, as. for example, in the case of lines
between Chicago and New York.

Express Companies to Be Consolidated
Plans for consolidation of the expres> ionij)anies into a
single corporation, with a capitalization of 5^40,000,000,
which will make a contract with the United States Railroad
Administration for handling express business on the railroads, are being worked out in a series of conferences between officers of the express companies and the division of
public service and accounts.
The companies will be given
stock in the consolidated company in exchange for physical
property on a dollar for dollar basis, and the combined company will handle the express business on the basis of a percentage of the earnings. The companies will be allowed to
pay dividends of 5 per cent if the earnings warrant and they
will be given an incentive to efficiency and economy by a
plan for division of the net income above 5 per cent between
the companies and the government. For example, if the company earns enough to warrant a 7 per cent dividend, it may
he allowed to pay 6 and pay the government 1 per cent.

Checking of Inter-Road
The
•

Bills

Discontinued

director general iias provided for a iarge reduction in

lerical lalior in

General Order No. 20, which provides that:

"Kftectivc at once, technical -ind arithmetical examination

.md checking of all operating bills such as bills for freight
and other daims, joint facilities, car repairs, and other simi-

and all statements of accounts such as distribution
and passenger revenues and other similar statements, rendertxl by one carrier subject to federal control tc
or against another carrier subject to federal control, which
'ocnied or which may accrue on or subsequent to Januar\' 1,
lar bills

of freight

!918,

shall

be discontinued.
The carrier rendering such
etc., shall take the necessary measures to

>tatements, bills,

insure the correctness thereof."

Baltimore

& Ohio

Trains Use Pennsylvania Terminal

In accordance with an order issued by Director General

Mc.\doo. to take effect April 28. Baltimore & Ohio express
between Washington and New York will be transferred from the Central of New Jersey terminal in Jersey
City and will run to and from the Pennsvlvania terminal in
trains
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New York City at Thirty-third street and Seventh avenue.
Trains will use the Phihulelphia & Reading, as at present,
between Philaiiel|iiii;i and liouiid Urook, N. J.; from Hound
Hrook to West Newark Junction, 22 miles, they will run over
the Lehigh Valley, and from West Newark Junction to New
York, 12 miles, over the Pennsylvania.
This rerouting of
the Baltimore & Ohio trains is ordered for the purpose of
utilizing tliem to c;i])acit\
lx.-tween

New

thereby relieving the Pennsylvania
and Wasliington and affording the public

\'ork

,

There are six trains each way, daily.

greater facilities.

General Manager Canal Operations
General Order No. 22 issued by the director general announces the appointment of G. A. Tomlinson as general
manager of the New York Canal section of the United States
Railroad Administration in charge of the con.-lruction ami

upon the

acquisition of cx|uipment for use

Barge Canal, and, as an incident
waters connecting

with

the

canal.

He

State

upon the

operate such

will

equipment for the director general, and he
enter into contracts either in his

New York

thereto, for use

empowered to
own name as general manis

ager or in the name' of the director general for the construction, acquisition or chartering of sudi e(iuipment, for the
purchase of su|)plies needed in operation, and for the transportation of property upon the canal and other waters.

Cars for
In Bulletin No.

1

1,

War

issued by

Department
ilie

car service .-ettion. H.

M

Adams, director of inland transportation of the War Department, calls attention to the fact that some misunderstanding
exists with respect to the placing of orders for cars to load
for account of the War Department.
Mr. .^dams states that
his department does not undertake to extend its jurisdiction
to the ordering of cars, this being the function of the individual shipper.
It should be made jjlain, however, the circular slates, that cars must not be furnished for loading to
destinations against which restrictions arc placed by the War
Department, as indicated in Order No. 2, unless transportation orders are presented to cover such shipments.

Adjustment Board No. 2
Plans for the organizati(jn of Board of .\djustment No. 2,
to handle controversies between the railroad managements
and members of the shop craft organizations, are being
worked out under the direction of W. S. Carter, director of
the division of labor.
The board will be similar to that
formed to handle similar controversies with members of the
brotlierhrxjds and will consist of six railroad mechanical officers and six officers of the shop craft unions.

Protection of Railroad Property
Willard Robinson has been appointed assistant manager
of the Section for the Protection of Railrtxid Property, and
H. L. \'an Sickler has been appointed attorney for the section.

Administration to Operate

New York

Barge Canal

Railroad .\dministration lias decided to take over
tlie operation of boats on the New York State Barge Canal.
Director General McAdoo has announced that, acting upon
the recommendations of the committee on inland waterways of the Railroad Administration, which has been negotiating for some time with the state authorities he will build
as quickly as possible and put into operation a line of barges
to i)e ojjeratcd by the government on the canal.
The barges
will be of modern construction of the most approved type
and will jje operated in conjunction with and as a part of
general railroad and waterways transportation of the counTiie

try

under the control of the director general.

This

will in-

sure the complete co-ordination of the canal facilities with
the railroad facilities and, it is hoped, will greatly enlarge
the available transportation facilities in the eastern territorj'.
The title of the canal projx'rty remains with the state. G. A.
Tomlinson of Duluth, Minn., a member of the committee on
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inland waterways and a man of large practical experience
manager of
in lake navigation, has been appointed general
barges
the canal operations, including the construction of the
He will report to the Eastern
and general equipment.

government control there can
be diverted to the canal from the railroads all of the
water.
traffic that can be handled to the best advantage by
Many delegations have been to Washington since the government took over the railroads to urge that the Railroad Administration take over the operation of the waterway.
re^^ional

Under

director.

Chesapeake & Ohio Canal
The Railroad Administration announces that

it has not
necessary or advisable to undertake the operation
which
of the boats on the Chesapeake & Ohio Canal, for
there has been considerable agitation.
However, the statement says, the Railroad Administration
of the
is interested in bringing about tlie transportation

found

it

Washlargest possible tonnage of coal from the coal fields to
ington by way of the canal. It is to be assumed that under
private management the railroads reaching Washington preferred to handle the coal by rail, but under existing condithe Railroad Administration is anxious to relieve the
tions

exrailroads reaching Washington, to the greatest possible
tonnage needed by
tent, of the burden of carrying the coal

Washington and

its

vicinity.

To

accomplish this purpose
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Progress in Locomotive Repairs
Rapid progress is being made in the repairing of locomotives, toward which special efforts have been directed by
the Railroad Administration, according to reports received
by Frank McManamy, manager of the Locomotive Section.

Locomotives have recently been put through the shops at the
rate of about 4,500 a week, or at tlie rate of about 800 a
week more than during the corresponding weeks of last year.
During February 1,641 more engines were repaired than
during February, 1917, and recently a series of weekly reThese show that during the week
ports has been started.
ending March 23 there was an increase of 560, during the
week of March 30 it was 954, and during the week of April
6 the increase was 946.
These results are being obtained largely as

a

result of

the agreement reached by the Railroad Administration with

the shopmen's organizations by which the employees agreed
The shop hours have been increased
to work longer hours.

from schedules of 48 or 55 hours a week to 60, 65 or 70
hours, varying with the conditions at different shops, and the
increase in hours for 225,000 men on 45 roads for which
have been compiled amounts to about 14 per cent.
Another factor in the improved record is the practice of
sending locomotives for repairs to the shops of other lines
which have more available capacity. About 80 locomotives
a week are being sent to foreign line shops, particularly from
figures

to
the Railroad Administration has arranged to co-operate
operthe fullest extent with the companies maintaining and
ating the canal and expects that as a result a substantially
by
increased tonnage of coal will be carried to Washington

eastern roads to the shops of western roads at Chicago.
Aliout 400 locomotives are now undergoing repairs at foreign
shops, and for a little over three weeks locomotives that were

the canal during the current year.

sufficient

Service on the Great Lakes
The Railroad Administration on April 18

numbers

portation

established a

Buffalo
lake line service between Chicago and Milwaukee and
under the name of the Lehigh Valley Transportation ComSeven large modern electric-lighted steamships have
pany.
the
been assigned to the service, using as a nucleus two of
ships owned by the Lehigh Valley Railroad, whose right
is now in
to continue the operation of the lake line service
Lakes
litigation, and five ships chartered from the Great
Transit Corporation, which purchased a number of the railafter they were required to give up their
It is stated that additional
operation of lake line service.
The purpose
ships will be added as the service requires.
Cars that
is to relieve the car situation as much as possible.
have been held up on western railroads by the congestion
of
opening
the
with
on central railroads will be released

shops have been coming out in
have an appreciable effect on the trans-

earlier sent to the foreign

to

situation.

There have also been more locomotives requiring repairs
this spring

than

last

year because of the fact that the roads

On March 23
got behind with repairs during the winter.
there were 4,465 locomotives due for shopping as compared with 4,161 on the corresponding date in 1917.
The Locomotive Section has prepared a standard classification of repairs to locomotives and tenders to be used
beginning June 1 by all carriers for reporting repairs made
at their various shops and roundhouses, as follows:
Class

road-owned boats

lake navigation and the loads may be moved east by the
way of the lakes and railroad lines east of Buffalo, thereby
relieving the railroads in the Central Freight Association
be
territory by a saving of power, fuel and cars that can
It is expected that shippers of
devoted to other business.
heavy staple commodities from the east, such as sugar, coffee

and manufactured

articles, will also take

advantage

of the

intended to work night and day shifts at the
terminal points so that the boats can be turned rapidly and
afford the greatest possible relief to the railroads. The eastern trunk lines will be served over a common terminal at
All-rail rates will prevail in both directions so
Buffalo.
that in case of congestion on the railroads the freight can
be immediately diverted through the lake and give continThe lake rates, however,
uous movement to destination.
service.

It is

will include

marine insurance.
Suits Against Carriers

McAdoo has issued General Order No.
18-A, amending General Order No. 18, which was issued
on April 9, toread as follows: "It is, therefore, ordered
that all suits against carriers while under Federal control
must be brought in the county or district where the plaintiff
resided at the time of the accrual of the cause of action, or
in the countv or district where the cause of action arose."
Director General

New

boiler or

new back

1.

Flues

end.

new or

reset.

Tires turned, or new.

General repairs to machinery and tender.
Cl.\ss

New

firebox, or

one or more

2.

shell courses, or roof sheet.

new or reset.
Tires turned, or new.
General repairs to machinery and tender.

Flues,

Class
Flues

all

new or

3.

reset (superheater flues

may

be excepted).

Necessary repairs to firebox and boiler.
Tires turned, or new.
General repairs to machinery and tender.

Class

4.

Flues part or full set.
Light repairs to boiler or firebox.
Tires turned, or new.

Necessary repairs to machinery and tender.

Class

5.

Tires turned, or new.

Necessary repairs to boiler, machinery and tender, including
one or more pairs of driving-wheel bearings refitted.
General repairs to machinery will include driving wheels removed, tires turned or changed, journals turned, if necessary,
and all driving boxes and rods overhauled and bearings refitted
and other repairs necessary for a full term of service.

Running

repairs unclassified.
Suffix "A," to any class of repairs, will indicate that the repairs are required on ar^ount of accident.
Suffix "B" will show the initial application of stoker.
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Surtix

"C"

Suffix

"D"

Suffix

"E"

indicate the initial applicatiun of superheater.
will indicate initial applicatiun of outside valve gear.
will indicate locomotive was converted from com-
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will

Circular C. S.

7

In order thai a car supply for !-iiipnuMt.>- of lake
coal and ore during the season of navigation may be provided, the manager of the Eastern Railroads Car Pool is

to simple, or from one type to another.
Mallet locomotives will be indicated by a star following classi-

pound

tication.

instructed in circular No. C. S. 7, issued by the Car Service
Section, to all railroads not members of the Eastern (Jpcn-Top
Car Tool, to a.-^semble all ho|>i)er or so-called self-clearing
cars of Eastern ( ar I'ool (doignated in the Ofluial Railway

Locomotives receiving class 1, 2 or 3 repairs must be put in
condition to perform a full term of service in the district and
class of serv ice in which they arc to be used.
Locomotives receiving class 4 repairs must be put in condition
lo perform not less than one-half term of service in the district

Equipment Register

under M. C. H. Classes 'H" and
confine them to that service to the extent that
all like coal and ore carrying roads may transport lake coal
and ore wiiich will offer for movement during the season of
navigation. To accomplish this purpose, all roads not members of the Eastern railroads car pool are direded tiiat all

"GD") and

and class of service in which they are to be used.
Locomotives receiving class 5 repairs must be put in condition
to perform not less than one-fourth term of service in the district
and class of service in which they are to be used.

The purpose of the standard classifications is to enable
comparisons to be made readily and fairly between the reIt has heretofore been
sults accomplished at different shops.
dift'uult to compare the work of different shops of even the
-.vme capacrty and number of men because of the different
his.sifuations under which the roads recorded the work done;
an effort was made to put them on a fairly comjjarable basis
It is
by reports based on the time re<iuired for siiopping.
e.xpected tiiat having reports which may be checked against
each other will have a good effect on performance.

hopper or su-calkd

"H" and "GD")

self-i

of the

Karinu lars

C. li.. Classes
.\I.
railroads must, until further
original lading on
railroads
(

member

when released from
than members of the Eastern Railroads Car

notice,

other

Pool, be
returned emptv by the most direct route to the nearest poolmember road. Any "member" road will be considered the

•

"home road" for tars included in this arrangement.
Emergency Rule 1 of General Order C. S. 1, dated April
26, 1917,

Seventeen Years Life

is

modified in accordance with the above.

From Treated

Ties

Seventy-Three Per Cent of Those Installed on Burlington Line
in

Western Nebraska

in 1900

1900 when the Chicago, Burlington & (^)uincy built the
from Bridgeport, Neb., to Sterling, Colo., forming a
part of what is now the Sterling division of the Burling-

INline

ton, a considerable

treated

ties.

One

mileage of the new track was laid with
with treated ties

section of a mile laid

and another of two miles were later designated as test sections, and a careful record has been kept of all tie renewwithin these limits.

now

years since the ties
were laid, a sufficient time to develop the effectiveness of
tlie treatment,
and the results of an inspection recently
made constitute a most conclusive demonstration of the value
of tie presers-ation.
In addition to the efficient control on
tlie
part of a well-organized timber-treating department,
these test sections of ties have been under the continuous
supervision of one man, James Toohey, who lias been roadmaster on this line ever since it was placed in service.
Between Sidney, Neb., and Peetz, a distance of 14 miles,
all the ties laid in 1900 were 6 in. by 8 in. hewn Black
Hills or bull pine ties, treated with zinc chloride.
In the
two miles just north of Peetz where a careful record of all
renewals has been kept, 77 per cent of the original ties are
als

It

is

17

in the track, the 23 per cent of replacements including
renewals for all reasons
breakage and cinder burning as
well as decay, tie cutting, etc.
There are still many continuous stretches of 20 or more of the old ties in place, and,
in one case observed, 65 successive ties of the original lot
were noted.
still

—

Near Bridgeport, Neb., records have been kept on a mile
6 in. by 8 in. by 8 ft. sawed Douglas fir ties also treated
with zinc chloride.
There were 3.200 of these ties in all
t"

and now, after 17 years, 2,703 of them, or 84.5 per cent,
still in service.
In this case a more emphatic demonstration of the value of timber treatment was obtained
through the fact that a mile of untreated Douglas fir ties
was laid at the same time in the track directly south of
the mile of treated ties and under as nearly duplicate conare

possible to provide.
The untreated ties com
the track within five vears after thev

ditions as

it is

menced

come out of

to

Are

were

Still in

Service

most of them had been removed after 7 years,
one w-as replaced in the eighth year.
In other
words, 100 per cent of the untreated ties had less than half
the life of 84^4 per cent of the treated ties.
Further details of these tests are of interest. All of the
ties were treated at Edgemont, S. D., with 0.33 lb. of zinc
laid,

and the

last

chloride per cu. ft. of timber, the condition of treatment
being such that the actual content of the preservative varied
from 0.19 lb. to 0.6 lb. While this treatment is less than
that usually given at the present time it was the standard
treatment at the Edgemont plant previous to July, 1900.
The amount of preservative was changed at that date to
0.4 lb. per cu. ft., and in 1902 to 0.5 lb., which is the
regular treatment at the present time.
It is also to be noted
that the ties were subjected to steaming before treatment
under a pressure of 15 to 20 lb. per sq. in. for several hours,
a much more severe heat treatment than is considered good
practice at present.

The ties were placed
The rail weighed 75 lb.
The roadbed has been

18 to a 30-fL rail in gravel ballast.
per yd. and no tie-plates were used.
in a generally good condition, no
trouble being experienced in this territor)' with soft embankments or cuts. The annual rainfall is about 15 in.
The rail on the bull pine ties was renewed in 1910, and
that on the Douglas fir ties in 1913, the new rail being
90-lb. A. R. A. type A rail laid with tie-plates.
The ties
were respaced with the rail renewal and there are now 20
ties to the 33-ft. rail.
Several ballast raises have been made
during the 17 years.
While the traffic was light during the first few years
of operation, it has grown steadily and now includes a
considerable ore tonnage hauled in 100.000-lb. capacity cars
overloaded 20 per cent and handled by Mikado locomotives,

the heaviest of which

weighs 303,400

lb.

One

of the most important factors in the value of this
record of tie service is in the system of insf)ection under
which the condition of the ties has been observed.
In

addition

to

the

personal

attention

of the roadmasler, the
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the superintendent of timber
connection with the study of some 26,000
observation on various parts of this railroad.
These ties are installed in sections of a 1,000 or
more, each section containing ties of various species treated
by one or more processes, or placed in the track without
Through the agency of a system of numbering,
treatment.
marking and records, it has been possible to keep an accurate account of the ties in these sections which are inspected
by the superintendent of timber preservation, the roadmaster, the section foreman and usually the division superintendent or general superintendent.
These inspections have taken place annually since 1909,

can get out of red oak ties properly treated
that is past
the experimental stage.
The red oak ties at Mystic, South
Dakota, have now given us 17 years' service and 71 per

was installed. The two
on the Sterling division described above are also examined in the course of each of
these annual inspection trips and receive the same careful
attention according the regular test sections. The ties on the
Sterling division were installed under the direction of F. J.
Angler at that time superintendent of timber preservation on

is

are

ties

under the eare of

preservation,
ties

in

now under

when

the

first

section of test ties

cent are

in the track.

still

am

'T

disappointed in our pine ties.
their average life will be over 10 years.
indications which led

am

me

afraid the trouble

is

do not believe

Last year I saw
to believe that we are not going

from our sap pine

to get results

I

that

ties that

many

we had hoped.

I

of our sap pine trees are

banked on the river in the hot months, during which time
the sap becomes more or less sour and the ties are partiallv
decayed before we get them. The Santa Fe overcomes this
by sawing the ends off every tie before treating it. Decay
very easily detected if the ties are sawed.
are getting most excellent results from

"We

special sections of treated ties

the Black Hills,

in

and there

is

ties bought
no question but that the

now superintendent of timber preservation,
Baltimore & Ohio, Baltimore, !Md.
He also originated the
system of special test sections and their annual inspection,
and this work has been continued by his successor, J. H.
Watennan, superintendent of timber preservation, Chicago,
Burlington, & Quincy. Galeshurg, 111.

the Burlington,

Eighth Annual Report of the Test Sections
Since the regular 1,000 tie test sections on the different
lines referred to above were eight years old at the time of
the inspection last fall, a sufficient age to develop the full
life of a large part of the untreated ties, a study of the
records obtained with the various species of timber and the
different forms of treatment during this period is instructive
and indicative of the final results. Accordingly the summary of Mr. Waterman's report is abstracted below, showing the result of these tests in the eight states of Wisconsin,
Illinois, Missouri, Iowa, Nebraska, Colorado, South Dakota

and W}oming.
Summary
Total
190</

ties,

various kinds, various processes, placed in experimental tracks,
C. B. & Q. Railroad.

and 1910.

Percentage
Total
placed

Process
Straight creosote

Card process
Burnettizing

Untreated

Note
Jots

.'',264
1

5,817
2,488
3,270

Total

Percentage

removed

removed

to date

64
730

0.3
0.6
2.7

162
2.740

—

These percentages include only the
on various divisions.

removed

account
account decay other causes
1.6

3.9
3.8
3.4

80.2
ties

placed

in

the

thousand

Mr. Waterman's remarks regarding the service being secured from various classes of timber are also of special interest and are abstracted below.
"Kind of treatment I am of the opinion that the best
treatment for the lines east of the Missouri river is a mixture of creosote and zinc chloride or of water-gas tar and

—

zinc chloride, while for the dry territory supplied with ties
from Sheridan, Wyo., we get splendid service out of ties
treated with zinc chloride only.
"I list the ties which will give the best service treated,
after giving this matter a great deal of thought and close
observation as follows:
(1) Red oak, (2) fir, (3) cypress,
(4) pine, (5) various other inferior wowis, as follows:
maple,
hard
beech, birch, hickory, red
Elm, soft maple,
gum and tupelo gum. These latter-named woods are never
to be considered unless they can have personal supervision
from the time they arc cut in the woods until they are deI am in favor
livered in the tie plant yard for seasoning.

8^

ft. red oak ties for our
of using only 7 in. by 9 in. by
For branch main lines and passing
principal main lines.
tracks where we have reasonaljly heavy traffic, I would use
the standard 6 in by 8 in. by 8 ft. red oak ties when I can
There is no question about the service that we
^et them.

A

Section of the Track Built in 1900

Black Hills pine ties give us as good results as the fir ties.
There is no bug infested Black Hills timljer today and we
have thousands of these ties in the track and they will give
us 15 years'

life.

"Ties deteriorate in a few days or weeks at the most,
they are not properly handled.
If these ties become
dotey, the best treatment in the world will not do them any
If I were in authority and accepted ties of the woods
good.
named, I would have an inspector to look after them and
have him thoroughly trained what to look for, and what to
expect, if I expected to get the best possible results out of
them.
The summary shows wonderful results obtained
from some of these woods, and yet they are dangerous to
handle unless we are willing to pay two or three times as
if

much

for inspection and care as we pay for red oak, cypress,
and pine.
"I would not take a white oak tie at any price unless I
treated it.
In my judgment, it is a waste of money to buy
white oak ties and put them in track without treatment.
"1 have carefully watched the results obtained from
treated bridge ties and I have come to the conclusion to
recommend that we discontinue treating bridge ties with
fir

because they check badly, even worse than
I believe we will get
they were not treated.
little longer service from bridge ties treated with zinc
chloride than untreated.
I believe that if we treat bridge
ties with creosote, we will get 20 to 25 years' life out of
them.
"Few of us appreciate the full value of seasoning ties
lefore treatment.
You can treat more ties in a given
( 1 )
length of time when they are properly seasoned.
(2) I believe the ties will give better service after treatment.
(3)
Ties properly air seasoned will not check as badly as ties

zinc

chloride,

they
very

would

if

I

treated green.

and other similar kinds of hardwood ought
fir ties ten months and pine ties from
eight months."

"Red oak
to

six

ties

season one year,
to
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Keeping Progress Records
By Wm. P. Munger
MKDKKX KNUiNKERiNi;

;is

ill

miKiiTii

manufuL turiiig,

of a simple nature, such as laying out a water pipe
the track, a map or profile colored with various

is

along

pencils as each

colored

of the

operations progress

is

ade-

[uate.
Ill

rebuilding a series of culverts a

'*V^

ft

Nttn

rect'rtd

/?

number

or description

b€ modi.

Profites fo make
Cyltitre filtlM.

Notes received

Notes platted.

Stra/gttt

months between

o|K'ration.

Two

generally indexed.

To
Fig.

name

cope with these conditions a chart on the order of
is desiralile.
Here the valuation section numlM-r and

1

is

shown

in

columns

at the left

and

the

number

of the

valuation sheets com|«tsing each section stretch across the
top.
.\X the intersection of the name line and the shift
number column there is jilotted an outline ring Itetter shown
in the first entry in Fig. 2 and indicating a map to be
made.
The number of these outline rings following the
section name de|)ends directly on the length of that section.
The I'ine Branch, .1.6 miles long, requires four sheets, and
hence four outlines were plotted in the first four positions.
Similarly with other sections.
The small figures in the center indicate the high mile
posts shown on that sheet.
Indc.v maps and certain terminals would be shown in a space between the line column
and column I. Other than right of way maps and track
maps no distinction is made between those miles requiring
one sheet and those requiring several sheets. The outline

W p/Dffed.

Staring.

.1

and the end of one

charts are not only usi-d to make the condition
of the work ([uickly apparent to the man higher up, but
are frequently so designed as to be of great assistance to
When the
the man who must kctp the work in balance.

•

luii-ssary delay of several

tlic beginning
numlier systems are
e.s.sential as the map sheets are numbered independent of
the mile posts by which all of the available information is

i>

INprogress

work

1075

map platted.

ring shown as the first entry in Fig. II consists of a heavy
black line circle aitout 5 16 in. in diameter and concentric
with this, a light |)rinting ink (red or blue) circle about
9/16 in. in diameter with radial lines between the two,
dividing the ring into the desired number of parts.
The
heavy ring or circle is the convention for maps to be made

Office dale added.

VALUATioht
Compi/ted-

'no

Name

1

Main

z

Pine branct)

T checked
line

Comp. entered,
Sehedule-

rnked.

Leftering

Key

to

Progress

Records for Maps and

top of a sheet of paper
of the operation written
is

®-@^-^#@®@@

line

6

Transfer

7

Rikrer

a good

form for a chart.
In use. the squares opposite the various
operations are filled in under the culvert numbers as the
operation in question is performed on that culvert.
This
filling in may be done in various ways according to the
units of operation written in the column at the left and the detail desired. If "concrete" was the operation then the square
under the proper culvert would be outlined when the mixing started and filled in solid when complete.
Greater detail could be shown by making one side of the sijuare when
the materials were ordered, one side when delivered, one
side when machinery was ordered, one side when delivered,
one diagonal wiien forms were set up, one diagonal when
pouring started, the solid

filling showing completion.
If
was "stone," the top half of the square would
contain the date ordered, and the bottom half the date when
delivery was l)egun. and solid filling or the outlining of the
square would indicate that the deliver)- was complete. Again,
if the square is large enough it can be filled in from day
to day so as to represent the percentage of required stone

the operation

which has been delivered.
For a long and complex job. like a valuation map of a
railroad system, a chart should be devised which requires
the minimum of special training to understand, is compact,
easy to operate, and yet impressively tabulates the progress.
The operations follow no set order and in some cases there

oooe

c^©^

Kane br

Profiles

and the name
column on the left hand side of the page

ruled off in squares
in the

tlie

©©f^^@#©®®^®

4

S Mire
of the culverts written across

Progress.

3 Lane br
Lettering.

Coy notes added-

Map

IZ3456189/0H

R checked

br

mm
m

m^
Typical

Progress Record

and ser\-es as a base on which to build the ring as the segments are added. The light ink circle and radial line serve
as a guide when filling in the various segments.
It is also
a help to the eye in observing (juickly tlie various segments
filled in.
The chart should be made on tracing cloth and
posted periodically, the daily posting from the time cards
being carried on a print by a clerk.
This print is filed
when it has been posted on the tracing and the print filled
to show the progress during the given period.
A new ])rint
is taken for the clerk's use after each posting of the tracing.
In using the chart, when an operation on a certain map
is begun the outer circumference of the segment
for that
operation is filled with a heavy black line, and when the
operation is shown to be complete by the time cards, tlie

whole segment

is

filled

in.

In choosing the number, value and meaning of each segment considerable judgment must be shown, and the learning of the key can be greatly facilitated by a proper grouping of the o|ierations.
In Fig. II all operations pertaining to plotting are shown above the center line and those
I)crtaining to the tracing lielow the center.
The right of
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way work

is

shown

to the left

and the track

Freight Operations in January

to the right.

above and six below, the notes reThe government notes can
ceived being split if required.
This item can well occupy the cenbe split if required.
tral circle because the mile post numbers are of no further
Fig. Ill shows the same built-up system developed
value.
on a square and worked out to show the progress on valuaAlthough these systems can be used with any
tion profiles.
time card system which tells much of anything about the
work, the printing of a few outlines on the time cards and

There are
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five divisions

EFFECTS OF SEVERE WEATHER and
THEcumulated
during
month

the results of ac-

of January, the
of the railways,
are strikingly illustrated in the report of freight operations
for the month compiled by the Bureau of Railway Economics

congestion

the

month of government

first

control

The revenue ton
for the American Railway Association.
miles of freight handled decreased 17.2 per cent as compared with January, 1917, and the average mileage per

FREIGHT OPERATIONS' OF STEAM RAILWAYS FOR JANUARY,

1918.

Eastern District

United States*

Increase or decrease

Increase or decrease
1918

Item

47,353,554
923,062.084
394,879.768
Empty freight car-miles
and
1,317,941.852
empty..
Total freight car-miles— loaded
55,442.425
Freight locomotive-miles
24.665,552,565
Revenue ton-miles
2,637,487,835
Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives in
30.110
:•
se'rvice
Average number of freight locomotives in
4,713
shoo or awaiting shop
2,320,591
Average number of freight cars in service.
Averace number of freight cars in shop or
117,657
awaiting shoo
82,302
Home
35,355
Foreign
'
.'
577
train
per
Tons
29.6
Tons per loaded' car
59.4
Average miles per locomotive per day
18.3
Average miles per car per day
30.0
Per centof empty car-miles
Per cent of freiglit locomotives in shop or
15.7
awaiting shop
awaiting
or
shop
freight
cars
in
Per cent of

Freieht train-miles

Loaded freight car-miles

Average

niiles

operated—single track

54,602,555
1,237,790,541
529,079,975
1,766,870,516
63,551.810
29,777,603.746
2,875,012,727

Percent

d 7,249,001
d 314,728,457
d 134,200,207
d 448,928,664
d 8,109,385
d

5,1 12,051,181
d 237,524,892

Amount

Percent

d 4,588.548
d 189,901,768
d 80,883,146
d 270,784,914
d 5,240,576
d 3,587,672,953
d 32,765,969

d 20.3

25.4
12.8
17.2
d 8.3

22,603,764
543,875,284
253,518,111
797,393,395
27,738,041
14,186.805,748
847,340,856

d 13.3
25.4
25.4

d
d
d
d
d

1917

I91S
18,015,216
353,973,516
172,634,965
526,608,481
22,497,465
10.599,132,795
814,574,887

29,947

163

0.5

12.824

12,700

124

1.0

4.416
2,251,697

297

6.7
3.1

1,961
1,198,801

28

68,894

1.989
1,215,595

1.4
1.4

65.970
45,018
20,952
634

71,883
53,842
18,041
665

d 5,913
d 8,824

d 3.5

32.2
56.6
14.0
32.8

27.6
70.5
21.5
31.8

4.6
d 13.9
d 7.5
1.0

15.5

15.4

0.1

0.6

126,906
96.066
30,840
598

d 7.3

d 9,249

d 13,764
4,515
d 21

d

14.3
14.6

26.4
6S.5
25.3
29.9

d 9.1
d 7.0
0.1

12.1
d 13.3
d 27.7
0.3

14.7

1.0

6.1

3.2

16,794

2,911
d 31

d 0.5

d 8.9

5.4

6.0

dO.6

d 10.0

d 17.6

826,508
8,719
57,637.37

1,117,071
11,834
57,948.88

d 290,563

d 26.0

d3,115
d 311.51

d 26.3
d 0.5

d 2,596

d 173.33

d

19.6

dO.l

Western District

A

.

A
^

^

^

Increase or decrease

A

and empty..

Freight locomotive-miles

Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives

;.

8,582,212
157,000,980
79,596,983
236,597,963
9,642,988
4,324,392,816
481,505,389

d 725,527
d51*,674,3a3
d 13,412,736
d 65,087,039
d 834,283

d 7.8
d 24.8
d 14.4
d 21.6
d 8.0

d984,838,164
d 27,528,287

d 18.5
d 5.4

9,742,026,954
1.341,407,559

1917
22,691,052
485,239,974
182,552,145
667,792.119
25,336,498
10,281,567,018
1,518,638,195

Amount

Percent

dl,934,926
d73,152,386

d 39,904,325
d 113,056,711
d 2.034,526
d 539,540,064
d 177,230,636

d 8.5

dl5.1
d 21.9
d 16.9
d 8.0
d 5.2

dll.7

4,962

4,926

36

0.7

12.324

12,321

3

667

593
279,924

74
48,976

12.5
17.5

2.057
776.096

1,862

772,972

195
3,124

14,077
11,116
2,961

d 199
d 1,408

d 1.4
d 12.7

1,209
d 65

40.8
d 10.4

37,809
27,576
10.233
534

40,946
31,108
9,838

520

14

d 5.3
d 4.8
d 1.6

a

in

shop or awaiting shop
freight cars in service.
freight cars in shop or

328.900
13,878
9,708
4,170
560
30.6

awaiting shop

Home
Foreign

Tons per train
Tons per loaded

9,307,739
208,675,283
93,009,719
301,685,002
10.^77.271
5,309,230,980
509,033,676

1918
20,756,126
412,087,588
142,647,820
554,735,408
23,301,972

in

service

Average number of freight locomotives

Average number of
Average number of

Amount Percent

1917

1918

Item

Revenue ton-miles

3.1

d 175,162

A

freight car-miles
Total freight car-miles— loaded

16.7

dl9.7

d 34.9

5.6

Increase or decrease

Loaded freight car-miles

16.4
16.1

d 4.7

994,343
13,225
220,834.35

^

Empty

d 8.2

d

5.1

Southern District

Freight train-miles

d 34.9
d 31.9
d 34.0
d 18.9
d 25.3
d 3.9

819,181
10,629
220,661.02

shop
?er'"fre'ight'"'locomotive
Per freight car

Amount

1917

395

d

11.4
4.0
2.7
10.7
d 8.0
d 17.2
d S.9

d 5.9

d 8.6

26,9
61.0

d 33.3

23.1

2.8

9.1

25.7

24.3
66.3
27.9
27.3

1.4

11.7

16.7

15.1

1.6

10.6

dO.8

d 16.0

4.9

5.3

d 0.4

d 7.5

d 19.1
d 30.7

790.492
12.553
127,168 81

834,475
13.301

d 43,983
d 748

127,159.57

9.24

27.9
68.6
34.8
30.8

13.4

12.0

4.2

5.0

871,502
13,:48
35,854.84

1,077,798
18,967
35,725.90

d 206,296

awaiting shop

d 7.7

3,137

d 3,532

dll.6

62.7
23.2
33.6

car

Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
shop
Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated— single track

625

d

10.5
0.4

2.7

d 5,819
128.94

9.7

0.4

2.6

d
d

5.3
5.6

a

Decrease, n Less than one-tenth of one per cent. 'The returns included in the monthly statement represent about 98 per cent of the total operated
mileage of the roads of Class I, and about 99 per cent of their total traffic.
<\

having the men fill in segments representing the operation
on which they work will undoubtedly save many mistakes.

War Wages

of English Railways.

—According

to the

speeches of the various chairmen at the recent annual meetings of the English railway companies, the war wages paid

Great Western,
to their employees is costing as follows:
$17,500,000 a year; Midland, $20,000,000; Great Northern, $8,500,000; Furness, $450,000; Taff Vale, $110,000;

and Highland, over $500,000.
as the sums do not include the
time and Sunday duty, which
when calculating war wages.

Nor

is

this in

some cases

all,

consequent increase for overare now taken into account
The Engineer, London.

locomotive per day was only 59.4 as compared with 68.5 in
January, 1917, a reduction of 13.3 per cent, while the average miles per car per day fell from 25.3 to 18.3, or 27.7 per
cent.
There was also a reduction of 3.5 per cent in the average trainload, but an increase of 12.1 per cent in the tons
per loaded car.
In the eastern district the reduction in revenue ton miles
handled was 25.3 per cent. The locomotive mileage per day
was only 56.6 and the mileage per car per day was reduced
to 14.
In the southern district the ton mileage was reduced
18.5 per cent and in the western district 5.2 per cent.
The comparative summary for tlie month for the railways
as a whole and for the three districts is shown in the table.

When

Determining
.

A

Be Renewed

Rail Should

Description of the Methods in Use on the Santa Fe to Secure

Uniformity

and Proper Standards

in Practice

By

C.

W.

Baldridgc

Topeku & Santa Fe, Chicago

Assistant Engineer, Atchison,

WHEN

IS A RAIL WORN OUT?
This is a question, the
answer to which is the same as the answer to many
simihir portent^"it depends." In
the case of rail, it depends upon the class of the track in
which the rail happens to be in use; the standard of maintenance attempted by the company, and also upon what other
use the company has for the rail and how urgent that other
\Vith some companies, insufficient earnings,
use may be.
or insufficient returns on the business handled, may compel
the postponement of the renewal of rail, which, judged by
all otlier conditions, should be renewed.
Other factors may

the rail ends are low to show the amount of permanent set
:ind of i>atter at the ends of the rails; measurement of the
widtii of o[)ening (space left for expansion) betwtx'n rails,
and the gage of the track.

otlier iiuestions of

The number of locations at which measurements are
taken varies of course with the length of the stretch of rail
to be renewed.
Usually not less than eight locations are
taken for measurements, and as many more as may be required to show the average condition of the rail.
Ordinarily,

the

measurements are taken

at

one point on each

mile.

The

!ld

I
<I9I

1
s

Fig.

1

— Two

contours of the rails are taken by means of the rail
contour instrument shown in Fig. 1.
This instrument is
so designed that the face of the base of the instrument is
in contact crosswise and on the underside of the base of
rail, also with a guiding shoulder on the instrument in
contact with the edge of tlie base of the rail, thus insuring
that the contour or section is taken perpendicular and at
right angles to the a.\is of the rail, thereby getting a true
section of the rail.
The contour is drawn by the instrument
upon white paper, which is carried in a roll in the paper

^

V

magazine on the instrument, and with the end stretched
across the drawing plate and clamped in position
while receiving the pencil record of the rail. After removal
from the instrument, each contour sheet is labeled with the
location and such other information as may be desired for
tightly

^4"^
w^ :^.^

[

*•».

Views

of the Rail

^

making up

Contour Instrument

enter into the answer, and, indeed, sometimes none of the
factors determine, as rails occasionally

the two showing the

make

inspection of rail shown on the
its physical condition to the end that the rail most in need of renewal may
he given preference. The method of inspection consists in
going over the track on a motor car at a speed slow enough
sistant to

for renewal,

a careful

in order to determine

so that the rail can be looked over carefully, and of stopping at occasional locations where measurements of the rails
are taken.
These consist of contours of the rails to show
the amount of wear: measurements of the extent to which

receipt

in

the

office,

these

amount of wear.

the rail ends are low are measured
by means of a 30-in. straight edge (Fig. 2), equipped with
a multiplying indicator pivoted near the end of the straight

that safety compels their renewal.

list

Upon

The amounts which

become so worn out

On the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe the practice has
been established for several years of purchasing no newrail for use on branch lines, but to supply the requirements
of branch lines and new lines constructed from rail released from the tracks of main lines.
This practice does
not control the removal of rail from main line tracks, but
is one of the factors to be considered.
The method followed in determining when the rail in
main line tracks shall be renewed, is to have each roadmaster make an inspection of his district each spring and report the rail which will require renewal the following spring.
The roadmasters pass their lists to their superior officers by
whom, after such checking and inspection as is deemed
necessary, they are consolidated into a list for each grand
division and forwarded to the general officers of the company.
The chief engineer of the system then sends out an as-

the report.

contour sheets are sent to the drafting room and are spread
under tracings of theoretical original sections of the particular type of rails under investigation.
The field contour
is then traced
into the original section, the difference of

Fig. 2

— Measuring

the Batter at Rail

Ends

The short end of the indicator blade is
pushed down into contact with the face of the rail and the
amount the joint is low is shown in hundredths of an
inch, by the scale under the long end of the indicator blade.
The amount of space between rail ends is measured by
means of a taper gage (Fig. 3), which is graduated to
hundredths of an inch, the taper gage being thrust bet^veen
the rail ends, crosswise the rail, as far as it will go and
the opening read on the gage.
The gage of track is measured by means of a two-piece
extension rule (Fig. 4), sometimes called a glazier's rule.
edge, as .*hown.

1077
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The

placed against the head of one rail at the gaging
then extended until it makes contact with the
The width of track is
opposite rail at the gaging point.
then read on the face of the rule where the end of the top
half cuts the scale on the bottom half of the rule.
Measurements of the amount that the rail ends are low.
the amount of space left for expansion, and the gage of the
track, are made on a uniform number of joints in each rail,
following the point where rail contours are taken, in order
rule

is

and

point,

is

1^

,

— Taper

Fig. 3

,

,

s:

r^

Gage

to

.moxL
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and construction of yards and sidings, the advisability of
anticipating

future renewals

work on one roadmaster's

in

order to

avoid

too

much

and all
and conclusions

district in a single year,

other factors are considered.

The

results

whom

are reported to the vice-president, by
sion of allotments is made.

the final deci-

5 shows a sheet of rail contours as worked up in
drafting room for enclosure in a report.
This sheet
covers rail on double track, both tracks of which were listed
for renewal.
The rail sections were taken by commencing
on the left-hand rail and working across both tracks.
By
this method, the paper in the contour recording machine is
ad\anced for each section, but is not torn off until all four
rails are traced.
This arrangement aids in keeping the rail
contours in order and saves repeating notes.

Figure

tlie

Measure Openings Between Rails

Train Accidents in March'
determine

to

average

the

condition

of

the

rails

in

these

respects.

measurements thus made and of the
inspection also serve as a check upon the maintenance of
the tracks, which naturally is a large factor in the life of
Another factor bearing on rail renewals and which
rail.
cannot be measured or arrived at in any similar manner is
worn spots, defective spots, and driver burns on the rails.

The

results of the

THE

FOLLOWING

IS .K LIST of tlie most notable train
accidents that occurred on tlie railways of the United
States in the month of March. 1918:
CoUislons

Kind of

Road

Date
4.

Atlanta. B.

M.. K.

17.
?I.

Bait.

*23.

Penn

Place

& A

Talbotton

& Texas

& Ohio

Accident
xc

Huber
YouHEstown

be

Trenton

re

be

Kind of
Train
F.
P.
P.
F.

& F

&
&
&

F.
F.
F.

Kil'd

Inj'd

^
1

.?

I

1

2

Dcra{],i:cnt!

Dale
4.
9.

14.
5.

1

1".

2.V

'26.
30.

Fig.

— Measuring

A

the

Gage

of the

Road
Pennsylvania
Louisville

Del.

the rail as to date laid, etc., the approximate tonnage carried by the rail, the characteristics of engines in use over
the rail, a tabulation of the joint measurements described
above, prints of the rail contours taken, and a statement
of the condition of the rail as found by the assistant who

West Bound

Tracif.

rail.

Sec No. /SI.
I

On3''R.curve.

I

Rerolled rail-BS'ARA
Ortginal area of head 3 03°

Wear

0.16°'

Original a

Fig. 5

Originilai

Wear
of head 3.03°'
0.19°'

Wear

—

Typical Rail Contour Sections

the in.spection, with a conclusion as to the necessity
for renewal or otherwise based on the physical conditions

made

22.

These reports are then forwarded to the chief engineer
of the system, who takes up the question of rail renewals
with the" general managers and the situation is discussed
all

concerned.

Elizabethtown
Schell

City
Buffalo Creek
Slingerlands
Cadyville

& Hudson

In addition to the physical condition of

the rail, the requirements for relayer rail for use on branch
lines, for the construction of new lines, and for the renewal

Fort Worth

Cause of Kind of
Derailment Train
neg.
ace. obst.

washout
slide
d.

switch

ace. obst.
d.

journal

washout

Other Accidc'iH
Cause of
Place
Accident

& D

Electra

boiler

F.

&

P.

F.
P.
P.
P.
F.
F.
P.

Kil'd
1

Inj'd
2

JO

2

1

2

24
1

2

1
1

3

Kind of
Train
F.

Kil'd

Inj'd

3

The trains involved in the collision near Talbotton, Ga.,
on the night of the 4tli were eastbound extra freights No.
207 and No. 212. The last named train had been stalled
on an ascending grade and a part of the cars had to be
taken forward to a side track and set off.
The engine, on
return to the rear part of the train accidentally started
standing cars down grade, without coupling to them,
and they became uncontrollable, although there were two
men on tliem, and collided with train 207. One engine,
one caboose and 10 loaded cars were wrecked, and the conductor and engineman of 207 were killed.
The trains in collision on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas,
at Huber, Tex., on March 17 were southbound passenger
No. 25, and a northbound extra freight, which was standing on a side track.
The passenger train, drawn by two
engines, ran over a misplaced switch and into the head of
the freight, badly damaging three locomotives, one baggage
car and one coach.
Four trainmen were injured, one of
them fatally. The collision occurred at 1 :2S a. m. A brakeman of the freight, sent to the switch to turn it after the
passage of the passenger train, turned it immediately in front
its

the

It appears that,
of that train, thus causing the collision.
while waiting for the passenger train, the brakeman had
been asleep in the caboose; and that he turned the switch

while his

The

only.

l)v

Portageville

Road

Dale

condition of the rail in this respect can only be judged
through observation by an experienced man.
After the inspection is complete and the rail contours
plotted are in the drafting room, a report is prepared giving
the location of the rail under consideration, a history of

£as/ Beund Track.

& N

Pennsylvania
Pennsylvania
M., K. & Texas
Chesapeake & O
Del. & Huilson

Track

The

High

Place
Canton, O.
Bonnieville

'

mind was not

clear.

trains in collision at

.Abbreviations and

marks used

Youngstown, Ohio, on the night
in -Accident List:
collision
xc.

b.
Other collisions
unx.
UnexUnforeseen obstruction
unf.
Defective
d.
ace.
ms. Misplaced switch
plained
derail. Open der.iiling switch
malice. Malicious obstruction of track, etc.
cbst.. Accidental obstruction
fire. Cars burned while runboiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F. or Ft., Freight train (mcludning
P. or Pass., Passenger train
.Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing^empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger. One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire

Rear
Broken
re.

collision

be,

Butting
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accident was reported in

tlic 21st, were wo.stlniuiid pas.senj^cr No. 5 and an eastbuund yard train consisting of a locomotive and two cars,
one of which, an empty liagnage car, was aliead of the engine.
The engineman of the yard engine was fatally injured.
The yard engine was moving in an eastw^iril ilirection across
The baggage car was cruslied
the westbound main track.
It appears
for half its lengtli l)y the locomotive pushing it.
tliat a signalman liad admitted train No. 5 to the block
to
permission
having
given
the
yard
engine
section after
cross the main track.
The trains in collision at Trenton, N. J., on the 2,?d were
One engine, one cal)oose and
easthound througli freights.
five cars were badly damaged; a flagman was killed, and
The caboose took fire
two other trainmen were injured.
The leading train had become stalled
and was consumed.
and the engine of the other liad been detached from its
cars and had been coupled to the standing train, l)Ut the
cars of the second train, which had been left standing on a
descending grade without having sufticient hand brakes set
to liold them, ran forward, and crashed into the locomo-

of

March

The

train derailed at Canton, Oliio, on the 4th,
freight.

The

wheel

liad

down

The

bank.

a

the

The

The train derailed near Cadyville, N. Y., on tlie .30tli,
was an eastbound passenger. The tender of the locomotive
and one passenger car fell into a washout about 40 feet
deep. The car rested endwise on the tender, and was thereby kept from being partly submerged.
The engineman,
and one passenger were injured, and about 20 other passengers were considerably bruised.
A westbound passenger train had passed over the road in safety only .30 minutes

was an

before this accident ha|)pencd.
The train involved in the accident

on the 2 2d, was a northbound
badly damaged, but not thrown

near

Klectra,

Te.x.,

The

locomotive was
off the rails, by the explosion
of its boiler.
The train ran about 400 ft. after the ex])losion before it was stopped.
The fireman and one brake-

man

engine-

and one trainman was

The engine struck a tree whicli
track and both engine and tender
firemen and one brakeman were

freight.

and the engineman was slightly injured.
The train derailed at Slingerland, N. Y., on the 26th,
was an eastiiound freight. Twenty-three loaded cars were
derailed and, being set afire by chemicals in one of the
cars, they were mostly burnt up.
The cause of the derailment was the failure of a journal which had become overheated.
Estimated loss, $.35,000.

Three employees
four cars of this train were overturned.
on the passenger train were injured, one of them fatally.
The train derailed near Bonnieville, Ky., on the 9th, was
The derailment was caused by a
a northbound freight.
push car loaded with scrap rail, and the Uxomotive and six
fell

across
overturned.

killed,

Two of the cars fell so
as to foul the westbound track, and westbound passenger
train No. 1405 ran into the ol)Struction.
The engine and

fireman were killed

train derailed near Huffalo Creek, Ky., on the 2Stli,

fallen

were

off the track at a derailing switch.

man and

Railway Agr of March 22 and

tire.

The

was an eastljound

engine and three cars were thrown

cars were overturned and

tile

29.

The train derailed near Schell City, Mo., on the 17tli,
was a special passenger carrying troops. One soldier was
injured.
The cause of the derailment was a loose driving-

tive.

eastbound

1079

freight.

were killed and the engineman was

fatal! v

injured.

in-

jured.

The train derailed north of Portageville, N. Y., on the
was a southbound freight. The engine and four cars

Why Track

14th,

washout caused by a
fireman and one trainman were
fell

into a

The

and the engineman,

flood:

Laborers Quit

THE

CHICAGO, ROCK ISLAND & PACIFIC has, for Several
years, maintained a record of the length of service, and
reasons assigned by track and construction laborers for
leaving its service in its Chicago district.
Unfortunately,
the true reasons are not jilways given and the figures can only

killed.

train derailed near Elizabethtown, Pa., on the 15th,

was westbound passenger No. 19. Three steel sleeping cars
were wrecked and both main tracks were blocked.
Two
passengers were killed and 21 passengers and 3 trainmen
were injured. The cause of the derailment was a fall of a
rock, which fell from a ledge at the right of the roadwav
just at the moment when the train was j)as."nng, the engine
and two cars having cleared the obstruction in safety. This

be taken as pointing to the

ready mone_\*.\bstract
labor of the
Bulletin 2C2.

is

i>r<)l>able

more frequently

cause; the desire for

the reason.

Laborers will

from the report of tlic comnrittee on ecommiics of railway
American Railway EngineerioK Association, and published in

Statement of "Hobo" Labor
Months from June

17, 1916, to

December

16,

1916,

and May

26. 1917, to

October 20, 1917.

Reasons given for leaving

Muiith!'

Nationality

s;

1916

June

114
575
590
527
395
415
258

131

5.4

12

3.874

1. 546

4.S

250

214

308
300
275

190
169
110
167
146

12.6
11.5
20.4
10.5

1.749

786

120

142

28

total.. 4.623 2.332

370

356

145

July
.August

Septembtr
October

November
December

...
.

,

.

....

Total

47

69

15

117

16

2

118

139
155
87
78

45
33
30

60
573

2S

59
50
32
29
26

26

176

224

172

16

43

40
33
II

164

23

112

30

8

115

10

81

11

15

125

162

15

315

26

42

42

37

143

210

23

130

38

233

107

119

II

26

497

550

15

888

202

266

2l7

46

143

9.0

0.9

5.6

1.7

10.0

4.6

5.1

0.9

21.4

23.6

0.«

38.1

S.7

11.4

9.1

2.0

6.1

1917

Ma

4«
435

Tune
July

391

August
September
October
Total

Grand

...

15.3

6.2

2.9

0.4
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and return to the same job in the course of a few days;
Co-operation between
the lost time being spent in idleness.
railways and local authorities and better housing and workleave

ing conditions would greatly ameliorate this condition.
It
be noted in the statement that the average length of
service for 1917 is materially increased over that of 1916.
This is in part due to improved boarding and housing
will

facilities.
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make

the

work

in

the

The proper combusis treated by demonstrations
which leave no question in the minds of those who see them
as to the conditions necessary for the best results.
As from
35 per cent to 50 per cent of the heat value of soft coal may
be derived from the volatile combustible matter (the gases)
a great loss of heat occurs when any considerable amount of
the gases escape unburned.
Opportunity for saving fuel
lies principally in the burning of the free hydrocarbon
fuel but

tion

of gases

easier as well.

firebox

gases.

A War-Time

man who

p.^ciTic is now pushing a unique fuel
campaign, consisting of lectures with
moving pictures and demonstrations, given daily to
employees and to all others interested in the subject, in a
From the large
car especially equipped for the purpose.

those

Fuel Conservation
Campaign on the Northern Pacific

THE

NORTHERN

conservation

attendance and interest displayed this educational work
has been found to produce good results. The present campaign will extend over a period of three months, during
which time consumers of fuel in all the states tlirough
which the road passes, will be appealed to as well as employees of the railroad company.
At a number of cities, school children have
to the instruction car as a special feature in
their training.
In many of the cities visited
sion for the public is held in a large hall,

ranged for by the commercial clubs.

been brought
the course of

an open
which is

ses-

ar-

Those attending the

Views

in

is

who remain at home as
To add to the interest of the

on the boys in the trenches.
and to appeal to the

lecture

patriotism of those in attendance, moving pictures of soldiers
are shown, including a number of moving-pictures of actual
trench-life and battle scenes taken in France.
The public press in the cities visited has taken a lively
interest in the work of the fuel conservation carhpaign and
newspapers have unstintingly furnished space in their desire to place the necessity of fuel conservation before the

This patriotic co-operation has greatly assisted the
work of reaching the public effectively.
Pamphlets pre-

public.

pared

by

the

railroad

concerning

the

economical

use

of

the Northern Pacific's Fuel Conservation Car

meetings are impressed with the fact that our country will
require, during the first year of the war, not less than
100,000,000 tons of coal more than we have ever produced
in one year; that it is not expected the production will meet
the demand; and that it is expected that every one will do
his bit in saving fuel in order that our military operations
and those of our allies may be successful.
For the benefit of the railroad men it is brought out that
the roads in the United States will require about 130,000,000 tons of coal for this year's work and that probably 25
per cent of the total fuel tonnage handled by the roads will
be used to operate the roads. It is explained that this offers
a splendid opportunity for railroad employees who handle
coal to contribute their share in winning the war by using
as little coal as possible, not wasting any themselves nor
permitting others to waste it.

The cinematograph shows good and bad

pointed out that the most efficient fireman is the
carries a light, even fire, also that the popping
of safety valves, loss of coal from overloading tenders, kicking coal from the gangways, etc., are willful wastes of fuel
and unpatriotic acts. As fuel is war power required to keep
munition factories running, armies and navies supplied and
transportation units moving, all are under obligation to
save it, because victory in the war depends just as much on
It

practices

in

locomotive and stationary plant operation.
Black smoke is
clear evidence of waste, and employees are instructed to follow light firing methods, which not only save considerable

fuel

in heating buildings are also freely distributed at the

lectures.

When the Northern Pacific fuel conservation campaign
is finished it will have given practical demonstrations and
carried the message of fuel conservation by word and illustration to thousands of persons
of coal each year.

who handle

millions of tons

—

New

Railw.4y in Travancore, India. A new line of
railway, 38 miles long, connecting Quilon and Trivandrum,
two small seaports in Travancore State, South India, was
opened to traffic on January 1. This will link up the east
with the west coast in a part of the country that has been
more or

from the rest of India. Quilon has hereTravancore branch of the
South Indian Railway, a trunk line from Madras extending
over 1,700 miles in peninsular India.
The peculiar engineering difficulties in the Paravoor and Kilimukku Lakes
less isolated

tofore been the terminus of the

greatly increased the cost of construction of the line,
ultimately came to $1,751,940.
Commerce Reports.

which
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Short Line Railroads Object
to

AT

Being Left Out

A CONFERENCE of representatives of the sliort line
railroads from all parts of the country held at Wash-

ington on April 11 and 12, plans were laid for a
vigorous campaign to have carried out what the short line
representatives Relieve
it i)assed the railroad

was the intention of Congress when

"2nd. In order that this appeal to the Railroad Adminis-

may be fully and fairly presented and the policy of
said administration toward the short roads definitely ascertained; and, further, in order that all of the other short line
prolilems may be handled as efficiently as possible, it is
therefore further resolved, that an executive committee of

tiic

taken the position that, under section 14 of the act, it may
exclude such lines at any time before July 1.
Under resolutions adopted at the meeting, an executive
committee representing the entire lield of short line industry
was appointed to carry out the directions of the conference
and to sit at Washington continuously until July 1, or for
as long as may be necessary, for tlie purpose of assisting interested lines in their negotiations with the government. The
resolutions under which the committee is acting are as
follows

"Whereas, Congress, by an Act approved March 21, 1918,
'An Act to provide for the operation of transportation
systems while under Federal control,' has declared (in
effect) that every railroad not owned, controlled, or operated
by a trunk line was and is under federal control and thus,
for tlie period therein fixed, made part of the trunk road
or system line with which any such road connects, but
conferred on the President power, prior to July 1, 1918, to
relinquish control of any trunk or system line together with
such short road or roads as may connect therewith, and
"Whereas, it was the intent and purpose of Congress to
make all such independent, or short, roads a part of the
entitled

federal controlled railroad system, so that such short lines

might continue to exist and be enabled to perform important
public service under war conditions, and
'Whereas, the Railroad Administration now construes
said law as giving power to the President to exclude from
federal control any or all short lines while continuing to
operate the trunk line or lines with which they connect, and
the said Railroad .Administration has advised that it would
not exercise jurisdiction or control over the short roads of
continental America Itut, to tlie contrary, has informed the
owners of such roads that the question of whether or not they
shall be used as part of the federal railway system is yet to
be determined, and

"Whereas, the short line roads are already suffering a
great loss by being compelled to operate independently from
the trunk lines now operated as the government railway and
such losses, if continued, must and will force a great number of such roads now filling important economic positions
in the transportation system of the United States to completely suspend operations so long as the government continues to operate the larger roads as a government utility, and
such suspension will result in financial ruin to such roads

and great and irreparable damage
and industries they now serve
therefore, be

it

of the Nation.

independent short line

that

railroads should be
The law division of the Railroad Administration has
tem.

"Now,

was invested on the faitii of |)rc-\\ar conditions, will go far
beyond any loss the government might sustain from ojjerating
the short roads.
Any other policy than one which shall
earnestly and honestly .seek to con.serve these industries for
tiieir u.sefulness in tlie i)re.sent as well as the future is unwise
and shortsighted,
ilie saving of a dollar which has been
collected into the government trea.sury cannot justify the
wastage of live dollars or ten dollars of the general wealth

a part of the federal railroad sys-

bill,

made

1081

to the

many communities

resolved, as the sense of this

Con-

ference

That we hereby appeal to the Railroad Administraboth as representatives of the short line roads and
which our country is
engaged, to reconsider the idea of releasing, save by mutual
agreement, any short line road so long as the trunk line
with which it connects is operated by the govenmient. With
our country- at war there is and should be a place for every
citizen and ever>' industry able to perform any sort of substantial service.
The ruin of the short line roads or any one
of them when considered along with the loss to the communities served and the banks and citizens whose monev
"1st.

tion,

as citizens loyal to the great cause in

tration

live representatives of interested lines be appointed by the
(liairman of tiiis conference, of which committee the chairman shall be a member ex ofticio, tlie duties of which committee shall be the following:
"(a) I'o confer with the Director General of Railroads,
or such representative as he may select, and to ascertain and
report definitely, the policy of the administration concerning

short line railroads.

"(b) If it be ascertained that the fixed policy of the adis to exclude from federal control without agreement, the short line roads or any niunber of them, said
executive committee shall advise interested lines promptly
and shall at once prepare and submit to the members of
Congress a full statement of the facts and shall appeal to
Congress to correct the manifest economic error involved in
such dealings with the short line problem.
"(c) To sit in Washington, D. C, continuously until July
or such portion of this time as may be necessary
1, 1918,
for tlie purpose of assisting interested lines in their negotiations with the government.
"(d) To levy assessments equitably against interested lines
for the purpose of providing for the reasonable expense of
such committee, a statement of the receipts and disbursements to be furnished monthly for the information of inministration

—

terested lines.

"(e) To do all other things, herein not specifically mentioned, to the end that short line roads shall be of the greatest possible assistance to the government in this crisis, and
turn that the government shall omit no possible fairness
handling of the short line problem.
"3rd. There is very great need of an officer or department in the Federal Railroad Administration to deal solely
with the short line railroad situation. There are about 800
short line railroads in the United States, with problems and
conditions peculiar to themselves.
The great trunk line
problems fall largely into well defined classes, whereas the
short line problems cannot be dealt with in classes, and the
in

in its

solution of one problem of a short line would probably not
be applicable to many other short lines.
In addition to the
wide variance between short line and trunk line conditions,
there are such a large number of short lines in the I'nited
States that

it

is

physically impossible for the federal railroad

machinery as now organized to deal effectively and satisfactorily with the short roads.
Coupled with this situation
there are thousands of securit)- holders and creditors of short
line roads and a great number of communities ser\'ed by such
roads who are much concerned over the fact that their problems are being solved largely by trunk line representatives
and we believe the appointment of an experienced short line
representative would go a great way towards allaying this
feeling of alarm now abroad in the Nation.
There should
be selected at once a man of extensive short line experience
who should be made Director of Short Lines, or given .some
other similar title, with power to immediately organize an
efficient

department to the end that the short line situation
as effectively, promptly and sympathetically

ma\ be handled
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us the trunk line situation is handled. \'ery much doubt and
uncertainty exists at the present time and if no new machinery is created for the disposition of the short line problem
tliis d'ouijt and uncertainty will probably continue for too
long a jieriod after settlement of the government problems
with the trunk lines. Some of the problems peculiar to short
lines that must be dealt with rationally and effectively are
the cjuestion of just compensation for the use of short lines
(which requires careful investigation and analysis in each
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wa? represented by Henry I. jMoore and a telegram pledging
The conferco-operation was received from the president.
ence held at the time of the meeting with John Barton
Payne, general counsel of the Railroad Administration, was
noted briefly in last week's issue. The official account of the
proceedings of the conference, which has since l^een issued,
gives the following statement of the position of the Railroad

the matter of wage adjustment in each case, and
proper operation, bearing in mind consistent and sufficient
.service; and, most of all, the financial requirements of the
short lines, which must have careful study and wise de-

Administration as announced by Judge Payne:
Judge Payne stated that he construed the act to mean that
all short lines and other railroads were under government
control, but that Section 14 of the act gave the President
authority to relinquish to its owners any railroad, prior to
July 1, 1918, and in the meantime that the Railroad Ad-

cision."

ministration

case)

;

committee has addressed
a circular letter to the short line railroads of the country
"the
gravity
of the economic
is
termed
pointing to what
error'' involved in the relinquishment of any material num-

Pursuant

to these resolutions, the

ber of short lines from federal control and the vital necessity
everv short line railroad lending its unqualified and
whole-hearted support to the cause of the short lines. Also
a post-card questionnaire has been sent to the short lines
of

asking whether they approve of the conference action and
the appointment of the committee, whether they approve the
committee's urging the appointment of a short line railroad
man to the staff of the director general, and whether they
lend active moral and financial supjjort to the movement. The executive committee is as follows: Ben. B. Cain,
chairman, vice-president and general manager Gulf, Texas
will

Western, Dallas, Texas; John W. Powell, vice-president
and general manager, Virginia Blue Ridge, Washington, D.

&

Moore, vice-president, Salt Lake & Utah RailCity, Utah; Bird ]M. Robinson (chairman
of the Short Line Railroad Conference), receiver, Tennessee
Railway, Oneida, Tenneessee; W. M. Blount, president,
C. Henry
road, Salt
:

I.

Lake

Birmingham & Southeastern, Union Springs, Alabama;
D. Cass, general manager,

\\'aterloo.

C.

Cedar Falls & North-

ern, Waterloo, Iowa.

The American

Short Line Railroad Association, which has

heretofore been leading the cam])aign of the short lines
w^hich represented
bill

them during

and

the hearings on the railroad

before the congressional committees, was represented at
its officers and 40 of its members.
The

not exercise jurisdiction over any short
whether they shall be retained
under federal control shall have been determined.
In reply to questions propounded by Chairman Robinson,
Judge Payne said that:
will

line until the queston as to

Some

had been relincjuished at their own
no decision had been reached as yet

short lines

but that

quest,

to

eliminate any other line;
Instructions

had been issued

to the regional directors to

and the condiand that they were now engaged in

investigate the conditions of every short line
tions surrounding

making

When

these investigations;

the recommendations of the regional directors were

received, he

decision

it,

as

would consider them carefully and notice of the
to each line would thereafter be sent to the

owners.
He said further that it was the intention of the director
general to retain all lines that would be serviceable to the
government in the prosecution of the war, but that he did
not intend to retain any line that was not serviceable for
their purpose; and he would grant an oral hearing to any
line that desired to be heard, in the event that it had been
decided, or was about to be decided, to relinquish such road
from federal control to its owners.
He could not express an opinion as to how independent
short line railroads could hereafter purchase equipment, as

would depend upon the showing made by each road.
divisions of through rates would not be disturbed
except by affirmative action on the part of the Railroad Adthat

The

the conference by

ministration.

Short Line Railroad Association was represented by its attorney and representative at Washington and by several
delegates.
The Western Association of Short Line Railroads

shippers' routing of freight

A

re-

He

could

not

recognized.

Busy Light Railway Terminal

now

an opinion as to whether
and traffic contracts would be

express
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International Railway Fuel

i

Association Convention
IMKKXATIONAI. RAILWAY FIKI. ASSOCIA HON, an
Tin:organisation
coniposi-d of the officers of American
and Canadian

railway fuel dep;irtnients and coiil
tendered its services to tlie j'overnnient
to aid in the effort to stimulate coal |)roduction and to
enhance economy in its use.
Tliis offer has lieen accepted
by the I'nitcHl States Fuel Administration and Ijy the
United States Railroad Administration, and tliose two government departments, in co-oi)eration with the officers of
the Fuel .Administration, have arranged for a convention
to lie held in Chicago on May 2.> and 24. 1918.
TIk- two government administrations and the officers of
tlie
Fuel .\dmiiiistr.ition helieve that tliis convention will
I)rovide an opjiortunity to arouse renewed interest in the
fuel proltlem and to stimulate greater effort on the part of
all concerned in the ])r(xluct:on and use of fuel; and they
hop>e to attain these entls through a series of inspiring addresses hy representatives of the various interests involved,
which, by appeals to patriotism, shall seek to stimulate
recently

<i((erators,

The sjieakers on
prominence, whose
jirevious experience or prc>sent contact with the fuel situation will enable them to speak with authority to mine
tifK'rators, mine workers, railway officers, and railway emand

enthusiasm

this

ix-casion

all

Through

I>loyees.

co-operation.

enlist

to

are

men

of

national

the co-operation of the

two government

bureaus there is certain to be in attendance at this convention a large audience composed of men, who, in their
daily work, can directly affect the production of coal, both
as

regards quality and amount and

the railways of the United

railways

States

its

the

use

the convention,

to

The

fact

it

is

intended to distrib-

ute ver\- widely to coal operators, miners, railway officials

and railway employees the substance of the various addresses, and in this way, as well as by the direct influence
of those who have been able to attend, to reach back into
the mining industrj-, and to men on the railroads, and to
relay to tliem something of the inspiration and stimulus
which is the chief aim of this meeting.

The general arrangements for the convention are going
forward under the direction of C. R. Gray, Director of the
Division of Transportation, United States Railroad Administration, and P. B. Noyes, Director of Conser\'ation
Division, United States Fuel Administration.
The details
of tlie program are being arranged by a committee consisting

of

E.

\V.

Pratt,

president,

International

Railway

G. Crawford, secretary of this association;
Eugene McAuliffe, pwesident. Union CollieryCompany, St. Louis. Mo., representing the United States
Railroad Administration; Major Edward C. Schmidt, representing the United States Fuel Administration and Morgan
K. Bamum, assistant to the vice-president, Baltimore &

Fuel Association;

Ohio Railroad.
The program
is

J.

for the convention, as tentatively outlined,

as follows:
Introductor)'

address,

E.

W.

Pratt,

President

Interna-

Railway Fuel .Administration.
The Fuel Problem in tlie War, H. A. Garfield, U.

tional

S.

Fuel Administrator.
The Railroads and their Relation to the Fuel Problem,
C. R. Gray. Director Division of Transportation, United
States Railroad .Administration.

What Can He Done
Bur)-,

Coal Operator and H\> Res|»onsibilities in the Fuel
Situation, Edwin Ludlow, vice-president, I^higii Coal and
Navigation Co., Lansford, I'enn.
What the Men on the L(x:omotives Can Do, W. S. Stone,
^
Grand Chief. BnitlKrho(xl of Loiomotive Engineers.
riie

What the ( oal Miner Can Do to Hel|) the Government,
the Railroads, and the Men at the Front, John P. White,
Labor Advisor, U. S. Fuel Admiiii.vtration.
The Motive Power Department and Fuel FAonomy, R.
Quayle, general f-ujierintendent. Motive Powvr
Dept., Chicago & North Western Rv.
What the Co;il Operator Can Do' To Help Win

H. N. Taylor, vice-president. Central Coal
Kansas City.

The Railroad

Industrial .Army

—a

Car

and
tiie

War,

& Coke

Co.,

Component Part of

the

.American Exjuditionary Force and the Allied Armies, W.
S. Carter, Director, Division of Labor, United States Railroad .Administration.

The Supply and Distribution of Fuel, J. D. .A. Morrow,
Director, Distribution Division, U. S. Fuel Administration.
Relation of LiKomotive Maintenance to Fuel Economy,
Frank McManamy,

Director, Division Locomotive MainUnited States Railroad .Administration.
The -Transportation Department and Fuel Economy, E.

tenance,

H. De Groot, Jr., .Assistant Manager, Car Service Section,
Division of Transportation, U. S. Railroad .Administration.
More and Better Coal, Eugene McAuliffe, president.

Union Colliery Company,

St.

Louis.

Railway Engineers Commended

nearly

convention.

Subsequent

he Need for Fuel Conservation, P. H. N'oye>, Director
Fuel .Administration.

Conser\-ation Division, U. S.

economical use on

and Canada.

one-third of all the coal
produced is, in itself, an earnest of the importance which
the government attaches to its conservation and to this
that
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for Our Northern .Ally, Sir George
Chairman. Canadian Railways War Board.

for

Part

in Battle of

Picardy

SECKKi AKV Baklk .M.UJi; I'L ULU' last Friday a cable re{xjrt
from General Pershing, showing the importance of the
work done by units of American engineers in the battle
of Picardy, and showing that for the period of 13 days covered by the report

tliese forces

were almost continuously

in

They were among the forces hastily gathered by General Care) to stem the German advance.
The Americans were in the very thick of the hardest days
of the great German drive, and the report from General
action.

Pershing embodies a communication from General Rawlinson.

Commander of the British Fiftl". Army, in which the latter
declared that "It has been largely due to your assistance
that the enemy is checked."
General Pershing's report covers the fighting period from
March 21 to April 3. The former date marked the beginning
of the

Hindenburg

F"ere to Croisilles.

offensive along the whole front from
The text of tlie rejyort follows:

La

In reference to mention in summary of acti\nties. noon.
to March 25, of .American troops fighting with
British armies, and to the daily cabled summar)- of the battle

March 24

March

29, 1918, the following has

now been

established from

ofikial reports:

The commanding

a United States engint-er regiment has received a cop)- of the following letter commending
the action of the troops of his regiment:
"I have received the following from the commanding general,
Corps:
'I desire to convey to you and ranks
under your orders my admiration of the splendid scr\-ice
which you and they have rendered in connection with corps
light

railroad.

officer of

Thanks

to

the untiring energ)- of officers,

non-commissioned officers and men, who have risen to the
occasion in a manner beyond all praise, and their gallantr)-,
much of what might otherwise have fallen into the enemy's
hands has been saved."
•I should like to add my own appreciation of the excellent
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services rendered

and men of the

by the

officers,

non-commissioned

light railroad service of this

army

officers

directorate,

Will you be good
ranks serving under you of the appre-

in connection with the present operation.

enough

to acquaint all

}our
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command

fought most gallantly alongside the British
most grateful to you and the unit under your
command for the invaluable assistance you gave us on March
Please convey my thanks and congratulations to
30, 1918.
cavalry.

I

am

ciation accorded to their untiring service?"

all

Details of the work done by the engineers are given in
General Pershing's report as follows:
"Certain units of United States Engineers, serving with a

"Major General Commanding

army

March

and April

while under
shell fire, carried out destruction of material dumps at
Chaulnes, fell back with British forces to Moreuil, where
the commands laid out trench work, then proceeded to
Demuin, and was assigned sector of defensive line which
was constructed and manned by them, thence moved to a
position on the line near Warfusee-Abancourt and extending
The commands started
to north side of Bois de Toillauw.
for this position on March 27, and occupied it until April
3, during this time the commanding officer of a unit of
United States Engineers being in command of the subsector
occupied by his troops. This command was in more or less
continuous action during its stay in this position. On April
3 the command was ordered to fall back to Abbeville.
"The casualties during the period March 21 to April 3
Men killed, 20;
were: Officers killed, 2; wounded, 3.
wounded, 52; 45 men reported missing, but it is believed by
the British authorities that they were not all captured, and
that many of them were separated from their command and
This report of
are now with other British organizations.
casualties does not consider one detachment of 57 men from
which no report has been received."
The commanding general of a British cavalry division sent
the following commendatory communication after he had reBritish

battalion

21

3,

commendation of the army commander for the

ceived the

conduct of his division:

"Commanding

Officer United States Engineer Battalion,
Engineers
"As the United States Engineer Battalion was fighting

ranks.

(Signed)

—

Cavalry Division."

The Commanding General of the British
commended these troops in a communication

Armv
as follows

"Army, April 1st, 1918.
"Colonel
Lt. Col. Engineer, commanding
Regiment, United States Engineers:
,

"The army commander wishes to reconvey officially his
appreciation of the excellent work your regiment has done in
assisting the British army to resist the enemy's powerful
offensive during the last ten days.
I fully realize that it has
been largely due to your assistance that the enemy is checked,
and I rely on you to assist us still further during the few days
which are still to come before I shall be able to relieve }ou
I consider your work in the line to be greatly
in the line.
enhanced by the fact that for six weeks previous to taking
your place in the front line your men had been working
at such high pressure erecting a heavy bridge over the Somme.
My best congratulations and warm thanks to you all.

"Rawlinson,

(Signed)

"General Commanding."

Weekly Reports

of Railroad

Earnings

RAILROAD ADMINISTRATION has inaugurated a series
of weekly reports of railroad operating revenues from
some of the leading systems of the country for the
purpose of obtaining prompt information as to the general
Two of these reports compiled by the
trend of conditions.
Bureau of Statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission

THE

OPERATING REVENUES OF STEAM ROADS
Operating Revenues,
2nd week in April

1

Operating Revenues,
2nd weeks in April combined

Per cent of

Name

Same period

of road

Eastern District:
Baltimore & Ohio R. R
Boston & Maine R. R
Erie R. R. finclnding Chic.

1918

&

Erie R. R.)

New York Central R. R
New York, New Haven & Hartford R. R
New York. Philadelphia & Norfolk R. R
Pennsylvania R. R
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh
Philadelphia
West Jersey

& Reading Ry

&

Seashore R.

R

Total

last

year

$2,588,000
1 .262,000
1.522,000
4,359,000
1.686,000
133,000
6.022,000
3.016.000
1.293,000
146,000

$2,315,000
984,000
1.433.000
3,908,000
1.691,000
88.000
5,485,000
2.755,000
1,138,000
149.000

$22,027,000

$19,946,000

increase or
decrease (D)
11.8
28.3
6.2
11.5
(D) 0.3
51.1

Same
1918
$4,960,000
2.353,000

last

period
year

8.182.000
3,368.000
258,000
11.929.000
5.845.000
2.553,000
312,000

$4,620,000
2,094,000
2.837,000
7,785.000
3,338,000
178.000
11,141,000
5,483,000
2,176,000
323,000

$42,688,000

$39,975,000

2.928. OOO

Per cent of
increase or
decrease (D)

Southern District:
Central R. R.*

Illinois

Norfolk & Western Ry
Seaboard Air Line Ry
Southern Ry. System

0.4

21.9
15.5

$2,425,000
1.106.000
4,356,000

$4,431,000

Total

Western

(D)

$1,231,000
679,000
2,521,000

District:

Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Ry
Chicago & North Western Ry
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy R.

Chicago. Rock Island

&

Pacific

$3,458,000
2.011,000
2,486,000
1.935,000
1.539,000
1,700.000
1,205,000
2,610,000

R

Ry

Great Northern Ry
Northern Pacific Ry
St. Louis-San Francisco Ry
Southern Pacific Co. (Pac. System)

(D)
(D)

Grnnd

total all

roads reporting

1.2

13.4

$16,944,000

Total

11.7
8.4

$6,368,000
3,796,000
4,639,000
3,230,000
3,199,000
3,318,000
2,060,000
4,718,000

12.4
12.8

(D)
(D)

4,1
2.4

$31,328,000

$43,402,000

*Report not received.

with the
30, the
to

Cavalry Division in the line on March
army commander's congratulatory message applied
It

—

Cavalry Dihas been brought to ray notice that the men under

them equally with units of the

vision.

:

have now been received. The report for the second week in
April and the first and second weeks combined, showing a
considerable increase in earnings, is given in the above
table.

Latest Developments in Locomotive Standardization
Roads Permitted

to Ask for Special Designs for Conditions
Not Met by the Standard Types

Till.

SlANDAkDIZAllON of

ject

of lonfcronccs

same care should be taken and numerous consultations with
the motive power officials would be necessary in order to

liKiiniotivcs lias Ijion the sul)-

held

at

the

lieadiiuarters

of the

Railroad Administration in Washington during the last
The conference held last Friday was attended by
Gray, director of the division of transportation, by
the reijional directors, by Henn,' Walters, who has been
in general charge of the matter of locomotive standardization, and by S. M. Vauclain.
The Railroad Administration until this week never officially indicated whether in case an order is placed for the
proposed standard locomotives individual lines will be allowed to get locomotives which their management may consider needed to meet special conditions.
The Railroad Administration has thrown light on its attitude regarding this
point by sending, as a result of the conferences, the following
memorandum to the managements of the various lines:
"It is appreciated that there are special conditions upon
.some railroads, in which there is an unusual or unique situation to be met.
'Tn these circumstances it is understood that any such

.secure the best results,

railroad is privileged to make representation to the director
general as to its individual necessity for a departure from
the standard type."
It is obvious that the effect which the principle enunciated in the foregoing will have upon the locomotive situation will depend on how broadly the principle stated is interpreted and applied.
Strictly interpreted, it would mean
that only a few railroads having very special conditions or
unique situations would be furnished with any locomotives
departing from the standard type.
On the other hand,
broadly interpreted, it might result in all railways having
special conditions being allowed to get locomotives adapted
to those special conditions.
Now, as there is hardly a railway management which has not believed in the past that
it had had "special conditions" on at least part of its lines,
the broad interpretation of the principle would result in
the ordering of many locomotives besides the standard locomotives.
While the Railroad Administration has by this memoran-

dum

conceded that

it

is

desirable to have locomotives which

best meet the physical requirements of the roads,

it

would

appear that the problems of maintaining the standard locomohave not been given the consideration they deserve. The
committee of builders appointed by S. M. Vauclain on instructions from the director general made certain statements
and recommendations in its first report which never heretofore have been made public. This report was handed to Mr.
Vauclain on Februari- 19. The statements and reeommendations referred to were as follows:
"Inasmuch as there are now, approximately, 70,000 locomotives in service on the railways of this countr)', it would
seem desirable to call your attention to the care and study
which should be given to the working up of any plan of futives

ture standardization, in order to obtain the greatest possible
economy in maintenance and to preser\'e, as far as advisalile,
the existing railway standards.
Under the conditions existing in the past, it has always been considered advisable when

new locomotive for any particular road to have
consultations with the motive power officials so that the design could be best worked out to suit the particular shop
methods p.nd facilities for repairs on that road. If we are to
be called upon to work up standard classes of locomotives
designing a

suit

1

1, If

for all the railways of the countn-,

we

believe the

.\fter liiese consultations, there still

remains the actual working out of each detail on the Ijasis
of providing the greatest interchangeability with present

week.
C. R.

standards.

"While it may be said, and truly so, that these standard
designs could be rushed out quickly and the building of
locomotives from them accomplished within a few months, if
this is done the factors just mentioned cannot \>e taken into
consideration, and within the limits of time given, and effort

would have

among

to be directed toward standardizing the details

new types proposed without any reference to the
now in use. This, in our opinion, would not be
and we feel that the proper execution of such a

these

standards
advisable,

standard designs cannot he carried out in time to
permit the building of any of these locomotives for 1918
series of

.As the builders now have a consideraljle amount of
untaken capacity for this year, we would respectfully suggest
tliat if it is your desire that this year's full capacity be utilized, the railways be permitted to order for quick dcliven-,
or until these standard designs can be worked out, such loco-

delivery.

motives as they require exact duplicates of those now in
ser\-ice on their lines.
This can be done without in any way
retarding the progress in the direction of the standardization

which you suggest."
It would seem that this part of the report has been ignored
and there is reason for douliting whether it ever reached the
director general, although it was addressed to him.
It will
be seen from the foregoing that the committee of locomotive
builders recommended that no effort be made to build any
standard locomotives for delivery in 1918.
Present indications are that about 1,000 of the standard
locomotives will be bought at first and that they will
be intended primarily to serve as a flying squadron
which can be used on the lines which have not enough locomotives to handle all the traffic which must be moved over
them.
It is estimated that there are now about 600 engines
in service on foreign lines.
As the standard locomotives
are delivered it is probable that they will replace these foreign engines and that the foreign engines will be returned
to the home lines.
While the foreign engines have been
taken from numerous railways, they are being used on a
comparatively small number of lines.
Therefore, if the
standard locomotives are used mainly to replace them, the
result will be that in the early stages, at least, they will lie
used on only a comparatively small number of roads.
As
a matter of fact, the Railroad -Administration does not knowwhere it will send the standard locomotives at first, but
it is considered by some officers of the administration that
it will be logical to send home as rapidly as possible the
engines that are now off the lines of the owning roads and
to replace them with the standard locomotives.
The interchange of power is a questionable practice at
any time. Under existing conditions, however, it has been
found necc»ssar>'.
If standardization is considered at all.
it should
apply only to such locomotives.
And onlv that
number which is neressary for a liquid reserve should
Roads requiring new power should be furnished
be built.
locomotives which best meet their needs and which thev
The lack of sufficient shop
are prepared to maintain.
and enginehouse facilities is tb( main reason for the pres-
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To further burden the mainent lack of motive power.
tenance forces which are already overtaxed, by calling upon
them to handle power which is strange to them and for
which they have not facilities to repair, is to still further
increase the heavy load they are now called upon to bear.
The question of standardization is by no means settled.
It is a well-known fact that neither the soundness of
the principle of standardization nor the desirability of
its
application on our railways in time of war was
thoroughly discussed and fully considered before the
On the constandardization program was entered upon.
trary, the program of standardization was entered upon
somewhat hastily and practically all the consideration
and discussion of its desirability have occurred since it was
practically decided to standardize.
It is difficult to find
many experts, either among the locomotive builders, on one
side, or among the railway men on the other, who unreservedly e.xpress belief in the principle of standardization
of locomotives, while it is easy to find many experts, both
builders and railway men, who do not believe in it.
In these circumstances future developments will be followed with much interest. Probably whether additional locomotives of the same types or of other standard types will be
ordered will depend to a considerable extent on the results
The Railroad Administrasecured with these locomotives.
tion intends to appoint a special committee to study the
results of the operation of the standard locomotives.
One
thing seems certain and this is that the principle of standardization of locomotives has not been finally established even
for the period of government control and the future developments and discussion have yet to determine whether it will
finally become firmly established.
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is accompanying the train and he and local speakers will
address the Erie employees at the important centers along
the route.

Western Railwaymen Take $30,000,000
In the western regional district, more complete returns
have been received, so that on Monday, W. S. Bierd, the
president of the Chicago & Alton and chairman of the Westem Regional District Committee, was able to report that subscriptions of $30,000,000, or 1 per cent of the total loan,
had been taken by employees in that district.
In the bulletin issued Monday to executive officers of
Western railroads, stating this fact, Chairman W. G. Bierd

added
"W'hile the results so far secured are highly gratifying, now
campaign organizations,
subscriptions toward the next thirty
is expected that
millions, or an additional 1 per cent of the total loan,
should be reported much more rapidly than the first thirty

that all lines have completed their
it

millions.

"All carriers should put forth renewed efforts with this

end in view."

Monday's summary showed
cent

of

the

$33,387,525

subscription per capita was $76.29.
Ten Western railroads had reported
scriptions exceeding $1,000,000.

Railroads' Liberty

Loan Campaign

RAiLRO.\D EMPLOYEE in the United
lend all the money he can, consistently
with his individual circumstances, to his government
in buying Liberty Bonds," says Director General McAdoo
Circular No. 24 of the Railroad Wage Commission.
"They pay four and one-fourth per cent interest per annum
and are the safest investment in the world as safe as
the money of the United States and safer than deposits in

HOPE THAT EVEkv

I

States

will

—

1)anks.

In lending your money to the government you not
only save the money for yourselves, but you help every
gallant .\merican soldier and sailor who is fighting in this
war now to save your lives and liberties and to make the

world safe for democracy."
A\'ith an organization that reaches ever}' employee in railway service, from the presidents down, the railway men
of this country are enthusiastically working to take a large
share of the total issue of the Third Liberty Loan, and are
doing their utmost to live up to their brothers who are making
a record for themselves in the railway engineer regiments in
France.

The

Eastern Committee, of which President Underwood
Erie is chairman, reports that the Liberty Loan
is making fine progress on the railways of the
eastern regional district. Details as to the number of subscribers and the amounts taken, however, have only been
received from a few roads. Up to Saturday night, April 20,
subscriptions were reported from 93,509 emplovees for a
total of $5,971,100.
One of the features of the campaign on the Erie is a
Liberty Loan train.
This train is now on its way from
Hammond, Ind., to Jersey City and will .stop at the diviWith the train is the
sion points and shops on the route.
General Manager R. S. Parsons
Erie's general office band.
the

campaign

Paul

Pacific

Chicago, Burlington
I'ninn Pacific

& Quincv

Pacific

to

Monday

sub-

Subscriptions
$2,689,150
2,461,150
2.398,450
2.337,200
2,327,350
1,987.050
1,961.450
1.714.450
1,172,800
1,109,850

.\ver.nge

69.21
69.84
90.00
71.90
73.60
99.35
70.97
73.51
73.88
71.90

Seventy-two railroads reported that over 70 per cent of
employees had subscribed to the Third Liberty
Loan.
their

Southern Regional Committee

m

of

96.22
74.30
S3. 58
60.19
49.43
58.83
71.25
50.44
53.21
33.21

Pacific

St.

Xorthern Pacific
Chicago & North Western
Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe
Great Northern

Southern

aJ

&

up

They were:

Per cent of
employees

Ro.id

Chicago, Rock Island
Chicago, Milwaukee &

Missouri

The

that 437,645, or 58.08 per
employees of W'estern roads, had subscribed
Third Liberty Loan bonds. The average

for

E. T.
Atlantic,

Lamb, president

of the

.\tlanta,

Birmingham &

is chairman of the Liberty Loan Committee which
has been appointed for the southern regional district by
Regional Director C. H. !Markham.
The other members
of the committee are H. W. Miller, vice-president of the
Southern; C. A. Wickersham, general manager of the Georgia
Railroad; and W. L. Stanley, assistant to president of the
Seaboard Air Line.

Committees

of

Employees

The

Liberty Loan campaign on the railroads has been
so well organized that every railway man has been
reached by the members of a committee in his department

Apparently the work of some of these
committees has been as insistent as it has been enthusiastic.
The Altoona Tribune, for example, had the following inor branch of service.

teresting story in a recent issue:

"Twenty-six men in one Altoona machine shop department yesterday placed a strenuous objection with officials
when three of their mates failed to acquire war bonds of
the present issue.
An ultimatum was issued and if tlie trio
continues to ignore the solicitors after 7 a. m. today they
must quit or the twenty-six loyalists will.
"Several clerks in one of the offices at the same shops
yesterday made it known they weren't going to wear the
red-white-and-blue button designating the subscribers to the
third loan.

A

workers in the

petition

was hastily drawn up and

all other

signed it, stating they would resign if
the status of the affair wasn't changed favorablv."
office
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Torpedoes as Fog Signals on

1.1

rvcry

L.

Weissenbruch

Chief Signal luigiiHcr, Iklyiiin
HIS KEi'OKi on

1^ 'ringle,
an

tijc

the assertion

i>y

Kiiilways

Colonel
Trade Inspector, said that

Kirtlii)ridni' aciitk-nt in 1916,

the Uritisii Hoard of

unusual

Stiito

and

disturl)inn feature of this case is
the four en,i;inenu-n of tiie postal train that

did not hear the explosion of four tor[)ed(K-s, which
had been laid on the line just before their train aijpraiched."
The inspector sugnested that the Railway K.niploymcnt
Safe•ty Appliances ("oniniittee should investigate the (|ucstion as to the most suitable torpedo for use on railways.
thev

The Railway

Gazette, of London, in referring to the mat-

1:71
3f
1

k

/

a careful

in<|uiry,

iiejit

longer than

three

years,

the

The u.se of brass plates of 0.2 millimeter
(0.079 in.) was found to l)e eftkient and cheap
if the case were beaten out of one piece of metal and the
ends rolled and folded up on wax cork, as shown in the
illustrations in Fig. 2.
Witii such toq)edoes it is very easy
to form a double signal, Imt if two torped<x-s are placed on
through the

rust.

in tliickness

the rail close together there is always a liability that the
explosion of the first one will blow away the other, during
the infinitesimal space of time that the wheel is traveling
from one to the other. To overccjme this, the holder for the

s»
]

^^^^^

two months and not

Railway Gazette, of London,
rightly states tiiat there is a .source of weakness somewhere.
Our ex]jeriences on the Belgian State Railways had led us
to the same conclusion 15 years before the war.
We found that the cause of the steady and progressive
deterioration of the torped(K-s was the u.se of tin cases, which
were liable to rust.
With the tin, the little and invisible
imi)erfections of the soldering gradually get worse and worse
.^fler

By

which may be months or \rars.
To prevent inisthe coniiLinie;.' rules say that tor])ed(K-s must Ije tested

nine,

I'lring,

Belgian State Railways
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tor|)ed(K's is

/

made

with an upwardly projecting rib or

tion between the two.

This

])arti-

formed by suitable press
on the underside of the holder which raises the metal on the upper side.
rib

is

tools with a longitudinal depression or groove

%J

rvr\

\^

^
L'imenriofis

in

When

/

Torpedoes

March

issue of

— Ordinary

its

England,

of the pattern used in

fog signalling

'*'

.•

ii
Type

16,

1

1

—

l:"^-

L

viz.

The ordinary

torpedo, made of a watertight tin case
containing black shooting powder with three caps of mercury fulminate.
In foggy weather or during falling snow,
when the enginemen cannot see the signals clearly, it is the
general practice, both in England and in Belgium, to maintain two such torpedoes on the track 10 yards apart, some
distance in tlie rear of each distant signal which the fog1.

is

I

1917, recalled the fact that
torpedoes have been used on railways since 1841 and obser\-ed that it was surprising that, during all the years that
have passed since then, no standard fog signal had yet been
produced.
There are two different kinds of torpedoes in use in
ter

the holder

n

MillimeUrs.

British

in

/^

men have to repeat.
2.
The duplex, or double
two signals in one

torpedo, which is really only
and which gives only one report on
purpose of using two torpedoes is to

I

i
.,.

i
-

:?f

•

case,

exploding.
The sole
safeguard against one being defective.
The duplex renders
the task of the fogman easier, and it saves the installation
of two machines, w'here such are employed to avoid the
placing of torpedoes l)y hand.
In any ca.«e the price of one

duplex torpedo is less than that of two ordinary ones. Each
English maker has his own pattern of duplex, but, the
number of makers being few there are not many patterns
and they differ only in details. Tiie duplex torpedo used in
England is always a double-chambered signal with three
caps in the center chamber and three or four in the annular
chamber, the weight of powder being slightly different.
In Fig. 1 may !«? seen illustrations of the two types of torpedoes mentioned.
.\11 the British torpedoes
the ordinary or the duplex
have tin cases, and experience has taught that they become
unreliable and cease to be watertight after a certain lapse

—

",'^4.

Fig. 3.

New Type

Torpedo, Showing Rib

apparatus, having a projecting tang to be held by clips, tlie
rib or partition is continued all along the tang so as to
strengthen it.
It was found that practically none of the new
torpedoes misfired.

The English rule of destroying the torpedoes that had
been kept for three years was at first in force on the Belgian
State Railways, liut the period was gradually extended after
1907, first to 4, then 5 and finally to IS years.
.Vt fir.^t the
tenders for the new duplex torpedoes were higher in price
than for the English tin pattern, but gradually the prices
descended to the same level. .\n additional saving has also
been effected iiy tlie fact that torpedoes that have been kept
in the stores have no longer to be destroyed, but as their
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efficiency has a direct bearing on safety, economy is of but
secondary importance. Figs. 3 and 4 show the two designs
of holders employed, and the central rib mentioned may
be seen. .\I1 dimensions on the figures are given in milli-

meters.

Treated Canvas Roofing
for Steel Passenger Cars
DiTFicuLTY has been experienced in the
maintenance of the roofs on steel passenger equipment
where steel has been used throughout in the construc-

CONSIDERABLE
tion.

Owing

to the action of cinders along the top of the

is great difficulty in keeping the steel properly
As soon as the
covered with a protective coat of paint.
paint covering becomes broken or cracked, deterioration of
the steel plates begins and proceeds rapidly especially where

cars there

the joints in the roof plates project above the smooth surface of the roof, due to the formation of sulphuric acid
from the action of water on the cinders. It is also a fact

no matter how stiff the construction of a car may be,
is alwa)-s more or less weaving of the roof, which is
evidenced by the condition of the joints in the sheets after
they have been in service for some time.
A special type of canvas roofing, the material of which is
impregnated with a treatment making it both waterproof
and proof against mildew has been furnished for several
years by the Tuco Products Corporation, 30 Church street,
New York, and much of this material is now in use on

steel
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carlines

and projecting

slightly

above their upper sur-

Intermediate wood carlines are placed between the
steel carlines to provide additional nailing strips for the
The Tuco Standard car roofing is then applied
sheathing.
This construction
to the sheathing in the usual manner.
provides its own insulation, a considerable saving in itself,
the
joints
of the metal
troubles
with
the
and also eliminates
roof, due to the weaving action and the rapid deterioration
of the projecting surfaces caused by the impinging action
There are now a large numof the cinders and corrosion.
ber of steel passenger cars on which this or a similar type
of roof construction and Tuco Standard roofing has been
faces.

used.

canvas roofing when properly applied and
is fireproof and serves all the purposes of the
In addition its life is much greater than that of
Cars with roofs covered with this material are
the steel.
now in service with the roofs in good condition after ten
The material is furnished in three weights,
years' service.
designated as "CC," "AA" and "FF," which correspond to
No. 4, No. 6 and No. 8 duck, respectively.

The

treated

well sanded

steel roof.

tliat

there

Air Brake Association

Will Hold Convention
AIR BRAKE
THEconvention

ASSOCIATION will hold its 25th annual
in Cleveland, Ohio, May 7 to 10, with
headquarters at the Hotel Winton.
Director Prouty, of the division of public service and
accounting of the Railroad .Administration, in a letter dated
April 23 to President C. H. Weaver, has advised that Director General McAdoo desires to encourage members to
attend the convention as it seems to be understood that the
.\ir Brake Association members are the men who are actually on the firing line in keeping the air brake apparatus
Transportation is granted
in a state of perfect efficiency.
to those members in actual work of repairing, maintaining
Leave of absence without
and conditioning air brakes.
loss of pay has also been granted to those members attending.

The work

of the convention this year will be directed
toward greater safety of train movement, less
maintenance,
and more efficient inspection with
expense of
especially

a particular effort to put air brakes in a condition to help
The
the roads through the coming severe winter campaign.

Type

of Passenger

Roof Construction Using

Wood

Sheath-

ing and Treated Canvas Covering

In the application of this mawhite lead is unnecessary, thereby effecting
Otherwise, the same praca saving of labor and material.
tice is followed as with any other canvas roofing, the special
advantage being that should the protecting film of paint
become cracked, thereby permitting moisture to come directly in contact with the material, it does not deteriorate
from mildew as is the case with untreated canvas. Within the past few years a number of railways have adopted a
semi-wood roof construction in order to secure the advantages of this type of roof covering, which has demonstrated
its advantages through many years of service on wooden
equipment.
A type of wood roof construction for steel equipment is
shown in the illustration. The tongued and grooved wood
sheathing is applied directly to furring strips bolted to the

wood passenger equipment.

terial the use of

important papers to be presented are as follows:
The subject "What Is the Safe Life of an Air Brake
Hose?" is presented by a painstaking committee which has
made upwards of 50,000 examinations of air brake hose at
different terminal and repair points to ascertain, if possible, when a hose actually becomes dangerous if left in
service.
Porosity of the rubber and rupture of the rubber
and fibre frequently cause break-in-twos of long trains,
collisions of the parts running together, frequently throwing
wreckage on the opposing track and menacing the safety
and lives of other trains due to collisions. The committee's
report embodies suggestions as to how accidents may be
]')revented if due care is taken to remove worn out hose.
"Recommended Practice of the Air Brake Association" is
a code of rules covering the installation, maintenance and
Each
repair of air brake parts on locomotives and cars.
year's experience brings information which, if employed,
not only reduces the cause of air brake maintenance, but
makes it better and produces greater safety.
"Conditioning Air Brakes on Freight Trains to Prevent
Troubles Enroute," is the subject of a committee report
and embodies detailed instruction to all workers concerned
in conditioning air brakes on locomotives and freight cars
in yards and shops.
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eiuiugli for two truiks to pass without difficulty.
trucks were loaded in wareliouse .\, where the tractor
hooked onto a train, varying from two to six trailers, and
proceeded through the building, across the tramway, up a
two per cent grade on a sharp double turn and into the
main warehouse where tlie trailers were dropped at elevaThe tractor was then
tors or doorways for final unloading.
hooked onto a train of empty trailers, or, as was the case

wide

Maintinanci- of the 83/j-in. Cross Compouiul tonipressor" is a conimittee report of investigations made in
very severe service where compressed air production is absolutely essential to the safe liandlinj; of trains down heavy
grades.
A considerable portion of the paper is given over
to recommendations as to length of piping with a view of
reducing the likelihood of water getting into the air brake
system in winter time, freezing up and causing train acci-

ju>t

dents.

mucli of the time, a train loaded witli material for warehouse A, and the return run was made.
It was figured at the time the various methods were being considered, that it would cost appro.ximately $4 per car
to move this material liy railroad and as there were 200 carloads to be moved, the total cost, exclusive of the loading
and unloading, would have Ijcen about $800. Instead, five
tractor trains were used, each handled by two men who

"Preventing Shocks on Long Passenger Trains" is a
report prepared after two years' investigation by a large
committee composed of the best air brake men on the roads
Every phase of shocks coming
throughout the country.
from brake applications has been investigated, weighed and

recommended for.
'Repair and Maintenance of Feed Valves"

is an indipaper covering his experience of several
years' specialist work to maintain feed valves to an accuracy
of movement which insures no stuck brakes, wnceis skid-

vidual

ding,

The

author's

etc.

Improved method of M. C. B. freight brake stencilling,
no cleaning, etc., is a recommendation from the North West
Air Brake Club, suggesting a betterment of this practice
which will enalile the work to lie done more cheaply, more
effectivel) and with better maintenance results than the oM
practice.

Eliminating Trap Car Service

WiiHminals

iNckL.A.stu

coMn.icATiONS

in large

railway ter-

there has been a tendency to eliminate the use

of .standard

equipment for the shorter hauls.

Trap

car service has been found to be uneconomical and slow in
certain cases, leading to the use of motor truck service or
some other substitute. In other instances traffic congestion
has led to specific restrictions on switching and trap car
service to permit a greater use of the existing facilities for
long haul service. One arrangement undertaken recently has

been the use of tractors and freight house trucks to haul

Tractor with a Six-Car Train

were paid an average of $3 per day each or a total of $30
As it required four days to complete the job, the
per day.
It cost approximately $2.50
total labor charge was $120.
per day each to operate the tractors, or $12.50 a day, or

$50 for the four days' operation. At 6 per cent interest
on the investment in the tractors, amounting to $5.64, and
witli $2 for depreciation at 20 per cent per year, the total
cost of handling the 200 carloads of package material
amounted to $177.64. In all about 2,000 tons were handled
This charge, of
at a cost of about 8 4/5 cents per ton.
The cost of loading and uncourse, is for cartage only.
The
loading either trucks or cars has not been figured.
equipment used by the government on this job was five
Type Z Mercury tractors made by the Mercury Manufacturing Company, Chicago, which were equipped with 30
A -6 Edison batteries each

—

i>f

America.n R.ailro.\d Men in M.\nchvkia. A despatch
the Harbinsky \estnik from Vladivostok says that a de-

freight

tachment of 20 .American railroad men has arrived here for
work on the Manchurian Usuri Railway, in the northeast
Many American engineers have been
corner of Manchuria.
By
arriving in Siberia to serve on the Siljerian railway.

distance

way

Rounding a Curve on a

Two

Per Cent Grade

from one warehouse to another in Chicago over a
of 1,678 ft. and thereby eliminate the use of
freight cars and the switching service which this transfer
would otherwise have involved.
The goods were transferred from government warehouse
at Ashland avenue and Thirty-ninth street, for a distance
of 678 ft. through this building, across a 1.000 ft. wooden
tramway and distributed to their proper storage place in
the main warehouse at Thirty-ninth and Robey streets. The
tramway was built of 2-in. by 6-in. pine planks and is

of experiment, some of them operated trains at Tomsk
Russian engineers thought that,
with a remarkable result.
at best, their American comrades would be able to run 24
It was therefore with
trains only during the 24 hours.
great surprise and admiration that they found the Americans actually running 70 a day without a hitch. Thanks to
their

skill,

had accumulated at Tomsk
was disposed of in the course of
The Far Eastern Review (December, 1917).

the freight, which

and neighboring
one week.

stations,

illlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll"^

General

News Department
Kansas City; C. H. Lbamberlin. formerly chief engineer of
Texas & Pacific, and I. A. Cottingham, special engineer
and chairman of the valuation committee of the Southern
The hearing will later
Pacific, Texas and Louisiana lines.
adjourn to some point on the protesting road to discuss the

Snow early this week blocked trains on the Creston, Iowa,
division of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy and on the
Rock Island, near Beatrice, Neb.

the

The Railway Development Association announces that its
annual meeting, scheduled to take place in May, has been
abandoned on account of the war.

land matters that are in dispute.

An Associate Statistician, at from $3,000 to $4,500 a year is
advertised for by the United States Civil Service Commission
to fill a vacancy in the Interstate Commerce Commission.
The duties of the appointee will be to take charge of statistical
investigations and to assist the statistician in planning the

Fay, formerly general manager of the Great Central
has been appointed director general of movements and railways, in the British Government, succeeding Sir Guy Granet.
The director general has a seat on the war council.
Sir

Sam

work of the Bureau of Statistics. Competitors
be required to report for examination at any place,
but will be rated upon the sworn statements in their applications and upon corroborative evidence adduced by the Commission. They must have graduated from a college or university of recognized standing and have had at least three
years' responsible e.xperience in directing economic and
statistical investigations; and must show that they have made
a general study of railway transportation problems and have
had actual experience in railroad accounting, or show by other
evidence that they are proficient in handling railroad statistics.
.\pplicants must have reached their twenty-fifth but not their
fiftieth birthday, and must file their applications with the
Civil Service Commission, Washington, by May 14,
statistical

C. V. Gallagher, assistant general freight agent of the MinSt. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with office at Chicago,
has been appointed western traffic manager of the Grain Cor-

will not

neapolis,

poration of the United States
headquarters at Chicago.

Food Administration, with

Senator E. D. Smith, of South Carolina, chairman of the
Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce, has been elected
chairman of the special Joint Congressional Committee on
Interstate Commerce, which has been conducting .a general
investigation of the problems of railroad regulation, succeeding the late Senator Newlands of Nevada.
of the directors of the Illinois Manufacturers'
Chicago on April 23, resolutions were passed
lodging a formal protest with the director general of railroads and the regional directors for the abolition of line

At a meeting

.•Kssociation in

The Liberty Loan

resolutions claim that the closing of the
offices will inconvenience shippers and is no real step towards
traffic officers.

The

Returns from western railroads received up till noon of
.\pril 24 show total subscriptions to the Third Liberty Loan
of $37,353,000, or an increase of $1,759,000 in the last 24 hours;
465,000 out of 751,000 etnployees of the western roads have
so far subscribed to the loan. The Rock Island system leads
with subscriptions for 98.55 per cent of its employees.

economy.
Bids of the car builders have been under consideration this

week and orders were expected to be placed on Thursday.
The locomotive specialty manufacturers were asked on
Wednesday to submit bids by April 29, which they were requested to itemize showing the amount of any royalties on
patents.
The mechanical committee is to meet on Tuesday
to consider final designs for locomotives and of the question

Railway Signal Association
The Journal

of this association will be issued about June
notwithstanding the omission of the summer meeting of
the association. This issue of the Journal will contain the
minutes of the meeting which was held in Chicago last month,
together with such reports of regional committees as may be

20,

of specialties.

Dining cars, hotels and restaurants, of the Southern Pacific,
serve no wheat or wheat products of any kind. This
action follows the plea of the U. S. Food Administration for
The Southern Pacific
still further conservation of wheat.
chefs are attending special cooking schools to learn the utmost
This road serves apother
cereals.
use that can be made of
proximately 6,000.000 meals annually and this discontinuance
of the use of wheat will effect a large reduction in the amount
consumed.

now

A

It is the intention of the secretary also to print
reports of standing and special committees which may
be received prior to the date of going to press.

available.
all

Rock

Island's Gifts to Its Soldiers

and employees of the Rock Island System have
shipped tobacco costing $324 and flashlight equipment costing
$330 to the former Rock Island men who now compose
Company B, Thirteenth Engineers (Railways) in France.
Because the train rules under which the men work do not
permit the use of ordinary lanterns, it was thought that
flashlights would be of service to them. Consequently, equipment sufficient to last the company over a year was forwarded,
consisting of 184 flashlights, 1122 extra batteries and 20O'
Officers

been imposed on the Toronto Railway
Ontario, for failure to provide new
This is by the action of the Ontario
Railway and Municipal Board. A fine of $1,000 a day for
twenty-four days. The board has adopted this order as a
penalty for not placing one hundred new cars on the lines
as ordered by the board more than a year ago. This action
by the board was made possible by legislation passed at the
The act fixed the
last session of the Ontario Legislature
maximum fine at $1,000 a day, and the board imposed it from
the time the bill received the assent of the Lieutenant-Governor on March 26 until April 19.
fine of $24,000 has

Company

of Toronto,
street cars as ordered.

Mazda lamps.

Meat Train Schedules on Western Roads
17 the regional director of western
announced revised schedules for trains carrying packing house products from Missouri river points and South St.
Paul and also new rules to apply in handling those trains. Under
this order cars must reach the first icing station within 24 hours
from the loading platform. The arrangement of schedules to
permit re-icing within each 24-hour period will also apply to
In

R. H. Kendall, examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission, is holding a hearing at Chicago this week on the
protest of the New Orleans, Texas & Mexico on the tentative
valuation prepared by the division of valuation of the InterThose who have so far testistate Commerce Commission.
fied include: W. D. Pence, member of the engineering board,
division of valuation; I. G. Hedrick, consulting engineer, of

a circular dated .\pril

railroads

individual cars

1090

moving from

distributing centers for distribution
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the car at uiic station or by local service to M:vir.il ^^atl'll^.
claims indicates a lack of attention to
the rc-iciiiR of cars set out for l>ail order, and it is ordered that
local arrangements be made, if necessary, to re- ice such cars, t"

Safety Council Meeting

liiiiu

liivcstiKatioii oi (lamaKc-

Empty refrigerators must be returned to loading
points regularly and without luniecessary delays. To economize
in transportation and to insure regularity in movement, refrigerator cars should he returned to p.iiking centers in such a
l)revent loss.

manner

as will balance the beaded haul

Loss of Foodstuffs

in

Transportation

recent bulletin E. D. Ilawley. superintendent of
freight claims of the I'ere Marcpiette. throws light on the
extent of losses of foodstuffs in transportation. In a perioil
road paid over $-)0,OtX) for loss and
(if eight months that
damage to food and foodstuffs, as outlined below:
In

a

....

l-niil

4,64>i

I'litaliu-s

544

^VKClablr*

$2,189
572

Crains
Klour
Cruccrics
Means

2.283
1.212

Rg«

'.

Poultry

429

l.rrs.-

I-

Mi-ats

$1.7-'l

fUiitcr
I

1,334

5.174
5,528
5.552
4.700
4.229

.Si'trir

Mr. Ilawley estimates that this loss represented enough
l>rovisions to feed 40,000 people for one day or, say. 100
persons for more than a year. Some of this loss, is due to
accidental causes, but the greater part is due to carelessness
..n the part of either shippers and carriers: all avoidable if
we could have "safety first" at 1(X) per cent efficiency.

Women

in Railroad Service

10«>1

The executive committee of the Steam Railroad Section of the
National Safetj C'ouncil met in W ;ishington, I J. C, on April 2.
the llalliniorc
J. T. Hroderick, supervisor of special bureaus of
& Ohio anil chairman of the accident causes committees, exhibited a report showing in detail the ten most prolific causes of
injuries in the transportation, maintenance of way and mechanical
departments. K. S. Jarnigan, assistant to the general safety agent
of the New York Central lines and chairman of the grade crossing
and trespassing committee, reported that all city ordinances and
rules of public service commissions and laws passed during the
past year affecting safely in transportation have lieen abstracted
for presentation to the annual congress of the Council next
fall

lielnap. manager of the Safety Section, Division of
II. W.
Transportation of the I'nitcd States Railroad Administration,
attended the meeting and outlined the relation of the Safety Seclie told of the appointment of
tion to individual railroads,
regional representatives to supervise safety work as heretofore

noticed in the Railu'ciy Af:c.

Blakcmore, chairman of the safety commission of the
of the membership committee,
reported the receipt of the following additional memberships
the Georgia & Florida, the .'\ugusta Southern, the I-ouisiana &
.Northwest, the Pacific ("ircat Western, the Pittsburgh. -Mlegheny
& McKces Rocks and the Lake Champaign & Moriah. It was
announced that questioiuiaires sent out by the Council in the
future will be handled by the officers of each section. They will
be mailed out one at a time, separate from the bulletins, and in
no case offcner than every two weeks. The meeting of the
executive committee was held under the direction of H. J. Bell,
chairman (safety inspector of the Chicago & North Western
and C. M. Anderson, secretary (superintendent of safety of the
Xashvillo. Chattanooga & St. Louis').
C.

II.

Norfolk

& Western and^chairman

I

The Pennsylvania Railroad now has in its service 6,513
women, an increase of more than 5.000 since May 1. 1917.
The number of females in each of several occupations is
^iven as follows:
and stenogra|ihers

Icrks

I
I

Mechanics'

3,551

laborers

Hammer

lish

roads

is

given

.Midland

in a

Total

5,009

recent statement as follows:
Northeastern
Great Central
Glasgow & Southwestern

8.392
6.174
9,000

The Midland has increased
)ver 1,000 of the

(electrical)...

inspector

women now employed on prominent Eng-

London & Northwestern
Western

in tlic

Coal

29
20

<ircat

<

Power operators

192
121

of

operators

Turntable o|»erators

sengers
Typist.
M.ichine hands
lirafis«omen

The number

Recent Circulars Issued by M. C. B. Association

helpers

Painters

778
293

clcphonc operators

Ir.ick

Messengers and assistant mes-

women on

8.520
3.200
1,202

forces by 2,700 since last July.
the Xortheastern are employed

its

sheps. making shells.

To Expedite Movement

of

Government Lumber Orders

In order to insure the fdling of

hand brake power on tank
government orders

for spruce

lumlKr the regional director of western railroads has
ni'tiricd railroads in Idaho, Oregon and Washington that all shipments made on government orders must be accepted and moved
promptly to destination; and mills working on government orders
must be furnished cars sufficient to move as much of their side
cut as mav be necessary for continued efficient operation of their
plants.
No car loaded by a mill on a commercial order shall be
re-consigned, nor shall such a car be loaded until assurance has
been given that it will be promptly unloaded at destination. Side
cuts, consisting of commercial lumber from any one mill, shall
not exceed tw o cars for one car of government orders ; and
must be further limited to such shipments as may be necessary

and

Circulars No. 28 to 33 inclusive, were issued on March 20
by the executive committee of the Master Car Builders'
Association.
Circular No. 28 calls attention to the absolute necessity of
having all cars equipped with safety appliances by September
1. 1919 and points out that in order to accomplish this it will
be necessary and advisable to equip empty foreign cars when
The
passing over the regular freight car repair tracks.
equipinent can thus be applied without undue detention to
the car. Under the provisions of Rule 33, the repairing line
may be reimbursed for the expense of equipping cars with
these appliances.
Circular No. 29 is an answer to the question which has been
raised as to how the braking power at the brake shoe should
be figured in the specifications regarding the adjustment of

tir

for continued efficient operation of the plant.
Responsibility for determining what cars shall be furnished
under the above-mentioned conditions and the places where and
the times when they will be needed has been entrusted to a committee representing the government, composed of Col. Disque,
This committee will disCol. Bloedel and H. B. \'anduver.
charge its responsibility through requests made by it upon J. C.

Roth, or some other authorized representative of the Car Service
Section of the Railroad .Administration. The committee and the
Car Service Section will at all times work in close co-operation,
to the end that the Railroid .\dmiin'stration may be promptly
advised of the need of cars.

cars.

.Attention is called in Circular No. 30 to the necessity from
the standpoint of safety that all axles purchased should conform fully to the standards of the association. Axles are
being made and offered to railroads which do not conform to
They are made full at the center
the M. C. B. standards.
and hub, but between these two points are under standard
size.
The circular contains an illustration of the axle in
that of
100.000 lb. capacity, showing in broken
the outline of the rough forge axles which are being of-

question,
lines

fered.

In circular No. 31 the executive committee announces the
discontinuance of the requirements of circular No. 20, asking
for reports as to the number of cars held for material ordered
from the owners.
In circular No. 32 is announced an extension of the date
after which the recpiircments for the adjustment of hand
brake power on tank cars, set forth in circular No. 22, become etTective. The extensions are: (H On new equipment
built after Julv I. 1918; (2) on existing equipment by January 1, 1921.
In circular No. 33 the executive committee asks for a
statement from the various railroads showing the location
on each road of all triide valve test racks which fully conform to the standard requirements of the association for testing triple valves.
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More Acknowledgments

of

Tobacco Shipments

Poor, ohairnian of tlie Railway Regiments' Tobacco
Fund, Chicago, has received acknowledgments of the receipt of shipments of tobacco from three railway regiments in
France. Ernest Graves, lieutenant colonel of the Fifteenth
Regiment, U. S. Engineers, writes under date of March 16.
that tvt'O shipments of tobacco have been received in good
The first shipment
condition and distributed to the men.
contained 240 lb. of Bull Durham and S lb. of Tuxedo smoking tobacco and the second shipment contained 540 lb. of
He stated that
Hull Durham and 15 lb. of Lucky Strike.
"There is no doubt but that the men greatly appreciated both
shipments."
H. Burgess, colonel of the Sixteenth Engineers Railway
Regiment, has written under date of March 12 that the ship!•'.

Vol. 64, No. 17

.v.

ment made on December 16 finally reached them although it
arrived and was put into the warehouse just a few hours before the latter burned. "The result was that our tobacco was
burnt in a fashion dififerent from that intended. One case
however, was rescued and distributed, and all the men very

much appreciate

the gift."

H. H. Maxfield, lieutenant colonel, commanding the Nineteenth Engineers, Railway Regiment, wrote on March 16 to
acknowledge receipt of a shipment of tobacco and stated
"The men appreciate this tobacco a great deal more than
might be expected, since .American troops are entirely dependent upon supplies sent from the States."

Railroad's Initiative Saves Great

Food Crop

In response to appeals for maximum food production a year
ago the acreage of pinto beans was increased over 500 per cent.
Pinto beans, which are particularly adapted to dry regions, were

Traffic

News

.\nthracite coal shipments in March amounted to 7,276,777
This compares with
tons or 280,000 tons each working day.
March, 1917, and is an increase of 1,464,695 tons
over February. The total exceeds by 165,827 tons the October
(1917) shipments which, until now, had represented the high6.989,075 tons in

water mark

in

monthly shipments.

Railroads under the jurisdiction of the regional director of
western railroads have been asked to prepare statements
showing the names, duties, annual salaries and expenses of

men employed

in

development work, both industrial and

The request specifies that the list should include those whose titles are colonization agent, immigration
agent, industrial agent, agriculturist, etc.
agricultural.

Thirty-three freight and passenger offices in Boston are to be
Those of
at once, according to the Boston Transcript.
the Baltimore & Ohio, the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, the New York, Chicago & St. Louis,
the Pennsylvania and the Southern have already been closed.
The three roads centering in Boston the Boston & Maine, the
Boston & Albany and the New York, New Haven & Hartford
will establish a joint passenger and freight office in a central
closed

—

locality.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific announces that in accordance with the orders of the Railroad Administration it
has discontinued outside commercial offices at Atlanta, Bos-

and southern Wyoming,

ton, Buffalo, Cincinnati, Cleveland, Detroit, Indianapolis, Los
York,
Orleans,
Angeles, Louisville, Milwaukee,

and thus constituted a real addition to the food production of the
country. When the farmers came to sell their crop, however, it
was found that there was no market. This was due to the fact
that pinto beans were not known in consuming centers and, while
equal to white beans in food value, would not sell because of

Oakland, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, Portland (Oregon), Sacramento. Salt Lake City, San Francisco, Seattle and Spokane.
Shippers are advised that matters heretofore handled by these
offices sheuld be taken up with the lines on whose rails they
may be located.

grown

extensively on lands which had never produced before,

particularly in Colorado,

New Mexico

their spotted appearance.
The Burlington road, which had been particularly active in the
spring of 1917 in encouraging the planting of these beans on dry
lands and had distributed over 200,000 lb. of bean seed to several

thousand farmers,

felt

a responsibility for finding

some means

of disposing of the crop, and an extensive publicity campaign

was

initiated,

under the direction of

J.

B.

Lamson,

agriculturist.

This included the distribution of 25,000 advertising circulars giving facts about the bean, 20,000 copies of recipes for cooking it
3,000 lb. of samples of the lieans. Every retailer in Chicago,
every daily newspaper and all wholesalers, jobbers and brokers
east of the Mississippi and north of the Ohio river and in the
states of Iowa, Missouri, Minnesota and Nebraska were circularized in an effort to create a market. This plan, while effective, was not sufficiently successful to solve the problem, and
Mr. Lamson made a special trip to Washington, where he
presented the facts to Mr. Hoover personally, and impressed upon
him the necessity of utilizing this crop and preventing losses to
farmers which would discourage the maximum cultivation of dry
lands in 1918. This conference resulted in Mr. Hoover's decision
to buy the entire crop remaining in the hands of the growers,
for the government, at eight cents a pound to the grower. Members of the agricultural department of the Burlington lines were
requisitioned by the government and commissioned to make the
purchase and to introduce the pinto bean into the larger cities of
the country, thereby continuing the work which they had already
initiated.
Over 20.000 contracts were made with growers and ISO
contracts with elevators in western states.
As a result over
55,000,000 lb. of beans have been contracted for and approximately
700 carloads are now being shipped to eastern points as rapidly
as possible. Over 300,000 cases of canned pinto beans have been
sold to the British army and ISO carloads of the dry beans have
been sold to the French government for shipment abroad. The
remainder of the beans are being concentrated in warehouses in
the larger cities of the country to be disposed of as the market
demands or to be shipped to the armies abroad. The Food Administration has arranged to sell pinto bean seed to growers at
nine cents a pound, whereas they paid from 15 to 20 cents last
year; as a result there is now a prospect of an increase in pro<luction over the large yield of last year of about 20 per cent.

and

New

New

The statistical report of lake commerce passing through the
canals at Sault Ste. Marie, Mich., and Ontario, during the
season of 1917 shows that 89,813,898 tons of freight was
carried in 1917 as compared with 91,888,219 tons in the season
There was an
of 1916, or a decrease of about 2 per cent.
increase of 13 per cent in the movement of soft coal and
16 per cent in the movement of hard coal, while flour, wheat,
grain, copper, iron ore and pig iron traffic decreased quite
materially. The report was prepared under the direction of
Col. F. W. Altstaetter, Corps of Engineers, L^nited States
.'Krmy.

Eight hundred canal boats of the old style will be available for use in the New York state barge canal this year,
nearly half of this number being suitable for use in carrying
grain.
This statement has been made on the authoritj- of
General W. W. Wotherspoon. New York State Superintendent of Public Works.
Inasmuch as the proposed construction of larger boats by the federal government will not probably provide actual means of transportation for several
months yet. General Wotherspoon believes it important to
encourage the owners of these old boats to make use of
them without delay. He has lately made an investigation
and finds in cities along the canal zone, more than 50.000
tons of freight now awaiting movement, having been delayed
because of railroad embargoes.

Wheatless Dining Cars
from the use of wheat
foods until after the next harvest, a pledge to this effect having
been given to the Food Administration on behalf of the dining
car services of the country by B. S. Harvey, chairman of the
administrative committee of the Association of Dining Car Superintendents. Mr. Harvey advises that 59 out of 63 dining car
services in the country have ratified this pledge, and are not
using wheat in any form and the other four are expected to take
similar action.
Reports received at Washington from the railways show that during the month of February the dining car
services of the country saved 424,198 pounds of meats and 251,138
Tlie principal railroads are to refrain

;

pounds of wheat

flour.
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Buffalo to Baltimore, Eight
Major

Li.

announces

1095

Days

Uailey, comniamlitij; the army motor truck service,
that a motor truck train, carrying war materials to
I-".

the Atlantic seaboard will leave BulTalo regularly every morning,
and that the trip to iialtimore, Md., is scheduled to be made in
ciKlit days, as follows:
First stop, two miles west oi Canandaigua, 84.15 miles; second
stop, si.x miles east of \'ernon, IC miles; third stop, four miles
west of .Mhany, 100 d fourth slop, four miles south of Pough;

82 miles; hflli stop, three miles west of Newark, MO
miles; sixth stop, three miles west of Philadelphia, 87 miles;
seventh stop, Baltimore (Colgate Creek*. Md., 79.5 miles.
The motors are to avoid large cities, and run around the outand the men wdl sleep on the trucks and cook
skirts of towns
their own meals. Acting on complaints !ri>ni certain cities, some
of the drivers have been censured for niiiiiiiiK at excessive speed.
keepsie,

;

Modification of Coal Zone System

Cnder an order modifying the zone system of distribution,
bituminous coal originating on the Pennsylvania, Monongabela. and Huntington & Broad Top Mountain railroads, and
their short line connections, in the states of Pennsylvania,
West Virginia and Maryland, when routed via the Pennsylvania Railroad, is embargoed from Baltimore and Washington markets. To meet this situation, the United States Fuel
Administration will arrange for the essential supply to the
points designated from mines on the Baltimore & Ohio, the
Western Maryland, and their connections, which lines afford
a much more direct route to these points. As a consequence
the Pennsylvania lines can deliver increased quantities to
points in Fastern Pennsylvania, New Jersey and New
England.
The order forbids the shipment of bituminous
coal over the railroads named for delivery in Baltimore, and
also all stations on the Baltimore division of the Pennsylvania from Loudon Park, Md., to Catonsville, Md., inclusive
and .\rbutus, Md.. to Washington. D. C, and Rosslyn. Va.;
inchiding Popes Creek branch.
Consumers located on the
Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Sparrow's Point will continue
to receive their coal at their regular points of delivery, the
coal moving over the Baltimore & Ohio and Western Maryland being delivered to the Pennsylvania at junctions near
destinations.

Coal Production
Production of bituminous coal increased 1.600.000 net tons,
or over 17 per cent, during the week ended April 13. compared with the preceding week, according to the weekly report of the Geological Survey.
The total production, including lignite and coal made into coke, is estimated at
10.947.000 net tons, an average production per working day
of 1.824.000 net tons, compared with an average of 1.777,000
tons for the past year and 1,680,000 in .\pril. 1917. .\nthracite
sliipments rose from 32,223 cars to 37.760 cars, an increase of
o\ er 17 per cent.
The percentage of full time output produced during the week ending .April 6 was 61.9 per cent. The
percentage of full time output lost on account of car shortage
was reduced from 23.2 in the preceding week to 12.5 per
cent, while the percentage lost on account of labor shortage
increased from 2.6 to 14.2 per cent.
The decrease of 14 per
cent during the week of .\pril 6 is attributed to the miners'
holiday on .April 1 and a partial one on .April 6 and. the
report says, "the exceptional loss of production in the week
of .April 6 is. therefore, to be attributed to labor shortage
rather than car shortage in all fields reported, with the
particular exception of the Ohio and New River districts."
In the monthly bulletin for March the production of bituminous coal, including that coked, in the first three months in
1918 is estimated at 135,514.000 net tons, an estimated increase over the same period in 1917 of 744,000 tons, or '/^ per
cent, but a slight decrease compared with the same period in
1916. January, mainly because of severe weather, was an abnormally low month. Production in February was greater
than in February. 1917, but less than in February, 1916. March
was a record month exceeding both March. 1917, and March,
1916. and was exceeded in total tons in those years only by
October and November. 1917.

i

Commission and Court News
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Interstate

Commerce Commission

C. Donald, agent lor the lines in Central Passenger
.\ssocialion Territory, and E. L. Bcvington, J. E. Hannegan
and E. E. MacLeod, agents for the western lines, have tiled
tiftecnlh section applications with the Interstate Commerce
I'.

Commission proposing an increase in the charge for the oneway movement of special passenger cars to a minimum of 30
tirst

class fares in place of 25,
in pl^ce of $25.

and a minimum of $50 for each

movement

E. B. Boyd and Eugene Morris, agents for the western
trunk lines and the Central Freight Association lines, respectively, have filed fifteenth section applications with the

Interstate Commerce Commission proposing to cstabli!>h the
.A. scale of class and commodity rates governed by the
classification and exceptions thereto between point.^
in Illinois, including nearby related points in Wisconsin.
Indiana, Kentucky, Missouri and Iowa, in lieu of the present
rates governed by the Illinois and western classifications and
the Illinois mileage scale.
C. F.

oflicial

Fifteenth Section Application No. 5356 filed by M. P.
Washburn, as agent, for autliority to make readjustment of
the rates on lumber and articles grouped therewith from
points of origin in the states of Florida, Georgia. .Alabama.
.Mississippi,
Louisiana, on and east of the Mississippi
River.
Tennessee,
Kentucky,
Southwest Virginia, and
a few points in North Carolina to eastern port cities.
Virginia cities and interior basing points, has, by direction of
the commission, been placed on the formal docket, and will
be set down for hearing as soon as the engagements of the
commission will permit.
a hearing held at New York, .April 22, conducted by
Bell, chief examining attorney, the Commission
took testimony in a complaint of the Pneumatic Scale Corporation, Ltd., of Norfolk Downs, Mass., asking the Commission to prescribe lower freight rates on packages of merchandise in theft-proof and damage-proof metal containers.
Complainant asks that such an order be directed not only to
the railroads but also to the express companies of the country.
C. F. Doble. sales manager of the Pneumatic Scale Corporation, declared that the use of metallic collapsible boxes would
benefit newspapers and other printing interests by eliminating the waste involved in the use of wood fibre containers.
In

George T.

Water and

Rail Rates

Advanced

At the request of the I'nited States Railroad .\dniinistration.
Division No. 2 of the Interstate Commerce Commission has
issued a 15th section order authorizing all carriers subject
to the commission's jurisdiction without formal hearing to
file schedules increasing the joint rail-and-water:
water-andrail; rail-water-and-rail rates, and all-water rates for
the transportation of freight on a level not higher than the existing
all-rail rates between the same points, the water
rates to
include marine insurance. The purpose is to enable freight
to be diverted readily from rail to water lines so that they
may be utilized in the most efficient way and to avoid congestion. It is provided, however, that the rail-and-walcr rates
to and from Duluth and points grouped therewith shall not
be higher than the rates to and from Chicago, and that the
rail-water-and-rail rates to and from Minneapcdis and points
grouping therewith shall bear the relationship to the railand-water rates to and from Duluth and points grouped
therewith as prescribed by the commission in the second
Duluth case. 46 1. C. C. 585. The rates may he established upon not less than five days' notice.
In another order the
carriers arc authorized to establish such rales as may
be
necessary to take advantage of this authority without observing the long and short haul provision of the fourth
section.
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Court

News

Contract for Special Service
station agent after telegraphing about the matter told a
shipper that a certain train arriving during the night would
take his cattle, on which statement the shipper relied. The
Arkansas Supreme Court holds that this did not constitute a
contract for special service and a discrimination in violation
of the Elkins Act.— Rock Island v. Stallings (Ark.), 201 S.
294.

Decided February

Limitation of Liability in Bills of Lading

Exemplary Damages

Ejection of Passenger

after knowledge that he has wrongfully ejected a passenger,
does not allow the passenger to secure judgment for exemplary damages against the company; such retention alone not
being an adoption or ratification of the malice or violent conduct of the conductor. Texas & New Orleans v. O'Connor
(Tex.l. 201 S. W., 437. Decided February 21, 1918.

—

Unauthorized Delivery
The Iowa Supreme Court holds

— Ratification

that a carrier

is

not liable for

conversion by delivering freight before obtaining the bill of
lading, if it afterwards rightfully obtains the bill. It also holds
that the delivery of a shipment by the carrier to the buyer, if
unauthorized, is ratified by the shipper thereafter, with knowledge of the facts, demanding payment of the price from the
buyer, and the shipper is estopped to sue the carrier for conThe carrier cannot be held liable for conversion of
version.
the goods, consisting of giving them to some one who was
not entitled to them, where the plantiff declares that the
buyer owes him the purchase price. The action was one
against both the buyer and the carrier. Midland Linseed Co.
(Iowa), 166 N. W., 573.
V. American Liquid Fireproofing Co.
Decided March 6, 1918.

—

Damages

Notice of Claim for

of lading for a shipment of meat provided that claims
for loss, damage or delay must be made in writing to the carThe shiprier at the point of delivery within four months.
per's branch manager and the railroad's freight agent both
The
damaged.
inspected the meat on arrival and found it
manager wrote the freight agent the following letter: "This
is to confirm our verbal notice of the poor condition of C. R. L.
car 3725." The Kansas City Court of Appeals holds, in an acbill

tion for damages to the meat, that, as there was nothing
in the letter mentioning any claim or intended claim of damages, it did not comply with the requirements of the bill of
lading. The fact that the plaintiff was investigating the cause
of loss did not necessarily mean that it had made up its mind

that either of the carriers

Atchison. T.

&

S. F.

United States Supreme Court

18, 1918.

The Texas Court of Civil Appeals holds that the mere retention in employment by a railroad company of a conductor,

A

therefrom, notwithstanding the Texas statute providing that
no corporation shall employ or use its property directly or
any other purpose than to accomplish the legitimate objects of its creation, or those permitted by law to be
applicable.— Crovvell v. Howard (Tex.), 200 S. W., 911. Decided January 23, 1918. Rehearing denied, February 13, 1918.
indirectly for

A

W.,

was

(Mo.). 201

liable.
S.
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— Cudahy

W.,

623.

Packing Co. v.
Decided February

18. 1918.

Extracting Oil from Right of

Way

In 1907 a landowner executed a general warranty deed, in
the usual form, conveying to the Wichita Falls & N. W. a
strip of land 100 feet wide in Wichita county, Texas, for the
consideration of $1 paid and the further consideration of the
enhanced value to the remainder of the owner's land by reason of the construction of the line through it. The company
In 1917 it and its
built its road and fenced the right of way.
lessee, the M. K. & T., leased the right of way to the W. Oil

Company, empowering it to prospect for oil, gas and other
minerals. In the meantime the landowner sold the remainder
of his land "less the right of way." The purchaser leased the
land to the P. Oil & Gas Company, which drilled many wells
adjacent to the right of way. The W. Oil Company was proceeding to drill wells on the right of way property, when the
The Texas Court of Civil
P. Company sought to enjoin it.
Appeals holds that the conveyance to the Wichita Falls &
N. W. vested that company with title to the strip of land
and not merely a right of way across it; and as it owned the
fee of the land it could not be restrained from extracting oil

The Supreme Court of the United States has affirmed the
judgment of the Supreme Court of Vermont (90 Vermont,
176), giving a shipper damages for loss occasioned by delay
delivering cattle as a result of the railroad's negligence.
plaintiflf had shipped the cattle upon paying the reduced
under the Uniform Live Stock Agreement. The court
said, in part, by Mr. Justice Day: "In the bill of lading now
under consideration there is an express agreement limiting
liability from unusual delay and detention, caused by the carrier's negligence, to the amount actually expended by the
shipper in the purchase of food and water for his stock while
This stipulation contravenes the principle that
so detained.
the carrier may not exonerate itself from losses negligently
caused by it, and is not within the principle of limiting liability to an agreed valuation which has been made the basis
of a reduced freight rate."
B. & M. v. Piper. Decided April
in

The
rate

—

15,

1918.

Rest,

Water and Feeding Act

The Supreme Court

of the United States has reversed a
of the Federal District Court for the Northern District of Illinois, affirmed by the Circuit Court of Appeals
(234 Fed. 268), imposing a penalty for alleged violation of the
Rest, Water and Feeding .'^ct. The animals were loaded at

judgment

—

Ringsted, Iowa, 438 miles from destination Union Stock
Yards, Chicago at 6 P. M. October 4, and left Clinton, Iowa,
138 miles from Chicago, at 6 P. M. October 5. The ordinary
schedule time from Clinton to Chicago is nine hours, but
without increase of actual moving speed the run had been
made in about six. While passing through Proviso, sixteen
miles from destination, a drawbar came out and derailed the
car.
A delay of two hours and fifty-two minutes followed
not undue, the railroad contended, but the government mainLater, at Brighton Park an air
tained unreasonably long.
hose burst, causing further delay of twenty-eight minutes.
The car reached the stock yards at 9.05 A. M. October 6
thirty nine hours after being loaded. The court, by Mr. Justice
McReynolds, said: "The statute must be construed with a
view to carrying its humanitarian purpose into effect and the
exception in favor of tlie carrier given proper latitude and
enforced in the light of practical railroad conditions. Nothing
indicates the running schedule was unduly slow; and the
jury were improperly given to understand that, conceding
matters were properly handled when accidents occurred at
Proviso and Brighton Park, they might nevertheless decide
the railroad could have got the car to destination within 36
hours if due diligence had been exercised in laying out such
schedule. * * * We find nothing in the act indicating a
purpose to interfere directly with the carrier's discretion in
establishing schedules for trains; the design was to fix a limit
beyond which animals must not be confined, whatever the
schedule, except under the extraordinary circumstances stated.
In general, cattle can be unloaded only at specially prepared
places or final destination. If in the exercise of ordinary care,
prudence and foresight, the carrier reasonably expects that, following the determined schedule, the car will reach destination
or some unloading place within the prescribed time it properly
may be put in transit. Thereafter the duty is on the carrier to
exercise the diligence and foresight which prudent men, experienced in such matters, would adopt to prevent accidents
and delays and to overcome the effect of any which may
happen with an honest purpose always to secure unloading
within the lawful period. If, nothwithstanding all this, unloading is actually prevented by storm or accident, the reasonable delay must be excused." C. & N. W. v. United

—

—

—

States.

Decided April

15, 1918.

v
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Equipment and Supplies

to

Be Placed

After three weeks of conterences reganliiiK tlic priority to
be given the various activities of the government as to their
requirements for steel, an agreement was reached at a conference on April 19 between representatives of the War Industries Board, the Shipping Board and the Railroad Administration, by which the Shipping Board, the Army and the
Navy will have priority over the railroads. The Railroad Administration was assured the steel required for the construction of the 2,000 locomotives proposed to be ordered, and
for the 100,000 cars, but the car program was required to be
changed so as to reduce the quantity of material and especially
of steel plates that would be needed.
As a result the all-steel box cars, for which standard specifications were recently adopted, will not be built at this time
and less steel than was originally planned for will be used in
For example, the 5S-ton hopper car
other types of cars.
will probably be built with wooden sides.
The Railroad Administration was represented at the conference by John Skelton Williams, director of finance and
purchases, who, with H. B. Spencer, chairman of the Central
Advisory Purchasing Committee, had held conferences previously with J. L. Replogle, the steel expert on the War InThe Shipping Board had objected to the
dustries Board.
amount of steel asked for by the railroads and it is the negotiations on this subject, together with the negotiations with the
car builders on the question of prices which have caused the
long delay, in consequence of which the placing of the orders
for cars has not yet been accomplished.
It was expected that the Railroad .Administration would
let contracts during the week for 100,000 freight cars on a
basis of cost plus 5 or 6 per cent. The builders had asked
for cost plus about 10 per cent but it is understood that the
officers of the administration are confident that their terms
will finally be accepted.
It is planned to place orders for approximately 100,000
additional cars in about 6 months.
The proposed standard designs and specifications for 12
standard types of locomotives were approved in general by
the Regional Directors at a meeting on April 19 and orders
are to be placed shortly for probably 1,000, which are expected to be delivered before January 1.
Preliminary consideration has also been given to the rail
situation.
It is stated that about 40,000 tons of rail are
being delivered weekly on old orders.
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The Hall Switch & Signal Company announces that efits general otVucs will be located at Garwood,
Mav

fective

X.

1

J.

Oil & Manufacturing Company has
Yiirk (iMkc from 50 Church street to 17

New

W. Parks, for 10 years advertising manager of
American Well Works Company, Chicago, died in that
on March 25.

Frederick
the
city

George
of

W.

Mudge &

Bender, whose appointment as eastern manager

In 1906 he accepted a position with

had charge of the extra
work order department.
In 1910 he became associated with Mudge &
Co. as chief draftsman,

and

Later on he was made
assistant to the vicepresident, a position he
G.
T
•,
T
held until his appointment as eastern manager in charge of the business of Mudge & Co. in the New

_

,„
W.

,

states.

^^^

^^^^^^L

>an<l-

J

first position in railway
service was in the mo-

^^^^^^

^^^^^H
^
^^FS^^H
^^J^^H

„^^^^^^M

W^J^^^M

^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^ ^^^^^
^^^^^^^
^^^^H' A^^^^^^^V
^^^^^H mt^^^^^^^^
^^^^H ^^^^^^^^^

^^m

t

tive

of

^9^1^^^^
C.

J.

Donahu

eight track miles of 60-lb. rail

;

three track miles of

The London & North Eastern Employs
employed before the war.

8,520

Women

as

1871.

His

power department
Lake Shore

^S:

showed marked

he

ability

and was rapidly promoted. He served successively as chief clerk
to the

power

the

under
Stevens.

W.

and H. F
and as chief clerk
H. Mordue, genmanager.
From

Marshall
to

W.

there he

was

called to

Chicago as chief clerk to C. E. Shaff, vice-president of the
Lake Shore. In September 1, 1908. he was appointed sccre

W. H. Marshall, president of the .American LocomoCompany, and two years later was appointed assistant
vice-president in charge of sales, which position he held up to
He retired from the .American Locomotive ComJuly, 1917.
pany to form a company to handle railroad supplies, but ill health
prevented the accomplishment of this purpose.
lary to
tive

52-lb. rail.

8,

the

Ball,

and

^arch

Michigan Southern
Cleveland.
Here

eral

and 13 track miles of

,

i

Charles J. Donahue, formerly assistant vice-president in
charge oi sales of the .American Locomotive Company, died
Mr,
at his home in Xou A'ork. .Vpril 20, after a long illness.
Donahue was the son of
a locomotive engineer.
He was born at Clevc^^^^^^^^

rail.

1,575

,

England and Atlantic Coast

The Los Angeles & Salt Lak£

compared with

„
Bender

^^^^^^^^

:

was

m

Iron and Steel

;

subsequently

given charge of the mechanical depa r t
e n t.

Illinois Zinc Comp.\nv has ordered 10 hopper cars from
American Car & Foundry Company.

75-lb. rail

American LocomoCompany, where he

the
tive

wpfl^^^^^B.

City has offered the following
rail for sale for use in necessary industrial, logging and mining
tracks and other necessary work
Forty-seven track miles of

New

was born

Car Company of that

asking for prices on 100

Pacific wishes to sell 1,000 tons of 3S-lb. rail

street.

19,

city.

The

56-lb. rail

these columns on April

Pittsburgh on August 20, 1884, and at the
age of 17 entered the
engineering department
of the Pressed Steel

Swift & Co., Chicago, has ordered 100 tank cars from the
Pennsylvania Tank Car Company.

2,000 tons of 40-lb.

in

at

gondola car bodies.

The Western

Church

Co., Chicago, with office at 30

York, was announced

i

the

Battery

place.

Freight Cars
is

removed

The Maloncy
its

i

The Newburch & South Shore

News

Supply Trade

I
~

Government Orders for Locomotives
and Freight Cars Soon
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The Grip Nut Company will move its offices from the McCormick building. Cliicago. to the Railway Exchange build-

May

on

ing,

19.
He is not an entire stranger in Chicago, where he now
has his headquarters, as he was sales agent in that city for the

for several months early in his career.
president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company he
succeeds W. O. Duntley, resigned.

Bethlehem company

1.

N. M. Garland, of New York, district manager for the Ohio
Brass Company, has been elected a member of the board of
directors of that

Vol. 64, No. 17

.\s

Maher, business manager of the Eastern Car ComLimited, of New Glasgow. N. S., has been appointed
assistant to the president of the Damascus Brake Beam ComMr. Maher will
pany, Cleveland, Ohio, effective April 15.
specialize on shop operation and efficiency.
P. L.

company.

IKiny,

N. D. Chapin has been appointed director of the interstate
commerce and railway traffic department of the LaSalle Extension University, Chicago.

Clyde P. Benning, whose appointment as western manager
Mudge & Co., with office in the Crocker Building, San
Francisco, in charge of the business of that conipaiiy in the
Pacific Coast states was

of

announced in these columns on April 19. was
born in Atchison, Kan.,
on September 20, 1888.
and was educated in the

G. E. Warren, assistant division engineer of the Universal
Portland Cement Company, Chicago, has been promoted to
division engineer, with the same headquarters. J. W. Lowell,
assistant division engineer at Chicago, has been promoted to
division engineer at Pittsburgh, succeeding K. H. Talbot,
who has received a commission as first lieutenant in the construction division of the Quartermaster's Department of the
United States Army. G. S. Eaton succeeds Mr. Lowell as
assistant division engineer at Chicago.

schools of that
In 1903 he entered
the service of the Missouri Pacific and held
positions as messenger
in the chief despatcher's
public
city.

telegraph opera-

office,

and freight office
and yard clerk. In 1904
he was employed as
timekeeper in the mas-

tor

,ter

mechanic's office of
remaining in

this road,

that position until April,

when he entered

1905,

<'""'"»
Missouri Pacific
machinist
as
apprentice, later being promoted to machinist. He left the road
in 1910 to accept a position with the Tool and Railway Specialty
Company at Atchison, remaining with that concern until
December IS, 1914, when he entered the service of Mudge &
He was soon after appointed chief
Co. as shop inspector.
inspector and subsequently held the position of service engiIn 1916 he was made assistant to the vice-president,
neer.
which position he held until his appointnier.t as western manager, as noted above.
t

'

h e

'

shops

H. A. Jackson, whose election as president of the Chicago
Pneumatic Tool Company, Chicago, wa.^ announced in the
-April 19. was born in Bethlehem, Conn., on July

Railway Age of
7,

He

1881.

of the
tific

is

a graduate

Lawrence Scien-

School of Harvard
of

class
University,
1903, but devoted

an

additional year to a special

course

lurgical

in

work

metalin

^>-

the

graduate school there.
Mr. Jackson entered the
employ of the Bethele-

hem

Steel

Company

in

where he
apprenticeship in the various departments of the works,
thus gaining practical
experience and an intimate acquaintance with
the steel business by
personal contact with
H A. Jacks
the production end. He
later entered the sales
department of the Bethlehem organization. A number of
years ago Mr. Jackson was sent to Boston to open the Bethlehem Steel Company's office there and to organize its sales
and executive forces in that territory. He continued in the
position of sales agent at Boston until his election as president of the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company at a special
meeting of the board of directors held in New York on April
July,

served

1904,

an

W. Wendt

of the P. W. Wendt Company, railway
Chicago, has been appointed assistant production
manager in charge of steel, of the Emergency Fleet Corporation, United States Shipping Board, in the Chicago district
comprising, Michigan, Indiana, Illinois, Wisconsin, Minnesota and Iowa.

Paul

supplies,

The Ohio Electric & Controller Co., 5900 Maurice Avenue.
Cleveland, has been incorporated with a capital stock of
$200,000 for the purpose of manufacturing lifting magnets and
Lifting magnets will be built
electrical controlling devices.
The officers of the
at once and controlling devices later.
new company include F. W. Jessop, president; W. B. Greene,
vice president; and A. D. Walter, secretary and treasurer.
Mr. Jessop was formerly works manager of the Electric ConHe has had
troller & Manufacturing Company, Cleveland.
an e-xtensive experience in the manufacture of lifting magnets
and electrical apparatus for the control of motors.
The Schroeder Headlight Company, Evansville, Ind., manufacturer of locomotive oil and electric headlight and turbo
generators, has been purchased by W. A. Carson, vice-president and general manager of the Evansville (Ind.) Railways,
the Owensboro (Ky.) City Railroad and the Henderson (Ky.)
Traction Company, and a number of associates, some of
them interested with him in the Evansville Railways. -\
new company known as the Schroeder Headlight & Generator
Company has been organized with Mr. Carson as active vicepresident and general manager.
Mr. Carson has been connected with the Evansville Railways since July, 1908. He was
assistant to the general superintendent of the Indianapolis
& Cincinnati Traction Company from 1903, to 1906, and
assistant general manager of the Indianapolis, Columbus &
Southern Traction Company from 1906 to 1908. Since his
connection with the Evansville Railways the company has
constructed a number of interurban connections and through
a syndicate of the officers of that company, of which Mr.
Carson was a member, has purchased the city lines of
Henderson and Owensboro, Ky. In 1912 a lease was secured
on the line of the Illinois Centra! Railroad between Evansville

and Henderson and

this

property was electrified by the

Evansville Railways. A gasoline car ferry was installed to
transfer the interurban cars across the river.
In 1913 the

Crescent Navigation Company was incorporated with Mr.
Carson as president to operate on the Ohio river in connection with the railway properties. Mr. Carson retains his
connection as vice-president and general manager of the
Evansville Railways in an advisory capacity and will continue as president of the Crescent Navigation Company.

Pipe Tools.-

Trade Publications
— Catalogue 38, entitled "Pipe Tools"

and

i.ssued

by

the Greenfield Tap & Die Corporation, Greenfield, Mass., shows
the complete line of pipe tools made by this corporation.
The

quick release and quick return features of the Greenfield receding
pipe threader are emphasized, and the catalogue contains an extensive list of stocks and dies, burring reamers, pipe cutters and
wrenches. The back of the catalogue contains considerable useful information and several tables.
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I'L'RNACi;.— Uullitiii No. 1 oi lilt Aiinricaii
a cuiulensol irraliM- mi cuiiiliustiuii and tlie
furnace aiul liuilcr pruportinns to the
«Aiciency oi Ci.>mbustion antt heat uhM>r|)tion in the locomotive
boiler, prepareil by J, T. Anthony.
The text is illustrated with
charts, diagrams and drawings and is based upon a thorough
study oi the available data bearing upon the subject. It should
be in the hands oi every locomotive designer.

l.ucoMoiivK

Arch Ciiinpany
oi

relation

is

locuniutive

Motor- Uriven Compressors.— The U'estinghouse Traction
Brake Conip-'"), Pittsburgh, I'a., has issued a high-grade, linely
illustrated bi'oklet describing in iletail its complete line of motordriven air compressors, both stationary and portable, ranging in
t umpn^scd air accessories ior
capacity irom II to 1 10 cu. it.
doing almo^t every possible kind oi work arc included. Users
oi compressed air tools will lind many new ieaturcs and valuable
labor-saving devices in this book, which is designated as publication No. 9035 and has been copyrighted.

Packing and Mechanical Kuiher

(ickids.

— Jones

Packings

is

oi a 28-paBc catalogue which has been issued by the
Jones Packmg Company, 50 Church street. New York. A complete line oi librous packings ior oil, ammonia, steam, acid,
water, syrup, air, alkali, etc., is illustrated and briefly described,
The line includes ring, spiral aiid coil
with price >|Uotations.
sheet
packings of various sections and types oi construction
pump
asbestos, duck insertion and tubular gaskets
packing
the

1099

title

;

:

valves, water

;

and steam hose

;

diaphragms,

etc.

—

LiFTiNX Jacks. Catalogue "F," recently issued by the JoyceCridland Company, Dayton, Ohio, contains descriptions, illustrations and prices oi a complete line of lifting, pulling and pushThe hydraulic jacks include both inside and outside
ing jacks
pump types with a wide range oi capacity up to 200 tons. The
line oi geared screw jacks in capacities oi 25 to 75 tons, include
types suitable ior both bridge and railroad shop work. The line
also includes automatic geared jacks, automatic lever jacks, track
jacks, telescope screw jacks, traversing bases ior liiting jacks and
jacks ior special classes of service. Repair parts for the various
jacks are illustrated and listed in comeiiieiU form lor ordering.

Financial and Construction
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Railway Financial News
& PiTTSBLHCH — The .New ^'ork

KociiKSTER

Bl'KKALo,

Public
Service Commission has authorized this company to issue $1,500,000 41;. per cent SO-year consolidated mortgage bonds.
The company has also received authority from the commission
to pledge all or any part of the bonds as collateral security for
short-term loans under certain prohibitions. The proceeds of
the loans are to be used to pay ior cost of additions and betterments.

Canadian NoRTHERN.-Hon. A. K. Maclean,
Finance

.Acting Minister of

Ottawa, has given notice of a resolution making
ior dealing with the maturing obligations of the
Canadian .Northern. It is as iollows
"Resolved, that it is
expedient to provide that as five-sixths oi the six hundred
thousand shares of the capital stock of the Canadian Northern
Railway Company have been transferred to the Minister of
Finance, as required by chapter 24 of the statutes of 1917. the
Governor in Council may assist the Canadian .Northern, or any
company included in the Canadian .Northern System, in renewing or postponing the payment oi any indebtedness of any
such company, on such terms as may be agreed on, by guaranteeing in whole or in part the payment thereof, with interest,
or the notes or obligations given for such renewal of postponement provided that the amount of principal to be so
guaranieetl shall not exceed the amount of the indebtedness,
the payment oi which is renewed or postponed and, iurther,
that the guarantee shall be in such iorm and signed by such
person as the Governor in Council may approve, and shall inure for the benefit and security of the holder for the time
being oi the indebtedness or the notes or other obligations
repre.senting the same
and that any payments which may be
required to be made pursuant to any such guarantee shall be
made out oi the consolidated revenue iund oi Canada, and
the order in Council authorizing such guarantee shall be conclusive evidence ior such holder that the terms and conditions
of this resolution have been complied with, and that such
guarantee is legal and binding."
at

provision

:

;

;

;

Chesapeake & Ohio.
rector

to

— Garrett
Decatur

succeed

B.

Wall has been elected a

.\xtell.

who

resigned

as

di-

vice-

president and director in February.
Other retiring directors
were re-elected.
resolution was passed at the annual meeting authorizing the directors to negotiate agreements with the
United States Government for operation of the road under

A

Government

and

for compensation to the railway comproperty. Another resolution, authorizincorporate in itself, for convenience in
accounting and management, various subsidiary companies, of
which it owns all. or practically all, of the capital stock, failed
because the three-fourths majority of the capital stock, required
by the charter to be represented at a meeting taking such action,
was not obtainable. The meeting accordingly adjourned until
May 3, when it is hoped the required amount of stock representation may be obtained.

control,

pany for the use of
ing the

company

Illinois Central.

its

to

—

C. B. Seger has been elected a director to
succeed Judge Robert S. Lovett, resigned.

—

N'ew York Central. The regular quarterly dividend declared
by this company was 1'4 per cent and not II-4 per cent as was
incorrectly stated in the Railuvy Age last week.

oi

OVER THE TOP TOGETHER

—

York, New Haven & Hartford. At the annual meeting
the stockholders. Vice-president Buckland explained the
government's operation of the property by agreement. He said
that the basis oi reimbursement first established the net operating revenues at $21,500,000. Out of this the company must pay
$18,000,000 for rentals of leaded lines and interest on indebtedness, leaving about $3,000,000 available for dividends, to which
will be added the benefit of 1 per cent, saved in interest In the
refinancing of $43,000,000 by the government. The law, how-

New
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power to compel the putting back into
the road lor betterment of all kinds a portion of the whole of
Stockholders asked
the net revenues available for dividends.
what the dividend would amount to and Mr. Buckland thought
The matter of dividend rested with the
it might be 1 per cent.
President and would be determined by the amount of net surplus made available. While on the face of things the amount
available might appear to be as high as 3H per cent, there was
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ever, gives the President

no certainty that the dividend would be that.
Walter B. Lashar of Bridgeport was elected a director
succeed Eli Whitney of New Haven, resigned.

Norfolk & Western.

— See

editorial

comments elsewhere

Officers

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Henry

to

in this

issue.

F. Green lias been appointed general real estate and
agent of the Chicago & Alton, with headquarters at
Chicago, 111., succeeding T. A. Rittenhouse, who has been
granted an indefinite leave of absence.

tax

L. Beven, terminal superintendent of the Illinois Central
Orleans, La., has been appointed assistant to the
executive vice-president of that road and of the Yazoo &
Mississippi Valley, with headquarters at Chicago, effective
April 19.
J.

—

Pennsylv.-vni.^ Railro.ad. An agreement was approved by the
Pennsylvania Public Service Commission by which the Pennsylvania Railroad will acquire the stock ownership of the Cornwall & Lebanon and the Susquehanna, Bloomsburg & Berwick
railroads.
For years the Pennsylvania has held a controlling
interest in these companies.

— R.

Union P.\cific.
by Henry W.

Lovett has been succeeded as a director
Clark, counsel of the company, and Marvin
Hughitt has been succeeded by his son Marvin Hughitt, Jr.
The following executive committee has been appointed C. B.
Seger, chairman, W. A. Harriman, Otto H. Kahn, William
Rockefeller, Mortimer L. Schiff, and Frank A. Vanderlip.
S.

:

Western

Railway

Pacific.

— Alvin

elected a director

W. Krech, of New York, has been reand has also been chosen chairman of the

board of directors.

Railway Construction

—

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe.- This company is building
a transfer freight house at Argentine, Kan., 32 ft. wide by
1,000 ft. long, 300 ft. of which will be two stories in height.
The building will be a frame structure resting on a concrete
foundation. J. E. Nelson & Co., Chicago, have the contract
for the work, which will cost about $70,000.

—

Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, This company has awarded
contracts for the construction of a freight house and a storehouse at Casper, Wyo., to G. A. Johnson & Sons, Chicago. The
freight house will be SO ft. by 110 ft., 90 ft. of which will be
two stories. It will be a steel frame structure resting on concrete foundations with brick walls and a composition roof. The
storehouse will be of brick construction, 48 ft. by 70 ft., resting
on a concrete foundation and covered with a composition

at

New

L. R. Deevers, whose appointment as auditor of the Wheeling & Lake Erie, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio, was
mentioned in these columns on April 5, was born at Pittsburgh, Pa., on January 14, 1884. Following his graduation
from Westminster College, Pa., in 1906 he entered the service of the Wheeling & Lake Erie as a clerk in the office of
the auditor of disbursements. On September 1, 1909, he was
appointed shop accountant of the car shops at Toledo, Ohio.
He remained there until March 1, 1914, when he went to
Cleveland, Ohio, as chief clerk to the auditor. He was promoted to assistant auditor on June 1, 1915, and on September
1. 1917, was appointed acting auditor during the absence of
the auditor on account of illness. On April 1, 1918, he was
promoted to auditor to succeed C. H. Holmes, resigned.
S. T. Bledsoe, whose appointment as general counsel of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe was announced in the Railway
of April 12, was born in Clinton county, Ky., on May 12,
1868. He was educated

Age

Southern Normal
School and
Business
College
at
Bowling
Green, Ky., and at the
University of Texas.
He entered railway
in the

service

—The

Public Service Commission of
Oregon recently granted the application of the Oregon State
elimination of the crossing at
Commission
for
the
Highway
grade of the West Side highway with the Newberg branch
of the West Side division of the Southern Pacific in Washington county, Oregon. The commission has ordered that an
undergrade crossing be installed at this point approximately
200 ft. west of the present grade crossing, with a minimum
lateral clearance of 24 ft. and a minimum vertical clearance of
The cost of the overhead structure, the necessary
IS ft.
grading and filling and the additional cost of drainage incident to the construction of the crossing, will be borne in
equal proportion by the Southern Pacific and the Oregon
State Highways Commission, and the cost of maintaining the
overhead structure and necessary abutments will be borne
by the railroad, while the expense of maintaining the roadway
and surface thereof will be borne by the highways commis-

Southern

Pacific.

sion.

—

Southern Railway. This road in connection with the building of the government nitrate plants at Muscle Shoals has authorized the following work at Sheffield, Ala., and vicinity. Additional tracks and extension of existing tracks in the Northern
Alabama yards additions and alterations to the Union passenger
station and the construction of a baggage room in connection
construction of a two story extension to an office
therewith
building in connection with the freight station which is to be enlarged, all at Sheffield; and rebuilding four piers of the bridge
;

;

over the Tennessee river at Florence.

a

local

at-

Ardmore, I. T., in 1895,
and was appointed attorney for Indian Territory

roof.

as

torney for the Gulf,
Colorado & Santa Fe at

for

company

the

in 1907.

same

From

1908 to July, 1912, Mr.

Bledsoe was a member
of the firm of Cotting-

ham &

Bledsoe, solici-

tors in Oklahoma for
the Santa Fe lines. On
the latter date he be-

S. T.

Bledsoe

came general attorney
for the Santa Fe at Oklahoma City, Okla., retaining his connection with the firm of Cottingham & Bledsoe. On January
1, 1915, he was appointed assistant general solicitor of the
road, with headquarters at Chicago, having special charge of
valuation and tax matters, supervision of proceedings before
state commissions and of litigation resulting from their orders
and from' legislative acts. On April 2, 1918, he was appointed

general counsel to succeed Walker D. Hines,
to accept service with the government.

who

resigned

J. C. Davis, attorney for the Chicago & North Western at
Des Moines, Iowa, has been appointed general solicitor in
charge of the legal department of the company under government control. The entire law department of the road has
been reorganized in conformance with the order of the Railroad Administration to divorce corporate matters from operating matters.
The officers here given will confine their
activities to work concerned with the operation of the road.
W. G. Wheeler and A. A. McLoughlin, attorney for the North
Western in Nebraska, have been appointed assistant general
solicitors.
E. R. Hart, general attorney, retains that title

^
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under the new ortjanization, ami R. H. Witticombe, conmicrce
The
attorney, lias also been appoiniecl Kencral attorney.
offices of assistant general counsel and commerce counsel
Ttieso rhanRCs were rlTrctive on
have been (li-.-..iiiiin!i-cl
April -'.'

A. M. Burt, whose appointment as acting general manager
of the Northern Pacific lines east of Paradise, Mont., was mentioned in these columns on April 12, was born at Syracuse, N. Y.,
on May 1, 1866. He cntercd railway serTicc as
a rodman on the Colo-

^^^^^^k

Midland in 1885.
he went with the
Northern Pacific as an
man,
nstrument
rado
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being appointed assistengineer.
ant
1892 to 1897 he was assistant engineer on the
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1902, to

January

1,

lie

on which date

Law-

Northern

as

bridges

assistant

super-

From Octo-

was superintendent

of various

divisions in Dakota. Montana and Washington. From the latter
date until .\pril 1, 1918, be was chief engineer maintenance of
way, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn. As acting general
J. M. Rapelje, promoted, and will continue to have headquarters at St. Paul.

manager he succeeds

L. M. Davis, whose appointment as superintendent of the
Northern division of the Great Northern, with headquarters
Crookston. Minn., was annoiinccil in tliese columns
at
February 22, was born

He entered the
service of the Chicago
& North Western as a
June

operator

promoted

later

G. A. Morson, general manager of the Cuban Central, has
been appointed general manager of the United Railways of
Havana, the Western Railway of Havana, the Havana Central,
and the Cuban Central, with headquarters at Havana, Cuba,
and T. E. Keyworth, superintendent of locomotives on the
Cuban Central, with ofTice at Sagua-la-Grande. has been appointed assistant general manager of the Cuban Central, with
headquarters at the same place.

Victor Parvin whose appointment as superintendent of the
Virginian Railway, with headquarters at Princeton, W. Va.,
has already been announced in these columns, was born on
July 6. 1883. at Laurel. Del., and was educated in the graded
schools. He began railway work on November 1. 1899, with
the Baltimore. Chesapeake & Atlantic, and served as operator
and agent until June, 1901, and then went to the New York,

Hartford in the same capacity. In March,
he returned to the service of the Baltimore. Chesapeake
Atlantic, as despatcher and from July. 1904, to February.
1907. served consecutively as operator, clerk, car distributor
and despatcher on the Washington. Danville and Durham
divisions of the Southern Railway.
He then returned to the
service of the New Haven as chief despatcher on the Western
division.
From October. 1912. to July. 1914. he was chief
despatcher on the Minneapolis & St. Louis, and then was appointed trainmaster on the same road.
From February to
June, 1917. he was car distributor in the office of the general
superintendent of transportation of the Southern Railway
Lines West, and then was appointed yardmaster of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Newark. Ohio. In December,
1917. he entered the service of the Virginian Railway as trainmaster, which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the same road as above noted.
1902,

&

Traffic

on

to

re-

agent and worked

lief

Dan C. Pettibone, manager of mail traffic and general
baggage agent of the Northern Pacific, has been transferred

at various points on the
line until July 1, 1905.

to the president's staff, with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn.,
retaining the title and office of manager of mail traffic, effective .^pril 11.
In addition, he will perform such other
duties as may be assigned to him.

on which date he was
promoted to train despatcher in Chicago.

On

May 1, 1907. he was appointed night chief
despatcher
and on
June

IS.

1909.

C. P. Barrett, general western passenger agent of the Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, with office at Chicago, has been
appointed division passenger agent, with office at Buffalo,
N. Y.; E. J. Quackenbush, division passenger agent at Buffalo, has been appointed division passenger agent, with office
at Syracuse. The general western passenger agency and the
traveling passenger agency at Chicago will be abolished on

was ap-

pointed chief despatcher

of

the

Wisconsin

division, with the

headquarters.

same

On May

^""

•- ^he was promoted to trainmaster of
the same division, which position he held until January 1,
1916. when he resigned to enter the service of the Great
Northern as chief despatcher at Minot, X. D. On September
10, 1916, he was transferred to Grand Forks, N. D.; on November 1. 1916. he was promoted to trainmaster of the
Dakota division, with the same headquarters, and on July
1. 1917. he went to St.
Paul. Minn., to take a course in the
accounting department of the Great Northern. The course
expired December 31. 1917. and he was returned to Grand
Forks as trainmaster, which position he held until February
1.

1913.

10.

E. D. Hungerford, assistant superintendent of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific at Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed acting superintendent of the Cedar Rapids division,
with headquarters at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, succeeding G. A.
Merrill, who has been granted leave of absence on account of
illness.
F. M. Patt has been appointed acting assistant superintendent at Minneapolis, to succeed Mr. Hungerford.

Tinsley Smith, commercial agent of the Central of Georgia,
with office at Denver, Colo., has been appointed division
freight and passenger agent, with office at Chattanooga,
Tenn., vice W. E. Stewart, assigned to special service.

He was

1899.

3.

appointment as noted above be-

J. F. Alsip, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific at Taconia,
Wash., has been appointed acting assistant to the general
superintendent of the western district, with the same head-

in 1881.

telegraph

his

effective.

New Haven &

the

intendent.
ber.

St.

the Wisconsin
and the Chicago
Xorth Western. On
January
he re-

pointed
1914,

&

and buildings, and in
March. 1901, was ap-

""

1918.

came

quarters, effective April

Operating
J. E. Fairhead has been appointed general superintendent
of the rittsburgh & West \'ir({iiiia and the West Side Belt,
with office at I'ittsburnh, Pa,, vice E. M. Alvord, resigned.

^^^1^^^^^

20.

1101

May

1.

John A. O'Brien, general agent in the passenger department of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omaha, at
Minneapolis. Minn., has been assigned to other duties and
his office has been abolished. The traffic offices of the Omaha
at Helena. Mont., and Tacoma. Wash., were closed on April
15.

Freight

and passenger matters previously under the
Tacoma (Wash.1 office will hereafter be

jurisdiction of the

handled by Frank W. Parker, general agent at Seattle. Wash.
Matters previously under the jurisdiction of the Helena
fMont.) office will be handled directly from the traffic department headquarters at St. Paul, Minn.
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Engineering and Rolling Stock
chief engineer of tlie
J. Egleston lias been appointed
Utali Railway, with olTice at Salt Lake City, Utah, vice H. G.
with
another company.
McMechen, resigned to accept service

O.

Frank A. DeWolff, master mechanic at the Sagua-la-Grande,
(Cuba) shops of the Cuban Central, has been appointed assistant superintendent of locomotives, with office at the same

First Lieutenant G. C. Kennedy of Company F, Thirteenth
Engineers (Railways) in France, has been promoted to
captain. Mr. Kennedy was formerly chief despatcher of the
Gulf, Colorado & Santa Fe at Beaumont, Tex. Second Lieutenant S. S. McConnell of the same company, formerly clerk
in

the

superintendent's office of the Atchison, Topeka &
at Emporia, Kan., has been promoted to first lieuand E. P. Dudley, also a Santa Fe man, has been

Santa Fe
tenant,

commissioned second

place.

O. R. Hale, assistant superintendent of locomotives of the
Cuban Central, with office at Sagua-la-Grande, Cuba, has been
appointed superintendent of locomotives, with headquarters
at the
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same

place.

Wilgus, engineer maintenance of way of the
Shawmut & Northern, with office at Angelica, N.
chief engineer and his former position
appointed
been
has
Y.,
has been abolished.

Herbert

S.

Pittsburg,

John L. Smith, master mechanic

of the Pittsburg,

lieutenant.

W.

E. MacEwen, traffic manager of the Peerless Transit
Line, Cleveland, Ohio, has been appointed director of traffic
Western Petroleum Refiners' Association, with headthe
for
quarters at Kansas City, Mo., and will work in conjunction
with O. M. Conley, representative of the oil director of the
U. S. Fuel Administration, and B. L. Swearingen, representative of the regional director of western railways, in connection with the problem of expediting the movement of tank
cars to

meet the demands of the goverment and

Northern, with office at St. Marys, Pa., has been appointed
superintendent of motive power and equipment, and his
former position has been abolished.
E. H. Mattingly, general car foreman of the Baltimore &
Ohio, at South Chicago, 111., has been appointed general car
foreman in the Chicago district of the Baltimore & Ohio and
the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal.

H. K. Fox, chief draftsman
of the

Western Maryland

at

motive power department
Hagerstown, Md., has been ap-

in the

pointed engineer of tests of the Chicago, Milwaukee
Paul, with headquarters at Milwaukee, Wis., succeeding
Bennison, resigned.

& St.
W. T.

Topeka &
J. A. Conley, master mechanic of the Atchison,
Santa Fe at Raton, N. M., has been transferred to the Valley
division, with headquarters at Fresno, Cal., succeeding John
Pullar, transferred to the Los Angeles division, with headquarters at San Bernardino, Cal., effective April 11.
Robert H. Boykin, division engineer of the Erie, with office
Susquehanna, Pa., has been appointed assistant superintendent of maintenance, with office at New York, vice H.
Knight, promoted; Charles M. Lewis, assistant division
engineer at Susquehanna, has been appointed division engineer of the Delaware division and the Wyoming division and
branches, vice Mr. Boykin, and H. D. Row, supervisor at
Jamestow-n, N. Y., has been appointed assistant division
engineer, with office at Susquehanna, succeeding Mr. Lewis.

at

F. H. Masters, division engineer of the Elgin, Joliet &
Eastern, with headquarters at Gary, Ind., has been promoted
to assistant chief engineer, with office at Joliet, 111., succeeding
G. H. Jennings, resigned to become general manager of the
Powers-Thomson Construction Company, Joliet. Arthur G.
Borland, assistant engineer at Joliet, has been transferred to
Gary and placed in charge of the engineering work previously
handled by Mr. Masters. J. W. Webster, valuation engineer
at Joliet. has assumed the duties of Mr. Borland, in addition
All of these changes were effective
to his present work.
April IS.

Railway Officers
Shelby
jiiined

roads

S.

the

in

its

allies.

Shawmut

&

Government Service

Roberts, consulting civil engineer, Chicago, has
of tlie regional director of southern rail-

staff

at -Atlanta, Ga.

Ralph Peters, Jr., assistant superintendent of the Long
Island, with office at Jamaica, N. Y., has received a commission as second lieutenant in the Railway Transportation
Corps of the National Arm}'.

W.

R. Wood, mechanical engineer of the Great Northern,
Paul. Minn., has been appointed mechanical engineer on
the staff of Ralph Budd, assistant in charge of capital expenditures to the regional director of western railroads,
St.

Chicago.
B. M. Bukey, assistant general passenger agent of the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe at Chicago, has been appointed
assistant to H. P. Anewalt who is in charge of naval traffic
for the U. S. Railroad Administration, with headquarters at
Washington, D. C.

Obituary
Henry Russell Lloyd,

&

St. Paul until
Chicago on April

H.

S. Hills,

his

fuel agent of the Chicago, Milwaukee
retirement in 1910, died at his home in

12.

master mechanic of the Louisville

&

with office at Ravenna, Ky., died recently at his
Irvine, Ky., at the age of 52.

Nashville,

home

in

Joseph W. Taylor, secretary of the American Railway
Master Mechanics' Association, Master Car Builders' Association, and Western Railway Club, died suddenly on Wednesday morning of this week.

—

Equipment of an Inf.^ntrvm.xn A table showing that more
than eighteen pounds of metal enter into the composition of
articles required for the equipment of each infantryman has been'
prepared by the Ordnance Bureau of the War Department. The
metal equipment carried by each infantry soldier weighs 294.65
ounces, consisting of 153 ounces iron and steel, 12.35 ounces tin,
62.7 ounces brass, 24.2 ounces aluminum, 36.4 ounces of metal in
bullets, consisting of lead, tin and cupro-nickel, and 6 ounces of
other metal. An additional weight of 114.7 ounces is added by
equipment of cotton, wool, leather and wood. From The
Engineering and Mining Journal.

—

—

British Locomotive Works in Spain. Filson Young, writing
from Madrid to the London Daily Mail, on March 5, says a
powerful combination of British and Spanish industrial interests,
involving an initial capital of $S,{X)0,000, has been completed
between Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox and some of the most important

industrial

forces

in

the

country,

including the

Altos

Hornos Company, of Bilbao, the only steel producers in Spain.
He adds: "The principal object of the combination is the manufacture of high-class locomotives, marine and land boilers, and
solid drawn tubes on a new principle which will supersede the
Mannesmann process. Works which will be by far the largest

Spain will be erected near Bilbao and give employment to
Messrs. Babcock & Wilcox will undertake the equipment of the factory with British machinery and will direct the
in

2,000 men.

technical management until the year 1940.
No complete boilers
have hitherto been constructed in Spain, and locomotives have
almost exclusively been imported from Germany, the value imported in 1913 being $2,500,000. Although a few have since been
imported from the United States at a cost of $50,(XX) each, the
transport of the country has been practically paralyzed for the
last year and a half. This enterprise will make Spain independent
of outside supplies for many years to come, and will greatly
facilitate the provision of light railways, which is one of the most
urgent of the country's needs. The King of Spain, who received
the managing director of the British company on his recent visit
here, has taken a great interest in the combine, which is generally
regarded with enthusiasm as the forerunner of many similar commercial alliances between the two countries."

—

W.IKE Lip! Thus far, we are certain, the Germans haven't
invented any long range gun that will carry across the ."Xtlantic.
But it would require such a gun to awaken some Americans to
Vtica Herald-Disfatch.
the realization that we are in this war.

There must be no longer delay in making the necessar)' improvements in shoi>s and engine terminals for the oncoming
winter. At tlie jiresent time, because ol
Repair Facilities j;n-k of facilities, railway shops are
working about 15 per cent overtime in
Must Be
order to get the motive power back into
Improved
good condition after the severe winter.
One reason for the j)oor condition of tiie power was the lack
of proper engine terminal facilities.
If the railroads are to
pass through next winter without a serious power shortage,
conditions must he improved.
Even with the new locomo-

power will be taxed to the
utmost next winter.
Everything that can must be done to
keep the pnjwer in condition, to turn it promptly at the
terminals, and to keep it on the road doing work for the
greatest possii)le percentage of time.
This cannot be done
unless iramediate attention is given the facilities for handling
and repairing the power.
tives to be received this year, the

A

letter by T. J. Foley, vice-president of the Illinois Central
system, published in this issue, focuses attention upon a

„^

phase of the labor situation in this
country which is very- much out of harIdle Laborer
mony witli the spirit of the times. In
*r*'^'^ °^ ''" acute shortage of labor on
Work
the farms, in the factories and on the
railwa)s, Mr. Foley's observations during a recent trip over
the soulliem lines of the Illinois Central system led him
to believe that at least 10 per cent of the labor supply of
the South is idle at this time.
This is a condition which
.

.

^

^

adds force to the demand for the conscription of labor.
Americans of whatever color or position in life who fail
to put their shoulders to the wheel to back up the men

who

are fighting their

are disloyal to their countnin its time of need.
To work for one's countni' is a small
sacrifice compared with shouldering a gun, and all those
who insist upon idling should be held up to public .scorn.
If an aroused sentiment against idlers fails to drive these
p-.,n r,, 'vork they should be conscripted.
liattles

Of vital interest to the public in general and the railways in
particular, will he the convention of the International Railway Fuel

which will be held
This convention
under the auspices
of botli the Railroad and Fuel administrations.
The general arrangements
are under the direction of C. R. Gray, director of the Division
of Transportation of the Railroad administration, and P. B.
Noyes, director of the Conservation division of the Fuel administration.
Fuel problems will tie discussed, which are
of vital interest to both the transportation and mechanical

Fuel Problems
to Be Discussed
in Convention

There

an impression prevailing that the ,-tandard locomopurchased Ia' the goveninu-nt will In: used <jnly
as a liquid reserve and to meet the reStandard Locomo- (juirements of interchange power. Such
tives for Intera plan has received commendation. To
compel the railroads desiring locomochange Service
tives for their particular use to purchase
standard locomotives would be asking them to |)urcha.-ie locomotives which perhaps would not best meet their conditions
and which they are not prepared to maintain. Take the
Pennsylvania for instance.
That road has perhaps more
carefully studied its motive jrower requirements and spent
more mone)- to develop locomotives which best meet its conditions than any road in the United States.
It is obvious
that any standard locomotive, which of necessity is of a
compromise design, will not be as efficient as the locomotives
is

tives to

Im?

now

operates.
The same applies to other roads. On the
hand there are roads which are now operating locomowhich may not be as well designed as the standard
locomotives.
In such cases these roads would undoubtedly
it

other
tives

be glad to purchase the standard locomotives,

prmided the

details of the design are changed to accord with their own
existing standards.
railroad cannot be blamed for not

A

wanting to buy the completely standardized locomotives. If
they buy tbem the maintenance difficulties due to the fact
that they will be different from any other locomotives they
operate, will be with them until the locomotives pass out of
existence or until a substantial sum is spent to change them
over to meet their own standards. This leads to the que.^tion
as to what the government is to do with the standard locomotives it purchases, after the railroads pass back into the
hands of the private owners. It is obvious that standard
locomotives would be of no further use to the government.
They undoubtedly would he sold to the highest bidder. Being
of a detail design different from that used on any railroad in
the countn*, it is apparent that they are very liable to I* .'old
at a loss.
Is it wise for the government to order too many of
these locomotives?
Is it not better to permit the roads to
order locomotives best suitetl to their conditions?

-Association

in Chicago,
is

pose of discussing the fuel problem in a broad way.
It behooves every railroad to have their transjKjrtation and mechanical officers in attendance that the messages may l>e sown
on fruitful ground.

May

23.

to be conducted

departments of the railways.

The

trying times experienced
last year due to coal shortage have showTi what an important
part the railroads bear to the entire fuel problem. Prominent
speakers from both the United States and Canada are to
discuss this question.
Never before has there been such a

group of authorities on fuel gathered together for the pur-

Parts of railroad systems, which tjefore the war were oiterated
very satisfactorily under manual block signaling, are now
badly congested Ity the heavy movement

Relation Between
Signals and

Track Capacity

of war traffic.
It is
come such conditions
sible.

essential to over-

as quickly as po--

\\'here congested conditions oxi't

on such lines tonnage trains, of necessity, must wait on sidings and main tracks to meet or allow
other trains to clear the block before they can then proceed.
This introduces a large amount of dead time and such delays
are equivalent to holding much additional equipment out
of service.
Ever)- minute of time .saved in the movement
of tonnage trains means that rolling stock and motive pmver

1103
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will bu

rele;i.-.ed

and

read)'

for other duties just that

much

before the Railroad Administration
and tht operating officers of the railroads today is the elimiof
this
dead time on sidings and main lines
nation of as much
The problems confronting the administration
as possible.
sooner.

One problem

and varied in number, and details must necessarily
wait their turn, but it would appear to be advisable for
]iroblemS such as those noted above to receive the early
attention not only of railroad officers but the Railroad AdWhen it is considered that, on one
ministration as well.
stretch of single track 15.7 miles long where more than one
required
to get four important southhour was formerly
bound trains through, the installation of automatic signals
has enabled this to be accomplished in less than half the
time, it would appear that such installations can be expected
Since signals
to eliminate some of the present congestion.
can be installed at a much less cost per mile and with a
considerably smaller number of laborers than other classes
of work from which the same returns may be obtained, and
as such installations will cut down to a very great extent
the amount of dead time in the movement of the present
traffic it would appear that this subject should receive careful
are large

and earlv consideration.

railways several million dollars more.

year 1918, as it did in the year 1917, not in the spring or
summer, but in the fall and winter, and how the railways will
be able to stand the test next fall and winter will depend
mainly, first, on the condition of their old locomotives, cars,
track and other facilities, and, second, on how many new
locomotives and cars they have and on what additional facilities they are provided with.
Now, from present indications
the railways will not get enough new cars and locomotives
liefore next fall merely to replace those that will have to be
scrapped this year; and they certainly will not unless the
Purchasing Division very soon places all the orders for the
car and locomotive specialties as w-ell as for the l)uilding of

tion has this

and 1,025 locomotives. These are the first cars
and locomotives that have been ordered for the railways of the
freight cars

United States this year, although one-third of the year is nowThe St. Paul planned to build 5,000 cars in its own
passed.
shops but has given up this plan. Furthermore, the statement
tliat these cars and locomotives have been ordered is subject
The specialties which are to
to an important qualification.
be put on them have not been ordered yet; and until the car
they

cannot

The delays which
actually begin to turn out the equipment.
already have occurred in placing the orders will considerably
reduce the number of locomotives and cars that can be louilt
Any further debefore the rush of business comes this fall.
lays in ordering the specialties will further reduce the amount
]Many supply
of equipment that can be delivered before fall.
companies are now- practically or wholly out of orders and
will have to clo.se down their plants and let labor go if they
do not get orders soon. It would appear, however, that there
are to be further delays, since the .supply people have been
asked to furnish a large amount of information regarding
their costs

which they must

first

w-ork

uj),

itself.

respectfully submit that in present circumstances speed

more important than a small difference in prices; and that
amount the country may be caused to lose next fall and
winter in railway earnings, commercial profits and output from
mines and factories by an avoidable deficiency of locomotives
and cars may greatly exceed all that the railways may be
saved by further protracting the negotiations with the railway
equipment and supply companies.
the

DEPARTMENT of the Railroad AdministraTHE PURCHASINGweek
placed the orders for about 100,000

specialties

would seem

is

Price Versus Speed

these

it

and purchases a matter far more important has been
This is the imperative need
given insufficient consideration.
for avoiding anything which will cause delay in providing new
cars and locomotives as fast as they can be built.
The railways, under the direction of the Railroad Administration, are now being operated, from a purely transportation standpoint, with a high degree of efficiency, and apparently are moving more essential traffic tlian ever before.
But the crucial test for the railways is going to come in the
tion

We

get

But

that in the handling of these important matters of standardiza-

the equipment

and locomotive builders
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and which the Pur-

chasing Division must later compile if the data is to serve
any useful purpose.
In entering upon its program of locomotive and car standardization, and in adopting the policy it has in negotiating
with the equipment and supply companies, the Railroad AdIts purministration has been prompted by worthy motives.
pose has been to increase the efficiency of the railroads and to
get equipment and supplies for them at the lowest prices practicable.
The policy adopted by it regarding standardization
Its scheme of locomotive
of cars is eminently wise and fair.
The Purstandardization is, in our opinion, very unwise.
chasing department has succeeded in placing the orders for
cars on a basis of 5 per cent profit as compared with the 10
This is a victory
per cent originally asked by the builders.
for the Purchasing department which will save the railroads
several million dollars, although it has created intense disIt is
satisfaction on the part of most of the car builders.
probable that the Purchasing department will succeed in gettina the locomotives on. a similar basis, which will save the

Patents and Royalties
on Railway Supplies

THE E.\TENT TO WHICH PATENTS and royalties upon patents
will be recognized by the purchasing department of the
Railroad Administration in buying equipment and supplies
is still a subject of discussion.
The purchasing department
has asked the supply companies in presenting the data showing their co.sts of manufacture, to list separately the amounts
]jaid by them in royalties.
The question involved really has
three phases, one of law, one of economics and one of morals.
The legal phase of the matter is concisely covered in an
article by Paul Synnestvedt, the eminent patent lawyer, which
we publish in another column. Mr. Synnestvedt summarizes
two recent decisions in which the United States Supreme
Court has passed upon the question as to whether certain
[la tents must be surrendered for the use of the government
without compensation.
One of these related to the use of
some of the patents on the Marconi w-ireless telegraph appara-

use of some Curtis marine turbine patents.
government has the same right to commandeer
patents as any other property, these decisions show- that it
cannot do .so without providing for just compensation for the

tus, the other to the

\\'hile the

In other words, it cannot authorize one concern to
niake an article on which another concern owns the patents
in such a way as to protect the former against a successful
proceeding for damages by the latter.
If the Railroad Administration .should desire to get more devices of a particular
kind than the owner of the patents could make, it could require the owner to let competing concerns made the additional
number, but the competing concerns which made the device
would have to pay the owner for the use of the patents.
As an economic matter, it is questionable if there would he
manv instances in which the Railroad .Administration would

patentee.
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de.-iire

artiik-> of a

tlic

pati-iits

cerns were asked to manufaiture this particular draft near it
would he neies>ary for tiiem to make changes in their organizations and plants which would take a Ion;; time and
Disreiiardinn the element of
involve a larjie e.\i)entliture.
time, since a manufacturer

who has been making one kind

of draft pear wciuld have to incur the expense of preparing
his jdanl and ornani/.ation to make another kind, it is doubtful if he could m.ike that other kind as cheaply as the concern
whose business it has been to make it and which has built up
its plant and it? organization for that purpose.
Furthermore, the concern which owns the patents on a
device and whose pros|)ective business is based on making
that device anil making it as well as possible, has an incentive,
to make it well anil to cause it to give good service, which no
It always has been cusother concern ]H)Ssibly can have.
iomar\ for the manufacturer of railway supplies to co-operate
with the railway management which liuys a device in using
it properly and getting the best ]X)ssible service from it. Almo.st
every manufacturer of a ])atented device in this field has expens who are constantly engaged in teaching railway employees how to use it and in working with railway ofticers for
the puqiose of correcting any shortcomings and making any
improvements in it that may prove to he necessary or desirWhile the owner of the patents on the device has an
al)le.
obvious incentive to render such servMce, any competing conwhich
was authorized to make it would just as obviouslx'
cern
From an economic ])oint of
not have any >uch incentive.
view probably it will be best for the Railroad Administration,
in dividing its orders among the manufacturers, to buy from
them, as far as practicable, the particular kind of devices
they have been used to making.
As to tlie moral phase, the Railroad Administration has the
right to make any suggestion regarding i)atents and royalties
that may occur to it.
It would not be fair, however, for it to
use tlie ])osition of monopoly which government control gives

practically to coerce railway supply conijjanies into

making

e.xtreme concessions which concerns in other lines of business

are not reijuired to make either to the government or to other
customers.
The government of the United States has given

patent rights to inventors of railway devices just as it has
given them to other inventors.
It has permitted and encouraged companies to buy these patents and build up their businesses on them, just as it has permitted and encouraged other
kinds of concerns to buy patents and establish businesses on
In these circumstances, the railway supply companies
them.

are entitled to be treated by the government with the same
consideration as other concerns which arc making and selling
patented articles to the government and other customers.

Undoubtedly,

departments of the government have the
from which they buy goods
shall not, especially in these war times, charge the government
excessive prices and profiteer at its expense; but plainly there
is no rea.son in law, economics or morals, why the Railroad
.\dministratiun. which is one branch of the government,
should make demands of the railway supply companies which
other branches of the government do not make upon other
manufacturing concerns. The Railrcxid .\dministration does
not contend that labor employed on the railways should be
discriminated against merely because it is working for the
railways under government control.
It would, however, be
right to

railwavs while under government lontrol should lie treated
from other i(»iiiern> with which the government is

dillereiitly

doing

bu.--iness.

lud.iiou ears instead of liuyinn from several coii-

icrns their ilifferent kinds of draft year proUahly the concern
owniiit; the |). items on the particular ilraft near selected would
fast
Ik." unalde to •up|)ly enough of them to eCiui]) the cars as
as the liuilders could turn them out. If. however, other con-

it
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demand

all

that the concerns

as logical to make this contention as to take the position that
concerns which are making eiiuipment and supplies for th'j

Negotiations Regarding!

Railway Compensation

M.wv

even including leading financiers in Wall
apparently thought that when the railroad control
law was pas.sc-d what comjtensation should be paid to the railway companies during the period of government control and
what they would be allowed to do with the money were practically settled.
When, however, the representatives of the
Railroad .Administration, on the one side, and the reprc-sentatives of the railroad companies on the other side, presented
to each other the terms tliey had resjxctively drawn uji for
incorporation in the contracts, it l>ecame apparent that the
question of compensation was far from .settled. .\s the negoI'Koi'LE,

street,

have progressed, the representatives of the two sides
have drawn closer together, liut regarding .some very imtiations

portant matters they are

still

far apart.

The most important

questions which have arisen relate,
first, to whether the comjjanies shall be given the maximum
com|)en.sation provided for by the law; second, as to the use
which the companies may be permitted or required to make
of the surplus part of their guaranteed compen.sation, and of
their income from outside [)ro[)erties; and, tliird, as to the

Railroad Administration regarding maintenance.

polic}- of the

The law
the

authorizes

director

nual

return

general,

not

income

earned

1917.

When

in

the

tlie

President, and he has authorized

pay

to

exceeding
the

three

control

each company an anaverage net operating
years ending
June
30,
was ]>ending representa-

to

the
bill

railways opposed this jjrovision
on
the
ground that it would not give the companies enough com[jcnsation. while .some meml>ers of Congress o])[K).sed it on the
ground that it would give them, or at least some of them, too
much. Those who advocated the proposed basis, including
the Rai'way Age, did so upon the ground that while it was
not ideal, it represented the exi)erience of the railways under
regulation during the last three complete years for which data
were available, and that, therefore, it probat.'ly was a fair
and reasonable a basis to be used in a war measure as could
be adopted.
It is still contended in .some quarters that to
give the companies, and especially the more pros|HTous, the
maximum provided by the law, would be to give them too
much.
Many lawyers believe that a company which carried
the quest on into court could get judgment at a rate equivalent
to that which it was earning when its railway was taken over;
and mo.st roads earned a larger return in the calendar year
1917 than the maximum comp>ens4ition allowed by law.
Therefore, the government might lose rather than gain by taking a stand which would force the companies into the courts.
If the companies should be given in the contracts the maximum return permitted by the law, some companies would
have surpluses after paying their interest and dividends, while
others would have surpluses after paying their interest.
It
has been the custom of most railways having surplus income
to invest most of it in additions and betterments.
Persons belonging to the radical school of thought contend that surplus
invested in the properties really belongs to the public and,
that, therefore, the companies should not be allowed to derive
any return from it. The spokesmen for the companies, on the
other hand, always have contended that surplus earnings belong to the companies and that, therefore, property created by
the investment of these earnings t)elongs to them. They have
said that .some investment of suqilus earnings mast Ix? made
to off.set concealed obsolescence, to provide unproductive imtives

of

the
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provcments, etc., and have in effect conceded that no return
should or even could be paid upon such investment; but at
the same time they have maintained that the companies are
entitled to earn and pay a return upon surplus invested in productive improvements.
This old question, which has been a bone of contention in
almost every important hearing regarding rate regulation or
valuation has now arisen to vex those who are negotiating
regarding the compensation contracts. The two extreme contentions advanced are that the companies should be required

compensation and receive no return
on it, and that they should not be required to invest any of it
and should receive a nominal rate of interest, say, 6 per cent
on all of it that they voluntarily invest. One basis suggested

to invest all their surplus

was that they should invest 15 per cent of their total net income including in this both their guaranteed compensation
and their income from outside properties without asking any
return on this and that on all additional investment made by
them tliey should be paid a return. The 1 5 per cent basis has
not, however, been pressed, chiefly, no doubt, because, while
some companies could invest 15 per cent and have substantial
surpluses left, many others could not invest anywhere near
this much and have any surpluses at all left.
It is difficult to see why income from outside properties

—

ing the rights of the railways, on the one side, and the public
on the other, which have been raised in time of peace, and
which again will be raised in time of peace, they will hardly
be able to agree on a basis which will prevent wliolesale litiIn order to prevent litigation from occurring instead
gation.
of contracts from being made, it will probably be necessary
for

them
and

to avoid trying to establish

suggested.
It would seem that the sensible thing to do would be to
adopt some compromise basis and expressly provide by a
saving clause that the basis adopted should not be regarded
as establishing any precedent affecting management or regulaProbably
tion after the termination of government control.
the most reasonable compromise Isasis whicli could be adopted
would be one on which the companies would be paid a return
on all investment made from surplus compensation, but which
fixed a low percentage of return, perhaps 4 per cent.
The law requires the government to return the physical
properties to the companies at the termination of government
control in substantially the same condition that they were in
when taken over. If the government does not adequately
maintain a railway it will be obliged, on the termination of

pay the company owning it a sum sufficient to offSuppose, on the other hand,
deferred maintenance.
that the Railroad Administration decides that there was deferred maintenance on a railway when it was taken over and
that it must by making larger expenditures for maintenance,
improve the property's condition during tlie period of control.
It is l)eing contended, in effect, by some representatives of the
Railroad Administration that money expended in taking up
deferred maintenance .should be deducted currently from
the guaranteed compensation of the company owning the
control, to
set the

property.

Since a company whose
property is allowed to deteriorate under control is not to be
recouped for its deterioration until the termination of government control, it would apjiear that a company whose propertyis improved by increased expenditures should not be required
to settle with the government for this until the termination of
government control. Each company should be paid during
the period of control its current compensation regardless of
to be logical.

current expenditures for maintenance. Nobody can tell until
the termination of government control what condition any road
will be in when it is returned to its owner. What shape each
will be in will depend not merely on what shape the Railroad
Administration may desire to keep or put it in, but also on
the material and labor situation meantime.
If those conducting the negotiations regarding these contracts should attempt to settle all the difficult problems regard-

precedents for peace

compromises which will carry
out the intent of the railroad control law, which was that
government control should be used solely as a war measure,
and that the problems of peace should be left to be solved

time,

to adopt a series of

when peace

returns.

Shall the

—

should be considered in tliis coimection. The government has
not taken over these properties and assumed the risk and
responsibility of operating them; the income from them was
not considered in framing the compensation law; and no
guarantee of the income from them has been made, or even

This does not seem
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Roads Return
to Bessemer Rails?

ENGINEERS

are

much concerned

w-hich have been emanating

over the reports

from Washington during

going to be necessary
rails this year because of the demand for the entire output of open hearth
pointed
ships.
As
out in these colfor
munitions
and
steel
umns two weeks ago the railways are now far behind in
their rail renewal work for this season and although approximately 2,000,000 tons or two thirds of a normal year's output of rails is still undelivered on old orders the mills are
now turning them out at the rate of only about 30,000 tons
per week, or less than 30 per cent of capacity, and no new
orders have been placed so far this year by the government
which has notified the roads that it will purchase the rails required for them.
While the principal work now confronting this country
is the winning of the war and all other activities should be
made subsidiary to this, it is equally true that existing
practices should not be disturbed unless such disturbance will
From this
contribute to the success of our military efforts.
standpoint it is, therefore, important to consider the neceshearth
back to Bessemer
sity for the transition from open

the last few days to the effect that
for the railroads to go

back

to

it is

Bessemer

rails.

Bessemer rails were rolled almost exclusively until ten
}ears ago and large quantities of them are still in the
However, about
track where they are giving good service.
1908, high grade Bessemer ores suitable for rail making
began to run out and the mills went into the manufacture
of open hearth rails and they have readily commanded a
premium of $2 per ton over the price of Bessemer rails
Ijecause

of their

better quality.

Following this transition

some of the mills dismantled their Bessemer furnaces or converted them to other uses so that the Bessemer rail capacity
today is only a fraction of that of a few years ago. Thus
in 1916 (the latest year for which statistics are available)
tons of rails rolled, only 440,092, or 16
per cent, were of Bessemer steel. The depletion of the high
grade Bessemer ores has continued so that a return to this
class of steel can only be made at the sacrifice of service and
of the 2,709,692

of safety in the track.

The reduction in the Bessemer capacity of the country
which has taken place also acts as a controlling factor, limiting any radical change in rail manufacture.
At the present time only four of the large mills of this country which
produced rails used by steam roads are equipped to roll
Bessemer rails.
One of these mills is located on the Atlantic seaboard where it has no accessible supply of Bessemer ores, while another mill can roll Bessemer steel only
at the sacrifice of an equivalent tonnage of open hearth.
This leaves only two mills in a position to roll Bessemer
rails to any advantage, both of these being located in Avestcrn Pennsylvania.
Furthermore, the Bessemer furnace? of
these mills arc understood to be working practically to ca-
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pucit), one of tllc^c mills being
its

nporu-d as operating both

BesseniLT and open heartii plants to

y.N

per cent of ca-

pacity a week ago.
At a series of conferences lielween tiie representatives of
the War Industries lioard, the Shipping Board and the Railroad Administration, it was liei ided a few days ago that tiie
Sliijiijing board, the Army and the Navy will take prece-

dence over the railroads in demands for steel. Open hearth
stcnd is naturally to be preferretl for many forms of conI'his has undouhtedly led those deiiartmenls.
struction.
which iiave precedence to ask for a large part if not all of
their requirements in open hearth steel, taking almost the
One of the leading papers in the steel trade
full output.

government had so monopoconsumers of steel and
steel products will have no more chance to get steel for
other than war material construction, than a fat missionarj'
fie'ld

stati-d

last

week

that the

lized the steel output that "domestic

has

at a

cannibal feast."

__

It is entirely jxesible tliat an analysis of the uses for
which the Shipping Board, the Army and the Navy desire
steel will show that a considerable portion of the demand can
The use
be met just as satisfactorily with Bessemer steel.
of Bessemer steel in ways such as this where it can be done

without the sacrifice of safety or other important considerations will release a certain output of open heartli steel for
rails and other u.scs where it has a marked advantage over
Bessemer.
The roads supplanted Bessemer rails with open hearth steel
several years ago at an increase in cost of $2 per ton because
of the greater sen-ice and security from breakage. To return
to Bessemer rails at this time would be a step backward
which would be expensive and involve some increased hazards.
Xo railway man will question the advisability of taking this
step with all of its disadvantages if the demand for open
hearth rail steel for militar}- purposes is really such as to make
it necessan,-, but it is important to ascertain whether the demands of the government can not be met satisfactorily while
at the same time giving the railways the open hearth rails
which they need.
In solving the rail problem, attention may well also be
directed to the location of the mills with reference to the
point of use of the finished product.
As pointed out above
the only two mills which could roll Bessemer rails to advantage are located in the vicinity of Pittsburgh, although
large open hearth rail mills are situated as far west as Gar}',
Ind., and Pueblo, Colo.
At the present time when munition
work is requiring such a large percentage of the steel output
of the countni-

move

it

is

well to recall the fact that these

muni-

seaboard for trans-shipment, while rails are distributed throughout the entire countn-.
It would, therefore, appear advisable from the transportation
standpoint, when the facilities of the roads are taxed to their
utmost, to .so place all orders for steel products (which run
into tonnage rapidly) that the minimum haul will be necestions
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in general to the Atlantic

sary, other conditions licing equal.

To

illustrate the condi-

tions at present, only a few WTcks ago a Colorado mill was
rolling munition materials for shipment east to St. Louis at

a time when a mill at Gary, Ind., was rolling rails for a road
in the southeast and an eastern mill was providing the rails
for a line west of Chicago.
For the period of the war it

Letters to the Editor
Duty

of the Public to

Punish

Trespassers on Railroads
AieAHT,

To THE Editor
Vour recent editorials on

-N.

V.

:

trespassing evils have served
as a much needed "clarion appeal"; only the clarion ought to
be louder.
There has got to be a good deal of vigorous
agitation before we shall see any signs of movement in this
tiie

mountain of delay, disgrace and death.
commissioners, to whom you appealed

The

state railroad

Januarj' (page
148) are indeed neglecting their duty, unless they hammer
night and day at this subject until they get the lawmakers
aroused; but much more is needed.
Your reference to what
tile New York Central has done is very much to the point.
I
recall the vigorous address on this subject i^y Mr. Dow. tlie
general safety agent of that road, reported in your paper about
a year ago.* Mr. Dow and his assistants went right to the
root of the difficulty
or one of the most important roots
last

—

by patiently interviewing, instructing and arousing the local
magistrates along the New York Central lines in the State
of New York.
This is slow work, and not very inspiring;
but if it is practicable and profitable for the New York
Central, why not for other roads?
What is the use of going to Washington ? This is a matter in which state autonomy is a well-settled principle; a
principle on which all conservative men are agreed.
In such
a purely local matter we suspend the principle and substitute
federal for state authority only because we find legislatures
and state officers inefiicient. But the extension of federal
activities has long since made our Washington government
top-heavy.
(It is not a mere question of war-time emergencies.)
We have a duty to avoid enlarging that unwieldy
Washington machine. This is as important as to avoid
building one big central railroad station for New York or
Chicago which would clog its own working by its very bigness.
Centralization cannot go on forever.
To put a stop to trespassing the federal government would
have to appoint policemen in almost every town. Comparison
may be made with the enforcement, by the Treasun,- Department, of the laws forbidding the illicit manufacture of
whiskey.
The revenue officers succeed in this only bv the
aid of a rigid tax law
which taxes the law-abiding as well
as lawbreakers
and of a fairly strong public opinion.
Public sentiment ought to be educated in the matter of
tlie trespassing evil; but public opinion needs such a great
quantity of education that no man can guide the educational
scheme for 48 states. It would be pretty safe to call it an

—

—

impossible task.
The logical way would l)c to concentrate
on one state, say Massachusetts, or New York, and then educate by their example.
The public indifference is largely
based on that fu.idamental element in human nature which

would appear advisable for the government, which has assumed control of the output of the steel mills, so to distribute

holds it right and proper that people who are ignorant, lazy
or foolish should actually suffer the punishment that their
ignorance, laziness and foolishness impose on them. This is

the priority orders that the transportation

brutal, but

resources of the
railwa\s will be conserved as far as jjossible. To protect the
manufacturers this will make necessar}- the placing of prices
for all steel products upon a comparalile basis.
The railways need rails. They need them badly. Thev
should not be required to depart from their existing standards
of open hearth to Bessemer steel unless necessan.-.
The rails
should be produced as far as possible in those mills nearest
to the point of final use.

it is

really

what

this point is to misdirect

The problem, broadly

is

our

the matter with us.

To

ignore

cncrg}-.

of the same class as
the poor; the
wise helping the unwise to escape the con.«equences of their
ignorance or wickedness.
And this enterprise always lags.
No cit}- poor-fund is big enough to cure more than half the
that of the prosperous

speaking,

is

community succoring

•Address licfore state conf^rcrcc
N'nvember 24, 1916, p,->(!e 956.

at flarrishurg. Pa.

:
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poverty and distress that the almoners would like to tackle.
But while, for the reasons suggested, I believe federal activity in this line would be wrong, it is quite possible that
say all the way
if the authority of the cities and towns
from Albany to Buffalo could be transferred to the state
government, perhaps something might be accomplished.

—

—

knows how

local municipal officers have failed.
everywhere apparent. We must call
in some authority sufficiently distant to be free from the
influences of local sympathy; but the state capital is suffi-

Evervbixl\-

Their shiftlessness

is

ciently distant; the federal capital is too distant.
Referring again to Mr. Dow, let us heed the lessons of

his valuable experience,

and go forward

to accomplish the

He

says that "a strict railroad
anti-trespass law in every .state in the Union, rigidly enforced,
and augmented by a systematic campaign of education, conresults that

he accomplishes.
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most certainly have to be rebuilt to accommodate
Reejuiring men to accomplish daily aJjnormal tasks in a definite specified schedule time without the
fullest consideration of the conditions surrounding them, is
If these things we call conunreasonable, to say the least.
ditions are ever standardized then there may be some hope
there
is
The
next
Herculean job is to standotherwise,
none.
ardize the nerve racking ubiquitous human element and compel the operators in this section to perform exactly like those
It is quite as easy
in another part of the country altogether.
and no more unreasonable to expect a standard prescription
to do for this patient what it did for the other.
Brushing aside all obstacles for the sake of argument, the
outstanding, foremost, dominating objection is that mechaniIf all bright ideas
cal genius will receive its death blow.
and clever designs are first to pass censorship and suffer the
else

it

will

those conditions.

ducted, not by the railroads alone but by some authorized
public officer, to teach all persons that the law was framed
for their own protection, and to save human life, and not
for the mere purpose of guarding the railroad tracks against

knife, they will lose their flavor

unlawful intrusion, would in time solve the problem."
This means that railroads not only have got to influence
every public officer, to the best of their abilitv-; they must
stri\-e to secure the necessary action by governors, or other
state authorities, to have appointed an officer of the state
who can and will inaugurate and carry on a systematic camW. H. Briggs.
paign of education.

sion

and become

we

will

have retrogression, narrowness and dry

Who
To THE
The

Editor:

Anyone who knows anything about the manufacturing
is aware that in volume and duplication there is
Turning out ton after ton of the same manufactured
profit.
article day in and day out, invariably means success and big
Manufacturers are tickled to death when repeat
dividends.
or duplicate orders come in, likewise at the receipt of a requibusiness

twenty or a hundred thousand pieces of

same pattern.
Think what this means

the identical

alone, not to

and car lousiness
drawing force, no
of experts, no new

in the locomotive

mention ships,

new

etc.

.Small

engineering, an insignificant coterie
simph' a case of order your
patterns, no new designing
machine numbers, one, two, three, just like a club breakfast,
taking your choice by the card with little or no thought as

—

to the details.

As an

ajjprcntice draftsman, I

made many

tracings of sta-

them labeled "Standard." For
)'ears they were turned out in this manner, until it seemed old
At that
P'ather Time would overtake me still standardizing.
time there seemed to be a hazy understanding among us that
tionary tubular

Ijoilers, all

of

once these standard boilers were completed the engineering
Time ran on and the
force would automatically shrink.
standards multiplied, until we had eight or ten 60 in. boilers,
Slowly
ten or twelve 72 in. and scores of the smaller sizes.
the deceitfulness of the title dawned upon us and we began
to understand the thin significance of the word "Standard."
Our force continued to increase.
When I hear standards discussed, no matter what the
angle or by whom, it has the same deceitful veneering
Don't
camouflage, if you please of the original variety.
misunderstand me. I am a firm believer in modem system,
standard practice, etc., etc., and advocate it as far as it is
practicable, but when it comes to a wholesale standardiza-

—

tion of locomotives, cars, cranes, ships,

other ponderous pieces of mechanism, it
this age, nor any other, except at a loss.

and

rot.

Let

\A/'astes

the Coal

?

Greenville, Texas.
Louisville, Ky.

sition covering ten,

flat

us see to it that this excellent, well meaning thing is not perLet us take a firm stand
verted and run into the ground.
and say, "Thus far and no furdier, Mr. Standard."
MiLL.'^RD F. Cox.

Standards
To THE

stale,

unprofitable before they see the real light. Put a ban, if you
will, on inventive genius and you knock the props from man}an enterprising finn and individual and instead of progres-

machine
is

tools

and

not to be done in

In order to standardize a locomotive intelligently, the conditions under which it is to operate must be considered, or

Editor:

written by "Master Mechanic" which appeared in the Railway Age for February 8, in which the
writer attributes a waste of coal to the delayed movement of
trains caused by despatchers, makes me think of how the
different departments of a railway try to shift responsibility
from one to another, when called upon for an explanation.
Let some minor accident occur, such as the derailment of a
few cars, not serious enough for a government investigation,
and you will find the following results:
"Accident not caused by fast running." -Train and
Enginemen. "Not caused by bad order cars." Car Department.
"Track in first class condition." Track Department.
"Cars properly loaded." Station Help.
And so on down, if taken any farther, until there is not
a rea.son on earth for the derailment.
So it is with the
waste of coal lay it on some one else, if you can get by
with it.
I suppose the reason for this practice is, first, fear of a
reprimand, and second, each department trying to show that
it
is absolutely perfect; which is absurd.
All make mistakes, from the management down, and this includes master
mechanics and train despatchers. But in behalf of the train
despatchers, I wish to say that after superintendents' and
trainmasters' investigation of the standard delay report,
which all good roads use, showing delays from five minutes up, they find the excessive delays caused by despatchers are few, and in nearly every case can be satisfactorilv
explained. When a good explanation is not given, the desliatcher usually gets his
our officers are too well onto their
jol)s to overlook poor work on the part of the despatcher.
Present conditions are not what they were a few vears ago:
we now have larger engines handling more cars than mo.st
of our side tracks will hold; this causes saw-bys.
A despatcher, to avoid a saw-by, often lays a train out at a certain point to avoid a worse delay at tie point where the
trains should meet if condition.= w.;re favorable.
The government has taken many men from all departments on every railway, and this has caused a shortage of
help at many stations. Boys and girls new in the business
are being used.
This is responsible for some delays; a desarticle

—

—

—

—

—

—
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p.ilchcr is ofti'ii unalilc to raise the oftice he wants for orders;
thin, again, for "Safety First," he will refuse to work with

an operator lie has reason to fear. Many oftice> have been
dosed as far as telejjrapiiinj; goes on aecount of tlie inal)ility
to secure men.
This same condition exists in the engine
department. A student fireman is sent out; because he is
unable to perform a fireman's duties, he delays the train
he is on as well as o|)posinj; trains. A despatcher cannot be
res|X)nsible for the.se conditions.

Why do some engineers di.<like to send
ing condition of their engine when leaking
to handle tonnage, but instead will drag
the division, delaying themselves and all
This

many

true on

is

ro;uIs.

a message advisa

little

all

the

or unable

way

over

opposing trains?

.\re tliey held responsible for

cannot help? These cases arc referred to
that there are other (Ul:ivs besides those caused

a condition they
just to

show

by the despatcher.

Blunders

in

Handling
Labor and the Solution
Chicago.

111.

One

of the livest. if not the very livest, topic confronting
the railroads and, in fact, our entire nation today is the
lai)or problem, and, if handled with the greatest efficiency,

much

tact and diplomacy must be displayed immediately.
The writer is a railrcxid superintendent whose reason for
writing under the nom de plume of "'Observer." is that he
does not care to have the employees in different parts of
the United States whom he shall mention, know that he

using their cases for illustration.

Back

the early nineties. I was a telegrapher on a
road which had won a strike against its telegraphers the year prior to my entering its service.
At the
time I was employed I had no labor affiliations and paid
no attention thereto, but in a few months m\- work took me
to a joint office with another road where the telegraphers
were well organized and had a very strong division in the
town where I was IcKated.
I soon became a member of
that division and enjoyed the association very much.
Later
I
was transferred to another superintendent's division and
the Telegraphers Journal followed me.
It was here that I
learned for the first time that there was any ill feeling on
the part of tiie officers toward the telegraphers brotherhood.
I was summoned to the superintendent's office
a fellow
telegrapher had informed the superintendent that I was a
character
because
was
"order"
dangerous
I
an
man. His
first question was, "I understand you belong to the Order."
My answer was "Vour understanding is correct." He then
asked, in a Ijull-dozing tone of voice, if I thought a man
could work for the interest of that company and belong to
the Order.
My answer was that I had been giving the ver\best service I knew how for the past two years and knew of
no reason why I should not continue that I considered an
O. R. T. man could l>e just as loyal as an O. R. C. man
or any other Order man.
The superintendent himself was
holding a withdrawal card from the O. R. C.
After some
more bulldozing and humiliation. I was allowed to return
to my position with the admonition that if I ever tried to
in

\Ve.4tern

—

—

any of the telegraphers of that division to affiliate
with the order, I would be dismissed by wire.
This was furthest from my mind, but a few years later,
after I had left the telegraph ser\'ice and was handling terminal stations and yards, the road was organized and I
became the first chairman of the schedule committee, all
because I still felt that I had been unjustly censured when
I was attending to my business with no thought of dislovalt\- toward the (oniiianv.
influence

our schedule was granted and

.\fter

>tation

(at

division

whom

head(|uarters)

I

returned

to

the suiierintendent

ray

—one

1
had the utmost mnfidence and 1 also enjoyed
lonfideiue
wrote me a (.urt f)encil note to the effect
that as system chairman for the telegraphers 1 had been
furnished a card pass, but it was not to be used for the
purjwse of running around and further perfecting our
organization.
The facts were that the only time in two
inonlhs that 1 had used the [)ass was in going to a badly
handled station where the >uperinlendent hail trouble in
ktrping help, and working almost continually for two
nights and a day to straighten out some bad tangles.
These instances are mentioned merely to show how the
personal feelings of officers have been allowed to build up

in

—

his

and encourage antagonism among the working

Some

P. Cain.
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class.

Correct Methods

It ma}' be tliat some of tlie ra|)S I received caused me to
be more charitable when I got to the position of "Boss."
so, I should be and am thankful therefor.
Early in my
career, it was my good fortune to be associated at times,
with a real humane "higher \i\>" official. One of the strongest points in philosophy he gave me was this expression:
"In dealing with the other fellow, no matter what his position, always remember that he is just as smart as you are
and maylje he has you beat." His contention was that if
he gave him that consideration, he would not make many
mistakes in handling men.
In dealing with labor problems,
I have since used this as my basic principle.
The first terminal station I took charge of had but one
switch crew and this crew had more or less trouble through
careless work.
A careful analysis revealed the cause the
foreman was addicted to excessive drinking.
A subscription was taken among the various men at the terminal and
he was given the cure. When he returned we had a battle
to keep him away from temptation.
We finally won by
getting him in debt for a home and interested in a garden,
also the raising of Idooded chickens, in other words, we got

H

—

him

interested in something for himself.

Later

took charge, as yardmaster, of a congested terwe were trying to handle 2,500
cars in a 500-car cajsacity yard.
The switchman problem
was a serious one. The second week on the job a t>pical
l)Oomer blew in and had a clearance right from Pocatello.

minal

We

I

in

the South where

call him "Red \\ilson."
On account of his exhe was immediately put to work in charge of an
engine.
His first night on duty, he came into the yard
office, about 1 a. m., and demanded his time, sa\ing he had
sideswiped a cut of cars. I asked him if he did it purposely,
and he said "Of course, not.'' I then told him he couldn't

will

jierience

f|uit until

off

morning and to come
7 a. m. and talk it

duty at

What an interview that was.
tell me of his experience, which
ferent roads.

to

my

office

when he went

over.
I

U-gan by asking him to

covered ser\ice on 26 dif-

Always discharged and

the offences not al-

ways dischargeable ones.
We formed a partnership: he
was to stick to me. at least until our congestion was broken
U15. and I was to sta\- by him.
He had left a wife and five
children in Denver.
I got passes for them and what a reunion that was. I happened to be looking out of the win-

dow

of the ticket office

when

they arrived

woman and babe in arras and four
of nine years.
The first thing he

—a careworn

little

others, the oldest a girl

when he took his
wife in arms was "I have found a real boss and we are
going to stay here and quit roaming around." Her answer,
with tears in her eyes, was "I am so glad."
Pretty soon I began to get bills he owed at different places
and it i)ecame necessar>- for me to appoint myself receiver
for him
and it was some job. I took 40 per cent of his
wages and apportioned it among his creditors and he and
lii.wife seemed happ\ to think a way was being provided

—

said
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to get rid of the nightmare of debt.

14 montlis, then

made him buy

and chicken yard space.

He

a

is

We

paid him out in

home with lots of garden
there today but has three

pieces of rental property beside his home.

Last Summer I was called back to that town to attend the
At the cemetery a neat looking
funeral of an old friend.
little lady stepped up and spoke to me, saying she was Mary
"^^'ilson" and was teaching school in a State college located
It was 15 years since she had stepped off
at that place.
Now she
the train at that town, poorly fed and clothed.
was a highly refined 3'oung lady and one of our Nation's

walked away there was a feeling of
pride in my breast, I could not help but think that I had
contributed to that young lady's career by taking an interest in her father when he was a boomer switchman and
I am satisfied the girl felt the same way about it and only
spoke to me to let me know that my name was a topic in
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issue of the Railway Age Gazette under the title "Factor of
Adhesion in Steam Locomotives" and to the contribution to
"The Locomotive of Recent Developments" found on pages
109, 110, and 111 of the proceedings of the Central Railway
Club of May, 1915.

Considering the Mikado (2-8-2), the Consolidation (2-80) and Decapod (2-10-0) types of the same weight in working iorder, exclusive of the tenders, the Mikado is only about
83 or 84 per cent efficient in hauling power. Comparing the
three types with following approximate dimensions we have:
Loss in
productive
weight and

\\'hen she

educators.

tractive

Type
Diameter o£ drivers

Ten

years ago a yard that has since been placed in my
had a pretty hard name for its antagonistic

company. The switchmen were unionized to the guards and spent a great deal of time in labor
activities generally.
We placed a yardmaster in charge
attitude toward the

Total weight in working order 285,000

my theory of getting all the men to own
never saw such an improvement from the
Standpoint of wrecks and derailments. And now you never
hear of one of those men taking part in union activities.
They are too busy attending to their own affairs when off
duty and do a better job attending to company affairs when
on duty. This is the only yard I know of that operated last
year the first year of the 8-hour law for nearly seven cents
per car cheaper than the past nine year average.
It seems to me that the open forum, now being prominently
mentioned in many of our leading publications, should find
large
field among our railroad employers and employees
a
who

carried out

You

homes.

—

—

as the plan provides for the employer
Surely we need that
closer together.

and employee getting
more than anything

understanding among ourselves.
can get the laboring classes to making payments on homes and saying, "This is my home," you have
taken a long step toward solving the labor situation and
Therefore let us, as railroad offistamping out anarchy.
cers, commence being our "brother's keeper" and inject just
just

now

When

a

Factor of adhesion
Boiler pressure
\'alve gear, type

Some
of the

intelligence

Consolidation

and

toleration for the

may

in.
in.

bv 32

in.

62,000

lb.

285,000

!b.

28 in.
by 32 in.
62,0001b.

4.23
185 1b.

4.23
18S lb.

Outside

Outside

Outside

Yes

Yes

Yes

man

in

Obser\er.

vs.

Mikado Locomotives
St.

Mary's,

P.\.

Editor:

may

be well
to draw attention to the subject of relative efficiency of the
different types of ordinary freight locomotives that are in
common use with regard to their weight pound for pound.
The present necessity of speeding up the delivery of supplies,
munitions, etc., compels us to exert every effort to make every
pound of material perform its most efficient duty in the shortest time, at the least first cost and at the same time at the
least cost of

it

maintenance.

particularly true of locomotives required at this
For some years past American railroads have pracis

tically adopted the Mikado type (2-8-2) as the standard type
of freight locomotive; this is an efficient machine from the
transportation standpoint as compared with tlie hauling
power of smaller locomotives that it has succeeded, but it is
a decidedly inefficient machine when compared with the Con-

solidation (2-8-0) or the Decapod (2-10-0) types pound for
poimd of locomotive. The writer would like to draw attention to the article appearing on page 961 of the May 7, 1915,

10,0001b.

objections have been raised to the driving axle load
Consolidation which would be 65,750 lb., but the

or greater
Erie Railroad
D. L. &
D. & R. G

(2-10-21
(4-6.2)
(2-10-2)
(2-10-0)

W

Pennsylvania

weight
weight
weight
weight

on
on
on
on

drivers
drivers
drivers
drivers

335,500
197,300
337,500
334,500

load 67,100
axle load 65,700
axle load 67.500
axle load 66,900

Ih.. a.xle

lb.

1b.,

lb.
lb.

lb.,
lb.,

lb.

be noted that the axle load on the Decapod would
lb. less than that of the Mikado.
The Consolidaand Decapod types are approximately 20 per cent more
efficient pound for pound than the Mikado; each type having
In other words, considering
the same weight (285,000 lb.).
the three types (2-8-2), (2-8-0), (2-10-0) pound for pound
and the maximum tractive power to be 52,000 lb. and the
same weight on the drivers we have:
It is to

be 3,400
tion

Loss of
the

Mikado

over the
Consolida-

Mikado

T\-]'e

Consolidation Decapod
(2-8-0)

(2-8-2)

Weight on engine truck
Weight on drivers
Weight on trailer truck

25,000
220,000
40,000

Total weight in working order 285.000

be our superior in ability

In the discussion of standard locomotives

time.

28

in.

52,0001b.
4.23
185 1b.

43,0001b,

None

lb.

following prominent railroads have used axle loads as great

The weight
(242,000 lb.)
(43,000 lb.)
built

This

285,000

lb.

to insure a better

the lower rank, who, after all,
were our positions reversed.

Tu THE

(same tipe)....

63 in.
22,000 1b.
263,000 1b.

None

}-ou

humane

little

26

by 30

Cylinders

Approximate tractive power.

Superheater

63 in.
22,0001b.
263,0001b.

63 in.
25,000 1b.
220,000 1b.
40,000 1b.

Weisht on engine truck
Weight on drivers
Weight on trailer truck

their household.

jurisdiction,

power in
Decapod the Mi'kado

Mikado Consolidation

we

22,000 1b.
220,0001b.

lb.
1b.

(2-10-0)

None

1b.
lb.

242,000

None
lb.

242.000

lb.

of either the Consolidation or the
divided by the excess weight of the

=

6.63 or for every 6.63

tion and
Decapod

22,0001b.
220,0001b.

Mikado

43,000

Mikado

locomotives

Decapod

lose the use of one Consolidation or

Ih.

Decapod

loco-

motive of 52,000 lb. tractive power. Carrying this to a conclusion in the purchase of 2,000 Mikado locomotives we
could have built 2.354 Consolidation locomotives at a gain
of 354 locomotives having 18,408,000 lb. tractive power.
Again, basing the cost of the three types at fifteen (15)
cents per pound:

=

The Mikado would

cost 285,000 X .15
Either the Consolidation or Decapod would cost 242,000

A

—

loss in

for the

Mikado of
same amount of

X

.15

=..

$42,750
36,300
$6,450

the

tractive power, viz., 52,000

lb.

The

driving boxes, shoes and wedges, engine truck, rod
brasses, crossheads, grates and many other parts can be made
interchangeable with the existing heavy Mikado locomotive
and at the same time eliminate the trailer truck with its
attending upkeep.
Many examples of existing locomotives will show that a
63 in. driving wheel can be put under the firebox.
The
article in the Railway Age Gazette referred to above indicates that we can get sufficient wheel base to build a boiler
large enough to generate sufficient steam for Consolidation or

Decapod locomotives having a

tractive

power of 62,000

lb.

E. F. GiviN,
Pittsburg,

Shawmut & Northern

Railroad.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Regulation

Export Freight; Consolidation of Ticket

ot

Offices,

and Other Retrenchments
WAfRIXGTOX, D.

Ak si:kvick SKCTiiiN in HulK-tin No. 12, adilrcssetl
railroads, asks for detailed information concerninn standard gage revenue freight cars of all types
and initial- on their lines as of May 1, 1918, and roads are
asked to take care to see that all freight cars not actually
retired from revenue freight ser\-iee are included.
The information is desired as to the number of horue cars on

Tw.

;ill

foreign lines, the numher of home cars on line, the number
of foreign cars on line, private line cars on line, and total
cars on line.

Expense Accounts

of Railroad Officers

Railroad Administration desires that
expense accounts of railroad officers be itemized with more
particularity hereafter than has sometimes been the case in
the past.
Director Prouty of the division of public service
and accounts has addressed a circular on the subject to the
regional directors, who are asked to bring it to the attention
of the presidents and to have copies placed in the hands of
all officers who render expense accounts.
It is ordered that
all expense accounts must be so itemized that the nature of
the expenditure can be readily understood.
For example,
tlie account must indicate how much is paid for room, and
separately for meals, and transportation should Ijc shown in
reasonalile detail to show the division between expenditures
for railroad travel, cab hire, etc.
I'lie

L'nited

C.

authorized to permit the shipment of commodities intended
for export prior to the issuance of an export license, if said
Car Service Section shall be satisfied that there is storage
room available, or that it is the custom of the trade to move
such commodities to seaboard for storage or grading.
VI.
With the exception of Paragraph III, the foregoing,
for the present, will not in any way apply to any comra<xlities for the exportation of which a special license has been
or shall l>c hereafter issued by the War Trade Board, dispensing with the requirement of an individual license. Such
special licenses are at present in force covering the following
commodities:

.

to

States

Any shipments made on Government bills of
lading or consigned to the Navy Department,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

or War Department, or by or to any of the
bureaus or other subdivisions thereof, the billing of such shipments to be marked "Export
License RAC-18."'
Raw cotton shipped to Great Britain, France,
Italy, or Japan, and their colonies, possessions,
and protectorates. (Not Sea Island or Egyptian
cotton, which requires an individual license.)
All shipments of coal or coke.
Shipments to Canada and (or) Newfoundland
of all commodities iwl on the Export Conservation List of the War Trade Board, as appended
hereto, unless otherwise specified therein.

Regulation of Export Shipments

Shipments to all countries, other than Canada
and Newfoundland, of all commodities not on
the Export Conservation List of the ^^ar
Trade Board, provided that value of no one
commodity in the shipment exceeds SI 00.
That a shipment from one consignor to one con^ II.
signee, which shall exceed one carload, and which is intended
(e)

The Car

Service Section has issued Circular No. C. S.
2-A, prescribing regulations for export shipments, as
follows
I.
In accordance with the provisions of the proclamation
of the President of the United States, dated February 14,

1918, effective February 20, 191S, all articles of commerce
an export license from the War Trade Board
any port or border point to whatsoever
destination, except to points in tlie noncontiguous possessions

shall require

for export, will only be permitted with the provision that
the car or cars are loaded to full visible or carrying caparitv.

for exportation via

Ticket Offices Consolidated

of the United States.

For Canadian shipments, the articles enumerated in list
appended hereto require individual license.)
II.
You will immediately instruct all concerned that the
furnishing of equipment for shipments consigned, recon-

Director General Mc.\doo has announced that arrangements have been made for the consolidation of city ticket
offices in the following cities in the eastern region:

(

signed. to be reconsigned or intended for export shall be
continsent upon
(a)
The issuance of said license.
(b)
The presentation of license number.
The marking of bill of lading "For Export."
(c)
The waybill bearing license number. (License
(d)
or partial shipment authority may or may not
accompany wavbill, but must be in hands of
Collector of Customs at port of exit on or before
arrival of freight at that port.)
III.
Shippers E.xport Declaration, of which there shall
be four copies, must be delivered to the Collector of Customs
at points of exit from the United States on or before arrival

New York

'

of shipment at such port.
For shipments to noncontiguous
possessions Shippers' Export Declaration in duplicate only
is required.

All shipments are furtlier subject to such regulations
as may be required by the various railroad committees controlling export shipments.
V.
The Car Ser\ice Section of the Division of TransrV'.

and permits

ponation of the United States Railrand Administration

is

City.

Reading, Pa.
Williamsport, Pa.

Boston, Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Baltimore, Md.

Newark. N.

N.
N. Y.
Syracuse, N. Y.
Rochester, N. Y.
.\tlantic Cin-,

Buffalo,

J.

Cincinnati, 6.

\\ilmington, Del.
Pittsburgh, Pa.
J.

Columbus, O.
Detroit, Mich.
Da\ton, Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio.
Indianapolis, Ind.
Toledo, Ohio.

—

There will be five offices in Greater New York four on
Manhattan Island located as follows: 66 Broadway: Stewart
building on Chambers Street, facing City Hall Park; somewhere in the lower .lO's in the hotel district in that section:
No. 114 W. Forty-second street, and one office in BrookljTi
on Fulton street, the present offices of the Pennsylvania and
New York Central. The rental of the offices vacated in
these cities is approximately $1,070,000 per year. The rental
of the consolidated offices will be 5213,200 per vear.
Arrangements are also being made to consolidate the offices
in Chicago. St. Louis and Louisville.
These are border line

1111
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jioint.-i and require joint action on the part of the Kastem
and Western districts. Similar consolidations will he made
in the Western and Southern districts, and will be announced

later.

Committee on Mail Transportation
a committee
on mail transportation, reporting to the division of traffic,
with Guy Adams, mail traffic manager of the Union Pacific
system and chairman of the committee on railway business
mail of the American Railway Association, as chairman.
The committee is to study the entire subject of mail transportation and one of its purposes is to effect a greater degree
of co-operation between the railroad mail service and the
At the request of the Postmaster
post office department.
General, Rudolph Brauer, superintendent of the railway mail
service at Omaha, has l)een appointed a member of the com-

The Railroad Administration has appointed

and

mittee,

other

the

members

are G. P.
of
secretary

Conard,

A

the

o

s s

c

i

a

ion of

t

T r a n s p ortation
Accounting

Car

and
Offi-

who was also a
member of the commitcers,

'HPP

tee on railway business
mail; H. L. Fairfield,
mianager of mail traffic

Central

of the

of

representing
Georgia,
the southern region; J.

McCahan,

C.

Jr.,

man-

ager mail

traffic of

Baltimore

&

resenting

Mason,

the

and

region:

the

Ohio, repeastern

H.

of

on the railroads.
Guy Adams was formerly in the railway mail service in
the post office department and for 20 years has been connected with railway mail service on roads in almost every
In this work he has been associated
])art of the country.
in one way or another with the installation of many of the
He was born on December S.
imjjortant fast mail trains.
1868, at Abingdon, la., and was educated in the common

He entered railway service in 1882 as a messenschools.
ger in the trainmaster's office of the Chicago, Rock Island
k Pacific, and from 1884 to 1892 he was railway postal
From 1892

Mountain

Official

Car Shortage Reports Discontinued

The monthly

reports of car surpluses and shortages which
have been compiled and published monthly Ijy the American
Railway Association since 1907, with the exception of a
Ijrief period when they were discontinued from motives of
economy at a time of a large surplus, have now been discontinued at the instance of the Railroad -Administration.
\\'hile it has generally been considered that the report was
a valuable barometer of the state of car supply, at least as
reflecting comparative tendencies, it has also been regarded
as an imperfect reflection of the exact conditions and the
semi-monthly bulletins now compiled by the Car Service
Section of the Railroad Administration showing the percentage of freight cars on lines to ownership, by individual
roads and by groups, together with more special reports
which are received, are considered to afford a better index
of conditions.
The shortage and .surplus reports were regarded as defective for the reason that in times of shortage
a shipper would frequently place orders with several roads
at the same time in the hope of obtaining cars somewhere
and the order would, therefore, be duplicated in the total
Also a surplus and a shortage would be
shortage report.
shown at the same time on one road when at the time of
compiling the report the surplus cars were in transit to fill
orders.

Since the government took over the railroads the A. R. A.
have not been published but they were com-

figures

piled for

1896 he was manager of tlie Rocky
Railway Guide at Denver and from 1896
to

1898 general passenger agent of the Union Pacific, Den& Gulf, and Denver, Teadville & Gunnison railroads.
He was later traveling passenger agent of the I-ehigh \i\\ley, general agent of the Chesapeake Beach, and traveling
passenger agent and division passenger agent of the DelaFrom 1904 to 1912 he was
ware, Lackawanna & Western.
manager of mail traffic of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
until December 1, 191.i,
1912,
at Chicago; from January 1,
manager of mail traffic of the Frisco lines, and since December 1, 1913, has been mail traffic manager of the Union
to

ver

Pacific.

much
few

easier than

localities

last winter.

Freight Traffic Committee

A

committee to control freight traffic jiassing through
Potomac Yard, Va., Hagerstown, Md., and Hampton Roads,
^'a., has been appointed by the division of transportation
The committee is to secure
of the Railroad Administration.
all necessary reports covering traffic through these gateways
or held for any of them on account of congestion; will give
particular attention to the handling of freight for the government, recommending any measures that will facilitate its
movement, and will decide upon all embargoes affecting
traffic passing through these gateways, placing them through
the regional directors and keeping the Car Service section
The members of the committee are:
constantly advised.
George R. Loyall, assistant vice-president of the Southern
Railway, chairman, O. H. Hobbs, H. Billings, and E. T.
^^'ilcox.

Advances

Association to build a recuperation camp for convalescent soldiers and sailors who were formerly in railroad
serv'ice.

to Railroads

The $500,000,000

revolving fund appropriated for the
Railroad Administration by the railroad control law has
The first large withalready begun to serve its purpose.

drawal from the fund was $43,000,000 advanced to the
York, New Haven & Hartford to protect its maturing
obligations, and since that time advances of various amounts
have been made to roads which find themselves in need of
small amounts to meet approaching maturities or for other
j)urposes, because the amount of compensation which they
are to receive from the government is still undetermined,
pending negotiations on the form of contract. The advances
in most cases are made as installments for account of compensation and are secured by collateral.

New

short time ago Mr. Adams gave 40 acres of a ranch
Colorado and organized the Railroad Men's Mountain

Home

At present, according to repwrts reCar Service Section, the car supply situation is
it has been for some time and except in a
shows a general recover}- from the condition of

98,044 and 138,102.
ceived by the

A
in

1, February 1 and March 1, and showed
on those dates respectively as follows: 89,995.

January

net shortages

T.

manager

mail traffic of the FrisThe committee has its headcjuarters in the Southco lines.
The announcement
ern Railway Building at Washington.
"It is expected the committee will accomplish imsavs:
portant economies and efficiencies in the handling of mails

clerk.
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Car Service Section
Service section has issued Bulletin 9-A superseding instructions in Bulletin 9 which conflict with the
following: "Until further advised you will handle the

The Car
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fdllowins;

|iriv;itf

I'aiifu' KriiJt
I'ai

it'll

System,

iliri'itt'il

liy

tlir

liiii'

nlrii;iTiitor

l',\|iri-ss

car- will

SnulluTii
oftut-rs

I'aiil'u

of the

iar> as

luTflp\-

lie ili'livi-ri'd
(

tlii-

Systiin),

I'ai ilu

I'acil'u

to

diri-ilwl.

Fruit

rraii>it anil

of

Kxi)rcss C'oni-

the

American

"Tnion Refriuerator Transit cars in series 1000 to 10Q9
to the Illinois Central, and series 40,000 to the
Illinois Central or Mohile & Ohio, as most convenient.
All
inclusive

Hulletin \o.
of the increased

I'nion kefriyerator Transit cars to roads operating
Wisconsin.
"Fruit Growers' Express cars should he returned to the
Atlantic Coast Line and SeabcKird AW Line for fruit and
in

loadini;.

"Santa

Fe

Refri.nerator

Dispatch cars should

lie

ileliv-

and Fri«xo Reaccordance with
companies."
or

I'risco,

Fe,
in

has also heen issued saying;:
"Hecause
in connection with the war program
for raw materials which are re(|uired in the nianufacture
l.>

demand

of artificial

ice, there is likely to he
>u])ply of these comnuxlities makinj.;

some curtailment in the
more essential that all

it

practicable demands for transportation of natural ice shall
he met.
Will each railroad take such action as is necessary
to jjive this cjuestion

full

jtrotection

"

Protection of Railroad Property

other

vegetalile

& Santa

ilireilions of the officers of these

a-

Dairy Sliii)|)frs' DcsMissouri Pacific,

offici-rs

ro|)eka

Line cars to the

frigerator

or

jiatch cars will lie delivered to the \\'al)asli,

or as otliiTwisc diri-ctitl Ity tluRefrinerator Transit Company.

ered lo the Atchison,

I'liioii

pany.
"Anu-riiaii kffrinfrator

111.^

Daniel

W. \.i., has U-en
on Protection <tS Railroad
I'roi)erty, and has been assiKned to Toledo. (Jhio, where a
larye numlier of cases of pilfering from freight cars has
B.

Leonard, of

I'arker.shurj;,

a|)|)ointed attorney for the Section

lieen

discovered.

Minnesota Track Scale Specifications and Tolerances
Rules Adopted by the State Railroad and Warehouse

Commission Contain Some

THKhasMiNXKSoiA
adopted

and Warehouse Commission
and tolerances for railroad
track scales which become effective December 1, 1918,
and which represent a large amount of constructive work on
the part of the department of weights and measures in coo|)eration with the railroad scale manufacturers and the
United States Bureau of Standards. Following the passage
of a statute in 1907 placing track scales under the superR.Mi.RD.M)

specifications

vision of the state railroad commission, steps were taken to
inspect them and a test car was purchased.
The testing of
scales throughout the state brought to light an unsatisfactoiy
It was found that few scales in the
were built on the same plan, foundations were commonly inadequate and the weighings were frequently far
from accurate. In an effort to improve conditions the first

condition of affairs.
state

New

Provisions

manul'acturers, iiariicularly as to the manner of rating the
capacities of scales, the formulation of a complete specification was urged in some quarters and after u .study of the
subject, in co-operation with the various associations of
interested in scales, a draft of a second specification
I)repared in 1910.
This was submitted to the railroiuis

the manufacturers

and

to various experts,

and

men
was
and

finally to the

Bureau of Standards. After various hearings and revisions,
an amended draft was submitted to the Railroad and Warehouse Commission which adopted it on Noveml)er 0, 1917.
to become effective on December 1, 1918.
The s[jecifications
are based to a certain extent on those prepared by the United
States Bureau of Standards, but go into greater detail.
Important features of these specifications and items which differ
from those contained in the sjiecifications of the Bureau of
Standards and features more or less new ,are abstracted
below.

Abstract of Specifications
C.Ai'.-\cn V

-i'Oi:'^ plank

Manner

f/offi

of

Applying Steel Weather Strips to Live Rails

Capacity Defined: "The capacity of the scale" shall be
construed to be "equal to the weight of the heaviest loaded
ar it will weigh, provided that it will sup|X)rt a train cf
-iich cars passing over it without stresses being developed in
ilie members thereof, which are in excess of those herein.->fter
specified."
The scale weigh bridges and dead rail beams,
when used, shall be deemed to be included in the term "in
the

taken%was the drafting of the first Minnesota foundation and scale setting requirement, which became effective
Novemljer l.i, 1912. A weights and measures department
was created in the meantime, which assumed sujjervision over
all weighing and measuring devices in the state.
step

Discussions of these preliminary requirements led to ques-

members

thereof."

Capacity Required: The scale shall have a capacity of at
least 200,000 lb.
(Following this a set of rules and formulae is given, indicating the methods by which the various
parts of the scale may be investigated. The working stresses
are the same as those given in the Bureau of Standards spccific:iti(m-.--/:</.)

weigh bridges, w'hich, after
conferences with the engineers of the railroads and the scale
tions as to the strength of the

manufacturers, resulted in the adoption of the requirement
that the strength of weigh bridges and cross I-beams shculJ
be determined by the engine loading.
This was amended
further in 1914 with requirements covering concrete construction.

Owing

to a lack of

uniformity in the practices of the

sc.':le

Scale Lenders
i-nnsii:

The

t'lnished levers shall follow the pattern lines,

as far as practicable, and shall not be unduly warjx-d from
those lines; they shall be free from blisters and large srndholes and other imperfections, and shall be brought to a
Levers that are to be equipped
reasonably smooth finish.
with nose irons shall have those portions of the lever ends,
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receiving tlieni

machined

for the

full

distance over which
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shall not be less

than the length of the longest side of the

cross-section of the pivot to be used in the loop.

they are to move.

Scale Pivots

Weighing Beam Accessories

Scale pivots shall be manufactured from high
carbon steel or special alloy pivot steel, which will give,
when tempered, a maximum toughness, combined with that
degree of hardness, that will insure the least wear under the

Fractional Poises: The poises shall be designed
so as to present the least number of recesses or projections
Rollers or other
in or on whicli dust or dirt may accumulate.
means should be provided to secure as free a movement along
the beam as possible.
On tj'pe-registering beams the fractional poise shall be equipped with means to insure a positive
stop at any 20-lb. notch, and a shoulder stop shall be provided to prevent the movement of the fractional bar beyond
A substantial double
its proper travel in either direction.
liand grip shall be provided to facilitate the printing of the
weight ticket with the least possible disturbance of the

Material:

heaviest loads to be applied.

Design: All pivots shall be designed and manufactured so
form the knife-edge shall form
an angle that will not exceed 90 deg., the sides of which
shall be as nearly equal in length as possible.
that the two sides joining to

Nose Irons

—

The

(a)
design of the nose irons shall be such
That the clamp screws or bolts will not make indentations in
the lever, and shall be independent of the means provided
for adjustment; (b)
That these screws or bolts shall force
and hold the nose iron against the lever in the same direction as it would be forced by the load; (c) That the movement of the nose iron shall be controlled by means of machine
screws of United States standard size and thread, and be
made from a non-corrosible material.

Design:

Bearings, Bearing Blocks

.a.nd

Main and

beam.

Marking: Each beam shall be given a serial number,
which shall be stamped on the beam. The pivots and all

Links

Material of Bearings: (Same as for pivots.)
Mounting: All bearing steels shall be separable and interchangeable, and shall be firmly fastened in their respective

Elevation and Section of an Automatic Ventilator for Scale

Deck
them identification marks
which beam each belongs, and the pivots shall

poise parts shall have stamped on
to

show

to

marked

proper position in the beam.
Stand: The beam shall be set, or supported on the beam fulcrum stand provided with compensating bearings, and shall not be suspended or hung from
hooks or supports.
Finish: The base of the stand shall be machined to the
plane perpendicular to the axis of the upright portion of
the stand and shall be suitable for the capacity of the scale
in which the stand is to be used.
Trig Stand Loop and Beam Clamp: The trig loop and
Ijeam clamp shall be made of a non-magnetic material. The
play of the beam in the trig loop shall be two per cent of the
distance from the trig loop to the knife-edge of the fulcrum

also be

to indicate the

Beam Fulcrum

Fra/7/ E/et^af/on.

pivot.

Type of Weighing Beam: Scales that are to be used for
spot weighing of cars or carload freight shall be equipped

Ground P/an.
Standard Scale

Beam House

by means of non-corrosive set screws of United States
standard size and thread or other suitable means of fastening
which will prevent their movement except for renewal. The
use of interchangeable blocks that are self-alining having
bearing steels fastened therein in accordance with the foregoing will he acceptable.
seats

Loops and Connections
Design:

They may be

of any type desired, provided the
radius of the portion of the bearing making immediate contact with the knife-edge and the radius of the eye of the loop

with a type registering beam of a capacity that will enable
the entire load to be weighed in one draft without the use
of additional weights of any kind.
Scales that are to be
used for motion weighing of cars or carload freight, either
by hand, or by the use of an automatic recording device or
machine, shall be equipped with a beam suitable for that
purpose, and the beam and machine (if used) shall both be
ajiproved by the department before the scale may be placed in
ser\'ice.

Anti-Friction Points and Plates
Material: Hardened steel anti-friction points and contacts shall be provided to limit the lengthwise displacement
of the pivot knife-edges on their bearings.
Design: Plates carrj'ing the anti-friction points shall be
securel}- attached to the levers.
Hardened, smooth surfaces
to oppose the anti-friction points shall be formed on the
bearings.
The construction and application of these points

May

3,
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and contacts shall

sudi thai the contact that may be made
he on tlic lino of tlie i>ivot knili'-edgcs,

Ijc

bi'tucon thtin siiall

and

will

jiriKliKe

minimum

a

ol

Lctwrt-n the anti-friction plates

The

clearances

aiui-iric

imn points

friction.

and the

shall not exceed }s in.
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be provided with three dift'erent signal lights and boards to
indicate:
Correct speed, Sjieed too fast and Speed to<j slow.
Tlie control for tiiese signals shall Ijc arranged so that they
may be operated by the weigher, while he is doing the weighing, without leaving the beam.

TOLEKANCES
allowed on tlie test of all new railroad
track scales shall not exceed 0.025 per cent of the test load
The same tolerances shall not be exceeded on the
applied.
test of all railroad track scales over which grain or oil are
to Ije weighed.
ComnuTiial Scales: The tolerance to be allowed on the
test of all railroad track scales used for the weighing of cars
or carload freight (except grain and oil) shall not exceed
0.1 (per cent on the test load applied.

Ihe tolerance

to he

FOUND.ATIDX
Depth: (a) .\11 foundations must extend to at least nine
below ilie surface of the ground, and shall include a
concrete mat at least two feet in thickness, formed to and
ujHiu which shall be set the side, end, neck, and approach
w.ilU, except where solid rock formation is found at a depth
(b) The pit floor shall, in all cases,
be cemented over with a smooth coat of cement mortar with
a pitch provided to a common point of drainage to prevent
the formation of pockets in which water might stand.
of less than nine feet,

Ditnensious:

A

shall be provided.

suitable

House

and substantial scale beam house

The minimum width

of die house shall

be four feet, inside measurement, and the minimum length
shall be sufficient to allow for the installation of a full-sized
beam shelf and regulation beam of the proper capacity for
the scale.
It shall be provided with front and comer windows, the construction to be such that no part of the beam

make a contact with tlie ends or front of tlie scale
The windows shall be of a sufficient size and shall
be placed with the lower edges about on a level with the top
of the beam shelf, so as to give the weigher a full view of the
scale and car when he is handling the beam.
shelf shall

house.

\^'eigh Bridges

The
may be made up

Pitt form Ties:
ties)

live rail

platform

Rails,

Dead Rails and Car Puller
When Required: (a) When tlie

scale track

is

connected at both ends, (b) When a car puller is not used
to handle cars over the scale and the scale is not located at
the end of a stub track, (c) Dead rails to be constructed to

same elevation

Dead

as approach

When

and hve

rails.

(a) When the scale is
located at the closed end of a stub track,
(b; When a car
puller is used to handle cars over the scale.
Rails,

i\ot

Required:

Light, Drainage, Nentilation and Cleaning
Light:

feet

Sc.\LE Be.am

Dead

ties

(weigh bridge

of soimd body timber of the hard

variety, or of steel I-beams, or of cast steel, stand

and

tie

Sufficient light for a proper lighting of the scale
weighing beam, scale house, scale deck and scale pit shall lje

provided.

Drainage: Scale pits must be kept free from water. Where
possible to construct it, a drain shall be installed, connected
through a water-sealed trap to a sewer, cesspool, or to an
outlet to natural drainage.
In all other cases the drain shall
be connected to an outside water-tight cistern, which shall
be kept pumjied out.
Ventilation:
(a) All scale pits should be ventilated to
meet the needs of each particular case, the object being to
have the least possible amount of moist air in the pit, to pre-

vent rusting of scale parts and structural

steel,
(b) (Suggestion by Bureau of Standards:)
"One opening, or set of
openings, shall be made in the deck of the scale, which are
to connect with flues which terminate near the bottom of the
pit, and that another opening, or set of openings, t>e made in
the neck in the ordinary way."
(c) We suggest a ventilating
pijoe be extended upward from the opening in the neck to the
top of which pipe there he connected a ventilating hood, or
jack, similar to the one shown in the drawing.

Protection from Corrosion
Painting: All metal parts of the scale and all structural
steel shall be painted with not less than two coats of paint
before delivery for erection, or before being assembled and
erected.
All surfaces coming into contact, where such surfaces are to be riveted together, shall be painted before being
riveted.

Material: The material for the paint specified above shall
to one of seven formulas and specifications: [gfiven
in the report.
Ed.]
We are indebted for the above information to W. E.
Thompson, supervisor of scales for the State of Minnesota,
who has been largely responsible for the preparation of the

combined cast in one piece. If the scales are to be used for
motion weighing, no wooden ties may be used.
Live Rails: Scale rails shall be continuous without splices
or joints.
TTiese rails shall be securely bolted to the cast
iron pedestals, or fastened to them by means of malleable
iron clips.
If fastened by clips, each rail shall be equipjied
with not less than six rail anti-creepers, three spaced each
wa>- from the center.
Clearance Ahtig Live Rail: The clearance along the live
rail pedestals shall be two inches, which opening shall be
protected from the weather and from dirt.
Steel Weather Strips: Steel weather protecting strips cut
into lengths of not more than five feet, made from J^-ui.
steel. 7 in. in width, shall be provided to protect the scale
from the weather and dirt.
Motion Weii^hing: (a) On scales equipped with automatic
recording machines for the motion weighing of cars or car-

statement on aerial operations issued by the British War
Office at London on April 20 says:
"There was no improvement in the weather on Friday, but a certain amount
of flying was done between storms of rain and snow,
and reconnoissances were carried out at low heights. Four
and a half tons of bombs were dro|-)cd on the Tiirourout
railway station and ammunition dumps and targets in

load freight, "transfer rails" or "easer rail joints" of a tj^je
to be approved by the department shall be provided to introduce the load to the scale without undue impact.
(b) For motion weighing in train order, where cars or
carload freight is to be weighed coupled and under engine
control, electric signal targets shall be placed at least two
train lengths from the end of the scale to indicate to the
engineer the proper speed for the train. These targets shall

the battle area.
Only a few indecisive combats occurred
in the air.
None of our machines is missing.
After
dark our night-flying squadrons were very active. Sixteen
tons of bombs were dropped on Armentieres, Wameton,
Estaires, Bapaume and the Chaulnes railway junction. Direct hits were observed on four trains, one of which, judging from the explosion that was caused, was undoubtedly
full of ammunition.
All our machines returned safelv."

conform

specifications abstracted above.

British

Fliers

Wreck Fovr Germ.an

Trains.

—The
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The Southern

successful use for

Pacific's

Snow Shed Problem
MAINTEN.ANX'E of uninterrupted operation through

Till-;

the Sierra Nevada mountains with a maximum annual
.snowfall of 65 ft. has led the Southern Pacific to spend
over three million dollars in the construction of 29 miles of
brief
snow sheds in a total distance of less than 30 miles.

A

development of these sheds and of the problems
involved in their maintenance was contained in a paper prepared by George W. Rear, general bridge inspector of the
Southern Pacific at San Francisco, Cal., and published in
the Proceedings of the American Railway Bridge & Building
Assoc-iation for 1917, just issued, from which the following
information is abstracted.
The following figures show the annual snowfall at various
points along the line of the Southern Pacific where it crosses
the Sierra Nevada mountain.
historj- of the

No. years
Elevation

Station

Canyon

Illuc

4,695
5,939
5,230
r,017
5.819

Cisco

Emigrant Gap

Summit
Trnckec

record

ft.

14
33
29

ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

.Average
seasonal snowfall
17

ft.
ft.

44

30
23
35

35

16

ft.

3 in.

10

in.

ft.

7 in.

ft.

in.
in.

Truckee is at the eastern base of the range and gets less
snowfall than stations at the same elevation on the western
This is due to the fact that the clouds move easterly
slope.
from the Pacific coast and drop their moisture before getting
The moisture is deposited in the form of
over the range.
rain to an elevation of about 3,500 ft., snow seldom extending
below that height in this latitude. The maximum snowfall
at Summit occurred in 1879-80 in which year 6534 ft. fell,
but this record was nearly reached again in 1890 when 64 2/3
fell.

ft.

about three months and ver}little goes off during the winter, but it keeps settling down
until the average depth on the level is about 15 ft., although
This
26 ft., has been measured on the level many times.
makes the snow very heavy, with streaks of ice in it, and it
Rotar)- plows are used in the
is hard to handle with plows.
territory at each end of the sheds where the snow-fall is les.s.

This snow

On

falls in a period of

certain slopes

and

in certain

to great heights, well onto

The snowsheds

100

ft.

canyons the snow piles up
deep.

in this territory' are built of

wood and

are

of two general types: (1) Those designed to keep snow oft"
the track only, ( 2 ) Those designed to convey snow and snowThere are 30 miles of these sheds in
^lides over the track.
all,

covering a territory of about 40 miles, there being some
ends where the snow-fall is less and

Ijreaks near the lower

where sheds are used in cuts only.
The first sheds were built in 1868, the frames Ijeing constructed of round timber cut alongside the track and the
sheathing being cut in neighboring sawmills. They were of
the pitch roof type and had the fault of crowding out of line
when unevenly loaded with snow and were extremely hard
The vertical clearance was only 17 ft. in
to restore to line.
1868, but this provided nearly as much clearance above the
cars as our present 22 ft. does above modem cars.

The sheds were no
made that they shut off

sooner built than

complaints were

and many efforts were made
Windows were put in at the
to overcome this objection.
most interesting points and shutters that could be opened in
the summer were tried, but for one cause or another all had
to be abandoned, until the scheme of placing vertical slats
something like a picket fence opposite the car windows was
adopted. They are now put in wherever possible, e.xcept of
This
course, where there is nothing to see in any case.
arrangement provides the maximum view and yet keeps out
the view

the snow.

When
present
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tages

is

many

years.

the ease with which

it

it

became

necessarj' to renew some of the sheds, the
roof type was developed and this has been in

of

principal advan-

its

if

crowded

over by the weight of snow slides.
There are approximately 100 million feet of lumber in
tiiese sheds and outside of damage from fire, their life is
about 27 years. The fire risk is somewhat great, largely as a
The large timber
result of fires started from the outside.
has been cut in this neighjjorhood but there is considerable
brush, which takes fire, usually from fires left by careless
campers. While the risk is, thus, somewhat great, the fire
loss is small, owing to the precautions taken to prevent its
spreading.
In the longer stretches of the sheds, telescoping sections
100 ft. long are built as often as feasible. These sections
are mounted on wheels and are rolled back into enlarged
sections of the adjacent shed during the summer, making a
break of 100 ft. These telescopes divide the sheds into short
sections, so that no great length is liable to bum at one time.
It should be understood that a fire in these sheds burns the
track ties and bends the rail in knots, destroying not only the
shed but the track also.

To detect fires, a system of patrols is maintained, each
These
patrolman reporting at an alarm box every hour.
alarm bo.xes are a little less than a mile apart and each
report is registered automatically on a tape which is under
constant observation at Summit station and is duplicated in
When an alarm is rung
the roadmasters' office at Tmckee.
in, the nearest fire train is notified and the main line is
traffic.
(The line is single track but, with sidings
every two miles, little time is lost in getting trains into clear.)
There are four fire trains in service during the summer, each
consisting of a locomotive, a pump, and two water cars, having
These- trains are constantly
capacities of about 20,000 gal.

cleared of

under steam and ready to start on an instant's notice. The
locomotives are equipped with high pitched whistles, which
are blown almost continuously while the trains are running,
enaliling

no

workmen

to get out of the way.

has yet gotten by the

It is reported that

it arrived at the
scene of the fire.
In addition to these precautions a lookout station is maintained on Red Mountain at an elevation of 7,860 ft. from
which point almost all of the 27 miles of the sheds can be
seen, there lieing only two small sections hidden by spurs of

fire

fire

train after

mountain range. At this lookout station two men are on
constant watch, reporting by telephone every half hour. They
have an engineer's transit mounted in their cabin, to which is
attached an aluminum pointer which travels over a chart
attached to a stand in front of the transit.
There is also a
line etched on the bay window of the cabin, which shows the
lines of the sheds as seen through the transit.
By training
the transit on tlie fire the indicator will point out exactly
what part of the shed is on fire or nearest to the fire, if it is
not actually in the sheds.
the

These sheds are built to sustain 25 feet of snow, weighing
25 lb. per cubic foot, and, as the territory through which
they pass has very little wind, and the snow is soft and sticky,
great loads of snow rest on the sheds, especially in cuts.
Some trouble was experienced in early years owing to the
snow combing and extending a considerable distance out
from the edge of tlie roof. This was overcome by nailing
vertical l)oards about 8 ft. apart extending about 8 ft. above
the eaves.
In this range of mountains there are some snow
slides, which usually carry with them large boulders. Where
tliey are likely to occur special types of sheds with sloping
roofs are provided.

—

Scottish Fish Traffic. For the fish traffic carried by
North of Scotland from the middle of last June to
llie middle of September, 406 special trains with a total of
8,830 trucks were required.
Thr Engineer. London.
the Great
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Railways Under Government Management

Italian

The Value

of Unified Direction Exemplified as a

War

Measure During Three Years of Struggle
By Our

Special European Corespondent

HASandGuvKRNMKNT MANAGEMENT
by
particularly

tlie

been justified in Italy,
handling of the transporta-

during the war?
This question ma\- be answered in the affirmative from
the point of view that Italy's railroads really have done a
great war ser\'ice, have held together, and are still running
The quesafter three years of mauling, of wear and tear.
tion of whether the}- might have done better under private
management on less money Ijecomes absolutel)- academic in
tion situation

—

the fate of the Italian nation.
the light of the stake involved
The result before us is that so far they have kept going, have

never faikil the nation

—and

no more can

\>e

a.«ked.

Before writing this article I went one sunny winter's day
tc the chief of the operating department to ask him a few
This chief I found a very cool, pleasant- faced
questions.
man standing over a desk piled up with telegraphic slips.
"If I had coal, these protests wouldn't be here!" he exclaimed, waving his hands lightly over his desk in comicotragic despair.
all

over

Ital>

,

"They want me to move troops and freights
and you can't run steam locomotives without

can you ? It's been this way ever since the war began.
You're an American. Cant you persuade your government
coal,

"

to

sendus coal?
The history of

railroading does not give another example
during this war. For nearly four years her
niilroads have been operated on an ever decreasing coal
supply.
The case of Russia cannot in any sense be compared to this. I)ecause so many other elements entered in
like that of Italy

In Italy ever)- technical and
railroading conditions there.
financial phase of operation has been weekly, if not daily,
Trains
sultject to the sole consideration of her coal supply.

Ijuve frequently

there

was no

been run empty for long distances because

coal to run

had

them loaded, and yet the

cars, of

be at a given point at a given
time.
Engines have been laid up, idle, because there was
no coal to run them. Trains have run at a ten-mile an hour
speed because it took more coal to run them rapidly.
Before the war Italy, herself having no coal, imported
some 10,000,000 tons, mostly from England. About onethird of this coal was used i)y the railroads and two-thirds
went into industn' and commerce and into the heating of
private houses.
By degrees that supply has been cut down,
jiartl}- ijecause the less coal used the more money kept in the
country, and ])artly because enemy submarines have made
At present (March),
coal importation by sea hazardous.
Italy is getting about 10,000 tons of coal per day, by hook
or crook, or al)out one-third of her importation l)efore the
war, and this coal is of such poor quality as to l>e injurious
All of her short-line railways have been
to locomotives.
stopped or their schedules reduced, main line trains are running but with military freight having the right of way and
passenger trains are crowded until the aisles are jammed,
and even .standing room at a premium.
The coal situation is tiic only condition that has prevented
Italy's railroads from giving in war times the same ser\'ice as
When it is remembered that the war has
before the war.
militar)-

necessity,

revolutionized

many

to

asixxts of railroading, particularly as

unexampled quantities of freight, of troops, and
of perfonning these functions under peculiar conditions, the
to carrying

weight of this statement will be understood.
The whole question of government ownership, so far as
general Italian opinion is concerned, is that Italy's railroad's
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were better run before 1905, under the private companies,
but that for this war it has been better to have them imder
government control. Italy is a free country, with much liberty of expression of opinion,

and

it

is

tained their management.
For war, however, the only solution is government control,
and in European countries of near frontiers, with a possible
enemy ever just over the border, government management of so
powerful a war arm as the railroads must be maintained in
peace times. In peace times there is too much political interference with the operation and management of all phases of

Congressmen and senators have too many henchhave too many voters to satisfy among the
employees, and when this is not the case they interfere in
technical matters with impractical ideas when they do not
speculate in railroad contracts and supplies.
From a war point of view there is also the danger of foreign
powers using their moneys and influence to obtain control in
the roads.

men

and foot, with all the inevitable expenses accompanying government employ, it is claimed that government ownership of
railways has been and is the best plan for Italy.

frequently regretted

that before the war the private companies with their faster
passenger trains and quicker freight deliveries, had not re-

to please,

On all the
peace times of this all-important military arm.
railioads of Europe Germany had her fingers, both financially
and through her secret agents in the operating departments.
As regards Italy's railroads, for instance, in the spring of
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Railroad Conditions Peculiar to Italy
In order to understand what has happened and is happening in Italy from a railroad point of view, I think it is
neesscary to tell a few salient elementary facts about the
country itself, about the people, about national finances,
about tlie war's conduct, and other national conditions with

which the management of a railroad and its prosperity and
must necessarily be linked.
Right off, it must be understood that Italy is not
a rich country according even to European standards,
and is a very poor coimtry according to our concepWe Americans frequently forget how
of wealth.
tions
efficiency

we

soil,
mines, cliare,
rich in timber, water,
natural advantages over and natural protections
from other peoples the like of which cannot be found
In our pride we sometimes
elsewhere on the globe.
forget that it is the land we live in which is responsible
for our prosperity rather than the people who have developed
It takes living abroad in war time, when nations
all this.
in Europe are staking their freedom, their very^ existence,
hundreds of tons of coal, or of iron ore, or of
paltry
a
few
on
grain to realize how fully we are blessed with all these
If we had had to go into this war lacking so much, as
things.
did Ital}% we as a people might have tried to squirm out of it
as a bad business, or having gone in, we might not have
accomplished as much and with as light hearts as have the

rich

mate,

Italians.

From the point of view of Europe, Italy's national wealth
The old
is rated at somewhere around fifdi in the list.
pre-war figures used to be 20 billion dollars, with France
50 billions, Germany 80, England, Scotland and Ireland
at 85, Russia 40, Spain 5^, and Switzerland 4 billions.
The old estimated wealth of the United States was 200
In the light of war
billions, or ten times that of Italy.
financing, it is difficult to state just how poor any nation
is.
In measures of dollars Italy has already spent 5 billions
on the war, about one-fourth or one-third of her previously
estimated national wealth and there are those who claim
she is about as rich as usual, with every prospect of doing
well industrially

if

the

war ever

stops.

has always been the kind of people who have inhabited
Italy that have given her the importance she has always
enjoyed.
In ancient times, as at this ver\- hour, Roman
Then it happened
soldiers were fed on food from abroad.
These
to be the fertile Nile countries, now it is America.
different
from the Romans.
people of to-day, liowever, are far
For one thing the Romans were severely just when not atrociously cruel, whereas the Italians are kind-hearted to a fault,
careless of money, indifferent of social values, and yet
liberty loving, proud as Romans, as jealous of freedom.
This is why Italy can hardly ever become a Russia, why
she is now bearing up under the immense strain occasioned
by the military losses of last fall.
Geographically Italy is well located as an exchange transportation center, and as she was once rich four or five centuHowever,
ries ago, she will again be rich for the same reason.
her area of land is a little less than the size of the States of
Kentucky, Tennessee and Ohio, or a little more than that
of Wvoming.
With a population of 35 millions, her soil
for agricultural purposes is on the average not so rich at
its best as that of Kentucky, and her many mountains contain
It

The

State Railroads of Italy

1916 a great quantity of German-owned securities vv-as
turned back to the Italians, the Germans having need of
money, and feeling no longer the need of such ownership.
The securities were transferred through neutral Switzerland,
and, it is stated, were for the most part picked up by the
Italian government which, it is also said, will in the future
exercise a closer control over the sale of her railroad securiIn passing, it may be pointed out that these securities
ties.
have dropped but 25 points under their sales value of 1914,
which indicates what the Italians think of their railroad
securities as guaranteed by the government.
With all the hardening of the arteries that belongs to governmental conduct of affairs, with all the horrible and irrevocable inefficiency of the government bureaucrat, with all the
dodging of responsibility which ends by tying systenrs hand

nowhere any of the
tucky.

came

and zinc treasures of Kenlate upon earth, as indi-

Her

iron

coal, oil, iron

Geologically, Italy

ore production is a
by her volcanoes.
meagre million tons a year, her lead and zinc but a quarter
of a million, and she has neither oil or coal, those essential
Durina the
handmaidens of industry and transportation.
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substitute.

the Italy of toda) is liarilly 5U yt-ars old.
one could forget the background afforded by her ancient

I'olitically

If

history,

the

marvels

of

material

arcliitecture,

lier

past centurie;.,

tlie

Middle Ages, the
the womlers of her art of
exi^ted four years ago might

refinenients

Italy

that

of

tlie

been conipared, materially, with any one of our old
Soutliern States, where life ran along easily, was pleasant,
witli railroads tolerated and industry regarded as a vulgar
liave

Xortliern proiluct.

Government ownership of railways
a

political,

as well as an

Italy lias l)een rent

liy

in Italy has always been
industrial necessity.
Politically,

internal tli>sen>ion for the past 1,500

and every hilltop reared against its
neighbor, and without any visible outward .symbol to jioint
out the necessity of union. Without going into the story of
how Napoleon dreamed of uniting Italy, of how many payears, with every city

triots

dreamed

this

dream

until

it

came

tiue after Garilialdi,

during our fivil War, and particularly during the FrancoI'russian \\ .ir. it mav be stated that this union has been
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coming

from Au.stria, the old mistress of the \eneiian
provinces, that a cliange be made.
The political effect of
holding provinces together by good roads and rapid means

communication was one of tlie secrets known and applied
The old trutli was remembered by the new
of united Italy, who at once lx.-gan improving the
various railroad lines, .spending money that was sorely needed
in otlier dircxtions.
Mark Twain did not understand this
truth and said so wlien he was, in the year ISO/, visiting
Italy of those days.
"There are a good many things about
this Italy which I do not understand, and more esjjecially
I cannot understand how a bankruj)t government can have
.such marvels of turnpikes.
Why, these latter are as hard
as adamant, as straight as a line, as smooth as a floor,
and as white as snow. .\nd yet no tolls are charged.
".•\s for the railway.*
we have none like them. The cars
slide as smoothly along as if they were on runners.
The
of

by the Romans.
rulers

—

depots are vast palaces of cut marble, with stately colonnades
of the same royal stone traversing them from end to end. and
with ample walls and ceilings richly decorated with frescoes.

The

broad

floors are all laid in polished flags of marble.

lofty

gateways are graced with statues, and the

"These things win me more than Italy's hundred galleries
of priceless art treasures, because I can understand the one
and am not competent to appreciate the other. In the turnpikes, the railways, the depots, and the new boulevards of
uniform houses in Florence and other cities here, I see the
genius of Louis Napoleon, or rather I see the works of that
statesman imitated.
But Louis Napoleon has taken care in
France there shall be a foundation for these improvements
money. He has alwa)-s the wherewithal to back up his
projects; they strengthen France and never weaken her.
Iler material prosperity is genuine.
But here the ca.^e is
different.
This country is bankrupt.
There is no real
Toundation for these great works. The prosperity they would
seem to indicate is a pretence. There is no money in the
treasury, and so they enfeeble her instead of strengthening.
Italy has achieved the dearest wish of her heart and become
an independent state, and in so doing she has drawn an
elephant in the political lottery. She has nothing to feed it
on.
But it is an ill wind that blows nobody good. A year
ago, when Italy .saw utter ruin staring her in tlie face and
her greenbacks hardly worth the paper they were printed
on, her parliament ventured upon a coup de main that would
have appalled the stoutest statesmen under less desperate
circumstances. They, in a manner, confiscated the domains

—

On

the Genoa-Spezia Line

slowly effected during the

\yj.il

50 years

in the

face of in-

tolerable financial struggles.

Through patient national economy, through sacrifices which
still remembered with bitterness, through the gradual inflow of tourist money, through moneys sent to the Holy See,
tlirough moneys sent home by emigrants living in North and
South .\merica, in France, in England, Italy's money finally
before the present war had reached a i)ar exchange value
are

of that of countries with a gold standard.

Italy Just

Beginning to Prosper

When War Came

Just before the war Italy had caught her breath, nationShe had ceased to look behind, was about to put into
execution an ambitious transportation scheme which would
ally.

have remedied

some of her natural handicaps, increased
and jiorts, and prepared
for reaching out after world freight, for making
Italy a transhipping center for Southern Europe, the Mediterranean, and more distant points east and west, as in the
olden days when Venice, Genoa, Naples and Pisa thus grew
w-ealthy.
German money and minds were helping in the
scheme, and their teaching was worth having.
United Italy began business in 1870 with 1.202 mile? of
railway, 1.125 of which were mostly in the north countr)'.
But 77 miles of railway line were in the south of the peninsula and in Sicily.
These railways have helped a lot in
internal traffic, improved her canals

the

way

holding Italv together, in keeping united the various provinces
and cities which were constantly prey to the suggestion, often

of the

Church

.

.

'."

Being an outsider, iMark Twain hadn't the time

to >tudy
his brief visit the political aspects of the effort to make
Italy not a union of states, but a single, closely knit nation.
'Tlie taking of the property of the Cliurch, which was comin

pleted in 1870 by the taking of the city of

Rome and

the

Papal states about Rome, was a measure of doubtful financial wisdom, but it helped to clear the way for a greater
Italian nation,

as

in the

same sense that the

i>resent

war

when successful, shove Italy fonvard info the Alps and
along the shore of the Adriatic to tlie port of Trieste and
thus complete her geographical entity. As a financial proposition, it looks very expensive, but in the long run her leaders
feel it will be worth while.
Indeed, it is part of a plan
conceived by the patriots of 50 years ago and patiently
will,

carried out.

With the taking of Rome, Italy established her capital at
Rome, took over the Papal railway connecting Civitavecchia,
Rome and Xajiles. and year by year has increa.sed her railroad system, sometimes under private management, snnii

—

under .some form of government control, with the riL
way for the most part being never surrendered, but n
leased to private companies for a relatively short tenii of
years.

(To be

cotitiiiurd.)
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The Preparation and Handling
from the Diary of

Illustrations

Package Freight
Inspector — Views
Some

a Freight

of

in

North Carolina Freight Houses
By

A. C. Kenly
be delivered

case

.it the same time; or a
number and date of shipment

case

lump, has a hazy idea of
railro;ids.
'riiroush its eye, not its mind, it receives
of
great
affluence
and unlimited wealth. It
the impression

are

age,

it

sees the majjniticent terminals, the luxurious passenger trains,

deternune

the endless trains of freight cars, the ceaseless activity, and
the army of employees necessary for all this, all of which

No. 1 shows how a shipper of watermelons
>olved his difficulty by pasting on each melon a slip of paper
bearing consignee's name and address.
.Another method is
to scrajjc off jiart of the outer rind and mark with a pencil
on the expo.^ieci surface. Still another is by scratching through
the outer rind with a nail or other pointed imjilement.

T

UK

lii.h

I'l

,

wliiili

tlu-

i>

tiTin

li;i|'|'>

\vc-

all usi- in rcfcr-

to evorybixly else in a

riiifj

may

lie

lo^t.

If

the

shown on each pack-

an easy matter for consignee to keep perfect record
and in (ase of nondelivery of a ca.'e, to

is

of all cases received
it>

contents.

I'hotiJgrapli

demands and all of which the railroads gladly
and want to give, when they can earn enough to afford
it;
and which they give eagerly and fast enough, without
Thiv arc
waiting tci til- ;i-k(il when tiifir rci iii)t~ iu-^tifx' it
the pul)lic

give,

Note the well ])re])ared articles in plioio No. 2.
All
and highly polished surfaces should be fully protected.
Household goods, the poor relation of furniture, is
another prolific source of claims.
When you consider the
large proportion of the articles shipped are accepted by carriers jirepared for shipment as shown in photo No. 3, it does
not re(|uire a Solomon to detect the cause.
An article of
commerce which cau.ses carriers much wailing and gnashing
glass jiarts

ILLUSTRATIONS ON OPPOSITE PAGE
Watermelons Clearly Marked
Glass Properly Packed
Household Goods (A Common Sight)
Wall Paper; from a Careless Shipper
Poorly Made Box for Meats
Fibre Board Boxes A Kind Often Seen
Fibre Board Packages Well Protected

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

—

6.
7.

9.

10.

m

of teeth, as well

as pecuniary loss, is the cast iron stove.
I^ome shippers still contend it is not necessary to crate stoves,
lait the crated stove is increasing all the time.
Shipments in
sacks also produce many claims. A poor tjuality of material

Fibre Board, Overloaded
Empty Cans Well Protected
One Mark Serves for Five Buckets

8.

11.

Bad Kegs and

12.

Wooden
make

trade to

a

Good One

is

Butter Dishes

a living out

ol'

it.

ju~t a> e\erylj(K.h-

cl.-c

leakage due to mouths not i)eing properly sewed.
Photo 4 is a common scene; rolls of wall paper poorly protected.
Photo 5 is a package affected bv meat shippers: the
boards marked
which form the top and bottom are nailed
to the inside of the cross piece .).
If you load heavj- articles
on boards marked C the pressure forces them down, leaving
an ojiening like the one shown.
It is surprising how often
this happens, and it is a difficult break to repair.
In this
case, the cooper simply nailed the piece P across the opening.

is,

and

just as an.xious to please their patrons.
The ])ul)lic often
looks with envy and unfortunately sometimes with hatred, at
the president, vice-president and other officers who whirl by

C

private cars.
The dear pulilic should look at the real
Private cars are not castles of ease and indulgence
l)Ut, rather, business cells of jjcrplexing problems, troubles
and worries, and many, many sleejjless nights.
in

facts.

One of
men

road

the great problems

now

often used; sometimes, with heavy contents, the sack has
by merely lifting it.
.Another source of trouble is

liroken

lieing considered

bv

rail-

the conservation of freight.

Millions of dollars
by carriers in settlement of claims for
freight which is lost or damaged.
A few years ago. carriers,
shippers and consignees seemed possessed with the idea that
freight was fated to be lost or diimaged; and that that was
is

FROM
CARE & DETAIL
BUSY CITY, N.

are annually paid

was

CASE

100

4.13-18
C.

Now

all three work together to prevent
slow, but sure, and the object of this
article is to help the cause along.
The carriage of freight is
a partnershij) between the shipper and the carrier.
The

there

all

to

it.

The improvement

it.

is

must "tote fair" by properly preparing his goods for
shipment.
What a multitude of carelessly marked packages
pass through a large freiglit hou.*e in a single day!
shipf)er

BEST MARKING 4 CO.
PLAIN CITY. MD.

The proper marking of a box is a simple
we see. The example in the

varied neglect

lustrates proper

no other

letters,

thing, yet what
next column ilmarking methods. It is always best to show
figures or words on the top, or on the sides

that contain the shii>ping directions.

way

remedy the trouble

is

to drive nails

sides of the case into the boards

C

when

1

lie

to

first

through the
packed.

information on ever)- j)ackage he ships; then in case of
is able to promptly write him direct.
The
number and date of shijiment should \>e put on Ijy all
shifipers who ship fref|uently to regular customers, as occa-

Photos 6 and 7 are examples of fibre-board packages.
This is a very good package when pro[)erly made, properly
glued and sealed and properly used; and a very poor package
when these conditions arc not complied with. Photo S conies
under the "net complied with" category, the principal trouble
being that the weight of the contents is too heavy for the
package. Photo 7 shows a most excellent method of shipping

date may arrive before a
l»ecome mixed in transit and

two or more fibre-board packages to one consignee. Photo 9
is an excellent method for shipping empty cans.
Photo 10

A

good business

husine.<s envelopes:

man

."^hows his

he will

fintl

it

name and address on
a great

his

advantage to .show

this

trouble, the carrier

case

sionally

a

shipment of a
shipments

l)revious one; or

later

may
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shows an approved method of shipping numerous small packages to one consignee; it not only prevents the danger of a
small package being overlooked or lost, but it reduces the
By wiring the five half-buckets of candy
cost of marking.
together, it was only necessary to mark the name of consignee
and destination once instead of live times.
A striking differences in kegs is shown in photo 11.
If \ou were ordering a keg of nails and you knew A
used the two kegs on the left and B used the one on the
Photo 12
right, from which merchant would you buy?
shows one way of preparing butter dishes for shipment; and
the natural results.
The loading of freight in station order

is

an

art

by

itself,

when

there comes along an unwieldy article like a
harbor-light buoy, a gas engine, or a piece of long piping
which mu.st be loaded on the floor of car. It is gratifying to
especially

note the increasing study and time carriers are now giving
to the loading of freight and its protection to insure its reaching destination in good condition.
The foregoing notes are not the suggestions and ideas of
one man, but of many, widely separated, all working with a

common

purpose; and that purpose

and damage

is

the reduction of loss

have shown even in a slight
degree the need of earnest co-operation of the manufacturers
of containers, the shippers, the consignees and the carriers, J
have not written in vain.
to freight.

If I

The Business Press and
the Railway Question*
By Samuel O. Dunn

THERE

HAS BEEN SOME DISCUSSION

recently as to whether

the existing facilities of our railways are adequate.

I

do not understand how any intelligent person can have
In every month for 21
any doubt regarding that matter.
months a net freight car shortage has been reported. The
shortages have varied from 34,000 to 150,000 cars.
This
great car shortage has prevailed

month

after

month

in spite

and effective operation of railway facili\Ye will gain nothing, but may lose much,
by closing our eyes to the truth. We are confronted today
with the fact' that the capacity of our railways is not equal,
or anywhere near equal, to all demands.
The long-continued car shortage expresses only roughly, but in a general
way it does express, the general transportation situation.
What can we and should we do about this situation? It
cannot be cured during the war.
Cannot it at least be
remedied or ameliorated? There are only two ways in which
it can be improved.
One is by increasing the facilities. The
other is by using them more efficiently.
The railways are
now being operated under the control of the government.
Government control was adopted primarily to render it posof the most efficient
ties

ever known.

siljle

to

increase the facilities

and

to

operate them

more

efficiently.

There will be some increases in facilities made this year,
but they will not be large in proportion to the existing demand for transportation service. In every effort the railways may make to enlarge their facilities they will encounter
great difficulties created by the shortage of laI:)or and of
materials caused by the war.
In consequence, while the
Railroad Administration undoubtedly will this year spend
sulistantial sums in enlarging facilities the conditions of war
will render it necessary to expend them jirimarily with a
view, not to making it possible for the railways to handle
more business of a general character, but with a view to
making it possible for them to handle more traffic whose
movement is essential to carrying on the war.
'From an addrvss delivered before the Business
Cleveland Advertising Club, Cleveland, O., on May

P.-ipers
1.

Division of the
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Arm-chair authorities on railway

aft'airs

have been

telling

us for years that an enormous increase in the efficiency of
railroad operation could be secured by consolidating the railways and operating them as a single unified system. Unified
control of operation, whether secured by the voluntary acby the exercise of governmental authority, was necessary in order to secure the transtion of the railways themselves, or

portation of the greatest possible

amount

of traffic essential

on the war.
would be easy

to carrying

But it
amount of

to exaggerate the increase in the
general which government control will
make it possible to handle. Government control makes it
possible to direct all traffic by the shortest available routes.
But when business is so heav}' as at present, the shortest
routes soon become crowded, and it continues to be necessary
to send business by all available routes, short and long. Government control makes it possible to operate all the terminals
in large centers of industry' as single units.
But before the
most advantageous co-ordination in the operation of terminals
can be secured, they must be co-ordinated physically; and
to bring this about will require time, labor and money.
Furthermore, it must be remembered that, primarily, the
problem of the Railroad Administration and of the railways
is not that of moving the greatest possible amount of traffic
of all kinds, but that of moving the greatest possible amount
Now, in
of the kinds essential to carrying on the war.
some cases, in order to move the greatest possible amount of
essential traffic, it is necessary to so dispose matters as actually to reduce the total traffic accepted.
The Railroad Administration includes some of tlie ablest
railway men in America, and they and the managers of the
individual lines are devoting all their ability and all their
strength to the solution of the problems presented.
But it
traffic in

For
is a condition, not a theory, which confronts them.
almost twelve years the railroads of this country were subjected to a polic)^ of regulation so unfair, so unintelligent
and so destructive that, as was long ago foreseen and repeatedly predicted, their development rapidly slowed down,
and finally came almost to a stop. Then suddenly, in l')16.
there was thrown upon a railway system which had become
unequal even to the normal requirements of the countr\- the
largest increase of traffic ever known; and within a few
months the country entered the greatest of all wars, with the
result that additional demands, heav}' and abnormal beyond
The present transportation proball precedent, were made.
lem of the United States is the joint product of those twelve
years of prejudiced, punitive and repressive regulation and
of conditions created by the great war; and if those charged
with the operation of the country's railways are not able to
make them meet all demands, this is due less to shortcomings on their part than to the fact that they are confronted
with problems which no amount of energy and genius could,
within a few months, or c\-en a few years, solve satisfactorily.

The movement of cars while in the hands of the railways
should and probably will be expedited by sending traffic by
the shortest routes as far as may be practicable and by more
unified and scientific operation of terminals.
But cars are
not in the hands of the railways all the time.
They are in
the hands of shippers and consignees a large part of the time,
and upon shippers and consignees mainly depends how heavily
they shall be loaded, how long they shall be held for loading and unloading and how long and how many times they
shall be detained for reconsignment.
The Railroad Administration can increase demurrage rates; it can reduce the
time allowed for reconsignment; it can advance minimum
carload weights; but unless it can secure the cordial and
constant co-operation of shippers and consignees it cannot
by any or all means and measures secure the greatest practicaiile efficiency in the use of cars.
The co-operation of
ship|;ers and consignees during the last year has contributed

May
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greatly to the increase of car efficiency; but tiiey must cooperate even more cordially anil energetically if the railways
are to he enalileil to render tlie largest practicable amount of
service to the country as a wliole.

In a meeting of tliis kind the cjuestion naturally arises as
if any, the business press can play in helping
to solve the transportation prot)lems with which the country
Some of the business papers reach more espeis confronted.
to wliat part,

who

are directly engaged in the operation of
This is true of the group of publications with
which 1 am connected. Most business ])a|)ers reach chiefly
persons and concerns that come in toucli with the railways
mainly as users of railway service.
cially persons

the railways.

The duty of railway paiJers under present conditions is
The papers with which I am connected saw that the
time had come when it was necessary for tlie government in
one way or another, to come to the assistance of the com-

clear.

panies to save them from financial disaster and to relieve
them from the tranmiels imposed by the anti-trust and antipooling laws in order to enable them to operate with the
utmost efficiency. They did not believe it was necessar}' or
desirable for government officials to take the control of railway operation out of the hands of railway officers. When,
however, government control was adopted, we recognized
the fact tliat it was the duty of every patriotic citizen to do
all possible to make it a success: and our papers have acted,
and will continue to act, on that principle. The editors of
our papers do not consider that loyalty to the government or

Railroad .\dministration requires that we shall refrain
from criticising things done or proposed to be done by the
Railroad Administration which we do not consider right or
wise, any more than in the past we considered that we ought
to refrain from criticising things done or prop>osed to be
done by the railway companies which we regarded as wrong
or unwise.
Consequently, when the Railroad Administration
entered upon a program involving the standardization of
locomotives and the relinquishment by railway supply companies of patents e.ssential to the existence of their businesses
we did not hesitate to voice our opposition. On the whole,
however, our policy thus far has been, and we hope and believe it will be possible for it to continue to be, one of support and commendation rather than one of antagonism and
tlie
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for the improvement of conditions which special
knowledge of conditions in the various branches of industry
render the editors of business papers competent to offer. But
the business press should especially endeavor to make sure
that all its criticisms of the individual railways and of the
Railroad .Administration are based on facts riglitly understood and that its suggestions for improving conditions are
the result of knowledge and gixxl judgment.

gestions

Constructive, helpful discussion of the present transportamust be predicated on a frank recognition of
the fact that railroad facilities are inadequate and that it
tion situation

|je impassible for a long time to make them adequate.
necessarily follows that tiie most constructive thing the

will
It

railway managements, on tlie one hand, and the u.sers of
railway service, on tlie other, can do to improve the situation
is to make the best possible use of existing facilities.
The
business press reaches the shippers of the countr)-, and there
is no more useful .scr%'ice it can perform tlian constantly to
keep before its readers the reasons why it is their duty to the
country and themselves to co-operate in every way they can
with the railway companies in securing the heaviest possil>le
loading and the most expeditious possible handling of freight
cars.

Government control is making great changes in the organization and operation of our railways.
The longer the
war lasts, the greater these changes will be. The determination of the kind of system with which the old system of
management and regulation shall be replaced after the war
will have a most important effect upon the economic, .social
and political future of the United States.

Many believe government ownership will be adopted. Government ownership of railways means government monopoly
The railways are the largest purchasers of coai.
are the largest purchasers of iron and steel. They are
purchasers of lumber.
cannot establish a
permanent government monopoly of railroads without producing profound effects upon the business of all the concerns, and upon the employees of all the concerns, of which
tlie railways are the largest customers.
Every person in the
country uses the service of the railways.
This means that
of railways.

They

the

We

largest

under government ownership ever}- person would have
to do business permanently with a huge government mon-

criticism.

opoly.

Mr. Mc.-\doo. the director general of railroads, is a man
of ability. He labored effectively to secure legislation which
would fix a fair basis for compensating the railways for the
use of their properties; he has put able and experienced
railway men in the most important places in his organization: he has given ver)- little opportunity for politics or
politicians to influence operation: and he is keeping uppermost the object of so operating the railways as to make them
an efficient instrumentality for helping win the war. Our
papers have tried to give him full credit for tliese things;
we have tried to give full weight to the difficulty of his posi-

The establishment of a permanent railroad monopoly, if
the monopoly were in private hands, would mean the concentration of an enormous power in the hands of those who

and the magnitude of his problem: and we sincerely
desire above all other things to help in this crisis to so influence the course of events as to make government control
of railways a success.

who used

tion

The business papers

outside the railway field approach
problem from a different direction. Their
constituencies are composed mainly not of those who operate
the railways or purvey to them, but of those who use their
the transportation

The present transportation situation certainly is not
a happy one from the standpoint of the shipper or traveler.
It is. of course, entirely proper and highly desirable that the
entire business press should investigate the causes of the

service.

present transportation situation, should criticise the managements of the individual railways and the Railroad Administration

show

for

th.-it

all

tlio\

shortcomings with which investigation may
and should offer sug-

nre projjerly chargeable,

managed

the monopoly
If, however, the monopoly were in
private hands it would be subject to government regulation,

and this would limit its opportunity to abuse its power. If
a government railroad monopoly were established the management would be under as much temptation temptation in
this case, primarily of a political nature

management of
What means would

as the

—

—

to

abuse

its

power

a private monopoly.

who sold goods to the railways,
who worked for them, have of
and interests? They would have but

those

their service, or

protecting their rights

one means, and that would be to appeal from one branch of
the government to another, from the Railroad .Administration

Even if the officers of the government monopoly
did not abuse their power, the very fact that the>- were exercising the power of a gigantic monopoly would arouse suspicions and appreiiensions that they were abusing or intended to abuse it.
People would then inevitably appeal to
their representatives in Congress for protection.
I am not
saying anytiiing liased on theory. The.«e very suspicions and
apprehensions regarding govirnmcnt monopoly already have
lieen developed under government control, although it has
existed less than four months and many classes of persons
already have begun to be.-it path? to the offices of their sena-

to Congress.

tors

and

representative.-

in

W .ishington

to enlist their pro-
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tection or their help in deiiling with
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Railroad Adminis-

Idle

Labor

in

War Time

tration.

The adoption

of

beginning of what probably would end in government ownerIf the government
sliip and operation of all the coal mines.
should not be satisfied with the prices made to it by manumaterials,
locomotives
and
other
railway
facturers of cars,
what would be more natural than for it to be argued that the
government should engage in the manufacture of these things
This would be the beginning of what probably
for itself?
would end in a programme under which the government
would engage on a large scale in die manufacturing busiIn brief, the logical and inevitable result of the adopness.
tion of government ownership of railways would be the acquisition by the government of so many other industries that
\ve would soon be embarked on a wholesale policy of state soThere is, as a matter of fact, no difference between
cialism.
government ovinership and management of the railways and
You cannot advance
socialism itself, except one of degree.
a single argument for government ownership and manage-

ment of railroads which the

socialist does not use in favor of

the adoption of socialism. The socialist is logical in that he
The advocate of
api)lies die same reasoning to all property.
government ownership is illogical in that he applies his

—

these always
reasoning only to some kinds of properties
being kinds of propert}' which he does not own himself!
Since there is no natural or logical halting place between
government ownership of railways and socialism, it is time
for all of us to make up our minds whether we are going to
advocate government ownership of railwajs as a long advance toward socialism or oppose it for the purpose of preIt especially beventing a long advance toward socialism.
hooves the editors of business papers thoroughly to stud}and frankly to recognize e.xisting tendencies and to discuss
tliem upon their merits and with a view to the effects which
if unchecked they will produce upon the entire industrial
and political future of the United States. In my opinion,
within a very few years there will be a great struggle in this
country over government ownership of railways, and the outcome of that struggle will largely determine the economic,
Those who favor
political and social future of this country.
government ownership will really be favoring socialism with
all that it would involve.
Those who oppose government
ownership will really be opposing socialism with all that it

The
and

involve.

business press can

make

itself

one of the most potent

effective agencies for presenting to the public not only

the arguments against government ownership, but also the
arguments for a new, fairer and more constructive policy of

government regulation.

American Encixeer in China

—

Is Rele.\sed.
George
Kyle, of Portland, Ore., the American engineer who since
March S has been held captive by Chinese bandits in the
province of Honan, Cliina, has been released, according to
advices to the State Department from the American Legation
in Peking, forwarded to the Siems-Carey Railway &: Canal
Company of New York. Two other Americans and a Chinese engineer previously had been freed.
The message to
Mr. Kyle's employers here gave no details of how the captive's release was brought about.
He was the chief engineer
of the Siems-Carey Company and was engaged in making a
survey for 2,600 miles of railroad when captured with E. J.
Pursell, another engineer, and a Chinese assistant.
.\.

IXCentral

The

railways consume from
ship of other public
one-fourth to one-third of all the coal produced, and what
would be more natural than for the argument to be made,
and effectively made, that the government should produce
You would then have the
the coal for its own railroads?
utilities.

would

A LETTER RECENTLY sent to all agents of the Illinois
system, T. J. Foley, vice-president in charge of

government ownership of railways would

establish a precedent for the adoption of government owner-

amount

operation, calls attention to the surprisingly large
of

labor which he observed during a recent trip over

idle

the southern lines of the road at a time when there is an
He suggests
acute shortage of labor for railway purposes.

Americans at this time is equivaand believes that an aroused public sentiment in each community against idling will have a most
Mr. Foley's letter reads in part as follows
salutary effect.
"On my trip I observed great nunilwrs of both white and
I
colored men cm our trains, traveling from place to place.
wondered why they were traveling around at this season of
the year, when their services are so badly needed on the farms
and in the manufacturing industries, as well as on the railPassing through the towns, I saw enough idle labor
ways.
standing around the depots, gazing at the trains to supply the
needs of this company, as well as the needs of a good many
farms and industries. At one tow-n of approximately 1,200
that idleness on the part of
lent to disloyalty

inhabitants I counted 55 colored

men

standing

at the depot.

.\t another town of about 5,000 inhaliitants I counted 165
colored males, including boys, young men and middle aged
men. At another place of 500 inhabitants I counted 2.i at

the depot, standing around with their

hands

in their pockets,

apparently doing nothing whatever.
The thought occurred
to me that about 10 per cent of the lalior supply of the South
is

idle at this critical time.

"The one job which we have on hand
the great war, and

who

it

at present is

follows that every person

winning

who

is

able

work, is a liability instead of an
My
asset to his country, and should be held up to scorn.
interest in this matter is just like the interest of every other
loyal citizen anxious to do his full duty by his country.
I
firmly believe that a strong public^ sentiment against idlers in
each community would make it so uncomfortable for the
idlers that they would be driven to work.
Some of them
would drift into agriculture, others into manufacturing in-

to w^ork, but

du.'itries

is

not

at

and the railroads would get their share. This is a
it will not remain free unless every person

free country, but

exerts himself at this time to the very limit of his capacity.

If

be permitted, it ought not to be permitted now,
and this should apply to the rich as well as to the poor. You
should direct the attention of local authorities and leading
citizens to the idlers around the depots and do what you can
in even- proper way to arouse public sentiment against idlers.
If there ever was a time to attack idlers, it is now.
If there
e\-er was a time w-hen every person, regardless of age, color
or station in life, should be at w-ork, it is now.
Rest and
leisure should be deferred until after the war has been won,
until after individual freedom has been enthroned and made
idling

is

to

secure for all time.

At present,

a part of the business of

community should be to see that everybody is at work.
"These are my individual views. If you can make any
use of them, I hope that you will do so. We need labor on
the railroad and need it badly. The problem will be solved
when the idlers are driven to work. Just as a matter of information, I would like to request you to acknowledge receipt
of this circular and give me the 1)enefit of your views; also
to advise me approximately the number of idlers in the towns
and communities served by your respective stations."
e\-cry

The

Periodical "La Technique !Moderne suspended
its issue of August 1, 1014, because its
n-ianagers, editors and the majority of the contributors had
been mobilized, .\fter three and a half years of suspension
t!ie Technique ^Moderne has resumed its publication.
The
Railway Age is advLsed that the Technique Moderne would
Ije pleased to receive and publish articles bearing on scientific
and technical developments in this country.
its

publication after

"

Speeding
A

Up

the Operation of Terminals
Ways

Series ot Practical Suggestions of

Take Up

to

the

Slack and Increase the Output of Transportation

By M.

E. Burk,

rransportation Du|)artmi-nt, Norlitlk.

hKKoRi l)a.s been nuule since our entraiue into
world war to I'ornuilate i»eneral polities for railroad
Meetings have i)een held where the necesoperation.
sity of absolute co-operalion has been emphasized, but few
definite plans have been given to the lixal officers to guide
them in ways of increasing their efficiency. In fact, the general officer.-- have l)een so crowded of late with outside duties
that they have not been able to spare even the time for their
It is found that terminal
usual .--upervision aud criticism.
delays to trains are increasing. The same is true of the time
Ix'twcen terminals.
The former is usually accounted for by
terminal congestion and the latter is credited to motive power
not being kept up to as iiigh a standard as formerly and to

Ai^KKAi
tile

There

inferior iuel.

is

no question as to the partial truth of
Ijy no means, fully cover the

the^c explanations, but tliey,
situation.

.\ssuming that the proper car was given the shipper, that
he loaded it to capacity plus 10 per cent and did not take his
good time in so doing and that the agent did not fail to provide the proper billing, no special provision has been made
to assure a continuous movement of the car (barring accidents).
It would be practical for each road to use a set of
symbols in the form of conspicuous cards with letters large
enough to draw the attention of even- yard checker, car tracer
and yard conductor, this card naming the last terminal on
the syjtem to wIiIlIi the car is to be taken on a through freight
sdiKlule.

Another splendid opportunity for increasing

efficiency is

It is surprising
offered in standardi<cing yard organizations.
to note cases where a yard on one division will be much fur-

ther

advanced

in

its

methods of operation than on another

same division).
an elaborate, up-to-date tag system, while
the other will still hold on to the old method of chalking cars;
one yard will use semaphores for switching purposes, while
the other still wastes one or two brakemen per crew in forwarding signals for long trains. The clerical organization
in yards is also far from being standardized, thus preventing
the general officers from being able to measure the degree of
Whenever you see a yard congested most of
their efficiency.
the time, you can almost always feel assured that it has no
organization to speak of.
If the ever-increasing demand for
transportation is to be met successfully, the railroads will
have to keep complete records of every movement in the
(this

is

often true in neighboring yards on the

One yard

will use

here that the additional efficiency is to be
help can be gained from a daily record showing the time an engine is put on and taken off the "spark"
track, the time it is put on the train, and the time the train
pulls out of the terminal, requiring the terminal trainmaster
or general yardmaster in charge of the yard to explain any
delays.
The receiving and despatching of trains in any yard
of considerable size ought to l)e entrusted to a reS])onsib!e
employee. It is surprising how often such an important duty
is left to an
inexperienced clerk while the man really in

yards for
sought.

il

is

Much

charge of it is occupied elsewhere.
Close co-operation between the chief despatcher's office and
the yard office is absolutely indispensable to the efficient
handling of trains in and out of yards. The yard office must
lie kept constantly informed of the number of trains, the time

&

Western, Roanoke,

\"a.

they left the initial terminal, the probable time of arrival

and

their consist.

trains

anything unforeseen happens and the
information must be
once so that other arrangements may be

If

are delayed on the road, such

given to the yard at

made.
The bunching of trains in and out of terminals is a very
wasteful practice.
In most cases it is the result of shortsightedness on the despatcher's and yardmaster's part.
It
can almost always be avoided by running uniformly loaded
trains, properly spaced.

While there

is

no

rule prohibiting

same class around one another,
not being practiced ix-cause the crews object to it. Trains
uniform!) loaded and properly spaced will eliminate bunchthe running of trains of the
it

is

ing in a terminal. As it is, the yards are now taxed to their
utmost. When three or four trains are waiting to be let in,
with a passenger train often due at the same time, the question no longer becomes that of the proper disjxjsition of those
trains.
The only problem is to get them out of the way. This
usually culminates in a congested yard.
The necessity of

keeping the classification yard open cannot be over estimated
and this can only be accomplished by a proper combination
of judgment exercised in the despatcher's office and by the
yardmaster, the former spacing the trains and keeping them
uniformly loaded and the latter having a competent man to
handle the incoming and outgoing trains, if he cannot attend

Vardmasters do too much clerical work which
to it himself.
can better be done by a regular clerk at decreased expense.
The increase as well as the change in the character and
requirements of the present business have led some chief
despatchcrs to wrong conclusions.
They seem to think that
reducing the tonnage rating of engines will expedite the business and fail to realize that the reverse
moving of freight between terminals

is

true, that the actual

only about 15 per
that by decreasing tonnage ratings
automatically increased, which, under
present conditions, means the use of inexperienced road crews
all of which contributes much to the delays at water and
fuel stations, and for that matter, all over the line.
Any trick
despatcher will exercise better judgment when handling
fewer trains.
cent of the problem
the

number

of trains

is

and
is

—

At this point it is apropos to mention that the train sheets
are analyzed less than any other record, yet they contain the
most valuable information relative

to efficiency in train operastudy of train sheets will .show plainly whether the
despatcher is careful enough in fixing the meeting points for
trains, whether the conductors are losing time at stations in
calling for their orders and whether the station operators
arc alive to their responsibility. An analysis of train sheets
will also show whether or not the trains are spaced properly
and whether or not the crews are held unnecessarily long at
tion.

A

the terminals.

Not

onl\- is the practice of reducing tonnage ratings wastefrom a road standpoint, but it also is a hardship on the
terminals.
Terminal congestion is directly proportional to
It would be
the number of incoming and outgoing trains.
more profitable, therefore, to change the policy of reducing
Each division
tonnage to that of increasing supervision.
sh(<uld have enough trainmasters and engine foremen to be
able to follow up the operation of trains closely. The custom

ful
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formed on many roads of using the trainmasters and engine
foremen to "chaperon" private cars should be abolished. A
trainmaster, as a rule, does not belong on passenger trains.
There are too many freight crews to look after. As matters
now stand, any unusual delay is taken up through correspondence by some office man, and the answers matched up and
filed

away

for future reference.

In line with a search for greater efficiency, much work can
be done to advantage in bringing about greater harmony
between tlie mechanical and yard organizations. The number
of orders for power cancelled by the yard office every 24
hours is a criticism of the care exercised in handling this
important part of the work. I'he difference between the time
estimated to get engines ready and the actual time they are
made ready for sendee is so great as to call for more attention.
Both of the above can and should be lessened through
careful and continuous analysis of the practices.

A daily record of cancelled orders will lead the man ordering power to keep more closely in touch with the general
situation so that he can order power when needed and be
furnished.
A similar record
of the "hits and misses'" credited to each roundhouse foreman who estimates wrongly the time an engine will be made

ready to use

it

as soon as

it

is

ready for service will cause him to learn the situation before
reporting it.
His information will then offer a practical
basis for the yard to work on. As it is, the yard now orders
a whole day's supply of engines at one time. The roundhouse
foreman tries to fill these orders as soon as received so as to
be able to report to his chief, "No unfilled orders on hand."
The bunching of power by the roundhouse people is due
primarily to two definite reasons; (1) Trains not uniformly
loaded and properly spaced arrive in bunches. When such
is the case, the roundhouse turns them out in the same way.
The solution of this lies with the chief despatcher and the
terminal trainmasters.
(2) Since the eight-hour law went
into effect, necessitating three shifts during 24 hours, three
distinct periods can be noted during each 24 hours when the
roundhouse does not turn out much power. To study the
situation more closely it will be necessary for each master
mechanic to plot an hourly record of the daily output of
engines for a week or so.
He will soon become convinced
that during the changing of shifts there is always a period
of unproductiveness. This can be overcome, as far as maintaining a uniform output of engines, by getting the shifts to
overlap each other. The difference in overtime will be more
than offset by the extra use the company will make of its
power.

Conclusions

To

assure additional efficiency great enough to offset the
ever-increasing demand for transportation, it will be necessary:
To standardize all similar organizations of the sys(1)
Its effect will be twofold:
(a) a man from one office
tem.
can be sent to a similar office elsewhere when occasion arises
and be qualified to fill the requirements; and (b) the management will be in a better position to check up the efficiency
of each organization, the unit of requirement being the same.
To emphasize the fact to all concerned that the "Av(2)
erage" is an imaginan,- quantity, and that it, therefore, does
It is intended only as an
not represent actual operation.
auxiliary method of calculation.
The average would be a
fair enough figure to work on if the railroad dealt with only
one person
the good practice would then offset the bad.
As it is, the loss caused to one from bad practice is not balanced by the gain resulting to another from good practice.
The individual practice, therefore, must coincide very closely

—

with the imaginary average.
to

To rearrange, where necessar)-, all reports pertaining
(3)
Taboperation so as to show individual responsibility.

ulate such information in the proper

way

so as to enable the
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management

to credit

known

one and discredit the other, making this

The initiative of the average railroad employee is at a very low ebb due to the fact
that each feels that he is lost in the crowd. A fair and prompt
recognition of individual ability is the only solution to this
policy

to all concerned.

condition.

Too much

outcome of

it.

A

nize the individual

(4)

tem by

omy

To
its

shifting of responsibility

railroad
if it

is

a direct

management

will have to recogwants individuality.

determine the merits of each practice on the sys-

relation to other practices.

Too much wrong

econ-

found almost everywhere, owing to the fact that each
official attempts to make a showing for his division, disregarding the fact that his apparent gain may be more than
offset by a loss to the company elsewhere.
To rirnem^r^jthat the conditions which the railroads
(5)
are now facing are^^^erent from any previous experiences
and that it is not strajr^e to find many of the old practices
not efficient enough to meet the present situation.
Some of
the older officers are very sentimental when it comes to changis

ing practices.
It is up to the management to take the necessary steps for immediate readjustment wherever this has not

already been done.

To shift the center of interest from the road to the
(6)
yards and terminals, realizing that they comprise from 70
to 80 per cent of the problem.
To reduce as much as possible the number of freight
( 7 )
trains.
See that there are no avoidable delays to trains on
the road but do not try to reduce tonnage ratings to shorten
time between terminals.
Advocate and enforce uniformly
loaded and properly spaced trains.
To see that the mechanical department takes charge
(8)
of each engine as soon as it is relieved by the crew; that all
repairs are made to the engine before it is put on the "spark"
track (too much delay to trains in terminals is caused by the
mechanical department having to work on an engine after
it has been put on a train, thus resulting in overtime to the
engine and train crews, as well as in tying up the yard);
and that the engine is taken off tlie "spark" track and put
on the train without delays.
In discussing the mechanical situation one asks himself,
"Is the time not ripe for the government to realize that machinists must not be taken away from the railroads?
\\'ith
the supply of new power cut oft", with not enough force to
maintain the present power, with the increased business necessitating the using of power to its limit
what will be the final
result?" The railroads can not attempt to hold their machinists by increasing the pay, for their expenses are already not
in accord with their revenues.
The government will have to
regulate the supply of labor whether the railroads call for it
or not.
Enough emphasis has been laid on the importance
of the railroads in the present crisis, but they will not be
able to continue to do their share unless their motive power
is in working condition.
The present arrangement of jxioling
power will only relieve the situation temporarily. It takes
machinists to keep an engine in good repairs.
To solve the question of fuel, not by getting coal, but
(9)
by saving it. Very few roads are keeping a scientific check
on the fuel used. There seems to be little realization of the
fact that the improper use of fuel is not only expensive in
wasting coal but also in wasting time on the road. The damage done to an engine whenever a fire has to be cleaned on
the road is known to every mechanical man.
To get close to the railroad employees, and to make
(10)
them feel that their co-operation is necessary, noted and appreciated. Energize the organization and success will follow.

—

—

Aeroplanes Attack French Trains. The suggestion
has been made that trains in France be supplied with maihinc guns as a defense against aeroplanes which swoop
down on them, especially when the train has come to a
stand.still.

I

NARRATIVE
THIS
cerning an old

meant to bring out some facts cont\pe of provider known only to a few
of his own craft and undoubtedly never thought of by
the passenger car distribmillions of the traveling public
ii

utor.

In peace times he has made possible the carrying out of
the pleasurable desires of the vacationist; the business

men

daily on his developed shrewdness; the
babies of the land share his interpretation of Christian
charity; Helen's letters owe their safe delivery to him; Race-

go

to their ofiices

track Phil, our well

known

a greater degree than ever,

theatrical stars, and, lately, to

Wall

street,

have

felt

his assist-

ance to such an extent that they are all his debtors.
After war was declared by the United States, this indibecame puzzled as
vidual
the passenger car distributor
to how he was to handle his soldier dependents and still
Although not schooled in
t.ike care of his regular business.
provide"
is
"We move
military tactics, the command
like an order from the captain and his dealings with the
him
rein
such
a
United States government have developed
spect for its compliance that it might well be said that his
loyalty takes on the uncjuestionable aspect of the soldier and
causes his patriotic concern to place him in the cast of the
regular army man
that is, sacrificing his all for America's
interpretation of democracy.
Every one remembers the call in the Me.xican border
crisis
nobody any better than the soldier in this story. He
was on the job at 3 A. M. that memorable day, getting all

—

—

—

—

—

—

available equipment together to move the largest number of
men the longest distance on record. Later his heart throbbed
when he heard that the big commander complimented his

and only in his
did he consider the part he played. Unlike
the recognized soldier, he was not made a sergeant, lieutenant
or captain for his work, but was allowed to stay on the job
as a private and utilize the benetit of this experience as a
guide on the next big movement the one in which we are
chiefs on the success of the undertaking,

own humble way

—

now engaged.
is estimated that for the movement of one field army
80,000 men, 6.229 cars made up into 366 trains arc

It

of

required.
for

you will, what this meant in cars
army of 687,000 men and 350,000
moved to the various camps and canton-

Consider,

if

ments, involving a haul anywhere from 25 to 3,5UU continuous miles.
When it has been decided that our boys are to move
somewhere, an order is given stating how many men,
officers, horses and how much impedimenta are involved.
The order is passed along through the various officers and
as soon as possible placed in the hands of the passenger
car distributor.
He figures the actual requirements, basing
them on the rules and regulations of the government with
respect to over-night journeys or day runs, keeping in mind
at the same time the restrictions placed by the roads over
which tlie troops move, the electric third rail and tunnel
the different requirements
clearances, the lighting, and
effective in various states.

to

the severe shortage of all types of cars now being experienced by all roads, the difficulties of furnishing the wherewith to transport the boys on schedule are various, especially
when the public, which has been kept entirely in ignorance
of the move, must also receive the service to which it has
The public does get ]irotected.
always been accustomed.
The boys leave for "somewhere" on schedule. Little do
they know, however, what arrangements have to be made
The passenger car disto insure their safe departure.
tributor robs his regulars, gets in touch with his foreign
allies (the roads via which the trains are to move), and in
his own way obtains an appreciable amount of assistance
He has the shop
at a verv expensive empty haulage rate.
situation thoroughly canvassed and gets everything with
wheels that is suitable to run and can be spared without
Extra
closing down the big plant for want of equipment.
cars are brought from all points of the road, sometimes in-

volving long hauls, and in a word every available car is sent
to the originating point.
The cars are shifted into regular train units, turned over
to another department for cleaning, oiling and general inspection, and await the arrival of the boys who are to use
them to parts only known by their commanders and the
various railroad officers, who arrange for their pr6*per move-

ment

to destination.

In one of the

the national draft

regulars recently

Orders received may involve an assignment of from 10
250 extra cars at a time. The order is absolute and, with

lieutenant
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regiments to go to France
profession was a ven' well

first

who by

was

a

young

known

pas-
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omission of this feeling could be carried on successfrom day to day if it were not for the mass which he
has been trying faithfully to serve the public who as
individuals are better classed as conservatives, but when
considered in the public category are prone to reflect their
criticLsmal traits across the horizon of public service corporations, principally because of misinformation or more
often through lack of information which may not be
available in some cases on account of strict government

senger car distributor on the line over which his regiment
to move.
Ordinarily his business would require that he
know all about such a movement, and you can bet he always
did. Just before they left I had occasion to go to this camp
with some of the equipment required for the movement, and
in saying good-bye to my friend was surprised to find that
he had an inference that he was going to a training field in
one of our states instead of to a well known port of embarkaThis to me was rather pitiful. Here was an officer,
tion.
only out of his regular line of endeavor a short while, and
not in possession of that knowledge, which now would be of
interest to himself, and which he always had had for the
interest of others.

'I'he

was

fully

The writer
how the

well

In a short while after the troops
originating point, the passenger car distributor,

temporarily.

left the

This means that each line in some instances has
the order in advance of the arrival of the cars,
and when the request is received it is then only a matter
of getting the power lined up to start and keeping the cars
moving on their homeward journey for another big assignment.
This return movement is not accomplished on the
mere presentation of a request, and must be followed much
clo.ser and with greater difficulty than the service movement.
When it has been decreed by Him that the North Pole
has some samples of whistling winds, treacherous but beautiful icicles, new brands of granulated snow described by the
poets, which are not required at all periods of the year in
received

full

the

day.

The

—

—

put up with even this small sacrifice, and when discommoded to this small extent actually heaps voluminous abuse
upon the railway which is trying to carry out orders from
Washington, and at the same time take care of thousands
of commuters with the least possible inconvenience.
The passenger car distributor does not mind this abuse
he is accustomed to hearing it but at the same time he
classifies the citizens who make it with those of the unthinking and unpatriotic class.
The intensity of their unfairness
is somewhat modified, however, to his mind, because they
do not know that the drain of the normal resources is being
made for their own benefit a fact which emphasizes to
him how well the government desires to keep the secrecy of
such important matter are being adhered to.
to

—

—

equipment materially. He is not daunted, however, by that
word trouble, as certainly every one in the railroad business
has his troubles, and so he overlooks them, and he won't
admit that he has any more than the other fellow, although

—

—

he thinks he has.

News Photo

He knows

We

The passenger car distributor
then experiences an aggravated amount of trouble
freezing
up of steam pipes, causing bursting and requiring shopping
of cars affected, thereby reducing his maximum supply of

Centra!

one of the public himself.

feelings of the public are sometimes aroused
action of some of the corporations to which

is a familiar sight at certain periods
congestion is caused possibly by slow
backing of trains into the station. Perhaps, however, .some
of the trains are cut, a car having been taken from their
normal make-up because four or five thousand soldiers are
being transported over the system that day, and the management finds it necessary to inconvenience its regular patrons
a small amount in order to carry out the obligation placed
upon it by the government.
are transporting our
brothers, our protectors, who are on their way to fight for
us
for the public
but this same public does not want

of

route.

in his heart

is

these days, congestion

in the game, has his orders for the return of the cars,
taxing the Western Union and the energy of the mail man,
requesting the various lines involved in the movement (sometimes eight or ten), to effect the prompt return via service

still

that region, they are sent us.

—

through the
our people have to look for assistance.
In short, he sometimes cannot but agree that the complaint rendered is just,
and that corrective action is necessary if the good will of the
public is to be retained. But in the role of the conservative
he often sees the unjust and irresponsible citizen, in these
times especially when sacrifices are asked to be made, displaying a conceitful attitude.
In a large railroad terminal, or in many of these terminals

no uncommon sight for the commuter to glance up
from his morning paper and see from the car window a
number of foreign ownership cars that have an unfamiliai
look.
Sometimes the cars get a great distance from home.
In his wonderment Mr. Commuter asks himself if the
owning road has lost this equipment. The answer is, yes.
but only

—

orders.

It is

have
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The Railroad Helps

the

Tommies Enjoy Themselves
the Germans.

On

Off Duty.

the Right, Getting

On

the Left, a Light Railway Locomotive Captured from

Water Supply from

a Railroad

Tank

New

Increases in Rates in
Financial

Condition

Fares Authorized.
INTERSTATK
Tutrendered

COMMKKCE

LI ).\1 MISSION

Reviewed.

however, that the rates proposed by the carriers were not
thought to l)e scientifically constructed and were not considered as constituting a ])roi)er or satisfactory basis for a per-

on April 27

decision in the New England rate case,
allowini; certain increases in class freight rates and

and

on a

ceJits

manent

one-way passenger fares based
New England lines or
pwrtions thereof where the one-way fares are now on a lower
rate of J'4

joint

any

per mile on

It

also j)rovides for the withdrawal

from sale of

ojx'n

tion service

ings.

The

report points out at the outset the distinctive na-

New England transportation problem, growing
out of the facts that the New England lines serve directly
almost none of the territon,- outside of New England, and
that the traffic of the New England roads is poorly balanced
liecause of the excess of raw materials moving into New England over the amount of manufactured products moving westward. Probably there is nowwhere in the country, the report
says, a substantially equivalent population living upon a
comparable area so dependent upon transportation as the
New England
lowed

its

it|ualled

community.

Yet

this

community "has almismanagement

chief railroads to be wrecked by
in

but few instances reflected in our reports.

It

would be difficult to exaggerate the handicap with which
New England is now suffering from this mismanagement."

Condition of

New

England Roads

Like other carriers in eastern territory, the report says,
the New England roads have recently found their operating
expenses increasing more rapidly than their operating revenues.
The applications were filed primarily to obtain as
speedily as practicable additional revenue to offset present
and prospective cost increases. Most of the interests represented at the hearing not only admitted the carriers' need
of additional revenue and that it should be ]irovided at the
earliest [xissiblc date, but exj>ressed their willingness to pay
during war times any additional rates which the commi.ssion
might find reasonable and proper, with the qualification.

ser\'ice

eral public.

In the report in the Fifteen Per Cent Case, the commission
ob.sened that ".Among eastern carriers those located in New

'

ture of the

ujjon efficient transporta-

must be paid for. Therehave been approached as a problem
of general imjwrtance and private individuals and concerns
have largely subordinated their interests to those of the gen-

and

held not to have lieen justified. The report, by Commissioner
Anderson, includes an interesting analysis of the financial
condition on the New England railroads.
The proceeding grows out of tlie tiling by all of llie New
England roads of applications under the amended fifteenth
section asking jjermission to file numerous and substantial
Memincreases in' passenger fares and class freight rates.
bers of each of the public ser^-ice commissions of the six New
England states and of the Second District of tlie state of New
York sat with the representatives of the federal commission
in order that the whole rate situation might, if practicable,
be dealt with promptly and in order that all the officials
charged with public responsibility in transportation regulaMost lines of
tion might have tlie benefit of a joint hearing.
industry in New England were also represented at the hear-

community

and that that

fore, the issues j)resented

unlimited trip tickets, for the sale and use of 25-trip family
tickets limited to three months from date of sale on a basis
of 2 4 cents per mile in instances where the continuance or
establishment of such tickets is pro])osed in the pending applications, establishes party fares on a basis of 2^S cents per
mile, and provides for increased zone fares on the Providence, \\'arren & Bristol branch of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford. Proposed increased class freight rates
by the Uangor & .Aroostook and the Canadian Pacitic are

objection was also offered to
accompanied by an improvement

Shippers recognizxd, however, the report says,

the dependence of the

order also provides for the sale of mileage tickets at the Same rate [kt mile as one-way tickets or, in the
carrier's discretion, on a basis of one-tenth of a cent or oneeighth of a cent per mile below the Regular one-way fares.

Some

rate structure.

increa.ses in rates unless

in the .service.

The

basis.

Higher Rates and

Mileage Abuse Criticized

its

cstahlishinji local

England Allowed

England a|)])ear to present the most serious condition." That
the cost of operation on New England roads has increased
sharply during the last year is not open to question.
For
seven typical New England carriers increases in wages in
1017 actually granted prior to the hearing in the latter part
of

November and

the

first

part of Deceral>er amounted to

about $8,950,000 annually, and other demands were pending.
The increased annual cost of fuel for the seven roads
was estimated at $12,456,000, based on the September
prices.
In spite of a decided increase in traffic during the
last few years tlie financial condition of the New England
roads as a whole has been less favorable as far as net income
is concerned, except for the year 1916, than it was during
the period prior to 191.3. The net income for the seven roads
decreased during 1917 by $11,429,000, while the gro'^s o|)erating revenues increased by substantially the same amount.
High interest and renewal charges on short term notes were
among the potent causes of unsatisfactorj' net results. The

monthly report of eight

New

England railroads show

for the

calendar year 1917 a gross railway operating revenue of
$200,59,5,559, an increase of $12,555,779 over 1916, but the
operating expenses were S150.,i69.991, an increase of $23,860,891.
The railwav operating income shows a decrease
of $12,028,817.
Nev^r

The

Haven

up

the revenue needs of the indiRegarding the New Haven it is stated that

report then takes

vidual railroads.
it
is impossible to deal with or even superficially consider
its income needs and rights without Ijccoming involved in
the labyrinthine maze of its financial past.
"In a word,"
the report sa\s. "both the present corporate structure and the
financial history of this .so-called railroad .shows that it now
is and for .*ome time has been everything
that a railroad
.'hould not be.
With one of the finest opportunities in the
world for successful railroading, with a property which for
years prior to 1903 had been managed conservatively and
steadily if not very progressively, its present status is such
that neither its present management nor the regulating commissions under whose jurisdiction it falls can do anything
more than make the roughest kind of guess as to their proper
Its condition is the result of a decade
course of procedure.
of attempting to run a great railroad property regardless of
It is stated that any present
either ethics or mathematics."
finding on rates must be understood to lie subject to thorough
revision

if

and when the controlling

facts

become ascertain-

able.
.\fter discussing conflicting evidence

on the subject, the

rejwrt says that the percentage earned on investment in prop-
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or usable for "possibly legitimate railroad purposes" by the New Haven as nearly as can now be computed
was 5.48 and 6.04 for the fiscal years 1915 and 1916,
respectively, 5.98 for the calendar year 1916 and 5.23 for
It follows that
the calendar year 1917 (estimated in part).
the New Haven as a railroad has been making fair earnings,
the report says, but its investment in additional railway
facilities for the last twelve years has not shown a proporerty used

The gist of the New Haven's
said to be in its so-called "other investments,"
the amount of which, the commission finds it impossible to
state, but making allowance for variations and uncertainties,
it is stated that the New Haven as an investment enterprise

tionate increase in traffic units.

troubles

is

has now about $200,000,000 invested in outside properties
yielding a return of less than 2 per cent, a large part of
which therefore must be charged off as loss.
Regarding the attitude which the commission should take
toward this situation, the report says in part:
"\\'e do not overlook that under our present form of corporate management the great majority of the stockliolders in
the New Haven enterprise were even more the victims of the
mismanaging directors than were the patrons of the road.
It

is

common knowledge

that

the directors of these great

corporations are in fact selected by banking or other interests in too many instances actuated by motives essentially
adverse to the interest of the stockholders toward whom they
6ear a fiduciary relation. But as long as our public policy
is represented by the law as it now is, this commission must,
so far as rate making is concerned, hold stockholders responsible for the mismanagement of directors who, in conUntil this comtemplation of law, are selected by them.
mission, or some other governmental body with adequate
power, permanently controls the issue of carrier securities
and, within reasonable limitations, the application of the
proceeds thereof, stockholders and other investors in carrier
securities are certain from time to time to be subjected to

such perils of mismanagement and
accrued to the stockholders of the New Haven, the Rock
Island, the Pere Marquette, the Cincinnati, Hamilton &
Dayton, and others. We say this with reference to future
conditions, not overlooking the adequate, but temporary,
safeguards now obtaining under federal control.
"After a railroad corporation like the New Haven and
some of our other well-located and prosperous railroads has
had a long career of business success and reasonably safe
management, its stock becomes widely distributed among
investors who pay little or no attention to guarding their
investments.
But this situation, fraught with grave danger
to the investing public, is one with which the Congress must
As the law now is, this commission is powerless to
deal.
afford any real remedy for past misdoings or in the future
to protect other similar bodies of stockholders from depreWe can do no
dations and losses of an analogous kind.
more than investigate and condemn after the evil has been
accomplished, and make a "report" of losses and sufferings
which we were powerless under the law to prevent. Private
capital invested in carrier companies can not be generally
safe under such lack of security regulation as has existed
resultant losses as have

prior to federal control.

"This commission has frequently in its annual reports to
Congress urged the necessity of remedial legislation along
above.
But the ab.solute necessity of
such legislation, if the nation is on return of peace to continue to rely upon private capital for the extension and
development of its transportation system, takes on new pith
and point when considered in connection with a concrete
the

lines

indicated

such as that presented by the New Haven, the
Island, and other fraudulent or wasteful exploitations
above referred to. The regulating commission is presented
with a problem impossible of sound and satisfactory soluOn the one hand we have the claimed necessity of
tion.
situation

Rock
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approving such rates as will under private control establish

and invite new capital for the public service. On
hand we have a history of waste and wrecking,
tliat lower rates might have been adequate
had the carrier corporation managed its business with some
fair regard to law and sound principles.
After the evil has
credit

the other

demonstrating

been done, the money wasted, the stockholders victimized,
then there follows, as in the present case, the stern necessity
of some measure to provide needed transportation facilities.
The regulating commission is then urged to 'adopt a constructive policy,' 'not to dwell upon past errors,' etc.
Interpreting these euphemistic phrases, the real demand is that
the regulating commission shall, through the medium of
excessive rates, take money from the rate payers to make
up the losses which the carrier corporation's directors have
caused by their lawless or unfaithful administration.

"The

fate of the

New Haven

stockholders

But we have no alternative except

is

a

hard one.

hold them chiefly responsible for losses which, in contemplation of law, they
brought upon themselves through their chosen directors.
There is no exact mathematical basis for determining a just
and reasonable return. We limit our present conclusion to
finding that under all the circumstances of the New Haven
case a reasonable return upon the carrier property investment shown upon its books may be justified."
It
is

to

New Haven

follows, the report says, that the

entitled to such rates as will keep its return

on

railroad
its

car-

property at least up to the standard of the past three
years, but after taking into consideration the rapidly increasing costs and the railroad's estimates of the increased
revenues to be expected from the rate increases asked, doubt
is expressed as to whether the revenues from the proposed
rates will exceed or even equal the increased expenses.
rier

Boston
Regarding the Boston
the parties
strate the

to

the

&

& Maine

Maine,

it

is

stated that

record questions and the

need of additional revenue, but

its

facts

none of

demon-

right to such

more careful consideration. The road had
deficits in i91,i and 1914, and it is estimated that final
returns will likely show a deficit for the year 1917 of more
increases requires

The

than $400,000.

financial organization of the system,

the report says, has for

many

years been intrinsically

un-

sound.
Even before it came under New Haven control its
management was never conservative of the rights of its investors nor progressive in furnishing facilities and service
to its patrons.
The report also refers to reckless and destructive financing under New Haven control, but declares
that the stockholders

have already been heavily penalized

mismanagement and

that therefore it cannot be said
not now entitled to rates adequate to pay
a reasonable return upon its investment in carrier property.
There is nothing in the record to indicate the possibility of
for the

that the system

is

such economies in management and operating expenses as
such return. The only relief seems to be a sub-

to provide

stantial increase in rates.

A speedy consolidation of the lessee company with its
chief leased lines, it is declared, would greatly simplify and
strengthen the financial structure and make possible substantial economies, particularly in connection with the Boston terminals.
Such reorganization is plainly demanded in
the interest of both the public and the security holders.

Maine Central
As

Maine

Central, the report shows that the increased expenses in 1917 were expected to amount to $2,720,633, whereas the proposed increases in revenue from
the proposed increases in rates were estimated at $1,670,000.
riierefore, the additional revenue expected is more than a
million dollars less than the estimated additional costs, and
to the

May
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there is no present indication that the carrier may reasonably
expect a decided increase in tonnage during the year 1918.

Boston
As

& Albany

&

Albany, it is estimated that the increased freigiit rates proposed will add $200,000 annually
to the revenues and iliat the additional revenue from increased |)assenger fares will amount to approximately $600,Tlie increase, the report says, seems plainly demanded
000.
to the lioston

in the public

interest.

In discussing the reasonableness of the proposed passenger
fares and the changes in mileage book and tri|) tickets, the
commission says in part:

Reasonableness of Proposed Passenger Fares

Nrw Em^liiHj htvcstij^alion was
England roads, following the recommen-

"Since the report in The
publisheii the

New

dations of a joint conference of representatives of the several

commissions of New England, and a member
Commerce Commission, have revised their
passenger fares upward and at the present time the basis
for one-way fares in southern New England is 2^ cents a
mile (except in the Boston suburban zone, where it is 2 cents
a mile) and for mileage tickets 2^4 cents a mile. It is proposed by the roads operating in southern New England to
increase the basis uniformly to 2J4 cents a mile for one-way
fares and to 2]/^ cents a mile for mileage books.
It is also
proposed to increase tlie rate for party fares from a max-

state railroad

of the Interstate

of 2;/) cents to a maximum of 2J4 cents a mile.
It
appears that in trunk line territory and central freight assoterritory

generally the

present basis

for

interstate

one-way fares

is 2V2 cents a mile and for mileage tickets
2J4 cents a mile. In Western Passenger Fares, 37 I. C. C,
1, after an exhaustive investigation involving interstate passenger fares in a number of midwestem states, we found as
reasonable in the state of Illinois; Wisconsin; Michigan,
upper peninsula; Minnesota; Iowa; Nebraska; Missouri,
north of the Missouri River; and in Kansas on and north
of the main line of the Union Pacific Railroad from Kansas
City to the Colorado state line, a basis of 2.4 cents per mile
for one-way fares and a basis of 2.25 cents per mile for
1,000-mile tickets; and in the state of Missouri, south of
the Missouri river, and in the state of Kansas, south of the
main line of the Union Pacific Railroad, a basis of 2.6 cents
per mile for one-way fares and 2.5 cents per mile for 1,000mile tickets. At page 33 of the report in Western Passenger
Fares, appears the following table:

General Statistics
Territory

1.

.\vcr.icc population per sq^uare mile.

2.
3.

Avcrase population per mile of road
Averace passenKcr-train revenue per
mile

of

road

4.

Average number of passengers

5.

6.

Average distance in miles each passenger was carried
Average receipts per passenger per

7.

Average receipts per passenger-train

ried

1

Trunk

England

line

105.7
827.0

136.7
750.0

Central Western
89.8
444.0

24.9
244.0

$8,913

S7.676

S4,110

$2,961

431,387

357,779

169,743

124,069

19.45

25.45

39.65

44.39

car-

mile per mile of road

mile

$0.01777 $0.01755 $0.01917 $0.01912
$1.71160 $1.46420

mile

"The conclusion
mallv the

New

SI. 32070

$1.33303

drawn from these data is that norpassenger fares in New England should not be on
to be

a higher basis than in the other parts of the country referred
to in the foregoing table, but that the proposed fares may be
approved as an emergency or war measure.
"There is probably no part of the country where the sale
of mileage books on a substantially lower basis per mile than
regular one-way fares has resulted in such flagrant abuses,
such unjust discriminations, and such impairment of railroad revenues as in New England.

customary in the greater part of New England to
500-mile books, good to bearer, and good until used, at

"It
sell

is

rate of 2 1/4 cents a mile.

in many instances, on a 3-cent basis, is 3 J 1/3 per cent
higher than the mileage fare.
The result is that ticket

New England; and they and
a business of dealing in mileage books which
are displayed like ordinary merchandise in the store win-scalpers" thrive in all parts of

others

make

dows,

at reduced prices.
Certain individuals engaged in
this traffic have constantly on hand as many as 200 mileage
books, and it is estimated tliat their profits amount in single
instances to as much as $3,600 annually.
"The fundamental evil in the sale of mileage books, at
least in New England, is tliat they accord preferential fares
to those who use them.
In northern New England, for example, a man with sufficient capital to buy a mileage book,
may ride 100 miles for $2.25. A less fortunate individual
riding between the same points in the same train and on the

same car, must pay $3 for tlie same service. Witness after
witness testifying for the carriers, when asked U[X>n what
theory such discrimination could be justified, replied that it
could not be justified on any principle.
It is clear that the
mileage book evil in New England must be eliminated, either
by canceling the mileage fares entirely or by increasing them

more nearly to the basis of regular one-way tickets. If travelers want mileage tickets as a convenience and not as a discrimination, there is no great objection to permitting their
sale.

"Most of the objectionable

imum

ciation
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In southern New England the
regular one-way fare is over 11 per cent higher than the
mileage fare, and in northern New England the regular fare,
a

found also
in

New

good

in certain

features of mileage books are

forms of trip

tickets.
These are sold
England usually in strips of from 5 to 50 tickets,
and until used. The rate ranges from 1 cent

to bearer

to 2 cents

per mile, resulting in

many

instances in passenger

fares less than one-half the regular

one-way fare. The exfavor of purchasers of these
tickets is even greater, therefore, than in the case of mileage
books. This form of ticket is used quite generally in southem New England, but more particularly to and from the
city of Boston within a 15-mile zone.
Such tickets are used
not only for travel wholly within the zone but also for the
tent of the discrimination

in

purpose of breaking down the through fares between the city
of Boston and points beyond the suburban zone.
It is proposed to increase by 25 per cent the charge for trip tickets
within the Boston suburban zone. The New Haven proposes
to withdraw from sale trip tickets on other parts of its line
and similar proposals are made by the Boston & .A.lbany.
The general passenger agent of the Boston & Maine testified that the 12-trip tickets, which are said to be .<old in no
other part of the country, result in greater abuse than any
other form of ticket.
The misuse of these tickets not only
results in according preferential fares to certain persons but
it seriously impairs the carriers' revenues.
There is little, if
any, evidence of record in justification of the continuance of
these tickets, and considerable evidence in support of their
withdrawal. While these trip tickets in the Boston zone are
recognized by an act of the Massachusetts legislature, the
Massachusetts Public Service Commission now seems to have
full rate-making power.
In principle there is no easy justification for the continuance of trip tickets within the Boston zone only.
Such tickets are not sold between New England points and New York
City.
The usual 60-trip monthly commutation tickets and
2S-ride family tickets, to be later discussed, would seem to
meet most of the legitimate demands of the Boston commuters for special fares.
At any rate, some method should lie
devised to prevent such misuse as we have just described.

The general withdrawal of open and unlimited trip tickets
with respect to interstate transportation and their continuance for intrastate travel within the Boston zone on the low
basis proposed is of qupestionable propriety.
The proposal
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to eliminate such tickets with

res])ect

to

interstate travel

is
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that out of every dolhir of passenger service revenue in

& Maine and

the Boston

a])|)roved.

Freight Rates
Regarding the reasonableness of the proposed increased
class rates, the report says that one cannot study the structure of class freight rates in New England without being impressed with the fact that the rates as a whole are relatively
low and that there is no rea.son as far as it is advised why the
rates in Southern New England should be lower than in CenFreight Association territory, but that as a matter of fact
The railroads had proposed
they are substantially lower.
two mileage scales of class rates, one to apply to the division
of New England roads known as class A and the other to
The commission makes some moditication in
class B roads.
tral

the division of roads between classes A and B and finds that
a logical and proper rate structure will result if the rates now
in effect in Central Freight Association territory, zone B, are

applied to class
rates for class

B

A

lines in

lines,

it

The
Southern New England.
should not be more than 10

finds,

per cent higher than those for class A lines, and the rates for
anv haul embracing both a class A line and a class B line
should l)e made on the class B basis. The report also says
that the prevailing impression that less-than-carload traffiL
is not generally remunerative is supported by the evidence ui

and other cases. Investigation of the profitableness of
less-than-carload traffic made under the direction of a committee of eastern railroads including the New Haven, tends
also to the conclusion that this traffic is not remunerative.
These considerations suggest the propriety of establishing in
New Englaid a rate structure that will have the effect of imposing on the merchandise traffic a greater portion of the
this

transportation burden than it has hitherto borne, and the
commission finds that this result would be effected by establishing for class A lines in New England the zone B rates

the Boston

1917

& Albany

spent 14.56
cents and 14.06 cents, respectively, for fuel for passenger locomotives, as compared with 8.62 cents and 8.96 cents for the
calendar year 1916. The relatively satisfactory showing of
the passenger service as compared with the freight service
is due principally to the fact that in 1917 the daily average mileage of passenger trains and locomotives decreased,
while contemporaneously there was an increase in the number of passengers per car-mile and per train-mile and also
an increase in the passenger service revenue.

Other Possible Sources
It

was

Revenue

of

stated by the officials of certain of the

New

Eng-

land lines that a proposal was in process of development

baggage and also to assess
an extra charge in addition to the regular or normal ticket
fare against passengers occupying sleeping and parlor cars

to establish a charge for checking

because of the alleged additional cost of passenger transportation in Pullman cars over that in ordinary day coaches.
In addition to

this,

was expressed by several

the opinion

the minimum charges
for less-than-carload shipments of freight should be increased from 25 cents to 50 cents (b) that many of the
exceptions to the official classification involving rates, rules,
minimum weights, etc., should be canceled; (c) that special
less-than-carload commodity rates should as far as possible be eliminated and (d) that certain carload commodity
rates, notably those applicable to lumber and pulp wood,
should be increased.
The report says that if unduh' low
or unremunerative rates have in the past been established
to meet conditions that obtained at the time of their inception, and if conditions have now changed so that there
is no justification for maintaining such
rates, they ought
to be increased to a basis where thev will be remunerative.
traffic

and other

officials

that

(a)

in effect in Central Freight Association territory.

After discussing the proposals of the Bangor & Aroostook
Railroad, the commission finds that the evidence submitted
by this carrier in support of the proposed increasced class
It is suggestrates does not establish their reasonableness.

Aroostook undertake a thorough reviits commodity tariffs, with a
view to making such moderate increases as may be needed to
purpose of
offset its increasing costs, but primarily for the
ed that the Bangor
sion of

its

tariffs,

&

Another Use

THEFord

MicHic,.A.N- (.'KNTK.AL

particularly

automoljile, using

photograph

to

Detroit classification

Ford

for a

hus developed a new use for a
it

in the

men iiack to
vard.
The car

haul

manner sliown
the
is

hump

fitted

at its

in the

West

with flanged

reconstructing its rates on a logical and equitable basis, so
that their propriety can then be determined upon an adequate
record.

Relative Results of Freight and Passenger Operation

A careful study was made by one of the commission's
expert accountants of the relative cost of freight and passenger operation on the Boston & Maine, the Boston & Albany, and the New Haven for the first nine months of 1917
as compared with the years ended June .30 and December
31, 1916. The Boston & Maine figures for 1917 cover only
An examination
the first six months of the calendar year.
indicates that on the Boston & Albany and on the New
Haven the passenger service is more profitable than the
freight service, and that on the Boston & Maine the two
classes of service appear to produce about the same relative

A Ford Car

in

Hump

Yard Service

An allocation of revenues and expenses as between
result.
the passenger and freight service shows that with respect
to the Boston & Albany and the New Haven the operating
ratio for the passenger service increased much less rapidly
in 1917 than the operating ratio for the freight service.
Among other interesting statistics shown it will be noted

men

that the wages of freight enginemen and trainmen absorbed
in 1917 a slightly greater proportion of the freight service
revenue than in 1916, while the wages of passenger engine-

LocoMOTiNE Pricp;s in Engl.'^nd. The Taff Vale Railway of England has recently given orders for some new locomotives which, the chairman of the railway company says,

men and trainmen absorbed in 1917 a somewhat smaller
proportion of the passenger service revenue than in 1916 and

of £2,.300 ($11,500) each.

wheels and draws a trailer which will carry from IS to 20
at a time, or ])ractically the entire

crew of riders on the

hump.

—

will

co.st

£7,000 ($.35,000) each instead of the pre-war price
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The Actuary Theory

of Depreciation

of Physical Property Values'

By

E.

Kates

J.

11.^3

'I'he second plan reverses the pro|)Osition and gives but little
((insideration to the expectancy of future ser\'ice, but rather

to nwasure tlie deferred maintenance or cost of
repairs necessaf)' to i)ut the article into a 100 per cent o|jerHere the l«:omotive after coming from the

.iltenipts

ating efliciency.

ONK OK

shop with

With the Govemineiil ajjpraisal of
of physical ]iru|)erty.
niijroad ])roiKTlies well under way, various contlictinj; theories
now heini; advinateil should lie crystallized into some one

just what attituile the courts will eventually take in regard
dear, though there are considerable
grounds for the belief that the final interi)retation of the
meaning of the tenns "realized depreciation" as a deduction
to lie made from the value new of physical property will be
the first of the two definitions given above or in other words,
a measure of the used ser\'ice compared with the remaining

THio AU>ST DiKHCii.T (jucstions confronting v;iluation cnjjincers, aicouiilants ami iroiioniists of the
l)risiiit day is tlial rt-nanliiiL; di-pnviation of llic values

and workable

rational

i)asis.

Before a determination of the proi>er method of arriving at
tile amount of existing depreciation can he reached,
it
is
necessary to divide what elements or factors shall be given
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a general overhauling, would be rated close to 100
per cent, while the one just ready for general repairs would
be given a much lower rating.
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Deprec'of/'ofi

eS

32

i6

been described as reprePresent value has been
descriljed \>\' some as representing the ])roportion of service
remaining in the prof)erty and by others as representing the
present physical condition of the proi)erty, considering the
state of repairs and its adajitability to meet current requirements. The first gives but little consideration to the actual
condition of the article so far as its need of re|>airs is concerned since an article, such as a locomotive, may reasonably
Ik." e.xpected to have as great an expectancy of future .serviceable life just before it goes into a shop as it will have just
after it comes out of the shop with the needed repairs made.

Depreciation

has

senting a wastage of serviceable

•Co|.yri«ht.

1918.

by

E.

J

Kates.

life.

service in the article.

40

of S^an? Roifroc it
*

consideration.

36

'qt/u>m^ftt.

£q uipfTH nf.

sz

If this metluMl

is

1

-is

JJ

4S

be adopted, tiien some

rational basis for the determination of the relation of future
e.xpected service to total e.xptxted service

must be found.

Various methods have been advocated such as the "Straight
line theory," the "Sinking fund theory"' and the ".\verage
age of dollar invested theory" but to all of tliese there are
In the first place they depend upon a fixing of an average life for each cla.ss of property which is used

.serious objections.

as a measure with which each individual or group of individual articles are compared, .\verages are not applicable to

individual cases without a considerable element of error l)eing
Neither are averages applicable to individual
cases where the realized life has exceeded the expected averconsidered.
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To

-age.
ti'ce

is

overcome

to use a

this feature

minimum

not figured, but

tliis

it is

commonly

quite

service value, past

the jirac-

which depreciation

in itself violates the basic principle of

iiig

overcome the objections to the various methods heretoknown
fore used, the writer has devised what has come to be
that
as the "Actuary theory." This name is due to tlie fact
actuary
the same principles are used here as are used by the
The fact
in computing the risks of an insurance company.

To

modern
that these principles have stood the test of time in the
business -world, is surely one point in their favor, when
property
applied to the question of depreciation of physical

Again, the data for freight

prior to the present war.

cars

come more nearly meeting actual conditions when

divided into the various groups or classes of equipment such
as coal,

averages.
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flat,

box, stock and refrigerator cars.

charts the curve designated "Mortality curve"
derived from the actual history of thousands of items of
equipment and represents the per cent remaining in service
at the end of each year or inversely the per cent taken out
of service during any year after the date of building. This
curve is exactly analogous to the actuaries' mortality curve.

In

all three

is

Table

2

values.

:.«ES DEPRECl:.\TION STUDIES FOR PASSENGER CARS

tables
In the development of the mortality and expectancy
and curves for railroad equipment, the writer has been forand
tunate in having access through the various commissions

Per cent
remaining

the railroads west of Chicago.

The

data are a composite

herewith, giving the general average data for
each of the three general classes of railroad equipment.

99.0
98.7
98.5
98.2
98.0
97.5
97.0
96.5

1

THE KATES DEPRECIATION STUDIES FOR LOCOMOTIVES
Expectancy Expectancy in

Per cent
remaining

in service

in service

service

maining service

IGO
ino
lOO
lOO

25.4
24.4
23.4
22.4
21.4
20.4
19.4
18.4
17.4

100

1

3

4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Id
17

18
19
.''0

21

23
24
25

26
27
28
29
30
31

32
33
34
75
36
37
38
39
40
41

42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49

lOO
100
100
100
lao
99.5

99
98
97
95.5

94
91

88
84
80
75
70
64.5
60.0
54.8
50.5
46.0
41.2
37.0

33
29.2
?5.7
22.5
19.2
16.5
13.9
11.8
9.6
8.0
6.5
5

4
3.0
2.2
1.6
1.0
.7
.4
.1

.08
.02

in years of

16.5
15.6
14.7
13.8
13.0
12.2
11.6
11.

10.4
9.9
9.5
9.1

8.8
8.4
8.1
7 7

7.4
7.1

6.8
6.5
6.2
5.9
5.6
5.4
5.1

4.9
4.6
4.4
4.1

3.8
3.6
3.3
3.0
2.8
2.5
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.5
1.3
1.0

per cent of re-

Expectancy

88.2
84.3
80.3
76.4
72.5
68.5
64.7
60.9
57.2
53.5
5O.0
46.6
43.6
40.8
38.0
35.5
33.3
31.3
29.5
27.6
26.1
24.3
22.9

21.4
20.1
18.8
17.6
16.4
15.3
14.4
13.4
12.6
11.6

10.9
10.0
9.1
8.5

7.6
6.8
6.2
5.5

5.0
4.3
3.6

19.6
18.7
17.8
16.9
16.0
15.1
14.3
13.3
12.5
11.7
11.0
10.5
10.0

96.0
in

95.5
95.0
93.7
92.5
90.2
88.0
84.0
80.0
75.S
71.0
65.7
60.5
55.7
51.0
46.2
41.5
37.7
34.0
30.2
26.5
23.2
20.0
17.0
14.0
11.5
9.0
7.7

per cent of remaining value

100

96.1
92.1

33.16
32.16
31.16
30.16
29.16
28.16
27.16
26.2
25.3
24.4
23.4
22.5
21.5
20.6

99.5
99.2

shown

Years

service

100
100
100
100
100
100
99.7

from these various roads and covers an extended period of
For illustration three tables and four charts are
time.

TAr.LE

in years of

100

bv reason of his connection with a number of the larger rate
practically
cases during the past nine years, to the records of
all

Expectancy Expectancy in

in service

96.5
92.9
89.4
85.6
82.3
78.8
75.3
71.6
68.2
64.8
61.5
58.2
55.0
51.9
49.2
46.7
44.2
42.0
40.0
38.2
36.6
34.8
33.5
31.9
30.6
29.3
28.1
26.9
25.8
24.8
23.8
23.0

9.5
9.1
8.7
8.4

80
7.6
7.3
7.0
6.6
6.3
6.0
5.7
5.3
5.0

4.7

4.54.3
4.2
3.7
3.3
2.9
2.7
2.3
2.0
1.7
1.4
1.0

6.5

5.0
3.5
2.7
1.8
1.0
0.5

0.2

per cent of re-

maining service
100
97
94

Expectancy in
per cent of remaining value

lOO

91
88
85

82
79
76
73
70
67.2
64.2
61.3
58.3
55.5
52.7
49.9
47.1
44.3
41.7
38.8
36.2
33.7
31.4
29.6
27.8

26,0
24.6
23.1
21.9
20.5
19.2
18.1

17.0
15.9
14.9
14.0
13.0
12.0
11.1
10.3
9.7
9.1

8.7
7.6
6.7
5.8
5.3
4.5
3.9
3.2

2.6
1.9

97.5
95.0
92.4
89.9
87.4
84.9
82.3
79.8
77.3
74.7
72.4
69.8
67.4
64.9
62.5
60.1
57.8
55.4
53.1
50.9
48.4

46.2
44.1

42.2
4C.7
39.1
37.6
36.4
35.2
34.2
33.0
31.9

31.0
30.0
29.1
28.3

27.5
26.7
25.8
25.1
24.4
23.9
23.4
23.0
22.1
21.4
20.6
20.2
19.5
19.0
18.4
17.9
17.3

22.0
21.3
20.4
19.8
19.0
18.2
17.7
16.8
16.1
15.6
15.0
14.5
13.9
13.2

3.1

12.

2.6
2.0

12.3
11.8

not contended that these ratios will exactly fit condiand every road, nor is it contended that they
will exactly fit conditions on any road under the present war
time methods of operations. Indeed the writer prefers whenever possijjle to make an individual study of the conditions
on each road involved, with a derivation of tables and curves
It is

tions on each

more especially adapted to any peculiar conditions thereon.
However, it may be said that in general the data shown herewith are applicable without any considerable change to
nearly any western road operating under the conditions exist-

From

it

we can

.=ee,

for

instance, that of every group of

an average of 51.4 per cent
have been found to be in service at the end of 20 years and
11.1 per cent at the end of 25- years.
If history shows a
freight cars placed

in service,

certain rate of vacations in the past, it is well within the
laws of probabilities to assume the same rate of vacations for
the future unless some radical changes in operation are

introduced.

From this curve or the data upon which it is built, we
can derive an expectancy table showing the probable number
of years of future service.
To illustrate, from the curve and
data for freight cars we find that at the end of 20 years there
will remain an average of 51.4 per cent of the original numIjer of cars and that these will have an average additional
life of 3.8 years.
We now have the two factors needed to
establish the ratio of expectancy of future service to total
service.
If the car has been in service 20 years and has 3.8
years expectancy, the total will be 23.8 years and the per cent
of remaining service will be the ratio of 3.8 to 23.8 or 15.3
To
per cent.
This represents the expectancy of service.

May
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3.

find the per cent of
this \wr cent

remaining value we of necessity apply

to the depreciating portion of the total value

non-depreciating jjorlions. With
average salvage value of 24.7 per
cent, the depreciating or wearing portion of the value is 75.3
\Vith 15.3 per cent expectancy in remaining service
jjer cent.
at the end of 20 years, the expectancy in remaining value
becomes (15.3
75.3) plus 24.7 or 36.2 per cent.
The expectancy in per cent of remaining value then becomes the measure of present value. It will 1k> noticed that
the present value curs'e never quite reaches the non-depreciating value line l)ecause so long as the article is in service
there is some expectancy of future service.
In the data from which these curves have been drawn, the
writer has included vacations from all causes.
Cars and
locomotives are all finally wrecked, destroyed by fire, con-

and add
freight

to the resultant, the

cars

iiaving an

X

Tablb

3

THE KATES DtPHECIATION STUDIES FOR FXEIGHT CARS
KxpecUncy Kxpcctancy in
Per cent
Expectancy
Venr^
in service

rein.4inine
in sTvicc

per cent of reservice

100

3

99.8
99.6
99.3

.4

99.1

1

9R.8
98.4
97.9
97.3

5

6
7

8

9
10

95.0
04.0
92.3
89.6
86.5
83.6
79.5
74.5
68.4
61.3
51.4
41.0
32.4
21.7
16.7

12
13

M

15

16
17
18
19

20
21

22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

100

19
18
17
16

95
90
85

8.1

7.4

6.6
5.9
5.2
4.6
4.0
3.8
3.3
2.9
2.6
2.3

11.

2.1
1.8
1.5
1.3
1.2

6.4
3.4
1.3

0.3

0.09
0.04

31

20

15.2
14.2
13.3
12.4
11.5
10.6
9.7
8.9

96.1

11

1.0
1.0
1.0

32
33
34
35
36

maining service

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

80.2
75.2
70.3
65.5
60.8
56.1
51.4
46.8
42.6
38.4
34.6
30.5
27.0
23.4
20.3
17.4
15.3
13.6
11.7
10.1
8.7
7.3
6.5
5.3
4.4
4.0
3.5
3.1

3.0
2.9
2.8
2.7
2.6

in

96.2
92.5
88.7
84.9
81.3
77.6
74.0
70.5
66.9
63.4
59.9
56.8
53.6
50.8
47.7
45.0
42.3
40.

37.8
36.2
34.9
33.5
32.3
31.2
30.2
29.6
28.7
28.0
27.7
27.3
27.0
27.0
26.9
26.9
26.8
26.7

inadequacy or decrepitude, and the measure of
this liaiiility is the measure of the effect that each of the
various causes making vacations have had on similar equiplescence,

ment in similar ser\'ice in the past.
As stated above, the exception comes where there is a
radical change in operating conditions.
For instance, up to
present

freight cars

time

have

universally

dismantled

when they reached a condition such

that a prac-

the

roads

into

same liability of accidental destruction and conversion
work equipment as are new cars.

A

very interesting comparison of efficiency of design of
can be made by means of mortality curves
fuch as are here presented. That is, if a curve l)c developed
to show the average performance of a certain class of cars
on a given road then a new series coming into service may,
after it has been in service a few years, have its mortality
lun'e developed, and from this a comparison made which
will show readily whether or not the .series is holding up to
the average expectancy.
Or the mortality curves for a given
road may be compared with the average for all roads or for
.iny series of cars

any one selected as a
structive conclusions

tical rebuilding became necessary.
W'ithin the past year,
however, this plan has just as universally been abandoned
and the carriers are now rebuilding almost anything that
has a number. This will, if carried on, give an extension to
the average serviceable life of equipment.
A fair approximation of what this extension will be can Ije determined if
the mortality cur\-es data for individual classes of cars, such
as box cars, t^e divided so as to .show the effect of the various
causes making necessary the vacations. With such a division
we find that a certain per cent of cars have been dismantled
and also we find the ages or periods in which such dismantling has occurred. With this data in hand we can then
compute the number of rebuildings possible, assuming that
during the added life, these rebuilt cars will be subject to

and
drawn.

criterion

mav

\>c

ven,' interesting

and

in-

United States Supreme Court
on Patentees' Rights

per cent of remaiirung value
100

verted into work equipment, dismantled or sold.
Whatever
the method hy which its final abandonment is accomplished,
the fact remains that so soon as the article is placed in
ser\'ice it becomes subject to a liability of destruction, obso-

the

the
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By Paul Synnestvedt
CONXECTION with

which has recently
whether or not all rights
known as Letters Patent should
be surrendered to the government during the period of the
war without compensation to the patentee or owner, much
importance would seem to attach to two recent decisions of
tlie United States Supreme Court reported in the early April
advance sheens of the Supreme Court Reporter of the West
Publishing Company of St. Paul.
The two cases referred to are a suit relating to some of
the patents on the Marconi wireless telegraph apparatus,
tlie litigation on which went to the Supreme Court from the
United States Circuit Court of .Appeals in New York, and
a suit relating to some Curtis marine turbine patents which
went to the Supreme Court from the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals sitting in Philadelphia.

IXarisen

the

discussion

relative to the cjuestion

in that species of property

In the Marconi case the Federal Court in New York
in substance tliat under the present statutes touching the rights of a patentee against unauthorized u.se of his
invention by the government, a competitor of the patentee
could bid against the patentee, and if awarded the contract,
could supply the government with the patented apparatus
without other remedy to the aggrieved patentee than an

had held

in the Court of Claims, under the federal Statutes
relating to patent cases, for damages against the government
arising out of the unauthorized use.

action

The Supreme Court strongly advanced the opposite view,
condemning such violation of a patentee's rights as unlawful and unjust, while at the same time reco.gnizing, of course,
that it is within the sovereign power of the government to
cornmandeer anything needful to government use, and that
it is not open to any individual to obtain
injunctive relief
against

such

sovereign

authority.

The

exercise

of such
use private
was held to
be proper only in accordance with the law. that is, according
to proper and legitimate means, and with ample provision for
safeguarding or protecting the owner of such commandeered

sovereign right to appropriate for government
propert}- not surrendered b>- contract or consent

danuge or loss.
The Supreme Court further refused

I)roperty as against

that

New

had been advanced

to endorse the theon-

in the lower courts,

and sustained

in

York, that because of certain provisions in some federal
statutes recently passed, the government should lie regarded
as holding a general license for the use of all patented inventions such as would enable it to obtain such patented apparatus from competitors of the patentee without the owner of
the patent rights having any other relief than a suit for
damages in the Court of Claims against the United States.
The net result of the Supreme Court rulings is that the
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rights of a patentee against infringement

by competitors

in

unlawful appropriation of patented inventions supplied to the
government remain as before and unimpaired, and while the
government clearly cannot be stopped from appropriating
and using any invention which it may desire or need especially
for promoting its activities in the war, such patented mechanism must be secured by or through the owner of the rights
who, exactly as is the case with other personal property, has
a right to look for and e.xpect reasonable compensation.
Substantially the same questions

Vol. 64, No. 18

had taken $1,244,650. The mechanical department employees of the Marion division, including the Hammond, Ind., shops, turned out the splendid record of no less
subscribers

than 1,137 subscribers out of 1,150 employees.
Tlie Pennsylvania Railroad S3'stem, lines east and west,
on April 27 had taken $8,444,850 in bonds, there being
141,800 subscribers. On the lines west 71.83 per cent of all
employees subscribed up to April 27.

NewT York Central

arose in the litigation

marine turbine patents, some of which
had Ijeen incorporated without license in na\T boats built
for the government by The Cramp & Sons Shipljuilding Company; and this again came up in the United States Circuit
Court of Appeals in the Third Circuit in connection with a
controversy as to whether certain ships that had been so
equip[)ed were to be included with others in calculation of
recoveries held to be due under patents which had been sustained by the United States Circuit Court of Appeals in
relative to the Curtis

The New York

Central up to noon April 30 had reported
total subscriptions for the entire system by
109,446 employees, 63.8 per cent of the total employees, for $7,773,550.
In the second loan 33,872 emplo3Tes subscribed for $2,256,450.
The New York Central's figures are as follows:

NEW YORK CENTRAL

LINES LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE

ThIED LIBERTY LpAN REPORTED Up TO NoON, TUESDAY,

TO

SUBSCR1PTI0.\

April 30, 1918
Third Loan

Second Loan"

Philadelphia.

The

effect of the decision

Number

by the Supreme Court in both

cases was to grant to the patentee his right of recovery against
the infringer who supplied the government with the infringing turbines, and this action by the Supreme Court was

apparently in support of the view held by the Philadelphia
court.

Railroad Employees Breaking
All Records in Liberty Loan

Total

Number
Road

XVCRR, East
NYCRR, West
B. & A
M. C. R. R
C- C. C.
Cin. Nor

&

&
&
&

E

p.

T.
K.

L. E.

L.
O.

M

&

L...

St.

NTiRV PROUD, too, of the splendid work the officers
and employees of the railroads of the United States
are doing for the Third Liberty Loan.
Their enthusiasm and loyalty have been conspicuous," said Director
General McAdoo in Chicago last Sunday after his arrival
from his trip through the South and Southwest.

f

''^^

I

tions

40,552
24,334

C

1.600
3,400
2,921
2,300

The Eastern Regional

District Liberty

171.372

scribed
63.1
71.4
22.4
63.6
76.8
58.2
59.2

of
Individual
Subscrip-

Amount

tions

-\mount

$3,001,700
1,623,000
120,850
665,000
1,263,750
49,450
502.250

13,450
7,158
471
3,630
5,832
72

$873,500
453,550
32,200
266,750
398,150
5,600

onn
^-^"^

•''-'

?J7

i^nnnn
130,000

P'OO^

70,500

81.0
53.7
77.2

196,900
97,550
123,200

2gg
778
529
661

jjg^

2,757
1,570
1,777

53,450
32,300
48,950

109,446

63.8

$7,773,550

33,872

$2,256,450

,

I

J

—

per

—

—

nth.

the

New York

dejiartmental

Loan Committee,

Number

Sub-

Figures for Second Loan not available.
171,372
Total number of employees given
is entire payroll
Special note
of ali classes and departments of labor at this date, including large numbers of transient or "floating" workers, many of whom remain only for a
few days, the constant changes making the "turn-over" often above lOO
*

On
Eastern Regional District

1,831

9,794
17,718
513
6,800

3,900)

W

Total

scrip-

64.248
34,045
8,149
15,390
23,042
881
11,496

H. Belt

I.

ot

Employees

Rutland

( (

of
PercentIndivid- age of
ual Total EmSub- ployees

territory

and

Central there are 650 divisional and
committees, each with specific responsibility,

lists,

these embracing as active workers

more

of which F. D.

than 3,500 employees.

man,

A specially-designed "Honor Flag" is awarded to each
department showing 75 per cent of its personnel as subscribers to bonds, a star being added for each additional
5 per cent.
Already numerous departments have reported
'100 per cent subscribed" and claimed the flag with five
stars.
In the general offices at the Grand Central Tenninal,
New York, no less than 158 offices, some with a hundred or
more employees, have received the 100 per cent flag.

rejjorted

Underwood, president of the Erie, is chairon Wednesday that it had heard from 39 roads

reporting total subscriptions of $2,3,925,050, about $21,000,000 of this having been taken by .325,000 men.
Several of the eastern roads are tr\^ing to break all records
for total subscriptions,

number

of subscribers and percentage

of subscribers to total employees.

The Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, on May

1,

was

able to report the following percentages:
Numliur

Subscribers

Percent

1,07S

1,078

258
852
716
329

258
827
716
329

ino.O
lOO.O
97.0

Stoticn employers
Conductors

Trainmen
Switchmen
Vardmar.ters and clerks
Superintendents' offices

Shopmen, roundhousemen and

121

121

5,704

5,376

994
928

937
831

lOO.ti

100.0
100.0

car-

men
Locomotive ensincnicn
Locomotive firemen

94.3
94.4
90.0

Several other departments have reported 100 per cent and
the numl)er

The

is

still

increasing.

of subscribers Wednesdav had reached
and the total subscriptions $1,7.38,400'. For all departments of the railroad the percentage of .subscribers to
total employees was 81.2 per cent.
On the Lehigh & Hudson River, the result of intensive
work on a small road has been shown in subscriptions taken
by 745 employees, 100 per cent of the personnel and a pertotal

number

29,89.3

fect record.

The Baltimore & Ohio

reported

up

to the evening of April

29, subscriptions for 52,445,100.

The

Erie up to Wednesday morning reported that 19,550

Depew Shops

100 Per Cent

New York Central System
apparently goes to the Depew shops where out of 650
were
employees 650 subscriptions
reported.
Girl employees with brothers or family members at the
front form a unique branch of the New York Central organization selling Liberty bonds.
They are the special
"storm troops" or "shock squads," as it were, of the army
of 3,500 bond canvassers, being used to win over those "hard
cases" when other appeals have failed.
When an employee
who is well able to invest resists all efforts and is reported
by the regular "team" as hopelessly indifferent or laggard,
But the banner for the entire

to date

Every one
"squad" of the girls makes the final effort.
of the girls has a brother, husband or father in the fighting
a

forces,
this being
and with
a necessary qualification,
thoughts of the needs of their loved ones "over there" which
the bond money would supply as an inspiration, their pleas
seldom fail to convert reluctant investors.
For the final week of the bond-selling on the New York
Central, the "Safety First" organization has changed it&

I

May
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3.

to '"LilRTty

>h)t;an

First."

undtT (lin-ctioii of Imal cominiitfcs liaviinstead to arousiiit; i'ntliu>iasni for tlif tliird

li\

ln-en

ik-voIt»l

l)Oiui

issue.

Lift Industrial

written

is

is

safety aKoiit of

ni'iu-ral

holdini;

a

series

of

railroad employees, on

for

nieetin.us

a

fast

system, as

tlie

Lilierty

Ixwul

tour

inass-

that

will

the t)ig centers to Buffalo.
(.omniencinjL; at the
shops, the schedule includes hig rallies for emWest .Albany. Rensselaer, I'tica, Frankfort, Syracuse, I)ei)ew. R(K'hester. HutTalo and Niagara Falls.
'i'wo veterans of the war. invalided for wounds, accomall

Harmon

Dow

Mr.

and

addressed

the

employees'

railroad

and tlieir personal e.\])eriences in the trenches.
These were Private L. C. Burgess,
a honiher who saw three years' service with the famous
Canadian "Princess Pats" and lost an eye for lii)erty, and
gatherings, telling of conditions

H.J.

Private

Pickell.

Canadian

Battalion,

ftjrms of

industrial

lift

are becoming more and more important factors
their use has sjjread to railroad repair shojis and freight
houses.
One of these trucks, recently developed by the

and

jjloyees at

panied

TiiK EPKiciE.VT H.A.NDi.iNt; of freight and stock from
I.N platform to storertxjm,
different

Mariu> A. l)uw.

Truck

trucks

"Safety First" Yields to "Liberty First"

cover

High

i-iii|iloycTs

lield

tliis

11.57

A

rcKuhir "safety iiiuctings'*

'I'lio

I.ewis-Shejjard Com|)any, Boston, Mass., intended especialfor railroad work, is shown in the illustration.
With a capacity of .\5()() lb. and large rear wheels to insure ea.sy rolling, it combines the added advantage of a
ly

universal joint which permits the load to be rai.sed with the
handle in any position.
In this way it is po.ssible to use
the truck in freight cars and other cramped quarters hitherto inaccessible, and a total lift of 2'.. in. allows the wcxxlen

platforms to be pulled over inclines and other irregularities
in the floor.

The

load

elevated

is

by a combination of leverages

re-

who

served tiiree years with the 24tli
Infantrv, and was wounded at \'im\

Ridge.

The meetings

shops, roundhouses, at stations and in

in

l>een marked by the greatest enthusiasm, the railroad men being particularly interested in hearing about the .American railway engineers who threw down
their shovels and seized ritles at Caml)rai, thereby becoming
tile first of our expeditionary forces in battle.

switchmg \ards have

Western Regional
W. G.
tor

District

Bierd. chairman of the Liberty

regional district, reported

the western

Loan Committee
up to Saturday.

$40,878,030.
leading railroads up

.\pril 27, total subscriptions of

The reports
-bowed

of

the

to

25

April

Per cent
Subscriptions

Koati

Topeka & Santa Fe
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
Chicago & North Western
.\tchison.

Chicago. Milw.iukee

&

St.

Paul

Pacific

.Nor.

llreat

Northern

Missouri

P.icil'ic

$2,802,400
2.762,556
2.536,650

of employees
59.97

98.10
65.72

2.500.100
2.398.450

83.58

2.204.350

74.33

2.055.000

78.48

75.41

Model

Some

idea of the

way the Lilierty Loan is going in
shown by the complete tabulation

western district is
Class I roads up to April 25

481.633
67.36

Per cent

ToUl

(April
subscriber

subscriptions

.\vcrage

per

of

714,973

Total einployccE
Total subscribers
25)

10

W

S

B

Jacklift

Master Truck

the

$36,673,780
$74.07

quiring from four to six short strokes of the handle and a
ratio of 40 to 1 gives a powerful purchase.
In lowering,
a release check permits the load to descend slowly to the
floor and eliminates the possibility of spills.
.At

one freight

where this truck is in u.se. all inunloaded directly onto small platforms
for the purpose.
Platform and freight are then moved

coming

made

freight

dejiot

is

by the aid of a truck to destination without rehandling.

Thk Fcicre

of Dl^>.\I!I.KD Empi.oykks was considered at
the recent meeting of the London & Xorth-Westem of England.
Sir Gilbert Claughton. chairman of the company, said
that the question of providing suitable employment on their
return to civil life of those members of the company's staff
who were disabled through war service, had engaged the
attention of the directors and officers, special attention being
given to those who were, or might be, incapacitated owing to
the lo.ss of a limb or an eye.
In 57 such cases suitable work
had i)een found for them by the company in jiositions such
as time-keepers, ticket-collectors, watdlmen. etc.
Of the
1.987 men who had returntxl to the company, 1,91.5, or 96
per cent, had taken up their former positions at their proper
rates of pay or had been placed in equally gcxxl positions at
not less than their former remuneration.
There were no
cases where men had returned disabled and ready and fit to
resume work that had not been provided for.
Railway
(.'•azeltr, London.

Gek.m.\x

R.au.\\ay

London Daily Mail,

—

Tr.aveling.
In an article in
L. Pyke. a London business

E.

the

man

who has recently been released from Ruhleben after oj^
years' internment, writes: "The Gemians, even if they had
food, are handicapped by the immense deterioration of the
railways, of which I have heard nothing in England except
an occasional suggestion that there is a shortage of axlein Germany.
I came back along the well-known
Berlin-Flushing line from Charlottenburg to Goch.
Before
the war the Germans were proud not only of their roadl)ed
grea.se

but also of their rolling-stock.

Well, the

German railways

are now no place for those who like smooth traveling.
.Although I was on the way to freedom and in the height of
good spirits, the state of the railway wheels, but more particularly the state of the track, rendered conversation
and
sleep impossible.
One wag of the party suggested that the

wheels wiTi' ioinri'"

General

News Department

Senator Jones, of Washington, has introduced a bill in
Congress, S. 4370, to prohibit trespassing upon the cars or
trains of

common

carriers in interstate

Ink, mucilage and paste are

among

commerce.
the things which the
The 45.000 empioyees

Southern Pacific now makes for itself.
Pacific system have also been encouraged to apply
thrift to their office work. They are using 10.000 paper tubes
to put over pencil stubs. The company uses 4,000 quarts of
ink annually and 2,400 quarts of mucilage, and difficulty experienced in securing these articles led to manufacturing
experiments at the Sacramento shops.
of the

The shops of the Lake Erie & Western, at Lima, Ohio,
were destroyed by fire on the night of April 24, together with
Estimated
15 passenger cars and a number of freight cars.
loss, including
is

damage

to 14 locomotives, $500,000.

The

On the Boston & Maine, northward from SpringMass., to Holyoke, eight miles, between which cities
there are a dozen local trains each way daily, the fare (on
these local trains) is 10 cents, reduced several years ago
partly because of trolley road competition but now the electric
line has advanced its fare to 20 cents, and for those passengers
to whom the railroad is convenient the lower fare in the
The Boston &
steam cars will be a decided attraction.
Maine e.xpects, also, some increase in travel on its through
trains, the fare on these trains, 20 cents, being no higher
than that on the slow electric cars.
From Westfield, ten
miles west of Springfield, many workmen ride daily to the
latter city, and the Boston & Albany, the parallel steam
line, has been asked to put on additional local trains.

and

;

fire

Annual Meeting

supposed to have been incendiary.

conflagration followed a blaze discovered in the same place
two hours earlier and later flames were discovered at three different places in the plant. Federal agents have been investigating
the fire and one suspect has been arrested.

The

a

there.

field,

The New York-New Jersey Port Development Commission,
joint commission established by the states of New York

New

Jersey, will soon begin the investigation of general
conditions at the port of New York, the legislature of
New York having followed that of New Jersey in making
an appropriation of $100,000 for the expenses of the comThe chairman of the commission is WilHam R.
mission.
Willcox of New York City, formerly chairman of the New
York State Public Service Commission, First District.

and

traffic

Twelve hundred war gardens were planted by employees of
the Pennsylvania Railroad last year, and in a circular which
has just been issued, urging employees to do even better this
year, it is stated that the estimated value of the crops raised
by the employees in these gardens last year was $250,000.
The company leases these lands to employees at one dollar
an acre. There are, on the lines east of Pittsburgh and Buffalo, about 2,800 acres of land owned by the company, none
of it on the right of way. Garden primers have been secured
from Washington and one will be given to every employee

who

is

interested.

New York
men

in

Washington and back the same day, by two
a Breguet biplane, is the latest American aeroplane
This trip was made on Wednesday, .'Xpril 24, by two
to

record.
French officers connected with the Aviation Mission to this
country, Major Tulasne. and Lieutenant Flachaire. They left
the Mineola field, 20 miles east of New York, at 9 a. m.; arrived in Washington at 12:15; started back at 3 and arrived
The distance traversed was approxiat Mineola at 6 p. m.
mately 500 miles, making the average rate of speed about 80
miles an hour. On Sunday. April 28, a flight from Washington to Mineola was made in about three hours by a 450 hp.
airplane carrying four men.

Concrete barges, four of them, are to be used by the Navy
for service in New York harbor to transport
The order for the construction of the barges has
been given to the .Ambursen Construction Company, 61
Broadway, New York City. The vessels are designed to
carry in the hold about 800 tons of oil and also may be used
for carrying the same tonnage of coal or other cargo. This
is the first official recognition by the Navy Department of

Department

fuel oil.

the adaptability of reinforced concrete to ship construction.
The vessels will be built at the yards of the Ambursen Company on the Hackensack river, and it is expected the first
one will be launched by June 15.

Increases of fares on electric roads, made necessary by the
high cost of living now imposed on these lines, seem likely
to throw some passenger business to steam railroads, here

.At

of Pacific

Railway Club

the annual meeting of the Pacific Railway Club on

March

14 at San Francisco, Cal., the following officers were elected for
the coming year
President, P. P. Hastings, assistant general
freight agent of the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
first vice:

;

president. G. W. Rear, general bridge inspector. Southern Pacific;
second vice-president, J. H. Leary, assistant superintendent of the

Western
Southern
1917,

now

Pacific

treasurer, C. E. Norton, chief train despatcher,

;

Pacific.

The

club,

which was organized

in

March,

has a membership of 279.

War

Finance Corporation

President Wilson on Monday nominated four directors of
the W^ar Finance Corporation, who, with Secretary of the
Treasury McAdoo, will administer the work of this organization in extending financial assistance to essential war enterprises.
The directors nominated are W. P. G. Harding,
governor of the Federal Reserve Board; A. B. Forbes of

New

York: Eugene Meyer, Jr., of New York; and Angus
of Wilmington, N. C.
Members of the new capital
issues committee, which is to investigate and pass upon

McLean

proposals of industrial concerns to issue securities in excess
of $50,000, were also nominated as follows: Charles S. Hamlin, member of the Federal Reserve Board and former Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, John Skelton Williams,
controller of the currency and director of finance and purchases of the Railroad Administration, Frederic A. Delano,
member of the Federal Reserve Board, Henry C. Flowers of
Kansas City, Frederick H. GofT of Cleveland, James B. Brown

Associations Approved by the Railroad Administration
In last week's issue there was given a partial list of organizathe expenses of which the Railroad Administration has

tions

may or may not be charged to operating expenses after
1.
Additional organizations have since been approved until
further order, including the following:
The International Railway Fuel Association, the Association
of Transportation and Car Accounting Officers, the Railway
Storekeepers' Association, the American Wood Preservers' Association, the Air Brake Association, the Master Car Builders'
Association, the Bridge and Building Association, the Roadmasters' and Maintenance of Way Association, all car interchange bureaus, the Ore and Coal Exchange, the Tidewater
Coal Exchange, the American Steamship Association, the New
Orleans Steamship Association, the Kansas City and St. Joseph
Clearing Houses, and various Texas associations.
Some organizations, including the American Railway Master
Mechanics' -Association, has not been passed on because they
failed to file application.
All local freight associations are approved until further notice, but their expenses must not exceed
those of last year, except after specific authorization. The vadecided

May
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rious claim associations, tarilT issuing bureaus, classitication
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com-

and passenger traffic associations and inspection
bureaus have been yiven letters, saying:
"Considcratitiii is now being given to the possible necessity
of re-organizatiiin of associations similar to your own. with a
view to economical and efficient operation. It is therefore impossible to determine how long the present method of organizaOnly such assessment as is
tion and expenses should continue.
necessary to meet your current expenses to May 30, 1918, should
be with the understanding that if no order has been issued
prior to that date you may continue to make such assessments
until such notice is given."
Other organizations specilically disapproved are the .-Vssociation of Railway Tclegra|)h Superintendents, the Society of Railway l-inancial Ofr.cers, the .American Society for Testing Materials, the
Western Association of Short Line Railroads, the
American Museum of Safety and the N'ational Safety Council.
The Bureau of Railway Economics may continue until July 1.
Expenses for R. Walton Moore, commerce counsel of the
southeastern roads, have been apjiroved until June 30.

Overman

Bill

mittees, freight

Railroad Traffic in England

The Railroads of Great Britain find their passenger traffic
now as heavy as it has been at any time in their history,
in 1917, the government increased fares 50
per cent for the express purpose of diminishing the amount
of travel. There was a falling off for a time, though not to
the extent that had been anticipated; and now, according
to a statement made by the president of the Board of Trade
recently in Parliament, the volume of traffic has gradually
risen so that the effect ot the increase in fare is no longer
apparent. The president of the Board of Trade was making
a general statement on the condition of railway traffic and
explaining how train service would have to be further curtailed, mainly because of an increase in the traffic in coal by
rail because of the withdrawal of steamers from the coasting
service.
These steamers had been carrying about 3.000,000
of tons of coal yearly. The railroads have not been able to
add any new cars or engines since the beginning of the war.
while a good many locomotives and several thousand freight
cars have had to be sent to France. Today, both passeng'er
and freight traffic is heavier than ever before, and has to be
carried on with a diminished number of cars and engines
and a reduced personnel.

although early

Government Advances

Railroads

to

The

railroads to which the director general lias furnished
funds, either in the way of loans or as advances on account
of rentals, to .\pril 30, are reported as follows:

New York, New Haven & Hartford
New York Central (including the Michigan
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago
& L. E.)

and the Pittsburgh
Pennsylvania
Baltimore & Ohio

Chicago, Rock Island

'.

&

Pacific

Wabash
Minneapolis & St. Louis
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Buffalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton

&

$43,964,000

Central,

St.

Louis
28,500.000
7,000,000
5,000,000
3,000,000
1.300,000
750,000
500,000
400,000
200,000

authority,

man

bill,

$90,614,000

All of these advances were in the shape of loans, except $13.000.000 advanced on account of rentals for the first quarter
of the current calendar year to the New York Central lines
and $1,300,000 similarly 'advanced to the Wabash. Of the
above aggregate of $90,614,000 advanced, $77,514,000 was obtained from the Treasury through the revolving fund provided
for in the Railroad Act. and $13,000,000 was derived from
funds turned over to the Railroad .\dministration from their
surplus funds by certain railroad corporations. The payments
to the New York Central include $10,000,000 for the New York
Central itself. $900,000 each for the Michi.gan Central and the
Big Four and $1,200,000 for the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.

all

executive to co-ordinate and reorganize executive or administrative commissions, bureaus, agencies and offices of the
government, by a vole of 63 to 13. An amendment proposed
by Senator Cummins to except the Interstate Commerce
Commission was voted down by a vote of 43 to 31. Throughout the protracted debate on this bill many senators had
opposed it on the groimd that it included authority to reorganize agencies of the government such as the Commission,
the I'ederal Trade Commission and the Federal Reserve
Board, which the opposing senators felt it was not necessary
to affect because of any war condition.
Because such determined opposition was manifested by the .Administration
leaders to any exception from the blanket authority it was
frecpiently intimated that one of the purposes of the bill
might be to give the President power to transfer the functions
of the Interstate Commerce Commission to some other body.
Senator Overman finally gave the Senate an assurance that
it
was not proposed to interfere with the Federal Reserve
Board, the Interstate Commerce Commission and some other
bodies, but a special eflFort to except them was made both
during the consideration of amendments and at the time of
the final passage of the bill.
The proposed standard form
of contract between the railroads and the government to
govern the amount of compensation for the use of railroad
property during federal control seems to contemplate the
continued existence of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which is given the function of passing upon any question
that may arise as to its interpretation.

Call for a Single Terminal
In

recent

Manager

in

Chicago

Director General Mc.\doo, John F.
Wallace, chairman of the Railway Terminal Commission
of the Chicago City Council, recommends the unification of
a

letter

to

terminal operation in Chicago, under one manager; and the
construction of such connecting tracks and other facilities as
may be immediately necessary to render joint operation more
practicable.
His letter reads in part as follows:
"While the commission appreciates that the full development of a co-operative system will involve the construction
of certain joint or common facilities which require careful
consideration, it, however, believes that the existing facilities
can be so arranged and operated as to substantially promote
both efficiency and economy; and the purpose of this letter
is to suggest to you the immediate appointment of
a local
manager and staflf to operate all of the railway terminal
facilities within the Chicago terminal district as a unit.
The
commission will be pleased to give to such a manager the
benefit of its study of the terminal situation and will assist

him in any way in its power.
"The commission believes that large efficiencies and
economies can immediately be obtained by this procedure and
that the actual operation of the Chicago terminal facilities as
a whole will promptly develop practical steps for the development of the co-operative principle, and that the practical application of this principle in the manner suggested will
demonstrate

its desirability

both to the railroads and to the

public.

"The commission proposes

to continue the preparation of
report, but it believes that the adoption by you of the
suggestion above made need not await your consideration of
any particular plan of terminal operation.
"If. however, suggestions— either as to a general plan of
operation or as to any particular point or phase of the
matter would in your judgment be helpful, the commission
will be glad to present such suggestions."
For the purpose of working out a plan for the co-ordination
of Chicag.i terminals. R. H. Aishton. regional director of
western roads, has already appointed a committee of railroad
officers with George Hannauer. general manager of the
Indiana Harbor Belt, as chairman.
Spokesmen for the Railway Terminal Commission concede that Mr. Hannauer's
committee is doing valuable work but contend that the committee plan of operation has the fault of recognizing individual
its

Total

amendments designed to limit the President's
the Senate on Monday, April 29, passed the Overwhich contains a general grant of power to the

Rejecting

—
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The Railway Terminal Com
railroad systems as a basis.
mission, on the other hand, favors the obliteration of all
forms of separate authority and interest in terminal matters
and the re-organization and operation of tlie railroad terminal
facilities of the Chicago district upon the basis of complete
unity.

Western Regional Director's Orders

—

Misuse of Officers' Names. In a letter sent out to the
railroads on .\pril 27. R. H. .\ishton, western regional
of
director, warns them to watch for the unauthorized use
government officers' names by shippers to expedite the

movement

No
.\"o.

of freight.

—

In supplement Xo. 1 to circular
on Track labor, the regional director of western lines,

Advertising for Labor.

63.

reiterates

tlie

request

that

roads utilize as far as possible

employment service of the United Stales Department of
Labor in securing track labor. Railroads should advertise

the

for labor only in exceptional cases.

—

In circular R. P. C.
of Stationery.
Xo. 9 sent out by the Regional Purchasing Committee of
the Western Railroads, attention is called to the wide discrepancy in prices paid by different roads for printing forms
D. C. E'. 1. 2. 3 and 4. Purchasing agents in the same locality
should get together on matters of this kind and make all
The same idea can be carried
their purchases at one time.
out to a large extent in connection with accounting and
operating blanks.
Branches to New Coal Mines. The regional director of
western railroads has asked the lines under his jurisdiction
to secure the approval of the United States Fuel .Administration at Washington before completing arrangements for the
construction of tracks for the opening of new mines. While
the F'uel Administration realizes the necessity of keeping up
the production of coal, it does not believe new mines should
be opened unless the work can lie done without taking labor
from mines already developed and capable of producing more
It is urged that transportation facilities
coal than at present.
serving existing coal mines, where inadequate, be enlarged
.\pproval for the
before new undertakings are initiated,
building of tracks to new mines should be obtained from the
United States F'uel .Administration tlirougli the mining com-

Grouping of Purchases

—

pany

interested.
Circular Xo. 69.
Statistics of Receipts and Expenses.
issued by the regional director of western railroads, directs
the lines in his district to send to C. R. Gray, director of
the division of transportation, Washington, two copies of
the following reports, and one copy to the regional director,
for the months of January. February and March; and for
each month thereafter: (1) Detailed income with comparisons
with last year, and expenses by primary accounts: (2) Transportation officers' reports used to measure efficiency and
cost of operation; (3) Report used to measure efficiency and
cost of locomotive performance; (4) Usual explanations provided for president or chief operating officer covering increases and decreases.
Cement Estimates. The regional purchasing committee of

—

western roads has addressed a communication to purchasing
agents pointing out that there may be a shortage of cement
and asking that they file with the requirements division
estimates of their needs for the year; (a^ The number of
l)arrels required.
(b) W'hat part of your requirements
has been contracted for or purchased? (c) Names and addresses of companies with which you have contracts, or with
vihich you have placed orders, the quantity, price, and f. o.
b. point in each instance, (d) Location of mills from which
the balance of your supply would naturally come, in order to
most economically serve your company, taking into consider-,
ation transportation and price.
H.XXDLING OF Co.MPL.MNTS

A.N'I)

C.\R RhPORTS

In circular Xo. 81, recently issued by the regional director of
western railroads, lines in western territory arc requested to
acknowledge prom|)tly inquiries or complaints from patrons.
Some lines are said to be la.x in this regard. Complaints sent
to individual lines by the regional director's office need not be
acknowledged to the regional director unless the communication

-
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In handling tliese complaints roads
should communicate directly with the complainant and where the
complaint appears to be serious should have representatives
adjust the matter by conference.
Traffic officers relieved from
other duties can be used to good advantage in this work. All
communications from the regional director's office requiring
answers should be given prompt attention.
Western roads are also instructed to systematize the making
of reports to the regional director's office and to the Car Service
Section of the Railroad Administration, as well as to their
representatives at various points, so that it will be unnecessary
to telegraph or telephone for reports that have been overlooked.
Where this work is of great volume it may be advisable to establish special representatives in larger terminals and general
offices to prepare these reports.
The roads are also requested to advise the regional director
from time to time on matters of general interest as the following
(a) crop conditions: (b) general movement of traffic, as compared with last year; (c) impending large movement of any
particular traffic and arrangements made to handle it; (d) general car situation
(e) changes in methods of operation effecting
economies; (f) labor situation; (g) traffic interruption due to
storms or otherwise; (h) serious collisions or derailments; (i)
suggestions for changes in handling traffic that will result in
economies or in expediting movement.
of transmittal so requests.

;

BfV TiES

Co>fMITTEES TO

The

regional purchasing committee of w-estern railroads reXo 6 containing the names and territories
of sub-committees for the purchase, inspection and handling of
crossties as follows
cently issued circular

Michigan
I.

and

Wisconsin—

Seddon,
chairman.

E.

purchasing agent. C.

St.

P.

M. &

O.,

St.

Paul.

Minn.,

E. T. Stone, purcha.sing agent, M. St. P. & S. Ste. M., Minneapolis, Minn.
L. S. Carroll, geneial purchasing agent, C. & N. W., Chicago.
Minnesota and West to Cascade Mountains, and South to Northern

-l^oundary of lona. South Dakota,

Wyoming and

the

Salmon

river in

Idaho—
Prest, purchasing agent. N. P. St. P.nul, Minn., chairman.
J. W. Taylor, assistant to president, C. M. & St. P., Chicago.
F. A. Bushncil, purchasing agent, G. N.. St. Paul, Minn.
West of Cascade Mountains and South to California Line and South
F.

C.

Salmon

River

of

Idaho—

in

W.

Saul, purchasing agent, O.-W. R. & N., Portland, Ore., chairman.
G. Prest, purchasing agent, N. P., St. Paul. Minn.
F. .\. Bnshnell. purchasing agent,' G. N., St. Paul, Minn.
California, Nevada, Utah, .Arizona and New Mexico
F. W. Taylor, general purchasing agent, S. P., San Francisco, Cat,
C.
F.

M. J. Collins, general purchasing agent, .\. T. & S. Fe. Chicago.
W. T, Jacobs, purchasing agent, W. P., San Francisco, Cal.
Colorado. Wyoming, South l>akota, Nebraska and Iowa—
1.. N.
Hopkins, purchasing agent, C. It. & Q., Ciiicago, chairman.
F n Reed, general purchasing agent. C. R. I. & P., Chicago.
W. F. Lefaivre, purchasing agent. D. & R. G., Denver, Col.
Missouri, Kansas, .Arkansas, Oklahoma and Illinois—
N. M. Rice, second vice-president, St. L.-S. F., St. Louis, Mo., chairman.
C. .\. How, general purchasing agent, M. P., St. Louis. Mo.
W. S. Atkinson, purchasing agent, K. C. S., Kansas City, Mo.
Te.\as and Louisiana
X. r. Randolph, purchasing agent. Sunset Central Lines, New Orleans,
chairman
Ryan, purchasing agent. V. S. & P.. New Orleans, La.
Irwin, purchasing agent, T. & P.. New Orleans. La.

La.,

T.
R.

11.
1

.

.

Each committee
respective territory
mittee.

ing

tie

to make a comprehensive survey of its
and report to the regional purchasing comis accompanied by a questionnaire, regard-

is

This circular
requirements.

Joint Switching Ark.angements

The

regional director of western railroads recently issued circular Xo. 82 on the subject of joint switching, his purpose being
to determine what further action is necessary in connection with
economies in switching where two or more lines serve the same
industry.
Where conferences have not been held between interested lines to consider joint operation they are requested to
do so at once. In determining as to joint operation at any point,
full consideration must be given to:
2.
1. Public convenience.
Rights of men involved. 3. E.\pediting movement of traflnc. 4.
Economies to be effected. Where a joint arrangement proposed
will seriously affect public convenience, a conference should be
arranged with concerns interested and where rights of men are
involved and the plan is likely to cause protest from them, it
should not be put in effect until agreement is made with the orgaiuzations interested.
:
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News

Traffic

I

The Railroad Administration has sent questionnaires to all
the railroads asking for detailed information concerning the
number of tariffs and tariff supplements issued each year and
It is probable that this investitlie cost of their preparation.
gation will lead to the e.xtensive consolidation of individual
tariffs into joint tariffs.
This policy, for a time at least, will
mean an increase in work for the joint tariff committees.
The

Railroad

Administration

is

taking

cognizance

of

numerous protests from shippers regarding the abolition of
off-line agencies.
The traffic division is investigating the
question of organizing local offices to handle information and
other service formerlj^ performed by outside agencies. J. F.
Holden has been specially assigned to this investigation, and
the traffic assistants to the regional directors considered the

matter at a meeting

this

Western Regional

week

Washington.

in

Traffic

Committees Appointed

Instructions issued by the director general on March 28
provided for the appointment of committees in each railroad
region to handle current traffic matters. Accordingly a passenger traffic committee consisting- of five men was created
recently to handle all passenger matters in western territory;
and this committee is directed to appoint, from time to time.
such sub-committees as may be necessary to work out detailed
matters. A freight traffic committee of five members has also
been appointed for the western region with similar instructions.
The freight traffic committee consists of A. C. Johnson, of the Chicago & North Western, chairman; S. H. Johnson, of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; J. B. Baird, Northern Pacific; F. B. Houghton, .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;

Gentray Waldo, Southern Pacific. The passenger traffic committee consists of P. S. Eustis. Chicago. Burlington & Quincy,
chairman; A. Hilton, St. Louis-San Francisco; W. J. Black.
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; L. M. Allen, Chicago, Rock
Island & Pacific, and Chas. S. Fee, Southern Pacific.

Coal Production

The output

of bituminous ci.al increased 366,000 net tons,
or 3.4 per cent, during the week ended .\pril 27, compared
with the preceding week, according to the weekly bulletin of
the L'nited States Geological Survey.
Total production, in-

cluding lignite and coal

made

estimated at 11,230.000 net tons, and the average production per working day
at 1,872.000, compared with 1,811.000 the previous week and
1,680,000 in -April, 1917.
Losses attributed to car shortage
amounted to 18.1 per cent during the week ended .April 13, as
compared with 12;< per cent the preceding week.
The National Coal .Association has issued a statement declaring that coal production has been curtailed by inadequate
car supply and that interference w'ith the war program will
soon be inevitable unless something is done to prevent other
traffic crowding coal off the rails.
"The mines are not working at top speed nor at a rate even approaching top speed,"
the statement says, because of insufficiency in the supply of
cars at the coal mines and practically no headway has been
made to meet the estimated shortage of 50,000,000 to 75,000.000
tons of coal. The statement adds:
"It is understood that the railways are hauling far more
traffic as a whole than they ever hauled before.
It is evident,
therefore, that freight of other classes than coal is responsible
for all or practically all of this increase. It would seem that
the time has come for the War Industries Board, or whoever
is running the war, to decide upon a readjustment of traffic
over the eastern railways, so that coal may be handled in
sufficient tonnage to take care of the industrial and domestic
requirements of the eastern states.
"Unless such readjustment is made very soon there will be
inevitable interference with the war program and shortage
of domestic fuel in the New England. .Atlantic, middle Western and other states throughout the year."
into coke,

is
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Commission and Court News
Interstate
The Commission

Commerce Commission

amended its regulations for the transportation of dangerous articles by express to provide that
during the period of the war shipments of dangerous articles
other than explosives as defined in the regulations, to or from
the W'ar or Navy Departments or recognized offices thereof,
may be transported when packed, including requirements as
to weight and quantity, in a manner approved by the department.
has

Eugene Morris, agent for the lines in Central Freight
-Association territory, has filed a fifteenth section application
with the commission proposing the establishment of diversion
and reconsignment rules to provide for a charge of two dollars
a car for stopping freight in transit for orders for the purpose
of delivery, reconsignment, diversion or reforwarding, and
also charges ranging from $2 to $5 a car for diversion or reconsignment before the arrival of the car at the first billed
destination.
These rules are to apply on green fruit, vegetables, berries, melons and grapes, both within Central
Freight -Association territory and interterritorially.

The Commission has issued an order to protect shippers
whose consignments may be diverted by a railroad by providing that in instances in which, under the director general's
order No. 1, shipments have been or are consigned by routes
over which the rates are higher than over the routes designated by the shipper, or over routes not provided for in
through rate schedules, carriers participating in such transportation are authorized to adjust the charges to the basis of
those applicable by the route designated by the shipper or of
those applicable by the route by which the freight would
ordinarily have been sent. The director general's order No. 1
requires that e-xisting schedules of rates and outstanding orders of the commission are to be observed; that through
routes which have not heretofore been established because
of short hauling or other causes are to be established and
used whenever expedition and efficiency of transportation
will tliereby be promoted, and that for this purpose the designation of routes by shippers is to be disregarded.

The commission has amended
rules prescribed

in

its

fifteenth

the diversion

and reconsignment

section order of

March

26,

as

Paragraph B, page 2, and paragraph .A, page 6. are
changed to read: "Orders for diversion or reconsignment will not
be accepted under these rules at or to a station or to a point of
delivery against which an embargo is in force.
Shipments made
under authorized permits are not subject to this condition."
Eastern trunk line and New England carriers which have
lawiully on file with the commission terminal tariffs providing specific rules governing at eastern seaboard terminal
points, are authorized to add an exception, to the effect that
the rules will not apply to freight at Boston, New York,
Philadelphia and Baltimore, for which other tariffs are provided.
(Reference to be made to such tariffs.) The rules and
charges governing grain, seed (field), seed (grass), hay or straw,
carloads, held in cars on track for the privilege of national, state,
board of trade or other official inspection at billed destination or
points intermediate thereto, set forth on pages 5 and 6 of the
order of March 26, 1918, are postponed until further order.
follows

:

Court

News

Suspension of Proposed Tariff
The New Mexico Supreme Court holds that neither by the
State Constitution nor by statute is the state corporation commission given the power to suspend a proposed tariff, and the
law does not cast upon a railroad the burden of justifying a
jiroposed rate. The commission cannot cast this burden upon the
carrier bv serving it with an order to show cause why a given
rate should not be established. In re Coal Rates in New Mexico
(N. Mex.), 171 Pac, 506. Decided February 16. 1918.

May

J.
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Injuries from Cinders from Engines

Texas Court

Till-

ol CJ\il

A|i|ic.iIn

luilds thai

one into whose

eve a hot cinder is thrown hy an eii^ino 174 feet distant has the
liurdeii of provins ncKligence.
No spark arrester that will permit
a reasonable use of a locomotive will prevent the emission of
cinders of the small size shown to have entered the plaintiff's eye.
The rule of burden of proof in case of fires resultinK from sparks
escaping fn>m engines will not be extended to cases of this kind.
—Missouri, K. S: T. v. l.angford (Tex,). 201 S. W., 1087.

Decided March

1''1S

13,

Assumption

by Roundhouse Employee

of Risk

.XppeaK holds that a roundhouse
The Tc\:is Court ol L i\
helper who had worked for over two years about engines and a
turntable which was always lighted the same way. the lever
handle ol which had always been the same length, and the electrical turner had for months been in the same condition, all of
which he knew, assumed the risk of injury from such conditions,
and it was error lo charge that he could recover if the master
was negligent— Ft. Worth & Denver City v. Miller (Tex.), 201
S \V 1040. ncci.lcd March 23. 191S.
II

.

Demurrage

— Ownership

of Private

prompt movement of cars

Tracks

necessary to carry on the
business of carriers, as well as to prevent discrimination among
shippers, the Federal District Court for the Western District of
Pennsylvania holds that a carrier may impose demurrage charges
on privately owned tank cars used in its business. A railroad's
tariffs provided for demurrage and storage charges on shipments of explosives, c. 1. and I. c. 1. I'nder an agreement with
a shipper, the railroad laid a side track partly on its property
and partly on the shippers, the contract providing that the railroad should have the right to use, without cost, any part of the
siding in connection with other business, provided such use did
Privately-owned tank
not interfere with the shipper's business.
cars were held by the shipper on the siding for longer than the
free time. It is held that, as the purpose of the law is to prevent
discrimination, the railroad was entitled to charge demurrage
on such tank cars, though they stood on a track partly owned by
-As the

is

the shipper.
Under the tariff, carload shipments of dangerous articles were
Less charges
subject to both demurrage and storage charges.

were prescribed for the storage of less dangerous and relatively
safe explosives, c. 1. and I. c. I. It is held that, under these rules,
the railroad could, where gasoline was stored in tank cars on
Pittsburgh,
sidings, collect both demurrage charges and storage.

—

C

C.

&

St. L..

247 Fed.. 573.

Liability for Fires

— Proof of Cause

§1, a railroad company is
destruction of or injury to any property which
may be caused by tire or result from any locomotive, engine,
machine, train, car or other thing used on such railroad, or in

By .Arkansas

liable

for

.Acts,

1907,

p.

ii6.

the

may

from or be caused
by any employee, agent or servant of such company upon or in
the operation of the railroad.
The .Arkansas Supreme Court
holds that under this section a railroad company, while absolutely liable, not only for fires set out by its locomotives and
machinery, but for fires set out by its employees while engaged
the operation thereof, or which

result

cleaning or repairing the roadbed or right of way, is not absolutely liable for fires which may have spread on the railroad
right of way. and which its servants have failed to extinguish,
or which may have been lighted thereon by other persons, and
which the railroad employees have not restrained or extinguished,
and in such case proof of negligence is essential to recovery.
In an action for the destruction of the plaintifTs property along
the right of way. evidence of a forest fire in the vicinity which
might have caused the destruction of the property is admissible.
In such an action, where there was evidence that the fire might
have resulted from some cause other than the negligence of the
railroad company, an instruction that the verdict should be for
the railroad company if the probabilities were equal that the fire
might have resulted from causes for which the company was
not liable was held proper.
Judgment for the railroad was

Equipment and Supplies
illlMllinillllKIIIIMHIIUMIIIIIMMIIMIHIIIIIIMItMMIIIIttMUIiR

1,025

Locomotives and 95.000
Cars Ordered by Government

The Railroad .Administration announced on Tuesday the
placing of orders for 1,025 locomotives, 555 to the .American
Locomotive Company and 470 to the Baldwin [.iconiotive
Works. These locomotives will be built to the standard designs recently evolved by the ciminiittee of builders and railroad experts, there being six types, each of a heavy and light
design.
The total cost of the orders is approximately $60,000,000.

L'ndcr the terms of the contracts between the government
and the two locomotive builders actual construction must
begin at once. Deliveries are promised to begin in July and
continue monthly during the remainder of the year, the locomotives being allotted on completion to the railroads where
The locomotives will all l)e lettered
they are most needed.

with the

initials

U.

S.

The Lima Locomotive Works was
orders because it is now working

not given any of the

to capacity.
The locomotives will require 200.000 tons of steel, including
100.000 tons of plates. The prices range from approximately
J35.000 for the switching locomotives to $90,000 for the heavy
first

Mallet locomotives.
The locomotive builders are to be paid 5 per cent of the
estimated cost of manufacture if the cost does not exceed the
estimates. If the cost is less than the estimates the diflFerence
is to be equally divided between the builders and the government. The locomotive appliances to be used and the basis
of profit thereon have not yet been decided.
In announcing the order the Railroad .Administration made
the following statement:
"The awarding of this contract marks the establishment by
the government of the standardized type of locomotives, specifications for which have been developed and perfected bycommittees of experts, who, for many weeks, have devoted
time and study to the subject.
"The si.x standard types of locomotives, two sizes of each
class, are expected eventually to supersede the many miscellaneous types and varieties of locomotives in service, embracing engines built according to 500 or more varying specifica-.
tions.
This is the first time that any real forward steps have
been taken looking to the wide standardization of locomotive
engines."
It is understood that the 555 locomotives ordered from the
-American Locomotive Company will be supplemented by another order in about 60 days for 145 locomotives, also for
1918 delivery, making a total of 700 locomotives. The first
555 are understood to include approximately the following types
.'n

3S

150
100
390
50

Mallet (2-8S-J1.
Heavy Santa Fe.
I.i(tht

Santa Fe.

Heavy Mikado.
I.ishi'

MiWado.

Six-wheel switching.

as
This distribution as to types, however, has not been given
out officially and, in fact, may not be definitely determined.

in

affirmed.— Clark

February

4,

1918.

v.

St.

Louis.

I.

M. &

S.

(.Ark.).

Decided

Bids for .Appliances .\nd Specialties

by the Central .Advisory Purchasing committee to manufacturers regarding proposals to furnish appliances for the locomotives enclosed information which the
committee believed sufficient on which to base an intelligent
bid.
If any further details were desired they might be obtained by an inspection of the drawings of the locomotives
It was stated that no bid
at the office of the committee.
would be considered unless the device ofTcred was interchangeable in its application with similar devices offered by
other manufacturers, that the prices named should cover delivery of the articles at the different locomotive works and
that the bids should include a detailed analysis of the prices
asked, showing kinds and quantity of material, with unit
prices, cost of productive labor, overhead expenses, royalties,
if any. freight charges, margin of profit and total price.
Op-

The

letter sent
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portunity was of5fered to include a quantity factor

if

Vol. 64, No. 18

desired;

one price for equipment for 100 locomotives or less
and another price for 200 locomotives or more. Manufacwere
turers
also requested to state definitely their productive capacity and at what rate per week or per month they
could guarantee delivery. If they were prepared to give any
guarantee under bond as to length of service, cost of mainthat

is,

tenance, or efficiency, of the device,
should form part of the proposal.
95,500

The United

was stated

it

that this

Supply Trade New^s
The Ogle Construction Company, Chicago, announces that
it
will be located at 1504 Steger building, 28
East Jackson boulevard.

after April 20

Cars Ordered

States Railroad Administration has placed the

following orders for cars:
American Car & Foundry Company
Canadian Car & Foundry Company

30,000
7,500
13.500
13,500
7,500
7,500

Standard Steel Car Company ...
Pressed Steel Car Company

Pullman Company
Haskell & Barker Car Company
Bettendorf Company
Liberty Car & Foundry Company
St. Louis Car Company

Albert Tate Smith, lately manager of the R. U. V. Company, 50 Broad street, New York, has returned to the Permutit Company, with which he was formerly connected, to
take the position of assistant

3,000
1,000
1,000
3,000
3,000
3,000
2.000

Cambria Steel Company
Ralston Steel Car Company
Pacific Car & Foundry Company
Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Company

The Sprague Electric Works of the General Electric Company announces the removal of its Boston office from 201
Devonshire street to 84 State street.

McCord &
property in

The property
will be

The builders, like the locomotive builders, are to be paid 5
per cent of the estimated cost of manufacturing these cars if
If the cost is less
the cost does not exceed the estimates.
than the estimates the difference is to be equally divided by
the builders and the government. It is understood that this
was proposed by the American Car & Foundry Company and accepted by the other builders.
The car and locomotive specialties to be used and the basis
of profit specialty people will be given have not yet been
basis

decided on.
Thhe mechanical committee and Frank McManamy, manager
to the locomotive section, met Tuesday and Wednesday to
decide on the locomotive specialties and some further details
as to specifications. They were to have taken up the car specialties similarly on Thursday.
Priority
is working with the War Inview to securing priority in all materials, and the builders have been given opportunity to arrange for some materials in advance. The government does
not expect to actually purchase any of the materials, but it

manager

is

used for future extensions.

Fred H. Jones has been appointed resident manager for
the General Railway Signal Company in charge of its eastern
territory, whose offices are located at 30 Church street. New
York. Mr. Jones has been connected with the General Railway Signal Company since the time of its organization in
1904.
During this period of 14 years, he has occupied a
number of important positions with the company including that
of assistant resident manager of the Chicago office and resident
manager of the San Francisco office. Mr. Jones assumed his
new duties as Resident Manager of the New York office on

May

I.

W.
way
ice

S. Henry, acting resident manager of the General RailSignal Company at New York, has been appointed servengineer of the recently created service department at
Rochester, N. Y., effective May 1.
He has
been connected with

The Railroad Administration

dustries

Board with

will co-operate,

by the government

the company since the
organization
of
the

a

.^ny

maximum

will prevail.

prices

on raw material

The question

>^M^ ^Kaw;

wN

fixed

*

of financing
,^

the builders has not yet arisen.

-j

^jHpf'^ ^^^^
^^^^

Locomotives
The L.\CKAVi'ANN.\ Steel Company has ordered 2 eight-wheel
switching locomotives from the American Locomotive Company.
The Cambria & Indiana has ordered 2 Mikado locomotives
from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

of sales.

have purchased several parcels of
112th and Green streets, Chicago.
adjacent to the company's present plant and

Co., Chicago,
the vicinity of

^^^^^^^
^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^m
^^^^^^^^-^^^^^^^tf
^^^^KF^^^^^^^^K'

Taylor Signal Company
in 1900.
In September,
1900, he served as superintendent of construction,
with headquarters at New York.

General Railway Signal
Company, Mr. Henry

^^mKK^K^Kt^^
^^^^"^^

transferred to the
engineering department
^'^^
at

The General Chemical Company, New
wood

w.
York,

The Midwest
for 25 to 50,

Iron Company, Kansas City, Mo.,
40-ton, 8,000-gal. tank cars.

The Certaln-Teed
quiring for

inquiring for

is

lined tank cars.

5,

Products Corporation,

St.

is

inquiring

Louis,

is

in-

SO-ton, 10,000-gal. tank cars.

The King Chemical Company, New

York,

is

inquiring for

3 to 5 sulphuric acid, 50-ton, 7,000-gal. tank cars.

The American Steel Company has ordered 50, 60-ton,
hopper cars from the Pressed Steel Car Company.

steel

The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which has been contemplating the construction of 2..S00 box and 2,500 coal cars, has
failed to negotiate the sale of equipment trust certificates to cover
their cost, according to a recent statement by President H. E.
Byram. It will therefore be necessary for the government to provide the funds, but thus far arrangements have not been completed with the Railroad Administration for this purpose.

Company

was consolidated with
the Pneumatic Signal
Company,
the

ifJI^R^P^^^^^^HPr

Freight Cars
10 to 25

bignal

lor

s.

Henry

sistant signal engineer, resigning in

Buffalo.

1905,

he

In

April,
the
asto
as assistant

went

to

Lehigh Valley as
August of that year

return to the General Railway Signal Company
engineer on the engineering work of the New York Central
electric zone signaling.
Later he was transferred to New
York City as resident engineer on the same installation, and
in July, 1907, returned to the engineering department as development engineer, in connection with circuit and apparatus
design. After serving a year and a half in this capacity he
was promoted to the position of principal assistant engineer,
which position he held until his appointment as acting resident manager in charge of the New York office.

Frank Hopewell, head of the firm of L. C. Chase & Co.,
Boston, Mass.. died April 25, at the age of 61. Mr. Hopewell
in Shelburne Falls, Mass., in 1857.
His father, a
native of London, England, came to the United States at the
age of 14 and settled in Springfield, Mass., where his son, Frank,
graduated from the Springfield High School in 1875 and the
Springfield Collegiate Institute in 1879.
In 1881, Frank Hopewell became associated with L. C. Chase & Co., of Boston, selling
was born

May
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agrnts for Sanlonl Mills. Troy Blanket Mills, Kcailirin Rubber
Manufacturing Company, and llolyoke Flush Ci)ni|)any, becomlie bciaino treasurer of Sanford Mills
ing a partner in 18f7.
18*^0,

in

boUlini; this oft'we

initil
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Independent Hneiimatic Tool

Company

A re-organization has been effected of the Independent
Pneumatic Tool Company, a New Jersey corporation, and the
Aurora Automatic Machinery Company, which is incorporated
Both companies were owned hy the same inin Delaware.
terests, the Independent I'neumatic Tool Company representing the selling division for the Thor pneumatic and
electric tools, and the Aurora Automatic Machinery Company beins the manufacturing department. The latter company also manufacturers and sells Thor motorcycles and gasoline
engines.

The combining of the two Companies under one corporate
name is lor convenience in handling business.
Under the re-organization plans the Company is known as
the Independent Pneumatic Tool Company, incorporated in
Delaware for $3,000,000. Ten directors will serve on the
board as follows: John P. Hopkins, former mayor of Chicago,
chairman John D Hurley, James J. McCarthy, William A.
Litikcman. Leonard S. Florsheim. Edward G. Gustafson, Robert
T. Scott, Ralph S. Cooper, August Gatzert and Fletcher W.

Railway Financial News
.Arcm^o.v, Iu1'kk.\ S: Sa.nt.v Ik.— At the annual meeting of the
stockholders of the .\tchison, Topeka & Santa I'e at Topeka,
Kan., on April 25, Dewitt Cuyler of Philadelphia and Augustus
Juillard of New York were elected directors.
D. L. Gallup,
controller. New ^ork, was elected a director to succeed Carl
R. Gray, who resigned recently to become an assistant to the
director general of railroads at Washington.

Chicago, Mii.waukek & St. Paul.— The directors at the monthly
meeting on April 25 again postponed action on the dividends.
H. E. Byram. president, said that nothing would be done in connection with the semi-annual payments until after the contract
between the Government had been signed, an operation which
he hoped would be completed before the annual meeting next
month.

;

B\ichanaii.

The

officers are John D. Hurley, president; Ralph S. Coopvice-president; Fletcher W. Buchanan, secretary and Edtreasurer.
The general offices of the company are in the Thor building, at 1307 South Michigan Boulevard, Chicago.
er,

ward G. Gustafson,

Marshall & East Texas. — Through

the action of W. G. Mcdirector general of railroads, the Marshall & East Texas
will not be junked.
The owners of the property have been
seeking for some time to abandon that part of the road running
between Marshall and Winnsboro, a distance of 74 miles, and
to dispose of the rails.
Court proceedings prevented the plan
from being carried out and it has been effectively stopped by
order of Mr. McAdoo, who has taken over the line on behalf
of the Federal Government.
Provision for a resumption of
.•\doo,

train service over the division has not yet been

Trade Publications

—

Red Cross Circular. E. S. Jackman & Co., Chicago agents for
the Firth-Sterling Steel Co., are sending out an attractive
folder prepared by Edwin S. Jackman in the interests of the
American Red Cross.

Small Tool>.— The

small

tools

(iepartmeiit

of

tlic

Pratt

&

Whitney Company, Hartford, Conn., has issued catalogue No. 9
covering the taps, dies, milling cutters, reamers, punches, drills,
etc., manufactured by that company.
The catalogue has 315
pages, 4,'/2 in. by 7'j in. and in the miscellaneous section in the
back there are several valuable tables.

Box

—

The Franklin Railway Supply
York, has issued bulletin No. 500 describing
the Franklin automatic driving box lubricator.
Instructions are
given for applying the lubricator, also for its proper inspection
and care, and in connection with the lubricator, a special method
of grooving the brasses is described and recommended.
Driving

Company,

Inc.,

Lubric.\tion.

New

—

C.\ble-Wav Carriages. The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. has issued a folder describing its automatic singlerope cable-way carriage, designed for the operation of the
Blaw single-line clam-shell buckets on overhead cables. The
folder is illustrated with four views showing various steps in
the operation of the bucket by means of the carriage.

—

Industrial Lighting. The importance of proper lighting as
an aid in securing the maximum production in the shops is
well brought out in a booklet published by the CooperHewitt Electric Co., Hoboken, N. J., under the title, "Lighting
for Production and Safety."
The intensity of illumination,
system to be used, character of light source and units, are
discussed and the application of the principles set forth is
illustrated by several drawings showing typical lighting arrangements as installed in various manufacturing plants.

—

made.

—

Electric Welding. A 6-in. by 9-in., 45-page manual entitled
"Electric Welding" has been issued by the Wilson Welder &
Metals Company, Inc., New York.
This manual provides instructions covering the installation, care, operation and maintenance of Wilson electric welding equipment. Also, directions
are given regarding the welding of various kinds of metal, the
grade of welding wire to be used, the amount of current to
employ, etc.
Some interesting illustrations are given of the
broken cylinders on the converted German steamships which
were successfully repaired by the electric welding process.

National Railways of Mexico. The directors for the ensuing year were elected at the annual meeting at Mexico
Constituting the board of directors in
City, on .Xpril 24.
Mexico: Carlos Basave y del Castillo N., Elias S. A. de
Lima, Aquiles Elorduy, General Pablo Gonzalez. Fernando
Gonzalez Roa. Thomas P. Honey, Mario Mendez, Rafael
Nieto, Alberto J. Pani, Francisco Puga, Ignacio S. Rodriguez and General Jacinto B. Trevino.
Constituting the
New York Local Board: Henry Bruere. Juste Acevedo,
.Mfredo Caturegli, Adolfo de la Huerto, J. J. Hanauer, J.
Hirschman, L. F. Loree, W. T. Rosen and H. H. Wehrhane.

New York Central.— Holders of the $10,000,000 one-year 5
per cent notes of the New York Central, maturing on May
1,

were paid

the

off

government.

with funds obtained by that company from
An interesting phase of the New York

financing growing out of government operation
was that the company borrowed $13,000,000 from the government.
That amount, together with cash on hand,
enabled the New York Central to pay off the $10,000,000
notes and meet $9,000,000 quarterly interest and dividend
payments now due. This is the first case known where the
government has advanced a railroad money to make good
the guarantee that annual income so long as the war lasts
shall be as large as the average for the three years ended
June 30, 1917.

Central

Railway Construction
Canadian Go\t:rnment Railways. — Bids were

received recently for carrying out improvements at Halifax, N. S., to include a temporary station, mail, baggage, express and commissariat building, car repair building, two transit sheds, subway and

water and sewer systems.

The

cost of the

work

will

be about

$700,000

—

Chicago. Burlingtcjn & Qiincv. This company is building
a second track between Crawford. Neb., and Rutland, six miles.
The contract for the grading has been awarded to Sprague 4
Neisly. The tracklaying will be done by the railroad forces.
This road has ordered from the American Bridge Company,
Eola, 111., 100
steel for 5 turntables of the following lengths:
ft.
Edgcmont, S. Dak 100 ft. Bridgeport, Neb., 100 ft. Seneca,
The last-mentioned is for
Neb,, 100 ft.; Denver, Colo., 100 ft.
the Colorado & Southern.
;

,

;

;

Canadian Pacific Railway Company
Annual Meeting

of Shareholders,

May

1,

1918

K.C.V.O.. Cha

Compared with the returns for the calendar year 1916 the Thirty-seventh
Annual Report of the Directors now before you for consideration and approval shows an increase in gross revenue from transportation of $12,660,000,
but this amount was more than absorbed by the working expenses, which
increased $16,590,000, so that the net income from transportation in 1917 was
less by $3,930,000 than it was in the previous calendar year.
Notwithstanding the larger volume of traffic in 1917. it will be gathered
I'rom the statistics incorporated in the Report that there was a substantial
decrease in traffic train mileage and loaded car mileage, indicating still
In normal times this should
further imr-rovement in operating efficiency.
be reflected in the working expenses, but its effect was minimized by the
higher scale of wages and the enhanced cost of fuel and other materials
Inquired for the maintenance and operation of the railway that prevailed
(luring the year and that added $15,350,000 to the operating expenses.
These conditions were not exceptional in the case of your Company, but
applied in a proportionate degree to all the other Canadian carriers.
In view of the abnormal and constantlv increasing cost of railway operation, the Board of Railway Commissioners, after due deliberation, authorized an increase of ten to fifteen per cent, in specified zones in the tariff
This concession to
of charses for the carriage of passengers and freight.
ihe Railway Companies to assist them in meeting, in part, the increased
cost of the transportation services that they are providing is very moderate
indeed when compared with the increased prices due to similar causes which
It was clear that without
the public has to pay for all other commodities.
higher rates many of the Railway Companies would be compelled to face
large deficits, and in so far as it applied to these lines, some of them being
wards of the Government, the order of the Board appeared to arouse little
But certain trade bodies and others appealed to the
objection or criticism.
Dominion Government for the disallowance of the Order of the Board of
Railway Commissioners on the ground that the additional revenue resulting
from the higher rates would, in the case of the Canadian Pacific Railway
Company, have the effect of supplementing that Company's substantial surplus income after the payment of fixed charges and dividends.
To enable the weaker Companies to reap the benefit of the higher rates,
and at the same time to meet the objections that had been urged to the
participation of the Canadian Pacific in like benefits, the Government
decided to permit the advance in rates for the carriage of traffic authorized
by the Board of Railway Commissioners to become effective March 15th.
1918. but concurrent with this decision there was an Order of the GovernorGeneral in Council under the War Measures Act, substantially as follows:—
1.
The Canadian Pacific Railway Company, hereinafter called "the Company," shall pay to the Government of Canada the following speci'al taxes:

—

1st.
One half of its net earnings from railway operation in excess of
seven per cent, on its Common Stock (after paying fixed charges, appropriation for Pension Fund, and dividends on Preferred Stock).
Income tax on the Company's special income (inclusive of all
2nd.
the Company's income, except earnings from railway operations), under
the provisions of The Income War Tax Act, 1917. or any amendment

—

thereof hereafter enacted.
Provided that the total amount to be paid each year by the Company
shall not he less than
(1) The Company's net earnings in such year from railway operations, and from special income as defined above, in excess of 10%
on its Common Stock (after paying fixed charges, appropriation for
Pension Fund and dividends nn Preferred Stock), up to $7.01X>,000,
(2) The amount by which its net earnings from railway operations
exceed the net earnings from railwav operations for the fiscal vear
ended December 31st. 1917. due to the increase in freight and
oassenger rates granted bv the Order of the Board of Railway
Commissioners, dated 26th 'December. 1917.
3.
Payment in full of special taxes under this order shall in respect
of earning;; from and after January 1st. 1918, relieve the Company of
liability under the Business Profits War Tax Act, 1916. and any other
Dominion Act of like nature hereafter enacted, and (save as hereinbefore provided) under the Income War Tax Act. 1917.
A.
This order shall be deemed to have come into force and effect on
the first day of January, 1918, and to continue in force and effect during

the present war,

and

until further ordered.

Briefly stated, this Order-in-Council not only deprives your Company of
any improved revenue that :iiight result from the higher tariff, but imposes
upon it a measure of taxation discriminatory in character, and therefore
Tour Company might with propriety question its fairness or justification.
A state of war, with its enormous demands upon the National Treasury,
and other financial burdens brought upon the Country by an unfortunate
railway policy, coupled with the thriving condition of your ('ompany's affairs,
were in all probability taken as furnishing reasonable warrant for the Gov-

ernment's action.
Since the outbreak of war your Company has deemed it a duty to render
to Canada and the Allies all the practical and financial assistance in its
power, and while it is not jwssible with constantly changing conditions to
form at this time even an approximate estimate of the tax. the amount,
whatever it may he, will be paid without protest or embarrassment to your
finances.
It must not be assumed that in the adoption of this measure the
Government was actuated by any spirit of hostility to the Company. On the
contrary, it may be stated without reservation that at no other time has
your Company enjoyed the confidence and support of Parliament, the GovNor should
ernment and the i>cople to a greater extent than at present.
the Government's action be assumed to forecast a policy in the future that
might jeopardize investments in Canadian Government, Municipal, or Corporation Securities,

What

is

commonly

called

"Canada's

Railway

Problem"

has.

for

some

past, occupied a place in the attention of the Canadian people second
only to the affairs of war. and expedients designed to lighten the burden
imposed on the Public Treasurv bv the railway situation have been considered and discussed by the Public 'and the Press.Not unnaturallv your Company has, by reason of its outstanding position
It
in the business affairs of the Country, been brought into the discussion.

months

was evident that some of the writers and speakers who took part had but
imperfect information or were guided bv traditional misconception when
dealing with the affairs of your (T'ompany.
Although more than 90% of its securities are owned abroad, your Company is essentially Canadian in its inc-ption, progress and aspirations, and
therefore the Directors feel tliat it is not out of place at this time to give
you, for the information of the Canadian public as well as the investors
in the property, a brief review of some salient features of the Company's
financial policy and progress leading up to its present stable position.
Under the terms of the contract of October 21st, 1880, between the Government of Canada and the Syndicate acting for the Canadian Pacific Railway Company in anticipation of the Charter, the Government undertook to
give, by way of subsidy, to assist the Company in carrying its enterprise to
successful completion, certain sections of railway between Lake Superior
and Winnipeg and between Savonas and Port Moody in British Columbia
then in process of construction under Government auspices, $25,000,000 in
cash and 25.000,000 acres of land suitable for settlement.
After work had
'heen in progress for two or three years it was found that the cost was substantially in excess of the estimates, and the Company applied to the Government for further temporary aid by way of loans. When, in 1885, the repayir.ent of the loans was being arranged, the Government decided to accept
in part payment a return of 6.70O.U0O acres of the Land Grant in place of
£10,000,000 in cash: in effect, therefore, the subsidy consisted of $35,000,000
in money, 18,300.000 acres of land, and the sections of railway in process
i.f
construction by the Government to which reference has alreadv been

made.

At the outset the Company had expected to raise the requisite funds for
the execution of the work by sales in the English market of Capital Stock
and of Bonds secured by the J-and Grant, thus keeping the railway property
free from bonded debt, but it soon became manifest that this was impossible,
and. therefore, Parliament was asked to autiiorize and did authorize the
issue of $35,000,000 5% First Mortgage Bonds and $65,000,000 Ordinary
Share Capital,
Despite a determined effort on the part of the Directors
to give confidence to investors by depositing in cash with the Government
of Canada an amount sufficient to meet a Government guarantee of dividend
at the rate of 3% per annum on the Common Stock for ten years, unfiiendly influences at home and abroad were so prejudicial in the English.
.\merican and Continental markets that the original $65,000,000 only yielded
to the Treasury of the Company an average of somewhat less than 46% of
its face value.
The unw-illingncss of investors to pay a higher figure for the
Stock in those early days need not be considered extraordinary, however,
when we learn that as late as 1895, when the railway had been completed
and in operation for more than ni'ne years, the Stock was offered in the
market at as low as 3i% with but few takers.
In 1885 the President of the Companv. now Lord Mount Stephen, induced
Karing Brothers to find purchasers for the $35,000,000 First Mortgage Bonds,
and by this means the Company was enabled to repay the loans from Government and to meet its floating debt.
It was evident that the main line described

in the Agreement, serving as
did thousands of miles of territory almost uninhabited, could not be kept
going unless it was brought into touch with the more important commercial
centres of Eastern Canada and was provided \'ith branch lines and connections that would contribute traffic to its rails, and. therefore, arrangements were made to reach Montreal, Ottawa, Toronto, and at later stages
Quebec, Hamilton, the more important manufacturing towns in Ontario and
(Quebec, and the Winter port at St. John, N. B., and connections were established at various points along the frontier from the Atlantic to the Pacific
with railway systems in the LTnited States.
These extensions, feeders and
connections were obtained by agreements with a number of Canadian Companies for the acquisition or lease of their properties, the consideration in
most cases being a guarantee of interest on their securities by way of rental,
and in other cases the Company's credit was utilized for the construction of
new lines. In circumstances when the interchange of traffic was a matter
of prime importance, the connecting lines in Canada were only built to the
International Boundary after the Company had taken the requisite steps
to ensure the observance of traffic agreements bv the railwav lines on the
other side of the International Boundary.
Inevitably this policy would lead to a variety of securities in the shape
of Bonds assumed by the Comp?ny with reference to acquired properties or
created and issued to furnish money for construction of new lines, each
series secured by a mortgage on the particular property to which it applied.
In order to avoid this undesirable situation the Company decided, with
the consent of Parliament, to utilize Consolidated Debenture Stock for the
purchase or conversion of existing Bonds, and to provide funds for building
or acquiring such additional mileage as might appear to be required from
lime to time for the advantage of the Country and the Company. This Consolidated Debenture Stock is perpetual and irredeemable, differing from a
mortgage bond in that it gives no right of foreclosure in the event of default.
The_ holders have a first claim on the revenues of the Company for their
jemi-annual dividends after the working expenses and taxes or fines have
been paid, and the contract demands of existing bond-holders have been
satisfied.
If by any ch.'-.nce the Company failed to pav, within a fixed period,
the dividend accrued on the Consolidated Debenture Stock the holders of
tliat Stock would become the Shareholders of the Company and would control its affairs until the default was made good, when the property would
automatically pass back to the Preference and Ordinary Shareholders.
Jn the early period of its history the Company was beset by many
difficulties and disappointments, but on the whole its progress was not unit

satisfactorv.

In 1899"the

Company had

7,000 miles of railwav;

its

gross e

ngs were

$29,200,000 and after the pavment of working expenses the _
c-M-nings of $12,200,000; the funded debt secured by Mortgage Bonds was
$47,200,000: Debenture Stock had been sold to the amount of $54,2.17.000^
and the annual fixed interest charges were $6,800,000; while in 1916 the
operated system comprised 13.000 miles, with net earnings of $50,000,000
and an increase of only $3,500,000 in the annual interest charges.

NDITURE
Capital E>
After 1899 the Company's traffic commence*! to show considerable growth
and the necessity for more rolling stock equipment and for traffic facilities
and improvements of every possible description became imperative. Year by
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PtliiiUMc Stock could iiol Icnally
limited
l.r i>«'.ird and sold only in
Hirrclnrs decided tii a«k tile (Jrdiiiary
•'
v t„ provide funds a, these were reuuired from
Shareh.il.l,-.'T allotnuiils nf I'l.illiniin Stock.
time li' till
inriilioned the Shairhol.lrrs were oflered and
In the
innuin Slock t.o which Ihcy paid $.'6.>.ll>0.000.
acce|iled <
,- .1 I anadiaii Tacilic I'irM Mnrtiiaiie llondt were paid
Out of tilloff and rcuir.l. ..n.l j.o.-UD.OlK) was used l.i iiay the cost of railway lines
icquired nr c.iisltucled and of additiimal sirainships with reference to
which n.. IV.n.ls ,.r llehcnliirrs were -old.
The reinaininx amount. $20-'.|5|).omi u ,- sii|.|.UiMented h» the s;ile of Preference Stock and Einii|>mcnt
\ .1, - !, .1 hrouulit in ?^^.5"ll,nllO. makinit a total of $J.S8.65O.00O to apply
.M.iidiiurcs of S.^.ttLliKLOIK).
The further sum necessary, namely,
a:;,.ti'-i
-::,r.-i' inHi. was provided from the surplus revenue of the Coin|>any.
Thus
the Companv was put in a position to deal efficiently and economically with
a larKe and evcriiicreasini! v.ihinic of irafTic. and at the same time was able
to reduce its bonded .lebt. the icnuisitr money hcinR proviiled by the owners
of the property who were williiiK to venture thoir money on Canada's present
ml future stahility. They were encouraKed bv the annual accounts of the
Company which, year by year, showed most eralifyiuK results anil gave
pimile warrant for every statement made by the Oirectors.
Nntwithstani'iiiK the low price at which it was necessary to sell the
,ii«iii.l
St ;. 000,001'
of lummon Stock, as alrea.lv explained, the entire
IPIH1 of this Slock outstandinu has viehUd to the Treasury in cash
S <,iii
,..i.,^.- i.f S1I2 f.,r each $100 of Stock, and if the additional amount
ill
-iiilii.; i.ir capital expenditure from thi" surplus heloniiiuK to the Sharehoi, let- he taken into account, the Shareholders paid an average of $143
tor each $100 of Stock that they hold.
In 1916 the railway svstcm operated dircctlv bv the Comi>any and included
in the traffic relurns' had re.iched 13.000 miles, or 6.00O miles more than in
K«<J<). but the hondtd debt had been decreased from $47,200,000 to $3,650,000
and the Consolidated Debenture Stock outstandinR was more hv $122.000.IH)0.
The net rcven"e from operation had grown from $12,200,000 to S50.flOO.000
It,
round tiRurcs. while the annual tixcd charges were only $3,500,000 more
than in 1S<)9.
In 1916 the amount available for distrihnlion to Ordinary
Shareh.ilders after providing for fixeil charges, dividend on Preference
.*st,>ck. ajipropriations for Pension Fr.iiil. and other purposes, was about $34.Of this. T'Tt was l>aid to the
itX).0li0. or over \i% on the Common Stock,
Sharchohlers a-d the balance .-dded to the surplus.
In 1917 the milcaxe
i^peratetl h.ol increased to 13.400 'miles, but the net earnings were less by
$3,930,000 although the gross income was larger hy $12,660,000. the shrinkage
IteinR due to the additional cost cf labour, fuel .\nd material of every descripI'u
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has, indeeil. been marvellous, and it might
occur to the casual observer that ailvantapeous terms for the carriage
must have contributed to the result. This is not the case. .A referthe statistics of tht! Inlerstate Commerce Commission and to the
Annual Reports of the railway companies will show that the average rate
per passenger per mile antl the average rate per ton per mile, for the carriage
of passengers and freight respectively, received by the Canadian Pacific were
lower than those received by any combination of railways South of the
International Boundary constitutint: a through route from the Atlantic to
the Pacific Ocean.
P.ut it may be asked how- it is possible under these conditions for the
Canadian Pacific to attain such results when it he taken into account that
the rafs of pay to employees in every branch of the service are at least as
high r.s. and the cost of its rails, fuel and other material requireil for the
maintenance am! operation of its lines is higher than in the case of railway
The answer is simple.
lines in corresponding territory in the United States.
The achievement m.iy be attributed primarily to the policy pursued for so
many years of keeping down the annual fixed interest charges while extending its rails into new protli'ctive territory as opimrtunity ofTered. and improving tht stanilard and efficieincy of its property as revenue warranted:
out the economies naturally attending the long haul of traffic over its own
rails to its own terminals with none of the heavy tolls for handling, switching and kindred services at common points of junction that other companies
arc required to hear, the opportunity to make the maximum use of its own
equipment with the consequent saving in the cost of car hire, and the lesser
amount required for general and tr.iffic expenses as compared with any combination of competing lines to the South, coupled with o|ierating economies
to which it is not necessary to refer in iletail. were factors of great importance that are now being neutralized by insatiable wage demands and
soaring prices.

The progress of the Company

Tcatiilv
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far we have been dealing onlv with the creation, operation and
prt,gress of the Company's rail transportation system, comprising
its railways in Canada and in the State of Maine, with such accessories as
lake and river steamers, grain i^levators. parlor and sleeping cars. etc.
In the annual reports of the Directors to the Shareholders giving the
results <.f the Company's oiieralions only the revenue from these sources is
taken int<i account, and after proiter .leduclions for operating expenses,
annual interest charges and special api.rorriations. the balance is available
for dividends.
.\s already stated, it has been the practice for some years
to dislriSute to the Ordinary Shareholders an annual dividend on a
basis, and to carry the remainder to surplus account for improvements to
the liroiiertv and for the general put poses of the Company.
But hesiiles this revenue from its transiKirlation system the Coniiiany
receives a substantial annual return on investments of one character or
another that have come into existence during the past thirty-five years.
The Special Income from these investments, exclusive of receipts from

Thus

financial

7%

land sales, is in excess of $10,000,000 per annum, out of which the Ordinary
Shareh.M.lers have been receiving a further annual dividend of 3%.
In the earlv davs of the Con-iany it was the practice of railway corporaliens on this Continent and elsewhere to divest themselves of .luxiliary enterprises not essentially connected with the oiieration of the railway, such as
Express Companies. Telegraphs, Terminal Warehouses, etc.. by disposing
of them to corporations engaged in these several kinds of business activity,
or to individuals.
Too frequently, through one ch.innel or another, those
intimately associated with the railway companies' affairs succeeded in acquiring for themselves most valuable and productive tirnperties. and little
criticism would have been aroused if the Canadian Pacific had adopted the
.Ml of these revenue-producing
same policy.
But this was not done.
altrihutes were reser\ed and develonttl for the pdynt-ge and ben'fil of
the Sharehidders and the resulting profit to the Company's exchequer i> very
Sfhstanial indeeil.
Even- terminal yard, station and iironerty over the
entire system belongs to the Company itself, and was acquired or created
•vith money furnished hy the Shareholders, the aggregate amount reaching
Tery large figures.
'
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'The development of business on the Pacific Coast of Canada demandetl a
iiumher and cl-jss of vessels (aril a consequent investment of caiiilal) quite
beyoml the reach of the .Vavigation ConifKiny that was iierforming this
service in connection with the railway, and to meet this requirement the
Canadian Pacific decided to aciiitire the steamers then iterforming the servThis having been done, the Comice, at a price acceptable to the owners.
l»any itrocteded immediately to enlarge antl improve the Fleet by iiiirchase
and construction from time to time of larger, faster and more modern ships
The policy proved satisfor the encouragement and care of the business.
This Ocean ami Coastal Steamship property,
•actory antl remunerative.
sccuretl by a comparalivlv small .lemand on capital account, has a market
value in excess of $65,000 000 on the basis of jiresent market prices.
It is not necessary to describe in tietail the manner in which other properties and assets that came to the Company from one source or another,
hut niainly through acquiretl railways, were nursed and developed to a itrofit

proilucing stage.
It is sufficient to know that they belong to the Shareholtlers of the Canatlian Pacific, antl that the money necessary for their
acquisition or development came from the surplus income of the Company
therefore,
and.
of its Sharchohlers,
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Interests

The Company's Land Crant is a source of serious ai.xiety to financial
They appear to have
doctrinaires who have only half studied the subject.
forgotten, or to have never known, that as late as 1888 when the railway
h.-nl been in operation for some time, the Dominion Government consentetf.
as a consiileration for some concessions untler the Charter, to guarantee
the interest on $15,000,000 land (irant Bonds, but would in no circumstances guarantee lh< pnvirenl of the principal, which wt.uld have given
the security increased market value, altli.iugh the Bonds had fifty years to
run and only represented a value of ahoul 75c. per acre. There is no doubt
that at that time the (iovcrrment could have recovered the whole Ijiid
drant at the price per acre jt.st mentioiieil.
For many ye.-.rs this I..-:nd C.iant was a great drag on tliand llrant Itonils whose p'
tercst had to be mel on the
ilevoted to the purpsses of the railway, and although
v.ere spent on an imifigr.-ition proi>a«an<la land sales were ii?J '^n
unsatisfactory, and the prices yieltled the Cninjiany only frott. SI ="
It was not until 1H98
p.-r acre after the selling expenses had been paid.
that agricultural lamls in Western Canada attracted buyers in any number,
and even in that year, when 348.000 acres were sohl. and in the three
subsequent years the net rcttiin lo the Company was only about $2.80 tier
:>cre.
These prices w-re realized from sales of comparatively small parcels.
The value placed on these lantis in large areas by investors niay he gatheretl
liom the fact that at the end of 1901 the shares of the Canada North West
l^nd Company could have been bought in open market at a price equivalent
lo $1.45 per .icre. fir the 1.555,000 acres belonging to that Company at
the time.
Shortly ?.fter the Canadian Pscific contract was made, the Federal Parliamenf commencetl to vote grants of land in very large areas by way of
subsidy for the construction of railway lines in Western Canada to many
Most of these companies never
companies incorporatetl for the purpose.
materializeti. but it was necessary to establish reservtvs from which their
selections could be made, if by chance they came into being while the
other
companies (before the advent
were
force,
and
r.ubsitlv agreements
in
of the Canadian Northern) built some miles of railway, secured the land to
which tbev wee entitled, and then collapsetl. .Ml of this had an imfiortant
bearing on the time required to select the lantis earned by the construction
of the Canadian Pacific, because of the difficulty about having reserves
iiefined in tlistricts where the character of the land would meet the requirements of the agreement; and to satisfy the last 3.000,000 acres of its Grant
!he Company consentetl to accept lands along the line West of Medicine
Hat in what was then know-n as the "semi-arid" district, where there was
little or no water, a v.-rv uncertain rainfall and other comlilions ih.-.l :i .ile
To recover this tract it
ihe lands practically valueltss.
adopt a plan of irrigation, anil an i-xpemlil-ire of over $15.(''
in the construction nf the requisite works and ditches in
n,"
Western Blocks, cotniirisinr about 2.240.i>0O acres
was not previously worth iivi; cents an acre for
portions that can he served by the dilcbrs coniti
considerable percentage of the bala
iii.r..
water suiiply. so we find that in
and forthwith proceetletl to
proiluctive ami to cncoura^,
railway, a sum of money in
willing to .-.ccept for the enli
Meanwhile the Company yc.'i
tore apjiroxiirating $ 7 .OtHI tii "ei
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Company's resources during the period required to bring to a productive
basis these branch lines, uhich at the outset earned neither interest nor, in
most cases, operating expenses.

With

,

of the comparatively small advantage given to the
Shareholders when, in 1914. they were offered the 6% Note Certificates
secured by outstanding land contracts, all of the net money that came to the
Company from the sale of these lands was devoted to the railway property,
taking the place of that much capital and reducing the Company's annual
interest charges proportionately.
The exemption from taxes of the Canadian Pacific Land Grant for a period
of 20 years after their selection has been a source of considerable adverse
comment, but the delay in selection was largely due to circumstances already
the exception

explailied, over which the Company had no control, and it is manifest that
at the time the Grant was made, and for some years after, uo one could
have afforded to take the lands as a free gift if they were subject to taxation.
the lands were sold, however the purchaser became a tax payer,

When

and the records show that the 14.000,000 acres thus far sold have brought
Treasury in taxes an amount exceeding $20,000,000.

to the Public

The Ten Per

Cent. Clause

The Dominion Railway Act in force in 1880, when the contract was made
for the construction of the Canadian Pacific Railway, authorized a return
of Fifteen Per Cent, on the capital invested by any railway company in its
enterprise before the tariffs for the carriage of passengers and freight
could be scaled down bv the Government authority named in the Statute,
but in the contract with the Canadian Pacific Railway Company, confirmed
by Act of Parliament, this limit was reduced to Ten Per Cent, per annum.
This is what is knov/n as the "Ten Per Cent. Clause" in the Company's
Charter.
Years ago this Clause became ineffective when the Company admitted that the net earnings had reached Ten Per Cent, on the capital invested, and its Tariffs came under the control and supervision of the Board
oi Railway Commissioners.
The suggestion made in some quarters that the spirit and intent of this
Clause was to limit the Company's dividends to Ten Per Cent, is entirely
out of harmonv with the clear, unquestionable language of the instrument.
The Clause had no more relation, direct or indirect, to the Canadian Pacific
dividends than it had to the dividends of any other Railway Company, or
The Company has been and is
of any commercial or industrial corporation.
absolutely untrammelled in the declaration of such annual dividends as the
Directors may feel justified in declaring out of the revenue, and Seventeen
Per Cent, instead of Ten Per Cent, per annum might properly have been
distributed from the average earnings of the railway and the income from
investments and extraneous assets during the past few years, had the Directors not been convinced that a prudent and conservative policy was in
the best interest of the property.
The total capitalization of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company's transportation system, comprising 13,400 miles of railway in Canada operated
directly by the Company, with the rolling stock equipment and steamboat
ciaft on inland waters, its splendid terminal stations and facilities, and other
accessories, is $623,000,000, but this amount is far below the actual cost of
the property, which, excluding the cost estimated at $31,000,000 of the sections of railway constructed bv Government and handed over to the Company, is carried in the books at $687,000,000. after having been reduced by
$131,000,000 provided from surplus earnings, land sales and other sources,
expended on the property and written off without being capitalized.
So
that, bnsed upon cost, the transportation svstem represents an outlay of
$818,000,000, or about $61,000 per mile, which is lower than the average
cost per mile of the other principal Canadian railways, and about half the
cost per mile of the railway system of the Grand Trunk in Canada, based

upon

its outstanding capital.
In addition to the mileage to which referenc
nade. the Company
or controls 948 miles of railway lines in
Scotia. Quebec and
Hritish Col-imbia that are operated separately for
or other reasons,
but their affairs have no reference to the figures that have been quoted.
The great benefits resulting from the conservative financial policy pursued
by the Canadian Pacific Directorate are strikingly illustrated by the fact
that the net earnings per mile required to meet the annual interest charges
on the Grand trunk. Canadian Northern, Grand Trunk Pacific and National
Transcontinental railways, would suffice to cover the annual interest charges.
dividend on the Preference Stock, and 7% dividend on the Common Stock

cwns

of the Canadian Pacific.

Extraneous Investments
resources

belonging

the
distinct from the transporta-

Central
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system and play no part in the transportation accounts.
They are
of the Ocean and Coastal Steamship Lines, investments authorized
by Parliament in shares of Railway Companies outside of Canada, made, in
year:
hen the shares that now command high prices
had only a nominal n
Goyerrment Securities and Loans, money
set aside for invcf-tn
her items, amounting in the aggregate to
$137,000,000, and avi lilable
rces in unsold lands, amounts payable on
lands already sold, c
and other properties, having an estimated
present and prospcctii
{^$116,000,000, after providing for the retirement of the outstanihng Note Certificates,
The total appraisement of thest items, nan
$253,000,000,
ubstantially below the market value.
Large as is th
lated by speculation or risky exploitation.
Apart from the temporary loans
and money it represents the accumulated worth of properties and resources
many of which had little or no value when they came into the possession of
ihe Company, but were developed and safeguarded until they became profittion

made up

,

able.

Doubtless such development in its conception and execution had its selfish
?ide, but no one familiar with the details of Canada's progress in the last
quarter of a century will deny that every work of developm.ent undertaken
by the Company, quite aside from its railway enterprise and its vigorous
immigration policy, hts given to the Country a return infinitely greater than
any received by the Company or its Shareholders.
t-lARY

ed

it

would appear

1.
That the Canadian Pacific Railway, as originally designed, forms but a
small part of the present great system with its comprehensive operating
and business organization, through which in normal times thousands
of people are brought every year to and through Canada from all portions
of the civilized world, thus helping to people the Country and to bring her
vast resources under general notice.

traffic

2.

That

the

cost

of

all

transportation system
against wliich there

as
is

described in this
outstanding capital

classes .amounting to 5623,000.000.

3.
That every share of $100 Ordinary Stock in the hands of the public
represents the pavmcnt into the Company's Treasury of $112 in cash, and
$31 from surplus income, or a total of $143.
4.
That it has been 'he Company's policy to avoid mortgage debt and
mandatory interest charges with their attendant dangers.

That lands and resources capable of development, belonging to the
5.
original Company or that came into its possession through the acquisition of
ether railways, have been husbanded, developed and utilized so successfully
and advantageously that, distinct from their railway transportation system,
the Shareholders have extraneous assets valued on a moderate basis at
?253,000,000.
6.
That the highest dividend paid to Shareholders from transportation
levenue, namely, 7% per annum, is onlv equivalent to
per annum on
and if the dividend of 3% from Special Income be added, making a total of 10% per annum, the distribution is less
than 2J^% on a conservative valuation of the Company's total assets.
7.
Tfiat the average ratep per passenger mile and per ton mile for the
carriage of passengers and freight, respectively, received by the Canadian
Pacific weie lower th.^.n those received for the same services by any combination of railway lines in the L^nited States constituting a through route
between the Atlantic and the Pacific Ocean.
8.
That the wages paid by the Canadian Pacific in every branch of its
seivice are at least as hiph as. and the cost of its rails, fuel and general
supplies is higher than United States railway companies are required to pay,
and in all of these items the increase in both Canada and the United States
has been abnormal since the outbreak of the War.

2%%

the cost of the railway system,

9.
That the Company's successful effort to keep its capitalization subbelow the real value of its property and assets deserves the commendation of the Canadian people and should not, in any case, be made

stantially

pretext for penalizing the Company when rates for the carriage of traffic,
or other matters relating to general railway policy, are before Parliament
or Government for consideration and decision.
a

The Shareholders and Directors of the Company have always been impressed with the idea that the interests of the Company are intimately connected with those of the Dominion, and no effort or expense has been
spared to help in projnoting the development of the whole Country.

Service

A

the

Afemorandum was $818,000,000
of

Light Railway Carrying Strange Freight

May
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headquarters at Chicago; C. G. Bowker, general superintendent
of the Eastern lines, with office at Montreal, Que., succeeds Mr.
Whittenberger, and W. R, Davidson, general superintendent of
the Western lines, with head(|uarters at Chicago, succeeds Mr.

Officers

Bowker.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
with
J. M. Johnson, \ ice-i>residcnt ol the Missouri Pacific,
headquarters at Cliicago. has been transferred to San Francisco, Cal., where he will have charge of the road's Pacific
Mr. Johnson's office in Chicago has been discoast interests.
contuiutil

James C. Davis, whose appointment as general solicitor, in
charge of the legal department of the Chicago & Nortli
Western, was announced in these columns on April 26,
was born in Keokuk. Iowa, on September 2, 1857. He attended the public schools there and the Hellmuth Boys' ColHis legal training was gained while
lege at London, Ont.
employed in the law office of C. P. Lomax, Keokuk, Iowa. He
was admitted to the bar in 1877 and practiced law at Keokuk
between 1877 and 1^3. During the period between 1881 and
On January 3, 1903,
1883 he was city solicitor of Keokuk.
he was appointed general attornej' for the Chicago & North
Western, for the state of Iowa, with headquarters at Des
Moines, which position he held continuously for 16 years,
until his appointment as mentioned above. As general solicitor
he will have headquarters at Chicago.
John M. Rapelje, whose appointment as acting vice-president,
in

St.

charge of operations for the Northern Pacific lines east of
Paul, was announced in these columns on April 12, was
born at Chippewa, Ont.,

on January 22, 1857. He
began railway work in
.Vugust,

1879,

as

a

brakemen on the Grand
Trunk, and then became
a fireman on the Atchison. Topeka & Santa
Fe. From May, 1882, to
November, 1887, he was
conductor on the Canadian Pacific, and from
January of the following year to June, 1898,
was conductor on the
Yellowstone division of
the Northern Pacific.

He was then appointed
trainmaster on the same
division,
and
subsequently was again a
conductor until June,
1902, when he was re-

M. Rapelje

appointed trainmaster on that division. From .'\pril, 1905, to
July, 1908, he was superintendent of the same division at
Glendive, Mont., and from the latter date to May, 1910, was
superintendent of the Rocky Mountain division, at Missoula,
Mont.
He was then transferred to the Idaho division, at
Spokane, Wash., where he remained until .April, 1912, when he
was appointed general superintendent of the lines from
Mandan, N. D.. to Paradise. Mont., with headquarters at
Livingston. Mont. In May. 1914. he was promoted to assistant general manager at St. Paul, Minn., remaining in this
position until October, 1914. when he w-as appointed general
manager of the lines east of Paradise. Mont. He continued
as general manager until his recent promotion to acting vicepresident in charge of operation at St. Paul, Minn., as mentioned

Operating
S. W. Crabbe, has been appointed superintendent of the
Schreiber division of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters
at Schreiber. Ont.. vice G. J. Fox, transferred.

H. E. Whittenberger, general superintendent of the Ontario
Grand Trunk, with office at Toronto, Ont., has been
general superintendent of the Western lines, with

appointed

J. L. McKee, superintendent of the Buffalo division of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, with office at Buffalo, N.
has been appointed assistant general superintendent of
the Michigan Central, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

Y.,

Claude R. Young has been appointed trainmaster of the
Central, Cairo district, witli headquarters at Fulton,
Kentucky, succeeding Herbert W. Williams, transferred to
Fulton
district, in place of Edward Bodamer, transferred,
the
Illinois

eflfective

April

1.

A. E. Staub, superintendent of car service of the Delaware,
Lackawanna & Western, with office at Scranton, Pa., has been
appointed superintendent of the Buffalo division, with headquarters at Buffalo, N. Y., F. J. Lawrence, acting superintendent of the Scranton division, with office at Scranton, has
been appointed superintendent of the same division, and
A. J. Miller, traveling car agent, with office at Scranton, has
been appointed superintendent of car service, succeeding
Mr. Staub.

John Carter Stamm, whose appointment as superintendent
Shreveport & Pacific, with headquarters at
Shreveport, La., has already been announced in these columns,
was born in 1872. at Satartia, Miss., and was educated in the
common schools. He began railway work in 1885, with the
New Orleans & Northeastern division of the Queen &
Crescent as a telegraph operator at the age of 13, and his
entire railway service has been with the same system.
He
served later consecutively as train despatches chief train
despatcher and trainmaster until his recent appointment as
superintendent as above noted.
of the Vicksburg.

A.

J.

Sullivan, assistant

San Francisco
of passenger

superintendent of the

St.

Louis-

at Sapulpa, Okla., has been appointed inspector
train service with office at Springfield. Mo.;

W. H.

Malone, superintendent of locomotive performance, has
been appointed inspector of freight train service, with office
at Springfield; L. N. Bassett, superintendent of terminals at
Springfield, has been appointed superintendent at Sapulpa,
Okla., in place of A. W. MacElveny, resigned; F. G. Faulkner,
assistant superintendent at Birmingham, .Ma., has been appointed superintendent of terminals at Springfield. Mo., in
place of Mr. Bassett; B. F. McDonough and C. S. Hall have
been appointed transportation inspectors, with headquarters
at Springfield,

W.

Mo.

Cooper, general superintendent of the Southern district of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, has been appointed assistant to the vice-president, with office in Chicago.
W. M. Weidenhamer, inspector of transportation at Chicago,
has been promoted to general superintendent of the Southern
district, succeeding Mr. Cooper, with headquarters at Chicago.
N. P. Thurber, superintendent of the Southern Minnesota
division with headquarters at LaCrosse, Wis., has been transferred to the Kansas City division with headquarters at
Ottumwa. Iowa, succeeding J. M. Oxley. assigned to other
duties.
M. J. Larson has been appointed superintendent of
the Southern Minnesota division, succeeding Mr. Thurber.
.Ml these changes were effective May 1.
S.

Edward Flynn, whose appointment
ent of the Chicago, Burlington

Lincoln,

above.

lines of the

W. R. Hudson, formerly general superintendent of the
Chesapeake & Ohio, has been appointed general superintendent of the Seaboard -Air Line, with headquarters at
Hamlet, N. C, succeeding R. S. Marshall, resigned.

Neb.,

was announced
Bement, III., on

&
in

as general superintend-

Quincj-, with headquarters at

these

May

columns on

.April

5,

19, 1873. He began railtrackman with the Chicago &
Eastern Illinois. For the next few years he was employed
consecutively in the track department of the Wabash, as a
brakeman with the Southern Pacific, the Wabash, and the
Burlington, and as a conductor on the last-named line. On
November IS, 1906, he was promoted to trainmaster of the
Burlington, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb. Two years
later
Mr. Flynn was promoted to assistant superintendent

was born
way work

at

in April,

1900, as a
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l.i,
l'X)9, lie became superinOn May 20, 1911, he was
Neb., two years later to La Crosse,
Wis., and on June 1, 1917, to Chicago. He remained at Chicago
as superintendent, which position he held until his recent promotion to .general superintendent of the N'chraska di.strict, as
mentioned above.

at Lincoln, Neb., and on .\|)ril
tendent, with office at Onialia.

transferred to

McCook,

Traffic
C. T. Slauson, foreign freight agent of the Missouri Pacific
at Chicago, has been transferred to St. Louis with the title of
manager of foreign freight traffic.

John

&

Bickel,
at

.\tlantic
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Eugene McAulifTe, president of tlie Union Colliery Company and formerly general coal agent of the Frisco Lines has
been appointed manager of the Fuel Conservation Section.
Division of Transportation of the United States Railroad
.Administration, and will give attention to the conservation of
fuel on all roads, with special reference to its preparation and
proper use. He will also investigate and make recommendations in connection with its transportation to and handling
at fuel stations; Major Edward C. Schmidt now with the Fuel
.\dministration has been appointed an assistant to Mr. McAnliffe, who will have headquarters both at Washington and
at

St.

Louis.

commercial agent of the Duluth, South Shore
Chicago, has been transferred to the general

Obituary

superintendent's office at Marquette, Mich.

George T. Stocks, commercial agent of the Central of
Georgia, with office at Rome, Ga., has been assigned to other
service; F. D. Robinson, commercial agent at Oklahoma City,
Okla., has been assigned to service on the line and the agencies at
both places have been closed.
R. B. Robertson, assistant general freight agent of the
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville has been placed in charge
CHicago district office of inland traffic service of the
U. S. War Department, effective May 1. Matters heretofore
handled by Mr. Robertson will be taken care of by A. C.
Tumy, general freight agent.
of the

John A. Jackson, assistant general freight and passenger
agent of the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, with oiifice at Mobile,
Ala., has been appointed general freight and passenger agent,
with office at Mobile, vice W. L. O'Dwyer resigned to accept
service elsewhere, and the position of assistant general freight
and passenger agent has been abolished.

Balie P. Waggener, general solicitor of the Missouri Pacific
for Kansas, Nebraska and Colorado, with office at .\tchison, Kan.,
Mr. Waggener was
died at his home in that city on April 28.
born in Platte county, Neb., on July 18, 1847. He was admitted
to the bar in June, 1867, following which he began the practice
of law at Atchison. From 1876 to 1910, he was general attorney
of the Missouri Pacific for Kansas and Nebraska, and from 1910
to the date of his death he was general solicitor of the same road
for Kansas, Ncliraska and Colorado.

Joseph W. Taylor, for 19 years secretary of the .\merican
Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the Master Car
Builders' Association and the Western Railway Club died
suddenly at his home,
4102 Calumet avenue,
Chicago, on the morning of April 24. from
organic

having been

and will exercise the authority heretofore delegated to Mr.
Wright; F. L. Corwin, Florida freight agent at Jacksonville.
I'lorida. has been assigned to service on the line; J. R. Randolph, commercial agent at Jacksonville, has taken a position
in the office of the regional director, and the Florida freight
agency at Jacksonville has been closed; H. E. Shepard, commercial agent at Tampa. Florida, and S. L. Peeples, commercial agent at Memphis, Tenn.. have been assigned to service
on the line, and the agencies at both places have been closed.

transferred.

D. Rounseville, engineer maintenance of way of the Chicago & North Western, at Chicago, has been appointed assistant
to the chief engineer, and the office of engineer maintenance has
been discontinued.

W. H.

Penfield,

assistant

to

the

vice-president

of

the
ap-

Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul at Chicago, has been
pointed engineer of track maintenance with the same headquarters, effective

May

1.

F. W. Fritchey, of the Division of Locomotive Inspection,
Interstate Commerce Commission. District 15, has been appointed superintendent of shops of the Wheeling & Lake
Erie, with headquarters at Brewster, Ohio.

W. Wright, division master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific,
with office at Toronto. Ont., has been transferred as division
master mechanic to Brownville Junction, Me., replacing C.
Powers, who has been made division master mechanic at To-

at his

desk

the day before he died

apparently good
Taylor
liealth.
Mr.
was horn in Saltsburg,
Pa., on March 9, 1862.

and

in

He

railroad

started

work on the Pennsyl-

W.

vania

in

town

and

his
later

native

went

Taylor

with the Erie Railroad,
rising to the position of
chief clerk to the general manager and secretary to the vicepresident.
On leaving the Erie, he became secretary to
John W. Cloud, who was formerly secretary of the mechanical
In 1899 Mr. Cloud went to London to take
associations.
charge of the British office of the \\'estinghouse Air Brake
Company and in June of that year Mr. Taylor was appointed
Througliout his long tenure
secretary of the associations.
of these offices Mr. Taylor discharged his duties in a thorJ.

D. Hubbard has been appointed division engineer of the
Newark division of the Baltimore & (Jhio. with headquarters
at Newark, Ohio, succeeding C. R. Diermar, who has been

disease.

the most widely known
and best liked men in
r a i 1 w^ a y
mechanical
circles.
He died in the
harness, so to speak,

territory: J. G. Carlisle, general freight agent, with office at
Savannah, has been appointed assistant freight traffic manager

Engineering and Rolling Stock

heart

Mr. Taylor was one of

N. B. Wright, assistant freight traffic manager of the Central
of Georgia, with office at Savannah, Ga., has been detached
from the service of the company to serve as a member of
for
the
Southern regional
the Freight Traffic Committee

ough, efficient and most trustworthy manner. He is said to
have never betrayed the confidence of his position. The reports and proceedings which he edited were always models
Mr. Taylor's personal characteristics enof correctness.
deared him to a large circle of acquaintances. Straightforward and open in his manner, sympathetic and always ready
to lend assistance, he went about it in a quiet way, aiding
many without the knowledge even of his intimate friends.
Mr. Taylor was a 32nd degree Mason and his funeral was
held in Chicago, Saturday, April 27 under the auspices of
the Knights Templar. Mr. Taylor is survived by a brother;
a son, Joseph W. Taylor, Jr., and his w-idow, who is in very
delicate health and has on that account resided in El Paso.
Texas, with her son for a few years past.

ronto

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

of the I'nion Pacific, on May 1,
left the service to report to the School of Military Aeronautics, Berkeley, California, for training as an aviator.
J.

M. Guild, safety agent,

In

M[I.itary Servick

Patrick Ryan, locomotive engineman of tlie Illinois Central,
a member of the .American Railway Engineers' Regiment in
France, was killed in action on .April 18.

With

tlie 1,025 standard locomoAdministration there has been
hiunched one of the greatest experiAn Extreme
ments ever tried in the history of American railroading.
Program of
With the order came
ilie statement, "This is the first time
Standardization
tiiat any real
forward step has been
taken l(X)king to the wide standardization of locomotive engines."
It is evident that whoever prepared this statement
intended to convey the impression that from now on, while
the railroads are under the control of the government, none
but standard locomotives are to be ordered.
This is contrary to the statement issued by the Railroad Administration
a short time ago that railways having peculiar conditions
would be allowed to order suitalile engines.
It is evident
there is still some misunderstanding on this extremely imDoubtless the policy to be followed and
portant subject.
the reasons for it will be clearly defined later on.
It would
seem at present, however, that the purpose is to restrict the
railways just as far as possible to the purchase of the standardized locomotives, regardless of important differences of
operative conditions.
In other words, those in favor of an
extreme policy of standardization seem to have prevailed.
This is highly regrettable. Undoubtedly there should be a
reduction in the number of classes of locomotives in use on
our railways, but the disadvantages of an unnecessary multiplication of classes have been far less than would be the
disadvantages of too stringent limitation of the number of

tives

the |)l;iiinK of orders for
for

tlie

Kailro;id

The number of different conditions under whicli
locomotives must be operated is very great; and the most
economical and efficient operation of tlie railways as a whole
never could have been and never can be obtained without the
classes.

use of enough classes of locomotives to meet all conditions.
Fortunately tliere is some reason for hoping that a continuance of full and frank discussion of the subject will ultimately cause those in authority to recognize the fact that it is
easier and more practical to adapt the locomotive to the
operating conditions than to adjust the operating conditions
to the locomotive.

.\re those who are responsible for placing the orders for the
government's standard locomotives more interested in firmly
establishing the standard locomotives
Standardization
than they are in obtaining the new
The
locomotives as fast as possible?
and Speed in

manner

which the orders for the
1,025 standard locomotives were placed
la.st week would seem to indicate that they are.
The distribution of the orders was first arranged so that both the
American Locomotive Company and the Baldwin Locomotive
Works would have as large a number of one class to build
as p)ossible, with the exception of the 400 light Mikados,
which were split equally 200 locomotives to each company.
The manner in which the order was finally placed divided
the number required of eadi class between both builders.
The table shows an outline of both plans of distribution.
The final plan gives the American orders for units of
3, 5, 10, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 70, 75, 75 and 217 locomotives,
and Baldwin orders for units of 2, 10, 10, 15. 15, 15, 20,
20. 20. 30, 75 and 183 locomotives, where the first arrange-

Production

—

ment permitted the orders to be placed in units of 20, 3S,
50, 100, 150 and 200 for the American, and 5, 20, 3H ^'i.
150 and 200 for Baldwin. Now each builder will be (jl
•
1

to

make

patterns,

standard

t\7)cs,

dies,

whereas

jigs,
tlie

etc.,
first

for

i

each of the imlv.

arrangement refjuircd the

American to build six designs and Baldwin seven. The
former arrangement would have made it possible to turn
out the present order more quickly while the present arFirst Diilribution

Types

American

Baldwin

Mik.ido (light)

200

300

Mikado

100

(lieavj)

Fe (light)
Santa Fe (heavy)
S.inta

Mallet
Mallet

(2-8-8-2)

Pacific

(light)

Baldwin

150
35

(2-6-6-2)

JO
20
30

Pacific (heavy)

30

Mountain

(light)

35

.Mountain

(heavy)

S

-Switcher (0-6-0)

Switcher

Final Diitribution

American

SO

(0-8-0)

150

rangement would make it possible to turn out a future
order of the standard engines more quickly; and this probably explains the arrangement adopted.
Meantime, fortunately the builders still have yet to build almost two thousand locomotives, orders for which were placed by individual railways last year.
Since January first the eastern
lines have received 704 new locomotives, including 62 which
were built for the western lines, 23 which were built for
the southern lines, 122 which were built to be sent to France,
and 125 which were built for Russia. The southern lines
have received 98, including 13 which were built to be sent
to France and 60 built for Russia.
The western lines have
received 53.
This makes a total received this year of SSS.
.\dditionaI engines to be received on orders tliat were placed
before January first includes 1,013 for eastern lines, 834
for western lines and 146 for southern lines, a total of
1,993. This number, together with the 1,025 standard locomotives which have just been ordered, makes a total of
3.018 locomotives now on order for the railways of the
United States.

Can Local Lines Take Over

Work

in

THE

RECENT PROTEST

of Off-Line

Agencies?

of the Illinois Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation against the discontinuance of off-line traffic offices
is

representative of the attitude of a large proportion

.•Vmerican shippers

most radical changes so far made by
istration.

solicitation

It
is

is

of

and focuses attention up)on one of the
tlie

Railroad Admin-

the contention of the shippers that while
superfluous because of the absence of

now

competition, the informative services performed by the offline representative are still necessary.
These duties included
the quoting of domestic and foreign rates, the filing of passing reports on the carload shipments of patrons, thereby
facilitating the tracing of delayed cars, supervision over
jiackage car service and the prompt tracing of delayed mer-
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chandis.c, the ;idjuslment of claim.s,

t!ie

handling of foreign

freight matters, including bookings and clearances, the reconsignment of carload freight and the diversion of delayed or

While shippers admit
embargoed freight to connections.
that the performance of this work does not require the maintenance of sejiarate off-line offices, they contend that local
Imcs will be unable to discharge this function satisfactorily
and that the proper solution of the proljlem is the establishment of a joint off-line office in each important city. Supporters of the action of the Railroad Administration maintain that local lines will be able to perform this informative
shippers assume a reasonalile and
co-operative attitude toward them.
In the past the keen competition between roads has put
a premium on service to the shipper with the result that
traffic representatives have exerted themselves to get into
the good graces of tlieir patrons. This condition, supporters
of the Railroad Administration say, led to the rendering of
manv services which were unnecessary' and unreasonable, but
which the shipper has come to consider properly due him.
Having grown accustomed to being sued for his favor by
railway solicitors, it is naturally difficult for the shipper to
adjust himself to a new situation in which traffic is not

work

satisfactorily

if

unfortunate that the discontinuance of
prove a hardship on many traffic representatives who have spent years in solicitation work and will
have some difficulty in adapting themselves to different
Every effort, however, is being made to provide
positions.
new places for these men in other kinds of railway work. It
is also to be regretted that the off-line agencies were abolished
before adecjuate means were provided for furnishing to shippers, not the same service as before, but the service to which
However, since the powers that be bethey are entitled.
lieve that the offices of local lines can take over the work of
off-line agencies, this new plan should be given a fair trial

sought

after.

It
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This situation
in

lent

all

is not confined to the roads, but is prevaconstruction work.
One notable illustration is

in New York, where the contractors
working under such adverse conditions that an attempt
is now laeing made to secure relief for them tlirough special
authorizing the Public Service Commission,
legislation
which made the original contracts, to make proper and

the

new subway system

are

equitable adjustments.
The object of any contract

is

to provide for the building

of a facility to the satisfaction of the road and at the minicost, consistent with the earning of a fair and reason-

mum

Any return less than that,
brought about by conditions which were unavoidable and which neither party anticipated when the con-

able profit by the contractor.
]jarticularly if

tract

was signed,

is

certain to result in

mutual dissatisfac-

The most unsatisfacton,' and expensive contractor on
road is one who is losing money and who is therefore

tion.

a
looking for every opportunity to reduce the cost, frequently
Under present condiat the expense of the finished work.
tions the roads should, in all fairness to contractors working
on pre-war contracts, consider carefully the terms of the
contracts to ascertain if justice is being done and if not to
take such steps as will insure fair treatment for them.

is

off-line agencies will

before passing final judgment upon

it.

The Problem of the Contractor
WHILE MOST or THE MORE IMPORTANT Construction

con-

which have been let by the roads during the
last year have been on the basis of cost plus a percentage,
or cost plus a fi.\ed sum, a considerable amount of work under contracts awarded on a unit price basis, before our
tracts

entrance into the war,

who

is

still

uncompleted.

The

railroad

working under such an agreement at the
present time, is in a dilemma. Almost every factor entering
into the cost of his work has risen; labor rates are much
higher than 15 or 18 months ago, and even then it is practically impossible to maintain sufficient forces to enable the
w'ork to be pushed to the best advantage and maximum
economy; materials and supplies have risen in price, while
delays in deliveries result in further disorganization and

contractor

increased

cost.

is

Therefore unless the

roads

relief of these contractors, they are confronted

come

to

the

with the op-

tion of completing the work at a large loss, or of abandoning it and forfeiting their bonds.

The

conditions giving rise to this situation are beyond

In many instances
the control of the contractor or the road.
materials arranged for in adequate time have been taken

by the government and in other cases working conditions
have been so disarranged directly or indirectly by government work that forces have become demoralized. In general the engineers of the roads have realized the seriousness of the situation and have taken steps to reimburse
the contractor for the actual and necessary increases in
costs.
This action has not been universal, however, and in
in.stances where it has not been done hardship has resulted.

The Co-Ordination

of

Terminals

THE

DIVERSION" OF BALTIMORE & OHIO passenger trains
from the terminal of the Central Railroad of New Jersey on the west shore of the Hudson River at Jersey City
into the Pennsylvania terminal on Manhattan Island a
week ago last Sunday is the most radical step which the

Railroad Administration has yet taken to unify the operation
The unification of tenninals has been y
of terminals.
much-favored topic among the city planning enthusiasts ui
On
a number of cities, notably Chicago, for many years.
However, the
the surface the idea has much to commend it.
deeper one studies into the practical phases of the subject
the more does he realize the difficulties which exist.
When the government assumed control of the roads the
popular idea was that the administration would be able to
save millions of dollars through the common operation of
terminals and that the delay and congestion would disappear as if by magic.
It is to the credit of the Railroad
Administration that it has not allowed itself to be stampeded by this clamor at a time when errors would add seriously to the congestion and that it has proceeded to study
the subject carefully, availing itself of the services of rail-

way men conversant with

conditions in the various
not as spectacular as some
enthusiasts desire it is having a more important beneficial
influence on operating methods.
Railway men will agree that many improvements in terminal operation can be effected through unified control, for
this control of the roads removes many of the barriers to
the joint operation of terminals inherent in individual management.
At the same time many of the existing practices
cities.

While

this

method

local
is

demands for service which still
and which must be inet. If the roads were all to be
wiped out and rebuilt new today there is no question but
that many of the terminals would be located and built differently.
However, to consider the operation of terminals on
this basis at this late day is an idle dream, for the roads are
now located in certain places and they must be operated as
are the result of legitimate
exi.sts

they

now

exist.

While in some instances it may be practicalile to adopt
as radical methods as the diversion of the Baltimore & Ohio
trains into the Pennsylvania station at New York, in most
instances the most immediate results, and those most effective
in winning the war, can be secured by improving conditions

May
ill

one

in

|piiiiu

or aiiotluT, wliicli wliilc perhaps relatively iiiinor

tlii-nisi-lvi's.

It

is
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10,

to

Ik'

Ik-'coihi.'

l.irnc

cxpectcil

in

that

ilic

aggregate.

ofticcrs

tlif

on

tlie

roads arc best able to handle tenninal oiK-rations on their
lines.
It is when two or more roads come in contact
with eatli other in joint o|)erations that tlie government

own

greatest

tlie

lia.s

op|Kjrtunity

to

effect

economies

by

co-

ordinating efforts.
.As an instance, the interchange of cars
has commonly been made at the jxiint and under the conditions most convenient to the receiving line, fretjuently regardless of the expense to the delivering road.
Unified control now enables this interchange to be made at the place

manner which

and

in

mon

gtKxi to both

the

roads.

will

result

in

the greatest com-

As another example,

the western

regional director has already taken steps to avoid du|)licate

switching at industries served by two or more rcKtds. While
measures such as these are not necessarily original, for
they have been worked out locally by mutual agreement
between ro;ids, in many instances they are now Ijeing extended to more general use.
It is possible that ultimately roads with modern tenninal
facilities of sufficient capacity may be asked to share
tlum with other roads less favorably situated during the
[K-riod of government control in order that the public may
best 1)0 sen'cd with the minimum investment.
In some instances this will undoubtedly make necessary the construction of connections between existing roads and the
building of other facilities for joint operation.
However,
the Railroad Administration is prcx:eeding for the present
along the most practical lines by undertaking first those
improvements which will yield most direct and the quicke>t

Mail) of the labor agencies have also been the source of

and have exploited the men

abusi's

individual

results.
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aliu.ses of this character.

over

a Labor

Monopoly Advisable?

GOVERNMENT

CONTROL is already resulting in a number
marked changes in the established practices of the
maintenance of way department, the outcome of which is
of

Orders have been isbeing watched with much concern.
sued that the roads shall not purchase rails, but that the
As a
Central Purchasing Board will take over this work.
result no orders for rails have been placed since Januarjper
cent
capacity
less
than
30
on
unare
rolling
at
1, mills
filled orders and many roads have little or no rails on
hand at the season when their renewal is normally well
Likewise, the authority of the roads to puradvanced.
chase ties has been restricted and most of this work turned
over to the government so that a shortage for replacement
purposes exists on many lines.
The most recent and probably the most radical departure
is the fixing of maximum rates for track labor and the consolidation of railway and private agencies with the govIn an order issued by the western reernment bureaus.
gional director the maximum rate of 25 cents an hour has
been fixed for the central and southwestern territories, and
27' J cents an hour in the northwestern territory and in
The only e.\C'j|)tion is that lines now paylarge terminals.
ing higher wages in certain localities may continue those
rates, but shall not extend them.
Xo one will deny that abuses have existed in the lalior

and comj-)etition for men.
t)id against one another and labor agents have
from
one line to another on
gangs
transfer
to
encouraged
slight jiretext. with the result that the cost of the work has
been increased while the total output of labor has been
reduced rather than enlarged. Nothing seems to demoralize
the laljor market more rapidly than this practice, and
this promiscuous com[)etition for men should be eliminfield

in times of business activity

Roads have

ated.

their

own

jjenefit,

The

establishment of a fixed rate

wide area prevents the roads

from meeting comat Icjcal points, and the
manufacturer or contractor will now Ix; able to sirure all
the men he desires from the railway forces, knowing that
the roads are unable to meet his rates.
As a result while
a

with

petition

outside

industries

the rate established may be satisfactor)' in small, isolated
communities, it will not be sufficient to enable the roads to
ret.iin adequate forces in the busy industrial and agricultural
lomnuinities where lalior is at a (iremium.
This condition
will result in many men being attracted from the railways into other work.

The consolidation of {)rivate latx)r agencies under the
supervision of the government, also pos.sesses disadvantages.
In spite of the commonly recognized abuses of private labor
agencies, they have built U|) systems and acquaintances by
means of which they have Ijeen able to secure men for the
roads in past years when the government bureaus have been
unable to do this. In general the roads have secured little

assistance from state or national labor bureaus in the past.
With the private lalior agencies closed, the advantage of the
federal agencies will, of course, be increased, but it is doubtful

if

bureaus which are engaged in the recruiting of labor
government activities will not allow the

for all classes of

roads to suffer.
Furthermore, with tlic incentive of private gain removed,
the lalx)r agents working under government control will
ver\- probably not show the same zeal in securing men for
railway service that they have in the past.

There

Is

to

while ])laying one road against another.
I'he consolidation
of these agencies under government control should eliminate

tion will
is.

is now an acute shortage of labor and this situabecome more serious as the season advances. There
wide difference of opinion among railroad

therefore, a

men regarding

the

advisability

when

of

disarranging

existing

main object is to secure an
adequate supply of labor and when the wage rate, although
practices so radically,

the

important, is sccondar}- to the importance of comjilcting the
work. There is a fear that the disadvantages resulting from
these radical steps may be more serious than the abuses
which they are designed to correct. Time and a tliorough
test of the plan alone will determine this.

New
'T'HE

NEW YORK

York Central

CEXTR.AL

is

in

a

ver)-

different

position

today from what it was three years ago. The merger in
the latter part of 1914 of the Lake Shore '& Michigan Southern and the New York Central & Hudson River was a financial readjustment which gave an opportunitv for greatlv
strengthening the general credit situation of tJie New York
Central Lines by making available directly to the parent com•*

pany the "plowed in"

Lake Shore. No
however, financial readjustments may
rock bottom foundation on which they have got to l>e
predicated is the earning power of the railway propern- itmatter

how

earlier surfjlu.scs of the

skillful,

be. the

Even after the merger with the Lake Shore, the New
York Centrals financial structure was not so impregnable

self.

that an extravagant or mistaken policy of operation might not
have seriously weakened it. As a matter of fact, the operat-

ing results obtained in the last three years have immensely
strengthened this structure.

The New York Central came through even the unpr«cedentedly tr>ing year of 1917 witli a fine showing. In the three
>ears since the merger with the Lake Shore, the New York
Central has incre-ased its average train lo;id by over M) per
cent and during this time it has held down train-mile ex-
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penses to an increase rather less proportionally than the increase in wages and cost of materials.

In 1917

New York

Central with its 5,685 miles of line,
of which the main line is a four-track road from New York
to Chicago, earned $216,268,000, an increase over 1916 of
E.\penses increased by $23,859,000, but even
$14,682,000.
so, the operating ratio was 71 per cent in 1917 as against
something over 64 per cent in 1916.
Taxes increased by
$2,758,000, "other income" decreased by over $7,000,000
due to a very much smaller proiit on separately operated
properties and lower dividend declarations of controlled companies, so that net corporate income available for dividends
-amounted to $25,599,000 in 1917 as against $45,659,000 in
1916. But even in 1917 the five per cent dividend took less
than half of the amount available, leaving a surplus of over
In 1916 the surplus was $30,693,000. The
$13,000,000.
piling up of surpluses in the years 1915, 1916 and 1917
which could be carried to profit and loss are of an importance
that it is hard to overestimate.
One need only try to figure
what the 1917 balance sheet would have looked like had the
company not been able to add more than $46,000,000 to its
surplus during these three years. The addition of this $46,tlie

The New York

Central, the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

to liabilities is a bookkeeping transaction, but it is
actually contained in assets. Try to picture the assets' side

000,000

without this $46,000,000. Below
balance sheet of 1915 and 1917.

is

a condensed comparative

.•\SSETS.

January

Road and equipment
Improvements on leased property
Miscellaneous physical property
Securities of affiliated companies
Securities of other companies

Total

property

Current assets
Deferred and unadjusted assets

1,

1915

December

31, 1917

$620,480,100
82,942,900
6,011,900
224,678,800
34,312,800

$694,619,200
92,132,200
8,680,600
194,534,900
44,429,300

$968,426,500

$1,034,396,200

69,161,200
10,781,000

84,827,800
39,577,900

$1,048,368,700

$1,158,801,900

January
Capital

slock

Total

1,

1915

$249,590,500
703,413,900

Debt
capitalization

Current liabilities
Deferred and unadjusted
Surplus

December

31, 1917

$249,849,400

$953,004,400

liabilities...

$32,805,500
33,152,900
29,405,900

$46,552,700
57,410,600
75,803,700

$1,048,368,700

The

increases in revenue in 1917 as compared with 1916
were the result of a considerably larger freight movement,

much larger passenger business and a somewhat higher
average ton-mile rate and passenger-mile rate. Freight reva

enue amounted to $135,979,000, an increase of $8,113,000.
The total tonnage of freight carried was 110,238,000 tons,
an increase of 3,830,000 tons, and the average haul of revenue freight was 204 miles in 1917 and 201 miles in 1916.
The average revenue per ton of freight was 6.03 mills in
1917 and 5.98 mills in 1916.
Passenger revenue amounted to $49,987,000, an increase
over the previous year of $4,466,000 and the total number
of pa.ssengers carried was 57,288,000, an increase over 1916

Chicago

&

of 1,759,000.

St.

Michigan Ceniral ffat/fvaif

-

C.C.C.a Sf.L.Kallwaif

i

Louis, and the Michigan Central

Nearly

all

of this increase, however,

i^i

num-

was in commutation passengers.
Nevertheless the average passenger journey was 44 miles in
1917 and 42 miles in 1916. In other words, the average of
the interline journeys and local passenger journeys other than
commuters' journeys must have increased very considerably
ber of passengers carried

so as to offset the larger proportion of commuters' journeys.
per passenger per mile was 1.96 cents,

The average revenue

as against 1.934 cents in 1916.
Notwithstanding an increase of

1,137,000,000 ton-miles
handled by the New York Central, the freight train mileage
Redecreased by 1,212,000, totaling in 1917 26,620,000.
ductions in passenger service enabled a saving of 727,000
27,735,000.
1917
being
total
in
passenger train-miles, the

May

10,
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1918

avt-ragc number ol passengers per train-mile was ')1 in
1 hf
1917 as against &2 in IVlO.
llie reduction in fa-iglit train mileage is really u remarkThe average train load of all freight in
able achievement.
1917 was 927 tons, an increase of more than 80 tons over
1916.
It is true that there was a decrease in enii)ty car
mileage, tlie average number of empty cars f)er train being
16.59 in 1917 as against 17. j7 in 1916; there was also a
decrease in the movement of loaded cars per train, the average in 1917 being 34.94 and in 1916 35. 8j. There was a
notable increase in car loading; the average loading per
IcKided car was 26.54 tons in 1917, as against 23.63 tons in
There was no great
1916, an increase of over 12 per cent.
increase in the numlier of heavy locomotives in sen'ice during
Five locomotives were added to freight service and
the year.
15 retired, and none were added to passenger service.
The
increased car loading and reduction in empty car mileage
materially reduced, of course, the tare weight which had to
be hauled for each ton of revenue freight.
But making allowance for this, it would still appear that in a year in which

pressure of business, labor unrest and in some months ven,'
unfavorable weather conditions, had all tended to demoralize
railroad operation, the operating management of the New

York Central succeeded

in

showing

a

marked improvement

even over the banner year 1916.
Some of the increases in transportation expenses are fairly
startling when we consider how good the showing is measured
in business moved and train-miles consumed in moving it.
The cost of fuel per train locomotive, excluding yard and
switching locomotives, was 514,482,000, or $5,816,000 more
than in 1916. This increase in train locomotive fuel alone
is equal to more than two per cent on the stock of the New
York Central. Fuel for yard locomotives cost $3,938,000,
an increa.<e of $1,671,000.
Train enginemen's wages

amounted

an increase of $1,064,000, and
trainmen's wages amounted to $8,617,000, an increase of
$1,198,000. There was a hea\T increase in loss and damage
to freight, the total amoimt paid on this account in 1917
being $2,920,000, or $1,087,000 more than was paid in 1916.
There was spent on maintenance of way and structures
$20,704,000 in 1917, an increase of $1,739,000 over 1916.
Apparently this increase does not by any means represent
the difference in cost of the same standard of maintenance
in 1917 and 1916.
For instance, whereas there was a charge
of $615,000 for rails (a comparatively small charge) made
in 1916, there was a credit taken of almost the same amount
to

for rails in
as

1917,

making a

account
be presumed

total difference in this
It

may

was a factor in cessarelaying program.
Maintenance of equij>cost $38,447,000, an increase of $2,451,000.
Much
larger expenditures for repairs to locomotives, freight cars
and passenger cars was offset in part by large decreases in
the amount charged for retirements.
In other words, in
1916, with the very large net earnings available, the New
York Central found it expedient to retire an extraordinarily

that inability to get deliveries of rails
tion of the rail

ment

large amount of equipment and to charge the difference between accrued depreciation plus scrap value and original cost
to retirements.
In 1917 charges for retirements were com-

paratively small.

The

following table shows the ratio of each class of operating expenses to total operating revenues:
1917

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous operations
General expenses
Traffic

Total

sell

at

were such that the offer was withdrawn.
The
market price of New York Central drojjjx-d below par. The
company, however, issued $20,000,000 4^i |jer cent refunding and improvement mortgage bonds, wliicii were deposited
as collateral for $15,000,000 two-year five per cent notes,
due September IS, 1919, which were sold. The company
also sold $8,205,000 4}j per cent ecjuipment certificates, but
liniiing itself unable to sell more of tJiese certificates to the
public, itself took $1,305,000 additional.
A total of $34,271,000 was charged to additional investment in property,
iiiiiditii)ns

but

tiiis

included the puriliase of the Dolgeville

&

Salisbury

Railway Company and the Cornwall Bridge Company, both
of which were already controlled and operated by the New
York Central. The actual amount spent for enlargements

was $5,867,000, of roadway
and bridge improvements $2,917,000 and elimination of
grade crossings $1,120,000.
In addition there was an increase of $15,973,000 in the investment in equipment and
$3,737,000 in "improvements on leased railway pro[)erty."
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1917 as compared with 1916:
of yards and terminal facilities

1917

Average

tnilcage

operated

Freisht revenue

PasscnRcr revenue
railw.iy operating revenues

Total

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Dividends
Appropriated for equipment depreciation
.Sinking fund
Surplus

1916

5,685

5,689

$135,979,337
49,987,343
216,267,517
20,704,306
38.446.594
2.929.824
83,627.440
4.923.016
153,597,905
11,239,638
51,410,322
66.873,026
25,599,220
12,479,603

$1 27.866,102

115,563
13.004.054

45.521.329
201,585,049
lf<,<>(>5.061

35,995,816
2.897.683
64,950.528
4,332.810
129,738,369
8,481,549
63.34^,017
85.')(.r,-S46
45. 65''. .M 7

12.466,611
2,500.000

30,692.606

$7,363,000,

between the two years of $1,240,000.

In 1916 the
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New York

9.S7
17.78

1916
9.41

38.67
1.37
2.28

17.85
1.44
32.22
1.29
2.15

71.02

64.36

1.35

Central had planned to issue and
par to stockholders $25,000,000 stock, but market

Michigan Central and Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis

THE

Michigan Central and

Chicago

&

St.

the Cleveland, Cincinnati,

Louis are the two principal controlled

of the New York Central.
In
strikingly different one from another.
lines

many ways they are
The Michigan Cen-

is nearly all main line.
It runs from Buffalo through
Ontario along the northern shore of Lake Erie to Detroit,
Mich., and to Toledo, Ohio, with a main line east and west
across the southern boundry of Michigan and around the
lower end of Lake Michigan to Chicago and with a north
and south line from Detroit through Bay City to the northern point of the Michigan peninsula
^Iackinaw City. The
mileage operated totals 1,862 miles.
In contrast to this
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, or Big
Four, as it is usually called, operates a network of lines
radiating over western Ohio. Indiana and eastern Illinois,
with a western through line to St. Louis, Mo.
It connects
the lake cities of Cleveland, Sandusky and Toledo with
Columbus, Springfield, Dayton and Cincinnati, Ohio, and
witli Indianapolis and Terre Haute, Indiana.
In all the

tral

—

company operates 2,387 miles

of line.

In 1916 both companies enjoyed quite extraordinar)' prosperity and the following figures for 1916 show the principal characteristics of the two roads under those conditions:
The Michigan Central operating revenue was $24,933 per
mile, the Big Four, $19,556 per mile.
The freight density
of the Michigan Central was 2,286,000 ton miles, of the
Big Four 2,470,000 ton miles. The average ton mile rate
on the Michigan Central was 7.14 mills and on the Big
Four 5.56 mills. The average length of haul of freight on
the Michigan Central was 167 miles and on the Big Four
178 miles. The passenger density on the Michigan Central
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was 289,000 passenger miles, on the Big Four, 211,000
The revenue per passenger per mile on
passenger miles.
the Michigan Central was 2.190 cents and on the Big Four
Of the 24,948,000 tons of freight carried by
2.007 cents.
the Michigan Central 4,778,000 tons was furnished by
bituminous coal, 2,154,000 tons by stone and sand and
Of the total 32,903,000
1,2jO,000 tons by anthracite coal.
tons of freight carried by the Big Four, 14,509,000 tons wa.-^
furnished by bituminous coal and 2,025,000 tons by stone
and sand, and a negligible amount by anthracite coal. About
the same tonnage of grain was handled by the two roads
and the Michigan Central handled a somewhat greater tonThe average train load
nage of manufactured products.
of all freight in 1916 on the Michigan Central was 606
In 1916 the Michigan
tons and on the Big Four 654 tons.
Central had $6,837^000 available for dividends and the Big

Four $8,332,000.
It is rather interesting to see how these two roads, both
controlled by the same interests but with such widely different operating conditions, were affected by the extraordinary traffic and operating changes which took place in 1917.

The Michigan Central's net income available for dividends was about cut in two, amounting to only $3,438,000,
as against $6,837,000 in the previous year, despite an inThe Big Four's
crease of $6,461,000 in operating revenues.
net available for dividends held up rather better and
amounted to $5,258,000 in 1917 as against $8,332,000 in
Moreover, the gain in operating revenues was only
1916.
$5,973,000 for the BigFour. By a coincidence the Michigan Central with its 1,800 miles of line earned quite nearly
the same amount as the Big Four with its nearly 2,400 miles

The

of line.

e.xact

figures are

shown

in the table at the

end of these remarks.

The Michigan
half

a

million

Central's gain in freight revenue was about
more than the Big Four's gain.

dollars

Nearly the entire increase of tonnage on the Big Four was
bituminous coal; the other products showing an increase
were offset by a numerous list of products showing deOn the other hand the IVIichigan Cencreased tonnage.
tral's bituminous coal tonnage increased in actual amount
considerably less than that of the Big Four, but the proportion of increase to total tonnage carried was greater and
there are numerous other classes of commodities showing
fairly large increases in tonnage with comparatively few
Furthermore, the average ton
off.setting losses in tonnage.
mile rate on the Michigan Central increased by 0.-12 mills,
amounting in 1917 to 7.26 mills, while the Big Four's ton
mile rate increased by 0.10 mills averaging 5.66 mills in
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000 for fuel for train locomotives, an increase of $1,558,000
The increased cost of fuel for yard locoper cent.
motives was even greater proportionately on the Michigan
Central as compared with the Big Four. On the other hand
the Michigan Central showed a comparatively small increase in wages of train enginenien, the amount .spent in
1917 being $1,731,000, or onfy $224,000 more than in 1916,
while the Big Four spent $2,025,000 on this account in
1917, an increase of $369,000.
Total train mileage of revenue trains was 14,249,000 on
the Michigan Central in 1917, an increase over the previous
On the Big Four total revvear of 108,000 train miles.
enue train mileage was 17,984,000, an increase of 329,000

—68

train miles.

The average

total train load of the

Michigan Central was

683 tons, an increase of 77 tons over the average in 1916.
The Big Four's train load in 1917 was 745 tons, an inThe Big Four, however,
crease over 1916 of 67 tons.
labored under the disadvantage of having a more unbalThe average number
anced traffic in 1917 than in 1916.
of empty cars per train was 12.6 for 1917 as against 11.6
in 1916, while the Michigan Central had the advantage of
a better balanced traffic in 1917 than in 1916, the average
number of empty cars per train being 10 last year and 12
the year before.
Expenditures for maintenance probably reflected to a less
extent than ever heretofore, taking the country as a whole, the
policy of retrenchment or the reverse of the management,
because in 1917 the exigencies of the situation were such
as to in considerable part take the matter of how much work
In
should be done out of the hands of the management.
general the pressure of business was so great that all the

maintenance work which could be done with the labor and
The Michigan Central
materials available was authorized.
spent $5,390,000 on maintenance of way in 1917, an increase of about $223,000 over the previous year and spent
$8,026,000 for maintenance of equipment, an increase of
The Big Four spent $4,378,000 for mainte$1,351,000.
nance of way, a decrease of $169,000 and spent $9,808,000
for maintenance of equipment, an increase of $1,122,000.
Like the parent company, the New York Central, the Michigan Central and the Big Four both had a credit in 1917
for rails.
In other words, there had l)een charged prior to
.1917 more for rails than was actually represented by rails
used and nothing was charged in 1917, but the previous
Like the parent
excess charges were taken up that year.
company, also, less was charged out in 1917 for retirements
of equipment both by the Michigan Central and the Big

1917.

Four, with the exception, however, of a large charge for

Central did a much smaller business in
handling local passengers, but showed a gain in this class
of business of 159,000, against a gain by the Big Four of
The Michigan Central, handling a larger num155,000.
ber of interline passengers than Big Four, showed a gain
of only 110,000 in this class of business as against a gain

retirements
Central.

The Michigan

for the

Big Four of 237,000.

expenses of the Michigan Central
1917 to $38,289,000, an increase over 1916
The Big Four operating expenses amounted
of $7,643,000.
to $38,059,000 and the increase over 1916 was $6,837,000.
The increa.se in the out-of-town pocket-cost of handling

Total

amounted

operating
in

and passenger business (transportation expenses) was
greater on the Michigan Central than on the Big
These expenses in 1917 on the Michigan Central
Four.
amounted to $22,211,000, an increase over 1916 of $5,805,Corresponding e.xpenses on the Big Four amounted
000.
freight

a

little

The greatest
$21,460,000, an^ increase of $5,644,000.
difference on the two roads was the increase in cost of fuel.
In 1917 the Michigan Central spent $4,529,000 for fuel
for train locomotives; this was an increase of $1,904,000

to

—nearly 73 per

cent.

The Big Four

in

1917

.spent $3,844,-

of

freight

train

cars

made by

the

Michigan

Neither the Michigan Central nor the Big Four issued
any bonds during the year and the expenditures for additions and betterments amounted to $1,719,000 in the case
of the ^Michigan Central and $2,222,000 in the case of the
Big Four; the net addition to e(|uipment amounted to $6,891,000 for the Michigan Central and $4,092,000 for the
Big Four. At the end of 1917 the Michigan Central had
$3^10,000 cash and $15,828,000 loans and bills payable.
The Big Four had $2,966,000 cash and $3,763,000 loans
and bills payable.
Just a word ought to be said in particular about the progress which the Big Four has made since the floods in 1913.
During these four years it has been necessary to take up in
operating expenses very large expenditures for repairs due
It has been necessary to operate at times
to flood damage.
under unusually trying conditions and yet the Big Four
has improved its position so materially that it can no longer
he called one of the poor relations of the New York Central
Lines.
The following tal)le shows the principal figures for oper-

May
iilioii

10.
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1918

ilic

Miiliigun

Chicago

cinnuti,

&

St.

Central

Louis

in

and

tlic

tkvrhiiul,

two vcars I'M

the

(iii7

and

1916:
Michigan

Itig

Ccnlral,
1*17

I'l.iir,

Michiitan
CVnlrul
1>J15

1<)I7

Itiii

l-oiir,

1916

1,862
J.iM
,K6J
2,J«7
$33,898,247 $36,077,390 $29,810,576 $32,536,544
12,859.299
12.009.347
11.146.J4J
10.026.742
.rating revenues... 52,879,434
T..1..1
52,650.920 46.418,790 46,678,240
•.,,,,!« of way
5.389,671
4.378,438
5,166.401
4,547,817
M •:
ii.iiice
of ci)tiipnient 8.026,084
9.808.418
6.674,868
8,686,25)
.:
865.239
1.042,726
819.782
1.028.789
n..M.|-..talion expense!... 22,211,260
21.459.558
16.406.747
15.815.902
licncrul exix-nses
973.012
1.054,131
878,085
929,532
Total operating expenaei. .. 38,289.136 38.059.421
30.646,261
31,221,977
Taxes
1,972,237
2,738,986
1.686,010
1.686.720
OperatinK income
12.604.655
11,842.881
14.076.169 13,759,866
Gross income
13,474.457
13.411,830
15.012.999
15.061.346
Net income
3.438.216
8,331,702
5.257.807
6.837.372
nivi.len.ls
499.925
749.456
749.456
374.944
Surplus*
2.436,157
4,656.972
3.886.932
6,999,964
iiulcngc

A\ir.ii;.

operated...

1

i.ircv-riiie
1' .-.<,.
rrvciiiir
I

Mm

;

I

which

is a material cost, amounted to
$35,000.
The Htxking \"al!cy,
like so many other roads, apparently found rails imprjssible
to obtain or obtainable only at ]jrohibitive prices.
There
was onlv a nominal sum le.ss than $7,000 spent for rails

of

Ties,

:i;(>4,()()().

$233,000, an

increase of

—

—

in

1917'.

.Maintenance of equijjment cost $3,366,000, an increase
of $210,000, or nearly 10 |)er cent over I'Mo.
The greater
I)art of tiiis increase is due to mucli lieavier expenditures
for repairs to locomotives in 1917, $515,000 being spent for
repairs to locomotives, an increase of $143,000.
This was
an average in 1917 of $3,750 for repairs per locomotive.
It is obvious from the above that it was not by large savings in maintenand' fiiat the Hocking Valley was al)le to
liold down operating expenses.

While
*ln addition to dividends there were certain appropriations to sinking
funds, additions and twttennents, etc., made before the figures given for
surpluse> were arrived at.
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true

is

it

per cent, this

57

that

transportation

increase,

increased

expen.ses

coupled with the increases

in

maintenance ex[)enditures, was not great enough to offset by more than half a million dollars, the increase in
revenues.

Hocking Valley
THERK

IS

ONE

RO.\D in the east at least

on which increased

expenses did not more than consume larger revenues in
I'M/.
It
is a siiort one, the HcKkinn; Valley, but a very
important coal carrier. There may he. when all the annual
reports come in, other roads showing an increased operating
income in 1917 as compared with 1916, but it is pretty safe
to sa\' that they will be comparatively few in number. The
Hocking Valley earned $10,696,000 in 1917, an increase
over the presious jear of more than .50 per cent. The company o()eratcs 350 miles from Toledo, Ohio, to the Ohio
river at Gallipolis and Pomeroy.
The road now has a
connection from Columbus. Ohio, over the Norfolk & Western and the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern with the main
line of the Chesapeake & Ohio at Portsmouth, Ohio.
A
majority of the Hocking Valley stock is owned by the Chesapeake & Ohio.
The Hocking Valley is a coal road with comparatively
little other freight tonnage except manufactures.
In 1917
the total tonnage of all freight carried was 14,867,000 tons
and of this over 81 per cent was products of mines, bituminous coal alone furnishing more than 71 per cent of the
total tonnage.
The increase in tonnage carried as compared with 1916 was 1,807,000 tons and the increase in
tonnage of bituminous coal alone was 1,373,000 tons. Besides the increase in tonnage there was a considerably higher
average ton-mile rate received.
The average in 1917 was
4.56 mills; certainly a figure that does not sound high, but
this was an increase of 12 pier cent over the average received
in 1916.
With an increase of 30 per cent in revenues there was an
increase of only 32 per cent in expenses, the total in 1917
being S7,409,000.
Despite an increase of 41 per cent in
taxes, ojjcrating income amounted to $2,455,000, an increase of about 22 per cent over the operating income of
1916.
.K decrease in miscellaneous income was more than
offset in decreased rental payments and after paying 554
per cent dividends, the companv had a surplus of $1,329,000
in 1917.

The
report

feature of the Hocking Valley's annual
the indications which are given as to how expenses

interesting
is

were held down nearly

in proportion to the increase in rev-

Maintenance of way expenses showed a ver)' cor.sidamounting in 1917 to $946,000, or an increase of 20 per cent over 1916.
In some way or other the
Hocking Valley apparently was able to obtain track lalior

enue.

eral)le

increase,

sufficient in quantity to earn.- on quite extensive renewal
work, especially of ties. Track laying and surfacing, which
is a labor cost, .^mounted to $301,000 in 1917, an increase

Transportation expenses in 1917 amounted to $3,716,000,
an increase over the previous year of $1,352,000. The increased cost of fuel was the most staggering of the increases
in tran.sportation expenses.

For both

train locomotives and
increased by more than 100
per cent.
These two increases alone accounted for nearly
half a million dollars of the $1,352,000 increase in transportation expenses.
Wages of trainmen, yard conductors

yard Icxomotivcs,

fuel

costs

and brakemen, enginemen and other employees make up the
greater part of the rest of the total increase.
With an increase of over 100 per cent in fuel costs, there was an increase of only eight per cent in freight train mileage and
practically no increase in passenger train mileage.
On a road doing so largely a coal business, we would
expect to find heavy average train loading, but it must also
1^ remembered that on the Hocking Valley the coal cars
have to be hauled south empty.
The average number of
loaded cars per train northbound in 1917 was 47.7 and of
empty cars northbound 2.3, while the average number of
loaded cars .southbound was 13.2 and of empty cars 40.8
per cent.

An

average trainload, therefore, of

1

,368

tons

showing that the Hocking Valley may well be proud
This trainloading was l.?l tons, or 10.6 per cent greater
than the average in 1916. Even more remarkable, however,
are the results which the Hocking Valley has obtained in
is

a

of.

car loading.

The average loading

1916, was 40 tons.
if

all

of the traffic

per loaded car. even in

This would be good car loading even
of the Hocking Valley were coal, Ix'-

cause while its own coal cars average 47 tons capacitv, if
has to handle a certain number of foreign cars of liuhter
capacity, but it must be remembered that there is also a
considerable tonnage of mercliandise and of manufactures
and the Hocking Valley's 3,085 box cars average only 30
tons capacity.
In 1917 an average loading per laided car
of 44 tons was obtained, an incre:i.<e of over nine [kt cent
above tlie very high figure of 1916.
This reflects a verv
strenuous campaign on the part of the management anil
operating officers to induce shijipers to load cars to full capacity and an earnest effort on the part of shippers to cooperate with the Hocking Valley.
M. J. Caples, resident vice-president of the Hocking Aalley and a memlier of the executive committee, was the vicepresident in charge of the building of the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio.
This line was designed and built to obtain
a ven.- low ratio of transportatirm expenses to oiierating
by
revenues
means of very heavy trainloading. The very
good showing which the Hocking Valley has made under
the enormous pressure of coal business in 1117 would a[>pear to be in ewxi part due to the success of the efforts
of the operating management to put in practice on that road
certain principles of operation analogous to those for which
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the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio was especially designed.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1917 as

compared with 1916.
1917

350
$8,974,873
961,700
Passenger revenue
10,696,434
Total operating revenue
945,590
Maintenance of way and structures.
Maintenance of equipment
2,365,944
120,675
Traffic
expenses
3,716,384
Transportation expenses
261,469
General expenses
7,409,123
Total operating expenses
832,748
Taxes
2,447,845
Operating income
3,141,108
Gross income
1,933,912
Net income
Dividends
604,973
1,328,939
Surplus
.Average mileage operated
Freight revenue

Chesapeake

&

1916

350
$6,681,262
917,935
8,200,420
787,949
2,156,129
101,989
2,364,020
187,802
5,597,889
590,470
2,011,438
2,588,415
1,376,127
439,980
936,147

Ohio

1916, the directors of the Chesapeake & Ohio
appropriate during the three years ending
March 30, 1919, $7,500,000 from income toward additions
and betterments, or for other capital expenditures, or for tlie

IN MARCH,
decided

to

The company had found itself
reduction of liabilities.
in a position where it was necessary to refund $33,000,000 of five per cent secured notes and to provide additional
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the difference should be represented by an expenditure on
the property or a retirement of liabilities made from income.

The company out of a net income from May
December 31, 1917, has appropriated $7,500,000

1,

1916, to

for capital

In other words, the whole three years' proexpenditures.
gram has already been taken care of. It is rather unusual
to find a railroad able

tions in this

and willing

way under

to anticipate its obliga-

the conditions which prevailed in

1917. The Chesapeake & Ohio, however, although it did not
do quite as well in respect to net income in 1917 as in 1916,

earned $7,066,000 available for dividends, or the equ/'valent
The company is
of 11.25 per cent on its outstanding stock.
now paying dividends at the rate of four per cent, calling for
1917.
in
$2,511,000
In reviewing the annual report for the calendar year 1916
it was said that: "Present prospects are encouraging in respect to the ability of the property to earn net somewhere in
Even under the quite
the neighborhood of $7,000,000."
extraordinary conditions of 1917 the property justified this
estimate.

Total operating revenues in 1917 amounted to $54,644,000, an increase of $4,809,000, or 9.65 per cent over the
previous year. Operating expenses amounted to $38,106,000,
an increase of $5,407,000, or 16.54 per cent. Increased wage
scales alone accounted for an increase of approximately
$3,051,000 in expenses. This included an increase granted
to clerks in the general offices and offices on the line, which
increases went into effect in October, November and DecemAlthough during the year the company bought the enber.
tire capital stock and $500,000 par amount of notes of the

West Pocahontas Fuel Company

in order to protect its fuel
requirements, the cost of fuel in 1917 mounted almost enough
when added to the increase in wage scales to account for the
Miscellaneous income,
entire increase in operating expenses.
however, of the Chesapeake & Ohio increasd by 64 per cent

amounting to $2,697,000.
had been expected to open the Chesapeake & Ohio

in 1917,
It

Chesapeake

The

& Ohio

proportion of

Northern for operation early in 1917, but actually the road

funded debt to stock outstanding on the Chesapeake & Ohio
was already higher than was consistent with what is generThe Chesapeake
ally accepted as sound railroad financing.
& Ohio stock, however, was selling very considerably below
par and a bond issue appeared to be the only means of
financing the maturing notes.
An issue, therefore, of $40,180,000 five per cent 30-year convertible notes was 'old.
These notes are convertible up to April 1, 1920, into common stock at 75, between 1920 and 1923 into common stock
at 80, between 1923 and 1926 at 90 and after that up to
April 1, 1936, at par. The resolution to set aside from income $7,500,000 was dictated by the thoroughly sound principle that if bonds were converted into stock at less than par,

was not opened until the middle of September. The Chesapeake & Ohio Northern consists of 29 miles of road built
by a subsidiary of the Chesapeake & Ohio from Limeville,
Ky., to Waverly, Ohio, with trackage rights from Waverly
over the Norfolk & Western for 62 miles, to a connection
with the Hocking Valley and with trackage rights for about
a mile over the Hocking Valley to Parsons yard at Columbus,
Ohio.
For the greater part of the year, therefore, Chesapeake & Ohio earnings were not benefited at all by getting a
connection with tlie Hocking Valley, and even from September to the end of December only a part of the traffic which
will under ordinary circumstances be handled over this line,
moved that way.

capital

for additions

and betterments.

I

May

On
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10,

the other

hand the Chesapeake

& Ohio

did get the

benefit of a higher rate per ton per mile, both on coal and all
The r.-venue from coal per ton per mile in
other freight.
1917 wa.^ ^ \> mill^ as compared with 3.02 mills in 1916.

an increase of seven per cent. The revenue per ton per mile
on freieht other than coal was 6.45 mills in 1917, as against
When one
5.70 mills in 1916, an increase of 13 per cent.
stops to think that it is customary in many cities and towns
to charge 50 cents additional for a ton of coal when it is
carried into the cellar, an average of certainly not more than
100 ft., the charge the railroad company makes of 3.23 mills
for moving the coal one mile or less than 1/150 of the charge
which the coal man makes for moving the coal 100 ft., one
gets some idea of the e.xtent to which a railroad like the
Chesapeake & Ohio adds to the national wealth in each day
,

.

'

.

°

in iTlTtirChesapeake & Ohio was the onlv road of 2.000
miles or over with a revenue train load of more than 1,000
Since then the Norfolk & Western has joined this
tons.
class and in 1917 the Chesapeake & Ohio increased its train

companv
.'

Including
the average 1.043 tons.
average in 1917 for the Chesapeake &

making

laid bv 36 tons,

freight, the

p.,

.

1 1

TheTrwas

1

_,

f

considerable increase in expenditures for
maintenance of wav. In 1917 $6,906,000 was spent on this
account, an increase over the amount spent in 1916 of nearly
Rails and ballast were the onlv two items
14 per cent.
which showed large important decreases, and the reason for
the decrease in ballast is probablv a combination of circumstances, including the facl that the ballast situation was in
such good condition as to not call for extensive ballast
renewal
Maintenance of equipment cost ?10,S22.000. an increase
During the vear 50 Mallet locomcv
of onlv 2.08 per cent.
At the
tives were added and three locomotiv'es were retired.
end of the vear 8.4 per cent of the locomotives in service were
This is a rather
undergoing or awaiting general repairs.
On the other hand onlv three per cent
larce percentage.
of the freiuhtcars in service were undergoing or awaiting
"a

At the end of the vear the companv had on
ca.sh, with no loans and hills payable except $95,000, which nominally comes under tliis head.
The following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1917 as compared with 1916:
general repairs.

hand S2.260,0OO

"^

.\ver,ge

mn«K.

"2^412

"2*379

$42,998,223

$39,888,932

opcr.-..H

FrciRht revenue

ra«senger revenue
Totai operntinR revenues
Maintenance of way and structures.
Mnintcnance of, equipment,
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
Generai expenses
Toul operating expenses

7,899.452

6.435,025

54.64.1.794

49.834,312
6,067,658

6.905.579

„,.,„,

,nr„,i.
10,521,724
694,131

,n->Aniaa
10,240,498
675,381

18.537.582

14.355.565

ui 19.732
38.105.806

1.035.932
32,698,676

'439 331

1636 604

Operating ircome ......!....!!.....

i4!o95.i6o

i5!486,677

Grow

Taxes

by the Committee on Fuel 1 ests of the International
the luigineering Experimen
Railway Fuel Association
Station of U.e University and the United States Bureau of
Mines. An account of the same tests was presented by the
Committee on Fuel Tests at the 1917 convention of the Inlernational Railwav luel A.ssociation, and an abstract of
this report appeared in the Radway Age Gazette for July
13, 1917, page 51.

tive,

\yhat

University of Iowa, Iojlhi City, towa. \72 pages. 4J4
j^ ^y^ ,„. Bound in cloth. Fublished by John Wiley
Sens, Inc., New York. Price. $1.00.
i^faie

&

,„

.
.u
. -i
.i
..
railways
This book discusses the relations between tlie
""d oUier public utilities and the public^ It is divided imo
^ve chapters with the titles. General Relationships, bu.t^
^bk Control; Rate Comrol; \\ hat is I- air Return.' and
Its attitude is decidedly refreshing m comrast
\aluat.on.
In the
^vith that of many recent utterances on this subject.
the book is the result of an
P'^^'^^^ the author states that
for
over
some
years,
determine
extending
to
honest effort,
the author's own satisfaction just what is fair in the relaAlt.onsh.ps o the public and the owners of its utilities.
ways he asks, W hat is fair.'
,
P*^^""^! throughout the book between the
^^^.J^'^''.' ^
The corporation
I'^^'vidual in business and the corporation.
,

,

,

17,127.820
7.666.882

Surplw'''

4;555!iM

Miilso

.,

.

,

,

1^

defined as

.

'an artificial individual which, within the lim-

does business just as a natural mdiauthor states further that men go mto
service that is
business of furnishing public service
generally recognized to be a proper, if desirable, public
function— for exactly the same reason that men go mto any
other business namely: to make money,
I" discussing earnings his attitude is shown by the state"^ent that '"it is intended to declare that earning large profits
'^ "°' Z"''' '^ a crime or misdemeanor; that except as it
""^t ^e governed by the terms of its agreement with the
P^^ic utility- corporation should stand on the
P""'^;
^^me footing as any private business catenng to or dependthe public for support.
"^g
P"
The
author lays particular stress upon the character of
He
control which should be exercised over a corporation.
states that "governing the use of property and taking prop^rt)' are two different things, which should be clearly disIn these days of
tinguished but are Sometimes confused."
widespread diversity of ideas regarding the duties of pub],(. regulating bodies and their responsibility' to the public
'^s

of

V^ual

privileges,

its

The

does.

—

^

'i-i-i-

.,

.

...

to the Utilities,

•»
it

•

IS

_

'
r „l»
.1
..-^..j^ _f
_ »to „
refreshing
note the attitude of
i

,

r

-ii

author which IS reflected in the following sentences:
"\Mien an engineer is employed to supervise the construc(joj, of ^ great work being performed under contract, it is
,.
.° , ,
..
°„ _f .u„ „. I. I-r„
_
:, .1
« *~
there
He is
to
""'^' *° "elp the progress of the work.
"
see that no dishonest work or improper material goes into
the Structure if attempts are made to defraud in these ways;
jj^t jyjf jg much is it his dutA' to do what he Can to for"'^"'d ^he work. assisting rather than nagging or hindering
,

7.066,378

.

.

the

16,792,322

By H'tUium O. Raymond, professor of civil
and dean of the College of Applied Science,

Fairf

is

enginccriyig

j
and

Net income

incoire
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.

*
*
It is just as much the dut>- of a
public utility- regulating body to try to make the attitude
of the public toward the corporation to be fair, as it is to
insist that the corporation shall be fair in its dealings with
the contractor.
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Comparative Tests of Six Sices of Illinois Coal on a Mikado
,
o Edward
irj
J ^
r
J,
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Bulletin
Locomotive. By
C. SchmxdI. el al.
,
:
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t in101, Engtneenng Experiment Station, Universit\ of Illinois,
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^
D
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100 pages, 6 in. by 9 in., bound in paper. Published by the
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-n cents.
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Price,
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' of Illinois, Urbana,
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This bulletin contains a complete report of the tests which
were run on the locomotive testing plant of the Universit>'
of Illinois with a Baltimore & Ohio Mik.idn tvne locomo-
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The attitude of the author, as expressed in this book is
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that
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.
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.
u
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conclusions. The book should be of much interest and value
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j
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.
j
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„
,
.
i
r
uithe regulation of public utilities and
to all interested
should have an important influence in arriving at the correct
solution of the perplexing problems confronting the corpo•
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m
•

•

rations

and the

mrul.itorv- bodies.

•
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Letters to the Editor

I

Locomotive Cost as Related

f

to Service

W.\SHINGTON, D, C.

To THE

Editor:

The

Purcliasing Department of the Railroad Administration, in placing orders for locomotives and freight cars, has
exacted a basis of approximately estimated cost plus five per
cent profit for both classes of equipment.
A freight car is constructed mainly of unmachined parts

by a large percentage of unskilled labor.
ship, material

and appliances are

Refined workman-

vitally essential to only a
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Other countries having both Government and private
ownership of railways work on the basis of intensive competition and high-grade individual interest, endeavor, design
and workmanship. Why, then, should not the United States
do the same? Steam railway locomotives have, during the
past twenty years, gone through a great development stage.
Many failures have occurred in new combinations of designs
and materials embodied in cylinders, frames, fireboxes, axles,
rods, motion gear, and mechanical appliances which have
necessitated a certain amount of renewal and reconstruction.
Are we to now throw many of the results of these years of
accomplishment into the discard through any incentive to
lower the standard of design, workmanship and material in
order to meet a relatively low first cost ?
The director general's advisors are establishing an untried
practice in the purchase of locomotives that is bound to result in chaotic conditions,

and which,

if

continued, will cause

limited extent in a freight car as a whole to insure proper

serious embarrassment to not only the

operation and maintenance, as it is not subject to
pressures, stresses and conditions such as a locomotive.
A steam locomotive is a highly specialized piece of mobile
machinery, generating the power necessary for its propulsion
and for the development of great hauling capacity. Its running gear, boiler and engines must be of such design, workmanship and material, and equipped with control and other
auxiliary mechanism of such refinement as will insure maximum safety, precision of manipulation and ease of handling

employees, but to the general commercial and shipping public
and all others who are directly involved and dependent upon
transportation for the prosecution of the war and industrial
Unfortunately, the railways, their employees, and
activity.
the people will ultimately be required to assume the burden
Liberty Bondholder.
of and pay for the experiment.

safety,

must be so equipped that the
and other supplies required for
its operation can be effectively and economically utilized.
Railroads in the United States have gotten just what they
were willing to pay for, the same as purchasers of other commodities
no more, no less. Perhaps the locomotives were
good enough, but are we not now aiming at a lower standard?
To place the profit on a locomotive at a figure so low that
an unavoidable interruption of the plant output from any of
many possible causes or increases in labor and overhead
charges might jeopardize the making of any profit whatsoever or possibly incurring a loss, would seem to result in but
one tendency that of lowering a standard of excellence none
Furthermore,

at all times.

it

—

too high.

In the locomotive building industry the builder, unlike the

manufacturer of a staple article whose costs are known from
day to day, bases his proposals for new locomotives upon an
estimate computed from previous performances in connection
with the Ijuilding of locomotives of as nearly the same design
as can be obtained.
However, owing to variation in designs
and material and construction specifications, it is impossible
to secure a correct check on the cost figures and it often happens that an estimated profit may he greatly reduced or actually converted into a loss.
The filling up of the building
plants with locomotives of an entirely new design places the
matter of profit in a much more precarious position than were
the builders to receive part of their orders in duplicates of
previous designs.
It is hardly to be expected that the Government can guarantee the labor and material figures that
the builders must use in their estimates, and if these should
be lower than anticipated, the Government will benefit

through existing taxation.
How does the Government expect

to secure all that

is

vi-

and of the
and others directly
the locomotive sujiervision, working and up-

tally essential to the best interests of the railways
officers,

engineers, firemen, mechanics

concerned in
keep,
first

upon

whom

dependent for the final result, if the
cost of design, material and construction is to be placed
it

is

on a parity with that for a freight car? What assurance is
given to those directly concerned that the standard practice
heretofore developed is to be maintained?
The Government
should certainly set a higher standard throughout than has
obtained from private management, not only in first construction but in the "follow up" service.

its

Constructive Rehabilitation Pays

labor, fuel, water, lubricants

—

Government and

SCARSDALE, N. Y.

To THE Editor:
At

this time

when

the owners of all classes of railway

world are watching with keen
administration of the railways in the United
States by the government, the case of the Kansas City Southern may be cited to show what can be accomplished by the
vigorous prosecution of a definite rehabilitation program.
This railway is a relatively small property and extends
securities in all parts of the
interest

the

from Kansas City, Mo., which is in the vicinity of the
geographical center of the United States, to the Gulf of
Mexico, a distance of about 800 miles.
During 1Q17 it hauled about .iS per cent more freight and
25 per cent more passenger traffic, at lower freight and passenger rates, with 15 per cent less locomotives at an operating ratio of about 8 per cent less, as compared with ten years
ago, and at the same time did not put out a single embargo
but accepted and expeditiously moved all traffic offering
along its own line and from connections.
This was the outcome of the constructive policy of the
management that has obtained on that property during the
past ten years, and which has resulted in doubling the revenue freight train load by improvements in grade and alignment, operating divisions, and shop and enginehouse faciliof new
ties; strengthening equipment by the substitution
types of locomotives and cars more suitable for the operating
conditions for those that were obsolete and inadequate, and
by the modernizing and reinforcement of existing locomotives
that could, by that change, be made to perform more effective
and economical service.
While the neighboring and competitive railways, such as
the Waliash; Missouri Pacific; Iron Mountain; Missouri,
Kansas & Texas; 'Frisco; Texas & Pacific; Mis.souri, Oklahoma & Gulf; International & Great Northern; Cotton
Belt, and others have
during the past ten years eithei

—

—

passed their preferred stock dividends or otherwise defaulted
in interest or gone into the hands of receivers, the Kansas
City Southern has been earning and paying its preferred
dividends and building up a substantial surplus besides, in
addition to paying the interest on long-term bonds and the
interest and principal on equipment notes that it has put out
to take care of the rehabilitation work that has made its
Muhlfeld.
performance possible.
J. E.

Commission Recommends Increases of $300,000,000
Graduated Scale Suggested —43 Per Cent to Those Paid $46
a

THK

Month Down

or THE KAU.W AV

RKl»l)RT

Director General

McAdoo,

WAt.l.

to $1 for

COM M1SSU)X

lO

recommeiuliii)' increases in

wanes estimated to approximate $.>()0,000,000 a year
over the |)resent payroll was given out Wednesday, although
still under advisement by McAtloo for his decision, because
of premature ncwspa|X"r publication.
I'he commission reached the conclusion and recommends
tlie problem of wage
award increases on a percentage scale ranging
from 43 per cent for employees receiving $46 a month and
under, down to $1 for those receiving $249. These percentages are l)ased on the rates of December, 1915.
The percentages awarded by SIO grades are as follows:

that the fairest metluxl of dealing with

increases

is

to

Wages

per Month.

The

work and wages for recognized overtime.
similar practical plan has Ijeen devi.sed for application
to the mileage rates for trainmen, which will be increased propiece
-A.

portionately.

The

requests

made
in

"Whatever

IS
5.24
4.56

that

this

is

not

a

upon the mind may be," the commisamount of the increase, "we regard
such an expenditure as necessary for the immediate allaying
of a feeling that cannot be wisely fostered by national inaction in and as not one dollar more than justice at this time
its effect

sion says in discussing

make up $250.

therefore

for wage increases would involve an
wages of somewhat over one billion

At the outset it was seen that there were the gravest inwages paid, but to reclassify employments would
call for more time, skill, insight and knowledge than that
possessed b\- the commission.
The commission made an

equalities in

believes

the subject of study.
Increa.ses shall be effective as of January 1, and meml)ers of organizations and non-meml)ers must
stand upon the same footing.

ideal conditions.

additional outlay
dollars a year.

The commission

time to reduce hours of work, and while it is strongly disposed to a standard day, its judgment is that existing hours
of service should be maintained for the period of war.
Existing rules and conditions of payment for overtime
should not be disturbed during the war, but should Ix' made

7.16

increases are enough to

month.
in hours are not

should be no reduction.
A practical plan for increa.ses in
harmony with the scale has been devised for application to

6.

month

Month

to be regarded as increases in
pay, the report says; as to those who have already received
increases, the railroads scale should be adheretl to, but there

41
41
40.44
36.38
31.29
27.12
23.64
20.69
18.16
15.96
14.04
12.34
10.83
9.48
8.26

range from $1 up
to S34, which is the increase for employees now receiving
around $S5 a month.
If an employee has received an increase since December 31,
1915, it will be used to make up the recommended increase.
The commi.ssion has also made some investigation of salaries
of officers receiving alwve $5,000 yearly, and states that substantial readjustment may be made and efficient operation of
roads promoted thereby. The commission recommends that
during the jjeriod of government conduct of the roads no
salaries l)e paid to officials not essential to operation of
roads shall be charged as a part of operating expenses and
that careful study lie made of the ]iroi)er relation between
salaries of higher officials and their subordinates with a viewto readjustment.
The commission recommends also that there should be
constituted a tribunal or tribunals to continue the study of
railroad labor problems and says that the existing state of
war prohibits anything approximating a determination of
per

increases

]x'r

Reductions

4.5

70

a

exhaustive investigation of the increa.-ed cost of living and
found large increases necessary to meet it, saying each dollar
now represents in power to purcha.se a place to live, food to
eat and clothing to wear, but 71 cents as against 100 cents
on January 1. 1916.
Statistics gathered by the commission showed that 51 |K>r
cent of all emj^loyees in Decemlx-r, 1917, received $75 jkt
month or less. Kighty per cent received $100 per month or
less.
Among locomotive engineers the pre|)onderant number
received less than $170.
Uetween the grades receiving from
$150 to $250 per month there are included le.ss than 3 [xt
cent of all employees, 66,000 out of 2,000,000.
The greatest
number of employees are in the class receiving between $60

and $65

Per Cent of Increase.

$50
60
80
90
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
ISO
190
200
210
220
230
238
239 to 250

Those Paid $249

requires.

are

now

It is

It will

make hard

places smoother for

many who

in sore need.

It gives no bounty, it is not a i>onus.
no more than an honoraijle meeting of an obligation."

—

Increased Cost of Egyptian Railway Fitel. The
Egyptian Budget for 1918-1919 shows that the incrca.^e in
expenditure is due to the high prices of material, ((xxi and
fuel, the extra cost of fuel
for railwavs amounting
£950,000 ($4,750.000).— /?a(7-^'dy Gazette, London.

to

Chinese Eastern R.\ilway Stcx^kholders have severed
the official connection of the road with Petrograd, according to press despatches, and have named a new l)oard of
directors.
The road was built with Russian capital and
the contract provided that half the board should be Russians.
The decision reached by the shareholders was based on
"present conditions in Russia."

Goods Stolen ox Prussun State Railways.— The
Prussian State Railways in 1917 paid 57,000.000 marks
($14,250,000 at pre-war rates) compensation for propcrtv
lost or stolen in transit, compared with 4,000.000 marks
($1,000,000) in 1914.
The German Post Office t.aid
3,000,000 marks ($750,000) in 1917 for similar losses
compared with 100,000 marks ($250,000) in 1912. The
robberies on the Austrian railways are reported to Iw probably even greater than in Germany.
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Large Railw^ay Terminals Under Construction
Yards Being Built By the
Will

Embody

a

Illinois

Central and the

Number

YARDS,
Two LARGE CLASsrFicATioN
months and

one under construcfor several
the other one recently
authorized, offer an interesting opportunity for a comparison of railway facilities designed for heavy traffic conditions, but in which the physical conditions and traffic retion

quirements are of a distinctly different character. The first
of these terminals is the Cedar Hill yard of the New York,
New Haven & Hartford, near New Haven, Conn.; the other
is the proposed Markham yard of the Illinois Central, just
south of Chicago. The first involves a complex, highly specialized arrangement to classify and dispose of cars entering and leaving over four different lines.
The second embodies a relatively simple plan, although carried out on an

of

New

Haven,

Novel Features

fer junctions in the

Chicago switching

territory,

and

the rela-

tion of the proposed location of the

yard to the possible limits
of a future electrified zone for the Chicago district.
It is the
intention that the new yard will serve as a terminal for all
road trains on the main line to the south, and that all movements north of this terminal will be handled by transfer crews.
This yard does not in any way affect the terminal facilities

Omaha, since the latter conmain line to the south only a short distance
south of the South Water Street yard, the northern terminus
of the railway. A yard is located on this western line about
seven miles west of the city, where cars coming in over this
for the Illinois Central's line to

nects with the

Moreover, since the

line are classified for city distribution.

«^

360

North Half of the Markham Yard

enormous scale, to handle tlie very heavy traffic entering and
leaving Chicago via a single route, the main line of the Illinois Central to tlie south. In the one case, crossings of main
arteries of traffic necessitated six

other

movements of main

traffic

grade separations; in the
across one another are en-

tirely avoided.

The

bulk of the traffic interchanged between the Omaha and the
Memphis-New Orleans line is handled via the north and
south line between Freeport, 111., and Centralia, the interchange between the two main lines at Chicago is relatively
small.

This large improvement has been found necessary because
of the great increase in the traffic entering and leaving the

Illinois

from the south, which is rendering the existing yards of
the Illinois Central inadequate.
An idea of the growth of
city

Central Yard

The Illinois Central yard will have a total capacity of over
13,000 cars and will be notable because of a north-bound
classification yard which has 62 tracks of a total capacity of
2,931 cars served from a single hump. Located between Harvey, 111., and Homewood, the center of the yard is about 21
miles from the South Water Street terminal of the Illinois
Central, in the business center of Chicago.
It was found desirable to place the yard at this distance from the city for
several reasons, chief among which were the absence of available areas of adequate length further north, the impracticability of enlarging any of the road's existing yards, the desirability of locating the terminals south of all important trans-

be obtained from the following table, showing the number of loaded cars arriving at the Chicago terminal from the south for the month of March in the years
1913, 1917 and 1918:
this traffic is to

Number
March, 1913
March, 1917
March, 1918

Average per day

29,315

S77
945

33,899

1,093

17,897

yard the main line of the Illinois Cenmain tracks two passenger tracks
on the west and two freight tracks on the east. The proposed yard will occupy a large tract of land east of the

At the

tral
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site of this

now comprises

four

—

May

10.
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1918

(ircMiit right-of-way.
By throwing the northbound frciglu
track to the extreme east side of this tract and placing the
new yard lietwtrn this track and the existing sdutlihound
freight track, a layout is secured which can \>c ojjcrated with-

out any crossover movements. An examination of tlie profile
shows that there is a rise of about 50 ft. from the north to
As a consethe south in the three-mile length of the site.
quence the grades are generally favorable to the northbound
or loaded car movement. As laid out there is a 0.96 per cent
grade into the southbound receiving yard, and a 1.0 per cent
grade between the southl)ound classification yard and the
departure yard, the grade through the latter being 0.55 per
.

ont.

The maximum grade opposing

the northbound

move-

ment, with die exception of the hump grade, is 0.,S5 per cent.
More advantageous grades might have been obtained if it had
not been necessary to elevate the tracks to separate the grades
from those of the stretHs of Hazelcrcst, Homewood and Harvey, which cross the tracks in the three miles included within
The grades ascending tlic humps are
the limits of the yard.
2.0 per cent in l)Oth directions, but the descending grades
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serving the two outside tracks on the east side of the classification yard.

Arrangement

Special

Both classification yards of

to

Return Riders

provided
with special facilities for returning the riders to the humps.
similar plan is to be carried out in the New Haven yard,
One or more tracks will be provided in the body of each
yard for the use of motor cars to accommodate the riders.
To avoid the ladder tracks radiating from the hump, these
this terminal will be

A

motor car tracks will enter subways in the vicinity of the
hump, passing underneath the approach tracks and out to the
side of the hump embankment, where the cars can be conveniently

lirought

summit.

As a further convenience

plan,

midway

to

a

destination

along the side of the
the Illinois Central

in

of the length of the classification yards, small

pedestrian subways are
with entrances between
fording ready access to
possible for the riders

to

Ite

provided crosswise of the yard,

tracks at convenient intervals

of the southbound

hump

are 3.5, 1.5 and 0.75 per cent reand 1.0 per cent on the north-

spectively, as against 3.0, 2.0

af-

Tiius it will be
to reach the motor cars without hav-

'\\.

South Half of the

and

the motor car tracks.

V'"^'

Markham Yard
ing to climb over a great

many

cars standing on the yard

tracks.

bound hump.

The Southbound Yard
The Northbound Yard

The northbound yard

consists of a receiving yard of

The southbound yard has

20

tracks, having a total capacity of 2,389 cars, a classification
yard of 62 tracks, with a capacity of 2,921 cars, and a departure yard of 20 tracks with a space for 1,650 cars. The
large number of tracks proposed for the classification yard
are planned to permit necessary distribution of cars called for
by the many different transfers and important industries
ser%'ed in the Chicago terminal district.
In most cases one
track is provided for each transfer, but the clearing yard
and a few other especially large transfers are allotted more
than one track each. One special part of this yard comprises
a grid of 16 tracks holding 13 cars each, on which trains are
subdivided into cuts of cars destined for the various industries on the Illinois Central's line in the city, so that the
transfer engines can make deliveries with the minimum
switching.
Another feature of the yard is an icing station

a receiving yard of 20 tracks,
with a capacity of 1,537 cars; a classification yard of 40
tracks, with space for 2,051 cars, and a departure yard of
20 tracks, with a capacity of 2,072 cars. The tracks in the
southbound classification yard are relatively longer than
in the northbound yard, some of the tracks in the
former accommodating over 70 cars. This greater length is
desirable in the southbound yard on account of the classifica-

those

tion of the large

number

of

empty coal

cars.

Transfer Station
Parallel to the southbound departure yard and with convenient connection with the southbound classification yard,
the plan provides for a less-than-carload transfer station,
where freight received in trap cars and from the different city
stations may be consolidated for movement to destination.
This station will consist of five platforms 700 ft. long, with

RAILWAY AGE
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The New Haven Freight Terminal

tracks on either side, and with a supporting yard immediately
to the south of equivalent track capacity, so that a rapid
shift of the cars at the platforms may be made at meal times

or other jjeriods of the day when the men are not working
The south end of the transfer yard is
on the platforms.
connected directly with the northbound receiving yard, so
that any cars in the transfer for destination north may be re-

handlcd over the northbound hump.
A repair yard of 21 tracks, holding 660 cars, with convenient connections with both humps, is provided between the
two yards. To the north of the repair yard space is arranged
for an engine terminal to serve both road and transfer

The plan

contemplates complete engine terminal facilincluding t^vo roundhouses, a large coaling station, etc.
For the purpose of turning engines without the necessity for
using the turntables, a circle track is proposed, as shown on
the map. This is intended primarily for the use of the transfer engines, which will be turned frequently without need of
ities,

entering the roundhouses.
The project will involve the placing of about 6,000,000 cu.
yd. of filling, which will be sand taken from a pit about two
As may be seen from the profile, a
miles from the yard.
large part of the yard will be on fill varying from 2 to 15

The northbound hump requires a fill of 30
and the southbound hump a fill of nearly 40 ft. The
work contemplated for the present season includes the placing
in height.

ft.

of about 2,000,000 cu. yd. of filling.
The street subways under the yard constitute a formidable

There will be five subways for the
feature of the work.
city of Harvey, three of which are the full width of the street
and two, 8 and 10 ft. wide respectively, for the use of pedes-

The one for One Hundred and Fifty-ninth
by 12S ft. in section, will pass under 40 tracks.
Several other subways are proposed for streets in the village
of Homewood, but have not been definitely determined upon.
only.

trians

street,

The New York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

is

con-

yard at Cedar Hill,
New Haven, Conn., to relieve the congestion in existing yards
and terminals caused by the unprecedented industrial development in New England since 1915, during which period
business in many places has grown more than 100 per cent.
It will furnish the facilities to receive trains from all routes
converging at New Haven and the classification of the received cars into trains for their proper destination.
structing a terminal

and

classification

The

terminal, including connections, is 6 miles long and
mile wide. The present installation is to have a standing
capacity of 6,500 cars, and when entirely complete the terThe project
minal will have a capacity for 11,000 cars.
involves 2,836,000 cu. yd. of grading, consisting of sand
and gravel, 23,000 cu. yd. of concrete, 2,000 piles for
masonry supports, and 3,000 lin. ft. of single-track trestle
'/4

engines.

ft.
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66

ft.

for river cro^^ings.

The

95 miles of track to be laid recjuire 13,000 tons of

and 460 switches. The work has been carried on since
June, 1917, by railroad forces consisting of from 275 to
500 men, with mechanical equipment including 7 steam
shovels, 2 Jordan spreaders, 120 air dump cars of 16 and
Thus far 525,000
20-cu. yd. capacity, and 4 pile drivers.
cu. yd. of sand and gravel have been removed.
rail

Handles

A

Traffic of Several

New Haven

Routes

was chosen

for the iard
because of the relative importance of this city to the
As shown in the map, important
entire New Haven system.
lines radiate from New Haven to New York; to the west
over the Poughkeepsie bridge route; to the north via the
Canal line to Holyoke, Mass., and Northampton; to Waterbury, Conn., and Winsted; via the Hartford line to Hartford, Conn., and Springfield, Mass.; via the Air Line to

location

near

site

Middletown, Conn., Willimantic and points in the northProvieast and over the Shore line to New London, Coim.
dence, R. L; Boston, Mass., and other points in Rhode
Cedar Hill is the juncIsland and eastern Massachusetts.
tion of the Shore line, the Air line and the Hartford line.
was determined by
yard
of
the
The location and design
;

the availability of a possible site and the continued use of
The obvious location
existing facilities as far as possible.
for the yard was between the converging routes from the

Southwest Half of the Cedar Hill Yard

The

plan also contemplates interlocking plants,
pneumatic tube systems for the despatching
automatic scales at the hump, and other modern

terminal

electric lighting,

of

way

bills,

facilities.

west and northwest and those diverging eastward and southward. A location west of New Haven was originally considered, but was abandoned because of the rock e.xcavation
necessary as disclosed by tests, and other difficulties which
made this location prohibitive. The site chosen for the yard
is in the eastern portion of the city of New Haven and is
partly on tide land and partly on uplands composed largely
of sand.
This provides excellent material for grading, and

the contour of the site

is

such that the excavation and

filling

May

10.
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courM' of the (Juinnipiac river nece»itated
tlie Air Line, with a connection at the
northern eiul of tlie yard across to tlie Hartford division.
balance.
the

1

liKation

lie

aKmu

Arrangement
The yard

is

of the

divisions, one for

hump

westbound

Is

Complex

type and consists of two main
traffic and the other for east

1167

The north
and the nurtli and eastbound classification yard.
end of the Shore line departure yard, wliich consists of 16
is located in close proximity to tlie lower end of the eastbound classification yard,
and the north end of the Shore line receiving yard adjoins
With
the hump end of the westbound classilication yard.
this arrangement the deadhead mileage of road power and

tracks, with caj)acity for 1,000 cars,

making the light going
customary in the usual hump
yard, the light movements of the road engines arc reduced,
while yard engines will handle cars in both directions. The
yard movements of [)ower to and from trains is, within
limits, comparatively close to the engine terminals.
The
Shore line departure yard will have both east and westbound
connections at the southerly end, which will permit it to be
used by through trains not rcf|uiring classification, but which
require change of ])ower, caljooses, inspection and possibly
Tracks for light repairs will adjoin each classificaicing.
yard power

is

minimized.

Instead of

or returning movement, as

Norffiampton

is

tion yard.

Speeder or motor car tracks for car riders will be provided between each pair of leads in each of the classifica-

Relation of the Cedar Hill Yard to the

New Haven

Lines

and northbound traffic, each division embodying receiving,
classification and departure yards.
In addition, provision

Northeast Half of the Cedar Hill Yard
has been made for a receiving and a departure yard for the
Shore line trains and an 1. c. 1. transfer station with a supporting yard by which it is ser^'ed through the agency of
a third hump. There will also be a coal storage yard, a material yard and engine terminal facilities.
The westijound division consists of a southbound receiving yard of 12 tracks with a capacity for 1,200 cars, a classification yard of 40 tracks having capacity for 1,360 cars,
and a westbound departure yard of 12 tracks with capacity
for 960 cars.
The arrangement for the north and eastbound
is similar to the westbound division and consists of
a receiving yard of 12 tracks, with capacity for 1,400 cars,
a classification yard of 40 tracks having a capacity for
1,350 cars, and a northbound departure yard of 12 tracks
with capacity for 1,200 cars. The Shore line receiving yard
consists of 10 tracks with qapacity for 1,000 cars.
A connection is provided from this yard to both the westbound

divisions

tion yards.

As

in

tlie

Illinois

Central yard, these tracks

under the tracks at the tliroat of the yard below the
hump and e.xtend along the hump, terminating beyond it,
opposite the point where the car riders take the cut-off cars
will pass

they are to handle.
'rhe relative location of the new yard and the tracks of
the Shore line make it necessary for the heavy traffic of the
Shore line to enter and leave tlie yard at the same time, makIt was necing special arrangements and design necessary.
essary to provide for the separation of grades at several
points as well as a re-routing of the northbound passenger
trains to Hartford and Springfield around the east side of
At Air Line
the yard, instead of west of it, as previously.

junction the westbound Shore line passenger trains
be carried overhead. At a point about one mile further
the westbound Shore line main will be carried beneath
Both of
eastbound freight connection from the vard.

will

east

the
the
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individual

and check

Shore line freight connections, inbound ;ind outbound, will
jiass over the Air line, the northbound passenger main to
Hartford and the freight tracks over whiili traffic is
received from the Harlem river and Pouglikeepsie bridge

will

routes.

far the strongest legislative enactment so far passed to pre-

The north-bound passenger main to Hartford will pass
under the Air line, the material yard and other connections
near the north end of the yard.

vent the theft of railroad property.
It provides a maximum
penalty upon conviction of ten years' imprisonment or a
$5,000 fine, or both, and not only designates theft as a crime,

Special Facilities
transfer station for less-than-carload freight, with its
is located appro.\imately in the center of
the yard. This will be convenient for the receipt of such cars
from the various routes and for the delivery of northbound
cars to the various points from which the trains will de-

The

part.

On

the completion of the 3'ard, traffic from and to Plainand the north on the Canal line to Holyoke and Northampton and other points will be routed into the new yard
At the same time through
via New Britain and Berlin.
traffic via the Poughkeepsie bridge, heretofore handled over
the pusher grades at Sandy Hook and Terryville, via Plainville, and for points east and north, will be routed over the
low grade line through the Cedar Hill yard.
The New York-Maybrook departure yard is already electrified to the extent necessary for motors to reach and handle
The electrification will be extended to
outbound trains.
include three or four tracks in the Shore Line departure
ville

of

lines

XI

Section

their

of the Railroad Control bill will prove a most

effective aid to the Property Protection Section, as

it

is

by

but also tampering with or knowingly impeding the operause or possession of railroad property.
Prosecutions for violations of this section of the Railroad
Control act will all be in the district courts of the United
The first
States under the direction of the attorney-general.
conviction under the new law was recently secured in Chicago in the court presided over by Judge Kenesaw M.
Landis.
This case was disposed of with despatch and forecasts
expedited prosecutions of other cases which may come up
under the Railroad Control act in the future. On February
2, Dante Cecchetto and Herman A. Heyne were arrested for
stealing $150 worth of copper wire from the Illinois Central
in Chicago.
On March 29 the men were indicted, and on
April 5 were convicted, fined $1,000 apiece and sentenced
to three years in the Federal penitentiary at Leavenworth,

Kan.
There are two
those
lots,

ized

yard.

includes a second turntable 95

ft.

in

Later
length and an additional roundhouse of 18 stalls.
additional facilities w'ill be provided for the inspection and
These involve a small shop, incare of electrical power.

and pantagraph inspection platforms.
The Illinois Central yard is being designed and will be
constructed under the direction of A. S. Baldwin, chief
engineer, and F. L. Thompson, assistant chief engineer. The
New Haven yard was designed under the direction of Edward Gagel, chief engineer, who also exercises general superThe prosecution of the work
vision over the conrtruction.
is under the immediate direction of I. D. ^^'aterman. conspection pits

struction

staffs

tlie

tion,

supporting yard,

The improvement

assist

work.

classes of thieves

on the railways,

i.

e.,

who work individually and take property in small
and those who carry on their activities in well-organgroups.
The latter class is more common in the large

railway centers, where the chance
and the disposition of stolen goods

by these gangs.

among

of

detection

is

smaller

Sometimes the
and wagons
These organizations often have confed-

entire contents of a car are hauled

easier.

away

in trucks

the railroad employees,

thereby rendering it
them.
A recent case of bootlegging
discovered on a middle western line indicates the extent to
which railroad employees are sometimes involved in these
conspiracies.
Through the connivance of train crews and
yard men regular shipments of licjuor were made from a
wet state into dn,' territory, where they were disposed of at
great profit to all concerned.
As all the railroad employees

erates

more

difficult to trace

who handled

engineer.

the cars participated in this traffic, no record
movements reached higher railroad officers, and as
the practice continued for some time l)efore it was

of the car
a result

Railroad Administration
Organizes to Stop Thefts

detected.

proportions of the theft ])roblem may be gathered
in the press by G. S. Ward, chief
agent of the Wabash, who estimates that $35,000
worth of freight is stolen from the railroads in the St. Louis
switching district every month.
The property taken is
usually such as will gain a ready sale, such as cigars, shoes,
clothing and hardware.
Journal brasses are also stolen in

The

from a recent statement

special

THE

LOSSES OF ONE

WESTERN

from
1917 as in the
previous year. This marked increase was due in part
to advances in prices of the materials stolen and to increased
traffic, but also in considerable measure to increased lawlessness on the part of employees and the public alike.
This
growing disrespect for law and order seems to be a manifestation of the unrest and callousness which is generally a concomitant of war. The problem of suppressing this anti-social
spirit, which is equally acute on all railroads of the country,
has been undertaken by Philip J. Doherty, recently appointed manager of the Property Protection Section of the
Division of Law of the Railroad Administration.
Mr. Doherty is unifying the detective forces of all the
carriers for the purpose of securing the highest degree of
co-operation among them in combating the pilferage evil. He
has already appointed T. T. Keliher, chief special agent of
the Illinois Central, and R. S. Mitchell, chief special agent
of the Missouri Pacific, as his local representatives in the
Chicago and St. I^ouis districts, and will no doubt appoint
other men to represent him in the remaining important railway centers. In addition, he will have a corps of secret
service agents and attorneys reporting directly to him, who
thefts totaled over twice as

R.AILRO.AD resulting

much

in

These are removed from freight cars by
the use of hydraulic jacks or other means of raising the body
of the car from the truck.
As the price of brass is exceplarge quantities.

it very profitable to sell their stolen
goods to junk men.
In the past it has been almost impossible to prosecute this class of thieves because of the difficult)'
in proving the road to which the stolen brasses belonged.
In the future, however, under the provisions of the Railroad
Control act, it will only be necessary to prove that a brass

tionally high, thieves find

was

stolen

will

do the

from a railroad car and the federal authorities
rest.

In Chicago the unification of the secret service work of
the railroads has led to the organization of a committee which
will give special attention to the apprehension of thieves in
tlie Chicago switching district.
T. E. Pratt, chief special
agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, is chairman of
this committee, and the other members are H. H. Germain
and William Briggs, of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific
and Pennsylvania Lines, respectively.

Government Car and Locomotive Orders
Distribution of the Orders with a Discussion of the

and PoHcies

Prices. Specialties

Waihikctoh, D.

L'Miii) SiAiKs Raiikhad Admims ka
THKnDUiKod
placing
100,000
I

of orders for

the

I

ii

freight cars,

The locomotive order was divided, 555 to the .\raerjcan
Locomotive Company and 470 to the Baldwin Locomotive

to he huilt to its standaril sijecilications, including SO,
cars, and 50,000 iiopper and gondola coal cars,
divided l)el\veen 17 car huilding companies, and 1,025 locomotives also of its standard types, 555 from the American
Locomotive Company and 470 from the Baldwin I-ocomotive

000 box

Works

Baldwin

ivpc

217

lej

70

oO

l.ighl Mikado
llcny Mikado

20

placed at from ^250,000,000
to $.>00,000,000 and of the locomotives at approximately
$00,000,000, although the spcH:ialties have not' yet been
awarded and the linal detailed contracts have not yet been
executed.
It is understood that 145 additional hx-omotivcs
are to be awarded to the American Locomotive Company,
and ,K1 to the Baldwin Locomotive Works, in about 60 days,
and that approximately 1,000 additional locomotives and
about 100,000 additional cars are to lie onicred in aljout six
months.
I'he first order for cars. 30,000 to the .American Car &:
Foundr)' Company, was announced on April 25, and announcement of the allotment of orders for 70,000 additional
cars was made on May 2.
The locomotive orders were announced on April JO. A partial list, incorrect in some particulars, was published in last week's issue.
It is now possible to give the complete list, with the division of both the
cars and the locomotives by types and by companies, although there may be some modifications in the number and
types of cars apportioned before tlie detail contracts are
Tile total cost of the cars is

-'

Jj.OOO

40ton

double shealhol

50-lon

single sheathed box
composite gon<loIa
low-side gondola
hopper

-0,000

50-ton

5.000

70ton

25.000

55-ton

Pressed

Steel

10,000
9.000
5.000
6.000

Car Co

6,500 50-ton
5,000 55-ton
J. 500 70-ton

Standard Steel Car Co

.',000 40-ton
5,500 50-ton
5.000 55-ton
2.500 70-ton

Pullman Co

6.000 50-ton
2,000 55ton

Haskell

& Barker Car Co

Ralston

Steel

Cambria

Steel

6.000 50-ton
2.000 SO-ton

Car Co

4.000 55-ton

Co

Barney
Total

4 Smith Car

Co.

1.

is

1

double sheathed t)Ox
single sheathed box
composite gondola
hopper
composite gondola
hopper
low side gondola
double sheathed box
composite gondola
hopper
low side gondola
single sheathed box
hopper
single sheathed box
composite gondola
hopper

000 50-ton composite gonrlola

.000

40lon double sheathed box

.000 40-ton double sheathed box

1.000 40-ton double sheathed box
.1.000 50 Ion single sheathed box
2.i)00

(pending)
,

40-ton <louble sheathed box

2.000 40-ton double sheathed liox

100.000

M

20

Six wheel

^S

75

1-^

I.'

12-6-62) .Mallet

?

I?

12 8-8-2)

Pacific
2- 10-2

2-10-2

switching
Eight-wheel switching
.Mallei

given in last week's Railway Age,

mum

The compensation of the builders in the case of l)oth cars
and locomotives will be apjiroximately 5 per cent on the cost,

as

1. 000 50-lon single sheathed box
4.000 40-lon double sheathed box
2.000 40-ton double sheathed box
1

Heavy

builders.
The government will have supervision or control
as to the prices of the materials required in construction and
in cases where the government has fixed prices these will l>e
the maxima, but an effort is to be made to secure steel and
other materials at prices below those previously fixed.
In
this case the jjuilders will have an opportunity to share in
the saving.

3.000 55-ton hopper

Magor Car Corporation
St. I.ouis Car Co
Ml. Vernon Car Co
Pacific Car & Foundry Co
Librrtj- Car & Equipment Co
Keith Car Mfg. Co
Laconia Car Co
Bttlendorf Co
Lenoir Car Works

Light

10

Prices

bo.t

40-ton
50-ton
50-ton
55-ton

75

car orders were all placed upon the basis of the minibids as to costs for labor and materials with the
understanding tliat any reduction in costs which mav be
obtained from these fixed prices will be divided equallv between the Railroad .Administration and the car builders, but
any increase in these costs will be borne e.xdusively by the

in the

The distribution of the order by companies and types
& Foundry Co

10

The

follows
Car

Heavy

10
"5

25

above.
This order for 1.025 locomotives will be increa.sed probably before July 1 to 1,200, the .American Locomotive Company being given 145 more locomotives to make 700 locomotives, and the Baldwin Locomotive Works .30 more, to
make 500.

100,000

.^Inerican

.Mounlaiii

Light Pacific

whereby the .\mcrican Locomotive Company's 555 IcKomowas afterwards changed to the

list:

J5.000

I..ght

Heavy Mountain

2
20

tives included only six types,

Cars
shown

15

10

Tile division of types

executed.

following

as follows:

American

Company.

rile total order includes cars of five types as

C.

Locomotives

)N luis ;in-

minimum bid. The contracts with the
locomotive builders provide that the government guarantee
the cost of material and that if any saving is made on the
estimates other than tiiat on the material, that it be divided
equally between the government and the builders.
In the case of tiie locomotives, the announcement stated
that deliveries are to liegin in July and continue monthly
as estimated on the

during the remainder of the year, and in the case of the
tliat it is hoped that the entire order will be completed
in time for tlie fall and winter business of the railroads.

cars

The general specifications and dimensions of eight tjpes
of freight cars as designed iiy the administration's car committees were published in the Ruil-ii'iiy Agr of March 29.
and the general drawings were publishixl tiie following week.
In the issue of .April 12 the designs for an all-steel i)ox car
were published. .After negotiations with the War Industries
Board it was found necessary to curtail the steel requirements of the car program to a considerable extent because
of the needs of the Army, Navy and Shipping Board, and
the cars ordered are of five types.
While both a 40-ton and
a 50-ton steel frame single sheathed box car were designed,
the orders are for the 50-ton type.
The 50-ton steel gondola,
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the 70-ton hopper car

ordered,

and

it

was

and the

all-steel

nacessar}- to

box car have not been

make some changes

in the

and
hopper car to
design of the
Some additional minor changes in the designs have
ends.
since been made and designs for flat, stock and refrigerator
cars are still under consideration.
The tentative specifications and dimensions of the locomoThese have
tives were published in the issue of April 19.
been undergoing some final changes and are expected to be
use wooden

5 5 -ton

sides

b}' the latter part of this week.
question of specialties has been under consideration
for several weeks. The manufacturers of locomotive specialties were called into conference with the Central Advisory
Purchasing Committee on April 1, and were requested to subThe bids on car specialties were to
nvt bids by April 29.
be in bv ]\iay 4, but in both cases some additional time was

completed

The

allowed.

The Railroad Administration's mechanical committee held
meetings last week to determine the specialties to be used, but
announcement will not be made until the contracts are
awarded. The question of specialties was to be considered
at a joint meeting of the mechanical committee and the CenThe prices
tral Advisory Purchasing Committee this week.
for the cars, according to the announcement from the office
of the director general, average between $2,500 and $3,000
These include an arbitrar}- figure for the specialties
apiece.
and the final price will depend on the actual cost of the
The cost of the locomospecialties and labor and materials.

than $60 000, and it is understood
ranges from about $35,000 for the light switching engines
to about $90,000 for the heav}' Mallet.
The statement given out regarding the locomotive order
savs: "The contracts were awarded on terms much more favorable to the railroads than the bids originally submitted by
The terms for both the cars and the engines
the builders."
tives averages a little less

were the subject of protracted negotiations between John
Skelton Williams, director of the division of finance and
It is understood that the car
purchases, and the builders.
builders originally asked for cost plus 10 to 12 per cent,
and that the locomotive builders originally asked 15 per
But they were required to submit their costs in detail,
cent.
together with information as to their capitalization, previous
profits, etc., and it was made evident that the Railroad .Administration intended to drive a closer bargain than many

The American Car & Foundry Company

finally accepted

approximately the terms proposed by Mr. Williams, and
actually itself made the proposition which was adopted as
The other car building comthe basis for the contracts.
panies had to agree to accept the same terms to get orders.
There has been much criticism in the railway supply field
both of the government for using its monopoly power as
the only purchaser of cars in the market to force down prices,
The
and of the car company for accepting such terms.
American Car & Foundry Company has large orders from
other departments of the government, on which it is understood to be receiving a much higher rate of profit, but had
some untaken space that it could devote to cars. One company having accepted the low terms, it was manifest that
others that refused to

would not

on

tlie part of the supply manufacturers some for various
reasons have offered to waive royalties.
Meetings with various groups of manufacturers are being
held this week by committees representing the purchasing

department of the administration at which an effort is being
to break down the iron and steel prices previously
fixed by agreement by the War Industries Board and the
Iron and Steel Institute, which in many instances represented
considerable reductions under the prices which had previously prevailed.
One difficulty about the plan is that the
manufacturers of railway materials and supplies will have to
compete for labor in many cases with neighboring industries
handling other government contracts on the basis of 10 per
cent profit on whatever the cost happens to be.
The attempt which is being made by John Skelton Williams, director of purchases of the Railroad -Administration,
to break down the government prices on iron and steel may
lead to some very interesting developments.
The existing
iroH and steel prices were fixed by President Wilson, effective on January 1, 1918, through his approval of an agreement reached by the government's War Industries Board, on
the one side, and a committee representing the American
Iron and Steel Institute, on the other hand. The agreement
was reached in December and fixed prices on plate, shapes
and bars which were based on the previous prices prevalent
in the five pre-war years 1910-15, multiplied by certain
differentials, which gave prices of $2.90 per 100 lb. for
steel bars, $3 per 100 lb. for shapes and $3.25 per 100 lb.
for plates.
By the terms of this agreement it was stipulated
that there should be no reduction in the prevalent rate of
wages in the industry. Subsequently the manufacturers of
side frames, bolsters, couplers and similar articles, submitted
to the Iron and Steel Institute a scale of prices which involved a reduction of 15 per cent from the prices in effect
during the last quarter of 1917. Later, prices for malleable
iron, springs, brake beams, etc., were submitted and verbally
approved, though they have not been published. The iron and
steel prices fixed have been mentioned in the published statements as "maximum" prices, but actually have been used as

made

both

receive orders.

minimum and maximum

prices,

and millions of

dollars'

worth of iron and steel products have been sold to the railway companies and other industries on the basis of these
prices.

The

contention of the Railroad Administration is that the
steel prices accepted by the War Industries Board
are maximum, but not minimum prices, and that the railways should be sold iron and steel commodities at prices below the maximum. The railway specialty people point out,
as already indicated, that millions of dollars' worth of commodities have been sold on the basis of these prices, that
they have not been treated merely as maximum prices, and
that since tliey were fixed there have been substantial increases in the wages of labor. One point which is urged with
great force is that if the Railroad Administration succeeds
in forcing down the government prices other government departments and commercial concerns will be left in the position of paying higher prices, that other government departments and commercial concerns will probably try to get the
railroad prices and that the result will be to destroy the
iron

departments of the government have.
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and

entire fabric of

government iron and

steel prices.

Because

of fear of this result the policy of the purchasing depart-

Specialties

A similar policy has been followed as to the specialties.
When the manufacturers were asked to submit bids it was
suggested that they forego royalties on patents and pool their
patents so that several companies could manufacture the
same device at the same time. While there has been no
definite announcement of policy on the part of the Railroad
Administration, it has asked the manufacturers in submitting their costs to itemize their royalties, and while there
has been a great deal of opposition manifested to the idea

ment of the Railroad Administration is arousing much antagonism among iron and steel manufacturers. It seems not
improbable that the question of iron and steel prices to the
railroads will get up to the War Industries Board and even
to President Wilson before it is settled, as was the case with
the question of prices of coal for the railroads.

Standardization Policies

The

placing of the car and locomotive orders gives some
additional indications of the government's policies as to

May

10.

1918
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i'lie statenunt issued regarding tlie locomotives says:
"The six standard types of lotomotives, two sizes of eaih
class, are expected eventually to supersede the many miscellaneous types and varieties of hx-omotives now in ser\'ice,
embracing engines built according to 500 or more varying
spetitications.
This is the first time that any real forward
step has been taken looking to the wide standardization of
locomotive engines."
Tile announcement of the car orders also include tiie fol-

itandarilizatiiiii.

lowing

:

types of cars represent the standard forms of
adopted by the Railroad Administration. The.se
standards are the result of the labors of a committee of experts
who for weeks past liave been working upon the problem.
The adojition of these standard types, it is l)elieved, will
eventually sulistitute a few .scientitically worked out designs
for tiie numerous miscellaneous varieties of cars, representing
probably more than a thousand different old styles and specifications now in use, the accumulations of the past."
We have here a detmite announcement that the standard
tyi>es of car and locomotives are expected to represent a
nucleus for eventually standardizing the entire motive power
and car equipment of the railroads. They have not been
adopted for the jjurpose of saving time in the placing of the
car orders, for other orders for cars have been prohibited
pending the adoption of the standard designs, and the fact
that the five hea\y Mountain type locomotives will be divided between the two companies, whereas they naturally
could be turned out more quickly and at less expense if
awarded to one company, indicates that they are expected to
be the foundation for future similar orders to both com-

"Tlie

t'lvc

freight cars

panies.

While

not expected that the six 1)^363 (twelve deand the five types of cars will meet all
of the ro(|uirenients in the way of varying conditions, it is
understood tliat they have been selected as the types that will
it

is

meet the greatest number of conditions, and will meet the
most pressing demands. It is stated that the engines "will
be allotted, upon completion, to the various railroad systems
where they are most needed," that they will he lettered "U.
S." and will remain the property of the government during
its control of the roads. While the various railroads had been
asked to signify how many of the standard locomotives they
desired, they were given no opportunity to order any other
kind, and they have filed their various requests for the numIjer they desired to have allotted to them.
It is no secret that tliere has lieen a considerable difference
of opinion in the Railroad .\dministration as to the e.xtent to
which the locomotive standards should be adhered to. Certain of the officers who have had to deal with the question
have insi.sted on rigid standardization, while others have insisted that roads having special requirements should be allowed to order engines of their own designs.
The memorandum recently addressed to the roads, in which it was
stated that a road having unusual or unique situations to be
met might make representation to the director general as to
its individual necessity for a departure from the standard
tj'pes. indicates a compromise between the two views.
It has
been stated that while it has never been expected that the
types of locomotive adopted would serve all requirements,
and that further variations would not be required, the intention is to make the more special types conform as closely as
possible to those already ordered, using as many as possible
of the standard parts. The requests for bids for specialties

stated

of car orders shows that the cars have l)een well
among the available plants, wiiicii will not only
give each mnipany a share of the Ijusiness, but will ])robably
insure more rapid delivery of a large number of cars than
if the orders were placed witii fewer companies.
Tiie disI'lie

list

distributed

tribution of the orders gcogra])hically will also simplify tlie
distribution of tiie materials and avoid cross hauling.
The

Canadian Car & Foundry

('tjmixiny made strong efforts to
secure a jiart of the orders, and at one time it was understood to have been awarded 7,500 cars, but the .•Vmerican
iom])anies oiiposed this, and tiie cars were later distributed to
other conijianies.
If later orders are found to take the capacity of the plants in this country the Canadian company
will

nrobablv be considered.

The Railroad Revolution*
By W.

G.

McAdoo,

Director General of Railroads.

WITHIN

THii

through
so

far

a

as

L.AST

FOUR

MONTHS We

tremendous revolution in
the

railroads

are

have
this

concerned.

gonc

country,

By one

stroke of the pen, the President of the United States has
transformed all these railroad systems, these separate, competitive systems,

into one great

unified transportation sys-

tem for the ])urpose of making it certain that we, with the
aid of our gallant soldiers and sailors, shall finish the
military despotism of the Kaiser, and restore peace and
liberty to a distracted world.

not only our soldiers and our sailors who are going
hand something to the Kai.ser, but we railroad men are
going to hand him something before we get through.
We
have it up our sleeves for him. He does not know it yet,
but he will find it out l)efore this war is ended..
It is

to

signs) of IcKomotivcs

offered

1171

no bid would be considered unless the device
was interchangeable in its application with similar

that

devices offered t)y other manufacturers, so that if various
types of specialties are ordered a road may use the t\-pes it
has on hand to replace others on any of the standard locomotives.

The railroads of the United States have for a long time
been the football of finance, of politics, and of all sorts of
things.
I am frank to say that I think it has been ver)hurtful to the country.
I do not mean to reflect upon public
bodies or officers or employees of railroads.
I am not critiI am only speaking of facts.
The things tliai have
happened back of us are of no consequence except in so
far as they teach us useful lessons for the future.
So long

cising;

as the railroads of the United States were used primarily
for private and selfish ends, so long as they were made a
|)olitical question, the difficulties of reconciling contending
and competitive interests with the public interest have iieen
insuperable.
Railroads have been controlled too much in

times past ijy the financial powers of the country, and there
again I speak in no critical sense.
I speak of it only because I want you to understand the conditions and what it
is that we must do in the future to handle the railroads
wi.sely.
We must learn useful lessons of the past and apply

them in the way that

will Iwst serve tlie vital

interests of

.\merica.

The old private control has been
a competitive system of railroads in

We have
United States no

abolished.
tlie

longer.
When I look at a locomotive or a freight or passenger car passing me. I do not care what name is painted
on it
The only thing I can .see on them
I can not see it.
is "U. S."
I see those great machines going by, pulsating
with life and energy, representing the majesty of .\merica,
with I'ncle Sams engineers and firemen in the txjx and
Uncle Sams freight men and trainmen in control; and I

—

Uncle Sam's officers, train masters, train despatchers,
yardmen, and trackmen and everybody- else in the
railroad service of the United States on duty and kevcd
see

clerks,

up with a

desire to

•ExT.nri.

an

I'r...,,

make

.ri.ir.-.

,„

themselves of the greatest service
r.iilroad

cmploycci

at

El

Pmo,

Trx., April
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to the CDuntry in

tliis

hour of national

peril.

When

I see

you railroad men
and very eager to be able to measure up to the great responsibilities that have been put upon me, to help you men
do this great job for our beloved countr)-. I doubt my own
litness and capacity, but as the President has chosen me
for this service, like a good soldier I have responded, determined to do and to give the very best that is in me.
Because 1 do not know it all, I want to learn all I can,
and I know that 1 can not do this great job unless I have
the loyal support and co-operation of the real soldiers of
things

the.se

makes me very proud

it

the railroads, because you,

You are soldiers
freedom.
You and your
ranks.

must

rely

if

my

services

my

friends, are soldiers in the

You

of liberty.

are those

officers

are fighters for

upon whom

in this great railroad

unified government control,

this

of

1

enterprise,

are to be worth anything

to the country or to you.

The
you

railroads

must function

to the highest degree.

Do

we can not send our men across the high
them there, give them a chance to fight
and for our safety, if the railroads do not

realize that

seas

and

protect

for their lives

— not

SO or 60 or 90 per cent, not even 100 per
but ISO per cent, if necessary. If we make
the railroads function even ISO per cent, is that comparable
to the sacrifices that an American soldier makes upon the
bloody i)attle field when he gives his life for us, or is
maimed for life while fighting for us? By contrast, my
friends, there is nothing we can do here that can compare
with the sacrifices that our sons must make for us before
the world is free again.
So I want to beg every railroad man not only the officers,
but the employees as well to rededicate themselves to the
You are no longer the employees
service of their countr}-.
You are employees
of any private railroad or corporation.
of Uncle Sam. We are all enlisted in this one great service as
function

cent, gentlemen,

—

—

fellow soldiers in the legion of liberty. If we pull together,
if we do our work to the limit, if we spare ourselves in no
way to accomplish the results, we shall certainly get them;

an American soldier in Europe who will
have not done their full part.
One thing we must all learn is this tliat the old conditions
have disappeared. We are all serving a common master
we are serving Uncle Sam. We are partners in a great and
glorious enterprise.
We must not encourage suspicion of
each other. We must co-operate with each other. We must
devote ourselves whole-lieartedly to our work. We must rethere will not be

suffer because the railroads

—

spect our superior officers as

we expect our

superior officers

We

must go forward with an unalterable determination that the rule of individual action must now he one
an unselfish and unremitting
thing and one thing onlv
to respect us.

—

Photos from Undencood

A

&

Vndt'ruood.

.V.
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love of country

—

a pure

and undefilcd Americanism above

ever}'thing else.

have to speak judicially about the question of wage inmoment, because, having selected a commission
must let the commission complete
its investigations and make its recommendations before I take
action. But when the report comes in, I shall make a decision
as promptly as I can after I have read the report.
I am as
anxious as you are to get these cjuestions back of us. Perhaps
I may be inadvertently a benefactor of all the men and their
wives who are involved in this problem, because if an increase
is granted, the full amount will have been saved for them,
and can be invested in Liberty bonds. Y'ou will not have
spent the increase in the meantime. Sometimes enforced saving is a mighty good thing.
I wish Uncle Sam would hold
back some of my pay and enforce savings upon me, if I could
stand it. But Uncle Sam does not give me, as you know, any
pay whatever for running the railroads of the United States.
I am serving as Director General of Railroads without a
cent of compensation, but I am delighted to serve for nothing
if thereby I can be of the least value to my country.
But I do not want you men to serve for nothing, and I do
not want you to be inadequately paid or unjusth' treated.
Railroad men have been cuffed about the countr\' a great
deal during the last few years, when there has been so much
prejudice against the railroads, and the public attitude toward
railroad managements as well as toward railroad employees
I

creases for the

to investigate the subject, I

has not been s)'mpathetic, to say the least. Now we are all servants of the people of the United States, and I am sure that
the public attitude is going to be different.
It rests with us to
make it different. We can earn the respect, sympathy and
good will of the public by giving it a square deal, as we
want the public to give us a square deal.
You railroad
men are all my bo)'s now, and so long as you do your duty
I do not intend to let anybody kick you around.
You will
find that I will defend }0U to the limit of my power as long

you are right, and I know that you will not expect me
defend you if you are wrong, because I won't.
I am
sure, however, that you will not be wrong, because we have
a new inspiration to service now
to serve our great and
glorious country in this desperate war Jjetween our demoas

to

—

cratic

ideals

and the repulsive

We are,

ideals of the

German

therefore, serving

doing our best to serve ourselves as well as to serve our
country.

I

want

to express

men of the United States
made heretofore to Libertv

my

appreciation to the railroad
sub.scriptions they have
bonds.
for the

}'.

Belgian Salvage Party Makes Use of the Light Railway

mili-

no private interests
but our own interest, so long as the government controls the
railroads, and we can go forward shoulder to shoulder, as
patriotic and loyal citizens, determined to do our best, and in

tary autocracy.

A

British

Motor Truck on the Baghdad Railway

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration
Where Many

Director General Returns to Washington

Important Affairs Await His Attention
Waaiiinctum. D. C.

DiKhi

i(«K

(iKNKk.M

Mc Auno

rcliinii'it

to \\

;i.>liiiini(in

on

nearly a month on his tour
of the country niakini; Liberty Loan speetlies and a
periml
of
rest
at
W'liite
Sulpliur
Springs.
There were
brief
many important matters awaiting liis attention or decision,
wliich liad been deveUiped by his staff during his absence,

M.iy

T

after

an

al)>ciUL' of

tonsilitis compelled him to remain at his
few days.
t)ne of the important matters which was expected to be
dtviditl stx)n after his return was the report of the Railroad
Wage Commission. This has now been completed, or practically so, and a copy was taken to him to lotik over at White
It is understood, howSulphur Springs for his decision.
ever, that the rejtort is not yet entirely ready to lie given out
but it is known in a general way that it will recommend
increa.ses in wages for jiractically all classes of railway emliut

an attack of

home

for a

ployees which will amount to several hundred million dollars a year.

Another matter which

is practically ready
for his apwith the ex|)ress companies, which
are to lie merged into a single company and make a contract with the Railroad .\dministration for handling the express traffic on the basis of an appro.\imately equal division
The negotiations have been carried on by the
of earnings.
representatives of the express companies and the Division
of I'ublic Service and Accounts.

proval

is

the contract

Ihe cjuestion of what prices the railroads are to pay for
whether the standard government price or a lower price,
is also ex]iecttxl to be settled as soon as !Mr. McAdoo can
l>e consulted.
This has been the subject of a controversy
between John Skelton Williams, director of finance and
purchases, who insisted on the railroads being allowed to
make contracts at a lower price than other consumers, and
the Fuel Administration, which has insisted on the regular

coal,

The

question was referred to President Wilson. Involved with it is also the question of car distribution.
It
is reported that the President has approved a plan by which
mines furnishing railroad fuel coal will no longer receive
preference in car supply, but that the cars will be distributed ratably to all mines and the Fuel .Administration will
It is expected that
regulate the distribution of the coal.
.Mr. Williams' efforts to break the other government standard prices on raw materials will also be taken up with Mr.
Mc.\doo and possibly with the President.
price.

Rates to Be Increased
Increases in freight and passenger rates are also expected
up by the director general shortly. It is understood that the preliminary work looking to increased rates
is now being done by the Division of Traffic and that the
amount of the increases to be proposed will depend to some
extent upon the amount of the wage increases to be
made.
The preliminary reports issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission of earnings and expenses for the first three
months of the year show alarming decreases in of)erating
income even without the effect of the wage increase, which
is to be retroactive from January 1.
Standardization of passenger fares, and possibly to some
is to play a considerable part in the
higher rates. Rate clerks from roads in all parts
of the countn- are at work in Washington on the compilation of a national mileage table, showing the distances be-

move

for

all

points,

wiiich

it

underslo<xl

is

is

extent the necessity for rate clerks and complicated tariffs
because fares will be based largely on mileage, although
ecjualizcd to a certain extent between

common

points.

The

has not yet been determined, although
there have been reports that it would be a minimum of three
cents a mile.
.\lthough the complete reports of earnings and exfjenscs
have not yet been issued for any month of this year, it is
becoming well understood that without large rate increases
the Administration is facing a large deficit and the proposed rate increase when announced is expected to make the
increases formerly asked by the railroad companies, which
have aroused such protracted and bitter controversies, seem
basic

rate

of fare

rather insignificant in contrast.
The director general is expected also to interest himself
in the negotiations regarding the standard form of contract
governing the compensation of the railroad companies, which

have been conducted by committees representing the companies and the Administration.
The conferences on this
subject have been protracted and although it is understood
that the two sides are gradually approaching an agreement
it

is

said to be possible that the presence of the director

i;(-n-

eral m;iy ser\'e to expedite matters.

Consolidated Ticket Office at Washington

The United

States Railroad Administration's consolidated
Washington, which in some respects is a model
for the centralized ticket offices to be established throughout
the United States, was opened on Monday, May 6.
The
office is centrally located at the corner of Thirteenth and F
streets and replaces nine offices formerly maintained by the
ticket office at

The general plans for the Washingworked out \>y a committee of passenger officers appointed by the Railroad Administration, consisting of H. F. Cary, general passenger agent of the Southern; J. P. .Anderson, passenger traffic manager of the Pennsylvania, and W. B. Calloway, passenger traffic manager
individual railroads.

ton ticket office were

of the Baltimore

The

&

Ohio.

\\'ashington office consists of a long, rather narrow
ticket counter about SO feet in length

room with a broad
running nearly the

Behind the counter are two

full length.

large ticket cases, each of which carries a full set of ticket

forms which can be used to reach any point in the United
Canada or Mexico and Cuba. Sixteen ticket sellers
are on duty and each one is expected to be able to handle
ticket sales to any point and to complete the entire transStates,

to be taken

extent of freight rates,

to be nude the
basis for a mileage system of fares and will obviate to a large

twcen

action, including the selling of

making arrangements

A

Pullman accommodations and

for the transfer of baggage.

special feature, which

be used also in other offices,
reservations. All Pullman diagrams are centralized at the ticket office in the
Linion Station and a private telephone system consisting of
22 direct lines has been installed between the ticket office
and the station so that each ticket seller is able simply by
lifting the receiver of his telephone to secure the attention
of the diagram office, obtain the information desired and
reser\'e space.
The telephone calls do not pass through an
exchange and the ticket clerk can talk to the Union Station
office and fill out his ticket blanks more easily than he
The fact that
could look up a diagram in his own office.
the ticket clerks sell both passage and Pullman tickets
is

1173

a

new method

is

of handling

to

Pullman
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avoids the necessity of passengers having to stand in line
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of the

twice.

While a considerable saving in rentals was made by the
discontinuance of the separate offices and the centralization
in one office, the entire ticket selling force of the separate
offices was taken over and in some cases salaries were increased.
The office has been rather crowded thus far since
was opened, but it is expected that customers can be
it
accommodated more rapidly as soon as the clerks become
For example,
more accustomed to selling to all points.
the first ticket was sold by a man formerly in the Baltimore
& Ohio office to an obscure point on the Southern Railway,
while the second was sold by a Southern Railway- man to
The clerks were naturally less
a point in North Dakota.
familiar with the consolidated ticket stock than with the
they had been used to handling.
In the Washington office, as in each of the other con-

stcx-ks

solidated

ticket

a

offices,

man

is

stationed to

answer

in-

While he is not
regarding freight transactions.
equipped to quote rates or to issue bills of lading, he is
expected to furnish general information desired by the public and if necessary' to refer inquirers to the proper office
quiries

of an individual road.
In the basement is a w-ell equipped locker room for employees and here are also kept reserve ticket stocks, etc.

Tickets to

Be Standardized

committee appointed by the division of traffic of the Railroad Administration has been at
work in Washington for the last week or so on plans for
It is probsimplifying ticket contracts and ticket forms.

A

ticket standardization

D

Execution of Contracts
In a circular dated April oO, the regional purchasing committee has supplemented its letter of April 24, in reference
to the submission of contracts to it for approval, as follows:
Contracts recommended for approval should be executed
by the railroad and for\varded in duplicate, one copy to be
Your action in executing conretained by this committee.
tract before submitting it, indicates that you assume responsibility for its being the most advantageous contract that

\ou can secure as a result of competitive bids.
Please see that all contracts submitted for approval are
In those cases where a contract
complete in ever}- respect.
is executed by the seller before submitting, it must be understood that it is not binding and should not be delivered
until approved by this committee.

Passenger Cars and Freight Cars on Order
Circular No. 94 asks for
passenger and freight cars
Name of builders, shop, date
tion of cars, number due on
livered

the

1

to

March

J.

of the Illinois Central, representing the southeastern roads;
Cannon, assistant general passenger agent of the
J.
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, and F. E. Batturs, general
passenger agent of the Southern Pacific, representing the

W.

western roads, and ^^'. L. Pratt, chairman of the New England Passenger Association, who, with Mr. McCarthy, represents the eastern roads.

Handling

of

accordance with the twenty-eight-hour law, and that
attendants are directed not to sign release permitting confinement for a longer period without unloading for feed and
rest in accordance with the law regulating the handling of
strict

except in the most extreme cases, when, due to
unavoidable delays, it may be impracticable to unload within the twenty-eight-hour limit.
live stock,

carriers

Financial Reports

subject to federal

control

Construction
Circular No. 91

and

are required by

General Order No. 23 to render a weekly report of cash
resources and requirements to the treasurer of the United
States Railroad Administration, showing also estimated cash
receipts and requirements during the remainder of the current month and the subsequent month.

Guatemala Imported Railway Supplies
Commerce

Reports.

for

an inventory of the

now organized upon

facilities

the various railroads for

The cirmaterial inspection and construction inspection.
Herewith find blank forms and a
cular reads as follows:
sample form which has been filled out for the A. B. & C.
Railroad to illustrate the way in which this form should
be made out, showing the present organization of your maIn connection with this form, please
terial inspection forces.
note that if the foreman in charge acts as field inspector
for

more than 50 per cent of

his time, he should be classed

as field inspector only.

There are also attached separate blank sample fomis which
are to be filled out showing the various construction inspectors carried by the railroads, one form for locomotive inspect-

and one for car inspectors. If more forms are required,
If the
the railroad will reproduce the necessary number.
forms as made out do not exactly cover the conditions on
it is desired that supplemental data be furnished to cover the full intent of the form.
Also advise to whom communications should be addressed
inspection and test; (b) locoregarding:
(a) ^Materials
motive building inspection; (c) car building inspection.
This report does not include tie inspectors. Roads having
a separate organization for inspection of ties will continue

certain railroads,

—

it

under direction of the regional purchasing committee
Selling or Reclaiming Scrap

On account of the
Circular No. 92 reads as follows:
shortage of iron and steel, the War Industries Board and
the Council of National Defense call attention to the necessity for picking up and either selling or reclaiming every
piece of scrap iron or steel, dismantled machinery, obsolete
iron and steel material or machinery that can be found on
each road.
The Railroad Administration
tion

of $128,170 in 1917.

forces as

calls

ors

Live Stock

The Car Service Section has issued a bulletin stating that
it is advised by the Director of Inland Transportation, War
Department, that it has been decided that all shipments
of live stock made by that department shall be handled in

Weekly

1, 1918; number denumber due April 1, deliv-

January
31,

Inspection of Materials, Locomotive and Car

work of

passage over any route between the points named. The committee consists of O. P. McCarthy, formerly passenger traffic manager of the Baltimore & Ohio, chairman; C. A. Fox,
secretan,^ of the Central Passenger Association, secretary;
Rehner, general passenger agent of the Florida East
J. D.
V. Lanigan, assistant general passenger agent
Coast, and

All

January

following information on

the

that railroads have on order:
of contract, purchaser, descrip-

eries scheduled.

the committee will also result in interchangeable tickets similar to that already adopted for
use between Chicago and St. Louis, which will be good for
al)le that

P.A.ST WEEK R. H. Aishton, regional director
of western railroads, Chicago, has issued the following orders to the lines under his authority:

URING THE

to the value

ble.

directs

that

special

atten-

be given this matter and all such scrap metals and mabe disposed of to the best advantage as soon as possiA thorough canvass of the entire situation should be

terial

May

10.

RAILWAY

1918

taking into consideration unusi-d plants with obsolctu
machinery, or rail and fastenings laid in abandoned gravel
pits, industr)' tracks, logging roads, etc., 'etc., which are no
Each road will please report to this office
longer of use.
on or before May 31, what has been accomplished.
ni;iili',

Employees' Magazines
Western railroads wiiich publisii employees' magazines
have been reijuested to supi)ly the regional director with
copies of tiieir last issues and the following information:
1 How fretiuently published; 2 Total expense of publication;
3 Revenue derived from advertising; 4 Xet expense for publication; 5 .\dvantages expected to lie obtained from publication.

Diversion or Reconsignment of Freight
In a communication dated May 4, the regional director
The question has been raised on orders for diversays:
sion or reconsignment of freight traffic while in possession
of rail carriers, whether tlie road receiving tlie diversion
orders from the shijiixT or other party in interest, or the road
in pos.session of tlie freight should determine whether the
diversion
order should be accepted and the diversion
made; also with which road the financial responsibility lies
in case of the acceptance of diversion order from an irresponsible party or for other reasons the acceptance and ac-

complishment of the diversion order results in the
of one or more of the roads handling the freight.

liability

It is held that the road receiving the order for diversion
or reconsignment from the shipper or tlie party in interest
shall determine whether that order shall he accepted and
accomjilished, and should any financial liability result from

the acceptance and accomplishment of the order, then the
road that received it from the shipper and determined that
it should
I>e accepted and accomplished will be financially
responsible to its connections for any loss or liability that

may

result.

Tariffs

Naming

Intrastate Rates

In order to permit an intelligent consideration of the question of uniformit>' in state and interstate rates, western lines
have been instructed to prepare an analysis in duplicate of
freight tariffs i)ul)lished by them which contain rates, rules
or charges applicable on intrastate traffic only. The purpose
of this analysis is to have ready at the earliest possible
moment a detailed statement of the tariff or tariff items
which may have to be amended, cancelled or filed with the
Interstate Commerce Commission, to eliminate conflicts, bring
all rates to a new basis and have one rate and only one published for each service, and that rate applicable on all business. lK)th state and interstate and filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission. The information asked for in this
letter (dated April 30) is to be listted on two forms, one
covering interstate tariffs naming intrastate rates and the
other state tariffs not filed with the Interstate Commerce

Commission.

Publication of Freight Tariffs
In Circular No. 93, the regional director gives the following instructions
The cost of compiling and printing freight
tariffs
in the United States is variously estimated
from
An attempt will be
$5,000,000 to $8,000,000 per annum.
made to reduce this cost by simplification and consolidation of tariff issues.
For this purpose, you are asked to
furnish in duplicate a statement of your tariff issues according to a form attached.
One copy of this statement will be
sent to \\"ashin,gton and the other copy will be retained here.
:

It is understood that exact answers cannot be made to many
of these questions, but the best possible estimate should be
furnished and your report should show whether the figures

are actual or estimated.

AGli
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.\niong the questions asked in

form accomjianying tliis
tariff's and the number
and amendments thereto published by each
road in I'M/; the cost of compiling, jirinting and distributing them; the total amount paid for freight tariffs (including amendments and supplements j issueil by freight associations, bureaus or publishing agents; the proportion of space
in all freight tariffs, amendments and supplements (issued
liy each road and in effect Deceml>er 31,
1917), covering
nites, rules, etc., ap|)lying locally between points on each
road, and the proportion applying jointly with other lines;
the [iroportion covering rates, rules, etc., on tariffs which
have been competitive with other roads and which were a
practical duplication of matter published by another road
or liy a publishing agent; and the proportion which were
tiie

circular arc the numlier of freight
of supi>lements

the

same or substantially the same or

e.xceptions

|)rinted in a classification or circular issued

to those

by a publishing

agent.

Industrial and

Agricultural

Development Work

Circular No. 97, dr.ted May 2, states that the .'taff of the
director general has reached the following conclusions as to
exjienditures

for

industrial

and agricultural development

work
1:
Nothing should be expended in these days for industrial development. Our man power is too httle for the industries already established
other than those which relate to the immediate activities of the war.
J:
Carriers may, to some extent, continue expenditures for agricultural development.
In no case should expenditures for the year 1918
exceed those for 1917 and ordinarily they should he less.
i:
It is felt that railroads in making these expenditures should get
into close touch with the Agricultural Department (at Washington) and
should permit that department to occupy what may be termed the
scientific or special field of that work.

Conserving Supplies and Materials

The

TransDortation has
6, which should
ije ol)served in connection with Circular No. R. P. C. 10:
"In view of the increasing difficulty in obtaining a sufficient amount of steel and iron [inKlucts, it is more important now than ever that ever\' effort be made to reclaim and
make repairs to old material instead of using new, and
under no circumstances must material be scrapped imtil
1.
It is known positively that it cannot be satisfactorily
director

of

tlie

division

of

issued the following instructions dated

May

repaired.

That the

cost of repairs will be prohibitive.
road will appoint a 'reclaim committee,' which
will make a study of the proposition and put into effect the
2.

•'Each

necessary metliods to carr)- out the desired results and make
recommendations for devices or apparatus that will best
serve tlie purpose of conservation of all kinds of material."

Overtime Payments

to

Trackmen

Paragraph ''G" under Section 2 of Circular No. 63 reads
as follow-s: "Roads now paying, or under contract to pay,
trackmen time and a half for Sunday and night work may
continue this practice, and other roads in the same territory
may adopt the same practice, if they so desire.''
Statements have lieen made that some lines have not been
observing these instructions. There should be no deviation
from the rules as outlined in Circular 63 without definite
approval from this office. An\- railroad that was not paying time and a half for overtime for Sunday work to track
labor when this circular was issued should not institute the
jiractice without definite approval from this office.

Surety Bonds
In order to prevent any question as to whether .surety bonds
cover also the interests of the United States, it has been arranged to place a rider on all surety bonds issued to any railroad under Federal control to cover this point. Nine surety

com[)anies have been reque.«ted to arrange for
to suretv i)onds.

its

attachment

Extensive Reductions in Western Passenger Service
Readjustments of Schedules Involving Elimination of
Nearly 12,000,000 Train-Miles a Year

ADDITIONAL

KEDCCTioNS

ill

passeiigcr train service

of three trains each way.
The Atchison, Topeka &:
Santa Fe trains leaving Chicago at 10:30 and 4:45 p. m.
and leaving Kansas City at 8:30 a. m. and 6:15 a. m. have
been eliminated. The 10:30 p. m. train westbound has also
been discontinued between Kansas City and the coast, while
the train leaving Kansas City at 8:30 a. m. for Chicago has
been discontinued from the coast to Kansas City.
(Jn the Rock Island the Pacific coast trains leaving Chicago at 9 a. m. and 8:05 p. m. will be discontinued between
Chicago and Kansas City, but will continue to operate from
there to Tucumcari, N. M.
Eastbound, the Pacific coast
trains arriving in Kansas City at 10:40 p. m. and 7:35 p. m.
will no longer operate to Chicago.
On the El Paso & Southwestern one train in each direction
will be removed between Tucumcari, N. M., and El Paso,
Texas.
The Great Northern and the Northern Pacific will continue to operate the same number of trains between St. Paul
and the coast. One train in each direction has been discontinued on the Los Angeles & Salt Lake between Salt Lake
City, Utah, and Los Angeles, Cal. The Southern Pacific will

on

tion

western railroads amounting to 11,728,218 train-miles
per year will become effective on June 1, or shortly
The changes will be made in conformance with
thereafter.
a detailed report recently prepared by the passenger traffic
committee of the western region, P. S. Eustis, chairman, and

approved Ijy the director general. Changes recommended by
this committee will be substantially as outlined in the report
as summarized below, although a few additional alterations
of the proposed schedules may yet be made before June 1.
It will be ol)served that no radical reductions in train service
have been made. On the contrary, it has been the purpose
of the committee to provide through service ample for the
needs of the traveling public, although in doing so the schedules of individual lines have been disregarded and the service of all the lines involved has been considered as a whole.
At the same time, it has been the aim of the committee to
on each railroad sufficient trains to serve local 'needs
as well as the needs of individual communities for through

jiresen'e

service.

Four northbound trains between Chicago and St. Paul
have been removed and two new trains added, making a net
Southbound between the
reduction in service of two trains.
same points five trains have been taken off and two trains
The new
added, making a net reduction of three trains.
schedules, therefore, will provide 19 northbound and 16
southbound trains daily between Chicago and St. Paul, compared with 21 northbound and 19 southbound under the old
schedules.

Under this plan the Chicago & North Western will operate
two day trains and three night trains between Chicago and
St. Paul as compared with two day and four night trains
Southbound it will have two
under the present schedules.
day trains and two night trains as compared with two day
and three night trains under the present plan. The North
Coast Limited will not run south of St. Paul. The Chicago,
Burlington & Quincy, Pacific coast train leaving Chicago
at 10:10 a. m. and the southbound coast train leaving St.
I'aul at 11:30 p. m. have been removed, while the southbound coast train leaving latter point at 8:30 a. m. will
remain in service.. Under the revised schedules the Burlington will have two night trains and one day train northbound
and one night and two day trains southbound. This is
equivalent to a net reduction of one train each way on the
.\11 four of the Pacific coast trains on the ChiBurlington.
The only
cago, Milwaukee &: St. Paul have been retained.
trains discontinued between Chicago and St. Paul are the
northbound train now leaving Chicago at 9:40 p. m. and the
.southbound train leaving St. Paul at 7 :30 p. m. The only
additional change in service between Chicago and the Twin
Cities is the lengthening of the schedule of the Chicago Great
Western train leaving Chicago at 8:30 p. m. to 13 hours.
Between Chicago and Omaha a net reduction of three
W'estbound the North Westtrains each way will be made.
ern trains leaving Chicago at 9:40 and 10:00 p. m. and the
St. Paul train leaving there at 10:05 a. m. will be discontinued, while eastbound the North Western trains leaving
Omaha at 8:35 and 10:10 p. m. and the St. Paul train leavThe schedule of the
ing at 7:50 p. m. will be eliminated.
Illinois Central train leaving Chicago at 5 :30 p. m. will be
lengthened to 15 hours. All of the trains removed are Pacific

discontinue the operation of its westbound train leaving Ogden, Utah, for San Francisco at 1 :30 a. m., and its eastbound
train leaving San Francisco for Ogden at 12:40 p. m.
The
time of its westliound train from New Orleans to Los Angeles, leaving the former city at 11 :30 a. m., has been lengthened to 64 hours, while the schedule of the eastbound train
between the same points, leaving Los Angeles at 8:30 a. m.
has been similarly lengthened. One train in each direction
has been discontinued between Los Angeles and El Paso.

On
trains

In

solidated.

The service between Portland and Seattle has been reduced by three trains in both directions. The schedules have
l)een finally approved and will go into effect on May 14.
The committee is still studying the train service between
St. Paul and Omaha, and it is not unlikely that one train
will be removed between these points.
It will also issue a
fupplementar)' report containing proposed changes in service
between St. Louis and Kansas City and between St. Louis
and Kansas Citv and Te.xas points. The readjustment of
service outlined in this article involved a considerable

num-

ber of changes in the times of departure and arrival which
we have not attempted to cover. The following table shows
the reductions in train-miles per year for the individual roads
which will be affected by the new schedules:

coast trains.

Between Chicago and Kansas Citv there

Union Pacific three westbound and three eastbound
have been discontinued between Omaha and Ogden.
two trains in each direction liave been con-

the

addition

Passenger Train Mileage Reductions.
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&

F

S.

W

1,560,010
815,738

C. Si N.
C. St. P. M. &
C.
B. &
C. M. & St. P
C. R. I. & P
E. P. & S. W.

298,570
573,780
1,012,116
973,820
241,650

Q

System

None

Great Northern
L. A. & S. L

621,960
235,790

Northern Pacific
Southern Pacific

Union
Union
Union

Pacific
Pacific
Pacific

.

.

Summer
C.

U.

.

(O-W)

Service

Lines

P.-Omaha-Colo
R.

I.

Tn-al

&

403,690

Oflr:

Q.— Chicago-Colo

&

B,

1,548,330
2,383,450
178,850

(OST.-)

Portland-Seattle

C.

will be a reduc-

T.

P.-Belleville-Colo

442,552
249.252
188,660

880,464

!
J

;

1.728.218

Philadelphia— Chestnut Hill Electrification
Latest Improvements in Catenary Construction Used on

This Branch of the Pennsylvania
CHESTNCT HILL

THE

electrification

an extension of

is

the Philadelphia-Paoli electrification, connecting with
it
at a point near West Philadelphia, and extend-

ing over the main line to North Philadelphia and over
The distance
the Chestnut Hill branch to Chestnut Hill.
from Broad Street to Chestnut Hill is twelve miles. The

new

Chestnut Hill line is 10 miles,
four track and 7.7 miles double track.
There are at present in daily operation 21 trains, totaling
88 cars, in each direction. It is expected that this service
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Location of Newly Electrified Section

electric

junction

is

witli

the

Philadclphia-Paoli

electrification

is

.38

and the maximum grade is 1.3 f>er cent, near the easterly
approach to 36th Street tunnel. The difference in elevation
between the junction of the Chestnut Hill branch with the
main line at North Philadel|ihia and the end of the track
at Chestnut Hill is 297 feet, or an average grade .84 per
cent.
The maximum grade on this branch is 2.5 f)cr cent
between Highland station and Chestnut Hill. A map of the
Chestnut Hill branch and its connection with the Philadel-phia-Paoli line are shown in Fig. 1.
Of the total of twelve miles of Chestnut Hill electrification, eight miles are on tangent and four miles on curved
track.
The heaviest cur\e at North Philadeljihia is 11 deg.
and is about .2 miles in length. The remaining curve track
varies from
deg. 40 min. to 50 deg. 20 min.. most of which

on rising grade.
There are 11 stations

on the Chestnut Hill branch,
spaced about one-half mile apart, e.xcept in one case, where
the distance between stations is one and one-half miles.

Power System, Transmission and

when more normal

equipment

was o5 minutes, or a schedule speed of 20 miles per
The electric service is at jjresent operating on former

steam schedule, but when the next time table is issued this
schedule will be reduced to ii minutes.
The westbound
schedule being chiefly down grade is three minutes shorter
than the eastbound.
The average grade between North Philadelphia and the

is

Shi.

traffic conditions f)ermit.
designed to handle a service of
32 trains each way per day, the rush-hour service being
eight-car trains on a five-minute interv'al. The running time
of the steam trains eastbound from Broad Street to Chestnut

will be increased

The

Hill

hour.

Power

Distribution

Chestnut Hill electrification is furnished
by the Philadelphia Electric Company. The power station
is on the east i>ank of the Schuylkill river at .\rsenal bridge.
Three-phase power is generated at 13,200 volts, and is

1177

for the
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transmitted over four 350,000 cm. three conductor submarine cables to the Arsenal bridge transfonner station,
which is located on the west bank of die river, about opposite
the power house.
Power for the Paoli electrilication was taken from onephase of the Philadelphia Electric Company's system.
With the Chestnut Hill load added, the three-phase power
(somewhat unbalanced) is transmitted to the Arsenal
bridge transformer station, in which two groups of Scott
connected transformers are employed for transforming the
Phase balancers
supply into two-phase 44,000-volt power.
are installed in the Philadelphia Electric Company's power
house to correct the unbalancing which occurs due to the
variation in load requirements of the Paoli and Chestnut
From the high tension sides of the step-up
Hill systems.

the
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source

of

supply

at

West Philadelphia transformer

underground in ducts to North Philadelphia, where a one to one ratio transformer separates
aluminum line, thus sectionalizing the
it from the aerial
underground line from the aerial. The transmission lines
are protected by a ^s-in. Siemens-Martin galvanized steel
ground wire carried on top of the transmission poles.
A
general view of a transmission pole is shown in Fig. 2.
It
was decided to use aluminum steel reinforced transmission
wire because of the material saving in cost as compared with
station,

carried

is

copper.

Safety ties of special design are used on both the power
lines on poles adjacent to highway

and signal transmission

transformers there are four 44,000-volt single-phase feeders,
two for Paoli and two for the Chestnut Hill electriiication.
The middle point of the high tension winding on each of
the transfonners is connected to ground through a resistance,
tlius reducing the voltage between any wire and ground to
From the Arsenal bridge transformer station
22,000 volts.
the four single-phase transmission lines run to the West
Philadelphia transformer station, where connections are
made to each line. From the West Philadelphia transformer
Mawr
station they continue west, two running to the Bryn
and Paoli transformer stations of the Paoli electrification,
and two to the North Philadelphia and Allen Lane transformer stations of the Chestnut Hill electrification.
For the Chestnbt Hill .supply, transmission lines are of

Fig.

3

— North

Philadelphia Transformer Station

crossings and station platforms in order to insure against
burning off and falling of wires in case of insulator failure.

These safety

ties consist of flat galvanized iron plates, J^-'a
wide, placed under and clamped to die transmission
wire and to yokes on the insulators.
The plates extend
about 18 in. beyond the insulators. Two insulators are used
at highway crossings and on sharp curves.
The equipment in the \A'est Philadelphia transformer
station originally consisted of two 2,000-kva oil insulated
water cooled step-down transformers. In order to take care
of the Chestnut Hill electrification, two 3,000-kva oil insulated water cooled transformers were installed in this
transformer station and connected to the Paoli phase. The
2,000-kva transformers which they replaced were connected
to the two Cliestnut Hill transmission lines and trolleys.
At
the North Philadelphia transformer station,
located 4.4
miles from the West Philadelphia transformer station, provision is made for sectionalizing the two transmission lines
where they cross on the steel structure of the station, and
each of the transmission lines is connected to the high tension bus through an oil circuit breaker.
From this point the
two transmission lines continue on for a distance of 5.3
miles to the Allen
Lane transfonner station, where they
dead-end, and are connected through oil circuit breakers to
the high tension bus.
Both the North Philadelphia and Allen Lane transformer
stations are of the outdoor type and each is equipped with
two 3,000-kva single phase radiator type self-cooled oil
insulated transformers, stepping the voltage down from
44,000 to 11,000 volts.
All of the transformer station
in.

Fig.

2— Transmission

Pole Carrying 44,000 Volt Line

steel reinforced wires, having a conequivalent to 2/0 copper, carried on cross arms
on separate transmission poles of sufficient height to clear
A signal power line
all highway bridges and crossings.
of stranded aluminum steel reinforced wires, having a conductivity equivalent to 1/0 copper, is carried from North
Philadelphia to Chestnut Hill on cross arms placed on
the transmission poles below the power transmission cross

stranded

aluminum

ductivity

arms.

The

signal

power

line of insulated copper wire,

from

May

10,
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IS designed
tor outdoor service.
The terminals
translomiers and oil circuit breakers are equippc*d
with high voltage porcelain insulators, and all of the live
parts and oi)frating mechanisms arc enclosed in weatherThe transformer station equipment is protected
proof cases.
from lightning discharges and surges \>y means of electroon the liigli tension and trolley
lytic lightning arresters
feeders.
In each of the transfonner stations tiiere is a small
hrick or concrete building in which the relays for automatic
circuit breaker tripping and the magHct or relay switches for
closing the oil circuit breakers are located.
These buildings
also contain a filter press for cleaning and drj-ing the oil in
the transformers and oil circuit breakers.
In the case of the Allen Lane transformer station the
building also contains a small storage battery and motor
generator set for charging the batten,-, which is used for
Power for this purpose
automatic circuit breaker tripj)ing.
in the case of the North Philadelphia transformer station is
from
storage
battery
in
Signal Tower. Each
obtained
a
transformer station is equipixul with a large tank of sufficient capacity to hold the oil from one transformer, and,
in addition to this, small tanks are provided into which the
oil from circuit breakers is pumped for cleaning and drying.
All oil circuit breakers are mounted on angle iron frame
work and are equipped with a tank lifter for raising and
lowering the tanks to permit easy inspection and repairs to

ai)p.ir;itu>

on

ail
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each transformer station.
(Juc of
connected to the 44,(JUU-volt bus and
the other to the 1 1 ,Ul)U-volt bus.
The voltage used for
remote control closing and tripping of circuit breakers is
440-volt A.C., while 60-volt D.C. current is used for automatic tripping by relays. A view of the North Philadelphia
transformer station is shown in Fig. 3.
The catenary system is carried on bridges spaced about
.>()()
Catenary ()n>truction consists of a steel
ft.
apart.
messenger or supporting wire, secondary messenger or aiuiliary trolley and a contact trolley.
The secondary messenger and contact trolley are clamped together with bronze
iran>iurnur>

iluwii

these iranslorniers

in

is

>

GD

Fig. 5

— Extra

Heavy Tubular Pole Without Guys

for

Two

Track Construction
ft. apart, and both are suppwrted
from
(he messenger by flat steel galvanized hangers ever)- 30 ft.
on tangent track, and 15 ft. on curved track. The type of
atenary hanger is the same as that used on the Philadel-

clamps, spaced 15

I

'hia-Paoli electrification.*

The

catenary is anchored appro.vimately every mile on
overhead highway bridges or signal bridges designed
'•< support the catenary over all tracks on either
side of the
ridge in case of a break in the catenary system on the
opposite side.
Catenary supporting bridges are of several
types, designed to fit different conditions
and locations.
Wherever possible tubular pole construction with gu>-s is
used, shown in the illustration at the beginning of this
article.
This type of construction is used exclusively for
supporting the catenarj- over the two tracks on the branch.
Structural poles and extra hea\'y tubular poles, bracket type
construction, without guys, as shown in Figs. 4 and 5, are
used over the two track construction on the branch where
Other t\pes of
space will not permit the use of guys.
ither

Fig.

— Structural

A

Pole Without Guys for

Two

Track Con-

struction

Transformers are equipped with a thermostat alarm which operates in case of excessive heating.
The North Philadelphia transformer station is controlled
from
signal tower, which is located a short distance
away, and the .\llen Lane transformer station is controlled
from
signal tower located near the transformer station.
Lead covered control cables. carr)-ing the necessary conductors, are run from the transformer stations to the towers
in trunking underground.
Power for closing circuit breakers
and for au.xiliary purposes is obtained from two small stepn
circuit breakers.

GD

CW

bridges are shown in Figs. 6 and

7.

The messenger wire i? of yi-in. extra high strength seven
wire steel strand galvanized, having a breaking strength of
27,000 lb.
The secondary messenger is of 2/0 grooved
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Tlie contact trolley

copper wire.

(phono-electric)

allov
of a
steel

wire.

is

The

of

3/0 grooved copper

cross

catenary

consists

messenger wire of ^-in. extra high strength 19 wire
strand galvanized with a body strand of 3-4 -in. diameter
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underground in trunking on the Chestnut Hill branch.
These lines parallel the tracks at an average distance of
Recent tests which have been made demonstrate
20 feet.
the fact that booster transfcrmers in

tlie

track circuits are

wire of the same material.
The catenary system is insulated from supporting bridges
by three shell suspension t3'pe Locke insulators, as shown
The catenary system is insulated from
in Figs. 4 and 5.
the overhead highway bridges by Ohio Brass post type insulators, as

shown

in Fig. 8.

main line tracks are double bonded at
each joint with two pin type expanded terminal bonds of
No. 1/0 B. & S. gage, each bond consisting of 37 strands

The

rails of the

Fig.

8

— Catenary

Is

Insulated

from

Overhead

Highway

Bridges by Post Type Insulators
not necessary with the transformer stations located about five
miles apart.

Multiple Unit Car Equipment

The multiple

Fig.

6— Tubular

Pole Type of Bridge for Use Over Four

Tracks

The rails carrying the propulof soft drawn copper wire.
sion current return are sectionalized at each signal block;
propulsion current flowing through impedance bonds
tlie
which are connected around these points.

unit car equipments are similar to the car
equipments used for the Paoli '^li^ctrilication, except in the
The compressor is driven from a
following principals:
separate motor instead of fn^m the blower shaft. The main
transformer is designed to operate on a lower magnetizing

These impedance

ijonds are designed to allow the flow of propulsion current

—

Railroad Joint Showing Type of Bond Used. Note
That Only a Small Amount of Copper Is Exposed

Fig. 9

current and the insulation improved.
Preventative coils are
used in connection with switch groups instead of resistances,
resulting in a reduced power consurtption.
A low voltage
relay is provided, making it possible to operate cars with
1,000 volt greater variation oi trolley ootei-tial.
Increased
illumination is provided in the cars.
Fig. 7

and

— Structural

Bridge for Use Over Four Tracks

to sectionalize track against the

signal current.

A

view of the bond

is

flow of the 60 cycle
shown in Fig. 9.

Telephone and Telegraph Lines

The
carried

telephone and telegraph lines
underground in ducts along

of
the

the

railroad are

main

line,

and

Car inspection and repairs will be conducted in the car
inspection building located in Paoli yard, where the inspection and repairs for the equipments of the Paoli line is also
done.
The multiple unit cars which are used on both the
Paoli and Chestnut Hill lines, are interchangeable for either
line, and the repairs and maintenance will lie handled in
the one inspection building.
The maintenance of the Chest-

nut Hill line equipment will be handled by the same main-

I

May
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10.

formerly handled the maintenance of the
headquarters being at V\est Philadelphia.

force as

U-naiice

I'aoli line, its

Engineering and Construction
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by one or more track circuits, and used for protecting

irolled

trains at stations, etc.

The principal increases and decreases shown in the
compared with January 1, 1917, are as follows:

;is

bulletin,

The de>ign and construction was conducted by Gibbs &
consulting electrical engincxTs for the I'ennsylvania
in the same manner as the I'hiladelphia-Paoli
multiple unit car equipments were in1 he
installation.
All signal
stalled b> the railroad at the Altoona shops.
equipment and the nivessary work, in connection with telejihone and telegraph lines was done under the direction of
the railroad signal and telegraph departments.
Following is a list of the manufacturing concerns which
Hill,

kailro;id,

furnish the principal materials for the equipment: Motor
car equii)monts, transformer station equipment, Westinghouse Kkvtric & Manufacturing Company; structural poles
.ind

signal

structural

lancx)us

Lackawanna Bridge Company;

bridges,

material,

sul)Station

>ui>ports.

consisting

structural

protection

ChlcaKo

i.TilcaRO,

hanger rods, pull-off rods,

West
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THE

LENGTH OF

United States, January
1, 1918, on which the block system was in use, was
9S,954 miles, as compared with 97,927 miles on January 1, 1917.
These are the totals after deducting duplications, as shown in the annual bulletin which has just been
These
issued by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
duplications, representing sections of road used jointly by
two companies, and reported by both, aggregate no less than
577 miles. The increase in automatic lilock signal mileage
in non-automatic block
is 2,242 miles and the decrease
R.\iLRO.\D in the

is 1,215 miles, making a net increase of 1,027
miles of road for the year. The commission's bulletin, making additions and deductions without eliminating the joint
mileage, makes a net increase of 1,12.5.8 miles.

signalling

The

totals for five years are

shown below:

Milrs of Road on Which the Block Syslem Is In
Jan.

Automatic

Manual
Total

There

I,

Jan.

1,

64,155

1917
32.S57
65,370

98,954

97,927

1918
34,799

Use.

Jan. I,
1916

Jan. 1,
1915

30.714
65,567

29,600
66.679

26.570
60.167

96.281

96.279

86.737

Jan. I,
1914

a large mileage of road in the United States used
exclusively for freight traffic, on which block signals are
in ser^•ice; some of these roads include such mileage in their
statements and some do not.
Four roads, the Baltimore &
Ohio, the Pennsylvania, the Southern and the Wabash, report considerable lengths of automatic signals in manual
block signal territory, not included in the tabular statements.
These, presumably, are isolated signals, one in a place, conis

Salt

•

2U.8

Paul

367.8
ISI.K
72.0
73.4
33.6
81.3
21.1. S
35.1

Lake

MononRahelo
A Western
Northern Paciflc
Philalelphia A Reading

screens,

etc..

St.

l«.4
176.

au.2
34.0

A

Louisville A Nashville
Missouri Paciflc
Norloll:

Richmond

,

Fredericksburj!

& Potomac

Southern
Southern Paciflc (Pacific System)
Galveston. Uarrisburf! A San Antonio.

A

U.I
230.6

'ii'o'

Washington Southern

liiljle

No.

2

213.8

73.3
S4.7
2S.3
28.5

I'nion Tract ion Co. of Indiana

Roads which hrvi elI

87.1

Wl.\
14.6

Indiana'

Union Pacilic
Orecon Short Line

'

"*A.i

Wl. 1

Uouston A Te.xas Central
Toledo

lators,

nuts,

Milwaukee*

Los .\neeles

Brass Company; secondar)- messenger wire,
Company; bonds, .American Steel Wire Company, Electric
Service Supplies Company, Ohio Brass Company; insu-

bolts,

Norllt Western

Erie.

Waclarke Wire

fittings,

si./
134.6
I7V.4
2S7.3
35.3

Illinois Central

Stevens Iron Works and Belmont Iron Works;
messenger,
steel
tuliular poles, National TuIjc Company;
cross span and ground wire, J. A. Roeblings Sons Company; aluminum transmission wire and fittings, Aluminum
Company of .\merica; contact trolley wire, Bridgepon

Pennsylvania Railroad Company,
Shops,
Philadelphia
.American Iron & Steel Company; .sockets and turnbuckles,
Thomas I.aughlin & Co., J- A. Roebling"s Sons Company;
and block and automatic signal equipment, I'nion Switch &
Signal Company.

vt

39.7

'

Chicago. Hurlinclon A Qulncy
Chicago Griot Western

miscel-

Locke Insulator Manufacturing Company, Ohio
Brass Company; guy rods, Oliver Iron & Steel Company;
steel castings, Atlantic Steel Castings Company; malleable
iron castings. Eastern Malleable Iron Company; catenar}-

Santa Fo System.

Ilallinion- A; Ohio Sjslpra
Central New York Southern
Central o( Oeorria

&

Steward

A

AtchlSon, Topcka

highway bridge

of

material,

Names of rallxoadi.

btrtU):orc r:ported block-sicnal mlieige

in tlie bulletin,

showing kinds of automatic

gives the miles of road on which electric
motor semaphores are used, as 31,702 (50,014 miles of track)
signals

in

u.sc,

Other
increa.se during the year of 3,169 miles of track.
kinds of signals show slight changes, except that the column
of "Not Classified'' shows an increase of 169 miles of road
(177 miles of track). This column includes light signals
and miscellaneous designs used by trolley roads; but the
principal increase is tliat shown by the Chicago, Milwaukee
&: St. Paul. 177 miles, this item covering the three-position
light signals introduced on that road in connection with the

an

introduction of electric traction on the line over the Rocky
mountains. This road also shows a considerable increa.«e in
mileage of semaphores.
The length of railroad on which the Morse telegraph is
used for the transmission of train orders is 142,119 miles,
a decrease during the year of 7,337 miles; while the length
of road on which the telephone is used for this purpose,
110,404 miles is 7.011 miles greater than the year liefore.
The aggregate length of the roads reporting in regard to telegraph and telephones, is 244.356 miles.

—

British R.mi.ways and the P.^lestike Campaign.
Briti.sh official war film, prcxiuced under the direction of
"With the Forces in Palestine"
the Ministn,' of Information
throws an interesting sidelight on the extent to which the
campaign in this theatre of war has been aided by railways
Roadway has
and other forms of mechanical transport.
already been constructed over 140 miles of desert, by BritThe line is standard
Indian lal>or.
ish, Eg>-ptian and
gage, and the sections shown on the film have involved
way
excavation
or embanking,
the
of
practically no work in
.\

—

—

As fast as the
thanks to the level nature of the countn,'.
rails are placed in position, a construction train follows,
the vehicle being only a few yards distant from railhead.
One of these trains, as depicted on the film, was made up of
Eg>-ptian State Railway flat cars hauled by a standard London & Southwestern Railway 0-6-0 freight engine, an unusual combination which visualizes the way in which
English railway companies have sent rolling stock to the
various fronts.

Organization of the United States Railroad
Administration
DIRECTOR GENERAL OF RAILROADS
W.

Safety Section

McADOO

G.

715 Southern Ry. Bldg.

H. W. Belnap, Manager.

Oscar A. Price, Private Secretary,
913 I. C. C. Bldg., Washington.

R.

Jarnigan, Regional Supervisor, Eastern Roads.
Western Roads.
J. Bell, Regional Supervisor,
Anderson, Regional Supervisor, Southern Roads.

S.

Harry
C.

M.

Central Administration

Walker

D. Hines, Assistant

Car Repair Section

to the Director General,

701 Southern Ry. Bldg.

H. A. Taylor, Assistant.

Henry

^^alters, Advisor)-.

J.

Division of
904

I.

Tatum, Manager.

J.

Inspection and Test Section

Law

610 Southern Ry. Bldg.

C. C. Bldg.

Young, Manager.

C. B.

John

B.^iton P.wne, General Counsel.

Fuel Conservation Section

Nathan ^Matthews, Special Counsel.
William

Ellis,

Assistant.

Southern Railway Bldg., Washington,

Union

Section for Protection of Railroad Property

Electric Bldg.,

Major Edward
Philip

J.

Louis.

St.

Eugene McAullffe, Manager.

Southern Ry. Bldg.

711

C.

Schmidt, Assistant.

Doherty, Manager,
Car and Locomotive Standardization Committee

Willard Robertson, Assistant.

H. L. Van Sicklen, Attorney.
D. B. Leonard, Attorney.

1009

I.

C. C. Bldg.

H. T. Bentley, Chairman.

Division of Capital Expenditures
603

I.

H.

W. H.

W.

Ingersoll.

W. H.

Wilson.
R. Quavle.

Lewis.

A. G. Trumbull.

Robert S. Lovett, Director.
E. E. Adams, Engineering Assistant.
F.

F. F. Gaines.
J. Purcell.

Bartlett.

H. L.

C. C. Bldg.

J.

R.

Sercombe, Accounting Assistant.

Hainen.

W.

F.

Bell.

J.

W. Mahl.
T. Wallis.

Marine Section

Division of Transportation
1028

I.

704 Southern Ry. Bldg.

C. C. Bldg.

W. H. Pleasants, Manager.
Carl R.

E. J. Henry, Assistant.

Gr,\y, Director.
W. T. T}ler, Senior Assistant.
H. T. Bentley, Mechanical ."Assistant.
T. H. Keefe. Assistant.
F. C. Wright, New England Coal.

G.

A.

Tomlinson, General Manager,

165 Broadway,

W.
W.

C.

I.

I.

1023

C.

Traffic

Purcell.

C. C. Bldg.

Bu.xton, Assistant.

Director.

G.

^^'.

J.

F.

Kirtlev.

Holden.

Representatives in Government Departments

H. M. Adams, Manager Inland Traffic, War Dept.
H. P. Anewalt, Manager Inland Traffic, Navy Dept.
D. L. Gray, Manager Inland Traffic, Shipping Board.
C. E. Spens, Manager Inland Traffic, Food Administra-

Locomotive Consulting Board

Tolin

B.

R. C. Wright, Freight.
Gerrit Fort, Passenger.

G. P. Robinson, Assistant Manager.
F. P. Pfahler, Mechanical Engineer.

C. E. Fuller.

I.

Edward Ch.\mbers,

C. C. Bldg.

Frank McIVIanamy, Manager.

H. T. Bentley.

I

Division of Traffic

Locomotive Section
619

York.

C. C. Bldg.

C. B. Phelps.
G. F. Richardson
J. A. Somerville.

E. H. De Groot, Jr.
A. G. Gutheim.

New

Spence, Chairman.

L. J.

Kendall, Manager

L. Barnes.

Canal

Coastwise Steamship Advisory Committee

Car Service Section
10th Floor,

New York

Section.

D. R. MacBain.
C. E. Chambers.
]. Hainen.

tion.

F.

M. Whittaker, Manager Inland
ministration.
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Traffic,

Fuel

Ad-

May
J.

10,
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Manager Inland Traffic, Petroleura SecFuel Administration.
Manager Inland Traffic. War Industries
Board.

1183

Finance Section

A. Middk'ton,

— Advisory

Committee

tion,
r.

C.

Fk.anki.i.n

Powell,

Fe.-tus

Wade,

J.

90S

627 Southern Ry. Bldg.
L. WiNiHEi.i., Chairman.

T. C. Powell.

Henry

George F. Randolph.

T-.

C. C. Bldg.

I.

B. Spencer, Chairman.

Samuel Porcher.

George G. Yoemans.

Advertising Committee
.\.

Scott.

Purchasing Section Advisory Committee

Interregional Traffic Committee

R.

HkowN, Chairman,
Frederick W.

(J.

Wage Commission

Railroad

Cr.aic. riiairnian.

Interior Dept. Bldg.

Committee on Uniform

Classification

Fr.\nkli.n K. Lane, Chairman.

Transportation Bldg., Chicago.

Harry Covington.
Charles C. McChord.
William R. Willco.x.
J.

R. N. CoLL^'ER, Chairman.
R. C. Fyfe.
J. E. Williams.
T. E. Crosland.
J. C. Colquitt.

70S

60S Southern Ry. Bldg.

Guy Adams,

Maj.

Chairman.
J.

G. P. Conard.

H. T. Mason.

C.

McCahan,

Jr.

J.

Ge.v.

I.

C. C.

Bldg.

W. M. Black, Chairman.
Calvin Tompkins.

M.

Sanders.

J.

Ticket Standardization Committee

Eastern Regional District

McCarthy, Chairman.
Secretary.
W. J. Cannon.

A. H. Smith, Regional Director

Fox.
Rehner.
V. Lanisan.
.\.

Counsel.

Col. Charles Keller, Secretary.

O. P.

J.

W. Lehman, General

Walter S. Dickey.
G. A. Tomlinson.

H. L. Fairchild.

C.

A. Ryan, Secretary.

F.

Inland and Coastwise Waterways Committee

Committee on Mail Transportation

Rudolph Brauer.

W.

'

F.

F.

E. Batturs.

W.

L. Pratt.

Grand Central Terminal, New York.
A. J. Stone. Operating Assistant.
G. F. Randolph, Traffic Assistant.

Bumham,

H. W.

Secretary.

Division of Public Service and Accounts
1114

Marine Department

C. C. Bldg.

I.

W.

Ch.\rles a. Prouty, Director.
Luther M. Walter, Assistant.

B.

Pollock,

Deputy

Marine

Director,

Harbor.
G. .\. Tomlinson, General Manager,

Ne^v

New York

York
Canal

Section.

Accounting Committee

A. K. Morris, Director, Tidewater Coal Traffic.
C. B. Seger,

A. D.

A. H. Plant, Chairman.
R. A. White.

S.

Division of Labor
606

W.
I.

S.

Regional Purchasing Committee
E. H. Bankard, Chairman.

McDonald.

C.

I.

C. Bldg.

B. Wight.

North Atlantic Ports Freight
141

Carter, Director.

A. Franklin. Assistant.

Board

of

G.

I.

W.

Adjustment No.

1

Division of Finance and Purchases
904

I.

New York
Frani
A. T. Hardin.
A. C. Shand.

C. C. Bldg.

District

D.

C.

A. D.

Porteous,

Committee

York.

Budget Committee

W. N. Doak.

John Skelton Willlxms,

Traffic

New

Francis La Bau, Yice-Chairman.
Richard Van Ummerson.
Elmore D. Hotchkiss.
Robert L. Russell.
Jcjsejjh R. Ruffin.
Archibald Fries.

C. P. Neill, Chairman,
L. E. Sheppard, Vice-Chainnan,
Walber,
F. A. Burgess,
Higgins,
Albert Phillips,

E. T. Whiter.

Broadway,

Georce D. Ogden, Chairman

733 Southern Ry. Bldg.

J.

E. T. Burnett.

Director.

Asst.

McDonald, Acting Treasurer.

District.

tional

J.

IS

Citv.

Chairman.
H. A. Lane.

I.fe Stv.art.

—

Conference Committees. Central Traffic
Tirxkr. chairman: Michigan and Interna-

J.

Boundar\- District. F. H. .\LFREn, chairman: NewDistrict, W. H. Trlesdale, chairman:

York and Buffalo
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New England

Western Regional

District, J. H. HusTis, chairman; PhiladelBaltimore and Pittsburgh District, Samuel Rea,
chairman; Hampton Roads District; N. D. Maker, chair-

phia,

226

man.

^L

Operating Sub-Committees

Louisville, C.

Chicago, A.

New

York,

.A.

W. Jackson

Wood worth.

Traffic.

Ralph Budd, Capital Expenditures.

W.

R.

Wood.
Regional Purchasing Committee

Charles

A. C. Johnson, Chairman.
S. H. Johnson.
J. B. Baird.

Passenger.

Louis, T. B. Hamilton, Chairman.
Indianapolis, J- W. Coneys, Chairman.

P. S. EusTis,

C. Maxwell.
AVm. Hodgdon.

Swearington, Supervisor Oil Traffic, "Mid-Continental Field," Kansas City, Mo.
H. A. W'eaver, supervisor of coal traffic, Kansas City, Mo.
B. J. Rowe, supervisor of coal traffic, Chicago.

Secretarv.

Southern Export Committee (Reporting to Both
Regional Director of Western and Eastern Roads

Eastern District, E. B. Crosley, Chairman.
Central District, J. C. Venning, Chairman.

Passenger Traffic Committee

J.

J.

Chas. T. Airey, Chairman,

W.
W. M.

M. Burt, Chairman.

P. Anderson.

J.

R. H. Wallace.

D.

J.

McNamara

Chairman

Traffic Representative of U. S.

Food

Administration.

H. Markham, Regional Director

City

Healey Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

P.

W. Baldwin,

Operating assistant.
Charles R. Capps, Traffic assistant.
L.

S.

C.

W.

Peoria,

Citv,

J.

111.

S. E. Stohr,

general freight and passenger agent,

& Grand Island, St. Joseph, Mo.
A. W. Trenholm, Vice-President, Chicago,
neapolis & Omaha, St. Paul, Minn.

Craig, Chairman.

\\'m. Sproule, President,

St.

E.

Min-

Southern Pacific, San Francisco,

City, la.

James H. Cherr)', Regional Traffic Representative of U.
Food Administration.

Healey Bldg., Atlanta, Ga.

S.

Inter-regional Committees

W.

Daley, resident representative.
Galveston, Texas.

M. Herbert, Chairman,

J.

inter-regional

charge of railway operations

at St. I^ouis

committee in
and East St

Louis.

Charles Barham, Regional Traffic Representative of U.

Joseph

H. O'Neill, Gen. Supt., Great Northern, Seattle, Wash.
B. McClure, Supt., Chicago & Northwestern Sioux

J.

Rhett, resident representative.
Orleans, La.

F(X)d .Administration.

St.

Paul,

Cal.

Southern Export Committee
Charles T. Airey, Chairman.

New

Chicago, Mil-

Jeffers, Vice-President and General Manager,
Union Pacific, Omaha, Neb.
R. H. Johnson, General Manager, Peoria & Pekin Union,

Southern Freight Rate Committee
Randall Cliftox, Chairman.

J.

Mo.
Eldredge, General Superintendent,

W. M.

Regional Purchasing Committee
F. H. Fechtig, Chairman.
Mann.

Southern Passenger Rate Committee

W. M.

CoL
Des

Okla.

Roberts.

Albert C.

Terminal Committees

waukee & St. Paul, Milwaukee, Wis.
E. E. Hanna, Missi^uri, Kansas & Texas, Oklahoma

F. F. Gaines.
S.

of

E. L. Brown, Receiver, Denver & Rio Grande, Denver,
J. A. Wagner, Superintendent, Des Moines Union,

Moines, La.
C. G. Moore, Superintendent, Galveston, Houston & Henderson, Galveston, Tex.
Wm. Corbett, President, Kansas City Terminal, Kansas

Southern Regional District
C.

Ga.

.Atlanta,

Daley, Galveston, Tex.
Rhett, New Orleans, La.

C. L. Hunter, Secretarv.

W. Daly

Nat Duke, Regional

A. Hilton.
T. Black.

W.

B. L.

Coal and Coke Rate Committee

C.

Chairman.

Allen.

C. S. Fee.

Campbell, Chairman.

McCain,

M.

L.

Eastern Freight Committee

C. C.

Committees

Houghton.
Gentrv- Waldo.
F. B.

St.

W.

A. Bushnell.

Freight.

M. Schoyer, Chairman.
W. J. Fripp, Chairman.

H. C. Hamilton.
W. S. Kallman.

How, Chairman.
F.

Traffic

Pittsburgh, E. A. Peck, Chairman.
Toledo and Detroit, A. B. Newell, Chairman.

L. H. Kentfield.

A.

L. S. Carroll.

Pennington, Chairman.

B.

Blvd., Chicago.

Gormley, Operating.

J.

G.

J.

Boston, J. H. Hustis, Chairman.
Philadelphia, R. L. O'Donnell, Chairman.
Columbus, I. W. Geer, Chairman.
Peoria, R. H. Johnson. Chairman.
Cincinnati, H. A. Worcester, Chaimian.
Norfolk, A. C. Needles, Chairman.
Buffalo, D. W. Dinan, Chairman.
Baltimore, M. C. Byers, Chairman.
Cleveland, J. J. Bernet, Chairman.

District

R. H. Aishton, Regional Director

S.

G. BiERD, Chairman, Chicago committee.
G. F. E\ANs, Chairman, Louisville committee.
^^
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The Problem
A

Line Railroads

of the Short

Discussion of the Intent of the Legislation Regarding Their
Disposition and Operation During Federal Control

By Sanford H.
Gi'iuTcil

A>si>t;iiit

("ouiiM'l,

AkK AHui'T SOU sliort line railroads, so-called, in
United Slates. There are stron!» ro;ids and weak
mads; roads which form valuable links between Class

Freund

E.

Xortlicrii,

(Jrfiit

proved

TiiiKK

Si.

[jossiblc

I';iiil,

Mimi.

under private management and control
itself will thereby gain an immense increase
.

The government

till'

of

I

efficiency in the conduct of the
merable activities upon which its

little e.xcuse.

pends.

roads: and roads for whose liuildinc; or existence there is
There are some which are substantially |)lant
facilities, and some which, in addition to brin^in};; out the

"The

pnxlucts of an industr)-. serve a developing community.
Should some or all of these roads be kept in federal
control?
.And if not, who, |x'ndin!j final disposition, is
responsible for their o])eration and how shall their operation
l)e conducted and co-ordinated with the operations of roads
under federal control after these have Iteen relinquished?

.

cial interests

mon

successful

first

conduct de-

served and,

in

addi-

government and the finanof the railways must be brought under a com-

direction."

In the address delivered at a joint session of Congress,
4, 1918, the President says, "Transportation supplies all the arteries of mobilization.
Unless it be under
a single and unified dirtxtion, the whole progress of the
nation's action is embarrassed.

had become unmistakably plain

"It

that only under govadministration can the entire equipment of the
several systems of transportation be fully and unreser\'cdly
thrown into a common service without di.scrimination
against particular properties.
"It is necessary that the transportation of troops and of

ernment

.to

...

.

war and of the innu-

January

for
or any part thereof and to utilize the same
the transfer or transportation of troops, war material and
equipment or for such other purposes connected with th^
emergency as may be needful or desirable." Acting in pursuance of the power thereby granted the President by proclamation on December 26, states: "/
do hereby
.

l)e

.

tion, the financial interests of the

The first consiileration for determininij the answer to these
questions is to be found in the purpose of the President in
takinj; possession and assumins; control of the railway lines
in the I'nited States.
The act of August 29, 1916, jirovided "the President in
take possession and
time of war is empowered
assume control of any system or systems of transportation,
.

public interest must

.

war

materials, of food and of fuel and of everything that
necessary for the full mobilization of the energies and
resources of the countn,', should be first considered.
is

.

"Our

first

duty

is

of course to conserve our

common

in-

and common safety and make certain that nothing

terest

.

take possession and assume control at 12 o'clock
noon on the 2Sth day of December, 1917, of each and every
system of transportation and the appurtenances thereof
located xuholly or in part within the boundaries of the continental U. S. and consisting of railroads and owned and
controlled systems of coastwise and inland transportation
engaged in general transportation, whether operated by
steam or electric power, including also terminals, terminal
companies and terminal associations, sleeping and parlor

of the prosecution of the great war for
liberty and justice, liut it is also an obligation of public
conscience and public honor that the private interests we
disturb, should lje kept safe from unju.st injury, and it is
of the utmost consequence to the government itself that all
great financial operations should be stabilized and co-ordinated with the financial operations of the government.
No

cars, private cars and private car lines,
houses, telegraph and telephone lines and

necessarily impaired."

elevators,

.

all

.

then directs that the ]iossession and control, operation
and utilization of such transportation systems .shall be exercised by and through William G. Mc.\doo.
He continues, "by sub.scquent order and proclamation,
po.ssession. control and operation in whole or in part may
also be relinquished to the owners thereof of any part of
the railroad systems or rail and water systems, possession
and control of which are hereby assumed." The proclamation further states "From and after 12 o'clock on said 28th
day of December, 1917, all transportation systems included
in this order and proclamation shall conclusively be deemed
uithin the possession and control of said director without
further act or notice."
A statement of the President accompanied the proclamation.
In this statement the President says, "This is a war
of resources no less than of men, perhaps even more than
of men, and it is necessary for the complete mobilization of
our resources that the transportation systems of the country
should l<e organized and employed under a single authority
and a simplified method of co-ordination which have not

way

borrowings should run athwart the federal treasury, and
no fundamental industrial values should anywhere be un-

ware-

other equipment and appurtenances, commonly used upon or operated
as a part of such rail or combined rail-and-water systems
."
of transportation;

He

stands in the

Extensive quotation has been made from the proclamaand address of the President. Taking possession and assuming control of the railway lines of the
United States, though done by legislative authority, wa<
primarily an act of executive discretion, and as the prob
iem to be considered is one which involves elements of fairness, of justice and economic expediency as well as of operating efficiency, the purpose of the government must be
looked for in the words of tlie President acting as its
spokesman, as well as in the letter of the law.
Further, by Section 9 of the Act of March 21, 1918, it
is expressly provided that the act of August
29, 1916, shall
remain in force and effect excejjt as expresslv restricted by
tion, statement

March 21, 1918, and that the President shall
have such other and further powers as arc necessarv and
appropriate to give effect to the powers conferred in both
the act of

The

acts.

firms

The
sively

act of

March

21,

1918, thus adopts and con-

what has been done.
quotations

above made

seem

to

establish

conclu-

:

First,

that the .short line railroads are in the possession

and control of the federal government unless relinquished.
The President took possession and assumed control of each
and every .system of transportation and appurtenances there-

US:
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of located wliolly or in part within the boundaries of the
United States and consisting of railroads, etc. This is comprehensive enough to include the short line railroads; and
thev are not covered by the only exception to wit: street
electric passenger railways, including interurbans. The Pres-

ident himself states that all transportation systems included
in his order and proclamation "shall conclusively be deemed
within the possession and control of the said director without

further act or notice."

Second: The purposes for which the control was assumed
were
(A)
To use the transportation facilities of the countr\in the most efficient manner by having a unified control.
To provide for the large financial requirements of
(B)
the railroads witliout embarrassing the government in its
financial operations and without putting too great a liurden
on the railroads by making them borrow in competition with
the government.
(C) To protect the mterests of the ow^ners of the rail-

roads in this emergence
Has Congress in the Act of

March

21,

1918, evidenced

any different intentions? Or is there anything in that act
which affects these conclusions?
Tn the first paragraph of the act it is stated, "The President having in time of war taken over the possession, use,

and operation (called herein federal control) of cer'
tain railroads and systems of transportation (called herein
carriers), is hereby authorized to agree with and guarantee
to any such carrier making operating returns to the Inter'
The language is differstate Commerce Commission," etc.
ent from that of the proclamation of the President but it
does not exclude any of the railroads or systems of transportation taken by the President unless they do not fall
within the definition of a "carrier making operating returns
to the Interstate Commerce Commission."
Another pertinent paragraph of section one reads as fol"That every railroad not owned, controlled, or operlows:
ated Ijy another carrier company, and which has heretofore
competed for traffic with a railroad or railroads of which
tlie President has taken the possession, use and control, or
which connects with such railroads and is engaged as a
common carrier in general transportation, shall be held and
control

considered as within "Federal control," as herein defined,
and necessary for the prosecution of the war, and shall be
entitled to the benefit of all the provisions of this act: Provided, hoii'ever, That nothing in this paragraph shall be
construed as including any street or interurban electric railway which has as its principal source of operating revenue
urban, suburban, or interurban passenger traffic, or sale of
power, heat, and light, or both."
Section 9 of the act provides inter alia, the provisions
of this act shall also apply to any carriers to which federal
control may be hereafter extended.
In Section 14 it is provided "That the President may,
prior to July first, nineteen hundred and eighteen, relinquish

any part of any railroad or system of transportation, further federal control of which the President
shall deem not needful or desiraJDle; and the President may
at any time during the period of federal control agree with
the owners thereof to relinquish all or any part of any railcontrol of all or

The President may reroad or system of transportation.
linquish all railroads and systems of transportation under
federal control at any time he shall deem such action needful

No right to compensation shall accrue to such
owners from and after the date of relinquishment for the

or desirable.

property so relinquished."
From the foregoing it would seem that all of the short
lines are within federal control; that prior to July 1, 1918,
the President may relinquish control of any of them by his
own act; or at any time before that, or thereafter, may reUnder Seclinquish control by agreement with the owners.
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the President can at any time resume control of a
road that has been relinquished.
Though the proclamation of the President and the act
of March 21, 1918, make it plain that control of the short
lines was assumed, and though there has been no direct
expression of opinion that they are not within federal control, nevertheless some doubt has been expressed as to reIf it
sponsibility for their operation at the present time.
is correct to say that they are and remain in federal control
operaresponsibility
for
their
relinquished,
then
the
unless
tion 9

tion since Decemlier 28, 1917, is upon the United States
Railroad Administration, and settlement must be made under the provisions of Sections 2 and 3 of the act of March

21,

1918.

Coming

to

the question of the disposition of the short

line railroads, the determining criteria for retaining or relinquishing any road, should be (a) whether the short line

railroad in question is needful in the mobilization of the
transportation facilities of the country to the highest degree
of efficiency; (b) whether a road so needed for that purpose
could properly be operated and financed during the period
federal control of the railroad systems of the country
without being included therein; (c) whether incommensurate hardship would be done the owners by relinquishing

of

the road.

Applying these

criteria the director general could at

release that class of road

once

for wliose existence there never

has been any genuine reason or need, which

is

a financial

cripple and which but for the intervention of federal control
would have Ijeen sold, abandoned or scrapped.

The

director general could also release the short line road

essentially a plant facility, a road which the industry has maintained for its own benefit and is capable
'of and necessarily will maintain, in order to market its
product.
Such a road may be deemed neither needful nor
desirable in a unified national transportation system.
But
the short line road which in addition to being a plant facility
does general transportation from a fair sized community or
through a country which is developing, may well be considered a proper part of a unified comprehensive transportation system.
The short line railroad which is in competition with the
larger systems would seem to be covered by the paragraph
quoted above from Section 1 of the act and held to be within federal control and prima facie necessary for the prosecution of the war; though like all other roads subject to
relinquishment.

which

is

The argument on

the one hand, of a short line railroad
upon it of

that needs financial assistance, of the hardship

not Ijeing taken into federal control, or the argument, on
the other hand, of the short line railroad that has been successful, that it does not need federal assistance, and prefer
to be outside of federal control,

is

not conclusive in either

case.

If a short line is a necessary part of a comprehensive
transportation system and thereby may be deemed necessary for the prosecution of the war it should be retained
•

even though it might need financial assistance.
It should
not be abandoned to finance itself amid the difficulties that
But though the President
specifically stated that it was intended that no hardship
should be done to the owners of railroads by the taking
of federal control, it was not intended, on the other hand,
that federal control should be used to bolster a useless road.
On the otlier hand there is no reason because a road has
been successful and its owners would prefer to keep it in
their own control that it should be left out of the comprehensive national transportation system.
The primary object now is the national needs, and if the mobilization of
the transportation facilities of the country under unified
control is essential, it should cover short lines as well, and
exist for private financing today.

May
the

Two

mately, the rights of creditors are not lost; the exercise of

other classes of sliort line railroads require consid-

some of them is temporarily [>ostponed. The judgment remains in effect, and on the termination of the periotl of

tlic

of

siuli

liiKs

not

>luiul(l

lie

considcrt-d

national purpose.

eration from another point of view:

(a) the railroad in the
course of construction hut not completed and in operation
(li)
on December 28, 1917, and
the road already in t'lnancial difficulty, cither being in receivership or burdened with
del)ts which it is unai)le to pay, and which in ordinary times
would cause receivership, foreclosure or other legal proceedings.

The road

is
not completed and in operation
1917, can be taken under fedeial control
under the ]irovisions of Section 9 of the act of
March 21, 1918. When such road had been taken, agreement might be made with it (though the ca.se is not specifically covered) under that paragraph of Section 1 covering
exceptional cases, which provides that "The President may
make with the carrier such agreement for such amount as
just compensation as under the circumstances of the particular case he shall find just," or payment might be made
for use under Section 2.
The provision in Section 9 conferring upon the President such other and further powers
as are necessary or appropriate to give effect to the powers
conferred, gives ample scope to care
e.xceptional
for

Deicmber

on

wliich
28,

cases.
If the conclusions previously stated are correct, that the

covered each and every railroad,
then the road in receivership was taken over, along with the
others.
The proclamation states that the director general of
railroads may perform the duties imposed upon him so long
and to such extent as he shall determine, through (among
others) receivers.
In the proclamation it is further stated
"Except with the prior written assent of said director no
attachment by mesne process or on execution shall be levied
on or against any of the property used by any of said transportation systems in the conduct of their business as comPresident's ]iroclamation

mon carriers; but suits may be brought by and against
such carriers and judgments rendered as hitherto until and
except so far as said director may by general or special
orders otherwise determine."
Section 10 of the .\ct of March 21, 1918, provides, "That
carriers while under federal control shall be subject to all
laws and liabilities as common carriers whether arising under state or federal laws or at common law, except insofar
as may be inconsistent with the provisions of this act or any
other act applicable to such federal control or with any
order of the President.
Actions at law or suits in equity
may be brought against such carriers and judgments renBut no process,
dered as now provided by law;
mesne or final, .shall be levied against any property under
such federal control."
.

Though

tlie

.

.

receivership would continue, the court under
Section 10 would give attention to the

the provisions of

orders of the director general made pursuant to the act, it
l)eing the intention of the act that so far as the operation of
railroad properties are concerned its provisions shall be
paramount to other laws or law. In any event, no taking
of property' on execution and no foreclosure or sale of property

1187
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10,

would be

directed.

Likewise, in the case of the road burdened with debt, but
not in receivership, the creditors could bring their actions at
law or suits in equity, but when judgment had been obtained no process would be levied against any of the property.
Consequently, the use and operation of the property
under federal control would not be affected or hampered.
This, of course, interferes with the rights of creditors and is
particularly an interference with what has been ordinarily
But
considered the most valuable right of a bondholder.
there is no provision in the constitution imposing upon Congress the limitation placed upon the state to "pass no law
Ultiwhich shall impair the obligiuion of contracts."

federal control can be enforced.

Further, debts incurred liefore December 28, 1917, are
debts of the corporation.
Whether or pot payment could be
obtaintnl from the corf)oration during federal control need
not now be decided.
'I'hough it would seem that if the corporation has ample funds and the operation of the properties under federal control would not be interfered with,
there would be no reason why corporate funds should not
responti to corporate debts previously incurred.
("an all the short line railroads l)c relcasetl and at tiie
same time such arrangement made that a comprehensive
national transportation system will be operated in which the
short line railroads will do their part?
The matters of
chief concern to the short line railroads are these:

Financing;
Divisions of through rates;
Car supply;
Material;
Labor.

(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)
(e)

Fundamentally, there would be no difficulty or impossil>ility
for the government to enter into agreements with the
short line railroads which would adequately protect the
short line railroads.

The

ultimate question

is

whether the existence of the par-

is needful or desirable for the
national purpose.
If it is, the government must care for it
either by retaining it under federal control, or l)y making
arrangements with it that will protect it if left outside of
federal control.
If a large number of the short lines are to
be relinquished, it would almost seem that it were better to
relinquish all and work out- a standard agreement between
the short lines and the railroads operated under federal

ticular short

line

railroad

Whether operating the short line railroads or leaving them in the hands of their owners to be operated under

control.

such standard agreement would be better for the national
purpose, is a question beyond the scope of this article.

Al'STRI.A-HUNG.\RY TO MaNUFACTI'RF. LOCOMOTIVES.
State Railways intend to establi.sh a new
locomotive factory.
They already possess one at Budapest,
says the Neue Freie Presse. capable of turning out some

The Hungarian

year.
As the Hungarian State owns suitable ironworks, a large new factory would add considerably
to its output and its power to compete in exporting, esThe question has also l>een raised
pecially to the Balkans.
whether the Austrian State should not undertake the manufacture of rolling stock. The .\ustrian locomotive factories
produced over 400 locomotives per annum in time of peace,
366 in 1916, and 328 in 1917. The Skoda Works intend
to establish a locomotive plant.
Commerce Reports.

oOO locomotives a

Higher

French

lengthy discussion

R.An.wAV

among

all

the

Charges.
interests

—

After
very
concerned, the

French Chamber has passed a single-clause act empowering
the railways to make an all-round increase of 25 per cent
in their charges.
This act applies to the main systems, and
the Paris Ccinture Railways as well as private sidings.
One of the most interesting details of the increase is that it
is to be maintained for six years after December 31 of the
year in which peace is declared, subject to the proviso that
should the increase in revenue surpass a certain amount,
This
the surplus is to be paid into the National Treasuri-.
proviso is hardly expected to liccomc operative, but it was
introduced in the bill to prevent the possibility of shareholders receiving more than the dividends guaranteed them
under their agreements with the state. Railway Gazelle,

London.

The Importance
A

of

Organized Safety Work*

Plea for Universal Application of Methods of Reaching the

Employee

in

Accident Prevention Campaigns

By H. W. Belnap
Manager, Safetv

Section, United States Railroad Administration.

OUR INDUSTRIAL LIFE, men engaged in manufacturing
In
transportation employed but a few laborers.
nearly ever}- vocation employees knew each other by name,
and were familiar with each other's work to such an extent
that accidents which occurred were usually explainable and
could in a measure be guarded against. But with the advent
of the inventor came complicated labor-saving maLliinery.
This laljor-saving machinery led to the employment by one
man or corporation, not of a few men but of hundreds, and
by transportation companies of thousands. As an employee's
safety was dependent upon influences which he could not
control, accidents increased, until at last they became so
serious in number and in character that an aroused public
opinion was directed to their underlying causes.
It was quickly recognized that before any remedial acticn

IN and

regarding accidents could be taken, accurate information as
and circumstances were necessary. This

issued quarterly.
classified

the

was required to gather statistics on accidents that were occurring upon interstate railroads.
When these statistics were available, the country was
The record of killed and injured
staggered by their total.
by the use of the link-and-pin couplers then in general use
and because the drawbars of cars were of uneven height
clearly established a reason for legislation to correct the con-

ditions that were responsible for so

many

of these distress-

attempt of the Federal Government
in accident prevention on railroads, was the enactment by Congress in 1893 of the Safety
Appliance acts. These acts have amply vindicated the wisdom of their enactment, and every representation made by
those who advocated them has been established and confirmed
In the )'ear 1893, 44.33
by the practical results obtained.
ing casualties.

The

first

to deal in a legislative

way

per cent of all accidents suffered by trainmen were due to
coupling and uncoupling cars; in 1916 less than 6 per cent
of all accidents to trainmen were due to this cause.
The hazard of railroad employment has been lessened and
life has been made safer and injuries less frequent by the
The enforcement of
mandatory- obligations of these laws.
these acts so as to safeguard the lives and limbs of en-i])loyees
and travellers upon railroads marks the entrance of the
Interstate

Commerce

Commission

into

its

"safety

first"

activities.

safety work, in its scope and in its restands forth as a splendid example in effectively preIts effectiveness has
venting death and injury on railroads.
Its whole basis has Ijeen accident prebeen demonstrated.
vention.
Tong Jjefore railroad managements were aroused
to the necessity of more extreme vigilance to prevent the frequency with which employees were involved in fatal or seri-

The commission's

sults,

ous injuries, the commission, in its annual reports, called the
attention of Congress and of the public to the a1)Solute necessity of preventive legislation in the interest of greater safety.
All accidents that occur upon interstate railroads are reported monthly to the Interstate Commerce Commission, and
are made public in the Commission's "Accident Bulletin,"

i.

e.

Bulletin No. 62, which gives the figures for the year endDecember 31, 1916, shows that there were a total of

ing

206,723 casualties reported for that year, 10,001 being
deaths and 196,722 injuries.
There were 291 passengers
killed and 8,008 injured.
Of train service employees on
duty, 2,210 were killed and 48,310 injured, and of train
service employees not on duty 303 were killed and 811 injured.

The Trespassing Evil

in the great transportation industry, so

when Congress passed the Act to Regulate Commerce,
Interstate Commerce Commission, created by that Act,

in 1887,

In these accident bulletins accidents are

five general heads,

Accidents to passengers.
Employees on and off duty.
Other persons not trespassing.
Trespassers.
Non-train or industrial accidents.

to the class, kind,

was particularly true

under

Of

other persons not trespassing, 1,744 were killed

and

5,060 injured, while in non-train or industrial accidents,
525 persons were killed and 129,740 injured.
By far the
largest number of deaths under one classification are those
caused to trespassers upon railroad property, tliere being
4,928 deaths and 4,793 injuries in this class of casualties.
An analysis of these totals for the one year, which is indicative of every year's record, impresses one by the surprisingly

There is no
number of trespassers they include.
reason nor excuse for this class of accidents.
When it is
considered that more than one-half of all of the fatal accidents that have occurred upon the railroads in this countryhave occurred to persons who have no right upon railroad
premises, it becomes apparent that there is a fertile field for
Several
leform in dealing with the trespassing problem.
studies have been made of the death toll to trespassers, which
show, contrary to the general opinion, that the large majority of these persons are not tramps or hoboes.
Probably
less than 20 per cent are really tramps.
Two-thirds of these
accidents occur to people who live in the immediate vicinity
of the place where they are killed and injured, and nearly
ail are wage-earners.
About 15 per cent are children under
1 8
years of age. That this matter has received serious consideration, is evident by tVie recommendations that have been
made by the National Association of Railroad Commissioners, representing the railroad commissions and public service commissions of all the states in the union, recommending
preventive legislation, as well as by the fact that the Interlarge

Commerce Commission in its last annual report to
Congress recommended
"That Congress consider the advisability of prohibiting
by statute, under appropriate penalty, trespasses on the
trains of interstate carriers and on the tracks of such carriers
at places where there are two or more tracks, or within the
state

where the carrier
by appropriate sign or warning gives notice that trespassing
on its tracks is prohibited, providing that nothing therein
is to be considered as making lawful any trespass which
would be unlawful under state laws; and further consider
limits of incorporated towns, or at places

the advisaliility of conferring concurrent jurisdiction upon
federal and state courts for the enforcement of such statute."

•Presented at the annual meeting of the -Association of Railway Chief
Surgeons held at Chicago on May 6.
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^'igorous measures should be undertaken to nT\ke people

May
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1918

10.

uiulfr>i.iiKl

r.iilro>ul

tli.it

iraeks arc not puLilic higli\\a)S,

ihf use of tlk-m as such should

l>e

and

prohibited by law.

Educate the Employees
kigardless of the splendid resulLs that arc so a])parcnt
as a result of the enaiinient antl enforcement of the Safety
Ajipliance .\cts. railroads continue to have an ever increasing;

casualty

have not

list

itt'vn

uj) to liie

and tiiese casualties
such a manner as to point out

present time,

dassilicd in

1189

interested appears to be in the formation of safety

The

States.

ured.
in

If

it

true to

its

every department of the service, greater security to the
and limbs of the employees, and better and safer serv-

the specific Icijislation necessary to brinj; about substantial

lives

ice to the public, all of

which are of

vital importance.

certain legislation such as a law against trespassing

some

admitted liy all, l)Ut to the student
of accident prevention, it is manifest that other methods and
efforts are also essential in order to bring aiiout a subwill give

relief

Safety Committees

is

Serious accidents have alit is generally understood what was the cause and what can be done to prevent
recurrences, but tiie casualties that swell the total and which
demand our serious attention are tiie minor accidents which
each year appear to become more and more frequent.
Almost all, if not all students of this problem, have reached
the conclusion that the best and most scientific method in
accident prevention work is to reach the em|)loyee in an
educational way. and by proper instruction and supervision

stantial reduction

ways

ii organizations can
not be measpurpose, it means greater efficiency

benefit of su(
is

relief.

That

commit-

tees.
These committees are com])osed of officers and employees co-operating in striving to reduce accidents in every
[)ossiblc way.
Sucli organizations should certainly be commended, and deser\'e the loyal and hearty support of each
officer and of each employee of every railroad in the United

in accidents.

receivcxl public attention, so that

minds of

keep constantly

in the

ing more than

ordinan.-

care

all the necessity

in

of exercis-

the performance of

their

work, as well as to bring about an elimination of all the
and purposeless taking of chances, and by these
means bring about the prevention of the little accidents as
well as the big accidents that are constantly occurring on
useless

railroads.

Thirty per cent of all the people killed and 90 per cent
of all the people injured on the railroads in tliis country
are railroad employees.
One employee is killed every 3'/2
hrs., and one employee is injured every 10 min. in train
accidents alone, and taking into account all accidents, one
employee is either killed or injured every i min. during the
entire year.

The "safety first"' movement has already accomplished
much in bringing about safer conditions of employment, but
its work has only begun; it is yet in its infancy.
The crying need of the hour is to get every person who works for
a railroad, regaj-dless of the capacity, interested in the safety

No safety organization will be successful unhas the active and .sympathetic co-operation of all concerned.
For that reason, the one main purpose of such an
organization is to secure the co-operation of the employees,
not only in suggesting additional safeguards to be provided
so that existing hazards may be removed, but also, by educational means, to bring about an eliminaticn of dangerous
practices wherever found to exist.

Such safety committees on railroads have l>een in operafor a number of years.
On some railroads these organizations reach out into every terminal and every shop.
Other railroads have perfected organizations wherein the
safety features have been discussed only by the officials in
charge.
Both plans evidently have done some good, but the
record clearly establishes the fact that those which have
accomplished the most have been those organizations in
which the employees have participated the large.st.
.\fter all, it appears to me that unsafe conditions and unsafe practices are known and understood l>est by those who
work in continual connection with the unsafe conditions and
the unsafe practices.
That this is evident is shown by the
record of recommendations that have been Ijrought to the
attention of safety committees for the purpose of correcting
lion

the unsafe conditions or practices.
A complete record of
the safety suggestions made by employees through their
safety committees of all the railroads

is not available, but
from a report of a large eastern railroad, which I have just
recently received, in a five-year period. 27,496 recommenda-

made.

were of

sufficient

movement.

safety suggestions,

less

sidered

it

Limitations of Safety Devices

The use

an important factor in the
prevention of accidents.
Good results are undoubtedly obtained from their use. but no mechanical safeguard can fulfill its purpose without the co-operation of efficient and everalert human beings having a keen appreciation of their duties
and responsibilities. Such devices can not be expected to
eliminate accidents entirely, however, as the human equation
must always be taken into account. Our efforts must therefore be directed to the training and the development of the
human equation of the employee so that when the test
comes he will take no chance.
If it can be instilled into
the minds of railroad employees that it is their duty at all
times to be cautious and prudent and that they must not
take unnecessary risks in the performance of their duties, a
great reduction in accidents will most certainly result.
Judging by the experience of those who have given this
matter the most careful thought, the best method to reach all
of safet\' devices

—

is

—

Of

this number 20,918, or 76 per cent,
merit to receive attention and correction.
Upon another railroad in the western territor)-, in a
four-year period 15,559 safety suggestions were received
from employees, of which number 11,708, or 75 per cent,
were practical suggestions and received consideration by the
committees to which they had been reported.
As indicative of the opportunity that is today presented to
ever>- employee who carefully studies unsafe conditions or
unsafe practices, and reports them so that they may be
changed, one employee on a western railroad made 149

tions were

practicable

in

12 months,

and placed

in

l.i2

of which were con-

effect.

This man was

not used exclusively in safety work; he was following his
usual occupation daily and was not even a safet>' com-

mitteeman, yet he was so observant of the conditions that
prevailed that he was able to have many unsafe conditions

and practices changed and

rectified,
this shows what a
wonderful opportunity each employee of a railroad has. if
he will but exercise judgment to see to it that safe condi-

and maintained.
Experience in organized safety work has shown that casualties can be materially reduced by proper methods of
tions are at all times established

education, discipline and supervision.
An analvsis of the
records of .some of the railroads that have efficient, workable
"Safety First" organizations is worthy of consideration.

Chicago

On

Chicago

&

North Western Record

&

North Western the organization of
"safety first"' committees was commenced in Mav, 1910, but
a complete organization was not in effect until [anuary,
1911.
In the seven and one-half years ending December
,51, 1917, during which time these "safety committees" were
the

in operation, using as a basis the number of accidents occurring in the year ending June jO. 1910, the following
reduction in accidents is reported as having occurred on this
railroad:
There were 315 fewer employees killed, a decrease of .58.9 per cent; 16,443 fewer employees were in-
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jured, a decrease of 2S.,5 per cent; 7 fewer passengers were
killed, a decrease of 8.8 per cent; 1,454 fewer passengers
were injured, a decrease of 20.8 per cent; 337 fewer outsiders were killed, a decrease of 19 per cent; and 169 fewer
Considering
outsiders injured, a decrease of 3.7 per cent.
the totals, there were 659 fewer persons killed, a decrease
of 24.6 per cent; and 18,066 fewer persons injured, a deDuring this same period the busicrease of 23.6 per cent.
ness of this railway increased nearly 50 per cent; more than
500 miles of new line had been completed; and the number

of employees, as well as the number of locomotives and
In six years, 27,082
cars in service, materially increased.
recommendations made to "safety committees" were adopted
and put into effect, and during this same period only 1,201
Six thousand individual
recommendations were rejected.

By rotatemplo)'ees have served as "safety committeemen."
ing the men who serve as safety committeemen, it is believed
that the permanent employees will sooner or later all have
Such service inspires
opportunity to serve on committees.
every committeeman with the importance of the conservation
human life and limb.

of

Norfolk

On

& Western

&

Western "safety committees" were first
organized in 1912, and the record in the reduction in the
number of accidents on this railroad since the organization
The volume of
of these committees shows splendid results.
business of the railroad steadily increased, showing a 42
with
1912, and
compared
as
increase
in
1916,
per cent
On the basis
casualties decreased all during this period.
of the number of accidents occurring in the year ending June
30, 1912, the record shows a decrease in the number of
employees killed of from 23 per cent in 1913 to 49 per cent
in 1916, a decrease in the number of employees injured from
22 per cent in 1914 to 41 per cent in 1916, and a decrease
of employees injured in industrial work of from 21 per cent
in 1914 to 24 per cent in 1916, regardless of the fact that
the volume of business handled on this railroad was conDuring this
stantly increasing during this five-year period.
period 7,047 safety recommendations were made, of which
number 5,989, or 85 per cent, were accepted as meritorious
and acted upon, and only 619, or 9 per cent, of the number
submitted by the employees were rejected.
the Norfolk

New York
On

Central

New York

Central an employee was appointed as
early as 1910, with instructions to devote his entire time to
investigate and study the cause of accidents with a view
Tlie need of extensive work of this kind,
of reducing them.
as a result of this one man's endeavor, was soon appreciated
and in 1912 the New York Central created its "safety
bureau." The decrease in deaths and injuries on this road
since the time "safety committees" were organized indicates
the benefit derived from organized safety work.
Using the number of accidents occurring in the year ending June 30, 1913, as a basis, the records on this railroad
the

show a decrease

in the

number

of employees killed in all
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Ever)-

effort,

then,

to

promote the co-operation of

And to the
meet with the encouragement of all classes.
support of no movement should that common encouragement come more willingly and certainly than to a safety
campaign, the sole purpose of which is the elimination of
accidents.
For those employees who work in constant risk,
Money
there should be ready sympathy and quick relief.
wisely and carefully spent in protecting employees is not
a burden on the industry, but is without cjuestion a splendid
investment.

Safety Section of Railroad Administration
In this crusade against accidents we need the active, sympathetic co-operation of every officer and every employee
of every railroad, and one of the purposes of the Safety
Section of the Railroad Administration is to facilitate this
At the
co-operation, in order to prevent waste of energy.
time this section was created, it was understood it was to
deal directly with each railroad, to bring about uniformity
in practice, supervise such organizations for safety as are
already available, and suggest such others as are desirable.
In its "safety first" work the Safety Section of the Division of Transportation, United States Railroad Administration intends to utilize to the fullest extent the safety
organizations now in operation on such railroads as have
working organizations, and to assist those railroads not
having a safety organization to perfect such an organization as will keep constantly in the minds of all officers and
employees the necessity of care and caution so as to insure
greater safety in every possible way.
is a great humanitarian work in which science,
business enterprises, and the government must all
unite.
In science we appeal especially to the mechanical
engineering professions to furnish us the safest equipment;
to statistics and economics to furnish us with facts and to
supply the methods of investigation and of prevention; but

This

labor,

we need most of

all the help of labor, which has the greatimmediate interest in the matter, but which is too often
handicapped by the lack of scientific knowledge, or by a

est

lack of

means of making

and

societies

all

itself

heard.

All organizations

can be of material benefit and of great

service in pointing out fields of investigation, so that unsafe conditions may be corrected, but better still assist in

mind of every employee the fundamental
no chances of any kind must be taken.
You may rest assured that the safety movement will have
the heart}' support and co-operation of all government agencies to assist in the advancement of any method that will
bring about a reduction in accidents.
Everyone can have
instilling into the

rule

—

that

a great part in this philanthropic work. To make the "safety
first" movement on American railroads a vital, living, energetic force for good devolves upon the officials and employees of the great railroad systems, today unified into one
splendid organization working untiringly for the welfare
of the greatest nation on earth.

classes of work, of 45 per cent in 1914, 43 per cent in 1915,
and 24 per cent in 1916, while the decrease of employees

injured in all work is 30 per cent in 1914, 29 per cent in
Since the organization of
1915, and 7 per cent in 1916.
"safety committees" on the New York Central, more than
40,000 safety recommendations have been made, 93 per cent
of which have received favorable consideration.
The substantial decrease in the number of accidents on
these three railroads, taken from different parts of the United
States and operating under entirely different conditions, each

having an
if

effective

and

efficient safety

committee organiza-

what may be accomplished
organizations along similar lines are created upon every

tion,

indicates the po-ssibility of

railroad in the United States.

all

forces interested in the enforcement of industrial efficiency
of railroad employees and to eliminate accidents should

March Foreign Trade Shows

Increase.

—March

im-

show

a partial recovery from the decline
in recent months, according to a statement issued by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, exports for March
ports

and

e.xports

to $531,000,000, an increase of $119,000,000 over
February.
For the nine months ended with March exports
were valued at $4,394,000,000, a decrease from the $4,637,000,000 recorded for the nine-month period a vear ago. Imports were valued at $242,000,000, a gain of $34,000,000
over Februarv. During the nine months ended with March
imports amounted to $2,084,000,000, against $1,818,000,000 a year ago.

amounted

Steam Railway

Commerce Commission's Annual Abstract

Interstate

Reduction

Operations.
INIEKSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION
THEadvance
railway
abstract of statistics of

the calendar year
I,

("lass

1916, giving figures

for

1916

31.

of Year's

Mileage

in

Number

llU-S issucd its
operations for

ttven in

....,,

roads of

II

of locomo-

Mrvice on

JunTjO?

'dTc. 31,

Kind of locomotive^

and Class III, but excluding switching
and terminal companies.
Probably for the first time on
record the physical Aiileage shows a decrea.se on December
31 as con)|)ared with June .^0.
Class

December

Statistics to

|9|6

•'''""'
•J'l"i-

|9I6
63,578
284

63,738
335

Total

64,073

63,862

For the .same classes of roads, the number of cars
ice was reported as follows:

Milea«e

Number

in serv-

of car* in

The

physical mileage (single track) (it sicam roads in tiie
United States, exclusive of switching and temiinal companies, compiled

from

iioth

excluding duplications,

tion,

Mileage
^'ca^ cndfi!

is

Mileage

at

Year ended June 30, 1914

close of year

December 31. 1916
June 30, 1916
June 30. 1915

Kind of car
Freighl-train

cars, all classen
l".TSscngcr-train cars (exclusive of cars in

and unofficial informashown below for recent vears:

ofticial

254.045.83
254.250.62
253,788.64

J.ine

June

t

roads

>.ias

M

99,665

u

ri.,1..-

.

...

i

'~

Box
Fl«

cars
cars
Sto;k cars
Coal cars
Tank cars
RelriBeralor cars

Total

383,630
1.663.345

2.253,111

92,280,335

returns

to

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission and

11,977.40 miles u.^ed under trackage
more than one company:
Class I
roads
Ite.T
Miles of road
231.674.09
Miles of second main track.. 29.222.87
Miles oi third main track....
2.716.23
fuurth main tr.nck...

rights

and reported by
Class III
roads

CI.15S II

roads
19,213.78
186.08
5.04

8.817.31
5.33

Total
259,701.18
29.414.28
2.721.27

1,932.48

1,932.48

MiK-« of all other main tracks
257.30
Miks of yard track and sidings 98,334.25

257.30
3,695! io

954146

102.983.81

364,137.22

23,100.00

9,777.10

397.014.32

181

263

410

854

Total,

Number

o

II

tracks

roads represented

The number of
made annual

that

operating switching and terminal roads
reports to the commission not covered by

the above statement

The growth
all

Number

8,892
2.579

274.400
384,135

261
128
6.653

36,805
986,601
8.146
3,305
228.876

1,215
3,619
7^
1,542
125

51,930

1.922,268

in the

tracks operated,

is

209.

of miles of road operated and of
including duplications, as covered by

number

reports of operations to the commission,
lowing statement for a series of years:

—

Year cnd'*d
December 31. 1916
June 30, 1916
Tune 30, 1915
lune

June
June

30.
30.
30.

1914
1913
1912

is

shown

Miles of road
year

at clo'ie of

259,705
259.211
257.569
256.547
25.1.470
249. 952

in the fol-

Total miles
of all tracka

.\ggregatc
capacity

Aggregate

Number

28,624
95,068

ci^acity

1,031,864
133.553
83,931

908,539

2,333

58.662
4,032
150
50,134

9,893
51,391
94,782

37,399,156
4,905,452
2,712,877
43,200,731
395,808
1.666,800
4,159,836

8.912

238,057

2.313.953

94,440,660

6

following statement of mileage operated on December

necessarily contains duplications because of the inclusion of

.Milts oi

capacity

!

1,387

Employees

31. 1916, represents the miles of all tracks covered by operat-

ing

Number

37.096.132

82,559
884,880
9,507
51,257
85.796

Other freight-train cars

The

capacity

1.021.737
117,355

^

Aggre^atc

.•\KKreBalc

Number

Item

54,664
96,508

following statement shows the number of freighttrain cars that were classified.
Caboose cars (28,504) are
not included

252.104.98
249.776.84
246.776.75

I

55,081

The

close of year

1913
1912

30,
30,

at

;

.'

>rrvlir of

tbc Pullman Co.)
Company service cars

The number

of railway employees

is

arrived at

i)y

averag-

ing the number in ser^'ice on four days, res|x;ctively, in the
middle of January, .\|)ril, July, and October.
Thus the
number of employees does not represent the number of fulltime workers. The numljer of employees and their aggregate
compensation were reported as follows for the years ended
December 2<\, 1916, and June .50, 1916:
Year ended—
Item

Pec.

Number of railway
-AgKrcgatc compcnsa

..ployc

1916
1.700 814
$1,506,060,995
31.

June

30,

1916

1.654.075
$1,403,968,437

Capitalization and Dividends
In the returns to the commission securities issued arc divided as between those actually outstanding, those nominally
outstanding, and tho.«e nominally issued.
Xorainallv outstanding .securities are those reacquired by or for the issuing

company and held

Nominally issued securities are
and sealed but not sold.
The following statement shows the outstanding capitalization reported for the years ended December 31, 1916, and
June 30, 1916:
alive.

those which have been signed

Capiulization of railways on

at close of year

Item—

397,014
394.944
391.142
387.208
379.508
371.238

Stoik and funded debt actually ouutanding:
Class I roadd
Class II roads
Class IM roads
Total

Equipment
The number of locomotives in service on December 31,
1916, as reported by Class I, II, and III companies as compared with the number in ser>'ice on June 30, 1916, is shown

Dec. 31. 1916
tir.

ORR

fkif.

June

30,

1916'

SM,

$19,630,610,082

tI9,681,19J.09i

$I,31«,3I4,7I9
56,039.603
6.823,769
39,520,409

11,301,170,117
60.039.344
7.737.383
41,932,309

$1,418,698,500

$1,410,879,153

Stock and funded debt nominally iuued or
nominally outstanding:

below

rl.is.

I

Cl.T^

11

ria.i.

Ill

Total

1191

ro.v|.

roads
r.ads
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For

RaiLW.W Ol'ER.MlNG REVENUE;S

companies under consideration, the relation of
and dividends was as follows:

tlie

capital stock

dividends

Per cent paying no dividends

1916

Dec. 31. 1916

June

$8,743,106,639

$3,325,280,282
37.98

$3,463,678,685
39.62

$366,561,494

$342,109,396

6.75
4.19

o.9I

30,

Amount

of dividends declared during the
vear by operating and nonoperating companics
Ratio of amount of dividends declared to
per cent
Dividend-paying stock
.'S.II
actually outstanding stock.. per cent

Investment

6.48

Road and Equipment

in

figures presented

tabular .statement:
Investment
of 'ine

to

.

.

December

to

$17,681,126,339
17.349,632.70$

.

31,

1915

$331,493,631

1916 ever 1915

Increase,

Investment during the year:
In new lines and extensions
In additions and betterments

On owned
On leased

lines
lines

•

Special

service

....

Other

Dining and buffet..
Hotel and restaurant
Station,
train
boat privilege

331.493.631

following table gives comparative figures for the years
ended December 31, 1916, and June 30, 1916, pertaining to
public service of railways and covers returns for roads having operating revenues above $100,000 for the year:
Year ended
A

^

Item
Number of passengers carried ...
1

""!'"'"" ."".'"^

Dec. 31, 1916
.,

mde

.".''.'
'

•

'

1.797,491

308,420
653,918

$74,940,456

$16,082,242

$3,589,591,137

$14,222,511
1,435.403
4.524
56,559
27.871
20.753
1.930
330.650

$477,977

$10,581
17,289
116

$14,711,069
1,712.382
4,781
62.441
52.337
33,330

$16,100,201

$775,145

$38,485

$16,913,831

$17,466,682
6,448,258

$3,083
15,513

$2,268

$17,469,765
6,466,039

3,897.093
1.050,812
3.524.463
669,082
18.372.713
1.885.119
2,231,200
1.491,392
2.184,040

202,309
3,229
45.707
10.388
690,354

'50,690
141
5.882
19.551
10.428
1.125
351

4.915
2.149
130
3.305

3.185

334,306

76,771

225
135,320
15,876

57
73,638

473
910

4,102,985
1,054,134
3,577,415
679,695
19,198,387
1.977.766
2.231,200
1,491,922
.2,258,588

4,464,872
16.077,259

213.169
639.301

51,178
134,221

4.729,219
16,850.781

Total
incidental
operating revenue

$79,762,985

$1,973,519

$351,392

$82,087,896

facility— Cr...
facility— Di..

$3,830,343
1,396,202

$64,528

$9,135

i5,.?tfl5

145

$3,904,006
1,431,653

Total joint facility
operating revenue

$2,434,141

$29,222

$8,990

$2,472,353

Total railway operating revenues. .$3,596,865,766

$77,718,342

$16,481,109

$3,691,065,217

.

.

.

.

^

June

30, 1916

A'TfAlH^l
35,121,673,939

.I'^dHl'lly
34,21.1.396,127

1«.305

137,818

loint
joint

.

Railway Operating Expe: !SES.

3,583
93
7,245

of tons of revenue freight carried, in2,225,943.388
2,316,088,894
cluding freight received from connections.
Toi,mi"eage or number of tons carried 1 mile. 365.771,824,741 343,099,937,805
Freight density, or number of tons carried I
1,380,349
1,4/0,274
mile per mile of road
Average number of ton-miles of revenue freight
.-n ,15c
:iiA oe
33493
530
per train-milt
AUU6
2.046
.cents
per
mile,
passenger
.\verage receipts per
716
715
.cents
Average receipts per ton per mile
$1.38619
$1.44224
Passengci -service tiain revenue per train-mile
^3.82828
$3.93483
F?dRlt revenue per train-mile.
$2.80074
$2.90561
Opera ng revenues per train-mile
$1.83279
$1.90662
Operating expen.ses per train-mile
Ratio of operating expenses to operating
65.44
65.62
cent
Pcr
revenues

Number

Ye.^r

Ended Dec.

31,

1916

Class II
roads

Class III
roads

Total

$13,281,966

$4,137,284

$439,195,062

595,566,336
62 839,996

11,339,539

2,199,170

609,105.045

1,414,156

247,971

64,502,123

penses—Rail line.. 1.164,274.088

24,934,730

5,709,851

1,194,918,669

Class

I

Item
roads
Maintenance of way
$421,775,812
and structures
Maintenance of equip-

ment
expenses
Transportation
ex-

Traffic

.'"

14

255,222
231,109
10,935
133,167
247,117
11,647
7,044

and

22,531,939

The

""TZf.

Other pass, service.
Mail
Express'

.Vfiscellaneous

Public Service of Railways

of passengers carried

FaFSenger
.Excess baggage ....

of buildings
and other property.

Net increase during the year

Number

Freight

Power

4-1,964.3/4

Total during the year

Total
$2,631,091,957
722,359,371
6,172,651
2,896,348
1,378,391
62,559.984
91,495,490
5,986,026
16,567,307
41,089,712

Rents

22,432,435

Difference between record value of
grantor and purchase price of grantee
in cases of roads sold, merged, consolidated, etc

$12,797,259
2,373,884
14,844

1916

2,325,202
1,221,787

Grain elevator
Stockvard

354.025.570

Total investment during the year
.-\djustments

$57,306,587
13.376,857
93,448
551
13,340
1.108,962
1,108,936
61,469
318,256
1,422,768
97,646
27,757

31,

36

Teleg'h and telephone

346,690,506

December
Class III
roads

2.325,202
1,221,751

room
Storage— Freight
Storage— Baggage
Demurrage

$327,456,492
19.234,014

D

Total rail-line transportation revenue. $3,498,568,439

Parcel

$7,335,064

End

Class II
roads

1,687,082

Tot. water-line transportation revenue.

31. 1916 (239,120.61 miles

December

represented^

Investment

VE.^R

1,128
2,715

Water transfers— Vehicles and live stock
Water transf's— Other

under this caption include returns
for investment in road and equipment shown by operating
roads of Class I and Class II, as well as by their subsidiary
nonoperating roads (leased, operated under contract, etc.).
The expenditures for additions and betterments, as well as
the expenditures for new lines and extensions, during the
year ended December 31, 1916, are analyzed in the following

The

$2,560,988,111
706.608,630
6,064.359
2,895,797
Parlor and chair car
1,365.037
Mail
61,195,800
Express
90.155,445
Other passenger-train
5,913,622
Milk
16,115,884
Switching
39.419.827
Special service train
1.688,198
inlier freight-train..
273,619
W.itertransfs— Fr'ht
652,790
Water fransf's— Pass1,684,367

Passenger
Excess baggage ....
Sleeping car

$8,755,403,517

Item—

Class I
roads

Item
Freight

Year ended—

Capital stock actuallv outstanding
Capital stock actually outstanding paying no
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Revenues and Expenses
operating revenues for the year ended December 31,
1916, of the railways in the United States herein presented
(average mileage operated 257,324.61 miles) were $3,691,065,217, or $14,344 per mile of line operated; their operating
expenses were $2,426,250,521, or $9,429 per mile of line
operated. The corresponding figures for the year ended June

The

Operating revenues, $3,472,641,941, or
1916, were:
$13,485 per mile of line operated; operating expenses, $2,277,202,278, or $8,844 per mile of line operated. The following tables present a statement of the operating revenues
expenses assigned
in detail and a statement of the operating

30,

to the eight general classes:

Transportation
expenses— Waaler line
Miscellaneous operations

General expenses...
Transportation
for

investment— Cr.

..

9.713,687

448.728

19,709

10,182,124

26,858,441

154,715

31,037

27,044,193

S4, 418,107

3,590,973

1,238,030

89,247,110

S.04S.055

27.S64

6.506

8.0S2,425

e"r.atin"'expenses. $2,357, 398,412 '$55,257,763 =$13,594,346

'Includes $120,820. unclassified.
cludes $138,620. unclassified.

Income Account and

=

Includes

Profit

$17,800.

=

$2,426,250,521

uncla.ssified.

'In-

and Loss Account

ended December
income account and the profit and
loss account of the operating roads and their subsidiary
The figures given include such internonoperating roads.
corporate payments as may be involved in the items stated.
Returns for 'a few small roads have been omitted because

The

tables following present for the year

31. 1916. the condensed

The accounts of the operating roads include both operating and financial transactions, while the
most
accounts of the nonoperating roads are confined for the
of incompleteness.

part to receipts

agreements.

and payments under

leases,

contracts,

and

May

RAILWAY ACE

1918

10.

AtCOLM,

IMDXli;

V1:aU l.NUl.li IJKC.

OprraliiiK

Item

riasi

I

ll'*3
31.

Nonopcraiing rotJn

\'>\(>

Subiiiliaiy

iiiiili

Tula! opera
iiig ruaiU

roada

Siibtidia
btiiliary
to C'lai
C'last I

to

Toul

Subiiiliary

Clans II to llass III nonoperalroads
roads
ing roads

roads
road

Ol-EHATlNr. Inci'MI

$3,596,865,766
2,357, 398,41i

$77,718,342 $16,481,109
13,594,340
55,257,763

$1,239,467,354

$22,460,579

$2,886,763

$157.1 13,372

797.486

$3,984,594
13,180
.

$727,356
7,756

.$1,081,556,496

$18,462,805

$2,151,651

$^,833,977
34,324,932

$47,325
44,663

$174,373
153,966

$6,509,045

$2,662

$20,407

Kailway operating rcvriiura
Kailway operating exprn«ca

.

Net revenue from railway nperotioiis
Kailway tax accruals
railway

Uncollectible

Railway

revenues

income.

oprratiiij:

KrvcnurK from miscellaneous operations
Kxpenses of miscellaneous operations
Net revenue (r

ellaneous o|ierations.

.

miscellaneousoperatiiiK property.

Miscellaneous operating

incoi

Total opcratini^

Hire
Rent
Keat
Rent
Rent

Nox-lji'E«ATiNG Income
of freinht cars-C're lit bai.inc
from locomotives
from passenpcr-lrain cars
from tloaliiiK ei|uipmenl
from work ii|uipmcnt

loint facility

?20,964,852
7.540.673
11.256,786
>00,837
2.100.142
24,211.969
4,382,393
8.369,241
2,956,131
3,230,514
103.194,671
50.520,614
27.035.177
2,890,362
295,801
1.032.709
1.616.362

and rent income

fri Ml lia»c of road
Miscellaneous rent income
Miscellaneous non-operatinft pln-sical property..
Separately operated properties- Profit
Dividend income

Inconu-

Income from liinfled securities
Income from unfunded securities and accounts.
Income from sinking and other reserve ft'uds.
Releaj* of premiums on funded debt
Contrtbutions from other companies
Miscellaneous income

.

.

come

»I.()IJ..I.(.S

$1,618

$3,563

$1,044

$16,844

$18,463,849

$2,168,495

$1,106,731,744

$1,992,447
•
2J9.427
120.451
6.132
31.781
1,223,179
488.121
253,879
64,593

$141,138

$23,098,437
7,833.057
11.383.8H4
206.969
2.136.828
25,632.144
4,887.873
8,645.515
3,031.449
3.230.589

iss.'sse

219.152
320,827
72,220
959

52.957
6,647

4.905
196.996
17,359
22.395
10,725
75
1.415
49.739
76.705
5.580

1,096,271
100,463

103.j.';4.672

511,789,505

27.432.709
2.968.162
296.760
2,382.265
1.743.818

»''.S.H

$1,612,}}$

i.4Zf
I.S05

927505.907
150.174.103
115,160
112,919
35,898
307,342
3.044.834
303,095
556,644
44.735

$174,238
25,116

JS.SVH

3,045,478
307,150
556,644
45,672

178.708

178,809

$279,054,636

$155,394,252

$201,697

$199,455

$155,795,404

$1,357,898,634

$24,852,337

$.1,035,409

$1,385,786,380

$153,-81.917

$191,863

$196,094

$154,169,874

$43,622,850
6.644.421
11,981,598
3,061.272
5J0.41I
41.916.6S6
158.377.958
5.523.004
2.292.698
3.451,927
406.667.567
14.854.425
2.893,200
702.053
3.702.470
4.805.421

$3,090,252
694,268
340,611
11.564
31,766
953.564
274.765
128.079
39.758
2.172
13.383.281
1.447.154
259.844
6.010
432.587
47.196

$734,339

$47,447,441
7.486.177
12.382.018
3,074,009
5r0,O47
43.007,078
158.916.563
5.737.030
2.336.249
3.454.820
422.416.327
17.395.425
3.203,514
708.063
4.154.256
4.857.396

$734,725
$187,609
293.STO

Total deductions from gross

$711,017,961

$21,142,871

Net

$646,880,673

$3,700,466

$15,117,355
187.985.355

1.964.412

279.101

62.510,056

687,009

20,359.899

96.255

73.039
12.250
4.697

63,270, 104
25.171
20.460.851

$285,972,665

$3,094,879

$411,986

$280,479,530

$360,908,008

$614,587

$2,}52,158

Gross Incoue

of freight cars— Debit balance
for locomotives
for passenger-train cars
for Moating equipment
Rent for work e.;uipment
loint facilitv rents
Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous t.ix accruals
Scparatelv operated properties t.oss
Interest on funded dcht
Interest or. unfunded debt
.\mortiiation of discount on funded debt
Maintenance of investment organization
Income transferred to other companies

Mire
Rent
Rent
Rent

—

Miscellaneous income charges

DisvosiTiON OF Net Income
Income applied to sinking ancl other reserve funds
Dividend appropriations of income.
Income appropriated for investment in physical
.

-

_.

._

.

property
Stock discount extinguished through income
Miscellaneous appropriations of income
Total appropriations of income

Income balance transferred

to profit

and loss....

147,488.

59,809
1,173
7,870
136,828

363,840
85.947
3.793
72!
.?.365.479

1.093.846
.50.070

$4.975. 5S1
tl.9>0.

$734,978
187,609
239,509

3.317

706,822
972,732
314,310
303,511
67.583
.866 281
'..'32.t<ll

i,822
!,732
1.450

149.917
7.862

70,728
41,264

396.;
2.217.1
638.:

638.275

s-.7r.i,irt.4i3

$67,187,921

$176,179

$114,576

$67,478,676

•67

$86,593,996

$15,684

$81,518

$86,691,198

$58,557

$48,000

$334,282

12.921

Operating

25.000

roads

1.515.075
'47;32i

$41,965,315
$44,628,681

$83,557

$48,000

$67.87}

$33,518

Non-operating roads
Subsidiary

-

Subsidiary
Class

,

U,,,

income credits
overcharges

,>

credits

Total credits during year

:

Debit balance transferred from income
Surplus applied to sinking and other reserve funds
Dividend appropriations of surplus
SurphiE appropriated for investment in physical
propertv
Sl...k Mi-VMil-.l ,>l;ni--v,: ,
n.I. ]<--. r,rt ,.!: .\li-o.;' , .,

^

i

it'lus

ln~

;

Class II

roads
$7,790,824
28,496
184,190

roads
$1,362,027

1

276

92

$13,218,761

$2,311,215

$432,018,210

$30,572,802

$49,427

$87,215

$17,269,662
1.074.020
118.191.582

$7,176,237

$3,714,185

$28,160,084
1,192.545
121.647.541

$2,142,838
540.591
15.076.154

$117,024

$53,605

18.962,990
46.337
17.713.165

333.970
450.888
259.988
290.797
683,444

28.231
9,500
3.967
49.583
167.476
80.470

336.388

1.065.5.^6

Total debits during year

$250,923,185

$15,362,803

$5 ;i7.I>2

Net increase .luring vear

$165,565,049
1.096,353,229

r...,.i

.11

i;

i-.f

.•!

Miscellaneous debits

Balance

at

beginning of year
!

at

.

:

'lebits

end of year.

;

roads
$87,123

$416,488,234

1,982,168
1.009,002

r.iir,,!

roads
$49,151

17,635
35,264
788
90.643
804.858

18.171.732
3,346.356
54.333.840

..f

Debved income

Total operat-

63.123
404.522
4.747.606

1.823.501

•

;

I

Class II

1,347.547
32,095.557

*>1.'^.582

l..,l)Ie

.\li-o l.iTu ,us

roads

$378,177,670
3,022,682
926.196

Credit balance transferred from income
Profit on road and equipment sold

Ivliitl
"•
M

I

SI. 261.918.278

1.511
'.583
;.926

850
7,486
9.960

PROFIT AND LOSS

..-s

11.'. 919

307.34.'

$866,914

Deductio.\s from

!

1,V-..141

-

$6,388,488

Gross income

r

927
505.907
150,545.337

$271,799,234

Total non-operating

'

»J.',-J,UI

».),J61

$2.14
21.94

16,900
111.375
18.655
634.622

io.bois

102

6,875

257.285

9.547
2.564

l.fiI0.i.-!5

378

39,260

'S

$394,789

$155,672

34

$795,777

$764.S99

3.821

'.52.440

$22,790,559
$27,918,885
12,415,973

17 90!.6il

$24.0S4.fl6 S2I.I09.SSS

Total
nonoperaling roads
$47,707,793
106.365
871.078

=

$40,334,858
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Over $100,000,000 Subscribed
by Railway Employees

THE

R.\iLW.\Y EMPLOY-EES of the United States by their

subscriptions to the Third Liberty Loan have shown
themselves worthy to be represented by their railway
Their subscriptions in the
engineer regiments in France.

Loan have considerably exceeded $100,000,000 and
least tliree

in the

and possibly four times as great as

their totals

The total employees' subscriptions in the Second Loan
In the Third Loan the Liberty Loan
were $36,000,000.
Committee for the eastern regional district with incomplete
returns reported on Wednesday subscriptions by 660,000 emSimilarly the western regional disployees for $45,000,000.
trict Liberty Loan Committee reported 650,000 subscribers
for $50,013,000.
The railroad employees in each of these districts handsomely exceeded the total subscriptions by employees on the
railroads of the entire country in the Second Loan.
In the southern regional district incomplete returns on
Wednesday showed $9,628,000. making a total for the
countr}^ of' $104,641, 000.
The following table will show how well the employees of
several important railroads in the east topped their totals
The reports for the Third Loan, it will
in the Second Loan.
be understood, are not complete.

Erie Railroad.
.Second Loan

Third Loan
Delaware, Lackawanna

Second
Third

.Suhscriliers

.\mounts

124,789
201,350

$9,243, .SCO
12,061,900

33,284
143,562

2,210.050
10,402,900

15.610
34,867

1,097.000
2,134,100

17.671

1.071. 500

20,920

1.282,250

Second Loan
Third Loan
Baltimore

&

Second

Loan

Third Loan
Boston & Maine.

Second Loan
Third Loan

New

York,

New Haven &

1,396,100

6,496
53,182

501,800
3,872.450

3,464
21,515

320,000
1,400,000

242
27,518

21,700
1,725,350

Hartford.

Second Loan
Third Loan

Reports received until noon Wednesday showed 650,000
subscribers to the Liberty Loan out of 731,000 employees of
the railways in the Western Regional District.
The total

amount subscribed was $50,013,000, and adding corporate
subscriptions $51,962,000. The average subscription by employees

was $77.

Sixty-one roads reported that

Troops Boarding

all of their

employees had subscribed and 177 roads that over 70 per
cent subscribed.
The largest amount subscribed on any individual line was $4,530,000 on the Southern Pacific Svstem.
The Santa Fe lines were next with $4,000,000. Of
thirteen roads with subscriptions totaling over $1,000,000,
the Rock Island Lines alone showed subscriptions for 100
per cent of their employees. The Missouri Pacific was next
with 99.38 per cent.
The highest average subscription on
these roads was on the Northern Pacific, $91.00.

Travel Permits on Railways.

— In

connection

with

the proposed issuing of permits for railway traveling in

Eng-

th« German military authorities, civilians being obliged to
obtain official sanction before moving from one part of the
country to another. It was apparently proposed to adopt the
idea for Germany but the Prussian State Railways Administration decided against it on the ground that it would not
be feasible in the present circumstances. Railway Gazette,

London.

Central .\'cws Photo Ser

British

625,650

9,915
22,801

Ohio.

land, a correspondent points out that a scheme of the kind
has for some time past been in operation in Belgium under

& Western.

Loan
Loan

l.chigh Valley.

are at

Second Loan.

Pennsylvania Svstem.
Lines East and We.'st.
Second Loan
Third Loan
New York Central Svstem.
Second Loan
Third Loan
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"Leave" Train

in

the Rain

News Department

General

Boston & Maine at South Vernon,
on April 25; estimated loss, inadjacent and damage to two locomotives,

The enginehouse
\i..

ilfstrojcil

w;is

cliuliMK a ciittaKC

of the

by

tire

$20,000.

The

freight house of the Ballimore

& Ohio

at

Braddock,

was destroyed by lire on May 2; estimated loss including
The tire is believed to
a larne amount of freight, ?22.^,(XX).
have been incendiary.
Pa.,

The union station at Houston, Tex., is now used by the
nternalimial & Great Northern,
passenRer trains of tlie
which, until the consolidation of interests following government control, ran to and from the 1. & G. N. station at
Congress avenue.
1

superintendents, superintendents of motive power,
traveling engineers,
patchers, master mechanics,
agents, suptrinleiulents, etc.

men whose offices in that city have been abolished.
According to a local newspaper there are 114 men aflFected
by the order discontinuing solicitation of passengers and
freight, of whom about one-third desired to remain in

dcs-

The locomotive boiler inspectors of the government will
receive substantial increases of salary, if Congress accepts a
report presented in the House this week by the Committee
on Interstate and Foreign Commerce. By the bill as reported
the chief inspector will be advanced from $4,000 to $5,000;
two assistant chief inspectors from $3,0(X) to $4,000; and
The report
tifty district inspectors from $1,800 to $3,000.
says that the legislative agents of the brotherhoods of
enginemen, conductors and firemen, supported the bill.
Stenciling Freight Cars

The Atlanta (Ga.) Chamber of Commerce has aided in
securing positions in .\tlanta for a number of the railroad
traffic

train

purchasing

The Executive

Coniniillce

of

tlic

Master

i

Builders'

ar

Association has issued Circular No. 40 requesting that the
placing of reporting marks on freight cars between two
horizontal bars be considered as a Standard of tlie .Association.

.\tlanta.

The Overman Bill, authorizing the President of the United
to reorganize government departments, which has
passed the Senate, was on Tuesday reported favorably to the
House of Representatives. The proposed amendment to
States

exempt

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission from

the

operation of this law was not included, having been defeated
in the Judiciary Committee by a vote of 12 to 6.

The Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen, according to statements of its oflicers in the newspapers, now has in its membership nearly all of the brakemen on the Louisville &
Nashville. I'ntil the issuance of tlie circular by tlie director
general saying that there should be no discrimination between union and non-union men in the railroad service, the
brakemen of the Louisville & Nashville had not belonged
to any union.
fire which destroyed the shops of the
& Western at Lima, Ohio, on .April 24, mentioned
Raituvy Age of May 3, page 1138, indicates that there
is no substantial evidence that it was caused by an incendiary.
The suspect who was arrested has been released. Less
equipment was destroyed than was lirsl reported, only six
small locomotives, about 25 years old. one old baggage car
and one old coach.

Investigation of the

Lake Erie

in the

The United

States Shipping Board, Edward N. Hurley,
now organized in six divisions, and the
Fleet Corporation, subordinate to the Shipping
Board, has eleven divisions; and the two organizations, the
Shipping Board and the Emergency Fleet Corporation have
agencies in 15 cities. .An outline of these organizations, with
a list of the officers and local representatives, is printed in
the May number of the Official Railway Guide.

chairman,

The Railway Regiments' Tobacco Fund
Railway)
Colonel Wildurr Willing of the 12th Engineers
has acknowledged receipt under date of April 10. of two
"This
tobacco
was
shipments of tobacco.
He states that
divided among the enlisted personnel of the regiment and I
am sure the men have had no greater treat since entering the
i

service of the government."

The Supply

of Steel

the entire output of steel has been commandeered for the government by the War Industries
Board. The surplus remaining after the government's war
needs have been met, together with a certain part of the
output not required for such purposes, will have to answer for
the non-war industries, under strict government supervision.
This plan was outlined to a meeting of the .American Iron &
Steel Institute at New York last week by J. L. Replogle,
the steel director for the War Industries Board, who said
that altogether too much steel was being absorbed by nonessentials and that the governinent's requirements would
.Among the requirerequire practically the entire output.
ments for steel he mentioned the quantities needed for cars
and locomotives and added that the director general of railroads had asked for 2,000,000 tons of rails.

Practically

is

Emergency

The Quartermaster's Department

I'nited States
.Army, following its reservation of space in the new Pennsylvania freight station in Chicago issued orders to those
unions which were striking to resume work on the building
immediately.
.Accordingly all have returned to work with
the exception of electricians installing elevators in the building.
These men refuse to return to work until the Otis
Elevator Company meets an agreement made before the
state arbitration board.

of

the

To Guard Railroad Securities.
The National Association of Owners of Railroad ^ecurltK•s
has issued a letter to the directors of railroads, now under government control and operation, calling to their attention the fact
that they now^ have the responsibility of representing all classes
of securities issued by their respective railroads as the contracting
parties on behalf of the owners of the properties, in the execution of the proposed contract

which each railroad

is

to

make with

the government.

Western Regional District, asks that officers best qualified to handle the full economy campaign, personally attend the convention of the International Railway Fuel
.Association to be held in Chicago May 23 and 24.
He has sug-

The sub-Executive Committee of the association has held
several conferences with railroad men ahd financiers, as a result
of which there has been appointed a special committee representing owners of railroad securities, the same consisting of S. Davies
Warficld, President of the Continental Trust Company, Baltimore, chairman Gordon .Abbott, chairman of the Old Colony
Trust Company, Boston James Brown, of Brown Brothers &
Frederick H. Ecker, treasurer of the MetroCo.. New York
poh'tan Life Insurance Company, New York, and John J. Pulleyn,
prcsi<!ent of the Emigrant Industrial Savings Bank, New York.
Samuel Untermyer and B. H. Inncss Brown, the latter of the
firm of Hornblower. Miller, Garrison & Potter, have been named

gested that this representation include general managers, general

as counsel to the committee.

;

;

In a letter to western roads, dated
R. H.

May

7.

regional director

.\ishton. of the

;
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between the British Columbia Minister of Railways and
the various individuals forming the Pacific Great Eastern and
the subsidiary companies.
Tliis agreement virtually gives the province of British
Columbia complete possession of the entire railway, and the
property and credits of the subsidiary companies, and provides that all claims by the several parties named against
either of the companies shall be released to the government
forthwith, and upon the performance of these terms the

Railway Revenues and Expenses
The

Interstate

following partial

Vol. 64, No. 19

22,

Commerce Commission has given out the
summary of railway returns for March and

three months of the year, covering the reports of 114 large
roads. Only partial summaries have thus far been given out
for January and February as there has been a delay on account of a change in the monthly report form. The preliminary figures are as follows:

OPERATING REVENUES. EXPENSES AND INCOME OF
^

1

2.
3.
4.
5.

6.

railway

revenues

9.

Joint

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

^

facility

rent

(debit)
and 9

Ne! of items 7, 8
Revenues per mile
Expenses per mile
Net revenue per mile
Railway tax accruals per mile
:

67,843
50,628,302
•2,233.110
933.065
47,462,127

43,216
57,592,087
*2.077.91

1,719
1,342

1,509
1,092

377

417
67
350
*\l
6
331

71

revenues per mile
Operating income per mile

933,528
54,580,648

Western

I

District

^

1918

1917

.

Uncollectible

Railwav operating income
Equipment rents

10.
11.

^

1918

1917

For the Month of March
48,.'il9.97
164.727.19
48.375.65
165,265.38
Average No. of miles operated
$284,130,692 $248,538,067 $141,558,300 $126,434,894
Railway operating revenues
96.687,121
221,794,995
179,938,080 117,464,006
Railwav operating expenses
24.094,294
29,747,773
62,335,697
68,599.987
Net revenue from railway operations
5,174.355
5,102,118
11,639,552
10,964,684
Railwav tax accruals (excluding "war taxes")

8.

7.

^

1918

LARGE ROADS
Southern District
A

1>

*

Item

114

Eastern District

United States

1917

32,483.54
$46,702,213
32.467,446
14.234.767
1,776,948
8,987
12,448.832
*44.694
189,530
12,214,608

32.255.93
$38,024,217
25.316.762
12,707.455
1,695,434
15.473
10.996.548
1.005.152
139,391
11.862.309

84,461.87
$95,870,179
71,863,543
24,006,636
4,688,249
51,000
19,267,387
713,434
316.315
19,664,506

84,095.61
$84,078,956
57,934,197
26,144,759
4,167,132
16,695
21,960,932
138.183
350.505
21.748,610

1.43S
1,000

1,179

1,135

1,000

851

689

284
56

311
50

7,856
18,912,083
*2,901.850
427,220
15,583,013
2,930

11,048
24,634,607
*3,22l,246
443,632
20,969,729
2,614

2,131

1,999

499
107

615
106

438

785
394

55

53

392
*60

509
*67

383

341

Uncollectible

306
*14

Equipment rents per mile
Tt.

facility

rent per mile

Net of items

16,

17

(Dr.)

5

and 18

287

•!

9

9

6

31
4

323

433

376

368

For the Thkee Months Ending with March
20. Average No. of miles operated
21. Railway operating revenues
22. Railway operatin'i expenses
23. Net revenue from railway operations
24. Railway tax accruals (excluding "war taxes")
25. Uncollectible railway revenues
26. Railway operating income
27. Equipment rents
facility
ren.
(debit)
28. Joint
29. Net of items 26, 27 and 28
per mile
30. Revenues
per mile
31. Expenses
32. Nei revenue per mile
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

Railway tax accruals per mile
UncollectibV revenues per mile
Operating incon-e per mile

Equipment rents per mile
Tt.

Net

rent oer mile (Dr.)
of items 35, 36 and 37

facility

•Debit

.

165,257.88
164,733.36
48,310.34
48,376.05
32,481.46
32,255.95
84,466.08
84,101.36
$726,011,329 $688,173,857 $350,717,024 $343,739,499 $123,032,156 $108,209,135 $252,262,149 $236,225,223
637,784,608 512,775,369 336,573,751
273.820.240
94,168,159
72,890.341
207.042.698
166.064.779
175.398.488
14.143.273
88.226,721
69,919,2.50
28,863,997
35.318.794
45.219.451
70,160,444
33,982.323
31,274,945
14,044,859
15,217,269
5,253,445
4,963,249
13,511,609
12,266,837
135,737
112,144
31,451
42,304
25,755
27.015
78,531
42,825
54.108.661
144.011.399
M, 105,449
55,832,087
23,584.797
30.328,530
31,629,311
57,850,782
*6,323,260
'8,123,152
*4. 616.424
•10,004,249
193.090
2,866.584
3,313,638
814,405
2,896,568
2,819.387
1,356.296
1,297.165
413,424
459,545
1,080.727
1,108,798
46,595.669
134,868,752 •10,584,895
44,530.673
23,318.342
32,781.690
33,862,222
57,556,389
4,393
4.178
7.260
7,105
3,788
3,355
2,986
2,809
3,859
3,113
6,967
5,660
2.899
2,260
2,451
1,975
293
534
1.085
889
1.44S
1.095
535
834
206
190
315
290
162
154
160
146

328
*28

875
*39

18

17

282

819

•22
'169
28
•219

1

1

1

1.15-,

726

940
8Q

'207

6

27

14

13

920

718

1,016

1

item.

— There

Note

are included

in

this

statement 56 roads in the Eastern District, 22 in the Southern District, and 36 in the

District.

Total,

114 roads.

The

Pacific Great Eastern

The controversy between

Agreement

the province of British Columbia
Pacific Great Eastern which has

and the promoters of the
been a cause for extended litigation has been settled recently by an agreement signed by the parties involved. The
Pacific Great Eastern is a line projected from Vancouver in a
northerly direction about 400 miles to Prince George, a station on the Grand Trunk Pacific about 450 miles east of
Prince Rupert. The company was incorporated in 1912, the
promoters including among others, members of the contracting firm of Foley, Welch & Stewart, which firm agreed
to build the line, and D'Arcy Tate, who had secured a traffic
agreement with the Grand Trunk Pacific upon a guarantee
of bonds by the British Columbia Government. Construction
was started but the company got into financial difficulty and
In 1916
received further assistance from the government.
further assistance was asked but oviing to a change of adan
extended
led
instead
to
inthis
request
ministration
that disclosed a series of irregularities in the
These consisted primarily of
of the project.
overpayments estimated at $5,700,000 and it was found that
cost $12,000,000 more to complete the line, which
it would
the contractors had undertaken to build upon a guarantee of
This investigation resulted in the is$20,160,000 in bonds.
suance of writs against the Pacific Great Eastern, the subsidiary companies and all others concerned, for an accounting, for an injunction restraining them from proceeding with
the work, for specific performance of the original agreement
These were
and for damages for breach of agreement.
issued on May, 1917, since which time negotiations have been
in progress, which led to an agreement signed on February

government

will release the other parties from their engageDetailed provisions are made for the release of the
upon the fulfillment of their obligations in
accordance with one or more options. The agreement is
not to become operative until ratified by the legislature and
the several parties have agreed, on request of the Province,
to apply for the necessary legislation.
The Government has outlined a plan for the future of the
railway. The first section of the line from North Vancouver
is Whytecliflfe, 13 miles, will be placed in good operating
condition as soon as possible and connected with the North
Vancouver lines of the British Columbia Electric Railway.
The completed line from Squamish to Clinton, 167.7 miles,
will have to be put in good condition, while the line from
Clinton to Prince George, 185 miles, will be completed as
speedily as possible.

ment.

several parties

Official

Guide Fifty Years Old

vestigation

management

The

Railway Guide announces that with its current
issue (May) it completes the 50th year of its publication.
Official

The first number was that for June, 1868. It was then called
The Travelers Ofiicial Guide, and was published at No. 644
Broadway, New York City. Edward Vernon was the editor.
The issue for June. 1868, shows no road west of the
Missouri River except the Union Pacific, which was in operto Cheyenne, and the Central Pacific, building eastward from Sacramento, had arrived as far as Cisco 92 miles.
The size of the page at that time was 6 x 4J4 inches, but the
Guide has now become undoubtedly the largest monthly pub-

ation

—

lication in the world.

May

10,
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Not only do its pages contain the history of the roads
themselves, but they have a human ititercst. To a young man
entering upon railroad work it lias been one of the lirst signs
of success when he achieved a rank which entitled his name
to appear in The OtTicial Guide; and as he advanced his name
mounted, until many times it has reached the top line. The
files of The Guide contain the most complete record of many
phases ol transportation development, particularly in the
through routes, the accelerated time of
combination
of
trains, improvements in comfort, and many other features
So far as is known, but
which distinguish American travel.
one complete set exi^^ts. That has been placed in the New
^' rk I'liblic Library, where future historians
may have access

Loyal L.

&

the Louisville
\ashville, to the employees of the road, calling for patriotic
i>tion to their duties noticed in the Railuay Age of April
II.

Sniitli, of

page 997, was responded to by a committee of employees
all branches of the service, in
expressing intelligent and earnest loyalty, which
This letter, addressed to President Smith,
luite unusual.
signed J. D. Keen, chairman, reads in part as follows:

lading representatives from
lanifesto,

1

Traffic

News
iiiiiiiiuuuiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiia

aiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiKMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiHi

States Shipping Board announced, at Washington on May 2, that authority had been given for the
construction of SO new wooden barges for use in carrying
coal to New England, each barge to be of 3,500 tons capacity.

The United

City Southern, the Texarkana & Ft. Smith,
Western and the Poteau Valley have closed
their commercial offices at New York City, Pittsburgh, St.
Louis, San Antonio, Chicago, Dallas, Houston, and New

The Kansas

the Arkansas

Orleans.

N. Employees

The letter ol President Milton

1199

iitlilintiiiliiiiiliiuiiliiuiliMliijriMi)iiuitiiiuuiiiii|MiliiiiiMiiilli(liuiMliitliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiiiliiniiiiii»iiniinliiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiie

note with i>Ic.isurc that you have regarded our loyalty and efncy in the past, and yru have urged us to maintain these distinctive
.icleristics as »c now are ilevated to a position of greater importance
'he direct service of our government in time of war.
I'ractically the entire organization of our company is composed of
-f who from their boyhood days have grown up in the service of the
.\
X.
Under your thoughtful leadership both officers and employees
been methodically trained and thoroughly skilled.
As loyal
'.lyces, we have always gladly shared the misfortunes of our company,
never the dark clouds of commercial depression lowered thick and
..V about us; but we have all rejoiced when the sunlight of prosperity
'ncd.
In comparing our wages with the dividends some of us may
felt at times that the divisions made were not equitable: but whether
.
be true or not. you may rest assured that the great majority of us
i\c been able to understand that you were prudently providing not only
i..r
our vast army of employees, but also for meeting the many-phased
n'litions of our natural growth and to provide reasonable accommoda4 in deference to the ever-changing demands of a restless public
.
While vast sums of money have been spent in driving our new ex-ions through the wilderness of the South, you have lifted thousands of
*
of oiir old roa.i out of the mud of the low and treacherous lands,
placed it upon a firm bed of good t>allast. with heavy ties and rails.
have built beavniful stations at all our important terminals, and have
'Uraged the habitation and cultivation of boundless tracts of rich farm
'\Vc
.

...

^-

t

.

.

A request for cheaper transportation for agricultural
workers recruited by the L'nited States Employment Service
for distribution among agricultural communities has been
tiled by Louis F. Post, assistant Secretary of Labor, with the
Railroad .Xdministration.

& Nashville announces the closing of its freight
seventeen cities, namely, Augusta (Ga.), BufTalo,
Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, Dallas, Houston, Indianapolis,
Jacksonville (Fla.), Kansas City, Little Rock, Macon, New York,
Oklahoma City, Pittsburgh, Savannah and Tampa.
The

Louisville

traffic offices in

Between Houston, Tex., and Texas City, 43 miles, all
than carloads must henceforth be sent by the
Galveston, Houston & Henderson. Shippers offering freight
at the stations of the other two roads, the Missouri, Kansas
& Texas, and the Southern Pacific, will be directed to go to
the freight station of the G. H. & H.
freiglit in less

Special orders providing for the diversion of coal to New
England, issued during the critical period of last winter, have
been revoked by Fuel Administrator Garfield, this arrangement being superseded by the zone system. District representatives of the Fuel .Vdmiuistration will attend to the filling
of emergency and other essential requirements for bituminous
coal from the diflFerent producing fields.

I

-

:

As president of the

'

& Nashville you have wisely developed
a vast structural and functional railway system

Louis\-ille

practically completed

ine«;timable value to the civil life of our entire country; a grand monuto a clear perception, a steadfast purpose, boundless energy, a good
t

and great execnlive ability.
The timely act of our government in providing a suitable railroad com--lon and adjustment board, in the unusual circumstances, delegated to
:st wages and working conditions, seniority, etc., we look upon as wise.
rt

greatly reduce if not entirely eliminate the possibility of dissatis,\nd. in the language of the director genera], every employee may
devote himself unreservedly and patriotically to his work with the
ranee that his rights and interests will be justly dealt with.
Your
ily letter to us will promote a better understanding, a fuller and more
-tiin knowledge of our obligations, and a more enthusiastic loyalty in
new relation?. We. with ycu. pledge ourselves to make, willingly,
-••ver patriotic sacri6ces are required, to give steadfast co-operation,
ted and untiring service, and absolute loyalty to our government, that
-her we may all work for -iniversal liberty and for a world made safe
A

ill

'.on.

.

The Railroad Commission of Georgia, after considering
the subjects for many months, examining 35,000 pages of
exhibits and taking thousands of pages of testimony, has announced its approval of a general advance in freight rates
in that state, by percentages which are expected to increase
gross freight revenues 8 per cent. It is said that intrastate
freight constitutes only 15 per cent of the freight traffic of
the Georgia Railroads.
The "Return Loads Bureau," of the Merchants' Association
of New York city, established for the benefit of automobile
trucks carrying freight to and from other cities, reports that
hundreds of trucks have already been registered; and applications are constantly being received from out of town trucks
for which loads are desired from New York.
Somebody
in New York is preparing to send trucks to Charleston, S.
C, a distance of over 700 miles, to bring back 12 tons of
merchandise.

•'•

Democracy.

Roadmasters' Association

Work

the subjects which have been selected for committee investigation and report by the Roadmasters' and
Maintenance of Way .Association this year are the following:
Data on Mechanical Devices Used in Track Maintenance
J. B. Oatman, roadmaster, Buflfalo, Rochester & Pittsburgh,

Among

Du

Bois, Pa., chairman;
Labor Saving Devices:

J.

W. Powers,

supervisor.

New

>'"rk Central, Rochester. N. Y., chairman;
encing. Including Cattle Guards, Farm Crossing Gates and

uohoring of Fences; Charles Newberg, roadmaster Chicago
-Vorth Western. Mayfair, III., chairman.
A paper will also be presented on Best Methods of Raising
Track by George Beckinghani, superintendent of track.
Grand Trunk, Montreal, Que.
The convention will be held at the Auditorium Hotel,
>V

'^hicago,

on September

17. 18

and

19.

The Post Office Department announces that aeroplanes, to
carry letters, will begin making regular trips between Washington and New York on May 15. The price for letters is to
be 24 cents an ounce, which will include special delivery.
The announcement says that, during the early stages of the
service, no attempt will be made to send out aeroplanes on
days when rain or fog is likely to obscure the vision of the
aviators.
On such days the letters will be sent by special
messenger, by railroad train, starting at 11 A. M.
The number

of carloads of export freight on hand at North
on May 1, exclusive of coal and grain, was
28,588, of which 24,169 were consigned to the United Sutes
or to one of the Allied governments. The total compares
with 41.202 cars on January 1, of which about three-fourths
were government shipments. Of the total on the first of
May, 13.256 carloads consisted of freight lying on the ground;
6.290 carloads were in warehouses and 9.042 were cars not
yet unloaded. More than half of the 28,598 carloads reported
.Xtlantic ports

on

May

1

were

at

New York

city.
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The Merchants' Association, of New York city, has complained to the Railroad Administration, at Washington, that
certain railroads have refused to accept silk for shipment
from New York city, for the reason, it is said, that serious
losses have heen sustained because of thefts from freight
Some of the railroads have referred shippers to the
cars.
express companies, but these do not wish to accept any lot
of

more than

Vol. 64, No. 19

Commission and Court News
Court

five bales.

Plans for the restriction of the movement of anthracite
coal from the United States to Canada during the present
coal year liave been formulated by the United States Fuel
Administration, in co-operation with the Fuel Controller of
Canada. A representative of the Fuel Administrator attended
a recent conference of representatives of coal operators, coal
miners and railways in Canada at which this problem was
discussed. Anthracite supplies to points in western Canada
No American anthracite will
will be materially restricted.
be available for shipment to points west of Winnipeg.

Port and Terminal Improvement Commission
States Shipping Board has appointed a Commission on Port, Terminal, and Harbor Improvement, headed
Carry, director of operations of the Shipping
Edward
F.
by
Board, and composed of representatives of the Army, Navy,
Railroad Administration, and ship interests. The commission

The United

designed to bring about a inore economic arrangement and
In the
utilization of the ports and harbors of the Nation.
interest of the army it will see to it that embarkation ports
warerailroad,
be
adequate
there
will
that
are so arranged
is

It will deal with bunkerage
and other facilities.
facilities, which is of interest to the Navy and will work to

News

Federal Employers' Liability Act
The New Jersey Court

of Errors and Appeals holds that, in a
widow's proceeding to recover compensation for the death
of her husband under the State Workmen's Compensation Act,
the burden was on the petitioner in the court of first instance
to show affirmatively that the deceased was engaged in intrastate service not regulated by the federal act, a fact not' to
be presumed in the absence of proof. Lincks v. Erie (N. J.),
Decided March 4, 1918.
103 Atl. 176.

Conductor's Duty to Passengers
In an action for damages alleged to have been caused by incorrect information given to the plaintiffs as to necessity for
change of cars, the North Carolina Supreme Court holds that
a conductor was not negligent in failing to volunteer informathe train did not stop at the station to which the
had tickets, since he might assume that they intended to
alight at a nearby station and continue the journey by a local
Hutchison v. Southern (N. Car.), 95 S. E.,
train or otherwise.
181.
Decided December 7, 1917.
tion

that

plaintiffs

—

house,

avoid wasteful journeys of freight. The program that will
be considered by the commission is designed to eliminate all
waste motion.
In addition to Mr. Carry, as chairman, the commission includes B. L. Winchell, S. M. Felton, Capt. A. C. Hodgson,
George S. Dearborn, J. M. Rossiter, and Edwin F. Gay.

same four months

Anthracite
shipments slightly increased during the week of April 27, 9
roads reporting 39,522 carloads comjiared with 39,130 during
the preceding week.
The percentage of lull time output during the week ended
April 20 was 72.2. the largest for several weeks, and the i)ercentage of lull time output lost due to car shortage was 16.2.
The Interstate Commerce Committee of the Senate,
through its chairman. Senator E. D. Smith, of South Carolina.
has instituted a preliminary inquiry into what efforts the
Railroad Administration is making to furnish immediate
adequate supplies of cars at the mines in order to avert a
possible coal shortage next winter. Senator Smith has conferred with representatives of the Railroad Administration
and secured information on the subject, and it is planned to
obtain sitriilar statements from the Fuel Administration and
these will be considered by his committee to determine
whether public hearings ought to be held.
tlie

Time

The New Jersey Court

for Actions Against Railroads
of Errors and Appeals holds that, under

section 58 of the State Railroad Act of 1?03, as amended in 1912,
all
actions accruing from injuries to persons caused by the
wrongful act. neglect or default of a railroad, shall be comafter the cause of action accrued and
not after; and the infancy of the person injured will not exempt
him from the operation of this statutory rule. Grabert v. Central
of New Jersey (N. J.), 103 Atl., 212. Decided March 4. 1918.

menced within two years

—

Coal Production
In the week ended April 27 the government reported not
only the largest rate of production of bituminous coal during the past 12 months, but the third successive week of rising production, according to the weekly bulletin of the
Production of bituminous coal, includGeological Survey.
ing lignite and coal made into coke, is estimiited at 11,668,000
of
5.7 per cent over the preceding week.
increase
net tons, an
The average production per working day is estimated at
1,946,000 net tons compared with 1,840,000 net tons last week,
and 1,680,000 net tons during April, 1917.
Production for the month of April, 1918, is estimated at
46,478,000 net tons, an increase of 4,400,000 net tons or 10
Production for the four
per cent over April of last year.
months ended April, 1918, is estimated at 181,992,000 net
tons, an increase of over 5,000,000 net tons or 3 per cent

compared with

Limitation of

of

1917.

Up to .-Xpril 27 the railroads had moved 82,000 more cars
of coal, includiiig lioth anthracite and bituminous, than in
the corresponding period of the previous year, after making
up for a considerable decrease during January and the first
part of February.

Liability of Consignor for Freight

Charges

Freight was shipped "charges collect," and a sight draft was
drawn on the consignee, with bill of lading attached, which was
paid. There was no special contract binding the carrier to collect
In the absence of
the freight charges from the consignee.
this, the Georgia Supreme Court holds that although the carrier
had delivered the goods to the consignee without payment of the
Southern Cotton
freight, it could recover from the consignor.
Decided February
Oil Co. v. Southern (Ga.), 95 S. E. 251.

—

15, 1918.

Regulation of Station Stops

Where

showed that the train service otherwise furnished a county seat, California, Mo., was reasonable and adeSupreme Court affirmed a judgment setting
aside an order of the Public Service Commission, requiring a
The train
certain interstate mail train to stop there on flag.
stopped there only to let off passengers from St. Louis. It was
held that the fact, standing alone, that the train stopped on flag
State ex rel.
at certain smaller places was of little, if any weight.
Mo. Pac. V. Commission (Mo."). 201 S. W.. 1143. Decided March
the facts

quate, the Missouri

5.

1918.

Recovery by

Initial

from Connecting Carrier

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that the words "required
to pay," as used in the Carmack Amendment, authorizing recarrier against the connecting carrier of
be required to pay the shipper for loss or injury
carrier's line, mean asked to pay, or
connecting
occurring on the
asked of right and by authority of law to pay, and do not require

covery by the

damages

it

initial

may

as a condition precedent to recovery that it shall have actually
paid a judgment recovered against it by the shipper. St. Louis
Francisco (Okla.), 171 Pac, 467. Decided December 11,

—

& San
1917.

Rehearing denied March

19, 1918.

May

10.
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Injury to

Employee

— Scope

of

Employment

A

telegraph o|)cratir, while otT duly, was iiijurcj by a defect
in a ruadniaster's gasoline speeder on which he was traveling to
The
a nearby town to pmciire food supplies for himself.
Montana Supreme Court holds that the railroad was not liable
to him as employee, since lie was going neither to nor from his
work, was engaged on his own private business, and was actuated
in his choice of ways to reach his destination by motives entirely
Nor was the company liable on the theory that he was
personal.
He was a mere licensee, to whom the company
a passenger.
owed no duty to keep its speeder in good onler or to operate it
And the roadmaster, by his invitation, had no
with caution.
authority to create any higher relation of such employee to the
railroad than a mere licensee, his duties being circumscribed and
Fvcn if it were assumed the
confined to nKiinlenance of way.
operator was a guest the railroad's only duty would be to use
reasonable care for his safety; and if the happening was not
necessarily inconsistent with ordinary care the rule of res ipsa
loquitur could not applv.— Glover v. t'liicago, M. & St. P.
Mont.l, 171 Pac, 278. Decided February 26, 1918.

Employers' Liability Act Decisions
Iowa Supreme Court liolds that a conductor of a work
train unloading ties to re air a track used lor interstate traffic
is employed in interstate commerce and tl.erefore within the
act, although the train is operated along a route wholly within the state, and although at the time of the accident he was
not engaged in distributing ties, but was returning from work
in charge of the train.
Eley v. C. G. \V. (Iowa), 166 N. W.,
739.
Decided March 18, 191&
A railroad company contracted with T. to keep coal chutes
from which its locomotives were supplied tilled with coal and
to keep the ashes cleaned out of a turntable pit. He employed
his own assistants, one of whom was injured in the work and
sued the railroad. The South Dakota Supreme Court held
that the evidence showed that the railroad did not retain control over the time of T. or his helpers, or over the manner
of doing the work, but only reserved control of the results,
and the plaintiff was not employed by the railroad so as to
make it liable under the federal Emplovers' Liability Act.
Polluck v. Minneapolis & St. Louis (S. Dak.), 166 N. W., 641.
Decided March 8, 1918.
rile

—

Contract to Complete Logging Line
Discrimination in Freight Rates

A

railroad contracted to build and put in operation a line
from a timber tract to a point on the main line. The road had
until June 1 to finish construction of the line. The Tennessee
Supreme Court holds that the construction of a line in which
the curves were fully tied, but the straight portions of which
were half tied, but which enabled an engine and cars with additional ties to be sent forward and to put it in condition to
bear any traffic tendered by the lumber company, and where
heavy mill machinery was hauled over the line early in April,
and the road was thereafter steadily inipioved, it was constructed and placed in operation for general traffic; the word
"constructed" having substantially the significance of the
word "completed." The railroad contracted to transport
lumber, etc.. at a certain rate. The court holds that the shipper, if entitled to the part of the joint through rate paid by
the connecting carriers to the railroad for originating traffic,
would have an undue and forbidden preference over other
shippers, and a contractual obligation that it should receive
such distribution would not justify such discrimination; and
it
refused to enforce the contract.
Caroline Spruce Co. v.
RIack Mountain (Tenn.V 201 S. W., 154. Decided February

—

11.

1918.

Medical Attendance to Injured Employees
.\

foreman of track repairers,

in

attempting to board a mov-

ing freight train in the course of his employment, was thrown
under the caboose, which cut off both his legs. His wife and
several of his friends came up immediately after the injury
and one of the friends went for the local doctor. They did

AGli

liUl

not object when the cunduclur proposed to lake the injured
man in the caboose to a hospital some miles distant, without
waiting for the doctor, and the injured man assented to this
course,
lie subsequently died from his injuries.
His w^'sued the railroad, alleging that death was caused by tlw ailroad's failure to permit the deceased to remain at i! » point
where he was injured, at least until the local docior arrived.
The Keiit'icky C«urt of .Appeals held that it w:ib incumbent
on the plaintilT to show with reasonable certainly that, if such
course hail been pursued the deceased's life could have been
saved.
With regard to the railroad's duty in such circumstances, the court made the following rulings. Where a railroad servant is injured and adult members of his family are
present when the accident occurs, or come to him before his
removal by the company, or at any time thereafter, and express a desire to take charge of him, the railroad should deliver over to them the c«re of the case and do what they advise; also the wishes of the injured person, if he is capable
of understanding conditions, should be respected.
When the
conductor, believing that the man could have more skilful
treatment at another town, took charge of the matter of removing him thereto, such assumption of control, though with
the consent of the injured man and his wife, carried with it
the duty to exercise the required care. What a railroad must
do necessarily depends on the time, place, character of the
injury and surrounding circumstances.
It was held that the
conductor exercised reasonable care to save the life of the
injured man, thus performing the railroad's duty to him.
Judgment for the defendant was atfirmed.— Troutman's
Admr. v. L. & N. (Ky), 200 S. W., 488. Decided hebruary
:

5,

1918.

What Amounts
The

rule as

to Conversion of Goods Transported?
commonly stated is that a common carrier is

liable in conversion for misdelivery or nondelivery of property intrusted to it for transportation, and that on the making of an adverse claim and demand by a third person the
carrier assumes the risk of correctly deciding between the

claimant and the shipper or consignee. The result of this is
that, though the carrier is without adequate means of information, it will be held in conversion if it errs in its decision.
In the statement of the rule it is generally recognized as
productive of much hardship to common carriers impartial
as between the contending parties and desirous only of discharging the duties imposed on them by law. It has been
suggested as a possible relief that a carrier in such a position
might file a bill of interpleader and bring the parties in to
settle their own controversy, but difficulties of jurisdiction,
the loss of market, the perishable character of the property,
etc., would seem to impair its adequacy
The hardship of
the rule has resulted in adding the compulsion of legal process
to the exceptions of "the act of God and the public enemies,"
and it is held that the carrier will be protected against the
shipper or consignee if the property has been seized or
taken from its possession by attachment, replevin, or search
warrant at the instance of a third person. The carrier should,
however, give notice of the proceeding. If is also settled
that it will not be held liable should it decide correctly, and
then voluntarily surrender the property to the adverse claimant who is in fact the true owner. The plaintiflF in this case
had owned and used hotel cars in its land business, and sold
them to a third party, reserving title until the purchaseinoney notes were paid. Thereafter the plaintiff as.serted a
default.
The purchaser, claiming to have paid in full, leased
the cars for use in a traveling show. The railroad company,
for a consideration, granted the lessee the use of the spur
track near his residence as a space for storage of the cars;
the agreement reserving to the railroad company no power
or right of supervision. While the cars were on the storage
track the plaintiff made formal demand therefor on the railroad. Thereafter the latter transported the cars for the lessee and redelivered them to him.
The Circuit Court of .Ap-

Eighth Circuit, holds that in vjcw of the defendant's
obligation as a common carrier to transport for any person
it was not liable, for when the demand
was made it had no
control over the cars, and when it transported them it was
not guilty oi connivance with the lessee. .-Vtchison, T. & S. F.
V. International Land, Etc. Co., 247 Fed., 265.
Decided Nopeals,

—

vember

26. 1917.
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Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies
John

The Government Orders

mined.

Locomotives
Al.\b.m»!a

& Vicksburg

has ordered 3 Mallet type loco-

motives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

The Alto Cedro Sugar -Company has ordered one
locomotive from the American Locomotive Company.

Mogul,

The Farrocarsiles Dei.norte .de Cuba have ordered live tenwheel locomotives from the Baldwin Locomotive Works,

The Pennsylvania Equipment Company,

1420 Chestnut
market for one second-hand Mogul
19
24
in.
cylinders,
and
having a total
locomotive,
with
by
type
weight in working order of 60 tons and a steam pressure of
180 1b.
street, Philadelphia, is in the

Freight Cars
The United States Navy is inquiring for 6, 50-ton flat cars.
The Illinois Central is inquiring for 7 10,000-gal. tank cars.
The Todd Interests, Gainesville, Tex., are inquiring for 200
tank cars.

The Mutual Oil, Kansas City, Mo.,
of 8,000-gal. capacity.

The General
all-steel

gondola

The Marcell

is

inquiring for 50 tanks

Electric Company, Erie,

Pa., is inquiring for 3

cars.

Interests, Chanute, Kan., are inquiring for 15

10,000-gal. capacity tank cars.

The Zimmerman Alderson
Dallas, Tex.,

is

inquiring for

10,

Carr

Company,

Steel Corporation,

inquiring for 25. 18-ton and 25 22-ton

wooden

The Union Switch &
moval on

president

of

the

New

flat

May

Signal

McGuire-Cummings

May

4.

Company announces

of its Montreal office from 510
Express building to 803 McGill building.
1,

the re-

Canadian

F. E. Lauderbach, in charge of southern territory for the
National X-Ray Reflector Company, with office at St. Louis,
Mo., has resigned, and that office has been abolished.

The Certes Supply Company, St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed selling agent for the Burden staybolt and engine bolt
iron, and iron rivets for St. Louis and territory tributary thereto.
The Southern Railway Supply & Equipment Company,

St.

Louis, Mo., announces the purchase from the Scarritt-Comstock Furniture Company of that company's car seat department, and the reorganization of that end of the business as
the Scarritt Car Seat & Manufacturing Coiiipany.
J. M. Riordan, until recently sales engineer of the Grant
Lees Gear Company, Cleveland, and formerly representing the
Fellows Gear Shaper Company of Springfield, Vt., in the central
states, is now connected with the sales organization of the
Cleveland Milling Machine Company, 18511 Euclid avenue,
Cleveland, Ohio.

Press G. Kennett, southern railway sales manager for the
& Color Works, with headquarters at St. Louis,
Mo., has been appointed western railway sales manager, with
headquarters at Chicago, succeeding Rex W. Hudson, resigned to engage in other business. J. C. Jonas has been appointed southern railway sales manager at St. Louis, succeeding Mr. Kennett.
Flint Varnish

The property and plants of the Lehigh Foundry Company
and the Lehigh Car, Wheel & Axle Works, of Fullerton. Pa.,
have been merged into one organization, the Fuller-Lehigh
Company, with its office and works at Fullerton, Pa. The properties of the two companies are adjoining and have been for a
number of years under the same management. The change is
one of name only. The executive personnel remains the same.
E. C. Peck, superintendent of the Cleveland Twist Drill Company at Cleveland, Ohio, has received an appointment as lieutenant-colonel in the engineering bureau of the ordnance department. Mr. Peck will have charge of the gages used in the
production of munitions and kindred materials for the above
department.
His duties will be the supervision of design of
gages and the settling of limits of variance which will be satisfactory to both manufacturer and the ordnance department itself.

D. R. Morris,
of the

8,000-gal. tank cars.

The American International
is

Commission

Cummings,

Manufacturing Company, Chica.go, died on

Complete information concerning tlie Railroad Administration's
orders for 1,025 locomotives and 100,000 cars will be found on
page 1169 of this issue.
After this article was in type, however, announcement was
made of the appointment of a committee consisting of W. G.
Phelps, purchasing agent of the Pennsylvania Lines West; W.
C. Bower, purchasing agent of the New York Central Lines East,
and H. C: Pearce, general purchasing agent of the Seaboard Line,
to arrange for the materials for the car and locomotive orders.
The committefe ha^^ held meetings with the producers and is
working with the raw materials committees of the Council of
National Defence.' Whether the mat-erials will be purchased by
the government or by the car builders has not yet been deter-

The

J.

News

assistant engineer of the valuation department

New York

Central (Buffalo and East), resigned May 1
with the Federal Signal Company as sales

to accept a position

York,

cars for

export to South America.

Miscellaneous
The Hocking Valley

has ;iwarded a contract to the Roberts
Schaefer Company for the installation of Robertson coaling
conveyers at Toledo, Ohio, and Marion.

&

The Chicago Great Western has ordered from the Railroad
Water & Coal Handling Company, of Chicago, a coaling station
of 100-tons' capacity to be built at Talmadge, la.

The Pennsylvania Railroad has awarded
& Schaefer Company, engineers and

Mr. Morris graduated from the Chicago Manual
Training School in June, 1898, and entered the signal field on
the Chicago & North Western July 9, 1898, remaining with this
company for four years. The next six years were spent on
signal construction with the General Railway Signal Company.
From 1908 to August, 1912, he was with the Illinois Central as
signal inspector and general foreman of construction
from
August, 1912, to .April 15, 1914. he was signal engineer of the
El Paso & South Western, and from .Kpril IS, 1914. to June,
1916, he was with the Federal Signal Company and Protective
Signal Manufacturing Company he became connected with the
New York Central in June, 1916. Mr. Morris will be located at
the company's New York office.
engineer.

;

;

a contract to the
contractors, Chicago, for the installation of a 3(X)-ton, two-track, automatic electric, reinforced concrete locomotive coaling plant and two separate "RandS" gravity sand plants of concrete construction for

Jesse Lowe, contracting engineer, died at his home in Chicago on April 17. Mr. Lowe was born at Omaha, Neb., on January 17, 1861, and graduated from the Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Troy, N. Y., in 1885. For a short time after his graduation he was assistant to the city engineer of Omaha, and as-

A contract has also been given to the
installation at Kane, Pa.
same company for the construction of a concrete 100-ton coaling
plant at Rainey Junction, Pa.

sistant engineer in locating the Omaha Belt line and in the
preliminary and location surveys of the Missouri Pacific west of
Omaha. In 1886 he was located at Lincoln, Neb., as. resident

Roberts

May
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10.

Missouri Pacific.
From there he went to
Birmingham. Ala, as assistant manager of tlie Uirmingham
Briilyc & Holt Works.
In 1W7 he formed a (lartnership at
Omaha with .Xnilrew Kosewater and George H. Christie (or the
purpose ol engaKing in civil engineering work. The following
year the tirm was dissolved and the lirm of Christie St Lowe was
organized for similar purposes. This firm was continued until
.\inong the projects completed by this lirm are the fol1913.
lowing: The cable street railways. Denver, Colo.; piers for the
Bellefoiitaine HlulTs bridge over the Missouri river and the Harlem
street culvert at St. Louis for the Keokuk & Northwestern; the
l-'ullertoii avenue loop at Chicago, tlie first underground trolley
line in .\mcrica, and the h'ifth street railway in Washington,
D. C.
He also constructed two miles of the Chicago drainage
canal and the controlling works, including the Great Bear Trap
dam which regulates the How of water from the Great Lakes to
engineer

ol

the

The

the Gulf.

firm did considerable other railroad

work fi^r lines in the Middle West and river and
ment work fur the L'nited States government.

and bridge

liarhor improve-
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Railway Financial News
Chesapeake &

Oiiio.

Set editorial comments elsewhere

in

this

issue.

'^iiicAGO,

Burlington &

Quincy— Howard

Elliott of

New York

and Hale Holden have been elected directors for the term ending May 1, 1922.
Mr. Elliott succeeds Maj. George T. Slade,
who has gone to France in the United States military service.

Michigan Central.— See

comments elsewhere

in

this

.New York Central.— Sec editorial comments elsewhere

in

this

editorial

issue.

issue.

—

Trade Publications
S.MooTii-O.N

Iko.N

Ckmknt.— The

sixteenth

edition

of

the

"Smootli-On" instruction booklet, wliich has just been issued,
contains 144 pages, each one with an illustration showing in an
interesting manner how the different "Smooth-On" iron cements
are used for repairing purposes.

Cl.\m Shul BiXKETs.— The Blaw-Knox Company, Pittsburgh,
Pa., has just issued on attractive 24-page booklet, printed in
colors, describing its single line clam shell buckets. The booklet
describes the uses to which this bucket may be adapted and shows
it in various positions.
The book also contains data regarding
weights, dimensions and clearances.

—

B.\L.\NCE Dr.\ft. The Engineer Company of New York has
issued bulletin 16 entitled "Balance Draft." giving an analysis of
combustion conditions and boiler operation when nearly atmospheric pressure is maintained in the furnace chamber.
Bulletin
No. 18 issued by the same company explains in detail the advantages of balance draft and describes the apparatus necessary to

maintain

it.

Boiler Meters.

—

In bulletin No. 41. issued by the Bailey Meter
entitled "How to Save Coal," there
considerable useful information regarding boiler capacity, efficiency and the amount of air necessary for complete combustion.
Bailey meters give continuous records of steam flow, air flow and
temperature variations and this bulletin points out the necessity
of such records for efficient boiler operation.

Company, Boston, Mass., and
is

Truck Battery

— Publication

No. 234, issued by the
Cutler-Hammer Manufacturing Company, Milwaukee, Wis., is a
Ch.arcinc.

six-page illustrated folder describing the C-H sectional battery
charging equipment for industrial electric trucks, which has been
extensively used in public and private garages. Two pages arc
devoted to illustrating a number of large and small equipments
industrial establishments, piers

in

and railroad terminals.

—

Fifty Ve.\rs." The United States Switch Company,
Eau Claire, Wis., has issued an elaborate 32-page book describing its automatic switch lock for the protection of facing point
The design and construction of this device are deswitches.
scribed in detail, as well as its service in high speed main lines
extending over a period of more than six years. The book is
attractively prepared and the information is presented in a concise manner.
".\fter

—

Pl"Mps for Cutting Compound. The Fulflo Pump Company,
Ohio, has recently issued a bulletin describing the
impeller type of pump for the distribution of coolant which this
company manufactures. It has also prepared for free distribution a booklet entitled "The Scientific Lubrication of Cutting
Tools." This booklet gives a short history of cutting tool lubrication and describes the methods of application of cooling compounds which have been found most effective in increasing the
Cincinnati,

life

of tools.

—

Incre.vsed Wages for Manchurian Railway Employees.
Beginning with March 1 the emi)loyees of the South Manchuria
kailwav were granted a general increase in their wages.

N'kw York, Chicago & St. Louis. The board of directors was
increased from thirteen to fifteen members at the annual meeting on May 1 by the election of F. H. Ginn and W. G. Turner.
both of Cleveland, as new members. Mr. Turner is secretary
of the company.

OzARk Valley. — The Bender

Iron and Supply Company of
Shreveport. La., purchased this 35-mile line on April 22 at

Greenville, Mo., for the price of $188,500.

& West Virginia.— Walter L.
elected a director to succeed E. R. Tinker.

PiTTSBiRCH

Haehnlen has been

Railway Construction
.'Vtlantic

Coast Line.— Work

is to be started at once on the
construction of a passenger station at Lakeland, Ha. The building will be two stories high, of brick construction, and the work
will be carried out by the railroad company's forces.

—

Illinois Central. This company has awarded a contract to
T. S. Leake & Co., Chicago, for the erection of an inbound freight
house at East St. Louis, III., which will cost approximately $150,000. The building will be a one-story structure, 50 ft. by 612 ft.,
except for a section at the middle of the building 38 ft. by 28 ft.,
where second story space will be provided for office purposes.
It will be a brick building, similar to the outbound freight
house
constructed last year.

The Illinois Central has also given a contract to the Ferro
Construction Company, Chicago, for the erection of the steel
superstructure of the new St. Charles .\ir Line bridge, Chicago,
and the removal of the old bridge. The steel for the new bridge
was purchased from the American Bridge Company late in 1916.

Pennsylvania Railroad.— Contracts have been given to
Cuthbert Brothers, Pittsburgh, Pa., for putting up the following buildings at West Brownsville, Pa.: 5-stall engine
house and machine shop, 132 ft., by 120 ft., on concrete
foundations, to be of frame construction, with wood block
floor, metal siding and slag roof; storeroom, office and oil
house, 30 ft. by 75 ft., two stories high, on concrete foundations, to be of frame construction, with wood block floor
and metal siding, and a power plant, 40 ft. by 80 ft., on concrete foundations, to be of frame construction with metal siding.

The

total cost of the

work

will be

about $65,000.

Philadelphia & Reading.— A contract has been given

to C. P.

Bower for rebuilding bridge No. 57 north of Hellertown, Pa., on
the Bethlehem branch.
The existing structure is a stone arch
carrying two tracks. The new bridge is to be a concrete bo.K
structure with 26 ft. clear span over a public road with top reinforced with steel I-beams, and will r.irrv 15 tr.irks

British Ambulance Trains hjk I
.>.
\rmv — IIr- (jreat
Western of England has supplied 104 locomotives and over 4,000
cars for the railways overseas.
It is building two ambulance
trains

for

fifteen

such trains arc being or have been

wavs-r/i,-

the

L'nited

/ ..rrFi,-,-r

States

/,„rf,..T

troops

in

Europe.
.Mtogether,
built by British rail-

ANNUAL REPORTS
New York
To

Central Railroad

Company

—Report of the Board of Directors to the Stockholders

the Stockholders of

To

The New York Central Rmi.koad Company:
The Board
December 31,

of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended
191 7^ with statements showing the results for the year and
the financial condition of the company.
The mileage covered by this report is as follows:

equipment

depreciation

To sinking funds
Surplus for the year carried TO profit and loss.. $13,004,053.89

Miles

Main line and branches owned
Leased line
Line operated under trackage rights

3,702.75
1,527.02

5,685.43

a decrease of 3.36 miles, due to remeasurements made in connection with
Government Valuation and the abandonment of trackage rights over small
pieces of road of other companies.
On January 15, 1917, the Dolgeville
and Salisbury Railway Company was merged with this company and its
mileage, 3.70, added to the Dolgeville Branch. On June 23, 1917, the Cornwall Bridge Company conveyed all its property to The New York Central
Railroad Company and its mileage was added to the Ottawa Branch.
These
two acquirements did not affect the total mileage operated but simply

profit

and

and

$30,692,606.15 -$17,688,552.26

loss account

loss (free surplus)

$65,282,934.30

Additions:
Surplus for the year 1917
Sundry deferred credits and adjustments
Profit on road and equipment sold

$13,004,053.89
463,933.94
305,485.55

Expenses

in

connection with issue of capital

stock

$32,456.21

Discount,

expenses

and

commi'ssion

issue of various securities
Depreciation prior to July 1,
ment retired during 1917

The President

of the United States, by his proclamation of December 26th
and by virtue of the power vested in the Chief Executive in time of war
by Acts of Congress, took possession and assumed control of the operation
of the property of this company through the Secretary of War, at twelve
o'clock, noon, on December 28, 1917, the accounts of the company to be
continued to the end of the year.

account
222,298.60

1907, on equip-

596,493.56

Cash advances

to Oearfield Bituminous Coal
Corporation
Loss on sale of bonds of Sunday Creek Coal

309,244.64

Company

1,077,849.00

Government Income tax (including
leased lines) for the year 1916, paid in 1917

Federal

SrMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME

1,005,239.65
263.453.83

Abandoned property
Operating income
Railway operations
Revenues

Net revenue from
way OPERATIONS

5,685.43
miles operated

1916
5,688.79
miles operated

Decrease

—$9,177,067.62

$71,846,679.49

Percentage of expenses
(71.02)

Railway taxes accrued.... $11,239,638.42

(64.36)

(6.66)

$8,481,549.11

$2,758,089.31

7,906.84

1,488.67

Uncollectible railway reve19,395.51

Railway operating

1

in-

$51,410,577.94

$63,347,223.54 —$11,936,645.60

Miscellaneous OPERATIONS

Net revenue from miscellaneous operations
OPERATING

—$256.16

$1,758.59
4,964.80

$3,954.68
1,004.63

—$3,206.21

$2,950.05

IN-

COME

$51,410,321.78

$63,344,017.33 —$11,933,695.55

Other income
Joint facility rent income...
Income from lease of road..
Miscellaneous rent income..

$3,148,788.33
107,113.68
753,369.53

$3,079,952.01
115,554.49
666,998.86

—8,440.81

Miscellaneous non-operating
physical property
Separately operated proper-

628,965.02

515,630.71

113,334.31

626,807.62
7,464,993.74

4,350,787.35
11,099,697.29

—3,723,979.73

470,715.96

476,467.36

—5,751.40

2.209,506.46
52,443.75

2,235,811.67
82,529.27

—26,305.21
—30,085.52

$15,462,704.09

$22,623,429.01

—$7,160,724.92

$66,873,025.87

$85,967,446.34 —$19,094,420.47

—

ties

profit

Income from funded

from unfunded
and accounts
Miscellaneous income

86,370.67

se-

curities

Total other income.

.

Gross income

Hire

$68,836.32

securi-

Income

—

balance

$2,480,451.64
1,178,790.89
680,431.99
131,165.20
6,462,350.03
29,099.071.94
762,807.02

$2,200,651.72
1,147,576.27
678,978.39
116,557.81
6,354,580.50
28.871,299.62
617,035.95

$279,799.92
31,214.62
1,453.60
14,607.39
107,769.53
227,772.32
145,771.07

344,954.32

255,816.00

89,138.32

3,066.77
130,716.23

2,674.70
63,057.98

392.07
67,658.25

Total deductions from
cross income
$41,273,806.03

$40,308,228.94

$965,577.09

Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals..
Rent for leased roads
Interest on funded debt....
Interest on unfunded debt..
Amortization of discount on
funded debt
of

itivestment

organization
Other deductions

Net corporate income

$25,599,219.84

come
cent

The New York Central Railroad Equipment Trust of 1917, authorized by
the Boa:d of Directors on October 19, 1916, has become eflfective and, of the
equipment provided for in the agreement, 16 steam and 9 electric locomotives. 4,000 steel underframe box cars and 3.000 steel coal cars have been
delivered. In February $8,205,000 of the certificates, bearing interest at the
rate of ^Yi per cent, were sold at a small preminm.
Since that time it has
been found impossible to secure a satisfactory market for the certificates,
and in order to procure equipment as needed this company has purchased,
at par, $1,305,000 of the certificates, of which $500,000 were pledged as
security for short-term loans and $805,000 carried in the treasury of the
company. On December 31st, $87,000 of these certificates were redeemed.
There has been no long term debt matured during the year, but the usual
installments on the various equipment trusts have been paid.

The changes in the funded debt of the company are shown iTi the following statement:
Amount as reported at the beginning of the year
$672,929,007.38
which has been increased as follows:
Refunding and Improvement Mortgage bonds.
Series A. nominallv issued and pledged as
collateral for notes
$20,000,000.00
Two-year Collateral Trust Gold notes
15,000,000.00
.Mortgage. East Cambridge Land Company...
100,000.00
Equipment Trust of 1917 certificates, $9,510,000 of which $1,305,000 were purchased by
the company, $500,000 of them being pledged
as collateral for short term loans
9,510,000.00

$45,659,217.40

-$20,059,997.56

-

agreements
follows:
NYC
Lines Trust
NYC Lines1917Trust of
January, 1918
NYC
Lines Trust of
January, 1918
NYC Lines Trust of
as

of 1907, installment due

November,

$1,492,884.74

1910, installment due

1,406,413.74

1912, installment due

1913, installment

688,398.90

due

January, 1918
Boston & Albany Trust of 1912, installment
due October, 1917
N Y C R R Co Trust of 1917, installment
due January, 1918
and by transfer of trust locomotives to the
Michigan Central Railroad Company
total

making
declared— 5

$44,610,000.00

and has been reduced as follows:
Payments falling due during the year and on
January 1, 1918. on the company's liability
for certificates issued under equipment trust

a

Disposition op net in-

Dividends

By action of the several State Commissions having jurisdiction, authority
was given for the issue of $25,000,000 of the capital stock of the company
reimburse its treasury for expenditures on capital account. Of the amount
so authorized, however, only $258,900 was actually issued during the jear.
Authority was obtained from the Public Service Commissions of the states
of Illinois, Michigan, New Jersey and New York in the months of April
and May, 1917, for the issue of $10,000,000 of this company's Refunding
and Improvement Mortgage bonds. Series .'\, and authority from the same
commissions was obtained in September for the issue of a further $10,000,000 of bonds of the same series. The $20 000.000 of bonds so authorized,
and which will beai interest at the rate of 4^S per cent per annum, have
been executed and pledged as collateral for $15,000,000 of two-year Collateral Trust Gold notes, due September 15, 1919, bearing interest at the rate
of 5 per cent per annum, payable semi-annually on March 15th and Septemto

a total increase of

Deductions from gross
income
equipment debit
of

Maintenance

3,811,206.00

$75,245,201.74

ber 15th.
$5,713.27
5,969.43

Expenses and taxes

TOT.VL

304,170.51

Balance to credit of profit and loss
(FREE surplus) ON DECEMBER 31, I9I7

$14,682,468.54
23,859,536.16

rail-

$62,669,611.87

Charging oiT various uncollectible accounts
and sundry adjustments of accounts

3.36 miles

$216,267,517.22 $201,585,048.68
153,597,905.35
129,738,369.19

13,773,473.38

$79,056,407.74

Deductions:

its classification.

1917

on Decem-

1916

ber 31,

455.66

Total road opera:ted

changed

Profit

Balance to credit of

742,117.61

500,000.00
634,000.00
192,106.20

decrease of

$5,655,921.19

the net increase during the year

per

$12,479,602.50

leaving the funded debt on December 31, 1917. at.

.

..

$711,883,086.19

(

May

KAILWAY AGE

1918

10.

Since the date o( the .inntial fnectinc on Jnnu.iiy J-l, I9I7, the iiuiiiber ul
•lockbolders ha> lirottii S.SJO, the total number at the end u( the year being
27,103, o< whom 26,771 are in the United Stales and iil abroad.
The par
value held by those here is $247, 579,960 and by those abroad $2,269,400, the
average holdiniis bcinu 92^ and 08'j »haies reaprclively.
In 1915 the number* reported «ere 22.270 here jnd 2,772 abrua.l. ihe general averaur holding
being, appoxiMiately. 100 shares while now it is 92 shares.

The

Kreat increase in the cost u( labor and material is relleclcd in the
heavy operatinn expenses of 1917. which more than absorbed Ihe added
revenue lor the year.
Ihis. toKelher with decreased returns from subsidi
arics and investments, heavier taxes and added charges for interest on debt,
reduced the company's net corp.irale income, at compared with the year
1916, by $20,059,997.56.
In the
of the Pensi,
Department 2JJ emjiloyees were retired
and pLiced upon tl
pens
of these retirrinms 128 were authorized
because of the atta
ent of seventy years of age, and 105 because of total
and permanent phy
disability.
180 pensioners died during 1917, and at
the close of the ye^
\J7 retired employees were carried upon Ihe pension
rolls.
The average
onthlyf iiensi
pension allowance of these is $25.78, and the
allowa
total amount paid in pension allowances
during the year was $464,379.37.
Expenditures during the year for improvements on property were as
follows:

d and equipnieiii
.ellaiieou.
irities

on owucd propertv, used

>

in operation,

irities of

Total

purctiasctl and actjuired, less ciititpment
and iransterrcd
Improvements on leased properly
Improvements on miscellaneous physical property

tCquipnicnl

the net increase in property investments, as

shown

82.942,900

property

pliy.i.al

6,011,900

cumpaittes.

aliiliaie't

other cinipaiirn

proiwrty

ent asseu
unailfusted

assets

retired

15,973,048.32
3.737,044.15
083.399. 46

$34,270,873.48

The New York Central Railroad

as constituted on December 31. 1917. was
operation three years.
During these three years the gross revenue inceased about one-half and the net income was about tripled. The percentage
of gross revenue saved for net corporate income in 1914 was 6.1 per cent
and in 1917 was 11.8 per cent.
A brief synopsis of the relative balance sheets of Taiiuary 1. 1915. and
December 31, 1917, is is follows:
ilk

Total

capilalitatioii

Current liabilities
Deferred and unadjusted

li^bilitiea.

-'"'P'"S

Investment in road
Invcsunent in equipment;
Trust
Other

90u

$1,158,801,900

$953,004,400

$979,034,900

32,805,500
33,152,900

46,552.700
57,410,6U0

29,405,900

75,803,700

$1,048,368,700

$1,158,801,900

ALFRED

H.

SMITH.
President.

31. 1917

138,998.261.64

Bonds

$249,849,360.00

LOHO TBKH DECT
Funded debt unmatured
234,104,931.60

Equipment
Mortgage
92.132.201.72
8,680.603.82

5133,799,976.96
36.266,355.57
14,516,500.!

obligations

Nominally issued

:

..

bondt,

$1,218,000.00

$44,802,086.19

20,000,000.00

546,581,000.00
105,500,000.00

Debenture.-

Notes

15,000,000.00

CtKHE.vr

9,952,035.88

Notes
Ad>aiices

Loans and bills payable
and car-service balances payable
.\udited accounts aiiil wages payable..
Traffic

accounts payable
Interest matured unpaid:
Matured, payable January 1, 1918
$2,926,772.38
Interest unclaimed
33.465.85

Other mvestme.
Stocks

$31,139,974.32
1,046,544.52

.

.

Notes

11.480.026.03

Advances

.

.

12,765.00

Dividend declared, payable Februarv

6.330,806.54
18.144.635.24

7,161,505.47

2,960,238.23

Dividends mature, I

Funded debt
.\SSEI;:

Cash

$13,407,045.26
934.098.51

deposits

Loans and bills receivable
and car-service balances receivable
Net balance due from agents and con-

Traffic

receivable

Material and supplies
Interest and dividends receivable
Other current assets

unclaimed

m.-".tured

I'nmaturcd

interest

Unmatured

rents accrued

Other current

DeFERKEO
Liability

4,790.00

.accrued

5,544,260.35

824,329.50

liabilitier.

2,275,557.56

to

lessor

companies for

e<iuip-

$14,715,322.52

Miscellaneous

34,239,829.70
3.405,282.19
5.14.840.31

LIABII-lTieS

inent

16.131.617.97

569,541.50

L'XADJISIEO CkeDIIs
84,327,845.27

Tax

liability

$3,567,909.53

_

Insurance and casualty reserves
Operating reserves

.\sseTS

Working fund advances
Insurance and other funds.

$201,715.87
727.893.45
4.749.890.72

.

aS-sets

580,065.50
1,192,914.99

.\ccrued depreciaticn of equipment
Liability to
ties

lessor

acquired

I

457,851.00

l

3.168,016.65

L'.VADJUSTEP OEBirs

—

—

(per contra!

CoRrORATE

$37,769.17

SURPL'.'S

Additions to property
and surplus
Sinking fund reserves

6,883,107.79
5,289.656.94
730,000.0<(

33,159,007.29

companies for sccurt*

per contra

Other unadjusted credits
Rents and insurat >:e premiums paid in
advance
Discount on funded debt unamortized..
Other unadjusted debits
unpledged
Securities issued or assumed
pledged.
Securities issued or assumed
from lessor comSecurities acquired

3.119,902.50
186,635.05

uniiaid

43.960.22
6.514.277.27

9,616,893.84

accounts

1,

"...

1918
$1,034,396,204.46

Other deferred

$17,302,450,00

750,039.12

.

Miscellaneous

ductors
Miscellaneous

711,883,086.19

LI,\BII.IIie-

Miscellaneous

panies

'v,S77

$l,048,3bts,;uu

LIAHILITIES

$95,106,669.96

Miscellaneous physical property
Investments in afflliatcd companies:
Stocks

Uefesred

.-<, 827,800

Capital stock

$460,514,249.12

Improvements on leased railway property

Special

44.429,300

Stock

Invesimkms

CURRE.'ST

$I.UJ4.39«,200

The abnormal conditions during the year and the curtailment of working
farces by enlistments, conscription and resignations, placed an unusual burden of work upon the officers and employees of the company, which hai
been faithfully borne, and grateful acknowledgment of their service under
trying conditions is hereby made.
For the Hoard of Directors,

CONDENSED GENERAI. BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER

.

»968,-i.'<s500

(apital stock

ASSETS

Bonds

194,534,900

|(

in detail

on other pages, during the year 1917, being

31,

$694,619,200
92,132,200
8,080,600

224,678,800
34,312,800

,,

rred and

December

Debt

and cost

& Salisbury Railway Cumpany
nridsr Company
$13,878,381.55

lent of l>olKevilIc
all

of

1,

$620,480,100

on Ua--,1 property

roveiiielits

I

Improvenie

1205
Januarv

through

inc-Miu

$93,628.85

464,918.47

20,500,000.00

457.851.00

33,898,384.90

$1,158,801,934.67

Total appropriated surplus.
Profit and loss
ere. lit balance.

—

$558,547.32
75.245.201.74
$1,158,801,934.67

RAILWAY AGE
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turntable with tractor, Lyons
Shop equipment, Elkhart
Improvements at shops, West Albany
Improvements at shops, Collinwood

New
provcments in station, yard and terminal facilities
Enlargement of yards:
Air Line JuncRockport
$401,973.25
$24,639.30
tion
Dock Junction... 109,034.57
41,307.01
Carson
Wesleyville

197,369.24
Cleveland
East Buffalo.. 56,465.62
Gardenville ...757,225.72

Freight terminal, Cleveland
Freight house, etc., Detroit
facilities, West Lockport
Extension of Clark Street freight house, Chicago
Extension to brick freight house, Jackson
Transfer building for American Express Company, Buffalo.
Forty-ton crane for West Street yard, Syracuse
Increased ice house capacity, Rochester

ice

house,

Elkhart

Sundry small improvements

yards and facilities..
Poughkeepsie

in freight

Passenger station, track changes,
Passenger station, etc., Utica

etc.,

11 ,777.90

320,324.33
17,016.71
11,206.35
17,290.37
75,105.39
233,950.98
oo'S?5'^o
22,774.60

Branch
-.-.
Sundry small improvements in passenger facilities
Engine terminal and additional yard facilities, River Rouge
Collinwood
Engine terminal and yard improvements,

14,081.38
63,104.13
155,074.28
80,277.83
183,923.59
71,062.64
23,495.40

New
New
New

engine house,
engine house,

etc..

Belle Isle

North White Plains
turntable, West Seneca
etc..

at

shops,

Depew

Electric appliance building, Collinwood
brick stacks at power house, Collinwood
Heating plant for coaches, Cleveland
Improvements in shop machinery and tools, various places
Improvements in power plants at shops, various places.
Sundry small improvements in shop and engine house

Two
$1,862,727.45
1,543,974.91
328,219.43
96,146.32
11,500.00

Passenger station, etc., Massena Springs
Union passenger station, 162nd Street, New York, Putnam
:

heating boilers in locomotive shops, Depew
at car shops, Ashtabula
at steel car shops, Ashtabula
in heating system at shops, Collinwood

Improvements
Improvements
Improvements
Improvements

115,015.91
138,720.21
20,976.62

West Albany
Toledo

Improvement of freight

New

New

.

.

.

129,553.15
32,954.84
18.872.27
17,445.26

facilities

Coaling plant, Carson
E.\tension of coal storage plant, DeWitt
Coaling plant and cinder pit, Adrian
Coaling plant and track changes. .Ashtabula
Improved water line at pumping plant, Nottingham
New pipe line and pump house. Fox Ridge
Improvements in water supply, Gibson
New water station, Sloan

Sundry

small

improvements

in

water

and

fuel

15,886.68
87,020.92
64,622.85
29,647.48
19,587.73
19.429.80
17,898.42
17,665.90
13,536.55
42,977.66
15,749.98
16,905.34
146,166.99
13,661.88

16,576.81
31,940.39
18,119.10
12,060.09
11,597.44
station

116,979.12
74,134.77
71,773.21

facilities

Assessments for public itnprovements, various places
Sundry small miscellaneous improvements

$6,261,894.37
394,621.58

Less sundry adjustments

$5,867,272.79

The Michigan Central Railroad Company— Seventy-second Annual Report
To

the Stockholders of

The Michigan Central

Railroad Company:

The Board of Directors herewith submits its report
December 31, 1917, with statements showing the results
financial condition of the

The report covers

the

for the year ended
for the year and the

company.
operation

the

of

same mileage as the previous

year, as follows:

Miles
l,I82.i

ned.

MaiJl H^e and branches

Line jointly owned
Leased lines
Lines operated under trackage

578.16
100.06

•ights.

Total road operated (as shown in detail on another page)

1,861.77

capital stock during the year, the amount authorThere was no change
ized being $18,738,000.00 nd actually outstanding $18,736,400.00.
$53,915,193.92
The funded debt outstanding December 31, 1916, was
It has been increased during the year by:
i

.\dditional
trust,

liability

for certificates outstanding under

account of transfer of 10 locomotives from The

1913

New

York Central Railroad Company
It

(N.

Y.

C.

(N.

Y.

C.

$260,425.45

Lines)

Trust of

1910,

due January,

1918

393,960.44

Lines)

Trust of 1912, due January, 1918 (N. Y. C.
151,710.90
Lines)
Trust of 1913, due January, 1918 (N. Y. C.
262,359.54
Lines)
Trust of 1915, due October, 1917 (M. C. R. R.) 300,000.00
Total funded debt outstanding December 31, 1917

1,368,456.33

$52,738,843.79

Certificates were issued under the Michigan Central Railroad Equipment
Trust Agreement of 1917, to an aggregate amount of $4,845,000.00. but as
these were concurrently acquired by the company, there is no change in
the funded debt in this connection.
The changes in the road and equipment account during the year, and as
shown in detail on another page, were as follows:
$86,134,182.07
The amount charged to December 3!, 1916, was
Expenditures during the year, for additions and better1,718,723.25
ments road
Cost of equipment acquired under trust agree-

—

$6,144,861.47
ments
Excess cost of new equipment purchased, and
additions and betterments to equipment over
746,428.67
value of equipment retired

6,891,290.14

Total amount charged to road and equipment December
31, 1917

$94,744,195.46

The changes during the year in the account showing amount of improvements on leased railway property, and as shown in detail on another page,
were as follows:
$2,241,578.40
The amount charged to December 31, 1916, was
Expenditures during the year, for additions and betterments

—road
Total

288,182.02

amount charged

to

December

31, 1917

been issued.
Michisan Central Railroad Equipment Trust of 1917 was established by
agreement dated March 1. 1917, which provides for a total issue of $9,000,000.00 equipment trust certificates, bearing interest at
per annum.
Under the provision of the trust 10 passenger train cars and 3,450 freight
train cars were received, 80% of the cost of which was covered by certifiThe certificates issued during
cates and the remainder by cash payments.
the year amounted to $4,845,000.00, but owing to the fact that the general
market has been practically closed to railroad securities, the company through
the medium of short term loans acquired all of the certificates, using the
greater part of them as collateral, pending more favorable conditions for

4^%

their sale.

has been decreased during the year by:
pro-rata of installments on account

Payment of

of equipment trust certificates
Trust of 1907, due November, 1917

At a meeting held on February 7, 1917, the stockholders authorized the
execution of a Refunding and Improvement Mortgage, to be dated January
1,
1917, to secure the company's now outstanding debentures of 1909,
amounting to $7,634,000.00, and to secure equally and ratably with the
debentures, bonds to be issued under the mortgage to an amount not exceeding $100,000,000.00.
By the terms of the mortgage, the Board of Directors
is given the power to authorize the issue of bonds in series, maturing on
sucli dates not later than January 1, 2017, and bearing interest at such
rates as shall be fixed and determined by the Board for the purposes specified in the mortgage; and it is provided that when the amount issued for
the purposes other than the refunding of debentures or prior debt shall be
$10,000,000.00, no additional amount of bonds shall be issued in respect of
work done or of property acquired, in any amount exceeding 70% of the
The execution of the mortgage and the
cost of such work or property.
issuance thereunder of $8,000,000.00 of bonds have been authorized by the
Michigan Railroad Commission and the Public Utilities Commission of
Illinois, but as vet no refunding and improvement mortgage bonds have

$2,529,760.42

On May IS. 1917, this company issued its one year promissory notes
for $8,000,000.00 bearing interest at the rate of 5% per annum, the proceeds being used to take up other notes aggregating $6,000,000.00, and the
balance for corporate purposes.
During the pericd luly 1, 1912, to May 1, 1916. this company advanced
to the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company, for additions and betterments, the sum of $769,884.02, wiiich amount was covered by notes of
the Belt Company.
Jn exchange for these notes The Michigan Central
Railroad Company received 7.650 shares of the stock of the Indiana Harbor
Belt Railroad Company of a par value of $765,000.00 being its pro-rata
of an increase in the capital stock of that company from $2,450,000.00 to
$5,000,000.00, and it further received a demand note dated November 23,
1917, bearing interest at the rate of 5% per annum, for $4,884.02.
By
acquiring thi's stock the company increased its holdings in capital stock of the
Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company to 15.000 shares.
In addition to the $769,884.02 above mentioned, this company on June
26, 1917, advanced to the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad Company $262,616.63, bearing interest at the rate of 5% per annum, to cover proportion
of expenditures account additions and betterments, and on December 31,
1917. contributed its ownership proportion or $150,000.00 towards an
increase iti the working fund.
The company acquired 4.068 shares of the capital stock, par value of
$406,800.00, and a demand note dated Tune 15, 1917, amounting to $35,848.07, of the Detroit Terminal Railroad Company in liquidation of notes
issued by that company to cover advances for additions and improvements.
By the acquisition of this stock the company's holditigs of the capital stock
of the Detroit Terminal Railroad Company were increased to 5,000 shares.
The Michigan Central Railroad Company had in its treasury $201,000.00
par value of the first mortgage 3% gold bonds of the Bay City and Battle
Creek Railway Company, the property of which had been acquired by purchase in 1916.
On March 14, 1917, the Board of Directors authorised the
cancellation of these bonds, and pursuant to such authority, they were
destroyed by cremation on June 7, I9I7.
On April 8, 1917, The New York Central Railroad Company became a
tenant of this company's freight and passenger terminal facilities in Detroit,
Michigan.
In the operation of the Pension Department, 46 employees were retired
and placed upon the pension roll. Of these retirements 29 were authorized
because of the attainment of seventy years of age, and 17 because of total
and permanent physical disability.
30 pensioners died during 1917, and
at the close of the year 293 retired employees were carried upon the pension
rolls.
The average monthly pension allowance of these employees was
$22.45. and the total amount paid in pension allowances during the year

was $79,560.84.
The President of the United States, by his proclamation of December
26th, and by virtue of the power vested in the chief executive in time of
war by acts of Congress, took possession and assumed control of the operation of the property of this company, through the Secretary of War, at
12 o'clock, noon, on the 28th day of December, 1917.
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SUUMMKy OF

FL\.1.\CIAL

OPERATIONS AFFBCll^i^ hSCOUL
1917

OruATiNc Incoui

1,861.77

Railway opciations
Expen*

KVKNUK

IT

lALANCK

MLUllH

FE»KI>

1916
1,861.77

1207
TIIANi'

OIOIT

TO

UF
$2,436,156.66

Increatt

milts operattii

miles operated

or Decrease

%S2,879.4i4.29

$46,418,790.11

$6,460,644.18

38.289.136.32

30,646,260.72

7,642,875.60

$3,886,931.96

-$1,450,775.30

ProAt and lost account

Amount

iu cHuiir of pkufit and loss

Decemku

31, 1916...

$17,113,432.94

Add:

FIIOU

KAILWAY OPEKATiONS $14,590,297.97

$15,772,529.39

Ferctnlagt of expenses to refeHues
Railway iax acchlals

(72. 41)

(66.02)

$1,972,236.73

$1,686,010.06

UxCULLXCTIBLg KAILWAY KEYENVES

13,405.98

10,349.90

Surplus for the year 1917
Proceeds from sale of unclaimed
fused freight
Insurance collections on property

—$1,182,231.42

(6.39)

$2,436,156.66

and

re-

not

re-

41,959.83

P'a«<l

$286,226.67

11.100.00

Sundry adjustments and cancellations

(net)

15,373.01

.

2,504 589.50

$19,618,022.44

TOTAL

$1,985,642.71

$1,696,359.96

RAILWAY urERATlNi;
INCOME
$12,604,655.26

$14,076,169.43

Deduct:
Expenses, Michigan Central Railroad equipment trust of 1917
Discount,

NONOPUATING INCOUE
,

-

Joint facility rent income
Income from lease of road

$225,778.53
274.67

$225,376.79

Miscellaneous rent income
Miscellaneous nonoperating
physical propecvy •....

2,547.61

5,107.55

1.879.41

1,787.00

•187,115.00

476,017.25

Dividend income
Incomo from funded secu-

$401.74

274.67
-2.559.94

,

92,41

11,097,75

commission

and

$9,560.31

NYC

expcnnt,

Lines c<|uipment trusts of 1910 and 1913
Expenses, Michigan Central refunding and

5,305.37

improvement mortgage
Drprcci'ation unaccrued prior to July 1, 1907,
on equipment retired during 1917
Federal excise tax on 1916 income (U. S.)..
Business profits war tax on 1916 income
(Canada)

15.937.75

346,923.74
148,930.79

404,665.25

Abandoned properly

97,562.49

1

,028,885.70

rities

Income from unfunded securities and accounts.
Miscellaneous income ....

Balance to credit of profit and l6ss December

.

TOTAL

107,305.70

180,069.73

-72,76^03

1.410.50

1,457.23

—46.73

.\ONOPEK.\TJ.Ng'

INCOME

-$67,027.97
$13,474,456.68

$15,012,998.82

-$1,538,542.14

total operating

By groups

875.60.

—

Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous i.-i.x accruals

$3,547,350.99

$2,274,352.38

$1,272,998.61

606,137.80

587,972,75

18.165.05

2,775,914.04

3,259,907.22

—483,993.18

4,140.74

1.961.49

2,179.25

6,952.78

2,466.01

4,486.77

353.909.45

27,464.44

326,445.01

2,138.504.28

1,768,138.09

370,366.19

unfunded debt

573,762.46

225,804.00

347,958.46

22,704.00

22,704.00

6.863.82

4.856.25

FKOM CKCSS INCOME $10,036,240.36

$8,175,626.63

$1,860,613.73

$6,837,372.19

—$3,399,155.87

on funded debt

income

TOTAL

2,007.57

DEOUCTIO.NS

net income

$3,438,216.32

Disposition of Net Income
Dividend appropriation of

ment

for

invest-

and

ments

— leased

lines.

Lansing

Sagin.iw

Grand

RR

RR

River

24,440.57

1.459.19

$22,981.38

-

228.163.09

143.000.04

85.163.05

1,151,150.00

—1,151,150.00

405,375.00

—405.375.00

and

Co- ..
Valley

Co

Miscellaneous appropriation
of income

To equipment

The increase
.to

greater

in operating

traffic,

expenses can be attributed in a large measure
higher rates of wages and increased cost of fuel and other

supplies.

The railway

The total deductions from ktoss income were S 10.036.240.36, an increase
of $1,860,613.73. The princip-il tluctualions were as follows:
Hire of equipment increased $1,272,998.61. due to higher rales and increased traflic, partly offset by additional equipment purchased and put in
operation the latter part of the year.
Separately
operated
properties-loss
increased
$326,445.01.
of
which
$318,020.11 was operating guarantee to the Indiana Harbor Belt Railroad
Company.
Interest on unfunded debt increased $347,958.46. on account of tie larger
amount of short term notes outstanding.
Interest on funded debt increased $370,366.19 and rent for leased roads
the absorption

of

various

regret to

George II. Webb. (Thief Engineer of this company, was commiuioned
Lieutenant Colonel of the 16th Regiment Railway Engineers. C'nited States
Army in June, 1917, and is now in active service in France.

better-

Capital stock purchased:

Jackson

94.927.41

$7,642,875.60

record the death on the eighteenth of October, 1917, of
Louis D. Heusner, Assistant General Passenger Agent, who was for many
years a faithful and valued employee.

in physical prop-

-Additions

123.492.79

Total

We

erty

-Additions and betterments

5.804.513.44

decreased $483,993.18, due almost entirely to
leased lines mentioned in the 1916 report.

income (4%)
.Appropriated

45,457.07

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General

tax accruals for the year were $1,972,236.73. an increase of
$286,226^.67 as compared with the previous year, due principally to war tax
in the United Sutcs and the Dominion of Canada, partly offset by a reduction in rate of ad valorem tax in the state of Michigan.

discount

of

.Amortization

Miscellaneous
charges

$223,269.43
1,351,215.46

'.

Traffic

Separately oi>erated properties—loss
Interest on funded debt...
Interest on

expenses were $38,289,136.32, an inciease of $7 642'
'
the increases were as follows:

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment.

Peouctions fkom gjio;ss income
Hire of equipment debit
balance
Joint facility rents
Rent of lca.«d roads

$18,589,136.74

revenue for the.yea^ was $52,879,434.29, an increa»e of
»-:'^^S^'?'.^'o*':?"
$6,460,644.18. due principally to the jgeneral expansion of business conditions
throughout the country, there having been an unprecedented volume of
traffic incident to the war and the abnornul conditions resulting therefrom.

The
GROSS INCOUE

31, 1917

deprecia-

tion account

TOTAL APPBOPKIATIONS

500.000.00

—500.000.00

$2,950,440.23

—$1,948,380.57

The following appointments were effective during the year:
January 1st Henry Russel, \'ice President
January 1st Frank E. Robson. Oneral Counsel
March 14th
Edmond D. Bronner, Vice President and General Manager
June 28th

James

July

.Arthur L. Sarvey,

1st

F. Deimling, Acting Chief

Engineer

Valuation Engineer

August 15th Carl Howe, Traffic Manager.
August 15th Preston G. Findlay, General Freight .Agent
Acknowledgment is hereby made to officers and employees for (arihfu)
and efficient service.
For the Board of Directors.
.Alfkeb H. Smith.
President.
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Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago
To

&

St.

Louis Railway

St. Louis Railway Company:
of Directors herewith submits its report for the year ended
ults for the year and the
31. 1917. with statements showing the

The Cleveland Cincinnati Chicago and
financial condition of the

The mileage embraced
line

Proprietary lines

Leased lines
Operated under contract
Trackage rights

.

126.09

Dividends

.

.

202.42

in 1917,

..

201.37

(preferred stock

3)4%

the corporate action of this company and that of the Saline Valley
Railway Company, approved by the State Public Utilities Commission of
Illinois", the latter company conveyed its railway and other property to this
company and a merger thereof with the railway of this company was affected
on the tenth day of April, 1917. For this reason the table above shows an increase in the mleage of main line and branches owned of 5.16 miles and a
corresponding decrea^ in mileage of leased lines as compared with the year
1916.
statement showing in detail the mileage of road op>erated will ffe round
on another pape.
The President of the LInitcd States, by his proclamation of December 26th
and by virtue of the cower vested in the chief executive in time of war by
acts of Congress, took (Possession and assumed control of the operation of
the propertv of this company through the Secretary of War, at 12 o'clock,
noon, on the 28th day of December, 1917.
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SUMMARY OF FINANCIAL OPERATIONS AFFECTING INCOME

\fiT

Uncollectible
nues

railway

depreciation

177,827.93

—107,227.5-'

70.600.41

ac-

Total api-ropriations

$600,834.98

....

Surplus transferred to cre
OF profit and loss

Amount

to credit of profit

and

750,000.00

—750,000.00

$1,331,738.35

—$730,903.37

$6,999,964.03 -42.342,991.91

1,656,972.12

loss

December

31, 1916

$5,147,009.09

Surplus for year 1917

4,6?6;972.12
$9.Se3,'981.2l

Add:
L^nrefundable overcharges accumulated since July
1914
$528,467.23
1,
127.33
Adjustment of sundry accounts (net)

6,837,444.55

$re,332,57S.77

Deduct:
Unaccrued depreciation prior

July

to

equipment retired during 1917
income tax based on 1916

Federal
$14,591,499.19 $15,456,263.94

Percentage of expenses
revenues
Railway tax accruals

124,981.25

Decrease.
$5,972,679.80

REVENUt FROM RAILWAY

OPERATIONS

$1,342.90

374,943.75

1916

$52,650,920.24 $46,678,240.44
31,221,976.50
... 38,059,421.05

.

$28,966.67

499,925.00

2.386.91

miles operated nUlcs operated

opeIiations

$30,309.57

count

By

Revenues
E*f*nses

$1,424,380.20

5%

in 1916)

Income appropriated for investment in physical property....

2,386.91

Total road operated

Railway

$6,729,643.14

$8,331,702.38 —$3,073,895.28

Disposition of net income
to sinking fund

1,693.03

.

To equipment

1917

$8,154,023.34

$5,257,807.10

Income applied

..

164.00

2,386.91

.

follows:

and branches owned

Operating income

.

Net INCOME

company.
in the operation of the

deductions

GROSS income

Miles

Main

Company Twenty-ninth Annual Report

Total

the Stocklwldcis of

December

Vol. 64, No. 19

(72.29)

(66.89)

(3.40)

$2,738,985.98

$1,686,719.93

$1,052,266.05

9,632.13

9,677.64

1907,

on
$398,696.52

results

and

paid in 1917

—$864,764.75

to

1,

169,912.80

Losses sustained by fires in storage coal
Surplus appropriated for investment in
property
Property abandoned

84,019.06
physical

9.522.58
9,291.09

reve-

671. 442.0 S

and loss December 31. 1917
$9,661,133.72
Cross operating revenues for the year were $52,650,920.24, an increase of
?.5,972,679.80. of which $5,778,718.82 was in transportation revenue and
$193,960.98 in incidental and joint facility revenues.
Total revenue tannage carried was 35,802.523, an increase of 2,899,940, of
wTiich 2,871,367 was in bituminous coal, smaller fluctuations in the other
classes of traffic practically offsetting one another.
The average revenue per
ton per mile was 5.66 mills, an increase of .1 mill, due largely to increases
in rates granted by the federal and state commissions during the year.
The
revenue train loading was 691 tons, an increase of 37 tons or 5.66 per cent.
while freight revenue per train mile w-as $3.91. an increase of $.27.
The total railway operating expenses were $38,059.42! .05. an increase of
^6.837,444.55.
Fluctuations by groups were as follows;
Maintenance of way and structures decreas
$169,478.39
Mainteuance of equipment increase
1,122,166.70
n.-ilance to credit of profit

$2,748,618.11

$1,696,397.57

$1,052,220.54

come. $11,842,881.08 $13,759,866.37 —$1,916,985.29
Miscellaneous operations
Revenues
Expenses and taxes

Miscellaneous
income

$18,203.96
12,880.08

$16,277.24
12.441.35

$1,926.72
438.73

opERATrNC.
$1,487.99

Total operati:

NCOME. $11, 848,204.96 $13,763,702.26 —$1,915,497.30

Traffic

Non-operating income
Joint

facility

rents

Miscellaneous rents
n o n - operating
Miscellaneous
physical property
Separately operated properties

$513,947.26

1,873.72

367,757.60

i.885.3-

debt
Miscellaneo

Total non-operating
COME

180.872.23

equipment

— debit

162,205.90

281.278.02

—25,335.35
—47,528.80

89.150.54

67.778.48

21.372.06

1,951.42

1.191.78

759.64

140,446.52

50,318.39

90,128.13

$1,563,625.48

$1,297,643.26

bal-

Joint facility rents
Rent for leased roads
Miscellaneous rents
Miscellaneous tax accruals

$1,804,641.57

$519,460.62

$1,285,180."?

609,829.83

562,562.76

47,267.07

566,679.00

571,041.00

—4,362.00

315,014.18

185.116.04

478.93

456.07

129,898.14
22.86

Separately operated properties
loss

Interest on funded debt
Interest on unfunded debt

Amortization

of

discount

97.934.82

72,353.22

25,581.60

4.607,270.39

4,718,774.25

—111,503.86

129.996.94

79,313.62

50,683.32

9,402.78

10,165,30

—762.52

12.77490

10,400.26

2,374.64

on

funded debt
Miscellaneous income charges..

13,936.80

—
—

—

5.643,656.10

46,811.04
124,599.27

— deer

55,753.03
$6,837,444.:

3,618.31

136,870.55

233,749.22

Deductions from gross income
Hire of
ance

—

Not increase

$13,411,830.44 $15,061,345.52 —$1,649,515.08

Cross income

—

—

—

Transportation rail line. increase
Miscellaneous operations increase
General increase
Transpoitation for investment credit

$50,073.54

76,134.06
3,618.31

profit

Dividend income
Income from funded securities.
Income from unfunded securities and accounts
Release of premiums on funded

— increase

P.-iy
ncreased $3,848,262.76, of which $2,323,944.21 was due to in.
age schedules of the various departments made necessary by
industrial competition and increased cost of living.
An analysis of the prices
on a representative list of material items used in large quantities by the
company shows an increase of about 40 per cent in the prices on such
materia] over the previous vear.
There is also an increase in the item of
fuel for locomotives of $2,099,848.37. of which $1,667,894.60 is d"e to in-

crease in prices.
The net income for the year was $5,257,807.10, a decrease of $3,073,893.28.
Dividends aggregating 5 per cent or $499,925.00 on the outstanding preferred stock of the company, were paid and charged against the net income.
The surplus for the year was $4,656,972.12, a decrease of $2,342,991.91.
riuring the year there was charged to income the company's proportion
of the deficit resulting from the operation of the Central Indiana Railway
for the vear amounting to $60,627.35 or $11,027.26 more than the previous

The operations of the Kankakee and S' neca Railroad (for which separate
accounts are maintained) show revenues or the vear $119,303.93. operating
(\penses, taxes and additions and betterm Jilts $188,879.66. deficit $69,575.73.
.lie-half of which, $34,787.86. was assur ed by this company and charged
income in 1917,
The Mount Gilearl Short Line (for which separate accounts are maintained) shows revenues for the vear $9,752.18, operating expenses and taxes
'512,404.29. non-operating income $132.50. deficit $2,519.61, all of which
was charged to income bv this company in 1917.
The summary of financial operations affecting income includes the opera,
lions of ihe Peoria and Kastern Railway, Indianapolis, Indiana, to Peoria,
Illinois.
Separate accounts for this line are maintained, nd the operations
for the year 1917 show revenues amounting to $2,544,826.30, operating exiienses and taxes $2,248,046.37, operating income $296,779.93. non-operating
income $460,116.91. gross income $756..';96.84, deductions from gross income
Sundry adiustments of profit and loss
$653,843.37. surplus 5103,05.1.47.
and other items durin? the vear ngsregnte i61.437.54. leaving $41,615,93
ir
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C

rrt suri.luj (or ihe year, which dciliiclcd from $456,788 66 due thit coiiii)»iiy
for advancrs on nccciiibtr 31, 1916, makes Ihe indcbtrdnesn on December
31, 19ir, $415,17.'. 73.
In connection with the federal valuation of the company's property, the
work of investisatini; the cost of gradinx, bridges and buildings wai continued by the valuation forces during the ye.ir.
Com|j|ete survey of the
cost of adjacent lands was made indenrndeni of that made bv the Cnvernment land .ippr.iiscrs which force made durine the year investigation of the
Cost of adjacent l.inil upon .ibnut two-thirds of the line.
The work of compiling cjuantitits in the loinpnny's .tniclurcs was continued, and the engineering forces arc ready to check tentative valuation.
The Government forces
hvae been getting their dalu togelher. and il i* expected that tentative
:i-port will be made some time during the year 1918.
In the operation of the Pension l>eparlmt-nl 46 employees were retired
md placed upon the pensio" roll. Of theic retirements 30 were aulbori<ed
because of the allaininrnl of seventy years ,.t iige. and 16 because of total
and permanent physic.il disability. 39 pensioners died during 1917, and at
the close of the vear J-'O retired employees were carried u|>on the pension
rolls.
The average iiinnthlv pension allowance of these retired eniploytjes
is $21,58. and the total amount paid in pension allowances during the year

Preferred stick authoritcd

120y
i C Ry Co

I.

general

first

mortgage

I

St

t.

73,000.00

& C Ry Co

mortgage bonds

first

"^''f'-''

Central Grain Elevator

Company bonds

6.000.00
25,000.00

retired

C C C &

St I. (St Louis Division) first collateral trust mortgage bonds purchased for

sinking

fund

40,000.00

Total funded debt outstanding

December

1,354,939.54

1917 (detail

31,

on another page)

*99.231,284.«2

Under Big Four Railway Tru-t
the Hoard of Directors, ^fav

.ithoriied b»
n h,^wtr,X

'
i

<).

rr rw^

l\'V::^"'
.in estimated

Vor'
for at

cost

Jnu'ciii

^„

$.,'

i.f

issued

during the ye.ir to the total am.vnt .i ;| ,-i.sH..,„n f»j but
as Uiese wer.
concurrently ac-|uired by the company, there is no change in
the
debt in this connection.
Of the new equipment contracted for fifteenfunded
loc^
motives fifteen passenger train cars and all of the freight
train car. were
received and put in service during the year,
'"be additions to the toad and equipment account during
the year were as

$10,000,000.00
50,000,000.00

stock autfiorized

St

bonds retired

C

WIS $S7.I76.S/-..
There was no change in the capital stork during Ihe year, the amounts
authorized and issued to December 31, 1917, being as follows'.

Common

I

and betterments road
$2 22197189
Equipment acquired under trust agreement. .$3,084,987,49

.Additions

Total slock authorized

$60,000,000.00

.

Preferred stock issued

Common

$10,000,000-00

stock issued-

47,056,300.00

Owned equipment
Total

Balance common stock authorized but not issued, December
31, 1917

The

unmatured outstanding December

funde.! debt

31,

m

$100,586,224.16

Ry equipment

Foi;r

payable .Tune

1,

Big Four Ry
payable July

1,

Pro rata

New

certi6catcs

trust

certificates

$373,000.00

1917

equipment

R- Gihbons was appointed Real EsUte and Tax Agent
'•,^^'i''."^''
9".J-V."^
and
William I. Hmcr, Purchasing Agent.
Thanks and aiipreciation are extended to the officers and employees for
their loyal and eflicient service during the year.
For the Board of Directors,

115.000.00

1917

York Central Lines equipment

New York

November

1917

246,689.81

Central Lines equipment
January 1, 1918.

476,249.73

trust certificates payable

Pro rata

trust

1,

ALFRED

trust certificates payable

To

.\pril

.'!.

Tilt S-IOCKIIOLPEKS.

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR.
Revenues

were

$54,643,793.52

(Increase $a.809.4S11.34. or 0.65%.
Operating F-xpenses were
(Increase $5,407,130.04, or 16.54%
Net Opera-.ing Revenue was
Decrease $597.64SI..''0. or 3.49%.)
:,.xes

ended December
Year ended December
Year ended December
Year erded December
Year ended December
^early average for
ended December

The changes

2,439,331.04

-•

was

2,697,161.50

$16,795,818.09
1,139,645.04

equivalent

amounted

Decrease ?6O0.503,32. or
.'ividends paid during year:

to

1

8,589,794.60

11.25% on

5

$2,511,264.00
to

improvement of physical and other

RETURN ON PROPERTY.
I

be following table shows the amount of return to your Company, insubsid.ary companies, from transportation o|»erations only. ui>on
investment in road and equipment at the termination of each year of
five year period /rded December 31, l^l":

,iding

"t

236,065,971.07

9,382,649.18

1917. .8247,384,611.20

$12,278,662.54

4.96%

I9I3.

.

years

funded debt

in

tlie

hands of the public

Equipnjcnt

Tr

Equipment

Trust

durii iR the

year

crtmcates
j

Certificates

Sandy Ry. First Mortgage Bonds
per cent. Coal River Ry. First Mortgage Bonds
per cent. Greenbrier Ry. First Mortgage Bonds
i>cr cent.
Raleigh ,^- Soulh\.estern Ry. First
.Mortgage Bonds
Tr:i5t

per cent.

Obligations

$53,000.00
20,000.00

20,000.00
12,000.00
1,150.000,00

$6,280,000,00 $1,255,000.00
5.025,000.00

Equipment Contract

Car Co
per cent.

Equipment

motive and Car
$4,555,114.45

assets

Is

614%

12.465,058.24

Payments
each, ag-

5

devoted

5.64%

15,359,715,04

Other changes in obligations shown
under
funded debt on balance sheet of December
31. 1917, were as follows:

$7,066,378.45

2%

gregating

-cmaindcr.

centage

5.11%
3.83%
3.97%

Net Increase

capital

to

7.33%.)
dividends of

Two

five

Perof Return.

9,314,430.78

"P"

per
cent.
Series "R"
per cent. Big

Equipment

(54.87% of amount available) amounted to
Increase $206,961.51. or 2.47%.)
year,

31.

31.

Total

Operating
Income,
$14,871,459,45

$15,656,173.05

lerest

the

•1

4

vMiUls and Other Payments were
Increase $-i?.184.60. or 4.51%.)
icome for the year avaihable for interest was
Decrease $393,541.81. or 1.15'^.)

for

cent.

—

$14,098,656.59

Increase $1,056.0:8.52, or C4.35%.)

Inccinc

in

4H

•

stock outstanding,

IVoperly
Investment.
1917. $263,397,068.67
3
1916.
250,247,098.33
31. 1115.. 244,068,206.05
31, 1914.. 243.144,711.90
31.

Retired
per
Series

4,'j

wer.:

Income

Annual Report

$16,537,987.63

(Increase $802,727.03, or 49.05%)
grating Income. Taves deducted, was
Decrease <1.400,375.73. or 9.04%.)
Iiscellaneous

SMITH.

FINANCIAL.
38,105,805.89

'

,eT

— Fortieth

1018.

The Fortieth Annual Report uf the Board of Directors, for the fiscal year
ended December 31. 1917. is herewith submitted.
The average mileage operated during the year by The Chesapeake and
Ohio Lines was 2,412.1 miles, an increase over the previous year of 33.4
miles.
The mileage at the end of the year was 2.478.3 miles, an increase
of "7.6 milts over mileage on December 31, 1916.

Operating

IL

President.

The Chesapeake and Ohio Railway Company
Richmond, Va..

4.091,741.10

$6,3I3"712.99

six years concluded December 31, 1917, there
were marked inthe growth of business and train loads.
These increases are
reflected in the aver.igc net corporate income of the Company
which for
the three years ended June 30th. 1917. was nearly three times that
for the
year 1911, and in surplus of the Company which at the close of 1917
shows
an incrcise of S7,a00,0TO for the period.
Along with these favorable results It should be borne in mind that this Companv has
absorbed in the six
years period the losses entailed by the flood in 1913. The per
cent of gross
revenue saved for net corporate income was about six per cent in 1911
and
ten per cent in 1917.

has been decreased during the year as follows:

It

Hig

1,006,753.61

(per detail on anothnr page)

the
111
creases

$2,943,700.00

1916,

was

in excess of retirements

57,056.300.00

6 per cent

—Central
— .American

Contract

Works

Equipment Contract

Standard Steel
$660,047.01
Loct>-

Locomotive Co
5H per cent. Equipment Contract--Central Locomotive and Car Works
Deere.-.,.

71.410.24

170.602.48

450,000.00

RAILWAY AGE
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Four and one-half per cent. Equipment Trust Certificates, Series "P,"
$2,500,000.00. and Series "R," $3,780,000.00, in amounts, were issued and
sold to provide funds for payment of equipment shown in table on page 19.
Your Company acquired during the year 9,450 additional shares of the
capital stock of The Ches.ipeake and Ohio Northern Railway Company,
payment for which was made with cash derived from sale of stock of The
Kanawha and Michigan Railway Company. From the proceeds of the sale
there is still deposited with the Trustee for future investment the sum of
$528,600.00.
There were also acquired 1.450 additional shares of the capital stock
of the Pond Fork Railway Company, and 150 additional shares of the
capital stock of the White Sulphur Springs, Inc.
Your Company has purchased the entire capital stock, 1,500 shares, of
the Piiiey River and Paint Creek Railroad Company at a cost of $270,000.00,
and also the Price Hill division of the White Oak Railway Company for
$77,500.00.
Addilional First .Mortgage Bonds of Tlie Chesapeake and Ohio Railway
Company i.f Indiana were issued in respect of the cost of certain addi-

and betterments made to that line, and were pledged under your
Company's Fir?t Lien and IniT>rovement Mortgage.
Duiing the past vcar your Company acquired at par the entire capital
stock, 10,000 shares, and $500,000.00 par amount of coupon notes of the
Western Pocahontas Fuel Company, a corporation ovvning the Dorothy and
Sarita coal properties in West Virginia, so as to protect the Company's
tions

requirements.
statement of charges to property accounts will be found on page 16,
showing a net addition of $10,583,655.63; that is, $2,632,648.04 was added
to cost of road and $7,951,007.59 was added to cost of equipment.
During the past nine years your Company's increase in capital liabilities
in hands of the public, its principal acquisition of stocks and bonds of other
companies, and its •.-.'cpendilures for equipment, branch line construction,
second track and other additions and betterments, have been as follows:

Bonds

Costing

Bonds and

5% Bonds

of:

Pacific
Railroad Co. Equipment
Certificates 4Vi%
The C. & O. Railway Co. of Indiana First

Mortgage 5%
Elkhorn and Beaver Valley Railway Co. First
Mortgage 5%
Illinois Central
tificates 4^-%

New York
tificates

New York

R.

K.

$4,306,000.00

$30,000.00
7,270,000.00
1,031,000.00

Equipment Cer-

Co.

10,000.00

Central

Equipment

Lines

Cer-

4K%

65,000.00

Central Railroad Co. Equipment
Certificates 4'/j%
Western
Pocahontas
Fuel
Coupon
Co.

33,000.00

Notes 5%
Miscellaneous

500,000.00
334.000.00
$9,273,000.00

Costinsr

Properties of:

Coal River Railway Co
Raleigh and .Southwestern Railway Co
Virginia Air Line Railway Co
Costing
Construction

$2,304,359.88
816,562.42
1,071,947.12
$4,192',869.42

of:

E.\ten5ion of Branch Lines, costing
Second Track (lf!5.0! miles) and Additions
and Betterments, costing

Par Value.

$2,420,959.63

19,901,232.26

(Excluding $2,680,955.25 expended on Chicago Line to October 3i, 1917, for which
securities have been acquired.)
Equipment:
Additional equipment acquired (less retirals)
(Excluding— Credit -$27,319.93, included in
Statement of Expenditures on Chicago
Line to October h, 1917, for which seities have been acquired.)

2,000.000.00

31,390.000.00

25,000,000.00
3,500,000.00

.

33,000.000.00
40,180,000.00
3,000,000.00

Co
At

annual meeting oi the stockholders held October 23, 1917, the
bv-laws were amended bv changing the date of the annual meeting from
the Tuesday preceding the last Tuesday of October to the Tuesday preceding the last Tuesday of April in each year, so as to correspond with
the change in the fiscal year of the Company, which as noted in last
year's report, now ends on December 31st.
The equipment inventory as of December 31, 1917, was as follows:
Locomotives owned
645 Dec.
3
Locomotives leased
228 Inc.
SO

229,000.00

1,700.000.00

3,160.000.00

2,500,000.00

"R"...

the

3,780,000.00

873
334
62

Total

4,809,390.00

Contracts,

9,419,581.16

GENERAL REMARKS.

860,000.00

900,000.00

Trust Certificates Series "N"
Trust Certificates Series "O"
Trust Certificates Series "P"

Trust Certificates Scries
Various

Notes

Canadian

11,000,000.00

First Consolidated Mortgage 5% Bonds
Convertible 4H% Debentures
Three Year 4'.-S% Collateral Trust Notes
One Year 5% Collateral Trust Notes
Five Year 5% Collateral Trust Notes
Convertible 5% Secuied Gold Bonds
Coal River Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Raleigh and Southwestern Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds
Big Sandy Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Virginia Air Line Railway Co. First Mortgage

Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment
Equipment

32,300.00

$22,504,400.00

A

5%

LOOO.OOO.OO

Miscellaneous

fuel

Capital Oblicstioxs Issued or Assumed:
General Mortsage 4'A% Bonds
General Funding and Improvement Mortgage

Vol. 64, No. 19

Western Pocahontas Fuel Co

Passenger train cars owned
Passenger train cars leased

47

$171,314,390.00
$162,667,314.49

Realizing

Less:

Capital Obligations Paid or Fukchased:
Six Per C.-nt. Collateral Gold Notes
6% Notes
Peninsula Division First Mortgage 6% Bonds
Collateral Gold

matured January 1; 1911
Greenbrier and New River Railroad Co. First
Mortsage 5% Bonds redeemed February 1,

2,000,000.00

339,000.00

1911

5% Bonds

7,302,000.00

4%

Bonds retired November 1, 1911
Three Year 4VS% Collateral Trust Notes
One Year 5% Collateral Trust Notes
Five Year 5% Secured Gold Notes
Kircon Coal Co. First Mortgage 5% Bonds..
Equipment Trust Payments
•Through Sinking Funds:
Big Si-ndy Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Coal River Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Greenbrier Railway Co. First Mortgage 4%
Bonds
Raleigh and Southwestern Railway Co. First
Mortgage 4% Bonds

396
cars

owned

32,427
17,006

Inc.
Inc.

12

5,616
Dec. 2,696

Total
Inc. 2,920
49,433
Floating Equipment
19
Inc.
1
There were undelivered December 31. 1^)17, 856 steel gondola cars purchased under Equipment Trust Series "R." as shown on page 19 of this
report, that are not ii'cluded in the above table.
The changes during the year in the accrued depreciation of equipment
account were as follows:
Balance to credit of account December 31, 1916
$5,846,710.51
Amount credited during year ended December 31, 1917, by
charges to:
Operatine expenses
$1,352,053.82

$5,000,000.00
2,500,000.00

General Funding and Improvement Mortgage
Greenbrier Railway Co. First Mortgage

Total
Freight train and miscellaneous
Freight train cars leased

2.000.00
25,000.000.00
3,500 000.00
33,000,000.00
200,000.00
13,407,000.00

Profit

Loss

and

297,472.07
$1,649,525.89

Charged to account for:
Accrued depreciation on equipment retired during
3

locomotives and S72

freight

train

and work

490,000.00
:redit of account December 31, 1917
$7,423,273.09
Inc
wages affecting all branches of the service were effective durthe
ind an additional ir^crease was granted to the
General Offices and at various points along th
taking effect during
the months of October, November and December,
The increased cost to
the C'omnanv on account of the above increases during
ring the year approxi-

244,000.00
177,000.00
55,000.00

mated $3,051,100.00.
1917

$93,216,000.00
93,926.424.59

Costing

$68,740,889.90

Acquisitions:
Stocks of:
The C. & O. Railway Co. of Indiana
Elkhorn and Reaver Valley Railway Co
Gauley and Meadow River Railroad Co
The Hocking Valley Railway Co
Cincinnati Inter-Terminal Railroad Co
Logan and Southern Railway Co
Levisa River Railroad Co. (of Ky.)
The Levisa River Railroad Co. (of Va.)
Kanawha Bridge and Terminal Co
The Silver Grove Land and Building Co
White Sulphur Springs. Incorporated
First National Bank Building Corporation
(Richmond, Va.)
The- Chesapeake and Ohio Northern Railway

$5,998,800.00
30.000.00
116.300.00
7,671,900 00
56.000.00
292.100.00
50,000.00
50.000.00
400,000 00
200,000.00
2,575,000.00

Co
Pond Fork Railway Co
Piney River and Paint Creek Railroad Co..

3.497,900.00
204,100.00
150,000.00

Operating

amoimted

to

of
Revenue
carried one mile

180,000.00

$54,643,793.52 $49,834,312.18
$16,537,987.63 $17,135,636.33

Operating Rat'o

Tons

1916

Revenues

Net Operating Revenue

69.7%

65.6%

$4,809,481.34
597,648.70

4.1%

Freight

Dec.
174,784,842
'.0,262,440,801 10,437,225,643
36
1.043
Revenue train loads, tons..
1.007
Inc.
l.S
Revenue tons per loaded car
34.1
Inc.
35.6
The revenue coal and coke tonnage was 26,230.768. a decrease of 3.9 per
cent; other freight tonnage was 11,648,957, an increase of 4.4 per cent.
Total revenue toi nage was 37.879,725 tons, a decrease of 1.5 per cent.
Freight
Freight revenue was $42,998,222.58, an increase of 7.8 per cent.
Revenue ton
train mileage was 9,841,024 miles, a decrease of 5.1 per cent.
miles were 10,262,440,801. a decrease of 1.7 per cent. Ton mile revenue was
Revenue per freight train mile was
4.19 mills, an increase of 9.7 per cent.
Revenue tonnage per train mile was
$4,369, an increase of 13.6 per cent.
1,043 tons, an increase of 3.6 per cent; including Company's freight, the
Tonnage
lonn.'tge per tr.-iin mile was 1.112 tors, an increase of 4.0 per cent.
per locomotive, including Company's freight, was 979 tons, an increase of
3.5 per cent.
Revenue tonnage per loaded car was 35.6 tons, an increa
of road
4.4 per cent.
Tons of revenue freight
were 4,254,567, a decrease of 3.0 per cent
an increase of 7.8 per cent. The
There were 7,557,722 passengc

May

10,

1211
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1918

The acknowledgmenta of
ployes for
riy

and

faithful

all

the

Board ire renewed

cfTiclenl

(Coumbus

'•"'

i

.r^'J.^.'l'Jn,''';-'.?.;

constructed between
connect, with the Norfolk
,.M.
K„lway tracks are used from
From Valley
mile*.
.nl- c oC b'
,.„ ^,:,;
9 mile. Hocking Valley
." \
,,;
J^ J„,e,"d be'»«" Limeville.
;,
.

)0

,

^•:!^j;ei?:v^:^.h_^e

^d^^^^

^£

on the tompicleu Rrauc.

in

2.

1''17.
1916.
ilpciATiNc RrvML'Ej;
»42.998.222.58 $39,888,932.23
Freight Tr.nflic
6.435.025.33
7.899.451.91
Passenger Traffic
472.981.62
453.176.39
Transportation of Mailf
Transportation of Ex669.029.39
831.441.43
press

it

;

which have come

GF.NF.R.M. I.NCOMF. ACCOUNT.
For Year ended December 31, 1917. and Compariion with Year ended
Decemlier Jl. 1916.

Table

m

'•^':

;;
Limeville. Ky.. and \Navr.
N;
& Western Railway.
Waverly, O.. to \ nllev 1
N^.
Parsons
O.
to
Cros.ing

slides

*,r707. anincrcaw of l7A.f>c,
mili wa. J1746. an .ncr«.e

,'^;1'.

and Ohio Northern R?''-j;/,%7«j;;;|i

0.>, wa^^ piacr.i

lr"K"^o'

:"

'^;,'

«r"i?^rT,n X^^^

"'AVA^aKai..
total

".«"«

I'a»c,.gcr

«nt.

,K,r

wvi "he ViU'nian Railway

^•^^"eSlxCr^ri'raVch^of'coal River Branch.

.ind

4.2

7,368.343.61

93,157.60

3.9

$54,643,793.52 $49,834,312.18

$4,809,48134

9.7

1.V8

Structures

$6,905,578.52

$6,067,657.64

$837,920.88

10.521.724.03

10.240.497.62

281.226.41

Equip-

Transportation
Miscellaneous

675.380.54

18.750.43

2.8

14.355.564.64

4.182.017.56

29.1

8,423.56
83,800.08

Opera-

tions

Chesapeake and Ohio
imevillc. Ky.. ard junction of
Railway has been completed and put in
Nortturn a'd Chesa'peake.nd Ohio^
''"t"

h« "een"i

,'r\'k

.

oper.ition

-xV

^S119n

.r.

rtw

tons

90.1b.>.

"'Tiere're?e'\.467"69T7rosrt'ies used

weri'65^306 yards of

''"rh'ere

1301b.. 33.2 tons 1251b.
equal to 162 miles of track,

maintaining existing tracks, a

in

main(393.571 yards stone) used in

ballast

"& -Vl^r^^^i ^^-^d'f^^^^^V'locomo.ve
pe7''A.-n.e^rninc.-,r $.076^73; per
^°' "^' *;"""'
In order to
P">^-'f'

a;;;^r?;;^ished

'^^^;T:f

was .3.7S,.30

=

=toraee

coil

at

that

point,

men

.

.0|e

follows:
the Federal Government, as
First issue

Na.o..s_J^i.ary

Bonds issued by
$300 000 00
510.000.00

!^.;i?SS^S'1:'^^^^S"^i^osj^^e^^^^°^^^^^^
t^r«^"r^^^
^^

^"°'f'r'=^

Company

Z, "i7Tvi°S

^ iirpX

al^^oif^t

Property through Income

_^:

Tor

s

^^^^^ ,^ p^^p^,,^
experditures for prop-

^

i;^p^^;.-e^^

^°, f'

^'^.",'^5,3

^

-^^M^h^^^r'i^r'^^op"^ jra^
the thrce^
b^r.

V;-.

'

.

Company dunn.

to permit of proper

-^,-;-^e ri</ilt

.-Auction of c,pual liabihtie
..raVfor'"'capit"l expenditures, or

^.-;^c

li. 139.24

$5,407,130.04

16

S

65.6%

69.7%
Net Operating Revenue 16.537.987.63
•Railway Tax Accruals. 2,439.331.04
Railway
Uncollectible

17.135.636.33

—597.648.70

3.5

1.636.604.01

802.727.03

49.1

3.496.56

12,355.33

8.858.77

71.7

$2,442,827.60

$1,648,959.34

$793,868.26

48.1

....$14,095,160.03 $15,486,676.99 -$1,391,516.96
come ..
Income from Other

9.0

Operatine

Railway

In-

Sources:
Hire of Equipment... $1,483,596.44
Investfrom
Interest
860.077.81
ments and Accounts.
353,487.25
Miscellaneous

$947,684.12 176.8

$535,912.32
761.430.65

98.647.16

343.800.01

9.687.24

2.8

$1.641. 142.98

$1,056,018.52

64.4

$16,792,321.53 $17,127,819.97
Gross Income
nEDUCTIONS PROSI GEOSS
Income:
$8,589,794.60 $8,382,833.09
Interest on Debt

—$335,498.44

2.0

~$2.697.161.50

Leased Roads.
Toint Tracks. &c
Loss on C. & O. Grain

13.0

$206,961.51

Rentals

(or ,he .idjustment of discount

- u';^l^r!,pT.Vl^estre'nrAc''cou;,T a"nd

ue. incon,e of the

30.I4S.I2

$38,105,805.89 $32,698,675.85

1.008,199.48

959,257.56

48.941.92

32.078.14

54.060.88

—21.982.74

40.7

95.870.86

64.786.67

31.084.19

48.0

Deductions.... $9,725,943.08

$9,460,938.20

$265,004.88

2.8

$7,066,378.45

$7,666,881.77

—$600,503.32

7.8

Elevator

^rcTaJeJj^Jt^^l

348.783.03
1.035,931.62

Ex-

the

day. which can be increased to

^

i.^ .luou

pltint

'"4h^r''e"we'r°e"^uVcrs;°d"bT™W*Co^rpatrL&y'li^^

of about $170,000.00 *" J°"r

vestment— Cr
Operating
Total
penses

Revenues

fre^^^^

^n^per

VoV^:t rut'ctadtv"rbe'6.'.!i"b

357.206.59
1.119.731.70
In-

foi

(635.4 tons

rail

,ons'ro^-lb."nd 4.394.0 tons

.Oo'n

Cener,il

Transportation

2.8

694.130.97
18.537.582.20

Traffic

V^

Riverville

22.6

24.3

ment

&^ft*d;a;ld

7.8

1.464.426.58

162.412.04

2.461. SOI. 21

Maintenance of

^l^ctd^fafk^V^iVc'^n

Cut.

Orea.Misc Expenses:
Maintenance of Way

wa. taken over

ntilc.

1.7

Pu

DtciEASE.

Reve-

Operating

nues

Mar.h Fork extension of

niile;

0.3

Incseaseoe
$3,109,290.35

—19,805.23

Miacellaneoua
Total

'"4tion

the officers and et

e-rpfirvs
GEO. W. STK^ENS.^^

KR.^NK TRUMHI'LI..

?^^.." "I'Licnscr

to

atrvice.

order of the ISoard of Director*.

^-i^v.^"r's^^^^?i::id;^oSdrn?^"£^e^^.^nd .e

Miscellaneous
Total

Net Incomf

$10,232,993.81
of Profit and Loss December 31. 1916
.\mount of Net Income for yesr cndol HcccniLcr 31. 1917,
7.066.378.45
transferred to Pro6l and Loss

\mount

to credit

$17,299,372.26

^{,jri^;!^'^^t(:\:^^y'ZL^l^l^^^vrovo^
years in rcspert to thii matter.
Bv proclamriuon. the President "'

«o

P^fo^m

in three

iTnitrd States throuRh the Secretary
of "ilrond" at 12 o'clock noon

Deduct:
Dividend .14 of
Dividend 35 of

2%
2%

.$1,255,632.00

Paid June 30. 191,

Paid December

31. 1917..

.

1.255.632.00

2.511.264.00

$14,788,108.26

''''^^Yt"nl

out of Net Income for Expenditures for Additions and Betterments and

Amount Appropriated

7.500.000.00

Equipment

"«• '^.'
and adequate compensation for '"<:»
.i.^tj^n ,„ each
annual e
be imppireri. and recommended an
net
^ilrod coi^onv b:.sed upon its averpe
Coneress cm
t
*'
lure
30. I'J^year period ended
,.
,, v^n.o; ir.r Covernmental
^'^J
January 4 1918. and. Confess •;« """^^^-^li',,;, ^„„i^\ af.er the dccl.iraoperation for the period of the war 5"^ *""' p^" j._, „„ March 21. 1918.
This «' »;« .''S';5;f
,i„n of peace.
j7j';;,J^'^Ss w"ll soon be entered

^

.

,

$7,288,108.26

Discount and Expense on .Securities issued during the year ended December 31. 1917......... $186,764.70
Adjustment of Dii'Connt and Expense on Securities

issued

prior

to

.

aou.iry

I.

1904.

»"<»,,,,„,.-

1,136,523.60
charged to Properly .Xc-ount
.\djustment of Depreci.ition nrior to January 1.
ztl.^li.vi
1917 on Equipment charged to Income ..^...
Appropriation of Surplus to Sinking and Other
.,,-„,
»,7ii.os

Reserve Funds

^

tr^^r^f on

October 28.
^«,;!;|:^
.^V;^?^^, '^r^^alic^-^ir!
Transportauon. and on
"le. ^ As^i^t^nt" sJVerin'^^endent Freight
Mr. A. T_, I.owmaster. .^.sistani
;-- dnte
«.. s.nme
Ayent: and
riici /^Ktiiv.
».." on
28. Fuel
«,," » '*" "TJ,r\^-r
October
_ jIODcr JO.
Snnerintendcnt
Miperintenoen.
Mr.
J. A. Barker.
Superintendent Freight Transnortanon:
of Car .\ccount8;
*"''''
Terminals Chicago: 'jily 1. i'l'': .l^- ^...^ii'""-

rr^fa

w.ci.rr, Grne-al Diiision

—

T..

Add Adjustment

of Taxes. Years 1912 to 1915.

inclusive

Sundry Adjustments

i«

44.158. jj
73

5sg_577.24

-

was transferred

to

Newport .>ews.

va.. as

uen

SCSfs:i;'rvi?^,Aai:n"t.^;^^we,?^r&r^vi^.^^^
Mr.

1.630.472.42

$5,657,635.84

B. Allen. General Superintendent.

Balance to credit of Profit and Loss December
31.

1917

$6,216^13.08

Federal GoTernment for Income
•Includes an estimated amount due the
^ct- of Congress approved October 3rd.
and' War Exc«s"profit, Tax ""'':;
ended December 31st. 1917.
1917, but efTectire for the year
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GENERAL BAI-ANXK SHEET. l.ECEMHER
ASSETS
&

O. Ry
Equipment Corporation.)

„..ned of The C.
„„„ Bond:
(Excluding Stocks and
"^
,

& O

The' C.
of ""

Co. of Indiana

and

.

Capital Stock.
First Preferred
^^^^^

Common — The
way Co. of
$14,558,999.44
4,110,407.01

".'.v.'......-----

— Issued or Assumed—Pledged.

1922

Bonds

Funds, and Funded Debt Issued
and Reserved.
Lien and Improvement Mortgage
Ijondii— Drawn for Additions and Betterments
•;
'n' y
R & S. W. Ry. Co., First Mortgage Bonds
Reserved for Construction
Potts Creek Branch— Cash. ..........

First

.

V

Firs*

First

2,756,000.00
10.180,000.00

5% Secured Gold Bonds. .1946
Mortgage. Potts Creek Branch, 4%
........1946
Mortgage, Va. Air Line Railw

5% Bonds
First

Mortgage,

&

R.

Bonds

hfi.JUS'.O^t..

Second Mortgage, R.

$.n9.556,994.61

600,000.00

Bonds

.1952

900,000.00

4%
.••••:.•:• 1?°& A. Division, 4%

6.000,000.00

Division,

A.

1989
1992

•,

4J^% Bonds

General Mortgage.

.-issets.

Cash in Treasury
Cash in Transit
Cash deposits
Cash deposits

^I'SFv^o^nc
1.222,490.0!

Equipment Trust

to pay Interest and Dividend
nd
to pay Matured Bonds

Scrip

•

•

1,021.77

!

Other Working
ials

and Improve
Bonds not in hands

R;ceiV:a;ie;

!

'

'

'

!

'

Assets

Unpaid Wages
Miscellaneous

$9,847. 845.

Deferred

Liabilities.

Trustees,

.

514,895.98

d

$2,478,785.64

Rents

.

1,196.113.71

.

45.053.01

,•'.••

• -

with

Interest

Taxes Accrued
rav.u...., ... Liberty Loan Bonds
Employes Payment'
Depreciaticn-Enuipment .....
Sundr

98.582.08

•

'

•.

Unmatured

Controlled Companies ..............
Advances, Working Funds ^Fast Freight
Lines, etc)
Special Deposits

'

Other Working Liabilities

.Assets.

Advances

W
Vi'
Payabli

Accounts

'

Matured Interest and Dividend Unpaid.
Matured Mortgage and Secure.I Debt t^n
paid

Interest. Dividends and Rents
and
Affiliated
to Proprietary.

$95,000.00
992.616.09
6,640,980.48
950.01
537,427.55
1.411,117.58

Balances
Audited Vouchers and Fay Rolls

$7,637,038.95

Unmatured

1930

Traffic

6,234,223.45
1.402,815.50

Stocks

5%
(see

public

of

Working Liabilities.
Loans and Bills Payable

—

Sectiritie

183.963.327.16

Contra)

617.965.48
1,000,632.13
>(.; -^U^ iO
"---0:93
2,305,860.93
165,156.57

$10,175,674.73
6.131.266.54

and Supplies
Treasury Unpledged.

$173,339,000.00
10,624.327.16

ntracts

Mortgage,

;nt

First I.icn

Elevator

Balances
i.aioTiccs

^i!S^a^u^ A^;StI

ndCc

Ohiigati.

$246,760,327.16

•

Cash deposit to pay C. & O G
Insurance Claims
Loans and Bills Receivable..

Deferred

539,000.00

194.=

4%

Bonds

Vi'

Jv:

510.000.00

'?»

Convertible

.

V V M.

$3,239,778,

Traffic
iramc

.•W;

Bonds

Deposits account of Construction
.

400,000.00
4.

^•V-^'i"
Branch. 4%

First Mortga?e, Coal River Railway,

.

1,742.000.00

1941

,

Bonds

—

and Equipment

Warm

650,000.00

4%

Mortgage, Big Sandy Railway, 4^c

First Mortgage, Paint Creek

'

(Includes Cash Balance Proceeds K.
Ry. Co. Stock Sale.)

5%

v,--"f
Branch.

Springs

Bonds

First

.

845,000.00

1540

••;,

Greentner Railway,

5% Bonds

Special

•

.1936

First Mortgage,
Bond-,
First Mortgage,

378.900.23

-

Bo

First Mortgage, Craig Valley Branch,

$64,589,407.45

.

First

1930
4!4% Bonds
Mortgage. R. & S. W. Railway, 4%

0.858,000.00

Miscellaneous Investments.
Phy.'iical Property

:

5%
1925

Bonds

(Includes First Lien and Improvement
5% Bonds $45,920,000.00.
Slorlgage
Sea Contra.)

-

Bonds.

Convertible.

««0.0Ol.O0

•.,

Bends

6%

etc.

linal.

Funding and Improvement.

General

$18,669,406.45

Securities

Working

Chesapeake

Indi;

Companies—Pledged.

c,„^k,

Special

$62,792,600.00
3,000.00
200.00

.

.

Second Preferred

^Ts'^Soml
68.440.185.25

Improvements on Leased Railway Properly
ConSecurities of Proprietary. AKIiated and

Bonds

LIABILITIES.

Common

Property Investment.
Cost of Road
Cost of Equipment

trolled

1917

31

and Bonds owned of The C. & O. Ry. Co. of Indiana and
Equipment Corporation.)
f The C. & O.

E.Nchuling Sic

156.155-10

''^J^'Joiei
$11,823,934.15

Various

..•;

100,035.82

•••
Mortgage Funds ..
.AcSpecial Deposit, Cash and Securities
count Liberty Loan ... ... •••••
Funds
Sinking
Cash and Securities in
Reserve
Cash and Securities in Insurance

Appropriated Surplus.
„j
,
Additions to Property through Income and
,

,

Re^^rTlnvest^d-ir Sinking Funds.
Reserve Invested in Insurance Fund....
.

72,992.02
881,439.59

Fund
Sundry Accounts

Pvo/if

$345,889,390.33

.

.

^^^^^^^^^^^^
43 442.46
72.99.i.U-

$23,976,070.86
6,216,213.08

and Loss— Balance.

30,192.283.94

$345,889,390.33

Total

Report
The Hocking Valley RaUway Company— Nineteenth Annual
Columbus, Ohio,

.^pril

year
decrease compared with the previous
end ot the year was 349.7 miles.

Revenues

the

were

^n
'

(Increase $442,503.21 or 21.99%.)
...
Miscellaneous Income wa ,.
(Decrease $429,905.22 or 37.49%.)
.

.

.

,22 69

., ,,, ,-,
?3,2S7,3U.5J

(Increase $684,780.62 or 26.31%.)

"increase $"242',277.4V 'or"4I.b'3%.)
Operating Income, Taxes deducted. was

t

tcooon
*?L''o'«T
384,982.50

devoted to improvement of physical and

.

(Increase $1,811,233.68 or 32.36%.)

Net Operating Revenue was.......

amounted

$557,785.69 or 40.53%.)
Dividends paid during the year:
One dividend of 2%..
(Ine dividend of 3^%

604,972.50

$1,328,939.97

RETURN ON PROPERTY.

.$10,696,434.22

(Increase $2,496,014.30 or 30.44%.)

Operating Expenses were.

fiscal

.6

RESULTS FOR THE YEAR.
Operating

" ancrease

8,

To the Stockholders:
of Director
The Ninteenth Annual Report of the Board
herewith submitted.
vear ended December 31, 1917, is
year -"
The average mileage operated during ofthe miles

return to >/ou; Company, from
The following table she vs the amount ofinvestment
in road and equiptransportation operations only, upon iti
period ended
five ye ir
ment at the terminatior of each yeai of the
December 31, 1917:

832,747.51

Total Operating
Income,

$2,454,564.02

(including hire of

equipment and
other items).

716,899.02

.

Rentals and Other Payments were
(Decrease $540,094.73 or 94.68%.)
Income for the vear available for interest was
(Increase $552,692.72 or 21.35%.)
to
Interest (38.43% of amount available) amounted
(Decrease $5,092.97 or 0.42%.)

$3,171,463.04
30,355.40
$3,141,107.64

1917
1916
1915
1914
1913

$46,237,480.2*
45,198,144.03
44,802,665.64
45,475,978.73
42,525,047.49

207 195 I
i,iu/,xvi.i

1

'

$44,847,863.23

6.62
6.75
4.56
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K^-.i.i.k

f'

.'7

r

i„.l,

,

,.,oT,J

,,(

iiaA

uoiii.

J Clambj.

..

i,

of

c

cght
nulo
4.S6

Ixlong.

ltlC<C

i.b.i-t.j'it.

19.8^.

of

CEXER-XL RtMAKK<

Thcrr

V

•

f

'

The num-

6".

her

wages

'

-

ol croplovec-- during Ibe
approximalclv S&J5.000.

!!

.

i

in

.1.1

:

l..-iomu,..<:- u.ned
l.uCviDi>tivc» leased

strvicc

l>cccinbcr }\.

I^IT.

e4]uipiDenl

^

in]$t«-

-

of:

.v:

I3J Increase

under

5.9%.
per
rr of

inctcaxd ibe ycar'i
'iitcil

S

Pl»iDcloding
iCT iervice
;

5.91
-

track

milet.

owned.

cars

cr
-pecial

of

A-c.

\o change

equipment
iniM
secretary

Total freigrht train and nuKella^eou^ c;iTi.... 15,234 Decrease
58
accrued depreciation of equipment
c the year in

i:

ocount December il. 1916
.:
year ended
•>•
'charges to
S293.53f.0J
.nsfer of propI
equipment;. 587.346.90

per
..J-

nv

o'clock

K:>iIroa<I>

'

ration

$l,5-»3.r9S.0O

oar and
was ligoed

1

Charges to account for:
-Xccmed depreciation on equipment
retired
during year 62 freight

cunder

J

pi5-cr. .;cr car*

with

services during

S8,J06.99

and employees,
order of the Board of Directors.

the year by officers

and motor cquip-

r.y

3,589.9©

W. STEVENS.
348.67

Preadent.

U,145.7t
868.539.17
$2,412,337.17

Balance to credit of acconnt December 31. 1917

FRANK TRfMBCLL.
Chairman.

.ENERAL BALANCE SHEET, DECEMBER
TaLS

31,

1917.

LIABIUTIES.
Capital Stock

3.

Consolidated
iyi% Bonds. 1999

First

panies
Stocks

of

Affil-

and

Com-

—

Proprietary,
Controlled
Pledged.

$lu8,0S8.6t
300.000.OC

Bonds

Mortgage
$16,022,000.00

First Mortgage C. & H. V.
R. R.
Bonds, 194S
First Mortgage Cols. & Tol.
R. R. 4'^ Bonds. 1955

$45,623,113.28
Securities
iated

$11,000,000.00

Fondcd Debt-

Property Investment.
Clist of Road
Cost of Equipment.

4t

1.40I.000.0'1

6% Coupon

2,441.000.00
S.OOO.000.00

Gold Notes, 1918..

$24,864,000.00
1,185.000.00

Equipment Trust Obligattons.
of

Securities
iated

Proprietary,
and Controlled

— Unpledged.

Affil-

26.049.000.00

Com-

panies

Bonds

Wcrking

$150,000.00
37.7S2.00

—

Miscellaneous

Traffic

Othc

!

:ing

.Accounts

$1,410,905.64
62.315.36
129.427.97
258.018.07

96.565.91

Deferred
y-

th:\.]-:-\lcs.
"

Dividends

vcs
i't:;-rcciation

— Equip-

ment

— Un-

pledged.
Stocks

$128.06f!.32

able

.Accrjc'i

lather

Deterred Credit Items.

.

543.213.47
93.381.14
2.412.337.17
268.953.6J

$501.0t'

Bonds
Deferred

rest.

'

B

.Assets.

Maieriab and Supolies
Securities
in
Treasury

Pay-

able

Balances
Conductors....
".-

1.205.O93.58

Accounts

Matured Interest, Dividends
and Rents L'npaid
Other Working Liabilities

Assets.

.Acer.:- ar.
Mis<-i.'jj-

$621,704.00

Vouchers and Wages

Miscellaneous

Cash
Loans and HiTs Rcceivahle.
Traffic

Balances

Unpaid

—

Working

Liabilities:

.Audited

!87.7S2.«0

Other Investirents.
Miscellaneous Investment:
curitics
Pledged

.Appropriated Surplus.
.\dditions to Property through
Incore since T-ji .'*^». I'^OT..

1.303.750.00
.Assets.

$181,409.11

Kurd.d prht

Advances to Propnetary. Affiliated and Conlr.jIIcd Com-

131.331.90

$56,278.30

817.52

3.011.15
* 07.<!.1

Casi.

Spec:

—

-

=

45.860.99

Is

Trustee

Cash r.r,^ Scc-.:riiirf in Insurance Reserve Fond
Other Deferred DeSit Items..

120,000.00
Profit

and Loss

— Balance.
«.42>j..'>:

$52,283,735.69

74
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Railway

appointed trainmaster of the Second and Third districts, with
headquarters at Richmond. The position of assistant trainmaster. First and Second districts, has been abolished.

Officers

Charles B. Rodgers has been appointed general manager of
Rock Island & North Western, with headquarters at Davenport, Iowa, succeeding O. B. Grant, effective May
1.
Mr. Rodgers was born at West Point, Iowa, on October 4,
the Davenport,

^ttiirriiiirMiluiiiillllllliiiuiiiniiiiti

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
A. McCort has been appointed assistant auditor of
Wheeling & Lake Erie, with office at Cleveland, Ohio.
J.

tlie

F. W. Pullen has been appointed general agent of all departments of the Nacozari Railroad Co., with office at Chicago.

Charles Donnelly, assistant general counsel of the Northern
with headquarters at St. Paul. Minn., has been appointed general solicitor.
Pacific,

L. Adams, assistant attorney for Iowa of the Chicago
Western, has been promoted to attorney for Iowa, with
headquarters at Des Moines, Iowa, succeeding J. C. Davis, pro-

Henry

& North

moted

to general solicitor.

passenger agent of the
Chicago & Alton, at Dallas, Tex., has been transferred to the
controller's office at Chicago and the position of southwestern
passenger agent, at Dallas, Tex., has been abolished.
L.

B.

Shepherd,

southwestern

A. A. McLoughlin, whose appointment as assistant general
Chicago & North Western Company, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., was announced in these columns on
April 26, was born at
Webster City, Iowa, on
solicitor for the

May

13,

He was

1868.

general

began

practice

1861.
He entered railway service with the Chicago, Burlington
& Quincy in 1880 and has been with that road continuously until

his recent

the
of law

Des Moines, la., and
on March 1, 1903, was

at

C. B. Floyd has been appointed assistant to the general
safety agent of the New York Central, with office at New
York, succeeding R. S. Jarnagin who has gone to Washington
to take a position in the Safety Section, Department of
Transportation. Mr. Floyd has been for several years past
a division safety agent, located in the Chicago territory of
the New York Central Lines.
He will be succeeded in that
territory by J. W. Johnston, who for past two years has been
division safety agent on the Big Four at Indianapolis, Ind.

H. J. Humphrey, superintendent of the Canadian Pacific at
Brownville Junction, Me., has been appointed superintendent

Mr. McGill.

appointed assistant attorney for the Chicago

&

North Western

W.

the
for

as

McLoughlin

;

company.

He

continued in this position until his recent promotion to assistant general solicitor as mentioned above.

Operating

Groome

has been appointed safety agent of the Union
Pacific, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb., vice J. M. Guild,
resigned to enter military service.

Peter

L. G. Waldrop, general agent of the Louisville & Nashwith office at Nashville, Tenn., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the Nashville Terminals.
ville,

H. N. Atwood, general agent of the freight department of
the Missouri Pacific at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed
inspector of freight transportation, and J. G. Hollenbeck,
general passenger agent at St. Louis, has been appointed inspector of passenger transportation; both with headquarters
at St. Louis.
J.

W.

Deneen, superintendent of the Monoiigah division of

the Baltimore

&

Ohio, with

office

at

Grafton,

W.

Va., has

been appointed superintendent of the Cumberland division,
with office at Cumberland, Md., succeeding George D.
Brooke, who has been assigned to special duty, with headquarters at Baltimore.
J.

W.

over the system, with office at Wilmington, N. C. J. Lowell
district superintendent at Norfolk, Va., has been appointed superintendent of transportation of the First division,
with office at Rocky Mount C. M. Cobb, trainmaster at Tarboro, has been appointed superintendent of the Norfolk district,
with office at Norfolk R. B. Hare, assistant superintendent at
Florence, S. C, has been appointed superintendent of the Columbia district, with office at Florence, vice G. G. Lynch, retired, and the position of assistant superintendent of the Columbia district has been abolished W. H. Newell, Jr., has been
appointed trainmaster of the Norfolk district, with office at Tar;

attorney for
of Nebraska

State
the same

I
first

White,

appointment on October
1912,

B. Darrow, superintendent of transportation of 'the

division of the Atlantic Coast Line, at Rocky Mount, N. C, has
been appointed superintendent of transportation, with authority

for the

State of Iowa, which
position he held until his
1,

appointment as mentioned above.

E. K. Fleming, general agent in the freight department of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, at Chicago, has been appointed
on the vice-president's staff to look after over, short and damage
matters, with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding C. B. Rodgers,
resigned to accept service with another company. H. R. Freed,
general agent at Clinton, Iowa, has been appointed on the vicepresident's staff to look after station matters, with headquarters
at Chicago, effective May 1.

of the Laurentian division, with office at Montreal, Que., in
place of W. Tansley, transferred; J. H. Boyle, superintendent
at Farnham, Que., has been appointed superintendent of the
Brownville division, succeeding Mr. Humphrey; J. B. Blair,
assistant superintendent of the Montreal Terminal division,
has been appointed superintendent of the Farnham division,
with office at Farnham, in place of Mr. Boyle; W. E. McGill,
assistant superintendent at Sudbury, Ont., has been appointed
assistant superintendent of the Montreal Terminals division,
in place of Mr. Blair, and C. E. Towle has been appointed
assistant superintendent, with headquarters at Sudbury, vice

educated in Iowa State
College at Ames, Iowa,
and in the University of
Michigan, at Ann Arbor,
Mich., graduating in the
law department in 1892.
graduation Mr.
After

McLaughlin
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Farrell, trainmaster of the

Grand Trunk

at

Richmond,

Que., has been appointed trainmaster of the First district, with
headquarters at Island Pond, Vt., and N. P. North has been

;

;

boro.

Frank W. Taylor, whose appointment as general manager
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, with headquarters at
Parsons, Kas., was announced in these columns on April 12,
was born at 'Water 'Valley, Miss., on October 24, 1875. Mr.
Taylor began his railroad career as a machinists' apprentice
with the Illinois Central at Water Valley, in June, 1892.
.After serving four years in this capacity he was transferred
to the Burnside shops, Chicago, where he remained a short
time.
He then returned to Water Valley, Miss., and worked
as a journeyman machinist until October, 1901, when he was
appointed night roundhouse foreman. On October 1, 1902,
Mr. Taylor was transferred to Jackson, Miss., as general
foreman at that point, and in the following year he was transferred to Louisville, Ky., in the same capacity. In October,
1908, he was promoted to master mechanic, at Mattoon, 111.,
and on April 1, 1912, was transferred to Waterloo, Iowa, as
of

master mechanic of the Minnesota and Iowa divisions. On
January 1, 1915, Mr. Taylor was appointed superintendent of
motive power of the International & Great Northern, with
headquarters at Palestine, Tex. On January 1, he became

May

10,
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superiiitcnJcnt oi' motive power of the Missouri, Kansas &
Texas, with headquarters at Denison, Tex. On March 1, of
tliis
year he was promoted to general manager on the
Missouri, Kansas & Texas, as mentioned above.
J. E. Fairhead, wliose appointment as general superintendent of the Pittsburgh & West Virginia, with headquarters at
Pittsburgh, Pa., has already been announced in these columns,
was born on .August 4, 1879, at Urbana, 111., and was educated
He bein the common and high schools at Covington, Ky.
gan railway work in November, 1901. as clerk to trainmaster
on the Chesapeake & Ohio, and later served consecutively
as stenographer in the general manager's ofticc of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. l.oiiis; secretary to president
of the Wabash-Pittsburgh Terminal Railway, at Pittsburgh,
Pa.; chief clerk to superintendent of the same road; secretary
to general manager of the Cincinnati. Hamilton & Dayton,
with otiice at Cincinnati, Ohio; and secretary to president of
From February, 1907, to August,
the Kansas City Southern.
1912, he served as chief clerk to general manager and vicepresident and general manager, and then was appointed
superintendent of car service of the same road, remaining in
that position until .April 1, 1918, when he became general
superintendent of the Pittsburgh & West Virginia.

Traffic

William T. Price, commercial agent of the Union Pacific
System, at Pueblo, Colo., has been appointed traffic manager
and properly agent of the Denver (Colo.) Tramway and the
Denver Interurban.
Charles H. Ryan,

&

Xashvillc, at

121;

motive power

uf superintendent of

h.in been ajipoinled division engineer of
division of the Southern Pacific, with office at
Tucson, .\riz., succeeding J. D. Mathews, resigned.

Tucson

F. C.

&

Haney, signal foreman of the Chicago, Rock Island

1)11 the Chicago tenniiial territory, has been appointed
Worth, Tex., succeeding J. G. StoU transferred to the Chicago District and assigned
to other duties, effective .May 1.

I'acific,

signal supervisor, with hcatUiuartcrs at Ft.

J. Hanlin has been appointed sanitary engineer of the
Louis Southwestern lines, with liea<lquartcrs at Texarkana,
Ark., succeeding H. W. Van Hovenberg who has resigned to
become sanitary engineer in the United States Public Health
Service. This appointment was effective May 1.

H.

St.

H. C. Phillips, general secretary of the Railroad Presidents'
Conference Committee on l-"cderal Valuation of Railroads, with
headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., has resigned to become chairman of the Western Group of the Engineering Committee at
Chicago. The offices of the Western Group were moved on May
1
to 110 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, where facilities have
been provided for meetings of sub-committees which are making
special studies of cost data and unit prices.

W. H. Winterrowd, whose appointment as chief mechanical
engineer of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Montreal, Que., has already been announced in these columns, was
born on .April 2, 1884,
Hope, Ind. He attended
t h e
public
schools at Shelbyville,
Ind., and graduated in
1907 from Purdue University. In 1905 he was
at

commercial agent of the Louisville
Indianapolis, Ind., has been appointed gensucceed L. G.

Waldrop, transferred.
A. C. Odenbaugh, general agent in the passenger department of the .\ortlicrn Pacific, at Chicago, has resigned, to
become connected with the bond department of the Chicago
-Savings Bank in that city.

Henry Adema,

employed

for a short
time as a blacksmith's
helper on the Lake Erie

&

Western, at Lima,
and in 1906 he
was a car and air brake
repairman on the Pennsylvania Lines West, at
Dennison, Ohio. After
graduation he became a
Ohio,

Lackawanna
& Western, with offlce at Buffalo, N. Y., has resigned to become
secretary of the White Pine .Association of the Tonawandas,
with office at Tonawanda, N. Y.
lake grain agent of the Delaware,

John B. Mordecai has been appointed traffic manager of
the Richmond. Fredericksburg & Potomac and the Washington Southern, with office at Richmond, Va., to succeed the
late Colonel Warren P. Taylor.
B. H. DaCosta, commercial agent at New York, and J. W.
Jones, commercial agent at Cincinnati, Ohio, of the Central of
Georgia, liave been assigned to service on the line and the
agencies at both places have been closed.

H. P. Comick, assistant general

freight agent of the Louis-

& Nashville at Evansville. Tnd., has been appointed
eral freight agent, with headquarters at Evansville, vice
ville

gen-

Lee

Howell, deceased, and his former position has been abolished.
C. H. Ryan, Jr., has been appointed general agent, with headquarters at Nashville, Tenn., vice L. G. Waldrop, promoted to
other duties in the transt)ortation department.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Tazwell

Ellett, Jr., assistant division engineer of the Baltioffice at Cumberland, Md., has resigned.

more & Ohio, with

E. S. FitzSimmons, mechanical superintendent of the Erie,
with office at New York, has resigned to go into other
business.

T. R. Stewart, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio,
been transferred as master mechanic

at Connellsville, Pa., has
to Cumberland, Md.

H. P. Creighton has been appointed bridge and building
master of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at
Schreiber, Ont., vice E. T. Draper, transferred.

The authority of E. C. Sasser, superintendent of motive
of the Southern Railway, with office at Charlotte. N. C.
has been extended to cover the entire lines east; W. S. Miirrian, having resigned to engage in other business, the position
power

middle district has

H. L, Archbold

the

Jr.,

eral agent, with otfice at Nashville, Tenn., to

of the

been abolished.

,.,
u Wintrrrowd
,tr
J
H.
W.
.

special apprentice on
the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, and in
'^08 he went with the

_

....

„
Lake Erie, Alliance &
Wheeling as engineIn 1909 he became night
,

,

.

house foreman at Alliance, Ohio.
enginehouse foreman of the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
at Youngstown. Ohio, and in 1910 was made roundhouse foreman at Cleveland. Later in the same year he was promoted to
assistant to tlie mechanical engineer of the Lake Shore. Since
September. 1912, he has been with the Canadian Pacific, at
first as mechanical engineer, and in May, 1915, was appointed
assistant chief mechanical engineer.

H. O. Whitney, roadmaster on the Denver & Rio Grande,
with headquarters at Glcnwood Springs, Colo., has been promoted
to general roadmaster of the Utah lines, with headquarters at
Salt Lake Cit\-, Utah, effective .April 29.
R. C. Violett, roadmaster on the St. Louis South Western at Mt. Pleasant, Tex.,
has been appointed general roadmaster of the Colorado Lines of
the Denver & Rio Grande, with headquarters at Denver. B. T,
Johnson has been made supervisor of maintenance equipment.
A. McFerran, master mechanic of the Louisville & Nashat Covington, Ky., has been appointed master mechanic of
& Montgomery division and branches, with office at
the Montgomery (.Ala.) shop: the position of T. A. Nelson,
assistant master mechanic at Montgomery, has been abolished,
and J. D. Maxwell, master mechanic at Mobile, has been relieved of supervision over mechanical matters on the Mobile &
Montgomery division and branches: C. W. Matthews has been
appointed master mechanic of Cincinnati terminals and Kentucky division, with office at Central Covington (Ky.) shop, vice
J. A. McFerran; B. E. Dupont has been appointed master
J.

ville,

the Mobile
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mechanic of the HowtU (Ind.) shops, Henderson and St. Louis
divisions and St. Louis terminals, vice Henry Hardie, deceased;
F. W. Oakley has been appointed master mechanic of the Eastern Kentuckv division, with office at Ravenna (Ky.) shops, vice
Harry S. Hills, deceased, and T. F. Ryan has been appointed
assistant master mechanic of the Cincinnati terminals and Kentucky division, with office at Central Covington shop.

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

F. P. Pfahler, master mechanic of the Baltimore & Ohio at
Cumberland. Md., has been appointed mechanical engineer of the
Locomotive Section, United States Railroad Administration.

York,

at the Erie, Nevif

A. K. Morris, freight coal agent
has been granted a furlough to serve as director of tidewater
coal traffic on the Anthracite Committee of the Fuel Administration, with headquarters at New York.
Basinger, general passenger agent of the Union
and C. A. Fox, secretary of the Central Passenger
Association, have been appointed assistants to Gerrit Fort
in the passenger department of the division of traffic at
Washington.

W.

S.

Pacific,

Paul A. Bevan, motive power inspector. Central System, Pennsylvania Railroad, Western Lines, has been granted a furlough
to enter the Ordnance Department of the United States Army,
Mr. Bevan is located at the United States
as engineer of tests.
Cartridge Company, Lowell, Mass.
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William H. Barnes, director of the Pennsylvania Railroad
and formerly president of the Allegheny Valley, died on May
He was born in July,
5, at his home in Philadelphia, Pa.
1829, in Philadelphia and entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad in March, 1848, with an engineering corps at
Greensburg, Pa. Mr. Barnes was one of the charter members of the Pennsylvania company, and in 1871 served as
In 1884 he became receiver of
treasurer of that company.
the Allegheny Valley and later, when it was reorganized, he
became president of that road. Since December, 1889, he was
a director of the Pennsylvania Railroad Company and was
also director of a number of other corporations affiliated with
the Pennsylvania Railroad system.

Robert Morrison Olyphant, chairman of the e.xecutive com& Hudson Company, died on May 2,
home in New York City. Mr. Olyphant was born
on September 9, 1824,
New York, and
at
from
Cograduated
lumbia College in the

mittee of the Delaware
1918, at his

On

class of 1842.

tember

assistant

president of the Dela-

& Hudson Canal
had
Company,
and

ware

served continuously in
the

of

service

company and
Charles
Nashville,

M. Anderson, superintendent of safety of the
Chattanooga & St. Louis, has been appointed super-

visor of safety of the southern railroads with headquarters at

Atlanta, Ga. Mr. Anderson is the first of three
regional safety officers

cessor, the

October
year.

ministration

Ad-

1884,

mgton.
Mr. Anderson
born at Owingsville,
Ky.. in February,
1887.
He began his railroad career in 1906 as a

of

the

He was

president

Wash-

at

&

From

death.

his

of the Safety Section of

States

that
suc-

Hudson Company, until

H. W. Belnap, manager
United

its

Delaware

May, 1882, to August.
1884, he was vice-president and then served as
acting president until

to be appointed to assist

the

Sephe was

15, 1876,

appointed

in

same

R. M. Olyphant

elected

October,

and since

May

14.

1903,

has

1)eeii

chairman of the

executive committee.

was

In MiLiT.^RV Service

Major Charles G. Baird, commanding

of
the
Nashville
He
at Middlesboro, Ky.

superintendent

was
clerk

m

advanced
in

1880.
10,
He entered the service of the

ary

&

Louisville

that

1912 he

to
office

Pennsylvania

chief

was appointed

clerk in the office
Anderson
of the superintendent of
construction. In 1914 he
entered the service of the Nashville. Chattanooga &
and in 1916 was placed in charge of the organization
work on the system with the title of superintendent
Mr. Anderson is also secretary of the steam railroad

the National Safety '"ouncil.

He

will

open

liis

Louis,

St.

of safety
of safety.
section of

office in

.Atlanta

1.

Obituary
Charles D. Porter, master mechanic of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, at Pittsburgh, Pa., died in that city on

age of

May

2,

at the

thirty-five.

Bean, mechanical superintendent of the .Xtchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, coast lines, who died at Los Angeles,
Cal., on March 24, as announced in the Railway Age on
April 12, was born in Franklin, N. Y., on March 25, 1851.
S.

Railroad

on March 9, 1893, and
became interested in

and

chief

on Tune

officer of the 413th

Telegraph Battalion Signal Corps now in service in France,
died in France on April 28. Major Baird was born on I'ebru-

clerk in the office of the

L.

He learned the machinist's trade in the Manchester Locomotive Works and entered railway service with the Wisconsin
Central in 1873. iJn June 10. 1903. lie was appointed division
master mechanic for the Santa Fe at Albuquerque, N, M, and
on April 20. 1914. he was promoted to mechanical superintendent, with headquarters at Los Angeles, Cal., which position he held until his death. Mr. Bean was 67 years of age.

telegraphy. He left the
Pennsylvania Co.'s service
on September 25,
1901, to enlist in the U.
S. A. Signal Corps, and
served four years in the
Philippines: On March
23, 1905, he returned to
the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and
in 1910 he had charge of
the
construction
and
installation of all the
signal,
telegraph and
telephone lines in the

Pennsylvania
New York.

station,

Major

C. G. Baird

He was

division operator on the New York division at the time he
was furloughed for service in France. Major Baird was a
veteran of the Spanish War, and it was largely through
his efforts that the 413th Telegraph Battalion was organized.
The unit consists of telegraph operators and electricians,
nearly all of whom were Pennsylvania Railroad employees.
His executive abilities were promptly recognized, for even
though he had been in France but a short time, be was recently appointed to the position of superintendent of tele-

phone and telegraph
Forces.

traffic

of the .American

Expeditionary

Railway Age
Railroad men did thi-ir part s|)lcii(iidly in making the Third
Dimlitless many of those who
Liberty Lo;in a big succe.<s.
subscribed will have to suffer various
_.
our
u y
imonveniences in order to nu-ct the

Steps are also being taken to correlate existing facilialready built to afford greater economy and capacity
without ;iny sacrifice of service.
The Wyoming Railway
Commission has already asked that the Chicago & North
Western line be abandoned between Shoshoni, Wyo., and
Orin Junction, a distance of over 100 miles, and that the
trains of this road be operated over the parallel line of the
Hurlington.
A similar suggestion has been made relative to
the two lines in the Des Chutes canyon, while the Western
Pacific and the Southern Pacific are negotiating for the
years.
ties

„

as an

payments;

your country needed your
support in order to play its full part
in the world war for democracy and
you did your duty in backint; it up. At the same time you
made a safe and sound investment for yourself which will
serve you well in the future. Next week is Red Cross Week
and you will t;ive fully without thoueht of investment for
to back up this mannificent organization in ministerself
ins not only to the wounded and dyinj; on the battle field,
An agency
but in relieving distress wherever it is found.

Individual

—

—

road for a couple of hundred miles in Nevada.
Railway
men will agree that changes such as these are in the interest
of efficiency and economy, regardless of whether the roads
are operating under unified or individual control.
For this
reason the contracts now being made should extend for a
sufficient number of years to insure the continuance of the
[)lan after the roads have Iteen returned to their owners.

of mercy truly; also a great force for the ujibuilding of the

Your support of the Lil)crty Loan
morale of our armies.
and Red Cross is fine, but there is another big thing for
you to do. Our boys on the other side are working under
Their
i;reat hard.ships in spite of all we can do for them.
souls are being tried to the limit and they are laying down
their lives, or suffering injury with a smile on their faces.
The successful outcome of the war depends on many things,
but a vital link in the chain

is

The Railroad Wage Commission

try.

The

tion to those about you.

the great cause?

The

call to military service, the

and the competition of industries which are paying
excessive wages and salaries have depleted the railroad ranks
of skilled and exjDerienced workers and executives.
A great
responsibility rests upon you.
draft

One

of the most flagrant evils of unrestricted competition

between railroads has been the building of duplicate lines
where one could serve the territory
The Elimination
This country has witadequately.
of Duplicate
nessed examples of this practice in
practically every period of its railway
Lines
development. Probably the most conspicuous e.xamples of earlier days were the construction of
the West Shore and the Nickel Plate roads parallel to what
is now the New York Central.
In more recent years the
most active competition of this character has been in tlie
northwest, where the struggle between the Hill and Harriman systems led to the construction of duplicate lines in
several instances.
The most notorious example was the
building of the Oregon Trunk and tlie Des Chutes railways down op{X)site sides of the narrow canyon of the Des
Chutes river for approximately 100 miles to reach a territor)' which, after several years, has not yielded enough traffic
to justify even one line.
With unified control of the roads
the waste of funds for the construction of duplicate lines has
been stopped. As an instance, arrangements are being completed whereby the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul may be
enabled to use a belt line of the Chicago & North Western
northwest of Chicago and thereby avoid the construction of
a parallel line which it had been contemplating for several

Salaries
of

given before.

lives in

touched in

report i;[X)n

its

It says, "It is rea-sonably
the salaries of railway officers.
certain from the facts gathered by the

transportation in this coun-

For humanity's sake be an optimist. Be an inspiraGive of yourself as you have never
Don't slack on the job because you think,
or know, j'ou are not getting as much out of it as you should
or as someone else is.
We have all got to make sacrifices,
if we are to win the fight.
Can you afford to be a dollar
chaser, or slacker, when your brothers are giving their very

of their two single track lines as a double track

(jjieration

Railway Officers

commission that a substantial readjustment of such salaries can be made and
t'"^

efficient

operation of the properties

thereb)' promoted.

aries

may

duced,

well

while

.

.

Some

sal-

be abolished altogether, others greatly resome cases of lesser paid officials an

in

increase would be warranted."
There can be no serious
question that a large part of the lower paid officers of the
railways, from division superintendents downward, are paid
too little.
In many cases conductors and locomotive engineers earn more than yardmasters, trainmasters, roadmastcrs, traveling engineers, master mechanics and
division
engineers; and in some cases they actually earn more than
superintendents.
Officials as well as employees who are
receiving less than $250 a month will receive advances if

Wage Commission are adopted.
division officials, however, should be given increases
excess of those recommended by the Wage Commission.

the recommendations of the

Many
in

anything but conducive to discipline and efficiency for
pay than employees who are working
under their direction.
In practically every such case either
the employee is being paid too much or the official too
It

is

officials to receive less

The statistics of the Interstate Commerce Commission
that in the year ended June 30, 1916, there were 14,401
general and divisional officers who received less than $3,000
a year, and that their average wage was only $1,664, or
little.

show

than SI 40 a month.
Many advances in salar)' have
made since then, but they have not been numerous
enough or great enough; and a careful survey of tlie situation should be made by those in charge of railway management with a view of putting the salaries of the lower
paid officials on a proper basis. What should lie done about
the salaries of the higher paid officials
say, from the general managers and their staffs upwards?
Since the adoption
of government control there has .l)een much talk about the
reduction of salaries, but nothing definite has been said
officially as to whether any reductions are to be made, and
less

been
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so where they are to begin and end, and how large the)'
The average salary of the 4,247 general
are going to be.
This is
officers receiving over $3,000 in 1916 was $6,462.
It is modest, indeed, considering the
not a "fancy" sum.
if

and duties of railway general officers.
some very high salaries; and perhaps
was merely these that the wage commission referred to
saying that some salaries should be "greatly reduced."
responsibilities

includes, however,

It
it

in

The reduction of railway salaries has now been a subject
If the Railroad Adof agitation for almost five months.
ministration intends to do anything along this line more
than it has done, the sooner it does it the better. Railway
officers, like other human beings, are not able to work as
minds are disturbed as when they are
can have an easy mind with a reduction of his income hanging over him which may affect
his standard of living, has not been born, no matter how

efficiently

when

easy; and the

their

man who

is.
Just how it can be thought that any
considerable economy wrill be effected by a reduction of the
the
higher
paid officers we do not understand.
salaries of
The total compensation paid to all railway officers receiving
That is about 1 per
over $5,000 is $30,000,000 a year.
The really high salaries probcent of operating expenses.
ably do not constitute one-tenth of one per cent of operating

large his income

expenses.

The Railroad Administration

needs the loyal
the able men on the rail-

and enthusiastic support of all
ways much more than it needs to secure the negligible sav-

ing that could be effected by reducing the salaries of these
Railway expenses
or losing them from the service.
The less first-class brains
are increasing fast already.
railroad
business,
and the less opporthere are kept in the

men

timity

and incentive the
full capacity,

to their

first-class

brains are given to work

the faster expenses will continue to

increase.

Should Railroads Furnish Detailed
Plans for Steel Bridges?

FEW
a

RAILWAY NECESSITIES
competitive

basis

as

are purchased on so strictly
The patented
bridges.

steel

device or design plays only a minor part in these structures, and variations in practice in the design or conof different bridges arise rather through differences of opinion on the parts of railway bridge engineers
than from an exploitation of particular proprietary features
on the part of the individual bridge companies. Contracts
for railway bridges are advertised, estimated and awarded

struction

on the basis of plans submitted by the railroad, there being
exceptions to this only in the case of movable spans, where

may be a preliminary consideration of several patented designs.
Some variations as to this custom arise in the degree of
Some
detail shown on the plans supplied by the railroads.
companies provide only a bare outline of the structure, together with specifications for the design, while others subThe more common procedure
mit detailed shop drawings.
is a mean between these two; in other words the preparation
of general drawings showing the makeup of the members
and limiting dimensions, while leaving the completion of
the shop drawings to the bridge company.
The present tendency is almost entirely toward the preparation of at least the designing plans by the railroad,
coupled with a thorough check of the shop drawings prepared by the bridge shop. The basis of payment in bridge
contracts is now almost universally the pound price.
The
lump sum price with its Various abu.ses is a matter of the
past, but with inadequate engineering supervision, even
The fabricator is
the pound price has its disadvantages.

there
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naturally interested in selling as large a tonnage of structural steel as possible, and while the design under which
he furnished the bridge may result in a most excellent
structure, it may not be the most economical structure for
the site.
The submission of comparative designs considered
clearly from the standpoint of the advantages to the railroad
may easily result in a much cheaper structure which will
In view of these
fulfill all the requirements just as well.
considerations there seems to be little question but that the
railroad should supply the design, and where it has no staff
competent to execute the work it should retain a consulting

bridge engineer.
A more perplexing problem arises in connection with the
In most cases this work
preparation of the shop drawings.
is left to the bridge company, but a few railroads have obtained no small degree of success in doing this work in their
own drafting rooms. The real question as regards the preparation of the detailed plans is one of economy, including
both the cost of preparing the drawings and the relative cost
of the shop work as done from plans prepared under the
The structural steel fabricators maintwo arrangements.
tain that their own drawing rooms, through training, experience and close relation with the shop can prepare the
detailed plans for less money, and that the finished drawings are better adapted to obtain shop economies than plans

prepared in the railroad

offices.

In view of

this, it is their

contention that the price which they submit for a job for
which they prepare the plans, will show a definite saving
to the railroad company.
Without doubt the small railroad cannot economically
maintain a force of detailers for the average run of work.
On the other hand a few of the larger roads prepare detail
drawings of all their bridge work. There are also special
circumstances in which it has been found particularly advantageous for the railroad to prepare drawings in detail,
for while the bridge company lays special emphasis on the
close relation of its drawing rooms to the shop, it may

Some
ignore the relation of the drawing room to the field.
structures involve such complications as to alinement,
grades and clearances that the details can be worked out
efficiently only by the man who has been in close touch with
the project from the start.
this idea railroads have on occasion developed
organizations and accomplished results that have
been eminently satisfactory. Only recently a railroad in the
middle-west built a complicated city viaduct structure and
found that by following this practice it could not only
prepare plans much faster with its own forces than could
have been done by a bridge shop force unfamiliar with the
job, but it also completed the plans at a very satisfactory
cost per ton.
As a further example, some years ago another
railroad renewed a great many high timber trestles with
steel viaducts.
A large force of draftsmen was organized,
standard designs and details were prepared which were applied to the various structures and although the work was
subdivided among a number of fabricating shops the designs

Following

their

own

were uniform throughout, since they were all prepared by
one group of men rather than by the widely separated drafting rooms of the several bridge companies.
Success of this kind depends as much on the service of
skilled structural detailers as on the character of the supervision, and owing to the well known transitory nature of
this work it has been possible during normal times to secure
an adequate number of men with a thorough knowledge
of bridge shop practice.
It must be borne in mind, however, that structural detailing is virtually a trade, and while
it is best done by men who follow this work as a vocatioh,
such men cannot as a rule be used efficiently on other
There is therefore no
classes of drawing room work.
economy in maintaining a force of steel detailers unless
there is plenty of work to keep them busy.

May
in

17.

ami
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for

the preparation

(lis;uivanta^{l^

wrll to lall attention to sonic intcrrntdiatc

have

litvn

found of ailvanta^e

in

certain

i)f

llii-.-c

would
plans which

of simp drawings,

cases.

it

Briefly

these consist of various forms of close co-operation hetwccn

railway bridge engineer and the drafting
rixmi of the fabricator.
In the case of one of the largest
railroad bridges built in recent years, the bridge engineer
desired to liave the shop drawings prepared in his own office
where lie could keep in close touch with tiie work, tiut, to
insure tiiat the plans would lie conijileted in a way that
would facilitate the shop work to the utmost, an arrangement was made whereb)' a squad foreman from the bridge
sliop drawing room supervised the work in the railroad
.Another and probably more common practice for
office.
accomplishing the same results, is to have the man who designed the bridge for the railroad assigned to the bridge
company's drawing room during the time that the shop
plan^ are in preparation.
the office of the

The Proposed Advances
in

Railway Wages

KEi'DKi of the Railroad \\a.gc Commission, which was
appointed by Director General McAdoo soon after the
adoption of government control of railways, was made public last week.
The appointment of this commission and
the assignment of its duties constitute one of the best pieces
of work Mr. McAdoo has done since he has been director
general.
The commission was instructed not merely to investigate and pass upon the claims of railway employees
who had complained about their wages, but to investigate
and make recommendations regarding what ouglit to be [laid
to all classes of employees.
The selection of Secretary of
the Interior Franklin K. Lane as chairman was idea), and
the rest of the personnel of the commission was good.
The report and recommendations made are what were to
be expected from a body having such high character and
which was given the opportunity it was to deal in a big way
with so important a problem.
The commission did not attempt to decide the many difficult questions which can be
raised as to the reasons why some classes of railway employees receive much higher wages than other classes, and
as to just what the relationship of the wages of the various
classes should be.
Nor did it give any weight to the amount
of organized pressure which any particular class had brought
or could bring to bear in support of its demands.
It did
recognize the "one dominating fact," to which attention repeatedly has been called in these columns, that the lower
grades of railroad employees are paid much less in proportion than the higher grades.
Therefore, it recommends an
advance of 43 per cent with a minimum of $20 a month,
in the wages of all employees receiving less than SSO per
month, and smaller percentages of increase for the higlier
paid.
For e.xample, employees who were receiving from
$51 to $75 a month on December 31, 1915, would under
its plan receive an advance of 41 per cent, those receiving
$115 a month, 25 per cent, those receiving $239 a month,
4.56 per cent; while employees receiving $250 or more would

TiiK

no advance at all.
above indicated, the proposed advances are not based
on the wages being paid at present but on those which were
being paid in December, 1915, and they are predicated almost entirely on the increases in the cost of living which
have occurred during the last two years. The commission
made a thorough investigation and found that the increase
in the cost of living had been about 40 per cent.
It will be
seen, therefore, that under its plan the advance in the wages
of the lowest paid employees would be in proportion to the
receive
.As

iiure.i.-i
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in tiie cost of living

sime 1915, while

for the higher

employees the advance would be less, and for the
highest ])aid much less, in proportion, than the increase in
l)aid

the cost of living.

Tiie commission was not empowered to determine what
siiould l>e done, but merely to make recommendations to
Director General McAdoo.
It will iiardly be questioned by
an\ humane and well-informed jjcrson that the advances it

recommends should be made. They ought to be made as a
matter of justice to railway employees.
Tiiey jjractically
must Ije made as a matter of pujjlic expediency, i>ecause the
wages paid by tlie government and Ijy other large industries
are so large that without further advances in railway wages
I lie
roads cannot hold enough men to operate efficiently.
The advances which the Railroad Wage Commission recaggregate about $300,000,000 a year. That
is bent upon using all the results of
government control that it can as an argument for government ownership is exploiting them as evidence of the fairness and generosity with wliich railway employees may expect to be treated under government ownership, the impli(ation being that under private management the railways
made practically no advances in wages. Those who discuss

ommends would

part of the press which

the subject in this

by the Railroad
of

way

ignore a significant statement

Wage Commission.

made

This appears on page

and

is as follows:
"It is hardly realized
that the roads themselves have in two years, 1916 and 1917,
1,^

its

report,

increased wages approximately $350,000,000 per year

if

ap-

plied to the present numlier of their employees."

worth wliile in tliis connection to review the advances
wages which the railways have made over a still longer
period.
The system of federal regulation which prevailed
until it was supplanted by government control was adopted
in 1906.
In the fiscal year 1906 the average wage paid to
railway employees was $588.
In the calendar year 1917,
as shown by the Wage Commission's report, the average
wage per employee of the Class I roads was $988. The
Class I roads had 1,939,399 employees in 1917.
The increase in the average annual wage having been $400, it follows that in 1917 the Class I roads paid to their employees
$775,760,000 more than they would have if the average wage
had been the same as in 1906.
The increase in the average wage between 1906 and 1917
was 68 per cent.
Meantime, the average passenger rate
remained about stationar}- and the average freight rate declined from 7.48 mills in 1906 to 7.15 mills in 1916, the
last year for which the figure is available.
The advance
in wages recommended by the Railroad Wage Commission
would amount to $288,000,000 for the Class I roads, and
would make the average w-age paid by them $1,137 a year.
This would represent an advance over the average wage of
1917 of 15 per cent. During the period of 11 years when
the railways under private control were being steadily forced
to make large advances in wages their managers repeatedly
went to Washington and appealed to the Interstate Commerce Commission for offsetting advances in rates.
The
commission in most cases told the managers to go home and
manage their railways more efficiently; and that thereby they
would be able to effect economies which would offset the
increased expenses.
The railway managers returned home
as iiidden. and they did achieve increases in efficiencv which
enabled the companies to absorb most of the advances in
wages and other expenses. They were not able, however, to
absorb anywhere near all of them, and, in consequence, the
ratio of cxpen.ses to earnings constantly increased and the
percentage of operating income earned constantly decreased.
The railroads are now under government control. What
will the Interstate Commerce Commission say to the Dire' tor General of Railroads if and when he makes advance'
i
rates to offset the advances in wages and other expen cs
which are occurring under government control?
It is

in

•
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The Heavy Losses

THE RAiLW.ws of the United
when government
disaster

States were to

control

was

adopted is shown by statistics regarding their earnings and
expenses in the first three months of 1918, which have been
The
compiled by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
statistics in question are for only 114 roads operating 165,258 miles, but probably they accurately forecast what the
figures for all lines will disclose when they are available.
The reports of these 114 roads show that in January,
February and March their total earnings were $726,000,000, an increase of ahiiost $38,000,000 over the same
months of 1917. Their operating expenses, however, were
almost $638,000,000, an increase of $125,000,000 over the
In consequence in these three
same months of 1917.
months these roads suffered a decline of almost $87,200,000
in net revenues.
Their net revenues in the first three
months of 1917 were $175,400,000, while in the first three
months of 1918 they were only $88,200,000. The decline
in their net earnings in these tliree months was almost 50
The ratio of their operating expenses to their
per cent.
earnings increased from 74J^ per cent in the first three
months of 1917 to 80 per cent in the first three months of
1918.

"operating income" have become unusubecause the compensation the government is to guarantee the companies for the use of their
the
average operating income earned
properties is based on
by them in the three years ended on June 30, 1917. Operating income is what is left of earnings after the payment
In the first
of expenses and taxes, including "war taxes."
three months of 1917 the operating income of these 114 roads
was $144,000,000, while in the first three months of 1918 it
was only $54,000,000, a decline of $90,000,000 or 60 per

The

statistics of

ally interesting recently

cent.

The railways in all three territories, eastern, southern and
western, had increases in their total earnings, but still
greater increases in their operating expenses and taxes during these three months, with the result that in every territon.there

was a heavy decline

in operating income.

The showing

the eastern lines, however, was much the worst of
In the first three months of 1917 these railways earned
all.
almost $56,000,000 -in operating income, while in the first

made by

three

come

income earned in the first quarter of the year.
When railway security owners and railway managers contemplate these statistics they may well breathe a sigh of
relief because at the commencement of the present year the
government relieved them of the responsibility of providing
It might
for the financial requirements of the companies.
be interesting, but it would be futile, to speculate as to
whether the increase in operating expenses would have been
so great if the railways had been left under private control.
If private control had been retained there certainly would
have been a very great increase in operating expenses and
probably many of the railways, including some of the
largest systems, would have been thrown into bankruptcy,
the operating

of

Railway Net Income
CLOSE
Howtinancial
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months of 1918 they did not earn any operating inat all, but had an actual deficit in this item of over

$1,000,000.
Relatively the greater parts of the increase in operating
expenses, and the loss in operating income, were due to the
severe weather and difficult operating conditions in JanuIn March, however, the
ary and early in February.
weather was very good and still the increase in operating
declines in net revenue
cause
great
as
to
expenses was so
and in operating income. The total operating revenues of
these 114 roads in March, 1918, e.xceeded $284,000,000,
an advance over March, 1917, of almost $36,000,000.
Their operating expenses, however, increased about $42,000,000 over the same month of last year and in consequence there was a decrease of net revenue of over $6,000,The operating ratio of the.se roads in March, 1917,
000.
was less than 72 per cent, while in March, 1918, it was
In March, 1917, their operating income
over 77 per cent.
was almost $57,600,000, while in March, 1918, it was only

$50,630,000.

These statistics do not tell the whole story even for the
roads on whose reports they are based. A general advance in
railway wages is soon to be made and it will be retroactive
This will add about $25,000,000 a month
to January 1.
to operating expenses or approximately $75,000,000 to the
This will wipe out all of
expenses of these three months.

and there would have been a financial cataclysm in this
The increases in expenses were coming very fast
in 1917, especially during the latter part of that year, under
private control, and no human ability or energy could have
Whether it was
prevented them from continuing to come.
or was not desirable for the government to assume control
of the operation of the railways is a question which is still
debatable; but that for the protection of the railway companies and the country it was necessary for it to come to the
rescue of the companies financially, there can be no doubt.
These great increases of operating expenses which were
occurring when government control was adopted, which
have come still faster since it was adopted, and which
promise to continue at an accelerated rate, throw light on
some questions which were much agitated before the
adoption of government control. One of the most important
When the reports of
of these is that of advances in rates.
earnings and expenses in February-, 1917, began to come in,
the managers of the railways, especially those of the eastern
lines, became much frightened and appealed for a 15 per
They submitted during the ensuing
cent advance in rates.
weeks much testimony and statistical data to show that the
were
sure to continue and to become
increases in expenses
larger because of the rapid advances in wages and labor
The Interstate
and in the prices of materials and fuel.
Commerce Commission, as usual, heard them with doubt
and suspicion, decided that they were unduly alarmed, and
Subin June granted only part of the advances asked for.
sequently the case was reopened, and finally in March,
adopted, the commission
after government control was
country.

the eastern lines practically all the advances in
By that time, however,
they had originally sought.
the increases in expenses had so completely justified the ominous anticipations of the railway managers that an in-

granted
rates

was entirely insufficient.
With expenses increasing as they are and with an enormous advance in wages to be added to them, it is evident
crease of 15 per cent

that

make

the

Railroad Administration will very soon have to

a

large advance in rates or be confronted with an
Theorists regarding railway matters have
deficit.

enonnous

contended that very large economies could be effected by
operating the railways of the United States as a single system.
One of these doctrinaires estimated in his testimony
before the Newlands committee that a saving of $400,000,000 a year could be made in this way. It is possible that
by unified operation savings amounting to as much as onefifth or one-fourth of this amount may be made, but when
all of them that can be made have been made they will be
small compared with the increases in expenses produced by
advances in wages and prices, and by other causes.
It is assumed that the total compensation guaranteed by
the government to the railway companies will be about
$950';000,000 a year.
If the operating results of the first
three months of the year indicate what results may be expected during the rest of the year the operating income of
the roads in 1918, in the absence of any advances in rates
or of wages, would be insufficient by at least $500,000,000
to pay the guaranteed compensation.
The proposed wage

May

17,
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would increase the deficit to $S00,evident that the Railroad Administration is facing a very serious situation.
It would be highly undesirable from every standpoint to

phorus question.
These gentlemen all agreed that
it would be unreasonable to require less tlian 0.10 (per cent)
phosphorus in a specification for Bessemer rails intended to
cover purchases for all American railroads."
The impor-

to

allow the railways to have a iiuge deficit which would have
Therefore, steps ougiit to be, and,
be paid in ta.\es.
indeed, already are being taken toward general advances in
both passenger and freight rates much gn-ater than any ever

tance of the phosphoru.s content lies in the fact that the
Bes.semer process does not affect the amount of this element

heretofore sucgested.

originally contained in the iron, while in the open hearth
process the phosphorus can be easily removed to the desired
point, enabling iron high in phosphorus to be used.

increase- of $j(JU,U(JO,000

000,000 a year.

It

is

Further on, the Iron Age brands as untrue our statement

Is

It

Necessary

Roads
Use Bessemer Rails

for the

to
.\N EDiTeiitLAi- entitled

?

"Shall the Ro;ids Return to Besse-

mer Rails" published in the Railway A^e of May 3, we
emanating from Washington to the
effect that the railways would be required to use Bessemer
instead of open Jiearth rails tliis ycLir, and urged that this
be done only after a legitimate effort hud been made to use
I.\

referred to the reports

the Bessemer steel output fur those essential militar)

purcould be employed without detriment so that,
if possible, the roads would not have to return to a grade
of steel which they had discarded in large measure in recent
years as inferior, both in wearing qualities and breakage.
In its issue of May 9, the Iron Age takes exception to these
statements in an editorial which implies that (1) the transition from Bessemer to open hearth rails was made at the
instance of the roads, (2) that Bessemer rails are not inferior to open hearth for service and (3) that there has
been practically no reduction in the Bessemer production
capacity of the steel mills of this countrj', and that it is
necessary to roll the Bessemer steel in order to utilize the
capacity which might otherwise be idle.
We do not question the advisability of reverting to Bessemer rails if the open hearth steel output of the country is
actually needed for war purposes for w'hich Bessemer steel
will not serve as well.
However, we do think it a mistake to
poses where

take

tliis

it

backward step

until

shown

it is

tliat

a legitimate ef-

has been made to substitute Bessemer for open hearth,
where this can be done without detriment to ser\'ice or to production capacity.
As we stated in the previous editorial
existing practices should not be disturbed unless such disturbance will contribute to the success of our militar}' efforts.
The Iron Age implies that the transition from Bessemer
to open hearth was made at the instance of the roads.
It
also takes exception to our reference to the depletion of
"high grade'' (used in the sense commonly understood in
this connection, viz., a low-phosphorus content) ores and
makes the statement that "much Bessemer ore is available
and it is of such char;.ctor as to produce as good Bessemer
steel as formerly."
These statements are surprising in view
of the fact that it has been common knowledge among all
familiar with the negotiations between the manufacturers
and the railways during the last ten years that the manufacturers have pointed out to the roads the necessity of going
to open hearth steel for at least a large proportion of the rail
requirements because of the unquestioned depletion of lowphosphorus ores. As early as 1908, the Committee on
Standard Rail and Wheel Sections of the American Railway
fort

Association reported that "In the matter of chemistry specifications for Bessemer steel rail statistics were obtained from
the officers of die Ore Producers' Association which convinced the committee that it would be impossible for the
mills to furnish more than a small percentage of the total

requirements of the railroads with a phosphorus specification less than 0.10 (per cent).
Members desiring to
obtain low phosphorus rails will have the further option

rail

.

.

.

of using
a

open hearth steel. The committee conferred with
nimiber of disinterested experts
on the phos.

.

.

that "a return to this class of steel (Bessemer) can only be
made at the sacrifice of service and of safety in the track,"
tlie ini|)lication being that the Iron .^ge contends that Besse-

mer

rails do give as good service as open hearth.
Such a
statement indicates a lack of knowledge regarding the service
of steel products which is surprising.
It is common knowledge among railway men that open hearth rails give a life
considerably greater than Bessemer rails, and this life is
commonly estimated as approximately twice that of Bessemer
rails.
Further, with respect to safety the best information
regarding breakage is that contained in the annual analyses
of rail failures made by the .\merican Railway Kngineering Association.
In its latest report for the year ending

October 31, 1916, and published in Bulletin No. 199, dated
September, 1917, the failures are classified according to
their years' service in the track as follows:
Failures of Open-Heabtu and nesssHEi Covpaied
Failures
per 100 track miles

Year

Comparative failures

«

,

,

*

,

^

RoHf-d

Open-Hearth

Bessemer

Open-Hearth

Bessemer

1911

161.9
74.2
43.3
18.9

214.1
107.7
60.1
32.3

100
100
100
100

132
145
135

1912
1913
1914

171

This report also states that "It will be noted that the
failures of Bessemer rails per 100 track miles were considerably greater than those of tlie open-hearth rails."
It is
probably also true that the open-hearth rails were, in general, in more severe service, so that the actual difference
under the same conditions may have been greater.

Furthermore, the best evidence that open-hearth rails are
superior to Bessemer is the fact that the roads have Jjeen
willing to pay the premium of $2 per ton which the mills
have charged for these rails and at the same time the ratio
of open hearth rails to the total has risen until in 1916 (the
latest year for which the figures have been made public)
over 80 per cent of all the rails rolled were of this character.
The Iron Age also challenges the statement that "the
reduction in the Bessemer capacity of the country which has
taken place also acts as a controlling factor," and goes at
lengtli into an effort to show that there is a large Bessemer
capacity in this country which can be utilized to manufacture rails at present.
To intimate tliat mills such as the
Ohio works of the Carnegie Steel Company and the Lorain
Steel plant are available for the rolling of rails, when they
have not been so employed during recent years when the

manufacturers have been more congested with orders
than at any previous time in their history and when manufacturers now have 2.000.000 tons of rails on order, a large
part of which are overdue, only serves to becloud the issue.
It is to be assumed that, owing to the urgent demand for steel
steel

for government

and other uses, all of the steel mills of the
have been and are working to their maximum capaciand that those which have Bessemer as well as open
hearth furnaces are operating them in a manner to produce
the maximum tonnage.
This is borne out in the statement
countr}'
ties,

Age

of

tlie

in

the Pittsburgh district

Iron

of April 25 that the leading producer
was operating to 98 per cent of
its Bessemer and open hearth steel capacit}', although in the
more recent editorial an attempt is made to convey the impression that this plant has a Bessemer capacitv available
itself
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In view of

for rails of 1,000,000 tons.

understand

its

attitude in

its

own

its

the plants are working to capacity

that

it

May

issue of

9,

st;Uemcnls
difficult

is

in

which

to
it

urges the substitution of Bessemer for open hearth rails as
a means of "utilizing our steel making capacity."
One need only turn to the statistics of the American Iron
and Steel Institute (the association of the steel manufacturers) to verify our statement that there has been a reduction
in the Bessemer capacity of this country in recent years.
The proceedings of this institute for 1916 (the latest available) show a capacity of 12,054,658 tons, .a reduction of
It is difficult
2,410,067 tons or 17 per cent in the one year.
to reconcile the implication of the Iron Age that there has
been no material reduction in the Bessemer capacity with
mills of this country were free to disregard

is no question but that they could roll a
tonnage of Bessemer rails to meet the demands of
the railways which J. Leonard Replogle, director of steel
supply of the government, stated a few days ago have been
placed at 2,000,000 tons by the Railroad Administration.

other orders, there
sufficient

However,

this

whelmed with

is

not the situation.

and

The

mills

are

over-

has become necessary to separate the essential from the non-essential and to adopt other
expedients to increase production.
To take a Bessemer converter now employed in duplexing in the open hearth process
from this service and allow it to make straight Bessemer
Likewise, the
rail steel will gain little in ultimate tonnage.
rearrangement of plant operation which would be necessary
to roll rails at another mill referred to by the Iron Age
as having 250,000 tons rail capacity and three times this of
Bessemer steel making capacity would be so radical as to
result in a reduction of tonnage in other departments probably as great as that gained in Bessemer steel.
Therefore
to refer to such plants as being available for the manufacture of rails only serves to becloud the issue and in no way
assists

in

orders,

The

fact that the mills

this suggestion in the time of their great-

congestion and accumulation of orders indicates that the
expedient offered by the Iron Age has not been taken seriously b\' steel makers.
The problem now confronting the steel mills of this counest

is that of producing the maximum tonnage of rails and
This cannot be done while methother essential materials.
ods are being changed with the resulting disorganization of

try

forces.
Bessemer rails have largely ceased to be rolled for
heavy sections. To return to them under present conditions
would, therefore, appear to be unwise from the standpoint

of the mills as well as of the roads unless
solelv as a

it

is

necessary

war measure.

New

Books

it

could

make

to secure reforms in regulation.

assumed that, as the railroad control law specifically
provides, government control is to be used exclusively as a
war emergency measure, and that therefore the question of
what shall be done with the railways after peace has returned

is

entirely

The

unsettled.

private management after the war.
He recognizes the
however, that there probably will be a great struggle
over the question whether they shall be returned to private
management, or government ownership and management
shall be adopted.
Therefore, a large part of the book is
devoted to discussion of the general subject of "Government

to

fact,

Regulation Versus Government Ownership." The headings
of the chapters dealing with this general phase of the matindicate their contents, and are as follows: "Railway
Ownership and National Defense," "Efficiency of Producas Affected by Private or Government Management,"
"Equity of Distribution as Affected by Government Management or Government Regulation,'" "Some Political
Phases of Government Ownership," "The Failure of Government Ownership in Canada."
In the last two chapters of the book the discussion which
ter

tion

has preceded

is

summarized. The general conclusion reached

against government

ownership and in favor of private
subject to an improved system of regulation.
w'hich should be made in regulation if the

numerous separate systems, are

War and the first year
entered the war, and tells of the work done by the
Railroads' War Board in the effort of the railways voluntarily to co-ordinate the operation of their facilities, and
of the events which led to the adoption of government control.
It shows that the railways had become unable because of the reduction of their net earnings, their arrested
development and restrictive laws, to solve without some form
of government assistance the problems presented to them by
fore this countr)' entered the Great

after

it

country's entrance into the war.

experience of the past

what ought to be done and what
ought to be avoided in the future.
Therefore about onehalf of the book is devoted to an account and a discussion
of the policy of railway regulation followed up to the end
of 1917.
The headings of the chapters in this part of the
book indicate the nature of their contents and are as follows: "What Is the Matter with Railway Regulation?"
"Functions of Government in Relation to Railways," "Commission Versus Legislative Regulation," "Federal Versus
State Regulation," "Regulation of Rates," "Valuation in
Relation to Regulation of Rates and Securities," "Regulation of Securities," "Regulation of Railway Operation."
The author outlines the reforms in regulation which he
believes should be adopted if the railways are to be returned
affords the best guide as to

net.

really covers three different phases of the railIt describes the condiw^ay situation in the United States,
tions which existed on the railways during the last year be-

a single sys-

It is

is

This book

was desirable as

tem were due to the system of regulation which had been
applied to them in spite of every effort which the managers

management
The changes

&

this

the developments which more immedipreceded the adoption of government control, the book
shows that these developments were verj- largely, and even
mainly, the result of the policy of regulation of railways
which had been followed in the United States since 1906.
In other words, government control was precipitated at the
end of 1917 by the rapidly rising expenses of the railways,
the inability of most of tliem to raise new capital, the inadequacy of their facilities and tiie fact that laws designed
to enforce competition between them hampered them in making the arrangements necessary in order to secure the kind
of operating efficiency needed to enable them to meet war
conditions.
It is pointed out, however, that their declining
net earnings, the inadequacy of their facilities and their

By Samuel O. Dunn, Editor of the
of Railways.
Railway Age. 354 pages, 5% by 7'/2 in., bound in cloth.
Price, $1.75
Published by D. Appleton
Co., New York.
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Having reviewed

it

increasing the output.

have not followed

64,

atel)'

inability to operate as far as

these figures.
If the steel

Vol

railw-ays are to be

managed

in the future as heretofore,

outlined.

The

as

fact is recog-

however, that it may be considered undesirable by
both the government on the one side and the owners and
managers of the railways on the other, for the railways to be
operated in future as many separate systems, as has been
the case in the past.
Therefore, a plan is tentatively outlined for the reorganization of the railways into five to ten
regional groups, each of which group would be owned by
a regional holding company.
The book is strictly up to date in point of both the information and the discussion in it, as it was finished, and
all parts of it which had been previously written were carefully revi.scd, after the adoption of government control of
railways
nized,

'-'
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A Discussion

Pneumatic Method

of the

of Concreting"

Describing the Equipment Used and Illustrating Practical
A]ipIications of the Process

,

I'risidint,

I'NEiMAilc

Till

All

I

null

ot

By H. B. Kirkland
Contnu- Mixing and Placing Company,

iiiixinj;,

coiivcn in>;

cliamber is a 9U-deg. elbow uiiiili form> the tonnectioii to
the discharge pipe.
The door and fiision is the only moving

aiiil

placing concrete is a comparatively recent development in engineering metluKls ot' construction.
This
inetluKl should not he confused witii tlie cement gun process,
which is a plastering prtKess and is entirely different in
operation and purpose.
Both methods arc patented.
The

part

of the mi.xer and the inside contains no mechanical
mixing apparatus and is entirely smooth and free from obstructions.

j

Briefly descrilied. this metliod consists simply in

air

located' at

jet
is

the prime
It

is

the heel

means

of the

bottom

of conveying

supplemented by other air

and
jets

located at. the top of the mixer.
TJie main air jet is directed
into the center of the discharge pipe where it catches the material as it falls from the cone-shaped hopper above.
The

in diameter.

in.

.An

elbow of the mixer
mixing the concrete.

pneumatic method is adapted for heavy, difficult concrete
work, using ordinary ingredients witli aggregates up to 4
or 4'

Cliicano.

blowing

upper air jets create a pressure from above the batch,
forcing it downward into the discharge pipe where it is
caught by the main jet.
To admit air to the mixer, two
valves are used, one located on the air supply line leading
to the lower jet and the other on the line leading to the
ujjper jets placed above the level of the batch.
In operating, after the batch containing cement, aggregate and water is placed in the mixer, the door is closed and
the main jet is opened.
This is followed by opening the
valve to the up])er air jets.
Many operators var\- this

"^
1

method but the effect of this sequence of control is to start
the batch forward at the bottom of the machine, detaching
successive portions of the batch at the tip of the cone.
The
materials in the mixer flow downward in the same manner
that sand tlows from the upper chamber of an hour-glass,

vf«!v3Bttt

1
J

but the speed of the flow is accelerated by the air pressure.
The conveying pipe consists of any standard smooth steel
pipe with joints made with Ijolted flanges or any type most
easily and rapidly handled in making connections.
The
most rapid wear on the pipe occurs at the points wliere there

1

^

is

Equipment
The

plant for pneumatic mixing and placing consists of
a mixer, a pipe conveying system and a compressed air
plant.
The mi.xer consists of a steel shell having the shape
of an inverted cone surmounted by a cast steel cylinder in
which a door is operated by a small air piston. The door is
opened by releasing the air in the cylinder, allowing it to
drop open by its weight. At the bottom of the inverted cone
•.\bs;ractpd frrm a piper presented before the
ginfcrs, Chicago, May 13.

Weitem

Society of En-

l)e

a

sligiit

irregularity or a shoulder.

Threaded

sometimes less than a day, but a case-hardened
elbow will usually last a few weeks. The best elbow
is cast manganese, which will almost outlast
the pipe itself.
These elbows are made in 45 deg. with a thickness of
in. on the inner curve and ]/» in. thickness
on the outer
curve.
This gives a weight of about 220 lb. for an 8-in.
elbow.
The radius of the elbow is .^ ft. minimum, as a
shorter radius is too sharp a turn and causes plugs in the
line.
Shorter radius elbows may be used, however, at the
discharge end of the pipe.
A split elbow of 90 deg. has
also been used for 6-in. pipe.
This elbow is split lengthwise so that the outer half of the curve which usuallv wears
will

last

steel

%

The Pneumatic Mixer

batches of concrete through a pipe from a central point of
supplies to their place in the concrete forms.
The materials
for a batch of concrete (yi cu. yd.) are proportioned in a
measuring device and dropped into the pneumatic mixer
without previous mixture.

to

ajjt

pipe is also thinner where the threads are cut and of course
wears through there first.
For making deflections of the
pipe line, cast elbows are used. .An ordinary cast iron elbow

rapidly

may

be replaced.

A means

of deflecting or guiding the discharge of conthe forms consists of a series of slightlv tapered
pipes, titling together like stovepipe.
Two or three sections
of this light pipe about three or four feet long arc all
crete

that

in

are needed in a tunnel form for diverting the discharge from one side wall to the other and for guiding
the concrete discharge around points of rock projecting from
the roof.
Where the tunnel is vert- wide, however, as in a
double track railroad tunnel, a wye branch is used in the
line, so there are two lines of pipe entering the tunnel
form.
A side valve or gate is placed in the wye for diverting the
batches through one line or the other.
A suitable t>pe of compressor is used and the one ordi-
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narily employed is a straight line, one- or two-stage maThe motive
chine, compressing to 80 to 125 lb. per sq. in.
power may be steam, oil or electricity as is most economical
When possible it is deunder the conditions prevailing.
sirable to locate the plant near the mixer, but it is necessary
to provide air storage close to the

mixer

sufficient at least

enough air

to discharge a batch of concrete at the
distance required.
This storage should be at
least 100 ft. capacity with 30 cu. ft. capacity added for
each 100 ft. of pipe line. There should be additional storto store

maximum

age at the compressor if the mixer is located a considerable
distance away (for example, more than 300 ft. away).
The amount of air required to convey concrete depends
upon the specific gravity of the materials, the smoothness
of tlie pipe, the number of bends in the pipe line and their
radii, the distance conveyed vertically and horizontally and
upon the pressure or velocity of the air used. For the standard size mixer this is about 2 cu. ft. of actual free air compressed to 100 lb. per sq. in. per lin. ft. of pipe per batch.
In other words, to convey one batch SOO ft. it will take
1,000 cu. ft. of actual free air compressed to 100 lb.

diagram shows the amount of
air required to convey concrete at various distances.
This
curve is based upon practical observations on a number of
Based upon
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pacity of the compressor should be great enough to build
up the air pressure in the storage tank in the time required
to shoot a batch.

The Mixing Process
of the first questions asked by the engineer is, "How
This is explained by a study of
is the concrete mixed?"
the conditions which affect the batch from the time it is

One

placed in the mixer until it is delivered in place in the
forms.
In loading the mixer the ingredients, cement and water,
are usually placed in a measuring hopper, so that when the

hopper

emptied into the mixer the

is

first

commingling of
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Air Consumption and Cost of Air
the ingredients takes place.
This first commingling is not
particularly important, as it is very slight.
When the air
is turned on tliat portion of the batch which is at the bottom of the mi.xer, in front of the conveying air jet, is first
to move and is instantaneously followed by portions dropping from above. As the mixer has the shape of an hour
glass, the central portion of the batch in the mixer flows
down first, and the portion in the sides follows in the stream
from the upper part, exactly as sand flows in an hour glass.
During this operation die mingling of the different ingre-

dient parts causes the smaller ingredients to flow into the
voids between the larger ingredieiits. As the portions of the
batch drop into the lower air stream, which has a velocity
of about 5,000

Vertical Section of the Mixer with the

Door Closed

and certain assumj)tions have also been made in order
complete the figures.
It is assumed in this curve that
certain conditions of the concrete operations are as follows:
20 sec. are allowed for opening the door and charging the

jobs,
to

mixer after each batch has been discharged and the air
valves closed; 5 sec. are taken as the length of time to convey a batch each 100-ft. and as the distance becomes greater
the number of batches per hour decreases until at 2,500
ft. the number is 24, and the amount of air at this distance
It should be borne in mind that
is 2,000 cu. ft. per min.
if it

is

desired to get the

maximum

output possible the ca-

ft. per sec, these portions are carried along
in suspension much as dust is carried along in a storm,
except that the particles are much closer together. Although
the speed of the air jet is very high, the speed of the concrete materials is much lower.
The speed of the concrete
varies according to the amount of voids in the materials
which permit the air to pass through. The air in passing
through tends to carry with it the smaller ingredients; that
is, the sand tends to fill the voids between the rocks and
the cement tends to fill the voids remaining, and, as the
voids become filled up with the smaller ingredients passing
through, the speed of the mass increases, the pressure of
the air behind the mass increases with the decrease of the
voids in the mass, and the speed of the mass concrete in-

creases.

Now,

in this explanation of the

mixing process,

I

have

velocity passing through the pipe is
sufficient to keep the materials in suspension, and it is important to have a sufficient air pressure to keep the materials
in suspension, because when the air velocity is reduced the

assumed that the

air

May
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pipi-.

developed through the refjuirements of different classes of
work.
I'hese are central plant or scheme of locating the

not

mixer

roll

tuinliU-

aUmj,;

the buttoni uf

thi-

The concrete will also mix in this manner, imt it is
conducive to good operation and makes a dirty pipe
line, which is lialile to become plu^ned.
In shtxjtinK concrete, therefore, it will be found that with an Sin. pipe and
with materials of the sptvit'ic gravity of limestone, the pressure should not fall below 50 lb. per sc]. in., as the materials
will then commence to drag along the pipe.
Any air expended below 25 lb. is wasted when blowing concrete through
an 8-in. pipe.
Ihrec general types of pneumatic installations have been

frtmi which the conveyor pifK; is
ponable plant or outfit upon which the
is either loaded from bins carrie<l on
the same conveyance or supplied by a belt or other loading
device, and the scheme of loading the mixer at various points
as at the bottom of manholes in shallow tunnels and supplying it with materials through a chute from the various
corresponding points along tile surface. The last is a form
at

a central point

laid to the forms,

mixer

is

carried and

of central plant

made semi -portable.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Rate Increases Expected Shortly: Proposed Amalgamation of
Railroad Associations; Information for Shippers
Washikuion. D.

sioNS POINT to early action by the Railroail
All.ministration
to bring about a general increase in

Adboth

and while those who are
in
is being done in that direction
are not talking about it, there is no attempt to deny the statements which are being published that tlie amount of the
proposed advance will be such as to make railroad officers
who have on several occasions spent a year or more at a
and passenger
touch with the work that
freight

rates

time in efforts to secure increases of 10 or 15

marvel

at their timidity.

An

per cent,

examination of the available

and expenses for the first three
although the complete figures have not
yet been given out, when taken in connection with the proposed S.UlO.OOO.OOO wage increase, is enough to show that
the kind of relief the railroads used to ask when they were
facing a similar situation would amount to merely a drop
in the bucket under the present conditions.
Based on these figures, rough estimates are being made
that a deficit of from $800,000,000 to $1,000,000,000 would
be shown for the year, and while it may be expected that
operating conditions will be more favorable than they were
figures of railroad earnings

months of

this year,

in January,

February and March, there are many other

fac-

such as the prospective increase in the price of coal,
which will tend to keep expenses on an upward trend. Figuring in this way it is easy to reach a conclusion that an increase of at least 25 per cent in freight rates and an increase
in passenger fares from an average of about 2 cents to 3
cents a mile would hardly more than meet the situation even
if the increases could be made available throughout the year.
On the contrary the operating deficit, when the wage increases are put into effect as of January 1, will have prevailed
for about six months before any relief can be expected from
rate increases if they can be made available by July 1. Based
on last year's earnings a 25 per cent increase in freight rates
would amount to about $700,000,000, while a similar increase in passenger fares, on the assumption that a basic
rate of 3 cents a mile would increase the average rate by no
more than that proportion, would add about $200,000,000
tors,

more, making a total of S900.000.000.
It is understood that a report recommending the increase
in passenger fares is now about ready for the director general's consideration and that the matter of freight rate increases is being worked out by the various committees that

have handled similar subjects for the railroads
of the country.

It is stated also that

some consideration
fined to his

to the matter, although

home by

in all parts

Mr. McAdoo has given
he has been confrom the

illness ever since his return

Liberty T.oan tour. He has not yet acted upon the report of
the Railroad Wace Commission, and no definite announce-

C.

ment as to rates is expected until he has, but as soon as the
wage increase is an accomplished fact the rate matter will
probably take definite shape.
Under the terms of the railroad control bill the President,
who has delegated his authority to the director general, may
initiate increased rates and have them put into effect at once
by filing with the Interstate Commerce Commission a cei'tificate that the increases are necessary to defray expenses,
after which the Interstate Commerce Commission may enter
upon an investigation as to the reasonableness of the rates.
Nothing is said in the law about any investigation by state
authorities nor has any one suggested audibly that the state
commissions be consulted in the matter. In fact there is a
general belief that a part of the increase is to be accomplished by leveling up state rates to the interstate basis.
In order that agencies or lines publishing tariffs may be
prepared to make quickly any changes in rates that may be
decided upon, all publishing agents, bureaus and individual
railroads under government control, that publish tariffs have
been requested to prepare an analysis of freight tariffs which
contain rates or charges applicable on intrastate traffic only,
including tariffs filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission, which contain such rates and tariffs filed with state
commissions but not filed with the Interstate Commerce Coramission.
The circular letter says: "The purpose of this
analysis is to have ready at the earliest possible moment a
detailed statement of the tariffs or tariff items which may
have to be amended, cancelled, or filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission as amended, to eliminate conflictions,
bring all rates to a new basis and have one rate and only one
published for each service, and that rate applicable on all
business, both state and interstate, and filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission."

Furnishing Information to Shippers
director of traftic for the Railroad
.Administration, has addressed a letter to the regional directors giving instructions, to be carried out under their direction, for rendering the service to the shippers formerly per-

Edward Chambers,

traffic offices in the way of furnishing
information.
The letter, which refers to his previous letter of April 3 in connection with the director general's order
on the subject, follows:
"There seems to be some alarm on the part of the shipping pulilic that they are not going to receive from the e.xisting traffic organizations as complete and satisfactory ser\'ice as heretofore given in the larger cities together by the
home railroad offices and foreign line offices, the changed
conditions now placing the responsibility for the entire serv-

formed by the off-line
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ice

upon

home Hue

the

above that the

latter

office.

equip

It

itself

was suggested

in

my

letter

so as to be in position to

render service completely.
"In the principal commercial centers railroads have joint
The
tariff bureaus fully equipped with expert tariff men.
tariff files in these bureaus can be readily adjusted to contain all the rate information which the business interests
in the particular city or territory

may

They

need.

are the

very best source for proper and correct tariff information.
For example, either Central Freiglit Association or Western
Trunk Line office in Chicago could readily and with ver}'
little additional expense carr>' a complete set of the principal tariffs of all railroads placing itself in position to
This in addition to the
answer all inquiries promptly.
tariff files in the general offices of individual lines would,
of the shipping public.
the
need
I am sure, fully satisfy
The principal tariff bureaus are located at New York, Chicago, St. Louis, Atlanta and San Francisco with sub-bureaus

The sub-bureau
in most of the larger shipping sections.
could also be equipped with such tariffs as necessary in the
section of the country it covered.
"As to passing reports on high class non-perishable traffic,
this is a service the responsiljility for

which

is

largely

upon

the individual line and is a necessary service to the shipper
but not to the extent, however, that it has been given in
Traffic officers of
the past under competitive conditions.
railroads should be instructed to confer with interested ship-

pers for the purpose of determining the information of pasIt should be a mail service.
sings needed by the shippers.
I do not anticipate any difficulty in shippers and carriers
The
to both interests.
satisfactory
agreeing upon a plan
point at which the passing report should be made in the
different sections of the countn,- are well established by the
practice of the past.
"As to passing reports on livestock

and perishable

them as well

a telegraphic service.

as the railroads' diversion arrangements.
it

As

is

pers' organizations that

no

difficulty will arise to prevent a

shippers and carriers
plan being adopted satisfactory
Some
alike with minimum amount of telegraphic service.
consideration, I understand, has already been given this
subject by carriers and shippers and it may be that arrangements have already been completed. I suggest in this connection that it is very desirable the routing through to destination so far as possible be shown on the waybills at the
.shipping point so as to have minimum of rerouting in transit
to

This may be accomplished by traffic
of perishable traffic.
officials at point of origin keeping in close touch with the
transportation conditions on railroads, particularly east of
Chicago and Mississippi River, and advising shippers.
"As to tracing delayed freight, passing reports would save
a vast
transit,

amount of telegraphic inquiry for goods delayed in
but where evidence of unreasonable delay is pre-

sented to representative of any carrier in the through route
of the freight, such representative should take whatever
action might be necessary either using wire or mail to secure
prompt information. For service of this character between
agents of carriers no charge .should be made to the shipper, but where inquiry is made by a shipper which requires

answer by commercial telegram such answer should be sent
There may be some obat the expense of the applicant.
jection by the shippers to this rule but unless there is a
check of this kind, many duplications and unnecessary teleRailroads should give special
graphing will take place.

all

This rule should be

railroads.

"Many inquiries have been received as to where shippers,
particularly in New York, would go to secure through bills
of lading on export traffic via the Pacific ports after foreign
line offices in

practice for

New York

many

City are closed, it having been the
years for the representative in New York

City of the Pacific Coast terminal line delivering the traffic
to the water carrier at the port to take up the railroad ship-

ping receipt and issue in

place a through export bill of
lading are generally negotiated
through New York banks. Through rail and water bills of
lading on export traffic today are practically confined to
New York and to the routes via Pacific ports. I suggest
Pacific Coast tenninal railroads authorize Mr. C. C. McCain, secretary of the Eastern Freight Committee, to act
as their agent in issuing these through export bills of lading.
Mr. McCain's committee has taken the place of the Eastern
Trunk Line Association. He is, therefore, equipped with a
large office space and an organization which can properly
With comparatively
supervise issuance of bills of lading.
little additional expense he can add to his present force, if
necessary, a sufficient number of clerks experienced in this

These

lading.

bills

its

of

work who are now employed
Coast

Pacific

tenninal

in the

lines

and

New York
who

vfill

offices of the

shortly

be

released.

"I would like for you to get these matters shaped up as
soon as possible because shippers are concerned regarding
It may, however, occur to either of you that a
this service.
somewhat different plan would better serve the shipping
interests in your section, in which event it will be satisfactory to me to have you work it out in your own way, but
the tracing rules should be uniform."

Proposed Amalgamation of Railway Associations

traffic,

not necessary to continue the amount of
telegraphing w'hich has been done in the past and shippers
do not now expect it. The responsibility for this work is
I am sure from
also largely upon the individual carrier.
my discussion of the subject with representatives of ship-

to this ser\'ice

attention to this character of service.

uniform on

The

points at which
these reports should be made have been established by long
are
based upon
plans
The shippers' marketing
practice.
this is largely
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The
for the

director general of railroads has started a movement
amalgamation of the leading railway technical asso-

At his suggestion a meeting was
held in New York on May 2 which was attended by the
acting president of the American Railway Association and
the presidents of the American Railway Engineering Association, the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association, the Master Car Builders' Association, the Association
ciations of the country.

American Railway Accounting Officers and representaThe general plan was
of some other organizations.
discussed at this meeting and the heads of the various associations were asked to prepare and submit to the executive
committee of the American Railway Association their suggestions as to how the scheme could best be carried out.
of

tives

Their suggestions will be considered in about ten days or
two weeks at a meeting of the executive committee of the
American Railway Association. It is expected that after that
a series of meetings of representatives of the various associaand that finally a report with recommendations regarding the whole subject will be made to Director
tions will be held

General McAdoo.
One plan which probably will be considered will be that
Another
of uniting all associations in a single organization.
will be the establishment of relations between them, which

make the other associations subsidiaries of the AmerUnder this plan recommended
ican Railway Association.
practice adopted by the subsidiary associations would be referred to the American Railway Association and if approved
If the
by it would be submitted to the director general.
will

recommended
is

practices received his approval they would, it
effect and made obligatory upon all

assumed, be put into

of the railroads.

In the past the various associations have adopted recompractice, but as they have been unable to enforce
their recommendations, in most cases they have l)een adopted

mended
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only by part,
railways

niaiiv cases a

in

.iltli<)U)^h

Inland Traffic Service

Iari;i.-

part,

of

tlie

received.

War Department

reorganization of the Division of Inland Transixirtation

War

Department, eftective on May 1, is announced in
a circular just issued by H. M. Adams, manager of the

of the

division.

The

circular says in part:

May

and l)ranch and

1,

district offices, in

charge of the persons in-

dicated, will be located as follows:

—

New York Branch Room 526, 45 Broadway, New York,
X. Y.; B. M. Flippin in charge.
.\lbany District— 1 Post Office building, Albany, N. Y.;
Captain L. S. Lansing in ciiarge.
Fors\the building, Atlanta, Ga.; Cap.\tlanta District
F. E.

t.iin

—
charge.
District — Light and

DuBois

in

Baltimore
German streets, Baltimore,
Md. Captain S. A. rul)man in charge.
Boston District
25 Huntington avenue, Boston. Mass.;
Captain E. H. Pillsbury in charge.
Buffalo District— 5.u') Federal building, Buffalo, N. Y.;
;

—

aptain L. M. Turnl^ull in charge.
Charlotte District
202 Mint building, Charlotte, N. C;
Lieutenant J. B. Beddingfield in charge.
Chicago District Southern Pacific building, 35 Jackson
lulcvard, Chicago. 111.; R. B. Robertson in charge.
Cincinnati District
213 Post Office building, Cincinnati.
Ohio: Captain C. V. Link in charge.
'

—
—
—

—
—
—
—
—Tenth

314 Post Office building, IndianCaptain F. A. Leith in charge.
Jacksonville District
707 Heard liuilding, Jacksonville,
Fla.: Willis (allaway in charge.
New York District Room 526, 45 Broadway, New York.
N. Y.; Lieutenant Miles Ross in charge.
Philadelphia District
742 Weidner building, Philadelphia. Pa.: Captain S. A. Tubman in charge.
Indianapolis District

afxilis,

Ind.

;

Pittsburgh District
building. Pittsburgh,
charge.

Richmond

District

Va.: Lieutenant D.
S;in

St.

R.

of

O.

Commerce
Roberts

in

—

in charge.

— San

Francisco. Cal.; Captain H.

— 826

St.

Louis, Mo.:

Toledo District^-415 Ohio building, Toledo, Ohio; CapJ. L). .\nderson in charge.
The. duties of those in charge are as foUow's:
Will represent the Inland Traffic Service in all matters
within its jurisdiction.
Will promptly and effectively respond to all requirements
of siiipping officers of the War Department in matters perlining to the securing of cars required and the movement of
me. when loaded, subject to the methods of procedure eslished by the Inland Traffic Service from time to time.
Will exercise supervision at all depot.?, posts, camps, aviation fields, warehouses and other War Department institutions over matters within the jurisdiction of the Inland
Traffic Ser\'ice, including those pertaining to maximum loadv[<z of car~, prompt unloading of cars, demurrage charges,
lin

'.

movement of

property, tracing, freight rates,

irnmpt accomplishment of bills of lading, etc.
Will perio<.licallv visit all points to and from which govenimcnt property is shipped, review the methods and conditions prevailing, suggest such changes in methods as are
necessarv to f<tnl)lish
uniform system, and shall check and
review the matter of accomplishment of bills of lading, requiring, when necessary, a check with the carriers or by
:<.

The
will

may

be necessary from time

practice heretofore followed of tracing cars in person
discontinued.
The Railroad Administration will

lie

establish at Washington. D. C. on May IS, 1918, a Car
Record Bureau wherein the shipment, interchange, junction
passing and arrival at destination of government shipments
in carloads will be recorded, and this record will be re-sorted
to in tracing delayed shipments.
Those in charge of Inland
Traffic Service Branch and district offices will rely upon
the Tracing Section of this office for data available from
this record, and discontinue, so far as may be practicable,
personal tracing of property shipments.
Will keep in touch with tlie situation at imp)ortant centers
and junction points, and will promptly report all congestion
of railroad facilities involving government property and
causes therefor.
Will review records of such express shipments of government property as may be made within their respective districts, and where such shipments appear to have been un-

necessary, report the facts to this office for further action.

Will make such

may

be necessary to the several
and render
such assistance as may be necessary to avoid congestion, and
make such recommendations as may be pertinent to overcome
visits as

ports within their jurisdiction, noting conditions,

any apparent difficulty.
Will exercise and perform such other functions and duties
as may be prescribed by the Chief, Inland Traffic Service.
War Department, or by his authoritv from time to time.
The services of the branch and district offices are available to all bureaus of the War Department alike, and their
activities will be exercised in connection with the property
of all such bureaus without preference or prejudice.

New England Protest Against Abolition of Differentials
large delegation of New England .ship|)ers c;illed on
department of the Railroad .Administration last
week to protest against the proposed elimination of the
differential rates from New England to western points via
tlie

the

Pierce building.

in charge.

|iediting the

other review of the situation as

.\

125 Post Office building, Richmond,

Mayer

in charge.

Louis District

Hohl

Chamber

Lieutenant

Pa.;

Francisco District

Manning

floor.

for the

officials

to time.

1918, the Transportation Kield Force of
the Division of Inland Transportation will be known as the
Field Force of the Inland Traftic Service, War Department,
Effective

J. L.

may offer, confer with railroad
purpose of determining whether or not War
Department property is being delayed en route, and for such
Will, as the ofiportunity

A

\.
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other method, to determine whetiier or not unaccomplished
bills of lading are held covering property which has been

traffic

Canadian

lines.

.\11

differential rail-and-lake rates

have

been abolished and the Canadian lines have been asked to
concur in taking out their differentials from New England.
The protest was based on the grotmd that some of the shippers are located directly on the differential routes and would
be put to a disadvantage if their rates were advanced without relation to the rates of competitors in other localities.

Reduction

in

Western Passenger Service

additional details regarding the plan for a readjustment of passenger service on the western roads, which was
described in last week's issue, are contained in an announcement issued this week from the office of the director general.
The announcement states that the director general has approved the recommendation of Regional Director .\ishton

Some

for a reduction in the train service west of Chicago
ing to 11.728.000 miles per annum, effective on

amountJune 2.

and continues
"This economy has been accomplished by abandoning
duplicate ser^Mce between Chicago and the Pacific Caist
cities and assigning to the short and direct routes to each
city the fastest

son,

through

scr\'ice.

Topeka & Santa Fe

Under

this

plan the Atchi-

will be the preferred route to

Los

Chicago & North Western-Union Pacific-Southern
Pacific to San Francisco. Burlington-Northern Pacific to
Portland and the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul to Seattle.
.Angeles,
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The

fast trains will

make

the run in 72 hours to each city.

There will be a secondary train carrying all classes of equipment scheduled in 78 hours. The other trans-continental
roads will operate such service as may be necessar\- to actheir intermediate travel on reasonable schedules.
"On the same date the mail schedules will be adjusted so

commodate

that there will be a parity of mail service between Chicago
and each of the rival commercial centers on the Pacific coast.

mail trains will cover the distance between Chicago
and Pacific coast terminals in 65 hours.
"The public will be adecjuately served under the new
arrangement, although it is probable that more upper berths
will be sold in the future than in the past.
"The pas.senger committee for the Western district has
now started working on the rearrangement of the schedules
to the Southwest, where important economies can also be
effected without affecting public convenience."

The

fast
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from 2,195,511, in

according to the Interstate
2,342,699 on December
This represents an increase of 148,000 over the
31, 1916.
number of cars retired during the period. Since 1915 there
has been a decrease. On June 30 of that year there were
On June 30, 1916, 2,326,987 were
2,356,338 freight cars.
reported and on December 31, 1916, there were 2,342,699.
ice

Commerce Commission

The 1917

figures showing the number of cars in service are
not yet available.
The number of locomotives had increased from 61,327 in
1911 to 64,073 in December 31, 1916.
In this case also
there was a decrease from 1915 when there were 65,099.

Additions and Betterments

The

Car and Locomotive Increase

Some interesting facts regarding the relation of steel supply to the car and locomotive situation are contained in a
letter addressed by C. R. Gray, director of transportation
of the Railroad Administration, to Senator E. D. Smith,
chairman of the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,
who has been making a preliminary inquiry for the committee as to what action has been taken by the Railroad
Administration to supply the deficiency in motive power and
cars for the transportation of coal.
The fundamental need is for motive
said,

and

it

is

the intention to utilize the

power, Mr.

maximum

Gray

capacity

of the locomotive plants, both commercial and railroad, to
the limit, but the steel supply is the controlling factor and
the orders just placed for cars and locomotives would have
been greater, particularly in the case of engines, if the steel
had been available. The orders will consume all the steel

which the

War

Industries

Board could place

at the disposal

of the railroads.
Mr. Gray estimated that the railroads under peak load
are short approximately 4,000 locomotives and from 200,000
to

250,000 freight

hand

cars.

On

April

1

the builders

had on

unfilled orders for 2,127 locomotives, while the 1,025

make a total of 3,152, and the director general
stands ready to place orders for the balance as rapidly as
they can be produced.
The unfilled car orders on April 1 amounted to 27,525
and orders have been placed for 100,000, including 50,000
box cars, 45,000 coal cars and 5,000 cars for steel products.
The average production of freight cars for American railways in the seven years ended December 31, 1917, was
98,215 annually.
On January 1, 1918, Mr. Gray showed, there were on
order 2,448 locomotives.
In three months the builders had
delivered only 321, due to shortage of material and the construction of locomotives for Russia and for our military
railroads in France.
In addition, however, the railroads
have received 147 Russian locomotives and 105 U. S. A.
locomotives which were allotted to them temporarily.
The
builders estimate that the order for 1,025 locomotives placed
this month, together with the locomotives on order for the

May 8 issued Circular No. 25,
roads to make a report as to additions and betas follows:
carrier shall at once make a report in duplicate,

director general on

directing

terments,

"Each
Steel Supply Limits

1911,

statistics, to

tlie

sending one original to the Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures and the other original to the Regional
Director, giving full advice as to whether the carrier is proceeding with all practicable expedition to construct and put
into operation all additions and betterments on its lines
which may have been approved by the Director of the Division of Capital Expenditures, and all equipment which may
have been so approved, and which the carrier may be constructing in

its

own

shops.

"If a carrier shall not have commenced any project so
approved, or, having commenced it, shall not be prosecuting
it vigorously to completion, the carrier shall specify in the
above-mentioned report each such project and state fully
the reasons why it has not been commenced or why, if commenced, it is not being vigorously prosecuted to completion.
"If a carrier shall not have, on hand or arranged for, the
necessary funds to construct and put into operation without
delay all the additions and betterments which have been so
approved, and if it anticipates that this condition is likely
to delay any of such work, the carrier shall in addition make
a report at once to the Director of the Division of Finance,
stating its financial needs in order to enable it to complete
all such work expeditiously.''

just ordered

Car Record Office for Government Freight

The Car Service Section announces,
CS 8, the establishment on May 15 of a

—

is likely- to prevent anv considerable net addition to the car
eouiDment of the railroads this year, because the addition
of 98 000 new cars per year during the past seven years was

sufficient only to increase the total of freight cars in

serv-

car record

No.

office,

by the Car Service Section, at Washington, D. C, for the
purpose of recording the movement of carload shipments of
United States government freight as follows:
(a) Supplies and materials consigned to an officer, depot,
warehouse, or port of embarkation, for account of
the
{!>)

War Department

ru|iplies

(Army).
and matcr'als consigned

to

the

Navy De-

partment, to Nav}- Yards, Naval Stations, or the
Marine Corps.
(c) Supplies and materials consigned to or for account
of the United States Shipping Board, Emergency
Fleet Corporation.
(d) Supplies and materials consigned to: the United
States

railroads and for the War Department, will consume their
capacity for the balance of the year.
On Januarv 1 there
were also on order 42,696 freight cars, of which 15,171
had been received up to March 31.

Mr. Gray showed also that up to the third week of April
the railroads had handled 3,522,919 cars of coal, an increase
of 49,638 over the corresponding period of 1917.
Mr. Gray's figures indicate that the lack of sufficient steel

Circular

in

Treasury

Department,

the

United

States

Post Office Department, the Bureau of Engraving

and Printing, the Department of the

Interior,

the

Public Printer.
Before executing bills of lading for United States governfreight, agents must ascertain from shipper the department to which the shipment is consigned, and must
plainly indorse the bill of lading accordingly.
The waybill
must be .?tam[:ied on botli face and back "United St.^tes
Government Freight," in order that such freight may be

ment

readily identified.

Agents executing

bills

of lading for United

States

gov-

May

17.
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in puruL'rapli 1 must mail one
copy of each such bill of hiding to Car Record Office,
Washington, D. C, on the date the
shipment is receipted for.
Agents at the junction points named in a list of 56 points
must mail daily to Car Record Ofl'ice a report. Form CS 2,
covering all carloads of United States government freight,
Phis rejiort must be made
deliveretl lo connecting lines.
for each 24 hours ending at midniglit, and must be completed and deposited in the mail prior to noon of the following day.
It may develop that it will be advisable to have interchange reports mailed direct from other points, in which

1229

legible

addros.^ed to Regioiial Director .\ishton:
'Am advised Car
Service Committee at Missouri River and other packing

Car Service Station,

hou.se shipping points decline to

crnniont frciyht di-signalcd

—

case sui)i)lementary instructions will be issued.

Agents at all junction points of the railroads receiving
must show in the remarks column of their
standard interchange report, opposite each car of governthese instructions

ment

freight,

The

"U.

S.

Govt."

charge of car records of each railroad receiving these instructions will report daily to Car Record
Office all cars of United States government freight delivered
to connecting lines at other than the junction points named.
Reports rendered each day must include all cars of United
States government freight shown on interchange reports received in the office during the previous day. More than one
date may be included on one report, but the date of interchange must be shown for each car.
When a carload of United States government freight is
officer in

showing old and new
and numbers, must be rendered to Car Record

transferred, a report of the transfer

car initials
Office

by the agent of the delivering line

point after the transfer has been made.
Destination agents
that is, agents

—

bills

into their accounts

—must

at the first junction

who

wayCar Record
government freight.
take the

report daily to

Office arrival of all cars of United States

These reports must be compiled and placed
before noon of each day.

Director General Saves N. Y. C.

1

in

the mail

Per Cent

Director General Mc.Xdoo issued the following statement
with regard to application of the New York Central for authority to issue i^O.OOO.OOO collateral trust notes for six or
twelve months for the purpose of paying off certain obligations of the Xew York Central System maturing this
week.
The director general was informed by the company that
the best terms on which the money could be obtained at this
time would be 7 per cent per annum. The New York Central was advised that a 7 per cent rate on notes of this char-

was not

justified, as such a transaction would have the
encouraging high rates for money. The director general thereupon made inquiry of the Central Trust Company
of New York as to whetlier it could arrange to place the
$6,000,000 needed by the New York Central for six months
at 6 per cent per annum interest, and was promptly informed
that the Central Trust Company would gladly provide the
fund^ on the terms suggested.

acter

effect of

Interline

Waybill Order

C. A. Prouty, director of public service and accounting,
has issued the following circular regarding the interpretation of the interline waybilling order:

"Paragraph

of General Order 11 provides: 'Waybills
must move with the cars. Waybills for
less carload freight must be moved with the cars when prac3

for carload freight

ticable; otherwise so as to reach the transfer point or desti-

..."

nation with or in advance of the cars.
"In order to e.xpedite the moving of meats and packinghouse products from Chicago and other points from which
these commodities are shipped, the following telegram

was

move cars without copy bill
of lading.
Please advise all concerned that they may disregard first sentence paragraph three, General Order 11, on
eastbound packers'

from Chicago, applying merchanto packers' cars, pending
further consideration here.
See no reason why card waybills cannot be used, mailing waybills to destination or

dise car jjraclice

traffic

there outlined

division points as heretofore.'

"The

announced

in this telegram cannot Ijc said to
with the principles contained in paragraph
Order No. 11.
It provides that the cars
containing meats and packing-house products of a j)erishable nature may be forwarded in advance of the waybills
therefor, and such waybills will be sent forward as quickly
as possible so as to catch the cars before their arrival at
destination or will reach destination in advance of the cars.

be

in

rule

conflict

three of General

Commodities shipped by packing interests otlier than those
named herein and which are not of a perishable nature,
shall be waybilled as provided in General Order No. 11."

Regional Director Confers

With

Western Short Lines
0\iiR

200 REPRESENTATIVES of wcstcm short lines
convened at the Hotel Muehlebach, Kansas City,
on May 8, for the purpose of discussing the relations between the Railroad Administration and short line
roads.
The meeting was opened with the election of D. M.
Swobe, president of the Western Association of short line
Railroads, as chairman of the conference, and C. M. Oddie,
secretary of that organization, as secretary of the meeting.
R. H. Aishton, regional director of western railroads, was
present, with a number of the members of his staiT, and explained in detail why some short lines will be relinquished
from government control while others will be retained. He
stated that those lines which will be retained will be operated by the trunk lines with which they connect and intimated that if this is done the officers of the short lines in
question will be removed and the short line shops closed.
Tlie owners of lines which are taken over by the government
will be reimbursed, provided they enter into a particular
form of agreement which will be prescribed by the Railroad
Administration.
Mr. Aishton's remarks relative to the disposition of short
lines which will be retained led to a general discussion of
the treatment which should be accorded to those lines which
will pass out of government control.
In general, the following policy was recommended by the meeting:

Short lines not retained under government control should
as a class with the government and conducted
policy, which will insure them a proper divia uniform
sion of all through rates and, in the event of any advance in
rates on the trunk lines, a proportionate share of the increased
1.

be

affiliated

under

revenue.
2.
The non-controlled lines should receive their fair share
of equipment in car distribution and should not be forced to
pay excessive car rentals.
3.
The prices for supphes and equipment paid by the controlled roads through their regional purchasing agents should
also apply to the non-controlled roads.
4.
Non-controlled companies should receive fair treatment
with respect to routing over their lines.
.Agreements should be made by all short lines to accept
5.
all priority orders governing freight and passenger
are promulgated by the Railroad Administration.

traffic

which

Those members of Mr. .\ishton's staff who attended the
conference were M. J. Gormley, operating assistant to the
regional director; Rajpli Budd, assistant in charge of capital expenditures, and J. G. Woodworth, traffic assistant.
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Developments

in

to the

MONG RECENT ciRCULAKS issued bv R. H. Aishton, regional director of western railroad? at Chicago, are
the following:

Routing of Freight by Shippers
Circular No. 101, dated May 7, gives detailed instructions
on the routing of freight: Paragraph 4 of the director general's Order No. 1 provides tliat the designation of routes
bv shippers is to be disregarded when speed and efficiency of
To prevent
transportation service may be thus promoted.

misunderstandings and to observe uniformity in applying
this rule, tlie following rules should be observed:
rate, charge or privilege covered by tariff properly published and
cannot he embargoed or canceled except by correction of the tariff
manner required by law.
2—A route covered by tariff properly published and filed may for sufficient reasons be temporarily embargoed, but cannot be discontinued
except by correction of the tariff in the manner required by law.
3._\Vhere a shipper specifies a route to which under the tariffs transit
privileges and terminal rights apply, when such route is not under embargo, the transit privileges and terminal rights must be protected
without additional cost to the shipper should his routing be disregarded
by the railroads for efficiency reasons.
4.— When traffic is forwarded by the railroads for efficiency reasons
via a route to which a higher rate applies than over the route specified
by shipper, the rate via the shipper's rente must not be exceeded as a
charge for the movement over the substituted route.

1— ;\

filed

in

May 6. According
plan as outlined, shipments will be consolidated, kept
intact, and given continuous movement from concentrating
points in solid trains.
Fifteen cars will be considered a
minimum number for any one train, to be filled out with
other tonnage to rating, provided there is not sufficient tonnage for a full train of government lumber. Concentrating
points for this lumber are as follows: Great Northern, Delta,
Wash.; Nortliern Pacific, Auburn. Wash.; Chicago, Milwaukee &: St. Paul, Cle Elum, Wash.; Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, Portland, Ore.
ber from Pacific coast territory, effective

Western
Railroad Region

A
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Joint Live Stock Offices

Terminal committees reporting to the regional director of
western railroads are working out plans for the consolidation
of live stock agencies at Kansas City. Mo.; Omaha, Neb.;
The handling of live stock
St. Louis, Mo., and Chicago.
shipping activities from one large office in these cities will

the

It is the intent of Paragraph 4 of Order No. 1 that while
the railroads may in the interest of efficiency make use of
the most desirable routes without regard to the directions of
the shippers, the rates, charges and privileges as published

and

filed

in tariffs of the carriers will not be denied,

and

Interstate Commerce Commission has issued an order
authorizing the adjustment of charges in accordance with
It is desired that all reasonable and ecothis principle.
nomical routes shall be properly published so that they may
Ije available when needed, and if in an emergency a route not

the

provided by tariff is used such route should be covered by
tariff immediately, unless it is of such a character as not to
warrant its permanency. Nothing in these instructions shall
be considered as giving to shippers the right to rates, charges
or privileges applying to routes which may be embargoed at
the time of shipment.

Authority for Expenditures
Circular No. 105, dated May 11, reads as follows: A number of the railroads are submitting D. C. E. forms 3 and 4
with the word "blank" or "nothing to report" typed thereon.
requests for
Please do not submit D. C. E. forms 3 and 4
unless there is something to report or authority
authorities
some
work
connection
with
chargeable
in
requested
to
is

—

—

capital account.

Reservations

— Sleeping,

Circular No. 102, dated

May

Parlor Car, Etc.
sets

8,

forth the following

rules governing sleeping car reservations, etc.
representatives will not pay for telegraph or
1.— Railroad agen
keeping, pari
telephone messages coverinf
is made for them by
Passengers desiring s
tions.
llroad
to pay th
established charge
representatives will be rcqui
necessary telegraph or telephone S(
both directions,
2.
Assignments of space to offic
located off the line
pin
parlor car runs must not be made.
3.
Agents at intermediate point on sleeping or parlor car run;
which space is not available, or t< which space is not assigned for
sale of tickets, may make use of
Iroad wires, without charge to
sengcrs, in arranging for accommodat
.to be taken at such points
:J

:

—
—

i

Shipments of Government Lumber
Circular No. 95, dated April 30, sets forth the details of
a plan for the consolidation of shipments of government lum-

considerable saving in office rentals and,

a

effect

lieved, will prove

it

advantageous to shippers, in that

be-

is
it

will

give them a choice of routes w'hich will make for more
It is probable that the plan will
expeditious car movement.
be extended to other cities if local conditions make it ap-

pear advisable.

Responsibilities of Railroad

Men*

By Robert Quayle
General Superintendent of Motive Power. Chicago
Western.
4 ('

'here
I
I

a great responsibility attached to railI sometime think that we should
today.
stop occasionally and consider what our responare.
What can we do that will make for greater
road

sibilities

& North

is

men

make

?
What will allow us
our shops, to do work with less
men?
this now, will be the man who
will stand in the forefront, because he is doing something
worth while. \A"hen you have a job that you must do you
respond to the call and do it.
We have a big task now;
let us be on the job all the time, so that we can make good
at it.
We are at war, let me emphasize it, we are at war,
and we are just beginning to realize it. We are expecting
a great deal of the railroads, but we are not going to expect too much, because railroad men are thoroughly loval,
thoroughly efficient, and will measure up to what is demanded of them. One thing you must do now and that is
your level best.
This is no time for pessimism, this is a
time for optimism. \\e must cheer ever\one \vith whom we

efficiency, that will

for success

man power in
The man who does

to reduce the

come

in contact.

"We must be loyal and give men here and there, even
though we are having a hard time. Let us do our part to
back up our men, that the stars and stripes may shine with
more glory than ever before. Let us do our work with clean
hands.
Democracy must prevail democracy will prevail!
Let us as a nation do something to lift the world out of the
depths it is in, that the world may rise up and call us blessed.
But let us not forget those who are close to us. The men
in your shops need more than knocking.
It has been said
that you can't saw wood with a hammer.
It is just as certain that you can't lift men with a hammer.
We are going to do our part if we help those about us; we are going
to do our part by doing our work cheaper and better than
ever before.
And when the countr\- asks more of us we
are going to take another notch in our belt, and march forward, and do the best we can."

—

•From an address before

the

Western Railway Club.

Lei'Ung Xorth Tixard Pier

T'lo/o cofyriKlitcd in

S.

Canada by

H'. G.

MacLaughlin

Salvaging the Railway Facilities at Halifax, N.
An Account

Damage Done by

of the

December. 1917. and

Assistant

Knj;ioccr Maintenance of

be unlit for

in the

—

damage was within the

Extent of the Damage

On

Pier <). which is the most northerly railway pier along
the water front, a wooden shed was so badly shaken by the
The subforce of the explosion that it collapsed in a heap.
structure of the pier was not damaged, although with t^ie
large amount of wreckage piled on it, it took considerable
time to find it out. Pier 8, next down the water-front, was
destroyed from the water level up. a portion of the old
It was a wooden
crib below the water level remaining.
Pier 6. a
pier of crib construction, ballasted with stone.
wooden pile j)ier. without a shed, was completely blown
it

remains to mark the

sjxrt

where

it

stood.

cattle

Richmond Yard

buildings and
the switclimen's

station, the car repair

pens were l)lown

to

atoms,

while

in the centre of the shed, with the roof
boarding, framing and sash on them, remained standing,
but were later pulled down for safety. The glass was blown
out of all the windows, and the doors out of the casings, iiut,
being vertical, counterweighted, sliding doors, many could
In the head-house of the station,
be operated afterwards.
which is a solid brick structure, the damage was very hea\'y.
Downstairs all the doors, windows and fixtures were blown
off.
The main partitions stood up under the force ol the
explosion, but the light wood counters, ticket wickets and
The
similar fixtures were blown down and badly broken.
brick walls were found to be in good condition, except for a
few loose bricks next to the roof timbers: these, no doubt,

the roof trusses

the radius of the
northeasterly to Willow Park Junction,
force of the exjjlosion extending about 5,000 ft.
\Miile there were evidences of the force of the explosion all

.\t

rejjair.

The North Street passenger station sustained very heavy
damages. The front and back thirds of the train shed roof
were blown upward with the blast of the explosion, and then
Thirteen of
collapsed and fell down inside the brick walls.

greatest

away, and no trace of

B.

shanties throughout the yard were so badly wrecked as to

Loi.i.iSiON

over the area of the city, the greatest
radius mentioned.

the Disaster of

of Restoration

By F. B. Tapley
Way, Canadian Government Railways, Moncton. X.

(IK
THK STKAMKKS "Inio" and "Mont
narrows of Halifax harbor, on December
()
last, caused an explosion of the cargo of the "Mont
Blanc." which wrecked about one-third of the area of the
city and water front, and damaged the railway facilities in
the vicinity of Richmond yard and North Street station,
and along the water front at Deepwater. which is farther
south.
The evidence on the ground would lead one to
believe that the "Mont Blanc*' exploded in the vicinity of
Piers 6 and S, the greatest damage being done there, and
extending southwesterly to the North Street station, and

THEBlanc"

Work

S.

were loosened by the disturbance in the roof.
On the second floor, all dfxjrs and windows were lilown
The
off. and the jilaster jiartitions l)ulged and broken.
damage to the third floor was practically the same as on the
second floor, and a portion of the roof on the monitor was
blown upward. Later, in the heavy storm of Sunday, DeThe power
cember 9, this portion of the roof collap.sed.
plant and power house, adjoining the station, suffered broken
pipe -connections and a wrecked roof, all doors and windows
being blown off or broken.
The diiniage at Deepwater, where the local freight and
ocean- passenger facilities are situated, was heavy, but fortunately did not put the facilities entirely out of business.
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Further down the harbor, at Pier 5, which was abandoned
for shipping purposes last summer, the latrines erected for
the sanitary convenience of troops last fall were badly shaken
up and had to be rebuilt. Pier 4 is a wooden pile pier, with
two outside tracks, and a wood shed of the single-deck type.
Repairs were underway when the explosion occurred. The
was unharmed, but the shed was completely wrecked.
Pier 5 is a wooden pile pier, with single stor)- wooden slied
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The 500,000-bu.
had

struction,
it

had

to

grain

elevator,

which

is

the roof over the bins so badly

be rebuilt.

All of the

windows

in

wood condamaged that

of

the working,

house and shipping galleries were blown out, and a hole
was blown in the northerly side of the working house. This
hole blew outward and toward the explosion, showing that it

pier

and four tracks, two outside and two inside of the shed. The
was not damaged, but the roof trusses on the north half
of the shed were all broken and all the doors and windows
pier

blown off. The electric wiring fell down onto the floor. The
south half of the frame was not damaged.
Old Pier 2, an open wood pile pier with two tracks, was
not damaged. New^ Pier 2 is a passenger pier, built of reinforced concrete pile construction with a slab deck and has a
double-deck reinforced concrete shed with four tracks, two
outside and two inside the shed.
The shed and pier proper
were practically undamaged. That it was under heavy stress
was evidenced by the condition of the fixtures. The heavy
steel doors were all blown off the north side, both upstairs
and down, and practically all the glass broken. On
the south side of the pier, eight of the large steel doors
downstairs were blown off, and a number damaged.
The
upstairs doors were also damaged, but not to the same extent
as on the north side.
Some of the north side doors were
blown nearly across the shed, and one or two were found
wrapped around the concrete columns in the middle row.
In the military hospital upstairs, the light wood temporary
•partitions were badly shaken up, and in falling broke some
of the steam radiators clear of the pipes, and carried down
:Some of the temporary electric wiring fastened to them. The
power plant was not damaged, although the building housing
it was shaken up.
The glass in this shed was wire glass set
in metal frames, and while it was practically all broken, a
large proportion of it remained in the sash, affording some
protection from the weather, and it did not flv out in the

Map
form of

fiine

of a Part of Halifax,

particles like the plain glass,

which caused so

many cases of blindness.
The Deepwater local freight

shed, a brick structure, situnot greatly damaged, except for

ated behind the piers, was
a short section of the roof next to the office portion, which
opened up along the ridge for a distance of 60 ft., and the
loss of the glass in the office windows and transoms over the
freight doors.

Damage

to Freight Cars

Near Richmond

was caused by reduced air pressure outside the building.
plant was not harmed, and was put under steam
on the afternoon of the seventh.
At Willow Park, where the engine teniiinal is located, the
damage was quite severe. By looking at the map, it will be
seen that Willow Park is situated directly behind Pier 6, in
front of which the explosion occurred.
It is on top of a hill
from which the land slopes down to the harbor. The doors

The power

Showing the Affected Area
and windows in the car shop, stores, planing mill, oil house
and engine house were blown out; the roof of the engine
house was badly damaged, and the greater portion of it
collapsed.
The roofs of the machine shop, boiler house and
blacksmith shop were found to be badly shaken up, and had
to be rebuilt.
These roofs were of concrete, reinforced with
expanded metal, and were of poor construction. The reinforcement was badly rusted and the concrete very lean in

May
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was
way under
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to

.>leei)ing cars heated l)y locomotives.
The office work was
carried on in the oIYkc- iiuilding of the Halifax Ocean Terminals' engineering staff,
.\fter full train service was resumed out of North Street station on December 10 less

streets,

delay

cement.

Tlie

iDiiditiun

of

the roofs

tributing factor to their giving

jiroljulily

.i

con-

shock of the

tlie

The jwwer transmission line from Willow Park
North street and Deepwater, which ran along the city
was wrecked, and the power had to be obtained from
the Nova Scotia I'ower Coni|)any"s [)]ant in the soutli end of
the city.
The Willow Park power plant was damaged, but
was repaired and put into service in two days.
The telephone train despatching line between North Street
station and Rockingham was wrecked, but was repaired,
and |)ut into service temporarily on December 9. All automatic signals between North Street station and Willow
e.\)>losion.

was encountered.

station were left standing,

next to

tile

head-house

tection of passengers.

to

The walls of the North Street
and a covered concourse was built
form a covered way for the pro-

The

station will not be rebuilt, as the
be shifted to the South End terminals next summer, plans now being under way for a pas.scnger station and the necessary facilities at that point.

pas.scnger business

will

Immediately after word was received of the explosion,
wrecking and relief trains were started from Moncton,
Truro, Stellarton, and Sydney, and all the men who could
be spared were taken along, as it was feared that the loss of
life had been heavy, and the railway would be handicapped
in handling the traffic which was bound to pour into Halifax
as soon as the extent of the damage was known.
First estimates were found to be surprisingly accurate, and all the
men taken along on the fir.-t trains were not sufficient to fill
all the gaps in the railway forces, and more men had to be
sent for, and an almost entirely new working force recniited
from the railway service outside.

The Salvage Work
After the train service was restored, the work of surveys
and repairs was at once organized. A diver was sent down
to examine all the structures below water level, and carefnl
surveys of the damage to all structures above water and on
land were made.

How

Rails

Were Bent

at

Richmond

Park Junction, a distance of 7,000 ft., were badly damaged,
and would not work; they have since been restored. Train
operation was carried out without their aid while repairs
were being made.
The new ocean terminals in the south
end of the city were practically unharmed, some slight damage being done to the windows and doors of sheds 23 and 24.
The loss to rolling stock was heavy, consisting of 122
sleeping, dining, commissary, hospital, tourist, first and
second class and baggage cars.
There were 93 box cars
wrecked, and 342 damaged. The passenger cars were immediately shopped at Moncton and Amherst, and the repairs
completed, and cars put back into service as quickly as

The forces working on these sur\-e)s were taken from the
Halifax Ocean Terminals' staff, the division engineer's staff
at Moncton, the resident engineer's at Truro, and the chief
engineer's office at Moncton.
An organization was at once made up to handle the work
of rehabilitating the railway structures, which was later
extended to include the repairs to the Naval dock vard.
This consisted of a manager of construction, an architect,
and a naval man, assisted by two contracting supcrintend-

possible.

Restoring Train Service
Although the damage to the railway property was heavy,
it
was fortunate that the two main tracks leading to the
North Street station were intact, as this gave the wrecking
cranes a chance to start work immediately.
By Saturday
noon, two heavy cranes had cleared the tracks to the North
Street station, and preparations were made to tear down the
standing portion of the train shed roof. At 6 p. m., Saturday, December 8, 1917, the first passenger train was sent
out of the North station, and full train ser%'ice was resumed
on Monday the tenth.
Meanwhile, trains were run over
the main line of the Halifax Ocean Terminals Railway, a
belt line which girdles the city to the Soutii End terminals.
-All passenger and relief trains were handled here, while the
work of clearing up the wreckage at tlie North Street station
was progressing. Train despatching was done between the
South End terminals and Rockingham yard by city telephone, and trains were re-despatclied from there on the
regular railway telephone circuit from the despatching office
at Truro.
The accommodations at the South End terminals
were rather crude, and delays were encountered, as the engines hauling trains between there and Rockingham had to

be of small size to clear the falsework of structures being
erected.

Accommodation was provided

•

for doctors

and nurses

in

Boat Blown from the Water Onto Pier
ents,

who

acted in a consulting capacity.

Under

9

this

board

there were assembled office and field engineers, draughtsmen,
auditors, purchasing agent, storekeeper, material men and

commissary men.

The office of manager of construction is held by C. B.
Brown, assistant general manager of the Canadian Government Railways, and the execution of the work is under the
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direct charge of

damage

Tlie

lows

W

.

Duff, the assistant chief engineer.
railway property is estimated as fol-

.\.

to the

:

Structures in Halifax, piers, buildings, tracks, machinery, power,
telegraph lines and signals
Structures in Dartmouth (across the harbor)
Rolling stock

Commissarv

$751,600
52,700
178,000

stores

1 7,700
70,000

Steamer
Miscellaneous

operating department, labor,
cleaning up and relief work

costs,

supplies, etc., in

relief

trains,

155,000

Total

$1,225,000

Such warehouse and dock space as was
will be duplicated in restoring

it

at

lost in

Richmond

the south end.

Work

has been underway since the explosion, and is now praccomplete so far as the lost warehouse space is concerned, two warehouses having been erected on the shore end
The remainder of the damaged structures have
of Pier A.
been pretty well restored at this time, some four months after
Tenders for the South End passenger station
the explosion.
have been taken, but the work has not been contracted for
tically

to date.

Frictionless Side Bearings

and Coal Conservation
By

A. M. Engineer

VALUE
To DETERMINE THE
way

of frictionless side bearings

Union Railroad recently made a
unique test in which no outside factor was permitted
It was decided to use the same car, the
to come into play.
same load and the same curve in all the tests and to use
in a practical

the

only gravity in starting the car.
An old car, loaded with ore, was taken from the yard. It
was equipped with a frictionless side bearing, which the
It
railroad had adopted some years ago as its standard.

E^S.
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The car was turned loose at the point .4 and after it came
D, its position was carefully determined, and as a
check, the car was dropped the second time.
Then the side
bearings were converted into plain bearings, by blocking all
the movable parts.
This was done within an hour, so that
the track and weather conditions remained unchanged. Likewise, the journal box conditions and the journal lubrication
were the same. The car was again turned loose twice from
the same starting point.
This time it came to a standstill
sooner, as shown in dotted lines, or 545 ft. from B.
With
the frictionless side bearings it had run 602 ft., hence gained
to rest at

57

ft.,

or 10.4 per cent.

Such a saving in track resi.«tance must be appreciated
by everyone and as there was no calculation necessary, other
than measuring the distances, this test can he repeated at
will.
It should be borne in mind that the car was loaded with
which means a low center of gravity.
Had it been
loaded with coal, the relieving influence of the frictionless
side bearing would have been still greater.
The curve is a
gradual one.
Had it been shorter, the above percentage
would again have been increased; and the further fact that
the distance from B to C was on the down grade instead of
on a level, affected the results again very materially in the
same direction; so that the percentage measured on the track
would be greatly enhanced by compensating for these three
items.
This was not done, as it was deemed more desirable
to have an absolute concrete result, one that could be duplicated at will, instead of a figure obtained by theoretical

ore,

deductions.

The saving of 10.4 per cent of power on the cur\-es of
course means much more tonnage per engine in a train and
a saving of coal, which ultimately would mean a conservation
of millions of tons. Besides that, it also is evident that there
must be a great saving in wheel flanges and rails and a dereduction of wheel flange pressure again.st the rail,
thus keeping the wheel from climbing the rail and causing
derailments.

cided

Prow>sed Incre.ase in Arcentine Railrd.ad Rates.

The

—

serving the Rosario district have
given notice of a further increase in freight rates of 10 per
cent, to take effect May 1, 1918.
An increase of 10 per cent
was put into effect October 1, 1915, and an increase of 22
per cent was made effective October 20, 1917. With the increase now contemplated the rates would be approximately
47.6 per cent higher than they were three years ago. Rising
cost of material and laljor is given as the reason for the
proposal.
A protest has been made by the Rosario Chamber
of Commerce, and other opposition is expected.
Current
railway receipts are showing very substantial increases as
compared with the last year. Commerce Reports.

leading

railroads

—

Fuel Oil Consumption by Railroads in 1917. The
Survey authorizes the following The immense

Geological

:

increase in railroad traffic due to the active participation of
LTnited States in the war increased correspondingly the

tiie

Track Over Which Side Bearing Test

Was Made

Gascola and run over a curved track as indiThe approach to the curve from .1
to B was straight and down grade, which permitted the car
to accumulate a fixed amount of momentum at the beginning

Was taken

to

cated in the illustration.

The portion B-C of the curve was also down
of the curve.
grade, while the remainder of the curve and the track from
there on was practically level. Points A and B were marked
and the rail from B to D was measured off and
marked every 25 ft., so as to facilitate the measuring afterwards and to eliminate any possibility of error in doing so.
carefully

quantity of petroleum and of petroleum distillates consumed
as locomotive fuel in 1917, despite their mounting cost and
growing scarcity. Statistics compiled under the supervision
of J. D. Northrop, of the United States Geological Survey,
from reports submitted by all railroad companies that operated oil-burning locomotives in the United States, show that
the quantity of fuel oil consumed bv them in 1917 was
45,707,082 barrels, a gain of 3,580,665 barrels, or 8.5 per
cent over 1916, and a larger consumption than in any other
year.
The total distance covered by oil-burning engines in
1917 was 146,997,144 miles, and the average distance
covered per barrel of fuel consumed was .i.2 miles.
Oilburning loc6motives were operated in 1917 over ,i2,4,U
miles of track in 21 states.

The Trade Acceptance
Would

Up

on Their Present Overdue Accounts?

ADKTAU.Ki)
it>elf

railway supply firm, which in turn deals with the railways
or uses these raw materials or specialties in the
manufacture of goods which he then sells.
The supply
houses, as a rule, are in a position to discount their bills, but,
of course, this by the very nature of things, cannot be invariable.
This is where the trade acceptance conies in. It
lieljis finance the transaction between the lime the goods
are sold and the time their manufacture into other goods is
comi)leted and they are .sold as a finished produt t to the next
party in line. Thus the raw material producer, to take the
first firm in the entire transaction, on selling his goods will
draw a trade acceptance on the house to which he sells. This
trade acceptance, the buyer will accept and the original ])roducer can consider the open book account closed. At the end
of 90 days the trade accejitance is paid.
In the meantime,
the pnxlucer may need funds.
He will take the trade acceptance to his bank, discount it as he would a note, and
he will find it very much to his advantage to do so should
the necessity arise.
He can usually borrow only to the extent of 50 per cent of his open book accounts.
On the trade
acce[)tance he can realize on 100 jjcr cent, and owing t(j the
favor with which the Federal Reserve Board looks on the
trade acceptance, he can also secure bis money at a lower

oisci'ssiuN of tlic use of tlie trade accept(he railway sujiply field naturally divides
into two parts; (1) its use in sales to railway

directly,

in

supply companies, and (2)

There are many

in

sales to railways.

essential differences between the financin!»

of sales to supply companies and those to railways.
The su()ply con)[)anies l)uy yoods for resale to the railways

companies or tor manufacture into sjcxxls
which are so sold. They sell on creilit and are considered on
the whole sood pa\ing customers, the discounting of hills for
cash, where such discounts are allowed, being the rule rather
than the exception.
The railway-, on the other hand, buy goods only for consumptiim. and there is no resale. They sell their only commodity transportation for spot cash, but despite the fact
that they operate what has been termed the greatest cash
business in the world, they are proverbially poor payers.
The> buy on terms such as 30 days net cash, but pay not
at the e.xpiration of .^0 days, but in 60, 90, 120, 150 days.
In fact, the situation in the railway field today is causing no
small an.\iety to the su])|)ly companies, conditions having
actually gotten considerabl\- worse since the government took
or to other supply

—

—

over control of the railroads.

The

discount.

operations of su|)ply companies seem, on the whole,

to lend

them.selves in great degree to the u.se of the trade

A

few companies are already planning
the trade acceptance into use in their dealings with
manufacturing companies.
acceptance.

to

put

fellow-

The use of the trade acceptance in the railway field is at
largely for the government, through the Railroad .\dministration, to determine. Nevertheless, something must be
done, and done at once, to secure more prompt ]3ayment of
pre.^^ent

invoices of su()i)lies sold to railways.

It is essentially

that the railways should sell for cash

and pay

for

wrong

goods on

months overdue. Perhaps, the trade acprove the remedy.
As was noted in a previous article on this subject in the
Railway Age of March 1. page 46.i. the trade acceptance is
defined by the Federal Re.«er^•e Board in regulation .\, series
of 1917, as a draft or bill of e.xchange drawn by the seller
on the purcha.ser. of goods sold, and accepted by such purchaser: and a 'uill of exchange, within the meaning of this
regulat'on. is defined as an unconditional order in writing,
addressed by one [)erson to another other than a banker,
signed ijy the person giving it requiring the person to whom
it is addressed to pay, in the United
States, at a fixed or
determinable future time, a sum certain in dollars to the
order of a specified person.
The trade acceptance is meant jiriniarily to cover sales of
goods lj\ a manufacturer to a jobber or by a joblier to a
retailer who expects to .>ell the gtxxls and realize upon them
before the 60 or 90 day maturity of the acceptance.
Its
idea, in any case, is to change the open liook account, with
its indefinite terms of payment, to a definite obligation, and
with definite maturity.
Xo hindrance, whatever, is ofTered
to the merchant who wishes to discount for cash, as it is
the rule to allow the seller to |)av in time to take his discount
or to give his trade acceptance instead.
The sale of goods to railway supply companies does not
partake absolutely of the nature of a sale to a jobber or
retailer, but there are many points of similarity.
The producer of raw materials or the specialty house sells to the
invoices that

ceptance

may

are

Supply Field

the Use of Acceptances Help the Railways

Catch

ance

in the

In the meantime, the Ijuyer will have sold the gfxxis or
have fabricated them into a finished or semi-finished product which he in turn has sold, possibly with the discount for
cash, or on a trade acceptance. The second trade acceptance,
in such a case, would, if nece.<sary, lie available to pay for
the first.
As the first acceptance comes due, our original
buyer, now a .«eller, will take this acceptance, the second in
this transaction, to his bank, discount it and funds will !«
available at the liank for payment of the first acceptance.
This, of course, is more or less of an ideal case, but it is
not impossible.
.\t any rate, it will be seen how the trade
acceptance will help carry the accounts even if conditions

may not let it earn.- them entirely.
The advantage of having, instead

of an o|X'n Ixxjk

ac-

count with its indefinite term of maturity, an obligation with
a definite term and in a securitv- which can lie re;ilized u|m)ii
at the

bank

at

any time on most favorable terms

In these times

when

prices are

.«o

high,

when

is

evident.

deliveries are

poor that big inventories of material are an abi^olute
and when con.^ervation of men, materials and mone\
is the order of the day, the advantages of the trade accejjtance
where it can be used are immeasurable. The men l)eliind
so

necessity

the trade acceptance include

many

of the country's leading

bankers and business men.

The.«e two facts make certain
the prophecies of the trade acceptance enthusiasts that it is

W

only a question of time when the acceptance idea will
in general u.se.
The railway supply industr)- can certainlv
be put down as one of tho.^e fields in which the trade acceptance, once its advantages are understood and realized,
will meet with increasing favor.

Railway Purchases
The manner

which the railways have been making jvavments on invoices from railway supply companies during the
past few months is becoming of serious moment to the railway supply field. Bills that should have been paid in .50
days are running over to 90. 120. 150 and even 180 days,
and under government control, payments instead of liecom-
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ing more prompt have been becoming slower and slower.
This condition is beginning to prove serious to many supply
companies and everybody is hoping that remedies will be
taken and taken at once to overcome a situation that is manifestly wrong and unfair.

No supplyman will read into the foregoing, it is hoped,
a supposition that the railways have been noted for their
prompt paj-rncnt of invoices in the past. Some roads have
paid their bills promptly, but others, including many of excellent tinancial standing, have actually had to be importuned to make some kind of reasonably quick payment.
There are, of course, many reasons why payments might be

—

delayed to some extent delay in receiving the goods, the
necessity of carefully checking the shipment and in reporting
'ts receipt complete and in good order, as well as the complexities of putting vouchers for payment through a large and
busy organization. But the fact that some roads have paid
in reasonably quick time shows that others should be able
It certainly is not right in the very nature
to do the same.
of things that a big railway receiving spot cash for everything it sells, and particularly a railway company with a
good balance of cash in its treasury, should make the supply
companies finance its purchases over an unreasonable length
of time.

—

among them the trade
remedies are being suggested
Is the trade acceptance a possible solution and
is its introduction in railway purchases a likely event?
The introduction of the trade acceptance into the railway
field today depends almost entirely upon the Railroad AdMr. McAdoo has not expressed himself as
ministration.
yet on the trade acceptance, but that is only because, with his
many other activities, he has not had opportunity to pass
upon its merits. It should always be borne in mind that Mr.
McAdoo is a member ex-officio of tlie Federal Reserve Board,
and that both the board and the law which created it are
decidedly favorable to the use of trade acceptances.
There are many objections to the introduction of the trade
acceptance in the railway field and much hard work will
One of these objections is
be required to overcome them.
If one company alone
the competition in the supply field.
in a particular branch of the field should begin asking for
acceptances from the railway customers, it would find that
The railways, presuming that they
uphill work.
it had
were not particularly enthusiastic over the idea, could say
that its competitors were not asking for acceptances and declare that if acceptances were necessary in doing business
with that company they might prefer to trade elsewhere.
But it should in all fairness be shown that the railways
might be converted to the idea of using acceptances and that
if a few big manufacturers or a group of manufacturers in a
similar line could work together, the idea might easily be
put over.
Another objection lies in the fact that, on the whole, the
railway supply companies are large, well-backed financially,
and do not need the advantages that go with the trade acceptance. The argument is backed by the fact that many supply
companies do not allow discounts for cash payments and
that even when discounts are allowed they are proportion-

Many

acceptance.

quite different from the hardware trade,
where discounts of 2 per cent for cash payThis is a valid arguare
a common rule.
ment in 10 days
ment^-not, however, against the use of the trade acceptance
but against taking the efforts that would be required in extending its use. Conditions of the present day, however, emphasize features that may not have been considered so imately small.

that

is

It is

to say,

portant in times past, particular reference being made to the
unusual need for available funds and to the necessity, because of uncertain deliveries, of holding unusually large
The use of
stocks of material to ensure steady production.
the trade acceptance should help immeasurably in financing
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and the fact that the trade acceptance may
be converted into cash at a favorable discount at any time
is an advantage that is not to be despised.
The introduction of the trade acceptance in the railway
field meets with another objection in that the purchases of
a railroad include a staggering total of transactions and
that to enter and keep track of trade acceptances would be
In view of the fact that acceptances
a tremendous task.
might be given for monthly accounts and that adjustments
could easily be made if necessary, this does not seem a real
obstacle. Those who are already using trade acceptances say,
in fact, that by their use they save work rather than create
more of it for their accounting forces to handle.
No stock need be taken in the plea that for the railways
to catch up on their payments from ISO to ISO days to the
60 or 90 days preferred for trade acceptances would necessiThe railways have got to catch
tate large sums of money.
up on these accounts somehow and the trade acceptance may
be just the thing that will enable them to do it. It should
be further noted that trade acceptances can be made out
60 or
for any maturity, 60, 90, 120 days, or any other term
90 days is preferred because the Federal Reserve Board will
only discount acceptances within 90 days of tlieir maturity.
It is also patent that no concern, especially one selling for
cash, buying on a 30-day term, should feel justified in taking

these inventories,

—

three, four or five times that term.

How

Trade Acceptance Might Be Used

In considering how the trade acceptance might be used
in the railway field let us take a hypothetical case in \vhich
a company sells to a railway a consignment of sizable value.
When the goods are shipped the supply company will draw
on the railway a trade acceptance with maturity of 60 or
90 days. This the railway will accept, making it payable
The seller
at its bank, and return to the seller of the goods.
as has been noted above, may hold the acceptance or he may
discount it at his bank, realizing on his sale in such case
not in 90, 120, or so days, from the date of his invoice, but
immediately. By the end of the 60 or 90 days that is by
the railway will have received the
the time of maturity
goods, will have been able to check them and pass the vouchers, so that when payment of the acceptance is made by the
railway's bank, the transaction will be entirely completed.
The large consignment of this kind would undoubtedly
It
prove the ideal one for the use of the trade acceptance.
could also be used, however, in the case of monthly accounts,
covering several sales of smaller amount.
In view of tlie foregoing, the advocates of tlie trade acceptance feel it safe to say that the trade acceptance could
be used to good advantage in railway purchases. There is
good reason to believe, they add, that the objections to its
use represent the difficulties of introduction rather than possible hindrances to its use after introduction.
The use of the trade acceptance would certainly put railway purchases on a firmer basis, substituting, as it would,
definite obligations with definite terms of maturity for open
It would help
book accounts with most indefinite terms.
the supply field by giving it a considerable amount of liquid
Liquid assets at
assets rather than the open book accounts.
this time particularly are one of the things most to be desired in business, and in the supply field they would prove
of special value to assist in the financing of large stocks of
materials which must be kept on hand to insure continued
and steady production.
What benefits the supply field will indirectly benefit its
The matter of continued production
railway purchasers.
may be taken as a leading example, for to a railway now,
deliveries of equipment, appliances or material are more to
be desired than fine gold.
There is no doubt, despite all the arguments for or against

—

—

May
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of tlic tr.iik- acceptance in railway purcliascs, tliat its
is noing to taicc time and is going to Ijc upliill
Govcrnnicnt control, in itself, adds another com|)lication. and, as lias been noted, the question today is almost
entirely up to the Railroad Administration and to Mr.

i> ili.it the government has been so .slow in paying
its transportation bills to railways,
Whatever tiie reason may be, it
is a fact that the su|jply lompanies are becoming hard
pressed
for cash by reason of having to finance railway purchases
over such unusual lengths of time.
If conditions go on, as

Mc.\diK) himself.

they are going now, for the railways to catch uj) to a reasonable basis of payment will become more and more diffi-

tlic u>i'

introduction

work.

Something must be done and done immediately, however,
to get out of the slough of despond into which the payments
of railway bills has fallen.
Some sav that one of the reasons

Report

Amounting

THEWage

Wage

to $288,000,000 to

of $306,000,000

Made By

FEATURES of the report of the Railroad
Commission to Director General McAdoo, rec-

Be Added

to Increases

Railroads

requests which have come to us for wage increases
would, if fully granted, involve an additional outlay in
wages of somewhat over $1,000,000,000 per year in excess
of the wage fund of last year, which exceeded two billions.
'I'he

increases estimated to aggregate $300,000,-

000 a year in the wages of all railway employees receiving
than $250 a month, including officers whose salaries

less

are less than that amount, were puljlished in last week's
The report it.sclf. including appendices and statisissue.

Some asked

for an increase of 100 per cent in their pay,
and from this they graduated downward to 10 per cent.
None were satisfied with their present wages.
If w^e assume that this total sum should be given, the
problem would at once arise as to its distribution.
Quite

makes a book of 150 pages comprising a comprehensive statement of the railway wage situation and deexplanations of the application of the scale of increases to various classes of employment.
An abstract of
the main report, as signed by the commissioners, Franklin
K. Lane, C. C. McChord, J. Harry Covington and William
R. Willcox, is as follows:
tical tables,

tailed

evidently the need or the desert of each class of labor is not
measured by its demands. The bolder should not be
given all they ask merely for their iwldness, while the more
modest are insufficiently rewarded for tlie service they render because of their modesty.
Some had evidently thought
out their claims with particular respect to their power to
compel concessions, while others based their demands upon
the exceptional character of the .services given, the long experience, and the training or character required.
Still others found this a proper time to put forward claims which
they felt were but a slender part of what justice would
award were the whole scheme of wage making to be taken
up afresh under a new order of things.
To reclassify the many hundreds of employments in which
the 2,000,000 railroad workers engage would tie a task calling for more time, skill, insight, and knowledge than we
to be

To make an investigation of the wages and hours of the
more than 2,000,000 railroad workers now in the employ of
government has been a matter of engrossing interest.
ask of a man, ''What wages should you in justice receive?" is to ask perhaps the profoundest of all human
questions.
He must go into the whole involved problem of
his relationship with his fellows, and to answer the question
aright he must in the end come to a judgment which will
be nothing less than a determination of what policy or plan
of wage adjustment will make for the permanent well-being
this

To

of the state.

We have searched for no such ultimate answer, if there
can be one. But our investigation sought to reveal the insistent problems that confronted these workers, and such
recommendations as we make are the practical answers to
an immediate and direct question: What does fair dealing
at this time require shall be done for these people who are
rendering an essential serv'ice to the nation in the practical
conduct of this industr)'? The existing state of war prohiljits anything approximating a determination of ideal conditions.
The exceptional call that has been made upon the
railroads, and upon practically all other forms of industry
in the countr)-, since the United States entered the war over
a year ago, has created an abnormal demand for labor.

possess.

At the

was seen

that there were grave
wages paid.
But who should
say what relationship each class of employees should bear
inequalities

outset,

it

in the rates of

to the other?

In the world of economics this situation has been met by
and demand, w-hich is in
now varied, affected, and modified by those limitaticns
arising out of the artificial, but necessary and historic,
methods of collective bargaining.
the simple application of supply

turn

Lower Grades Deserve Greater
These

of the w-ar, the prices of the necessities of life
The railroads,
to unheard of levels.
with the pressure upon them for greatly increased transpor.^s a result

have been mounting

have been confronted with the problem of
asking increased exertion on the part of labor at a time of
extreme competitive labor demand and at a time when the
purchasing power of the pay is shockingly small. The commission has consequently considered the railroad wage problem with the idea that the government must courageously
direct its attention toward the maintenance of rates of wages
for the railroad employees which are still adequate for those
who. as they patriotically labor, recognize that the war has
brought to us all the necessitv for sacrifice.

Commission

Requests for $1,000,000,000 a Year

S.\L1F.NT

ommending

doubt, however, the Railroad Administration will
remedy present conditions.

shortly be able to

of the Railroad

Increases

No

cult.

tation facilities,

have

Increase

employments. In the growth
of the railroads there has consequently been evolved no other
plan for such classification, and no scientific relationship
between the wages paid. The proposal that a new classification should be attempted is one which, to say the least,
may not be accepted now. Nevertheless, there stands out
one dominating fact, recognized by railroad workers as well
as by railroad officials
a conclusion compelled by that
large sense of equity which governs where logical processes
fails
that the lower grades of railroad employment, those
in which the supply of labor has been less restricted, and
where organization has been difBcult, if not impossible,
forces

classified

—

—

•

deser^•e wage increases out of nronfirtiim to the
those in superior grade?

iin

n

I'^rs

for
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Should there be any increase in wages to these men in
The railroads themselves have for the
the railroad service?
past two years been answering this question by yielding,
some with a wise prevision, and others too slowly for their
own good, to the requests of their employees. It took neither

newspapers of the country, by interviews with those of the
working class, and the inspection of their simple books of
Roughly, it may be said that the man who reaccounts.
ceived $85 a month on January 1, 1916, now needs 40 per

tables nor charts nor briefs to make evident that, if the
roads were to hold those men they had, concession must be
made to the im|ierious demand of rising prices for the staples

Below that wage a larger percentage must
he had then.
be allowed, because the opportunity for substitution and
other methods of thrift decline almost to a vanishing point;
while above that wage a growing proportion of the increase
will go to those things essential to cultured life, but nonessen-

of living.

$350,000,000

Increase in

Two

Years

Furthermore, an unprecedented call had come for men of
certain trades in connection with the new industries that
had been created by the war in Europe. To meet this competition the roads had advanced wages by slow steps at first,
and later more rapidly. It is hardly realized that the roads
themselves have in two years, 1916 and 1917, increased
wages approximately $350,000,000 per year, if applied to
the present number of their employees.
But these advances were not in any way uniform, either
The
as to employments or as to amounts or as to roads.
situation had been dealt with as pressure made necessary,
and naturallv those who, by organization or through force

Things
of competition, could exert most pressure fared best.
came to a head just before the government took over the
Another three months of private management and
railroads.
concessions in
we would have seen much more
w-ages, or there would have followed an unfortunate series
The government, therefore, has now
of labor disturbances.
course.
to meet what would have come about in the natural
extensive

Government's Distinctive Position
The government now enjoys

this position of distinction
not yielding to threats; it is not compelled to a coarse
bv fear of any unpatriotic outburst; it is not making conThere has been no hint that such
cessions to avoid disaster.
a policy would be pursued by those who have it within their
it

is

Bv what amount have the railroad workers been
power.
disadvantaged by reason of the war and how may that disadvantage be overcome with the largest degree of equity,
assuming that, in common with all who do not wish to exploit the opportunities which the war affords, these workers
can not have and will not expect a full meeting of the entire

burden?

course of first suggestion is to allow a uniform inThis
crease of so many dollars per month to each worker.
It has the advantage
is the policy England has pursued.
of simplicity; but to our minds it fails primarily in drawing the distinction between those whose need is greatest and

The

who have largest leeway for sacrifice. To make a
uniform wage increase of, say, $20 per month, would increase the railroad budget by nearly $500,000,000 a year.
It would be a boon to many whose wages are low, but in its
uniformity it would fail to adapt itself to the varying needs
tliose

of

tho.'ie

\\"e

whom

it

have had

is

a

intended to serve.

most exhaustive study made of the cost

of living today as contrasted with the cost of living in the
1915, when by the reaction of the European
war the .-Kmerican people first felt keenly the increase in

latter part of

And to
the burdens of life and the need for higher wages.
our minds it conclusively establi.shes two things, (1) that
the cost of living has increased di.'^proportionately among
those of small incomes, and (2) that there is a point up to
which it is essential that the full increased cost shall be allowed as a wage increase, w-hile from this point on the increase may be gradually diminished.
This study of the cost of living was not made from paper
statistics exclusively, by the gathering of prices and comIt was in no inconsiderable
parisons of theoretical budgets.
I)art an actual study from life, one of the most interesting
and valuable groups of figures having been gathered by the

cent additional to his

tial to

wage

to give

him

the

same

living that

actual living.

Increase to Meet Living Cost
In fairness, therefore, a sufficient increase should be given
to maintain that standard of living which had obtained in
the prewar period, when confessedly prices and wages were
both low.
And upon those who can best afford to sacrifice
should be cast the greater burden.
Another argument that is compelling as against the unifonn increase in existing wages is the unalterable fact that
to give an equal amount, now, to all, would be giving to
some a double increase, that which they had received from
the railroads during the last tw-o years, and that which the
For not all of the railroads
government might award.

made
in

the

same classes, and no two made awards
same percentages, even within the same groups ot

increases to the

employments.

Average Railroad Wages
has been a somewhat popular impression that railroad
But
emplovees were among the most highh- paid workers.
figures gathered from the railroads disposed of this belief.
Fifty-one per cent of all employees during December, 1917,
received $75 per month or less; and 80 per cent received $100
Even among the locomotive engineers,
per month or less.
commonly spoken of as highly paid, a preponderating number
receive less than $170 per month, and this compensation they
have attained by the most compact and complete organization, handled with a full appreciation of all strategic values.
Between the grades receiving from $150 to $250 per month,
there is included less than 3 per cent of all the employees
(excluding officials) and these aggregate less than 60,000
It

men out of a grand total of 2,000,000.
The greatest number of employees on

all

the roads

fall

$60 and $65 per month,
181.693, while within the range of the next $10 in monthly
salary there is a total of 312,761 persons.
In December,
1917, there were 111,477 clerks receiving annual pay of
$900 or less. In 1917 the average pay of this class was
but $56.77 per month.
There were 270,855 section men
w^hose average pay as a class was $50.31 per month; 121,000
other unskilled laborers, whose average pay was $58.25 per
month; 130,075 station service employees, whose average
pay was $58.57 per month; 75,325 road freight brakemen
and flagmen, whose average pay was $100.17 per month;
and 16,465 road passenger brakemen and flagmen, whose
average pay was $91.10 per month.
These, it is to be noted, are not prewar figures; they represent conditions after a year of war and two years of rising
prices.
And each dollar now represents in its power to
purchase a ])lace in w-hich to live, food to eat, and clothing
to wear, Ijut 71 cents as against the 100 cents of January
That there has been such steadfast loyalty to the
1, 1916.
railroads, and so slight a disposition to use the lever of their
necessity and their opportunity to compel, by ruthless action, an increase of wages, is not without significance and
into the class

receiving between

should not be passed without public
With the various conditions which
in mind, the commission has reached
fairest method of dealing with the
creases is to award increases on the

recognition.

have been detailed

all

the conclusion that the

problem of wage
following scale:
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nionlltly
rate of pay of
men rcceinns in
Jccembcr. 1915. the

Kquiva-

Tti llic

To

the inonllily
rair o( pay ul
nu'M rrccn,in|!
'cccinlicr, \i\-\ the

m

I

ainmuiH

1

laniri)

in llio coUivin

I'lHlcr $46.00
lo
47.00
lo
48.00
lo
49.00
lo
50.00
lo
51.00
52.00
lo
S.'.OI lo
53 00
5.1.U1 to
54 00
54.01 10
55.00
56.00
5S.0I to
5501 to 57.00
58.00
57.01 to
58.01 to
59.00
5«.01 to
60.00
bO.Ol lo 61.00
6101 lo 62.00
lo
6J.0I
63 00
64.00
6J.01 to
64. ni lo
65.00
'i6.00
65,01 to
66.01 to 67.00
67.01 to
68.00
69.00
68.01 to
69.01 to
70.00
70.01 to
71.00
71.01 10
72.0(1
72.01 to
73.00
73.01 to
74.00
74.01 lo
75.00
75.01 to
76.00
76.01 to 77.00
77.01 to
78.00
78.01 lo
79.00
79.01 10
£0.00
80.01 to
81.00
81.01 to
82.00
82.01 to 83 00
83 01 to 84.00
84.01 to 85.00

$-16.(11

47.01
48.01
49.01
50.01
51.01

85.01
86.01
87.01
88.01
89.01
OO.Ol
91.01
02.01
9.r01
«4 01
'>5 o:
96.01
97.01
98.01
99.01
100.01
101.01
102.01
103.01
104 01
105 01
106.01
107.01
108.(11

109.01
1 10 01
111.01
112.01
113.01
114.01
115.01
116.01
117 01
118.01
119.01
120.01
121.01
122.01
123.01
124.01
125.01
126.01
127.01
128.01
129.01
130.01
131.01
132.01
133.01
134.01
135.01

13601
137.01
138.01
130.01
140.01
141.01
142.01
143.01
14J.ni
145.01
146.01

14701
148 01
149.01
150.01
151.01

to
to
to
lo
lo
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
lo
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
lo
to
lo
to
to
lo
lo
to
to
to
to
to
to
lo
to
lo
to
to
to
tc
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
lo
to
to
to
to
to
lo
to
lo
to
lo
to
to
to
to

86.00
87.00
88.00
89.00
90.00
91.00
92.00
93.00
94.00
95.00
96.00
97.00
O8.00
99.ro
100.00
101.00
102.00
103.00
104.00
1O^.O0
106.0(1

107 00
108 00
109 OC
IIO.OO
111.00
112.00
li3.no
114.00
115.00
116.00
1 7.00
118.00
119.00
120.00
121.00
122.00
123.00
124.00
125 00
126.00
127.00
1 28.00
129.00
1

1.10

00

131.00
132.00
133.00
134.00
135.00
136.00
•.37.00

138 00
139.00
140.00
141.00
142.00
143.00
141.00
145.00
146.00
147.00
148.00
149 00
150.00
151.00
152.00

A.ld the
'cr ctnt

lamril

KiiuivaIrni lo

Making

amuiinl

new rate
per month

namrd

a> >lin«n

IM Ihi*

in ihi<

oluinn

column

m

lhi>

column

$20.00
4i!66
43.00
43.00
43,00
42.35
41.73
41. UO
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41,00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
41.00
40.87
40.44
40.00
40.00
40.00
40.00
39.36
38.74
38.

1

37.53
36.95
.16.38

35.82
35.27
34.74
34.22
33.70
33.20
32.71
32.23
31.75

31.20
30.84
30.39
29.96
29.53
29.11
28.70
28.29
27.89
27.50
27.12
25.74
26.38

2601
25.66
25.31
24.96
24.62
24.29
23.95
23.64
33.32
23 01
22.70
22.40
22.11
21.81
21.53
21.24
20.96
20.69
20.42
20.15
19.89
19.63
19.38
19.13
18.88
18.64
18.39
18.16
17.92
17.69
17.47
17 24
17

02

16 80
16.S9
16.38
16.17
15.96
l.v76

20.21
20.64
21.07
21.50
21.60
21.70
21.73
22.14
22.55
22.96
23.27
23.78
24.19
24.60
25.01
25.42
25.83
26.24
26.65
27.06
27.47
27.88
28.29
28.70
29.11
29.52
29.93
.10.34

30.75
31.15
31.57
31.98
32.39
32.70
32.75
32.80
33.20
33.60
34.00
33.85
33.70
33.55
33.40
33.25
33.10
32.95
32.80
32.65
32.50
32.35
32.20
32.05
31.90
31.75
31.60
31.45
31.30
31.15
31.00
30.85
30.70
30.55
30.40
30.25
30.10
29.95
29.80
29.65
29.50
29.35
29.20
29.05
28.90
28.75
28.60
28.45
28.30
28.15
28.00
27.85
27.70
27.55
27.40
27.25
27.10
26 95
26.80
26.55
26 .50
25.35
26.20
26.05
25.90
25 75
25.60
25.45
25.30
25.15
"S.O'l

24.85
24.70
24.55
24.40
24.25
24.10
23.95

jwil'i
68.64
70.07
71.50
72.60
73.70
74.73
76.14
77.55
78.96
80.37
81.78
83.19
84.60
86.01
87.42
88.83
90.24
91.65
93.06
94.47
95.88
97.29
98.70
100.11
101.52
102.93
104.34
105.75
107.16
108.57
109.98
111.39
112.70
113.75
114.80
116.20
117.60
119.00
119.85
120.70
121.55
122.40

123.25
124.10
124.95
125.80
126.55
127.50
128.35
129.20
130.05
130.90
131.75
132.60
133.45
134..10

135.15
1.16.00

136.85
137.70
138.55
139.40
140.25
141.10
141.95
142.80
143.65
144.50
145.35
145.20
147.05
147.90
148.75
149.50
150.45
151.30
152.15
153.00
153.85
154.70
155.55
156.40
157.25
158.10
158.95
159.80
160.65
161.50
162.35
16.1.20

154.05
154.90
155.75
156.60
167.45
168.30
169.15
170 00
170.85
171.70
172.55
173.40
174.25
175.10
175.95

amounl> name.l
in thi> column
152.01
153.01
154.01
155.01
155.01
157.01
158.01
159.01
160.01
161.01
162.01
163.01
164.0!
165.01
165.01
167.01
168.01
159.01
170.01
171.01
172.01
173.01
174.0!
175.01

lo
lo
to
to
lo
lo
lo
to
lo
to
to

to
lo
to
to
to
lo
to

to
to
lo
to

to
to
17601 lo
177.01 to
178.01 to
179.01 lo
180,01 to
181.01 to
1820! lo
183.0' to
184.01 to
185 01 to
18601 to
187.01 to
188.01 lo

189.01
190.01
191.01
192.01
193.01
194.01
195.01
196.01
197.01
198.01
199.01
200.01
201.01

202 01
203 01
204.0!
205.01
206.01
207.01
2(!8.01

209.01

2ir01

lo
to
to
to
to
lo
to
to
to

to
to
to
to
to
10
to
to
lo
lo
to
to
to
10
lo
:o
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
lo

211.01
212.01
213.01
214.01
215.01
216.01
217.01
21?.01
219.01
220.01
221.01
222.01
223.01 ic

224 01 lo
225.01
225.01
227.01
228.01

22901

u.
to
to
to
to

230.01
231.01
232.01
233.01
234.01
235.01
236.01
237.01
238,01

to
to
to
to
lo
to
to
to
lo
23901 to
240.01 to
241.01 to
242.0! lo
243.01 to

244.01
245.01
246.01
247.01
248.01
249.01

153.00
154.00
153,00
So, Oil

I

157.00
158.00
159.00
K.O.OO
151.00
152.00
163.00
164.00
165.00
166.00
167.00

16SO0
169.00
170,00
171.00
172.00
173.00
174.00
175.00
176.00
177.00
178,00
179.00
180,00
181.00
l.'*2.00

183.00
184.00
185.00
185.00
If7.00
188.00
189.00
190.00
191.00
192.00
193.00
194.00
195.00
196.00
197.00
198.00
199.00
200.00
201.00
202.00
203,00
204 00
205 00
206.00
207.00

208.00
209 00
210.00
211 00
212.00
213.00
214.00
215.00
216 00
217.00
218 00
219.00
220.00
221.00
222.00
223.00
224.00
225.00
226.00
227.00
228.00
229.00

23000
231.00
232.00
233.00
234.00
235 00
236.00
237 00
238.00
230.00
240.00
241

00

24;.O0
243 On
244 on

to 245.110
to 24600
to 247.00
lo '48 00
to 249 00
to 250.00

Column

1

3

nrrivinp a! the "nn
for the "old rates'
rales" listed ir. col

lent lo

amount

named
n Ihli

in Ihta

•lumn

column

15.56
15.36
15.16
14.97
14.78
14.59
14.40
14.22
14.04
13.86
13.68
13.51
13.33
13.16
13.00
12.83
12.68
12.50
12.34
12.18
12.02
11.87
11.71
11.56
11.41
11,26
11.12
10.97
10.83
10.69
10.55
10.41
10.27
10.14
10.00
9.87
9.74
9.61
9.48
9.35
9.22
9.10
8.97
8.85
8.73
8.61

8.49
8.375
8.26
8.14
8.03
7.92

7.58
7.48
7.37
7.26
7.16
7.05
6.95
6.85
6.74
6.64
6.54
6.445
6.35
6.25
6.15
6.06
5.96
5.87
5.78
5.69
5.595
5. .50

5.415
5.33
5.24
5.15
5.065
4.98
4.89
4.81

23.80
23.6S
23.50
23.35
23.20
23.05
22.90
22.75
22.60
22.45
22.30
22.15
22.00
21.85
21.70
21.55
21.40
21.25
21.10
20.95
20.80
20.65
20.50
20.35
20.20
20.05
19.90
19.75
19.60
19.45
19.30
19.15
19.00
18.85
18.70
18.55
18.40
18.25
18.10
17.95
17.80
17.65
17.50
17.35
17.20
17.05
16.90
16.75
15.60
16.45
16.30
15.15
16.00
15.85
15.70
15.55
15.40
15.25
15.10
14.95
14.80
14.65
14.50
14.35
14.20
14.05
13.90
13.75
13.60
13.45
13.30
13.15
13.00
12.85

12.70
12.55
12.40
12.25
12.10
11.95
11.80
11.65
11.50
11.35
11.20
11.05
10.90
10.00
9.00
8.00

in thit

176.80
177.65
178.50
179.35
180.20
IKI.05
181.90
182.75
183. 60

184.45
185.30
186.15
187.00
187.85
188.70
189.55
190.40
191.25
192.10
192.!/S

193.80
194.65
195.50
196.35
197.20
198.05
198.90
199.75
100.00
201.45
202.30
203.15
204.00
204.85
205.70
206.55
207.40
208.25
209.10
209.95
210.80
211.65
212.50
213.35
214.20
215.05
215.90
216.75
217.60
218.45
219.30
220.15
221.00
221.85
222.70
223.55
224.40
225.25
226.10
226.95
227.80
228.65
229.50
230.35
231.20
232.05
232.90
233.75
234.60
235.45
235.30
237.15
238.00
238.85
239.70
240.55
241.40
242.25
243.10
243.95
244.80
245.65
246..50

247.35
248.20
249.05
249.90
2.50.00

250.00
250.00

700

2.50.00

6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00

250.00
2S0.0O
250.00
250.00

.00

2.S0.00

250.00
250.00

the above table are explanatory of the method of
included in column 4. The roads will substitute
I ales"
of December, 1915, scheduled in Column 1, the "new
in

In applying the increases prescribed in the preceding
wages of men paid on a monthly basis, the
roads will substitute for each group of monthly wages of

tables to the
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1915, as listed in
4,

on the same

The

Column

1,

the

amount named

column

inclusion of the percentages contained in column 2
arriving at the amounts

merely to explain the method of
contained in column 3, which added
for each group named in column 1
per month" shown in column 4, on
Application of these new wages
is

in

line.

of the railroads, as nearly as
wage increases granted will
vear The magnitude of this

may

to the

maximum amount

produces the "new rate
the

same

line.

to the present pay rolls
be, indicates that the net

approximate $300,000,000 a

amount is not staggering when
considthe whole expenditure for wages on the railroads is
And whatever its efiect upon the mind may be, we
ered.
regard such an expenditure as necessary for the immediate
fostered by
alfaying of a feeling that can not be wisely
justice
national inaction, and as not one dollar more than
at this time requires.

Application of the Scale
of wages
These increases are to be applied to the rates
They do not represent a
in effect on December 31, 1915.

Because our figures as to the mnet increase at this time.
gathered with reference to
crea'^e of living costs have been
April, 1918, the wage
the two-year period January, 1916, to
same dates. The
increases are reckoned with respect to the
that he did
telegrapher who holds the same position today
received $75
of December, 1915, and who then
thela-st

section hand
much, making his net advance $20.75. The
per
who on December 31, 1915, received a wage of $50
per month, less
month will receive an increase of $21.50
man may have been
whatever his monthly wage as section
advanced in the intervening two years.

wage runs with the
In the application of the scale the
employee has been proIf in the past two vears an
rate of increase
moted his new wage is based upon the
the new place.
applicable to the new schedule governing
increases
Reductions in hours are not to be regarded as

place

This rule is made necessary, first, by its justice,
reduced to
not to be contemplated that hours are
impracticability of
decrease earnings; and, second, by the
in
decrease
the
cases
In some
applying anv other rule.
total wages paid, by
dailv hours did effect an increase in
where the railroads
reason of overtime, but in other cases,
nine-hour day, there
adjusted themselves to an eight or a
To differwas no increase in the monthly compensation.
interminable task.
entiate between these cases would be an
we assume the good faith of all reductions
in

for

pav

it' is

m

Moreover,
hours as being what they pretend to be.
of
There are some few cases where the roads, by reason

abnormal conditions, largely

local,

and arising out of the

granted wage
extreme competition in certain trades, have
altogether cover,
increases which will well-nigh cover, if not
As to those who have received
the increases here made.
course than that the scale
<;uch increases, we advise no other
principle and
be adhered to, for it has its foundation in
competitive connot in the compelling force of any unusual
In no event, however, should there be any reducditions.
tion in

wages from those now obtaining.

increase
In the application of the scale, that percentage of
to the normal time wages
is to be applied which is awarded
servpaid to the individual in each position in the railroad
There are, however, employees
ice on December 31, 1915.

wages
of certain classes, and upon a number of roads, whose
also numare paid upon a piecework basis, and there are
whose hours
bers of employees on practically all the roads
•

wage increases, in harmony with the scale,
has been devised for application to piecework wages and
wages for recognized overtime.
We have found much difficulty in adapting the plan to
the elaborate and intricate schedules of the trainmen, from
which there is apparently no desire on the part of the railThis, however,
road operators or the trainmen to depart.
we have succeeded in doing in such manner as to translate
the increases into mileage rates, thus maintaining the existing schedules relating to the method of pay.
Accepting the
average monthly earnings of employees in the train and engine service for the fiscal year ended 1915 as accurately
reflecting the rates paid to those classes we have adopted,
as the percentage of increase to be applied to the mileage
rates obtaining for the several classes of trainmen, that percentage of increase which is awarded to employees generally
whose earnings are equal to the average earnings of each of
the several classes of trainmen.
Thus, in the case of road
passenger engineers, their average earnings in 1915 were
The individual employee in any other branch of
$178.46.
the railroad service whose monthly wage is $178.46 will receive a wage increase of 1 1 J4 P^ r cent, and the road paspractical plan for

senger engineers as a class will receive an increase of 11 '4
per cent in their existing mileage rates.
And the same
method obtains for each of the classes of trainmen paid on
the mileage basis.

The Question

day

since, will receive aii
a month and has received no increase
If he has received
additional wage of $30.75 per month.
month, the recan increase in these two years of $10 per
that
ommended increase of his wage will be cut down by

run beyond the straight hours of service
A
established for a dav's work of the kind they perform.

of service at

t'imes
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of a Shorter

Work Day

Slowly and steadily, by force of law somewhat, but also
by the voluntary act of the employers, a shorter workday is
being put into effect. This tendency will continue, and the
shorter day will come to be regarded, not as a means of
minimizing the returns which the worker gains, but as a
conserver of the human material upon which industry rests.
This matter of work time must be submitted to the pragmatic test.
Society will come to see that there is a maxi-

mum

which

beyond the plimsoll mark of wisdom, and a
makes society in many ways the sufferer.
of moderation, the medial line, is one that must
be proved by experience. The wise employer will look with
sympathetic eye to find it, and the wise employee will attempt in good faith to make it manifest.
It would be a

minimum
The line

is

that

splendid achievement if we could at this time crystallize
experience of the world into a conclusion concerning
the length of the workday that would be of universal application.
But this is not possible now for many reasons,
not the least of which is an insufficiency of data touching
so many and such diverse employments.
This, moreover, is not the time, in the judgment of the
commission, to make experiments which might lessen the
output of that commodity which railroad men produce tons
of freight hauled and numbers of passengers carried.
The
one thing now imperative is volume of and speed in railroad

the

—

output.

Hours

of

Labor Cannot Be Shortened

The

railroad employees have asked for the shorter day,
saying frankly that they did not wish an increased rate for
overtime save as a means of compelling the observance of
shorter hours

—a

penalizing of the employers for too long

At this time, however, when urgent and serious
necessity compels sacrifice from all, to penalize the government for working its men as long as they have been in the
habit of working under their private employers, the railroad companies, is to take advantage of the two-fold embarrassment of the government its need for the work and
The commission does
its inability to call in outside men.
not believe that the railroad employees really want thus to
a

work day.

—

hamper

the transportation

hour of need.
While the commission

is

facilities

of the country in

its

strongly disposed to a .standard

May

17.

clay, in
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1918

so far as the nature of the service will purinil

it,

its

judgment consequently is that the existing hours of
service in effect on the railroads should be maintained for
lirni

ihe jH-riixl of the war.

But with

we

this

earnestly urge that a most exhaustive

made

of this matter of hours of service, not with
.1
view to the adoption of some arbitrary iind universal policy which shall have no regard to the kind of work done, or

-ludy

1)C

upon

to the effect

the railroad service, but with tlie?e very

considerations in mind.
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1, 1918,
dismissed from the service, but shall not be paid to those
servtiic
remaining
in
who have left it voluntarily, because
ice was the consideration of tiie promise to make tiie inMen wlio have
creases effective from the date mentioned.
left the railroads to enter the army or navy shall be entitled
to the pro rata increases accruing on their wages up to the
time they left, as they have continued in the sen'ice of the
Nation.
The same rule siiall apjily to tliose wiio have passed
from one branch of the railroad service or from one road to

those wiio have been for any reason since January

another.

Overtime Pay
Closely allied to the matter of hours of service is
pay for overtime. In fact, the whole theory of those
who speak for labor is that e.\tra pay for overtime is the

Employment

that of

e.xtra

way

standard day of rea'^onable hours
In that theory there may or may
not L)C force; but quite apart from such view, certain it is
that in hamiony with the broader idea that fair hours of
rest and rcvreation are the laborer's right, the use of those
hours in industrj- may well be obtained only at a w-age much
above the normal. With overtime as with hours of service,
however, the commission believes that the e.xisting rules and
conditions of payment should not be disturbed during the
period of the war.
But at the time when the study of the
matter of hours of service is made, that study must sympathetically cover also the broad and kindred field of compensation for the overtime which is necessary in certain
logical
witli

to force the

no work

thereafter.

classes of service.

time when men are
being sp>eeded up in the colleges by being given special
scientific
subjects necessary
courses in chemistry and other
for war work, the rules of inhibition touching the term of
apprentices must be liberalized so that those who are competent shall the more quickly be enabled to place their full
It is the view of the commisskill at the Nation's service.
sion that the full measure of the increases herein suggested
shall go only to those above 21 years of age, and that those
from 18 to 21 shall have three-fourths of such increases, and
This rule, howthose under 18 one-half of such increases.
ever, might well be modified to this extent, that if apprentics are graduated into the full status of journeymen before
they have reached 21 years they shall have the full pay of
this

new

at

a

status.

Floating Equipment Employees
This award shall be construed

apply to employees of
lighters, barges and
any other floating equipment operated as terminal or transfer facilities, but shall not be construed as applying to railroad employees on, or in connection with the operation of,
cargo and passenger carrying equipment on lakes or rivers,
or in coastwise or ocean traffic.
railroads

operating

ferries,

to

tugboats,

Wage Adjustment by

Other Boards

The award

of the commission shall not be applicable to
those employees whose compensation is the result of adjustments by or through any agency established for the purpose

by the Navy Department, the War Department, the Department of Commerce, the United States Shipping Board, or
any other government agency created since the entry of the
United States into the war.
Effective as of January

The wage

1

provided for in the scale shall be
effective as of January 1, 1918, and are to be paid to all
who were then in the railroad service or who have come into
such service since and remained therein, according to the time
ser\-ed.
The proper ratable amount shall also be paid to
increases

women

of

Women

one of the important ,yii !lems confronting those in charge of the actual operation of the
railroads.
Up to the time of the abnormal demand for labor
created by the Europjcan war, women were not extensively
employed by tlie railroads except as stenographers and clerks
in the offices, and as charwomen, car washers, and cleaners,
and other employments of like character. Since tiie war they
have entered the shops, have engaged in handling freight and
baggage, and have even been employed upon the tracks.
Much of this work requires a physical effort beyond the
strength of women, and some of it is carried on under condiof

is

menacing

to health, safety and morals.
labor in our shops and elsewhere must be diluted as
the war takes to itself an increasing number of men. Women
must, to some degree, take these places.
They should be
cared for.
Their burden should not be such as to hazard

tions

The

health.
Their hours should be reasonably short. Their
working conditions should be healthful and fitted to their
And their pay, when they do the full work of men,
should be the same as tliat of men.
tlieir

Apprentices
Organized labor realizes that

The employment

needs.

Discrimination Against Employees

The

investigation of the commission disclosed many inequalities of pay in the same branch of service, not only as

between different sections of the countr}- but in the same section.
The attention of the railroad managers should be
directed to these inequalities, with a view to removing them
whenever the discrimination is not justified by differences in
the efficiency of the labor, the cost of living, or other conditions legitimately affecting the rate of wages.
In every case

where the same service is rendered there should be the same
pay without regard to sex or race.
^Members of organizations and non-members must stand
upon the same footing. In some branches of the service, and
this is peculiarly true of those least paid, there are no organizations, or,

and

if

any, they are limited in their raembe;ship
But, whether organized or

restricted in their locality.

unorganized, the purpose must be duly to consider every
branch of tlie service and to accord fair treatment to all.

Salaries of Officers

In carr)'iDg out the direction to "make a general investigation of the compensation of persons in the railroad »er\-ice," the investigation obviously included a consideration of

the compensation of those persons

The commission,

who

are classed as of-

an individual "questionnaire" which all officials were required to answer, and
also by a report obtained from each railroad, secured the
names of all persons receiving a compensation of $5,000 and
upward, together with a full statement of the services performed by each of them.
The total compensation for the year ending December 31,
1917, paid to such officials is approximately $30,000,000.
The individual salaries varied from $5,000 to $100,000. It
is reasonably certain from the facts gathered by the comficials.

therefore, by

mission that a substantial readjustment of such salaries may
be made and the efficient operation of the railroads promoted
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Such readjustment of salaries, however, presents an
Some
individual proposition as applicable to each official.
salaries may well be abolished altogether, others greatly reincrease
an
duced, wliile in some cases of lesser paid officials
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thereby.

would be warranted.
'I'he commission recommends that during the period
government conduct of the railroads no salaries paid to

of-

who

salaries of the higher officials

and those of

their subordinates

with a view to readjustments in the interest of the highest
efficiency of the service.

There should be constituted a tribunal or tribunals to continue the study of railroad labor problems composed, in part
at least, of men experienced in this kind of work, for as to
Many complaints
these problems there can be no finality.
have been made to us by individuals and groups of men
which it was impossible for us to investigate, and which
should be investigated and redress afforded if the complaints
are well founded. Among these are differences of pay where
there are no, or only negligible, differences in the services
rendered. Conditions of employment are described which, if

A commisthe descriptions be true, demand amelioration.
sion for each of the general divisions of the railroad system
fully occupied for a long time in dealIn the meantime the managers or
operating the several roads could do much to
improve the situation by dealing with the conditions on their

would undoubtedly be

ing with such matters.

other officials

respective roads.

Importance of Railroads
would be impossible to magnify the importance of the
American system of railroads in the conduct of the war.
That England should want for bread because American railroad equipment was unwisely distributed or unnecessarily
immobile is a thing not to be explained to the Englishman,
who regards our system of railroads and our method of railroading as the model for the world, excelling either public
It

or private systems elsewhere.
For our needs and for our pride this standard of superiority must be maintained, and to this end no other one thing

conduce as wisdom and justness in dealing
with the actual workers on the roads. What has been here
done is perhaps all that can be done now. The spirit which
prompted the commission should not be permitted to languish
or to flatten out into expansive inefficiency. The labor problem is never one exclusively of wages or hours. When it
does become no more then the human element has gone out
will so greatly

of the

management;

spirit to

make

good.

it

has become too remote

The

table of

wage

we urge should be construed in the largest
liberality, so as to draw forth from the men a recog-

—

of that

wages for good

We

appreciation of the services rendered to the commission bv
Frederick W. Lehmann, as counsel; by William A. Ryan,
as secretar)'; by Edward J. Barcalo, Riley L. Redpath, and

Lathrop Brown, as the board of examiners; and by William
A. Hathaway, J. C. Bowen, Charles P. Neill, Fred A. Burgess, A. O. Wharton, and C. W. Hillman, as special statisticians.

Appendix
Appendix 1 is a report of Special Statistician W. A. Hathaway of studies of the methods adopted by the British and
French governments to adjust the wages of railroad employees to meet the war emergencies.

investigation

was divided

two

into

Changes, and Family Budgets.

Tanuarv 1, 1916, to January 1, 1918, were ascertained to be:
Food ^2 per cent, rent 10 per cent, clothing 44 per cent, fuel
and light .31 per cent, sundries 35 per cent. Weighing these
increases according to the proportion of expenditure for each
item for different sized incomes, the following percentages of

increase in the cost of living were obtained
40 per cent
38 per cent
37 per cent

incomes up to $600
Families with incomes from $600 to $1,000
Families with incomes from $1,000 to $2,000
Fani'lies with

These figures were

later revised

a supplementary re-

in

port on April 25, based on later price changes to 43 per cent,
It is stated that
41 per cent and 40 per cent, respectively.

show how much more it would have cost to
1918 than on January 1, 1916, provided the standards of living remained the same, but because of the difficulty in determining accurately the relative increase in the
cost of living the figures were interpreted conservatively and
applied in a general rather than in a precise way.
The 265 family budgets collected by the commission
through the newspapers are grouped by districts and by incomes.
The average annual income of the 265 families in
1915 was $1,031 and in 1917, $1,162, while the average
annual expenses were $955 in 1915 and $1,210 in 1917.
In 1915 the average family, therefore, had a surplus of $76
In
while in 1917 the average family had a deficit of $48.
1915, 169 families had a surplus, while 73 had a deficit.
In 1917, 96 families had a surplus, while 140 had a deficit.
these figures
live in

Monthly Wages
In Appendix 3 is given a statement compiled from the
returns of Class 1 railroads and certain switching and terminal companies showing the rates of pay for the month of
December, 1917, graded according to the monthly rates.

These

rates are discharged of all compensation for overtime

or extra service and, therefore, constitute a table of wages,

not of earnings.
The table is as follows:
Niimi:er .ir Empiovees of .\li. Class 1, Switching .and Terminal Railroads IN THE United States. Graded .Xccordini; t'>
jMonthly Rates of Pay

in space or in

good
sense of reciprocity which it speaks
The policy comes from above; its
service.
sympatlietic application must be left to those below.
desire in closing this report to express our most sincere
nition

tive Price

S5i

increases presented

in this report
spirit of

The

2

parts, RelaSince there was
no material rise in prices until the latter part of 1915 the
investigations were confined to the period 1915 to 1917.
The increases in the various items of the family budget from

period.
of

are not essential to the operation of the roads
shall be charged as part of the operating expenses, and that
a careful study be made of the proper relation between the
ficials

gives the results of an exhaustive inquiry instituted by the commission into the question of the cost ot
living during 1917 and 1918 compared with the pre-.var

Appendix

$30
$.10 to

$35
$40
$45
$50
$55
$60
$65
$70
$75

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$85
$90
$95
$100
$110
$120
$130
$140
$150
$160

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

$170
$180
$190
$200
$210
$220
$230
$240

to
to
to
to

to
to

$3S
$40
$45
$50
$55
$60
$65
$70

$80
$85
$90
$95
$100
$110
$120
$130
$140
$150
$160
$170
$180
$190
$200
$210
$220
$230
$240
$250

Totals

8,319
5,626
8,289
11,167
14,841
40,18571,060
101.054
76.078
70,947
77,285
60,660
53,759
49.497
45,374
55.688
42,618
32,895
18,080
13,074
9,119
5,814
4,693
2.672
2,436
1,113

10,173
18,450
25,362
18.381
20,961
18,727
17,553
15,480
15.514
20.347
17,416
13,575
11,726
10,653
7,838
16.391
10,613
4,865
5,412
4,748
1,924
2.153
1,035

714
714
338
717

702
693
296
238
262
74
210

884,818

291,777

8,871
8.464
17,716
17,930
44,173
50,964

67,952
65,159
45,767
74,108
54,922
48.244
35,881
35,316
34,959
45,589
31,307
20,252
18,323
14,802
5,246
5,833
3,342
1.947
2,015
711
5S1

558
258
644
762.804

h3w
27,363
32,540
51,367
47,478
79,975
109,876
156,565
181,693
137,359
165,402
149,624
122,479
101,357
96,466
88,171
117.668
84,538
58,012
41.815
32,624
16.289
13,800
9,070

1.41

4.11
5,67
8.07

6.32
5.23
4.97
4.55

5,321
5,149
2,120
1,503
1,534

670
1,57!

1,939,399

100.00

3.09
5.74
8.19
12.30
17.97
26.04
35.41
42.49
51.02
58.74
65.06
70.29
75.26
79.81
85.88
90.24
93.23
95.39
97.07
97.91
98.62
99.09
99.36
99.62
99.73
99.81
99.89
99.92
100.00

May
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1918

17.

Wages by
.\n(>tlR'r

talile

Classes

month
each district and

sliows the average earnings

1 he
ag(^regate annual compensation of the same men based
on tiie average monthly earnings during the year ended December Jl, 1917, is $1 ,"H 7,41'J,220, showing tliat the rail
roads during that jieriixl had made increases amounting to
The aggregate annual compensation ha.sed
$j06,000,00U.
upon the ap|)lication of the commission's schedule to the
average monthly eariiim;s for the year ended June JO, 1915,
m- j, increase compared with 1915
is $2,205,432,938, sho

of

\<vr

for
employees in each occupational class in
the Ignited States as a whole separately presented for each

of the years l')15. I'Jlo

1910 from

and

for

I'M

and

to the

rci)orts

and
Conimcrce Commission
the Railroad Wage Com-

l')17, comi)iled as to I'M 5

Interstate

from reports

7

to

mission, as follows:

.

KKAliK .MONTHLY E.VRMNOS Ol' IC.Ml'I.OYEICS

,

ENDED JUNE

124.?

30,

1917,

Ol"

CLASS

RAILRO.VDS IN THE LNITED STATES. DUKINU THE FISCAL YEAR
DEC. Jl, 1916 AND 1917, RESl'ECTIVELY

1

AND THE CALENDAR YEARS ENDED

1916

1915

1917

»
^

^

Occupalioiis

,

.

.

.

.

.
.
.

.

.

.
.

.

lieiicral officers. $J.000 |.. a. and
C.encral officers, below $J,000 per
Division officers. $3. CXX) |). a. and
Division officers. I.elow $3,000 per

Carpenters
Electricians

I'aintcrs
.
.

.

.

.
.

.

and upholsterers

men

.

.
.
.

.
.

.

.
.

Other traffic employees
Train despatchers and directors
Telegraphers, telcphoners. and block operators
Telegraphers and telcphoners operating interlockers.

Levcrmen (non-telegraphers)
Telegrapher-clerks
.\gent-telcgraphers
Station agents (non-telegraphers)
Station masters and assistants
Station service employees (except Xos.
39. 40 and 66

.

.

I.

:.

;.

5,

Yardmasters
Yardmastcr's assistants (not yard clerks)
Yard engineers and motormen
Yard firemen and helpers
Yard conductors (or foremen)
Yard brakemcn (switchmen or helpers)

Yard switch tenders
.
.

Other yard

district

district

39.81

Other unskilled laborers
Foremen of const, gangs and work trains
Other men in const, gangs and work trains
Travelins agents and solicitors
Kniphivees in outside agencies

.

district

126.78
93 06
80.71
84.15
76.05
68 55
71.16
66.80
63.19
74.98
66.26
69.20
62.72
71.49
52.54

".

Air-brake men
Car inspectors
Car repairers
Dthcr skilled laborers
.Mechanics' helpers and apprentices
.Section

cm

66 68

Structural ironworkers

.

.

West-

cm

146.47
98.55
55.50
40.60
97.52
88.13

makers

Masons and bricklayers

South-

ern

employees

Hostlers
Enginehou.se-nien
Road freight engineers and motormen
Road freight firemen and helpers
Road freight cmiductnrs
Road freight brakemen and flagmen
Road passenger engineers and motormen
R.jad passenger firemen and helpers
Road passenger conductors
Road passenger baggagemen
Road passenger brakemen and flagmen
Other road train employees
Crossinp flagmen and gatemen
Drawbridge operators
Floating equipment employees
Express service employees

Policemen and watchmen
Other transportation employees
.\1I other employees

(4)

Total

U.

S.

,

(5)
East-

(6)

(7)

West-

era

Southern

district

district

district

cm

(8)

Total
U. S.

(H)

Eut-

(10)
South-

crn

ern

ern

district

district

district

(9)

(12)

We»tTotal
V. S.

$161.02 $122.22 $102.18 $151.88 $169.36 $136.09 $147.42 $151.91 $168.02 $131.23 $152.37 $152.63

annum

Machinists
lilacksmiths

.

annum

C.encral foremen— M. E. department
C.ing and other foremen— .\I. E. department

.

(3)

upwards

upwards (except No. 37)
a. (except No. 37)
.Messensers and attendants
AsMstant engineers and draftsmen
.M. \V. & S. foremen (exclu.ling Nos. 10 and 28)
Section foremen

.

(2)

upwards

Clerks. $900 p. a. and
Clerks, below $900 p.

Itoiler

(1)
East-

6,

37.

.

48.66
79 76
40.98
126.83
75.46
72.70
122.88
63 17
68.42
60.06
62.33
66.36

132.80
88.54
50.98
29.51

93.72
82.57
59.60
137.82
96.84
83.83
86.97
71.30
50 51
43.38
56.85
55.20
75 18
67.20
77.18
55.37
61.18
39.21

29.93
39.25
80.27
36.20
117.27
70.15
68.96
127.37
64.22

70 80
53.53

8123

65.69
66.79
70.29

100.20

76.51

52.53
131.40
119.69
126.50
78.15

34.65
121.20

153.23
91.66
52.21
39.34
88.02
100.49
63.42
123.45
103.20
94.89
98.32
81.41
78.71
106.71
64.79
66.83
84.80
70.84
80.30
66.40
75.77
53.32
39.43
48.24
93.79
48.89
124.65
102.01
90.91
148.83
71.41
66.69
64.82
70.54
71.16
77.94
82.03

147.62
94.05
54.17
36.17
93.42
92.26
64.30
127.77
97.24
85.87
89.68
77.21
65.76
74.84
64.00
63.15
78.44
67.63
73.48
62.24
71.07
50.39
37.68
46.44
84.36
42.88
123.83
81.65
79.97
132.99
66.15
68.47
60.90
66.32
68.50
77.63
91.29

147.00
101.09
58.28
40.12
93.66
93.56
71.60
129.29
100.95
95.61
96.60
89.63
78.17
80.61
74.40
73.77
"8.42
79.28

50.22

118.79
126.76
75.99
112.66
91.93
59.99
51.45
80.95
56.58
1^2.75
94.10
131.59
85.83
178.46
106.87
153.57
87.03
85.23
69.00
39.59
55.33
54.61

57.27
134.12
128.79
132.57
81.95
117.97
100.23
64.68
53.89
85.13
64.24
145.04
90.61
129.09
S3.88
165.03
101.48
153.99
93.63
89.06
85.87
42.06
63.91
74.92

59.15
52.00
50.53

69.95
51.17
54.72

77.01

71.34
80.66
60.44
48.54
53.42
81.96
51.95
131.88
78.23
74.90
134.40
68.22
73.20
65.62
67.24
'"•'3
S4.31
112.13

136.74
95.57
53.94
32.93
98.63
86.71
63.17
133.39
103.21
97.72

99.00
84.94
63.56
67.24
60.63
63.14
74.10
72.89
83.62
62.48
70.38
31.64
40.21
77.81
30.50
126.60
71.87
118.85
132.26
69.71
71.76
53.91
66.53
70.73
64.38
78.58

154.64
98.53
55.81
41.93
92.25
97.47
67.08
132.01
104.84
107.98
110.89
93.41
85.32
107.92
73.75
72.23
83.92
79.57
86.98
68.82
77.26
59.92
42.15
53.48
71.83
48.30
131.28
107.17
123.10
157.92
76.54
68.65
65.85
71.59
72.92
82.90
84.28

147.64
99.16
56.86
39.26
93.76
94.36
67.98
131.13
102.68
100.42
102.46
90.22
77.47
85.88

59.87
139.03
136.25
141.32
88.66
123.93
105.89
59.15
50.98
94.23
60.67
169.36
105.11

54.73
135.35
129.29
134.39
82.30
118.61
99.81
62.99
46.71
87.93
60.18
154.32
93.82
134.77
87.70
177.04
108.11
156.41
91.49
85.94
65.75
40.89
58.62
74.36
67.25
67.23
56.35
51.84

71.51

71.44
79.74
78.49
81.11
68.80
77.99
58.01
42.41
50.71
77.54
46.35
130.54
86.81
99.56
143.45
71.55
72.50
64.73
69.24
71.69
79.37
84.08

154.95
102.75
57.84
42.82
94.72
99.57
77.60
140.27
111.79
110.87
112.15
103.41
81.62
81.74
80.41
80.66
83.79
91.57
91.08
85.92
91.02
71.44
57.19
63.01
90.35
59.56
135.65
85.00
92.84
139.92
73.79
80.30
73.07
72.80
76.81
90.61
115.03

144.88
101.36
54.66
36.83
96.76
92.52
68.65
138.69
114.59
117.89
120.37
102.32
58.50
75.66
70.15
73.37
85.52
91.96
104.21
79.88
84.05
55.33
36.64
45.34
82.10
32.87
129.83
72.15
117.97
138.94
73.79
82.55
63.26
73.15
79.99
70.74
105.79

161.68
101.56
55.97
46.42
95.26
102.72
73.11
134.98
113.37
123.39
126.88
108.17
77.00
93.10
80.08
79.90
89.47
87.54
98.63
80.44
87.80
70.67
50.95
60.18
80.73

60.99
150.08

43.72
140.24
131.17
146.74
81.57
127.33
96.13
58.87
43.26
100.83
55.89
171.06
90.14
144.53
86.09
202.16
110.12

62.14
157.28
157.68
155.27
95.94
138.19
118.04
67.52
58.56
109.19
68.57
188.39
116.22

58.57
151.12
143.45
149.78
91.66
132.52
111.18
70.48

162.51

110,23
196,64
124,27
166,17
92,55
88,71
71,63
43,64
64.85
92.17

154.56
100.17
185.93
112.83
163.75
98.01
91.10
68.11
44.65
63.50
79.94

80,04
80,12
53,28

55,48

55.51

140,39
102,43
128,91
164,41
80,25
72.64
69.74
75,72
80.15
91.75
90.36

155,27
102.08
56.77
42.84
95.22
100.00
73.89
137.73
112.76
116.35
118.85
104.94
77.15
84.38
78.45
79.10
86.03
90.41
95.24
82.78
88.90
68.58
50.31
58.25
85.78
52.44
136.73
88.10
110.68
149.76
76.29
79.60
71.09
74.31
79.04
86.61
106.96

38,

113.21

96 38
60.90
5

J.

68

79.99
57 68
149.22
94.44
131.25
85.19
170.28
104.10
155.28
93.31
00.51
73.73
39.97

60.38
63.55
-19,08

58 75
55.30
57.05

108.21
120.52

64.98
104.66
87.65
55.13
48.97
80.12
44.59
159.20
88.71
125.87
76.89
190.24
100.32
146.82
84.31
72.30
68.07
35.48
40.82
56.35
36.00
50 05
45.05
40.34

56.15
135.83
123.44
131.24
78.24
116.30
104.51
58.26
46.34
83.03
61.26
154.71

96.41
135.15
92.09
182.68
113.69
154.33
68.77
82.42
67.67
40.27
58.55
68.62

13109

65.91

47.50
41.28

37.59
131.14
119.63
127.26
70.43
109.50
85.91
56.33
29.08
83.53
48.96
148.48
79.00
124.73
74.69
18.S..S9

100.09
150.99
90.85
76.30
47.94
34.44
45.10
58.50
62.67
54.17
47.89
51.22

146.01

99.95
187.89
118,73
161.23
85.66
84.96
68.51
40.03
60.63
74.30
68.85
66.41
49.23

140.31

147.50
91.70
130.62
111.35
72.73
59.17
100.92
76.50
167.38
104.09
151.50
97.90
171.68
103.93
161.87
99.59
94.61
86.19
46.04
69.33
78.76
8.14
75.56
65.37
59.90

162.81
99.11

84.68
51.17
37.11
49.95
54.98
6.82
58.63
60.47
51.22

56.01
103.68
69.70
175.64
106.11

7.15
74.84
70,31

Effect on Operating Cost
The commission made an estimate of the probable effect
of the new rates upon the cost of operating the railroads

of $593,865,554 or 36.85

during 1918 by applying to the average monthly earnings
of each class of employees the rate per cent of increase pre.scribed for that amount, as disclosed by the table of increased rates in the main body of the report. This estimate
was based only on Class 1 railroads, including 1,939,399

report also includes tables of increases of daily wages
26-day month or a 31 -day month and of hourly wages.
For example, where the old rate per day was 75 cents, the
new rate is SI. 52 for a 26-day month and $1.40 for a 31day month. These figures are arrived at by computation
from the table of percentages applied to the monthly earnings.
Where the old hourly rate was 10 cents the addition
of $20 per month makes a new hourly rate of 19.75 cents

employees. The aggregate annual compensation based upon
tlie average monthly payTiient of men in the same classes
during the year ended June 30, 1915, is 51.611,567,384.

])er cent,

and an increase as com-

pared with December 31, 1917, of $288,013,718, or 15.02
per cent.

The

for a
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eight-hour workers, 18.5 cents for nine-hour workers,
17.75 cents for ten-hour workers, 17 cents for eleven-hour
workers and 16>^ cents for 12-hour workers. The following
illustrations are given of the application of the rates to employees on daily, hourly and monthly rates of pay:
for

Application of Rates to Employees on a Daily

Rate of Pay
Sectionman

C was employed

in

employed in
days a week.

rate of pay on the division where he is
1918, in 1915 was $1.10 per day of 12 hours, 7
The 1918 rate of pay is, on the same division, $1.50 per

The

The monthly rate in 1915 was
day, for the same hours.
Under the commission's
It is now $45.
therefore ^33.
plan of increases he will be entitled to $53 per month ($20
increase), or $8 per month more than his present rate for
be entitled to receive from
$32 back pay and in the future to
His back pay will be
receive $53 per month of 360 hours.
computed in the same manner for all overtime worked since
January 1, 1918.

He

straight time.

Januar)'

1

under commission's plan, $174.25; present salary,
$175. Present salary undisturbed.
Clerk B in 1915 received $100, and on the same desk in
Commission's basis of
1918 received $112.50 per month.
Increased salincrease on $100, 31.75 per cent, or $31.75.
Present salary
ary under commission's plan, $131.75.

salary

will, therefore,

to April 30,

Employees on an Hourly Rate

of

Pay

Clerk

$112.50.

January

1918, but not in 1915.

Vol. 54, No. 20

1

B

is

entitled

to

receive

back pay from

to date of the award, at the rate of $19.25

(the

and to receive
difference between $131.75
Back pay
monthly, hereafter, $131.75 instead of $112.50.
due January 1 to April 30, $77.
and $112.50)

Application of Increases to Pieceworkers
piece worker is to receive for each hour worked the
same ratio of increase per hour as is awarded to the hourly
worker engaged in similar employment in the same shop. If
the hourly rate has been increased since 1915 to an amount
greater than the increase awarded by the commission, then
the higher rate shall prevail. Where there was no piece rate
for an item or operation in the piece rate schedule of 1915,
the current price is to be adjusted by such an amount as

The

a similar item or operation has been increased or decreased
December 31, 1915, or as near such a plan as prac-

since

Machinist "D" was employed in the same shop in 1915
and in 1918 on the same class of work. His hourly rate
He
in 1915 was 35 cents for 9 hours, 26 days a month.
was paid for overtime and Sunday work at time and onerate
inand
his
In 1918 his hours were reduced to 8
half.
creased to 40 cents.
According to the commission's plan his increase will be
computed on the basis of his standard 1915 hours at the
1915 rate, viz.: 234 hours per month, $81,90 per month, entitling him to 40 per cent increase in his hourly rate, or
49 cents per hour. In 1918, from January 1 to April 30,
he worked 234 hours per month, or an average of 1 hour
daily overtime, on the 1918 schedule. This for four months
gives him 104 hours overtime. He has been paid as follows:
$332.80
62.40

832 hours straight time at 40 cents
104 hours ovcrtiine at 60 cents

ticable.

he

is

When

a piecworker

works overtime or undertime,

to receive that proportion of the increase

provided in

the schedule, which the time actually worked bears to the

normal time

in the position.

The plan

devised for translating the increases applied to
employees generally into mileage rates as applicable to employees in train and engine service is stated in Appendix 6
as follows: There are nine classes of train and engine employees in the Interstate

Commerce Commission's

classifica-

tion.

The commission has computed the average monthly
earnings of each of these classes for the fiscal year 1915 and
applied to the mileage rates paid to these classes in 1915 the
same rate per cent which is awarded to the other employees
whose monthly straight time wages equal that average. This
process is more clearly disclosed by the following table:

$395.20

His back pay

will be

832 hours straight time at 49 cents per hour
104 hours overtime at 73^4 cents per hour^

Deduct paymer.t

at

$407.68
76.44
$484.12
-^5. 20

1918 rates

$88.92

Back pay due

and his future

rate per

hour will be 49

cents.

hour for this particular position had been
increased to 50 cents on January 1, 1918, there would be
no back pay due, and the rate of 50 cents per hour would be
If the rate per

continued.
In the case of machinist "E" who was employed in a shop
where the rate for his position was 35 cents per hour for
8 hours work in 1915, with time and one-half for overtime,
but in the same position and same shop with the same hours
in 1918 his rate is 45 cents per hour; his earnings in 1915

208 hour month would be $72.80 per month,
and he would be entitled to 41 per cent increase in his
hourly rate, viz. to 49}4 cents per hour. His straight time
and overtime earnings and back pay would be computed in
in the standard

:

exactly the

same manner as machini.st "D." The principles
men paid by the hour, whatever

illustrated will apply to all

their occupation

may

be.

Employees on
Chief Clerk
1918:
1915 salary
1918 salary

A

a

Monthly Rate

of

Pay

occupied the same position in 1915 and in
$150 per month
175 per month

Commission's basis of increase on salaries of $150 per
Increased
is 16.17 per cent, or $24.25 per month.

month

Average
monthly

Rate per cent

earnings 1915
$152.75

mileage rates

computed as follows:
Koad
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road
Road

The

freight engineers and nintormen
freight firemen and helpers
freight conductors
freight hrakemcn and flagmen

passenger
passenger
passenger
passenger
passenger

engineers and motormen.
firemen and helpers
conductors

baggagemen
brakemen and flagmen...

94.10
131.59
85.83
178.46
106.87
153.57
87.03
85.23

increase in
15J^

34'4
20'A
39>4
11J4
28?i
1514
38'4
39^^

actual application of this percentage system has been

worked out in tables showing that for the rates for passenger
engineers and motornen in 1915 ranging from $4.10 per
100 miles to $7 per 100 miles will be substituted new rates
ranging from $4.56 per 100 miles to $7.79 per 100 miles.
This plan will apply to all employees of the train and engine service that are paid on the mileage basis. On railroads
upon which men in the train and engine service are paid on
a monthly wage the employees will be entitled to the in-

Rates for
creased rates provided in the standard table.
overtime now in effect are to be increased by the same percentage as straight time rates. If there were mileage rates in
effect in 1915 which are not included in the tables they are
to be increased in accordance with the percentages con-

The following illustration is
tained in the standard table.
given of the method of applying increases to employees paid
on a mileage basis.

Increases to Employees Paid on a Mileage Basis
Engineer "G" received $4.25 per 100 miles in 10 hours
in 1915.
According to the commission's plan, although in
1918 this rate was $4.25 per 100 miles in 8 hours, the rate

Aj

j|

May

17.
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Air Brake
Association Convention

will

be increased ll>j per cent to $4.73 per lUO miles
He will be entitled to back
(4.7281 equalized as $4.73).
pay, for every 100 miles run, at the rate of 48 cents per 100

Proceedings

miles.

rWENTV-FIFIlI
TllKlirake
Association

If the schedules provide for time and one-half for overtime or any other rate in excess of the straight time rate,
then he shall be entitled to receive a proportionate increase
of pay for overtime mileage.
If the schedules provide for pro rata payment for overtime, back pay will be computed on that basis.
Kates lor future earnings will be as fixed by the commission's schedule of increases to employees paid on tlie
mileage basis. If any increase has been made in the mileage
rates of employees paid on that basis in 1915 it will be understood that the per cent of increase allowed by this commission is inclusive of such interim increases and that the
new rate per 100 miles is computed from the base rates of

1915.

Hours

of Service

Charts are presented in Appendix 7 showing the prevailing hours of service in railroad employment in December,
Of these
1917, based on a study of 262.637 employees.
64.25 per cent worked six days a week and 35.75 per cent
worked seven days a week. Of the six-day workers 1.17 per
cent worked 12 hours or more per day regularly, 1.42 per
cent worked 11 hours, 40.12 per cent worked 10 hours, 7.3
per cent worked nine hours and 14.25 per cent worked eight
hours. Of tlie seven-day workers 11.75 per cent worked 12
hours, 3.21 per cent worked 11 hours, 12.59 per cent worked
10 hours, 2.35 per cent worked nine hours and 5.84 per
cent worked eight hours. .Another series of charts shows the
percentage of employees working six or seven days per week
who regularly perform overtime service. Of the six-day
workers 96.8 per cent worked no overtime, 1.74 per cent
worked one hour overtime, .67 per cent worked two hours
overtime, .76 per cent worked three hours overtime and .03
per cent worked four or more hours overtime. Of the sevenday workers 93.28 per cent worked no overtime, 2.32 per
cent worked one hour overtime, 1.85 per cent worked two
hours overtime, .67 per cent worked three hours overtime,
and 1.8S per cent worked four or more hours overtime.
In Apfx'ndix 8 is given a table for the years ended June

December 31, 1916, and December 31. 1917, showing the average earnings per year of each class of railroad
employees.
From this table may be ascertained the extent
of the increases made by the carriers and the w-ages of their

30, 1915.

employees in each district in the past three years.
in Appendix 10 are given separately statistics concerning
the rates of wages and conditions of employment of employees of the Pullman Company which it was not found
These are
feasible to combine with those of the roads.
presented as an indication of the effect which the commission's plan of increa.=es may have upon that company and its
employees.

—

Ties.
Condemned and
have been utilized by American soldiers stationed at Fort Hancock, Texas, to build semi-permanent houses for the headquarters and other buildings of
The ties are stood on
the army camp patrol headquarters.
ends to make the walls of the houses and discarded railroad
Tics are then laid over these
rails are used for rafters.
to form the flat roof and a coating of adobe mud spread

Soldiers

Use Old Railw.ay

discarded railroad

ties

make

ties

more comfortable

The

to

The
summer

the roof watertight.

over these clinked
crosstie houses are

in

winter and

orderly room, the day room and canteen
and the quartermaster supply room are all made of these
materials, the canteen having a brick floor and plastered

than

roof.

tents.

Cleveland,
C.

H. Weaver,

of the

A.NNIAL CONVENTIO.N of thc Air
was iield at the Hotel Winton,
Ohio, on May 7 to 10 inclusive, with

supervi.«or

air

brakes,

New York

Central

Lines west of Buffalo, presiding.

Opening Addresses
In opening the convention President Weaver reviewed thc
circumstances which led up to the decision of thc executive
committee to hold the convention, and said in part as follows
At no time in the history of our association can the air
brake man be of such value to his company as at the present war period, by seeing that all air brake work is properly
performed and no material wasted. Work slighted or improperly done causes failure.
Failures mean delays to
traffic and even disaster.
Let the slogan of this convention be to improve the efficiency of the air brake man, thereby making his service
to the railroad more valuable.
We are not assembled here
today as individual units each representing some particular
railroad, but as each railroad represents a part of the whole,
we are united under one head, organized for the purpose of
winning this war.
Following Mr. Weaver's address, D. R. McBain, superintendent motive power of the New York Central Lines
west of Buffalo, addressed the convention in behalf of better
maintenance of piping, cylinders, pipe connections, etc., on
freight car equipment.
He called attention to the effect a
concerted campaign on the part of all of the members of thc
association, scattered as they are, all over the continent,
might have in improving the condition of freight car brake
equipment, especially at the present time when no thought
of competitive activity as between the various railroads
should be given consideration.
A report on Slack Action in Long Passenger Trains was
then presented, of which the following is an abstract:
:

Slack Action in

Long Passenger Trains

Slack action in any train is produced only liy a change
in velocity between the various cars comprising such train,
the degree or severity depending upon the rate at which
the change in velocity takes place, and the weight and numShocks may be produced by: (a)
ber of cars involved.
Shutting off the engine throttle quickly and applying the
engine and train brakes somewhat heavily; (b) applying
the engine brakes and then the train brakes; (c) trains with
brake conditions that produce effective braking power on
the engine and head cars in advance of the rear cars; (d)
cars in a train having a lower percentage of braking power
than the balance of cars, which may be due to their being
loaded in one case and empty in another; (e) inability to
produce a low-brake cylinder pressure in the beginning of
a brake application.
Even though all these conditions exist, with the exception of the last one, if the engineer so manipulates the
brake that light brake cylinder pressure will be obtained
when the brake application is first started, any slack action
will, of course, occur slowly, and will not be noticeable in
the form of shocks.
Inability to produce low brake cylinder pressures may
be due to small brake cylinder volumes in proportion to
auxilian.- reservoir volumes, short piston travel, or the use
If it is possible to proof too large auxiliary reservoirs.
vide and maintain a piston travel that will permit of low
cvlinder pressures being obtained, this would be the only
change necessary in existing types of brake equipment.

Under pneumatic

opteration of the brakes, 'increasing the
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percentage of braking power on the locomotive and also on
the load carrying cars, which might be operated in the forward end of trains, might prevent the slack running out
in the form of jerks, but at very low speeds it would inthe tendency for a collision between the head end
and rear end of the train, unless provision was made to
apply the brake so slowly that the slack action would not

crea.-e

culty of starting, with a consequent reduction in slack action
and also a reduction in the power necessary to start and
Increasing the piston travel to provide
propel the train.
flexibility for the service brake, also automatically
reduces the difficulty of releasing brakes, because it necesapplications to produce effective
sitates slightly heavier
braking power.

more

What

be noticeable.

form of foundation brake gear can be employed which
being maintained than
largely employed
is common with the single shoe t\-pe so
depended
upon, if equipped
This can be
at the present time.
with automatic slack adjusters, to maintain the piston travel
the
at practically that for which the operating parts of
brake were designed; viz., eight inches, without greatly increasing the piston travel during brake applications when
the train is running, thus insuring a low brake cylinder
pressure in the beginning of brake applications, regardless

A

will permit of a longer piston travel

of the train's speed.
A\'ith the single shoe type of foundation brake gear now
Unin common use, considerable false piston travel exists.
der such conditions, if the piston travel cannot be maintained sufficiently long when the car is standing to provide
necessary flexibility when the car is running and it is not
desired to increase the brake shoe clearance, it is necessary
to provide an increased brake cylinder volume in order to
permit of a low brake cylinder pressure being obtained in
the beginning of brake applications; or to reduce the auxiliary reservoir volume so that the proportion of the auxiliary
reservoir

and brake cylinder

will be such that a

low

Ijrake

cylinder pressure will be possible.
'
If it is impossible to maintain the piston travel sufficiently
long to provide for brake flexiljility and brake shoe clearance, on account of the action of automatic slack adjusters
or excessive false piston travel, it would be necessary in the
former case to move the slack adjuster connection towards
the nonpressure brake cylinder head to provide the desired

increased travel.

In the

to provide additional

latter case

movement

it

would be

necessar\'

for the brake piston before

striking the nonpressure cylinder head.
If existing types of brake operating

equipment are to be
maintained intact, the foundation brake gear must of necesdirection should
in
this
change
any
sity be modified, and
contemplate a brake gear that will provide the minimum
of false piston travel and the maximum of effectiveness and
convenience, and economy for maintenance.
It is necessary that we depart from the practice of hea\'y
service brake applications, regardless of the train's speed,

and

that instead of applying the brakes to their

maximum

in one continuous reduction, the reduction should be made
so that the brake application will be gradually produced.
For pneumatic operation, the brake application should be

timed automatically so that the engineer is
up the Ijrake cylinder pressure at a certain
predetermined point in the application, and
be dependent upon the operating conditions

able to build
rate to

some

that this rate

obtaining for
Any modification of the service
any particular railroad.
brake does not necessarily involve the emergency brake, so
Modifying the
that its effectiveness need not be disturbed.
sen'ice brake by increasing the brake cylinder volume, or by
reducing the reservoir volume, can be compensated for by increasing the brake pipe pressure so that the stopping distance would remain the same.
Where the single shoe type of foundation brake gear is
in common use and it is the practice to run the piston travel
short, necessar}' shoe clearance is not obtained, with the
result that a great many brake shoes are rubbing the wheels
This increases
very hard when the brakes are released.
Increasing the piston
the difficulty of starting the trains.
travel to provide more flexibility for the service brake, automaticallv increases the shoe clearance and reduces the diffi-
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Is the Safe Life of

an Air Brake Hose?

At the 1917 convention, your committee was instructed to
For the 1918 report we decontinue their investigation.
cided to turn our attention to the matter of porous hose,
with a view to determining about the average term of service of hose that might be found porous.
The committee obtained records of 25,000 air hose in
These were inspected in five different groups.
service.

we accept 25,000 hose as a sufficient number upon
to base a set of averages for the country at large, we
expect to find porous 18.1 per cent of all hose in service, as that is the average percentage of hose found porous
from the number of hose inspected.
No data was collected this year covering burst hose, nor
did we figure the average length of time in service of those
non-porous which we inspected; but did find, as was found
last .vear, that the average life of the air hose still in service was considerably less than those which were found burst
or porous, this being due to the fact that hose inspected did
not burst until they w-ere in service an average of 28J/2
months, and might reasonably be expected to burst at any
time after that length of service.
We find, however, that
comparing the average life of the porous hose as of this
year with the average life of burst hose as inspected last
year, there is only a difference of two tenths of a month in
the average life.
Ever}' member is well aware of the detrimental effect of
brake pipe leakage, but it is possible that each of us may
not give due weight to the effect that a few porous hose in
In order to determine that, one of the
a train may have.
committee caused five trains to be tested for leakage, inspected for porous hose, and again tested for leakage, after
The train in each case conthe porous hose were removed.
sisted of 65 cars, and therefore, represented 132 hose, exclusive of those between the engine and tender.
The results
If

which

may

are

shown
Tahle

in
I

Table

I.

Effect of Porous Hose on
Leakage

Train
No.
1

per min.
before testing
15 1b.
13 1b.

No. hose
found porous
6
5

1
3
4

20
12

lb.

.S

lb.

6

i

14 lb.

7

Brake Pipe Leakage
Percent

Leakage per min.

of

after removing porous hose

liose

porous

4,55
3.79
6.06
4.55
5.30

7 1b.

8
6
6

1b.

lb.
1b.

7 lb.

It will be seen from the foregoing that a vast improvement is brought about by inspecting these trains for and
removing porous hose, and yet the average number found

When we refive trains was only 4.85 per cent.
that of all hose inspected, the general average found
porous was about 18 per cent, we may begin to realize the
porous in

member

handicap under which our enginemen, as well as our inspectors, are working, and also the out-bound terminal delay
due to inaudible brake pipe leakage in the porous hose.
The committee urgently recommends that the various railroads put into effect, when weather permits, a system of
inspection and soap suds tests at least on repair tracks, for
the purpose of detecting and removing from service all
porous hose.
The benefit to be derived from this was quite noticeable
on one of the railway lines on which data was collected,
where the soap suds test system was inaugurated on repair
It was
tracks about the time we began collecting data.
found that while the percentage of porous hose ran very
high at the beginning, it gradually lessened until within two

May

17,

inontli>
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was riduii-d

it

to suili

;i

|K>iiu thiit

only two per

ciiil

It was also noticed
of the hose tested were found porous.
that out-t)Ound terminal air brake delays tliHreased.
While the cost of removiuf; hose at the expiration of 2S

sum, we

or SO months means the expenditure of a large
believe that the additional cost will l)e offset many times
by the decreased out-bound terminal air brake delay and
by the increased flexibility of train control, the greater train
safety and less damaue to the etiui])ment due to air itrake
In order to leni;theii the life of air brake hose.
mani|)ulati()n
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do one of three things: either put into
which will cause the hose to l>e parted by hand.
guaranteed ho>e from the manufacturer, or take up

the railroad> inu>t
effect a rule

bu\

a

the use of properl\ lonstrutted braided hose.
.\bstracts of the remainder of the pajiers

and committee

reports will be given in ne.xt week's issue.

A

of the companies having exhibits at the convention,
with a brief statement as to the character of the

list

togetiier

exhibit,

be

and the names of their representatives present,
in the Oeneral Xews Section of this issue.

will

fiiuiii!

Welding Cast Iron With the

Arc

Electric

Work Done By New York Central Methods Indicates
That No Break Is Too CompHcated for Repair
txo.N'oMiF.s
GkL.M
shops because

are being effected in railroad repair

now possible successfully
damaged from various causes.
it

is

to repair

Heretoiron castings
fore, expensive castings were scrapped because it was not
possible to patch them up in a satisfactory manner.
Probably the most important phase of this work as applied to
steam locomotives is the welding of cylinders. These castings cost in the neighborhood of $1,000 and in the past it
was often necessary to hold an engine in the shop for months

1

— Section

to

is

up by

the metal electrode |)rocess,

and

addition.il metal

laid over the top of the joint, covering the

upper and

lower row of studs. This additional metal is known a- the
"pad."
If the weld does not require strength, it is necessary onl\
to "\'
out the sections to be welded, and fill in with the
metal electrode until the surfaces are flush.
The tensik
strength of a section in which steel is applied to a cast iron
surface, is, however, only about 5,000 lb. per stiuare in.

Usually it is desirable to have the ultimate strength of the
weld as much or more than that of the original ca.«ting. For
this reason, the studs are used, as mentioned in the preceding paragraph.

O C G

Fig.

filled

5

9

9

9

9

^

Q

Q

Q

Q

The required size of these studs, and the manner of placing them, is a subject which has caused a large amount of
discussion.
Until the welder has become experienced, however, a

good method

to follow is the

one shown

in

Fig.

I.

/

Be Welded Is "Vd" Out with an
Are Placed in Staggered Rows

Air

Chisel and Studs

while the old casting was taken out and a new one obtained
substituted.
Now a broken cylinder can be patched sat-

and

isfactorily

by the

electric arc, the

work costing from $50

to

$100, and the locomotive can be released in a few days.
Thousands of dollars are saved annually in large locomotive
shops, as it is possible with the electric arc to repair castings
in place.

The ex|)erience of shop men on the New York Central
who are interested in welding, proves that it is possible to
weld satisfactorily any cast iron material over 14 •"• 'n thickis too complicated for repair.
There
are, of course, breaks which are too complicated to weld economically, but there are few such breaks and it is possii)le
Furthermore, if the proper method be
to repair any of them.
used and proper care be taken in Uie work, the strength of
the weld will be greater than that of the original material.

ness and that no break

Preparation of Material for

Weld

material adjoining the fracture is "Vd" out with an
air chisel to an angle of about 45 deg. as shown in Fig. 1.
Where strength is required, steel studs are placed in the ma-

The

terial to

same

be welded in staggered formation as showTi in the
The space which is "Vd" out is then

illustration.

Fig.

2

— Triangular

Section Replaced in Cylinder by Metal
Electrode Process

using studs of such a size, and witli such a spacing that
the strength of the metal in the studs alone will l)e equal to.
or greater than the ultimate tensile strength of the casting.
Best practice in studding, as used by the New York CenIt will be noticed that the studs
tral, is shown in Fig. 0.
in the "\" are smaller than those outside.
.\n example of
the practice used is to place ?,•< in. studs in the "V" of a fracture with 1 in. thickness and -'4 in. studs outside of the "V"
in the pad of the weld.
A comparative simple cylinder repair is shown in Fig. 2.
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In this illustration the section 4-2-5 was. broken out of a
jMost of the broken section was in small pieces,
but the flange 4-5 was intact. The first part of the opera-

cylinder.

tion was to replace this flange, and weld it into position.
This left a triangular hole, 1-2-3. A piece of wrought iron
was cut and rolled to fit this triangle. The outer edges of
the wrought iron were beveled, and the inner edges of the
hole in the cylinder was beveled and studded with mild steel
The wrought iron patch was then clamped in place
studs.
temporarily, while the weld was "tacked" at several points.
The clamps were removed, and the weld completed. The
rea.«ons for using wrought iron for the patch are that wrought
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piece of wrought iron was cut out to approximate!}'
hole and welded into position, in exactly the same

the wrought iron

A
5.

Fig.

was welded into the

first

lit

this

way

as
cylinder described.

unique application of welding is shown in Figs. 4 and
Fractures developed in the valve ports at about mid

5— The

in Fig. 4 Has Been Closed With
Wrought Iron Welded in Place with

Hole Shown

Piece of

the Electric
position in the valve.

It

a

Arc

was impossible

to reach the frac-

ture through the head of the valve cylinder, so a circular
piece was cut out of the side of the valve chamber with an
Fig.

iron

-A Badly Broken Casting Which Taxed the Ingenuity of the Welder

3-

is

easily cut

and shaped

to

fit

such a break, and that

This made it a
oxy-acetylene torch as shown in Fig. 4.
comparatively simple matter to get at the broken parts and
A piece of wrought iron with
repair them with the arc.
Ijeveled edges w-as cut to approximately fill the hole, the

not necessary to place studs in the wrought iron in
order to make a perfect weld. The thickness of metal in the
wrought iron patch is equal to the thickness of the original
casting. A much more complicated cylinder fracture is shown
it

is

Fig.

6—The

Four Sides of This Cylinder Saddle Were Cut
Permit the Repair of the Exhaust Passage. One
and One-Quarter-Inch Boiler Plate and the Electric
Arc Made the Saddle as Good as New

Out

— Hole

Cut in Valve Chest with the Oxy-Acetylene
Metal Surrounding the Hole Has Been Drilled
and Tapped for Studs, and Metal Shown Under the
Hole Has Been Repaired with the Electric Arc

Fig. 4

Torch.

in Fig. 3.

The

The

part? broken out were the section 1-2-3-4-5-6.

was found intact, and was "V'd" out and
welded into position. A straight piece 4-9 was made, and
.secured to the body of cylinder and valve casting with long
The section 1-2-3-4-9 was then built up by the metal
studs.
This left the triangular hole 5-7-8. A
electrode process.
flange 1-6

to

and studded, and the wrought
welded into position with the metal electrode as

sides of the hole were beveled

iron plate

shown

in Fig. 5.

One locomotive was brought into the shop with the exIn order
haust passage broken inside the cylinder saddle.
to repair the break, it was necessary to get at it from all four
sides.
Accordingly, a large opening was cut in each of the
four sides of the saddle with an oxy-acetylene cutting torch.
The crack in the exhaust passage was "V'd" out and
studded, and the edges of the holes cut in the side of the
cylinder saddle were beveled and studded, as shown in Fig.

4

May

17.
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operator then welded tlie break in tlie piissaRe by
After tl>e break
tlie holes cut in the saddle.
had been rejiaired, the holes in the saddle were closed and
Pieces of I'j in. boiler plate were used to replace
welded.

6.

llie

workini; tlirouf^h

This
the metal taken out on the four sides of the saddle.
operation sujipiies conclusive evidence to sliow that the posof electric arc weldint;, in connection with the weldini; of ca.*t iron, are practically unliniiteil.
(.ieneral Foreman McAllister, of tiie West Albany shops,

siliilities

of last iron welding, and his
has ijeen recognized, as he was
one of the committee appointed liy former Collector Malone
to report on tlie method of handling repairs on the interned
German siiips. It is now a well-known fact that the use

has

made

capal)ility

of

tlie

a

special
this

in

study

respect

electric arc in repairins; these ships greatly facilitated

getting tiieni into service cjuickly at a

minimum

cost.

Work

which ordinarily would have taken over a year was finished
In connection with the work at
in two or three months.
West Albany. Mr. McAllister says that even though the cost
of materials has increased over 100 per cent and labor has
made an advance of from SO to 100 per cent during the past
two or tlirce years, the cost I'cr locomotive mile for repairs
This is due altohas remained approximately constant.
getiier to shop economies, the most important of which is
the use of electric arc welding.

Safety-First and the Golden Rule

ON

DETuniT DIVISION of the Pcre Marquette, the
Safety-First Committee consists of the trainmasters,
iiiK

the division engineer, the master mechanic, the road
foreman of engines, the chief despatcber, the general yardmasters, the agents at Detroit and Lansing and foremen,
clerks and others to the number of 19 in all; and each one
of these men is required to constitute himself chairman of
another committee consisting, besides himself, as chairman,
Once on this
of em|3lo\ces who have broken some rule.

required to explain how the violation
and to consider what the conMembership in the committee
new
violation of the rules occurs,
lasts until such lime as a
when the oldest member retires, making way for the new

committee, a

member

is

of the rule happened to occur,
sequences might have been.

In this way, the committee becomes a sort of endless
This creates a rivalry among the men and has the
effect of putting them on their guard against infractions of
the rules, to the end that they may escape the duties and
obligations of the committee work.
this division, issues eduJ. J. Corcoran, superintendent of
cational bulletins whenever a suitable occasion offers, not
occurs.
Bulletin No. 39,
waiting until some bad accident
dated December 31 and reprinted in the Fere Marquette
Magazine for Februarj', takes for its text the butting collision
of passenger trains at North Vernon, Indiana, on Decem-

man.

chain.

ber 20. It says, in part:
"It is indeed unfortunate that this bulletin is on the same
subject as the preceding number, but it is fortunate that
The cause is said
the affair is not credited to our railroad.
Now, let us
to be the east-ijound train disregarding orders.
division,
then
ask ourselves a
and
draw a parallel with our
I am just wondering what respect
was given the automatic signals. Were the train orders hanWe have known of cases
dled as they should have been?
where the rules were not followed, in so far as properly read-

few questions.

.

ing the orders is prescribed. \\'as the intermediate preventive overlooked in this case; that is. the conductor with the
air signal notifying the engineer that they had a meeting
point at the next stop?
How were the automatic signals
respected?
Perhaps if any one of the three points mentioned had been literally lived up to, this accident could
have been avoided."
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And the bulletin goes on to give, says the Perc Marquette
Magazine, some "Golden Kule admonitions" to conductors,
enginemen and ritiiors to ponder lessons of this kind without
'I'lie
waiting for a disaster to occur on their own division.
magazine gives quotations from other bulletins embodying
the Christian doctrine of the golden rule.

Some

of these

are:

No.

to trainmasters:
exasperating to read the numerous rei)orts which have
been received covering damaged switch points, stands and
connecting rods on account of switciies being run tiinjugli.
We must take action to liave tiiis kind of work discontinued.
Speedy investigations should be conducted. It is not necessary that they be long drawn-out affairs, taking up a lot
of your time.
Hustle each one of the cases to a conclusion
and mete out the discipline you think is warranted.
"Cold weather is now on and naturally the men are bundled up in heavy wearing apparel and enginemen should
understand that men handling switclics cannot be as active

"It

as

1,

is

when
No.

—"Offrom
free

burdensome

clothing.

of you gentlemen are farr^iliar
with the \er\' bad accident which happened on a railroad
otiier than the Pcre Mareiuette, between a steam railway
movement and a street car. Several months ago we had
several cases where a number of street cars at crossings
were not handled just as they should have been.
Each of
you will, of course, continue your vigilant observation and
research into the conduct of all employees located there.
The division engineer will please have his super2:

course,

all

visor and section foreman report anything which in their
judgment is irregular. The signal engineer, the trainmaster
and road foremen will liandle this with train and enginemen and yardmasters.
I personally canvassed
each point myself and find that they are being handled

...

properly

the

present

time; eternal vigilance, without
question, keeps us out of irregularities better than anything
at

else."

No. 3

—

"I understand that on some divisions where elecblocks are in operation it has been the practice where
one train followed another closely instead of remaining back
until the Ijlocks cleared and permitted them to go, they put
a flagman on the preceding train.
"I would like to know if anything like this could be hap:

tric

pening on this division.

We

cannot be too severe on these
fellows wlio wilfully disregard such rules.
Do not hesitate
take decisive and severe action with anyone vou find
violating these rules."
No. 4: "I cannot resist from appealing to all that we
to

—

should have uniform railroading. \\e seem to be satisfied
with semi-annual house cleaning periods spring and fall.
During each of those two periods a thorough renovation is
made and the untidy housekeeper just thinks there is nothing
further to be done until the next regular house cleaning
period, but it is in the interim that her troubles accumulate.
"It is so with railroads.
The super\^ision gets lax and
a lot of accidents occur and then everybody starts housecleaning.
They get on their toes and harp about compliance with the rules; and finally straighten out and go along
as they should for a short time; but we gradually forget
what has gone before and matters get back into the old rut
and we let a lot of little troubles accumulate without any
action being taken until finally we run into another epidemic
of accidents and then comes another housecleaning.
"But what I am hammering at is to keep cleaning all
the time; and by that I mean vigilance and observance of
the rules.
Frankly, I think we are keeping our house pretty
clean, but let us continue to do so.
"What is your answer to this?"
Further, says the editor of the magazine, Mr. Corcoran has
successfully handled the tr>'ing problems of the Detroit division with practically the same set of emplo\ecs that sur-

—

rounded his

less successful predecessors.

E^iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii^^

General Ne^vs Department
A free school for instruction in telegraphy has been opened
by the Boston & Albany at Springfield, Mass.
The wheel and
ville.

at

estimated

axle warehouse of the Louisville

Louisville.
loss,

Ky.,

was destroyed by

fire

on

& XashMav 2:

$12.=;,(I0(I.

freight house of the Baltimore & Ohio at Braddock.
Pa., together with a storehouse containing unclaimed freight,

The

was destroyed by fire on May
and on merchandise,

construction of a new passenger station a short distance
west of the present location. The burned station was of
brick, three stories high, built in about 1871 and rebuilt in
1891 after the fire of that year.

1; estitiiated loss on real estate,
$75,000: total, $110,000.

$35,000,

The Texas Short Line railroads have sent a deputation, accompanied by the cbairman of the State Railroad Commission, to the railroad administration at Washington, asking
special consideration of the Texas short line railroad situation.

On

the dining cars of the Erie Railroad the prices of meals
fixed, and a la carle rates have been discontinued.
The
price for a dinner is $1 and for a breakfast or luncheon 75 cents.
To members of the military and naval forces, in uniform, the
rate is 75 cents imiformly, morning, noon and night.
are

Wednesday, the passenger station of this road at New Haven
was gutted by fire and practically ruined. This building was
used mostly for offices, as some months previously a temporary wooden station was put in use preparatory to the

now

M.

subject to the confirmation of the L'nited States district
court, under which the road has been'operated by G. A. Long.
receiver.

The Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe has applied ti> the
Utilities Commission for authority to take uj)
the track of its line between Wellington and Caldwell, a distance of about 20 miles. This line has not been used for several years, trains being run over the parallel line of tlie Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific.
Kansas Public

The annual meeting of the Western Railway Club will be
held at the Hotel Sherman, May 20. the informal banquet being
held in the Italian
at 6:30 p. m. and meeting in the Louis
X\'I room at '< i'. M. The princijial speaker of the evening will
be professor H. G. Moulton. of the department of political economy. I'niversity of Chicago, who will speak on "The Business
Side of the War." The Memorial Committee will present resolutions on the death of Joseph Taylor, the late secretary of the
club.
There will be the usual annual meeting and election of

of the Master Car Builders' and
Master Meclianics' Assoaation, at a joint meeting held in
Chicago on May 13, elected V. R. Hawthorne secretary of both
associations, to fill temporarily the vacancy caused by the death
Mr. Hawthorne was formerly in the
of Joseph W. Taylor.
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, but for the past year has
been engaged in work for the .'Vmerican Railway Association.

Vestibuled Cabs
The Xew York

The Division
Commission

of

Valuation

wants

of

the

Interstate

Commerce

engineers, grade 2:
and junior engineers in the
same grade for the electrical, mechanical, signal, structural,
telegraph and telephone departments: also junior architects.
Candidates for senior electrical engineer will have their applications considered on June 18, while those for the other
offices named will be taken up at any time, regardless of
date.
The salaries for the first named office will range from
$1,800 to $2,700; and for the other places, from $1,320 to
junior

civil

engineers,

senior

grade

electrical
1

;

$1,680.

The Chicago council committee on track elevation went to
Washington this week to confer with the director general
of railroads on the subject of railroad track elevation work
in Chicago during the war.
The committee wishes to determine whether the prosecution of the war demands the total
or partial discontinuance of elevation work in the city. The
committee carried with it statistics prepared by the coroner
showing the number of persons killed and injured at grade
crossings in the city in 1916 and 1917. Solon Gold, engineer
of track elevation for the city, accompanied the committee
to Washington.

The stationary storehouse of the Xew York. Xew Haven
& Hartford, at Xew Haven, Conn., was destroyed by fire on
May 9; estimated loss, including contents of building and
freight and passenger cars, $80,000.
On the day before,

legislature has passed a law requiring all

new

locomotives which shall be put in service after this year (1918)
and all taken into the shop after January 1, next, for general
repairs, to be equipped with "vestibuled" cabs, so constructed
as "to attach to the sides of and inclose all openings between
the engine cab and the tender."
The New York law requiring
power-operated fire-box doors on locomotives goes into effect
on the same date on all new locomotives placed in service after
January 1, next, and locomotives now in service must be
equipped with vestibules the next time they are withdrawn for
"generally heavy repairs," after the act becomes effective next
January.

Fuel Consumption by Railroads
The Geological Survey reports

mom

officers.

and M. M. Associations

the

The Ozark Valley Railway,

a 35-mile line extending from
Williamsville, Mo., ntirthward to Cascade, has been sold for
junk to the Bender Lron & Supply Company. Shreveport, La.,

C. B.

The Executive Committees

that the

in 1917

immense increase

has increased correspondingly the quantity
petroleum consumed as locomotive fuel in 1917, despite
the mounting cost and growing scarcity.
Statistics compiled from reports submitted by all railroad companies that
operated oil-burning locomotives in the United States show
that the quantity of fuel oil consumed by them in 1917 was
45.707.082 barrels, or 8.5 per cent over 191^ and a larger consumption than in any other year.
The total distance covered by oil-burning engines in 1917
was 146,997.144 miles, and the average distance covered per
barrel of fuel consumed was 3.2 miles.
Oil-burning locomotives were run on 32.431 miles of road in 21 States.
in railroad traffic

of

Western Roads Will Use Government

Employment Agencies
Railroads under the authority of the Western regional director
have agreed to discontinue the use of employment agencies conducted for profit and to obtain their track labor exclusively

through the United States employment service. The carriers' own
free labor agencies are to be continued as branches of the United
States free employment service. The employees of these agencies
will be appointed examiners in the Federal service at one dollar
a year, and will continue to receive their regular compensation
from the railroads. Those agencies operating labor camps under
contracts with railroads have similarly been taken over by the
United States employment service.
Although private labor
agencies will no longer be used by the roads, the United States
employment service is taking over many of the best operatives
of these organizations. In Chicago alone 20 employees of labor
agencies have joined the United States employment service and
in Omaha four have been employed.
The plan for recruiting track labor under the new arrangement
has been worked out by Dr. P. L. Prentis, superintendent of District
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7

of

the

L'nited

States

employment

service,

with

head-

May

17.

(liiarlfr>

;it
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1918

L Imago.

;'.iul

\\

.

(_i.

cliairinnii ni

liicril,

Conimitlfc. who is tin- rr|irrMMitativc of
regional ilirfclor.
Several railroad oIVhhts will)
practical cxpericiicc in employint; laborers have assisted them in
this work.
Dr Preiitis and the siiptrintendents of the other districts of the I'nited Stales employment service in the western
railroad region will supervise the recruitinu of track labor in
their respective territories, in co-operation with the existiiiK orII.

.\ishtoii,

Kaiiizations maintained by the railroads.
Kach superintendent
will aim to supply the labor demand in his own territory and in
case he secures an excess will turn over the surphis to adjoining

need of mm.
Railroad men with experience

districts in

in handling laborers believe that
plan of distribulinit men is practicable only witliin cerlani
limits.
They point out that the hobo class of labor is of a roving
disposition and accustomed to making long trips from points
where they have wintered before tliey are willing to settle down
and do any work. It is also pointeil out that the maximum wage
of $2.75 for terminal points and $2.50 a <lay for points on the line,

this

recently established bv the Railroad .Vdministration for western

The recent recommendations of tlie Railway W age Commission are based upon conditions
in December. 1915. when track laborers received from $1.<)5 to
SI. "5 a day. so that the 43 per cent increase recommended will
only raise the track labcrcr's wage to from $2.35 to $2.50 a day,
or less than the maximum wage recently established for railroads
lines,

is

Bugs Stop Train

I'rcsidonts'

Kailr<ia(l

K.
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the Cliicagu

not suflicient to attract men.

western territory. W'liile it is probalde that wages will have
to be increased above this maximum, it is pointed out that it is
not necessary to raise the compensation for track labor to the
standards obtaining in war industries, as there is an attraction
about track work which induces men who have had experience
on railroads to work at less pay than is ofTered in other industries, provided the pay is sufficient to supply them with the
necessaries and the pleasures which they are used to.
in

The Overman
The Overman

Bill

on the Chicago, liurliiigton & Ouincy was
stalled on May 7 near Stockholm, Wis., when it ran into an
immense cloud of shad Hies. The crushed bodies of the insects
lubricated the tracks to such an extent that the driving wheels
freight

\

slipped.

was necessary

It

tive could

auiliuriziiiy

Commerce Commission from this law was
House by a vote of 213 to 7. In the debate on
man Webb, of the Judiciary Committee, said
state

Miss Phctbe's Finish?

.\nd veil her face fr,)ni luiinan view.
In Menifiry's light
still shine l)riglit

She'd

.Mong the Road

Wooden Passenger Cars

worked

mi.^.]

and

miles

the

in

It will be noted that there
train cars constructed in 1917

were but five wooden passenger
and that but 27 such w.ioden cars
were under construction on January 1, I9I8, indicating that
the

wooden passenger
.\XXIAL

train cars has practically ceased.
or PASSENC.Eil Equipmekt.

.'\dD1TICINS

Perccntagrf
'

"•

;\'i;k"'"'''
1909

number

Sl«l

1,800
3,638
3.756
2,660

26.0
55.4
59.0

22.6

514

I4.«

68 7

20.3
20.9"

29:8
20.7
10.4

4.495
1.696
1.445
2,780

74.6
73.7
92.5
62.5

29 9*
20.1«
7.3"
37.3*

62

966

90.8

6.4

2.8

J'l?
'9
•

'9'
"14
I'l?

9 6

917

January

"

SirrI
unilrr-

Tolal

frami

\Vo...l

4 5
.2
->

(under

1,
1918
construction)

sletl

underframe.

rapid increase in steel and steel underframe cars

is

shown

below

in transit;

delays arc not a principal cause of slowness

,,|

States.

in

Department

cent of the railroad lines formerly served by railway postal
have been whjlly or partly deprived of the advantages of
service, and that economizing space in cars, to reduce the
of transportation, is constantly causing unreasonable delays.
investigating committee finds that mails are not despatched
in

cars.

,

Increase
Incrc.isc

cost

The
with

and
the

Stetl

.

.XpproNnnalely in service
lannarv 1, 1909
Januarv 1, 19)0
Taniary 1, 1911
.lanitary 1, 1912
January I, 1913
January 1. 1914
January I, 1915
January 1. 1916
January 1. 19!7
January 1, 1918

that

Iiicre.Tie

over
19!S over
1918 over

191.«

1909
1909
1917

Society for Testing Materials

629

67t
j.ooi
i.jj^
2,399
3,296
4.6O8
5,7flO

6.060
6,136
8.3'I9

16,972

2.698%
11.7%

Hm
1,1.'9%

35.9%

of wooden cars in .service on January 1. 1912, was
48,126.
There are now in service approximately 38,876, indicating the retirement from service of 9,250 cars in six years.

Rcplacemcnt or Wooden

Number
twenty-tirst annual meeting of the .\merican Society
for Testing Materials will be held at the Hotel Traymorc,
Wednesday
Atlantic City, N. J., on June 25, 26, 27 and 28.
afternoon, the 26th. will be devoted to topical discussions
on Co-operation in Industrial Research, while the evening
session rm Thursday will be a joint meeting with the .American Concrete Institute. The annual golf tournament will be
held on Thursday afternoon.

underframe

.Steel

i.n;
3.|3l
5.347
7,271
9,492
12,900
14,286
15,754
17,601

The number

.\ppiioxiM»TE Tost or

mails.

The

buildinj;

on Janoperating
Lnited States and 64,816 passenger train
vehicles, and with 966 under construction on
January 1. Replies were also received from eight companies operating
33,269
miles in Canada, with 5,422 passenger train vehicles, and
witii 35
under construction on the same date. Estimates and percentages
in the tables apply only to cars operated by roads
in the I'nited

bill.

The Merchants' .Association of New York city, acting on a
voluminous report made by a committee, after five months' investigation, has presented to Congress a memorial calling for the
appointment of a joint committee to make a comprehensive investigation of the present methods of the Post Office Department.
These methods have resulted in serious delays throughout the
The investigating committee finds that about 44 per
country.

fully

tin-

•This figure include: wooden cars reconstructed with

Inefficiency of the Post Office

train

Passing Out of Service

tion to I.egislalioii sent certain requests to the carriers
uary 2. 191H.
Replies were received from 434 roads

24<).224

The

that

McTv Vork Trihunr.

underframe passenger train cars and to develop the cost of
reconstruction in steel of the present wooden c(|uipment <if
the
country the Special Committee on Relations of Railroad Opera-

ChairPresident
Wilson had told him that he had no intention of taking away
the functions of the Interstate Commerce Commission, especially
such functions as the power of the commission to review freight
and passenger rates, as conferred by the railrna<l control bill;
but the President said that he could make use of many em-

former frequency: that they are not

B. G., in

In nrder tn ascertain the progress of

that

ployees and experts of the Interstate
other departments of government work

.\iithracite.

steel

rejected in the

Commerce Commission

fjf

—J.

to

the

the locomo-

Should .\lc.\d,...
Miss Snow Taboo

building of

President

tlic

to clean the rails before

make headway.

reorganize
the executive departments of the government, was passed by the
this
week,
and has
Tuesday
of
Representatives
on
House of
been sent to the President. The amendment to except the Interbill,

train

fosial

158
2,236

Mail and bagcage
Mail, baRRage and passenger
It.iggaKC
I'.agRasf

and passenger
or

express

PassengiT
Parlor,

sleeping,

Business

726
276

Motor
Total

Annual
"The

erst figure

dining

572
3,205
6.998
30,727
3,978

Cah.s

38,876
interest charge at 5 per cent
i«

with

.^vcraRe
coit*
$19,000
17,500
17,500
17,500
14,800
23.000
37,000
26,000
35.000

the same as used a year ago.

Caii.«

op Steel

Amount
t3.002.fl00

39.130,000
10,010,000
56.087.500
103.570.400
476.721,(100

147,186.000
18,876,000
9.660.(i00

$864,242,900
$43,212,145
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Program
The

of

annual

tciitli

Convention of Fuel Association
convcnticm

of

the

Railway

International

Traffic

I'uel .\ssociation will be held at the Hotel Sherman, Chicago,
on Thursday and Friday, May 23 and 24, under the auspices
of the United States Railroad Administration and the United
The convention will open on
States Fuel Administration.
the lirst day at 10 a. m. and on the second day at 9:30 a. m.

The program

is

News

aiving the customary thirty-day period after the publication
tariff schedule, the State Public Utilities Commission of
Illinois on May 8 permitted attorneys representing railroads in
Illinois to iile a petition for the reclassification of commodities.
The commission will open a hearing on the matter at Springfield,
111., on May 15 and after a week in that city it will continue the
\\

as follows:

of a

Iln.isday

Address by E. W.

Introductory

Fratt,

Railway

International

President,

Association.

l'"uel

Vol. 64, No. 20

"The Railro.ids and Their Relation to the Fuel Problem," by C. R. Gray,
Director, Division of Transportation, United States Railroad .\dministration.
"Wliat Can Be Done for Our Northern Allv," by Sir George Bury. Chair-

War Board.
the Men on the Locomotives Can Do," by W. S. Stone, Grand
Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
"The Motive Powei Department and Fuel Economy." by R. Quayle, General Superintendent, Motive Power and Car Department Chicago & North
Western.
"The Railroad Industrial .'^rmy," by W. S. Carter, Director, Division of
Labor, C. S. Railroad Administration.
•'Relation of Locomotive Maintenance to Fuel Economy," by Frank McMapamv. Director. Division of Locomotive Maintenance, U. S. Railroad
man, Canadian Railways

"What

.A request by shipping interests for a
day postponement of the hearing was not granted.

hearing at Chicago.

thirty-

Chief,

Adinim'stratien.
"Tlie Transportation Department and Fuel Economy," by E. H. De Groot,
Division of Transportation,
Jr., Assistant Manager, Car Service .Section,
I'.

Railroad Administration.

.S.

and the War," by

II.

A. Garfield, U. S. Fuel Adii

Con

Fuel Conservation," by P. K. Noyes, Director,

"Th-> Need for
tion I'ivisi.m. I". S. Fuel Administrati
Dii
"Thr: Sui)ply and Distribution of Fuel," by J. D. A. Morro
Distribution Division, U. S. Fuel Administration.
"The Coal Operaloi and His Responsibilities," by Edwin Ludlow, \icePresidint. I.el'igh Coal & Navigation Company, Lansford, Pa.
Wliat the Coal Miner Can Do," by John P. White, Labor Advisor, U. S.
Fuel .\dministration.
"What the Coal Operator Can Do." by H. N. Taylor, Vice-President,
Central Coal & Colve Company. Kansas City.
"Individual Effort Toward Fuel Savings," by Eugene McAuliffe. Manager, Fuel Conservation Section. U. S. Railroad Administration.

Exhibitors at the Air Brake Convention
Brake .Association
The companies exhibiting devices at the
Conventiiin. which was held at the Hotel Winton, Cleveland,
-\ir

Ohio, May 7 to 10, together with a
given below
Ashton Valve Company, Boston Mass.

list

of their representatives

is

:

— Gages, gage testers
O. Fettinger.
— Engine-tender air
Chicago,
111.

and

&

()hio.

Erie Canal was opened for business on May IS. The
governinent manager. G. A. Tomlinson. announced in .\'ew'
York last week that the government had bought 30 tugs and had
taken 165 of the barges heretofore in use on the canal, this in
order to begin taking freight without waiting for the construcOf the new and larger barges there will be
tion of new barges.

The

istrator.

Represented by H.
valves.
Barco Manufacturing Company.

mittee, which will issue it only after having been assured
that the consignee of the freight will unload it promptly. The
committee consists of Presidents Rhea, of the Pennsylvania,
and Dice of the Reading, and Vice-President Thompson of

the Baltimore

Fri.la

"Tlic Fuel Problen

Freight, in carload lots, destined for Baltimore or I'hiladelphia. is now received by the trunk lines for shipment to
either of those cities only on a special permit for each shipment; which permit must be procured from the local com-

safety

some of them steel and some concrete. None of these will
it was found that the construction of boats
be self-propelling
with engines would require a much longer time. The new barges
21 ft. beam, and 12 ft. moulded depth.
long,
will be 150 ft.

75,

;

Shipments of anthracite in .April, as reported by the
Anthracite News office, amounted to 6.368.372 tons, an increase
about 14 per cent over those of the corresponding month
It is anticipated that with the working energy
of last year.
now in force, this year's total output may reach 80.000,000
tons, a gain of 3,000,000 tons over 1917. .A satisfactory supply
of cars is available to move all anthracite as currently proof

The order prohibiting shipments to 19 states south
except on special permits, affects, relatively, a limNew England shipments have been limited
tonnage.

duced.
connections

d air reservoir ioint connections. Metallic car steam heat connections.
Represented by F. N. Bard and C. L. Mellor.
Lubricators and flange oiler.
Detroit Lubricator Company. Detroit, Mich.
K.jpresented by A. G. Machesney.
Dielmore Valve Company, Tacoma. Washington. Automatic drain and
relief valve for single or compound air pumps, and Vincent grease
Represented by W. P. McLaren.
l)lug for side rods on locomotives.
Dixon Crucible Company. Joseph, Jersey City. N. J. Graphite and graphite
Represented by L. H. Snyder, F. R.
products for railroad service.
Brandon and William Ernst.
Oarlock Packing Company, Palmyra, N. Y.— Air brake gaskets, air pump
and spiral packing. Represented by C. F. Flood.
Represented by Frank
Goft' Electro-Pneumatic Brake, CoUingswood, N. J.

and

w-est,

ai

—

—

ited

somewhat by embargoes which have been intermittent on
New Haven and quite steady on the Boston & Albany
two weeks

the
for

past.

—

Go ft.
Gould

Coupler

slack

W.

Company.

New

York.

— Gould

Represented by W.
adjuster.
G.irstang and W. H. Sauvage.

F.

universal automatic brake
Richards, Geo. R. Berger.

Johns-Manville Company. H. W., New York.— Airbrake throttle and brake
Represented by
cylinder packing, expansion rings and slack adjuster.
E. Meek, C. E. Murphy, Fred Home, L. C. Sprague and G.
J.
Christcnson.

—

Company, The, Lyndhurst, N. J. Steam heat regulator
movable injector coupling nuts. Represented by S. J. Leslie

Leslie

New York

Air

I'.rake

slide valve, feed valve.

B.

Ifyanes,

York-

Company

Wm. Owens

nd

J.

Type

J.

J

Represented by N. A. Campbell, L. W. Sawyer,

and

B.

Pratt.

—

Non-Buidoil
Jersey Lubricant Company, New York.
Repbrake cvlindcr lubricant and N. F. O. triple valve lubricant.
resented by J. H. liennis and W. W. Orvis.
New
Packing
Company,
York.
Represented
by
New York Belting and

New \ork and New

—

I..

F.

Purtill.

Perfection Adjustable Hand Reamer Company, Cleveland, Ohio— Reamers
Represented by C. Feagler.
for valve and governor bushings.
Simmons-Boardman Publishing Co.. New York. Railway Age, Railway
Represented
Mechanical Engineer and Railwav Electrical Engineer.
by H. H. Marsh and .\. F. Stuebing.
United States Rubber Companv, New York. Mechanical goods division, air
Reprc cnted
brake hose, pneumatic tool hose, gaskets and packings.
by C. S. Prosser. W. B. Wise and T. P. Dunham.
Westinghouse -Mr Brake Company, Pittsburgh. Pa. Slack adjuster
by
Walter
V. '^
Represented
devices.
mounting and claiiipine
A. W. Dudley, J. B. Wright. F. H. Parke, T. W. Newburn A. I.,
Bcrgh.^ne. G. K. 1 ierce. F. M. Nellis. E. H. Dewson, H. H. ounis.
Kuhnert. F. B. Johnson, F. H. Whitney. J. S. V. Fralich. E.
J. C
Weaver. T H Thomas. B. F. Key, G. A. Stenson. A. L. Houston.
R E Millsr. L. T. Gwynne. E. Richards, W. M. Sleet.

—

—

Coal

Movement

month

of April the railroads transported coal at
a rate which, if continued throughout the year, will make up
the amount which the Fuel Administration estimates will be

During

tlie

required, according to statistics compiled by the Railroad
.Administration. During the four weeks ending .April 27 the
bituminous coal loaded into cars amounted to 895.318 carloads, an increase of 73,978 cars as compared with the corresponding period of 1917.
The Geological Survey reports that bituminous output declined slightly during the week ended May 4, after three
successive weeks of rising production. The total production
of soft coal (including lignite and coal niade into coke) is
estimated on the ba^is of railway shipments at 11.559,000 net
tons as compared with 11,803,000 net tons during the preceding week, or a decrease of 2 per cent. Production per
working day is estimated at 1.927.000 net tons, considerably
in excess of 1,829,000 net tons, the average during the month of

May, 1917.
Losses attributed to transportation conditions declined
during the week ended April 27 from 16.2 per cent of potential capacity during the preceding week to 14.4 per cent;
losses due to labor conditions from 4.8 per cent to 4.4 per
cent; those due to mine disability from 3.3 per cent to 2.8
per cent and to market losses from 1.8 per cent to 1.2 per
cent.

iVnthracite shipments during the week ended May 4 rose
to 40.570 cars, the largest since the week of March 30.

May

17.
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Commission and Court News

I

|

Commerce Commission

Interstate

The commission has announced a
Commissioner Aitchison, in various

series of hearings, before
cities, for the purpose of
interested parties an opportunity to express their views
as to the exact delinition of the five zones of standard time,
which the commission was authorized to establish in the "daylipht saving" law.

giving

all
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Equipment and Supplies

I

The Mechanical and Purchasing Committees of the Railroad
.\dminislralion have been holding joint meetings to consider the
specialties for cars and locomotives ordereil which have been
recommended by the Meclnnical Committee in the light of bids
submitte<l by manufacturers.
\'arious representatives of manufacturers have been called in to discuss the proposed orders for

while some have been told tentatively that they
be given orders.
N'o announcement of the specialties seis expected for several days.

their devices,
will

lected

The Interstate Loninierce Commission has announced a
hearini; at Washington on May 27 for the consideration of a
set of susigested amendments proposed by the Bureau for
the Safe Transportation of Exph^sives and Other Dangerous
Articles, alter exhaustive conference with shippers and carBy
riers, to the commission's regulations on this subject.
reason of new information and altered conditions certain
modilications are desirable. Unless objections are presented
and sustained, the proposed amendments will be adopted.
Therefore, the commission says, attendance upon the hearings seems not to be important except for tlie purpose of
jiresenting objections.

Freight Cars
TiiK \'iRGi.M.\.N

The

B.\ltimore

The

has made public the
N. Brown on the
An important part
country is transported in

loninii>sion

the interstate

commerce of

the

privately owned cars and. says the report, it is to the interest of
the owners, the carriers and the public that their operations
should be continued under such rules and regulations as will inDifferent
sure their etficient handling without discrimination.
phases in connection with the use of privately owned cars are

considered in detail in the report and recommendations are made
In conclusion, the
with respect to their use for the future.
report recommends
That shippers may continue to lease cars
independently for the transportation of their shipments; that
carriers rcnuire statements of car line charges made by car
owners against shippers, for publication in their tariffs; that a
charge in addition to freight rates should not be made for furnishing to shippers refrigerator, tank or other special types of
cars unless the freight rates are predicated on transportation in
another type of cars less expensive and less difficult to operate
that the basis for the compensation to be paid owners of private
cars should not be on the cost of cars and shops, etc., depreciation, ta.xes. cost of operation and maintenance and interest on
investment, but that payments should be made by the carriers on
and that the mileage
the basis of loaded and empty mileage
should be computed on the basis of distance tables without the
elimination of mileage movements through the switching dis:

:

The Trumbull

as

recommemled

that there be

tariffs.

report estimates that on January 1. 1918, there were in
This includes 135,000
States 200.000 private cars.
tank and refrigerator cars, and the remaining 65.000 is made up
heater
cars, etc.
It is
cars,
of stock cars, coal cars, palace stock
estimated that these 200.000 cars represent an investment of
$250,000,000: and in addition to this the owners of the cars have

The

the

inquiring

for five

Steel Comi-.vxv, Warren, O.,

is

in<|uirinK for

Pool G.vsoi.ixe Comt.xnv. Okmulgee, Okla.,

-40

The Cable

.S.OOO-gal. insulated

is

in-

tank cars.

Chemic.vl Comp.\xv, Charleston,

S.

C,

is

inquiring

The

Colpr.vdo

& Wvoxiixc

from the Western Steel Car

has ordered ten 50-ton gondola cars

& Foundry Company.

The Chimo Copper Comp.\nv, Salt Lake, L'tah, has ordered
24 underframes from the Pressed Steel Car Company.
The Pexnsylv.\.\i.\ Euuip.mext Company, 1420 Chestnut
Philadelphia, is in the market for a number of ore cars,
not over 25 ft. long.
street,

The Wittaker Glessner Company, Portsmouth, Ohio, has
ordered four 50-ton gondola and seven 50-ton hopper cars from
the Pressed Steel Car Company,

Passenger Cars
The

Pacikic Ei.ectrk

The Boston
and 100

Elfvatei>

is

is

incjuirinij

lor 25

motor

in<|uiring for prices t>n

cars.

200 motor cars

trailers.

The

Pennsvi.vaxia

street, Philadelphia,

is

in

Eniii-MExr Company. 1420 Chestnut
the market for a number of passenger

cars.

Miscellaneous

no increase in the present
payment for the use of refrigerator cars and so-called meat cars
«ast of El Paso. Albuquerque, Salt Lake City and Ogden, but
that the present rate of three-quarters of a cent per mile on the
loaded and empty movement of tank cars be increased to one
cent an<! that an increased allowance should be paid on live
poultry cars, palace stock, heater and other privately owned cars
which are used, operated and controlled by shippers, where the
payment is now less than one cent a mile. It is recommended
that there should be no increase on stock, coke, coal, rack, flat,
box or pocket cars, although privately owned. The examiner
also recommends that the master carbuilders' rules be not fded
is

is

for 25 50-ton, 7,000-gal. sulphuric acid tank cars.

tricts.
It

Comi'.vny

c.kk

ten 50-ton steel gondola cars.

tentative report of Attorney-Examiner G.
commis-iion's investigation of private cars.

of

inquiring for 100 steel underirames

is

Cub.xn .\merkas Si

The Pine
Commerce

& Ohio

6.500-gal. tank cars.

quiring for
Interstate

inquiring for 15 cal)oose cars.

for caboose cars.

Private Car Line Report
Th'-

is

liiited

large investments in repair shops, etc.

The

Louis Southwestern has ordered from the Roberts
& Schaefer Company, Chicago, two automatic electric coaling
plants, to be of reinforced concrete and of 200-tons' capacity
St.

each.
These will be duplicates of the plant that was recently
The new plants
built for the same road at \'alley Junction, 111.
are to be built at Commerce, Tex,, and Jonesboro, .\rk.

—

Building Locomotives in Denmark. Commerce report.-,, under date of March 28, says that building of locomotives is proTlie t'lrm of Frische & Co., .\arhus, has
gressing in Denmark.
recently booked an order from the Government for 20 new locomotives.

—

Railww The Government has decided
purchase the Ishinomak Light Railway, which runs from
The decision was
to Ishinomaki. in Miyagi prefecture.
made in consequence of the recent completion of the Trans-Ou
Railway, with Kogota as the eastern terminus.— T/i^ Far Eastern
Japan Buys Light

to

Kogota

Rnii'U'.
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Supply Trade

News

The H. W. Johns-Manville Company announces
July

1.

1918.

its

Houston

office

will

that after

firm.

of the

San Francisco

office of the

Brown Hoisting Machinery Company, has been appointed

EngineerPacific coast representative succeeding the Colby
offices
ing Company in the northwest territory. Mr. Wright's
are in the

Monadnock

building.

Manufacturing Company.
Philadelphia
C. Z. Moore, supervisor division No. 4 of the
division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at
May 1,
effective
resignation,
his
tendered
Pa.,
Middletown,

himself
with John Lundie, conengineer,^ 52
sulting
associate

Broadway,

New

York,

^^fc/'

While

at

building,

He

received

1885.

summer

Engineer.
his

college

were
South Chicago

vacations

in

Immedimills.
upon graduation
from college Mr. Buker

rolling

ately

entered the service of
Pullman Company
the
that
apprentice in
as
company's car shops in
After serving
Chicago.
time he went as
his
special apprentice in the
locomotive shops of the
Illinois

years

Central.
later

he

Two

accepted

later appointed general

Rock Island he went with

Trade Publications
/

—

St.\nds. The Ramapo Iron Works, Hillburn, N. Y.,
has just issued its Pamphlet No. 17, descriptive of the Ramapo

Switch

This is a 16-page book with
and shows in detail the character of construction and
of operation of this type of switch stands.

automatic safety switch stands.
illustrations

the

manner

—

way

departserved as

C. Z. Moore
assistant
transitman,
supervisor and superFor the past few
visor at various points on the system.
years he has been most successful in work as a track engineer, having taken in competition the general manager's
prize for five consecutive years, the awards being made for
the greatest improvement and the best track on the system
Mr. Moore will represent Dr.
and superintendent's division.
Lundie with office in the Finance building, Philadelphia, Pa.

The Austin Company, Cleveland. O., announces that G. E.
has joined the engineering staff of that company,
to devote his entire attention to the design of railway terminal buildings, having specialized in this work with the
various railroads in the United States for a number of years.

Lemmerich

Mr. Lemmerich began

McCormick
in

position he held up to the time of his recent appointment.

in

and

the

Chicago

Rock Island & Pacific and
foreman on the same road. Leaving
the Missouri, Kansas & Texas as
master mechanic. During the past two years he has been with
the Galena-Signal Oil Company as mechanical expert, which

heavy construction work. Later he
returned to the main-

ment

Mechanical

the

ferred to the construction department where
he assisted for several

tenance of

in

Uni-

the

at

office in

versity of Illinois, from
which institution he reof
degree
the
ceived

was

Mr. Moore entered the

years

has been appointed western representative

a position as inspector on the Chicago.

inventor and producer
of the Lundie tie plate,
service of the Pennsylvania Railroad, October 1, 1894 in the division engineers' office
at Harrisburg, Pa. One
year later he was trans-

and

city

spent

H. S. Patterson has been appointed manager of the railroad department of the Walworth Manufacturing Company,
apwith headquarters in Boston. H. T. Goodwin has been
pointed assistant manager of the railroad department, with
Mr.
and
Patterson
Mr.
Both
York.
headquarters in Kevy
Goodwin obtained their training with the National Tube
Company by taking the specialty course at the Kewanee
works of the National Tube Company, now the Walworth

to

Edward Buker

Rome Iron Mills, Inc., with
Chicago. Mr. Buker was born
the
in
education
his
public schools at that
of

John A. Dienner, formerly assistant examiner of the United
associated
States Patent Office, and for the past four years
with Brown, Hanson & Boettcher, Chicago, in the practice
of that
member
become
a
has
of patent and trademark law,
H. D. Wright, manager

During the past eight years he has been associterminals.
ated with the design of freight terminals on the Illinois
Central and the Chicago & Western Indiana, and with the
design of engine terminals on the Western Maryland. The
Austin Company, which has specialized in the construction
of standard buildings erected in 30 to 90 days, is now designing engine terminal, shop and other railway buildings for
similar rapid construction.

be located at 424-426

Washington avenue, Houston, Tex.

Vol. 64, No. 20

his railway career in 1881 as

axeman

for the Pennsylvania, and has been doing railway layout work
for over 20 years. In 1898 he was with the Central Railroad
of New Jersey on engine terminals, freight terminals, and
on special work in connection with the Elizabethport shops.
In 1902 he was employed by the Delaware, Lackawanna &
Western on the construction of freight car repair shops, at
Scranton, and in 1903 at Jersey City on the proposed ter-

minals for the Erie. In 1904 Mr. Lemmerich was employed
with the Northern Pacific working on layouts for division

Motive Power Problem. The Baldwin Locomotive Works in
Record No. 90 has issued in booklet form the address of its
president. Alba B. Johnson, before the annual convention of
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, at Chicago,
.'\pril 11. entitled "The Problem of Motive Power Under the
National Administration of Railroads." Mr. Johnson's paper
was published in the Rniluay Age of April 12, page 965.

—

Railw.w Coxstruction in DoMiNic.'iN Republic. There are
two railroads in the Puerto Plata consular district, viz., the
Dominican Central, owned by the Dominican Government, and
the

Samana &

Santiago,

owned by Scotch

capitalists.

The

Dominican Central connects Puerto Plata with Santiago, a distance of 42 miles, with a further extension of 17 miles to Moca.
Traffic on this road was suspended the first half of 1916, but
operations were resumed in July of that year. The service has
improved gradually, and the railroad has been reconstructed
throughout, 700 tons of new 60-lb. rails and 50,000 new ties
being laid. The telephone system has been placed in good condition,

and new apparatus have been

installed.

.All

bridges, sta-

and other buildings have been painted and repaired. Work
was commenced on a cut-ofif between Barrabas and La Sabana,
which will reduce the grade from 9^ to 3 per cent and reduce
tions

maximum curvature to 32 degrees. The Samana & Santiago
made considerable progress with its seven-mile branch between
Moca and Salcedo. When completed, this branch line will link
the Samana & Santiago vvith the Dominican Central, thus connecting the ports of Sanchez and Puerto Plata by rail. Comthe

merce Reports.

May
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Railway

I
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Railway Financial News
Kio (iRANUE. — An agreement has been reached

Executive, Financial, Lejjal and Accounting

between
Denvkr &
the Denver & Kio Grande and Western Pacific interests and
Government orticials whereby the Denver & Rio Grande will
secnre funds to pay off its interest and otiier obliKations up to
and incUidint; June I. with the exception of tlie judgment for
approximately $38.000,(X)0 held by the Western Pacific against
This agreement plans for the wiping out of apthe Denver.
proximately $4,500,000 indebtedness, which includes $2,400,000
bond interest, unpaid or due June 1. The Railroad Administration will advance $1,500,000, on account of the Denver rental,
and the Kquilable Trust Companv will advance $1,800,000 and
will purchase certain Treasury securities. Liberty bonds, etc.,
while $625,000 in cash in the Denver's treasury now under attachment will be released by order of the court. By agreement
also $900,000 on deposit with trustees for Denver bonds will be
available.

Des Moines & Fort Dodge.
Mix.NE.vPOLis

&

St.

— See Minneapolis &
—Judge Charles M.

St. Louis.

Louis.

Hough

in

the

Federal Court at New York has dismissed the suit of William
Mitchell and others as temporary administrators of the estate
of .Amos F. Eno against the Des Moines & Fort Dodge and the
Minneapolis & St. Louis railroads. The plaintiffs sought to
prevent the consolidation of the roads and to compel the payments of dividends on stock in their possession.

Missouri

P.\cific.

— Bertram

Myers lias been ap|juinled auditor of the Montana,
it .Siiuthern, with ollice at Belfry, Mont., succeeding A. R. Clement, resigned to enter other business.
J.

B.

Wyoniiii).;

W. J. Jackson, receiver of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
with head<|uarters at Chicago, has resigned and has been
placed in charge of the operation of the road with the title
of president.
Thomas D. Heed, of Oiicago, succeeds Mr.
Jackson as receiver.
A. E. Warmington has been appointed assistant to the
president of the California Southern, with headquarters at
Los Angeles, Cal. J. C. Odell has been elected treasurer,
with headquarters at Los .Angeles, Cal., succeeding J. R.
Grant, who continues as secretary.
J. E. Conklin, assistant to the president of the Anthony &
Xorthcrn, has been elected vice-president, with office at
Hutchinson, Kans., and T. A. Fry has been elected secretary,
with headquarters at Hutchinson, Kans., succeeding E. M.
Vetter.
Mr. Fry continues the duties of treasurer and purpurchasing agent.

Winfield S. Cooper, whose appointment as assistant to the
vice-president in charge of operation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the Railway

Age

Cutler has been elected a director
^.

to succeed Carl Gray.

Xew York

Cestr.vl.

— This

company has obtained

$6,000,000 for

months at six per cent from the Central Trust Company
Xew York through the efforts of Director General McAdoo.
See "Doings of the United States Railroad Administration"
on another page of this issue.
six

\^

of

St. Louis-S.\x Fr.^xcisco.

—James

— See

Washington,

Ches.^pe.^ke. — A

W.ASHINCTON, PoTOM.^c &
ncw corporation, the
Washington, Brandywine & Point Lookout Railroad has been
formed to operate this road which last December was sold for
junk to Joseph Bros. & Co. for $92,500. The purchasers had
begun to dismantle the railroad when proceedings were begun
by prominent citizens which stopped the dismantling. A new
charter was procured and stock was subscribed for.
After
$75,000 had been raised and the Government had loaned $50,000
on first mortgage, a contract for the purchase of the road from
Joseph Bros. & Co. for $125,000 was signed on May 6 in the
office of Judge John B. Payne, general counsel for the director
general of railroads.

Railway Construction
—

Illinois Ce.ntr.xl
This company has completed plans for the
construction of a 12-stall roundhouse, a turntable and a machine
shop at Carbonclale, III,, to cost about $200,000.
It is also
planning to enlarge its mechanical facilities at Champaign, 111.
The work, in the main, will consist of the construction of new

roundhouse

stalls and will cost about $150,000.
-At Ccntralia, III.,
company proposes to construct additional tracks in both
north and southbound yards at a cost of about $150,000. At
Paducah, Ky.. it is planning mechanical facilities, including a
new roundhouse containing 32 stalls, which will cost approximately §200,000.
Plans are also being prepared for a ho.'pital
building at Paducah. the construction of which the company expects to start in about six weeks. The road expects to complete
plans for its Fifty-third street (Hyde Park) station, Chicago, in
about two months.

the
its

May

3,

was

has since become part
of the
Erie.
Subsequently he was consecutively operator and
train despatcher on the

N. Wallace has been elected

a director to succeed E. D. Levy, resigned.

Washixctox, Bra.vdvwine & Point Lookout.
Potomac & Chesapeake.

on

born at Polk, Ohio, on
February 15, 1862. Mr.
Cooper's railway work
began in May, 1877,
when he became a
telegraph operator on
the New York, Pennsylvania & Ohio, which

Louisville

&

Nashville,

train despatcher

on the
York, Pennsylvania & Ohio, train
despatcher on the Canadian Pacific, and from

New

W.

S.

Cooper

1886 to 1895 train despatcher
and chief
despatcher on the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. In 1895
he was appointed trainmaster, and in February, 1903, he was
promoted to superintendent. Three years later he was again
promoted, this time to assistant general supeintendcnt, with
headquarters at Chicago. He continued in that position for six
years, following which on February 1, 1912, he became general
superintendent of the southern district, with the same headquarters, holding this position until his recent appointment
as assistant to the vice-president, as mentioned above.

Operating
D. Feeney has been appointed acting superintendent of
the Anthony & Northern, with office at Pratt, Kans., succeeding C. F. Jeff.
J.

F. O. Bamforth, treasurer of the Cincinnati, Findlay & Ft.
is operated by the New York, Chicago &
Louis, has also been appointed superintendent.

Wayne, which road
St.

A

Ross, superintendent of the Lehigh Valley at Easton,
Pa., has been appointed superintendent of
York division, vice S. S. Stone, resigned; M. A. Mulligan, superintendent at Hazleton, has been appointed superintendent of the
Lehigh division, vice Mr. Ross, and P. T.
Jersey
Reilly, general yard inspector at Bethlehem, has been ap-

New

New

&
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pointed siipcrintencleilt of

tlie

Maliaiioy

&

Hazlctou

clixision,

Miillisan, transferred.

vice -Mr.

W. M. Bacon, assistant superintendent of the St. Louis
Southwestern, with headquarters at Mt. Pleasant, Tex., has
been appointed assistant superintendent of the Denver &
Salt Lake, with headquarters at Denver, Colo., succeeding
G. W. Barr. A. R. Stith has been appointed superintendent
of car service, with hcadiiuarters at Denver, Colo., succeeding W. T. Bruning.
been appointed superintendent of the
J. B. Blair, who lias
Canadian Pacific with headquarters at I-'arnham, Que., as has
already been announced in these columns, was born on November 17. 1876, at Whitby, Ont., and was educated at Dufferiii school, Toronto, and at the Toronto Normal school.
He began railway work in May. 1894, with the New York,
Ontario & XVestern, at Norwich. N. Y., and subsequently
served consecutively on the New York, New Haven & Hartford, the Chicago & North Western, the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, and the Southern Railway, in various capacities
From June, 1914, to January, 1916, he was
in train service.
general yardmaster of the Canadian Pacific at Windsor, Ont.,
month was assistant superintendent
following
the
to
tlien
and
In February, 1916. he was appointed assistant
at London.
superintendent of terminals at Montreal, Que., which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of the same road as above noted.
A. J. Miller, wliose appointment as superintendent of car
service of tlie Delaware. Lackawanna & Western, with headquarters at Scranton, Pa.,
was
columns,
these

born

October

on

Dunmore,

1877 at

lias

already been announced in

3,

Pa.,

and was educated in the
high schools and at

He
business college.
began railway work in
March. 1902, with the
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Martin J. Larson, wliose appointment as superintendent of
the Southern Minnesota Division, of the Chicago, Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at La Crosse, Wis., was announced in the Railzcay Age on May 3, was born in Norway,
on .\pril 19, 1866. He began railway work as a messenger in
the passenger department of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
The folPaul, at Milwaukee, Wis., on September 15, 1882.
lowing year he was employed as a clerk in the purchasing department at Milwaukee; then in March, 1884 as a clerk in the
general superintendent's office at Milwaukee. In June. 1889be was appointed chief clerk to the division superintendent
In July. 1903, he was transferred to tlie
at Sioux City, Iowa.
general manager's office at Chicago, and on May 1. 1907 he
was promoted to trainmaster at Sioux City. Iowa. In July,
1912, he was appointed assistant to the assistant general

manager

at

pointment

Chicago, where he remained until his recent apsuperintendent of the Southern Minnesota

as

division.

Hugh Wilson, assistant division superintendent of the
Baltimore & Ohio at Grafton, W. Va., has been appointed,
superintendent of the Monongah division, with headquarters
at Grafton, vice J. W. Deneen, promoted; P. C. Allen has been
appointed superintendent of the Baltimore division, with
headquarters at Baltimore, Md., vice C. B. Gorsuch, granted
leave of absence
B. Z. Holverstott, trainmaster at Fairmont,
W. Va., has been appointed assistant superintendent of the
Monongah division with headquarters at Grafton, vice Mr.
Wilson; J. K. Flaherty, road foreman of engines on the
Monongah division, has been appointed assistant superintendent, with office at Cumberland.
J. N. Niland, general
yardmaster at Cumberland has been appointed trainmaster
with office at Grafton, succeeding J. McClung, transferred to
Clarksburg. P. E. Marsh, road foreman of engines, with
office at Weston, has been appointed trainmaster with office
at Clarksburg to succeed E. Bartlett, who has been transferred as trainmaster to Fairmont, succeeding Mr. Holver;

stott.

Delaware, Lackawanna

& Western
in

the

car

Traffic

as a clerk
service de-

Toner has been appointed acting general freight and
passenger agent of the Denver & Salt Lake, with headF. J.

He subsepartment.
quently held diflferent

quarters at Denver.

positions in this depart-

traveling car agent, remaining in that posi1916.
tion until July,
when he left that road
to become chief clerk
^- ' ''^'""
to the superintendent
of car service of tlie
Central of New Jersey, at Jersey City, N. J. In November,
1916. he returned to the service of the Delaware, Lackawanna
& Western, as general chief clerk to the superintendent of
car service, which position he held at the time of his recent
appointment as superintendent of car service of the same
road, as above noted.

W. M. Weidenhamer, whose appointment as general superintendent i<i the ..outhern district, of the Chicago. Milwaukee &
St. Paul, with headquarters at Chicago, was announced in the
Railn'oy Age on May 3, was born in Schuyler County, 111., on
June 23, 1863. He entered the service of the Chicago, Burlington & Quinc}' on January 2, 1880, as a brakeman and was promoted to conductor on February 12, 1885. On May 4, 1904, he
was assigned to special duties by the operating vice-president.
On November 1, 1904, he was appointed trainmaster of the Galesburg division, with headquarters at Galesburg, 111., and on October IS, 1903, he was transferred in the same capacity to the
promoted
15.

division, with headquarters at

<do.,

succeeding

W.

H. Paul.

of Georgia,
with office at Chicago, has resigned to accept service with the
Illinois Central, and the agency at Chicago has been closed.

ment and in October,
1912, was promoted to

McCook

(.

H. A. Fletcher, commercial agent of the Central

McCook, Nebr.

He was

on December
and on December

to superintendent of the Sterling division

1908. with headquarters at Sterling. Colo.,

1909. was transferred to the Alliance division, with head1,
quarters at Alliance, Nebr. He left the Burlington in December,
1917, to become inspector of transportation of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, which position he held until his recent promotion to general superintendent of the southern district, as
mentioned above.

G. A. Westcott, general freight and passenger agent of the
traffic manager, with office
Hou.ghton, Mich. The office of general frei.ght and passenger agent has been abolished.

Copper Range, has been appointed

at

F. G. Abbey, assistant general freight agent of the Missouri,
Kansas
Texas, of Texas, with headquarters at Dallas.
Tex., has resigned to become Washington representative of
the Southern Products Company.

&

William M. Mortimer, general freight and passenger agent
& Coke, with office at Charleston. W. Va.. having
resigned to accept other service, the position of general freight
and passenger agent has been abolished.
of the Coal

H. Webster, general agent of the passenger department
Erie, has been appointed division passenger agent,
with headquarters at Elmira. N. Y., and F. Ralph has been
appointed division passen,ger agent, with office at New York.
J.

of

the

William Owens, northern passenger agent of the Chicago &
Milwaukee, has been appointed passenger agent at
Union Station at Chicago, succeeding H. E. Thomas, who
has resigned to enter the army. The position held by Mr.
Owens at Milwaukee has been abolished.
.Alton, at

the

C. McD. Davis, general freight agent of the Atlantic Coast
Line, with office at Wilmington, N. C, has been temporarily
detached from his duties with the .\tlantic Coast Line for
service with the Southern Freight Rate Committee at .At-

Ga.

Until further advised, the duties of the general
J. W. Perrin. assistant
manager at Wilmington; S. H. Dare, general
western freight agent at Chicago, has been appointed division
freight agent, with office at Montgomery, .Ala.
lanta,

freiglit

agent will be performed by

freight

traffic
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Engineering and Rolling Stock
S.

W. Heckathorne
Antlioiiy

llii-

iV

siKci-cdiiiK- S. C.

has liecn appointed master ineclianic of
headquarters at Pratt, Kail.,

N'ortlicrn. witli

Reep.

J. B. McClain, assistant bridge engineer ol the Seaboard
Air I. inc. with citViie at Xorfolk, \'a., has been appointed
bridge engineer, xice Guy Pinner, resigned to accept service
elsewhere, and W. C. Binford has been appointed assistant
bridge engineer, vice Mr. McClain.

Gribbin, master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific at
North Hay. ( >nt., has been appointed master mechanic of the
New Brunswick district, with olVicc at St. John. N. B., succeeding C. Kyle, transferred: T. Hambley has been appointed
master mechanic, with headquarters at North Bay, vice Mr.
Gribbin; and J. S. Allen has been appointed general foreman,
locomotive erecting shopj at North Hay.
C.

A. B. Enbody, assistant master mechanic of the Central of
Jersey, with office at Mauch Chunk, Pa., has been appointed master mechanic of the Lehigh & Susquehanna
division in charge of locomotive and car departments, and
assignment of power, with office at Ashley, and C. W. Culver,
general foreman at Maucli Chunk, has been appointc<l assistant master mechanic of the Lehigh and Sus(|uehaniia division, with office at Mauch Chunk.

New

S. Wall, whose appointment as mechanical superintendAtchison. Topeka & Santa l'"e. with lieadquarters
Los Angeles, Cal.. was announced in the Railway Asc ou
.\pril 12. has been in

H.

1259

chairni.m oi tie terminal committee
operation~ at Duluth, effective May 7.

employ

tlie

jacent states.

W.

B. Scott, president of the Southern Pacific. Texas and
lines, has been appointed chairman of the southern
department of the western railroad region, with headquarters
at Houston, Tex., and will assist the regional director ol
western roads in directing the operation of the railways in
that section of the western territory.

Louisiana

H.

J. Bell, safety inspector of the Chicago & North Westhas been appointed safety supervisor of the railroads
under the jurisdiction of the western regional director. Mr.

ern,

Bell is in Washington at present, where he is familiarizing
himself with his new work under the supervision of H. W.
Belnap. manager of the Safety Section of the United States
Railroad .Administration.
He expects to assume his new
duties with he.idquarters at Chicago in about a month.

Joseph

W.

James, assistant

Buffalo, Rochester

&

under

rei>rcsentative

to the general manager of the
Pittsburgh, has been appointed special
M. Herbert, chairman Inter-regional
committee, in charge of
railway operation, at St.
Louis
and
Last
St.

J.

Mr.

Louis.
Mr. James was
horn at Cooper's Plains,
Steuben
county.
New
^ork, on .August
10,
1S79.
He began his rail-

ser-

way work

the

of

Atchison.
Topeka &
Santa Fe for a period
of nearly 19 years. On

October 5. 1899.
Wall entered the

telegraph operator. Subsequently he held various
positions, such as telegraph operator, agent,

On

man

at the

same

and on .\ugust
he

was

division

to

He

re-

mained there
1.

mechanic

at

1906.

Winslow.

place,

until

J

May

when he was

.\riz.,

being trans-

On
ferred on October 21 of the same year to Needles. Cal
July 1, 1909. he was promoted to shop superintendent at San
Bernardino. Cal.. which position he held until his recent appointment as mechanical superintendent of the coast lines
as mentioned above.
Purchasing
The New York. New lla\tn & Hartford announces

that

on -May 7. the purchasing department and stores department
were consolidated, with headquarters at New Haven. Conn.,
and botli departments are now known as the "supply department." under the supervision and management of George G.
Yeomans, general purchasing agent, and G. W. Hayden,
The supply agents, Lines East
assistant purchasing agent.
and West, will co-operate and rank with maintenance enginThe division supply
eers and mechanical superintendents.
agents will co-operate and rank with division master mechanics and division engineers.

Railway Officers in Government Service
R. Hanlin has been appointed export agent for the
regional director of western railroads, with headquarters at
F.

Seattle.

Wash.

W. W. Walker,
the

Duluth.

South

vice-president

Shore

&

and general manager of
has been appointed

-Atlantic,

^.^^

at

w

&

Lacka-

Western

as

yardmaster.
train
despatcher,
general
yardmaster, chief train despatcher and trainmaster,
on various roads includ'"^ ''^^ Great Northern.
the Union Pacific, the

15. 1900.

promoted
foreman

Barstow. Cal.

to master

with

buquerque, N. M., and
on -Xpril 1, 1900. he was
appointed
roundhouse

Delaware.

wanna

Needles.
at
July 1 of the
same year he was promoted to general fore-

promoted

1894.

the

Cal.

Wall

in

vices of that company
as a machinist at .M-

foreman

s.

charge of railroad

William Sproule, president of the Southern Pacific, hat
been appointed chairman of the western department of the
western railroad region, with lieadquarters at San Francisco,
l-'al., and will assist the regional director of
western lines in
supervising the operation of the roads in California and ad-

ent, of the
at

in

J-me
'""*

Southern
Pacilic.
the
& Nashville, tlie .Atlantic ("oast Line, the Illinois Centhe Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, the Pennsylvania, the Missouri. Kansas & Te.xas. and the St. Louis &
Louis\ille

tral,

San

l-'rancisco.

Mr. James has made an exhaustive study of
and train rules. He was

train despatching, handling train orders

recently

instrumental

in

revising

the

operating

rules

of

the

Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh, where he was also the founder
and editor of the employees' magazine. He originated and superintended the installation of the so-called "sailing day" plan
for movements of package freight on the Buffalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh.
.Among other matters assigned to Mr. James in

connection with his duties as special representative is the inauguration of a plan similar to the "sailing day" plan for the
southwestern railroads under the jurisdiction of the committee in
charge of operation in that section.

Obituary
A. S. Weinsheimer, secretary of tlie Pullman Company at
Chicago, died on May II, at the age of 72 years. Mr. Weinsheimer was born at .Allentown. Pa., on May 12. 18-4t). and
entered railway service in 1860 with the Lehigh Valley, with
which he was consecutively telegraph operator, freight clerk
and ticket agent.
From 1864 until the termination of the
Civil War he was connected with the U. S. -Army Quartermaster's department at various points on the Baltimore &
Ohio.
In 1865 he again entered the service of the Lehigh
N'alley in the coal department.
He severed his connections
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with that company in 1871 to go with the Pullman Palace
Car Company, at Chicago, and served it and its successor,
the Pullman

September

Company,

1,

date until his

until his death.

He was

cashier from

September 13, 1878, and from the
demise was secretary.

1875, to

latter

William Mahl
William Mahl, formerly vice-president and controller of
the Southern Pacific Company, at New York, who retired on
April 7, 1913. under the pension rules of the company, after
continuous
years'
53
railroad

service,

31

of

which were in the service of the Southern Pa-

Company, died at
Atlantic City, N. J., on
cific

May

13.

Mr. Mahl was

in Carlsruhe, Baon December 19,
came to
and
1843,
America with his par-

born
den,

ents in

1852.

In

1860

he was entered as an
apprentice in the shops

&
Louisville
the
of
four
In
Nashville.
years he became successively a machinist, a
and chief
draftsman
clerk in the mechanical
department. From 1864
w. Mahl
to 1872 he was auditor
and purchasing agent of
the Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington, now a part of the
For a few years he served under
Louisville & Nashville.
Colonel Thomas A Scott, on the Texas & Pacific, as auditor,
agent.
Soon after the panic
financial
purchasing agent and
of 1873 he returned to the Louisville, Cincinnati & Lexington,
In February,
and was appointed general superintendent.
1882, Collis P. Huntington called him to New York, where
he served successively as general agent, controller and assistant to the president of the Chesapeake & Ohio and the
Southern Pacific, and the various collateral railways, steamship lines and other large interests of Mr. Huntington. After
Mr. Huntington's death, E. H. Harriman continued and
extended Mr. Mahl's functions so as to cover the entire
Union Pacific and Southern Pacific systems. Mr. Mahl was
vice-president and controller of both systems from October,
1909, until the Union Pacific and the Southern Pacific were
separated under the order of the Supreme Court; and on
February 6, 1913, he resigned from the Union Pacific.
William Mahl belongs to the older generation of railroad
men, of whom there are now only one or two still active in
business life. He represented in a remarkable way the ideals
of the great age of American railroad development; ideals of
great achievement, of personal initiative, of arbitrary exercise
of great powers, the ideals of a railroad system strictly under
private ownership and private management.
When Mr. Mahl went to the Louisville & Nashville in
1864, Albert Fink was chief engineer, and shortly afterwards
became general superintendent. Mahl's early training was,
therefore, under one of the greatest of the older generation
of railroad men, and one of the first students of scientific

railroad operation.
In 1873. when William Mahl was auditor of the Texas &
Pacific. Thomas A. Scott, later president of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, was president; General Grenville M. Dodge, later
chief engineer of the Union Pacific, and later chairman of the
board of the Colorado & Southern, was chief engineer, and
W. H. Newman, later president of the New York Central &
Hudson River, and now chairman of the board, was general
freight and passenger agent.
From 1882 on, Mr. Mahl was an assistant, with one title or
Whatever his title hapanother, to Collis P. Huntington.
pened to be on the various roads which Mr. Huntington was
interested in, his functions were actually those of watch-dog
of the treasury. Collis P. Huntington was a man, generous to
a degree, and the loyal co-operation and service of a man
like Mr. Mahl, to whom waste was an abomination, was in-
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valuable.
The present generation of railroad men hardly
realize how great a share C. P. Huntington had in the development of the railroads of the United States. In the early
eighties he was president of the Chesapeake & Ohio, and was
connected with the development of the roads now known as
the Texas Lines of the Southern Pacific, and with numerous
other railroad enterprises which were later linked up with
the larger railroad systems of the country. Mr. Huntington's
genius lay in the conception of the rapid development of
great railroad projects. Mr. Mahl's contribution to the success of these projects was of very real importance. His was
the analytical mind which permitted of the carrying out of
the dreams of Mr. Huntington in an economical and scientific

way.

time of his death, Mr. Mahl was engaged in writing an autobiography of his long and remarkably interesting
life.
It is to be hoped that these memoirs were near enough
completion so that they may be put in shape for publication by Mr. Mahl's heirs. Curiously enough, in a man whose
life work dealt with a vast multiplicity of detailed figures,
Mr. Mahl wrote not only clear, concise English, but could be,
when interested in his subject, vividly interesting.
Mr. Mahl was not of the cost accounting school of the
present day followers of the Interstate Commerce Commission's theories.
In his work of preparing accounting figures
and statistics for Mr. Huntington and his railroad officers,
the fundamental principle was to so construct the accounts
as to call the attention of the executive to a fluctuation in
costs, and, where possible, to provide the figures for an exStarting in, as he did, as a
planation of this fluctuation.
machinist. Mr. Mahl was always particularly interested in
department, and his conthe
mechanical
the accounting of
trast of his own desires and those of the Interstate Commerce
Commission in maintenance of equipment expenses is illuminating as to his attitude toward railroad accounting in general.
The Interstate Commerce Commission's chief desire is
to allocate to each piece of work the cost of doing this piece
Mr. Mahl's fundamental principle was to make it
of work.
apparent at a glance if a particular shop force were added
to even to the extent of a single man.
Exacting from his subordinates the utmost precision, he,
nevertheless, had a thorough contempt for bookkeeping as
No poet could have expressed more scorn
bookkeeping.
than could Mr. Mahl in pronouncing the phrase "That is a
mere matter of bookkeeping." As a matter of fact, Mr. Mahl
was, in his use of figures in his annual reports, akin to a
great artist in the use of colors, or a great author in the use
of phrases and of the connotation of words to produce a particular effect.
If one will study Mr. Mahl's reports of the
LTntil the

Southern Pacific under Collis P. Huntington, this fact will
be amply apparent. When a sale of bonds was impending,
Mr. Mahl's annual report would be a picture of the assets of
the Southern Pacific that was remarkably convincing. From
the first set of tables to the last, touch after touch to this
picture would be given until the facts which, under a man of
less genius, would have been a compilation of figures and
nothing more, stood out as vividly as a physical picture of
the resources, the plowed in profits, and the equities behind
the Southern Pacific stock and bonds.
Mr. Mahl's standard of honesty in accounting work, as in
It
everything in his life, was absolutely uncompromising.
was 100 per cent.
Southern
Pacific,
When the late E. H. Harriman bought the
lie asked Mr. Mahl to become the controller of the Harriman
lines and made him vice-president, promising authority similar to that which Mr. Mahl had had on the Southern Pacific
under Collis P. Huntington. Probably this promise, made in
Mr.
perfect good faith, was impossible of accomplishment.
Harriman himself had so intimate a grasp of detail that his
own mind performed the functions which Mr. Mahl had
But Mr. Harriman desupplied to Mr. Huntington's mind.
pended on Mr. Mahl as he did on few of his associates. When
the Harriman lines were dissolved and the accounting problems, involved in the dissolution of the Southern Pacific and
I^nion Pacific, had to be worked out with the restrictions on
the one side of Mr, Harriman's dominating personality and
inflexible purposes to carry out certain policies and, on the
other, the restrictions of the decree of dissolution of the
courts. Mr. Mahl felt that it was a task better fitted for
younger men, and he retired from all active railroad work.
.

.^

i
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Railw<^Age
Tho

Riiihu-iiy Age sliowed in ;iii editorial last week that tlie
operating income of 114 railways was $90,000,000, or 60
per cent, less in the first three months
Railway
of the present year than it was in the

Earnings and

three

first

months of

last

year.

Re-

turns from 191 roads which liave nowmade public by the Interstate
Commerce Commission make a better showing, although not
much better. In the three months these roads had an increase in operating revenues of 5^57,400,000.
The increase
in their operating expenses was $162,000,000 and the increase in their taxes and uncolkx:tible revenues was about
In consequence, their operating income de$3,490,000.
clined from $189,900,000 to $81,600,000, making a loss in
operating income compared with last year of $108,000,000, or

ExDCnses

been

The encouraging feature of the returns is that
March are much better than those for the entire
three months.
The decline in the operating income of these
roads in March was only from $73,787,000 to $67,352,000,
57 per cent.
those for

or about 9 per cent.
If the results for the three months
should be taken as an indication of what the earnings and
expenses will be during the entire year the outlook would
have to be regarded as ver\- bad.
On the other hand, if
results in March may be taken as an indication of those
which will be gained during the rest of the year, the outlook
is very much better.
In any event, however, the indications are that the tendency of operating expenses would continue to be strongly upward and that of operating income
strongly downward, even if a very large advance of wages
was not impending. It seems highly desirable and necessan,-, therefore, that steps should be taken as rapidly as
possible toward an increase in rates in order to save the
government from suffering a large deficit from railway operations this vear.

The

director of the Division of Capital Expenditures of the
Railroad Administration, Judge Robert S. Lovett, has authorized capital expenditures by 182
1
l^arge r
Capital
railways amounting to about $938,000,Expenditures
000.
As was to be expected from a
department headed by a man of such
.j.

Authorized

great experience

and

e.xecutive ability

Judge Lovett, tlie work has been handled as rapidly
and wisely as was practicable in llie circumstances. The
as

newspapers have called attention to the
penditures
those

made

authorized
in

are

alxjut

any of the

merely in terms of money

last

three
three

fact

times

that the exas

years.

great

as

what money

will buy,

it

is

is true.

Measured

A more

careful analysis of the report of the Railroad
discloses the fact that there are many

Commission

Wage
cases

where the railway shop craftsmen and
^,
e ^j^
Wage
foremen will not participate in the inIncrease and the creases recommended. During the past
Shop Mechanics ''™ years the railroads have been
forced by dire necessity to periodically
increase the rates of pay to this class of men in order to
keep the shops fully manned. The demand for mechanics
has been so great in the manufacture of war materials and
ship building and the wages paid so high that many of the
men have been drawn away from the railroads. Since the
government has taken control of the roads, however, the immigration of the mechanics has been checked somewhat by the
more or less tacit understanding that the men in the shops
would be taken care of properly in the readjustment of
wages.
It is not to be wondered ,at. therefore, that e.xpressions of dissatisfaction are heard from that quarter.
The
commission said: "It (the proposed scale) has its foundation in principle and not in the compelling force of any unusual competitive conditions." This, of course, is not practical, when there is such a large discrepancy l)etween the
awards made by the commission and what is being paid by
industrial concerns.
The ship building industry pays anywhere from 65 to 85 cents per hour for its mechanics and

common

laborers receive 40 cents.

Munition plants pay 70
Even the locomotive builders pay the
craftsmen as high as 65 and 75 cents per hour. This compared with wages in the neighborhood of 50 cents an hour
for mechanics and 25 cents for labor on the railroad indicents for machinists.

cates the difficulties that will be encountered as the

of the

war

industries grow, unless a modification

demand
made

is

Without doubt, Uie director gen-

in the present schedule.

eral has observed this deficiency in the commission's report

and will correct it. The fact, however, that the original
report has received such wide publicity requires that prompt
action be taken.

Measured

in terms
In the fiscal
year 1915 capital expenditures were $310,500,000.
The
average railway wage this year will be at least 40 per cent
higher than it was then, the prices of equipment will be
at least 100 per cent higher and the prices of materials
will average at least 50 per cent higher.
The additions and
betterments made and the equipment bought in 1915 for
$310,000,000 would have, on the basis of present wages and
prices cost about $550,000,000.
Or to state the matter
in another way, the facilities which can be provided now
for S9.i8,000,000 would have cost on the basis of the prices
and wages of 1915. about $500,000,000.
In the three
years ending with 1915 the increase in investment in road

of

tliis

and equipment averaged $457,500,000 annually and in the
three years ending with 1912 it averaged $755,000,000.
Making allowances for differences in wages and prices,
the authorizations for this year do not provide for as great
increases in facilities as those made on the average annually from 1909 to 1915, inclusive.
On the other hand,
they probably provide for all and more than all the increases in facilities which it will be possible to get labor,
money and materials to make.

far from true.

The

terminal

problem

attention of late l)ecau.«e

has
it

is

been
well

receiving

known

considerable

that a large part

is consumed in railway
and that epidemics of congestion
can generally be traced to inadequate
terminal
and interchange facilities.

of the car time

,
T
J
J
Poohng
Introduced
^.^rds
r,

with Success

in the West
Under the stress of necessity the regional director of Western railroads recently introduced a
plan for handling certain commodities in solid train lots, described elsewhere in tin's issue, which has the advantage of
eliminating terminal switching and avoiding the delays incident thereto.
The plan, which was first applied to export
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grain, has reduced by one-half the transit time on that trafthe Atlantic
fic Ijetween the ^^'e.<tern primary markets and
The innovation constitutes a pooling of traffic
seaboard.
among initial lines and the assignment to each of all ship-

ments on certain designated days. This method of dividing
business enables a railway to assemble sufficient cars of the
same commodity consigned to the same destination to handle
them in solid trains. These are operated through to the pomt
of final deliven.-. according to routings arranged for by the
Railroad .Administration in such a manner that connections
The plan prealternate in participating in the movement.
vents the duplication of "switching by initial lines, eliminates
delavs in switching at junction delivery points and gives all
Up to
lines involved a fair share of the business handled.
date the scheme has been applied to the movement of both
export and domestic foodstuffs, oil originating in the "MidContinental field," packinghouse products, north Pacific
coast lumber consigned to the government, California perishables and coast-to-coast shipments of hemp, wool and sugar.
While the western regional director and his staff are to be

commended

for the success of the train-lot plan, this

method

of handling traffic is nothing more or less than pooling which
was prohibited by law under the private operation of railIt would, therefore, be decidedly unfair to seize upon
roads.
for
this development under federal control as an argument
government ownership. It is rather an added proof of the

short-sightedness of repressive regulation, and an indication
of the need for an altered policy by federal and state governments when the railways are returned to their owners.

Increasing Track Capacity

on Lines Already Signaled
certain more or less
limited sections of track on a division already signaled
owing to a number of trains endeavoring to move over such
It may be inadsections at approximately the same time.
visable or impossible to rearrange train schedules to relieve
such a situation. When one or more tracks are badly con-

COXGESTION FREQUENTLY OCCURS on

gested with traffic moving in the one direction at a time when
the other track or tracks used for traffic in the opposing
direction are idle, or nearly so, a decided loss in capacity
results and the most efficient use is not being made of all
the facilities at hand.

This condition can be and is oftentimes relieved by running some trains on other tracks against the current of trafInstead of lightening the
fic hv the issuance of train orders.
burden of the train despatcher such practices add to his
work, which is heavy enough under the most favorable
A study of the train sheets will indicate
circumstances.
the time as well as the points on a division (if not already
known) where the greatest congestion occurs.
The possibilities of using all tracks to capacity was early
The Chicago, Burlington &
recognized by some roads.
Quincy has for a number of years made very good use of
existing facilities by operating trains in the same direction
on two tracks during certain periods when the conditions
This practice was followed
warranted, as outlined above.
when the lines were operated under the telegraph block

With the installation of automatic block sigsystem.
nals, the tracks, where necessary, have been so signaled
as to provide for operation in either direction on each
Such a method not only provides for the most effitrack.
cient use of existing facilities but more nearly approaches
the ideal operating conditions, as trains may be run on any
available track without the use of train orders or the throwSuch a method
ing of additional work on the despatcher.
of operation is recognized by the American Railway Association and is fully provided for in the standard code.

It
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would appear advisable

for operating officers to

make

a careful study of their lines and where conditions exist
such as outlined above their tracks might well be signaled
Considering the advanfor operation in both directions.
tages to be derived, the changing of the present signal installations for such operation would appear to offer a solution of some of the difficulties experienced at the present

When it is considered that the first cost and tlie cost
maintenance of such an installation are small compared

time.

of

with the cost of other means of obtaining the same results
the plan is deserving of careful consideration, as any increase in the capacity of existing lines means ability to move
additional traffic, which is so vital at the present time.

A
THE

Large Construction Program

NOTE or PESSIMISM which has pervaded most

dis-

cussions of railway betterment programs for the current
year should be completely dissipated by the recent announcement of capital expenditures authorized by the Railway Administration, which aggregate $937,961,318, of which $440,071,013, or nearly one-half, will be spent for additions and

has been known for some time that the divihad recommended extensive improvements and that some of the roads have had very large
budgets approved, but it was not until now that the real magnitude of the total sum has been apparent.
The actual size of the expenditures approved on the different roads vary widely, beginning with the New York Central with a maximum appropriation of $70,000,000.
There
is also a wide variation in the relation of the sum authorized
to the total amount of the budget submitted by the railroads,
from the cases where the budget was accepted in full to the
instances where nearly all of the items were eliminated.
However, the same rule has been applied in all cases the
bearing of the items in question on the effectiveness of the
railways as a war machine. Roundhouse and shop facilities
have received primary consideration. Next in importance are
increases in facilities for the movement of traffic, such as
additional main tracks and yard improvements.
The latter
are primarily in the nature of extensions from which benefits
will be secured in the shortest time.
Nevertheless, the authorizations include projects for yards of unusual proportion,
such as the Markhnm ^-ard of the Illinois Central near Chicago.
Other work has been approved where direct connection
with the "winning of the war" has not been so obvious, although fundamentally just as pertinent. Among these may
be mentioned the completion of grade separation projects in
which the present stage of the work constitutes an obstacle
to traffic.
It is not surprising that extensions have been limited to $18,203,000, divided among 38 out of the total of
182 roads that arc included in the budget figures quoted
liettennents.

It

sion of capital expenditures

—

aliove.

The time

required to pass upon this heavy expenditure
whether the proposed work complied with the
spirit of the policy adopted bv the Railway Administration
has, of course, been considerable, and is one of the causes for
Another obstacle has been a
delay in undertaking work.
The large delack of funds on the part of the railroads.
crease in net revenues has effected some reduction in the
amount of cash on hand; the government has been slow in
making paATnents on its transportation bills and only limited
disbursements have been made as yet on the income guaranHowever, any misapprehentees under government control.
sion on this score should be allayed by Circular No. 14, issued bv Director General Mc.\doo with regard to the progThis
ress being made on addition and betterment work.
order indicates that the interest of the Railway Administration in these projects does not cease with an examination and

to ascertain

J

May

24,

authi)rization of

placing
l>ut

its

tlie i'X|K'iulituri',

liut tli;it tlie

j;*JVernmfnt, in

stamp of approval not only samtions the work,

ck'finitely

imjiortance

work
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is

tiiroui»ii

dirtxts

its

active prosecution.

l)f

i)articular

the director peneraTs inquiry as to delays to
a lack of necessan,' funds, with instmctions for

immediate reports on any llnancial neetls for an ex|)editious
of such work.
The Railway Administration,
liaving passed on these improvement pri>{irams, is in the
possession of valual)le information reiiarding the needs of the
various roads, and the advantages to accrue in improved
transjKirtation facilities through their com|)letion.
It is to
proscxution

be expected, tlierefore, that the j;ovcrnnient will not rest with
will jjivc the roads ample co-operation
in the sup|ily of both men and materials necessary for suc-

mere authori/ation but
cessful completion.

Amalgamation

of

Railway Associations

PROGRESS IN EFFICIENCY of the railways of the
United States along technical and operating lines has
Ijeen ver}' largely due to work which has been done by their
The most prominent among these have been
associations.
the American Railway Association, the Master Mechanics'
.\ssociation. the American Railway Engineering As.sociation,
the Master Car Builders' Association, the Railway Signal

Tilt

.\ssociation.

and

the

Association

of

Railway Accountmg

Officers.

They have furthered progress in two general ways. First,
they have handled investigations and negotiations which have
had to \>c made in order to enable any of the railways to
make progress in certain directions. Second, they have had
meetings and discussions, furnished information regarding
the work being done on individual railways, and adopted
recommendations as to standard practice, which have enabled all the railways to benefit i)y all the improvements
made by any of them in operating methods or physical plant.
It has been truly said of the railway associations:
*'lt is a poitit often overlooked in discussions of Government ownership
that economics of the kind attributed to consolidation under Government
ownership in Prussia are made in the United States under private ownership by co-operation between the various railways.
This co-operation is
earned on largely through numerous national associations, composed of
the railways themselves or of their officers.
Some of the most important
associ.itions are international, including Canadian and other roads.
The
way t'leir members, although competitors, place the results of their investigations and experience at one another's disposal without reserve and
without price alTords perhaps the best example of commerci-il frue-masonry
in the world.
By the investigations and reports of their committees, the
free and full discussions at their meetings, the recommended practice
which they adopt, and their very substantial success in getting the railways
to tollow the pr.icticc recommended, these organizations exert a potent
influence for efficiency."

There has been, however,

among many railway

for

some years an opinion

the various associations
did not accomplish as much as they would if, first, they
iiegemony
of the .\raerican
under
the
were co-ordinated
Railway .Association, and second, their recommendations regarding standard practice were given some kind of backing
which would cause them to \x more generally carried out.
Some strong objections have been urged against either
subjecting the control of other associations to the American
Railway .Association or attempting to force individual lines
to comply with the recommendations of either this or other
associations.
It has been objected to the plan of putting
other associations under the control of tlie American Railway .Association that the latter has been less progressive
and aggressive than some of the less pretentious organizations, that it is composed chiefly of executive officers, most
of whom are not technical men, and that subjection to it
would be likely to hamper rather than to further the work
Furthermore, there has been
of the technical associations.
no power directly connected with railroad management which
could exercise any coercion over the individual lines. Govofficers

that
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ernment control has given to one central authority, the
diiector general of railroads, the [xiwer of forcing the individual lines to adopt standards recommended by the associations;

and the movement

for subjecting

the other asso-

American Railway AsstK'iation
even proposed to amalgamate all the

ciations to the control of the
lias

been renewed.

It

is

more impwrtant associations.
I'he Railway Age Ijelieves there should

i>e more co-ordination between the activities of the various associations.
It also believes thai there has been t(x) much diversity in tlie
practice of the railways of the United States, and that when

recommendations

for standardizing practice

which it is deuniform, have been adojUed by a large
preponderance of the membership of important railway associations, there is no good reason why the various lines
should not be required to adopt these practices.
At the
same time, however, this paper strongly questions the desirasirable should

l)e

bility of actually

amalgamating

all tlie large associatiims;

and

seems clear that there might

l^e more harm done by enstandardization of practice, than has
been done in the past bv failure voluntarily to adopt enough
of it.
The constant development of better and better practice
it

forcing

requires

too

much

much experimenting and

any practice

experience;

and before

adopted as standard for all the railways all
the different varieties of practice should be carefully studied
and fully di.scussed. In the mechanical field this investigation and discussion can best be done by an organization
of mechanical officers; in the engineering field, by an organization of engineering officers; in the signal field, by
an organization of signal officers.
But the organizations
in the several fields cannot do their work intelligently and
thoroughly unless they are allowed a large measure of autonomy.
They might be able to do it well if they were
changed into divisions of the American Railway Association, which met and deliberated separately, and they reported
is

the results of their deliberations to the .American Railway
Association; but if they were reduced to the status of mere
committees of tlie American Railway Association, the number of technical officers who were given an opportunity to
participate in their work would be greatly curtailed, and
the amount of intelligence and the breadth of experience
brought to jjear on the \arious problems to be solved would
be almost proportionately reduced.
If it were desirable that practice in regard to all operating and engineering matters on all railways should be the
same, the case for having all such matters handled by a
single association whose recommendations would be enforced
by governmental authority would be stronger.
.And there
are numerous matters regarding which practical uniformity
is desirable.
It is desirable regarding such matters as train
rules, safety appliances on cars, and signaling indications.
Train employees constantly are shifting from one railway
to another, and diversity regarding such matters as those
mentioned are elements of danger. There are many kinds
of practice, however, diversity in which is desirable, not
as a thing good in itself, perhaps, but as a means to an end
which is good, this end being progress. Manifestly, it would
be desirable to have t}\e government require all roads to conform to the best practice in everything, provided we were sure,
first, what was the \)est practice, and second, that the government's enforced standardization of a certain kind of practice
would not prevent the introduction of still l^etter practice. If,
however, it were left to a single association to adopt recommended practice along all lines for all the railways of the
United States, and if the government were to require the
adoption by all railways of the exact practice recommended,
there would be great danger that progress in the technical
development of the railways and in their operation w-ould
be hindered rather than promoted.
While it probably is desirable for closer co-ordination
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of the associations to be brought about, it is very doubtful
if the revolutionary step of actually amalgamating them
It would seem that the adoption of some
should be taken.
such plan as the following would be sufficient at present:
First, make the various technical associations divisions of

the American Railway Association, but let them continue
to meet separately and have such discussions and adopt such
recommendations as to privilege in their respective fields
as they consider wise; second, give the American Railway
Association authority to co-ordinate the work of the various
associations so that

harmony

in their

recommendations will

be brought about where they touch upon the same general
subject; as, for example, on the relation of wheel loads and
strength of track, and refer back to the subsidiary organizafor further consideration recommendations of which
does not approve; and third, vest in the American Railway Association the authority and duty of making to the

tions
it
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Missouri Pacific

THE

RESULTS OF OPERATION on the Missouri Pacific

in the

calendar year 1917 were in striking contrast to the
financial results obtained on most of the eastern trunk line
With an increase of less than 12 per cent in traffic,
roads.

was an increase of over 31 per cent in gross income
available for interest charges and dividends.
In 1917 gross
there

income amounted to $22,300,000, and if the reorganization
plan which was actually put into operation in June had been
in operation during the entire year, the Missouri Pacific
would have had $10,218,000 surplus over its fixed charges,
or equivalent to die full five per cent on the outstanding
$71,800,100 preferred stock and to over eight per cent on
the $82,839,500 common stock.
The reorganization plan which was approved of in March
and put in operation in June, 1917, was generally considered

The Missouri

Pacific

director general recommendations regarding the practice
which it may be deemed desirable to have enforced upon all

a sound plan, with the possible exception of what appeared
The
to be a rather inadequate provision of working capital.

railways.

balance sheet of June 1 showed only $1,470,000 cash on
hand, with total current liabilities of $13,866,000. During
the last seven months in 1917 the company strengthened its
Cash on hand at the
cash position to a remarkable extent.
end of December amounted to $4,153,000, current liabilities
This $4,153,000
having been reduced by over $400,000.
would appear to be ample cash for a company doing the
amount of business that the Missouri Pacific does. The need
for building up a cash reserve did not apparently interfere,
however, with the expenditures for additions and better-

On

each individual railway

it

is

the function of the tech-

make recommendations regarding tlie pracbe followed in their respective departments, and that
of the executive officers to reject, or to adopt, and put into
Why should not a similar
effect these recommendations.
general relationship exist between the organization of the
nical officers to
tice to

various technical associations and the American Railway
Association itself, which is an executive officers' organization?

May

24.
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A lutal of $0,819,000 was sjx-nt for bctlermfiiis, ol
which ;?l,j27,OO0 was for improvement and additions to
roadway and $2,,il5,000 for additions (net) to equipment.
While it is probable that when all of the annual reports
for western and southwestern roads have been published it
will be found that roads in that part of the countr>' did not
suffer a^ severely in
1917 as the trunk lines and New
Enulanii roaiis, nevertheless, the Missouri ratific is in a
rather unique position.
While the road was still being
operated under B. F. Bush as receiver, a very large force of
employees was built up because of the need of taking up a
great deal of delayed maintenance work and, in general, of
feeding up the patient wliich had ijeen, prior to the receivership, pretty badly starved.
When, therefore, Mr. Bush was

llicn-

iiH-nt.-.

president of the new company the management had a
which to work. Traffic
was on the increase, but under the receivership adequate
facilities had been provided to meet an increase in traffic, so
that while the Missouri Pacific, like all the other roads, had
to pay greatly increasixl wage rates, the management had
adequate forces both for train operation, maintenance of
equipment and maintenance of way at their disjxjsal.
Total operating revenues amounted to $78,320,000 for
1917. an increase compared with 1916 of 11.93 per cent.
Total operating expenses amounted to $53,248,000, an increase of 3.71 per cent.
Transportation expenses amounted
to $26,326,000. an increase of 21.18 per cent, which in the
face of the rise in the rate of wages and the larger traffic
handled, is a good showing.
Maintenance of way cost
SIO. 946.000. a decrea.^e of 10.81 per cent, and maintenance
of equipment $12,449,000, a decrease of 11.15 per cent. The
e.xplanation is. of course, that under the receivership in 1916,

it.

The

following table shows the ratio of each class of expenses to total operating revenues:
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
General
Other
Total

1917

1916

13.98
15.90
2.16
33.61
2.18
0.16

17.53
20.02
2.48
31.05
2.26
0.03

67.99

73.37

In 1915 8.64 per cent of the main line tracks of the
Missouri Pacific was unballasted and 46.90 f)er cent of
branch line tracks wa.s unballasted.
.At the end of 1917
4.27 per cent only of main line tracks and 35.26 per cent
of branch line tracks were unballasted.
These figures, however, by no means give an adequate picture of the amount
of rehabilitation work which has been done. Just what part
of the track which was carried on the books as ballasted in
1915 had had so little renewal of ballast applied to it as
to make it ballasted in theor)' rather than practice, it is hard
to say. but there was a ver>' considerable mileage of this
kind of track. Renewal of ballast is a charge to maintenance
of way expenses and a part of the ver}- heavy maintenance
expenses in 1916 was on account of work that, while technically renewal, actually cost almost as much as if there
had been no ballast under the track before.

A

was handled
1917 resulted from a much larger
tonnage of bituminous coal and a larger tonnage of manufactures.
The tonnage of bituminous coal carried in 1917
was 6.824.000. or 15.38 per cent more than in 1916. The
tonnage of all manufactures totaled 5,352.000 tons in 1917.
an increase of 20.55 per cent over the previous year. The
average haul per ton in 1917 was 252 miles, in 1916 243.
great part of the increase in traffic which

by the Missouri Pacific

in

The

!''16.

;i

in

in 1917, as against 19.35 tons in 1916.

The number of passengers carried one mile totaled
648,000,000 in 1917, an increase of 20.58 per cent
Ihe
mileage made by passenger trains, however, actually showed
a decrease, totaling (including mixed train-miles)
000, or 1.74 per cent less than in 1916.

The

shows the figures for operation

table

12,370,-

1917 and

in

1916:
1917
7,325
$57,504,651
14.912,673
78.320,313
way and structure*. 10,945.534
M.Tintenance of equipment
12,448,601
Trnffic
1.691.349
TransiKirlation
26,326.277
Ccntr.il
1,708.652
Total operating expenses
53,248,038
Taxes
4,220,700
Operating income
20.828.963
Gross income
22,299.877
Net income
8,965, 104*
.\ver.igc
1

mileage operated
rcvenne

rtij^ht

I.l^-^n^,er
Td.il oper.iiing
.Ma. 111. of

well rounded out organization with

>et for

notable gain in train loading, tlie average
1917 Ix'ing 530 tons as against 463 tons in
average loading f>er loaded tar was 21.55 tons

\\;i>

train load

made

maintenance included very large expenditures for deferred
maintenance.
The Missouri Pacific management would
probably say that notwithstanding the acute labor shortage
it was in a position to do and actually did all of the maintenance work in 1917 that was necessan' to keep the property
up to the new and much higher standard which has been
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nveiiue
revenue.

1916
7,437
J52.622,444
12,031.982
69,972,813
12.271,479
14,010,096
1.734,745
21.725.162
1.578.952
51,342,397
3,068,800
15,526,65}
16,970.525
959,008t

*The deductions from gross income include interest on funded debt of
company for the five months ended May 31, 1917.

the old

tDeductions from gross income include the interest on the entire funded
debt of the old company, although part of this interest was not paid, but

was defaulted.
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This volume contains the proceedings of the twenty-seventh
annual convention which was held in Chicago on October
16-18, 1917.
The reports and papers which were presented at this meeting were prepared with particular reference to present day problems in the bridge and building
department and with the discussions will be found to be
of more than usual value to railway men confronted with
the problems incident to the maintenance of bridges and
other structures.
Committee reports were presented on the
following subjects: The Erection of Plate Girder Spans
with the Least Interruption of Traffic; Repairing and
Strengthening Old Masonry; Paint and Its Application to
Railway Structure.'^ The Economical Deliver)- of Water
to Locomotives, and Fire-proofing Roofs of Wooden Buildings.
Individual papers were also presented on the following subjects: Concrete Casing for the Protection of
Steel Structures, by E. E. R. Tratman. western editor. Engineering News-Record. Chicago; The Organization and
Operation of Bridge and Building Material Yards, by
H. C. Pearcc. general purchasing agent. Seaboard .Air Line;
The Organization and Operation of a Bridge and Building
Supply Yard, by Geo. T. Richards, superintendent bridge
and building shop. Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul. Tomah,
Wis.; Shipping Company Material Economically, by J- R;

Pickering, superintendent of car service. Chicago. Rock
Island & Pacific. Chicago: Housing and Feeding Bridge
and Building Maintenance of Way Crews, by F. E. Weisc,
clerk, engineering department. Chicago. Milwaukee
Paul. Chicago; Snowshcds. by Geo. W. Rear, general
inspector. Southern Pacific. San Francisco. Cal.;
Uniform Versus Differential Rates for Bridge and Building
Department Emplo\-ees. by E. T. How.son. western editor.
Railway Age. Chicago: How to Secure and Hold Bridge
and Building Men. by J- P. Wood, supervisor of bridges
and buildings. Pere Marquette. Saginaw. Mich.; The Ma-

chief

&

St.

bridge

terial
Problem, by .Albert Reichman, division engineer,
.American Bridcc Company. Chicago; and Intelligent Reclamation of Material, by C. A. Lichty. Chicago & North
Western Chicago.
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indulgence, he were allowed to continue in his position, his
successor in taking the place should do so at the standard

Letters to the Editor

The Report

wage.

of the

Railroad

Wage Commission
New

To THE

York.

Editor:

1880
"Reductions in hours are not to be regarded as increases
in pay."
So much in apology for the history of the past!
The basic eight-hour day, with its increase of 37J/2 per
cent in wages (where the hours worked are maintained, but
the basic day and its overtime are applied) has attractions
that are well understood by all that are in direct contact
with the situation.
The political aspects of the matter are further accentuated by the entire failure to report or condemn uneconomic
the maintenance of parasitic labor, as in the full
practices
crew requirements, too many men in freight and passenger
of, say,

This document, dated April 30, 1918, and released to the
press May 9, 1918, is an able one, and the investigation was
made with a view to its comprehensiveness and appears to
It has, however, the defects of its
have been thorough.
It is a political document and is carefully built
origin.
within the four walls of political expediency.
The trouble with the politician is that he always looks at
the problem of industrial organization from the "one man,
He never visualizes the industrial
one vote" standpoint.
an activity in which one
organization in its functioning
man as a manager may easily equal in potency one thousand

—

dynamic

men as workers, in Which $1,000
plant energy may easily equal in potency many times that
In passing upon the revalue in human dynamic energy.
wards of these three contributing efforts, the views expressed
are not especially illuminating.
The entire argument rests on the cost of living. The
commission takes cognizance of two things:
That the cost of living has increased dispropor(1)
of

capital

in

those of small incomes, and
That there is a point up to which it is essential
(2)
that the full increased cost shall be allowed as a wage increase, while from this point on the increase may be gradubecause the opportunity for
ally diminished
substitution and other methods of thrift decline almost to
tionately

Such compensations, these commissioners suggest, "have
been attained by the most compact and complete organizations, handled with a full appreciation of all strategic values."
Had their statisticians reviewed the history of wages in the
last forty years they would have seen how valueless have been
these organized efforts as against the law of supply and demand. The fact is that unorganized common labor has fared
equally well if the wages of todav are compared with those

among

....

the vanishing point.
In view of the emphasis placed upon this point, the
findings of the investigators, Hathaway and Bowen, are interesting; that is, they find the increase in the cost of living
as applied to men receiving incomes up to $600 per year

has been 43 per cent, to men receiving up to $2,000 40
per cent; in other words, that the compressibility of the
expenses of the $2,000 man as compared with that of the
$600 man shows an advantage of only 3 per cent. This
can hardly be the common experience.
No changes are recommended in wages above $250 per
month and no hint is given of the real decrease in wages
and salaries above that amount through the incidents of the

income tax, the sur-tax, the excess profits tax, etc.
The commission criticises the slowness of the railroads in
yielding to increase in wages, but it does not call attention
to the reason therefor, which was the strangulation to which
the roads were subjected through their rates being held inAttention is called to the fact
flexible by the commissions.

such advances as were made were not in any way
uniform, but the report does not dwell particularly upon the
activities of the brotherhoods and not at all upon the activities
of the President and the Congress in the passage of the

—

pools, the limitation of output, as in the prohibition of oper-

ating double-headed trains in territory west of the Missisriver, limitations in the number of apprentices, and

sippi

many

other similar examples of the false philosophy of labor

unionism.
It

they

is

not

unexpected that

feature of the report

is

that

it

applies to

employees and goes back for its foundation to the condiThus, at one stroke,
tions existing on December 31, 1915.
the government wipes out everything for which the unions
This as to the
fought; that is, their separatist advantages.
future does not seek wholly to rectify the inequalities of the
past, not even going so far as to .suggest that having laid
down the rule that the wage goes with the place and having
fixed a wage for the place, that if the present incumbent
was receiving a wage in excess of the standard and if, in
all

contrast

with this silence

officials,

altogether, others greatly reduced."

"Our system of railroads (they say) and our method of
railroading are regarded as the model for the world, exFor
celling all other public or private sj'Stems elsewhere.
our needs and for our pride this standard of superiority
mu.st be maintained."
But no words of recognition of the
great names of the past nor of the ability and the devotion
of the names now on the official roster are found in this
report.
Here the report descends to demagogy.

A Friend

or the Younger Railroad Officer.

"Curses and Courtesy"
Chicago.

To THE

Editor:
have noted in your issue of January IS the article
signed "Nemesis."
Is any individual who
I wondered what the idea was.
happens to be able to write, to be allowed to accuse railway men of customarily transacting their business by cursing.''
There does not seem to be, on analysis, anything but
imagination in what is said in the article, but it is run as a
I

statement of facts.
F.

that

Adamson \a.\v.
One noticeable

in

markedly call attention to the salaries of
some of which they say "may wdl be abolished

should

H. Rutherford,

Superintendent Terminals, Chicago

& Eastern

Illinois.

"Curses and Courtesy," which appeared in our issue for January 18 and to which Mr. Rutherford refers, was published because it was written by a railway officer who perhaps meant to describe only how business
If his letter was
is conducted in his immediate environment.
meant as a description of the way in which railway operation
generally is conducted it was, acording to our observation,
There is a great deal of profanity
inaccurate and unjust.
spilled in the operation of the railways of the United States,
hut it is no greater in proportion than the amount spilled in
It would be entirely
running any other line of business.
unjust to imply that railway men, as a class, are peculiarly
Editor.]
addicted to profanity.

[The

letter

entitled

A

Billion Dollars for Capital
Administration Announces

Railroad

Improvements

Railroad

Budgets

That Have Been Tentatively Approved
\Va«hihotox. D. C.

BLDCKTS made

up by the railroads for im|)rtiviiiunis and
extensions during 1''18 aggregating a capital expenditure of :j;').i 7 ,')() 1 „U S liave been approved by the Railro;ui Administration, througli the division of Capital Exjienditures.
The total includes $440,071,013 for additions
and betterments, $47') ,686, 5.) 1 for e(|uipment, and $18,203,774 for extensions.
Prop>osed expenditures aggregating

for the \iMr. as rivi>i(l.

m. kuting er|uipnient contracted for
but not yet delivered or paid for.
If the roads are supplied from the cars and locomotives ordered by the governiiient the cost will be charged against the authorized expenditure, so die total for eijuipment is not to be added to
the expenditure of the government for c(|uipment.
.As new
cars and locomotives are charged to capital account while
the cost of cars or locomotives which may be retired are

$349,247,828 were eliminated

in the revision of the budgets
by the regional directors and the division of Capital Expen-

written off the accounts, the figure $479,000,000 represents
the estimated expenditure for new equipment, regardless of
any amount that may be written off for retirement. In the

ditures.

A list of the expenditures approved by roads divided between additions and betterments, equipment and extensions,
together with the amounts eliminated, is given in the accompanying table given out on !May 18. The list was accompanied by an explanatory statement as follows:
"The attached budgets were made up by the carriers in
response to a letter of instructions issued by Director General
Mc.\doo, which contained the following:
" 'In determining what additions and betterments, including equipment, and what road extensions, should be treated
as necessary, and w'hat work already entered upon should
be suspended, please be guided by the following general
principles
" 'From the

financial

standpoint

it

is

case of additions and betterments in the case of a facility
that is retired, the figures given in the table represent the
increase in the cost of the new facility over the cost or estimated value of the facility retired. In a circular addressed
to the roads giving instructions as to the jireparations of
their reports

as to the

made is not yet
The asterisks

highly important

supply shall not be absorbed except for the necessar}' purpose mentioned in the preceding sentence.

mind

terstate

The

may

frequently happen
that projects which might be regarded as highly meritorious
and necessary when viewed from the separate standpoint
of a particular company, may not be equally meritorious
or necessan.- under existing conditions when the govenmient
has possession and control of railroads generally and therefore when facilities heretofore subject to the exclusive control
that

it

"If these instructions were followed, the estimates should
conservative. Nevertheless they were carefully revised and
further reduced, as shown by this statement.
"The approval of these budgets is necessarily tentative.
It was necessary to ascertain as speedily as possible what
Ije

the figures given in the statement are as definite and accurate
it is possible for any estimates for such vast and varied

work to be."

The total of 5479.000,000 for equipment includes the
estimates of the various companies as to their requirements

Commerce Commission.
figures also indicate that the Railroad

is

not encouraging

many

is for the Penn.'jylvania System.
The greater part of the
additions and betterments approved are on the eastern lines
where the heaviest traffic is being concentrated.
The cases in which the greatest eliminations were made
were those of the Chicago Union Station Companv, whose
estimate was reduced by $19,043,430 to $1,655,293: the

traffic."

.is

available.

38 roads and in only eleven cases has more than $500,000
for any road been approved.
Of the total nearlv $7,000,000

companies are now available for common use
whenever such common use will promote the movement of

improvements were required and the probable cost, and grant
to proceed witli those most urgent, so that the
work could be done promptl\- and before next winter. The
subject is still under careful study, with a view to postponing or canceling an) work which can reasonably be deferred;
and tlie financial condition of the carriers and their abilit)'
to repay the money borrowed will require curtailment in
many cases. On the other hand, it is certain that there will
be considerable additions from time to time to the amounts
required for particular improvements, which were not foreBut on the whole,
-c<n when the budgets were prepared.

was

.Administraextensions of lines except for
the completion of projects already under construction.
The
total for extensions, over $18,000,000, is apportioned among
tion

of the separate

authority

stated that the information desirc-d

in the table opposite the names of certain
roads indicates that these budgets are still subject to revision,
l)Ut the figures in general indicate an intention
on the part
of the Railroiid .Administration to allow the roads to make
capital expenditures approximately three times as great
as
the average of the amounts so expended in the last
three
years, although the figures cannot be exactly compared with
the increases in property investment as reported bv the In-

any new capital which is
and development
of the required transportation facilities to meet the present
and prospective needs of the countr)'"s business under war
conditions.
From the standpoint of the available supply of
labor and material, it is likewise highly important that this
not absolutely necessary' for the prottxrtion

'Please also bear in

was

required in connection with the improvement rather than the manner in which the transactions
are dealt with on the carriers' books.
Because the authorizations are more or less tentative, a
further subdivision showing the detailed expenditures to be

to avoid the necessit)' for raising

•'

it

new money

& Western, whose figures were reduced by $20,755,200; the Pennsylvania Western Lines, reduced $22,356,128,
and the Southern Railway, reduced $46,916,950.
Rules to be observed with respect to all railroad work
Norfolk

involving charges to capital account were prescribed in GenOrder No. 12 issued by Director General McAdoo on
March 21. which authorized the director of the Division
of Capital Expenditures. R. S. Lovett, to issue such regulaeral

tions and instructions and to prescribe such forms and require such reports as might be necessan,- to carri- out the
order.

The

reports which

Judge Lovett's department asked
recommendations
Judge
.After most
of the budgets had been passed upon Circular No. 25 was
addressed to the roads directing them to report at once to
the regional directors and to the Division of Capital Expenditures as to whether they were prtxeeding with all practicable expedition to construct and put into operation all
additions and betterments approved, with the reasons why
were sent

and

1267

to

to the regional directors for their

Lovett's office for final approval.
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case the work was not being vigorously prosecuted.
In case the carrier did not have on hand or had not arranged for the necessary funds, and if it anticipated that
this condition was likely to delay any of the work, the carrier was directed to make a report at once to tlie director of
the Division of Finance, stating its financial needs to com-

in

approved work expeditiously.

plete all

Wherever

possible,

expected that railroads will finance their own work
but if necessary the government may purchase the securities
It may also make advances to the roads
issued therefor.
from its revolving fund, which consists of an appropriation
it

is
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of $500,000,000
or advances

War

and any surplus earnings of the carriers,
through banks or directly by the

may be made

Finance Corporation.

The New York
The New York

Central's

Budget

Central's total of

$70,672,087 allowed
for capital expenditures, is the largest for any road and the
total for the entire New York Central system, approximately
$163,000,000, exceeds the total for any other system. From
its budget as submittetd to the Railroad Administration, the
New York Central proper had only $41,000 eliminated and

BUDGETS FOR

1918.

Total capital ex penditures approved

Additions
of railroads

and betterments

Akron & Barberton Belt
Akron Union Passenger Depot Co
Alabama & Vicksburg
.Mabama Great Soiitnern

$29,870

Name

.\nn

.Arbor*

Arkansas & Memphis Rv. Br. & Tr. Co
Arizona & New Me.-cico
Atrh-son Topeka & Santa Fe
Atlanta & West Point

Birmingham & Atlantic*

Atlanta,
.\tlanta

Atlantic

Terminal Co
Coast Line

Baltim,5re

& Ohio

Carolina. Clincbfield & Ohio
Central of Georpia
Central New England
Central of New Tersev
Centra; Vermont*
Charleston & Western Carolina

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois*
Chicago & North Western
Chicago & Western Tnd. & Belt Ry. of Chicago
Quincy
Chicago. Burlington
Chicago Great Western
Chicago Tnnction
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago. Peoria & St. Louis
6;-

Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific*
Chicago. St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha
Chicago Union Statin- Co
Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western
Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific
Cincinnati Northern
Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago X: St. Louis

& Southern
S-

Wyoming

Cumberland Valley
Davenport. Rock Island & Northern

Dayton Union
Delaware & Hudson

Detroit Term'n.il

&

Iron Range
Duluth, Missabe S: Xorthern
Duluth. South Shore & Atlantic

Duluth

EaM

St.

Louis

,,,5'-;'?

Connecting

Elgin, Joliet & Eastern
El Paso & Southwestern System

Efie

East Coast
Fort Worth & Denver City
Florida

Georgia R. R. Lessee Corporation
Georgia Southern & Florida
Grand Rapids & Indiana
Great Northern
Gulf ^- Ship IsLand
Gulf .K C-.ast Lines
Gulf. Colorado & Santa Fe
Gulf, Mobile & Northern

Hocking Valley

Hudson River Conn-.cting
Central
Indiana Harbor Belt
Indian.ipoPs Union
International v^ Great

Illinois

Northern

Kansas City Southern
Kansas City Terminal
Kentucky & Indiana Terminal

1,955,285

$701,000

^^4,396

^ „?^1'S92

7,328.177

143.656

27,336,132

450.000

^^*-ll^
14,500
i2l'll.
, f 52'9IJ

H^I'fl
8,948,648
1,738.047

398,475
1,514.678
864,305
7,457,647

iU'i^i

275,000
7,028,094

^'°t°.'^il

2,185,488
7,570,832
621.000
6,246,638
755,571

,.,,^'922

12.636,650
37,314
8.248,605
986.324
1.655,293
333.881
5,415,994
319,800
10.117,796
256.370
167.000
1,280.961

.8.850

24,700
889.315
138,654
1,587,579
13,359.761
2,418,612

121,525

4,492,750
1,636,200
24,000
8,768,800
268,473
10.877,996
578,793
2,123.209
3,640.520
390,688
6.599,200
330,710
31,815
9,848.003
11,595
5,950,4311,310,333

330,525
619.750
69.545
12.044,211
1,614,648
200.000
670.272

650,293
1,062,092
2,150,969
67,500
59,250
41,465,784

508,270

500,631

642,000

40.165

3.300

1,364,896
74,000
10,295,792

4,378,500

3.300
3,000
3,158,613
3,432,810
2,848,541
6,602
2.078.706
356.332
1.233,140
3,038,073
74,885

2,625
1,053.052
2.445.856
14.794,178

999,307
260.138

742,590
444.415

1.741.897
704.553

168,017
45,505
„ 130,912
9,510,600
106,000
194,308
2.469.408
957,374

898,750
11.750
1,331,100
4,622,388
389.820
35.200
6.865
40,000

1,066,767
57,255
1,462.012
14,582,988

MxH^i

2,046,998

^H^A^l
513,300

15.720,397
1,150.547
160.000
489,947

6,734

23,259

450,000
154,406
27,800
911,024

2,000,000

.'•J?^:"
1,669,130

1,026.899
4,300

655,900

325,060

325,000

4,871,428

4,891,225
3.150,878
888,305
16,226,447
742,855
275,000
18.406,721
1,639,335
4,308,697
11,211,352
1.011,688
12.845,838
1,086.281
91,815
23,126,653
48,909
14,199,036
2,296,657
.1,655.293
704,571
6,035,744
389,345
22,162,007
1,871.018
367,000
1.953,233

225,737
696,960
860.816
9,799,262

2,008,500
140.000
7S9.316
917.853

25,000
9,684.037
100,000
24,190

2,454,302
573,101
28,500
109,461
1,557,364

1,961,954
1,597,692
363,694

62,179

685,787
147,852

43,808,303
283,625
39,200
1,097,093
1,110,253
3,786.979
22,308,409
4,156,659

1,196,659
1,835,118
2,422,668
6.602
70,206
216,332
437.090
2,120,218
74,885

^'ItHlt
507,520

Eliminations

$534,666
$439,525

23,007,137
189,944
1,010,500

^^•^^^lll

Total
$29,870

H^'?^?

17,757,647

,,„?'?95

Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
Denver & Rio Grande
Denver Union Terminal
Detroit & Toledo Shore Line

Extensions

67.500

2,823,959

Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal
Baltimore. Chesapeake & Atlantic*
Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Boston ft .Mb.any
Boston S: Maine*
Buffalo Rochester & Pittsbnrgh

Colorado
Colorado

;;;;
-, '^X?
1,062,092
155,684

Equipment

228,362
1,750.012
3,329.931
24,593,440

650,226
257,308
2,476,263
1,908,398

4,645,163

471,370
45,000
5,173,334
5,032.500
199,982
3,059,381
9,219,000
168,000
154,000
4,959,000
6,749,349
4,817,500
560,000
4,060,705

404,000
16,832,225
4,240
19,043,430
22,958
838,775
3,115,288

24,279

84,000
1,492,161
139,765
8,041,617

714,318
22,000

1,428

120.666
69,346
152,498
761.619
526,310

5,669,041
2,000,000

4,759.000

26,705,648
2,063,847
1,358,179
997,467

7,152,462

2.231,178
1,673.430
980,960

3.668.038
1,410,000

902,898
1,562,600

May
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cipilal exjwnditures

approved

Additions

cof r:iilroi>'l»
Lake Eric & Wciilfiii..
Lehigh & New Knulanfl
lehigh & Hudson River

and bctlerincnta
1,133,600
J.'3.370

59.306
5,773,247
1.193.990

Lehigh V3 lev
l.on«

I^lar

AnBtl

l.os

Louisiana
Louisville
Louisville
Louisville,

ctrnsonville Br.

&

R. R.

Mahoning Coal
Maine Central
MeMipris I'nion Station.
Michigan Central

N

Southern
'VUans & Northeastern
Orleans (Irent Northern
ii

York
York
York

St.

Louis

w Haven & Hartford.
& Western

Norfolk & Portsmoi th Brit Line
Norfolk & Western
Norfolk Southern*
Northern Pacific
Northfn Pacific Terminal (
Northwestern Pacific
Panhandle & Santa Fe
Pennsylvania (Lines East).
Pennsylvania (Lines West)
Pennsylvania Terminal
Pere Marq,:et!e*

292,500
8,888.167

690,000
5,146.123
501

416,320
501.125
37,658,917
27.966.754
150,000
3,977,759
13.386,387
4.587.700
430.989
207,544
782.292

Philadelph^i & Re.iding
Pittsburgh S: Lake Erie
Pittsburgh & Shawmut
Portland Terminal Company
Richmond, Fredericksburg ^

499.250

Rutland
St. Jo-eph & Crand Island.
St. Louis-San Fr,-.i
St. Louis Southwestern
St. Louis Southwestern of Texas
St. Paul I'nion PepM

318.341
5,709.397

630,105
644.472
1.400.000
79.900
2.961.101
174.082
64,115
77.050
386.543
651.632

San .\ntonio & .Aransas Pass.*
Seaboard ;\ir Line
Sioux City Terminal
Spokane & Inland Empire
Spokane International*
Spokane. Portl.--nd & Seattle
Staten Island

Rai'i.!

Transit

Southern Pacific System
Arizona Eastern
fialveslon. Harrisburg & San Antonio
Houston & Texas Central
Houston. East & West Texas )
Houston & Shrevcport
)

—

Union Pacific System—
Oregon Short Line

•

•

Oregon-W.Tshineton Railroad & Navigation Co.

R

R.

P.T-ifir

Vicksbiirg, Shreveport

&

Pacific

Virginian

Washington Southern
Western Pacific
Western Railway of .Mabama
Wheeling » I-akf Erie
Wichit.i

Ya

&

Vnlley
Valley.

Mississippi

Ruffaln & Susnuehanna
Buffalo Crrek
Charleston Union Station
Chattanooga Station
Dallas Terrr.in:il & Union Depot.
Fort Worth Pelt
St.

Louis Transfer

Union Tern-inal

.

.

.

.'

Wichita F3II5 & Northwestern*..
Wilkes-Barre Connecting
Total
* Subject

(-.82)

to change.

5,000

.l.-lOO

60.000

976,035

-'so.aoo

\S.M>1, 332

70.000
37K,638
137.084
9,733
2,539,498
48.875

7.517.050

15,000

4(X).000

1.441,067

559.i4i

487.550
5.192
38,168.394
2,601,120

9,602,010
72,931
212,282
14,639.057
569.334
8.678,757

180,666
135,000

235,000

5,531,710
1.243.50O

4.441.782
11. 532, 276

4.120.497
116.914
78.140
1,163,920
439.168
17.163
1,661,533
1,401,325

S.852
5.596.622

153.000

3.511
102,299

281.370

1.698.608

1.969.760
714.779

3.992,825
944.253
61.443
9.926.559
752.914
3,272.546
9.842

1J1.837
70,672.087
4.591.858
1,217.767
24.315,929

583.095
21.198.116
19.057.655

2«l.94«
9,988.808
2,270,763
1.870,754
7.898
155,000
12,688.273
38K,603

1,00.1,473

75,666
628,200

426,798
899,866

213.379
684.782
23,662.224
1.336,334
14,059.880
501
999,415
501.125
64.388.743
48.267.909
150,000
8,419,541
24.918,663
8,708.197
547.903
285,684
1,946.212
938,418
335.504
7.370.930
2.031.430
644.472
1,400.000
88,752
8.710.723
174,082
64.115
80.561
488,842
651,632

12.877

161.137
450.836
21.847.056
400.213
29.113.511
29.631
80.770
1.434.337
6.155.411
6.526.027
15.000
4.481.634
173.964
206.934
52,073

1.422.756
1.347.162
13.320,690
18,000
154.988
4,386,150
39.232
977,024
55,000
634.872
31.155
3,166.484

737.775

3.767.500
116.400

940,700
.507.734

12.040.949
275,000
284.500
4 rv\- /."x

361,283
378,468
77,408

237.444

370.650
4.149,133
257.870
8,595.546
1.172
16,513

598,500
355.000
2.727.975
2.000.000
144.810
1.597,894
2,745.518
2,056.032
326.000
2.778,650

1.990.000
17,000

41,000
1.355,551

4,248.052
18,800

20.755,200
977.000
6.068.778

19.019
14.258.469
22,356.128

134.170
9,670.741

337.162
161,000
55.000
29.746
126.000
408.431
584,360
3.978.048
4.694.000

26,840

28.480

1.255

1.386.847
3.037.852
4,480.111

1.000.000

502,400

5.660
209.977
14.477.718

287.667

2.000
623.054
23.500

1.926.411

11,622

7.991

1,011,600

17.099.950
3,025.922
619.492

539,440
4.095.166

155,477
240,839
7,081.671
392.222
11.636.584
I'*?*'*?!
'
29,631
80.770
47.490
3.117.559
1.308.141
is.noo
714.134
57,564
206.934
52,073

17,476.827

Eliminitioni

1,284.041

1.301.275
2,472.022
5.000
20,027.557
220,000
791.263
1,278,250

2,011,900

258.070
311.766

Western
I r.'.iisii'nn
Morgan's Louisiana Sr Texas
Southern Pacific Company Pacific System.
Texas & New Orleans.
Southern
Southern of Mississippi
Tennessee Central
Terminal R. R. .Association of St. I.ouiis
Texas & Pacific
Toledo & Ohio Central
Toledo, Peoria Sr Western
Toledo, St. Louis & Western
Toledo Terminal
Trans-Mississippi Terminal*
Ulster & Delaware

Union
Utah

5.7(.K..'.>5

1,217,767
14,713,919
140.448

necting
tario

5,944.013
128.913

Total
3,370.850

424. iob

1,076,773
l.084,99r,

5,000
4,426,225
150.000
412,625
1,141,166
73.114
1.453.327
895,378
61,443
2.394.509
352.914
1,272.338
9.842
515.923
116.645
32,428,693
1,362,538

.

New
New York Cei.tral
New York, Chicago &

Extenilona

202,640
4,Jlll,$(>l

785.758
4.498
95.000

460.122

Minneapolis, St. Paul !c Sault Ste. Ma
Missouri & North .-Nrkansas*
Missouii. Kans.is S Te.\as*
Missouri, Kansas & Texas of Texas*
Slissouri, (')kIahoma & Gulf*
Missouri Pacific
Mobile & Ohio
Nashville. Chattano^^ga & St. Loui>...

Nen

.\.'.17.JS0
6,l.,.67l

1.301.275

Midland Valley
Minneapo'is \ St. Louis

Natcher

Equipment

2.724.739
2.233.364
25.439.047
293.000
439.488
8.631.28409.882
5.126,157
312,870
9.230.418
32.327
3,182.997

2.893.978
73.400
46.916.950

240.000
569.653

933,633

918.856
420.108
3.058.527

13.100.000
21.000
1.297.675
177.816
126.000
29.400

18.218
34.836
25.000
20.000

18.218
34,836
25.000
20.000
2.323
24,000

2.323

24.000

17.080

1.750
17.080

13.367

13.367

91.281

$937,961,318

$349,247,828

1.750

ji'.iii

$440,071,013

$479,686,531

8.203.774

,
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the total eliminations for the entire system figure up only
to less than $5,000,000, of which $3,115,288 was taken off

& St. Louis.
In view of these facts it is interesting to see how the total
for the New York Central Railroad proper was divided:

the total for the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago

Chargeable
Chargeable
investment
to operataccount
ing expenses

to
I.

Equipment:
Locomotives
Contracted for

Not authorized
1918
Freight carsContracted for
Not authorized

but

necessary

but

necessary

9,340,400

9,340,400

265,634

265,634

8,600,000

8,600,000

3.112,808

3,112,808

2,274,000

2,274,000

521,239
1,844,734

$273,290

228,579

3,225,007
142,388

794,529
5.069,741
370,967

.$38,168,394

$3,640,685

S41. 809.079

$104,254

$1,347,300

Passenger cars

Additions and betterments necessary for efficiency:
Contracted for
$1,243,046
(1)
(2) Authorized but not contracted
703.185
for
(3) Not authorized but necessar.'
13.950,650
in 1918

II-l.

11-2.

1,445,734

2,148,919

2,508.757

16,459,407

Additions and betterments necesfor efsary, but not primarily

(2)

Contracted for
Authorized but

not

contracted
821
99,500

14,000

850
113,500

$15,997,202

$4,072,774

$20,069,976

-Additions and betterments fexciusive of equipment) inaugurated
prior to December 28, 1917, which
has not been completed, and which
?,re necessary to increase carriers'
efficiency, economy or capacity .. .$14,247,871

$5,902,135

$20,150,006

265,030

2,489,650

for
(3)

Not authorized but nee
Necessary

II-3.

road

29

extensions

Ill-a.

Same

branches
prior to

and lines inaugurated
December 28, 1917

chargeable

investment

to

account

and

to operating expenses.

$360,000
East Buffalo.

— Shop improvements,
Depew. — Gardenville branch
Watertown. — A
engine
$900,000.
—
generating
30-stall

etc.,

plant, shop extensions,

etc.,

Boilers for

Avis.

$550,000.

connection, $500,000.
house, coal trestle,

$855,000.

Under
is

work

the head of track

appears

which

the

sum

of

at various points

$638,150,

to be charged to investment

all

but

on the
$67,000 of

account.

Buildings will call for an expenditure of $512,500.
An item of $216,000 appears for coaling plants.
Signals will call for a total expenditure of $1,337,400,
of which $997,900 will be chargeable to investment account
and $340,500 to operating expenses.
The several items
are as follows:

Automatic signals. Little Falls to Fonda, $321,000, and
Buffalo Belt Line, $72,000.
Interlocking, Syracuse Junction, $282,000; two towers at
Rochester, one $222,000, the other $127,500.
Miscellaneous automatic signal and interlocking work,
$312,900.
Under the head of Ill-a projects already under way, the
completion of which is necessary for the carrier's efficiency,
etc.,
appear the following important items chosen also from
a list of several hundred.
Belle Isle Engine Terminal.
Now 40 per cent completed: $600,000 required for 1918.
Gardenville Engine Terminal.
Also 40 per cent com-

2,224,620

—

—
—

pleted; $1,400,000 required.

Tonawanda, realinement,

—which

are not primarily
calculated to increase efficiency, etc.
newand
extensions
III-c.
Rond
Ill-b.

—A

$540,000

cluding

—

ficiency, etc.:

(1)

the following, the items quoted here being chosen from a
list of several hundred as being among the more important.
Syracuse.
30-stall engine house, costing $900,000, in-

road

in

Frciglit cars

Total equipment

$8,731,000

in

191S

but necessary
1918
Betterments to equipment
Locomotives

$8,731,800
in

:....

Passenger cars
Contracted for
Not authorized

Total
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Canal construction.

$70,713,087

$13,880,624

$84,593,711

$70,672,087

$13,880,624

$84,552,711

Less part that can
suspended

Of the total of $70,672,087 which may be charged to
investment account $61,015,887 is for the lines east of
All of the equipment is charged to the lines east,
Buffalo.
no separate return for the equipment for the lines west
having been included.
Equipment.
In the budget of over $38,000,000 for equipment it is noted that the road now has on order 226 locomotives costing $8,731,800, delivery on which is expected

—

throughout the year, even as late as DecemAdditional locomotives to the number of 171 costing
$9,340,000 are required this year.
The road has only 263 freight cars costing J265,634 on
order, hut the budget as approved allows it to place additional orders for 1,000 box and 2,000 coal cars costing
$3,000,000 and $5,600,000, respectively.
The passenger cars on order total 173, costing $3,112,808.
The budget allows the placing of additional orders for 50
coaches, 50 baggage and 10 milk cars, a total of 120, at
at various times
ber.

a cost of $2,27V,o6o.

Other equipment now on order totals only 4 units, costThe budget approves the placing of oring but $22,200.
ders for 626 additional units costing $3,227,000, including
among other things 300 coal and ballast cars costing $1,500,000; a ferryboat costing 5450,000; three tugs worth $450,000,
and 20 covered barges worth $360,000, etc.
.'\mong the additions and Vjetterments for the lines east of
Buffalo classified under II as necessary for efficiency, are

etc.,

made

Barge
Required in

necessar}- by

per cent completed.

1918, $1,437,000.
Rail.

75.000

— 20

—The

1918 program

calls

for

62,190 tons costing

$2,576,600, nearly all chargeable to operating expenses.
Grand Central Terminal. For this project there are a
large number of comparatively small items which it is desired to carry out in 1918, some in the way of improvements

—

which will increase the rentals of stores, etc, at the termfnal,
some required for the convenience of the public, some by city
requirements, etc.
For these purposes $695,750 is permitted under Ill-a (necessary for the carrier's efficiency,
economy and capacity) and $1,262,750 under Ill-b (not
primarily necessary for efficiency).
The only amount for new extensions either asked for or
allowed in the entire budget is under III-c
projects inaugurated prior to December 28, 1917, and is for only $75,000.
It covers the expenses for 1918 for the Beach Creek Extension Railroad which the New York Central is planning to
build along the south side of the Susquehanna River from
Keating, Pa., to Browns, a line which will eventually be
47 miles long, will cost from $6,000,000 to $8,000,000 and
will be an important link in the road's soft coal tratfic.
Between the points in question the New York Central is
now using the Pennsylvania Railroad under trackage rights.
lines West of Buffalo.
Several important projects are
called for on the lines west at Buffalo.
T!^nder II-l.
Improvements at Collinwood, S615.000.
\t Cleveland, $267,000.
A new yard at Minerva, $500,000.
Extension of yards at Elkhart, $279,000.
Machine tools for various shops, $480,000.
Under Ill-a. New yard at Dock Junction to handle increased traffic at Erie.
Now 30 per cent completed, $432,000 required in 1918.
Improvements in freight facilities at Cleveland now 80
per cent completed, $2,000,000 required.

—

—

—

—

May

I'lulir

apiR-ars
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1918

24,

till-

the

iharijcalile

to

of

lu'ail

total

of

track

inatiTiiils

:i;2,o44,OU(),

operating expense's.

of

tor

tlu-

linos

The

lines

0,000 tons

is

added

to the

Railroads

l^JKS

is

west ordered

.iO.obo tons of rails in l*)!? tmt ol.tained only 24,000.

In

west

which $1,713,000

The

program, making 36,000.

1271

refiTiiHi-

to

ballast

the

liudget

for

the

lines

west

states

"Our program for I'MS is considerably below normal and represents the minimum amount necessary to keep
our main tracks in safe ojierating condition."

To Be Operated By Federal Managers

This Step Taken by Director General

No Man Can

Serve

GENERAL McAdoo has aimounccd a plan for
placing the o]ieration of each railroad in the liands of
a federal manager to be ai>pointed by and to be directly resjionsible to the Railroad Administration, reporting
to the regional directors and displacing so far as authority
for operation is concerned the presidents of the roads except
as some of them may be appointed federal managers.
The
appointments of feileral managers, except in one instance,
have not yet been made.
They will be chosen as far as
|)racticable from operating officers ot the particular properties
involved and in most instances will probably be operating
vice-presidents.
The presidents who are displaced will thus
be left free to represent the corporations with responsibility
to stockholders and directors and their compensation will
be charged to corporate funds, rather than to operating expenses.
The plan as announced also includes further sub-

DIRECTOR

division of the eastern region into districts and the creation
of two additional regions, and a similar plan is expected to
be adopted in other parts of the country.

Announcement of the plan which has been under contemplation for some time was made by the director general
in a statement issued Tuesday night as follows:
"In view of the direct responsibility for the operation of
the railroads of the country placed upon Director General
McAdoo by the act of Congress and by the proclamations of
the President, he has been unable to escape the conclusion
that it will be advisable to place in direct charge of each
property for operating purposes a representative, to be known
as the Federal Manager, who will report to the Regional
Director.
As far as practicable, this Federal Manager will
be chasen from the operating officers of the jiarticular property, who are therefore entirely familiar with its employees
and with its conditions.
"Fxcept so far as may be necessary to meet the emergency
conditions which compel the government to take control of
the railroads, the Federal Manager of each railroad will
endeavor to avail h'mself to the fullest extent of the advantages incident to the operation of the particular railroad as
This is believed
a unit and the preservation of its identity.
to be of essential importance, not only to secure the best results during the period of government control, but al.so to
give the greatest degree of reassurance to the officers and
employees that the railroad careers upon which they have
entered will not he narrowed, but. if annhing, will be broadened, and to give the greatest possible reassurance to the
stockholders that their just interests in the properties will be
respected and that nothing will be needlessly done to have
even the appearance of impairing their just rights.
"While in this way the responsibility for the operation of
the property will be directly to the Regional Directors, and
not to the boards of directors, it is the purpose of the Director
General to ;iccord to the board- of directors and their representatives the fullest opportunity to keep advised as to the
operation and improvement of the properties and to maintain
with the Director General and the Regional Directors the

McAdoo

Two

in Belief

That

Masters

fullest interchange of

views as to what is in the best interest
and of the stockholders.
"In the development of this policy the Regional Directors,
and also the Federal Managers, will be required to sever
their official relations with tlie particular companies and to
become exclusive representatives of the United States Railof the government

road Administration.

"The first moves in the inauguration of this policy will
be through the creation of two new regions, to be known as
and the 'Pocahontas region.'
"The Allegheny region will consist, broadly, of the Pennsylvania lines east of and including Pittsburgh and Erie;

the 'Allegheny region'

Baltimore & Ohio, east of Pittsburgh and the Ohio river,
including Pittsburgh terminals; Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad, Cumberland \allcy Railroad, Central Railroad of
New Jersey, Coal & Coke Railroad, Philadelphia &: Reading
Railway, Western Maryland Railway, Cumberland 8: Pennsylvania, and Pittsburgh & Lake Erie.
This region will be
placed in charge of C. H. Markham as Regional Director
(who has resigned his connections with the Illinois Central
and other companies), who will have offices in Philadelphia.
"The Pocahontas region will consist of the Chesapeake &

Ohio Railway
the Norfolk

&

east of

Columbus, Cincinnati, and Louisville;
Railway, and the Virginian Railway,

\\'estern

including the terminals of

Hampton Roads. With
and the Pocahontas regions,

all lines at

the exception of the .\llegheny

the Eastern region will remain as originally defined, with A.
H. Smith as Regional Director, and district directors under

Regional Director Smith will Ije appointed for New England
and for that portion of the Eastern region west of Pittsburgh
and the Ohio river and south of the Erie main line. The
selection of the Regional Directors for the Pocahontas region
and for the Southern region, succeeding Mr. Markham, as
well as of the two new district directors under Regional
Director Smith, will be announced later.
"The same policy will be applied from time to time, as
rapidly as may be convenient, in other parts of the country,
always with the greatest possible regard for all the interests
affected and with a view to preserving intact, as far as reasonaljly practicable, the operating organizations of the companies."

Railroad President Displaced
followed the making public of the fact
president of the X'irginian Railretired as the chief operating officer of the comthat Joseph H. Young, president of the Norfolk
was appointed federal manager of the road in
its operations by telegraphic
orders from Mr.

The announcement
that

C.

W.

way, was
pany and

Huntingtfjn,

Southern,
charge of
McAdoo on Monday, effective at 1 2 :01 a. m. on Tue.sday.
The Railroad .Administration had ordered some improvements on the Virginian Railway in accordance with its policy of developing the coal carrying roads to handle a greater
tonnage of coal to the Hampton Roads district and it i.s
stated that Mr. Huntington did not act with sufficient
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promptness in carrjing out the orders but delayed work
pending a discussion of such matters as the amount of interest to be paid on the necessary capital.
2^1r. Huntington has issued the following statement:
"President Huntington, when seen at the office of the Virginian Railway Company, said that he had been 'retired as
the chief operating officer' of the Virginian Railway Company by a telegram sent from Washington at 9.55 p. m.
Saturday, May 18, and received by his secretary Sunday
morning, which read as follows:
C. W. Huntington, president. Virginian R. R. Co., 60 Wall street,

New

York.
hereby ordered, effective at 12.01 A. M., Tuesday, May 21,
C. W. Huntington, president of the \'irginian Railway Company, be retired as the chief operating officer of the
railroad of that company, and that thereafter his compensation
be paid by the corporation so long as the corporation desires to
utilize his services, and that Joseph H. Young be and he is
hereby appointed federal manager of the Virginian Railway and
placed in charge of operations thereof, with office at the Norfolk
Terminal Station building, Norfolk, Va., w-ith full power to do
and perform any and all acts which may be necessary or appropriate in the etificient operation of said railroad, and in the making of all improvements and betterments which may be necessary
or appropriate to enable said railroad adequately to serve the
It

is

that

1918.

public needs.
All officials, agents, and employees of said road are required
to obey orders issued by or under the authority of said federal

"ia"3ger.

^_ q McAdoo.
Director

General

of

Railroads.

"Mr. Huntington said

no reason had been assigned
and that he had no
information on the subject except a news report that his retirement as chief operating officer of the Virginian Railway
was because of his failure to obey an order of the Director
General to make certain improvements on the railway. He
added that the statement about failure to make ordered
improvements was false, as no such order had ever been

Subscribers

Railruads

Subscriptions

that

for the action of the director general

issued."

Published statements as to amount of the salaries to be
paid to federal managers and members of the staff of the
Railroad Administration are not confirmed, but no effort is
made at the Washington office to deny the impression tliat
officers' salaries to be paid by government will be limited
to less than amounts paid under private management.
The
regional directors are expected to come to Washington shortly to discuss the appointments of the federal managers.

Eastern Liberty Loan Details
UNDERWOOD, chairman

of the Third Liberty Loan
Eastern Railroads, has issued a statement
* giving complete details of the subscriptions by 691,521, employees of the Eastern Railroads for $45,829,500
Third Liberty bonds.
The total number of men employed by the 95 railroads
and subsidiaries in the Eastern district is 876,886, showing
that 78.9 per cent of the employees subscribed to the loan.

FD.committee,

Third Loan

Second Loan

First Loan
'
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'

Sub-

Subscrip-

scribers

tions

'

Total

Sub-

employees

scribers

Per cent

tions

1,267
56,273

86.0
85.5
48.0
36.5
77.2
49.8
85.5

$59,450
4,013,350
61.850
125.500
1,610,350
53,900
355.250

1,468

Bangor & Aroostook
Bessemer & Lake Erie

'.'.'.'.'.'.

$397',366

e.'iii

3,'464

3,390

322,250
49,150
275.650

1,738

320,666
38,550
128,250

i.oso
725
3.500
163

'87,966
45.050
350.000
21,500

i'lSO

138,656

14,211
2,615

3,'525

29'3',666

323
105
323

35,250
15,050
22.850
5,050

22,840
4,110

'.'.'.'.'.'.

_.

Haute &

S.

5io,266
1,091,350

is.'iso

l,i4'l'.756

17,671

1,071,500

i.oo's'.sso

15.'6i6

1,772

1,697,666
127.250

i,'669

138,366

'

'27,366
24.000
625.650
220.050
4,250

15,600

40.550

199

829

1,692

4,786
29,169
1,027
6,487

Subscrip-

1.761

22.510
512
5,545

Included in N. Y., N. H.

Central' of New England
Central R. R. of New Jersey

Chicago.' Terre

fsoi'.soo

65,679

4.940
455

99

Chesapeake & Ohio

6,'496

E
'

7.367
16.886

'9.366

1,583
1.736

603

918
119

55
12.712
21.208

14,315
22.544

150

'

30.666

'254

348

New

Y^ork Central

9.768

76i'.656

9,915
2,293

108

'2'7'.756

62

1,345,150

C

C

C &

St

Louis

New
1

e

York,'

nby

a

Pittsburgh,

New York

New Haven &
...

Central System

Hartford

.

1,343,050

327
86
706
4,448
435
563
269

998

70,450

29.591

$2,140,100

33,944

$2,284,250

1.525

ii'5',566

i,'678

ii'7',356

327
207
2.074
52,510
6 220
974
5,588
39

26,950
21,250
251,800
3,378,350
597,200

242
1.548
3,575
124,789

21,700
120,000
364.000
9,243,500

398.4S6
5,600

Sh.iwmut & Northern
146
128
670
1,108

Wheeling & Lake Erie

20,894
471

66.300
14.800
192,200
29,100
10,550
51,300
335,950
28.600
43,300
22,850

137
2.448

Toledo & Ohio Central
Total.

46,926

61.0

locally.

38,774

Included in Pennsylvania

(

860

Boston & Albany

'2,1 no
8,300
67,200
69.500
20,000

'i

72
5,668

498
287
775
3.621

"660

32,200
5,600

389,100
30.400
21.500
53.300
264,450
"74',266

7,226

3,563

746

646

64.248
34,045
8,800
881
23,042

53,918
29,199

}

6,051

565
21.240
2.156

2,921

tc)tals.

49.0
86.7

237,350
40,300

83.9
85.7
68.7
64.1

4,114,800
2,037,950
374,550
55,100
1,549,150
138,150

Included

i

8,393
158

566.800
30,000

"iio

26'5'.466

191

115,550
16,800

205

"265

'2'6',456

315
411

22,750
28,450

92.1
73.8

in

T.

&

O. C.

3.415
15,390
11,013
2,300
5,400

3.096
12,090
8,937
1,898
4,412

90.6
78.6

171,555
581
7,500
42,000
4,624
26.569
249,795

143.562
160
5.253
30.988
2,330
14,279
205,883

83.6
27.0

Included
i'5.966

i,'735

figures.

759,150
117,350
714,250
160.500
131.800
100.600
37,400
4.300
791,950
1,302,850

System)

.

locally.

274

445

14,103

H

No report.
19,600
No report.
82.6
2,355.350
Included in Pennsylvania syste m totals.
391,350
9,600
7,141
74.3
121.300
5,200
1.788
34.4
118.500
1,825
1,514
83.0
392
27.350
524
74.8
745
lOO.O
90.500
745
100.0
94,850
1.290
1,290
22.821
99.2
1,545,100
23.000
Employees boueht

Employees bought

Hocking Valley

&

78.0
66.0
48.0
68.7
82.3
65.3
65.6
46.1
88.8
94.0

11,181
1,727
10,950
2.823
1,303
1,135

in

5.982
21,655

558
166

477
133

Employees bought
1,350

608

344

4,439
16,822
6,835
4,351

1.977
15,025
5.262
3,666

$10,402,900
12,200
345.550
1,981,600
159,200
1,177,650
12,378,200

70.1
73.7
50.4
53.7

82.0

Pennsylvania

9,348
31,658

3,050

226,550
835,850
599.650
140.900
330.250

81.1
82.5
80.2

tcitals.

64.0
68.0
86.0
80.0
locally.

No

44.2
56.6
44.5
89.3
76.1

84.0

363,350
1,313.100
48,400
7,800
report.
100,000
28.350

220.650
985,050
335,850
243,400

An Example

of

Modern Coaling

Station Construction

The Lehigh Valley Has Completed a Large New Plant
Which Embodies Some Original Features

AXEW

REiN'FoRCED contTftc coaling station has rebeen completed on the Leliigh Valley at
Manchester, N. Y., which is notable not only
because of the volume of storage space and capacity of the
cently

-Ctohng

fraclii

structure while one passes along each end.
The elevating
towers are separated from the bin structure by a distance of
39 ft., the coal being transferred from the tower to the bin

by means of two bridges spanning the intervening distance
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Ground Plan Showing Track Arrangement and an Elevation
receiving

and discharge

facilities,

but

also

because of a

number of innovations incorporated in its construction.
Dupilicate receiving and hoisting facilities, an arrangement

Arrangement

of

of the

Towers

and forming a part of the superstructure covering the top
of the bin.
This coaling station was designed and built by Roberts &
Schaefer Company, Chicago, 111., and the coal handling
equipment is similar to that furnished in other plants built
by that company, except as it has been modified to suit the
' p;irti
;'
lircnunt- at this point. The elevating equip-

Chutes Over the Coal Pockets

for nii.\ing the various kinds of coal as received, and an
unusual compactness and convenience in the installation

among the special features that deserve notice.
The reinforced concrete storage bin is 70 ft. by 52

One

of the Coal

Trams Receiving Coal

are

ft.,

elevated on concrete columns so as to serve locomotives standing on six tracks, four of which pass under the

and

is

Each elevating tower receives coal
in duplic.ite.
separate track hopper 20 ft. long from which it is
fed automatically into the elevating bucket by means of a
ment
from

1273

is

a
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Schraeder measuring coal feeder of 2J^ tons capacity, this
feeder being actuated by the ascent and descent of the eleThe bucket in turn is raised and lowered
vating bucket.
bv an independent electric hoist, having a capacity of 75
Since there are two elevators, 150 tons of
tons per hour.
coal can be received from cars and distributed in the bins
each hour. One of the prime advantages of this duplicate
equipment is that the plant may be served by either of the
hoists alone in case the other

is

out of service.

At the top of each tower the elevating bucket dumps coal
into a "RandS" horizontal tram car, which is shown in one
of the photographs, the tram car for each elevator traveling
back and forth on its own track across the bridge and over
Each tram car is timed to make its exthe top of the bin.
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bucket, and another kind of coal in any proportion can be
elevated in the other elevating bucket, discharging into the
two tram cars at the same time and through the concrete

fi
•>-•

over the coal pocket horizontally, as the bucket
excursion vertically.
The operation of both the hoisting and distributing
equipment is automatic, being under the control of a CutlerHammer automatic controller, so that the operation is conHowever, the
tinuous without the attention of the operator.
operation may be stopped or started at will by means of
cursion

makes

electric

push buttons

at

two locations, one

in the hoist

on

the ground level and one over the bin.
The 1,200-ton bin is divided into a number of pockets,
equipped at the top with chutes for receiving coal at various

[

points in the travel of the tram cars across the top of the
bin.
It will be seen from one of the photographs showing a
view over the top of the bin that the two interior rows of

pockets can receive coal from either or both of the tram cars.
This arrangement has been made useful in a unique way.
At the present time this plant is delivering to engines either
buckwheat or run of mine, bituminous coal or a mixture
of 30 per cent buckwheat with 70 per cent crushed stoker
coal; or a mixture of 50 per cent of buckwheat with SO per
cent of
coal

^^Wl

its

in

One kind of
of mine bituminous coal.
any proportion can be elevated in one elevating

lump run

The

In

The Pockets Are Equipped with Measuring Coal Loaders
chutes so as to bring this coal together at the delivery point
Thus the coal in the pockets may
into the storage pocket.
Ije mixed in any desired proportions.
The coal bin is equipped with 14 electrically operated

Station Will Coal Six Locomotives at

One Time

May

24,
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"R.indS" measuring coal louders, for issuing and recording
amount of C(Xil jilaced on locomotives at the rate of live

the screen falls info

an automatic Tyrone .sand drum, and
by the use of two air valves, the dry .sand i.s blown by com|)ressed air to the 2()-ton capacity dry sand tank i(jcated
over the l)in.
The liin is efjuipped with si.\ moisture proof
undercut sand valves and telescoping spouts for sujiplying
sand by gravity to Ifjcomotives on the si.x track.s.
Hy the

the

tons per minute.

The

l)in

is

walkways
and an oper-

arranj^ed with steel

and pipe hand railings under
ator is kept continuously on

tliese

walkways

call to locomotives, the loaders

l)ein)i:

operated

power

electric

structure,

tlie

issue

to
l)y

all

two horse-

motors with hand control.

use of the "RandS" gravity sand plant, the sand is not
touched with hand or shovel from the time it is dumped in
the track hopper until it is placed in the domes of the loco-

In addition to tlie hanillini; of coal, this ])lant is eiiui|)|)e(l
with a reinforced concrete "RandS" gravity sand plant located between the bucket towers.
The green sand is

dumped

in

the

coal, elevated in

motives.

same manner as the
the elevating buckets, and discharged into

track hoppers

in

The force required to tend this plant during operation
includes one operator in charge of the mechanical equipment for elevating and distributing, one operator to coal the
locomotives by the use of the measuring loaders and three
laborers who dump the coal over the tratk ho[>ix'rs.
The

the

capacity

120-ton
concrete wet sand pocket.
Located
under this are two Beamcr steam sand dryers,
which receive the sand through a rack and pinion gate. .\11
of the dry sand passing through the dryers, which run continuously night and day without the attention of the operator, falls on a large steel hopper, over which the dn- sand
is screeneil, while the pel)l)les and foreign matter pass to
the outside nf the structure.
The dry sand passing throuszh
a

1275

directly

installation of the plant has been under the direction of E.
B. .'\shi)y, formerly chief engineer, now consulting engineer

of the Lehigh Valley, and G. T. Hand, now chief engineer.
.\11 work in connection with this structure was executed
by
the forces of Roi)erts & Schaefer Company.

Train-Lot Plan of Moving Freight in

West

Regional Director Achieves Marked Operating Economies

by

ON

FEBRUARY 25

New Method

there w^ere approximately

12,000,000

bu. of grain in the primary markets west of

Chicago

waiting for movement to seaboard for export.
Despite the urgent need for foodstuffs aliroad, the acute
operating difficulties of the railroads resulting from exceptionally severe weather had slowed up transportation so
considerably that export grain was reaching the Atlantic
ports irregularly

and

often too late for transfer to the vessels

shipping space was reser\'ed.
Likewise, some
ports liecame congested with this freight because of the
absence of a well-worked out plan for the distribution of
export traffic among the various coast terminals.
This condition demanded a prompt and effective remedy.
.Accordingly, R. H. .\ishton, regional director of western
railroads, and M. J. Gormley, his operating assistant, put
That
into practice the train-lot .system of handling freight.
in

the

Handling

of

primary markets. The regional director in
turn telegraphs a "train-movement notice" to his terminal
chairmen at the market centers, which contains all necessary
directions concerning the furnishing of cars, time of departure and routing.
Copies of these notices are also forstuffs at various

warded to all parties interested in any way in the handling
of this traffic from the loading point to the destination
of the
freight.

which

scheme

is

a success

is

evident from the record for the

Between March
two-and-one-half months' experience.
1
and May 15. 7,j48 cars of foodstuffs were handled in
train-lot movements, most of which contained grain and
flour for exjjort.
Under the new plan a continuous stream
of export freight is moving uninterruptedly from interior
markets to .\tlantic and Gulf ports where bottoms, arranged
for in advance, are waiting.
To illustrate the speed with which this traffic is nowbeing handled, a trainload of oats recently made the trip
from St. Paul to Baltimore in seven days. This instance
is not an exception but merely indicative of what can be
done when the time consumed in crowded yards switching
It is not excars from one line to another is eliminated.
aggeration to say that the time of moving cars from western
markets to seaboard has been cut in half by the newarrangement. Cars leaving St. Paul, for example, did well
under former conditions if the\- reached Baltimore in 12 or
14 day<
first

How

Train-Lot Plan Is Operated

I'nder the train-lot plan the regional director of w-estem
railroads receives daily reports from the Food .Administration and the British Ministry of Shipping through which
he is ad\-i5ed of all purchases of grain, flour and other food-

Traffic

It

is

incumbent upon the terminal chairmen to secure
moved and to assemble these into

cars for the freight to be

As soon as a train has been despatched over the
designated road the chairman is required to telegraph the
first connecting line and the regional director giving
notice
of departure indicating therein the probable time of arrival
at the terminal or junction delivery point.
The other lines
involved in the movement likewise give telegraphic advice
trains.

to their connections of the probable time of deliven-. thus
keeping all concerned fully informed and insuring continuous movement with minimum terminal delay.
The road

making

final deliven- at destination also advises the regional

by wire of the time of arrival.
The following forms are used in telegraphing advice of the progress
and arrival of a train-lot movement.
director's office

riioci>E.ss

Repout

To Connecting Line and to Region.-!! Director:
Train movement .Notice No
Train No
at (time)

(date)

(weight)
'delivery

gross tons.

point),

at

left

with
Will arrive

cars of

(lime)

A«iiv.\L REroiT

To Regional Director:
T. M. N. No
Train No
(time)

at
c.irs

arrived at
(date)

with

of

The train movement notices are exceedingly simple, thereby facilitating prompt action on their receipt. Train Movement Xotice No. 18, which ii reproduced in part below, is
typical

The following movement
from Kansas City

to

New

Maicr 13, 1918.
of 500.000 hu. of wheat for export is ordered
Orleans, via routes and on dales named. These
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trains are to be handled intact

any one train

in

Train
No.

Date

March

1

14

All cars

and given continuous movement.

to be destined to one port:
Initial
line

From

Mo. Pac.

Kansas City

To

New

Orleans

March

15

K. C.

3

March

16

St. L.-S. F.

S.

Kansas City

New

Orleans

K.

Kansas Citv

New

Orleans

St. L.-S. F.-Memphis-Ill. Cent. -destination.

C.
port-T.

S.-Shreve-

&

P.-des-

tination.

Hill, chairman, car service committee, will arrange details with
Fiazzek, zone agent. United States Food Administrator, and car
Kansas City lines are to make delivery o£ empty
pooling necessary.
equipment as directed by Mr. Hill for this movement, and this to be done
regardless of their other necessities.

O.

D

'.

.

F.

Oil

Movements Accelerated

100 Per Cent
connection

The train-lot plan proved so successful in
with the movement of export grain and flour that its application has been rapidly extended to other commodities.
The second commodity to be handled according to the trainlot plan was oil in the so-called "mid-continental" field.
This was necessitated by a reduction in the number of tank
steamers available for oil movements from southern ports
to the Atlantic seaboard, the increased demands for oil for
governmental and industrial use and the impossibility of
making any immediate additions to the available tank car
equipment.

Following a conference of the Fuel Administration, the
Railroad Administration and the oil industry, arrangements
In
were made for the handling of oil traffic in train-lots.
order to facilitate the execution of the plan, the Oil section
of the Fuel Administration appointed H. M. Conley, the
oil interests appointed W. E. MacEwen and the Railroad
Administration designated B. L. Swearingen as members of
a committee on oil traffic, with headquarters at Kansas City.

The plan

provides for the consolidation of

oil

traffic

from

concentration
When a train is made up the originating line desigpoints.
nates it by a number and gives advance information to its
connections of the point and time of delivery, together with

various

refineries

in

train-lots

at

under this plan, the regional director of
western roads introduced train-lot service to take care of the

.-atisfactory results

traffic.

Routing

Mo. Pac. (through)
destination.

2
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specified

Under the practice inaugurated, shipments from various
mills are consolidated at designated originating train movement terminals, from which trains are despatched as soon
The regional
as 15 or more cars have been assembled.
director, the government, connecting lines and all others
concerned are provided with telegraphic reports of the consist of the train, the time of departure, the probable time
of deliver}' at junction points and passing times at division
The plan enables the government and the regterminals.
ional directors to follow the train from point of origin to
destination and, if so desired, to divert certain cars to difInasmuch as
ferent plants at designated diversion points.
reconsignment is limited to a few terminals it- is possible

most instances for the terminal chairmen at those points
hold the diverted cars until they can be consolidated with
other cars for the same destination, thereby making a new
in

to

movement

train-lot

For example,

possible.

Billings, Mont., shipments originating
over the Great Northern and Northern Pacific are consolidated into one train over the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy
which takes a new train-lot identity and is handled in the
same manner as previously, to destination. At Minnesota
Transfer shipments arriving over the Northern Pacific or
Great Northern are consolidated into one train and given to
one specific line for movement beyond. Likewise, they are
given a train identity, whereas formerly cars originating at
at

over all the Twin City-Chicago
Operating economy is further effected by the prcn
vision in the plan permitting the filling out of lumber trains
Exwith other commodities to full freight tonnage rating.
perience under the train-lot plan of handling shipments
shows a saving in time between coasts of from four to ten
that point were scattered

roads.

days.

The Plan

as Applied to Packing

House Products

Similar information is passed on
the consist of the train.
by each intermediate line, thereby insuring continuous and
prompt service through to destination. The return move-

the old system of operation all of the roads serving the packinghouse centers of South Omaha, Sioux City,
South St. Paul and Kansas City sent switching crews to the

ments of empty cars are effected by assembling cars at important terminals or concentration points and despatching
them to points of origin as soon as trains are made up.

packing houses daily to assemble cars routed over their lines.
Each line likewise attempted to maintain schedules averaging from 28 to 30 hours between those points and Chicago.
Thev were, however, rarely able to reach destination on time

Empty

cars arriving at concentration or terminal points after

one train has started are held for similar train-lot service
on the following day, thus insuring a uniform and uninterrupted movement of empties and providing for an available supply of tank cars in refineries for loading.
In the first month of operation under the plan 6,562 cars

were handled according to the train-lot method. The success of the scheme is indicated by the fact that the car
mileage per day of oil equipment has been raised from 57
A recent train consigned to one comto 117 miles per day.
pany in Pittsburgh made the trip from Tulsa, Okla., and
return in 11 days. The new plan has not only insured an
adequate supply of cars and eliminated delays in switching
at terminals but has relieved the oil shippers of the necessity of employing a large corps of car tracers to locate delayed shipments.
In fact, one of the most important advantages of the plan is that it dispenses with the services
of those who demoralized yard forces through their efforts
to secure special attention to the

movement

Under

with the result that the cars generally required re-icing beThe absence of any definite provision for
fore arrival.
re-icing under the old plan of operation resulted in considerable losses through the deterioration of meat.
Under the plan introduced by the regional director, the
schedules have been lengthened and re-icing has been specificallv provided for at the expiration of each 24 hours of
The plan further definitely assigns all shipments
the run.
from each of these terminals to certain roads on certain days,
thereby insuring sufficient tonnage for train-lot service by
the handling line and eliminating the duplication of switching service with the unavoidable interference of one line with
A marked adanother in the yards of the packing plants.
vantage of the new practice is that each line knows definitely

The application of the train-lot plan to the movement of
government lumber from North Pacific coast points has been
an unqualified success. Previously the government employed
soldiers as trata riders in order to secure the prompt and
uninterrupted movement of shipments required for shipbuilding and aeroplane construction.
Because of the un-

traffic

it

will be called

upon
for

to
its

handle and

movement

is

in

advance.

of oil shipments.

Plan Expedites Movement of Government Lumber

what

a position to perfect arrangements

in

California Perishable Traffic Pooled

The

train-lot plan has also been applied to the Califor-

Under former conditions
fruit and vegetable traffic.
each line participated in this business and attempted to
they
were rarely able to mainwhich
schedules
operate under
tain.
Under the new plan the traffic has been divided up
among the different roads in a manner similar to that under
which the meat traffic is handled and trains are moved only
nia

May
wlii'ii

24.

;i
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ininiiiiuin of 25 cars

has

hec-ii

been lenntliened to proviile for arrival in C'hicai'o in time
for morning team track placements, indudin^ delivery to
auction houses and to eastern connections.
Under the old
system the sciiedules also provided for morninij delivery

Inasmuch as there was
but trains frequently arrived late.
in delivery unless it could i)e made early in
the mornini;, tiie Kailroail Administration deciiletl to add a
day to the schedule in order to insure arrival at destination
Thirty hours, for instance, has been added to the
on time.
no advantage

and Chicago, but this admakes delivery in Chicago sure on the morning of the ninth day from point of shipment.
.\notlier merit of the new practice is tiiat cacli train has
schtxlule l)etween Roseville, Cal.,

dition in time

routing from the loading point to destination.
former plan of operation a separate routing would
l)e spcxified for each car with the result that trains would
be divided among connecting lines at junction points.
At
Omaha, for instance, a receiving road might or might not,
make
cars
to
up
a
fruit
train
sufficient
for
Chicago.
secure
It is obvious, therefore, that the old method of handling
perishable traffic was not conducive to cnronomy.

a

specific

Under

Summary

aicumulalcd, whereas

the roads started trains lonlaining as few as ten
In addition, the schedules have
cars of perishalile freinlit.
foniK-rly

tiie
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of Merits of Train-Lot Plan

Tiie train-lot jilan wiii(h

has proved so successful in the
movement of tlie comnuxlities mentioned, is tx*ing rapidly
extended to govern tiie transportation of other supjjlies including wool, sugar and hemp which have been moved in
solid trains from the Pacific coast to the Atlantic seab(jard.

The

nierits

of the train-lot scheme

may

be summarized

as follows

Through the pooling of equipment by all lines at
(1)
loading points an adequate supply of cars is insured.
Continuous movement of traffic is effectc*d through
(2)
the advance information furnished connecting lines concerning each train.
(J)
Kconomy of operation is made possible by the elimination of switching at terminals.

Fast schedules are not essential under the new plan,
(4)
because continuous movement and minimum terminal delays
enable trains to reach destination on time.

The designation of certain roads to handle specific
(5)
commodities on certain days insures ma.ximum tonnage to
the handling lines in contrast with the former method of
dividing traffic and running several trains on different lines
operating under the same schedules.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Own Insurance — Merger of Express
— Wage Increases Not Satisfactory

Railroads Will Carry

Companies

THE

railroads of the United States now having been
unified into a single system, the combined system is
considered big enough to carry its own insurance,

thereby saving that part of the amount of the insurance premiums which goes to make up the profits of the insurance
companies.
On April 30 a telegram was sent to carriers, instructing them not to renew any expiring fire insurance policies
on property in federal control, and not to take out any new
It was provided
fire insurance policies upon such property.
that carriers might call attention to cases calling for exceptional treatment.
A letter was sent to the carriers confirming this telegram, and the letter suggested care for fire prevention in terms similar to the last paragraph of this order.
The Director General has now issued General Order No.
24, in which he says:
"It is desired to e.xtend the instructions to other insurance than fire insurance, excepting only bonds or policies
insuring fidelity of employees in handling funds.
'"Carriers, therefore, are now instructed not to renew any
expiring insurance of any character, covering property in
federal control, or any liability in connection with the operation or use of any such property, or liability for property
transported or stored by carriers under federal control, and
not to take out any new policies, or place any additional or
new risks under existing policies, of such insurance, except
that this order shall not relate to bonds or policies insuring tlie fidelity of employees in handling funds. Such fidelity bonds or policies shall lie continued, and proper provision
made for any necessar}- changes, as heretofore. Carriers
may present to the director general any special circumstances
which they believe call for exceptional treatment."
If the termination of insurance in accordance with this
order results, as to any particular property, in the discontinuance by the insurance company of inspection or other
measures for prevention of loss, it will be desirable to adopt
proper substitute therefor, and the carrier must make rea-

sonable and proper temporary provision for such inspection
or other preventive measures, reporting its action to the director general.

The

idea, of course, is that, the failroads being

under a
on one road can be made up by the
premium payments on other roads.

single control, a loss

saving in

Many

railroads

now

carry their

own

insurance and have

accumulated considerable funds for the purpose.

One of the
points in controversy in connection with the negotiations with
the government on the compensation contract involves the
question as to whether such funds, accumulated by charges
companies or whether

to operating expenses, belong to the

they have been transferred to the government.
C. A. Prouty, director of the Division of Public Service
is taking steps to bring about uniformity
in accounting for additions and betterments.
In circular
No. 3 he says:

and Accounting,

"From advices received, there appears to be a lack of
uniformity among accounting officers of steam railroad carriers in accounting for expenditures for additions and betterments incurred in connection with property (excluding
land and equipment) retired and replaced.
"Uniformity in accounting for expenditures for additions
and betterments must be attained, and to that end accounting officers of steam railroad carriers are hereby instructed
to take such steps as will result in accounting for these
expenditures in accordance with the accounting rules of the
Interstate

"The

Commerce Commission.

attention of all concerned

is directed to the general
instructions of the commission's classification of investment
in road and equipment, and particularly Sections 7 and 12

thereof.

"A copy of all inquiries addressed to the Interstate Commerce Commission requesting an interpretation of the rules
referred to, should be fonvarded to A. H. Plant, chairman
of the Accounting Committee."
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Freight Control Committees

Consolidated Ticket Office in Chicago

additional committees for the control of freight traffic
have been organized as subsidiaries of the North Atlantic
Ports Freight Traffic Committee, which reports to the regional director for the eastern district. The two committees
are located at Baltimore and at Philadelphia and are to
control the movement of domestic freight into those ports.
The Philadelphia domestic division consists of R. R. Bly-

Director General McAdoo has approved the selection of
the ground floor of the Insurance Exchange building, located
on Jackson Boulevard, with a frontage running from Sherman to Wells streets for the consolidated ticket office in
There will be two large rooms, the eastern half
Chicago.
being occupied by the Eastern and Southern lines and the
western half by the Western lines.
There are at present
J 7 railroad ticket offices in Chicago which will be supplanted
by the two consolidated offices. The annual saving in rental will be $198,725.
The work of equipping the new offices
will proceed as rapidly as possible.

Two

denburgh, chairman, W. D. Corfield and W. F. RichardThe Baltimore domestic division consists of E. S.
son.
King, chairman, S. T. Stackpole and W. A. Shropshire.

Railroad Offices in

New York

operating office in New York City of a railroad which
does not reach New York City will be allowed to be charged
This is a
to operating expenses under, government control.
decision reached by Director General McAdoo after the entire subject of the expenses of corporate and operating offices
of the railroads in New York City has been under considThe director general has decided
eration for some time.
that he will not allow to be charged to operating expenses
any of the expenses incident to the corporate existence of

No

the corporations, which means that New York financial and
corporate offices, if maintained, will have to be charged to
the compensation which railroads receive from the government; and that of the New York offices, only those actually

used for tlie operation of railroads reaching
l)e charged to operating expenses.

New York may

Proposed Merger of Express Companies
contract between the Railroad Administration and
the proposed Federal Express Company, which provides for
a merger of the principal express companies of the United
States" into one company on the basis of an exchange of
capital stock for physical assets, and for a contract with the

The

Railroad Administration for the carriage of express traffic,
has been practically completed and is now before Director
The contract provides
General McAdoo for his approval.
for a division of the earnings of express traffic on the basis
of slightly over 50 per cent to the government, this figure
having been reached by taking the average of the amounts
paid by express companies to railroads during the last ten
The proposed combination thus far does not include
vears.
three express companies owned by railroads, the Great
Northern Express, subsidiary of the Great Northern Railway, the Northern E.xpress, subsidiary of the Northern
Pacific, and the Western Express, subsidiary of the Denver
& Rio Grande and Western Pacific. These companies did
not wish to be included because the railroads take the position that their earnings from express should be included
in the compensation to be guaranteed them lay the government, while the government has taken the position that it
The
will make a contract with but one express company.
railroad-owned express companies, therefore, have been told
with
them
incontract
make
a
not
will
that the government
dividually, Ijut that they will be given an opportunity to
join the proposed combination of the express companies on
such terms as they can make, and the disposition of the
matter is still unsettled.

Drop Letters Instead

drop

letters

Walker D. Hines
In Circular No. 26 the director general announces that
^^'alker D. Hines, heretofore assistant to the director general, has been appointed assistant director general of railroads.

Compensation Contract
Negotiations between the representatives of the Railroad
Administration and the committee representing the railways
headed b}- Alfred P. Thom, regarding the form of contract
for the compensation to be paid the railroads by the government are rather far from a conclusion and conferences are
still being held.
It is understood that the railroad committee and the government had approached an agreement
when at the conference held on May 16 a committee representing the National Association of Owners of Railroad
Securities, with Samuel Untermyer as counsel, appeared and
interjected some new points of controversy into the discussions which may serve to prolong the negotiations.

Proposed

Wage

Increase Not Entirely Satisfatcory

becoming apparent that

if the director general expects to keep railroad employees satisfied with their wages

It

is

them from leaving the railroad servemployment it will become necessary for him
to revise upward some of the recommendations of the Railroad Wage Commission, which would increase the railroad
payroll by approximately $300,000,000 a year.
Mr. Mc.\doo still has the report under advisement but meanwhile
large numbers of railway employees are protesting that the
recommended increases in wages as compared with those
of December 31, 1915, will give them little or no increase
at this time, because they have already received increases
from the railroad companies which equal or in some cases
even exceed the advances recommended, but which they do
not consider sufficient.
This condition applies with greater
force on some roads than on others.
The shop employees
particularly have received increases by various settlements
and arbitration proceedings of such an amount that the
figures proposed by the commission would not benefit them
sufficiently to prevent

for other

ice

The brotherhoods, although the increases in their
earnings which resulted in many instances from the Adamson
law are not counted against them, are also understood to have
asked for more.

greatly.

of Postcards

A. H. Smith, regional director for the eastern railroads,
has sent a circular to the roads in his territory suggesting
that drop letters at first-class postage rates be used instead
of postal cards for communication with consignees regarding their freight shipments because under the new postal
rates

It is estimated that the aggregate business transacted in
the consolidated offices will exceed $16,000,000 a year.

for delivery in the

same connnunity may

be sent for two cents, the same price as a postal card, and
It is
they mav be used to give more complete information.
also understood that the drop letters sometimes receive better postal service than cards.

—

On
P. Freight Locomotives.
Magdeburg-Halle-Leipzig railway, one of the busiest
lines of Central
Germany, three l,200-h.]i. locomotives
were recently introduced for dealing with the freight traffic.
Since then 27 new locomotives have been ordered.
The
engines are built by the Allgemeine Elektrizitats-Gesellschaft and are worked by single-phase currents of 13,500
volts and 167^ periods per second.
Each engine carries
two motors; the speed is 50 km., about 30 miles, per hour.
Engijieering, Loudon.
Sixgle-Phase 1,200 H.

the

—

.In rialian Militaiy

Surfly

Italian

Ti\,.

Railways Under Government Management
The Value

of Unified Direction Exemplified as a

Measure During Three Years
By Our
(Continued front page 1119,

Mux

Special

,i.)

rewards for railroad builders as in a richer country, and
as a general rule the government has been called upon to
throw good money after bad in order to meet the national
There has always been
necessity of obtaining railroads.
Italy a good deal of railroad graft, ranging from the knocking down of fares to high finance, but for all that the building
has gone along steadily, and the results are felt to have

m

Italy

Took

to

Government Control

because of military ncxressity hardly
seems to have entered the minds of anybody in Italy during
the long and heated controversies beginning in 1903 and
ending in 1905 with the government taking over and running its railroads. In the light of present events, no stranger
fact can be found in this connection than the failure of all the
bright minds of Italy, in and out of the Senate and the Chamber of Dejiuties to see the inevitable necessity of taking over
In war
the railroads because of their military importance.
time one might as well think of having the army and the navy
run liv a group of business men as of having tlie railroads run
on the same basis as in peace times. I have read many of
the puljlic documents of those years regarding government
ownership in Italy and hardly anywhere has this phase
of railroad management been discussed.
The underlying reason was simply that socialism in those
days was taking its first great stranglehold on Italy, including other countries of tlie world, and one of the truisms of
control

government ownership and the elimination as much as possible of private owncrshij) or management of so-called public utilities and public ser^ice concerns.
.\ royal commission appointed by parliament to study the
matter reported against government ownership, and the private railroad owners were against it. as were the majority of
The railroad emthe commercial bodies of the countr>'.
socialistic doctrine is

plow'o and workmen in general and the political parties representing them were in favor and carried the measure.

The facts in the case were reviewed among others by
Deputy Rubini before parliament June 30, 1904.
Italy's
railroiids had always been controlled in some fashion by the
government.
Previous to 1SS5 it had let out certain lines
and had then Ijeen under the necessity of taking them back
or of putting up money to pay their losses; but in 1885 and
thence until 1905 it had leased its lines to three large companies for a term of 20 years with the possible privilege
two other periods of 20 years each, the government guaranteeing interest to be paid on the company
capital.
For the two years preceding 1905 a popular campaign was begun to prevent the renewal of the leases for the
second period of 20 years.
of renewal for

justified the expenditures.

Why

War

War

European Correspondent

railway histor)- of Italy is not pleasant reading, cerTiiLtainly.
There have never been the huge financial

Government

of

Having tried both systems of ownership Italy ought to furnish one of the best models of any country for studying both
sides of the question.
But from a money point of view tliere
doesn't ever seem to have been much made out of the Italian
roads.
The private companies did show dividends of 4 to 6
per cent in the prosperous years of Europe around 1900, and
those who remember tlieir service claim it was much better
than that which the state has ever been able to give since.
Those favoring state control, howe\-er, claimed the private
companies had been able to show dividends because of the
help given by the state.
Deputy Rubini, who made the
fairest, most exact and comprehensive review of the railroad situation tiiat jierhaps has ever been made here, slated
that in the fiscal year 1904-5 the only correct interpretation
of railroad accounts showed receipts to be 163,000,000 lire
(one lira
19.3 cents) with e.xpenditures 307,000.000 lire,

—

with a virtual loss therefore of 144,000.000 lire. This lass
he claimed had to come out of the pockets of the nation that
had guaranteed the operation of the raids, so after all it
didn't matter whether tlie ro;ids were under private or state
control: the loss existed and had to be paid even by those
who stayed at home and benefited only indirectly by railroads.
He pointed out that in 1885 the state had leased
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its roads together with rolling stock and that after 20 years,
with 9,000 kilometers of railway in operation representing
a valuation of 5 billion lire, the state would owe July 1,
1905, about half a billion lire.
Rubini made careful comparisons of Italy's railroads with
tliose of other European countries and gave some of the
reasons why it was difficult to operate railroads in Italy and
make them pay over a large territory.
Most of these reasons, I think, exist in 1918 as they did in
1900 or earlier. If one will take a map and look at the
whole of Italy it will be seen that the country is traversed
by the straggling chain of mountains the whole of which is
The only really level and rich councalled the Apennines.
try is that in the north, the city centers of which are Turin,
Milan, Bologna and Venice. The next richest soil in fairly
level countPi' is that in central Italy, between the cities of
Florence and Perugia, wath a third bit of rich soil in the
wheat country- to the south of Foggia near the Adriatic straits.
The railroading problem in the north of Italy save for the
grades reaching upward to the Alps and over the frontiers,
has always been comparatively easy, with a level country
and a rich agricultural soil and a large manufacturing
population to draw from.
But elsewhere, with a not very-

An
rich soil

and expensive shorter tunnels counted by the hundred.
Grades are another railroad curse to Italy. Trains are always
going up or down mountains. The climb from Genoa to the
French frontier at Modane, over a distance of 165 miles, is
3,120 feet. The central cities of Rome, Florence and Bologna
are practically the same distance above the sea level, about 100
feet, but to get from Rome to Florence, a distance of 188 miles,
there is a gradual climb of 600 feet over two-thirds of the
From Florence to Bologna, a distance of 80 miles,
distance.
length,

there

and with mountains to climb, mountains bare on
and with no stores of mineral wealth underneath,

South of
the problem has always been a staggering one.
Bologna a central line runs to Florence, thence to Rome, and
Naples, with two parallel lines following each coast of the peninsula. These three lines are not fed by many cross lines because of the mountains and also because of the lack of indusThe two seashore lines are in level but poor
tial centers.
country.

Consider the line that runs down from Genoa to Pisa and
In 1905, in the short distance of 55 miles
thence to Rome.
south from Genoa to the port of Spezia, there were no less
than 81 tunnels, with the rest of the line to Rome going, after
passing the port of Leghorn, through a dreary, swampy waste
of land, with no profitable traffic except the little freight that
could be picked up at the iron mines of the Isle of Elba. Even

under the Romans, with thousands of slave workmen at
open by the Aurelian road,
Only in the pa.st dozen years, thanks
constituted a proVdem.
to quinine and drainage, have its fevers been controlled and
its land tilled.
There are about 50 miles of long tunnels in various sec-

their disposal, this region, kept

tions of the railways, including 20, averaging IJ/2 miles in

is

a

midway climb

of 1,800 feet.

To

cross Italy, in

wheat lands of Foggia to Naples, a
distance of 118 miles, with Foggia 192 feet above sea level
and Naples 36 feet, elevations of 1,652 feet must be overTo cross from the Adriatic Sea to Rome, on the
come.
opposite side of Italy, on the Castellamare-Adriatic-Rome
branch of railway, a distance of 144 miles, beginning at an
elevation of 15 feet and ending at one of 174 feet, a series
of grades must be overcome the worst of which reached 2,700
The prosperity of the country along this
feet above sea level.
the south, from the

flat

is indicated i^y the statement that midway of the line
located the earthquake section where in 1915, near Avezzano, many thousands of people were killed or made homeless.
One of the branches of this line, from Sulmona to

line
is

Italian Military

iheir faces
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Supply Station

Cainello, a distance of 104 miles, enjoys a grade of 3,345
possibly the highest south of the Alps country.

feet,

These are a few samples of grades which indicate railroading conditions in Italy and might explain why, on the
whole, the lines do not pay. Rubini pointed out that despite
a large population (35,000,000), the ratio of travelers to
100 kilometers of line was but 396,560, as compared with
1,153,000 in France and as compared with 3,016,086 in
Belgium.
Political

Conception that Railroads Need Not

Earn Money
But whether Italy's railroads had or had not earned money
under private management, I believe they would have gone
under government control just the same, given the political
trend of thought in the country.
We must remember that
the Government of the United States was founded for the
very purpose of obtaining relief from the petty vexations
and restraints of Europe, this old Europe which for so many
centuries has been nurtured on the idea that the government
is all-powerful.
When we in our happy slang say, "Let
George do it," we express Europe from the ground up.
Loving private initiative, bom to individually and personally

May
do
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24, 1918

wc cannot

for oursi'lvi-s,

as tliev

do here

in Euro|K-,

K-arn to lean on a government

and when

1

say

Eumpe

I

tcx>, is one of the
have always had privately
much the same generic reason that Europe has

continental Europi', for England,
of personal endeavor.
railrcKids for

had
It

tile

mean
homes
owned

We

lie

wiiich

is

that

the state should control every large-scale

activity.

For instance, Gemiany, like
nature

rich soil like tiiat of

a

government organization and

Italy, has not lieen given by
France or of Ru^sia, but by
help she has increased her

wealth until she imported, in the years just
war, but 5 per cent of her foodstuffs to feed her
"Let us do the same with Italy," arguc-d Luzzatti, one of Italy's statesmen who helped pull up her
"Let us have rich farming districts and tlien our
finances.
railroads will have more freiglit to carry. Why should Italy's
railroads iiave to dei)end on passenger traffic for one-third
to one-half of their revenues?
Hut in order to enrich our
farming districts we must ijuild better railroads.
Private
companies cannot afford to sf>end the money to reacli out
into districts where at present there is no freight.
Thereagricultural

other kind.

must

of
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remembered that here

in

Italy

is

year-old e.\ami)le of a centralized government.

the 2,000-

The

great

before

tiie

poijulation.

government must do this."
So gradually the view regarding railroads in Italy has
come to be that they should not be e.\f>ected to make money,
primarily.
If some time in the distant future they do earn
fore the

money,

only as incidental to national prosperity.
that have been only very recently
brought up in the United States are ver)- old in Italy, namely,
that by state ownership the evils of private comf>etition are
eliminated, as in the case of running emjuy trains to the
same points by different lines, the making of unfair tariffs
to obtain long distance hauls; also, the employment of personnel for life instead of for a few months or years and
thereby running the risk of losing efficient men and of at the
same time injuring individuals by too frequent discharges;
further, the danger of harming one section of a countr)' by
building up another section tlirough unequal transportation
favors.
Government ownership, too, in a great measure has
destroyed the speculation in railroad stocks, often to the
injury of the jiuiilic. since railroad shares are guaranteed by
the government.
There are certain evils inherent in either private or public
it

will

Ijc

The same arguments

Italy

Has Hundreds

of

Such Tunnels

United States is Ijut a child among nations, as compared
thousand years of greatness enjoyed by the Romans.
This old example of central authority is ever before these
people, influences them today, and always will influence
to the

them.
It is tlie secret dream of modern Italy, to establish
once more a great world -encompassing government.
Then,
too. there is the more recent e.xamjile of Napoleon who for a
brief

1,^

years or so established a centralized government

For Country and King
with

a

machinery more

the Romans.

It is

I'lriect.

commonly

li

possible,

than that of

stated that thanks to his sys-

tem France has been held together ever since.

There, au-

Italy is modthority more than law is the dominant force.
eled on the French lines, with the Napoleonic code as the
The men governing Italy some 15
basis of its government.
years ago had, too, been educated in the centralization orMany of them had attended Gerganization of Germany.
man universities as students; and right here in Italy, too,

there were a large

men,

all

of

whom

number

of

German

traders, bankers, sales-

brought their educational ideas, the basis

ownership, and

m

a

future article

I

shall discuss these in

American statesmanship may perhaps apply this e.\perience to obtaining the best
of both for ourselves.
relation to Italy's exjxviences so that

Paper
PLO^TES.

—

Clothing

for
announced

Hungarian
in the

Railway

Em-

Bohemian

press that experiments made with "paper doth"' have been so successful
that the Hungarian State railways are to furnish their emIt

ployees with
Reports.

is

summer

clothing

of this

fabric.

Commerce
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An Example

of

Kinked Rails

ixTKKF.sTixG iNST.\NCE of rails being damaged as
of the incorrect counter-balancing of locomotives was observed on the St. Louis-San Francisco
last ^ear, shorth' after the receipt of some new Santa Fe
Shortly after the engines
type engines from the builders.
were placed in service it was discovered that the rails were
being kinked down and in towards the center of the track
and tests made to determine the conditions under which
this damage occurred showed that the
damage commenced when a speed of 50
miles per hour was reached and that it
it'came marked when the speed rose
In fact many
slightly above this figure.
of the rails damaged at the higher speeds

Ax

a result

I

be removed from the track.
in the photographs the damage consisted of an appreciable bend in
the rail both horizontally and vertically.
Sometimes the kinks were spaced at intervals equal to practically the exact circumference of the driving wheels, while in
ither cases they would be further apart.
In one instance measurements extending
over 10 rail lengths indicated that the
kinks were 7 in. further apart than the
Longitudinal View circumference of the wheels. Sawing and

had

calipering of the rails indicated that the

had not been distorted but that
There was no indication that the
head had been bent on the web or that the web had been
rail section

the entire rail

was

speed for the type of locomotive used. Mean stresses in the
base of the rail were found as high as 52,000 lb. per sq. in.,
which is equivalent to 57,000 lb. per sq. in. in the head of
the rail for that particular rail section.
In some of the test
runs, both vertical and lateral kinks were created at points
removed from the instrument and measurements from the
kinks to the instruments indicated that the counterweight
of the main driver was at the high point over the kinks.
It is stated that the main drivers on the locomotives giving
rise to the troulsle were not counterbalanced by more than
QOO lb., while the other drivers were over counterbalanced.

shown

>

Kinks

in the rail under the main driver with the counterweight
up was eight times as great as that which occurred when the
counter weight was down, while under the other drivers the
stress had its maximum value with the counterweight at
its low point.
These results were found at a relatively high

to

.\s

of the
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bent.

bent on the base.
This condition was called to the attention of Prof. A. N.

One

of the Rails After

Talbot, chairman of the Committee on Stresses in Track
of the American Railway Engineering Association, and the
While
Committee has undertaken to study this problem.
the committee is still working on it certain tentative conclusions have been drawn.
It has been found that the stress

Report

Freight
Operations for February

of

BUREAU
THEmonthly

OF K.AiLw.w ECONOMICS

lias

,5

The revenue

ruary, 1917.

ton miles increased 2.9 per cent

month, tonnage per train increased 5.1 per cent, and
the tonnage per loaded car increased 8.8 per cent.
The
for the

Removal from Track
average miles per locomotive per day decreased 10 per cent,
and the average miles per car per day decreasd 7.9 per cent.
The results for the combined two months are considerableaffected by the unusually difficult operating conditions experienced in January. For the two months the revenue ton

STE.\M R.ULWAVS. FEBRUARY,

United States*

I9tS

Eastern

D

STRICT

Increase or decrease

Freight train-miles

Loaded
Empty

freight car-miles
freight rar-miles
Total freight car-miles loaded

—

and empty..

Freight locomotive-miles
Revenue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives in
service

Average numi)er of freight locomotives in
shop or aw.iitine shop
Average number of freight cars in service..
Average number of freight cars i'n shop or
awaiting shop

Home
Foreign

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
shop

1918
4/.207,216

1917
48,327,371

1,028,372,774
421,493.003
1,449,865.777
55,250.998
26,591,083.830
2,626,467,989

1,089,322,702
433,143,150
1,522.465,852
60,233,631
25,836,735,285
2,549,615,620

30,737

the

for the month of February, 1918, and the combined
two months, January to February, iclusive, compiled for the
American Railway Association. The returns, which cover
roads operating 2 26, 40 miles of operated line, are given in
the accompanying table and, while the)- show some recovery
from the conditions w'hich prevailed in January, they represent comparatively little improvement as compared with Feb-

MONTHLY REPORT OF FREIGHT OPERATIONS OF

Item

issued

report of freight operations of steam railways

Amount

Per cent
d 1,120,155
d2.3
d 60,949,928
d5.6
d 11.650.147
d2.7
d 72,600,075
d4.8
d 4,982.633
d8.3

Increase or lecrease

1918

754,348,545
76,852,369

2.9
3.0

17,867,743
403.715,034
186,564,156
590,279,190
22,343,542
11,584.801,489
832,850.097

30,181

556

1.8

13,210

12,843

4,743
2,355,206

4,574
2,278,155

169
77,051

3.7

2.191
1,224,843

1,975
1,203,939

122,368
81,119
41,249

69.997
52,411
17,586

619

125,226
94,426
30,800
587

28.4
64.2
22.0
29.1

26.1
71.3
23.9
28.5

15.4

15.2

3.4

d 2,858

d2.3

71, .101

d 13,307

d 14.1

10,449
32

33.9

46,122
25,179
695

5.1

2.2

30.8
60.4
17.2
31.6

0.2

1.8

16.6

d5.5

2.3

8.8

d7.1

d lO.O

d 1.9
0.6

d7.9

5.2

5.5

dO.3

865. 1 1
11,290

856,060

9.056

1.1

11,341
224,729.41

d51

dO.4

33.86

Amount

1917
19,843,775
471,480,374
203,099,615
674,579.989
24,299.529
12,189,187,250
783,612,154

654

'

d 1,976,032
d 67,765,340
d 16,535,459
d 84,300,799

Per cent
d 10.0
d 14.4
dS.l

d 1,955.987

dl2.S
d8.0

d 604,385,761

d5.0

49,237,943

6.3

367

2.9

216

10.9

20,904

1.7

1,304

1.9

d 6,289

dl2.0

7,593
41

43.2
6.3

27.5
67.6
20.0
30.1

3.3

12.0

d7.2
d2.8

dlO.7

1.5

5.0

15.4

1.2

7.9

5.8

5.8

876.972
9,458
58,384.98

949,092
10,124
58,679.97

d 14.0

dO.l

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated single track

—

224,763.27

d 72,120

d666
d 294.99

d7.6
d6.6
dO.5

May
mile?
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1918

24,

>lu)\v

ilci.rca>o of

a

7.''

|ht

ci-iit,

hut

tile

inr IcKomotivc per day and the average miles jxt car

jicr

toiin.i.iiL-

train >li«>ws a divriM>e of .7 per cent, and the toniiaije per
liKided car increased 10.3 per cent.
Both llic average miles

S'tl'TllEK

tla>

?hovv larije decreases.

tail

and

iLiMMuli,
,

hrciKl.i

.

Loadr.l irci.;hi ..r miles
trnpty irri>;lit >.iriiiilta
Total Ircigln c.irniilcs—loidcd and empty.
l..c.m..i,vc.imles

I-rciiiht

Revemie toiimilcs

Nonrevemie ton-miles
.Avenue number ol treight locomotives
servue

............

Average number

ot

treigut

in service.
of freight cars in shop or

1^.-

5.1

183,772.594
76,668.150
260,440,744
9.310.157
4.650.472,066
444,019,003

1,366,1'«5

7,962,386
9,328.531
605,962
446.948,858

0.7
10.4
3.6
6.5
9.6
d 0.5

4,922

4.812

110

612

606

6

345,317

283,997

61,320

21.6

13,022
8,641
4,381

12,399
9,600
2,799
611

623
d 959

d 10.0

632
29.9
72.0
27.9
31.4

27.7
69.1
32.8
29.4

1,582
21
2.2
2^9
d 4.9
2.0

56.5
3.4
7.9
4 2
14!9
6.6

12.4

12.6

3.8

4.4

dO.6

1.035.640
14.762
37.333.17

966.432
16.375
37.109.35

69.208
d 1,613
223.82

Foreiiin

shop

IQir

—single

Percent''

lilt

d2,I98,692

Iv...

20.578, lio
439,519,001
150,298,311
589.817,312
J2.V91,337
9.908.861,417
1.351.797.581

JO,14V,;;5
434,069,734
153.375,385
587,445,119
26,623,945
8,997,075,969
1,221,984,463

2.3

12,605

12.526

1.0

1,940
785.046

5.0

d

track

KiMlil.NKD

TWO MONTHS,

d

d 0.2

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive

38,045
26,356
11,689
547
25.6
65.1
26.8
25.5

d

1.3

t^b,3iil

Item
freight

1918
95,602.849
1.969,985.405
825.200.252
2.795.185.657
111.959.263

car-miles

—

Total freight car-miles loaded and empty.
Freight locomotive-miles
Revenue ton-miles

Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives

0.4
13.6
10.1
2.3

7.2

786.106

d 9.9
0.6

129.045.12

Average number of freight locomotives

79

42,830
32.415
10.415
Sl2
23.8

d 4,785
d 6.059

d

75.9
26.5
26.1

shop or awaiting shop
.

awaiting shop

Home
Foreign
car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
'.

0.6

d 11.2

d 18.7

10.8
0.3

d 14.2

dO.6

d2.4

1.1

d

d 0.5

718,272
11,386
128.940.09

3.3

dO.6

d 10.7

67.834
1.236
105.03

11.1
0.1

9.4

JANU.\RY TO FEBRUARY, IN'CLUStVE
Eastern Distkict

(1.654,747,581
5. 317. 971.911

1917
104,060,302
2.348,968.003
971.792.600
3.320,760.603
"',105,159
56.077,522,197
5.479,616.119

30,834

30,476

4,796
,363,861

4,558
2,287,117

121,130
82.586
38.544
596
28.9

127,392
96.419
30.973
592
26.2

6I.S
20.0
29.5

69.6
24.6
29.3

1,675,253
21.852
226.340.56

1,840.055
24.519
226.387.66

Amount

Increase or decrease

Per cent

d 8.457.453
d 378,982,598

1918
36.000.489

d8.1
d 16.1
dl5.1
d 15.8

d 146,592,348
d 525.574.946
d 13.145.896

d

d 4,422.774,616

10.5

1917
42.602,719
d 6.602.230
1,018,909.737
d 258.882.979
458,061.420
d 97.758.973
1.476.971.157
d 356.641.952
52.299.427
d 7.212.250
26.511.836.426 d 4,252.528.740
1,639,533,087
24.811,162

d 161.644.208

d 7.9
d 2.9

2.259.307.686
1.664.344.249

358

1.2

13,113

12,871

2.109
1,225.455

1.983
1.206.324

d 6,262
d 13,833

d 4.9
dl4.3

68.960
45.853
23.10-

71.230
53.398
17.832
661

6(1

shop

d 15.5

d 25.4
d21.3
d24.1
d 13.8

d 16.0
1.5

242

in

Average number of freight cars in service.
Average number of freight cars in shop or

d

d53

15.9

in

service

Tons per train
Tons per loaded

i.i
1.3

d 2.0

2,372,193
d 3,632,608
911,785.448
29,813,118

d 5.173

Increase or decrease

Empty

5,449,267

d 3,077,074

13.5

United States*

Freight train-miles
Loadfed freight car-miles

|>er

the figures in de-

oi

awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting

Per freiijht car
Average miles operated

taljje gives

dccrtaitc

.>r

^J^,^96

Home
Tons per tram
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent oi empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop

A

S.JJJ.ljJl

.Average number
awaiting shop

The

(li-trirt>

1918
S.761.31185,138,739
84.630,536
269,769,375
9,916,119
5,097.420.924
441,820,311

in
•.•••.••
locomotives in

shop or awaiting shop
Average number of freight cars

In

Hi:
I

'»^">

1283

1.9

126

6.4

19,131

1.6

d 2,270
d 7.545

d3.2

5,275
4
3.9

d

14.1

29.6
0.6

5S.J
15.5
32.2

27.6
68.9
20.8
31.0

dlO.6
d5.3
1.2

3.7

1,697.499
18,164
58,377.35

2,059,812
21,977
58,678.89

d 362,313
d 3.813
d 301.54

dl7.6
dl7.3
dO.5

14.1
d 15.4

d2S.S

d8.9

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
-Average miles operated single track

—

d 164.802

d9.0

d 2.667
d 47.10

SoeTHE«N District

Western District

Increase or decrease

Increase or decrease
*

Item
Freight train-miles

Loaded

freight car-miles
Empty freight car-miles
Total freight car-miles loaded
Freight locoinotive-miles

—

and empty.

Revenue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives
>

in service.

.

.Average number of freight cars in shop or
awaiting shop

Home
Foreign

^

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car
•Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting

shop

d 1.8

408.321.128
176.764.102
585.085.230
20.610.048
10.224.430.606
996,270.153

d 52.183.196
d 5.709.680
d 57.892.876
d 238.622

d 12.8

d 541.518,311
d 37,584.118

d3.8

1918
41.493.711
853.820.715
293.843.383
1.147.664.098
46.500.660
19.712.527.600
2,694.941.627

5.191

5.122

69

1.3

12.530

674

631
296,494

d 1.310

d 11.9

Per cent
d 3.2

d9.9
d 1.2
d 5.3

1917
43.020.582
921.737.138
336.967.078
I.J58./04.216
52.195.684
19.341.255.165
2.843.812.879

Amount Per cent
d 1.526.871
d3.5
d 67,916.423
d 7.4
d 43.123.695 d 12.8
d 111.040.118
d8.8
d 5.695.024 d 10.9
371.272.435
d 5.2

d 148,871.252

in

shop or awaiting shop

Average number of freight cars

d 328.352

Amount

in

service

Average number of freight locomotives

18.437.001

1917

N

,

1918
18,108.649
356.137.932
171.054.422
527.192.354
20,371,426
9,682.912,295
958,686.035

355,107
14.146
9.698
4.448

d 1.000

13.985
1 ,008
2.977

1

38.024
27.035
10.989
540

dO.l

42.177
32.013
10.164
516

1.471

49.4

588

609

d21

d3.4

29.9
66.5
25.2
32.4

27.5

2.4

8.7

24.1

2.1

8.7

68.2
33.4
30.2

1.7

d2.5
d24.6

70.9
27.2
26.8

dS.O
d 2.4

dll.3

13.0

12.3

1.549.408
24.661
128.732.79

23.818
SOS
71.80

4.0

4.7

1,865.327
27.268
39,158.62

1.996.179
34.484
38.975.98

d

d8.2

d 8.8

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per fijcight car
Average miles operated single track

—

• The returns included in the monthly statement represent about
97 per
cent of their total traffic.
d Decrease.
a Loss than one-tenth of one per cent.
Compiled for the .Association by Bureau of Railway Economics. Washingto

d 7.216

d6.6
d20.9

182.64

0.5

d 130.852

1.573.226
25.166
128.804.59

of the total cperaied mileage of the roads of Clas»

D.

C. Miy

16.

1918.

I.

I.S

2.0
0.1

and about 99 per
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he jirovidcd so our railroad soldiers

Railroad Men's Mountain

Home

THE

in

the pine trees

Association

PROJECT FOR A Railroad Men's Mountain Home
Colorado, mentioned in the Railway Age of March

22.

lias

aroused

much

men, wlio are now lending

interest

among

the

railroad

an extent

their support to such

that a sufficient sum of money has already been guaranteed
to enable the board of directors to start work on their plans
to provide a recuperation camp for returning soldiers who

from the ranks of the railroad and express service.
believed that within the next 30 days two buildincs

enlisted
It

is
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and pure mountain

may

find

rest

among

air.

"A fund

is being provided for carrj'ing out this underbuying additional property if necessary, building
Your assistance is recottages, making improvements, etc.
The board of trustees is giving its time toward the
quested.
They will pass on
furtherance of this laudable enterprise.
the eligibility of applicants desiring to go to the home, and

taking,

furnish all infonnation

regarding the plan, as

it

will

be

low a cost as possible on the co-operative
No compensation of any kind is to be received
principle.
It is hoped
by any one other than the actual employees.
to have a few cottages ready for early summer; and, by the
maintained

at as

occupancy and will accommodate approxiAs fund's are received through the generous assistance of various railroads the accommodationwill be rapidly enlarged, and eventually the complete plan
will be in successful operation, so that railroad men in need
of such assistance, regardless of whether they have been acwill be ready for

mately 25 men.

tively

engaged in military

service, will be afforded the op-

and strength under

portunity to regain health

ideal

cn-

ditions.

of important
Louis Southwestern,
Oregon Short Line, Denver & Rio Grande, Colorado &
Southern and Oregon-Washington Railroad & Navigation
Company, as well as several smaller lines, have brought xht
matter to the attention of their officers, agents and emplcyees

The plan has the approval of
The Chicago & Alton,

railroads.

a

number

St.

with request that contributions be sent to the treasurer of t?;e
company, who, in turn, will remit to the First National

Bank, benver, Colo., which is acting as treasurer for the
Mountain Home Association. The Rock Island, Baltimore
& Ohio, Southern Pacific, Oregon-Washington Railroad &
Navigation Company, and several others have made appeals
to their men through their employees' magazines witli ..^ratifying results.

Railroad men are also being solicited by letter, to send
25 cents or a thrift stamp or two to the bank in Denver
for the support of the home, as the stamps can be very easily
The Association of Transportation and Car Acremitted.
counting Officers has officially endorsed the plan and is circularizing its officers and others, bringing to their attention
Employees of
the "Thrift Card" plan for raising funds.
the Southern Pacific shops at San Jose, Cal., have collected
and remitted to the treasurer of the association a total of
$127.50 for the purpose of equipping a San Jose section in

the home.

Apparently

an

erroneous

impression

prevails

in

same

quarters, that the plan has been established in connection
with the government plans for the rehabilitation of wounded
and disabled soldiers. The association will not undertake

almost wholly
any work of this kind, but
confined to affording the opportunity for convalescent and
weary railroad men to recuperate under ideal conditions.
No attempt will be made to conduct a hospital or take care
its activities will be

of surgical cases.
A circular letter addres.sed to railroad men explains the
plan in part as follows:
"The Railway Age of January 4 says the American railroad fraternity was represented in the army on that date
by about 70,000 men. You probably have, or will have,
relatives and friends facing the bullets in France; and, in
the natural course of events many of them will return disTherefore, it is essential that means be
abled or afflicted.
provided to care for them on their return.
"Seven railroad men and citizens of Denver have incor-

porated, under the non-profit sharing statute of Colorado,
and have accepted 40 acres of mountain ranch, donated by
a railroad man, 30 miles southwest of that place on the side
of a mountain, ideally located, where accommodations will

Location of the Railroad Man's Mountain

end of the year, to increase the capacity

to

Home

accommodate

at least 1,000.

"If you are in sympathy with this movement kindly send
25 cents or more, or a goverimient thrift stamp or two, to
the cashier of the First National Bank, Denver, and write
at least five copies of this letter to other railroad or express
company men and women. The writer of this has the assurance of a friend from whom it was received that it is a
This assurance can be handed down
very worthy cause.
the line to the railroad people of the United States, who can
verify it by inquiring of any railroad man in Denver, as the
newspapers have given it publicity."

Two Hundred and Sixty-five Trains or Hun
Wounded. Two hundred and sixty-five trains full of
wounded soldiers returning to Germany from the battle

—

fronts of Picardy and Flanders, says the newspaper Les
Nouvelles of The Hague, were counted in the daytime on
April 9, April 11 and April 12, on the Namur-Liege Railway.
The transports were so crowded that the Germans
were even using open coal cars to carry the wounded.

Above Mean Low Tide

Durability of Untreated Piling

Report of an Investigation of the Protection Afforded by
Saturation Above the

By

C. H. Teasdale

Foro.-l

HAS LoNt;
II

I'riKluil^

and Mabel E.

l.iilpuralorv

water

wood being preserved

is

not subject to decay.

ininKTScd
Instances are on record

way

for centuries. Timber
structures in fresh water or in water free from the various
forms of marine wtxxl-boror.N remain sound indefinitely, unless affected liy some destructive agent other than decay.
in this

and therefore permanent preservation against decay,
an item of considerable interest and importance in design-

ration,

ing pile construction.

The

low water, as well as the

when

difficulties of cutting off piling at

e.xtra cost

made

and weight of the super-

low tide level, may well
be avoided wherever immunity from decay exists for any
distance above this level.
Because there is so little available data as to the extent
of this immunity zone, the Forest Products Laboratory has
recently been conducting a study of the subject by the
questionnaire method.
Replies to the questionnaire are
structure

joints are

Thome
W

Madisun,

i>.

cayed, the filling aljove the clay lx;ing gravel."
(Mean tide
level here is 4.5 ft. above mean low tide.)
One particularly interesting ca.se was reported from Galveston.
Under the direction of the U. S. Engineer Office,
an e.xamination was made of piles set in a salt marsh or
meadow, so enclosed that they were protected from teredo
and yet were subject to frequent immersion in salt water.
The nominal range of tide at Galveston is less than a foot
but the harbor is subject to storms which force the water
up onto the shores of the bay to much greater depths. The
following is quoted from the letter describing the results

In tidal water, where marine borers are not active, portions
of piles that are completely immersed at each high tide may
be expost>d at other times without danger of decay, for though
completely immersed only part of tlie time, they may be
practically saturated all the time.
The e.\tent of this satuis

,

Level.

The Commission on Waterways and Public Lands of
Massachusetts reports: "A great deal of solid clay filling
has been done in Boston, and piles driven into it have been
found solid up to 1.5 ft. above low water 30 years after they
were driven. Above that level they were practically all de-

Ijctn rctogniii'd tluit \vo»jd constantly

in

of

Water

at

observed

"The

piles

an old

in

trestle built about 1892 across a
end of Galveston island were examined. The piles are pine.
In order to make an examination the dirt was removed from around them to a depth
of about 18 in.
The results of the examination are tabulated thus, all elevations being referred to mean low tide.

marsh on the

salt

given in this report. They show careful thought, and several of them contain records of actual investigations made
after the questionnaire was received.

Diam.
Pile

Effect of Setting in Earth

No-

few of the replies make note of the fact that piles set
in an earth wharf are free from decay to a greater distance
For e.xample,
above mean low tide than those set alone.
Edwin Lord, harlmr master at Bangor, Me., WTites that
"where the wluirting and piling have been covered with
earth and saturated at high water the timber remains
sound.
I have seen the wharfing uncovered and the logs
apparently in jjerfect condition where they have lain for
nearly 70 years."
Raymond F. Bennett, president, Bennett Contracting
Corporation. Portland. Me., states that "for piles driven in
a solid earth wharf, the height of no decay would be higher
than for piles standing alone, and this height would also
increase with the distance of the pile from the edge of the
fill.
A Boston engineer who designed a structure to be
built on a solid fill wharf in this harbor, stipulated that the
piles near the edge of the fill should be cut off 5 ft. above
mean low tide: and that piles say, 20 ft. and further from
I think probthe edge of the fill, should be cut off at 7 ft.
ably this is good practice."
Galveston,
Office,
Texas,
Engineer
The United States
writes as follows: ".\ pile and brush dike was built about
1Q02 on the north side of Galveston channel, the piles being
green with the bark on and their tops being about 4i< ft.

^o.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.

at lop
inches

Elev. of
top of

east

Elev. of

ground

pile

surface

Condition and remarks

1

14

plus A.8

plus 4.4

The

2
3
4
5

12
18
12
16
12
12

plus
plus
plus
plus
plus
plus

plus
plus
plus
plus
plus

Decayed, except heart.
Sound.
Sound.

full

•^ipt

.\

above mean lo%v tide. This dike was partially covered by
material excavated from the channel, but some of the material has since washed away, so that the piles which
remain now stand on ground which is possil)ly one foot
In otlior words, they stand in water
above mean low tide.
Those of the piles which have not been
part of the time.
touched by the teredo are still sound although the bark is
gone.'
(^lean tide level is 0.3 ft. above mean low tide in
Galveston harbor.)

6
7

3.6

4.9
4.0
4.8
4.9
4.7

minus

4.1

3.3

3.0
2.7

-Sound.

2.6
0.6

Sound.
Sound.

exposed part of the

the heart

is

pile ex-

decayed.

Contains a few small teredo
no live teredo was found.

holes, but

"Remarks: Piles

and 2 are on level ground covered with marsh grass.
the head of a small swale or depression leading to tide-

1

Pile 3 is located at
water, and the rem.iindcr cf the piles follow down this depression consecutively, as numberid.
Piles 3 to 7 were satur.ited ^ntn w.ici so that
ilriving a hatchet ;nto them brought water to the surface.
The wood was
bright and clean as if newly cut from the forest."

H. E. Manvel, vice-president, Rhodes & Manvel, Inc.,
states that: "We have also found that on foundation piles
driven in salt meadow which is permanently wet to high
water line, that capillary action saturates the piling for a
distance of 12 to 18 in. above the high water mark, and it
is very seldom that the piling will rot below that point, so
we can broadly state from our experience that timlier and
piles will be saturated on an average from 1 to Zyi ft.
above the permanent water level."

The extent above mean low tide to which these piles remain sound may be explained by the fact that salt has certain preservative propertie.-.

Protection from Weather
Protection

from the action of the weather

is

also

an

The following
important factor in the durability of piles.
replies mention this point:
T. A. Scott, harbor master. New London, Conn.: "Piles
or timber extending above mean low water (New England
coast), which are saturated every high water will stand preser\'ed for at least 50 years and longer if that part of the
timber exposed to the atmosphere all the time is under some
protection from the weather."
S. R. .Alexander, acting harbor engineer, Baltimore. Md.

i:s5
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"I also noted that timbers buried in earth tilling behind
bulkheads were in much better condition than those exposed
to the air even though the latter were in many cases lower
than the fonner."
Richard A. Monks, vice-president, John Monks & Sons,
New York, N. Y. "As foundation piles are not exposed to
anv drying factors, such as sun-light, etc., they should
retain their life indefinitelv, if cut about half tide or below
:
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be taken up direct with the contractor
warranted, the recommendation of
should be submitted for approval to the
committee with full explanation.
The receiving roads will continue
3.
spect the ties

Commission on \\'aterways and Puljlic Lands, Massachu"Many piles have been observed in old wharves
setts
:

where the outer portion of the timber is sound up to about
the high water mark, while the center portion has been
Piles
the decay extending to half tide or below.
deca}'ed
cut off just below mean high water and having their tops
protected from rain water will undoubtedly last indefinitely,
excepting for the action of wonns and ice, and especially
so when thcv are not exposed to the sun."

—

Relation of Durability to

Mean Tide Level

Replies received from 25 different sources were summarand divided into two classes, those which state that for
permanent foundation work piles can be safely cut off at
mean tide level or above and those which state that the zone
It was noticeof safety does not extend to mean tide level.
able that the grouping of these replies according to their
well.
The climate
grouping
as
geographical
character is a

of the northern states is more favorable to the long life of
From the data at
piling than that of the southern states.
hand, i.t would seem that the line of demarcation between
the harbors in which it is safe to cut off piling at mean tide

above and the harbors in which it is not safe lies
somewhere between New York and Baltimore.
The rate at which a pile dries is largely dependent on temperature and relative humidity. The relative humidity varies
only slightly from Maine to Florida, while the temperature
This means that, a few hours
variation is considerable.
after high tide, piles in southern waters will have a much
lower percentage of moisture than those in northern waters,
which, combined with the encouragement to the growth of
fungi furnished by the higher temperatures, probably accounts for the variation in the extent of the zone of safety.
level or

interested

to take up and inhoped that all such
are not completed by June 15, should

as heretofore.

It is

at that time as to the best
of handling and completing them.
All embargoes on ties to be shipped from one road io
another should be lifted and the ties moved .is soon as pos4.

sible.

The road on which

5.

6.
If there is any shortage of cars for moving ties, the
matter should be brought to attention of regional director.

Track Labor

em

western

railroads,

has

issued

the

director

following

cir-

culars:

regional director reads as

1918

No. 63 issued by the westfollows

:

In order to avoid

63 or not.

Cars for Grain Loading
In a communication to grain-carrying roads, dated May
17, the western regional director gives the following instructions
:

Special efforts must be made, in anticipation of heavy
grain movement, to have all available box cars fit for grain

loading in proper repair.
It must be realized that with the
large percentage of foreign cars on the various roads this
year special attention will have to be given to these cars
that they may be made fit for this service.
Specialize on
repairs to box cars and pay particular attention to those repairs relating to the subject of this circular.

Engines Available
In Circular No. 105, dated May 16, the western regional
director asks western lines to send him a report of nil engines now tied up awaiting service giving information as
called for below:
Type
Nos.

of

Located

Loco,

When

Kin.l
of
fuel Tractive

used

Power

will

Size

Size

they be
required

Drivers

Cyls.

for service

Remarks

He

also asks for additional reports whenever the engines
referred to are put in service or additional engines are tied

up awaiting

Purchases
In supplement No. 1 to R. P. C. Circular No. 7, dated
May 15, the western regional purchasing committee says:
The central advisory purchasing committee at Washington has now decided as follows: The proposed plan for
turning over to the purchasing agents of producing lines for
handling, inspecting and shipping from nne road to another
unfilled contracts or orders placed prior to government action on March 13, 1918, as outlined in R. P. C. Circulars
1 and 7, cannot be made effective in time to avoid delay

m

deliver)- for this season's requirements.

— Season

3 to Circular

any misunderstanding, and the possibility of laborers transferring from one line to another, please discontinue at once
the payment of time and a half for Sunday work to section
and extra gang track laborers, regardless of whether ihe
practice was in effect prior to the issuance of Circular No.

Engine Where

URING the past week R. H. Aishton, regional

are produced will gi\e e'cry
prompt completion of such or-

ties

assistance possible to secure
ders and contracts.

Orders of Western Regional Director

Therefore the

fol-

lowing will be observed:
1.

an increase

contracts or orders as
be given special consideration

Supplement No.

ized

of

same

if

road

regional purchasing

means

this level.

D

and
the

is

All contracts or orders for cross-ties placed prior to

government action March 13, 1918, must be handled on
their merits.
Roads having such contracts or orders unfilled
should immediately take up with the contractors the questions of completing shijiment if possible by June 15.
2.
There may be old contracts made at low prices that
should be revised.
In such cases the committee will conIn the event
sider such recommendations as roads submit.
of any question as to adjustment of price, the matter should

service. This refers to passenger engines of
25,000 tractive power or over and other engines of 33,000

tractive

power or

over.

Equipment
Supplement No. 1
regional director on
of restricting

wagon

—Wagon

Coal Mines

to Circular 51,

issued by the western
The object
coal mines to the use of box cars is to

May

16, reads as follows:

conserve the open-car supply for mines loading coal from
tipples.
In order that the situation may be taken care of as
fairly as possible it is further provided:
1.
When open-car equipment available is sufficient io
provide full car supply to mines loading coal from tipples,
open cars may, when requested, be furnished to wagon coal
mines.
2.

Where wagon

coal mines

dump

coal

into cars

from

platforms under physical conditions such as to
make the loading of box cars impracticable, open cars may
be distributed on the same basis as to tipple mines.
3. Any special condition in connection with wagon mines
on your line that seems to warrant further deviation from
the letter of this rule may be reported for consideration.
elevated
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OK LACK
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till'
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This convention, which

Railway

is

lieKl

l)eini,'

Fuel
witii

tlie

AsstKiation.
co-o|)eration

and the I'nited
Administration, ojR-ned on Thursday,
States
Railrtutii
May 2^. at Chicajjo. The first nuvtini; was held in Cohan's
of the I'nileil

Stali-s

l-'uel

Ailniinisiration

Grand

Ojiera House.
Several changes were

the

first

day's

session

made
as

in

the

originally

list

of sjieakers

announced.

C.

for

R.

Gray, director of the Division of rrans[X)rtation, United
States Railroad .Administration, was unable to he present,
and R. H. .\ishton. director Western Regional District,
United States Railroad Administration, addressing the
meeting in his stead.
Sir George Bury, chairman of the
Canadian Railway War Board, was also unable to attend
but was represented by
the

Canadian

Ihere is no time for any of us to count his performance
with respect to what the other fellow is doing. If the other

the

ol

session of the tenth annual convention of

International

tile

Thomas

Britt, general fuel agent of

man

in the countn' desig-

largest

rea.son for letting

up on our own

efforts.

war

far Ijeyond dollars and cents, it devolves upon those of
us who are lalnDring for the railroads to exert ourselves to
secure the utmost economy.
.\sk the average locomotive

fireman if he can, by close attention to his work, save a
shovelful of coal a mile and he will say, 'Sure I can I' Suppose he were firing a locomotive over in France on the
United States military railroad with coal costing anywhere

up

to

save

$150 per

and he would surely

ton,

tell

you he could

more.

still

"It

company

no

single

item of railroad expenditure, other
than labor, is for fuel, and >et we know that much fuel is
wasted on every railroad.
I'he railroads of the United
States use over one-cjuarter of all the coal mined, and being
such extensive users of this commodity, valuable in time of

Pacific Railway.

Practically every railroad

fails that is

"The

stated

is

that

more coal was mined

in

the

year

1917

fifty

millions

tons

in this country than in the year before

nated representatives to attend the convention and there
were also present a large number of coal operators and
other representatives of the mining industry.
The convention was opened with an introductory ad-

we entered the war. That sounds good, but let us consider
the facts: Exi)erts calculate that there was enough slate, bone
and dirt in 650 million tons of coal mined in 1917 to nearly
offset the apparent increase of 50 million tons.
It means

dress by the president of the association. E. \V. Pratt, as-

that

sistant

cago

&

suix^rintendent

motive power and machinery,

Northwestern.

Mr. Pratt

Chi-

s|K)ke in part as follows:

President's Address
E. W. Pratt, president of the association, spoke in part as
follows: "Subsequent to our last convention the executive
committee of the association made offer of itself, our individual membership and the entire machinery of the organization
to the L'nitcd States Railroad .Administration and to the
The offers were acUnited States Fuel Administration.
cepted and representatives from each department were assigned to co-operate with us. We want you to leave this convention so imbued with the patriotic spirit that when you go
home you will carry on the movement for more and better
As individuals we take a back
coal and its economical use.
seat for no one when it comes to patriotism, but it has been
my e.xperience and observation that we know not always
wherein our individual duty lies nor can we sense its importance in the big game. We are wont to say, "What's the

use of the extra exertion to save a shovelful of coal when
another can save a ton ?' \\'hat's the use of unloading a car
of coal a day earlier when we see trains of coal remaining
unmoved daily?' 'What's the use of firing a locomotive
with care when the train despatcher holds us an hour on a
"Why residing?"
a delay which seems to you avoidalde,
pair a car today by extra effort when there will be "just

—

as

many" tomorrow?'
"Some of us can do more than

part.

mendous loss in economical firing due to ashes and
and another million cars (or its equivalent in
barges, etc. ) to haul them away.
The miner might
it would give him less earnings during the year
to
coal well, and the operator might say it would give

clinkers,

wagons,
say that
pick the

him

less

sales for the year, but I contend that this is not true.
The
output of both miners and the mines will without doubt this
year be limited by the car supply at the mines, as has been

the case for the last few years, and it should be borne in
that the railroads are not responsible for this condition, but the public policy toward them for the past decade.
"There are three items in this tremendous fuel problem

mind

—

production, transportation and consumption
and the railroads of this country are largely responsible for all three of
them.
For production in so far as concerns the delivery
of machinery and supplies to the mines and a car supply
for the coal produced: but the miners and operators both
can do much in this particular. How often have the mines
dropped empty cars by the shaft for some trivial reason?
If there be refuse in the cars, a hole in the lloor or sides, a

brake chain broken, how little effort on their part would
avoid this loss of use of one or more cars for a whole day?
I venture to say that this trivial item amounts to several
thousand of coal cars each day.
"The next item is transportation, largely by rail, some by
water.
Railroad men are a hardy and earnest lot and not

working every day in the year, including
Sundays and holidays, that their task may be accomplished
with credit to themselves, their employers and to their coun-

easily discouraged,
others, but all of us

have

it

our power to a greater or less degree to help win the war
by doing our l^est.
It is not expected that the miner will
do as much as the operator, but both can do wonders in the
improvement of the quality of fuel coal if their heart \>c in it.
The stationary fireman can do less toward fuel economy than
the manager of the plant who can provide efificient devices.
Neither can the locomotive fireman save as much coal on his
one engine as can the train despatcher with dozens of trains
on a single track road, but each can do and must do his
in

it took one million more coal cars to haul this
50 million
tons of slate and rock from the mines to the u.'^ers. a tre-

But when last winter, after weeks of continued and
unprc-cedentcd snow and cold, their locomotives were compelled to operate with added disadvantages of poor and dirty
try.

coal

it

was perhaps the

and many a
was abandoned for this reason.
a miner or operator who would defer to the

locomotive died and
I

have yet

railroad
try,

the
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and

men

to see

man
I

its

greatest obstacle of all

train

in the matter of patriotism or lovaltv to

believe

if

the proposition

that there will be

is

put squarely

no Sundavs or holidavs

coun-

up

to

in either
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the mine, on the railroad or in the coal yard when it concerns
the output and distribution of coal, any more than there is
Sunday or holiday in the trenches with the Hun facing our

bovs and

tlte

Kaiser menacing our free institutions.

the railroad problem purely one of handling coal,
quantiit would indeed be simple and easy, but %vith vast
ties of foods and materials to move it is greatly complicated.
•The zoning s.vstem inaugurated by the United States

"Were

Fuel Administration will save thousands of coal cars per
month. This must needs be, yet it will be only a drop in the
bucket compared with what we can accomplish by all pullmg
It is calculated that the average car in coal trade
together.
only makes a round trip from the mines to the coal shed
once a month. Reduce this time at the mines, on the repair
tracks, on the road

and

at the coal

sheds; this

"The 27

per cent of the coal produced

which

through the shop should be continued as far as possible,
considering the scarcity of materials and skilled labor to
The locomotive feed-water heater also offers
apply them.
an attractive field for economy and efficiency and well warrants careful and continued experimentation.
"There is every indication of a greater shortage of coal
next winter than we had last unless production is increased

and great conservation is practiced and let it not be possible
for anvone to point the finger at you or me and say with
any degree of justice there is a slacker."

—

The Railroad
By W.

Mr. Carter was unable to attend and the address prepared by him was read by Eugene McAuliffe, manager of
the Fuel Conservation Section, United States Fuel Administration.

Mr. Carter's address was

Frank
President. Railway
Association

Fuel

U.

General Superintendent. Motive Power
and Car Departinent, C. & N. W.

De

Groot.

ent practice of superheating the larger locomotives passing

Locomot

Railroad

Admi

Jr.

Assistant Manager, Car Service SecDivision of Transportation.
tion,
U. S. Railroad Administration

and better operation on the part of the engineer, to save
millions of tons of coal and millions of gallons of fuel oil.
Superheating has been proven practicable and each locomotive so equipped saves hundreds of tons of fuel per year
besides rendering faster and better service; hence, the pres-

S.

in part as follows:

McManamy

Division of

E. N.

Robert Quayle

Army

Carter,

used by

is

so large that we hope by care and close attention to details not only as to firing but in better repair of
locomotives, more care in despatching and moving trains,

Pratt.

S.

Director, Division of Labor, U. S. Railroad Administration

is

W.

Industrial

we must do

to help solve the problem.

the railroads
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W.

S.

Carter

Division of Labor, U.
Railroad Administration

Director,

S.

tons
are told by those who know that it requires four
France.
of shipping to maintain one American soldier in
war
are told by those who are determined to win the
more
that bv the spring campaign of 1919 we will have
war
the
than two millions of our boys "over there," aiid as
transprogresses more and more ships will be required to

We

We

May
jKjrt
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across the sea food and munitions with wliuli to mainNot only the winning ol the war

tain our fighting forte.

depends uiKin

this ceaseless

llow

from our farms and our

it the men we send
cause will be sacrificed.
When we talk, of this stui>endous movement of war supplies we seem to think only of ships but little tliought is
given to the fact that upon our railroads these ships must
depend for cargoes and bunker coal. The reason that we
liave not more fully recogni/ed this fact is bcxause lieretofore the capacity of our railroads has exceeded tliat of
We read from day to day of tlie splendid deour ships.
velopments of the ship building industr)-, and the day is
not distant when our ports will be crowded with ships in
readiness to perform tlieir part in this great transportaWhen that day comes we railroad men will
tion problem.
No longer may we conduct our
have a rude awakening.
business affairs and maintain our conditions of labor as in

factories to the battle front hut without

to

trance

in freedom's

the days of peace.

Without yielding their laudable puqjose to limit a day's
work to eight hours when this war is over the American
working people must now work as long each day as the
war's necessities demand, compatible with their physical
well being.
So long as brothers and sons of American
working people are dying in France for our liberty none of
Business men
us will hesitate short of our greatest effort.
must no longer profit out of our country's misfortunes.
Great wealth accumulated during this war will not be the
With millions of men now under
product of patriotism.
arms in France, with thousands of ships ready for cargoes
and bunker coal, railroad men will soon realize that truly
they are a component part of the American e.xjjeditionary
forces.
In fact they are now a great industrial army.

Their failure to maintain an

efficient

line

of

tion will cause ships to lie idle in our harbors

transf)orta-

and deprive

our battle line of munitions and food.
A breakdown in the efficiency of our railroads here when
the crisis comes will be no less disastrous than a rout of
one of our armies in the great battles that must be fought
I shall not attempt to tell each
before the war is won.
railroad man what he should do to avert the possible collapse of our transportation system when it is put to a crucial
tell

I

test.
Each and every railroad man's conscience
him that.
know that the railroad employees of this country

will
will

not be lacking in the performance of their duty to the
nation and to those who go across the sea to win or die.
My confidence in and my knowledge of railroad men asIf the railroads fail
sures me they will do their part.
when they should be most efficient I cannot believe that the
fault will lie with those men whose uniforms are overalls.
When our children's children read the stories of the part
played by America in the great war for liberty they must
find there al.^o recorded that the railroad men of America
realizing that

upon them had

fallen

the burden of trans-

porting troops, munitions and food far beyond their normal
capacity worked as no men had ever worked before and
thereby maintained an uninterrupted medium of transportation without which the war could not have been won.

Relation of Locomotive

Maintenance

to Fuel

Economy

By Frank McManamy,
Nfanaper

Locomotive

.'Section.

United

States

Railroad

Administration.

Fuel economy and locomotive maintenance in practically
everything that relates to efficient locomotive performance,
are synon)Tnous terms.
Within recent years the increasing
cost and scarcity of fuel have made fuel economy a question
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of major imjKiriuiue to the designer of locomotives as well as
tiie official.^ in charge of locomotive maintenance.
The
inventor has also turned his talents in tliat direction, with
the re>ult that the superheater, the brick arch, the combustti

chamber

and other fuel saving devices, arc toequipment of every modern locomotive. The
influence of these devices in effecting real fuel economy is
tremendous, and their application to many existing locomotion

day

firebo.x,

jiarts of the

marked reduction in fuel consumption.
The larges; possible measure of i)erforinante can be obtained from a locomotive only by giving constant and careful
attention to kvomotive maintenance.
Locomotive main-

tives will result in a

tenance

is

not only related to fuel economy,

What

omy.

is

it

fuel econ-

meant by a locomotive in good condition!'
It means a boiler which generates steam economically but
freely, proper steam distribution to the cylinders and efficient mechanism for transmitting tlie power developed in
the cylinders to tlie only place where the power of the locomotive can be measured the drawbar at the rear of the
is

—

tender.

The

promote economy of fuel, must be properly
designed, with ample grate and heating surface.
It must
be clean, the grates level and easily >haken and in good condition, the ash pan and grates must have ample air openings
to aid combustion, the firedoor should operate easily, and
the fire tools should be in good condition.
The flues must
be clean, the flues and firebox free from leaks, smokebox
must be air tight, the smoke stack and nozzle in line, and
the draft appliances in good condition and properly adboiler, to

justed.

Tcx) much stress can not be laid on the necessity for keeping boilers clean, because in addition to effecting a material
saving in fuel, it increases the efficiency of the locomotive and
materially prolongs the life of the flues and firebox sheets.

Frequent and thorough boiler washing is the foundation of
proper boiler maintenance.
Authorities differ somewhat as
to the exact loss due to scale on boiler sheets but a comparison of tests made indicate pretty conclusively that 1/16
in. of scale will increase the fuel cost approximately 15 per
cent and that '4 in. of scale will increase the fuel cost approximately 60 per cent.
It is not an exaggeration to say that on an average 40 per
cent of the locomotive boilers in service have scale 1/16 in.
thick or to say it differently, that due to poor boiler washing
all of them have 1/16 in. scale 40 per cent of the time, and
that

many have

fact in

some

scale

districts

from
it

is

%

in. to '4

in.

in thickne-s.

not unusual to find

'

S

in.

In
of scale

on boiler sheets. Let us see what tliis means in actual figures.
In 1918 it is estimated that the railroads will ref|uire 166,000,000 tons of coal at an average cost of $.>.50 per ton,
which will be a total of $581,000,000. If we add to this
48,000,000 barrels of fuel oil it will make the total fuel cost
over $650,000,000. We will pay, therefore, during the vear
of 1918 more than $50,000,000' for fuel on account of the

many men do not consider of
importance to warrant its removal.
But even a boiler that is clean and in the best of condition
can do no more than generate steam; proper steam distribution to and from the cylinders must be had and the steam
made to do effective work. If the valves are out of square or
blowing or the valve gear badly worn; if valve chambers or
cylinders are badly worn or out of round; if the cylinder
packing is worn or broken; if leaking piston rod packing or
leaks about the steam chests or cylinders dissipate the steam
that should and could l>e made to do work, we can expect no
improvement in our fuel performance.
Assuming, however, that the boiler is in good condition,
that the steam distribution is gooil, and that there is no waste
of steam through steam leaks, it remains to deliver this power
at the drawbar, and this can not be efficiently or economicallv
done tlirougli the medium of wornout machiner\-. Rods in
scale in locomotive boilers that
sufficient
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on journals, wedges which require
worn which will cause excessive
slipping, are jxx)r mediums through which to transmit energy.
Some of the repairs wiiich will do the most towards reducing the fuel consumption and improving locomotive perform-

bad

ccHulilion, boxes loose

adjusting, and tires badly

of

the

Vol. 64, No. 21

countr}'

who

adopt as their motto,

are

solidly

"We

are operating at less than their maximum efficiency, the result would be staggering, and when we add to this enormous
the
loss of operating efficiency, from 10 to 20 per cent of

railroad fuel bill which for the past year was $329,000,000,
for
for the current year is estimated to be $581,000,000
bituminous coal alone, we begin to realize the price we have
locomodefective
been paying for the privilege of operating
the questives and ddaying traffic thereby. This being true,

and

ir^evitably follow is, what is being done by
Railroad Administration to remedy the conditions
which have been described.
The first step before taking action to bring about an im-

tion that

the U.

must

S.

provement in the condition of locomotives was

to

make

a

next step was to speed up locomoimmediate
tive repairs to provide motive power to meet the
needs and this was done by increasing the shop hours about
16 per cent for over 200,000 men, and by nationalizing locomotive repairs so that a locomotive in need of repairs would
be sent to the nearest available repair shop, thus utilizing
all railroads.
to the fullest extent the total shop capacity of
The result of this soon became apparent in the increased
number of locomotives turned out of the various shops which
over
for the four months ended April 30, increased 6,849
the corresponding period for last year. This not only means
more locomotives but it means better locomotives, which both

survey of the

increases

field.

The

operating efficiency and decreases fuel consump-

tion.

For the future the work that has been started will be continued and a higher standard of condition of locomotives
A regular schedule for the application of superrequired.
heaters and other fuel saving appliances to locomotives not
new equipped, is being prepared and will be adopted subject only to labor and material being available.
Ne.xt to wages the fuel bill of American railroads constitutes their largest single item of expense.

tenance
itself

is

the only

show a net

method of conserving

Locomotive mainfuel that will of

profit, in addition to the fuel saved.

Every

item of maintenance that makes for fuel economy also promotes operating efficiency and increases the life of the locoTherefore, the good effects of maintaining locomomotive.
maintives are cumulative, and the bad effects of failing to
tain them, increase in the same ratio.
Today, w^ith the increased demands for fuel by reason of
the war and tlie necessity for furnishing fuel to our allies;
with the increased use of fuel in industries whose output is
essential to the successful conduct of the war, the saving of
fuel by better locomotive maintenance and the increased
therefrom, means more

operating efficiency which will result
than can be expressed in tenns of tons, gallons, or dollars.
It means the saving of America, the saving of Democracy,
the winning of the war.
In the conservation of fuel by better locomotive maintenance, as in

all

other matters relating to transportation, the

United States Railroad Administration, and the railroad men

it,

can rightfully

The Motive Power Department
and Fuel Economy

believed to be the relative order of

ance arranged in what is
their importance, are, setting the valves properly and maintaining the valve motion, washing the boilers, keeping the
flues clean, eliminating steam leaks about cylinders and steam
chests and maintaining the driving boxes and rods.
Each locomotive represents a certain definite investment on
which a return mu.st be made. This can be done only by
maintaining it in a condition to accomplish maximum results
If it were possible to
in the way of locomotive performance.
calculate the aggregate loss in operating efficiency for the
total number of locomotives that due to lack of maintenance

behind

will deliver the goods."

By Robert Quayle,
General Superintendent Motive Power and Car Department,
Chicago & North Western
In 1917 the railroads of this country consumed approximately 175,000,000 tons of coal. This, at an average price
of $2' 50 a ton, would give us a cost of $437,500,000. Now,
I maintain that if every individual in the operating end of
the railway organization of this country were to work together as one man, each helping the other to the one end of
saving fuel, we could easily save 10 per cent, which would
be 17,500,000 tons equivalent to $43,750,000.
I want, first, to call attention to the master mechanic's
It is your duty to know
part in this game of saving fuel.
what is going on on the division or the divisions that you
represent.
You should be in touch with your division superintendent and train despatchers in such a way as to make
them feel and really know that you are interested in them
personally, that you are interested in their welfare.

Men

can always do their best work when they do it cheerfully.
It is the master mechanic's duty to be so in touch with his
shop man and engineers and firemen that they will have confidence in him, and he should liave the happy faculty of haying the men constantly feel kindly toward him. This would
enable him at once to get the best from the men that can be
Kindly treatment always begets bigger and better
had.
results than the opposite sort of treatment.
You should fix the machines that the men are going to
handle, so that the men will have the least amount of discouragement in their work, and there will be the least

amount of
sults.

To

effort

this

make proper

on their part necessary to get the best reend you should have your men trained to

reports of necessary

work

to be done.

You

will

roundhouse foremen,
these tilings, and insisting

find that occasional meetings with your

particularly calling attention to

their having the work done that is re_ported, will bring
about good results, and your engineers encouraged by that

upon

method

will take

reports than they
attention.

men.

By

and the

much more
would

if

interest in

making the

detailed

their reports were not given proper

Give every encouragement you can to all your
make them grow bigger and better,

so doing you

results increase as the

men

grow.

My

His real imnext thought is the traveling engineer.
portance on a big job, such as his is, is not often placed in
What are his duties? To
the class wherein it belongs.
make inspection of locomotives; see that they are in proper
He should know the condicondition to do the best work.
He should know what
tion of every engine in his charge.
He should see to it, at the
they are capable of doing.
fully capable of makengines
leave
that
the
roundhouse end,
He should aling the trip successfully and economically.
ways have it in mind that his job is one of helpfulness and
instruction, rather than one of fault finding and improper
criticism.
The result will be that even,' man then will
measure up to what is properly required of him, and will do
his part to the very best of his ability.

The roundhouse foreman,
man on a railway. He is up

as a rule, is the most abused
against all kinds of conditions,
kinds of cares apd troubles, all kinds of problems to
work out, in order that everything may move smoothly, keep
every man one at peace with the other, and get every locomotive repaired and put in condition for its trip. His duties are multitudinous, not only in so far as the mechanical
end of it is concerned, but in so far as the personal end of
all

May
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W f riijuirc a himkI Jim! uI the roundhouse
is coniiTiKil.
furcman, aiul to Ik; u succcsslul roundhouse foreman, to get
the very best out of his jol), lie should he f;raeious, he must
needs he a philosopher, he must he a student of human nature and he must snule even when everyihinj; mn-s "dead
wrong."
Locomotive engineers and firemen, what a niagnilkent oplK)rtunity you men have to show your patriotism hy your
work! Study every day "What can 1 do to iielp Tncle Sam
Co;il is scarce.
out in this crisis?"
1
need not tell you
what people luul to do last winter to get coal to keep themln(iu>tries were restricted in the amount of
selves warm.
fuel that they hail formerly used, because of conditions generally existing in this country at that time.
On the basis
of your loyalty and faithfulness I am asking you to redouble
)our efforts; increase your intelligence not only for yourselves, but strongly urge every other fellow not only to do
liis bit, but to do his all, liiat fuel will be conserved and
utilized, not wastefully, but witli the highest economy and
efficiency, that our nation and our allies might not suffer
for the want of fuel.
Fuel is now playing and will play
a most important part in our warfare.
Work your engine most economically, consistent with the
work tliat you have to do. Keej) your eye on the coal pile
in your tank.
Watch your firemen. Do not flood your engine one time and have your crown sheet almost bare another time.
Do not climb your hills 100 miles an hour and
put \our brakes on going down the other side.
I know, of
course, that ver)- few men do these things in the extren*.',
but it is the careless, indifferent mail that must be brought
up to the standard of the best men.
The firemen can do much on their job to save fuel,
and they will do much, if we put it to them right. \\'hen a
piece of coal is in the gangway, instead of kicking it off, if
>ou would do like our best men do, put it where it belongs.
Don't keep the fire door open, and shovel ten or fifteen
scoops of coal in at a time, without closing the door and
then get up on your seat and let the black smoke roll out,
and think you are doing fine. You all know that the fellow
on that engine is a slacker and not a good soldier. When
you find a man like that, do your bit and call his attention
to it and tell him we are at war, and if he does not know it
tell him coal is scarce and die demand is greater than the
it

supply.

Knowing

that, I believe that he, too, will join the

ranks for economy; that he, too, will go out and talk and
work, and, if need be, fight, that cverv- pound of coal will
be saved.
will observe that what I have said can lie summed
a word, co-ojx»ration, and I am sure when we of the
motive power department will have done our jiart that the
men at the other end of the operating department will say to
us, '"You have done well."
Then we are in a position not
only to solicit, but practically to command, their co-operation,
and they, too, will help us get better results, because human
nature is the same the world over. We all respond to success, and when one department has shown a great improvement the other fellows will not only follow in the wake, but
they will tr)- to beat them out in the end if they can.
Co-operation means, on a railway, every man of us in ever)'
department helping every other man in his own, as well as
in every other department, to the end that they as a railway
might be bigger and better, more useful and more serviceable to the countp,- in which we live than any other railway.
My appeal in closing this address is that every railroad man
here will take another hitch in his belt, roll up his sleeves
a little higher, think more deeply, more earnestly, work a
little harder, fight a little better for the conservation of fuel
and for the Government by which we are employed, and for
Old Glor>-. which stands for bigger and better things than

You

up

in

an\- other flai; in the universe.
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The Transportatiun Department
and
By

E. H. DeGroot,

P'uel

Economy

Jr.,

Car Service, liilersluic Commerce Commisand Assistant ManaKcr, Car Service Section,

Chief, lUirfaii of
sion,

United Stales Railroad

Fuel

Adniiiiii>trutiun.

absolutely necessary to the production of raw materials.
It is essential to the manufacture of tho.sc materials
into jiroducts and without it there would be no transixirtation
as we now understand the term.
Coal and more coal, tlien,
is

must be our slogan.
That Nation which lags in its coal supjily must lag in its
fighting
We must win the war! What will it profit us,
though we send our boys to the battle fields by the million,
if we at home waste the coal needed to support them adequately with supplies and munitions or u]jon which our
gallant allies are dependent to enable them to hold out
And what can we of the transportation department do to
help in this?
What ladder iron can we grab that we may
get a foot in the sill-step and climb to the deck of ojiportunity
in this crisis?
Well, the locomotive is in the hands of the
trans|)ortation department from the time it leaves the turn1

i-

table at the initial ])oint until it is turned in over the cinder
l)it at the terminal, and during this period it offers splendid
opportunities for patriotic railroad men to co-operate to the
end that the work which it performs may be done with a

minimum

of coal consumed.
Steam saved is coal conserved. The air compressor on the
modern locomotive is a powerful engine. It performs wonders which are little enough appreciated by most of us but
it has a frightful appetite for steam
and steam means coal.

—

Its cylinders are large, necessarily

so because of the e.xacting
load increases directly with

nature of its work, and as its
the progress of the piston, the steam cannot be used expansively but must be admitted to the very end of the stroke,
there to be exhausted and a fresh draft made upon the
boiler.
Under these circumstances, air leaks constitute a
direct drain upon the boiler and so reach their greedy fingers
back through the firebox into the precious coal pile. There
is no way in which the trainman can contribute so much
toward the good cause of saving coal as by stopping the
train-line leaks before starting on the trip.
With porous
ho.se, worn gaskets, jjipe and other leaks, what the pump has
to overcome needs no description among practical men.
Leaks are crimes when coal is a military necessity! To
stop leaks then is of the greatest importance and this should
be done carefully and conscientiously.
Surely, any man
who does less than he can, does less than he ought in this.
The practice of carrying a hose-gasket or two in the pocket
as some trainmen do for this purpose is an excellent one.
Rainy weather offers an opportunity to locate hose which
are porous to a serious extent and by changing them when
op]3ortunit\- offers much fuel ma\- be saved which would
otherwi.se be wasted.
But all of the leaks are not discoverable while the train is
at rest, particularly in cold weather, and new ones develop
during the trip. These should all receive first-aid treatment
as soon as found. Then, too, the leaks may result in sticking
It
brakes and this condition is like compounding a felony.
not only takes much coal to pump against the leaks but
time
pull
against
the
brakes.
to
much more coal at the same
Nothing has been said about the share which the engineer
and fireman may have in this good work for the rea.«on that
other speakers will cover these points, but in passinc if should
be noted that the opportunities for co-o(XTat ion between enginemen and trainmen are many and that advantage should
One way to co-ofierate to good
\>e taken of all of them.
advantace is bv btinir ready to leave the house promptly at
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the hour for which called, thus affording maximum time in
which to pump up the train, look for and repair leaks and

properly

test the

brakes.

Now how- about the superintendfor trainmen.
Well, with him individual interest is indispensable!
If he does not take an active interest in fuel conservation it
follows as the night the day that the value of the transportation department as a factor in saving coal on that division
On the other hand, when the superinwill be very small.
tendent manifests keen s\Tnpathy with the movement, the men
for whom he is responsible will contribute no small share
In short, the other
toward the success of the movement.
transportation officers and the employees on the division will
form their estimate of the importance of the movement very
largely from his point of view.
Fuel costs form the largest
single item of transportation expense, and fuel economy
should interest every superintendent as a fundamental of
successful operation, but I want to place it on a higher
plane than this, meritorious though it be, the plane of
So much

ent?

patriotism

—
—making

the
Our boys are laying their lives on the altar
supreme sacrifice cheerfully and unafraid, as Americans
It is no longer a
have always done in the testing time.
question whether the sons of a decadent age are worthy of
their sires, but a burning question whether we fathers of
America are worthy of our noble sons! And these sons will
judge us those who come back. How shall we meet them
if we have betrayed them in the matter of the fullest sup-

—

port

—

or like Peter, followed afar off?

Experience on different roads has demonstrated that one
ways to develop interest in fuel economy is
through the agency of employees' meetings held at convenient times and places and attended by the superintendent,
the road foreman and, as may be practicable, by the trainmaster, despatchers, stationmen and any others interested
Attendas well as by enginemen, yardmen and trainmen.
ance upon these meetings should be purely voluntar\- and
the discussion of all subjects, including that of saving coal,
frank and friendly.
Where the attendance is general, that is, not restricted
to any particular class or classes of employees, there is insured a wide-spread appreciation of the importance of the
of the very best

its place in the great war program of the nation,
very helpful indeed.
Some roads report that at
meetings of this description they regularly have a hundred
men or more in attendance.
The trainmaster has a fine chance to make a substantial
contribution to the cause as he goes about the division,
through his contact with the men and the resultant opportunities for educating and enthusing them, as well as by
his ability to correct conditions which result in waste of
fuel, or to have them corrected.
With the yardmasters he
is in position to have trains so made up at terminals as to
minimize switching en route, remembering that to keep
trains moving kills two birds with one stone; reduces overtime and saves fuel.
In short, his active co-operation is
of great value in this important work of fuel saving and
his responsibility correspondingly great.
By ordering trains
for a time by which they can be made up by yard crews
and at which they can get out without being delayed by
other road movements as well as with a view to expediting
their passage over busy stretches of track where other trains
might interfere if the call is made without sufficient forethought, chief train despatchers and yardmasters can render

subject

which

no

and

is

little

Long
bad

fires

assistance.

delays to freight trains on sidings often result in
and leaky flues, both of which increase the amount

of coal which must be burned in order to overcome the
handicaps which they present. Train despatchers and trammen by close co-operation can avoid many of these detentions and with a knowledge of how vital to the nation the
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conservation of coal is at this time, should do their best
such detentions.
Telegraph operators also can help by keeping despatchers advised as to conditions affecting the movement of trains
and their location so that orders may be issued advantageously and the despatching done in such a manner as to
involve a minimum of delay.
In fact, fuel economy is like a Liberty Loan, everybody
on the division from superintendent to call-boy should glory
in having a share therein.
What has gone before pertains to the saving of coal after
to avoid

Now

has been mined and distributed.
just a word about
a big opportunity which comes to transportation men actually to make possible an increased production of coal by the
it

I refer to the chance to get cars to the mines and
miner.
Even,'
place them in time to save a day in their loading.
man who in any way expedites the movement of a coal car,
loaded or empty, helps in this and should realize that he is
making a contribution of ser\-ice which is of great importance even though he may not see the result. Men composing mine crews, however, have a fine chance not only to
play the game but also to see the result by making every
possible effort to place the cars for loading by the time and
in the numbers that they are required under agreements
between mine operators and miners, co-operating heartily
with both in an endeavor to make possible the loading of
a maximum member of cars each day. They can further hit
the Huns by pulling the loads promptly and switching them
for movement as early as possible, thus expediting the movement outbound.
Careful handling of coal loading equipment both in mining territory and elsewhere is another way in which an increased supply of cars for the movement of fuel may be
secured, while careless handling, on the other hand, resulting in damage' as it frequently does, means the withdrawal
of instrumentalities from service which can illy be spared

at this time.

The addresses of R. H. Aishton, Thomas Britt, W. S.
Stone and the addresses given at the closing session on
May 24 will be published in next week's issue.

—

Increased Railway Rates in Egypt. An Exchange
telegram from Cairo states that the fares on the state railways of Egypt have been increased 50 per cent, being 100
per cent increase on the pre-war rates. Freight rates have
Railway
also been increased from SO to 150 per cent.
Gazette, London.

—

R.AiLWAY Between the Malay States and Siam.
Advices received by the Malay States Information Agency
are to the effect that the railway cormecting British Malaya
with Siam was nearing completion, and that it was expected that through passenger traffic between Singapore,
Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Bangkok would begin on
April 1.
As a matter of fact, trains conveying officials of
both countries had already been run over the line between
Kuala Lumpur and Bangkok, and it was only the difficulty
of obtaining certain ironwork that has prevented an earlier
One big bridge on
opening of the line to general traffic.
The substructhe Siamese side had not been completed.
ture had been built, however, and efforts were being made
The
to get the metal work fixed up as soon as possible.
completion of the through railway is expected to have an
probfood
Federated
Malay
States
effect
on
the
appreciable
lems, as the Siamese authorities are anxious to send through
as much rice and other foodstuffs as possible when once the
Owing to circumstances due to the war,
railway is open.
the through service will at first be of a modified nature, and
it is not likely that there will be more than one passenger
train daily each

way

till

the

war

is

over.

"

May
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The Air Brake Association Convention
Till, I'KiKinnM.s OK Mil. HkM i>A\'> M>Mon (ji tlic Air
Brake Association convention appeared in last week's
issue on page 1245.
A brief abstract of the later proceedings follows:

Preparing Air Brakes at Terminals
Installation.

should

and

lie

—The

brake cylinder and auxiliar)'

reser\'oir

bolted to the most rigid portion of the underframe

all points

of fastening should be equally rigid to avoid

twisting or cramping under .^tresses of brake applications.
.Ml air brake piping should be securely clamped to prevent

when

cars are subjected to shocks.
This will avoid
or distorted cross-over pipes, loose pipe joints
and other causes that produce excessive leakage.
Maintenance.
If the man in charge is to be successful
in supervising air brake work, his knowledge should cover
the following points: He should know when a triple valve
shifting

many broken

—

is

applied to a car that has been properly repaired, cleaned

and tested and is suitable for service. .-K brake that is tested
by making a ser\-ice application, the reduction of brake pipe
pressure being made at the proper rate, will often fail to
apply or remain applied, while if it was tested by making
the reduction at an excessive rate, which may still be less
than required to produce an emergency application, the
brake will ajiply and remain applied.
Hence, the importance of testing l>rakes with a ser\'ice reduction at the proper
rate, this to insure the condition of the brake being such
that it will apply and remain applied when placed in the
train.

The application of levers of improper dimensions and
proportions causes brake-rigging failures, slid flat wheels,
improper and unequal braking power and a detrimental
influence on train handling.
Changing brake shoes without
readjusting to between seven and eight inches standing piston
travel is often the direct cause of slid flat wheels, break-in-twos
and train shocks. Permitting cars to leave shop or repair
tracks without hammering and blowing out the brake pipe
is not treating the triple valve on the car or other cars in
the train in a manner conducive to good operation.
Applying triple valves to cars without first seeing that branch
pipe strainers are inserted and in good condition and failure
to clean out dirt collectors at proper intervals, deprives the
triple valves of the protection they are entitled to and causes
numerous triple valve troubles.
Inspection Tests.
In making initial inspection tests and
retaining valve and brake cylinder tests the committee emphasized the need of giving especial attention to the condition of all piping at points where wear or corrosion is apt
It should be determined that all pipe clamps
to take place.
and nuts on bolts holding cylinders and reservoirs are securely in place.
A 90-dcg. bent nipple with each leg
approximately six inches long, instead of an elbow, should
be installed at the triple valve end of the retaining pipe
and the pipe should be clamped not closer than six feet
from the triple valve to provide flexibility and should be
clamped about ever\- six feet from this point to the retainBut one union should be used in the retaining
ing valve.
pipe, located at the end of a 90-deg. bent nipple 12 or 14

—

in.

from the

triple valve.

Triple valves that do not apply wth a service reduction;
that apf)ly quick action with a service reduction, and those
that have leaks at the exhaust ports should be removed and
replaced with others which have been cleaned and tested in
accordance with M. C. B. practice.
Brake cylinders that
have leaky packing rings, and the brakes that have not
been cleaned for eight months on system cars or 12 months
on foreign cars should be cleaned, repaired, tested and stenr.i .p,-.. ^vith
cilid in
M. C. B. standard practice.
;,.

.

.

a
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-No train should be pirinilli-d to leave a terminal without
temiinal test.
In testing inc<iniing freight trains at ter-

minals the air brake and the general in.spcction must not
be combined.
On both leaving and arriving trains inspectors should rapidly examine the train for piston travel,
brakes that fail to apply, brakes that liave leaked off and
Itrake pipe leakes.
To insure inspectors a.M;ertaining the
condition of the brakes on arriving tniins, switchmen, carmen and others must not discharge any air from the auxiliary reservoirs or brake pipes of cars that have not been
inspected.

—

Brake Pipe Leakage. Excessive brake pipe leakage is
one of the most liberal contributors to train shocks and
break-in-twos.
It wastes air, takes away from the engineman the ability to control the amount of brake applicacontributes to brakes sticking, causes overheating of
the air compressor and even prevents the maintenance of
standard brake pipe jjressure. 'i'he maximum leakage should
not exceed seven pounds per minute, as determined by standtions,

ard test.
This test consists of making a reduction of ten
pounds from standard pressure, lapping the brake valve and
then noting the leakage during the following minute after
the service exhaust ends.
By observing the caboose gage
during brake applications train men can often note the existence of excessive leakage.

The most common cause for brake pipe leakage is poorly
clamped piping that will permit shifting in switch movements, or shocks that occur along the road.
.Allowing train
and yard men to pull hose apart instead of separating them
by hand, produces spread couplings jaws, destroys gaskets
and creates porous hose.
Brake pipe is not the only leakage to be considered in
our effort to eliminate shocks and break-in-twos.
Brake
cylinder and auxiliar>- leakage are just as productive of
damage to trains as is brake pipe leakage. If a triple valve
performs its duty and permits the desired pressure to pass
from the auxiliarj- reservoir to the brake cylinder when the
reduction is made and then, due to a bad leather in the
cylinder or a defective gasket under the pressure head, the
pressure is permitted to leak to the atmosphere, the effectiveness of that brake is either partially or wholly lost.
On
the other hand, if the brake cylinder and brake pipe are
comparatively tight and we have a leaky auxiliary, eitlier
from a carelessly applied drain plug, a poorly fitting exhaust valve or a slide valve leaking, then after the application is made the auxiliar}- pressure leaks down two or three
pounds below the brake pipe pressure, the brake will release

and its efficiency is lost. Other factors that assist in producing leakage are brake pipes applied out of proper height
and distance from the face of the coupler; nipple ends
broken off and new threads cut on old nipples, shortening
the brake pipe; angle cocks applied and not given the proper
angle toward the center of the track.
Defective

—

Valves.
.\ny number of cases have
obser\'ation of the writer, when with the
auxiliar)- fully charged the trainman in

Triple

come under the

brake pipe and
separating the train would close only the angle cock on tlie
portion of train to be moved, leaving the other one open,
and then pull the hose apart, setting all the brakes in emergency on the standing portion of the train, regardless of its
length.

manner

Repeatedly applying brakes in emergency in this
frequently the cause of bent emergency piston

is

stems.

indesired

Quick Action.

—Undesired

quick

action

can

be caused by permitting triple valves to (become dirt>- and
gummy to the extent that the piston sticks to the bushing
so that a high differential must be brought about to cause
it
to move.
It can also be caused, especially with long
trains, by a very light brake application or a ven,- slow
reduction, produced by lapping the brake valve and allow-
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ing bnikes to leak on, where

would be avoided by brak-

it

ing according to proper methods.

—

Eliminated.
To prevent, as
Ho-iv Tniiii Shocks
far as possible, damaging shocks in long trains due to brake
applications, it is necessar}' that the percentage of braking
[wwer be as near uniform as possible on all cars, and that
loaded and empt\- cars be so distributed that the greater
part of each will not be at the head end or rear end of long
This provides a means of distributing the braking
trains.
power so that reasonably good handling of the train can be

May Be

expected.

Long

piston travel is preferable to short piston travel.
seven-inch standing travel will provide much better handling trains than a five-inch standing travel with the same
brake pipe reduction, because in the former case the cylinder
pressure will be built up more slowly and consecjuently any
movement of slack in the train will take place proportionately slower, with a reduction in the velocity difference be-

A

While there
tween cars and the stresses thereby set up.
will be a considerable difference in the cylinder pressure
between a five-inch and seven-inch travel at the beginning
of a brake application, the pressures will be nearly equal
when the brake is fully applied. If the piston travel is short,
say five inches, it is possible to develop a high brake cylinder
pressure at the head end with a 10-lb. reduction before the
iDeginning of brake application at the rear. This causes the
slack to run in from the rear, sometimes with very damaging
If the piston travel is long, say
results if the speed is low.
eight or nine inches standing travel, it is possible to make
the same reduction and produce only 20 to 25 lb. cylinder
pressure, less than one-half the pressure produced with the
This reduces the rate of retardation set
short piston travel.
up on the head end of the train, and consequently the severity
Lighter
of any slack action due to a run-in of the slack.
brake pipe reduction still further reduces the cylinder pressure developed, until the train can be controlled without any
noticeable slack action.

—

Excessive Draw Bar Slack.
Another liberal contributor
shocks and break-in-twos is excessive draw bar slack.
The inspector should be instructed to watch this closely and
make ever}- effort to. have cars with undue draw bar slack
sent to the repair tracks for correction.
With no slack and
good draft rigging, trains could not be broken in two. The
same can be said with slack either all in or all out and held
The damage arises from its sudden change. How heavy
so.
the shock will be depends mainly on the difference in speed
that must instantly be made uniform and on the weight that
must suddenly be altered in speed. Weight is important,
but change in speed is more so, as a sudden change of three

to train

•

Underwood

& Underwood.

Scottish

\
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miles an hour will cause nine times the shock caused by a
similar quick change of one mile an hour.

DISCUSSION

The members

discussed measures that might be taken to
keep the air brakes on freight cars in condition to render effective service.
The necessity of setting brakes on incoming
trains and stretching trains before starting from terminals
was emphasized, and thejractice of inspecting and cleaning brake cylinders and triple valves on team and house
tracks, which is now followed by some roads, was endorsed
as a means of saving much time to outbound trains and
keeping cars in the train to destination.
Higher standards
of maintenance were urged by a speaker who told that inspection on one road showed that of cars off the tracks of the
owning line 25.3 per cent were found to have ineft'ective
brakes.
It was moved to recommend to the M. C. B. Association that Rule 6 be supplemented by a provision permitting all roads to clean brake cylinders and triple valves on
foreign cars sent to the repair tracks for other defects nine
months after the previous cleaning.

Other Business
Reports were also submitted on the maintenance of 8^4 in.
cross compound compressors, on the maintenance and operation of the feed valve, on M. C. B. freight brake stencilling
and on proposed changes in the recommended practice of
The conservation of material and supplies
the association.
was discussed at Wednesday's session and the topic was assigned as the subject of a report to be presented at the next
convention.
In addition to addresses by C. H. Weaver and D. R.
McBain, short addresses were given at the opening session
by W. O. Thompson of the New York Central Lines, Martin Beman, director of public welfare of the city of Cleveland and W. S. Stone of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Engineers.
On Wednesday evening Walter V. Turner gave a
lecture on freak inventions.
The treasurer reported the largest balance that the Association has ever had in its treasury, and the executive committee voted to invest $1,000 in war saving certificates. The
secretary advised that the association's

The
Barry,

T.
L.

president, F. J.
elected were as follows:
York, Ontario & Western; first vice-president,
Lyons, New York Central; second vice-president,
officers

New

F.
P. Streeter,

Illinois

Central;

secretary,

Westinghouse Air Brake Company;
Nathan Manufacturing Company.
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Relation

Between Train Handling
and the Caution Signal
By

As>i>t.iiit

H. Nicholson.

F.

Siynal Dipartnii'iit. N. \.,

l.iii;iiuvr,

New Haven,

R. R..

N

II

& H.

Conn.

1_"'5

.md tin- engineman's intention i>
where within the caution bKxk,

nut to >ttjp his train any-

quite close to the stop
Mo|iping quite close to this signal
that the most eftkient use is made of the signal system; therefore, the first stop, in which the train is sto|)[jed a considerable distance from the desired point, and in which the factor
of safety appears as an inaccuracy, is plainly not good pracsignal.

It

only

is

liut

liy

tice.

IS x.\Tik.\L

IT

ENoi'ciu to assume, in considerinj; u siijnal
run at hitjh sp)eed to the caution

stop, tliat tlie train is

some |>oint lieyoiiil it. where the en»ineman
makes a carefully measured hrake application and brings
his train to rest just under tlie line at the stop signal.
Not
signal, or to

If the factor of safety

appears as a lighter brake applicabe no factor of safety available when most
needed.
Through mi.sjudgment of distance or speed the
engineman may so encroach upon minimum liraking distion, there

may

many

signal stops are made in tliis apparently simple manner.
In the first place, to make such a stop with the neccssar)'
assurance rcijuires a quality of judgment in sjjeed, distance
and braking [wwer that is rarely if ever jDossessed by the
most experienced engineman. No engineman can so closely
estimate s|)eed. distance, grade and braking qualities of his
train that he can run at high sjK'cd to a certain point, make
a full service brake application, and know that his train will
stop at a definite and predetermined ])oint in advance.
It
III
engineman. basing his estimate of speed, distance and
raking tjualities upon normal conditions, runs at high speed
III

a certain point,

makes

a full service reduction,

and

stops

Full serinee brake opplicalmn
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Full Service Stop from 60 M. P. M. with 12-Car Passenger
Train, Fig. 4; From 30 Miles Per Hour, Fig. 5; Two

Application Stop from 60 M. P. H., Fig. 6

avoid overrunning the stoj) signal he may
necessary to put to work. all the braking power
available, and make what he would call a "parachute"' stop;
or he may even overrun the signal through inability to protance,

that

finally find

Xl

Partial serrice

brake app/icahaf!

fii// service )

to

it

duce sufficient braking power when needed.
The stop in
which the factor of safety appears wholly as a lighter brake
application is liable then to be an unsafe stop, and it is
therefore not good practice.
If the train is stopped by the two application method of
braking, the factor of safety appears as a free running period
between two braking periods. The first brake application
is made at a point and of a degree such that if maintained
the train will be stopped a considerable distance from the
desired point.
The intention of the engineman is to stop at

and since the first application if held will stop the
train short of the desired point, the brakes are released after
the train has been brought to an intermediate, or so-called
the signal,

controlled speed, and the train is allowed to drift for a certain distance.
The engineman "])roceeds with caution," and

Factor of Safety Appears As Inaccurate Stop, Fig. 1; As a
Partial Service Brake Application, Fig. 2; As a Free Running Period Betvireen Two Braking Periods, Fig. 3
his train with the pilot of his engine just opposite the stop

he has realized his expectations, but he has nothing
an error in judgment. The factor of safety is nil.
To obtain a factor of safety, braking must be begun earlier,
that is, at a greater distance from the stop signal. With the
average train the factor of safety would then appear as a
signal,

left for

stop short of the signal; as a lighter tirake application with
probably more accurate handling of the train: as a combina-

and lighter brake application, or as a free
running period in a two-application stop, which is probably
the most accurate stop of all.
Accuracy, of course, is a valualde quality in train handling.
tion of short stop

a well judged second application brings the train to rest
with smotithness and accuracy at the stop signal.
The following records of train handling illustrate the thrc^;
methods of braking, and the three forms in which the factor
of safety may appear.
Fig. 1 shows a stop in which
the factor of safety appears as the distance between the
signal and the point at which the train stops; in other words,
the factor of safety appears as an inaccurate stop.
Fig. 2
illustrates a stop in which the factor of safety is consumed
in a lighter brake application, and this curve shows also that
all the braking power available had to be used to avoid overrunning the stop signal.
Fig. .1 is an example of a twoapplication stop, in which the factor of safety appears as a
free running period between two braking periods.
This
record shows the smoothest and most accurate handling of
the train, and represents best practice in train handling.
Since the two-application stop is made up of two braking
periods and an intermediate free running period, the distance
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required may be determined by constructing the complete
speed distance curve to represent the handling of the train.
The first section of the complete curve would show the deceleration following the first brake application, and it would
be obtained from the 60 m. p. h. full service braking curve.
This braking curve, representing a stop from 60 m.p.h. with
This and the fola twelve-cai" train, is shown by Fig. 4.
lowing assumed braking curves are for level and tangent
track only.
Records of train handling show that the first application
is usually held until the speed has been brought to approximately 35 m.p.h.
In other words, most enginemen consider
J 5 m.p.h a convenient speed at which to release and recharge
the brake system.
After a release of the brakes the speed
may taper off to about 30 m.p.h. in a distance of from 200 to
Then
follows
300 feet.
a free running period.
The second
brake application made from 30 m.p.h., brings the train to
a stop according to the braking curve shown by Fig. 5. The
complete speed distance curve may now be constructed.
If this speed distance curve, shown by Fig. 6, be applied
to a 3,500-ft. block,

and we assume

is begun
and that the train is

that the braking

as the train passes the caution signal,

brought

to rest as the pilot

appears opposite the stop signal,
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with best practice in making the signal stop. The interpreta"approach next signal prepared to stop,"' leaves totheengineman the fixing of the point at which braking shall begin,
aand there is a temptation to run for a distance into the block
at high speed, and to delay braking until the stop cannot
be made without overrunning the signal, except by a heavy
single brake application and a "parachute" stop. The factor
of safety may be completely consumed in the distance covered
at high speed, and if through some unknown defect there is
less than normal braking power available, it may be impossible to stop without overrunning the signal.
Several of the curves are records of actual signal stops
made in accordance with the first interpretation of the caution indication.
They are typical of the results to be obtained where the caution signal means "reduce speed at
once and proceed witli caution."
It is apparent that where
signals are spaced with due regard to braking distance, the
interpretation of the caution signal, "reduce speed at once
and proceed with caution," brings into real agreement the
language of the caution signal and the normal action of the
engineman in making a safe and accurate stop, and insures
that the designated factor of safety for each block will betion,

come an actual

factor of safety in the handling of the train.

the factor of safety in the handling of the train

bv the distance of 900

feet.

The nominal

is represented
per cent factor

900
of

safetv

is

,

1700

or

34.6

per cent,

which

+ 300-1-600

be a large enough factor of safety to care for the
variable braking conditions found in passenger train service.
With average conditions in train braking, a margin would
also be left for a braking effort somewhat less than full
service.
It may be noted that the true factor of safety is
greater than 34.6 per cent, since the shortest possible stop is
a one-application full service stop, as shown by Fig. 4, in

seems

to

Restrict London Travel.

—

Sir

French

Locomotives

being

,

is

made

8— Signal

Stop from 60 M. P. H.
Fig. 11— Signal Stops from 55 M. P. H.
Fig.

in 2,150 feet, the true factor of safety

or 62.8 per cent.

This

is

the factor of safety

2150
for a one-application stop, but, as pointed out above, it is
a factor of safety unavailable in its entirety unless the braking is begun at the caution signal, and if made available by
early braking, the result with the average train is an inaccurate stop and an inefficient use made of the signal system.
The two-application stop, therefore, really makes available the nominal factor of safety in block length, and as a

manner

of braking

the signal stop.

it

is

the most accurate

method of mak'nn;
where signals

It is evident, therefore, that

are spaced 3,500 feet to 5,000 feet

—

or even more, the spacing

depending upon grade and curvature

—and

the speed

is

prop-

erly limited, the interpretation of the caution signal, "reduce

speed

at

Presi-

—

Rolling-5tock. In an
March, La Technique Moderne

Fyli

Stop from 50 M. P. H.
Fig. 10— Signal Stops from 40 M. P. H.

which the stop
1350

Stanley,

.and

article given in its issue for

F,g/0

7— Signal

Fig.

.'Vlbert

dent of the British Board of Trade, announced in the House
of Commons on May 8 the decision of the government to
place great restrictions on travel in London and vicinity,
which will be extended later throughout the country. Passenger train service, he said, would be reduced by 40 per
cent, and it will be necessary for every one to show that his
proposed trip has an adequate reason.

once and proceed with caution," conforms exactly

reviews

Fig.

9— Signal
Fig. 12

Stops from 56 M. P. H.

— Signal

Slow

Down

duty required of the steam locomotive, the
effect of superheat and compounding and the working of
the locomotive boiler, and states that the reorganizing and
development of railway transport in France are among the
most urgent problems to be solved not only after the war,
but even at the present time. It will be necessary shortly to
renew the country's rolling-stock, which has been overworked during the last four years. A considerable increase
in railway freight traffic is also to be faced.
These conditions imply the construction of powerful traction units
capaJjle of hauling as heay\' loads as possible at a speed
closely approximating to the speed of passenger trains.
Further, owing to the high cost of fuel, particular importance will attach to arrangements destined to reduce fuel
consumption, by improving the utilization of the steam in
the cylinders, or by improving the steam raising power of
the

the boiler.

iiiiiiiiiiililllillilllllllliililiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllliilillliiilllliliilllllllllllllllllllllin^

simiiii

News Department

General

I
President Wilson, on May 20, signecf the Overman bill,
autliori/int; liini to reorganize executive departments and
agencies, under which he is expected to transfer some of
the

forces

of

the

Interstate

Commerce Commission

to

the

Railroad Administration or other agencies.

Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad System in the
military and naval service on April 1, last numbered 12,548;
and 8,415 of the names of these men are printed in a statement, filling 42 pages, of the Mutual Magazine, published by
the employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad.
This number
of the magazine (May^ has for its frontispiece a full length
portrait of Brigadier-General W. W. Atterbury.

The committee on
council,

track elevation of the Chicago city
which conferred with the Railroad Administration
last week to determine the latter's attitude

Washington

at

continuation of the track elevation program in
.icago, was referred to the regional director.
If Mr. Aish;on finds that any or all of the improvements which have
been projected are vitally necessary, and so recommends to
the director general, the completion of the work may be per•

wards

a

mitted.

Carrying workmen to industrial plants now requires, on
the Pennsylvania Railroad, 370 passenger cars above normal
passenger requirements on that road, these cars are mostly
used between cities and nearby shipyards, munition factories,
and other industries which have been established on account
of the war; and the daily movement in each direction is from
31,000 to 32,500 passengers.
Most of these industries are
situated between New York and Baltimore. Every Saturday
the Pennsylvania carries about 10,000 soldiers on furlough
from Camp Dix, and Camp Meade to their homes, and carries
them back to the camps on Sunday.

New

union ticket offices are being established in many
Locations in New York City, at 66 Broadway and at
Broadway, have already been announced.
That for the
"mid-town" district will be at 31 West Thirty-second street.
places.

280

A

property has been taken for six years. The
Ky., has been opened in the Todd
building. Fourth and Market streets.
The agent is Frank L.
Alexander, heretofore ticket agent of the Louisville & Nashville
at the Tenth street station.
saving
in rents at Louisville
The
Nine roads participate in the use of
is estimated at $22,000.
this office.
Arrangements for an office in Chicago are noted in
another column.
lease

for this

new union

office at Louisville,

P. Salter, freight agent of the Louisville & Nashville
at Nashville, Tenn., has relieved the congestion in his freight
houses on numerous occasions, recently, by employing squads
group of 20 young men
of young men from the colleges.
from George Peabody college for teachers, helped out re-

known

but

is

assumed

to be

a

spark from a passing loco-

motive.
little acorns grow, and great losses from
fiow; and the general manager of the Coast
Lines of the .Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe uses a picture of
an oak tree, issued in the shape of a circular printed in red,
white and blue, to impress on the employees of the road, the
causes which have led up to the payment by the company of
$1,234,965 for losses of and damages to freight during the
year 1917. The largest single item in the list of losses appears to be that for live stock, $138,359; and the next is
lumber, $113,143. Among the big limbs of the tree lettered to
show important causes of losses, arc wrecks; improper refrigeration and ventilation; delays; dirty and defective cars,

Great oaks from

little

causes

and concealed

Labor

losses.

connection with the construction of
freight terminal at Chicago, were summarily terminated this week by the federal government.
Several weeks ago, when the Quartermaster's Department
of the .'Vrmy reserved space in the new building it was found
that the electricians who were putting in the wiring for the
elevators were on a strike and that some other unions had
the

difficulties

in

new Pennsylvania

gone out in sympathy. Despite the eflorts of the government to induce the men to return to work the electricians remained obdurate. Finally, on Monday last, the government
hired electricians belonging to an opposition union.
United
States troops have been placed on guard and it is expected
that the wiring will now be completed in about six weeks.

The lines of pneumatic tubes in New York city, used for
conveying letters underground between the central and the
branch post offices aggregate in length about 27 miles, and
the number of carriers transmitted through them daily is
about 80,000.
Each carrier has a capacity for about 450
ordinary

letters, or 250 large letters.
Each tube line consists
of two tubes, each 8 in. in diameter.
In the busy hours
carriers are despatched every ten or fifteen seconds.
These

and other facts have been brought out in connection with
the strenuous contest which has been made before committees of Congress in support of the clause in the annual
appropriation bill providing for the maintenance of the tubes
for the ensuing fiscal year.
The postmaster general has
persistently urged Congress to discontinue the use of the
tubes and to have all letters carried by automobile trucks in
the cities now using tubes
Boston, New York, Philadelphia,
Chicago and St. Louis.

—

H.

More

\

cently by working Saturday afternoon and on Sunday, and
similar assistance has been rendered by students from Vanderbilt University.
The work of these helpers is reported as
highly satisfactory.
Thirty students of the University of
Chicago have signed contracts to work as track laborers for
the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy in Wyoming during the

coming summer.

The Massachusetts

for state control of the Boston Elevated Railway, which operates elevated, subway and surface lines in Boston and its
suburbs.
This law puts the management of the property,
for a period of ten years, in the hands of five trustees to be
named by the governor, provides for a guaranteed dividend
of 6 per cent, and leaves the question of fares to be determined by the condition of the reserve fund.

the Ohio at Louisville, Ky.,
System to the city of Louis-

The Pennsylvania bridge over
the entrance of the Southwest
ville, was seriously damaged by

fire

on

May

6.

The bridge

is

undergoing reconstruction and the fire occured in the timber
falsework and the counterweicht forms in the south tower
of the vertical lift span, which is over the Government canal
on the Kentucky side of the river. Owing to the location of
the initial blaze high up on the tower, difficulty was experienced in fighting the fire, which was not extinguished for
several hours and did serious damage to the steel work of
the tower.
The amount of damage and the extent of the
delay in completing the structure will not be known until a
careful survey is made. The cause of the fire is not definitely

State Railroading

legislature has passed a bill providing

Commercial Bribery
The Federal Trade Commission on May

16 sent to both
branches of Congress a communication urging the enactment
of a sufficient law striking at the unjustifiable and vicious
practices of commercial bribery.
The report says that the
commission has found commercial bribery to be general
throughout many branches of industry, and scores of complaints have been issued by it on that account.
Fourteen
states have laws prohibiting such practices, but they fail to
reach the root of the evil. The commission can only deal
with commercial bribery as an unfair method of competition,
having no criminal jurisdiction.
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Southbound on Tuesday the flyer left New York on
encountered an electrical storm and returned
and the mail was sent by railroad. From Philadelphia to Washington the flyer also encountered an electrical storm at a height
of about two miles but he kept on, and reached Washington
in 154 minutes from Philadelphia.
York.

Western Railway Club

time, but soon

At the annual meeting of the

Western Railway Club held

at

the Hotel Sherman, Chicago, on May 20, the following oiificers
were elected: President, A. LaMar, master mechanic, Pennsylvania Lines: first vice-presidents, G. S. Goodwin, mechanical
engineer, Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; second vice-president,

W. Alexander, superintendent of motive power, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; treasurer, C. H. Bilty, mechanical engineer,
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul.

Manganese Track Society Elects
The Manganese Track Society met

at

tlie

Officers

Hotel Blackstone,

Chicago, on May 16, and elected officers for the coming year.
Knox Taylor, president of the Taylor-Wharton Iron & Steel
Company,' Easton, Pa., was elected chairman, succeeding A. H.
MuUiken, president of the Pettibone-Mulliken Company, ChiO. de G. Vanderbilt, president of the Weir Frog Comcago.
of
pany, Cincinnati, Ohio, was elected vice-chairman in place
R. W. Gillespie, of the Bethlehem Steel Company, South Bethle-

hem, Pa., and Henry Elliot, president of the Elliot Frog and
place
Switch Company, East St. Louis, 111., becomes treasurer in
Hdlof R. J. Davidson, treasurer of the Ramapo Iron Works.
burn. X. Y.

B.

M. Fosgate, Chicago, continues

as secretary.

Convention of American Association of Engineers
At the national convention of the American Association
of Engineers at Chicago on May 14, the following officers
were elected for the coming year: President, W. H. Finley,
chief engineer, Chicago & North Western, Chicago; first
assistant city engineer of
Chicago; second vice-president, L. K. Sherman, president of
the L. K. Sherman Engineering Company, Chicago; national
Harold Almert, consulting
serve two years;
to
directors
engineer, Chicago; F. K. Bennett, principal assistant engineer,
Minneapolis & St. Louis, Minneapolis, Minn.; T. M. Chapman, civil engineer. Central of Georgia, Atlanta. Ga.; J. N.
Hatch, consulting engineer, Chicago; Alexander Potter, consulting engineer, New York; J. H. Prior, consulting engineer,

vice-president,

W. H.

Clausen,

Chicago.

The Airplane Mail

Service

airplanes of the Post Office Department, carrying letters
between New York and Washington, have finished their first

The

On the first day, Wednesday,
a checkered record.
the northbound flyer broke down at a point in Maryland about 25 miles from Washington, and his letters, at first
reported as having been transferred to railroad cars, were
brought to New York by airplane on the next day. The southweek with

May

15,

bound

trip

on Wednesday, with 350

lb.

stantially according to the schedule.
Thursday the northbound trip

On

of mail,

was made subsuccessfully,

time.

On Saturday, the fourth day, both northbound and southbound
trips were successful, the time from Philadelphia to New York
being 67 minutes, and from New York to Philadelphia 65 minday, the records appear to have
On Monday, the
utes.
been all right in both directions, the amount of mail leaving
New York being 125 lb., and that arriving in New York 35 lb.
From Philadelphia to Washington the trip of 135 miles was
made in 89 minutes, favorable winds having helped the motor.
On Tuesday, the sixth day, an electrical storm appears to have
prevented the flyer from starting from Philadelphia for New
fifth

The Government Railroad

Alaska

in

William C. Edes, chairman of the Alaskan Engineering
Commission, says that this line will not be finished before
1921, or considerably later than the date calculated when the
work of building the road was begun. The line is now 65
per cent completed, but more time may be required to build
the unfinished third than was required for the completed

two-thirds.
About
last year, but the

men were employed in the field
chairman e.xpects that not more than
6,000

The Commission will
3,000 men can be obtained this year.
direct its chief efforts to completing the main line between
Seward and Anchorage and to laying steel toward Fairbanks.
For
It is hoped to open the line from Mile 215 to Mile 265.
the transportation of supplies from the States to Seward and
Anchorage, dependence must be placed, this season, on the
The amount of these supplies
lines.
for this season is estimated at 5,000 tons, which will tax the
The government has spent thus
capacities of the vessels.
far on this railroad an aggregate of $23,670,000. The original
estimate of the cost of the road was $35,000,000, but, on account of the increased cost of labor and materials, the

commercial steamship

present estimate is $40,000,000.
In the Anchorage district
potatoes
of coal.

was

raised,

and

last

coal

the

year
fields

large crop of
a
yielded 54,000 toni

Accident Bulletin No. 63
Commerce Commission has issued Accident
Bulletin No. 63, giving statistics of railroad accidents occurring
United States during the three months ending with March,
This bulletin appears to have been made up in Novem1917.
ber, 1917, about seven m.onths after the close of the period for
The

Interstate

in the

which it gives returns; but it reached this office on May 17, 1918,
(The last bulletin. No. 62, was reor about 13 months late.
ported in the Railway Age of September 14, 1917, page 462.)
printed
on sheets 9 in. x 11 in., and
The present bulletin is
its form and style are changed throughout; and it contains much
At the end of the
less detail than has been given heretofore.
year, however, it is proposed to give more detail, rather than
this quarterly bulletin is being issued in abbreviated form
less
so as to present "certain accident figures of immediate interest
and usefulness." The electric railway statistics are left out
casualties to trespassers are given for each state in the Union
separately train accidents are shown in a table (giving the statement for each month by itself), in which the number of accidents is compared with the number of millions of locomotive
miles; and the number of casualties to shopmen and other workmen is shown compared with the number of hours worked by
An apthe men, in each class, during the months reported.
pendix of 19 pages gives the circumstances and causes of train
accidents which were investigated by the Bureau of Safety, of
the commission, during the three months under review.
The total numijer of persons killed and injured on the railroads of the United States during the quarter here reviewed
was 51,426; that is to say, 2,346 killed, and 49,080 injured. The
condensed totals of the tables of casualties are as follows
;

;

was made

leaving Washington at 11.30 a. m., and reaching the landing
ground at New York at 2.58 P. M. On this trip the amount of
mail was 118 lb., only 5 lb. of which was mailed at Philadelphia.
The southbound aviator on Thursday lost his way and landed
He reached Philadelphia by automobile at
at Bridgcton, N. J.
The Philadelphia-Washington machine then started
S.IS P. M.
for Washington, but went only 25 miles before something failed.
A new start was made, however, and the mail finally reached
Washington at 8.45 P, M.
On Friday a start was made from Washington at 11 A. M.,
but it was necessary to make stops for repairs, and Philadelphia
was not reached until 7.25 P. M. The mail was taken to New
York by train. The flyer who was waiting at Philadelphia,
seems to have started for New York on time and arrived at
The southbound trip on Friday was
3.48 with 4yg lb. of mail.

made on

—

—

Steam Railroads. Three tlonths Ending with March, 1917
Other persons
Employees
Passengers

Casualties on

Killed

38
!n train accidents
In train service accidents 43
In industrial accidents.
81

Totals

1,706

Inju

Killed

Injur

114

1,187

47
1,357

18
1.88

842

44,744

1,423

2,630

of "other persons" killed in train accidents (47)
accidents, cases
is swelled bv including, under the head of train
where a train strikes an automobile, or other vehicle at a public
highway crossing. There were 38 accidents of this kind, in
The
which 25- non-trespassers were killed, and 143 injured.

The number

damage
$16,790.

to

railwav property

in

these 38 accidents

is

given as

May
1

he-

24,
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miinlirr oi cnlliMi.ns per iiullitui locoiiminc

milo

iii

tlinc

i.iitli-. was .V^S, :iiul ct lU-railir.iiUs ^JdS.
The total Janiage to
.iilway propiTty in all train acciilents was $3,078,370.
The manhours oi shopmen reporteil l>> all the roads in class 1, were, for

the quarter, 317,760,570, and the number of casualties per million
nKiii-hours, in and around shops, was 50.68.
In this statement
3-1, and the injured, 17,714, are lumped in a
Similar statements of ratios are given for station
men. trackmen, bridtjc and buildinn men, and "other employees."
The total number of casualties under the head of industrial accidents, as shown in the table above, was 31,686.
In our table the column headed "Other Persons," includes
both trespassers and non-trespassers and included in the trespassers are 39 cmf>loyci-s killed and 63 employees injured. Besides these items there are included under the head of "Employees," 35 killed and 137 injured, who were not on duty.
!

ratio the killed,

!iit;le

itctn.

;

Serious Delays to Trains by

Heavy Mails

loliilij

The

\M'n
large iiuaiil'lv

a

H( slot!

mail lor Pelroii must be unloaded.
mail taken on at .\lbany is not concentrated in a
oi

upon Train 35. Kvcry car upon that train is frewith mail originating at New \ork that there is
space in any one car to take the Boston mails.
Consequently, the latter arc distributed at .\lbany lliroughout
several cars, and it is impracticable for the clerks upon the train
to so assemble that mail as to permit its being properly worked
before arrival at Chicago.
Moreover, the postal crews, immediately after leaving .Albany, are compelled to devote a large
part of their time to readjusting the contents of the several cars,
upon which a load of Boston mail has been dumped, in such
manner as to enable them to get at the various mails which must
be worked for points beyond Albany. This delay consumes the
time of the crew, at least as far as Utica, so that much mail
destined for intermediate points is carried by, because it has
been made inaccessible by the overloading of the cars with the
particular car

quently so
not

filled

sufficient

Boston mail.

The

report which has been sent to Congress and the President
by the Merchants' Association of New York City concerning
inefficient mail service, which report was briefly noticed last week,
cites a great number and variety of statements showing how the

movement

of important postal trains has been seriously delayed
\
the conditions imposed by the Post Office Department as to
c loading and unloading of mail at important stations.
In the
.isc of one of the heaviest mail routes the average train delay
due to mails, durmg a period of thirty days, was 50.36 per cent

For 462 trains operating on 26 lines
during the same period the general average of delay due to
mails was 13.89 per cent. The Post Office Department explained
the delays as due to the congestion of the railroad system, quoting the record of November, 1917, when there were 86,712 failures of mail trains to make their scheduled connections.
The
Merchants' Association calls attention to the omission of esiitial
facts which, when shown, destroy the implication that
ilayed train movement is the sole, or even the principal factor
m causing mail delays. By far the larger part of the mail trains
operated in the month of November were substantially on time.
Of all those not on time, a material part of the delay was caused
the conditions under which the railroads were required by the
lartment to handle the mails. The number of train failures,
Hi.712, as stated by the department, is equivalent to only 18 per
As each delayed
cert of the number of mail trains running.
train represents several missed connections, the number of such
misses is obviously greater than the number of delayed trains
causing them. The obligation rests with the Post Office Department to explain the major cause for the serious delays to the
ails which, in number and duration of time, far exceed any
^sible delays that can result from raiload operation.
Delays
one to four days were found to be not only common, but
usual, in the case of mails moving not over 150 miles, by direct
routes requiring no change to other lines, and upon lines having
frequent train service.
It is impossible convincingly to explain
such delays by attributing them to delayed trains.
Trains Nos. 45 and 11, operating between New York and
Pittsburgh, arc among the main channels for the movement of
west and eastbound mails. The record of delays to these trains
caused by mails is as follows
No. 45. October, 37.81 per cent November, 42.80 per cent
No. 11, October, 45.48 per cent November, 38.78 per cent
An examination of the daily records of these trains makes clear
of the total train delays.

•

•

i

Joint Meeting of Master Car Builders" and Master

Mechanics' Association at Chicago, June 19-20
The Master Car Builders' Association and the American Kailway Master Mechanics' Association have issued a joint circular
postponing the annual conventions of the associations another
year, and calling a meeting to dispose of the accumulated work
of committees and to pass on other matters requiring action. All
representative members, the chairmen rif all committees, the
executive committees of both associations, and the arbitration
committee of the Master Car Builders' Association are invited
to attend the meeting, which will be held in the Florentine Room
of the Congress Hotel, Chicago, on June 19 and 20, 1918.
The Master Car Builders' Association will receive reports from
the committees on the following subjects: Arbitration; standards and recommended practice
brake shoe and brake beam
equipment
couplers
loading rules
car wheels
specifications
and tests for materials; train lighting and equipment; tank cars,
and welding truck side frames, bolsters and archbars.
Committees of the Master Mechanics' .Association will present
reports on the following subjects
Standards and recommended
practice
mechanical stokers fuel economy and smoke prevention
specifications and tests for materials
train resistance and
tonnage rating; springs (shop manufacture and repair).
The reports of the committees will not be sent out to the
members in advance of the meeting but copies will be distributed
Members will be free to discuss the papers
to those attending.
as was customary at the annual conventions.
The associations
will maintain headquarters during the meeting at the Congress
Hotel. There will be no exhibit of appliances in connection with
the meeting.
;

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

A

Smoke

Kit for Every

Rock Island Soldier

The Rock Island Lines plan to send a "smoke kit" to each of
the 2.074 Rock Island men now in army and navy service. Ever
since last summer money has been coming in for Company B, of
the Thirteenth Engineers (Railways), which has been in France
since early last fall. So far about ?2,200 worth of "smokes" and
other articles of comfort have been sent to the men in this company and, in addition, $2,275 has been cabled to the company as
a mess fund. It is now proposed to send a kit containing tobacco,
candy and other comforts to all other Rock Island men now with
the colors.
The May shipment to Company B cost $461 and
consisted of \2.000 Fatima cigarettes, 720 packages of Tuxedo
tobacco, 864 packages of Prince .Albert, 100 books of cigarette
paper, 1.440 pieces of chewing tobacco, 10 dozen packages of pipe
cleaners;, 3.132 cigars, 180 lb. candy, 6.000 envelopes and 18,000

the fact that the delays due to the mails are in many cases sufficient to cause the train to miss its connections, and thereby
prevent prompt despatch over connecting lines.
On the New Y'ork Central train No. 35, leaving New Y'ork
at 8:40 p. m., is a solid mail train, carrying mails to make close
connection with the Burlington at Chicago for far western points.
A mail train from Boston connects with Jrain No. 35 at Albany. sheets of letter paper.
The Boston train carries storage cars usually filled to capacity
with mails.
Under former practice these storage cars were
Terminal Engineers
switched into Train 35 at Albany and no delay in train moveThe Society of Terminal Engineers at its annual meeting held
ment was caused. Under the prevailing space system the cars
in New York on May 21 elected as president for the ensuing
coming from Boston end their run at Albany, and the mail conyear Gen. William H. Bixby, U. S. A., St. Louis, Mo. There
tained in them is handled across the platform and loaded into
Francis Lee Stuart, New
were also elected five vice-presidents
Train 35. This process usually consumes considerable time. In
York; B. F. Cresson. Jr.. New York; John Meigs. Philadelphia,
one instance it required twenty-eight minutes in excess of the
Pa.; Calvin Tomkins. New Y'ork, and Charles Whiting Baker,
scheduled stop at Albany fn transfer these Boston mails. Similar
New Y'ork. The treasurer is W. Joshua Barney and the secdelays occur at other points, particularly at Cleveland, where
Atretary J. H. Leonard. New York.
tvania require to be transferred.
heavv mails fr-^"
:
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The

safe transportation of eggs is the subject of a report,
entitled "Bulletin Xo. 664," which has been issued by the
Department of Agriculture, giving the results of an investigation of the conditions surrounding the transportation of 147
shipments of eggs, all of them full carloads, and also less
complete examinations of many other shipments. The report fills 31 pages, and goes into extreme detail, millions of
eggs having- been inspected individually. The average haul
was over 1.200 miles, and the observers visited 32 packing
houses, the stations of 32 railroads, and the establishments
of 33 consignees.
The conclusions are summarized in the
statement that when eggs are shipped in carload lots, packed
in good, well-made, standard cases, with new medium or
heavier fillers and flats, with properly placed and suitable
cushions at top and bottom, with cases tightly stowed and
efficiently braced in the car, and the car handled in accordance with good railroad practice, especially when switching,
the total damage referable to transit was less than 2 per
When loads are buffed properly with straw at the
cent.
ends of the car. the eggs are damaged near the center of the
car more than at the ends. The load of eggs must be a solid
unit in the car. fitting without play.
Straw buffing at the
•ends too near the bottom, or the use of too much buffing,
will waste half the refrigeration.

Commerce Commission

Interstate

Collection of Undercharges

The commission has issued a revised interpretation of conThe commission held it to be the duty

ference ruling 314.

common carriers to exhaust their legal remedies to collect
undercharges: but carriers are advised that this ruling does
not require the filing of a suit where the party liable for the
undercharge cannot be located, or service cannot be made, or
of

where upon investigation by the carrier in good faith it
found that legal process would be futile and ineffectual.

Court
Railroad's

is

News

Agreement with Customs Broker

The Michigan Supreme Court

holds that an agreement bechief clerk, at a point on the Canadian
line, that the clerk should remit to the railroad whatever fees
he received as customs broker for the United States, was not
ultra vires of the railroad.— Duluth S. S. & A. (Mich.), 167

tween a railroad and

N.

\V., 55.

its

Decided March

Coal Production

27, 1918.

Removal

of Station

The continuation

of favorable operating conditions, both of
transportation and mining, during the week of May 11, are
reflected in the production of coal, which gained 2.2 per
cent over the week of May 4, and exceeded slightly the
record week of .April 27, according to the weekly report of
the Geological Survey.
The total production for the week
IS estimated at 11.806.000 net tons, an average per day of
1.968.000 tons, compared with 1.926.000 tons the first week of
May and 1.829.000 tons in May. 1917. .Anthracite shipments
declined from 40.570 carloads during the week ended May
4 to 38.314 carloads during the week of May 11. The percentage of full time output lost during the week ended May
4 on account of car shortage was l.i.l.

Centralized Ticket Offices at Chicago
all railroads entering Chicago will
be established in the Insurance Exchange building, on Jackson
Boulevard, between Sherman and Wells streets.
The entire
first floor of the building, embracing 20,000 sq. ft., has been
leased for this purpose by the regional director of railroads,
according to P. S. Eustis, chairman of the passenger traffic comThis consolidation will mean a
tnittee of western railroads.
saving to the Railroad Administration of approximately $200,OOO a year in rents and salaries. Comparatively few men will
be thrown nut of employment as most roads are now operating
with restricted clerical staffs. The space will be divided into
two sections, one on the east side of the building for the 14
eastern and southern roads and the other on the west side for
the eight western lines. The arrangement of the booths to be
occupied by the individual lines within the two sections has not
The present tenants have been notified
yet been determined.
Extensive
alterations
vacate
at
once.
are
to
to
be
•made and the new ticket office will not be opened for several
weeks.
The quarters now occupied by railroad ticket offices
will 1)6 sub-leased by E. A. Howard, vice-president of the
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.

.\

central ticket oflice for

hearing before the Oklahoma Corporation Commission,
involving the removal of a station from one location to another,
which it was alleged would be more convenient for the inhabitants of a nearby village, the probable cost to the company
of removing the station and the facilities connected therewith
came into question. Qualified witnesses on behalf of the railroad
In

a

testified that the removal would cost in the neighborhood of
Without any witnesses testifying to the contrary, the
commission found that, "from viewing the grounds and general
knowledge of the right of way and structure," the estimate of the
railroad was about twice the actual cost.
The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds that this finding was not supported by the
evidence. The order directing the removal was held unreasonable and unjust and was set aside. The present location of the
station is about half a mile from the principal street of Red Rock,
a town of about 600 inhabitants, and the petitioners wished it
moved nearer the town. Atchison, T. & S. F. v. Wolverton
(Okla.), 171 Pac, 722. Decided March 12. 1918.

$24,000.

—

War

& \\'e5tern against the Public Service Commission of West Virginia, in which the railroad appealed from an order of the commission requiring shipping facilities to be furnished for the Trace Coal Company, the Supreme Court of that state holds
1.
The Act of Congress conferring upon the Interstate Commerce Commission authority to require railroads to provide shipping facilities for shippers tendering interstate shipments sufficient to justify the construction and maintenance of the same,
does not deprive the Public Service Commission of jurisdiction
to require such a railroad to provide such facilities to a shipper
oft'ering intrastate commerce, even though the facilities, when
provided,

may

intrastate

commerce.

to the French Government a gift of 4.000.000 forest tree seedlings
from the State forest nurseries to be used in reforesting the
The
shelltorn woods in the battlegrounds of eastern France.

tender will be made by Colonel Henry S. Graves,
the work of the forest regiments in France.

who organized

be use4 in the shipment of interstate as well as

Findings of fact by the Public Service Commission based
to support them will not be reviewed by this court.
A common carrier will not be excused from its duty of
furnishing shipping facilities to one offering commerce to it,
upon the ground that all of its energies are required to meet
government needs, brought about by the present state of war,
where it does not appear that the granting of such facilities
would divert any of the carrier's energies, or require of it service
which would make it less able to perform its public duty.
2.

upon evidence

—

Pexnsylv.\ni.\ Offers Fr.anxe Trees. The Pennsylvania Department of Forestry, through Governor Brumbaugh, has offered

Exigencies Must Be Proved

In the case of the Xorfolk

3.

May
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Equipment and Supplies
The Government Locomotive and Car Orders
ami

CKiMiniitci-

iiucli.iiiii.il

tlic

|>iirilia>iiin

(.ummitlcc of

Railroad Adiiiinistration complctcil their joint im-ctiiiHs to
discuss the iiuestion of specialties for the government cars and
locuinotives last Thursday.
Since then loim lines of representathe

manufacturers have waited outside the doors
of the purchasing committee and they have heen called in for
conferences from time to time.
It is understood that most of
the Uicomoti\e specialties have been determined, and some of
the car specialties, luit no announcements have yet been made.
tives of

News

Supply Trade
|"ii"""l"""

Tin-

1303

specialty

ulMiilllmniiiiiimiiiliiil

The Burden Sales Company, Inc., New York, announces
the removal of its oliicc iri.ni 30 Church street to the Fortysecond street building. 30 East 42nd street.
Patrick T. KilgarrifT, chief clerk to T. C. Powell, vice-president of the Southern Railway system. Cincinnati. (Jhio, ha*
been elected vice-president of the Certes Supply Company.
St.

Louis, Mo.

Thomas Finigan was

elected a vice-president of the .Ameri-

can Brake Shoe & Foundry Company, with headquarters at
Chicago, at a meeting of the board of directors <if that com-

pany on May

Locomotives

|

inniililliiiiiiHi»iiHtiiHitimililiiriinriiiiiitliiiriMriiiiliiritlil(MllMrillllllllMllif

20.

William F. Cutler has been elected president of the South-

TnK Bingham & Gvkhh.h

has ,.r.lcrcd one 0-8-8-0 Mallet type

locomotive.

The French
it

is

State Railways, and the Paris-Orleans Railway,
reported, are inquiring in this country for locomotives.

The Chinese Government
way

of China,

Raii.wavs. and the Yunnan Railreported, are inquiring in this country for

is

it

1ocomi>tives.

Wheel Company, with headquarters at St. Louis, succeeding W. G. Pearcc who now becomes chairman of the
board of directors; ami Frank C. Turner was elected vicepresi<Ient in charge of sales with office at St. Louis.
ern

Holmes Forsyth, second

vice-president, secretary and genmanager of the Curtain Supply Company. Chicago, was
elected president at a meeting of the directors on .\pril 30.

eral

Mr.

l-"orsyth

has been

actively connected with
the
Curtain
Supply
Company since its or-

Freight Cars
The Gvaxtaxamo & Western is inquiring for 25 box cars.
Giovanni .\nsaldo & Co., Genoa, Italy, is inquiring for

ganization in 1899. having at that time been
elected
second
vicepresident and secretary
of the company, which

10

•40-ton general service cars.

The Cnited States Govern.ment, Ordnance Department, has
ordered 150 ammunition cars from the .\merican Car & Foundry

offices

hold

Company.

he continued to
until

election

as

recent
president,

his

Edward T.
Burrowes, who died on
March 19, at his home
succeeding

Passenger Cars
The Gvantanamo & Western

inquiring for 3 to 5 pas-

is

Portland. Me.
Mr.
Burrowes had
been the president of

in

senger cars.

The Railway E.xecvtive Co.mmittee of Engl.\nd recently issued a notice ordering that all cars containing coal consigned
to stations and sidings adjoining docks and canals must be
unloa<led at the place to which they are consigned, and that
they must not be re-labelled and consigned elsewhere.
The Engineer, London.

—

Xorway. The Tidens Tegn of Christiania
number of prominent business men from all
Norway have decided to issue a prospectus relative to
the organization and promotion of a company to be known as
.\/S Norsk Luftfartrederi, The purpose of the new company is
.^ERIAL Service in

states that a lar^e

parts of

to be that

of maintaining regular aerial routes, partly between
Norway, and partly between Norwegian and foreign
The organizers held a meeting at Christiania on March
and the prospectus probably will be ready for distribu-

points in
points.
1.

1918.

tion within a short time.

Germany
ciencies

of

Sells
the

Commerce

Locomotives.

German

Reports.

— Despite

railways

in

the

respect

to

alleged

defi-

rolling

stock,

Germany

still
finds it possible to manufacture locomotives
for export according to an .Associated Press Correspondent
at Stockholm in a report dated March 25, and quoted in the

New York

Times.

Two

of

an

order

of

twenty

for

the

Swedish State railways were received the first week in
March, and the other eighteen were promised before .April 1.
The scarcity of brass and copper in Germany is evidenced by
the fact that nearly all locomiitive parts usually made of
these metals are made of iron or steel in the locomotives already received. The .Swedish State railways have also closed
a contract with the German steel trust for 80.000 tons of
rails, with plates and bolts.
One-third of the order is to be
delivered this year, a third in 1919, and the rest in 1920.

the company since its
organization on May
19.

1899. at

which time

E.
T.
Burrowes
Company, the .Adams &
Westlake Company, and the Forsyth Bros. Company, sold
out their curtain departments to the new concern which was
designated the Curtain Supply Company.
Mr. Burrowes
was therefore connected with the car curtain industry from
its very beginning, being president of the first company that
ever put on the market an .American car window curtain.

the

H. Forsyth

The
& C Company announces that it has taken over
the manufacture and sale of packing and lubricating under
the Thomas Smith patents, formerly controlled by B. M.
Jones & Co.. of Boston. These devices will be hereafter
known as the
C packing and
& C lubricating.

Q

Q &

Q

R. G. Stutsman, for a number of years superintendent of
the frog and switch shop of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St.
Paul at Tomab. Wis., and more recently master mechanic of
the Four Lakes Ordnance Company. >(adison. Wis., has
been appointerl sales representative of Manning. Maxwell &

Moore

at

Milwaukee. Wis.

Randolph S. Reynolds, assistant to the general manager,
was elected secretary at a meeting of the directors, succeeding

Holmes Forsyth, Mr. Reynolds has been with the Curtain
Supply Company since 1912. Prior to that date he was with
the Western Steel Car & Foundry Company, at .Anniston.
.Ala., and with the Pressed Steel Car Company, of Pittsburgh,
Pa., having been connected with their purchasing department
from 1905 to 1912, at which time he resigned to go with the
Curtain Supply Company.
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The Driver-Harris Company, Harrison, N. J., announces
the election of the following officers: Frank L. Driver, president; .Arlington Bensel, first vice president; Leon O. Hart,
second vice president; Frank L. Driver, Jr., third vice president; Percival E. Reeves, treasurer; Stanley M. Tracy, asWilbur B.
sistant treasurer, and M. C. Harris, secretary.
Driver, formerly vice president has retired from active
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Railway Financial News

participation in the business.
to the growth of
business and the need of increased space, has leased almost
the entire building at 350-356 West Ontario St., Chicago, and
The new quarters of the
will be located there after June 1,
company will be about 50 per cent larger than the old. The
building is new and in addition to being equipped with greater
and more efficient manufacturing facilities, will have a private
For about
freight.
track for shipping and receiving
19 years this company has been located at 320 West Ohio
street, Chicago.

The Curtain Supply Company, owing

Lieut. Colonel
Lieut. Colonel

W.

W.

R. Roberts

R. Roberts, the announcement of whose
to Lieut. Colonel in the Construction

promotion from Major

Division of the L'nited States
made, is president of
Roberts & Schaefer ComColonel
Chicago.
Roberts has been in enconstruction
gineering
work for 30 years, and
about 20 years ago organized the Roberts &

.Army has been previously

Company,

—

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul. Edward S. Harkness has
been elected a mem.ber of the executive committee to succeed
John D. Ryan, resigned.

Kansas City SouTHERN.^John F. Harris has been
director to succeed Herman Siecklen, deceased.
Leavenworth & Topeka.

coal

He

still

is

this

Pacific.

New York

^^\

this

Central.

— See

improvement budget

in

another col-

—

Railway Construction
—

ber.

Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy. — This company

has awarded

a contract to E. Otto of Downers Grove, 111., for the construction of a 10-stall brick roundhouse at Bridgeport, Neb.
Col.

W.

R.

Roberts

old

Cantonment Division
which was organized for the purpose of building the 16 National
Army camps and the 16 National Guard camps. The variety and
character of the work of the Construction Division are
greater than were those of the old Cantonment DiviWhile the Construction Division is still building some
cantonments for the Signal Corps and the Engineer Corps
and making extensive additions to all the original cantonments, its most important work at present is the building of

much
sion.

large ordnance plants, powder manufacturing plants. Quartermaster Corps terminals, Quartermaster interior depots, many
Indeed, this division does all the conlarge hospitals, etc.
struction work for the United States and its possessions, for
all divisions or bureaus of the .Army, and it now has a con-

program on hand which amounts

to about $650,000,-

is divided into six branches, engineering, construcand transportation, contract and administraColonel Roberts is executive officer in charge of the
construction branch, which is the largest and most important
branch and which now employs about 200,000 men. Colonel
Roberts was a graduate of the University of Illinois. His
success in his business, as well as in his new work, has been due
not only to his skill as an engineer, but to his ability as a
business organizer.

000.

in

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe. This company has been
authorized by the Railroad .Administration to resume the
construction of the Osage & Santa Fe from Caney, Okla., to
Pawhuska. The director general had previously ordered the
Santa Fe to discontinue this work.

of his service to the gov-

struction

comments elsewhere

Clement B. Newbold has been elected
a director to succeed William H. Barnes, deceased.

ernment since

the

editorial

jj^

company, although
been giving all

of

— See

Pennsylvania Railroad.

^^W'V'

he has

outgrowth

—

umn.

docks, etc.
president of

last OctoThe Construction
Division of the .\rmy,
with which Colonel Roberts is connected, is the

a

issue.

which specializes in coal
mining plants, coal washeries,

elected

This 47-mile line, operating between
Leavenworth, Kan., and Topeka., which was recently ordered
sold for junk bj' the Federal Court, was purchased at a receivers' sale at Leavenworth, Kan., on May 10, by residents
along the road. The sale price was $80,000, of which $25,000
was paid down, the balance to be paid at the confirmation of
the sale by the Federal Court.

Missouri

pany,

Schaefer

—

Atl.\ntic Coast Line. Frank K. Borden has been elected a
director to succeed his father, E. B. Borden, deceased.

It

tion, materials
tion.

Trade Publications

—

Tools. The Warren Tool & Forge Company, Warren, O.,
has issued a 32-page catalog illustrating and indexing the

—

Chicago & North Western. This company has completed
plans for the north approach of the Orleans Street bridge over
the Chicago river, Chicago. The bridge will be built by the city,
but the north approach which crosses the North Western tracks
will be constructed by the railroad.
The North Western has
also awarded contracts to the Widell Company, Mankato, Minn.;
Gaffin & Gehri, Fond du Lac, Wis., and Adolph Green, Green
Bay, Wis., for concrete work in connection with the construction
of 35 bridges

on various divisions of the road.

—

Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis. This company has
been granted a permit to build a two-story brick extension to
The estimated cost of
the office building in Nashville, Tenn.
the

work

is

$16,500.

Quebec & Saguenav.— -A contract has been given to O'Brien
& Doheny, Quebec, Que., to build a line through St.
Francois Xavier, Que., Bale St. Paul, Eboulements, St. Irenee
and Murray Bay. The work will be difficult and calls for
building a number of temporary trestles, to be later replaced
with steel bridges. Track has already been laid on 26 miles.

—

English Railway Invites Suggestions. The London &
North-Western Railway has issued a notice in its Crewe works
that the company will welcome suggestions for the improvement
in methods of manufacture or carrying out work which occur to
any of its staff, and in the event of any such suggestion being
made use of by the company, and found beneficial, a suitable
acknowledgment will be made, and, if desirable, assistance will
be rendered towards the patenting of the same, under the usual

special line of hand tools manufactured by that company.
These consist of picks, crow bars, lining bars, various heavy
hammers, axes, rail and tie tongs, wrenches, chisels, etc.

conditions appertaining to patents taken out by employees of the
London & North-Western. In conformity with the notice the
directors have recently granted a reward oiiiS ($251 to a man
in Crewe works for suggesting an improvement to the machine

Manv

on which he was engaged.

different

forms of each too! are

illustrated.

The Engineer^ London.

ANNUAL REPORT
Annual Report

First

of Missouri Pacific Railroad
St. Louis. Mo., April

15,

1918

The

TO THE STOCKHOl.DKRS;
Hired. )rs hrrcwiih submii I report of the operations and
aAairs o( the Missouri I'acilK' Kailroatl Coi rpany, to December 31, 1917,
A summary of results from operations fc r the year divided between the
perfods prior and subsequent to June 1, 1917, compared with the year

The Board

Company, Year Ended December 31,
KOAD AND EQUIPMENT.
followinit

Coach and Mail Cars.

iiibination Steel

6 Dining Cars,
26 Stock Cars.
1500 Coal Cart,
13

1916, it at follows:

to

and taken

•(inipment has been ac«iuired
1917, at a cost of $1,893,617.29.

.

accounts since Juni

oi

1917

January
June to
May, 1917, December, 1917.

Work

Cart.

Year 1917.

Year

1916.

IncrcaM

Per

or Deereue.

Cent.

$8,347,500.96

11.93

Railway Operating Revenues
Railway Operating Expenses

$31,126,903.51

$47,193,409.95

$78,320,313.46

21,536,977,47

31,711.060,67

53,248.038.14

51,342,397.05

1,905,641.09

3.71

Net Revenue Railway Operations
Railway Ta,\es and I'ncollcctible Railway Revenue

$ 9.589.926,04

$15,482,349.28

$25,072,275.32

$18,630,415.45

$6,441,859.87

34.58

Operating Income
Operating Income

Total

Non

Gross Income
Deductions from Gross Income

'.

Net Income
•

$69,972,812.50

1.471,243,76

2,772,068.46

4,243,312.22

3,103,762.38

1.139,549.84

36.72

$8,118,682.28

$12,710,280,82

$20,828,963.10

$15,526,653,07

$5,302,310.03

34.15

568,672.97

902,241,34

1,470,914.31

1.443,872,04

27,042.27

1.87

$ 8,687,355.25

$13,612,522,16

$22,299,877.41

$16,970,525,11

31.40
•16.72

t6,34O,433,08

6,994.340,57

tl3,334,773.65

tl6,011.517,31

$5,329,352.30
•2,676,743.66

$ 2,346,922,17

$ 6,618.181,59

$ 8,965,103.76

$

959,007.80

$8,006,095.96

Decrease.

t Included in the interest on funded debt for five months ended
to $1,736,601.51 and $4,917,930.00 respectively.

May

31, 1917,

and for the calendar year 1916,

is

the interest on bonds in del

amounting

.Applyine the interest
$10,218,336.94.

for twelve

months of 1917

reduced debt

to the

Missouri Pacific Railroad Company was incorporated under the laws of
State of Missouri, March 5. 1917, and, with its subsidiary companies,
has acquired substantially all of the lines of railroad, franchises and prop*
erty formerly of The Missouri Pacific Railway Company and the St. Louis,
Iron Mountain & Southern Railway Company, which latter Companies were
in receivership continuously from .Xusust 19. 1915, until June 1. 1917.
Missouri Pacific Rnilroad Company took over the projicrties for operation
June 1. 1917, at which time there were issued the following securities.
the

Common

Stock
Preferred Stock

$82,839,500.00

(5% Cumulative

after July

1918)

1,

71,800,100,00

Total Stock
First and Refunding Mortgage,
General Mortgage. 4% Bonds

Total

$154,639,600.00

5% Bonds

$46,923,000.00
51.350,000.00

Bonds

98,273,000,00

Total

$252,912,600.00
Tbe.sc securities were in addition to $125,461,620,00 outstanding under*
lying bonds and $3,683,000,00 equipment obligations,

CAPITAL STOCK.
No

change has been made

in the

outstanding Capital Stock since June

1,

1917.

FUNDED DEBT.
Equipment Obligations to the amount of $351,000.00 have been retired
1. 1917, and in addition. $12,000.00 General Consolidated Railrvtired with land grant funds, resulting in a reduction of $363,000.00 in the Funded Debt.
Statement on
Funded Debt outstanding is
page 17 shows the detail of these reductionsshown on pages 18 and 19, and brief descriptions of the various mortgages
arc given on pages 23 to 29, inclusive.

since June

basis

under

rcoro.ini/alion

th(

For Improvements .-in.l .\.Milions
For Improvements and .\dditions

LINES.

details of

charges to Road and

New

income would have

l<o.i.tw.iy

1.326.923.71

Equipment $2,569,156.48
254,140.60

Total Charge to Investment in Road and Equipment

2,315,015.88

$3,818,805.00

OPERATIONS.
Total Operating Revenues for the year were $78,320,313.46, an increase
of $8,347,500.96, or 11.93%.
.Applied to the average mileage operated, the
revenues amounted to $10,691.58 per mile of road, against $9,408.41 the
previous year.
Freight revenue increased $4,882,206.85. largely due to an
increase of 13,11% in the tonnage from Products of Mines, 20,55% in the
tonnage of Manufactures, 6.08% increase in the tonnace of Merchandise
lless carload freight), and 21.72% in the tonnage of Miscellaneous Commodities.
The total tonnage handled increased 9.72%; details of which
are shown on page 43.
The average haul per ton of revenue freight was 252.42 miles, at compared with 243.26 miles last year. The traffic statistics on page 41 show
material increases in loading per train and per car mile.
Pa.ssengcr revenue increased $2,880,690.26 or 23.94%; the toul amounted
to $14,912,672.69. or 19.04% of all Operating Revenues and without any
material increase in the average rate per passenger mile.
The number of
passengers carried increased 13.77%, while the number of passenger milea
increased 20.58%.
The total Operating Expenses shown in detail on pages 34 and 35 were
$53,248,038.14. an increase of 3.71% notwithstanding large increases in
employes' wages and in cost of material.
Maintenance of Way expenses
equalled nearly $1,500.00 per mile of operated road, and, combined with
Maintenance of Equipment expenses, absorbed 29,88% of total operating
revenues.

Transportation Expenses show an increase of $4,601,114.37, or 21.18%,
with an increase in gross revenue of $8,347,500.96, or 11.93%.

PENSIONS.
To provide for employes who, after long years of faithful service, have
reached an age when Ihcy are unequal to further performance of their
duties, a pension system was made eflTective July 1, 1917,
-At the clote of
the year there had been placed on the pension rolls the names of forty-four

Equipment as shown on page

The productive capacity of the property, now highly improved as a transportation plant, is readily evidenced in the average operating revenuet of
the last three calendar years, which exceeded the record of the previous
three-year period by $10,000,000.00.
B. F.

Lines

$

BfSH,

President.
Under a proclamation by the President of the United States
the properties were taken over for operation by the Government

22,

summarize as follows:
For Construction of

to

nt-t

beneficiaries.

.\ new line from Dalhoff, Ark., to Camp Pike. .-\rk., a distance of 4.05
miles was constructed for the purpose of transporting material for the construction of the National .-\rmy Cantonment at that point and to afford
facilities for the movement of troops and supplies.
Slinor changes, due
to renieasurements and reclassificalirm. increased the mileage 0.94 miles.

The

lo

the

Less Credits account of Equipment Retired....

way and Land Grant Bonds have been

NEW

plan,

on December

176,865.41

31,

1917.

GENERAL BALANCE SHEET
Dcccunn

31, 1917,

cohpa«ed with jine

1,

1917.

LIABILITIES.

.ASSETS.

December

INVESTMENTS:
Investment

in

3

1

1917.

Road

June

1.

1917.

Ikoease

December

o« DeCtEASE.

STOCK:
Cahial

and

Equipment
$349,970,917,58
Improvements on Leased
Railway Property
3,382,90
Sinking Funds
S,')3S.75

1,486,781.87

$1,484,135.71

J

^iTiV-

f.;

>

—

3.582.90
694,21

iHCaEASE

31,

1917.

Stoci::

8.241.54

Total

C*n*ral Balance Sherl continued on next page.
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GKXER.\L B.\L.WCE SHEET— Coiifmiied.
LI.ABILITIES.

.\SSETS.

December

INVESTMENTS:

in

OR Decre.vse.

December

152,029.86

69,688,67

84,941.19

2,554,552.51

2.544.455.31

10.097. 2n

5,304,125.65

5,303,992.00

133.65

6.181,232.75

3,846,690.53

2,334,542.22

15,492,104.47

15,439,664.74

52,439.73

Funded Debt

.-\fiiliated
.

.^L

LlA
81,694.220.00 $382,057,220,00 $

.

3,500,237.99

Loans and Bills Payable.,
and Car Service Bal-

70.000,00 $

Audited

3.040,237.99

Accounts

Interest Matured Unpaid.
Unmatured
Interest
Ac.

$4,152,978.64 $
504,043.19

1,470,394.76 $
57,740.80

2,682, 583.

Loans and Bills Receivable
and Car Service Bal-

10,346.84

5,932,47

446,302.3^
4,414.37

ances Receivable
Balance
Receivable
Net

775,626.62

511,981,53

263,645.09

2,710,183.98

2,651,356.19

58,82779

4,454,413.83

4,229,648.44

224,765.39

7,551,261.26

6,059,126.74

1,492,134.52

49,869.18

35,350,32

14,518.86

crued

Traffic

from

Agents

2,012,725,23

—31,867.89

5,822,681.93

6,797,510.00

—974,828.07

—70,819.42

Miscellaneous Accounts Pay-

$383,167,719.46 $378.733, IS

Deposits

1,980,857,34

and

Wages Payable
able

Special

—550,000,00

620,1100.00

Traffic

CURRENT ASSETS:
Cash

—363,000.00

LIABILITIES:

ances Payable

pledged

ToT.u

CURRENT

— 363,000,00

Un.m.\ti'red. $227, 054, 620.00 $227,417,620.00 $

TOT.^L C.\
TIES

....

in

31,

STOCK:

.Affiliated

— Pledged
Companies — Unpledged
Other Investments— UnCompanies

Investments

Increase

1917.

Physical

rri-iierty

Tnvestim-nts

l-.nie 1,

LONG TERM DEBT:

Deposits in Lieu o{ Mortgaged Troperty Sold....
.Misceilaiicoiis

31,

1917.

407,403.92

478.223.34

1,133,423.49

309,520.00

2,543,795.60

1,275,238.76

1,268,556.84

—23,862.27
—856,775.02

Unmatured Rents .Accrued

238,796.98

262,659.25

Other Current Liabilities..

1,252,979.66

2,109,754.68

TOTA

823,903.49'

—415,692.34

13,449.938.92 $ 13,865,631.26 $

Con-

and

ductors

DEFERRED LIABILITIES:
Other Deferred

Jliscellaneous Accounts Revable

Material and Supplies

Tax

Interest and Dividends Receivable

Rents Receivable
Other Current Assets

26.703.20

878.451,75

.A c c r

645,459.47

$

u e d

823,300.46

5.859,354.96

10.256.78

557,695.39

557,695,39

853.301.66 $

Total
.$

Other Deferred Assets
TOTAI

58,767,23 $
10.28

60,475.66 $
788.26

416.159.22

437,142.44

416.159.22 $

1,828,395.07

CORPORATE SURPLUS:
Additions to P r o p e r t
through Income and Su

S

18.161.07

plus

U\-\DJUSTED DEBITS:

Profit

Rents and Insurance Premiums Paid in .Advance.
Other Unadjusted Debits..

823,300.46.

10,256.78

Depreciation

Equipment
Other Unadjusted Credits.

DEFERRED

.ASSETS:
Working Fund -Advances.

Ltability

Insurance and Casualty Re-

26,703.20

232,992.28

$21,113,878.49$ 15,254.523.53?

ToT.u.

Liabilities.

UNADJUSTED CREDITS:

95,619.33 $

210,509.83

44,323.47 $
51,295.86
2,370,401.79 $—2,159,891.96

306,129.16$

2,414,725.26 $—2,108,596.10

and Loss

18,161.07
6,671, 340.70-

6,671,340.70

Total
8,182,803. 69i

$404,646,504.62 $396,463,700.93 $

Total

$

Note.

—The

following Capital Liabilities not included in

B

lance

Sheet

.Accounts:

$404,646,504.62 $396,463,700.93 $

—
Note.— The

8.182,803.69

following Securities not included in Balance Sheet .Accounts:

Securities Issued or

Assumed

—Pledged

$

35,000.00 $

35,000.00

35.000,00$
Funded Debt Pledged
$
The capital liabilities shown above include the

35,000,00
securities issued under the
of various issues dealt with bv the Plan,

Reorganization Plan for bonds
including $7,781,500,00 principal amount, not acquired
1917, which are accordingly not shown as liabilities.

[Adv.]

Copyrighted by Press
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Belgian Civilians Working on Belgian Railroad Under

German Guard

on

December

31,

May
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intendent

111

the

Cherokee subdivision

Sapnlpa, succeeding;

at

D. P. Edmundson, transferred.

Railway

Officers
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iiiiiiiiiii

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
William
Eric, at

J.

New

Moody,
York,

cliici'

lias

clerk in

tlic

trtMsurci's ollicc ni the

been appointed an assistant treasurer.

Hale Holden, president of the riiii.-aj;o, Burlington & Quincy,
has also Ik-cu elected president ot the Ft. Worth & Denver City
and the \\ ichita N'alley, with headquarters at Chicago.
T. B. Coppage, vice-president and general manager of the
I'ort Worth & Kio Grande has been appointed terminal chairman at I'ort Worth, Texas, under the ro«ional director.

W. L. Jarvis has been appointed assistant passenger trainmaster of the Long Island Railroad: H. A. Colder has been
appointed assistant pas!,cnKer trainmaster, haviiin supervision
oi train service, etc., on the I'ar Rockaway branch and Rockaway Beach division, and W, B. Hautsch, general yardmaster
at Bay Kidge, has been appointed assistant freight trainmaster; all with oflices at Jamaica, N. Y.
F. E. Williamson has been appointed genera) superintendent of the New York Terminal District of the New York
Central, with head(|uartcrs at the Grand Central Terminal,

New
that

The Xeiv York Terminal District will end)race
Hudson division from Spuyten Duyvil,

York.

portion of the

(New York

city) southward to St. John's Park, including
stations in Manhattan and at
Wallabout Basin,
Brooklyn, also that portion of the River West Shore) Division from Little Ferry drawbridge, southward to the junction of the Pennsylvania Railroad south of Weehawken. Mr,

freight

i

Operating

W. Tansley has been appointed car service agent of tlie
Canadian Pacific at St. John, \. B. succeeding W. B. Brown,
transferred.
J. F. Blattenburg has been appointed division examiner on
the Colorado division of the Union Pacilic, with headquarters
at Denver, Colo., vice P. Groome, promoted.

F, N. Melius, hitherto acting superintendent, has been appointed superintendent of the Hudson division of the New
York Central, with headquarters at Grand Central Terminal,

New

Williamson was formerly superintendent of the Hudson division, but for the past year has been acting as general agent
Y''ork city, for the .-\merican Railway Association.

at

Yf>rk.

J. J. Donnelly, trainmaster on the Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe. with headiiuarters at Temple. Tex has lieen transferre<l
to Galveston. Tex., succeeding E. W. Nettleton, who goes to
Brownwood. Tex., succeeding W. M. Knowd, who has been
transferred to Temple, Tex., succeeding Mr. Donnelly.
.

T. Slattery, superintendent of the Denver & Rio Grande,
lines, second district, with headquarters at Salida,
been transferred to the Salt Lake division of the
I'tah lines, with head(|uarters at Salt Lake City. Utah, succeeding E. W. Deuel, transferred to the Colorado lines.
J.

Colorado

New

Jatnes H. Brennan, assistant superintendent of telegraph,
of the St. Louis-San I-'rancisco, has been promoted superintendent of telegraph, succeeding H. D. Teed, whose death

was announced in the Raincay Age on March 19. Mr. Brennan
was born at Marysville, Kan., on September 3, 1873. He
began

his

railway

career,

on

October

1.

\K^7,

in

the

tele-

department of the St. Joseph & Grand Island at
Marysville, Kan., and subsequently entered the service of
the Western
Union Telegraph Company as telegraph
operator at Lincoln, Neb., later going to Kansas City as
telegraph operator for the Western Union Telegraph Company and the Postal Telegraph-Cable Company. He afterwards became manager for the Western Union at Las Vegas,
N. Mex., and then wire chief at Santa Fe. N. M.. Cleburne,
Tex., and La Junta, Colo. On December 1, 1906 he was apgraph

pointed

assistant

superintendent

of

telegraph

of

the

St.

Colo., has

Louis-San Francisco, which position he held
promotion as mentioned above.

C. W. Huntington, president of the Virginian Railway, by
order of Director General Mc.Vdoo. has been retired as chief
operating officer of tlie road, and Joseph H. Young, president
of the Norfolk Southern, has been ajipointed federal manager
in charge of the operation of the \'irginian. ctTective on May
21, with office at Norfolk, Va.

Traffic
G. O. Herbert is appointed demurrage manager of the
Missouri Pacilic, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., ef-

Ross, superintendent of car service of the New York
Central, lines east of Buffalo, with office at New York, has
been appointed superintendent of freight transportation, with
headquarters at New Y'ork. vice G. H, Alexander, and D. A.
Day has been appointed superintendent of car service, witli
he,id(|uarters at New Y'ork, vice Mr. Ross.
G.

J.

M. M. McLearn, chief despatcher of the Canadian Government Railways at Truro, N. S.. who was recently appointed
superintendent of District No. 2. Eastern Lines,
with headquarters at Fredericton. has decided to return to
his former position; and R. Z. Walker, station agent at Fredericton, has been appointed assistant superintendent, vice Mr.
assistant

McLcarn.

H. R. Saunders, superintendent of the Kansas City terminal
division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific has been transferred to .\marillo, Tex., succeeding J. G. Bloom, appointed
division engineer at Herington, Kan. G. W. Rourke. formerly assistant general manager of the Chicago. Rock Island
Pacific, second district, with hcadciuarters at El Reno. (Jkla.,
has been appointed division superintendent of the Kansas
City terminal division, succeeding H. R. Saunders.

&

A. H. Moll, has been appointed assistant superintendent
the Chickasha subdivision of the Fort Worth & Rio
Grande, with office at Oklahoma City, succeeding J. A.
Johnston transferred to the ( Oklahoma subdivision with the
same headquarters, succeedim: F. C. Glow. Mr. Glow has
been appointed trainmaster fi terniiii.ils. with headquarters
at
Tulsa, Okla.. in place ci J. C. McGlothin, resigned.
George E. Dornblaser has been appointed assistant superof

June

fective

until his recent

1.

Samuel E. Aliender has been appointed

chief special agent
of the St. Louis-San Francisco, with headquarters at St.
Louis, succeeding James H. Smith, resigned.

Townsend, vice-president of the Minneapolis & St.
staff of J. G. Woodworth,
assistant to the regional director at Chicago.

F. B.

Louis has been appointed to the
tralVic

W. B. Cornell, district passenger agent of the Chicago &
.Mton, at Cincinnati, Ohio, has been appointed passengerat Springfield, III.
His former position has been
abolished.
agent

Rodney MacDonough has been appointed division passenger agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad and the West
Jersey & Sea Shore, with oflice at Philadelphia, Pa., succeeding F. B, Barnitz, who has been granted a furlough.
S. B. Wade, connected with the traffic department of the
Chicago & .Alton, at Little Rock, .\rk., has been appointed
agent of the Jacksonville division, with headquarters
at Bloomington, III.
The position he held at Little Rock
has been abolished.
traffic

E. B. Robb, acting division freight agent of the Canadian
Government Railways, with office at Cochrane. <;>nt., has
been appointed division freight and district passenger agent
for the Transcontinental division
O'Brien, Que., to Graham,
Ont., inclusive, with office at Cochrane.

—

Gordon M.

Craig, assistant general passenger agent of the
New York, in addition to his present duties,
will in future ha\e the direction of the suburban passenEcr traffic, vice Ralph H. Wallace, general passenger apcnt, who has
been furloughed fur ser\ ice on the passenger traffic committee
of the Railroad Administration for eastern railroads.
Erie, with otlice a!

.

•
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Charles M. Burt, general passenger agent of the Boston &
Maine and subsidiary companies, with office at Boston, Mass.
terrihaving been assigned by the regional director, eastern
to duty
tory, of the United States Railroad Administration,

on the passenger traffic committee, Frederick T. Grant has
Boston
been appointed acting general passenger agent, of the
& Maine and subsidiary companies, with office at Boston.
commercial freight agent of the Baltimore &
J. L. Hayes,
appointed
Ohio, with office at Baltimore, Md., has been
audivision freight agent, with office at Cumberland, and
Grafton,
thority over the Cumberland division, Martinsburg to
been
has
Lantz
H.
P.
branches.
both exclusive, including
Baltiappointed commercial freight agent, with office at
more, vice Mr. Hayes, and W. F. Geisert, traveling pasappointed
been
has
Colo.,
senger and freight agent at Denver,
general agent, with office at Camp Sherman, Ohio.
H. P. Cornick, whose appointment as general freight agent
at Evansof tiie Louisville & Nashville, with headquarters
these columns,
ville, Ind., has already been announced in
graduated from the high school at Evansville, and began
Nashrailway w^ork on October 13, 1884 with the Louisville &
agent of the
ville as stenographer to the general freight
In November, 1892, he was
St. Louis & Henderson divisions.

promoted to chief clerk in the same office. On December 1,
agent of the
1892, he was appointed assistant general freight
and branches, which
St. Louis and Henderson divisions
as
appointment
recent
his
position he held at the time of
general freight agent of the same road as above noted.

On May 1, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, in compliance
ofiE-line
with orders of the Railroad Administration, closed its
The order caused
freight and passenger sohciting offices.
some
in
and
considerable rearrangement of official positions
E. F.
cases the men affected sought employment elsewhere.
Lalk, general freight agent at Pittsburgh, Pa., was appointed
the
assistant manager of the division of transportation of
United States sliipping Board, at Pittsburgh. S. W. Manning,
general New England agent, at Boston, Mass., received a
similar appointment from the Shipping Board at Boston. R.
been asC. Smith, general freight agent at Philadelphia has
signed to government work at Washington. E. W. Demarest,
general freight agent at Buffalo, has gone to San Francisco,
E. C.
Cal., to engage in the automobile and tire business.
Kitching, general freight agent, at Joplin, Mo., is now engaged
Sam Larimer, genin the automobile business in that city.
eral agent for the passenger department at Des Moines, la.,
W. J.
Wi
hita, Kas.
at
agent
passenger
appointed
been
has
Curtis, general freight and passenger agent at Salt Lake City.
Topeka,
office
at
Utah, is now a passenger agent in the general
Kas. W. S. Famsworth, general freight agent at Mexico
City, has become identilied with the United States Food
Administration, in Cuba, in connection with the handling of
E. H. Dallas, general passenger agent at Atlanta,
sugar.
Ga., is now located in the traffic manager's office at Chicago.
Engineering and Rolling Stock
G. H. Berry has been appointed assistant master mechanic of
South Louisville (Ky.) shops of the Louisville & Nashville, vice
B. E. Dupont, transferred.

Wells, district master mechanic of the Canadian Pacific,
office at Schreiber. Ont., has been transferred in the
same capacity to the Farnham division of the Quebec district.

W.

with

L. G. Curtis, district^ engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio,
with office at Chicago, has been appointed assistant chief
engineer in charge of construction, with headquarters at
Baltimore, Md.

G. Bloom, superintendent of the Chicago, Rock Island &
Pacific, with headquarters at Amarillo. Tex., has been appointed division engineer, with headquarters at Herington,
Kan., succeeding S. L. McClanahan, who has resigned to
enter the army, having received a commission as first
lieutenant with the 25th Engineers (Railways.)
J.

W. S. Jackson, master mechanic of the Erie at Marion.
Ohio, has been appointed mechanical superintendent, with
headquarters at New York, to succeed F. S. Fitzsimmons,
resigned, R. V. Blocker, general foreman at Huntington,
Ind., has been appointed master mechanic with office at
Marion, to succeed Mr. Jackson.
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C. E. Smith, consulting engineer at St. Louis and formerly
bridge engineer of the Missouri Pacific, has received a commission as major in the engineering branch of the quartermaster's corps.
He is now stationed at Washington, D. C.

&

The Chicago, Rock

Pacific mechanical departIsland
a rearrangment of territories assigned to supervisors of fuel economy, has made the following changes and
additional appointments, effective May 15: J. Benzies, supervisor of fuel economy of the Chicago terminal, Illinois and

ment,

in

Missouri divisions, with headquarters at Rock Island, 111.,
now have charge of the Chicago terminal' and the Illinois

will

P. Smith, supervisor
divisions, with the same headquarters.
of fuel economy of the Cedar Rapids, Minnesota, Dakota
and Des Moines divisions, with headquarters at Cedar Rapids,

Iowa, will now have charge of the Dakota and Des Moines
Valley divisions, with headquarters at Valley Junction, Iowa.
F. Meredith, superviso' of fuel economy of the Iowa,
Nebraska and Colorado divisions, with headquarters at Fairbury, Neb., will now have charge of the West Iowa, Nebraska
F.
and Colorado divisions, with the same headquarters.
Connolly, supervisor of fuel economy of the St. Louis,
Kansas City terminal, Kansas and El Paso divisions, with
headquarters at Herington, Kan., will now have charge of the
Kansas and El Paso divisions, with the same headquarters.
B. J. Bonner, road foreman of equipment, with headquarters
at Herington, Kan., has been appointed supervisor of fuel
economy of the East Iowa, Cedar Rapids and Minnesota
C. W.
divisions, with headquarters at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Reed, road foreman of equipment has been appointed supervisor of fuel economy of the Missouri, Kansas City terminal
and St. Louis divisions, with headquarters at Trenton, Mo.

V. R. Hawthorne, whose election as acting secretary of
.Association and the Master Meannounced in the Raihi'ay Age of
May 17, has been serv-

the Master Car Builders'
chanics' Association, was
,

ing as temporary secre-

JM^^^^^
^^HjIpH^^^

tary of the associations
since the death of J.
W. Taylor. Mr. Haw-

T^^^ ^^k

•*
HH

"iMr

-

thorne was born at
Oleona, Pa., on No-

^^^^

^Pl

vember

•|

27,

1886.

He

entered the service of
the Pennsylvania Railroad as a car repair-

man

at

the

Elmira,

N.

Y. shops in June, 1905.
He was transferred to
the shops at Baltimore.
Md., in November of
the same year, at which
place he was employed
summer
the
during
months repairing passenger cars and during
V.

R.

Hawthorne

jj^^ winter as a clerk.
Here he gained his
billing.
In June, 1910. he was
B.
M.
C.
in
experience
first
transferred to Williamsport, Pa., as M. C. B. clerk in the
office of J. T. Wallis, remaining there until June, 1914, at
which time he was transferred to Altoona, Pa., as a gang
leader in the M. C. B. clearing house. While there he was
appointed on the M. C. B. special committee making time
Early in 1917 he was appointed special master car
studies.
building inspector, reporting to J. T. Wallis, general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania Railroad. He

was assigned on special M. C.
.\merican Railway Association in

B.

committee work of the

.Xpril, 1917.

Purchasing
C. C. Keeble, recently storekeeper of the Gulf, Colorado &
Santa Fe. at Galveston, Tex., has received a commission as
first lieutenant in the quartermaster's corps, at Washington.

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

Ray, assistant general passenger agent of the Chicabeen
go, Rock Island & Pacific at Des Moines, Iowa, has
commissioned a major in the army and assigned to duty as
department.
war
transportation,
inland
of
director
assistant

H.

S.

JO^

Railw<!^Age
Annouiui-nient
|>(>intnu-nt (»f

is

W.

J.

madi- I'lsi'wluTi- in this issue of the apCuniiiiiyham, the James J. Hill professor

_

btandard
Operating

of

traiis|Hirtati<)n

^j,^.

,^,

,.^^.^.

of

^.,j_^^^^. _,f

Harvard
„.,,i^,i^.^

I'niverfor the

Kailroad Administration.
Professor ('unniniiham has worke'l for
Statistics
a nunilier of years on just the kinil of
proMeni that lie will have to solve under the Railroad AdminHis practical work, of aiurse, has not Keen on as
istration.
larne a scale as it will he nt)W, i)Ut his stutl)' of operating staSome
tistics has heen comprehensive for the entire country.
years aijo he devoted a consideralile |)art of his time to workini; out a system of statistics to he useil hy the Union Pacific,
and the I'nion Pacific's operatini; statistics are today among
the simplest and most useful of any system in use in the
For the last few years, Professor CunningI'nited States.
ham has lieen acting in an advisory ca|)acity to James H.
Hustis in his operation of the Boston & Elaine. The system
of statistics for the Boston & Maine had to be built pretty
well from the ground up and the practical experience which
Professor Cunningham had on the Boston & Maine .should
stand him in g(K)d stead now. At the same time that he was
having this practical experience he was making a study of the
system of statistics in use on all the roads of the country. He
possesses that rare combination of the student and the practical man, which is so vitally needed if the operating statistics of all of the railroads which are under the jurisdiction
of the director general are to be harmonized and yet kept in
such shape as to meet the ]iarticular needs of each property
and each organization. It is essential that a new manner of
reporting statistics, no matter how good it is thtK)retically,
shall not be adopted on any road before it is so well under.stood by the organization that the figures of the old system in
use could be interpreted and carried on by the new system.
Professor Cunningham's work on the Bostoii & Maine is of
s|)ecial value in this connection.
,i;o\eriimein

and the constant changes necessary

deliveries,

of the new car repair shops at Port Huron, .Miih., dest ribed
elsewhere in this issue, the Grand Trunk miiiimi/ed the
delays due to the material situation by utilizing large ([uantities of second hand materials of varied character salvaged
from buildings wn-cked in connection with the preparation
of the site.
This resulted in a considerable saving in expenditure which was, however, secondary in importance to
the saving in lime effected.
While it is true that the conditions surrounding this |)roject were more or less favorable
the results obtained would suggest the imi)ortance of clo.-^.'
studies of conditions when attemjjting building construction
in order that the most may be made of already existing
conditions.

One

of the most interesting of the kaleidoscopic developments of the regime of federal railroad control is the announcement of the plan for the ap-

Federal Managers poinUiient of federal managers

uncertainty has attended all construction during the
While this has been due primarily to the

past two vear<.

unsettled labor situation still the diffi^^ securing the necessary raatestruction and Sec- rials for carrving on the work has been
Before
l'-'^^'; .importance.
ond Hand Material °f ^'""'^^y
that time conditions were such that
.

Building Con-

^^i^^.

to take

charge of the operation of the railroads
reporting exclusively to the Railroad
the Railroads
Administration and with no connecIt is entirely nattions with the owners of the |)ro|)erties.
ural, perhaps, that Mr. Mc.\doo should desire to have an
organization responsible to him alone rather than one consisting of men with a dual allegiance and many close observers of the trend of recent events in the railroad world
have foreseen the necessity of drawing a sharj) line of distinction between the officers of the government and the officers
for

This necessity first Itecame evident in
the case of members of the director general's staff at Washington who weiK required to .sever their corporate relations
and the issues drawn between the railroad owners and the
of the corporations.

administration

Much

in the organi-

zation to take advantage of available supplies at the expense
of a predetermined plan of oi)eration.
In the construction

in

connection

with

negotiation

the

of

the

compensation contract have demonstrated some strong reasons why there should be a similar .separation in the case
of 0[K'rating officers.
Comment on certain pha.ses of the
policy .should perhaps be withheld until more is known of
the administration sek^-tions for the jxisitions of federal
agers.

The newspajxTS have been allowed

impression that the railroad

man-

to give forth the

already have liecn

presidents

engineers

when making plans for improvements could estimate closely the cost of work and the time necessary for do-

summarily ousted, whereas the only definite statement on
the subject has l>een an announcement that the men to Ik.'
placed in charge of each property must lie exclusive repre-

Contracbasing their estimates on past experience.
invited to present bids on the projects also based
Under the present conditheir figures on past experience.
tions past f)erformances have lost much of their value as
expected
in future operations.
measures of what may be
This is particularly true in building construction where

sentatives of the Railroad .Administration.
It would Ik" exceedingly unfortunate if the director general should find if
nece.«sary or advisable to disp<'nse with the services of any
large proportion of the best brains in the railroad business
and it is understood that many presidents will l>e a|)pointe(!
federal managers, leaving the chairman or oilier officer as

ing

tors

it,

if

Such work calls
materials of varied character are required.
for large quantities of cement, l^rick, steel and specialties.
With the exception of cement and possibly brick, the demand
for building materials exceeds the supply, and even if the
materials can be i)urcha.«ed shipments are subject to embargoes, and conse<|ucntly deliveries are uncertain.
.\11 this
renders lalxir inefficient through the time lost in waiting for

the representative of the corjxiration, while in case the presi<lent is a

man who

financial

and corporate

has been more closely
policies of the

identific-d

with the

company than with

operation he will l>e allowed to remain with the corporaand an operating officer will lie appointed federal manager, in most cases the oiK-rat'ni: vice-president.
This is
on the theory that many of the funct'ons formerly performed
its

tion
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officer of a railroad have
taken over by the Railroad Administration.

bv the chief executive

now been
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has a great advantage over railroad executives who are sometimes accused of being lacking in vision.
Many of them
have known long in advance what ought to be done but
they have not been able to pass so readily from the state of
volition to that of action.

The Advance

in

Rates

Railway Age has probably printed more material on
reasons wny railroad freight and passenger rates
Some of
should be advanced tlian any other publication.

THE

the

editors, as well as scores ot its contributors, by long prachave acquired a facility and a fluency in dealing with the

Its

tice

subject \\hicli some of our good natured critics have occa>sionally characterized as the manifestations of a deep-seated
hsibit.

m

a discussion of this tamiliar topic we find ourselves strangely at
a loss. An increase in rates amounting to something like a
billion dollars a year seems an appropriate subject for disNot
cussion, but we approach it with something like awe.

But before the

latest

opportunity to indulge

magnitude of tlie sum, although a billion dollars is
big in the railroad business, because we have been accustomed to observing the operating expense accounts and
But we confess ourare becoming inured to large figures.

One

of the reasons

why

capital

is

pay the bill.
It seems unnecessary for the Railway Age to express its
opinions of the director general's order.
In the first place,
what's the use?
In the second place, we are already on
record.
For 10 or 12 years we have been pointing out the

timid

is

that capital usually has to

need for higher freight rates, why the passenger business
should be placed on a self-sustaining basis and why the conflicts between state and interstate rate-making should be removed. It is coming about in a manner somewhat different

from that which we had anticipated but we may at least
congratulate Mr. McAdoo on his detemiination to place the
railroads on a self-sustaining basis rather than yield to the
suggestions that have been made from some quarters that
any operating deficit be met indirectly by taxation.

at tlie
*till

somewhat embarrassed by the magnitude of the propoWe can hardly be expected to object to an increase
sition.
Our views on that subject are well known. But
in rates.

Is

the

we have been used

to discussing reasons

advanced, proposals to advance

rates,

qualified permission to advance rates.
rates is rather novel.

Moreover, Mr.
so

many

McAdoos

why

rates should be

and occasionally a
An order to advance

General Order No. 28 contains
we hardly know where to

points of interest that

begin and tlie time allowed for discussion before it takes
We have usually been allowed at least
effect is so short.
a year or two to develop the reasons why freight rates in a
part of the United States should be advanced S per cent,
10 per cent or 15 per cent, and have then been allowed additional years in which to complain because only a part of the
Here we have a 25 per cent increase
increase was allowed.
in freight rates, an increase of passenger fares to 3 cents a
mile, an additional passage charge for parlor and sleeping
car passengers, state rates supplanted by interstate rates and
then raised, and the elimination of special reduced rates

induced by competition,

one order, to become
weeks in the case of passenger
We have

all rolled into

effective in less tlian three

fares and in a month
not time even to warm up by urging the Interstate Commerce
Before we could
Commission not to suspend the tariffs.
get a good start the thing will have been accomplished.
There is a finality about the order that is ratlier appalling
in the case of freight rates.

who have kept in touch with rate advance proceedMr. McAdoo returns to his office after
ings in the past.
an absence of two months, including two or three weeks when
his
home by illness, signs an order which
he was confined to

to those

is telegraphed to all parts of the United States on the same
day, and turns to another large problem, or a problem which
formerly would have been considered large, with every assurance that his order will take effect on the date set. Even
the element of controversy which has enlivened the history of
Undoubtedly there
rate cases is to a large extent lacking.

will be opposition

creates

some lack of

and protests but their apparent futility
interest.
While protests are being made
Commerce Commission the rates will

before the Interstate

be in

effect, in

the states even as in the nation.

so easy that Mr. McAdoo does not hesitate to
advance wages for the morning papers and rates for afternoon release and to precede them both by an order that soldiers and sailors may ride for one cent a mile.
He know-s
It

in

is

all

advance where the money

is

coming from.

In this he

Amalgamation

of

Railway

Associations Advisable

selves

?

IS A LARGE NUMBER of railway associations. There
are without question some which should be combined
However, with these excepfor the good of all concerned.
tions, each of the organizations now existing fills a definite
which the men in the
providing
channel
through
need,
the

THERE

particular department can exchange ideas and

work together

improve methods and materials used in the service in
which they are employed. In nearly all cases these societies
are supported by railway men in their individual capacities,
w-ho join on their own initiative, pay their own dues and
While
w'ork in the associations largely on their own time.
some roads pay the annual dues of their men in these organexpenses
attend
large
number
pay
their
to
izations and a
conventions, in the aggregate the money so spent by the
to

roads is small in proportion to the benefits derived.
Before changing the present methods of organization of
these societies, it is well to consider what they have accomplished under present methods in order to determine the ef-

which any change in these methods will have on the
amount and character of tlie work done. In order to be
specific, reference will be made to the American Railway
fect

Engineering Association for purpose of illustration as it is
typical of the stronger and more efficient railway associaThis society was organized 20 \-ears ago and nowtions.
enrolls about 1,400 members, nearly all of whom are directly in railway service in the United States and Canada.
No distinction is made between residents of the two countries, the president of the Association last 3ear being J. G.
Sullivan, chief engineer of the Western Lines of the CanaMemberdian Pacific and a resident of Winnipeg, Man.
ship is individual and voluntarj- without official designaWork is done through committees
tion from the roads.
which meet at frequent intervals and whose recommendations
are subject to review and spirited discussion on the floor of
the annual convention before acceptance by the Association.
The reports and discussions are published in the annual
proceedings which have become the standard book of reference in the libraries of railway officers concerned with enThe recomgineering and maintenance of way problems.
mended practices and standards of the association are also
published in a manual, which is revised annually, to keep
pace w'ith the developments in practice and is in use throughThe Railroad Administraout the English-speaking world.
tion has already indicated its appreciation of the value of

May
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work done hv this ussociatioii by ordtTing a larnc number of copies of this manual.
It is difficult to pick out
sfH'cific work of any asscxiation for special mention.
Howover, one o( the most valuable lines of work has iieen with
reference to the rail problem.
As a result of the work of
the

l.Ml

tion jiroblems now confronting it.
We Injlieve that this
can be done best by co-ordinating the work of the associations in such way that there may be a minimum overlapping

of work while at the

same time jiroviding for the freest play
and individual incentive.
The loss of interest
and restriction of action which will necessarih follow the
amalgamation of the organizations will far outweigh the
disadvantages which now exist and mwt, if not all, of which
of initiative

committee changes have been made in specifications
and mill practice which have played no small part in the
improvement in the quality of the rails during the last few
years.
The committee on Stres.ses in Track is now enjjajjed in an extensive study which bids fair to be of even
greater value to the ro;uls in determining the relations which
exist between wheel loads and the different units of the
this

can be eliminated by intelligent co-ordination.

New

track structure.

Work such as this can be done to best advantage only
when men are working voluntarily because of their professional interest in the subject.
The fundamental reason
for the high grade of

associations
tive.

It

is

as.sociations
tities

will

is

work done

in

Till'

versity of loTva. S1/2

most of these voluntary

illustrated.

the opportunity offered for individual initia-

for this reason that

York.

any amalgamation of these

individual organizations are removed.
logical

outcome of the consolidation of these asso-

such as the American Society of Mechanical F^ngin.American Society of Civil Engineers, and the
Western Society of Engineers, over which neither the railways or the director general have any control. This will
be a return to the condition existing years ago before the
formation of the railway organizations.
cieties

has been stated that the director general has proposed
amalgamation of these associations in order that (1)
he may have one central body to which he can turn to secure
advice from the best talent in the railway industry, (2) he
may limit participation in the jjreparation of principles and
standards of recommended practice to those actually in the
employ of the roads of the United States and (3) by giving this association an official character, he may have the
means of making its recommendations binding on the roads.
It

Referring to the first objective, it is not necessary to destroy
the individual organizations to secure concerted action, for
this can be accomplished l>y the .co-ordination of activities

through some central committee or board composed of repre-

The elimination of Canadian
consulting practice, university
professors, etc., would only deprive the societies of the Ijenefits of the service and advice of these members with no positive gain.
Likewise while the standards of design and
practice prepared by the different organizations have been
adopted wholly or in part b_v man_\' but not all roads, and
while the deviation from these standards on other roads
has increased manufacturing costs, we do not believe that
the enforced universal adoption of these standards is advisable, for it will tend to arrest, if not entirely stop, future
development.
The rapidity with which this development is
occurring, largely as a result of united co-operative association work, is indicated by the fact that the American
Railway Engineering Association revises its manual of
standard practice yearly to keep it up to date.
sentatives of these societies.

railway

men and

those

in

The railway associations are willing and desirous of
doing everything in their power to assist in the winning of
They have offered their ser\ices to the government in whatever way our countr)- can use them. The railways are essential to our military- activities. The railway associations have had much to do with the development of efficient practices. They should, therefore, be able
to assist the government in the solution of the transportathe war.

Sons

453 paties.
Inc

New

Price, $4.

is an account of the methods
of conducting the w'ork rather
than a mathematical treatment.
The appendix on the location of the Knoxville, La Follette &
Jellico Railroad by
W D. Taylor, covering 70 pages appears as in the original

the

the

in cloth.

&

Its \\ork" covering
the principles of economic railway
operation and its influence on railway location; and
"Railroad Location, Construction and Ilettcrment Sur\'evs." which

members, particularly in the technical departments, will transfer their activities to other sociations will be that the

eers.

in. by S'A in., bound
'Published by John IVitey

This is a revised third edition of the original volume
published in 190S.
The order and arrangement is the same
as in the previous edition, the book being divided
as before
into three parts:
Permanent Way" which mav be said to
partake of the nature of a critical description of the
roadway, track, structures, signals, etc.; "The Locomotive
and

whereby they will lose their individual idenWhen an organization be-

do irreparable harm.

comes official in character, individual initiative in speech
and action is checked while the incentive and loyalty to the

The

Books

Elements of Kailroad Eiijiincfrind, by William G. Raymond, dean of the CpIUrc of Applied Science. State Uni-

The section on the locomotive has been largely reand Chapter 10 on "Signaling" has been entirelv rewritten.
Chapter 23 on "Valuation," covering 22 pages, is
an addition which has no counterpart in the original
work,
and which jiresents a review of the various problems
involved and a statement of the opposing views
presented in
edition.

vised

their

.1

solution.

Bibliography of Municipal Utility Regulation and
Municipal
Ownership. By Don Lorenso Stevens; 410 pages. 6 111. by
Bound in cloth. Published by Harzard University
9 III.
Press, Cambridge. Mass.
Price $4.

Although

this book does not cover strictlv railroad
regulathe student of railway matters will 'find if of
considerable value, for there are many things in public
utility
regulation that follow along the same lines as
railroad regulation.
The book has been compiled priraarilv for the
business man with a view, of course, to its use b'v the
student or general reader, and is arranged with that'
in mind.
tion,

Each publication noticed has been read by the author
of the
book and his very brief notations concerning the character
of
the articles should prove of considerable assistance
in the
selection of material.

The names quoted

are taken primarily

from articles in public utility, technical and other
periodical's
and the bibliography is completed to Januan- 1, 1017.
"It
is believed." says the author in his
preface.' "that little of
value on the subjects treated has been overlooked."
The bibliography covers works on gas. eU-ctric. water and

traction utilities,

but works in languages other than EngAmong the references are a number
of articles which have appeared in the Roiluav
Age. The
bibliography is classified under the following heads:
General Works: History of Utilities and of Regulation:
Franchises;
Public Service Commissions; Valuation: Rates;
lish are not included.

Taxation;

Holding Companies and Municipal Ownership!
index also helps in placing articles.
Like all
the j)ublications of the Har\'ard Universitv Press
the book
is attractively gotten up, printed in a legible
tvpe and well

A

,^()-page

arranged typographically.
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Letters to the Editor

I

iiiiiniiiiitiimtiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiirF.

3iiuuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiirtiiiiiiiiiiimiiimiii

The Trespassing

Evil
Chicago.

To THE

Editor:

Allow me

add a word

to your interesting discussions
The
dealing with the trespassing evil.
appeal to legislators is pat and timely. Whether the patient
efforts of railroad officers, in this direction, will bear much
good, remains to be seen; but if teaching by example will do
any good the railroads certainly ought to begin before long
to penetrate the hides of the indifferent.
You speak of one prominent road on which the trespassing
record was reduced by 19 per cent, and you refer to the
lethargy and ignorance of local magistrates.
It occurred to
me to call your attention to the Chicago & North Western,
which also has made a new record. It is on the Nrth Western,
you know, that the "father" of safety-first on the railroads,
R. C. Richards, has carried out safety ideas with a vigorous
hand for a number of years past.
The record of the

in

recent

to
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who are an e.Kception to the general statement which
you have made. In a circular printed in four languages, all
in large type and arranged with good taste, he appeals to
heads of families to "Stop, Look .\nd Listen"!
This
judges

the householders

of

Milwaukee, is reproduced below, reduced about one-half in
width and height:
Mr. Richards, to whom I have referred, is, as your readers
know, one of the leaders in the National Safety Council, and
he is to be credited with many of the good ideas which are
spread throughout the countr}- in the bulletins issued by the

issues

LOOK
Read this^ Then read

it

to

your famiiy

1^

Bulletms Are Read by 4,500,000

Workmen Each Week

ACC-TV r*rM
NATIONAL C
SAFETY
COUNCIL.
V KIATirMUAl

Vi

IKl^ll

/

f~

i.

Chic

.

it

it.

Did you know that? You know it now, anyway. Every time you (repass, or any member
your family trepasses, upon a railroad track you break the Law.
Man, Woman or Child
walks upon a railroad track that
Every time that anyone

—

—

taking a dangerous risk. A risk of imprisonment: a risk of being maimed for life: a
Inlled!
The plea that you didn't know you were breakmg the law will not keep
of prison if you are arrested for trespass; it will not ease your pam if you get hurt; it
will Dot mend a broken leg; it will not comfort your family if you get killed!

person

is

risk of

bemg

you out

/^rK\
V^H

— Then read again.
— Make sure THEY remember

Make sure YOU remember
IGNORANCE OF THE LAW EXCUSES NO MAN.
of

O

and LISTEN

TO THE HEAD OF THE FAMILY:—
it.

l^^H

among

broadcast

distributed

circular,

Don't

WtxJ

danger

to life

let

your children go on to the track
it paves the way to crime

JUST AS LONELY AS HE LOOKS

Besides the

and storage sheds.

If

they go to prison for

If

they go

If

to look for coal or kindling.

— to stealing from depots and waiting rooms;

and limb

to breaking into freight cars

it

YOU

are to blame!

to a hospital with a smashed limb YOU are the cause of it.
you are sent for to identify the poor, maimed little body at the morgue
Keep them away from the tracks!

YOU

are

responsible.

REMEMBER: — If

you or any

of your family

is,

after this, brought before a judge for

upon the tracks it will net help you any to say you "Didn't know."
You DO know
See that you keep it in mind.

trespassing

V

;-.

—

-;

During the twenty-seven years ending June 30th, 1916, there were;
123,501 Persons killed,
135,168 Persons injured, trespassing on the railroad tracks

M

In Milwaukee,

m

in this country.

1916,

84 Boys and Girls were killed and injured trespassing on railroad tracks.

During the same year
632 Boys and Girls were brought
on railroad tracks and thefts from freight cars.

The Boy

Who

secretary of the Council.

Flipped Trains

This picture tells

its

own

the boys are playing ball he

him

in

this

picture.

story.

will

Ttie crippled l)oy is just as lonely as

make him

to him, or

something worse, has happened to THIRTY-

SEVEN THOUSAND SEVEN HUNDRED AND FOURTEEN other boys and
o1 age who were walking on the tracks or flipping on the trains
last twenty.eight years

Remember!

-SO, <kW

It

Is

He Is
summer when

he looks.

a strong, robust man. and neit

be standmg over on the sidewalk, just as lonely as you see

What happened

girls

under eighteen years

in this

country during

tile

OFF THE TRACKS I

A

Juvraile Court for misdemeanors

of the latest bulletins issued

devoted to the "boy who flipped trains."
copy of this circular is shown herewith; it tells a vivid

in this
not getting that exercise which might

One

into

campaign

is

The

original is on a sheet 8^2 in. by 11 in., and the
which are shown in the largest type are printed in
red ink.
This bulletin is issued by the Steam Railroad
Section of the Council, headquarters, 208 So. La Salle Street,
Chicago, and copies are furnished at cost price.
story.

three lines

Better to Be Safe Than Crippled!

Chikorwest.

—

of trespassers killed on the North Western in the
year 1917 was 89 killed and 120 injured, as compared with
146 killed and 223 injured in the same length of time four
years previously (1913).
This statement concerning the North Western only tends,
of course, to strengthen what you have said about the good
work done in the east. The other point that I wish to make
is,
in a way, a contradiction of what you say about the
inefficiency of local magistrates; but a contradiction which
everybody w ill be glad to hear of. Hon. John C. Karel, judge
of the Juvenile Court in Milwaukee, Wis., is one of those

number

VicTORL^N Railways Dl^mond Jubilee. The railways of Victoria are now in their diamond jubilee year; the
first rule book was dated January' 1, 1858, and the official
opening of the first railway was on January 7. 1859.

—

Philippines Have 755 Miles of Railro.m). Accordthe annual report of the Philippine public utility

ing to

commissioner, the islands now have 755 miles of railroad
under operation. Of this mileage, the Tslanila Railroad has
623.8 miles in operation and ^.2> miles under construction.
A line 93.2 miles long is being projected from Calauag on
the main line south to Baoo, the terminal of the LegaspiNaga line. The Philippine Railway company has 131.7
miles of main line under operation.

Distribution of Additions and Betterments
An

Analysis of Expenditures to Be

Made on Improvements

for Forty-nine Principal Lines
shop and enginehouse at W a.shinglon, Ind., for $272,730; an enginehouse will be built at Grafton, W. Va., at a

ORDER

to the

that a comprclicnsivc idea might l)e obtained of
nature of the improvement work approved by the
Railroad Administration, a compihition has been made
fruin tile imdnets of 49 roads, having an aggregate mileage
of 150,tS10 miles, showing the approved expenditures for
These are shown by roads in the
several im|)ortant items.
tables anil the amounts are the sums of the expenditures
ch.irgeai)le to butii capital anil operating accounts.
A study of the ilistribution of the expenditures shows that
the Railroad Administration has been particularly liberal in

INthe

approving requests for items that will make
crease in the capacity of the railways.

Of

jiossible

an

$328,086 and the shop and cnginehou.se at Davton,
Ohio, will be reljuilt at a cost of $225,000.
The bridge
across the Allegheny river at Pittsburgh will be renewed at

cost of

a total cost of $2,568,000, of which $500,000 will be required this year.
The Boston & Albany has received $750,000 f(jr additiona^ yard facilities, of which $200,000 will be spent at
West Springfield, Mass., and $300,000 for a freight handling yard at Boston.
A third track will be built between
Athol Junction, Mass., and Springfield at a cost of $60,000.

in-

jiarticular inter-

is the SiSl,.i)>.\'),>5 which will be s]ient for increasing the
yard tracks, sidings, etc., of the 40 roads in question and
the $64,297,478 which will be spent for shop Ijuildings, en-

particularly large amount, $3,407,221, has been given
& Maine for shop buildings, enginehouses, etc.
This includes an enginehouse at Concord, N, H., costing
.A

est

ginehouses,

etc.

In the latter item

is

the Boston

$800,000; one at East Deerfield, Mass., costing $770,000;
one at Lowell, Mass., costing $750,000; one at Dover, N. H.,
costing $275,000, and one at East Cambridge, Mass,, costing
$143,500.
The Chesapeake & Ohio will spend $470,000 for third
track from Big Sandy Junction to Russell, Ky., and will
also reduce grades from St. Albans, W. \'a., to Ferrill at a
cost of $403,596.
The Chicago & Eastern Illinois w'ill build a new yard at
Terre Haute, Ind., at a cost of $425,000, and additional
yard facilities will be provided at Yard Center, 111., and
Clinton, Ind.
Second track will be built from Salen Yards,
111., to Brubaker at a cost of $124,000, and from Pana. 111.,
to Dollville, at a cost of $192,000.
In addition to the amounts shown in the tables the Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy has been granted $250,000 for
improvements at the Hawthorne (111.) yard and an engine
terminal costing $155,000 will be built at Eola, 111.
The Chicago, Milwaukee &: St. Paul was allowed $5,417,000 for the completion of the electrification between Othello,
Wash., and Seattle. This was granted because a considerable
loss would be entailed if the work were not completed.
An
expenditure of $680,000 was granted for the engine terminal
at Savanna, 111.; $001,870 for an engine terminal at Ottumwa Junction, Iowa, and $236,000 for a freight and engine terminal at Atkins,
In addition to this $334,000 will
be spent for the yard at Godfrey- and $107,000 for the freight
yard at Davenport, Iowa.
The Rock Island was granted nearly $1,000,000 for shop
buildings, enginehouses, etc, which includes improvements
at Herington, Kan.: .Amarillo, Texas; Manlev, Iowa, and
Burr Oaic, 111. Over $1,000,000 will Ix* sptnt for second

included the cost of

and tools which will be required to equip
the new shops.
Most of the $9,248,249 shown under the
heading "shop machinery and tools" is for additions and betterments to existing shojis.
.A generous amount
($32,708,392) has been granted 39 of these roads for improvements to
existing rolling stock.
This will increase materially the
power and capacity of locomotives and permit of improving
the shop machinery

the freight cars.

The guiding principle in the consideration of all budgets
has been to grant those expenditures which are necessary to
help win the war.
Approvals for projects which might be
considered unessential to winning the war have been limited
and made to cover, particularly on work that has already
been started, amounts necessary to permit a ce.ssation of the
work without loss to the company. For instance, the Chicago Union Station Company was given $1,655,293 to bring
work that was in actual process of construction to a close
without loss. Another case is that of the St. Paul electrification between Othello, Wash., and Seattle.
In this case $5,417,000 was granted, as the work had progressed to such
an extent that the railroad would suffer a severe loss if the
work was summarily stopped.
Ballasting is another item
which has been held to a minimum, as it was believed that
most of this could be left undone until after the war. The expenditures for bridges have been limited to the maintenance
or renewal of present structures, rather than to new work.
The item "freight and passenger stations" includes almost
entirely expenditures for improvements in the handling of
freight.
Practically no money was permitted for passenger
stations, except where it was inexpedient to discontinue new
the

work on

under construction.
column of one of the tables gives amounts for
additions and betterments chargeable to operating expenses.
These amounts added to those given in last week's issue on

The

stations

track on this road.
The Cincinnati, New Orleans

last

pages 1268-69, for the respecti\-e roads gives the
that will be spent for additions and betterments.

sum

total

Important Projects Authorized
particular interest in the budget of the Baltimore &
Ohio is the expenditure to be made for shop buildings, enThe largest single item in this account is
ginehouses. etc.

Of

the shop and cnginehouse at Glen wood. Pa., just outside of
Pittsburgh. This shop will have a capacity of 40 to 50 locomotives per month. Over $1,300,000 has Ijeen appropriated for the shop and enginehouse at CumlK?rland. Md.,
and a new shop and enginehouse will be built at Youngstown. Ohio, at a cost of S740.000: an extension will be built

.

& Texas Pacific has been
granted an expenditure of $3,960,000 for double track from
Lexington, Ky., to St. John.
Of this amount $2,300,000
is appropriated for 1918.
This road will also build a new
terminal yard at Danville, Ky., at a cost of $900,000.
The Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago 8: St. Louis has received 54,409,874 for additional main track, of which $2,000,000 will be spent for second track work on the Cleveland-Indianapolis division.
Second track. 26 miles long,
will also be built on the Chicago division at a cost of 51,658.000. A second track on the Columbus line will lie built
at a cost of 5475,000.
A yard will be built at Sharonville,
Ohio, at a cost of 5500,000. The expenditure of 5710,419
for "shop buildings" includes engine terminals at Galion,
Ohio; Sheff. Ind., and additions at various points.
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largest expenditure for the Erie is for

The

shop buildings,

This expenditure includes
$2,382,156.
a 31 -stall enginehouse and engine terminal facilities at
Meadville, Pa., at an estimated cost of $411,191, New engine terminals will be built at Girard, Ohio, for $400,000,
and at Avoca, East Buffalo and Dayton, N. Y. This road
will reduce grades and construct second tracks between
Steamburg, N. Y., and Falconer, a distance of 14 miles, at
enginehou.<es,

etc.,

estimated

cost

an

of

$510,000

and between Jamestown,

N. Y., and Lakewood at a cost of $135,000. Second track
also be laid in Akron. Ohio, at an estimated cost of
$150,000, and between Sharon, Pa., and West Aliddlesex, a
distance of eight miles, at an estimated cost of $375,000. This
will give the Erie double track from Jersey City to Chicago.
An expenditure of $351,000 will be made for grade reductions and elimination of grade crossings in Union Cit}', Pa.,
will
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Creek, Charlotte, and Lansing, Mich.
The information
regarding the Grand Trunk expenditures was not available
The total capital expense for addifor last week's issue.
tions and betterments amounts to $4,696,536, and capital
expense for equipment is $5,876,842.
A large amount of second tracking will be done on the
Great Northern, consisting mainly of $284,000 for second
tie

Long Lake, Minn., and Delano; $212,000
from Kandiychi, Minn., to Rennock; $309,000 from Camp
Barrow to Breckenridge, ]Minn., and $121,000 from Surrey,
N. D., to Minot. In addition to the amount shown in the
table the Great Northern has been granted $300,000 for improvement to the coach yard and $270,000 for the freight
terminal at St. Paul, and $650,000 has been allowed for a
dock at Seattle, Wash.
The Hocking Valley will complete 27.9 miles of second
track between

CLASSIFICATIOX OF EXPEXDITURES FOR ADDITIONS AXD EETTERMEXTP
Ballasting

Road
Ala.

Bait.

Ohio

.<t

.

..

.

105,918
273.586
540.000
148.350

& .Mton

Chic.

C & F

W

& N.
B. & Q..
M. & St. P

C.

X. 0. & T.

R.

180,000
661,558
406.597
317.415
602,322

I

C.
C.
C.
C.

& P

I.

105.000

)....

Ga

Central of

&
&

S.

K C

S.

769,963

377,890
3.257,280
1,427,333

217,800

1,143,723

P.

1,445,212
2.048.400
2,451.780

S. S.

N. Y. C
X. Y. X. H. &
N. &
Xor. Pac

W

M

H
.".'.','.'

478.850
50,000

227,112

548,579

432,000
87.450
852:876

7,96s'.678

1.198,942
2.970,920

S.

'.'...'.

F

.

and a

modem

all

car

32,554
914,633
252,796
33,451

125.745
ise'.soo

"3,186
'53!i42

622.520
135,676
53.600
45.000
327,275
110,738
475
304,475
136,857

211.005
27,064
1,324.'385

6.1.50.500

2,679,'i23

ii-tiioo

13,435
1,250

1,617,100
296,065
131,175

'ieiise
95,203

2,029,591

0.816.807
4,428.948

1,098,336
118,190

1.432,533
3.405,500
10,738,269
2,508.074

351,994

499.091
7,540,422
16,107,650
2.264,649
2,482,122

507.059
124,864
686,702
1,018,692
171.616

2,662,543
369.755

884.454

4,500.000
247.306
98.500

1,814. .501

306.804
74,528

3,090.000
2,918,345
3,956,074

1,300.428
79.643

343.392
45.482
139,953

i,6i6;446

746'.988

.356!6fl6

'ssleoo

iii^iso

65,859,946

50,080.156

51,207,704

81,383,955

10,992,069

487,190

iii]624
55.200
132.996
148.219

1.60.000

lO.OCC
250,548

1,493,930
20,000

7,966,607

•Araoiints for

"i^ono
43,500
939.353
125.165
130.625
283.280

450
9,530

9,711

556.975
63,763
29.100

1,320,099
4,628,111
8.692,016
2,654,235
865,938

U. P. Term. Improvements*
Y. & M. V
Total

,81,377

1,079,000
6.215.200
1,423.608
1,356,026
1,192,654

1.689,942
388,893

222,216
369.157

25,301

69,800
628,364
45.993
11,000
491.700

454!666
334.660

i67!562

516 978

402.471
1.089,420

72.000
722,602
217,084
91,000
2.800.000

207.147
189 OOO

'iiini

1.309,000

232,700
41,732

1,009,601
1,402,580

917,770

'34i342

'46,'932

3S8!652

176,713
22.856
19.164
454,798
20,000
4.500

399[6oo
264.256
61,917

180,414
353,665
9,500
450,000

'S7!588

1.283.027
141.750

576,'466

33,667

4,000
21,877

1.040,000
2.S32.518
4,808

382',928

185,212
815.900

55.000
68,700
4,598
7,784

3,960,000
4,409,874

i,.^i9!pi7

53i'.788
191. 90S

1,511,631

140,000

535.305
97.000
1,715.340
388,343

1

& Read.-

&

584!227
317,000
1,397,000

283,800
258,264
1,616,117

537,036
127.000
774.540
263,297

60.000
Phila.
St. L.

1.361.051
1.013.471

Term

&

1,000

247.774

1.274,000

121.600
237,338

Micli. Central
St.

"2,566

!,''.48.103

10,000

M.

263,893
130,464
82.675
212,220

^9,410
357.891
1.517,000

296.465

"^

K. C. S

1,086.000
46,237

66,790

F

stations, etc.

'i5',486

iioieoo
3S9.520
855,000

A

Freight and
passenger

ery and tools

5,000
559,417
34,500
323,978
69,400

724;593

2.

Road machin-

73.000
4,109,373
750.500
3,211,226
750,000

480.000
2,870,840

50,000
425.000
158,740
271.156
520.013

5,000
90.556
500,000

Signals and
interlocking
plants

555.000
3.548,488
11,000
1,968.864
60 000

1,838,985
294.557
178;09]
1,701,249

P

Great Xor
G. C.

sidings, etc.

3,175,487

Frie
G. H.

2,367,736
648. lOO

X

J;

Additional
yard tracks

inrim track

2,692.314
154,687
915,969
1,311.501
547.600

W

S-

1,831.702

1,331.300
1.SS9.500
2,684.931
b35.OO0

Ctmib. Valley

D. I..
n. M.

and

culverts

S50.O0O

& Albany

Additional

Bridges.
trestles

So

(".rt.

Atch. Top. & Santa Fe*
A. C. L
Bos.

Rails and
other track
material

112,518
842,483

'

'4!466

2241658

"isob

3'0,030
25,200

775,720

12,146,919

iioiooo

items were not available.

dumper

will be built at Buffalo at

an ex-

A

scrap reclaiming plant will be
built at :Meadville at a cost of $95,000.
The Grand Trunk has an appropriation of $1,648,105
for yard improvements, which includes new classification
yard's at Port Huron, Mich., for $400,000; at Nichols, ISIich.,

penditure of $406,000.

main track between Delaware, Ohio, and Cummings, at a cost
of SI, 260,000, and additional yard tracks will be built at
Walbridge, Ohio, for $303,000^ and at Parsons, Ohio, for

at Thornton Junction, 111., for $450,000.
for shop buildings, enginchouses, etc., includes a IS-stall roundhouse at Pontiac, ^Mich,, and improvements at West Bethel, Me., Battle Creek, Mich., and
substantial expenditure is made for signals
Fort Gratiot.

The mechanical facilities at various points
throughout the system will be improved, $409,296 being
appropriated for this purpose.
The Illinois Central was given $2,345,170 for shop buildings, enginehouses, etc, which will be used to improve the
mechanical facilities at Kankakee, 111.; Clinton, III; Mattoon, 111.; Freeport, 111.; Waterloo, Iowa; Jackson, Tenn.;
McComb, Miss.; Champaign, 111.; DuQuoin, 111.; Benton.

which includes new automatic block signals in Maine; from
Granger, Ind,, to Port Huron, Mich,, and from Detroit to
Durand, Mich, New interlocking work will lie done at Bat-

111.; Carbondale, 111.; Mounds, 111.; Ambov, 111.; Fulton,
Ky.; Paducah, Ky., and Central City, 111. Over $500,000 is
to be expended for signals, which includes the equipping of

for

$203,000 and

The $1,058,609

A

SI 20,000.

May
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31,

44 miles of single track and 15 miles of double track, and an
intorlockins; jilant to be built at Ramsey, 111.
In addition to
this SI, •()(),()()() has been allowed for a new yard and !
minal at Markham, III. 'l'hi> amount is not included in the
tables.

The Lake

I'.ric & Western lias been niveii over $800,000
shop buildings and enninelioiises, of wiiicii ^500,000 will
?l.s.S.2i(n
Ik? tor a IcKomotive repair siiop at Tipton, Ind.;
for rebuilding the cnginehouse at Lima, Ohio, and 5579, 2UU

for

IVru, Ind.
The largest item of expense in the budget of the Lehigh
Valley is for ;?2,514.114 to be sjient for shop buildings,
enginehouses, etc.
A new engine terminal is to be built at
Hazleton, Ta., at an estimated cost of $1,000,000 and a newengine terminal will be built at Jer.-;ey City at a total cost
of $1,400,000, of which $900,000" has been appropriated for
for reliuildint; the enijineliousc at

CL.XSSIFICA riOX OF EXPE.NDITl'RES
Water
Koad
Top.

.^tch.

.

'so.ioo
70.531

43,300
163.864
47.900

77.197

52,680
11,125
34,497
346,159
25.000

.

I..

\
K

M.iinc

& P

(."iral of
(

30,000

\ AlKinv

!!.><.

ll..«
1!.

4 Santa Fe*

'.'.'.'.'.

A. C.

\

Im-

and ap-

purtenances

6.000

So

Crt.

.Ma.

tions

riirl stations, etc.

sta-

Ga

35,760
248 781

.Alton

C. & E. I
C. & N.
C. B. &
C. M. & Si. P
C. R. I. & P

W
Q

&
&

C. N. O.
C. C. C.

S77<*00

P

T.

32,000
117,747

L

St.

Cumb. Valley
0. & II
D. L.

D. M.
Eric

295,034
344,334

162.246
128,685

1,111
'.'.'.'.'.

'

....'.

5is'.io2

16.996
37.557

26.991

& VV
& .\

Grand Trunk

22,500

F

G. C.

&

S.

G. H.

.S:

?. .\

7,954
114,081
49.599
200,000
13.982

L

E

Si

N.
N.

C & S'. L
Y. C

N. V. X. H. &
N. & VV

Pa

West

Pa.

East

Phila.
St.

I..

S.

M

H

945,627
30,000
710,419
742
90.307
308,102

jjrovided

l>e

Shop machinery and tools

Electric

power plants

steel

lERMEXIWharvc-., grai
elevators
Improvements
storage wareto existing
houses, etc.
equipment

A and iicxpcnditureschargeablc to operating expeiises

4.000
468,973

645;276

7,173
'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

22.914
197,960
3,749
368,050

i.osi'.iJ.':

278,382

1.8:
.

^
'

54-'. 105
3,282,770
2,280.836
2.692,206
3.280.387

'.'54.00I

199^126

<i57..'<05

5.^'V87S

448,266
354.266
6.500
70.750
488
30,304
24,775

•>:

"86]8'-

/

S87i64

1.230.184
1.810.475

146.362
996^8.18

732,11

419

'oiiooo

153.901

660.342
666.000
500.000

.1-

109,^23

i:jij6

10.5(m
677,793
20.391
432.531
6.855

5,110
106.756
537.932
97,347
41,130

823,661
193.000
2.303.655
451.698

4i!36c

66.305
351.522
1.471.823
1.217.447
4.300

20.200
230.538
57.753

103.140
2,363

'27.66S
1.600

73.840
669.472
137.252

73.200
1.672 588
153.311
3.300

iii.ooo

44i!635

2.732.2011

5.''J.<J00

950.1X10

7,464.754
3.780,466

i92]698
33.075
56.000
651.800
469.974
275.rOO
120,000
459.960

952.4:0
807.500

480,871

186.770
151,067
6,235,237
1,793.036

407.000

1.261,301

"slsoo

ii.soo
2,274,983

2.238!oi5

1. 250.000

's'ii-iso

1. 116.170
1.187.102

1.859.370

293.746

1'

2,034 94 5
9.515.693
14,162.224

4.61)9.108

& Read.'
S. F

'.'.'.'.'.

i67',S66

438!956

54,635

7i7!67i

Term Improvements*

285,000

M V

3.250,689

Total
for all items

5.093,958

699,150

267!i4i

182.696
608,964
41.134
3.811.000
175,471

45.000
73,555
448.475
835.040
43.020

64,297.478

9,248,249

A new classification vard will be built at East \VaN. Y.. which will eventually cost $2,000,000, and of
which $.550,000 has been appropriated for this year. A new1918.

freight terminal will be built at Greenville, Jersey City, consisting of a warehouse, steamship terminal, 10 piers, yard

storage space, grain elevators, etc., at a total cost
of $15,000,000, of which $200,000 has been appropriated
this year.
An amount of $75,000 has also iieen approved in
facilities,

shown

7,5.10
',

38.771

4,741.350

"i.s'}2

l,i39!944

1.645.697

55,26s

5n7,"76i

3,844,415

165.000

343.898
ie.si}

754!823

8.779.915

32.708.392

92.663.384

were not available.

verly.

addition to that
canal terminal.

A.M) HET

1,349,390

438!668
22.593
225,527
48,161
107,281

FOR ADDITIONS

186,155

25I,Of>0

36,378

will

facilities

car repair sho]> will
be built at West Detroit at a cost of $210,000. The drawbridge over River Rouge, Detroit, will be renewed at a cost
of $200,000.
One of the large.st individual items for the New York
Central is $7,707,000 for shop buildings, enginehou.ses, etc.
This includes a car rejiair shop at Avis, I'a., f<jr $746,000;
new engine terminal facilities at Watcrtown, N. Y., for
$700,000; a new enginehouse at Syracuse, N. Y., for $540,000; additions to the car repair shops at East Buffalo for
$520,000; an addition to the erecting shop at CoUinwood,
Ohio, for $345,000; a new enginehouse at Gene.sec, N. Y.,
for $200,000; a car repair shop at New Durham, N. J., for
$198,000; a new enginehouse at DeWitt, N. Y., and addi('l(:irt'i<lil
tions to the enginehouses at Norwijod. N. \
I'a..

2.,'SJ.i;r,
1,I'5S.M)')

110.650
357.363
7.707,600
1.486.389
1.082,638

181.240
55.840
22.000
1 69,080

&

'Amounts

181,367
1,119,063
176,671
1.969,370

29.000

33,830

U. P.

Y i

779,959
143,599
780,513
185,000

21,104
86,733

17.000
1.400
126.000

Additional shop
and a new

at a cost of $,i.iS,()00,

.47,900

3,407,221

800,500
2.514,114
92,449
787,400
2,231.080

8H.760

Mich Central
M. St P. & S.

4,000
712,365
101.648
5,981.950

7,212
15.500

Lonn Tsbnd
Mahoninq Coal

houses, etc.

31.000
157.781
22.756
28.100
130.800

40i!i26

W

ings, engine-

4961296
2,345,170
17,420

nl. Cinlral
K. C. .^
K. C. S Term

gan City, Ind.

build-

140.464

71,901
345.927

Mocking Val

Shop

131

in the table for the building of a barge

The Michigan Central will make an e.xpenditure of $2,2.U.O80 for .'hop buildings, enginehou.-es. etc., which includes new enizine terminals at Jackson, Mich., and Michi-

and Cherr)' Tree, Pa. Change of grade and alinement will
be made at Tonawanda, X. Y., incident to the barge canal,
at an e.xpense of $1,242,500, the work now being under way.
A new yard will be imilt at Depew, N. Y., at a cost of
$484,000.
.Additional tracks into the Syracuse yard will
be laid at $.>40.000.
E.xtensions will Ite made to the yard
at Elkhart. Ind., at a cost of $224,000; storage and re|)air
tracks will be built at Harmon. N. Y., and a yard at White
Plains, N. Y., at a cost of $241,000.
An extensive program
has lieen submitted for signals; $2.079,1 2.^ will be s|ient.
This includes renewal of the interlocking plant at Rochester,
X. Y.. at a cost of $271,200. renewal of the signal .system
l>etween Little Falls. X. Y..

and Fonda

at a cost of

$261,000
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and a new

interlfxrking plant at Syracuse Junction at a cost
In addition to the amount shown in the table
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Conservation in Use of

of $224,000.

has been approved for the Grand Centjal
Terminal and $2,000,000 has been approved for new terminal
facilities at Cleveland, Ohio.

$1,')

Locomotive Supplies*

18,400

Particularly Liberal with

New Haven

The Railroad Administration has been particular!}- liberwith the New York, New Haven & Hartford, that being
one of the roads that needs a large number of improvements.
The shops and enginehouses will be improved generally for
handling heavy power, particularly the Santa Fe type loco-

By W.

THE

to the

Medway

enginehouse on the

New London

division

(Conn.) enginehouse.
Automatic block signals will be installed between Hopewell
Junction, N. Y., and West Pawling, N. Y., and interlocking
and track changes will be made for the junction with the
New York Connecting Railway at Port Morris, N. Y.
The Norfolk & Western will spend $879,000 for the
Roanoke (Va.) yards; $590,000 for the Hagerstown (Md.)
yards and $565,000 for improvements in the Bristol (Va.)
In addition to this an additional new shop building
yards.
and
will be constructed at Roanoke at a cost of $575,000
$222,634 has been appropriated for the shop building at
Shenandoah, Va., which is under way.
The principal feature of the Northern Pacific budget is a
new car and locomotive shop at Mandan, N. D., towards

and seven

stalls

to

the

Waterbury

which $500,000 has been appropriated. A new car repair
shop will be built in the Como yards near St. Paul at a cost
main track
of $250,000. Seven and a half miles of second
Park City at
will be constructed between Laurel, Mont., and
and
Mont.,
a cost of $137,231, and between Livingston,
Mission,

S'^^ miles, at a cost of

With about $700,000

$112,184.

for shops the St. Louis

& San

cisco will improve mechanical facilities at a large
of its repair points.
The expenditure of $4,609,108 for shop buildings,

Fran-

number
engme-

on the Philadelphia & Reading will include new
engine terminal facilities at Reading, Pa., costing $355,000;
Pa., costmg
a new addition to the enginehouse at St. Clair,
$92,000; a new extension to the shops at Reading, costmg

houses.

etc..

$255,000; a new engine terminal at Tamaqua, Pa., costing
$200,000; new engine facilities at Chester, Pa., $140,000;
new engine facilities at Coatesville, Pa., costing $440,000; a
•new enginehouse and machine shop at Rutherford, Pa., costing $145,000. and $157,172 for engine facilities at Reading,

$6,000,000 for

Union

Pacific

COST

OF

Terminals

The Union Pacific will spend over $6,000,000 on terCheyenne, Wyo.,
minal improvements, divided as follows:
$1,689,425; Council Bluffs, Iowa, $1,647,351; Junction
Citv. Kans., $1,175,007; Green River, Wyo., $919,674;
Omaha, Neb., $535,026; Sidney, Neb., $158,935; Grand
Island, Neb., $43,100; North Platte, Neb., $25,200; Ellis.
At Chevenne a machine shop will be built
Kans., $9,000.
At Council Bluffs $440,000 will be excosting $1,276,500.
pended for a 40-stall enginehouse, $293,000 for a power
house, $235,000 for a machine, boiler and blacksmith shop
and $175,000 for a 600-ton coaling station. At Junction
Citv a machine, boiler and smith shop will be built at a
cost of $270,000, a 20-stall enginehouse at a cost of' $240,000
and a 400-ton coaling station at a cost of $110,000. The
improvements at Green River include a 28-stall enginehouse
costing $280,000, a machine, boiler and smith shop costing
$235,000. a car repair shoji costing $85,000 and a storehouse
.\t Omaha, Neb., an extension to the macosting $68,000.
chine shop will be built at a cost of $245,000. Over $800,000 will be spent for machine tools for the various shops in
this program.

LOCOMOTIVE

SUPPLIES

has

increased

A

few years

ago 2S cents per 1,000 locomotive miles was considered a

fair

average cost for this item of operating ex-

penses, whereas during the fiscal year ended December 31,
1917, the average cost per 1,000 locomotive miles was $1.80,
an increase of 620 per cent.
Locomotive supplies include, among other items, scoops,
torches, brooms, chisels, globes, lanterns, hammers, wrenches,
oil cans, oilers, coal picks, buckets, ropes, chains, signal

lamps, flags and torpedoes.
During 1917 we issued, as an average, 9 oil cans per
locomotive owned, over 1 tank bucket, 6 straight and long
spout oilers, 2 dope pails, 2 torches, 1 water cooler, 2 tallow
With proper care, the life of
pots and 3 cups and dippers.
all of these and many other items of locomotive supplies
Therefore,
the quantity used during
should be indefinite.

1917 was excessive and would indicate these supplies are
not receiving careful handling.
In addition to being difficult to obtain from the manufacturers, the cost of locomotive supplies is constantly increasCotton duck has increased 220 per cent in price, brooms
ing.
140 per cent, files 125 per cent, air hose SO per cent, lanterns
35 per cent, scoops 88 per cent, torpedoes 55 per cent and
tinware 35 per cent, with practically no increase in freight
and passenger rates. Therefore, inasmuch as transportation
is the only commodity which the railroad company has for
sale, the strictest possible economy must be practiced.
Care should be exercised to insure obtaining the maximum
life out of each item of locomotive supplies and no new supWhen new
plies should be drawn until absolutely necessary.
tools or supplies are drawn from the storeroom, the old mateA little soldering may reclaim an
rial should be turned in.
oil can, oiler, lantern or torch, a new handle may reclaim a
scoop.
To illustrate the extreme importance of conserving
in the use of locomotive supplies, each item saved is equivalent to the gross revenue earned by the company for transporting a ton of freight the following distance:
54-gal.

can

oil

Tallow pot
1

-gal.

oil

can

Torch

Tank bucket
Long spout

which are 49 per cent completed.

Tollerton

greatly during the past several years.

al

Fifteen stalls
motives which that road has received.
will be added to the enginehouse at East Hartford, 10 stalls

J.

General Mechanical Superintendent, Rock Island Lines

2-gai.
3-gal

5gal.

oil
oil

oil

oiler

can
can
can

Scoop

Water

cooler

30 miles
34 miles
miles
miles
miles
miles
73 miles
83 miles
120 miles
l^S miles
636 miles

40
SO
60
64

the hearty co-operation and support of all concerned,
there is no question but that a noticeable reduction can be
effected in the cost of locomotive supplies, and it is with thai
end in view that the assistance of all employees is earnestly

With

solicited.

Mechanical Labor-Savers on French Railway.

—

Civil says that the Orleans Railway, feeling the
shortage of labor, has successfully adopted mechanical
cleaning devices both for railway cars and hired cabs, in
Various forms of revolving
addition to vacuum cleaners.

Le Genie

driven at a speed of from 500 to 800 r. p. m.,
through flexible shafts by electric motors of yi to Vz h. p.,
are employed, the apparatus as a whole being slung, according to requirements, from various kinds of portable attachments, with the aid of springs and counterweights.
Ijrushes

•From

the

Rock Island Employees' Magarine.

Two TraclorDrann Grading Outnis

at

ll\'rk.

Building a Seven-Mile Railroad in 32 Days'
Unusually Large Force

Spur

in

Time

for

Is

Employed

BV A Li>VAi. organization in wliich each
what was expected of him and did his
f>art to the best of his ability, was the most important
the
construction
of 7.1 miles of railroad in 32
factor in
This record was made by the construction forces of
days.
the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis and the Mason &
Hanger Contracting Company to provide rail communication for the Old Hickon.- powder plant now under construction in Hadley's bend of the Cumberland river, some
12 miles from Nashville. Tenn.
The railroad's permanent force, which was gathered from other work in progress
on that road, was enlarged many times by men picked up

a Short

organization ready to do the work and because John Howe
Peyton, president of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
Louis, realized the opportunity for the road to do the
country a real Sfr\-ice and tendered the good offices of his
company to tliat purpose.
Following negotiations during
Januar>\ the road was authorized on January 31 to prepare surveys, and seven days later, on Februarv- 6, the
governments representative authorized the work and expressed a desire to see it completed in 30 days.
The location of this work is of interest. The Lebanon
branch of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and the
Tennessee Central occupy approximately parallel locations
in a direction almost due east from Nashville, the former
to the south of the latter.
The Cumberland river lies just
to the north of these railroads, but winds its way westward
through a succession of horseshoe cur\-es which form large
peninsulas projecting alternately to the north and to the
south.
The new jiowder plant occupies a large tract of land
at the north end of one of these peninsulas on the south
side of the river in what is known as Hadley's bend.
The
'li-tance from the yard at the plant to a connection with the
o railroads is roughly seven miles.
The intcr\ening countr)- is rolling, entailing considerable
rthwork and no small amount of skill in locating cither
Ik- most economical line or the one capable of the quickest
construction.
The character of the line was governed to a
large extent by the nature of the traffic which has already
attained a movement of 450 cars per day in construction
materials and supplies.
The maximum traffic which will
exceed this figure will be reached about the middle of September when supplies must be handled for both the initial
production operations and the final construction activities.
At present the traffic is practically all inbound, but even
after the operating traffic has replaced the movement of
construction materials, the bulk of the tonnage will be inbound, i. e.. raw materials for the manufacture of explosives
sodium nitrate, cotton, sulphur, and also about 2,600 tons
of coal daily.
In view of this, it was deemed desirable to have a 0.5 per
cent maximum grade against inbound traffic, whereas short
reaches of 1.5 per cent grades were considered satisfactory
for the outbound movement, so for the sake of sfieed in construction it was decided first to build a line having a maximum of L5 per cent grades in Ixjth directions, this to be
used later as an outbound line when a second track could be
finished having not more than 0.5 per cent grades against
inlKHind movements.
Infortunately the first 1 Vj miles of this line was by far
the most difficult, involving a trestle 2.000 ft. lone and a
'.

of a

Complete

Important Government Service

WMKK
TtAM
man knew

A View

to

Time

Part of the Completed Line

by the railroad and by the contractor, wherever they could
be found, but the success of this feat depended not only
on the effectiveness in which the rapidly built organization
was directed, but also on the rapidity with which materials
and equipment were collected from various parts of the system and despatched to the scene of activity.
This line is not a part of the Nashville. Chattanooga &
St. Louis, but is the property of the United States Government and is being finished and double tracked by Mason &
The
Hanger, general contractors for the powder plant.
railro;ids unique (wsition in the role of a railroad conof
its Lebanon
tractor is accounted for by the proximity
branch to the plant in question. Ii\ the fact that it had an

—
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rock cut of 23,000 cu. )'d. close to the main line connection,
so after building 700 ft. of this trestle it was concluded that
better progress could be made by building a temporary
detour line on a 2-per cent grade as far as station 82, this
line to be abandoned after a double track line with 0.5-per
cent grades could be built from station 0.0 to station 82 on
the linal location.

Prosecution of the

The government
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when

it was moved out over the track already laid to station
150, then across a field to station 162 into a small rock cut.
Bucyrus pile driver, locomotive crane, six steam drills
and a boiler were also brought in at the same time. The
e.xtra gangs were used very largely on the track work and
the carpenter gangs on the construction of the pile trestles.
The contractor used more power equipment which was

A

moved

Work

estimated that a day's
delay in the completion of the line represented a loss of
As a result, speed in construction progress over§50,000.
balanced any other consideration. For this reason some of
representatives

methods resorted to in pushing the work to the utmost
would be considered wasteful under almost any other condiAlthough the burden of pushing the work through
tions.
was largly on the railroad, the work was more or less divided between the road and Mason &; Hanger, the conThe railroad completed all the grading and
tractors.
trestle work from the connection with ^is track to the government property line, 4}4 miles, while the contractor did
equivalent work north of that point, but the railroad completed all of the track lying on the first main line with its

in on the work from time to time as it proceeded.
This equiment included two tractor-drawn graders and two
Bucyrus caterpillar shovels with Js-cu. yd. dippers and 400

teams. They were used largely in a 60,000-cu. yd. fill near
the far end of the line, made principally from barrow.

Materials Rapidly Gathered

tlie

own

forces

for

the

entire

7.1

miles to the throat of the

powder plant yard.

The

initiation of

emergency work such as

this entails the

employment of a great many men and before the project
was completed the railroad was employing 3,000 men on

The accumulation of the necessary materials was a large
problem in itself. The temporary line was laid with S7-lb.
relayer rail while all the remaining

In the yard

main

line rail

was 80

lb.

plant the contractor laid 57-lb. Russian
of supplies involved not only those
needed for the initial seven miles of main line but materials had to be hauled in simultaneously for the second
track and the yard tracks at the plant.
For instance, the
railroad company furnished 20,000 ties out of stock for use
in the first line, but while this material was being supplied
the company's purchasing organization was busy gathering
rail.

at the

The problem

175,000 standard

ties,

135,000 narrow-gage

ties,

and 160

switch ties for the use of the plant contractor.
Lumber and piles were also required for the trestles, one

sets of

'-'^rr^

/

,

%^\

1 Jk<r^^ ..'An

800-foot Trestle with Piles from

Fortunately plenty of men were
miles of line.
the
available, largely because the extremely cold weather had
delayed spring work on the farms. The close proximity of
Nashville was also of an advantage since a large part of the

4^

was recruited there, although labor agents at Paducah,
The
Ky., and Memphis, Tenn., supplied large numbers.
nearness of the large city was also of advantage in another
wav since it obviated the necessity for feeding and housing
With the exception of the regular
the men on the work.
force

construction forces of the railroad these men were all hauled
and from their work each day in special trains, two on
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and one on the

to

Tennessee Central.
The men were supplied quicker than the materials and
equipment, so resort was had largely to the pick and shovel.
Tlie cuts were wasted and the fills were borrowed by gangs
As the days
of men working almost shoulder to shoulder.
passed by more modern methods of construction were instidepartment
construction
^'len and equipment of the
tuted,
of the railroad employed in building an extension of the
Trac\- City liranch in the Cumberland mountains were sent
This embodied six extra gangs and five bridge
to the work.
gangs with their camp equipment and a type 70 C. Bucyrus
shovel, the latter arriving on the work on February 12,

-^-_~-

Four States Completed

in

Five Days

ft. and another lUU ft. which were needed at once.
Additional trestle material being required for the second
track.
The piles for the big trestles were brought from the
various divisions of the road, in Tennessee. The first piles
driven were telephone poles which the railroad had purchased for the construction of a telephone line, while the
majorit}- of the piles were cut from the woods and brought
to the work.
To facilitate the handling of supplies one of the first
steps taken in the work was to build a material yard with
adequate trackage just north of the connection with the
Tennessee Central.
LTntil a considerable portion of the
track was built, practically all of the material was
despatched from this yard to points on the line by motor
trucks.
At the end of ,52 days the track was ready to carrytraffic into the plant and the railroad's part of the work was
over.
The railroad's work was handled by the engineering
department of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis, of
which Hunter McDonald is chief engineer. Direct re.sponsibility for the progress of the work fell upon Leigh Taliaferro,
construction
superintendent,
while
the
gathering
and
aespatching of materials to the work was carried on by various members of the organization, including C. M. McDaniel,

of 700

tie

and

timl>er agent.

I

Higher Freight and Passenger Rates Ordered
Freight Increase 25 Per Cent. Passenger Basis Three Cents
Per Mile. State Rates Leveled Up

Gi

Nr.R.\i.

.MHANrFS

FKKic.HT R.ATKS and

i.v

fures, to api)ly Itoth to intor.<tate

and

"These

passt'iiger

were ordered l)v Director General McAdoo in General
OrdiT No. 2S, which was telegraphed to the railroads from
liis office late Saturday night. May 25.
Tiie increases are
declared to i)e necessary to meet extraordinary increases in
operating ex|X'nses, estimated at from ?8.iO,()flO,000 to $860,000,000 for the year 1918. including the $JOn,()00,000 increase in wages, and the director general promises api)ropriate reductions later if they turn out to be greater than

I

account of these extraordinar)- increases in operating
which have come about as a consequencse of the war,
estimated that for the same aggregate business as last
year, and under the same conditions e.xcept as to prices and
wages, the operating expenses for the calendar year 1918 will
be from $830,000,000 to $860,000,000 more than for the calcndar year 1917.
"While the.«e increased operating costs will be subject to
readjustments and may be somewhat diminished, yet on the
other hand, because of the abnormal methods by which business must be conducted to serve the needs of the war, thev
may be substantially increased. It seems clear that the railroads should be made self sustaining and that sufficient revenues should be provided to prevent them from becoming a
costs,
it

is

burden on the federal
necessity

between the same points and the interstate

Passenger fares are to be made on a mileage basis, so that
a higher fare will Ije charged for a longer route between two
points except that the order jjrovides that where ]>uh\k convenience will be served thereby fares detemiined by the .short
line may be applied over longer routes. It is understood that
that a uniform rate will lie applied between large
reached by several routes of approximately the same

means

length.

Director General

$137,860,000

1915

i.'i.oflo.ofio

tons

i»

Wil

l54:1?o:ow Ions

I

ku: :::::: :::::::::

Jl'Swn

1918

165.000.000

tons

@

2.95

489.7iio.ooo

$1.13

increases in the cost of fuel oil consumed by the railroads and in the cost of other railroad materials and sup-

"The

have likewise been enormous.

practical
l>e

January

1,

1918.

"Therefore, by virtue of the power, during federal control
of the railroads', which the act of Congress has conferred
upon the President to initiate rates whenever the public interest requires, which power, as provided in that act, the President by proclamation has devolved upon the director general,
the latter has l>een compelled for the reasons stated, to initiate
substantial increases in freight and passenger rates for practically all transportation se^^•ices performed by the railroads
under federal control, including, of course, transportation
ser\-ices within the several states as well as transportation
service across state lines. These increases are made with the
approval of the President and are explained in detail in the

accompanying this announcement.
m passenger rates will btxrome effective on
day of June, 1918, and the increases in freight rates
will become effective on the 25th day of June, 1918.
"in making the advance effective on the dates specified a
simple form of tariff authorized l)y the Interstate Commerce
Commission must be used and this will lead to the tcmporar>disregard, to some extent, of established groupings and differentials.
But it is the intention to obser\'e such groupings
and differentials as far as practicable, and hereafter, with as
much despatch as possible, restore any important relationships which mav l)e for the time being disturbed, and concurrently therewith endeavor to remove any exi.sting discnmination and bring about Uniformity of rate adjustment throughout sections where conditions are similar,
"The act of Congress provides that the reasonableness and
justness of such rates may be dealt with by the Interstate
I

the following taljle:

The immediate

such increases in rates can be made effective, although increases in operating expenses have been steadily effective

™P>;°^

McAdoo's Stateinent

In explanation of the necessity for the increases in rates
Director General McAdoo made the following statement:
"The United States has taken over the railroads as a war
emergency measure. They must be operated efficiently if the
war is to be carried to a successful conclusion and they must
be o(>erated under the high cost conditions the war has
These conditions are strikingly illustrated by the
reated.
-teady increase in the cost of railroad coal, as indicated by

treasur)-.

without delay, increases in rates should

to provide for these increa.«ed costs of operation.
At
best, practically half of the year 1918 must elapse l)efore

since

rates as increased will apply.

is that,

made

affairs.

i>anicularly interesting feature of the plan is that all
where there are interstate

rates published

plies

in-

"On

intrastate rates are to be cancelled

cities

the

making at the same time certain additional increases
some classes of employees in order to meet practical necessities which cannot be escaped or po.stponed.

25.

and treasury

this

to

for

Passenger fares are to be advanced to a minimum of three
tents per mile, effective on June 10, with an extra passage
liarge of 8'.! per cent to 16; 5 per cent for passengers travelmg in sleeping and parlor cars. Commutation fares will be
increased 10 per cent and reduced mileage and excursion
rates, with some exceptions, will l)e discontinued.
The pro]K)sed rates have been worked out by the various
rate committees of the railroads, under the direction of the
In the case of the passenger fares nearly
liivision of traffic.
200 rate clerks have been at work in \Vashington for several
direction
of a committee headed by E. L.
under
the
weeks
Bevington. fonnerly chairman of the Transcontinental Passenger Association and composed of one representative of
each of the territorial passenger associations. Various bases
for the increase have been suggested for the consideration of
the director general and he signed the order on his return to
the office after an absence of nearly two months, including his
Liberty Loan tour and a period of illness, during which,
however, he has been in constant touch with tx)th railroad
.\

incvitaljly

effect,

Freight rates are to be increased by 25 per cent or by spetic amounts in the case of certain commodities, effective on

June

have contriljuted

have unanimously recommended incrca.ses in wages which
they estimated will add to railroad ojx'rating costs not less
than $.i00, 000,000 in the year 1918.
The director general
has put the recommendation of the Wage Commission into

necessary.

.

increa.^es

creased cost of living, which in turn has created a demand
for increased wages for railroad enijjloyees. This subject was
exhaustively considered recently by the Railroad Wage Commission, consisting of Messrs. Franklin K. Lane, Charles C.
McChord, J. Harr)' Covington and William R. Willcox, who

intrastate traftic
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Commerce Commission, so that no interests affected will be
deprived of the opportunity for full hearing and consideraThe act of Congress provides that the commission, in
tion.
passing upon these questions, shall take into consideration
the President's finding and certificate that in order to defray
the expenses of federal control and operation it is necessary
In this conto increase the railway operating revenues.
nection it is important to make clear that no part of the increase in rates now initiated is on account of the making of
additions and betterments or the purchase of new equipment
or other expenditures chargeable to investment account. The
increases initiated are solely on account of increased burdens
tending to diminish railway operating income.
"In the nature of things no such far-reaching step can
accomplish ideal equalization as between the numerous interests necessarily

affected

and doubtless the commission

will

proper to make readjustments to attain a nearer approach to such equalization. While as far as practicable, the
rates as initiated are designed to avoid unnecessary- disturbfind

it

ance of relative rate bases, the director general will co-operate
heartily with the commission in any readjustments needed to
accomplish still further the object of avoiding undue preferences w-hich, nevertheless, may develop upon detailed consideration by the commission.
"It is earnestly hoped that all citizens affected directly or
indirectly by this increase of rates will support the general

principle of such increase as an unavoidable war measure
and accept the additional burden in the same spirit of selfsacrifice in which they have accepted other inconveniences
and burdens and the grievous personal losses which are parts
of the price that the nation

is

patriotically

paying for world

liberty.

"In considering these increases, one vital distinction which
makes them fundamentally different from any rate increases
ever proposed or allowed when the railroads were under priThis distinction is that
vate control should be understood.
there is no way in which the present increases will inure to
If they turn out to be more than are needed
private profit.
to meet the grave public exigency, they will promptly be readjusted so as to prevent

any unnecessary- burden upon the

public; but pending such readjustment the excess, if any,
will be for the benefit of the people of the United States as a
whole and not for the benefit of the private railroad owners
or

any of them.

order

is

Whereas,

it

has been found and

Commerce Commission

is

March

hereby certified to the

Whereas, the public interest requires that a general advance in all freight rates, passenger fares and baggage
charges on all traffic carried by all railroad and steamship
lines taken under federal control under an act of Congress
approved August 29, 1916, entitled An Act making appropriations for the support of the army for the fiscal year endfor
ing Tune thirtieth, nineteen hundred and seventeen, and
other purposes, shall be made by initiating the necessarypractices
rates, fares, charges, classifications, regulations, and

bv filing the same with the Interstate Commerce Commission
under authority of an Act of Congress approved March

An

.-^ct

to provide for the operation

21, 1918,

it

ordered that

is

of

all existing

and baggage charges, including

freight rates, passenger fares

changes heretofore published but not yet effective, on all
traffic carried by all said railroad and steamship lines under
federal control, whether the same be carried entirely by railroad, entirely by water, or partly by railroad and partly by
water, except traffic carried entirely by water to and from
foreign countries, be increased or modified, effective June 25,
1918, as to freight rates and effective June 10, 1918, as to
passenger fares and baggage charges, to the extent and in the

manner indicated and set forth in the "Exhibit'" hereto
attached and made part hereof, by filing schedules with the
Interstate Commerce Commission effective on not less than
one day's notice.

my hand

Given under

The

day of Mav, 1918.
W. G. McAdoo,
Director General of Railroads.

this twenty-fifth

exhibit referred to describes the increases to be

made

as follows:

Freight Rates
Section

1.

Class Rates (Doniestic)

All interstate clasf rates shall be increased 25 per cent.
fa")
rb) All intra-state class rates shall be increased 25 per cent where there
are no interstate class rates published between the same points, and shall be
governed by the classification, viz: Official Classification. Southern Classification or Western Classification, exceptions thereto and minimum weights
which generally govern the interstate rates in the same territory, except that
the Illinois Classification will be used between points in the state of Illinois.
(c) All intra-state class rates shall be c.-tnceled where there are interstate
class rates published between the same points and the interstate rates as
increased by paragraph (a) shall apply.
Cd) After such increase of 25 per cent no rates shall be applied on any
IrafTic moving under class rates lower than the amounts in cents per lOO lb.
for the respective classes as shown below for the several classifications.
.Any article, on which exceptions to any Classification provides a different
rating than as shown in the classification to which it is an exception, will
be subject to the minimum as provided below for the class provided therefor
in the classification proper.

Ofhciol Classification

Classes

Rates

1

2

3

4

5

6

25

2\%

17

UVi

9

7

Southern ClossiHcation
Classes

Rates

:

2

3

25

2\'A

19

4
16

Western
Rates

Classes

Rates

6
11

5

13

A

B

C

D

9

10

T'A

6'/

Classification

1

2

3

4

25

?1

17H

15

5
11

A

B

C

D

E

nVi

9

7Vi

6'A

5

ClassiUcation

llhiiois
1

2

3

25

21

17!-^

4
15

6

5

11

12J4

7

8

9

9

714

6'A

10
5

2.

articles in carloads shall

Commodities
Coal.

that in order to defray the
operation fairly chargeable

nues, and

1918, entitled

under and by virtue of the provisions of

therefore,

Commoditv Kates (Domestic)
fa) Inter.state commodity rates on the following
be increased by the amounts set opposite each:

expenses of federal control and
to railway operating expenses, and also to pay railway tax
accruals other than war taxes, net rents for joint facilities and
equipment, and compensation to the carriers, operating as a
unit, it is necessan.- to increase the railw^ay operating reve-

21,

Now.

the said act of

Section

as follows:

General Order No. 28
Interstate

transportation systems while under federal control, for the
compensation of their owners, and for other purposes

just

Classes

the extent that savings can be effected and to the
extent that reduced prices for the things the railroads must
buv can be realized, it will be the purpose of the director
general to make from time to time appropriate reductions."

"To

The
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.Where

rate

is

Where rate is
Where rate is
Whore rate is
Where rate is

49 cents per ton
99 cents per ton
to SI. 99 per ton
2.99 per ton
2.00 to
$3.00 or higher per ton.
to

50 to
$1.00

.

.

.

.

.*1 5 cents
.*20 cents
.*30 cents
.*40 cents
.*50 cents

Increases
per net ton
per net ton
per net ton
per net ton
per net ton

of 2,000 lb.
of 2.00O lb.
of 2,000 lb.
of 2,000 lb.
of 2,000 lb.

•Where rates have not been increased since June
be made now shall be determined by first adding to

1, 1917, the increase to
the present rate 15 cents
net or gross as rated, or if an increase of less than 15 cents per
ton. net or gross as rated, has been made since that date, then by first
adding to the present rate the difference between the amount of that increase
and 15 cents per ton. net or gross as rated; and to the rales so constructed
the above increases shall now be added.
Where rates from producing points or to destinations have been based
on fixed differentials in cents per ton, such diflferentiiils to be maintained,
the increase to be figured on the highest rated point or group.

lier

ton.

Coke. .Where rate

Where
Where
Where
Where

is

to

49 cents per
per
per
per
per

rate is 50 to 99 cents
rate is .fl.OO to $1.99
2,99
2.00 to
rate is
rate is
3.00 or higher

ton.
ton.
ton.
ton.
ton.

.'15
.'25
.*40
.*60
.*"5

per
per
per
per
per

cents
cents
cents
cents
cents

net
net
net
net
net

ton
ton
ton
ton
ton

of
of
of
of
of

2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000
2,000

lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.
lb.

1917, the increase to
present rate 15 cents
cents per
per ton, net or gross as rated, or if an increase of less than 15
then by first addthat
date,
since
ton. net or gross as rated, has been made
increase
ing to the present rate the difference between the amount of that
and 15 cents per ton, net or gross as rated: and to the rates so constructed

•Where rates have not been increased since June 1,
be made now shall be determined by first adding to the

the above increases shall now be added.
Where rates from producing points or

,_
u
j
destinations have been based
.

to

May
en

fixcil

31,
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ilifTcrrni-nU in c»nt» iirr

loii.

•iioh

ililTrrrniiali

to be

mainuined,

the iniTcasr lo be tiiinred '.n the hishest rated iwim or group.
Ores, iri.n, 30 centi |ier net ton <il 2,000 lb.; except that no incrrate thall
be maJe in ratei on exiake ore that hat paid one increased rail rate before
reacbniK lake veaiiel.

at one-hall

SititT.

artificial ar.d natural, building and monumental, except carved,
polished or traced, two centi per 100 lb.
Stone, broken, crushed and RrounJ, one cent per 100 lb.
San<' and Rravel, one cent per 100 lb.
Itrick, excrpl enaim-lcd or glaxe^l. two cents per HlO lb.
Cement, cement pluiers and pl.mer, two cent» per 100 lb.
Lime, one and one-half cents per 100 lbs.
Lumber and articles taking same rates or atbitraries over lumber rates;
also other forest products, rates on which are not higher than on lumber,
25 per cent, hut rot exceeding an increase of five cents per 100 lb.
Grain, wheat, 25 per cent, but not exceeding an increase of six cents per
lOO lb.

wheat.
Cotton. 15 cent! per 100 lb.
Cotton linters. new cotton rates.
Live stock. 25 per cent, but not exceeding an increase of 7 cents per
100 lb., where rales are published per 100 lb., or $15 per standard 36-ft.
car where rates are published per car.
Packing house products and froh meats. 25 i>er cent, except that the
rates from all Missouri river points to Mississippi river lerriton." and east
thereof shall be the same as the new rates from St. Joseph, Mo.
Bullion, base (copper or lead), pig or slab and other smelter products,
25 per cent, except:
I.
That rates from producing points in the states of
Arizona. Colifornia. Idaho. Montana, Nevada. New Mexico. Oregon. Utah
and Washington, to New York, N. V.. shall be $16.50 per net ton with
established differentials to other Atlantic seaboard points and
2. Rates from points in Colorado and EI Paso. Texas, to Atlantic seaboard points shall be increased $6.50 per net ton.
Separately established rates used as factors in making through rates to
the Atlantic seabo.ird shall be increased in amounts sufficient to protect the
through rates as above increased.
Sugar, including syrup and molasses where sugar rates apply thereon, 25
per cent, except
(l) Where the Official Classification applies, 5th class rates as increased
will

api'ly.

(2» FroTTi points east of the Indiana-Illinois state litie to points west of the
Mississippi river, rates will continue to be made on combination of local
rates or of proportional rates if published, to and from the Mississippi river;
except that from points on the .Atlantic seaboard to the Missouri river,
Kansas City. Mo., to Sioux City. Iowa, inclusive, established differentials
over the increased rates from New Orleans, La., shall be maintained.
<3) From points in the states south of the Ohio river and east of the
Mississippi river, also from points in the states of Louisiana and Texas,
rates shall be increased; to Chicago. III.. 22 cents per 100 lb.: to St. Louis.
Mo.. ?7% cents per lOO lb.; to other points west of the Indiana-Illinois
state line and west of the Mississippi river, except points in .-\rkansas.
Louisiana and Texas. 22 cents per 100 lb.; to jwints on and north of the
Ohio ri\'er and east of the Indiana-Illinois state line rates shall be increased
to maintain the former established relation to the rates to such points from
producing points on the Atlantic seaboard.
(4> From producing points in Colorado, Wyoming. Montana, Kansas and
Nebraska to Missouri river territory and points in Arkansas. Oklahoma,
Louisiana and Texas .".nd points east thereof. 22 cents per 100 lb.
(5) From points in Idaho and L'tah to points named in paragraph (3)
rates shall be 15 cents above the rates from eastern Colorado.
(6) From points in California to points takin;r Missouri river rates and
points related thereto under the Commission's Fourth Section Orders, and
to points east of the Missouri river. 22 cents per 100 lb.
(h) Interstate commodity rates not included in the foregoing list shall be
increased 25 per cent,
(c) Intrastate commodity rates shall be increased as shown in paragraphs
'a"i and (b> of this section where there are no interstate commodity rates
published on substantially the same commodities between the same points,
and shall be subject to the minimum weights applicable on interstate traffic

same

in the

territory.

(di Intrastate commodit>' rates shall be canceled where interstate commodity rates are published on substantially the same commodities between
the same points, and the interstate rates as increased by paragraphs (a) and
(b1 of this section shall apply.
<<:) In applying the increases prescribed in this section the increased class
rates applicable to like commodity descriptions and minimum weights between
the same points are not to be exceeded, except that the increases in rates
on sugar in carloads shall be made as expressly provided in paragraph (a)
of this section.

Export and Import Rates
and import rates shall be cancelled and domestic
and from the ports.

Stclioti 3.

All export
to

rates applied

Filing Inlra-Statt Tariffs with Inle'slale Commerce Commission
(a) All intra-state rates and all rates for transportation by water, which
are to be increased under this order, if not now on file, except rates cancelled under paragrsph (c) of Section 1 and paragraph (d) of Section 2,
shall be immediately filed with the Interstate Commerce Commission.
(b) .Ml items which arc confined in their application to intrastate traffic,
but arc now carried in tariffs on file with the Interstate Commerce Commission, if not cancelled under paragraph (c> of Section 1 and paragraph
(d) of Section 2. shall be made applicable to all traffic.

Section

Section

4.

5.

Minimum Charges

The minimum charge on

Vi

or

.75,

or greater, lo be increased to the next whole

figure,

Rales pei ton:
Ainoinits of less than Ave cents to be omitted.
Amounts of five .-ents or greater, but lest than ten centi, to be increased to ten cents.
(c) Rates per car:
Amounts of le»« than 25 cents to be omitted.
Amounts of 25 cents or greater, but lets than 75 cents to be shown
(bl

as 50 cents.

Amounts of 75 cents or greater, but less than one dollar, to be increased to one dollar.
Section 7.
Observance of Differentials
In establishing the freight rates herein ordered, while ellablithed rale
groupings and fixed differentials are not retjuired to be used, their ule it
desirable if found practicable, even though certain ratet
are lower or higher than would otherwise obtain.

Passinceb Fares

.«kd

may

result

which

BACnAct CiiAacEs

Section 8
This order

shall apply to all the paitenger fares, both interstate and
railroads under federal control.
No existing fare equal
excess of three cents per mile shall be reduced.
All fares now
constructed on a lower basis than three cents per mile thall be advanced
basis
the
of
three
cents
to
per mile.
All faret which are on a lower batii
than the said existing or advanced fares, as the case may be. such as
mileage or excursion tickets shall he discontinued. These requirements are
subject to the following exceptions;
(a) The provisions of Section I and 22 of the Act to Regulate Commerce, which authorize free or reduced fares or transporution may be observed, except.
First: That no mileage ticket shall be issued at a rate that will afford a
lower fare than the regular one-way tariff fare, and except;
Second: That excursion tickets may be issued only to the extent and on
the terms set forth in paragraphs (b) and (c) below:
(b) Round trip tourist fares shall be established on a just and reasonable
basis bearing proper relation to the one-way fares authorized by this order,
and tariffs governing same shall be filed as promptly as possible with the

intra-state. of the

to or in

Interstate Commerce Commission.
(c) For the National Encampment of the Grand Array of the Republic
and auxiliary and allied organizations at Portland, Ore., in 1918, and for
the Ignited Confederate Veterans* Reunion, auxiliary and allied organizations at Tulsa, Okla., in 1918, a rate of one cent per mile in each direction
via direct routes shall he authorized and confined by certificate of identification to the membership of these organizations and members of their immediate families.
For the various slate meetings of these organizations held
("uring the year 19'.8. fares shall he authorized under like conditions on
basis of two cents per mile in each direction and confined to limits of the
stale in which the meeting is held.
(d) Where public con\cnicnce will be served thereby, subject to the approval of the director general, fares determined by the short line may be
applied over longer practicable routes.
(e) Officers, enlisted men and nurses of the United States Army, Navy
and Marine Corps, when traveling in uniform at own expense, shall be
granted the privilege of purchasing passage tickets at one-third the regular
one-way fare, via route of ticket, applicable in coach, parlor or sleeping car.
as the case may be. when on furlough or official leave of absence, except
that this reduced fare shall not be granted on short term passes from camps
or when or liberty from ships or stations to nearby cities.
Applicants for such tickets shall be required to submit for inspection of
ticket agent, military furlough or other official form of leave of absence
and to surrender to ticket agent a furlough fare certificate signed by a

commanding

officer.

(f) Children under five years of age, when accompanied by parent or
guardian, shall be carried free; children five years and under twelve of
age shall be charged half-fare.
Section 9
Commutation fares shall be advanced ten per cent. Commutation fares
shall he construed to include all forms of transportation designed for suU
urban travel and for the use of those who have daily or fiequent occasion
to travel between their homes and places of employment or educational

institutions.

Section 10
Passengers traveling in standard sleeping cart and parlor cars shall be
required to pay an additional passage charge of sixteen and two-thirds per
cent of the normal one-way fare, and passengers traveling in touriit sleeping cars an additional passage charge of eight and one-third per cent of the
normal one-way fare. The foregoing charges are in addition to those required for the occupancy of berths in sleeping cars or scats in parlor cart.
Section 11
The following minimum number of tickets of the clast good for passage
in sleeping or parlor cars shall he required for occupancy of drawing rooms,
compartments or sections in parlor or sleeping cars:

Two
Two

adult tickets for a draving room in a sleeping car.
adult tickets for a compartment.
one-half adult tickets for a section.
Five ad:ilt tickets for exclusive occupancy of drawing room in a parlor

One and
car.

Section 12

than carload shipmenta ahall be aa provided in the classification governing, but in no case shall the charge on a
single shipment be leas than fifty cent*.
(bi The minimum charge for carload shipments shall be $15 per car.
Does not apply to charges fur switching serrice.
Section 6. Disposition of Fractions
(a)

CA).

Fractions of

leitercl.

Other grain, new wheal rates.
Flour and other mill products, 25 per cent, but not exceeding an increase
of
cents per 100 lb., and increase shall not be less than new rates on

1321

In applying rales. fraciion» shall he disposed of *• follows:
(a) Kaira in cents or in dollars and rents per 100 lb. or per package.
Fraction of Ie6> than 'i or .25 lo be omitted.
Fractious of 5j or .25, or greater, but less than *i or .75 lo be ibown

less

Passenger fares or charges for accommodation and transportation of paasergers entirely by water, or partly by water and partly by rail, shall be
increased proportionately with fares and charges for the transportation of
pas.scngers via rail.
Section 13
The basis 'or computing charges

for

excess baggage tranaported luder
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lawfully L'ffective tariffs shall be sixteen and two-thirds per cent of the
normal one-way passenger fare, with minimum of fifteen cents per 100 lb.
and minimum celled ion of twenty-five cents per shipment.

Section 14
Tickets purchased prior to Tiii.c 10. 1918. will not be honored for passage
on and af:er that date, except:
(a) Passengers en route on Tune 10, 1918. on one-way tickets will be
carried to destination by continuous passage without additional charge.
(b) Round trip tickets, portions of which have been used prior to June
10, 191S, or held by passengers en route on Tune 10, 1918, shall be honored
in ace >rdance with original tariff conditions under which sold without additional payment except that they shall be subject to the same requirements
as one-way tickets in respect of additional payment for passage in sleeping
or parlor cars as pre?crihed iti Section 10.
Tickets made invalid for passage by this order will be redeemed from
follows:
original purchasers
Unused tickets will be redeemed at amount paid therefor.
Partially used one-way tickets will be redeemed by charging tariff fare at
time of jourjiey for portion used and refunding difference between such
.t.-^

amount and fare

at

which

sold.

In redemption of mileage, scrip or credential forms the purchaser shall
be given the benefit, for the distance traveled of a net basis proportionate
to that which would have applied had the entire book been used according
10

its

contract.

fares', lower than those hereinbefore prescribed, such as
mileage, party, second-class, immigrant, convention, excursion and tourist
fares shall be discontinued uncil further notice, except that tourist fares
shall be re-established as prescribed in Section 8, paragraph (b) hereof.
Section 16
Tariff provisions intended to assure the long haul to carriers, and which
prevent the free interchange of traffic shall be eliminated.

Section ir
Stopovers on one-way tickets, side trips at free or reduced fares, discounts by use of excess baggage permits or excess money coupon books, and
the sale of one-way tickets bearing limit in excess of time necessary to make
'rip by continuous passage, shall be discontinued.
Section IS
Optional routes may be used only when specified in tariffs.
Section 19
In publishir.g fares and charges under this order, tariffs may be used
which increase the present fares by fixed percentage to bring them to the
bases authorized herein, even though the actual fares so constructed may
be fractionally more or less than three cents per mile.

'

so authorized or presciibed by the Interstate Commerce Commission.
Section 21
proviAll schedules, viz: tariffs and supplements, published under the
bold face
sions of this 'order shall bear on the title page the following, in

THE 'RATES IHADE EFI-TXTIVE BY THIS SCHEDULE
\RE I\ITI.».TEn BV THE PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED
STATES THROUGH THE DIRECTOR GENERAL, UNITED
STATES RAIIROAI) ADMINISTRATION AND APPLY
TO BOTH INTERSTATE AND INTK.VSTATE TRAFFIC.
THIS SCHEDULE IS PUBLISHED AND FILED ON
ONE DAY'S NOTICE WITH THE INTERSTATE COMMERCE COMMISSION UNDER GENERAL ORDER NO.
^3 OF THE DIRECTOR GENER.AL, UNITED STATES

RAH ROAD ADMINISTR.\TION, DATED MAY
•On

tariffs

increases

use

word "fares."

On

25,

1918.

tariffs

McA^oo

to produce an increase of
something over $900,000,000 a year.

are estimated

revenue amounting

to

Explains to State Commissioners

demands

principally of increases in wages and cost of coal, fuel oil
and other' materials and supplies, leave no escape from the
conclusion that the public interest requires immediate and
substantial increases in the rates for practically all services,
pas.-^enger and freight, now perfomied by the railroads under
control,

and therefore

in

effect

performed

liy

for credit

of March 21, 1918, and by virtue of the President's proclamation, should be performed by the initiation without delay
of increased rates to meet the situation.
"In dealing with this supremely important subject, I have
given much thought to the question as to the practical way
of availing myself of the knowledge and co-operation which
at all times have been so cordially put at my disposal by the
The act of Congress gives me no opporstate commissions.
tunity to share with the state commissions the responsibility
which rests upon the United States Railroad Administration
for the financial results to the United States Government of
the operation of the railroads.
In fact the government of
the United States has assumed control of the railroads and
tire

responsibility has been placed

upon me.

and that enI have also

felt that the exigencies of the situation are so serious as not
to admit of postponement of action until full opportunity
could be extended to the commissions in all the states to
discuss the important problems involved and to advise me,

in advance of official action,

as to

how my

responsibility

could best be discharged.
"In these circumstances, it has seemed clear that the responsibilit}- should be promptly met in the manner contemplated by the act of Congress, and then, in the inevitable
readjustments which alwa}-s must come in a matter of such
far-reaching character, to obtain the advice and suggestions
of the state commissions and to take advantage of their views
in order that in the final consideration of the subject by the

Commerce Commission,

that body may have the
and equitable suggestions as
to the readjustments needed to accomplish the largest measure
of relative justice while at tlie same time obtaining the additional operating revenues which the United States government must have in order to discharge the responsibilities
which it has assumed for railroad operation.
"Acting upon this view, I am initiating substantial increases in practically all rates, passenger and freight, and
am arranging to have delivered to you at once a copy of the
announcement on this suisject.
I earnestly hope that the
procedure thus adopted and which is unavoidable, will have
your support, and that you will give the government your
benefit of the

most

intelligent

transportation functions which are essential to the successful
conduct of the war."

Interstate

Director General McAdoo on May 27 sent the following
telegram to the chairmen of all state railroad commissions:
"Apparent increases in operating expenses aggregating
?830,O00,000 to $960,000,000 for the calendar year 1918,
as com]3ared with the calendar year 1917, and consisting

federal

the essential

full co-operation in perfecting the rates thus initiated.
I also
bespeak your patriotic co-operation in getting the public to
support in a patriotic spirit and as a war measure these substantial rate increases which are the outgrowth of war conditions and which in principle and in substance are iadispensable to enable the federal government to discharge the

'charges.

The

war purposes and

Interstate

Gexer.nl
Section 20
Where the Interstate Commerce Commission prior to the date hereof
been
has authoi-ized or prescribed rates, fares and charges, which have not
published at the date of this order, the rates, fares or charges initially
established hereunder bv applying the increases herein prescribed to the
revised
existing or published rates, fares or charges may be subsequently
by applying the increases prescribed herein to the rates, fares and charges

passenger

for

of the gallant nations associated with us in this great struggle
In these circumstances, it seems clear that the
for liijerty.
duty which rests upon me b)' virtue of the act of Congress

the undivided responsibility for their operation,

Section 15
All passenger

**''°'

ment
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the

United States govermnent itself, and that there is no other
reasonal)le wayto defray the expenses of federal control and
operation since it is clear that those additional burdens should
not he forced upon the federal treasurj- at tnis time when it
is alreadv so heavily taxed by the needs of our own govern-

Commerce Commission

Issues

Necessary

Orders

The

Interstate

Commerce Commission on Monday

issued

order that the presently effective joint
charges and classifications applicable to the
joint transportation of freight and passengers between points
on the lines of carriers under federal control on one hand,
and points on lines of carriers not under federal control
on the other hand, may be increased to the bases set forth
a

fifteenth

rates,

section

fares,

General Order No. 28, and approving for filing the joint
without formal hearings, "which approval shall not
affect any subsequent proceeding relative thereto."
It is further ordered that the rates may become effective on not less
than one day's notice.
In a general order the commission
says that certain of the present freight rates, passenger fares
and baggage charges of the carriers are fixed for the future
I)v outstanding orders of the commission which were made
in

rates

May

31.

RAILWAY AGK

1918

1.^23

for till- mi»t i>;irt uniliT normal conditions of traflk ami without con?idtration of the priMiit war tinorgcncv, and that
the carriers have heretofore likd certain increases in these

those prestnlinl in

commission.
It is
therefore ordered tliat all orders upon formal complaint heretofore enterinl and unexpired, in so far as they iircscribc
specific maximum freijjht rates, passenger fares and liaggage
charges for the future, be nimlified to the extent of permitting the defendants to make effective rates not in excess of

in investigation

rates wliich

have heen suspended

Low

Ijv

tlie

tofore entered

in

By

and unexpired and orders heretofore entered
and suspension proceedings be similarly mod-

order grants relief from the provisions of the
in those instances in which carriers under
federal control arc required by General Order No. 28 to apply
higher rates for shorter than for longer distances.
.\nother

fourth

section

G.

S. Pflasterer

CD.vsiDER the art of signaling as divided into

extensively

a[)plied,

but

certain

comprehensive and im[)ortant installations on sections of
main line that have l)een made have proved xery useful.

&

St.

Louis, Nashville. Tenn.

and Sherwood over the Cumberland mountains and includes
the summit.
Trains over
by signal indications
without train orders or clearance cards, and such indications supersede time talile superiority by right, da.ss and direction.
All signals are semi-automatic and are operated electrically.
All the switches in this territory are operated by
low voltage switch machines.
The electric staff system is in use between Shops and
the protection of the tunnel

the West Nashville branch.
.Automatic
block signals are installed on the double track between Tantwo miles and are a part of and
tallon and Sherwood
interconnected with the controlled manual block above referred to.
This stretch of double track is very often
operated as two single tracks and the signaling is so designed that permissive indications are provided for following movements with current of traffic, and for absolute
block controlling opj)osing movements against the current
of traffic on either side.
.\11 main lines and branches are
equipped with train order signals at each station.

—

Track Layout

and

efficient,

and

facilitating the

iiave

at

Rockledge

eliminated

movement of

many

delays,

thus

the heavy traffic over

the single track territory involved.

Type

of Signaling

expected that the increased mileage of double track
now in operation and that contemplated in the future will
be protected by complete automatic signal installations, and
also that a number of railroad crossings and junction
points now unprotected, will be protected by modem interlocking apparatus. The manual Idock is now in service on
It

at

this section of the road are operated

West Nashville on

E/igine'

safe

Traffic

Mountainous Territory

two general classes, block signals and interlocking
plants.
Block signals may again be subdivided
classes
covering manual, controlled
into three general
manual, and automatic block. Block signaling on this com-

greatly

is

ified.

Signal I'ngineer. Nashville. Chattanooga

pany's line has not been

It

Outlying Switches Operated Electrically Help Train

Movements

MAY

.\liAdo<j's order.

Voltage Switch Machines Facilitate
How

Wt

Oimtor General

also ordered that outstanding orders of the commission here-

is

Low

—

Voltage Switch Machines

of 1916 this company decided, as an
a few low voltage switch machines.
Important track changes over the Cumberland mountains
between Rockledge and Sherwood having been authorized,

In the early

]iart

ex|)eriment, to install

Line and Profile, Rockledge, Tenn., to Sherwood
necessary to issue train orders
From Bolton to Junta
semi-automatic electric distant signals are used as adjuncts
to the train order signals.
The controlled manual block is installed between Cowan
100..i9 miles of the line.

and clearance cards on

It is

this territory.

it was decided to use tliese machines on this territory for
the operation of switches which had heretofore been handled

by hand. The location of these switches was such that they
could not be seen from the point of operation and to control
them through regular electric interlocking apparatus would

RAILWAY AGE
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iiaturiilly

money.
This

have meant an exceptionally large expenditure of

between Cowan and Rockbeen protected by the semi-automatic
The revised track arrangecontrolled manual block system.
ment necessitated a change and an addition to the signals,
as all movements were then and are still being made by
signal indications without train orders or caution cards.
These signal indications supersede time table rights as stated
A small electro-mechanical interlocking plant was
above.
formerly located at Rockledge, which is on the summit of the
mountain. This plant handled the north end switch of the
The
pa.ssing track and the signals were power operated.
switches at the south end were operated by hand Imt the sigend
south
power
At
the
type.
nals at this point were of tlie
of the passing track is located a runaway track which made
a crossover movement necessary to get on the main line. The
switches of the crossover were boltlocked with each other, so
that it was necessary for a train entering the passing track
at the north end to stop at the soutli end before proceeding
out on the main line. If a train was unable to stop due to the
failure of brakes or horn other causes, it was diverted to the
runawav track which was Imilt on an ascending grade to stop
such a train by gravity.
The revised track arrangement consisted in lengthening
the passing track at both ends, and retaining the runaway
track with the exception that it was located on the opposite
side of the main track, and the passing track was used as a
This track rearrangement placed the
second main track.
switch which was formerly operated mechanically at too
The
great a distance to be handled in such a manner.
switch at the south end was still more remote from the
tower. The track to the south is on a 2 per cent descending
In order to facilitate train movements and to make
grade.
them as safe as possible between Rockledge and Sherwood,
it was decided that all switches in this territory should be
controlled and operated electrically.
Low voltage switch machines were decided on for this
territon-, as well as that

ledge, has since 1911
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were installed in their place. These units were made by the
Union Switch & Signal Company and through these units
the two sets of crossovers are operated and indicated. These
electric units have mechanical connections with the mechanical lockings and in this manner are properly interlocked with all other levers in the machine, through which
The power signals are conthe power signals are operated.
trolled through rotar}' circuit controllers which are operated
by the tail levers of the machine.
At Tantallon, a point approximately four miles down the
mountain from Rockledge, other track changes were made.
Double track starts at this point and extends to Sherwood,
two miles further south, or a distance of six miles from
Rockledge. The fifth low voltage switch machine purchased

Electro-Mechanical Interlocking Machine at Rockledge

was used on the end of the double track switch at Tantallon.
This point is located at the foot of the grade and consequently is a very important one from the standpoint of safe and
This switch at the end of double
uninterrupted operation.
track at Tantallon is two miles from the interlocking tower
at Sherwood, from which point it is controlled and operated.
This I believe to be the record distance for low voltage
switch operation.
The switch is controlled through an electric unit of an
electro-mechanical machine of the S-7 type as furnished by
All the low voltage
the Union Switch & Signal Company.
switch machines in service operate in from 28 to 30 seconds
and require approximately three amperes of current with

20 volts impressed across the motor. Except for a few days
have given no troulile whatever and
we consider them practical, safe and efficient.
Another important installation was made at Bridgeport,
after installation, they

A low voltage switch machine was inin 1917.
here to operate the end of a double track switch,
located across the river south of the tower which is located
on the north bank of the river, the switch being approximately one mile from the tower. In this installation a draw
The
bridge intervenes between the tower and the switch.
balance of the switches at this point are in the vicinity of
are
All
signals
the tower and are mechanically operated.
power operated. The whole layout is operated Ijy an electromechanical machine of the S-7 type.
I'he source of power for the operation of these machines
is derived from 32 cells of Type 72 high voltage battery
Alabama,
stalled

Switch at End of Double Track

at

Tantallon

purpose, and five Model IS machines were ordered from tlie
Union Switch & Signal Compan}-, four of which were
used at Rockledge. The two machines to the north of the
tower are approximately 1,500 ft. distant, while those to the
south are located approximately 2,700 ft. from the point of
The original mechanical interlocking machine,
control.
which is a National of 12 levers and was manufactured at
the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis Railroad shops, is
still

in use.

The

switch and facing point lock levers formerly operatin" the north switch were removed and two electric units

furnished by the National Carbon Company, and this batterv

The

housed in concrete battery wells of the Massey type.
wells are large enough to house additional cells for

is

other purposes.

McAdoo Puts Wage
Recommendations
Instances.

of

Increase Into Effect

Wage Commission

Increased

in

Some

Eight Hour Basic Day Recognized
WAilllNCTON. D. C.

Gknerai. MiAnixi on M;iy 25 issued Genoral Order No. 27 puttirm into effect with some niodilications the increases in wa^cs for all railway employees receiving; less than $250 a month on December 31,
1015, recommended by the Railroad Wage Commission.
Numerous protests that the increases recommended by
the commission would add little or nothing to the wage increases made by the railro;ids during the last two years,
and the practical necessity of greater advances to prevent
a general exodus of railroad men to other employments have
ajiparently been taken into consideration by the director general in the case of common labor and shop employees in
passing upon the commission's report but, altliough the order
makes certain additional increases for some classes of employees, no change is made in the estimate of the commission
that the addition to the railroad pavroU will approximate
$300,000,000 per annum.
On this basis the back paxinents to employees due on
June 1 will amount to somewhere near $125,000,000.
The order applies to the employees of 164 railroads named
in the order, and in addition to ''all terminal, union station
and switching companies, all or a majority of whose stock
is owned by railroads named."
The order states further

DIRECTOR

marked deviation from the recommendation of the Railroad Wage Commission is found in .•\rticle 3, Rules Gov.\

erning Conditions of Em|)loyment, wherein the basic eighthour day is established.
This deviation, however, does not
reduce the hours of employment as at present worked, nor
does it increa.se the total compensation fi.xcd in the order

The

rates

named

in

the order

I wish to acknowledge the
so unselfishly rendered by the Railroad
Wage Commission, consisting of Messrs. Franklin K. Lane,
Charles C. McChord, J. Harr\- Covington, and William R.
Willcox, in connection with the important question of wages

patriotic

and hours of service of railroad employees which I referred
them bv mv General Order No. S. dated Ianuar\'
18
'
1918.

but

common

certain

modifications

are

not substantially vary

Wage Commismade which grant to

labor an increase of two and one-half cents per

in

rate of 55 cents per

hour for such shop trades as machinists,
and other mechanics who receive

ticulars.

boiler makers, jjlacksmiths

With

he

respect to hours of service the commission says:
"Manifestly, therefore, at this time, when men must be
constantly taken from the railroads, as from all other industries, to fill the growing needs of the Nation's array,
hours of laljor can not be shortened and thereby a greater
numlier of men be required for railroad work.
While
the commission is strongly disposed to a standard day, in so
far as the nature of the service will permit it, its firm judgment
consequently is that the existing hours of service in effect
on the railroads should be maintained for the period of the
war."
The commission also reached the conclusion that as to
overtime "the existing rules and conditions of pajinent
should not be disturbed during the period of the war." The
commission has pointed out that this is not the time for
any experiments which might lessen the tons of freight
hauled and the number of passengers carried when the urgent

same basis of rates.
The original recommendation of the Wage Commission,
which has been substantially adopted in the director general's order, was based upon the "average monthly earnings"
for each class of service for the month of December. 1915.
In the tabular statement of monthly rates recommended by
the Railroad Wage Commission, the percentages of increase
are as high as 43 per cent for employees receiving under
$46 per month, the percentage gradually decreasing in what
appears to be a constant ratio, leaving no increase to employees whose wages were S250 in December, 1915.
While this ratio of percentages appears to be uniform,
the actual increases are shown to extend from $20 per month
paid men up to $33.60 for those who were
in December. 1915, and then gradually de•reasing to no increase for those who received $250.
The order is made effective as of January, 1918, and
back payments will he made to employees as promptly as
possible, separate from the current wage pajment and for
each month as rapidly as the computations are made for
such months.
Colored firemen, trainmen and switchmen, in addition to
securing the increa.=e recommended by the Wage Commission,
will have their wages advanced to the same as white men
employed on the same roads and for the same work on June
1. 1918. but back pa>-ments will not apply to this increase,
which is made eft"ective as of Tune 1. 1918.

'

thoroughly sympathetic spirit.
Manifestly in a matter of such magnitude and complexity
it is impossible to find any general basis or formula which
would correct every inequality and give satisfaction to every
interest involved.
But the commission has made an earnest
effort to do justice to all concerned.
I have felt oiiliged,
however, to depart from its recommendations in some par-

excess of the wages paid on December M, 1917,
when the increase recommended by the Wage Commission
is less than that amount, and which establish a minimum

hour

'

This commission took hold of the task with great energy
and devotion and has dealt with the entire subject in a

from those recommended by the Railroad
sion,

.service

to

control."

do

:

Preamble

1.

Pullman Company under federal

it

In promulgating this order

may be retained in federal con1918, will be added to the list, and that "the
Pullman Company, whose status is now being considered,
will also be added if decision shall be reached to retain the
on July

the

amble

that such other railroads as
trol

number

of hours now worked in excess of eight
does establish the basic eight-hour day upon
which further wage adjustment will be based.
The order also creates an advisory Board of Railroad
Wages and Working Conditions and ai)|)oints as members
of such Board J. J. Dermody, F. F. Gaines, C. E. Lind.sey,
W. E. Morse, G. H. Sines and A. O. Wharton.
-An abstract of the report of the Railroad Wage Commission was published in the Railway Age of May 17. The
order of the director general begins with the following prefor

hours, but

.

to the lowest

receiving $82

.

.

and serious necessities of the war compel sacrifices from
all, and that the adoption of any plan which would prevent
the government from working its men as long as they have
been in the habit of working under private employers would
be to take advantage of the grave war necessities of the
government and to embarrass it in carrying forward essential operations of the war at a time when the need of service was never greater and the abilitv- to call in outside men
is

1325

seriously impaired.

There has never

Ijeen

a time when the public interest
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demiinded more urgently the devotion and unselfish service
I agree with the comof all classes of railroad employees.
mission that it is not practicable at this time, when the w'ar
for service and
citizens
is calling upon every class of loyal
eight in
sacrifices, to reduce the actual hours of labor to

every line of railroad work.
Nevertheless I am convinced that no further inquiry is
needed to demonstrate that the principle of the basic eighthour day is reasonaljle and just and that all further contentions 'about it should be set at rest by a recognition of
that principle as a part of this decision.
Recognition of the principle of the basic eight-hour day
in railroad service is, therefore, hereby made.
The question arises as to what further steps can and ought
that prinjustly to be taken to strengthen the application of
This question must be solved in the light
ciple, and when.
and will
of the varied conditions of railroad employment
have to be studied in detail by the Board of Railroad Wages
and
created
and Working Conditions herein and hereby

m

the light of "what

is

Employee "A" occupied the same position in 1915
(2)
and in 1918 'Salary, 1915, $150 per month; 1918, $175
per month.
Basis of increase on salaries of $150 per month is 16.17
per cent, or $24.25 per month. New salary, $174.25; presPresent salary undisturbed.
ent salar}-, $175.
Employee "B" in 1915 received $100, and on the
(3)
same desk in 1918 received $112.50 per month. Basis of
:

titled

,

-1

Back pay due January 1 to May 31, $96.25.
Employee in December, 1915, received $100 per
(4)
month,
salary

Dissensions and disappointments should be
should now remember that they are not
railroads,
only serving their country in the operation of the
and loyalty of that
but' that upon the character, quality,
in this war.
service depends in large measure our success
putting upon a more
It is an inspiring task— this task of
working conditions
just and equitable "basis the wages and
and I confidently exof loval workers in railroad service
railroad
pect 'the patriotic support and assistance of every
performing that task
official and everv railroad employee in

Method

of

Applying Increases to Monthly Rates

same position today
(1)
and who then
that he did the last day of December, 1915,
increase since,
received $75 a month and has received no
If
per month.
will receive an additional wage of $30.75
per
he has received an increase in these two years of $10
will be cut
month, the recommended increase of his wage
down by that much, making his net advance $20.75.

The employee who holds

the

months

Old rate
per day

91.00

$9-1.90

R-\te5

New

d-.ie

oi-

January

1

to

May

31,

52.9c.
37.5c.

$32.80
23.25

1918

9.55

$104.45

Upon Daily

Railho.vd E.mployees Paid

Wages of

per day

per day

$2.50

57
].62

2.55
2.60
2.63
2.70
2.75
2.80
2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00
3.05
3.10
3.15
3.20
3.25
3.30
3.35
3.40
3.45
3.50
3.55
3.60
3.65
3 70

$3.53
3.60
3.67
3.74

'05

Too
105
lb

l'l5

I'^o

]«

llo
135
I'lO
l'45
I'SO
l"55

1

67
7)

1
1

1.77
1.S2
1.87

192
97

I

2.02'

'07
2.12
2 17
2 22
2'.27

2 32

r60

'37

l'65

2.42

170
175
IPO

2'52

'47

190

'5'
265
'72

95

77

I'gS
1

rate

$1.52

90

1

rate Old rate

'New

per day

$0 75
80
gS

''

''83

3.81

3.88
3.95
4.02
4.09
4.16
4.23
4.30
4.36
4.41

4.48
4.55
4.60
4.65
4.70
4.72
4.77
4.81
4.85
4.90
4.94

Old rate
per day
$4.25
4.30
4.35
4.40
4.45
4.50
4.55
4.60
4.65
4.70
4.75
4.80
4.85
4.90
4.95
5.00
5.05
5.10
5.15
5.20
5.25
5.30
5.35
5.40
5.45
5.50
5.55
5.60
5.65
5.70

4.98
3.75
5.03
3.80
5.07
3.85
2:96
o\i,
5.11
303
3 90
5.15
2:20
3:95
3.10
5 75
.5.20
2 05
4.00
3 17
5.80
5.24
4.05
3:24
1.30
-> 15
3.85
? 31
5.28
4 10
'•40
5.90
5.32
4.15
.WS
5.36
4.20
3.45
2.45
Old rates are those of December. 1915.

'00
'05
5lO

of the report, which gives the directions
methods of applying the increases

as follows:

$3.50 day,

to

Basis

illustrations as to the

is

month

Section B.

another part of the report.

general,

same work

$18.98

1

5

Total back pay

names the

piecework and mileage rates, changed somewhat from the e.xamples given in the Wage Commission's
by the director
report because of the modifications made

$109.98

rate of $4.23 per day
his pay was raised for

R-hour 26-day month both years.
Worked 62 hours overtime, at new 1918 rate
Was paid 62 hours overtime at

Wages

to hourly, daily,

19J8.

1,

An

which was published on page 1239 of our issue of
Mav'l7. The onlv modification in this table is an exception
years of age receiving
in the case of employees under 18
increases are provided for
less than $46 per mo'nth, whose

and

Rates

to Daily

Difference in pay;

rates,

The remainder

Applying Increases

equal per month to

follows tlu- order, which,
A, establishes
railroads involved and in Article II, Section
commission in
the increases in wages recommended by the
1915, with
the scale of monthly rates as of December 31,
to make up the new
the amounts and percentages of increase

in

of

new

Increased to

January

with credit to each other and with honor to their country.

Then

for

Employee, December, 1915, $3.00:

(1)

—

I

His
same position on January 1,
therefore, entitled to any ad-

him, with this increase, to $131.75.

entitles

had been raised

He is not,
1918, to $135.
Present salary undisturbed.
vance or back pay.

all

Article

en-

receive monthly, hereafter,

to

J

officials and railroad
It is mv earnest hope that railroad
Federal
employees" wdll realize that their relations under
of private
control are not based upon the old conditions

in

is

(the difference between $131.75 'and $112.50), and
$131.75 instead of $112.50.

$19.25

Method

Xo problem so vast and intricate as that of doing pracemployees of the countical justice to the 2,000,000 railroad
settled and disposed of
tr}- can be regarded as completely
of Railby any one decision or order; therefore the Board
road \^'ages and Working Conditions is hereby established
and will take up as presented any phases of the general
problem relating to any class of employees or any part of a
further considclass of employees which may justly call for

Rates of

salary,

rate of

Present salary, $112.50.
receive

to

war con-

reasonably practicable under

eration.

New

Employee "B"
back pay from January 1, at the

increase on $100, 31.75 per cent, or $31.75.

$131.75.

ditions.

management.
forgotten and
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New
iier

rate Old rate

day

$5.40
5.45
5.49
5.53
5.58
5.62
5.66
5.71
5.75
5.79
5.83
5.88
5.92
5.96
6.00
6.05
6.09
6.13
6.17
6.21
6.26

6.30
6.34
6.38
6.43
6.47
6.51
6.55
6.60
6.64
6.68
6.73
6.77
6.81

,

New

rate

per day

per day

$5.95
6.00
6.05
6.10

$6.85
6.90
6.94
6.98
7.02
7.06
7.11
7.15
7.19
7.23
7.28
7.32
7.36

6.15
6.20
6.25
6.30
6.35
6.40
6.45
6.50
6.55
6.60
6.65
6.70
6.75
6.80
6.85
6.90
6.95
7.00
7.05
7.10
7.15
7.20
7.25
7.30
7.35
7.40
7.45
7.50
7.55
7.60

7.41
7.45
7.49
7.53

7.58
7.62
7.66
7.70
7.75
7.79
7.83
7.88
7.91

7.96
8.00
8.04
8.08
8.13
8.17
8.21
8.25

new
For common labor paid by the day, the scale of
day shown shall apply, with the provision, how-

rates per

that as a minimum 20 cents per 8-hour day, 22 J4
27i/ cents
cents per 9-hour dav, 25 cents per 10-hour day,
be added
per 11-hour day, and 30 cents per 12-hour day will
ever,

paid per day as of December 31, 1917.
Employee "C" was employed in 1918, but not
1915
Rate of pay on the district where he is employed
The 1918 rate of
in 1918, in 1915 was $1.10 per day.
rate
pav is, on the same district, $1.50 per day. The new

to the rates

m

(2)

is

He will, therefore, be entitled to receive
1918, to May 31, 1918, 37 cents per day
each day he worked in that period.

'$1.87 per day.

from January
additional

fo'r

1,

May

31,
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Machinist worked in January, I'Mh, 10 hours per
(2)
day, 26 days, total 260 hours straight time.

sideration to all <|uestions of inequality as between individuals and classes of employees througliout, sufficient infor-

mation

is

availalile

justify

to

conclusions

certain

with

and in the case of machinists, boilermakers. i)lacksmitiis. and other shop mechanics
who have Wet-n receiving the same hourly rates, the increases
named in litis order shall apply, with a minimum wage of

>

per hour: 260 hours
97.50

respect to the mechanical crafts,

55 cents per hour.
It is recognized that this may still leave among shop employees certain ine<jualities as to individual employees, to
which tiie Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions will give ]irompt consideration.
For common lalior paid by the hour, the scale named
herein shall apply with the provision, however, that as a
minimum. 2' _ cents per hour will lie added to the rates paid
per hour, as of December 31. I'M 7.

Method

of

Applying Increases

Hourly Rates

to

Machinist worked in January. 1918, eight hours
(1)
f)er day, 27 days, total 216 hours straight time.
The rate ol* pay for this position in December. 1915. was 34 cents
per hour; new rate under this order 48 cents i>er hour, but with
mintmun-. rate of 55 cents per hour as herein ordered, will receive $118.30
In January, 1918, his rale of pay was 37yi cents per hour, for 216
hours, equals
81.00

On

Difference one month
basis of working same

$37.80

amount

five months (January 1 to
.\l5o worked in same period

May

straight

time

each month

for

31)

90 hours overtime at time and

of

1

to

May

31, 1918

$212.62

Wages of Railroad Employees Paid Upon IIouily

Rasis
(Rates of ray in cents per hour.]

Old

rale

New

rate

Old

rate

New

rate

per hour* per hour per hour* per hour
53.75
19.75
10
38
54.25
20.25
38.5
lO.S
54.75
20.75
39
11
55.50
29.5
21.25
U.S
56.00
12
21.75
40
40.5
56.75
12.5
22.25
41
57.25
22.75
13
41 5
57.75
13.5
23.25
42
58.25
23.75
14
42.5
58.50
24.25
14.5
59.00
24.75
43
15
59.50
43.5
IS.S
25.25
44
60.00
25.75
16
60.25
44.5
16.5
2625
60.75
26.75
45
17
61.25
17.5
27.25
45.5
61.50
27.75
46
18
62.00
46.5
28.25
18.5
62.50
28.75
»7
19
63.00
47.5
29.25
19.5
48
53.25
29.75
20
63.75
30.25
48.5
20.5
64.25
30.75
49
21
64.75
49.5
31.25
21.5
65.00
22
31.75
50
65.25
32.25
50.5
22.5
65.75
51
33.00
23
66.25
51.5
33.75
23.5
66.50
34.50
52
24
67.00
35.00
52.5
24.5
67.50
25
35.50
53
68.00
53.5
36.00
25.5
68.25
54
36 75
26
68.75
54.5
37.50
26.5
69.25
38.25
27
55
69.75
55.5
39.00
27.5
70.00
56
39.50
28
70.50
40.25
56.S
28 5
71.00
57
29
4100
71.50
41.75
57.5
29.5
71.75
58
42.50
30
72.25
58.5
43.C0
30.5
72.75
43.75
59
31
73.00
59.5
44.50
31.5
73.50
60
45.25
32
74.00
60.5
46.00
32.5
74.50
61
46.75
33
74.75
6I.S
47.25
33.5
75.25
62
48.00
34
75.75
62.5
34 5
48 75
76.00
63
4950
35
76.50
43.5
50.25
35.5
76.75
64
51.00
36
77.25
64.5
36.5
51.50
77.75
"S
52.25
37
78.25
65.£
53.00
37.5

I

Balance due January

I

to

May

31,

1918.

.

227.50

$243.25

Machinist "D" was employed in the same shop in
December, 1915, and in 1918 on the same class of work.
His hourly rate in December. 1915, was .i5 cents for ') hours.
He was jjaid for overtime and Sunday
26 days a month.
work at time and one-half. On January 1, 1918, his hours
were reduced to S and his rate increased to 40 cents. 'I'he
new hourly rate applicable to his 1915 rate, viz.: 49^ cents
(J)

being less tlian the minimum of 55 cents, his new rate will
In 1918, from Januarj- 1 to May 31,
55 cents per hour.
he worked 2.54 hours per month or an average of one hour
This for five months
191S
schedule.
overtime daily on the
He ha- been paid as folgives him 130 hours overtime.
t)e

lows

:

1.040 hours stiaight lime, at 40 cents

30 hours overtime, at 60 cents

$416.00
78.00

Old

rate

New

rate

per hour' per hour
78.50
66
66.5
79.00
79.50
67
79.75
67.5
80.25
68
80.75
6S.5
81.25
69
81.50
69.5
82.00
70
82.50
70.5
"1
83.00
83.25
71.5
72
83.75
84.25
72.5
84.50
73
73.5
85.00
85.50
74
86.00
74.5
86.25
75
86.75
75.5
87.00
76
87.50
76.5
88.00
77
88.25
77.5
88.75
78
89.25
78.5
89.75
79
90.00
79.5
90.50
SO
91.00
80.5
91.50
81
91.75
81.5
92.25
82
92.75
82.5
93.00
83
93.50
83.5
94.00
84
84.5
94.50
94.75
85
95.25
85.5
95.75
86
96.00
86.S
96.50
87
97.00
87.5
97.25
SB
97.75
88.5
98.25
89
98.50
89.5
99.00
90
99.50
90.5
91
99.75
100.25
91.
100.75
92
101.25
92.5
101.50
93
102.00
93.5

•"Old rates" are those of December.

1915.

»«4.00

Total
23.62

— Rates

atraighl time each month for S
b.i'.i9
to May 31)
months (January
.Msu worked in <ame period 90 hours overtime it pro rats
$49.50
rale, new 55^:ent niinimuiu rate, equal*
33.75
Was paid at 37.';ccnt rale pro rata overtime or

1

one-half, new 55 cents minimum rate, or 82J4 cents, equals $74.25
paid at 37.>4-ceiit rate pro rata overtime or
33.75

Balance due January

On

$45.50

1

189.00

Was

Sbction C.

month
of working «amc amount of

llifference

His back pay

will

be computed as follows:

1,040 hours straight time, at 55 cents
130 hours overtime, at SZyi cents

Deduct pa>mcnt

Old

rate

New

rate

per hour* per hour
94
102.50
102.75
94.5
103.25
95
103.75
95.5
96
104.25
104.50
96.5
105.00
97
105.50
97.5
106.00
98
106.25
98.5
106.75
99
99.5
107.25
100
107.50
108.00
100.5
101
108.25
101.5
108.75
102
109.25
109.75
102.5
UO.OO
103
110.50
103.5
111.00
104
111.25
104.5
111.75
105
112.25
105.5
106
112.75
106.5
113.00
113.50
107
107.5

U4.00

108

114.25
114.75
115.25
115.75
116.00
116.50
117.00
117.25
117.75
118.25
118.50
119.00
119.50
119.75
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00
120.00

108.5

109
109.5

110
110.5
111
111.5

112
112.5
113
113.5
114
114.5
115
115.5

116
116.5

117
117.5

118
118.5

119
119.5

120

^fH'S?
'0<-Z5
»*".2S

Total

^^^-O**

at 1918 rates

*^«^»

Backpay due

rate per hour will be 55 cents.
In the case of employee "E," who was employed
per
in a shop where the rate for his position was 35 cents
hour for 8 hours" work in 1915. with time and one-half
with
for overtime, but in the same position and same shop
his
the same hours in 1018 his rate is 45 cents per hour;
earnings in 1915 in the standard 208-hour month would be
$72.80 per month, and he would be entitled to the newHis straight time and
cents per hour.
hourly rate of

and his future
(4)

49J^

overtime earnings and back pay would be computed in exThe principles
actly the same manner as machinist "D."
whatillustrated will apply to all men paid by the hour,
ever their occupation

Section

D— Rates
Paid

Method

may

be.

of Wages of Railroad Employees
Upon Piecework Basis

or .\pplving Increases to Tiece Rates

The pieceworker shall receive for each hour worked,
(1)
the same increase per hour as is awarded to the hourly
worker engaged in similar employTnent in the same shop.
1915
If the hourly rate ha? been increased since
(2)
then the
to an amount greater than the increase- herein fi.xed,
higher rate shall prevail.

Where there was no piece rate for an item or oper(3)
ation in the piece-rate schedule of 1915, adjust the current
price by such an amount as a similar item or operation has
been increased or decreased since December 31, 1915, or
as near such a plan as practicable.
It is understood that tlie application of this order
(4)
shall not. in any case, operate to reduce current earnings.

When a pieceworker works overtime or undertime,
(5)
he shall receive that proportion of the increase provided in
the schedule which the time actually worked bears to the
normal time in the position.
Overtime is not to be considered solely as the num(6)
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ber of hours employed in excess of the normal hours per
in the position, but rather the time employed in excess
of tlie normal hours per day.
Employee "F" was employed under a piecework
(7)
scliedule in a .shop where the basic hourly rate was 35 cents

month

made

in the piecework schedule.
Assume that "F"

For example:

made $90

New

Old

Old

New

$3.35
3.37

$2.84

$3.66

$3.30

2.85
2.90
2.95
3.00
3.05
3.10
3.15
3.20

3.67
3.73

3.35
3.40
3.45
3.60
3.75
4.00
4.15
4.35

$4.25
4.31
4.38
4.44

2.62
2.65
2.69
2.70
2.75
2.76

This
for eight hours, with time and one-half for overtime.
rate under the plan illustrated above will be increased to
49 3^. cents per hour. Difference, 14j4 cents.
Regardless of the schedule of piece rates under which he
is paW, under this order "F" will be entitled to receive 14>4
cents per hour in addition to his piecework earnings for
every hour worked in 1918 unless the hourly rate shall in
the interim have been raised and a proportionate increase

Old
$2.60

3.41
3.46

3.48
3.54
3.55

3.93
3.99
4.06
4.12

Old

Old

New

$2.50

$2.90

$3.35

Passenger

December,

in

4.64
4.83
5.15
5.34
5.47

baggagemen

At the hourly rate he would have
1915, at his piecework.
earned only $72.80, and his hourly rate must therefore be
increased to 49 J/ cents.
If, in January, 1918, he has attained sufficient skill to
earn $100 on the same piecework schedule, he will be entitled to receive, nevertheless, 14>^ cents per hour for each
hour of straight time worked, and for each hour of overtime,
21% cents additional (if time and one-half for overtime is
in effect).

Old

New

$1.70
2.00

$2.35

Old

New

$1.60

$2.23

1.87

2.61

Freight
engineers

Assume tliat in the five months, January 1 to May 31,
"F" has worked 1,040 hours straight time, and 130 hours

Old

New

overtime, and has, at his piece-work schedule thus earned

$5.90

$6.81
6.87
6.925
6.93
7.05
7.22
7.51
7.80
7.85

5.95

$500.

5.995
6.00
6.10
6.25
6.50
6.75
6.80
6.85
6.90
6.95
7.00
7.25

He will be entitled, nevertheless, to receive as back pay, the
following amount:
$150.80
28.28

1,040 hours at 14J4 cents per hnu
130 hours at 21H cents per hour

$179.08

in January, 1918, the basic hourly rate had been
increased to SO cents, and this increase had been correspondingl)- expressed in his piece-work schedule, he would

But

if

be entitled to no back pay. If, on the other hand, the hourly
rate had been increased from 35 cents in 1915 to 45 on
January 1, 1918, and this increase had been expressed in
a corresponding increase in the piece-work schedule, then
"F" would be entitled to receive back pay at 4^/2 cents per
for straight time and 6J4 cents per hour overtime.
If the practice in the shop, however, had been to pay pro
rata for overtime, then the rate for such overtime since
4i/$ cents, or 14>4
Januar}' 1, 1918, would be pro rata at
cents per hour, according to whether piece rates had been
or had not been increased.
Employee's December, 1915, rate was 38J^ cents;
(8)
which rate in this order for 8 hours per day entitled him to
His basic rate had, by January 1,
5434 cents per hour.
1918, been raised to 42 J^ cents per hour. Piece work rates
had not been raised in the interval. This man earned in
208 hours $100. He is entitled to a raise of 11?4 cents per

hour.
1

5

X

$24.44
122.20

Section E.

—Rates
Paid

Wages of Railroad Employees
Upon Mileage Basis

The following rates will apply "per day" or
equivalent in "miles":
Passenger
engineers

Passer gcr
engineers

New

Old

New

Old

New

$4.1C

$4.56
4.62
4.67
4.73

$4.53
4.55
4.60
4.65
4.70

$5.04

$4.95
5.00
5.05
5.13

$5.51
5.56
5.62

4.2.^

4.30
4.35
4.40
4.45
4.50

4.78
4.84
4.90
4.95
5.01

4.75
4.78

4.80
4.90

5.06
5.12
S.I7
5.23
5.28
5.32
5.34
5.45

5.15
5.28
5.35
5.40
5.53

5.71
5.73
5.87
5.95
6.01
6.15

and flagmen

established

Freight brakemen
and flagmen

Old
$2.70
2.72

Passenger
eng

ou:
4.15
4.20

its

Freight brakemen

Passenger
engineers
'

Old

Ncv/

$5.55
5.65
5.90
6.00
6.05
6.25
6.30
6.50
7.00

$6.17
6.29
6.56
6.68
6.73
6.95
7.01
7.23
7.79

2.82
2.83
2.85
2.88
2.95
2.98
2.99
3.00

"Old"

$3.77
3.79
3.84
3.88
3.91
3.93
3.95
3.98
4.02
4.12
4.16
4.17
4.19

rates are those of

Freight brakemen
and flagmen

5.61
5.71
5.77
6.04
6.11

Old

New
$5.88
5.98
6.07
6.12
6.15
6.19
6.28
6.83
6.86
7.37
7.77
8.54

5.69
6.12
6.45
7.09

of

$5.03
5.10
5.24
5.245
5.30
5.37
5.44
5.50
5.535

$4.88
4.96
5.04
5.08
5.10
5.14
5.21
5.67

208:

month
months

7.97

Old
$3.75
3.80
3.90
3.905
3.95
4.00
4.05
4.1i
4.125
4.18
4.25
4.30
4.50
4.55

hour

llfi cents

7.91

Freight brakemen
and flagmen

Old

New

Old

New

$3.02
3.10

$4.21
4.32
4.37
4.38
4.39
4.46
4.48
4.53
4.59
4.65
4.76
4.83

$3.48
3.60
3.62
3.66
3.707

$4.85
5.02
5.05

3.13
3.14
3.15
3.20
3.21
3.25
3.29
3.33
3.41
3.46

December, 1915.

3.71
3.93

4.24
4.26
4.62
4.96
5.37

5.11
5.17
5.18
5.48
5.91
5.94
6.44
6.92
7.49

May
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wiTf mileage rates in effect in Deiemher, 1915,
in the ahove tallies, they shall be
increased in accordance with the following jiercentages
If there

which are not included
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Applying Increases to Mileage Basis

Rates for overtime as now in effect, whether pro(1)
viding for pro rata basis or in excess thereof, shall be increased liy same percentage as straight time rates.
Miles run, in excess of the established equivalent
(2)
of a day (or of a month where such l)asis prevails) shall
be paid for pro rata.
If any increase has been made in the mileage rates
(.^)
of employees paid on that liasis in December, 1915, it will
l>e understood that the per cent of increase allowed by this
order is inclusive of such interim increases and that the new
rate is computed from the base rates of December, 1915.
Example (1): Engineer "G," passenger service, re(4)
ceived S4.25 per day of one hundred miles in 10 hours in
Decemlier, 1915.
.\ccording to tliis plan, although in 1918
this rate was S4.25 per hundred miles in 8 hours, the rate
will be increased 11 '4 per cent to S4.73 per 100 miles
He will be entitled to back
(S4.7281 equalized as $4.7.^).
pay for even.' 100 miles run at the rate of 48 cents per 100
miles.

Example

(

2)

C'lnHuctor through freight;
.\950 miles at 4 cents, at
cents, or

He was
.

new

rate,

would

entitle

him

to

$142.19
118.00

Leaving

to be paid
26 hours .ind 10 minutes overtime, equivalent, on
basis of i2',-i miles per hour, to 327 miles, which, at
the increased rale of 4.82 cents per mile, entitles him to. $15.76
13.08
Was paid, ,-it 4 cents per mile

$24.19

He made

.\

difference of

named in .Article 2, section A.
Since the application of the increases hereby granted
(5)
will tend in individual ca.«es to give increases greater than is
appropriate or necessary to tliose train and engine men who
make abnormal amounts of mileage and who, therefore,
make already abnormally high monthly earnings, the officials
rates

of each rail'raid shall take up with the respective committees of train and engine men the limitation of mileage made
per month by employees paid upon a mileage basis, so as

employees now making such abnormal mileage
profiting by the wage increases herein fixed greatly in excess of employees habitually making a normal amount of
mileage.
It shall be understood that any such limitation
of mileage so arrived at shall not preclude the officials of
a railroad from requiring a train or engine man to make
mileage in excess of this limitation when the necessities of
The officials of each railroad will
the ser\ice require it.
report to the regional director such arrangements agreed
upon and any cases of failure to reach such agreements.

to prevent

Rules for Application of

Wage

Increases
(1)

In the application of the scale the wage runs with
If in the past two years an employee has been

the place.

upon

JKised

tlie

rate of incre-ase

sent a net increa.se at this time.

As to the employee who ma\' have been promoted
(4)
since December 31, 1915, his increa.-e will Ia- ba.«ed upon
the rate of his present position as of December 31, 1915.

As

(5)

employee who has been reduced in posibe based upon the rate of his present

to the

tion, his increase will

December 31, 1915.
The new rates named herein, where they are higher
(6)
than the rates in effect on Januar}- 1, 1918, will be applied
to the occupants of positions that carried the rates in December, 1915.
In those cases where increases have been made by
( 7 )
the railroads since December 31, 1915, in e.xcess of the
amounts herein ordered, present wages shall apply, for in
no instance shall the application hereof operate to reduce
present rates of pay.
position as of

Reductions in hours between December 31, 1915,
1, 1918, are not to be regarded as increases

(8)

and Januanin pay.

(9)

This principle will apply to all employees of the train
and engine service who are paid on the mileage basis.
There are some railroads in the United States upon which
men in the train and engine ser\ice are paid on a monthly
ivage.
Such employees will be entitled to the increased

F— General

is

per cent.
Over one-fourth of 1 per cent, but les> than one-half of
1
per cent, as one-half of 1 per cent.
Over one-half of 1 per cent, but less than three-fourths
of 1 per cent, as three-fourths of 1 per cent.
Over three-fourths of 1 per cent, as 1 per cent.
These increases are to be apjilied to the rates of
(3)
wages in effect on December 31, 1915. They do not repre-

The wage

increases

provided

and

for

iire to

herein shall be
be paid accord-

time served to all who were then in the railroad
who have come into such ser\"ice since and reThe proper ratajjle amount shall also be
paid to those who have be«ai for any reason since January
1, 1918, dismissed from the service, but shall not be paid
to those who have left it voluntarily.
Men who have left
the railroads to enter tlie .\rmy or Navy shall \>e entitled
to tlie pro rata increases accruing on their wages up to the
time they left, and the same rule shall apply to those who
have passed from one branch of the railroad seri'ice or from
one road to another.
This order applies to foremen, chief clerks, and
(10)
ing to

$26.87
134.35

Five months

new wage

applicable to the new schedule governing the jjosition to
which he has been promoted.
In applying these percentages to the hourly, daily,
(2)
monthly, or mileage rates for December, 1915, in order to
determine the rates to be applied, beginning January 1,
1918, each decimal fraction over 1 per cent shall be equalized as follows:
Less than one-fourth of 1 per cent, a-; iiiu'-fourih of 1

effective as of Januar)' 1, 1918,
2.68

One month

Section

|)roiuoted, his

4.82

paid

1329

ser\-ice

mained

tlie

or

therein.

others employed

in

a

super\-isor)'

capacit>',

as

well as to

their subordinates.

This order shall be construed to apply to employees
(11)
of railroads operating ferries, tugboats, lighters, barges, and

any other

floating equipment operated as terminal or transfer facilities, jjut shall not be construed as applying to railroad employees on cargo and passenger carrying equipment
on lakes, rivers, or in coastwise or ocean traffic.
The provisions of this order will not apply in
(12)
cases where amounts less than $30 per month are paid to
individuals for special service which takes only a portion
of their time from outside employment or business.
Office boys, messengers, chore boys, and similar
(13)
|)ositions filled b)' employees who are under 18 years of age
will receive the following increase per month:
$20 increase per month where December, 1915, rate was
from $30 to $45 f)er month.
$15 increase per month where December, 1915, rate was
from $20 to $30 per month.
SIO increa.se per month where December, 1915, rate was
less than $20 per month.
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— Rules Governing

Article III

Conditions of

The Basic Eight-Hour Day
Section (a).
The principle of the basic eight-hour day is hereby recognized. Where employees are paid upon a daily or monthly
basis, the new compensation herein established will apply
constituted
to the number of hours which have heretofore
For example, where an actual day's
the actual day's work.
work has been 10 hours, the new compensation will cover
the 8 basic hours and 2 hours overtime,

.\dditional over-

time will be paid pro rata.
Method of Applying Basic Eight-Hour-Day Rules
Pnsition which in December, 1915, paid $2 per 9-hour day:
r.nte, $2 per day.
New rr.te. $2.51 for S-hour basic day.
Overtime, 31.4 cents per hour.
New rate $2.83 for 9-hour service: 83 cents increase.
1915, paid $2.40 per 10-hour day:
v2) Position which in December,
Old rate, $2.40 per day.
New rate. $2.70 for 8-hour basic day.
Overtime, $0.68 2 hours, at 34 cents per hour.
,„
,.
New rate, $3.38 for 10-hour service; 98 cents increase.
paid $75 per month, working lU
(3) Position which in December. 1915.
hours per day for 26 working days:
Old rate, $75 per month.
New rate, $84. 6C per month basic 8-hour day.
Overtime, $21.15—52 hours, at 40.67 cents per 'ipur.
New rate, $105.75 for same service; "ncrease. $30.75.
paid $100 per month, working 11
(4) Position which in December, 1915,
hours per day for 31 working days:
,
rate, $100 per month.
„
New rate. $95.82 pel month basic 8-hour day.
per hour.
Overtime, $35.9.^-93 h.iurs, at 38.64 cents
$131.75 for saiie service: increase, $31.75
(1)

Old

—

New

,

.

(b).—Rates of

P.'^y

for Overtime

agreements_ or
This order shall not affect any existing
rates of pay for time
practices for the payment of higher
Time worked in
worked in excess of any standard day.
hereby established will,
excess of the basic eight-hour day
more favorwhen there is no existing agreement or practice
rata basis, as indiable to the employee, be paid on a pro
cated in section (a) of this aritcle.

Section (c).

Wages
Pending consideration by the Board of Railroad
no reand Working Conditions hereinafter provided for,

work shall
duction in the actual hours constituting a day's
or month,
operate to deprive any employee, paid by the day
this order.
of the total increase in pay granted him by

IV— Payments

for

Back Time

Each railroad will, in payments made to employees on
therein.
and after June 1, 1918, include these increases
pay
As promptly as possible, the amount due in back
1918, in accordance with the provision of
be computed and payment made to empayments, so
ployees separately from the regular monthly
of these back
that employees wjll know the exact amount

from January
this

order,

1,

will

payments.
Recognizing the clerical work necessary to make these
computations for back pay and the prol)able delay before
beginning with
the entire period can be covered, each month,
practicable and. as
January', shall be computed as soon as
soon as completed, iwxment shall be made.
Article

V — Employment

of

Women

W'hen women are employed, their working conditions must
he healthful and fitted to their needs. The laws enacted
observed
for the government of their employment must be
and their pay, when they do the same class of work as men,
shall be the same as that of men.
Article

VI

— Colored

Firemen, Trainmen and

Switchmen
June 1, 1918, colored men employed as firemen, trainmen and switchmen shall be paid the same rates
of wages as are paid white men in the same capacities.
Effective

made

effective

by

this Article.

VII

Article

— Board of

Railroad

Wages and Working

Conditions
hereby created a Board of Railroad Wages and
shall consist of the following
F. F. Gaines, C. E. Lindsey,
W. E. Morse, G. H. Sines, A. O. Wharton.
This board shall at once establish an office at Washington,
D. C, and meet for organization and elect a chairman and
vice chairman, one of whom shall preside at meetings of

There

is

Working Conditions which
members:
J. J. Dermody,

the board.
It shall

be the duty of the board to hear and and invesby railroad employees or their rep-

tigate matters presented

resentatives affecting.
(

1

)

Inequalities as to wages

and working conditions

whetlier as to individual employees or classes of

(2)

employees.
Conditions arising from competition with employees

(J)

Rules

in other industries.

and

^vorking

conditions

for

the

several

classes of employees, either for the country as a

whole or for different parts of tlie country.
The Board shall also hear and investigate other matters
affecting wages and conditions of employment referred to
it by the director general.
This board shall be solely an advisory body and shall
submit its recommendations to the director general for his
determination.

Article

VIII

— Interpretations

ticle

9

'of

of This

Order

authorized by ArGeneral Order No. 13 to perform the following

Railwa\- Board of .-Adjustment No.

—No Reduction in Total Increase

Article

for period

II of this
not apply to the further increased rate

,

rJte.

Section

January 1, 1918, to May ,31, 1918,
upon the increases provided in Article
Back payments will
order for such positions.

Back pay

will be based only

Employment

CM
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1

is

duty
hours, when fixed by the director general,
be incorporated into existing agreements on the several railroads, and should differences arise between the management and the employees of any of the railroads as to
such incorporation, such questions of difference shall be decided by the Railway Board of Adjustment No. 1, when
properly presented, subject always to review by the director

"Wages and

shall

general."
In addition to the foregoing, other questions arising as
to the intent or application of this order in respect to the
classes of employees within tlie scope of Railway Board of

Adjustment No. 1 shall be submitted to such Board, which
Board shall investigate and report its recommendations to
the director general.

Similar authority may be conferred on any additional
railway board of adjustment hereafter created.
Decisions shall not be rendered by such boards until after
approval by the director general.
Prior to the creation of additional railway boards of adjustment to deal with questions as to the intent or application of this order as it affects any other class of employees,
such questions, with respect to such employees, shall be presented to the Director of the Division of Labor, United
States Railroad Administration, Washington, D. C.

—

Brazill^n Coal for Government Railway. It has
announced that the Brazilian Central Railway (a
Government-owned line) has contracted with the Sao
Jeronymo Coal Mining Company, which is extracting dobeen

mestic coal in large quantities, for 50,000 tons of Brazilian
coal.
According to a report from Vice Consul R. P. Momsen, of Rio de Janeiro, the contract price is SO milreis

(about $12.50) per ton.

oi the

Large

New

PaSiL-ntii-r

Car Sluf.

Grand Trunk Car Shops
Special Attention Given to

Distribution of

WITH

the

THE EXCEPTION of the installation
Grand Trunk has completed the

Power and
of machines
construction

new layout at Port Huron,
conijilete
of
a
Mich., for the construction and repair of freight and passenIncluding tracks and buildings the new plant
ger cars.
covers an area of ."^S acres and represents an e\|)enditure of
more than $700,000. The layout includes two buildings for
the repair of passenger cars with a total capacity of 27 cars,
a steel freight car shop and a wood freight car shop each with
a 28-car capacity, a rejjair track yard with a capacity for 200
cars and auxilian.- buildings including a modern power plant,
a cabinet shop, blacksmith shop, machine shop, wood mill,
dry kiln, general offices and paint and general stores buildings, as well as a complete system of piping and fire hydrants
for fire protection, watchmen's shanties and other facilities of
minor importance.
of the principal car repair shops for the Grand Trunk
St. Clair river has been located at Port
Huron for many years. During the winter of 1914-1915 the
Its loss was a serious handiold plant was destroyed by fire.

One

lines west of the

to the railroad and as its replacement with as little delay
as fKjssible was essential, work was begun on the plant as
soon after the fire as plans could be prepared and the necessary pro|)erty acquired.
The old (ilant which was built almost at the lieginning of

cap

the road's operation was located in the older part of the city
on the river front at the terminus of the line previous to the
It was
construction of the tunnel under the St. Clair riv(j/

small and inadequate and the site would not permit of the
expansion necessan.' to meet present day needs. Furthermore
its location precluded the provision of ample switching facili-

at

Arrangement

Port Huron

to Insure

Possibility of Extension
fire, it was decided to abandon
and locate the facilities on property adjoining the
tunnel line and convenient to the main switching yard and
roundhouse, .^t this point it was possible to lay out tlic plant
in such a way as to produce a minimum amount of switching
and a maximum degree of efficienc}' in the handling of bad

ties.

Consequently, after the

the old site

order cars.

The Plant
In planning the layout of the new plant special attention
was given to the arrangement of the buildings with a view to
the economical distribution of power and the possibility of
extension and to ensure the materials being handled by a

movement from the stores to the finished car. To this
end as may be seen in the general map of the plant, the power
plant and stores iiuildings occupy a central location with the
direct

various other buildings located conveniently about the central unit.

The passenger
shop being

1.^4

car .«hops include two buildings, the larger
6 in. by .^0.> ft. 6 in. with a capacity for

ft.

The

small shop is 1.^4 fl. 6 in. wide by 240 ft. long
The cabinet shop, the only
for 12 cars.
two-story building in the layout, is conntxted to the small
passenger car shop.
These shops are so planned that each car under construction or repair occupies one bay with an ample allowance for
working space. The two Ijuildings are parallel to each other
with a space of 100 ft. between them which is occupied by a
Xichols standard 80-ft. electrically-operated transfer table,
designed to carr}' a 9(i.ton coach.
Roth buildings are of concrete and brick construction with
15 cars.

and has a capacity

1331
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3 -in. plank floors

and

tar

and gravel

roofs.

The

roofs are

designed with monitors running across the buildings, lightAdditional light and ventilaing and ventilating each bay.
tion are provided by the windows. The middle sash of alternate windows are hinged and metal sash chain-operating devices are provided for the ventilators in both the windows

and monitors.

The
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Owing to the large amount of special work in painting
and varnishing, the heating requirements in the plant are

lines.

considerable,

about

requiring

50,000

sq.

ft.

stering room.

The first
is 53 ft. wide by 250 ft. long.
by the glue room, acid room and the upholfloor.
second
is
done
on
the
work
cabinet
The

electricallv operated elevator is

The

radiation,

cabinet shop

floor is occupied

An

of

which is provided by means of cast iron radiators of the wall
type and pipe coils distributed as required.
The brick chimney for the boilers is ISO ft. high, 13 ft. S
in. in diameter at the Viase, and 6 ft. 6 in. in diameter at the

provided in this building.

freight car shops provide the facilities for the construc-

and repair of freight cars. These shops are divided into
equal sections by brick fire walls, one section being devoted
Both sections of the
to steel cars and the other to wood cars.
shops are planned for the cars to enter at one end. A repair
track vard with capacity for 200 cars is located convenient
tion

-4

^Sh
J/M

li^HIK^^^^
»»«^f<f^|^^^

^

-

^

to this shop.

Each division of the shop is 78 ft. wide and 360 ft. long,
providing a capacity for 28 cars. In addition to the standing
tracks, four of which are provided in each shop, both secThe arrangement
tions are provided with two service tracks.
The natural
of these tracks is shown in the sectional plan.
;i

lighting and the ventilation plans are similar to those of the
passenger shops, as is the construction with the exception
of the floor, which is of mastic laid on a 4-in. concrete base.
The power plant consists of the boiler room 55 ft. by 98 ft.
and an engine room 35 ft. 6 in. by 70 ft. This building is of

T i\

concrete and brick construction, with a tar and gravel roof,
A
carried on steel trusses, thus avoiding posts in the rooms.
The floor in the
brick partition separates the two rooms.
boiler room is of concrete, while a maple floor is used in the

engine room.

Three 200

^^

i

Interior

View

of the

Wood

Mill

It rests on a concrete base 30 ft. in diameter, and was
by the Heine Chimne)- Company of New York. The
coal for the boilers is delivered direct to bunkers inside the
boiler room by means of hopper cars discharging through a
The
steel trestle having a capacity of two cars in the house.
ashes will be taken direct from the boilers through a pipe
convevor located Ijeneath the floor in the building and rising

top.

b.h.p.

ers are provided in

and three 150 b.h.p. return tubular boilthe power plant, the boiler pressure being

150 lb. per sq. in. The boilers are fitted with superheaters
giving ISO deg. superheat when coal is used and 200 deg.
when wood refuse is used. Three of the boilers can bum
They are
either coal or wood, and three can burn coal only.

General Layout of the

New

adapted for hand firing because of the large amount of refuse
of varied character which will be burned.
The boilers supply heat to the entire plant, power for two
steam hammers in the blacksmith shop, and for testing out
radiation in cars in the passenger car shops as well as for
minor lines for heating water in the cabinet shop, glue room,
All steam lines are fitted with an asbestos insulating
etc.
covering and are laid in concrete trenches in which space is
also provided for steam return pipes, air lines to various
liuildings and tracks, water lines for fire protection and gas

built

Car Shop

at

Port Huron

outside to the proper height for delivery direct to a car. The
usli ejector was furnished by the American Steam Conveyor
Corporation, Chicago, and is operated by the ejection of
steam from the boilers at the far end of the conveyor. The

carpenter shop
systems, which
draft for these
The engine

and woodmill are

vacuum pumps,
two

fitted

with shaving exhaust

refuse to the boiler room. The
systems is furnished by a fan arrangement.
room contains two boiler feed pumps, two
delivers

a

fire

wood

heater, and
combined capacity, of

pump, an open type water

air compressors of 2,500 cu.

ft.

May

31.
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the coiii|>ouiiil

t>|n.-,

>|ni.i.ill\

;nlii|il((l

for

usi-

witli

eiKe as a result of having to remove one car to get at or
remove another.
Kach compartment is separate from the
other and capable of being used independently.
The heat
will be sup|)lied by means of steam |)ipes liKated below the
rail level.
A special system of air ducts will provide ample

sui)er-

i'lie suin'rliiat of tlii-M- air comprcs.sors may
be controlled liy proportioning tlu-ir supply of wi-t steam.
The niaihim- and Mack.-niith slio|> liuildini^ is l.i.S ft. by

heatt'd .-ti-am.

299

ft.

and

planned in a similar manner to the freight car
lire wall .separating the two rcKmis.
.A linder
provided in the blacksmith shop.
woodmill is of fr.mie construction .ind wa.-- built
is

shops, with a
floor is

J'he

l^^^

changes which will be capable of regulation. Provision
made for the introduction of steam as required to
(heck too rapid drying. The walls and the rof)f arc insulated
by air cavities .so that an even temperature may be mainair
is

also

tained.

The general stores building is constructed on the same
general lines as the car shops, and is provided with racks
and shelves designed especially for the varied stores which
have to be carried in stock. Office space for the storekee|)er

1

-

>

staff is provided at one end.
The other buildings
iiulude the jiaint stores building, the battery charging room,
and a bicycle storage rixjm and a garage at the main en-

and his

trance.

The

room are of

III

paint

stores

building

and

liattent'

charging

fireproof construction.

The general offices are attached to one end of the stores
i.uilding with a brick firewall between.
The interior is
divided by means of terra cotta hollow tile walls, and the
exterior walls are furred with the same material.
All in-

iii':"'ir

1'..

'^^f

la-v

I

>

terior w^alls

^;"a

la)out provides for ample storage space for wheels,
steel, lumber, etc.. and special attention has been paid to
economical ojieration. .^mple sanitary facilities and lockers
are provided in each Ijuilding for a full quota of workmen
when the plant is in operation. Electrical energy for lighting and for the operation of the machines is supplied by the
Port Huron Electric Power Company.
Provision has

The Machine Shop Nearing Completion
almost entirely of material, salvaged from a former industrial
plant occupying the site.
Metal lath and a 2-in. stucco
finish gives the building an appearance in harmony with the
others.
The dr}- lumber storage building is also of frame
construction with a stucco finish.
This building also was

Wood

Cars

and ceilings are plastered and painted.

The

also been made for fire protection by the erection of a
100,000-gal. steel storage tank, 100 ft. above the ground line,
with a complete system of piping and fire hydrants situThe fire pump in the engine
ated at convenient points.

FREIGHT Car

5hops

steel cars

Cross Sections of the Blacksmith, Machine and Freight Car Shops
salvaged in its entirety from the industrial ])lant and moved
by a horse and winch one-quarter of a mile to its present
location.

The drying kiln is a specially designed building of two
compartments with doors at each end. This arrangement
permits cars with lumber to enter at one end, and when dried
to be removed at the other without anv delav or inconveni-

room draws water din-ct from the city mains and, in connection with the tank, a pressure of 60 lb. is maintained
at all times.
Hand fire extinguishers are also provided, one
for everv' 2,000 sq. ft. of floor space, or 140 in all.
Two
fire houses, centrally located, are also provided.
On a portion of the site acquired by the railroad were
buildings of frame and brick construction which had been
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occupied by an industrial plant. To utilize the land propfor railroad purposes these buildings had to be
erly
From these and the old roundhouse and freight
removed.
car repair shops which were wrecked after the fire, large
quantities of usable material were salvaged and utilized
in the construction of the new plant with a considerable
saving in the requirements for new materials, time and

money.
This salvaged material, in addition to an old building
which was moved bodilv to a new foundation and re-
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This entire project has been carried out under the direcH. R. Safford, chief engineer of the Grand Trunk.
The contractor was Tames Stewart & Companv of NewYork.
tion of

Alba B. Johnson Elected President
of Railway Business Association
JOHNSON, president of the Baldwin Locomotive
ALBA
Works, was elected president of the Railway Business
B.

Association by the general executive committee at a
New York, May 23, to take effect
who has served as president since

special meeting held in

forthwith, George A. Post,

the association was formed, having declined re-election.
This was pursuant to authority given to the committee by the

convention in Chicago, April 8. The other
seven vice-presidents and treasurer will be
filled later.
The executive members, eight of whose terms
have just expired, are appointed by the president. The secretary is a permanent officer during pleasure of tlie executive
committee.
The committee on nominations and organization, in addition to recommending the election of Mr. Johnson, reported
progress on organization to meet the problems arising out of
adjustment to the new conditions in railway purchasing
as discussed at the Chicago convention of the associaassociation at

its

elective offices,

tion.

expected that the election and re-organization will be
at a meeting of the general executive committee to
be called for some date in June.
Beside his work as a locomotive builder, in which capacity
he is thoroughly familiar to the readers of the Railway Age,
Mr. Johnson has for many 3'ears been active in the leadership
of business organizations.
He was chainnan of several of
the Foreign Trade conventions and president of the American
It is

completed

Section and Plan of the

Dry Kiln

modeled, included 517,000 ft. b.m. of timber of all sizes,
900,000 brick and miscellaneous materials. The new wood
mill requiring approximately 35,000 ft. b.m. of timber was
built almost entirely of salvaged materials and the secondhand timber was utilized in otlier buildings for plank
flooring, sheathing, rafters, sleepers, forms for concrete,
The salvaged brick were used as backing
sheet piling, etc.
in the

new

brick buildings.

The miscellaneous materials recovered included 400 wood
and .^0 steel sash, 8,600 lb. of steel rods, bars and angles
which were used as reinforcing in concrete lintels and in
foundation work, and 8.000 lb. of .steel utilized for anchor
several thousand
.'\lso.
bolts, dowels, straps and plates.

A

Sectional

View

of the

Manufacturers' Export Association.
He was the leader in
the movement two or three years ago for strengthening and
reorganizing the resources and service of the Philadelphia
Chamber of Commerce, and is now president of the Pennsylvania State Chamber of Commerce. It was at the annual meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States at
Chicago in April that Mr. Johnson delivered his now wellknown address urging a wide latitude for the individual railway manager in determining what locomotive designs are best
adapted to the conditions under wliich he operates, and also
urging that in whatever standardization might be attempted
care should be taken to facilitate rather than obstruct mechanical progress.

News that Mr. Johnson had consented to undertake the
presidency of the Railway Business Association was received

Passenger Car Shops
all sides with expressions of gratification that a man so
engrossed in operations on as large a scale as Mr. Johnson
should have regarded the work of the Railway Business Association as a call which he ought not to decline, and of confidence that with his prestige and personality he would com-

hangers and brackets used in connection with the heating
equipment, etc., were manufactured on the site from second
A considerai;k
hand material by company blacksmiths.
quantity of miscellaneous material such as pipe, fittings,
valves, etc., were likewise salvaged from the industrial plant
which was abandoned and a material saving in expense, as
well as time, was effected by this arrangement owing to

mand the hearty support both of the members and of many
other manufacturers whom it is hoped to enroll in view of the

the rapidly increasing costs of new material and the
culty in getting prompt delivery.

done.

diffi-

on

new

conditions

under

which

railway

purchasing

is

now

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Bituminous Coal Prices; the Federal Managers; Standardization
of Operating Statistics

New

Dikhi

i.ik (li

niLiit

of

Regional Directors
Ml A Don has announced

\i KAi.

N.

MaliiT,

I).

president of the Norfolk

\\e>iern, as regional director of the

Kegion, with

office at

Roanoke,

.\ilniiiii-lration

the appoint-

\'a.,

&

new Pocahontas

and of B. L. W'inchell,

director of traffic of the I'nion Pacific System, as regional

director of the Southern Region, with office at Atlanta, Ga.,
Mr. W'inchell succeeds C. H.
both effective on June 1.

Markliam, whose appointment as regional director of the
new Allegheny Region, with office in Philadelphia, was
announced last week.
rile Pocaliontas Region will include the Chesapeake &
Ohio east of Louisville, Ky., Columbus and Cincinnati, O.,
including the Chesapeake & Ohio Xorthcrn. the Norfolk &
Western and the Virginian and the terminals and harbor
In acoperations of all lines reaching Hampton Roads.
cordance with the policA- announced by the director general
last week that the regional directors, as well as the federal
managers to be appointed in charge of the operation of each
will be requireil to sever their official relations
with the particular companies and to become exxlusive representatives of the Railroad Administration. Mr. Maher has

property,

Director

of

the

rcg.irdcd

Southe

Regional

Director

the

or|»or.ilii>ii>

.1-

it-

.

of

the

W.

J.

Cunningham

Manager, Operating

Pocahontas

Division

Region

resigned as president of the Norfolk & Western and Mr.
Winchell as director of traffic of the Union Pacific ami
both have severed all connections with corporate interests.

(

time wa> reijuired to demonstrai'
that the cor|>orations and the government bore to each othei
the relation of landlord and tenant and the impossibilit)
of an officer in autliorit> being al>le to serve both at the
same time with equal loyalty has become increasingly evident as the negotiations between the government and the
representatives of the corporations regarding the tontruct for
Some
the compensation of the railroads have jirogressed.
of the leading railroad counsel have been transferred from
the operating to the corporate organizations, as have the
chairmen of boards or of executive committees, and they have
been free to represent the interests of the stockholders in
Hut on
their relations with the government unreservedly
some roads the president performs the function of chairman
and the necessity for vigorously supi)orting the interests of
the stockholders in dealings with the government while at
the same time working for the government and in effect on
its payroll as an operating officer has created an embarrassing jjosition for many railway executives which was apparSlorcover, many railway officers do not
ent on both sides.
like some of the policies which the Railroad .\dministra-

N. D. Maher

B. L. Winchell

Regional

.ii)parentl\

ageiicies, but only a short

of

Statistics

Transportatii

is putting mio ertect and undoubtedly welcome an opportunity to retire gracefully from any active part in carrying out the government's program while continuing their

tion

former relation to their companies.

Federal Managers
announcement of the plan of appointing federal managers for each railroad property has
govcausLxl more comment than any action taken since the
The dramatic
ernment assumed control of the railroads.
powerful
such
effect of a proposal to displace some 200 of
individuals as railroad presidents have been popularly supposed to l)e has led to some misunderstanding of the purpose of the plan and undue prominence has been given in
many of the puldished reports to the idea of friction and lack
of co-operation Itetween the railroad officers and the adWhile it is known that there have been some
ministration.
instances of friction it has been due primarily to an inFor a time the Railroad
herent difiicultv in the situation.

The

director general's

Pending the selection of the federal managers the railroad
presidents will continue in charge of the operation of their
properties, although the impression has l)een created by the
newspapers that they were all deposed when the announce-

ment was made that federal managers would l>e appointed.
The selection of the federal managers is being made upon
It is probable
recommendations of the regional directors.
of the presidents who are parl)c
retained in charge of
operation as federal managers, leaving the corporations to
It has alre.idy been anbe represented by the chairmen.
nounced that Samuel Rca. president of the Pennsylvania,
president
Willard.
of
the
Baltimore & Ohio, will
Daniel
and
that a considerable
ticularly

number

operating officers

will

remain with the companies rather than become identified
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with the Railroad Administration.
Adoo's office that this is of their

Mr. Mcand that of

It is stated at

own

volition

directors and that no special action has been taken
in case of either of them, but it is understood that they were
called to Washington recently and informed of the intention
to appoint federal managers for their roads.
While the official statement referred to the preservation of

their

of each railroad as a unit except so far as may
be necessary, the boundary lines of the new regions which
have been created will place several large systems in two
regional jurisdictions and it is understood that in the case
of the Pennsylvania and possibly the Baltimore & Ohio and
some other systems separate federal managers will be aptlie identit}'

pointed for the eastern and western lines, reporting to the
regional director for the territory in which the lines in their

charge are located.

Railroads to

Pay More

President Wilson has settled the
between the Railroad Administration
tration as to the price to be charged
by a compromise under which the

for Coal

protracted controversy
and the Fuel Administhe railroads for coal,
railroads will pay the

regular government price iixed for all consumers by the Fuel
Administration, but instead of giving the coal operators the
benefit of the increase it will be used to reduce the general
It is estiprice of bituminous coal by 10 cents a net ton.
mated that this will increase the railroad fuel bill by approximately $45,000,000 per annum, or an average of about
25 cents a ton, while it will save consumers in general about
$60,000,000. The railroads have always obtained their coal

a price considerably below that paid by other consumers,
because they use such a large proportion of the coal output
of the mines and because they were able to guarantee a car
at

This
supply to the mines producing railroad fuel coal.
reduced the overhead expenses of the mine operators. When
the government prices for coal were Iixed last year the railroads in most cases were not affected because they had alread\- made contracts for the coal year beginning April 1.
As these contracts were about to expire this spring, John
Skelton \\'illiams, director of the division of finance and
purchases of the Railroad Administration, endeavored to
have the railroad contracts renewed at a low figure, but the
Fuel Administration took the position that the railroads
This
should pay the same price as all other consumers.
would mean a large increase in the operating expenses of
the railroads and the plan was opposed by the Railroad
Administration, which took the position that there were

sound business reasons for selling coal to the railroads at
a differential price whether or not they were controlled by

The

controversy was referred to President
already established a precedent by ruling
that the government should pay the same price for steel and
The
other materials that it had fixed for other consumers.
railroad officers connected with the administration, however,

the govermnent.

Wilson,

who had

advanced the argument that
increased, the coal operators

if

the railroad price was to be
receive such a

would thereby

large additional profit as to justify a reduction in the general price and this position was finally sustained by President Wilson.

The Fuel Administration has, therefore, issued an order,
under the authority of the President, directing that all prices
for bituminous coal, f.o.b. mines in the coal producing districts throughout the United States, fixed by the executive
order of August 21, 1917, and subsequent orders of the Fuel
Administration, should be reduced as to all .shipments made
after 7:00 a. m. on May 25, 1918, by the sum of 10 cents
for each net ton of 2,000 pounds.
Another question raised in connection with the dispute as
to the price of coal involved the c^uestion of disposition of

coal cars, the Fuel Administration urging the abolition of
the practice of giving mines furnishing railroad fuel a pref-
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car supply.
This point was resolved in favor of
A statement issued by the Fuel
die Fuel Administrator.
Administration says that Uie reduction will mean an annual
erential

saving to consumers estimated by the Fuel Administration
at $60,000,000, and that the increased cost of railroad fuel
occasioned by the President's order is also estimated at $60,000,000 per annum. The reduction of 10 cents per ton on
all coal will, however, reduce the net increased cost to the
railroads from $60,000,000 to $45,000,000 per annum.
"Under the President's plan,"' the statement says, "the
railroads will furnish cars to all coal mines alike without
discrimination except as dictated by the prior requirements
of the railroads for operating purposes and the needs of
domestic consumers and of the war. Under the present war
demands the maximum output of every mine, working at
full time, would still be insufficient to meet the country's coal
The principle of equal car supply has accordingly
needs.
been adopted so as to make for as steady an operation as
possible of all properties and for continuous employment of
men, thus making for maximum output. The introduction
of the principle of even car supply will reduce the general
average of overhead of mine operation and thereby justifies
the administration in putting out a price reduction order."
The order has no effect on the pt-ice of anthracite coal.

Reduced Fares
Under an order

for Soldiers

and Sailors

issued by Director General Mc.\doo, sol-

and sailors of the United States
and traveling at their own expense

diers

forces

when furloughed

will be granted

a

rate

on railroads
Agitation for reduced
the government.
rates for soldiers and sailors has been going on for some
time and several bills have been introduced in Congress for

of approximately
under control of

1

cent per mile

for travel

The director general's statement said that the
reduction was in realization of the fact that the payment
railroad
of full
fare means a serious hardship to soldiers
and sailors who desire to visit their homes before going
overseas.
The order is to be effective as soon as necessary
details can be completed and the fare will be available on
deliver\' to ticket agents of certificates signed by commanding officers.
Such certificates of standard form will be prepared and distributed with the utmost promptness.
the purpose.

Committee on Operating

Statistics

For the purpose of standardizing operating

statistics

and

Railroad Administration currently informed
as to the results of railway operations as revealed by the

of keeping

tlie

the operating statistics section of the division of
transportation has been created with W. J. Cunningham,
James J. Hill, professor of transportation at Harvard University, as manager, and Joseph L. White, formerly statistician in the comptroller's office of the Union Pacific Sysstatistics,

To assist in the inauguration
as assistant manager.
of the work, an advisory committee on operating statistics
tem,

has been formed with Mr. Cunningham as chairman, and
ijicluding also J. J. Ekin, general auditor, Baltimore &
Ohio; J. G. Drew, vice-president Missouri Pacific; George
R. Martin, vice-president. Great Northern; H. W. Mackenzie, comptroller. Seaboard Air Line, and W. C. Wishart,
.statistician.

New York

Central.

operating statistics section has now been at work about
three weeks and has received copies of the operating statistics
forms used by the various railroads, which are being studied
with a view to the permanent adoption of possibly seven
or eight standard forms, which will not only be uniform in
size and form, but will also employ units compiled on the
same basis so that comparisons between different roads may
The idea is to
be made on the basis of standard units.
introduce into the field of operating statistics a uniformity
such as has been introduced into the accounting classifica-

The

tion

bv the Interstate Commerce Commission.

This will

May

31,
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pay

consignii

the statistical returns.

Similar application
presentation of the freight bill.
rule should be m.ide in the collection of a prepaid
from a shi])per.
That is to say, payment of such a
if made on the day the shipment is forwarded will lie
as a cash transaction.

tin- administration niort- rcailily to ilicck uji ami toinWhile
pan- the results liein^ olit.iined on different roads.
the preliminary work of the committee consists principally
of the initiation of a standard system of statistics it is to Im;
continueil witii the function of collecting and analy^sing

Cunninyliam, who is on a leave of absence from
University, has had an extensive experience in
railway work and at the time he was apf)ointed to the professorship in l''l(> he was presitUnt's assi>tant on the BosI'rof.

Harvard

ton

&

MaiTie.

Transportation Charges Put on Cash Basis

The

the following regulations:

lU Tickets shall he sold only for cash in advance of service. Haf^gage
charges are subject lo the same ri;Ic as tickets, except C. I). D. baggage
and storage charges, which must be paid in cash before deliver>'.
(J) In cases where the enforcement of this rule, with respect lo freight,
will retard protnpt forwarding or deliverj* of the freight or the prompt release of equipment or station facilities, carriers will be permitted to extend
credit for a period of not exceeding 48 hours after receipt for shipment
of a corsignment if it be prepaid, or after delivery at destination if it be
a collect consignment, provided the consignor if it be a prepaid consignment, or the consignee if it be collect, file a surety bond either individual
or corporate, in an amount satisfactory to the treasurer of the carrier.
The form of such bond shall be prescribed by the chief legal officer of the
indivitlual carrier, conditioned up<)ii and providing for payment of all
charges within 48 hours after forwarding or delivery of the freight. Upon
receipt and acceptance of such bond a carrier may accept and forward prepaid consignments or may deliver collect consignments in advance of payment of all charges thereon to the amount covered by the bond. Failun!
to pay such charges within the time prescribed will automatically cancel
such credit.
(3) Treasurer? of individual carriers are required to arrange and conduct all matters relating to such credits. They shall designate the amount,
Bonds may be required and accepted
r.nd accept or reject the surety offered.
for individual consignments or blanket bonds may be accepted from individual shippers or consignees to cover all of their consignments for a given
period: the perind of the credit in such cases shall, however, be limited
to 48 hours on each shipment as prescribed in the preceding paragraph.
(4) In case of any question as to the accuracy of charges, bills must be
This will not
paid as rendered and claims presented for alleged errors.
prevent adjustments by agents of obvious errors.
(5) Freight consigned to "order" or to "order notify" shall be delivered
only upon surrender to the agent of the carrier of the original bills of lading for such freight, and the payment of the freight charges thereon as
Tiovided. however, if such bill of lading be lost or
herein provided.
delayed the freight *pay be delivered in advance of surrender of the bill of
lading upon receipt by the carrier's agent of a certified check for an amount
equal to 110 per cent of the invoice, or upon receipt of a surety bond
either individual or corporate, acceptable to the treasurer of the carrier in
an amount for twice the amour.t of the invoice.
(6) The extension or creation of local collection bureaus or agencies will
be authorized by the lirector ot public set vice and accounting, as and when
such bureaus may he found to be necessary or expedient.
(7) Bonding or underwriting arrangements with respect to credits extendcil. now in effect by individual carriers, shall be discontinued as of
July I. 1918, or as soon thereafter as existing contr.icts are terminable.
(8) .\dvice of the foregoing regulations shall be promptly given to all to
whom credit accommodations are now given to the end that the regulations
may be put into effect at the time specified with as little inconvenience as
possible.

(9) Payment of transportation charges by check will be considered as a
payment in cash if the nersop, firm or company signing or endorsing it.
Checks are not to be taken or
is known to the agent to be fully reliable.
tuished by agents under any circumstanct-s. except for transpcrtation charges.

(10) I'ntil otherwise ordered, the fn. .-tviing rules will not apply to transportation service rendered other d -iiartnients of the federal government.

For the purpose of preventing inconvenience which might
from a rigid interpretation of the order, C. A. Prouty,
director of the division of public ser%ice and accounting,
ha.s issued an explanatory circular as follows:
"The director general is about issuing an order putting
the payment of all transportation charges upon a cash basis,
and is especially desirous that this shall result in as little
result

The rule should
inconvenience as possible to the public.
If. for exambe interpreted in a practical business way.
ple, the consignee who is financially responsible, is accustomed to
lection

of

morning and the

.^end

for his freight

in

the

tlie

freight charge

is

effected

in

col-

the afternoon,

that should be treated as a cash transaction so long as the

its

of the

charge
charge
treated

"The enforcement of the cash rule will retjuire payment
by the shipjjer and consignee, for the most jiart, without
opportunity for the correction of errors in the freight bill,
but in all cases where a mistake is obvious or where it is
])lainly indicated ujion the face of the bill, the agent should
make the correction before exacting payment.
"The

under
federal control has been put on a cash basis, effective on July
Order
25
issued
Director
General
No.
by
1, by General
Mc.\tloo, which jirovides that as of that date credit accommodations shall be cancelled which may be in conflict with
collection of transportation charges by carriers

ciiiitimas to

upon

freight charge promptly

enalik-

director general

is

also an.xious that the

jiulilic

shall

reason for tlie promulgation of this
order is to prevent discrimination between shippers and conextending
The
of credit in the payment of transsignees.
portation charges to one person while it is denied to another
results in a preference in favor of the person to whom credit
\Vhile repeated attempts have been made in the
is given.
past to check tiiis evil, competitive conditions have rendered
At the present time many shippers
it impossible to do so.
and consignees, especially large ones, enjoy with respect to
many of their freight bills a credit not only of days but of

understand

that

the

weeks and sometimes of months.

There seems

to he

no way

of dealing with this except to enforce the cash rule.
"The director general further instructs me to say that he

has under consideration rules, which will l>e promulgated
in the near future, touciiing upon the settlement of overcharges and claims for loss and damage which he believes
will result in the promjit and fair disposition of such matters with a minimum of inconvenience to the public."

Suits Against Cairiers in

Remote

Jurisdictions

The Railroad .Administration is taking
do away with the practice of prosecuting
riers in
jur)',

vigorous steps to
suits against car-

remote jurisdictions, such as suits for personal inand damage claims, etc., which has caused a

freight

great deal of unwarranted expense to railroads in the past.
In General Order Xo. 18, issued on April 9, the director

general ordered that all suits against carriers while under
federal control must be brought in the county or district
where the plaintiff resides, or in the county or district where
The order was later amended
the cause of action arose.
The director genslightly in the interest of convenience.
eral has now issued a further general order. No. 26, to provide that such suits now ]u-nding shall not be brought to

during the period of federal control, although new
may be instituted in the proper place.
The order recites that "There are now pending against
carriers under federal control a great many suits for personal injur}', freight and damage claims, and that the same
are Ijeing pressed for trial by the plaintiffs in states and
jurisdictions far removed from the place where the persons
alleged to have been injured or damaged resided at the time
of such injury or damage, or far remote from the place
where the causes of action arose: the effect of such trials
being that men operating the trains engaged in hauling war
materials, troops, munitions or supplies, are required to leave
their trains and attend court as witnesses, and travel sometimes for hundreds of miles from their work, mvessitating
absence from their trains for days and sometimes for a week
or more; which practice is highly prejudicial to the just
interests of the government and seriously interferes with
trial

suits

and the practice of trying such cases during federal control, in remote juri.sdictions
is not necessary- for tlie protection of tlie rights or the just
interests of plaintiffs."
It is
therefore ordered that upon a showing by the defendant carrier that the just interests of the government
would be prejudiced l>y a pre.«ent trial of any suit against
the physical operation of railroads;

anv carrier under federal control which

suit

is

not covered
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by General Order No. IS and which is now pending in any
county or district other than where the cause of action arose
or other than in which tlie person alleged to have been injured or damaged at that time resided, the suit shall not
be tried during the period of federal control; Provided,
in
if no suit on the same cause of action is now pending
the county or district where the cause of action arose, or
where the person injured or damaged at that time resided,
a new suit may, upon proper service, be instituted therein;
and if such suit is now barred by the statute of limitations,
or will be barred before October' 1, 1918, then the stay directed by this order shall not apply unless the defendant
carrier shall stipulate in open court to waive the defence
of the statute of limitations in any such suit which may be
1918.
"This order is declared to be necessary in the present war
In the event of unnecessary hardship in any
emergency.
case either party may apply to the director general for re-

brought before October

1,

and he will make such order therein as the circummay require, consistent with the public interest. This
order is not intended in any way to impair or affect General
Order No. 18 as amended' by General Order No. 10-A."

lief,

stances

—

Safety

Work

Being Organized

committee on transportaticm of the American Railway Association appointed in 1913 to consider the best method of
promoting the widespread establishment of safety first or-

Mr. Belnap is receiving hearty co-operation
from the men that have been prominent in the safet}- first
work on the railroads and is planning a vigorous campaign to extend safety and accident prevention work to every
As there are approximately 1,000 railroad dividivision.
sions in the country and as the safet>- committees will average ])ossibly 20 men, it is expected that an organization
of 20,000 men will shortly be engaged in the campaign for
ganizations.

inculcating safety ideas among the railroad employees.
A. C. Needles, vice-president of the Norfolk & Western,
has been appointed federal manager of that road and L. E.
Johnson, chairman of the board, was elected president to
succeed N. D. Maher, appointed regional director of the

Pocahontas Region.

Short Lines

The question of the attitude of the Railroad Administration toward the short line roads is still arousing much interest
and discussion. While a considerable number of such roads
have already been practically relinquished at their own rethe names are not being made public pending the
A. H. Smith, regional director
decision as to the others.
for the eastern railroads, recently gave out in a circular a
list of 87 short line roads as having been relinquished. This
has lieen rather widely published but at the offices of the
quest,

Administration

it

is

stated

that

a

Meanwhile the railroad presidents
countermand any action based thereon. Of
the 87 in the list only 12 had been relinquished and some
of them never were under federal control.
Instructions were
issued that the universal interline waybill must be used by
roads not under federal control if they expect to use joint rates.
In connection with the short line situation John Barton
Ije

further considered.

were directed

to

Payne, general counsel for the Railroad Administration,
wrote the following letter to Senator Overman on May 1 8
"Apropos of your discussion of the Carolina & Yadkin
River Railway:
"I beg to call your attention to the very great difficulties
which the Railroad Administration confronts with reference
to the short line

You

roads.

know-, of course, that

many

people believe that the government should take these roads
and operate them. Many of them are not necessary for any
government purpose, but it is a matter of profound interest
that they l>e continued in operation, because they serve the
highest needs of many local communities.
What is best has
given the director general and his staff great anxiety.
"I submit the following suggestions as to a solution of
the problem:

"(a) If the roads are taken over by the government, there
be an immediate raise in wages of all employees in
keeping with the wage adjustment which has just been made
with the trunk lines, and there will be a demand for an improvement in service and an improvement in general conditions on the lines, so as to bring the roads up to the standard of the trunk lines. This will be due to the fact that they
are under government control and the government should
treat everybody alike.
'(b) It seems to me that the roads themselves, the communities, and the government will be benefited if the following happens:
"(1) That the government see that the short line roads
have a fair division of the joint rates; in many cases heretofore they have not enjoyed a fair division.
"(2) Also an increase in rates this must be by the state
commissions so as to keep them on a parity with the rates
on the trunk lines, which must he raised to meet existing
conditions; also the government will see that the roads are
furnished, as far as possible, with an adequate supply of
will

Rapid progress is being made by H. \V. Belnap. manager of the safety section, with plans for establishing safety
committees on every division of every railroad in the United
While the majority of the roads in the past have
States.
had safety organizations, some of them have been much more
active than others and Mr. Belnap, in consultation with
some of the principal safety officers of the railroads, has
been making a study of the various forms of organization
with a view to establishing a uniform plan of organization
on all of the roads and of prosecuting the work vigorously
At a meeting in Mr. Belnap's
in all sections of the country.
office on May 23 and 24, attended by about IS of the
heads of the safety organizations of the larger roads, a general plan of organization was adopted, which follows closely
ihe organization adopted by an auxiliary committee of the

Railroad
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tentative

list

was given out through some error or misunderstanding and
now Mr. Smith has issued another circular stating that it
has been concluded to cancel the list and that the lines will

—

—

cars, so that they

may

serve the public,

and that the

freight

shall not be so routed as to discriminate against these lines.

"Please advise me whether, in your opinion, if the administration adopts such a policy as is here outlined, it will
not best serve the public

New

and

the government."

Appointments

C. R. Capps, traffic assistant to the regional director of
the Southern Region at Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed
traffic assistant to C. H. Markham, regional director for the

Allegheny Region, with office at Philadelphia, and A. R.
Smith, vice-president in charge of traffic of the Louisville
& Nashville, has been appointed traffic assistant to the
southern regional director, with office at Atlanta, succeeding

Mr. Capps.
The Troop ^Movement Section of the division of transportation has been created and George Hodges, chairman
of the .Committee on Relations Between Railroads of the
American Railway Association, has been appointed manager
of the section with office in the Homer building, Washington, D. C.
The troop movement section will arrange for
and supervise the details of the movement of troops with
their impedimenta, routing, provision of equipment, etc. Mr.
Hodges has been in charge of this work since the entrance
of the United States into the war, first, as secretary of the
Committee on Co-operation with the Militan.- Authorities,
later as general secretary of the Railroads" War Board, and
since the government took over the railroads, as the representative of the .American Railwav .\ssociati(in.

Eugene McAuliffe
U.

R.

S.

H. Aishlon

Thomas

Regional Director, Western District,
United States Railroad Administration

Fuel Conservation Seciii
Railroad Administration

Minagcr.

Annual Convention

of the

Railway Fuel Association

The Proceedings Were Dominated from
an Enthusiastic Spirit of "Win

THE oPEMNi; MEETING
was

of the International Railway F"uel
Association
reported in the Railway Age of May
24, 1918, page, 1287.
In addition to the papers published in that number, addresses were delivered at the first
day"s session by R. H. Aishton and Thomas Britt.
These
art iriven in {i;irt hclnw.

The Railroads and Their
Relation to the Fuel Problem
By

R. H. Aishton

Regional Dinctor. Western District, United States Railroad

Britt

Chief Fuel Agent, Canadian Pacific

amount

Start to Finish

By

the War"'

of coal a lotonioiive burns.

The

car

man

can have

an immediate effect on coal consumption in the care of
journals and lubrication. The train despatcher, with a little
more energy and forethought in ordering his trains over the
road, can save just as much as the fireman.
The agent at
the country station may keep a train waiting two or three
minutes.
The enginemen have to bum coal generously to
make up the time lost through the agent's carelessness.
There has been a great shift in the movement of traffic in
this country that vers- few people realize.
When war broke
out nearl\- four years ago it changed the flow from everv
coal-producing field in this country. Before the war all the

came across tlie water were loaded with Newenough to bring them here and take them back.
But the minute war broke out they reversed the operation.
They took coal from us at Baltimore, Boston and everywhere
else to carry them over tliere and bring them back.
They
vessels that

.Administration

castle coal,
I

ju.-t

was appointed Western regional director
about the time that we were in

lem, and

I

you

jrive

my word

January,
the thick of the fuel problast

that the railroad's relation to

I never want to
one.
go through such an experience again; and neither do the
railroad men.
There were times when there was not four
hours' fuel in this city.
If, by any effort of mine, and any
effort of yours, we can prevent that thing occurring again,
let's do it.
Unless we do it, the coming winter is going to be
much worse than last winter.
Facing what we face now. this association has the greatest
ofiportunity ever laid l)efore any set of men in the world. Our
duty plainly is to support the men in uniform "over there."
Suppose that we get the same enthusiasm on this fuel question, the same patriotic impulse on the part of even,' man in

the fuel problem last winter

was a big

army of two million railroad men in this country,
was shown in the Liberty Loan drive. There would not
be any fuel famine; there would \>e no difficulty.
There
would not be any railroad problem if we would just io that.
If we save one scoop of coal an hour on each locomotive it
will save 765.000 tons of coal, or 17,000 carloads a year.

the vast
that

Does any man

You may

in this

think that

or the engineer.

it

audience believe he cannot do that?
putting a heavy load on the fireman

is

But there are

a

liundrcd ways in whicli

coal can be saved other than through the engineer and fireman, and there is scarcely a man on a railroad that does not

have some relation to coal saving.

Take

the

work and

man
its

in the shop.

inspection

The

has an

intelligence put into the

immediate

effect

on the

couldn't get coal over there.

There was

a

tremendous growth of business in the Central
New England. That

Eastern manufacturing territory and

shifted the movement of the coal in the West and the East,
and we had to change the movement of our coal in Illinois,
Indiana and Kentucky and take it into other districts. That

readjustment is constantly going on.
Not only railroad men but the people who mine the coal
can help. I worked in a mine myself once, and I know howmuch gob, as they call it. can come up in a car of coal, and I
know what an awful muss it makes when you attempt to put
it in the firel>o.\.
That is a point on which the miners can
help.

the operator who sells the coal do?
I know of
mined in Illinois that is hauled on one railroad
hundred miles to the city of Chicago and then

What can
coal lieing

three or four

switched to the line of another railroad: there is a direct line
which reaches the same mine. We are tr>'ing to put in arrangements whereby, for instance, coal from the Burl'ngton
will come over the Burlinuton and not over the C. & E. I. and
we are building up our terminals here with that end in view.
Then there is the consumer. I don't think the consumer
has reached the point where he realizes that the saving of an
hour or a day in the unloading of a car of coal means anything.
He must realize that it may save some soldier's life
.Ml of us
railroad men. consumers and
over in France.

—
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who has anything

everyone

to
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The Need

do with this movement must
Order No. 8 issued by Di-

for Fuel Conservation

get into the attitude expressed in
rector General

McAdoo on February

By

21.

Director,

Suggestions for Saving Coal
By Thomas
General

Mr.

Fuel

Agent,

Canadian

Pacific

who

war?
ture of our
sers'ice

—what

are

with a simultaneous increase in freight

traffic;

this,

of course, as a matter of sheer necessity to meet war requirements.
In the handling of freight we are seeking to apply
the well-established principle, that the greater the speed, the

greater the consumption of coal.

Hence

fast freights are

by

In addition we have endeavored to
thus securing
minimum of fuel consumption.
Another feature of fuel conservation is the elimination of
needless delays by a careful arrangement of schedules and
rapid despatching.
To say that good engineering is an essential element in the
process of conser\'ing fuel is to mention a basic principle.
Our locomotive and boiler-house firemen cannot be too well
instructed on this point; with them, in the linal analysis,
Mechanirests the successful issue of our present campaign.
cal devices such as superheaters, automatic fire doors, etc.,
may accomplish a great deal in avoiding unnecessary wastage,
but certainly the human element is the dominant factor we
cannot get away from it. Give us a body of expert and conscientious firemen, and I dare say the problem is solved. Our
firemen are as loyal as any group in the service, but quite frequently they fail to grasp the seriousness of the situation that
confronts us, as well as the importance of the occupation

no means a desideratum.
run our freight trains at
the

maximum

full capacity tonnage,

results with the

—

which is theirs.
Another tangible means of saving coal to win the war is
to substitute wherever possible, utilizing gas-house coke for
heating stations, etc. A considerable amount of scrap wood
can be utilized as fuel in shop boilers; old ties can be
gathered up and burned for the same purpose.
I might more earnestly ask in exchange for our share in
this worthy enterprise that our railroads be not overburdened
any longer with a lot of foreign matter under the guise of
coal.
I have found it necessary to have whole carloads of
this extraneous matter dumped into the ditch, it being absoThere is certainly
lutely worthless as fuel for any purpose.
no economy there. The situation is much worse if such mattransports especially
ter ftnds its way into ships' bunkers
for then the lives of thousands are placed in needless

—

A remedy must

be found for all this, and I have
no doubt that the government will insist upon the proper
cleaning of coal at the mines.
The overloading of tenders has been the cause in the past

jeopardy.

of an incalculable waste. Thousands of tons have been lost
by scattering coal along the highway. Measures have been
taken to avoid this frightful deficit, and yet observation along
the right-of-way of our railroads would indicate that there is
Ashpits also are frequently a
still room for improvement.

source of wastage.
Looking at the question in a broad way, is it not quite
evident that we are just beginning to wake up to the necessity
of economy? Moreover, have we not literally squandered our
inheritance by failing to economize? Now that the time? are
critical,

we

p. B.

Noyes

Conservation,
Administration

United

States

Fuel

The solution of the war fuel problem is a task quite beyond the power of any administration or administrator. It
lies in the hands of a thousand agencies and millions of men.
It is because the men gathered here can do more to help the
Fuel Administration serve the war than any similar group
in the country that Mr. Garfield has taken such a keen interest in this convention.

The

we doing? The most drastic feaprogram has been the reduction in passenger

First of all

of

Britt

attended the convention as the representative of Sir George Bury, chairman of the Canadian Railways' War Board, spoke in part as follows
There is an apparent annual shortage of over 50,000,000
tons of coal to be made up by elimination of wastage. What
are we going to do to conserve fuel and thus help win the
Britt,

Bureau

are endeavoring to

amend

want together with the soaring of

matters.

prices are

realize that our only salvation lies in saving.

The pinch
making us

of
all

coal supply is short.
Last winter it was short and
immense new requirements for war purposes threaten to
make it shorter still the coming winter. The data we have
compiled show that 625,000,000 tons of bituminous coal will
be needed this year. The mines which must get out the coal,
and the railroads which must carry it, were pressed nearly to

the

their limit before the war.

They cannot

tons of additional production.

take on 200,000,000
Fix your minds on what you

know of the burdened condition of the leading railways three
years ago.
Add to this the tremendous burden of war supplies, troop transportation, material for ship building, and
food for our Allies, and then picture to yourself what it
means to those same railways with facilities little if any
greater than three years ago, to provide transportation for
200,000,000 additional tons of coal.
Conceive of this in16 solid trains of gondola cars filling 16 tracks
from New York to San Francisco. A veritable freight yard
filled with coal cars extending the breadth of this continent.
And this represents only the increase of coal transportation

crease as

demanded

of the railroads.

All of those four million cars

must be switched in and out and carried hundreds of miles
by our already burdened transportation system if war demands are to be met and the usual industrial life of the
countrj' be at all preserved.

The

coal business

is

in physical proportions so far be3'ond

any other business in the country that emergency remedies
which can be successfully applied to any of the others will
hardly make a dent in the coal shortage. To meet the demands this year 12,500,000 tons of bituminous coal must be
hauled every week. And yet, the success of the war is likely
Coal to manufacture
to depend just on this supply of coal.
supplies and ammunition on a greater scale than Germany,
to transport these supplies and transport millions of
both in this country and across to Europe, is the first
Behind this we have the necessity
essential of our success.
for coal to maintain life at home, to preserve our economic
system and keep our ordinary industries running and keep
labor employed. As much coal as was mined last year will be
needed this year for war purposes alone. We must save 65

and coal

men

or 70 million tons or go to the restriction of so-called nonessential industries.

There has been much talk of shutting down non-essential
little investigation shows that only a short
distance down this road lies financial ruin and unemployment of labor on a scale which would bring disaster at home
and failure in war. At least twenty billion dollars of capital
is invested in legitimate manufacturing enterprises producing
industries but a

goods not

strictly

needed for the war.

port their families from the

Ten

work they do

million

men

sup-

in these factories.

All responsible agents of the government now realize that
keeping labor reasonably employed and only taking it away
from non-war work as fast as it can be employed on war
work, is nearly as important for success in this war as the
manufacture of munitions and ships. Granted that we must
have 100 per cent fuel for munitions and ships, we shall fail
as a nation if we do not provide this without a complete

Ijreakdown of our industrial system.

Here

is

a

new

aspect of fuel economy.

You have

often

May

btfii lolil liow

more
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1918

31,

.slii]is

,1

sliovclful

and more

111'

suiiplics

for

possible,

tlie

by carelessness ?
Fuel is a small part of
turing institutions.
The

tiic raw material of most manufacfuel exi)ense in most liigidy organover one per cent of the total cost of
the goods. On the other hand, this one p)er cent, is absolutely
Without it tiie factory closer. The other 99 per cent
vital.
are useless.
We are called upon to view a ton of coal as
equal to live or six hundred pounds of ship plates or shells,
but every ton of coal saved for our factories means the emplo\-ment or non-emplo\Tnent of a liundred men.
This is the new idea I wish to bring you today. That over
and l)e>ond the desperate need of coal for war purposes lies
an equally desperate need of coal to preserve the lives and
The threatened shortage of
happiness of the population.

i/eii

industries

coal can easily

Those

is

little

mean unemplox-ment and financial ruin.
who produce coal should realize

of you here

p.

B.

Bureau

that

John

Noyes

Conservation,
.United States Fuel Administration
of

Labor

P.

I say that it is in your power and in the power of the
railway firemen and the organization with which he works
to save enough coal to turn tlireatened national disaster into

when

national prosperity.

Fuel economy on a scale which will really save the country
from industrial disaster demands first, a study of methods
I am especially
and, second, a willingness to take pains.
interested today in getting through to you the full significance
in this crisis of every man's "doing his best."
It has been rightly said that if every man who bums coal
will do the ver\- best he knows how without a word of new
information, the saving effected will result in plenty of coal
Under the present stimulus, I credit every
for ever)' purpose.
one with giving more attention to economy than ever before,
It is probut this matter of doing one's best is relative.
portioned to the background of necescity which lies in our

minds.

Few men ever reach 100 per cent of their possible efficiency.
Most of us never reach 50 per cent. Any man who tlirough

up

7S per cent of his
Tiie

brilliant success in his lield of endeavor.

White

—

Harry N. Taylor

Advisor, * United States
Administration

sponsible for consuming the coal can enjoy the thought, when
faithfulness and care have saved a ton, that you have thereby
made a hundred families happy. If you remember that railway locomotives bum more than a quarter of all the coal
mined in the country, you will not accuse me of exaggeration

is a

to

—

every extra ton you take out of the mine is likely to keep a
hundri'd cMr.i workmen from idleness and vou who are re-

Director.

or otiier .stimulus, gets

background of this terrible war is raising the efficiency of
every man and woman in the United States,
i'he more tlie
meaning of the war has come home to us, the more we have
a|)|)n)ached our possible efficiency.
This is a real force and
should be applied directly to fuel economy.
There has been much discussion a.s to what will "win the
war." Not ever\ one, I fear, has faced the terrible alternative of what it WDuld mean to lose the war.
Let me tell you
what I think it would mean.
Only once in civilized times has a single race dominated
the world. Onl\- once has a swollen tyranny proved so powerful that no human power could oppose it.
The Roman Empire was such a world dominion
brutal, resistless.
The
Roman Empire could not be destroyed from without it died
from internal decay. But what did this mean to the world?
The Roman Empire was one thousand years decaying. A
thousand years known in history as the "dark ages." JFor a
thousand years civilization and all that it stands for went
backward into darkness.
Here is the black threat of the present struggle as I see it.
Another brutal autocracy threatens to slip the leash and get
beyond the power of civilization's curb,
.\nother world

oidy hope of keeping our other industries
going and the ijreat working population of tlie country prosperous ami happy lies in a greater production of coal than
seems at this time possible, or in a saving of coiil now wasted
realized that
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enthuMa>m

muuns more nuns and
our soldiers.
Have you

loal saved

Fuel

Vice-President.

Central

Coal

A Coke

Company

Roman Empire. And it is not of the
tyranny, the slaver)' and misery of that world empire in its
heyday that I am thinking. It is of the ages of decay. For
a thousand years, perhaps five thousand, the world would
struggle in darkness while the German Empire was decaying.
In my mind, we are not stmggling for the happiness of our
children or grandchildren. It is for 50 generations which, if
dominion, anotlier

we fail to win this war, may flounder in the black mire of a
powerful but decaying German Empire.
It is with such a background that I appeal to you to make
the efficiency of your work one hundred per cent perfect.
Start today the real campaign, the most practical campaign,
Miracthe every-man-do-the-best-he-knows-how-campaign.
ulous results will follow.
A paper on the fuel oil situation was prepared by M. L.
ReQua.
In his absence the paper was read by Robert
manager of the Pierce Oil Corporation.
increased consimiption of fuel oil for the year
1918, based upon the average increase over a fjeriod of 14
years, will approximate something over 20,000,000 bbls.
An
Collett, assistant

The normal

abnormal

increase,

due to war conditions,

will

probably

greatly add to this amount.

The

only possibility for reduction in

induced by high prices.

'

To what

consumption

extent this

may

is

that

retard
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is uncerwin, but Uie consensus of opinion is that it
We are,
have small effect owing to war conditions.
therefore, faced with the necessity of handling a tonnage considerably in excess of last year, viewed solely from the stand-
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What

business

the Coal Operator

will

point of railroad transportation.
As you are aware, a large percentage of the tank steamers
whicli have hitherto supplied the Atlantic coast refiners
witli

ports

their supply of crude oil from Mexican and Gulf
have been taken over by the navy for trans-Atlantic

As

a consequence a material readjustment in transportation
becomes necessary. The deficit caused by the tak-

facilities

ing over of the tank steamers, as well as by the increased
consumption, will have to be made up by increased pipe-line
and tank-car movement. Arrangements have been made by
which crude oil deliveries by pipe line to the Atlantic coast
which is
will be increased about 26,000 bbls. per day
Still
e(|uivalent to about 20,000 bbls. per day of fuel oil.

—

further increases in pipe-line capacities are under way which
But at the very least
will materially increase their efficiency.
calculation an additional rail movement in tank cars of about

100,000 bbls. per day will be necessary in order to take care
of the urgent fuel oil requirements in the Atlantic coast territory.

Production of oil in the United States is divided, approximately, in the following proportions: California 30 per cent;
Wyoming, 3 per cent; Texas and Louisiana, 17 per cent; the
mid-continent field of Kansas and Oklahoma, 40 per cent;
Illinois and Indiana, 4 per cent; and Pennsylvania, 6 per
cent.

If coal were available it would be highly desirable that the
use of oil be discouraged wherever possible; but unfortunately conditions governing the supply of coal are also acute.
are stating the problem, therefore, from the viewpoint of
the oil division of the Fuel Administration, in the hope that,

We

conditions make it possible, the substitution of coal for oil
be made wherever practicable.
it wdll be necessary to move a great many trainloads of
fuel oil for the shipping board and the navy from Texas or
Oklahoma to the various ports on the .\tlantic coast, and the
supply of tank-car equipment will be taxed to its utmost
to fill the requirements; consequently any saving in this movement, by substituting coal for oil in the territor}' east of the

if

may

Mississippi and permitting the fuel oil so saved to move bv
the shorter distances from the Indiana-Illinois fields and
from the Pennsylvania fields to the Atlantic coast, will represent a ver}' great saving in transportation.

Another feature of our problem is to convince the consumers of petroleum products of the necessity of increasing
their storage capacity and to take advantage of the summer
months to accumulate storage to carry them over during those
months wlicn the transportation facilities will be congested.
This applies equally to the railroad companies and those industries that have been in the habit of living from hand to
mouth, as

it

were, in the matter of their oil supplies.

of education for the prompt unloading of tank
cars by the railroad shops is very urgent. Motive power departments particularly have a habit of partly unloading a
tank car at one shop, then switching it to another division

A campaign

In this way they are responpoint for further unloading.
sible for the oittrageous abuse of tank cars of private ownership.
tlie return of any of the tank steamers
which have been commandeered by the navy, or for the construction of new tank steamers before the spring of 1919 is
verv remote; consequently it is of vital importance to the war
program that the oil division of the Fuel Administration
sliould have the thorough co-operation and support of the coal
men and the railroad men to prevent a fuel oil famine and a
return of the conditions which obtained during Januar}' and

The

\'ice President, Central

&

Coal

probability of

February of

this year.

Coke Company, Kansas City

Mo.
There are three great factors concerned in this question of
supply and distribution, any one of which can render
helpless the other two
the producer, the transporter and
fuel

—

the consumer.

The producer may be ready

service.

Can Do

By Harry N. Taylor

sumer be ready

to take

it;

but

to ship the coal

if

and the con-

the transportation

The

the other two are helpless.

is

lacking,

railroads act in a dual capacity in relation to the fuel situation
they are both trans-

porters

—

and consumers; but viewing them from

—

—

their

primary

me

say that I believe no body
of men in this broad land of ours is more alive to the importance of the work before them, or will more patriotically
perform their duties than the great army of railroad men.
The coal operator, whom we class as the producer, is
passing through the most extraordinary period in the history
of his industry.
He is confronted with the most tremendous
task of supplying an ever-increasing demand, w-hile the
means at his command are being constantly curtailed and
production threatened. His men are being enlisted or drafted
into the army, his machinery is wearing out through constant
use during the strenuous year just passed; there is little hope
of replacement, owing to the heavy demand made on all

standpoint

transporters

let

machinery manufacturers for war supplies.
His allies the railroads are also being called upon to
move an extraordinary tonnage created by war demand, which
taxes them beyond their power of performance.
This necessarily hampers the coal operator, through lack of motive
power and shortage of car supply. Surely we are all confronted by a great task, calling for determination and courage
if it is to be successfully accomplished; but that is just what
must be done. Every one of us must first think, then plan,
then do, and the do must be spelled with a capital D.
The railroads, the second link in the problem, have had in

—

—

the past five or six years a situation very similar to that of
the coal operator.
Constantly increasing costs of labor, ma-

and supplies, with no means at their command to increase revenue to meet the demands made upon them, they
have fought manfully against these adverse conditions, and
terial

'have done

Now

wonders with

the resources

that the extraordinary

upon them, they face

demands

command.
war are forced

at their

of the

seemingly insurmountable.
In the past few years many roads have been forced into
actual bankruptcy, while others were forced to make heavy
drafts on surplus earned in the past to provide motive power
and cars to meet these emergencies. For years the big sliippers of coal have done all they could to aid the railroads, by
joint appeal to get permission to increase rates, so as to make
a fair return for service rendered, and to provide means for
adequate motive power and cars properly to conduct their
business.
This was done, not because the coal men are
philanthropists, but because they realized that unless this
was done they would pay far more dearly for enforced idle
time at their mines for lack of adequate car supply than they
would pay through a reasonable advance in rates.
The demands of the public for coal supply now requires
steady and full running time at all mines, six days per week,
difficulties

every week in the }ear.
When the legislative bodies governing railroad operations

and were made to believe
what the railroad managements had been saying for six long
years, a change in conditions had arisen, which, even with
finally realized the true situation,

increased revenue, made it almost impossible for the railroads to secure the necessary equipment, owing to congested
conditions in all manufacturing establishments.

Link number three in the problem is the consumer. The
consumer now finds the situation up to him, and as yet only

May

31,
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a comiiaratively few have nali/cil the grt-at re.vponsil>iliiy
resting on llie vast consumini; pultlii', if the threatene<l sliortcoal supply is to be overcome.
Although the I'lgures available at Washington siiow that
there was jjrotlured in the year 1917, 550,000,00(1 tons, in
round l"igures, of liituniinous coal, while the largest i)roduction in any previous year was 50,\(I00,000 tons, still in tht.ige in

'

face of the fact of

tiiis

extraordinary increase in jircKluction,

the \ear 1917 found this country so short of coal that even

though the figures showed a splendid increase the country
Every railroad, manufacturing
faced an actual coal famine.

consumer was lirought face to face
a shortage of supply, the like of which was never before

interest
wiiii

and

indiviilual

In ordinary times, this great increa.se of almost
50.000,000 tons would have found the coal industry demoralized by over-production, while the actual condition in the war
year of 1917 found us destitute of fuel in many parts of this
broad land of ours, found our war preparations hampered,
found our railroads and manufacturing ])lants crippled, and
ilireatened the successful outcome of the war.
Coal was the main-spring of industry in peace times, but
it
is the very heart and sinews of the countr)-'s welfare in
We have had the experience of 1917 to guide
limes of war.
We know we
us as to our duties and necessities for 1918.
must produce 50.000.000 additional tons of bituminous coal
in 1918 over and above the production of 1917, if we are to
meet the demands and necessities of the war.

experienced.

There arc two ways by which the threatened shortage in
l)e overcome:
First, by increased production;
Every effort i» being put foilh by
second, by conservation.
the coal o(ierators and miners' organization, the individual
miner and the railroads to produce the maximum tonnage.
The records of production as reported from Washington
from week to week since January first are not entirely satisOne week we show a little gain, and another week
factor}-.
we show a little dropping back. This record, so far this
\'ear. compared with the previous >'ear, on the whole shows a
little gain, but not enough to spell security.
\\'e can make a splendid inroad into the shortage ahead of
us if we will pay special attention to the conservation of coal,
and conservation must be called upon to a greater degree this
year than ever before, if we are to meet the war necessities.
If the coal operator will see to it that the miner gives him
clean coal, and if the miner will follow out his patriotic duty
•md clean the coal, as he should, at the face, liy the elimicoal supply can

nation of impurities, we will relieve the railroads of the necessity of hauling the impurities, we will add greater efficiency
to the performance of the locomotive power, and aid in the
movement of trains. Clean coal will add to the efficiency of
ever>- manufacturing plant and even' warship and transport,

giving more speed to industry, and will help win the war by
.idding efficiency as well as supply.
By eternally trying to produce, and infernally trv'ing to
conserve, with ever}' effort we have within us bent towards
the end of our patriotic duty, with the great consuming public alive to the real situation, with ever}- citizen a helper, not
.1
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taken to\^ardh the attainment of maximum coal production.
.\t no time in the histor)' of the mining industry has there
l)een such peace and tran(|uility as now prevails, and it is
due to the fact that both operator and miner realize the duty
they owe to the goverimient in this crisis.
The coal miner by loading every available railroad car can
aid in increasing the production of coal for transportation to
the various markets of the country.
During last winter's
severe fuel shortage the miners in many localities in this
ountry .worked on holidays and Sundays in order to relieve
If an adequate car supply can be regularly
lie situation.
maintained in the principal coal producing districts of the
country b\' the railroads, there will \)C no need for alarm
about shortage of fuel, becau.se we have an aljundance of
coal and a great army of the liest coal miners in the world.
If given steady emploj'ment the 87,000 mine workers in Illinois could produce 1 50,000,000 tons of coal annually instead
of working 160 days and producing less than half that
(

I

amount.
If the operators, the miners and the railroads co-operate,
an abundance of coal for all needs, domestic and otherwise,
will be supplied.
My knowledge of the miner leads me to
believe that he is willing and anxious to enter upon team
work in this matter with his employer, the government and all
concerned, if given the proper opportunity; and it is only by
this method that maximum results can l)e obtained.
The
miner has always Ix-en a man who loved his independence
and he can be relied upon to contribute his full effort when
approached in the proper spirit. In otiier words, he will co-

operate, but cannot be driven.

The miners

sense their duties in this war as keenly and as
They are engaged in
a most hazardous occupation and are entitled to the sympathetic co-operation of the government and the public, as well.
They are a militant body of men that love their rights, and
their organization, which is the labor expression of the min-

loyally as any other group of citizens.

ing industri' of this nation, has been one of the greatest
agencies we have, in my humlile judgment, for the promotion
of industrial peace during this war.
The coal operator should see that the individual working
place is ready for the miner so that he may load his day's
output of clean, marketable coal; the railroad should endeavor to sec that the cars which are promised are at the
mines; and the miner can afford to relax those rules which
in

normal times he

feels justified

into consideration that

war

in the history of

we

arc

in

maintaining and take

now engaged

in

the greatest

Team work from

mankind.

the forces

herein enumerated, including the government through its
Fuel .Administration, will make it possible for our men at the
front and our Allies to be supplied with everything neccssan.to the successful prosecution of the war.

Toward Fuel Saving

Individual Effort

By Eugene

McAulifTe

Manager. Fuel Conservation Section, Division of Transportation,

L'nited

States

Raiload .Administration

kno«kir. we can and will nnct thi< great need of coal.

What

the Coal Miner
By John

Labor Adviser, U.

S.

P.

Can Do

The most important
to

Help

White

Fuel Administration

There are upwards of 700,000 men employed in and
around the coal mines. This vast army of men engaged in
this very important industr)- plays a great part in the prosecution of the war, because upon the success of coal production largely depends the efficiency of our nation in this crisis.

The miners early realized that it was necessary to stabilize
conditions during the [>eriod of the war. and when the W'ashington wage scale was negotiated by the miners and operators
.ind

approved by the Government, an advanced step was

angle of

sideration should be given,

is

my

sui)ject

to

which con-

that of individual effort, greater

a more unified effort than we have in the past attempted. We are making tremendous strides toward greater
individual effort.
We have passed the first mile post; but
what we who remain at home, we, the real reserve force of
the American army must do, is to complete the work of reconstruction of our daily lives so as to make ourselves a living,
breathing, fighting part of the countr)''s military force, standing unalterably behind the men at the front.
War is a contest, not alone of fighting skill, but of mining
.skill in tons output; of railroad skill as measured by raw
and finished materials moved; passengers, including soldiers
effort,

and

sailors,

moved.

We

are as

I

said before, soldiers

all.
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perhaps ununiformed, but standing behind our boys who are
the first line troops, standing behind that first line in solid
formation with every faculty alert and active, every muscle
strained, ready and anxious to give support when the assault
comes and not a shifting, careless, care-free dollar-seeking
crowd, careless of the measure of duty we perform, indifferent
to the quality of the material we produce; indifferent as to
There can be no
wliether it arrives on time or otherwise.
middle course, we must take on more responsibility. More
work. One-third of the man power of the countr}', or more
than ten million men are now directly, or indirectly,' engaged
The casualty list, as
in the war and the end is yet far off.
yet a tiny, trickling stream, will soon grow into a brook: it
many an Amerdoor
of
many,
will pause as it runs past the
If we are to prevent this brook from growing
ican liome.
into a river, a river of American and Allied blood, we must
as miners and railroad men, mine coal, mine clean coal, move
coal and save coal we must crush our individual prejudices,
our likes and dislikes. We must "Carry On" Can we not as
miners and railroad men strip ourselves of all passion for
profit; all controversy and prejudice; all obstruction, of whatever character; and go out with the determination to forget
self; with the firm determination to follow our ideals, the successful conclusion of which will offer worldly opportunity
;

!

W'ithout

end?

studied effort, along
the lines you men of experience well know; with the maxiof patience in dealing with the thousands of new men
who are entering the mines and the transportation service.
A little more effort, a trifle better understanding of the supreme necessity of completing the task we have begun, looking to the present hour as one of cheerful sacrifice, the future
one of return, in spiritual and material wealth.
You have Vieen asked to come to this meeting, perhaps at

At

this

time

I

can only urge

effort,

mum

audiences of railroad men in all sections of the country.
On Friday afternoon a business session was held at which
the following officers were elected
President, L. R. Pyle,
fuel supervisor M., St. P. & S. Ste. M. vice-presidents, C. M.
Butler, supervisor of fuel, Atlantic CoaSt Line; J. B. Hurley,
road foreman of engines, W'abash Railroad, and H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests, Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe;
secretary-treasurer, J. G. Crawford, fuel engineer, Chicago,
Burlington &: Quincy.
Executive committee for two years:
R. R. Hibben, assistant fuel agent, M. K. & T.; B. P. Phillippe, coal agent, P. R. R. T. Duff Smith, fuel agent. Grand
Trunk Pacific; A. N. Willsie, chairman fuel committee, C,
B. & Q. for one year H. B. Brown, superintendent fuel department, L. v.; L. J. Joffray, general fuel inspector, I. C;
H. \\'oods, fuel inspector, C. & A.
During the meetings addresses were made by Sergeant
Brown, a Canadian soldier; Trooper Scott, of the Anzacs,
and Private Peat. A detachment of the band from the Great
Lakes Naval Training Station furnished music.
;

;

;

;

coal, cleaner coal,

and the saving of coal and

fuel

S.

Simple Milk Ticket

RAYMOND

C. Fiscus, chief clerk of the passenger department of the Lake Erie & Western, at Indianapolis,

Ind., has devised a new and simplified ticket for use
by the baggage department of that road in the transportation of milk, and he has applied for a patent on it.
One
of the three coupons of this ticket is reproduced in the engraving.
Above the coupon here shown is a similar one
for use in returning the empty can to the shipping point,
and the lower one, of the same size, is used as the selling
agent's stub.
The matter on the upper coupon and on the

LAKE ERIE
& WESTERN
R/VII_ROAO CO.
Good

for

Transportation of

ONE CONTAINER

CREAM *

ling the corn-

MILK

indicated by punch marks.

oil.

From

Other Business
Warren

:

A

material sacrifice to yourselves to assist in launching a coal
consen'ation movement inaugurated by the United States
Railroad and Fuel Administrations. What has been said in
the past two days should inspire us all to greater effort. This
meeting of coal miners, coal operators and railroad men,
suggested an opportunity to make a stentorian appeal for

more
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Stone, grand chief of Brotherhood of Locomowho was on the program of the first day's ses-

To

tive Engineers,

nd turned
Conductor for cannd forwarding to Auditor

was unable to attend.
At the opening of Friday's session a telegram from C. R.
Gray, director division of transportation, United States Railsion,

road Administration, was read. Mr. Gray expressed regret
that he could not attend the convention as he had planned.
A telegram from H. A. Garfield, United States Fuel Administrator,

was also read.

to attend

the convention

Mr. Garfield regretted his inability
and promised that the Fuel Ad-

ministration would work hand in
national Railway Fuel Association.

hand with the

Inter-

The meeting on Friday was also addressed by C. E. Allen,
deputy fuel administrator of Illinois, who spoke on "The
Supply and Distribution of Fuel."
On Thursday evening a meeting was held in the Louis
XVI room of the Hotel Sherman at which motion pictures,
prepared under the direction of Major E. C. Schmidt of the
United States Railroad Administration on the Minneapolis,
These films
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, were e.xhibited.
showed the results of good and poor methods of firing by
scenes on the road and close-ups of the interior of fireboxes.
The proper methods of building fires were also illustrated
and sections of the films pointed out the need of co-operation
by employees in all departments of the railroad in order to
secure the maximum economy in the use of fuel.
Several
copies of these films will be sent out by the United States
Railroad Administration and thev will be exhibited before

Form

C. M.-l

•

10*

-

<

8
5

*

*

^-'Geoeral Passenger Ag^nt.

stub has been so arranged that the three coupons, being
folded together, can all be punched at the same time.
Heretofore, dift'erent forms and colors of tickets have been
used for cans of dift'erent size and for dift'erent destinations;

and cream tickets have been different from milk tickets.
This form answers for all of the varied conditions. Where
the traffic is hea\T the name of the station from, or the
The ticket
station to, or both, can be printed on the tickets.
is fastened to the can by means of an eyelet in the upper
end of the upper coupon; and the upper coupon remains
attached to the can until the return journey is completed.
This form has already been adopted by several lines.

—

The swinging bridge
Stra;z Canal Bridge Finished.
over the Suez Canal at El Kantara, about thirty-five miles
south of Port Said, Egypt, has been completed. The bridge
affords

direct

railway communication

cities in Palestine.

between

Cairo and

May

Jl,
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Regional Director
.USHIUN, regional
Rii.Chicago,
the
tirst

is

*

dirLVtur of

regional

any

In
western lines on May 22, he
announced that the following wire connections had been arranged for handling the l)usine.<s of the executive and adminThe
istrative departments of the Railroad Administration.
purpose of e.^tahlishing these wire routes, he says, is to relieve
commercial telegraph companies and avoid the payment of

107

sent

to

telegraphic tolls by the railroatls
Send messages to the Chicago

& Xorth Western

general

telegraph office, Chicago, for following:
Director-general department, including car service section,
Washington, D. C. the regional director of eastern railroads,
New York City; the regional director of southern railroads,
Atlanta, Ga.: and the regional director of western railroads,

office

;

Chicago,

Routes to New York and Atlanta are open at
For Washington, through wire service is provided
M., 4 p. M. and 8 p. M., central time.
111.

all times.

at 11 A.

Chic.^go-Portl.and, vl\

Omaha

Wire route C. & N. W. Omaha, U. P., O. S.
Ogden and Salt Lake; O. W. R. & N. Portland.

Denver,

Omaha

Wire route C. & N. W., U. P., O. S. L. Ogden, S. P. San
Francisco and Coast Line points, L. A. & S. L. Los Angeles.

Chicago-Portland and Seattle \x\
S.

route C.

& N. W.

St.

St.

Paul

Paul; N. P. Tacoma;

S. P.

&

route C.

& N. W.

St.

Paul; G. N. points their

Roads should continue to make contracts for material and
when it is advantageous to do so. Contracts should

supplies

not l)e made for a longer period than one year, nor contain a
clause permitting them to run until notice of cancellation. If
it is believed that a contract should run longer than one year,
tiie reasons should be stated and the matter will be taken uj)
with the regional director for approval.
Contracts should conform to the regional purchasing comCopies
mittee's general letters dated April 24 and April 30.
of all contracts

Wire

route

—Wabash,

St. Louis and Kansas City.
Missouri Pacific, St. Louis, Kansas City.

Rock

Island, Chicago-Kansas City.

Santa Fe, Chicago-Kansas City.
Chic.*co-St. Louis-Kansas City for

Beyond

Southwestern points via M. K. & T., St. L.W. or M. P. through Railway E.xchange Building.
M. K. & T.. all points including Houston.
M. P. for T. & P. and 1. &: G. N. points.
St. L.-S. F. and T. R. R. A. loop or pony wire connection
St.

Louis

Wabash

effective

May

21.

Kansas City M. P., Pueblo; D. & R. G. Denver; connection Denver with Colorado Southern by messenger.
K. C. T. and K. C. S. will later have loop or pony wire
connection with M. P. for present such business can move
via Santa Fe or Rock Island through K. C. T. Office.
Santa Fe. all points their line and G. C. & S. F. in Texas.
Rock Island to points Southwest their line, T. & P. Fort
Worth and E. P. & S. W. El Paso.

General Service
Railroads not enumerated and having wire connections
with routes indicated should take advantage of this service
through such connections. To make this arrangement a success it is important messages be handled promptly through
relay offices.

— Publications

In Supplement No. 3 to Circular No. 65, issued on May
22, the regional director says: The director general has
reached the conclusion that railroad companies will be permitted to charge to operating expenses the customary pay-

in

force

which

l>e

information.

agreement or order for material to cover delivery
over an extended period, should be treated as a contract in
submitting to the regional purchasing committee for approval.
As an example, it might be desirable to place order for 50,000
bbl. of cement to be delivered as required throughout the
Purchases on approved requisitions for material for
season.
current consumption will not be referred to this committee
.\n

for approval.

Abolishment

District Freight

of

and Passenger

Committees
Supplement No.
reads:

1

to

Circular No. 35, dated

May

23,

memorandated March 1, are

The committee appointments shown

dum accompanying

in the

Circular No. 35,
hereby cancelled. It will be understood that these committees
will continue with any uncompleted work assigne<l to them
pending or subject to the appointment of committees by the
regional freight and passenger traffic committees under
authority conferred upon them in Circular No. 88.

Movement

Oil and

Tank Cars

In a communication to western railroads, dated May 16.
the regional director says: Oil interests complain that some
roads are not furnishing junction cards covering the movement of their tank cars. In order to reduce tracing of cirs
to the minimum, it is highly important that care be exercised in car record offices to insure that complete and proper
junction movements be supplied all private car line owners.

;

Payments

should

filed,

It is realized that the
lowest explain why it was accepted.
lowest price is not always the most advantageous, but the
committee would like to have an explanation in such cases for

to

arranged with

and extensions thereof now

sent this committee at once.
In submitting contracts for approval, attach a tabulation of
the competitive bids, and if tlie contract price is not the

have not been

line.

Chicago-St. Louis-Kansas City

of Contracts

structions:

Portland.

Wire

S.

Approval

Circular No. R. P. C. 11. issued on May 23, by the westem regional [lurchasing committee, gives the following in-

its

L.,

Chicago-San Fr.\ncisco and Los Angeles via

Wire

itc, for

western railroads,

director to take

steps toward the unification of telegraph service.

Circular No.

such publications as Poor's Manual, Moody's
John Moody's Manual, the Financial Chronicle,
maps and sui)Si riplioiis.

to

.Manual,

Iron,

Ore and Grain

Traffic

— Upper

Lake Ports

Circular No. 104 issued by the regional director on

24

May

as follows:
Effective at once the following railroad committee is apIX)inted to represent the railroads, and this office, engaged
in handling iron, ore and grain traffic at Lake Superior and
Upper Lake Michigan ports: W. W. Walker, vice-president
of the Duluth South Shore & Atlantic. Duluth. Minn.: W.
is

McGonagle, president of the Duluth. Missabe & Northern
Duluth, Minn.; F. S. Elliott, general superintendent of tlu
Great Northern, Superior, Wis.; E. D. Brigham, assistant
freight traffic manager of the Chicago & North Western
Chicago; W. E. Tyler, superintendent of tlie Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, Green Bay, Wis.
This committee will co-operate with committees appointed
.A.

to represent the iron, ore, grain

sure expeditious and economical

and vessel interests, to inmovement of this important
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with the view of conserving both rail and water
Mr. Walker,
transportation to the greatest extent possible.
office
in connection with his duties as representative of this
will
at Dulutli. handling general operations at that point,
also assume the duties as chairman of this committee, with

traffic,

headquarters at Duluth. Such orders or instructions as may
be necessary will be issued by him with the authority of

as

to
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the earliest and latest dates between which shipments
Waybilling agent is instructed to endorse on
(i)

may

warded,

be forwaybill the

G. O. C. number.

Orders of the Southern
Regional Director

this office.

CH.

Conserving Supplies and Repairing Materials and
Tools

•

Supplement l>'o. 2 to Circular R. P. C. No. 10, issued by
the regional purchasing committee on May 25 is as follows:
Some "replies to Supplement 1 to R. P. C. No. 10 do not
give the information desired, although they show that attenIn order
has been given to reclaiming of material.
may be complete, please furnish the following in-

tion

that data

formation

:

which you are carrying on general reclamation work,
facilities, buildings, organization and equipment at each point for
reclaiming.
List of kinds of material you are at present reclaiming:
fa) Ry means of oxy-acetylene welding.
(b) By means of electric welding.
(c) By means of forging equipment.
(d) By means of rolling mills.
(e) By other means.
Are the facilities at all central points adequate for the work, or do
you recommend additional equipment at any of the points? If so,

List of points at

I.

and

:.

3.

<.

what ?
Could any centra'

5

What

points with present equipment take care of more
work, if desirable that they handle material from other roads in
adjacent territory which may not be equipped with the necessary
facilities?

.

suggestions have you to make for reclaiming additional material?
departAdvise what equipment you have in the maintenance of way

6.

in locofor repairing frogs, crossings, switch points, etc.; also
repairing
motive and car department and outlying repair shops for

ment

castings,

couplers,

knuckles,

Markham. regional director

roads,

etc.

has

issued

the

following

of the

Southern

circulars,

among

others:

Circular letter No. 182 addressed to chairmen of district
local operating committees gives the following advices
as information and to prevent confusion and waste of time
in committee meetings:
Credits and Collection of Freight Charges: These matters
are being given general consideration, with the view of adopt-

and

Your local committee is not, thereing some national rule.
fore, expected to act until it receives general instructions.
Milling-in-Transit, etc.: All of these questions are l^eing
given general consideration, and as changes are not permissible except through proper tariff publication, it is not necessary' for committees to devote time to discussion of these
questions.
Recon signing,

etc.:

The matter

of trap

car

charges

is

Trap car minimums should
having general consideration.
Where committees are
be advanced wherever practicable.
in doubt as to proper minimum, they should submit recommendation for instructions. Committees should endeax'or to
minimize use of trap cars either by having shippers substiLocal committees
tute drays or loading cars less frequently.
should endeavor to work these matters out, having in mind
that the policy of the administration is to meet the convenience of shippers in these matters when it can be done without interference with its regular transportation business.

be taken ot all
It is desirable that the fullest advantage
Those in charge
existing facilities for this kind of work.
locality,
of such work should confer with other lines in their

Trap

with a view of making such recommendations as are desirable.
This report should be in this office not later than June 18,

creases in charges for intra-terminal switching are being con-

1918.

mittees.

Billing

Export Freight

Circular No. 110, dated May 25, reads: The freight traffic
committee. New York, advise their instructions contained
in G. O. C. pennits are not being carried out so far as applied to commeninl shipments destined to north Atlantic
ports

for

export,

destination.

The

causing delay to shipments and cars at
principal difficulty is failure to observe

the following instructions:
waybills must show -.he letters "G. O. C." followed by permit number.
Bills of lading must show definite consignee, as indicated in G. O. C.
permit, and shipments must not be accepted billed to the "order of"
any person or firm.
Billing agents must require shipper to name the steamship line and
(This requirement
this information musi be shown on the waybill.
applies only to commercial shipments for export.)
Waybills for export sliifmrnis to the allies are governed by requirements shown above except that it is unnecessary to include the name
of Ihe steamship line on waybills.

1.

2.

3.

4.

All agents should be given complete instructions to avoid
delay to this class of shipments at seaboard. For your further information, the following indicates the method of securing G. O. C. permits and the information contained
therein

A

shipping pennit

is

secured by consignee by application

to the export division, freight traffic committee, north Atlanports, Room 800, No. 141 Broadway,
This permit bears a number preceded by the

tic

Information contained

Name

in

permits

is

New York
letters

City.

"G. O. C."

as follows:

of party or firm fcare of steamship line) and port to which
shipment is consigned,
(d) Com(b) Shipper,
(c) Point of shipment,
modity,
(e) Qwnntity.
(h) Statement
(f) Port destination,
fg) Route,
(a)

car service

bound

is

in the nature of drayage,

and railroads

perform such service.
Intra-terminal Switching and Charges: Questions of in-

are not

to

sidered generally, and need not be considered by your comEach committee should make a thorough analysis

of the intra-terminal switching services performed within
its jurisdiction and prepare and send in a statement in accordance with attached form.

Ticket Offices and Commercial Freight Agaits'
Questions concerning are in hands of separate comand need not be given attention by your committee.
New Routing Plans proposed, for both carload and less

City

Offices:

mittee

than carload freight, should be submitted for approval before putting into effect.
Four O'clock Closing Hour: Questions that have been
referred to this office are being given general consideration,
and further reference need not be made in your proceedings, pending final instructions.
As information, at one
point the local committee bandied the question locally and
effected the change.
Special matters on wliich the committee desires ruling from
this office should be taken up separately by letter, instead
of being covered only in proceedings of your meeting.

When reporting unification worked out, date effected, etc.,
proceedings should invariably show amount saved; where
In reportnot actually known, same can be approximated.
ing reductions in switching service indicate number of switch
engine hours saved, showing separately wages of crew and
fuel expense.
Circular letter 190 instructs the roads to expedite the return movement of all empty baggage and express cars assigned to e.\press service to the road originating the traffic.
In instances where there is inability to provide necessary
equipment to handle perishable commodities in express train
service, reports should be made to the office of the regional

May
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tlii'

proper arraiiiii-moiUs

rei|uirenu'iits.

The

iu.i\

linul.ir states

he inailo lo protect
tliat

tlie

Food Ad-

ministration iiroyrain is reportetl to l)e soriously cniljarrassed
l>v reason of inadeiiuato express cat sei^-iie. due ap|)arently
to failure on tlie part of railroads to return promptly to the
or to express service on their own roads, baggage or express or other ci|uipment assigned to express service in order that schedule car runs may he maintained.
Circular letter No. 192 states:
"There has recently occurred on tracks within the reservation of one of the army camps a very serious derailment

owning roads

trooj) train, resulting in loss of life and very serious
injury to a number of soldiers.
"It is desired that all tracks within army camps which

to a

are maintained liy the arm\', over which passenger movements are made, have regular and careful inspection; where
repairs are necessary, the situation should he reported to the
proper army representative for attention, and failing to receive attention the repairs should l)e made l)y the railroad,
billing against the war department for the cost."
In circular letter No. l''" attention is directed to the
importance of giving ]irompt movement tt> corn shipment^
this season to prevent heating resulting in losses.
Circular letter No. 198 stresses the importance of giving
prompt movement to new Icxromotives coming out of shops.
The roads are directed to arrange so that there will i)e no
delav in transit to new locomotives on their lines.
at

When

Caterpillars

Ran on

Rails

1347

whi< ii the\ advaiiicd ni.ide su. li :i pnxredure
impracticable iti tiiis case.
liro<jms and scrapers on the
liK'omotives proved worse than u.seless for they crushed the
caterpillars instead of removing them.
The solution of the
difficulty was found in steam jets directed at the rail a short
By this
distance ahead of the wheels of tiic locomotive.
method the caterpillars were blown 20 or .UJ ft. from tiic
The others would
rails and about half of them were killed.
always return to the Utp of the rail, iiowever, so if was neces.\s the locomotives
sary to equip eacii engine with blowers.
ran botii forward and backward steam jets were placed behind
the rear tender trucks as well as ahead of the pilot. The illusThe
tration shows the arrangement of pipes on the tender.
amount of difficulty caused by caterpillars on tiie McCloud
During some seasons
River line varies (rum year to year.
only a few appear, but one spring tiie trouble continued
weeks.
for about ten
ilistanic over

Joliet Journal

Box

new type of lid combining several
AinfRNAi.
desirable features is now being manufactured by tlie
The imJoliet Railway Supply Company, Chicago.
no.\ with a

portant points of the design of- this box are the complete sealing of tiie outer opening of the box Ijy the lid, the use of a
spiral spring for holding the lid in place, and the interchangeability of the standard M. C. B. box lid.
The complete .seal on the outer edges of tlie Joliet journal
box. with flanges on the lid both inside and outside, makes
the lid dust and water proof. This is made possilile by plac-

No

STORY OF A TRIP on the earl\- transcontinental railroad was considered complete without an account of
delays due to herds of buffalo or flocks of grasshop]x'rs crossing the track.
The l)uffalo has disappeared and
grasshoppers are no longer so numerous as to give trouble:
iiowever. there is still one of nature's creatures whose desire
fi>r

a life

on the

rail

occasiunallv causes troulile.

Steam Blowers Arranged

to Clear Caterpillars

The Mc-

from the Rails

Cloud River Railroad runs from Sisson to McGavic,
Cal, through a territory where caterpillars exist in large
numbers. During the spring these insects climb on the head
As the caterpillars are
of the rail and cover it completely.
crushed under the wheels both the wheels and the rails become so slippery tliat it is impossible to haul a train or to
stop

effectively with the brakes.

it

motives slip and

down

the

The

stall

and the

On

heav)- grades the loco-

trains start to slide

backward

hill.

of operating trains under these circumnecessary to devise some metiuxl of getting
Trenches dug along the right-of-way are
rid of the pests.
often effective in stopping the progress of the pests, but the
stances

difficulties

made

it

Lid of Joliet Journal
ing

the

lid

Box

in

Open and Closed

Positions

o]HTatmg nieciianism lieyond the face of the

lx>x.

A

and shoe are placed in a cap at the top of the
shoe Ijears on the lug, which is of a contour similar
to that of the lug on the standard M. C. B. journal box.
The
arrangement is such that the spring holds the box firmly in
either the open or the closed position.
In ca.se tlie original lid
becomes broken or lost, the standard M. C. B. journal box
lid can be applied.

lid.

spiral spring

The

General Ne^vs Department
The annual meeting
take place in

New

of the Railway Signal Association will
York, September 19 and 20.

A delegation of Colorado Citizens headed by Senator
Railroad Administration on Wednesday to urge a loan of six million dollars to the Denver &
Salt Lake to build a proposed tunnel under James Peak.
Shafrciili called at the

station men of the Grand Trunk have had their pay
increased.
The amount of the advance has not been published, but an agreement on all points of difference between
the company and the employees was announced at Montreal
May 24, following protracted negotiations.

The

A

bottle of liquor found in the cab of a Canadian Pacific
when brought into court at Windsor, Ont., on
22, was held by the court to-be evidence of a violation of
the temperance law of Ontario, and the engineman and fireman of the locomotive were each fined $250 and costs.

locomotive,

May

Fines for running unsafe freight cars were imposed on the
Southern Railway in the United States district court at
Macon, Ga., May 16. and also one on the Ocilla Southern
for using an unsafe locomotive.
The offense in each case
was the absence of suitable uncoupling chains.

Hon. William G. McAdoo, secretary of the treasury and
director general of railroads, went, last Monday, for a brief rest,
to White Sulphur Springs, W. Va., at the order of his physician.
It is expected that, while there he will give some consideration
to recommendations for appointments of federal managers
of railroads.
Francis A. Bonner, formerly .Associate Director of the
Bureau of Railway News and Statistics, Chicago, and prior
to that railroad and assistant financial editor of the Chicago
Evening Post, has become associated with Lee, Higginson &
Company, Chicago, in charge of the department of statistics
and publicity.

The Kansas City, Mexico & Orient is a railroad over 700
miles long, yet Mr. McAdoo has not taken control of it; and
on Monday last, a delegation of citizens from towns along the
line appeared before the officers of the Railroad Administration at Washington and urged that the Government take
over the road.
The Railroad Administration has an actuary. He is Theodore TI. Price, of New York. Circular No. 27, announcing his
appointment, says that the actuary is to compile and analyze
statistics and make reports concerning various economic problems
connected with the functions of the Railroad Administration,
which will be referred to him by the director general or members of the

staff.

Colonel Henry W. Thornton, general manager of the Great
Eastern Railway, is now a Brigadier General in the British
having been promoted to that position on his recent
return from France.
He has been a member of the British
Railway Executive Committee since the beginning of the
war. and has had charge of channel transport.
He went
from America to England in February, 1914.
.-\rmy,

Freight cars passing Columbia, Pa., in the trains of the
Pennsylvania Railroad on Sunday, May 12, numbered 9,173,
by far the largest movement in a single day ever recorded
at that point.
This total includes both loaded and empty
cars, both westbound and eastbound.
For the whole of the
first half of May the daily average was 7,868 cars, or 357 more
than the best previous record for a month. The records at
Lewistown Junction, west of Harrisburg, show similar increases.

Miss Katherine Stinson, the "aviatrix" carrying letters for
the Post Office Department (having been appointed special
messenger) flew from Chicago, Illinois, to Binghamton, New

York, on Thursday, May 23, without a stop, thus breaking
The
all
former non-stop aviation records in America.
distance is about 783 miles, and the time was about 12 hours.
The best previous non-stop record was 700 iniles. Miss Stinson had set out to fly to New York, but she had to land because of lack of

fuel.

The University

of Illinois, at

its

summer

session,

June

17

to August 9, will ofifer special advanced courses in the mechanics and properties of materials of construction and in
materials testing, planned especially for instructors in mechanics, for chemists who wish to fit themselves to take
positions involving the physical testing of materials, and for
inen who wish to fit themselves for positions in commercial
The extensive equipor government testing laboratories.
ment of the Testing Laboratory of the University will be
available for this work, which will be under the charge of
Prof. H. F. Moore. Taken together, these courses will constitute a short course of intensive training for men who desire to qualify as testing engineers in the governinent service
or elsewhere.

The New York, New Haven & Hartford, has asked the
Fuel Administration to send 150 additional cars of commercial coal over that road daily, and has issued to shippers
and consignees a notice calling upon them to make renewed
The
efforts to unload cars with the utmost promptness.
Fuel Administration cannot be expected to grant this increase permanently, or to order a greater increase, unless
cars are emptied and sent back with the best possible
despatch. The circular to consignees gives figures showing
that cars are not being released so well as in former periods.
All users of coal and other bulky commodities are asked to
have their freight shipped regularly, not trying to rush excessive quantities the moment that an embargo is lifted; and
attention is called to the necessity of frequent conferences
between all concerned so that there may be no misunderstandings.
The aerial mail route between New York and Washington,
has completed its second week, but some trips have had to
be omitted because of fogs. From the fragmentary reports
published, it appears that one set of fliers covers the route
between New York and Philadelphia and another set between Philadelphia and Washington. On Wednesday, May
22, there was no start from New York, and none from Philadelphia toward New York, fog prevailing at both places. On
Monday, the 27th, no start was made from New York, though
the airplane from the south arrived at New York on time.

On

the 23rd, Lieut. Bonsall, flying in a verj' large airplane,

equipped with a Liberty motor, made the round trip from
New York to Philadelphia and return in three hours; and
the total time of the northbound trip, Washington to New
York, on that day, was given at two hours, fifteen minutes.
Except as here noted the schedules of the second week appear to have been carried out.
Wherever the weight of the
mail has been mentioned it has been from 50 lb. to 160 lb.

Saving $4,200 a Year
Brunswick people

will continue to use the old, antiquated,
inadequate station of the Atlantic Coast Line, while the new,
up-to-date station of the Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic
will remain closed.
The matter has been discussed ever
since the new order of things became effective on April 1,
when the three roads (including the Southern) were put under
the unification system. Brunswick people had only one kick
coming, and that was that a real passenger station had been
abandoned, while an old one, offering no protection for
passengers in the way of sheds, etc., was still being used.
Agreeing that the new station of the A., B. & A. affords the
most adequate facilities, especially in bad weather, the rail-
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it would cusl $J5U per nioiuli more
A. station, and tor this reason, the
Hut it is war time, and Hriinswick
the decision without further light.

cuiniiiittcc says that

road
to operate the A., U.

&

change can not be made.
people will accept
AtUinta Constilulion.

Accident Bulletin No. 64
he lnte^^tatl•
onnncrcc LnnimisMuii > nuiirtcrly accnli;iit bulletin No. 64 comes out only one week behind No. 63, which was
noticed in tlie Kailicay .-liiv oi May 24, page 1,300.
The total
number of persons killed on the railroads of the United States
in the three months ending with June, 1917, was 2,389, and of
injured 47,443. making the total casualties 49,832, or 1,594 less
than in the quarter last preceding. The totals of the three principal classes of persons in the three principal classes of accidents
are as below
1

*.

Mottlhs Ending

Tht

Casualties.

r-L'scngcrs

CU

Killed

In train accidents
In train ser\'ice accidents
In industrial accidents

1

42

43

is

1917

Other persons

Injured Killed Injured
83
896
80S
881
474
10,779
100 31,147
1,686

The most notable change as between
quarter

June.

tcnJ/c

Employees

657

42,822

this

and the

under the head of passengers killed

Killed Injured

26

68
2,270
597

1,689

2,935

.44

1.619

last

preceding

in train accidents

compared with 38. Bulletin 63 included the rear collision at
L'nion, Pa
February 27, in which 19 passengers were
killed. A marked falling off in the number of employees killed
appears in all of the three classes of accidents in the first two
classes it is to be expected because of the milder weather and
more norma! general conditions prevailing in the months of
April. May and June, as compared with winter conditions.
As
was noted in connection with bulletin 63. the item "other persons"
killed and injured in train accidents includes cases where a train
1

as

Mount

,

;

strikes an automobile or a trolley car at a crossing.
In the
quarter under review there were 31 accidents of this kind, in
which railroad property was damaged to the extent of $5,500;
non-trespassers killed 23. injured 32. The number of trespassers
killed in train accidents was 18.

Comfarisons

ifi/A

Quarter Ending March

31,

1917

Bulletin 64

Total casualties
Total persons killed
Total persons injured
killed in train acci
tiiplovees killed
collisions
tnl
lions per million locomotii
.il

657
1.712
3.59

de

1,633
3.48
2,370

2.554

ailments per million

-

51,426
2,346
49,080
38
842

1

milc5

locomotive miles
.linage to railroad property by train accidents.
.^pmcn worked, hours (Class 1 roads)
^vialttes to shopmen per million man-hours.,
^italties per million man-hours, to
stalionmcn

trackmen
bridgcmen. etc
other employees

".

.

5.35
i53,570
$3,653,570
154.371

48.60

Pennsylvania inaugurated plans for bringing directly into
New York all of the railroads serving that City, and on an
equal footing with each other. Wc, between 1890 and 1900,
perfected, with Gustav Lindenthal, the North River Bridge
and terminal project and obtained a l-'ederal charier; but the
other railroads would not agree to join, and the Pennsylvania
w;is left to work out its own problem.
There is nothing
either in the history of our New York Terminal or in the
present situation to justify the idea that the use of Pennsylvania station by other railroads could not be brought about,
by agreement between the companies, because of divergent
railroad ownerships.
Yet wide circulation has been given to
such misleading assertions.
In the City of Washington you will find that the great
Union station there was constructed and paid for jointly by
the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohior but its use was
granted on equal terms to all of the railroads of the South
reaching Washington, and they have an equal voice in its
management. Further, you will recall that the Pennsylvania
through the acquisition of a large amount of Baltimore &
Ohio stock, a number of years ago, endeavored Ut bring
about a true community of interests between the two companies,
which would produce co-operation, permit the
elimination of ruinous competition, and make possible more
efficient and convenient service to the public, at the same time
assisting to stabilize both companies financially, and enable
them to ute. for betterments, their surplus over reasonable
dividends. Unfortunately, the agitation of those times finally
resulted in shaping a public policy w^hich discouraged all attempts of the railroads to introduce co-operative principles
into the service of transportation, or to merge or combine
their facilities. The consequence was an artificial and undue
accentuation of competitive tendencies. To blame this state
of affairs upon private ownership, as many newspapers .are
doing, is obviously unjust in the face of the fact that it was
forced upon the companies against the will, and contrary to
the efforts, of a vast majority of the owners and managers.
If any reasonable criticism can be made against private
ownership, it is that it has perhaps offered too many
facilities and luxuries to the public, and too frequent train
service.

do not question the right of any newspaper to discuss priownership vs. Government ownership, as economic
and to advocate or oppose either one fairly and in
accordance with true convictions; but 1 resent the continual
mis-statement by some newspapers and individuals of the
facts concerning private ownership, and the unfair and unmerited aspersions cast upon the motives and purposes with
which the railroads have been managed under it. No management will more emphatically endorse than the Pennsylvania
Railroad every effort to abolish unnecessary duplication of
facilities, and open others to common use. upon equitable
terms, where public convenience and economic results justify
I

Bulletin 63

49,832
2.389
47,413

''I'sengers
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5.05

$3,078,370
317,760.570
50.68

25.07
22.20
27.58
17.92

24.03
23.00
27.60

vate

policies,

such action.

18.03

bulletin contains reports, made by the Bureau of Safety,
on 18 collisions and derailments which were investigated. The
last accident bulletin for a whole year (N'o. 62^ was noticed in
the Railway Age of September 14. 1917. page 462.

Competition for Labor

The

The Pennsylvania's

Liberal Policy*

I
have read your intercstinjj discussion of the use of
Pennsylvania station in New York City by other railroads.
In justice to the memory and ability of the late Alexander
J. Cassatt and to the judgment of the Pennsylvania Railroad
management, there are some broader aspects of this whole
question of the joint use of passenger terminals which are

Every additional step
of particular interest at this time.
taken for increased use of the Pennsylvania station in New
York City is in full accord with this company's policy, and is
This
simply a further vindication of our management.
station has been used in the past not only for trains of the
Pennsylvania. \ew Haven and Long Island railroads (to
which the Baltimore & Ohio is now added) but it is the
passenger entrance to New York for all of the railroad sysTwenty-eight years ago the
tems south of Washington.
•From

a

letter

to

The Evening

Bulletin, of

Rea. president of the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Philadelphia, from

Samuel

The Department

of Labor has been requested by the Railroad

.\dministration to assist the latter in preventing the disorganization of the labor market by competing government contractors.

Most of the railroads arc now hiring their labor through the
regular government service.
Private contractors holding government contracts have, however, refused to co-operate with the
government in the matter of securing labor, and as a consequence are disorganizing the labor market.
Many of the firms mentioned in the protests received from
the Railroad Administration are said to have been carrying extensive advertisement? in a great many southern papers, to the
detriment of both railroads and farms. The Director General
was advised by .Assistant Secretary Louis F. Post that although
the department does not at present possess the necessary authority, it hopes to be able to put an end to this nr.irticc in the
near future.

Convention of Railroad Police
The

International .Association of Railway Special .Agents and
Police will hold a convention at Baltimore. Md.. on June 19, 20
and 21, with headquarters at the Emerson Hotel. The secretary
is W. C. Pannell, Baltimore.
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Traffic

News

George

A. Perry has been appointed secretary-treasurer
Transportation Club of Louisville, Ky., to succeed W.
T, Vandenburgh, who recently resigned on the occasion of
his removal from the city.

of

the

The Board

of Railway Commissioners of Canada have issued

making this accommodation practically universal throughout the Dominion. The
term "interswitching" is used to define the movement of loaded
freight cars from one road to another for delivery to a consignee
within the same city.
a revised tariff of prices for interswitching,

The Seaboard Air Line announces the discontinuance of
20 freight traffic offices as follovv's: .Xugusta, (Ga.); Boston.
Baltimore, Chattanooga, Chicago, Cincinnati, Florence, (S.
C); Greenville, (S. C); Kansas City, Louisville, Miami,
(Fla.); Memphis, New Orleans, New York, Nashville, Oklahoma City. Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, Rochester and St. Louis.
In an order issued on

May

22,

the Nebraska State Railway
St. Paul, Minneapolis &

Commission ordered the Chicago,
Omaha, the Chicago, Rock Island

&

Pacific

and the Union

days the practice of making
deductions of one eighth of one per cent on small grains
and one fourth of one per cent on corn in making settlement
for shortage in shipments of bulk grain.
Pacific, to discontinue within 10

^""S"
" 2 SooSr^S

report of lake commerce passing through the canals
during the month of April shows a move422,489 short tons; 356,693 eastbound and 65,196
westbound.
Practically all of the eastbound traffic was
grain and iron ore, the total for grain being 6,524,676 bu. and
of ore 147,188 tons. The heaviest westbound traffic was soft
coal, 88,076 tons of which passed through the canals.

The

at Sault Ste. Marie,

ment

2

^
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Coal Production
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loading on Saturday, after a good five-day performance, caused bituminous coal production during the
week ended May 18 to decline slightly, according to the
Geolo,gical Survey. The total production of soft coal during
the week is estimated at 11,732,000 net tons, an average daily
production of 1,955,000 net tons, compared with 1.971,000 net
Anthracite shipments
tons during the week of May 11.
during the week increased 6 per cent. The percentage of
full-time output lost on account of car shortage during the
week ending May 11 was reduced to 11.2.

'
z

slump

New

in

Coal Mines Must Be Approved
By Railroad and Fuel Administrations

The United

States Fuel Administration announces tliat it
encourage the opening of new coal mines, whenever it
appears to its satisfaction that this can be accomplished without taking labor from mines already developed and capable
But as coal is not
of producing more coal than at present.
commercially produced until it is loaded into railroad cars
at the tipple, the Fuel Administration is unwilling to approve of the opening of new mines, even when labor is
abundant, if it appears to the Railroad Administration imposwill

sible or inexpedient to furnish the necessary railroad facilities.
All applications for the development of new mines must go
first to the railroad upon which the connection is desired.

o
°

V
£

Copies of the application and accompanying papers will be
forwarded to the Regional Director, and he will forward the
papers with his approval or disapproval to the director

~ c
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of the division of transportation of the railroad administration.
This officer will submit a copy of the application and
papers with the recommendation of the regional director to
the Fuel Administrator.
Representatives of the Railroad Administration and of the
Fuel Administration will, tliereupon, agree upon tlie approval or disapproval.

May

31.
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unstable foundation of the assertion of a right in
the shippers to refuse to feed, and yet reserve to themselves to

Commission and Court News

what manner the duty shall be performed by the carrier.
They have no >uch riyht."— Fcnnsvlvania v. Swift & O)., 248

juries to other stock

must be

value.— Dickerson
ebruary 8. 1918.

real
1

v.

in

Erie.

315.

Decided Ithrnarv

13,

vAh.

from Liability for Negligence

A man

The New ^'^.)rk Appellate Division holds, in a damage action
against a lixc stook carrier, where there was a uniform live stock
contract and a waybill, that the valuations contained in the filed
govern the damages fur stock

.

Rental Contract Exempting Railroad

News

Uniform Live Stock Contract

tarilTis

tiic

dictate in

Fed

Court

1353

upon

rest

killed,

and recovery for

in-

the ratio of the stipulated to the
169 N. V. Supp.. 5.
Decided

part of a right of way as a pasture under a
contract exempting the railroad from liability for its negligence.
It was alleged that his animals were killed on the track < where

leased

there was a view for more than a mile) and that the speed of
the train was excessive; that no attempt was made to stop the
train.
The Georgia Court of .Appeals held that wilful or wanton
negligence was not shown.
The provision of the contract exempting the railroad company from liability for negligence was
not void as contrary to public policy.— 1 learn v. Central of
Georgia (Ga.), 95 S. F.. 3(')«. Decided March 12. 1918.

Reasonable Despatch
,\

September
patch.

York

I.

and undertook

The normal time

to carry

for delivery

them with reasonable deswas 20 hours. The New

Division holds that delivery at 7 p. ni.
September 5. after an intervening holiday and a congestion in its
yards due to a threatened strike, was not a breach of its contract of carriage.
Carr v. Long Island. 169 N. Y. Supp., 569.
Decided March I. IP'S.
.\ppcllate

—

Recovery of Freight Undercharges

A

Liability for

carrier received a carload of potatoes on the afternoon of

of freight rates duly filed and published and not disapproved by the Interstate Commerce Commission has the force
of a statute, binding alike on shipper and carrier. In an action
to recover undercharges computed according to the tariff in
force, the Kansas Supreme Court holds that it is error for the
Trial court to receive and consider proof that the commodities
-hipped were not classified in the tariff according to correct principles— Atchison. T. & S. F. v. Young (Kan.), 171 Pac, 1156.
Decided April 6. I9I8
tarilY

Undercharge on Freight

The Minnesota Supreme (.!ourt holds, in an
road company to recover from the consignee
legal freight

upon an

the amount of the freight erroneously underthe bill of lading, and settled with the consignor on
that basis, that the defense of cstol<fcl is not available; for the
consignee is conclusively presumed to have had knowledge of
the published legal rate.
If the consignee, the presumed owner,
accepts an interstate shipment and jiays part of the freight, the

shipment, paid
stated

in

law implies an agreement in his part to pay the balance to the
where, as here, the carrier, at the time of the delivery of
the shipment, has no knowledge of the arrangement between the
consignor and consignee as to the payment of the freight, and
the consignor then is and ever since has been insolvent C, M.
& St. P. V. Greenbcrg (Minn.). 166 X. W.. 1073. Decided March
carrier,

—

22, 1918.

Employers' Liability Act Decisions
The Michigan Suprenic tnurt holds

Alighting from Moving Train

it is in motion.
The West \'irginia Supreme Court of Appeals
holds that the failure of a brakeman, standing nearby, to warn
a passenger, standing on the steps of a car ready to alight, did
not excuse such contributory negligence. The brakeman had a
right to assume the passenger would not alight while the train
was moving. Bartlev v. Western Marvland (W. V'a.). 95 S. E.,

—

Decided March

Duty

3.

1918.

as to Perishable

Goods

In an action for damages to perishable goods in a refrigerator
car, the Oregon Supreme Court holds that if the goods are sound
when a carrier takes them from an initial carrier, its whole duty
is fulfilled if and when it thoroughly re-ices the car. as reasonably necessary, and with fair diligence takes proper care of it
over its line. A carrier of perishable goods is not liable as an
insurer.
The measure of its duty is to use reasonable care and
diligence, considering the nature of the goods. Daniels v. \. P.
(Or.). 171 Pac. 1178. Decided April 16. 1918.

—

Twenty-eight Hour
Under

Law— Proper

Feeding

Twenty-Eight Hour Law the federal

district court
for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania held a railroad entitled
to recover for 250 lb. of hay prepared in advance and furnished
to each carload of a shipment of cattle, although a quantity of
hay amounting to 150 lb. to 2.^ lb. was placed in the racks in
each car by the shipper when the cars were started it being the
statutory obligation of the carrier to feed during the period of
rest, and it being the opinion of the Department of .Xgriculture,
stated in a circular issued for the information of carriers, that
"The
250 lb. per car is a proper allowance. The court said
whole defense, so far as it has merit, is seen upon analyses to

the

that the state industrial

was willuint jurisdiction to entertain the claim
for compensation under the W orkmen's Compensation Act of a
widow whose husband, a railroad employee, was killed in working on an interstate train, used in interstate commerce
if the
widow was entitled to recover, her only remedy was under the
federal act.— Miller v. G. T. W. (Mich.), 166 N. W., 833.
De-

accident board

Generally it is negligence f'rr sc lor a passenger in full possession of his senses and faculties to alight from a train while

443.

action by a rail-

a balance of the
interstate shipment, he having accepted the

;

:

;

March 28. 1918.
The Michigan Workmen's Compensation Act

cided

provides that no
proceeding for compensation shall be maintainable unless the
claim shall have been made within six months after the injury.
Where an employee refused to accept compensation under the
Compensation Act, but sued under the federal act and suffered
nonsuit, the Michigan Supreme Court holds he could not thereafter receive compensation, no claim having been filed within six
months, as required —Schild v. Pere Marquette (Mich.), 166
X. W.. 1018.
Decided March V. K)1,S.

Stoppage

in Transit

—Seizure

of

Goods

shipper of lumber to a company in Chicago, on learning
of the company's bankruptcy, stopped the lumber in transit
while it was still in the State of Wisconsin. In a suit by the
shipper for the value of the lumber the Wisconsin Supreme
Court holds that the railroad did not convert the lumber and
become liable for its value by moving it from the point where
it was stopped to its yards in Chicago, especially as the plaintiff was not injured thereby, though on the arrival of the
lumber in Chicago the consignee's receiver in bankruptcy
obtained an order from the bankruptcy court for the delivery
of the lumber to him, as the bankruptcy court could have compelled the delivery of the lumber whcrevci it was physically
located, the railroad company having officers and agents at
Chicago upon whom service of process could have been made.
A carrier is not responsible for goods taken from its custody
by valid legal process, provided it gives the owner prompt
notice of the suit, so that he may have an opportunity to protect his interest.
Even though the order of the bankruptcy
.\
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court could not be classed as legal process fair on its face, the
railroad company was not liable to the shipper, as it had no
power to determine the controversy between the shipper and
the receiver, and was not bound to determine it at its peril.
In turning over the lumber to an officer of the bankruptcy
court the lumber was not lost to the shipper, but was turned
over to a court having power to determine the controversy.
Morgan v. Chicago & N. W. (Wis.\ 166 N. W., 777. Decided

March

5,

Vol. 64, No. 22

Equipment and Supplies
Locomotives

1918.

The Chinese Government Railways, Pekin-Mukdex

Line,
have ordered 14 Mikado locomotives from the Baldwin Locomo-

Notice of Claim by Shipper

tive

Works.

that a claim for the value
of a shipment of grain misdelivered by the carrier is sufficiently
made to satisfy the requirements of the bill of lading that any

The Oklahoma Supreme Court holds

claim based on failure to make delivery shall be made in writing
within four months after the time for delivery has elapsed,
where it appears that the defendant and the plaintiff negotiated a
settlement of the plaintiff's claim by letter before the expiration
of the four-month period, and that the claim was declined after
the expiration of such period on grounds other than that the
plaintiff had not complied with the four-month clause of the bill
of lading.— Rock Island v. Pruitt (Okla.), 171 Pac, 718. Decided

March

12, 1918.

Freight Cars
]•".

W

Price. Columbia. Miss.,

p..

W.

R.

Grace &

Co.,

York,

is

inquiring for 5 tank cars

The Bleyer Tank

Line. Buffalo,

is

inquiring for

5

10

to

8,000-gal. 40-ton tank cars.

The New

Jersey Zinc Company,

New

York,

inquiring for

is

10 to 35 sulphuric acid tank cars.

The New York Central, in compliance with the wishes of the
consignee and in accordance with the custom between them,
placed a car containing a shipment of fruit, immediately on its
its

destination, on a public

team track for the

The consignee from time to time unloaded
and a week later, offering to pay the charges,

consignee to unload.

part of the fruit,
requested the railroad to switch the car to the D., L. & W.. about
one-half mile, so that the car might be sent out over that road.
The Central had no tariff covering the switching, and its freight
The conagent, because of that fact, would not move the car.
The New York Court of
signee sued the road for damages.
Appeals has reversed a judgment for the plaintiff' and granted a
new trial for the following reasons: There is no common law
rule requiring the railroad to switch or transfer the car. It was
not bound to accept goods for carriage beyond the terminus of
Contract, express or
its line or to carry except on its own line.
implied, or statutory regulations or authorized regulations of a
public board may modify or make inapplicable this common-law
That was not done here. The placing of the car on the
rule.
team track for unloading, concurred in and acted on by the

completed the delivery and terminated the defendant's
common carrier and thereafter he was not even a warehouseman. The duty of guarding and protecting the car was the
While a railroad is not permitted to cast aside its
plaintiff's.
character as such and transmute itself into an ordinary bailee, a
consignee cannot, by a mere request to change, for any purpose,
plaintiff,

duty as a

New

for export.

Termination of Liability on DeliveryNo Duty to Switch Delivered Goods

arrival at Utica,

inquiring for 5 40-ton tank

is

cars.

;

the location of delivered goods, reconstitute the delivery company
C.
.\nthonv v. X. \
a common carrier as to those goods,
(N. Y.), 119 X. E.. 90. Decided February 26, 1918.
.

United States Supreme Court

Signaling
Pennsylvania Lines West of P'ittsburgh.

— This

road has

contracted with the L'nion Switch & Signal Company for the installation of a 59-lever Type "F" interlocking machine at Logansport, Ind. This machine will have 15 levers operating 16 switches
and 8 derails and 25 levers operating 26 signals and 19 spare
spaces.
Style "B" signals and Type "M" switch movements will
be used throughout.

The Jacksonville Terminal Company

(Jacksonville, Fla.

is

)

Union electro-pneumatic interlocking at Myrtle avenue (Tower No. 2) the machine to have 122 working levers, 5
spare levers and 8 spare spaces. There will be 63 three-position

to install a

dwarf signals, 22 suspended bridge signals, 5 high ground signals,
66 single switches and derails, 25 double slip switches (.with

movable frogs) and 1 movable point frog. The field work will
be done by the construction forces of the Terminal Company.

—

Light Railways After the War. At the last meeting of
the Essex County Council of England, a resolution was
passed urging the Go\ernment to include in any scheme for
after-war reconstruction a national system of light railways
in which adequate provision should be made for the needs of
Essex. The Engineer, Loudon.

—

South

Manchurl\

Railway Reorcaniz.xtion. — The South

Manchuria Railway has announced

a reorganization of the staff
ces at Uairen, according to the report of Consul
A. A. Williamson from that city under date of January 17. The
Secretariat
principal branches under the new arrangement are

of

its

general

oil

:

Kunisawa, director-in-chief) department for genS.
T. Kawakami, director); mining department
tra! affairs
Kabayama, director); land department (,K. Kaino, director):
The Manaccounting department (R. Kawamura, director).
churia Daily News quotes Mr. Kawamura, director and acting
"The real aim of the reorganization
superintendent, as follows
is to give greater attention to all matters concerning the personnel (appointments, promotions, retirements, and disciplining
of the company's employees), and also constant inspection of the
efficiency of work done by the different units of the company.
From this consideration the two new sections of personnel and
inspection have been created in the secretariat under the director(under Dr.

S.

;

(

(

:

Hours

of Service

Act

its decisions in Rock Island v. U. S. and Chicago
N. W. v~^ U. S.. 226 Fed. 27, 30, the Circuit Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit affirmed a judgment of the
district court against the Chicago & Alton for $100 penalty
for violating the Hours of Service Act by permitting a switch
tender to remain on duty more than nine hours. The Supreme
Court of the United States has affirmed that judgment. The
switch tender was on duty for twelve consecutive hours in
a shanty continuously operated night and day where, by the
use of the telephone, he received and delivered orders pertaining to train movements not mere switching within the
yard; and in such service mental and physical alertness are
By permitting this the court holds that
of great importance.
the railroad violated both the language and purpose of tlie
act.— Chicago & Alton v. U. S. Decided May 20, 1918.

Following

&

—

in-chief.
Since the affairs concerning the personnel demand
specially careful consideration and are matters of interest to the
governor-general of Kwangtung, under whose direct control lies
the South Manchuria Railway, a member of the company's directorate is put at the head of the personnel section. The bureau
for general affairs and the bureau of foreign intercourse have

been abolished, together with the bureau of technics. The mining
section and the geological institute have been amalgamated into
Assistant superintendents are to be apthe geological section.
l)ointed to each unit, opening a way of advancement to the capable and worthy."

t

May
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Hawley, manager of engine sales division, formerly assistant
manager of the engine department at Chicago; T. J. Hudson,
manager of the motor truck sales division. All of these men
will have hcad(|uarifi's in Chicago.
The above appointments

News

were etTectivc .May

W.

Ward W.

Willetts,

vice-president

and

treasurer

of

the

iri.iiii Supply Company, Chicago, who was one of the ormi/iTs ul that corporation in 1899, was re-elected at a relit meeting of the board ol directors.
•

,

George A. Post.

Jr.,

western representative of the Standard

uiplcr I'oiiipaiiy. has received a

commission as captain

in

>rdnancc Department. Mr. Post graduated from Cornell
iiiversity in 1905 and has been connected with the railway
ipply field since graduation.

ic

t

William Dewar

Ellis, who was president of the Schenectady
Works when it was merged with the American
'Comotive Company some years ago, died at his home in
NOW York. May 23, aged 63 years. His father, John Ellis,
id been one of the founders of the Schenectady Locomotive
\ orks,
and Mr. Ellis succeeded his brother in the presincy of the corporation. He retired about fifteen years ago.

27.

who

has been promoted to general manNew York City on September 27,
1871.
In 1887, he entered the employ of the Clayton Air
Compressor Works, New York.
He remained with that
P. Pressinger,

ager of

was born

sales,

in

company

for 13 years, rising to the position of manager of
sales.
In 1900 Mr. Pressinger organized the New York Air
Compressor Company of which corporation he was secretary
and general manager. In the following year the company
was assimilated by the Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.
Mr. Pressinger has been manager of the compressor department of that company up to the time of his appointment as
general manager of sales, as afore-mentioned.
He is also
president of the Compressed Air Society.

'Coiiu>ti\c

Stephen C. Mason of the
'ttshurgli,

McConway & Torley Company,

was elected president

of the Xational Association

Manufacturers at a meeting of tlic board of directors held
in \e\v York, May 23, following the three-day convention.
Mr. Mason is the seventh president of the association. He
succeeds as president, Colonel George Pope, who died April
1

'' last.

'

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association held its
\teenth annual meeting in the Congress hotel, Chicago, on
!.iy 20 and 21.
About ISO representatives of manufacturers,
tail dealers and consumers of lumber participated in the
meeting, which considered some of the special problems con'nting the lumber industry at this time.
FoUow-ing the
oeting an economic conference was held for the discussion
cost economics as related to the production of lumber.
•

Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company
Tlie following changes in the organization of the manuicturing and sales departments of the Chicago pneumatic
>oI Company have been effected by H. A. Jackson, the
company's new president: W. H. Callan,
manager of the com-

pany's two compressor
plants at Franklin, Pa.,
has been appointed
general
manager
of
with headplants,
quarters in Chicago. W.
P. Pressinger, manager
of the compressor and
engine departments at
Chicago, has been appointed general manager of sales, with the
same headquarters. H.
D. Megary, previously
with
Bethlehem
t h e

Company, South
Bethlehem,
Pa.,
has
been made assistant to
.Steel

Pressinger

the president at Chicago. G. A. Rees, general purchasing agent, has been promoted to manager of purThese officers will report
chases and stores at Chicago.
directly to the president.
In addition, the following changes have been made in the
sales department.
These officers, most of whom formerly
reported directly to the president, will hereafter report to the
general manager of sales and will constitute his staflf: J. G.
Osgood, manager of the pneumatic tool sales division: C. B.
Coates, manager of electric tool sales division; H. L. Dean,
manager of compressor sales division, formerly assistant
manager of the compressor department at New York; B. R.

Westinghouse Electric
The Westinghouse

& Manufacturing Company

Electric

&

Manufacturing Company

in

its fiscal year ending March 31, 1918, did a gross business of
$95,735,407, over $6,000,000 more than in 1917.
The volume
of sales for the regular products of the company was greatly in excess of any previous year.
The net income available
for dividends and other purposes at the close of the year

was

$15,405,681

ending March

as

compared with $18,079,889

for

the

year

31, 1917.

In addition to the regular quarterly dividends at the rale
of 7 per cent on the preferred and common stocks a special
"Red Cross" dividend was paid, making a total of $5,610,848
for all dividends paid during the year. Special appropriations
were made for the protection of inventory book values and
to establish a research and development fund.
.After deducting these appropriations and other miscellaneous adjustments the net surplus as of March 31, 1918, is $26,404,695, an
increase of $8,299,396 over the net surplus as of March 31,
1917.

—

New Plants. The property and plant account includes expenditures during the year in connection with the new plant
known as the Essinglon Works, located near Philadelphia.
This plant, which is now completed and nearly equipped, is
operating with a force of about 3,000 men which it is expected
will be increased to approximately 5.000 during the year.
Contracts with the United States Government for equipment for cargo ships will occupy the capacity of this plant
for approximately two years.
Another important improvement completed during the
year was a factory at Trenton, N. J., for the manufacture of
incandescent lamps. This factory has been in operation for
some months.
British Westinghouse

—

Electric

&

Manufacturing Company,

proposal was made to the company's
for the purchase of the holdings in the British
Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company in order
that a controlling interest might be transferred from the
United States to England. -After careful consideration the
directors concluded that the commercial position of the
British Westinghouse Company would be improved if the
Ltd. In
directors

1916

a

control of that company were owned in England instead of
the United States, and decided that the sale of the .American
company's entire holdings was the only satisfactory solution
of the situation.
.Accordingly ne.gotiations were concluded
under which its holdings of 4 per cent debenture stock and
preference and ordinary shares in the British Company were
sold to a syndicate formed in London (Electric Holdings,
Ltd.), and payment therefor has been received in 5 per cent
prior lien debenture bonds maturing in ten years.
These
bonds are secured by the pledge of all the said securities sold
and certain other additional collateral. This change in the
investinents was made without change in book values and
has. therefore, not affected the balance sheet.
Certain new
trading agreements of mutual advantage have been entered
into between the British Company, Electric Holdings, Ltd.,

and this company.
Increased Inventories and Notes.

—

One of the features of
the year was the large increases in inventories made necessary by the unprecedented volume of the company's busi-
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As

ness.

a result the

company during

outstanding notes
total amount of notes payable
This
$30,186,051.
being
1918,
notes and $2,433,551 on account
scribed for by the company and
of

total

its

—

the year increased tlie
payable by $12,282,301. the
outstanding as of March 31,

its

employees.

CO.MSOLIDATED AND CONDENSED GENERAL BALANCE ShEET.

New England

MaRCH

31,

1918

Westinghouse Company)

ASSETS
$41,167,874
34,177
19,212.071
8,918.556
92,256
29.150.836
60,548,533
5,590,075

and plant

Propertv

Sinking' fund

Investments
Cash
Cash on deposit for redemption of debentures,
Notes
Working and trading assets
Other assets

etc

$164,714,378

Total
LIABILITIES
stock:

Capital

$3,998,700
^0,813.950

Preferred

Common
Total

Funded

capital

stock

(Westinghouse Machine Company issues)
issue of 1909, due January
5 per cent notes

lebt

—

Fifteen year
] 994

^^i'VJA^^9.
6,396,000
1,

52.500

One year'iiiteV-due February 1, 1919
Real estate purchase money mortgages
Notes payable—currect bank loans.
subscriptions

to

Liberty

Accounts payable
Interest, taxes,

.Accrued

''•?S?'^
i^n'XXn
,'IVS'???
2,433,551

Loan Bonds

•

royalties, etc., accrued, not

t'VMlf

^

due

—

Atchison, Topeka & S.\nta Fe. This company, which was
authorized by the Railroad Administration to resume construction on the Osage County & Santa Fe from Caney, Okla., to
Pawhuska, as announced in the Railway Age of May 24, has
also been granted permission to extend this line from Pawhuska
to Fairfax Junction, 27 miles further.
The Santa Fe has also been authorized to extend for 30 miles
tlie North Texas & Santa Fe, the track on which has already
been completed from Shattuck, Okla., 28 miles west.

Milwaukee &

Chicago,

and

„. .,,
52,255

dividends

Reserve

c^'^nl'Ao!
^'^''"''^^S

and loss— surplus

$164,714,378

Total

Trade Publications

Paul.

— This

company

will build

—

,h^Hll
I0,b^4,yzt)
interest

St.

a new engine terminal at Ottumwa Junction, Iowa. The grading
contract for the terminal and for a new freight yard at the same
point has been awarded to Roberts Brothers & Peterson, Chicago.
The construction of the buildings will be handled by the Witherspoon-Englar Company, Chicago. The new structures will include an 18-stall roundhouse, an 85-ft. terminal, a water-softening
plant, powerhouse, water tanks and other terminal buildings.
The track work will be done by the St. Paul's own forces. The
estimated cost of the improvements to be made at Ottumwa
Junction is $500,000.
The St. Paul is also contemplating the extension of numerous
passing tracks to permit the handling of longer freight trains
on the main line between Chicago and Omaha and between
Chicago and Minneapolis. The grading work will be contracted
out and the track work will be done by the railroad's own forces.

,'ii„',,r

dividends

Advanced payments on contracts
Unpaid debenture cei tificates. bonds, notes and
Profit

Railway Construction

includes $15,000,000 one-year
of Liberty Loan Bonds sub-

Orders on Hand. As of .Vpril 1, 1918. the value of unfilled
orders in hand was $147,857,580, of which $110,185,007 was for
No facilities heretofore
the regular products of the company.
employed on regular products are engaged on munition work.

(Except

Vol. 64, No. 22

Denver & Rio Grande. This company has awarded a conUtah Construction Company for the construction of
new freight and engine terminal at Soldier Summit, Utah.

tract to the

a

This will consist of division terminal tracks to hold 1,000 cars
with a total trackage of 15 miles, including repair tracks, a wye
and engine terminal tracks. The engine terminal will contain a
rectangular engine house of 24 stalls, a power house, a small shop
and store house, oil house, ice house coal, ash and sanding
facilities
a car shop, a station and office building, a hotel and
24 cottages for employees, and section buildings. The work will
require 430,000 cu. yd. of grading and 2,500 cu. yd. of masonry.
;

;

Association,
Cement
Portland
has issued a 60 page catalog of the books,
association
that
of
periodicals and pamphlets in the library
on the literature of the cement industry. This library which
index containing apis open to the public has an up-to-date
proximately 65.000 cards, following the standard library

Library
Chicago,

Catalog.— The

111.,

practice.

Keystone Manufacturing Company, Buffalo, N. Y., has issued a 40-page booklet describing
and illustrating the line of ratchets for both drills and
wrenches manufactured by that company. Prices and dimensions for ratchets designed for various purposes are shown
devoted
as well as the auxiliary parts used. Several pages are
to cataloging the various styles of Westcott Adjustable S-

Keystone

Quality.— The

wrenches.

Construction

Equipment.

— The

Waterloo

Cement

Ma-

chinery Corporation, Waterloo, Iowa, has issued a new
catalog of 60 pages which illustrates and describes the line
of equipment manufactured by that company including concrete mixers, hoisting equipment operated by gas engines,
pumps and air compressors. Information is given in sufficient
detail to demonstrate the application of the various styles
of equipment to special purposes.

Railw.w Water Supply.—The Layne & Bowler Company,
Memphis, Tenn., has issued a 64-page booklet which contains

Illinois CENTRAL.^This company is asking bids on a building
the .\merican Express Company at 14th street and the
Chicago. The structure will be 26 ft. by
300 ft., with brick walls and a composition roof.
for

Illinois Central tracks,

The Southern Pacific Pl.n.'js have been completed for enlarging and lining w-ith concrete 17 tunnels through the Tehachapi mountains and work will be started soon. This work will
be done by pneumatic methods, the concrete mixer being located
at the portal of the tunnel and the materia! being conveyed to
place by air pressure.

—

Spanish Exports to United St.ates ..\nd Possessions. Total
declared exports from Spain to United States and possessions
during 1917 were valued as follows: To L'nited States, $35,733,492 against $33,768,822 in 1916; Philippines, $985,330
against $1,022,757; Porto Rico, $887,593 against $851,601;
total, $37,606,415 against $35M3,lSO.— Commerce Reports.

—

Railw.w Coal Needs. The Imperial Japanese Railbuy from 300,000 tons to 500,000 tons of coal during

Jap.anese

ways

will

the fiscal

year 1918 in

some foreign market,

partly for the pur-

pose of economizing its fuel cost and partly for the purpose of
reducing the prices of coal in the home market. The yearly
consumption of the Government railways amounts to, roughly,
2,000,000 ions.— The

Far Eastern Review.

an exposition of its plan for developing water supplies in the
dual role of engineer and contractor, with a contract stipulation guaranteeing a certain water discharge for the source
developed. The book is also a catalog of the line of water

that part of the Maniciragua branch, extending from Caunao to
Cumanayagua. a distance of 20 miles. This branch goes through

service equipment manufactured by that company which includes turbine pumps and well screens. The book describes
the various types of this equipment with illustrations of
The last 8 pages are
typical installations in actual service.
devoted to tables and formulae of use in connection with
water service problems.

very undulating country, and will require a large amount of fill
and trestlework, the trestle later giving way to steel. From
Caunao to the Bay of Cienfuegos, a distance of 6% miles, a
separate line, consisting for the greater part of double-track, is
now in process of construction, and it is stated that work on the
pier terminal will soon be commenced.

Cuban Railway Construction. — Work

is

soon to be begun on

May

31,
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New York Harbor, including Urooklyn, and Cireenville.
F. Deasey, a>sistant freight claim agent at Philadelphia,
succeeds Mr. Ilixler as supcrintemlent of slalicjns and transfers, with oftice at Philadelphia.
P. G. Grimshaw, superintendent of motive power of the New Jersiy di\i->i<jn, at Kew
York, has been pronioleil to assistant to the general manager,
with headquarters at Philadelphia; E. J. Cleave, superintendent of the Trenton division at Trenton, N. J., has been
transferred as superintendent to the Philadelphia Terminal
division, with headquarters at West Philadelphia to succeed
A. B. Clark, who has been transferred as superintendent to
the Trenton division to succeed Mr. Cleave; J. B. Hutchinson, Jr., acting superintendent of the Conemaugh division,
with office at Pittsburgh, has been appointed superintendent
of the same division and A. B. Cuthbert, acting superintendent of the Cresson division, with office at Cresson, has
been apfiointed superintendent of the same division.
City,

J.

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

Moore has been appointed chief land appraiser
New York Central, with principal oflfice at New York.
L.

H.

J.

of the

Holt, vice-president and auditor of the Manitou

&

Peak, has been elected president, with headquarters
Manitou. Colo., succeeding C. W. Sells, resigned.

I'ikes
it

L. B. Williams has been elected treasurer of the New York,
Chicago & St. Louis, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio,
succeeding Otto Miller, resigned to enter the army.

E. P. Clawson has been appointed auditor of the Peoria
Railway Terminal Company, in charge of all accounts, with
hi-adquartcrs, at South Barfonville, 111., succeeding J. Mc-

Mahon,

H. C. Bixler who has been appointed superintendent of the
Manhattan division of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headNew York, was born on March 21, 1868, at Brad-

quarters at

ford,

resigned.

the

the Pittsburgh division.

He subsequently

Irving Herriott, general attorney for the Chicago & North
Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has resigned to take
up the general practice of law, and has associated himself
with the legal firm of Montgomery. Hart & Smith, Chicago.

served

N. Deramus

lias

The

and

at

was

accounting offices of the
Dayton. Toledo & Chicago have been moved from Dayton,
ihio, to Covington, Ohio.

of

W. W. Fuller has been appointed safety supervisor of the
.^eaboanl Air Line, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va., vice
J. L. Query, assigned to other duties.
P. T. Reilly, who has been appointed superintendent of the
Mahanoy & Hazleton division of the Lehigh Valley, with headiuarters at Hazleton. Pa., as has been announced in these columns,
began
railway
work in 1888, as a water

Mcshoppen, on
the Lehigh Valley, and
boy,

at

has been in the continuous service of that road
since.

s^'^""

served
freight

He

later

consecutively as
handler,
time-

keeper, foreman in the
maintenance of way de-

partment, assistant yard-

master at Co.xton, Pa.
conductor and yardmaster at Coxton. and general yardmaster of the

Coxton

territory.

He

subsequently served as
assistant trainmaster at
Wilkes-Barre, and later
became
inspector
of
transportation.
1916,

he

In

May,

was appointed

headquarters at Bethlehem, Pa.,
which position he held at the time of his recent appointment as
superintendent of the same road, as above noted.

yard

inspector,

at

1911
the

with

H. C. Bixler, superintendent of stations and transfers of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, with oflice at Philadelphia, Pa.,
has been appointed superintendent of the Manhattan division,
with headquarters at New York. This division has been reestablished and will embrace the freight and passenger
terminal facilities of the Pennsylvania Railroad in New York

the

to

as-

superintendent
Philadelphia

Terminal division and
on May 1. 1916, was
promoted to superintcndcnt of stations and

'

general

and

promoted

sistant

transportation, traffic and

p. T. ReUly

1910

New York City. On
November 9, 1911, he

been appointed superintendent of car

t

in

Pennsylvania Terminal,

Kansas City Southern, with headquarters
Mo.

jS? \

as

assistant

was trainmaster

-irvice, of the

xansas City,

successively

despatcher and
trainmaster

train

Operating

W.

Pa.
He entered
service
of
the

Pennsylvania Railroad
on .May 17, 1887. as a
telegraph operator on

Charles C. James, chief clerk in the office of the vice-president and controller of the Southern Pacific, at New York,
has resigned to become assistant controller of the Merchant
Shipbuilding Corporation, with headquarters at Bristol, Pa.

H. c. Bucler

transfers with office at
rhiladelphia. Pa., which position he held at the time
of his
recent appointment as superintendent of the
Manhattan
division of the same road as above noted.

W. H. Foster, general superintendent
New Haven & Hartford Lines West, has

of the New York,
been appointed also

general superintendent, of the Central New England, with
headquarters at New Haven. Conn., vice G. W. Clark, assigned to other duties, and Harry C. Oviatt, who resigned
in
<)ctober. 1917. as general superintendent of the .\ew
York,
New Haven & Hartford Lines West, to enter the service of
the .\nierican International Corporation, has been
appointed
superintendent of the Central New England, with headquarters at Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
J. A. MacDonald, superintendent of the Prairie du Chien and
Mineral Point divisions of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
R. E. Sizer, trainmaster, and A. J. Klumb, master mechanic!
with headquarters at Milwaukee. Wis., have been transferred
to Madison. Wis.

A. E. Lloyd, superintendent of the Alliance division of the
Central at .Xlliance, Ohio, has been transferred to
Western division, with headquarters at Chicago; E. W.
Brown, assistant division superintendent at Chicago, has been

New York

the

appointed division superintendent, with

Harry W. Forman,

the

office at

.Mliance, Ohio.

well-known writer on

train

de-

spatching and train rules, formerly for severt. years train
rule examiner on the Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis, has
been appointed assistant to the general superintendent of the
Western Pacific, with office at San Francisco. Cal. Mr. Forman has been in the service of the Western Pacific for
some time past. He entered railroad service in .August. 1873.
He has worked for fifteen diflFerent railroads, and has served
as trackman, as a mechanic in the machine shops, and in
clerical positions.
In the train service he began as brakeman, and was soon promoted to conductor Next he became
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telegraph operator and station agent, from which he was promoted to the position of train despatcher. In this department he has served for many years, and on a number of
Under various titles— chief despatcher.
roads.
diflferent

superintendent of telegraph, chairman of train-rule boards,
trainmaster and inspector of transportation he has been
constantly engaged in the promotion of good practice and
good discipline. He w-as one of the pioneers in grappling
with the difficult, elusive, and never-ending problem of securing lor .\merican railroads a perfect code of train rules, and
highest standards of efficiency in train operation. His wellknown book, "Rights of Trains on Single Track." embodies
the fruits of his long and profitable studies of this branch of
the railroad art, and is tlie only thorough discussion of it
that was ever published.

—

Traffic
T.

Wright has been appointed general agent of the AtBirmingham & Atlantic, with office at Brunswick. Ga.,

J.

lanta.

vice J. B. C. Blitch.

John D. Carter, general agent of the freight department of
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, with headquarters at Detroit, Mich., has been appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Trans-Oceanic Company, of San Francisco,
which operates a steamship line between San Francisco,
Seattle and the Orient.

Mr. Carter

will

have headquarters

at Chicago.

D. E. Sullivcm has been appointed division freight agent of
the Baltimore & Ohio, with headquarters at Chicago; E. C.
Law, commercial freight agent at Toledo, Ohio, has been
appointed division freight agent, with office at Toledo; J. R.
Lee, commercial freight agent at Detroit, Mich., has been
transferred as commercial freight agent to Toledo, Ohio, and
the position of commercial freight agent at Detroit has been
abolished.

he held at the time of his recent appointment as bridge engineer, of the same road, as above noted.

George H. Brown, acting principal assistant engineer of
the Eastern Pennsylvania division of the Pennsylvania Railroad with office at Altoona, Pa., has been appointed principal assistant engineer of the same division, and Elmer
Irving, acting division engineer of the Philadelphia division,
with office at Harrisburg, has been appointed division engineer of the same division.
William S. Jackson, whose appointment as mechanical
superintendent of the Erie, with headquarters at New York,
has already been announced in these columns, was born on

August

12, 1878.

He began m\v)ay work on August

transferred.
M. O'Connor, southwest freight
agent at Xew Orleans, La., has been appointed commercial
Ala., vice F. C. Cheney,
Montgomery,
with
office
at
agent,
transferred.
C. E. Thomas, commercial agent at Memphis,
Tenn., has been transferred as commercial agent to Richmond, Va., vice C. L. Parker, resigned to accept service with
another company.

Tompkins,

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. R. Kipp, mechanical superintendent of the Chicago division, of the Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, with
headquarters at Fond du Lac, Wis., has been transferred to
Minneapolis, Minn.
C. H. Blake has been appointed road foreman of engines
on the Southern Kansas division, of the Atchison, Topeka
& Santa Fe, with headquarters at Chanute, Kan., succeeding

A. Moon, assigned to other duties.

Sumner, superintendent of motive power of the
Central division, of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office
at Williamsport, Pa., has been appointed superintendent
of motive power of the New Jersey division, with office at
New York, succeeding F. G. Grimshaw, promoted, and E. W.
Smith, master mechanic of the Philadelphia division succeeds
Elliot

Mr. Sumner.

James B. McClain who has been appointed bridge engineer
Seaboard Air Line, with headquarters at Norfolk, Va.,
as has already been announced in these columns, was born in
1877 at Washington, Pa.
He began railway work in July,
1906 as masonry inspector on the Seaboard Air Line and
two years later was promoted to inspecting engineer. In
1911 he was appointed resident engineer and on January 1,
1917, was appointed assistant bridge engineer, which position

16, 1892,

with the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern and served to
July, 1911, consecutively as engine despatcher, roundhouse
foreman, and general foreman. He then went to the Interstate Commerce Commission as locomotive boiler inspector,
and later was made locomotive inspector at Cleveland, Ohio,
until January, 1917, when he entered the service of the Erie
as general inspector. In August of the same year he became
master mechanic of the Kent division at Marion, Ohio,
which position he held at the time of his recent appointment
as mechanical superintendent of the same road, as above
noted.

Purchasing
M. C. Moles was appointed storekeeper of the St. Louis
division of tlie Chicago, Rock Island
Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, Mo., succeeding F. E. Hartzler, who
has enlisted in the 49th Regiment, U. S. Railway Engineers.

&

John Stammers was appointed storekeeper of the Kansas
division of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at Herington,
Kan., succeeding J. E. Thomas, resigned.

Obituary
Thomas H. Simmons, formerly

the Seaboard .\ir
J. G. Cantrell, general western agent of
Line, with office at St. Louis, Mo., has been appointed assistant general freight agent, with office at Jacksonville, Fla..
vice C. A. Carpenter, who has been appointed district traffic
C. E. Muller, general
agent, with office at Orlando, Fla.
agent at Baltimore, Md., has been appointed assistant genSavannah,
office
Ga., vice V. C.
at
eral freight agent, with
eluded driveway for the ball, with a spring at one end, leads

W.
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the Chicago,

Rock

home

Island

at Chicago, on
lowing a long illness.

&

May

general freight agent for

Pacific, at Chicago, died at his

age of 69 years, folMr. Simmons was born in Augusta,
Me., on May 28, 1849.
His railroad career began, when in
the spring of 1872, he joined an engineering corps that was
running the preliminary surveys for the Omaha & North
Western, now a part of the Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
& Omaha. In August, 1872, he went to Marshalltown, Iowa,
as a timekeeper for the Central Iowa, now the Minneapolis
& St. Louis. Subsequently he was clerk and chief clerk in
the general freight department and agent at the Eddyville
Transfer, Iowa, of the same road and the Keokuk & Des
Moines, now a part of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
In November, 1879 he was appointed assistant general freight
agent of the Iowa Central, now a part of the Minneapolis &
St. Louis, at Marshalltown, Iowa.
On April 1, 1886 he went
to St. Paul, Minn., as general northwestern freight agent, of
the Minnesota & North Western, now a part of the Chicago
Great Western, and the Central Iowa, returning to Marshalltown in .'\ugust of the same year as general freight agent of
23,

at the

Iowa Central. In the following year he became assistant
general freight agent at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, of the Burlington, Cedar Rapids & Northern, now a part of the Rock
Island, and in 1893, he was made general freight agent. From
June 1, 1902 until May 1, 1903. Mr. Simmons was assistant
general freight agent of the Rock Island at Cedar Rapids
and on the latter date was transferred to Chicago as assistant
general freight agent of the lines east of the Missouri river.
On February 1, 1906 he was promoted to general freight
agent, working in that capacity until January 1, 1910, when
he was assigned to special work. The latter part of the same
year, upon his own request, he was sent to Cedar Rapids as
commercial agent, which position he held until July 1, 1916,
when he was forced to leave the service of the company on
account of ill health, and was placed on the pension roll.
the

of the

—

Relief Fund for Filipino Railwaymen. The directors of the
Manila Railroad have started a relief fund for the benefit of the
employees with an initial appropriation of $15,000, which is two
per cent of the total salaries paid last year.
Two per cent of
each year's salaries, deducted at the end of each quarter, will be

added

to the fund.

I

most important work to In- accom|)lislii'il liy tliL'
moot in ("luLano at the joint convt-ntion of
the Master Car
Builders' and the
Opportunities
Master Mechanics' Associations will
for the M. C. B.
ho the revision of the present M. C. B.

Hy

far

llii'

men who

will

Rules, in order that they
meet more adequately the require-

Inlerchanfje

Association

may

ments of the unified ojjeration under fjovernment control.
There arc nowhere men more capable of doing tiiis work
than in the M. C. B. Association.
It is their mission and
their duty to adapt the rules to the present conditions.
If
they don't, somebody else will.
Already some local agreements have i>een made to meet these new conditions, but
they are not standard nor in accordance with general practice.
The M. (". B. Association has here a great oiiportunity to justify its existence.
It will do .so if its members
have a vision broad enough to view the unification of railways in the proper persjiective. There are .several important i|uestions that have been discussed which must be

settled definitely.

for

rei)airs

to

One

foreign

of these
cars

is

the elimination of billing

and an ade(|uate method for
Another is the advisaltility of

checking the work done.
adopting a "run, repair or transfer" rule.
A third is the
uniformity of repairs to cars. Still another, and by far the
mast imjiortant, is. What can be done to siK>ed ujj the repairs to cars?

It

is

the function of the

tion to discuss all of these problems
tatively

that

M.

and

C. B. .Associa-

to pass authori-

All discussion must be based on the fact
the railroads are under government control.

on them.

now

Quite a large percentage of the population of the United
States is foreign born or children of foreign-born parents. Far
too little attention has been given to
June 14
Americanizing these people; many of
is
them cannot even speak the English
language and have no conception of
Flag Day
.\merican ideals. This is a deplorable
state under normal conditions, but is particularly dangerous in time of war. Misunderstandings in industrial i)lants
and communities which tiireatened to become serious have
frequently been easily adju.sted by getting these people to
see the situation in its proper light.
These situations must,
of course, be handled with patience and tact as they arise,
but more than this, it is necessary that these people be
thoroughly .Americanized as rapidly as possible.
This is
all the more important because German agents find .so fertile a field
for spreading tiieir propaganda among them.
The railroads have many foreign-born employees and not
a few Americans who need to be educated in a higher degree as to their duties and responsibilities to this countn,-.
Special attention should be given, therefore, to obser\'ing a
simple Flag Day program in order that all employees may
gain a clearer understanding of the war and the reasons for
in it, and that they may be stirred to put
forth greater efforts in strengthening the transportation ma-

our participation

chine to meet the abnormal demands which are being placed
ujion it.
.\ simple program has l>een recommended, including a flag-raising to be accompanied by singing the Star
Spangled Banner, a salute to the flag with the Pledge of
Allegiance, an appropriate address, and the singing of
"America." Railroad officers should use their influence also

in encouraging the industries
hood to observe Flag Day.

The
ago

in

their

immediate neighbor-

expressed in these columns a short time
some railway employees, esjiecially those in shops,
would be dissatisfied with the wage inRailway
creases granted by the Railroa(i AdStrikes in
ministration, has been justified. Strikes
:i|i|)rehension

tiiat

War Time

'''"'^''^

occurred in shops of the Southern

Railway

more extensive trouble seems

and

the

Rock

to be impending.

Island,

and

The.se things

have ])rom|)ted Director General McAdoo to issue a statement sliar|il\ criticising employees who have struck.
He
reminds tliem that they are now working for the government,
arid in the present emergency should give it loyal support.
As a matter of fact, there was no sufficient justification for
strikes or threats of strikes on the railways Ix'fore the government took over their operation. The country was at war
then as now; it needed the mo.st efficient service the railways
could render then as now to enable it to carry on the war;
and therefore ever\- employee who was disloyal to the railways then was through them disloyal to the nation. Since
the government assumed the o])eration of the railways, however, it has made special efforts to eliminate discontent and
the cau.ses of it from the ranks of railway employees.
It
has granted them an increase in wages, and has jirovided
means for acting on all their legitimate complaints. In the
circumstances, it would seem that the government has a right
to ask railway employees to stay at their posts and render it
efficient service, even though their conditions of employment
and wages are not satisfactory in all respects. The government has done consideral>le for railway employees as a class
and nothing, or even less than nothing, for railway officers
as a class; and yet if railway officers should organize and
threaten to leave their posts in a body they would be branded
as traitors by everybody, including the railway employees.
Does the fact that a man is a railway officer rather than a
railway employee determine the kind and amount of duty
he owes to his countr\- in time of war?

operation of trains over lines not used extensively may
be carried out without any form of block signals, but it is
necessar)- in the operation of an ordinSignaling on
ary steam road at maximum capacity
Multiple
to use some fonii of block signaling.
ff"" otherwise the greatest capacity of
Track Lines
the tracks cannot be obtained nor can
train
movements be made with safety.
It
is
therefore generally recognized that signals are necessary for
intensive operation with safety, and the question is, as
to the manner in which this operation can be effected by
signals and tiie character of signals necessary.
The answer
to this question depends to a great extent upon the kind of
traffic handled and the extent to which tracks are assigned
A type of signaling that may be
to certain classes of trains.
applicable to one road may not be suitable on another line
where different operating conditions exist.
In order to derive the greatest benefit from signals, it is
assumed that a careful study will Ixr made of conditions l>efore the type or character of equipment is recommended.

The
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While ^lanual block may be used to advantage in certain
drawbacks to its use in the great

places, there are manifestly

The prinmajority of cases on busy multiple track lines.
cipal disadvantage of this type of block signaling is the excessive cost for the operation of a number of block stations
The element then
if any material results are to be obtained.
Theoaffecting track capacity is the length of the blocks.
retically, the shorter the blocks are, the greater is the track
This is true only within certain limits. ],f a track
assigned to high speed passenger train operation it is
necessary that such trains get the caution indication of the
signal ahead at a point far enough in the rear that a service
This means that beyond a certain limit
stop may be made.
trains.
it is not advantageous to shorten the blocks for such
capacity.
is

On

a track assigned exclusively to a certain class of freight
where the speed is materially less than that on high
speed passenger tracks, the blocks may be made considerably
shorter as these trains can be stopped within a shorter dis-

trains

When a track is used for both high and low speed
tance.
movements, a different length of block is again necessary to
obtain the best results. With the proper assignment of tracks
for various classes of service on a road with four or more
tracks, and with these tracks properly signaled, the best use
The tracks assigned to passenger
of the tracks is obtained.
traffic exclusively are almost without exception not used- to
their capacity, while the freight tracks are quite often overThe congestion on the latter can be relieved matetaxed.
rially

by running freights over the passenger tracks during

W'here such use is made of these tracks,
be materially increased and this can be
bettered further by the location of interlocking plants governing cross-overs at certain points.
Elsewhere in this issue is an article on the effect of signals
in increasing track capacity on busy multiple track lines of
Inasmuch as the proper installation of autothis character.
certain periods.

the capacity can

matic signals and interlocking increases the track capacity
materially, and at such a low cost as compared with other
means of producing the same results, it would appear advisable that such work be given careful consideration by all
whose duty it is to provide increased track facilities for the
present huge volume of

Time

is

traffic.

the Important Consideration

CURRENT MAINTENANCE WORK

is

Usually started as soon

In most parts of the
as the frost leaves the ground.
It
country- it is well under way by the middle of April.
is

now

the

first

of June, but only limited progress has been

made, particularly in such heavy work as the renewal of
This delay is already serious and will berails and ties.
come increasingly so as it continues from week to week.
Most maintenance work is seasonal in character, much
of it necessarily so.
On the average line, forces are increased to the. summer basis by April 1 and work is pushed
By that time, particularly in
rapidly until about July 1.
the central and middle western states, the small grains are
ripe and a large part of the men leave for the han'est
fields, reducing the forces on the roads practically to those
required for routine work only.
It is then generally impossible to make much progress with the heavier work until
early in September and by that time it becomes necessary
to concentrate attention on the closing of the season's work
with
preparations
for
winter.
Therefore,
two
and
of the three best working

months already gone it is necessary that activities be greatly increased if serious conseare
avoided
next winter.
quences
to be
The need for a heavy season's work should be universally
There has been a gradual accumulation of derealized.
ferred maintenance for the last three or four vears until the
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roads are now probably two full years behind their normal
rail renewals.
On top of this condition came the unusually
severe winter with its increased wear and tear on the track.
As a result more than the usual amount of work must be
done if the roads are to go into the winter in ei'en as good
condition as last year.
The general uncertainty among railway men as to the
government's policy is responsible for some of this year's
However, the most important causes contributing to
delay.
this condition are shortage of labor, rails and ties, and the
agencies for the relief of all of these problems have been
transferred entirely or in large measure into the hands of
the government.
The roads were notified early in the year that the government had taken over the purchase of rails.
Since that
time no rails have been ordered, and altliough only about
2,000,000 tons, or less than two-thirds of a normal season's
requirements, are now under contract on earlier orders, only
about 25,000 tons are being rolled per week, at which rate
less than one-half of the tonnage now on order will be
secured in time to be laid this year.
The outcome of such
a condition is apparent to all familiar with the maintenance of railway tracks.
Similarly conditions in the tie industr}-, accentuated by
the centralization of purchases and inspection, are leading
This situation is particularly
to a serious shortage of ties.
acute on those roads which use untreated ties and which
do not, therefore, store them any considerable length of
While most of those roads which treat their ties
time.
have a sufficient number on hand to meet the requirements
for this season, they also will be short when this supply
runs out owing to the fact that the stocks in the tie yards
are not being fully replenished.
The tie situation is particularly serious because good ties are absolutely essential
to safe operation, furthermore, ties cannot be produced and
seasoned in a day.
The shortage of labor is universal. The government took
a radical step which is expected to relieve the situation considerably when it issued an order a few days ago specifying
certain occupations as non-essential for men of draft age
and giving men in such occupations the choice of entering
industries essential to the welfare of the country- or of being
The government can go
inducted into the army at once.
still further by opening certain sources of supply which will
afford further relief, particularly to the railways.
For instance, it was said .several months ago on the authority of
the United States Department of Labor that 100,000 Torto
Ricans were ready to come to this country and that shipOver two months
jjing had been provided to bring them here.
have elapsed and none of these men has been reported as
Another source
arriving on the railroads in this country.
The roads in the southwest have reof labor is Mexico.
cruited their track laborers almost entirely from Mexicans
for a number of years, and have found them satisfactory.
This avenue was closed on May 1, 1917, by the alien immigration law, which imposed a head tax and a literacy test
Since that time the immigration of
on all immigrants.
Mexicans has been so small as to be almost negligible. The
govenmnent has recognized the existence of this source of
labor by arranging for the temporary admission of agricultural laborers from that country for a period not exceeding
six months.
A considerable number of men were brought
into the Southwest under this arrangement in 1917, and
under date of April 12, 1918, the Bureau of Immigration
of the United States Department of Labor issued a circular
outlining the conditions under which laborers of this char-

may be admitted this year.
With labor available in Mexico and with the pressing
need for it in this country it would seem advisable, as a
matter of public policy, to lift the restrictions, at least for
acter

the duration of the war, in order that the railwavs

and other
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men

iiHlu>tries max' secure the

Action must

operation.

so essential to iheir i)ro|>er

and taken promptly,

taken,

L>e

if

above, maintecharacter and must be
lime lH.'fore fall, if at all.
In the meantime the roads must
-iKjn be prepared to face another winti-r.
serious results are to
iKince of

The
11

IS

way work

averted.

1)0

.\s stated

seasonal

is

in

Position of the Accounting Officers
A

1.1

iNi.

-.Ill-

from

llie

dIiI

coiiLeption of

railroad

tiu'

auditor as a confidential bookkeeiuT for the ])resi(ient of
a railroad company to the recognition by the government that
the accountiiij; ofluers are a necessary part of the economical
operation of the transportation system of the United State:;
Charles .\. Prouty, director of
under government control.
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tendency.
Di.scussion of what the (jther fellow is doing;
discussion of general principles and of new methods are a
necessity for any progress and even for keeping abreast of

day

to

A

day

reciuirements.

of credit is due to American railway accounting officers for the indejiendent stand whiili they have
maintained, especially since 1">U0.
The accounting officer
was peculiarly liable to pressure from above; he was considered a non-revenue producing man.
The fact that with
the moral sujiport of the government the accounting officers
have st<K)d out against their own executives in .some cases
and worked for a sound system of accounts o])cn to public
inspection is worthy of note.
Now that the officers of the

great deal

railroads under federal control
the .Association

become government employees,
can continue to perform a most important
the ideals of sound accounting and

work by carrying on
full

puiilicity.

the Division of I'ulilic Service and .Accounting of the United
States Railroad .\ilministration. was to have made an ad-

dress before the Association of .\merican Railway Accounting Officers at the annual convention at St. Louis on May
2*), but, being prevented from doing so, wrote the Associ-

views as to the ])osition of
In the course
accounting officers under government control.
of this letter he says:
"The operating revenues, which are
by
retlecttxl in the accounts kept
our accountants, belong
to the United States.
The director general can remove or
employ any accountant upon any railroad under federal
jurisdiction.
Our accountants are, therefore, in a direct
sense, the employees of the government."
Tlie letter is ])ublished elsewhere, together with the proceedings of the accountants" association, and it apparently clears up the situation about which some accounting officers felt more or less
ation a letter, .-etting

forth

responsibility

is

to

hand, the association has

the
still

government.

among

its

On

the other

members

railroad

whose responsibilit\' is to the stockholders and who
are employed by the corporation, not by the government, and
it has also among its members accounting officers of railroads which ha\e not been taken over b\- the federal government, so that its responsibilities as an association are

officers

three-fold.

In commenting on the amalgamation of the various railroad associations in these columns last week, it might have
been pointed out that the as-sociation of accounting officers
is distinct and separate from those associations which may
It
be combined with the .\merican Railway Association.
would appear necessary to keep this accounting officers"
association separate.
Just as in a railroad company's organization, that part of the personnel which originates expenditures and receives money is kept entirely distinct from
that part which audits expenditures and receipts, so it would

appear to be proper

to

continue this broad distinction in so

far as the associations are concerned.
Ever since lOOo. the .Association of

Accounting Officers has been working
the Interstate

THK

EFFiiCTiVENLSs of an arm) of any given size dejxnds
mainly on its having enough experienced and com[jetent

and lead the soldiers in U, and on
personnel.
Even though the yjrivates
of an army are intelligent and courageous, it will not long
be an efficient fighting machine unless it has plenty of good

officers to train, discijjline

the spirit of

officers,

and

its official

the officers are full of fighting spirit

and are able

command the unstinted resijcct, confidence and loyalty of
the men in the ranks.
The organization of a railway bears a closer resemblance

to

an army than the organization of any other kind
The railways of the United States
have about .0,000 general and divisional officers, or approximatel}- one officer for even,- 100 employc»es.
The efficiency
with which our railways have been operated in the pa.st has
been due mainly to the kind of officers they have had, from
those who have had direct, detailed supervision over the work
of the employees up to the presidents and the chairman of
to that of

of the accounting officers who are thus taken
Their
goveniment .service is single and undivided.

The duty
into

and the Railway Officers

his

uncertainty.

entire

The Railroad Administration

Commerce Commission

.American Railway

in co-operation with
in the perfection of a

system of railway accounting, and probably the Interstate
Commerce t"ommission, and esix>cially those members of it
who had to deal directly with the association, would be the
first to acknowledge the value of the services which the
association, and more especially its executive committee and
committtx' of 25, have rendered. The continuation of the association and of the work of the committees and the meeting
.\ railtogether of the membership is of great importance.
road auditor is peculiarly liable to get into a rut. to permit
himself to get so close to the mass of detail work under his
The meetings of the assuper\'ision as to lose pers[x»ctive.
sociation are the best and about the onlv antidote to this

of industrial institution.

the board.

In a very large majority of cases the officers of

all classes

have risen from the ranks; and the higher officers usually
have come up step by step through the various official grades
to the positions which they now occupy.
They have learned
their business by experience and have owed their promotions
to merit.
This has not been true in every case, but the exceptions have not been numerous.
Promotion having been
based on merit, there has been intense emulation between
ambitious officers on the same road, and between officers
occupying corresponding positions on different roads, to get
results which would demonstrate their superior capacity and
gain for them commensurate rewards. While there has been
friction, especially within recent years, between some classes
of the employees, on the one side, and the officers, on the
other, the men usually have had resjiect for and confidence
in their superiors, and there has resulted the able leadership
and esprit de corps which have enabled our railways to combine excellence of sen-ice with economy of expenditure as
they had not been combined on any other system of railways
in the world.
It is unfortunately necessary to take cognizance of the fact
that recent developments have had a tendency to impair the
morale and discipline on our railways. Since government control was adopted there has Ijeen a feeling on the part
of both employees and officers that the latter cannot exercise
the same authority over the fonner that they have in the past.
Furthermore, the higher officers have had a large part of their
power of initiative and decision regarding important matters
taken from them and transferred to the Railroad .Administra-

official
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Many men of official rank, especially in the traffic department, have been dismissed from the service, and others
in some departments are apprehensive regarding the future
tion.

Many in the law departments have had
of their positions.
Finally, to mention the most contheir salaries reduced.
spicuous and important example of all, notice has been given
that the presidents of the companies are to be superseded as
the chief executive officers of the physical properties by fedThe federal managers will report to the re-

eral managers.

gional directors, and they, in turn, to the office of the Railroad
Admini.stration at Washington.
It has been understood that many of the presidents will be
offered the positions of federal managers of their railways,
but it has been reported that their salaries will be sharply
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ranks in all parts of the country. Of course, they
regard matters in the same way. They look at the
situation from different angles and are subject to different
influences. But the general atmosphere of railway officialdom
at present is one of dubitation, apprehension and gloom.
This is a condition which the welfare of railway employees
and officers of the railways themselves and of the nation ought
not and must not be allowed to continue.
Men are made
efficient or inefficient largely by the influence of fear and of
hope. But in all men of spirit and ability the hope of appreciation and of reward is a far more powerful stimulant to

and of
do not

all

all

efficiency

than

is fear.

Persistent pessimism wins

no

battles

for individuals, organizations or nations.

tive

power, chief engineers, and so on, and upon the salaries
and the opportunities of such officers. There are many ambitious men of lower rank who have looked forward to the
time when they would be promoted to the highest offices, and
many of these have become much disturbed regarding their

The present condition of mind of the railway official personnel can be corrected partly by the Railroad Administration
and partly by railway officers themselves. The Railroad Administration should make a greater effort than it has to get the
point of view of the officers who are out on the lines and actually operating the trains and maintaining the track, structures
Railway officers of all ranks have been
and equipment.
much disturbed about their futures ever since government
Their concern was naturally turned
control was adopted.

prospects of retaining their positions and of securing promotions such as they feel they must secure to satisfy their
ambitions and to compensate them for the energy and ability

deep apprehension when it was announced that the
presidents were to be deposed as the chief executive officers
The present officers, high and low, have been
of the roads.

they are willing and an.xious to put forth.
The result of these developments is that an alamiing and
dangerous feeling of uncertainty, unrest, irritation and pessimism is spreading among railway officers. It is not shared
by all, but it is rapidly extending farther and farther among

used to the leadership of these presidents, and directly or
indirectly owe their positions to them.
Naturally, they have

Questions have been raised as to the effect which
this will have upon the positions of operating officers, such
as vice-presidents, general managers, superintendents of moreduced.

and all ranks. There are also many employees
are intensely loyal to their officers and if this feeling continues to grow it will permeate extensively among the emall classes

who

plo3-ees.

It

was hoped

that the advance in wages recently

granted would tend to encourage and stimulate employees,
but, on the contrar}-, it is not as much as many expected, and,
in consequence, while it has reduced discontent in some cjuarThere are many
ters, it has actually increased it in others.
officers, high and low, who are indignant and pessimistic because they believe that the officers as a class have not been
treated considerately or fairly by the Railroad Administration,
and while they entertain this belief it is not to be expected

into

apprehended that the deposition of the presidents would result in radical changes in the official personnel of the roads,
and with lightning playing all around them they do not knowwhere it is going to strike.
To those who have closely watched developments under
government control, the decision of the Railroad .Administration to appoint federal managers of the various lines caused
When the railroads were first taken over it
little surprise.
was generally assumed that the government was going merely
to take control of their management and that the actual
operation would be left in charge of the companies and their
agents.
In course of time it has become apparent that the
term "government control" is a misnomer and that the government is not merely controlling management but is assum-

Now, while men representing
ing the function of operation.
companies could without trouble or embarrassment operate

that they will exert themselves energetically to quiet the disMen who feel that they have
content among the employees.

tne

"troubles of their own" are more likely to think about their
own troubles than to try to promote contentment among others.
So far as concerns the officers of the railways the existing
situation presents a striking contrast to that which existed
At that time, as now, railway officers
twelve months ago.

a system of government operation

Then, however, the}' were not merely trying to operate the roads more
efficiently than ever before, but they were enthusiastic, optimThe railway managers voluntarily
istic and full of "punch."
had undertaken to work the railways as a single system to
demonstrate to the government and public that railway owners, officers and employees in a time of national stress could
and would, w^ithout any governmental compulsion, sulmcrge
their competitive and selfish rivalries and interests and render to the government and public a larger and more efficient
transportation service as a means to helping win the war tlum
could possibly be secured under government manageiiunt.
From the optimi.sm which prevailed then to the [lessiniii^m
which prevails now, from the keenness for achievement '.vhicli
prevailed then to the spirit of hesitation and doulit which
prevails now, there has been a long descent for the worse.
The Railway Age in thus describing the situation is not
It is its business to know, not
indulging in conjecture.
merely what railway officers are saying, but what they are
thinking, and the assertions made here as to their present state
of mind are based upon information which has been gathered by intimate conferences with officers in all departments

had more hard work

to

do than they ever had.

under government control, their position under
was sure to become difficult
and embarrassing. Government operation having been decided upon it was natural for the Railroad Administration to
prefer to put federal managers representing only itself in

the properties

charge of operation.
In order, however, to get the best possible operating results, while at the same time avoiding having in charge of
operation men who owe duties to both the railwa\- corporations
and to the government, it seems vitally important that in all
cases where it is practicable the presidents of the railways
shall be appointed the federal managers, and that where this
is not practicable the vice-presidents in charge of operation,
This would tend
if competent men, shall be appointed.
greatly to reduce the general fear now so prevalent that sweeping changes will be made in tlie official personnel.
Furthennore, it seems extremely desirable that there should
l)e none of the wholesale .slashing of salaries of which there has
It would be
been so much talk and so much apprehension.
impracticable to make heavy reductions in the salaries of the
higher operating officers without scaling down the salaries of
other officers.
Now the railway industry is a great industry,
and one which demands the best talent that can be obtained.
But the best talent will not stay in it and will not enter it
unless it is made clear, not merely by words, but by acts,
that as great opportunities for carving out successful careers
ijy

it as in any other industry.
developments indicate that tliis

merit are to be afforded in
Fortunately,

some

late
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general policy wliidi probably will be followed by llie
Adniinistration.
All the regional direttors who
All tlie
have been appointed are former railway presidents.
federal manager.s wlio have been appointed, with one excepis tlie

KailroiiJ

presidents or the operating vicepresidents of the ro;ids of wliich tliey have bix-n put in charge.
There has as yet l>een no general cutting of salaries exce[)t in
It is a cause of regret from the standtlie law department.
tion,

have

lieen

either

operating efticiency that some of the ablest railway
tiie country are going to slay with the companies, and therefore will not be able in future to direct the
oiH-Tation of tlie proja-rties, but most of the selections thus far
made for regional dirc-ctors and for federal managers have
Urn good. If the same general |)ulicy in making ajipointments is followed in future, antl if tlie KailriKid .\dministration makes clear, not merely by what it says, but by wiiat it
does, that ambitious and able men will be given the same
opportunity for careers in the railway business in future that
the\- liave had in the past, a large part of the gloom which
now hangs over the railway business ought to be dispelled.
Meantime, to a large extent regardless of these matters,
railway ofticers have a duty to i)erform to themselves, to the
It is indisputable that the lot
railways and to the country.
of many of them has not been rcrently, and is not now, a
happy one. Some of the ablest and most public-spirited
railway executives in the country have had their careers suspended, if not actually terminated, by the adoption of government operation. This is a tragedy for them and a misfortune
tor the country.
Those who stay in the service probably
will not find their lots as satisfactory under government operation as they have been under private operation.
But neither
they nor anybody else can afford to forget for a moment that
the country is at war, and that war is having unhappy and
Many young men
even disastrous results for many per.sons.
who had just got well started in their careers have had to
leave their offices and business places and go into the army.
Men engaged and employed in many essential lines of business are making more money tlian they ever did, but, on the
other hand, many engaged in so-called "non-essential"' lines
are seeing their businesses drift downward and are confronted
with heavy losses, if not ruin.
As for the labor situation
on the railways, employers in every line of industrj' are having serious difficulties in dealing with labor.
Therefore, as
unsatisfactor>- as the lot of many railway officers is at present,
if they will look around them they will find, if that is any
con.^olation, that there are many persons whose situation is
fully as disagreeable as their own.
Some railway officers are likely to reply that if they could
look forward, as people in other lines of endeavor can, to an
improvement in their condition the present situation would be
more tolerable, but that government operation proliably will
lead to government ownership, and that official ser\-ice on the
railways under government ownersliij) would l>e entirely intolerable to them.
That is doubtless true. Few men of ambition and brains would care to stay on the railways under
government ownership.
But even if government opieration
were certain to lead to government ownership the duty of
railway officers to stay at their posts during the war and do
the l)est work that they can would be plain.
Furthermore, it
is ver\' far from certain that govirnment operation will lead
to government ownership.
It seems much more probable
now that government operation will prove to l)e the most effective preventive of government ownership.
Many of the people of this countni' had come to favor
government ownership because they had accepted the view of
the advocates of state socialism that government ojieration of
the railways would in some way work a miracle which would
jHjint of

in better service, lower pas.senger and freight rates,
higher wages and large profits for the public treasur>-.
The
present trial of government operation, even though it lie as
successful as human genius and energv- can make it. will

result

demonstrate that there is no magic in government management, and it may and probably will greatly increase rather
tiian diminisli the diance of a continuance after the war of
private ownership and

Railway
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e.vecutives of
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officers are

management

now going

of railways.

tlirougli

what proljably

will

prove U> be the most trying part of their exjx'rience with
government operation, because tliey are riglit in the midst of
the tran.-ition from private o|H:ration to government operation.

When

iiiis

transition

comjileted

is

we

believe

and hope that

they will find that they are still serving under very many of
the s;ime leaders that they were lx.-fore, that there have not
l)iTn as radical

and

changes

in ijcrs<jnnel

and

salaries as they fear,

that an increasing amcxinl of consideration for their in-

terests,

their

shown by

rights

and

their legitimate ambitions

will

lie

done the mora.le
of the railway official staffs will be destroyed and government
operation will prove an utter failure.
Those in high places
in the Railro;id Administration undoubtedly are keenly conscious of this; and being conscious of it, they are not likely
to act in a manner which in tlie long run would inevitably
defeat every plan and effort they may make to operate the
those in authority.

Unless this

is

The future of railway officers as a class,
railways efficiently.
botii during and after the war. prolialdy will prove to \>c far
more happy and successful than so many of them now fear.

A New

Field for Pork Hunters

'T'he possibilitu;s of

the Railroad Administration's revolving fund as a pork barrel have already been scented
from afar by many eager citizens and their constituted
•*•

some inspired by local pride and interested
in local improvements at national expense, and others merely
enthusiastic over tlie possibilities in the way of increased
transportation efficiency to be derived from the expenditure
of a few millions in places whicli private capital has not
regarded as promising fields for investment.
representatives,

While there is as yet no indication that the Railroad Administration proposes to allow tlie large funds at its disposal
and under its control to be drawn upon for exjjcnditures in
parts of the country where it will do the most goixl politically
instead of from a railroad standpoint, many of the same
people who have been active in soliciting and procuring
appropriations for their districts have not been slow to
perceive the possibilities along that line afforded by the fact
that the government is now administering the railroads.
Mr.
Mc.A.doo's outside office has frequently been thronged with
delegations of waterway advocates anxious to point out the

immense

relief that could be afforded the
systems of the country by the improvement
that have been neglected or whose usefulness
at a disadvantage by railroad competition and

transportation
of waterways

had been put
the announcement of the railroad Ijudgels amounting to S9.vS,000,000 that
had been approved by the division of capital expenditures,
together with the invitation to the roads to applv to the
division of finance and purchases for loans if necessarv. has
opened up a vista of new opportunities.
Even before the budgets were announced Judge Lovett's

was the reci[)ient of much advice from Senators and
("ongressmcn as to where railroad improvements were imperatively needed.
Thus far it has l>een p<jssible to give
such applicants the reply that capital and lalior are limited
on account of the war and that expenditures must be con-

office

fined

strictly

to

necessities.

.As

a

result

the

budgets as

announced were in the form in which they were
made up by railroad officers a? revised by the regional
directors and approved by the division of capital expenditures
according to the principles of railroad efficiency and with
recognition of the fact that the countn- is engaged in a war.
For example, very few expenditures were approved for new
recently

pa.ssenger stations or for extensions.
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of Congress who hardly knew where
Commerce building was have been seen in its
late at the head of large delegations who knew

But man\- members
the Interstate
vicinity of

of excellent projects which might be furthered by a government loan to a railroad whose own credit would not stand

Senator Shafroth of Colorado thus appeared
the strain.
with a delegation last week to urge that the government loan
$6,000,000 to the Denver & Salt Lake Railroad for the purpose of building the much bruited tunnel through James

Peak which Denver

will never be

happy without.

A minor but illuminating illustration of the attempts communities already are beginning to make to secure from the
railroads by political influence what cannot be secured by
other means is afforded by the case of Delaware, Ohio, a
small place a few miles from Cleveland. Formerly the Big
Four Railroad operated some shops there. The JournalHerald, a local newspaper, records that "the Delaware shops
have been practically e.xtinct for seven years." The railroad
has made them so for reasons of transporttaion efficiency.
"When the government took over the railroads of the country 13 freight trains were passing through Delaware daily
eastbound and 10 westbound," says the Delaware JournalHerald. "All these trains are now going over the BellefonIn order to get the operation of the practitaine route."
cally abandoned shops renewed and the freiglit trains run
for the sake of Delaware, of
through Delaware again
the Chamber of Comcourse, and not of railroad efficiency
merce of that town has appealed to Congressman William A.
Ashbrook, of the district in which Delaware is located, and

—

—
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The method of approach
a congressional appropriation is well-known but Congress
now has very little to say about running the railroads and
the Railroad Administration organization consists mainly
similar matters through Congress.

to

of practical railroad officers and not of the type of men
usually found in government offices. It is easy to get appropriations through Congress because members who have no
interest in

them vote

for

a similar courtesy will be

them on a reciprocity basis so that
shown as to projects in which they

are interested.

Moreover

it

barrel during

New

is

much

easier to turn

down

raids on the pork

war times than during times of peace.

York,

New Haven &

Hartford

RISE IN M.4RKET PRICE of the stock of the Ncw York,
Hartford within the past two months has
led to the calling of the stock among brokerage house customers, the "mystery stock." While it is true that, under the
government guarantee of railroad net income, the New Haven
will receive an amount that would not presumably justify it
in immediately beginning payment of dividends on its stock,
it is, nevertheless, far from a mystery as to the improvement
During
that has taken place in the affairs of the company.
1917, there was a big improvement in operating conditions;
there was a steady progress in carrying out a plan for much
needed betterments; there was marked progress in untangling
the complicated intercorporate relations of the New Haven

THE

New Haven &

''

:ha-fham

The New York, New Haven & Hartford
United States Senator Pomerene.
The Journal-Herald
says that Congressman .Ashljrook "gladly offered to look into
the matter in the interest of Delawareans," and that Senator Pomerene "was heartily in favor of taking up the cause
of Delawareans."
What is national railroad efficiency from
a political point of view compared with the local interests of
Denver, Colo., and Delaware, Ohio?
Applicants for money for projects of this kind now have
a more difficult task to perform than when trying to get
to

and

its

subsidiaries

and controlled companies; and, since the

close of the calendar year 1917, the floating debt situation

has been cleared up by the government buying at par the
$43,964,000 one year 6 per cent notes, the proceeds of which
jiaid off the greater part of the $45,000,000 notes which
were issued April 16, 1917, and due April 15. 191S.
The New Haven's floating debt is now taken care of till April
15, 1920, through a provision which permits of the renewal
of the notes taken by the government for a second year. Total

June

7,

operating revenues in 191" amounted to $85,785,000; an increase over 1916 of $5,35.\0()0. Of tliis increase $3,34.\000
wa.- in ])as>eni;er revenue.
Total operating expenses amounted to $()1,'>7U,(K)0; an increase of $7,598,000 and of this increase $5, lo 1,000 was in transportation expenses.
Tliis was
an increase of 14 per cent in transportation expenses, but it
would appear that the entire amount represented increased
rate^ of wages anil per unit costs of fuel and material and
that actually the com])an\- expended less units of work in
moving a l.> per cent greater treigiit business and an 11 per
cent greater passenger business than in 1916.
The ton mileage moved in 1917 was 2,776,000,000; an increase over 1916 of 208,000,000 ton miles. The total numl)er of passengers carried one mile in 1917 was 1,814,000,000; an increase over 1916 of 164,000,000 passenger miles.
The mileage of revenue freight trains decreased by 817,000
and the average revenue freight train load was 397 tons in
1917; an increase of 71 tons over 1916. With an increase
of nearly 1 1 per cent in passenger revenues, there was a decrease of over 3 per cent in passenger train mileage.
These
results were obtained without any increase in the number of
locomotives in freight or passenger service.
As a matter of
fact, 55 locomotives were scrapped or sold and only one
added.
Since the end of 1917 the New Haven has begun to receive some of its heavy Santa Fe type freight locomotives
which have been ordered for more than a year. Preparatory
to putting in sen'ice these heavier locomotives, the company
during 1917 carried out a quite extensive program of addi-

and betterments.
There was $1,072,000

tions

spent

for

new and

improved

bridges; $1,017,000 for additional yard facilities; $626,000
for improved locomotive facilities; and $571,000 for additional yard passing sidings.
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to the aggressive businesslike methods of the new management. Neither the increase of 70 tons in average train loading nor the increa>e of 12 per cent in average revenue lading
per loaded car could have been accomplished without a determined antl well directed effort on the part of officers and

employees of the railroad company.
Further evidence of
better operation is given by the fact that the amount spent
for hire of e(|ui|.nunt was $676,000 less in 1917 than in
1916; the total in 1917 being $2,071,000.
The oi)eration of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
has often been likened to the operation of a vast freight and
passenger yard.
It is pretty generally recognized that one
of the most important features in the economical operation
of a large yard is to have ample yard facilities.
The New
Haven has suffered severely, especially in the last three years,
from the lack of yard facilities, engine house facilities and
passing tracks.
With so large a part of its business passenger business and so large a part of its freight business
fast freight, the

Fe

One important

operation was to obtain a much hc;ivier train load witliout
reducing the average speed of freight trains to any harmful
extent.
There have been differences of opinion as to how
effective this experiment will prove, but the past year
has
demonstrated that even without these locomotives it has been
possible to inspire the organization so as to produce greatly
improved results in moving more tonnage with less freight

train mileage.

Mention has already been made of the temporary clearing up of the floating debt situation.
The government has
approved of $24,316,000 for additions and liettermenU to

New Haven, eliminating only $4,248,000 of the sums
which tiie company asked approval of for this purpose.
At the end of the year, the company had $4,495,000 cash
and had written off through profit and loss during the year
$6,276,000 loss in the liquidation of the New England Navthe

controlled

pKKed

Februar)'

of.

main tracks have been subject

to severe conobject in ordering the hea\7 Santa
freight locomotives which are now beginning to be put in

gestion.

chargeable to capital
account, for additions and betterments, exclusive of equipment, was $5,473,000.
There was $621,000 spent for new
equipment and improvements to equipment; and payments on
equipment trusts amounted to 5966,000. The greater part
of the income which should result from the additions and
betterments to roadway and track will not be shown before the
Some of the expenditures for
figures for 1918 are made u|).
For inequipment, however, were immediately productive.
stance, the company spent $146,000 for superheaters and
The expenditures on superadditional safety appliances.
heaters added during the year 131.000 pounds to the tractive
power of the locomotives in seriice. As already mentioned,
55 locomotives were scrapped; but the addition to tractive
power through the installation of superheaters was alone
equal to the tractive power of nine of the locomotives distotal,
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igation Company, $1,163,000 loss in the liquidation
of the
Millbrook Company, $3,000,000 loss in the surrender of the
New England Steamship Company, and $328,000 on loss in
the sale of securities. The profit and loss surplus now
stands
at

$3,429,000.

It

rather interesting to note that settle-

is

ment was made with E. H. McHenry by the pavment as
recommended by a board of arbitration of $100,000; and
with Charles S. Mellen, former president, by the pavment of
$95,000.
The time for the sale of the stock of the Boston & Maine,
which is held by the Boston Railroad Holding Companv and
b,\-

1,

New

the

Haven, has now been extended

to

1919.

President Pearson, in his annual report, gives crc-<iit for
the improvement in freight train loading, car loading, and
number of passengers per passenger train mile, to the public
as well as to his organization, and the public did unquestionably co-operate with the management, especially as regards car loading, and it put up with the inconveniences in

tliere is a businesslike facing of
even when they are unpleasant, and a record of progmade especially in better operation which .should
be good reading to holders of New York. New Haven k
Hartford securities.
The following table shows the principal figures for oper-

wav of passenger ser\-ice because of a l)etter understandThe board of directors,
ing of the New Haven's problems.
in a resolution which was ordered printed in the annual rewho resigned as
Elliott,
Howard
give
credit
to
port,
full
president on May 1. 1917, for the greatly improved public
There could be no doubt of the
relations of the company.

ation in 1917 as

the

The
importance of Mr. Elliotts :er\ices in this respect.
removal of the obstacles in the way of permanent financing
by the action of the Massachusetts, Rhode Island and Connecticut railroad commissions and legislatures may safely be
assumed to have Ijeen due in good part to Mr. Elliott's efforts.
Making full allowance, however, for this and certain
other favorable circumstances, there still remains a large
measure of the total progress made which must be credited

Throughout the report

facts,

ress being

compared with 1916:
1917

AvcraKc mile operalcd
Freight revrnue
Passenger revenue ...'.....
Total operating revenue
Mainten.ince of way and ftr
^fainl^n^nce of cnuipmrnf
Traffic expenses
-

.

1.995

$38,727,425
31.085.035

85,784.893
9.019.344

80,432.167

I? tO! !«•.

10.693.992

8,977.055

505.332

Tranfporlatinn cxpen><
General exprn*'-'^

31.218.961
1.975.363

Total opcratinn

54.372.029

Taxes
Operating incrmc
GroM income
Not income

1916

1.995

$40,395,999
34,427.801

.

.u.4;;.i-i;

3.005.254
23,049.037

27.741,717

30.346.639

2.404,095

5.554.977
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sacrificed.
The decisive question is whether a railroad is
needful or desirable in a comprehensive national system of
transportation; but there are many viewpoints to be considered in reaching a conclusion on the question of need or

desirability.

The

case of the railroad which handles a large quantity
is simple.
But it is unlikely that
such a road would have very serious financial difficulties in
of essential commodities

More on the Short Line Problem
St.

Paii,.

Minn.

To THE

Editor:
Since the power given

Mardi

to the

President

21, 1918, to relinquish of his

own

by

the

act

of

volition control of

must be exer1918, the director general necessarily
has had to make rapid decisions and to act promptly in the
matter of the relinquishment of the short line railroads,
control of which he does not wish to retain, and he will have
to continue to act quickly during this month, if he is to make
use of that power.
On the other hand the President has
power to take into federal control any needful or desirable
railroad, and therefore can take a relinquished road again.
If it should be clear that the President would not retake
control of a large number of the short line railroads, control
of which was relinquished, are they to be left to shift for
themselves? Is there, or can there be no middle ground between federal control and abandonment of responsibility and
assistance to the United States?
Should there not be some
further method devised for the handling of the short line
railroads not under federal control, in a uniform manner,
affiliated with the controlled railroads and supervised and
assisted by the United States Railroad Administration.
There seem to be fears on the part of some of the owners of
these roads that in the midst of handling the more dominating problems of the larger railroads, the short lines may be
overlooked or given scant consideration.
It may be admitted that these fears are groundless; nevertheless too much
stress cannot be laid on the fact that their disposition and
operation is a serious question for many persons and communities, particularly in the West, and therefore, one of the
most important problems presently to be solved Ijy the United
It is therefore important to
States Railroad Administration.
study the short line problem.
Administration
has one of the greatest
The Railroad
problems ever laid on one man or set of men in managing
and directing the transportation system of the country, and
naturally would not wi.sh to be hampered with the care of
roads that need continual nursing and special attention in
order to be kept in operation. There are many roads whose
financial problems would not be solved by being kept in
federal control (though other difficulties above adverted to
would be avoided) because the just compensation as defined,
calculated and allowed under the terms of the act of March
21, 1918, would not be sufficient to pay their charges and
war taxes; and yet no conditions of war operation, receivership or recent expenditure, not fully reflected in operating
railway income of the prescribed period, exi.st to warrant the
Some other means
President to make a special agreement.
railroads that are not needful or desirable,

cised

iiefore

July

1,

must be found.
It is not a sufficient answer to say that it is not the business of the United States to protect private investments, for
though this might have been said before federal control had

been taken of the railroad systems of the United States, a
introduced in the fact that the Railroad Administration by its control over routings can make
or break any railroad that is outside of federal control. Yet
though this is persuasive of an obligation on the part of the
United States to make some arrangements for the protection

new element has been

short line railroads,
great national purpose

of the

The

it

is

is

to

by no means conclusive.
win the war, and to that

end everything else must be subordinated and,

if

necessary,

am' case.
There

This would also be true of the plant

facility.

is a larger question than whether a community
produces sufficient essential commodities to make it inimediately necessary that a railroad be maintained.
If, with-

out fulfilling this condition, a community is a growing one,
entirely dependent for its transportation on the short line
railroad, or if large numbers of people who work in other

communities on essential commodities live on the line of
such short line railroad and are entirely dependent on it for
transportation, then it would seem to be desirable that such a
railroad should be insured of future existence.
The development of new communities, and the protection of the
normal conditions of life for the people is an important
function of the government in the war emergency. Developing communities must be encouraged if the future of the
country is to be made secure, and it would be no ultimate
economy to save money by abandoning a railroad if the
equivalent, or more, were lost liy making people, dependent
on that railroad, move to other communities.
Reduced to lowest terms, it would seem that the only
railroad that can be left to its fate is the railroad which
ought never to have been built, and which might better now
be scrapped.

The owners

of the short lines naturally recognize that
is the power of the Railroad Admin-

the control of routings

them most, and they urge particuout of federal control an arrangement be
made whereby routings in their favor will be observed. Such
an arrangement would seem to be entirely impracticable, for
istration

larly that

which
if

affects

left

it would destroy one of the most valuable gains resulting
from unified control of railroads, namely, the ability to ship
over the shortest and most direct line and the elimination
of traffic solicitation.
But, on the other points some uniform arrangement and some federal assistance ought to be

given.
It would seem that the government should make agreements with the short lines which are not kept within federal
control, (a) to assist the short line in financing itself during
the period of the war, the budget of operating expenses and

financial requirements of the short line to be subject to
governmental approval and control; (b) that the government should allow to the short line railroad the same

percentage of division of rates that it had prior to the beginning of federal control; (c) that the government should
insure its ])ro rata share of car supply; (d) that the government should permit it to make all of its purchases through
the regional purchasing committee and that it be given the
benefit of prices fixed or obtained by the government; and
(e) that it be given the right to call upon the United States
Employment Service for labor and stand upon the same
plane as other railroads.
This would probably require additional legislation; but
The government is
there is no essential objection to that.
in a new and uncharted field, and it cannot be expected
that the first plan and the first law passed in pursuance

however wise the framers, will cover every possible
phase of so widcspreading and intricate a problem as taking from private ownership and control and placing in
federal control the vast railroad transportation system of
thereof,

this country.

Santord H.

E.

Freund,

Assistant General Counsel. Great Northern.
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Electrification of Ne^A/^

It
iini

York Connecting Railroad

Link Between the Pennsylvania and the

New Haven EHminates

Eleven and Thirteen Mile Car Ferry Routes

New York Connectim; Railrdad,
THEowned
Pennsylvania Railroad
by

Method

constructwl and

jointly

the

Company

and the New York. New Haven & Hartford Railroad
Company, forms an important connecting link in the heart
of greater New York City l)etween the existing railroad lines
It is used both for freight and passenger service, separate tracks being provided for each. The
connection with the New Haven Railroad is at Port Morris
and the connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad for passenger ser»-ice is at Sunn\side Yard in Long Island City,
from which point through trains are operated into the Pennsylvania Station, New York, via the Pennsylvania tunnels
under the East River. The two-track freight line extends
from the New Haven connection at Port Morris to Fresh
Pond Junction, thence over the Long Island Railroad to Bay
R.dge, from which point a short car ferrj' (about three miles
long) completes the connection with the Pennsylvania Railroad Company's main freight terminal at Greenville, N. J.,
on New York Bay. The New York Connecting Railroad

of these two companies.

with

its

The

connections with other railroads is shown in Fig. 1.
New York Connecting Railroad data are as

principal

follows:
Length of two track pa.'ienger line. Port Morri. to Sunnysidc
Yard miles ............................................
Length of two-track freight line. Port Morn* to rresh rono
Junction, miles
r.ength of two-track freight line. Port Morris lo Bay Ridae. mile*
Maximum grade westhound, approaching Hell Gale bridge, two
miles. p.;r cent........

to

Sunnysidc

bridge,

1.7

abutments,
length of Hell r..ii.
towers, ft
Len?ih of Hrii Cat. V
Cleared height of bril'.;, Ml. vc ncT. high water,
Co^t of Hell Oate bridge

ft

T"^l,\'of''iine.Yn;iudrg"rh!.'"/l,.vt7« .mpro;^^^^

York and New Haven it was decided to electrifv the pasNew York Connecting Railro'ad so that
through trains mav be operated into the Pennsvlvania Station, New York, without changing engines.
This electrification has been carried out bv the single-phase, overhead catenar>' trollev system of the same ojxrating characteristics at
that employed on the New Haven, the current delivered
being at 1 1.000 volts and 25 cvcles. The New Haven passenger locomotives used in this' service are of the .\.C.-D.C.
;y,,e and are. therefore, capable of operating through the East
River tunnels, which are equipped «ith third rail into the
Pcnn.sylvania Station, the change f-om Overhead to third rail
operation being
of Sunnvsidc Yard.
"•"" effected at tht cast end
,.
».
Powcr for oix^rating the fr:.:ns on the New V ork Connecting
p_;i,„,,,i I.s .-..r,,.!:,,,!
xt
^ r.^.t tO
t,^
tl,.,
.,„1I ,..- f.
.K
Kailrojcl
suppi.ed 'iirect
the
trolleys
from the
New
Haven Svstem at Port Morris without auxiliar^• tran.smission
senger tracks of the

;

j

.'

1,150
135
$4,000,000

SiSSS

,

„

.

'•

or fccd win.»s as
service
sencer
^
"
&

977

ft

i

New

New York

Connecting which takes their place
js operated entirelv bv the New Haven.
por satisfactorv ojx-ration in connection with the New
Haven Railroad's electric passenger ser^•ice Ijetween New

r

Morri*
3.8

I';-

these float ser%-ices were conducted by the

.

.72
rrcight section. Port

As

point.

Haven, the

'

8
20
1.2

Maximi'm grade easlbound, approaching Hell Gate
miles, per cent
I-ength of four-irack

s

of Operation

Fomierlv, tlic interchange of a lew passenger train* between the Pennsylvania and the New Haven Systems was
by a car ferrv route of about 11 miles from Jereey Citv to
Harlem River and the freight interchange was by a still
longer fern-, al>out 1.5 mile's, betwt>tn Greenville and Oak

^i

tliese

c

.

<'

are not nece.-sarv for the present pas-

t^
ll
o
o*
Trollcy
Supporting
Structures
...•

Two

general t\'pes of structures are used for supporting
the Overhead catenar)' trolley. Where the track is located on
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the ordinary type of right-of-way tubular pole structures
with cross-catenary supporting spans or witii
(either

brackets) similar in design to those used for the Pennsylvania
Railroad electrification at Philadelphia have been adopted;

sary to separate these brackets in order to provide for expansion and obtain satisfactory widths of bearing.
The
bolts on one side of each post fit into slotted holes to allow
for movements due to temperature changes.
Because of this
width of base, posts with cur^-ed members were used on the
trolley bridges as shown in Fig. 2.
The cross-beams on these
bridges are built up of double channels laced together and

Fig.

Fig.

2.

Type

of Post

Used

to
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3.

Trolleys Are Supported on Hell Gate Bridge by Attaching the Cross Wires to the Steel Members
of the Bridge

Span Bridge Expansion Joints

A

on the bridges and viaducts it is not feasible to use
tj-pe of construction and here substantial structural
bridges are employed.

On

this
steel

the steel viaduct either side of Hell Gate, the bridges

reinforced at the center by sag braces.
special bridge
is similar in design to the other structures except that

which

the tniss

is

considerably deeper

is

used to carry signals.

Within Hell Gate Bridge the trolleys are supported by
members of the bridge, mak-

cross-wirc-' iittaclied to the steel

ing a very light, inconspicuous sys-

tem not detracting from the appearance of the bridge, as is shown in
Fig. ,1.
At either end of Little
Hell Gate Bridge ornamental reinforced concrete bridge towers are
used to support a cross-beam for
carrj-ing the trolleys.

One

beams

as

also

is

anchor for the

shown

used

of these

a

safety

This

trolleys.

is

in first illustration.

On Bronx

Kill Bridge, Fig. 4,

the trolley insulators are attached
directly to overhead steel

members

with safety anchors at each end.
.\t Port Morris on the north end

where the tracks approach the
junction with New Haven the
trolleys are supported on single
track structural brackets part of
which also support certain of the
New Haven trolleys of the line to
Harlem River. These may be seen
in

the background of Fig.

structure

in

the foreground

5,

the

ijeing

of special design for the transition

Fig.

1.

Map

of

New York

between the two types.
On the
southern approach where the railroad is carried on fill between concrete
retaining walls for about

Connecting Railroad

,5,000
rest

are supported on heavy double brackets riveted directly to
As most of these supports
the girders underneath the track.
are at expansion joints between the deck girders, it was neces-

feet,

the

trolley

structures

on the retaining walls and are

similar to those on the steel viaduct, except that the sides
of the posts are parallel instead of being curved.

Between

this retaining wall section

and Sunnyside June-

June
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is ilic lieail of the four-track railroail where the
passenger tracks leave the freight line for the connection at
"^unnxside Vanl. there are several trolley supports consisting
iruveii tubular poles with cross-catenary wires to support
he trolley, as shown in Fig. 6.
Between Sunnyside junction and Wootiside avenue on the passenger line, trolley sup-

tion uliiili

1

I

ports are of the t\vt>-tnick

beyond

W'oodside

avenue

guyed tubular bracket type and
they

are

single

tubular

track

1

'

n

J\

m

Fig.

On Bronx

4.

Kill

1369

I'he hangers consist of
in. galvanized iron
rods screwed into a clamp that engages the messenger at the
( )n
upper end.
tangents the hangers .screw into a clamp
at the lower end that is attached to the co|)|K*r auxiliary messenger.
(Jn curves the lower end of the hanger is used as
a bolt to hold a clamp which engages U)th the auxiliary
messenger and the contact trolley.
'Ihe spacing of tlie
hangers on tangents is approximately .50 ft. with two bolted
clamps between each pair of hangers attaching the contact

trolley wire.

'

..

On cunes the hangers
are i)laced aboul IS ft. ajiart.
A typical view of the trolley
supports and the trolleys on a curve is sliown in Fig. 8.
The trolley is insulated from the structures by three 10 in.
trolley to the auxiliary messenger.

free swinging porcelain discs, similar to those used in the
yards of the New Haven Railroad. An insulator arrangement of this kind has the advantage of economy, insulation,
ample strength and, most important of all, provides insurance against interruption to ser%'ice due to the failure of any
one insulator unit. In anchoring and sectionalizing the catenary system three 6 ft. wood strain insulators have been used
in multiple with an equalizing yoke.
At each trolley bridge on tangents there is a steady to
prevent excessive swinging of the trolley during high winds.
These steadies are insulated from the structures by strings
of three porcelain insulators similar to those used to support

Bridge, the Trolley Insulators Are

Attached Directly to Overhead Steel Members
brackets without guys.

This t\pe of construction

is

shown

in Fig. 7.

Catenary Trolley System
As

the

New York

Connecting Railroad

is

to be

maintained

and op)erated by the New Haven Railroad, details of hardware that have become standard on the New Haven System
have been followed closely. The trolleys have been erected
over the passenger tracks throughout their length, and over

Fig.

6.
Guyed Tubular Poles with Cross-Catenary Wires to
Support the Trolley Are Used Where the Passenger
Tracks Leave the Freight Line

trolle>-.
The trolleys are insulated from each other bv
single 6 ft. wood strain insulators.
No steadies or pull-offs
are used on cur\-es, the system floating naturally into an inclined position.
The height of the contact trolley above the

the

top of rail on and between Bronx Kill and Hell Gate bridges
is 18 ft. because of overhead structural clearances within the
bridges.
Either side of these points the trolley rises to a

normal height of 22

ft.

above

tlie rail.

Transmission Lines

Fig.

5.

Transition Structure Used Between
Types of Trolley Construction

Two

The four-track structural trolley l)ridges are fi.xed on each
side with tubular bonnet poles cementixi into the structural
posts.
Cross amis are provided to carry four high voltage
l»i;!ercnt

arm and two on the lower arm. At presno wires on the upper arms, as tlie extent of the

wires on the upper
ent there are

present

ebctrification

the westbound freight track from I'ort Morris to the top of

The lower arms each

the grade at Hell Gate Bridge to permit electric pushers to
be used to help the freight trains up the grade.

for the signal system.

The

trolley system consists of a

9/16 in., 7-strand, extra
high strength galvanized steel catenary messenger supfwrting
'0
with hangers a 2
B. & S. gage grooved copper auxiliary
messenger and .5/0 B. & S. gage groovetl high strength bronze

does not

re<|uire

trolley

feed

wires.

2/0 B. & S. gage fwwcr wires
These are mounted on a New Haven

carr\-

standard insulator for 11.000 volts, although the initial voltage is only 2,200. In case of failure on one side the current
will be automatically thrown to the circuit on the other side.
On the passenger connection between Sunnyside Junction

and Sunnyside Yard the signals are

fed

l>y

a single 2,200
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rubber-insulated cable, which is carried on a >2 in.
steel cable outside of the one- and two-track
A switch at Sunnyside Junction autobracket structures.
matically throws this cable onto the power circuit that is
On these structures a cross-arm is provided for
energized.
volt

Siemens-Martin

four future trolley feeders.
A y'j in. galvanized Siemens-Martin ground wire has
been run on top of the bonnet poles on both sides of the
four-track bridges and on the top of the single post structures.
.\t each signal bridge on the viaduct circuits have been
run lietween the signals and relay boxes which are on top of
Access has
the concrete piers and against the steel girders.
been provided to the relay box by means of ladders and
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This cable is lead-covered and consists of 12 pairs
No. 13 B. & S. gage copper wire quaded, and 32 pairs No.
16 B. & S. gage copper wire quaded, and one lead encased
test pair.
The test house at East 13 2d street is connected
with the Harlem River Station by an aerial cable.
In the
steel splicing chambers on the viaduct the telephone cable
has been offset to allow for expansion and contraction of the
steel girder, which amounts to about three-quarters of an
inch.
On Hell Gate and Little Hell Gate bridges, however,
the maximum expansion in the bridge system will be alDout
10 in. and here the cable has been terminated with potheads
and flexible rubber insulated cables used for connection between the potheads. South of Sunnyside Junction a similar
cable has been run along the freight line to Bay Ridge, most
section.

platforms.
York ("onnecting Railroad are
The rails used on the
Each
the Pennsylvania Railroad standard 12S-lb. steel rail.

New

is bonded with two No. 1/0 duplex pin terminal bonds,
similar to those used on the New Haven Railroad, except
that the thickness of web in the extra heavy rail required a
slightly longer terminal.

joint

Communication Lines
For the purpose of railroad communication a telephone
and telegraph conduit line has been built connecting with
the Pennsylvania Railroad at Sunnyside Yard, and the New
Haven Railroad at East 13 2d street between Harlem River
and Port Morris, with connections into the railroad towers
and to frequent telephones on the railroad.

On

the viaduct the conduit line consists of six fibre ducts

Fig.

8.

Typical Trolley Construction for Use on Curves

way being carried overhead. The poles used are southern pine impregnated with creosote by the vacuum process.
This cable line connects with the Long Island Railroad System at their East New York Substation, a new 24-pair cable
of the

connecting with Jamaica.
The principal materials were furnished by the following
manufacturers:
Structural

Virginia Bridge

bridges

& Iron Company.

National Tube Company.
Tubular poles
Steel messenger and ground wire. -Nmerican Steel & Wire Company.
John A. Roebling's Sons Company.
Copper auxiliary messenger
Bridgeport Brass Company, Standard
Copper alloy contact trolley

Un-

derground Cable Company.
Copper signal transmission wire. .John A. Roebling's Sons Company.

& Wire Company.

Bonds

.American Steel

Insulators
Guy rods
Steel castings
Malleable iron

Ohio Brass Company.
.American Iron & Steel Mfg. Company.
Steel Castings Company.
Malleable Iron Fittings Company.

Atlantic
castings

Catenary hangers and castings. Westinghouse Elec. & Mfg. Company.
Special bolts, nuts, rods, etc. ..American Iron & Steel Mfg. Company,
Thomas Laughlin Company, Greenlie.

.

Halliday

Turnbucldes and sockets
Signal power cable
clay

Vitrified

Fig.

7.

Guyed Tubular Bracket Type Poles Are Used
Single and Double Track Construction

for

heavily reinforced concrete and provided with
chambers.
In the fill south of the viaduct a
six-way underground conduit line has been constructed of
protected

1j}-

duct

Company.

Thomas Laughlin Company.
The Okonite Company.
Shawmut Manufacturing Company.

Communication cable and eqpt. .Western Electric Company.
Pre-cast concrete manholes and
C. F. Massey Company.
test houses

The

given further powers
by additions
Authority is now
Regulations.

British Board of Trade

is

steel splicing

for the restriction of railway passenger traffic

duct encased in concrete. The standard manhole is a pre-cast oval reinforced concrete type with concrete
Rectangular concrete manholes cast in place have
covers.
been used at special locations and in a short 12-duct section
Concrete test houses are prowest of Woodside avenue.
vided on the passenger section at East l.S2d street, Sunnyside Junction and at Woodside avenue, where the telephone
cables are terminated for testing and for lateral circuits.
A 45-pair cable has been installed along the passenger

given for prescribing the conditions on which tickets may
be issued and passengers carried, either generally or in
specified localities, or for journeys exceeding specified distances, and for enabling priority to be given on railways to
any passengers or classes of passengers, and for enabling

vitrified clay

to the

Defense of the Realm

railway companies to refuse to carry passengers, and to refuse access to stations or trains in order to give priority to
other passengers, and to remove passengers obtaining such
access without authority.

Doings of the United States Railroad Administration
Appointments of Federal Managers Announced

First

Administration Meets Shop Labor Troubles
APi'oixTMh.NTS alri'ady announced of fedt-ral nianTHi;ajjers
to operate the railroads for the government instead of

companies undoul)tedly give some

for their

indication of the policy to be followed in the selection of the
whose names are expected to he given out shortly.

others,

Five a])pointments iiave already heen announced and in
least four of the cases the

men

selected are those

at

who would

have been expected to i)e picked out.
In two
federal managers have been presidents, and in
three cases they have been operating vice-presidents.
Mr.
Stevens, who has been appointed federal manager of that
naturally
cases the

new

Western, might have la-en appointed federal manager of his
road, but he was made regional director and, tiierefore, reup his direct connection with his own road.
In the case of the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore & Ohio
the presidents have jiractically occupied the position of
chairman of the boanl and as their systems are located in
two regions, and therefore will have two federal managers,
(|uired to give

the ai)pointnient of either as

A.

Federal

C W.
Federal

Manager.

Pennsylvania

Stevens

Lines

Federal

J.

Manaeer. Chesapeake

& Ohio

& Ohio that lies within the Pocahontas region, has been president of his road in charge of
its operation, while the company had a chairman in New
York.
In the case of the Virginian, Mr. Young, the operating president of another road, was appointed in place of
a president who had his office in Wall Street.
Mr. Needles,
the operating vice-president of the Norfolk & Western, was
chosen as its federal manager and a similar policy was
followed in the case of the Baltimore &: Ohio and the Pennsylvania, where Mr. Thompson and Mr. Lee were appointed
in charge of the lines included in the Allegheny region.
Mr.

Maher, president of the Norfolk &

manager would have

W. Thompson

Manager,

Baltimore

H. Young

Federal Manager of the Virginian.

part of the Chesapeake

Undoubtedly

federal

been a distinct demotion.
The appointments already announced show that the integrity of many railroad .systems is to i)e considerably dis-

4 Ohio

A.

Federal

C.

Needles

Manager. Norfolk

ft

Wciier

turbed by the creation of the new regions because their lines
extend ix;yond the regional t)oundaries. This is the case with
the Baltimore & Ohio and the Pennsylvania, part of whose
linc>s are in the Ekistem region and part in the Allegheny
region, and the Chesapeake & Ohio also has lines in lx)th
the Kastem and Pocahontas Regions.
Some smaller lines
are also added to the juri.sdiction of the federal manager
for the Norfolk & Western.
.\s a result, the jurisdiction
of a federal manager, as it is apparently the intention that
they shall report to only one regional director, in a great
many instances will not correspond to the jurisdiction of
the former railroad organizations.
A similar result will

1371
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probably be seen when announcement

is

made

of a further

decentralization of the Western region.
The selection of federal managers, in addition to the few
that have been announced, has been under consideration by

who met with Director General McWhite Sulphur Springs on Wednesday of this week

the regional directors

Adoo

at

go over the entire sul>ject with him, so that the appointments may he announced this week.
to

George

W.

Stevens

manager of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, with headquarters at Richmond, Va., was born on
June 29, 1851, at Utica. Ohio, and began railway w^ork
George

February

W.

1,

Stevens,

federal

He

1864.

senger, agent's clerk

sers'ed

successively

as

office

mes-

and operator on the Baltimore & Ohio

1870; then as agent, despatchefs assistant and train despatcher on the Pittsburgh, Cincinnati &
From 1873 to 1890 he was in the service of
St. Louis.
the Wabash. St. Louis & Pacific and its successors as follows: Eight years train despatcher, two years superintendent Ohio & Indiana division, 3>4 years superintendent Eastern division; from January 1887 to 1890, assistant genuntil Februar}- 1,

on January 1, 1890, he was appointed
general superintendent of the Chesapeake & Ohio, and then
Since Februto February 1900 he was general manager.
ar)' 1, 1900, he served as president of the same road, also
since March 1910 as president of the Hocking Valley_ and
since July 1910 as president of the Chesapeake & Ohio of
eral superintendent;

Indiana.

Elisha Lee
federal manager of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, Lines East of Pittsburgh and
Erie, with headquarters at Philadelphia, Pa., was born

Elisha Lee,

who has been appointed

September 24, 1870,

and was graduated from
of Technology in the class of

at Chicago,

the :Massachusetts Institute
1892. He entered the service of the Pennsylvania Railroad
in November of the same year as a rodman in the office of
From August, 1895,
the division engineer, Tyrone division.

In April
October, 1897, he was on leave of absence.
1899, he was appointed assistant supervisor, and two years
he was
August,
In
1903,
later was promoted to super\'isor.
appointed assistant engineer in the maintenance of way department and in April, 1907, was promoted to principal
to

on the Philadelphia, Baltimore & WashOn March 24, 1909, he was appointed superinington.
tendent of the New York, Philadelphia & Norfolk, and two
years later was promoted to assistant to the general manager
of the Pennsylvania Railroad Lines East of Pittsburgh and
Erie.
In April, 1914, he was appointed general superintendent of the Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington with
office at Wilmington, Del., remaining in that position until
assistant engineer

May, 1916, when he was appointed

assistant general

man-

ager of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with headquarters at
Philadelphia; since April 1, 1917, he has .served as general
manager. Mr. Lee served also as chairman of the Confer-

ence Committee of managers of the eastern railroads of the
United States from 1912 to 1914. In that position he had
charge, on behalf of the various railroads interested, of the
negotiations with the trainmen's brotherhoods, and of the
pre.sentation of the railroads' case in the arbitration of
In 1915 he became
employees' demands for increased pay.
chairman of the National Conference Committee of Railroads, representing practically all the railroads in the United
States in the controversy with the trainmen.

A.

W. Thompson

A. A\'. Thompson who has been appointed federal manager of the Baltimore & Ohio lines east, with headquarters
at Baltimore, Md., was born on May 8, 1875, at Erie, Pa.,
and was graduated from Allegheny College, Meadville, in
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The following year he began
1897, as a civil engineer.
railway work in the engineering department of the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie, and in 1899 was appointed assistant
engineer of surveys on the Pittsburgh division of the Baltimore & Ohio.
He was made assistant engineer of the
Pittsburgh division in 1900, and the following year was
In 1902
appointed engineer of the Cumberland division.
he returned to Pittsburgh as division engineer, and the
following year went back to the Cumberland division as
superintendent.
He was transferred to Wheeling, W. Va.,
in 1904 as superintendent of the Wheeling division, and
from 1907 to April, 1910, he was chief engineer maintenance of way. In April, 1910, he was promoted to chief
engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio system including the
Baltimore & Ohio Southwestern, and remained in that position until December, 1910, when he was made general manager with office at Baltimore, Md., and since April 11, 1912,
he has been vice-president.
Arthur C. Needles
Arthur C. Needles, who has been appointed federal manager of the Norfolk & Western, was born on January 10,

He was educated in the public
1867, at Baltimore, IMd.
schools and at Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania.
He began railway work in 1882, as a rodman on the WashingOhio & Southern, and in 1883, became a rodman in
the engineering department of Norfolk & Western, and was
then yard clerk and brakeman on the same road.
In 1884
he was made night and day yardmaster, and from April,
1887, to August, 1890, he was yardmaster first at Pulaski,
Va., and then at Bluefield, W.'Va.
On August 1, 1890,
he was appointed assistant trainmaster and on December
25, 1898, was made trainmaster of the Radford division.

ton,

He was

then for one month assistant superintendent of the
Pocahontas division, and in June, 1901, was promoted to
superintendent of the Shenandoah division.
The following year he was transferred to the Norfolk division.
From
December, 1902, to February, 1904, he was superintendent
of the Pocahontas division and was then promoted to general superintendent.
In December, 1912, he was appointed
general manager and subsequently became vice-president
with headquarters at Roanoke, ^'a., of the same road.

Joseph H. Young
Joseph H. Young, who has been appointed federal manager of the Virginian Railway, was born Janury 17, 1864,
at Salt Lake City, Utah, and was educated at the University of Utah.
He began railway work in 1882, with
the Utah Central as office boy and warehouseman, and
\\-as

later agent

hill clerk

and operator

on the same road.

and then
with the Union Pacific
Ogden, Utah, from 1883

at various stations,

He was

and train agent at
1886, and was superintendent of the Utah division of the
same road from 1891 to 1902. From 1886 to 1889 he was
traveling passenger agent of the Chicago & North Western,
and then to 1891 was general agent of the Salt Lake &
Eastern, and general superintendent of the Utah Central.
Mr. Young was general superintendent of the Rio Grande
^^'estern, now part of the Denver & Rio Grande, at Salt
Lake City, for two years from 1902, and then became general superintendent and later general manager of the
Colorado & Southern at Denver. For a short time during
as ticket clerk

to

1907, he was general superintendent of the St. Louis & San
Francisco.
He was general superintendent of the Southern
Pacific at San Francisco from 1907 to 1910, and in the latter
year was elected president of the .Alaska Steamship Company,
the Northwestern Steamship Company, Ltd., the Northwestern Commercial Company, the Northwestern Fisheries Com-

pany, and the North Coast Lighterage Company, and viceFrom May,
president of the Copper River & Northwestern.
1912, to January, 1914, he was president of the Spokane,

June

7,
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Portland and Seattle, the Oregon Trunk Railway, the Oregon Kloctric Railway, the United Railways, the Spokane &
Inland Kmi)ire, the Pacific & Kastern, and the Dalles, Portland & Astoria Navigation Company, with oflice at Portland,
Ore. In May, 1914, he was elected president of the Norfolk
Southern, wiiich position he now leaves to become federal
manager of tlie \'irginian Railway as aliove noted.

Railroad Administration

Has Labor Troubles

The Government

dees not propose to tolerate striked as a
method of securing wage increases and those who attempt
to employ tliat method were characterized in effect as friends
of the Kaiser in a telegram addressed l>y Director General
McAdoo to tiie officers of the various organizations of railway shop employees on May 30 as his comment on the action of shop employees of the Southern Railway at Alexandria, Va., who went out on strike on May 28 as a protest
because the increase in wages awarded them in the director
general's wage order was smaller than they considered satisfactory.

Mr.

Mc.Adoo's

telegram,

reminding

the

shopmen

report of the Railroad Wage rommission and he liad ordered a minimum of 55 cents an liour for such employees,
but general dissatisfaction with the rates was expressed
throughout the Southeast, wliere the wages had recently
iieen fixetl by arbitration on an eight-hour basis, as well as
from otiier parts of the country.
The fir>t manifestation of the comjilaint in the form of
a strike was at tiie Ale.xandria siiops, where between 300

and 400 men stayed away from their work on May 28.
strike apparently was not authorized by the organizations and on the following day, after conferences jjctween
the men and J. F. .Vnderson. acting president of the Inter-

The

national .\<sociation of Maciiinists, with K. C. Sasser, superintendent of motive power of tiie Southern, they agreed to
It was al.<o reported that strikes were contemplated on otiicr roads but the assurance that the boiird
would soon meet to take up the matter induced the men to
return to work.

remain at work.
Director General Mc.Vdoo's telegram, sent to the executives of tiie various shop craft unions, was as follows:

"The

that

The Regional
they are now government employees and declaring that any
complaints as to the wage decision should be referred to the
new Board of Wages and Working Conditions was also intended as a general reply to man\- protests which have been
sent to the Railroad Administration that the increases

ordered represent
classes

little

of emplo\ees

railroads

enough

or no advance in the case of many
already received from the

who had

to appro.ximate or exceed the

new

scales.

large proportion of these jirotests came from representatives of the shop employees and others whose wages as fixed
.•\

in the order were less than the

same men could

leaving their railroad work for munitions
government contract work where the wages
complaints were referred to \\'. S. Carter,
division of labor, who telegraphed replies
new wage board had been created to adjust

receive by

plants or other
are high.
The
director of the
saying that the
such conditions.

Special consideration to the case of the shop employees
lieen "iven l)v Director General Mc.\doo in revising

had
the
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strike of certain

shoiinien,

maciiinists,

etc.,

in

the

Districts

railroad shops at Alexandria, Va., has created

:i
very painimpression on the puidic mind.
I cannot believe that
these men knew what the\' were doing.
They are all employees now of the United States Government.
They are
not employees of any railroad corporation, therefore, this
was a strike against tiie Government of the United States.
It is the first time in the histor)' of our Government that
any of its employees have attempted a strike against their

ful

Government.
Such action is incredible.
For the good of
our l)eloved country and for the honor of railrojid men in
the service everywhere, I hope that there will be no repetition of what ever}- one must condemn as unpatriotic in the
highest degree.

"The Government
idated by an\- of

cannot, of course, be coerced or intim-

its employees.
It is anxious to do justice
and will do justice to all as far as it is possible to
measure justice.
Recognizing that there are probalile inef|ualities in the recommendations of the A\'ace Commission

to all,
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be impartially- considered and dealt with, I
appointed in my General Order No. 27, dated May 25, a
Board of Railroad Wages and Working Conditions, composed of three representatives of labor and three representative railroad men, whose duty it is to hear and to pass upon
Every class of employees or
all petitions and complaints.
parts of classes of employees who feel that they have just
ground for complaint under the wage decision should submit their cases promptly to this board, and they will be given
The American people
just and impartial consideration.
wliith .should

have just been called upon to pa\- largely increased freight
and passenger rates for the purpose of paying in part the
increased wages, amounting to more than $.300,000,000

awarded to railroad employees.
"Suppose they should strike against the Government because they do not think they are fairly treated in being
forced to pay these increases for the benefit of railroad labor,
what would happen to our country? Suppose the railroad
officers should strike because they disliked the orders of the
government, and should refuse to obey them, what would
happen to them? Suppose that railroad employees should

government and hamper

strike against the decisions of their

the operation of the railroads at a time when transportation
is essential to protect the hundreds of thousands of American boys now fighting on the battlefields of Europe to save
the lives and property and libert}' of railroad employees serv-

ing here at home, what would happen to our country?

"The Kaiser probably would

get

it.

We

cannot

all

get

exactly what we want in this world, nor can we win this
war unless each and every citizen is willing to submit to
the laws of the land and to the decisions of those in authority.

"We

men

must give unswerving and
what our individual views and disappointments may be, relying upon a
the
justice
fair hearing of our complaints and
of our cause,
and accepting patriotically the final decisions of those in
authority who under our laws are charged with the responsibility of making them.
"\\'hile in the German drive now going on the sons of
railroad men and the sons of Americans of every class are
dying on the battlefields of France to save America and
democracy in the world, shall there be found among us any
railroad

particularly

loyal support to our government, no matter

men who

are unwilling to sacrifice something of their
personal views and individual desires to support America's
heroes, who are making the supreme sacrifice for us?
set of

^T

earnestly hope that from one end of this great land to
it may never be said again that any railroad man,
officer, or employee was so unpatriotic as to strike against
the other
his

own government when

perilous
triotic
the_\-

and
ing

war

men

to

of all hi.story.

remain

it

is

It

the midst of the most
the highest duty of pawith the railroads, where

in
is

at their posts

are so urgently needed for the safety of the country,
upon the Board of Railroad Wages and WorkConditions and the director general for the just con-

to rely

sideration of their claims.

"I am sure that I can count upon you to immediately
urge upon your men by wire the wisdom and patriotism of
the course I have suggested."

When, in spite of this appeal, word was received that
the employees of the Silvis shops of the Chicago, Rock Island
& Pacific had gone on strike, demanding an increase to 7.S
cents an hour, J. A. Franklin, assistant to the director of
the division of labor, was despatched to the scene to investigate the situation.

The Board

of ^^'ages and AA'orking Conditions, created
the director general's wage order, held its first meeting
Washington on Saturday, June 1, and organized by electing'
G. H. Sines, vice-president of the Brotherhood of
Railroad Trainmen, as chairman, and F. F. Gaines,
fonnerly superintendent of motive power of the Central of
Georgia, as vice-chairman.
The other members are T. [.

in
at
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Dermody, vice-president of the Order of Railroad Telegraphers; A. O. Wharten, president of the railway employees' department of the American Federation of Labor;
C. E. Lindsey, formerly division engineer of the New York
Central; and W. E. Morse, formerly general manager of
the Denver & Salt Lake.
Representatives of the shop craft unions appeared at a
hearing before the Board of Wages and Working Conditions
on Monday and urged that the wage scale ordered by Director
General McAdoo be not put into effect until it is revised, saying that great dissatisfaction would be created, and that it
might be impossible to avoid many strikes. They pronounced
the proposed scale as applied to the shop employees to be inequitable, saying that it would nullify all the reforms that
liave been worked out in their wage scales since 1915, because
the proposed increases are based on the wages -of December
,51, 1915, whereas since then there has been a considerable readjustment in wages as the result of arbitration.
In place
of the new scale proposed, they asked for the rates which
they had originally asked at the hearing before the Railroad
Wage Commission, which included an eight-hour standard
day, si.x days a week, time and a half for overtime, 75 cents
an hour for most classes of employees, and 56^4 cents an hour
for car men of less than four years' experience.
They urged
speedy action to revise the scale in order to prevent an exodus
of employees to shipyards and munitions plants, and based
their claims for higher pay principally on the comparison
with the wages and conditions in the shipyards. The shop
employees were represented by J. F. Anderson of the International Association of Machinists, G. C. Van Dorens of the
Brotherhood of Blacksmiths and Helpers, Otto E. Hoard of
the Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers, John J. Purcell of
the Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, J. S. Wilds of the
Brotherhood of Railway Car Men, and D. M. Jewell of the
Brotherhood of Boilermakers and Iron Shipbuilders and
Helpers.
7"hey claimed to represent directly 250,000 men
and approximately 500,000 men, including the employees not
memiaers of the organizations. G. H. Sines, chairman of the
board, explained that Director General McAdoo is anxious to
see justice done for all classes of railroad employees.
I.

TJie

C. C. Authorizes Special

Supplements

Commerce Commission, which

is given
authority in the railroad control act to review the increased
rates ordered by the director general, is issuing the necessary orders to enable the director general to comply with

Interstate

law in the filing of the tariffs which are to go into
on June 10 and June 25. In his statement announcing the proposed increases issued on May 25, which was
published on May 27, Mr. McAdoo said that in making
the rates effective a simple form of tariff authorized by the
Interstate Commerce Commission must \ye used and that
this would lead to the temporary disregard, to some extent,
of established groupings and differentials.
A few days
later the commission gave out copies of special pennission
orders. No. 45,950 and No. 45,951, "for the use of common carriers under federal control," modifying the provithe

effect

sions of

its tariff

circular rules to pennit the carriers to

file

and passenger and baggage tariffs, respectively, in abbreviated form in order that
they may begin to secure the advantage of the increased
revenues on the scheduled dates.
The form of the special
supplements is prescribed in the orders. A similar procedure was followed in the 15 per cent rate case last year in
special supplements to their freight

order to expedite the proceedings.
Special Pennission No. 45,950, which applies to freight
tariffs, is as follows:
"Whereas, The President of the United States through
the director general. United States Railroad Administration,
has initiated and prescribed freight rates to be applied on
all freight traffic carried by railroad and steamship lines

June
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by

fiilcral control, except the traffic carried entirely by
water to and from foreign countries, as set forth in GenNo. 28, dated May 25, l'>18, of said director
Order
eral

plan.s, viz:

general

lished in the tariff which

"Atiil \\ hcrtiis. I'he director geiu-ral, I'niled States Railroad Administration, has n.M|ueste(l sucii nuKlification of the
tariff rules of the commissitm as will |>emiit said carriers

specifically

uikKt

under federal control to tile si)ecial supplements to freight
tariffs in al(i)reviated form and to permit filing with this
commission hy such carriers freight tariffs and effective supplements which have not been heretofore filed, thereby enabling carriers under federal control, in the present emergency, to secure in an economical anil ex|K'ditious manner
increased revenues to be derived from increases in freight
rates initiated and prescribed, in said General Order No.
28, of May 25, 1918; and
"// appi-iiriiig. That the commission's rules and regulations. Tariff Circular IS-A, in section (i) of Rule 4 require
an explicit statement of the rates, in cents or in dollars and
cents, jH-r 100 lb., per barrel or other package, jjer ton or
jx-r car, together with the name or designation of the places
from and to which they apply; in section (e) of Rule ?

number

and the volume of effective supplements to any tariff and forbid supplements to tariffs issued
in loo.se-leaf form; in section (k) of Rule 9 prohibit a
change in any rate sought to be increased by a rate which
and in
is under suspension by order of the commission;
section (a) of Rule 54 provide that rates filed must be
allowed to go into effect, and cannot i)e changed for at
least ,^0 days after the date when the rates have become
limit

the

of,

effective;

//

15 ordered, That the provisions of Tariff Circular 18-A
Rules 4 (i), 9 (e), 9 (k), and 54 (a), be, and they are
hereby, temporarily waived in the particulars hereinafter set
forth, but not otherwise, as to, and confined to, special supplements filed under authorit)' hereof by common carriers
under federal control; Proindtd, That there shall not be
in effect at any time more than one such special supplement

in

^ame

to the

tariff';

and

further ordered, That said carriers under federal
and they are hereby, permitted to file special
supplements to freight tariffs to provide for cancellations,
minimum weights, minimum charges, and increases in rates
"It

is

control

be,

and charges

i>y

the percentages or amounts set forth in said
and such special sup-

neral order of the director general;

l;e in form as follows."
supplement form includes a table of increased
which is made effective by the following: "Effective

incnts shall
i'he special

rates

June 25, 1918, all rates tlien in effect named in tariffs
enumerated herein and in prior supplements thereto, as indicated, to each of which tariff's this is a special supplement, are increased to the rates shown in column B in
If a
inclusive, hereof.
of rates on pages
to
supplement thereto contains rates to become effective
a later date as indicated thereon, such rates will, on
later effective date, be increased to the rates shown in

—

umn B

in

—

the table of rates.

"

It

is

also stated

table

prior

upon
such
Col-

that the

supplement does not increase charges for terminal or transit
S€r\'ices or facilities, switching, weighing, demurrage, car
senice,
icing,

transfer,
storage,

diversion,

elevation

reconsignment,

or other special

refrigeration,

services.

Other

rules regarding the application of the rates are given.

The
charges

special permission as to passenger fares and baggage
is similar in form and modifies the rules which re-

statement of the fares in cents or in
an
dollars and cents, together with the name of the places
from and to which they apply, which limit the numtier of
supplements, which prohibit a change in any fare sought
to l)e increased by a fare which is under sus[)ension by
order of the commission and whidi provide for .>0 days'
filing of tariffs.
It is provided that the increased fares
quire

explicit

Ix.'

By

tiic

u>c

a

when

the distances are

pub-

supplemented.

to be

is

following

thrix-

where the fares in tariff as amended are
named, providing that the increased fares will

table,

named

as

By

any of the

of.

a mileage table of fares

By
Ih.-

stateil

the sjjecial supplement.

in

the publication of specific fares, in cents or in dol-

from and to six-cified points, and to provide
and to other im|X)rtant [Xjints will be made
use of extension basis, also to omit temporarily the un-

and

lars

cents,

that fares from
|jy

important imints.

The
to

supplement are
where the mileage or rate [lublished in tariff
supplement is as shown in Column 1 the fare

rate tallies prescribi-d for the sjx'cial

show

that

or effective

in coaches will be as

shown

in

Column

ard sleeping or parlor cars will

Ik-

the fare in stand-

2,

shown

as

and the

fares in tourist sleeping cars will

Column

4.

in

as

\>e

Additional details are prescribed

and other

structing fares on a mileage basis

Column
shown

as

to

.3

in

con-

tariff features.

Protests Against Increased Rates

new rates ordered \)\ the
General Order No. 28 has pwured in
ujion the Railroad Administration ijy letters, telegrams and
While there are many complaints l>ecause
personal calls.
of the size of the increase, which came as somewhat of a
surjirise to those who have listened to predictions in the past
that the government could raise wages and reduce rates at
the same time, the bulk of the protests were directed to the
disturbance in rate relationships which will result from the
plan of putting the increases into effect and readjusting them
afterwards.
Some of the complaints came from state railroad commissions, some of whose rates are said to be in.V

flofKl

director

of protests again>t the

general

in

creased two and three fold.
The director general on

May

.SI

ment by the regional directors of

announced the appoint-

traffic

committees to deal

in their respective territories with all cjuestions as to freight

under General Order Xo. 28. These included
whose appointment has heretofore
been announced as succeeding tiie various traffic associations
and rate committees to deal with general rate matters:
rates arising

the follow-ing committees

—

U. Campbell, chairman. 143
Trnfific Committee.
York City, for Official Cla9*ificati'>n territory.
'i-.irman.
Freif-ht Traffic Comniitlec—Rar'-"
itor)-.
building, .\tlanta, Ga.. for Southern C;

ICastern

FreiKlit

street,

'

Western Freiphl Tr
tion building.

tiic

Coirmiltce.

.\.

New England
Liberty

:in.

strci'l.

Tranrporta-

committees have also

—

L

Freight Committee.
H.
Dostnn, Mans.
Freight Committee.
II.
C.
.Vrw York City. N. V.

—

District

Walton

;:ory.

traffic

District

Stjttion.

Trunk Line

C

Chicago, for Western CI

The following district freight
Ixcn appointed:
Soutli

Liberty

Xcw

Southern

Kcntfield,

Burnett,

chairtnan.

chairman.
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—

Trunk Line

District ro.nl and CoVc Committee.
E. B. Crosley. chairman,
Reading Termin-I, rhiladelpliia. Pa.
Centra] District Freight Committee. C. J. Britter, chairman, Trantportation building. Ch cago. III.
Venning, chairman, »04
Central District Coal .ind Coke Committee. ].
Pcnna. Station, I'
iimmittee.
Chicago District VF, P. Eyman, chairman,
TransporLition
lU.
iiUitee.
St. Louis District Kri;,
J. L. West, chairman. Century
buildinu, S!. I-om>. .\1...
H. M. Pearce, duirman, St.
St. Paul District Freight Traffic Committee.
Paul. Minn.
Kansas Citv District Freight Traffic Committee -D. R. Lincoln, chairmao,
Kansas City. Mo.
I'.
W. Robinson, chairman.
Portlaml District Freight Tr,iffic Committee.
Pt.rtlard. tJre.
San Francisco District Freight Traffic Committee. W. G. Barnwell, chairman, San Francisco, Cul.

—

C

—

'

I

.

—
—

—

—

The announcement says:
"The director general invites

the co-operation of the shipn
satisfactorj- adju.«tment of
.All shippers
freight rates on the higher level now necessary.
who (liMn- to ni;ikc -UL'irc-tions as to the maintenance of

ping public

in

working out a
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estiiblished differentials, or the re-adjustment of freight rates

under General Order No. 28,

may

present their views through

the freight traffic officers of the railroads serving them; but
if shippers feel, after presenting such matters to their home
roads, that they want their views given further consideration,
the freight committee for the territory or district involved will
be glad to hear and consider any proposal or suggestion the

shippers have to offer."'
Under an administrative order all protests were referred to
the division of public ser\'ice and accounting but after a conference it was decided to refer them to the local freight comAll telegraphic inquiries were answered but the letmittees.
ters received were so numerous that early in the week it had
Clifford Thome's
not been possible to give replies to them.
protest arrived in advance of the issuance of the order, based

on newspaper predictions as to the amount of the proposed
increase.
It was in the form of a memorial addressed to
the director general, signed by representatives of western
and central western live stock and petroleum and grain
shippers" associations which, he said, have a combined membership of over a million.

The memorial pronounced the proposed increase a travesty
on justice and attempted to remind the director general that
the increase does not
billion dollars,

mean

just one

payment

of the estimated

but a billion dollars annually, "equivalent

more than 6 per cent on the par value of all railroad
It is stated that an advance of 20
securities outstanding."
per cent in passenger fares and 5 per cent in freight rates
largest
estimate on the proposed wage
care
of
the
would take
increase and that the shippers should not be expected to pay
all the increased expenses of the railroads resulting from the
Mr. Thorne also points out that the director general
war.
has surrounded himself with a staff composed exclusively.
to

with a few rare exceptions, of former railroad officials, who
would be unconsciously biased by the general desire of the
railroads to have rates on a high level in case they are returned to private management or even in case government
ownership should follow, because the net income at the time
might be a factor in determining the purchase price. These
circumstances, he said, render it imperative that the recommendations made by the director general's staff should not be
followed until the shippers have been heard from. It is declared to be impossible to state at the present time what econ-

omies may be effected by the unification of the railroads under
government control and the falling off of net income for one
It is
or a few months is said to be of little significance.
declared that the guaranty to the railroads, based on their
net income for the past three years, is a war measure and
should be borne by the people as a whole rather than by
the shippers, who are denied any protection from the increased
costs in their business.
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missions be consulted about the proposed increase and the
it would have upon the public and the revenues of the
carriers in the several states, but also that the director general comply with the local laws by filing intrastate tariffs.
He also asked for an opportunity to examine the proposed
tariffs or any memoranda outlining the proposed increase in
advance, as the representative of the state commissions. Mr.
McAdoo did not answer the letter, but on May 27, after announcement of the proposed increase, sent a telegram to the
state commissions expressing the hope that they would understand the necessity for the increase and regretting that he
had not been able to consult with them beforehand.
The new rates will bear rather heavily upon the iron and
steel industry and manufacturers of these products, many
effect

of

whom

have government contracts on a lump sum basis, so
an allowance

that their profits will be greatly reduced unless

The railroads in Central
is made for the increased rates.
Freight Association territory had already initiated an increase
in iron and steel rates from a commodity to a class rate basis,
before the general order was issued, by filing with the Interstate Commerce Commission applications for permission to
file tariffs.

of the protests

jSIost

against the higher passenger fares

come from state commissions and users of mileage books,
who must turn in their unexpired mileage on June 10 for
exchange.
It has been announced that unexpired commutation tickets will be honored until they are used-up and will
not be cancelled on June 10.
It

has been reported that the electric interurban railways
file applications with the state coinmissions and

would also

the Interstate

Commerce Commission for increases in their
and that the Pullman Company would

fares to 3 cents a mile

minimum

propose a

of $2

for overnight rates in sleeping

cars in place of $1.50.
trip excursion passenger
Coast will be made this year on a
This rate
basis 20 per cent higher than last year's rates.
was allowed for the convention of the Associated Advertising
Clubs at San Francisco in July.
The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued special
pemiission order No. 47,060 prescribing a form of tariff supplement to be used in putting into effect the order of the
director general that officers, enlisted men, and nurses of the
Amiy, Navy and Marine Corps, when traveling at their own
expense, shall be allowed to purchase tickets at one-third of
It

has

rates

Ijeen

announced that round

the

Pacific

to

the regular rates.
also issued a supplemental order modoutstanding orders fixing rates for the future to
the rates and fares ordered Ijy the director general

The commission has
ifying

its

pemiU
to be made

eft'ective.

Canadian railways have also filed applications with the
Commerce Commission for authority to advance
rates on their traffic within the United States to the level of
the new rates ordered by Director General McAdoo.
Commerce Counsel for the Railroad Administration

Mr. Thorne had previous]}- wired to the commission for
a hearing on the subject of oil rates, but the commission had
to inform him that it could do nothing in advance of a formal complaint after the effective date of the tariffs. Mr.
Thome was given an appointment with Director Prouty on
June 4 to talk over the matter.
A meeting of representatives of the state railroad commissions consisting of the executive committee and the special
war service committee of the National Association of Railroad and Public Utilities Commissioners, was held at Washington on June 4 and 5 at the call of C. E. Elmquist, WashThe meeting was
ington representative of the association.
also attended by some of the Interstate Commerce Commission
members who were fomierly state commissioners. Mr. Elmquist had written a letter to Mr. McAdoo on May 16, re-

R. Walton Moore, of Washington, D. C, who as commerce counsel for the Southeastern railroads has been a
prominent figure in rate litigation before the Interstate
Commerce Commission and who represented the southeastern lines in the fifteen per cent case, has been taken over
as a member of the staff of the Railroad Administration as

questing a consultation with the state commissioners before
rates were increased and expressing the opinion that under
the federal control act the President cannot initiate intrastate rates except in accordance with the laws of the several
He. therefore, suggested not only that the state comstates.

ment of the rates to preser\'e existing relationship as far as
Frank W. Gwathmey, who has been associated
possible.
with Mr. Moore, has also become connected with the legal

Interstate

charge of matters before the
In this position Mr.
Moore will have charge of representing the administration
conin the proceedings to ensue before the commission in
assistant

general

Interstate "

counsel

in

Commerce Conmiission.

nection with the large

number

of protests and the readjust-

department of the Railroad Administration.

M

^

Four Express Companies
One Company

Be Agent

to

Private

Be Consolidated

to

lor Railroiui

Administration Under

Management But Will Share

THKUnited

Koi'K Pki.NXU'Ai. i'X|)ross companies oinTatini; in tlie
States, the Adams Express t'ompany, the Ameri-

Profits

per cent of the gross earnings.
This jKjrcentage was arby taking the average for ten years of the payments by the exjiress comjjanies to the railroads.
Out of the balance of the revenues the express company
will |iay operating expenses and taxes and, if earned, a
rived at

can Exi)ress Comi)any, Wells Fargo & Company, and
Southern Kxjiress fom|)any, are to he comljined into a
company,
effective on Jul\' 1, to he known prohahh' as
new
the American Railroad Kx])ri-ss Conif)any, which will be
given virtually a mono|)oly of the express iiusiness by a contract with the United States Railroad Administration for the
carrying on of the express business for all the railroads under
ilie

dividend of
5 per cent
per cent the

per cent on the ca|)ital stock.
If more than
available for distribution, out of the next 2
cxjjress. comjiany will receive 1 per cent and the
government 1 per cent; out of the next .? per cent available
for distribution the express company will receive 1 per cent
and the government 2 ]k-t cent; any further amounts avail-

federal control.

This plan, which has been worked out after several wcx'ks

5

is

able for distribution will be divided one-(|uarter to the excompany and three-(|uartcrs to the government.
An important feature of the arrangement is that the new
company will be capitalized only to the extent of actual
property and cash put into the business and it was stipupress

government that this should not exceed $40.000,000. The actual amount determined upon is $35,000.000, including that i.ssued to the old companies in proportion
to the physical properties to the amount of S.iO.OOO.OOO

lated i)y the

B. D. Caldwell,

Chairman
of

negotiations

l^etween

the

of the

Board

representatives

of

the express

companies and the division of puijlic service and accounting
of the Railroad Administration, has been sanctioned by the
director general in place of the plan earlier proposed, which
it
is understood was advocated by the express companies,
for placing the express companies under government operation in the manner adopted for the railroads.
Under this arrangement there will be no government
guarantee of earnings but the express company will Ije a
private corporation acting as the director general's agent
for carr)-ing on the express business.
The character of the
service and the character of the rates will be under the di-

George C. Taylor,
President

and $5,000,000 issued

at

par for cash to rejjresent working

capital.

rector general's control and subject to initiation by him and
the government will share in any profits above 5 per cent
on the capital stock.

One of the points which received considerable discussion
during the negotiations was as to whether railroad employees should continue to act as agents for the express
Whereas the express companies now have contracts with company as station agents now do, receiving as compensathe railroad companies by which they pay to the latter a fixed
tion a percentage commission on the business handled.
percentage of their gross earnings, u-^ually about .^0 f)er cent,
Under the plan decided upon, while the new express comfor "express privileges,'' they will now have but one contract
pany is permitted, u|)on arranging therefor with the direcwith the government and the director general will receive SOI itoT general, to u.^e railroad employees, in e.xpress service,
1377
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compensation of

entire

the

all

employees,

such

both

be interested in diverting shipments
he were to receive a commission on such

who might

to the express if

President Taylor's Statement

for

and express services, will lie fixed and paid by the
director general and the express company will compensate
the director general for services rendered by such employees
The Railroad Administration,
to the express company.
which was represented chiefly in the negotiations by Luther
M. Walter, assistant to the director of public service and
accounting, objected to a plan which would give opportunity
for competition between railroad and e.xpress in the person
railroad

of the agent,
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business.

The new arrangement will make it possible to avoid a
great deal of wasteful duplication of facilities and to eliminate a large amount of accounting with the individual railroads, which w-hile necessar\- under the old system of separate contracts lietween the express companies and the

President Taylor issued a statement regarding the new
arrangement as follows:
"Hereafter the express companies will eliminate the individual identity which has separated them for the last threequarters of a century and offer to the gcvernment and to
In the
their joint patrons a unified, single express service.
future merchants, manufacturers, and individuals need

merely specify 'by express' and the entire man power and
power of the express world will respond to their call.
"At no time in the history of the railroads has the volume
of express traffic been so great as it is today, the business
reaching a total during the last fiscal year of over $200,000,000.
"Already the vast terminals now maintained by the various companies are Ijeing unified for a practical saving of

vehicle

,

time and transfer.

various railroad companies will be unnecessary under the
new system.
The offices of the competing companies will be consolidated or otlierwise readjusted to the new conditions and

"The new move will bring into one organization over
men now trained in express service. It will be the
policy of the company to maintain a broad gage attitude

new routes will be opened.
The government should

in the service

receive as its proportion of the
express "earnings, on the basis of last year's business about
$100,000,000 a year in revenue. An application of the express companies' for a 10 per cent increase in rates is still

pending before the Interstate Commerce Commission.
A statement announcing the plan issued by the director
general says:

"The

director general

is

greatly pleased to in-

The
augurate this salutar}- method of division of profits.
express company is given a continuing inducement to acthe
yet
and
complish the greatest efficiency and economy,
government will enjoy an increasingly great proportion of
the benefits of all such efficiency and economy."
Officers

George C. Taylor, president of the American Express
Company, is to be president of the new company. B. D.
Caldwell, president of Wells Fargo & Co., is to be chairman of the board. William M. Barrett, president of the
Adams Express Company, will be a director and member
The following have been seof the executive committee.
lected as operating vice— presidents
R. E. M. Cowie, now vice president and general manager
of the American Express Company, will have charge of the
Atlantic Departments.
E. A. Stedman, now vice president and general manager
of Wells Fargo & Co., Chicago, Central Departments.
C. D. Summy, general manager of the American Express
Company at Chicago, in charge of Southwestern Departments.
A. Christesen,

Fargo

^^'ells

&

vice
Co..

president and general manager of
San Francisco, in charge of Pacific

100,000

toward

its

employees,

many

of

and thousands of

sonal sacrifices in carrying the
three

and a half

whom have spent
whom have made

their li\es

great per-

immense burden of the

last

years.

"In the past the express companies have been vital factors
They
the conveyance of merchandise and foodstuffs.
have eliminated distance and the time element between the
The move is designed to
manufacturer and his market.
improve the distribution of commerce and agriculture and
in

may look upon it with confidence that their interests will be carefully and intelligently
the business of the country

served."

The non-transportation activities of the separate companies, such as money orders, travelers' checks, travel department, and foreign exchange will not come under the consolidation, but will be conducted by the individual companies as in the past, the officers of the new company acting as
agents for the old companies in the handling of these features.

Mr. Taylor akso said:
company will be that of

"The

policy of the

new

express

close co-operation with all patrons

and the public

in general, in an effort to give better servevery way. The fact that competition disappears will
in no way be taken advantage of in our attitude toward the
public.
The merchant bodies and shippers with whom I
have been so fortunate to come in contact during the past 25
years of service with the .\merican, as well as the officers
and employees, will, I am sure, attest to the policy of courtesy, fair treatment and prompt action in all dealings with
them and this same policy will be rigidly followed with the
new company. The task of joining together all the lines
and facilities of the several companies and the providing of
new and necessary equipment will take time but. it will be
ice in

The new company
as rapidh- as possible.
settle up the unadjusted matters, such as claims and
others items, of the old companies so as to give to the public

Departments.
E. M. Williams, vice president in charge of traffic for the
Adams Express ComjKiny, in charge of Southeastern De-

accomplished

partments.

the least possible delay or annoyance.
"The new company will take over the pension ])lans of

M. Holbrook,

F.

Wells Fargo

&

Co.,

vice president

Xew

in

York, will

charge of
l>e

traffic

located at

of

Wash-

ington as assistant to the president.
D. S. Elliott, vice president in charge of traffic of the
.•\merican Express Company, New York, will be in charge

new company.
Newlean, vice president and controller

of traffic for the
T.

W'.

Fargo

&

for

Wells

Co., Chicago, will be the vice president in charge

of accounting for the new company.
E. E. Bush has been selected as manager of maintenance

and purchases.
T. B. Harrison and C.
for the
act

W.

Stockton,

American and Wells Fargo

as general counsel.

&

now

general attorneys

Co., respectively, will

will

the old companies and a new pension jilan will be worked
Plans are already
out at once for application in the future.

under w^ay for scaling up of wages of many employees,
toward more uniformity in the various classes, first consideration being given to those in the service drawing the lower
rates of pay.

"New through car routes will be established to do away
with rehandling and to better utilize railroad facilities, all
going toward greater efficiency and better service. With but
one express company, any officer of which will afford a contact with all express matters, no confusion will exist and
the public will be saved many delays and annoyances which
have obtained in the past. Considering the interest of the

June
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Officers of the

New

E.
J.

Vice-President

W. Newlean
in

Vice

A.

Express Company

Sted.Tian

in Charge
Departments

President

Charge of Accounting

of

R.
F. S.

Assistant

to

Holbrcok

D.

President

the

C.

W.

General

Stockton
Counsel

Vice-President

S.

in

Elliott

Charge
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Central

E.

C. D. Summy
Vice-President in Charge of
western Departments

M. Cowie
in
Charge

c-President
of Traffic

Eastern

T. B. Harrison
General Counsel

E.

M. Williams

Vice-President in Charge of

of

Southern Departments

Departments.

Manager

South-

of

E. E. Bush
Maintenance and Purchase*
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government and the co-relation of the express companies
with the United States Railroad Administration, we are
sure the public will soon realize that the change is in the
right direction."

Burns D. Caldwell
Burns Durbin Caldwell, chairman of the Imard of the
consolidated express company, was born at Placerville, El
Dorado county, Cal., on April 27, 1 85 8. He was graduated from high school, at Chamisersburg, Pa., in 1873, at
the age of tifteen, and the same year began railway work
as a clerk in the auditor's office of the Vandalia Railroad,
He was rapidly promoted and in
at Terre Haute, Ind.
1881 became chief clerk in the general passenger and ticket
department of the Vandalia at St. Louis, Mo., remaining
In 1S8S he was apin that position for about four years.
pointed chief clerk in the general passenger and ticket department of the Missouri Pacific and the St. Louis, Iron
Mountain & Southern at St. Louis and in 1888 was appointed assistant general passenger agent of these lines. In
June, 1892, he was chosen chairman of the Western PasThis
senger Association, with headquarters at Chicago.
position he filled until July, 1899, when he went to the

Delaware, Lackawanna

&

^^'estern

as traffic

manager and

he became vice-president of the same road.
In 1911, he resigned to l^ecome president of Wells, Fargo
& Co., with headquarters at New York. Mr. Caldwell is a
director of a number of railway companies and is also president of the Harlem Transportation Company.

later

George C. Taylor
George C. Taylor, the new president of the consolidated
Not yet SO
express company, has had a meteoric career.
years of age, he entered the service of the ^American Express Company at Ripon, Wis., in 1883, as a wagon helper.
While attending Ripon college in the same city he was employed at night on a short express run between Ripon and

Winneconne, and in that manner paid his way through
In the next few years he filled practically every
school.
position in the office ser\'ice of the company, such as transfer clerk, trace clerk, money clerk, cashier and agent at

He was subvarious points throughout the western states.
sequently chief clerk to the superintendent of express service
on the Great Northern and then route agent on the same
railroad and on the Missouri, Kansas & Texas, the Illinois Central and the Yazoo & :Mississippi Valley when
American Express service was inaugurated on those lines in
1892 and 1893. He was then appointed assistant superintendent of the southern division of the American Express
Company, with headquarters at St. Louis, following which
From Chicago he
he went to Chicago as general agent.
went to Cleveland, Ohio, as assistant general manager of
the Central division, and from there was transferred two
later to the newly created Pacific division, with
headquarters at Salt Lake City, with the title of manager.
On July 1, 1911, he returned to Chicago as general manager of the western department in charge of all the comIn February of the
pany's lines west of Buffalo, N. Y.
Hardly
following year he was also elected vice-president.
more than two years later, on June 16, 1914, he was elected
president of the American Express Company with headquarters at New York, to succeed James C. Fargo.
Mr. Taylor makes friends easih' and has an exceptionally
large acquaintance among the employees of the American
Express Company. He does not believe it necessary for an
executive to hold aloof from his subordinates, but on the
contrary mixes with all on terms of sympathetic comradeFurthermore, he possesses the faculty of maintaining
sliip.
the best of discipline in his organization and, at the same

months

time, of

winning the respect and loyalty of

all

who

are as-

He always gives
with him in his undertakings.
heed to the counsel of others, and, in fact, encourages all
sociated
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employees from the lowest to the highest to submit sugWhile he
gestions calculated to improve express service.
appreciates the advice of others, he needs no assistance in
consideration
to
making decisions. After giving thorough
a matter he decides quickly and subsequent experience genNaturally
erally confirms the soundness of his judgment.
frank and devoid of guile, he is equally outspoken in critiIn a word, he is a natural execism and commendation.
Perhaps no incident better illustrates
cutive and organizer.
his initiative than his prompt action on behalf of American
tourists in the central empires at the opening of the European war. The precipitate inception of the great conflict
had demoralized international credit to such an extent that
travelers' checks were not honored except when the issuing
company had deposits to cover them in the countries of our
Accordingly, Mr. Taylor lost no time in
present enemies.
sending several million dollars in gold to Germany, with
the result that all travelers' checks drawn on the American
Mr. Taylor is a
Express Company were cashed in full.
native of Ripon, Wis., where he was bom Oct. 21, 1868.

Robert E. M. Cowie
Robert E. M. Cowie, vice-president of the Eastern departments of the new company, with headquarters in New
York, entered the service of the American Express Company October 2, 1883, as an office boy or junior clerk in
the office of R. B. Poore, then superintendent of the Ohio
On June 1, 1886, he was
division at Cleveland, Ohio.
promoted to the position of secretary to the general super-

intendent of the Southwestern division at Cleveland, Ohio,
and on June 23, 1890, he was transferred to Chicago as
Later, upon the
secretary to General Manager Antisdel.
advancement of Mr. Antisdel to the position of vice-president and general manager, Mr. Cowie became assistant to
In Novemtjer, 1906,
vice-president and general manager.
he was appointed assistant general manager of the Western

department. On January 25, 1910, he was appointed manager of the Central department at Cleveland, Ohio, and the
following July he was transferred as manager of the Pacific
department at Salt Lake City, Utah, the headquarters later
being changed to Denver, Colo., and Los Angeles, Cal.,
respectively.
In January, 1915, he went to New York as
vice-president and general manager in charge of the Eastern
lines.

E. A.

Stedman

E. A. Stedman, vice-president of the Central department
of the new company, with headquarters at Chicago, entered the service of the American Express Company in June,
1878, as a clerk and cashier and served at various places
in Iowa.
In June, 1882, he went to Wells, Fargo & Co.

money clerk at Denver and the next year he was appointed
agent at the Union Pacific transfer depot at Council Bluffs.
The
In 1884 he became route agent at Bismarck, N. D.
following year he was assigned to the position of route agent
served
he
Emporia,
Kan.,
and
in
1886
with headquarters at
as cashier at Kansas City.
Mr. Stedman was appointed assistant superintendent at
Chicago, in charge of the Illinois division, in 1887, when
Wells Fargo service was first extended east of Missouri.
He was made superintendent of the New York division,
with headquarters at Binghamton, N. Y., in 1888, when
Wells, Fargo & Co. inaugurated its service east over the
Erie Railroad and two years later his headquarters were
On January 1, 1892, Mr. Stedtransferred to Jersey City.
man was made general agent at New York and seven years
later he was appointed assistant manager of the Atlantic

as

department and on January 1, 1902, assumed the duties
The following October he was made
of acting manager.
manager of the same department. Mr. Stedman became general manager of the company on September 1, 1906, and
was appointed vice-president and. general manager at New

June

7,
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He became vice-president and KcnChicaso on August 1, 1011. and has served

^(lrk in August, 1108.
<

ral

manager

at

also as a diriHtor of

llio

lompany

C. D.

since IQIO.

Summy

D. Sumniv, acting general manager of western lines
American Express Company at Chicago, 111., has been
vice-jiresident of the new company and has l>een
placed in charge of the southwestern de])artment.
Mr.
Sumniy started iiis career as agent and transfer man of the
.\merican Kxpress Company at Barnesville, Minn., in 1890.
In tiiat ca])acity he met all trains night and day and made
deliveries in a push cart, for which he received a salary of
Three months later he was transferred to
S50 a month.
Red Wing, Minn., where he held the agency of the company for a year. He spent another three months as clerk
in the sujierintendent's office at St. Paul, Minn., following
wliicli ho went to Dallas. Tex., as chief clerk to the superIn the next year he was appointed assistintendent there.
ant route agent and subsequently route agent in Texas with
headquarters at Sedalia, ^lo., St. Louis and Dallas, Tex.,
consecutively.
In 1901 he became cliief route agent, in
1Q0.5 assistant superintendent, and two years later superintendent of the Texas division with headf|uarters at Dallas.
On the first of Januar)', 1907, Mr. Summy was appointed
assistant to the assistant general manager at Chicago.
In
the following year he was transferred to Omaha, Neb., as
assistant general superintendent of the Iowa-Nebraska division.
\\'lien .\mcrican Express sers'ice was inaugurated
on the I'nion Pacific lines in 1910 he was placed in charge
of the newly creatixi Overland division at Omaha.
In 1911
he went to St. Louis, Mo., as manager of the southern department, and in 1918 was appointed acting general manager in charge of western lines at Chicago in place of J. A.
D. Vickcrs. deceased.
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July IS, 1912, he was appointed second vice-president in
charge of traffic, and in 1915 he was elected vice-president.
On October 5, 1916, he was appointed vice-president in
charge of traffic also of the Adams Express Company with
office at New York.

('.

Frederick

of the

elected

A. Christeson
Western departments
at San Francisco,
Cal., has been engaged in the express business for 40 years.
He began as a driver for the American Express Company at
Fort Dodge, la., in 187.i, and the following year sen'ed as
driver for that company at Dubuque. In 1875 he was promoted to messenger between Sabula and Marion, and later
sen-ed as messenger on Sioux City and Yankton route. From
1877 to 1881 he was agent at Creston and in 1882 served
at different times as agent and route agent.
He was appointed assistant superintendent for Wells Fargo & Co. at
Denver. Colo., and ser\'ed in that capacity between 188.S
and 1884. In the latter year he was appointed superintendent at St. Paul, Minn., which position he held until 1886,
when he was made superintendent at Lincoln, Neb., and
continued there until 1887.
From January, 1888, to 1897
he was superintendent at Houston, Tex., and in January
.\.

Christe.son, vice-president of ihe

of the

new company, with headquarters

was appointed manager for the central
department with headquarters at Kansas City.
On January 1, 1899, his headquarters were transferred to San
I'rancisco and he subsequently became general manager
ad finally vice-president and general manager of the
-ame company.
of the latter year he

Edgar M. WilHams
Fxlgar M. Williams, who has been appointed vice-president of the Southern departments of the new company, with
headquarters at Atlanta, Ga., entered the ser\'ice of the

Southern Express Company at an early age.
In 1891 he
was appointed secretary to M. J. O'Brien who was vicepresident and general manager.
Following the election of
Col. O'Brien to the presidency of the company, Mr. Williams
was appointed assistant to the president, which position he
held until 1907, when he was made general superintendent
and later general manager of the \\'estem department. On

S.

Holbrook

Frederick S. Holbnxik assistant to |)resident of the new
company with head<|uarters at Washington, D. C, was
born September 25, 1864, and began railway work in 1881
as a clerk on the Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain at Norwood, N. Y.
He served consecutively from 1886 to 1889
as chief clerk to the general agent of the same road, and
later was agent of the same road, the Central Vermont and
Canada Atlantic. From 1890 to 189.5 he .served as cashier
of the Ogdensburg Transit Com|iany at Chicago, then to
1895 he was cashier on the Central \'ermont. New York,
until 1899 when he was appointed commercial agent of the
same road at New York. In February, 1900, he was appointed assistant general freight agent of the West Shore
and about one year later became first assistant general
freight agent of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
at Boston.
In July of the same year he was made general
freight agent of the same road with office at New Haven
and from September, 1908, he was chairman of the
Committee on Uniform Classification at Chicago.
From
May, 1909, to January, 1912, he was chairman of the OffiClassification Committee at New York.
He was then
appointed general traffic manager of Wells Fargo 6: Co.,
and since October, 191,^ has served as vice-president in
charge of traffic of that company.

cial

Dixon

S.

ElHott

Dixon S. Elliott, vice-president in charge of traffic of the
new company, entered the service of the American Express
Company on December 9, 1879, as office boy and all-around
assistant in the office at Kewanee, 111.
Two years later he
was sent to Streator, 111., as clerk. The same summer he
was transferred to Geneva Lake, Wis., as a clerk and the
following November was promoted to cashier at Galesburg,
111.
On Januar)' 1, 188.3, when the joint office in Peoria,
111., was discontinued and the .American ojK-ned an
office
of its own, ]Mr. Elliott was sent there as one of the assistants to the agent.
In October of the same year he was
transferred to Davenport, la., as cashier and in the summer of 1884 was promoted to agent at the transfer point
Pacific Junction, la.
After ser\-ing a vear at Pacific
Junction, Mr. Elliott was transferred to St. Joseph, Mo., as
chief clerk in the superintendent's office of the Missouri division whicii position he held until the fall of 1887. when
at

he was promoted to route agent with headquarters at Sioux
City, Iowa.
In 1889 he went to Chicago as chief clerk
in the office of the general superintendent

made

and

in

1893,

was

chief clerk of the specially created World's Fair Department of the American Exf)ress Company, having charge
of the details of management of the World's Fair office.
He was then appointed superintendent of the Nebraska division, but before the appointment could take effect changes
in railway lines necessitated transfers in superintendents
and another officer was assigned to the duties. When the
.American Express gave u|) its contract on the Great Xortliern in favor of the newl\- organized Great Northern
Express Company in July, 1893, Mr. Elliott became
superintendent of the Great Northern Company at St Paul,
Minn., at the same time looking after the interests of tlie
American Express Company.
In 1896 he was placed in
charge of the accounting department of the Great Northern
Company as auditor, and in 1901 was appointe<i general
manager.
In 1910 he was elected president of the Great
Northern Express which position he held for the next five
vears.
In March, 1915. he retume<l to the .American Express
Company to i)ecome vice-president in charge of traffic.
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J.

W. Newlean

Chicago

in

He later studied law and was admitted to the
He then entered the legal department of Wells Fargo
and gradually advanced until in 1913 he was promoted from
commerce counsel to general counsel. On June 26, 1917,
he became vice-president and general counsel at New York
of the same company.
territory.

W. Newleun, vice president and controller of \\'ells
Fargo & Co., at Chicago, will be vice-president in charge
Mr. Newlean was born
of accounting of the new company.
|.

at
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1875 and entered railroad service in

1891

the freight claim department of the Burlington & Missouri River, now a part of the Chicago, Burlington &
He later served in various capacities in the acQuincv.

bar.

in

counting department of the Union Pacific System and SouthIn 1909 he was appointed general auditor for
ern Pacific.
the receivers of the Chicago Great Western and upon the
On
reorganization of that company was appointed auditor.
January 1, 1911, he was appointed general auditor of the
Illinois Central, the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the
On March 7, 1912, he resigned to
Indianapolis Southern.
become controller of Wells Fargo & Company with headHe was elected vice-president and
quarters at Chicago.
controller of that company on September 1, 1913.

E. E.

Bush

manager of maintenance and purchases of
the new company, entered the service of the American Express Company in December, 1880, as a driver and money
The following year he was
clerk at Cedar Rapids, la.
transferred to the office of the superintendent of the Iowa
clerk, and later as chief
over
and
short
as
division to serve
clerk first at Council Bluffs, la., and later at Des Moines.
In 1887 he went to Chicago as chief clerk in the office ot
the general superintendent and three years later was apE.

E. Bush,

Chicago.
While in this position Mr. Bush became interested in the
work of the western traffic department. When the traffic
department in charge of all lines was established in New
York in 1898, he was appointed secretary to the general
Since that time he has been engaged extraffic manager.
clusively in traffic department work, and in March, 1915,
was appointed traffic manager in charge of all the company's
pointed secretary to the second vice-president

at

lines.

T. B. Harrison
general counsel of the new company,
Ky., October 12, 1866, and was
Bethel College in Russellville, and in the UniIn March, 1889,
versity of the South at Sewanee, Tenn.
he was appointed stock claim agent and clerk to the district
attorney for the Owensboro & Nashville division of the
Louisville & Nashville, and at the same time practiced law
in Russellville.
In 1892 he went to Louisville as law clerk
in the law department of the same road, and served successively as chief clerk, assistant district attorney for Kentucky, district attorney for Kentucky and general attorney

T.

was

Harrison,

B.

bom

educated

in Russellville,

at

whole system.

He came

New York

January,
1908, as special counsel for the Adams and .American Ex])rcss companies, since which time he has been handling
rate and tax and other important matters for these companies before the Interstate Commerce Commission, also
before the state commissions and in the state and federal
for the

to

in

companies

recites that "whereas the director general is of the
opinion that the express transportation business upon the
railroads and systems of transportation under federal control can be most efficiently carried on through the agency
of a single corporation, which shall act as the sole agent of
the government in conducting said business," the express
companies shall cause to be organized a corporation for the
purpose of carrying on for the director general the express
transportation business upon the railroads under federal
control and elsewhere, as may be determined by the director general.

From the gross revenue from express traffic on lines under federal control the company shall pay the director general

Charles

W.

Stockton

W.

Stockton, general counsel of the new company,
entered the service of Wells, Fargo & Co. in 1881 as agent
The following year he was promoted
at Silver City, Idaho.
to clerk in the superintendent's office in Portland, Ore.

Charles

steadily promoted

and

in the early nineties served

as division superintendent of Wells Fargo in Kansas.
As
part of his duties he helped to end outlawry in southern

Kansas and Indian Territory and during a period of seven
years in connection with Grover B. Simpson, now general
su|)erintendent at St. Lou's, succeeded in cleaning up the

50J4 per

To

the' balance there is to be added
from operation over other lines, miscellaneous income and income from invested money or securities, to make up what is known as "gross contract income." From this the express company is to pay operating
expenses, rentals, taxes, except war taxes, and other proper
expenditures, the remainder being termed "contract income
for division."'
From the contract income for division an
amount equal to 5 per cent on the capital stock shall first be
cent.

the net revenue derived

_

1

apart for the payment of dividends or general corporate
purposes, which shall be cumulative, and shall be termed
"primary allowance."
Any excess of contract income for
division over the primary allowance up to 2 per cent on the
set

capital stock shall be divided, one-half to the company
one-half to the director general.
The remainder, to

and

the
extent necessary, shall be paid into a guaranty fund which
shall not exceed 10 per cent on the capital stock and which
shall be held by the express company to insure its ability
to

pay each year

5

per cent on

its

capital stock.

Any

earn-

ings from this fund shall be considered as contract income
for division.
If the contract income for division in any
year shall not be equal to 5 per cent, the amount lacking

withdrawn from the guaranty fund and the fund
therewith be restored in the same manner as it was

shall be
shall

originally

Any amount

created.

in

the guaranty

the termination of the contract or that

may
which

fund

at

for the purpose

for

it

accumulation of the guaranty fund any
income for division in excess of the 5 per cent
primary allowance and the 2 per cent shall be divided as
After the

cent.

contract

heretofore described.
It is

provided that

all

salaries paid

by the express com-

be reasonable and all salaries in
excess of $10,000 a year shall be reported to the director
general.
If he .shall determine that any such salary is unreasonable and shall notify the express company in writing
the maximum salary which he regards as reasonable, any
amount in excess of the salary so fixed which shall be paid
.shall be excluded from any accounts of the express company used in determining the contract income for divito

its

officers shall

sion.

controversy which may arise as to the performance
any part of the contract is to be submitted to and determined by the Interstate Commerce Commission after full
hearina; and its decision thereon shall l>e final.

Any

of

,

be due thereto

was established is to be divided between the express company and the
director general in the proportion of 40 per cent to 60 per
and not required

pany

courts.

He was

Agreement Between the Government and Express
Companies
The agreement between the government and the e.xpress

^

How

Signals
A

Can Increase Track Capacity

Ready Means of Increasing the Amount of Traffic That
Can Be Moved on Busy Multiple Tracks
By

C. C.

Anthony, Los Altos, Cal,

Formerly Assistant Signal Engineer, Pennsylvania Railroad.

WiiH

A

MODERATE

train

movement, not closely ap-

may

be of)erated
without signals with a fairly good degree of safety.
Under certain peculiar conditions, such as are found on some
elevated roads, operation at maximum capacity may even be
arried on cjuite safely without signals.
Under ordinary
.im-road conditions, however, operation at maximum
[iroaching

its

capacity, a railroad

1

•

.ijiacity, with a satisfactory degree of safety, is practically
The question,
impossible without block signaling, at least.
therefore, is not whether greater capacity can be attained with
necessary
for intenSignaling being
or without signaling.
sive operation with safety, the question is, How is the capacity

of the road affected by the kind and character of the signaling? Block signaling, while increasing the safety of operation in a greater or less degree,

may

either increase or decrease

of trains that can be run with reasonable safety
on a given unsignaled road; its effect depends upon certain
Of interlocking it may be said
features of the installation.

number

the

it always facilitates train movement in some
measure and so adds something to the capacity of the road.

generally that

Elements Affecting Capacity
The principal element of the block system that

tial

is,

manual Mocks, because

for

maximum

capacity.

The

eftect of

shown, and a

verj- fair

alwa\s be a train ready to run when the track was available.
On a division having ijlocks (controlled manual) averaging 8,951 ft. in length on the passenger tracks, with a maximum length of 29,949 ft., it was found that 115 passenger
trains could be run on each track in 24 hours, or 67 fast
freight trains; or 32 slow freights.
That is, these were the
calculated track capacities for the three kinds of trains, assuming, in each case, that trains of the specified kind were
run exclusively. With automatic blcx:ks 4,200 ft. long, the
corresponding figures were:
288 passenger trains, 180 fast
freights, 90 slow freights.
Except as the lengtli of block
varies in proper relation to the variations of speed impa«ed
by physical conditions, etc., the maximum length of block
But, from the point of view
controls the spacing of trains.
of signal equipment and operating force, average length is
In this case, then, it appears that
the basis of comparison.
the reduction of the average length of the block from 8,951
ft.
a moderate length for manual block
to 4,200 ft., would
multiply the track cajiacity for p;usenger trains alxiut two
and one-half times; for fast freights somewhat more, and for
slow freights nearly three timt^.

—

Effect of Reducing Length of Block

shortening blocks

comparison lH,'tween manual and
automatic blocking is supplied by calculations made on a
large road on which controlled manual tilock had t>een in
ser^•ice for many years.
It was assumed that passenger trains
is

feet in

—

affects the

of course, the length of block; and,
of the excessive operating cost
of short blocks, are typically much longer than automatic
blocks, automatic blocking may be said generally to be essenpacity of the road,

-nice

length and .>5 miles an hour in sjx-ed;
and 20 miles an hour; slow freights
4,075 feet and 10 miles an hour. For the purpase of arriving at a maximum capacity it was assumed that there would

averaged 1,275

fast freight 2,075 feet

If

trains

could

be

mn

tion in the length of block

crease of capacity; but this

"a

block

a|)art.'

would mean
is

a

ever}-

reduc-

corrcsfwnding in-

evidently impo-ssiiile except in

the case of trains moving at ver)' moderate spei'd, which might
safely run at an inter\-al of a little more than the length of a

1383
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For high-speed trains there must be provision

for a

tautionar}- signal indication at a point so far in the rear of
the stop signal at the entrance of any occupied block, that a
train running at the highest practicable or permissible speed
can make a service stop between that point and the stop sig-

In the ordinan,' course, when trains are running unobkeep far enough in the rear of the
Practrain ahead to find each signal clear as It approaches.
tically, therefore, the minimum interval between the rear of
one train and the front of the following train must be somewhat more than the length of block plus the distance within
which the fastest trains can make a service stop. This latter
distance being iixed, reducing the length of block has relatively less and less effect on the inten'al between trains, as the
blocks are made shorter. If the length of block is made less
than the stopping distance, the cautionary indication must be
carried back more than one block, at the cost of some added
complication in the signal system; and the number of signals
and the cost of the signaling will increase rather rapidly in
comparison with the benefit in the way of permitting closer
spacing of trains and consequently increasing the capacity of
nal.

structedlv, each train will

the road.

The running of trains at different speeds on the same track
For the slow trains the
of course complicates the situation.
distance required for stopping is short; and short blocks with
the cautionary indication one block in the rear of any signal
ordinary practice, would be satisfactory, and
would allow several such trains to be run in succession with
about the minimum occupancy of the track. The fast trains,
on the other hand, require cautionary indications at a greater
distance from the stop signals; and if the length of block is
made equal to this distance, so that the cautionary indication
is again carried back only one block, the distance between
at stop, as in

they are spaced so as to receive clear signals,
greater than in the previous case, where the signals were assumed to be spaced to suit the speed of these
trains.
It is possible, of course, to meet both conditions in a

slow trains,

will be

if

much

on

to the
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passenger track

the comparatively long

ilar expedients in the arrangement of signals for relatively
short blocks, even where all trains are of the same kind and
For ordinarj- conditions, however, a
all run at high speed.
length of block equal to the distance required for stopping the
fastest trains, gives about as great capacity as can be utilized

to advantage.

Use

of

Passenger Tracks for Freight Movementb

In practice, except sometimes in suburban territory, a multiple-track road does not usually have, or have in prospect, a
passenger-train movement that approaches the capacity of two

movement of freight trains may tax the
two tracks. Under these conditions manual block

tracks; although the

capacity of
may not seriously limit the capacity of the road if permissive
blocking of freight trains, or of slow freights at least, is pracfew times each day it might be convenient to run
ticed.
two or three passenger trains closer together than (absolute)
manual block will permit; but the greater spacing of the
trains in a few cases of this kind does not greatly lessen the

A

capacity of the tracks. The situation is not at all as it would
be if a considerable number of passenger trains could be sent
over the road in close succession, and the track could then
be u.sed by freight trains during a long inter\-al; the conditions determining the schedules of passenger trains rarely
The absolute block
peiTnit such a favorable arrangement.
for passenger trains also causes a small loss of track use when
freight trains are run on the passenger tracks in the longer
The first freight going
intervals between passenger trains.

to wait a

few minutes for

to be cleared

by the

passenger train using that portion of the track; and the
freight may have to clear the passenger track a little
earlier, for the next following passenger train, than would be
necessary with the much shorter blocks that would naturally
be used in the automatic block system on such a road.
Here
again the practical effect on track capacity is not very serious; although there is, of course, a greater effect on theoretical capacity based on the assumption that there is always a
freight ready to enter upon a passenger track at the beginning
of any interval between passenger trains sufficient for the
movement of one or more freights. Permissive blocking of
freight trains, however, or of most of them, assuming that
slow freights are largely in the majority, makes possible almost, if not quite, as large a movement on a road of average
alinement, as can be attained under any other method of
last

last

operation.

Benefits of Automatic Signals

an interesting

fact that automatic blocking has even
been opposed, when about to be installed, on the ground that,
with it, as good train movement would not be possible as under
the manual block in use at the time, with permissive blocking
for the numerous slow freights. This occurred on a busy fourtrack division of an important trunk line
a division having
a very large through freight movement, and not a particularly
favorable alinement for "running on sight." It is a still more
interesting fact that, after automatic signals had been in
service for a time, it was frankly admitted that the movement
liad never been handled better.
Naturally the freight trains,
when moving normally, would keep far enough apart under
the automatic block to get clear signals and so avoid frequent
Presumably the freer and steadier movement due to
stops.
running mostly on clear signals more than made up for the
sacrifice of the closer running that is possible under permisIt is

—

sive

manual

block.

—

measure, by a suitable arrangement of signals with a certain amount of advantage in the particular case, for example,
where there is frequently occasion to run several slow trains
High
in the intervals Ijetween fast trains on a given track.
cost of the road or of additional trackage, as in a subway,
may also require the attainment of extreme capacity by sim-

may have

manual block

The Assignment

of

Tracks

Interlocking affects the capacity of a multiple-track road
In the first place, as on any road,
in two quite different ways.
whatever the number of tracks, it may facilitate the train
movement by eliminating the stopping or slowing of trains at
drawbridges, junctions and grade crossings of other roads.
If such places are numerous the efiect on capacity may be

very material.
In the second place, the tracks of a multiple-track road cannot generally be used to capacity unless trains of different
For
classes can be run on each track as opportunities arise.
this purpose groups of crossovers must be provided at frequent
intervals; and these facilities practically cannot be used to
This full utilization of
advantage without interlocking.
facilities depends also upon the assignment of the tracks, as

on each. In practice this seems to
some extent, a matter of policy; use of the
Probtracks to capacity has not always been the chief end.
al)ly the most notable examples of two exactly opposite policies in this matter is furnished by the assignment of tracks
on the four- track lines of the New York Central (between
Albany and Buffalo) and of the Pennsylvania.
When the New York Central was four-tracked the interto the current of traffic

have been,

to

changeable use of the tracks was,

ver\' likely,

given

little if

any consideration; the main idea seems to have been to separate the freight from the passenger traffic as completely as
Acpossible partly, if not largely, for the sake of safety.
cordingly the arrangement was that of two double-track roads
the two soutli tracks assigned to passenger trains, eastward
and westward, and the two north tracks to freight trains.
Even with both pairs of tracks run righthandedly, an eastward train, for example, in moving from the pas.senger to the
freight track, or vice versa, would have to obstruct the inter-

—

—
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wistwanl |)asscnger track, ami westward crossover
movements would, similarly, block ihe eastward freight track.
With rinht-hand running on the (lassenger tracks and leftliaiid on the freight tracks, as the tracks have heen used for
vciiiiiji

years, eastwartl crassover movements Mmk IxUh westward tracks; although westward trains can he crossetl over

many

readily enough.

overs arranged

In fact, in the ah.^ence of interUxked cross-

movement, without hacking, the
crossing of eastward trains, e.xcept in emergencies, was so
ne.irly out of the question that hack-off pa.ssing sidings coniitvted with the castwanl passenger track^were |)rovided for
the use of certain fast freights that were regularly run on
for direct

that track.

t)n the I'ennsvlvania the advantage of being able to use
the tracks as ilesired, by crossing trains over without obstructing other tracks and without backing, was seen ver)- early in

The two tracks on
of the center line were, therefore, assigned to east-

AGli

Plants at the entrance switches of the sidings, by savstops of trains, add something to the capacity of the
tracks, and saving stops of freight trains of course means
money saved whether or not increased track ca])acity is of
anv present value.
rent.

ing

Even when the traftu is quite heavy for the number of
movement may be so irregularly distributed

tracks, the train

may Ix- idle over considerable distances and for considerable [x-riods a few times every day; at
the same time the movement in tlie direction o|>|xjsite to that
of the current of traftu on the idle traik ma\ tax the cajiacity
of the assigned trai ks.
that one track or another

Movements Against Current

the develoinneiit of four-track o|ierati<in.

one

siile

waril trains, passenger antl freight,

side to westward trains.

or some local conditions

traffic

.md the two on the other
where the character of the

E.xcept

make

the interchangcaJjle use

no advantage, this is the
most usual arrangement as seen on the Lake Shore (now the
N'ew York Central West of Buffalo) and the New Haven
ro;ids, among others.
At the same time full sets of crossovers
for direct movement from p)assenger to freight tracks
and freight to passenger, at each place) with interlocking were
Finally, on four-track lines .so equipped, trains
provided.
of the tracks impracticable or of

—

(

were run with the current of

traffic

by signal

;

a freight train,

for exanii>le, receiving a signal to cross over to the |)assenger

track (used for

movement

in the

same direction) would

i)ro-

ceed without a train order and regardless of any [)assenger
trains that might be overdue, and would continue on the
passenger track until crossed back to the freight track at

The despatcher. watching and directmovement, was thus able to use every minute of availalile time on any track, witliout any of the losses of time or
opiwrtunity frequently met with in the use of train orders.
By this method of operation, wherever each track is not fully
occupied by trains of the class assigned to it, the capacity of
This
a four-track road can be utilized in the highest degree.
kind of operation is also very convenient, and is often taken
advantage of, as a means of getting a fast passenger train past
In that case one of the
a slower one without delay to either.
another interlocking.
ing the

passenger trains, of course, uses the freight track for a conThe result is often delay to freight trains,
which nia\', in the aggregate, amount to a material reduction
siderable distance.

of ca[)acity for freight-train

movement.

matter of balancing the gain against the

The Use

of

However,

this

is

a

loss.

More Than Four Tracks

When more

than four main tracks are required, it is commonly advantageous to assign at least two tracks to certain
kinds of trains, either because one or more pairs of tracks
can each be kept pretty fully occupied most of the time by
trains of one speed; or because four of the tracks, say, can
l>c operated more satisfactorily with certain entire groups of
'rains removed to tracks assigned to them exclusively than
an six or more tracks with all kinds of trains intermingleti

movement of
as possible and to make the best use of every
track.
For example, two tracks on a si.x-track road may Ix;
assigned to slow freights which, following one another at the
to a certain extent in the offort to facilitate the
all

as

much

attmtion from the despatcher.
In fact, these two trucks may not even adjoin the other four,
but, as in some actual cases, may be located several miles
away where iK'tter grades and alinement can more readily

sanie speed, require very

little

There are also examples of two tracks so sej>arated from the others and providckl with passing sidings that
trains of more than one sjx-ed can be run on them
as slow
to the greater relief of the
freights and certain fast freiuhts
be secured.

—

—
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four tracks operated interchangeably and in use (juite Irv([Uenlly for running pa.ssenger trains around one another.
In
that case the advantage of iiiterloiking again becomes appa-

of Traffic

Provision for movements against the current of traffic may
then add materially to the capacity of the road under the
actual conditions of train movement, which may not admit of
much change and must, therefore, be handled as it exists.
Such movements can be and are made readily enough by train
order.

But that these movements may Ite made to the greatand so as to utilize every available inter\'al on any

est effect

portion of a track,

it

is

highl)' im|)ortant that the cros.sovers

at every [xjint be

arranged for direct movement from any track
to any other, in either direction, and, of course, interlocked.
The ideal provision for such operation would be controlled
manual block, jx'rmitting the running of trains in either direction on a given track l)y signal, without train orders, and
automatic block signals for lioth directions.
The latter is,
perhaps, the more important ecjuipment of the two; for if
several trains can use an idle track, as many of them as possible should be sent through in the available time; they
should not be imj^eded by long manual blocks from interlocking to interlocking in the direction against the normal
current of

On

traffic.

it may be found in practice that tracks
uscxl against the current of traffic for any more
extensive movements than the running of one or two trains
around slower trains occupying their normal track. In that

the other hand,

can seldom be

case, short (automatic) blocks in the reverse, in addition to
the normal, direction, may not be of great advantage.
Short
blocks would be desirable, however, if there were frequent

occasion, for exam|)le, to use two tracks in the normal direction for passenger trains of different speeds, for a distance
of ten, twenty or more miles, while keeping a procession
of
freights moving by using one of the other tracks against the
current of traffic.
Controlled manual blcxk adds to the facility of the movements, as compared with train orders, in a rather small de-

and affords some increase of safety. If automatic signals
are installed for the reverse movements, however, the additional cost of controlled manual block is a relatively small

gree,

item.
Lp to the present time such elaborate equipment has
been apjdicd chietly on the middle track of three-track roads,

where the

traffic is fre(|uently reversed and short blocks are
as important in one direction as in the other.
Whether the
an extensive installation on a line of four or more
tracks would i>e justified would have to be worked out by a

cost of

careful study of the train movement, to determine how much
time various stretches of track would be available, and how

many

trains there

would be

to use them against the current
noted, however, that equi[)ment of the
inside tracks of a four-track road would ordinarilv lx> suffitraffic.

cient.

It

is

to

Ix-

There could rarely
one of the tracks

trains over

site direction,

Ix?

any advantage

in

crossing

a.ssigned to trains in the oppoin order to use the other, the outside, track

against the current of traffic; it would Ix; much simpler to
concentrate the light movement on the outside track and use
the inside track to facilitate the lieavv movement.
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Tlie use of track.s against the current of traffic by train
at least to bave attracted
order seems to have been developed
on double track much more than on four-track
attention
Well-known examples are the Chicago, Burlington
roads.
& Quincy and the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
The latter particularly has been extensively signaled
roads.
The reason
for movements in both directions on each track.
for the difference undoubtedly is that on double track the
advantage stands out prominently; in no other way can fast
trains pass slower trains without more or less delay to the slowtrains on sidings. Whereas, on a four-tiack road, interference
between fast and slow trains is largely eliminated by the
duplication of tracks, and operation against the current of
traffic may not seem to offer anything more than a small increase of this advantage; although a careful study might
show that it would improve the train movement considerably.

—

—

The Importance

of Interlocking

From everything here considered it is plain that signaling
plays an indispensable part in the operation of a multipleExcept possibly in a few
track road at or near capacity.
special cases, block signaling is essential for the reasonably
safe operation of trains at close intervals; and the necessity
of short blocks makes automatic signals practically the only
With the heavy traffic for which a multiple-track
choice.
exists, interlocking at drawbridges, junctions and crossings becomes increasingly important as a means of keeping
trains moving and so getting the maximum number over the
Sets of interlocked crossovers, at intervals of a few
road.
miles, arranged for direct movements between all tracks, are

road

And

essential for the full utilization of the tracks.

complete

signaling for movements in both directions on part of the
track is, in some cases at least, an effective means of adding
to the capacity of the road under the actual conditions of
train

movement.
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vided the work is included in the budget which was approved by the director-general or the director, division of
capital e.xpenditures, excepting those budgets which were
conditionally approved.
It is possible, however, that under
certain conditions work authorized in the approved budget
may be stopped, and in all contracts provision should be
made by the carrier for. such contingency.
2.
Some carriers have understood the language of director general's Circular No. 25, calling for a progress
report on additions and betterments, to make it applicable
only to work approved on D. C. E. Forms 3 and 4.
It is
the intention that reports called for in said Circular No.
25 shall cover all work included both in the approved budget and in D. C. E. Forms 3 and 4 which have been
submitted.

D. C. E. Form 3, which covers work costing less than
3.
?2S,000 and more than $5,000, should be submitted at the
time it is decided to proceed with the work covered thereby,
and it is not necessary to wait until the work has been

commenced.

actually

Conserving Rubber
Supplement No. 3

to Circular R. P. C. No. 10, dated
The division of transportation and the
states:
advisory purchasing committee at Washington are
again calling attention to the grave situation resulting from
the shortage of crude rubber.
In connection with the conser%'ation of rubber the following should be observed:

May

28.

central

1.

All hose to bp as small

sistent with

the use

and washout plants

it

is

to

in

made in some places.
2. Wire
wound hose

of

size

be put

particularly,
less

and short as possible conCheck up car heating
to.

as considerable saving can be

number

of

plys

and

at

corre-

spondingly decreased cost may often be substituted for special
hose frequently used for withstanding high pressure.
3 Substitute lengths of iron pipe for hose wherever possible.
4. Discontinue the use of rubber mats and step treads in cars
and other places where used.
5. Sheet rubber can often be replaced with composition packing at less cost and at the same time conserving the supply of
rubber.

Western Regional Director

6.

Old rubber should be carefully collected and disposed of

as scrap.

D

URiNG THE PAST WEEK R. H. Aishton, regional director of western railroads, issued a number of orders,
the most important of which are reproduced below:
Increased Freight and Passenger Rates

117, dated June 1, is an interpretation of
the director general's General Order 28
Many inquiries are being received relating to the appli-

Circular No.

—

Increased Freight and
cation of General Order No. 28
Passenger Rates so far as the smaller roads are concerned.
To correct any misunderstanding, this is to advise that General Order No. 28 applies to all steam railroads. Tariffs,
therefore, should be filed increasing rates under General
Order No. 28 for or by all steam railroads, and such tariffs
should bear on the title page the legend shown at the end of
exhibit attached to General Order No. 28, reading as follows:

—

"The rates made effective by this schedule are initiated by the President
United States through the director general, United States Railroad
Administration, and apply to both interstate and intrastate traffic.
"This schedule is published and filed on one day notice with the Interstate Commerce Commission under Genera! Order No. 28 of the director
general, United States Railroad Administration, dated May 25, 1918."

of the

On
iffs

On

passenger tariffs use word "fares."
use word "charges."

baggage

tar-

Capital Expenditures
Circular No. 112, dated
is

in

carriers
1.

May

28, reads:

The

following

answer to several inquiries which have been made by
relative

Carriers

to

may

capital

expenditures:

contract and

start

work

in

excess of

$25,000 in advance of approval of D. C. E. Form

4,

pro-

Contracts Involving Labor and Material
Circular No. R. P. C. 12, dated May 28, reads: Apparently there is some misunderstanding as to the meaning of
that paragraph in regional director's Circular No. 54, of
March 27, which reads as follows:
*'It should be understood that authority to do work does not carry with
authority to purchase material; if the material is not in stock, the
department doing the work should procure it on approved requisition
through the purchasing department."
it

The misunderstanding seems to exist in those cases
where departments other than the purchasing department
make contracts for erection of buildings, etc., which include
both labor arid material.
In such cases the following should apply: Competitive
bids should be obtained from contractors.
The bid should
include an itemized list of equipment and material to be
furnished, specifying grades of lumber, specification for
brick, etc., with unit prices and the f. o. b. point at which
they apply, with the understanding that the railroad company may furnish any or all of the items as it sees fit, and
the bid be reduced accordingly.
These propositions should be submitted to the purchasing
department and prices carefully checked by it to ascertain
that they are not higher than government prices, on such
material as prices have been fixed, and that prices quoted
on other materials correspond with prices the railroad company is paying for similar grades. If the purchasing department can furnish some of the material more advantageously, the engineering or other departments should make

June

7,
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for

requisition

such material

ment should handle

it.

The

and the purchasing departdesire

is

to obtain material at

the lowest possible prices and to stx' that tw higher than
government prices are paid where such prices have been

The

fixed.

fullest co-oix-ration

should

engineerinn or other de|)artnH-nts

ment

anil

lie

had between the

|)urchasing

depart-

in res|Kit to tlie liandling of suili contracts so tliat

no

delay will ensue.
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J. L. West, chairman, freight
k Texas, Uallas, Texas.
manager of the Missouri P:- "
committee Southweslern T..i
mriiiber of rate cummittf

W

Leiand,

.\.

I'.

sectelary,

manager of the Missouri, Kansas
Ramlwch, aasiatani freight traffic

traffic

A
^'

'

--iik.

F.

..c.ieiii

il

Koch, member of

I.ouis.

St.

lariff

K.

J.

Cunimittce,
Tariff

rate

Johaiison,
Louis.

St.

Committee,

Su

Uuis.

The

St.

Paul

district

freight traffic committtx- will

have

headquarters at St. Paul, Minn., and will have jurisdiction
Minnesota, North Dakota, South Dakota and Montana
east of iJutte, Helena anil Havre inclusive.
The personnel
of the committee is as follows:
liver

Scrap Prices
Circular No. R. P. C. li, dated May 28, states: The
following ruling by the chairman of the sub-committee on
scrap iron and steel, of the American Iron & Steel Institute,
has been issued by the central advisory purchasing com-

I'earce. chairman, general traffic manager, Chicago, St. Paul,
11.
.M.
Minneapolis & Omaha, St. Paul, Minn. Ilenry Klakely, grneial freight
Northern Pacific, St. Paul, Minn. 11. II. Brown. assiMant traffic
manager of the Great Northern, St. Paul, Minn. G. O. Somen,. secreUry.

.'igent,

mittee:
"\Vc lire having considerable trouble as a result of buyers making offers
your purchasing agents on scrap material 'tu be. used for special putand it now becomes necessary for us to enforce more rigidly the
ruling recently made by Mr. Replogle and approved by us, namely:
" *The prices approved by the President for iron and steel scrap
cover all sales of scrap because it would be impossible to determine accur.ntely at the time of sale for wh.it purpose the material
sold would finally be used. This basic principle may not be abrogated by any specitic technicality.'
to

poses,'

"

means that rails, unless sold for relaying purposes, may not be
a price in excess of $34 for any purpose whatsoever, while scrap
Railway steel axles
> may not be sold at any price in excess of $29.
V not be sold at any figure in excess of $46.50 delivered, irrespective
lie use to which the buyer says they are to be put."
1

.

his
at

Locomotive Crane Requirements
communication, dated May 29. western roads were
-kod to wire not later than May jl, their requirements of
omotive cranes, steam shovels, electric traveling cranes
..;iJ gantr)' cranes for the remainder of the year and not
now under order, showing each separately.
In

;i

District Freight Traffic

Committee

Is

Appointed

western freight traffic coniniittee,, A. C. Johnson,
.lirman, has appointed six district freight traffic commitin the western railroad region which will have charge
..;
freight rules and regulations in their resjjcctive jurisdictions and will constitute standing committees, the members
of which will give their entire time to this work when necessary.
A proposal to change rates, rules or regulations may
originate with the district committee or with any railroad
While
operating within the jurisdiction of the committee.
it
is expected and preferred that shippers shall deal vfith
the appointed representatives of the railroads directly concerned, the district committee will be accessible to the public
and will consider promptly any applications, complaints, or
Until further advised,
suggestions that may be submitted.
the district committees will refer to the western freight
I

hf

traffic

committee

all

proi>osals of changes in rates, rules or
recommend action. The district

regulations on which they

committees are authorized to appoint sub-committees or call
upon officers or employees of railroads in their respective
jurisdictions for any required service or information.
The Chicago district freight committee will have headChicago, and its jurisdiction will include the
northern peninsula of Michigan, Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois
and Missouri on and north of the Chicago, Rock Island &
The members
Pacific between St. Louis and Kansas City.
of the committee are as follows:
quarters at

K. P. Eyman. chairman, freight traffic manager of the Chicago & North
Western. Chicago. H. E. Pierpont. freight traffic manager of the
H. H. Holcomb. assistant
Milwaukee & St. Paul, ChicaRo.
Chicago
freight traffic manager of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy. Chicago.
"^
C. l.utz. vice-president in charge of traffic of the Chicago & .Mton,

cago.

K.

The

St.

G.

Banister,

Louis

secretary.

district freight traffic committee will have
St. Louis, Mo., and will have jurisdiction

headquarters at
over Missouri, south of the Chicago,

Rock Island & Pacific
between St. Louis and Kansas City, and all of the states of
Oklahoma, Arkansas, Texas and Louisiana. The members
of the committee are as follows:

The Kansas City district freight traffic committee will
have headquarters at Kansas City, and will have jurisdiction
over the states of Wyoming, Nebraska, Colorado, Kansas
and New Mexico (Albuquerque and Deming and east).
The committee is constituted as follows:
Lincoln, chairman, assistant general freight agent Missouri
Louis, Mo.
F. Montmorency, general freight agent of the
Burlington & Quincy, Omaha, Neb. J. R. Koontz, general
freight agent of Atchison, TopeUa & Santa Fe, Topeka, Kansas.
C. P.
Dowlin. secretary, member of the rate committee of the Southwestern
Tariff Committee, St. Louis, Mo.

D.

R.

Pacific,

St.

Chicago,

The Portland district freight traffic committee, with headquarters at Portland, Ore., will have jurisdiction over Washington. Oregon, Idaho and Montana (west of Butte, Helena
and Ha\Te). The committee is as follows:
I".
\V. Robinson, chairman, traffic manager of the Oregon, Washington
Railroad & Navigation Company, Portland, Ore. W. D. Skinner, traffic
manager of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, Portland, Ore. F. D. Burroughs, western freight traffic manager of the Chicago, Milwaukee &
St.
Paul,
Seattle,
Wash. S. J. Henry, secretary, assistant general
western freight agent of the Northern Pacific, Tacoma, Wash

The San Francisco district freight traffic committee, with
headquarters at San Francisco, Cal., will have jurisdiction
over California, Nevada, Utah, Arizona and New Mexico
(west of Albuquerque and Deming).
The personnel of the
committee is as follows:
W. G. Barnwell, chairman, assistant freight traffic manager Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, San Francisco. G. W. Luce, freight traffic manager
of the Southern Pacific, San Francisco.
H. K. Faye, traffic manager of
the Western Pacific, San Francisco.
F. W. Gomph, secretary, agent of the
Pacific Freight Tariff Bureau, San Francisco.

The

western freight traffic committee also announces that
publishing agencies named below will be con-

the tariff

tinued:
Tra_n5-Continental

Freight

Bureau.

Chicago,

R.

II,

Countiss.

chairman.

Western Trunk Line Committee, Chicago, E. B. Boyd, chairman. SouthTariflF
Committee, St. Louis, Mo., F. A. Leiand, chairman.
Pacific Freight Tariff Bureau, San Francisco, Calif., F. W. Gomph, agent.
Texas Tariff Bureau, Austin, Texas, A. C. F'onda, chairman.
western

Re Material from
Companies

Priority Instructions

Steel

Bulletin No. 1, sent to purchasing agents of western roads
on June 3, by the regional purchasing committee, reads:
For your information we quote jjelow paragraphs from instructions issued to steel companies. May 20, by E. B. Parker,
Priorities Commissioner:
imperative that Railroad companies and locomotive builder*
is
secure with reasonable promptness plates required to repair and
locomotives so that the railway motive power may be maintained,
Idand additional locomotives constructed to meet war requirements.
order placed by
stead
of issuing pnority certificates covering each
railroad companies
and locomotive builders, you are hereby authorIt

should

build

manufacture and ship to said railroad comized and
directed
to
panies and locomotive builders now having or hereafter placing orders
with you such fire box, boiler and lank pbtr^ a« mnv be orHered by thrm
'
.';
it
of you; not to exceed, however, tl-..
which the total tonnage of onit'»
locomotive builders l>e;irs to the
of
:.
covered by "Class A" certificates- >
plates to railroads and locomotive builders sb^U be luaUc concurrcaUy
with the manufacture and shipment to holders of all other "Class A"
!

t

certificates.
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has IS light weight locomotives which it can spare for service
A description of the locomotives is given and
the roads are asked to advise if they desire to utilize any

elsewhere.

Regional Director

of these locomotives.

CH.

MARKH.•\^^, regional director of the Southern district, has issued the following circulars:
*
Circular letter No. 199 directs attention to the order
of the Interstate Commerce Commission specifying headlight
recjuiremcnts on locomotives and says:
"It is understood that some of the roads are not complying with the provisions of this order, pending the outcome of court proceedings. The director general has instructed that the order .should not be modified, and that the
railroads should proceed in good faith to carr\' out the terms
of the order, i. e., that locomotives shopped for general repairs should be equipped with electric headlights, that any
new locomotives should be so equipped, and that the work
Please be governed accordshould be followed diligently.
mgh\ The locomotives which have been ordered by the
Railroad .-Vdministration are all to be provided with electric
headlights, conforming to the requirements of the Interstate
Commerce Com.mission's order."
Circular letter No. 204 directs railroads to take up with
the office of the regional director for authority Ijefore entering into any contracts for freight car repair work at outside
shops.
It is stated that this matter is being gone into extensively by the Car Repair Section, which will be prepared to undertake whatever freight car repair work it may
be necessary to have done at outside shops.
In Circular No. 200 railroads are asked to furnish in-

formation regarding the handling of loss and damage claims,
including a reproduction of the pay roll for the freight
claim department for the month of May, enlarged to show
the name of each clerk and department head, the duties
of the employees in detail, their daily or monthly rate of
compensation, percentage of time devoted to the handling
of loss and damage claims and other classes of work, etc.
With Circular letter No. 201 was sent a statement showing claims for loss and
the year 1917, claims on

damage

to freight

received during

hand May 1, 1918, and the nummonths behind in final disposition of claims for
roads under government control in the Southern region.
Roads were asked to use this statement for the purpose of
determining by comparison with other roads as to whether
ber

of

judged by the number of claims received, each line
getting proper results in the matter of claim reduction,
whether or not claims are being disposed of with a reasonor not,
is

and whether or not proper atbeing given to the clearing from suspense of
that
account.
ilaims charged to
In Circular letter No. 202 the roads are asked to issue
in.-itructions covering the detailed regulation for the inspection, cooperage and .selection of cars in fit physical condition for handling such commodities as grain, flour, sugar,
etc., to the end that every possible precaution may be taken
to insure the proper transportation of freight of a character
likely to be damaged by reason of the condition of the
able degree of promptness,
tention

is

equipment.

In Circular letter No. 205 roads are asked to advise
promptly the percentage of section lal)or short on each line
as of June 1.
Circular letter No. 207 states that in line with the general standardization scheme it has been recommended that
the 40-ft. stock car be used rather than the ,S6-ft. car.
That conclusion may be reached, the roads are asked to
express their views on such questions as whether the all
year revenue from a 40-ft. car will justify carrying around
a 4-ft. longer car, the effect of the 40-ft. car on trackage,
loading and unloading chutes, and as to which is the better
j.-ar from a revenue-producing point of view.
Circular letter No. 208 state.- that the Norfolk & Western

Conserving Material
Circular letter No. 211 outlines various ways of conserving material and reclaiming and repairing old material.
In
view of the increasing difficulty in obtaining a sufficient

amount of iron and steel products, the circular says, it is
more important now than ever that every piece of material
that is fit for further use or that can be repaired and used
should be used in place of new material.
Under no circumstances must any material be scrapped until it is positivel}' known that it cannot be repaired by some process or
that the cost of repairs by suitable means is prohibitive,
or that by some economical process it cannot be converted
into another class of useful material.
A list of some of
the materials to be saved and methods of reclaiming is appended and roads are asked to send to the office from time
to time lists of additional articles and methods, with full
description when necessary, so that they may be published
for the benefit of the other regional roads.

Industrial Railroads

In Circular letter No.
I'lrnifli complete liMs of

215
all

the

railroads

industrial

are

railrot'ds

asked to
touching

an}' part of their systems, with name of owning industry,
officer in charge, character of industry, junction point and
connections with any other carriers, also nuiiiber of miles

operated and division or allowance, if any, per car or per
and total allowance for the calendar year 1917.

ton,

Passenger Fares

j

In order to familiarize agents and conductors with new
tariffs ordered by General Order No. 28 and the method
of constructing the new fares thereunder, it is suggested in
circular letter No. 217 that the railroads arrange to hold
day or evening schools of instruction, established in the
larger cities, w-here there are headquarters of lines whose
representatives have been in attendance at the rate meeting
in Washington and who are familiar with the situation.
This should he extended so far as possible by calling in
the principal ticket agents on the line for similar instruction.
Tariffs for this purpose are to be available by June
5.
In this connection it is stated that as much publicit\'
as possible should be given to the conditions that specific
forms of tickets sold prior to June 10 will be redeemed
and that this does not apply to commutation tickets.
Circular letter No. 220 quotes a letter from Edward

Chambers, director of the division of

traffic,

stating

that

several complaints have been received in regard to the fail-

ure of railroads to make desirable passenger train connections, particularlv at intermediate points, when it can be
done by only slight readjustments in train schedules.
Often these connections are broken by a few minutes of
time, but the resultant delay to passengers is several hours.
The railroads are asked to have this subject given the necessary consideration and to advise as to such connections as

may need

adjustment.
Circular letter No. 221 advises that contributions of railroads to Railroad Young Men's Christian Associations
during the period of federal control may, until otherwise
ordered, be made in reasonable amounts as heretofore.
B. L. Winchell became regional director of the Southern
district

on June

1.

His

first

circular letter

was No. 222

regarding salaries of railroad officers, in which the presidents of railroads in the Southern district were asked to
furnish him with a statement of salaries paid to executive
officers and heads of the several departments, indicating the
titles of such officers and department heads.

(

Meeting
A

Railway Accounting

of

Till-: SOth

annlai. mkktinc of the Association of
American Raihvav Accounting; Off.cers was held on
May 2Q and May ,^0 at the Hotel Statk-r. St. Louis.
Alter the singing of the Star Spangled Banner and an address of welcome by Mayor Keil of St. Louis, a letter from
r. .\. I'routy, director, division of jiuijlic service and aciiits of the United States Railroad
.Administration, was
I

in part as follows:

Letter from Director Prouty
At the

monunt matters which cannot

last

up

to that

standard

\vill

lie

ability
efficient

nor

i)ostponed

The accountant who desires to do his full part in the
can best .'^erve his country by the faitliful and
painstaking jicrformance of that thing which he is employed
to do.
Upon the broad ground of public duty, therefore, I
appeal to you one and all to pull together, each man in his
own particular sphere for the winning of this war.
I)resent crisis

is a |)ersonal regret that I cannot be with you.
I am
an accountant and could not discuss the problems of
technical accounting, but there are certain things which I
feel should be accomjjlished during this peri<xi of federal
control in which the accountant |)lays a most important part
and some of these things I should have been glad to suggest

fully protected in his

not

to you.
I am also anxious to become acquainted with our railwav
accountants.
If anyone sees anything which in his opinion

ought to be brought to my attention, he will confer a favor
by writing to me.
If his letter is marked i)ersonal I shall
be sure to read it.
I also hope that no ;yccountant visiting
the city of Wa.shingfon will fail to call at ni\ oftice.
Let him
state who he is and that he conies at mv re(|ue-t.

is

fur the future.

IVrsonally

my

be, can acconi|)lish much without the loval and
support of his co-workers from the lowest up to the

highest.

there in contemplation any reorganization nor
ru|)tion of present organization which will affect his status

-:tion.

may

It

l)e

|i
me in Washington. May I ask you to convey to your
.ciation and through it to the railway accountants of this
lountry a single word from me?
The operatmg revenues whicii are reflected in the accounts
kept by our accountants belong to the United States.
The
director general can remove or employ any accountant upon
any railroad under federal jurisdiction.
Our accountants
are, therefore, in a direct sense the employees of the government.
What the director general asks is that our accountants shall at all times Ix'ar this in inind and shall render
The accountant who
to him loyal and efficient service.

ni(-isures

Officers

Meeting Attended by 250 Members
Important Report on New Conditions

Strictly Business

Report of the Executive Committee
some corresjiondence with Charles A. Prouty. director. Division of Public Service and Accounts, United
States Railroad .Administration, the following committee was
a|)(io;nte(l to confer with Director Prouty and also to rep.After

I

will,

influence with

to the e.xtent of

my

the director general.

authority and of
that every ac-

.«ee

countant has fair treatment according to his desert, having
reference both to the present and to the future.
But I appeal to you now upon a much broader ground.
These railroads were taken under government control to
win this war. The transportation which they alone furnish
is
fundamenlal and the war cannot be won without it.
Whether our railroads can be successfully operated depends
entirely upon their employees.
Xo man, no matter what his

resent the association in

its

dealings with the director gen-

erals office: .\. H. Plant, chairman, comptroller Soutiiem
Railway; C. B. Scger, vice pa-sideiU and comptroller. Union
Pacific; A. B. McDonald, vice jiresident and comptroller,
Southern Pacific roni()any; R. A. White, general auditor.
New York Central and Frank Xay, comptroller Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific.
The remainder of the e.x-

1389
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ecutive committee's report dealt with the various subjects
connected with the administration of the association's affairs.

Corporate, Fiscal, and General Accounts
attention of the committee was directed to a letter
written by the chairman of the committee to the director general of railroads in which the aid of the Committee on Corporate, Fiscal and General Accounts, either as a whole or

The

through an appropriate sub-committee, was tendered to him
in connection with any matters relating to railway accounting which may arise under his administration.
The action of the chairman was approved and a sub-committee, consisting of A. H. Plant, chairman; C. B. Seger,
R. A. White and A. D. McDonald, was appointed and directed to hold itself in readiness to act in the event
ices are required.

to act for the

clusions to

it

The sub-committee was given

its

full

serv-

power

committee without referring individual con-

for approval.

ever, are to be reported

Its actions

from time

to

and

activities,

time to the full

how-

Com-

mittee.

Government Transportation Accounts
The chainnan of the committee advised it of the activities
of the sub-committee on military transportation accounting
in its efforts to speed up the settlement of accounts of ihe
railroads against the several departments of the federal govHe
ernment for the transportation of men and materials.
pointed out that while substantial progress had been and is

being made, delays to some extent continue, some of which
are due, apparently, to inability to secure adequate clerical
forces trained in the application of land grant rates and
equalizations; others to the technical initial audits required
under regulations, and still others to the adjudication of
freight claims.
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to
handle their records, accounts and billing by their own
to adopt parts of the systems of the -other.
the three copies, the original signed by the shipping quartermaster
is given to the carrier's agent at point of origin, who turns it in to his
railroad accounting head, who in turn uses it as a voucher in an account
to the depot quartermaster, who will make settlement with the initial car.
rier as provided by law.
The duplicate copy will be sent by the shipping
quartermaster to the depot quartermaster, Washington, D. C, on the
date of issue; while the third or tissue copy should remain with the
shipping officer as his record of shipments made.
In exchange for this transportation request, the shipping quartermaster
receives from the railroad agent an accomplished commercial bill of ladThe consignee calls on the
ing, and in turn sends it to the consignee.
railway agent at destination, receives the goods, and surrenders the
Claims for losses
commercial bill of lading, thus closing the transaction.
If
and damages will be adjusted by the consignee at time of delivery.
there is a shortage, the railway agent should so certify to the receiving
quartermaster, who sends the certificate to the depot quartermaster, who
will collect the claim from the carrier.
If the receiving quartermaster and the carreer's agent at point of destination cannot agree as to losses and damages and responsibility for the
same, a full statement by each of the facts in the case with the bill of
lading should be sent to the depot quartermaster, who will submit it to a
board composed of a member from the railway accounting branch, a
member from the auditor's office, and the depot quartermaster, or a
The action of this board
similar board, who will settle the disputed claim.
to be final and settlement made immediately by the final carrier, if the
responsibility is placed on him.
Presentation of this plan will be made to higher authorities, but I am
submitting it to you in order to get an expression of opinion from the
It proposes such a radical change, inrailroads before taking action.
volving not only the war department, but also the treasury department
and all other government agencies, that it may take time to put the plan
into operation.
But the railroads' approval and acceptance will materially hasten its adoption and will serve to relieve the present congestion
of accounts.

railroad

methods and not force them

Of

The plans proposed by Colonel Downey were discussed
and endorsed by the committee. The general scheme is approved.
It was, however, pointed out that it would be necThe
essary to work out the details of the plan proposed.
Accounting Committee, U. S. Railroad Administration, will
endeavor to do this.

War Revenue Tax
The sub-committee handling this matter, consisting of A.
H. Plant, chairman
A. D. McDonald and R. A. White,
;

Efforts are being

made

come such delays and

in the following

manner

to over-

as far as practicable, enable the
railroads to collect currently revenues earned by them for
to,

government:
has been suggested that the original audit be limited to
and that the accounts be paid
examinations,
administrative
immediately after such examinations. The railroads to guarantee to the government repayments of all discrepancies
found in final audits to bases of classifications and tariffs
applicable.
Such a guarantee was authorized by the war
board a further guarantee has been authorized by the diservices rendered the
It

—

rector general of railroads.

The

adjudication of claims for losses and damages under

more or less arbitrary, and to some
extent unnecessarily delays the settlement of transportation
The matter was brought to the attention of the
accounts.
existing regulations is

Secretary of

War, who promptly

is co-operating with the Internal Revenue
handling questions arising with respect to the
application of the war revenue tax and it has prepared a
pamphlet covering all matters relating to the application of

reported that

Department

the tax.

Compilation of

counts.

Colonel G. F. Dovmey, Depot Quartermaster, Washington,
D. C, wrote to the chairman of the Subcommittee on Military Transportation Accounting, in part as follows:
My plan is as follows: Do away with government bills of lading, and
bills of lading with the same railroad routine for governfreight now in use for private shipments, which is the bulk of the
railroads' traffic and on which their metliods of doing business have been
based and brought to their present condition.
Instead of issuing a government bill of lading as now, give a frelpht
transportation request to be exchanged for the accomplished railway hill
of lading at the point of origin, similar to the present transportation
request for passenger service which is exchanged for a railroad passenger
ticket.
In other words, handle freight traffic in exactly the same manner
as passenger traffic, issuing a request to the initia! carrier in return for

use commercial

ment

the railroads' written guarantee to perform the service and make delivery.
The freight transportation request should be issued in triplicate and
serially numbered, the railroad commercial bill of lading carrying the
number of the transportation request and the transportation request carrying the number of the commercial bill of lading, which will be sufficient
to connect up the shipment, thus leaving both the government and the

Ton Mile

Statistics

The committee

considered a letter of August 9, 1917, from
G. J. Bunting, comptroller, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
with respect to carriers discontinuing the compilation of tons
one mile in connection with merchandise or l.c.l. shipments.
The committee is of the opinion that carriers should continue
to compile ton miles.
The report was signed by A. H. Plant, chairman and was
accepted by the association.

directed that a plan be de-

vised by which such claims could be promptly and properly
adjusted without delaying the settlement of transportation ac-

it

in

Committee on Freight Accounts
Interline Waybilling

The

and Percentage Divisions

special subcommittee to

which

this subject

has been

assigned did considerable preliminary work in the way of
conferences with traffic officers and traffic organizations, and
substantial progress was made looking to the adoption of
through rates and simplified division bases.
.\s a result of the interest taken by members of Director
General McAdoo's staff early in the year 1918, the attention
of traffic officers and others was directed to the necessity for
improvements along these lines, and in many cases the traffic
associations were found ready and willing to undertake constructive work.

In view of the promulgation of general order No. 11 by
the director general, and the expectation of a further general
order providing for simplified divisions, as indicated in para-

graph 13, of Order No. 11, it is felt that the subcommittee,
for the time being at least, should cease its activities.

June

7.
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1918

Shipping
At
anil

annual niivtinn

its

l'>17, the

-'7,

Bill as a

Waybill

in IMiicano,

liclii

Associatitm

ii>n>i<lere(l the

foUuwiiin letter

from A. W. Lishawa, Assistant Autlitor l-'reinht and Ticket
Accounts, Delaware, Lackawanna & Western Railroad Company, dated June 28, I'M 7, addressed to Tresident Robinson:
At this jieriod of activity when it is incumi)ent u])on carriers to use every ex])edient toward greater efficiency in the
transportation of freii;iu

and

at the

same time

conser\-e their

interests and reduce to a minimum the errors which, it is
reasonable to expect, will increase as a result of the necessity
of placing inexi>erienced clerks at stations, I wish to make
.1
sut;j;estion, the adoption of which will eliminate considerable work in waybilling and render the freight less liable to
go astray, therefore, rixummend tlie following:
Receiving agents, instead of jireparing a waybill, shall use
the shipping bill portion of liie bill ol lading in lieu thereof;
this to be effective not only for freight local to the carrier
transporting it, but for traffic to immediate connections, the
idea being to allow the original document to go through to
destination and treat it as a waybill.
This would be advantageous in many respects and there will be no occasion for
errors caused by transcription of information.
Under present conditions, the shipper prepares the bill of
lading in three or more parts, of which he retains two; a
third part, containing all the information necessary to move
the freight, is given to the agent and is used as a basis for
the issuance of the waybill, all the data originally shown on
the shipping bill being transcribed thereon.
To this operation alone it is safe to say that the majority of errors in waybills are due, especially in misreading the number of articles
which in itself results in a large percentage of Overs and
Shorts
mistakes in copying the name of consignee (which
delays deliver)-; also, when waybills are prepared by forwarding station, the haste with which they are made, due to
the "dupes" not being picked up until 4:00 p. m.. is the
and other irregularities, all of
cause of many errors therein
which might be avoided by the use of the shipping bill as

—

—

Your committee considers the proposed plan as practicable
by special arrangement with a limited number of shippers
that are willing to co-oj>erate with the carriers and have the
necessan- traffic organizations.
The plan is impracticable, under existing conditions, for
general adoption, for the reason that forms in use by many
-hippers throughout the country are not uniform as to size
.:id arrangement, and such uniformity is not obligatory upon
.^liippers.
There would be the further difficulty that carriers
could not require shippers to furnish documents suitable for
use as waybills.

Government Transportation
At the present time there does not exist any reason for not
settling currently in interline accounts, waybills covering
property for the government, and it is. therefore, recommended that paragraph 117, 1917 Synopsis, be canceled and that
interline waybills covering property for the government be
settled currently in the same manner that other interline waybills are settled.

further suggested that the railroad agents and receivattention of shi]j|Hrs, at time of receipt of

ing clerks call

freight for shipment, to any illegibility or defects in shipping
orders with a view to proper correction at that time, and that
similar co-0|)eratioii be extended on the part of consignees in

drawing attention of railroad agents

to illegible or dirfective
freight bills at the time .such freight bills are tendered.

The

rejiort

signed

l>y

W. W.

Strickland, chairman,

was

accepted.

Committee on Passenger Accounts
Daily Plan of Interline Ticket Accounting

On

account of the dupbcation of work in handling a mulfor the initial and honoring carriers,
this association does not recommend the daily plan
of interline ticket accounting.

tiplicity of items both

Government Transportation
Resolved, That all tickets issued on government orders be
reimrted to interested carriers with revenue in the current
month, such items to be transcribed on .separate sheets

marked "Government,"

the total to be included in regular

report.

The

association's

graph 212, page
by rescinded.

9.;

recommendation as contained in paraof the 1917 Pas.s<.nger Synopsis is here-

Abolition of Prepaid Orders
Resolved, That this association reaffirms its previous recommendation for the absolute abolition of prepaid orders,
.system, local and interline, both in accepting and placing
the
orders by telegraph, mail, or sale of such orders or the transmission of cash for any such purpose, and be it
Further Resolved, That the members of this association
prevail

upon

their respective passenger traffic officials to agi-

tate this question in the various associations
yet taken action in line with the foregoing.

The

the original document.

who have

not as

was signed by L. C. Esschen, chaimian, and
was accepted by the association.
report

Committee on Disbursement Accounts
War Taxes Upon Foreign Lines' Freight Charges
Company

on

Material

Resolved, That war taxes, when assumed as such by the
on express charges or on foreign lines' freight charges

carrier,

on company material, also war taxes on parlor car and Pullman fares, telegraph and telephone tolls, club dues, etc.. paid
by the carrier or by its officers or employees, should be
charged to Account 532, "Railway Tax Accruals," except
that these taxes, when in connection with Road and I-Iquipment projects, if assignable, should be included in the cost
of the property acquired or constructed, and accounted for in
accordance with the note under Account 75, "Taxes." And
be it
Further Resolved, That the increased cost on account of
increase in rates of postage should be charged to the appro-

and Printing Account.
These resolutions were referred back

priate Stationer)'

Unit Waybill

The form

of waybill prescribed in General Order No. 11,
issued by the director general, is recognized as the A. .\. R.

A. O. standard form of interline wavliill
A. O. forms 101, Ida, and 101b.

in lieu

Incomplete and Illegible Freight

The National

is

It

September 26

111.,

1391

of

.\.

A. R.

Bills

Industrial Traffic League and your association are working together to bring about an improvement
in
the preparation of freight bills.

to the committee.

Other Committee Reports
A

very comprehensive report was made by the committee
on disbursement accounts, A. P. Disbrow, chairman, on the
use of mechanical devices in disbursement accounting. This

was accepted and will be published in full in these
columns next week.
The committee on terminal companies' accounts, on accounts with governments, on conference with the Ma'.ter Car
report
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Builders' Association, and on conference with the Freight
Claim Association reported that they had had no matters reThe
ferred to them and they, therefore, held no meetings.
committee for conference with the American Association of

Passenger Traffic Officers, J. C. Briggs, chairman, asked that
the subjects of uniform interline tickets, separate ticket coupons required by subsidian,' companies, etc., be left with it,
and the association, therefore, left these subjects with the
committee for further consideration.

Revision of the Constitution
annual meeting in Chicago, September 26-27, 1917,
the association adopted the following resolution:
Resolved, That the president and the two vice-presidents
shall constitute a special committee on the revision of the constitution and by-laws, whose report shall be submitted for
action at the next annual meeting of the association.
In order that the association may have before it an explanation of the reasons for some of the more important changes
suggested, your committee submit? the following explanatory

At

its

is

in

composed

Name.

present

name

force.

—

Change in Committees. Your committee has offered the
suggestion that the word "standing" be eliminated from the
title of each committee, for the word is superfluous, as every
committee provided in the constitution is inevitably a standing committee.
Your committee has also offered the suggestion that the
name "Committee on General Accounts" be used in lieu of
"Committee on Corporate, Fiscal, and General .\ccounts."
The words "corporate" and "general" are s_\-non}Tnous, and, of
course, all or nearly all railroad accounts are "fiscal."
Believing that the work of the Committee on Accounts with
Governments might properly be handled by the Committee on
General Accounts, your committee has suggested abolishing
the Committee on Accounts with Governments.

Time

—

Annual Meeting. The time provided for the
last Wednesday in the specified months,
busiest part of the month for most accounting

of

annual meeting, the

words and is so long that it is practically
by its full name, either in conversation or

Members

generally refer to

it

and automatically

officers

of the association

of six

never referred to
in writing.

—The

as

"The Associa-

Railway periodicals and even some members call it
the "Accounting Officers' Association," or some other abbreviated form
The name suggested is the Railway Accounting Officers'

and in the second year after the adoption
and thereafter the full effect of it would be in

ecutive committee

of this provision

falls in the

statements

Change
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the

Membership
revision of the

Qualifications.

membership

—Your

committee submits a

qualifications to the extent of

membership, so as to make it truly an
honor, and, therefore, difficult to obtain. The experience of
the executive committee has demonstrated that this is necessary in order to prevent the honorary membership list growing beyond its bounds and to prevent honorary membership
restricting honorar\'

becoming so general as to lose

its

significance.

A\'ednesday in

Ex-Pre.ndents to he
tee.

Members

—As the executive committee

of the Executive
is

Commit-

charged with the duty of

supervising and administering the affairs of the association,
vour committee has suggested a provision in the constitution
that the ex-president is to be a member of the executive
committee. That is the practice with some railway associaYour committee has
tions, clubs and other organizations.
suggested that the number of elective members on the execueach year, the exthree
for
tive committee be reduced to six,
The executive committee
president to serve for two years.
would then consist of: President, first vice-president, second
vice-president, tw-o ex-presidents (one to drop off each year
and the last retiring president to succeed him), six elected
memljers (three to be elected each year, instead of four as
now).
This would have the effect of making the executive committee consist of each existing administration and would constantly give that committee the benefit of the ideas and experience of the two previous presidents, as well as the president, the two vice-presidents, and the six elected members.
A provision has been incorporated in the suggestion of your
committee to take care of the situation arising from your
members of the executive committee having been elected to
serve on it one year beyond the temi w-hen this amended con-

would become

In order to provide for that
condition, it is necessary that in the first year, if this suggest-on is adopted, that only one ex-president serve on the ex-

stitution

effective.

President's Address
After the reports of the committees had been discussed and
accepted, J. A. Taylor, president of the association and controller of the Central of New Jersey, made an address in part
as follows
Such momentous events have come to pass during the year
just ended and our minds are so full of them that it is impossible to forego some reference thereto and as particularly

members

affecting the

that

we

now

are

of this association, I refer to the fact

directly enrolled in the service of the gov-

behooves everyone of us to realize and appreby standing shoulder to shoulder in support
and putting aside all selfishness, buckle on the armor

ernment and
ciate that

of

—

Voting
Your committee submits a suggestion for clarifying the provision under which a vote by roads shall be
taken, so that there may be no doubt as to the procedure
under such conditions.

has, therefore, suggested that

annual meeting be held on the second
the months from April to September.

association's

tion."

Association.

acts to decrease the attendance at

Your committee

the meeting.

it

it

fact

of self-sacrifice.

We

office, some because our country
some because age or condition demands it. We
are doing hard work, good work, patriotic work, but com-

are working in the

requires

it,

pared with the

They

for us.

make

our soldiers in France,

the supreme sacrifice at any

and

ers

lot of

it's

live in the slime of the trenches,

traitors to

them

if

we

pretty easy
prepared to

moment and we

fail in

one

iota in

are slack-

our loyalty

We can do very little for them in
to them.
comparison with what they are doing for us, but we can and
must give them our deepest loyalt}", not onh- in thought, but
in deed and deny ourselves that they may not suffer.
and our duty

Election of Officers
R. E. Burger, first vice-president of the association and
assistant auditor of the Wabash, was elected president; A. D.
McDonald, second vice-president of the association and vicethe Southern Pacific, was elected first viceand J. G. Drew, vice-president of the Missouri
Jerry Welch,
Pacific, was elected second vice-president.
assistant general auditor of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.
Paul, J. Leslie, controller of the Canadian Pacific, and
H. D. Foster, assistant general auditor of the Chicago,

president of
president,

Burlington

members

&

Quincy, were elected to succeed the retiring

of the executive committee.

Equipment E.xports from

the port of

New York

during

March, 1918, consisted of locomotives valued
at $964,492, freight cars at $4S5,,360, and steel rails at
$305,198. Bulletin of the National City Bank, Neiv York.
the

month

of

^iiiiiiiiii

iiiniil

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiaiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii»^

General

News Department
iiimI

IlllUUIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIi

The National Safety Council

luis hccii rosliire<l Id the list
associaiions, l.i tlic support of which the Kailroad Administration allows railroad companies to conlrihute and
charge the amount to operatini,! expenses.

ol

Moving

loads as practiced in the west has heen
ailoption on eastern railroads, and the car
holding a conference on the suhject at WashK. B. Mclntyre, of the western regional diington this week.
rectors' staff, and 1'. L, Swearingen, supervisor of oil traflic at
Kansas City, are explaining to eastern men the details of western
oil in train

reconitncnded

for

service section

of North America, which held
Louis. .Mo., last week, passed
a resiilution petitioning the director-general to prevent the
Brotherhood of Railway Trainmen from renewing percentage contracts with the railroads which guarantee that 85 per
cent of railroad employees shall be nienihers of the brotherThese contracts, the switchmen declare, operate to
hood.
the disadvantage of switchmen wlio are members of their
organization.

annual con\cntion

in

St.

The Airplane Mail

.\ew V'ork and Washgood records on two of the six

a fog, but there

is

liable to be great ditficulty in selecting a place

which to land. On the 31st, a similar condition was reported,
both from Xew York and Philadelphia. On Saturday, June
Xew York, but the plane arrived
1, there was no start from
On
at Xew York from Philadelphia on time, in 62 minutes.
Monday, June 3. Lieut. Millar started from Xew York about
noon, but was forced to land at Woodbridge, N. J., near
Rahway, because of trouble with his motor. He telephoned
at once to Xew York, and Lieut. Webb, in another machine,
went out to take his place. On Monday it was planned to
take 200 pounds of letters by airplane from Xew York to
Boston, but mishaps occurred in starting and the trip was
jiven up.
Cable despatches of May 27 announced the beinning, on that day, of a regular airplane mail service between Paris and London.
in

Chicago Railway Supply Companies' Red Cross Fund
the railway supply companies
contributions to the Red Cross Fund

The committee organized by
Chicago

to

raise

succeeded in raising $188,864. The committee's quota was
only $175,000. and. under all the conditions, the showing made
is very gratifying.

Short Lines
In .\tlanta, on May 24, the state railroad commissioners
of Georgia, .-Xlabama, Xorth and South Carolina, Tennessee,
and other southern states, held a conference on the matter of
the status of the short line railroads, and will follow the lead
of the Texas commissioners in making representations to
r^irector General McAdoo in behalf of the taking over of all
f the short lines.

Q,— \\

Personal Injury Catechism
Trunk

.^;ilil>

BullcCin .No,

hat kind of a safetv record did

1«,

.M.n.lKc.l,

|

Grand Trunk men make

Interstate

Commerce Commission has made

—

1 here
was a decrease of about 22 per cent in the numlicr
A.
of employees killed and of about 8 per cent in the number injured in 1917 compared with 1916.
Q. Are most ol the injuries received by employees of a serious

—
—

or permanent nature?
A. No.
Only a small per cent are serious or permanent
but any case way become serious, especially cuts, open wounds
and eye injuries where infection (blood poison) may develop.
Every real injury should be given some attention and tirst aid
obtained.
Q. Why do wc have to make reports of every little trivial
injury?
A. For two reasons. The injury itself may possibly develop
more seriously than expected, in which case there should be a
record and we want to know how it happened, regardless of

—

;

how

serious

—

public

a

partial summary .if railway returns showing revenues, expenses
and income of 149 large roads for the month of .Xpril and for
While the report shows a
the four months ending with .Vpril.
considerable improvement in .-\pril as compared with the preceding three months, the railway operating income for April is about
$2,000,000 less than for April, 1917, or $65,234,392 as compared

was the

result.

Q. Then when you say a certain number of employees were
injured during a certain period there is no distinction between
the case of a mashed ringer and the loss of an arm?
A. No. And really there is no distinction from a prevention
standpoint.
W hat counts is the cause, not the result. It may,
and often is. purely a matter of good fortune that a man receives
only a mashed linger instead of loss of his limb or his life. For

—

a brakcman went between two moving cars to stop
He slipped and fell, but fortunately
body was thrown clear of rail and only the ends of his ringers
were caught by wheels. Every time a preventable injury occurs,
one thing is absolutely certain. There is somethiuj; aroiig unth
man, methods or material; and the first thought in the mind of
instance,

leakage between air hose.

his

the foreman, or other person in charge, after the injured has been
cared for, is to find out what and where the wrong is and correct
Fully 80 per cent of all injuries sustained by railroad men
it.
can be and should be prevented. Train, yard, engine and trackmen get hurt most frequently, but this does not mean that these
branches of the service are naturally of an extra hazardous
nature. Hundreds and thousands, in fact a great majority of the
total number engaged in train and track service, never get a
.tcratch.
But while this service is reasonably safe for the man
who complies with the rules, it's mighty unsafe for the chance-

taker and rule violator. There are some men who would get
hurt if they had a job as floor walker in a department store.
The man who has gone between moving cars time and again,
when he hears of some other fellow getting killed doing that
stunt (and it's a stunt that kills a lot of them every year),
should do some mighty serious thinking. He should end up by
saying "I'm alive and that lad is dead, not because I deserve to
was lucky. Doing work that way is a
live, but solely because
I

gambler's proposition, simply and solely. Guess I'll call it od
There's many a man in the cemetery or
right here and now."
crippled for life who would be alive and able today if he had
applied this

Railroad Earnings for April
The

A
l(;i:iii,l

—

Service

airplanes carrying mail between

ington appear to have made
days in the third week of their career; or, at least, we lind no
unfavorable mention in the newspapers except on four days.
On Thursday. May 30, there was no start from either end,
because of mist. There is not much difficulty in starting in

of

months the report shows operat-

last year.'

The Switchmen's Union

The

l"or the four

income of $132,520,313 as comjiared with $230,«)1,022.
Operating revenues in April show an increase of $45,O0O,0lX), but
expenses increased $47,OtK).O0O. lor the four months the operating revenues were $'I3,000,OCKI greater than in 1<;17, while the expenses were $189,000,000 greater,

is

practices.

its

with $67,521,014.
ing

little

homely

truth.

The two chief causes of injuries and deaths to train, yard,
engine and trackmen are being struck by cars or engines and
If we
It's the same on every road.
falling from cars or engines.
could remove these two causes from our casualty lists, the statisreport of the Board of Railway Commissioners and of the
Interstate Commerce Commission, so far as they would apply to
these employees, would contain no more figures than a railroadman's income tax schedule.
tical
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— Is
A. — Yes,
Q.

it

possible to

remove these two

chief causes

and others

of like nature?
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Railroads at Bargain-Counter Prices

operation.

in New Brunswick, aggregating in length
about 250 miles, are being taken over by the Dominion government, evidently because they are unable to live independently.
According to the Toronto Globe, from which we take

else.

the statement, these lines "were built

mostly.

adding more safety

But it cannot be done by making more rules,
appliances or changing existing methods of

Nothing
It's purely and simply a man proposition.
There were 14 Grand Trunk men killed last year by being
in
were
struck
Nine
of
these
engines.
or
trains,
cars
struck by
broad daylight and clear weather, with nothing whatever to
prevent their seeing the engine or car, if they had looked.
Three cases occurred during darkness, but with clear weather
and only two when it was both dark and stormy or raining. In
only one case were other cars or engines operating nearby at the
One of these men was a fireman who had gotten off his
time.
engine and after going a considerable distance turned and stepped
It was daylight and clear
directly in front of a passenger train.
and he had been twice warned to look out for that particular
Another was a fireman going from roundhouse to office
train.
when it was dark and very stormy and was struck by engine
backing up. One was a yard foreman struck by his own engine
One was a train baggageman who stepped upon
in clear daylight.
track in front of engine. One was a shopman taking short cut
across yard instead of going a few steps out of his way to reach
regular pathway. One was a crossing watchman walking along
tracks on his way home instead of using the street. In another
case a yardman attempted to cross directly in front of an approaching car when it was raining and he slipped on wet rail,
One was a bridge watchman struck by
fell and was run over.
engine on bridge. Four were trackmen at work on tracks and
two were brakemen sent out to flag who sat down on track and
went to sleep. Both these men had had ample rest before being
called out and had been on duty but a short while.
Another thing that does not look right about this business.
In six of the fourteen cases, no one on the engine or car saw
the man before he was struck or knew that he had been struck,
although four of these cases occurred in daylight and only two
When men are working on track,
in stormy or rainy weather.
especially during unfavorable weather conditions, there is a duty
on the part of engineers, firemen and men riding cars to look out
for them and give ample warning. * * * Five yard foremen and
helpers were killed while making coupling between bad order
cars, because they failed to notify another crew switching on
same track of their position, with result that other crew shoved
cars agamst the cars they were working between.
Of the entire number killed only 6. or about 11 per cent, were
killed as a result of any defect in track, structure, tools or appliances.

Operating Revenues and Expenses of
Express Companies

for

1917

Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the following
statement, subject to revision, compiled from monthly reports,
showing operating revenues and operating expenses of the prin-

The

cipal express

companies for the calendar year 1917:

Charges for transportation
Express privileges— Or
Operations other than transportation
Total olwratinK revenues
Operating expenses
Net operating revenue.
Uncollectible revenue from transportation..
;

^ll'll'^-'ll^.

26. /O/, 164

„ 5t?'?^I?
5n'55^'QoA

.o'oiiioc
^'

ii'lA

,q?',<7
*3,137,187

Operating income

flreat

Jteni.

Oiargcs for transportaticn
Express nrivilcges Dr
Operations other than transportation
Total operating revenues
Operating expenses
....
Net operating revenue
Uncollectible revenue from transportation..
Express taxes
Operating income

—

_.

North

•Deficit or loss.

1.

Tune

1.

Tune

1.

Caraquet & Gulf Shore
Elgin S Havelock
Kent & Northern
Martins

1.

St.

Tuly

1.

Salisbury

June

1.

York & Carleton

&

Albert

Southern Pacific Enginemen's Grievances Settled

A

dispute between the Southern Pacific lines in Texas and
Louisiana and a joint committee representing the enginemen,
firemen and hostlers was settled on May 23 at Houston, Texas,
by a board of arbitration representing the railroad, the men and
the United States Board of Mediation and Conciliation. The
main grievance was the practice of running engine crews ofif
The railroad company maintheir regularly assigned divisions.
tained that it had the right to use crews from one division when
needed on another in irregular or emergency service, and while
this right had been freely exercised from the earliest operation
of the line, it had been done without abuse of the privileges of
the men.
The award of the arbitration board condemns the
practice of running crews off their regularly assigned divisions
and specifies that men shall not be so run except in case of undoubted emergency. It further provides that when crews are
run off their regularly assigned division, they shall be returned
"deadhead" or "light" to their respective divisions, unless there
is sufficient traffic to use them in service without unnecessarily
setting back assigned crews of the division.
A number of individual grievances were also settled in the
award. In addition, the decision provided that employees who
volunteer or are drafted for service in the army or navy will be
granted leave of absence for the period of the war, and will
retain their seniority rights, provided they return to railway
service within a reasonable time after their discharge from
military or naval service, and are in physical and mental condition to assume their duties as determined by the re-examination
rules of the railroad.
1916

1917

1916
Canadiar Express Co.

.\ortlier

$1,721,821
830,962
46.892
937,751
814.248
123.503
170
34,705
98,627

go &

$63,413,452
31,407,984
3,233,224
35,238,692
32,355,941
2,882,750
13,789
550,235
2,318,725

$75,920,831
37,715,796
3,894.238
42,099,273
40,831,309
1,267,963
26,468
562.310
679,184

Co.
$50,403,436
25,854,218
1,191.925
25,741,143
22,212,796
3,528.347
16,420
468,552
3,043.393

176

1??'^JS
.,22,04-

Price
$200,000
30,000
60,000
70,000
75,000
75,000
18,000

All of these roads have sufficient vitality to appear in the
Official Guide, except the York & Carleton, and all of the
time tables show at least one train each way every week day.

$3,615,043
1.965.486
52,389
1,701,946
1,338,189
363.757
1,618
72,416
289,723

'oio'icj
^'^7i
one
331,898

80
27
27
32
30
45
10

Moncton & liuctouche

June

$3,622,495
2,213.735
62.195
1,470,955
1,142,941
328,014
136
62,280
265,598

^''ii'iSn
,5 ,i.

$59,813,391
Charges for transportation
31,586,319
Express privileges Dr
1,351.269
Operations other than transportation
29,578.340
Total operating revenues
28.397,532
Operating expenses
1,180,808
Net operating revenue
17,542
Uncollectible revenue from transportation..
511.849
Express taxes
651,416
Operating income

—

n Express Co.

$3,808,456

Wells, F

Item.

$45,893,923
22.413,455
603,527
24,083.995
23,025,979
1,058.016
8.034
251,056
798,924

railroads were

Length

June

American Express Co.

Adams

when

cheap," which means, perhaps, when investors of the toohopeful class were having their own way too freely. The
seven roads are named below. The date shown is that on
which the government takes possession, and the "price" is
For the two
the sum which has been voted by Parliament.
roads against which no date is shown, the negotiations are
not yet completed:

1917

1917
Item.

Seven railroads

1

$4,951,768
2.490,506
152,254
2,613,516
2,460,568
152,947
1.816
88,461
62,669

$4,259,011
2,189,848
125,216
2,194,379
1,887,758
306,621
515
53,945
252,160

Southern Express Co.

Express Co.
$3,243,148
1,760,005
49,602
1,532,745
1,138.230
394..'515

383
63,922
330,309

Western Express Co.
$1,545,441
756,438
45,475
834,478
716.474
118,003
81

16,929
100,992

$19,300,341
9,924,641
395,746
9.771,447
8,170,054
1.601,392
2,219
649,952
949.219

$18,039,247
9,251,998
403,725
9,190,974
7,192,510
1,998,464
1,605
180.789
1,816,069

Total for companies named
222.861,689
$190,420,157
113,535,059
95,847,685
6,593.500
5,714,894
115,920,130
100,287,366
113,721,056
89,672,632
2,199,074
10,614,734
70,757
40,967
2.312,622
1,647,692
•184,305
8.926.075

June

7,
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Railway Revenues and Expenses
The lntcr>tate ConiiiuTcc Commission lias issued a summary
of railway revenues ami expenses for the nKuilh of March and
three months of the calendar year, covering the returns of 191
roads out of tlie 19t) for which reports are usually issued, Kailway operating revenues for March were $365,347,593, as compared with $316,614,123 in March, 1917.
Expenses were $282.864.256, or $54,000,000 greater than for Marcli, 1917, and railway
operating income was $67,351.84<i, or $6,000,000 les« than for
March, 1917. For the three months, railway operating income
shows a reduction of $IO{<.aX),000, from $189,882,892 in March,
1917,

to $8l,(i30.244.

1395

increase of $57,000,000; operating expenses were $813,192,279, an
increase of $162,000,000, and taxes were $44,175,806, an increase
of nearly $4,000,000. The eastern roads had a deficit of $4,989,725. while the southern roads had operating income amounting

and the western

to $3I.124,S22,

lines

had an operating income of

$55,495,147.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has also issued
for January. February and March, covering only
roads having operating revenues above $1,000,000 in the year
summaries

ended December 31, 1917. These tables include 180 Class 1
roads and 16 switching and terminal companies arid are reprinted herewith.

Operating revenues were $939,165,933, an

SUMMARY OF MONTHLY REPORTS OF LARGE ROADS FOR JANUARY,

1918.

United States

Eastern Diitrict

'~
Prr mile of

Amoum^^
Item
1.

Average number miles operated

Rtva.vnEs:
Freight
2Passenger
3.
Mail
«•
Express
5.
All other transportation
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.

Incidental ....
Joint facility— Cr
Joint lacility-Ur

Railway operating revenues

Traffic

17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment

18.

Railway operating expenses

15.

16.

232,848.84

231,858.36

$188,665,129
66,467,628
4:575:990
8,785,956
7.571.380

389,360
123,766

»211,651,106
59.418,166
5,441,955
7.847,754
8,665,542
7,624,233
325,354
'30,365

$285,083,748

$300,843.745

$1,224

$40,755,871
66,990,814
4.912.701
147,066.612
.^017,622
8.434,769
421.639

$32,043,121
53,515,969
5,324.127
114.856,585
2,594,218
7,799.328
636.992

$175
288

$270,756,750

8,752.071

ExrxNSis:
11.
Maintenance of way and structures
12.
Maintenance of equipment
13.
14.

lyi;

—Cr

19.

Net revenue from railway operations

20.
21.

Railway tax accruals (excluding
Uncollectible railway revenues

22.

1918

$810
285
20
38

1917

vm.

'

^

"PeTniile of
road operated

Amount

road uptraicd
'

1918

[9I7

^

I918

lil?

59,323.97

58,990.95

$74,997,036
26.417 557

$92,624,432
25 482 731
2 202 832
3.545.383
4,768 758
4,084,022
154,428
78.261

$1264

$1570

445
29
69
68

ajS

4,082.939
4.018.621
4,821.005
182,773
74,039

81

69

3

3

1

I

$1,298

$116,197,831

$U2.784,325

$1,958

J2.251

$138

$18,645,760
32,143,468

$13.776 250
25,620,757

$314
S42

«234
434

1,989,180
55 648,604
1219 185
3.399:775
57,468

$913
256
24
34
37
33

32
38
2

^751,939

2

1'

1

21

231
23

632

496

13

11

36

34

2

3

1,903.149
70,605,944
1,433.359
3.734.933
62,675

$215,496,356

$1,163

$930

$128,403,938

37

60
81

32

34

1190
'24

943

63

SB

M

1

1

$101,596,283

$2,164

$1,723

$528

$14,326,998

$85,347,389

$61

$368

5S12,206.1O7

$31,188.n42

§$206

$14,684,639
42.773

$13,708,362
51,483

$63

$59

$5,324,050
16,094

$5,550,186
18.486

$98

$94

Railway operating income

|$40O.414

$71,587,542

{$2

$309

S$18.046.251

$25,619,370

|$304

""$434

23.
24.

Equipment rents
Joint facility rent (Debit)

5$1.795.599
1,092,192

$$3,338,030
1,009,986

5$8

5$15

•J$4,272,457
^518.046

~1$72

4

J$3,156,658
596.716

~|$53

4

25.

Net of items

§$3,288,205

$67,239,526

S$14

S290

$$21,799,625

$20,828,867

26.

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues.

22, 23

"War Taxes")

and 24

..%

71.63

94.97

110.50

Southern District

District

Item

Average number miles operated

1.

RrvENt'Es:
Freight
l',issenger

Mail
Kxpress
.\ll other transportation
Incidental

6
7.

Joint f.icility— Cr
Joint facility— Ur

8.
9.

.'

Railway operating revenues

10.

Per mile of
road operated

Amount

road operated

9

$353

76.51

Western
Per mWi of

Amount

10

|$367

1918
42,963.16

1917
42,734.68

1918

$31,765,298
12.058.852
725.517
1.309.958
604,630
1.099.488
97.984
21.923

$34,565,177
9.312.640
779.232
1.214,556
677.267
894.477
71.724
21.118

$739

$47,639,804

$47,493,955

$6,196,906
10,349,817
925,420
21,437,003
269.035
1.245.648
45,029

$5,389,539
8,309.682
1,073,594
15,116.107
278,593
1,167,292
107,789

1

3

1,315.228
3.454.188
313,935

$40,378,800

$31,227,018

$940

$731

$101,974,012

$82,673,055

$781

$636

$7,261,004

$16,266,937

$169

$380

$19,272,101

$37,892,410

$148

$291

$2,153,545
7.210

$2,061,063
8.793

$50

$48

$6,707,044
19.469

$6,097,113
24.206

$52

$47

$31,771,091

$96

$244

281
17
31
14

1917

$809
218
18

28

1918

1918

1917

130,561.71

1917
130.132.73

$81,902,795
27.991.219
2.098.534
3.393.059
2.948.129
2.831.578
108.603
27,804

$84,461,497
24.622.795
2,459,891
3,087,815
3.219.517
2,645.734
99.202
30,986

$627
214

$649

1

1

189

16

19

26

24
25
20

26

16
21

2

2

1

1

$1,109

$1,111

$121,246,113

$120,565,465

$929

$927

$144

$126
195
25
354

$12,877,332
19.585,530
2,261.353
44.091.874
1,096,440

$122
188

$99

241

$15,913,205
24,497.529
2.084,132
55,023,665

23

22

ExPE.ssts:

Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

Transportation
Miscellaneous operations
General
Transportation for investment— Cr

18.

Railway operating expenses

Traffic

19.

Net revenue

20.
21.

Railway tax accruals fexcluding
Uncollectible railway revenues

fro-n railway operations

"War Taxes")

22

499
6

7

29

27

3,232,261

471.735

151

16

17

421
10
26
2

339
9
25
4

22.

Railway operating income

$5,100,249

$14,197,081

$!19

$332

$12,545,588

23.
24.

Equipment rents
Joint facility rent (Debit)

$422,598
196.562

$1,137,140
205.583

$ir.

$27
5

$938,461
298.914

••|$202.7I3
*'286.357

$7

5

2

2

25.

Net of items

$5,326,285

$15,128,638

$124

$354

$13,185,135

$31,282,021

$101

$240

26.

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues.

22. 23

and 24

..%

84.76

NoTi: There are included in this statement 79 roads in the Eastern Di»35 in the Southern District, and 82 in the Western District total.

trict,

196 roads.

IDebit item.

—

84.10

65.75

'Excl

Wabash
"Ex^.
St.

-Iphia.

|$2

68.57

Baltimore

& Waibington

R. R.. and

I

Loui...

.io
..v...

Midland Ry., Missouri

cJthern Ry.

Co.

Pacific Ry.,

aad
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Safety and Loyalty*

necessarily sacrificed for a righteous cause on the battle front,
other lives must not be unnecessarily sacrificed at home through

Xcvcr in our history was there a greater need for persistent
A
accident prevention work than there is at the present time.
conservative estimate indicates that hy the time this war is over
the man-power of the world will be decreased 25,000,000 men, a

carelessness and neglect. The killing of 22,000 and the injuring
seriously of half a million industrial workers a year in all classes
of industry in the United States is a serious drain on the manpower of the nation, at a time when every available man is needed
for the work that is to be done. Our duty is clear we must keep
the machines going, keep the railroads and industries up to their
highest point of productive efficiency but we must keep as far
as possible from having accidents or anything that will tend to

number almost equal to the wage earning population of this
Even today with our country at war must the cause
country.
of safety be upheld and its progress continued. Because lives are

;

—

* Extract from an address delivered by Marcus A. Dow, General Safety
Agent of the New York Central Lines, at a Safety Rally held in Keith's
Theatre, Indianapolis, Ind., on Sunday, May 5.

SUMMARY OF

lessen that efficiency.

Safety today involves a bigger thing than only industrial safety.

MONTtll-Y REPORTS OF LARGE ROADS FOR FEBRUARY,

19IS

United States

Amount
1.

1917

1918
232,887.00

Item
Average number miles operated

Eastern District

Per mile of
road operated
1918

Per mile of

Amount

road operated
1917
58,990.91

'

1918

1917

$1,389
417
28
73
72
68

$1,360
375
34

200,396
64,617

$80,215,739
22,144,834
1,994,812
3,416,096
4,341,397
3,828,672
148,884
64,927

1

1

$121,551,276

$116,025,507

$2,049

$1,967

$296

$214
405

1917

I91.S

2.11,847.22

59,322.71

Revenues:
9

i
4

FreiEbt
Passcr.eer

Mail

'

c'

Express'"

6

other' 'tiansnortation
\11
.'
Ti-cid-ntal
Toint' facility— Cr

7'
8
9.'

10.

facility— Dr

joint

Railway operatins revenues
'

n'^'^Ma^i^itenarce of way and structures
1''
Maintenance of eq'uipment
13'
14'
15'

Traffic
Transpor'tatic'n

$852
267

$799
226

19
39
34
32

18
36

$198,508,874
11,583,534
4,373,656
9.033,427
7.867,080
1,001,867
418,158
126,844

$185,138,707

$289,683,833

$265,362,397

$1,244

$1,144

$38,789,221
66.363,966
4,570,160
140,170,736
2,735,689
8,432,518
471,390

$30,231,170
49.647,702
3.203,003
11.'. 221,708
2.489,963
7. 448.753
447.092

$167

$130
214

$260,590,900

$207,795,297

$1,119

5-'.40O,S63
4,192.73(1

R.666,245
7,802.940
6,958,635
316,262
113,985

$82,389,517
24,758,620
1,647,643
4.336,379
•

4,248,5.12
4.034, .S06

.'4

30

2

1

1

2r.5

20
601
12
36

58
74
65

3

$17,536,406
32,326,231
1,757,857
67,258,282
1,271,262
3,713,385
81,469

$12,600,823
23,881,469
1,940,424
56,827,996
1,127,337
3,236,910
36,699

$896

$123,781,954

$99,578,260

$2,087

$1,688

$248

»$2,230,678

$16,447,247

*$38

$279

$59

$5,779,993
13,831

$5,458,067
14,8 54

$97

$93

*$8,O24,502

$10,974,326

*$135

$186

"$52

22

488
11

545
30
1,133
21

33

963
1»
55

16

Miscellaneous operations
General

17'.

Transport'a'tion

18.

Railway operating expenses

19.

Xct revenue from railway operations

$29,092,933

$57,567,100

$125

Railw,w tax accruals (excluding "war taxes")
Uncollectible railway revenues

$14,630,828
45,996

$13,664,826
40.75 9

$63

income

$14,416,109

$43,861,515

$62

$189

*$1,068,656
1,104,816

*S1, 136.763
'
1,03 2,888

*$S

'$5
4

*$2,579,613
595.972

§'$3,076,036
§580,191

*$44

5

10

10

$12,242,637

$41,691,864

$52

$180

$11,200,087

$7,318,099

"$189

$124

20
2":

investment— Cr

tor

operating

22.

Railway

73

Fruinmert rents
Joint facility rent '(Dr. balance)

24.

22, 23

and 24

25.

Net of items

26

Ratio of operatinp expenses to operating revenues.

.

.%

101.84

78.31

89.96

Per mile of
road operated

1918

„„,_

^,^^^FrXht
P-,«pnt.rr

4

Mail

<

Fxnres's
All other 'transD'or'tati'on
Pr, Hernial
loint
facility- 'lir
joint facility— Dr.';..:.'

6
7

8
9:

10.

'.'.''
•

Railway operating revenues

n'''''^Ma^hitenance
of
'
3'

.'.'

.

Ma

way

and structures

equipment
euance of equipment.

Traffic

4

Transnort.M'iin

5

operations
Miscellaneous °P"="'°"^

•

16

^';^^^^!^'f"™"^

17!

Transport'a'ti'o'n

18.

Railway operating expenses

19.

\et revenue from railway operations

'0

Railway

accruals (excluding
railway revenues

t.->x

21.'

Uncollectible

investment— Cr

for

22.

Railway operating income

23

Eouionient

24:

Joint

25.
26.

rents
rent

faeilit.y

Ket of items

'

22, 23

(

Dr.

"war taxes")

balance)

and 24

Ratio of operating expenses to operating revenues.

May

18,

..

.

"

1918

m?

197?
42,735,46

$36,041,809
11,583,534
707,173
1,207,727
625,941
1,001,867
114,128
18,433

$30,893,712
8,762,608
832,209
1.208.230
607,891
881,854
72,402
19,462

$839
270

$723
205

16

19

2,'<

28

$51,263,746

$6,301,947
10,298,752
^^^^^^^
20,285,982
271,706
1,234,848
86,753

$39,170,077

'

1918
130,595.25

1

1

District

Per milT^f
road operated

Amount

42,969.04

'

63

85.82

Western

Southern Distiict

Average number miles operated

V

1

_^^

Amount

1.

32

2

1917

1918

IsT?

130,120.85

$613

$569

198

165

3.489,321
2,992,607
2,312,760
103,634
43,794

$74,029,256
21,493,331
2.365,709
3,041,919
2,853.652
2,248,109
94,976
29,596

$80,077,548
25,917,895
2,018,840

15

18

27
23

23
22

18

17

1

1

15

14

23

21

2

2

$43,239,534

$1,193

$1,012

$116,868,811

$106,097,356

$895

$815

$5,045,338
7,622,851

$147
240

$118
178
24

$97
139

20

14,707.709
282,978

472

344
7

1,192.721

1,131.561

29

26

64.486

2

1

3,484,285
303.168

$12,585,009
18,143,382
2,255,399
41,686,093
1,079,648
3,080,282
345,907

$114

1,00,7,180

$14,950,868
23,738,983
1,948,708
52.626,472

2

2

$29,733,131

$912

$696

$97,638,869

$78,483,906

$748

$603

$12,093,669

$13,506,403

$281

$316

$19,229,942

$27,613,450

$147

$212

$2,183,127
13.078

~$2^075,845

$51

$49

$6,667,708
19,087

$6,130,914
19.160

$51

$47

$9,897,464

$11,423,813

$230

$267

$12,543,147

$21.463,376

$96

$165

$247,818
139,449

$1,406,660
137:938

$6

$33

$1,263,139
369.395

t$532,613
t314,759

$10

6,745

$10,005,833

$12,692,535

76.41

68.76

3

$233

3

$297

$13,436,891

$21,681,230

83. .>5

73.97

1918.

SExcUides figures for Philadelphia, Baltimore & Washington R. R., and Wabash, Pittsburgh Terminal Ry.
tExcludes figures for Colorado Midland Ry., Missouri Pacific Ry and St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Southern Ry.

182
IS

17

403

320

9

8
24

27

$4

3

2

$103

%i67
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imiiUcs not only the pn-vcntion of accidents hut alsn llic pre1.
an invasion of our fair lanil by a cruel and destructive
Every American today, to he true and loyal, has Kot to'
he a ^;ood safety man.
lie has sot to put his shoulder to the
wliect and give tlie hest service that it is possil)le for him to nive.
He must give a lull day's work every workiiiK day and should
do nolhing that will in any degree impair his ability or the al>ility
of others to give that full measure of service. He must perform
more work, steadier work, more conscientious work and more
willing work than he has ever performe<l in his life before. For
railroad man to lie off work, even temporarily, merely to suit
It

vention

1

enemy.

.

1397

own personal ends, deprives the country unnecessarily of
services that are needed; and, whether intended so or not, is an
I areless work, shiftless work, indifferent work,
"Don't give a hang" sort of work on the part of any man today
is disloyalty to the country liecansc it handicaps our boys over
there in their effort to win this war. If every .American can only
his

act of disloyally.

realize this and go to his work each day with a clear hcatl, determineil to give a hundred per cent service, keep his mind on his
job, work continually ami yet work carefully, he will do more
than all else to back up the splendid boys who are defending the
gates of liberty over in France

slM^!.^KY or moxtiii.y reports of

i-.\r<;k

roai)? for

m arc

ii,

United Slates

Eiiiiipmcnt
Joint facility

rent

Xet of items

22, 23

Eulcrn

and 24

»16.O03,I8O
68.93

Colorado

•Debit item.
fiirures

Uitlrici

(Dr. balance)

Ratio of operating cjcpenses to oi>eraiing rc»enue»...%

JF..\cludc5

ivm

for

Philadelph

Wabash Pittsburgh TerminaL

Iron

Mountain & Southern.

Miuouri

Pacific,
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in Southwestern and Western Trunk Line territory
become parties to the national code of weighing rules,
whereby it becomes incumbent upon them to notify shippers of

carriers
shall

Traffic

News

changes

in

weights en route.

=;iiiniiiiifiiiiitiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiiiiniiiiitiiiniiiiiMiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii.

Time
for over 35 hours is the speed record
said to have been made recently by five loaded motor trucks from
Akron, Ohio, westward to Chicago, 440 miles. The trucks arrived at Chicago in the evening, were unloaded and received eastbound loads, and started back the next morning.

Twelve miles an hour

The Wabash has discontinued the following trains No. 6 leaving Chicago for Montpelier, Ohio, at 4:05 p. m., and No. 9 leaving Montpelier for Chicago at 6 ;30 a. m. No. 3 leaving Detroit
for Chicago at 3rlS p. m. No. 13 leaving Detroit for Montpelier
at 5 p. m., and No. 52 leaving Montpelier for Detroit at 7:45
:

;

;

m.

a.

The Department

of Agriculture reports that a commercial truck

was carried recently from Vineland and Millville,
city, about 140 miles, and was delivered with
N. J.,
Delivery from the shipper to the wholenot one egg broken.
The 5-ton truck carried 150 crates
saler was made in 15 hours.
load of eggs
to

New York

for

Paying Freight

Bills

A

large delegation of commercial traffic managers headed
by G. M. Freer, president of the National Industrial Traffic
League, protested vigorously to C. A. Prouty, director of the
division of public service and accounting, on May 27, against
some of the provisions of General Order No. 25, establishing
a 48-hour credit basis for the payment of freight charges.
They contended that payment within 48 hours would mean
duplication of work in connection with the handling of claims
for overcharges, and that both shippers and carriers would
liave to increase their clerical forces to carry out the plan.
They suggested a period of one week instead of 48 hours.
The principal point made by the shippers was that correct
freight bills cannot be rendered within 48 hours, and that
suffieient time is not allowed for checking by the shipper.
Arrangements were made for further discussion of the subject in a conference of accounting officers and representatives
of the shippers.

of eggs weighing nearly 4 tons.

The North Pacific Coast lines have asked the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to issue tariflts showing increased terminal charges on export freight. The proposal does
not affect shipments (made in due season) for which government
purlicenses have been issued and shipping space engaged, the
pose of the present action being to prevent congestion at the
ports by freight for which necessary arrangements have not been

made.
freight traffic committee of the Railroad Administration
the Eastern territory announces that C. C. McCain, 143
Liberty street. New York city, will furnish information concerning through freight rates to and from points on railroads not
the
reaching New York, in this function taking the place of

The

for

numerous offices heretofore maintained in New York city by
Western and Southern roads. On westbound freight destined
McCain
for shipment by steamship on the Pacific Ocean, Mr.
will issue export bills of
bills
is

lading,

in

exchange for the domestic

of lading given by the Eastern railroads

when

the freight

forwarded.

Round

trip

passenger rates to the Pacific coast have been

announced by the Railroad Administration, typical examples
of which are:
New York to San Francisco
*Hf-^f
143.04
Bo-ton to San Francisco
Baltimore to San Francisco
to San Francisco
Pittsburgh to San Francisco
Chicago to San Francisco
City
Kansas
to San Francisco

,

]xi-l,
,'?Vio

Washington

Hi-3%

87.60
72.60

Coal Production
Production of bituminous coal during the week ended May
25 equalled and even slightly exceeded the record week of
The
May 11, according to the Geological Survey report.
output of soft coal, including lignite and coal made into coke,
during the week ended May 25 is estimated at 11,811,000 net
tons, an increase of approximately 100.000 net tons over the
production of the preceding week. The average production
per working day is estimated at 1,968,000 net tons as against
1,952,000 net tons during the week previous and 1,829,000
net tons in May, 1917. Anthracite shipments fell off slightly
during the week of May 25, amounting to 40,752 cars, against
41,011 during the week of May 18.

A

at 12:05 p. m. and sailed at 2:10 p. m., having loaded
hours and 55 minutes 4,992 tons, or 108 cars of bituminous
The steamer was built by the
coal for New England ports.
L^nited States Shipping Board, having been launched in 27
cruise
in 35 days, another world's
its
days and started on

trimming

record.

per cent higher than those of last year.

Lumber Manufacturers'

Extensive Thefts of Silk
Silk Association of .America has issued a statement in
which it is declared that since January 1, 1918, thieves have
operated 184 times in the New York and New Jersey districts,
stealing parcels or bales of silk worth at least $1,500,000. The
war time price of silk has resulted in the organization of
bands of thieves that rob lofts, express company stations and

The

Association

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association

at its

an-

nual meeting at Chicago on May 21 adopted resolutions concerning minimum weights, weighing rules, and the bulkheading of
lumber. The association opposes the plan of bulkheading lumber
loaded on open cars, as proposed by a committee of the Master
Car Builders' Association but approves the method of loading,
as indicated by test car 90114, loaded under the auspices of the
M. C. B. committee and the Southern Pine Association. It is
believed that this last-mentioned method of loading is adequate
to prevent shifting of load by ordinary handling. The association is opposed to the method of varying minimum weights according to the cubical capacity of cars, and favors a minimum
feet long and
of, for example, 34,000 pounds for cars under 36
actual
40,000 pounds for cars 36 feet long and over, provided that
full visible
their
loaded
to
are
cars
weights shall govern when
capacity, and that the minima applicable to the size of cars
ordered shall be protected in the event cars of larger size are
furnished by the carrier. Carriers are urged to accept the prinweight in transit,
ciple that lumber does not usually change in
and that the initial weight should govern, except where re-

weighing shows a palpable error.

report to
the steamer
Ohio Curtis
started loadm., finished
a

in 2

These rates will go into effect on June 15 and the tickets will
be good to return until October 31. The rates are about 20

Resolutions of

Coal-Loading Record

world's record was made, according to
Director General McAdoo in loading coal on
"Tuckahoe," which docked at the Baltimore &
Bay Pier, Baltimore, at 9:15 a. m.. May 25, and
ing at 9:15 a. m., finished loading at 11:55 a.
.A.

The lumbermen

desire that

Dealers and burglary insurance
companies have been requested to be on the alert for the
stolen silk, complete descriptions of which are furnished.
The Erie Railroad alone is said to have suffered to the extent of about $750,000; and other roads report thefts prorailroad cars night and day.

It is believed that much of the thieving
portionally large.
men,
is done by railroad employees, yardmen and switching
who rob cars at night, conceal the loot and then get rid of
it through confederates and "fences."
In Paterson one night last week a band of thieves backed
a wagon up to a silk warehouse, removed bales of silk containing 14.000 yards, worth $1 a yard, got away without de-

and rushed the goods to a dye house, where they were
changing to color from pink to black when discovered.
Every important silk manufacturing concern or dealer in
tection

The list of
the New York district has suffered heavily.
robberies, with details of stolen goods, cov^fs fifteen closely
typewritten pages. New York Sun.

June

7.
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111 Oklahoma which formerly were c<im|irise<l in an Indian
reservation arc not authorized because the Indian titles have been
extinguished.— Missouri, K
Dancigir, _'48 1-cd., 36.
l'<iided December 27, 1917

tioii>

Commission and Court News

I

Res Ipsa Loquitur

Personnel

Commissions

of

William A. Magee, of Pittsburnh, has been appointed a
ineniber of the I'eiiiisylvania Public Service Coniiiiission.

News

Court

Consignors' Liability for Freight Charges
In a suit brought by a railroad against the consignors and the
consignee it was shown that 36 carloads of hay were shipped
from Xewport, Xeb., to South Omaha, f. o. b. The hay was

delivered to the Union stockyards Company on the consignee's
order and without collecting the freight charges. The consignee
insolvent.
The Nebraska Supreme Court held that the
consignors were liable lor the legal freight charges with the
consignee.— Chicago & X. \V. v. Quecnan (Xeb.), 167 N. W'.,
410.
Decided April 12, 1918.

became

Overcharges and Undercharges
The

he doctrine of res ipsa Io(|uitiir means that the circumstances
coiinected with an accident arc of such an unusual character as
to justify, in the absence of other evidence, the inference that the
1

federal district court

for the Southern District of California holds, citing decisions of the United States Supreme Court
and other jurisdictions in regard to other statutes, that under
the California Public Utilities .Act, if a rate be charged or col-

lected different from the one published in the taritf a refund may
be had in the case of an excess, or a recovery of the difference in
case of an undercharge. Xo mistake of fact, or special practice,
engagement, or understanding of the parties, will suffice to
change this general rule. In re Independent Sewer Pipe Co.,
248 Fed.. 547. Decided March 4, 1918.

accident was due to negligence.
.\ locomotive boiler explosion
was caused either by the engineer's negligence in admitting culd
water into the boiler or the railroad's failure to repair the locomotive.
In an action by the engineer for injuries caused by the
e.vplosion, the Xew York Court of .Vpiieals holds that the plaintiff
had the burden of proving that the accident was due solely to
the second cause, and the rule of res ipsa loquitur did not shift
that burden.
Franccv v. Rutland (N. Y.), 119
E 82 Decided February 12. 1918.

N

—

Passenger on Shipper's Pass Contributory Negligence
One who was traveling on a shipper's pass accompanying stock
being carried to market got off the caboose at a station where
the train was stopping, and while waiting at the station was
ordered or directed by the station agent and a brakeman to take
a key and deliver it to a trainman at the cattle pens and to ride
back on that part of the train. He voluntarily obeyed the order
or direction, and while getting upon the side of a car to ride
back was caught between the side of the car and the cattle chute
and received injuries from which he died. The Kansas Supreme
Court holds that as he voluntarily placed himself in a position
of obvious danger and was not engaged in looking after or caring
for the stock
his charge, the railroad was not liable in an
action to recover for his death.— Shore v. Atchison, T. & S F
(Kan.). 171 Pac. 612. Decided March 9, 1918.

m

—

Rights of Purchaser of Railroad
holds that where a railroad company organized under the laws of that state, with authority to
exercise the sovereign power of the state, has built and operated
as a common carrier a line of railroad, portions of which are
along and across public highways or other railroads, the railroad
becomes impressed with a public interest. A purchaser of it,
either at judicial sale or otherwise, has no right to operate it
for his own private purposes or the purposes of those with whom
he may privately contract, to the exclusion of the public— State

The Ohio Supreme Court

V. Black Diamond Co. (Ohio). 119 X.
ber 13, 1917.

Connecting Railroads

Decided Xovem-

E., 195.

—Penalty

for

Delay

1 he South Carolina Supreme Court holds that the state statute
making connecting carriers agents of each other and liable for
damages caused by delays occurring on connecting lines with a

does not render a
railroad liable under a statute penalizing delays where the delay
It would not he a
carrier.
occurred on the line of a connecting
reasonable construction to hold that the carrier which was not
in default could be held responsible for loss, damage and injury
to the property which it could recover and also for a penalty
which it could not recover. Marion Cotton Oil Co. v. Atlantic
Coast Line S. Car.). 95 S. E.. 536. Decided March 8. 1918.
right of action against the carrier

—

The Oklahoma

Constitution and

in

Laws

Kenyon Act was

to

remove from

the protection of interstate

com-

or
unlawful, and
to render the state law applicable, the interstate shipment of
intoxicating liquor into the state of Oklahoma is unlawful, and a
common carrier cannot be enjoined from refusing to receive such
shipments. Interstate shipments of intoxicating liquor into por-

merce

all

districts

shipments of liquor into those

where the manufacture or

shipped a carload of apples to himself at Crosby, N. D., with
unloading at Kenmare. X. D.' The
party with whom the consignor had made arrangements to care
for the apples at Kenmare knew of their arrival and
found them
in good condition when he made inspection.
The Washington
Supreme Court, in an action for damages alleging failure to
properly care for the shipment, holds that, as the party
at
Kenmare was the consignor's agent for purposes of receiving
notice, the railroad's failure to notify the consignor of
the arrival of the shipment at Kenmare would impose no
liability,
notice to the consignor being unnecessary.
The railroad's duty
thereafter was that of a warehouseman.— Rosenbaum v. Xorthern

Pacific

states,

sale thereof

is

The

(Wash),

172 Pac, 238.

Decided April

territories,

18.

19ia

Discrimination as to Switching Charges
Supreme Court holds that it is a discrimination

Illinois

against

shippers, within the prohibition of the State Public
Utilities .Act, for a railroad having the line haul to absorb the
switching charges of cars delivered to it by certain roads, while
refusing to absorb those on cars delivered by other roads, the
only difference in the situation being that some of the roads are

steam and the

otliers electric.
is

.As the shipper, and not the conthe one affected', this is not a matter for con-

between the roads.— Commission v. Illinois Central (III)
119 X. £., 294. Decided April 17, 1918.
Section 52 of the Illinois Public Utilities Act provides that the
Public Utilities Commission shall have power to enforce reasonable regulations for the weighing of cars and freight.
The
Illinois Supreme Court holds that this provision is inconsistent
with, and therefore impliedly has repealed the prior state statute
requiring railroad companies to install track scales on demand
of shippers at stations from which a required amount of grain
is shipped.
Commission v. Qeveland.
C. & St. L. (Ill ) 119
N. E.. 310. Decided April 17. 1918.
tract

forbid the manufacture

The Circuit Court
sale of intoxicating liquors in that state.
of Appeals. Kishili Circuit, holds thst as the purpose of the Webband

to himself

is

directioiis to stop for partial

necting carrier,

Oklahoma

to a carrier consigned

reside and has no representative
bound to put himself in a position to
receive notice, and, failing to do so, cannot be heard to
complain
that notice was not given.
A consignor in Monte, Wash.,

or place of business,

fault

at

(

Webb-Kenyon Act

Notice of Arrival of Shipment
One who delivers property
at a place where he does not

—

C
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The United

Government Cars and Locomotives
The
tion

is

and

is

central purchasing committee of the Railroad Administrastill meeting representatives of the specialty manufacturers
distributing the orders for the equipment of the cars and

locomotives ordered by the government. Most of the contracts
have been decided upon in the case of the locomotives and the

committee is working this week on the car specialties and some
of those for the locomotives which have not yet been settled. It
is expected that all of the orders will have been placed by the
week.
reported that orders for 392,000 axles for the cars have
95,000 to the Carnegie Steel Company,
been awarded as follows
84,000 to the Illinois Steel Company, 149,000 to the Pollak Steel
Company, 16,000 to the Laclede Steel Company, 18,000 to the
Pittsburgh Forge & Iron Company and 30,000 to the Midvale

end of
It

this

is

:

has

moved

Lloyd H. Atkinson has resigned his position as president
of Atkinson & Utech, Inc., to become vice-president of
the Air Reduction Company. He will, however, continue to
serve on the board of directors of Atkinson & Utech, Inc.
John J. Utech has been elected president to succeed Mr.
Atkinson, and I. W. Glasel has become secretary and treasurer of the same company.
Joseph W. Weinland, sales manager of the brake beam
department in the Chicago office of the American Steel
Fiiundries, has been appointed district
manager of the
Liberty Steel Products

Company,

with headChicago.
Mr. Weinland was born

quarters
at

Freight Cars
Oliver, Houston, Tex.,

The United

States

is

inquiring for tank cars.

War Department

is

100

40-ton tank cars.

The
La.,

Industrial Manufacturing Company,
wants to rent three to six tank cars.

New

Orleans,

The Oklahoma Petroleum & Gasoline Company,
Okla.,

is

Tulsa,

inquiring for 100 to 200 10,000-gal. tank cars.

— Commerce

Reports for

May

Incontains the two following foreign trade opportunities.
formation concerning them may be obtained from the office of

31

the

Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce

at

^ ^^^

Washington

or from any of its district and co-operative offices.
27012. A railway company in Spain desires to purchase 2,000
tons of steel railroad rails about 10 meters in length, weighing
from 20 to 30 kilos per meter, and profile of section to follow
as closely as possible to that shown in drawing, which may be
examined at the Bureau or its district offices. (Refer to file No.
100525.)
It also wishes to purchase all secondary material, such
Quotations may be made f. o. b. New
as plates, spikes, etc.
York. Payment will be made by cash against documents or to
Correspondence
should be in Spanish. Reference.
suit seller.
27016. A French firm in England wishes to purchase locomotives, trucks, carriages, wagons, etc., for railways, new or
second-hand. Is also open to any agency proposition. Reference.

—

^^^^K^^J^^^^^^^^Kf
iS^^^^^^^^^^^^^^f
^^^^^^^^^^^^^Hp

locking.

In
1902,
he entered the
service of the Western
Steel Car & Foundry
Company, as assistant
A
purchasing agent.
considerable
part
of

was spent on

his time

the

purbe

Pacific

lumber

to

the

Later he
to purchasing

promoted
agent

Page Steel & Wire
Company, 30 Church

street.

New

York.

McCune was born
Jersey

Mr.
in

N. J., in
1879, and before entering the acetylene field
w-as for several years
the
connected
with
Safety Car Heating &
Lighting Company. He
left in 1906 to take up

Frederick.sburi;

The New York, New Haven & Hartford has ordered from
Union Switch & Signal Company the material for an electropneumatic push button machine for the operation of the
switches and signals at the new Cedar Hill Classification yard.
New Haven, Conn. The machine has 42 units for switch operaThe switches
tion, 2 for signal operation and 4 spare spaces.
will be operated by direct acting electro-pneumatic switch movements with direct current track circuits provided for detector

on

the

the

City,

duties of assistant

engineer with the Commercial Acetylene Company and since then
has been actively en-

;

the

111.,

1877.

13,

Charles A. McCune, for 12 years connected with the Commercial Acetylene Company of 80 Broadway, New York,
has resigned to accept the position of sales engineer with

Signaling
& Potomac has placed an
order with the Union Signal Construction Co. for the complete
installation o-f an electro-pneumatic interlocking at .^cca Wye,
Richmond, Va. a 57-lever machine including 6 spare spaces.
The switches will be operated by Model 14 electro-pneumatic
movements, equipped with Style "C" switch valves. A. C. track
The material is being furcircuits will be provided throughout.
nished by the Union Switch & Signal Company.

Chatsw'orth,

the Anniston,
Ala.,
shop.
For
a
period of five years folnland
lowing 1907, he was engaged in the construcIn 1912 he retion and sale of 50 houses at Burnham, 111.
entered the railway supply field with the .\merican Steel Foundries as sales manager in the brake beam department, which
position he held until his recent appointment, as mentioned above.

—

The Richmond,

^^^^^_

^^^^M^k J^^^^^^^
'I^^^H^V ^^^^^^^^K

^HIH^^^^^HIf
'^^^^^^^^

Miscellaneous
Foreign Trade Opportunities.

'"^^^^T'k
Vv^^^^^^^^k

;;

inquiring for

at

December

Cardwell, 15.000; Miner. 10,000, and Murray, 5,000.

J.

Company, Philadelphia,
221 North Thirteenth street.

States Metallic Packing
oftices in that city to

its

Steel Company.
Contracts for the draft gear for the 100,000 cars have also been
distributed as follows: Sessions, 50,000; Westinghouse, 20,000;

A.

News

Supply Trade

Equipment and Supplies

gaged

in this industry,
his work in the greater
part being devoted to
the
development and
C. A. McCune
application of dissolved
or compressed acetylene.
In 1908, he perfect ed the first successful inverted acetylene
burner and mantle for railroad car lighting purposes this system being partly used on the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western
until a few years ago, when the road practically went over to
;

lighting.
In 1916. Mr. McCune became chief engiMr. McCune will
neer of the Commercial Acetylene Company.
electric

June

David Ahldrin, wlio was lorinerly cuiiiicLtcil
A-Ci-A Coinpaiiv ami also the Coinmircial Acetylene

siuiiiiliil

l.c

Willi

ilic
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L'oiiipaiiy.

Walter J. Cummings, vice-president of the McGuire-CumMamiliuturinK t'lMupany, L hicano, lias been elected
pri-si.lciit, >iucctiliiit; John J. Cummings, deceased.
niinns

The Parkesburg Irpn Company announces
iliaiiKCS

anions

'Is

the

W

New York

1,

and Ci.
Deny veil, Moston;
Kinkead. San Francisco. The other
representatives remain the same as at present.
.

Frank Lucas DeArmond, who for a number of years has
been an otlicer of the I'rotectus Paint Company, Fhilailelphia,
has severed his connection with that company for the duration of the war. bavins been appointed a captain in the
<iuarteriiiastcr's corps, construction division.

The Dayton Manufacturing Company, Dayton.
»hio,
innounces llie election c>l the following olVicers at its recent
iiinual meeting: J. Kirby, Jr., president and general man.iner; N. Emmons, Jr., vice-president and assistant peneral
niana;;cr; J. Leidenger, second vice-president, and H. D.
Hendrick, secretary ami treasurer.
<

The election of Stephen C. Mason, secretary of the McConway & Torley Company of I'ittsburtrh, as president of
Xational .Association
week's issue, is of
more than ordinary interest to the railway
railway
supply
and
field.
because
Mr.
Mason's entire business
career has been con-

the

of

Manufacturers, announced

in

last

his

home

Lyndonville,

was

called

headquarters
I onnecticut
sunipsic

made

the
the

Pas-

Railroad, and
freight

Mason

local

agent at the headquarters of the

division.

1917 was $4,010,the calendar year
quarters for the last

the year
for

The comparative earninKS by

1916.

two years are as follows:
V>\7
lir»t

illlarKT
.inarl.r

IiK'icaM-

lill.7),ll.<»l

$160,336.05
5I.6V4.66

HS.Wi.w

37-4, .'04. 40

lntJ.A^i

I

llunl .i.iarur

lourth

IVIb
j;<U,.IJ(..H'i

!,lj

.||'J,4iH.tN

$'llH).(,;.',i)4

Sccuriil

.|<i:"iT

I.IK7,V57 63

$4,010,490.51

46

?5'),235.I7

tyi6S,0i0.21

$845,470.28

'J.>l<,7,'.'

The large volume of business now on order, the company's
report states, insures the utilization of stocks of
materials at present on hand. The company has continued
to establish liberal reserves to cover the contingencies of
operation.
The larger production requiring more intensive
operation, and the bringing into service of machines and
equipment unused for some time, together with expenditures
designed to increase etViciency in manufacture, have resulted
in increased expenditures for maintenance and larger reserves, for depreciation.
The amount expended during the
year for maintenance, renewals and general upkeep of plant
and equipment was $1,889,603. all of which amount has been
charged to the cost of manufacture. In addition to this sum
there has been set a>tde for depreciation of plant and machinery and charged to cost of manufacture a total amount of
annual

on the preferred stock; this is a total of 10 per cent for the
year, of which 7 per cent was for regular dividends and 3
per cent was to apply on account of accumulated dividends.
After these payments there remained 7 per cent in arrears
on accumulated dividends on the preferred stock. The book

.As

to
of

&

for

$J,|6.S,020 23

Reserves have becn^ set aside before the determination of
which it is estimated will meet all requirements for
taxes.
Development expenditures for drawings, patterns, tools
and experiments designed to improve and broaden the present
lines of manufacture and to provide for new lines have aggregated $251,257.
These expenditures have been charged to
the cost of manufacture.
In 1917 four dividends of Z'A per cent each were declared

soon as he took up the
work he learned telegraph operating, and
before he was 20 years
old

Wis.,

profits,

town,

\'t.

.Milwaukee,

compared with

490.51,

$<;4 1.908.

tined to some branch
of railroad work,
fie
bewail on November 10.
18^0. as a station agent
in

AU!s-Ch In.ers Manufacturing Company
inomc of the .\lli»-C lialniers .ManufacluriiiK

The net
Company,

following

resident sales managers, effective June

I'MS: R. J. Sheridan,
liter July 1. 1918, J. A.
>clliiiK
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li>

.After a

few months' service there he

was taken into the superintendent's

office

and made

1

is

pri-

vate secretary.
-After the creation of the Interstate Commerce ComiTiission, Mr. Mason applied for and secured a
position with that body in Washington first in the office of
the auditor of the commission, where he had charge of the
tariffs hied by the railroad companies.
I'pon the creation
of the division of statistics, of which Professor Henry C.
.Adams was the head. Mr. Mason was placed in that department, and remained there until 1896. when he occupied the
position of assistant statistician. .\t that time he was offered
position with the McConway & Torley Company of PittsI

'urgh, which he accepted in January, 1896. and in whose
-trvice he has been continuously ever since.
He has
-crved in various capacities. His first experience was gained
.> a traveling representative, after which he acted as assistnt to the superintendent of the plant, thus gaining a practical

xperience in the manufacturing operations.
Later he was
'Icsignated assistant to the president, an oflice which he held
until the death of Charles B. Krauth, when he was elected
secretary of the company, and some two or three years
later made a member of the board of directors.

surplus at the close of the year 1917, after deducting dividends paid and declared, was $5,463,604.
To provide for the delivery of the largely increased volume
of business, it has been necessary to expend larger amounts
than usual for capit.il improvements.
These expenditures,
aggregating $1,187,500 consisted principally of additions to
equipment and extensions to plant buildings. .\ large portion
of the additional equipment was built in the company's shops,
and the extensions to plant have been along lines contemplated in the original plans.
The net working capital of the company as of December
31, 1917. comprising cash, receivables, marketable securities,
and current inventories, less accounts payable, payrolls,
dividends and taxes accrued and other current obligations,
amounted to $16,431,546, as compared with $13,831,163 on
December 31. 1916. an increase of $2,f)00.383 for the year.
While offering our services and available equipment to the
government, and co-operating in every way possible in the
government's program connected with the successful prosecution of the war, the company has accommodated its regular
customers and continuerl to extend its regular lines of manufacture to the fullest extent possible under the circumstances.
The volume of business on band on December 31, 1917, was
$27,087,251, an amount substantially in excess of the unlilled
orders on hand at any lime in the previous ht.story of the

company.

'

Alfred R. Miller, treasurer of the Canadian Westinghouse
Company, Hamilton, Canada, died at his home in that city,
April 28. His whole business life was devoted to the interests of the Westinghouse Company. He entered their service
as bill clerk in 1897. was promoted consecutively to head
bookkeeper in 1903. acting assistant treasurer in 1904, assistant treasurer in 1907,

and treasurer

in

1917.

I'll'

Sal»
Co«i,

billcH
incluitirr

Farlorv
.Selling,

Hcpro

iaiion

riT A.vo

ml

I

n«j

Account

dcvclopmeni cxpen<liture*!

$26.1J»,3I7 JI
!

!

profit

M^nuf.irturing

I<).°144,'|06!7J
s,. •,.;

publicity, arintini^trslivo

m.i .•

and (cncral rxpenaci.

profit

Other income
InlereKt.

diacounti, royallir*, eninniiuiont, etc.

.

Halance

•aie»

Net

,

•'t

Heduci—
Amount revrved

for federal

income and w«r cxccm prohu

and coniingencio

profit carried

yj
SI

to lurplns

l,298,JO0.00
..

$4,010,490.51
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Financial and Construction
Railway Financial News
Alabama, Tennessee

& Xorthern. —The

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

United States District

Court at Mobile, Ala., on May 20 issued a decree of sale of
this road which has been in the hands of receivers since

November

Officers

Bond Anderson,
way, with

freight claim agent of the Southern Railhas been appointed assistant
ofiice at Cincinnati, Ohio, vice E. Miller,

office at Atlanta, Ga.,

comptroller, with
resigned.

22, 1915.

Canadian Northern.— The Board

of Arbitration appointed to
a value for the $60,000,000 capital stock of this company,
not previously owned by the Dominion Government, and now
acquired or authorized to be acquired by it, gave out its
On the basis that the depreciated value of
decision May 26.
fix

William Kissam Vanderbilt, Jr., vice president of the New
York Central Lines, with headquarters at New York, has
elected president, to succeed A. H. Smith, who has

been

resigned because of his
position as regional director.
Mr. Vanderbilt

assets exceeds the liabilities by not less than $25,000,000 (contrasting with the company's figures of $85,000,000 and the

26,

government counsel's $22,000,000), and having given consid-

and

eration also to the prospective earning capacity of the system,
the arbitrators conclude that the $60,000,000 stock October 1,
The .\ct of Parliament, however,
1917, was worth $10,800,000.
limits the award to not e.xceeding $10,000,000.

and

May

the

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul.— The directors met on
29, but again took no action on the dividends which were due
March 1. This is the fifth successive monthly meeting which
has occurred without any decision on the semi-annual dividends
due last March. Failure of the directors to take action on
which would
either the preferred ^or common dividends
normally have been declared in January, combined with the
prohibit payassociation
facts that the company's articles of
ments of dividends for any period during which they were not
earned and that the St. Paul's profits last year were equivalent
to only $3.85 a share on the preferred stock, or little more than
enough to meet the semi-annual payment made last September,
make it seem probable that no further dividend on either stock
can be declared out of 1917 earnings. This does not, however,
mean that, with the conclusion of the contract with the Government, now under negotiation, regular dividend on the preferred, at any rate, may not be paid in future. The next meeting of the board will be held on June 27 when it is expected
that some action will be taken on the dividend question provided
the contract with the government

is

signed in sufficient time.

National Railways of Mexico.— Rafael Nieto and Mario
Mendez have been appointed chairman and vice-chairman,
Mr. Nieto will act as
respectively, of the board of directors.
executive president of the company succeeding Alberto J.

was born on October

York,

elsewhere

New Haven & Hartford.— See

editorial

Berkeley.

December,

was
K. Vanaeroilt, Jr

work

1903,

New York

dent of
Valley

he

1905,

in

made

vice-presi-

Mohawk

the

Company

and

other subsidiary trolley lines. In July. 1910, he was appointed
Hudson
York Central
assistant to the president of the
River, and on March 7, 1912, was elected vice-president of
made
he
was
1914,
Lines.
In
January,
York Central
the

New

&

New

a

member

of the finance committee.

Charles Augustus Pea'oody, president of the Mutual Life
Insurance Company of New York, has been elected president
of the Illinois Central to succeed C. H. Markham, who has
resigned because of his
position as regional di-

Mr. Feabody
does not pretend to
have any special knowledge of railway operation and has taken the
temporarily
to
office
look after the corporate
interests and tide over
the present period of
Mr. Peatransition.

rector.

body was born on April
11, 1849, at New York,
and is a graduate of
University.
Columbia

He is also a vice-president and a member of
the board of managers
Delaware &
the
of
Hudson; a director of
the Illinois Central, the
LInion Pacific, the New

abody

York & Harlem,

the Baltimore

&

Ohio, and Wells Fargo

&

Co.

Operating

and

Clocks in Russia .Advanced Two Hours.— Beginning May
throughout Russia were advanced two hours in order
to save light and fuel.

College.

railway

Company,
W.

Railway Construction

31, clocks

Harvard

certain trolley lines of
Mohawk Valley
the

comments

Raith, Superior district
fill to replace timber bents at
mile 124.4. to cost about $30,000.

New York,
educated at
Mark's
St.

with
Central
& Hudson River under
vice-president
W. J.
Wilgus. Upon the acquisition by the New
York Central of the
majority ownership of
in

in this issue.

Canadian Go\-ernment Railways.— Plans are being made
to carry out work on the western lines during the next year
as follows: District No. 2, double 16-ft. reinforced concrete
culvert and fill to replace pile trestle at O'Brien, Superior
district, mile 30.2, to cost about $45,000; district No. 3, main
line, 8-ft. by 10-ft., stream tunnel and fill to replace timber
trestle at Winnipeg, Superior district, mile 47.1, to cost about
$60,000; district No. 3. 50-ft. deck plate girder and fill to
replace timber bents. Grand Trunk Pacific branch. Fort
William, Superior district, mile 27.7. to cost about $22,500,
and 10-ft. by 10-ft. stream tunnel and fill to replace timber
bents at Fort William, Superior district, mile 41.3, to cost
about $59,000; double 16-ft. reinforced concrete culvert and
mile
fill to replace timber bents at Raith, Superior district,
118.1, to cost about $52,500, and 10-ft. by 10-ft. stream tunnel

was

He began

Pani, resigned.

New

1878, at

P. Lamb, chief clerk in the Chicago office of A. H.
Smith, president of the New York Central, has been promoted to assistant superintendent of the western division,
with headquarters at Chicago, succeeding E. W. Brown,

W.

effective

May

15.

June

Banks has been appointed trainmaster

R.

J.
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7,

Coke, with
resigneU

office at

ol tlie

Coal

&

Charleston, \V. Va., vice R. E. Samples,

A. E. Pistole, trainmaster on the Texas & i'acilic at
Marshall. Tex., has been promoted to superintendent of the
Rio Grande division, with headquarters at Iti^ Springs, Tex.,
succeediuK W. M. Kent, transferred to l-'t. Worth, Tex., in
place ot W. H. DeFrance, translerre<l, effective June 1.

In

to general manager of the
St. Louis, has been promoted
superintendent of car service, succeeding W. T. Aylesbury,
assigned to other duties.

Edward Clemens, chief clerk
Terminal Railroad Association of
to

in

was born

County.
1884. and began
Louis

St.

Mo.,

in

railroad career as a
messenger in the freight
his

T. S. Davant, vice-president of the Norfolk & Western, as
assistant of the regional director, and of D. E.
general superintendent of transportation of the
Norfolk & Western as transportation assistant to the regional
Both will have offices at Roanoke, Va.
director.
the traffic

J.

H. Mara has been appointed industrial commissioner

of the Missouri Pacific, with headquarters at St. Louis, effective June 1, succeeding D. E. King, deceased.

W. P. Behen, general
& Western, at Chicago,
to

of

St.

clerk

in

Following the elimination of certain passenger and freight
positions recently by the Railroad Administration, the
Chicago & .Alton has made the following appointments,
effective May 28: Barth Reidy, general agent at Indianapolis,
Ind., has been appointed district traffic agent, at Kansas City,
Mo.; James Mann, district freight agent, at Springlield. III.,
has been appointed district traffic agent, at Springfield; S. B.
Wade, general agent, at Little Rock, Ark. has been appointed
district traffic agent, at nioomington. 111. C. E. Norris, division
freight and passenger agent, at Mexico, Mo., has been appointed district traffic agent at Mexico; E. C. Meyer, general
agent, at Milwaukee. Wis., has been appointed district traffic
agent at Chicago. Will p. Howard, general agent, at Pittstraffic

;

burgh, Pa., has

partment
for

of

that

number

a

of

the service.

John Vass, road foreman

of engines of the Grand Trunk, at
Battle Creek, Mich., has been appointed assistant master meol the (r»ntario lines, with headquarters at .Allandale,
Ont., in place of J. R. Donnelley, retired.

chanic

road
years,

E. W. Smith, who has been appointed superintendent of
motive power of the Central division, of the Pennsylvania
Railroad, with office at Williamsport, Pa., as has already been

and from that position
was advanced three years
ago to chief clerk to the

announced
in
these
columns, was born at

Mr

manager

general

left

Engineering and Rolling Stock

Louis, 1"
chief
traffic de-

He was
the

Clemens' promotion to
car
superintendent
of
service of the Terminal
Railroad .Association of

CI-

Louts
22

St.

on

•.va<

.r

.•

ettcctive

sales

agent, with headquarters at Chicago.

minal Railroad Association

agent of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis
has left the service of that company

go with the Liberty Steel Products Company, as

department of the Ter-

years ago.

Mr. Maher also announces the following

Traffic

western diat Chicago,
whose promotion to superintendent at Alliance, Ohio, was announced in the Railzi'ov .-Ige on May 31, was born on April 7,
1871.
He began his railway career on June S, 1887, as a track
laborer on the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern, following
which he was freight brakeman, car tracer and clerk in the
trainmaster's otHce. On November 15, 1902, he was appointed
yardmaster, and subsequently became assistant trainmaster and
trainmaster. On December 15, \^\3, he was appointed assistant
superintendetit of the western division of the New York Central
lines at Chicago, which position he held until his recent promotion, as mentioned above.

Clemens

2,

Spangler,

vision of the

Mr.

Circular No.

appointments:

W. Brown, assistant su|)orintcndfnt of the
New York Central, with headquarters

Earl
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E-

Charlesburg, W. Va.,
on September 21, 1885.
He is a graduate of the
Virginia
Polytechnic
Institute, and
he en-

Clemens

May

tered the service of the

superintendent of the
J. E. Snedeker has been appointed
Wichita division of the Missouri I'acific, with headquarters
at Wichita. Kan., and M. McKeman, acting superintendent
at that point, has been appointed superintendent of the
southern Kansas division, with headquarters at Coffeyville,
Kan., succeedinn R. G. Carden. eflfective June 1.

Pennsylvania
on .August 1,
July 26,

& Ohio Northern, with office at Richmond, Va.
A. C. Needles, vice-president of the Norfolk & Western,
as federal manager of the Norfolk & Western, including the
Virginia & Carolina Railway and the New River. Holston
& Western, with office at Roanoke, Va.
Southern, as fedJ. H. Young, president of the Norfolk
Chesapeake

the

Virginian

Railway,

was

man on September
1912,

with

office

at

Nor-

Until further notice, the terminals of all railroads at Norand Portsmouth and the Norfolk & Portsmouth Belt
Railway will be under the jurisdiction of the federal
manager of the Norfolk & Western. Terminals at Newport
News will be in charge of the federal manager of the Chesa-

in-

15.

and
1913,

1,

on October
he was ap-

pointed

assistant masmechanic at the Altoona machine shops.
On July 1, 1916, he was
advanced to assistant
ter

George W. Stevens, president of the Chesapeake & Ohio,
as federal manager of the Chesapeake & Ohio east of Louisville.
Ky.. Columbus and Cincinnati, Ohio, including the

Va

he

spector, was advanced
to motive power fore-

Pocahontas Region

manager of

1909,

made motive power

Circular No. 1. issued under date of June 1, N. D.
Maher, regional director of the Pocahontas Region, announces the appointment of three federal managers, covering the roads included in the Pocahontas Region, as follows:

folk.

On

special apprentice.

In

eral

Railroad
1906. as a

E.

W. Smith

engineer of motive power in the office of the general superintendent of motive power at .Altoona, and on October 10,
1917, he received his appointment as master mechanic of the
Philadelphia division, with office at Harrisburg, which position
he held at the time of his recent appointment as superintendent of motive power of the same road as above noted.

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

P. E. Hennessey lias been appointed joint livestock agent at
the National Stock ^ards district. East St. Louis, III.

folk

Line

peake

Si.

Ohio.

George R. Loyall, assistant vice-president of the Southern
Railway, has been appointed assistant to B. L. Winchell,
Regional Director of the Southern district, with office at
.\tlanta, Ga.
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Thomas L. Lipsett, district passenger agent of the Pennsylvania Railroad, with office at Washington, D. C, has been
appointed by the Railroad Administration as district passenger agent representing the Washington terminal lines.
with

office at

Washington.

George Hodges, who has been appointed manager of the
troop movement section of the division of transportation of
the Railroad .Administration, with (iffice at Washington, D. C.
was graduated from St.
Paul's School at Concord, X. H., and entered
railway service in 1886
He rewith the Erie.
mained with that road
until 1903 when he entered the service of the

In
Baltimore & Ohio.
he was appointed
the
assistant agent for
Seathe
of
receivers
1908

Mr

At the
Line.
rethe
of
expiration
he
1910,
in
ceivership
took up the work of the
Committee on
Special
Railway
of
Relations
Operation to Legislation,
which was then under
the chairmanship of the
Hodges
late F. O. Melcher, vicepresident of the Chicago,
Rock Island & Pacific, and in 1912 he became secretary and
treasurer of that committee, and also assistant general agent
of the American Railway .Association, with headquarters in
In April, 1916, he was elected chairman of the
Chicago.
Committee on Relations between Railroads, of the American
Railway Association, and in this position he was also chairman of the Per Diem Rules .Arbitration Committee, and chairboard

of the American Railway Association Committee on
Weighing and on the Marking, Packing and Handling of

man

Freight.

R. Walton Moore, of Washington, D. C, and Fairfax, Va.,
for many years has been special counsel for most of
the southern railway and steamship companies as their representative in matters
before the Interstate

who

Commerce Commission
and

in litigation

grow-

ing out of commission
proceedings, has been

appointed assistant genthe
of
counsel
eral
RailStates
United
road .Administration in
charge of aflfairs before
Mr.
the commission.

Moore

was

born

in

Fairfax

and

is

,,
memlter
nommally
,

still
^

committee of the slate constitutional convention, which
framed the constitution of Virginia in 1902. He served for
several years as a member of the Board .of Visitors of the
L'uiversity of Virginia, and of William & Mary College, and
was for a time president of the Virginia State Bar .Association.
G. H. Parker, assistant comptroller of the Philadelphia &
Reading Railway, has been appointed assistant to Walker D.
Hines, assistant director general of railroads, with oftice at
Wasliington. D. C.

H. B. MacFarland, engineer of tests of the -\tchison, Topeka
Santa, at Chicago, and G. M, Davidson, chemist and engineer of tests of the Chicago & North Western, at Chicago,
have been appointed members of the inspection and test section of

&

the United States Railroad .Administration for the western railroad region. Mr. MacP'arland has also been assigned to one of the
18 districts which have been created for the inspection and testing
of materials which will be used in the construction of the
car and locomotive equipment recently ordered by the Government. His district will comprise southern Ohio and the
F. Zeleny, engineer of
territory tributary to St. Louis.
tests of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, has also been
assigned to this work for the district comprising Chicago

and surrounding

territory.

Obituary
Charles E. Benton, formerly general attorney for the
Missouri Pacific, at Ft. Scott, Kan., died at his home in Los
Mr. Benton was born at
.Angeles, Cal., on February 23.
.After graduating from
.Astoria, III., on December 12, 1857.
the high school at Lewiston, 111., he studied law and later
was admitted to the bar, after which he went to lola, Kan.,
where he engaged in the general practice of law. There he
In 1884, he was
served two years as county attorney.
appointed assistant attorney of the Missouri Pacific for
southern Kansas, and in 1890 was transferred to Ft. Scott,
Kan. He was later appointed general attorney, to succeed
J. H. Richards, and served in that capacity until January 1,
Since
1914, when he resigned on account of failing health.
that time he resided at Los Angeles, Cal.

Harvey Richards, formerly general attorney of
Missouri Pacific, at Ft. Scott, Kan., died in that city on
Colonel Richards was born at Spencer, Kan., on April
He received his education at Wabash College and read
7, 1844.
law with Gen. Lew Wallace. In the early eighty's Colonel Richards was appointed general attorney for the Missouri Pacific at
Ft. Scott.
Fie served that company in this capacity for a period
of 26 years, and during that time he was also receiver of the
St. Louis, Ft. Scott & Wichita, and directed the construction of
the lines between ^^'ichita, Kan., and Hutchinson, and between
Eldorado, Kan., and McPherson. In addition, he was president
of the construction company which built the Missouri Pacific
branches from Ft. Scott to Rich Hill, Mo., and from Ft. Scott
Several years ago Colonel Richards was
to Pittsburg, Kan.
forced to retire on account of failing health, and at that time
was succeeded by Charles E. Benton, whose death is also anCol. Joseph

the

-April 17.

nounced

Fairfax, Va., and graduated from the EpiscoHigh School of
pal
and
Va.,
Alexandria,
from the University of
Virginia.
He began
the practice of law at
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Operation of Algeri.\n
2,320 miles of railroad, of

R.\iLR0Ans.

— Algeria

has

a

total

of

which 1,513 are State owned and 807
miles privately owned. The former are not only owned, but are
operated and maintained by the Government and the profits are

With regard to the private
tlie national treasury.
Government guarantees the interest charges and conThe total receipts of the State lines in 1916

turned into

„
R. ,,,
W. ,,
Moore

ot a

firm in Fairfax which
has a large practice. He has been one of the leading lawyers
of Virginia, and had represented various steam and electric
railways in northern Virginia in connection with his general
practice, when in October, 1907, he was appointed assistant
special counsel for the southern railway and steamship lines
Six
as assistant to Judge Edmund Baxter of Nashville.
years ago, on the death of Judge Baxter, he was appointed
special counsel, and his firm has been one of the most promiMr. Moore for a time was a
nent in this class of work.
member of the state senate of Virginia: was a presidential
elector on one occasion, and was chairman of the legislative

lines,

the

trols

the traffic.

amounted

to

Commerce

Reports.

$6,228,755

and of the private

lines

$5,302,557.—

—

Traffjc on New Ze.\i.and Railroads in 1917. The New
Zealand railways for 1917 carried 14,173,115 passengers, as compared with 14,201,506 for 1916, of whom 355,832 passengers
traveled on season tickets, as compared with 330.622 for 1916.
During the year there were 6,239,172 tons of freight carried, as
compared with 6,370.946 tons for 1916. This was accomplished
notwithstanding the considerable reduction in the number of
trains run and the increased passenger and freight rates.— Cow
merce Reports.

Raiiw<^yAge
The

report of the standing committee on disljurscment accounts of the Association of American Railway Accounting
-. ,
Officers, which is published in part
,
Mechanical
elsewhere in this issue, is the most
comprehensive discussion of the use of
Office
mechanical devices in disbursement
Devices
accounting that has ever been put on
There were two other reports,
record so far as we know.
one on the use of mechanical devices in passenger accounting and one on the use of mechanical devices in freight accounting, both of which are worthy of careful study, but
are not printed in our report of the meeting because of a
lack of space and of a certain amount of overlapping.
A. P. Disbrow, auditor of disbursements of the Erie, is chairman of the committee on disbursement accounts; and the Erie
has been one of the most progressive of the larger roads in
adopting and adapting mechanical devices to audit office
work.
The committee has had. because of war conditions,
an unusual opportunity to. study the results of substituting
girls and labor-saving devices for expert men.
The report
is, therefore, timely and might well be studied by executive
officers as well as by accounting officers.
.

This has been mainly because procuixion

selves own.

and because the rewards in reputation, fKjwer .md income
which have been won by the most energetic and able men
have been in proportion to their energy and aljility. These
incentives will make "busy jjrains" in any line of activity.
Also, the destruction of these incentives, which would inevitably occur under government ownership, would soon produce
idle instead of busy brains: and then incfficienc)' speedily
would succeed efficiency.
Did any paper ever publish an
issue containing as many articles regarding work being done
along different lines to increase efficiency in the postoffice department as the Railuay Age published in the issue referred
to (February 22, 1918) regarding work being done along
various lines to increase cfficicncv on the railwavs?

1

he Railroad .Administration is beginning to decemi.iii<!e its
This is a gratifying tendency. Decentraliza-

organization.

-^
f
r
uecentrahzmg

Railroad

Under

this

issue for
.

caption.

Collier's

June 8 the following
.

Our Railways
Are Good

—

Weekly

published

in

its

editorial:

"Those who know often speak of
.q^^ American railways as the best
on earth. The underlying reason is

well shown in one recent
the 'Railway Age.'
In
glancing it over we noticed a summary of a 200-page
report by a special committee organized over five years
ago to investigate the stresses in railway tracks. They
made over 250,000 observations on rail strains alone,
and the work is continuing. In time we are going to
know how a railway track ought to be built and why,
instead of leaving the roadbed largely to the profesAnsional instinct of the section boss and his gang.
other group of practical men have been getting data as
to the transverse fissures or splits in steel rails, and
there will be fewer accidents in years to come because
of their work.
Another paper, bristling with tables
and diagrams, tells how to reduce the 'dynamic augment' for heavy locomotives. It seems that the big
locomotive pounds on the rails because some of its
parts are relatively too heavy and that various modem
(and lighter) alloys of steel will help cure that bad
habit.
A fourth paper points out the deep interest in
education that railroaders must take if their forces are
It
to have the right human training and intelligence.
appears that our railways ought to co-operate with our
pubHc schools. All this from one number of one technical paper, and we have indicated only the high points!
Busy brains make good railroading, and the U. S. A.
has 'em."
Collier's has indicated the main reason why the railways
of the United Slates have been so efficiently managed. Their
officers, although in realit>' only employees, have taken a
keener interest in, and have workcxi harder to promote, efficient' than most men do in the case of businesses they them-

Why?"

fairly

issue

of

in

the railway business has usually tx'en ba.scd on merit; bccau.sc there has been plenty of room for individual initiative;

''**"

"'^^

contribute

toward

efficiency of operation,

time render

and

increased

at the

same

practicable for the rail^^^-^ '° ^^'^^ """^^ satisfactorily with
Management
local
conditions.
Since government
operation was adopted the Railway Age has ~everal times
it

commented on tlie dangerous centralization of management
which was occurring. We have also suggested a reorganization of the railways along regional lines after the war as having more prospective advantages and fewer prospective disadvantages than any other plan which could be adopted under private ownership and management (See editorial "The
Future of the Railways," Rail-xay Age, Januarj- 18, page
159; also "Lord Shaughnessy's Warning," same issue; and
"Revolutionizing Railway Organizations," March 22, page
The Railroad Administration originally divided the
694).
countr}' into three regions, eastern, southern and western,
and put a regional director in charge of operation in each
of them.
The Railuciy Age contended that these regions
w-ere too large even for present operating purjxisei. and suggested that after the war, if the railways were reorganized
along regional lines, there should be created not less than
five and probably not more than ten regions.
The Railroad
Administration has now divided the eastern region into three
regions, and it seems probable that it will find it expedient
If this is
to subdivide the western and southern regions.
done it will place in charge of the regional directors mileages of railway whose operation they can supervise more effectively.

It

results gained

will

also give opportunit}-

on different railways

in the

to compare the
same region, and

on the railways of different regions, in a way that will be
While the
stimulating to operating efficienc>' generally.
program of decentralization is being carried out it is to be
hoped it will be made to include the departmem of pur-

This department has laid itself open to more just
any other branch of the Railroad Administradelays which have occurred in the placing of
orders for equipment, and for the specialities to be u-sod on
it, has seriously reduced the number of cars and locomotives
it will be possible to make and deliver in time for the movement of the heav)' business of next fall and winter Some
chases.

criticism than
tion.
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severe criticisms can he and are being passed also on the
way in which in many cases orders have been divided. There
have been altogether too many instances in which the prices
of the things bought apparently have been considered to the

heavy bridge loads with high power jacks was probably the
important factor in the adoption of these designs, since it
assured success in obtaining the necessary adjustment of the
bearing elevations to obtain the assumed distribution of

Developments up to the present time
exclusion of quality.
indicate that the concentration of the purchase of equipment, rail and coal, in the Washington office was a serious
The sooner steps are taken to rectify this mistake
mistake.
The
in some way the better it will be for all concerned.
policv of decentralization which apparently is being en-

stresses.

based on sound principles of organization.
be required to get the best results from the
railways, whether under government or private management,

tered

upon

is

What seems

is

While complications in the calculations of stresses
once formed a formidable obstacle, they no longer constitute
an argument against

and decentralized management.

Projects Recognized

Cen-

management of a railway system as large as ours
would prove a failure whether attempted under government
the
or under private control. But by dividing and operating
railways in such regional groups as are suggested by geographical and commercial conditions the Railroad Adminisit would
tration will get better results during the war than
under a highly centralized plan, and may point the way to
war.
a satisfacton- solution of the railroad problem after the
tralized

THE

LARGEST ITEM in the classified statement of additions
and betterments authorized by the Railroad AdministraThis
tion was that for additional yard tracks and sidings.
amounted to $81,38j,955 as compared to $64,297,478 for
shops, buildings and engine houses and $51,207,704 for ad-

The total of
which will be applied
lines in this
capacity
of
existing
railway
to increasing the
country, represents 44.6 per cent of the entire appropriation

ditional
the.se

for

Continuous Truss Bridges
BRIDGE CONSTRUCTION has presented a most conaspect since the beginning of the European
War. The number and size of the bridge projects have been
price of
largely restricted by a lack of funds and the high
has been made
steel; nevertheless probably greater progress
in imin the development of materials in new designs and
proved fabrication and erection methods than in any corresponding period in recent years. One marked departure from
former practice, in this country at least, has been the use of
superstructures continuous over more than two supports, a
condition which has been studiously avoided even where con-

STEEL

tradictor}'

tinuity

was a prime

requisite of the process of erection. Thus
it has been the general practice to cut

in cantilever bridges

away erection members so that a simple span was suspended
between the projecting arms, while in cases where one simple
span was erected by the cantilever process from an adjoining one, the two spans were cut apart as soon as the second
span became self-supporting.
An example of a marked departure from this practice is
to be

found in the Kettle Rapids bridge on the Hudson's

Bay Railway described on another page

of this issue.

trusses for the three spans are continuous from
This is one of three important railroad bridges

struction within the last 18

The

end to end.
under con-

month? which follow

this prac-

Erie over the Allegheny river
has two groups of three continuous spans, and the Chesapeake & Ohio Northern bridge over the Ohio at Sciotoyille
has continuous trusses 1,500 ft. long, supported on three piers.
Considering this question from the theoretical standpoint
tice.

The Bessemer & Lake

on the other hand practical
considerations have discouraged this form of construction in
the past. Girder bridges for track elevation subways having
intermediate supports were at one time constructed with continuous plate girders, but this proved objectionable in these
short spans because the reversal of reactions on the abutments
there is nothing

new

form of design.

Importance of Yard

to

centralized control

this

in this idea;

with the passage of trains resulted in the rapid pounding of
This condition has been avoided in the
the bridge seats.
Bessemer & Lake Erie bridge by the introduction of a counter
weight at the end of one of the shorter spans.
The prime requirement, that of unyielding supports, was
satisfied beyond any question at the site of all of the three
Each afforded rock bottom at a
bridges mentioned above.
readily available depth. Beyond this, e,xperience and marked
improvement in the last three years in the handling of the

main

tracks, the ne.xt largest items.

three items, $196,889,137, all of

additions and betterments.

The most

significant

fact

concerning these allotments is that they are based on a
thorough study of the entire railway situation by men
eminently equipped for the work and supplied with the most
comprehensive array of data ever compiled on the physical
needs of the American transportation system. It is true that
the estimates submitted by the roads were based on their
war needs and that they were judged very largely on that
Nevertheless, the work authorized represents to a
basis.
large extent exactly what the roads would have done of their
own volition in times of peace, had they been free to make
adequate expenditures.
The proportion of the total allotted to terminal work corresponds to the prevailing knowledge of railway men as to
the relative need of this important part of the railway plant.

While the necessity for the extension of facilities of this class
was not demonstrated in as spectacular a manner last winter
as was the demand for better facilities for the repair and
care of locomotives, the dire need for more yard and passing
track capacity has been manifested indirectly in so many
ways and presents a condition so well understood as to reAdditional main tracks are necessary
quire no elaboration.

but not in the same degree as yard tracks and sidings. There
are cases where main tracks are taxed absolutely to capacity
and some large expenditures are authorized to overcome this
condition.
Thus the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas
Pacific was granted $3,960,000 and the Cleveland, CincinBut
nati, Chicago & St. Louis $4,409,874 for this purpose.
while trains are delayed in getting through sections of single
track on a busy road, it is far more common to see trains held
out on the line awaiting opportunity to enter an overloaded
terminal.

Much money will be spent for the improvement and extension of existing yards, with the object of relieving the
stress as quickly as possible.
It is but human to look for a
"key log" with the hope that the jam may be relieved by
proper attention at some critical jx)int, but too often the layout is so hopelessly inadequate that alterations or enlargement can result only in impotent patch work. For this reason it is not surprising to find that the recently announced
budget covers authority for not a few large new yards, some
of them on sites entirely independent of existing developments.
It requires foresight and courage to spend a million dollars
on a freight yard. The same amount spent for second track
would look much more effective, and probably gives quicker
returns, but from the number of million-dollar appropria-

June
tion>
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ilif list.

ill

It

is

ouglily apjirtviateti.

evident that

The

tlie nottl

for yards

is tlior-

yards

size of tlie appropriation for

is one of the most hopeful thin.t;s al)OUt the
and this, toucUier witli the amount
shop
set
l)uildini;s, enjjine houses, etc., should,
when the work is liiiished, yo a lonj; way towiird m;ikiiig

and sidf tracks
construction
asidt

proi^rani,

for

the Anu-niiiJi railrcKids a iietter trans|x)rtation

war

in

.ind

machine

Ixrtli

peace.
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ernment had taken charge, and in
had di.scovered that, contrary to

time
previous ojiinion, all
comiH-tition or .-emblance of competition was wrong, and
that the railwa)s must not merely co-operate, but must be
merged into and operated iut a single system,
i-ike moat
this short interval of
its

sudden converts, the government became a more zealouji exjjonent of railroad monopoly tlian the railway owners and
managers ever were. Furthermore, the general public endorsed the new policy unreservedly as it did the old, and
apparently did not realize that the government had turned

The Vindication

a

of the

somersault.

fore egged the

Railway Managers

now

jiete,

The

vcn,'

heartily

GoMkNMPNi

Mi'KRATioN ot the railways is vindicating
private management.
Many of the most important
tilings it is doing are things which the management of the
railway companies tried to do before government operation
was adopted and which the government through regulation
or otherwise prevented.
It is showing that the railway situation under private management would have heen made

much

better in

have permitted

Many

some respects

if

the public authorities

would

it.

of the leading railway presidents will remain

cers of the

offi-

companies under the new regime, but almost

men who

all

being appointed to important executive
positions in the Railroad Administration are former railway
officers and are being selected because they are the best men
r the positions.
The Hearst newspapers and other socialic i)ulilications assert that inefficiency broke down private
nunagement
If private management was incompetent, how
did it happen to develop and put in important places the
!'ien the government regards as the l)est fitted to o[)erate the
the

are

The managements of the
and regulated by many men in
botii private and pu"blic life who have set themselves up as
Why has none of these been
authorities on railway affairs.
ilwayj in the present crisis?

iilways have been criticized

Justice
put in charge of the opieration of a railway?
Brandeis, Clifford Thome. Commissioner Charles C. Mc("hord. the editor of the Hearst newspapers, for example,
ive overflowed with criticism of the management of the
iilways in the past and with suggestions as to how it could
Ijc

improved.

The Hearst newspapers

are

now

telling the

what he ought to do. Why
in this great emergency, when their knowledge of how to
run a railway could be so usefully employed, do w-e not find
the names of these men in the lists of those being appointed
Doubtless we
as regional directors and federal managers?
would under government ownership in time of peace. Under
government operation in time of war their qualifications do
not commend them to the serious consideration of the government
For many years before the adoption of government operation, railway managers endeavored to reduce wasteful comThey tried to do this by making pools of traffic
petition.
and earnings, by organizing traffic associations, by forming
community of interest arrangements, by causing their companies to acquire stock interests in each other, and by actual
The companies and tlieir managers were de-^nsolidations.
mced. persecuted and prosecuted for these efforts. Law
court decision was
L-r law was passed, court decision after
director general in detail just

(lered.

to

maintain

absolutely

unrestricted

competi-

rhe railway managers contended that these laws and court
decisions were unjust to the railways and harmful to the
but

legislatures,

regulating

authorities

and courts

On December 28, 1917, it
were deaf to their arguments.
was still contrary to our laws and public policy for parallel
railways to co-operate in handling traffic or to co-ordinate
On December 29, 1917, however, the govtheir farilities

consider

it

a great adiieve-

government to have abolished the rivalries Ijctween the railways which until last Deceml>er it forced them
for the

to continue.

For many years the railway companies had been complaining that they were subject to too many masters. They
asked that exclusive federal regulation lie substituted for
regulation by both the state and national governments. State
and federal regulation continued, however, to vie with each
other in heaping burdens and restrictions upon them.
But
when operation by the federal government was adopted, it
instantly

became clear

to the federal authoritie.-; that

it

would

be impractical)le for them to manage the railways efficiently,
without discrimination and in the interest of the entire

were allowed to regulate ojHiration, to
impose taxes and to fix rates regardless of the policy followed by the federal government.
The railway managers began ten years ago to point out
that wages and other expenses of operation were rapidly
increasing, and that it would be necessary to advance rates
to enable the roads to earn enough adequately to develop
their facilities.
While between 1906 and 1917 the average
annual wage of railway employees increased 67 per cent, the
average freight rate and the average passenger rate actually
declined.
In 1917, after the United States had entered the
countrj', if the states

war, the representatives of the railways presented to the
Interstate Commerce Commission data showing that an advance of IS percent in rates was needed then, and tliat further
advances probably would be needed later on. The Interstate
Commerce Commission granted only part of the advances
asked for.
On December 5 it sent a special report to
Congress, in which it indicated that it could not advance
rates enough to meet the situation.
The enormous increases
in expenses which were then occurring have continued, however, and what was untliinkable then has become easily thinkable under government operation.
The Railroad Administration is making advances of approximately 25 f)er cent in
both freight and passenger rates, and is bringing the state

up

to the level of the interstate.
vindication of our former private management of railways is written large in these developments. The government is now refraining from doing many things which the
managers of the railways under private operation tried to get
it to desist from doing, because it has become manifest that
they were unwise and contrary to the public interest.
It is
doing many things which the railway managers tried to get

rates

The

it

to

do because

it

has become clear that they are wise and in

However disagreeable some features of
may be to men like Frank Trumbull of
Chesapeake & Ohio, E. P. Ripley of the Santa Fe, Samuel

the public interest.
the existing situation
the

•n.

public,

ment

to

commend it
They

"wasteful competition."

and publications who becompel the railways to corabecause it has stopped the

jieople

government on

Rea of the Pennsylvania, Daniel Willard of the Baltimore k
Ohio and Fairfax Harrison of the Southern, who are remaining in the service of their companies and therefore ceasing to be managing railway executives, they can have the satisfaction of feeling that

many

government operation

is

yindicating

of the most important public policies for whidi they

have stood.
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Illinois

Central

Illinois Central held its operating ratio in 1917
to a slightly lower figure than 1916; in fact, it was
lower in 1917 than in any year since 1907. It was 71.54 in
1917, 71.66 in 1916, and, prior to that-, for a number of years,
ranged around 76.
The most astonishing part of the 1917 performance, howi~ver, was the fact that with an increase of over 21 per cent
in ton mileage of freight and of over 1 5 per cent in passenger
mileage, there was an increase of only 17.97 per cent in
operating expenses, notwithstanding the fact that there was
an increase of 8.60 per cent in freight train miles and S.14
per cent in passenger train mileage. Furthermore, there were
The roads
substantial increases in maintenance expenses.

THE
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54,
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increased nearly iO per
pocket cost of moving the business
cent, but on some of the eastern roads transportation expenses
increased to an even greater per cent with an actual reduction in passenger train mileage and only a very slight increase in freight train mileage; while the Illinois Central's
passenger train mileage increased over S per cent and freight
train mileage over 8 per cent.
The Illinois Central charged nearly 14 per cent more for
maintenance of way and over 7 per cent more for maintenance of equipment in 1917 than in 1916. .\s a matter of
fact, however, because of shortage of labor and materials,
there was $959,000 charged to maintenance of way expenses
The
in 1917, which was carried over as a reserve into 1918.
amount charged was $11,289,000; an increase over 1916 of
approximately
was
the
amount
spent
but
$1,368,000,

$10,300,000 or only a few hundred thousand dollars more
than was spent in 1916. Similarly, in maintenance of equipment, while $18,214,000 was charged, an increase of
$1,233,000, $475,000 of this increase was additional charges
This of course, is a bookkeeping charge
for depreciation.
only and, while the actual amount spent for repairs of locomotives was considerably larger in 1917 than in 1916, repairs of freight train cars cost considerably less.
Notwithstanding the scarcity of labor and high prices of
materials, the Illinois Central spent $15,643,000 for additions and lietterments, which included $6,047,000 for freight
cars, $601,000 for locomotives, and $666,000 for passenger
The largest items of additions to roadway were
train cars.
$997,000 for station and office buildings, $640,000 for grading, $722,000 for bridges and culverts, and $674,000 for
The station and office building at
other track material.
Sixty-third street, Chicago, was completed, as was also the
Quite a number of stations at
station at Mattoon, Illinois.
smaller towns and cities were enlarged and improved. There

and interlocking plants.
Vaughn, Miss., and
Canton, and the other between Canton and Asylum, are
completed, the entire line of the Illinois Central from Chi-

was $549,000 spent

When two
cago to

for

signals

short sections, one between

New

Orleans will be completely block signalled.
installed 381 track miles of auto-

During the year there were

matic block signals.
The only new locomotives which were put in service were
14 6-wheel switching locomotives; but 18 saturated steam
locomotives were equipped with superheaters.
The character of traffic on the Illinois Central did not
change greatly in 1917 as compared with 1916, with the exception of a larger proportion of coal being carried and a
The followsmaller proportion of products of agriculture.
ing table shows the percentage of each class of commodity
carried to the total freight tonnage handled
1917.

Prorlucts

of

agriculture

Products of animals
Products of mines
Products of forests

Manufactures
Merchandise
Miscellaneous

14.44
2.83
48.24
15.76
12.49
^-16
^-O"

1,910.

17.84
3.21

45.37
'.5.29

12.08
4.59
1-S2

length of haul of freight was quite a little
The average revenue per
longer in 1917; being 264 miles.
ton per mile was less by two-tenths of a mill; being 5.2 mills
There was a good gain in car loading; the average
in 1917.
loading per loaded car was 26.94 tons in 1917 as against

The average

The

Illinois Central

and the Yazoo

&

Mississippi Valley

whose reports have been reviewed so far this year in these
columns which have been able to hold down the operating
ratio in 1917 to anything comparable to that of 1916 did so
either through a large reduction in train mileage, compared
to business moved, or smaller maintenance expenses, or both.

The Illinois Central did ver)' well in increasing its freight
train load; the average in 1917 for all freight being 700 tons
as against an average in 1916 of 624 tons; but the fact that
expenses per train mile did not go up in greater proportion
than they did
tions.

It

is

is the most remarkable part of the year's operatrue that transportation expenses—the out-of-

24.09 tons in 1916.
The Illinois Central earned its dividends comfortably in
an
1917, even without taking into its income any payment
the part of the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley interest on the
income
mortgage
Louisville, New Orleans & Texas second
bonds, or dividends on the Dubuque & Sioux City stock
owned. Railway operating income amounted to $18,606,000;
an increase of $1 ,846,000. The two reductions in non-operatto
ing income just mentioned brought the amount down
After the pay$8,009,000, as compared wth $13,016,000.

fjj

fl

1

June
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nient of intcnst charges, rentals, etc., there

was $15,016,000

available for dividends in 1917 and $17,466,000 in 1916.
Dividends call for $7,924,000.
The followini; tai)lc shows the principal figures for operation in

1917 compared with 1916:
1916.

1917.

MnlcaBe

4.766
$58,443,367
16.908.698
I•avK•n^cr
Kcvcntlc
87.144.786
r..Ul ..prriliiiK revenues
Maintenance of way and siruciurei ll.289.3IS
18.214.178
Maintenance of equipment
.\v.i.,l!t

Fr.iiiht

opcr^ile.l

Tcvnmc

1,332,011

Traffic

Transportation
tienrral

opetating

Total

expenses

Taxes
<">pe'-a<''>K Income
i;r<.s» Income

N.!

income

Chicago
INCREASES LN THE

&

29.076,858
2.083,165
62.339,834
6.186.365
18,606,217
26,615,582
15.191.326

4,767
$49,437,830
14..'3J,84''

73.740,266
9.9JI.6S6
16,980.995
1,303,244
22.553.004
1,848.339
52.843,149
4.116,065
16,759,239
29.775,070
17.627,202

North Western

NTS I'-AiD to eniploycL^s, for fuel,
for repairs to locomotives and rolling stock, and for maintenance of way and structures, were the principal factors preventing the Chicago & North Western from realizing on a 10
per cent increase in operating revenues in the year ended December 31, 1917.
.\Moi.

The total operating revenues for the year were $108,265,000, as compared with $97,979,000 in 1916. Operating
expenses, however, increased from $65,121,000 in 1916 to
$78,759,000 in 1917. The increase of 20 per cent in expenses, comparing with 10 per cent increase in business, increased the operating ratio from 66.46 per cent in 1916 to

1409

The increase in payments to labor for 1917 as against
1916 totaled nearly $9,000,000 of which over $5,000,000
was due to higher rates of compensation. The percentage
of operating expenses paid to labor in 1917 was 60.12 as
compared with 59. .H in 1916, or 58.27 in the calendar year
ended December .U

The
but

it

,

1915.

increase in cost of fuel for locomotives is an old story,
is interesting to observe that fuel for train locomo-

showed an increase of more than $2,000,000 and
The total increase in costs of
was 33 per cent over 1916.
fuel for locomotives was $2,651,800.
The increase in maintenance of way charges in 1917 over
1916 was $1,56.>,000 and followed a similar increase of
The
slightly more than that amount in 1916 over 1915.
increases, of course, were principally in track laying and

tives alone

surfacing, the expenditures for that purpose having increased
The increase in cost of realxiut 25 per cent in each year.
pairs to locomotives and freight cars similarly represented
something that was evident in 1916, jjut it is noteworthy that

whereas in 1916 there was an increase in charges to maintenance of equipment of $1,800,000 over 1915, in 1917 the
total again increased $2,800,000 over 1916, increases in suc-

and 19 per cent. Tlie.se increases
are especially emphasized by a comparison on the basis of
cessive years of about 14

units
1917.

Maintenance of way per mile
Repairs per locomotive
Repairs per freiRht car
Repairs per itassenger car^

1.652
3,292
87
721

1916.
1,459
2.748
78

594

1915.
1.261
2.281

66
501

It should be added however that, even with these increases,
so great were the increases in transportation expenses the

The Chicago & North Western
72.75 in 1917, and the net revenue from operation amounting

than in
the previous year.
Increases in taxes and decreases in nonoperating income were partly compensated for by decreases
in interest charges, so that the net income of $17,125,000
The
in 1917, was likewise $3,000,000 less than in 1916.
usual dividends of 7 per cent were paid, but for the second
half of the vear on a larger capitalization so that the balance
for the vear of $5,265,000 was just over $4,000,000 less than

to

$29,506,000 in 1917 was about $3,000,000

in 1916.

less

charges for maintenance of way in 1917 were 17 per cent of
the total operating expenses as compared with 18 per cent in
1916, and the cliarges for maintenance of equipment were
22.7 per cent of total operating expenses as compared with 23
The percentage of total operating exper cent in 1916.
penses chargeable to transportation increased from 52.9 in
1916 to 54.8 per cent in 1917.
The North Western's freight business in 1917 was lO.S
per cent greater than in 1916 on the basis of freight revenue,
7 per cent greater on the basis of tons of freight carried, but
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13 per cent greater on the basis of ton mileage carried. The
revenue per ton mile on the North Western is somewhat low
compared with some of the other roads in its territory, but
average
it is interesting to observe that whereas in 1915 the
revenue per ton mile was 8.3 mills; in 1916 it was 8.0 mills
and in 1917 only 7.8 mills. The total tonnage was 60,288,000
as compared with 56,408,000 in 1916 and the ton mileage
of revenue freight was 9,220,973,000 in 1917 as against

The tendency towards
assisted

heavier train loads continued

presumably by the energetic campaign

QiiiiiJiiriimiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiii

An

freight cars 3,834 greater. The increases
rein each case were undoubtedly due as much to caution in
tiring old equipment as to additions of new equipment.
During the year the North Western issued $15,000,000 of
its total preferred and
redeemed $4,541,500 of funded debt, of which
something over a million was equipment bonds and $3,118,000
was 7 per cent first mortgage bonds of the North Western
Union Railway maturing June 1, 1917. At the end of the
year the company had $5,722,000 cash, nearly $5,000,000
Loans and bills payable
less than on December 31, 1916.
no loans
at the end of the year totaled $2,295,000 as against
or bills payable on December 31,1916.
The following talale shows the principal figures for operation in 1917 as compared in 1916:

stock, equal to 10 per cent of
It

1917.

8,108

Averace mile operated

$72,264,461
revenue
24,516,358
Palslneer revenue
108.264.983
TotTtplLil'l revenue.
Maintenance of way and structure. 13,394,113
Maintenance of equipment
"AtH^rS
1,354,007
Traffic expenses
Transportation expenses
^HJJAiv
2,306.507
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Freieht

Taxes
OperatinV'income
G?oss in^orne
\-e° income

.
.

New

1916.

8.108
$65,380,165
22,329,509
97,978.844
11.831,004

^^A^Hf^
1,340,016
^l-Hl'lll
1.982,629

^HlfHt
5,677,480

^H^^AH
5,016,527

23,815,406
27,311,451
17,125.030

27.835.731
30,794,904
20.368.924

Books

Poor's Manual of Induslnah for 1918. 2,736 pages, bound in
Published by Poor's Manual Company, 80 Lafayette
cloth.
New York, Price $10.
Street.

Poor's Manual now occupies somewhat the same position
as regards industrials as Poor's Manual of Railroads occupied in the railroad field twenty-five or thirty years ago.
information about indusIt is the most complete source of
Now that the railroads
trials in one volume which we have.
public utilare being operated under government control, and
ends meet, indusities are finding it difficult to make both
investments
for
fields
trials offer one of the only attractive
It is needless to say that acoutside of government bonds.
curacy and intelligence are used in the compilation of the
figures which are included in Poor's Manual of Industrials.
In most cases, there is an income account and general balance
sheet given for each company, and a description of the stock

There is also, in most
outstanding.
cases, a short description of the character of the business done
by each particular company, but, if it were possible to enlarge
any part of this already very comprehensive manual, additional space might be u.sed to give further facts in regard to
No matter how small a stathe character of the business.
Poor's
tistical librarj' a banker or individual can afford,
Manual of Industrials must of necessity be included in it.

and other

securities

Opportunity for the Railway
Supply Manufacturers' Association

in

and the number of

common

No. 24
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New

for

heavier car loading. The average train load increased during the year from 510 tons to 544 tons, nearly 7 per cent.
The average load per loaded car increased nearly 9 per cent,
from 23 to 25 tons. The amount of equipment on hand of
Decemall classes was greater on December 31, 1917, than on
ber 31, 1916, the number of locomotives being 128 greater

common.
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Letters to the Editor

8,130,953,000 in 1916.

1917

Vol.
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York.

To THE Editor:
.\s

an ex-president of the Railway Supply Manufacturers'

.\ssociation,

I

am

naturally

still

interested

in the present

and future of that association, particularly because of the
fact that ever since I started to work on its committees I
have felt that the organization should be of a more permanent nature so as to work for the best interests of the
railway supply fraternity at all times.
Since this world war has interfered with the holding of
our annual conventions in conjunction witli the M. C. B.
and M. M. Associations, it appears that the R. S. M. A.
has practically passed out of existence. To me tlie passing
of this association, if such it be, is not a pleasant thought.
I am addressing this letter to 3-ou in hopes that it will be
published, and that sufficient interest will be created for us
to get together and in some way perpetuate the old R. S. M. A.

Many

other industries are fully organized, and have their

duly authorized officers and committees who are co-operating with the government, with the idea of facilitating the
The biggest burden of all has fallen to
big job in hand.
the railroads, and an industry which supplies the railroads
with all kinds of equipment is essentially an important
In any crisis, the necessity of the
factor in such a crisis.
right kind of organization and organized effort is essential.
During the past weeks, when so many of us have had to
spend our time in Washington, the lack of the proper orSince the railganization has been brought home to us.
roads have been taken over by the government, we have had
to conform to the new conditions, and, I believe I may say
without fear of contradiction, that no other body of men
representing such tremendously big interests have gone to
the capitol unorganized.
The ramifications of the railway supply industry are such
that individual effort, while it is of service, ofttime fails
in accomplishing the best results, and necessarily means the
loss of much time and energy, to say nothing of unnecessary
waste of money. This is the time when we should not only
talk conservation, but should organize our efforts along con-

Our President rightservation lines, and act accordingly.
fully felt that the railroads could better serve the common
cause by being brought under one head and operated as a
unit during this crisis, and, I believe that the wisdom of
In dealing with
his action has already been demonstrated.
this centralized authority, we should unite our efforts and
could call
administration
the
that
such
way
organize in
a
upon representative and authorized officials of our organization for general information, which they could collect
from its members. I do not mean to suggest the elimination of the individual interest, but such representatives could
properly handle the preliminaries, and would save the gov-

ernment

As a

officials

much time and

fraternity,

energy.

we have never gotten

together to discuss

our every-day business problems, for which there may have
been good reason in the past, but I feel that we can best
show our patriotism by getting together and offering Uncle
Sam the services of a united railway supply fraternity.
Let's get together and perpetuate the R. S. M. A., for \yhich
so many of us have worked in the past, and make it an
organization of service of which we will all be proud.

Oscar

F. Ostby.

Central Kinv of Briigt.

Difficult

Bridge Construction in a Cold CountryHudson Bay Railway Trusses Over

Kettle Rapids Are

Continuous Over Four Supports
By W. Chase Thomson
Consulting Engineer, Montreal, Que.

T

'HE HUDSON BAY RAILWAY extends from The Pas, the
northern terminus of the Canadian Northern
Maai
ly^a. to Port Nelson on Hudson Bay, a distance

vention of Lake Winnipeg, which serves as a huge reservoir,
the flow of water in this river throughout the year is remarkably uniform.
At Kettle Rapids, the lowest water level
recorded to date is 310.U, and the highest water level, with
the river unobstructed by ice, 319.0, a difference of only

424 mil^
l^P Although primarily intended as a short route
Europe, the railway opens up
valuable territor)-, rich in minerals, fish and pulp-wood and
of great agricultural possibilities.
The grading has been
completed throughout, and the rails have been laid to mile
332. The Kettle Rapids liridat- is at tlie second crossing of
of

for tlie expOTt of grain to

But, with tlie freezing of the river and the consequent
of huge quantities of drift ice, the channel is
greatly obstructed and the water rises suddenly. In the winter
of 1916-17, a height of 33S.5 was reached on February 3.
The highest ice peaks have always been found on the
3

ft.

jamming

islands, where piers 2 and 3 are located.
In the winter of
1916-17, when the water was at its maximum height of
338.5, there were ice peaks as high as 344.5, the same as
had been observed during the winter of 1913-14; but, with
the fall of the water, they settled to elevation 342.0, and remained there until melted.

The main channel

at the bridge site is only 350 ft. wide,
estimated to be aljout 200 ft. deep at the center;
the current is very swift, and there is always a certain amount
of open water.
Directly above and below the bridge site,

and

it

is

however, the river freezes

jamming

water.

View from Top

of

Cableway Tower

its

the Nelson river, or Kettle Rapids, mile 332, the present end
of steel.

The Nelson

is

one of the great rivers of Canada,

its

including the prairies of Alberta, Saskatchewan
and Manitoba on the west, the Red River valley on the south

drainage

and part of Ontario on the
•Abslr ic

Enfin«r

!.

of 3 roper presented
April II, 191S.

east:

but,

bffore the

owing

Canadian

to the interSecietr

all the

way

across, but only after

the ice and the consequent rising of the
evident that there can never be any danger
from ice. either to the superstructure or to the piers; for the
steelwork is 15 ft. clear of the highest fixed ice peaks, and
there is running ice only when the water level is much below
the

It

of

is

maximum

elevation.

In locating the line, advantage was taken of two ver>- conveniently placed islands, allowing a central span of 400 ft.,
with piers and abutments on the solid rock.
This rock is
of pre-cambrian origin and is a tough granitoid gneiss.
The bridge is a continuous structure 1,000 ft. long, having
a channel span of 400 ft. and two side .spans of 300 ft. each.

The
of Ciril

type.

1411

trusses or

50

ft.

main girders are of the sul>di\nded Warren

deep throughout and 24

ft.

apart center to center,
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There are two lines of stringers, 8
25-ft. panels.
apart center to center; and the base of rail is 17 ft. 6
The structure
in. above the center line of the bottom chords.
is riveted throughout, and all bracing is rigid; it is fixed
at Pier 3, and provided with expansion rollers at all other
The ties are 8 in. x 12 in., 14 ft. long, spaced 12
bearings.
in. on the stringers,
in. center to center; they are notched
and even,' fourth tie is fastened thereto by a ^^-in- hook
The outer guard timbers are 8 in. x 9 in., spaced 10
bolt.
ft. 10 in. in the clear; thev are notched one inch and secured
having
ft.

^

£r^ £:•:':'

•'

"^

End Curtain Phfe remotvd

Side Eletfohon with SideCurtain

Expansion Bearings for the Abutments
by a %-in. bolt. Steel guard rails, weighper yd., are provided inside of the running rails,
in. clearance between heads they are brought together
in a frog beyond the ends of the bridge.
The main (or
running) rails are of A. S. C. E. section 80-lb. At abutment
where
the
total
expansion
contraction
and
of the bridge
1,
will be about 8 in., they are provided with specially designed
expansion joints of the split switch form, with points of
manganese steel. Refuge bays, for pedestrians, are provided
to every fourth tie

ing 60
with 8

lb.

;

200 ft.
Three types of bridges were practicable for this location;
simple spans, with temporary members over the piers for

at intervals of

/
--JWJi,.'.

'B »T>.ij

a

mS*m\

?-: .i^^5*==^

Lower Steelwork for the Northern Anchor Span Erected.
The Traveler Is Raised on Blocking for Working
on the Top Chords
erection of the channel span; the conventional
cantilever bridge, with a central freely suspended span; and
a true continuous girder bridge. The first would have been
satisfactory, but not economical, owing to the great weight of

cantilever

extra metal required for erection stresses only.
The second
was rejected partly on account of the objectionable articulated
joints at the ends of the suspended span, but principally

because of the expensive shop and erection work in connectherewith; for an economically designed cantilever
structure would have required a much greater depth over the
piers, with considerably less depth at the abutments and
for the suspended span, resulting in sloping chords and
tion
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irregular webbing;

in order to obtain

bc-uii-^,

such econom-

j>roportions, it would have been necessary to locate the
bottom chords as close to the base of rail as possible, thus
ical

largely increasin,!; the quantit> of concrete in the substructure.

The

and

third ty(X>, as designed

most rigid of
required no extra metal
for erection stresses, except in the bottom chords of the
channel span adjacent to the piers, where the increase of
section was slight; the simplicity and uniformity of the framinu' ndiiii-d the cost of fabrication to a minimum; and the

and the most economical

all,

for

;

built, is the

it
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design includes provision for cantilever erection from piers
2 and 3 to tlie center of the channel span.
Provision for traction and braking forces has been made
by horizontal trussing attached to the top flange of the
stringers

and

.1/12, etc., or

to

the

100

ft.

beams at jKiints J/U, .1/4, M&,
shown in the diagram; which
the main girders through the in-

floor

apart, as

forces are transmitted to
clined struts ;U0-A/1, J/3-.1/4, ,»/4-A/S,

The end

Ml-MH,

etc.

provided with stiffeners and bearing-])lates at jKjints 1(> ft. apart, for jacking up tlie bridge;
and the flooriieams at .1/12 have been si>ecially designed for
lifting the bridge, with unit stresses increased by 50 per
cent and having stiffeners and bearing plates at points
14

ft.

flixtrljeams are

apart.

Latticing of main members has been avoided as far as
practicable; but the open sides of compression chord members are double latticed with S-in. by -^i-in. flats, having two

ends and at intersections; tension chord members
are similarly latticed with 5-in. x '.<-in. flats.
All of the
principal web members are provided with substantial longitudinal diaphragms, which are considered as part of the
effective section thereof; and the heavy compression diagrivets at

U6-L&, U\0-L\2, L12-UIA and L16-t/18, are further
by tie plates on their outstanding flanges.
All
joints and splices are fully riveted throughout.
Rocker bearings are provided throughout, having 8-in.
bearing pins at the piers and 6-in. bearing pins at the abutments; and the shoes are steel castings. The bridge is fixed
at Pier 3 and movable at Pier 2 as well as at the abutments.
At Pier 2 the expansion rollers are 8 in. in diameter, and
onals,

Falsework Under

Construction

for

the

Northern Anchor

Span
continuous

horizontal

greatly facilitated the

chords,

work of

without

adjustable

joints,

erection.

Details of Design
TIk structure was designed in accordance with the General
Specification for Steel Bridges, issued by the Department of
Railways and Canals in 1908, except for a slight modification in the impact formula, affecting alternating stresses only,
and a change in the allowable unit-stresses for compressionmembers.
Impact has been computed by the formula,

stiffened

each set is provided with four 12-tooth cut pinions to prevent skewing.
Substantial curtain plates are supplied for
the protection of the gears and to keep out the du.st; but they
are removable for inspection and cleaning of the bearings.
the abutments the expansion rollers are 6 in. in diameter

M

and similarly provided with alinement gears and curtain

rafige'

f^

,

with the arbitrary stipulation that the range shall

max.
taken as the arithmetical
r

id

I

sum

of the live load stress of
When the live
only, the formula reduces to

Lf/2

greater kind and 0.4 of that of the lesser.

=

stress

is

of one

L-

L

,

in

which

+D

L

kind

=

live

load stress and

D

= dead load

Concerning the unit stresses for compression members,
the Department's specification calls for 16,000 lb. per sq.

.

which agrees closely

•

ratios.

used in design is "Class Heavy" of the
Department's specification, above noted. The bottom laterals
have been proportioned on the assumption that the whole
of the specified wind loads, both during erection and afterwards, would be resisted thereby: and the wind load stresses
in the bottom chords include the vertical effect of the wind
ids, equal to their moment about the bottom chords divided
live load

'

the horizontal distance center to center of chords.

^

-

'

-

Anchor Span Erectcu. ana mc beginning o! LanShowing the Temporary Supports

tilever Erection

for Panel Points

36.000
with that adopted by the Society for values of l/r up to 70,
but gives somewhat higher unit stresses for greater working

The

.«

iiuutncrn

(i/ry-\

^"

38 r«SICli5»fi3MSiMfiS^^

reduced by Gordon's formula, using in the denominator
the factor 18,000 for square ends, 12,000 for one square
:id one pin end, and 9,000 for pin ends.
It is now quite
:ierally recognized, however, that 16.000 lb. per sq. in.
.;
entirely too high for short columns; and the Joint Committee on Columns and Struts in the United States, which has
recently submitted its final report, recommends a maximum
•rking unit stress of 12,000 lb. per sq. in.
In this bridge,
compression members have been designed in accordance
in.

with the formula, 12.000/1

^

The

plates.
These expansion bearings are shown in one of the
drawings. The fixed bearings at Pier 3 are similar to the
expansion bearings at Pier 2, except for rollers and bed
plates.
The bridge seats are tool dressed p)erfectly level and
to the exact elevations called for on the drawings; and sheet
lead, '/i in. thick, is provided to equalize any minor irregularities of the surfaces.
Owing to the small deflection of this bridge, which is only
3 in. at the center of the channel span, for dead load combined with the maximum effect of the live load, it was con-
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sidered unnecessary to provide for a perfectly straight bot-

tom chord under any particular condition of loading; so the
trusses have been cambered, in accordance with the more
usual method employed for simple spans of moderate length,
by increasing the length of the top chord panels. Members
U10-U12 and U12-U14 have been correspondingly shortin. has been added to the verticals U12-L12,
ened; and
At panel
to obviate a slight kink at panel points U12.
points LI 2 the ends of the abutting chord members have
l>een bevelled to accommodate the form of the trusses when
This method of cambering has greatly simfully loaded.
plified the shop work; and the results are entirely satisfac-

^
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at the center, was provided for loading the cables equally.
designed for a live load of 14 tons, the
weight of the heaviest piece to be transported.
In addition

The cableway was

which
gave entire satisfaction, the cableway was of great

to its principal function of transporting materials, in

service

it

assistance in the erection of steelwork.

The falsework

for the northern anchor span

was then con-

structed, with extension bents reaching to the floor level, for

the

accommodation of the special

traveler provided for the

tory.

The total estimated weight of steel in the structure (including floor bolts), computed from the detail drawings before
the contract had been awarded, was 4,424,000 lb.; and the
actual shipping weight, as determined by the scales, was
4,415,000 lb.
Erection
Erection was started on June 6, the earliest date possible;
for, before the falsework for the southern anchor span could
be placed, it was necessary to blow up huge masses of ice
This anchor span was then erected in the
with dynamite.
usual manner by a 75-ton derrick car, having trucks 35 ft.

and a single SO-ft. boom. At LO, bottom
chords were set 10 in. low, by omitting the upper shoe castings and using flatted pins for bearings. This was to provide
center to center

The Cableway with

Its

Equalizing Girder

erection of the northern half of the bridge.

was

.\j this traveler

be used on the top chords as well as at the floor level,
its four trucks (of two 24-in. double-flanged wheels each)
were spaced 24 ft. center to center transversely, the same
to

as the trusses, and 50 ft. center to center longitudinally, to
coincide with the panel points; it was fitted with two 62-ft.
booms and a hoisting engine; and its entire weight, including
counterweight, was 60 tons, equally distributed on the four

To provide for the weight of the traveler only, when
moving, the top chord members were supported at their
middle point b)' temporary timber posts, resting on special
seats at panel points M3, MS, Ml, M9, etc.
trucks.

After the delay incident to the construction of the cableway, and the falsework for the northern anchor span, erection

Northern Anchor Span and 100

ft.

for the deflection of the channel

of the

Adjacent Cantilever

span during erection, and

to

insure that the connections at Z.20 could be effected before
After the anchor span had
the chords at U20 would meet.
been fully riveted, the southern half of the channel span was
erected as a cantilever by the same derrick car, the riveting

following closely behind the work of erection. Panel point
L14 was supported temporarily by wire cables from panel
point U12 until the connection had been made at Z714; likewise, panel point L\& was supported from panel point U16,
By August 18,
until the connection had been made at t/18.
or eleven weeks from the date of beginning, the first half of
the bridge was fully erected; and the riveting on this portion
of the structure was completed one week later.
The next, and perhaps the most difficult piece of work in
connection with the entire erection, was the construction of
a double cableway for transporting the materials for the
northern half of the bridge to the opposite side of the river.
The cables were supported on a rocker bent 40 ft. high,
standing on the top chords of the southern cantilever at panel
point 1118, and on a timber tower 120 ft. high from the
ground surface, located behind Abutment 4, with center line
The span of the cableway
60 ft. from panel point LO.

was 611

ft.;

the sag, under

maximum

and the
both ends, from ad-

load, 36

ft.;

horizontal distance of the anchorages, at
jacent supports, 400 ft. A triangular equalizing girder, suspended at its ends from the cables and having a lifting hook

Southern Half of the Bridge Erected
of steel for the northern lialf of the bridge commenced on
Sc])tember 17. Beginning at Pier 3 (with the traveler at the

and working toward Abutment 4) the floor system,
bottom laterals and lower members of the trusses were placed,
and the falsework extensions removed. The traveler was then
blocked up to the height of the top chords, requiring a week
for this operation; and the upper part of the steelwork for
this anchor span was erected, working from Abutment 4
floor level

June

14,

AGE
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toward Pier 3. When the traveler had passed panel point
L'6, an additional roikor hi'nt, 40 It. hi^h, was set up there
as an intermediate support for the cables, thereby reducing
the span to 400 ft., tlie nia.ximum sag to 22 ft., and providing
ample working clearance above tlie top of the steelwork.
The cantilever erection of tiie northern half of the channel
-•ipan was accomplished in the same manner as for tlie southern half, e.xcept that the members were placed principally by

m
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main numbers was completed, and jacking of tlte ends
was resumed.
This operation was again interrupted by
New Year's day, but the ends had been rai.sed sufficiently by
January 2 to permit of placing the upper shoe-castings, without shims.
Although the ends were thus ISj^ in. below their
normal position, the load at each of the four comers, as indicated by the gages on the hydraulic jack.-, was exactly 118.5
tons, the amount of tlie computed dead-load reaction.
The
bridge at the time, however, was covered with many tons of
ice and snow; thus it was impossiltle to determine very accurately the reactions for the normal dead load.
It had by tliis time been decided to give up the attempt to
the

bridge during liie winter of 1917-18; for the men
could not work to advantage; a satisfactory job could not
coin|)lete the

be

made

of the track work; the painting could not be done
mild weather; and the bridge was per-

until the advent of

A

adjustment will therefore be made under
it is e.xpected that the ends
With the ends
in. low, levels were again taken on the bridge, with
1 \s
satisfactory results, for the camber at the center of the channel span was found to be 1 Jy in., whereas the maximum computed deflection due to the specified live-load is l->^ in.
The closing panel of stringers was placed January 4,
which ended tlie work for the season. The remaining work
fectly safe.

final

more favorable conditions, when

will rcquir to be raised aljout another inch.

1

Under Construction

Pier 2
the special traveler,

which required temporary timber

.-•up-

ports at the center of the top chord panels, already mentioned.

From the time of placing the traveler on the top chords
within two days of the end of November, when the weather
suddenly turned severely cold, rapid progress had been made;
to

and

it

was confidently

e.xpected

entirely completed before the

would be
week in De-

the bridge

that

end of the

first

cember.

On December 8 the center connections at L20 had been
made, and without the least difficulty; for, on meeting, the
trusses had been in perfect alinement and the deflections of the
cantilevered arms, e.xactly equal; thus it had only been necessan.- to jack forward on its rollers the southern half of the
structure, which had purposely been set back 5 in. to facilitate
the erection of the closing members.
On the southern half of
the bridge, the timber floor was practically complete; and the
ties had been roughly distributed over the northern half, e.xcept at one panel adjacent to the center of the channel span,
where the stringers had not at that date been placed; thus the
-tructure was practically supporting its full dead load. Under

Beginning of Erection of the Northern Anchor Span, with
the Traveler at the Floor Level
comprises a small amount of riveting for secondary parts,
some minor adjustments, the completion of the timber deck,
including the laying of the rails, and painting.

Substructure

The

substructure is of concrete throughout, composed of
pit gravel and cement in such proportions as were found by
trial to give the best results.
It had been intended to construct at least the

abutment and pier on the southern side

autumn

of 1916, but the track did not

site until the

end of October; cold weather

of the river during the

reach the bridge
set

^9i

.

,r.-

*-t2i

of the Portal Struts

Were Omitted Temporarily

for the

and Sway Bracing

Accommodation

to construct

this foundathrough frozen clay
and silt to the solid rock. The concrete was placed during
tlie second week in December, and in very cold weather;
but the materials had lieen heated, the mu-'^s was large, and
the result was entirely satisfactory, as found from a careful

tion

The Lower Members

and there was barely time
Abutment 1. Excavation for

in shortly after,

the foundation for

was carried

to a

depth of over 10

ft.

The abutment
inspection the following spring.
month of April, 1917.

of the Derrick-Car

was com-

pleted during the
these conditions, careful levels were taken to ascertain the
The cur\'es
exact deflections of the trusses or main girders.
of the l)ottom chords were remarkably uniform; and the
center ordinate was exactly the same as had been computed.
The weather having moderated slightly, although still very

work on the bridge was resumed December 16. On the
22d the ends were lifted 3J/4 in., which was just sufficient

cold,

to bring the

Owing
was not

ends of the top chords at

to frequent stoppages

until the last

f '20 to a firm bearing.

due to weather conditions,

it

dav of the month that the rivetim: of

Operations at Pier 2 were begun on April 10, and under
very adverse circumstances; for the river was then at an elevation of .^2S.0, or 10 ft. above the average rock surface at
this point: and the rock was covered with a solid mass of
However, it was necessary to get ahead
ice 2.'! ft. thick.
with the work as rapidly as possible; so the ice was excavated,
and the rock was bared by May 5, at which date the water
had fallen to elevation .^25.0. Although the ice walls of the
excavated .=haft appeared to be perfectly solid throughout,
the water percolated through and stood at the same elevation
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as that in the open river channel, but it was perfectly still,
without current or surge. A timber caisson, conforming on
the bottom to the irregularities of the rock surface, was
then constructed; and all small openings therein were sealed
by sheet piling, carefully scribed and driven so as to broom
the ends. Every inch of the rock surface inside of the caisson
was then picked with needle bars, to insure that it was
entirely clear of ice; and heated concrete was deposited by
The rock surface at this pier had predeep-sea buckets.
viously been carefully examined during low water, and found
to be absolutely sound; thus every confidence may be placed
The footing for this pier was completed
in the foundation.

on
no

May

9

;

the construction of the

difficulties,

The

and was

pit gravel,

main

shaft thereof offered

effected without incident.

used throughout on this work, was in-

variably frozen and required to be thawed by steam; thus all
of the concrete was placed warm, and with most gratifying
results; for, on removal of the forms, not a single bad spot
was discovered. The total quantity of concrete in the work
is about 3,000 cu. yd., and of reinforcing steel in the wing

walls 2,300 lb.
The laying out of the work was difficult and tedious, owing
to the irregularity of the ground and to the necessity of locating Pier 3 by triangulation but the instrument work was
done writh such care and precision that all important dimensions and distances were afterward found to be practically
In locating the center line of bed plates on Pier 2,
exact.
and that of the shoe castings on Pier 3, where great accuracy
was desired, the piano wire method of measurement was used,
taking into account the pull on the ends of the wires and the
;

corresponding sag, as determined on a level surface, and makThe distance
ing the proper correction for temperature.
between centers of bearings on Piers 2 and 3 was afterward
found to agree with the steel structure, as built within

S/16

in.

The
W.

entire work has been under the general supervision
A. Bowden, chief engineer, Department of Railways
and Canals, Ottawa, and of J. W. Porter, chief engineer,
Hudson Bay Railway, The Pas. It was designed in full
by the writer, who has been retained throughout for consultation in connection therewith.
The substructure was fabricated and erected by the Canadian Bridge Company, Limited,
Walkerville, Ont. T. B. Campbell, bridge engineer, Hudson
Bay Railway, was in charge of the bridge site; I. E. Mahon
was the superintendent of erection for the bridge company;
and James Carr, representative of the Canadian Inspection
and Testing Laboratories, Limited, attended to the field inspection.
The entire work has been carried out without loss

of

of life or serious accident.

—

ArRic.\.
The Minof Railways in the South African Government, in presenting his railway budget, said that one of the greatest
difficulties with which the administration had been faced

Locomotive Situation in South

ister

was that of engine power. The maintenance of locomotives
in good order was a problem that touched every country in
the world.
The British railways had had to send 700
engines overseas for military purposes, and they had 1,400
locomotives over the usual

number awaiting

repairs.

The

South African position had been slightly improved. There
had been a considerable improvement in the water supply,
and by resorting to various expedients, the Union had succeeded in keeping about 75 per cent of its engines in com-

In 1916, 26 per cent of the engines were out of
1908 the Cape had 29 per cent of its locomotives in, the shops, and Xatal had 30 per cent.
The grea*^e=;t
difficulty had been experienced in obtaining delivery of new
engines.
Last year 29 new standard gage engines had been
placed in service, but 132 were still under order, and 28
ordered from America, were expected to be ready for shipment within a few weeks.
mission.

repair, but in

Orders
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Southern Regional Director

of

WiNCHELL,

region,

has

regional

issued

the

director

following

of

the

Southern

circulars,

among

others

Circular Letter No. 227 states that unless and until some
is determined upon, there are no objections
to renewal of contracts with insurance companies, whereby
the latter are permitted to solicit accident and health insurance among employees, and the railroad companies imdertake to collect the premiums therefor by wage deductions
with consent of the employee, retaining an agreed upon per
cent of the deductions for their services; such contracts
being non-exclusive, and assuming that the carrier has been
advised by counsel that they do not conflict with any state
statute as to payment of wages to employees.
different policy

Circular Letter No. 241 states that for the present there
no change in the manner of issuing free transportation.
Federal managers will issue transportation for their
respective lines just as they have in the past.
will be

Circular Letter No. 243 states that each shop repairing
foreign line locomotives will be expected to give such work
the same supervision, inspection and workmanship that is

given their own locomotives. Therefore the practice of sending inspectors to supervise repairs to locomotives at foreign
line shops will be discontinued.
It has been found to be of
practically no value, and in some instances has actually reWhen a locomotive is sent
sulted in delaying the repairs.
to a foreign line shop for repair the road sending the locomotive will furnish all necessary material for repairs; and
will also furnish to the railroad which will make the repairs a detailed report of the work to be done, and a complete list of the material which is being furnished.
The
material shall in all cases be forwarded with or in advance
the
Inspectors
foreign
line
of
locomotive.
at
shops should
The forebe recalled and assigned to their regular work.
going is not intended to apply to locomotives undergoing
repairs at contract shops, or at the plants of locomotive
builders, nor is it intended to apply to men who are specially assigned to work of collecting and forwarding necessar}- materials for repairs.
Circular Letter No. 244 asks the railroads to send to the
regional director two copies of any circulars,
general letters or bulletins issued by them with respect to
allowing employees to retain seniority, or providing for reinstatement of employees returning from military or naval
service and in order that the matter may be handled in a
uniform manner the roads are directed not to i.ssue further
circulars of this kind until the matter has been determined.
office of the

George R. Loyall, assistant to the regional director, has
Circular Letter No. 228, calling attention to the
importance of storing fuel coal during the summer months
issued

so far as practicable, in order to conserve the car supply for
commercial shipments during the winter months and asking the roads to report as to what progress is being made
in this direction.

In another circular Mr. Loyall submits for consideration
and an expression, of views, a suggestion which had been
made to him, that in these days of retrenchment and economy
and shortage of labor it was wasteful to keep so many red
cap porters and attendants at the various passenger stations
and that this character of earning a livelihood should be
classed as non-essential.

Circular Letter No. 226 states that the practice which
was general a number of years ago for railroads to emplo}'
men known as car tracers who went on foreign lines and

ploy

home equipment, is useless under present conThe roads are asked to advise whether they emany men for this purpose and, if so, the number and

total

expense per month.

looked after
ditions.

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Railroad Administration Organization

Near Completion:

Railway Contract Negotiations
WAtlllNGTOM.

WITH

SELEcriON of the federal nianagers, wliich
are being announced by the regional directors after a
conference last week with Director General McAdoo
and members of his statT at White Sulphur Springs, to be followed by the extension of the policy of decentralization by the
rjiE

further sub-division of the western region into three or four
regions, each under a regional director, the organization of
the RailrcKid Administration may bo said to Im: approaciiing
completion.
DiRXtor General McAdoo is planning to spend

most of the summer

White Suli)hur Springs, with frequent
management of affairs in tlie hands of the staff he has built up, which now
reports, in his absence, to Walker D. Hines, iissistant director
general of railroads.
In the ]xist two months he has been
at his railroad office but two or three times, when he devoted
himself to passing finally on important matters that had been
made ready for his decision by his assistants; and when the
finishing touches have been added to the machine he is
at

trips to Wiu^hington, leaving the detailed

expcxted to devote

and more

still less

of his attention to railroad affairs

important questions of financial policy involved in the revenue Ijill and other treasury matters.
His absence from his railroad office has included about
three weeks, when he was touring the country making Liberty Loan sf)eeches and three weeks during which he was
confined to his home by illness, although he handled a great
deal of business during that time and came downtown occasionally for an important conference.
The balance of tlie
time he has spent at \\'hite Sulphur Springs, where he has
taken a cottage for the summer and where he has an office.
Mr. McAdoo is still in poor health, and even though he
leaves all pwssible detail to sulxjrdinates he will have enough
big problems to settle.
For a time the principal developments in connation with
the organization were in the direction of centralization of a
to tlic

detail at the Washington offices, but many of the
reports required were considered necessary information for

mass of

the formulation of general policies.

have teen

railroad,

mainly

it

is

and

it

is

developed

now

the

in a position to devote

its

attention

to large questions of policy, leaving the details to be

settled locally.

The

organization now consists of federal managers in
charge of the operation of each property, reporting to the
regional directors, each of whom has a departmental organization of his own, while the Eastern Region has a subdistrict organization.
The regional directors report both to
the director general on general matters and to the departmental division directors in the central organization, each of
whom has a staff of assistants and some of whom have subsidiary sections.
Walker D. Hines, who was first appointed
assistant to the director general, has recently had his title

changed to assistant director general.
He now has two
assistants, and has recently considerably increased his office
space, which indicates that he is taking over more of the
executive detail.

The apf)ointments of federal managers that have l)een
announced thus far by the regional directors with the approval of the director general contain few surprises and are
such as would be exp)ected from Mr. McAdoo's announcement on the subject. Where the presidents are primarily
operating officers they .have been fho^^cn. and in other cases

more

i.lu>ely

O

C.

identified with

matters of general policy than with operation, operating vicepresidents or general managers have l)ecn .selected.
In the
south
the
railroad
president.*
who have becH left
I'airfa.x
Harrison
of
the
Southern
and Milton
H. Smiiii of the Louisville & Nashville. In the East the appointments already announced leave as corix)rate officers
Siunuel Rea of tlie I'ennsylv;uiia, Daniel Willard of the
Baltimore & Ohio, F. D. Underwood of the Erie, L. F.
Lorce of tlie Dclaw-are & Hudson and several other presidents, but tliey also include several presidents, while others
of the presidents have been appointed regional or district
managers.
The appointment of federal managers as exclusive representatives of the government in charge of operation not only
removes the corporate officers from any jurisdiction over
operation but, it is understood, will displace iliem from their
offices in the railroad office buildings, except as permission
to remain may be extended to them by the government officers if sufficient space is available.

are

Appointments

in

Eastern Regional District

H. Smith, regional director of the eastern district, has
announced a number of appointments, including district directors, federal managers and general managers.
James H. Hustis, president of the Boston & Maine and
receiver in charge of the road under the United States court,
was appointed district director in charge of the New Ennland
railroads with headquarters at Boston.
.\.

R. Todd, president of the Bangor & Aroostook, was
assistant to the district director and general manager
Bangor & Aroostook with office at Bangor, Me.
H. A. Worcester, vice-president and general manager of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati. Chicago & St. Louis, was ap*pointed district director in charge of the railroads in the OhioP.

made

of the

Indiana

district.

New York entral,
New York 'entral and

P. E. Crowley, vice-president of the

that the policies

tendency is toward deWhile tlie Washington organization is a
small in proportion to that of a single large

further

centralization.

large one,

Now

wiiere the presidents have Ix-en

was appointed federal manager
Lake Erie & Pittsburgh.
A.

E.

federal

of the

Stone, vice-president of the

manager of

<

<

Erie,

was app)ointed

that road.

and general manager of the
Hudson, was appointed general manager of that

F. P. Gutelius, vice-president

Delaware

&:

road.
F. L. Blendinger, vice-president of the Lehigh Valley, was
appointed general manager of that road.
E. D. Bronner, vice-president and general manager of the
Michigan Central, was appointed federal manager of the
Michigan Central and Chicago, Kalamazoo &: Saginaw with
office at Detroit. Mich.
F. H. .Mfred, president and general manager of the Pere
Marquette, was appointed federal manager of that road with
office at Detroit. Mich.
A. B. Newell, president and general manager of the Toledo
Terminal, was appointed general manager of that road with
office at Toledo. Ohio.
H. E. Whittcnlierger. general manager of the Western
Lines of the Grand Trunk, was appointed general manager
of these lines with office at Chicago. 111.

New

Exglaxd District

manager of the Boston k Maine,
appointed federal manacer of that road with office

B. R. Pollock, general

has
at

1417

l»oen

North Station, Boston

M.T';
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Federal and General Managers

District Directors,

District

J. H. Hustis
Director of the New England

District
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H. A. Worcester
Director of the Ohio-Indi:

P.

Assistant

P. E.

Federal

Manager,

Crowley

New York

A.

Central

Federal

E. D. Bronner
Federal Manager, Michigan Central

J.

Stone

Manager

of

the

Federal

Eri

F. L. Blendinger
General Manager, Lehigh Valley

F. H. Alfred
Manager, Pere Marquette

to

R.

Todd
Director
Roads.

District

England

District

F.

P.

Ne

Gutelius

General Manager, Delaware

H. E. Whittenberger
Grand Trunk
General Manager.
Western Lines

& Hudson

lunt •<

KAII

)"I8

WAY

AC.I-
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Federal Managers and General Managers

E.

H. M. Biscoe
Federal Manager. Boston

C,

W

Federal

& Albany

J.

Manager.

mt

Pearson

New

G.

York.

Ne

Federal

L.

Manager,

Peck
Penniylvania

Lines

Haven & Hartford

Galloway

G. T. Jarvis

Federal Manager, Ballim
Ohio Lines West

al

K.

Manager, Rutland

Federal

Railroad

H. C---di..man
Manager. Southern
Railway

4Sf
C,

M,

Kittle

Federal Manager, Illinois Central.

R.

Federal

W.

V. Taylor

Manager. Mobile i

Ohi(

A.

Winburn

Federal Manager. Central of Georgia
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H. M. Biscoe, vice-president of the Boston & Albany, has
been appointed federal manager of that road with office at
South Station, Boston, Mass.
E. J. Pearson, president of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, has been appointed federal manager of the New
York, New Haven & Hartford and Central New England
with ofiice at New Haven, Conn.
D. C. Douglass, general manager of the Maine Central,
has been appointed general manager of that road with office
at Portland, Me.
J. \V. Wardlaw, assistant to president and purchasing
agent of the Central Vermont Railway, has been appointed
general manager of the same road, with office at St. Albans,

&

Vt.

federal

L. G. Coleman, superintendent of the Grand Trunk System, has been appointed general manager of the Grand
Trunk Railway in New England, witli office at Portland, Me.
G. T. Jarvis, vice-president and general manager of the
Rutland Railroad, has been appointed general manager of
that road, with office at Rutland, Vt.

manager

Ohio-Indi.ana District
G. L. Peck, vice-president in charge of operation of the
Pennsylvania Lines West, has been appointed federal manager of the Pennsylvania lines west of Erie and Pittsburgh;
Cincinnati, Lebanon & Northern and Lorain, Ashland &
Southern, witli office at Pittsburgh, Pa.
C. W. Galloway, general manager of the Baltimore & Ohio
Western Lines, has been appointed federal manager of the
Baltimore & Ohio Railroad, west of Parkersburg and Pittsburgh, and Dajton & Union Railroad, with office at Cincinnati, Ohio.
E. M. Costin, general superintendent of the Cleveland,
Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed federal
manager of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis
Railway, Cincinnati Northern Railroad, and Central Indiana
Railway, with office at Indianapolis, Ind.
B. C. Stevenson, general traffic manager of the Toledo,
St. Louis & Western Railroad, has been appointed general
manager of that road, with office at Toledo, Ohio.
J. P. Main, general manager of the Detroit & Toledo Shore
Line, has been appointed general manager of that road, with
office at Detroit,

Mich.

Derbyshire, division superintendent of the Chesa& Ohio Railway, has been appointed general manager
of that road, with office at Peru, Indiana.
J. A. Gordon, general manager of the Detroit, Toledo &
Ironton Railroad, has been appointed general manager of
that road, with office at Detroit, Mich.
M. S. Connors, general manager of the Hocking Valley
Railway, has been appointed general manager of that road,
with office at Columbus, Ohio.
H. A. Boomer, general manager of the Lake Erie & Western Railroad, has been appointed general manager of that
road, with office at Indianapolis. Ind.

G.
peake

J.

Federal Managers for Southern Roads

Vol.

Mississippi Valley and the Gulf

&

64,

No. 24

Ship Island, with

office

at Chicago, 111.

W. L. Mapother, first vice-president of the Louisville &
Nashville, was appointed federal manager of the Louisville
& Nashville and the Louisville, Hendc:-;-on & St. Louis, with
office at Louisville,

Ky.

R. V. Taylor, vice-president and general m.uiager of the
Mobile & Ohio, was appointed federal manager of that road

and the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, with office at Mobile, Ala.
\\'. A. Winburn, president of the Central of Georgia, was
appointed federal manager of that road, with office at Savannah, Ga.
J.

H.

Young, president of the Norfolk Southern, and
manager of the Virginian, was appointed federal
of the Norfolk Southern, with office at Norfolk, Va.

Appointments by Western Regional Director
G. Strickland, general manager of the Lines East of
& North Western was appointed federal manF. Walters, genager of that road with office at Chicago.
eral manager of the Lines ^^>st of the Chicago & North
Western, was appointed general manager of the whole system with headquarters at Chicago. W'. J. Towne, assistant
general manager of tlie Lines East of the Chicago & North
Western, was appointed assistant general manager of all lines
with headquarters at Chicago.
E. E. Nash, assistant general superintendent of the Chicago & North Western at
Boone, la., was appointed assistant to the federal manager
of that road with office at Chicago.
S.

the Chicago

Increased Rates

The

increased passenger fares went into effect on June 10

There was one complaint
with comparatively little protest.
because the Long Island Railroad announced its intention
of applying a rate of 3 cents a mile on its Atlantic avenue
division running into Brooklyn, but it was decided at Washington that this was a commutation service and that the rates
could be increased only by 10 per cent.
An advance in the fares of the Hudson & Manliattan
Railroad, including an increase from 5 to 10 cents in the
tunnels, also brought a storm of protest, and an effort was
made to have the Long Island ruling applied, but it was
stated that the increase in tube fares had been personally
approved by Mr. McAdoo. On Saturday, however, it was
ordered that there should be no increase pending an investigation, and a similar order was made as to the fares on railroad ferry boats between New Jersey and Manhattan points.
Some complications were caused by the fact that the new
tariffs covering the passenger fares were not ready until
For example, a Washington
shortly before they took effect.
man who was going to New York on a train at 12:10 a. m.

Monday,

tried

to

buy

his ticket

and reserve

his

berth on

This is an advisable and sometimes necessan' preFriday.
But he was told that the agent could
caution in these days.
sell him a ticket for that train until midnight Sunday,
and that he could not sell him a prepaid order because he
Contemplating the
did not know what the rate would be.

not

B. L. W'inchell, regional director of the Southern region,
on June 7 announced the appointment of federal managers
for most of the principal roads in the Southern region, to
have jurisdiction over all departments of their respective railroads, reporting to the regional director, effective on June 8,

difficulty of purchasing a ticket in ten minutes, the man decided to take a train leaving Sunday afternoon.
A conference of the regional passenger traffic committees
has been called to meet in Chicago on June 17. with Gerrit
Fort, assistant to the director of traffic in charge of passenger

as follows:

matters, to discuss modifications of the rates for tourist and

E. H.

Coapman, vice-president in charge of operation of
Railway System, was appointed federal manthe Southern Railway System, the Georgia Southern

excursion fares.

the Southern

ager of

&

Florida, the Ala1)ama

&

Vicksburg, the Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio, and Carolina, Clinchfield & Ohio of South
Carolina, with office at W'ashington, D. C.
C.

M.

Kittle, vice-president of the

Illinois Central,

was

appointed federal manager of the Illinois Central, the Yazoo

Division of Operation
issued by Director General McAdoo,
announces that the name "Division of Transportation" is
changed to "Division of Operation," and Carl R. Gray,

Circular No.

.32,

director of the Division of Transportation,
appointed director of the Division of Operation

heretofore

is

June

14.
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jtrmeeduigs, one the sub-committee of the National Assotiation of (Jwners of Railroad Securities, the other, a sf)ecial
committee, representing owners of railroad securities, tlirougli
meetings held in Wa>liiiiglon and elsewhere.

(ommittivs ripri-soiuint; tlif railways and the Railroail Administration over the standard
form of contract for tlie lompensation to l)c paid the railroad companies by the government are |)roceedini; slowly
with little prospect of an at;reement on tlie terms mucli before July 1, when the government wishes to have tlie matter
settled, because by that time it will have to make its decisions as to which of the short lines are to be retained under
federal control or relinquislied.
Anotlier conference between
the committees was held on Monday and three more were
Tlie railro;id committees,
to be held later in the week.
headed by Alfred P. Tliom, counsel for tlie Railway Executives' .\dvisory Committee, is apparently proceeding in
nn effort to maintain the negotiations on an amicable plane,
while the special committees representing the National .Association of Owners of Railroad Securities have apparently
delayed a settlement by a more belligerent attitude of insistence in behalf of the security owners.
These committees
were represented at the conference by S. Davies W'arfield,
president of the association, and Samuel Untermyer. counsel, who recently gave out statements to correct an impression that a satisfactory agreement was in sight, following
the meeting of railway executives in New York last week,
at whidi the law committee made its report on the progress

have progressed

af the negotiations.

to say

tlu-

Both sides are reticent regarding the details of the points
controversy but it is understood that the principal points
on which there has been difficult}' in reaching an agreement
involve the extent to which there shall be departures from
the so-called "standard return." the average of the net operating income for I'il^. 1916 and 1917, and the extent to
which the government may control the disposition of the
mone)- paid to the railroad as compensation.
The government proposes to deduct from the compensation an amount
represent expenditures for maintenance in excess of the
in

rage for the three years and also to order a railroad to
improvements at its own expense regardless of their
value to the railroad after the war and the extent to which
these points arc to be determined by the government or by
the railroad have consumed much of the time of the negotiiiake

itions.

A sub-committee of the law committee of the Railway
Executives" .\dvisor\- Committee, which has been handling
made a report to a meeting of the executives at New York on June 5 and there
was a protracted discussion of the position of the railroads
with reference to the contract.
It is understood that the
executives adopted a resolution of approval of the work of
the law committee, but that a difference of opinion developed between the railway executives and representatives of
the National Association of Owners of Railroad Securities,
the negotiations for the railroads,

who were

represented by a sub-committee and a special
'"nmmirtee headed by S. Davies W'arfield, president of the

chairman, and represented by Samuel Unterand B. H. Inness Brown as counsel, .\fter a meeting
"I the sub-committee held on the following day a statement
was given out by Mr. Warfield. which gives some indication
of the present status of the negotiations, which have been
-•'xiation, a?
r

given

little

publicity,

as

follows:

constantlv fi>llowinc the

We

protect securitN

holders of these vast properties.
believe
of a reasonable contract in accordance
witii the spirit of ilie President's proilamation, under which

tliat

the [iroiuring

these roads were taken over by the government is essential
to the stabilizing of the credit situation of the country and
to

the

which

winning of tlie war.
The billions of dollars for
government must rely largely on the millions of

tlie

holders of railroad scxruritie? can best be made available to
tlie government l)y a just treatment of these most important

and with the determination
taken at this critical time that
might impair the stabilit)- of our financial structure in its
direct bearing on the winning of the war, that these committees will endeavor to procure sul)stantial modifications
interests.

tliat

no

It

in

is

that

false step shall

spirit

l)e

in the tentative draft of contract, so far as the negotiations
witli the government officials.
It is proper
that in the negotiations none of the representatives
of the securit)- hofders have as yet come into close contact
with Director General McAdoo in the discussion of the

questionable features of the contract.

"At the meeting of the railway executives yesterday the
addressed a communication to Chairman T.
DeWitt Cuyler. of that meeting.
This letter contained a
copy of an opinion given to the security holders' committee.
!)>• Samuel Unterm\er. of counsel, concurred in by
associate
counsel, in which Mr, Untermyer takes serious exception
to a number of the fundamental features of the proposed
contract in its present form, which the security holders'
committee unanimously endorsed.
The committee's letter
to Mr. Cuyler is in part as follows:
committees

"During the

earlier part of the negotiations for the conformulation appeared to these committees a comparatively simple matter and they accordingly refrained
from intervening, contenting themselves with keeping advised
of the negotiations, but it gradually became evident that the
contract wa~ developing upon lines that involve a far-reaching departure from \he spirit and principles of the President's prixlamation and embodying conditions that these
committees regard as imperiling the integrity of the proptract,

its

erties

and the fundamental

"When by

rights of the securit>- holders.

reason of the constantly increasing

demands

of the government representatives, this conclusion appeared
irresistil)le. the committee asked and received permission,
through coun.sel. to take part in the negotiations that had

months proceeding without their presence or partiIt was felt that the as.«ociation and the special
committee could no longer consistently with the purpioses
l>een for

cipation.

of their organizations, escape this responsibility in the crisis
that is now confronting the security holders, especially in

view of the
ratification

"If the published reports of the proceedings of Wednesday's meeting of the Railway Executives' .Advisor)- Committee called to consider the contract between the government and the railroads have given the impression that there
is a satisfactory agreement in sight between the contracting
parties upon the fundamental points involved, that impression should be promptly corrected in the interest of and in
justice to the security holders of the roads as well as the
.covemment.

"The two committees have been

"After weeks of negotiations and careful study of the
agreement in its present state of negotiation, the committees
have readied the conclusion that it is accejitalile in many
vital paniculars. but are hoping that througli further negotiation a document will Ik; evolved wliich will reasonably

is

fact*

(1)

that the contract expressly

requires

by the stockholders of railroads, (2) that

recommended

for execution

if

it

present

substance of
form (which to these committees is unthinkable), the values
of railroad bonds and stocks will be gravely imperilled,
and (.^) that the officers and directors who are now acting
for their respective roads were elected by the shareholders
under normal conditions of private operation, to perform the
current duties of management, and that no such va^t power
as is now proposed to be exerci.sed by them in tentatively
in

its

committing their respective companies to this contract, was
contemplateid.
The committees respectfully insist that no
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such power should be attempted to be exercised by the executives beyond a mere recommendation to the shareholders
for or against the adoption of a contract.
"The views of the committees upon the leading feature of
the contract in its present stage of negotiations, so far as

known

to the committees or their counsel, Samuel Untermyer and B. H. Inness
Brown, are set forth in the accompanying report of counsel,
which has been adopted by the committees in its entirety,
and which we will ask you to be good enough to read in
its

terms have been permitted to become

full

at

your tomorrow's meeting in conjunction with this

letter.

"In our judgment, the contract should be redrafted in

main

its

features.

"It is, however, their earnest hope and expectation that
by the exercise even at this late date of a fair amount of
firmness in the association and maintenance of the just
rights of the security holders, a reasonable, workable agree-

Our
yet be possible through further negotiations.
right to be active in these proceedings has been questioned.
were
W°e represent vast interests in railroad ownership.
ment may

We

organized to protect that ownership. These committees shall,
therefore, continue their efforts to secure a contract which
will be fair alike to the owners of railroad securities and
To that end, the undersigned committees
to the government.
will gladly co-operate with your representatives.
"We are facing the imminent peril of the destruction of
oreat property values.
"If and when your body shall conclude upon recommending an\' action upon the proposed contract we hereby request
made the
(1) that action upon the proposed contract be
subject of special meetings of directors of each railroad.
sent
to each
be
(2) that copies of the proposed contract
director in advance of the meeting at which action is to be
the contract at the stockholders'
the subject of a special meeting,
and (4) that the stockholders be fully advised of the terms
of the proposed contract."
The sub-committee representing the railways consists of

asked, (3) that action

meeting be likewise

upon

made

Alfred P. Thom, general counsel for the Railway Executives'
Advisory Committee: A. H. Harris, vice-president of the
New York Central; Burton Hanson, general counsel of the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul; J. P. Blair, general counsel of" the Southern Pacific; C. W. Bunn, general counsel
of the Northern Pacific; F. I. Gowen, general counsel of
the Pennsylvania Railroad, and S. T. Bledsoe, general counsel of the

Atchison,

Topeka & Santa

Fe.

Safety Committees
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of service, and such other shop or terminal committees as
are found necessary.
"Each carrier shall designate an officer or employee, who
will be responsible for the safety work on his road.
His

name and address, together with detailed information concerning the safety organization perfected, should be furnished the manager of the safety section not later than .\ugust
1."

Ghost

of

Sherman Law Postpones Express Contract

Signature of the contract with the express companies providing for their consolidation was postponed for a time,
although it was approved by Director General McAdoo over
two weeks ago, because someone objected to the President
about a provision in the agreement that seems to project the
merger into the period after the war by providing that the
express company shall conduct express business for the railroads after the termination of federal control at their reThe idea seems to be that the consolidation of comquest.
peting companies during the war is all right but that the
Sherman law will be in effect afterward. It is understood
that the President asked that the contract be held up until
this difficulty was ironed out but that it was corrected after
Mr. ]McAdoo had had an opportunity to discuss the matter
with the President on Monday. A plan has also been agreed
upon which the three express companies owned by railroads will lease their property to the new express company,
the rental thus received to go into their outside income.

Agricultural and Industrial Development

Work

Industrial department work, of the kind that has resulted
in the past from the competition between railroads for the
location of industrial plants, is to be discontinued, according to a circular issued by B. L. Winchell, regional director
for the Southern District, outlining the policy of the Rail-

road Administration towards the establishment of new inThe cirdustries and the development of natural resources.
cular says that increase in agricultural production is a very
necessary effort at this time; the development of certain
natural resources is also very desirable; new industries in
the Southern section which will contribute to the production
of essentials are very desirable and should be encouraged;
but offers of rate adjustments which discriminate against
similar industries already in operation in the same or other
sections as an inducement to locate on a given line as against
another line, and the like, should not be made. The supervision of the activities relating to the promotion of agriculture and industr)', the circular directs, should be placed under
the jurisdiction of the freight traffic department, because

C. R. Gray, director of the Division of Transportation,
has issued Circular No. 5, ordering the organization of

there

safety committees, as follows:
"In order to promote the safety of employees

The agricultural work,
dustrial or agricultural proposition.
hereafter, should be directed to increase the production, better
the quality, better the preparation for market, teach the

and trav-

upon railroads, establish uniformity in the important
principles of safety work, and carry out the purpose of the
director general's Circular No. 7 of Februar)' 19 creating
the Safety Section of the Division of Transportation, safety
committees, composed of officers and employees, shall be

elers

organized on all railroads under federal control.
Each Class I railroad having more than one superintendent shall have a general or central safety committee,
composed of the active heads of each department. In addition there shall be formed in each superintendent's territory,
and at the principal shops and terminals, with the ranking
officer as chairman, division, shop and terminal committees,
which shall consist of the heads of departments and one employee representative from each class of service.
"On Class I railroads having but one superintendent it
will be satisfactory to have one general committee, composed
of department heads and employees representing each class

is a certain amount of consideration or investigation
which must be given by freight traffic officers to every in-

use of safer containers, proper loading of cars, heavier car
loading, and in other ways aid and encourage the producers.

Car Thieves Indicted
Section for the Protection of Railroad Property, which
is conducting a campaign to prevent pilfering from railroad
freight cars, has announced the indictment by a federal grand

The

jury at Toledo, Ohio, of 89 persons, including a yardmaster
and several railroad employees, in connection with a series of
systematic car robberies extending over a period of years.
Arrests have also been made at other large switching centers,
including Chicago, St. Louis, Pittsburgh, Detroit and Jersey
City.

In order that freight cars may be utilized to the maxiby loading in one car when possible two or more
shipments each subject to published minima and rates the

mum

June

14.

same as

if

the double

1918
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loaded separately, the following rules governing
triple loading of cars have been adopted by

and

the car service section after careful consideration; and railroads are instructed in Circular CS-12 to issue the necessary
instructions in accordance therewith, effective June 1, 1918,
so tiiat instructions may be uniform on all railroads.
Consignments may be for the name or for separate destinationt. If
1.
T two or mure destinations, intervening coiisiKiimcntft niu«t be to agency
-unions directly intermediate to the final destination.
2.
Fach consignment must be prn|ierly marked, showing consignee and
destination, and beaded in manner bcil calculated to facilitate the unloading
of each consignment with the least possibility of confusion, error, loss or
:.

damage.
3.
I!ills of lading and separate waybills must be made so as to distinguish e.^ch consignment as if loaded in a separate car.
Waybills must
plainly indicate that car contains two or more separate shipments and
-liould be plainly endorsed "car contains more than one load, stop at
for partial unloading.*'
4.
No diversion or change of destination or reconsigning in transit
wiU be allowed, except where, under published rules, it may be in the
same direction and over the same route as in the inital shipments after
previous shipments have been unlo.idcd.
Movement to final destination
will not be considered a reconsignment.
5.
Switching or lighterage charges, if any, will be assessed for delivery
at e.ich destination, according to current switching tariffs.
No switching
or lighterage charge will be made against shipper or consignee for return
of car to carrier at one destination for its continued journey beyond.
The inbound carrier will absorb such charge, if any.
6.
Agent must supervise unloading and make careful check on quantity
and condition of consignment for his st.ition. He must see to it that load
remaining in car is rearranged, if necessary, to protect it from damage.
He must note on way-bill that part of load, for bis station, has been
removed.
He must see that car is promptly reported for movement to
next destination.
7.
When shipments are for the same destination, notice of arrival and
demurrage wil! he handled as follows:
(A) Where two or more consignments take bulk track delivery, all
consignees will be promptly notified of arrival of car, that simuU
taneous unloading may be accomplished.
Consignees responsible for detaining car beyond free period must pay
the demurrage charge.
In the event that more than one consignee fails
to remove contents within free period, demurrage will be collected pro rata.
(B) Where one consignee takes bulk track delivery and another private
track delivery, each transaction will be independent of the other,
and demurrage will be charged accordingly.
8.
Double or triple
loading of consignments billed "shipper's order"
will not be permitted unless the name and address of the party or firm
to be notified is show-n on the original shipping instructions and the location
of such party or firm is at the billed destination of the consignment.

The Car

Service Section, in Circular No. C. S. 13, has
promulgated the following rules for the guidance of all
carriers in distributing open top cars:
Open top cars, suitable for such traffic, should be furnished preferen*
for the transportation of coal, coke, ore, and raw materials used in
furnace operation.
2.
Available open top cars, not suitable for the transportation of coal,
coke, ore, or raw materials used in blast furnace operation, may be furnished for the transportation of stone, sand and gravel, and when so
furnished shall be used preferentially for highway maintenance materials.
3.
Open top cars, suitable for the transportation of coal, coke, ore, or
raw materials used in blast furnace operation and available on roads producing the same in excess of the demand of such commodities, may be
furnished for the transportation of stone, sand and gravel, and when so
furnished shall be used preferentially for highway maintenance materials.
The return movement to mines or ovens should be utilized wherever
Every
practicable in furnishing car supply for stone, sand and gravel.
endeavor should be made, consistent with keeping up the production of
coal, coke, ore and raw materials used in blast furnace operation, to furnish shippers of stone, sand and gravel with a minimum of forty per cent
of their normal weekly transportation requirements.
4.
Roads which are not producers of coal, coke or ore must not use
foreign open top equipment for stone, sand or gravel shipments, except
for cnc load in the course of the return movement to mines or ovens.
5.
Where the transportation needs of essential road construction or
maintenance projects cannot be met by car supply furnished in accordance
with the ibove rules, the state, county, or municipal officials in charge of
the work, should, through their proper state highway department, apply
to the director of the Bureau of Public Roads. United States Department
Such applications will
fif Agriculture, Washington.
D. C. for assistance.
considered by representatives of the Department of Agriculture, the
ir Department, the War Industries Board, the Fuel Administration and
Railro^id .Administration, and in accordance with the recommendations
:
such representatives, the Car Service Section will endeavor to furnish car supply necessary for approved essential road construction or
maintenance.
1.

iially

blast

"^

'-

.

"It must be understood that car supply for stone, sand and
gravel must not be permitted to jeopardize the essential proIf at any time such a result
duction of coal, coke or ore.
is apparent on individual roads, or generally, orders will im-
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mediately issue to curtail the car supply for stone, sand and
uravel."

State Commissions

Ask Suspension

of

Rate Order

Miinbers of ihc state railroad commissions, acting through
the National .Association of Railway and Utilities Commissioners, have been exerting themselves strenuously to rescue
the prerogatives of the state commissions from tiie state of
ol)livion which Director General McAdoo's General Order
No. 28 would create as far as their control over rates is
concerned. The efforts of the state commissions included a
conference in Washington on June 4 and 5, attended by
commissioners from 2.^ states, including the executive and
special war committees of the association, which was described in a statement issued by C. E. Elmquist, tiieir Washington representative, as "for tiie purpose of considering plans
looking towards effective co-operation between the states and
the federal government in the operation of the railroads,"
and a pilgrimage on June 6 to White Sulphur Springs .for a
conference with Director General Mc.Adwj. after wliicli they
returned to Washington and discussed tlieir troubles furthCT
with C. A. Prouty, director of the Division of Public Service
and Accounting.
At the meeting at Washington resolutions were adopted
covering four specific points as follows:
1.
That the .states should continue to exercise their lawful police
powers over such subjects as spur tracks, railroad crossings, safety applitrack connections, station facilities, and the ordinary queiiioni
which are essentially of local concern.
2.
That the states continue to exercise control over local rates, either
according to the laws of several slates, or acting as agencies to be
appointed
by the director general under the provisions of section 8 of the Railroad
Act; and that all inlra-.state rates, as well as interstate rates affecting
the
.^amc, be filed with the slate commissions according to law.
3.
That unless the war emergency is controlling. General Order No.
28.
increasing freight and passenger rates should be suspended for a
reasoiiable
time to permit readjustments to be made in relationships as well as
in class

ances,

and commodity rates.
That additional
4.
general's

official

public representation should be
family.

made

in

the director

At the conference at White Sulphur Springs, requested by
Mr. McAdoo, these resolutions, as well as arguments and a

A

petition were presented to him.
statement regarding the
conference given out from Mr. Elmquist's office said:
"Attention was called to the fact that General Order No.
28 does not prescribe a uniform increase, that class rates are
increased from 25 per cent to 350 per cent, commodity rates
from 25 per cent to 300 per cent, and passenger fares from
10 per cent to 300 per cent.

•Generally speaking the commissioners are of the opinion
that increased rates should be made so fat as necessary
to
take care of the higher operating cost of tlie railroads during
the war. hut insist that this increase should be applied
to
the existing state and interstate rates and classifications.

They argued

that there is nothing in the present situation
whicii justifies the complete emasculation of the rate
schedules
which are the result of years of thought and experience and

emphasized tiie fact that the rate order will result in innumerable injustices and discriminations to shippers and
communities and that irreparable injury will fall upon
thousands of people and industries.
"In their opinion investigations should proceed upon two
First, to immediately take care of necessar)- rate
relationships and those increases which will cause undue
hardships to siiippers, and also the effect of the elimination
of
state rates.
No radical changes in rate structure siiould be
incorporated in an order intended to meet a definite
emergency.
If any other changes are desirable they

lines:

made

should be

onl\ after careful investigation and the hearing
of all
interested parties.
They also believe that a ver}-

complete

should be made by the Interstate Commerce
as to the reasonableness of the increased
rates
as provided in General Order No. 28.
"The director general gave assurance that reasonable
investigation

Commission

ad-
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especiall)- in those cases where grievous injury
would be done, might be taken care of before June 25 and
that Judge Prouty was authorized to deal with those

justnu'tits

matters."

Not entirely satisfied with the newspaper accounts of the
conference obtained from the state commission's side, Mr.
Mc.Adoo had an account of the meeting telegraphed from
White Sulphur Springs on the following day. From this it
appears that the state commissioners explained to him that they
did not come to criticize or to complain but simply to seek a
.

basis of co-operation between the state commissions and federal control of railroads. They emphasized the patriotic purpose of their visit, and assured the director general that
they were ready to stand back of him to the limit and co-

operate with him in every possible way to make the railroads
'of the country function at the highest notch of efficiency in
the support of the war purpose of the nation.
The director general assured them of his appreciation of
their support, and told them that he welcomed their coHe expressed regret that he had not been able to
operation.
confer with the state commissions before determining upon
the increased railroad rates l)ut that immediate action was
vitally necessan,-, and months would have elapsed necessarily
before each commission could have submitted its suggestions,
while, in the meantime, the railroad deficit

would have been

It was imperative for rates to be raised
steadily mounting.
on account of the heavy increases in wages, in materials, in

fuel, etc.

If it is found that these rates are more than sufficient to cover the necessary expenses of the railroads, then,
said to the commisof course, rates will be reduced.

Board

would be glad

to consider

any readjustments

The .American
of rates to fit conditions as they develop.
people, who are the consumers and must bear the increases
of rates in the last analysis, the director general pointed out,
are ready to make every sacrifice demanded of them to win
this war.
.\s to

the exact definition of the relationship of the state

commissions to federal control, the director general stated
This
that this was impossible to make in a general order.
It would
relationship can only be defined as we go along.
be an evolutionar>- process. The director general requested
the commissioners to appoint a committee to see whether any
wav could be devised by which a proper synchronization of
effort, a proper co-ordination of resources, could be obtained.
He assured them that he would welcome such a report and
would give it his most earnest consideration. But, in the
meantime, the state commissions can render a very great
service to the country by advising him regarding matters
within their jurisdiction.
Important modifications are likely to Ije made in Director
General ;Mc.\doo"s order prescribing increases in freight rates
before it becomes effective on June 25. The most important

change is to be made to meet the objections of the state railroad commissions who complained, not only because their
authority was completely ignored by an order to first raise
state rates to the level of interstate rates in the same territor}-,

and then

to

Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron Shipbuilders and HelpBrotherhood of Blacksmiths
and Helpers, the Brotherhood of Railway Carmen, the .Amalgamated Sheet Metal Workers' International .Alliance, and
the International Brotherhood of Electrical Workers, providing for the adjustment of all controversies growing out
ers of -America, the International

of

the

it has been decided to apply the percentage
advances directly to existing state rates and
classifications, without a jireliminary advance; other modifications to be made are elimination of the $15 minimum rate per
car on some commodities, the application of rate increases to
])urel\' switching movements which are not in connection with
a line haul, and the application of only one increase in the
case of a rate made up of the combination of two or more
rates, except where the advance is a percentage; some consideration has also been given to a modification of the order
•eliminating e.xport and import rates.

sioner's protest,

and

specific

interpretation

application

or

of

the

provisions

of

wage schedules or agreements which are not prompth' adand employees on any of the railroads
operated by the government.
justed by the officials

The memorandum

of agreement

is

similar to that between

train emwhich provided for reference of controversies to
Board of .Adjustment No. 1.

regional

the

and the brotherhoods of

directors

ployees,

Classification of

Budgets

for Capital Expenditures

The Railroad

.Administration on \\'ednesday announced the
classification of budgets of capital expenditures for all railroad and terminal companies for 1918 as approved by the
Division of Capital Expenditures with some additions, bringing the previously announced total up to $946,000,000. The
classification of

work

as follows:

is

Class of

Cipital E.xpeiuiiturcs.

Widening cuts and

fills,

filling

etc

trestles,

r.allastine

Rails and other track material
trestles and
culverts
Tlridses.

Tunnel and subway improvements
Track elevations or depressions
Klimination of grade crossings
(;rade crossincs and crossing signals
.\dditional main tracks
.\dditional yard tracks, sidings and industry tracks
Changes of grade or alinement
Signals of interlocking plants

Telegraph

and

telephone

Roadwav machinery and

lines
tools

houses and other roadway buildings
Fences and snowsheds, right-of-way snow or sand fences
Freight and passenger stations, office buildings, etc
Hotels and restaurants
Fuel stations and appurtenances
;
Water stations and appurtenances
Shop building, engine houses
Section

Shop machinery and
Electric power plants,

Wharves
Coal
i;rain

and

tools
sub-stations,

transmission

lines,

etc

docks

and ore wharves
elevators and storage warehouses

Real estate
.\ssessments for public itnprovements
-Ml
other improvements
Total

(excluding

Work.

$4,969,000
9,524,000
31,556,000
38,035,000
2,195.000
6,691,000
7.784,000
640,000
47,471,000
98,661.000
6,363,000
11,147,000
5,031.000
954.000
1. 510.000
817,000
22,940,000
199,000
6,164,000
13,447,000
61,979,000
10,544,000
10,771,000
3,236,000
7,024,000
2,954,000
3,357,000
1.171,000
28,491,000

$445,639,000
$199,075,000
206,994.000
28,340,000
12,963.000
35,043,000

equipment)

Locomotives
cars
Passenger-train cars
-Ml other equipment
Freight-train

Improvements to existing equipment
Total equipment
Construction of extensions, branches and other

new

lines

$482,417,000
18.237.000
5146,293.000

Total

Payment

apply increases to rates thus raised, but because

would result in advances ranging as high as ,S00 per
some cases, .\fter consideration of the state commis-

this plan

cent in

Adjust Controversies with Shop Employees

to

Director General Mc.\doo has issued General Order No.
29 putting into eft'ect as of ^May 31 an understanding between the regional directors, representing the railways in
their respective regions and the officers of the Railway Employees' Department of the .\merican Federation of Labor,
the International Association of Machinists, the International

He

sioners that he
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of Freight

Charges

Director General Mc.Adoo on Wednesday, postponed the
accepted date of General Order No. 25, which provides for
taking the collection of transportation charges on a cash
The rule, however, will not
basis, from July 1 to August 1.
apply to transportation service rendered through the dejiartments or bureaus

of the

United States government to
and municipalities, to the

the Allies, to the states, counties

Columbia, Alaska and the .American Red Cross.
Director General McAdoo announced
the creation of three new Regional Districts in the West.
Complete details concerning these new regions and their
directors and other late news of the doings of the railroad
administration will lie found on page 14.i9.

District of

On Wednesday,

I

Standardization of Indian Railways' Locomotives
Developed by British Engineering Standards Committee
for the Secretary of State for India

By
M.

Am

E. C. Poultney

M.

S.K.

i:.,

A.

ADVANTAr.KS TO UK EXi'KcTtD in estal)lisliing a
-landard design of locomotive may be divided under
One would he first cost, as makers
tliree headings.
having once obtained all tlie nece-«saPi- fi.xtures for macliining
the details, and the required flanging blocks and other e(iuip>ment for making the boilers, would be alile to manufacture
at a minimum cost: in the second place, operating costs
would be lower, due to less costly re]jair parts and owing

M.

Inst.

Mcch.

E.

istration of the locomotive department is vested keep an open
mind.
Improvement in detail should always be kept in
view and advantage taken of any real improvement when
such can be suggested.
If this is done, keeping in mind
that modifications decided on should l)e such fliat they are
applicable to as many engines as jjossible, standards will not

Till

be sacrificed.
The railways

India arc supplied almost entirely with

in
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Standard 4-4-0 Type Passenger Locomotive with Alternate Boilers,
kept in stock, less
and the outlay
From the point
in the value of repair parts would be less.
of view of the operating department, advantage is gained
from the fact that the wheels and motion of one engine may
In this
be used for another engine should occasion arise.
..nnection also the value of standard boilers for engines for
cannot
l)e
over-estimated.
iih passenger and freight service

to the less variety of such

'

Z~7T'

Tons

3S.0

S

43 Oiam.Mhee/s

I

\

6o'
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parts to

lie

quantities of each article would be required

S-ft. 6-in.

equipment made

in

J

Gage, Tractive Effort, 19,480

Great

Britain,

constructed

lb.

under

tlie

supervision of the consulting engineers acting for the particular railway company ordering the locomotives, and the

standard engines now under review were designed at the request of the Sccretan,- of State for India by the Engineering
Standards Committee, which was inaugurated in 1901 under
the auspices of the leading engineering institutions.
.\

conference of locomotive superintendents was held in

-A

iVeighf tn

tYofM'rttf

Engirte
C-,Oriytrs
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Order

i7-2S Tons

35 00
S3
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Standard 4-4-2 Type Passenger Locomotive,

5-ft.

6-in.

Gage.Tractive Effort, 20,533

lb.

Six-Wheel Tenders May Be Used

as Alternate
as using the boiler of one engine to replace the boiler of
another often makes it possiljle to get an engine out of the
shops much sooner than would other\vise be possible.
To set against these advantages there is the certain fact
that standardization is likely to retard progress in design

and development, unless those

in

whose hands the admin-

Calcutta in December, 1901, at which llie question of standardization was considered, and the Locomotive Comrm'ttec
appointed by the Engineering Standards Committee was subsequently formed, composed of memljers representing the
following interests: Government departments, consulting engineers, locomotive builders, locomotive material manufac-
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Locomotive Conference. The committee meets yearly and discusses improvements in design, and the reports received from
India submitted by the various locomotive superintendents.
It will be seen that the committee formed represented all
the interests connected with the locomotive building industry, and might be considered well able to come to decisions
on this important subject.
In general the aim of the Locomotive Standards Commi-ttee was to design locomotives, the principal features of which
should be standard both in regard to design and dimensions
and to the materials used in construction. The boilers and
their details, wheels, tires, axles, bogies, frames and frame
details, cj'linders and motion are the same for each type of
engine, and in many instances, such as in the case of the

turers, British railways locomotive engineers, Calcutta

Table

I— Dimensions

c

F 5
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Commencing in 1903, the first standard locomotives were
designed, consisting of two types
one for passenger and
the other for freight service, for use on the S-ft. 6-in. gage
lines, and two classes of 4-6-0 engines with six-wheeled ten-

—

ders and one type of 4-8-0 engine with six-wheeled tender
for use on the metre gage lines.

Considering first the broad gage engines, the passenger
locomotives were of the 4-4-0 type fitted with six-wheel
tenders, and the engines for goods or freight traffic were of
the 0-6-0 type, also having six-wheel tenders.

Three chief features were

Weight on

sq. ft.

Grate

Firebox

Total

area, sq.

128
150
128
150
128
ISO

1,358
1,603
1,358
1.603
1,358
1.603

23.3
27.0
25.3

5^ in.

1,230
1,453
1,230
1,453
1,230
1,453

in.
in.
in.

1,833
1,833
1,914

157
157
173

1,990
1,990
2,087

32.0
32.0
32.0

4-4.0

Mf'A

in.

by 26 in..

6

0-6-0

IS'A

in.

by 26 in..

Sh.l'Ain.

2-6-4

18K

in.

by 26 in.

5

ft. 1

191/2

in.
in.

ft.

6
6

ft.

6
2

in.

by 26 in..
bv 26 in.
by 26 in..

6

19

20

ft.

S'A

.

ft.

2

in.

namely,

decided,

that in-

lb.,

G.\GE Staxda D I.OCOMO rivEs

Ft. 6 In

Tubes

diameter

all

cylinders should he employed, and that the boilers
should be of the Belpaire pattern. This type of boiler was
decided on for the reason as stated by the committee, that "it

Heat ng surfaces,
Cylinders

of

side

Coupled wheels,

Type

first

that the working steam pressure should be 180

Total
weight
tons

coupled axles,
tons

ft.

33.2

27.0
25.3
27.0

52.0
54.5

35.0
49.0

49.0

51.5
45.0
46.3

51.5
76.5
79.3

35.0

67.25
69.0
71.5

Tank
4-4-2
4-6-0
2-8-0

.

•Alternative boiler with barrel 5 ft. I "4
4 in. dia. outside small
S'team pressure ISO lb. in all instances.

!St

course.

broad gage 4-4-0 and 0-6-0 types, the 4-4-2 and 4-6-0 types,
and the metre gage 4-6-0 type engines for passenger and

mixed

traffic,

Owing

the boilers interchange.

to the different conditions

met with on the various

roads, certain details are left to the discretion of the locomo-

such details
being the design of the chimney and spark arrester device,
if any be fitted, also the arrangement of the ash-pan and
fire-bars and other details of a similar nature.
The materials used and the design of such parts as are
intended to be retained to the specified standards are included in the comprehensive lists drawn up by the committee
and known as "Instructions to Designers." These lists de-

tive superintendents of the railways concerned,

U

50.5
63.5

long.

ft.

more steam and water capacity than the usual arrangement with semi-circular outside shell and girder stays for
the inside firebox, and with increasing pressures and larger
firebo.xes the length and weight of girders become excessive
and direct staying has to be resorted to." The cylinders had
their valve chests on the top, and Stephenson motion op-

gives

The
the valves through the medium of rockers.
valves were of the semi-balanced type. The coupled wheels
in
conof the passenger engine were 6 ft. 2 in. in diameter,
formity with Indian practice at the time, so that tires of a
erated

size already

manner
in.

in

diameter.

'" ^'
i

^

S.^

<5 Oiam

\<—-''-y—-A
Weight

be employed.

In like
ft. lyi
Details such as axles, axle boxes, horn-

in extensive use could

the wheels of the freight engine were

IVfjee/s

made

5

^—

i

m Work/ng Order

Engine

69.0 Tons

OnDrivers SO. S

Tender

47.

O

Standard 4-6-0 Type Passenger Locomotive for 5-ft. 6-m. Gage Lines, Tractive Effort 23,440 Lb.
on 4-4-2 Type Passenger Locomotive
tail the construction desired

and specify the materials.

The

engines are all built strictly to the specifications, and their
construction and the manufacture of the material used are
carried out under the supervision of the consulting engineers.
Having reviewed the various types of engines working on
the Indian railways, their chief features could be noted and
also those characteristics either of design or in the dimensions of the important parts, which should be modified as
In that way a starting point was atexperiehce indicated.
tained.

blocks, cylinders, valves

and

The Same

Boiler Is

pistons, valve motion

tion details were identical in each type,

and the

Used

and mo-

boilers were

Certain details were left to the individual requirements of the railway authorities, such as the
kind of springs employed; helical springs were permitted
for the driving axles in lieu of the laminated springs specialso intercha'ngeable.

fied.

Latitude was also allowed regarding the brake equipment used, which could consist of either a steam brake acting on the engine and tender simultaneouslv with the va-

June
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Ail the tni-ines were required to have boilers with not less
than 2,000 sq. ft. of heating surface, a grate area of not less
t'"" -^0 s=«l- '« and a steam pressure of 180 lb. per sq. m.
In addition, another grxxls engine was designed sini"".'"
the one just mentioned, but havmg coupled wheels S6'/2 in.
service ma ny endiameter, it being noted that there were

the train,* or the vacuum brake apparatus
could be fitted to the enijinos and tender and the steam gear
'
dispensed with
The two classes of encine had six-wheel tenders of identical dimensions, having a fuel space for ly, tons of coal (16.800 lb.) and a water capacity of 3.000 Imperial gallons.

cuum brake on

m

Ta«lb 11— DiMiKiioHB OF Mrrti Gao« Engihu
Hcaline lurfices.

n
Cylinders

Type
"

...,,.

,,..

„

Mi

W

Sni

is:

!":::::::

'ni wheel
<li.me.er
J I. o i«

coupled »xle»,

C.raie

>

5{;:5ln:

Tot»l
weight.
.on.

Weight on

«q. fl.

'

Firebox

Toul

054

108

1.062

16

34.3

57.8

!:i"

JoS

m'i

n\

Jil

:?1

Tube.

'

.re. .q.

.on.

r,.

iTank)

ThTi^nde. engines have six-wheel lender..

Thi tank engine
Cylinders arc all
Steam pressure

—

«roe weigh, .nd de.ign. having

.11

carries 800 gallons of water and 1.5 .on. of co.l.
outside, and Walschaer. valve mo.ion u <ati in
180 lb. in each case.

Coming to the metre gage engines, the
gines were classified as follows:
,<
n

iji

v3i

first

The
the same approximate wheel dimensions.
smaller wheels enabled the fixed wheelbase to be reduced
Tom 1/ ft. to 16 ft. Engines of this type have been sup,
j
i_
i
i_
ii
Considerable numljers. and those having the smaller
plied

m

III— Dimensions of

S'l'pe.iieatid 5 Ft. 6 In.

Heating surfaces,

Type

Driving wheel.
diame.er

Cylinders
in. by 26 in
in. by 26 in

4-4-0
0-6-C

20
20

4-6-0

16>i

,

,

,

and

Met»

Weigh, on
Grate

coupled axle..

area, sq. ft

ton.

Total
weight,
tons

218.4
218.4

25.3
25.3

33.7

43.15

49.6

49.6

194.6

16.0

26.97

35 30

.

Tube.

Firebox
128
128

958.77
958.77

all these engines,

Gaoe Engines

5<|. ft.

*

,

in.
6 ft. 2
5f.. lJ4in.

.

^^^^ adopted aS the Standard.
Tiig Belpaire type of boiler is used on

^^j^^^j |j^^.g

All the engines have outside cylinders with Walschaert

T.'BLE

>nd .paee for 4 .on.

gmes having

standard en-

,1,
jAn type,
.>,n.
»,;,s a
, sixwlieel
.;v»i„,i tender.
t,nH,r
4-60
with
passenger engine off the
mixed traffic engine of the 46.0 type, with a six-wheel tender.
heavy goods engine of the 4-8-0 type, also with a six-wheel tender.

\A
A
A

a eapaci.y o( 2.000 Imperial gallon, of wa.er

»U caM..

Super.

Me. re Gage
Tbe

3

1

6

in.

in.

by 22

in

4

ft.

gage engines work a. 180

9

in.

lb.

.team prcure.

710.61

108

The metre gage engines work

-ilve motion.
The framing is inside the wheels and not
outside as had been previously much used on the narrow
gage engines in India, it being pointed out that the inside
location of the framing obviated tlie use of fly cranks and
only restricted the width of the firebox very slightly.
Bel-

at

160

steam pre..ure.

lb.

have outside cylinders. The position of the valve
and type of valve gear used are optional, but most
of the recent engines constructed have Walschaert motion
with the valves on the top of the cylinders.j
The motion,
axles, axle boxes, engine trucks and the details of the framing are the same in both the 4-6-0 and 4-4-2 type engines,

and

all

chests

paire type boilers, similar in design to those used on the wide

7i^ KtAws
<

'

1

I

Ja^^^a^a^H^^
L5l'°Sl

1

/460 0a/.
S40

SJdtTanki
/(rar Tank
Kfor

Total
To
fa I CapacJ^i/
Capat
3000 Oa/

.

L

Bunkei 3 Torn Coo/
Bunker

64^

r^

';9

I'lr-','

P Tt------ --^

t^^?/-^-^S
.

6/j,'Diain. IVhee/s

i

l^fghf in Hhrkrnff Order

As S/iotvn
£ncfine
OnOr'it/ers

7&.

S

4S.O

nn/ft/l/ferna/e

Boi/er

Tons
.

34Js']pfplWhte/Base_

j^

I

79.3 Tona

46 3

^3 J^

U

-

J

|

lenglh_qivrBii:

Standard 2-6-4 Type Tank Locomotive for S-ft. 6-in. Gage Lines, Tractive EEfort 23,440 Lb. Boilers Are Same as Those
Used on 4-4-0 Type Passenger and 0-6-0 Type Freight Engines

gage engines are used, and the steam pressure
namely, 180 lb.

is

the same,

The next engines to be considered are those dealt with in
the second repwrt issued in 1907.
These engines were all
designed for heavy main line service and called for:
An engine of .he 4-4-2 type, having coupled wheels 78 in. diameter,
(1)
with an axle load of 17 to 17K tons (38,000 lb. to 39.200 lb.).
An engine of the 4-60 .ype with coupled wheel. 74 in. diameur.
(2)
with axle loads of 16 tons (35,840 lb.).
(3)
An engine for goods traffic of the 2-8-0 type, having coupled wheel*
01!^ in. diameter, with axle loads of 16 ton. (35.840 lb.).
*The vacuum brake is the standard continuon. brake used in India, all
pasxnger stock being so fitted and also a large percentage of the good,
wagons.

and as

far as possible parts of the 2-8-0 engines are the same
as similar parts of tlie 4-6-0 and 4-4-2 engines.
Each of the four different classes of engines mentioned
may have three different sizes of tender, as follows:

A

light six-wheel tender similar to thoM UKd with the 4-4-0 and
(1)
0-6-0 type engines designed for the 5 ft. 6 in. gage line, in 1903. baring a
water capacity of 3.000 Imperial gallon., and fuel .pace for
ton. (of
Weight, loaded, 40.5 ton..
2.240 lb.) of coal.
An intermediate type of tender al.o running on .ix wheel., having
(2)

7M

a capacity of 4,000

gal.

of water and 7}i

ton. of coaL

Weight, loaded,

47 ton..

engines
tOrt^inally the 4 60 and 2-B
respectively, but acting on advice, received
supplied have 19-in. and 20-in. cylinder!.

had 20-in. and 21-in. cylindera.
from India. .ulMcquent engines

RAILWAY AGE
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A large double bogie eight-wheel tender, with space
(3)
Weight loaded, 58.5 tons.
of water and ID tons of coal.

fcr

4,500 fal.

Vol. 64. No. 24

when desired. The total heatwas thereby increased from 1,358 sq. ft. to 1,603

the one previously specified,

ing surface

The second report, besides the engines mentioned, described a side tank engine for local service, having the 2-6-4
wheel arrangement. In general, these engines follow closely

sq. ft. and the grate area from 25.3 to 27.0 sq. ft.
The
weight of the 4-4-0 engine was increased from 52 tons to
54.5 tons and that of the 0-6-0 engine from 49 to 51.5

F^el 7j Tons
3000 Oa//ons

tVafer

Wheels
Weigh!

Working Order

in

lyMMernafe

^s Shown
£ng'tne

Boiler
S/.S Tons
S/.S

49.0 Tons

On Drivers 49.0
Tender

40. S

—

43 D,am
'

I

rfhee/s

_^:/oj:_.„4,„/e'i-4~-"-4-"^'S"-j

?.8!4l"Tofq/JVheelBase_

L

I

J

^^9$"j-^ngl/2_Oi^c?.'if^jyi

\^

\

J

40.

Standard 0-6-0 Freight Locomotive,
the 0-6-0 type goods engine?, the cylinders, wheels

Gage, Tractive Effort, 23,440 Lb.

5-ft. 6-in.

More recently the engines of this type have been
with the larger type of boiler and have fire tube superheaters of the Schmidt type.
The larger engines mentioned
have also been superheated, and on this subject the Railways

and mo-

tons.

tion being identical.

'

fitted

These engines are allowed
boiler :|

I

^-X-

L...-'!/j__,.4.„__7.,?:__j,____7>_"__._j,

to

have two different

sizes of

(I) the standard boiler as fitted to the 0-6-0 goods

VWei'ghl in IVorking

Order

Engine 7/.S Tons
On Drivers i3.S

Tender 47.0

Standard 2-8-0 Type Freight Locomotive for
engines,

and (2) a larger

1^4

boiler, 5 ft

5-ft. 6-in.

outside diam-

'n.

Experience with the 4-4-0 and 0-6-0 type 5 ft. 6 in. gage
engines showed that it might be advantageous to increase

1

in

S7

23I Oiam.

Working Order
\

I

H

28=^Diam. Wheels

Diam. Wheels

^4^'

'--!<--

Engine 34.3 Tons
On Drivers 26 7
Tender 23 5

Effort, 29.819 Lb.

in India Administration Report of 1915 states that "superheated engines fully justify the decision come to by many
railway administrations, that all engines for main line work
should be fitted with superheaters."

eter at the largest course of the barrel.

Weighf

Gage Lines, Tractive

\

i'Ts."

__£/';

L

^

iCq"_

'tU3>JS*sL'^hfl'-Base_

i^

L

^^l^fi

UngAh

J

!

|

Orer^^u^fers

^

Standard 4-6-0 Type Passenger Locomotive for Meter Gage Lines, Tractive Effort, 15,022 Lb. A Similar Locomotive
with Drivers 48 in. in Diameter and 16,706 Lb. Tractive Effort Is Used in Freight Service
the boiler capacity, and in 1910 a standard boiler 5
in.

ft. 154
diameter was designed to be used as an alternative to

.^s will

when

tThe larger boiler was designed
and 0-6-0 engires. and was subsequ

i

lor the 2-6-4 tank engines.

1910 ,is an alternative for the 4-4-0
adopted as an alternative boiler

itly

have been noticed, the

the 5-ft. 6-in. gage lines

had

first standard engines for
inside cylinders, while later,

the Ten-wheel hea\'j' type engines were introduced,
outside cylinders were adopted.
This is explained by the
fact that when the first engines were designed it was desired

June

14.
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to make thorn approximate as closely as possible to existing
engines of the same type already in ser\'ice, whidi had inThe new engines were designed on tlie same
side cylinders.
general lines, opportunity being taken to improve the details
of construction and bring tliem into line witli the best pracOn the other liaml, wlien the
tice obtaining at tliat time.

1429

for a short length at the firebox end, and
swelled for a short distance at the smokebox end. The domes
are .ill built up, llie si-ction next tlie boiler l)cing short in

duced in diameter

down, an arrangement
examination and repair of the "regula-

length, thus bringing the joint low

which

facilitates the

tor" or throttle valve.

I'en-wheel engines of similar dioperating in Kngland, which engines had out-

The framing is all of open lieiirth .steel, the frame braces
and motion plates being steel castings. Tlie axle box guides
are also steel castings and have adjusting wedges placed in
Engine axle boxes are made of eitiier Ijronze with
front.

In construction the engines and tenders are all made from
materials which comply with the requirements of the British

white metalled Ijearings, or are cither steel castings, steel
forgings or wrought iron, in which cases they are fitted with
Motion details are
bronze crown bearings, white metalled.

Ten-wheel engines were designed, they represented a new
departure in Indian locomotive practice and were designed
to follow clo-sely successful

mensions

tlien

side cylinders.

S'dt Tank Capacity
SOO Oaftons

Bunktr

I

ZS^'oiam.

'''''**

1^ Torn

Coat

4'i'0iam,tVhetls
i

IVei^ht in tYorliing Order
'

Sngine 43.7 Tons
OnOri'ftrf 23.

S

;

31^"'^'^'^f^?''_%*?'.

J

J4'si'Ungff: qrerSo/feri

_

I

J

Standard 2-6-2 Type Tank Locomotive for Meter Gage Lines, Tractive Effort, 18,648 Lb.

Standard

Specification,

wherever specifications

have

ijcen

cover the particular requirement, and where
such standard specifications do not exist the Indian State
Railways Specifications, introduced by the late Sir .\. M.

drawn up

to

Rendel, are used.
Generally, steel is used in preference to iron, and steel
details are made without weld and all steel used is required
Exception to the
to be made by the open hearth process.
above is to be found in the construction of the foundation, or

which details are made of
mud rings and in the draw
The steel employed in tlie construciron in all instances.
tion of the boilers, is all made by the open hearth acid
gear,

Wetghf

',n

made of steel, those parts which are case hardened being
lower in tensile strengdi than those not so treated. Coupling
rods and connecting nxls are milled out to an I-section.
Inside cylinder engines have four-bar guides, outside cylinder engines have two-bar guides and the guide bars on tht
metre gage engines are of the Laird type. Cylinders are, as
usual, iron castings, as are also the pistons. The slide valves
are of bronze.

The tenders for both the 5-ft. 6-in. and metre gage lines
have outside framing, and the wheels and axles are of the
same material as those used on the engines. Axle boxes and
Bearings are of gun metal
their guides are of cast iron.

Wording Order

*0.^ Tons

Engine

On Orivfs 3^
Ttna^r

^1
uL T^f^I WftMml Aaam
4lJlxTaMjrhftl_Bast^^

•

^

s'

ess

L

^'^JiLtn^hJlrtrBuffers

Standard 4-8-0 Type Freight Locomotive for Meter Gage Lines, Tractive Effort, 21,218 Lb.
.\11 the iioles are drilled and steel rivets are used,
n riveting being done by hydraulic pressure. Internal fire-

;ir()cess.

oxes are of copper with either copper or bronze stays in the
water spaces. Copper rivets are used for the inside firebox

and the inveting

is .specified

to

be done by hand.

All boiler

are telescopic, the smallest course being next the
:noke-box. Direct stays are used to support the crown sheet
and those adjacent to the tube sheet are arranged to allow
Tubes are either of
for upward expansion of the firebox.
arrels

brass or solid drawn steel. When brass tubes are used they
In all cases tubes are reare ferruled it the firebox end.

wiiite-metalled.
The centre axle of six-wheel tenders is permitted a certain amount of lateral motion by allowing sideplay between the axle boxes and guides.
In all instances a
hand brake is fitted, acting on the tender wheels only. The

tenders also have a cab made to correspond to that on the
engine, and constructed and arranged in a similar manner.

The

materials employed in the construction of the engines
and tenders comply with the requirements set out in Table
IV.

The tables of dimensions give the principal particulars of
the different locomotive? which have been mentioned.
All
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weights are expressed in tlie English ton of 2,240 lb., and
water capacities mentioned are all Imperial gallons.
In respect to results obtained in service, these engines
seem to have met with a measure of success. In some instances, however, the large engines have been found to be
On the other hand, the 4-4-0
rather hea\7 for the track.
type passenger and the 0-6-0 type goods engines in general
have been quite successful.
Table IV

sile

Crank axles
Crank axles

Cost of Second

cent

in.

25 min.
20 min.

35

toughened)

Straight a.\les (yield point 50 per cent
of ultimate)
Tires
Steel forgings (case hardened)
Other steel forgings for boiler, etc
Connecting rods, straps, bolts, coupliitg]
rods, crossheads, crank pins, eccentric >
cranks, etc
J
Slide bars, piston rods, cotters for cross-]
heads, etc.: axle box guide wedges, V
gudgeon pins, reversing screws, etc... J
Boiler plates, sections and bars
in.
thick and over, sections"!
Plates
and bars 5/16 in. and over, except for \
boilers

ton,

the

Authority must be resold for $55 to $60 per gross ton.
quested from his office in each instance for the sale of rail.

i

22 mm.
20 min.
16 min. for plates

under

I

26-30
35 min.
26 min.
14 min.

14 min.

H

in.

min.
min.
min.
min.
40 min.
25
10
15
35

AiSHTON, regional director of western railroads,
Chicago, has issued the following circulars during

the last week:
2 to Circular

Rocky mountains, except

War Department Needs

No. 50, dated June 4,
on the rear of passenger

is making an extensive inquiry and will be prepared
undertake necessary car repair work which cannot be done

tion

shops.

In a communication to western railroads on June

4, the
regional director announces that railroads which have subscribed in the past to publications for the benefit of em-

ployees may continue in the same general policy but shall
not radically increase or decrea.se number of subscriptions.
Supplement No. 4 to Circular No. 65, dated June 6,
states that, until otherwise ordered, contributions in reasonable amounts by railroads to Railroad Y. M. C. A."s are
authorized by the railroad administration.
Circular 119, dated June 6, announces that no posters
soliciting labor for private industries shall be placed in railroad stations, except when expressly authorized by a proper
officer of the railroad company with the distinct understanding that he has authority of the railroad administration.

In a letter dated June 4, the regional director announces
that the household goods of an employee of a governmentcontrolled railroad may be transported free of charge over
in case of his transfer

from

one place to another. Cartage to and from stations will not
be allowed.
Circular No. 123, dated June 6, reads: Where witnesses or

summoned to Washington by either of the railroad
boards of adjustment, round trip transportation shall be furnished by the line on wliich the individual is employed.
Notice from either of the boards requiring the attendance
shall be considered sufficient authority for issuance of transothers are

be

Transits

letter to

condition and their price.

Orders for Southern Pine

Circular 121, dated June 6, orders that no contracts for
repair of cars be placed at outside shops without first securing
The Car Repair Secthe approval of the regional director.

any railroad under federal control

may

western railroads, dated June 7, Mr. Aishton
calls attention to the fact that the engineer corps of the war
department is in the most urgent need of a large number of
high grade transits with full verticle circle, erect image, and
complete with tripods, similar to C. L. Berger & Sons' No.
mountain and mining transit. Buff & Buff Mfg. Co.'s
No. 3-C transit, and W. & L. E. Gurley's No. 27-A transit.
According to S. M. Felton, director-general of military railways, manufacturers in this country are unable to furnish
the present and urgent need of transits required by engineer
It is necessary therefore to secure
troops now in France.
from other sources all the high grade transits not in urgent
use to secure the number needed. Western lines are asked
to report in detail the number and quality of transits that
can be spared, together with a statement of their physical

In a

trains be discontinued.

own

that light inferior rail

4^

RH.

in the railroads'

carrier's

20-15 min.

Orders of Western Regional Director

to

b.

25-20 min.

25 min.
27-20 min.

(

lettered signs

o.

40-45

)

In Supplement No.
was ordered that all

f.

In general, he says, the
tracks nearest to delivery point.
price per gross ton for good quality of second hand rail for
sidings and spur tracks should be $60 east, and $65 west, of

10-8 rain.

are to British standard sizes, having cr<
ength on which the elongation is meas

it

depending upon quality and location,

32-27

28-32

(bars)
Steel casting wearing surfaces
Steel casting (wheels)
(Copper firebox plates
Copper rods for stays

Rail to Industries

25-20 nun.

26-32

Rivets

Hand

35-40
56-62
27 max.
25-32

H

•

Lines having equipment
without authority from his office.
for sale or wishing to lease or buy equipment will report such
determined
if
a transfer can be made
wants so that it may be
between lines within the regional territory.

In Supplement No. 1 to Circular No. 56, dated June 8,
the regional director announces that until further notice the
price for second-hand rail will be from $55 to $65 per gross

Elong.
per

strength,

tons per sq.
30
(oil

portation and it shall be promptly issued and the notice filed
with the pass records at office of issuance.
In a letter to western roads, dated June 6, the regional director directs that no sale of locomotives or cars be made

British Standard Specifications
Ultimate ten.
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In supplement No. 1 of Circular R. P. C. 8, dated June
8, the Western regional purchasing committee announces the
creation of a government bureau for the handling of orders
Purchasing agents of railroads will
of yellow pine lumber.
place orders for lumber directly with the manufacturers as
they
are
not authorized to pay above govpreviously, but
If
ernment prices except in cases of extreme emergency.
purchasing agents are unable to secure lumber directly from
tlie producers they are instructed to advise the regional purchasing committee of their needs; and that body will handle
their orders through the director of lumber of the new government bureau mentioned above. On account of the varied
methods of describing lumber the regional purchasing committee will soon send to western railroads a form showing
lumber lists and prices in usual railroad grades and in such
a manner that requisitions can properly be checked back with
them and needless confusion can be avoided.
The regional purchasing committee also asks the railroads
to notify it of old orders which have been unfilled so that it
In this conneccan take steps to secure action upon them.
tion the committee points out that there is at present a lull
in the demand for the immediate shipment of yellow pine,
and therefore an opportunity for the railroads to secure
proper attention to their orders.
Western railroads are
asked to notify the committee if any bridges are badly in
need of repairs or if equipment is held up on account of the
lack of lumber, as such information can be used to advantage
in insisting

on delivery.

Conservation of Tin
In Circular R. P. C. 14, dated June 8, the regional purchasing committee calls attention to the scarcity of tin and

June
the

14,
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niccssity

for consen-ing

letter

shows how

and

solder

for

less tin

can

railroad

to

il

tlie

The

extent.

fullest

satisfactorily used in babbitt

l)e

The

uses.

regional

purchasing

western railroads to observe the strictest
economy in the use of tin and to report any experiments that
may further conservation.

committee asks

unloading, and whether it is practicable for the industry to
provide its own service.
Circular No. 118, dated June 1, says: It is the desire
of tlie railroad administration that reasonable rules be
adopted governing the settlement of claims growing out of

and vegetables, livestock,
and packing house products, and coal, coke and

the transjjortation of grain, fruit
fresh meats

Interplant Switching

14.51

ore,

and that uniformity of action

in this matter

between the

In a communication to western railroads on June 4, the
regional director asks for detailed information on interplant
switching, giving the names of the industries served, the
nature of the switching done, the number of engine hours

several railroads be established.

consumed per day, the charges exacted, whether the charges
are established by tariff or whether the railroad is compens.ited in some other manner through a switching contract;
the extent of weighing and rcweighing of cars, the movement of cars from one point to another in the plant to finish

general claim agents, composed as follows: M. E. McKirahan, F. C. A., S. P. Co.; H. C. Tribble, G. C. A., A., T.
& S. F.; J. B. Shields, F. C. A., C, B. & Q.; W. O. Bunger, G. S. F. C, C. R. I. & P.; Charles Dietrich, F. C. A.,
C, M. & St. P.; W. F. Everv, G. C. A., N. P.; T. S.
Walton, G. C. A.; M. P.; E. C. Howe, F. C. A., C. & N. \V
and \V. H. Hancock, F. C. A., U. P.

loading or unloading, the spotting of empties for interplant
loading and the movement of loaded cars to the point of

The Reasons

for

The Density

For the purpo.se of formulating rules

Normal

by the

:

Steam Railroad

of Traffic

to be adopted

interested railroads, subject to approval of the federal administration, I have appointed a committee of freight and

Electrification

Has Increased Greatly. Even Under
Pre-War Conditions

or

By Q. W. Hershey*

THE

PERIOD iRoM 1895 TO 1902 covers the most rapid
expansion of .American railroad building. A record
of consecutive annual increases in miles of track
The rate of conconstructed was made during this time.
struction reached a maximum during the year 1902, when
6,026 miles of new line were laid. From the record of this

tile

average niiks laid lai

Most

significant, also,

there were

is

ii

year was apjiroximately 1,000.

the fact that during the year 1917

more miles of track abandoned than

The expansion during

built.

1895-1902 represented
the necessity of meeting the country's development of new
territory.
Following this period, beginning about 1905, the
the period

Pennsylvania Railroad Just Outside of Broad Street Terminal

maximum

year there has been a gradual average decline in
building new lines until it reached the low maximum of 933
miles in 1915.
From this date. 1915, to the close of 1917
•Heavy Trnction-Railway t'cpartr em. Weilinghouse Electric & Mfg. Co.,
Fasi filtsburgh. Pa.

problem has been one of expansion to take care of the iacreasing traffic of existing communities, rather than that of
supplying transportation facilities to new communities.
In
this the problem became one of developing greater operating
facilities, such as heavier motive power and intensifying traf-
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fuster speeds, greater
heavier carloading, etc., all contributing to the
expansion of facilities for increased transportation. It was
a problem of caring for increasing transportation densities.

.fie

movements through high tonnage,

trainloads,

About 1903 the electrical art had developed satisfactory
locomotives which were efficient and of considerable capacity,
and because they were clean and practically noiseless their
adoption in certain terminal and tunnel districts was comFor these same reasons, and the
pelled through legislation.
showing of reliability which was soon demonstrated, they
were voluntarily adopted for numerous main line operations.
It is a striking commentary on the material fitness of elecoperation that we find the electrical installation being
turned to in order to supply the method of meeting the reAs mileage extension
quirements of intensified operation.
trified

Vol. 64, No. 24

through being freed from the conditions set by the physical
limitations of the steam locomotive.
Capacity limitations in
the electric locomotive are elastic—severe cold weather conditions actually increase

capacity.

its

In general, the maintenance of high operating efficiency is
complex, and an effort toward continued improvement of
this efficiency ma}' be more effectually exerted through concentration at fewer points.
Electric operation secures a marked conservation of natOne pound of coal, or equivalent oil, fuel
ural resources.
fed into the power house, may be transmitted and transformed
to more effective power at the drawbar than is possible with
There can be conserved the labor and
the steam locomotive.
equipment necessary for transporting coal from the mine to
less

by the substitution of

the railroad

Not only

transmission.

electrical

development of the railroads decreased, the application of
electrified operation was increased to meet the rising probFrom the start, the application has
lems of dense traffic.
been continuous and increasing in capacity of equipment and
the amount of mileage electrified, until today electrified installations make use of the very heaviest high-speed, hea\7-

there a great part of the fuel saved through the
efficiency of the newer method of utilizing the latent energy

tonnage equipment in the world, and the extent of trackage
under electric operation measures a number of thousand
All electrifications naturally occupy points in the
miles.
transportation systems where the density of traffic is very

of primal resources.

greater, and the operating requirements more difficult
than that of the average mileage.
The following roads now have electrified operations on
section? of their main line, or more important auxiliary
Butte,
Boston & Maine;
Baltimore & Ohio;
lines:
Anaconda & Pacific; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
Central;
Michigan
Northern;
Erie; Grand Trunk; Great
New York Central; New York, New Haven & Hartford;
Norfolk & Western; Pennsylvania and Southern Pacific.
The unquestioned reliability of this form of motive power

much

has been proved in the severest service.
A virtually new system of economies becomes the basis of
the factors involved in the operation of the newer systems of
motive power under electrification. It has been amply demonstrated that one electric locomotive will, ordinarily, d6
three times as much service as can be done by a steam locoSchedules are speeded up materially. Track transmotive.
portation capacity is increased, in certain instances, by 100
The difficulty of mountain grades is virtually
per cent.
Where formerly it was necessary to maintain
Overcome.

now there is but one, and at a lower cost.
^'Inspection" becomes one of the more important items rather
than the "overhaul" item of expense. Where under steam
operation, 30 to 40 per cent only of the total hours have

ihree locomotives,

been spent on the road, now 90 per cent of each 24-hour
Under emergperiod may be given in service on the road.
ency requirements, much greater engine mileage may be made
between "shippings." Efficiency of engine performance defreases ver\- slowly over extended continuous periods of op'frack destruction is lessened, better working coneration,
ditions are found for the health and comfort of the employees,

improvement making for more efficient man-effort, and
Regreater safety therefrom in the operation of the trains.
generative braking adds an additional train safety factor and
this

fends consideral^ly to lower the wear and tear on all equipment. There is an expansion of facilities arising from the
Release of much equipment and labor, through the eliminaGreater
tion of hauling of non-revenue producing coal.
daily mileage is obtained from freight cars. There is a toning up of the whole operation where the burden of inefficiency imposed through the use of the steam engine is removed, by substituting the electric engine in which the engineman's part is power control, rather than power creation.
Lengths of engine runs are materially increased with a consequent elimination of intermediate terminals and repair shops.

There

is

secured 3 material advantage in the haulage effect

is

of the fuel, but by electrified operation a new scheme of economics is brought into action through the ability to turn

use the great volume of heretofore unreclaimed
and unharnessed water power, witli a consequent conservation

to efficient

Our ideals of proper stewardship will
have been approximated when the raw materials in the great
storehouse of natural resources will have been accredited
proper value, and whose worth will not be measured entirely
by the cost of their present utilization and destruction.
Never in history has our country been confronted with a
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Curves Showing Miles of New Steam Line Completed and
Miles of Steam Track Put Under Electric Operation
During the Past 22 Years
greater transportation problem.

normal proportions.

Traffic has increased to ab-

So grave has become the transporta-

seriously regarded as the
its
In this
determine our success in the war.
connection, it would not be surprising were our railroad electrification problems to fall within the category of other problems legislated as war measures.
There must be safety in railroad operation as nearly perThere must be reliability
fect as human skill can produce.
and non-interruption of service, as perfect as can be secured
wliich has been
equipment
of
highest
class
by the use of the
Under the immediate
adequately proved in actual service.
tion situation that

prime element

solution

is

to

war prohibitions and restrictions, the public will uncomplainingly forego luxurious comfort, but when normal times
again prevail there will be demanded an improved order of
elegance of appointments and means of comfort. What with
its peculiar fitness, the additional safety it brings, its record
of reliability established, the comfort it dispenses, the high
order of efficiency it institutes, the integrity of the trust to
future generations which it binds for us in the conservation
of primal resources, together with
of operation

its

and capacity expansion,

well founded econonaies
all spell electrification.

Mechanical Devices

Disbursement Accounting

for

Comprehensive Report of the Committee on Disbursement
Accounts of the Railway Accounting Officers

Tiihon

f

iii.i.dW INC.

is

till-

tom])k-U'

ri-jiDrt

of

tlio

mnimitti-c

disbursement accounts, A. P. Disbrow (Kric) cluiirnian, of the Railway Accounting Officers' Association
presented at the annual meeting held in St. Louis on May
29-.>0, 1918, and rei>ortod in last week's Railway Age, page
of Mechanical Devices in

Disbursement Accounting

The

special committee of five, appointed by the president
to prepare recommendations as to how accounting officers
may best meet the conditions confronting them with respect
to clerical labor and the compilation of accounting and sta-

with respect to the use of mechanthe shortage in experienced
clerical labor, in its report dated December 20, 1917, suggested "that each of the Standing Committees make a supplemental report to those already existing in the proceedings
tistical data, particularly

ical devices as a

—

—

is the result
devices in disbursement accounting work
of data obtained by your committee from fifty-three roads.
On request, the secretan,- of the association will furnish
the name of each road indicating that it was using any par-

ical

ticiilar device.

officers

This will permit direct inquiry by accounting

interested

in

installing similar devices or methods.

In this report, names of devices have been omitted, except
where a clear description could not be given with-

in cases

out indicating the name of the device.
Operated by hand
Non-listing Computing Machines.
pressure on keys, the figures being recorded on dials when
keys are depressed. Machines used for multiplication, addiBest results are obtained by
tion, substraction and division.

—

assigning permanent female operators and training them to
operate by touch system.
Making and verifying extensions and footings on vouchers,
bills, payrolls and statements.
Prorating common operating expenses between operating
divisions, accounting districts. States and classes of service.
Compiling gross ton miles in division accounting offices

from wheel

reports.

Arriving at totals of paychecks and drafts.
Totaling requisitions and invoices as a check against adding machine tapes, when list is necessary, to avoid calling
items back against tape.
Cross footing and balancing monthly statistical sheets to
arrive at total for year, avoiding necessity of drawmg items
off on a work sheet

Compiling "Employees and their Compensation" statement by classes of employees for Interstate Commerce Commission annual report.
Twelve-column machine used, permitting drawing off hours and compensation at same time.
Charts Used in Connection with Non-listing Computini
Machines. Pay roll table, decimal equivalent of days for 24
to 31 day month.
Rate per minute for each hourly rate.
Reciprocal table where constant divisor is used.
Discount table, showing net of $1.00 after discounts a."e

—

off.

Table of values of freight cars and yearly and monthly
depreciated value of §100 at 5 and 6 per cent.
Used in
ascertaining value to bill for on cars destroyed on foreign
lines.

—

bureau.

Permits training operators on

all

classes of

minimum.
Training Operators for Non-listing Computing Machines.
Central ccim|)uting machine bureau cquip|xd with a numto a

of listing adding machines.

Girls, with no previous exmachines and after having become
proficient are rotated iietwcen the listing and non-listing machines; that is, listing machine operator will spend one week
at the listing machine and the next week at the non-lister.
l)er

perience, started on listing

means of solving

of the .\ssociation of American Railway Accounting Officers
on lune 26 and 27, 1912, at Quebec, with regard to the use
of mechanical devices."
The subjoined information regarding the use of mechan-

taken

tral

work and reduces waste time

1380.

Use

—

Non-listing matintr.il Hiircau Non-listing .Mmhines.
chine work centralized in one department in which none but
women o|x'rators are employed. Practically all computing
machine work for entire Disbursement office done in this cen-

Due

to difliculty

in securing operators,

a student course

was established. Girls from 16 to 19 years of age with good
fundamental education employed and allowed ten dollars a
month while learning, which is not considered as a salary,
but merely as limch money and car fare.
As students develop, allowance

increased until they are rated as regtilar
Plan is beneficial to carrier as well as
to employee by providing some compensation while learning
instead of being obliged to pay a tuition fee.
Adding and Listing Machines. Operated by depressing
keys and pulling a handle or pressing a bar, if motor driven.
Records the figures on paper tape or sheets of paper and is
is

salaried operators.

—

used when necessary to have a permanent record of items.
Listing open items in proving balances in ledger account*
(reconcilements).
Avoids drawing off on work sheets and
footing work sheets.
By using wide machine, voucher bill,
paycheck, etc., numbers and amoimts can be drawn off at

same time.
Compile car repair bills.
Use specially designed machine, which gives a greater output per day than typewriter,
but has disadvantage in not being adaptable to other than
straight routine billing.
Purchase invoices posted daily on voucher form in duplicate, the duplicate serving as a voucher ledger.
At same
time an accumulated total is arrived at to balance against
Division .\ccountants' and Storekeepers' weekly statements
of material.
Listing material requisitions by classes, accoimts and Accounting Divisions for charge and credit and for statistical
purposes.
Listing pay checks, time checks, vouchers, etc.

Prepare pay and time voucher registers.
Post individual equipment cards showing original cost,
changes in value, etc.
Adding and Listing Machine, with Shuttl-e Carriage.
Registering, indexing and abstract work.
Machines Especially Adapted for Multiplication and Division.
Operated by placing levers, representing multiplicand
or dividend, in position and turning a crank required number
of times, according to numbers in each unit in multiplier or
divisor, shifting carriage for each unit.
Cannot be used to
advantage for addition, but is valuable and a time-saver in
arriving at percentages for apportionment of operating expenses and in prorating expenses between States, divisions,
etc.
Non-listing, both product or quotient and multiplier or
divisor being recorded on dials. (Brunsviga and Marchant).
Non-listing and operated in same manner as above and
for same purposes, except that numbered keys are used instead of levers for multiplicand or dividend.
Can be used
for addition, but not with any degree of speed (Monroe.)
Non-listing motor driven, operated by depressing kevs for

1433
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multiplicand, multiplier, dividend and divisor, results recorded on dials. Carriage is automatically shifted for each
unit.
Can be used with a fair degree of speed for addition,
used to best advantage in arriving at percentages and in pro-

(Ensign.)

rating expenses.

Operated by setting
Non-listing, motor or crank driven.
markers for divisor, dividend, multiplier or multiplicand and
Requires
turning crank or, if motor driven, pressing bar.
but one operation for each unit. Cannot be used to advantage for addition, but time-saver in prorating and arriving at
(Millionaire.)
Figures recorded in dials.
percentages.

—

ReOperators for Multiplying and Dividing Machines.
no previous experience and can be successfully operated

([U ire

by

girls.

Vol. 64, No. 24

and miles run by each car in various lines and balancing daily with receiving cashier's record.
Compile car repair bills, claim greater output per day obtained than by use of typewriter with adding machine attachment.
Typewriter Flat Writing. Machines used where statement or record sheets are too large for ordinary wide carriage machine, where inadvisable or impossible to roll sheets
through machine, or where posting to bound books.
Posting ledger charges to primary road and equipment
accounts by authorities for expenditures from tabulating
carried

—

—

machine-punched cards.
Statement and abstract work.
Freight claim draft sheets.

—

Operated by setting keys
Non-listing Adding Machine.
Inexpensive machine used for general
and pulling lever.
purposes and shifted from desk to desk as needs require.
Operated by inexperienced clerks. Non-listing and used for
addition only, figures being recorded in dials.
Consists of a cylindrical slide
Cylindrical Slide Rule.
having both rotary and longitudinal movement within an
Slide contains
bars.
equi-distant
open frame-work of
On
two logarithmic scales, one on each side of center.

—

bars are two other scales arranged in same

manner

as

on

the slide.

Used principally for proving averages in statistics and arand verifying percentages and pro-rating revenues
and expenses by States, divisions, etc., and in apportioning
Does
charges for locomotive repairs to classes of service.
same class of work as multiplying and dividing machines
beyond
accurate
not
so
with greater speed, but results are
riving at

four figures.
For correspondence, statement work and
Typewriters.
For statement work equipped with tabulators.
general use.
Posting index of audited vouchers and bills in loose leaf
(Rapid fire index.)
records.
Car repair bills and voucher checks made with one writing
hy means of carbon. Original being voucher check and carbon serving as original bill. Same method in effect in purchasing department to cover purchases of material and

—

supplies.

—

Attached to typewriter to record
Typewriter Cyclometer.
output and determine efficiency of individual operators. Records number of key and space bar strokes.
Attached to desk of typist directly behind
Line-a-Time.
Equipped with a lever opt\pewriter and facing operator.
erated guide for following the line, eliminating the necessity
instrument
to follow line and
of using a ruler or other flat
guard against errors when transcribing.
Electric Sorting and Tabulating Machines and Card-

—

—

Punching Machines. Operated by punching specially printed cards, figures being used to indicate information. Cards
are sorted mechanically and run througji tabulator to obA number of totals may be obtained in one optain totals.
eration. Operated successfully by assigned women operators.
Condensing charges to operating, road and equipment and
other accounts from departmental distributions of labor, material,

supplies,

fuel

and stationery and distribution from

vouchers and journal entries.
Condensing revenue by accounts and by states and classes

bills,

of service.

Condensing charges

to

operating accounts by operating
and class of service for

divisions, accounting districts, states
statistical purposes.

Condensing charges to Road and Equipment accounts by
A. F. E.'s for preparation of statement of charges by authorities and for posting by machine in ledger as a basis for
check of completion reports required under Federal Valua-

Equipped with two kinds of type, one plain and one pinName and address
point for drawing drafts and vouchers.
is written using pinis written using plain type, amount
Combines typepoint type to guard against manipulation.

tion,

writer with check protector.

gross ton miles, special statements of train tonnage performance, tonnage and fuel performance by individual enginemen and classes of engines.
Equipment record statistics.

—

For
Typewriter With Adding Machine Attachment.
Statement, bookkeeping and other general work where necessary to foot typed figures. Does away with separate operation of footing completed statement after typing.
Transcribing and adding record of bills and vouchers.
Posting bills collectible in loose leaf ledger (Rapid fire index) from bill register, also posting cash and balancing inbills collectible ledger for miscel-

dividuals and companies
laneous bills, car repair bills and foreign roads overcharge
bills.

Prepare car repair bills.
Writing and balancing pay rolls and pay roll registers.
Writing pay rolls and pay checks and totaling pay rolls
in one operation. Time books and time sheets audited before
pay rolls are written. One line protected check used.
List vouchers to treasurer and prepare voucher register in

one operation.

Combined Typewriter and Computing Machine.
Hopkins.)

An

electrically operated

—

-(Mooncombined typewriter and

computing machine with four accumulators, adds, subtracts,
multiplies and divides and is especially adapted to bookkeeping, statement work and the rendering of bills.
Specially built machine for use in compiling information
jn connection with U. S. war tax.
Compiling by lines, record of gross earnings, passengers

order No. 3.
Condensing wage statistics for annual reports to Interstate commerce and state railroad commissions.
Compiling basic statistics covering train, locomotive and

.\ssemble by classes of traffic and states, loss and damage
and overcharge claim payments and analyze personal injury
accounts.

Individual yard operation reports.

Assemble time of enginemen and trainmen and prepare pay
compile wage statistics for this class of employees.
Prepare mechanical department pay rolls and distribute
the charges.
Compile statistics showing cost of repairing
rolls, also

Abstracting of

individual parts of individual locomotives.
distribution by states

and divisions; and

for Interstate

merce Commission accounting requirements.

Com-

(Central Bu-

reau.)

Comparative analysis of overcharge and loss and damage
claims paid, divided to show commodities and classes or
causes.

Comparative statement of labor or pay

roll

cost

by de-

partments.

Statement of material purchases during month.
Phonographs, Dictating, Transcribing and Cylinder Shaving Machines.
For general correspondence purposes. Letters dictated into machine and recorded on wax cylinders.
Cxlinder given to operator, who transcribes, using a machine

—
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niuippod Willi transcriljinj; diaphnigm. Eliminates time lost
by stenonrapluT wlun taking dictation direct from correspondent.
After liavini; transcrilud letter, cylinder is shaved and used
over aL;ain.
Central Bureau for Trans, ribing.
All transcribing done
in central bureau.
Cylinders are collected at stated jieriods
and delivered to transcribing department.
Letters transcribed on piece work basis at a t'lxed price
per letter.
Telegrams and mailgrams dictated on separate
cylinders to permit preferred attention and e.xpeditc tran-

—

scrijjtion.

—

Mimeoj^raph Duplicator. For obtaining a number of
copies of circulars, statements, etc., by means of stencils cut
on typewriter.

—

Dermatype Stencils. Used when an unusually large number of copies are required. Stencils can tie cleaned and filed
away and additional copies may be struck off when desired.
Cutting Stencils.
Carbon copy made at time stencil is cut
to facilitate comparison with original draft.
Gelatine Duplicator.
For preparing a small number of
copies of circulars, statements, etc.
Statement or circular to

—

—

be duplicated is prepared either by hand or on typewriter
with sjiecially prepared ink or ribbon and applied to gelatine
Copies are then obtained by applying blank sheets
surface.
to impression left by original or master sheet.
Duplicating
surface comes in rolls and after one surface has been used
a new one may be obtained by turning a handle.
Clay Duplicator. Clay composition contained in a tray.
Can obtain from 5 to 50 copies. Copies obtained in same
manner as on Gelatine duplicator.
Multigraph.
For getting out printed matter.
Requires

—

—
Photography. — Reproducing

setting of type.

camera for obtaining photoreproductions of statistical sheets, vouchers, bills,
waybills, etc.
Will permit of reduction in size at time of
reproduction.
Addressing Machines (Motor Priirn).
For rapid addressing of envelopes, printing names on time slips, time
graphic

—

rolls,

etc.

Preparing time slips, time
names on pay checks.

rolls,

pay

rolls

and inserting

.\ddre5sing envelopes.

—

Rapid Mail Opener. For opening incoming mail.
Numbering Machines. For numbering consecutively

—

drafts, vouchers, bills, etc.

—

Combination Dating and A^umbering Machine. Dating
and numbering consecutively, vouchers in one operation.
For stamping date and time received
Clock Time Daters.
on correspondence, statements, etc.

—
—A fan-shaped device with

Radial Distributor.
receptacles
which papers are dropped when sorting either in alphabetical or numerical order.
Signagraph.
Used largely by paymasters for signing pay
checks.
Device permits signing a number of checks at one
into

—

operation.

amounts on pay checks,
—For
guard against manipulation.
Machines. — Motor-driven
by

Check Protectors.
and vouchers

drafts

inserting

to

for cancelling,
Cancelling
small perforations, paid pay checks, drafts, vouchers, voucher
attachments, etc. Dies can be set to show date of paj-ment.
Hand-operated, cuts a round or square hole.
Air Tubes.
For transmitting telegrams by means of carriers through tubes to and from telegraph office, also for
sending special letters (relayed through telegraph office) to
other offices in building.
For transmitting mail,
Atitomatic Electric Elfjator.
\ouchers and other items bet^veen offices of the accounting
department and between offices of the accounting department
and the treasury- department. Operated by pressing a button. Car is controlled from and may be stopped at any floor.

—

—
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Electric

Mail Elevator.

—

0|)eratcd between central mail
general oftke building.
Used for
delivering large quantities of mail to and from mail room.
Car is controlled from mail r(x>m.
Mail Chute. Leading to central mail room. Letter droj)
on each t1(K)r and small (|uantities of outgoing mail are sent

room and

all

tloors

in

—

mail room through chute.
Applying United States Stamps. Stamps applied on outgoing United States mail for entire general office in central
mail room by means of machines.
I-Iach office encloses its
own mail, using a special envelope for United States mail.
Machines used for sealing letters and applying .stamps
to outgoing mail.
Capacity from 6,000 lu ').nuii riv.lopes
to

—

.

per hour.
Electric sealing wa.\ pot.
Postal scales for weighing mail.

Pencil Sharpeners.

—

Placed at convenient points in office.
Spool-o-Wire Paper Fastener.
For fastening papers together.
Makes staples from length of wire wound on cylinder inside machine.
.\utomatic feed paper fastener for files containing few
sheets.
Makes long narrow clip. (Hotchkiss.)
Rubber Stamps. Rubber stamps are very generallv used

—

—

to save time of writing.
Principal uses: .\ddressing envelopes in advance of use when addressing machine is not
available, stamping date received on inbound mail, reports,
vouchers, etc., captions of accounts frequently used, instructions as to prorating on sheets sent to computing machines.

Time Clock Recorders.

—

For recording on cards time of
and departure of clerks employed in office.
For obtaining record of time work was started and completed in connection with output of non-listing machines
and determining efficiency of individual operators.
Trucks.
Used to collect books, pay rolls, vouchers, etc.,
requiring vault protection at close of day. Truck boy makes
round of departments, avoiding necessity of clerks from each
department making trip.
Books distributed by truck boy
arrival

—

each morning.

—

Paper Punch. Hand power, adjustable, for perforating
papers for filing purposes.
Binders.
For binding pay rolls, vouchers, etc., using
hea\7, hinged cardboard binding sides.
Holes for binding
purposes cut in records by drills, either hand or motor driven.
Buzzers and Call Bells. Very generally used for calling
clerks and department heads to office or desk of auditor,
assistant auditor and chief clerL
Intercommunicating Telephone System.
Connecting chief
and head clerks' desks witli auditor and with each other.
Operates independently of main telephone exchange, but
connected with it for outside calls.
Dictagraph interconversing system, master station in

—

—

—

comptroller's office to the several branches of the accounting
department and in the individual office, the auditor of dis-

bursements with his assistant, the chief and various head
clerks.

Each bureau head equipped with a telephone permitting
connection with any other department in general office building or outside.
Supplemented by an automatic intercommunicating system permitting communication direct between
auditor of expenditures and each bureau head or bureau
heads with each other.
Permits calling each individually
or collectively.

—

Mail Carriers. Used in transmitting mail between disbursement office and offices of division storekeepers and
division master mechanics.
Mail is placed flat in carrier
without enclosing in envelopes.
Carrier is made of heav7
cardboard covered with canvas and has a double flap, on
one of which is printed Disbursement Office address, and
on other address of storekeeper or master mechanic.

—

Payroll Cn.trs.
Locked boxes with reversible cover on
which addresses are painted. u.<K?d for transmitting pay and
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time rolls between maker of
Visible

roll

Card Ivdcx Fi7e.— Used

and disbursement
to post

office.

time of trans-

portation department employees. Posted daily to cards, name
(Can be adapted
of employee in plain sight at all times.
to otlier card systems such as employees' rate cards, contract

and lease cards,

etc.)

—Hourly,

daily and monthly rates, for computing earnings of emplo>ees and for verifying extensions

Wage

Tables.

of rates on payrolls.

Train and enginemen's rate
from 1 to 100 minutes for each

sheet.
train,

Earnings computed
engine and yard

rate.

Used in figuring overtime.
Hourly rates for each monthly rate for a 24 to 31 day
Used for computing overtime earned by trainmen
month.
who are paid at a monthly rate.
Time after which overtime accrues on train runs 100 to
199 miles in length on speed basis of 12>4 miles per hour.
Chart showing number of trips made in passenger and
way freight service in 28, 30 and 31 day month and earnings
per full month for each number of train crew. Used largely
to determine earnings when less than full month is worked
on monthly paid runs.
For rapid computation of mileage,
Calculating Tables.
per cents, etc., principally used in application of fuel prices,
applying rates to number of tons of coal issued during the
month to arrive at value chargeable to expenses by lines and

—

states.

Lumber

calculator.

For computing and verifying board

measure.
Showing amounts to be collected
Freight tax computer.
under the war revenue tax for transportation of shipments.
Charts used in connection with statistics showing amounts
chargeable through construction and for record of A. F. E.'s.
12-year graphic chart.
1-year statistical chart.
For computation of rail tonnage showing tonnage of rail
from 1 to 100 feet on rail ranging from 56 pounds to 90
pounds per yard.
Numbers Assigned to Indicate Class of Service. Voucher,
pay roll, etc., charges assigned to service, i. e., freight, passenger, common, etc., class of service being indicated by a
number following the account number. Charges to account
201, for example, are shown 2011-2012-2013, last figure

—

indicating class of service.

—

Regular Train Runs. To avoid
writing points between which trains run, on time rolls, a
number is assigned to regular scheduled runs and number
only is shown on roll.

Numbers Assigned

to

—

Numbering Bills and Vouchers. Series started first of
each year and vouchers numbered consecutively, beginning
with Numl>er 1. Allowance made each month for overlaf)ping numbers. Prevents misfiling and reduces work of filing to a minimum.
Series started first of each month and vouchers numbered
The month and
consecutively, beginning with number one.
year are indicated as such.
Consecutive numbers started first of each year, odd numbers used for January and even numbers for February, etc.
Prefix number used to indicate year.
Bills and Vouchers.
Material and supplies and car repair bills and vouchers prepared by shop accountant.
Before transmitting to auditor, items are listed on loose leaf
voucher
bill and
register sheets which accompany bills and
vouchers to auditor and form part of auditor's record, requiring no further writing.
Bill and voucher numbers assigned to shop accountant by auditor who uses same numbers as his own.
Car repair bills not sent to auditor, but
forwarded direct to foreign lines by shop accountant, list
only being sent to auditor.
Preparation of Pay Rolls.
Time posted to time sheet by

—

—
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foremen in transportation department, all details being
Extensions made on time rolls and pay rolls comshown.
piled from time rolls, no details of time, rate, etc., being
shown on pay rolls. Time and pay rolls sent to auditor's
office for verification.

Same method

and engine

for train

—

rolls.

Senii-Monthly Pay Rolls.
Duplex form used, names of
employees being entered on pay roll once a month. Amount
earned in second period entered on carbon copy of first period
roll.

—

Station Expense Roll.
To reduce number of vouchers in
connection with public utility companies' bills, such as light,
water, etc., and to insure quick payment in order to obtain
discount, agents are authorised to pay bills as presented and
list them on an expense roll which is forwarded to auditor.
.\uditor issues non-negotiable draft to agent for total amount
of payments, agent remits as cash to clear his accounts. Same
method is applied to other authorized station expenses.
Employees' Expense Accounts. To expedite payment of

—

amount due employees for money expended in company service and reduce number of vouchers.
Expense accounts, for
all men under his jurisdiction, are sent to department head
direct and recapped on a special form in triplicate.
One
\oucher drawn in favor of treasurer for total of all expense
accounts.
Copy of recap and original expense account statements sent to disbursement officer; original and duplicate of
recap sent to treasurer, who issues checks for amount due
each emplo)'ee.

Pa}ment of expense accounts made by check.
Checks
drawn by department heads and forwarded, together with
expense statements, to auditor, who, after audit, forwards
checks to payee. Treasurer relieved by blanket voucher drawn
by each department head.
Quick Payment Ticket. For immediate daily pa)rment of
laborers, especially large bodies of men employed temporarily
for special purposes.
Ticket is issued to men when they start
work, and timekeeper indicates by a special die punch work
done, total hours worked and rate paid. Ticket cashed upon
presentation to paymaster, amount earned being entered on
ticket by paymaster's clerks.
Rail and Ties in Transit.
Cards are prepared, one set for
fc)rwarded and another set for received rail and ties.
The
two sets are matched and unmatched cards represent intransit items which are followed up.
Skeletonized Blanks.
Bills collectible, vouchers and department bills and invoices covering regularly recurring items,
are skeletonized on duplicating machine, leaving blank spaces
for date, amount, percentages, etc., and a year supply struck
off.
Produces standard results, reduces possibility of error
and avoids considerable work of preparing pencil drafts and
checking and rechecking data monthly.
Form Letters. Standard printed forms with numbered
questions and answers. Used to avoid writing letters. Clerk
inserts name and address and pencil checks proper item.
Used largely in bill and voucher departments.
Mimeographed standard letter forms. Used to avoid dictating letters.
Special blank is prepared by correspondent
as instructions to typist indicating form to use and data to

—

—

—

—

insert.

—

Care of Records. Voucher papers filed in all steel cabinets
of the vertical type.
Claim less expensive than old-style
binder and prevents mutilation and turned edges.
Central Filing Bureau.- All correspondence, leases and
contracts filed 'in a central bureau.
Insures uniformity in
filing, complete files and avoids having each sub-department
maintain separate files. Files are obtained by request slips
signed by sub-department head.
Central "Bring-Up" File.
Papers which employee wishes
brought to liis attention at some future date for action, sent
to central filing bureau, where they are filed in a special
"bring-up" file in proper date order.

—

—
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The following changes should also be made in the chart
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been announced too late for incorporation in
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COMMITTEE OF FREIGHT TRAFFIC
ling
Washmgton.

consists

DIVISION OF LABOR— G. W. W, Hanger has been appointed aasistant
di
EASTERN REGIONAL DISTRICT-F. Labau has been appointed traffic

of

GEORGE

R.

Mo.

June

14,
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miinagcr of the .\tchison,
in 1884 went to
St. I'aul, Minn., as general manager of the Chicago, BurHe was elected president of that road,
lington & Northern.
In 1890 he bewith headquarters at St. Paul, in 1889.
came second vice-president of the Chicago, Burlington &

George B. Harris
GtuKi.K

Harris.

IJ.

>li;iimiiin

of

tin-

loard of directors

t'hicago, lUirlinpton & Quincy, died :il his
liome in Chicago, on June 10, following an illne*s of
Mr. Harris wa.-i in his seventieth year, and
out a month.
longiHl to the same generation of railroad e-xccutives as
Hugliitt, Rijiley, Cassatt and Earling.
He was of the old
school of railway e.xecutives who carried on their duties
quietly and conscientiously and rarely took the public into
Mr. Harris wa> imlefatigalik- in his eftlieir lunriiiinii'.
forts to build up the property which he sen'«i ;ind thoroughly

of the

problem presented to him.

ever}-

rather gruff in manner, he possessed a keen

have

succecxled

He was

assistant to the general

roix;ka

&

Siuita Fe, at

office at

mend

On January IS,
Charles E. Perkins, resigned.
I'Ml, the directors finally yielded to his demand that he be
He was succeeded by Darius
replaced by a younger m:m.
Miller, who died some years later, and in turn was sucFrom 1911
ceeded by Hale Holden, the present president.

.\lthough he was
and symjiathetic

time of his death, Mr. Harris was chairman of the
and in that capacity gave the younger
executives of the road the benefit of his long experience and

up

to the

iKxird of directors,

his tliorouuh

knowledge of the property.

in

Clean Coal

a

&

he became president
Chicago, Burlington
Quincy in February, 1901,

the

M

If

policy

of

come
June

the

which the railroad owed

will

be-

M.,
1, 1918, and supersede
prior orders on this sub-

all

effective

at

7

.\.

No bituminous coal will be
[wrmitted to be sold, shipped,
or distributed, if the same
contains such quantity of
rock, slate, bone, sulphur,
fire clay, shale, or other impurities, that it would not
have been considered merchantable prior to January 1
1916.
Shipments from bitumi-

its

high standing at that time
were carried on by Mr. Harris until James J. Hill secured control. With marked
adaptability Mr. Harris applied the Hill methods to the
operation of the Burlington
with success, and in this he
was ably assisted by Darius
Miller and Daniel Willard,
later presidents of the Burlington
and Baltimore &

Ohio resp>ectively.
Mr. Harris was bom in
Brookline, Mass., on December 20, 1848, and moved to

RKCULA-

than those here-

ject.

methods conThese policies to

operating

servative.

MNS

regulations

Tliese

*

the

financial

I

tofore issued to insure
production of clean bituminous coal have been
made puldic l)y the United
States Fuel .Administration.

company was cautious and
its

\I(.uROl'S

l-\

ilie

ability.

When
of

Chicago* and continued in that posiwhen he was elected president

in place of

good judge
of men and surrounded himself
with a capable staff.
While he exacted a full
measure of effort from subofficers,
he
was
ordinate
quick to recognize and comdoing.

Topeka, Kan., and

tion until Februan,' 20, 1901,

appreciation of die trials and difficulties of his subordinates,
and was ever ready to lend a helping hand to the unfortunate.
As a result he won tlie love of the employes of his
road as few railroad executives

l^jintcd

Quincy, with

.

mastered

1437

nous

coal

mines

in

which

naturally of such
character as to l)e unfit for
the coal

George

His
Hannibal, Mo., with his parents when a boy of 16.
father was at that time appointed land commissioner of
the Hannibal & St. Joseph, then a line across Missouri and
Mr. Harris became an office
subsidiary to the Burlington.
boy for the road which employed his father and later be-

came a clerk in the office of the treasurer and pa>Tnaster of
tlie same line.
From 1870 to 1875 he wa* cashier in the
land department of the Burlington & Missouri River in
Nebraska, with headquarters at Lincoln, Neb. From 1876
to 1877 he was secretary of the South Platte Land Company
in the same city.
In 1878 he returned to the Burlington &
Missouri River as purchasing agent, and in the following
year went to the Atchison & Nebraska, at Atchison, Kan.,
In 1880 he was again
as superintendent and general agent.
employed by the Burlington & Missouri River as assistant
general freight agent, with headquarters at Omaha, Neb.
Two years later he went to Chicago as purchasing agent of
the Chicago, Burlington & Quino"
In 1883 he was ap-

B.

is

market may be prohibited
by the Fuel .Administration.
Operators also of bituminous mines whose products

Harris

are capable of being made
miTihantable by complying with the requirements of the
Fuel Administration in regard to the removal of impur-

and who fail to comply with those requirements, will
required either to unload and clean such coal, if it has
been loaded into cars or bins, or to deduct 50 cents per ton
from the government price. In the event of repeated violations
on the part of such op)erators. such further action will be
taken by tlie Fuel Administration as it may deem advisable.
ities,

I'e

Fuel Administration statement says that the enordemand for bituminous coal incident
United States into the war, encouraged
the opening of numerous so-called coal mines, a large p)ercentage of the output of which resembled coal solely in
This product brought the same price on the market
(olor.
TTie

mous

increase in the

to the entrance of the

as clean coal.

The

inevitable result

was a general

deteri-

quality of all bituminous coal put on the
market, and a consequent projxirtionate decrea.se in the heat
generated in the furnaces of the country.

oration

in

the
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The Administration also made public an order under
which operators of bituminous coal mines may receive a
special allowance for coal mechanically washed or extraordinarily cleaned or picked in such manner that the fuel
value of the coal will be substantially increased by the reNo special allowance,
moval of waste and impurities.
however, will be made for the ordinary method of clean-

lic

Facts collateral to earnings, op>erating expenses and pubservice, might be epitomized as follows:

Receipts per passeniier per mile, cents
Receipts per ton per mile
Passengers per train
Tons per train
Average passenger journey, miles
Average freight haul
Passengers per mile
Tons per mile
Passengers density
Freight density
Passengers per car
Tons per car

more
were
849.
tical

simple proportions. There was an unavoidable element of
speculation in the general groundwork of the article in the issue of January 4. The definite and established facts, however,
are bigger, better and more inspiring than were the assumpThat is to say, when all the actions made at that time.
counts had been worked out, and details woven into a fixed
fabric, the showing makes 1917 stand out more cotispicuously
less

as a year of unprecedented railway
data.

activity

than was as-

fashionable to start all reviews with gross earnings.
They are regarded as pivotal in their relationship to other
results, and properly so; but it is quite possible to exagIt is only when other things are
gerate their essential value.
equal that total receipts become basically important. In this
The gross earnings had
instance, the balance is preserved.
When the earnings of such units
a total of $310,771,479.
as the Pullman Company and the tunnel and bridge companies are included the final aggregate rises to $313,492,949.
The betterment over 1916 was'^$49^96S,792. The full meaning of this growth is not grasped until the eye helps the
mind by glancing at such a comparative statement of gross
earnings as the following:
It

is

$38,841,609
52.353,276
146.738,214
310,771,479

1887
189?
1907
1917

The advance of gross earnings must be measured, of
course, in the light of increased mileage, and by that test
Tak•the foregoing results do not lose their inspiring value.
ing the same ten-year periods, the facts with respect to earnings per mile of line are as follows:
1887
1S97
1907
1917

$3,188
3,163
6,536
8,051

Rail line in 1917 produced $295,550,030, water line
$4,397,311, incidental $10,407,099 and joint facilities
$417,039. These totals included $220,032,565 from freight,
and $63,131,647 from passengers.
Operating expenses aggregated $222,890,637, or $42,348,.w8 more than for the preceding year. An analysis of this
^um shows a fair proportion charged to maintenance. The
figures for the various divisions of accounts are as follows:
Per Cent

Way

and structures
Equipment
Traffic

—
—

Transportation rai!
Transportation water
Miscellaneous operations
Transportation for investment
Total

The

— Cr

$41,154,193
46,371,178
6,236,811
114,327,344
3,271,893
3,962,544
18,207

18.46
20.80
2.79
51.29
1.47

3.40
0.01

$222,890,637

traffic out of which earnings grew was represented
moving of 121,916,272 tons of freight and 53,749,680
passengers.
The growth in public service was in the same

in the

ratio as

increased earnings.

The

.690
59

436
y!

256
.362
3,159
1

79.829
807,946
16
22.24

salient fact in the foregoing tabular statement is the

average trainload.

It

has

made most

gratifying gains dur-

ing recent years, and particularly since the stress of war
conditions, in the face of shortage of equipment, led to
intensive loading.
It had crept up from 260 tons in 1907
Then it began to move in real earnest,
to 342 tons in 1913.
and passed quickly to 411 tons in 1916 and on to 436 tons
The so-called Railway War Board helped in the
last year.

valuable work, as well as in the betterment of the carload
as

was shown

The

in the

above mentioned

war conditions

articles.

In
seen in train mileage.
1914, when 46,702,280 passengers were carried, the mileage of passenger trains was 45,219,048; in 1917, with 53,In 1916
749,680 passengers, the mileage was 44,083,575.
Freight train mileage is a
it was nearly two millions less.
effect of

direct matter of tonnage to be

sumed from incomplete

1.9.^6

_.

Canada's Big Railway Year
of railway operations in Canada for
the calendar year 1917 was presented in the Railway
Age of January 4, 1918, page 36 and some of the
important problems confronting the Canadian railways
considered in an article in the issue of April 5, page
In dealing now with the official figures for the statisyear ended June 30 last the task is reduced to more or

38,604
3,150,127,428
31,186,707,851

Operating milenge
Passengers carried one mile
Tons, carried one mile

ing or picking coal.
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is

moved, and in the face of a

large increase in that regard the total ran up from 55,343,193
Nevertheless, heavier carin 1914 to 62,863,724 in 1917.

loads and trainloads kept

down

the aggregate quite mate-

rially.

For the first time, in 1917, the hour unit for the measurement of compensation to railway employees was given effect.
This was done wholly for the sake of preserving uniformity
with the prescription of the Interstate Commerce Commission.
It is too early to say whether of not the new method
will yield results which can be regarded as a countervail
to the loss of all bases of comparison for preceding years.
It is very difficult indeed to prescribe a schedule and a classification which will be satisfactory, owing to the confusion
created by the plan in vogue of having not only three or
four scales for employees of the same class, but of having
this mixed system applicable to such employees on the same
road.
In this connection, it may be said that the salaries
and wages bill in Canada for 1917 amounted to $129,626,187.

Ten months of the current statistical year have passed,
it
seems comparatively safe to predict that, notwithstanding the trying conditions which developed last winter,
The
gross earnings will not fall behind those for 1917.
railways have had four months under the increased traffic
rates, and the effect is appreciable.
Of course, this estimate
can only be based on the results revealed in the weekly returns of the larger roads; but it may be said that nothing
has thus far occurred to indicate otherwise than a gain for
the year ending June 30.
That this will carry with it a
corresponding gain in net earnings seems more or less doubtand

ful,

in

view of the rising cost of operation.

Railways are

immune from

the higher cost of living, so keenly felt
at the present time by individuals.
Those which are sufficiently prosperous find the collector of special taxes at

not

away a considerable proportion of betterments realized; so that it seems almost inevitable the
total of net earnings for all railways in Canada will show
a decline for the current year.
W'ithin the past few weeks the prime minister has foreshadowed the extension of public owTiership by the addition
of the Grand Trunk and Grand Trunk Pacific, as well as
a batch of independent branch lines in the Maritime ProvThis
inces, to the s\-stem now operated by government.
their doors to take
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mownu'nt has Lien foreseen ever since tlie Drayton- At worth
report was made more than a year a^o, anil is the sequence
These roads
to ilie takin'4 over of the Canailian Northern.
had fallen into linaiuial difiKiilties, and it was obvious,

much duplication of mileage could he eliminated, and economy of operation liri)U(;ht about by a comprehensive scheme of consolidation.
This leaves only a
score of roads of even local importance, apart from the
Canadian Pacit'ic, outside the sweep of expropriation by
government.
The discussion which has taken place in
parliament points to the conclusion that the steps thus far
moreover, that

14.^9

taken, momentous and extensive as they undouiitedly are,
do not entirely disjjo.se of what we have come to call the
Railway Proldem in Canada. Whether or not it will end
in the establishment of a single s\stem depends very much
on the turn of events and the development of public judg-

ment.
Con.servation has extended it.s long arm to official pubAll government reports are this year reduced to
mere skeletons of their former bulk, and railway reports
lications.

arc
tails

among

those which have been much abridged.
All deomitted arc. however, kept available for inquirers.

Three Nev/ Regional Directors Appointed
Hale Holden Becomes Director of Central Western Region
and B. F. Bush Director of Southwestern Region
DiKi.iinK GiNiRM.

Wednesday announced
Western railroads into three regions

.Mc.\i)00 on

the division of the

instead of one region as heretofore.
R. H. Aishton, hitherto regional director of the Western
Region is appointed regional director of the Northwestern
Region with office at Chicago, with jurisdiction over the

railroads from Chicago to the North

Pacific coast.

regional
tables

directors

will

liave

jurisdiction

The Northwestern Regional

Chicago, Milwaukee

&

Orcgon-Washinuion R.

St.

Paul.

K.

&

JTaviKaticn.

Hale Holden
is

appointed director of the Central Western
at Chicago with jurisdiction over the

office

railroads in the territory from Chicago to the Pacific coast.

B. F. Bush, president of the Missouri Pacific, is appointed
regional director of the Southwestern Region with office at
St. Louis and with jurisdiction over the railroads running

from

St. Louis to the southwest.
There will also be a Pacific coast sub-district under Mr.
Holden, but the appointment of the district director has
not yet been announced.
The roads and lines over which the three newly appointed

the

Director will have jurisdic-

tion over the following roads:

Great Northern.
Minneapolis & St. Louis.
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Sir. Marie
Northern Pacific.

Hale Holden

in

The New Regional Districts
NoRi nwi:sTKKN Remun

Chicago & NortliwMicrn.
Chicago.
St. Paul. Minneapolis & Omaha.
Chicago Great Western.

Region with

arc given

below on this and the following page.

B. F.

Bush

Snulbeni Pacific I.inrs, north o( Anhland,
Spokane. Portland & Seattle.

Spokane Inlemational.

On
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Central Western Region.
The Central Western Region

Train Accidents in April*

will comprise the following

lines:
Atchison, Topcka & Santa Fe.
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, except the line St. Louis to Kansas
City, the line east of EI Reno, the line from El Reno to Memphis, and
branches south of Chickasaw, Okla.
Chicago, Peoria & St. Louis.
Chicago & Alton.
Chicago & Eastern Illinois.
Chicago, Terre Haute & Southeastern.
Chicago, Burlington & Quincy.
Colorado & Southern.
Denver & Rio Grande.
El Paso & Southwestern.
Illinois Central, line south of Cairo & Paducah.
Los Angeles & Salt Lake.

Northwestern

Pacific.

Oregon Short Line.
Quincy, Omaha & Kansas

St.

Cit;
f

El Paso and Ogden,

except tho

Mo.

t27.
28.
29.

Road

H

K ndof

Accident
re

F

Bayard.

be
be
be
re

K &f.
H ,V K
P ,V K

Moorheads

Macon & B
Louisville & N

Train

Place

Pomfret
Odessadale.

Cave City

HF

Road

F &F.

Louis-S.

F

5.

St.

8.

N. Y. Central
Texas & N. O
Pennsylvania
Texas & Pac

tl5.

Cause of K indof
Derailment Train

Place

d.bridg

Amsterdam.

d. truck P. & F.
d. eq.
P.
P
b. rail
tornado
K.
P.
b. rail
fire
P.

Colmesneil.
Dix.
Baird.
Long Island
Central Islip.
Atlantic C. L
Cross Bayou
Nashville. C. & St. L. Vinings.
Chicago, M. & S. P. .Freeport.
Southern
Athens, Tenn.
Erie
Corning.
Northern Pacific
. .Casselton.
.

P

Hara'den.

.

P.
b.

wheel

b.journ
malice

1

K
F.
F.

t.

The

Director of the Southwestern Region will have juris-

diction over the following roads:

Worth & Denver.
Worth & Rio Grande.
Coast & Santa Fe.
Coast Lines.
Galveston, Harrisburg & San Antonio.
Houston & Texas Central.
Houston, East & West Texas.
International & Great Northern.
Kansas City Southern.
Louisiana & .Arkansas.
Louisiana Ry. & Navigation Co.
Louisiana Western.

Fort
Fort
Gulf
Gulf

Midland Valley.

Reno

to

Memphis and

San Antonio & Aransas Pass.
Texas & Pacific.
Texas & New Orleans.
Wabash (St. Louis to Kansns City and Omaha).
Wichita Falls & South Western.
Texas Midland.
Wichita Valley.

Price Assistant to the Director General
A. Price, heretofore private secretary to the director general, has been appointed assistant to the director general,
and M. Brice Clagett has been appointed private secretary
to the director general; J. W. Roberts has been appointed
auditor of the Railroad Administration, reporting to the

Division of Public Ser\ice and Accounts.

—

Huge Coffee Pot for Soldiers. ^What is believed to
be the largest coffee pot in the world has just been completed
at the power house of the Pennsylvania Railroad at Front
and Third streets, Long Island City. In the pot 418 galIt is for the
lons of coffee may be made every half hour.
use of the Canteen Section of the Long Island City Branch
of the Red Cross, which has taken upon itself the task of
serving coffee and sandwiches to the soldiers entraining and
detraining there every day.

—

of April, 1918:

Deyailmetits

17.
18.

Missouri Pacific.
Missouri, Kansas & Texas.
Morgan's Louisiana & Texas.
Rock Island, lines south of Chickasaw. Qkla.; El
branches, and St. Louis to Kansas City.
St. Louis & San Francisco.
St. Louis Southwestern.

month

N. Y. N. H. &
Chicago, B. & Q
N. Y. C. & St. L

Date

21.
29.
30.

Southwestern Region.

is a list of the most notable train accidents that occurred on the railways of the United States

in the

Kind of
10.
25.

*19.

Union Pacific.
Western Pacific.

HE following

Date

13.
14.

Joseph & Grand Island.

The

T

8.

Southern Pacific Lines west
of Ashland,

Vol. 64, No. 24

France Honors Rail Workers. Premier Clemenceau
has signed an order praising the railroad workers for the
endurance and energy they have shown in moving troops to
the present battle-front. According to despatches from Paris
dated April 21, two high railroad officials have been made
Commanders of the Legion of Honor, two others have been
made officers of the order, and seventeen have been made
Twent}' railroad men have received military
Chevaliers.
medals.

trains in collision near Pomfret, Conn., on the 10th
were eastbound freights. The leading train had been nearly
stopped and the following train struck it at about IS miles

an hour, damaging the engine, caboose and ten cars. One
conductor and two brakemen were killed, and four other
trainmen were injured, one of them fatally. The second train
was running in disregard of a caution card, requiring the
speed to be kept under control.
The trains in collision at Moorheads, Pa., on the 27th
were a westbound passenger and an eastbound freight. The
freight was standing on a side track and the passenger train
ran over a misplaced switch and into the head of tlie freight.
Both engines, three cars on the passenger train and six cars
One passenger was
on the freight, were badly damaged.
and four employees were
killed and three passengers
injured.
in collision on the Chicago, Burlington &
Bayard, Nev., on the 2Sth were an eastbound
through freight and a westbound work train. Both engines
and six cars were badly damaged. Two trainmen and four
laborers were killed and three employees were injured.
There was a blinding snowstorm at the time and the work
train approached the station not under complete control.
The trains in collision at Odessadale, Ga., on the 28th
were a westbound passenger and an eastbound freight. The
conductor of the passenger train and one passenger were
The collision was due to confusion in flagging.
injured.
The trains in collision at Cave City, Ky., on the 29th
were southbound freight No. 71, second section, and freight
No. 13, third section, following it. The leading train was
standing at a water station. One brakeman was killed, and
two other trainmen were injured. The engineman of the
approaching train had fallen asleep.
The train derailed near Hamden, Okla., on the fifth was
northbound passenger No. 716. The train, running at 30
miles an hour, broke through a bridge which had been
weakened by a flood, and the engine, baggage car and first
two coaches fell through and were partly submerged in a
The baggageman was killed and 28 passengers
stream.
and 4 trainmen were injured.
The trains involved in the derailment on the New York
Central about one mile west of Amsterdam, N. Y., on the
8th were an eastbound freight, a westbound passenger train,
(the Empire State e.xpress No. 51) and eastbound express

The

Quincy

trains
at

'.Abbreviations and marks used in .Accident List:
xc. Other collisions
b.
re.
be, butting collision
Rear collision
unx,
Unex.
Unforeseen obstruction
unf.
Broken
Defective
d,
ace.
ms. Misplaced switch
plained
derail
Open derailing switch
of
track,
etc,
obstruction
malice. Malicious
obst.. Accidental obstruction
fire. Cars burned while runboiler. Explosion of locomotive on road
F, or Ft., Freight train (includning
P. or Pass., Passenger train
Asterisk, Wreck wholly or partly
ing empty engines, work trains, etc.)
Dagger, One or more passengers killed.
destroyed by fire

—

June
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The frtiglit train, on track No. 4, was derailed
No. 16.
by tlio hreakinR of an ardi bar of a truck of a loaded freight

empty cars were piled up

and 2. The Emwas derailed by the
The engine was overturned and the engineobstruction.
ntan was killed. A part of the wreckage fouled track No. 1,
and train 16 ran into it; its engine was partly overturned
and the engineman was injured. The fireman of No. 51
was also injured, and the newspapers printed the names of
20 or more passengers said to have been injured, but not
This accident was reported in the Railway Age
seriouslv.

jured.

and several cars

car,

pire

State

e.xpro.-is,

fell

across tracks 3

on track No.

2

of April 12, page 968.
The train derailed near Colmesneil, Tex., on the 8th was
northbound passenger No. 155. The hxomotive was over-

The derailment
turned and three employees were injured.
was due to the wheels of the engine truck becoming locked,
climbing
in
the
left
front
wheel
the rail.
which resulted
Truck inspectors had failed to notice that the brake shoes
were not in place and that the truck had been running to
the

left.

The

train derailed at Dix, Pa., on the 13th

was ea.stbound

tracks.

in a bad wreck blocking lx>ti) main
Tliree trespassers riding in a freight car were in-

The derailment was caused by

a broken journal.
Nortliem Pacific near. Cas^elton, N. D.. on the 30th was the westbound North Coast
Limited.
Tiie locomotive and first four cars were ditched,
but there were few injuries to persons, and all were reported
slight.
Tiie derailment was due to the mi.^iplacement of a
switch by mischievous boys, 12 and 13 years old, with the
avowed intention of seeing a wreck. They were taken before a court and were .sent to the State Reform School.

Tlie train derailed on

Electric

Car Accidents.

510.

An

involved in the accident on the Texas &
near Baird, Tex., on the 14th of April, was a westbound freight. The train was struck by a tornado, and five
loaded cars in the middle of the train were overturned and
One trainman was injured.
fell in a wreck in the ditch.
The train derailed on the Long Island Railroad near
Central Islip, L. I., N. Y., on the morning of the 15th of
April, about 4 o'clock, was a westbound special passenger,
carrving "00 soldiers from Camp Upton to Long Island
Three solSix cars were overturned and ditched.
Cit)'.
The cause of the
diers were killed and 37 were injured.
broken
rail.
An
have
been
a
believed
to
derailment is
officer of the road writes that the cars, all of which were
The
steel, came through the wreck with very little injur.-.
damage was confined almost entirely to the trucks. The
train consisted of a locomotive and 12 cars, and is said to
have been running at about 30 miles an hour. The broken
rail was of SO lb." .\. S. C. E.. section, rolled by the Lackawanna Iron & Steel Company in 1898.
The train derailed at Cross Bayou, Fla.. on the evening
The train
of the 17th, was southbound passenger No. 39.
was derailed by the weakening of a trestle which had been
damaged by a forest fire which occurred a short time before
Nine passengers were injured slightly.
the train arrived.
The engine passed over the weakened portion of the bridge.

The

train

Pacific,,

No

car was overturned.
Tlie train derailed at Vinings, Ga.. on the morning of
April 18. about 4 o'clock, was the southbound Dixie Flyer.
The engine was overturned, and the fireman was fatally
scalded.

Three other trainmen were injured.

on the 19th was
from friction of
metals when the cars were wrecked and 14 loaded cars were
Estimated loss S30,000. The cause of the deburnt up.
railment was a broken wheel.
The train derailed near .\thens. Tenn., on the 21.st was
Fourteen loaded cars
freight train No. 53, third section.
were thrown off the track and wrecked by the sudden stoppins of the train when the brakes were applied by the cutOf five trespassers riding on the train, two
ting of the hose.

The

train derailed near Freeport.

an eastbound

freight.

The wreck

111.,

took

fire

were killed. One of the trespassers had cut the hose with
a view to stopping the train at .\thens, the speed of the train
preventing them from carr}ing out their original purpose of
jumping off while it was in motion. The road was blocked
for about twelve hours.
The train derailed near Coming, N. Y., on the 29th was
Six cars of coal and a number of
a westbound freight.

accidents to street cars

English View of

One coach and one

slight.

— Serious

were reported in the newspapers in the month of April at
Tompkinsville, N. Y., on the 19th; Texarkana, Tex., on the
27th and at Birmingham, Ala., on the 2Sth.
In the lastnamed accident a car was overturned on a curve and four
passengers were killed.

parlor car were
thrown off the track by a broken rail. Sixteen passengers
were injured, all except one of the injuries being classed as

No.

express

tlie

Government Ownership
(From

A

RECENT ISSUE

the Railway Gartlte. London.)

of the Railway Review (the organ of the

British railway lalx)r unions) contains a rather disin-

genuous plea for railway nationalization after the war.

By way of introduction, the writer admits that:
"To the man in the street the question of railwa)' nationalization may not be enticing today as it was before the
war
passenger fares have gone up 50 per cent,
excursion trains abolished, no certaint)- in the delivery of
goods and parcels, so that in many cases he may be thinkRailing that state ownership is not an unmi.xed blessing.
know that never since the inway men, however
ception of railways have they been worked so efficiently or
.
so much traffic handled in relation to staff employed.
the flow to the
The steady stream of munitions
a most
docks of all the paraphernalia of war
smashing argument for public ownership of railways, for
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

...

under the old competitive system of handling traffic and
running railways such work would have l>een impossible."
We are familiar witii this sort of argument in the columns of the lay press, but the Railway Review ought to
and does know better. Our railways are being efficiently
worked in war time precisely because from the outset of war
the government has ver)' wisely left their operation in the
hand of the experts responsible for administration and op.\nyone with any knowledge
eration during times of peace,
of the results of direct industrial control by the state at
present will realize how much the country has gained, and
how the prosecution of the war has been aided, as the result
of not having state railwavs.

—

The Grand Trunk

Emplo\-ees' Patriotic Association

of Toronto has contributed for patriotic purpose? S30,989.31.
The association was organized in .\ugust. 1915,
and the financial statement is from that date to December 31,

1917. To the Toronto and York Patriotic Fund was donated
SI 5.000; to the British Red Cro«s. $2,750; British Sailors'
Relief, SI .000: motor ambulances. $3,093.20. and Christmas
boxes to enlisted men. $910.50. These are some of the larger
items of disbursement.

245 American LocoiioTiVES are now in operation on
railway lines in France, according to press despatches.
Thev were brought to France in parts and .set up in the army
Likewise. 514 American freight cars of
machine shops.
thirt>'-tons capacity each have I>een set up. and 700 more
are in process of l)eing asscmided, while another 700 are
on the way. The ordinary freight car of France is of the
ten-ton type.
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For the Alaska railway, the appropriations committee of
House of Representatives has decided to approve for the
next fiscal year an appropriation of $5,250,000. This would
keep at work the present force of 5,000 men.
Repairs of locomotives are now being rushed. Frank McMananiy, manager of the locomotive section of the Railroad Administration, says that on the government-controlled roads about
4,800 engines are passing through the shops each week, or 70O
ago.

Camp Upton, on the Long Island Railroad, 65 miles east
of New York city, was visited on Sunday last, by about 17,000
people. Most of them traveled from New York by the Long
Island Railroad, but every road leading to the camp was
congested by automobile

traffic.

Car Seals are to be investigated by a committee of customs officers which has just been appointed. The committee
will meet at Buffalo.
It will be particularly interested in
seals of the self-locking type and a suitable seal for use with
Freight congestion, east of the Mississippi River, is now
virtually ended, or nearly so, according to a review compiled
Only about 11,000 cars
by the Railroad Administration.
above normal were this week reported on Eastern lines, as
compared with 160,000 above normal last January.

An

appropriation of $3,500,000 for the continuation of the
railroad valuation work for the fiscal year ending June 30,
1919, is included in the sundry civil appropriation bill, reported to the House on June 10. Other appropriations for

Commerce Commission amount

to $2,045,000.

Stockyards at railroad terminals are the subject of a resolution, adopted by the Senate on June 6, directed to the director
general of railroads, calling for information as to what, if
any, action is contemplated in regard to taking over such
yards as a part of the railroad system; and as to what, if
is necessary.
The resolution was
introduced by Senator Norris of Nebraska.

any, additional legislation

A

senior inspector of motive pov^rer is wanted by the
L^nited States Civil Service Commission, for a position in
the Division of Valuation, of the Interstate Commerce Commission, Eastern district: salary $1,800 a year. Applications
will be received up to July 16.
Applicants must be between
25 and 60 years old and the examination will cover the qualifications for all grades in this department up to $3,600 a year.

The airplane mail service has somewhat improved its performance during the past week. On June 7, the flyer from New
York to Philadelphia, and the one from Philadelphia to New York,
both decided not to start because of unfavorable weather and
the same condition was reported on June 11. A flight was made
from New York to Boston on June 6, and it was the intention
to return the next day, but the actual start from Boston was not
made until June 11. Lieut. T. H. Webb, on that day, came
through in three hours, carrying with him, as passenger. Postmaster \V. F. Murray, of Boston. Also on board was the aviator's mechanic, and the mail weighed 20 lb.
The airplane mail
service between London and Paris is reported as very successful,
the third day's roimd trip having been made in five hours, fifteen
;

minutes.

—

Complete control of iron that is, of the distribution of
manufactured steel products and pig iron, has been taken
over by the War Industries Board. An agreement has been
entered into with a committee of the .^merican Iron & Steel
Institute under which the board will pass upon all applications for steel products and pig iron.
With certain exceptions, pig iron or steel manufactured products are to be
shipped only on priority certificates issued by the Priorities

all

mm

immmmmimmmimimmmmi

|
|

Reports are to be made weekly of
shipments made not covered by priority certificates and if
there is still any surplus it may be disposed of to other
customers if approved by the director of steel supply, J. L.
Replogle.
It is understood that there will be little or no

division of the board.

steel for non-essential industries.

Secrecy as to troop movement is called for by the committee on Public Information, in a circular addressed to editors and correspondents. Following the publication recently
of a notice of a troop train movement due to occur in eastern
Enemy sympathizers
Illinois, the track was tampered with.
evidently learned of the troop train movement because of
the premature newspaper publication of the fact, and removed
A trackwalker
rails from the track of the Wabash road.
luckily discovered the break in time to repair the damage
before the troop train passed.

New

cord or other material for securing packages.

the Interstate

miimiiimiiimiimiim

News Department

the

more than a year

mi

iimiimimiiimiimiiimi

mil

Railway Units Organized

The War Department announces that the organization of
five new regiments and nineteen battalions of railway engineers is being completed by S. M. Felton, Director General of
Military Railways. The work has been done in conjunction
When the new forces are put on
with the Engineer Corps.
there will be 50,000 Americans engaged in railroad
construction and operation in France. A total of $160,000,000
has been spent on railway materials alone, this sum not including supplies provided and used by the Engineer Corps
proper. All the nine regiments now in service have been in
France since August, 1917. Six of them have been engaged
in construction work, building and rebuilding railways, building docks, rearranging terminal facilities in the line of efficiency and generally providing for the heavy shipments of
Americans and American supplies. The other three regiments
have been engaged in operation. Some of the railway troops
have been engaged in the actual fighting line. The new
troops will be used part for construction and maintenance,
and part for operation. They also will do their part with the
The $160,000,000
rifle and the bayonet should necessity arise.
used for railway supplies has gone for such items as 1,727
tons
engines, 22,630 freight cars, and 359,000
of steel rails.
Much of the work thus far has had to do with terminal
facilities, including wharves, docks and lighterage at the water
front, switching facilities at inland points, shops, roundhouses, etc.
duty,

Washouts

in

Iowa

rains inundated railway tracks in
central Iowa and caused a suspension of train movement on
a number of lines the latter part of last week.
On June 3,
the Chicago-Omaha line of the Rock Island was washed
out at points near Grinnell, Malcolm, Brooklyn, Carnforth
and Victor. The line between Des Moines and St. Paul was
also washed out between Cambridge and Buckeye.

Exceptionally

lieavy

The Chicago & North Western encountered its greatest
Chicago-Omaha line was
Montour and the branch
running northwest from Tama was washed out at Eldora,
Gifford and Gladbrook. The Chicago-Omaha line was also
trouble near Tama, Iowa.
The
flooded between that point and

washed out between Dunlap and Dow City, and at Boone.
The Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul suffered its most
severe washout between Amana and North English on its
Cedar Rapids line. On Chicago Great Western there were
washouts between Carroll and Harlan, and between Ira and
Ba.xter.
The Lehigh branch was also flooded. Other Iowa
railways also suffered considerable damage from high water.
For several days passenger trains were delayed on account
of floods, and trains

1442

had to be detoured

at

many

places.
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I.

C. C.

Employees Liable

to Military Service

resolution, the Interstate Commerce Commission has submitted a report, giving a list of
164 of its employees of draft age, for whom requests for
exemption from military duty or deferred classification have

In response to a

House

The report
been asked by the commission and allowed.
states that the civil, structural and electrical engineers, and
was reexemption
whom
for
employees
other
of
number
a
quested are members of the commission's organization for
of
of
a
total
valuing the railroads, and that 571 men, out
2,240 employees, have left the service of the commission to

Vol. 64, No. 24

over" indicated by the ten-day test
approximately 100 per cent per year. Comparatively few
changes took place among the enginemen, conductors and
other employes holding positions which are only reached
150,000, the rate of "turn

is

after a considerable length of previous service.

Trainmen

in

other grades, however, were coming and going constantly,
and this was true also of shop men, trackmen, etc. There is
at present a serious scarcity of firemen, brakemen, car repairmen, trackmen and engine repairmen. There are currently about 14,000 "bad order" cars on the Pennsylvania, or
about 4,000 above normal; all due to lack of men.

enter the military service.

Headlight Order Effective July 1
The Interstate Commerce Commission's order of October
1915, requiring locomotives to be equipped with highelectric headlights, which has been three times extended, becomes effective on July 1. It applies to all new locomotives and all locomotives sent to the shop for general or
11,

power

heavy repairs after that date; and all locomotives must be
About 40,000 engines are now
equipped by July 1, 1920.
equipped with high-power lights, which leaves about 26,000
more to be equipped. The new standard locomotives recently
contracted for by the Railroad Administration are to be
equipped with lights ordered from the Pyle-National Electric
Headlight Company, but on other locomotives the roads
may use any light they desire, if it complies with the commission's order. This requires for road locomotives a light
"which shall afford sufficient illumination to enable a person
in the cab who possesses the usual visual capacity required
of locomotive enginemen, to see in a clear atmosphere, a
dark object as large as a man of average size standing erect
at a distance of at least 800 feet ahead and in front of such
For yard locomotives the distance is 300 feet.
headlight."

Regulation of All

War

Industries

The War

Industries Board announced, at Washington, on
June 11, that measures would at once be taken to prevent
further increase in the volume of war orders and the number of establishments handling them in the area known as
the congested manufacturing and transportation district:

and Southern New York,
Pennsylvania as far west as Williamsport and Altoona, all
of New Jersey and Delaware, and Eastern Maryland, not
including Baltimore. Exceptions to this policy will be made

The New England

States, Eastern

Railway Business Association and
Government Purchasing Policies
Alba B. Johnson, president of the Railway Business Association, has sent a letter to the members of that organization asking for suggestions as to co-operation of the railway
supply

industry with
follows:

the

Railway

Administration.

The

letter, in part,

of rolling stock and specialties has
now progressed to a point where it is possible to appraise
some of the policies which the Railroad Administration is

"Government purchase

in some instances has been anpolicies is to be regarded as a
suggestions
are invited for improverigid precedent but that
ment affecting the future. Many aspects can be effectively
It is for the Raildealt with only in a representative way.
way Business Association to frame recommendations and
urge them upon the authorities. In order that the general
executive committee may proceed in the matter with intelligence it is essential that members give us the benefit of
Statements whether written or
their experience and ideas.
oral will, if so desired, be regarded as confidential. 'The
Railway Business Association is the counsellor of each of
No
its members and the advocate of their united purposes.
industrial group has served or can serve the country more
vitally.
No one can with greater propriety than our memare
bers be accorded consideration by the government.
not mere petitioners for business. We are citizens, making
sacrifices like all other citizens, and equipped to aid in the
momentous enterprise which engages the nation's enerIt is assumed and
nounced that none of these

pursuing.

We

gies.

"We are organized to help our members give the fullest coare also
operation to the Railroad Administration.
organized to assure that the Railroad Administration has the
fullest understanding of our dignity and potentiality as a

We

The increased
if necessary to provide for war needs.
industrial activity in the Eastern states has created a requirement for coal which exceeds the limit of possible transporA
tation of coal, plus necessary materials for manufacture.
map of the congested and restricted districts has been issued
The new policy will be
to all government departments.
made effective by the allocating of new contracts whenever

guild, as well as of the particular limitations and perplexities
under which our establishments are doing their part in the

possible in Western Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,
Mississippi Vallej' regions and the South. The demand for
war materials is actually greater at present than the capacity
of manufacturing plants, and, consequently, a continual
expansion is in progress.

recent debate in the senate of the Canadian parliament
brought out a discussion of the present status of the Hudson
Bay Railway, in which it developed that no construction on
the road itself has been done during the past year. A bridge,
liowever. was completed at the second crossing of the Nelson
river.
Up to date, a length of 332 miles of the line has been
Trains are
finished, and track is yet to be laid on 92 miles.
being operated on 214 miles, on a part of which there is
The part of the line operated has paid
daily train service.
expenses. The last year in which any considerable amount of
construction material was transported by water to Port
Nelson, the terminus of the line, was 1914. In the summer of
that year, 36 voyages were successfully made through Hudson
strait and Hudson bay, and large quantities of freight were
carried by ordinary tramp steamers without hazards or difficulty.
With specially constructed ships the season, it is
believed, could be considerably prolonged. During six weeks
of the summer, engineers and navigators reported that the
navigation of the bay was safer than the navigation of the
St. Lawrence river to Quebec, and during the remaining six
weeks, the navigation of Hudson strait was as safe as the
route to Quebec.
Up to March of this year, $20,161,000 had been expended
on the Hudson Bay Railway, of which $13,814,000 had been

only

Increased

Employment

The Pennsylvania Railroad

of

Women

in the ten-day
27 to June 5 inclusive, on the lines east,
the service and 5,122 new ones were hired.
The net gain of 645 occurred entirely in the last two days of
the period and was apparently sporadic. The figures do not
include the forces in the general offices. There was a rapid
increase in the number of women employes, accompanied by
a decrease in the number of men.
On May 27 there were
5,682 women, and on June 5, this number had increased to
As the total number of both men and women hired
7,227.
exceeded by 645 the number who were lost, it appears that
there had been a loss of exactly 900 male employes as against
a gain of 1,545 females.
.\s the total divisional forces (excluding the general office
forces") have recently been averaging between 148,000 and

period from

4,477

May

employes

left

reports

that

nation's

supreme business."

Hudson Bay Railway

A

I

June

14,

1918
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spent directly on the construction of the road and $6,347,000
on terminals and harbor improvements at Port Nelson. The
latter sum also includes the cost of steamships,
now in ycneral service throughout the year.
The nortli and south arms of the bridge across

whici) are

the Nelson
river at Kettle Rapids were connected in December, 1917, so
Grading
that track laying can be continued this season.
between Kettle Rapids and Port Nelson has been fully completeil, and tilling and ballasting has been done as far as
Owing to the shortage of ocean tonnage,
Kettle Rapids.
no further shipments of supplies have been made to Hudson
Bay tliis season. A limited program is being carried out at
Port Nelson in which materials and supplies on hand are
being utilized. The island crib work at that point has been

extended and dredging has been continued

Chicago Car Thieves Captured
Secret service officers of the Chicago railways arrested
six private railroad watchmen and one ten-cent-store dealer
in Chicago on June 8 in a roundup of railway thieves. Three
of the men are charged with larceny and three others are
Rosario di Giacomo, the store
held on burglary charges.
keeper, is being held on two charges, receiving stolen goods
and bribery, having ofTered Michael Mulvey and Timothy
Buttimer, detective sergeants, $100 each when they arrested
him, after they had discovered in his possession more than
$15,000 of loot taken from box cars, and other railroad property.
His store, tlie police declare, has been used as a headquarters for the thieves. When Giacomo offered them the
bribe, the detectives took the money for evidence and placed
him under arrest. The men will be prosecuted under Section 11 of the Railroad Control Bill, which provides a maxipenalty upon conviction of 10 years' imprisonment or
a $5,000 fine or both for stealing railroad property, or tampering with or knowingly impeding the operation, use or possession of railroad property.
The campaign against stealing from Chicago railroads is
being carried on by the Chicago railroad police commission,
consisting of T. E. Pratt, special agent of the Chicago, Burlington & Quincy; William Briggs, captain of police of the
'onnsylvania lines, and H. H. Germain, superintendent of
G. M. Bryan has
social service of the Rock Island lines.
ueen appointed chief inspector for the new commission, and
Martin Quinn, captain. An office has been opened in Room
646 Transportation building, Chicago, and railroad men are
urged as a patriotic duty to report to it any thefts from their
companies. While the unification of secret service work on
Chicago railroads was first initiated by tlie committee of
Chicago railroad presidents, the commission has received
the approval of Director-General Mc.\doo; and it is a part
of the property-protection section of the railroad adminis-

mum

The scope
tration, of which Philip J. Doherty is manager.
of the work of this section was outlined in the Railway Age
of May 10. page 1168.
That the Chicago switching district is a fertile field for
more intensive policing is indicated by estimates which place
the stolen merchandse in that territory at $1,000,000 annually.
The Chicago railroad police commission will have immediate
charge of all railroad premises, including passenger stations,
shops, yards, elevators and also of equipment, and will have
In addition, individual
a force of about 1,000 operatives.
railroads will maintain their own special police who can be
called on for assistance by the commission when the occasion
arise>

meeting of the Executive Committee of the Roadmasters' Association, held in Buffalo on June 1, and attended
by about 40 members of that .\ssociation, it was decided to
proceed with the arrangements for the annual convention of
the association, which will be held at the Auditorium Hotel,
Chicago, on September 17-19. The program will have particular reference to the problems now confronting the men in
The Track Supply Association will
the track department.
It was decided to eliminate all enalso present an exhibit.
a

tertainment features.
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News

Traffic

The Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis Electric Railway
has applied to the Public Service Commission of Maryland
for authority to increase passengers fares to correspond with
the rales now in effect on government-controlled roa<ls.

Coal Production

The observance

of Memorial Day in the mines in the northern states caused the production of bituminous coal during
the week ended June 1 to decrease 1,025,000 tons, or 8.7 per
cent, according to the report of the Geological Survey. The
Anthracite shiptotal production was 10,774,000 net tons.
ments during the week decreased 8,832 cars or 22 per cent.
For the country as a whole, improvement is reported in the
car situation for the week ended May 25.

Westbound Fuel

Restrictions

Because of the increasing demand for fuel for war purposes in the East, the Fuel .'Vdministration, beginning June
20, will prohibit the movement of bituminous coal, westbound, from coal operations on the line of the Chesapeake &
Ohio in the Kanawha district, east of and including St.
Albans, W. Va. By-product coal and coal intended for the
manufacture of gas or for other special purposes may, however, be moved when the consumers have obtained a permit
from the Coal Zone Permit Bureau. Public utilities and
similar plants, which now have contracts with operators in
these producing fields, must also secure permits for the westbound shipment of such coal. When coal from these fields is
to be shipped to Toledo and Sandusky, for lake trans-shipment or vessel fuel, the trans-shipper or dock operator must
secure the necessary permit.
Similar orders will be at once promulgated, prohibiting the
movement of any high volatile coal from the Kanawha and
Kenova-Thacker districts of West Virginia and the Big
Sandy district of Kentucky to any Indiana consumers.

Passenger Fares Around

New York

between New York city and
Newark, N. J., nine miles, has been fixed at 27 cents. From
Church street, New York, to Park place, Newark, the passenger trains are run jointly by the Hudson & Manhattan
and the Pennsylvania railroads, and for a few days after the
new tariffs went into effect, the price for single and roundtrip tickets was lower at New York than at Newark, the
Hudson & Manhattan having been ordered to postpone its
advances; but on June 13, the 27-cent rate was prescribed

The one-way passenger

fare

Streetfor both roads; the round-trip rate being 54 cents.
car lines between Jersey City and Newark are demanding
authority to make advances in their rates to correspond
with those of the standard railroads. The ferries between
Manhattan and Jersey City are moving to increase their
fares from three cents each to five cents, and it is understood
that the approval of the Interstate Commerce Commission

assured.

is

The Hudson River Day
authorized by the Interstate
its

The Roadmasters' Convention
At

1447
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fare

between

New York

Line of

steamboats

has

Commerce Commission

to

been

make

and Albany three dollars; dis-

tance 143 miles.

excursion fares and special rates for
soldiers has given rise to loud complaints in many places.
Between Camp Upton, L. I., and New York city, 65 miles,
soldiers have been carried at one cent a mile, when on short
furloughs, and for one-half cent a mile during certain hours
of the night; but now, except on formal furloughs of 48 hours
or more, and when provided with a special certificate, they
must pay the regular rate, which, including the tax. is. for a

The

abolition

of

Between New York city terminals and
round-trip, $4.21.
Pelham Bay park, the site of a large camp, there has been a
radical increase which will check travel seriously.
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Interstate

Commerce Commission

Additional Locomotive Orders

In a tentative report to the Commission, Examiner Thurapproves the application of the Illinois Traction System
an order establishing through routes and joint rates
between points on its line and points on the New York
Central.
tell

for

Court
Order

to

News

Furnish Separate Freight
and Passenger Trains Held Unreasonable

An order of the Nebraska Railway Commission required the
Missouri Pacific to furnish separate trains for freight and passenger service. The Nebraska Supreme Court holds that it is
not prima facie unreasonable, but if it is shown that the installation of a separate passenger train would make the operation
of the branch line unremunerative, and, it is conceded that both
passenger and freight business within the state are carried on
at a loss, and that the whole interstate system is in the hands
of a receiver on account of inability to pay fixed charges, such
order mav violate the due process clause of the Constitution.
Marshall "v. Bush (Neb.), 167 N. W., 59. Decided April 12, 1918.
Discretion of Directors as to Eminent

The Pennsylvania Superior Court holds

Domain

that there

is

nothing

the Public Service Act which authorizes the Public Service
Commission to order a railroad company to exercise its power of
eminent domain for the purpose of constructing a siding from its
tracks to the plant of a light, heat and power company.
The
discretionary right to exercise such power has always been lodged
in the board of directors of the railroad company, and the act
in

The

United States Railroad Administration is expected
lo place shortly orders for 390 locomotives in addition to the
1,025 ordered some time ago; 245 from the American Locomotive Company, 100 from the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
and 45 from the Lima Locomotive Corporation. The orders,
it is understood, will be divided about as follows: From the

American Locomotive Company, 130 light Mikados, 100
6-wheeI switching and 15 heavy Santa Fe. From the Baldwin Locomotive Works, 57 heavy Mikado, 13 light Pacific and 30
From the Lima LocoConsolidation for anthracite burning.
motive Works, 45 light Mikados. This distribution, however,
may be changed, that depending upon the ability of the Lima
Locomotive Works to handle its order. When the order is
placed it will bring the total of orders placed with the three
companies up to 800 to the American Locomotive Company,
570 to the Baldwin Locomotive Works, and 45 to the
Locomotive Corporation,

Car and Locomotive Specialties Ordered
The

Central Advisory Purchasing Committee of the Railroad Administration has ordered the principal specialties
to be used for the equipment of the 1,025 locomotives and
the 100,000 freight cars, for which orders were placed about
May 1. In some cases the equipment is to be furnished or
purchased by the builders, and in all cases formal orders
will be placed by the car and locomotive builders with the
Some of the orders for specialties
specialty manufacturers.
have not yet been definitely settled. The list of those already
ordered is as follows:

Locomotives

does not substitute the discretion of the public Service Commission for that of the board of directors.- Lycoming Edison
Decided July 13,
Co. V. Commission. 67 Pa. Superior Ct., 608.
1917.

Brick arches
Radial buffers

truck

Tournnl box
Air brakes

Pilot

-Ml

bolsters
for tenders

Tender

—

The Pennsylvania Public Service Commission approved
company to change a portion of the road

plans of a railroad

cause it failed to direct the railroad company to maintain the
roads changed or to award to the township a lump sum of money
for an alleged increased burden thrown on the township.
Great
Bend Tp. v. D.. L. & W.. 67 Pa. Superior Ct., 95. Decided July

Everlasting. Scully Steel & Iron Co.
Southern, So. Loco, Valve Gear Co.
be purchased by builders.
All engines. Imperial, Imp, Appliance Co.
590
Shoemaker, Nat, Ry. Devices Co,
(3.S
Franklin,
Ml
engine
tenders.
Westinghouse .^ir
Brake Co,
72.1

300

Uncoupling devices
Automatic fire doors
draft

Friction

Valve

gear

500
340

gear

185

Reverse gear

''-15

200

—

13,

Headlight

1917.

turbines

and

— Consequential Damage

Steam

—

February

21, 1918.

id

Brown.

ill

Mellin.

Ml engines.

Pyle Nat. Elec, Head, Co.

Ameiican Steel Foundries.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co.
510 Ashcroft Manufacturing Co.
515 Ashton Valve Co.

tenders

gages

The New York Appellate Division holds

that an agreement
with a shipper to expedite a shipment at regular rates, no special
rate having been published for expediting, is a discrimination, in
violation of the Interstate Commerce Act, and relief on such unlawful contract will be denied. It also holds that where there is
no other contract between the shipper and the delivery carrier,
the rights of the parties are to be measured solely by the bill of
lading issued by the initial carrier. Under a provision that the
amount of the carrier's liability shall be computed on the value
of the goods at the time and place of shipment, the shipper is
not entitled to damages for delayed delivery or for inability to
use the goods for a certain time from their damaged condition.
Grossman Mfg. Co. v. N. Y. C, 169 N. Y. Supp., 213. Decided

Walschaert,
Baker,
Southern.
Ragonnet.
Lewis,

gen-

erators
Side frames for freight engine

Discrimination by Expediting

builders.

To

covering

Boiler

tem of a township so as to substitute one overhead crossing for
two dangerous grade crossings. No objection was made either
by the railroad company or abutting property owners. On appeal
by the township from the order the Pennsylvania Superior Court
held that the township had no standing to object to the order be-

Pittsburgh Steel Foundry Co.

W'estinghouse Air Brake Co.
New York Air Brake Co.
To be purchased by builders.
Franklin Railway Supply Co.
To be purchased by builders.
To be purchased by builders.
7' 5
2511

bumpers

the
sys-

engines.

To be purchased by

Cradle castings
Blow-off cocks

Abolition of Grade Crossings

Lima

Ste.im heat gages for passenger

90 -Ashton Valve Co.
Ml engines, Sargent Co,

engines

Water gages
Injectors

-^^t*

395
150

Ohio Injector Co.
engines. Nathan Manufacturing Co.
Nathan Manufacturing Co.
Detroit Lubricator Co.
Ml engines. Franklin Railway Supply Co.
Paxton-Mitchell Co.
555
470 L'nited States Metallic Packing Co.
-50 Locomotive Stoker Co.

Check valves and stops

-Ml

Lubricators

600
425

Driving box lubricators
packing

Metallic

Coal pushers
Regulators for
motives
Bellringers

passenger

Nathan Manufacturing Co.
Hancock Inspirator Co.

loco-

65
25

Ml

Vapor,
Leslie.
eupiines.

Harry Vissering & Co.

June
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14,

'"J"»

755
220
50
540
485
5rK
i:0

sprinklers

al

•^"'

~

35

<S»iichiFig

and

Pacific

valves

I'.l.wcr

TiiK L..v.\L Tk.vdinc

Hancock Inspirator Co.
Hiiplcx,

l.ocamotive Stoker Co.
Standard Stoker Co.
Hanna Locomotive Stoker Co.
type* take coal

Sargent Company.
Consolidated Safely Valve

J.'n

Coale.

sh.ic4

Tate shakers
tubes
Inii safety draw bar

.'\shlon

is

inquiring for one

TiiK .\me«ic.\.\ Smeltrrs Secubities Companv. New York, is
for 8 gravity t\|>e ore oars, with a capacity of

82 cu.

Valve Co.
.American Brake Shoe i Foun-

All engines.

Franklin Railway Supply Co.

All engines.

York,

ft.

Co.

All engines.
dry Co.

To be purchased by

);iiler

Cumpwv, New

steel derrick car.

inquiriiiR

pushers.)

640
55

'^'

Freight Cars

William Selleri & Co.

.Ml engines.

-icty valves

1449

Sulci Metallic I'acting Co.
IlanloD Locomotive Sander Co.
Harrv Vi»ering & Co.

Uniifi!

TiiK Illinois CENTii.\L contemplates the purchase of 7 10,000gal. steel tank cars for the handling of creosote oil to tie and
timlier treating plants and fuel oil used in the operation of weed
burners on southern line*.

builders.

Franklin Railway Supply Co.

Signaling
Freight Cars
Truck

3

40.000
Jl.OUU
J 1. 500

bolsters

cast

steel

at

Sc.illin

Steel

Co.

Gould Coupler Co.
Bettendorf Co.
.American Steel Foundrie*.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co.
Gould Coupler Co.
XlcConway & Torley Co.
National Malleable Castings Co.
.American Steel Foundries.
Buckeye Steel Castings Co.

7.5(10

frames,

at

Steel

35.000
14,f00
16,000
6, .500

Scullin

Steel

Co.

Gould Coupler Co.

Bettendorf Co.
UncoupTing device for couplers. .All cars. Imperial Appliance Co.
Pressed steel ends
SO.iXKl
Pressed Steel Manufacturing Co.
Friction draft gear
SO.OOn
Sessions. Standard Coupler Co.
J5.00<i
WestinRhouse .Air Brake Co.
lo.ooo Cardwell. Union Draft Gear Co.
6,000
Murray, Keyokc Railway Equip. Co.
Djst guards
Ml cars, \Vm. N. Tbornbcrgh Co.
.Air brake hose
To be furnished with air brake equipment.
Brake shoes
.All cars. American Brake Shoe & Fdy. Co.
Draw bar yokes
50,000 Union Draft Gear Co.
50.000
Buckeye Steel Castings Co.
:s.000

Air brakes

75.000
25.000

Wcstinghouse Air Brake Co.
New York Air Brake Co.

The number in each case represents the number of cars or locomotives
A here two or three of a device is used on a single car or locomotive.)

The final apportionment of the order for 100.000 cars has
been changed somewhat since the figures were originally
announced. The list was published in the Raihfay Age of
May 10. page 1169. The changes are as follows:

Ck.vtr.vl of Georgi.\

is

an

to install

eli-ctric

interlocking

Boundary street, adjacent to the L'nion passenger station
Macon, Ga. This station i? used by the Central of Georgia,
the Southern, and the Georgia Southern & Florida
The
machine will have 85 working levers. The contract for the
apparatus and for installation has been given to the General
Railway Signal Company.

Foundries.

Buckeye Steel Castings Co.

J.UOO

8.000
46,000

Side

.American

.«.000

J3.000
15,500

'Plers

Thk

The

Illinois Centr.\l

is

to erect automatic block signals be-

tween Springfield, 111., and Marine, 73 miles, at a cost of about
and between Princeton, Ky., and Ilsley, 18 miles, at a

$155,000,

cost of about $51,000. .\ telephone circuit will be installed in tlie
Grenada district of the Mississippi division between the division
offices and the principal stations, at a cost of about

and general
$30,000.

Ohm

Thk B.\i.TiMiiRE &
is to instal automatic block signals
its line, double track, between Laughlin Junction, Pa., about
three miles east of Pittsburgh, and Goehring. Pa., about 35
miles west of Pittsburgh, and near Gallery.
Plans for this
signaling were made some time ago. but their execution has
been deferred until now. The signals will be three-position, and
on

DC

circuits will be used throughout, with low-voltage machines.

The Baltimore

S: Ohio is making extensive additions to its
tracks at Gray's Ferry, Philadelphia. Pa., and has asked for
bids for the construction of a large electric interlocking plant.
This interlocking is to control the switches and signals at the
east end of the Eastside Yard, near Wharton street.
Between
the extremes of this interlocking there are four main tracks, all
of which will be signaled for the operation of trains in both

directions.

REVISED APPORTIONMENT OF CARS
40-ton
D. S.

Company
American Car

& Foundry Co

Company
Cambria Steel Company
Haskell & Barker Car Co
Bettendorf

Box

Box

9,000
3.000

11,000

....
....
....
....

31.000
J.OOO
3.000
S.OOO

3,666
1,500
1,000
2,000
1,000

6,000

Ralston Steel Car Co
Louis Car Co
Standard Steel Car Co

1,000

St.

1,500
1,000
2,000
1,000
1.000

1,000

6°.s66

Pullman Co

4,000
2,000
14.000
8.000
4.000

5.000
2.000
4.000

1.

2,500

McGuire-Cummings Manufacturing Co

....

Totals

25.000

The proposed order

for 2,000 40-ton box cars to the Barney
Smith Car Company was not placed, and 1,000 of these
cars were added to the order of the .American Car & Foundry
Company, 500 to that of the Keith Car & Manufacturing
Company, and 500 were ordered from the McGuire-Cummings
Manufacturing Company.
The proposal which was tentatively advanced at the beginning of the negotiations with the specialty manufacturers

&

they forego royalties on their
that various companies could
^tented device was dropped.

TouU

6,000

& Manufacturing Co
Car Company
Lenoir Car Works
Liberty Car & Equipment Co
Magor Car Corporation
Mt. Vernon Car Manufacturing Co
Pacific Car & Foundry Co
Pressed Steel Car Co
T.aconia

'

ro-ior
L. S.

Gondola
5.000

....

Keith Car

that

Hopper

patents

or

pool patents
the same

manufacture

000

is.ooo

5.000

AusTDiANS Loot Foo^
.,,., despatches state
trainloads of food arc being continually looted in Austria.
train of 100 trucks destined for the relief of
capital with only four trucks.

—

that

One

Vienna reached the

War-savings Service. The government wishes to enlist every
man. woman and child of the nation in war-savings service.
W^hcn an individual buys war-savings stamps he enlists in the
production division of the nation, thereby supporting and backing up the fighting division which is in France and on the
seas.
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Supply Trade

News

Railway Construction

David T. Hallberg, sales representative of the P & M
Company, with headquarters at Chicago, hgs been promoted
to district sales agent, with the same headquarters.

Henry Fischer, general sales manager of the Verona Tool
Works, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa., has resigned
from that companj' to go with the Proctor & Gamble Soap

Company

at Cincinnati,

Ohio.

George M. Coale, formerly of the Continental Lumber

Company

at Houston, Tex., has been elected vice-president
the Duncan Lumber Company, with headquarters at
Chicago. Mr. Coale will have charge of railway sales.

of

Stanley W. Midgley, general sales manager of the Acme
Supply Company, Chicago, has been appointed western representative of the railroad sales department, in the newlycreated western office of the Liberty Steel Products Company, Chicago.

The new accessory plant of the American Locomotive
Company at Richmond, Va., where piston valves, flexible
and the other accessories are to be
manufactured, has been placed under the charge of Ross
Anderson as manager.
staybolts, reverse gears

At the first annual meeting of the directors of the United
States Switch Company, located at Eau Claire, Wis., F. E.
Nicoles, division superintendent of the Chicago, St. Paul,
Minneapolis & Omaha, at Eau Claire, was elected vice-president; Charles McArthur, secretary and treasurer, and Lee
T. Pond, assistant secretary and treasurer. James W. Hubbard was re-elected president and general manager.
C. E. Smith & Co., consulting engineers, St. Louis, Mo.,
announce that in the absence of C. E. Smith, who has received a commission in the national army, their business
will be conducted under the direction of W. S. Dawley,
formerly chief engineer of the Chicago & Eastern Illinois,
who for several years past has been out of railway service,
and has been engaged in consulting engineering work.

locomotive

The Bird-Archer Company, manufacturer
chemicals, has moved its Chicago offices to 1105
Peoples Gas building, the change having been necessitated
by larger space requirements. This company has recently
increased its manufacturing facilities by opening a new
factory in Chicago, and a new factory at Cobourg, Ontario,
besides materially increasing the output of its Philadelphia
of

boiler

factory.

Walter H. Allen,

of the

stafif

of the

William Wharton,

Jr.,

with office at New York, has been transferred to the Pittsburgh office of this company in the
capacity of sales engineer in charge of track work in the
Pittsburgh and Cleveland district. Mr. Allen was formerly
division engineer of the Pennsylvania Steel Company, with
headquarters at Steelton, Pa., and was later attached to the
sales organization of the Maxwell Motor Company of
Detroit, Mich.

&

Co.,

Inc.,

Chicago Malleable Casting Company,
the Universal Draft Gear Attachment Company, and the
Union Draft Gear Company, of Chicago, have formed a new
corporation called the Allied Steel Casting Company of
Chicago, and have purchased the Harvey, 111., plant. Whiting

The

officers

of the

Foundry Equipment Company. The officers of the new company are: J. T. Llewellyn, \ice-president of the Chicago
Malleable, president; C. J. Nash, president of the Universal
Draft Gear, vice-president; J. S. Llewellyn, secretary-treasurer
and general manager of the Chicago Malleable, secretarytreasurer and general manager; C. H. Tobias, secretary and
treasurer of the Union Draft Gear, assistant secretary-treasurer. The officers and organizations of the Chicago Malleable
Casting Company, the Universal Draft Gear Attachment
Company and the Union Draft Gear are not changed, and the
companies continue business as before.

—

Al.\skan Railroad. The Alaskan' Engineering Commission is
surveying a branch line between Moose Creek and Baxter, about
five miles.
T. W. Secrest, locating engineer, is in charge of the
work.

Canadian Northern.

—

This company has authorized the exits Elrose branch in Saskatchewan easterly 25 miles to
Alsack and grading is now under way. A contract has also been
let for the grading on an extension" from Gravelburg, Sask.,
northwest 14 miles towards Swift Current. Another extension
will be built from Hanna, Alta., southeast 47 miles towards
Medicine Hat. Contracts for the grading of this line have also
been let.
tension of

Illinois Central.

awarded a contract

— M.

L.

Windham, Centralia, 111., has been
work for additional yard

for the grading

tracks to be constructed at that point at a total estimated cost
of $171,000. The work involves about 30,000 cu. yd. of grading;
the track work will be done by the Illinois Central's own
forces.

The

(May

17,

page 1257.)

has received bids on the construction of
Fulton, Ky., Aniboy., 111., and Mounds,
111.
The work at Fulton will include the removal of the old
roundhouse and other buildings on the site, the construction of
a 12-stall roundhouse, a machine shop and boiler room
a concrete stack 5 ft. by ISO ft, a standard office, store and oil house;
a toilet building; 2 Robertson cinder conveyor pits; an enginemen's tool equipment building; a standard brick sand drying
house a standard wet sand bin 11 ft. by 9 ft. 4 in. a standard
dry sand storage bin; sanding equipment, including sand drum,
sewers and water
air reservoir, piping and sand delivery spouts
works. The work at Amboy involves the clearing of the site by
the removal of the present buildings, the construction of a 12stall roundhouse; a lOO-ft. turntable; a machine shop and boiler
room; a concrete stack 5 ft. by 150 ft.; a standard office, store
and oil house; a toilet building; two Robertson cinder pits; enginemen's tool equipment building; a standard brick sand drying
house; a standard wet sand bin 84 ft. by 9 ft. 4 in. a standard
dry sand storage bin; sanding equipment, including sand drum,
sewers and water
air reservoir, piping and sand delivery spouts
works. The work at Mounds, 111., will involve the construction
the
of practically the same facilities as at Fulton and Amboy
roundhouse, however, will have 24 stalls and the turntable will
have a diameter of 85 ft. The Illinois Central is asking for
bids on a .^OO-ton frame coal chute at Gwin, Miss., and a 600ton frame coal chute at Fulton, Ky.
This company's program for 1918 includes considerable track
construction.
Six additional yard tracks will be built at the
Wildwood yard, Chicago, at a cost of about $75,000 and side track
will be laid between Eighteenth and Twenty-eighth streets, Chicago, which with a rearrangement of existing facilities to provide
Illinois Central

mechanical

facilities

at

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

a

Second main track
switching lead, will cost about $35,000.
be extended between Belleville, 111., and Wilderman at a

will

cost of about $55,000; 21 tracks will be extended in Nonconnah
yard at Memphis, Tenn,, at a cost of about $209,000 and a new

northbound departure yard consisting of six tracks
at that point, at a cost of $120,000.

will be built

At Champaign,

111.,

a

new

six-track northbound yard will be constructed costing $118,000
and at East St. Louis a new yard containing five additional 60-car
tracks will be built and the old yard will be enlarged to include
five additional 50-car tracks at a cost of $96,000.
Water purifying plants will be installed at four points in Iowa
on the Albert Lea district of the Minnesota division at a cost of

$33,000 and five plants will be installed on the Cherokee district
of the Iowa division at a cost of $45,000. Additional water facilities at Gilman, 111., will cost $26,500 and new water facilities at
Pesotum, III., will cost .$33,000.
At La Salle, 111., a new freight house with a second-story office,
necessary track changes and a conversion of the present freight

house into an engine house will cost approximately $50,000.
Joseph E. Nelson & Sons, Chicago, have been awarded a contract for the construction of new mechanical facilities at Padu(May 17, page 1257.)
cah, Ky.

June

14,

AGK
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Chicago & North Western.

— Sec

editorial

commtiu-

n^ untie

in this issue.

—

Chicago, Kock 1sl.\nd & I'aciuc. .\clioii on the scnii-aiiiiual
dividends on the preferred stock has been deferred pending
receipt of 90 per cent of its estimated ttundard returns, application for which has been made to tlie government.

Denver & Kio Grande.— Securities to the value of $10,418,700
belonging to this company have been seized to satisfy the judgment recently obtained by the Equitable Trust Company in
behalf of the Western Pacillc bondholders.
It is understood,
also, that 100,000 shares of stock of the Utah Fuel Company
of a par value of $10,000,000, owned by the Denver & Rio
Grande, will be sold on June 20 in furtlier satisfaction of the
judgqient.

Hawkinsvilxe & W'ESTtR.v.— This company, which

recently sus-

pended operation of its 23-mile line between Hawkinsville, Ga.,
and Perry, was ordered by the Georgia Railroad Commission
This road has
to resume operation not later than June 20.
been operated by the Ocilla Southern under lease.
Illinois

Central.

— See

editorial

comments elsewhere

in

this

issue.

—

The directors have declared the regular
quarterly dividend of 1J4 per cent.

N'ew York Central.

New

New H.wex &

—

Hartford. J. P. Morgan & Co. and
other bankers have made arrangements for the sale of $3,420.000 6 per cent equipment trust certificates which will provide
the bulk of the required funds for the purchase of equipment

York,

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
ic<leral niaiiaKcr rjf the .Noriulk & Wcsicrn,
announces thai the title ol J. W. Coxe, controller, lias been
changed to general auditor, with office at Roanoke, Va.

A. C. Needles,

James B. Wright, district attorney of the Louisville &
Nashville at Knuxville, Tenn., has been appointed an assistant
the legal department of the Railroad Administration at
Washington, D. C.

in

James H. Hustis, having resigned as president and director
of the Boston & Maine and its subsidiaries, Woodward Hudson, general counsel, with office at Boston, Mass., has been
elected as his successor in these capacities.

W. E. Eppler, chief of bureau, department of accounts of
the Quebec. .Montreal & Southern and the Napicrville Junction Railway, has been appointed comptroller, with office at
New York, and H. D. Chamberlain, freight claim agent, has
been appointed auditor, with office at Albany, N. Y.
L. K. Luff, auditor of revenue of the Delaware & Hudson,
has been appointed general auditor; W. J. Daller has been
appointed auditor of revenue A. J. Gies, auditor of miscellaneous accounts, lias been appointed auditor of expenditures,
and W. L. Schneider has been appointed freight claim agent;
all with oftices at .Mbany, N. Y.
;

W. H. Finley, chief engineer of the Chicago & North
Western with headquarters at Chicago, III., has been elected
president to succeed R. H. .Aishton,

Railroad .Administration.

Mr. Finley was born

Uruguay Buys Railway. — The Uruguayan Government

Castle count)-, Del.,
in the
public schools at Wil-

and was educated
mington,

has de-

In 1868 the concession

—

are serving the colors.

"Public Roads" Magazine Issued.— May saw the birth of a
new monthly periodical in the Department of Agriculture, "Public Roads," issued by the Ofiice of Public Roads and Rural Engineering. Its 48 pages, some of them illustrated, contain material intended primarily for state and county highway ofiicials
actively engaged in the construction and maintenance of highways. The principal object of the publication is to act as a
medium of exchange of knowledge and experience between highway departments of the 48 states. The magazine is designed to
be a permanent and complete record of activities and construcBecause of the limited
tion under the Federal aid road act.
allotment for printing expenses the circulation has been restricted to federal, state and county oflScials actively engaged in
road work. Official Bulletin.

by

Wilmington in 1881, remaining with that comjiany until 1887, when he
began railway work in
the bridge and building
department of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St.

was transferred to a British company. Ten years later the
company was reorganized and the terms of the concession were
rearranged, the company undertaking to construct a line beyond

War Gardens of an English Railway. The London,
Brighton & South Coast Railway has now 4,000 allotments cultivated by its employees or by the wives and children of men

and

engineering.
He entered
the service of the Edgemoor Iron Company at

to buy the British-owned Central Uruguay Railway.
Payment will be made with the proceeds of an internal bond
The original concession for the Central Uruguay Railissue.
way was granted in 1865. It was to extend from Montevideo

Since that time three
the northern bank of the '^'i River.
extensions have been built. They are known as the Western,
Northern and Eastern extensions. Besides these extensions
the Central Uruguay also operates the North Eastern Railway.
The total mileage under control is about 980.

Del.,

lirivate instruction in

cided

who

in

New

—

SiDELL & Olney. The petition of this company, which is owned
by the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, to dismantle its
85 miles of line between Sidell, III., and Olney, was denied by
the Illinois Public Utilities Commission.

Negro, 168 miles due north.

has resigned to serve

under the United States

costing $4,756,000.

to the Rio

who

Paul.
He left the cmploy of that road in 1892
to go to the Chicago &
.North Western as engineer of bridges. Since
then he has been successively principal assistant engineer and
assistant chief engineer, being promoted to chief engineer in
He now becomes president of the same road with
June, 1914.

headquarters at Chicago, as above noted.

M. M. Joyce, general attorney for the Minneapolis & St.
Louis has been promoted to general solicitor in charge of
the law department of that road. Donald Evans has been apBoth Mr.
pointed general attorney to succeed Mr. Joyce.
Joyce and Mr. Evans will continue to have headquarters at
Minneapolis. Minn. F. M. Miner, general counsel, has left
the service of the company and that position will not be filled
for the present.

Frank Trumbull, chairman of the board of the Chesapeake
& Ohio, with headquarters at New York, has been elected
also president to succeed George W. Stevens, who has been
appointed federal manager of the road; H. T. Wickham,
F. M. Whitaker and G. B. Wall, vice-presidents, all with
headquarters at Richmond, Va., have resigned their position
with the company, but will continue in charge of their re-
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spective departments under the federal administration as
assistants to the federal manager; M. J. Caples has resigned
as resident vice-president of the Chesapeake & Ohio, at
Columbus, Ohio, but remains as vice-president of the Hocking Valley. F. H. Davis and C. E. Graham have been elected

vice-presidents of the Chesapeake

&

H. A. Worcester, who has been appointed district director
of the United States Railroad Administration in charge of the
railroads in the Ohio-Indiana district, with headquarters at Cin-

was born November IS, 1862, at Albany, N. Y. He
a graduate of Yale University, and entered railway service in
1885, as assistant stationmaster of the New York

cinnati, Ohio,
is

December.

Ohio.

River at the Grand Central station, New
In August, 1891, he went to Buffalo, N. Y., where
he did clerical work for the Lake Shore & Michigan Southern.
.\ year later he was
appointed assistant trainmaster of the
Franklin division and in February, 1893, was promoted to superintendent of the Lansing division.
He was transferred to
the superintendency of the Detroit division in June, 1896, where
he remained until November, 1902, when he was appointed superintendent of the Eastern division. In February, 1905, he became superintendent of the Western division, but remained in
that position only three months, at the expiration of which time
he entered the service of the Michigan Central as assistant
general superintendent. In November of the same year he was
Central

Operating

York

Marvin Hughitt, Jr., vice-president
North Western at Chicago, has resigned.

of

the

Chicago

&

A. C. Needles, federal manager of the Norfolk & PortsBelt Line, announces the appointment of George S.
Mr. Shafer's title heretofore
Shafer as general manager.
was president and general manager, with headquarters at
Norfolk, Va.

mouth

S. M. Braden, general superintendent of the Chicago &
North Western, at Norfolk, Neb., was appointed general

superintendent of that road in charge of the Western lines,
with headquarters at Omaha; C. T. Dike, general superintendent at Huron, S. D., was appointed assistant general
superintendent at Boone, la.; G. W. Dciiley, superintendent
of the Wisconsin division at Chicago, was appointed assistant general superintendent at Huron, S. D.; C. H. Reynolds,
superintendent at South Norfolk, Neb., was appointed assistant
general superintendent at Norfolk, Neb.

District Directors

and Assistant District Directors
of the Boston & Maine, and

James H. Hustis, president

receiver in charge of the road under the United States court,
with headquarters at Boston. Mass., has been appointed
district director of the United States Railroad Administration, in charge of New England railroads, with headquarters
at

Boston.

Mr. Hustis was born

in

New York

work

In February, 1906, he reto general superintendent.
turned to the Lake Shore as general superintendent, and in the
following October was appointed assistant general manager of
the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago' & St, Louis, with office at
Cincinnati. He was appointed general manager of this road in
July 10, 1913. and since January 1, 1916, he has served as vice-

promoted

president and general

manager

of the

same road.

Traffic
F. H. Hill, traveling freight agent of the .\tlanta, Birmingham & -Atlantic, has been appointed division freight agent,
with otfice at Fitzgerald. Ga.. vice C. I. Allen, who has been

appointed general agent, with
vice V. E. Whitaker, promoted.

office

at

Birmingham,

Ala.,

Engineering and Rolling Stock

as office

New York

Percy R. Todd, president of the Bangor & Aroostook, with
headquarters at Bangor, Maine, has been appointed assistant
to district director of the United States Railroad .\dministration and general manager of the Bangor & Aroostook, with
office at Bangor.
Mr. Todd was born on December 4. 1859.
at Toronto, Ont., and was educated in the Collegiate Institute at Ottawa.
He began railway work as clerk and telegraph operator in the general office of the St. Lawrence &
Ottawa, now a part of the Canadian Pacific, at Ottawa, which
positions he held until 187S.
He served until 1882 as
Canadian agent of the Ogdensburg & Lake Champlain, then
as general traveling agent of the National Despatch Line,
at Chicago, until 1885; and from July to December of the
same year, he was commercial agent of the New York, West
Shore & Buffalo, at Albany, N, Y. Later he was chief clerk
in the general freight department of the same road at New
York, leaving in October, 1885, to become general freight
and passenger agent of the Canada Atlantic, at Ottawa, Ont.
He served in that capacity until December, 1889. when he
went to the West Shore Road as general freight agent. Three
years later he was appointed traffic manager of that road.
From February. 1901, to November, 1903, he was second
^ ice-president of the
New York, New Haven & Hartford;
then for two years, first vice-president of the same road.
From January, 1907, to January 1913. he was vice-president
Bangor & Aroostook, and then became president,
ji the
whicfi position he held to the time of his present appointment.
•

& Hudson

City.

city in 1864.

boy in the general manCentral & Hudson River. In
1891, he was appointed trainmaster on the Harlem division,
and two years later was made assistant superintendent. In
1900, he was appointed superintendent of the Harlem division,
and later was made superintendent of the River division (the
West Shore), and served as superintendent of the Rome,
Watertown & Ogdensburg, of the Hudson division, and of the
Putnam division. In 1907, he was made general superintendent of the Western district, and in October of the same year
was given charge of the Boston & Albany, with the title of
In June. 1911, he was given the
assistant general manager.
title of vice-president, and the operation of the Boston &
Albany was put entirely in his charge. In November, 1913,
he was elected president of the New York, New Haven &
Hartford, and in August, 1914, he resigned as president of the
New Haven to become president of the Boston & Maine.

and began railroad
ager's office of the
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C. Bowman, assistant engineer, in charge of the construction of new yards and other improvements on the
Wabash, at Granite City, 111., has been promoted to division
engineer maintenance of way. with headquarters at St. Louis,

Don

Mo.

W. M. Punter, Canadian manager of Saxby & Farmer,
with headquaiters at Montreal, Que., has been
Ltd..
appointed signal engineer of the Canadian Northern, eastern
W. Adams has
lines, with headquarters at Toronto, Ont.
been appointed signal inspector at Port Arthur, succeeding
H. E. McDonald, who has been transferred to the Duluth,
Winnipeg & Pacific, succeeding K. Lafferty, resigned. J. J.
Crowe has been appointed acting signal inspector, at Edmonton, Alb., in the place of R. C. Gardner, who has enlisted
in the United States army.
Railway Officers

in

Government Service

G. W. W. Hanger, assistant commissioner of the United
States Board of Mediation and Conciliation, has been appointed assistant director. Division of Labor, of the United
States Railroad .Administration.

Obituary
H. G. Sexton, superintendent of the Eureka Nevada Railwav. with office at Palisade, Nev., died at Colfax, Cal., on
May 23, 1918, at the age of 50. Mr. Sexton had been in the
railroad work in the construction and operation departments
for about 25 years.

Robert Dunlap, western

solicitor of the .Atchison,

Topeka

Santa Fe. with headquarters at Chicago, died at his home
on June 10. Mr. Dunlap was born at Cincinnati,
He was educated at Cincinnati
(3hio. on October 4, 1853.
University, and entered the railway service of the Santa Fe
iu 1883 as assistant attorney, since which he has been consecutively, from 1895 to 1897. assistant to the general solicitor for the receivers of that road: from 1897 to 1915, general
attorney of the reorganized road, and from 1915, western
His railroad career has been entirely with the
solicitor.
Santa Fe. he having served that road in a legal capacity continuously for a period of 35 years.

&

in that city

]

llu"

nports ol

railway

are growing better.

i.irnings

Statistics

1918 show

Railway
Earnings and
Expenses

;uid

expenses

gradually

lour months in
an increase in total earnings

for

tiie

t"ir.st

but owing to more
largely increased expenses and taxes, a
decline in net operating income of $98,100,000.
Nor is this the whole story.
W hen the retroactive advances in wages have been included
the net o[)erating income for these four months will really be
reducetl over $100,000,000 more, making the decline in operating income as compared with last year for these four months
almost $200,000,000.
But April makes a better showing than
preceding months. With an increase of $45,000,000 in total
revenues, there was a decline in net operating income of only
$2,.iOO,000.
In the absence of the increase of wages, it might
be said that conditions in April were approaching normal.
But the advance in wages will convert a nominal loss of
$2,300,000 in April into'an actual loss of about $28,000,000.
It is evident that steps toward largely advancing tlie rates
were not made any too soon to save the Railroad Administration from incurring a huge deficit this year; and present indications are it will have some deficit in spite of the
of

The Railroad Administration has

authorized

the expendi-

ture by the railroads during 1918 of nearly $450,000,000

Way

to

Get

Work

Done

for additions

and betterments and

in

$18,000,000 for extensions
The
of branches and for new lines.
of

e.xcess

classified addition

and betterment items

$98,661,000 for yard tracks
and sidings; $61,979,000 for shop buildings, engine houses
and auxiliary facilities; $47,471,000 for main tracks; $38,0.55,000 for bridges, trestles and culverts, and $31,556,000
for rails and other track materials. To obtain the full measure of value from this construction program the work must
be completed before the difficulties of winter operation are
encountered.
To complete a program of this magnitude in
the few months remaining before cold weather sets in is a
include

large order that will tax the ingenuity of the roads to the

A

considerable portion of this work must be done in
cities or other sources of labor, adding
Even under
materially to the difficulties of the situation.
normal conditions it would be difficult to complete this proscarcity
of labor
gram by the usual methods, and with the
limit.

localities

remote from

and the great demand for contractors of ability to carry on
government work, the problem becomes more com-

essential
plicated.

.>c'veral
tlii>

years.

It

year.

$y.>,4Ut),UU0;

idvance.

One

roads for
extension

iicen foUowxl on a numlier of
would a|tpear U> warrant further

This plan has

of expense.

Certain important eastern roads are meeting the

situation by utilizing their

own

forces, detailing

men from

the engineering department to take entire charge of a project
and holding them responsible for the completion of the work

These men recruit their own orin a reasonable period.
ganizations, place orders for materials and, in fact, perform
The roads
practically all of the functions of a contractor.
profit by the plan, both by avoiding the necessity of paying
a contractor's percentage and by the savings effected in accounting and inspection, while the engineers in charge have
the advantage of utilizing men from other departments, when
necessary, and railway equipment for the work without the
necessin- of detailed accounting to arrive at the distribution
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The recent order of tlie Railroad Administration rc<{uiring
prompt jiaymcnt of freight charges, will doubtless prove
unpopular with shippers and likewise
Freight Bill
^jji ,)ieet with favor among railway

the

Order a Boon
to Roads

oflicers.
'''L'

One

public

v^'ait

for

of

its

instead
its

effects is to force

of

money

the
in

carrier,

to

case

of

Under former conditions credit was generalextended to consignees for a period of a week and, in the

errors in billing.
ly

event of inaccuracies in the freight bills, until corrected bills
were rendered. In the case of large firms, however, bills passed

through so

many departments

that Uic-y were rarely settled

within the tune limit.
It was not unusual for bills to be
hecked by the manufacturing plant receiving or forwarding

1

the freight, by the traffic department of the industry, the ac-

counting department and the treasury department before payment of freight charges was authorized.
In addition, an
assiduous search for errors in billing by both shippers and
consignees really developed into an abuse in the case of many
large firms, which deferred payment on freight bilk in their
entirety when one insignificant entry proved to be inaccurate.
There seem to be no records indicating the extent to which
freight charges were settled under credit arrangements.
Railroad officers familiar with the subject, however, estimate that
considerably more than 50 per cent of all freight charges
are settled through credit transactions.
In view of this condition the losses in uncollectible freight charges are relatively
.small in relation to the operating revenues of the carriers.
In the year ended December 31, 1916, uncollectible freight
revenues for all the railroads in the United States amounted
to $818,422, or 0.022 per cent of the total of>erating revenues
of $3,691,065,217.
Under the new order, however, even thii
-mull loss will be prevented.
The granting of credit is not absolutely prohibited under
the new plan but is limited to 48 hours after shipment or delivery at destination, and is granted for that pieriod only when
a surety bond in an amount satisfactory- to the treasurer of
In a circular explaining the order, the
the carrier is filed.
Railroad Administration states that the new rule must be
If, for example, a
interpreted in a practical business way.
consignee who is financially responsible is accustomed to
send for his freight in the morning and the collection of the
freight charge is effcxted in the afternoon, that arrangement
will be treated as a cash transaction so long as the consignee
continues to pay his freight bills promptly u{>on presentaSimilar application of the rule will be made in the
tion.
Perhaps
collection of a prepaid charge from a shipp»er.
the greatest objection which shippers have raised to the
gives
them
no
oppwDrtunity
that
it
to
check
new plan is
The director general, however, prombills for ini'.ccuracies.
ises prompt and fair settlement of overcharges and claims for
Furthermore, he authorizes agents to make
loss and damage.
corrections in bills before exacting payment in cases wherein
a mistake is obvious or it is plainly indicated upon the face
of the bill.

As previously suggested,

a distinct advantage of the

new
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]3lan is that it eliminates delay in the settlement of freight
charges, thereby saving the carriers much time and expense
as well as giving them the benefit of the interest which formerly accrued between the performance of service and the

therefor.

settlement

From

the

standpoint of the various

and consignees the order is likewise beneAs the director general
prevents discrimination.
the extension of credit in the payment of transpor-

classes of shippers

as

ficial

it

points out,

tation charges to one person while it is denied to another rea preference in favor of the person to whom credit is

sults in

given.

Selling Mechanical Supplies

Under Government Operation
CONDITIONS Under which cars and locomotives and
the specialties on them are sold under government operation of the railways are radically different from those under which they were sold when the railways were operated

THE
Ijy

the different companies.

private operation there was not only -competition
between the concerns selling the materials but also between
Each supply company
the railway companies buying them.

Under

a large number of actual or prospective customers, and
failure to get certain large prospective customers or the loss
of some large customers a concern already had, while a

had

matter of importance, was not a matter which was vital.
Under government operation, on the other hand, the purchase of all equipment and of all specialties used on new
equipment has been placed in the hands of a single committee, and therefore a supply concern's success or failure
in negotiating with this committee is a matter of almo.st
vital importance.

A

and locomotive specialties bought by
Committee to be used on the 1025
locomotives and 100,000 freight cars recently ordered by
the Railroad Administration was published in the Railway
Age for June 14, page 1448. A comparison of the distribution of orders shown by this list with the way in which
orders for car and locomotive specialties have been distributed
in the past sufficiently explains why the managers of some
supply companies express great satisfaction with the way in
which the Central Purchasing Committee has distributed the
orders while others express only mild satisfaction, and others
very great dissatisfaction. Some concerns which have had the
largest business in their lines in the past have secured an even
list

of the car

the Central Purchasing

larger part of the total business in those lines than heretofore.
Other concerns, some having large, some having small,

business in the past, have received about
their usual proportions.
Some concerns which have had very
parts
of
the
business in their lines heretofore have relarge
Some
ceived very small parts of the orders, or none at all.
concerns which under the old conditions secured only a small
part of the orders in their fields have under government
ojieration secured the lion's share of the business.
It is very difficult after studying the list of orders to con|)arts of the total

clude that any particular principle governed in their distribution.
In many instances it would appear that the factor of
price was controlling, but in not a few cases it is evident that
this was not the case.
One of the notable consequences of the
new method of buying is that it has resulted, in many
branches of the railway supply field, in a reduction of the

of
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business,

and likewise in some cases large orders were

unknown devices.
we should say that the two most

]3laced for comparatively

On

the whole,

features of the centralized buying of car

characteristic

and locomotive spe-

have been, first, to put relatively greater stress on
and less on quality than was done when railways
bought separately; and, second, to reduce the number of concerns from which purchases are made.
We believe both these
tendencies are largely due to the fact that under the present
cialties

prices

system the technical officers of the railways, who are the best
judges of the goods, have less influence and a committee of
purchasing officers more influence in determining the things
that shall be bought than was the case under separate management of the various railways.
Obviously, both price and quality should he given due consideration, and if the fonner is given greater weight than the
latter the effect will be to cause deterioration of the physical
properties of the railways.
Likewise, it would appear that a
narrow rather than a wide distribution of orders is undesiral)le, not only from the standpoint of railway supply concerns
as a whole, but also from the standpoint of the railways. The
giving of orders to a comparatively small number of concerns
will tend to reduce the number of concerns in the supply busiThis will tend to crente monopolies; to increase the
ness.
difficulty of holding down prices; and to reduce the amount
of competition in improving and developing specialties for the
railway market.
The Railway Business Association has asked its members
to report to it their experiences in dealing with the purchasing
department of the Railroad Administration and to offer it
their suggestions as to how the railway supply industry can
co-operate with the Railroad Administration. No doubt some
good suggestions will result from this canvass of the situation.
In our opinion, one of the main things needed to insure that purchases shall be made on a sound basis is that the
mechanical, engineering and other technical officers of the
railways shall be advised with more freely by those doing the
buying and that their recommendations shall be given very

much more weight. They are the men who know best the
merits of the various articles the railway supply companies
have to sell and who are, therefore, best able, having in ni'nd
both quality and price, to say how orders can most advantageously be distributed.

Government Operation vs. Private
Management and Profit Sharing
^PPORTUNITY FOR

a

comparison of the results of govern-

O' ment operation, with a guarantee of net income to the private owners, and private ownership and operation under a
plan of profit-sharing between the corporation and the government, will be afforded by the plan which has just been
adopted for handling the express business of the countr)\

express companies have now been
competition of the parcel post,
will be given virtually a monopoly of the express business,
supervision and control.
government
although under strict
The railroads, although they are officially said to be under
"federal control," will be actually under the exclusive man-

The

four

principal

merged and, subject

to the

agement of the government when the new federal managers
are appointed, and the corporations that own the property,
having for some time been considered as agencies of the

now

transferred

to

the

role

of landlords

number

government, are

A

whose principal function is to collect their rent, pay their
interest, dividends and taxes, see that the tenant does not
injure the property and make such improvements to it as
the tenant desires and is willing to pay the interest on
although there has been some contention from the government side that some of the aforesaid improvements must be

of concerns which have succeeded in getting orders.
good many concerns which have done a large business in
the railway supply field were given no business at all, or so
In other cases
little as to be equivalent to almost nothing.
concerns which were just beginning to get a foothold were

disappointed in receiving no orders.
In still other cases,
however, comparatively unknown concerns got a large amount
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In-

their

r;iiln>;i(i

outsiilr

arc aside from the ((ucstion of transconiparison is iit least an interestiiiK one
in spite of the disjiarity in the magnitude of the operations
and the character of the business.
In the i)lan adojited for dealing with the express tom|)anies, an attempt has lieen made to avoid what many have
considered a dcfirt in the plan under whidi tlie government
is operating tlie railroads.
It has lieen argued that much
of the incentive to efficiency and economy on the ])art of
r.iilroad officers has been removed by the guarantee of earnings.
Terhaps that argument no longer ai)|)lies since the
lorporations, whose earnings are guaranteed, are no longer
lo have anything to do with operation, which is to be under
the direction of federal managers responsible solely to the
Railroad .'\dministration in the same way that they formerly
were to their directors. At any rate the incentive afforded
under private management by the desire to earn a profit and
the necessity for making both ends meet no longer apjilies
to the management of any particular unit of the railrcxid
system.
When it was proposed to adopt a similar plan for the
express companies the government declined and instead it
lias worked out an arrangement by which there is an incentive to earn a profit, yet the amount of the profit that
goes to private capital is to be limited by the plan of division with the government on a sliding .scale.
The scaling down of the capitalization of the four great express
.ompanies from a total of $57,000,000 to about $35,000,nOO and the possibilities for economy afforded by unified
operations should insure a greater opportunity for the payment of dividends, particularly if the application for a 10
per cent advance in rates now pending before the Inter-tate Commerce Commission should be granted, whereas
the express companies recently have been in a serious finaniuvi'stmciits Imt

Interstate

port of express revenues

Commerce Commission's

and expenses

re-

for the calendar year

shows that the eight companies covered in
year of $184,305 as compared
with operating income for the previous year of $8,926,075
ind this was in spite of an increase in gross revenue from
1

7

just issued,

the report

had a

deficit for the

SI 90,000,000 to $222,000,000.
The percentage of the gross earnings which is to go to
the government, 50'/4 per cent, was arrived at by taking the

average for 10 years of the pa^inents by the express companies to the ra^^jls for express privileges, but that part
of the bargain is more favorable to the companies than the
former arrangement because they will have a single contract
with the government, instead of separate contracts with the
individual railroads, and will thus be saved a large amount
of accounting which has formed so large a proportion of
it

is

apparent that the

government has driven a

with the express companies, limiting their
modest return on a greatly reduced capitalization, the condition into which the express business had fallen had become so precarious that the new plan undoubtedly
will be regarded as a great measure of relief.
Harassed on
close

bargain

profits to a

sides with increased expenses, subject to a competition
with the parcel jiost under conditions which gave every adlatter, overwhelmed with a large volume of
traffic that formerly went to the railways while they were
dependent upon the railways for cars in which to handle
the business, the express companies saw no way out except
the plan which had been followed in the case of the railroads, particularly as their affairs were so closely bound up
with tho.se of the latter.
The arrangement adopted at least gives them an opf)ortunity to stay in business, while the railroad corjwrations
are practically shelved for an indefinite period, and will
all

vantage to the

Wage Awards

dem-

and the
Shortage of Labor

heralded

i.ong

Tim:

proved
resulted

in

by

the

very

\VA<iE

director

general

advance which

was

on

May

25,

in

many

general

dissatisfaction

aphas

quarters.

This is due primarily to the comjiutation of the increases
on the basis of the rates paid on December 31, 1915, two
and one-half years ago. While the wage commission followed a logical course in computing the increa.sed costs of
living and the increases in wages necessary to compensate
therefor on a pre-war basis, the roads in many ca.ses had
already given their em|)loyees, individually or collettively,
iiurea.ses e(|Ual to or greater than those awarded by the wage
commission with the result that many employees now receive
no increases whatever. This in it.self, while disappointing
to those employees, would not have been so serious if the
employees had not been led to build up ho|H.-s of universal
increases.
When these hopes were shattered, as they were
in the cases of thousands of employees, the disappointment
and dissatisfaction were keen. This was made evident at
once by threatened strikes among organized employees in the
shop crafts and a deluge of formal jirotests. This dissatisfaction will also be reflected among the unorganized em|)loyees by their exodus into other industries.

The

situation

acute in those branches of
unskilled or semi-skilled labor
for which only a limited amount of training is re(|uired, as
in the track and car repair departments.
Here the wages
are the lowest, the competition with other industries the
most severe and the turnover the highest. .As an indication
of the present high turnover, the Pennsylvania Railroad
kept a special record for the ten-day period from May 27

railway

service

is

[larticularly

emjiloying

June 5, in which inter\'al 4,477 employees left the sei^ice and 5,122 were hired (exclusive of general office employees), the net gain of 645 occurring entirely in the last
two days. As the railroad on which this comparison was
to

made employs approximately 150,000 men,

this is equivalent to an annual turnover of approximately 100 per cent.
When it is considered that comparatively few changes occur

among enginemen, conductors and other employees, who
secure their positions only after a considerable length of
service, the high rate of turnover in the other branches becomes more evident.
greatly
in

the

jKiid to

their expenses.

While

also give the express company a large op|Xjrtunity to
onstrate its capacity for jjublic service.

tlicst-
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21,

Even

this

increased within the next

wage award

stipulates

high rate is going to Ije
few weeks.
.\ provision

that

no

increa.se

shall

Ije

who leaves the service voluntarily. Owmany men who receive relatively small in-

an employee

ing to this fact

crea.ses are waiting to receive their back pay before leaving
the roads and as soon as they get this they will go to other

industries.

The

greatest

competition

for

are meeting at the present time

labor which

the

railways

from industries engaged in war work, such as the manufacture of munitions
and the building of shijjs. In these industries wages have
risen out of all proportion to the advances on the railroads.
is

that

therefore not surprising that many men arc leaving
for the.se industries, especially as the plea that
those employed by them are engaged in patriotic service
It

is

the roads

can be made as forcibly by the ship yards and munition
plants as by the railways.

The adequate maintenance of locomotives and the prompt
repair of cars are essential to the successful handling of
the heavy business now iK-ing offered to the roads and which
will be greatly augmented when the grain begins to move
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a few weeks.

in

The Railroad Administration has shown

realization of the necessity for a larger plant Ly authorizing the expenditure of nearly $500,000,000 for addition
its

and betterment work on the roadway this year. The defor tlie current maintenance of tracks and structures
At the same time progress on all of
are equally pressing.
this work is being greatly impeded by the lack of men, a
condition which is becoming more severe as the season ad-

mands

Since the railways are unable to secure the men
that are needed to keep the roads in proper condition, some
method must be devised and, devised promptly to secure
vances.

men, either by the removal of the restrictions on
Mexico and other sources,
or by the fixing of relations between the wages and working conditions offered by industries and contractors on government work in comparison with those which the roads
are permitted to offer in a way to remove the adverse competition which now exists.
sufficient

the importation of labor from

Boston

VoL

64.

No. 25

1,000,000 tons more than in 1916; and 4,162,000 tons of
bituminous coal was carried, an increase of 752,000 tons
The total tonnage of manufactures was
over 1916.
6,016,000, or 623,000 tons less than in 1916.

There was a substantial increase

in passenger business,
passengers carried one mile being
927,000,000, or over 9 per cent more than in 1916. In June,
the cantonment which the war depart1917, Camp Devens
ment built near Ayer, Mass.- was opened and this presumably added largely to the passenger business of the two
divisions of the Boston & Maine serving this section of

the

total

number

of

—

Massachusetts.
James H. Hustis,

who

—

was, up to the time of the receiver-

& Maine

INCREASE IN THE COST of fuel on the Boston & Maine
in 1917 as compared with 1916 would have left the
company with almost no margin over interest charges, even
if there had been no other increases in unit costs of material?
and of labor. As it was, tlie Boston & Maine earned $59,451,000 in the calendar year, 1917, or over 7 per cent more
than was earned in 1916; but operating expenses amounted
to $47,165,000, an increase of 23 per cent over the previous

THE

year, notwithstanding the fact that charges for maintenance
way were no higher in 1917 than in 1916. It is pretty

of

safe to say that the Boston & Maine will be unique among
Taxes
larger roads in the small increase in taxes.
amounted to $2,157,000 or only a few thousand dollars
more than the 1916 taxes. Gross income available ior inthe

charges amounted to $11,358,000, or $4,884,000 less
Interest charges call for
than the 1916 gross income.
All of
$11,778,000, leaving a deficit in 1917 of $419,000.
the interest charges, however, were not paid and there is
now $3,228,000 interest matured which has not been paid.
The higher unit cost of fuel alone increased expenses by
terest

$4,000,000.

The

follov/:ng table

shows the percentage of each

class uf

operating expenses to operating revenues:
Maintenance of way and structures
Maintenance of equipment
Traffic

Transportation
Miscellaneous
General
Total

1917.

1916.

10.4
14.8
7
50.4

41.7

11.1

12.8
-8

.5

.4

2.S

2.3

79.2

69.1

so far as better operation is concerned, the Boston &
Maine is making steady progress. The ton mileage carried in 1917 was 3,342,000,000; an increase over 1916 of
111

The average revenue train load was 383 tons,
4.7 per cent.
an increase of 4 per cent over the previous year. The average carload per loaded car was 19.42 tons, an increase of

The increased train
9.9 per cent over the previous year.
loading was particularly good because traffic conditions
proportion
of empty car
that
there
was
a
greater
were such
mileage in 1917 than in 1916; and there were only four
new locomotives taken into service, so that the gain of over
15 tons per train was due largely to the efforts of officers

and employees.

The principal changes in character of traffic were a decrease in tonnage of products of agriculture and the tonnage of manufactures carried with a large increase both in
tonnage of anthracite coal and of bituminous coal carried.
In 1917, 2,805,000 tons of anthracite was carried, or over

The Boston & Maine
ship, president of the Boston & Maine, and who was appointed by the court temporary receiver, has been appointed
district federal manager of railroads in New England by
He retains, however, his
the Railroad Administration.
duties as an officer of the court in charge of the Boston &
Maine.
During the year $2,344,000 was spent for addiThe work of physical rehabilitation
tions and betterments.
of the Boston & Maine is going on, but, of course, not on
large
scale
probably
as would be the case were condias
a
tions normal.
It would appear to a student of the Boston
& Maine situation, without long continued intimate knowledge of the physical condition of the whole property, that
the installation of modern, scientific principles of railroading, and the carrying out of the physical betterments such
a program would necessitate, and the readjustment of the
rental situation are more important for the return of the
Boston & Maine to solvency than large expenditures for
It may be a recognition of the importance of
additions.
carrying on the program which Mr. Hustis has inaugurated

of improved operating methods, improved relations between
employees and officers and between the public served and
the railroad personnel that the court, Mr. Hustis himself,
and the Railroad Administration came to the agreement to
have Mr. Hustis continue to act both as receiver and as district federal manager.
Under the federal control act, it would be possible to
use a part of the so-called revolving fund created by the
act to purchase securities of a reorganized Boston & Maine;

June
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and efforts are now being nuide to i;:»rry out a reHrgani^ation
under federal supervision and approval.
The following table shows the principal figures for
operation in 1917 as compared with 1916:
1916.

1917.

milcaRr operated
2,305
revenue
$35,080,737
PassenRer revenue
17.814. 738
loial operiiing revenue
59,'«50,779
MainK nance of wav and itruclurei. 6,192,311

2,305
$33.6«),587
16.052.106
55,383.545
6,132,04$
8,786.745
7,088,573
430,298
446.S65
29,957,651
23.078.034
1.473.770
1.263.188
47,164.941
38.251.716
2,156.649
2,091,089
11.358,313
16.242,791
419.384*
4.790.874

.\ver.-i|{e

Freight

Maintenance o( equipment

expenws

1 raffle

Transiwrtation expeniei
General expenses
Total operating expenses

Taxes
Gross income
Ket income
•Deficit

Chicago,

St.

Paul,

Minneapolis
LDiE
era
to

ITS

—the

meet

Chicago,

in the year

St.

& Omaha

est increases in tasts were .shown, because of the higher compensation for labor and for fuel. Tlie total incrca.se in transportation expenses was $1,599,000 of which increase $534,000
was in labor and $998,000 in fuel. The cost of fuel for train
locomotives alone was over 40 per cent greater in 1917 than
in 1916.
During the year $884,000 was spent for additions and
Of this
betterments exclusive of additional e(|uipmcnt.
At the end of the year the company had cash on hand

$473,000 as compared' with $2,519,000 at the close of busiThe company had on hand also $3,176,000
ness in 1916.
worth of materials and supplies, over twite as much as at
1916.
On December 31, 1917, there were $500,the end of
000 in loans and notes payable as against none in December
.>1, 1916, ami niisielhmeous accounts payable had increased
from $149,000 to $343,000.
Tlie following table shows the principal figures for ojx'ralion in l')17 as compared with 1916:
1917.

— the

.\vcr.i«e

Chicago & North WestPaul, Minneapolis & Omaha had

PARENT cuMP.ANv

ended December 31, 1917, greatly

structures.

was $403,000, as compared

$1,628,000 in 1916.
The freight revenue earned during the
$13,885,000, representing an increase of 0.34
This increase was
the high figures of 1916.
not to an increase in tons carried or even in
mileage but to an increase in the revenue per

vith

year totaled
per cent over
due, however,

the total tonton-mile from
There was in fact a decrease in the
8.1 mills to 8.3 mills.
With this decrease in
total ton mileage of 2.11 per cent.
ton mileage there was a 5 per cent decrease in freight tram
mileage, the average load per loaded car having been increased from 22 to 23 tons and the average train load from
414 tons to 429 tons. With this almost stationary level of
freight traffic on the high basis of 1916, there was an increase of 6 per cent in passenger revenues. The number cf
passengers carried showed a sfight decrease, but the average
distance each passenger was carried and similarly the aver-

age revenue per passenger, showed increases.
The total increase in operating expenses for the year as
compared with 1916 amounted to $2,233,000. The increase
in charges for maintenance of way was not considerable,
Increases in the cost of labor and
being only $121,000.
other items were partly balanced by decreases in the
amounts spent for rail and ballast, these latter decreases being
the result presumably of the difficulty of securing steel for

the usual program.

Charges for maintenance of equipment increased $482,000
1917 over 1916, these increases being represented almost
entirely by more expensive repairs to locomotives and freight
in

cars.
It

was, of course,

in transportation

expenses that the great-

1.749

Taxes

1,327,995
4.298.538
4.837.725
2,118.589
1.715.986
402,603

Operating income
Cross income
Net income
Dividends
Surplus

it>

the balance for the year

operated

revenue
$13,884,710
Passenger revenue
5.741.0J8
Total operating revenue
21.476.509
Mainirnanrc of way and structure!. 2,481.820
Maintenance of equipment
3.016.674
Traffic expenses
344.105
Transportation expenses
9,279.431
General expenses
544.356
ToUl orerating expenses
15.841.318

in-

Unlike the North Western it did not
operating revenues greatly, the increase in total
operating revenues being only $622,000 or about 3}i per
ent, and the increase in freight revenues only one-third of
me per cent.
The total operating revenues for the road during 1 s) 1
uere $21,477,000 as compared with $20,855,000 in 191o.
The increase was chiefly in passenger revenues, which were
6 per cent greater in 1917 than 1916.
Operating expenses
increased from $13,609,000 to $15,841,000, bringing the
74
the net revenue
ratio
per
cent;
operating
from 65 up to
from operations was $5,635,000, or $1,611,000 less than in
1916. The net income was $2,119,000. The usual dividend
of 7 per cent on the preferred stock was paid but only 5
per cent on the common instead of 7 per cent as in 1916:
increase

mileaite

Frright

creased charges for labor, for fuel, for repairs to locomotives
and rolling stock and to a lesser extent for maintenance of

way and

It 57

New
M'cir

Adjuslimnis

Crciinan.

6

illustratcd.
ical

1916.
1.753
»13. 837.306

5.414.952
20.855.286
2,360.323
2,534.794
356.121
7.680.387
498.883
13.608.879
1.053.393
6.185.981
6.664.051
3.714.975
2.087,222
1,627.754

Books

K.t^utalinn.
p.dited by C. H.
by 9 in., bound in cloth, 334 pages, nonPublished by the American Academy of Polith'nilr.^nd

in

in.

and Social Science, Philadelphia. Pa.

Price, paper, $1,

clolh. $1.50.

This volume of the .\nnals of the American Academy of
Political and Social Science deals exclusively with the problems of railway regulation. It contains 23 papers on this subject including the following: Principles and Practices of Car
Service Regulation by H. E. Byram; Federal Control of Railroads in War Time by Max Thelen; Regulation of Car Service Under Government Control of Operation by John J.
Esch; Reconstituting Railroad Regulation by George A. 'Post:
Government Operation of .A.merican Railroads by Clifford
Thome; Physical Needs of the Railways Under Government Control, by Julius H. Parmelce and Adjustment of
Laboj-'s Demands During Federal Control of Railroad Operation by Gleen E. Plumb.

Reports of Committees of the American Association of Railroad
188 pages. IlSuperintendents. Edited by the Secretary.
lustrated. 6 m. by 9 in. Bound in Paper. Published by the
.Issociation.

Louis,

J.

Rothchild,

Secretary,

Union Station,

St.

Mo.

Owing to the fact that tlie thirteenth annual meeting of this
Association which was scheduled to be held in Minni-ai^lis,
Minn., on August 8-10, 1917, was indefinitely postponed, the
reports of the committees which were to have been presented at
that meeting have been published in a volume which also contains a number of valuable papers on transpwrtation problems.
These include papers by W. G. Beslcr, president and general
manager, C. R. R. of N. J.; L. F. Loree, president, D. & H.
E. Raymond, general
L. F. Johnson, president, N. & W.
superintendent, A. T. & S. F.; W. S. Williams, general supReports are also
erintendent, Illinois Central, and others.
presented on a large number of subjects of immediate interest
;

to transj>ortation men.

Construction Progress on the Alaskan Railroad*
The Main Track Has Been Laid

to Mile

Post 211 on This

471 -Mile Government Project

By

Col. Frederick Mears, U. S. A.

Formerly Member of the Alaskan Engineering Commission
1914, President Wilson appointed the
Engineering Commission, with William C. Edes

THE SPRING OF

INAlaskan

designated as chairman and chief engineer; which commission was thereby directed and empowered to make the
iield surveys, detailed examinations and reports under the
general direction of Franklin K. Lane, secretary of the inThe results of the season's work were embodied in
terior.
a report by the Alaskan Engineering Commission, and

formed the basis for the President's action in the selection
what is commonly called "The Western Route" for the government railroad, running from Seward on the Kenai peninsula to Fairbanks, the head of navigation on the Tanana
river, a distance of 471 miles.

of

location of parts of the line

number
same time

feasible to replace a

was made and

was found
by embank-

it

of the structures

greatly improve the alineraent.
ments, and at the
Considerable work of this nature was done by station men
during the season, and the line was vastly improved, especially between miles 7 and 12, and between miles IS and 20.
About 12 miles of track was raised on its original alinement,
it having been built too low to allow proper drainage, principally between Seward and mile 4, and between mile 33

and

40.

Bridges and Trestles

A new
each,

bridge, consisting of five

was

pony

truss spans of 56

ft.

built across the Resurrection river at mile 3, to

link in the chain to connect tidewater with the
interior of Alaska and the coal tields was the single-track,
standard-gage railroad, starting at the town of Seward, at
This railroad, originally
the head of Resurrection Bay.

The

first

Alaska Central and later changed to Alaska Northconceived by certain Seattle capitalists in 1903
the purpose of securing a more direct route from the

called the
ern,
for

was

tirst

Ocean to the interior of Alaska. The ultimate inwas to extend the line northeasterly to Circle Cit}',
Later it was hoped to
about 130 miles from Fairbanks.
open extensive coal deposits known to exist on the Matanuska river.
Actual construction began at Seward in 1904, and grading
was finished and track laid to Kern creek, mile 71, and some
work was done along Tumagain Arm north of Kern creek,
but in 1909 all construction work was suspended.
Pacific
tention

Purchased by United States Government
In April, 1915, a formal contract was entered into by
which this road was to be acquired for the sum of $1,150,000, much less than its original cost, and a sum within the
value of the physical properties as computed by our engineers.
In June, 1915, when the season opened, control of
the road was taken over by the government, but it w-as not
until August 25, 1915, that litigation over the title ceased

and an

initial installment of

$500,000 was paid.

The Alaskan Engineering Commission began the repair
of the Alaska Northern in the early summer of 1916, about
the time that the final payment of $650,000 was made (June
30, 1916), and the United States Government came into full
During the summer, about 500
possession of the property.
or 600 men were employed in various branches of construction work.

For the greater part of the distance along the line of the
had never been cleared for more
During 1916,
than a few feet on either side of the track.
the right-of-w-ay was cleared to a width of 100 feet for a
Other forces were used to rebuild the
distance of 35 miles.
In the original
grade and repair the roadbed and track.
railroad the right-of-way

construction of the road, in order to save expense, much
curvature had been introduced. Many wooden trestles were
built to save the cost of embankments, and these, in many
instances, were placed on sharp curves.

structures were badly decayed

A number

and needed renewing.

of these

A

re-

A descrip•Ab5tracled from an article in the .Maska Railroad Record.
tion of this line appeared in RhHkov Age Gncelle of April 20. 1917, pago
828.

Progress

Map

of the

Alaskan Railway

replace an old trestle, badly decayed, which originally was
built too low.
.\ total of 2,172 ft. of entirely new trestle
bridges was built at different points, where needed, to replace
structures, and about five miles of bridging was
The superstructures,
thoroughly inspected and repaired.
generally speaking, were found to be in good condition for

abandoned

light traffic.

From

1458

Seward yard, north for about
old 56-lb. steel was replaced with new 65-lb.

the south end of the

five miles, the

June
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from the slock bought with the railroinl, and
was reteivetl aiul distributetl to toniplete
tlie line to mile 12.
I'here were [ilaced under the track
JO.OOO lu. yd. of gravel ballast and about 80,000 cross tics.
Considerai)le work was done in the terminal yard at Seward,
and about a mile of new siiiings was laiil, and a wye put in.
An iniluslrial spur was laid, following along the water front
on the south boundary ot the town, affording rail facilities
for warehouses and industries.
slirl, ul>taiiicd

enough

70-11).

The

steel

rolling stcxk bought

with the railroad, consisting of
and 1 7 tiat cars, was put
in serviceable condition, and to them have been added 2
box cars,
llat cars, 2 cabooses, 10 12-cu. yd. Western sidedump cars, and 2 passenger coaches. The repairs to the
jiroperty during the summer made it p)ossible to operate a
train consisting of a 60-ton engine, caboose and several cars,
from Seward to Kern creek, on October 2. 1916.

3 engines, 3 bo.\ cars, 2 cabooses

towards the coal fields for a distance of 40 miles. The grading h.id been com|jleted ready for track for about 35 miles,
anil track had been laid to Kagle river, a distance of 13
miles,
.\bout three miles of yard track had l>een laid at
Anchorage in the material yard and d<Kk a])pro;iihes.

Continuing Construction During 1916
Kagle river
bridge with a

The

work

rehabilitation

of

Table of Yardage
rehabilitation alaska northers
Loose
rock
Common
Frozen
ExcaT:;tton
1-71)
K.xcav3tioii
1-71)

durinfc

1916

during

1917

Solid

rock

Total

72,016

266,174

(miles

180.105

14,153

(miles

Total

188.453

8,392

10,467

220.992

428,304

368.558

22.545

10.467

293,008

694,578

Cost to December 31, 1917
$1,157,839.49
Purchase of Al.iska Northern
Rehahilitalion. .Alaskn Northern. includinR repairs and maintenance, but not ircluding equipment or supplies on hand or
774.277.51
in transit, to Ilecembcr 31. 1916
'.

T.inuary

1,

to

December

31.

$2,777,777.95
181.255.44
369.393.01

Equipment
Supplies on h.ind and in transit

$3,328,426.40

Total

Average cost of road to December 31, 1917, 70.8 miles,
not including equipment or supplies on hand, about $39,000
per mile.

Work

on the

New

Line

1915, Congress passed an act appropriating
52,000,000 for the beginning of construction on the Alaska
railroad.
The work which was contemplated with the initial
appropriation was to build from .\nchorage to the Matanuska
river, a distance of 35 miles, covering al)0Ut one-half the
In
distance from tidewater to the Matanuska coal fields.
addition to the building of the railroad grade, certain terminal facilities of a temporary nature were planned at
4,

.Anchorage.

The

work began in May, 1915, when clearing of the
way commenced, followed by grading forces who

first

right of

were placed ujwn the work as rapidly as the engineers could
stake it out. Construction camps were established at various
points along the line, and the.se camps, as far as possible,
were supplied by barges working along the east shore of
Knik Arm. A considerable outfit of freight teams was also
required to move supplies from the points along the Arm to
the grading camps.
.\t

the end of

in

erection of this

had reached the bridge. As soon as the structure
was complete, track gangs started laying steel towards Peters
mile

creek,

13((.5,

miles distant, at whicli

eight

railroad comes very close to the east shore of

jioint

Knik

the

.\mi,

both as to location and grade elevation. The track was laid
during a severe winter under trying conditions, and was put

down

solely for the |)urpo.sc of ])ushing material

and

supi)lies

Peters creek, which point could |)rolitably be used as a

lilies

all

construction materials and sup-

needed for the Matanuska branch

line.

summer

of 1916, work was actively
with the result that by November the track was pushed out to King river, a point 61
miles from Anchorage, 23 miles from the junction, and 14
miles from Chickaloon, the end of the line to the coal fields.
A large winter construction camj) was established at the end
of steel, from which to continue work towards Chickaloon.

During the spring and
continued on the branch

line,

In the month of March, 1916, several station gangs were
given contracts for clearing right-of-way on the main line
north of Matanuska, leading toward the Susitna valley, as
it was desirable to have this right-of-way cleared of timljer
and undergrowth as early as fxjssible to make way for grading.
Under this plan the right-of-way was cleared for a
distance of 10 miles north of Matanuska Junction early in
the year.
At the beginning of 1916, the available funds for

work were insufficient to
was accordingly decided to favor
This
the work on the branch line toward the coal fields.
caused an unavoidable delay in the beginning of active opAbout July 1, when money was
erations on the main line.
available for the purpo.'^e, grading gangs started work north
of the Junction, and early in the summer the first 10-milc
section was completely covered.
the prosecution of the construction

meet

all

demands, and

it

845.660.95

1917

Total

On March

mile 127.0 by a long w<j<jden
span over the main river channel.
bridge consumed two or three months

cros.sed

winter shipping ba.se for

luntinued steadily during
I'^n.
The number of men employed varied from .500 in
700
in
August,
with
to
a corresponding reduction
January
About 400,000 cu. yd. of material were
in the late fall.
moved in this process, resulting in the complete repair of
the track and roadbed for standard traffic from Seward to
the first summit, mile 12, and the partial repair of roadbed,
track and bridges, from mile 12 to Kern creek.
The road was operated from Seward to Kern creek during
the summer, whenever the train movement did not interfere
with the repairs or changes to track and roadbed. Operation
was continued in this manner until January, 1918, when
traffic north of mile 40 was interrupted by the deep snow.
'ITie

is

()0-ft. truss

after track

to

Season of 1917
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1915. the right-of-way had been cleared

Revision of Line

The

rapid growth, and general importance of the
town of Anchorage made it desirable in 1916 to put the
main line of the railroad through the town, instead of passThe
ing four miles to the eastward as originally surveyed.
new line swings around the town on a low grade elevation,
west
of
the
Ship
creek
immediately
at
the
end
and crosses
freight yards, connecting with the line formerly known as
The so-called Ship creek spur line,
the Shi[) creek spur.
which had been built the previous season, was utilized and
size,

became a part of the new main line.
The right-of-way was cleared on the new line south of
.•\nchoragc Itefore the snow was off the ground, and grading
commenced in this district in the month of May. The work
was pressed during the summer and in the early fall the grade
was made ready for the track, which was laid southward
from .\nchorage for a distance of lOV^ miles. While this
work was in progress materials and supplies were shipped
around by water into Turnagain Arm, and distributed at
various camps along the Arm as far south as Rainlww creek
(mile

<iA).

Work
The adopted

Started on Upper Susitna River
location for the

new

railroad closely follows

Susitna river for a distance of 75 miles, and advantage
was taken of this situation to attack the railroad line along
While it is necessarj- to stretch the imagithe upper river.
tlie
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nation a little to say tliat the Susitna river is a navigable
stream, still it was found possible to operate a steam-driven,
stern-wheel river boat, capable of carr)'ing a cargo of 100
tons on its own bottom, from the construction base at Anchorage to the old Indian village of Croto, a point about 50 miles

above the mouth of

tlie

river.

The Commission purchased

the river steamer "Omineca" for this work (which had been
used for similar purpnases for the Grand Trunk Pacific in
its line in Canada), and used it continuously during the 1916 season, between the points named, a
distance of about 70 miles.
Light draft boats were operated on the upper river. They
carried all of the materials and supplies used during the
season to the amount of 2,685 tons. They also transferred
the various superintendents, civil engineers, construction
men, and station gangs to the new work, to the number of

the construction of

1,019 persons.
The headquarters for the Talkeetna district was established at a point called Talkeetna, at the confluence of the
Talkeetna and Susitna rivers. During the season the rightof-way along the adopted location was cleared from Sheep
creek (mile 203) to Indian river (mile 265), and the roadbed was graded in various disconnected sections over a total
At the same time additional condistance of 22.8 miles.
struction materials and supplies were delivered at a point on
the upper river, near some heavy rock work, where they were
available to use the following season, before the river opened
to summer navigation.

Terminal District
Although a good camp had been established at Anchorage
during the 1915 season, there still remained a large amount
of work to be done in order properly to equip this important
Accordingly, during the 1916
point as a construction base.
summer season a number of buildings were erected. The
completed track, which was extended from Peters creek (mile
136J4) to Matanuska Junction (mile 151), was also taken
over by the Terminal district, and maintained and operated
as a revenue-producing line. On January 1, 1916, the commission started to collect fares from all persons desiring to
take advantage of the construction trains, on the basis of
6 cents per passenger mile, and during the winter and spring
of 1916 a complete set of blank forms for railroad operation were prepared and put into use, in accordance with the
Interstate Commerce Commission's requirements.
Comparatively large construction forces were continued at
work during the winter of 1916-17. At the close of the 1916
season there remained about 14 miles of heavy grade to
complete along the Matanuska branch line, near the coal
fields, and this part of the line (almost entirely solid rock),
Station
was entirely covered by the month of February.
gangs were established at such intervals as to insure comAbout 320
pletion of the line during the early summer.
men were employed on this district through the winter, and
Track was
graded.
completely
by August IS the line was
laid ahead from King quite rapidly, using a Roberts tracklaying machine to put down the steel and ties. The end of
the line reached Chickaloon on October 20, 1917.
The construction department worked a good many men
along Turnagain Arm, south of Anchorage during 1917.
About 1,000 men, divided into approximately 50 station
gangs, were employed throughout the winter and early summer, and at the time of the present writing (March, 1918)
the grade has been practically completed between Anchorage (mile 115) and Bird Point (mile 81). Track has been
laid southward from Anchorage for 24 miles, reaching a
point known locally as Falls creek, or mile 91. The remaining interval between Bird Point (mile 82) and Kern creek
(mile 71) will be completed in August, 1918.
The line from Kern creek (mile 71), (the end of the
Alaska Northern Railroad), to Potter creek, mile 101, along
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the north shore of

Turnagain Arm,

is

the heaviest contin-

uous construction on the whole railroad. Occasionally, for
a short distance, a bench occurs, on which the line can be
placed with easy construction; but for the greater part of
the distance, the line has to be benched in on heavy transThe contour of the country is very irregular,
verse slopes.
making it impossible to secure light work even by the introIn many cases deep emduction of very sharp curvature.

bankments and gulches occur, and

in order to save exjjensive

cuts in the precipitous rock bluffs it was necessary to make
heavy fills, the slopes extending into the waters of Turnagain

Arm, where they are
encountered

is

affected

The rock
tides.
with some quartzite

by the heavy

mostly of a hard

slate,

dikes.

Character of

Work Along Turnagain Arm

Many

timber culverts and small trestle openings were required along Turnagain Arm, and at several points truss
It is estibridges were necessary over the larger streams.
mated that about 8,000 lin. ft. of snowsheds will eventually
be required in this district; and these sheds will have to be
of very substantial character to withstand the shock from
the slides which frequently start from long distances up the
cleared mountainside.
About 2,250,000 cu. yd. of excavation has been accomplished along Turnagain Arm at the present writing, about
half of which (or a little more than 1,000,000 cu. yd.) was
There remained to complete this section only
solid rock.
170,000 cu. yd. on January 1, 1918.

Work in the Talkeetna district was somewhat handicapped
during 1917 on account of shortage of funds, but nevertheless a small force worked during the summer, with the result that track was pushed northward to Montana creek,
mile 211, and with the exception of a few disconnected sections, grade was made ready for track between Montana
creek (mile 211) and Dead Horse hill (mile 249).
Some of the important items of work accomplished in the
Anchorage division between May 1, 1915, and December 31,
1917, are the following:
Excavation

Permanent bridges
Track, main line, including Matanuska branch
Completed line from Anchorage to Matanuska coal
miles),

original

estimate

7,530,697 cu. yd.
18,031 lin. ft.
158 miles
fields (74.9
$3,352,243.00

December, 1917:
Main line, .is far as Matanuska Junction
Matanuska branch

Cost to

-„, ^o
1,479,587.68
2,183,776.13

$3,663,363.81

The Gibraltar

Straits Tunnel.

—

Interest

has lately

revived in the scheme for a tunnel beneath the Straits of
Gibraltar, which has, like that for a railway link between
England and France, made an appeal to engineers for a
Some of the technical aspects of tlie
generation or more.
project have been under discussion before the French Society
of Civil Engineers, and it does not appear to be thought
that there are any abnormal difficulties on the engineering
Owing to the depth of water and character of the sea
side.

bed and the underlying strata, it would be necessary to construct such a tunnel at a depth, it is believed, of some 840
meters (2,756 ft.); and the length between Tarifa, the suggested point of departure on the Spanish side of the Straits,
and either of the alternative points of emergence on the

Morocco coast, would be about 15^ miles. The London
Times points out that it is assumed by the advocates of the
scheme that the cost of construction would not exceed £10,000,000 ($50,000,000), but necessary port improvements
would call for the expenditure of an additional i4,000,000
($20,000,000). There can be no doubt that the linking of
the European and African railway systems would give a
great stimulus to French and Spanish trade, and on the assumption that the tunnel beneath the Straits of Dover is
constructed, the tunnel would provide over the Trans-African
railway a through route between England and South Africa.

1

Doings

United States Railroad Administration

of the

Director General

McAdoo

Gives Out a Statement as to

the Policy of Federal Control
WA.lllaulUK. u. c.

DikEViok

GKNEk.\L

McAdou

on June 15 gave out the

following signed statement of the policy of the Railroad Administration:
I'he policy of the United States Railroad Administration
lias been informed and siiaped by a desire to accomplish the
following pur[)oses which are named in what 1 conceive to
tx- the order of their importance:
•

winning of the war, which includes the prompt
tiie men and
ilie material
that the governre<|uires.
To this everjthing else must be subor-

"First, the

movement of
ment

dinated.

"Second, the service of the public, which is the jjurpose
which the railways were built and given the privileges
accorded them. This implies the maintenance and improvement of the railroad properties so that adequate transportation facilities will be provided at the lowest cost, the object
of the government being to furnish service rather than to
for

make money.
''Third, the promotion of a spirit of

sympathy and a

bet-

understanding as between the administration of the railways and their two million employees, as well as their one
hundred million patrons, which latter class includes ever)individual in the nation, since transportation has become a
prime and universal necessity of civilized existence.
"Fourth, the application of sound economies, including:
ter

I

a)

(b)

The elimination of superfluous expenditures.
The payment of a fair and living wage for services

ren-

dered and a just and prompt compensation for inreceived.

juries

The purchase

(c)

of material

and equipment

at the lowest

prices consistent with a reasonable but not

an exces-

sive profit to the producer.

(d)

The adoption

(e)

The

of standardized equipment and the introduction of approved devices that will save life and

labor.

(

f)

routing of freight and passenger traffic with due
regard to the fact that a straight line is the shortest
distance between two points.

The

intensive

ful record

employment of all equipment and a careand scientific study of the results obtained,

with a view to determining the comparative efficiency
secured.

•The development of this polic>- will, of course, require
time.
The task to which the Railroad Administration has
It is as yet too early
addressed itself is an immense one.
judge of the results obtained, but I believe that great
All
goal
of our ideals.
the
toward
made
progress has been
those who have had a share in this great work, including

to

my

staff and the officers and emhave shown intelligence, public
-pirit, loyalty and enthusiasm in dealing with problems that
:iave already been solved and attacking those that still await

especially the

ployees

of

members

the

of

railways,

-olution.

"With their continued co-operation, I feel assured of a
future in which the lessons of our accumulating experience
will 1^ effectively employed to humanize the science of railroading and
souls

negative

the

idea

tliaf

corporations

have no

"

Operating Statistics Section
of the Operating Statistics Section of
the Division of Operation, with W. J. Cunningham as manCircular No. 8, issued by
ager was noted in a recent issue.
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the Division of Operation,
section as follows:
riic

Operating

^U|nrvi>e, the

announces the

funcnion.->

of the

Section will arrange for, and
of standardized reports and statistics

Statistics

making

the maintenance and operation of railroads
under federal control; and will make such compilations of
I'ertaining

statistics as

to

may

be required.

The monthly report of freight operations, heretofore comand issued by the Bureau of Railway Economics, will
be compiled and issued by the Operating Stati>tics Section.
Railroads will send their individual reports (American Railway Association Form FO 2) for the months of April, May,
June and July to the Operating Statistics Section instead of
to the Bureau of Railway Economics.
Reports for April
which have already been sent to the Bureau will be turned
over to the Operating Statistics Section.
Effective with the month of August, 1918, statistics relating to maintenance and operation will be required on
standardized forms.
These forms, and instructions as to
their use, will be sent out within the next two weekpiled

Uniform

Methods

of

Organizing

Safety

and

Conducting

Work

H. W. Belnap, manager of the safety section of the Division of Operation of the Railroad Administration, has issued the following outline of the organization of safety
committees, which is recommended to the railroads to be
followed in perfecting safety organizations on all Class 1
railroads, as ordered by Circular No. 5 issued by C. R. Gray,
director of the division of operation.
The recommended
outline is for the purpose of establishing uniformity in methods of organizing safety committees, as well as to stimulate
an interest in accident prevention and measures intended to
reduce the hazards of railroad emplo^-ment.
The recommended form of organization is as follows:
A committee to be known as the General Safety Committee
shall be organized, composed of general and division officers
of the road, chosen in such a manner that all the different
departments of service shall be represented on that committee.
The chief operating officer, or such other general officer
as he shall designate, shall act as chairman.
This coirmiittee shall have general supervision of the safet)- organization.
On each division shall be formed a Division Safety Committee, composed of division officers, with the superintendent
as chairman, and one or more representatives of each of the
different classes of service.

In each large shop shall be formed a Shop Safety

Com-

composed of the principal officers of the .shop, with
the ranking officer as chairman, and one or more representatives of each of the different classes of service.
If the shop
is under the jurisdiction of the division superintendent, the
mittee,

committee shall report to the Division Safctv- Committee,
otherwise to the General Safety Committee.
In each large terminal shall !« formc"d a Terminal Safety
Committee, cnmpiosed of the officers in charge, with the sujjerintendent or ranking officer as chairman and one or more
representatives of each of the different classes of service. If
the terminal is under the jurisdiction of the division sujicrintendent. the committee .shall rejwrt to the Division Safety
Committee, otherwise to the General Safety Committee.
Where conditions retjuire. lotal committees may be organized in yards, roundhouses, smaller shops, large freight
houses,

etc.
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Safet)- Committee shall meet at least quarOther safety committees shall meet monthly and report proceedings on proper form to the General Safety
Committee.
The principal officers of the division, shop or terminal
Other memshall be permanent members of the committees.

INAL Safety Coi
Superintendent, Trnininast
:neral Yardmaster, Chairman.

The General

terly.

bers shall serve for a period of six
discretion of the chairman, but it
all the members at one time.

months or a year
is

inadvisable to

at the

safety organization should invite the fullest co-operaof every employee in calling to the attention of the
various committees, practices and conditions which are not

The

tion

conducive to safety, but such information communicated by
any one to these safety committees shall not be used as a

On

The amount

be an

officer

of time which

it

charge of

in

will be necessary

for him to devote to the work should be governed entirely
He should compile statistics for the
by local conditions.
information and guidance of safety committees, issue bulletins, attend all meetings of General Safety Committee; also
such division, shop and terminal committees as he feels require his presence in order to maintain the proper degree of
He should carefully review minutes of all cominterest.

mittee meetings.
The circular states that
mulate suggestions which

manifestly impossible to forIn
universally applicable.
perfecting this committee form of organization, it is realized
that local conditions must in every case govern the personnel
Official titles vary with the individual
of each committee.
railroads and in some cases the duties of more than one of
Comthe positions indicated may be vested in one person.
mittees may, therefore, be enlarged or decreased, as condiThe details of the organization of committees
tions require.
properties,
is properly left to the managers of the various
but it is desired that they adhere as closely as practicable to
it

is

are

which

the outline suggested,

is

as follows:

Vice-president or

Superintendent Passenger Trar

General Superintendent.
Chief Engineer,
Engineer Maintenance of Way,
Signal Engineer,
Superintendent of Motive Power,
"
Stock,
Rolling
Superintendent f' "
Mechanical Engineer,
sportaSuperintendent Freight

tation,

General Claim

.-\gent

or

Claim

torney.

Chief Surgeon,
General Storekeeper,
General Safety .^gent or Super
cretary (of Committee).

ON Safety Committee
Superintendent, Chairman

Di-

(a) Track
(a) P.ridge

Division Engineer,
Trainmaster,
Master Mechanic,
o

Trav-

eling Engineer.

Conductor,
(o) lirakeman.

Signal Supervisor,
Division Storekeeper,
or
any),

(if

Division

Safety

Switchman,
Car RepairSignalman,
Shopman, e

(.i)

Agent

(a) Yardmaster,
(a) .^gent or Operator.
Supervisor
or
(a) Roadmaster

(n)
I")
'a)

Switchman,
Engineman,
Memljers marked

Secretary.
of

Shop Committees
Locoinotiz'e department
General Foreman,

Roundhouse Foreman,
(a)
(n)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(a)
(,j)

ia)

Machinist.
Boilermaker,
Blacksmith,
Sheet Metal Worker,
Shop Storekeeper,
Electrician,

Foundryman,
Hostler,
Operator,
Secretary,

Crane

Note.

— In

some instances

tees in the car
t.'referable.

and locomoti

Secretary,

should
chairma

(ii)

a period of six

months or a year

This form of organization follows closely that recoma committee of the American Railway Associa1913 (Circular No. 1333.)

tion in

\V. P. Borland, assistant chief inspector of safety appliances of the Interstate Commerce C ommission, has been
appointed assistant manager of the Safety Section, and
Charles W. Gregg of the New York Central has been added
to the staff of regional supervisors, with office at Washington,

Supplement

Master Mechanic, Ch;

Car department
General Foreman,
(d) Carpenter,
(a) Car Repairer or Inspector
(a) Woodworker,
(a) Millwright,

(a) Machine Operator,
(n) Painter,
(o) Electrician,
(a) Storekeeper,

Secretary.

to the

Wage

Order

The

Director General has issued the following Supplement No. 1 to General Order No. 27:
"The following will be added as general rules to Section
F, Article II:

"(14)

For positions created since December.

salaries will be readjusted so as to

conform

1915, the

to the basis es-

tablished in General Order No. 27, for positions of similar

scope or responsibility.

"(IS) Where wages were increased through arbitration or
other general negotiations, which cases were definitely closed
out prior to December 1, 1915, but which for any reason

were not put into

January 1, 1916, the inNo. 27 will be applied to such
they were in effect in December, 1915."

effect until after

creases fixed by General Order
basis of wages as if

Interchange Inspection
the end that interchange inspection \\ork may not be
duplicated under government operation of railroads, so that

To

more repair work and

less

unnecessary inspection will result,

the Division of Operation has ordered, in Circular No. 7
1.
That joint arrangements shall be made to prevent

such duplication in inspection by arranging all inspection
forces at interchange points with a head or chief joint in-

ment.

M.

C. B. Rule No. 2 is modified as follows:
offered in interchange (except those having defective safety appliances) must be accepted by the
may either run, repair or transfer ladline,
which
receiving
2.

Present

(a)

Loaded cars

ing from car.
(b) The repairs to car or transfer of lading is to be done
by the railroad having facilities nearest available. If facilities are equally available by both railroads, the car will be

moved

to facilities located in the direction car is
If car is

3.

shopped

for repairs

due

moving.

to:

—
—

(a) Old defects that existed before car was loaded
(b) Lading requiring transfer or readjustment on account
of not l)eing in accordance with M. C. B. Loading Rules
(c) Overload requiring transfer of lading
(d) Not being within clearance dimensions over route it

—

Track,

Superintendent of Shops

(nl Fireman.
(o) Section Foreman.
(a) Station Employee,
(a) Car Department Employee,
(a) Car Clerk, Checker or Sealer,

Yard

(a)
ia)

at the discretion of the

(a) Engineman,
In) J^'reman,
<<i)

Claim Agent or Adjuster,
District

Foremai
and Bu

Employee,

Road Foreman of Engines

or

spector as conditions recjuire, to supervise the forces and see
that inspection and repairs are properly made to car equip-

General Safety Committee
General Manage

Foreman

ductor,

mended by

mittee meetings.

safety work.

Day Yardmaster,
Night Yardmaster,
(a) Switch

change

The employee members of the various committees attending metings shall be paid their regular wages and such expenses as they necessarily incur in going to and from com-

basis of disciplinary action.
each railroad there shall
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is

to pass
(e)

The

—

Not meeting A. R. A.

third rail clearance

facilities nearest to car will

—

be used in making repairs

to car or transfer of lading.
4.

Should the location of

facilities

require a

receiving

transfer, the delivering line wiD not be billed
for transfer or readjustment of lading, but the chief joint or
head inspector will make report and forward to the head of

line to

make

The railroad
the mechanical department of both railroads.
responsible for conditions making necessan,- the shopping of
car for old defects or transfer of lading, will impose discipline for

willful

and inexcusable violation of M. C. B.

June

21.
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Federal Managers and General Managers

S.

B. R. Pollock
Federal Manager. Boston

Federal

Federal

& Maine

Ralph Peters
Manager, Long Island

General

G. Strickland

Manager. Chicago
Western

H. W. McMaster
Manager. Wheeling
Lake Erie

C.

&

North

B. A.

&

H. Lwing

Federal Manager. Philadelphia ft Reading and Central of New Jersey

Worthington

General Manager, Cincinnati. In
dianapolis

General

& Western

Manager,

Hocking

Valley

^

^

B. (.. Stevenson
General Manager. Toledo, St. Louis

L. G.

A

General
General Manager. Lake Erie

& Western

Manager,

way

in

Coleman
Grand Trunk

New England

Rail-
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Rules of Interchange and Loading, and A. R.

same as instructed

in

director general's

A

Rules, the

Order No.

8,

for

violation of safety appliance law.

Cars whether loaded or empty having safety appli5.
ance defects will have such defects repaired immediately
upon discovery and will not be offered in interchange. If
necessar)' to move a car to shops for repairs of safety appliance defects, it must be moved to shops of the company upon

whose

line

it

Empty

became

cars offered

serviceable condition,

make the repairs.
With these modifications, owners must receive their
when offered home for repairs at any point on their
lines where repair facilities and material are available.
9.
Such inspectors as are now engaged on duplicate work
will be assigned to repair work so as to insure maximum
safety of operation and prompt movement of traffic.
ties,

should

8.

own

cars

Changes
The

in

Rate Order

break in Director General McAdoo's rate order in
response to the many complaints that have been made came on
June 12 in the form of a supplement to General Order No. 28
making changes demanded by the state railway commissioners
to apply the proposed percentage and specific increases directly to the existing intrastate rates instead of first advancing
those rates to the level of corresponding interstate rates and
then advancing them again.
The state commissioners had
asked either that this be done or that they be given further
recognition by allowing them to order the advances.
The
changes which were later announced in the supplement were
briefly mentioned in last week's issue. The state commissioners were reinforced in their demand by a large number of
congressmen who had been induced to bestir themselves on
behalf of shippers and state commissions. A group of southem senators who thought their states were peculiarly affected
by the order held a conference in the office of Senator Smith
of South Carolina, chairman of the Committee on Interstate
Commerce, and joined in a protest to Mr. McAdoo, asking
him to confer with them on the subject. Mr. McAdoo designated Director Prouty of the Division of Public Service and
Accounting as his representative and Mr. Prouty conferred
with the senators. Whether or not Mr. Prouty so understood
it, the senators took it that he had power to act in the matter,
and they announced after the conference that the state rates,
classifications and minimum weights would be taken as the
basis for the advance.
However, the matter was discussed at
a staff meeting of the Railroad -Administration before the supplement was issued.
first

The

Director General's statement of the changes made by
the supplement was as follows:
The supplement eliminates from General Order No. 28
the provisions to the effect that state rates be cancelled where
in conflict with interstate rates

No change is made in the specific increases provided on
commodities except that the increase of 15 per cent
on cotton is to apply to any quantity instead of carloads
and the provisions on sugar in carloads have been amended
to more clearly provide for maintenance of existing relationships.

and rates for transportation by water not
file with Interstate Commerce Commission are to be
but where now restricted to intrastate traffic, the tariffs
are to continue such restrictions.
The minimum charge of $15 per car will apply only to
line haul shipments and not to brick, cement, coal, coke,
logs, ore, sand and gravel and stone (broken, crushed or
ground), on which the existing rates as increased under
section 2 of the order shall apply.
Section 20 is amended to provide specifically that the
rates to be increased are those existing on May 25, 1918,
including changes previously published but not then effective
and not under suspension, except that the increases will
apply to rates authorized or ordered by the Interstate Commerce Commission prior to May 25, 1918, and published
between May 25, 1918, and June 15, and that where rates
so authorized or ordered are not published before June 15,
they may be increased as provided in the order by subsequent
Intrastate rates

now on
filed,

defective.

in interchange, if in safe and
must be accepted.
7.
Bad order cars which previously had been delivered
in bad order under load must be repaired by the road making transfer, if it has facilities and material; if not, the
nearest repair point on any line, having material and facili6.
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and provides instead that the

increases on both class and commodity rates prescribed by
the order as amended, shall apply to both interstate and
intrastate rates; except that between points in the state of
Oklahoma the class rates for both single and joint lines
shall be as prescribed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in the last Shreveport decision, plus 25 per cent.

The

increased class rates are to be governed by the several
both interstate and intrastate, including exceptions thereto and minimum weights that govern the existing rates; except that the minimum 25 per cent class rate
classifications,

scales are subject to the four standard classifications
in the original order.

named

revision.
tlie proper legend to be used on the
provide interstate or intrastate application as au-

Section 21 provides
tariffs to

thorized by the amended order.
Instructions have also been issued to the railroads to make
modifications in the export and import rates as they would

be affected by the general order. The order provides for the
cancellation of the special import and export rates for the
purpose of leaving in effect the domestic rates, but it has
been discovered that many of the domestic rates are merely
paper rates which have not moved any business and, therefore, have not been kept in line so that the application of
these rates would result in very large and disproportionate
Therefore, specific advances in import and exincreases.
port rates have been worked out which are to be applied as

and to go into effect on June 26; after
which they may be given further consideration.
tentatively reasonable

Simplified Accounting Practices
Director General McAdoo on June 12 issued two general
orders for the purpose of effecting a simplification in the accounting practices of the railroads under federal control, in
recognition of the fact that they are being operated as a single
system and that their revenues are in effect the revenues of
the government.

Settlement of Inter-Road Bills and Accounts
General Order No. 30 provides that, effective July 1, 1918^
the following regulations shall govern the settlement of all
inter-road bills, statements, and accounts rendered by one
carrier under federal control against or for account of another
carrier

under such control.

(1) Settlements by vouchers and the drawing of drafts in
settlement of individual inter-road bills, statements, and accounts rendered by one carrier under federal control against
another carrier under such control, except as provided for in
paragraph (2) hereof, shall be discontinued.
(2) The regulations herein prescribed shall not include:

between a carrier
under such control.
(b) Settlement of accounts between carriers
federal control for the transactions which do not
erly belong on the federal books of either carrier
(a)

Settlement

federal control

of

and a

accounts

under

carrier not

under
propinter-

ested.

(3)

by one

Each

bill,

carrier

statement, or account

made and rendered

under federal control against or in favor of

I

June

another larricr
after

July

thereof,
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21.

1,

as

uiiilcr >u(.h loiitrol, and forwunlccl uu and
191S, shall be plainly stamijcd on tlie face

follows;

191

."

"huluded
Such stamp

in

settli-nient,

sliall

month of
month

indicate the

in which the amount represented by the account will be included for settlement by the carrier rendering the account,
and it shall be included in tlie same month's settlement account by the receiving currier.
No such l)ill, statement, or
account nuule and rendered in one month shall be Ijack-dated
for a prior month.
(4) On the first of each month each carrier shall prepare
and render each other carrier with which it has intcr-road

transactions, as a basis for a settlement tor the

month

just

ended, a statement of debits and credits, in abstract, showing the nature and total of each bill, statement, or account
forwarded by it to each other carrier during the preceding

month.
(5) There shall be opened as of July 1, 1918, on the
federal bocks of each carrier, a clearance or settlement account with each other carrier under federal control with
which it has inter-road transactions.
(6) As inter-road bills, statements, or accounts are made
and rendered they shall be charged or credited as the case
may be, through the clearance or settlement account prescribed in the preceding paragraph.
(7) As inter-road bills, statements, or accounts are re-

ceived they shall be:
(a) Examined as to correctness, as prescribed in General Order No. 20:
(b) Charged or credited to the appropriate operating
or other account:
(c) Credited or charged (as the case may be) by the
receiving carrier to the carrier originating the account
through the appropriate clearance or settlement account

prescribed in paragraph 5 hereof.
(8) The total of each statement for a given month shall
be accepted as rendered, and on or before the fifteenth day
of each month subsequent to that for which such statement
was rendered the creditor carrier shall draw upon the debtor
carrier for the balance between the two statements exchanged

by them.
(9) In the event the statement referred to in paragraph
4 indicates that the originating carrier has charged or
credited the other carrier with a bill, statement, or account
which has not been received, the carrier to which the statement is rendered shall accept the account and credit or debit
the originating carrier therewith to the debit or credit of a

Such receiving carrier shall immediately
suspense account.
take the matter up with the originating carrier for the purIf
pose of locating the missing l)ili, statement, or account.
it be found that such amount was included in the statement
in error, adjustment shall be made therefor in a subsequent
If manife>t errors be found in such statements
statement.
by a receiving carrier, the attention of the originating carrier shall be called thereto and such error or errors shall be
adjusted in the statement for the subsequent month.

EOUIPMENT AND

F.ACILITIES

ACCOUNTS

General Order No. 31 provides that, effective July 1, 1918,
the following rules and regulations shall govern the accounting for the use of equipment or facilities of one carrier
under federal control by or for the account of another carrier under such control, provided, nothing herein contained
shall be construed to warrant the discontinuance of the
keeping, rendition and settlement of such accounts by a car-

under federal control in favor of or against a carrier not
under federal control, in the same manner as heretofore.
I. Hire of Freight and Passenger Train Equipment.
1. The practice of recording, computing and paying per
diem, mileage, or rental fnr the use of freight and passenger

rier

1405

train cars of one i.irrier under federal control by or for
account of anotlier carrier under federal control, and the
adju>tment of differences, reclaims, etc., between such carriers which clearly relate to transactions incurred on or
after January 1, 1918, shall be di.scontinued.
2. Junction cards, interchange reports, location records,
and all other records and re|X)rls necessary to determine the
location of equipment shall be kept, rendered, and ctmipiled

as heretofore.
II.

Joint Facilities

—

Bills for

Use

of.

and after July 1, 191i),
rendered by one carrier under federal control against
another carrier under such control for maintaining and ojx'rating (including taxes and rental) tracks, yards, terminals and
other facilities, including costs to operate equipment used
therein, shall be computed, rendered, charged and paid on
the following bases:
(a) In cases where the tenancy is not changed under
government operations:
The total cost of maintenoperation,
for
ance,
taxes
and rental, as
provided
under existing agreements, and the amounts thereof borne
by each user, for a period not less than six months ended
December 31, 1917, shall be determined by the owning or
operating carrier.
From such costs, the percentage of the
total borne by each user to the total costs shall be determined.
The percentages thus determined shall be applied monthly
to the total costs incurred on and after July 1, 1918, and
bills shall be rendered and paid on the results thus obtained.
(6) In cases where tenants or users are admitted to facilities not heretofore jointly used: Federal managers of the
facilities to be jointly used shall determine, as between themselves, a fair and equitable arbitrary basis for the apportionment of the total costs of maintenance, operation, taxes and
rental which .should be paid by each tenant.
Such basis
shall thereafter during the period of federal control be used
by the owning carrier as a basis for preparation and rendition of bills against the tenants or users, and such tenants
or users shall pay such bills as rendered.
(c) In cases where the number of tenants or users of
facilities now used by tenants under agreements with owners
is increased or decreased:
The literal compliance with the
terms of such agreements shall be temporarily suspended,
for the period of federal control, and a fair and equitable
basis of use shall be determined as prescribed in paragraph
b preceding, except that due regard shall Ije given to tlie
terms of existing agreements in fixing such arbitrary basis.
(d) In cases w'here a lump sum charge has been made by
an owning or operating carrier which is under federal control for the use of a facility used by another carrier which
is under such control, such bills for the lump sum charge
shall be rendered and paid during federal control as heretofore; provided, however, if there be a change in such tenancy
by the admittance of other tenants or otherwise, and the
contractual basis upon which the lump sum charge is made
be disturbed thereby, an arbitrary basis of charge by the
owner against the tenant or tenants shall be determined as
prescribed in paragraph h hereof.
4. Details heretofore required in support of joint facilities, bills, statements and accounts shall be discontinued, except that such bills shall show the totals chargeable and
creditable, to the primary operating revenue, expense, tax
and rental accounts prescribed by the Interstate Commerce
Commission, or which may hereafter be prescribed.
5. If materials and supplies, the value of which is carried
in the accounts of one carrier under federal control, be
used by another carrier under such control for maintaining
or operating equipment or facilities jointly used, the value
at which such materials and supplies are carried in the
accounts of the carrier furnishing them shall be billed
against and paid for by the carrier using them as heretofore,
,5.

bills

Effective with costs incurred on
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except that percentages for overhead and other
expenses shall not be added to the cost thereof.

Traffic

Committee Abolished

Interregional Traftic

Coraniittee,

fect.

Cincinnati Freight Control Committee
of Operation has formed a Committee of
Freight Traffic Control, composed of F. B. Mitchell, chairman; G. Krause, B. Arnold and J. B. Ford, with office at
Cincinnati, Ohio, to secure all necessary reports covering
freight traffic passing Ohio river gateways at Cincinnati,

The Division

Ohio, Louisville, Ky.," Cairo, 111., Evansville, Ind., Paducah,
Kv.. and Portsmouth, Ohio, and to require reports covering
traffic which is routed through either of these gateways, or
wliich may be held for either of them on account of congesThey will give particular attention to the handling
tion.

recommending any measures
movement. The committee will de-

of freight for the government,
wliich will facilitate

its

all embargoes affecting traffic passing through
gateways, their extent and duration, placing same
through the regional directors, and keeping the Car Service
They are expected
Section constantly and fully advised.
to study the traffic passing these gateways, with the view
of detecting and remedying any movements which are out
of line or proper route, conferring freely with the Divisions
and Operation, including the Car Service
of Traffic

cide

upon

these

Section.

Pocahontas Regional Purchasing Committee
X. D. Maher, regional director of the Pocahontas district,
has announced the appointment of a Regional Purchasing
Committee, consisting of E. T. Burnett, purchasing agent of
the Norfolk & Western, as chairman, and B. T. Jellison,
purchasing agent of the Chesapeake & Ohio. The committee
will have its office at Roanoke, Va.

Board

of

Adjustment No.

2

In conformity with the provisions of General Order No. 29,
Railway Board of Adjustment No. 2 has been constituted as
follows:

&

.\lton;

W. H.
E.

F.

Penrith, assistant general manager, Chicago
Potter, assistant to general manager, Soo

Line; A. C. Adams, superintendent of shops. New York,
New Haven & Hartford; E. A. Sweeley, master car builder.
Seaboard Air Line; W. F. Kaderly, general superintendent,
Georgia Southern & Florida; Robt. J. Turnbull, inspector of
transportation, Atlantic Coast Line; H. J. Carr, International
.Association of Machinists; George W. Pring, International
Brotherhood of Boiler Makers, Iron Ship Builders & Helpers
of America; G. C.

Van Domes,

International Brotherhood of

Helpers; F. H. Knight, Brotherhood Railway
Carmen of .\merica; Otto E. Hoard, Sheet Metal Workers'
International Alliance; and F. J. McNulty, International

Blacksmiths

Express Contract Held

carrying

appointed by Director General McAdoo on Februar}- 9 to make a study of
tlie larger traffic movements with a view to seeing what
steps could be taken to shift traffic from the more seriously
congested ports, has completed its work and has been
The committee, which consisted of B. L. Winabolished.
chell. chairman, George F. Randolph and T. C. Powell,
has submitted various advisory reports to Mr. McAdoo and
the Division of Traffic, regarding changes which could be
made in the routing of traffic now that the railroads are being
operated as a single system and it is understood that some
of its recommendations have already been put into ef-

The
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&

Brotherhood of Electrical W'orkers.
The I)oard will meet shortly to elect a chairman and vicechairman and organize for business as provided in General
Order No. 29. .\ circular will be issued giving notice when
the board is ready to perform the duties entrusted to it.

Up

The proposed

contract between the Railroad Administration
the express companies has struck several snags in the

and

it has been under conalthough it is understood that
the snags were discovered by the postmaster general before

office of the

attorney general, where

sideration for several days,

to the Department of Justice.
general, possibly mindful of the competition

document was referred

the

The postmaster

which his department might experience
unified e.xpress

company

a question at a cabinet

at

the hands of a

have raised
meeting as to whether the proposed
if allowed to continue after
after the war, is said to

merger of the express companies

war, would not constitute a violation of the Sherman
The attorney general, to whom the contract was then
referred, insisted that it be rewTitten to remove what he
held to be a guarantee against prosecution under the antitrust law and to provide for the complete unscrambling of
the merger after the war by the return of the property to
A conference on the subthe owning express companies.
ject was held on Tuesday between Director Prouty of the
accounting
and General Coundivision of public service and
sel Payne, representing the Railroad Administration, and
Attorne}' General Gregory and his assistant G. C. Todd,
after which Messrs. Pa)'ne and Prouty held a further conference with the representatives of the express companies.
the

law.

Transportation Conditions in Eastern Territory

The Railroad Administration has given out

a report submitted to Director General McAdoo on May 29 by A. H.
transportation
Smith, eastern regional director, regarding
conditions in his territory since January. The report in part
follows
chaotic conditions into which the railroads in this
got during the severe winter months have been
straightened out with promptness and the recovery is at this

The

territory

time such as to enable
situation in the

me

movement

to report to

of traffic,

you an almost normal
and also the fact that

now

in such order as to
tonexisted in
congestion
nage if offered. Perhaps the greatest
Virginia,
and
West
Maryland,
Pennsylvania,
the territory of

the railroads in this territory are

make

possible the

movement of considerable additional

served more particularly by the Pennsylvania, Baltimore &
On February 6 the
Ohio, and Philadelphia & Reading.

Pennsylvania reported 27,588 cars above normal for movement; today the number so reported is 3,532, and these are
The Baltiheld because consignees are unable to accept.
more 8: Ohio at its worst on February 6 had 21,415 cars
above normal; today there are 1,348. In the entire territor\of the Eastern District there were on February 6, 161,000
cars above normal; today the total is 16,891 and these are
widelv distributed. An acute car shortage prevailed all during the winter.
cars

.At

the present there is no shortage of closed
With the
full supply of open cars.

and practically a

better weather the physical condition of motive power has
been improved and passenger trains are operating more

punctually.

The factors which impaired railroad operation so seriFirst, the unusually
ously during the winter months were:
severe weather; low temperature, and storms, one following
another .so closely as to make it impossible to recover in the
Second, the shortage of motive power due to failinterim.
ure to receive locomotives ordered in 1916 and 1917 for use
during the past winter. The necessity for these locomotives
was anticipated and the orders placed with builders, but
the priority which it was necessary to exercise in building
locomotives for service abroad made it impossible to deliver.
Third, the acute labor shortage.
Since January 1 there have been
for efficient operation,

many measures adopted

among which may be mentioned:

June
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The iliminution of approximately 2,200,OUU miles per

1.

month of unessential passenger

train

mileage.

report

to

surjilus

e(|uii>ment

and

it

is

distriltuted

On May 21, 215 locowherever the neetl for it appears.
motives Ix-lunging to eastern railroads were rented on this
basis to other roads in the eastern territory.
4.
Diversion of traffic to less congested routes and the
expedited movement of empty box, refrigerator and stock.
cars westbound and empty coal cars to mines via most available routes, regardless of loaded haul.
Handling company fuel and material by most direct
5.
routes, saving unnecessary haulage, which under private

Map Showing
control

was sometimes done

to give the

the Three

greatest proportion

of a through rate to the receiving line.
6.
The common use of terminal facilities at large com-

mercial centers.
7.
The interchange of labor to eliminate accumulations
of

1.

c.

1.

freight.

Restriction on available equipment for certain classes
8.
of loading, which has been possible under unified control,
permitting the urgently requirtnl traftic to l>e loaded and
moved to the exclusion of less necessary commodities.
9.
The classification of freight by the originating rail-

roads to permit trains to be run through to Western termini
without re-switching.
The co-ordination of harbor facilities at New York,
10.
in order that the greatest possible ser\ice could be obtained
from the floating equipment and facilities; including the
breaking of ice in the bays, rivers and slips during the periods of low temperature, to permit the operation of marine

equipment.

1.

Institution of "sailing days" in the handling of

1.

c.

1.

In a very large number of instances regular cars
previously loaded daily are now forwarded but three times
a wirk, which is resulting in a tin reaso of SO |>er cent in
freight.

The assignment to the eastern railroads of 122 Uko2.
motives constriKtetl for the I'niteii Slates military railways
in France; also 125 locomotives eonstruited for the Russian
government, as well as IKS loconiotives under order for
the southern and western roads.
.i.
The transfer of power from one rotid to another to
.\11 roads are rerelieve congestion or shortage of power.
ijuired

1

14^7

the

number

of cars used and a con.seijuent increase of

100

car handled.
12.
The routing of freight to tidewater via the delivering line at destination has resulted in a very great relief to
the seaboard terminal facilities; all freight for Statcn Island
|)er

cent in the tonnage

[K-r

routed so far as |M«ssil)k' Kaltimorc & Ohio;
the Hronx, New \'ork Central; freight for
Bayonne and Constable Hixik via the I.ehigh Valley, etc.
Furthermore, arrangements were made for the loading of

now being

for

freight

from the [tiers, the freight l>cing
routed via the line reaching the pier, which resulted in great
There
in the use of terminal and marine facilities.
has also been a considerable volume of freight diverted to
freight to steamers direct

economy

New York export situation.
power account diversion of traffic

other ports to releve the
l.>.

New

The saving

Regions

in the

roads with most
engine efficiency.

in

to

West

favorable grades,

resulting

in

saving of

14.
The facilities of the eastern railroads' locomotive
and car repair shops are being constantly .<K:rutinized in an

endeavor to find space for repairing locomotives of other
eastern railroads not so well situated, and to date 98 eastern railroiid Icxromotives have t)een repaired and 2S additional are undergoing repairs at shops other than those of
In addition, arrangements have hteen made
the owning lines.
with the western railro;ids for the repair of 66 eastern lines'
locomotives, 22 of which are at [tresent in western shops
undergoing repairs.
The running of locomotives through over more than
15.
one road in connection with troop and freight movement to
save power and the delay to traffic.
The movement of anthracite coal and empty equip16.
ment through the Pennsylvania tul)es.
The placing of coal on team tracks. New York City,
1 7.
for unloading to relieve the coal shortage.
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diversion of bituminous coal to piers of New
it could be dumped most expeditiously
to relieve the need of bunker coal for ships waiting in New
York harbor.
On February 1 blast furnace production was 57 per cent
18.

The

York harbor where

At that time
of capacity, and by-product coke 67 per cent.
At the
113 out of 290 blast furnaces were out of blast.
present time tlie blast furnace situation is practically normal, there being no furnaces out of blast because of lack
of transportation, those which are not in operation being
The American Iron & Steel Institute reout for repairs.
port furnaces now in operation which have been out of blast
during the past three or four years so that it may be said
that steel and iron production is at this time not impaired
because of lack of transportation service.
The movement of coal via the Great Lakes is progressing
satisfactorily, there being an increase of 26 per cent in cars

dumped

from the Lakes

is

The

ore movement
also ahead of last year to the extent of

in vessels so far this season.

four per cent in cars shipped.
During the winter months steel tonnage piled at the plants
awaiting shipment continued to increase, and reached the
peak about March 1, at which time there were approxi-

mately 500,000 tons awaiting movement due to embargoes
and lack of cars. This tonnage has been moved with the
exception of about 40,000 tons which is held account of
embargo.
With the improvement of the weather and the coal car
supply, there has come an increase in the bituminous coal
loaded; the average figures for January showing 15,639
cars loaded per day, and for the first 25 days of May, an
In January an average of 5,713
average of 19,726 cars.
cars of anthracite coal were loaded per working day, which
has increased to 6,583 cars in May.
The average anthracite coal dumped at tidewater ports in
January per calendar day was 820 cars; in May 1,109,
Bituminous coal dumped in January, all ports, was 1,403
The average daily movecars per day, and in May 2,236.

ment of anthracite coal into New England in February was
463 cars per working day; in May 617; while the bituminous
movement into New England in February was 331 cars per
day; and in May 492.
On January 1 there were on hand at North Atlantic ports
approximately 41,000 cars of export freight in cars, on piers,
and on the ground.
This has been reduced to approximately 28,000 cars.
This improvement has been brought
about by the permit system of control based upon steamship requirements, or what is known as the consignee basis
of regulation of shipments.
It has resulted in eliminating
all complaint of delay to ships awaiting cargo.
The discontinuance of fa.st freight service made it necessar)' to establish continuous movement service for handling
export traffic from the Central West and West to the East.
The export delivered steamships shows a progressive increase.
In March it averaged 940 cars per calendar day;
while in May the average is 1,172 cars per day.
The overseas tonnage of United States government freight
is increasing by leaps and bounds, due to the heavy troop
movement, and, with the mutually co-operative measures
being taken with the war department for its regulation, is
moving without interruption and on an entirely satisfactory
basis.

Director General Mcldoo has telegraphed a reply, saying
in part: "It is a record of railroad achievement of the highest
order in the face of difficulties of unprecedented character.
I
congratulate you and the officers and men under you for the

and effective service they have rendered to their countr}'
bringing the railroads in the ea.stem territory up to such
a high standard of operation in so short a time.
We railroad
men have been given a big part of the responsibility for lickloyal
in

VoL
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ing something spelled with four letters out of the Kaiser and
It is a rare privilege and what you have
already done shows that we are going to do our share of the
job to Uncle Sam's taste.
Keep up the good work."
his military gang.

More Time Wanted

to

Decide Status of Short Lines

At the request of Director General McAdoo, a joint resolution has been introduced in the House and Senate to extend
the time within which the President may relinquish control
of any railroad, as provided in section 14 of the railroad control act, from July 1 to January 1, 1919.
John Barton
Payne, general counsel for the Railroad Administration, who
transmitted the request, said that a plan for dealing with the
short lines would be agreed upon eventually but that it had
been found impossible to do so within the time allowed by
the act.

Answering a Senate resolution introduced by Senator Cummins directing him to furnish information as to the contracts
between the government and the railroads for compensation,
Director General McAdoo has sent a communication saying
that no contract has yet been executed with any carrier, and
none has refused to execute a contract. Upon the approval
of the federal control act, the question of agreeing upon a
standard form of contract between the government and the
carriers was taken up, the government being represented by
Messrs. Clark, Meyer, Hall, and Anderson, members of the
Interstate Commerce Commission; Judge Prouty, director of
public service and accounting of the Railroad Administration;
Nathan Matthews, of Boston, employed as special assistant
to the general counsel and John Barton Payne, general counsel; and the carriers being represented by tlieir counsel.
No
;

conclusion of these discussions has yet been reached.
Representatives of the short lines at a hearing before the
House Committee on Interstate Commerce, held to consider
the resolution on June 15 and 17, urged that the resolution
be amended to provide that no short line shall l^e released
unless competing roads are released at the same time.
John
Barton PajTie represented the administration in urging the
passage of the resolution.
Negotiations in the form of contract are still progressing
but with every indication that it wiU be a long time Iiefore any
agreement will be reached.

Director General
Director General

McAdoo Away

McAdoo, who

for a Rest

Washington June 12
for White Sulphur
Springs, where it was announced
he would spend a large part of the summer, left
again on Saturday, without his destination being announced, to rest and recuperate, at the orders of his physician,
in some place where he will not be disturbed by callers, telegrams or telephone calls. Mr. McAdoo has been under a
heavy burden and needs a rest. It is given out that his poor
left

health is solely the result of his recent attack of laryngitis,
wliich has affected his vocal cords and made it difficult for

him

to

speak and has caused him difficulty for some time.

Waterway Advocates Busy

A

waterway advocates from St. Louis
and the Mississippi valley, including a number of congressmen, held a conference at Washington on June 17 with Director Prouty of the Division of Public Service and Accounting,
as Mr. McAdoo's representative, to urge the Railroad Administration to inaugurate a barge service on the Mississippi
river from St, Louis to New Orleans at an expenditure of between $7,000,000 and $8,000,000. The arrival of the committee in Washington was heralded by the insertion in the
large delegation of

Wa.shington papers of an advertisement directed to Director
General McAdoo in the form of a two-column editorial from
the St. Louis Post-Dispatch, charging that the railroad officers on the director general's staff and others on whom he has
called for advice have "smothered" a recommendation of the

June

21,
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Inland and Coastwise Waterways Committee
estaldislniK'nt of the barge service.

It

was

in favor

ol'

the

stated that the

committee appointed by Mr. MtAdoo to investigate the use
of waterways has recommended a barge service which could
be provided at an e.xpenditure of $7,J50,000 to carry 1,080,000 tons of freight per year and return net earnings of
$1,526,000, or 18 per cent on the investment, and that the
committee had also recommended the establishment of a barge
service on the New York State Barge Canal, which has been
put into effect, but that the report of the committee as to the
Mississippi river was referred by Mr. McAdoo's railroad
a.-sistants to a committee consisting of John Howe Peyton,
president of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis; Frank
H. Bowes, vice-president of the Illinois Central, and F. C
Reilly, freight traffic manager of the St. Louis-San Francisco,
who rejected the recommendation for the use of the Mississippi river.

At the

office of the

Railroad Administration

it

was

stated

the reports both of the waterways committee and of the
railroad committee were merely advisory reports for the benefit

iliat

>>f

the director general

and that no decision had been reached.

Interpretations of

Wage

Order

M the request of

the executive officers of the four brotherhoods of train service employees, who conferred with Mr.

McAdoo on June

two forOrder No. 27 increasing the
wages of railroad employees.
Interpretation No. 1 approved
a recommendation of Railroad Board of Adjustment No. 1, to
which had been referred a communication from the brotherhood executives asking for a construction of the order in so
far as it relates to the bases of pay for yard engineers, firemen, conductors or foremen and brakemen or helpers. The
board's recommendation states that as these classes of employees had a guaranlectl minimum day's pay, irrespective of
how expressed in schedules, tlie increases granted by the order
should be applied to such employees upon the guaranteed
minimum day's pay of December, 1915, and that, therefore,
their increases should be computed upon the table given in
Section B of Article 2 of the order, which is a scale of wages

mal

12, the director general has issued

interpretations of General

employees paid up)on a daily basis.
Interpretation No. 2 states that the following bases will be
ol>served in the application of rates of pay in General Order

on the monthly basis
Section A,

will

l)e

paid under the

provisian.-*

of

.-Vrticle 2.

—

M'urk Trams.
Conductors, engineers, tiremen, tlagmen
and brakemen paid on the mileage basis will jje paid under
the provisions of Section K, Article

2.

Conductors, engineers, firemen, tlugmen and brakemen paid
on the monthly basis will lie paid under the jjrovisions of
Section A, Article 2.
Sptcijicd Trip Rates.
In passenger, through freight or

—

local freight, the increases in trip rates shall take the percent-

ages applicable to each class of .service respectively.
Special Allowances.
All arbitrary or special allowances,
previously paid on the hourly basis, will t>e paid Ai the new

—

hourly

rate.

Arbitraries or special allowances, ])reviously paid on the
basis of mileage, will be paid on the new mileage rates.
If the schedule amount bears no relation to miles or hours,

such arbitrary or special allowances will l>e increa.sed in accordance with the percentage shown under Section E, Article 2.

Engines which have come into the service since 1915, on
which rates have been applied for the purpose of computaunder General Order No. 27, consider such rates as being
applicable December 31, 1915, and apply appropriate increases from January 1, 1918.

—

tion

The

negotiated rate since the Arbitration of the Engineers
in the East and West, for transfer service
for
example, the $4.50 rate for engineers ,ind the $3 rate for fire-

—

and Firemen

men in the Western territory shall be increa.sed under Section
B of Article 2. WTiere through freight rates apply to transfer
under Section E, Article 2, will apply.
the guaranteed daily minimum is an arbitrar)' rate,
not based on hours or miles, engineers and firemen will
be paid the rate under the provisions of Section B, Article 2,
service, the increases

Where

and

is

Where

the guaranteed minimum is ba,«ed on mileage, engineers and firemen shall be paid the rate under the provisicnu
of Section E. Article 2.

Hostlers.
hostlers,

—The

rates in Section B, Article 2. .shall apply to

based upon rates

in effect

Deceml>er. 1915.

Auditor for the Railroad Administration

for

No. 27

1469

J. W. Roljerts. who has been apjxjinted auditor of the Railroad .Administration, as reported in la-st week's issue, has been
auditor for the Bureau of Valuation of the Interstate Com-

All persons employed in any capacity, and receiving less
than $250 per month in s;ilary, will receive the increases
named in the director general's General Order No. 27, unless
specifically excluded therein.
Passenger Sen-ice.
.-Ml conductors, baggagemen, flagmen
and brakemen paid on the mileage basis and performing more
than the minimum daily mileage will be paid under the provisions of Section E, Article 2.
.\11 conductors, assistant conductors, ticket collectors, baggagemen, flagmen and brakemen paid under the monthly
guarantee of the Eastern and Southeastern Territon,', will be
paid under the provisions of Section A, Article 2, and the
daily rate will be 1/30 of the monthly rate.
All conductors, baggagemen, flagmen and brakemen paid
on the monthly basis will be paid under the provisions of Section \. Article 2.
l.oial Freight Service.
All conductors, engineers, firemen,
flagmen and brakemen paid on the mileage basis will be paid

merce Commission.

under the provisions of Section E, Article

To Aro Russian Railways. Press despatches from
Moscow, dated May 17. state that Col. George H. Emerson,
with eight memljers of the Railroad Mission headed by John
F. Stevens, which has t>een in Russia for the last year, is
on his way to Bologda from NHadivostok at the request of
David R. Francis, .American .Ambassador to Russia. The
purpa«e is a conference on the possibilities of an improvement in the railway situation in Rus.sia.

—

—

2.

Local freight conductors, engineers, firemen, flagmen and
will be paid under the
provisions of Section A. Article 2.
Through Freight Sen-ice. Conductors, engineers, firemen,
flagmen and brakemen paid on the mileage basis will be paid
under the provisions of Section E, Article 2.
Conductors, engineers, firemen, flagmen and brakemen paid

brakemen paid on the monthly basis

—

His duties are to audit the accounts of
the Railroad .Administration and those between the administration and outside enterprises, such as the express companies,

and the railroad and steamship corporations. It is expected
that after the question of the railroads' compensation is settled
he will have a large force of field assistants.

Car Service Section Has Chicago OlBcc

W.

L. Barnes, assistant

manager

of the

Car

Sl•^^ice Section,

has been transferred to Chicago, where he will have charge of
matters pertaining to the use of tank and refrigerator cars.

Rkmf.miikk rii.AT N.AiKiNAi. W.\R Savings Day Is June
Pledge yourself on or liefore that day to save to the
utmost of your ability and to buy War Savings Stamps that
there may be more money, labor and materials to back up
those who fight and die for you.
28.

—

—
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Officers Required for

Railway Troops

Felton, director-general of military railways has
issued a new call for railway men for service on the
American lines of communication overseas.

SM.
•

the growth of our armies in France many additional
officers for railroad troops that are now forming and which
The
will be formed in the near future will be required.
director general military railways realizes the necessity of

With

American railroad officers in their present posiand that the operation of the American railroads must

retaining
tions

1)6 maintained, but there is such necessity for officers for
railway troops in France that he is calling for experienced

railroad

men who

are

now employed

in other active pursuits.

has requested that railroad officers send to him the names
of their acquaintances who would be possible candidates

He

under

this ruling.

following statement gives an outline of the qualifica-

The

tions required; the official rank for which commissions will
he issued, with their several rates of pay; the commutation
for quarters being allowed when officers are maintaining their

families in this countrv:

Onalification

J,

^

-t

.

.^

Bg

^

.^

o

o^

,^

o
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Orders of the Southern
Regional Director
CIRCULAR LETTER No. 252 issued by B. L. Winchell, regional director for the Southern lines, the jurisdiction of
the Southern Passenger Committee is extended over union
depot ticket offices and it is instructed to determine whether
the ticket selling force and the Information Bureau in any
union depot ticket office is adequate and competent satisfactorily to conduct the business of the office and serve the

IX

to determine whether the salaries paid the ticket
agents and other employees in said offices are sufficient to
secure and retain competent men and to fix said salaries;
and to determine whether the physical facilities at such offices

public;

are sufficient or are best arranged for prompt and satisfacand to suggest to the carriers operating the office such changes and alterations as are deemed

tory service to the public,

necessary to improve conditions.
Circular No. 252 issued by G. R. Loyall, assistant regional
director, states that the Railroad Administration does not
approve the practice of permitting persons known as "live
tracers" to accompany shipments of freight, including government freight, and, unless specifically provided for in published tariffs, no person shall be permitted to accompany
freight .shipments in transit or to have access to railroad
yards and property for so-called purpose of locating and
expediting movement of a particular class or individual cars
Similar instructions have been issued by other
of freight.
regional directors.

Major
Major

general manager
General superintendents

Asst.

Superintendents—Motive power
Division

..Major
Captain

superintendents

Captain
Master mechanics
Captain
Engrs. maintenance of way
1st Lt.
Trainmasters
Div. encrs.— maintenance of way.. 1st Lt.
1st Lt.

Chief despatchers

1st Lt.
of enqines
1st Lt.
yardmasters^
Enginehouse and shop foreman. .. 1st Lt.
2nd Lt.
Asst. division engineers
2nd Lt.
Yardmasters
2nd Lt.
Supervisors and roadmasters
fore.Asst. enginehouse and phop
2nd Lt.
men

Road foremen
General

$3,000 $3,300 $720 $3,720 $4,020
720 3,720 4,020
3,300
3,000
3,000 3,300 720 3,720 4,020
576 2,976 3,216
2,400
2,640
2,640
576 2,976 3,216
2,400
3,216
2,640 576 2,976
2,400
2,632
2,200 432
2,432
2.000
2,632
2,432
2,000 2,200 432
432 2,432 2,f-32
2,000
2,200
2,000
2.200 432 2,432 2,632
2,000
2,200 432 2,432 2,632
2,632
2,200 432 2,432
2,000
1,988
2,158
1,700
1,870 288
2,158
1.988
1,700
1,870 288
288 1,988 2,158
1,870
1,700
1,700

1,870

288

1,988

2,158

In addition to the above there is a small allowance made
for heat and light which varies according to the location of
station and season of the year.
desired that as many men as possible communicate
with the Director General Military Railways' office, 6th & B
streets, N. W., Washington, D. C., and that in these comIt is

munications they give in detail their railroad experience and
their references.

The

call for these

men

is

pressing and

hoped that there will be a hearty response.

it is

Circular No. 256, issued by Regional Director B. L. Winasks the railroads to advise what measures have been
taken to deal with the embargo situation to the end that all
shippers may readily procure accurate information and as to
what plan is being pursued whereby the various headquarters and division officers keep themselves informed of prospective shipments with a view of getting them forwarded as
soon as embargoes against given destinations or sections may
be lifted. The regional director particularly wants to know
how the railroads deal with the situation as concerns shippers at points at which the railroads have no resident officers
chell,

or traffic department representatives.

Freight Operations of Steam
Railways for 1915, 1916 and 1917
Bureau of Railway Economics has made
THElowing
compilations
American Railway

the fol-

for the
Assogiving the comparative summary of freight
operations for the calendar years 1915, 1916 and 1917;
ciation,

UNITED STATES

Per cent of
dec. 1917

Year ended Decetnher
'

Item
Freifiht

tram-miles

Loaded

freight car-miles
Empty freieht car-miles
Total freichl car-miles— bailed

Freight

and cmjity

locomotive-miles

Revenue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
AveraRc number of freight
Average number of freight
Average number of freight
Average number of freight

Home

locomotives in service
locomotives in shop or awaiting shop
cars in service
cars in shop or awaiting shop

Foreign

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car
Average mdes per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting shop
Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated— 'ingle track

m?

653,932,568
15.765.599,155
6.691.111,173
22,456.710,268
751,820.895
89,168,754,904
.15,250,206,588
30.805
4,385
2,330.000
131.750
99,874
31,886

1916
641,202,142
15,732.077,674
6,694,542,195
22,426,619,869
732,837,255
357,670,566.671
33,374,423,961
30.555
4,726
2,275,092
139.747
111.942
27,805

31

compared with

1915
572,305.829
13.649.285.729
6,696.582.974
20.345,868,703
662,526,273
298.184,700,418
30,319,094,371
29,834
5,096
2,283,986
204,556
186,105

1916

18,451

574

649

610

26.9
66.9
26.4
29.8
14.2

24.9
65.5
26.9
29.9
15.5

5.7

6.1

17.1
9.0

12,636.545
167,068
227,566.98

11,705,795
157,211
227,687.93

9,994,795
130,555
225,627.08

I4.J
15.5

dO.I

dO.l

0.1

10.4
13.5
30.5
16.3

2.6
8.8
5.6

0.8

d7.2

3.3

dl4.0

2.4

2.0

d5.7

d35.6
d46.3

d 10.8
14.7
6.4

72.8

8.0

11.6
10.0
8.2

24.1

60.8
24.4
32.9

1915

2.0
0.2

d

2.1
1.9

13.1

dO.3
d8.4
d6.6

d 17.0

d9.4

8.0
6.3

26.4
28.0

d36,7

June
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1

Per cent of
ircember 31

compared with

Item
rrciKht

F.mpty

1916

Ir

(<

lAMclr.!

J,UJO,44l,0JI
9,»29,Sli,\3i
330.39S.4JS
85.684,102,976
11,138,891,476
12,854

fr-

frru
Freight !

Tol:.l

Rrvrnue

i^

Non-rcvcni
AvcraRC in
.\vfr.iB<-

III

Avri ,^r

II

of
tilirr of
fiber of
nlier of
ilier

frcichl

locomolivm

frciKlit

locoiniiti\ ct

frright cars
freight car-

1,933

1,214,146
71.814
S4,OJ8
17,766

li

l.ml.-.l

Averace
I'cr

iiilt-

cent oi
of
of

Per cent
Per cent
Revenue
Per
Per
V

lar.

t
f
f

piv

691

669

4

26.0
66.4
22.8
34.4
18.4
10.0

2f.

d2.2
d3.3

9.4
9.(

dSB

dC.S

d4.1
d 11

4.2
9.1

d
113,853
105,154
8,699

59.521
1S,36S

28.9
68.3

locomotive i>er day
vr car per day

II ill-

I9IS

57
H7

47,Suo,l3K
12.845
2.033
1.192.957
74.886

748

Tons

1417

inc. or dec.

—

car-nnlcii.

clit loconiotivett in shop or awaiting shop,
uht cars in shop or awaiting shop

13.3
7

d4.I
d9.2

d36.9
d4R.6

15.6
R.2
9.5

104.2
ll.l
11.2
2.9

dO.9
dS.5
d

1.9

d4.4
d6.3

d2.6
d 105
d 17.9

d4I.O

lon-i

freight
freight

MT.ige miles

14.445,635
152.935
57.865.22

locomotive
car

operated

—<in9le

track

SOfTIIF.RN

13.676.026
147,255
58,066.04

5.6

15.9
14.8

d0.«

inSTRKT
Per cent of

December

Ye.ir ended

1917

Item
Freight
l.oa<red

F.mmy
Tot.il

tr-iinmilcs
freight cirmiles

frdsht
car-miles— loaded and empty
locomntivcmiles
c.-.-miles

freisht

Freight

Revenue ton-miles

Non

rcvrniie ton-miles
-\verage number of freight
.Vvcrage number of freight
.\verage number of freight
Average number of freight

locomotives in service
locomotives in shop or awaiting shop
cars in service
cars in shop or awaiting shop

916

119,048,767
2.674,851,865
1,234,989,678
3,909,841,543
131,422,559

111, 839,174
2,596 596.561
1,165 921,614
3.762 518,175
123, 734.335

f-7,740,363,608

61,130, 697.904

6.4S2.988.863
5.449

5,890 853,737
5,367

683
319,156
16.541
12,675

Home

3,866

Foreign

I9IS
104.121,345
2.2fH.4''i,';.i;

l.l7n.J^^l'l
3.45n.r-'i.:.'-

768

599

33.6
31.6
12.5
5.2

6.2

12,450.038
212.562
42.221.11

11,390,106
191,564
42.076.40

66-1

130

l}i.f^'^.7<s

13.6
31.8
24.5
2.3

51,408.086.725
5,183,703.041
5,328

363.975
32.894
30.414
2,480
544

25.8
63.0
32.2
31.0
13.0

dill
d 12

Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
miles

oiierated

— single

track

3

d 16 9

d49.7

d23.8

d58

18.5

3

55.9
14.5
12.1
11.1

24.7
59.5
26.0
33.8
14.4
9.0

29.2

d6.S
d 13.2

d42.2

Revenue ton-miles:
.\ver3ge

1917

compared with

698

623

.\verage miles per locomotive per day
.Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or awaiting shop
Per cent oi fri-ipht cars in shop or awaiting shop

inc. or dec.

—

319.113
19,903
16.640
3.263

27.7

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car

31

WESTERN DISTRUT
Per cent of
inc. or dec.

1917

compared with1917
271,863,939

Item
train miles
freight car-miles
Empty freight car-miles
Total freight car-miles loaded

Freight

i.291,673,lS8
J.425.68O.404
1.717.353.592

Loaded

—

Freight

and empty

300,002,901
i,744,198.330
'.658.330.249
12,502
1,759

locomotive-miles

Revenue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
.\verage numhcr of freight
.^Terage number of freight
Average number of freight
.\verage number of freight

locomotives in service
locomotives in shop or awaiting shop.

1916
260.404.132
6.106.422.873
2.312.633.096
8,419.055.969
285.104.443
120.871,314,804
17,236,064.086

19.3

MS

33.151
10.254

564

530

488

24.4
65.7
30.0
27.8

22.6
63.1
30.1

2I.S
56.0
26.0

27.5
16.2
5.9

306

10.857,799
170.382

9.792.701
158.411

127.47065

127,54549

7,725,349
121.794
125.600.80

14.1
5.4

Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
miles operated— «ingle track

21.7
6.2
16.9

7.454.;,--l.I0^
253. 101.

95.632.090,818
15.550.162,492
12,379
2.098
785.193
57.809
50.537
7,272

Tons per train
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting shop
Revenue ton-miles:
.Average

1915

5.i70,o.V'.rji
2,284. ;.'4. 4r,-

12,343
1.995
763.022
44.958
35.781
9.177

796,706
43.405

cars in service
cars in shop or awaiting shop

Home
Foreign

1915
227.869.380

185
41.9
13.6
1.0
d 16.2
1.5

d24

d3.5
d7.4

9

d 34.4

11.7
6.4

41.0
15.6
13.5
17.J
15.4

d9.2
d 13.0

d 16.6

dS.S

d27.0

10-9
7.6

dOI

d Decrease.

—

Ask PodR TO QiiT Paris. Press despatches state that
mea.sures have l)een taken by the French Ministr)' of Public
WDrk.-i to facilitate the departure of poor families from Paris.
Thi.- step i> not taken because it is considered imminent
danuer i.s tiireateninj; the cajjital l>ut from the wish to aid

tickets will only

people of modest means to avoid the difficulties due to the
crowded conditions at the railroad stations recently. Be.einnin« with Sunday. June 2.v family tickets for third class
The first member
pas.sa^c will l>e delivered by all railroads.
The
of a family paying full rate and the others half fare.

17th edition of

minimum

distance for a

new

destination

is

160 miles.

The

t)e

delivered to families whose annual rent

does not e.xceed $120 with 20 more for each
family consisting of more than two persons.

The

Lo.vdon, Brichton
its

Roll of

& Soith Coast
Honor

member

of a

has issued the
names of

containini; the

men who have died on active service, and the number and
percentaRe of men enlisted.
The total numl>er of men enwhich is iO per cent of the total employed,
while .^55 of this number have died on active service, which
is 7.2.^ per cent of the men enlisted.
listed is 4.896.
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Storage Battery Trucks,
Tractors and Locomotives
ARE FOUR DISTINCT TYPES of machines made by
THEREIndustrial
Truck Co., Holyoke, Mass. These are
tlie

a tractor, two types of load-carrying trucks, an elevatand a locomotive with flanged wheels
The first four types mentioned are
for running on rails.
equipped with hard rubber tires. A distmguishing feature
ing platform type truck

of this line of equipment is that the greater number of parts
in any one machine are interchangeable with the correspond-

ing parts in any other.
The tractors are manufactured in two types, namely, an end
tractor with end concontrol and a center control tractor.
The difference in arrangetrol is shown in the illustration.
ment on the center control truck is that the operator sits in

A

the center and can by changing seats operate in either direcIn congested
tion without having to turn his tractor around.
Either
or narrow aisles this is often a verv valuable feature.

VoL

type steer on all four wheels and are built as two or four
wheel drives. The two-wheel drive machine can be converted
to a four-wheel drive by the owner by purchasing the necessary worm and wheel housings, differential, etc.

To

operate the tractor the operator must be sitting in the
emergency brake pedal
down. If his left foot is lifted from the brake pedal the
brake is applied and a clutch on the controller shaft throws
the controller handle out of gear and the controller into
It is then impossibe to start the machine
neutral position.
again without first releasing the emergency brake and bringcontroller
handle
back to the neutral position. The
ing the
electric horn is operated by a push button in the controller
handle. An additional safety feature is found in the tilting
This wheel is so located that the operator
steering wheel.
must tilt the wheel in order to leave his seat. This tilting arseat with his left foot pressing the

rangement

is

interlocked with the controller shaft clutch so

no circumstances can the power be applied until
the steering wheel is in the running position.
The locomotives are heavy and substantial machines built
for any practical gage from 24 in. to the standard gage of
56^2 in. Except for the absence of differentials, universal
joint drive mechanism and steering mechanism and the subthat under

rubber tired ones, the
locomotives contain all of the features described for the tractors.
They are adapted for use in factories, warehouses,
munition plants, depots, freight terminals, mines, etc. Practically all of the parts are interchangeable with those of the

stitution of flanged steel wheels for

the ratchet type.

The frame

is built up of commercial rolled channel secand the bumper plates are of heavy boiler plate bent
at the corners and riveted to the frame.
Coupler castings
are of the three-step type which makes it possible to use

tion steel

300,000.000

Wage Increase

trailers of various heights.

The

battery boxes are constructed with easily removable

and with a hinged top plate

for easy access for flushing or inspection.

Any

No. 25

trucks and tractors.
The load carrying Type "L" truck and elevating platform
Each of the
type "E L" truck are of 4,000 lb. capacity.
trucks has exactly the same power parts and with the exception of the motors all parts are interchangeable with those
With a fleet of trucks and tractors of this type
of the tractor.
it would be necessary to keep on hand only one additional
power unit to keep the fleet secure against loss due to accident
The elevating mechanism on the type "EL"
or breakdown.
truck will lift its rated load of 4,000 lb. to a height of S in.
is
operated
by a hydraulic ram which in turn is conand
A unique feature
nected through its pump to a small motor.
of this mechanism is tliat it requires no expenditure of current in lowering the load which means an appreciable saving.
Ball, radial and thrust bearings are used throughout, hardened pins in the renewaijle bushing are provided for all joints,
and lubrication is taken care of by means of grease cups of

Storage Battery Tractor

side doors for changing batteries

64,

type of battery

can be supplied up to a maximum of 42 cells of the A-8 type
Edison battery or 24 cells of a lead battery with 21 plates per
The removal of four nuts makes it possible to lift the
cell.
frame and battery box from the chassis, leaving the entire
driving mechanism accessible for inspection and repairs.
Power is transmitted from the motor through a single
reduction worm and gear down through a differential to the
wheel by means of a rugged universal joint capable of operating at an angle of 43 degrees. This universal joint is enclosed in a patented dust and oil-proof case formed by the
pivoting wheel knuckle and its supporting yoke.
Wheel bearings are a high grade type of ball bearing and
are considerably oversized to permit the universal joint to be
drawTi out through the full floating mounting of the wheel.
The pivot bearings are of such a size that it is easier to steer
the tractor than it is to steer the average pleasure car.
Two separate brakes are provided. The emergency brake
is operated by the left foot and the service brake by the right.
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Concrete Caissons Sunk by Open Dredging Method*
Development of This Form

of Foundation from Simple Boxes
Driven to Great Depths

to Cylinders

By
Assistant

THE CDNS'iRt'CTiuN

IN

Knginccr

of ordinary

L.

DL-partmcnt,

Briiif'c

railroad bridges,

it

W. Skov
Cliitugo,

Burlington

stream to obtain a gotxi foundation or to eliminate danger
from scour. It is in foundation work of this kind that the
concrete caisson sunk by the ojjen method of excavation has
By the selection of the proper design, concrete
its field.
caissons sunk by this method can be built to cover a large
variation of soil and sinking conditions, as the caisson can
either be built complete over its final location before the

Quincy, Chicago,

111.

Design and Construction

is

quite frequently necessary to put the footings a considerable distance below the ground line or the bed of the

&

Tlie walls of the caissons are designed for a variable unit
load equal to that usually used in designing walls retaining

an earlii fill. In cases where a considerable head of water is
expected the hydrostatic pressure is added to the above unit
The bottoms of the sidewalls and interior struts
are tapered down to a width of from 3 in. to 1 ft. on the
bottom, to form a cutting edge.
W'iiere caissons are sunk
through clay or sand it is customary to leave the concrete
cutting edge unprotected where gravel, rip rap or other hard
materials are encountered the cutting edge is protected by
steel angles or hardwood timbers, depending on the material
through which the caisson is to be sunk.
Steel -protected
cutting edges are not used e.xcept where the material penetrated is very hard and offers a great resistance.
The hardpressure.
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wood cutting edge is found to give better protection to the
concrete and on account of its greater width gives a much
stronger caisson wall near the i>ottom.
left

to allow the free

in the

passage of

interior walls of sufficient size

men and

tools

from one chamis to be done

ber to another in caissons where the excavation

Fig.

1

— An

Early Type of Caisson

sinking operations start, or it can be partly built, sinking
started and additional sections of concrete added from time
If the location of the pier
to time as the sinking progresses.
is in the wet part of the channel, the caisson will be built
on temporary staging and lowered to position on the bed of
the stream by means of lowering screws or built on an artificial

island.

Some of the reasons for the use of the concrete caisson are:
(1) The elimination of wooden or steel sheet pile cofferdams,
which must necessarily be made larger than the neat dimensions of the footing, to allow

room

for wales

and bracing.

(2) The walls of the concrete caisson are practically impervious to water. (3) The finished structure is one solid
piece of concrete, 110 timbers being imbedded in it, as would
be the case where a construction requiring interior bracing
is used.
(4) The amount of timber required for forms for
a concrete caisson is very much less than that required for
This, of course, is a very great adbuilding cofferdams.
vantage at the present time, as the government has reserved
all of the larger sizes of timber for shipbuilding and other
government construction activities. (5) The amount of equipment required is reduced, inasmuch as it eliminates the use
of sheet pile driving equipment, and allows a reduction in
pumping equijiment.
(6) Eliminates the pulling of sheet
piling, where the leaving in place of the sheet piling is objectionable.
(7) Saves time in construction, as it is not necessary to first drive a cofferdam.
•Abstracfril from
paper
Engineers, June 10, 1918.
.t
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the

We«lem

Society of
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2— A

Later Type with Battered Walls

by hand. The walls of the caissons are made of 1 :2:4 concrete and the core of 1 :3 ;6 concrete; tiie only reinforcing used
in the core is the stub bars for tying on the neat work.
In cases where caissons are sunk to eliminate danger of
scour, it may be found necessary to drive piling to carry the
In this case the piles are driven in the usual way, after
load.
Caissons sunk under
the excavation has been completed.
these conditions are usually full of water and require scaling
around the piles with a tremie. After the concrete has set
sufficiently, the water is pumped out, the piles cut off, and
the balance of the caisson filled with concrete.
When it is desirable not to have the caisson project aborc
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built on
the ground line a triple-lap wooden cofferdam is
the lower wale being bolted to
toi5 of the concrete caisson,
When the pier has been constructed it is an
the concrete.
crib by uneas)' matter for a diver to remove this wooden

screwing the nuts on the bolts holding
Fig.

shows one of the

1

first

down

the cofferdam.

concrete caissons built by the
plates were used to protect

angles and
inthe concrete cutting edge, which is made very narrow to
It has, howsure sinking of the caisson by its own weight.
necessary
to
is
not
it
ever, been "found by experience that
emplo>' as narrow a cutting edge as the one used for this case.
On this job a concrete cap covering was cast on top of the
caisson, for the purpose of making a more nearly waterliurlfngton.

Steel
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caisson sunk in the Missouri river at Kansas City, was
on made ground, retained by a dyke of cement sacks
The sinking conditions here were very unfilled with sand.
usual, as the land side of the caisson had to penetrate a rock
ledge while the river side was resting in sand and an old

A

built

garbage dump.

The rock was blasted and removed by loading on skips
and raising with a derrick. Considerable trouble was encountered from the water breaking in on the river side and
several logs were encountered which had to be removed from
under the cutting edge by pulling them into the caisson; one
large log encountered about 10 ft. below the ground had to
be cut off outside of the chamber before it could be pulled

Subsequent
joint Ijetween the caisson and the core.
experience has shown that this is not necessary.
Fig. 2 shows a caisson built one year later than the one
shown in Fig. 1. It wall be noted that the design of cutting
edge has been changed, and that no protection is used for the
tight

The cross struts or walls have l>een raised two feet
above the cutting edge, which allows a passage for the water
from one compartment to the next and in that way simplifies
the pumping problem. The outside of the walls has also been
tapered off toward the top, the idea being to reduce skin fricIt has been found, however, that the difference in friction.
tion for the straight wall and the battered wall is very small
and the battered wall design has been discarded on account

concrete.

l4^-6'!.

This caisson was hand exof the greater cost of forming.
cavated, the material being removed by shoveling in stages.
of getting below the
purpose
the
.^s the caisson was sunk for
scour line, and as there was no hard ground here near the

»

4

.

-

t

Top Plan.

Section on Center Line-

This
surface, softwood piles were driven to carry the load.
caisson was sunk through clay, and only a small amount of

'Il'-O'-

water was encountered.

One

caisson built in 1912 was sunk through

stiff

clay,

Section of Culinder

abofe Base
Fig. 4

— Type

of Caisson

Used

in the

Ashland Bridge

The water trouble was finally overcome Ijy the liberal
use of cinders placed along the river side and the caisson
landed on a rock bottom.
Fig. ,5 shows the caisson used for pier No. 8 of the Metropolis Bridge over the Ohio river, and is the largest conin.

A I— Half Plan of Caisson
Fig.

3— Large

for Pier 8 of the Metropolis

Caisson Used
Bridge

and for a while considerable trouble was experienced in
making it settle. Even after the excavation had been removed Ijelovv the cutting the box would remain suspended. It
so happened that the old bridge at this point was a pile
trestle, the new caissons being built between the old pile
The foreman one day conceived the idea that it would
bents.
\x possible to put up struts resting on the top of the caisson
and long enough to re^ch the bottom of the stringers of the
trestle bridge which would deflect under load, and then let
a train across the bridge and in this way give the box an inThis scheme was tried and worked very well.
itial start.
.'\fter the caisson was once started, the skin friction was reduced enough to allow
tion had been made.

it

to sink

down

as far as the excava-

It was sunk
crete caisson ever built by the Burlington.
through a sand\- clay to a depth of SO ft. below the ground
Originally it
line where a sand foundation was oljtained.
was planned to sink this caisson about .55 ft., but when
tliis depth was reached the soil was still unsatisfactorj' to
carry imposed loads, so it was decided to continue sinking.
A timber cofferdam built on top of the caisson was wrecked
l)y the high water and was replaced by building an additional 16 ft. of concrete caisson on top of the original one.
The excavation was removed by two clamshells operated
from stiff leg derricks resting on pile supports driven at
Upon the completion of the
opposite corners of the caisson.
excavation 129 soft wood piles were driven with long leads
The driver rested on top
caisson.
down
into
the
extending

and was easily moved from pile to pile. After all the piles
had been driven the caisson was sealed through 40 ft. of
water with a tremie. After the concrete had sufficiently set
the caisson was pumped out and the remainder of the conThe caisson was not completely
crete poured in the dry.
filled with concrete, but open pockets were left along the two
sides of the pier to save material.

Upon

the completion of

\
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tllf
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top of the KHKTltl-
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lllc

llllllplT

(Till

ri-movftl, letting tlu- ilirt fall into tin- opi-ii side pixki-ts.

W'luTc
eral)l>

is

it

larijer

neii'ssary to sink to a great depth a eonsid-

caisson

is

re(|uired if

it

is

constructed of wood,

thus addiiii; a lari^e amount of additional excavation, as well
as area suljject to >kin friction and at the same time reducing the average weight per cubic f(x)t of volume to a large
Tl>i» will he more clearly seen when we remember
extent.

timber weighs only about two-thirds as much as
water, it will re(|uire a considerable amount of concrete or
other ballast to be placed in a timber caisson before any
weight is available for the overcoming of skin friction. The
overcoming of the skin friction of rest usually requires ballast
of some kind even with concrete caissons when sunk to a
consideral>le depth.
Fig. 4 shows a design of caisson especially adapted for
deep foundation work. The pressures used in designing this
kind of a caisson are the same as previously mentioned, and
for great depths attain a considerable magnitude.
It may
seem at the lirst glance that it would not be necessary to design for hydrostatic pressure in addition to the usual earth
pressure, but the caisson is sealed with only a few feet of
concrete, and it is pumped dry before the core is tilled with
With this in mind, it will readily be seen that it
concrete.
is the proper thing to do; furthermore, the fill against the
walls is a loose one. giving a maximum chance for large
pressures lieing develojied.
The circumferential steel in the
circular shaft, would not be rei|uired if we were sure of ecjual
distribution of jjressure along the entire circumference of the
shaft: this, however, is a little too much to expect, there being
that

as

many ways in which the e(-)uilil)rium may be disturbed,
such as cave-ins in the loose ground. l)Oulders, scour on the
u])-stream half, or floating bo<lies striking the shaft. Caissons
of this t>-pe. like the ones already discussed, can be built on
artificial islands or on falsework, and lowered in place by
the use of lowering screws.
In some cases it may be economical to build a cofferdam, pump the water out and start
the caisson on the inside.
The reason for the enlarged rectangular-shaped i)ottom
section is to give larger bearing area and to reduce skin friction.
Experience shows that this is a very effective way of
doina Ijoth.
Some fear was felt, when the first cais.son of
this design was being built, that the steering would be difficult; however, this proved to l)e erroneous.
Rather the opposite is true.
The railroad rails shown embedded near the
to[j of what ma\- be called the working chamber, are placed
a good

there to protect the concrete from excessive abrasion,
the bucket rubbing against the sides of the

The

shaft

is

built

up

due to
working chamber.

in successive sections poured in place.

In this case the sections were 13 ft., but this can l)e varied
any length desired. The caisson just described was one
of several sunk in the Platte river,* near Ashland, Neb.;
to

several circular steel cais.sons were also

sunk for

bridge.

tliis
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The war wage

of 2ls.

(S5.04 a week

engaged

now granted

to cer-

manipulation of
traffic has been advanced to 25s. (Sfi.OO) a week.
Boys
and women will also receive certain advances in the war
wage now granted to them.
tain classes of railwa\inen

in the

A V.-\ST Lic.HT R.\ii.WAY SvsTF.^r has l>een created in
France, according to the British War Cabinet report for
1917. involving the supply during la.st year of approximately 1,700 miles of track and the whole of the equipment.
Exclusive of these light railway systems the total amount
of permanent railway track supplied complete to all theatres of war was about .>.600 miles.
'
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Orders Governing Western Regions
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Western and Southwest region,
the

following orders retentlv

will

l>e

i.>sued

bv

.\ communication dated June 12, asks that railroad managers be ju-t as careful during the [K-riod of federal control to prevint damage to National forests from fires >larted

by locomotives, as they were under private control when
the possibility of heavy claims by the government made careful railroad operation good business practice.
.A circular, dated June l.i, states that the I'nited States
Fuel .Administration will encourage the ojK'ning of new coal
mines whenever it appears that this can be done without
takini: labor from mino already |)ro<lucing.
New mines,
however, should not be ojiened if it appears to the Railroad
.Administration impossible or inexpedient to furnish the
necessary railroad facilities.
The sujiplement sets forth in
detail the ])nxedure to ix- followed in filing applications

for the ojiening of

new mining

pro|)erties.

Suj)plement No. 1 to Circular R. P. C. No. 2, dated June
12. contains a letter sent by the War Industries Hoard to
the Central .Advisory Purchasing Committee at Washington outlining a tentative method of procedure in securing

cement supplies for the railroads.
Railro;ids are urged to
endeavor to get the benefit of the prices fixed by the government in jjlacing orders for cement where such prices are
lower than those which they are now i)aying. The supplement also contains a list of prices of cement at various jjoints
throughout the country fixed Ijy the War Industries Board
for the four-month period ending August 31.
Supjilement No. 1 to Circular R. P. C. No. 13, issued
June 14. clears up certain misunderstandings in connection
with

the disposal of scrap rail.
The [jresent maximum
price for scrap steel rail, sold for rerolling purposes, is S34
per gross ton delivered at the consumer's works. This classification includes scrap steel rail five feet

and

ard sections, 50

frog, switch

11).

and heavier,

free

from

over, stand-

and

guard rails. This may include pieces of switch jioints five
feet and over. 50 lb. and heavier, which may be cut off so
that no part of the taper is included, or other similar pieces,
five feet and over in length.
Because of the difference in
price of $5 between other scrap rail and rail for rerolling.
it may pay roads to sort scrap rail more carefully and cut
off the tapering portions of switch points.
Other scrap rail
should not be sold at above $29 per gro.«s ton delivered
at the consumer's works, except when sheared to short lengths
for use in cupolas or hand charging furnaces, when it may
lie sold at not above S34.
Crop ends from resawed rail
come under the short length class at $34 a gross ton.
Su|)f>lement No. 1 to Circular R. P. C. No. 3, issued
June 15. contains additional instructions concerning the
purchase of locomotive fuel. While railroads and coal ojDcrators are free to make contracts for railroad fuel at anv
prices agreed upon, that price shall not

government

Ik-

in excess of the

Railroads are not permitted to furnish a
preferential car supply in consideration of a reduced price.
Carriers may contract for as large an amount of fuel for
deliver}- each month from any operator as the necessitv mav
require.
Contracts, however, should not cover a fieritKi exceeding 12 months.
If, for any reason, it is advisaljle to
make a contract for a longer period, such a transaction
must be previously approved by the regional purchasing
committee.
Railroads are re<]uested to oljtain bids on fuel
requirements at the earliest possible moment and submit
contracts for approval to the regional purchasing commitprice.

tee.

In
in

1475

m ikinc

contracts the question of haul should \ye careOn account of the scarcity- of coal roads

fully considered.
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will

undoubtedly be compelled lo use grades which here-

been desirable.
Supplement No. 1 to Circular No. 121, issued on June
14, asks railroads to report the number of contracts with
outside companies for repairing cars and the number of
Copies of the concars by classes undergoing such repairs.
tracts are also asked for together with a statement of the
average cost per car for repairs on each contract, apportioned according to the cost of the labor, the material furnished by the contractor and the material furnished by the
tofore have not

railroad to the contractor.
In a communication to western roads, dated June 12,
the announcement is made that the director-general authorizes each of the railroads under federal control to purchase

one membership in the American Society for Testing MaRailroads are asked to designate representatives for
terial.
this society who can give the matter adequate attention.

Circulars on Track

Labor

Circular No. 63, dated June 11,
states that in order to co-ordinate the work of the government and private labor agencies in obtaining track labor,
the various private employment bureaus at Chicago, Kansas

Supplement No. 4

to

City, Mo., St. Louis, Minneapolis, Minn., Duluth, Kansas
City, Kan., Superior, Wis., St. Paul, ]Minn., Omaha, Neb.,

and Sioux

City, la.,

Employment

Service.

were taken over by the United States
Under the present scheme of organi-

zation any railroad desiring track labor will
directl}- with the government agency or wath

file
its

its order
branches,'

Railroads are authorized to
former private agencies.
continue their present organizations for securing track labor
but these will be under the general direction of the govThe railroad agencies will
ernment employment service.
offer no rates of pay, working conditions or boarding conthe

from those offered through the government
a railroad has its own labor agencies it
orders with the United States Employment

ditions different
agencies.

When

place
Sen'ice at the same time that it places them with its own
agencies, so that the federal organization may have equal
opportunity to secure the recjuired men.
Supplement No. 5 to Circular No. 63, dated June 13,
provides that the standard day for all track laborers shall
be 10 hours and that the maximum rate of pay for a track
laborer outside of the large terminals, important industrial
centers and metal mining regions shall l>e 27 '2 cents per
will

its
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regulations relative to advertising prepared by the interregional advertising committee, A. L. Craig, chairman. These
regulations provide that time-table folders will be informaAll advertising of luxurious trains, claims of
tive only.

superior service, slogans, illustrations, and extraneous matter
of every description, including paid and complimentar}- ad-

Trade marks, how^ever, which
is to be eliminated.
serve to distinguish the folders of various line? and systems

vertising,

may

be used.
.\ limited free distribution of local folders is authorized in
foreign territory to meet the needs of the public and, of ticket
agents.
The distribution of local folders in foreign territor_\' may be covered either in whole or in part b}' the use of

gateway folders to be prepared jointly by
tory leading

up

to a

gateway.

lines in the terri-

In order to

test the practi-

gateway folders the lines in the eastern region will
issue a folder showing condensed ser\'ice of all lines westward from Chicago, while lines in the western regions will
issue a folder covering service on all lines from Chicago
eastward.
Joint folders between commercial centers will

cability of

follow the standard for general local folders but may vary to
such an extent in form and arrangement as will best show
the service via all lines. Folders are to be distributed through
No disthe ticket oflices and railroad information bureaus.
tribution is to be made on trains.
For the information of the public and ticket agents lines
may at once issue resort, hotel and boarding house lists, but
the}- should contain no maps or illustrations and where pracDescriptive
ticable will be jointly issued by lines interested.
resort publications are to be discontinued until further noPuhlications setting forth agricultural possibilities of
tice.
sections of the country not now full}' settled, may be continued, but where practicable should be joint.
AMien reduced fares are made for special trains ojjerated on account
of state, county or industrial fairs, local excursions, etc., a

amount of advertising is permissible.
regulations also specify the manner in which schedules
of individual roads shall appear in the Official Guide.
No
expense is authorized for representation in any other railway

limited

The

guide.

hour.

A letter sent to northwestern and central western railroads
on June 17 contains a report from one of the largest western
flour mills which indicates Avhat can be done in connection
with the intensive loading of flour.
During the month of ^lay
this mill loaded 38 cars, with total marked capacities of
2,910.000 lb., with 3,228,986 lb. of flour, or 10.96 per cent

centers the

overload.

Within the large terminals and in important industrial
maximum rate shall be 30 cents an hour. The
minimum rate shall be that fi.xed by the director general's
order No. 27 and where minimum rates are higher than the

maximum

rates above specified, they shall apply.
No allowances of any kind shall be made for board, or for an\other reason, that have the effect of increasing compensation.
Railroads may continue the practice of paying the
fare for laborers from labor markets to the point needed
and their return fare to the point where employed. Labor
agents are not permitted to recruit laborers or forces for one
company from another road.
telegram sent to western lines on June 15, asks for in.\
formation on the behalf of the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions concerning the normal summer force of
the various kinds of common labor and the classes of common labor which are needed quickly to put the property in
normal shape for winter service: the rates of pav recommended as necessar}' to obtain an adequate supply of common labor; and the minimum differential e.xpressed in per
cent over the usual monthly earnings of common labor which
should be paid a foreman.

Advertising Regulations
Circular No. 126 issued by the regional director of western railroads on June 11, directs that lines be governed bv

International Film Scr-.ia

Anti-Aircraft

Guns Mounted on Railway Trucks
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Comment on
Grain Cars

for

Meetings

the

Western Roads

bolsters

will

equipment

THE

MOST iiiPORTAXT matter brought

eft'ect

before the attenMaster Car Builders"
that
of the car situAssociation
was
and Master Mechanics'
Orders have been isation for grain loading in the West.
sued to send box cars to western roads to handle what will
Cars have Ijeen .sent indiscriminately
l)umper crop.
|je a

of the material market.

most of the roads
are overwhelmed with bo.x cars unsuitable for grain loading.
One road received 4,000 cars which will have to be

cumstances.

tion of the joint meeting of the

to the western lines with the result that

Of
repaired before they are suitable for handling grain.
about 2.000 on one road specified for grain shipment only
Another road reports
IS per cent were fit for that service.
only about 20 to 2S per cent of the cars received were suitSomething must be done to relieve
able for this purpose.
the situation.
It has been suggested that in ordering cars
we,st the orders should state that the cars sent must be suitable
for handling grain, and that the western roads be permitted
to refuse cars not fitted for this commodity.
The car repair situation the country over is serious.
The shops both
in the East and West are congested.
The output is limited
on account of lack of labor and material. In order adequately to meet the situation it will be far more practical
to pick out the cars suitable for grain and send them West
than to send unsuitable cars West and have them repaired
there.
Unless relief is given the western lines at once it
will be impossible to handle the vast grain business this
vear.

Careful supervision of the work will

be necessar}- however to prevent failures from occurring. Care
must be taken until the best method is finally detemiined.
If wrecks should occur due to improper workmanship on
welded parts the result might be the prohibition of this practice, desirable as its adoption may seem in the present cir-

M.

C. B. Association

and Federal Control

THE

}^Iaster

Car Builders' Association has

in the past

performed an exceedingly important function in the
handling of inspection, repair and interchange problems of
freight cars.
Its field of usefulness is by no means reduced
This association through its
under government control.
Arbitration committee has studied these problems for years
and experience gained in this work makes it well qualified
Since the railroads have been under the conto continue it.
trol of the government the standard M.C.B. rules have been
revised in different parts of the country to an extent which
under the conditions of private ownership would not be
The Division of Transportation in issuing Cirtolerated.
cular No. 7 has made a radical modification of the rules.
The order was put into effect without giving the M. C. B.
Association an opportunity to modify its rules to agree with
This naturally creates confusion among the
the circular.

and repair men who at best find it difficult to
For the sake of uniformity and
order that the existing rules may be kept up-to-date and

inspectors

Welding Truck Side Frames

interpret the present rules.

PRACTICALLY unqualified endorsement of welding
truck side frames and bolsters by the association seems
surprising in view of the data presented in the exhibits accompan}-ing the report. Of the two sets of tests the greater
weight has apparently been given to those shown in book B.
There were 23 castings tested in this series, of which only
three broke in the weld. However, some of the tests give no

THE

indication of the strength of the welded members in tension.
Six of the castings included in the tests reported in book B

compression member and one was tested
Eliminating these we find that 13 of the test
transversely.
castings welded in the tension meml^er failed outside the
The data in book A
weld, while three failed in the weld.
Of the 21 side
were not summarized by the committee.
which are published
bolsters,
test
results
of
frames and
the

were welded

and will help to keep
under the present conditions

great economies

in service particularly

in

accordance with the latest developments of the Railroad
.Administration all such matters should either be sent out
through the M. C. B. Association as a government order or
the association should be permitted to issue changes to the
rules simultaneously in order that any conflicting rules may
In view of its past experience this association
be revised.
can be made a valuable adjunct to the Railroad Adminisin

tration.

in the

two had defects
but were tested without being welded, and two were welded
Of the remainder 11 broke in
in the compression member.
Thus of all the parts
the weld and three outside the weld.
welded in the tension member that were tested in both series
14 failed in the weld while 16 failed at other points.
It is reasonable to assume that the welding of these castings was done with fully as much if not more care than
would be given to similar work under actual repair condiThe committee in its report emphasizes the fact that
tions.
the skill of the operator is the most important factor inin this exhibit, three castings

had no

defects,

Unfortunately this canfluencing the strength of the weld.
not be controlled l)y any rules adopted by the association to
govern welding practice. Unquestionably the application of
autogenous welding to the reclamation of side frames and

Revision of Loading Rules

THE

^Master Car Builders' loading rules are an im-

portant factor in securing the maximum utilization of
If cars are not properly loaded the full capacity cannot be utilized, and the car is apt to be delayed in transit
owing to the necessity of transferring or readjusting the
cars.

Evidently it was a realization of this fact that led
the complete endorsement of the loading rules by the
While the intent of the clause
Railroad Administration.
in Circular No. 7 issued by Mr. Gray in which he states
that discipline will be imposed for violation of the Master
lading.
to

Car Builders'

rules is not clear,

it

is

safe to say that the

cars in accordance
with these rules.
With the authority of the Railroad .Administration added to the weight which the Master Car
Builders" rules carry, the committee should be able to get
splendid results.
The present conditions require that cars be loaded, not

intention
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compel shippers
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21,

cheapest for

i>

ili.it

will iitili/c

lliat

tin-

>lii|ipir,

tin-

iiiaxiinum capacit) of the

car ami

i-nalik- it to In- >int to its ilesi illation without delay,
'rhe loailin>; rules should lie revised at once to secure this

committee

met the situation in a manner
The adoption of the changes
in the rules for loading lumlier now under consideration
.-houkl eliminate one of the major causes for transferring
riie

result.

that leaves little to

Some

loads.

same end

lie

lias

desired.

other chaiiues

view should

in

the present

in

hriiii;

ijood

rules

results

iiv

with the
insuring

and a reduction of the expense of
and daniaye to lading.

hetter utilization of cars

transfer

and

lo.ss
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lor III. my M'.ir~ tiiat even peaie conditicn- cl.inanded the
nationalization, either under private control or public ownership, of all the transportation agencies of the lountry." Mr.

Schlafge jinxeeds to >how that, "therefore, .standardization
of the instrunieiitalties of lonimerce was inevitable if the
highest efliciency was to be attained." He goes on not merely
to defend standardization of locomotives, but to <ondemn the
Master Mechanics' Association because- "this association
|iractically failed to reiognize the ineluctable trend of events,
so that when, as a necessary war measure, the national railway administration demanded a standard l(Komotive, the
association had no standard to offer."
The .American Kail-

way Association did have

a standard freight car to oft'tr,
was there no standard locomotive available/
Simply beiau>e nobtxly in the railway
business
except, jiossibly, Mr. Sihlatge, who kept very (juiet
aljout it
considered that, in the diverse circumstarices in
which locomotives must be operated, standardization of locomotives was either feasible or expedient.

and

Displaying Foresight After the Fact

Wiiiiwi

proideni of the Kailway Master Mechanics' .Association, ranks hij;h among
the mechanical ofticers of the railways of the country.
His
.iddress at the meetini; in Chicago was in part an inspiring
.ippeal

ti)

Sc

III

AH.1

.

ut"

the association's

ilic

llric,

members

to accept loyally

and in
do all

uood faith the new regime in railway affairs, and to
they can to make government operation of railways a success.
There are features of Mr. Scidafge's address, however,
which .seem elcx|uently to manifest tlie common faculty of
hindsight, rather than that very unusual faculty, foresight.
By imi>lication he critici.ses the Master Mechanics' .Association because it had not during its 50 years of existence in
time of peace "made constructive efforts to assist the nation
to react reasonai)ly to tiie conditions of war with its tremendous added burden upon the transportation facilities,"
or "so shape its course even to render assistance to the end,
palpably in sight for many years, of a thorough co-ordination of the transportation business of the country in the interests of its people."

We submit that this is all very far fetched. If any member of the Master Mechanics' .Association had suggested in
one of its conventions prior to three or four years ago that
this organization should take steps to assist the nation "to
would have
laughed out of the meeting hall. Perhaps that is the
reason why Mr. Schlafge never made the suggestion; for
we are quite sure that he never did make it.
To criticise a civilian technical organization on the ground

was not

it

adojited.

Why

—
—

extremely desirable that railway officers of all ranks
all branches of the .-service should accept the new
regime of government operation of railways gracefully, and
put forth all of their ability and their energy to make it a
success.
Their self-respect and their patriotism will impel
them to do .so. But loyalty and patriotism do not demand,
and their self respect should forbid, that they shall stultify
themselves, and cast discredit upon their former superior
It

and

is

in

and the associations to which they have belonged by
failure to do things which tht^e making the
criticisms never suggested ought to be done, and which the
government and the public oj)inion of the I'nited States prevented from being done. The course of the Kailway Master
Mechanics' Association, and the management of the railwavs
of the United States, were not nearly so benighted U-fore the
adoption of government control as Sh. Schlafge would now
have us believe: and even if they were this would be a late
day for him and other railway officers to break their silence
on the subject.
officers

criticising

react reasonaidy to the conditions of war"' he
lieen

that

it

did not take steps to assist the nation to "react rea-

Saving Fuel
"T"!!!,

DISH ssMN

of

generally lieen neglected.

we were almost at war, borders on the absurd. Similar comment may be made on the reference to "the end,
palpably in sight for many years, of the thorough co-ordi-

railroad power plants

nation of the transportation business of the country." To
whom was this end so "palpably in sight?" Mr. Schlafge
conceded that the end was not palpable to "railroad interests." for he added:
"It is only fair to say. however, that
the limitations upon its (the Master Mechanics' .Associa-

proper expansion and development were largely becontrol because of the general failure of railroad interests to recognize the fundamental principle
that the transportation business of a nation is a natural state
monopoly, and that, sooner or later, a progressive state will
either dominate the control of its transportation lines or
own them." The end in question certainly was not "palpably
in sight" to government officials, for they were engaged in
defeating by proceedings under the anti-trust law, everv
effort the now despised "railroad interests'' themselves made
to bring about co-ordination.
It must be, then, that it was
merely to Mr. Schlafge that this end wa/ "palpablv in
tion's)

yond

-ight."
in

its

It

is

the world

until after

it

a

great

who do
is

pit>'

not

that

reveal

an accompli.shed

Having disclosed

there are

.«o

many

j>eople

what they have foreseen
fact.

that "to foreseeing

men

it

has been clear

Power Plants

on luil Iaoiiohi) and ."-imoke
* Prevention at the Master Mechanics' .Assotiation meeting drew attention to one source of fuel economy which has

sonably to the conditions of war," when it is notorious that
the government of the nation itself did nothing of the kind
until

in

tile re|)c.rt

It

is

This

is

power plant.
which may be made in

the railroad

true that the aggregate saving

is small when considered in relation
to the possiljilities in locomotive service, inasmuch as ])robably not more than eight per cent of the total amount of
fuel used by the railroads is consumed in power [jlants.
.At
present, however, no possible .saving should be overlooked,
and while the supervision of fuel consumption on locomotives is very generally well organized and working according to highly developed plans, practically no organized effort has ever been made toward economy in the f)Ower plant.
It has lately been repeated several times that with the careful application of the information on fuel economv which
is already generally known, there would be an ample sufiply
of coal to meet all requirements.
To attain this end. however, organized effort is necessary.
.A
study of railroad
power plant conditions should generally l>e made with a
view to develo|)ing efftitive methtxls of ajiplying this knowledge and checking the perfonnance of power plants.
TTie
plan of power plant suiier\ision referred to by W. J. Tol-

lerton

in

his

di.scussion

of

the

report,

material improvement of conditions
on the Kcxk I-land. .An aggregate
to be neglected will n-sult from a
some such plan of su[)er^•ising the
railro;ids of the countr\'.

has resulted

relative to fuel

in

a

economy

saving of fuel too large
general development of

power plants of

all

the
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T.

W. Demarest

Chambers

C.

Vice-President. M. C. B. Association

President.

C.

J.

B. Association

Coleman

Vice-President, M. C. B. Association

Master Car Builders' Association Proceedings
The Maintenance

of Freight Cars

and the Rules

of Interchange Receive Special Attention
HK-1

TH!Car

"-i-.^-^ii'N

iif

till-

Builders' Association

joiiii

mc-ciiim

1)1

ilii-

M.i?icr

lacl a joint session

and the American Railway

a.

\\"hile

two associations were presented
the meeting being in

without any attempt at segregation

—

G. W. Wildin
Vice-President. M. C. B. Association

J.

re])(frt

i»l

tin-

i>ro<.eeiiings

Gentlemen: We welcome you this mornini; at another one
of our annual meetings. It is not necessari' to state that since
a year ago we have been making history, and it is also unnecessar\' to state that each dav we do not know what is

m.
the papers of the

followiiii.:

Remarks by President Chambers

C. E. Chambers, president of the Master Car Builders"
The meeting was called to order at
Association, ]>resided.

10:20

—the

of this meeting will be classitied for convenience under the
two heads.

Master Mechanics" Association was held in the Florentine room of the Congress hotel, Chicago, June 19. 1918.

S.

Lentz

Treasurer, M. C. B. Association

14S1

V. R. Hawthorne, Secretary,
C. B. and M. M. Associations

M.
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going to happen, and what will be the condition of affairs
The uncertainty of the times has made it
tlie next day.
necessary to follow out the principle established one year
ago in holding as brief a meeting as we could to take care
of the necessary business. Perplexing problems are coming before us from time to time in the form of instructions or orders.
.\s an executive committee we get recjuests from the United
States government or the Railroad Administration to consider certain changes; at other times we get a notice that
In that case it is only
such and such things are ordered.
necessary to notify }"ou that these orders have been put into
Many times orders will
effect, and this is going to continue.
be sent out that individually we may not concur in, but
we are all working for the one great cause to win the war.
What we have gained in the wa}- of progress in SO years
or more that these conventions have been held is by reason
of the general getting together of a number of opinions,
and boiling them down to find out which seems to be the
HowThat, I think, in all cases is the wise plan.
best.
ever, regardless of what order may come, it is up to each
of us individually or collectively to put into effect to the
best of our ability anything that our government may want.

—

Letter from

The

secretarv-

manager

J. J.

read the following

Tatum
letter

of the car repair section, U.

S.

from

J. J.

Tatum,

Railroad Admin-

istration:

would have given me a great deal of pleasure to have
been able to meet all at the annual meeting this year, but
I feel at this writing it will be almost impossible.
There are
pressing matters here at Washington that require my attention, and I feel I will be compelled to sacrifice the pleasure
it would afford me to attend this meeting.
"There is a stupendous task before all of us: our obliga"It

tions to the nation at this time are greater than ever before
in our history.
For this reason I feel I should remain at
^^'ashington as close to the 'firing line' as possible, to give all
possible support to the Railroad Administration that is within

my

Today you and I are helping by our efforts
power.
in keeping up the railroads of the United States to fight the
You and I have the task
greatest of all wars for Democracy.
to see that every possible piece of rolling stock is made
available to carry foodstuffs and munitions to our soldiers

Vol. 64. No. 25

'over tiiere.'
Not only for those noble men who have left
our countr}-, but for our allies, and the nol)le women of this
and our allied countries who are doing Red Cross duties for
our soldiers. There is nothing we can do for them that will
equal what they are doing for us; they are giving their all,
the best they have, their life.
We should be equally willing

do as much
"In closing

them over here.
would ask that we all pledge ourselves to our
President of the United States, his director general of railroads and assistants, to give all we have in ability and
to

for

I

command,

force at our

in order that they

may

be able, through

and effort to meet every reresponsibility and by the united efforts

the railroads, with our energy

quirement of their
of our men we will have placed our flag in the foremost ranks
for democracy and liberty of the whole world."

Downing

I. S.

(C. C. C.

&

L.)

St.

I

:

move

that this asso-

Mr. Tatum's entire
The motion was carried.

citation pledge itself to the assistance of

section of the government's work.

Report of the Secretary

The

R. Hawthorne, showed
membership in the Master Car Builders' Association on
446
1918,
to
consist
of
active
members. 593 repreJune 8,
sentative members, 14 associate members and 19 life members; a total membership of 1,072.
The receipts during the
two years were 567,470.37 and the disljursements §65.300.50,
report of the secretary, V.

the

leaving a balance for the period of $2,169.87.
(The report was received and a committee consisting of
W. R. McMunn (N. Y. C), J. H. Milton (C. R. I. &''P.)
and J. A. Carney (C, B. & Q.) w-as elected to audit the
records.

The

Among

the members that have died during
is more noticeable than that of Joseph W.
been with the association so long that it
seemed .that he would always be there. I know that all the
members miss him. We were very fortunate, however, in
being able to secure, at least temporarily, Mr. Hawthorne,

President

:

the past year none

He had

Taylor.

who from

number

was
having served practically one year
as a member of the special committee inspecting the railroads,
was exceptionally well fitted for this task, and it seemed
to be most opportune that he should be at our disposal just
fitted

his

of years of railroad life not only

for the office, but,

at this particular time.

Revision of the Rules of Interchange

w

ITH THE .A.PPROVAL of the
Executive Committee, this
committee has continued
»he rendering of interpretations of such questions
as have been asked by the
regarding the
rules.
The committee has
decided that until the

Changes

in

Rules Governing Prices of Material

Rule
The committee recommended

98.

that the table of prices for

wheels and axles shown on page 128 be revised as follows:
Average
Seconii-

members

4^
Hennessey
Chairman

J. J.

Builders'

"""^ ^6'"-

<^ast

Association

iron wheel.

late

(Fro
steel

wheel
{

in

To°"'

C. B.

Standard axle. 140,000 lb.. (Fro""-- 25.50

M.

C. E.

Standard axle, lOO.OOO

cept in the rules govern-

eM.

C. B.

Standard axle, 80,000

ing

eM.

C.

Standard

material.

year, arbitra-

tion

No.

cases

c 33-in.

e

wrought or rolled

steel wheel,

lb

(Fro:

1061

to

1147 have Ijeen decided and co])ics have Ijeen sent to the
memliers in accordance with our usual practice.

7.75

1

lb.

axle, 60,000 lb.

f

c

M.

C. B.

Standard axle. 40.000

The committee recommended

40.00

From.

16.50'

Fron

33.00
13.00
26.00

To

.

Pi

lb

Rule

..

$4.50
S.OO

4.50

$15.;

H.75

From.,

;To
'

B.

19.50
50.00

iTo

/

During the

$4.75

Scrap

cM.

of

item.

19.50
37.00

Master Car
Builders' Rules of Interchange shall be established
no change in these rules
will be recommended exrelation to the

prices

this

$9.00
15.00

')To

Master Car

status of the

credit
price

hand

to

24.00
10.00

S.OO

3.0O
6.70

19.80

2.00
5.30

7.75

15.60

remain

t

present

120.
that the average scrap credit

I

June
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31.

repairs are made, including valves shipped to the

allowed for whi-ols removed from dismantled cars,
under the provisions of Rule 121), and shown near the l>ottom

turers.

of

ing

priic?

pa-.'e

Our

.

1

,-i

"ii-

'II.

I.e

><ir<i„ n,,

.1

.

.

revised as follows:

"

•

"

ca|>acily or iin.lcr...
cap.icily

111,

II'.

From

To

$.'.75

$3.40
3.70

2.90
1.75
4.75

capacity
Ih. capacity

111.

I'l

•

11.^

7.75
7.75

l.U),

Average

New

•-

'

70.000

^ic.

lb

|)resent

there

inforinalioii

is

no uniform

manufac-

prattiti- of

obtain-

on the various roads and no doubt

of the detail change^ are overlooked, while others are

assumed.
The pro[>osed average diarce will eliminate a
of complicated records.

lot

Passe.vi.kr Tar Rii.i
The (ommillee recommended ihat the

21.

following prid- be

revised.

revised as follows:

lie

At

this

many

.oiiimended that the table covering new
for non-M. C. B. standard a.xles,

.

and average credit prices
shown .it tlu- to|) of paye
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From
WhreU.

Item Jo

•lerl-tirrd,

To

ovetaue value service metal

credit i>rice

thelher defeco

Hit

i!rr\.::::*l8:^S

$1.25

Passent.kk Car Ri
Oni-.non-.M. c.

I',

axle, 50.000

lb.

or under.

The committee recommended

.

I'ricc>

to

that the

remain as
first

at

preient.

paragraph on

page 132 be revised to read as follows: '"The price for new
wrought steel wheels shall be i)a.sed on the scrap value of
:i!S.OU for metal inside the condemning limit (which is ',4
in. alK)ve the limit .groove) plus $1.75 for each 1/16 in. of

The (ommiltee recommended
Item

Wheels, ur.iught steel, lossl ,,,
of «rvice metal, per f, in.. 1* """'"' <^'>ar»e
Change credit
33 in. wheel

4(..

.

|

Item

Wheels, wrought

47.

rlange contour, also base of limit groove not less

full
2*'

credit

in

in.

j

'

-t-rvice

fi'--

Item 48.

i.i.immittee

recommended

I

Item

1

$18.00
18.30

To

J

10.85
11.15
4.55
1.35
.25

15.75
6.55
1.95
.35
.65

.75

9.00

19.00

10.50

21.50

9.50

20.00

11.00

22.50

.'

.^

5.90

12.50

7.40

15.00

6.40

13.50

7.90
2.25

16.00

.60

4.75
.50
1.25

.04

03

.25

111.

$1.10

char,:e

Cents

liEiMi.;;.

Train pipe union, disconnected
-

T;>:

,

^

'

3
3

•li-;connected

i-i-.i";..
'

.

riK

in..

2

cents each)

(

I

N'"t<

I:

,1

.

—

4

and repairing, including material.
$1.10

Total

IK

Ti-.i.-<
-

U
•.

average charge also includes the I in. union gasket for branch
in. union gasket for retaining pipe, in connection with triple
31. 4E. SO. 52. 55

and 58 are

One

51.

Item

One

52.

17.30

1.75

,

Chan,
ange price, new...
average credit

{

Cham
ange

I

pri<
price

5.25

8.50

9.00

15.00

4.75

7.75

Change price, new... 26.00
(Change price scrap.. 5.00
) Change price, new...
19.50
( Change scrap price.
4.50
(Change price, new... 19.50
Change average credit

59.00
11.00

36

in.

wrought

steel)

33

in.

wrought

steel

.

4.75

50.00
8.00
37.00
16.00

The committee further recommended that these changes
in i)rices be made effective as soon as possible.
The rejjort is signed by J. J. Hennessey, chairman, C, M.
St.

P.; T. \V. Demarest, Pennsvlvania Lines; Jas. Cole-

man, Grand Trunk; F. W. Brazier, X. V.
Goodnow, C. & X. W.

C; and

T. H.

Discussion
Laughlin

(.\rmour Car Lines):

I
would ask,
the- report, if this .>5 |)er cent added
added to the.se prices?
T. H. Goodnow (C. & \. \V.): That is the understand-

Gecj.

F.

before the acce[)tance of
to the bills will also

lie

ing.

The committee recommended the following changes in
Rule 111.
Item 5f'.
Triple valves removed, cleaned, oiled, tested
and stenciled, including all neccssar}- repairs (lal)or and
material), exclusive of renewal of brMv or conversion of
valve from one type to another.

u

3i

heel.

wheel

&

47
.53

.'

:

One

cast

$26.00

1

Ret.iinlni;

50.

in.

10.50

$

2.25

[Change t>rice, new...
I Change average credit

price
(

"D"

Average

36

....
.75

^'."•:h

wheel
(

Item 106i. Coupler knuckle pin. new. applied, M. C. B "D"
Item 107. Coupler. M. C. B.. complete, new, steel 5 in.
bv 5 in.'ihank
Item 108. Coupler. M. C. B.. Tempor-iry Standard, complete, new. steel 5 in. by 5 in. shank
Item 109. Coupler. M. C. B., comrilcte. new, steel 5 in.
by 7 in. shank
Item 110. Coupler. M. C. B.. Temporary Standard, complete new. steel 5 in. by 7 in. shank
Coupler bodv. M. C. B., one, new. steel 5 in
Item
1.
by 5 in. shank
Item 112. Coupler body. M. C. B.. Temporary Standard,
one. new, steel 5 ii. by 5 in. shank
Item 114. Coupler bcdv. M. C. B.. one. new, steel 5 in.
bv 7 in. shank
Item 11?. Coupler Sodv. M. C. B., Temporary Standard.
one. new. steel
in. hv 7 in. shank
Item lis. Coupler knuckle, one. new, solid. a|>plied
Item 119. Coupler k-nickle pin. one. new. applied
Item 120. Coupler lock. one. new. applied
Item 105. Weigliini! over 100 lb. each, includinR bolsters,
side frames, etc.. ocr pound
S,rap ciedits tor the above items to remain as at present.

Rile

One

.„ . „
$0,625
625

^
price

Item 106a ani Item IO61. to he con.'s.ili.latcrl in one item
to be known as It-m !06a.
Item 106a. Coupler complete, new. M. C. B. "D" either
5 in. by 7 in. or 6 in. by 8 in. shank
Item 106b an.i 106d to be consolidated in one item to be
known as Item 106b.
Item 106b. Coupler body, new. M. C. B. "D" either
5 in. bv 7 in. or f in. bv 8 in. shank
Item lf>6e. Coupler knuckle, new. applied. M C. B. "D"
Item loot. Coupler knuckle lock, new, apiilied. M. C. B. "D"
Item lObg. CoupJcr l.xk lifter, new, applied. M. C. B. "D"
Item !06h. Coupler knuckle thrower, new, applied, M. C.

1

49.

To

steel.
tier

f

From

B.

A

that the following prices be

revised:

lie

From

'.""ichan
in-, t Chnn

101.
I

The

Wheels, wrought
of service metal,
38 in. wheel

In no case shall a charge or
metal be made in excess of IJ-j in."
diameter.

Rule

steel.
'•

of service metal, per
33 in. wheel.

service metal (on radius of tread) in connection with stand-

ard
than

that the following prices

revised

to be omitled.

Keusun:
This avera.ge will obviate the necessity of following up each individual triple valve to ascertain just what

I. S. Downing (C. C. C. &: St. L.):
Will Circular Xo. 7
issued by the Division of Transportation affect these rules?
This says that the receiving roads .-hall transfer the load at

own expense, while Rule 2 refers to .\merican Railway
Association Rule Xo. 15. which says that the delivering road
will |)ay the expense.
I ask the committee whether or not it
intends to take that into consideration.

their

Mr. Goodnow: The committee did not knf)w of Circular
Xo. 7 when the re]x)rt was prepared.
The rule will lie
changed either as a result of this circular or under s|tecial
instructions from the .\nierican Railway .\.<sc*iation.
H. L. Osman (Morris & Co.)
I would like to call atten:

tion to the prices allowed for trucks of destroyed cars.

The

rules provide. Section .il5, for a 60,000-11). capacity car.
I
think you will all admit that the price is far below the present

manufacturing trucks of that capacity. I find ihat a
60,000-lb. capacity truck w ith steel truck sides and steel truck
Ijolsters costs in the neighlM)rhood of S<>SO.
Making the price
$.>15 is not quite in line with the costs of con.struction.
This
is JKjrne out by the fact that very few railroads arc todav
cost of

returning the trucks of destroyeti cars.
T. L.
Burton (X. V. C): With regard to Item 56,
which recommends the price of SI. 10 for removing, cleaning,
oiling, testing and making all necessarj- repairs to the trijile
valve, with the two e.xceptions which are mentioned.
That
subject was referred to the Train Brake and Signal Commit-
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of wliicli

tfc,

we

am

1

cluiirniaii,

We

are making.

and

it

is

covered in a report
any suggestion of

failed to concur in
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The prices that were changed were changed on account
up by Mr. Tatum. On account of the sug-

LiU.

of being brought

that kind, for reasons

gestion coming from that source the Arbitration Committee

stated, the reasons are that $1.10

Otherwise the comrecognized it and made those changes.
mittee has not taken any action, but did think that it could
do so before the rules are issued in October.

which are stated in the report. Briefly
would not go anywhere near
covering the expense of repairing a triple valve, and we feel
that the price fixed should be an average price, for the
repairs and cleaning, because the present scale of prices
would result in neglecting the question of repairs and confining attention almost exclusively to the

more

profitable job

Goodnow: Answering Mr. Burton, the Arbitration
Committee was not aware that this matter had been referred
IMr.

to his committee.

The average

price of $1.10

is

obtained

by the billing records of at least all of the roads represented
on the Arbitration Committee, and I believe of one or two
The expense of taking the triple off, taking it to the
others.
air brake room and giving it the necessar}' attention, including the testing, are included in this item. These records
show that on several thousand cars on each road it runs from
Therefore, the average of all was taken at
$.90 to $1.20.
$1.10, which would, of course, carry the 35 per cent with it.
You understand that there are certain exceptions, such as
triple to a A' triple, and one other that is
converting an

H

mentioned.
I

:

as this leads to the practice of putting old material in the
valves in making ordinary' repairs.
Mr. Goodnow: It probably would not if you take the indi-

vidual triple, but if you take the thousands that go to your
triple valve room the general average will cover it.
Mr. Burton: The principal point is that the rule will
result in neglecting the triple valve entirely.

Mr. Goodnow:

he wants to take that chance on his
association is trying to check that
matter now by having a report filed by all roads as to the
It would seem
tests the\- make and the st\le of rack they use.
to me that if the Air Brake Committee has a report to make,
that this report must be held up until we have the benefit of
their report.
I move that that one matter be held in abeyance until Mr. Burton's committee makes its report.
Mr. Osman May we not have an expression from the
committee as to this truck question ?
Mr. Goodnow: The committee by its last action on Rule
11,5 for the settlement of cars, attempted to reimburse the
car owner for the car since the war prices went in in 1914,
by departing from the old arbitrary rule of prices as established in the M. C. B. rules and accepting the book values
I appreciate that is not going to take care of the
of cars.
point that Mr. Osman raised, because the old arbitrary value
will stand on the trucks if they are held.
I think at the
present that this is one of the things to be given considerais

true.

If

The

:

tion before the rules are issued in October.
arbitrar)-

values do not represent the value of the

But that
the general value of the car.
Prior to 1914
on the arbitrary value, but the arbitrary value
of cars prior to 1914 does not represent the reproducing cost
of that car today by any means.
It did fairly compensate
the company at that time for what cars were costing then.
Now, if you are going to pick out the item of trucks, I can"t
see how we w'ill handle it.
Two years ago we attempted to

truck, either as salvage or scrap at the present time.
is tied

we

Hennessey (C. M. &

St.

There was a feeling
would possibly come up
You remember the Arbi-

P.):

Committee was authorized by the association to make
such changes as they found absolutely necessary, and that
was the feeling when the committee made this report.
A. E. Smith (Union Tank Line): I would like to ask
what the association is going to do with the rule becoming
effective on October 14 in regard to tank cars.
Mr. Goodnow That is another rule that will simply have
to be held in abeyance and action taken in the issuance of
:

the rule, or in a circular prior to that time, taking care of
that feature,

President
be taken.
I.

S.

a necessity.

if it is

The

I

:

Downing

think

up with

.settled

establish fair valuations of cars, but

had

to give

it

up.

When

it comes to the trucks on cars prior to 1914, I am not prepared to say this morning ju.st how- that could be handled.
The President: There is no report coming before us that
will have any bearing on that.
Mr. Goodnow: The committee has practically no rejiort at

now

(C. C. C.

&

we have put

is

St.

the time for

L.):

On

some action

to

the Big 4 at all

No. 7 in effect.
must be changed I think we
should ask ]Mr. Gray if it would not be better to modify the
rules through the Arbitration Committee.
If we don't do
it we are going to get badly mixed up.
inspection points

If there are other rules

do not know how the price could possibh"
cover am-thing except the minor repairs that ordinarily go
with the valve in its cleaning and oiling, especially when it
includes tlie material and substitution of worn sockets and
worn packing rings, and things of that kind. Such a price
Mr. Burton

The

J.

tration

of cleaning.

road, that

J.

a year ago that several questions
before the rules would be changed.

this Circular

that

F. C. Schultz (Chief Joint Inspector, Chicago): It occurs

me it will be necessarj- to take action on this now. Circular No. 7 will probably go into effect July 1. Mr. Goodnow is right; several changes are made. It occurs to me that
within these two days we could work out something that
to

would be in harmony with Circular No. 7 and adopt it as of
1.
Our rule provides that we can refuse cars under
This rule compels the acceptance of all
cars.
That is one item alone that requires attention.
Mr. Goodnow
I don't believe that the .\rbitration Committee would be able to act on the floor on embodying Circular No. 7 in the M. C. B. rules.
That order is perfectly
plain, and if it is to be put in, I believe that the .Arbitration
Committee can weave it into the rules, if the balance of the
rules are to remain undisturbed and in line with authorit}'.
.\t the present time I don't feel that there is any action
that can be taken until we have some expression of that kind.
July

certain conditions.

:

The

interchange in the different terminals at the present time
being conducted on entirely different plans.
Each big
district or territory is independently putting in rules and
systems carrying out its own ideas and governed by the
is

local conditions.

The

President

It

:

goes without saying that Order No.

doesn't say July 1 or December 1, liut
so we have got to put that into eft"ect.

7 is

says
I think
June 8, and
it would require some little thought as to just what M. C. B.
rules might be affected by this order.
I agree with Mr.
Downing that a proper channel would seem to me to place
these suggestions before the Arbitration or Executive committees for consideration.
effective.

It

it

Mr. Downing: I have maintained that there is no better
way to interchange cars than under the M. C. B. rules.
You might take the same position with regard to this general
order that Mr. Goodnow does about the A. R. A. rules.
It is not a physical operating rule.
The repairing of cars
at the nearest repair point is not a part of the M. C. B. rules.
Determining the cost of the transfer as the transfer is made
is not a part of the M. C. B. rules.
all may expect what we might consider
The President
a good many irregularities during transformation.
.\11 these
things will be taken care of in a proper way when we have
had time. As president of this association I naturally would
raise the question as to just what !Mr. Mc.Adoo and ^Ir. Gray
expect us to do or how they expect us to do it.
I think we
:

We

June

21,

.-lumlil

liavi'

niatiir will
C",
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su^'gi-stions fur cunnidcration,

shape

F. Giles

due time.
& N.): May I ask

aiul

1

iliiiiL

tln>

itself in

(I,.

tliere

if

has

Uen any

response made to tlie conuiiunication in rej;ard to the ci»ordination of these assiK iatioiis with the Ameriian Railway
Association, which was lonsidereii at our nuvtin^; in May.
The President: Mr. Siiilafi;e's letter anil my letter were
presented to Mr. 'l'hom))son. and they were lirought before
tiie K.xecutive ("ommitlee ot ilie .\meriran Railway .Association possiMy twii weeks ago.
Mr. I'iiompson calKil a meetini; in New York on June 2h to go over this matter lurtiier.

Mr. GixKlnow: It iKcurreil to me tiiat tiie retommendaMaster Car lUiilders' Association would take care
of the situation as suggesteii \>y Mr. Downing; tiiat is, this
as.sociation lie recognized as a section of any association
that may ix- formed.
It seems to me that this is not the
pro])er time to undertake to emiiody Order No. 7 in the M.
tions of the

That order has been issued over the signature
of Mr. Gray, approved Uy Mr. McAdoo, and all we can do
now is to put it into effect, trusting that later on the Master
("ar Builders' Association, as a section of the proposed organization will he given an opportunity to pass u|K)n tjuestions of that kind before tiie order is put into effect.
I believe
if that organization is effected that it will take care of this
r.

H.

rules.

F.

W.

going to

Brazier (X. V.
raise.

I

C): That was

tiiink the

know

ju.st

members of

how

the point

I

was

this association, of

should be handled
I was in hopes
that the resolution which the joint Inidies made here to the
.\merican Railway Association would have gotten further
along and would have gotten before such men as Mr. Mc.\doo. and that they could .see that liere is a body of men
that really has made the railroads easy running by its rules

fifty years'

standing,

better

this

than people that have had no e.xperience.

of interchange.
riiere are very few oflicers

who know

the condition of the

e(}uipnient that is running through the countn.' tixlay.

W'e

have over 2,000 box cars standing on our line, and if I were
asked tomorrow to put them in the grain service only about
10 per cent of them would be fit. Everybody seems to think
the equipment is all right, but there is .going to be an awakening by and l)y.
I am willing to go on record, and practically ever)- car
man ought to Ite, about the condition of the e<|uii)ment of the
country today. The gondola cars, which come north loaded
with lumber, are substituted for hauling coal and other
commcKJities for which they are not suited.
Mr. Goodnow: It seems to me that the railroads have not
yet fully understood that there

is

only one railroad in the

There are now no independent roads. I believe that Circular No. 7 is only the start of the changes
which will have to be made under the new order of affairs.
Doing what we have called interchange in the past, is eventually going to resolve itself into the same thing as handling
Uncars over vour own line from one division to another.
United States.

doubtedly when that

is

brought about, the projier regulation

and maintenance of ei|uipments will come
along with it.
I have in mind one large terminal at the
present time that is departing entirely from the estaljlished

of

the

re])airs

The receiving line's insjiection is being
practice in the past.
cut out and the delivering line is insju-cting the cars for proIt
tection under the rules where defect card> arc due.
handles

change inspection now, and should not be;
tion of maintaining the cars, and it will

it

It needs no joint
with one force of inspectors.
it. and if it works out it will l)e the simjjlest

force to handle

plan for handling cars under the present demand.
The M. C. B. rules are going to be changed. It is not a
question of inspecting for certain defects on the car, belonging to a private car line, or an individually owned car,
but the prime essential in connection with railroad cars is
the question of their maintenance, and that is the only thing
The-e is no intervitally imporant at the present time.

it

is

only a ques-

itself into
a repair |>ro|K>sition.
.Samuel Lynn ( 1'. & L. K. ): The fact that this order is
issued shows that our su|)eriors in Washington think this
action is necessary.
1
do not think we should do anything
today to critici.se this action.

re.solve

[anus ("oleman (G. T.)
1 think the rules wdl U- changed
materially from time to time, and as orders are issued from
Washington, the Arbitration Committee should apply them
to the rules as they now stand.
I
understand that an order
:

issued today abolishes the

]K-r <liem.

If that

is

true, all of

pooled.
The
ne.vt <|uestion is in connection with maintenance of equipment.
should be prepared to consider certain recomthe equipment in this country-

is

jtractically

We

mendations
cause

it

to see

is all

how we

shall maintain our

equipment be-

pooled.

The President

There

is a question before us by Mr. Goodnow in connection with the report of the .Arbitration Committee on withholding a |)ortion of tlu- report referring to the
cleaning of triple valves.
:

There are certain change^ in the way of
which will lie neccs.sary
the movement of e(|uipment, and I understand

Mr. Laughlin:

making

efleitive dates in the rules

to facilitate

from

situation.

1485

this discussion that the.se

changes will be made by the

Committee before the rules are (lUt into effect.
I iiave in mind Paragraph F of Rule .\ which relates to the
ret'usal of cars that have not been e(|uipped with brine retaining devices.
All the cars will not Ik;- e<|uipj>ed by the
date when the rules are to be made effective, and we are asking for an extension of that time.
I would like to know if
.Arbitration

that will be considered.

Mr. Goodnow: That naturally will be considered. .\s I
have stated before, it was the intention to reissue the rules
the same as u.sual, |)rovided we got advice that that should
lie done.
.\t the same time, as to such f|uestion- as Mr. Smith
;ind Mr. Laughlin have brought uj). such matters should be
|)resented in writing, so that they will not

think these rules are all dated October
be acted on prior to that time.

1

lie
.

overlooked.

and none has

I

to

(Mr. Goodnow's motion was carried.)
J. Tollcrton (C. R. 1. & P.) (reading a letter): It has
occurred to me that, in view of the desirability of avoiding,
in every possible way. delays to freight cars incident to the
making of repairs when standard material is not available,
that the M. C. B. .Association should issue a circular authorizing the railroads to make wrong repairs, as they may see
fit, to foreign cars in their possession whenever such wrong
repairs can he made in a manner pemiitling the car to be

W.

retained satisfactorily and safely in the service for which
is

it

intended.

At the present time there are undoubtedly a great many
instances where cars are being held out of service a number
of days awaiting the recei]!; of standard material ordered
from the owner, when in reality wrong repairs could \>e made

and the car released with but
If the M. C. B. .AsscK'iation

a trivial delay.

sees fit to issue instructions of
further recommendation that during
such period as the association may see fit to (Permit of such
practices, the party making the wrong repairs should be
this character,

it

is

my

absolved from any reclaim on the part of the car owner for
the expen.se of standardizing repairs ujHin the arrival of the
car on

its

home

rails.

(Continuing, he said)
The western lines arc

all in the same |iosition as regards
foreign cars coming to their roads. .As Mr. Goodnow has
said, the receiving line has nothing to .say as to what class

In the past few
of cquii)ment shall be taken in interchange.
mtnths the foreign cars on our railroads have increased some-

Within the last two weeks we
thing over 200 per cent.
received an order from the car distributing section at Wash-
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inijton ordering 13,000 box cars to our lines for grain movement, and the prompt handling and loading of cars is imIt is a problem with us to handle that vast number
portant.

of cars.

Take

the case of a car coming irom the

New Haven and

goins to Herrington, Kan., for a load of grain. If we could
put h in shape to load and send to the Atlantic seaboard, it
would be folh- for us to he held down by some restriction
compelling us' to go to the New Haven for certain repair
What has
parts, or be penalized for making wrong repairs.
happened to us has happened to every railroad in the west.
Therefore, I think it is very important that some modification

made of the wrong repair rule as it now exists.
Mr. Brazier: I wish to make a motion, that the Executive
Committee send out a notice to the members to the following

be

Empty cars of 60,000-lb. capacity or over, when
placed on shop or repair tracks for repairs must not be returned to commercial service until they have been placed in
condition to meet full M. C. B. inspection without exceptions,
including United States Safety appliances.
We are practically one railroad since the pooling question
If any car can be made fit for grain
has been settled.
effect:

service,

make

it

fit

for grain

make such

heavv

freight,

use

for coarse freight.

it

service.

repairs to

it

not fit for
as are necessary and
If

it

is

There are many open top cars that are perfectly safe to
lumber, but they cannot be used for ore and coal because the mechanism of the hopper doors and floor condicarr\-

tions are such they will not even earn,- coal, much less ore,
For years we have
and someone must repair these cars.
done as little repairing as we could on foreign cars and keep

them moving. We had about five per cent bad order cars ourselves and on looking over the foreign cars we had, we found
a less percentage of bad order cars than with our own. We
were not taking an\^ more foreign cars for repair than we had
to; we preferred to do the work on our own cars.
.^s far as the safety appliances are concerned, you can put
on anything you like, and as long as they meet the requirement of the federal law, we will not say a word, as long as
We lack 8,000 cars of having our
the repairs fill the bill.
gross number of cars completed, and we are going to treat
)-our cars that way, gentlemen, whether }-ou like it or not.
Mr. Coleman: I wash Mr. Brazier would embody in his
recommendation that cars shall be inspected for certain
In case there are 2,000 bad
classes of commodity or lading.
order cars on the kew York Central they may go to the
Rock Island, and that road will have 2,000 cars to repair
have 75 per
before it can use them for loading grain.
cent of our foreign cars, out of nine per cent held for repairs,

We

These we got on our lines because our
in the shop today.
transportation department did not say what they wanted to
load in the cars. You must get the co-operation of the transportation department and traffic department in order to make
a proper inspection of these cars for loading, and each railwav asking for cars should say what they want to load in
them.
.\

distinction should

l>e

made

in

inspection,

and that

is

suggest certain recommendations he made to Washingtv,n as to how we should keep the cars in repair and maintain them. The time is coming w-hen there will be no billing
for repairs to cars as there will be only one railway.
Mr. Goodnow: The remarks l)y !Mr. Brazier and those by

whv

I

Mr. Coleman are foreign
bring before us.
far as

WTOng

The

to

what Mr. Tollerton

started to

^I. C. B. rules at the present time, so

repairs are concerned, are very elastic

and the

change which was made some two or three months ago positively permitted repairs of any kind to foreign cars so long
as they were owner's defects and the only redress the car
owner had was to charge for the labor to correct them. That
if \ou wreck a car the M.
onl\' excepts the wrecked cars

—
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you rebuild it. I feel that the .\rit is the expression of the meeting,
w'ould be willing to take under further consideration the portions of the report dealing with wrecked cars and the permitting of billing for labor only in correcting wrong repairs.
1 think it w'ould be well to have Mr. Tollerton make that as
C. B. rules require that
bitration Committee, if

and then the Arbitration Committee will simply
change its rules.
R. I. & P.): In our shops and on our
J. H. Milton (C.
railroad the work on the cars of other roads has increased

a motion

about 75 per cent. We are making every effort possible, to
turn out tlae foreign cars so that they will haul grain or any
commodity you may wish to load in them. In unloading
these cars on a railroad, if it has not the facilities for repairing the car at that point it will certainly have to provide
them. In that case they have to undergo a back haul on it,
and it will be very expensive to haul the car from one place
If you are not going to put all the repairing
to another.
of the

bad order car on to the other fellow we have got to get
game somewhere and make facilities to take care of

into the

the cars.

own cars is concerned I think
we must understand that
road
will
have
authority
to make such repairs as it
each
can with the Ijest means at hand. We have been doing that
on our railroad, and using such material as we can find, for
such parts as grab irons, center posts, etc. It is much cheaper,
even if we have to pay for it, to put these parts on with
wrong material than to hold the cars for 60 days.
C. N. Swanson (A. T. & S. F. ) We are facing one of the
biggest grain crops which we have ever had and with scarcely
Orders
a car with which to commence moving that crop.
have been issued that we are to receive about 15,000 box cars
They have already begun to reach our
for grain loading.
lines and an inspection of 39 cars show-ed that only 9 of
them were fit for grain loading. What will lie the result?
The side tracks of the western roads will be congested with
bad order cars and no facilities for taking care of them, and
no cars for loading, and we are faced with one of the most
serious problems we ever had in the west.
W. J. Tollerton I move that the Arbitration Committee
be instructed to withdraw the rule permitting the billing for
.As far as the repairs of their

the roads can take care of that, but

:

:

correction of improper repairs.

W. Van Buren

P.): In any changes you might
would like to call your attention to
the fact that there are Canadian railroads which are not
under federal control, and I ask you when you are making
changes in these rules, to insert a clause which will cover
the situation of the Canadian railroads.
Mr. Coleman: The railways in Canada will no doubt consider changing their policy to meet the changed conditions
over here. They will have to do that in order to interchange
their cars going to and coming from the United States. What
that cliange will be I do not know. We are ready to do that
and we are considering it now.
The President: I do not believe the motion as put is going to hurt any individual railroad as much as they think it
will.
I think in the past many ill-advised things have been
done to make things standard.
Mr. Laughlin: I understand that this is restricted to cars
under federal control. I am saying this, because I think it
should be said, and I am saying it in favor of refrigerator
cars, because under certain circumstances if certain materials
not having the same insulating value were used, it would
C.

make

in

the

rules

(C.

I

affect the efficiency of the cars.

The

President:

The

rule contemplates the safety of the

car and the efficiency of the car, so I cannot see that

damage your cars at all.
M. F. Covert (Swift & Company)
Mr. Tollerton's motion

I

it

would

In connection with
think some exception should be
:

June

21.
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muiir t;oviriimfm ndilrol
have hwii certain rulings hy Mr.
Proutv of ilu- Division of Atiouius in connection with a certain order tliat has heen issued and that order has reference
to returnini; l)ills for correction.
Mr. I'routy has ruled in
m.uli- U> llic illivt

Ijc i-\ci-])tt(l,

that road- iml

lii-iausc iIkti-

the case of jirivate lines that that order only referred to roads
under federal control, and tlurefore Mr. Tollerton's motion

would

conflict with private ownersliip.

Action Taken
he report of the committee was approved,
r. H. Goodnow (('. & N. W .)
The Arbitration ComI

:

mittee, at a special meetini!; held since pre.«entin,n

its

report,

tieiicli-d
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.i-k

til

liic

ininiediatel)

lie

"M.

apjiroval of the following so thai

i-->ued

ii

lan

as a circular.

standard O0,000-lh. capacity axles with wheelcondemning limit for such axle. Iiut aliove
the contiemning limit for a non-M.
li. -tandard axle may
l)e used until Octoher 1, 1920, to replace M. C. B. standard
O0,0f(0-lh. ca|)acity axles witii wheel-seats less than tlie condemning limit for such axles, liut ahove the condenming limit
for non-M. C. H. standard axles."
This is simjily recognizing a practice alread> in efl'ect, but
('.

li.

seat less than the

C

it

will

make

it

should he at
On motion

plain to some

tiie
tiie

who

feel

it

is

not us plain as

it

present time.

recommendation was adopted.

Discussion on Freight Car Maintenance

THKCarriiAik.MAN:Association go importance
on

It is of great
tliat the Master
builders'
record as to the importance of the requirement that cars delivered for lading
by other lines be in tit condition for the lading intended. Some
of the western lines are going to be loaded up with cars sent to
them for the loading of grain which they will not be able to
use.
The western lines are going to suffer unless they can
get some relief from the lines sending the cars and the intervening lines before the cars get into the loading territory.
C. E. Fuller (U. P.): It ought to be the consensus of
opinion of the association as well as the railroads in general
that an order for cars should carry with it an understanding

that the cars be a least in serviceable condition for the

com-

we should co-ordinate our

facilities. There are occa^ion^ here
where private car shops are out of work when our railroad
shops are full of bad order cars and if some plan could be
worked out by which we could put the cars where we could
repair them and assemble the material we could do something.
T. H. Goodnow (C. S; X. W.) The situation just referred
to is the least of our troubles.
Under the congested conditions of handling traffic we have got to repair the cars outside of the large cities, and that is particularly true of the
lines in the west.
The sixth clause of circular Xo. 7 of the
Division of Transportation says, "empty cars offered in interchange, if in safe and serviceable conditicm. must l>c
accepted.''
Under the Car Service Commission's rulings,
:

modity which they are to haul.

M.

ness.

Empty cars must be accepted regardless of their condition. They have said to you
in effect if they were not fit for grain, use tlieni for brick;
if they were not lit for brick, use them for something else.
That is the condition tliat has to be reconciled. WhetTier
this clause that I have just read is in line witii the Car
Service Commission's idea I do not know.
If circular Xo.
7 is to prevail, it will help the mechanical departments out
of their trouble somewhat.
The grain car repairing situation is not the whole problem.
Cars are repaired at points where there are no shop facilities.
For iiandling home cars the material is framed and shipped
out to these points in car-load lots. Today that condition is
entirely changed.
You can't frame material in advance. .\i
large repair tracks with no facilities you have to handle the
individual foreign car as it comes; either frame tlie material

Cars have been sent to the
western lines with ijad order cards on them. The condition
of the cars plainly indicate that they have been on the repair
track for months.
The crop of wheat in Kansas and Colorado, if nothing
interferes with it, is going to be the largest crop we have
ever had. and it is going to take a large number of cars to
handle that grain quickly.
In general, repair points on
western lines are far apart and if the eastern lines send bad
order cars it is going to swamp all of us.
The desire to
move cars quickly is an incentive to the transportation departments to move them irrespective of their condition and
have them repaired at the loading point. There is a limit
to that, and if the mechanical departments do not make a
strenuous effort to have the roads send only cars in suitable
condition for loading we will not be able to handle the busi-

No
make

one

knows

more

what should be done to
members of this association,
and approve, or not disapprove,

about

cars acceptable than the

and we should not

sit

still

of a practice that is ultimately going to get us into trouble.

We

are going to be blamed for this condition and we had
better make ourselves felt before we are in trouble, and not

afterward.
Many cars are all right for rough loading, and unfortunately we in the west have a lot that are in that condition,
and if we get still more there is a limit to our capacity to

handle these
F. C.

cars.

Schultz (C.

J.

I..

Chicago):

What must

some manner

in the

be done

way

of reorder situation today as far as this city is
concerned is worse than it ever was since I can reraeml>er.
It is going to get much worse on account of the pooling of
equipment. We must get ourselves in a frame of mind by
which we can't tell a Rock Island car from a Union Pacific
If we were able absolutely to control the movement of
car.
bad order cars into a territory where they have the loading,
we could repair them. In a city like this or others as large
is

to control the situation in

pair^.

The bad

C. B. rules so far as the acceptance of cars

is

concerned

have practically been abrogated.

by hand or wait

to

send to shop points and get it framed.
is reduced enormously on account

The output of repaired cars
of that one condition.
There

another condition.

All of us have certain cars
the Chicago & Xorth Western
we are putting on cast steel draft arms and changing the
draft gear on some 12.000 cars.
have material piled up
that

is

we were

re-enforcing.

On

We

we have no use for liecause we do not have those
on our line. The foreign roads cannot carry a stock of
that

cars
that

material and repair those cars as they get them U-cause that
would tie up an untold amount of money. Those cars should
not ije continued in service in their present condition.
They

have short draft timbers and

we

will not stand

are not going to get our cars back

modern

>ervice. If

we

are not going to be
able to improve the equipment of the country as it should be
improved and as most roads are and have been arranging for

during the past five or six years.
Cars that have l)een u.<ed in the ea,st in loading steel and
steel products would continue in that .-ervice without repairs
but the minute those cars go to the northwest for grain, if
there is a post shoved away or a splinter out of the floor so
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there is a hole in it, they must be repaired.
No one road
has the facilities to repair a lot of cars unloaded on it
within a few weeks' time and get them distributed to the
elevators.
It is very necessary that the roads as a whole in
all sections of the country help in putting cars in condition
for grain.
If circular No. 7, clause 6, is to apply, then we
probably will be in a position somewhat to enforce that
through the refusal of unserviceable cars when offered in in-

terchange.

Brazier (New York Central): If you went out in
TOUr yards and inspected foreign cars as closely as you do
your own, instead of having five per cent or 6 per cent bad
•order cars you would have 25 per cent, and the sooner that
is generally known the better.
We are up against a serious
problem on the rate we are paying our men. It is impossible
to hold men at the rates the railroads pay when the men in
ammunition plants and common street laborers are getting
It is impossible to get any long yellow pine for
better rates.
sills.
We are splicing everything and anything. I want to
F.

call

W.

attention to the repairs of

foreign cars.

We

are all

government eniplo}ees now, trying to help the government out.
We have got to make our shops repair all classes of cars. We
have started to do so on tlie New York Central. Right or
wrong, we are going to put on anything we can to get the
cars in safe and serviceable condition.
Every road should make
J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & St. P.)
an effort to put its own cars in better condition than
I realize that we are only divisions of the
they are now.
American railroad, but every road can repair its own cars
in better shape and for less money than can a foreign road.
If
It has tlie material on hand, framed and ready to put on.
we would all make an effort to put our cars in first class
condition before they leave the home road we would not
have such a congestion of cars as we are having todaw
I want to endorse the proposal that no cars should be accepted unless they are serviceable for the commodity they are
:

ordered

for.

I. S. DowTiing (C. C. C. & St. L.): Our men are being
taken b\- the war.
We can't replace them. It is going to
be impossible to repair any more cars than we have been
I do not believe in hauling whole trainloads of
repairing.
pine lumber to the north to repair wood underframe cars.
Even if the Government had to build shops in the South for
the purpose of putting wooden underframes under the cars,
it would be a better investment than to haul the lumber north,
then haul the cars north and put the wooden underframes
under them and then haul them all back south for loading.
Those light capacity cars should be kept in the section where
In the north we handle heavier
they have the material.
trains.
On our division from Indianapolis to Cleveland we
had 15 ends pull out in one day, draft timbers and all, on
classes of cars that probably all roads are re-enforcing.

Another thing that has increased this bad order situation
the fact that most of the roads have cars standing on their
In 1916 we
side tracks that they were going to dismantle.
We would have torn
tore down something like 1,700 cars.
down just that many more in 1917, but instead of doing tliat
we put them in service. In 1916 and 1915 we could not get
I
force enough to repair those cars and we can't get it now.
am not opposed to contract shops, but it has been my experience that every time we give a contract shop a lot of cars to
repair, they take our men. Until our own facilities are worked
is

to capacity

would

start

If we
let cars to contract shops.
in the transportation department to

we should not
right

now

send every car that comes out of the shop fit for grain in the
direction of the roads that have the big grain loading, we
will get

enough cars in the west.

I

don't believe that all of

our equipment is in a rundown condition but we are not going
to be able to get men and material enough to repair all of
these cars which are in such bad condition. The impression
.-^eems to prevail that a car repairer can be made in about
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three weeks. Vou cannot make a first class car repairer under
three or four years.
Women are not satisfactory in this class
of work.
are tr\ing them, but a woman cannot do that

We

kind of work.
In view of the fact that we cannot get men to keep up even
our ordinary running repairs, we ought not to have to spend
money on repairs for cars to haul grain when standing in our
freight houses there are cars in which they are loading steel

and other commodities, that are suitable for the loading of
and the steel and other commodities could be loaded in
the same cars we are trying to repair.
H.
Milton (C. R. I. & P.)
We are making every effort
J.
possible to take care of foreign equipment.
In the last two
months our repairs on foreign cars have increased about 75
per cent. We have on our railroad between fifteen and eighteen shops doing heavy repairs.
We find in doing work on
the cars of other roads, that if a car has a drawbar or draftarm pulled out, a drawbar or draft arm is put into the car,
without doing the other work that should be done at the same
time; the car goes through ten or twelve transfers and the last
road that receives it is the one which has to do the work on
it.
We are taking out side and end sills and putting in posts
and braces, and doing everything that possibly can be done
grain,

:

to get the cars in condition to

haul the freight they are in-

tended to haul.

The conditions in the east are
C. Fritts (D. L. & W.)
meet the same
bad as they are in the west.
conditions in regard to the loading of coal that the western
What has brought
roads are going to meet in loading grain.
:

J.

We

nearl}- as

Certainly, to a large extent, the pooling
about this condition?
From a transportation standpoint that is easy
of equipment.
to do, but from a maintenance standpoint it is a difficult
Every car man in this country ought to put his
proposition.
shoulder to tlie wheel, and the Government can rightly expect
some advice from this Association, which has been handling
We have a lot of
the car problem for the last 50 years.
so-called foreign cars on our road that are in very bad shape,
and as near as I can find out every other road is in the same
condition.
We have reduced our repair output at least 30 per
cent on account of the so-called foreign car situation throughThe re-enforcement of cars has been entirely
out the country.
stopped.
We have any amount of trouble pulling ends out of
We are loading cars heavier than
cars with short draft sills.

we have ever done before in the history of the road, and
pulling longer trains, and consequently we must repair the
cars to meet these

new

conditions.

has never been possible, and never will be, to have all
cars in such shape that they will handle commodities of all
kinds. Therefore when a body of cars moves under Commission order, designation should be made as to what they are
going to be loaded with so that an inspection can be made
and the bad cars sorted out and diverted to other traffic.
That will relieve a lot of empty hauling, and a congestion of
cars in bad order in sections where a large movement of a
certain kind of commodity is to be handled.
By centralizing material we can bring about much economy
in operation.
If we had one point in ChiaCgo, one in New
York, one in Buffalo and at other convenient places, where
we could keep material for these various foreign cars, and
where we could get it in case we had a foreign car on our
tracks that needed repairs of an unusual character, we could
make the proper repairs. The present practice will never
bring about the results that are looked for.
Cars should be delivered direct to the original owning road
when they are in bad order. When they cannot be returned
directly arrangements should be made by the transportation
department to load them to the original road, or a road that
In that way we can get rid of a lot
can deliver them direct.
of cars we are now holding for material and on which we
It

have to make wrong repairs.
I wish to call attention to the

air

brake situation.

June

Wo

.iri-
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21,

iIi-.iiuhl;

Ut jkt cent more curs

ili.ui

lulDri-

.md

tlie\

I48'>

have been parsed a^

on our line which are out of date.
That indicates to nie that some road is not doing what it
uught to do.
If this practice is continued we will Ix' in
serious shape on the mountains in handling trains next

be rejected

winter.

traffic,

still

1

tinii

humln-Us of

i.irs

K. R. of N. J.): The reason that the
air lirakes have not Keen cleaiieti as frecjuently as the\ should

C. E. Chamliers

he

is

that

we have

had

tile

men

to take care of the work.

The

reason you do not put on re-enforcements on short
is that you do not have the men and material.
Foreign l>ad order cars must he put in serviceable condition
including the safety appliances.
Many times you do not
have to repair a car so as to make it serviceable for carrying
grain, but you can make it serviceable for rough freight.
When the car gix-s to a road which has to use the car for
carrying grain that road must repair the car and make it
draft cars

The meeting adopted

the following resolutions concerning

the handling of cars with the suggestion that they be for-

warded

to the

Railroad .\dministration at Washington for

first

it

lur

has

it.

resolution was:

"It

is

the recommendation of

from one part of the counfrom one road to another on authority of
the Car Service Commission for designated loading shall
first l)e inspected by representative of the mechanical dethis association that cars ordered

try to another or

partment of the road furnishing the cars as to their fitness
for the loading intended and be side-carded showing that

Specifications
iuc

report

subjects which were reviewed
during the past year and
recommends that changes
be made in the several
the

different

shown

specifications, as

under the

respective

ex-

hibits.

Exhibit A.

— Specifica-

tions for Steel Axles

wooden undcrfranie con-

struction that have not la'en reinforced be confined to

loaded.
"'I'hird, that

all

unloaders will be held

—

test

shall be so placed
Corner of a Chcmii
Laboratory

ports

.>

ft.

This apas well as

as tearing out cross tie braces of open cars,

etc., resulting from unloading bulk lading with m:ichinery
"F"ourth, that in the repairs of cars the M. C. B. standards and rules governing the maintenance of air brakes
must be strictly followed out when cars are on repair, clas-

and hand

i»rakes of

condition for handling on grades.
"Fifth, that the coupling speed of all cars and lo<omotives should not exceed a reasonable speed for safety.
"Sixth, that railroads are hereby required to carry in stock

such cars will be

in ]irojR'r

and other materials standard to their cars for which
made or which cannot l)e purchased in

castings

substitution cannot be
the open market."

for

Materials

The temperature of the axle, when tested, shall be
"(c)
between 40 and 120 deg. F."
Table.— Omit the words "Weight of Tup, 2.240 lb.
2.
Supports ^ ft. Apart," and the words "Result of First Blow"
shown in last column, and add to the table a column, under
"Size of Axle, In.'' with the heading "Length Overall. In."
and "84'^, 86J^, 88>j, 9034," for a.xles having journals
4'4 by 8, 5 by 9, 5'j l)y 1(» and (. by 11 in. respectively.
Sec 10. Permissible Variation. Change the tol3.
erance for excess length overall, from .^/.>2 in. to 1 '8 in.

—

—

—

Specifications for Mild Steel Bars for
B.
Passenger and Freight Equipment Cars

Exhibit

1.

Sec. 10.

— Number

of Tests.

— (a)

Change

to

read

as follows:

The

"(a)

aooiinl-

strictly

damage done to cars in unloading.
damage to cars in unloading machines

able for any

—

as follows:

home

kejit off of trunk line railroads with heavy grade*
where heavy tonnage trains are handled.
"Second, that all loads must be loaded strictly in accordance with the M. C. B. loading rules within the clearance dimensions of the roads over which the cars route, and
no cars will be moved from the loading point unless so

roads and

Section 5. Drop
Tests. Change to read
1.

cars can
arranged

as follows:

"First, that if possible, cars of

and Tests

coMMii"itK

covers

iillicrttl>e

Ix-en s|K'ciiilly

sification or other tracks, so that the air

consideration.

The

K

send bad order cars."
second resolution included several recommendations,
varying widely in character Imt all intended to facilitate

damage such

Action Taken

<

The

plies to

suitalile for that |)urposf.

<

offered unles.s

to

((".

not

when

axle

on sup-

apart that the

tup will strike

it

midway

between the ends. It shall
stand without fracture
five blows from a tup of 2,240 lb. falling from a height
as specified, and the permanent set produced by the
first blow shall not exceed that specified for axles of corresponding dimensions, as shown in the following table.
The axle shall be turned through 180 deg. after the first

and third blows.
The permanent set is the difference between the
"(b)
distance from the straight-edge to the middle point of the
axle measured before the first blow and the distance measThe straightured in the same manner after the blow.
edge shall rest only on the collars or ends of the axle.

tension and one l)end test shall Ijc made from each
if material from one melt differs li in. or more
in thickness or diameter, one tension and one l>end test .shall
l)e made from l>oth the thickest and the thinnest material

"One

melt; except

When

from separate melts cannot be
taken from each lot of .50,000
When the bars in any lot are not
lb. or fraction thereof.
all of the .same diameter or thickness, samples shall l)e taken
so as to represent each size differing in diameter or thickness by 4^ in., and in all cases the thickest and the thinnest
rolled.

identified,

the material

one sample shall

lie

sections shall be represented."
2.

Sec. 11.

— Permissible

Variations.

—Change

to read

as follows:
"All bars shall confomi to the limits given in the following table."

1

(.\dd the following table, to supersede present Table No,
and Paragraph (b) Flat Bars.— (1) and (2). M. C. B.
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1Q17 Proceedings, page 827, and M. M. 1916 Proceedings,
page 60.1.)
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Exhibit D.

— Specifications

and including 54 in
in. and inchidinB 1
in. and including 2
chiding
2 in. and
nd inclhiding

•A

Over
Over
Over
Over

010
1/64
1/32
1/32
1/16

in
in

••-•-

1

luding

Over.
.007 in
.010 in

in.

1/32
3/64
3/32

i

i

in,
in,
in,

ii in.

i

Heat-Treated Knuckle

Equipment Cars

Variations in Size.

Under.
007 in.

Size.

for

Pivot Pins for Passenger and Freight

Rounds, Squares. Hex.^cons.

Sec

1.

limit for

3.

— Chemical

Composition.

manganese, 0.40, and change

to

— Omit

read:

the lower

"Manganese,

not over 0.60 per cent."

—

Sec. 6.
Drop Tests. Change to read as follows:
"This test shall be made on a standard M. C. B. dropmachine (see Plate 29-D), the pins resting on rounded
2.

test

Thickness of Flats.

Over

Up

Under.

Flats.

1/64

in

1

Over

to
in.

1

and including

to
1

in.

up

to

2 in.

up

to
including 4 in
Over 4 in. up to
including 6 in

in.

1/32

i

.006

i

.008 in.

.010 in.

i

.003

i

.012 in.

.015 in.

and

including 2 in

Over

up

Over

1/32

in.

3/64

Exhibit E.

and
3/64

in.

1/16

i

.010

1

.020

1/16

in.

3/32

i

.010

i

.020 in.

1.

ysis.

Signal

Sec.

5.

— Number of

Sec.

for Rivet Steel

Samples for Chemical Analand also

the words "for Chemical Analysis,"

omit the words, forming the last sentence of Paragraph (a),
"These samples shall be used for check analysis by the
purchaser."
2.
Sec. 19.
Change to read as follows:
Dimensions of Head. Rivet heads shall conform to the
dimensions shown on the purchaser's standard drawings,
when so specified, otherwise the heads shall conform, within five per cent above or below, to the dimensions shown in

—

Table No. 2."

<

—Tests.

Hose

Change

to read as follows:
be subjected to the following tests, which
shall be made with the temperature of the air not lower
than 65 or higher than 90 deg. F., and the samples shall
be kept at a temperature within these limits for at least onehalf hour previous to the time of test."
1.

— Specifications

— Omit

— Specifications for Air-Brake and Train Air-

in.

and

and Rivets
for Passenger and Freight Equipment Cars

Exhibit C.

supports held rigidly 10 in. center to center, shall be subblow by a 1 ,640-lb. tup dropping from a height
of 3 ft., or a 2,240-lb. tup dropping from a height of 2%
ft. and shall show a deflection of not less than IS deg. or
more than 30 deg., without cracking or breaking."
jected to one

Over

3/16 in
up to

natii

Width of

\^ariation

Under and Over.

Thickness,

in

"Hose

3.

shall

— Specifications
— Flattening Test.

Exhibit F.
Sec.

1.

lows

4.

for

Welded Pipe

Change

to read

as fol-

:

"For

pipe over 2 in. in diameter, a section 6 in. in
length shall be flattened until the distance between the
plates is one-third the outside diameter of the pipe, with the
weld located 45 deg. from the line of direction of the applied force, without developing cracks."
2.
.^dd a new Section 5, to read as follows, and renumber subsequent sections accordingly:
"5.
Fracture Test. For wrought-iron pipe, a section
6 in. in length shall be flattened until broken by repeated
blows of a hammer or by pressure; the fracture developed
shall have a fibrous appearance."
3.
Change present Section 5 to read as follows:
"6.
Bend Test. For wrought iron or steel pipe 2 in.
or under in diameter, a sufficient length of pipe shall bend
cold through 90 deg. around a cylindrical mandrel, the
diameter of which is IS times the nominal diameter of the
pipe, without developing cracks at any portion and without
opening in the weld."
4.
Change present Section 9 to read as follows:
"10.
Workmanship. For pipe 1>4 in. in diameter or
under, the outside diameter at any point shall not vary more
than 1/64 in. over nor more than 1/32 in. under the standard.
For pipe 2 in. in diameter or over, the outside diameter
shall not var}' more than one per cent over or under the standard.
A]\ pipe shall be provided with the prevailing standard thread which shall make a tight joint when tested to the
internal hydrostatic pres.sure at the mills.
The threads shall
not vary more than 1 J^ turns either way when tested with a
Pratt & Whitney standard gage.
All burrs at the end of
the pipe shall be removed."
steel

—

1 S_^

V

—

ount«rsunk
Head.
C = ijsE

Proportions of Standard Rivet Heads
(.Add the following table and formula, to supersede the
present Table No. 2 page 831, M. C. B. 1917 Proceedings;
pa,ge 607, M. M. 1916 Proceedings.
T.\I!LE

11.

Dimensions for Rivets.
Diani.
of

Counter-

Cone Head.

Tlutton

Head.

Steepl e Head.

Head.

C
1

'4

15/64
19/64
23/64
27/64
15/32
17/32
19/32
41/64
45/64
49/64
53/64
7/8
15/16

.S/16

3/8
7/16
1/2

9/16
5/8
11/16
3/4
13/16
7/8
15/16
1

1

1/16
1/8

1

3/16

1

1

1/4

1

1

I
1

2

3/8
1/2
3/4

1

1
1

I
1

7/32
9/32
21/64
25/64
7/16

13/32
1
1

1
1
1

1/16

1/8
11/64
9/32
13/32
41/64
7/8

1

41,

1

3/4

1

55/64
1 31/32
2 5/64
2 3/16
2 13 32
2 5/8
3 1/16

1

3/4

3 1/2

13/4

3 1/2

1

7/8
6.V64
3/32
13/64
5/16
27/64
17/32

35/64
39/64
21/32
23/32
49/64
53/64
7/8
15/16
63/64
3/64
3/32
13/64
5/16
17/32

13/64
5/16
27/64
17/32
41/64

55/64
1 31/32
2 5/64
2 3/16
2 13/32
2 5/8
3 1/16

7/16
35/64
21/32
J9/64

1/2

1

1

1

7/16
35/64
21/32
49/64
7/8
63/64

C

I!

1
1
1
1

I
1

1
1

B

3/16
15/64
9/32

64

1

1
1

1
1

21/64
3/8
27/64
15/32
33/64
9/16
39/64
21/32
45/64
3/4
Sl/64
27/32
57/64
15/16
1/32
1/8
5/16
1/2

1/2

5/8
3/4

7/8
1

1
1

1/8
1/4

13/8
11/2
15/8
1
1

3/4
7/8

2

2 1/8
2 1/4
2 3/8

2 1/2
2 3/4
3
3
4

1/2

C

C

1/8
5/32
3/16
7/32
1/2
1/4
9/16 9/32
5/8
5/16
11/16 11/32
3/4
3/8
13/16 13/32
7/8
7/16
15/16 15/32
1
1/2
1 1/16
17/32
1 1/8
9/16
13/16 19/32
1 1/4
5/8
1
3/8
11/16
1 1/2
3/4
1 3/4
7/8
1/4
5/16
3/8
7/16

2

1

—

Exhibit G.
1.

The

fications
1

— Specifications for Air-Brake Hose Gaskets
following revision to supersede the present speci-

:

—

Scope. These specifications cover all gaskets
and air-signal hose couplings.

in air-brake

for use

—

2.
Material.
Gaskets shall be made of a rubber compound that will be tough and have enough elasticity to conform to the requirements for strength and elongation, and that

the gasket can be readily applied in the couplings under all
service conditions and form an air-tight seat.
3.

Deflection Test.

— (a)

Gaskets shall be subjected

to

June
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21,

u (Jellivtion

ti'st

liy

suspending a weight of 20

on tin- gusdiameter ^hall
taken on the inside
U>.

I'luiiT this load tin- iniriMse in llic inside

kft.

not exceed ^s in., tlie niea-urenu-nt to l)e
tile gasket within 15 to 20 seconds after the application

of

The support and the
attached shall each have a di-

of the load, with the load a))plicd.

luwk to which the weight
ameter of '.| in.

When

(b)

kets shall

tension

test,

the deflection test has been completed the gas-

allowed to

i)e

rela.x,

before subjecting thcnt to the

for a periinl of not less

Tension Test.

4.

is

— Gaskets

than 15 minutes.

200

tensile strength of

"^'0

jier cent.

Test Specimens.

5.

mens

shall

lb.

shall be subjected to a ten-

and a minimum elongation of

—

Dellection and tension test specibe the finished gasket and tests shall be made

with the temperature of the air not lower than 65 or higher
than ')0 deg. F., and the specimens shall be kept at a tcmirature within these limits, for at least one-half hour previu- to the time of test.
Number of Tests. (a) One deflection and one
0.
tension test shall be made on each of five gaskets selected,
to represent each lot of 1 .000 gaskets or fraction thereof,
(b)
Not less than SO per cent of the gaskets tested shall
inform to the requirements of both the deflection and ten;

—

.-ion

>ions .-'hown in Fig.

tests.

1,

and us adopted by the ussociation

—

from
and siirlace ilelects.
9.
Marking. .\\\ gasket.s shall have the manufacturer's
name or trade mark, M. ('. B. standard monogram and the
date when made legil)lv marked on the inside edge, as shown
liiis

in Fig.

1.

—

Rejection.
Gaskets re[)resentcd by samples
(a)
wiiich fail to conform to the re<|uirenients of the-e s|jecituations will be rejected.

Gaskets which, subsequent to

(b)

te.st

HFG.

and ins|Hction

at

and their acceptance, show defects
or imperfections will be rejected and shall be repla<efl by

the factory or elsewhere
the manufacturer.

Exhibit H.

— Specifications

for Structural Steel. Steel

Plate and Steel Sheets for Passenger

Equipment Cars
Skction

(1)

.V

— Chemical

sulphur content from 0.05
11.
Sec.
(2)
read as follows

The

"(a)

shall not vary

Composition.

to n.do ])er (ciit.

— Permissible

Variations,

cross-section, or weight per lineal

more than

(

liange the

— fhange
f(X)t

to

of shapes

from tli.it specified.
(b) When Ordered to Weight per Square Foot.
The weight of each lot' of sheets in each shipmuit -hall not
vary from the weight ordercil more than the amount given in
Table I. One cui)ic inch of steel is assumed to weigh 0.2833
2.5 i)er cent

lb.

S?

in

1911.
-Ml gaskets shall be uniform in size and s«lion.
.V
Workmanship, The jjaskcts shall l)e free

11.

-lon test by inserting into the gasket two .semi-circular Idocks,
lach having a ISO-leg. lillct of the same radius as the original inner radius of the gasket, and pulled at a speed of 20
lender this test the ga.sket shall show a miniin. per minute,

mum

14'M

—

"(c)
When Ordered to Thickness. The thickness of
each sheet shall not lie more than 0.01 in. under that ordered.
The overweight of each lot" of sheets in each shipment shall
not exceed the amount given in Table II.
'(d)
A variation from the length ordered of ' in. under
and 'i in, over will be |)ermitted for sheets or shapes under

1-1S

;<

-Gi
N..innial

\linimu:n

Maximum

G

F

n
9/64

1IT.4

113?

113/16

140
150

.171
.ISl

.343
.353

1.800

13

l.S-'S

12 ft. in length, and a variation of 1 4 in. under and '/i in.
over will be permitted for sheets or shapes 12 ft. and over
in length."

5/32

16

1.16
1.19

1.49
1.52

.150
.158

Exhibit

I.

—

Dimensions. .All
minimum and maximuni
7.

ua-kit- -hall conform, within the
to the

'

r \l;i

I

I

— Specifications

for

Structural

nominal dimen-

Equipment Cars
Section 3.— Chemical Composition.

(1)

sulphur content from

—PERMISSIBLE V.\RIAT10NS OF PL.\TES ORDERED T(
m* Widths Given. Exmessf

IS

Peicentaccs of

60 10

WciRht. Under
Lb. per Sq. Ft. Over. Under. Over. Under. Over, Under

0>dueo

Over

Ordered Weifhl.
Over. Under. Over. Under. Over. Under. Over. Under. Over. Under. Over.Under. Lb. per S<i.Ft.

Under
excl.... 4.5

3

5

to to, excl. ..4
10 to 12.5, excl... 3.5
12.5 to 15, excl.. 3
15 to 17.5. excl.. 2.5
17.5 to 20, excl.. 2.5
20 to 25, excl
2
25 to 30, excl
2
30 to 40, excl
2

3

4.5

7.5

3
3

5.5

5

3

6
5.5

3

2.5
2.5
2.5

4

7

3

T.VBLE II-PKRMISSIP.I.E nVKRWElGHTS OF PLAT!
Weights ri« Soiahc Foot or Plates ron Wi

In.

%

to 3-16, excl.
3-16 to ',i. excl.
'4 to 516, excl.
5-16 to H. excl.
to 7-16, excl.
7-16 to yi. excl.
'A 10 >i, excl.
to M, excl.
lo I, e^cl.
'i

H

H

H

or over

12 ^te.^^

3.5

5.S

2
2
2
2

PeisiissiBLE Excess in j\veiiace

48 to
60 In..
Excl.

5

5.5

4.5

5

4.5
3.5
I

i

11

13 times

the

amount

TIIIlK.VESS.

• ESSKO IN

PuciXTAcn

ow Nou:

72 In..

96 lu
108 In..

120 to
132 In.,

132 in.
or

Excl.

Excl.

Excl.

Over.

60 to

5

5, excl.
7,5 to 10, excL
10 'o 12, .^. exc'

5.5

3
A
5
3
3
4.5
4.5
3
5
3
5.5
2.5
4
4
3
4.5
3
5
2.5
3.5
3.5
2.5
4
3
4.5
2.5
3
2.5
2.5
4
3
J.
2 S
2
2.5
2.5
^
3
5
3.5
2,5
2.5
2.5
2
2
2.5
2 5
3
2.5
2.5
2
2
2
2.5
2.5
2.5
2
2
2
40 or over
2
2
2
2
.NOTE.— The weight per square foot of individual plates shall not vary from the ordered weight by
an.l
t:' n|'
width
group
'The term "lot" applied to Tahle 1 means all of the plates of each
.,•
'The term "lot" applied to Table II means all of the plates of each group width

1

Wcir.BTs.

132 In.
r

Under

Under

Change the

Wl- ICII r.

120
108 In
72 10
96 to
84 10
48 In. 60 In.. Excl. 72 in.. Excl. 84 In., Excl. 96 In., Excl. 108 In.. Excl. 120 In.. Excl. 132 In., Exd,

il

Steel

• (ler cent.

'

Pebmissible Variations im .Avehage Weights feu Sovaib Foot or Plates
48 to

Steel,

Plate and Steel Sheets for Freight

Standard Air Brake Hose Gasket

,,cl
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Sec.
(1)
as follows:

8.

Change

to read

cross-section, or weight per lineal

ft.

of shapes

from that specified.
When Ordered to Weight per Square Foot.
"(b)
The weight of each lot' of sheets in each shipment shall not
var\- from the weight ordered more than the amount given in
Table No. I. One cubic inch of steel is assumed to weigh

more than

shall not vary

2.5 per cent

—

0.2833 lb.
When Ordered to Thickness. The thickness of
"(c)
each sheet shall not be more than 0.01 in. under that ordered.
The overweight of each lot- of sheets in each shipment shall
not exceed the amount given in Table II.
in. under
A variation from the length ordered of
"(d)
and yi in. over will be permitted for sheets or shapes under
12 ft. in length, and a variation of '4 'n. under and ^4 in.
over will he permitted for sheets or shapes 12 ft. and over in

—

%

length."
is signed bv C. D. Young, chairman, PennsylR. Onderdonk', B. & C; J. J. Birch, N. & W.;
I. S. Downing, C. C. C. & St. L.; Frank Zeleney, C. B. &
Q.: A. H. Fetters, Union Pacific; H. B. MacFarland, A. T.
& S. F.; G. S. Sprowle, A. C. L.; and H. G. Burnham,

The

vania:

report
T.

Northern Pacific.

Discussion
F.

M. Waring

steel there is

make

the

In the specification for rivet
a change in the clause for chemical analysis to
(P. R. R.):

meaning

clear

and a new table

for

dimensions

In the specification for air brake and signal
hose the only change made was the insertion of a paragraph
in reference to the temperature at which the test pieces shall
The specification for air brake hose gaskets has
be tested.
been changed as to form and also as to substance in regard
to the deflection tests and slightly different requirements

of rivet heads.

A

inserted.

made

The

"(a)

—Permissible Variations.

Vol. 64, No. 25

change in the specification for steel plates was
it from .OS to .06 per

in the sulphur content raising

and inserting a table of permissible variations in thickIn the specifications for structural
ness and over-weight.
steel for freight cars, the same changes were made as in

cent

the structural steel for passenger cars.

Action Taken

& W.)

/ move that Exhibit J be withSince getting up the report the government has issued a specification covering cast steel side frames and
truck bolsters which in some respects conflicts with this
and I think we should withhold our recommendation.
Mr. Waring: I believe that such a motion would find
favor with the committee.
Is it the idea to adopt
I. S. Downing (C. C. C. & St. L.)
the government specification which is an expedient and lesmaterials
what
we
really should have?
and
sen our quality of
Shouldn't we go on with our specifications and make them
as they should be and then accept the exception that has
If you take tin out of
got to be made with war material?
vour journal bearings, which they have told us to do now,
we have an idea that the lining will be pretty soft. We
know we can't get the tin and we want to comply with their
instructions, but we don't want to go on record making
specifications for journal bearings without the tin lining
J.

Burch (N.

J.

:

held.

:

would make them too soft.
Mr. Waring: I think the committee would

that

like to review
In the opinion of the majority of the committee perhaps something better than the present governI don't think there
ment specifications is to be desired.
is the slightest intention on the part of the committee to put
in an inferior grade of material; in fact, the tendency is all
the other way.
Mr. Burch's motion was carried.
this

subject.

Brake Shoe and Brake Beam Committee Report
-WING

TO THE EXISTING

o;

Iconditions arising from the

national crisis, this committee has only been able
to meet once this year.

The

^^
i
^^^k
^Mt ^^^^^^^
^^^^Kt '^^^^^^m
''^^^KS^^^^^^H^
^||HH^^^^^PF^
IP*^

^^S^MIW^^^
c.

D.

Young

chairman

committee
agreed
that, with the exception of
one item, namely, the addition of dimensions on
the brake head gage, as
shown on M. C. B. sheet
17, it would report prog''^^^

^°''

t'^^

1918.

The

following items which
up for consideration,
and b)- correspondence,
through the year:

The committee recommends that M. C. B.

sheet 17, "Standard Brake
Head, Shoe and Key-Standard Gages for Brake Head and
Shoe" be changed as follows:
A radius of 5/32 in. to be shown at each corner of
(a)
the gage where it enters the toe of the head, and that the open
dimension (marked A') should be changed from 1 5/16 in. to
1 3/16 in.; this change is made to provide the proper clear-

ance for the gage entering the head.
That there should be shown on this same gage a
(b)
dimension of 1 '4 '"• for the width of the head where the

gage enters, and that a y% in. radius should be shown at the
intersection of the sloping line with the bottom of the fork
at the upper and lower toe openings of the head.
The above two items are to be submitted to letter ballot as

new standards.
The following

subjects are before the committee at the
present time for their consideration, and upon which the
committee reports progress:
First.
The committee is investigating the desirability of
modifying the present standard brake beam gage as shown

—

on M. C. B. sheet 1 7-A, with a view of simplifying the gage
and reducing its cost; the new gage to provide for checking
substantially the same dimensions and angles as the present
gage.

Second.

—M.

C. B. sheet 17 shows a new standard conThe question of a modification of this

tour for brake head.

contour to meet foundry practices, as recommended by brake
beam manufacturers, is being considered. The committee
is awaiting its final decision for additional information, and
to ascertain what, if any, action is taken by the Railway
Administration in providing a new brake head for the cars
being purchased this year.
The present Recommended Practice M. C. B.
Third.

—

sheet

Beam.

R

shows the recommended practice

The committee

for

No.

2

Brake

connection with
this beam, the location and design of two upper hanger openings as shown in dotted lines on this sheet, in order to provide a more satisfactory bearing area for the openings to
meet certain requirements in foundry- practice, as suggested
is

considering,

in

June
till-

\>y

21.
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inaiiufaiiurcr-.

IIk- lominittce is also

.cnM.l.rmi; a

iiKMlirKation in tho vertical lixaliim of the tciitcr liaiiKir o()i'nint;s with ri-fcniuo to ti>i- radial line of ilu- Itraki- laain to

truck axle, and has nxiivid ntomnicndations from the
this subject, which, if accepted, will motlifv
llie present diniensions as sliown on M. C. B. sheet
A".
Fourth. - The conyiiittee is considering, in conference with
ihi-

manufacturers on

the manufacturers, a chant-e in the face dimensions of the
lirake liead as shown on M. C. U. sheet 17. in wiiicli a hearinsi area of \-}i in. is provided for the hrake head where
it
luars aeainst the brake shoe, and is also considering the res-

i.ir.iiioii

WJi
iiK

..I

>

K,

111.

.learance in the 11)4

which wa> made standard
Tile report is

dimension

in.

last year.

('. D. Voung,
signed \>y
chainnan. 1'. B.
I'rof. (has. H. Benjamin. I'urduc rniversity;
&: W.
T L
Burton. N. V. C; C. B. V.jung. U. S. Railroad
Admini.stra:

;

H Bilty.
II. Burns,

iion; C.

C.

and

Mich. Cent.

M. &

G. H. Gihnaii. Nor. Pac;

St. I'..

Action Taken
There «,!« no di.scussion
submitted to letter ballot.

rile

re]>()rt

was

and

accej)ted

Welding Truck Side Frames, Bolsters and Arch Bars
.ACCORDANCE with the
taken by the association at the 1916 con-

raction
I

vention,

this

referred

to

subject

the

was

E.xecutivc

Committee with the
ommendations that

rec-

the

views of the majority of

committee prevail, that
a
special
committee be
appointed to investigate
the subject and determine
tiie

the possibilities
itations

of

this

with

reference

sides

and

and limpractice
to

bolsters,

truck

and

that if welding is permitO.

Thompson

Chairman

ted

specific

in-

structions shall be framed

as to

performed

certain

how

the

work

shall

produce the result desired and to bring the
structure up to a proper condition for ser\'ice.
One member
of the committee dissented from the report made in 1916.
The committee arranged to liave failed and welded side
frames and bolsters shipped to two manufacturers, where
suitable facilities were provided for conducting the tests, 23
of which were made at the Bettendorf Company's plant. Bettendorf, Iowa, and 21 at the .\merican Steel Foundries plant,
.\lliance, Ohio.
A 1,500-ton hydraulic press was used for
this purpose at Bettendorf and a Riehle testing machine of
one million pounds capacity at Alliance, Ohio.
The general arrangement of the machines and the manner
in which the tests were made to determine the strength of
velds, also the views and data of each individual piece tested.
Each member of
.ire shown in photo views folios .1 and B.
tlie committee and the secretarj- of the association have been
l)e

to

furnished copies.
[See the resume of the data in folios .1
B given at the conclusion of the report. Editor.]
The committee in preparing this report have endeavoreil
[lecifically to mention and illustrate the results obtained
\ elded
material by submitting the following tests:

8:

Book "A."

Andrews

.Side

Frame

'

in the machine and tested without being
welded, fracture
taking place under load of .?.>2,000 lb.
From the descriiwd tests and the data contained in Books
.1 and B, it is evident that the art of welding,
which has formerly been defined as a process of uniting two pieces of
metal
by hammering them together while hot, may be safely
extended to the joining of two pieces of metal by fusion.
In one of the committee reports on this subject

(1916)

the position was taken that fractures indicate weakness
in
the design of cast steel truck side frames and bolsters,
and
the welding would not add to the strength, but
introduce a
condition of further weakness by improper workmanship,
thereby introducing another chance for failure.

This

is

truly a bad combination and applies equallv to other
parts
of cars, either of cast steel, rolled or pressed sections when
built into a design inherently weak.
In this report the designs were not taken into consideration, for the

reason

tliat

they were

made by

engineers skilled

in car construction

turers
fied.

employed by the railroads and manufacand approved by superior officers before being speciWhen cracks or failures occur, due to a pixir (juality

of metal, track conditions, overloading of cars, bolster springs
too weak and going solid, or other causes, the frames and

—

.ind

1

Test No.

This frame was removed from a truck by the
railway, due
to a crack 1 i in. long in the tension
memljer.
It was placed

EST No.

Book "A."

Andrews Steel

Side

Frame

Fig.

1—Book

A, Test

Side Frame Before Testing. Cracka
3.
3f4 Inches Long

bolsters are subjected to greater

lo;i(i;.

anii -ire>>

tnan

lii.it

for

This frame was received from the railway to be welded by
ilie manufacturer.
The frame had a crack in the tension
member S-V^ in. long, as shown in Fig. 1. and for the information of tile committee was tested without welding, as it
•as a good sample of a frame that would be considered unite and would not be accepted under load in interchange.
Cnder a load of 195,000 lb. the crack opened slightly, undtr
a load of 230.000 lb. the crack opened >» in., and under a
load of 25'>.OOn lb. the tin-ion member broke as shown in

which they were designed.
The frame shown in Fig. 1 had a crack .544 in. long, yet
under tests did not show signs of o|)ening until a load of
195.000 lb. was applied, and opened '/i in. under a load
of 230,000 11). The frame u.*ed in Test No. 8 Book .1, with
a crack 1 '/I. in. long, took a load of 332.000 lb. liefore the
fracture ixcurred.
.Any methods employed in welding or
preventing cracks of this character from extending would permit the frame to remain in ser\'ice with .safety. a.s it is onlv in

Fig.

isolated cases that frames e\'er failed without giving sufficient

2.
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warning that by ordinary inspection replacement or repair
Ill man}'
could be made to prevent accident or derailment.
cascii thev have been kept in service until the crack comvertical
section
before
remenced to open or e.xtend into the
moval and without anxiety on the part of mechanical officers
responsible for their performance.
.\ numlier of the castings tested were welded where broken
entirel}- across the tension member, yet the welds were sufficiently strong so that under test, the casting broke at some
Therefore, the proper welding
location other than the weld.
of side frames and bolsters should be permitted, the limit to

Vol. 64, No. 25

dation should be made by a competent operator or instructor.
Third.
Great care should be exercised to prevent welding
under load becoming a general practice for the reason that
internal strain is liable to be set up through welding, which

—

Fig.

3— Book

A, Test

9,

Side

Frame Broken Through Weld.

Breaking Load, 149,600 Lb.
Therefore, it is considered
can l.)e avoided by preheating.
good shop practice to preheat cast steel and pressed form bolsters and side frames and this should be done whenever possible.

Fig.

2— Book

A, Test

3.

Side

Frame Broken Through Crack.

l-ourtli.

— In

making

the weld the fracture should be cut

Breaking Load, 259,000 Lb.
jirohibit

welding

to

be when the strength of the weld would

not equal that of the joining sections.
The committee invites your careful consideration of the

following in

all

autogenous welding

Selection of Operations

—Experience

has shown that an ordinar\- helper,
is not possessed of the ability to make
]iroper welds, as they are not conversant with the changes
which metals undergo while being welded. A competent
mechanic should be selected and given the necessary instruction by an experienced welder before being assigned to this
important work. When the desired proficiency has been acquired, the operator's ability should be certified to by the
mechanical officer in charge or by an instructor qualified bv
First.

handy -man or laborer

Method

Fig.

of Testing the

the car,

—Only

in an emergency should an attempt be made
frame or bolster until it has been removed from
and whenever it is necessary to do so the recommen-

shape in order that a good sur-

Truck Frames

that

a side

V

face will be obtained for the uniting of the metal, care and
patience as well as skill being employed to prevent oxidiza-

tion.

weld

Truck Bolster, Broken Through

16.

Breaking Load, 159,300 Lb.

or burned out be-\-eled or

volved.

Second.

A, Test

Weld.

experience in general railroad welding with the method in-

to

— Book

4

To insure this, the work should be placed at an angle
would allow the flowing out or blowing out of all slag

or impurities

in

the fused metal;

movement,
make a stronger weld than
torch a

rotary

the operators giving the

will assist
if

removal and
was not observed.

in their

this practice

June
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31.

li i? aliij Lonsidercd jiood practice to increase tlie welded
section 15 or 2U per cent a short distance on each side of the
weld and i.'radually tapir down to the original thickness ot

1495

|je to drill a hole at the end of the crack, which would have
a tendency to prevent the check from working across.

authorities in electric welding claim

After chippinj,' the imlal away the V sliouhl extend nearly
throuiih the plate or siition; the operator should start to weld
at the break farihot away from the outside e<lxe and work

removing the part to Ite welded from a
aLited by welding right in position on the car,
the only handicap being the ability of the operator to clean

tJK' weld back toward the edge.
This pro»e.-s has proven
more successful than where the weld was commenced at the
outside and welded toward the center.
InaMiiuch as the

section.

h if tit.

— F.x|iirienced
i\; ^:i~o of

that thi

car ma\ Ic

.>

ROOK

.\

Weight of
No.

IVfcct welded
.

I.IC.I!!

,

.i

.\Ti.|i<->i,

^

\n!--A*

5

A'

I-

\-

"

''-A-i
.

\

1

A'

Crack

rtrr of failure

tension member
Two cracks in tension member
Cruck 3»« in. lonR
Crack in tension member
t>ack in tension member
Crack in tension member
Crack in tension member
C"rack in tensiion member IJ4

Calling

in

200,000
I

lank Kill

plank seat

in.

Biokr

iln.i

mh

crack

lb.

417
604
411
434
419
348
354
409

lb.

491

lb.

310,1100 Ih.

359.000
283,000
290,590
221,000
223.100
332,000

lb.

lb.
lb.
lb.

Ik.

lb.

ri

I;-"-.-

1'

....
....

in tension member
C^racks in tension and

Crack

Crack

21

Bettendurf
Bcttendorf
.\ndrews

14

Channel section.

Cracks

IS

....

compret*

lit..'

149,600

weld

tlM.iuuh

in tension

89.200
273.700
592.400
269.300

1

member

«eld

and cr.icked

I

^

spiiiig

fracture

lb.
lb.

Tested
I

without

porout

welding.

See

Fig.

and 2

lb.
lb.

Welded with

lb.

Poor weld
Tested wiiboui welding

lb.
lb.

Vut

tlie

electric ere

(See Fig. 3)

rid.

len>

members

sion

20

Broke throunh weld

v/eld

lb.

long
'i

Rematkt
P.ior

plank seat

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

440
488
580
390

lb.

lb.

I'oor

w rid

Welded with

lb.

from

lb.

*'

the electric arc
stock, no defect
"rvice. no defect

Truck Bolsters
in

Brokr through weld
Broke in tension member under

flanges

15

I-section

16

Channel section.

Cracks in compression members
Crack in tension member

17
11

I-section

Crack

in

11

I-section
I-section
I-section

Crack
Crack
Crack

in tension member
in tension member
in
tension
member

compression member

side

l-earing

Broke thrnush the weld
Bolster ilistorteil and cracked
tension

534
S37

lb.
lb.

See

Fig.

4

in

members

616
513

lb.

636

lb.

lb.

Taken from

service,

no defects

Body BoLsreas
12
13

Broke
Broke

and

tlie

Ihi

onah the

icmlier

lb.

inside

eld

Broke

web

220,000

uel.l

iigh

weld

BOOK B
Truck Side Fkames
1

Bcttendorf

2

Ilettendorf

3

I'.ettendorf

4

Hettendort
.\ndrewi

5

....
....

Crack
Crack

in compression mcmticr
in tension member

....
....

Crack
Crack
Crack

in tension
in tension
in tension

member
member
member

Truck

side frames broke through
sprinc plank scat
Broke through spring plank seat
Frame distorted

Broke
Broke

throiiKli journal box
in unwelded tension

.\ndre\vs

.\ndrew5
Hettendort
Bcttendorf

17
19
21

Crack
Crack
Crack

in compression member
in tension member
in tension member
in tension member

Crack
Crack

in compression member
in tension member

C^rack

....
....

Broke near journal box seat
Broke through weld
Broke through spring plank seat

Frame

lb.

481
421

lb.

lb.
lb.

424

lb.

Se

lb.

415
374
407
444
430

lb.
lb.
lb.

Welded

lb.

lb.

mem-

bei

6

249,380
249,380
310.450
223,900

distorted

279,900
223.900
264.600
213.750
290.000

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.

lb.

w

Ih

iron

of

lo

strength

lb.

TaucK Bolsters
I-section
-section

7

8

]

9

1-section

Crack

23

C^ racked

18

I-section
I-section
1 -section

22
23

Channel section.
Channel section.

l*t

in top

member

Bro'<e in top

in compression member
in compression member
in compression member
in tension member
in tension member

Welded
Crack
Crack
Crack

Broke through tension member
Broke through tension member
outside weld

member

lb.

660

lb.
lb.
lb.
lb.
Ih.

outside the

weld
Broke in
Broke in
Broke in
Broke in

Frame

600
310,45(> lb.

tension member
tension member
tension member
flange outside weld
distorted

127,335

lb.

320.600
391,880
244.290
310,450
442,700

lb.

lb.

605
643
600
586
629
682

529

lb.

188,300

lb.

521

lb.

142,500

lb.

lb.
lb.

lb.

Tested transversely

lb.
lb.

Body RotSTERS
10

I-scctio:i

Crack

in tension

member

11

1-scction
I-sccti_>p.

Crack
Crack

in tension
in tension

metnber

12

Bro'<e in tension

Poor weld

I-scctij''

Crack

in tension

member

Broke

16

I-section

Crack

in tension

member

Broke

20

l-section

Crack

in

tension

mcmlxr

the

out the check or crack in the proper

make

manner before

upper member outside
Id

tension

starting

the weld.

In repairing a broken part where tlie material is not too
heavy or over cne inch in thickness it can readily be done by
chipping out equally on each side of the crack, making the
This can ordinarily be done with an
cut about M) degrees.
air hammer and chisel, or liy hand if it is impossible to get
the

,iir

liaiiimer to the job.

crack, even

if

it

outside

member

15

to

member

He sure to chip out the entire
jjart way across the section;
will lie no portion of the crack

extends only

chip far enough back so there
in the metal.
Failure to do this permits the check or crack
to continue to work its way across the metal to the farther
side, due to the constant vibration, even after the weld has
If it is impossiiile to chip or cut out the check
been made.
or cracked section so as to eliminate it, good practice would

member

505

lb.

Tested iranaveriely

506
470

lb.

See Fig. 6
Metal poroui weld

outside
lb.

i>oar

heat introduced has a tendency to expand the parts lieing
welded, when cooling takes place it produces a strain on the
inner portion of the weld.
It is very difticult to present detail instructions on this class
of work, as practically ever> job is a problem of itself, the
grade of material to be used depending on the quality of the
stock to Ijc welded.
The diameter of the electrode, thickness
of material, the place where the work is to lie done, and tlie
strength necessary to have in the weld when iom|)leted, arc
or should be all based on tlie knowledge of the operator working on the welding of the part.

Hence the nece.-isity of having an operator with an extendixl exjK'riente on work of this
character.

—

Sixth.
The committee recommends tJiat when welding is
done the weld should Ik> made smooth. -Ijii-in. steel dies, let-
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and numerals, used k'a;il)ly to stamp the initials of the
and identification number of the welder;
this not onl}' as an incentive for the operator to do his best
work, but also to result in a more careful supervision and
inspection, as well as a convenient means of locating the responsibility for inferior workmanship.
Date
Road
Proposed marking:
0-00-00
XYZRR
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ters

the fracture

road, [jlace, date

built

Shop Mark

The thanks

of the association are due the

Foundries and the Bettendorf Company,

Welder
American

Steel

who

placed their
testing facilities at the entire disposal of the committee.
The report was signed by \V. O. Thompson, chairman.

up

showing porosity, the welded portion should be

to a considerable extent for 2 in. or

may have

surface to compensate for what

,>

in.

over the

been a weak point.

Conclusion
As

a conclusion

cate that properly

may be said that the tests
made welds are satisfactory.
it

clearly indi-

In view of these tests and experiments it is considered
important that in making such welds consideration should
be given to the tensile strength of the welding material as
compared with the tensile strength of the casting welded.
If Norway iron or other welding metals of low tensile
strength are used, the welds should be built up an amount
sufficient to

compensate for the

total tensile strength of the

section to be welded.

Discussion
Chairman Thompson: The committee, with the one
ception,

is

ex-

fully in accord with the practice endorsed in the

It has endeavored to recommend a method for sucand bolsters.
M. ^^aring (Pennsylvania): The committee states that
proper welding of side frames and bolsters should not be

report.

cessfully welding truck sides
F.

the

prohibited.

It

also presents a conclusion that

to give instructions for this class of

of the welding
true.

work and

Side Frame Welded in Tension
4.
Failed at Journal Box.
Breaking

B, Test

Member.

Load, 223,900 Lb.

into service

quently

we

and subjected to tension or

;

Results of Tests
and B, which were introduced as

e.xhibits by the
committee, contained data concerning the tests conducted at
the American Steel Foundries and the Bettendorf plant, respectively.
The general results of these tests are given in

Folios

the

.-1

The

table.

deflection

and permanent

set

were

re-

when

that part

is

put

to vibration quite fre-

find that detailed fractures develop at the junction

and the original metal.

weak

They progress

Such
weld will show up excellently on a tensile test.
C. E. Chambers (C. R. R. of N. J.): I don't think we
.should prohil)it the electric welding of cast steel frames. The
Central of New Jersey equipped 1,000 cars with about the
first cast steel side frames that were made.
Probably 75
per cent of those frames have been welded at some point.
^'ery few of them have failed after being welded,
.^fter we
started reinforcing the weld I don't know of anv failures.
Hennessey
(C.
M.
&
St.
P.):
Of
the
thousands
of
J. J.
truck sides that have been welded we have only had failures
in wrecks, and those we welded again.
\Miere a truck side
has been broken clear through we don't weld them.
I. S. Downing (Big Four)
We started welding truck sides
at a great many points and had many failures.
Then we put
an expert in charge, and now I am convinced that if it is
done under the proper supervision you can weld a truck side
just as well as anything else.
We are welding six or seven
J. H. Milton (Rock Island)
hundred couplers a month and knuckles, truck sides, body
bolsters and truck bolsters and are having very good success.
I. .S. Downing: This asscxriation should go on record as
approving recovering material in any wav possible.
C. E. Fuller (Union Pacific): We have welded new eyes
in couplers.
If properly done it is absolutely ^afe, but you
must have an experienced operator.
across the .section until

C; G. W. Rink, C. R. R. of N. }.; |. I. Hennessey,
C, M. & St. P.; A. M. McGill, L. V.; R. W. Schulze, St. L
& S, F.; Willard Kells, A. C. L. J. R. Gould, C. & O.;
E. H. Sweeley, Long Island, and C. F. Giles, L. & N.

difficult

vary to a large extent.
I think that is
good weld will even show a higher tensile

of the welding metal

N. Y.

is

may

\'ery often a

strength than the original material, but

5— Book

Fig.

it

that the quality

it is

too

to carry the load.

a

:

:

—

Book B, Test 16. Body Bolster Welded in Tension
Member, Broken in Tension Member Outside the Weld

Fig. 6

corded for a side frame of each type, a truck bolster and a

body

bolster.

The committee

presented the following summary and conclusion in connection with the tests reported in Book B.

Summary
Of

per data herewith there were 10 castings
in which the original fracture had consisted of a complete
break of the entire tension member, the fracture e.xtending
well into the web, with the e.xception of test No. 19, the tenthe

2,1

tests as

sion niemlier of which

was broken in from both sides, but not
(See photograph 1,391.)
10 castings the tension member of which was
entirely fractured, only three broke in the weld under test.
(See test No. 11, casting F-8; testing No. 17, casting F-1;
and test No. 20, casting F-3.)
If, in view of the data herewith submitted, it is desired
to weld tension members that are almost wholly broken, with
quite wholly fractured.

Of

these

Action Taken
M. Graff (Erie) I move that this Association recognize
good practice and sanction the extension oi autogenous

F.

as

welding

:

of car equipment.
I think that would work wrong
in the case of car wheels.
The wheel committee should be
considered in connection with that. Before it is recommended there .should be more experimenting done.
A series of
to all parts

C. T. Ripley (Santa Fe.)

:

experiments has been made to demonstrate the value of welding and annealing and the results are remarkable.
Under
tests welded sides would break very much more easih- before
annealing than afterward.
(Mr. Graff's motion was carried.)
The recommendations of the committee were accepted.

June

21,
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Report of Committee on Loading Rules
oM.Mil IKE submitted
following recommend-

111

I

tlic

ations covering

additions
and changes in tlie present
Code of Loading Rules,

committee

RuU-s 32 and 3.i.
In the first line after the word "lumber" insert the words "or timber."

taken care of

Rule 34, Section Ji.
In the first line after the word "lumber" insert the words "or timber."

in

not

|>resent

tile

rules.

the

Code

Rules

of

and

in t h e present
Tiie suggestions in

main have reference

to the conser\'ation of the

car supply by increasing
the load carried per car
proliibitini;
tlic
by
u
of
hopper
bottom cars for shipand
merits of pig iron, billets md similar material, so that this
type of cars may be available for ore and coal shipments.
On account of the apparent necessity that immediate action he taken, this committee has prepared several new rules
and revised others, sending them to the executive committee
for their approval, they being later issued as a supplement
to the present Ccxie of Loading Rules.
The rules which have been revised and issued as a supplement to the present Code of Lojiding Rules by the Executive
Committee, are as follows: Supplement Circular No. 16, issued November 20, 1Q17, revising rules 31, 5.\ 98- A and
QS-B. 10.^-.\ and 124-B; Supplement Circular No. 35, issued March 4, 1018, revising rules >: 58, 117-D and 121-B,
and Supplement Circular No. 42. revising rule 53.
.

in the

Loading Rules

In addition to the foregoing, the committee recommends
the following changes in the present M. C. B. Loading

Rule

—Change

the second sentence, reading "If lading
is placed on top of sides of gondola cars, etc.," to read "If
lading i.s placed on bearing pieces heated an top of sides of
7.

gondola cars, etc."
Explanation. To clarify the intent of the

—

rule.

Ride 9. In the first line after the word "project" change
word "over" to "beyond."

the

Explanation
To permit of loading longer material as a
single load without the use of an idler.
Rule 10. In the second line after the word "project"
change the word "over" to "beyond," also add to the last
sentence the following: "except flat cars of 60,000 lb. capacity equipped with an inverted truss may be used as an
:

—

idlfr."

Relative to changes in rule, see explanaExplanation:
The addition to the rule will permit
under Rule 9.
60,000 lb. capacity wooden flat cars having inverted trusses
to be used as idlers.
Rule 12. In the second sentence of note, change the 36
in. dimension to 46 in.
Rule 21. In the first line after the word "project" change
the word "over" to "beyond."
Explanation:
See explanation Rule 9.
RuU 23. Change the first sentence after the word "car"
to read "except as provided for in Rules 80 and 82."
Explanation
To make the requirements more definite as
to when it is permissible to use bearing pieces or to use
tion

—
—
—

:

—

cars as in Figs. 5

Loading
changes

Rules

ojx'n cars."

Oircctors and others, relative to new rules to cover
hilling

Proposed Changes

—

read "Rules governing ihe lo.iding of lumU-r or timber on

has receivetl a number of recommendations and suggestions from the Regional
rile

Kearney

-liding pieces between the l)olster and the end of the car.
/'a^e 25.
Change general heading reading as follows:
"Rules governing the loading of lumber on open cars," to

Page 25. Change heading relative to loads on single cars
reading as follows: "LumU-r loaded on single cars as in
Figs. 5 and 6," to read "Lumber or timber loaded on single
and 6."

—

—

Explanation:
To clarify the intent of the ruli>
Rule 34, Section C. Change the lirst jtaragraph reading
as follows: "For loads of lumber not lapped or stripped, the
size of hardwood stakes must not be less than:" to read "For
loads of lumber or timber not of equal thicknfss. -which can
not be lapped or stripped, the size of hardwoixi stakes must
not ix' less than:"

—

Explanation:
To clarify the rule as to lumber or timl>er
may be loaded without being lapi)ed or stripjx-d.
Page .y.^. Change heading reading as follows: "Long
lumber loaded on fop of single loads as in Pig. 7," to read
"Long lumlx-r or timber loaded on top of single loads as in
that

—

Fig. 7."

—

Page iS. Change heading reading as follows: "Lumber
loaded as per Figs. 8 and 9," to read "Lumber or timber
loaded as per Figs. 8 and 9."
Explanation:
To make the heading conform to the
changes in rules referring to lumlxr shipments.
Rules 36 and 48.
Change last sentence to r«id as follows
"Stakes must not be less than two feet nor more than four
feet apart from center to center of stakes."
Explanation:
To clarify the rules as to the permissible
distance between stakes from center to center.
This change
has no Ix'aring on the spacing of the stake pockets as referred to in Interchange Rule 3, paragraph (N).
Rule 41.
In the second line after the words "bearing
pieces," insert "having a bearing surface bottom and lop its

—

:

—

entire length."

Explanation:
To clarify the intent of the rule.
Page 38. Change heading reading as follows: "Lumber
loaded as per Figs. 10, 11, 12 and 13," to read "Lumber or
timber loaded as per Figs. 10, 11. 12 and 13."

—

Exjilanation:

—

To

clarify the intent of the rule.

Rule 49.
In the second line after the word "Section"
insert "haxnng at least 10 in. bearing surface bottom .itiil top
extending the entire length of bearing piece."
Explanation:
To clarify the intent of the ruK
Page .is. Change the .second heading reading a- fullnws:
"Lumlier on gondola cars as per Figs. 14 and 15." to read
"I.umlur or timber on condola cars as jx-r Figs. 14 and IS,"

—

To clarify the

Ex])lanation:

The heading on
should

Rule
sert

and

lie

changed

51.

— In

Explanation:
Iocs

the

"except Logs,
Props."

and

all

cuts

to read
first

intent of the rule.

referring

"LumbiT

to luml)or
or timber."

line after the

Telegraph and Telephone

This

is

loading

word "Material"
Pole.i,

in-

Piling

an undesirable manner of loading

poles.

14-.-\, 15 and 15-.\ omit reference to "Logs,
and Telephone Poles, Piling and Prop.f."
For explanation, .see Rule No. 51.
In the second line after the word "inches" inRule 52.

F'igs.

14.

Telegrapli

—

sert

"in section having at least 10

in.

hearing surface bottom
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cxti-nding the entire length of bearing piece and".
To clarify the intent of the rule.

and top

E.xplanation:

Rule

81-.1.

—Second

line;

Change

the words "with

two

bearing pieces and two or four sliding pieces" to read "with
two bearing pieces with or without sliding pieces."
E.xplanation:

Rule 113.

—At

To

clarify the intent of the rule.
the end of the third sentence add a sendo not completely fill the space

tence reading: "If the pipe

between stakes, angular shocks not

less

than 4

section should be placed against the outside pipe

x 5 in. in
and securely

in.

nailed to the bearing piece."
Rule 114. A sentence should be added to the rule reading as follows:
"If the pipe do not completely fill the space between the
stakes, angular chocks not less than 4 in. .x 5 in. in section
should be placed against the outside pipe and securely nailed

—

to the bearing piece."

Explanation

made

To make

:

in Figs. 78

and

Figs. 78
to 2 in. X

4

and

79.

in.

to

the rules

conform

to the

changes

79.

—Change bearing
make

pieces from 4 in. x 5 in.

the cuts conform to Rules 113

and

114, also show on cuts the maximum distance between the
ends of the two top courses of pipe in the center.
Lo.ADixc.

OF L.A.RGE

MiLL Block, Large Bridge Stone,

Shoddy, Breakwater or Other Large Stone,
H.A.\TNG Regular or Irregul.\r Surf.-vces.

—

Rule 120. "Mill block having a regular surface to rest
on car tloor, no dimension of such bearing surface being less
than the height of stone, should be protected on the sides
and ends by cleats not less than 2 in. x 4 in. in section, of
sound straight-grained lumber, extending at least threefourths of length or width of stone. When the stone is loaded
close together or wedged apart, cleats are required on sides
and ends only of outside stone. When such stone is loaded
in tiers, standard end and side protection must be provided.
"Mill block containing as much as 100 cu. ft., resting on
channel or scabbled surface not less than 25 sq. ft., or proportional for increased sizes, must be so loaded that the
weight of total lading will be uniformly distributed over the
floor of the car, resting on a layer of sand, cinders or crushed
stone, covering the entire bearing surface of the stone.
"Gondola cars are preferable for such shipments, but if
flat cars are used, the lading must be placed at least 18 in.
back of end of car. Each block of stone loaded lengthwise,
crosswise or obliquely must be protected against creeping by
side and end cleats, securely nailed to floor of car with 40penny nails. (When two blocks of stone are loaded parallel
and close to each other, or wedged apart, they will l^e con-
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measured across the car; otherwise standard board should be

When single
securely nailed to the inside of the stakes.
much as 6 ft. in length are loaded crosswise

large blocks as

two standard stakes
extending at least one-half the height of the stone.
"An}- large stone having regular surface, not covered by
the preceding paragraph, must, in addition to the specified
end protection, be secured at the sides by the standard stakes
of the car, the end protection should be

The distance from the end of stone to
opposite the stone.
the inside of stakes must be not less than 12 in. measured
lengthwise of car. If on account of the location of the stake
pockets or for any other reason this distance can not be obtained, standard boards should l^e provided opposite the tier
of stone to prevent any possibility of the stone becoming inBoards should be securely nailed to the inside of the
secure.

—

stakes."

Rule 120-5. "Large stone with irregular surfaces, loaded
flat cars, must be securely wedged, stripped or blocked
Standard end protection
to prevent the stone from rocking.
must be provided as specified in Rule 120-A, also two stakes
must Ije placed opposite each outside piece of stone. The
end of the stone must not be less than 12 in. from the inside
If on acedge of the stakes measured lengthwise of car.
count of the location of stake pockets or for any other reason
this distance can not be obtained, standard boards should be
provided opposite the blocks of stone to prevent any possiWhen such stone is
bility of, the stone becoming insecure.
loaded in gondola cars it should be securely wedged, stripped
or blocked if there is any possibility of the. stone rocking.
Large block bridge, shoddy, breakwater or other large stone
should not be loaded in gondola cars unless there are derrick
on

unloading."
Explanations:
A paragraph has been added to cover
small mill blocks containing less than 100 cu. ft., also the
jiaragraphs have lieen rearranged in order to clarify the
facilities for

rules.

sidered as one stone as to cleating.

placed lengthwise of car and is 4 in. or closer
two standard side stakes 6 in. in height must
be placed opposite such stone in lieu of cleats, on that side of
Stone must not be loaded obliquely when it is possible
stone.
to load it lengthwise or crosswise of car.
"Cleats must consist of not less than 2 in. x 4 in. sound
straight-grained lumber, and extend at least three-tjuarters of
length or width of stone.
"If the 2-in. cleat does not have a full 1-in. vertical l)earing for its full length against edge of stone, cleats may be
built up to the requisite height, retaining the specified width."
"If stone

Beartna Pieces

is

ft.

Rule 120-A.
and having

—"Large stone containing

as

much

a regular surface of at least 8 sq.

as 30 cu.
ft.

to rest

on car floor. Ijut no dimension of such bearing surface being
less than 1 ft. 6 in., should be protected at the end with
standard end stakes extending at lenst one-half the height of
In no case mu.st the height of the stone be more
the stone.
than one and one-half times the smallest dimension resting
on the car floor. The distance from the end of the .stone to
the inside edge of the stakes must he not less than 6 in.

Fig.

Rule

104- A,
3

ft.

Rule 126.

"Wood
sliould

to

126

41/^

Sec Hon a^ Cenier

s 'Mm j "nai

End fieiv oflading.

to side of car,

— Manner

ft.

Long

in

of

Box

Loading

Wood

Cores

or Stock Cars

— .Add a paragraph reading

as follows:

and similar round wood 3 to 4J/2 ft. in length
be loaded as per Fig. 104- A. This method makes the
cores

door opening unnecessary."
was signed by .A.. Kearney, chairman, assistant
superintendent motive power, Norfolk & Western; A. B.
Corinth, general car inpsector, Atlantic Coast Line; L. H.
Turner, superintendent motive power, Pittsburgh & Lake
Erie; R. L. Kleine, chief car inspector, Pennsylvania; E.
J. Robertson, superintendent car department, Minneapolis
St. Paul & Sault Ste. ^Slarie; C. N. Swanson, superintendent
car shops, .\tchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; H. C. May,
suDerintendent motive power, Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville, and H. H. Harvey, general car foreman, Chicago, Bur-

strijjping of

The

I

report

ni;t(in &: (.)u'nc\'.

t

I
'

I

I
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Discussion
A. Kiariuy (\. & \\. ), ihairin.in
Tlu' oilier itiin> still
pending ure as follows: Lo;iding pipe on flat cars, aiid loading sluTt or iron plates in liox cars.
will soon l)e altk*
:

We

to submit a report on this.
The conimittee has ln-en working
on the loading of concrete culvert i)i|)e on flat cars and will
have something governing that soon.
I'hen we have rules
5(1 and 57 relating to changing the height of lading re(|uiring the wiring from four feet to Ave feet.
The last relates
to re(|uiring hulkheads in connection with the shipment of
dressed lumlier on flat or open cars. The loading of dressed
lumtn'r on open cars has given us a ginxl deal of concern.
During the last year an embargo was put out by one of the
lines entering Chicago which was objected to by some of the
A great deal of correspondence ensued
lumber shippers.
and finally the embargo was lifted. After meeting the lumber people a special committee was formed of railroad men
.\m\ lumber shipf>ers, but principally shijipers from the south.
.\n arrangement designed at .Altoona, by Mr. Kleine was put
into the hands of the lumber shijijiers with the idea of buikling U|) a numlRT of loads and shi|>ping them to destination
to see how they ran and how the loads held.
As yet we have
It might also Ix' interesting to
Jill report from the loaders.
add that the lumber shi]>pers appealed to the Interstate Commerce Commission and we, in turn, received some corresjiondence through Mr. DeGroot who now has that matter in

14*>9

hand,
lie told me a few days ago that the emb.ir(:o had
been lifted on the line running out of Cliuago and they
thought it would remain so until they got the final re|>ort
from the lumber committee and the sub-committee and finally
our committee on loading rules.
If in order I would suggest that the balance of the re|)ort
be put in shape as (|uickly as |K)ssible, and submitted to a
special balhjt, unless you would care to adopt it on the floor.
Our idea is that if it could be sent out in advance of the
R-gular ( Atolier issue of the report the shippers
a good deal of benetit in the meantime.
F. \\

.

Urazier (N. V. C.):

C\

H.

D

SIAND.AKD
adopted by

coupler

was

special

letter

ballot

in

and is now shown
the 1917 Prcxreedings,

IfJlO
in

Sheet 23-B.
ing

The
were

details

followleft

for

and
Contour
investigation:
6-in.
by
line; design of
further consideration

1^^^

J

w

^^ ^^^hB^^.
^^^^L

^^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^^^^^»
^^^^^k
^^Hjk

R.

L.

^^^r

g^

Kicine

Chairman

'^~'"'

-^'^"^ '^^^ ^^y
to

^^°^''

coupler
changeability
parts; and, specifications
for purchase and acceptThis report covers
ance.
briefly the investigations
of the abovc features, with
definite

recommendations

for adoption.

Two contour lines, the No. 5 and the No. 10, as shown
in previous reports of the committee, were thoroughly tried
It

in connection with both road service

and

laboratorj- tests

PracI
the e.xperimental couplers, including the Type D.
The vanticallv equal numl>ers of each contour were used.
are
..us phases of the investigations covering this subject
L'iven

in

brief as

follows:

want

to call the attention of

we had

lately in hxiding
long piled u|)on two cars, In crfjssing
from one track to another such a strain wa? brought on the
stakes that they broke off and the timbers tell ovi-r on the
passing track.
Fortunately only a derailment fjccurrcd.
These timbers were loaded according to the M. C. B. rules.

structural timber

60

ft.

Action Taken
Mr. Brazier: I move that the rejjort be adopted as read.
J. J. Hennessey (C. M. & S. P.): I wrjuld like to amend
that motion to the effect that the report t>e received and
adopted as read and that the report of the committee and
sub-committee be referred to the Executive Committee, without waiting for letter ballot.
The motion was carried as amended.

Couplers, Report of Standing
'he M.

I

the committee to a severe accident

would receive

Committee

(1904) contour but only when the knuckle of
This momentum is imparted to the
knuckle when coupling even at low speeds.
Observations of actual couplings were made but in no instance has anv difficultv been reported in coupling with the
No. 10 lines.
In view of the
Conclusions on Angling and Coupling.
various tests and road experience, either the No. 5 or No.
the
the

M.

C. B.

latter

open.

is

'

—

10 contour is acceptable.
While slack in couplings has generSlack in Contour.
amount of slack
in any contour line is essential to provide for freedom in
It is not the initial slack in
coupling as well as angling.
the contour line but the ultimate .slack developed by wear
and distortion of jtarts with which we are concerned.
The slack as follows for the three contour lines under discussion when the couplers are new, havinc mean contour

—

ally been considered undesiraltle, a certain

lines:

M. C. B. 1904 contour
No. 5 contour line.
No. 10 contour line.

14-.>2 in..

line.

21 -.'2 in..
1

in..

To
arate

obtain data on actual conditions in

were conducted

investigations

ser\-ice.

three sep-

by the committee as

follows:
First Inv>sligalion.—TW\f. covered M. C. B. (1904) contour couplers and was given in the 191.5 report, from which
we quote the following:

Angling and Coupling.— 'X\\\i question has been discussed

The results of tests
previous refiorts of the committee.
innducted demonstrated that cither the No. 5 or No. 10 line
permits at least as much horizontal angling as the M. C. B.
1004 line, with a slight advantage in favor of No. 5; and
both the No. 5 and No. 10 lines provide for more vertical
angling than the present M. C. B. 1004 line, the No. 10
line providing the larger amount.
The No. 10 lines when coupling with themselves require
in

II

slight

amount of momentum

the knuckle on cur\'es.

This

to effect the final closure of
is also true when coupling to

From

the al)Ove

1904 contour

it

clearly evident that

is

lines develop a large

ser\'ice conditions.

—

amount

the

M. C. B.
under

of -laik

N

k W.
Second Invest igalion. This covered a train of 50
90-ton capacitv cars equip|)ed with .1 and B couplers
10
which
had
l»een
in
ser\ice
contour
about
of No. 5 and No.
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nine months.

This investigation was included in the com-
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Slack per coupling

—

Couplings Type couplers
and contours coupled

The detail figures of this report
mittee's report for 1914.
show that ten couplings of the No. 5 contour averaged 1.112

Minimu

Average

1.44
1.24
1.43
1.52
l.IO

1.477
1.277
1.495
1.555
1.447

A-5 with A-10
B-5 with B-10
A-10 with B-10
A-5 with B-10
B-5 with A-10

slack per coupling and 14 couplings of the No. 10 conAssuming that these
tour averaged 1.268 in. per coupling.
couplers were of the mean contour when applied, the results
in.

— In
1.57
1.33
1.56
1.59
1.65

SUMMARV
No. 5 with No. 5
No. 10 with No. 10
No. 5 with No. 10

would indicate that both lines are developing slack, the development in the No. 5 lines being at the greater rate.

1.455
1.439
1.423

Nofe-A}l annealing Luqs
fohe lay-za-fbase
Catalogue Number
(Optional with H-^'s raised ifused)

-_

.Pa-tenfdales (See"Nofe A")
! lobe placed here I Raised)

Mfgi.heaf Mo. fo bestamped here
i-fpreferred serial No. lobe
castas shown on side ofborn
or

"Note A '-' The folio wingpatent
dates should always appear
on the coupler body.

Moulders Mark or Oang NijmberV.^
>
(Obtional with Mfq's raised
ifusedleither location

©..

PATENTED
"1 Ml-0?
5-9-n
n-19-1?

7-?8-03:
ll-n-19

6-2M5

M-7-16
It coupler body has ears for bottom operating mechanism nn bottom pivot lug, add
the following dates: 6-26-06; 1-25-10; 8-1-16.
For all Contour 5 couplers change date
11-11-13 to 12-S-14.

Detail of
Annealing Lug A

Patent dates (see"Note A ")
to beplaced here(raised)
Mfg's Trade

Mark--

(Depressed )

Engine Coupler Body 6"x8"Shank'

Fig.

Third Investigation.

—This covered

trains of 90-ton cars on the

Norfolk

a

&

number

of complete

The

Western.

in-

was conducted in April, 1917, at which time the
N. & W. had 750 cars of 90-ton capacity three years old,
half of which were equipped with A couplers and half with
B couplers, (these cars were of the same series as those
vestigation

referred to in the second investigation), also 1,000 cars of
90-ton capacity nine months old, half of which were equipped
with C and half with /) couplers.
The different types of
couplers were divided about evenly between the No. 5 and
No. 10 contours. Table I. gives the average results of this

investigation
r

\i:le

I

Types

,-/

Coui)liags

a\o

B

1

PCS

C

.<,Nn

r.

Couplers Af ER Nine

C-5

with

r-10

with

C-5
(

-10

C-5 with D-5

.

.

Couplers After Three

and contours coupled
A-5 with A-5
B-S with I!-5
A-10 with .VIO
B-!0 with B-10
.\-5 with B-5

Yej«rs'

Slack per coupling

Average
1.598
1.41
1.20

1.08

Service

— Inches
Maximu
1.72

— Inches

Average

Maximum

.94
.74
1.29
1.00
.94

1.112
.825
1.356
1.122
.977
1.061
.871
1.221
1.027
1.038

1.27

.91

D-10

.81

.90

.91

1.45
1.28
1.00
1.20
1.13
1.31
1.41
1.18

S.'MM
with No 5.
No. 10 with No. 10
No. 5 «ith No. 10.
Nil

5

1.003
1.231

.

....

—

—Type couplers

Service

k inimum

.64
1.12

C-5 with

Mo NTHs'

Slack per coupling

—

Couplings Type couplers
and contours coupled

1.00.'

These figures verify the deducConclusions on Slack.
tions made in the second investigation, that while the slack
contour
is less than that in the No. 10
initially in the No. 5
contour it increases more rapidly in service in the former.
It also shows that the slack is about equal in both lines after
three vears' service and that this slack is less than in couplers
with the M. C. B. 1904 line.
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AiiViiiihn;fs of Xo. 10 Line.
The No. 10 line on intouni
of luiving the coupler face and front face of the knuckle
|)arallol to eat h other ami iH-r|)enilicular to the l»nt;iludiiial

coupler -hank provides ideal condition'^ for
it
keeps the lonjjitudinal center line
This was clearly demonstrated in tests conducted on a 2 per cent grade and 9 deg.
urves on the Pennsylvania with liKomotivcs and cahin cars
'luip|K^l with Xo. 10 contour line cou|)lers.
By eliminatini; the inclined face on the head of the coupler
the nose of tiie knuckle is n-Iieved of strains in coupliiit; and
center line of

liie

pusiiin.n service in that

of niatinij couplers in alinement.

furtiierinore.

huftini;;

tiie

\\<(li:iiiL;

action

due

to

tlic

knuckle

15()1

Specifications for Purchase

and Acceptance

of Couplers

Cniform s|>etilications for the M. C. B. Standard l> coupler have ix-en develoj)cd jointly with tiie coupler maitufacturers, the M. C. B. Committee on Specifications and Tests of
Materials and the Coupler Committee and are ap|)cnded as
K.vhibit /.*.
These s|xxilications have been tried out and are
found

to be satisfactory.

The

principal de|)arture from the present M. C. U. Standard coupler specifuations is in the omission of the physical
tests for the complete couplers and separate knuckles, a.s such
tests are unnecessary since we have but one design and this
design has been full\ tested out before adoj^tion as standard.

The recommended

provide for piiysical and
annealing as well
coupler and parts, which, together
with tiie gages, will fully control the product.
The.se specifications involve the testing of the various heats
of steel at the time of manufacture and are acceptable to the
coupler manufacturers if carried out by a central inspection
bureau controlled by the M. C. B. Ass<xiation or some other
central body.

chemical

s|)ecilic:ition-

tests of llie steel, cliecking of the

as limiting weights of

tiie

Recommendations
alwve report the committee recomsubmitted to letter ballot for
adoption as Standard of the .Association in connection with
the Standard
coupler:
I.
X^o. 10 Contour Lines as shown on Exhibit A.
II.
Design of 6-in. by 8-in. Shank and Key Slot for
same as shown on Exhibit C.
In accordance

mends

witii the

that the following be

D

Exhibit 'A'^No. 10 Contour
enya^iiii; notli the face of the coupler

also eliminated.

and the guard arm

is

—

on Contour Line. At a joint meeting of the
coupler manufacturers and M. C. B. Coupler Committee,
held at Altoona, March 29, 1918, the coupler manufacturers
were unanimous that but one contour line should be adopted
and that the same should be decided by the Coupler ComThe committee thereupon unanimously agreed to recmittee.
ommend for adoption the Xo. 10 contour line, as sho\vn on
Cotttiusiotis

III.
I\'.

Gages

to insure interchangeability of coupler parts.

Specifications

and .Acceptance as per

for Purcha.se

Kxhibit D.
Tlie report

was signed by K.

I-.

Kleine. chairman. Penn-

Exhibit .1.
Xote.
At this meeting R. E. Janney, of the .\merican
Steel Foundries, presented his views on the contour lines with
the rt"quest that it be embodied in the minutes of the meeting.
.Accordingly it is included as Exhibit B.

—

Design of Six-inch by Eight-inch Shank and Key Slot
I'xhibit C shows the design of the 6-in. by S-in. shank as
agreed upon between the coupler manufacturers and the M.
r. B. Coupler Committee at the meeting held at Altoona,

This design was also approved by the
29, 19IS.
Committee on Car Construction and conforms with the design adopted by the United States Government for freight
This shank takes a I'j-in. by 6-in. key.
cars.

March

Gages

to Insure Interchangeability of Coupler

Parts
Since the M. C. B. Standard /) coupler and parts will be
different coupler manufacturers, interchangeability
The committee in
is a very essential and important feature.
conjunction with the manufacturers has ver)- thoroughly gone
into the matter and recommends for adoption as standard.

made by

To
images which will control the coupler and all its parts.
maintain the correctness of these gages, master gages have
been designed and are now being placed in the hands of the
coupler manufacturers.
Xotk; The drawings of the gages listed aliove are on file
with the association.
The committee has tried out these gages on the product of
two of the coupler manufacturers and finds that the gages
control the inteahangeability of the parts as intended.

Exhibit "C"

— Design

of 6

in.

by 8

in.

Shank

for Standard

"D" Coupler
sylvania: G. W. Wildin, V. \\. Bra/ier. Xew York Central;
F. H. Stark. Montour; J. W. Small. Seaixtard .Air Line; J.
A. Pilcher, Xorfolk & Western, and \V. .Alexander. Chicago,
Milwaukee &: St. Paul.

Exhibit "B"
R. E. Janney submitted a statement in favor of the Xo.
Mr. Janney claimed ( 1 ) that there is as much
5 contour.
room for vertical angling in the Xo. 5 contour as in the No..
l)ack lash in coujders with the No. 10 contour
that
10; (2)
will cause the l)low in ijufting to fall

tour just beyond

the guard

on the face of the conthe lugs on the

arm and on

coupler while with the Xo. S contour the contact is distributed over the whole face of the contour from the ba-sc of the
guard ann to the throat of the knuckle, and (?) that the
inclined face of the coupler has no influence on face breakage.

RAILWAY AGE
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Mr. Janney also stated that when coupling with the Xo.
10 contour the car will start to move away before the momentum of the knuckle can close it far enough for the lock
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been poured from a melt for the purpose of identifying each
casting in that melt.

Chemical Properties and Tests.

II.

to drop.

Chemical Composition.

5.

M. C. B. Standard "D"
Couplers, Knuckles, Locks and Other Parts

"D."— Specifications

Exhibit

for

—

These specifications cover all cast steel
Scope.
comjjlete couplers and for repair parts.
1.

I.

Heat Treatment.

—

Unless otherwise specified,

(a)

shall

conform to

—

—

o.

steel

0.22 to 0.35 per cent
not over 0.75 per cent
not over (1.05 per cent
not over 0.05 per cent

Sulphur

M-iNUF-^CTURE.

castings shall be allowed to

Carbon
Manganese
Phospliorns

for

The steel shall be made by the open-hearth
Process.
2.
or electric-furnace process and in accordance with the best
foundry methods.

—The

the following requirements as to chemical composition:

all

become cold before the process

They shall then be uniformly
heated to the proper temperature to refine the grain and
cooled uniformly in the atmosphere.^
If the results of physical tests of any melt do not
(b)

Ladle Analysis. To determine whether the material
6.
conforms to the requirements specified in Section 5, an analysis shall be made by the manufacturer from a test ingot taken
during the pouring of each melt. Drillings for analysis shall
be taken not less than J^ in. beneath the surface of the test
A copy of this analysis shall be given to the puringot.
chaser.

of heat treatment (annealing).

Check Analysis.

7.

— Check analysis may be made by

the

purchaser from drillings taken from the

test coupons described in Section 4, paragraph (b), which have satisfactorily
These drillings shall be
passed the physical requirements.

iM.C.B.Aueptance

Moulders Mark or Garyg Number
raised rfused)

Marh

(Optior)al yfifh Mfg.

ng

K N

U

C

Markings ind'carrea :r '-..C:,ie io
be located as sr^owr. 'hefollowing
markings pre fo beptacea upon
the ijpperind Icwe'' surfaces of
the knuckle tail wl'hir *he shaded

K L E

Mfqs. Trade MarkfOptionat'
wiih Mfq. raised if used)
/

:\

Mfg's.Heaf Number if Stamped

\

I

Mfg'S.trade
[Optional

mark

areas indicated: tone raised unless
otherwise :pecified.

wltti Mfg's.

depressed if used

'Panel depressea
not more fhang'

j

(Depressed )

10-16 -::^

Mfg's.

Sendl «).
Moulder's

if Cast

Mark or

:o-resst,..

P
"I

..

T
A "'S .^ased not
^^
,T,~.^ ff,an Vie

Gang Number
Depressed

{ Optional wifhMfqsi

Mfgs.heaf No is used in
place o f Serial Mo. if is fo be
stamped on back of frnuckle
as indicated.
y.'hen

depressed if usedy

Note:-Acceptance
marks to be removed
from rejected knuckles

Fig. 2

conform

manufacturer may
more than two additional times.

to the requirements s]3ecified, a

taken not less than '4

in.

The phos-

beneath the surface.

as specified in Sec-

|ihorus and sulphur content thus determined shall not exceed that specified in Section 5 by more than 20 per cent.

and 8.
Annealing Test Lugs and Physical Test Coupons.
For the purpose of determining the quality of anneal(a)
ing, annealing lugs shall be cast with and attached to each

Tension Tests. ^(a) The steel shall conform to the
following minimum requirements as to tensile properties:

re-treat such melt, but not

Tests after re-annealing shall be

made

tions 7

—

4.

casting

when presented

for inspection.

The

of coupon .shall be sufficient to insure a machined test piece
as required in paragraph 1 1 -c, and shall be cast on the coupler bodies or knuckles at a location optional with the manufacturer.

The manufacturer shall keep a record of the coupand knuckles bv serial or heat numbers which have

Physical Properties and Tests.

—

Tensile strength lb. per sfj. in
Elastic limit, per cent tensile strenght
Elongation in 2 in. per cent
Rerluction of area, per cent

location of the

annealing lugs shall be as shown by Figs. 1 and 2.
(b)
A sufficient number of test coupons to provide a test
for each melt shall be cast with and attached to the coupler
bodies or knuckles when presented for inspection.
The size

ler bodies

III.
8.

—

(b)

The

elastic limit shall l)e

eter.

60.000
-0
10

30

determined by an extensom-

—To

detennine the cjuality of annealing,
two of the annealing
test lugs, preferably tho.se farthest away from each other,
nicked and broken off from each bar and knuckle for the
examination of the fracture. If, in his opinion. The anneal9.

Annealing.

the inspector will have not less than

June

21,

illH l.a>

nut
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properly .hmc. lu- will ro,uirL- ll.f
caMil.K^ tu
Ijc re-anne;ili'il a> prt-Mrilxd
in Stctioii .i.
If, after annealing or re-aiineuling. any casting
is so nmdi out of ,i,M«e as to
re,|uire u-atu.i; in order to Lring
it
within the Kage limits
It sha I U- re-annealed
l.efore it shall be aaeptecj.
In event
of failure of the inspector and
manufacturer to agree uixm
the quality ..f annealing as determined
l.v
I

1503

cell

the fracture

Fig.

n,iivn,K 7V.v<.f.— Tests will In- waive«l „n
cirders for
le>, than ten complete couplers
or less than one humlred parts
10.

.'Iher

than

in which event all castings
shall preferably
I.e from the same melt,
and the manufacturer shall furnish
die purchaser a co|.y of his record
showing satisfacf.ry cheml.ars,

lol analysis and physical proj.erties obtained
from the melt
of -^tcl in question, and the annealint!
lug showing his proof

the

3— Normal

Annealing

— Over Annealing

Fig. 4

Fig. 5

— Under

matter shall be arbitrated by [lolishing and etching a
portion
of the annealing lug to develop the structure and
examining
this

under the microscope.

If the structure is in

accordance
«ith Fig. ,; the material will be considered to
be properlv
annealed, but if the structure is similar to that of Fig
4 or 5
the manufacturer shall re-anneal the castings
to produce a
structure like Fig. 3.

Annealing

of

the

aj.ixarance of the fracture of the annealing
lugs
rest Specinw,i.— [i)
Test siMxrimens shall Ijc obtained as prescribed in Settion 4.
(b)
When sufficient couinins have not
11.

lieen

cast

a

test

specimen may be cut from a finished casting
at a locatiwi
mutually agreed u|)on by the inspector and the
manufacturer

and

this casting replaced in the lot.

f
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Tension test specimens shall be machined to % in.
diameter with a 2 in. gage length, with either blank or
threaded ends to suit the holder.
Number of Tests. At least one chemical and physi12.
cal test shall be made from each melt of steel represented.
For each two lots of
Tests of Knuckle Pivot Pins.
lo.
100 couplers or less, otherwise accepted, one pivot pin shall

—

—

he removed from a complete coupler and subjected to the requirements of the M. C. B. specifications for heat treated
If this pin fails to pass the specificaknuckle pivot pins.
Pins
tions, all pins in this lot of couplers will be rejected.
thus removed from the assembled couplers shall be replaced
l)v the manufacturer by an additional pin after the test in
order to complete the coupler.

—

The manufacturer shall have the maGrouping.
grouped in lots of 100 complete couplers or 100 detail
Where possible,
parts, and this will be an inspection lot.
care should be taken to put all couplers of the same melt
endeavor
should
manufacturer
The
number in the same lot.
to cast as many parts from one melt on a given order as is
14.

terial

possible.

\'ariatioxs in

I\'.

Weight. —

15.

lished

One

(a)

Weight and Gage

detail part of the lots as estab-

by Section 14 shall be weighed and come within the
shown in the table. Failure of any part to come

limits as

within the minimum weight shall reject that detail and each
such detail in the entire lot so represented shall then be
weighed and ever,- piece less than the minimum weight shall
couplers are purchased complete and assembled, each assembled coupler shall be individually weighed
and shall come within the limits as shown in the table. Detail parts shall come within the limits as shown in the table,

manufacturer.
LiMl

NX.

Weights

— "D"

Coupler

Minimum Maximum
Coupler har—5-in. hy
Coupler bar— -in. bv
Coupler bar— 6-in. by
.=

knuckle— 9-in.

pounds

pounds

265
259
271
97
90

285
279
291
103
96
107
100

•sh.ink— 9's-in. butt
sbank— 6>/5-in. butt
sbank— 6-in. butt

7-in.
7-in.
S-in.

face

Cored knuckle— 9-in. face
Solid

knuckle— 11 -in.

101

face

Cored knuckle— 11-in, face
lock
Complete coupler— 5-in. bv

sbank- 6K-in.
Complete

butt

coupler— 5-in.

sbank— 9;-8-in.
Complete

94
13.5
7-in.

'

butt

(
I

bv

7-in.

by

8-in.

butt

coupler— 6-in.

shank— 6-in.

(
I

(
1

1

knuckle.
cored knuckle.
9-in. solid knuckle..
9-in. cored knuckle.
9-in. solid knuckle..
9in. cored knuckle.
n-in. solid knuckle..
11 -in.
coied knuckle.
9.in.
9.in.

solid

.

386
379
392
385
398
391

402
395

15.5

416
409
422
415
42S
421
432
425

— (a)

Castings shall conform to the preFive per cent of each lot of 100
scribed limits and gages.
or less, but in all cases at least one of the complete couplers
Asor separate parts in each, shall lie completely gaged.
sembled couplers shall be dismantled before gaging.
(b) Failure of any part in the lot to come within the gages
16.

'

lost motion in opposite direction is desirable.
(c) In order to determine that the requirements of paragraph (b) have been complied with, not less tlian ten
Failure of
couplers out of each lot of 100 shall be tried.
any one properly to operate will be sufficient cause for rejection of the lot, but this does not prohibit the manufacturer re-oftering the lot on the same order for inspection
after adjustment, providing it is shown that all other requirements of the specifications have been complied with.
The castings shall be free from blow holes,
Finish.
18!
sand pockets, shrinkage cracks, and other injurious defects.
19.
Sand or Shot Blast. All castings shall be properly
cleaned by sand or shot blast or other approved process. The
inspector may require that any or all castings again be subjected to sand or shot blast or cleaning in order to better
examine for checks and shrinkage cracks which in his
opinion would be detrimental to the strength of the castings.
Welding. ^Welding minor imperfections which do
20.
not impair the strength of the castings will be permitted
in.

^4

—

—

—

when done under

the jurisdiction of the inspector and by a
All castings shall be re-annealed

practice approved by him.

When

one coupler being dismantled in each 100 and weighed.
When castings are more than the allowable maxi(c)
mum weight as shown in Fig. 6, and all other requirements
are satisfactory, castings may be accepted at the maximum
allowable weight, excess weight being at the expense of the

Solid

—

Workmanship.
(a) The castings shall conform to
the size and shape as shown on M. C. B. standard drawings
and shall be finished in a workmanlike manner.
(b) ^^'hen assembled, knuckles and locking pins or blocks
must work freely, but the lost motion between knuckles and
locks must be such that the knuckle cannot be pulled forward by hand beyond the proper contour line, but >; in. to
17.

after such welding.

be rejected.
(b)

Workmanship and Finish

V.

(c)

ill
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Gage.

or limits shall be sufficient cause to reject the lot so repre.sented.
Failure of a lot to meet the gages will not be sufficient cause to reject a re-offering of the

same

lot

on the same

order after the manufacturer has adjusted these parts to the
gages.
After this adjustment by the manufacturer, the inspector will then gage ten couplers or pieces selected at random in the lot, and failure of any to meet the gages will
reject the entire lot, which shall not again be offered.
(c) The inspector shall inspect and gage each coupler in
a lot in order to determine if thev comolv to the contour

VI.

Inspection and Rejection

—

(a) The inspector representing the. purchaser shall have free entry, at all times while work on the
contract of the purchaser is being performed, to all parts of
the manufacturer's works which concern the manufacture,
The manufactest and inspection of the material ordered.
turer shall afford the inspector, free of cost, all reasonable
material
is being furfacilities to satisfy himself that the
24.

Inspection.

nished in accordance with the specifications.
(b) The purchaser may make the chemical test to govern
the acceptance or rejection of the material in his own laboraSuch chemical tests, however, shall be
tor\- or elsewhere.
made at the expense of the purchaser.
(c) The phvsical tests may be made at the plant of the
manufacturer, providing the purchaser is satisfied with the
accuracy of the test machine and that the pulling speeds for
determining the elastic limit and ultimate strength are in

accordance with the recommended practice of the American
Society for Testing Materials for two-inch test piece.
(d) All tests and inspection shall be so conducted as not
to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.
(e) After the inspection and tests have been completed

and before castings are loaded,

at the option of the purchaser,

remaining annealing lugs shall be removed and surface
where located put in a workmanlike condition.
(a) If any of the test coupons or an25.
Rejections.
nealing lugs selected to represent the melt do not conform to
the requirements specified in Sections 7, h and 9, the lot will
all

—

be rejected.
(b) The basis of acceptance of physical tests .shall be upon
test coupons showing clean fracture without blow holes or
imperfections and that break within the middle third of gage
length.
In event the test coupon is imperfect or breaks out-

middle third of the gage length, additional test
coupons shall be furnished, but this shall be the only cause
side of the

for rehearing for the physical tests, except as

specified

in

paragraph 3 (b).
(c) All castings which show any injurious defects or do
not conform to the weights or gages shall be rejected.
Id) From each bar or knuckle reiected bv the inspector

June
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these s|x'citkutiuns, he shall cause to be chip|>c(.l the

iiiuU-r

M.

21,

C. B. acceptance

mark

siiown on Figs.

and

1

2.

Discussion and Action Taken

Kkine (P. R. K); 1-ivc ol tlie six coupler manufacturers are now in position to turn out the M. C. B. standThey all have received the gages and are
ard couplers.
K.

1..

have been developed

satistkxl with the sjx'cifications as they

jointly la-tween the manufacturers

W.

F.

Brazier (N. V.

and the coupler committee.

C): The

interesting part of the

liie government after the 51 years of
far Builders' Association, has looked
upon us as knowing what a good coupler is and ado|)ted it.
May I ask if the government accepted No. 10 contour line?

coupler situation

is

that

existence of the Master

The Report

of

the

Tank

Tar Committee does not

ommend

^^

that

the

rec-

existing

--pecifications be disturbed.

Owing

to

the

conditions

lirought about by the war,

has

it

been

pend
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Mr. kleine: As far as I know they have adopted No. 10
couplers as standard for cars.
Mr. Bra/ier: I think we may as well adopt the No. 10
lonlour line as we must have it.
r. Giles (I.. & N.): Shortly after the convention of

C

]^]6 we
this
I

built a large

have no

number

and

stand coupler

it

of cars to which

has proved

highly

we

ap|)lied

satisfactory.

of a single failure of one of the couplers

re|>ort

It has jiractically eliminated
broken knuckle pins
whereas we had thousands of them with the old ty|K.
Kearney (N. & W.) 1 move that su<h parts of the
.\.
report as the committee has rei (itiinii-iKJfd tu In MiKtniitcd to

since.

letter ballot Ik- so

The motion was

handled.
carried.

Tank Car Committee

the

"or the ye.ar 1918

AGE

necessary to sussome of the require-

ments, as, for instance, that
of the use of flange quality
sttx'l
in the construction of
Class III tanks, and that of
hydraulic
retests
of
all
classes of tanks, the former

valve are not always followed. ;nid that in the case of individual valves the deviations resulted in a reduction of
the possible capacity by nearly one-half.
During the tests it developed that there was apparently
a ver}- dose relation between the inner edge of tlie lip at
the lower periphery of the clapper and that of the outside
corner of the seat.
The iK-st performances were obtained
when the plane of the valve seat and that of the under side
of the lip most nearly coincided, in which case the actual
clearance was that due to the difference between the out-

1919, and the
1, 1920.

until July

1,

latter until

January

Safety Valves

—

U

of the

-ing
Ives

head
were
as

-sure,

me

size

Leakage.
The principal
complaints regarding the detank cars have come from the field producing
gasoline, and, in brief, were that the safety
not tight, and did not adequately relieve the
was claimed locomotive pop valves of the
it

would do.

committee secured a number of sample safety valves
iiil subjected them to tests, mounting them on a large drum
'I
The comsupplying .steam from a locomotive boiler.
itee has in its possession an extensive report, giving the
|.crformance of each of these valves as originally assembled,
and also as reassembled with parts of the different valves.
.\s this report is very voluminous it is not included here,
but a copy will be filed with the secretary of the Association.
It developed that all of the valves tested had a capacity'
rv much better than any locomotive pop valve of the same
l"he

meter, for the reason that the

lift

was several times

'lently

If the valve is mounted on a container
test.
~ma]l volume, the initial movement of the valve relieves
pressure, so that the amount of lift is hardly measurable.
'1 the other hand, if the container is of large size, as in
ual service, the lift is very great, one )>ound increa.se
uve the popping pressure producing in the best valves a

making the

This is shown by diagram
of about 0.,> in.
For comparison, diagram P.274S is given, the
valve having the same housing, but a clapper from which
the maker had entirelv omitted the outside huddling lip.
rtical

I'

lift

27.>8.

See
It

Fig. 1.)

was found

1— Safety

Valve Lift Tests

as

The complaint regarding the lack of capacity was
made under a misapprehension, due to the method

it.

Liftefi'oht-i'Khti

Fig.

that the standard dimensions of the safetv

side diameter of the seat

and the inside diameter of the

lip

on the clapper.
have gone no valve has proved to be
.After the scats
popping pressure.
were ground the valves were assembled for test t)n the drum,
and water poured into the cavity al>ove the clapper. The
leakage was principally in the form of isolated bubbles to
The point at
within a few ])ounds of popf>ing pressure.
which leakage ceased when the valve closed differed with

So far as the

aljsolutely

tight

tests

up

to

each valve.

K

conical valve will fit a conical seat only when the axes
coincide, the reason U-ing that the only circular
With any tilting
conic section is that normal to the axis.
strictly

the section becomes elliptical.

This explains why valves are

RAILWAY AGE
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There is
in one position and not tight in another.
also the possibility that after the valve has been ground to
fit the seat, the seat and the body of the spring case may be
distorted when the valve is screwed into the fitting on the
As a result of the tests the committee believes
tank car.
tight

if the condition of the valve is maintained, the leakage
with the present standard design will not be very serious.
It is understood that the most serious corroCorrosion.
sion has been with casinghead gasoline and its blends.
With the Class IV insulated tank car which is intended for
handling this material, the increase in the temperature of
the liquid is slow and the development of pressure should
Where the product is handled in un1)6 verv moderate.
insulated cars the outage from leakage will naturally be

that

—

greater.

Some

concerns

seats as suggested

have experimented
by the committee.

with non-corrosive
develops that the

It
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per until after the e.xperimental ones have been .subjected to
long test.
In the meanwhile, the committee will be very
glad to consider any design submitted.

Changes

Standard

in

Drawings.

— Examination

of

Therefore, the committee has made some modifications in
Figs. 9-.\ and 10- A of the standard specifications for tank
cars, as follows:

—

A dimension
Spring Case, (both Figs. 9-A and 10-.4).
has been added for the top diameter of the bevel seat, fixing it at 5 3/16 in., with a tolerance plus or minus of 1/64
in.
At the same diameter on the conical seat of the valve the
plane of the outside lip will be l/,?2 in. above the plane of
the seat in the spring case, allowing that much for regrinding before the lip gets to the level of the

flat

The

seat.

same tolerance without change of dimension has been add-

3" DiarriT
-

the

valves tested indicated that sufficient attention had not been
given to strict compliance with the standard drawings.

/Hi'Tap -->(,,'-/? Threads

*\

1

1

round

7" Pipe ThreadsSperlnch

Total Taper 1-16

Va

1

V

e, C.

I.

6§ Diam —

^

Spring Case.M.C

5^ Diam.-Sj'Diam.ij^-

»

—

9— A Corrected Drawing of Valve, Spring
Follower and Spring Case for 5-inch Safety
Valve Applied to Side of Dome

s,|>5

Fig.

ed for the diameter of the outside edge of the flat face, and
The
for the diameter of the cylindrical opening in the seat.
dressing has been made to include the seat for the spring,
both the flat portion and the diameter. This is necessary to
prevent the spring being cramped owing to foundr}- variations.
It is intended that the diameter shall not be less

iron

thar the 6^4 in. called for.
For the clapper (Fig. 9-A), in addition to the dimensions
alread}- referred to, which will fix the vertical relation of the
dimensions
1 p to the corner of the flat seat in the housing,
have Ix^en added for tolerances for the variation in the inside diameter of the lip and for the outside diameter over

serious corrosion,

the wings.

Spring

Fol o\A/e
I

r,

M.C.

valve resting on the non-corrosive seat is subject to
and it is evident that both the seat and
the clapper must be of a material not aft'ected by the corBrass cla^ "eii
rosive qualities of some of the gasolines.
in the \-alves could hardly be seriously considered, because
The clapper, while non-corroof the temptation to theft.
The presence of
sive, should have little intrinsic value.
the wings precludes the application of a pressed ring, but
be able to produce a valve
the committee hopes that it will lie
which the material forming the seat is welded in place
lutogenouslv,

and that bv

this

means the

difficultv

from

•orrosion will be overcome.

The committee

is

not prepared to submit drawings showhousing and clap-

Ing the details of non-corrosive seats in

This is necessary, as it has been found that such
variations exist in the dimension over the wings and in the
ojiening through which the wings pass that in some cases
All of these dimensions are
actual sticking has occurred.
machined ones and it is believed that the tolerances are not
unreasonal)lv close.

The committee

expects to prepare draw-

ings for reference gages fixing the essential dimensions.
It is unfortunate that when in 1903 tank cars were first
equipped with safety valves of adequate discharge capacity,
the only products to be considered were refinerv- gasolines
and other heavy oils. The normal pressure of these gasolines

was so low that the original valve settings of 8 II3. when one
valve wa> u-ed and S and 12 lb. when two were used, met

June
all

21,
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ii)lulitu)M>.

i;ii\crnllin

I li<-

the valve slu>uld adciiualfly

ri-i|iiiri'iiU'iit

tlu-ii

w.i-^

lliat

the tank's in case they were

dot--
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nui

warranteil in

ft-i-1

recommending any change frwn

wiiuld

the present standard angle of 45 deg.
Ivvperience ha.s develo|K*d that Sfjme of the details of the
valve, shown by Fig. <>-.\ of the specifications, should l>e

safety

niiMlil'u-d

L-xposetl

to

tire.

wa-*

It

vi-iit

not

ex|)e«teil

that

higher

settiiii's

be retiuireil and the valves were designi-d frimi tiie
standpoint.
With the springs used the clearaiKe
around the wings of the valve was ample. When it became
necessary to provide for the 25-11). setting it was felt that the
iianges should, if [lassiMe, lie contuied to the substitution
nf a heavier spring than that in the original design.
The
outside diameter of the coll being practically tixed by the
casing, an increa.^e in the diameter of the wire reduced the
.

:

The drawing of the spring follower shows three small lugs
which engage the llat faces of the nut on the bottom of the
\alve stem.
It was lielieved that the valve could Ir- rotated
on its seat without causing the stem to turn in the threaded
nut. but

has

it

around on

bi-en f<Mjnd in practice that

has

seat

its

tendency to

a

can

this

^'

With

existing valves

most easily provided against by the u.se of two
the bottom of the threjid, with a washer

jammed on

nuts

Oril/ed

lie

turning the valve

loi>sen the Ixjtfom nut,

thus changing the setting of the valve.

above the upjier nut of suftiiient thiikness to prevent the lugs
on the under >ide of the folhiwcr engaging the nuts.
For
future valvc-s it i.« recommen<led that the depth of the base
be increa.sed from ",s in. to l'<i in. as shown in Fig. 9-A,
which will eliminate these lugs.
The angle of 45 deg. for the under side of the valve stem
head has been indicated.
Siiiely Vdvr Applii-J to Top of Dottu:
Fig. lO-.f.— The
thickness of the skirt belrjw the threaded portion of the
sjjring case has been reduced from '>g in. to 5/16 in., without
changing the inside diameter, because of complaints that owing to foundry variations the skirt would not in all cases pass
through the threaded opening in the collar on the dome, except by machining all over.
As the skirt has no function
other than to guide the lower end of the spring, there is no
reason why the 'g in. additional freedom should not lie allowed.

has developed that the arrangement of the inside radial
shown by section B-h of the spring case, results in
foundpi- difticulties, and that to avoid these some valves have
been made with four ribs instead of eight as called for. As
It

ribs,

these

rills

are intendcxl to center the S()ring, none of

them

modified as shown
on the drawing of the case in Fig. 10-A to provide prop)er
draft in molding.
The surfaces to lie dressed (D) have l)een indicated on
the drawing of the spring case.
These are the same as in
Fig. 9-\, and should have been shown when Fig. lO-.'V was
prepared.
Apparatus for Testing S'lfety Vdlvcs in Place on Cars.
It has been found that while the apparatus showTi by Fig.
13 of its specifications, is sufficiently .strong for testing valves
with 1 2-lb. setting, it should be strengthened for use with
the 25 -lb. setting, and the committee has revised the design

should be omitted,

their

liut

form has

Ijeen

—

which

The

recommends

it

lie

substituted

Reading

for the present design.

page 42. should
be changed in the case of the 25-lb. setting to a minimum of
4.iO. and a maximum of 550, to agree with those on the revised print which are correct for the 3-lb. tolerance adopted
figures for the "Scale

in Lb.",

last vear.

Class

During the year
Section

A A
-

SecricnB-B-

Spring Case
10

— A — Corrected

MC.

Drawing

of

Safety Valve Applied to

Car
of Class

handling liquefied gasi-time such wehled tanks v

built for

that in

ommercial shipments.
Fig.

V

number

a

Spring Case for S-inch

Top

of

Dome

hydraulic

•

with carelessly made springs there is probably interference,
explaining why valves tight in one position may leak when
turned to another.
One of the valves tested had a seat 15 deg. to the vertical.
This valve stuck to a dangerous extent, and the committee

own

(jf'lheir

500
learance between the in.side of the coil and the wings of the
Where the workmanship of the
valve encircled by the coil.
springs is good not much interference need l^e expected, but

lb.

test

While

•'

V

cars have been
•'tee

hopes

ortlinary
ill

for a

per square luth, ihe manufacturer;
volition have Ix'en testing tlie welded tanks to
of .iOO

lb.

pressure.

The committee has approved
the inlet
lie.iii.

ii

'

and

outlet

designs for the safety valve,

valves, their arrangement in the

.mil the protective

dome

housing.

of the specifications, provides that the
In order to get a
of the tlanged type.
satisfactor)' arrangement of the valves in the dome he.id the
committee accepted a design of safety valve with a screw fit.
Seition

20

(b)

safety valve shall

Ix'

believing that this ctxjld I* safely used as the safety valve
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the
not manipulated after being applied as is the case with
and outlet valves. To cover this feature, the commitinserted betee recommends tliat the word "preferably" be
is

inlet

tween the words "shall"' and "be'', so that the requirement
will read "Valve shall preferably be of the flanged type, etc."
The requirement that the design of the valve must be ap:

proved, remains.

The government
has accepted
Class II car.

The

tlie

report

sylvania;

in ordering tank cars for general service
Specification for

Master Car Builders"

signed by: A.

is

Thomas Beaghen,

W.

Jr.,

Gibbs, chairman, PennC. E.

Union Tank Line;

Chambers. C. R. R. of N. J.; \Vm. Schlafge, Erie;
P. & L. E.; John Purcell, A. T. & S. F., and O.
General American Tank Car Corporation.

S.
J.

Lynn,
Parks,
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Discussion and Action Taken
Chambers, (C. R. R. of N. J.) The committee has
gone to a great deal of trouble and spent much time trying
It found
to ferret out the trouble with the safety valves.
large spring irregularities and irregularities in the material
and sizes. It has been very difficult to find a spring that
would pop at the proper pressure and close at any given
Several of the springs would be almost tight up to
pressure.
20 lb. and then commence to blow a little bit and let loose
They would not seat until they got down to 3 lb.
at 25 lb.
pressure with quite a considerable blowing all the way down.
C. E.

The

:

tests are still

being carried on.

Mr. Chambers moved that the association grant $500 more
The motion was carried and
for the continuing of this test.
the report was accepted.

Report on Train Brake and Signal Equipment
'HE COJIMITTEE submitted
the following report:

Part

1

—"Water

Raising

System
J.

E. 0"Hearne, super-

motive

intendent

power,

Second: the inauguration of such a scheme would necesa difference between charge and credit which would
be in excess of the present charge for cleaning and oiling
only, and less than the present permissible charge for repairs, thereby tempting a road handling foreign cars to

junction with L triple
valves and suggesting that
the air supply for the

neglect entirely the question of repairs and to confine attention to the more profitable job of cleaning and oiling for

&

system on
cars with this type of
L. Burton
triple valve be taken from
Chairman
the air pipe leading from
the triple valve to the supplementary reservoir, adjacent
the former, the subject was considered in conjunction with
The committee
practically all types of passenger brakes.
believes that, as a fundamental principle, when the waterwater-raising

'.

used on cars whose air brake equipment
which is supplementary^ to the
auxiliary reservoir, the air supply for the water raising
system should be taken from the reservoir in which the air
pressure is not reduced during service brake applications.
On this basis the air supply should be taken from tlie following points in the brake system with the types of brakes
mentioned below:
from the auxiliary reservoir.
Schedule
(a)
Schedule PC from the emergency reservoir,
(b)
Schedule UC -from the emergency reservoir,
(c)
Schedule LN from the supplementary reservoir.
(d)
Where a cut-out cock is used in the brake system for
cutting out the supplementary or emergency reservoir, the
air connection for the water-lifting system should be made
between the reservoir cut-out cock and the triple valve or

an

includes

is

air

reservoir,

PM—

—
—
—
—

—
—
—

control valve.

Part 2

—Charges

and Credits for Repairs to Triple
"Valves

Tatum,

superintendent freight car department,
Baltimore & Ohio, suggested the advisability of a fixed
charge and credit covering the substitution of a triple valve
in good order for a defective valve, or a valve due to be
cleaned and lubricated, in lieu of a standard charge for
cleaning and oiling, with additional charges for repairs.
J.

J.

rendered.

Alton, having
reported improper perforon pasbrakes
mance of
senger cars having a water-raising system in con-

Chicago

raising system

have one fixed charge for all triple valves
applied and a fixed credit for all valves removed, regardless
of conditions, so as to facilitate billing.
The committee does not concur in this recommendation
for three reasons
First: the charge should be proportional to the service
the object being to

sitate

which the authorized charge would be excessive.
Third: granting that the proposed method if adopted
would not encourage "bad practice"' on the part of repair
men, considerably more time and labor would be required
than is now available in arriving at a satisfactory- credit
and charge price.

Part 3

—"A" and "B"

End Double

Cylinder Passenger

Cars

A non-member

of the association having raised the quesends of passenger cars having
A and
two brake cylinders, with their pistons travelling in opposite directions, could be determined, the subject was re-

tion as to

how

the

B

ferred to this committee, evidently because of the brake
C3dinder and direction of piston movement being used as a
means of designating tlie A and B end of single cylinder
cars.

devise no practical scheme whereby
end of double cylinder cars could be properly
designated by any part of the brake.

The committee could

the

A

and

B

Part

4— Triple

"Valve Test

Rack

between pages 474 and
475, 1917 Proceedings, shows an operating handle R which,
as far as the committee has been able to learn, has never
been made a part of the test rack, what is known as a
As the blocking de"blocking device" being used instead.
vice serves every purpose anticipated through the use of the
operating handle referred to, and is in quite general use,
of the committee that the triple
it is the recommendation
valve test rack drawing. Fig. 3, be revised in accordance
with exhibit A of this report, and that the first paragraph
at the top of page 484, 1917 Proceedings, pertaining thereto, be revised to read
"During this test there must be a steady exhaust of air
from the vent port of valve B to insure the proper differ-

The drawings shown

in Fig.

3

June

bcinn niaintaiiu'd on

ential

making

triple

tlio

this tost, tlio triple valve

or

leases

indicates

excessive

blockint;

the triple

after

test,
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valve piston.
If, in
in. cylimler re-

for the 8

leukugc make another
valve pisttm in service la|)

riiin

position."

Part 5

— Cleaning;

earnestly

is

doing the work pro|»erly, but are not [RTmitted to

for

car owners

l<rakes are
cleaning the cylinder and triple valve.
The recommendation of the Air Brake Association also harmoni2es with M.

The

and unanimously recommended that the

Master Car Builders' Association quickly supi>lenKnt interchange rule No. 60, at least for the duration of the war,
so that foreign car brakes itearing cleaning stencils nine
months old or more may, when on repair or other tracks
where the work can be done, be cleaned and repaired and
the proper charges made against the owning road.
"This does not change the present rule which makes a

1.

was signed by T. L. Burton, chairman, consultbrake engineer, N. Y. C; B. V. Florv. N. Y. O. &

rei)ort

ing air

Strc-eter.
I. M. Henn, P. R, R.; L, P
Kasbridge, P. &'R.; W. I. Hartman. (
K
H. WtxMl, A. T. & A. I'.'

W.;

lil
!

&

(en.; R. B.
I'
and G.
;

Discussion
Hurton (X. Y. C): Mr. Henry suggested that the
committee should have recommended another triple valve
test rack and should have made a definite rc-commendation
t)n designating the A and B ends of double cylinder pasL.

1.

Description of

Duplex Gauge

«

Cock No.

bill

similar repairs to foreign cars, unless the
tested and their condition determined before

for

C. H. rule No.

Air Brakes

.\t the last convention of the Air Brake Association, the
following resolution was adopted:

"It

1509

1.
in.
three-way cock
having
in. side outlet.
Cock No. 2. y. in. cut out cock,
Cock No. 3.
in. cut out cock.
Cock No. 4. H in. cut out cock.
Cock No. 7. a In. cut out cock.
Cock No. 8. l^ in. cut out cock,
Cock No. 9. ^ n. cut out cock.
Cock No. E.
n. cut out cock,
Cock No. F. W n. cut out cock,
Cock No. X.
three-way cock
with two ^^ in. side outlets.'
Cock No. Y. Va in. cut out cock.
Cock No. Z. V* in. cut out cock.
'-ft

«

H

Two

\i

in.

Triple

Valve Sfand

drain cocks.

Brake

Auxiliary

Cylinder

Reservoir

Brake Pipe Volume
Reservoir

Reduction Measuring Reservoir

Main

Variable Choke Valve --"

Reservoir

V
j)mQr^~~)

.No.

I

Qui'ck

^J Slocking Device
Exhibit "A"

— Assembly

clean,

car

is

Opening Valve''

Diagram, Triple Valve Test Rack.

twelve months old stencil or over an ineffective brake and
It
permits switching of the car at will to the repair track.
does not suggest that cars stenciled nine or ten months be
switched to repair tracks, it is merely to take the greatly
needed advantage of such cars being on tracks where the
work can be done to do it, without in two or or three months
having to switdi them and take them out of ser\ice when
they are so greatly needed, and incur the additional expense
of switching, which is more than the cost of cleaning."
The committee has carefully considered the above resolution and earnestly reconimends its early adoption by the
M. C. B. Association, if concurred in by the proper comIn fact the practice on many roads is to
mittee on rules.
dates

7

oil and test brakes on home cars when the stencil
are approximately nine months old. providing the
out of ser\ice where help and facilities are available

Fig.

3.

Unfortunately he could not be present at the
senger cars.
time these subjects were discussed or I think he would have
Ix'cn fully in accord with tlie views of the committee.
T. H. Goodnow (C & N. \V.): The charge for cleaning,
including tlie testing of tlie triple valves and also including
the a-pairs, is tlie matter that was left ofKn in connection
I got the
with the report of the .\rbitration Committee.
impression from Mr. Burton's remarks that his committee
was going to make a recommendation as to a charge for
that, but I see instead it has discouraged the practice.
I
am somewhat surprised at the reason lliat it gives. I do
not believe that the question of charges is going to have
anything to do with the working of the triple valve, especially under present conditions.
It is to the l)enefit of no
one to take advantage of an opportunity of not doing honest
work.
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The Arbitrution Committee went very carefully into this
matter and the arbitrary tigure set for doing this work is
based on several thousand cars and the experience of three
/ jcel that so long as charges for work are
or four roads.
going to be continued the divided costs as now shown in the
rides should be withdrawn and the arbitrary figures recommended in the Arbitration Committee's report adopted.
T. L. Burton: As was stated the committee felt in arriving at the conclusion in Part 1 of the report, that any socafled average price that might be fixed for doing anything
and into a triple valve, from cleaning and oiling it up to
cluding heavy repairs, would not result in the maintenance

of the "equipment to the standard at which it should be mainThe price for cleaning and oiling a triple valve,
tained.
is

about 50 cents.

We

know

that the cost of repairs, ex-

and parts mentioned by the Arbitration
That is the actual
run as high as |10.

clusive of bushings

Committee, will
cost of doing the work, not the cost proposed in the M. C.
Do you think a man will hold himself down to
B. rules.
doing a two dollar job and get a dollar for it, when he can
keepbusv on a 50 cent job and get 75 cents for it? The result
as we see it will be that there will be no repairs made, except in remote cases, and it was with the thought of at least
trying to maintain a reasonable standard that I raise the
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an individual triple might cost $8, and also took into account the hundreds of triples that would have only cleanI feel assured
ing and testing, at an average price of $1.10.
that Mr. Burton is overlooking the fact that there is only
one railroad and one company's cars at the present time.
T. L. Burton: I am not overlooking that.
T. H. Goodnow: I think that it is entirely a matter of
The Arbitration Committee stands back of the
honestv.
arbitrary figure of $1.10 as representing the average cost,
and in that we have the advantage of the knowledge of the
special committee which for some time has been checking

work

this

over the country.

all

Hennessey (C, M. & St. P.): It seems to me that
Mr. Burton has lost sight of the fact that the basic prinIf you wipe
ciple of the M. C. B. rules is common honesty.
J.

J.

that out there

E.

ages

is

nothing

T. H. Goodnow:

The committee

understands that

fully

the rules.
is

a matter of aver-

There has been no authority given up
and
cjuestion is an item of car repairing and there-

Mr. Goodnow:

to the present time to eliminate charges for car repairs

the charge in
fore so far as

we know

to be continued at the present time.

Action Taken

The recommendation

issue.

left to

W. Pratt (C. & N. W.): If this
why is any charge made at all?

of the

.Arbitration

Committee was

accepted.

Report on Train Lighting and Equipment
in last year's re-

requiring, to transmit the necessary power, a 4 in. belt, to
(c) Body hung generators requiring, to
use the 409 size,

port, took up the question
of standardization of ball
bearings for axle generaThe 412 bearing in
tors.

transmit the necessary power, a 5 in. belt, to use the 412 size.
3. The same size of bearing should preferably be used on
both pulley and commutator ends, but if desirable from a
design and manufacturing point of view, the following sizes

committee,
THE
mended

ball

as

recom-

annular size had been

made recommended
tice

for

prac-

truck hung axle
and had been

generators
generally

adopted by the

manufacturers
generator
previous to the advent of
the

body hung generator.

When

the committee took

up it found that
body hung axle generators
were on the market, using
the matter

J

R

s,03n

Chairman

the following sizes of ball
bearings,

viz.,

308, 312, 407. 408, 409, 41U, 411 and 412, a

304,

307,

may be used at the commutator end: (a) Those
requiring to transmit the necessary power, a 4 in. belt, may
(b) Those requiring to transmit the
use a 407 bearing.
necessary power, a S in. belt, may use a 409 bearing.

of bearings

After arriving at this agreement, the Franklin Railway
Supply Company discovered that to use this 407 bearing on
their T-35 generator would entail a redesign and would
result in a design that would not be in proportion to the
They, therefore, requested that
Ijalance of the equipment.
thev be allowed to use the 404 bearing on this size of generator, to wliich the committee unanimously agreed.

The committee would, therefore, recommend that the following sizes of ball bearings be accepted as recommended
practice for a.xle generators:
Franklin

total of ten

different sizes.

The committee obtained from the axle generator manugenerafacturers all data relative to the various types of a.xle
necessar}tors they were building or contemplated building,
to determine the proper size of bearing to use. This informawho
tion was transmitted to the ball bearing manufacturers,
formed a committee and made recommendations as to the
size of bearing that should be used in each case.
joint meeting of the representatives of the ball bearing
manufacturers, axle generator manufacturers and this com-

A

i;ODY

HUXG

Ht
Width
,

of Belt Reoui:
5 Inch-

Both

Ends Pulley
412

412

'Preferred.

Comr
*412

I

TO Transmit
-4 I

Railway
Supply

N

Power

Co.

Inch T.3S
Both
Both

3

Ends

End?

407

404

fAlternale.

The committee also took up the question of the rating of
axle generators referred to in last year's report and have
made a series of tests as to the temperature attained by the
While
generator in service on the road and on the bench.

was then called. At this meeting the following recommendations were unanimously adopted:
hung generators: All truck hung generators
1. Truch
should use the 412 size bearing.

these tests have been completed, the work was finished so
recently that the committee has not been able to study it and
will, therefore, present a report on this subject next year.

(a) Body hung generators
generators:
requiring, to transmit the necessary power, a 3 in. belt or
(b) Body hung generators
smaller, to use the 407 size,

what was the intent of

mittee

2.

Body hung

of the committee have been asked as to
its recommendations in the 1917 reIn order to
changes
in the Passenger Car Rules.
port as to
make the matter clear we would advise as follows: 1. That

The members

June
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owning road was [icrmittetl
handling road was intended to cover all expense in
conniption with electric car lighting.
2. That nil expenses
incurred, while the car was on a foreign road, in maintaining the electric car lighting equipment, were chargeable
against the owner unless due to unfair usage, derailment or

checking the iliaructer of the inspection made to the electrical
apparatus on the cars and because of the fact it will compli-

the rate f)er car mile wiiich the

to bill the

cate the car repair bills.
I. S. Downing (Big Four)
/ move that ihii miittrr be referred to the arhUration committee.
:

F.

accident.

The

is

signed by:

J. K. Sloan, chairman, Penn\V.; D. J. tartwright, I.ehigh

sylvania; C. H. <Juinn, N. &
E. W. janscn, Illinois Central;
I.

&

P.; Alex.

McGary, N. Y. C;

W'anamaker,

K.

&

L. G. Hillan, B.

K.

:

cluded. There is a lot of inspection made when the car is
on a foreign road and considerable labor expended in makWhere inspecing such inspection when it is not necessary.
tion is necessary I think the labor should be charged against

owning road.
Mr. McMunn: I think it is entirely improper and in conI
flict with rule Xo. 1 of the M. C. B. Passenger Rules.
the

object

to

further on

it

work

tion

is

account of the impracticaijility of

is

inspection of electric

—

—

done by special men experts and
from the ordinary run of inspec-

entirely different

for safet).

1

think

it

is

a |)ro(x»r diarge against the

car owner.

Mr. McMuiui; I think the proper thing is to let these
men make the inspection and if they I'lnd defects in making

them charge

for anv repairs.
N.): 'i'here is not any more reason why
there sliould be a charge made for inspecting electric lighting
e(|uipnient than for making a charge for ins[)ection of any

the insjiection let

.\U.Munn (N. V. (.): Is it the intention that we
should charge for inspection as well as repairs?
All expenses should be inJ. R. Sloan (Pennsv Ivania)
.

the

O.

Discussion and Action Taken
\\

M. Waring (Pennsylvania): The

lighting e<|uipment

report

Vallev;
C. R.'

1511

('.

V. Giles

(I-.

&

other part of the car.

M.

R. Reed (Penna.):

tion of this electrical

I do not think that the cost of inequipment should enter into the expense

hargeable against the owner.
Mr. Sloan: The only inspection we ha<l in mind was inspection made at a terminal enroute and was not to \'>e made
unless advance information was received that the car was
<

in

trouble.

(Mr. Downing's motion was carried.)

Report on Standards and Recommended Practice
'111-,

FOLLOWING

a report

is

overing such subjects as
have been referred to this
committee during the past
year:

Wheel

Defect,

Wont

W

or n
Coupler L i m i t,
Journal Collar and Jour(Standnal Fillet Gage.
Page 440.

ard.)

Sheet

A member
C. B. 16.
suggests that the standard

M.

wheel

defect gage

changed
of 5/16

T. H.

to

show

be

a radius

in. at the lower
right-hand corner and a
radius of 3/8 in. at the
lower left-hand corner for
the purpose of checking

Goodno

Chairman

the

fillets

of journals.

The

committee concurs in this suggestion.
Box Car Side Door Fixtures. (Standard.)

Page 715.
calls attention to considof house
breaking
with
the
eraiile trouble being experienced
car dcKir fastenings, due to the failure of the do<3r hasp
The committee refers this to the
through the eye-hole.
Committee on Car Construction.
Center Plates. (Recommended Practice.) Page 5.i 5. Sheet
Sheet

M.

C.

B. 30.

.\

member

—

F. A meml>er recommends that this \>e advanced
C. B.
standard, eliminating the center plate shown on Sheet
M. C. B. 20. The committee refers this to the Committc^e
on Car Trucks.
Definitions and Designating Letters of General Service
(Recommended Practice.) Pages
Freight Equipment Cars.

M.

iq

Through the secretary, a communication was re738-74,>.
ceived from the General Chemical Company, requesting the
appointment of a classification for a steel tank of M. C. B.
construction (Class 2) etjuipped with a combination conThe committee concurs, and suggests
crete and lead lining.
the following:

"TL"

—Acid

Tank.

Of same

general construction as oil

tanks, but having lead lining.

The report is signed by:
H. Gooilnow. chainnan, C.
& X, W.; C. K. Fuller, Union Pacific; A. R. Avers, \. Y. C.
& St. L.; O. C. Cromwell, B. & O.: O. J. Parks, German1".

-American Car Lines; R. E. Smith, .\tl.intic Coast Line; C.
F. Thiele, Pennsylvania Lines; and .\. G. Trumbull, Erie.

Discussion
H. Goodnow, (C. 5: X. W.) chairman; Since this
report was made, the question of tlie change in the width
of the 4^-4-in. by 8-in. and 5^2-in. by 10-in. journal bearI.

ings, as made last year, has been brought to the attention
of the committee on standards.
That change was made on
the recommendation of J. T. Wallis, chairman of the Car

Truck Committee.

This was brought up by a number of
the a.ssociation and by C. B. Young
who is in charge of the tests and inspection at Washington.
Mr. Young wrote a letter to the committee as follows:
T wish to call your attention to the fact that the M. C. B.
Proceedings for 1917 show that the bearings for 5J^-in.
by 10-in. and 4',2-in. by 8-in. axles were changed so tliat
the over-all width of the bearings was increased to S-^-^ in.
and 4f(j in., respectively. The drawings for the gages for
these bearings, shown on M. C. B. Sheet 14. have not l)ecn
revised since 1913. and. therefore, are for the narrower or
old style la-aring.
.Also the wedges for the.se l)earings have
not yet been changed in the M. C. B. Procit-tlings for 1917.
If I read the drawings in the M. C. B. 1017 Proceedings
different

members of

correctly the slope of the sides will not

l>e the same as beand, therefore, the gages and wedges will not tit and
and confusion."
Prior to that time I had referred the matter to Mr. Wallis,
.IS it originally came up through his committee, and I have
receivctl the following letter from Mr. Wallis.
"In regard to increasing the overall width of 4'^-in. by
N-in. journal l>earing shown on M. C. B. Sheet 6 from 4'/^
in. to 4Vg in., and increasing the overall width of the S^/iin. by 10-in. journal bearing shown on M. C. B. Sheet 12
from 5 '4 in. to S>^ in., so as to provide sufficient material

fore,

will result in endless difficulty
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ards together, I assumed the authority to advise !Mr. Young
in accordance with Mr. Wallis's letter.
I would suggest
that this be made a part of the report and sent to letter
ballot and in the meantime the secretary should l>e instructed
to send out a pamphlet or notice calling attention to this
error in the wedges in the M. C. B. Proceedings.
I presume Mr. Dunham will also want to make that change in
Mr. Young wanted
the Master IMechanics' standards.
something on this and it couldn't be delayed because he had
to have it in getting out material for the new cars.

on the edge of bearings after boring out for 5/16 in. lining
metal, I would advise that the increasing of the width of
these bearings in no way involved a change in the dimensions in the back of the bearing, nor of the journal bearing
wedge; neither was this recommended in our letter of March
23, 1917.

"It appears that these dimensions were improperly apBy
plied to sheets 6 and 12 of the M. C. B. Proceedings.
connecting the crown with the increased dimensions for
the
bearings
were
the
sides
of
changed.
width, the slopes of
retain interchangeability and make no change in the design of the back of the bearing, the following additional
dimension should have been corrected on these sheets: on

To

Action Taken

The

President:
dled on the floor.

C. B. Sheet 6, the vertical dimension of Js in. at the
end of the slope should have been changed to 23/32 in.;
on M. C. B. Sheet 12, the vertical dimension oi \]4. in. at
the end of the slope should have been clianged to 1 1/16 in."

M.

Not having the opportunity

I.

we

it

&

(C. C. C.

St.

L.)

that could not be han-

:

I

make

a motion that

and standards committee

to the truck

to get out

the necessary circular.

The motion was

committee on stand-

to get the

Downing

S.

leave

why

I don't see

and the report accepted.

carried

Report of Committee on Car Wheels
COMMITTEE

HE

OX

now read. In order to meet the situation and at the
same time require but one circumference measure it is recommended that the circumference measure for steel, steel-tired
and cast-iron wheels be modified as shown on the plate
they

STANDARDS and Recommended Practice in its report

suijmitted

recommended

1917

in

that the cir-

The proposed gage differs from the
The length of the band

steel-tired

and

steel

herewith.

for

cumference measure

as follows:

as shown on M.
B. Sheet "C," be ad-

order to take care of the 38-in. diameter steel and steel-tired
wheels.
The markings for steel and steel-tired wheels occupy but half the width of the band, the markings for castiron wheels occupying the other half.
The latter markings
are identical with the past practice and are required to meet
the present specifications for cast-iron car wheels.
It does
not seem practicable to have but one set of markings, for
the
36-in.
wheel
the reason that
steel
after being turned
down and before reaching the condemning limit will sometimes be of less diameter than a new 33-in. wheel, and,
therefore, for use in mating steel wheels a continuous scale

wheels,
C.

Standard for
and castiron wheels, and that the
circumference measure for
vanced

to

steel-tired

steel,

M.

cast-iron wheels. Sheet

C. B. 16 A, be eliminated.

This recommendation was
submitted to
W.

C.

A.

He

ry

and

carried,

ing

made

ballot

letter

no change be-

necessary.
Attention is called to certain errors in the specifications
for cast-iron wheels as they appear in the 1917 Proceed-

in specifications

is

for cast-iron wheels,

Much confu.sion h; s arisen as this gage can not be used in
Onnection with the specifications for cast-iron wheels as

—
I

1

1

1

il

as

&d

ri[
"ill

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

ings,

I

I

I

I

-2*—EJO

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

and certain paragraphs should be changed

37

9o\
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

II

Z3S
1

1

ll

1

Z40\
1

1

1

1

\

II

ZSS

zeo
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

^00

Z9C
II

1

1

1

1

1

11

1

II

i—Ttr^-^y

1

I*

3.43-—Jf

9^.E4

T^Tr-f-xSuSJijrV^
;^l
jjiiig^-

I

present standard gage
is increased 5 in. in

h~~!a

iiiiiiiiji,,-!

e.iS"!;:

,r.„x„„a„„;f!T„,.SfS

^s^

iiiiiii ii^

J

rr,„:..«

f,r.

Y'o

iiiiiiii[jrM|

Circumference Measure for Steel Tired and Cast Iron Wheels

:°^^^

as follows:

i

June
I'ajie

21.
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442.

Mjlfri.il atid Chill.

I'iiragraph

(6).

It

shall not cxct-cil

1

in.

in tlie

middle

of the tread nor he less than ^h in. in the throat for wheels
havini; a maximum weight of 625 lb.

Paragraph

(<).

It

shall not exceed

1

in.

in the

middle

of the tread nor he le>> tlian 7/16 in. in the throat for wheels
havins; a maximum weight of 700 lb.

Tase 444.— .U<J^/^•lH^.
Paragraph 15, Marking. (The la.st sentence of this paragraph should read as follows:) Wheels conforming to the
requirements and furnished under this specification shall
have plainly formed on the outside plate, M. C. B. 1909
for wheels of nomin.il weinht of ()2.'! and 725 lb., and M.
C. B. I'il7 for wlicels having a nominal weight of 700
and 850 lb.

1513

Fuller. C. E.. S. M. P.. Union Pacific,
C. F.. Supt. M«ch.. L. & N.
Kearney, Alex.. Asst. S. M. P.. N.

c.iles,

& W.

A

Knniey. M.

practice cast-iron car whtx'ls of 700 lb.

and

weight to draw any conclusions based upon actual
the committee is, therefore, not in position at
this time to ret^ommend ciianging the shape of the plate or
the weight of the o25 and 725 lb. wheels.
'ITie report is signed l)y \V. C. .\. Henry, chairman, Pennsvlvania: C. \V. Van Buren, Canadian Pacific; J. A. Pilcher,
N. 8: W.: O. C. Cromwell. B. & O.; J. M. Shackford, D. L.
& W.: H. E. Smith. X. V. C; C. T. Ripley, A. T. & S. F.;
and F. T. Slayton.

850

lb.

service,

and

Action Taken.

The

report

was reieived with no discussion.

Other Business

Edward W.. A. S. M. P.. C. & N. W.
Asst. to V P., A. T. & S. F.
Richinon<l. U. H,. M.
L. S. & I.
Ripley. Chas. T., G. M. I.. A. T.& S. F.
Sample, W. H., Grand Trunk.
Sullivan, ). I., S. M., \. C. & St. L.
Thompson, W. O.. S. R. S., X. Y. C.
Tollerlon. W. J.. G. M. S., C. R. 1. & P.
Waring. F. M., Engineer of Tests. Penn. R. R.
.Associate
I'urecll, J

,

M

WriKht, O. C, A.

M.
Harnum. M.
Bohan,

W.

Car Builders" .Association. I. S. Downing of the Big Four
was made third vice-president, vice George W. Wildin, who
has left railroad service. T. H. Goodnow, (Chicago 8: North
Western) was appointed a member of the executive committee to fill the unexpired term of Mr. Downing.
The
personnel of the committees will remain unchanged for the
coming year. The dues of association w-ill remain the same
as last year.

The secretary read a letter from R. W. Schulze, superintendent car department. St. Louis-San Francisco, asking that
the association make some recommendation either for or against
the application of switch chains on twin loads.
It was voted that the provision of the M. C. B. rules requiring defect cards for switch chains delivered with double
loads should be eliminated.
It was voted to submit to letter ballot the matter of making
metal spacing blocks behind the coupler horn mandatory.

M. M. Registration
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M P. P.. & ( ).
S. R. S.. X. Y. C.
Bunker. W. D.. M. M.. Colo. & W'yo.
Burton T. L.. Consultint; .Mr Brake Expert, N. Y. C.
Chambers, C. E., S. M. P.. C. R. R. of N. J.
Connollv. J. [., S. M. D.. D. S. S. & A.
Currv. H. M.. S. M. P.. X. P.
Dunham, W. E., Asst. to G. S. M. P. & C. D., C. & X. W"

Bariuim. M. K..

Brazier. F.

W

Endsley. L.
Fotig. J.

W.

.

E., Prof..

University of Pittsburgh.

!•:.

J.,

M.

M.

M.

E.,

,

P.,

Penn. Lines West.

B. Registration

C.

K., S.

B.

P.,

&

O.

Nor. Pac.

H., Chf. Joint Inspector, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Brazier. F. W.. S. R. S.. N. Y. C.
Breaker. E. R., C. E., S. A. U. & G.
Hi>utet,

Burch, J. J., D. C. I., N. & W.
Burton, T. L., Consulting Air Brake Expert, N. Y. C.
Carson. G. E., D. M. C. B., X. V. C.
Chambers,
E.. S. M. P.. C. R. R. of X. J.
Coleman. Jan]es, S. C. D.. Grand Trunk.
Collins, C. F., Aud.. Paris & Mt. P.
Conerly, J. L,. M. C. B., M. K. & T.
Connolly, J. J.. S. M. P.. D. S. F. & A.
Covert, M. F, A. M. C. B.. S. R. T. Co.
Currv. H. M.. M. S.. No. Pac.

C

Downing,

I.

M.

G.

S.,

C. B., C. C. C.

&

St. L.

M. P. & C. D., C. & N. W.
Univcrsitv of Pittsburgh.
Fritls. J. C. M. C. B.. D. L. & W.
Fuller. C. E., S. M. P. & M.. U. P.
Giles. C. F.. Supt. Mach.. L. & X.
Goodnow. T. H.. A. S. C. D,, C. 4 X. W.
Graff. F. M., Su|)t. .Apprentices and Piece Work, Erie R. R.
Hacking, E.. Grand Trunk Pacific.
Halbert. M. W., Chf. Interch. Insp., East St. Louis.

Dunham, W.

E.. Asst. to G. S.

Endslev, Prof. L.

F. \V. Brazier (N. Y. C.) offered a resolution as follows:
"Resolved, when empty cars of 60,000 lb. capacity or
over are placed on shop or repair tracks for repairs they
must not be returned to commercial service until they have
been placed in condition to meet full M. C. B. inspection
without exceptions, including United States Safety .\ppliances."
This resolution was adopted.
At a meeting of the Extx'utive Committee of the Master

H. V.

P..

Pratt.

Sufficient time has not elapsed since the adoption of the

new recommended

M.

S.

,

E..

Hall, E. H., G. C. I.. C. G. W.
Harvcv. H. H.. G. C. F. C. B. & Q.
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lansen. E. W.. Elect. Eng., I. C. R. R.

Kearney, A. A S. M. P., X. & W.
Kinnev, M. A., S. M. P.. H. V.
Kinter. D. H., G. F. C. D., Mong. R. R.
Kkine. R. L.. Chief Car Insp., P. R. R.
LaMar, A., M. M., Penn. Lines.
,

Laughlin. George F., S. C. D., Armour C. L.
Lcnlz, lohn S.. ^L C, B. L. V.
Lvnn, Samuel, M. C. B.. P. & L. i:.
Mather. A. C. Pres., Mather S. C. Co.
McGarv. Alex. S. C. T., X. Y. C.
McMunn W. R., G. C. I.. X. V. C.
Mehan, I. E.. A. M. C. B.. C. M. & St. P.
Milton, i. H., S. C. D., C. R. I. & P.
Xeary. j. S.. M. C. B.. C. R. & L.
Osman. H. L., S. C. D.. Morris & Co., R. L.
Pratt. E. W.. Asst. S. M. P., C. & X. W.
Purcell. John. Ass't to Vice Pres.. A. T. & S. F.
Rasbridge, R. B.. S. C. D.. Phila. & Reading.
Robertson. E. I.. S. C. D.. M. St. P. & S. S. M.
Robidcr. W. J.. M. C. B., Cent, of Ga.
Richmond. W. H.. M. M., L. S. & I.
Riplev, C. T.. G. M. I.. A. T. & S. F.
Schul'tz. F. C. C. I. I.. Chicago.
Schulze. R. W.. S. C. D., St. L.-S. F.
Shearman. C. S.. Chgo.. I. C. T.
Sloan. J. R.. E. F. C. L.. Penn. R. R.
Smith. A. E.. A. M. C. B.. Union T. L. Co.
StoU. W. I.. Cht Interch. Inspector, Toledo. Ohio.
SuUivan. j. J.. S. M.. X. C.&St. L.
Swanson, Chas., A. S. C. S., A. T. & S. F.
Thompson. W. O.. S. R. S., X. V. C.
Tollerton. W. J.. G. Nf. S C. R. I. & P.
\'an Buren C. W.. G. M. C. B., Can. Pac.
Waring. F. U.. Eng. Tests, Penn. R. R.
'^i
'•
'Vnn. Lines West
^
Wright. O. <~
.
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F.

Schlafge

H. Clark

First Vice-President,

M. M. Association

M. M. Association

Master Mechanics' Association Proceedings
Includes a Timely Discussion on the Conservation of Fuel
on Locomotives and in Power Plants
Mr. Schlafge Resigns

THE REPORTS

of the ^Master Mechanics' Association were
presented in conjunction with those of the Master Car
Builders' Association at tlie joint meeting of the executive committees and representative members of the two asIn the absence of
sociations at Chicago, June 19 and 20.
President Schlafge and Vice-President Clark, W. J. Tollerton, second vice-president of the association, officiated.

W.

J.

Tollerton

Second Vice-Pres. M. M. Assn.

Mr. Schlafge

in the following letter to the association ten-

dered his resignation:

"In view of the decision to continue ihe present officers
of the Association for the period of the war, I feel obliged
to resign the office of president, and respectfully request
that it be accepted as of June 19, 1918.

C. F. Giles

Third Vice-President, M. M. Assn.
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Angus

Sinclair,

Treasurer, M. M. Association

June

21.
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'I his action

is

taken with the deepest regret ami reluctance

but personal and oftuial reasons, the weight of which I am
entitled to judge, commend this course and I am committed
to

it

irrevocably.

"May

be permitted to thank the meml)ers of the Association for conferring upon me the honorable trust that I
now return to them and. in a more intimate sense, to express
my gratitude as well as my thanks for the splendid support
that I have received from all of the officers and members in
I

the past two years.

dimmed

Tliis chapter of

letters to the

end and that

my
my

life will

stand in un-

interest in the affairs

of the .-Kssixriation shall never abate."

Mr. Chambers: I am .sure we all regret to see the stand
Mr. Schlafge has taken. The executive committee, or joint
executive committee, owing to many clianges that were taking
place from time to time and the difference in handling affairs
that have come up. have deemed it wi.sest to continue witli
the present officers and make as few changes as possible
until things assume a more quieted condition.
In the absence of Mr. Schlafge, Mr. Tollerton read his
address to the association.

President Schlafge's Address
In

this passion time of tlie world, in this greatest of all

not only individuals, but every association of individuals and every agency of human thought and action, especially those intimately related to the vital necessities of the
nation's life must pass through a course of searching selfinquir)' to deteniiine to what extent the individual, or the
association, or the agency is responsive to the full duty that
In harmony with this thought, it is
rests upon him or it.
pertinent to recall that tlie test of the capacity of any inorganization
is his or its reaction to suof
any
dividual or
preme emergencies. This association is an organization purcrises,

porting to promote the interests of rail commerce in respect,
primarily, of mechanical operation and the problems thereto
related arising in the conduct of that vast enterprise.
"Has this association, with exactly 50
The test then is

—

vears of experience Ijehind

it.

so conducted

its

affairs;

has

so impressed itself upon the thought of the railway world;
has it so utilized its opportunities that it has in fact achieved
it

the leadership that reasonably

and

logically could

have been

expected, so that in the supreme emergency of the nation's
need, the director general of the national railways could turn
to it as a perfectly organized and efficient instrumentality of

proceedings solutions of many
of the proijlems that he had to solve, and an active, smoothly
running agency to put into eft'ect the conclusions of its exDid it so shape
perience and to give constructive advice?"
its course to render assistance to the end, in sight for many
years, of a tliorough co-ordination of the transportation business of the country in the interest of its people?
railroad

work and

find in

its

Candor compels the admission that while the association
has justified its existence, it has not taken the high place to
which it might have aspired. It is only just to say, however,
that the limitations upon its proper expansion and development were largely beyond its control because of the general
failure of railroad interests to recognize the fundamental
principle that the transportation business of a nation is a
natural state monopoly and that, sooner or later, a progressive state will either dominate the control of its transporta-
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of ev<-ut5 so that when, as a necessary war measure, the National Railway .Administration demanded a .standard loco-

motive, the assixiation had nu :standard to offer.
.\ll the voluntary railwax as-^xiations have failed,

more or
do the good they might have done for the simple
reason that, as unit.s, or collectively, they had no authority
to

less,

to constrain the railroads to the

This brings us

standards they did prescrilK-.

to the question of the future of the associa-

tions.

Both major meciianical assrjciations have l>een continued
by the director general of railroads as railway organizations
to the support of wliich tlie carriers may contribute.
It is
obvious that, if tiie approval is to stand indefinitely, lx>th
associations must bring themselves into harmony with the
demand tiiat these, and all similar railway agencies, shall be
fully co-ordinated under a jdan tiiat will insure the achieve-

ment of stated and definite ends.
Conceding that co-ordination

d<x"s not necessarily imply
seems, nevertheless, that the logic of the
situation migiit justify an institution to be called, for example, tlie American Railway Mechanical Association, organized to effect definite and highly useful ends as a unit.
The institution of a new organization to cover the field now
occupied by two can be effected without impairing the usefulness of either; on the contrary, their usefulness would be

lonsolidation.

it

increased.
I

earnestly

commend

to

tiie

association the

plete responsiveness to the letter

general's desire
l)rought

tiiat

the

work of

wisdom of com-

and

spirit of the director

all

such organizations be

into close co-ordination, clearing their conclusions

one central authoritative body which, it is submitted,
should be the American Railway .\ssociation.
There is a
growing conviction in many quarters that sentiment is the
chief obstacle in the way of consolidation and, however admirable sentiment may be in its proper place, it is scarcely
liirougii

any consideration here.
suggested tiiat a plan can l>e worked out, using the
.\merican Railway .AssoiMation as the clearing house, whereby
the results of all railway experience can be crystallized into
settled practice and wherein- the sum of knowledge may be
increased and an organization perfected meriting at least a
quasi public footing, that will be able and qualified to render
valuable constructive serx'ice to the nation in time of peace
as well as war.

entitled to
It

is

Let me urge with equal earnestness the necessity of accepting and in every way encouraging the principle of the
standardization of locomotives.
Tiiere is little merit in the
argument that standardization implies the end of imjirovement and progress. It would and ought to stop ill-advised
and ill-considered innovation. By accepting the princijile of
standardization, and applying it to details of construction, a
start will have been made that will rapidly reduce the ranks
of those real obstructionists who are always on the job to
cover ever}- sign post on the road to progress with the legend
•It can't be done."

With the authority of the government back of this propoand crediting its proponents with a full appreciation

sition

it has been clear for many years that
even peace condition- demanded the nationalization, either
under private control or public ownership, of all the transIt was. therefore, apparportation agencies of this countr)'.

of the value, not to say dire necessity, of locomotive efficienq-, may we not safely dismiss all fears that evolution
will die a violent death or that any substantial discouragement will he given to .American cntcpprise to continue to
apply its genius to keep the development of the locomotive
abreast of the improvements that .America shall make in all
other directions. .Also, it should l>e kept in mind that whatever the ultimate fate of the railroads may Ik-, all signs indicate that they will be operated in the future as a national

ent that standardization of the instrumentalities of commerce, as well as of methods, was inevitable if the highest
efficiency were to be attained and the nation be well served
according to its constantly growing business expansion. This
association practically failed to recognize the ineluctable trend

system and tlie efficiency of the whole operation rather than
of a given portion of it will be the test.
It is quite generally urged that the pre.<!ent is inopportune
to take such a radical step on account of the delay it will
cause in deliveries. The force of this objection is dissipated

tion lines or

To

own

them.

far-seeing men.
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by the reflection that the duration of the war is problematical
aiui that the present is the very latest time to take essential
Standardization of ships and substeps to guard the future.
marine chasers has justified itself Why not locomotives?
The association has done much valuable work through its

—

various standing and special committees. Many of the more
important committees covering assignments of live subjects
such as Fuel Economy and the related subjects of Mechanical
Stokers and Powdered Fuel and Superheater Locomotives
and Train Resistance Tonnage Rating, as well as the essential coipmittees on Standards and Recommended Practice
will be asked, doubtless, to collaborate with agencies created
bv the National Railway .Administration.
.\11 endeavors within the scope of the association's activ-
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those like ourselves

ernment

who

are actually in highly essential gov-

service.

We stand here today in the place of that small group of
forehanded men who a half century ago conceived and orThrough all the years that have
ganized this association.
passed since then, it has held true to its original purposes
and ideals. If it has failed in any respect to achieve the
commanding position that it might have held, it must be
granted that from its pioneer days it has been an active constructive force in its own field.
Our faces must now turn
hopefully to the future and, with the high inspiration of this
stirring age to guide and encourage us, resolutely "carry on"
and make up the

lost opportunities of the past days.

Report of Secretary

are indissolubly joined to the dominant issue of the national defense and it cannot be stated too often that the yard
ities

by which effort was measured in times of peace is utterly inadequate for application to the quality and quantity of
A whole-hearted reendeavors that America now expects.
sponsiveness to the plans and policies of the National leadership is the duty of every citizen and if more may be expected
of any class than of another, it surely may be expected from
stick

The

secretary reported the following membership:

.A.ctive

members, 902; representative members, 98; associate members,
17; honoran,' members, 45; and a total membership of 1,062.
The total receipts during the two years ending June IS, 1918,
were S16,.iOS.56; disbursements, SI 2, 809. ,v^, leaving a cash
balance of $.^499.21.

The

treasurer reported a back balance of $2,115.50.

Report of Connmittee on Fuel Economy and
Smoke Prevention
E are here, not in our for-

in

mer

tons of coal

capacities as the of-

individual railbut as officers of
the government, responsible no longer to private
corporations for efficient
performance of duty, but
of

ficers

roads,

instead

the

to

States Railroad

United
Adminis-

and in a larger
sense to the public, whose
tration

we

servants

committee
it
should

are.

considers

ligations
ont

End

Norfolk

of

conditions

& We

upon

MaUet

that

sympathetic co-operation of every

partment who

is

Never before

when

man

us.

responsible for the use of fuel.

in the history of the nation

has there been

was generally inadequate to the
demand, and never before was it so essential that our ina time

the fuel supply

dustries should be maintained at their

duction.

It

is

realized

now

that

maximum

upon

the

Of

rate of pro-

United States

fests the hope of all the free people of the world, and it is
not too much to say that the realization of this hope depends
in no small degree upon the effective distribution and use of
the available fuel supply.
According to the official figures in 1917 the railroads consumed 158,000,000 tons of coal. Estimates of the Fuel Administration indicate that the consumption in 1918 will aggregate 166,000,000 tons, an increase of seven per cent over
It is believed that this entire estimated increase
last year.
can be avoided and a substantial saving effected over last
year if the earnest co-operation of every railroad employee
can be enlisted in the application of individual economies.
.\ few davs ago the United States Fuel .Administration

saving of 60,000,000

the 60,000,000 tons of coal that the Fuel Administrait is necessar}' to save, a million and a quarter

that

stimulate the

"A

tion states

tons per

in the mechanical de-

statement said that

was the one possible avenue of escape from naThe necessities of war must be supplied.
tional disaster.
The coal deficit must inevitably come out of the necessary
These industries employ milfuel for non-war industries.
lions of our population and furnish the backbone of our naFactories will shut down and men be out of
tional wealth.
work in proportion to the coal deficit. Ever)- ton of coal
saved will keep 50 workmen from idleness and permit additional creation of several hundred dollars of national wealth.

that

point

which the new
have imposed
with the hope

we may

official

The

out
the added duties and obfirst

an

month could be saved by simple methods of economy
any man using fuel on a railroad could at once apply,

without a minute's delay for additional appliances or personal instruction. These men have only to be impressed with
the importance of the subject to make this potential saving
a practical reality and the committee believes that every road
foreman, supervisor, traveling engineer and fireman should
immediately be acquainted with the situation so that its importance may be understood by ever)- engine crew in the
country.

But

this

factor that

probable shortage in the supply

demands our

consideration.

the opinion of the Fuel .Administration

The
it

is

is

not the only

fact

is,

that in

physically im-

possible to transport all the coal needed so that

it

may

fairly

be concluded that the difficulty is mainly one of transportation.
This means that for every pound of coal saved, a pound
of another needed commodity may be transported and in the
same proportion may the present traffic situation be relieved
and subsequent congestion avoided.
A saving of 10 per cent in the coal consumption on American railroads means a reduction in demand of 332,000 cars,
which is the approximate equivalent of 8.300 trains per annum, representing a movement during the period of greatest
congestion in the winter months of more than eight hundred
trains per month. This is not all that the suggested economy
could accomplish.
If 10 per cent saving could be immediately effected by December 1, the reserve supplies could be
increased bv fullv six million tons, therebv further avoiding

June
a

21,
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and the coal supply

wintiT.

a jKKir steaming locomotive

In its t'lrst report the committif provoked sonic discussion
because of its comments in respect to the purchase of coal to
The
specifications namint; a definite standard of quality.
necessity for utilizini; all the coal in the ground was then
emphasized and to this principle there can lie no dissent. In

cial attention.

the past three years, however, the increasing

demand

for coiil

has unquestionably resulted in a deterioration in the average
quality, while in the face of actual .shortage, industrial plants
have accepted a grade of fuel undeniably inferior to previous
This has resulted in correspondingly reducing
averages.
the quality furnished the railroads, the claim not infrequently
being made that cckiI accepted by private consumers should
satisfactorily meet the requirements for locomotive purposes
an argument ignoring, not only the difference in combustion conditions, but the economic disadvantage resulting from
the shipment of slate, bone, rock and other im|)urities famil'I'hese impuriar particularly to users of bituminous coal.
ities reduce the available units of transportation, increase the
cost of labor per ton of combustible transported, unloaded
and utilized, reduce the efficiency of power plants, increase

—

the necessity for excess plant capacity, not infrequently ac-

and always impair locomotive. performance both directly by reducing operating efficiency and
indirectly through the consequent increase in the cost of re-

tually reduce plant output

pairs.

For these considerations, a reasonable improvement should
be demanded in the quality of all coal loaded for railIt would not be unreasonable to require the preroad use.
war competitive standard.
The committee has heretofore chiefly considered the ele-

now

ments of fuel economy
the scope of

its

indirect factors

railroad

fuel

in their direct application, believing

work did not properly include many of the
that e.xert no inconsiderable influence upon
But the critical situation porannouncements of the Fuel Administra-

consumption.

trayed in the official
tion have suggested

that brief reference should

lie

made

to

some of these factors in order that emphasis may be placed
upon the relation of all mechanical department employees
to the problem of fuel economy and conservation.
There is not an element of locomotive maintenance that
does not in some degree affect fuel consumption. Moreover,
there are features of our maintenance that are intimately related to the coal consumption so that the question is one
which should have large general interest to all employees of

may be brought to the attention
of those concerned liriefly and comprehensively, a tabulation
has been made indicating those details most affecting fuel
economy in a properly designed locomotive. As far as any
relative weight may be attached to the influence of these
parts in fuel consumption, they have been arranged in what
appears to be the order of importance, considered in rela-

maximum

general

effect.

I.nroMmivE Detmls Most Affectixo Fi'el Coxsi-umox
BOILE*
I,t:iks:

nu«
Sni'crhcatcr

Mtid rinK
Pirchox
Shell

Front

tnd

Fliits

Rrtck arch
AIB SYSTEM
pump cylinder packins
Air rtimp rod packinR
.Mr pump Kovcrnor relief port

Air

Hose
Hose Couplings

und spe-

prompt investigation and the
remedy in every instance.

ajjplication of the

agency for fuel conserN'ation and to those brief refThe subjects may be
profitably lx> made.
groujied under two headings, those relating to the locomotive
and those to engine house conditions.
Probably there is no single source of immediate and abEvery pound of unsolute waste as great as the ash pit.
consumed combustible that finds its way to the ash pit is a
effective

erences

may

and the total aggregates huge projKirtions. It is
impossible to eliminate this waste entirely but it can be minimized by i)roper firing methods so that the l<Komotive will
reach the pit with a light fire, by dumping the engine* as
soon as possible after arrival at the ash pit so that the use
of green coal may be avoided, and by prompt movement from
the pit to the engine house.
Another prolific source of ash pit waste is caused by defective crane buckets and careless crane operation.
Coal is
lost through the buckets into the ash pit.
There are frequent instances where the boiler washing program is not
transmitted to the engine despatchcr so that locomotives are
dumped and fired up again before it is decided that they
are to be washed, thus necessitating a second trip to the ash
pit.
It is safe to estimate that with a modem locomotive a
loss of not less than four tons of co;il is involvc-d in this
proceeding.
Cars unloaded with a clam shell bucket are
frequently re-consigned to the mines with coal in the hoppwr
amounting to a ton or more. Our transportation necessities

direct loss

now demand

that

the coal pocket

b)'

empty supply coal equipment be examined
foreman and ever}' pound removed before

the cars are re-consigned.

Two

other

factors

require

mention; one

is

unnecessary

movement of engines and

the other excessive use of air pump.
There are innumerable particulars in which engine house
auxiliaries may increase the fuel cost.
Relatively, the coal

consumption
necessity for

IICCIXB

Leaks
Cvlinder packing
Valve packing
Cylinder heads
Cvlinder cocks

Steam chc»ts and covers
Improper Adiustment:
Steam valves
Shoes and vredKea
Safely valves
or Defective Parts Not Pi
ducins Leaks;

Worn

C.rate

bars

Tires

Rods

One of the most frequent causes of poor steaming locomotives is a leak in the boiler front door or frame, which
is frequently compensated for by a reduction in the area of
the e.xhaust nozzle, thereby placing a double burden upon the

1

ll
•'

In addition to the physical condition of the locomoti\>
their efficient operation, there are a number of parii'
ulars in which the motive jxiwer department may prove the

and

is small compared to that of locomotives but the
economy should lead us to inve,«tigate ever>- ave-

nue of waste.

The Fuel .Administration is alx>ut to inaugurate a campaign for power plant fuel economy and is even considering
desirability of authorizing the distribution of coal to
jwwer plants on the basis of their relative efficiency. Railroad officers have given little attention to this pha.se of the
subject l)Ut it now requires immediate and special consideration.
Probably the most practical results could be obtained
through special reports covering the essential factors in the
use of fuel for all purposes, other than locomotives, handled
through the engineering departments that are a part of most
railroad mechanical organizations.
The sources of greatest waste alxmt shops and roundhouses, are usually heating equipment or the lack of it.
It
is certain that during the coming winter no division of the
Railroad .Administration can justify its position as an advocate of fuel economy if no attempt is made to eliminate
the coal basket and open coal fire usually oliser\'ed at ash
pits and water cranes.
In all such places an inexpensive
form of enclosed sheet .steel stove should be substitutetl.
The heating equipment for engine houses, shop buildings
and offices is frequently installed without reference to the
u>ual principles governing the amount of nidiation required,
the

the mechanical department.
In order that the matter

tion to the

requires immediate

\Vc should so organize and instruct our forces

a> to insure
jiroper

Evcr>' rcjxirt of

furtlier back.

now

with the result that many buildings, particularlv the smaller
ones are greatly overheated.
I'nfler the existing conditions,
no office should be heated to exceed 6S dcg. F. and a temperature of 60 deg. F. would be entirely suitalile for most
buildings where clerical lalwr is not re<|uired. .All radiators
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producing temperatures in excess of the actual requirements
should promptly be eliminated.
.\nother common source of heat loss is found in steam
pipe.-; installed under ground, the course of which is frequently indicated by melting snow in the winter months.
Effective means
Exposed piping is often left uncovered.
should be taken to insulate all such piping and suitable
all radiating
on
traps should be installed and maintained

systems.

There is one other problem relating to fuel conservation
which is i.f great importance and although it may not involve
any direct responsibility on the part of the mechanical department, it concerns the railroad organization as a whole
and for that reason deserves attention at this time. This is
the storage of coal, which will undoubtedly be required to a
greater extent than heretofore not only because it permits
the accumulation of large reserve supplies against extraordinary demands, but because it accomplishes a stabilization
of the entire fuel supply situation.
In the past there have been huge losses because of the
spontaneous combustion of stored coal, particularly bituminous, and this has not only resulted in loss of fuel, but has
affected subsequent locomotive efficiency in some degree and

made

labor

demands upon our organization

at a

Bituminous Coal," by H. H. Stouk, Professor Mining Engineering.

The committee has selected from this publication certam
conclusions which have been summarized to cover the conditions peculiar to the methods at present in use for the storInstructions for the Storage of Bituminous Coal.

The risk of spontaneous combustion in stored bitum1.
inous coal increases with the percentage of slack, consequentand
ly as far as practicable only lump coal should be stored
this should be as free from dust and fine coal as possible.
selection of the less friable

coal for storage purposes.
The risk of fire from the storage of fine coal or slack
2.
mav be minimized by the exclusion of air from the interior

which may be accomplished
by a closely sealed wall built around the pile or
(a)
by close packing of the fine coal.
(b)
,3.
It is advisable that coal for storage purposes be as
dry as possible. It should not be dampened when or after
it is placed in storage.
Where a choice is possible, coal having low sulphur
4.

content .should be shipped for storage purposes.

The

risk of

spontaneous combustion

is

minimized by

so packing that air cannot enter the pile.
The segicgation of fine and lump coal in the same
6.
pile should be avoided.
Where space permits coal should be stored in low piles,
7.

divided by alley-ways.
8.

in the

The

different varieties should not be

same

mometer

The temperature should be taken with

at various places in the storage pile

and

a ther-

at varying

depths.

Where

stored coal

is

under the jurisdiction of the mechan-

department, it is recommended that these instructions be
adopted as far as practicable and where the responsibility
rests with the transportation department, that the subject
be brought to the attention of the proper officer.
Heretofore we have approached the problem of fuel economy with a view to its effect upon operating expenses. Now
we are obliged by force of circumstances to effect economy in
order to conserve the available supply, and since as the director general says "The government now being in control of
the railroads, the officers and employees of the various companies are no longer serving private interests.
All now
serve the government and the public interests only," we have
a new obligation and a new duty and must grasp the spirit
of the new era.
Co-operation is necessary
individual effort
ical

—

indispensable.

The report is signed by: Wm. Schlafge, chairman, Erie;
W. H. Flynn, Mich. Central; D. M. Ferine, Penna. R. R.:
Robert Quayle, C.

W.

J.

& N. W.; D. J.
I. & P., and

Tollerton, C. R.

Redding, P. & L., E
F. H. Clark, B. & O.
;

Discussion

W.

Bohan (N. P.)
about how much coal we
J.

:

We

hear a great deal of

statistics

and the places where it
wasted but no specific recommendation as to how to save
it.
Have any of the representatives any specific solution of
the problem of conserving the coal, not only in locomotives
but generally? The firemen and men handling the plants in
shops can do a great deal to save coal if they had some specific
are using

is

rules to follow.

W.

J.

Tollerton:

Few

railroads have given the attention to
The general practice,

stationary plants which they merit.

age of coal by railroads.

5.

as possible.

time when

labor could have been more advantageously employed elseThe prevention of spontaneous combustion has rewhere.
ceived much study by various investigators, but the latest
and most comprehensive treatment of the subject appears in
the University of Illinois bulletin No. 6 on "The Storage of

This consideration suggests the
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mixed and stored

pile.

Storage appliances and arrangements should be so designed as to peniiit the coal to be quickly removed and large
piles should not be made when there is no provision for loading quickly.
In storing coal, care should be exercised to remove pieces
of wo(;d, greasy waste or other easily combustible material.
All storage piles should be regularly inspected and the
temperature recorded. If the temperature reaches ISO deg.
F., the pile should be watched carefully and if it rises to
175 or ISO deg. F. the coal should be removed as promptly

if a small terminal is to be established, is to pick out a
discarded locomotive boiler for a heating plant the most
extravagant thing that could be put in. Our road some years
ago, in common with a great many other railroads, established fuel supervising departments, not only for locomotives,
but to supervise the fuel used in stationary plants. We have
a supen'isor of stationary plants, whose duty is not only to
see that there is an adequate supply of steam for the work
intended to be done at the shop or round house, but to follow
the use of that steam from the time it is generated in the
boiler until it is used up.
He also has supervision over all
the piping.
If there are steam engines in the plant the valve
motion is gone over, the air compressors are kept in shape
and the exhaust steam is used for heating. If the boiler is
of old design and uneconomical, recommendations are made
to discard it and put in a more efficient boiler plant.
The
stack, the draft, and similar features, not only of locomotives
but of stationary plants are of the utmost importance.
We
have a trained engineer who studies all these problems and
makes his recommendations.
E. G. Gross (C. of Ga.): Statistics and the conclusions
which are drawn from them, are the very things we need
The report is replete with positive
to correct our practice.
suggestions.
Nearly everything that is specified about the
locomotive on the road will apply to the stationary power

—

plants.

W. J. Bohan: I would like to ask Mr. Tollerton if, on his
road, tlie power plant supervisor has absolute control of the
power plant?
Tollerton: The supervisor of the stationary plants,
with the supervisor of locomotive fuel, reports to
the general mechanical superintendent, and the recommendation for any change or alteration or improvement in the stationary plant is made by the mechanical department; the
actual execution of the work is by the superintendent's force.
The specifications for all standard boilers as well as loco\\'.

in

J.

common

1

June

21,
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motive boilers are made by the mechanical department. When
they are on the ground, however, the installation is made by
the superintendent's force, under the supervision of the mechanical department.

W. J. Bohan: How is the coal handled? One plant may
take run of mine ccvil, anotlier Xo. 4, and another No. S, and
so on. Docs the power plant sujx-rvisor liave control not only
of the design but also of the operation of the power plants?
The average railroad lets everyone, from division superintendent to the sujXTvisor of bridges and buildings, run the
lioiler f)lants.

W.

The superintendent handles the distrion his division; he supplies the coal chutes
with fuel and supplies the stationary plants with fuel. But
if he has been told that a certain stationary plant on his
division can use slack coal successfully, it must be provided
Another stationary plant on the same diviwitli slack coal.
sion may be assigned run of mine coal.
At the end of the
month if for any cause he has furnished the slack coal plant
Tollerton:

J.

liution of fuel

with

tlie

'he committee on Specifications
and Tests for
Materials
submitted
its
report covering the differ-

provide the necessary fuel, and is called upon to make the
necessary e.vplanation.
K. VV. Pratt (C. & N. VV.): Only last week the committee
of arrangements of the Fuel Association held a very im[xjrtant meeting here in Chicago.
Mr. McAuliffe, who is
now manager of the Fuel Con.servation Section of the Railroad .Administration, is a meml)cr of that committee.
The
addresses delivered at tlie convention of the asMxiation will
be .sent under per.sonal cover in govcrnnient envelopes to
every railnxid company, every engineer and fireman and every
shop man in the motive power department. To the first two
classes, there will be included an instruction Ixiok, whidi has
been devise<l iiy the Fuel Con.servation Section and some
other information of an official nature.
Following that, 1
understand the railroads of the country will lx> divided into
fuel districts, practically corresponding with the regional districts.

subjects which were
reviewed during the past
year, including also its report for the previous year
(1916-17), with certain

and made
its
recommendations
as
shown under the respec-

modifications,

tive exhibits.

—

A.
Specifications for Staybolt Iron

Recommended
1

specifications

J.

cover

Process.

all

staybolt

I.

Manufacture

— The

slabpile or lioxpile.

.

iron

Practice
Scope. T h

—

be rolled

—

(a)
The iron shall conform to the
following recjuirements as to tensile properties:
Tensile ilrengtb, lb. per iq.
Yield pjini, nun. iH-r cent of
Elongation in 8 in., min. per
Reductitn ol area, min. per

(b)
the

in
tensile strength

cent
cent

47.000-52.000

60
30
48

The

yield point shall be determined by the drop of
of the testing machine.
The speed of the cross-

beam

head of the machine shall not

e.xceed ^4 in. per minute.
After passing the yield point the testing speed shall be bet\veen 3 and 4 in. per minute.
The distance between the
grips shall not be less than 10 nor more than 11 in.
(c)
In no case shall the variation in tensile strengtii between the maximum and minimum figures, for one offering
of iron under these specifications, be more than 3000 lb.

Bend Tests.— (a)

Cold-bend Test. The test speciIxnd cold through 180 deg. flat on it.-klf in botl>
directions without fracture on the outside of the bent pxirtion.
6.

shall

—

iron.

shall

Physical Properties and Tests

III.

men
e s e

Materials

for

Tension Tests.

5.

ent

Spring Testing Machine

run of mine coal lie is notified of the fact from our
i.s asked
by his general manager why he did not

He

office.

and Tests

Specifications

Exhibit
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from a bloom,

made wholly from reworked puddled pig

reworked knobbed ciiarcoal iron. Tlie puddle
and the component parts of the bloom, slabpile or

iron, or

mi.\-

ture

bo.\-

(b)
Nick-bend Test. The test specimen, when nicked
25 per cent around with a tool having a 60 deg. cutting edge,
to a depth of not less than 8 nor more than 16 per cent of
the diameter of the specimen, and broken, shall show a clean

from

fiber free

crystallization.

any admi.xture of iron scrap or steel.
Bloom. A bloom is a
(a)
Definition of Terms.
solid mass of iron that has been hammered into a convenient

Bend tests shall be made by pressure.
7.
Etch Test. The cross-section of the test specimen
shall be ground or polished and etched for a sufficient period
to develop the structure. This test shall show the material to

size for rolling.

be free from

pile shall be free fruiii
3.

—

Slabpile.— .\ slabpile is a pile built up wholly from
(b)
flat bars of iron, of the full length of the pile.
(c)
Boxpile.
A boxpile is a pile, the sides, top and
bottom of which are formed by four flat bars and the interior of which consists of a number of small bars the full
length of the pile.
This term applies only to foreign or
(d)
Iron Scrap.
bought scrap and does not include local mill products free

—

from foreign or bought scrap.
II.

Chemicai, Properties and Tests

—

:

\r-nc-anr..-

8.

—

steel.

Test Specimens.— All

full section uf

not tnrer 0.150 per cent

normrro

in

perccot

test

specimens shall be of the

material as rolled.

Number

Tests.— (a)

of

Bars of one size shall be
Two bars shall be scUvted at
or fraction thereof and tested as specified in Sections 5 and 6, except that only one of these
bars
<i.

sorted into lots of 100 each.

random from each

lot

shall be tested as specified in .Sc<-fion

(b)

If

any

inally selected

4.
Chemical Composition. At the option of the purchaser and when so ^pecined, chemical analysis shall be made
and drillings taken from tension test specimens which shall
conform to the following requirements as to chemical composition
Pho«r'">'<'«

(c)

'

•

from

7.

eith.

of m.it.
.-ting, but

rs

lot

t'

defects not visiL

:i

.

orig-

surface
\.

.,;,,-

testing.

or if a tension test specimen breaks outside the middle third
of the gage length, a rctest will U- allowed.

W.

Pfrnjissibi-e Vakiations in

—

Gage

Permissible Variations. The bars shall U- trulv
round within 0.01 in. and siiall not vary more than 0.005
in. above nor more than 0.01 in. lielow the si«( ificd
size.
lij.
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w
11.

from

—The bars

Finish.

Finish.

his

shall be smoothly rolled

depressions, seams, crop ends

slivers,

and

free

and evidence of

being burned.
AI.'^RKING.

\I.

12.

Marking.

—The

Vol. 64, No. 25

representative.

This analysis shall conform to the

—

ments specified in Section

bars shall be stamped or

marked

as

Inspection

14.

which

.\nt)

—

Rejection.

—

Material represented by samples
(a)
Rejection.
conform to the requirements of these specifica-

fail to

6.
Transverse Test. (a) The arbitration test bar, as
described in Section 8, shall be placed horizontally upon
supports 1 2 in. apart center to center, and when tested under
a centrally applied load, the transverse strength shall not be

tions will be rejected.

less

Individual bars which will not take a clean, sharp
thread with dies in fair condition or which, subsequent to the
above tests at the mills or elsewhere and their acceptance, develop defects in forging or machining will be rejected and
shall be replaced by the manufacturer.

less

(b)

Exhibit B.

o.

Physical Properties and Tests.

in.

designated by the purchaser.

vn.

re-

quirements specified in Section 3.
5.
Check Analysis. A check analysis of drillings taken from the fractured end of the transverse test bars may be
made by the purchaser, and shall conform to the require-

than 3200
than 3500

lb. for

castings

lb. for

^

in.

or less in thickness, nor

castings over Y^ in. in thickness;

and

— Specifications for Cast-iron Cylinders and
Cylinder Parts for Locomotives

1.

The following

revision to supersede the present SpecCylinder Castings, Cylinder Bush-

ifications for Loconiotive

ings, Cylinder Heads, Steam Chests, Valve Bushings, Packing Rings and Superheater Castings.
1.
Scope. These specifications cover cast iron for locomotive cylinders, piston valve bushings, piston valve pack-

—

Pouring Basin

14

'''

Ji.

2— Mold

Fig.

the deflection, for

'.Z\''.',

less

than 0.09

for Chill Test

eitlier tliickness

of material, shall not be

in.

If the transverse

(b)

Specimen

strength or the deflection of the

bar does not conform to the requirements specified
in paragraph (a), a test may be made on the second bar, as
provided for in Section 8, which shall conform to the requirements specified.
Tlie application of the load, for a deflection of 0.10
(c)
in., shall be witliin a period of from 20 to 40 seconds.
7.
Chill Test.
A sample of the molten iron shall be
chilled in a cast-iron mold.
The sample shall be allowed to
cool in the mold until it is a dark red or almost black, when
it may be knocked out and quenched in water.
The sample,
when broken, shall show a close-grained gray iron, with a
well-defined border of w^hite iron at the bottom of the fracThe depth of the white iron shall not be less than 1/16
ture.
in. for castings Sg in. or less in thickness, nor less than ]/%
in. for castings over ^g in. in thickness.
8.
Test Specimens. Two arbitration test bars and one
chill test bar shall be poured from each melt of iron, in accordance with the form and dimensions as shown in Figs.
1 and 2, provided that the diameter of the arbitration test bar
shall not vary more than 0.02 in. above or below the specifirst test

YlOPipe
Bored mfh
Vent Holes

—

t^

IT
Fig.

1— Mold

for

Arbitration Test Bar

piston
ing rings, piston valve bull rings, cylinder bushings,

packing rings and piston head or bull rings.
I.

2.

Process.— .\11

Manufacture.
be made from good
Cylinders shall be cast in

shall

castings

quality, close-grained gray iron.

dry sand molds.
II.

,1.

Chemical Properties and Tests.

Chemcal Composition.

—The

—

fied size.
9.

iron shall conform to

the following requirements as to chemical composition:

Number

—

Ladle Analysis. An analysis shall be made by the
4.
manufacturer from a test bar taken during the pouring of
each meit, a copy of which shall be given to the purchaser or

(b),

—One

transverse

and one

test,

except as

be

made

smooth,

well

chill test shall

to represent each melt.

not over 0.7O per cent
not over 0.12 per cent

Phosphorus
Sulphur

of Tests.

specified in Section 6

IV.

10.

Workmanship.

\\'ORKMANSHIP.

—Castings

cleaned, free from shrinkage cracks
fects.

When

shall

be

and other injurious de-

castings are to be machined, sufficient allow-

June
iince
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21.

made mi

U-

sli.iil

|iLittiTii>,

lliai

tin-

iasiinK> will uiuAi

over 0'

diameter at the center shall not Ix- subject to
may be purchased under the Standard Spefor .Annealed and
L'nannealed CarlM»n Steel
.\\le>, Spitilications for <Juent lied and IVmiKred .Mloy Steel
lorgings, or S|K.vifiralion> for <Juenchi-d and TenijKred Carbon-steel A.\les, Shafts and other Forgings for IxKomotives

to blue-print dinuMi^i()n>.

—

\\ Ik-ii

so

>|>i-<.iticil,

iiuiiiuf.iituror'a

ilu-

name or idcntifuatiDii mark, the ilali- wlii-n cast, the purchaser's pattern nuinher and .•iuih other marking as may be
designated, shall be cast on each casting in rai.sed letters and

and

\i.

—
given

Section 5 to retid as follows:

Drop Test.— (a)

•0.

The

purchaser or his representative shall be
reasonable opportunity to enable him to
witness the pouring of the castings and test specimens, as
well as to be present when physical tests are made.
(b)
In case the inspector is not present to witness the
pouring of the castings and test specimens, the manufacturer
shall make all tests rei|uired by the specifications and, upon
request, shall furnish the purchaser with a co|iy of the results of his tests and shall hold the transverse test and the
chill test specimens, subject to examination by the inspector.
The purchaser may make the tests to govern the ac(c)
ceptance or rejection of the material in his own laboratory
or elsewhere. Such tests, however, shall be made at the e.\pense of the purchaser.
.\\\ tests and inspection shall be so conducted as not
(d)
to interfere unnecessarily with the operation of the works.
(a)
13.
Rejection.
Castings represented by samples
which fail to conform to the requirements of these specifications will be rejected.
(b)
Individual castings which, subsequent to the above
te.sts and inspection at the foundry or elsewhere and their
acceptance, show defects or imperfections will be rejected
and shall lie replaced l)y the manufacturer.
14.
Rehearing. Samples tested in accordance with the
(a)

C^ars."

Sec. S.
(Jmit the "Formula" and "Note" as .shown
under the present jjaragraph (b), and change the present

Inspection and Rf.jkctidx.

Inspection.

same manner after the blow. The straight-edge
only on the collar> or the ends of the a.xle.

the
rest

—

Table. Make the following changes:
the words "Weight of Tup, 2240 lb.

.>.

Omit
Ft.

Add to the taJjle a column under "Si/e of .\xle. In." with
heading "Length Over All, In.," and the dimensions
"84'4, 8614, 88' i, 9034," for axles having journal dimensions 4'4 by 8, 5 by 9, Syi by 10 and 6 bv 11 in., rcspectivel}-.

Under "Maximum Permanent Set, In." change the values
"6'j" and "4':." to read "6':!" and "4^4,"
respectivelv.
4.

for

Section
10.
Permissible Variation.
the tolerance for excess lengtli over all. from ,>-32

in. to ^i

Rivet Steel and Rivets
(See E.vhibit C in the report of the Master Car Builders'
Association Committee on Specifications and Tests for Ma-

—Specifications for Locomotive

for

—

firebox steel.
2.
Sec. 13.— Weight. Change to read as follows:
"The overweight of each lot* in each shipment shall not
exceed the amount given in the following table. One cu. in.
of steel is assumed to weight 0.2833 lb."
(Substitute the following table for the present one, shown

on page 551.)

permissible overweight of plates ordered to
thickness
I'eiuissiiLE Excess in .Ucuct Wiiciit rn Sol-ak Foot or I»tATEi

Rivet Steel

Widths GivrK. Exracssu

Number of Samples
1.
Sec.
alysis.
Omit the words "for Chemical Analysis" and also
omit the words forming the last sentence of paragraph (a),
"These samples shall be used for check analysis by the
purchaser."
Exhibit F.

for

—Specifications for Welded

Pipe

— Specifications

Add

Axles for

new

—

including those 6'/2

in.

in

A
l<
A
H

diameter at the center.

H
I

Station 1. to read as follows, and re-numher subsequent sections accordingly:
"1.
Scope. These specifications cover axles up to and
a

1^
'4

ii

for Steel

Locomotive Tenders
1.

Ordered mge,

Axles

"%

Puct.tTACcs of Nouihal

roi

Wuoht

to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to
to

—

^$

inches
L'nder »t
'i

)

Exhibit G.

m

Chemical An-

(See Exhibit F in the report of the Master Car Builders'
Association Committee on Specifications and Tests for Materials.

Locomotive Equipment

—

Sec. 3.
Chemical Composition. Omit from the
requirements the copper content "not over O.OS per cent" for

and Rivets
6.

— Specifications for Boiler and Firebox Steel

1.

terials.)

Exhibit E.

in.

Exhibit H.

Mild Steel Bars

Tank and Underframe

—

Present

Change

(See Exhibit B in the report of the Master Car Builders'
Association Committee on Specifications and Tests for Ma-

—Specifications

Supports 3

Apart."

the

lie held for 14 days from the date of test reIn case of dissatisfaction wiili the results of tests, the
manufacturer may make claim for a rehearing within that
time.

Exhibit D.

shall

"(c)
Tlie temperature of the axle, when tested, shall be
between 40 and 120 deg. F."

material, will

)

be so placed

through ISO deg. after the first and the third blows.
"(b)
The permanent .set is the difference between the distance from the straight-edge to the middle point of the axle
measured before the first blow and the distance measured in

port.

terials.

test a.xle shall

the |)ennanent set |>r(Kluced by the first blow shall not exceed that .-|iei ifie<i for :ixles of corresjMjnding dimensions, as
shown in the following tai)le.
The a.xle shall be turned

requirement.- of the.se specifications, which represent rejected

for

he

.i

—

— Specifications

1

on supports
ft.
ajjart that the tup will strike it midway
between the ends. It shall stand without fracture five blows
from a tup of 224(1 lb. falling from a height as sfxtified, and

—

Exhibit C.

but

lest,

2.

figure>.

12.

in

in.

..

the drop

tifications

Makkinc..

\.

Marking.

11.

1521

9

12
10

A. excl.. 8
^, excL. 7
A. excl. 6
«. excL. 5
A. cxcl.. 4.5
K. excL. 4
H. cxcl.. 3.5
M, excl.. 3
.

1,

cxcl.

.

or over

2.5
2.5

Exhibit
1.

Change

1«
14
12

10
9

3.5
3

•The terra "lot" applied to the shore tihic meant
each jroup width and (roup lhicknr««

the

Si>ecimens, Figs.

14

12
10
9
8

1.

all

of the platct of

I

form and dimensions of Tension Test
pages 560 (Specifications for .Annealed
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Steel Axles, Shafts and other Forgings for Locomotives), 577 (Specifications for Quenched and
Tempered Alloy Steel Forgings), and 583 (Specifications for

and Unannealed Carbon

Quenched and Tempered Carbon

Axles,

Steel

Shafts and

other Forgings for Locomotives and Cars), to conform to
the latest type of .American Society for Testing Materials

specimen.

—

Specifications for Annealed and Unannealed
J.
Carbon Steel Axles, Shafts and Other Forgings
for Locomotives

Exhibit

Sec. 12.

1.

Retests.

Change paragraph (b)

ond

Vol. 64, No. 25

If the fracture of the second specibe made.
over 15 per cent crystalline, the forgings represented by the specimen shall be re-annealed.
The fracture
shall be considered crystalline if the crj'stals which it contains are so large that the cleavage planes or sides of these
crystals are easily visible to the eye."
The report is signed by C. D. Young, chairman, Pennsylvania; J. R. Onderdonk, B. & O.
A. H. Fetters, Union
Pacific; Frank Zeleny, C. B. & Q.; H. E. Smith, N. Y. C.
H. B. MacFarland, A. T. & S. F.; Prof. L. S. Randolph.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.
test shall

men shows

;

to read

Action Taken

as follo\ys:

"When
any

test

annealed forgings are specified, if the fracture of
specimen shows over 15 per cent crystalline a sec-

There was no discussion.

The

report

was accepted and

will be submitted to letter ballot.

Design and Maintenance of Locomotive Boilers
'WO YEARS AGO a

Tiwas

presented o

ff

report
e r

i

ng

basic ratios to be consid-

locomotive-boiler
covering also, in
a general way, the use of
autogenous welding in the
maintenance of boilers,
ered

in

design,

which

this
committee
found was being utilized
by many roads with very
satisfactory results.
Last

year Circular E was issued, requesting data covering the subject of autcH
welding as ap-

genous
plied
E.

locomotive boilReplies
were re-

to

ers.

FuUer
Chairman

c.

ceived from 36 roads, inextent
to
dicating
the

which they are using these processes, and the committee
presents the results of the investigation.

now

Smoke Boxes
There is no doubt that the construction and renewal of
smokeboxes is handled expeditiously and economically by
For joining smokeboxes at
the use of autogenous welding.
the longitudinal seam, several roads use the oxy-acetylene
torch, while an equal number prefer to electric weld this
seam.
The usual method followed is to tack the edges of
8 in., with strips
then complete the weld, thus providing for
more uniform expansion of the sheet than if a through weld
Wherever welded seams have been used, the
were made.
The cost is approximately 60
results have been satisfactory-.
per cent of a riveted seam.
Practically all of the roads reporting cut off old or damIt appears to be
aged smokebox plates by oxy-acetylene.
the usual practice to weld in small plates, but for larger
plates to use riveted joints. The reinforcing rings in smokeboxes are usually not disturbed, the weld being made ahead
of the ring.

the sheet together at intervals of about

about

2 in. long,

porting, 42 per cent use the oxy-acetylene or electric process
for filling up pit holes in flues.

From die reports it is evident that a broad field for the
application of autogenous welding lies in the safe-ending of
welding in of a new section near the center for
the purpose of lengthening them for re-application. The adflues, or the

vantage which comes from not having to limit the length of
safe ends, on account of the capacity of flue-welding machines, certauily offers an opportunity to reclaim material
which would otherwise not be serviceable. Of the roads reporting, 20 j>er cent are using the autogenous welding process
for safe-ending flues, with satisfactory results. Three of the
reporting roads have welded a new section into the flues, and
the results from this practice have also been satisfactorj'.
Of the roads reporting, 20 per cent practice cutting out
for replacement the entire flat surface of the front flue sheet,
without disturbing the flange or rivets. This method, however, has not been generally adopted, and it is usual to cur
out the entire old slieet by the acetylene process, and to replace it with a new one.
The practice of cutting out the
section of the front flue sheet under the dry pipe, containing
the flue holes, and replacing it by welding in a new section
suitable for the application of superheater flues, has not met
with wide favor, although the roads doing this report satisfactory and economical results.
One road reports that by
following this practice it can replace sheets at a cost of $28,
as compared with $150 for entire new sheets riveted in place.
The majority of roads reporting do not apply back flue
sheets by welding, but this is being satisfactorily accomplished
The use of oxyon some few roads by either process.
acetylene or electric welding for repairing cracks in the
knuckle of flue sheets is quite general and produces good
There is, however, a wide variance in the methods
results.
Seventeen roads report that such cracks are
of welding.
welded on both sides, six weld on the water side only, while
One road reports that it
three weld on the fire side only.
prefers to use electric welding from the water side, and oxyacetylene from the

at

Staybolts

Flues

The

practice of electric- welding flues, particularly super-

is quite general.
The flue is applied in the
usual manner, after which the firebox ends are beaded and
Where used, the results
welded lightly around the bead.
have been satisfactor)', although some trouble has been experienced from leakage when locomotives are located at
points which have no welding apparatu?.
Of the roads re-

heater flues,

fire side.

For repairing cracks in flue-sheet bridges, the usual pracremove the adjacent flues, cut the sheet, both sides,
about a 45 degree angle, and then fill in the space.

tice is to

A

of roads are using oxy-acetylene torches for
burning off the projecting ends of new staybolts before rivetThe results obtained have been, in most
ing them over.

number

satisfactory.
To insure all bolts being cut off uniformly, one road uses a guide next to the nozzle.
Electric welding of cracks radiating from staybolt holeseems to be the most satisfactory'. It is customarv to removecases,
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21,

the staybolt, chamkr the hole lor llic purpose ol cliimnaluig
the cracks, or, should the crack extend too far for tlds, to
degrees and till the crack
bevel both hole and crack to
and hole up solid; the sheet is then drilled and tapped for
the application of a new stay bolt.

W

Fireboxes
'riiere

is

no part

ui

tlie

tjoiler

where

iJie

.ippiiLatiuii

ol

these proiesses of welding has been so uniformly successful
or resulted in greater economy than lor lirebox application

Ranging in scope from putting in entire new
building up around leaky mud-ring rivets, tlie
manifold utility of autogenous welding seems to be limited
only by the ingenuity of the operator.
Of the roatls reporting, 25 jxr cent are using the electric
The application
process for welding in entire new fireboxes.
of part or full firebox sheets and door sheets has been quite
generally practiced. Door sleeves are renewed, part wrapper
sheets and part back heads applied, and the application of
patches reduced to a minimum by welding.
Where patches are required, the work is accomplished by
welding, at about 60 per cent of the cost of riveted patches.
The forms of patches used vary with individual roads. Some
cut the shc^t out with square edges, lay the patch over the
hole in the sheet, with a lap around the outside of about
in., the patch being beveled on its edges, and build up over
and

repairs.

lirebo.xes to

^

the bevel

and onto the

sheet.

Another method

is

to flange

edges of the hole outwardly, lay the patch on the extending flange, with its beveled edge projecting outside the
flange toward the sheet, and then join the beveled edge of
Still another
the patch to tlie flange by building up a bead.
method followed on repairs to firebox sheets is to V out the
sheet on the fire side, place a patch which has edges beveled
in the opposite directions from the sheet into the opening,
With this style of patch,
then fill up the OO-deg. opening.
an expansion knuckle parallel to the vertical center line of
The results are uniformly
stay bolts provides for strc-sses.
satisfactory
For filling up staybolt or rivet holes, both
Eight of the reporting roads
processes are largely used.
weld exterior bosses, usually by the oxy-acety-lene process, on
give
increased full threads for
the oufsidc wrapper sheet, to
angular radial staybolts.
Only two roads report having
welded in arch tubes, while three weld firebrick arch studs
tlie

to firebox side sheets successfully.

and wrapper
sheets above mud rings to avoid disturbing mud-ring rivets,
This practice, as
then welding new fireboxes at this point.
yet, has not been followed to any extent.
The welding of cracks is usually limited to those from 4
in. to 35 in. long, the latter being done only to keep the loco-

Three roads have reported cutting

off firebox

motive in ser\'ice. Practically 8 in. is considered about as
long a crack as it is desirable to weld for permanent repairs,
most roads preferring not to exceed 4 in.

Mud
For mud- ring

Rings

The usual method
are used, the former being preferred.
followed is to cut out a piece of the side sheet, over the
crack, in the mud ring, bevel the mud ring from the top, then
In
fill up the opening, after which the sheet is patched.
cases where the mud ring is removed from the locomotive,
some roads prefer to bevel from both sides and then weld. A
large saving in the cost of repairs results from welding mud
rings in place.
Troublesome leaks in mud-ring comers are
eliminated by building up the caulking edge.
General
.Among the many other repairs made by these methods may
be cited reducing worn washout-plug holes, reclaiming superheater units, building up worn places on stayed surfaces and
welding up abandoned flue or plug holes.

The

u^i-

r,f

,,

.

,rl.,.-

.i,,tr,«I,-

r.'

primarily dependent on the Mi:e and strengtli of the weld
The carbon-electrode process should be used on
work of considerable siite, if maximum .strength i.s nut a limiting factor, and is very desirable for rajjid tutting.
When
using the carbon electrode it is cu>lomary for the ojK'rator to
heat around the weld, so that extensive contraction may be
avoided.
Tlie metal-electrode process, which is generally used in
the various phases of boiler-maintenance work, has the advantage of cunlining the heat more closely, and is u>ed for
welds requiring strength and for small work. The current
required has a much lower value than that used with the
carbon-electrode process.
If the current is too high for the size of welding wire being
used, it is found the metal oxidizes and the weld becomes
hard and brittle.
Representative practice apjx-ars to be
about as follows:

desired.

1

ni.t.,1

elcctrode

is

wire

'-i-in.

1

Ain. wire
Uin. wire

i:
1

.

The

voltage at the panel should be from 70 to 75, reduced
at the arc to about 20 to 30 volts,
by following these limits,
it has been found tlie metal flows in its most natural state,
leaving the weld unoxidized and ductile.

As a general rule, it is desirable after starting a weld to
complete it if possible before stopping, on account of the
effect of the contraction of the sheet if

cases

work

ceases.

In some

be found advisable to have two men work
alternately in order to accomplish this.
On account of the
wide variance in the methods followed, and the costs reported,
the committee does not feel that definite recommendations
can be formulated, believing that local conditions so far
govern these as to make such recommendations of little
it

will

value.

While

it

complished

is

gratifying to consider how much has Ijeen acthe use of the oxy-acetylene and electric

in

processes for boiler maintenance, it is believed that the art
is
still in a
formative and developmental state, and the
future will i^ee even greater progress, as the possibilities oi

economical application are exploited.
It may not be amis*
for this committee to sound a warning against too radical
application.
Stayed surfaces and appurtenances, which are
not sul)ject to direct radial pressure, offer a safe and attrac-

and any work for the time
being should be limited to these sections of the lioiler.
The report was signed by C. E. Fuller, chairman, superintendent motive power. Union Pacific; A. W. Gibbs, chief
mechanical engineer, Pennsylvania; D. R. MacBain, superintendent motive power. New York Central; M. K
tive field for future experiments,

Bamum, a.ssi.stant to vice-president, Baltimore & Ohio; R. E.
Smith, general superintendent motive power, Atlantic Coast
Line; C. B. Young, mechanical engineer, Chicago, Burlington &: Quincy, and J. Snowden Bell.
Discussion

We

Pratt (C. & X. W.)
are spending a great deal
of money for new shell sheets that arc merely pitted in the
belly; personally I can not see any danger with the pres
ent state of the art in welding up a pit hole there.
E.

repairs, either electric or oxy-acetylene welds

1523

W.

;

C. E. Fuller (Union Pacific): The welding of a pair of
courses is nothing new.
It has been practiced by the locomotive builders for a great many years. The objection that
the government bureau has had against its practice was the
inability to determine the factor of safety of the

welded sheet

There

is no question but wh.it a lot of pits in the shell can
be taken care of with ai)solute safety as there is plenty of
strength in the sheet, with the possible exception of the circumferential seam around the sheet.

C. E.

Chambers (C.

perfectly safe

if

a

R. R. of N. J.)
I think it would be
depth of pitting could be es:

maximum

tablished.

The

report

Action Taken
was received and the committee was continued
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Revision of Standards and
CONSIDERATIOX of
AFTER
the present Standards and

Recommended
the

of

mits the following report:

Wheel Centers

(SiANDAKD.) Pages 529530

A member

1.

the

that
lip

on the

connection

W.

E.

tire

with

the

in

Dunham

the suggestion and tht

will be instructed to correct

tar\-

the drawings.

Specifications for Steel Axles for

A member

Locomotive Tenders

Pages 533-536

(Standard.)
2.

by

Sheet

7 in.

M. M.

4.

A member

10.

Minimum Thickness
(Recommended Practice.)
11.

.A

41.4

by 8

Sheet.

M. M.

6.

A mem-

A mem-

ber calls attention to the arc recess being indicated in the
wedge in the plan and cross-section views of the journal box,
and suggests that they should be omitted. The committee
notes the error, and the secretary will be instructed to correct

tired

M. M.

6 and 7.
A member calls attention to the over-all width of bearing,
for
boring
thin after
4J/^ in., leaving an edge which is too
a 5/16-in. lining metal, and suggests increasing this width
in.
The committee concurs in the suggestion.
to

Sheets

4%

Sheet M. M. 9. A member
calls attention to the arc recess being indicated in the wedge
in the cross-section view of the journal box, and suggests

For Jmmials

6.

that

it

and

M. M.

5

by 9

Sheet M. M.

B.

The committee

20.

Wheels
Pe.actice.)

P.age 547.

A member

Sheet M. M. B.
The

Plane Gage for Solid Steel Wheels
(Recommended Practice.) Page 547. Sheet M. M. B.
14.
A member suggests advancing to Standard. The
committee concurs in the suggestion:

Brake Hose Gaskets

Specifications for Air

15.

A member

kets for Air

suggests that the

Pages 591-592
title

should read, "Gasdoes

The committee

Brake Hose Couplings."

not concur in the suggestion.

Specification

for

Chain
Pages 594-597

A member

suggests that in Section IV, paragraph 8
(a), the word "injurious" be incorporated in the first line,
and in paragraph 8 (b) the word "perceptible" be incor16.

porated in the last

line.

The committee

does not concur in

the suggestion.

in.

Safety Appliances
(Standard.)

should be omitted.

The committee

and Steel

Rotundity Gage for Solid Steel Engine and Truck

(Recommended Practice.)
in.

Steel

suggests advancing to Standard for steel,
cast wheels, and eliminating the circumfer-

ence measure shown on Sheet
concurs in the suggestion.

the drawings.

For Journals 4}^ by 8

B.

The

A member

12.

does not concur in the sug-

in.

Sheet M. M.

547.

advancing to Standard.

(Recommended Practice.)

For Journals

5.

suggests

Wheel Circumference Measure for
Tired Wheels
(Recommended Practice.) Page 547.

gestion.
4.

member

for Steel Tires

Page

committee concurs in the suggestion.

3%

The committee

suggests advancing these specifications to
in the suggestion.

The committee concurs

Standard.

suggests advancing to Standard.
committee concurs in tlie suggestion.

ber calls attention to the fact that the arc recess is not shown
on Sheet M. M. 4, although its omission for larger-sized
wedges was adopted by letter ballot in 1916, and suggests
by 7 in. journal
that similar action is advisable for the

box in question.

Sheets

K

I,

in the suggestion.

13.

Journal Boxes, Bearings and Wedges
(Standard.) Pages 536-537
33/4

Wheels

Steel

Pages 543-546.

K

(Recommended

not concur in the suggestion.

For Journals

in

J AND
A member suggests that the drawings on Sheets H,
9.
should show four lj4-in. holes through the plate,
I, [ and
located at suitable radii so as to assist in holding the wheel
when turning up in a lathe. The committee does not concur

steel

inasmuch as
under the drop

calls attention to the fact that

axles for engine trucks are ordinarily tested
from the same nominal center diameter as car axles, there
should be a sheet of standard engine truck axles and a table
The conmiittee does
for the drop tests made to correspond.

3.

Wrought Carbon
M. M. H,

de-

wheel
driving
centers should be omitted.
The committee concurs in
of

tails

Solid

(Recommended Practice.)

suggests

shown

The committee concurs

boring for 5/16-in. lining metal.
the suggestion.

retaining

>^-in.

Practice

to-

gether with the replies
received to the circular
of inquiry sent to members, the committee sub-

Driving

Recommended

Practices

Association,

Vol. 64, No. 25

notes the error,

and the secretary will be

instructed to correct the drawings.

A
7.
For Journals 5yi by 10 in. Sheet M. M. 12.
member suggests that the plan view of the journal box on
Sheet M. M. 12 is misleading, as it is not clear whether the
The committee
arc recess refers to the wedge or the brass.
does not concur in the opinion expressed.
For Journals 5^6 by 10 in. Sheets M. M. 12 and 13.
8.
A meml)er recommends increasing the over-all width of 5^4
in. to 5 -^'8 in., in order to allow for proper boring of the
Dcaring, the 5 '4 in. leaving an edge which is too thin after

Pages 635-640

A member

suggests that any conference or other published rulings of the Interstate Commerce Commission, as
regards Safety Appliances as far as they pertain to steam
locomotives, be published as a part of the proceedings. The
17.

committee concurs

in the suggestion.

Inspection and Testing of Locomotive Boilers
(Stand.ard.)
18.

A member

P.ages 640-648

suggests that the reference to the date of

July 1, 1912, should be omitted in paragraph 37.
committee does not concur in the suggestion.

The

June
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21.

Rules and Instructions for Inspection and Testing of

Rules for Determining Stresses in Locomotive Boilers

Steam Locomotives and Tenders
(SlANDAKU.

I'AOtS 64S-(i0.i

)

A

nuuilKT suggests that with tlic weight ot springs
between engine and tender, the min. compression reijuired in the hist paragraph of Rule 11
The
in.
is too much, and juggest> that tliis be reduced to
committee does not concur in the suggestion.
had
as
we
have
A member suggests that, inasmuch
20.
sufficient e.xperience in autogenous welding to know that an
autogenous weld can be made as solid as a fire weld, when
welding up cracks, the second paragraph of Rule 28 lachangixl to admit of autogenous welding of cracks in rods.
]"he committee dtxs not concur in the suggestion.
21.
A member sugge?t> that the Rules 2'> and .>!, covering headlight requirements on ro;id and yard engines, t)e
superseded or modified by the latest instructions. The committee concurs in the suggestion, as covered by paragrai)h
24 of this repKjrt.
22.
A member suggests that in the second paragraph of
the Rule 52. in reference to the height between tender and
locomotive decks, the words ''when on straight and level
track" should be added. The committee does not concur in
19.

'

.•

\l.KU I'RAl IK K.)

71<>

I'Ai.l.s

720

omission in the introductory paragraph of the fact thai these rules apply only
calls attention to the

Tlie comnew construction and not to existing Iwilers.
mittee notes the omission and the secretary will l>e instructi-d

to

to correct

it.

Special Report on Pipe Unions

The committee would

2(>.

rejtort that,

owing

to the deatli

of H. G. Stott, chaimian of the committtx- of the .\nH-rican
Society of Mtvhanical Engineers who was to handle the
matter of standard |)ipe unions, no progress has l)ecn ntade

during the year.

New

Business

menilxr raises the <|uestion as to the possibility
and practicability of developing standards with respect to
driving axles, engine truck axles, l)carings, Ik)Xcs and wedges
along the lines of standardization now being completed in
connection with freight oiuipment cars by the A. R. A., or
tiie efforts in this direction made by the Harriman A.ssociated
Lines some time ago. The committee does not concur in the
27.

.\

suggestion.

the suggestion.

A member

suggests that modifications of the original
rules, when given by the Interstate Commerce Commission,
should be embodicni in the rule or attached a? an exjilanatory
The committee concurs in the suggestion.
note.
24.
A member >ug.gests that interpretations and rulings
23.

(Rk ciMMi
A niemlxr

25.

in use in spring buffers

1525

in connection with the Rules and Instructions for
Inspection and Testing of Locomotive Boilers and Their
Appurtenances, and the explanations of the Rules and Instructions for the Inspection and Testing of Locomotives and
The
Tenders. I)e included as a part of the Proceedings.

shown

rnnimitter' .nn.ur- in the sii!Ztre<tion.

28.
A member suggests a standardization of the draft
The comgear attachments on both old and new tenders.
mittee does not concur in the suggestion.
The report is signed bv \V. F,. Dunham, chairman, C. &
X. W.; M. H. Haig, A. t. & S. F.; A. G. Trumbull, Erie;
C. D. Young, Pennsylvania; G. S. Goodwin, C. R. I. & P.;
R. L. Ettenger, Southern; and B. B. Milner, N. Y. C.

Action Taken
There was no discussion of this report.
and the recommendations were adopted.

It

was received

Train Resistance and Tonnage Rating
ORDER TH.\T THIS COM-

IN
MiTTEE
.

*

^^amr?^

of the experience
of the various roads in
connection with train re-

^iB

'^

^

^

the

Ix-ncfit

^^

^—

have

might

sistance

I^B ^
y

and tonnage

rat-

Circular H, dated
January 22, 1917, was is-

ing.

sued

making

replies

to

the

request for
following

questions:

Have any tests been
1.
conducted on your road to
determine the roUinii resistance of freight or passenger cars of modem
design other than that
covered in the committee's
rei>ort at the June, 1916,

..y

.

/

'

o c wr„h,

°CH.raf
2.

If so.

'

r
what use of

•

it

Convention?
miHp in connection with
made

u
1
o„
has been

determining tonnage rating.-

obtained in
Please furnish cur^•es ^^^^^^^g.^^^^f
3.
"^^tve^T^^^^
weigni oi
resistance to
such tests, to show the relation of
or to the speed, or both.
a)
including fi1
tested :„,i..^:na4.
Give general description of cars
(d) type of truck.
base,
wheel
(c)
weight,
capacity, (b) light
(e) size of journals.
5.

,.

.

,

conditions under
Give general description of track

which

tests

were made,

i.

e.,

weight of

rail,

kind of ballast,

etc.

Give brief description of manner

6.

in

which

tests

were

conducted.
Please furnish such information as you may have in
7.
regard to the value of the suix'rheatcr in increasing the available drawbar pull of the locomotive, giving the source of
such information.
8.
What method of super^•ision is in effect on your road to
insure that the prescribed tonnage ratings are being hauled ?
9.
What would you recommend as a system of super\-ision
which would be available to all roads?
10.
Is any allowance made for the mechanical stoker in
the calculation or application of tonnage rating on your road?
11.
If such allowance is made, descrilie fully the basis

for

it.

,

.

j

,

.

x-

Twenty-five replies to this circular were received. None
of the roads gave any information in regard to Questions 1.
Ohio
2, .?. 4. 5 and 6 with the exception of the Baltimore &
and the Pennsylvania Lines WeM of Pittsburgh. The B. &
O. furnished a resistance cur\-e as shown on Plate A. which
^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^ conducted on the B & O.
^^ ^^ ^^^^^
during October, November and December, 1910, and JanThis cur^•e represents the average resistance of
uar^•. 1911.
,he'cars used, the pn-dominating car having the following
characteristics:

^^^^

^^ ^:^.

:::::::::;:::::::.

..,„

„f

^^

^iW.
cmw ««!
4.»he«l

Truck.

joum.!

5W

.n.

b^ lo

tJ)!!:

fr»w..

.n.

\
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These tests were conducted on track constructed of 90-lb.
and 100-lb. rail witli rock ballast. The average temperature
under which the tests, represented by this curve, were made,
was approximately 75 deg. F.
The Pennsylvania Lines West furnished a resistance curve
as shown on Plate B, this curve having been drawn as a result of tests of Pennsylvania Lines' Class Gl, Gla and Gib
cars, the characteristics of which are shown by the following
table:

Wheel base
Type of truck

28

ft.

9 in.

-^rch Bar
iVi in. by 10 in.

Size of journal

Gib

Gla

GI
100.000
39,200

Capacity, lb
Light weight, lb

100.000
39,050
27 ft. 9 in.
.^rch Bar
i'A in. by 10

100,000
38,700
27
in.

ft.

in.

were made on track constructed with 8 5 -lb.
rail, part of which was laid on cinder ballast and part on
The cars tested were of approximately the
stone ballast.
same dimensions as cars represented by the resistance curve as
shown on Plate 11 of last year's report for 8-wheel cars.
The resistance, it will be noted, is somewhat higher, which
is probably due to the fact that these tests were made on
85-lb. rail, whereas the tests of the cars represented on Plate
11 of last year's report were made on 100-lb rail.
The New- York Central is the only road which gave any
information in connection with Question 7 regarding inThe information
creased tractive power due to superheat.
eiven is shown on Plate C and is for two locomotives identical

These

tests

lO

0)

D

\

8

>,

\

h

\

j
'

^.

Z «

N

S,
vj

s

s

1

'^

u

r
10

After the rates are worked up, a man in the general
should be assigned the duty of seeing that the rates are
maintained, and if rates are foimd to be incorrect they should
be revised, provided that there is no operating condition which
needs correcting.
10.
Stoker engines haul more tonnage.
11.
Our Mikado engines with 28-in. by 32-in. cylinders,
64-in. drivers, 180-lb. pressure, and 60,000 lb. tractive power,
are given an average of 7 per cent more tonnage when equipped with stokers. Our engines larger than this were equipped
With the stoker it is poswith stokers when purchased.
9.

office

in.

3

Arch Bar
in. by 10

5!^

Vol. 64, No. 25

~~

w

'

ul

3
1
1

\

Q

1

o

^O

O

\
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.ao
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WEISWT FEP CAP-

!

&0
-rO/^S.

lOO

S.

Q.

S
6

1

\

Z
o

Plate

^

keep up the boiler pressure on these large engines,
which accounts for the greater tonnage hauled.
jiblc to

"~

^

z

Baltimore & Ohio.

^3

A

daily record is kept showing the tonnage handled
by each train and the theoretical rating for the given run.
This statement is furnished to the superintendent, general
8.

<n

z

superintendent and also the Bureau of Operating Statistics.
Tlie information given by the above record is referred to at
frequent intervals for the purpose of checking observance of

1

ZO

.40

eo

£>0

100

rating.

Weight per Cbr-Tons.
Plate

Curve on Level Tangent Track— Penn-

sylvania Class G-1, G-la, G-lb Cars

u 4

K

B— Resistance

s

A— Resistance

on Level Tangent Track
Ohio

of Freight Cars

— Baltimore

&

.\ method similar to that described in the answer to
9.
Question 8 should apply with good results to the operations
on the road.

in.

Yes.
In figuring ratings for hand-fired engines, a limit
of 4000 lb. of coal per hour was fixed. With stoker engines,
we have figured on the basis of 6000 to 7000 lb. per hour at
maximum effort. This resulted in ratings about 10 per cent
higher than with hand-fired engines of the same type.

following replies were received to Questions 8, 9, 10

is no direct supervision to insure that the prescribed tonnage shall be hauled. Ratings are made up based
on tests, calculations or general practice. If criticism is made
of any rating by the division officials, investigation is made
to determine the correct rating, and the rating sheets are re-

10.

The
in every respect with the exception of the superheater.
data for these locomotives are shown in the tabulation below

3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

9.

10.
11.

The
and

Superheated

Saturated

Item
Class
Size of cylinders
Diameter of drivers
Steam pressure
Grate area
Number of large tubes
Number of small tubes
Tube heating surface
Firebox heating surface
Total heating surface
Superheater heating surface

1.

2.

23

in.

G-6
by 32

9-fi
in.

23

200

200

lb.

.

Pennsylvanlv Lines West of Pittsburgh

lb.

S6.5,

56.5

34

None

—

444
2 in.
3,474 sq. ft.
185 sq.
3,659 sq.

„

by 32
63 in.

in.

63 in.

ft.

ft.

— 55^

in.

233—2 m.
2,542 sq.
185 sq.
2,727 sq.

None

580

sq.

ft.
ft.

ft.
ft.

1 1

Chicago, Burlington

11.

& Quincv

The daily tonnage statement and monthly
8.
are checked in the general manager's office.

summary

8.

There

vised accordingly.
The tonnage rating sheets are issued in book form by the
superintendent of motive power and approved by the general

superintendent.

June
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After tlie adoption of a rating, which is acteptcd as
correct by tlic trunsjiortation dci)artnient, there seems to be
no reason wliy full tonnage should not be hauled.
Failure of .i locomotive to handle full tonnage should be
investigated by the trainmaster, road foreman of engines and
master mechanic and the necessary steps taken to prevent recurrence of the failure.
y.

No allowance is made for the mechanical stoker in
10.
lUulation of ratings.
In reply to Questions 8 and
other roads reported that
yardmasters and conductors were required to check trains,
their reports being forwardtxl to ihe transportation officers,
'imputing machinery is used in some cases to figure the
t
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— Pull Speed Curves, Saturated

Plate C
motives.

Too often the setting of the rate is left in the hands
of a yard clerk, who does not appreciate the importance of
ditions.

Class

G-6

Question 10 of the circular, in regard to taking into account the mechanical stoker, was asked by the committee in
view of the fact that some of the roads have shown in their
tabulated tonnage rating sheets higher tonnage for hxromotives cquippcxi with the stoker by from 5 to 13 per cent
as
compared with locomotives of the same type not equipped

with stokers.

This committee cannot ignore the generally known fact
that there are in ever)'-day service on many railroads locomotives of a size and capacity so great that their r.ite of
steam production, when hand-fired by a good fireman working at maximum capacity, cannot develop the maximum power
for which they were designed, and that exactly similar loco-

'

\\

Second, from the standpoint of the tr.insportation department, which should be vitally interested in this subject, and
the <|uestion of loading trains under different weather con-

the practice wherever possible.
1

w

\

_

--,
*
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I
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X

V
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5

amount of water. If the coal retjuireil |>er hour is beyond
the capacity of a fireman, as it is in tlie case of many of
our modern locomotives, a mechanical means of delivering
the necessary coal to the firebox should be provided

officer

t-i

5
?
SX

it is necessary to know that the boiler is of sufficapacity to supply the cylinders with steam at full
boiler pressure and that it is possible to >upply the fireljox
with the rcijuired aini>unt of coal to ev.iporatc the rtfjuired

sions, but

cient

using the highest rate which can be hauled.
Ihe committee
recommends that on every railroad the chief transportation
provide a means of following up closely the train
loading from day to day, with a view of determinini; the
cause for hauling less than the rated tonnage an<l lorrecting

THE CAf»>ClTY or

LOCOMOTIVES.
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(Consolidation)
(Big Four)

vs.

Superheated Loco-

— New

York

Central

motives, except that they are stoker equipped, are l>cing
operated at their maximum possible rate of steam production
and developing their maximum power. It is our opinion that
advantage should be taken of the opportunity of hauling
whatever increase in tonnage is made possible by the ability

maintain

steam pressure by the use of the stoker.
is a matter of supervision, which
should be taken care of in the designing of the locomotive,
as in setting a proper tonnage rating it must be assumed that
the specified boiler pressure can be maintained.
The report was signed by O. C. Wright, chairman. Pennsylvania; H. C. Manchester. Delaware. Lackawanna & Westem: r. E. Chambers. Central Railroad of Xew Jersey: F.
H. Manning. Delaware & Hudson: Frank Zcleny, Chicago.
Burlington & Quincy: Maj. E. C. Schmidt, fuel con.servation
section.
United States Railroad Administration: Joseph
Chidley, New York Central and J. T. Carroll, Baltimore &
Ohio.
to

tonnage.
One road uses surprise tests by the trainmaster to
insure that ratings are adhered to.

Summary
Tlie resistance curves forwarded lo the committee in an-

swer to Questions
covered by Plates

1,
.4

2, 3, 4, 5

and

B

and 6 of Circular

H

and as

are submitted as a matter of in-

terest.

The information shown on Plate C in regard to tlie value
of the superheater corroborates ver^- well similar information
included in committee's report of 1916.
In regard to Questions 8 and 9 of the circular, the committee asked for this infonnation. as it was indicated on the
floor of the 1916 convention that the association desired the
committee to present recommendations covering the supervision of the application of tonnage ratings.
The committee
was unable to obtain a great deal of information on this
subject from the members to u.-e a- a guide for making such
recommendations.
However, the committee feels that this
is a matter of very great importance and one which is not
being given the attention by many of the raads which it
should receive.
The supervision of the application of tonnage rating should
be carried on from two standpoints:
First, from the standpoint of the mechanical department,
to see that the locomotives are so designed and maintained as
to be able to deliver at all times, under the conditions to
which they are subjected, their rated drawbar pull. It is not
sufficient to design a locomotive and say that because we
have a certain size of cylinder, a certain diameter of wheel
and a certain steam pressure the locomotive will at all times
deliver a certain drawbar pull, corresponding to these dimen-

On

full

the other hand, this

Action Taken

Dunham

& N. W.): The present report and
also the past reports of this committee have all been reports
indicating what the practices are and calling attention to
the latest development in actual tonnage rating of locomoW.

E.

(C.

on the railways of this country.
It is one of the perpetual things which will continue with us. and I think the
motive power departments of the railroads should recei\'e
tives

this committee from year to year a memorandum of
recommended by it uf>on the subof tonnage ratings.
The President: 1 think it is a committee that may well
be continued because each year some new de%*clopments mav
come up. I think a motion to receive this report and continue the committee will Ik? in order.

from

the progress and practices
ject

Mr. Dunham: I move that the report of the committee be
and the committee continued to report progress from

received

time to time.
The motion was dulv seconded and carried.
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Semi-Elliptic Springs— Manufacture and Repair
OF SPRINGMAKING
THE ARTback
many

Material of unsatisfactory character may sometimes
be improved and made to meet the requirements by hard-

tors.

years.
dates
.\s applied to locomotives,

ening

we

.steel

find

semi-e

springs

1 1 i

p

t i

c

practically the

same

in design as

first

locomotives

on the
of

the

Phineas Davis and Ross
Winans type, about 1830.
The methods in machine
manufacturing
changed in keeping with
modern progress. The advent of improved oil furnaces and other highly
specializled machinery has

have

simplified

the

construc-

tion, eliminated nearly all

expensive hand
greatly reduced
the cost of manufacture.
W hat is said here applies to openlieartli steel of the followin g composition:
of

the

work and

at a higher temperature.
A .90 carbon quality spring
should harden satisfactorily under a temperature as
low as 1500 deg. F. Spring plates which have been hardened and fail, showing a coarse, white grain, indicate over-

heating.

Operations in Spring Manufacture
There are eleven or twelve essential op)eratiDns required
in the preparation and manufacture of standard design semielliptic springs, mentioned below in order:
shearing plates
to length; upsetting, welding and punching ends of main
plates
liing

(hot); rolling ends to a taper (one operation); nibtrimming the ends; rolling

the center of the plates;

plates and quenching (one operation): drawing the
temper; assembling for banding; banding: testing and painting (paint bath).
Leaving the ends undrawn without any taper, practiced
by some, reduces the cost by one operation, and it is claimed
increases the life of the springs; the finished appearance
of the spring, however, is not as neat.
the

Per Cent.

Carbon
Manganese
.

.

It is

The Spring

1.00
0.03

Phosphorus, not abo\
Silicon, not above.
Sulphur, not above.
Copper, not above...

Locomotive driving springs and those for engine trucks,
trailer and tender trucks are almost universally of the elliptic and semi-elliptic type, composed of a number of steel

0.15
0.03
0.03

essential, that spring steel of a good, reliable quality

be purchased to a specification,

and also necessary that the

Fig.

springmakers obtain a correct knowledge of the character
of the steel before beginning operations.
The quality of
the steel and the heat treatment are the all-important fac-

plates, according to the load they are required to earn'.

plates of the various lengths are laid one

upon the

The
other,

1

varying from 5/16
in.

in. to

^

in. thick,

and from S}^

in. to

6

wide.

For many years the popular length of springs has ranged

June
from
>lots.
si/.i(l

21.
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in. tn 4J in. from centi-r to center of ."^priny-lianger
In order to standarclize the shop construction, fullmetal temphites should he made for each main plate,

.)4

for all classes of sprintjs.

Hie

length of the smallest leaf is usually made twice the
ami the oilur plates are graduated ac-

witlth of the liaiui,
lorilingly.

A

Typical Spring-Plant Arrangement

The mathinerj reciuired

having 1,110 loco-

for a railroad

1

32",'

he more camher and set a sprinj; li.i-, the -iitler it is apt
lx\
It is Utter to design driving spring? a little stiff
than otherwise. Many manufacturers are now making locomotive springs with plain main leaves and end clips, as
shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
Hy this method two cX|>cnBivc
!

to

operations are eliminated and the cost of manufacture reduced.
These clips serve best when niade of scrap spring
Mallealile-inm or caststeel, hoiler steel or dro]) forging.
steel clips are only satisfaclorv on ver>' light eijuipment.
The practice of manufacturing the main plates as shown
in Fig. 6 is still standard with many railroads for engine
and trailer truck springs as well as fnr drivini.' springs.

Bandmaking
In small shops, where liandmaking
the st(xk

is

the fuller

is

drawn down, hent and welded.

are

dmic

i^

l>y

haml and

usually selected c<|ual to that of crown band,
used as shown in Fig. 7, after which the ends

Where

the

stock

is

standard for size of band, the bending may be performed
as in Fig. 8a on an air press, and welded by hand or Bradley
strap hammer. Fig. 86 represents the most approved method
of machine-made bands; the bending is done on an air
machine and welded in a four-inch forging machine.

Fig. 2

Setting

The
ing.

cambering operation precedes the temf)crSpring manufacture!^ differ somewhat on this point
setting or

and also as

to the spacing of the plates to pirovide for free-

^

^^
Fig. 6

X
Fig. 7

Fig. 5

motives and 667 passenger cars is shown in Fig.
with, a list of which is as follows:
1.

J.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

20.
21.
22.
.'3.

24.

Combination punch and shear
Triple oil furnace for machines 1-4-5
Band remover
TaperinK rolls
Combination trimmer and titter
Motor 8 h.p. for No. 5
.Air bending machine
Oil furnace for No. 7
Heating furnace oil
Tempering retorts in No. 9
Spring rolls
Oil and water cooling vats
Double forges— coal
Steam hammer

Motor for

line

shaft

Spring assembler air cvlinder
Box banding furnace—oil
Spring bander— air
Water tank for No. 18
Spring tester 1,500 lb. hydraulic pressure
Spring steel shed
Spring storage shed
I'aint tanks and dripping racks
Serving tables 24 in. high

here-

Siie

Machine

No.

1

H

in.
6 in. by
108 in.
Cylinder 16 in. by 16 in.

Ciib hole
26 in. by
*>

,

.

>" by

H

in.

6 in. by >t in.
650 r. p. m.
Cylinder 18 in. by 12
-^ 'i- by 74 in.

Fig. 8a
in.

6 men.
- "l^n.
.10

24
,

in.
in.

,,„

by 60
by 60

in.
in.

U

„

12 1°"':
^0 in. bir 72

.

in.

sO.OOO lb
5'-

Some think the shrinkage which occurs
tlexibility.
in the hardening process provides for this, while others in-

dom and

E.xpcricnce
that no extra space should be allowed.
one shop has demonstrated that a space of 5/16 in.
should be allowed between the main and the adjacent plates,
diminishing toward the shortest one to within the last four
or five plates; these may be set without any space allowance.
sist

in

,u

1,000 ID
30 h.p.
in.
10 in. by
54 in. by 54 in.

?1 {'/
28 It. by 34 It
24 in. bv 48 in. _
lb m. by Ji m.-iron.
li

Fig. 8b

t''

The material throughout this department goes forward
without side or back movement.
Fig. 2 is a finished spring used for general purposes and
Fig. 3 occupies less veris the accepted standard design.
tical height and will take a shorter hanger than Fig. 2.

See Fig.

9.

of plates may be placed in the fire together.
the operator can handle to advantage; after
heating slowly to a good red color, they should then he
drawn down with short, rapid strokes of the hammer or
The steel should be worked at a
rolled as before stated.

A number

as

many

as

moderate heat and at as even temperature as practicable.
Overheating the ends and comers is to be avoided, as it
often causes them to chip off and fracture.
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Tempering

steel

effectively

as

should completely surround and uniformly penetrate
Pyrometer readings should be taken periodically at different locations within the furnace to insure
that a uniform temperature is being maintained over the enheat

In the tempering of spring plates, good judgment is reFirst of
quired in order to meet with reasonable success.
all, the furnace must be constructed exactly right and be under perfect control in order to maintain a uniform temperature
throughout this verj- important process. If this is not done,
Where
the results will be confusing and unsatisfactory.
a large number of springs are to be tempered in oil, it is
necessary to have an oil tank of at least 200 gal. capacity,
surrounded by a volume of water sufficient to keep the oil
moderately cool, and there should be a false bottom or grate
to prevent the spring plate coming in contact with the accumulation of scale and dirt which forms at the bottom.
Fish oil has been generally used in tempering, and it
Other varieties of oil and comhas proven satisfactory.
pounds are in use for which good results are claimed.
It was thought at one time that oil, after becoming hot,

would not harden

Vol. 64, No. 25

as cold

oil

the piece of steel.

tire furnace.

Spring Repairing

The

operations required in repairing elliptic and semielliptic springs are few and simple.
After the spring band
is taken off, an inspection of each plate is made for superficial defects.
Plates which are found to be pitted or badly
corroded are discarded.
A close inspection will disclose
most of the imperfections. Care must be used in the selection of such of the old plates which appear suitable for

or cold

Long-continued practice has proven that steel spring
plates, when hardened in oil moderately hot, possess all the
Some springmakers, after tempering,
requisite qualities.
allow die plates to cool in a separate bath of oil and slowly
that
the shape of the plates may change
in
order
harden,
water.

as

little

as possible.

After the leaves have been rolled to camber and tempered by quenching, the next operation is to place the plates
in a retort, such as is shown in Fig. 1, which is a part of
the heating furnace (No. 9) where the plates are brought
up to a temperature (known as the flashing point) at which
This relieves any
they become blue when cooled in air.
local strains that may set up in the hardening process, and
gives a uniform temper and produces springs of good quality.
A tempered plate, after becoming cold, should not be

struck with a hammer, as it often leads to fracture after the
A majority of all the
spring has been placed in service.
ordinary tempering is left to the eye of the skilled operator,
By the use of
a method which is not altogether reliable.
a pyrometer, or other heat-measuring instrument, much of
the uncertainty of this operation may be eliminated and more
satisfactory'

results obtained.

Then

follows the assembling of the plates, clamping same
The band is heated
tightly, in machine No. 16, Fig. 1.

Fig. 10

further use.

It is

not correct to use plates of different thick-

uniform flexibility will be impossible with such a
practice.
It has Ijeen demonstrated that a plate, for example, 7/16 in. thick, worked in among those ^;/s or thinner,
will be the first one to break.
Reclaiming spring plates is not altogether a satisfactory
operation.
It is a que.stion whether it is not more economical
in the end to supply new plates throughout.
It has been
nesses;

noted that in substituting

camber

new

plates of original strength for

new

plate will often be the first to fail.
If the
in an old plate is standard, it indicates suitability for

old ones, the

further service.
One road reports the labor cost for repairing springs for eight months of last year at an average of .017
cents per lb.
Another reports cost of manufacture of new
springs for the past four years at SI. 07 per 100 lb. and repairing at 72j S cents per 100 lb.

The

operation of re-applying an old spring band is the
new one. as is also the retesting
of the spring.
Spring inspection should include loose bands,
broken plates, free height below standard and total thickness
of plates at edge of band.

same

Furnace No. 17 and applied in machine No. 18. Care
should be exercised that the band be placed exactly central,
in order that the load may be distributed evenly; it should
be made to the correct size, heated and put quickly into
place with 40 to 50 tons pressure, and cooled in a water
in

tank, No. 19..
The use of hydraulic or pneumatic power for this operTesting the springs for uniformity of
ation is essential.
set under load is done under scale No. 20, after which they
are ready for the paint bath.

Furnaces

The heating
no

of spring plates

single detail contributes

more

is

of vital importance,

and

to the .success of this oper-

ation than a perfect-working furnace.
The furnace hearth
should be made equal to that of a sand-bottom furnace, so

that the steel

mav

find a suitable surface to rest on.

The

as that required for a

End Connections
The ends

of tender springs are subject to frequent failures;

perhaps 70 per cent of them fail on this account.
Fig. 21 shows a design for overcoming this trouble.
Under normal load the ends of each spring bear upon the recessed portion of the end forging; as the load is increased
the bearing points are supplemented and reinforced, thereby
shortening the length of the springs automatically and providing additional strength to take care of the extra load.
In conclusion, we believe it good practice to concentrate
all spring work at one shop, the one most centrally located,
where men may be trained and made expert in the art of
springmaking.
At this place there should be all necessary
tools and scientific equipment that will insure a uniform as
well as a high grade of workmanship. The greatly increased

June

21.
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and wnyht of nuxkrii lixomotixe? makes this subject one
of considerable importann-.
Ihere is still room for improvement, both as to metluxJf of repairing and manufacturing
size

1531

li«|ue, Minneapolis, St. I'aul

Baltimore

New

& Ohio and

G.

L

Sault Ste. Marie; C. A. Gill.
\V. Kink, Central Railroad of

Jersey.

springs.

Action Taken.

The

report was signed by M. F. Cox (chairman), LouisNashville; Eliot Sumner. Pennsylvania; A. G. Trumbull. Krie; K. W. I'mtt, ("hiiayo & North Western; T. .A.
ville

&

Development

of

J.

Snowden

Bell,

ECONOMIC VAI.VE
THL
an appliance by which any

of

practical

and

discussion,

it

was

rec-

While ex-

very early day.
I'erinients

have been made

time

to

time

with

numerous

appliances of
character and have
Ordinarily failed to prove
this

Individual Paper

Sufficiently Satisfactory

in

them

to

practice to cause

be continued in regular service, the undeniable correctness
of the general principle upon which they are based warrants,
if not positively demands, its renewed consideration, particularly in view of the rigid economies in every department
which present conditions have rendered indispensable, not
merely to tlie profitable operation, lait even to the very existence of the railroads of the United States.
After a general review of a number of feed-water heaters,
A. L. Holley, in his comprehensive book, "American and

European Railway Practice iii the Economical Generation of
Steam." 1861. makes the following statement:
impossible to state the exact economical results of
either the saving of fuel or the cost of repairs;
because no experiments which fairly estimate all the conditions have been made.
It is quite sufficient, for present purposes, however, to know that there is a saving worth making,
and it is very obvious that the cost of maintaining such heaters as Clark's and Eaton's can not materially detract from
the economy. It would, therefore, be unreasonable to neglect
'It

is

feed-heating

this

—

improvement any longer, on

is

is

iignized by engineers at a

J.

was retcived

lines.' at least,

where fuel

expensive."
(p. 1.50.)
Mr. Holley"s statement is as correct and noteworthy to-day
as when written 56 years ago. and its importance is accentuated by the fact that appliances of improved construction
have been produced since he wrote it. and liv the urgent present demand for the adoption of e\ery imjirovement for which
is

an operative economy, greater than the cost of construction
and maintenance, can be assured with reasonable probability.
Feed-water heaters are of two different types, which may
be termed, respectively, (a) "surface" heaters, being those
in which the heating medium, either gases or steam, is applied to the surfaces of channels or passages (usually tubular) through which the feed water traverses on its way to
the boiler, and (b) "injection" heaters, in which steam is
discharged directly into the feed water.
The former tyjje.

Member

in whicii the transfer of heat

water

waste gases of combustion
and the exhaust steam of
a locomotive can be made
available in heating boiler
feed-water, is too obvious
proposition to require
.1

Bell

Associate

substantial portion of the
heat units contained in the

from

It

Locomotive Feed Water Heaters
By

Snowden

Ihere was no discussion of this report.
and the committee di^cliarijed.

that

from ga.scs or steam to tlie feed
effcxted through walls of comjiarativcly thin metal,
which has been the more fre<iuently experimented

and, for several reasons, would seem to l>e the more
and desirable of the two types.
[The author sketched the development of fcf<l-water healers

witli,

from 1S(J2 up to tiic present time showing the designs and
giving descriptions of those experimented with Ijoth in the
United States and abroad, the last one described being that
of the Locomotive Feed Water Heater Company.
Editor.]

—

In a report on a system of feed-water heating used in
France, the following conditions were laid down by a committee of French engineers, in 1896, as being those which
should be followed as nearly as possible in a locomotive
feed-water heater:

—
—
Ix of a minimum weight.
"Third. — The heater should give a continuous and
supply of hot water.
"Fourth. — That the feed
should be heated by steam
would otherwise be
"Fifth. — That the steam used
the heater should varv

"First.
Simplicity, and facility for examination, cleaning
and overhauling.
"Second.
That the heater should take up little room and
cer-

tain

lieater

that

lost.

for

with

quantity of feed required."
The paper of Trevithick & Cowan {Proceedings, Institution of Mechanical Engineers. March-April, 1913,
pp. 353356) clearly indicates that to effect the increase of the temperature of feed water to such a degree as will result in a
tlie

economy sufficient to warrant the application of
a feed-water heater, a pump must be adopted as the feeding
member instead of an injector, and this has been done in the
systems before noted as iiaving met with approval in F.urosubstantial

jjean practice, .\fter stating that

are available,

two feed-water

he;iting agents

the exhaust steam discharged from the
cylinders and the waste gases passing out of tiie stack, and
that the process may result in reaching temperatures at which
r.

e.,

even the so-called hot-water injectors will not work, thev proceed with what they term "a reconsideration of the fcedine
system generally," the following excerpt from which is believed to be of sufficient interest to be here presented:
"The ordinary injector will not pick up water above about
120 deg. to 125 deg. F.. and the feed cannot, thert^forc, be
effectively heated before it reaches the injector, while the
admixture in that apparatus of live steam with the feed so
raises the temperature of the latter that full advantage can
not be taken of subsequent heating by either of the agents
available. An injector may feed into a Iwilcr at 180 lb. per
sq. in. pressure, about 11.2 lb. of water for every 1 lb. of
steam used. If the supply be at 65 deg. F. the delivery will
be aitout 160.5 deg. F.
This increase is not an economic
gain.
Delivery falls off as the t«iiler pressure rises, and the
temperature of delivery i« higher at the higher pressures.
Subse<iucnt feed-heating is of less advantage now than it

would have

Ix'en

when

pressures were lower.
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a
of steam used in the cylinders (1
in the boiler, from the temperature of the injector discharge, in order to supply both the
engine and injector.
The B. t. u. thus to be produced are
given for various pressures in Fig. 1, by curve No. 1, which
"f"or each

fraction)

1

lb.

must be produced

based on data published by S. L. Kneass. If, subsequent
from the injector, the feed be heated by the cylinder exhaust to 210 deg. F. the boiler work is reduced, as
denoted by curve No. 2. The work needed increases with
the boiler pressure.
Heat can further be transmitted from
the waste gases, and an average feed temperature of 280
deg. to 290 deg. F. obtained, but compensation can in no
way be secured for heating during part of the process with
is

to delivery
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ary and marine practice; the reported satisfactory results of
on European locomotives; the probable increase of advantage from their use in connection with the now
practically universal application of superheating; and the
views expressed by the large majority of the replies of members to the writer's circular of inquiry, the following conclusions, as to the question of the advisability of the application
of
feed-water
their operation

lieaters

are

(a)

BY PUMP EXHAUST

live steam.

for

the

of

the

That the

the-

advantages of
an appliance of this
type, in the economizaoretical

"At modern pressures the ordinary exhaust

injector

shows

a thermal saving over the live-steam injector of some 9 per
The supplementary portion of the exhaust injector is
handicapped by the water fed to it being already at a high
temperature (about 180 deg. F.). Its steam consumption is
thus high, and the final temperature of discharge is about
280 deg. F. Additional feed-heating is thus impracticable,
even by the waste gases. The only gain procurable with this
injector is that due to the use of part of the exhaust steam;
this, however, may exceed the thermal gain of 9 per cent or
so.
In a more recent form of exhaust-steam injector the efficiency of the exhaust-steam jet has been improved, and much
less supplementary live steam is needed.
Though the thermal
position is the same with both types, the discharge temperature is thus lower with the later pattern. The final temperature with the later type is 195 deg. F. compared with 280
deg. F. with the earlier, and further feed-heating is practi-

.e-0

cent.

tion of fuel

y.^^

and

boiler

maintenance, or a corresponding increase in
boiler capacity, are at-

tainable
volving

without
ina
structural
complication and cost,

and expense of upkeep,
that would be sufficient to reduce such advantages to any appreciable extent.

That an econ(6)
of fuel of at least

omy

ten per cent, as well as
a reduction in the cost

cable.

"The pump

locomotives,

consideration
Association:

(4)PUMP FEED

+ HEATING

to

submitted

advantages over the injector in connection with feed-heating since, with it, the feed temperature

of boiler maintenance,,

not increased in the process of raising the pressure, and
the temperature head is sufficient for the effective transfer of

tions,

offers

under

is

heat to the pump delivery, successively from the exhaust
steam and the waste gases. On account of the sudden demands which a locomotive feed pump is called upon to meet,
such an appliance should be arranged to work with water at
moderateh' low temperatures, and the greater part of the feed
heating process should be carried out between the pump and
the boiler clack.

"Independent steam pumps suitable for locomotive work
100 lb. of water for about l.S lb. of steam, working at end against 180 lb. pressure.
Curve No. 3, Fig. 1,
shows the B. t. u. to be provided by the boiler for each 1 lb.
of steam delivered to the cylinders, using pump supplv and
feed at 65 deg. F.
Curve No. 4 shows the work required if
the pump exhaust be utilized for feed-heating, about the same
will deliver

amount being required
are then on

jector

at all pressures.

an equal footing

at

The pump and
modern

Heating, further, by the main cylinder exhaust to 210 deg.
work to the amounts shown b_\- curve
No. S. This s}-stem has a considerable advantage over the
injector feed combined with heating to 210 deg. F. (see curve
No. 2), and this is maintained if the feed-heating be carried
further."

The
bers

circular of inquiry which
of the -Association and a

officers,

by the application and
operation of a correctly

to the

PUMP FEED

—

Committee

accessible for their removal

mem-

few foreign motive-power
asked their opinion whether or not the application

of feed-water heaters to locomotives, if a successfully operative design could be applied, "would be of advantage or

economy of fuel to justify the cost of applicaand maintenance." In a few instances the replies were
had not had any experience with
feed-water heaters, and therefore did not feel warranted in
offering an opinion, but in almost all the other cases the ex-

effect sufficient

tion

to the effect that the writers

pressions were favorable to the feed-water heater.
Upon the basis of the unquestionable advantage obtained
in the long-established use of feed-water heaters in station-

and

for repairs.

Action Taken

The
was addressed

designed

locomotive
feed-water heater.
(c)
That in order
to be acceptable and of
practical advantage in
locomotive service, the
WORKING PRESSURE — LB. PER SQ. IN. (GAUGE;
design of a feed-water
Fig. 1
Saturated Steam Boiler
heater
should,
first,
Output in B. t. u.
Necessary
compl}- with the five
with Various Conditions of Feed
general requirements of
for Each Pound of Steam Used
the
of
in the Cylinders.
French Engineers, notsecond,
ed above
should not be complicated by appliances for heating by the
waste gases, but should utilize exhaust steam only as a heating medium; and, third, should provide for the separation
and deposit of mud and saline matters, and should be easily
(6)

_+HEA^NG_JO_510_F.

;

in-

pressures.

F., reduces the boiler

still

normal condican be obtained

report

was received without discussion.

Other Business
Dues

of the association will remain the same as last year.
Owing to the resignation of Wm. Schlafge as president of
the association, an election of officers was necessary.
The

following were elected
F. H. Clark, general superintendent
motive power, B. &: O., president; W. J. Tollerton, general
mechanical superintendent,
R. I. & P., first vice-president;
C. F. Giles, superintendent machinery, L. & N., second vicepresident; C. H. Hogan, assistant superintendent motive
power, N. Y. C, third vice-president; and H. C. Manchester,
superintendent motive power and equipment, D., L. & W.,
:

C

member

of the executive committee.

am

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin^

General

News Department
saying that the field work is 70 per cent completed, and will
be finished in January, 1920, while the oflice work should be
completed a year later than that, lie said the commission
proposes to have a division whose special duty it will be to
check up the additions made by the railroads so that the
An amendment to
valuation will be brought up to date.
strike out the appropriation was rejected without a record

G. V. Lomonosoff, liead of the Russian railway mission to
the I'niteiJ States, ha* been dismissed by the Russian ambassador because ot a political statement.

Max

Thelen, president of the California Railroad Comhas been appointed supervisor of war contracts
under Quartermaster General Goethals.
mission,

The Railroad
was

Detectives'

have been held
abandoned: tliis because
out on the railroads."
to

The machine shop

oi'

convention, which
week, lias been
"unlorcscen conditions breaking
Association

Haltiiuore

the

Texas &

vote.

this

Pacific

at

The airplanes carrying letters between New York and
Washington have ci>iiiplctcd their first month's operation,
and it is announced in Washington lliat during this lime

Marshall,

they have carried over live tons of mail matter. The p<jst
department regards the demonstration as successful,
but is disappointed because the quantity of letters offered
A reduction in rates, from 24
has not met expectations.
cents an ounce to 16 cents, is under consideration. A considerable number of trips have been omitted because of fogs,
To
the total number of which, however, is not mentioned.
surmount the difficulty of fogs it is proposed to have signal
stations on the outskirts of New York and Philadelphia so
that audible signals can be given, to enable aviators to get
The distance travelled in this first month is
their bearings.
given as 11.109 miles. On June 12, Lieut. Culver made the
trip from Philadelphia to New York, in 42 minutes, or at
the rate of 127 miles an hour.

was destroyed by

Tc.\.,

cludin);

The

of

in

lire on June 9; estimated loss, inmachines, patterns and valuation records, $300,000.

boiler

shi.ip

and the erecting shop were

James N. Wallace, president

slightly

of the Central

office

damaged.

Union Trust

Company of New York, has been appointed a member of the
advisory committee to the director of the division of finance
of the Railroad .\dniinistration. The other members of the
committee, previously announced, are Franklin Q. Brown,
chairman: Festus J. Wade, and IVcderick \V. Scott.
The salary of the chief inspector of locomotive boilers of
the Interstate Commerce Commission is to be raised from
$4,000 to S5,000 a year, the salaries of the two assistant
inspectors from $3,000 to $4,000 and of the district inspectors
from $1,800 to $3,000; all by virtue of a law passed by the
Lower House of Congress, on Tune 5, and by the Senate, on
June

18.

Burlington & Quincy has organized SO
students of the L'niversity of Chicago into a special gang
will start for Sheridan, Wyo., on June 17 to spend the
summer on track work in that vicinity. This road has also
secured nearly 300 high school boys for its track gangs as
a result of a campaign which local officers have made in the
high schools.

The Chicago,

which

Employees of the Pennsylvania Railroad in military or
naval service, including those from lines both east and west
of Pittsburgh, now number 16,407. This is shown by reports
just completed for the purpose of revising the figures on
' - service flag which hangs in Broad Street Station, Phila-

When

the flag was first hung, March 20, 1918. the
Ic blue star in the center contained the number 11.769,
ing an increase of 4,638.

'liia.

'

Scarcity of steel

is

now

so very general that the

Messengers of the Western Union Telegraph Company
were summoned before Grand Juries at Boston, New York
and \\'ashington, last Thursday morning, June 20, on charges
of carrying letters on passenger trains contrary to the postal
laws, which forbid the transmission of letters by pri\ate
parties outside the mails. These messengers were carrying
"night letters" between the cities named, and it is said that
this practice has been in vogue for several months past.
It
appears that copies of these telegrams suitable for delivery
at destination arc typewritten at the originating office, and
messengers have carried large numbers of them, presumably
because of congestion on the wires. It is said that the Post
Office Department has had knowledge of this transportation
of letters by train for several months past, but it is quite
generally assumed that the present action of the officers of
the law has been instigated by the Commercial Telegraphers'
Union, which is seeking to break down the rule of the VVestern I'nion that members of that labor organization shall
not be employed in its offices.

amount

winch may be used for railroad purposes will be determined
only after careful scrutiny.
The agreement between the
\inerican Iron and Steel institute and the War Industries
rd. providing for complete government control of the dis.ition of steel and steel products, was noticed last week.
en a railroad requires steel, the need for it must be first
roved by the Regional Director, and it must then be
-cd upon by J. Leonard Replogle, director of steel supply
the War Industries Board, who assigns the manufacture
lie of the various plants.
The steel required for the govnent cars and locomotives was allotted by Mr. Replogle
ugh the .American Iron & Steel Institute. .After the
•rity of manufacture has been established, it is then neces.:;.
to arrange for priority in transportation.

Railroad

says, in part:
"I am deeply gratified to learn of the large number of
railroad employees who have subscribed for the third issue
of Liberty Bonds.
.A
large number of railroad employees will receive substantial amounts of back pay.
I
.

.

The appropriation for railroad valuation was discussed in
House on Tune 14, and an efTort was made by Represent-

that the men and money employed in the work could be
Representative Shirley,
better employed in other ways.
chairman of the appropriations committee, defended the bill.

.

.

earnestly urge upon every railroad employee who has thus
secured increases in pay to invest as much as he possibly
can in the War Savings .Stamps."

The Cost

the

ative Walsh of Massachusetts to strike out the provision in
the sundry civil bill $3,500,000): but he did not succeed. Mr.
Walsh took the position that values have so increased that
the work when linished will be of but little real value, and

Men Thanked

Director General Mc.\doo has issued a circular expressing
his appreciation of the patriotism of the railroad employees
of the company who subscribed for Liberty Bonds and urging them to invest in War Savings Stamps.
The circular

of a Collision

Reports from Bardstown, Ky.. tell of a number of settlements which have been made by the Louisville & Nashville
for the death or injury of passengers in the Shepherdsville
wreck last December.
The Rev. H. H. Mashburn receives
$13,000 for the death of his wife; Lee Roby, for injuries,
$1,600; Arch Pulliam, $12,500 for the death of wife; Tom
Miller, $12,000 for the death of wife; daushters of E. T.
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Cherry, $32,000, for death of father, mother and brother;
Tom Craven, Cox Creek, $15,000, for death of wife and son;
Mack Miller, $25,000, for death of wife and son; J. B. Overall,
$16,000, for death of son and sister; Dr. R. H. Miller, $13,000,
for death of wife; three daughters of Charles Johnson, $8,000,
Nashz'illr Banner.
for death of father.

Patriotic
[From

Mr.

W.

a

Texas Station

again -\rm and Anchorage would be completed with funds

now

available.

Train-Lot Movements of Oil to Be Extended

The Car

Service Section of the United States Railroad a<Iministration held a conference at Washington on June 7,
with representatives of the various railroad regions, the

Sir

In view of the existing and ever-growing scarcity of labor,
both local and national, we the employees at this station vote
to
to reduce the force by one man, thereby adding materially
the man-power and treasury of the Government.
We believe it is no longer a matter of each man doing his
and we shall
bit, but rather a matter of doing his utmost;
distribute the work of the relieved man as equally among us
as possible, and endeavor to keep the work of the station up
(Signed by the agent, cashier and
to standard efficiency.
two operators.')

Inspection and Test Section
H. E. Smith, engineer of tests of the New York Central,
has been named as chief materials inspector of the Inspection
and Test Section of the Railroad .\dministration. He will
have charge of the inspection and testing of all the material
purchased for use of the Railroad Administration.
C. T. Markel, general foreman and Chief locomotive inspector of the Chicago & North Western, and J. A. Rickabaugh, supervising inspector of the Pennsylvania, have been
appointed respectively, chief construction inspectors of locomotive? and cars. They will have charge of the inspectors
at the various locomotive and car plants throughout the
country where the Railroad Administration has purchased
equipment.
Officers'

Training

Camp

An Engineer Officers' Training Camp will
at Camp Humphreys, Va., where
.\ugust

be opened about
2,000 candidates
for commissions as captains and first lieutenants will be
for the 17,000
provided
trained under the same facilities
engineer replacement troops now there preparing for overseas service. These facilities include the ordinary military
arrangements, and in addition, some fifteen special schools
to instruct men on such operations as mining, quarrying,
gas and flame defense, barb wire fortification, water supply
and railroad communication. Many applications for entrance
to the training camp have been received. To examine these
candidates. General Black has designated a traveling board
which will visit several of the larger cities and determine the
Candidates
physical and mental fitness of the applicants.
for first lieutenancies should be between 32 and 36 years
1

old,

No. 25

Representative Mondell, wlio spoke on behalf
Riley creek.
of the appropriations committee, defending the reduction,
said that the recommended appropriation would be sufficient
to keep the organization intact and to extend the Seward
division to the Turnagain ,\rm, while the line between Turn-

Southern Pacific Agent.]

E. Costello,

Engineer

64,

Men

Superintendent, Ennis, Tex.

Dear

Vol.

and those for captaincies, between 36 and

42.

Alaska Railroad
Charles A. Sulzer, delegate from .Alaska, made an unsuccessful effort in the House on June 15 to secure an increase
from $5,250,000 to $7,250,000 in the appropriation for continuing the work on the construction of the Alaska railway.
Mr. Sulzer said that while last year the .Alaskan Engineering
Commission obtained $14,000,000, the Department of the
Interior this year, on account of the war, reduced its estimate by 50 per cent to $7,350,000; and he presented a letter
from the acting secretary of the interior, saying that the
further decrease recommended by the appropriations committee would work a serious hardship. The letter said that
a force of over 2,500 men is now employed upon the work,
and that if the appropriation be made less than the estimate,
Mr. Sulzer said
a dispersal of the force is likely to result.
the reduction proposed by the committee would cut out the
projected extensions on the north end of the Anchorage
division from the Susitna river to Hurricane Gulch and the
south extension of the interior division from Lignite to

Fuel Administration and oil producers and refiners. The experience of the railroads in the western region in handling
oil in train lots was discussed in detail.
(The train-lot plan
was described in the Railway Age of May 24, page 1275.) It
was pointed out that the plan has proved so successful in
the "mid-continent" oil fields that there is now a surplus of
approximately 1850 tank cars in that territory. As a result
an increased output of oil is now possible. The application
of the train-lot plan of moving oil in the other railroad
regions received considerable attention at the meeting and
will be the subject of further study by the several regional
operating oflicers. A steady increase in oil traffic is expecteil
as long as the war continues.

Imported Injury Suits Not to Be Heard
judicial action following the issuance of Order
No. 26 by the director general of railroads took place in the
Hennepin county (Minn.) district court, when a personal
injury case imported from Nebraska was continued until the
end of the war. The injury sustained by the plaintiiT occurred
last year at Center City, Neb., or about 700 miles from the
court. The section of the director general's order which forbids the trial of such cases until after the period of government control aims to prevent such interference with efficient
railroad operation as would result from requiring railroad
officers and employees to ,TO long distances from their work
The action of the Minnesota court virto appear in court.
tually removed from its calendar ISO other suits of a similar
character. Minnesota tribunals, and especially the courts of
Hennepin county, have been a "dumping ground" for personal
injury suits originating all over the Northwest.

The

first

Freight Claim Agents Meet at Chicago
In response to a call by the regional director, 75 freight
claim agents from the principal western railroads met at
Chicago on June 12 to consider the formulation of uniform
rules for the settling of claims.
Methods of reducing tlie
number of claims and of investigating and disposing of claims
more promptly were also discussed. It was believed feasible
to do away with a great deal of investigation which was
necessary under corporate control of railways instead of
tracing to fix the responsibility for liability on one of the
roads participating in the movement of a shipment, some
plan will be devised according to which claim payments will
be prorated among the participating roads on a mileage or
some other basis. The reconmiendations of the meeting will
be considered by the Railroad Administration, and no doubt
will lead to some action by it in the near future.

Kailroad Administration Receives Conscience

The Railroad

Money

.Xdministration the other day received the

item for its "conscience fund" in a letter from a man
enclosed $100 to pay for various rides he had enjoyed
trains without the formality of meeting the ticket
He also enclosed an itinerary of liis
collector face to face.
free trips, which he asked to have checked up so that he
might be informed whether he owed more than the $100.
As he did not mention the dates of his rides, the Railroad
Administration is not quite sure as to the proper tariff rate
to be charged for "side-door Pullman" accommodations, nor
as to whether or not the rides were taken before ('V after
the railroads were taken under government control
Therefore, it probably will be compelled reluctantly to appear
first

who

on railroad

June

.'I,
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ihaii its corres|iomleni and will not mtask of allocating the $100 to the treasurThis is on the theory that the
ies oi tile various railroads.
conscience uf the rer>entant traveler was revived by the fact
were
taken over by the government, and
that the railroads
lli.ii he \vi«uld have been less likely to have sent the money
c.jii^i lc•nll.lu^

lc>.-<

the

tciiipi

(lil)i»;iilt

ate oiirporatioiis

!v
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port and ii maintained solely from the voluntary cuiiiributioni
Those detiring to
of those interested in making it a succett.
support the underlakiUK should remit to the First National Bank
.\tlcntion
is called
the
treasurer
of
of Deiuer, the
-he home, recently
to the "Thrift Card" plan for raiand I'ar .^^countendorsed by the Association of
n ha»
ing Officers. The secretary of tl
with
sent a Thrift Card, with one stai
the
the request that the recipient lill
i

•

I

'

U. S.

Employment

Service to Regulate Labor

yiivcrnnicnt 's to control labor distribution as com.\fter .\ugust 1. inihistrics employing more
jileii-ly as possible,
than 100 men will be required to employ common labor
The Detl:i •ui'h
the I'nited States Kmplovnicni Service
cent of Labor aims at the elimination of private coinpc-

'

>

treasurer of the mountain home.

10

workers, and all Rovernment departments and
N concerned with war production and having to do with
iiinR of contracts for war materials have agreed to its
Felix Frankfurter, assistant to Secretary of Labor,
lirman of the "War Policies Board" of the Department
ibor.
All war industries will be requested to facilitate
centralization program by stopping independent labor
iting activities which have demoralized the labor market.
a tremendous labor turnover, and kept a large part of
ivailable labor constantly jumping from one place to
for

Railroad Administration

.

WARNING

property. The
poster which is reproduced
here will be put up in conspicuous
places
in
every
Willi railroad

iini

THE FEDERAL LAW

freight

FELONY

jor.

•

osident Wilson on June 17 issued a proclamation apthe plan and urging all employers engaged in war
refrain from recruiting unskilled labor in any manner except through the central agency.

TEN YEARS IMPRISONMENT

Work

t>i

ileAl

Mf

'•«*
frtatd or d^cptMn tnm
>Ubo« hou««. pUlform. Ucuitbosl.
rcMcl. or whftrf. uiy foml* or ctuHek whidi
cofutilutc or Are ft pwt o( uty inler»UU 0»
foreign Jkipmcnt. or

To obUm by

rottd cAt.

To

buy. r«eiv«. or h.« po.«««n of .«ch
cooa* or chftttrU. kr»*.in* the »*m« to h»*«
be«n itolnv

LAW WILL BE
RIGOROUSLY PROSEOTTED

VIOLATIONS OF THIS
^

^.,,.

••.:';.':

in

and

railroad

where railroad
been subject
the past.
It is
believed that the thorough
dissemination of information concerning the severity
of punishment under the
federal law will prove of
material assistance to the
secret service of the rail-

all

places

property
twdi car with M

Claims Attorneys to Simplify Their

station,

yards and shops, on flagmen's
shanties,
on
railroad cars and, in fact, in

)

A. H. Smith, Regional Director, New York City, quoting a
letter from the Railroad .\dministration at Washington, asks
all the railroads in Eastern territory to provide for conferences of claims attorneys, looking to the adoption of a unifornt policy with respect to handling personal injury claims
while the roads are under federal control, the desire of the
administration being (1) to prevent the causing of loss or
injury: and (2) to deal with any claims which occur directly
with the person or persons affected, in the simple«t possible
way without the services of an intermediary. The federal
Tol act contemplates that suits lor personal injuries may
rought as heretofore, but provides that executions may
e levied on the property of the carrier while in the posThis means that while a jndg:>n of the Government.
may be recovered, it devolves upon the director general
rovide tor payment, and this places upon him the re!.-ibility of considering the merits of the claims and the
It is the desire C)f the
^ns to whom payment is made.
tor general that justice shall be done to all employees
arc injured in the discharge of their duties, but verdicts
•l upon prejudice or passion cannot be countenanced,
ill be the policy of the Government to discourage litigaand to deal directly with injured persons.

passenger

railroad

1

vrning
work to

Warns Thieves

The properly proleciion section oi the Railroad .Adminiswhich is being
iration has prepared a poster, 14 in. by 22 m
issued in large numbers to advise the public of the heavy
penalties
provided
under
the laws of the United States
for stealing or tampering

^^-'

theft

ways

has

in

in

against

its

campaign

thieves.

The

nianncr in which the Railroad
.Administration
has

been unifying and strengthening the detective forces of the
carriers was outlined in the Rail-cay .-/gc of May 10, page
1,158, and oi June 14, page 1.447.

Reduction

in

Mail Pay

'

-

Progress of Mountain

Home

Association

;e board of directors of the Kailnafl Men's Mountain Home
ciation announces that the organiiation now owns an entire
h of loO acres as well as three cottages and many other imements now on the property, including a spring-house and
IS.
The ranch has been the summer home of a number of
:

'

le for 25 years and one of its attractions is a remarkable view
>enver and the surroimding country for a radius of more than
:nilei.
The ranch can also be seen from Denver (20 miles)
site of the home being about 2.000 ft. higher than the city.
association hopes to have the cottat;cs ready for occupancy

ibout 60 days and will then be able to
•oly 50

primarily for convalescent
road men returning from the front. While President Wilson
independent
of government supis
approved this project, it
24.

This recuperation camp

is

rate of

•

tober 31, 1916. ".\t that instant." he said, "not the aciu.il
pay, but the annual rate of pay to the railroads increase'
However, the Post Office Department immcli
53.250,000.
alely began its readjustment of the lran«portnlion ty'r'

by a system oi'
despatching of tli.
of pay to the railPost Office Departiiitiil's cxpcclalixu ul
fully justified, as will be seen from the f'
authorized annual rate of pav ' •!'. dates:
Ocl..!.cr

.11,

l'[f..

en u.'.'-

'

accommodate approxi-

men.

ailroads in increasing numbers are encouraging their cmees to contribute to the support of the home and voluntary
ributions from individual employees of other lines are also
The creation of the home
,' received in increasing amounts.
its purpose were discussed in the Railway Age of March 22

May

compensation to the railroads for carrying the mail was over $8,000,000 less on .March 31. 1918, than
it was on October 1. 1916, according to a stalenienf bv Post"
master General Burleson, in a letter
on June 15, in reply to a statement
resulting from the establishment oi
ment. The space basis went into effect at niiUiiiiihi u! LK

The annual

Mir.h

.'1.

;']'.

.

<!

Mr. Burleson added:

anyone as to whether

i

•
.

duccd the cost of carrying tlic mails on railway lines, let
ask the railroads."
Mr. Burleson also quoted from the ar
department a statement that in 1917 the
lieved of service amounting to 11.69 per
duction in compensation was at the rate •• '1 2"* i>er
'

-

hiir.

'-

'!n'
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Chicago Track Elevation

Work

to

Go On

A

settlement has been readied between the Railroad Administration and the Chicago City Council Committee in relation to the track elevation work which has been held up
since the
railroads were taken over by the government.
Under the plan agreed upon, work amounting to $395,000 will
be carried out and expenditures aggregating $5,500,000 will
be deferred. The work on the Illinois Central's Kensington
& Eastern Line is avoided by discontinuing the operation
Work will also be
of trains over a portion of the line.
abandoned temporarily on the Chicago & Western Indiana
and on the Rock Island crossing at Cottage Grove avenue,
where the work that was contemplated involved a cost of
$4,500,000.
Track elevation work on the Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Terminal, from 64th Street to 69th Street will be

completed at a cost of $200,000. The Englewood Connecting
Railroad (Pennsylvania Lines) track elevation, to cost $1,will be deferred.
The completion of the grade
separation of Vincennes Road and Eighty Seventh Street
with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific is authorized, at a
cost of $185,000. This work is partly completed and streets
are left in a bad condition.
No agreement was reached on
the Illinois Central's South Chicago branch, involving 40
crossings within a distance of two miles, and that work will
probably be deferred.
000,000,

The Traveling Engineers' Association
The Railroad

.^dnlinistration has authorized tlie Traveling
Engineers' Association to hold the next convention at ChiThe following
cago. 111., commencing September 10, 1918.
are the subjects to be discussed:
Fuel Economy under the following heads (a) Value
(1)
of present draft appliances; can they be improved to efifect
fuel economy?
(b) Best practice for handling locomotives at
terminals to reduce coal consumption, (c) How can enginemen and firemen effect the greatest saving of fuel when locomotives are in their charge?
(d) Whether it is most economical to buy cheap fuel, at a low heat value or a higher
priced fuel at a greater heat value, (e) The most economical
method of weighing fuel when delivered to locomotives, in
order that individual records of coal used by enginemen and
firemen may be kept, (f) Superheat applied to locomotives
as effecting coal consumption.
Engine Failures causes and remedies, best methods
(2)
of investigating same, and placing responsibility.
The use of superheat steam in slide valve engines.
(3)
Drifting, relief and by-pass valves or the absence of any
one or all on superheat locomotives equipped with piston

—

valves.

Cab and cab fittings on modern locomotives, from the
(4)
viewpoint of the engineman.
How can the traveling engineer and general air brake
(5)
inspector best co-operate to improve and maintain the air
brake service?
There will be apportunity for such other matters as may
be considered of interest to the association and the railroads
under changed conditions.

Express Merger to Be Unscrambled After the War
The contract between the Railroad Administration and
the express companies, providing for a consolidation into
a single company, was the subject of a prolonged discussion.
as noted on page 1466 of this paper. The objections of the
postmaster general and the attorney general prevailed, and
as a result of the conference held on Tuesday, the following
provision was inserted in the contract:
"It is the intention that the provision herein made for
carrying on the express transportation business through
the agency of a single corporation shall continue in efifiect
only during the period of federal control; and nothing herein
contained shall be construed as sanctioning any combination
or merger of the properties or business of the express companies to last beyond that period." Another clause provides
that the express companies shall maintain their individual
corporate existence and that on the termination of federal
control their property or its equivalent shall be reconveyed
by the new corporation.
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Schweyer's Automatic Train Stop
.\n automatic train stop invented by D. H. Schweyer, of Easton, Fa., which requires no moving part on the roadway, and in
which also, the principal member depending from the locomotive

immovable,

being tried on the Colebrookdale branch of the
Reading, between Bechtelsville, Pa., and Barto,
and a public demonstration is to be made at Barto on Sunday,
is

Philadelphia

is

&

m.
depends from the right side of the locomotive,
\23.f^ in. outside the gage line of the rail, with its bottom face
This choke coil is in series
4'/i in. above the top of the rail.
with a condenser in the circuit of a steam turbine generator carried on the locomotive.
On the track, parallel to the right hand rail and 13 in. outside
the gage line is a track armature, about 30 in. long, with its
upper surface 2% in. above the top of the rail.
As the locomotive passes over a signaling point, the engine
member clears the track armature 25-4 in. and the current in the
coil, (a. c.) drops in value 50 per cent.
This current is connected to a transformer through an a. c. relay, the armature of
which drops when the current is weakened; this opens the internal circuits of two neutral relays, one clear and the other
caution; and at the same time a visual cab indicator (lamp)
is energized through a back contact.
This process stops every train. But to provide for proceed indications, the leading truck of the locomotive is insulated from
the frame, and at the moment that it passes the track armature
it is on a short insulated section of track.
On the locomotive
there is a polarized relay, in a circuit which runs from the insulated truck to the frame of the locomotive and thence to the
ground. Through the insulated truck this circuit is energized by
a local track battery, the current from which is governed by the

June
.\

23. at 10 :30 a.

choke

coil

;

condition of the block or blocks ahead, so as to energize the caution relay or the clear relay as may be appropriate.
The plans for use of this stop on an electric railway provide
for fixing a receiving coil on the locomotive so that it will hang
midway between the two running rails and S'A in. above the
plane of the top of the rails. A track coil, even with the tops of
The rethe rails, is momentarily energized by a local battery.
ceiving coil passes through the flux produced by the track coil so
that
the
clear
indication
the
moment
as to cause the caution or
at
the choke coil is under the influence of the track armature.
.\ failure of the local battery, or the breaking of a wire, would
result in the application of the brakes and the stopping of the
train.
The application of the brakes is made by means of slide
valves, operated by electro-pneumatic valves, controlled by the
relays on the engine.
Provision for service application of brakes is made by means
of an expansion reservoir, and the regulation of the degree of
reduction of air pressure is effected by varying the amount of

expansion space.
The choke coil on the locomotive is normally affected only by
other structures such as the rails of side
the track armature
tracks, or guard rails, may affect the coil but not in sufficient
degree to open the relay. .-Xny structure on or near the track
which might possibly affect the circuit on the locomotive can be
made harmless in this direction by the use of manganese steel,
which is non-magnetic.
;

Federal Managers
The following table gives a list of the federal and general
managers whose appointments have thus far been announced.
The names are arranged alphabetically by roads.

ALABAMA & VICKSBURG.— See Southern Railway.
BALTIMORE & OHIO LINES EAST.— A. W. Thompson. Federal
BALTIMORE & OHIO LINES WEST OF PARKERSBURG AND
PITTSBURGH.— C. W. Galloway, Federal Manager, Cincinnati.
BANGOR & AROOSTOOK.— P. R. Todd. Assistant to District Director
and General Manager. Bangor, Me.
BOSTON & ALBANY.- H. M. Biscoe, Federal Manager. South StaManager. Baltimore. Md.

tion,

Boston. Mass.

BOSTON & MAINE.— B. R. Pollock, Federal Manager, North Station,
BUFFALO & SUSQUEHANNA.— E. R. Darlow, General Manager,
BUFFALO, ROCHESTER & PITTSBURGH.—T. F. Brennan, General
Manager. Rochester. N. Y.
CAROLINA, CLINCHFIELD & OHIO OF SOUTH CAROLINA.—
See Southern Railway.
CENTRAL INDIANA.— See Cleveland. Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis.
CENTRAL NEW ENGLAND.— See New York, New Haven & Hartford.
CENTRAL OF GEORGIA.—W. A. Winburn. Federal Manager, SaBoston, Mass.

vannah, Ga.

June
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CENTRAL OF NEW JERSEY— Sec PhiUtldphii A Re«.lin|{
CENTRAL VERMONT— J. W. Wardlaw, Qenctal Manairr, Si.
Alban,. Vi
CHESAHKAKE 4 OHIO EAST OF LOUISVILLE. KY COLUMBUS
AND CINCINNATI. OHIO — G W. Slcvcn>. Federal Manager, Richmond. Va
CHESAPEAKE ft OHIO NORTHERN— See Chcaapeake A Ohio CHt
of Louisville. Ky.. Coliinibus and Cmonnali. Ohio.
CHESAPEAKE a OHIO OF INDIANA— C. J. Dcrbyahire, General
.

Traffic

News

Manager. Peru. Ind.

CHICAGO. MILWAUKEE

ft

ST.

PAUL.— H.

E.

Byram,

Federal

Manager. Chicago.

CHICAGO

Chicago.

F.

NORTH WESTERN.— S.

ft

G. Strickland. Federal Manager,

Waller-. General Manager.

CHICAGO. INDIANAPOLIS 4 LOU ISVI LLE — H. C. May. General
liul.
CHICAGO. KALAMAZOO 4 SAGINAW— See Michigan Central.
CHICAGO. ST. PAUL. MINNEAPOLIS ft OMAHA— A. W. Tren-

1'hc Public Service Commission of Indiana hat authorized an
increase in passenger (arcs on iiiterurban roads from 2 cenu •
mile to 2'/i cents, effective June 30.

Manager. Lafayeite.

holm. Federal Manager.

St.

Paul. Minn.

WESTERN— B. A. Worthington,
NORTHERN— See Pennaylvania Linea
CINCINNATI NORTHERN— See Cleveland. Cincinnati. Chicago

CINCINNATI. INDIANAPOLIS
ft

west o( Erie and Pittsburgh.

ft

Louis.

St

ST. LOUIS— E. M.
UNION— See Baltimore ft Ohio west o( Varkersburg and
DAYTON
DELAWARE HUDSON— F. P. Gutelius. General Manager, Albany,
New York.
DELAWARE. LACKAWANNA ft WESTERN.— E. M. Rine, General
Manager. New York.
DETROIT & MACKINAC— J. D. Hawk.. General Manager, Detroit,
Mich.
DETROIT
TOLEDO SHORE LINE.—J. P. Mam. General Manager. Detroit. Mich.
DETROIT, TOLEDO
RONTON— J. A. Gordon. General Manager.
Dciroit. Mich.
DULUTH. SOUTH SHORE
ATLANTIC— W. W. Walker, Federal

CLEVELAND. CINCINNATI. CHICAGO

ft

Co«tin, Federal Manager, Indianapolis. Ind.
ft

Pituburgh.

ft

ft

ft

1

ft

Manager, Duluth. Minn.

ERIE.— A.

Stone. Federal Manager.

J.

New

York.

GEORGIA SOUTHERN & FLORIDA— For
Southern Railway.

Federal

Manager

ace

Horace Baker. General Manager. Cincinnati, Ohio.

GRAND RAPIDS ft INDIANA— W. B. Wood, General Manager,
Grand Rapids. Mich.
GRAND TRUNK RAILWAY IN NEW ENGLAND.— L. G. Coleman.
General Manager. Portland. Mc.
GRAND TRUNK WESTERN LINES.— H. E. Whitlenberger. General
Manager. Chicago.
GREAT NORTHERN —W. P. Kcnney. Federal Manager. St. Paul. Minn.
GULF ft SHIP ISLAND.— See Illinois Central.
GULF, MOBILE
NORTHERN.— See Mobile ft Ohio.
HOCKING VALLEY.— M. S. Connors. General Manager, Columbus.
Ohio
HUDSON ft MANHATTAN.— Kcnyon B. Conger. General Manager,
ft

New York.
ILLINOIS

CENTRAL— C.

M.

Kittle.

Federal Manager, Chicago.

LAKE ERIE & PITTSBURGH— See New York Central.
LAKE ERIE ft WESTERN.— H. A. Boomer. General Manager, Inlianapolis. Ind.
LEHIGH & HUDSON RIVER.— Morris Rutherford, General Manager,
Warwick. N. Y.
LEHIGH ft NEW ENGLAND.— R. H. Wilbur. General Manager.
Philadelphia. Pa.
LEHIGH VALLEY.— F. L. Blcndinger. General Manager. New York.
LONG ISLAND— Ralph Peters. Federal Manager. New York.
LORAIN. ASHLAND ft SOUTHERN.— See Pennsylvania Lines west
Erie and Pittsburgh.
LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLE.—W. L. Mapother. Federal Manager,
Louisville. Ky.
MAINE CENTRAL.— D. C. Douglass. General Manager. Portland. He.
MICHIGAN CENTRAL.— E. D. Bronner. Federal Manager. Detroit,
M.ch.
MINNEAPOLIS. ST. PAUL ft SAULT STE. MARIE.— C. R. Huntington. Federal Manager. Minneapolis. Minn.
MISSISSIPPI CENTRAL.— Sec Illinois Central.
MOBILE & OHIO— R. V. Taylor. Federal Manager. Mobile. Ala.
NEW ORLEANS GREAT NORTH ERN.— Sec Illinois Central.
NEW RIVER. HOLSTON & WESTERN.— Sec Norfolk 4 Western.
NEW YORK CENTRAL.— P. E. Crowley. Federal Manager. New York.
NEW YORK, CHICAGO ft ST. LOUIS—J. J. Bcrnet, General Manf

ager. Cleveland. Ohio.

NEW YORK. NEW HAVEN
New Haven. Conn.
NEW YORK. ONTARIO

ft

Manager,

ft

special

appointed by Director General
year to formulate a report on uniform
and weitjhtH for the three Keneral freiitht
submit its report to the Interstate Com-

coniiniltce
in the

ft

General Manager. Indianapolis.

CINCINNATI. LEBANON

The

.Mc.\doo early

rules, descriptions

HARTFORD— E.
WESTERN— H.
J.

J.

Pearson, Federal
Nuelle.

General

Manager. Middletown. N. Y.

PHILADELPHIA ft READING.— C. H. Ewmg.
Pa.
NORTHERN PACIFIC—J. M. Hannaford. Federal
NORFOLK & WESTERN.— A. C. Needles

Federal

olassilications will

merce Commission the

latter part of next week.

Director General William G. McAdoo says that he strongendorses the movement launched by the Fuel .Administration for the early ordering of coal.
The railroad and the
fuel administrations are agreed that deliveries can be hastened
if the orders are in the hands of the dealers at an early date.

ly

.\t a recent meeting of the Traffic Club of Pittsburgh, the
following officers were elected for the ensuing year; President. J. J. Monks; tirst vice-president. George A. Buse; sec-

ond vice-president,

\V.

Townsend; third vice-president,
A. Layman; treasurer. J. F.

II.

R. L. Spencer; secretary,
Constans.

F.

The embargo which was placed, in May, against less-thancarload shipments of freight to Baltimore, Md
is still in
eflfect. and there arc no signs of its discontinuance.
The
chairman of the Baltimore committee says that consignees
continue to be very slow in removing their freight from the
stations, and that the widespread congestion in that city
has been relieved but little.
.

Return Load Bureaus, to aid intercity automobile trucks
securing profitable loads in both directions of a round trip,
have now been established in New York, Providence. Philadelphia, Syracuse. Buffalo, Cleveland and Detroit, and in
fifteen cities and towns of Connecticut and ten in New
Jersey.
This information is given in an announcement by
the National Automobile Chamber of Commerce, which says
that there are now in service between New York and Philadelphia about 150 large trucks, one company having a fleet
of more than thirty. There are over 50 regular truck routes
in Connecticut, and 22 in Maryland.
in

Shippers of fertilizer have this year made very economical
use of freight cars, figures compiled by ihe Nntinnal Fertilizer .Association showing that the aver
has been
over 30 tons, as compared with about
'\7.
The
movement of fertilizer by railroad tliv
country
last year is estimated to have been 6.4tXJ,UX) loio, and this
year it has been somewhat larger. .Assuming, however, that
there has been no increase whatever, it is calculated that, by
the heavier loading, the saving this year has been 87.137 cars.
The officers of the association have carried on a vigorous
campaign to get farmers, buying less than carload lots, to
combine their orders for fertilizers so as to enable the factories to send out only full carloads.
.

Manager.

Philadelphia.

Manager,

St.

Federal

Manager.

Paul.

Export and Import Rates

Roanoke. Va.

NORFOLK SOUTHERN—J. H. Youni-. Federal Manager. Norfolk. Va.
PENNSYLVANIA LINES EAST OF PITTSBURGH AND ERIE.—
Elisha Lee. Federal Manapcr. Pli;! .Iclphia.
PENNSYLVANIA LINES Wl.JT OF ERIE AND PITTSBURGH.—
G.

Peck. Federal Manager.
PERE
F
L.

I'-

i.urgh.

MARQUETTE— H Alfred. Federal Manager. Detroit. Mich.
PHILADELPHIA & READING— C. H. Ewing. Federal Manager.
Philadelphia. Pa.
RUTLAND— G. T. Jarvis. General Manager. Rutland. Vt.
SOUTHERN RAILWAY— E. H. Coapman. Federal Manager. WaihTOLEDO, ST. LOUIS
Manager. Toledo. Ohio.

IN MISSISSIPPI —See Mobile

Ohio.
Stevenaon. General
ft

WESTERN.— B. C.
ft
TOLEDO TERMINAL RAILROAD.— A. B. NewcIL General
ULSTER
DELAWARE.— Richard O'Sullivan, General
Kingston. N. Y.
VIRGINIA
CAROLINA— Sec Norfolk Western.
VIRGINIAN— H. Young. Federal Manager. Norfolk. Va.
WHEELING J. LAKE ERIE— H. W. McMaiter. General
Cleveland.
YAZOO
MISSISSIPPI VALLEY— Sec Illinois CentraL
ft

w

n

Manager.

piibli-hcd
I",-

Manager.

iMiiifil

a modifica-

— ;.ort
.

m•,

,

v

by that
later.

dai'

'

,..
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,

ti

.,si.

•'

i,e

'

^j||

S^

by the Tr:,from all points

i,^

piil.l.sl'.ccl

follows,

ncs.

,,id

:

eventually curt
with the coinii.:..,;.
apply on export and import busmess via
These rates will be effective Inn? 2f' tf

ft

ft

ft

but because there are important
from the Orient which were
niodity rales or
«!n.li t! o .r

;

Manager,

Toledo. Ohio.

ft

.Administration on June 19 issued
tion of its General Order No. 28 reg.Tr-i'
and import freight. These rates were
eral order which would have left in ett'

would work

ington. D. C.

SOUTHERN RAILWAY

The Railroad

.,

in

«rt.ups

Ij,

,

,,„i

J,

j,
35
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liehned in R. H. Countiss' tariff I. C. C. 1048, and all other
via
points in the United States east of the Mississippi river
the Pacific coast: Agricultural implements, machinery, oil
locoequipment,
railway
machines,
sewing
well supplies,
motives, freight and passenger cars, lubricating oils, $1.25;
cigarettes and tobacco, $1.565'2: iron and steel articles from
Colorado, 60 cents; Chicago, 75 cents; Pittsburgh and east.
The import rates via the Pacific coast include
cents.
t'5
80 cents; chinaware and glassware, $1.87;/<:
'i-reen coffee

rubber, $1.56^; silk, $7.50
and raw sugar, 875^ cents.

c.

(1.

l.V,

tea,

$1.87/,;

tin,

$1.25.
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sand shippers and transportation cotnpanies inside the State to be
present.
It is understood that it is the intention not to invite
officials to the convention.
The shipping men propose

any State

to get the business

bv the horns.

men

of the State together

at

Chicago

to take the bull

Exports Control Committee

An

Exports Control Committee to have complete control of
the movement of export freight to the ports has been created,
consisting of: Major General G.
Goethals, representing the
War Department; Rear Admiral C. J. Peoples, representing the
Navy Department; George D. Ogden. general freight agent of
the Pennsylvania, representing the Railroad Administration
P.
A. S. Franklin, representing the Shipping Control Committee,
and D. W. Cooke, vice-president of the Erie, representing the
Traffic Executive controlling Allied traffic.
It will be the duty
of this committee to inform itself .\s to the probable amount of
freight which must be exported for the prosecution of the war.
How this war freight can best be routed through the various

W

Car Service Office

and

Journal of Commerce, Neiv York.

.

;

car service section of the Railroad Administration is
department,
to establish at Chicago on July 1 a refrigerator
economical
for the purpose of facilitating the expeditious and
handling of refrigerator cars, and W. L. Barnes, assistant
manager of the car service section (Washington), will go
cars,
to Chicago, and will have supervision over refrigerator
both those of railroad and those of private ownership. There
Barnes, a
will also be established, under the charge of Mr.

The

to deal both with railroad-owned and

tank-car record office,
privately owned tank cars.

:

How much

of other essential

export traffic has to be
of local traffic necessary for each port.
The committee will have authority to select the port to which
specified freight shall be transported for trans-shipment overseas
ports.

handled.

The amount

for the use of the War and Navy Departments, the Allied governments and others. The committee will also decide the dis-

Coal Production
Bituminous coal production during the week ending June
weekly report
S was the largest in history, according to the
of the Geological Survey. The soft coal produced, including
lignite and that made into coke, is estimated at 12,465.000
net tons, an increase over the week of June 1 of approximately 1,900,000 net tons, or 17.8 per cent, and the same
increase over week of June 8, 1917. The average daily pro-

duction is estimated at 2,077,000 net tons, considerably in
excess of the 1,791,000 net tons during the week preceding,
and 1,789,000 net tons during the same week of the preceding
Anthracite shipments during the week ended June 8
year.
increased approximately 9.000 carloads or 28.3 per cent.
During the week ending June 1, 29.4 per cent of full time
output was lost for various causes, of which 8.4 per cent is
said to be attributable to car shortage.

Consolidated Ticket Offices

The Eastern Committee on Consolidation

of

Ticket Offices

reports the approximate dates fixed for opening the following-union city ticket offices;

New York— 31 W. 32nd St.. July
New York— 64 Broadway. ..July
New York— 114 W. 42nd St. July
Philadelphia
Baltimore

Cleveland

5

10

Toledo

10

Indianapolis

Boston

June 24
June 24

Cincinnati

July 1
July 1
July 10
July 10
July 15

ofSces have been in operation

The following consolidated
since the dates mentioned:
Rochester
Syracuse
Williamsport
Grand Rapids

May
May
May
May

1
1
1

23

June 1
Detroit
May 6
Washington
New York 57 Chambers St.
(280 B'way)...June 17

—

Brooklyn
Reading
Wilmington
Pittsburgh
Buffalo

Newark
Columbus
Dayton

June 17
June 10
June 17
June 17
June 17
June 17
June 17
June 17

Taking the Bull by the Horns
State's new barge canals have been in operation
than a month, and the progress toward success has
been disappointing, not only to shippers but to the United States
Government. In fact, the situation has become so acute that it
is proposed by the transportation interests of the State to take
some immediate action to prevent the remainder of the season
passing without at least demonstrating that the State has not
thrown away $154,000,000 without bringing about some improvement over the old canals. With this purpose in view, the shipping interests will hold a convention in Albany on June 26. at
which time, it is claimed, the searchlight will be turned upon
whatever impediments stand in the waiy of using the new waterways in expediting shipments between the Great Lakes and the
seaboard. Invitations have been sent out to more than a thou-

New York

now more

combined amount of all exports, as between the
various ports, so as to facilitate its handling at, and avoid congestion in, any one port.
The headquarters of the committee
will be at Washington

tribution of the

Regulations Respecting Advertising

Edward Chambers,

director, division of traffic of the Railroad
Administration, has issued a pamphlet of regulations respecting
railroad advertising, giving detailed specifications for the construction of time table folders, advertising in the Official Guide,
which is to be reduced in size, and tor other forms of advertisThe new regulations amplify the circular instructions issued
ing.
by the regional directors in March and will result in important
economies.
For the convenience of the public individual time tables are to
District time
be issued by each carrier for free distribution.
tables may be issued wherever economy or practicability can be
Uniformity for each line is to be observed.
secured thereby.
Folders are to be informative only, claims of superior service to
It is suggested that when there is a new issue
be eliminated.
because of change of time a supply only sufficient to meet the
needs of each office for not exceeding 30 days be furnished.
While standardization is to be followed as closely as possible
anv line, the service of which does not warrant a folder of the
size specified, may reduce the size to correspond with its requirements. A limited free distribution of local folders is to be
allowed in foreign territory, to meet the public need.
Except when required by state law. time table display cards,
posters, etc., showing departure of trains, or regular train
schedules, designed for posting at line stations, hotels or other
For the information of the
puljlic places are not to be used.

and ticket agents railroads may issue brief hotel and
boarding house lists. The issuance of resort publications has
but when it has been
been discontinued until further notice
determined that public policy permits they may be issued jointly,
but must be informative only atid "conservatively descriptive."
All work on such publications for the present must be discontinued. Publications informative of the agricultural possibilities of
public

;

now fully settled may be continued, but where pracPublications intended to exploit limited
or other luxurious train service, or other competitive features,
are to be discontinued. .V limited amount of advertising is permissible when reduced rates are made for special occasions.
Under the general prohibition of anything exploitative is given
a list including such things as bill boards, souvenir books, blotters
and calendars, wall maps. etc.
Detailed directions are given for representation in the Official
Guide, which is to be issued monthly as at present, "at least until
such time as it can be arranged to change train schedules less
frequently"; and no expense is to be incurred for representation
sections not

ticable should be joint.

in

anv other railwav guide.

June

21,
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can nut be lawfidly altered b>

Commission and Court News

the

ci'i'

>

plaint after hearing at which the I'liilc'l
iration is entitled to be heard.
It (ul!
Mi-w freight rate structure becomrii elfiiiiM-

pt
<•{

on com.'\dmini»-

,~mhi,

.

lj

-

..

Jum

might conllict with orders which the connr
inter prescribing rates lor the future, even ''
were entered on the hasi» of the records
pending before us. It seeins. liowrM-r ili:il
connnission can make law full>
brought priur to such federal iim
•liese r.iles

i
h..vv

:

Interstate

Commerce Commission

Tlic hearing before the Interstate (."oniinerce CoMiniission
lor the purpose of presenting arKuiiients in the Kan.sus City
Sontlierii valuation case, wliich was set for June 21 and 22,
has heen cancelled.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has denied an applicaadvance in rates,
is expected to issue a decision shortly on the oriKinal application for a 10 per cent advance.

tion of the express companie.s for a 15 per cent

hut

The Interstate Commerce Commission has issued the following
administrative ruling:
.Apparently war conditions will in the near future, because of
heavy overseas movement, necessitate the utilization of all our
ports and the allocation of vessels in accordance with the capacity
of the various ports. It is desirable under these conditions that
if a vessel is required to use a port other than the one which she
would naturally choose that she shall not be penalized in the
cost of bunker coal.
Competition of ports and of carriers has in the past led to
varied practices with regard to transportation charges on coal
These practices difTer as between the ports
for bunker use.
through which there is a substantial trans-shipment of cargo coal
and ports where there is relatively little, if any, such movement.
In view of the existing emergency conditions and the apparent
necessities of the future during the continuance of the war, the
commission is of opiniort that carriers may properly make rates
to the ports on coal delivered to vessels and that such rates may
be stated as including coal for bunker use. It docs not see any
justification for lower rates on bunker coal than on cargo coal
originating at the same point and delivered to the same vessel.
Interstate

The

Commerce Commission Rate Procedure
Commerce Commission

has issued the following regarding the procedure to be followed in rate cases during
federal control

"The

Interstate

act for the federal control of railroads

and certain recent

orders of the Director General have raised questions regarding
the status of some of the cases before the commission attacking
rates not initiated by the United States Railroad .\dministration.
Inquiry has arisen how far the existence of rates initiated under
section 10 of the federal control act will limit or preclude the
commission from making lawfully effective orders in proceedings brought prior to such initiation of rates.
"The commission has always lent its active assistance to the
settlement of complaints and difficulties between carriers and

shippers through informal adjustment. Thousands of complaints
There seems every
difficulties have been thus disposed of.
reason why under federal control this policy should be continued
with reference to complaints involving rates initiated by the
Cnited Slates Railroad .\dministration. Such action on our part
would seem to be mandatory under section S of the federal control act. and we intend to accord our advice, assistance and counderstand that the
operation to that end wherever possible.

and

We

Director General is in accord with this plan of coinpi>sing difficulties as regards rates initiated by the I'nited States Railroad
.\dministration.
"Pailing such efforts to compose difficulties or settle causes of
complaint informally, the commission is required under section
10 of the Federal Control .\ct upon complaint to enter upon a
hearing concerning the justness and reasonableness of so much
of any order made thereunder as establishes or changes any
rate, fare, charge, classilication, regulation, or practice of any
carrier under federal control. Save for the applicable provisions
of this statute the jurisdicli.Mi of the commission remains what
The commission has not ni.ide and can
it has been in the past.
not make any ccrtumitmenl which will preclude its full exercise
of the jurisdiction vested in it.
"A rate initiated by the United States Railroad .Xdministration

•'

.

'

ing complaint, where the conipl.i:
of the commission as a possible b.itis i»i .t suil .a Uu i<>i up
aration, will be disposed of on the present record i>o far as thai
matter is concerned. The same is true of cases pending in so far
as they seek reparation for damage from rates unlawfully exacted.
.MIegations of discrimination may, in certain caset, he

disposed of on the recorils now before us. W'c do
the (piesiion which has been raised whether by ;i'
pleadings in pending cases the United States Railr..,
tralion may be made a party against which a lawfully illotiw
order may be etitereil.
"The commission will, as of course, continue consideration and
reach conclusions as above indicated in |iending cases; where
it is possible to make a lawfully effective order without amendment of the pleadings that will be done; and, so far as is possible,
the records heretofore build iip will lie mailc available for the
determination of the issues. The dockets in pending cases will
be analyzed, and where it appears that doubt exists whelli<r,
without unu'iiilnient or supplemental hearing, the connni-^i"ii
can enter a lawfidly effective order, the parties will be so
'

•

i

notilied.

"Such approfiriatc changes as the federal control act may
render necessary will be mailc in the conimission's rules of
practice."

Court

News

Defeating Higher Through Rates
In the case of W. H. Settle, et al., vs. the Baltimore & Ohio,
the I'nited States Circuit Court of .Appeals, Sixth District, has
sustained the right of a shipper to make bona tide interstate

consignments of freight to an intermediate point, assume the
custody thereof and reship under a new bill-of-lading for the
purpose of defeating the higher joint through rate. The case
was taken up on error from the United States District Court
for the Southern District of Ohio, the decision of which was
reversed by the higher court.
The shipments in question all
originated south of the Ohio river and were of two classes:
lirsl,
those originally consigned to the defendants and billed
directly to Oakley, Ohio, which is within the switching district
of Cincinnati
second, those originally consigned to others in
Cincinnati or elsewhere, purchased by the defendants while in
Jt
transit and upon arrival in Cincinnati switched to Oatrlry
was the defendants' intention, frum the time of th<
receive the freight at Mailisonville. Ohio.
The n
from the point of origin to Madisonvillc in each
the sum of the interstate rate to Oakley and the local r.iu ir.mi
Oakley to Madisonvillc. Judge Knappcn, in his opinion, says
that in none of the cases citeil bv the plaintiff was the freight
actually delivered to the consignee previous to rcshipment. None
of the shipments involved the payment of a>-ni.-il dminrracr
.Ml of
charges for dela\ before reshipping.
have turned expressly or impliedly upon the
Tlity of movement actual or constructive.
shipments from Oakley to Madisonvillc, the cuil >.i> >, i> to l>c
idiiniatcly tested by the consideration whether or not there was an
actual delivery of the shipment in good faith to the consignee at
Oakley and actually a new and indcpenilenf shipment therefrom
bv defendant to Mrnfi^i'inillr while the lumber was physically
shipment thu< delivered,
.V
present and in hi:'i>eil is not, as a matter of law.
p,i.vi'-sed and iiuUi
I'ment by ihe exislrncr .if an
converted into an
original and conlinuing iiiuniion to so reship in inlrastair commerce for Ihe saving of cxiiense. In ihis case ihe ship|>rr of Ihc
freight was required lo go to the trouble of acrepling delivery
anil making reshi|iment, perhai'S submitting t« iUla>s and perhaps
lo unloading and reloading ami |Missihly to paving ilrniurraRc.
He also lost the benelit of the liability of Ihe initial carrier.—
Decided May 7, 1918.
\V. n. Settle, ct al. vs. Baltimore & Ohio.
;

i

.
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One Car Completed
of the specialties nad not yet been ordered,
Director General McAdoo's office announced on June 19 that
he had just been notified by President Woodin, of the .Ameri-

Although

Equipment and Supplies

can Car

all

& Foundry Company,

that the

first

of the 33,000

which that company held the contract had
been completed, and that work on the entire order is progressing.
The letting of this contract was announced on
freight cars for

Cars and Locomotives For Lines in France
Government is expected to place large orders
sliortly for additional cars and locomotives for service on the
military railway lines in France. General Pershing has cabled to
Washington requirements for locomotives, cars and steel which
will greatly increase the orders already placed by S. M. Felton,
director general of military railways, which include about 30,000
Tlu- United States

The number of cars and engines
cars and 2.000 locomotives.
wanted has not been given out, but it is understood that it is so
on the part of the authorities
perplexity
large as to cause some
in charge of the apportionment of the steel supply.
390 Locomotives Ordered

April 26.

This is a sample or model car built for inspection purposes
and does not necessarily conform to complete final specifications.

For the purpose of facilitating delivery of cars and locomotives ordered, Central .\dvisory Purchasing Committee
has established a procurement section which will follow up
and expedite the delivery by keeping in close touch with
progress of work at different plants and by rendering such
assistance as possible in the procurement and delivery of
materials needed.
This section will be in charge of H. C.
Peare.
His office is at Washington, and he succeeds the
Advisory Committee on Materials.

locomotives, mentioned last
week, as about to be placed by the Railroad .\dministration,
has now been placed.

The order

fur .590 additional

Car and Locomotive Specialties
Central Advisory Purchasing Committee has announced the following additional awards for specialties for
the government cars and locomotives:

The

Machinery and Tools
The Chicago. 1ndi.\n.\polis & Louisville has issued an inquiry for four 36-in. x 12-ft. engine lathes, four 24-in. x 10-ft.
engine lathes, four 42-in. boring mills with bar head, three 30-in.
planers, two air compressors of 1,500 cu. ft. per min. capacity,
and one of 500 cu ft. per min. capacity.

Locomotives
coiineclion

Metallic

.'Springs
riirottle

Rolled

400 Franklin Ry. Supply Co.
.?S5 Barco Mfg. Company.
240 Greenlaw Mfg. Co.
To be purchased by builders.
\11 Chambers Valve Company.

valves
steel

wheels

Yokes for tenders

Track Specialties

between

engine and tender

(cast steel)

The Norfolk & Western
The New

Forged Steel Wheel Company.
Standard Steel Works Company.
.Ml, Buckeye Steel Castings Co.

Wheels

(steel)

Wheels

(cast

Bostwick-Lvon Bronze Co.
Southern Brass Company.
Keystone Bronze Company.

126,000
13,000
13.000
16,000
16,000
20,000
S.OOO
8,000
4,000
8.000
4,000
56.000
248,000
64.000
32,000
16.000

iron)

Wheel Company.
Brown Company.

Griffin

Buffalo Car Wlieel Fdy. Co.
Bass Foundry & Mach. Co.

New York Car Wheel Wks.
Car Wheel Company.
Ramapo Iron Works.
Southern Wheel Co.
Standard Steel Works Co.
Albany Car Wheel Co.
Louisville Car Wheel & Rv. Sup. Co.
Pressed Steel Car Company.
.\merican Car & Foundry Company.
Haskell & Barker Car Co.
Mt. Vernon Car Mfg. Company.
Lenoir Car Works.
National

25,000 single sheathed box.

fixtures

25.000 double sheathed box.

operating

mechanism... Composite gondola and 55 ton hopper cars.
Combination of car builders design with
Enterprise safety lowering device.
Murphy, Standard Ry. Equipment Co.
Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing Co.

K„„fj

Snrings

...

cock

holders

Ratchet brake

St.

Louis

is

inquiring for 1,700

The Baltimore & Ohio

has placed an order with a Pittsburgh

concern for 1,000 kegs of spikes.

Balance of order to be placed later.
3,000 Midvale Steel & Ordnance Co.

Union Metal Products Company.

.Angle

inquiring for 8,000 kegs of spikes.

The Pennsylvania Lines have ordered 3,000 kegs of spikes of
two Pittsburgh companies.

Camel Company.

Duiir

&

Haskell & Barker Car Co.

7„';00 Forged Steel Wheel Company.
2,500 Carnegie Steel Company.

Door

is

kegs of spikes.

Cars
8,000
10,000
11,000
20,000

lournal bearings

York, Chicago

levers

17,000
16,500
16.500
10.000
5,250
5.500
5,350
2,400
52,000
3.000
7,500
7,500
1,500
.Ml

Hutchins

Car

Roofing

Company.

Steel Foundries.
Crucible Steel Co.
Union Spring & Mfg. Co.
Pittsburgh Spring & Steel Co.
Ft. Pitt Spring & Mfg. Co.
Railway Steel Springs Co.
W. C. Mitchell Spring Works.
Pressed Steel Car Company.

.•\merican

Standard Steel Car Company.
Keith Ry. Equipment Company.

Railway Devices Company.

For composite gondolas and 55 ton hoppers
25.000 Robert H. Blackall.
20,000 Railway Devices Company.

Orders for the plates, bars and shapes for the cars and
locomotives have been distributed among the steel companies.

—

Light Railways in Prussia. The aggregate mileage of light
railways in Prussia at the end of March, 1917, was about 6,705
miles as against about 6,659 miles at the end of the previous fiscal
year.
The gages of these lines varied between 2 ft. and the
German standard gage (4 ft. Syi in.). The capital invested at
the end of March, 1917, was nearly $185,000,000.

The Railway Bo.\rd of India has sanctioned the following
.V meter gage
surveys by the Darjecling-Himalayan Raihvay
line from Oslampur to Siliguri. via Titalia, a distance of about
36 miles; a meter gage line from Titalia or Ramgunge to Jalfor converting the Kissenpaiguri, a distance of about 22 miles
:

;

gunge-Islampur line from the 2 ft. to the meter gage, a distance
of about 18 miles; and for\ a 2-ft. gage line from Islamour to
Dinajpur via Lahirce Hat with a branch from Lahiree Hat to
Haldibari, a disfance of about 89 miles.

—

The Uruguayan Railway Purchase. Private advices refrom Buenos Aires state that the bill pending in the
Uruguayan Congress, which would authorize the government to
purchase the Uruguayan Central Railway and a number of public

ceived

from British interests, provides for the issuance of government bonds to the amount of 65,000,000 pesos, or $67,000,000
In order to insure the success of the flotain American money.
tion, the measure contains the rather unusual feature of comutilities

pelling exporters to receive 25 per cent of the selling price of
It is explained that capital is comtheir goods in these bonds.

paratively scarce in L'ruguay and, inasmuch as those engaged in
at
the export trade arc the most prosperous class in the country
the moment, it is the intention of the government to conscript
forcing them
a part of their newly acquired wealth in the sense of
to subscribe to the bonds.— Broorf Street Gossip in the Wall Street

Journal.

June
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and two or more acres of

,

Supply Trade

The

plant will lie
IJ5 ft
used mainly for the manufacture of steel catlingii for railroad
cars.
This lran>iaction diiipi>kei <i{ the tmaller of two pieces
of property of the Whiting loundry & Kqiiipmeni I'ompany
at llar\ey.

UlllUIIIIKIMIUUIIIIiUltMtUttlllllUIIIIIIOItl

News

land.

iiiiirMHMriliMiuii

Stanley

W. M. Bosworth

has resigned as mechanical engineer of
tlic Norfolk St.iitlirrn lo nu iiilo the engineering department
of the riiilerlced Stoker Company, Chicago, III.

sriiijiivr

W.
in

^^^

directors of the rullinan Company on June 10 elected
Kane secretary. >uccccding A. S. Weinsheimer, deceased, and Charles S. Sweet, formerly chief clerk in the
president's olhce, was elected assistant secretary, succeeding

^^

M

I

^^^

^H|^^^-<

^^^^^^*

^^L^^^|K
^^^^L ^^^^^fc^
A^^^
^L

Company,

tlir

Sparks street, Ottawa. Canada, with branch
Montreal. Winnipeg and Vancouver), as sole representatives in Canada.

l'>U(>.

Mr.

(.i58-.!oO

^^^^^^^^^k ^^k^^^V

olVices at

David T. Hallberg, whose promotion to

district sales

1'

iS:

wa, Iowa, on September
II,
1885.
After
completing his education

in

schools

the

public

in that city,

he

went

Chicago in
to
19(tl,
and was there
employed in the printindustry until he
entered the passenger
and advertising department of the Atchison.
ing

& Santa Fe. in
19()5.
Later he was appointed western repre-

Topeka

the Santa
Employees' Magaand remained in
that position until he

sentative of
l-'e

zine,

entered the service of
the F &
material

M Company

as
inspector in
1910.
ShortsMay,
after that he became western representative and in January,
1918, he came to Chicago as sales representative, which position he held until his present promotion to district sales
agent, as mentioned above.
D. T. Hallberg

same city. Subsequently, he became general sales manager of the .Acme .Supply Company, with head>|uarters in
Chicago, and remained with that company until his recent
appoiiitiiieiit as iiuiitioned above.
the

The Westinghouse

Electric

&

Manufacturing

Company

has purchased the property, business and good-will of the
Kruntz Manufacturing Company, Inc., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
manufacturers of safety and semi-safety electrical and other
devices, such as auto-lock switches, distribution panels,
switchboards, floor boxes, bushings, etc. The supply department of the Westinghouse Electric & .Manufacturing CTompany will act as exclusive sales agent for the products of the
Krantz Manufacturing Company. Inc. Brooklyn, N. Y.,
continued under its present name. H. G. Hoke, of the Westinghouse Electric & Manufacturing Company, will represent
the supply ilepartment at the Krantz factory.

Frank W. Edmunds has been ap|Miiiited general eastern sales
manager of the Schroedcr Headlight & Generator Company, of
Evansville, Ind., with offices at 30 Church street. Xew York.
.Mr. Edmunds, like many
of

the

men

prominent
with

allied

supply

the railway
industry, began

his business career as

an

first

em-

ployer was the man
put up the money

who

office Ijoy.

His

for

and built the famous
"Monitor" of Civil War
days, John A. Griswold,
president
of John
A.
Griswold & Co.
With
this company
Mr. Ed-

The degree of Doctor of Engineering was conferred upon
Walter V. Turner, manager of engineering for the Westinghouse .\ir I3rake Company, by the University of Pittsburgh at
the annual Commencement, in recognition of his valuable servMr. Turner
ices to the engineering profession and to humanity.

munds stayed until it became the Troy Steel
Company and then some

considered the foremost pneumatic engineer in the world, and
has over four hundred 400) inventions, covered by U. S. patents, in use on most railways of the world and in many large

is

(

plants.

from
1906 to 1914 he
western representative
and western sales manager of the Curtain
Supply
Company, in

W. MidKlcy

G. H. Corse, Jr., has resigned as traffic manager of G.
-Amsinck Company. Xew York, to become traffic manager
of the Robertson-Cole Company, of Xew York, general exporters of motor cars, steel, etc., with headquarters at San
Francisco. Until a few months ago, Mr. Corse was foreign
passenger agent of the Union Pacific System.

industrial

the

^^^^^^^^^^K^^F
^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^

agent

M

(.'ompany, with hcadtiuarlors at Chicago, was
aiinoim.'cil in these columns on June 14, was born at < )ttumilu-

^^'

^^L'^C^
^^L

of Xew York and Chicago, announces
the appointment of the liencral Supply Conn>any, Ltd., of

of

in

CuinplctinK his educa
tion at the Lewis In
stitutc
(Chicago)
he
entered the sales department of the Great
Western Cereal Conipany, having charge of
the
wholesale
trade,
with
head<|uarlers
at
Chicago. From IW2 to

V

^B^^^
^^^

Mr. Kane.

Canada

announced

.lur, on Juiir
was born at Clii
cago in 1875.
After

^^^^

F.

Q&C

was
14,

^^^^^^
^^^^

The

The

t'liicago,

at

h'ailu-ay

Charles P. Wright, sales representative of the American
Urakc Shoe & I'miiulry t'oiupany. at Chicago, has been appointed assistant tci the vice-president, with headquarters at
Chicago, effective June I.

John

Midgley, whose appointment as western repre
rbarge of railroad Nales of the Liberty .Steel

(ompany,

I'roiliii'is

years

later

In the

meantime he had

been

made

liquidated.

and
maiuger.

secretary,

treasurer

The Universal Draft Gear Attachment Company, Chicago,
has joined with John T. Llewellyn, president of the Chicago
Malleable Castings (.'ompany and associates in the purchase
plant of the Whiting Foundry & Equipof the Harvey (III
ment Company, just wc^t of the tracks of the Baltimore &
Ohio Chicago Terminal. The stated consideration is $75,000.
The property includes a one-story building, about 400 by
i

general
then
became secretary of the
& C Company at Chicago, acting also as western representaHe rr>.ipnr«I from this
tive of the Penn<vlv»nti StrrI ''ompjinv

W. Edmundt

sales

He

Q

position

Works,

to

of

consecutive

...

Lamp
lor 15
lie

jKjji-
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mentioned above. The change becomes effective June 15.
Mr. lulnnuuls served for years on various cunuiiittees of the
Railway Supply Mauufaclurers .Association and other associations, and is now llie secretary-treasurer of the Signal Api)liance

tion

Association.

George M. Coale, whose election as vice-president of the
Duncan Lumber Company, with headquarters at Chicago,
was announced in the Railu-ay Age on June 14, was born at
In 1903 he entered the
Cosport, Ala., on May 30, 1885.
employ of the Keith Lumber Company, at Voth, Tex., as a
clerk,

remaining with that company until

was appointed

lie

assistant sales

1905, at

which time

manager of the Continental

The latter part of the
at Houston, Te.x.
following year he was elected secretary and sales manager
same company. In 1909 he became northern sales
manager for the Kirby Lumber Company, with headquarters
at t'hicago, with which company he remained until 1911, when
he returned to the Continental Lumber Company, as vicepresident. He retained that j)osition until his recent election
as vice-president in charge of railway sales of the Duncan
Lumber Company of Tortland, (Jre.

Lumber Company

of the

of

D. F. Crawford, who recently resigned as general manager
Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh, has been
tlie
Locomotive .Stoker (dnipany.
llie

elected vice-president of

headquarters at
with
When
Pittsburgh, Pa.
railway service, Mr.
Crawford obtained extensive experience in
both mechanical and
executive positions. He
w^as born at Pittsburgh
1864,

4,

and

attended the city and
private schools and also
the Pennsylvania Military College.
He entered the service of the

System

Pennsylvania
in

July,

1882,

freight

in

Bureau, and the toastmaster was S, T. Henry, vice-president
The
the Allied t onstruction Machinery Corporation.
speakers and their subjects were: F. A. Sniythe, president of
the Thew .\utijmatic Shovel Company, "Publicity in the Sales
Program"; W. T. Heatty, president, Austin Manufacturing
of

Company,

.Steel

in

.Advertising

Road

Trade

Now

and

.After

the

War."

the

columns.

tising

department,

toona shops
cember,
1885,

in

Trade Publications

De-

a
as
apprentice.

—

Wrought

vford

February 1, 1892, he was an
inspector in the test department. In February, 1892, he was
appointed assistant master mechanic of the Fort Wayne
From
sliops of the Pennsylvania Lines West of Pittsburgh.
July 1, ,1895, to November 1, 1899, he was assistant to superthe
of
System
intendent of motive power of the Northwest
Pennsylvania Lines West and on the latter date was made
superintendent motive power of the same system, where he
remained until August 1, 1903, when he was appointed general superintendent of motive power of the Pennsylvania
Lines West of Pittsburgh. On January 1, 1917, he was promoted to general manager of the Lines West. Mr. Crawford
was jjresident of the Master Mechanics' Association in 1913,
and in 1915 he was president of the Master Car Builders
Association. Since 1903, he has devoted much time and attention to the use and development of mechanical stokers
for locomotives
and during this period developed the Crawford underfeed stoker, which is in extensive use on the
Pennsylvania Lines West.
to

—

Conference of Allied Manufacturers and Publishers
Representatives of the Ijusiness and editorial departments
a large number of business papers were the guests at
luncheon at the University Club in Chicago on June 17 of
the manufacturing concerns associated with the /Mlied Construction Machinery Corporation. The occasion was a conference for the discussion of the American export situation
after the war and of the means by which the publishers and
the manufacturers can co-operate for their mutual benefit.
Announcement of the purpose of the conference was made
by D. H. Nichols, managing director of the Allied Publicity

of

Encountered

The .Allied Construction Machinery Corporation was organized chiefly to further export trade, and is now studying conditions both at home and abroad with a view
to promoting such trade for the companies associated with
it after the war.
The conference with the publishers in Chicago was the first of a series of conferences which the Allied
Manufacturers will hold with different classes of persons
and concerns with which they do business. Following the
conference in Cliicago on Monday, the manufacturers, ac-

transferring to the Al-

special
From 1889

"Problems

Machinery"; E. J. Mehren, vice-president, McGraw-Hill
Publishing Company, "The Publisher's .Ability to Serve";
Charles F. Lang, president, Lakevvood Engineering Company, "Visualizing Sales Through Publicity"; W. S. Kies,
vice-president, American International Corporation, "Foreign Trade and American Manufacturers"; James H. Foster,
president. Hydraulic Pressed Steel Company, "Manufacturing
Efficiency in War Times"; Carl A. Luster, president, Clyde
Iron Works, "The Value of Quality in Direct .Appeal"; W. H.
Taylor, president, Iron Age, "Conditions of the Iron and

companied by a number of the publishers, started on a tour
of inspection of the plants of the allied manufacturers which
will take them to Aurora, 111.; Milwaukee. Wis.; Duluth,
Minn.; Colfax Springs and Newton, Iowa; Cleveland, Ohio,
and Lorain. The final conference' between the manufacturers and publishers will be held at the Cleveland Athletic
Club on June 28. The plants to be visited are those of the
companies whose presidents appeared as speakers at the
luncheon on Monday and also of the C. H. & E. Manufacturing Company; the Sterling Wheelbarrow Company, and
the Barber-Greene Company. The purpose of the inspection
trip is to so familiarize the publishers with the plants and
products of the manufacturers as to enable the former to
give the manufacturers better service through their adver-

in

December
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Iron Pipe. .A photomicrograph showing a section
of pipe magnified 60 diameters is an interesting feature of a
folder recently issued bv the A. M. Byers Company, Pittsburgh,
The reason for the rust resisting properties of wrought
Pa.
iron is clearly brought out, and records of installation of Byers
pipes are cited in the folder.

—

Swedish Purchase of German Rails. The Swedish Railway
management has entered into a fully guaranteed agreement with
the German Steel Trust for the delivery of 80,000 tons of rails.
One-third of the deliveries

is

to be

made

in

each of the years

Payment is to be made by the deposit of
1918, 1919, and 1920.
Swedish crowns in the German Reichsbank, and about half of
the amount, reckoned at 11,500,000 crowns ($3,105,000) is to be
paid immediately.

Commerce

Reports.

—

Exemptions for British Railwavmen. A question in the
English Parliament on the exemptions from military service
granted by railway companies to railway employees received
this answer: All railway men are protected from military
service under arrangements originally made between the War
Office and the Railway Executive Committee and continued
by the Ministry of National Service. The release of railway
employees for military service is carried out under the instructions of the Railway Executive Committee, and in agreement with the men's representatives. By this agreement,

men

are released in order of medical grade, age, marital conand number of children. Any man considering himbe released out of his turn has the right of appeal to
an independent committee appointed by the Board of Trade,
and accepted by the Railway Executive Committee and the
men's unions. Railway men have tlie same rights of appeal
to tribunals on other than occupational grounds as are enditions,
self to

joyed by other men.

June

21,
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Railway Financial News

Railway

\labama, Tennessee & N'ohtiiekn.— The reorganization committee of which G. C. \':m Tuyl, Jr., president of the Metropolitan Trust

C

onipany of

New

York, is chairman, lias adopted
company. It provides for the

a reorganization plan for this
issuance of
1
$3.5(X).Ot)0, 30 year

per cent prior lien jjold
bonds, $S50,000 of which are for the cash reipiirenients of the
plan, the rest to he reserved for general corporate purposes
(Jl $J.11(..(I(X) general (Jd) ,50-year mortgage gold bonds
(3) $l.7()l).(X)0 6 per cent prcferre<l slock at par of which
$1.5i7.l<X) will be presently issuable under the plan; (4) $2..^10.000 common stock at par of which $i.4J4,(iOO (v. t. c. ) will
be presently issuable uniler the plan. The new counnon stock
will be assigned lo (leorge C. \'an Tuyl, Jr.. Louis \'. Urigbl,
lieorge K. Warren, James C". Colgate. John T. tuchrane autl
II. .-\. Smith, ti. he jointly held by them and their respective
successors as voting trustees for live years with the right
either to terminate the trust at an earlier dale; or to continue
it for a further period of three years in the event that during
the said period of live years the full rate of interest of
per
cent per annum shall not have been paid on the general mortgage
bonds for at least three jears of said period. The plan gives
the terms of exchange for existing securities and holders are
advised to deposit their holdings with the Metropolitan Trust
Company, 60 Wall street. New York City, on or before July 12.
(

—

liosTON

& Maine.

— See

editorial

comments elsewhere

in

this

issue.

Chicago, St. Paul, Minneapolis
ments elsewhere in this issue.

& Omaha. — See

cilitorial

com-

—

Denver & Rio Grande. William Salomon & Co. on the steps of
the County Court House of .\"ew York County Thursday hid
$4,000,000 for tlie right, title and interest of the Denver & Rio
Grande in the stock of the I'tah I-"uel Company, which has a
par value of $10,000,000. The banking firm acted on behalf of
the Western Pacific Railroad, which has a 95 per cent interest
in the $38,000,000 judgment against the Denver & Rio Grande,
which was obtained several months ago by the Equitable Trust
Company as trustee of the old Western Pacific first mortgage
bonds.

The remaining

5 per cent interest

is

held by the old

mortgage bondholders who did not join
The sale was conducted under a protest
Company, acting as trustee for the first
and refunding bondholders of the Denver & Rio Grande. The
bid made by Salomon & Co. places a nominal value of $12.300.000 on the Ctah I'uel property, inasmuch as the $4,000,000
price was paid for the equitv in the property over and above
the $2,300,000 Utah I-uel bonds outstanding and the $(j,000.000
cash which must be (laid to the Guaranty Trust Company to
redeem the stock which is pledged with it as trustee, as colRio Grande Western consolidated
lateral security for the
mortgage. The Bankers Trust Company's protest served notice
that that company, acting as trustee under the Denver first
and refunding mortgage, would at the proper time take such
action as may be appropriate to protect the first and refunding
bondholders' interest in the Utah Fuel stock.

Western

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting
T. H. Gatlin. assistant to vice-president of the Southern
Railway. Ila^ been appointed asiiiiitant to president, with
lie.iilqiiarlers at

)

Haltlvore & Ohio. An application has been tiled by this company with the Ohio Public Utilities (.dinmission for permission
to issue $20,000,000 5 per cent bonds. This action is understood to forecast an early request hy the company for funds
from the Railroad Administration to meet maturing eipiipnient obligations and to provide for improvements recoinmendeil by the Railroad Administration.

Pacific tirst

the reorganization.
of the Hankers Trust
in

New York

Public Servf:RiE.— This company has applied to the
ice Commission for permissiMii to issue $12,500,000 6 per cent
scries B mortgage bonds for general capital ex|)cnditures.

Philadelphia & Reading.— William K. Vanderbilt, Jr.. and C.
E. Dilkes have been elected directors to succeed .Mfred II.
Smith and William L. Kiiiter. respectively, resigned.

Western Pacihc— See Denver & Kio

Gratide.

OlTicers

Washington,

I).

C.

A. M. Schoyer, resident vice-president of the I'enntylvaniu
Lines West iif I'itlstiurgh. with ofTice at ChicaKo, has been
transferred to I'illsbiirgh, I'a., and the ChicuKu ofTicc ha«

been alxdislied.

Samuel Rea, president of the Pennsylvania Railroad and
subsidiary cmiipaiiies. has been elecleil also prenidciil and
director of the Lmig Islainl. to succeeit Ralph Peter*, who
has resigiKMl tn beci>nie federal manager nl ihe l-oiig Island.
E. S. Jouett, general attorney of the l.itiiisville iV .Sashville.
has been appMinu-d ^^eiieral counsel; ami J. H. Ellis, secretary
has been appninted treasurer, also treasurer of the Louisville,
Henderson A: St. Louis, both with headquarters at Louisville,
Ky.

Alexander R. Lawton,

\ice-prcsi<lent of the t eniral of
wilb nlfice at Sav.iiinah. (ia.. has been elected presi\\ adiey Southern, to succeed William A. Winburn, resigned to accept service witii the United Slates Kailriiail Administration.
tleiirgia,

<leiil

of the

George

M. Shriver, vice-president

Ohio, has been
the

W

elecleil vice-j>resident

asliiiigloii

Thompson, who
HaltiiiKire

&

<

I

lia^

erniinal

of

the

Ualliinore

&

and a director also of

Company,

succeeding

A.

W.

been appointed federal manager of the

Ihio eastern lines.

L. S. Smith, assistant treasurer of the

Texas

&

Pacific,

has

been appointed treasurer for the receivers of that company.
with headquarters at Dallas, Tex., effective June 2. C. W.
Veitch, secretary ami treasurer, wilh headquarters at New
York, has been retained as secretary at .New York.

H. T. Wickham, vice-president and general counsel of the
Chesapeake iV 'Ihio. is now general counsel; L. F. Sullivan,
Controller, has been appointed general auditor; J. W. Nokdy,
general auditor, has been appointed assistant general auditor,
J. A. Hancock, assistant treasurer, has been appointed
treasurer; all with headipiarters at Richmond, Va.

and

A. H. Plant, comptroller of the Southern Railway, has been
appointed cinnptroUor of the same road, also the Georgia
Southern & l-lorida. ihe .Mabaina & Vicksburg, the Carolina. Clinchfield & Ohio, ami the Carolina, Clinchheld & Ohio
of South Carolina. The following assistants to vice-president
of the .Southern have been appointed on the same roads:
G. W. Taylor, staff ofticer. transportation; J. Hainen, staff
olVicer, MR. liaiiical; F. W. Brown, staff oflicer. headquarters;

H. H. Laughton, staff oflicer, materials and supplies; W. H.
Gatchell, slalT ofVucr. loss and damage prevention; Alex.
Grant, mail iraffic manager, and W. M. Nctherland, manager
Randall Clifton, freight traflic manager, has
dining cars.
been appointed traflic manager, and E. H. Shaw, freight
traflic manager, has been ap|>ointed assistant traffic manager.
.Ml with headquarters at Washington. I). (,".

Operating
Ralph Peters, president of the Long Island, has been appoiiiieil federal manager, with office at New York.

W. P. Kenney, president of the Great Northern, has been
appointed federal manager, wilh headquarters at St. Paul,
Minn.

W.

J.

Harahan, president of the Seaboard Aif Line, with
Norfolk. \'a.. has been appointed federal
at

headquarters

manager.
A. T. Hardin, vicc-presi<lent of the New York Central,
has been appointed assistant regional director. Eastern
Railways, with office at New York city.
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H. L. Ingersoll, assistant to the president of the New York
Central, has lieen appointed mechanical assistant in the
ottice (it tlie eastern regional director. New York city.

Lines West of Pittsburg, has resigned to become vice-president of the Locomotive Stoker Company, with headquarters
at Pittsburg, Pa., as mentioned in another column.

the Northern Pacific, has
J, M, Hannaford, president of
been appoinu-d federal nianaser, with headquarters at St.
Paul, Minn.

C. M. Kittle, federal manager of the Illinois Central, the
Yazoo & Mississippi Valley and the Gulf & Ship Island, has
been appointed federal manager also of the Mississippi

H. E. Byram, president of tlie Chicago, Kfilwaukee & St.
Paul has been appointed federal manager, with headquarters
at Chicago.
B. A. Worthington, president of the Cincinnati, Indianapolis & Western, has been appointed general manager, with
office at Indianapolis, Ind.

T. F. Brennan, vice-president of the Bufifalo, Rochester &
Pittsburgh, lias been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Rochester, N. Y.

Richard O'Sullivan, superintendent of the Ulster & Delaware, has been appointed general manager, with lieadquarters at Kingston, N. Y.

George E. Evans, fourth vice-president
Nashville,

has

headquarters

been

appointed

at Louisville,

staff'

of the Louisville &
operation, with

officer

—

Ky.

R. H. Wilbur, vice-president and general tnanager of the
Lehigh & New England, has been appointed general manager,
with office at Pliiladelphia, Pa.

Central and the New Orleans Great Northern, with headquarters at Chicago, 111.

James Shannon, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, has
been appointed superintendent of the Pasco division, with
headquarters at Pasco, Wash., vice W. C. Sloan, who has
been granted leave of absence to enter military service
overseas.

L. C. Gilman, president of the Spokane & Island Empire
and of the Spokane, Portland & Seattle, has been appointed
district director of the Puget Sound district, in charge of
railroad operation in Washington and Oregon, with head-

quarters at Seattle,

M.

Wash.

Gormley, operating assistant to regional director,
western, railroads, has been appointed assistant regional
director of the northwestern railroads, and J. G. Woodworth,
traffic assistant in western region, has been appointed traffic
J.

assistant in

nortliwestern region.

Anderson has been appointed trainmaster
Cherokee, Siou.x h'alls and Onawa districts of the
Ira L.

of

the

Illinois

the
J. D. Hawks, vice-president and general manager of
Detroit & Mackinac, has been appointed general manager,
with headquarters at Detroit, Mich.

with headquarters at Cherokee, Iowa, succeeding
William E. Ausman, resigned to enter military service,

H, C. May, superintendent of motive power of the Chicago,
Indianapolis & Louisville, has been appointed general man-

L. Mapother, federal manager of the Louisville &
Nashville and the Louisville. Henderson & St. Louis, with
headquarters at Louisville, Ky., has been appointed federal
manager also of the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis and
the Tennessee Central.

ager, with office at

La

Fayette, Ind.

of the New York,
& Western, has been appointed general manager,
with headquarters at Middletown, N. Y.

H. Nuelle, general superintendent

J.

(Jntario

H.
the

W. McMaster, vice-president and general manager of
Wheeling & Lake Erie, has been appointed general

manager, with

office at

Cleveland, Ohio.

Morris Rutherford, vice-president and general manager of
the Lehigh & Hudson River, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Warwick, N. Y.
J. J. Bernet, president and general manager of the NewYork, Chicago & St. Louis, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Cleveland, Ohio.

G. R. Huntington, general manager of the Minneapolis,
St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, has been appointed federal
manager, witli headqarters at Minneapolis, Minn.

Central,

effective

June

7.

W.

M.

J.

Wise, assistant to general manager of the Mobile &
office at Mobile, Ala., has been appointed staff'
& Ohio and the Gulf, Mobile

Ohio, with
officer

—

operation, of the Mobile

& Northern. The staff officer will assist the federal manager in all details of operation.
Jas. Shannon, trainmaster of the Northern Pacific, at Spokane, Wash., has been promoted to superintendent of the
Pasco division, with headquarters at Pasco, Wash., succeeding W. C. Sloan, who has been granted leave of absence to
go into military service overseas.

Stanley W. Crabbe, whose appointment as superintendent
of the Canadian Pacific, with headquarters at Schreiber, Ont.,
has

already been announced in these columns, was born on
August 9, 1885, at Teeswater, Ortt., and was

E. M. Rine, vice-president and general manager of the
Delaware, Lackawanna & Western, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at New York.

educated

in

the public

R. N. Hudson, president and general manager of the LouisHenderson & St. Louis, has been appointed general
superintendent, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

and high schools. He
began railway work on

C. H. Erwing, vice-president of the Philadelphia & Reading,
has been appointed federal manager of the same road, and
the Central of New Jersey, with office at Philadelphia, Pa.

Canadian
Pacific
as
a trackman, and has
been in the continuous
service on that road

ville,

May

Kenyon B. Conger, assistant secretary, assistant treasurer,
and real estate agent, of the Hudson & Manhattan, has been
appointed general manager, with office at New York.
A. M. Darlow, assistant to president and superintendent of
motive power, of the Buffalo & Susquehanna, has been appointed general manager, with headquarters at Bufifalo, N. Y.
J.

S.

Spelman has been appointed general superintendent

of the Western Pacific, with headquarters at San h'rancisco,
vice E. W. Mason, resigned to accept appointment as major
of engineers, U. S. Reserve.

R. V. Taylor, federal manager of the Mobile & Ohio, and
the Gulf, Mobile & Northern, has been appointed federal
manager also of the Southern Railway in Mississippi, with
lieadquarters at Mobile, .Ma.

D.

F.

Crawford,

general

<er

of

the

Pennsylvania

S.

W. Crabbe

25,

1903, with the

ever since. He served
consecutively as telegraph operator, yard
agent
and
terminal
agent, until his recent
appointment as superintendent of the same
road with headquarters
at Schreiber as above
noted.

E. T. Lamb, president of the Atlanta, Birmingham & .Atwith office at .Atlanta, Ga., has been appointed federal
of the .Atlanta, Birmingham & Atlantic, the Atlanta
& West Point, the Western Railway of Alabama, the Charleston & Western Carolina and the Frisco lines east of the
Mississippi river.

lantic,

manager

'

June
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W. Trenholm, mit

A.
the

21,

liiciiKo.

l

Si

pi iMilciit

MiiiiuM|iulis

I'aul.

.iiul

kciht.i1

& Omaha,

m.m.inci ul
has been ap-

poiiiled leilcral iinnawer. with heailnuarters at Si. I'aul,
UTiiiiiuiIs

i'hc

III

all

tlie

railroads

at

Miiiiiea|iuli$

and

Trenholm.

chition of Mr.

(^n account of the consolidation of the Evansville & Indianapolis with the ChicaRo & Eastern Illinois for opcratiuK
pvirposrs under federal iiiaii.inciiiciit, the positions held by
C. B. Falley, feeneral suiii-riiiifiulciit of the former road, at
I'crre Haute. Ind., and R. E. Farmer, assistant superintendent at the same point, have been abolished.

W. W. Walker, vice-president and general manager of
the Dululh, South Shore & .\tlantic, has been appointed
federal manager, with headquarters at Duluth, Minn.
Mr.
Walker, in atldition to his duties as federal manager of the
!>.. S. S. & .v.. will have charge of the ore. coal and grain
trallic to and from Lake Superior and upper Lake Michigan
l-.rts.

E. D. Leavitt, trainmaster of Western division of the
Si>ulhern I'acilic, lias hccu appointed assistant superintendlit
of the Stockton division, with headquarters at Stockton.
al., vice W. M. StiUman, who has accepted service with the
:.>vcrnmcnt. and F. E. Yoakum has been appointed trainlaster of tlie Western divisinu, with oflicc at Oakland Pier,
vice Mr. Leavitt.
al

i

I

I

.

Horace Baker, general manager

of the Southern Railway,
been appointed general manager of the same
the Georgia Southern & IMorida, and the .Mabama &
\'icksburg. with headquarters at Cincinnati, Ohio.
W. N.
Foreacre, general manager of the Southern Railway, lines
east, is general manager of the same lines, also of the Carolina. Clinchtield & Ohio, and Carolina, Clinchticld & Ohio
South Carolina, with headquarters at Charlotte, N. C.
lines west, lias

lines,

I

G. Cowan, assistant superintendent of the Galena division of the Chicago & North Western at Chicago, has
been promoted to superintendent, with the same headquarters, in place of B. E. Terpning, transferred to the
Wisconsin division at Chicago, succeeding G. W. Dailey,
promoted to assistant general superintendent at Huron,
S. D.
J. Leppla, assistant division superintendent at Chadron, Xeb., has been transferred to the Galena division at
Chicago, to take the place of Mr. Cowan.
J.

W. A. Baldwin, general superintendent of the Erie, lines
west, with office at Youngstown, Ohio, has been appointed
transp' •nation assistant, with jurisdiction over transportation
matters heretofore in charge of the general manager; E. T
Campbell, assistant general manager at New York, has been
appointed tralVic assistant with jurisdiction over -traffic matters.
R. E. Woodruff, superintendent of transportation, at
Youngstown, has been appointed general superintendent,
lines west, vice W. A. Baldwin, promoted; A. E. Wallace,
general superintendent at Chicago, has been appointed assistant general superintendent, lines west, and C. D. Ward,
special agent, at Jersey City Terminal, has been appointed
general agent at Chicago (with jurisdiction over Chicago and
Hammond terminals'), vice F. G. Lantz, transferred. The
jurisdiction of the general superintendent of lines west is
extended over the Marion division, and the offices of the
general superintendent at Chicago and the superintendent
of transportation, lines west, arc abolished.
Traffic

Francis LaBau, traffic manager of the New York Central
ButTalo and east thereof I. has been appointed traffic assistant to the regional director. Eastern Railways, with office at
I

city.

G. H. Ingalls,
Railroa<l. lines
traffic

with

traffic

manager of the New York Central

west of HutTalo. has been appointed resident
to the regional director. Eastern Railways,
Chicago.

assistant

office at

George

W.

Williams,

<.oiiiniercial

Isl.iiiil

F. L.

I'aiihc. at

Norman, cmnnierciul agent

of the

Grand Trunk

at

Wash., has entered the service of the Grand Trunk
Pacific Coast Steamship Co., Ltd. The Seattle and Portland
ofliccs of the (Jrand Trunk have been abulithed, effective
June 1.
Seattle,

M. Whitaker, vice-president of the Ihesapeake & Ohio,
been a|ppoinled traffic manager, with headquartem at
Richmond, Va., and R. H, Vaughan, general manager of the
nine Kidgc Dispatch, has been appointed a^'listant general
F,

has

freight agent of the C.

&

O.. with hcad<|uartcr» at Cincinnati,

Ohio.

D. E. Sullivan, northwestern freight agent of the Baltimore
Ohio, at Minneapolis, Minn., has been appointed division
freight agent at Chicago.
J. R. Lee, commercial freight
agent at Detroit, Midi., has been transferred to Toledo,
Ohio, succeeding E. C. Law, who has been appointed division
freight agent at Tidedo.
The position of commercial freight
agent of the H. ^:
al Detroit has been abolished.

&

I

i

Charles Emil Muller, who has been appointed assistant
general freight agent of the Seaboar<I .\ir Line, with headquarters at Savannah, (ia., was liorn on June 17, 1884, at Baltimore, Md., and received a college education, .\fter serving
in various capacities with the Baltimore Steam Packet Company, he entered the service in the Seaboard Air Line, in
March 1905, as soliciting freight agent, at Baltimore, Md.
He later served as contracting freight agent, and since January I, 1914 as general agent, at the same place, until his
recent appointment as assistant general freight agent, of the

same road, as above noted.

As

a result of the director general's order to eliminate off-

line traffic offices, the I'hicago

& North Western announces

number of changes in its traffic department,
10.
The following assistant general freight

a

effective

June

agents, with
headquarters at Chicago, have been appointed division freight
and passenger agents: M. J. Golden, headquarters at Boone.
Iowa; E. W. Hoops, headquarters at Chicago; H. C. Cheyney,
headquarters at Green Bay, Wis.
The following general
agents at off-line offices have been appointed iraflic agents,
with headquarters at various points on the Chicago & .North
Western: H. B. Loucks, Jr,, Aiitigo, Wis.; B. H. Bennett,
Eagle Grove, Iowa; W. L. Stannard, IVmil du Lac, Wis.;
John Mellen, Huron, S. D. C. A. Thurston, Mason City,
Iowa. The following general :it'eiit> ;it on-line points have
been appointed traffic agents: W. B. Richards, headquarters
Council Bluffs. Iowa; E. E. Benjamin, lica<li|uarlers Deadwood, S. D.; W. R. McGinnis, headquarters Norfolk. Neb.;
H. J. Wagen, general agent, at Winona, has been appointed
division freight and passenger agent, same headquarters.
;

Engineering and Rolling Stock
A. G. Smith has been appointed electrical engineer of the
Boston & .Mbany, with headquarters at Boston, Mass., vice
C.

W. Dodge,

resigned.

to president of the Norfolk
been appointed, by the federal manager, chief
of valuation, with oflicc at Roanoke, Va.

Charles

S. Churchill, assistant

& Western,

li:is

J. A. Burnett, electrical engineer of the Grand Trunk,
with office at Montreal. Que., has been appointed technical
British War Mission, Washington, D. C.

assistant with the

D. M. Goodwyn, general freight agent, of the Louisville &
Nashville, has been appointed assistant freight traffic manager, with headquarters at Louisville, Ky.

.New York

1545

\

Dctn.it. .Mi.h, ha> been appointed
division freight agent, with hr.idqiiarlrrn at l)e> Moiiiet,
Iowa, to succeed Albert W, Eberhart, dcceascn.

St.

MinticsDta Transfer, will he under the juris-

includiiiK

I'aul,

Minn,

K.nk

agent of the Chicago,

H. A. Cassil has been appointed engineer maintenance of

way

of the I'cre Marquette, with duties as assistant in track
at Detroit.

maintenance ami construction, and headiiuariers
Mich

L. J. Putnam, principal assistant engineer of the Chicago
.North Western, was promoted on June 12 to chief engineer, succeeding W. H. Finley, who was recently elected
president of the road.

&

F. J. Monahan, master mechanic, of the Memphis line of
the Loui^vlllc & Naslivillc, has been appointed ntasler meof the Birmingham division, with headquarters at
Boyles (.Ma.) shops, and T. H. Hogan has been appointed

chanic
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master mechanic of the Mempliis line,
at Paris (Tenn.) shops, vice Mr. Monahan.

with

headquarters

R. S. Parsons, assistant to president and general manager
of the Erie, has been appointed chief engineer; G. B. Owen,
chief engineer, has been appointed superintendent of maintenance; H. Knight, superintendent of maintenance, has been
appointed assistant sui)erintendent of maintenance; R. H.
Boykin, assistant superintendent of maintenance, has been
appointed assistant to superintendent of maintenance; all
with headquarters at New York. The positions of general
manager and assistant general manager have been abolished.

Middleton, valuation engineer of the Chicago, MilSt. Paul, at Chicago, has been promoted to assistant chief engineer of the Puget Sound lines, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., succeeding E. O. Reeder, who has
retired on account of ill health. T. H. Strata, valuation field
engineer, with headquarters at Minneapolis, Minn., succeeds
Mr. Middleton at Chicago, and F. M. Sloan takes the place
of Mr. Strate at Minneapolis.
E. B. Crane has been appointed assistant valuation engineer, with headquarters at
Chicago. These changes were effective on June 15.
R.

J.

&

waukee

C. E. Lindsay, division engineer of the IMohawk division
of the New York Central, with headquarters at Albany, N. Y.,
has accepted a position on the Board of Railroad Wages and
Working Conditions under the United States Railroad Administration.
W. A. Murray, division engineer of the Pennsylvania division, with office at Jersey Shore, Pa., succeeds Mr.
Lindsaj-.
G. N. Edmondson, division engineer of the Rochester division, witli lieadquarters at Rochester, N. Y.,
has been transferred to Jersey Shore, succeeding Mr.

Murray. J. W. Stevens, supervisor of tracks, with headquarters at Clearfield, Pa., has been appointed acting division
engineer, Rochester division, succeeding Mr. Edmondson.
A. R. Jones, assistant engineer in the office of engineer of
track at New York, has been appointed supervisor at Clearfield, Pa., succeeding Mr. Stevens.
A. E. Johnson, assistant
engineer on the staff of division engineer of the Eastern
division at New York, succeeds Mr. Jones.

Frank Carleton Huffman, resident engineer on construcon the Chicago & North Western has been promoted
to principal assistant engineer, succeeding L. J. Putnam,

tion,

Mr.

promoted.

man was born
ford,
26,

Ind.,

1876.

at

HuffMil-

in

Chicago & St.
Louis in June, 1903, as
rodman. During the
nati,

of the

following two years he
followed the same line
of work with the same
railroad.
to

In the latter
of 1905 he went
the
Pennsylvania

Railroad at Pittsburgh,
as
assistant
on the

engineering corps. The
following

year

work

until

Purchasing
Grice, assistant to president, of the Chesapeake &
has been appointed manager of purchases, stores and

(-)liio,

safety, with

headquarters

at

Richmond, Va.

Goldborough, assistant to president of the Erie, at
New York, has been appointed assistant to the federal manager with jurisdiction over the purchasing and stores department, and will perform other duties assigned to him.
C. S.

H. P. McQuilkin has been appointed assistant general
storekeeper of the Baltimore & Ohio, with office at Baltimore,
Md., succeeding E. W. Thornley, who has been furloughed to
accept service in the office of the Allegheny Regional Purchasing
Committee.

Special
C. Tucker, assistant to vice-president in charge of operating of the Erie, at
York, has been appointed assistant
to the federal manager with jurisdiction over the telegraph,
J.

New

employment, and safety departments, and

will

perform other

duties assigned to him.

Percy R. Flanagan, general agent of the Chicago Great
Western, at Spokane, Wash., has been assigned to duty as
property protector, with headquarters at Chicago, effective
June 1. The scope of his duties will include the protection
of shippers' property in transit, as well as the property of the
company.

Railway Officers

W.

C.

in the office of the

W.

in

Government Service

Wishart has been appointed operating
eastern regional director.

L. Barnes, assistant

statistician

New York

city.

manager

of the car service section
of the Railroad Administration (Division of Transportation)
at Washington, has been transferred to Chicago, where he
will supervise refrigerator car and tank car service.

H. C. Woodbridge, assistant to general manager of the
Buffalo. Rochester & Pittsburgh, has been appointed regional
supervisor in the Fuel Conservation section, of the United
States Railroad .Administration, with headquarters at Philadelpliia, Pa.

may

be assigned to him.

A. C. Everham, terminal engineer of the Union Pacific at
Kansas City, Mo., has been assigned to work as a supervising
constructing quartermaster, with the rank of major, in the
quartermaster's corps of the National .Army.
Major Everham is now located at Washington, D. C.

a

part

in this

W.

E.

other duties as

He entered

railway
service
with
the Cleveland, Cincin-

summer months

Mr. Huffman was engaged
promotion as noted above.

Iowa.

Bluffs,

his present

H. K. Mack has been appointed supervisor of coal traffic
for the Railroad .Administration in the southern Illinois coal
fields, w'ith headquarters at Herrin, 111., effective June 12.
Mr. Mack will have general charge of equipment and such

on October
He was eduPurdue Uni-

cated at
versity, graduating
1905.
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''•

''

Huffman

he

entered the employ of the Chicago & North Western as instrument man. Later lie was appointed assistant engineer on

H. T. Bentley, supei;intendent of motive power of the
Chicago & North Western, who has been serving at Washington as mechanical assistant in the Division of Operation
of the Railroad .Administration, has resigned that place,
and has returned to his office in Chicago. His duties at
Washington will be taken over by Frank McManamy, manager
of the locomotive section.
The announcement says that Mr.
Bentley's services have been very satisfactory, hut ill-health has
led him to ask to return to Chicago.
.As chairman of the committee on standards, he has had active charge of preparing
standards for government engines and freight cars.

Obituary

construction.

In 1908 lie became assistant state engineer of
South Dakota, at Pierre. S. D. The following year he returned to the North Western as locating engineer, with headquarters at Chicago.
In 1912 he was appointed assistant
resident engineer for the St. Louis, Peoria & North Western,
a subsidiary of the Chicago & .N'orth Western, .''ifter the St.
Louis line was completed he became resident engineer of construction, with headquarters at Chicago, having charge of
grade reduction on the Southern Illinois division, the construction of the Kinnickinnic elevator at Milwaukee, the terminal elevator at South Chicago and the clc\ator at Council

&

E. H. Spalding, dixision engineer of the Duluth, Missabe
Northern, died at his home in Duluth on May 28 at the

age of

67.

D. McNamara, passenger traftic manager of the Wabash,
died on June 17. at St. Louis, Mo., from injuries received in
an automobile collision.
J.

C.
\c\\
t

J.

Stewart, mechanical siiperintciulciit

ol

llir

\ew

York.

iS;
Hartford, with headquarters at New Haven,
died recently at Twin Lakes, Conn., at the age of 51.

Haven

oiin.,

•Sufcty-First"

now

is

eight vcars

olii

hackneyed topic; hut any one who

^
National

subject

,

.

Campaign

is

|,,^„^. ^,- ,|jj^ ^^,^^^^,^

for

a somewhat
on the
jirinted on another

and

has been in.serted in the contract under which the express
companies must Ik- uns»raml)le<l after the expiration of
government control of railways. We think we detcxt a strong
odor of jiulilic.^ about these matters.
any rate, they in-

is

n-ails tlie article

wliicii

^-^-^^^

.^^^

M

up-to-date

picture of a luijje safety organisation,
^^'" '"

Safetv-First

""*-*^

nothing

^

stale

dicate that the Railroad .Administration is capable of showing much more aggressivene.ss in dealing with railway presidents than in dealing with the politicians.
It is a disgrace
to the nation that the discriminations in rates growing out
of state and federal regulation should thus Ik- continued and

reminded that there is
alxmt it.
Ambitious

railroad officers have, totlay. as definite a field for activity
in this direction as did iliose of eight years ago, for the constant accessions of new men in tiie sen-ice and the innate

carelessness of all

mind)

men

that the asinine application of the

(except as they cultivate alertness of

call for the constant repetition of old lessons.

care

is

for the glor>- of the flag

and the pro-

humanity, a duty which often must ignore
safety.
For us who are not soldiers, Ijut who have a duty
efficiently to feed, clothe and comfort the soldiers, the prime
duty remains the same as ijefore; to keep Ixxly and mind fit
tection of helpless

for the highest efficiency.

time.

One who,

Safety-first

means safety

all

for a high cause, ignores personal safety

the
is.

but the every-day demand on the railroad
man is for that patient continuance in well-doing which often
proves more difficult than heroism.
indeed, a hero;

The

unsatisfacton.-

jwrtation system

_

.

F'eiTJetuating

Bone-Head
Regulation

is

condition

which

liie

in at the present time

country's
is

chiefly

to the trans-

Men

walk in front of moving cars, or neglect to report loose planks,
or indulge their fondness for taking risks in various ways,
Men who seem otherwise to be
just as they did in 1910.
level-headed will risk their lives to save one minute. Thousands of our railroad men have gone to France and are engaged in an enterprise where safety is rightly placed secondar>-; their first

Sherman law

|)ortation business should be perjK-tuated.

trans-

due

to

malevolent and stupid policv of
regulation of railways which prevailed
for about ten years before we entered
the great war. The railways were being

the

operated, when government control was
adopted, with the highest efficiency ever attained by any
transportation system; and that they were unable to handle
all the country's business was due to the arrest of the development of their facilities which had been caused by regulation.
Two of the worst features of our system of regulation

were the exercise of duplicated and often conflicting authorit)'
by the state and interstate commissions, and the prohibition
of the Sherman law against even,- form of co-o|>cration l>etween parallel railways. It was hoped that, with the adoption
of government control, the countr\' would be freed from the
effects of state regulation and the anti-trust law as applied
The adto transjjortation, but this hope is l)eing dissipated.
vance in freight rates, as originally planned, contemplated
bringing the state rates up to the level of the interstate rates.
The state commissions have made such a row about the
matter, however, that they have frightened the Railroad Administration, and now it is announced that where state rates
are lower than interstate they will be not lirought to the same
level.
In other words, the unfair discriminations in rates
resulting from f)Oth federal .md state regulation are to l}e
Again, the express
continued under government mntrol.
companies have been merged, for l>oth their good and that
of the public, and the merger .i- originally planned was inBut the attorneytended to be continued after the war.
general of the United States h.i^ interposed, and a provision

is

It
is

a

acknowledged

universally

the great teacher."
,
What^ Lessons
Do Collisions

,,,,

axiom

This statement

is

that

"experience

true only insofar

from such ex.
iii
-i
applicable
to similar

as the lessons obtained
jierience are

coiulition>

•

made
which

•

may

arise

at

.some

the
future.
Wrecks have
on .American railroads in the
past
and will continue to occur in the future.
Lessons
learntxl from such accidents in the past should Ik; applied
to eliminate as far as humanly possible such accidents occurring in the future.
The collision which occurred on the
Michigan Central at IvanluK-, Ind.. ai)out half way between
Gary and Hammond on the morning of June 22. appears to
have been another ca.se of plain man failure, the result iK'ing
that a large toll of human life was taken.
The annual report for the year ending June .W, 1917,
made by the Bureau of Safety to the Interstate Commerce
Commission shows that of 1 1 collisions investigatc-d which
occurred in automatic bhxk signal territory, 8 or ".> per
cent, were caused by the failure of the engineman pro|K-rly
to obey signal indications.
The point at which this accident occurred is on double
track territory equippt-d with mcxlern automatic block signals,
the roadlK'd and i)hysical properix being in ex<ellent condition and the operation of trains being under the best modem
.American railway i>ractice but still such catastrophes occur.
What is the remedy ?
Had this accident occurred with the railroads under private control certain papers would have immc-diately started
a hue and cr\' over the gross iiuoniprlrm-y of thr r<jUroads
undrr prii'atf nuinagcmrnt, and would have come forward
with a panacea to cure all ills of like nature, viz.. the substitution of government ojK-ration.
Irrespective of the fact that this particular road is under
yovemment control, and that no deficiency in the physical
|)ro{>erty exists, the wreck mi-urred.
The government has
long recommended that certain steps l)c taken to les.sen
chances of such accidents, and it would ai)pear that such
recommendations should he put in force now that the roads
It wcxild appear advisable
are under government operation.
that .some form of automatic stop should Ik- employed in
conjunction with the automatic signals to pn-vent just such
The argument has l)cen
accidents as that which occurred.
advanced that such an installation would tend to lessen the
resixjnsibility of the engineman and would put a premium
on carelessness. This need not l>e the ca.se. Such an automatic stop should Ik- so devised as to register any di-^oU-dience of a signal indication on the part of the engineman in
addition to applying the air ami ^toppini.' tin- train.
This
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record could be used for

tlie

proper administration of dis-

cipline as warranted by facts.

The railroads have long been investigating the possibilities
of automatic stops but development of such apparatus canThe development must be
not be accomplished in a day.
gradual and improvements made as found necessary, as was
the case with automatic signals.
It appears the time is past when the roads should wait
until the ideal stop can be developed before such an application is made and this is now a matter deserving the serious

consideration of the Railroad Administration.
When it is sliown that an employee is responsible for such
an accident he should be prosecuted under the criminal laws
of the state wherein the accident occurred and if found guilty
the penalty for such offense should be imposed. If employees
realized they were required to pay the penalty for acts of
carelessness greater care

would be

exercised.

Of higher rank than
he reports to a district manager.
the federal or district manager is the regional director, of
whom there are now seven. Ranking still above them are the
heads of the divisions of the Railroad Administration in

tories

to the assistant director general and
In other words, in all cases the federal
manager has at least four officers of higher rank over him,
and in some territories five. All of these officers of higher
rank have assistants of their own.
Now, in order to bring about due co-ordination of the railways it may be necessary to superimpose upon the federal
manager this hierarchy of officials, but it is evident that unless
the new organization is operated with great skill the position
of the federal manager, especially of a large road, is going to

Washington, who report
the director general.

very difficult. He will receive suggestions and instrucfrom numerous officers of higher rank, and he will have
a lot to do if he observes all these suggestions and instructions.
He will also have to perform functions formerly performed by the vice-president in charge of operation, the vice-

be

made

tions

president in charge of

The Reorganization

of the

Railways

REORGANIZATION of the railroads under government
THE
Organization
being made very complete.
operation
is

a matter of personnel, and, second, of the offices
which the officers hold and of the relations which the offices
bear to each other.
The changes being made in personnel are greater in some
sections and on some roads than in other sections and on other
roads. A larger proportion of presidents are being appointed
federal managers in the West than in the South, and a larger
proportion of the presidents in the South are becoming federal
managers than in the East. All over the country, however,
the changes in personnel being caused by the appointment of
general managers, federal managers, district managers and
In many cases viceregional directors are very considerable.
presidents are being appointed federal managers, thus succeeding to many duties formerly performed by the presidents.
In some cases general managers have been appointed federal
In other cases presidents of small roads have
managers.
In two instances
been appointed merely general managers.
regional directors have been given charge of railways in
territories in which they previously had had little or no exis,

first,

perience.

a notable fact, however, that with few exceptions the
executive and operating positions of importance have been
given to railway men, and that those to whom they have been
given have been men who already occupied high positions in
It is

the service or who had been put in line for promotion to high
positions by the managements of the railway companies. While

may be ground for criticism in the fact that the government has adopted the policy which has caused many men of
ability and experience to leave important executive positions,
nobody who believes in the ability and fitness of the higher
officers of the railways generally can offer any general critithere

cism of the appointments thus far made to the positions of
regional director, district manager, federal manager and genAlmost without exception men who are reeral manager.
garded in the railroad business as fitted by ability and experience for these places have been appointed.
The form of the new organization and the functions and
relationships of the different offices in it present an interesting contrast to the organization which existed under private
Under the old organization many railway presidents were chief executives, reporting only to their boards of
directors.
In other cases there were chairmen who outranked
In most cases, however, the chairmen handled
the presidents.
financial matters and large questions of railroad public policy,
and the president was the real chief executive of the property,
lender the new organization the federal manager of a railway
In some terrihas quite an imposing hierarchy over him.
operation.
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traffic,

and the president

of the road.

This will be especially true on a road on which the vice-president in charge of operation has been made federal manager
and no officer occupying a position equivalent to that of viceIf the
president in charge of operation has been appointed.
federal manager devotes too much of his time and energy to
carrying out the suggestions and instructions of his superiors
he will neglect work which he ought to do in order properly
If, on the
to maintain the property and serve the public.
other hand, he devotes himself intensively to operating and

maintaining the property and trying to satisfy the public, he
find himself in hot water because of failure to carry out

may

all the

suggestions and instructions of superior officers.

seems obvious that, as under the old organization of the
railways the president was the man who chiefly determined
whether the railway was managed efficiently or not, so under
the present organization the federal manager will mainly determine whether the operation of the property will be efficient
It

The success of the federal managers in getting reand the comfort or discomfort of their positions will
depend verj' largely upon the authority and freedom of action
they are given by the Washington office and by the regional
directors.
It never was true that a railway could be successfully operated from Wall Street, and it never will be true that

or not.
sults

the various parts of the railway system of the United States
can be successfully operated from Washington. The regions
into which the railways are divided even under the new or-

ganization contain an average of almost 40,000 miles of line,
and this much mileage of railway cannot be well operated
from a single headquarters. Therefore, if good results are
to be obtained the Washington office will have to delegate
very large authority and give great freedom of action to the
regional directors and tliey, in turn will have to delegate very
large authority and give great freedom of action to the
The present organization has
district and federal managers.
It easily could be allowed
the form of a great bureaucracy.
practice
of "passing the buck"
to develop the red tape and the
which are characteristic of the typical bureaucracy. There is
danger that it will develop these characteristics in any case,
and it certainly will unless the federal managers are given
large authority and opportunity, the Washington office and
the regional directors devoting themselves chiefly, not to trying
to direct in detail the operation of the properties, but to trying,
to co-ordinate their operation.
Before government control was adopted it was predicted
that it would result in the development of a great "overhead"J
organization.
This prediction is being rapidly verified/
Probal)ly without such an organization the object of securing
the operation of the railways as a single consolidated syster
could not be fully attained. It would appear, however, tha|
in the long run the cost of this overhead organization wil
approach and perhaps equal any savings which may be madi

'

,

I
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by changes or rcdut-tions in the statYs ol the individual lines.
Only subse<iucnt developments will show what increases in the
efficiency

and the economy

of operation will

t)e

secured.
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They
the diflkulty was with the shippmg situation.
were carrying freight to destinations a.s liilled, but sliip6 Mere

tiiai

While certain

HK ANNuUNCEMtNT LASi WEEK by the Secretary of War,
tlie Secretary of the Navy and Director General McAdoo
of the creation of a joint exports control committer; with complete power to control the movement of export freight, rep-

the

Ireigiil

were overcrowded

jxirti

utilized to capacity,

Control of Export Traffic

away

not available to take

the railruail.i

iiut

lliey

iithers

had delivered.
were not

routing of freight, and guod» were bcnt
When
where the boats were most numerous.

to

made

to

the

secure a

to

larger

nuiiil>er

of

Ix-iiig

had no control over

sailings

tlie

ports

efforts

were

the {xirta

T'

which were not being

resents one of the most important steps toward co-ordinating
war transportation that has yet been taken by the government.

hands of the sliipjxT and placed in the hands of the railroads, and with the creation of the exports control committee
there is sufficient authority to direct the railroads where to
put the freight anil simultaneously to direct the lx>ats to go
Moreover, the committee will i^e able to
there and get it.
develop a jwlicy which has already Ix'en under way for
some time, of using the embargo for regulative purposes.
The congested condition has improved to such an extent that

If such a committee

is

able to organize itself so as to func-

tion in accordance with its purfKjse and its authority, it is
not difficult to believe that its formation a year or two ago

might have prevented most of the difficulties, at least from
an operating standpoint, that led to the government's commandeering of the railroads; but, like many other things that
are now being done, its necessity was not sufficiently
recognized until after bitter exp)erience had taught the lesson.
It is not only the duty of the committee to inform itself as
to the [Tohable amount of freight which must be exported
for the prosecution of the war, how this freight can best be
routed through the various ports, how much other essential

export traffic must Ik' handled and the amount of local traffic
necessary for each port, but the functions of the committee
It is to have authority to select
are far more than advisory.
the pon to which specific freight shall be transported for
trans-shipment overseas for the use of the army and navy, the
allied governments and others, and it is given the responsibility of deciding the distribution of the combined amount
of all e.xpcrts as between the various ports so as to facilitate
its handling at any one port and to avoid congestion at any
one fxirt. In order to carry out its important task with full
knowledge of the various requirements, the committee consists of authon'tative representatives of the War and Navy
Departments, the Railroad Administration and the shipping
interests and the Traffic Executive controlling the allied

Its organization is the result not only of numerous
conferences lietween all interests involved, but of numerous
special studies that have Ijeen made by experts representing

trafi&c.

the Railraid .\dniinistration and the Shipping Board into
the conditions surrounding export traffic.
Long before the United States entered the war, the results
of a lack of co-ordination and control of export traffic were
made evident in seinous congestion iliroughout the eastern
industrial section and particularly at the North Atlantic port

Shippers who received their money for goods
consigned to the allied governments as soon as the freight
was loaded on cars were naturally over-zealous in starting
freight toward the ports regardless of the possibilities of
handling it at destination or of the capacity of boats to carry
At a time when the country had not yet
it across the ocean.
awakened to the seriousness of the situation railroads were
too reluctant to place drastic embargoes and rather than

terminals.

risk the unpopularity of doing so. tried to

crowd more freight

through the neck of the bottle than could be accommodated.
When the embargoes finally were placed it was too late.
More freight than could be transshipped had licen carried to
the eastern terminals, choking the main lines as well as
yard and terminal tracks, and when this situation developed
to such an extent that it was necessary to unload freight on
the ground, the congested condition extended so far back

toward the west that it was difficult to return empty car?.
unpopularity of the embargo was so great that freight
would often be embargoed half way towards its destination
and intermediate lines were blocked in both directions.
This condition became steadily more acute and. while many
people blamed the railroads, the railroads retorted by saying

The

utilize*!

to capacity the

shijiping in-

said that the freight offered at those jxirts was not
sufficient to justify them in .sending ves.sels there.
terests

Now

the

routing of

freight

has been taken out of

tlie

it is not necessary to use emijargoes to prevent the movement
of freight, but they may be used to prevent it from going

in

the

wrong direction.
When embargoes were formerly
an emergency measure to \tc a]>plied whenever and

treated as

wherever the necessity txjcame evident or, as tOf> frequently
happened, a little bit after that time, they frequently caught
the freight part way to its destination in such a way that
it could move neither backward nor fonvard, but only added
Now it is possible to apply the embargo
to the congestion.
at the point of origin so that consignments will not be sent
to ports where they cannot be handled, but may lie diverted
to places where they are needcxl and can \>c acconunodated.
This is expected to develop a much more intensive u.se of
the South Atlantic and Gulf ports, which still have much unutilized capacity

and

still

greater potential capacity.

Changing Wheels on Freight Cars
.\LMOST nonc of thc repairs ordinarily included
everyday maintenance of freight cars which can
long be overlooked for the sake of the immediate advantage
without seriously impairing future transportation capacity.
There are some repairs, however, which, for the sake of
safety, must not be neglected even for temporary advanTruck repairs belong to this class. That tliere has
tage.
been some neglect of this important matter is indicated by
the epidemic of truck failures generally experienced last
These failures may in part be attributed to the
winter.
extraordinary weather conditions prevailing, but the one great
underlying cause was probably the letting down of the
standard of wheel maintenance, permitting defective wheels
to remain too long in service before removing them.
Defective wheels are not only unsafe in themselves, but
may result in more deterioration of the whole structure of
the car. especially the truck, in one mile than would ordiThere should
narily occur in himdreds of miles of service.
be a general raising of the standard of wheel conditions.
the
before
they
reach
M. C. B.
changed
Wheels should be
limits rather than a little after these limits arc reached.
The average car load has materially increased during the
past year, owing to heavier loading of all cla.eses of cars,
and, on many lines, to an increase in the proportion of
commodity freight moved in maximum capacity loads. Furthermore, war conditions have forced a lowering of former
Truck failures mean
standards of track maintenance.
wrecks and consequent loss of equipment and lading, and
movement.
.At present we
suspension
of
traffic
temporary'
can ill afford to stand any of these losses. Safety, therefore,
demands that the condition of wheels be improved bjr s

THERE

.\Kt

in the
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more

rigid inspection

and changing of the wheels of

passing over the repair track, before the
have been exceeded.

M.

C.

all cars

B. limits

Seaboard Air Line
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from the new line
and a larger proportionate operating income, justify the belief that so far as actual showing is concerned, the road
will do well in 1918.
It would appear that the Seaboard is one of the companies which will suffer a real injustice if an adjustment is
not made in working out the compensation to provide for

will have the further increased revenues

(~\y! THE BASIS of actual operation and earnings in the
^^ calendar year 1917, the prospects for the Seaboard Air
Line would be good. Notwithstanding the fact that labor
costs were increased $1,350,000 b.v war conditions in 1917
as compared with 1916, and fuel costs by $814,000, the company after having paid these extraordinarily high expenses,
interest charges and the full 5, per cent interest on the ad-

On the other
justment bonds had a surplus of $854,000.
hand, if the company is to be compensated only on the basis
of the average operating income for the three years ended
June 30, 1917, as provided for in the railroad control bill,
there will be apparently but a few thousand dollars left
The fiscal
after paying interest on the adjustment bonds.
year 1915 was a very severe strain on the Seaboard and,

while the calendar year 1916 was a good one, the fiscal
June 30, 1916, was not so favorable.
According to the tables which were prepared for the Railway E.xecutives' .\dvisory Committee, the average operating
income, as arrived at for purposes of working out the com-

year, ended

pensation under the railroad control bill, is $6,455,000. The
company has about $400,000 other income, but interest
charges, rentals, and the 5 per cent adjustment bonds interest call for $6,370,000.
Total operating revenues amounted to $30,345,000 in
It must be remembered
1917, an increase of $4,160,000.
the new short line, which the Seaboard built from
Charleston, S. C, and Savannah, Ga., was not opened un1917.
The added revenue and the
til after the close of
greater economy of two lines from Hamlet, X. C, to Savan-

that

nah were, therefore, not available.
January 1, 1918, and should add

The new

line

was opened

to revenues as well as de-

crease the cost of handling through business from Florida
to

Richmond and Xorfolk.

The

facts,

therefore, that the

1917 gross revenues increased by 15.89 per cent and operating expenses by 23.87 per cent, and in 1918 the Seaboard

In view of this situation, it is understood that
make application for an increase in its
compensation to cover at least the interest on the investment occasioned by the cost of these lines, which will amount
to at least $850,000.
It is also understood that it has in
special cases.

the Seaboard will

June
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tlu- making of other just claims which will
add to this aiuouiit.
The operation of the road was seriously hampered by the
Common laltor, espc-cially, was
shortajii- of lal>or in 1*^17.

conu-mplaiiuii

to prtxure in the quantities ncx-dful;
addition to the increased price of coul, a much
heavier labor charge had to be paid to get this coiil jilaced
on tentk'rs. Track. lalx)r was particularly scarce and poor.
There was $o, 216,000 spent for maintenance of way in
1917, an increase of only a few thousand dollars over 1916;
i)Ut the 1917 expenditure rei)resented less work done than
was done in 191o and is not an accurate measure of the
amount that would have he-en spent had track labor been

almost
thus,

im|K)ssiljle

in

availai)le.

Maintenance of ecjuipment cost $5,105,000, an increase
lioth increased cost of labor and
over 1910 of $1,195,000.
increased costs of materials figured in this maintenance of
ec|uipment e.xpenditure.
Transportation expenses amounted to $10,252,000, an inThe increase in fuel cost
crease of $2,560,000 over 1916.

Higher wages paid to enginehas already been mentioned.
men and trainmen affected the Seaboard as if did all other
roads that were forced to grant higher wages to the brothTliere
erhoods under the guise of an eight-hour day law.
were other costs, however, which bore particularly heavy on
the Seaboard as, for instance, labor at stations which, in
1917, cost 5567,000, an increase of $108,000 over 1916.
Yard conductors" and yard foremen's wages amounted to
$159,000 in 1917, an increase of over $50,000, or nearly
50 per cent.
The following table shows the percentage of each class
of operating expenses to total operating revenues:

Mainlenancc of way
Nraintcnance of equipment
TraiBc expenses
Transportation expenses
Miscellaneous expenses
General expenses
Total

1917

1916

10.60

12.17

14.93

16.82
3.07

4.47

37.40
0.67

33.07
0.58

3.11

2.90

71.57

66.96

amounted to 57,777,000, an increase
Freight revenues amounted to $19,674,000,
an increase of $1,462,000. The tonnage of freight carried
totalled 10.729,000, an increase over the previous year of
only 2.22 jier cent; but the average length of haul was 192
The average rate
miles, an increase of over l.i per cent.
per ton per mile was 9.56 mills, or 1.75 per cent lower than in
1916.
The average trainload was .^59 tons in 1917 as
The carlaiding was considerably
again.st .i55 tons in 1916.
better in 1917; the average being 17.68 tons as against 16.18
including company freight,
1916;
and
freight,
tons in
on all
the average carload was 20..n as against 18.2.3, an increase
of more than 10 per cent.
Tlie following table shows the principal figures for operation in 1917 as compared with 1916:
Pas,*enger revenues

of $2,428,000.

1917
-Average mileage operated
Freight revenue

Passenger revenue
ToUl operating revenue

Maintenance of way and structures..
Maintenance of equipment
expenses
Transportation expenses
General expenses
Total operating expenseTr.iffic

Taxes
Operating income
Gross income
Net income
Interest on 5 per cent income bonds..
Surplus

1916

3.461

3,452

$19,674,328
7,777,069
30,345,146

$18,211,895
5.348.979

3.215.505

5,105,472

3.187.M4
7S'''~~'

931.259
11,347.770
944.919
21.717.178

17.531.907

26,184.487

!»,'

7-^,i;.i

1.380.253

1.3in.6'>I

7,237.881

7.J

7,629.257

T

2,104.067

;•'

1.250,000

I,250.ori0

854,067

1,612,011

-

•

A

Report "Greatly Exaggerated"
I....

To

i.<,iLe.

Ky

Kihiok:
In your issue of May .5, page 1152, you say that Patrick
Ryan, locomotive engineman of the Illinois Central, member of the .\mi-rican Railway Engineers' Regiment in France,
was killed in action on .\[(ril Ih. This is not correct.
Pat Ryan was traveling engineer on Kentucky division
nil-.

when he enlisted in the Kngineers'
Regiment, and I am today in receipt of a letter froin Pat in
which he states that he is n*t dead but that they are using
him for a traveling crane in the iiack shop of a French locomotive works. He stands (> ft. 4 in. in his stocking feet and
.*ays he is able to pick up a French locomotive under each arm
T. E. Hill,
and place it where it is desired!

of the Illinois Central

Superintinilcni Kentucky Division.

Illinoio

C'eniral

General Order No. 20
.-:.

To THE

.\U»y"«,

Pa.

Editor:

In the writer's opinion General Order No. 20 is based
on the idea that every person who has anything to do with

statements, bills,
live

up

etc.,

will consider

it

his

patriotic duty to

to the intent of the order to the best of his ability,

without taking advantage of the injunction which the order
places on the road against which the billing is rendered.
That all of us are not playing the game fairly is illustrated
by the following actual case where the billing road takes advantage of the protection against chccking'and ab.solutely disregards the last sentence of the order, which reads:
"The carrier rendering such istatements, bills, etc., shall
take the necessary measures to insure the correctness thereof."
A car repair bill was recently rendered which contained
charges made against nearly 100 cars; 46 per cent of the
cars and 39 ]>ct cent of the amount of the charges did not
belong to the road billed.
These errors were so apparent
that a glance detected them and checking was not necessary.
Request was made for correction and the only reply made
by the billing road was the following notation made on
the original rc<iuest for correction:
"See Order Xo. 20 of
.April 22, 191S; withdraw exception."
While no road should pick up errors in violation to Order
Xo. 20 it is absolutely necessary to take some step to prevent deliberate attempts to bluff such glaring errors to a
conclusion.
It

not

is

making the bill did
General Order Xo. 20, which was men-

evident either that the person

fully

digest

tioned as backing for the billing road's position, or it was a
deliberate attempt to "put one over."
Ordinary precaution
was not exercised to get the correct initials of the cars repaired when the repair cards were made out tx-cause it would

be very unusual to get 46 per cent of the car initials wrong,
when the repairs were supposed to be made at
twelve different places on the billing road.
.Again, the
person who made the bill did not u-«e the Equipment Register
to ascertain whether the cars belonged to the road billed.
If
railroads are going to live up to General Order Xo. 20 in not
checking car repair bills and bills can Ix? rendered lor
cars that do not belong to the roads billed against, what is to
prevent the billing of half a dozen roads for the same repairs?
What such proceedings will lead to is very apparent and they
should be nipped in the bud.
E. F. GnTN,
Mcehanical Enirineer. Pitisharth. Shawmut * Vnrihem.
especially

Ttmporary End of Double Track

in

the

East Approach

Cut of the Sherman

11:11

Tunnels

Completing the Double Track on the Union Pacific
Heavy

Traffic Necessitated the Construction of 96 Miles
of

Second Main Line During 1917
and 1902 and in consesuch grade revisions as were made in this recent
work do not radically affect the existing operating arrangeIn general the prosecution of this work was charments.
acterized by an effort to complete short sections of the second track as quickly as possible in order that they could
be turned over to the operating department immediately, and
these additions to the existing double track, made from time
to time during the course of the work, did much to relieve
the congestion of traffic under which the operating departstruction carried out between 1898

NEW IMPROVEMENTS

Carried on by the railroads during
the past year are of greater importance as a war necessity than the closing of the last gaps in the double

cjuence

Omaha, Neb., and
over this important artery of
the country's commerce has increased greatly during the last
IS years, but the enormous impetus which war activities
have given to the transportation of various commodities from
the Pacific coast, combined with the almost total absence of
track line of the

Union

Granger, Wyo.

The

Pacific between

traffic

shipping via the Panama Canal has imposed an unusually
heavy burden on the Union Pacitic, and in consequence the
96 miles of single track still remaining at the beginning
of 1917 constituted a most serious obstacle to the free move-

ment was laboring.

A

Comparison

of Traffic Densities

ment of the traffic.
This single track was

Some idea of the growth of the traffic on the Union Pacific
mav be gained from a comparison of the train movements

Wvo., to Archer,

at the present

a

in three sections: from Pine Bluffs,
distance of 33.35 miles in the engine

Map

of

Union

Pacific Lines in

Wyoming, Showing

between Sidney, Neb., and Cheyenne, Wyo.; from
Buford, Wyo., to Hermosa, a distance of 11.11 miles in the
engine district between Cheyenne and Laramie; and from
Wamsutter, Wyo., to Point of Rocks, 51.9 miles in the
engine district between Rawlins, Wyo., and Green river. The
district

is located within the limits of the
water grade line -from Archer, Wyo., to
Omaha and involved no grade or line changes. The other
two sections are within the limits of the extensive recon-

first

of

Union

these

sections

Pacific's

time with those at the completion of the grade

Sections of

New

Double Track

At that time the average movement
revision work in 1902.
daily in each direction, on the engine district between
Rawlins and Green river was four passenger and 7.5 freight
In comparison with this, in August, 1917, there
were 9 to 10 passenger trains and an average of 16.5 freight
trains each way, taking no account of the great increase in
There
train load resulting from the use of heavier power.
have been days in the last year when as many as 90 trains
were handled through the sections of single track.
trains.
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June

The

28.
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i.liiirattfri>tiis

same engine

district

of the freiglu trdin inovcinem in this
for

one month

1917

in

indicated by

is

the following statement:

Kawuks

to Oitix

KiVH — U4.> MiLU

WcHboumi
taaibound

Net

loiit
ntilr

miles west of L'rcston, the Union I'acific crossing
Nevertlielcss the tountr) traContinental divide.
ver>ed between Wamsutter and I'oint of Kot.k> i»ear» morr
of the cliarai turi^tics of a heavy rolling cuuntry than a muuii

oi<l\

of

12

the

t.tinous

Amuat, 1917
Net
one
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region.

lii^ause

of

this

fact,

it

was

|Kit>Mble

lu

westbound grade not cxttrdinn
per cent and an eastbound grade not trt'er 1.28 |>«-r
cent.
In the revision work started in 1H9S these grades
were reduced to a maximum of 0.82 per cent in each dire<
lion.
The doulile track work recently completed was the
iKiasion of a further grade improvement, in th.ii an eastbound line is providcnl with the maximum grade of 0..'; per
cent and since this grade is not excee<led between I'oint of
J<ocks and Green river, the eastbound track has a ruling
grade of 0.5 |)er cent for the 9J miles from Green river to
locate the original line with

i

per mil.

i

30.057,000
$9,170,000

2.M.uii(i

o»,--/ ,000

664.90U

;

440,9uU

1.3S

-

>'(

freigtit iraiiit daily

JJ

655

Between Cheyenne and Laraniie the train movement was
even heavier because practically the same traffic is handled
in train> that averaged lighter.
ClIEVtN.Ml TO l.AtAUIC— 56.7

MlLU
Aufuat, 1917

Net tont

Net Ion mlleJ
pe

nile of line

30g,IOO
Al*,iOO

Tot»l

36.427,000

642,400
37
556

total number of freight trains daily
Avrr.icc net tons per train

Averace

The

figures for the average trainload in 1917 are not as

larg as those in 1916, as
AvKEACE Nrt Toss

I'aa

shown by the following

T>ain Avcvst,

Nebraska division
Nebraska division
Wyoming diviuon

Wyoming
Western
Weslcrn

1916,

division
division
division

table:

aso August, 1917

600
763
606
707
652
656

tons
tons
tons
tons
tons
tons

1917
1916
1917
1916
1917
1916

There are two reasons for this a greater proportion of
unbalanced eastbound traffic in 1917 than in 1916 and tlie
necessity for loading engines lighter in consequence of the
congestion of traffic in order to expedite movement.
There
is, however, one exception to the conditions indicated in the
:

Widening Solid Granite Cut

(or

Second Track

Wamsutter.
.Advantage will be taken of this condition by
loading eastbound tonnage trains for the 0.5 line and then
reducing tonnage at Wamsutter to run the remaining distance to Rawlins.
The improvement in grade was accomplished with a departure from the existing alinemcnt only
in the 15. .56 miles between Tipton and Bitter creek.
The
-icond track
listance

follows

tiie

from Wamsutter

existing
to

alinement

I'ipton

for

and from

the entire

Bitter

Credc

Point of Rcx:ks, although a slight change of alinemcnt
was made near the latter place to reduce iur\alure. .Vside
from the improvement in grade, the relocation between Fijiton and Bitter creek accomplished a saving of 0.226 mih-?
of distance and the new line has only four curves with a
rain, as compared with 15 curves
total angle of 105 deg.
with a total angle of 19.5 deg. 37 min. on the old line. The
maximum degree of curve is 2 deg. on both lines.
On the east end of the section, the work in the vicinity
of Wamsutter and P'rewen was relatively light, consisting
i(j

M

above table and this is on the ninth engine district, between
Evanston, Wyo., and Ogden, Utah, where the trainload was
increased from 608 net tons in 1916, to 645 net tons in
1917, as a result of the completion of the grade reduction
and second track Ix-tween Wahsatch and Emory, described
in the R'lilu-iiy Agf (.iiiziitr of .^ucust 24. 1917. paue .'2".

The Work Between Wamsutter and Point

of

Rocks

work in the Union
Pacific project was between Wamsutter and Point of Rocks.
over
one
third
of the engine
51.9 miles, which comprises
Wamsutter is
district between Rawlins and Green river.

The

longest single pitve of double track

for the most part of filling from Uirrow pits alongside with
some large pits in the hillside. Near Red Desert there is
an embankment '4 mile long which was widened for second track from a large steamshovel pit.
There was also
some side hill work in this same vicinity with the second
track alternately on the inside and outside of the old line.
Under normal conditions the grading on the change of
line west of Tipton would !><• classed principally as team
work, but owing to the shortage of men and teams it was

handled largely as a steamshovel jol>. since shovels were used
in cuts much smaller than are usually considered profitable

RAILWAY AGE
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work included two cuts 25 ft.
high near Tipton. Between Point of
Rocks and Tipton the total excavation was 450,000 cu. yd.
Near Monel a
of which 275,000 cu. yd. was from borrow.
lUl of 46,000 cu. yd. having a maximum height of 10 ft.
was made wath a steamshovel converted into a drag-line exIt was equipped with a S5-ft. boom and a 2-cu.
cavator.
This machine worked down one side
vd. drag line bucket.
of the till and up the other, borrowing from pits on either
work

The

for them.

deep and a

till

2S
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The Sherman

largest

ft.

from the toe of the embankment
by bermes 40 to 50 ft. wide. Two drag scrapers were employed to dress up the fill as the work progressed.
side diat were separated

The bridge work consists in converting single-track,
At the
through-girder spans into double-track structures.
crossing of Bitter creek where there are now three tracks,
the 50-ft. single-track girder span is being replaced by three

The work on Slierman

hill,

Hill

Work

the highest point on the

Union

involved the construction of 11.11 miles of second
track between Cheyenne and Laramie.
The crossing of the
Laramie mountains constituted one of the most formidable
Pacitic,

Union Pacific
and was accomplished with adverse grades of 1.85 per cent
and 1.66 per cent against eastbound and westbound traffic
respectively, and with a maximum elevation of 8.247 ft.
above sea level.
Between IQOO and 1902 this part of the
line was largely reconstructed.
.\ new eastbound line on an
independent location was built from Laramie to Hermosa, 15

obstacles in the original construction of the

I-beam deck spans with open decks. There are also several
The country traversed by this work is dry,
arch culverts.
there being no usable water supply in the entire distance
l^etween Point of Rocks and Wamsutter, so that the facilities for supplying the operating department with water in
'

Laying Track on the
miles,

and

a

new

New

Line Near Table Rock

single track line for traffic in both directions

from Hermosa to Buford, 11 miles, so that the
grades opposing the eastbound traffic were reduced to 0.82
Between Cheyenne and Buford, 26 miles, imper cent.
provements were made, but it was found impracticable to
provide a better grade than 1.65 per cent against westbound
traffic, this being one of only two places on the Union Pacific
between Omaha and Ogden where the 0.82 per cent ruling
The
grade determined upon in 1898 proved impractical.
other point is between Emory, Utah, and Wahsatch where

was

built

new
The

was built in 1916.
Buford involved heavy
work, including a tunnel 1,800 ft. long and several high fills
and reduced the summit of the elevation to 8,010 ft. With
the completion of double track up Buford hill, this sectiorv
remains the one gap in the double track until the completion
of the work undertaken last year. The character of this line
A number of large gulches were
is showTi on the profile.
encountered, some of which required embankments 120 to
l.-iO ft. in height, and in the construction of the first track
a

Section

Through the Old Tunnel Showing Platform

Built for

Repairing the Lining

1.14 per cent eastljound line
relocated line from

Hermosa

to

involved yardages of 500,000 to 760,000 cu. \d. of earth,
while the entire 11 miles required a total of about 5,000,000
cu. yd. of material.

this district

had

to be extended to furnish water also to the

construction forces.

The new

passing tracks are 4,000 ft. long. These include
center passing tracks at Red Desert and Black Buttes, a
new westbound passing track at Bitter creek and eastbound
passing tracks on the new line opposite Monel and Table
Rock. The work on this section was started in May, 1917,
and tini.shed in November, but large sections of the second
track had been placed in service for a considerable time before the last work was completed.

On the other hand the construction of the second track
alongside the existing line involved the handling of only
about ,^00,000 cu. yd. of material for the entire distance, so
that it was the construction of the second track tunnel, rather
than the embankments which constituted the most formidable feature in the work recently completed.
Fxcavation on the new work exclusive of the tunnel was
ri;ic--fied as 125,000 cu. yd. rock and 25,000 cu. yd. earth
n thp ruts, with 150.000 cu. yd. of borrow. The most important question involved in this work was the ?tabilit\- of

June

till'

28,
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tlim >lal>s of mauri.il plaiiii im

ombankinonls

to wiilcn ilu-m

tlu-

in

L)Otti

the old aiul

new

The rough

counteri-tl.

tlu- ri-(|uiri-il

and

abscnci- of niui.sturc

tt)

llic

tlu-

.sides

of

amount,

tlu-

liut

tiie

owin^;

pri-jiondt-rancc of rcxk.

emlianknu-nt.s, iu» trouble

fates of

liitjli

was cn-

slopes afforded an iide-

bond in most eases but as a s|K*iial pri-caution tlu- tills
were In-nched, even resorting to the use of explosives in some
eases before tlu- new filling was plaieil.
Excavation in tlurixk lUts was lontkuttii with extreme lare to avoid blocking
the line and as shown in oiu- of tlu- photographs it was carrietl
on with the use of narrow gage material tracks to avoid any
i|uate

use of the main track.

No

bridge work was involved in this
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nuthixi from four faces, one from each |x>rtal and two from
a shaft driven down from the surface at mid-length
and
which was .iImi ionni-tti-<l with the old tunnel l.v an adit.

Ihe work on the luading wa>
wi.lth of the Mctioii

the arch timUring,

first larrietl .mt to the full
to the level of the Wall plate> of
but after noting some indications of dis-

down

tress in the walls of the old tunnel following
bla.sts, the work
the headings wa> restricted to a 12-ft. drift
along the

tin

north side.
The remaining p<irtion of the arch was laUrr rcmovi-d by shooting holes drillitl j.arallel to the
avis of the
tunnel, taking s|R-cial care not to disturb the
wall In-tuein
the

two

eight

iKires.

each,
steamshovels.
feet

The Uncli was taken down in two lifts of
the muck being removed by air-<M>crated

In the headings two Inger.soil-Leyner water
drills were
used mounted on columns and drilling 14 to 15
holes, 6 ft.
( )nly
deep.
.>ne shift of drillers was employed on ea.
h heading although a gang of muckers worked at
night.
The gani-s
consisted usually of four drillers, four muckers,
one ni|>|Kr
and one shift Ih)ss.
The muck was collected in (lum|)

cars

running on a two-foot gage track, and was dum|K-d
at the
end of tlu- bench where it was picked up by the steamshovel
with the rest of the sjioil from the Unili.
The muck from
the two interior headings was dis|x..sid of on the
surface near
the head of the shaft.
The [irogress in the headings was from 5 to 5
ft.
'

..

fx-r

'

day, while the progress of the shovels on the Ix-nch was aljout
4 ft. per shift, so that when working two shovels and two
shifts a total progress of 16 ft. was made daily.
bench was shot in two lifts of 8 ft. each.' using thre.
1 he

Dumping Muck from
project;
for

b_\

the East

drainage through

the

Heading Off

a Trestle

embankment was provided

the extension of culverts.

The Tunnel
The twin

liill pass tiirough a ridge
of granite having a crest 85 ft. alnne the top of rail, which
reaches an elevation of 7,930 ft. on a vertical curve in the
turuiel, the crest of a second summit tliat is separated from

the

tunnels on the Slierniuii

main summit

imum

at

Sherman

station by a sag, having a

elevation at Dale creek of 7,860.

The new

min-

tunnel

is

the same length as the old one and is located on a center
line 32 ft. to tiie north of the old center line.
This involvcxl

a base width of tlu- apjiroach cuts of over 50 ft. which, considering that each cut had a ma.ximum depth of over 50 ft.
involved a large increase in the cut excavation. The decision
as to this feature, as with all matters having to do with the
construction of the new tunnel, was determined by one consideration
the safetv- of the existing tunnel, for any acci-

—

dents interfering with the movement of trains through the
latter would have involved the interruption of the tran.scontinental traftic of the Union Pacific without chance of any
detour east of Ogden.
.Accordingly one of the first precautions taken was to repair the timl)er lining of the old tunnel to guard against
rock falls resulting from vil)rations incident to blasting on
the new work.
The manner in which this was done without
interference with traffic is shown in the cross sectional drawing of the tunnel where a rolling platform is indicated on
which men were supported while at work patching the timber
work and filling voids in the packing. Owing to rush work
in the completion of the original tunnel, the overbreaks in the
arch and sides were larger than usual and a large amount
of packing was necessary-.

The new

tunnel was driven by the top heading and bench

Air Operated Shovel Picking

Up Muck

the

at

West Bench

holes 5 ft. center to center drilk-d from the top of each lift.
'I hesc holes
were drilled Ijy jack hammers alxHit 6 ft. back

from the face, liut the center hole was considerably closer to
the face than the others.
.Any trimminc was done with plug
drills or jack hammers.
The
rirst sprung with
'

'

10 to 12 sticks of 40 \n.-r cent
which thev were
charged with 20 sticks of thr
-ive.
The Utah Construction Company, Ugden, Utah, which
had the general contract for the entire Sherman hill section,
•

,

carried on the

work on thnv headings of the tunnel with

own men. employing an
Christensc-n Construction

.ivcrage of about

Company

sub-contractor for the east

l.>0

men.

its

The

Lake Citv was the
heading and employed about 60
of Salt
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Tlie supporting plant of the general contractor located
west of the west portal of the tunnel consisted of five 100-hp.
boilers, four Ingersoll-Rand compressors having a capacity
of 500 cu. ft. of free air per minute, with pumps for the

men.

supply of water to drills, etc.
The tunnel was timbered as shown in one of the photographs with timbers used previously on tunnels on the Wahsatch work done the year before, but it was decided to replace the timber work with concrete just as soon as the
The conshovels had completed the removal of the bench.
creting was carried on from three concrete plants, one located above each portal and one at the head of the shaft.
From these plants, concrete was spouted into small cars running on tracks at the level of the arch springing line, from
which it was again spouted into the wall forms or shoveled
The tunnel work involved 36,000 cu. yd. of
into the arch.
rock e.xcavation and 10,000 cu. yd. of concrete.
The shaft was started in April, 1917, and the headings
from the shaft in May, while the outside headings were
The work on the double-track section outstarted in June.
side the tunnel was also started in April and was all completed about September 26, except for a section a mile long
The track through the timnel will be
through the tunnel.
readv for service about mid-summer of this year, this being
the last section of the double track to be placed in operation.
All of the new Avork on the double-track project including
the tunnel work was carried on by the engineering department of the Union Pacific under the general direction of R.
L. Huntley, chief engineer with W. S. Woodworth, engineer
in charge; W. G. Tinney was resident engineer in charge of
the work between Pine Bluff and Archer; H. C. Mann was
in charge of the work west of Wamsutter, and F. W. Newhart has supervision of the tunnel construction.
The track
laying and ballasting was handled by the maintenance of
way department under the direction of W. R. Armstrong,
engineer of maintenance of way.
The entire project was
under the general supervision of E. E. Adams, consulting
engineer of the Union Pacific Svstem, New York Citv.

Orders Governing Western Regions
THE PAST WEEK the following wcre among the
orders issued to the railroads in the western regions:
Supplement No. 2 to Circular 126, dated June 21,

DURING
is

in explanation of

no

Supplement No.

1,

which provided that

trains or other devices containing advertising matter for

governmental

activities

be placed in passenger coaches.

It

was not intended by these instructions that advertising matter which had heretofore been displayed in coaches should be
ordered removed, but rather that no additional advertising
matter be
adopted.

displayed

until

a

definite

standard

has

been

A

communication dated June 21, outlines the specifications
United States standard interchangeable electric headlight,
which is being placed on all the standard locomotives recently
ordered by the Railroad Administration. The blueprints and
wiring diagrams are not yet available, but will be distributed
shortly.
Each headlight equipment will consist of one 500watt, 32-volt turbo-generator, one micrometer lamp stand and
one dimming device, the case to be air tight, round headlight
case, No. 22 U. S. S. gage steel, with copper (32-oz.) tripleplated reflector. 18 in. in diameter and 9 in. deep, and an
automatic circuit connector complete. The headlight will be
of the incandescent lamp type, conforming to the requirements
of the Interstate Commerce Commission in an order dated
December 26. 1916. The socket for supporting the headlight
will be located at the rear of the reflector and will support
for

the headlight
it

lamp

in a horizontal position, so

mounted that

can be moved in any direction with fine adjustment, to
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lamp and locking in any
Suitable electric connections must be provided so
that on removing the reflector from the headlight case the circuits will be broken automatically and, in replacing, it will
jjermit of focusing the headlight
position.

made automatically. A small unit incandescent lamp will
be provided in the headlight case for illuminating the locomotive number.
Headlight dimming resistance of rugged
construction to withstand severe operating conditions will be
with
provided
each turbine generator equipment.
Sub-committees of the San Francisco district freight committee have been appointed at Los Angeles, Cal., and Salt
be

Lake

City,

The

Utah.

Minneapolis and
In the former city they will
be located in the Office Equipment building and in the latter
city in the Great Northern building.
St.

city ticket offices of the railroads in

Paul will be consolidated.

Orders of Southern Regional Director

BL. WiNCHELL,

regional director of the southern region,
has asked the railroads in his territory to furnish
at the earliest possible date, for the year 1918, an
estimate of gross revenue, showing separately the customary
*

earnings and an estimate of traffic expenses.
Smith, traffic assistant to the southern regional
a circular letter says there exist among lines
in the soutliem region both formal and informal agreements
under which one or more of the parties thereto are given
preferential treatment in the routing of traffic within the
control of another.
The circular states that it should be
understood that under common operation these agreements
must be disregarded if they conflict in any way with the
efficient and economical transportation.
G. R. Loyall, assistant regional director, calls attention
to the light loading of cars originating in some parts of the
southern region, especially cars loaded with lumber, and asks
the roads to have attention given to the loading in order
to obtain the maximum capacity of the cars, in view of the
fact that cars are being moved empty long distances to
supply the demand for lumber loading.
Circular letter No. 266 autliorizes tlie railroads to transport between points on their lines the railroad track scale
testing equipment of the United States Bureau of Standards
and to provide transportation for the authorized attendants
accompanying them.
Circular letter No. 267 states that the question of new
rail inspection is up for consideration.
Railroads are asked
to advise whether they have a department for rail inspection,
whether they have a contract with R. W. Hunt & Company
or other inspection concerns and, if so, the terms of the contracts and the dates of expiration, together with their recommendations as to what should be done in the matter.
In the interest of sanitation and for uniformity, the roads
are directed to discontinue the use of aisle carpets on the
floors of passenger coaches.
Revenue passenger trains are to be given precedence over
special trains, according to a circular issued by G. R. Loyall.
The circular says that in cases where a special train with
officers is operated over the line, if it is the practice to have
passenger trains take the siding, the practice should be discontinued as it is desired that passenger trains hold the main
items of
A. R.
director,

traffic

in

line.

The Railroad Administration is considering a reduction
number of signatures required on vouchers. B. L.

in the

Winchell, Southern regional director, has issued a circular
letter asking roads in his territory to furnish information
as to their present practice with respect to approval of
vouchers and asking for suggestions, based on experience,
as to the least

protection.

number

of signatures necessar\- to insure

ample

Doings

of the

United States Railroad Administration

Standard Equipment Assigned to Roads.

Approved.

THt

i.NCkKASEs

New

Freight Rates

FREicH T

R.\ lES Ordered by Director
General Order No. 28 went into
effect on June 25 with the modifications published in
the supplement issuc<l on June 12 and in the order fixing
specific exfxjrt and import rates.
N'arious changes of a minor
character were also made by interpretations sent to the
railroads liy the division of traffic alter complaints from shippers had lieen heard by l.uther M. Walter, assistant director
of the division of public service and accounting, and Paul P.
Hastings of the division of traffic. They have also heard
many complaints which will be referred for adjustment to the
regional and district freight committees, who, as promised
by tlie director general, will endeavor to work out a more
satisfactoPi- adjustment of rates on the higher level by main-

Gi-neral

I.N'

McAdoo

in

taining existing differential and other relationships after the
Mr. Walter and Mr. Hastings gave a
order is in effect.

hearing last week to the protests of the shippers of sand,
gravel, brick, cement and crushed stone.
The higher rates are to be reflected in increased prices for
many commoilities. .-Vn announcement by the Price Fi.xing
Committee readjusting tlie government prices for logs and
lumber provides that any additional cost for log freight
occasioned by the rate order is to be added to the prices fi.xed
on logs so affected; the higher freight rates have also played
a part in the discussion of iron and steel and wheat prices.
Fuel Administrator Garfield has issued a warning that
prompt action will be taken against any dealer or distributor
of coal who increases the price of fuel on hand to include
the amount of the new increased freight rates and ordering
that the increased rates may be included only in prices
charged for coal upwn which the higher rate actually has
been paid.
The Interstate Commerce Commission issued an order extending for 30 days the time within which joint rates with
railroads not under federal control may be filed, until July 26.

ministration declined to

Tlie e.xpress contract Ijetween Director General

McAdoo

Hines, assistant director general, on the following day. The
complete terms of the contract, which, as noted in last week's
issue, were amended to provide for the reconveyance of the
express properties to the individual express companies upon
the termination of federal control, were communicated to the
director general,

who

is

in California,

and received

2

of the board succeeding

Change

W.

F. Kaderly.

Diversion and Reconsignment Rules

in

llie car service section

announces that

in

connection with

provisions affecting reconsignment and diversion, the
Director of Traffic has instructed that the following clause
be in.serted under the heading of "Conditions" in Rule,s and
Changes Governing the Diversion or Reconsignment of Car-

tariff

load Freight:

"Orders for diversion or reconsignment will not be accepted under these rules at or to a station or to a point of delivery against which an embargo is in force, or, except on
f)erishal)le freight, coal, coke or fuel oil. to a station or to a
point of deliver)' against which an embargo was in force at
the time that the shipment was forwarded from point of
Shipments made under authorized permits are not
origin.
subject to this condition."

shall

will

tie

made

in the regular

way on

.statutory

meantime it is desired that all railroads
issue the clause as an embargo making the provision

immediately
C. S.

in

the

effective.

Lake has been appointed

assistant to the director of

the division of operation, to have general charge of the relations between the division of operation and the labor adjust-

He will ro-operate with the
ment boards Nos. 1 and 2.
boards and with the division of lal>o rto arrange for putting
into effect promptly' the rulings of the l«oard-.

Assignment
The Railroad

of Standard

.Administration has

Equipment

made an api»rtii»nmont

the various roads under federal control of the 1.415
locomotives and 100,000 freight cars ordered by the Central
to

The

contract provides for the carrying on of the express
business for all of the railroads under federal control, and

new e.xpress company now established, which
known as the .American Railway Express Company,

be
will be
express
busion
the
for
earning
the director general's agent
ness.
.\s announced on May 28. the character of the service
the

will

and of the rates will \x- under the director general's control
and subject to initiation by him. The contract will remain
of federal control unless previously
The contract provides that it can be cancelled
abrogated.
by either side upon six months' notice after being in effect

durine the

individual contracts with them.

Railway Hoard of .Xdjuslnicnt No. 2 met in WashingtOD
on June 21 and organized by selecting E. F. Potter, of the
Minneapolis, St. Paul & Sault Ste. Marie, as chairman, and
F. J. McNulty, of the International Hrothcrhoo<l of Electrical
The Ixjard has disign.ited the
Workers, as vice-chainnan.
following dates as the beginning of each of its regular monthly
meetings during the remaining portion of the year 1918;
July 2, .\ugust 6, SeptemlK'r .\ Octol)cr 1, Novcmljcr 5 and
becemtxr ,i. W. S. Murrian. until recently superintendent of
motive power of the Southern, has lieen appointed a member

his per-

sonal approval.

in force

make

Board of Adjustment No.

notice, but

and the four principal express companies (Adams, American.
Wells Fargo and Southern), the basis of which was announced
by the director general on May 28, was signed by representatives of the express companies on June 21 and by Walker D.

Effect

Express Company, the Great Nortla-ni Express Company
and the Western Express Company, oper.iting on tlic Northcm Pacific, Great Northern .ind Minneapolis, St. Paul and
Sault Ste. Marie railro;ids, n-s|iectivcly, whose property will
be leased to the merger com|)any l>ecausc the Railroad Ad-

This change

Express Contract Signed

More Budgets

in

p<'rio.l

The apportionment is
Purchasing Committee.
on orders placed by the roads as re%'i.sed by the regional
directors and the officers of the central administration at
Washington.
It has been decided that the car* and locomotives will not l>e treated as the property of the covemment or as a "circulafine reservT." as has lioen or. i-ionallv
.Advisory

ba.«ed

succested. but they will l»o assigned to the railrrnd' and
will, of course, become their property in practically the same
wav as other oouipment. although the\* will he «uhierf
The
to transfer to other roads when occasion r«v|uires.

manager of each road has been notified of the niunassigned to it and a.-sked to submit a formal requisition
to the Division of Capital Expenditure?, which has already
federal

for four years.

.\rrangements have also been made to have the new coinpanv take over the operation of the property of the Northern

lier
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apjjroved the budgets of the roads, including a total of
$4*)7,0,U,SoO for equipment.
This item, however, includes

$36,959,423 for improvements to existing equipment, and
$28,459,830 for passenger cars, and $12,970,109 for other
equipment not comprised in the orders placed b}- the administration, as well as equipment proviously ordered by the

Purchases, for a loan from the revolving fund.
The 1.415 locomotives include the original order for 1,025
and the additional order recently placed for 390 and are
all of the standard types except that 30 of the Consolidation type for anthracite burning have been ordered for assignment to the Philadelphia & Reading.
The assignment of the locomotives is as follows:

& Eastern

8
2

Mi
Railr

Grand Trunk, West

1
]

5

.

50

20
I5

Long

25

Louis
:

:

.

<

,

& West

'.'.

\'irginia

.Seaboard .Air Line
Texas & Pacific
Southern
Union Pacific

90
10
10
6
15
7Q
"3
10

n

.;;;;

25

20
20
"5

Pacific

.

.

Large ^Iikado
Central of New^ Jersey

2S
10

Chicago Great Western
Elgin, Joliet S: Eastern
Erie
El Paso & Southwestern
Louisville & Nashville
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
Wheeling S: Lake Erie

7
5fl

5

^o
^5

'

20

Light Mountain

New Haven &

Hartford

10
25

Chesapeake & Ohio
Chicago & Western Intiiana
Virginian

.

20
3

.

20

Light Santa Fe

Ann Arbor

4
10

Roston & Albanv
Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago & Western Indiana
Duluth. Missabe S- Northern
Pennsylvania Lines West
Southern
Seaboard Air Line

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

26
5
o"

1

Heavy Santa Fe
Bessemer & Lake Erie
Chicago & Eastern Illinois

^
,

Erie

25

& Southern

Nashville, Chattanooga

^

&

St.

Louis

10

6-Wheel Switch
Coast Line
Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago Great Western
Chicago Junction
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
Central Railroad of New Jersev
.Atlantic

Grand Trunk Western
Mobile & Ohio

Oregon Short Line
Pittsburgh & West Virginia

10

30

20

&

Standard Consolidation
Philadelphia & Reading

20

R.

30

Total

30
1.415

5
"
.

.

It is understood that orders for 50,000 additional cars, to
include stock, refrigerator, general service and flat cars, are
to be placed after the delivers- of the first cars ordered is

along, from plans and specifications which have already been prepared Ijy the car and locomotive standardization committee.

well

Locomotives

to

Work

Way Home

Their

The new

locomotives turned out by the builders on orders
placed by the government, and others to be delivered hereafter, will be required to work their way home, under steam
and pulling a train of cars, according to a plan now under
consideration by the Railroad Administration.
The idea
of imitating the practice that has grown up in the automobile and truck business, of driving new cars and trucks
awa}- from the factory instead of shipping them, has been
recommended by Frank Mc^Ianamy, manager of the locomotive section of the Railroad Administration, with the
idea of making the locomotives do their bit en route to the
roads to which they have been assigned, instead of being

pulled in trains as in the past, in recognition of the fact
that locomotives are no longer to be considered as merely
the property of an individual road.
It is estimated that this

poned

90

Heavy Pacific
Erie

20

15

Coast Line
;

150

30
5O

5

Light Pacific
S: Ohio
Kansas City Southern

5

plan applied to 3,000 new locomotives a year would handle
perhaps 500,000,000 ton miles of freight a year, by enabling each engine to haul a train, instead of itself occupying space in a train and exerting a dead weight equal to
about three cars.
The idea is to have the engines accompanied by a messenger from the locomotive plant, according
to the usual practice, to look after the bearings, etc., during
the trip, and to have them handled by regular crews of the
roads over which they pass.
It is believed that they will
be delivered in better condition if used at the front of a
train and given a thorough inspection at terminals than if
handled in the usual wav and that they may be "broken in"
just as satisfactorily in this way as if the process were post-

Large Mountai.^
Chesapeake & Ohio

naltimore

20

Heavy Mallet

1

.'.

New York.
Southern

5

Light Mallet

05
95

•

Big Four
Lake Erie & Western
Michigan Central
'.'.'.'.'.'.'
Pittsburgh & Lake Erie
Pittsburgh. McKeesport & Youghiogen,Rutland
'..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.
Toledo & Ohio Central
>regon Short Line
Pittsburgh

4
6
10

[[

St.

j

15

.

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

&

3

10
2

100

Lehigh & Hudson River
Island
Nashville. Chattanooga
New York Central

3

Michigan Central
Rutland
Toledo & Ohio Central
Southern
Wheeling & Lake Erie

As iienment

Baltimore & Ohio
Chicago & Alton
Chicago & Eastern Illinois
Chicago, Indianapolis & Louisville
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul
Chicago. Rock Island & Pacific
Grand Trunk, East

5

4
10
25
10
20

~

Kanawha & Michigan
Lake Erie & Western

P.

ARD LOCOMO

ISO

2
16

Long Island
Missouri, Kansas & Texas
New York Central
Big Four
Indiana Harbor Belt

and if necessar)- they may apply
through the Division of Finance and

the government,

Colorado

10

Kansas City Terminal

selves wherever possible

.•\tlantic

10
14
10

Erie
Elgin. Joliet

financing of the equipment ordered by the government will be handled in the same manner as other capital
expenditures, that is, the railroads will finance it them-

Wabash
Western

20

Georgia

The

Li.

Pennsylvania Lines West

Seaboard Air Line
Texas & Pacific
Terminal St. Louis
Union Pacific

S-Wheel Switch
Atlanta & West Point

railroads.

to
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20
5

I4
10
19

'.

5

1«
5

2

until their arrival

at the

home

Freight Car No.
Although the completion of the

road.
1

first

freight

car of the

government's order for 100.000 was announced last week
by John Skelton \^'illiams, director of the division of finance
and purchases of the Railroad Administration, in the name
of Director General McAdoo, there is thus far no news of
car No. 2, or of the other 99,999 which are still to be built,
and a considerable time may elapse before No. 2 arrives.
Some curiosity was manifested by those who have been keeping track of the progress of the specialty orders placed bv

June

28,
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Federal Managers and General Managers

Hjrdin

A. T.

Assistant

Regional

Director,

J.

Easte

General

W.

J.

Federal

&

Paul

Bernet
York. Chic.Ro
Louis

New

E
General

General

Northern

A.

Federal

W

Paul.

Rinc
Delaware.

Lacka

Western

J

Jenk.

Manager.

Norfolk

i We.lein

W. Trenholm

Manager. Chicago. St.
Minneapolis t Omaha

ft

W

W. P Kenney
Federal Manager. Great

Pacific

M

Manaiter.

wanna

M. Hannaford

J.

H. E Byram
Manager. Chicago. Milwaukee
St.

St.

Federal Manager, Northern

Harahan

Federal Manager. Seaboard
Air Line

J.

Manaijer,

Roads

General

H
Manager.

Wood
Grand

Rapids

A
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Uie Central Advisory Purcliasing Committee, as to

how

the

American Car & Foundr}- Company could have completed a
car as announced at a time when the brake beams, side bearWe
ings and journal boxes had not yet been decided upon.
are informed that the car company had no inside information as to just what specialties to use on Car No. 1, but that
from its standpoint the car represented merely the model,
sample or pattern car, such as is usually turned out as the
might,
first of a large order, for inspection purposes, and
therefore, be equipped with any specialties in stock, to be
replaced later after the purchasing committee has finished its
work and the ordered specialties have been built. No definite promises were made by the Railroad Administration as
Its announcement of the first
to the delivery of the cars.
order simply stated that

it

was hoped

the entire order

would

But
be completed in time for the fall and winter business.
when the locomotives were ordered, delivery was promised
A sample locomotive may be expected during the
in July.
coming week, but deliveries are not expected until August.

Companies

to

Be Informed Regarding Capital

appointment of federal managers and especially to afford
companies notice and timely information of the
character and estimated cost of additions, betterments, terminals, road extensions, motive power, cars and other equipment made on or in connection with their properties during
railroad

federal control, and also to invite the suggestions of the
companies respecting such improvements, the Division of
Capital Expenditures, Judge R. S. Lovett, director, has
issued Supplement 1 to D. C. E. Circular No. 1, dated
March 27, 1918, effective July 1, 1918, making the following

amendments

The monthly report to be made on D. C. E. Form
embrace projects involving a charge to capital account
of less than $1,000 instead of $5,000 as required in D. C. E.
Circular No. 1, this change commencing with the report for
First:

2 is to

July, 1918.

minimum amount

Second: The

Form

3

is

to be reduced

to be reported on D. C. E.
from $5,000 as fixed in D. C. E.

Circular No. 1, to $1,000, so that the projects to be reported
on D. C. E. Form 3 shall be those involving a charge to
capital account of not less than $1,000 nor more than

$25,000.
Third:
the

A

monthly report of

month involving

all

work authorized during

a charge to capital account of less than

$1,000 for each project or job, should be made on D. C. E.
Form 6, grouped by classes of work showing location, general description and amount chargeable to capital account
only.

Fourth:
4 and 5.

No

changes are made in D. C. E. Forms

1,

l-.\,

Fifth: (a) Four copies of D. C. E. Forms 1, 1-A, 2, 3, 4,
5 and 6 should be prepared by the federal managers.
(b) Two copies of D. C. E. Forms 1, 1-A, 2 and 5 should

.

be sent direct to the director of the division of capitil expenditures at Washington, one copy to the regional director
and the other copy to the president of the company in. whose
name the forms are submitted. These copies are for information only and require no action.

Three copies of D. C. E. Forms 3 and 4 should be
sent to the regional director and one copy to the president
of the company in whose name the forms are submitted.
((-)

(d)

Two

copies of

C. E.

Form

6 should be sent direct
expenditures at
Washington, one copy to the regional director, and the
other copv to the president of the company in whose name
the form is submitted.
to

the

director

T).

of the

division

of capital

memorandum

of his views.

Seventh: D. C. E. Forms 3, 4 and 6, sent to the president
of the company, are intended as notice to the company of the
character of the work and the estimated cost thereof, and
should be submitted by the president to the board of directors (or a committee of the board exercising its power) for
its approval; and the president or the secretary of the company should promptly inform the director of the division of
capital expenditures of the action of the board or committee,
using D. C. E. Form 7. If for any reason the board or committee should object to the expenditures covered by these
forms, the president or secretar}' should inform the director
of the division of capital expenditures of the reasons therefor
in order that such objections may receive attention before
his final decision, and a copy of such letter should be sent

important that the board of directors or the committee
promptly upon all such reports, and that the president
or secretary inform the director of the division of capital
expenditures without delay, as work cannot be postponed
pending advice of such action.
Eighth; When the expenditures covered by D. C. E. Forms
3 and 4 have been approved b}' the director of the division
of capital expenditures, one copy of each form will be returned
It is

In order to conform to the organization created by the

month of

Sixth: The regional director should at once transmit to
the director of the division of capital expenditures the original and one copy of D. C. E. Fonns 3 and 4, retaining the
In case he approves
other cop}- for his file and information.
without qualification, he should sign the forms accordingly.
In case he disapproves, he should transmit with the form a

to the regional director.

Expenditures

the
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act

manager of the line, together with a
of transmittal, listing thereon the forms returned by

direct to the federal
letter

number and amount chargeable to capital account. A
copy of this letter will be sent to the regional director as information to note on his copy of the forms the action taken
by the division of capital expenditures. .\ copy will also be
serial

sent direct to the president as advice to the

company

of the

action taken.

Ninth: In the event the director of the division of capital
expenditures should decide that expenditures covered by D.
C. E, Forms 3 and 4 should not be made or that the work
for which the expenditures are requested should be deferred^
one copy of the form will be returned to the federal manager
of the line with a letter stating the reason for the action taken,
a copy of which will be sent both to the regional director and
to the president of the company for their information and
record.

Tenth:

should be understood that the foregoing does
the authority given by General
Order No. 12 issued by the Director General, March 21,.
1918, to proceed with work which does not- involve chargesto capital account in excess of $25,000.
All work within
such limit may be contracted for and commenced subject to
the conditions specified in paragraphs (a) and (b) of part
tiftli of such general order, without awaiting action of the
board of directors or of the director of the division of capital
It

not in any

manner modify

expenditures.

More Budgets Approved
.Additional

approved

I)y

budgets
R.

S.

of

capital

expenditures

for

1918

I-ovett, director of the division of capital

expenditures, have brought the total up to $971,780,739 on
June 24. This represents not only the budgets of additional

some changes in those which had previously
been approved.
The total now includes $454,449,990 for
railroads, but also some changes in those which had previo usly
Through the approval of
$20,298,869 for extensions.
budgets, the Railroad Administration is able to eliminate
competitive railroad building.
Both in the case of terminal
and branch line extensions approval has been withheld of
expenditures on behalf of one railroad when the same service
railroads, but also

June

28.
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pcrfonucj In uii existing fucility or line of unuilur
except where the project was so near completion
that it would Ix- an injustice and cause a waste of money to
stop it.
One instance which has Ijeen made i)ublic where
government control has been exercised to prevent a duplicauon of an existini; line concerns a case where the Mononnalu-la
Railroad proposal to extend a line up the Mononnalula
river in West Virginia parallel to the Morgaiitown & \Vheeling Railway.
Work on the Monongahela extension was
ciKilJ

l>c

railroad,

-topj^jetl

in the fall of 1"17, but

>ion to continue the

work

this

when

it applic-d for permisspring the application was

by the regional director and by Judge Lovett.
Later it was learned that the Morgantown & Wheeling Kailway, which would be [Kiralleled by the extension, could perform the service which would be perfomied by the new line
for only a slight expense for rehabilitation and that its
property would be injured by the construction of the new
line, so the a|>proval for the new extension was revoked.

approved

Short Lines

A list of several hundred short line railroads, to be relinquished from federal control because the railroad administration does not consider tliem of sufficient value to warrant

paving them
July i.

The
to

l)e

guarantee,

a

is

expected to be announcc-d on

tight oi the representatives of short line railroads not
relinquished from Federal control was transferrer! on

June 24 to the Senate Committee on Interstate Commerce,
which held a hearing on the resolution proposed by the
Railroad Administration extending until January 1, the
time during which control of any railroad may be relin<iuished.

many

The

short line representatives,

who

liirii

15<il

nlin.|ui-lu-d after

hail |>r<>pose(l ih.it the

without

while control of competing lines is retained.
B. M. Robinson, president of the Arnerican Short Line Railroad Association, declared that the announced intentions of
the Railroad Administration, as well as the resolution in the
shape it was introduced, nullify the clear intention of ConBen B. King,
gress that the short lines should be retained.
of Dallas, Texas, and C. D. Cass, of Waterloo, la., memrelinquished

L>ers of the executive committee of the short line organization,
also testified, saying that the proposal of John Barton Payne,
general counsel of the Railroad Administration, to refrain

.\<iiiiinj-iraiiini officials

ojjcrated by the

Government

ioin{>eiir>aiion.

Members of Congre.ss a|)parently are inclined to sympathize with the position taken by the short lines and SenI".
D. Smith, chairman of the Senate Committer oa

Interstate Commerce, is undcr.sto<xJ to have tohl the President
on Tuesday that the resolution extending the time for deciding on tlie status of the short lini-s (annot U- pasvd t*efore
'I'liis would re«|uire prompt action by the Railroad
July 1.
.Administration in determining its |xjlicy.
John Barton
Payne and Walker D. Hines conferre<l with the President
later in the day and there were indiiations that the Railroad
.\dministration was speeding up its work in connection with

the short lines preparatory to aiiiiouiu

Kansas

Mexico & Orient

City,

in^'

to

its

decioion-^

Be Taken Over

The Kansas City, Mexico 6: Orient, regarding which there
has been some uncertainty as to whether it would be retained
under Federal control or relinquished with the short lines,
has agrtvd tentatively upon a contract with the Railroad
Administration
the

compens;ition.

for

payment of

The plan

jjrovides

for

50,000 to mt^t the

interi->t on the reand a division of the net operating income
between the Railroad Company and the Government, with
an option to the Government to commute this into a payment
of $350,000 a \ear after an exjx'rience of six months.
It
was understood at one time that it had bcx-n decided to
relinquish this road and a large delegation of people from
the territory traversed by the line came to Washington and
5>1

ceivers' certificates

asked that the road

McManamy

from making contracts with short line railroads would deany promises made as to the
Government's policy toward them. Mentioning the cases of
Texas
the Gulf.
& Western, the Denver & Salt Lake and the
Colorado Midland, they declared that the earnings had
already been greatly reduced since the Government took control of the railroads because freight shipments have been
diverted to other lines.
The Government, they said, has

Frank

t>e

taken over.

refused to exercise jurisdiction over these lines

has resigned as chief insix-ctor of locomotive boilers of the Interstate Commerce Commission and
has been appointed nK'chanical assistant to the director of
the Division of Operation of the Railroad .Administration,
effective on July 1, succeeding H. T. Bentley.
In this
position he will have jurisdiction over the Car Repair and
Inspection and Test Sections and general charge of matters
pertaining to locomotive and car e<juipment. Mr. McManamy
has also been manager of the Locomotive Section of the
Division of Of>eration, having charge of locomotive maintenance while Mr. Bentley was in charge of the work of
standardization of locomotive and car design.
F. A.

a maximum instead of a standard by the insertion of the
words "not exceeding" in the railroad control law preceding
the definition of the so-called standard return.
In testifying before the House Committee on Interstate
and Foreign Commerce last week, General Counsel Pa\-ne

of the Railroad Administration had stated that the regional
directors have recomnu-ndtxl the release of several hundred
short lines, which, he estimated, it would cost the Govern-

Delano Resigns

Delano, memlier of the Federal Reserve Board and
former president of the Wabash, has tendered his resignation
to the Prc-sident to accept a commission in the army engineer
corps, for railroad serv'ice in France. His resignation has not
yet been accepted.
F. A.

since the

managements of the roads have insisted on compensation
based on the three-year average of net operating income,
while the Government takes the position that this was made

Appointed Mechanical Assistant

McManamy

stroy their credit, regardless of

to

Uniform Classification Committee
The Uniform Classification Committee submitted its report
the Interstate Commerce Commission on Wednesday and

the commission will hold a series of hearings on

committee of bondholders of the Denver & Salt Lake
has issued a circular r. yarding its negotiations with the
Government, stating that it was advised that the road had

it.

Exports Control Committee

The

exports control committee organized at a meeting on

Wednesday by electing as chairman George D. Ogden, freight
traffic manager of the Pennsylvania Railroad and representative of the railroad administration.
offices in

both Washington and

New

The committit

Increased Railway Fakes in

have

will

York.

on a basis of guar-

anteed earnings.

A

l>c

dc*clared that

them will be ruined if they are left to compete with
the Government railroad system, have asked that the resolution be amended to provide that no line shall be

to retain

Railru.!.!

ator

of

ment about $20,000,000 a year

tlic

njud

Ireland.

—The

recent

increase in ordinar)- passenger fares by 50 per cent on the
railways in Great Britain was ordered to apply to Ireland

from June

1.
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Canadian Northern Stock
Valued at $10,800,000
50 DAYS in March, April and May, taking
1,500,000 words of evidence and filing 211
exhibits, an arbitration board consisting of Sir William Meredith, chief justice of Ontario, representing the
Canadian government; Wallace Nesbitt, K. C, of Toronto,
representing ^Mackenzie, Mann & Co., and Chief Justice
Harris of Nova Scotia selected as the third member, gave a
unanimous award on May 25, placing a value of $10,800,000
on tlie 600,000 shares of Canadian Northern capital stock.
The agreement under which the arbitration was held was
made on October 1, 1917, by the king, represented by the
Ministers of Finance and of Railways and Canals, MackenSITTING
AFTER over

zie,

Mann &

Co., Ltd.,

and the Canadian Bank of Com-

In accordance with an act passed in the 1917 session
of the Dominion parliament providing for the acquisition of
the Canadian Northern stock, the arbitrators were selected
to determine the value of 600,000 shares as of October 1,
In arriving at their decision they were authorized to
1917.
consider the reproduction cost new of the railroad but not to
include therein any increase in value of labor, material or
It was agreed that if the value
of property due to the war.
of the stock was found to total $10,000,000, or more, the
price to be paid therefor would be that figure, but if the
value ascertained should reach less than that amount the
value so determined would be the price paid by the governIt was also understood that the arbitrators' decision
ment.
would be final, if unanimous, and that the price determined
would be paid by the government within three months from
the receipt of the award, less its proportionate share of the
merce.

amount of any

liabilities ascertained

by the government

to

be outstanding against the railroad and undisclosed to the
arbitrators.
No deductions were to be made for liabilities
properly chargeable to capital account unless the corresponding value produced thereby had been taken into consideration
as an asset of the company.
In their decision the arbitrators admitted that the problem

before them was one of great difficulty and subject to a
While the ascertainment of a
surplus of assets over liabilities or the reverse is not a conclusive test of the value of stock, it is an element which
cannot be ignored and which engaged much of the time and
consideration of the board.
After finding the reproduction
cost of the physical property based on pre-war prices and
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Rail Production in 1917
AMERICAN IRON AND STEEL INSTITUTE, New York,

THEhas

rails

issued a special bulletin giving the production of
during 1917 as compared to previous years, since

1902 inclusive. According to the table given below, the production of rails in 1917 was 2,944,461 tons, or larger by
110,000 tons than in 1916. However, when the totals are
considered in the light of the exports of rails during those
two years, it will be seen that the consumption of rails in this
country was considerably less than in 1916. During 1917
almost one half a million tons of rails were exported by the

PRODUCTION OF RAILS BY PROCESSES,
Open-hearth Besseme
2,935 392
,029
,054
2,946 756
,883
2,137, 957

1902
1903
1904
1905
1906
1907
1908
1909
1910
1911.
1912.
1913.
1914.
i915.
1916.
1917.

,264
.413
.704
,791

1.256 674
1,751 ;359
1,676 ,923
2.105, ,'.44
2,527,,710

1,525 851
1,775 ,168
2,269,,600

for depreciation

and land grants, the

found the surplus of assets over liabilities of
company on October 1, 1917, to be not less than $25,000,000. The board pointed out, however, that the valuation
of physical property of a railway by the reproduction new
arbitrators

the

method, less depreciation, is not to be regarded as the ascertainment of the real value, but is only a means to that end
only estimate available.
Among the other
entering into the valuation were the prospective earning power of the company, its past earnings and
expenditures, its present financial position, the location of
the lines and their construction, the other railways already
and, in

fact, the

in

competition,

the

rate

of

interest

on the com-

funded and other debts, and the probable future
growth of the population and business of the countr\'.
The $10,800,000 award places a value on the 600,000
shares of the Canadian Northern at $18 each, but as the
amount to be paid for the property was limited by the
agreement to $10,000,000, the value per share according to
pany's

the decision

3,192, 347

3.791 ,459

15

service

925
71

3,380,,025

1.349
1,767
1,884 ,442
1.053 420

'
+

t

91,751
119,390
155,043
95,169
102,083
144.826
118,639

1,099, ,926
817,:
323,i
326,!
440,(

462

230
234

3,455
2,436
178

per cent in 1915.
.\nother table shows the production of renewed and rerollcd rails for 1911 to 1917 inclusive, from which it is seen
that in spite of the demand for rails there has been a further
reduction in the practice of rerolling old material, the total
being only 127,646 tons in 1917 as compared to 148,686 in
1916 and the maximum tonnage of 198,836 tons in 1913.

PRODUCTION OF RENEWED AND REROLLED RAILS.
Rerolled froi n new seconds,
defec ive rails etc.

Open-hearth Bessemer
1911.
1912.
1913.
I9I4.
1915.
1916.
1917.

2,631

13,740
13,052
13.538
6.477
1,711
1.825

Rolled from

Total
22,010
42,586
43,793
26,772
9,129
3,860
9,007

19,379
29,446
30,741
13,234
2,652
2,149
7,182

1911-1917

new
Total

old rails

rerolled

91.751
119,390
155,043
95,169
102,083
144,826
118,639

113,761
161,976
198,836
121,941
111,212
148,686
127,646

Further insight into the deficiency of rail production is to
be found from the table giving the production of rails by
weight per yard.
Here it is seen that for 1917 the rails
weighing 85 lb. and less than 100 lb. amounted to 989,704
tons and rails weighing 100 lb. and over aggregated 763,526
tons or a total of 1,753,230 tons in the weights of rails com-

PRODUCTION OF RAILS BY WEIGHT PER YARD.
Under 43
Years

pounds

1902..
1903..
1904..
1905..
1906.
1907..
1908..
1909..
1910.
1911..
1912..
1913..
1914..
1915..
1916.

261,887
221.262
291.883
228,252
284,612
295,838
183,869
255,726
260,709
218,758
248.672
•270.405
•238,423
•254.101
•295,535
•303,258

.

45 and
less

2,040,884
1,603,088
1,320,677
1,601,624
1,749,650
1,569,985
687,632
1,024,856
1,275,339
1,067,696
1.118,592
t967.313
t309,865
t518,291
t566,791
t882,673

monly used

1902-1917

Total
and
lOO pounds
than 100 and over
Gross tons
2,947,933
645,162

85

than 85

less

1,168,127
672,151
1,546,053
1,943,625
1,767,831
1,049.514
1,743,263
2,099,983
1,536,336
1.960,651
2,265,062
868,104
528,703
742,816
688,995
766,851
1,225,341
989,784
763,526

tincludes

—

Total
2.947.933
2,992,477
2,284,711
3.375.929
3.977.887
3.633,654
1,921,015
3,023,845
3.636,031
2,822,790
3,327,915
3,502,780
1.945,095
2,204,203
2,854,518
2,944,161

667
871
318

United States Government alone for the use of the army in
France. Another notable fact shown by the table is that the
relative production of Bessemer rails has increased since
1915.
In 1917 it represented 18.11 per cent of the total
production as compared to 15.42 per cent in 1916 and 14.83

was $16.66.

London-Paris Mail by Air. .\n aerial postal
between London and Paris has been inaugurated.

Iron

*RerolIed from old steel rails.
Included wiith Bessemer and openhearth steel rails frcm 1901 to 1910 inclusive.
tSmall tonnages rolled in
1909 and 1910 but included with Bessemer and open-hearth rails for
these years.

considerations

existing

GROSS TONS
6,512

2,292 ,197

great diversity of opinion.

making due allowance

IN

ierolled* Electric

50

pounds and

for renewals on important lines.
with 1,992,192 tons for 1916.

2,992,477
2.284,711
3,375,929
3,977,887
3,633,654
1.921.015
3,023,845
3,636,031
2,822,790
3,327,915
3,502,780
1,945,095
2,204,203
2,854,518
2,944,161
less

than

This compares

70-Ton Side

Dump

Center

Sill

Is

tiAiiN, JULIE r

to

Jolift,

111.,

.V

500

E.

CEi

Withstand Buffing Stresses

EASTERN

cuds toward the center of

stcc'l

pro.xiniately the

tlic car are cut at an angle apsame as tlie slojx- of the llix»r at the ends
At the center plate the sills pass thnxigh boNtcrs made
u]) of two plates stiffened with angle irons and Z-bars.
The
end sill is built up of a 12-in. channel and presided steel

is building in its shops
hopper cars.
These are of
the side dunipini; tvpc and have a rated capacity of
140,000 lb. and a cubical capacity of 2,533 cu. ft.
The
Icncth over the entl '^ilU i< 41 ft
the maximum width

at

J.

Not Contiiuious; The Floor Members Are

Arranged

THE

Built by E.

Hopper Cars

.

The

shapes.

side sills are

made

of 12-in.

2<J S-lb.

channels

and extend only a short distance Ijc^ond the Injlstcr toward
the middle of the car.
The center sill channels are fastened
at the inner ends to three transverse memljcrs, a 3-in. by
/>-in. angle at the extreme end, a V-in. 2()-lb. channel, and
by 6-in. angle

a (i-in.
I

members

hese

^ills to

o|i(K)site the

ends of

tlie

lio|i]>er d<x>rs.

serve to transfer the stresses from the center

the floor members.

The main

floor

is

made up

of 5/16-'n. floor plates fas-

numerous transverse .\-frames built up of angle
ars.
Along the lower edges of the floor on each side is a
Sin. by 4-in. angle and at the top ridge there is fa^-'-nrf)
4-in. by 4-in., lS.5-lb., lOO-deg. angle. 1 his angle <
lo the bolster while the main floor and sloping end are j iiii--'!
cbout two feet from the bolster.
The end of the top angle
1- attached to two bent jilates with angles at the lower ends,

uiK'd

to

I

•

.1

:

ibi'.sc

angles being riveted to the upper flanges of the

»ills.

Holster Assembled and Placed on Truck

Cc;

is

9

is

11

10^4

ft.
ft.

One
which

of

in.,

and the maximum height of the car body

The average
tlie

light weight is 57,500
unusual features in the design

the floor

member?

are

made

lb.
is

the

way

in

to 5er^•e as a part of the

Elgin, Joliet

The main

floor

member

is

further stiffened

1

enter
by thc
i

lunway, which is a 7-in. channel, fastened to the floor by
numerous pressed steel supports.
There are three openings in the floor on each side to
allow the links of the door mechanism to pass through.
At
each of thee points the floor is stiffened with angles and
the plates which form the openincs for the door arm* are

& Eastern Hopper Car

The center sills are not continuous from
end, but extend only a short distance be>'ond
They are each made up
the ends of the hopper openings.
of two IS-in. 40-lb. channels tied together at .several points,
each of the four channels being 12 ft. 5 9/16 in. long. The
underframe.

u.sed to

end

sides.

to

1

The

support gusset web plates which serve to
sides arc designed as girders

.<stifiren

the

and arranged

to assist
in transferring the weight of the lading to the bolsters.
The

top chord

5M

member

is

a bulb angle 4-in. by 3-in., weighing
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The lower chord member

is a 4-in. by
opposite the gus.<;et plates are
cross-tie sections weighing 9.5 lli. jrt fiiot.
At the ends of
each bolster the sides are supported by two 2jj-in. by J-in.

ll.*)

lb.

o-in.

i)er

angle.

fool.

The

stiffeners

The
have

side plates are '.j
thickness of 5 'lo

in.

tliiik

wiiile

the

floor

phites

has l)een found tiiat liif
life of
and sides is about equal when the.sc thiik
nesses are used.
The sloping end floor sheet extends from
the hop^RT up over the bolster to the end of the car, and
is supported by angle irons.
The vertical end plate is supported by four pressed steel end posts in addition to the
angle iron corner post.
The end sheet is stiliened at the
a

lications for No. .» In-ams.
An unuHUul feature of these
trucks is the combination brake rcxl safety hanger and brake
iieam guide.
This is al.so shown in one of the illustrations.

made

in.

It

of y>-in. sheet steel formed to

lit over the spring
|)unched in the lower portion of the safety
iianger for the brake rod to pass through, and the upper
end i' U-nt down hipri/ontal so that it extends over the <om-

is

It

A

plank.

angles.
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hole

is

the floor

Sides and

Ends

in

Place Ready for Application

,.

.,

.

.

,

^:.d

Appliances

Main Floor Member Being Assembled. Note Extension
End for Attachment to Center Sills
top

iiy

a bulb angle of the

same

section as that u.sed on the

sides.

The dump

doors are 20

ft.

11'

>

in.

long and 2

ft.

IQ^A

They

are stiffened by angles along the top
and ixjttom. and at the points where the operating meclianism is attached. There are five links attached to each
in.

in height.

door, two at the ends which pass outside the hopper opening,
and three at intermediate points which pass through openings in the floor.
The. links are connected to arms on shafts
The links are bent
carried under the sides of the floor.
so that they have a toggle action, and are self-locking when
The shafts which
the doors are in the closed position.
control the operation of the doors are attached to the main

Ends and Floor Section Assembled and Side Gusset Straps
in

Place

operating shaft by chains. Two turn-buckles arc placed in
each chain to allow the }K)silion of the shaft to Ik; so
The main
adjusted that lx)th doors will close together.
operating shaft extends under the floor to the end of the
car, and is controlled by a hand wheel and chain attached
The arrangement of the
to an arm on the end of the shaft.
dumping mechanism is clearly shown in one of the illustrations.

have Andrews cast
The trucks used under
steel side frames, rolled steil wheels. Simplex truck bolsters
and Ajas brake beams conforming with the M. C. B. specithese

cars

member of the brake
beam from tipping.
The cou])lers u.*ed on these

pression
at

Ijcam and serves to prevent

the

M. C. B. type
D No. 5 with O-in. by 8-in. shanks and 9'^-in. butt, attached to the yoke with a key.
The yoke is of 1^4 -in. by
5-in. wrought steel.
The draft gear is the Miner type A-18.
Westinghouse air brakes are used with the K-2 triple valve
and a 10-in. bv 12-in. air cylinder.
cars are the

Express Rates Increased

A

10 I'KK CKNT iNCRKASK in interstate express rates is
allowed by the Interstate Commerce Commission in
a decision rendered on June 22, after an order had
Ix-en issued denying the su|)plementary |>etition of the express comjjanies for a 15 (R-r cent iiicrea.** in rates.
Th.orders were issued after it had l>een announced that the
amended contract Ix'tween the express companies and the
director general providing for unified operation during the
period of federal control had been signed.
An abstract
i>f the opinion
by Commissioner Clark is as follows:
Wells Fargo & Company and the .Xdanv*. .\merican, ami
Southern express companies handle more than 95 per cent
The e\-idence in their bchali
of the total express traffic.
shows that many of the conditions which have operated lo
reduce the net earnings of the railroads have affected the
express companies in like manner; that emergencies hav.made necessar)- the shipment of articles by express rli it
heretofore have moved by freight, anrl for the handlm.which the express com[)anies are not adequately equii>;«i.
that the lack of facilities to handle an unexpecteil and unprecedente<l volume of traffic requirine exfx-diiwl movement
.i
•,,-,has resulted in serious
>

•

,1

and the attraction of >
have necessitated the <men and the use of unsuitable equipment; and that under
these conditions the «er\Mre hn« detonorit'-d nnd the ratio
,

of

operating

exp<

an extent that tli'
under the present

such

•

traffic
..-..-

...^

.,.-..;... .^..,

-.(.^.rafing

expenses.

Bv

far the largest

item of operating expense, after dc-
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ducting payments for express privileges, is that of labor,
and there have been very heavy increases in labor costs.
Charges for maintenance, and stable and garage expenses
have largely increased. So also have pawnents on account
of loss

and damage claims because of the congestion,

the

shortage of suitable equipment, the careless or inefficient
of inexperienced employees, and the increased value
It is unnecessary' to discuss in detail
of the shipments.
Their
these and various other conditions shown of record.

work
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an operating income for July of $14,996 and of $774,206
higher

cent

the

period,

$1,063,670.
The data submitted by all tlie applicants include deductions representing normal income tax and war tax, but except

for the

is conceded; the necessity for corrective measures
obvious and imperative; and it is urged that relief from

their

untoward

effect

upon

the

applicants'

service

and

revenues can be obtained only by increasing the rates, inasas all possibilities in the way of operating economies
have been exhausted. \Ve will, therefore, proceed to consider the evidence relating to the financial conditions of these
carriers and the probable effect upon their revenues of the

much

proposed increased

rates.

Wells Fargo

& Company

Wells Fargo & Company's operating revenue increased
from $12,945,464 for the first seven months of 1916 to
$15,514,000 for the same period of 1917, but its operating
Substanincome decreased from $1,238,761 to $137,250.
tial deficits occurred in January, February, June and July,
1917.
Had all its rates on state and interstate traffic been
10 per cent higher than they were its operating income for
the period would have been $1,445,847.

The Four Companies

creased from $17,293,759 for the first seven months
$20,968,190 for the same period of 1917, but its operating
income decreased from $1,080,538 to a deficit of $96,796.
Deficits occurred in the same four months as in the case

smaller

Fargo

& Company.

Had

the rates of the Ameri-

can Express Company on all traffic been 10 per cent higher
than they were its operating income for the period would
have been $1,725,191.

Adams Express Company
The Adams Express Company's

operating

express

companies,

revenue

transportation business,

1917
1916

Adams Express Company for the first seven months of
1917 were much more unfavorable than were those of any
This was due in part at least to the fact
other company.
that the greater proportion of its business is in the east and
on line.'; where the unusual conditions were earlier encountered and more severely felt.

the

Canadian,

The

below

are stated

$147,470
91,796

Situation as of

Northern.
$177,377

December

During the remaining months

Western. Canadian.
$55,864
34.753

\37.901

of 1917,

$77,900
140,423

31, 1917

and

as a whole, repwrts filed with the commission

for that year

show that the

net operating results were much more unfavorable than during the seven months' period ended July 31.
Excluding war taxes and the net income derived from

and nontransportation business, it is estimated
that the net operating results from the domestic traffic of
tlie four principal companies were as follows:
the foreign

Operating income or

in-

creased from $12,838,524 for the first seven months of 1916
to $14,886,907 for the same period of 1917, but its operating income decreased from $546,914 to a deficit of $1,173,188.
March was the only one of the seven months of 1917 in
Had all its rates
which it did not operate at a deficit.
been 10 per cent higher the operating income for the period
would have been $209,521. The net operating results of

except

showed substantial increases in operating income.
The
figures for the first seven months of 1916 and 1917, which
include the net income derived from their foreign and non-

of 1916 to

of Wells

Collectively

Other Express Companies

The

Great
Northern.

operating revenue in-

the amounts are

Considering the four companies as a unit, their operating
revenue from domestic transportation was $47,852,600 for
the first seven months of 1916 and $56,747,089 for the
same period of 1917, but their operating income decreased
from $3,675,694 to a deficit of $508,527. The deficit would
have been approximately $321,776 but for the inclusion of
income and war taxes. Deficits occurred in the months of
January, February, June, and July.
Had all the rates of
the four companies been 10 per cent higher, their operating
income for the period would have been $4,444,231.

American Express Company
The American Express Company's

Company

Southern Express

so small as not materially to affect the result.

existence
is

Had all its rates been 10 per
than they were its operating income for
with war taxes deducted, would have been

for the seven months' period.

deficit

.August to

December, 1917
.Adams
.\meric.in

Southern
Wells F.nrgo
To-al

Calendar

*1 17,707

year 1917
*$3,410,885
*280,560
1,119,726
56.294

•$2,193,649

*$2.51S,425

*$2, 237.697

"183.764
345,519

•Deficit.

Conclusions

the

Southern Express Company

The Southern Express Company's

operating revenue increased from $4,774,852 for the first seven months of 1916
If there be into $5,377,990 for the same period of 1917.
cluded as a deduction from net operating revenue the sum
of $150,000 which this company estimated it must pay a^
normal income tax and war tax, its operating income for
the first seven months of 1917 was $624,206," or $185,274

than for the same jieriod of 1916. The exhibits filed
by this company indicate a deficit of $35,003 for the month
of July, but this amount was shown to be $28,571 more than
it should have been, because the tax item of $150,000 wa.apportioned only to the months of May, June, and July inWithout destead of to the entire seven months' period.
ducting these taxes, the Southern Express Company had
less

apparent that the Adams, the American, and the
Wells Fargo companies, which together transact about 86
per cent of the total express business, and that the smaller
companies, in a somewhat lesser degree, require the additional revenue which the proposed increased rates would
yield to enable them to afford adequate service and to
meet the constantly increasing costs of operation.
Accepting as approximately correct the estimated
additional
revenue which the increased rates will yield, it is far from
certain that, under a continuance of present separate operation, it would be sufficient to offset the increases in wages and
other operating costs.
The protests against the proposed increased rates are comparatively few and relate principally to those of the Southern
and the smaller express companies. It is unnecessary, however, to particularly consider the revenues or rates of each
individual carrier.
In the former proceedings, 24 I. C. C,
380; 28 I. C. C, 131; and 35 I. C. C, 3, these express companies were treated substantially as a unit. And, as is well
known, they have recently been merged into one company,
which will be operated as an agency of the government under
It

is

June
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a contract with the United Slates Railroail Ailniinistration.
Upon all the facts of record we conclude and find that the
application should be granted. An order will Ijc entered ac-

on carload

Commissioner

"What

is

clear from the record

tiiat

undcniaMe.

is

But

it

on large packages or

tlian

entirely feasible to adju.st the expre.->s sihedulni to
that the burden of these additional co-Is shall Ih- itijrne in

"It

is

the sections where such added losis are

.\itchison in a dissontinn opinion said in
said in the majority rc|K>rt as to tin- increased

cost of pi'rfomiinn express service

and on small

traffic,

articles.

cordingly.
part:
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kinds of

traffic

which

this is not done.

is

the increases in costs arc far heavier

of traffic,

in Zone 1, which embraces roughly the territory cast of the
Mississippi and north of the Ohio and Potomac rivers. The
density of traffic and yx)pulation is greater and the general
rate basis is lower in this zone than elsewhere in the country.
The added costs arc much greater on less-than-carload than

and

is

iii"

urred,

Instead, the burden
irajKjsed

i>

rates

not res[X)nsible for the greatest part of the
burden of these carriers."'
rates arc to

upon

laid

in relatively heavier

localities already carrying the highest

The new

and by the

liave causetl the iiureas<-(l rx|HnM-; but

i>e

cstablishe<l

all kind)*

degree upon

and which arc
added financial

on not

less

than

five

davs' notice

The Chinese and Japanese Railways Compared'
Japan's Lines

China

Is

Have

a Semi-Military Organization.

Hardly Master Over

Its

Own

Railways

By Frank Rhea

CHiN.A

ii.AS

ABOUT 6,500 miles

which 2,300 are what I
really nothing more or

of

railroads

call concessioned
less

A

today, of
railways

than other governments

There are almost 3,800 miles
of the Chinese government railways which I will refer to
later. In Japan there are about 6,000 miles of the Imperial
Government Railways of Japan which is one of the best
examples of government ownership in existence today. The
three railway situations in the world which can be put in

parallel columns

and

Station on the

Canton-Hankow Line

the performance figures studied most

interestingly are .\merica,

Japan and Germany.

The

fK-r-

fomiances of the Japanese railroads are quite remarkable
They have a very light goods
in a number of respects.
-wagon with a capacity of 10.6 tons. Those goods wagof.s
each move 110,000 ton miles a year while the American railways move about 160,000 ton miles a year in cars of 41 tons
Therefore, we have quite a numlier of things to
capacity.
learn from the Japanese railways.

ali.i

ami

k!

i.lc

1'.

the

Ka

Domestic

r.-ii1way materials.

.-ippcared in the

is in press.

An

aH<trji-t

o*'

hi^

Railvay Axe of March

-.r...

22.

Hii report on China and Japan

Management

railways are org.inized on the Uriti^h departmental basi> with a Germani/.ed >enii-military management superini|)i)M(l un lojj of it. That, tome, answers whether
We wish to take u|i that metJKxi of railroad organization. If
we want to gel the German or the Japanese eflficiency, we
will have to superimpose the semi-military organization.
One goes with the other.
Japan is a very rough country. The lines are j-ft- 6 in.

ojx'rating railways in t'hina.

A

Semi-Military

The Japanese

gage; the grades are

steei),

the curvature

is

sharp and

tlie

railroads have cost practically $90,000 in gold per mile for
the Japane>e government to acquire.
It did nut co>t quite
that to build them; it includes some of the profit to the for-

mer owners, who were

The Japanese

private individuals.

railways were bought through a rather peculiar business tran.saction which is a long story, but which
resolves it.self down to a brief statement that the earnings for
•I
periixl of ye;irs were multiplied by 20. which capitalized
the earnings at 5 per cent.
For several years the Japanese have made a vert- careful
effort to manufacture their own railway equipment requirements.
In 1*)10 they l>ought alxxit 20 per cent of the nquirements out of the country.
In 1914 the>' reduced this
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to less than S per cent.

12^

per cent.

They have

Manufacturing

in

since gone

Japan

is

up

to about

typically along

The two plants which
the line of private manufacturing.
are mo.st important today in the manufacture of railway
equipment are the Osaka Locomotive & Car Works and the
Kawasaki dock-yards, both
erately well equipped

modern and modThey have been fostered by

of which have

plants.

long-time contracts for both locomotives and carriages for
the Imperial Government Railways.
With an adequate supply of labor and materials (both of
which are very short in Japan today) these two plants can
turn out about 250 locomotives a 3'ear, about 1,250 passenger cars and 6,000 to 7,000 goods wagons, in addition to a
considerable amount of other materials, fabricated structural
The wages at both these
materials, shop machinery, etc.
works have been substantially increased since the war. At
present common labor costs from 25 cents to SO cents gold a
The wages of mechanics range from 50 cents to $2 a
day.
This was an undreamed of wage for a Japanese meday.
chanic previous to the war.

The Japanese

in

China

Probably the most serious situation in the long run of
Japanese development is in China, particularly in Manchuria and probably later Shantung, as illustrated by the

On

the
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same and the Japanese in the Shikoku works are all administrative and tactful.
Every trained man, every engineer,
is

a

Japanese and the Japanese apparently are very much

interested in seeing that the Chinese keep busy.

An interesting problem in that connection was my study
Tungshang works of the Peking-Mukden Railway
which have at the present time about seven Britishers running the works and I was interested as to why the Tungshang works could not get the results that the Shikoku works
did.
I concluded it was very largely for the reason that
they did not have somebody in each one of those positions
a crane man, an engine man, or whatever it might

of the

—

—

kept things going.
Those seven Britishers had
about half their time occupied in the administration of the
railroad itself and could not put the push into the Chinese.

be

that

The South Manchuria Railway

We

have looked on the South Manchuria Railroad as a
[irivate corporation.
As a matter of fact,
It is, so-called.
the South Manchurian Railway is directly under the administration of the Colonial Department of the Government
of Japan. It is actually the instrument of Japan in handling
the investigation, development, manufacturing and transportation organization of Manchuria. We always talk in this
countn,- of the big part of the United States being Texas.

Canton-Hankow Railway

Shakado works of the South Manchuria railways at Darien,
which are not only a very complete layout of railway work
shops but are as well completely equipped for manufacturing
In recent years these works
general engineering products.
not only furnished fabricated structural materials needed
by the Japanese in their developments in South Manchuria,
such as the Thiazin color and the Penhiha iron furnace, the
.\nshan steel plant now in construction, but have as well sent
back to Japan structural material, machinery for locomotives
to Indo-China, and have built considerable equipment for
the Korean and Manchurian railways.
I visited the Shikoku works where there were about 4,150
men employed, of which over 80 per cent were Chinese, principally the upstanding, robust men from Shantung who make
excellent mechanics if properly developed and properly supervi.sed and directed.
These same remarks apply to the
other works in South Manchuria and also in Japan.
It looks to me that one of the serious matters we have to
consider in the Far East is not so much what Japan will do
in Japan proper as what she will do in China and we have
to face the fact that the Japanese are the one yellow race
which has administrative and organizing ability and initiative.
I don't know whether it's initiative, but they do it just the

Well, Manchuria is equal to Texas with Louisiana and Arkansas added, and is equal pratically to the four Northwest
states of \\'ashington,

The
Hunan

Oregon, Idaho and Montana.

concession railways of China constitute the Frenchlines extending from French Indo-China into Hunan,

ex-German Shantung lines now in the hands of Japanese,
and the South Manchuria Railway already mentioned. In
addition there is the Chinese Eastern Railway crossing Manchuria about which much has been said recently but which
really can be left without further mention on account of the
present chaotic condition in that part of the Far East, because Manchuria is China and not Russia.
There are about 1,100 miles of this line, of which over
900 miles constitute part of the trans-Siberian route. There
is 152 miles in a branch from Harbin to Chang Sha, where
connection is made with the Japanese South Manchuria line.
This line runs through a very fine agricultural countn.- with
a great deal more live stock than is the average in all the

the

rest of

Of

China.

the situations in this part of the world, I think we
are most interested in the Chinese Government railways, and
I speak of this as Chinese Government railroads advisedly.
The.se are administered bv the Chinese Ministry of Comall

June
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ln-cn

luivc

nude

not-

taken place

China in the last few years in natiunalizing these railwu):)
and I use the word nationalising advisedly.
1 went to thiiia quite of the opinion that we had little
chance to get anything hut the small amount of bu.sincss on
account of the concessions to the other countries.
Without
doubt the Chinese railroads are very real examples of business following investment and unless we go after both the
investment and the business, it will remain so in many ways.
'riiere are, iiowever, features which I do not understand
in

which, in my opinion, may mean much to us in the future
if taken advantage of.
First, everyone seems to have taken
it for granted tiiat the principal problem was to build railways in China, but I was struck with the similarity of the
problem from the one we have at iiome and wliicli we are
suffering from in America, that the real problem is to furnish
the ultimate capital to develop the railways of China after
they have settled down and know about what they can do.
It is not only the problem of first building the railways but
it is a large proi)lem to furnish the capital and additional
equipment to go ahead and bring those railways to the ultimate development, and the ultimate development of the railways in China is certainly going to be very interesting on
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the railroads a consolidated whole.
This coatrol by the
Ministr)' of Communication.') is losing its effect to a certain
extent by the amortizing of the loans and the Chinese gradually taking hold of it but that ha.>i a long time to run and

they are ncrding

all

back into property

the earnings

to lake care of

whuh

they have to put

the ccMUtaully

growing

Ijusiness.

The Peking-Mukden Railway

in

five

years has had an

increase of 50 per cent in traffic with an iDcre:i&e of njuipnient of about 20 per cent.
The other roads have had larger
increases with less increase of e<iuipment.
Today China is
in my opinion for the Americans to in.selling of equipment or wjuijiment Ixinds on what
seems to me to be a very gilt-edged security to pay for it in
the end; one interesting fact is that up to date China has
not defaulted on any of her railway obligations.

an excellent place
troduce the

New

Lines Needed

The

building of new lines in China is one of the things
which desen'es a great deal of consideration. The one line
which they need immensely is the line from Canton to Hankau, making connections across that part of China and 1 feel

warranted in making the statement that they will never get
the Chinese currency straightened out until they get transportation facilities in China for the reason that you cannot

have exchange without transportation facilities.
You cannot have stability of exchange; therefore they will continue
to have their local currencies in China until they get transportation.

went to China with the idea that I would not undertake
study the loan situation.
I found if I was going to make
any intelligent report whatever on the railway markets of
China, I would have to study loans.
I found it a very interesting suijject, one of the most interesting subjects I have
ever taken up, and in doing that I feel a great deal of sym:ithy for the Chinese notwithstanding a great many of their
I

to

!;iirtcomings.

Chinese Have Been Imposed

Upon

he Chinese today have been im|)oscd on. The Chinese
-ituation. as a whole, has not been allowed to develop on
account of limitations, restrictions of a great many of these
loan agreements which are utterly selfish from the standpoint
of the people who own them, and I believe that one of the
greatest things that could hap(jen to China is to have her"
railways taken in hand, untangled, straightened; it will be
to the good not only of China as a whole but to the good
of the actual owners of the loan securities.
The Chinesi- at the same time no doubt should take steps
to remove some of their leaks and obstructions and other
difficulties of that kind.
The Chinese would probably have
to admit and agree to a general .su])ervising situation.
I
think, however, that they would readily do that.
In fact. I
was told they would, and by very good authority in one
instance by the vice-president of the Mini.stry of Communications Committi-e.
He said they would U- verj- glad to exchange twelve different piecemeal controls for one compreI

Japanese Troops

in

Possession of the German-built Railway
at

account of

tiie

Tsing-Tao

character and density of

traffic

which

will

ultimately develop.

Chinese Railways Lightly Equipped

Today
we see it

the Chinese railways are very lightly equipped as
in

America.

000 Mex. per mile of

With earnings of approximately $20,line they

have

mile, .4 of a passenger car per mile

.2

of a locomotive per

and J4 of a goods car

per mile of line.
The Japanese, with earnings not greatly
have .4 of a locomotive, 1.2 passenger cars and 7.6
goods wagons while we in America have !4 of a locomotive,
.45 of a passenger car and 9.8 freight cars, all very much
larger than the Chinese. Germany in 1913, with earnings of
ofa locomotive, 2'4 passenger
S22,000 gold per mile, had
cars and 17J/2 goods wagons, all larger than the Chinese.
The Chinese are making five complete loadings of goods
wagons a month, some lines making six complete cycles of
loading of a goods wagon a month, and moving a haul of
about 146 miles. .Americans with a haul of 260 miles make
a loading of a little over two a month.
The Japanese are
loading about four and a half times, I believe, although I
was not able to get very definite figures on that feature.
Therefore, the transportation problem of the Chinese railways today is a very interesting one and one of the great
difficulties is tliat they have superimposed on them .some 12
loan restricting ideas tying the Japanese* hands as to making
different,

H

—

hensive control.
The railways of China today have an equity in their balance sheets and this is not fictitious value but is a real assessment, of about $450,000,000 Mex.
Of this the Chinese

Government

controls (in round figures) an equity of about
$1,500,000. Mex. In other words, tcxiay they do own actuallv
al)ouf one-third of their own railwavs.
niereforc, I think
that one of the conditions of peace should l)e the straightening out of some of the Chinese situations, particularly the
results of the battle of concessions, and the battle of concessions in mv opinion laid some of the foundation stones for
the war.
And if they are not corrected, they will t)e a contributing element to another war
I
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Rear End

Collision at Ivanhoe,
Ind.,

on Michigan Central

Vol. 64, No. 26

in charge of Engineman A. Sargent and Conductor L. Johnson passed the Michigan City depot at 2:55 a. m; Porter at
3:20 a. m.; East Gary, at 3:34 a. m., and Tolleston at 3:52
a. m.
and crashed into the rear end of the second section of
the circus train at 3 :57 a. m.
This portion of the Michigan Central is a double track
line completely equipped with automatic block signals.
The
track is on tangent for over a mile east of the point where
the wreck occurred.
At the point of the accident the Gary
& Western tracks are parallel to and 85 ft. north of those
of the Michigan Central.
The night was clear with nothing,
to obstruct the view, the accident occurring in the countrv
with no manufacturing plants or factories nearby. The westbound home signal for Ivanhoe interlocking plant is located
;

AT

3:57 A. M., s.ATURDAY, June 22, an empty westbound
equipment train on the Michigan Central, consisting
of 20 tourist sleepers

and

1

coach, crashed into the

rear of the second section of a circus train, at Ivanhoe interlocking plant, near Hammond, Ind., killing 78 and injuring
1 20 persons on the circus train, according to the latest availTrainmaster F. S. Whipple, who accomable information.
panied the second section of the circus train, was evidently
killed in the accident as no trace of him has been found.

Many

of the bodies recovered were charred beyond recogni-

\
^4600M.C
^

—

II

To

9

^ZS7I

Michigan City depot at 1 :00 a. m.,
where the loading was completed.
about 2:30 a. m., arriving at Porter,
11.8 miles distant, at 3:06 a. m.; at Ea.st Gary, 9.2 miles
from Porter at 3:30 a. m.; at Tolleston, 6>4 miles from
East Gary at 3:44 a. m. and at Ivanhoe approximately i.2,
miles from Tolleston at 3:55 a. m. The train sheets show
that the empt}' equipment train, pulled b;- engine 8485 and
sisting of 27 cars, passed the

up

to

Cifu.

—*

of the Ivanhoe Accident

950 ft. east of a crossing of the Elgin, Joliet & Eastern and
270 ft. east of the crossover switch leading to the Gary &
Western tracks.
The second section of the circus train traveled from Porter
to East Gary, a distance of 9.2 miles, in 24 minutes, running
at an average speed of 23.4 miles an hour.
Tfae empt)equipment train traveled this distance in 14 minutes, running at an average speed of 39.1 miles. an hour. The circus
train covered the distance between East Gary and Tolleston,
6.5 miles, in 14 minutes, an average rate of 27.9 miles an

General View of the Ivanhoe Accident Showing the Debris, the Gary
the Distance

This train

nichlaan

4300^

tion and it is doubtful if the total number of killed and
missing will ever be determined.
After a performance at Michigan City, Ind., the Hagenbeck-Wallace circus was being moved in two sections to
Hammond, Ind.
These trains were being run over the
Michigan Central to Ivanhoe, at which point they were
diverted over the Gary & Western into Hammond.
The interlocking plant at which the accident occurred is approximately five miles west of Gary and four and a half miles
east of Hammond. The second section of the circus train con-

pulling

—

sES8/
To

_Rear of train_

Hammond.

The Track Layout

A

-^•^6100'

Tenth

Street,

left there at

& Western

at the

Right and the

Howe

Signal

hour, while the empty equipment train covered the same
distance in 18 minutes at an average rate of 21.7 miles an
hour. The distance between Tolleston and Ivanhoe, approximately 7>.?> miles, was covered by the circus train in 11 minutes, running at an average speed of 18 miles an hour, while
the empty equipment train covered it in 5 minutes, running
at an average speed of 39.1 miles an hour.
The empty
equipment train passed East Garj- 4 minutes after the circus

June

28.
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while at Tollcston the interval l)etwct'n the two trains
was 8 minutes. From this it appears tlie empty equipment
train slowed up materially between Kast Gary and 'I'olleston,

gurdetl

or while passing through the cit\' of Gary, hut resumed an
average speed of 30 miles an hour at or near 'I'olleston.

.-liowing,

irain,

The

second section of the circus train consisted of stock
cars, flat cars and four sleeping cars, which were just ahead
These sleeping cars were converted wtxxlen
of the caboose.
ei|uipment.
The engine j)lowed through the sleeping cars

after

the

It)

the

cnginem.n

accident,

of the

di>l.int

tiie

plant was found to l>r in ilu
while theautiini.il ii

I

empty e<|uipmeut
for

«ii;nai

th<*
'

;

train, as,

intcrlcKkmg
"I light

i

I

aution position with the

\

mthc

•

.,...,.;.,.

rill

shows that the signals were

operati-d pr(i|H-rly.

-system consists of one arm,

tliue

p4)sii

mi

I

up|H'r

lie

lliis

signal

quadrant

signals.

After

receiving

caution

the

indication

the

cn^incman

•'
have been Rule » (.1
Ml Rules for
( enlral
reads, "a train pa>sing an autumatii distant m.'[i.i1
which indicates caution must l>e under control .so it in.i. ic
>tc)p|K'd on reaching the home signal."
All employees involved in this accident, and in fact all em|)loyces in the entire
'

't?!.!

'

'

•

•

i

;

I

,

trans]iortation service are

operating
Indiana.

A

Close View of the Burni!\,

'

I

ind alter the crash these four cars and one flat car were
destroyed by tire, which evidently started from tlie gas lighting system with which the sleeping cars were equipped. Thai
the casualties were so large was due to the sleeping cars
being of wooden construction and that they were equipped
with three tiers of double deck bunks instead of two as in
ordinary sleeping cars.
The second section of the circus train had a blazing

A View

of

journal box on one of the cars and stopped, after having
started to cross over to the Gary & Western tracks with the
rear of the train at a point approximately 300 ft. in advance
or east of the home signal of the Ivanhoe interlocking plant
on the westbound main track of the Michigan Central and
4.300 ft. l)eyond or west of the distant signal. An automatic
block signal was located 6,100 ft. east of the distant signal.
When the second section of the circus train stopped to cool
the hot box the flagman started back with fuses and lantern.
It appears from the preliminary investigation that the auto-

matic signals and the signals of the flagman were disre-

rules

examined on

block signal and
by the State of

all

once a year as required

Kngineman Sargent has been in the service of the Michigan
Central from 25 to 28 years, is an extra pa.ssenger engineman and is altout 55 years old. He reported for duty at
9:.>0 p. m. on June 21, having been off duty since 1 :.>0 p. m.
on June 20.
At the time of the accident he had l<ci-n on
duty 6 hr. and 27 min. with a total time oil duty of 32 hr.
Mr. Kraus, fireman was called for
jjrior to starting work.
duty at 12:15 a. m. on June 22; after having l>een off duty
from 12:25 a. m. on June 21, or 23 hr. and 50 min. prior
to starting work.
He had bc^-n on duty 3 hr. and 42 min.
when the collision occurred.
Further investigation indicates that EJigineman Sargent
was dozing or aslee]), which was responsible for the accident
The flagman of the circus train was back from 600 to 800
ft.
at the time of the accident.
At tlie coroner's inquest
at Hammond Tuesday, F.nginenian Sargent under his constitutional rights refused to testify at this time.
Conductor
"This
Johnson stated to Sargent after the wreck:
is

the

(|uite a

bad mess we got

into."'

and asked him what was

Wreck

the matter. Sargent's answer was: "I

The

circus officials on

and missing which

The United
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loi:
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v

must have U-cn dozing."
a list of dead
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Tests with 2-10-2 Locomotive on the Union Pacific
Breaking

Up

Trains and Use of Helper Engines Eliminated;

Results

Show High

I'AL-nic SYSTEM has recently reduced the
certain parts of the Western Division. With
to increasing the train load on the recon-

I'NioN
TiiFgrades
on
a

view

structed line, locomotives of the 2-10-2 type were designed
for thi< division under the supervision of C. E. Fuller,
superintendent of motive power and machinery and A. H.
Fetters,

were

nuxhanical engineer. Twenty-.^even of these engines
last year In- the Baldwin Locomotive Works,
Union Pacific, six for the Los Angeles and

built

tifteen

for the

Sustained Capacity
have given very satisfaitory re.>.ult.>.
.\ londcnscd profile
line on which they are o|Mrrating is shown ImtIow.
I'he reconstruction work has not t>een conijtletcd on this line
and there are short sections where the grade is still 6J feet
|)er mile, uncompensated for cur%Mture.
In tests the 2-10-2
type IcKomotives handled l.SOO ton- eastlM>und over tlii.«
division at an average running .s|K'ed of 1
m. p. h.
The
average coal con.'-umption was .kSS.4 Ih, |H-r thousand gross
ton miles.
The curvi-s reproduced herewith show the tractive
of the

.'>

I

^-iV^

±
Profile of the

Union

Pacific

Between Ogden, Utah, and Evanston, Wyoming

Salt Lake and si.x for the Utah Railway.
Of these, ten
were placed in service on the Union Pacific between Ogden,
Utah, and Evanston. \\'yo., a division 75.8 miles long.
The old line between these points had ruling grades of 93
feet per mile eastbound, while the new line has a ruling grade
of 60 feet per mile.
East of Evanston for 400 miles the
ruling grade is 43 feet per mile.
The 2-10-2 type locomo-

Heavy Freight Locomotive
tives

were designed primarily to move

bound over

the

new

line

witli

tlie

for the

same tonnage

a ruling grade of

Union

per

compensated for cur%-ature. that the Mikado lcx:omoA
tJves handle over the lines with .83 per cent grades.
secondary object was the elimination of help>er service on
this district, which has several difficult grades.
These locomotives have l>een in service for six montlis and
cent,

.\

of 30 m. p. h.
This is at the rate of one horsepower for
every 121.6 lb. weight of the locomotive in working order,

which

unusually good performance.
Pacific 2-10-2 type locomotives have a rated
tractive effort of 70.450 lb. with 285,500 lb. on the drivingis

The Union

Pacific

Which Develops 2950 Horsepower

wheels, the ratio of adhesion being 4.0S.

cast-

L14

and drawbar pull develojx-d and also the horse power.
ma.\imum of 2,940 horseixjwer was developed at a speed

cllort

lent heating surface is 7,045 sq.

The

total equiva-

or one sq.

ft. for each
10 lb. of tractive effort. This ratio indicates ample steaming capacity for the heavy class of freight 5er\-ice in which
ft.

these cDizines are used.
Ihi
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firelKJX

is of the straight-top type with a wide, deeo
pl.m-d back of the drivers and over the rear truck.

I. filler
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A

combustion chamber four

the boiler barrel,

extends forward into

feet long

and the tubes have a length of 22

The

ft.

middle barrel ring has a slope on the bottom to provide a
sufficiently deep water space under the combustion chamber.
All seams in the firebo.x and combustion chamber are welded,
with the exception of that uniting the back sheet with the
crown sheet and side sheets. The seam around the iiredoor opening is also welded. Flexible stay-bolts are used
in the breaking zone and in the six front rows of stays over
the combustion chamber. At the point where the three upper
rows of flexible stays on each side pass through the boiler
barrel, bosses are welded to the sheet in order to provide a

Both
of threads for the staybolt sleeves.
oil burning locomotives are equipped

number

sufficient

and

the coal burning

with Security sectional arches and the coal burners are fired
by Street type "C" stokers. The superheater consists of 45
elements and has a superheating surface of 1,262 sq. ft.
The piston valves are IS in. in diameter and are driven
by W'alschaert valve gear which is controlled by a Ragonnet power reverse gear having both air and steam connecThe piston heads are steel castings of dished section
tions.
7 in. wide with phosphor bronze bearing rings and gun iron
The piston rods are of open-hearth steel
packing rings.
The same material is used
heat treated and hollow-bored.

and driving and

for the crank pins

Long

also hollow-bored.

which are

trailing axles

driving boxes are applied to the

Per Cent of Max Trac/iye £fforf.
eo.o
SZ.4
az.s
69 e
Pisfan Spe Bd(fipermin).
800
e^fe7
SJi 4
100
zm}. 266.7

VoL

Noi 25

64,

provide sufficient flexibility.
divided between the third
rear cylinders are placed
in a horizontal position back of the main pair of wheels,
while the front cylinders are placed vertically and are bolted
The arrangement is such
to the cylinder saddle casting.
that all shoes bear on the backs of their respective wheels.
The tender is carried on forged steel wheels, and is of the
Vanderbilt type, with equalized trucks and a one-piece cast
steel frame.
The principal dimensions and ratios of the locomotives
are as follows:
with

a

The

spherical surface to
driving brake system

and fourth pairs of wheels.

is

The

General Data

8%

Gage

4

Service
Fuel
Tractive effort

Freight
Coal or oil
70.450 lb.
357,600 1b.
285,500 lb.

Weight in working ordei
Weight on drivers
Weight on leading truck
Weight on trailinsr truck
Wciaht of engine and tender in working order
Wheel base, driving
Wheel base, total
Wheel base, engine and tender

ft.

in.

2.1.600 lb.

48.500
554.2C0
22 ft. 6

1b.
lb.

in.

41

ft. 5 in.

77

ft.

6 in.

Ratios

Weight on drivers

tractive effort
4.05
Total weight -^ tractive effort
5.08
Tractive effort
diam. drivers -^ equivalent heating surface* ... .6.30
Equivalent heatinfr surface* -:- grate area
83.9
Firebox heatin.T surface -f equivnlent heating surface,* per cent.. 5. 37
Weight on drivers -^ equivalent heating surface*
40.5
Total weight -=- equivalent heating surface*
50.8
Volume both cylinders
23.73 cu. ft.
Equivalent heating surface* -v- vol. cylinders
296.9
Grate area -f- vol. cylinders
3.54
-f-

X
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Speed

zs

30

3S

4o

Miles Per Hour

Test Results Secured with 2-10-2 Type Locomotive on the

Union

Straight top

200 lb. per sq.
Outside diameter of first ring
88
126 in. by 96
Firebox, length and width....
Sides, back and crown, Vi in.; tube, J/
Firebox plates, thickness
Front, 6 in.; sides and back, 5
Firebox, water space. ._
45
Tubes, number and outside diameter
5j4
260— 2^
Flues, number and outside diameter
Tubes and flues, length
22 ft.
Pleating surface, tubes and flues
4,774 sq.
Heating surface, firebox, including arch tubes
378 sq.

lOOO

—

in.'
in.
ft.
ft.

ft.

.262 sq.

ft.

Equivalent heating surface*
Grate ?rea

7,045 sq.
84 sq.

ft.

1

ft.

Cylindrical
Cast steel
194,600
33 in.

Weight
Wheels, diameter
Tournals, diameter and length

6 in.

Water capacity
Coal capacity

steel castings

by

1 1 inch.
10,000 gal.
17 tons

in.

SJ4
wdde and spaced 42 in. between centers. They are braced
transversely between adjacent driving wheels and also at
The
the third, fourth and fifth pairs of driving pedestals.
driving box wedges are self-adjusting. The Commonwealth
rear frame cradle is applied in combination with the Delta
trailing truck, which serves the triple purpose of a frame,
The trailing truck is equalized
radius bar and equalizer.
with the two rear pairs of drivers, the equalization being
heart-shaped
link which is susvertical,
central
a
through
pendfd from a transverse beam hung from the rear driving
This link acts not only as the equalizer connecsprings.
bar pin.
It is circular in section at its lower end, and is guided in the
The bearing between the equalizer
frame cradle casting.
frame of the truck and the locomotive frame is made
tion, but also as the rear truck radius

in.

in.
in.

Tender

The
axle and lateral motion boxes to the front axle.
used in connection with the Economy constant revanadium

in.
in.

5,152 sq.

Pacific

latter are

sistance leading truck.
The frames are annealed

in.

Heating surface, total
Superheater heating surface

Tank
Frame

main

in.

10' in.

Working ]uessure

slL
jr

63

'iVi'vR.

by i8 in.
by 12 in.
30 in,
tVz m. by 14 in.
45 in.
9 in. by 14 in.
12 in.

Style

+

^*-^

-,-

Simple
by 3e in.

'

Boiler

+

5!,.^^,

'-

in.

Wheels
Thriving, diameter over tires
Driving, thickness of tires
Driving journals, main, diameter and length
Driving journals, others, diameter and length
Engine truck wheels, diameter
En*»ine truck, journals
Trailing truck wheels, diameter
Trailing truck, journals

-

^ckit
-

29^5

"*

Ail

\-k''

t^

^

""

at-

"

_•
'

zs.ooo

Diameter and stroke

f

"

-!:s£S'"c
ij

Kind

SSS.4 ylOOO

1

1

-

--

Cylinders

^jf9.4
i

\

*Equivalent heatinj^ surface

mes the superheating

evaporative heating surface

+

1.5

—

Problem in England. By an order
new powers are vested in the British Board of

Ro.^D Tr.anspoet
in council,

total

surface.

for providing and maintaining an efficient system for
The Board may regulate,
the transport of freight by road.
restrict, or give directions respecting the use for the purpose

Trade

of road transport or the sale or purchase of horses or vehicles
The Board may also require
engaged on road transport.

any horse or vehicle to be placed at their disposal either
Power is given to prohibit
absolutely or by way of hire.
transportation of freight of any class by road and to prescribe the radius or distance within which freight may be
conveyed by road.

New

York Central
A

Salaried Specialist on Eacii Division; Results of

Experience

Till.

Kbi'AULisiiMENi' of

under

ro;i(.ls

s^ift'ty

in

Refinement of Details

Lumiuittccs on ull rail-

fcder^il cuntrul, as

umiuunccd

in circular

No. 5, of the director of the division of transportation,
noticed in the Railway Age of June 14, page 1422, puts into
througliuut the country, a system of instruction and
i-l'l'ect,

he

1

meeting of the Safety t'oiiimillcc of tliC
division of the New York Ceutrul, on Novcmlx-r 5.
affords a typical illustration of llic amount and kind of
rejiori of the

.'^>^aLU.><e

last,

work done at such a meeting.
I'hia report fill* Ih
and the transcript of it whicli i.s given Uluw

Images,

stantially verbatim

workers, wliich has already accomplished remarkable results
on a considerable number of important railroads, and which
benelit on any road wherever it is cari;j sure to be of great
I'lie term "salety-lirst,"
ried out witli vigor and persistency.
as introduced into the railroad world by K. C. Richards, in

jjaragrajjlis

1910, means two things: (1)

ment in
and (2)

correction of

who

tlie

simple operation of reversing

of those

their work,

neglect their

tlie

men who, from excessive engrossmake care tor their own safety secondary

mind

own

tlie

mental attitude of those others

safety, not because they are too earnest

in their work, but because they lack the
gence or training, to put anything lirst;

instinct, or intelli-

who

are unsystem-

atic or lazy or thoughtless in various directions.

This process of correction, though simple, is not easy; the
task is a never-ending one; and committees are necessary,
on every railroad division, to attend to the rather humdrum
business of keeping the men keyed up to the importance of
remembering one of the fundamental conditions of their vocation
that of keeping themselves fit to perform their duties.
The universal principle that what is everybody's business is
nobody's business is in evidence every day of the year; and
only a thoroughly efficient organization can avert the wellknown weakening effects that are observable in any enter-

—

prise in which Uie principle

Mr. Gray's
lines

laid

is

forgotten.

circular, before referred to, follows closely the

the American Railway Association in
No. 1333), under nine heads. The plan was
the Railway Age of April 21 page 1461.

down by

191.> (Circular

outlined in
To put the character of this plan before the reader in
concrete form we give below a sketch of the operation of the
system on the New York Central Lines, under the direction
of Marcus .\. Dow, general safety agent, who has built up a
thorough and efficient organization throughout the twenty or
more divisions of the roads under New York Central control.
He has an assistant general safety agent in his office at New
York city, and one on each important division of the road,
sixteen of these in all (some of them attending to one large
and one small division). These division agents devote their
whole time to this work. For a good part of the year except
they have the benefit of one or other of the
in the summer
two motion pictures which have been devised by Mr. Dow
for use as aids in impressing their lectures on the employees.
Two cars, with attendants, are devoted to these pictures and
the safety agents give lectures to the employees, SO to 75
,

—

—

at a time, in these cars, as they are

moved

keynote of the

far a6 the lieadiiig> of ih

onward, we have mI'
illustrating tlie kind of subjects
limitations

of

'

'

("^

.space

whole report, which includes Joo ii«.iu»
h.tving to do with faults in physical features (ending on the
loth i>age) and 44 paragraphs having to do with the torrcxtion of improjuT practices.
In this panicuiar report no items
wiiatever have found a place in the last colunui ( 'keferred to
general committee") and only one item, So. 1083, is found
in tlie column headed "No Action."
The cxtei"
which
these meetings go into particulars will be under- ./.xj when it
is noted tliat Mr. Leonard, general yardmaster, who reportc-d
item Xo. 1091, reported also 4o others.
(But in this case
there had been no meeting for three months.)
.Mr. Sih.iff.
the safety agent of the division (devoting liis whole time to
this work) made 14 suggestions, all but one of which were
referred to some department for attention.
That is to say,
his obscr%ations came ixfore this meeting as new business.
whereas most of the items reported by other memljcrs had to
do with matters which had already received some attentif n
and in many cases had been finally settled. The in-iri tions given by the general safety commitlei- to the divi-i.n
committees call upon members to report, to the projier officer,
every unsafe condition or practice as soon as discovered; and
if such reports arc made, and are properly acted upon, the
committee member can, of course, report both the discovenand the correction at the same meeting.
A subject which is continued from one meeting to another
appears, by number, in the records of each successive meeting iintil it is finally disposed of.
A report of each division
meeting must be sent to the general safety agent at New York
city, within ten days after adjournment.
Where a cinmi't
tee

decides to take no action, it is required to give the r<
decision (which requirement, however, apfK.ir

r,

for such

have been disregarded

!..

in this particular ca.«c).

If a matter
referred to the general committee the chairman of the division committee must give full information, including, where
is

appropriate, plans for improvements of structures, and estimates of costs; and the division committee is required to
make a definite recommendation.
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small duties that appeal to the safet\-fir5t

—

down

that point,

departments,

different

about.

committee-man are
strong-minded men as well as
so elusive that many men
fail to do their best except as they are
those not so strong
held to very definite regulations; and the prevention of the
general lapse into carelessness, which would naturally follow
this condition, constitutes about the whole function of the

Irom

umn>.

'York Central safety-first system
is the maintenance of regular committee meetings on every
division, with constant correction of any inattention or negligence of the committee meml^rs. Many of the innumerable

The

lari;<

i

.-uiKTvision, as related to the duty of railroad employees to
look out for the bodily safety of themselves and their fellow

the habits of

Department

Safety-First
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No. 26

vley
report

mitted

Yardmaster

Dooley,
on
Sept.
ISth
found brake beam down
on NYC 497289, being
switched on ladder

who

Item. Nanie of

No.

J. T. Howley submitted
report
from
Clerk Riley, who on

Jr.

o
826

«£i

Switchstand in station Held for furthe
platform at Akron bevestigation

Oct.

lump

tween main tracks into
which passengers
might walk after
trains
alightinfi from
after dark
Mr. J. Parker submitted
from C. A.
report

Yard
C. D. Schaff suggested that a four inch
post be erected in the
center of the top entrance to subway stairs,
middle platform, Syracuse passenger station,

Jr.

Kaeli, suggesting that
railing along track 4.
east end river bridge,
farther
extended
east and along platform to the old Car-

be

to

A. M. Clough subfrom
mitted
report
timaster C. E. Olp.
limbs
tha
of
tr
obstructed thi
flagman at the Town
Line crossing west of

West street, Syracuse
Mr. T. Leonard submit- Account of shortage
track
laborers,
ted report from Asst.
of
Master
only part of the rails
Yd.
R.
F.
Smith, that a large
have
been
picked
rails

of
were
lying
between
tracks 12 and 13 of
the
Westbound Ad-

Will be
care of soon
up.

1236

taken

vance Yard

Bergen
Mr. A. M. Clough sub- Requested
them
mitted
report
from
make some otl'
arrangements
Trainmaster C. E. Olp,
a
that the W. P. (facnever do this
tory)
have at times
barred a car out so
that it fouled track 5
to enable them to unload sand into sand

E.
Olp sugC.
gested car replacer racks
be provided in Batavia
yard so that the replacers would be out of
the way

Mr.

house

Olp sugC.
E.
progested guard be
vided around a dwarf
signal near station platform at Batavia to prepassengers
from
vent
running into same.

Mr.

Mr. E. Lambert, October Nails were bent over
so points were even
28th, found board with
with board
upturned nails at east
1090
end of Belle Isle Yard
Mr. T. Leonard submit- Inspectors put door
ted report from Yardback in place
1091
master C. T. Farrell,
who on Aug. 10th observed upper deck door
of car 60390 to be
swinging

Mr.

T.
mitted

Leonard

sub-

report

from

Yardmaster C. T. Farwho on Sept. 15th

observed trespasser in
drunken condition
a
attempting to board
westbound freight
a
train, DeWitt Yard
T.
mitted

Leonard
report

Yard Conductor

sub-

Repaired

by

section-

from
S.

R.

Widrick. who on Aug.
27th found broken rail,
track

5,

nger several time
Mr. Everett reported cautioning Western Union
about jumping on and off moving trains.
Mr. Lambert reported cautioning Brakeman J. E. Ryan about crossing
tracks at west end DeWitt yard, too close ahead of moving cars.
Mr. T. Leonard submitted report from Yard Master P. J. Loughrey, who
on Sept. 29 observed Yard Brakeman Rank step in front of a moving car
to adjust knuckle, and cautioned hira regarding same.
Mr. G. J. Klumpp reports cautioning nine of his men working on the
Lewiston branch regarding all unsafe practices i'n general.
Yard Clerk Lincoln reported cautioning Yard Brakeman C. W Carlisle
about running in front of moving cars in order to open knuckle.
Yard Master Howley reported cautioning two soldiers who wen attempting to board a moving train on track 4.
Mr. J. F. Robinson reported cautioning several children about rossing
tracks at Station Lyons, on a short cut to school.
Yard Master White at Batavia reports
he observed to run across the tracks without looking to see if there was a
tram approaching.
Mr. Clough reported cautioning M'aintainer T. Doyle at Churchville about

running motor cars too close together.
Mr. C. E. Olp reported cautioning passenger on train No. 304 about placing hand under window when attempting to lower same.
Mr. E. Alexander reports cautioning Doper Clyde Fressey about riding
on side of cars going into coal trestle at DeWitt.
Mr. C. F. Ray reported cautioning section men w-ho were unloading car
coal at DeWitt, carrying it in baskets on their backs across main track 4,
where there is a sharp curve with a high bank; instructed them to put a
flag out to guard them.
ROLL OF HONOR.
J. H. Mann, operator, Lyons, on November 2 reported fire flying from
BD-6, engine 3868, passing that station, and had train stopped at Lyons
Junction, where car with broken truck was found.
F, A. Palmer, signalman, SS 18, Palmyra, on July 31 discovered brakes
sticking on train 1st 45, passing that station, and stopped train at SS 20,
where brakes were released.

rell,

Mr.

Westbound

This record,

fast freight yard

Mr. T. Leonard submit- Removed
safety
ted report from Yard
Brakeraan C. Abend
who oil Aug. 1st discovered drawhead between
main track 4 and yard
westbound
1,
track
class yard,

to

place

of

1111

to

of

and

re-

door which

would not clear other
cars on adjacent tracks
in class yard. DeWitt
Mr. J. Park'.r submitted Reported to supt. of
telegraph for correport from Maintainrection and report
er S. V. Doran, who
reported guy wire from
telegraph

pole

myra
Parker submitted Taken up with Judd's
Express
Co.
and
report from Foreman
their men instructed
C. W. McCulley, who
that trunks should
on Sept. 25th observed
be pulled off and
two 01 Judd's expressnot shoved off
1163
men shoving trunks
from a truck, one just
young
missing
two
Syracuse Staladies,
J.

tion

will be seen,

embodies only subjects and

discussion

CHAIRMAN OF THE DIVISION SAFETY COMMITTEE
At

Chicago,
^

Station li\\Uo:m.
Date May 10. 1918.
Your attention is ca lleri to folk wing practice or condition: Hole in
ir eight house platform; doorUtg worn and broken.
Kxistii K at (Give E> act Locatioii) No. 1 Inbound house.

Action taken or

\

Recom nendation ma it.

(

Recom nend

repairs

(Signed)

C.

be

at

one

C. Miller,

Member
If c

made

\

Safety

Comm

ttee

reported, a ways give initial and number.

close

to highway leading to
freight house at Pal-

Mr.

The

FOR CONSIDERATION OF THE
out

Brakeman A. B. Hill
who Aug. 3rd discovbad

it

may take an3'\vhere from an hour
a half day or more and may be recorded in such degree
brevity, or fulness, as may be found desirable.

results.

DeWitt

Mr. T. Leonard submit- Car cut
ted report from Yard
ered

possibility

Ir.

DL&WRR

old

prevent

Referred to division
engineer
who advised on Aug. 27th
that post had been

truck
of a baggage
running down the stalr-

penter Shop, Rochester
Mr. C. C. Gleiner sug- Matter now up with
gested
fence
across
as fence
the end of the sidewould be on their
walk,
south
side
of
property
tracks,
west side of

number

found large
of coal lying be-

9th

tween tracks 7 and 8
west end of Syracuse

The current recor(i, from day to day, of the doings of the
safety department, between meetings, is embodied mainly in
form ST7, used by committee members
chairman of the division committee of defects
or wrong practices which the individual member himself cannot correct; another card, of which a sample (No. 4856) is
shown below, to be used by the safety agent in advising ofthree forms; a card,

to advise the

June

ficers of

work

AGK

KAII.WAY

1918

28,

lufdin); to be done, and, third, a dailv re|x»rt,

New York, by each of the
sample card of form ST7 shown on

to be sent to the lieadquarters at

A

division safety agents.

15/"

what has Ijeen done by each of the two motion picture can,
and its IcKuiion on each day of the month.
l.(M

The form headed "Safety Work Card"

made

duplicate, tlie duplicate l>eing sent to the general safely agent at
New York; and he, if a respon.-e is not in due time received
from the su(ierintendent or other oflicer who has the matter
in hand, sends an inquiry to that officer to see what is the
cause of the delay.

S.\FET\'

WORK

is

C.XRD

in

LI.VES

Mfril

I

I

U).\

OK

ilOTIU.N

ll'eber.

J K. Uuflslo

Car ShoDs.

i2i
282
163
133

20

208
23S

Jl

134
E.

.\/ov

15.

9
10
11
13
14
15
16

Transfer

17

Sunday

18

AabubuU

-^4
.'5

report, given below, sigiii

safety agent of the

Middle

I

A

1

284

15.
It contains sevent items,
here omitted because of lack of space.

-Sunday
BuiTalo Exchange St. Sla...

19

35

Date

May

IS,

1918.

INSPEC

Retorted

Remarks

to

Ex. truck at station not Baggageman
left
blocked
and
dangerously close to

main

Ba/tgageman
It

just

left

for

.1

minute, but said
was not a
it

track.

habit

Lawton

JO

ft.
iron pipe that
serves as flag .<Uff
r.iiling
fastened
to
post at freight house

Warehouseman

Arranged
it

to

have

wired

se-

curely

Kalamaioo Top

step broken and Cirpcnter foreman
half beard missing on by Work Card
freight house steps.
No. 2741
east end.

Interviewed

Mr.

Shakespear. owner of
our
menacing

tree

Bot-'ford
tracks
at
Yd., and secured rer-

cut

down by our men

Number

of employees talked to individually regarding safe practices:
Trackmen ... 3
... 1
Stationmcn . . 2
1
Conductors ... 3 Shopmen ....
3
Brakemen ... 4 Others
Switchmen ... 1 Crossing flag-

Enginemen
Firemen

How many
tices

specific

did you

for correction

How many

did you see
correction?

Stale whether you attended a meeting
cf employees
nature of meeting,
number of employees in attendance, and what was the nature of

—

your remarks:

way
and

improper pracand take up

.-•.
up

of

men

New

AthubuU

Car

Sicrl

216

Houm

20 Ashtabula Round
•'
•
21
•"
"
22

••

140
.
331
.... 234
.

••

Sunday

>6

Total

differences in the numljcr of jRTsons

in

attendance
many times

to various conditions, as for example, how
one day an audience can l>e gathered, and also how many
employees are within walking distance at a given location.
The report for March shows that from the first until the
fifth inclusive, the car on the linc-s east was in charge of C.
D. Schaff; from the si.xth to the twenty-ninth, in charge of
C. J. Weljer.
The car on the lines west was in charge of
C. \\'. Hammond, from the .second to the seventeenth: and
of J. P. Tinley from the eighteenth to the twenty-sixth.
The numlK-r of emi)loyefs killed and injured on the NewYork Central, including employees not on duty. i> .'>hown
in a statement which is made up every three months on form
ST6. This form, for the New York Central Lines East of
Buffalo, has columns for 14 divisions, including the Marine
division, and six other columns for the shops, the large shops
being treated, .so far as this department is concerned, as independent of the divisions. This report is too large for reproduction in this place, but the reader will be interested in
the classification of causes of personal injuries.
Every statistician having to do with accident records has hi? own ideas
as to the character of this classification, and the extent to
which it should go into detail; and whether or not this New
York Central classification should l»o ri
for universal use is a question which nc>e<l not
at this
time: but the whole list of causes is rej'..lusc it is
the result of several years of experience: it has recently been
revised in some particulars. One class. No. 20, eye injuries,

due

'

.

all

'

.

.

.

accidents of that kind, regardless of cause: but

in each class

who have

t>een

spoken

to,

A
and the number of specific remedial measures taken.
sample of this report for the month of May is shown in the
double column table.
.Another interesting monthly statement is that showing

the report, the alphabetical arrangement
jr.,..

-f

is intended
the clerks using
ftxjnd convenient.

To

to touch only the cause of the accident.

5

The personal work done b> the division safety agents, as
indicated by their daily reIlOrt^, is summarized at the general
office each month in a .-statement showing, for each agent,
number

108

under every other head the descriptive paragraph

fur

Give any other inform.ition as to nature of work performed.
Gave a little safety talk lo a party of six or eight trackmen who were
surting with motor car from .Viles to South Bend, and explained the different kinds of accidents th.nt haipcn to m"i..i cars, and especially with
regard to handling car in approaching street crossings.
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Plant. Petantirf Ax'f. and recommend the followinR work be done:
Our
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20 Eye injuries.
21 Falling from engines or cars,
moving (not due to defects).
22 Falling from engines or cars,
standing (not due to defects).
23 Falling from scaffolding.
(a) Due to breakage or giving

away.

Due

(b)

to

other causes.

24 Falling from ladders.

Due

(a)
(b)
(c)

to ladder slipping.

"
" breakage.
"
** other
causes.
25 Falling over scrap iron, air hose,
couplers, and other removable
obstructions.

26 Falling over rails, ties, signal
wires and other permanent appurtenances.
27 Falling into engine pits, etc.
on or off engines or
Getting
28
cars moving.
29 Getting on or off engines or
cars standing.
slipping or
30 Gang pla

giving

,vay.

push

cars

or

ve-

Struck by train or engine.
(d) Other causes.
(c)

32 Handling reverse levers.
*'
signal levers.
33
"
rakes.
34
•'
material, traffic,
35

36

struction.

46 Struck by overhead obstruction.
47 Struck by piece
of exploded
torpedo.

48 Struck by coal falling from engine tanks or cars.
49 Struck by objects thrown from
cars, engines, platforms, etc.

50 Struck by tools or other objects
falling

etc.

(a) Baggage.
(b) Freight (except gang plank
slipping).
(c) Company supplies.
(d) Rails, ties, or bridge timbers.
Load shifting.

Othe

(f)

ice

on cars

falling off).
55 Slipping on snow or ice at other
places.

56 Slipping from other causes.
57 Throwing switches (not struck
by engines or cars).
58 Tools, use of:
(a) Struck by tools in hands of
other persons.
(b) Self inflicted injury not due
to defects.

(c)

(d)
(e)
(f)

Defective hand tools.
Use of jacks (not defective).
Defective jacks.

Use

supplied

of air

hammers,

drills,

etc.

59

(d) Gloves or clothing catching.
repairing or ad(e) Cleaning,
justing while in motion.

scaffold-

(e-xcept

37 Machinery.
(a) Defective.
(b) Unguarded.
to
use
(c) Failure
safety devices.

from shelves,

ing, platforms, etc.
Squirt hose pulling off, bursting
or cock opening.
52 Slipping on apron of engine (except falling off).
53 Slipping on snow or ice on or

51

between tracks.
54 Slipping on snow or

Colliding.
Derailed.

(a)
(b)

38 Parting of trains.
39 Rough handling of trains.
40 Ropes, cables or chains slipping
or giving way.
41 Shaker bar slipping of? lug.
42 Stepping on nails.
43 Struck by engines or cars.
44 Struck by engines or cars on
adjoining track.
45 Struck by permanent side ob-

Working under or around
or engines

cars

without protection.

60 Working under or around cars
or engines with protection.
61 Not otherwise specified.

Besides the classification according to causes, this statement gives the total number of accidents under each of six
classes of service, namely: 1, road service; 2, yard service; 3,

VoL
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and to individuals. To
record and make simple the lessons of accidents or of blunders on one part of the road for the benefit of employees on
other parts is a necessary part of the management of any
lectures to gatherings of employees

A sample circular, that issued by Mr. Dow for the
last, contains seven paragraphs concerning accidents which have recently happened on the New
York Central Lines, a sample paragraph being as follows:
railroad.

month of October

A

baggageman was standing in the open doorway
baggage
of a
moving train with his head against the door jamb. Ihe air brake was
applied suddenly and the door slammed shut, catching his head and fracturing his skull. This was a very unsafe place for the employee to stand and
it should have been apparent to him.

Notes of this kind are already familiar to railroad men
elaboration.
A monthly compilation of
this kind is valuable in proportion to the measure in which

and need no further

enables the lecturer to bring his lessons up to the minute,

it

and to give them
These monthly

local color.

circulars are sent not only to the safety

supervisors, but also to the chairmen of committees.
chairmen number 60, the number of committees being
than the number of railroad divisions because of the
ance of separate independent committees for the
shops and also of sub-committees on some of the

These
larger
e.xist-

large
large

divisions.

One of the important elements of interest in the divisional
committee meetings is the reading of short essays by individual members of the committee, particularly by those classed
as employees as distinguished from officers; employees who
have a store of experience, but who have not had much experience in writing or speaking.
This arrangement, drawing out the capabilities of these men, often proves peculiarly
profitable, not only to the man himself but to the whole
committee. To stimulate activity in this direction the general
safety agent sends out, each month to the division chairmen,

PART OF A MONTHLY SUMMARY OF SAFETY AGENTS' DAILY REPORTS (MAY,
NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES TALKED TO INDIVIDUALLY REGARDING SAFE

Specific Improper Practices
and Conditions

1918).

PRACTICES.

Taken Up

for

Correction.

Safety Agents.

Cooper
Daley
Dayton

£

-S

tj

(S

34

34

24

29

61

95

73
57
48
22
73

57
62
112
77
72
32
116

114

22

565

861

Tinlcy

49
46

Van Gorder
Weber

25
59

37
53
39
15
51

545

425

Hammond

Total

t/3

75

^

'J^

ui

78
57

25
25

34

24

114

32
39
29

34
30

39

173

13
75

36
98

60
28
15

5

40
26

11

14

S99

524

330

1,043

236

7

9

22
40

20

55

538
412
454
559
426
290
416

14

16

769

6,197

239

S71

15
6

49

19

36

14
11

10
24

57
128
27
35
55

MOTION PICTURE CAR ATTENDANCE.
T. R. Campbell

W

I
C. J.

with motion picture car (Lines West) 18
"o'lon picture car (Lines East) 10
with motion picture car (Lines East)
7

\v
Wcber

"'!'u

I?

days—Attendance
"
day&—
"
days—

2,287
1,850

928

Total Attendance S,06S

shopmen;

4, trackmen; 5, station men, including freight
handlers; 6, others.
The reader now has some idea of the machinery by which
the safety department is run; but (it is scarcely necessary to
say) no machine, not even such a human machine as this
one, can take the place of an energizing mind; and Mr. Dow
does not rest his reputation for efficiency on any organiza-

howsoever smoothly it may work.
its appeal to the individual's conscience
to his devotion to humanity, as well as
tive of good discipline and efficiency;

tion,

must be got

makes
and civic pride and
to the ordinary moand cold formalism

"Safety-first"

rid of as completely as possible.

To

this

end the

headquarters office is constantly engaged in gathering and
putting into proper shape all available lessons of accidents
everywhere, for use by the division safety agents in their

a topic on which the chairman, acquainted with his committeemen, gets one member to write. Thus, after another

month

the general safety agent has

60

essays, all

on the same

subject.

Report on Australian Railways.
general

manager and chief engineer of

—

P. A. Anthony,
the Federated Malay

States Railways, has been appointed to make a report on
the railways of South Australia.
The Engineer, London.

The Great Western or England has completed the
construction of another ambulance train for use on the continent, and when it was recently put on view to the public
at

the

Paddington

station,

a charge of

money being devoted

Is.

($.24)

to charitable purposes.

was made,

ri,-u-

of the

Two

M.

V.

C.

Louis Committee Excels

St.

in Entertaining

Car Service Committee With Assistance of Y. M.
Patriotic Citizens Does Great Work
PKiiMuiNi. ovKK

1S2,U00 soldiers and sailors with comand entertainment in the course of one year constitutes an enviable record whicli is rendered more
remarkable by tlie fact that these services were performed
free of charge by patriotic railroad officers and citizens in
co-operation witli the Y. M. C. A. The organization which
accomplished this is the Soldiers' and Sailors' Welfare Committee of the St. Louis committee of the Car Service Section.
This body was created at the first meeting of the St. Louis
car service committee in the spring of 1Q17 and consists of
Rubens Humphrey, chairman, who is also executive secrcS.

S.

of the

St.

Louis Railroad Y. M. C. A., T. K. Knight.
\V. Conley and A. S. Johnson.
From

Huffman, P.

I'irst the committee's great opportunity
for service was
recognized and very soon an au.xiliary committee was formed
principally for the purpose of meeting all troop trains passing through the St. Louis gate-way.
The members of this

the

were drawn

from representative bodies of
men and women in the city who had been active in patriotic,
civic and philanthropic work.
By October 1, 1Q17, fully
100 men and women were giving their time and enthusisub-committee

astic effort to the

What

work of

has been, and

is

the auxiliary committee.
being, done by the Soldiers'

bureau

telegrams are sent for tlic men, relatives found,
free writing
material provided, nwgazines distributed, thp sirk trikfni
care of, and such other assi.<tancr'

•

An

important part of the work

recruits

from

all

at

the central distrii

'

I

i

;

J,.,,..

.,

son Bamuks. These "new men are given free baths,
free
beds and frequently free meals until they proceed
to the
barracks.
During the month of December and
"

when

the

hou.sed, fed

January
was unusually severe, the committee
and entertained over 1,000 men in rcla>'8 of JOG

weather

without one serious case of

and

Welfare Committee includes many activities, all
co-ordinated to secure the best results.
For example, carefully selected groups of ladies and gentlemen, all of whom
are volunteer workers, meet troop trains in the yards and
serve the soldiers and sailors with tobacco, candy, fruit,
magazines, papers, souvenir post cards and other comforts.
Often troop? are permitted to leave their trains for several
hours or half a day and at such times the Railroad Young
Men's Christian .Xs.sociation opens its doors to the men and
permits them to use the swimming pool, billiard tables, bowling alleys, reading rooms, library and other available means

and

of entertainment, witliout cost. Free writing
material is provided and oftentimes the stamps for letters. The
Y. M. C. A.
restaurant is available to the men and, if any
happen to be
without funds, as is sometimes the case, no charges
are made.
In addition, free sleeping accommodations
are provided for
tho.-;e who may have to stay in the
citv over night.
One of the first steps taken by the Soldiers' Welfare Committee was the establishment of an information
bureau on
the second floor of the St. Louis union
station, which is
operated by a sub-committee com|>osed of 60
ladies, most
of whom are the wives of railroad officers.
At this

forts

tar)-

C. A.

Troops

illness.

Committee Builds Huts to Accommodate Men
The work of the Soldiers' and Sailors' Wilfarc Committee

Sailors'

'

'

'

under way long Ixrfore it was found that the
ns for the men at the railroad Y. M. C. A.
rr ta,xed to such an extent that rv''
—
'1

'

were being denied their privileges.
A.
Y. M. C. A. hut was constructed in front of
Association building.
This structure was erected in th<mi. Mil- of nerember, 1917, in the .short space of 24
hours.
The hut, shown in the photograph, is of frame construction
20 ft. by 120 ft., lighted by electricity and heated by steam
U-rs

1579

•
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did not take long, however, to discover that additional
were needed and as a consequence a permanent
This hut conbrick .structure, 40 ft. by 140 ft., was built.
tains an auditorium seating 800, with a stage and all necessary equipment, including dressing rooms, and is used at
Cots and blankets supplied by
night for sleeping purposes.
It

facilities

the government provide accommodations in this hall for at
Canteen service for visiting soldiers and
least 300 men.
sailors

is

also provided

in

auditorium

dresses, folk dancing

and boxing are among

musicals,

Entertainments

building.

this

staged in the
Dramas, comedies,

are

every

practically
patriotic

and

evening.

religious

ad-

the entertainments

provided.
In addition to the entertainment provided there, the city
as a whole has extended its hospitality to the men. Through
the courtesy of the baseball clubs of St. Louis, several hundred soldiers and sailors have been able to attend big league
Through the kindness of public
games without charge.
spirited citizens of St. Louis several hundred boys have had
The welfare
the privilege of seeing the city by automobile.
committee has also looked after the needs of men who have
these
have been
Many of
been rejected for army service.

sheltered in the hut

and

in

some cases provided with posi-

tions.
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The welfare committee's record for the month of May,
which is not included in the statistics for its first year's
During that
work previously alluded to, is noteworthy.
time its members met 203 trains, served 59,269 men on trains,
23,198 in the huts and 3,921 at the booth in the station,
making a total of 86,388 men served; of this number, 2,507
w-ere provided with sleeping accommodations in the huts,
11,832 with baths and 16 with medical aid. Nearly 17,000
were fed in the canteen at the brick hut and 700 additional
were fed in the Railroad Y. M. C. A. building. Approximately 11,000 attended social, educational and religious
meetings, w^hile 43,328 letters were mailed through the committee, of which 2,767 were provided with postage by the
In addition, positions were secured for 15
Y. M. C. A.
rejected men.

Freight Operations for

March

BuRE.^u or Railway Economics has issued the
following report showing the comparative freight operations of the railways for the month of March and
the three months of the calendar year, compiled for the
.American Railwav Association.

THE

Increase or decrease

1918

Item
Freieht

Emotv

TMaf

freieht car-miles
freight car.m.les-loaded

Freight

locomotive-miles

Revenue ton-miles
Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives
sen-ice

Amount

21,693,330
560,977,023
232,955,690
793,932,713
27,064,626
15,702,320,551
912,447,394
12,989

32,657

332

66,266
39,697
26,569
766
29.6

66,185
48,790
17,395
726

81

O.t

d 9,093
9,174

dl8.6

28.1

1.5

52.7
5.5
5.3

d2.7
d2.2

67.2
21.1
29.3

70.0
22.8
30.5

d2.8
dl.7
dl.2

d4.0
d7.5
d3.8

0.6

15.6

14.7

d 7.8

5.5

d 5.467
d 90

d 0.7

d 267.26

dO.5

0.9

dl.8
0.4

^•f^
'H'?^!
2,571,071,157

6,644,086
1,184,452
2,195,749,780
42,030,130

28,494

28,013

481

110,086
68,047
42,039
o/J

115,475
86,984
28,491

d 5,389
d 18,937
13,548

28.1
66.8
24.9
28.6

26.4
66.6
25.6
29.2

14.9

14.8

1.3

d 735,637
d 18,009,296
d 21,017,918
d 39,027,214
d 418,753
332,151,678
d 2,601,092

Per cent
d3.3
d3.1
d8.3
d4.7
d

1.5

2.2

dO.3

in
:

Average numijer of freight locomotives

crease

1918

1917
22,428,967
578,986,319
253,973,608
832,959,927
27,483,379
15,370,168,873
915,048,486

661,056
10,345,813

1.69-M08.330

.I^AIHV,

;-

Per cent

d 8,920,186

'f^lU'o'V-t
-tcH.o^y.ioo

and empty

Amount

1,197,533,361
493,449,342
1,685.764,244
57,854,935
29,145,578,151
2,529,041,027

50,404,505

train-miles

Loaded fre,ght car-miles

1917
49.743,449

in

shop or awaiting shop
Average number of freight cars in service
\verace number of freight cars in shop or
awaiting shop

Home
^Foreign'::.:

Tons per traiti
Tons pel loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per rent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
shop

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated— single track

4,259
2,192,740

47.6

637
0.3

5.0

1,099,927
14,293
196,896.97

d4.7
d21.8

1,208,894
12,934
54,729.02

1,040,430
13,737
196,810.09

40

1,214,361
13.024
54,996.28

dO.5

Wester.v District
Increase or decrease

1918

Item
Freight

Loaded
Empty

train-miles
freight car-miles
freight car-miles

—

Total freight car-miles loaded and empty
Freight locomotive-miles
Revenue ton-miles

Non-revenue ton-miles
Average number of freight locomotives

9,644,341
218,456.080
96,718,411
315,174,491
10,907,639
5,773,780,081
505,210,001

947,329
17,713,572
9,225,953
26,939,525
1,098,425
549,282,442
22,930,767

10.9
8.8
10.5
9.3
11.2
10.5

4,887

4,747

140

2.9

538

591
267,463

4.8

Increase or decrease
1918

1917

19,066,834
428,446,071
154,855,055
583,301,126
21,067,122
9,865,227,299
1,153,413,762

18,617,470
417,804,534
151,983,276
569,787,810
20,562,342
8,550,911,639
1,131,713,307

10,618

10,609

13.513,316
504.780
1,314.315,660
21.706,455

in

shop or awaiting shop

Average number
Average number

Per cent

in

service

Average number of freight locomotives

Amount

1917
8,697,012
200,742,508
87,492,458
288,234,966
9,809,214
5,224,497,639
482,279,234

of freight cars in service
of freight cars in shop or

awaiting shop

Home
Foreign

Tons per trai'n
Tons per loaded car
Average miles per locomotive per day
Average miles per car per day
Per cent of empty car-miles
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting
shop

313,601

1,692

665,060

d 125
12,254

dl.O
d22.S

2,129

77.6

656

578

36,527
28,173
8,354
520

28.4
66.7
34.8
30.4

25.7
64.0
28.3
26.5

23.2
62.5
27.3
26.7

15.9

16.0

929,104
14,834

806,005

12,638
7,767
4,871
651
28.7
72.0
32.4
30.7

12,763
10,021
2.742

11.0

12.4

dl.4

d 11.6

dO.8

dl5.6

1,100,589

80.868
d 1,123
127.09

7.3

4.0

31,182
20,583
10,599

d 5,345

d 14.6

d 7.590
2.245

d26.9

dO.2

dO.5

dO.7

dl3.5

123,099
2,149
227.05

15.3
16.9
0.2

26.9

Revenue ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated single track

—

1,111,457
18.411
33,750.92

lt>,5-34

33,623.83

d5.7
0.4

i,4

17.03

12,685
108,189.98

June

28.
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CUMIIINED TIIRF.t

Kinpty

M7,078.J4I
1.319,.>J9,K')8

Toul ircinht ^ar iiiiirt — loailed and empty 4, 517.871. lOJ
Frriiihl locmotivrmilrs
172,116.765
Revenue i.mmilc.
8J.JJ4,99I,545
Non- revenue ton-nulca
*
7.961,J81,iyi
AveriKe number af freJRht locomotlvea In
•er%'ice
JO.Ml
Average numher ii itii«lii locomotives in
shop or awjuiiiii

Average number ji
AveraKc number of
awaiting

d Jt.8.''J.'.5ol
d I56.U36.231
d 524,968,792
d 11,934,564
d 2.260,411,774
d 142,604,202

J ln.3

d 10.6
d 10.4

1I8,0J9
78,106

Average miles per loconwtive per day
Average miles per car per djiy
Per cent of emptv carniilM
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaitinit shop
Per cent of freight cars in shop or awaiting

shop

1

14.7
17 2

J 9.4

2,091
1,224,107

d4.9

6R.I1S
43.815
24.300
703

d i,020

124,049
93,787
30,262

39.9.'3

.

I

dy.6

4.1
J.4

cart in aetvicc
frrinhi car» !n thop or

Home

1917

57.751.106
1.322.836,4)4
593,657.604
1,916,494 043

I.J

«li..p

.^Ko^iSn
Tons per tram
Tons per loaded car

I.M.I

d6.5
d3.6
dl.S

irciKlii

sh.iji

II.

1911

154,877.526
3,567,563,766
1,475,276.129
5,041,839,895
184,051,329
85,615,403,319
8,103,985,393

],l9g.&JI..>05

trcmlu ^ariiulo

158

MAKi

1917

I'JIH

Irani nulc
irriKht .jr mile,

Iti

Statu

I'kiTio

Frrittlu
I.oaJc.l

lAM'AKV

M•l.^lll^

621

60S

28.5
63.1
21.6

68.3
24.9

29 2

29.3

15.

15.0

d 15.681
9,661

d

16.7

J1.9

3a7

26.3

5.1

5.5

2.750.899
35.862
219,069.52

2,860.999
38.104
219,050.57

1.950

1,100.2m

d5.2
d3.3
dO.l

61.3

d 1.472
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shop

Amount

1917

1918
Freight train-miles
28.518.040
Loaded freight car-miles
589.942,293
Empty freight car-miles
274.747,395
Total freight car-miles loaded and empty
864.689,688
Freight locomotive-miles
32,088.261
Revenue tonmilei
15,739.160.767
Non-revenue tan-miles
1.502,731.779
Average number of freight locomotives in
service
5.286
Average number of freight locomotives in
shop or awaiting shop
653
Average number of freight cars in service
352.909
Average number of freight cars in shop or
awaiting shop
14.123
Home
9,383
Foreign
4.740
Tons per train
605
Tons per loaded car
29.2
Average miles per locomotive per day
67.4
Average nules per car per day
27.2
Per cent of emptv car-miles
31.8
Per cent of freight locomotives in shop or
awaiting shop
12.4
Per cent "f freight cars in shop or awaiting

Per cent

d3.4
1.5

60.807,095
1.285,852,478
450.834,894
1.736,687,372
67,815.996
:9,594.828,493
3,881.151.540

5.215

71

1.4

11.936

51

0.4
d 15.6
60.5

35,791

1.3

2.9
0.3

d

d 0.5

Increase or decrease

635.306
33,850,213
3,531.061
d 30,319.152
898,942
42,695.315
d 23.381.341

2.3

dll.2
dll.2

1918

27,882.734
623.792.506
271.216,334
895.008.840
31.189.319
15.696,465.452
1.526,113.120

d5.4

d 3.911
d 2*3.77

Disraitrr

Increase or decrease

Item

d 368.442

3.275,469
34.966
S7,S2<.02

1.868

750.234

296.350
14.072
11.118
2.954

618

d 1.735
1.786
d 13

d2.1

24,908
10.S83
SSI

26.0

23.8
68.2
27.2
26.8

2.479.459
39.613
122.686.14

2.349.361
37.256
122.551.25

26.0
63.1

27.6
66.5
33.6
30.3

40.390
30,787
9.603
517

25.

12.3

4.0

Revenue

ton-miles:
Per freight locomotive
Per freight car
Average miles operated single track
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d Decre.isc.
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tl^^il

included in
lot.ll lrn«

3.009.869
52.966
38.973.30

2.977.518
44.598
39.141.13
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I
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Some Big Fellows
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d 32,351
d 8.368
167.83

d 1.1
d 15.8
0.4

represent about 26 per cent of the total operated milrace of the roads of
one P't cent.
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Handling Bulk Cement

With

a Clamshell

1917 transportation
difficulties
caused the
cement manufacturers to use gondola cars for the
shipment of their product both in bags and in bulk.
The lading was protected against the weather by tarpaulins
and no appreciable difficulties were experienced by this innovation; in fact, in-the case of bulk cement, some material advantages were obtained.
Until necessity had demonstrated
otherwise, all plans for the use of bulk cement were based on
the assumption that the need of adequate protection against
rain precluded the use of anything but a closed car.
As a
result of this the cement of necessity was unloaded either by
hand or with a power shovel of the type used for unloading
grain at elevators, and when cement was being supplied to
concrete mixers mounted on cars as has frequently been the
case with concrete work on railroads in cities, it was necessary to suspend the platforms from the sides of the cars so
that the cement could be wheeled from the side doors of the
cement car to the mixer on an adjacent car.
With a demonstration of the practicability of the use of
the open top car in this service, the unloading problem was
greatly simplified.
If done by hand the gondola car can be
equipped with runwa3-s like those used on the tops of sand
and stone cars, but of greater significance is the possibility

DL-RING
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lowed the sand and stone through the hopper into the mixer.
Just beyond the end of the mixing plant car were cars containing the concrete materials, the cement car being nearest
the mixer with the other cars beyond.
Materials in these
cars were transferred to the hoppers over the concrete mixer
by means of a clamshell bucket operated by a locomotive
crane which ran on a track alongside that on which the
mixer and material cars were standing.
It has been found that the cement car can be cleaned out
thoroughly by the man who passes the signals for the dropping of the clamshell into the material cars and as a result
there is very little loss of cement.
Careful observations have
shown that the loss with cement handled in this manner is
less than in the case of sack cement.
The tarpaulin which is
used to cover the cement is rolled back over the temporar}frame work which is built on the cars to support it, so that
onl\- a portion of the contents of the car is exposed to the
weather

at

one time.

—

Dutch Scrutinize Trains. x\ccording to press despatches a semi-official communication has been issued by the
Netherlands government in reply to the expression of fear
by the British that the control over railroad traffic through
the Province of Limberg was inadequate.
It says that the
trains are submitted to two examinations upon their entr}'
into

Holland.

The arrangement

of the Netherlands gov-

Unloading Bulk Cement With a Clamshel
of using the clamshell liucket which is so widely used in
handling the fine and coarse aggregates for concrete work.
good example of what has been accomplished along this
line is illustrated in the photograph which shows one form
of car-mounted mixing plant which was used for the con-

crnment with Germany is that train movements shall not be
is customary in peace times.

greater than

A

an ore trough at the Illinois Steel Company's Bay
View plant at Milwaukee, Wis. The concrete was mixed by
a one-yard mixer mounted on a flat car which also supported
the bins, hopper and belt which held and carried the raw
materials.
Above the inclined belt there were separate bins
for the sand, stone and cement. The sand and stone dropped
on the belt and were conveyed into a measuring hopper immediately alongside the m'ixer.
The cement was shoveled
by hand into a measuring box directly above the hopper,^
and when ready the bottom of the box, which was made of
a removable steel plate, was pulled out and the cement folstruction of

The Katanga Rail\\'Ay, in Belgian Congcj was coniMay 22, thus setting up through communication

pleted on

by
by

rail

from Capetown

to

Bukama on

the

Congo River, and

rail and navigable waters as far as Boma and the mouth
of the Congo.
This great work, which may be considered
as a section of the line from the Cape to Cairo, has been

accomplished under very difficult circumstances owing to the
The British railway from Buluwayo reached the fron-

war.

tier of the

Congo

Belgian control,

in 1909.

first

Thence

it

to Elisabethville

was prolonged under
(1910), and then to

Kambove (191,3). Construction, interrupted for a time at
the outbreak of the war, was taken up with enere;y, and has
just been brou,ght to a successful ending.

General

News Department
itill busy with the case of the shop employees in the hope of making a recommendation this week. The
despatchers will be given a hearing later.

D. I. Forsythe, assistant chairman of the Chicago Comniiltee of the
ar Service Section, United States Railroad
Administration, has been appointed acting chairman to succeed A. M. Schoyer, resigned.

cause the Board was

Palatine, Lake Zurich & Wauconda has tiled applicawith the Illinois State Public Utilities Commission for
permission to discontinue operation.
The road extends

lixing

«.

The

tion

between

I'alatine,

111.,

.iinl

\\

aiuonda,

15 miles.

The

presidential and diplomatic suite of rooms at the
Union Station in Washington, formerly used exclusively for
State purposes, has been converted into a canteen station
for soldiers, sailors. :ind marines in transit, an<l will be in
charge of the .\nurican Red Cross.

The movement of freight over the main line of the Pennsylvania Railroad now exceeds all former records. At Columbia,
Pa., the average daily movement of cars, eastbound and westbound, for the first fifteen days of June, was 8.462. The best
previous monthly record was that of May, which was 8,066
cars a day.
The United

Employment

Service has established a
division of engineering with A. H. Krom, secretary of the
American .Association of Engineers, Chicago, as director.
Opportunity will be given technical men to register for
emergency government work or for permanent advancement
The office is at
in positions meeting their qualifications.
29 South La Salle street, Chicago.
States

The Federal Employment Bureau

at Altoona, Pa.,

is

op-

erated in connection with the employment department of the
State of Pennsylvania, and considerable numbers of applications
are received. On June 21, seven men were provided with railroad employment. At the same time the Pennsylvania Railroad
Company notified the bureau that it would like to hire 2,519 men
(or women).
Places are waiting on that road in all depart-

Pricei of iron, as fixed in the agreement m^'lr
committee of the War Industries
resentatives of the iron ore. pig iron ani!
been approved by President Wilson. '1 J.i ..
now prevailing on ore, pig iron and iron and
are to be continued in ellect for three mom'
tcinbcr 30, but the base prices •!
delivered to lower lake ports arc
Ion, effective July 1, on accc>unt
'

t.v

the pricc'lie rep!>

have

i.t..^s
^

'

'

-^

'

;

'

rates.

At Cumberland, Md., one day last week. 21 lawyrr* "per!•
formed a great scrviic lor local busines^
a lot of freight at the freight house of tli'
relieving a troublesome congestion whi'
by the impossibility of securing help. Cunibci land lias cnlcr!

prising reporters as

well as enterprising lawyers, this

incident

having made for one of them about a column of copy, which was
The lawyers
well spiced with names and personal allusions
unloaded a carload of tar, a car of mixed merchandise and
other things, and received each 24 cents an hour.

Purchase of the Virginian Railway, by the government, it
proposed in a bill introduced in C ongrcss on July 21 by Senator James Hamilto.i Lewis of Illinois. The \'irginian runs
from the coal fields of West \'irginia to tidewater at .Norfolk, and the Senator's proposal includes 125.000 acres of
West Virginia coal land. The total proposed expenditure is
$115,000,000.
Mr. Lewis bases his proposal upon the necessity of insuring an adequate supply of coal for the navy; and
he says also that such a purchase would afford the means to
make a test, on a small scale, of government railroad ownership.

ments.

The Northwestern Pacific was indicted by a federal grand
jury at San l-'ranoisco. Cal., on June 18. on a charge of destroying and failing to keep permanent records of its history
and operations as required by the Interstate Commerce
Commission. The action against the road is the result of the
disappearance of papers and documents deemed essential to
an accurate valuation of the company's property by the commission.

The Western Regional Purchasing Committee has advised
in that area of a considerable amount of new and

the roads

second hand material available for use by other roads. This
material includes 24,-40O new and second hand rail braces,
a second-hand air compressor, a locomotive type boiler, 61
miles of 60-Ib., 70-lb. and 80-lb. A. S. C. E. rail complete with
turnouts and fastenings, two 50-ton locomotives, several cars
and a large number of through, deck, truss and girder bridge
spans.

understanding.

The Chicago sub-committee
has been dissolvcil
mittce for eastern lin'
trict

George H.

Ingalls,

nn.i

of the Eastern Regional Disits plare .iii r.]. r.iiim.;
.mu-

in

.

tr.

,!

N'
as chairman.
mittee to assist him, consisting oi S. K.

Lines,

:n-

.

iilair. general agent
the New York, Chicago & St. Louis, chairman; D. I.
Forsythe, secretary; F. C. Batchelder, president of the Baltimore & Ohio Chicago Terminal; W. F. Schaff, general
superintendent of the New York Central Lines; W. B.
Gilibs, superintendent of the
H E. Whittcnbcrgcr, general manager
^. and W. H.
Scrivcn. general agent ami
the Pennsyl-

of

Lake Superior and
Michigan docks have been announced by the Fuel

Maximum
Lake

H. A. Garfield, United States Fuel .Vdministrator, has
issued a statement saying that misapprehension has arisen
in certain quarters as to the meaning of the words "government price," as used in the announcement of the recent increase in the price of railroad coal.
It is stated that the
government prices for coal are maximum prices, and that
it follows as a matter of course that any consumer, including
the railroads, may buy for less, provided it is mutually agreeable, but that the preferential car supply has been discontinued and will not be a consideration of the contracts or

prices for anthracite coal at

The prices are higher than those of last
.Administration.
winter, due to the increased freight rates and the increased
cost of handling at the docks. N'o advantage will result to
producers, as the mine prices for coal going to the Great
Lakes will be the same as the mine prices for the rest of the
tonnage. The order afTects only shipments made from the
docks on and after June

25.

The train despatchers are not satisfied with the increases
in pay awarded them by Mr. Mc.Adoo's general order No. 27,
and iTiany communications in their behalf have been received by
the Board of Wages and Working Conditions, asking for further
.\ committee of despatchers
consideration and readjustment
called on the Board last week, but were put ofT until later be1583

'

vania.

Examiners of Accounts (Male), for service under the
Interstate Commerce Commi^sion, arc called for by the United
States Civil Ser»-ice Commi.ision.
There are vacanrirt in the
'-•:-•;
Bureau of Valuation and in the Bureau r'
<
Two general grades of eligibles will be
examination, the .salaries in the fir.il
$2,200 to $3,000. and in the second gra-!c 'r-n, $l..snj to
.Appointments to the»e positions will be principally
S2.100
.

-

'

i
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tor duty in the field, but some appointments may be made
It is desired to secure eligibles of
for duty in Washington.
large experience, and a register of eligibles will be established for each of the following branches of accounting:
(b) DisSteam railroads.
(a) General accounts.
(1
)

bursement accounts,

(c)

Construction accounts

in

ing department.
(d) Accounting and statistical
valuation departments,
(e) Freight accounts.
(2)

work

The sundry civil appropriation bill was passed by the
Senate on June 24. It carries an appropriation of $3,500,000
for continuing the valuation work of the Interstate Commerce Commission and one of $5,250,000 for the Alaska Railroad. The bill had been passed by the House. The Senate
added an amendment making the unexpended balance of the
appropriation of $20,000 for the Joint Committee on Interstate Commerce (the Xewlands Committee), available until
expended. The committee discontinued its work when the
government took over the railroads, but has the balance of
the year in which to submit a report. Another amendment
increased the appropriation for the safety appliance
and

Commerce Commission from

— Correction

In the derailment of the "Dixie Flyer" on the Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis at Vinings, Ga., April 18, the fireman was
injured, slightly; he was not fatally scalded, as was stated in our
report printed on June 14.

of

Railway Economics

to

Be Continued

Tlie Bureau of Railway Economics, whose expenses, under
an order of the Railroad Administration, may not be charged
to the operating accounts of the railroads after June 30.
is to be maintained by the railroad corporations, at least
until the end of the calendar year. .This was recently decided
by the executive committee after a great majority of the
roads subscribing to the bureau had agreed to continue their
regular contributions. The extensive railway library of the

bureau has been taken over by the Railroad Administration,
but, for the present at least, is to be retained at the offices
of the bureau.

Railroads have been authorized by the Railroad .Administration to continue to contribute to the maintenance of the
.American Museum of Safety, New York City.

The Supreme

Court's Respect for State Courts

awarding $25,000 damages to a boy of seven years,
whose foot was cut off Ijy a freight car moving on a side track,
was one of the scraps of court news published in the New York
papers about a year ago. The sum awarded looked very large,
especially as it seemed plain, from the facts as published, that
the accident (on the Erie Railroad in New Jersey) was due to
the child's own fault.
He was playing marbles and put his foot
across the rail under the car in an endeavor to recover a lost
marble. The United States Circuit Court of Appeals sustained
the verdict, holding that the New Jersey law, making any person
.•\

in

to

state.

Unused

Rails at

Vancouver

Electric

their forty-eighth birthday.

Bureau

to recover his marble.

justices of the United States Supreme Court dissented from
the majority view because the New Jersey State Court, whose
opinion had been respected, was not the highest court of the

in

they desire to be examined; and they must not have reached

Accident Record

was impelled simply by the wish

rather he

Two

engineer-

railroads.
(4) Other common-car(3) Steamship service.
rier service (including pipe-line, sleeping-car, and telephone
and telegraph service.)
(S) Public accounting practice (as
a certified public accountant or in the office of a certified public
accountant.) .\pplicants should indicate the grade for which

accident work of the Interstate
$250,000 to $313,000.
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verdict

such a case guilty of contributory negligence, should not apply
infants, though a New Jersey State court had said that it

The Supreme Court of the United States on May 20,
a decision delivered by Justice Holmes, disapproved this
view and reversed the judgment. .Apparently it remains true,
still, in New Jersey, that but for the specific statutory prohibition,
a railroad could be mulcted iii $25,0Cio for allowing such an accident to happen on its premises
There was some argument on
the claim that the plaintiff had been invited on the tracks, but

The

of Railways and
negotiating with representatives of the Russian govthe United States for the purchase of rails (150
miles) lying on the Vancouver docks. These rails have been rusting there since the collapse of the Russian Empire. Negotiations,
however, are slow and unsatisfactory. The Russian government
is in such a chaotic condition that the Canadian authorities are
never certain with v/hom they are dealing. The rails are light
weight but in view of the present shortage it is felt that it will
be possible to utilize them.
In addition to the rails, there are
said to be no less than 4,000 cars for Russia stored at the Pacific
coast.
The cars, unfortunately, cannot be used on Canadian

Canadian

Canals)

government

(Department

is

ernment

in

The Train Despatchers' Association
The annual convention

of the Train Despatchers' .Association of America, scheduled to be held at Grand Rapids,
Mich., on June 18, failed of a quorum (25 members), owing
chiefly to the inability of members to be spared from their
duties. The only member of the e-xecutive committee present
was the secretary-treasurer-editor, J. F. Mackie. The annua!
report to the executive committee by the secretary-treasurer
announced that the receipts for the year were $2,431, and the

expenditures $3,483, leaving a deficit of $1,052, which, added
to that of the previous year makes a total deficit of $1,658,
The
which the Association owes wholly to Mr. Mackie.
list indicated a total membership of 635, a falling ofT of 314 from (he previous year.
In the absence of a quorum, the meeting organized itself
into an adjusttnent committee and made the following
recommendations to the executive committee, which has
power to fill all vacancies and holds over until its successors
have been duly elected and qualified; The election of E. W.
Weston, chief despatcher of the Northern Pacific at Livingston, Mont., as president, in place of F. N. McPhee, resigned;
the election of J. P. Finan, despatcher of the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe, Needles, Cal., as secretary-treasurer and
editor, to succeed J. F. Mackie, resigned, and the election
of F. I. Felter, chief despatcher of the New York Central
lines, electric division, Grand Central terminal, New York
City, as member of the executive committee in place of C. C.
Barnard, resigned; the continuance of the publication of the
Train Despatchers' Bulletin reduced in size; the inaugura-

membership

tion of a vigorous campaign for members among train
despatchers in sympathy with the present principles of the
.Association, under which train despatchers are regarded as
division staff' oiificers bound to render supreme loyalty to the
service and not to any protective organization. The meeting pledged loyalty to these principles and active support
of them.
There was no meeting of the train rules committee during the year, and consequently no report.
J. P. Finan, F. I. Felter and F. H. Hadley expressed their
willingness to wait unofficially upon the Director-General
in
order to protest against the apparent discrimination
against unorganized employees, more particularly train
despatchers, in the latest award of the wage adjustment
commission, which gives train service employees percentage
increases based on present pay instead of that of December,
1915.
.Accordingly, a conference with C. A. Prouty, director
of the division of public service and accounts, was arranged

for

June

22.

should.

last, in

!

Justice Holmes says that it is not a question of the susceptibility
of the boy to the temi>tation to play on or around the cars

Railway Financial Officers
W. Cox,

secretary of the Society of Railway Financial
Officers, announces that the executive committee has decided that
the holding of the annual meeting for this year shall be deferred
until further action
and that the monthly bulletin of the society be discontinued for the present.
Bulletins may be issued
from time to time, witli the approval of the executive committee.
L.

;

June

28,
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(or dues will also be deferred until fur-

ther notice.

derailniciit

ol

passiMitter

No. 2y on the

train

News

Traffic

Report on Schodack Derailment
The

New York

Central near Schodack Landing. .\'. Y., 12 miles south of Albany,
on the night of May IJ, has been inadc the subject of a report
to the New York State I'ublic Service Commission (second
district) by C. R. \'annenian, chief of the Division of Steam
Railroads of that commission. The derailment occurred about
11 p. m., and the enginenian. the lireman, and two passengers
were killed or fatally injured and 87 passengers. 9 mail clerks,
and two employees were injured. The derailment was due to
excessive speed through a No. 10 crossover and the engineman,
who was fatally injured but who was conscious for an hour or

The

ileaiii'

City and .M
tionate to il

The

'

n

.

'

.

^

^

^^^^

|.ru|>or'

State I'ublic

L'tilitiet

Chicago on June

(.ommuiiun

ol lllmoit held a hearing

to coniider the application of the railroads of that Slate for rule« and reuulaliunt governing recuntign-

at

25,

now

ment. dixersion and transit privileges, identical with thotc
governing interstate traffic.

more, told a signal niaintainer that he. the engineman, was to
No other person was nearby when this confession was
blame.
made and the inspector cannot learn that it was made to any
other person. The inspector says that he has no reason to doubt

Director General Mc.Vdoo ha» authorized the it»uancc of joint
through freight rates between all i.ninis in tbr Priri*', ''.laM and
intermountain territory on tli>
iritory East of the Mississippi
c

the maintaincr's testimony.

other at the same ligures as lli'
ling territory north of the Ohio river,
i he existing rate adjuttment in the territory East of the Mississippi and .South r>f the
ty
Ohio to and from the Pacific coast and ini^
is made up generally by combination of pr
and West of the Mississippi which make
r
through rate than to the corresponding tcrniur
c
-^
Ohio. The new adjustment will better enable th(
in the Southeastern states to reach the Pacific '. _
...
;.ipetition with their competitors in the territory north of (he Ohio
river.
The Southeastern states and the Pacifi<* <~na«t territory

..

.

The crossover where the derailment occurred leads from
main track to a middle siding, and about an hour before

the
tliis

accident the signalman had found, after admitting a train to
the middle siding, that the switch could not be reset to the main
track because, apparently, of some obstruction between the switch
point and the stock rail. Being unable to set the switch straight
and to clear the signal, the next three trains, of which No. 29
was the third, were diverted to the middle siding. The first two
of these trains heeded the caution and stop signals properly
and went through at slow speed, but No. 29 was not slackened
and ran off the track. The distant signal, calling for controlled
speed approaching the switch, is about 5.000 ft. in the rear. The
signal apparatus was found in good condition and there is no
indication that anything had been wrong with it.
The derailed

engine fell over on its left side and slid along for about 600 ft.
tearing up the middle track completely and the cylinder of the
engine plowed a channel so completely that the side rods and
valve gear on that side of the engine were not in the least injured. The steam pipe to the left injector was ruptured and the
engineman and fireman were badly scalded. The fireman is believed to have perished instantly.
The inspector believes that the impossibility of locking the
switch which led to the accident was probably caused by some
small foreign object getting in between the switch rail and the
main rail, which obstruction was subsequently shaken out when
He finds that the engineman,
the following train passed over.
who was 64 years old and had been a passenger runner for 27
years, was steady, reliable and competent, and men who talked
with him before the beginning of this trip, about three hours

.

,

•

:

.i

.

have been contending

for

this

.

adji:

'';r

opposition of individual carriers has
now. The traftic involved at present
the adjustment will greatly increase the c.\chji;i;i.
between the sections of country interested.

il
•

:

i

.

tviii:!iv..Jiiic'.

k.:

;

before, say that he was in absolutely normal condition. The cars
were so badly wrecked on their undersides that the brake rigging
could not be examined to any profit but there was no evidence
that it had not been in good working condition.
The speed limit for all trains diverted through crossovers,
;

Traffic

Barge Canal
•

I

i

1918, but no new ships were built, ar'1
only six vessels were in process of
for an ore company engaged in tran-

New York

even those which are longer than No. 10, is ten miles an hour;
and the current timetable requires passenger trains, when crossing from one main track to another, to be stopped before the
home signal is cleared for the crossover movement. In this instance the signalman did not require this stop, but the inspector
says that this infraction of the rule had no real bearing on the

plain to

accident.
His c6nclusions are summarized as follows;
1. That
the delect in the switch was such as may be from
time to time expected in the operation of a railroad, and that
the mechanism functioned properly to protect just such a con-

barges

tingency.

or illporations to assist an
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York.
in
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proach of train 29 on the night of May 13.
in4. Thai the failure of the signalman to comply with the
structions with reference to holding the home signal in the stop

on

freight

,

and has

furnisl
'

tain

has
carr

'
'

i

li

-

insta:.--

position until the train to be diverted came to a full stop had no
material, if any. bearing on the cause of the accident
engine5. That the accident was caused by the failure of the
man of train 29 to obey the signal indications governing the

poration not to n

movement

cial

-ri

rates »n western

fron

•

claM

will
u, :•,<-

•'

' large

rai>

tiie

:

.

be

all-rail

volume. «pe"

-

of this train.

•'

•

'

old type in the canal and adjacent «.
.Administration has leased 175
Of i'
her are engaged in the trade lietween l-alic Llian

That the action of diverting trains through the middle track
was entirely proper and that adequate facilities are provided for
protecting such a movement.
the signal and interlocking appliances provided arc
3. That
entirely adequate and that they functioned properly on the ap2.

New York

on

n
Smith, regional director of easteri.
that freight rales by canal between New ^
be 20 per cent less than rates between the
road.
The new rate, by rail, between New Vurk .iiid UutTalo
(first class), is 60 cents; by canal, 48 cents per 100 lb., with
other classes in proportion.
At a meeting held at .\lbany on June 26. to voice the grievances of boatmen and others. G. A. Tomlin<rir, mtinacrr rf the
Canal Section. I'nited States Railroad .\dii.
il
"La't winter when it was announced lh;r
'r
would be open for service on May 15, ther^
that the people of the state were interested ui ii> u|k-i«iiui>.
It
had been apparent for a year that the canal would l>e ready in

II.

.\.
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Commission and Court News
State

|

|

Equipment and Supplies
Car and Locomotive Specialties

Commissions

The Central Advisory Purchasing Committee

The Public Service Commission of Massachusetts, in accordance witli a recent act of the legislature, has been reorganized,
and consists now of three members instead of live as formerly.
as designated by the governor on June 22,
consists of F. J. Macleod, Joseph B. Eastman, and Everett E.
All were members of the old commission.
Stone.

The new commission,

a conference with shippers held at their request at Chicago
24, the State Public Utilities Commission of Illinois,
refused to take any action with reference to Order No. 28 of the
Director-General, advancing freight rates 25 per cent, which
went into effect on June 25. Shippers said that the increased
rates would work great hardship in connection with contracts

At

on June

the freight advance was announced and which include no provision for shipments at advanced rates. The utilities
commission advised those who had grievances to get in touch
with the Director-General and request him to authorize state
commissions to hear such cases and make recommendations to

made before

him

at

Washington.

Public Service Commission of Maryland has
to allow, without the usual 30 days' notice, increases
proposed by the Washington, Baltimore & Annapolis
railway, and the Baltimore & Annapolis Short Line.
roads wished to increase their local fares to three

The

refused
of fare
electric

These
cents a

mile, with corresponding increases in season tickets, and
their application is understood to have been approved by the

United States Railroad Administration, operating competing
steam railroads. The Public Service Commission found, howthat for the first four months of this year, the firstnamed road had gross revenues of $744,074 as against $314,988 in the same period of 1917; while the Short Line had
ever,

gross revenues of $142,060, alniost double the receipts for
The carriers will probably
the first four months of 1917.
now renew their applications, with the thirty-day proviso,
and the commission is expected to make a further study of
tlie

tariffs.

Court

of the Railroad
Administration has practically completed the ordering of the
specialties for the government's order for cars and locomotives.
The following additional orders have been placed for the 100,000
freight cars

Brakebeams
14,250 American Steel Foundries.
14,250 Chicago Railway Equipment Company.
14,000 Joliet Railway Supply Company.
14,000 Davis Brakebeam Company.
14,000 Damascus Brake Beam Company.
14,000 Buffalo Brake Beam Company.
8,000 Haskell & Barker Car Company.
7,500 Pressed Steel Car Company.
Journal Boxes
32,500 Union Spring & Manufacturing Company.
38,875 National Malleable Castings Company.
28,500 T. H. Symington Company.
16,125 Gould Coupler Company.
4,000 American Malleable Company.
8,000 Haskell & Barker Car Company.
2,000 Pacific Car & Foundry Company will secure on

Railway Equipment Company.

12,000 Standard

8,000 Chicago-Cleveland Car Roofing

Company.

Side bearings
40,000 A. Stucki Company.
30,000 E. S. Woods & Co.
30,000 Wine Railway Appliance Company.
The following additional specialties have been ordered for the
locomotives
Side bearings for tenders
All A. Stucki Company.
Brake beams for tenders
All Chicago Railway Equipment Company, except 170 to be
furnished by the Baldwin Locomotive Works.

—
—

Freight Cars

News

Intervening Cause of Injury
an action
for personal injuries under the federal act by a station master
who was assaulted by a robber at night while engaged in interstate commerce, the proximate cause of the injury was the act
of the robber, and not the defendant railroad company's failure
When the neglito maintain sufficient lights about the station.
gence alleged appears merely to have brought about a condition
independent and
entirely
and
another
under
which
situation
or
efficient agency intervenes to cause the injury, the latter is the
proximate cause and the former the remote cause. Carter v.
Atlantic Coast Line (S. Car.), 95 S. E., 357. Decided February

The South Carolina Supreme Court holds

Pacific

coast.
Steel ends for composite gondolas

that,

in

The Lehigh & New Exglaxd is inquiring for one snow-plow.
The Wisconsin Steel Comp.\ny is inquiring for one tlat car.
The Terminal Railro.\d Association of St. Louis is inquiring for one

dump

car.

Balfour, Williams

number of

&

Co.,

New

York, are inquiring for a

8,000-gal. tank cars.

The General Chemical Company, New
one 40-ton

steel,

drop bottom, gondola

York,

is

inquiring for

car.

—

Machinery and Tools

19, 1918.

The New York

Injuries to Passenger Stepping Off Car

A passenger stepping off a car upon a stepping box placed by
trainmen on the platform was injured by the box slipping from
under his feet. In an action against the railroad it was not
claimed that the stepping box was defective, that the passenger
was not given ample time to alight, that the place or the manner
in which the box was placed was careless, improper, or negligent,
and ail the testimony confirmed the railroads' claim that the box
was level and firm and did not move prior to the passenger's
stepping upon it. The New York Court of .\ppeals holds that the
rule of res ipsa loquitur did not apply against the railroad, and
that the evidence was insufficient to show anv negligence on its
Beltz v. B.. R. & P. (N. Y.), 119 N. E., 81. Decided Febpart.
ruary 12, 1918.

Ck.\tr.\l Lines is inquiring through its purchasing department in Cleveland, Ohio, for the following list of
machines for its various shops in the Central West: One combination grinder; one 42-in. heavy-duty planer; one 36 x 36-in.,
12-ft. bed planer; five 24-in. high-duty shapers
one \]4-m. drill
press
two 104-in. boring and turning mills one 42-in. boring
mill; one punching machine with 12-in. throat, with capacity to
drill 1-in. hole through l-in. steel; one 30-in. power cold saw;
one No. 3 rotary bevel shear; one 96-in. 500-ton hydraulic wheel
press; one 24-in. slotter; two universal tool grinders; one 3j/2-ft.
radial drill; one 24-in. x 12-ft. engine lathe; one 4-in. turret
lathe; one 18-in. x 14-ft. engine lathe; one 30-in., 6-ft. 6-in. centers, engine lathe
one 26-in. x 10-ft. back geared engine lathe
one 18-in. x 8-ft. engine lathe; one 24-in. x 8-ft. engine lathe;
one 3-in. x 36-in. turret lathe; one 18-in. .x 8-ft. lathe; one 6,000Ib. steam hammer.
;

;

;

;
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Supply Trade News
With

view

Railway Construction

obtaining a closer co-ordination of its
sales, the Air Reduction
Sales Company, after July 1. will handle its railroad sales
own
through its
railroad departnu-nt, instead of through the
Kranklin Railway Supply t'ompany. Ellsworth L. Mills has
been appointed sales tnanuser of the railroad department
and apparatus deparinient, with headquarters at 120 Broadway, New York.
a

to

ami railroad services and

coiiinitTcial

M. B. McBride has resigned as auditor of the Seattle, Port
I't
\\ Otern and the Tuget Sound & VVillapa Harbor,
subsidiaries of the Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, to accept
the position of general auditor of the Pacific Car & Foundry
Company in Seattle. This company is enlarging its plants
at Portland and Renton (Seattle^ and has recently taken a
contract to build 2,000 box cars for the United States GovAngeles

ernment.

The works are now
new box cars a day

business. 15

turning out,
for the

among

Union

other

Pacific.

Clarence R. Neher, consulting engineer, BufTalo, N. Y.,
died recently in that city. Mr. Neher had been engaged in
engineering work since 1880, and at various times since was
employed in an engineering capacity by a number of railroads, principally the Ohio & Western and the Richmond &
Danville.
In 1889, Mr. Neher was appointed division engineer on the Rochester division of the Western New York
& Pennsylvania. Recently he was identified with the construction of a new trolley line of the International Railway
between Buffalo and Niagara Falls, which has recently been
put into operation.

*'
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track will be laid at a co«t of about $3(X),000.
be done by the company's own forces.
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Paul has commenced grading on double track con-

St.

Second track will ht laid to connect up
the gaps in the |ircsent double track from St. Paul, Minn., to
Aberdeen. S. D. The contract for the grading has been awarded
to Morris & Dougherty, St. Paul, Minn., and track laying will
struction in Minnesota.
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preparing to rebuild
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rebuilding
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engine house at Calmar, Iowa,
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fire.

& Pacific—This company
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which was recently destroyed by
Chicago, Rock Island
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W.

Murrian, superintendent of motive power and equipment of the Southern Railway, resigned, effective May 1, to
become president and general manager of the Southern Locomotive Valve Gear Company. Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Murrian learned the trade of machinist and worked in that capacity for several years.
He came from the Union Pacific
15 years ago to the position of master mechanic of the
Southern Railway at Alexandria, and was later transferred
to Spencer, N. C, in the same capacity.
.\t that time the
Southern Railway was building the largest locomotive shops
on the system at Spencer. After about two years service at
that point, Mr. Murrian was promoted, in 1906. to superintendent of motive power, with headquarters at Knoxville,
Tenn. Mr. Murrian is personally interested in the specialties now
being manufactured by the Southern Locomotive Valve Gear
Company, and he is also thoroughly familiar with the efficiency of the commodities, the Southern Railway having
adopted the Southern valve gear as its standard several
years ago.
Mr. Murrian succeeded General L. D. Tyson,
now in active service in the United States Army, who had
been president since the organization of the company until
recently when he resigned
S.

Trade Publications
Insley

F'rouucts.

— The

In.*lc>

Mi't;.

Company.

Choctaw, Newcastle & Westes.n.— This railway is being built
from a connection with the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific, at
.Mderson, Okla., to Coal Fields, six and one-half miles. C. M.
Conway, of Texarkana, .^rk., has the contract for the work,
which was begun in March. About 75 per cent of the line ha»
been completed. The principal commodity which will be carried
will he coal, the annual tonnage of which is estimated at 500,000.

—

This company is asking for bids
Elt.in. Joliet & Eastern.
on a brick building, containing lockers, toilet rooms, dormitories,
It has also asked
etc., for enginemen and firemen, at Gary, Ind.
for bids on water softeners to be located at Frankfort, III., and
Spaulding, and reinforced concrete coaling stations at South Chicago. 111., ami Gary. Ind.

Kanawha & Michigan

--This railroad has awarded a concompany, Cleveland. Ohio, for the construcinbound freight house, 40 ft. by 550 ft., with a canopy
platform. 12 ft. by GOO ft.; a two-story office building and Ikiscmcnt. 144 ft. by 42 ft.; and an outbound freight house. 32 ft by
300 ft., at Charleston, W. Va. The structures will rcpLicc buildThe inbound freight house
ings destroyed by fire on May 17.
is to be completed within 50 days of the time work on the building commenced, namely. May 28.
tract to the .Austin

tion of an

HERN.— This company

is putting in approximately
passing tracks at various points on its main line

M
Indianapolis,

Ind., has issued a 100-page catalog descriptive of its concrete
handling equipment. This publication opens with a general discussion of the gravity method of handling concrete, including
some cost data, followed by illustrations of various installations
of this equipment on dilTerent classes of concrete construction
projects. The back part of the catalog is devoted to descriptions,
illustrations and lists of the various types of equipment handled,
including buckitf. chutes, hopper cars and carts, towers, etc.

t!
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When You Buv War Sahncs Stamps you do not give y .ur
money, you loan it at 4 per cent coinpounded quarterly. \'>v
help your Government, but you help yourself even more.
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The United St.\tes Exported Steel R.mls in the calen<lar
year 1917 valued at $23,950,000 and cars for railways at $11,88,1.000. according to a bulletin of the National Citv Bank of '*^'cw
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ANNUAL REPORT
— Report

Seaboard Air Line Railway Company
FISCAL YEAR ENDED DECEMBER

31,

bearing

1917.

Portsmouth, Va., April ISth, 1918.
To the Stockholders of the Seaboard Air Line Railway Company:
The Board of Directors submits the following report of the operations of
VMiir properties for the year ended December 31. 1917:

I.VCOME

ACCOUNT FOR YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1917, COMPARED WITH YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 1916.
1917

1916

Xft Operating
Taxes)

Revenue

at

1

7,441,889.24
12,890.34

194,174.12t
3,056.64t

Operating Income
Other Income

7,237,881.42
391,375.25

7,428,998.90
460,431.79

191,117.48t
69,056.54+

Cross Income
Rents and Other Charges

7,629.256.67
261,430.75
405,354.28

7,889,430.69
210,135.81
143,991.87

26O,174.02t
51,294.94
261,362.41

6,962,471.64
4,858,404.50

7,535,303.01
4,673,292.39

572,831. 37t
185,112.11

2,104,067.14

2,862,010.62

757,943. 48t

1.250,000.00

1.250,000.00

Hire of Equipment

of

6%

per

Steam Ditching Car.

Ro.^DWAY, Track and Structures.
7,247,715.12
9,833.70

.

rate

MAINTENANCE OF WAY AND STRUCTLIRES.

(after

Cncollcctible Railway Revenue.

of the Directors
the

2 Barges.

Increase

Revenue

$30,345,146.01 $26,184,487.25 $4,160,658.76
Operating Expenses and Ta.xes.. 23,097.430.89 18,742,598.01 4,354,832.88
ii.oss

interest

annual installments of $60,000,
of December in each year, commencing June 1,' 1918; and ending December
1. 1927.
Of this equipment there was received during the year;
5 Mallet Type Freight Locomotives.
In addition to the equipment named above, the following were purchased
and placed in service during the year:
1
Business Car.

Roadway, track and structures of the company have been properlv maintained at a cost of $3,215,505.46, which represents an expenditure per mile
of $928.98.
Side Tracks.
38.45 miles of new sidings and extensions of e-xisting sidings were constructed, and there were deducted by removal and changes of old sidings,
7.53 miles, making a net increase over previous year of 30.92 miles.
'1 liere
were also constructed 0.39 miles of new sidings on leased lines.

Tie Renewals.
Applicable to Interest

Fixed

Interest

Charges

Balance
Full

5%

Interest on .^djustmeTlt

Uncome) Bonds
Net Income

$854,067.14 $ 1,612.010.62

100.10 miles of

t Decrease.

$1,349,936
813,628
759,935

Coal

Other material

a total arbitrary increase of $2,923,499.
It this arbitrary amount be deducted from the Operating Expenses, they
would have shown an increase of 7.20 per cent., instead of the 23.87 per
cent., shown above, and the operating ratio, including Taxes, would have
been 66.48 per cent., instead of the 76.12 per cent., as compared with 71.58
These increases were anticipated and
per cent., for the preceding year.
this Company, in common with other carriers, filed with the Interstate
Commerce Commission early in the Spring a request for an increase of 15
The requested increase was denied by the
per cent., in freight rates.
The anticipations of the Company, howInterstate Commerce Commission.
ever, as to the situation were realized, and only by the strictest economy
was the property maintained at its former standard without further materially reducing the operating income.
On account of the conditions confronting the railroads of the country, the
President took over this property with others bv proclamation of December
28, 1917, and the details of the contract with the stockholders for the use
of the property by the government are now being worked out.

FUNDED DEBT.

or in part at the option of the Company at 100.5 per cent, of the face amount
thereof and accrued interest at any time upon thirty days published notice,
secured by the pledge of First and Consolidated Mortgage, Series "A," Six
Per Cent. Bonds of the Company, were sold during the year for the purpose of providing funds for the acquisition of property, completing, extending or improving its facilities or properties, improving or maintaining its
service and for the discharging or lawful refunding of its obligations.
The $55,000 outstanding Roanoke and Tar River Railroad Company First
Mortgage Six Per Cent. Bonds maturing April 1, 1917, were refunded at
maturity by the issue of First and Consolidated Mortgage, Series "A," Six
Per Cent. Bonds, in accordance with the provisions of the First and ConThe holders of the Roanoke and Tar River Railroad
solidated Mortgage.
Company First Mortgage Bonds were paid in cash and the First and Consolidated Mortgage Bonds received in this transaction were placed in the
treasury of the Company.

EQUIPMENT.
Equipment shown in last annual report as having been undelivered on
December 31, 1916, under Equipment agreement. Series "R," viz;
5 Mountain Type Passenger Locomotives.
2 Gas Electric Motor Cars.
50 Steel Under and Upper Frame Caboose Cars
were received during this fisc-il year.
.\n equipment agreement, Series "S," was entered into on December

1,

1917, for the purchase of;

Type Freight Locomotives.
10 Santa Fe Type Freight Locomotives.
16 Mallet

said agreement the cash payment of $604,340 was represented by a
deferred certificate which was received into the treasury of the Company
and will be pledged under its First and Consolidated Mortgage in accordance with the provisions thereof, and the remainder of the purchase price

Under

was represented by Equipment Trust obligations aggregating $1,200,000,

and

new

were laid in the main line, releasing
There was charged net to Operating Expenses

90-lb. steel rail
rail.

therefor, $147,829.95, and to Capital Account $124,585.64.
In addition 32.08 miles of released 60, 70 and 75-lb. steel rail were laid
on branch lines, releasing 68-lb. and lighter rail, and there was charged to
Operating Expenses therefor, $24,048.13, and to Capital Account $28,373.87.

Ballast.
91.765 cubic yards of gravel and slag ballast were put under main line
track during the vear, and of the total cost thereof, $232,715.65 was charged
to Capital -Account.

Trestles Filled.
2.722 lineal feet of wooden trestles were filled in during the year and
of the total cost thereof, including culverts, $8,038.60, was charged to Operating E.xpenses.

Trestles Rebuilt and Ballast Decked.

There were built during the year out of creosoted timber 1,970 lineal
feet of ballast decked trestles, replacing old open decked trestles and in
addition thereto 1.582 lineal feet of old wooden trestles were driven with
crecsoted piles and capped for ballast decking this vear, and of the total
cost thereof $16,997.88 was charged to Operating E.xpenses and $23,748.68
to Capital .Account.
Trestles Strengthened.
17 trestles were strengthened for heavy traffic by making
chord, at a cost of $6,587.97 charged to Capital .-\ccount.

them 4-ply

Bridges.
Work has been done on seven bridges, replacing with steel, or strengthening lliem for heavier traffic.
Three of these bridges were authorized during the year and all of them
have been completed.
Of the bridges completed, the principal ones are
the three bridges mentioned in last year's report as having been destroyed
by the high water of July, 1916, and are as follows;
Catawba River, near Mount Holly, N. C, three through truss spans, each
165 feet long, and one deck girder span 50 feet long.
Catawba River, near \'an Wyck, S. C, four through truss spans, eack
147 feet long.
Wateree River, near

The $688,000 First and Consolidated Mortgage, Scries ".^," Six Per
Cent. Bonds sold during previ'ous year and mentioned in last annual report
were delivered on January 31, 1917.
$364,000 First and Consolidated Mortgage, Series "A," Six Per Cent.
Bonds were sold during the year.
.\n issue of $4,000,000 Two Year Six Per Cent. Secured Gold Notes,
dated September 15, 1917, payable September 15, 1919, redeemable in whole

ties,

Rail.

therefrom lighter worn
$757.943. 48t

The Gross Revenue increased 15.89 per cent.. Operating Expenses increased 23.87 per cent.. Taxes increased 14.01 per cent.. Operating Expenses
and Taxes increased 23.23 per cent.
The Operating Expenses, exclusive of Taxes, were 71.57 per cent, of the
Gross Revenue, as compared with 66.96 per cent, the previous year; and
including Taxes, 76.12 per cent, of Gross Revenue as compared with 71.58
per cent, for the preceding year.
In common with all other roads, this Company had to meet increased
The increase in the
prices in labor and material, due to war conditions.
prices of these items added to Operating Expenses as follows;
Labor

Tie renewals were 1,241,697 cross ties and 751 sets of switch
the cost, $380,746.09 was charged to Operating Expenses.

Camden,

S.

C, one through

truss span 200 feet long,

MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPM'ENT.
The equipment of the Company was fully maintained during the vear at
of $5,105,472.29.
Included in the cost of maintenance is $114,901.58, representing value of
eciuipment destroyed or retired from service during the year and credited
to Cost of Equipment.
There was also included in the Cost of Maintenance $516,321.10 for
depreciation, which was credited to Reserve for -Accrued Depreciation.
The cost of maintenance per article owned was as follows;
a cost

.Average cost per
.Average cost per
.Average cost per

annum
annum
annum

$3,626.77
per Locomotive owned
per Passenger car owned.... 1,095.31
84.15
per Freight car owned

General Remarks.
Charleston, S. C, to Savannah, Ga., mentioned in
been completed, and will be put into operation January 1st. 1918, thus providing two separate and distinct main lines between
Hamlet, N. C, and Savannah, Ga. -Also, the grade revision work between
Hamlet, N. C, and Charleston, S. C, previously mentioned, has been completed, and together with above extension, a through line has been obtained
from llamlet, N. C. to Jacksonville, Fla., via Charleston, with a maximum
The new portion of the line
five-tenths percent, grade in both directions.
from Charleston to Savannah has a maxinnim three-tenths percent, grade
line in both directions which, with the improvements realized from the grade
revision between Hamlet and Charleston, will effect a large saving in the
handling of traflSc between Hamlet and Savannah, and will greatly increase
the tonnage per train compared with the tonnage which can be handled via
liie extension from
last year'i report, has

the present Columbia route.
The grade revision work on certain sections of the line between Sanford,
N. C, and Hamlet, N. C, mentioned in report of last year, has been completed, thus eliminating two pusher grades and providing a five-tenths percent, grade against northbound traffic and an eight-tenths percent, grade
Train operation has thereby
against southbound traffic on these sections.
been facilitated, hazard reduced, and a saving effected in operating cost.
During the year, a spur track, used and owned jointly by the Southern,
.Atlantic Coast Line and Seaboard Air Line, has been built to reach the
This spur, together
.\ationaI .Army Cantonment located at Columbia, S. C.
with necessary connecting track, is about 3.64 miles long, and is reached
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(he AlUnlii Coa«t Liiir and
by the ScabuiKl Air Line over a
l>y

.

w»y Company's

It

t

by the tjcvc
mam spur and coi
total capacity ot j

connr

within

built

oriler to proviilr
sidr track:

'

i"« tra

:

Two

al

riy

cai...

80

been

at Montt;omc .-. Ala.,
at that jiuinl.
Ccnitructiun is now in praiircm on irvcral important induitrial ipuri
branchinK off the main line between Cllarle«r.n, <
ir<l Sivannah. (".a
-"
Theae aiuirs will reach fertile (arm lan'N table culture, and will be a biit factor
thii line.
part nl these >puri will Ix
early in the coming vcar and others wiil
All of this work will readily lend ittcif i<> |'MM^ i.r uimirr i<nv.ir rM.i.

tonmrnl

r

,

i

m

A

•

'

-

sions and <!evelopirents.
New shop facilities and additions to the present facilities have been provided durinii the year at Andrews. S. C. This work includes a cinder pit,
eniiine pits, JOO ton co.il elevator, sand house, and an extension to the boiler
In addition, work is now in proarcss on an SOfoot turntable, oil
house, and water facilities for both fir
rice purposes.
all of which will be conipleled during the
A coach shop and an upholstery shop,
sprinklers, have been built during the year
old huildinii deslroj-ed by tire.
Kew aitil moiicrn ni.ichi.icry
installed, thus providing facilities for repairing coaches at the
end of

the company's line.
In order to accommodate the large locomotives recently purchased, it was
neccssarv to lengthen the roundhouses and provide engine pits of greater
lencth at Hermitage, Va.. Raleigh, N. C, and Hamlet. X. C. This work

By order of

(Adv.

ullUlllllMIIIIMlllllinilUllilllllUtlttlllllUlllUllllllllllllllin:

except that the cash payment will be $75 and the yield on the
extended bonds about 6 |>er cent.

Railway Financial News

—

Pesn.svlvasma. The dividend declaration has been deferred until the meeting cf the board of directors to be held in July.

PiTTSBLRCH. CINCINNATI. CHICAGO & St. Loi'is.— The directors
have deferred action on the dividend, an official statement be-

—

B.vLTiMoRt & Ohio. The Ohio Public Utilities Commission has
authorized this company to issue $20,000,000 5 per cent bonds,
which are to be sold at not less than 80. Of these, $3,000,000
are to pay for improvements made in the past and the balance
to pay tor improveinents approved by the Director General.

ing

while these notes are outstanding, the Brooklyn Rapid
Transit will pay no dividends in stock and none in script
unless the script shall be made to rank junior to the equities
of the note holders in the assets of the company.

—

—This

notice on Tuesday of offers to extend
issues of underlying bonds maturing
on July 1 this year. They are the $1,500,000 tirst mortgage 5
per cent bonds of the Buffalo & Southwestern Railroad. $1,000.000 Buffalo & Southwestern division 5 per cent bonds of

Erie.

until July

company gave
1,

1928, three

St.

:

"The consolidated Pittsburgh, Cincin(Panhandle), having commenced

Louis

—

.\rizona. This company is asking the California
Railroad Commission to extend to December 31 the time withwhich it may issue $1,500,000 bonds which the corawissinn
has authorized.
in

Seaboard Air Line.

— See

editorial

comments elsewhere

in

this

issue.

—

Kuhn, Loeb & Co., Xew York, have purchased
from the l'nion Pacific a new issue of $20,000,000 10-ycar
6 per cent bonds to be secured by a deposit of railroad Imnds
owned by the company. The sale of this issue has been approved by Director General Mc.Adoo.
It is understood that
the bonds will be offered for public subscription in the near
future at 98 per cent and accrued interest.

L'nion PAapic.

that

Chicago. Rock I'^laxd & PAaFic. This company has declared
the regular semi-annual dividends of i'A per cent and 3 per
cent on the 7 per cent and 6 per cent preferred stocks, respectively, payable July 20 to stock of record July 5.

&

San Diego &

:

with the Central Trust Company, New York, and the holder
of each $1,000 note has the option of taking either $300 in cash
and $700 face amount of new three-year 7 per cent Brooklyn
Kapid Transit notes, or of taking $1,000 of new three-year 7
per cent notes.
In other w-ords. he can take 30 per cent in
cash and renew the remaining 70 per cent, or renew the entire
amount of his notes. The new notes will be secured by the
collateral now deposited as security for the old notes, and, in
addition, buy $39,000,000 Brooklyn Rapid Transit consolidated
and refunding mortgage bonds. The New York Times says

follows

as

Chicago

business on I'ebruary 1, 1917, has no dividend record during
the three year's' test period.
The Ixiard therefore deferred
action until such approval has been secured and the money
therefor obtained from the government on account of compensation for the use of the property."

—

R.\pid Tr.wsit. To provide for the extension of
$57,735,000 6 per cent notes due July 1, the War Finance Corporation is to loan the Brooklyn Rapid Transit Company
$17.3JO.OOO or such less sum as is necessary to carry out the
following plan
N'ote holders are asked to deposit their notes

Brooklyn-

made

nati,

X'lRCiNiAN.

— See

item in General

Petholeim Prospecting in

News Department

New

S<>ith

of this issue.

Wales.— .\ company

has been organized for the purpo.sc of determining whether
petroleum can be found in New South Wales, Australia.
A
modern derrick has been erected and machinery installed near
Penrith, about 40 miles from Sydney, where surface oil has
been found in numerous places in the vicinity of ihi* test well.
This will be the first test made in New South Wales for
petroleum. The driller who is in charge of operations is a pracCommfrce Keporlt.
tical oil man from the L'nited States.

Proposed Encineerint: r.-i-cmr-? iv }\\\
in

connection with

Tlir yirrliminarirs

t

'

and $300,000 terminal 5 per cent bonds of
It is intended to extend the
Atlantic Railway.
first and last named issues subject to prior redemption at 105
and interest. Holders of all three issues are asked to deposit
their securities with the July 1 coupon attached at the offices
of J. P. Morgan & Co. In the case of the Buffalo & Somhwestern division issue temporary receipts will be issued ex-

the interests of thi
arc already in pro(;r
(1) Harimr* and means uf cominto six different sections;
mnniratinn ( railways, iramwavi, telegraphy, and telephony)
.-, works, etc.;
(3) roads and
lure, etc; (A) production of
f^^
^F'^ minir^ nnd 7r~\ rv

changeable for bondj of an equal amount, and there will also
be paid in cash $110 on each $1,000 bond. The investment
Similar conditions
yield will be approximately 6'j per cent.
will apply in the case of the Chicago & Atlantic terminal bonds.

and South

the Erie Railroad

the Chicago

&

I

'

.

;

.-Kfrica.

Indian Engxntenna
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R. H. Swartwout, vice-president of the Norfolk Southern,
with headquarters at New York, has been elected president,
to succeed J. H. Young.

John W. Flatten, chairman of the board, of the

Executive, Financial, Legal and Accounting

November

on

born

Harry Bronner, chairman

Dur-

College,

Trinity

He began

ham, N. C.
railway

work

1892. in

the engineering

in

May,

department of the Atlantic Coast Line. From
1899 to 1901 he served as
chief

East

engineer of the
Carolina Railway,

and from March, 1905, to
July, 1906, was assistant
chief engineer in maintenance of way olfice, in
of track work
drafting and later was
engineer maintenance of
way, on the Middle disSouthern
of
the
trict
Railway at Knoxville,

charge

Tenn.

On August

t

..am
H G

lin

1,

appointment as assistant to president of the same

road, as noted above.

He was born

at

first

Au-

gusta, Me., and in 1895
entered the services of

DeMerchants'
the
spatch Transportation
Company. The following year he went to the

American

when he was promoted
to

first

assistant,

p

p g^^„

Buckland, vice-president and general counsel,
of the New York, New Haven & Hartford, with headquarters
at New Haven, Conn., has been elected president to succeed
J.

Pearson.

as

office

in

boy

at

Two

years
later he was transferred
Catskill.

Rondout,

and

later

served as general clerk
In
Westfield, Mass.
1874 he went to the

at

Adams Express Company as a messenger and
in 1876 became waybill
and money clerk at New
Haven. He subsequently

M. B. McBride, auditor of the Seattle, Port Angeles &
Western and the Puget Sound & Willapa Harbor, with office
at Chicago, has resigned to become general auditor of the
Pacific Car & Foundry Company, Seattle, Wash.

Operating

and

secretary of the same company, and now becomes secretary
of the American Railway Express Company as above noted.

Edward

1872,

American

Company

treasurer of the same company, and now becomes vice-president
and treasurer of the American Railway Express Company.

In Febalso made assistant secretary of the company.
ruary, 1915, he was appointed assistant to president, and two
months later he was appointed also secretary of the company.
Since March, 1918, he served as first vice-president and a
member of the executive committee, retaining his duties as

G.

service of the

Express

turned to the service of the Adams Express Company as treasurer and trustee. In 1916 he was appointed vice-president and

was

Edwin

of the finance committee of the
elected president, succeeding
become regional director of south-

been

served consecutively as
agent at South Norwalk,
Spe
River,
Fall
agent
at
route agent, assistant superintendent at Boston, Mass., and in 1882 became superintendent
He later served in the same capacity at Bridgeport,
at Boston.
and in 1894 was made manager of the New England department.
From 1908 to 1913, he retired for rest and travel, and then re-

Express

Company as a stenographer, and subsequently served consecutively
as cashier of the eastdepartfinancial
ern
ment, chief clerk and
In
manager.
assistant
1907 he was appointed
line auditor, and later
served as second assistant to the first vice1914
until
president,

has

Caleb S. Spencer, vice-president and treasurer of the Adams
Express Company, with headquarters at New York, has been
vice-president and treasurer of the new American
Railway Express Company,
with
the
same
headquarters. Mr. Spencer was born at Catskill,
N. Y., and entered the

to

vice-president and secretary of
the American E.xpress Company, has been appointed secreExpress Company, with headRailway
American
of
the
tary
quarters at New York.

Frederick P. Small,

Pacific,

appointed

maintenance of
1911, he was appointed assistant chief engineer
way' and structures on the Southern Railway at Washington,
served
as assistant
1918,
D. C, and from January, 1917, to Jime,
position he held
to vice-president in charge of operation, which
until his recent

Missouri

B. F. Bush, resigned to

western railroads.
Mr. Bronner has been connected with
banking and industrial corporations for many years. In 1887
he entered the banking business of Hallgarten & Co., New
York, and became a member of the firm in 1904. In October,
1917, he retired from the active banking business, after having become senior partner of that concern. Mr. Bronner has
also taken an active part in many railroad reorganizations,
notably the Baltimore & Ohio, the Colorado & Southern, and
the St. Louis-San Francisco.
He has also assisted in the
reorganization of a number of industrial companies, and has
been actively connected with many corporations, but more
particularly with the Missouri Pacific, the Denver & Rio
Grande, the American Locomotive Company, the Bethlehem
Steel Corporation, the Sloss-Sheffield Steel & Iron Company
and the J. G. White Engineering Corporation.

8,

Tarboro, N. C,
was educated at

1876, at

and

Mo-

Northern, with headquarters at New York, has been
elected president, succeeding W. F. Owne, who becomes
assistant to federal manager.

Thomas

Hall Gatlin, whose appointment as assistant to
president of the Sonthern Railway, with headquarters at Washington, D. C, has already been announced in these columns, was

Gulf,

&

bile

=Diiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiitiiiiiii

L. Park, vice-president of the Chicago Great Western,
has been appointed genera! manager, with headquarters at Chi-

W.

cago.

W. H. Bremner, president of the Minneapolis & St. Louis,
has been appointed general manager, with ofiice at Minneapolis,
Minn.
division superintendent of the PhilaReading, has been appointed terminal manager at
Washington, D. C., with jurisdiction over the Washington
Terminal Company, the terminals of the several railroads

John B. Warrington,

delphia

&

June
ami

r.itoiii.ii

Varil, rcportinR to

ol the Allenliciiy

I

Kegional Dirccim M.nkliain

Region.

roll

lUiliith,

at

cm

l-^'M

June,

111

Otis Bass has been promoted to chief despatcher on the

second

district of the

Grand

Nebraska division of the Union

Pacific,

M. P. Blauvelt, vice-president of the Lehigh Valley, has
been a|ipoiiiled assistant rc|.;ioiial director of the Allegheny region, with office at I'hiladelvihia, Pa.
William A. McGonagle, president and general manager of
Duluth, Missabe & Northern, has been ap|>ointed
manager, with office at Duluth, Minn.
the

(,'cncral

general manager of the
Southern, has been appointed assistant regional
ilirector of central western railroads.
B.

B. Greer, vice-president and

&

olorado

and general manager of the
J. P. O'Brien, vice-president
Oregon Washington Railroad & Navigation Company, has been
willi
office at Portland, Ore.
appointed general manager,
of
J.

'

'

I

I

\

.u-

\i,
,.

a

part of the .Ni.rlh Wcilciii.
ol hi» recent pruniotion,
\.,rii,

ii,r

.,t

liuiu Maiih, I'AJ.l, So ihc dale
noted abn\c, he wa» division tuperWcMrm at Norfolk, Neb.

Traffic
L. M. While, K<">'-il .iki'iil •!
Mich., has led ihe ^c^\ur i.l lh.it
Freight I'l.rwarcliin! ( .iiiipaii> at

ilir

Mi'^xiuri Paciiic at Detroit,
t.i go Willi the Judton

c<)iii|Miiy
l)rli..it

.n cxpurt

.lucnl.

Island. Neb.

LeRoy Kramer, vice-president of the Pullman Company,
lias resigned, effective June 30, to become federal manager
of the St. I-ouis-San Francisco.

(

as

on the Ireni'

lendctil

iiiieiiilriii

A. J. Davidson, general superintendent of the Spokane.
Portland & Scat'lc, has been appointed general manager, with
office at Portland, Ore.

at

\Ki'l.

he was chief clerk

House, president and ticiicral niuiuiKcr oi the Duluth
KanKe, has been appointed general manager, with office
Minn.

F. E.

&
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G. L. Benson has been appointed division superintendent
the Erie, with headquarters at Kent, Ohio, succeeding
C. Pierson, who has been granted leave of absence.

Engineering and Rolling Stock
Leigh Goodrich Curtia, whote appointment ai affittani
chief engineer of the Baltimore & Ohio, with lirsH'juarleri
Baltimore,

at

.\Id.,

was announced

in

lli<

"

".l.iy

was born at Hamilton, Ohio, on ,N'on'
ter
completing his education in the <)hii'
in
1899. he enured railway service as a mil cn,;ii.cci m the
office of the superintendent maintenance of way of the Haitimore & Ohio, at Zanesville, Ohio. In December, 1900, he
was promoted to assistant engineer in the same office. Two
years later he became assistant division engineer at rhimgo.
and in June. 1903, he was promoted to divisi.
at
31,

the

From

same point

April, 1910, to 1914.
iioriliwest district, i-

rrr

I

maintenance of way of the

:..h

he became district engineer of the Chicago diw»n>n, at Chicago, which position he lichl until his appointment a* aitistant chief engineer, as nieniioncd above.

Putnam, whose appointment

L. J.

Chicago

as chief engineer of the
.\orth Western, with headquarters at Chicago, has
in these columns was born at Manchester, Iowa, on Feb-

&

already been announced

O. Hodges has been appointed superintendent of the .Anthony & Northern, with headquarters at Pratt, Kan., succeeding J. D. Feeney, who had previously been acting super-

ruary 17. 1878. and was
educated
at
Cornell
College,
Mount
Iowa, where he
studied civil engineer-

^^^^
^^^^Pl^^^
^^^^L^^^y
^^^V^
^^^Bfektv
^^^L^^.

^^^^^^^

intendent.

W. J. Jenks, general manager of the Norfolk & Western,
continues under the United States Railroad Administration
as general manager of that road, with headquarters at
Roanoke, Va.

]

^^B^

H. L. Crandall has been appointed superintendent of the
Minnesota, Dakota & Western, with office at International
Falls. Minn., vice C. H. Woodford, who has been assigned to

,^^^^^ ^^^r ^
^^^^^^^k u ^^^^

A. Eddy has been appointed assistant trainmaster on
the Superior division of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul,
witli headquarters at Green Bay, Wis., succeeding D. W.

Illinois

tral,

^^^^^^
^^^^H^^

^^^^^^^^^B

S.

in

with

l>egan

the

June. 1898,

CenJune of the
following
year
went
with
the Chicago &
.North Western as an
man. From

^^Hrfl^.

other service.

He
»ay work
and

in

1901,
1906, he

^^^^^^flL^^y

Kelly, promoted.
C.

G.

Bumham, executive vice-president of the Chicago.
& Quincy, has been appointed federal manager
and of the Quincy, Omaha & Kansas City, with

Burlington

that

of that road
office at

Chicago.

A. M. Schoyer, resident vice-president of the Pennsylvania
Lines at Chicago, has been appointed assistant to the federal
manager nf the Pennsylvania Western Lines, with headquarters at Pittsburgh, Pa.

W. B. Wood, general manager of the Grand Rapids &
Indiana, continues under the United States Railroad Administration as general manager of that road, with headquarters at Grand Rapids. Mich.

J.

following

Kaukauna, Wis. Beginning with March.

1907. he

was consec-

utively assistant engineer in charge of second track and terminal improvements at Janesvillc, Wis.; assistant engineer in
charge of the construction of a bascule bridge over the north
branch of the tliicago river, and the Wells street yard at Chi
cago; resident engineer on the Milwaukee track elevation, and
resident engineer on the Escanaba ore dock construction. I-'roin
July.

B. C. Byers, assistant general superintendent of the Cleveland, Cincinnati, Chicago & St. Louis, has been promoted to

Sparta

general superintendent at Indianapolis, Ind., succeeding E.
M. Costin, promoted to federal manager
C. S. Millard,
division superintendent at Mattoon, 111., succeeds Mr. Byers.
with office at Indianapolis. P. T. White, superintendent of
the Peoria & Eastern at Indianapolis, succeeds Mr. .Millard
at Mattoon. and Robert Alison, trainmaster at Gallon, O..
has been appointed superintendent, succeeding Mr. White.

as

1910.

to

April 1. 1912. he was with the Milwaukee.
Western, a subsidiary of the Chicago & North
as resident engineer on construction and (hen
''lit engineer.
On April 1. 1912, he was pro-

& North

Western,

fir<t

in.

he
head<.|uaricr::

engineer at Boone, la. and in May, 1913.
-omotcd to principal ao^istant engineer, with
at Chicago, which position he held until his
II

promotion as noted above.
.mcc of way of the CleveW. C. Kegler. engr
land-Indianapolis di\i
leveland, Cincinnati. Chi•!cr> at Galion. Ohio, has
& St. Louis, v.'
been appointed district engineer in charge of construction,
with the same headquarters. W. S. Burnett, engineer maintenance of way of the Cincinnati-Sandusky division, with
headquarters at Springfield, Ohio, has been appointed district
'

Charles H. Resrnolds. whose appointment as assistant general superintendent of the Chicago & North Western, with
headquarters at Norfolk, Neb., was announced in the Railway
Age on June 14, was born at Springfield, III., on July 13, 1859.
He entered railroad service with the Chicago & North West-

line.

which he was acting
division engineer of the
Ashland
division,
at

Putnam

cago

,
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charge of construction, with the same headE. Kissell, engineer maintenance of way of the
Cairo division, witli headquarters at Mt. Carmel, 111., has
been appointed acting engineer maintenance of way at Gallon,
Ohio., in place of Mr. Kegler. E. J. Byer, assistant engineer
maintenance of way at Galion, Ohio, has been appointed
acting engineer maintenance of way at Mt. Marmel, 111., succeeding Mr. Kissel, transferred.
R. B. Stokley, assistant
engineer

in

quarters.

J.
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engineer on double track work between Minneapolis, Minn.,
and .Aberdeen, S. D., following which he became valuation
field engineer, which position he held until his recent promotion ,as noted above.
C.

M. Rogers,

Rock Island &

inspector of tonnage rating of the Chicago,
has been appointed supervisor of sta-

Pacific,

.

division engineer maintenance of

way

Springlield,

at

has been appointed acting engineer maintenance of
Springfield, Ohio, in place of Mr. Burnett.
Tlie

Ohio,

way

at

above

clianges were effective June 24.

Robert

J.

Middleton, whose appointment

as

assistant chief

engineer of the Puget Sound Lines of the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., succeeding
E. O. Reeder, retired,

was

announced in the
Raihvay Age of June 24.
was born at Greenwood.
.Ark,, in 1881, and graduated from the civil en-

^^m. j il
^^^(4F^I W^
i

gineering department of
the University of Arkan1903.

sas in

ary
ton

1906,

2,

On FebruMr. Middle-

entered the service
of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul as a
draftsman in the bridge
and building department
at Chicago.
In the fall
of that year he was pro-

moted

to

assistant engi-

neer on the Kansas City
division at O 1 1 u
wa
Junction. la., where he
R. J. Middleton
remained until October,
1908, at which time he
became assistant engineer on the Evanston track elevation, at
Evanston, III.
Three years later he was appointed assistant
engineer in charge of the construction of the Savanna, 111., and
Godfrey yards. In January, 1913. he was promoted to engineer
of track elevation at Chicago, and in April, 1915, he became valuation engineer, which position he held until his present promotion as noted above.

m

Thomas H.

Strate, whose promotion to valuation engineer
Chicago. Milwaukee & St. Paul, succeeding R. J.
Middleton. ua^ announced in these columns on June 21, was

of

tlu-

born

at

Moorliead.

Minn., on April 9, 1880.
and received his educa-

gineering

E. O. Reeder, assistant chief engineer of the Puget Sound
Line of the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., whose resignation from that
position on account of ill health was announced in the
Railway Age on June 21, has been connected with the Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul for many years. His first connection with that company was in the purchasing department
previous to 1875, where he was connected with the purchases
of ties, timber, etc. His first work in the engineering department was in connection with the construction of a tunnel at
Tunnel City, Wis. In 1879, he became resident engineer at
Melvina, Wis., and had charge of the engineering work
between Melvina, Wis., and Westby. Later he was transferred to Fayette, Iowa, following which he assisted in the
survey and location of the bridge over the Mississippi river
at Sabula, Iowa.
Subsequently, he was engaged in a number
of surveys, including the line from Monroe, Wis., to Dubuque,
Iowa, and the Ottumwa line from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, to
Sigourney. Later, Mr. Reeder took charge of the chief engineers' office, where he had much to do with the location
of the Puget Sound line. He then became prmcipal assistant
engineer.
He was appointed chief engineer of the Puget
Sound lines with headquarters at Seattle, Wash., in June,
1911, and was made assistant chief engineer when this line
was consolidated with the St. Paul. He remained in that
position until his resignation as noted above.

Railway Officers

in

Government Service

Fred Pettijohn has been appointed
Railroad

Administration,

reporting

chief accountant of the
to

the

auditor,

Roberts.

J.

W.
«|

Lake, formerly general manager of the Seaboard
.Air Line, has been appointed assistant to C. R. Gray, director
of the Division of Operation.
C.

S.

B. J. Feeney, traveling engineer of the Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley, with office at Memphis, Tenn., has been appointed
supervisor of the Fuel Conservation section, Southern Regional district. United States Railroad Administration, with
office at Atlanta, Ga.

department

Committee

On June 3 of
year, Mr. Strate
entered the service of
the Chicago. Milwaukee
& St. Paul as a rodman
and chainman on the

of

the

Railroad .Administration.

1901.

that

Railway Officers

line

between

Glenham,

S.

D.,

and

Marmarth,

N. D., and on the James river branch between Aberdeen,
From 1912 to 1915 he was construction
S. D., and Mobridge.

Duggan,

in Military Service

despatcher of the Southern Pacific at
Bakersfield. Cal., has received a lieutenant's commission in the
United States Army, and is now en route to France to serve in
an overseas contingent.
J.

branch
in
Preston
Iowa. Later he became
instrument man. From
1902 to 1903 he
'ts
engineer on
resident
construction and grade
reduction at Faribault,
Minn., and during the
T. H. Strate
following three years
he was assistant enginmaintenance
and
construction
in
in
charge
of
eer
Minneapolis, Minn.
Subsequently,
llie
district office at
lie
was consecutively locating engineer, assistant division
and
division
engineer
engineer
of
construction
on
the

15,

C. B. Dailey, assistant to the director of purchases of the
Southern Pacific, has been appointed assistant manager,
and L. G. Plant has been appointed progress engineer of the
Procurement Section of the Central Advisory Purchasing

tion at the University
of Minnesota, graduating from the civil enin

tionary plants, with headquarters at Chicago, effective June
succeeding J. H. Edwards, resigned.

J.

chief

C. H. Nichols, formerly chief despatcher of the Southern
Pacific at Bakersfield. Cal., has received a commission as first
lieutenant, and has been assigned to Company C, 31st Rail-

way Engineers,

stationed at Ft. Leavenworth, Kan.

Teutons Building Two Railw.w in Finland.— According to
Associated Press despatches the Germans are building two
temporary railways in Northern Finland. One line runs eastward toward Kem on Mourmansk railway in Russia and the
other northeastward from a rail-end in Finland toward Petoenga Bay, which is included in the strip of the Mourmansk
region which Russia is preparing to cede to Finland. Construction work is easy as there are many small lakes which
can be utilized.
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